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Chapter 0ForewordIN THE MINDS of the mortals of Urantia - that being the name of your world - there exists greatonfusion respeting the meaning of suh terms as God, divinity, and deity. Human beings are stillmore onfused and unertain about the relationships of the divine personalities designated by thesenumerous appellations. Beause of this oneptual poverty assoiated with so muh ideational on-fusion, I have been direted to formulate this introdutory statement in explanation of the meaningswhih should be attahed to ertain word symbols as they may be hereinafter used in those pa-pers whih the Orvonton orps of truth revealers have been authorized to translate into the Englishlanguage of Urantia.It is exeedingly diÆult to present enlarged onepts and advaned truth, in our endeavor toexpand osmi onsiousness and enhane spiritual pereption, when we are restrited to the useof a irumsribed language of the realm. But our mandate admonishes us to make every e�ort toonvey our meanings by using the word symbols of the English tongue. We have been instruted tointrodue new terms only when the onept to be portrayed �nds no terminology in English whihan be employed to onvey suh a new onept partially or even with more or less distortion ofmeaning.In the hope of failitating omprehension and of preventing onfusion on the part of every mortalwho may peruse these papers, we deem it wise to present in this initial statement an outline of themeanings to be attahed to numerous English words whih are to be employed in designation ofDeity and ertain assoiated onepts of the things, meanings, and values of universal reality.But in order to formulate this Foreword of de�nitions and limitations of terminology, it is neessaryto antiipate the usage of these terms in the subsequent presentations. This Foreword is not, therefore,a �nished statement within itself; it is only a de�nitive guide designed to assist those who shall readthe aompanying papers dealing with Deity and the universe of universes whih have been formulatedby an Orvonton ommission sent to Urantia for this purpose.Your world, Urantia, is one of many similar inhabited planets whih omprise the loal universeof Nebadon. This universe, together with similar reations, makes up the superuniverse of Orvon-ton, from whose apital, Uversa, our ommission hails. Orvonton is one of the seven evolutionarysuperuniverses of time and spae whih irle the never-beginning, never-ending reation of divineperfetion - the entral universe of Havona. At the heart of this eternal and entral universe is thestationary Isle of Paradise, the geographi enter of in�nity and the dwelling plae of the eternalGod.The seven evolving superuniverses in assoiation with the entral and divine universe, we om-monly refer to as the grand universe; these are the now organized and inhabited reations. They areall a part of the master universe, whih also embraes the uninhabited but mobilizing universes ofouter spae. 1



0.1 Deity and DivinityThe universe of universes presents phenomena of deity ativities on diverse levels of osmi realities,mind meanings, and spirit values, but all of these ministrations - personal or otherwise - are divinelyo-ordinated.DEITY is personalizable as God, is prepersonal and superpersonal in ways not altogether om-prehensible by man. Deity is haraterized by the quality of unity - atual or potential - on allsupermaterial levels of reality; and this unifying quality is best omprehended by reatures as divin-ity.Deity funtions on personal, prepersonal, and superpersonal levels. Total Deity is funtional onthe following seven levels:1. Stati - self-ontained and self-existent Deity.2. Potential - self-willed and self-purposive Deity.3. Assoiative - self-personalized and divinely fraternal Deity.4. Creative - self-distributive and divinely revealed Deity.5. Evolutional - self-expansive and reature-identi�ed Deity.6. Supreme - self-experiential and reature-Creator-unifying Deity. Deity funtioning on the�rst reature-identi�ational level as time-spae overontrollers of the grand universe, sometimesdesignated the Supremay of Deity.7. Ultimate - self-projeted and time-spae-transending Deity. Deity omnipotent, omnisient,and omnipresent. Deity funtioning on the seond level of unifying divinity expression as e�etiveoverontrollers and absonite upholders of the master universe. As ompared with the ministry ofthe Deities to the grand universe, this absonite funtion in the master universe is tantamount touniversal overontrol and supersustenane, sometimes alled the Ultimay of Deity.The �nite level of reality is haraterized by reature life and time-spae limitations. Finiterealities may not have endings, but they always have beginnings - they are reated. The Deity levelof Supremay may be oneived as a funtion in relation to �nite existenes.The absonite level of reality is haraterized by things and beings without beginnings or endingsand by the transendene of time and spae. Absoniters are not reated; they are eventuated -they simply are. The Deity level of Ultimay onnotes a funtion in relation to absonite realities.No matter in what part of the master universe, whenever time and spae are transended, suh anabsonite phenomenon is an at of the Ultimay of Deity.The absolute level is beginningless, endless, timeless, and spaeless. For example: On Paradise,time and spae are nonexistent; the time-spae status of Paradise is absolute. This level is Trinityattained, existentially, by the Paradise Deities, but this third level of unifying Deity expression is notfully uni�ed experientially. Whenever, wherever, and however the absolute level of Deity funtions,Paradise-absolute values and meanings are manifest.Deity may be existential, as in the Eternal Son; experiential, as in the Supreme Being; assoiative,as in God the Sevenfold; undivided, as in the Paradise Trinity.Deity is the soure of all that whih is divine. Deity is harateristially and invariably divine,but all that whih is divine is not neessarily Deity, though it will be o-ordinated with Deity andwill tend towards some phase of unity with Deity - spiritual, mindal, or personal.DIVINITY is the harateristi, unifying, and o-ordinating quality of Deity.Divinity is reature omprehensible as truth, beauty, and goodness; orrelated in personality aslove, mery, and ministry; dislosed on impersonal levels as justie, power, and sovereignty.2



Divinity may be perfet - omplete - as on existential and reator levels of Paradise perfetion; itmay be imperfet, as on experiential and reature levels of time-spae evolution; or it may be relative,neither perfet nor imperfet, as on ertain Havona levels of existential-experiential relationships.When we attempt to oneive of perfetion in all phases and forms of relativity, we enounterseven oneivable types:1. Absolute perfetion in all aspets.2. Absolute perfetion in some phases and relative perfetion in all other aspets.3. Absolute, relative, and imperfet aspets in varied assoiation.4. Absolute perfetion in some respets, imperfetion in all others.5. Absolute perfetion in no diretion, relative perfetion in all manifestations.6. Absolute perfetion in no phase, relative in some, imperfet in others.7. Absolute perfetion in no attribute, imperfetion in all.0.2 GodEvolving mortal reatures experiene an irresistible urge to symbolize their �nite onepts of God.Man's onsiousness of moral duty and his spiritual idealism represent a value level - an experientialreality - whih is diÆult of symbolization.Cosmi onsiousness implies the reognition of a First Cause, the one and only unaused reality.God, the Universal Father, funtions on three Deity-personality levels of subin�nite value and relativedivinity expression:1. Prepersonal - as in the ministry of the Father fragments, suh as the Thought Adjusters.2. Personal - as in the evolutionary experiene of reated and proreated beings.3. Superpersonal - as in the eventuated existenes of ertain absonite and assoiated beings.GOD is a word symbol designating all personalizations of Deity. The term requires a di�erent de�-nition on eah personal level of Deity funtion and must be still further rede�ned within eah of theselevels, as this term may be used to designate the diverse o-ordinate and subordinate personalizationsof Deity; for example: the Paradise Creator Sons - the loal universe fathers.The term God, as we make use of it, may be understood:By designation - as God the Father.By ontext - as when used in the disussion of some one deity level or assoiation. When in doubtas to the exat interpretation of the word God, it would be advisable to refer it to the person of theUniversal Father.The term God always denotes personality. Deity may, or may not, refer to divinity personalities.The word GOD is used, in these papers, with the following meanings:1. God the Father - Creator, Controller, and Upholder. The Universal Father, the First Personof Deity.2. God the Son - Co-ordinate Creator, Spirit Controller, and Spiritual Administrator. The EternalSon, the Seond Person of Deity.3. God the Spirit - Conjoint Ator, Universal Integrator, and Mind Bestower. The In�nite Spirit,the Third Person of Deity. 3



4. God the Supreme - the atualizing or evolving God of time and spae. Personal Deity assoia-tively realizing the time-spae experiential ahievement of reature-Creator identity. The SupremeBeing is personally experiening the ahievement of Deity unity as the evolving and experiential Godof the evolutionary reatures of time and spae.5. God the Sevenfold - Deity personality anywhere atually funtioning in time and spae. Thepersonal Paradise Deities and their reative assoiates funtioning in and beyond the borders ofthe entral universe and power-personalizing as the Supreme Being on the �rst reature level ofunifying Deity revelation in time and spae. This level, the grand universe, is the sphere of the time-spae desension of Paradise personalities in reiproal assoiation with the time-spae asension ofevolutionary reatures.6. God the Ultimate - the eventuating God of supertime and transended spae. The seondexperiential level of unifying Deity manifestation. God the Ultimate implies the attained realization ofthe synthesized absonite-superpersonal, time-spae-transended, and eventuated-experiential values,o-ordinated on �nal reative levels of Deity reality.7. God the Absolute - the experientializing God of transended superpersonal values and divinitymeanings, now existential as the Deity Absolute. This is the third level of unifying Deity expressionand expansion. On this superreative level, Deity experienes exhaustion of personalizable poten-tial, enounters ompletion of divinity, and undergoes depletion of apaity for self-revelation tosuessive and progressive levels of other-personalization. Deity now enounters, impinges upon, andexperienes identity with, the Unquali�ed Absolute.0.3 The First Soure and CenterTotal, in�nite reality is existential in seven phases and as seven o-ordinate Absolutes:1. The First Soure and Center.2. The Seond Soure and Center.3. The Third Soure and Center.4. The Isle of Paradise.5. The Deity Absolute.6. The Universal Absolute.7. The Unquali�ed Absolute.God, as the First Soure and Center, is primal in relation to total reality - unquali�edly. TheFirst Soure and Center is in�nite as well as eternal and is therefore limited or onditioned only byvolition.God - the Universal Father - is the personality of the First Soure and Center and as suh maintainspersonal relations of in�nite ontrol over all o-ordinate and subordinate soures and enters. Suhontrol is personal and in�nite in potential, even though it may never atually funtion owing to theperfetion of the funtion of suh o-ordinate and subordinate soures and enters and personalities.The First Soure and Center is, therefore, primal in all domains: dei�ed or undei�ed, personal orimpersonal, atual or potential, �nite or in�nite. No thing or being, no relativity or �nality, existsexept in diret or indiret relation to, and dependene on, the primay of the First Soure andCenter.The First Soure and Center is related to the universe as:1. The gravity fores of the material universes are onvergent in the gravity enter of nether4



Paradise. That is just why the geographi loation of his person is eternally �xed in absolute relationto the fore-energy enter of the nether or material plane of Paradise. But the absolute personalityof Deity exists on the upper or spiritual plane of Paradise.2. The mind fores are onvergent in the In�nite Spirit; the di�erential and divergent osmimind in the Seven Master Spirits; the fatualizing mind of the Supreme as a time-spae experienein Majeston.3. The universe spirit fores are onvergent in the Eternal Son.4. The unlimited apaity for deity ation resides in the Deity Absolute.5. The unlimited apaity for in�nity response exists in the Unquali�ed Absolute.6. The two Absolutes - Quali�ed and Unquali�ed - are o-ordinated and uni�ed in and by theUniversal Absolute.7. The potential personality of an evolutionary moral being or of any other moral being is enteredin the personality of the Universal Father.REALITY, as omprehended by �nite beings, is partial, relative, and shadowy. The maximumDeity reality fully omprehensible by evolutionary �nite reatures is embraed within the SupremeBeing. Nevertheless there are anteedent and eternal realities, super�nite realities, whih are an-estral to this Supreme Deity of evolutionary time-spae reatures. In attempting to portray theorigin and nature of universal reality, we are fored to employ the tehnique of time-spae reasoningin order to reah the level of the �nite mind. Therefore must many of the simultaneous events ofeternity be presented as sequential transations.As a time-spae reature would view the origin and di�erentiation of Reality, the eternal andin�nite I AM ahieved Deity liberation from the fetters of unquali�ed in�nity through the exeriseof inherent and eternal free will, and this divorement from unquali�ed in�nity produed the �rstabsolute divinity-tension. This tension of in�nity di�erential is resolved by the Universal Absolute,whih funtions to unify and o-ordinate the dynami in�nity of Total Deity and the stati in�nityof the Unquali�ed Absolute.In this original transation the theoretial I AM ahieved the realization of personality by beomingthe Eternal Father of the Original Son simultaneously with beoming the Eternal Soure of the Isleof Paradise. Coexistent with the di�erentiation of the Son from the Father, and in the preseneof Paradise, there appeared the person of the In�nite Spirit and the entral universe of Havona.With the appearane of oexistent personal Deity, the Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit, the Fatheresaped, as a personality, from otherwise inevitable di�usion throughout the potential of Total Deity.Theneforth it is only in Trinity assoiation with his two Deity equals that the Father �lls all Deitypotential, while inreasingly experiential Deity is being atualized on the divinity levels of Supremay,Ultimay, and Absoluteness.The onept of the I AM is a philosophi onession whih we make to the time-bound, spae-fettered, �nite mind of man, to the impossibility of reature omprehension of eternity existenes- nonbeginning, nonending realities and relationships. To the time-spae reature, all things musthave a beginning save only the ONE UNCAUSED - the primeval ause of auses. Therefore do weoneptualize this philosophi value-level as the I AM, at the same time instruting all reatures thatthe Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit are oeternal with the I AM; in other words, that there neverwas a time when the I AM was not the Father of the Son and, with him, of the Spirit.The In�nite is used to denote the fullness - the �nality - implied by the primay of the FirstSoure and Center. The theoretial I AM is a reature-philosophi extension of the \in�nity of will,"but the In�nite is an atual value-level representing the eternity-intension of the true in�nity of theabsolute and unfettered free will of the Universal Father. This onept is sometimes designated theFather-In�nite. 5



Muh of the onfusion of all orders of beings, high and low, in their e�orts to disover the Father-In�nite, is inherent in their limitations of omprehension. The absolute primay of the UniversalFather is not apparent on subin�nite levels; therefore is it probable that only the Eternal Son andthe In�nite Spirit truly know the Father as an in�nity; to all other personalities suh a oneptrepresents the exerise of faith.0.4 Universe RealityReality di�erentially atualizes on diverse universe levels; reality originates in and by the in�nitevolition of the Universal Father and is realizable in three primal phases on many di�erent levels ofuniverse atualization:1. Undei�ed reality ranges from the energy domains of the nonpersonal to the reality realms ofthe nonpersonalizable values of universal existene, even to the presene of the Unquali�ed Absolute.2. Dei�ed reality embraes all in�nite Deity potentials ranging upward through all realms ofpersonality from the lowest �nite to the highest in�nite, thus enompassing the domain of all thatwhih is personalizable and more - even to the presene of the Deity Absolute.3. Interassoiated reality. Universe reality is supposedly either dei�ed or undei�ed, but to sub-dei�ed beings there exists a vast domain of interassoiated reality, potential and atualizing, whihis diÆult of identi�ation. Muh of this o-ordinate reality is embraed within the realms of theUniversal Absolute.This is the primal onept of original reality: The Father initiates and maintains Reality. Theprimal di�erentials of reality are the dei�ed and the undei�ed - the Deity Absolute and the Unquali�edAbsolute. The primal relationship is the tension between them. This Father-initiated divinity-tensionis perfetly resolved by, and eternalizes as, the Universal Absolute.From the viewpoint of time and spae, reality is further divisible as:1. Atual and Potential. Realities existing in fullness of expression in ontrast to those whiharry undislosed apaity for growth. The Eternal Son is an absolute spiritual atuality; mortalman is very largely an unrealized spiritual potentiality.2. Absolute and Subabsolute. Absolute realities are eternity existenes. Subabsolute realitiesare projeted on two levels: Absonites - realities whih are relative with respet to both time andeternity. Finites - realities whih are projeted in spae and are atualized in time.3. Existential and Experiential. Paradise Deity is existential, but the emerging Supreme andUltimate are experiential.4. Personal and Impersonal. Deity expansion, personality expression, and universe evolutionare forever onditioned by the Father's freewill at whih forever separated the mind-spirit-personalmeanings and values of atuality and potentiality entering in the Eternal Son from those thingswhih enter and inhere in the eternal Isle of Paradise.PARADISE is a term inlusive of the personal and the nonpersonal foal Absolutes of all phasesof universe reality. Paradise, properly quali�ed, may onnote any and all forms of reality, Deity,divinity, personality, and energy - spiritual, mindal, or material. All share Paradise as the plae oforigin, funtion, and destiny, as regards values, meanings, and fatual existene.The Isle of Paradise - Paradise not otherwise quali�ed - is the Absolute of the material-gravityontrol of the First Soure and Center. Paradise is motionless, being the only stationary thing inthe universe of universes. The Isle of Paradise has a universe loation but no position in spae. Thiseternal Isle is the atual soure of the physial universes - past, present, and future. The nulear6



Isle of Light is a Deity derivative, but it is hardly Deity; neither are the material reations a part ofDeity; they are a onsequene.Paradise is not a reator; it is a unique ontroller of many universe ativities, far more of aontroller than a reator. Throughout the material universes Paradise inuenes the reations andondut of all beings having to do with fore, energy, and power, but Paradise itself is unique,exlusive, and isolated in the universes. Paradise represents nothing and nothing represents Paradise.It is neither a fore nor a presene; it is just Paradise.0.5 Personality RealitiesPersonality is a level of dei�ed reality and ranges from the mortal and midwayer level of the highermind ativation of worship and wisdom up through the morontial and spiritual to the attainmentof �nality of personality status. That is the evolutionary asent of mortal- and kindred-reaturepersonality, but there are numerous other orders of universe personalities.Reality is subjet to universal expansion, personality to in�nite diversi�ation, and both are a-pable of well-nigh unlimited Deity o-ordination and eternal stabilization. While the metamorphirange of nonpersonal reality is de�nitely limited, we know of no limitations to the progressive evolu-tion of personality realities.On attained experiential levels all personality orders or values are assoiable and even oreational.Even God and man an oexist in a uni�ed personality, as is so exquisitely demonstrated in thepresent status of Christ Mihael - Son of Man and Son of God.All subin�nite orders and phases of personality are assoiative attainables and are potentiallyoreational. The prepersonal, the personal, and the superpersonal are all linked together by mutualpotential of o-ordinate attainment, progressive ahievement, and oreational apaity. But neverdoes the impersonal diretly transmute to the personal. Personality is never spontaneous; it is thegift of the Paradise Father. Personality is superimposed upon energy, and it is assoiated only withliving energy systems; identity an be assoiated with nonliving energy patterns.The Universal Father is the seret of the reality of personality, the bestowal of personality, andthe destiny of personality. The Eternal Son is the absolute personality, the seret of spiritual en-ergy, morontia spirits, and perfeted spirits. The Conjoint Ator is the spirit-mind personality, thesoure of intelligene, reason, and the universal mind. But the Isle of Paradise is nonpersonal andextraspiritual, being the essene of the universal body, the soure and enter of physial matter, andthe absolute master pattern of universal material reality.These qualities of universal reality are manifest in Urantian human experiene on the followinglevels:1. Body. The material or physial organism of man. The living eletrohemial mehanism ofanimal nature and origin.2. Mind. The thinking, pereiving, and feeling mehanism of the human organism. The totalonsious and unonsious experiene. The intelligene assoiated with the emotional life reahingupward through worship and wisdom to the spirit level.3. Spirit. The divine spirit that indwells the mind of man - the Thought Adjuster. This immortalspirit is prepersonal - not a personality, though destined to beome a part of the personality of thesurviving mortal reature.4. Soul. The soul of man is an experiential aquirement. As a mortal reature hooses to \dothe will of the Father in heaven," so the indwelling spirit beomes the father of a new reality inhuman experiene. The mortal and material mind is the mother of this same emerging reality. The7



substane of this new reality is neither material nor spiritual - it is morontial. This is the emergingand immortal soul whih is destined to survive mortal death and begin the Paradise asension.Personality. The personality of mortal man is neither body, mind, nor spirit; neither is it thesoul. Personality is the one hangeless reality in an otherwise ever-hanging reature experiene; andit uni�es all other assoiated fators of individuality. The personality is the unique bestowal whihthe Universal Father makes upon the living and assoiated energies of matter, mind, and spirit, andwhih survives with the survival of the morontial soul.Morontia is a term designating a vast level intervening between the material and the spiritual. Itmay designate personal or impersonal realities, living or nonliving energies. The warp of morontia isspiritual; its woof is physial.0.6 Energy and PatternAny and all things responding to the personality iruit of the Father, we all personal. Any and allthings responding to the spirit iruit of the Son, we all spirit. Any and all that responds to themind iruit of the Conjoint Ator, we all mind, mind as an attribute of the In�nite Spirit - mind inall its phases. Any and all that responds to the material-gravity iruit entering in nether Paradise,we all matter - energy-matter in all its metamorphi states.ENERGY we use as an all-inlusive term applied to spiritual, mindal, and material realms. Foreis also thus broadly used. Power is ordinarily limited to the designation of the eletroni levelof material or linear-gravity-responsive matter in the grand universe. Power is also employed todesignate sovereignty. We annot follow your generally aepted de�nitions of fore, energy, andpower. There is suh pauity of language that we must assign multiple meanings to these terms.Physial energy is a term denoting all phases and forms of phenomenal motion, ation, andpotential.In disussing physial-energy manifestations, we generally use the terms osmi fore, emergentenergy, and universe power. These are often employed as follows:1. Cosmi fore embraes all energies deriving from the Unquali�ed Absolute but whih are asyet unresponsive to Paradise gravity.2. Emergent energy embraes those energies whih are responsive to Paradise gravity but are asyet unresponsive to loal or linear gravity. This is the pre-eletroni level of energy-matter.3. Universe power inludes all forms of energy whih, while still responding to Paradise gravity, arediretly responsive to linear gravity. This is the eletroni level of energy-matter and all subsequentevolutions thereof.Mind is a phenomenon onnoting the presene-ativity of living ministry in addition to variedenergy systems; and this is true on all levels of intelligene. In personality, mind ever intervenesbetween spirit and matter; therefore is the universe illuminated by three kinds of light: materiallight, intelletual insight, and spirit luminosity.Light - spirit luminosity - is a word symbol, a �gure of speeh, whih onnotes the personalitymanifestation harateristi of spirit beings of diverse orders. This luminous emanation is in norespet related either to intelletual insight or to physial-light manifestations.PATTERN an be projeted as material, spiritual, or mindal, or any ombination of these energies.It an pervade personalities, identities, entities, or nonliving matter. But pattern is pattern andremains pattern; only opies are multiplied.Pattern may on�gure energy, but it does not ontrol it. Gravity is the sole ontrol of energy-8



matter. Neither spae nor pattern are gravity responsive, but there is no relationship between spaeand pattern; spae is neither pattern nor potential pattern. Pattern is a on�guration of realitywhih has already paid all gravity debt; the reality of any pattern onsists of its energies, its mind,spirit, or material omponents.In ontrast to the aspet of the total, pattern disloses the individual aspet of energy and ofpersonality. Personality or identity forms are patterns resultant from energy (physial, spiritual, ormindal) but are not inherent therein. That quality of energy or of personality by virtue of whihpattern is aused to appear may be attributed to God - Deity - to Paradise fore endowment, to theoexistene of personality and power.Pattern is a master design from whih opies are made. Eternal Paradise is the absolute of patterns;the Eternal Son is the pattern personality; the Universal Father is the diret anestor-soure of both.But Paradise does not bestow pattern, and the Son annot bestow personality.0.7 The Supreme BeingThe Deity mehanism of the master universe is twofold as onerns eternity relationships. God theFather, God the Son, and God the Spirit are eternal - are existential beings - while God the Supreme,God the Ultimate, and God the Absolute are atualizing Deity personalities of the post-Havonaepohs in the time-spae and the time-spae-transended spheres of master universe evolutionaryexpansion. These atualizing Deity personalities are future eternals from the time when, and as,they power-personalize in the growing universes by the tehnique of the experiential atualization ofthe assoiative-reative potentials of the eternal Paradise Deities.Deity is, therefore, dual in presene:1. Existential - beings of eternal existene, past, present, and future.2. Experiential - beings atualizing in the post-Havona present but of unending existene through-out all future eternity.The Father, Son, and Spirit are existential - existential in atuality (though all potentials aresupposedly experiential). The Supreme and the Ultimate are wholly experiential. The Deity Absoluteis experiential in atualization but existential in potentiality. The essene of Deity is eternal, butonly the three original persons of Deity are unquali�edly eternal. All other Deity personalities havean origin, but they are eternal in destiny.Having ahieved existential Deity expression of himself in the Son and the Spirit, the Father isnow ahieving experiential expression on hitherto impersonal and unrevealed deity levels as God theSupreme, God the Ultimate, and God the Absolute; but these experiential Deities are not now fullyexistent; they are in proess of atualization.God the Supreme in Havona is the personal spirit reetion of the triune Paradise Deity. Thisassoiative Deity relationship is now reatively expanding outward in God the Sevenfold and issynthesizing in the experiential power of the Almighty Supreme in the grand universe. ParadiseDeity, existential as three persons, is thus experientially evolving in two phases of Supremay, whilethese dual phases are power-personality unifying as one Lord, the Supreme Being.The Universal Father ahieves freewill liberation from the bonds of in�nity and the fetters ofeternity by the tehnique of trinitization, threefold Deity personalization. The Supreme Being iseven now evolving as a subeternal personality uni�ation of the sevenfold manifestation of Deity inthe time-spae segments of the grand universe.The Supreme Being is not a diret reator, exept that he is the father of Majeston, but he is asyntheti o-ordinator of all reature-Creator universe ativities. The Supreme Being, now atualizing9



in the evolutionary universes, is the Deity orrelator and synthesizer of time-spae divinity, of triuneParadise Deity in experiential assoiation with the Supreme Creators of time and spae. When �nallyatualized, this evolutionary Deity will onstitute the eternal fusion of the �nite and the in�nite -the everlasting and indissoluble union of experiential power and spirit personality.All time-spae �nite reality, under the diretive urge of the evolving Supreme Being, is engaged inan ever-asending mobilization and perfeting uni�ation (power-personality synthesis) of all phasesand values of �nite reality, in assoiation with varied phases of Paradise reality, to the end and forthe purpose of subsequently embarking upon the attempt to reah absonite levels of superreatureattainment.0.8 God the SevenfoldTo atone for �nity of status and to ompensate for reature limitations of onept, the UniversalFather has established the evolutionary reature's sevenfold approah to Deity:1. The Paradise Creator Sons.2. The Anients of Days.3. The Seven Master Spirits.4. The Supreme Being.5. God the Spirit.6. God the Son.7. God the Father.This sevenfold Deity personalization in time and spae and to the seven superuniverses enablesmortal man to attain the presene of God, who is spirit. This sevenfold Deity, to �nite time-spaereatures sometime power-personalizing in the Supreme Being, is the funtional Deity of the mortalevolutionary reatures of the Paradise-asension areer. Suh an experiential disovery-areer of therealization of God begins with the reognition of the divinity of the Creator Son of the loal universeand asends through the superuniverse Anients of Days and by way of the person of one of theSeven Master Spirits to the attainment of the disovery and reognition of the divine personality ofthe Universal Father on Paradise.The grand universe is the threefold Deity domain of the Trinity of Supremay, God the Sevenfold,and the Supreme Being. God the Supreme is potential in the Paradise Trinity, from whom he deriveshis personality and spirit attributes; but he is now atualizing in the Creator Sons, Anients ofDays, and the Master Spirits, from whom he derives his power as Almighty to the superuniverses oftime and spae. This power manifestation of the immediate God of evolutionary reatures atuallytime-spae evolves onomitantly with them. The Almighty Supreme, evolving on the value-levelof nonpersonal ativities, and the spirit person of God the Supreme are one reality - the SupremeBeing.The Creator Sons in the Deity assoiation of God the Sevenfold provide the mehanism wherebythe mortal beomes immortal and the �nite attains the embrae of the in�nite. The Supreme Beingprovides the tehnique for the power-personality mobilization, the divine synthesis, of all these man-ifold transations, thus enabling the �nite to attain the absonite and, through other possible futureatualizations, to attempt the attainment of the Ultimate. The Creator Sons and their assoiatedDivine Ministers are partiipants in this supreme mobilization, but the Anients of Days and theSeven Master Spirits are probably eternally �xed as permanent administrators in the grand universe.The funtion of God the Sevenfold dates from the organization of the seven superuniverses, and10



it will probably expand in onnetion with the future evolution of the reations of outer spae. Theorganization of these future universes of the primary, seondary, tertiary, and quartan spae levelsof progressive evolution will undoubtedly witness the inauguration of the transendent and absoniteapproah to Deity.0.9 God the UltimateJust as the Supreme Being progressively evolves from the anteedent divinity endowment of theenompassed grand universe potential of energy and personality, so does God the Ultimate eventuatefrom the potentials of divinity residing in the transended time-spae domains of the master universe.The atualization of Ultimate Deity signalizes absonite uni�ation of the �rst experiential Trinity andsigni�es unifying Deity expansion on the seond level of reative self-realization. This onstitutes thepersonality-power equivalent of the universe experiential-Deity atualization of Paradise absoniterealities on the eventuating levels of transended time-spae values. The ompletion of suh anexperiential unfoldment is designed to a�ord ultimate servie-destiny for all time-spae reatureswho have attained absonite levels through the ompleted realization of the Supreme Being and bythe ministry of God the Sevenfold.God the Ultimate is designative of personal Deity funtioning on the divinity levels of the absoniteand on the universe spheres of supertime and transended spae. The Ultimate is a supersupremeeventuation of Deity. The Supreme is the Trinity uni�ation omprehended by �nite beings; theUltimate is the uni�ation of the Paradise Trinity omprehended by absonite beings.The Universal Father, through the mehanism of evolutionary Deity, is atually engaged in thestupendous and amazing at of personality foalization and power mobilization, on their respetiveuniverse meaning-levels, of the divine reality values of the �nite, the absonite, and even of theabsolute.The �rst three and past-eternal Deities of Paradise - the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, andthe In�nite Spirit - are, in the eternal future, to be personality-omplemented by the experientialatualization of assoiate evolutionary Deities - God the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and possiblyGod the Absolute.God the Supreme and God the Ultimate, now evolving in the experiential universes, are notexistential - not past eternals, only future eternals, time-spae-onditioned and transendental-onditioned eternals. They are Deities of supreme, ultimate, and possibly supreme-ultimate en-dowments, but they have experiened histori universe origins. They will never have an end, butthey do have personality beginnings. They are indeed atualizations of eternal and in�nite Deitypotentials, but they themselves are neither unquali�edly eternal nor in�nite.0.10 God the AbsoluteThere are many features of the eternal reality of the Deity Absolute whih annot be fully explainedto the time-spae �nite mind, but the atualization of God the Absolute would be in onsequeneof the uni�ation of the seond experiential Trinity, the Absolute Trinity. This would onstitute theexperiential realization of absolute divinity, the uni�ation of absolute meanings on absolute levels;but we are not ertain regarding the enompassment of all absolute values sine we have at no timebeen informed that the Quali�ed Absolute is the equivalent of the In�nite. Superultimate destiniesare involved in absolute meanings and in�nite spirituality, and without both of these unahievedrealities we annot establish absolute values.God the Absolute is the realization-attainment goal of all superabsonite beings, but the power11



and personality potential of the Deity Absolute transends our onept, and we hesitate to disussthose realities whih are so far removed from experiential atualization.0.11 The Three AbsolutesWhen the ombined thought of the Universal Father and the Eternal Son, funtioning in the God ofAtion, onstituted the reation of the divine and entral universe, the Father followed the expressionof his thought into the word of his Son and the at of their Conjoint Exeutive by di�erentiatinghis Havona presene from the potentials of in�nity. And these undislosed in�nity potentials remainspae onealed in the Unquali�ed Absolute and divinely enshrouded in the Deity Absolute, whilethese two beome one in the funtioning of the Universal Absolute, the unrevealed in�nity-unity ofthe Paradise Father.Both poteny of osmi fore and poteny of spirit fore are in proess of progressive revelation-realization as the enrihment of all reality is e�eted by experiential growth and through the orrela-tion of the experiential with the existential by the Universal Absolute. By virtue of the equipoisingpresene of the Universal Absolute, the First Soure and Center realizes extension of experientialpower, enjoys identi�ation with his evolutionary reatures, and ahieves expansion of experientialDeity on the levels of Supremay, Ultimay, and Absoluteness.When it is not possible fully to distinguish the Deity Absolute from the Unquali�ed Absolute,their supposedly ombined funtion or o-ordinated presene is designated the ation of the UniversalAbsolute.1. The Deity Absolute seems to be the all-powerful ativator, while the Unquali�ed Absolute ap-pears to be the all-eÆient mehanizer of the supremely uni�ed and ultimately o-ordinated universeof universes, even universes upon universes, made, making, and yet to be made.The Deity Absolute annot, or at least does not, reat to any universe situation in a subabsolutemanner. Every response of this Absolute to any given situation appears to be made in terms of thewelfare of the whole reation of things and beings, not only in its present state of existene, but alsoin view of the in�nite possibilities of all future eternity.The Deity Absolute is that potential whih was segregated from total, in�nite reality by the freewillhoie of the Universal Father, and within whih all divinity ativities - existential and experiential -take plae. This is the Quali�ed Absolute in ontradistintion to the Unquali�ed Absolute; but theUniversal Absolute is superadditive to both in the enompassment of all absolute potential.2. The Unquali�ed Absolute is nonpersonal, extradivine, and undei�ed. The Unquali�ed Absoluteis therefore devoid of personality, divinity, and all reator prerogatives. Neither fat nor truth,experiene nor revelation, philosophy nor absonity are able to penetrate the nature and harater ofthis Absolute without universe quali�ation.Let it be made lear that the Unquali�ed Absolute is a positive reality pervading the grand universeand, apparently, extending with equal spae presene on out into the fore ativities and prematerialevolutions of the staggering strethes of the spae regions beyond the seven superuniverses. TheUnquali�ed Absolute is not a mere negativism of philosophi onept prediated on the assumptionsof metaphysial sophistries onerning the universality, dominane, and primay of the unonditionedand the unquali�ed. The Unquali�ed Absolute is a positive universe overontrol in in�nity; thisoverontrol is spae-fore unlimited but is de�nitely onditioned by the presene of life, mind, spirit,and personality, and is further onditioned by the will-reations and purposeful mandates of theParadise Trinity.We are onvined that the Unquali�ed Absolute is not an undi�erentiated and all-pervadinginuene omparable either to the pantheisti onepts of metaphysis or to the sometime ether12



hypothesis of siene. The Unquali�ed Absolute is fore unlimited and Deity onditioned, but we donot fully pereive the relation of this Absolute to the spirit realities of the universes.3. The Universal Absolute, we logially dedue, was inevitable in the Universal Father's absolutefreewill at of di�erentiating universe realities into dei�ed and undei�ed - personalizable and nonper-sonalizable - values. The Universal Absolute is the Deity phenomenon indiative of the resolution ofthe tension reated by the freewill at of thus di�erentiating universe reality, and funtions as theassoiative o-ordinator of these sum totals of existential potentialities.The tension-presene of the Universal Absolute signi�es the adjustment of di�erential betweendeity reality and undei�ed reality inherent in the separation of the dynamis of freewill divinity fromthe statis of unquali�ed in�nity.Always remember: Potential in�nity is absolute and inseparable from eternity. Atual in�nityin time an never be anything but partial and must therefore be nonabsolute; neither an in�nityof atual personality be absolute exept in unquali�ed Deity. And it is the di�erential of in�nitypotential in the Unquali�ed Absolute and the Deity Absolute that eternalizes the Universal Absolute,thereby making it osmially possible to have material universes in spae and spiritually possible tohave �nite personalities in time.The �nite an oexist in the osmos along with the In�nite only beause the assoiative preseneof the Universal Absolute so perfetly equalizes the tensions between time and eternity, �nity andin�nity, reality potential and reality atuality, Paradise and spae, man and God. Assoiatively theUniversal Absolute onstitutes the identi�ation of the zone of progressing evolutional reality existentin the time-spae, and in the transended time-spae, universes of subin�nite Deity manifestation.The Universal Absolute is the potential of the stati-dynami Deity funtionally realizable ontime-eternity levels as �nite-absolute values and as possible of experiential-existential approah. Thisinomprehensible aspet of Deity may be stati, potential, and assoiative but is not experientiallyreative or evolutional as onerns the intelligent personalities now funtioning in the master universe.The Absolute. The two Absolutes - quali�ed and unquali�ed - while so apparently divergent infuntion as they may be observed by mind reatures, are perfetly and divinely uni�ed in and by theUniversal Absolute. In the last analysis and in the �nal omprehension all three are one Absolute.On subin�nite levels they are funtionally di�erentiated, but in in�nity they are ONE.We never use the term the Absolute as a negation of aught or as a denial of anything. Neitherdo we regard the Universal Absolute as self-determinative, a sort of pantheisti and impersonalDeity. The Absolute, in all that pertains to universe personality, is stritly Trinity limited and Deitydominated.0.12 The TrinitiesThe original and eternal Paradise Trinity is existential and was inevitable. This never-beginningTrinity was inherent in the fat of the di�erentiation of the personal and the nonpersonal by theFather's unfettered will and fatualized when his personal will o-ordinated these dual realities bymind. The post-Havona Trinities are experiential - are inherent in the reation of two subabsoluteand evolutional levels of power-personality manifestation in the master universe.The Paradise Trinity - the eternal Deity union of the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, and theIn�nite Spirit - is existential in atuality, but all potentials are experiential. Therefore does thisTrinity onstitute the only Deity reality embraing in�nity, and therefore do there our the universephenomena of the atualization of God the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and God the Absolute.The �rst and seond experiential Trinities, the post-Havona Trinities, annot be in�nite beause13



they embrae derived Deities, Deities evolved by the experiential atualization of realities reatedor eventuated by the existential Paradise Trinity. In�nity of divinity is being ever enrihed, if notenlarged, by �nity and absonity of reature and Creator experiene.Trinities are truths of relationship and fats of o-ordinate Deity manifestation. Trinity funtionsenompass Deity realities, and Deity realities always seek realization and manifestation in person-alization. God the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and even God the Absolute are therefore divineinevitabilities. These three experiential Deities were potential in the existential Trinity, the ParadiseTrinity, but their universe emergene as personalities of power is dependent in part on their ownexperiential funtioning in the universes of power and personality and in part on the experientialahievements of the post-Havona Creators and Trinities.The two post-Havona Trinities, the Ultimate and the Absolute experiential Trinities, are not nowfully manifest; they are in proess of universe realization. These Deity assoiations may be desribedas follows:1. The Ultimate Trinity, now evolving, will eventually onsist of the Supreme Being, the SupremeCreator Personalities, and the absonite Arhitets of the Master Universe, those unique universeplanners who are neither reators nor reatures. God the Ultimate will eventually and inevitablypowerize and personalize as the Deity onsequene of the uni�ation of this experiential UltimateTrinity in the expanding arena of the well-nigh limitless master universe.2. The Absolute Trinity - the seond experiential Trinity - now in proess of atualization, willonsist of God the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and the unrevealed Consummator of Universe Des-tiny. This Trinity funtions on both personal and superpersonal levels, even to the borders of thenonpersonal, and its uni�ation in universality would experientialize Absolute Deity.The Ultimate Trinity is experientially unifying in ompletion, but we truly doubt the possibilityof suh full uni�ation of the Absolute Trinity. Our onept, however, of the eternal Paradise Trinityis an ever-present reminder that Deity trinitization may aomplish what is otherwise nonattain-able; hene do we postulate the sometime appearane of the Supreme-Ultimate and the possibletrinitization-fatualization of God the Absolute.The philosophers of the universes postulate a Trinity of Trinities, an existential-experiential TrinityIn�nite, but they are not able to envisage its personalization; possibly it would equivalate to theperson of the Universal Father on the oneptual level of the I AM. But irrespetive of all this, theoriginal Paradise Trinity is potentially in�nite sine the Universal Father atually is in�nite.AknowledgmentIn formulating the sueeding presentations having to do with the portrayal of the harater of theUniversal Father and the nature of his Paradise assoiates, together with an attempted desriptionof the perfet entral universe and the enirling seven superuniverses, we are to be guided by themandate of the superuniverse rulers whih direts that we shall, in all our e�orts to reveal truth ando-ordinate essential knowledge, give preferene to the highest existing human onepts pertaining tothe subjets to be presented. We may resort to pure revelation only when the onept of presentationhas had no adequate previous expression by the human mind.Suessive planetary revelations of divine truth invariably embrae the highest existing onepts ofspiritual values as a part of the new and enhaned o-ordination of planetary knowledge. Aordingly,in making these presentations about God and his universe assoiates, we have seleted as the basis ofthese papers more than one thousand human onepts representing the highest and most advanedplanetary knowledge of spiritual values and universe meanings. Wherein these human onepts,assembled from the God-knowing mortals of the past and the present, are inadequate to portraythe truth as we are direted to reveal it, we will unhesitatingly supplement them, for this purposedrawing upon our own superior knowledge of the reality and divinity of the Paradise Deities andtheir transendent residential universe. 14



We are fully ognizant of the diÆulties of our assignment; we reognize the impossibility of fullytranslating the language of the onepts of divinity and eternity into the symbols of the language ofthe �nite onepts of the mortal mind. But we know that there dwells within the human mind afragment of God, and that there sojourns with the human soul the Spirit of Truth; and we furtherknow that these spirit fores onspire to enable material man to grasp the reality of spiritual valuesand to omprehend the philosophy of universe meanings. But even more ertainly we know thatthese spirits of the Divine Presene are able to assist man in the spiritual appropriation of all truthontributory to the enhanement of the ever-progressing reality of personal religious experiene -God-onsiousness.[Indited by an Orvonton Divine Counselor, Chief of the Corps of Superuniverse Personalities as-signed to portray on Urantia the truth onerning the Paradise Deities and the universe of universes.℄
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Part IThe Central and Superuniverses
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Chapter 1The Universal FatherTHE Universal Father is the God of all reation, the First Soure and Center of all things and beings.First think of God as a reator, then as a ontroller, and lastly as an in�nite upholder. The truthabout the Universal Father had begun to dawn upon mankind when the prophet said: \You, God,are alone; there is none beside you. You have reated the heaven and the heaven of heavens, withall their hosts; you preserve and ontrol them. By the Sons of God were the universes made. TheCreator overs himself with light as with a garment and strethes out the heavens as a urtain."Only the onept of the Universal Father - one God in the plae of many gods - enabled mortal manto omprehend the Father as divine reator and in�nite ontroller.The myriads of planetary systems were all made to be eventually inhabited by many di�erenttypes of intelligent reatures, beings who ould know God, reeive the divine a�etion, and love himin return. The universe of universes is the work of God and the dwelling plae of his diverse reatures.\God reated the heavens and formed the earth; he established the universe and reated this worldnot in vain; he formed it to be inhabited."The enlightened worlds all reognize and worship the Universal Father, the eternal maker andin�nite upholder of all reation. The will reatures of universe upon universe have embarked uponthe long, long Paradise journey, the fasinating struggle of the eternal adventure of attaining Godthe Father. The transendent goal of the hildren of time is to �nd the eternal God, to omprehendthe divine nature, to reognize the Universal Father. God-knowing reatures have only one supremeambition, just one onsuming desire, and that is to beome, as they are in their spheres, like himas he is in his Paradise perfetion of personality and in his universal sphere of righteous supremay.From the Universal Father who inhabits eternity there has gone forth the supreme mandate, \Be youperfet, even as I am perfet." In love and mery the messengers of Paradise have arried this divineexhortation down through the ages and out through the universes, even to suh lowly animal-originreatures as the human raes of Urantia.This magni�ent and universal injuntion to strive for the attainment of the perfetion of divinityis the �rst duty, and should be the highest ambition, of all the struggling reature reation of theGod of perfetion. This possibility of the attainment of divine perfetion is the �nal and ertaindestiny of all man's eternal spiritual progress.Urantia mortals an hardly hope to be perfet in the in�nite sense, but it is entirely possiblefor human beings, starting out as they do on this planet, to attain the supernal and divine goalwhih the in�nite God has set for mortal man; and when they do ahieve this destiny, they will,in all that pertains to self-realization and mind attainment, be just as replete in their sphere ofdivine perfetion as God himself is in his sphere of in�nity and eternity. Suh perfetion may not beuniversal in the material sense, unlimited in intelletual grasp, or �nal in spiritual experiene, but itis �nal and omplete in all �nite aspets of divinity of will, perfetion of personality motivation, andGod-onsiousness. 19



This is the true meaning of that divine ommand, \Be you perfet, even as I am perfet," whihever urges mortal man onward and bekons him inward in that long and fasinating struggle for theattainment of higher and higher levels of spiritual values and true universe meanings. This sublimesearh for the God of universes is the supreme adventure of the inhabitants of all the worlds of timeand spae.1.1 The Father's NameOf all the names by whih God the Father is known throughout the universes, those whih designatehim as the First Soure and the Universe Center are most often enountered. The First Fatheris known by various names in di�erent universes and in di�erent setors of the same universe. Thenames whih the reature assigns to the Creator are muh dependent on the reature's onept of theCreator. The First Soure and Universe Center has never revealed himself by name, only by nature.If we believe that we are the hildren of this Creator, it is only natural that we should eventuallyall him Father. But this is the name of our own hoosing, and it grows out of the reognition of ourpersonal relationship with the First Soure and Center.The Universal Father never imposes any form of arbitrary reognition, formal worship, or slavishservie upon the intelligent will reatures of the universes. The evolutionary inhabitants of the worldsof time and spae must of themselves - in their own hearts - reognize, love, and voluntarily worshiphim. The Creator refuses to oere or ompel the submission of the spiritual free wills of his materialreatures. The a�etionate dediation of the human will to the doing of the Father's will is man'shoiest gift to God; in fat, suh a onseration of reature will onstitutes man's only possible giftof true value to the Paradise Father. In God, man lives, moves, and has his being; there is nothingwhih man an give to God exept this hoosing to abide by the Father's will, and suh deisions,e�eted by the intelligent will reatures of the universes, onstitute the reality of that true worshipwhih is so satisfying to the love-dominated nature of the Creator Father.When you have one beome truly God-onsious, after you really disover the majesti Creatorand begin to experiene the realization of the indwelling presene of the divine ontroller, then, inaordane with your enlightenment and in aordane with the manner and method by whih thedivine Sons reveal God, you will �nd a name for the Universal Father whih will be adequatelyexpressive of your onept of the First Great Soure and Center. And so, on di�erent worlds and invarious universes, the Creator beomes known by numerous appellations, in spirit of relationship allmeaning the same but, in words and symbols, eah name standing for the degree, the depth, of hisenthronement in the hearts of his reatures of any given realm.Near the enter of the universe of universes, the Universal Father is generally known by nameswhih may be regarded as meaning the First Soure. Farther out in the universes of spae, the termsemployed to designate the Universal Father more often mean the Universal Center. Still fartherout in the starry reation, he is known, as on the headquarters world of your loal universe, as theFirst Creative Soure and Divine Center. In one near-by onstellation God is alled the Father ofUniverses. In another, the In�nite Upholder, and to the east, the Divine Controller. He has alsobeen designated the Father of Lights, the Gift of Life, and the All-powerful One.On those worlds where a Paradise Son has lived a bestowal life, God is generally known bysome name indiative of personal relationship, tender a�etion, and fatherly devotion. On youronstellation headquarters God is referred to as the Universal Father, and on di�erent planets inyour loal system of inhabited worlds he is variously known as the Father of Fathers, the ParadiseFather, the Havona Father, and the Spirit Father. Those who know God through the revelationsof the bestowals of the Paradise Sons, eventually yield to the sentimental appeal of the touhingrelationship of the reature-Creator assoiation and refer to God as \our Father."20



On a planet of sex reatures, in a world where the impulses of parental emotion are inherent inthe hearts of its intelligent beings, the term Father beomes a very expressive and appropriate namefor the eternal God. He is best known, most universally aknowledged, on your planet, Urantia, bythe name God. The name he is given is of little importane; the signi�ant thing is that you shouldknow him and aspire to be like him. Your prophets of old truly alled him \the everlasting God"and referred to him as the one who \inhabits eternity."1.2 The Reality of GodGod is primal reality in the spirit world; God is the soure of truth in the mind spheres; Godovershadows all throughout the material realms. To all reated intelligenes God is a personality,and to the universe of universes he is the First Soure and Center of eternal reality. God is neithermanlike nor mahinelike. The First Father is universal spirit, eternal truth, in�nite reality, and fatherpersonality.The eternal God is in�nitely more than reality idealized or the universe personalized. God is notsimply the supreme desire of man, the mortal quest objeti�ed. Neither is God merely a onept,the power-potential of righteousness. The Universal Father is not a synonym for nature, neither ishe natural law personi�ed. God is a transendent reality, not merely man's traditional onept ofsupreme values. God is not a psyhologial foalization of spiritual meanings, neither is he \thenoblest work of man." God may be any or all of these onepts in the minds of men, but he is more.He is a saving person and a loving Father to all who enjoy spiritual peae on earth, and who raveto experiene personality survival in death.The atuality of the existene of God is demonstrated in human experiene by the indwelling ofthe divine presene, the spirit Monitor sent from Paradise to live in the mortal mind of man andthere to assist in evolving the immortal soul of eternal survival. The presene of this divine Adjusterin the human mind is dislosed by three experiential phenomena:1. The intelletual apaity for knowing God - God-onsiousness.2. The spiritual urge to �nd God - God-seeking.3. The personality raving to be like God - the wholehearted desire to do the Father's will.The existene of God an never be proved by sienti� experiment or by the pure reason of logialdedution. God an be realized only in the realms of human experiene; nevertheless, the trueonept of the reality of God is reasonable to logi, plausible to philosophy, essential to religion, andindispensable to any hope of personality survival.Those who know God have experiened the fat of his presene; suh God-knowing mortals hold intheir personal experiene the only positive proof of the existene of the living God whih one humanbeing an o�er to another. The existene of God is utterly beyond all possibility of demonstrationexept for the ontat between the God-onsiousness of the human mind and the God-presene ofthe Thought Adjuster that indwells the mortal intellet and is bestowed upon man as the free giftof the Universal Father.In theory you may think of God as the Creator, and he is the personal reator of Paradise andthe entral universe of perfetion, but the universes of time and spae are all reated and organizedby the Paradise orps of the Creator Sons. The Universal Father is not the personal reator of theloal universe of Nebadon; the universe in whih you live is the reation of his Son Mihael. Thoughthe Father does not personally reate the evolutionary universes, he does ontrol them in many oftheir universal relationships and in ertain of their manifestations of physial, mindal, and spiritualenergies. God the Father is the personal reator of the Paradise universe and, in assoiation withthe Eternal Son, the reator of all other personal universe Creators.21



As a physial ontroller in the material universe of universes, the First Soure and Center funtionsin the patterns of the eternal Isle of Paradise, and through this absolute gravity enter the eternalGod exerises osmi overontrol of the physial level equally in the entral universe and throughoutthe universe of universes. As mind, God funtions in the Deity of the In�nite Spirit; as spirit, Godis manifest in the person of the Eternal Son and in the persons of the divine hildren of the EternalSon. This interrelation of the First Soure and Center with the o-ordinate Persons and Absolutes ofParadise does not in the least prelude the diret personal ation of the Universal Father throughoutall reation and on all levels thereof. Through the presene of his fragmentized spirit the CreatorFather maintains immediate ontat with his reature hildren and his reated universes.1.3 God is a Universal Spirit\God is spirit." He is a universal spiritual presene. The Universal Father is an in�nite spiritualreality; he is \the sovereign, eternal, immortal, invisible, and only true God." Even though you are\the o�spring of God," you ought not to think that the Father is like yourselves in form and physiquebeause you are said to be reated \in his image" - indwelt by Mystery Monitors dispathed fromthe entral abode of his eternal presene. Spirit beings are real, notwithstanding they are invisibleto human eyes; even though they have not esh and blood.Said the seer of old: \Lo, he goes by me, and I see him not; he passes on also, but I pereivehim not." We may onstantly observe the works of God, we may be highly onsious of the materialevidenes of his majesti ondut, but rarely may we gaze upon the visible manifestation of hisdivinity, not even to behold the presene of his delegated spirit of human indwelling.The Universal Father is not invisible beause he is hiding himself away from the lowly reaturesof materialisti handiaps and limited spiritual endowments. The situation rather is: \You annotsee my fae, for no mortal an see me and live." No material man ould behold the spirit Godand preserve his mortal existene. The glory and the spiritual brilliane of the divine personalitypresene is impossible of approah by the lower groups of spirit beings or by any order of materialpersonalities. The spiritual luminosity of the Father's personal presene is a \light whih no mortalman an approah; whih no material reature has seen or an see." But it is not neessary to seeGod with the eyes of the esh in order to disern him by the faith-vision of the spiritualized mind.The spirit nature of the Universal Father is shared fully with his oexistent self, the Eternal Sonof Paradise. Both the Father and the Son in like manner share the universal and eternal spirit fullyand unreservedly with their onjoint personality o-ordinate, the In�nite Spirit. God's spirit is, inand of himself, absolute; in the Son it is unquali�ed, in the Spirit, universal, and in and by all ofthem, in�nite.God is a universal spirit; God is the universal person. The supreme personal reality of the �nitereation is spirit; the ultimate reality of the personal osmos is absonite spirit. Only the levels ofin�nity are absolute, and only on suh levels is there �nality of oneness between matter, mind, andspirit.In the universes God the Father is, in potential, the overontroller of matter, mind, and spirit.Only by means of his far-ung personality iruit does God deal diretly with the personalities of hisvast reation of will reatures, but he is ontatable (outside of Paradise) only in the presenes of hisfragmented entities, the will of God abroad in the universes. This Paradise spirit that indwells theminds of the mortals of time and there fosters the evolution of the immortal soul of the survivingreature is of the nature and divinity of the Universal Father. But the minds of suh evolutionaryreatures originate in the loal universes and must gain divine perfetion by ahieving those experi-ential transformations of spiritual attainment whih are the inevitable result of a reature's hoosingto do the will of the Father in heaven. 22



In the inner experiene of man, mind is joined to matter. Suh material-linked minds annotsurvive mortal death. The tehnique of survival is embraed in those adjustments of the humanwill and those transformations in the mortal mind whereby suh a God-onsious intellet graduallybeomes spirit taught and eventually spirit led. This evolution of the human mind from matterassoiation to spirit union results in the transmutation of the potentially spirit phases of the mortalmind into the morontia realities of the immortal soul. Mortal mind subservient to matter is destinedto beome inreasingly material and onsequently to su�er eventual personality extintion; mindyielded to spirit is destined to beome inreasingly spiritual and ultimately to ahieve oneness withthe surviving and guiding divine spirit and in this way to attain survival and eternity of personalityexistene.I ome forth from the Eternal, and I have repeatedly returned to the presene of the UniversalFather. I know of the atuality and personality of the First Soure and Center, the Eternal andUniversal Father. I know that, while the great God is absolute, eternal, and in�nite, he is also good,divine, and graious. I know the truth of the great delarations: \God is spirit" and \God is love,"and these two attributes are most ompletely revealed to the universe in the Eternal Son.1.4 The Mystery of GodThe in�nity of the perfetion of God is suh that it eternally onstitutes him mystery. And thegreatest of all the unfathomable mysteries of God is the phenomenon of the divine indwelling ofmortal minds. The manner in whih the Universal Father sojourns with the reatures of time is themost profound of all universe mysteries; the divine presene in the mind of man is the mystery ofmysteries.The physial bodies of mortals are \the temples of God." Notwithstanding that the SovereignCreator Sons ome near the reatures of their inhabited worlds and \draw all men to themselves";though they \stand at the door" of onsiousness \and knok" and delight to ome in to all whowill \open the doors of their hearts"; although there does exist this intimate personal ommunionbetween the Creator Sons and their mortal reatures, nevertheless, mortal men have something fromGod himself whih atually dwells within them; their bodies are the temples thereof.When you are through down here, when your ourse has been run in temporary form on earth,when your trial trip in the esh is �nished, when the dust that omposes the mortal tabernale\returns to the earth whene it ame"; then, it is revealed, the indwelling \Spirit shall return to Godwho gave it." There sojourns within eah moral being of this planet a fragment of God, a part andparel of divinity. It is not yet yours by right of possession, but it is designedly intended to be onewith you if you survive the mortal existene.We are onstantly onfronted with this mystery of God; we are nonplused by the inreasingunfolding of the endless panorama of the truth of his in�nite goodness, endless mery, mathlesswisdom, and superb harater.The divine mystery onsists in the inherent di�erene whih exists between the �nite and thein�nite, the temporal and the eternal, the time-spae reature and the Universal Creator, the materialand the spiritual, the imperfetion of man and the perfetion of Paradise Deity. The God of universallove unfailingly manifests himself to every one of his reatures up to the fullness of that reature'sapaity to spiritually grasp the qualities of divine truth, beauty, and goodness.To every spirit being and to every mortal reature in every sphere and on every world of theuniverse of universes, the Universal Father reveals all of his graious and divine self that an bediserned or omprehended by suh spirit beings and by suh mortal reatures. God is no respeterof persons, either spiritual or material. The divine presene whih any hild of the universe enjoys23



at any given moment is limited only by the apaity of suh a reature to reeive and to disern thespirit atualities of the supermaterial world.As a reality in human spiritual experiene God is not a mystery. But when an attempt is madeto make plain the realities of the spirit world to the physial minds of the material order, mysteryappears: mysteries so subtle and so profound that only the faith-grasp of the God-knowing mortalan ahieve the philosophi mirale of the reognition of the In�nite by the �nite, the disernmentof the eternal God by the evolving mortals of the material worlds of time and spae.1.5 Personality of the Universal FatherDo not permit the magnitude of God, his in�nity, either to obsure or elipse his personality. \He whoplanned the ear, shall he not hear? He who formed the eye, shall he not see?" The Universal Fatheris the ame of divine personality; he is the origin and destiny of personality throughout all reation.God is both in�nite and personal; he is an in�nite personality. The Father is truly a personality,notwithstanding that the in�nity of his person plaes him forever beyond the full omprehension ofmaterial and �nite beings.God is muh more than a personality as personality is understood by the human mind; he iseven far more than any possible onept of a superpersonality. But it is utterly futile to disusssuh inomprehensible onepts of divine personality with the minds of material reatures whosemaximum onept of the reality of being onsists in the idea and ideal of personality. The materialreature's highest possible onept of the Universal Creator is embraed within the spiritual idealsof the exalted idea of divine personality. Therefore, although you may know that God must be muhmore than the human oneption of personality, you equally well know that the Universal Fatherannot possibly be anything less than an eternal, in�nite, true, good, and beautiful personality.God is not hiding from any of his reatures. He is unapproahable to so many orders of beings onlybeause he \dwells in a light whih no material reature an approah." The immensity and grandeurof the divine personality is beyond the grasp of the unperfeted mind of evolutionary mortals. He\measures the waters in the hollow of his hand, measures a universe with the span of his hand. It ishe who sits on the irle of the earth, who strethes out the heavens as a urtain and spreads themout as a universe to dwell in." \Lift up your eyes on high and behold who has reated all thesethings, who brings out their worlds by number and alls them all by their names"; and so it is truethat \the invisible things of God are partially understood by the things whih are made." Today,and as you are, you must disern the invisible Maker through his manifold and diverse reation, aswell as through the revelation and ministration of his Sons and their numerous subordinates.Even though material mortals annot see the person of God, they should rejoie in the assuranethat he is a person; by faith aept the truth whih portrays that the Universal Father so loved theworld as to provide for the eternal spiritual progression of its lowly inhabitants; that he \delights inhis hildren." God is laking in none of those superhuman and divine attributes whih onstitute aperfet, eternal, loving, and in�nite Creator personality.In the loal reations (exepting the personnel of the superuniverses) God has no personal orresidential manifestation aside from the Paradise Creator Sons who are the fathers of the inhabitedworlds and the sovereigns of the loal universes. If the faith of the reature were perfet, he wouldassuredly know that when he had seen a Creator Son he had seen the Universal Father; in seekingfor the Father, he would not ask nor expet to see other than the Son. Mortal man simply annotsee God until he ahieves ompleted spirit transformation and atually attains Paradise.The natures of the Paradise Creator Sons do not enompass all the unquali�ed potentials of theuniversal absoluteness of the in�nite nature of the First Great Soure and Center, but the Universal24



Father is in every way divinely present in the Creator Sons. The Father and his Sons are one.These Paradise Sons of the order of Mihael are perfet personalities, even the pattern for all loaluniverse personality from that of the Bright and Morning Star down to the lowest human reatureof progressing animal evolution.Without God and exept for his great and entral person, there would be no personality throughoutall the vast universe of universes. God is personality.Notwithstanding that God is an eternal power, a majesti presene, a transendent ideal, and aglorious spirit, though he is all these and in�nitely more, nonetheless, he is truly and everlastingly aperfet Creator personality, a person who an \know and be known," who an \love and be loved,"and one who an befriend us; while you an be known, as other humans have been known, as thefriend of God. He is a real spirit and a spiritual reality.As we see the Universal Father revealed throughout his universe; as we disern him indwellinghis myriads of reatures; as we behold him in the persons of his Sovereign Sons; as we ontinue tosense his divine presene here and there, near and afar, let us not doubt nor question his personalityprimay. Notwithstanding all these far-ung distributions, he remains a true person and everlastinglymaintains personal onnetion with the ountless hosts of his reatures sattered throughout theuniverse of universes.The idea of the personality of the Universal Father is an enlarged and truer onept of Godwhih has ome to mankind hiey through revelation. Reason, wisdom, and religious experiene allinfer and imply the personality of God, but they do not altogether validate it. Even the indwellingThought Adjuster is prepersonal. The truth and maturity of any religion is diretly proportional toits onept of the in�nite personality of God and to its grasp of the absolute unity of Deity. Theidea of a personal Deity beomes, then, the measure of religious maturity after religion has �rstformulated the onept of the unity of God.Primitive religion had many personal gods, and they were fashioned in the image of man. Reve-lation aÆrms the validity of the personality onept of God whih is merely possible in the sienti�postulate of a First Cause and is only provisionally suggested in the philosophi idea of UniversalUnity. Only by personality approah an any person begin to omprehend the unity of God. Todeny the personality of the First Soure and Center leaves one only the hoie of two philosophidilemmas: materialism or pantheism.In the ontemplation of Deity, the onept of personality must be divested of the idea of orpo-reality. A material body is not indispensable to personality in either man or God. The orporealityerror is shown in both extremes of human philosophy. In materialism, sine man loses his body atdeath, he eases to exist as a personality; in pantheism, sine God has no body, he is not, therefore,a person. The superhuman type of progressing personality funtions in a union of mind and spirit.Personality is not simply an attribute of God; it rather stands for the totality of the o-ordinatedin�nite nature and the uni�ed divine will whih is exhibited in eternity and universality of perfetexpression. Personality, in the supreme sense, is the revelation of God to the universe of universes.God, being eternal, universal, absolute, and in�nite, does not grow in knowledge nor inrease inwisdom. God does not aquire experiene, as �nite man might onjeture or omprehend, but hedoes, within the realms of his own eternal personality, enjoy those ontinuous expansions of self-realization whih are in ertain ways omparable to, and analogous with, the aquirement of newexperiene by the �nite reatures of the evolutionary worlds.The absolute perfetion of the in�nite God would ause him to su�er the awful limitations ofunquali�ed �nality of perfetness were it not a fat that the Universal Father diretly partiipatesin the personality struggle of every imperfet soul in the wide universe who seeks, by divine aid, toasend to the spiritually perfet worlds on high. This progressive experiene of every spirit being andevery mortal reature throughout the universe of universes is a part of the Father's ever-expanding25



Deity-onsiousness of the never-ending divine irle of easeless self-realization.It is literally true: \In all your a�itions he is a�ited." \In all your triumphs he triumphs inand with you." His prepersonal divine spirit is a real part of you. The Isle of Paradise responds toall the physial metamorphoses of the universe of universes; the Eternal Son inludes all the spiritimpulses of all reation; the Conjoint Ator enompasses all the mind expression of the expandingosmos. The Universal Father realizes in the fullness of the divine onsiousness all the individualexperiene of the progressive struggles of the expanding minds and the asending spirits of everyentity, being, and personality of the whole evolutionary reation of time and spae. And all this isliterally true, for \in Him we all live and move and have our being."1.6 Personality in the UniverseHuman personality is the time-spae image-shadow ast by the divine Creator personality. And noatuality an ever be adequately omprehended by an examination of its shadow. Shadows shouldbe interpreted in terms of the true substane.God is to siene a ause, to philosophy an idea, to religion a person, even the loving heavenlyFather. God is to the sientist a primal fore, to the philosopher a hypothesis of unity, to thereligionist a living spiritual experiene. Man's inadequate onept of the personality of the UniversalFather an be improved only by man's spiritual progress in the universe and will beome trulyadequate only when the pilgrims of time and spae �nally attain the divine embrae of the livingGod on Paradise.Never lose sight of the antipodal viewpoints of personality as it is oneived by God and man.Man views and omprehends personality, looking from the �nite to the in�nite; God looks from thein�nite to the �nite. Man possesses the lowest type of personality; God, the highest, even supreme,ultimate, and absolute. Therefore did the better onepts of the divine personality have patiently toawait the appearane of improved ideas of human personality, espeially the enhaned revelation ofboth human and divine personality in the Urantian bestowal life of Mihael, the Creator Son.The prepersonal divine spirit whih indwells the mortal mind arries, in its very presene, thevalid proof of its atual existene, but the onept of the divine personality an be grasped only bythe spiritual insight of genuine personal religious experiene. Any person, human or divine, may beknown and omprehended quite apart from the external reations or the material presene of thatperson.Some degree of moral aÆnity and spiritual harmony is essential to friendship between two persons;a loving personality an hardly reveal himself to a loveless person. Even to approah the knowing ofa divine personality, all of man's personality endowments must be wholly onserated to the e�ort;halfhearted, partial devotion will be unavailing.The more ompletely man understands himself and appreiates the personality values of his fellows,the more he will rave to know the Original Personality, and the more earnestly suh a God-knowinghuman will strive to beome like the Original Personality. You an argue over opinions about God, butexperiene with him and in him exists above and beyond all human ontroversy and mere intelletuallogi. The God-knowing man desribes his spiritual experienes, not to onvine unbelievers, but forthe edi�ation and mutual satisfation of believers.To assume that the universe an be known, that it is intelligible, is to assume that the universe ismind made and personality managed. Man's mind an only pereive the mind phenomena of otherminds, be they human or superhuman. If man's personality an experiene the universe, there is adivine mind and an atual personality somewhere onealed in that universe.God is spirit - spirit personality; man is also a spirit - potential spirit personality. Jesus of Nazareth26



attained the full realization of this potential of spirit personality in human experiene; therefore hislife of ahieving the Father's will beomes man's most real and ideal revelation of the personality ofGod. Even though the personality of the Universal Father an be grasped only in atual religiousexperiene, in Jesus' earth life we are inspired by the perfet demonstration of suh a realization andrevelation of the personality of God in a truly human experiene.1.7 Spiritual Value of the Personality ConeptWhen Jesus talked about \the living God," he referred to a personal Deity - the Father in heaven.The onept of the personality of Deity failitates fellowship; it favors intelligent worship; it promotesrefreshing trustfulness. Interations an be had between nonpersonal things, but not fellowship. Thefellowship relation of father and son, as between God and man, annot be enjoyed unless both arepersons. Only personalities an ommune with eah other, albeit this personal ommunion may begreatly failitated by the presene of just suh an impersonal entity as the Thought Adjuster.Man does not ahieve union with God as a drop of water might �nd unity with the oean. Manattains divine union by progressive reiproal spiritual ommunion, by personality interourse withthe personal God, by inreasingly attaining the divine nature through wholehearted and intelligentonformity to the divine will. Suh a sublime relationship an exist only between personalities.The onept of truth might possibly be entertained apart from personality, the onept of beautymay exist without personality, but the onept of divine goodness is understandable only in relationto personality. Only a person an love and be loved. Even beauty and truth would be divored fromsurvival hope if they were not attributes of a personal God, a loving Father.We annot fully understand how God an be primal, hangeless, all-powerful, and perfet, and atthe same time be surrounded by an ever-hanging and apparently law-limited universe, an evolvinguniverse of relative imperfetions. But we an know suh a truth in our own personal experienesine we all maintain identity of personality and unity of will in spite of the onstant hanging ofboth ourselves and our environment.Ultimate universe reality annot be grasped by mathematis, logi, or philosophy, only by personalexperiene in progressive onformity to the divine will of a personal God. Neither siene, philosophy,nor theology an validate the personality of God. Only the personal experiene of the faith sons ofthe heavenly Father an e�et the atual spiritual realization of the personality of God.The higher onepts of universe personality imply: identity, self-onsiousness, self-will, and pos-sibility for self-revelation. And these harateristis further imply fellowship with other and equalpersonalities, suh as exists in the personality assoiations of the Paradise Deities. And the absoluteunity of these assoiations is so perfet that divinity beomes known by indivisibility, by oneness.\The Lord God is one." Indivisibility of personality does not interfere with God's bestowing hisspirit to live in the hearts of mortal men. Indivisibility of a human father's personality does notprevent the reprodution of mortal sons and daughters.This onept of indivisibility in assoiation with the onept of unity implies transendene ofboth time and spae by the Ultimay of Deity; therefore neither spae nor time an be absoluteor in�nite. The First Soure and Center is that in�nity who unquali�edly transends all mind, allmatter, and all spirit.The fat of the Paradise Trinity in no manner violates the truth of the divine unity. The threepersonalities of Paradise Deity are, in all universe reality reations and in all reature relations, asone. Neither does the existene of these three eternal persons violate the truth of the indivisibilityof Deity. I am fully aware that I have at my ommand no language adequate to make lear to themortal mind how these universe problems appear to us. But you should not beome disouraged; not27



all of these things are wholly lear to even the high personalities belonging to my group of Paradisebeings. Ever bear in mind that these profound truths pertaining to Deity will inreasingly larify asyour minds beome progressively spiritualized during the suessive epohs of the long mortal asentto Paradise.[Presented by a Divine Counselor, a member of a group of elestial personalities assigned bythe Anients of Days on Uversa, the headquarters of the seventh superuniverse, to supervise thoseportions of this forthoming revelation whih have to do with a�airs beyond the borders of theloal universe of Nebadon. I am ommissioned to sponsor those papers portraying the nature andattributes of God beause I represent the highest soure of information available for suh a purpose onany inhabited world. I have served as a Divine Counselor in all seven of the superuniverses and havelong resided at the Paradise enter of all things. Many times have I enjoyed the supreme pleasureof a sojourn in the immediate personal presene of the Universal Father. I portray the reality andtruth of the Father's nature and attributes with unhallengeable authority; I know whereof I speak.℄
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Chapter 2The Nature of GodINASMUCH as man's highest possible onept of God is embraed within the human idea andideal of a primal and in�nite personality, it is permissible, and may prove helpful, to study ertainharateristis of the divine nature whih onstitute the harater of Deity. The nature of Godan best be understood by the revelation of the Father whih Mihael of Nebadon unfolded in hismanifold teahings and in his superb mortal life in the esh. The divine nature an also be betterunderstood by man if he regards himself as a hild of God and looks up to the Paradise Creator asa true spiritual Father.The nature of God an be studied in a revelation of supreme ideas, the divine harater an beenvisaged as a portrayal of supernal ideals, but the most enlightening and spiritually edifying of allrevelations of the divine nature is to be found in the omprehension of the religious life of Jesus ofNazareth, both before and after his attainment of full onsiousness of divinity. If the inarnatedlife of Mihael is taken as the bakground of the revelation of God to man, we may attempt to putin human word symbols ertain ideas and ideals onerning the divine nature whih may possiblyontribute to a further illumination and uni�ation of the human onept of the nature and theharater of the personality of the Universal Father.In all our e�orts to enlarge and spiritualize the human onept of God, we are tremendouslyhandiapped by the limited apaity of the mortal mind. We are also seriously handiapped in theexeution of our assignment by the limitations of language and by the poverty of material whih anbe utilized for purposes of illustration or omparison in our e�orts to portray divine values and topresent spiritual meanings to the �nite, mortal mind of man. All our e�orts to enlarge the humanonept of God would be well-nigh futile exept for the fat that the mortal mind is indwelt by thebestowed Adjuster of the Universal Father and is pervaded by the Truth Spirit of the Creator Son.Depending, therefore, on the presene of these divine spirits within the heart of man for assistanein the enlargement of the onept of God, I heerfully undertake the exeution of my mandate toattempt the further portrayal of the nature of God to the mind of man.2.1 The In�nity of God\Touhing the In�nite, we annot �nd him out. The divine footsteps are not known." \His under-standing is in�nite and his greatness is unsearhable." The blinding light of the Father's preseneis suh that to his lowly reatures he apparently \dwells in the thik darkness." Not only are histhoughts and plans unsearhable, but \he does great and marvelous things without number." \Godis great; we omprehend him not, neither an the number of his years be searhed out." \Will Godindeed dwell on the earth? Behold, the heaven (universe) and the heaven of heavens (universe ofuniverses) annot ontain him." \How unsearhable are his judgments and his ways past �nding29



out!"\There is but one God, the in�nite Father, who is also a faithful Creator." \The divine Creatoris also the Universal Disposer, the soure and destiny of souls. He is the Supreme Soul, the PrimalMind, and the Unlimited Spirit of all reation." \The great Controller makes no mistakes. He isresplendent in majesty and glory." \The Creator God is wholly devoid of fear and enmity. He isimmortal, eternal, self-existent, divine, and bountiful." \How pure and beautiful, how deep andunfathomable is the supernal Anestor of all things!" \The In�nite is most exellent in that heimparts himself to men. He is the beginning and the end, the Father of every good and perfetpurpose." \With God all things are possible; the eternal Creator is the ause of auses."Notwithstanding the in�nity of the stupendous manifestations of the Father's eternal and universalpersonality, he is unquali�edly self-onsious of both his in�nity and eternity; likewise he knows fullyhis perfetion and power. He is the only being in the universe, aside from his divine o-ordinates,who experienes a perfet, proper, and omplete appraisal of himself.The Father onstantly and unfailingly meets the need of the di�erential of demand for himself asit hanges from time to time in various setions of his master universe. The great God knows andunderstands himself; he is in�nitely self-onsious of all his primal attributes of perfetion. God isnot a osmi aident; neither is he a universe experimenter. The Universe Sovereigns may engagein adventure; the Constellation Fathers may experiment; the system heads may pratie; but theUniversal Father sees the end from the beginning, and his divine plan and eternal purpose atuallyembrae and omprehend all the experiments and all the adventures of all his subordinates in everyworld, system, and onstellation in every universe of his vast domains.No thing is new to God, and no osmi event ever omes as a surprise; he inhabits the irle ofeternity. He is without beginning or end of days. To God there is no past, present, or future; alltime is present at any given moment. He is the great and only I AM.The Universal Father is absolutely and without quali�ation in�nite in all his attributes; and thisfat, in and of itself, automatially shuts him o� from all diret personal ommuniation with �nitematerial beings and other lowly reated intelligenes.And all this neessitates suh arrangements for ontat and ommuniation with his manifoldreatures as have been ordained, �rst, in the personalities of the Paradise Sons of God, who, althoughperfet in divinity, also often partake of the nature of the very esh and blood of the planetary raes,beoming one of you and one with you; thus, as it were, God beomes man, as ourred in thebestowal of Mihael, who was alled interhangeably the Son of God and the Son of Man. Andseond, there are the personalities of the In�nite Spirit, the various orders of the seraphi hosts andother elestial intelligenes who draw near to the material beings of lowly origin and in so many waysminister to them and serve them. And third, there are the impersonal Mystery Monitors, ThoughtAdjusters, the atual gift of the great God himself sent to indwell suh as the humans of Urantia,sent without announement and without explanation. In endless profusion they desend from theheights of glory to grae and indwell the humble minds of those mortals who possess the apaityfor God-onsiousness or the potential therefor.In these ways and in many others, in ways unknown to you and utterly beyond �nite ompre-hension, does the Paradise Father lovingly and willingly downstep and otherwise modify, dilute, andattenuate his in�nity in order that he may be able to draw nearer the �nite minds of his reaturehildren. And so, through a series of personality distributions whih are diminishingly absolute, thein�nite Father is enabled to enjoy lose ontat with the diverse intelligenes of the many realms ofhis far-ung universe.All this he has done and now does, and evermore will ontinue to do, without in the least detratingfrom the fat and reality of his in�nity, eternity, and primay. And these things are absolutely true,notwithstanding the diÆulty of their omprehension, the mystery in whih they are enshrouded, or30



the impossibility of their being fully understood by reatures suh as dwell on Urantia.Beause the First Father is in�nite in his plans and eternal in his purposes, it is inherentlyimpossible for any �nite being ever to grasp or omprehend these divine plans and purposes in theirfullness. Mortal man an glimpse the Father's purposes only now and then, here and there, as theyare revealed in relation to the outworking of the plan of reature asension on its suessive levels ofuniverse progression. Though man annot enompass the signi�ane of in�nity, the in�nite Fatherdoes most ertainly fully omprehend and lovingly embrae all the �nity of all his hildren in alluniverses.Divinity and eternity the Father shares with large numbers of the higher Paradise beings, butwe question whether in�nity and onsequent universal primay is fully shared with any save hiso-ordinate assoiates of the Paradise Trinity. In�nity of personality must, perfore, embrae all�nitude of personality; hene the truth - literal truth - of the teahing whih delares that \In Himwe live and move and have our being." That fragment of the pure Deity of the Universal Fatherwhih indwells mortal man is a part of the in�nity of the First Great Soure and Center, the Fatherof Fathers.2.2 The Father's Eternal PerfetionEven your olden prophets understood the eternal, never-beginning, never-ending, irular nature ofthe Universal Father. God is literally and eternally present in his universe of universes. He inhabitsthe present moment with all his absolute majesty and eternal greatness. \The Father has life inhimself, and this life is eternal life." Throughout the eternal ages it has been the Father who \givesto all life." There is in�nite perfetion in the divine integrity. \I am the Lord; I hange not." Ourknowledge of the universe of universes disloses not only that he is the Father of lights, but also thatin his ondut of interplanetary a�airs there \is no variableness neither shadow of hanging." He\delares the end from the beginning." He says: \My ounsel shall stand; I will do all my pleasures"\aording to the eternal purpose whih I purposed in my Son." Thus are the plans and purposes ofthe First Soure and Center like himself: eternal, perfet, and forever hangeless.There is �nality of ompleteness and perfetion of repleteness in the mandates of the Father.\Whatsoever God does, it shall be forever; nothing an be added to it nor anything taken from it."The Universal Father does not repent of his original purposes of wisdom and perfetion. His plansare steadfast, his ounsel immutable, while his ats are divine and infallible. \A thousand years inhis sight are but as yesterday when it is past and as a wath in the night." The perfetion of divinityand the magnitude of eternity are forever beyond the full grasp of the irumsribed mind of mortalman.The reations of a hangeless God, in the exeution of his eternal purpose, may seem to vary inaordane with the hanging attitude and the shifting minds of his reated intelligenes; that is,they may apparently and super�ially vary; but underneath the surfae and beneath all outwardmanifestations, there is still present the hangeless purpose, the everlasting plan, of the eternal God.Out in the universes, perfetion must neessarily be a relative term, but in the entral universeand espeially on Paradise, perfetion is undiluted; in ertain phases it is even absolute. Trinitymanifestations vary the exhibition of the divine perfetion but do not attenuate it.God's primal perfetion onsists not in an assumed righteousness but rather in the inherent perfe-tion of the goodness of his divine nature. He is �nal, omplete, and perfet. There is no thing lakingin the beauty and perfetion of his righteous harater. And the whole sheme of living existeneson the worlds of spae is entered in the divine purpose of elevating all will reatures to the highdestiny of the experiene of sharing the Father's Paradise perfetion. God is neither self-entered nor31



self-ontained; he never eases to bestow himself upon all self-onsious reatures of the vast universeof universes.God is eternally and in�nitely perfet, he annot personally know imperfetion as his own experi-ene, but he does share the onsiousness of all the experiene of imperfetness of all the strugglingreatures of the evolutionary universes of all the Paradise Creator Sons. The personal and liberatingtouh of the God of perfetion overshadows the hearts and eniruits the natures of all those mortalreatures who have asended to the universe level of moral disernment. In this manner, as well asthrough the ontats of the divine presene, the Universal Father atually partiipates in the expe-riene with immaturity and imperfetion in the evolving areer of every moral being of the entireuniverse.Human limitations, potential evil, are not a part of the divine nature, but mortal experiene withevil and all man's relations thereto are most ertainly a part of God's ever-expanding self-realizationin the hildren of time - reatures of moral responsibility who have been reated or evolved by everyCreator Son going out from Paradise.2.3 Justie and RighteousnessGod is righteous; therefore is he just. \The Lord is righteous in all his ways." \`I have not donewithout ause all that I have done,' says the Lord." \The judgments of the Lord are true andrighteous altogether." The justie of the Universal Father annot be inuened by the ats andperformanes of his reatures, \for there is no iniquity with the Lord our God, no respet of persons,no taking of gifts."How futile to make puerile appeals to suh a God to modify his hangeless derees so that wean avoid the just onsequenes of the operation of his wise natural laws and righteous spiritualmandates! \Be not deeived; God is not moked, for whatsoever a man sows that shall he also reap."True, even in the justie of reaping the harvest of wrongdoing, this divine justie is always temperedwith mery. In�nite wisdom is the eternal arbiter whih determines the proportions of justie andmery whih shall be meted out in any given irumstane. The greatest punishment (in realityan inevitable onsequene) for wrongdoing and deliberate rebellion against the government of Godis loss of existene as an individual subjet of that government. The �nal result of wholeheartedsin is annihilation. In the last analysis, suh sin-identi�ed individuals have destroyed themselvesby beoming wholly unreal through their embrae of iniquity. The fatual disappearane of suh areature is, however, always delayed until the ordained order of justie urrent in that universe hasbeen fully omplied with.Cessation of existene is usually dereed at the dispensational or epohal adjudiation of the realmor realms. On a world suh as Urantia it omes at the end of a planetary dispensation. Cessation ofexistene an be dereed at suh times by o-ordinate ation of all tribunals of jurisdition, extendingfrom the planetary ounil up through the ourts of the Creator Son to the judgment tribunals of theAnients of Days. The mandate of dissolution originates in the higher ourts of the superuniversefollowing an unbroken on�rmation of the inditment originating on the sphere of the wrongdoer'sresidene; and then, when sentene of extintion has been on�rmed on high, the exeution is by thediret at of those judges residential on, and operating from, the headquarters of the superuniverse.When this sentene is �nally on�rmed, the sin-identi�ed being instantly beomes as though hehad not been. There is no resurretion from suh a fate; it is everlasting and eternal. The livingenergy fators of identity are resolved by the transformations of time and the metamorphoses ofspae into the osmi potentials whene they one emerged. As for the personality of the iniquitousone, it is deprived of a ontinuing life vehile by the reature's failure to make those hoies and �naldeisions whih would have assured eternal life. When the ontinued embrae of sin by the assoiated32



mind ulminates in omplete self-identi�ation with iniquity, then upon the essation of life, uponosmi dissolution, suh an isolated personality is absorbed into the oversoul of reation, beominga part of the evolving experiene of the Supreme Being. Never again does it appear as a personality;its identity beomes as though it had never been. In the ase of an Adjuster-indwelt personality, theexperiential spirit values survive in the reality of the ontinuing Adjuster.In any universe ontest between atual levels of reality, the personality of the higher level willultimately triumph over the personality of the lower level. This inevitable outome of universeontroversy is inherent in the fat that divinity of quality equals the degree of reality or atuality ofany will reature. Undiluted evil, omplete error, willful sin, and unmitigated iniquity are inherentlyand automatially suiidal. Suh attitudes of osmi unreality an survive in the universe onlybeause of transient mery-tolerane pending the ation of the justie-determining and fairness-�nding mehanisms of the universe tribunals of righteous adjudiation.The rule of the Creator Sons in the loal universes is one of reation and spiritualization. TheseSons devote themselves to the e�etive exeution of the Paradise plan of progressive mortal asension,to the rehabilitation of rebels and wrong thinkers, but when all suh loving e�orts are �nally andforever rejeted, the �nal deree of dissolution is exeuted by fores ating under the jurisdition ofthe Anients of Days.2.4 The Divine MeryMery is simply justie tempered by that wisdom whih grows out of perfetion of knowledge andthe full reognition of the natural weaknesses and environmental handiaps of �nite reatures. \OurGod is full of ompassion, graious, long-su�ering, and plenteous in mery." Therefore \whosoeveralls upon the Lord shall be saved," \for he will abundantly pardon." \The mery of the Lord isfrom everlasting to everlasting"; yes, \his mery endures forever." \I am the Lord who exeutesloving-kindness, judgment, and righteousness in the earth, for in these things I delight." \I do nota�it willingly nor grieve the hildren of men," for I am \the Father of meries and the God of allomfort."God is inherently kind, naturally ompassionate, and everlastingly meriful. And never is itneessary that any inuene be brought to bear upon the Father to all forth his loving-kindness.The reature's need is wholly suÆient to insure the full ow of the Father's tender meries and hissaving grae. Sine God knows all about his hildren, it is easy for him to forgive. The better manunderstands his neighbor, the easier it will be to forgive him, even to love him.Only the disernment of in�nite wisdom enables a righteous God to minister justie and mery atthe same time and in any given universe situation. The heavenly Father is never torn by onitingattitudes towards his universe hildren; God is never a vitim of attitudinal antagonisms. God's all-knowingness unfailingly direts his free will in the hoosing of that universe ondut whih perfetly,simultaneously, and equally satis�es the demands of all his divine attributes and the in�nite qualitiesof his eternal nature.Mery is the natural and inevitable o�spring of goodness and love. The good nature of a lovingFather ould not possibly withhold the wise ministry of mery to eah member of every group of hisuniverse hildren. Eternal justie and divine mery together onstitute what in human experienewould be alled fairness.Divine mery represents a fairness tehnique of adjustment between the universe levels of perfetionand imperfetion. Mery is the justie of Supremay adapted to the situations of the evolving �nite,the righteousness of eternity modi�ed to meet the highest interests and universe welfare of thehildren of time. Mery is not a ontravention of justie but rather an understanding interpretation33



of the demands of supreme justie as it is fairly applied to the subordinate spiritual beings and to thematerial reatures of the evolving universes. Mery is the justie of the Paradise Trinity wisely andlovingly visited upon the manifold intelligenes of the reations of time and spae as it is formulatedby divine wisdom and determined by the all-knowing mind and the sovereign free will of the UniversalFather and all his assoiated Creators.2.5 The Love of God\God is love"; therefore his only personal attitude towards the a�airs of the universe is always areation of divine a�etion. The Father loves us suÆiently to bestow his life upon us. \He makeshis sun to rise on the evil and on the good and sends rain on the just and on the unjust."It is wrong to think of God as being oaxed into loving his hildren beause of the sari�es ofhis Sons or the interession of his subordinate reatures, \for the Father himself loves you." It isin response to this paternal a�etion that God sends the marvelous Adjusters to indwell the mindsof men. God's love is universal; \whosoever will may ome." He would \have all men be saved byoming into the knowledge of the truth." He is \not willing that any should perish."The Creators are the very �rst to attempt to save man from the disastrous results of his foolishtransgression of the divine laws. God's love is by nature a fatherly a�etion; therefore does hesometimes \hasten us for our own pro�t, that we may be partakers of his holiness." Even duringyour �ery trials remember that \in all our a�itions he is a�ited with us."God is divinely kind to sinners. When rebels return to righteousness, they are merifully reeived,\for our God will abundantly pardon." \I am he who blots out your transgressions for my own sake,and I will not remember your sins." \Behold what manner of love the Father has bestowed upon usthat we should be alled the sons of God."After all, the greatest evidene of the goodness of God and the supreme reason for loving him isthe indwelling gift of the Father - the Adjuster who so patiently awaits the hour when you both shallbe eternally made one. Though you annot �nd God by searhing, if you will submit to the leadingof the indwelling spirit, you will be unerringly guided, step by step, life by life, through universeupon universe, and age by age, until you �nally stand in the presene of the Paradise personality ofthe Universal Father.How unreasonable that you should not worship God beause the limitations of human nature andthe handiaps of your material reation make it impossible for you to see him. Between you and Godthere is a tremendous distane (physial spae) to be traversed. There likewise exists a great gulf ofspiritual di�erential whih must be bridged; but notwithstanding all that physially and spirituallyseparates you from the Paradise personal presene of God, stop and ponder the solemn fat that Godlives within you; he has in his own way already bridged the gulf. He has sent of himself, his spirit,to live in you and to toil with you as you pursue your eternal universe areer.I �nd it easy and pleasant to worship one who is so great and at the same time so a�etionatelydevoted to the uplifting ministry of his lowly reatures. I naturally love one who is so powerful inreation and in the ontrol thereof, and yet who is so perfet in goodness and so faithful in theloving-kindness whih onstantly overshadows us. I think I would love God just as muh if he werenot so great and powerful, as long as he is so good and meriful. We all love the Father more beauseof his nature than in reognition of his amazing attributes.When I observe the Creator Sons and their subordinate administrators struggling so valiantly withthe manifold diÆulties of time inherent in the evolution of the universes of spae, I disover thatI bear these lesser rulers of the universes a great and profound a�etion. After all, I think we all,inluding the mortals of the realms, love the Universal Father and all other beings, divine or human,34



beause we disern that these personalities truly love us. The experiene of loving is very muh adiret response to the experiene of being loved. Knowing that God loves me, I should ontinue tolove him supremely, even though he were divested of all his attributes of supremay, ultimay, andabsoluteness.The Father's love follows us now and throughout the endless irle of the eternal ages. As youponder the loving nature of God, there is only one reasonable and natural personality reation thereto:You will inreasingly love your Maker; you will yield to God an a�etion analogous to that given bya hild to an earthly parent; for, as a father, a real father, a true father, loves his hildren, so theUniversal Father loves and forever seeks the welfare of his reated sons and daughters.But the love of God is an intelligent and farseeing parental a�etion. The divine love funtions inuni�ed assoiation with divine wisdom and all other in�nite harateristis of the perfet nature ofthe Universal Father. God is love, but love is not God. The greatest manifestation of the divine lovefor mortal beings is observed in the bestowal of the Thought Adjusters, but your greatest revelationof the Father's love is seen in the bestowal life of his Son Mihael as he lived on earth the idealspiritual life. It is the indwelling Adjuster who individualizes the love of God to eah human soul.At times I am almost pained to be ompelled to portray the divine a�etion of the heavenlyFather for his universe hildren by the employment of the human word symbol love. This term, eventhough it does onnote man's highest onept of the mortal relations of respet and devotion, is sofrequently designative of so muh of human relationship that is wholly ignoble and utterly un�t tobe known by any word whih is also used to indiate the mathless a�etion of the living God for hisuniverse reatures! How unfortunate that I annot make use of some supernal and exlusive termwhih would onvey to the mind of man the true nature and exquisitely beautiful signi�ane of thedivine a�etion of the Paradise Father.When man loses sight of the love of a personal God, the kingdom of God beomes merely thekingdom of good. Notwithstanding the in�nite unity of the divine nature, love is the dominantharateristi of all God's personal dealings with his reatures.2.6 The Goodness of GodIn the physial universe we may see the divine beauty, in the intelletual world we may diserneternal truth, but the goodness of God is found only in the spiritual world of personal religiousexperiene. In its true essene, religion is a faith-trust in the goodness of God. God ould be greatand absolute, somehow even intelligent and personal, in philosophy, but in religion God must alsobe moral; he must be good. Man might fear a great God, but he trusts and loves only a good God.This goodness of God is a part of the personality of God, and its full revelation appears only in thepersonal religious experiene of the believing sons of God.Religion implies that the superworld of spirit nature is ognizant of, and responsive to, the fun-damental needs of the human world. Evolutionary religion may beome ethial, but only revealedreligion beomes truly and spiritually moral. The olden onept that God is a Deity dominatedby kingly morality was upstepped by Jesus to that a�etionately touhing level of intimate familymorality of the parent-hild relationship, than whih there is none more tender and beautiful inmortal experiene.The \rihness of the goodness of God leads erring man to repentane." \Every good gift and everyperfet gift omes down from the Father of lights." \God is good; he is the eternal refuge of the soulsof men." \The Lord God is meriful and graious. He is long-su�ering and abundant in goodnessand truth." \Taste and see that the Lord is good! Blessed is the man who trusts him." \The Lordis graious and full of ompassion. He is the God of salvation." \He heals the brokenhearted and35



binds up the wounds of the soul. He is man's all-powerful benefator."The onept of God as a king-judge, although it fostered a high moral standard and reated alaw-respeting people as a group, left the individual believer in a sad position of inseurity respetinghis status in time and in eternity. The later Hebrew prophets prolaimed God to be a Father toIsrael; Jesus revealed God as the Father of eah human being. The entire mortal onept of God istransendently illuminated by the life of Jesus. Selessness is inherent in parental love. God lovesnot like a father, but as a father. He is the Paradise Father of every universe personality.Righteousness implies that God is the soure of the moral law of the universe. Truth exhibitsGod as a revealer, as a teaher. But love gives and raves a�etion, seeks understanding fellowshipsuh as exists between parent and hild. Righteousness may be the divine thought, but love is afather's attitude. The erroneous supposition that the righteousness of God was irreonilable withthe seless love of the heavenly Father, presupposed absene of unity in the nature of Deity and leddiretly to the elaboration of the atonement dotrine, whih is a philosophi assault upon both theunity and the free-willness of God.The a�etionate heavenly Father, whose spirit indwells his hildren on earth, is not a dividedpersonality - one of justie and one of mery - neither does it require a mediator to seure theFather's favor or forgiveness. Divine righteousness is not dominated by strit retributive justie; Godas a father transends God as a judge.God is never wrathful, vengeful, or angry. It is true that wisdom does often restrain his love,while justie onditions his rejeted mery. His love of righteousness annot help being exhibited asequal hatred for sin. The Father is not an inonsistent personality; the divine unity is perfet. Inthe Paradise Trinity there is absolute unity despite the eternal identities of the o-ordinates of God.God loves the sinner and hates the sin: suh a statement is true philosophially, but God is atransendent personality, and persons an only love and hate other persons. Sin is not a person. Godloves the sinner beause he is a personality reality (potentially eternal), while towards sin God strikesno personal attitude, for sin is not a spiritual reality; it is not personal; therefore does only the justieof God take ognizane of its existene. The love of God saves the sinner; the law of God destroys thesin. This attitude of the divine nature would apparently hange if the sinner �nally identi�ed himselfwholly with sin just as the same mortal mind may also fully identify itself with the indwelling spiritAdjuster. Suh a sin-identi�ed mortal would then beome wholly unspiritual in nature (and thereforepersonally unreal) and would experiene eventual extintion of being. Unreality, even inompletenessof reature nature, annot exist forever in a progressingly real and inreasingly spiritual universe.Faing the world of personality, God is disovered to be a loving person; faing the spiritual world,he is a personal love; in religious experiene he is both. Love identi�es the volitional will of God.The goodness of God rests at the bottom of the divine free-willness - the universal tendeny to love,show mery, manifest patiene, and minister forgiveness.2.7 Divine Truth and BeautyAll �nite knowledge and reature understanding are relative. Information and intelligene, gleanedfrom even high soures, is only relatively omplete, loally aurate, and personally true.Physial fats are fairly uniform, but truth is a living and exible fator in the philosophy of theuniverse. Evolving personalities are only partially wise and relatively true in their ommuniations.They an be ertain only as far as their personal experiene extends. That whih apparently maybe wholly true in one plae may be only relatively true in another segment of reation.Divine truth, �nal truth, is uniform and universal, but the story of things spiritual, as it is toldby numerous individuals hailing from various spheres, may sometimes vary in details owing to this36



relativity in the ompleteness of knowledge and in the repleteness of personal experiene as well asin the length and extent of that experiene. While the laws and derees, the thoughts and attitudes,of the First Great Soure and Center are eternally, in�nitely, and universally true; at the same time,their appliation to, and adjustment for, every universe, system, world, and reated intelligene, arein aordane with the plans and tehnique of the Creator Sons as they funtion in their respetiveuniverses, as well as in harmony with the loal plans and proedures of the In�nite Spirit and of allother assoiated elestial personalities.The false siene of materialism would sentene mortal man to beome an outast in the universe.Suh partial knowledge is potentially evil; it is knowledge omposed of both good and evil. Truth isbeautiful beause it is both replete and symmetrial. When man searhes for truth, he pursues thedivinely real.Philosophers ommit their gravest error when they are misled into the fallay of abstration, thepratie of fousing the attention upon one aspet of reality and then of pronouning suh an isolatedaspet to be the whole truth. The wise philosopher will always look for the reative design whihis behind, and pre-existent to, all universe phenomena. The reator thought invariably preedesreative ation.Intelletual self-onsiousness an disover the beauty of truth, its spiritual quality, not only bythe philosophi onsisteny of its onepts, but more ertainly and surely by the unerring responseof the ever-present Spirit of Truth. Happiness ensues from the reognition of truth beause it anbe ated out; it an be lived. Disappointment and sorrow attend upon error beause, not being areality, it annot be realized in experiene. Divine truth is best known by its spiritual avor.The eternal quest is for uni�ation, for divine oherene. The far-ung physial universe oheresin the Isle of Paradise; the intelletual universe oheres in the God of mind, the Conjoint Ator; thespiritual universe is oherent in the personality of the Eternal Son. But the isolated mortal of timeand spae oheres in God the Father through the diret relationship between the indwelling ThoughtAdjuster and the Universal Father. Man's Adjuster is a fragment of God and everlastingly seeks fordivine uni�ation; it oheres with, and in, the Paradise Deity of the First Soure and Center.The disernment of supreme beauty is the disovery and integration of reality: The disernmentof the divine goodness in the eternal truth, that is ultimate beauty. Even the harm of human artonsists in the harmony of its unity.The great mistake of the Hebrew religion was its failure to assoiate the goodness of God withthe fatual truths of siene and the appealing beauty of art. As ivilization progressed, and sinereligion ontinued to pursue the same unwise ourse of overemphasizing the goodness of God to therelative exlusion of truth and neglet of beauty, there developed an inreasing tendeny for ertaintypes of men to turn away from the abstrat and dissoiated onept of isolated goodness. Theoverstressed and isolated morality of modern religion, whih fails to hold the devotion and loyalty ofmany twentieth-entury men, would rehabilitate itself if, in addition to its moral mandates, it wouldgive equal onsideration to the truths of siene, philosophy, and spiritual experiene, and to thebeauties of the physial reation, the harm of intelletual art, and the grandeur of genuine haraterahievement.The religious hallenge of this age is to those farseeing and forward-looking men and women ofspiritual insight who will dare to onstrut a new and appealing philosophy of living out of theenlarged and exquisitely integrated modern onepts of osmi truth, universe beauty, and divinegoodness. Suh a new and righteous vision of morality will attrat all that is good in the mind ofman and hallenge that whih is best in the human soul. Truth, beauty, and goodness are divinerealities, and as man asends the sale of spiritual living, these supreme qualities of the Eternalbeome inreasingly o-ordinated and uni�ed in God, who is love.All truth - material, philosophi, or spiritual - is both beautiful and good. All real beauty - material37



art or spiritual symmetry - is both true and good. All genuine goodness - whether personal morality,soial equity, or divine ministry - is equally true and beautiful. Health, sanity, and happiness areintegrations of truth, beauty, and goodness as they are blended in human experiene. Suh levelsof eÆient living ome about through the uni�ation of energy systems, idea systems, and spiritsystems.Truth is oherent, beauty attrative, goodness stabilizing. And when these values of that whihis real are o-ordinated in personality experiene, the result is a high order of love onditioned bywisdom and quali�ed by loyalty. The real purpose of all universe eduation is to e�et the bettero-ordination of the isolated hild of the worlds with the larger realities of his expanding experiene.Reality is �nite on the human level, in�nite and eternal on the higher and divine levels.[Presented by a Divine Counselor ating by authority of the Anients of Days on Uversa.℄
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Chapter 3The Attributes of GodGOD is everywhere present; the Universal Father rules the irle of eternity. But he rules in theloal universes in the persons of his Paradise Creator Sons, even as he bestows life through theseSons. \God has given us eternal life, and this life is in his Sons." These Creator Sons of God arethe personal expression of himself in the setors of time and to the hildren of the whirling planetsof the evolving universes of spae.The highly personalized Sons of God are learly disernible by the lower orders of reated intel-ligenes, and so do they ompensate for the invisibility of the in�nite and therefore less disernibleFather. The Paradise Creator Sons of the Universal Father are a revelation of an otherwise invisiblebeing, invisible beause of the absoluteness and in�nity inherent in the irle of eternity and in thepersonalities of the Paradise Deities.Creatorship is hardly an attribute of God; it is rather the aggregate of his ating nature. And thisuniversal funtion of reatorship is eternally manifested as it is onditioned and ontrolled by all theo-ordinated attributes of the in�nite and divine reality of the First Soure and Center. We sinerelydoubt whether any one harateristi of the divine nature an be regarded as being anteedent to theothers, but if suh were the ase, then the reatorship nature of Deity would take preedene overall other natures, ativities, and attributes. And the reatorship of Deity ulminates in the universaltruth of the Fatherhood of God.3.1 God's EverywherenessThe ability of the Universal Father to be everywhere present, and at the same time, onstituteshis omnipresene. God alone an be in two plaes, in numberless plaes, at the same time. Godis simultaneously present \in heaven above and on the earth beneath"; as the Psalmist exlaimed:\Whither shall I go from your spirit? or whither shall I ee from your presene?"\`I am a God at hand as well as afar o�,' says the Lord. `Do not I �ll heaven and earth?' " TheUniversal Father is all the time present in all parts and in all hearts of his far-ung reation. He is\the fullness of him who �lls all and in all," and \who works all in all," and further, the oneptof his personality is suh that \the heaven (universe) and heaven of heavens (universe of universes)annot ontain him." It is literally true that God is all and in all. But even that is not all of God.The In�nite an be �nally revealed only in in�nity; the ause an never be fully omprehended byan analysis of e�ets; the living God is immeasurably greater than the sum total of reation that hasome into being as a result of the reative ats of his unfettered free will. God is revealed throughoutthe osmos, but the osmos an never ontain or enompass the entirety of the in�nity of God.The Father's presene uneasingly patrols the master universe. \His going forth is from the end39



of the heaven, and his iruit to the ends of it; and there is nothing hidden from the light thereof."The reature not only exists in God, but God also lives in the reature. \We know we dwellin him beause he lives in us; he has given us his spirit. This gift from the Paradise Father isman's inseparable ompanion." \He is the ever-present and all-pervading God." \The spirit of theeverlasting Father is onealed in the mind of every mortal hild." \Man goes forth searhing for afriend while that very friend lives within his own heart." \The true God is not afar o�; he is a partof us; his spirit speaks from within us." \The Father lives in the hild. God is always with us. He isthe guiding spirit of eternal destiny."Truly of the human rae has it been said, \You are of God" beause \he who dwells in love dwellsin God, and God in him." Even in wrongdoing you torment the indwelling gift of God, for theThought Adjuster must needs go through the onsequenes of evil thinking with the human mind ofits inareration.The omnipresene of God is in reality a part of his in�nite nature; spae onstitutes no barrier toDeity. God is, in perfetion and without limitation, disernibly present only on Paradise and in theentral universe. He is not thus observably present in the reations enirling Havona, for God haslimited his diret and atual presene in reognition of the sovereignty and the divine prerogativesof the o-ordinate reators and rulers of the universes of time and spae. Hene must the oneptof the divine presene allow for a wide range of both mode and hannel of manifestation embraingthe presene iruits of the Eternal Son, the In�nite Spirit, and the Isle of Paradise. Nor is it alwayspossible to distinguish between the presene of the Universal Father and the ations of his eternalo-ordinates and agenies, so perfetly do they ful�ll all the in�nite requirements of his unhangingpurpose. But not so with the personality iruit and the Adjusters; here God ats uniquely, diretly,and exlusively.The Universal Controller is potentially present in the gravity iruits of the Isle of Paradise in allparts of the universe at all times and in the same degree, in aordane with the mass, in responseto the physial demands for this presene, and beause of the inherent nature of all reation whihauses all things to adhere and onsist in him. Likewise is the First Soure and Center potentiallypresent in the Unquali�ed Absolute, the repository of the unreated universes of the eternal future.God thus potentially pervades the physial universes of the past, present, and future. He is theprimordial foundation of the oherene of the so-alled material reation. This nonspiritual Deitypotential beomes atual here and there throughout the level of physial existenes by the inexpliableintrusion of some one of his exlusive agenies upon the stage of universe ation.The mind presene of God is orrelated with the absolute mind of the Conjoint Ator, the In�niteSpirit, but in the �nite reations it is better diserned in the everywhere funtioning of the osmimind of the Paradise Master Spirits. Just as the First Soure and Center is potentially present inthe mind iruits of the Conjoint Ator, so is he potentially present in the tensions of the UniversalAbsolute. But mind of the human order is a bestowal of the Daughters of the Conjoint Ator, theDivine Ministers of the evolving universes.The everywhere-present spirit of the Universal Father is o-ordinated with the funtion of theuniversal spirit presene of the Eternal Son and the everlasting divine potential of the Deity Absolute.But neither the spiritual ativity of the Eternal Son and his Paradise Sons nor the mind bestowalsof the In�nite Spirit seem to exlude the diret ation of the Thought Adjusters, the indwellingfragments of God, in the hearts of his reature hildren.Conerning God's presene in a planet, system, onstellation, or a universe, the degree of suhpresene in any reational unit is a measure of the degree of the evolving presene of the SupremeBeing: It is determined by the en masse reognition of God and loyalty to him on the part of thevast universe organization, running down to the systems and planets themselves. Therefore it issometimes with the hope of onserving and safeguarding these phases of God's preious presene40



that, when some planets (or even systems) have plunged far into spiritual darkness, they are in aertain sense quarantined, or partially isolated from interourse with the larger units of reation. Andall this, as it operates on Urantia, is a spiritually defensive reation of the majority of the worlds tosave themselves, as far as possible, from su�ering the isolating onsequenes of the alienating ats ofa headstrong, wiked, and rebellious minority.While the Father parentally eniruits all his sons - all personalities - his inuene in them islimited by the remoteness of their origin from the Seond and the Third Persons of Deity andaugmented as their destiny attainment nears suh levels. The fat of God's presene in reatureminds is determined by whether or not they are indwelt by Father fragments, suh as the MysteryMonitors, but his e�etive presene is determined by the degree of o-operation aorded theseindwelling Adjusters by the minds of their sojourn.The utuations of the Father's presene are not due to the hangeableness of God. The Fatherdoes not retire in selusion beause he has been slighted; his a�etions are not alienated beauseof the reature's wrongdoing. Rather, having been endowed with the power of hoie (onerningHimself), his hildren, in the exerise of that hoie, diretly determine the degree and limitationsof the Father's divine inuene in their own hearts and souls. The Father has freely bestowedhimself upon us without limit and without favor. He is no respeter of persons, planets, systems, oruniverses. In the setors of time he onfers di�erential honor only on the Paradise personalities ofGod the Sevenfold, the o-ordinate reators of the �nite universes.3.2 God's In�nite PowerAll the universes know that \the Lord God omnipotent reigns." The a�airs of this world and otherworlds are divinely supervised. \He does aording to his will in the army of heaven and among theinhabitants of the earth." It is eternally true, \there is no power but of God."Within the bounds of that whih is onsistent with the divine nature, it is literally true that \withGod all things are possible." The long-drawn-out evolutionary proesses of peoples, planets, anduniverses are under the perfet ontrol of the universe reators and administrators and unfold inaordane with the eternal purpose of the Universal Father, proeeding in harmony and order andin keeping with the all-wise plan of God. There is only one lawgiver. He upholds the worlds in spaeand swings the universes around the endless irle of the eternal iruit.Of all the divine attributes, his omnipotene, espeially as it prevails in the material universe,is the best understood. Viewed as an unspiritual phenomenon, God is energy. This delaration ofphysial fat is prediated on the inomprehensible truth that the First Soure and Center is theprimal ause of the universal physial phenomena of all spae. From this divine ativity all physialenergy and other material manifestations are derived. Light, that is, light without heat, is another ofthe nonspiritual manifestations of the Deities. And there is still another form of nonspiritual energywhih is virtually unknown on Urantia; it is as yet unreognized.God ontrols all power; he has made \a way for the lightning"; he has ordained the iruits of allenergy. He has dereed the time and manner of the manifestation of all forms of energy-matter. Andall these things are held forever in his everlasting grasp - in the gravitational ontrol entering onnether Paradise. The light and energy of the eternal God thus swing on forever around his majestiiruit, the endless but orderly proession of the starry hosts omposing the universe of universes.All reation irles eternally around the Paradise-Personality enter of all things and beings.The omnipotene of the Father pertains to the everywhere dominane of the absolute level,whereon the three energies, material, mindal, and spiritual, are indistinguishable in lose proximityto him - the Soure of all things. Creature mind, being neither Paradise monota nor Paradise spirit,41



is not diretly responsive to the Universal Father. God adjusts with the mind of imperfetion - withUrantia mortals through the Thought Adjusters.The Universal Father is not a transient fore, a shifting power, or a utuating energy. The powerand wisdom of the Father are wholly adequate to ope with any and all universe exigenies. As theemergenies of human experiene arise, he has foreseen them all, and therefore he does not reat tothe a�airs of the universe in a detahed way but rather in aordane with the ditates of eternalwisdom and in onsonane with the mandates of in�nite judgment. Regardless of appearanes, thepower of God is not funtioning in the universe as a blind fore.Situations do arise in whih it appears that emergeny rulings have been made, that natural lawshave been suspended, that misadaptations have been reognized, and that an e�ort is being made toretify the situation; but suh is not the ase. Suh onepts of God have their origin in the limitedrange of your viewpoint, in the �niteness of your omprehension, and in the irumsribed sope ofyour survey; suh misunderstanding of God is due to the profound ignorane you enjoy regardingthe existene of the higher laws of the realm, the magnitude of the Father's harater, the in�nity ofhis attributes, and the fat of his free-willness.The planetary reatures of God's spirit indwelling, sattered hither and yon throughout the uni-verses of spae, are so nearly in�nite in number and order, their intellets are so diverse, their mindsare so limited and sometimes so gross, their vision is so urtailed and loalized, that it is almost im-possible to formulate generalizations of law adequately expressive of the Father's in�nite attributesand at the same time to any degree omprehensible to these reated intelligenes. Therefore, toyou the reature, many of the ats of the all-powerful Creator seem to be arbitrary, detahed, andnot infrequently heartless and ruel. But again I assure you that this is not true. God's doings areall purposeful, intelligent, wise, kind, and eternally onsiderate of the best good, not always of anindividual being, an individual rae, an individual planet, or even an individual universe; but theyare for the welfare and best good of all onerned, from the lowest to the highest. In the epohs oftime the welfare of the part may sometimes appear to di�er from the welfare of the whole; in theirle of eternity suh apparent di�erenes are nonexistent.We are all a part of the family of God, and we must therefore sometimes share in the familydisipline. Many of the ats of God whih so disturb and onfuse us are the result of the deisions and�nal rulings of all-wisdom, empowering the Conjoint Ator to exeute the hoosing of the infalliblewill of the in�nite mind, to enfore the deisions of the personality of perfetion, whose survey, vision,and soliitude embrae the highest and eternal welfare of all his vast and far-ung reation.Thus it is that your detahed, setional, �nite, gross, and highly materialisti viewpoint and thelimitations inherent in the nature of your being onstitute suh a handiap that you are unable tosee, omprehend, or know the wisdom and kindness of many of the divine ats whih to you seemfraught with suh rushing ruelty, and whih seem to be haraterized by suh utter indi�erene tothe omfort and welfare, to the planetary happiness and personal prosperity, of your fellow reatures.It is beause of the limits of human vision, it is beause of your irumsribed understanding and�nite omprehension, that you misunderstand the motives, and pervert the purposes, of God. Butmany things our on the evolutionary worlds whih are not the personal doings of the UniversalFather.The divine omnipotene is perfetly o-ordinated with the other attributes of the personality ofGod. The power of God is, ordinarily, only limited in its universe spiritual manifestation by threeonditions or situations:1. By the nature of God, espeially by his in�nite love, by truth, beauty, and goodness.2. By the will of God, by his mery ministry and fatherly relationship with the personalities ofthe universe.3. By the law of God, by the righteousness and justie of the eternal Paradise Trinity.42



God is unlimited in power, divine in nature, �nal in will, in�nite in attributes, eternal in wisdom,and absolute in reality. But all these harateristis of the Universal Father are uni�ed in Deityand universally expressed in the Paradise Trinity and in the divine Sons of the Trinity. Otherwise,outside of Paradise and the entral universe of Havona, everything pertaining to God is limited bythe evolutionary presene of the Supreme, onditioned by the eventuating presene of the Ultimate,and o-ordinated by the three existential Absolutes - Deity, Universal, and Unquali�ed. And God'spresene is thus limited beause suh is the will of God.3.3 God's Universal Knowledge\God knows all things." The divine mind is onsious of, and onversant with, the thought of allreation. His knowledge of events is universal and perfet. The divine entities going out from himare a part of him; he who \balanes the louds" is also \perfet in knowledge." \The eyes of theLord are in every plae." Said your great teaher of the insigni�ant sparrow, \One of them shallnot fall to the ground without my Father's knowledge," and also, \The very hairs of your head arenumbered." \He tells the number of the stars; he alls them all by their names."The Universal Father is the only personality in all the universe who does atually know thenumber of the stars and planets of spae. All the worlds of every universe are onstantly within theonsiousness of God. He also says: \I have surely seen the a�ition of my people, I have heardtheir ry, and I know their sorrows." For \the Lord looks from heaven; he beholds all the sons ofmen; from the plae of his habitation he looks upon all the inhabitants of the earth." Every reaturehild may truly say: \He knows the way I take, and when he has tried me, I shall ome forth asgold." \God knows our downsittings and our uprisings; he understands our thoughts afar o� and isaquainted with all our ways." \All things are naked and open to the eyes of him with whom wehave to do." And it should be a real omfort to every human being to understand that \he knowsyour frame; he remembers that you are dust." Jesus, speaking of the living God, said, \Your Fatherknows what you have need of even before you ask him."God is possessed of unlimited power to know all things; his onsiousness is universal. His personaliruit enompasses all personalities, and his knowledge of even the lowly reatures is supplementedindiretly through the desending series of divine Sons and diretly through the indwelling ThoughtAdjusters. And furthermore, the In�nite Spirit is all the time everywhere present.We are not wholly ertain as to whether or not God hooses to foreknow events of sin. But evenif God should foreknow the freewill ats of his hildren, suh foreknowledge does not in the leastabrogate their freedom. One thing is ertain: God is never subjeted to surprise.Omnipotene does not imply the power to do the nondoable, the ungodlike at. Neither doesomnisiene imply the knowing of the unknowable. But suh statements an hardly be made om-prehensible to the �nite mind. The reature an hardly understand the range and limitations of thewill of the Creator.3.4 God's LimitlessnessThe suessive bestowal of himself upon the universes as they are brought into being in no wiselessens the potential of power or the store of wisdom as they ontinue to reside and repose in theentral personality of Deity. In potential of fore, wisdom, and love, the Father has never lessenedaught of his possession nor beome divested of any attribute of his glorious personality as the resultof the unstinted bestowal of himself upon the Paradise Sons, upon his subordinate reations, andupon the manifold reatures thereof. 43



The reation of every new universe alls for a new adjustment of gravity; but even if reationshould ontinue inde�nitely, eternally, even to in�nity, so that eventually the material reation wouldexist without limitations, still the power of ontrol and o-ordination reposing in the Isle of Paradisewould be found equal to, and adequate for, the mastery, ontrol, and o-ordination of suh an in�niteuniverse. And subsequent to this bestowal of limitless fore and power upon a boundless universe,the In�nite would still be surharged with the same degree of fore and energy; the Unquali�edAbsolute would still be undiminished; God would still possess the same in�nite potential, just as iffore, energy, and power had never been poured forth for the endowment of universe upon universe.And so with wisdom: The fat that mind is so freely distributed to the thinking of the realms inno wise impoverishes the entral soure of divine wisdom. As the universes multiply, and beings ofthe realms inrease in number to the limits of omprehension, if mind ontinues without end to bebestowed upon these beings of high and low estate, still will God's entral personality ontinue toembrae the same eternal, in�nite, and all-wise mind.The fat that he sends forth spirit messengers from himself to indwell the men and women ofyour world and other worlds in no wise lessens his ability to funtion as a divine and all-powerfulspirit personality; and there is absolutely no limit to the extent or number of suh spirit Monitorswhih he an and may send out. This giving of himself to his reatures reates a boundless, almostinoneivable future possibility of progressive and suessive existenes for these divinely endowedmortals. And this prodigal distribution of himself as these ministering spirit entities in no mannerdiminishes the wisdom and perfetion of truth and knowledge whih repose in the person of theall-wise, all-knowing, and all-powerful Father.To the mortals of time there is a future, but God inhabits eternity. Even though I hail fromnear the very abiding plae of Deity, I annot presume to speak with perfetion of understandingonerning the in�nity of many of the divine attributes. In�nity of mind alone an fully omprehendin�nity of existene and eternity of ation.Mortal man annot possibly know the in�nitude of the heavenly Father. Finite mind annot thinkthrough suh an absolute truth or fat. But this same �nite human being an atually feel - literallyexperiene - the full and undiminished impat of suh an in�nite Father's LOVE. Suh a love anbe truly experiened, albeit while quality of experiene is unlimited, quantity of suh an experieneis stritly limited by the human apaity for spiritual reeptivity and by the assoiated apaity tolove the Father in return.Finite appreiation of in�nite qualities far transends the logially limited apaities of the reaturebeause of the fat that mortal man is made in the image of God - there lives within him a fragment ofin�nity. Therefore man's nearest and dearest approah to God is by and through love, for God is love.And all of suh a unique relationship is an atual experiene in osmi soiology, the Creator-reaturerelationship - the Father-hild a�etion.
3.5 The Father's Supreme RuleIn his ontat with the post-Havona reations, the Universal Father does not exerise his in�nitepower and �nal authority by diret transmittal but rather through his Sons and their subordinatepersonalities. And God does all this of his own free will. Any and all powers delegated, if oasionshould arise, if it should beome the hoie of the divine mind, ould be exerised diret; but, as arule, suh ation only takes plae as a result of the failure of the delegated personality to ful�ll thedivine trust. At suh times and in the fae of suh default and within the limits of the reservation ofdivine power and potential, the Father does at independently and in aordane with the mandatesof his own hoie; and that hoie is always one of unfailing perfetion and in�nite wisdom.44



The Father rules through his Sons; on down through the universe organization there is an unbrokenhain of rulers ending with the Planetary Prines, who diret the destinies of the evolutionary spheresof the Father's vast domains. It is no mere poeti expression that exlaims: \The earth is the Lord'sand the fullness thereof." \He removes kings and sets up kings." \The Most Highs rule in thekingdoms of men."In the a�airs of men's hearts the Universal Father may not always have his way; but in the ondutand destiny of a planet the divine plan prevails; the eternal purpose of wisdom and love triumphs.Said Jesus: \My Father, who gave them to me, is greater than all; and no one is able to plukthem out of my Father's hand." As you glimpse the manifold workings and view the staggeringimmensity of God's well-nigh limitless reation, you may falter in your onept of his primay, butyou should not fail to aept him as seurely and everlastingly enthroned at the Paradise enter ofall things and as the bene�ent Father of all intelligent beings. There is but \one God and Father ofall, who is above all and in all," \and he is before all things, and in him all things onsist."The unertainties of life and the viissitudes of existene do not in any manner ontradit theonept of the universal sovereignty of God. All evolutionary reature life is beset by ertain in-evitabilities. Consider the following:1. Is ourage - strength of harater - desirable? Then must man be reared in an environmentwhih neessitates grappling with hardships and reating to disappointments.2. Is altruism - servie of one's fellows - desirable? Then must life experiene provide for enoun-tering situations of soial inequality.3. Is hope - the grandeur of trust - desirable? Then human existene must onstantly be onfrontedwith inseurities and reurrent unertainties.4. Is faith - the supreme assertion of human thought - desirable? Then must the mind of man�nd itself in that troublesome prediament where it ever knows less than it an believe.5. Is the love of truth and the willingness to go wherever it leads, desirable? Then must man growup in a world where error is present and falsehood always possible.6. Is idealism - the approahing onept of the divine - desirable? Then must man struggle in anenvironment of relative goodness and beauty, surroundings stimulative of the irrepressible reah forbetter things.7. Is loyalty - devotion to highest duty - desirable? Then must man arry on amid the possibilitiesof betrayal and desertion. The valor of devotion to duty onsists in the implied danger of default.8. Is unsel�shness - the spirit of self-forgetfulness - desirable? Then must mortal man live fae tofae with the inessant lamoring of an inesapable self for reognition and honor. Man ould notdynamially hoose the divine life if there were no self-life to forsake. Man ould never lay savinghold on righteousness if there were no potential evil to exalt and di�erentiate the good by ontrast.9. Is pleasure - the satisfation of happiness - desirable? Then must man live in a world wherethe alternative of pain and the likelihood of su�ering are ever-present experiential possibilities.Throughout the universe, every unit is regarded as a part of the whole. Survival of the part isdependent on o-operation with the plan and purpose of the whole, the wholehearted desire andperfet willingness to do the Father's divine will. The only evolutionary world without error (thepossibility of unwise judgment) would be a world without free intelligene. In the Havona universethere are a billion perfet worlds with their perfet inhabitants, but evolving man must be fallible ifhe is to be free. Free and inexperiened intelligene annot possibly at �rst be uniformly wise. Thepossibility of mistaken judgment (evil) beomes sin only when the human will onsiously endorsesand knowingly embraes a deliberate immoral judgment.The full appreiation of truth, beauty, and goodness is inherent in the perfetion of the divine45



universe. The inhabitants of the Havona worlds do not require the potential of relative value levelsas a hoie stimulus; suh perfet beings are able to identify and hoose the good in the absene ofall ontrastive and thought-ompelling moral situations. But all suh perfet beings are, in moralnature and spiritual status, what they are by virtue of the fat of existene. They have experientiallyearned advanement only within their inherent status. Mortal man earns even his status as anasension andidate by his own faith and hope. Everything divine whih the human mind grasps andthe human soul aquires is an experiential attainment; it is a reality of personal experiene and istherefore a unique possession in ontrast to the inherent goodness and righteousness of the inerrantpersonalities of Havona.The reatures of Havona are naturally brave, but they are not ourageous in the human sense.They are innately kind and onsiderate, but hardly altruisti in the human way. They are expetantof a pleasant future, but not hopeful in the exquisite manner of the trusting mortal of the unertainevolutionary spheres. They have faith in the stability of the universe, but they are utter strangersto that saving faith whereby mortal man limbs from the status of an animal up to the portals ofParadise. They love the truth, but they know nothing of its soul-saving qualities. They are idealists,but they were born that way; they are wholly ignorant of the estasy of beoming suh by exhilaratinghoie. They are loyal, but they have never experiened the thrill of wholehearted and intelligentdevotion to duty in the fae of temptation to default. They are unsel�sh, but they never gained suhlevels of experiene by the magni�ent onquest of a belligerent self. They enjoy pleasure, but theydo not omprehend the sweetness of the pleasure esape from the pain potential.3.6 The Father's PrimayWith divine selessness, onsummate generosity, the Universal Father relinquishes authority anddelegates power, but he is still primal; his hand is on the mighty lever of the irumstanes of theuniversal realms; he has reserved all �nal deisions and unerringly wields the all-powerful veto septerof his eternal purpose with unhallengeable authority over the welfare and destiny of the outstrethed,whirling, and ever-irling reation.The sovereignty of God is unlimited; it is the fundamental fat of all reation. The universe wasnot inevitable. The universe is not an aident, neither is it self-existent. The universe is a workof reation and is therefore wholly subjet to the will of the Creator. The will of God is divinetruth, living love; therefore are the perfeting reations of the evolutionary universes haraterizedby goodness - nearness to divinity; by potential evil - remoteness from divinity.All religious philosophy, sooner or later, arrives at the onept of uni�ed universe rule, of oneGod. Universe auses annot be lower than universe e�ets. The soure of the streams of universelife and of the osmi mind must be above the levels of their manifestation. The human mindannot be onsistently explained in terms of the lower orders of existene. Man's mind an be trulyomprehended only by reognizing the reality of higher orders of thought and purposive will. Manas a moral being is inexpliable unless the reality of the Universal Father is aknowledged.The mehanisti philosopher professes to rejet the idea of a universal and sovereign will, thevery sovereign will whose ativity in the elaboration of universe laws he so deeply reverenes. Whatunintended homage the mehanist pays the law-Creator when he oneives suh laws to be self-atingand self-explanatory!It is a great blunder to humanize God, exept in the onept of the indwelling Thought Adjuster,but even that is not so stupid as ompletely to mehanize the idea of the First Great Soure andCenter.Does the Paradise Father su�er? I do not know. The Creator Sons most ertainly an and46



sometimes do, even as do mortals. The Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit su�er in a modi�ed sense.I think the Universal Father does, but I annot understand how; perhaps through the personalityiruit or through the individuality of the Thought Adjusters and other bestowals of his eternalnature. He has said of the mortal raes, \In all your a�itions I am a�ited." He unquestionablyexperienes a fatherly and sympatheti understanding; he may truly su�er, but I do not omprehendthe nature thereof.The in�nite and eternal Ruler of the universe of universes is power, form, energy, proess, pattern,priniple, presene, and idealized reality. But he is more; he is personal; he exerises a sovereignwill, experienes self-onsiousness of divinity, exeutes the mandates of a reative mind, pursues thesatisfation of the realization of an eternal purpose, and manifests a Father's love and a�etion forhis universe hildren. And all these more personal traits of the Father an be better understood byobserving them as they were revealed in the bestowal life of Mihael, your Creator Son, while he wasinarnated on Urantia.God the Father loves men; God the Son serves men; God the Spirit inspires the hildren of theuniverse to the ever-asending adventure of �nding God the Father by the ways ordained by Godthe Sons through the ministry of the grae of God the Spirit.[Being the Divine Counselor assigned to the presentation of the revelation of the Universal Father,I have ontinued with this statement of the attributes of Deity.℄
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Chapter 4God's Relation to the UniverseTHE Universal Father has an eternal purpose pertaining to the material, intelletual, and spiritualphenomena of the universe of universes, whih he is exeuting throughout all time. God reated theuniverses of his own free and sovereign will, and he reated them in aordane with his all-wiseand eternal purpose. It is doubtful whether anyone exept the Paradise Deities and their highestassoiates really knows very muh about the eternal purpose of God. Even the exalted itizens ofParadise hold very diverse opinions about the nature of the eternal purpose of the Deities.It is easy to dedue that the purpose in reating the perfet entral universe of Havona was purelythe satisfation of the divine nature. Havona may serve as the pattern reation for all other universesand as the �nishing shool for the pilgrims of time on their way to Paradise; however, suh a supernalreation must exist primarily for the pleasure and satisfation of the perfet and in�nite Creators.The amazing plan for perfeting evolutionary mortals and, after their attainment of Paradise andthe Corps of the Finality, providing further training for some undislosed future work, does seem tobe, at present, one of the hief onerns of the seven superuniverses and their many subdivisions; butthis asension sheme for spiritualizing and training the mortals of time and spae is by no means theexlusive oupation of the universe intelligenes. There are, indeed, many other fasinating pursuitswhih oupy the time and enlist the energies of the elestial hosts.4.1 The Universe Attitude of the FatherFor ages the inhabitants of Urantia have misunderstood the providene of God. There is a provideneof divine outworking on your world, but it is not the hildish, arbitrary, and material ministry manymortals have oneived it to be. The providene of God onsists in the interloking ativities of theelestial beings and the divine spirits who, in aordane with osmi law, uneasingly labor for thehonor of God and for the spiritual advanement of his universe hildren.Can you not advane in your onept of God's dealing with man to that level where you reognizethat the wathword of the universe is progress? Through long ages the human rae has struggled toreah its present position. Throughout all these millenniums Providene has been working out theplan of progressive evolution. The two thoughts are not opposed in pratie, only in man's mistakenonepts. Divine providene is never arrayed in opposition to true human progress, either temporalor spiritual. Providene is always onsistent with the unhanging and perfet nature of the supremeLawmaker.\God is faithful" and \all his ommandments are just." \His faithfulness is established in thevery skies." \Forever, O Lord, your word is settled in heaven. Your faithfulness is to all generations;you have established the earth and it abides." \He is a faithful Creator."49



There is no limitation of the fores and personalities whih the Father may use to uphold hispurpose and sustain his reatures. \The eternal God is our refuge, and underneath are the everlastingarms." \He who dwells in the seret plae of the Most High shall abide under the shadow of theAlmighty." \Behold, he who keeps us shall neither slumber nor sleep." \We know that all thingswork together for good to those who love God," \for the eyes of the Lord are over the righteous, andhis ears are open to their prayers."God upholds \all things by the word of his power." And when new worlds are born, he \sendsforth his Sons and they are reated." God not only reates, but he \preserves them all." Godonstantly upholds all things material and all beings spiritual. The universes are eternally stable.There is stability in the midst of apparent instability. There is an underlying order and seurity inthe midst of the energy upheavals and the physial atalysms of the starry realms.The Universal Father has not withdrawn from the management of the universes; he is not aninative Deity. If God should retire as the present upholder of all reation, there would immediatelyour a universal ollapse. Exept for God, there would be no suh thing as reality. At this verymoment, as during the remote ages of the past and in the eternal future, God ontinues to uphold.The divine reah extends around the irle of eternity. The universe is not wound up like a lokto run just so long and then ease to funtion; all things are onstantly being renewed. The Fatheruneasingly pours forth energy, light, and life. The work of God is literal as well as spiritual. \Hestrethes out the north over the empty spae and hangs the earth upon nothing."A being of my order is able to disover ultimate harmony and to detet far-reahing and profoundo-ordination in the routine a�airs of universe administration. Muh that seems disjointed andhaphazard to the mortal mind appears orderly and onstrutive to my understanding. But there isvery muh going on in the universes that I do not fully omprehend. I have long been a studentof, and am more or less onversant with, the reognized fores, energies, minds, morontias, spirits,and personalities of the loal universes and the superuniverses. I have a general understandingof how these agenies and personalities operate, and I am intimately familiar with the workingsof the aredited spirit intelligenes of the grand universe. Notwithstanding my knowledge of thephenomena of the universes, I am onstantly onfronted with osmi reations whih I annot fullyfathom. I am ontinually enountering apparently fortuitous onspiraies of the interassoiation offores, energies, intellets, and spirits, whih I annot satisfatorily explain.I am entirely ompetent to trae out and to analyze the working of all phenomena diretly resultingfrom the funtioning of the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, the In�nite Spirit, and, to a largeextent, the Isle of Paradise. My perplexity is oasioned by enountering what appears to be theperformane of their mysterious o-ordinates, the three Absolutes of potentiality. These Absolutesseem to supersede matter, to transend mind, and to supervene spirit. I am onstantly onfusedand often perplexed by my inability to omprehend these omplex transations whih I attribute tothe presenes and performanes of the Unquali�ed Absolute, the Deity Absolute, and the UniversalAbsolute.These Absolutes must be the not-fully-revealed presenes abroad in the universe whih, in thephenomena of spae poteny and in the funtion of other superultimates, render it impossible forphysiists, philosophers, or even religionists to predit with ertainty as to just how the primordialsof fore, onept, or spirit will respond to demands made in a omplex reality situation involvingsupreme adjustments and ultimate values.There is also an organi unity in the universes of time and spae whih seems to underlie the wholefabri of osmi events. This living presene of the evolving Supreme Being, this Immanene of theProjeted Inomplete, is inexpliably manifested ever and anon by what appears to be an amazinglyfortuitous o-ordination of apparently unrelated universe happenings. This must be the funtion ofProvidene - the realm of the Supreme Being and the Conjoint Ator.50



I am inlined to believe that it is this far-ung and generally unreognizable ontrol of the o-ordination and interassoiation of all phases and forms of universe ativity that auses suh a varie-gated and apparently hopelessly onfused medley of physial, mental, moral, and spiritual phenomenaso unerringly to work out to the glory of God and for the good of men and angels.But in the larger sense the apparent \aidents" of the osmos are undoubtedly a part of the �nitedrama of the time-spae adventure of the In�nite in his eternal manipulation of the Absolutes.4.2 God and NatureNature is in a limited sense the physial habit of God. The ondut, or ation, of God is quali�ed andprovisionally modi�ed by the experimental plans and the evolutionary patterns of a loal universe,a onstellation, a system, or a planet. God ats in aordane with a well-de�ned, unhanging,immutable law throughout the wide-spreading master universe; but he modi�es the patterns of hisation so as to ontribute to the o-ordinate and balaned ondut of eah universe, onstellation,system, planet, and personality in aordane with the loal objets, aims, and plans of the �niteprojets of evolutionary unfolding.Therefore, nature, as mortal man understands it, presents the underlying foundation and funda-mental bakground of a hangeless Deity and his immutable laws, modi�ed by, utuating beauseof, and experiening upheavals through, the working of the loal plans, purposes, patterns, and on-ditions whih have been inaugurated and are being arried out by the loal universe, onstellation,system, and planetary fores and personalities. For example: As God's laws have been ordained inNebadon, they are modi�ed by the plans established by the Creator Son and Creative Spirit of thisloal universe; and in addition to all this the operation of these laws has been further inuened bythe errors, defaults, and insurretions of ertain beings resident upon your planet and belonging toyour immediate planetary system of Satania.Nature is a time-spae resultant of two osmi fators: �rst, the immutability, perfetion, andretitude of Paradise Deity, and seond, the experimental plans, exeutive blunders, insurretionaryerrors, inompleteness of development, and imperfetion of wisdom of the extra-Paradise reatures,from the highest to the lowest. Nature therefore arries a uniform, unhanging, majesti, and mar-velous thread of perfetion from the irle of eternity; but in eah universe, on eah planet, and ineah individual life, this nature is modi�ed, quali�ed, and perhane marred by the ats, the mis-takes, and the disloyalties of the reatures of the evolutionary systems and universes; and thereforemust nature ever be of a hanging mood, whimsial withal, though stable underneath, and varied inaordane with the operating proedures of a loal universe.Nature is the perfetion of Paradise divided by the inompletion, evil, and sin of the un�nisheduniverses. This quotient is thus expressive of both the perfet and the partial, of both the eternaland the temporal. Continuing evolution modi�es nature by augmenting the ontent of Paradiseperfetion and by diminishing the ontent of the evil, error, and disharmony of relative reality.God is not personally present in nature or in any of the fores of nature, for the phenomenonof nature is the superimposition of the imperfetions of progressive evolution and, sometimes, theonsequenes of insurretionary rebellion, upon the Paradise foundations of God's universal law.As it appears on suh a world as Urantia, nature an never be the adequate expression, the truerepresentation, the faithful portrayal, of an all-wise and in�nite God.Nature, on your world, is a quali�ation of the laws of perfetion by the evolutionary plans ofthe loal universe. What a travesty to worship nature beause it is in a limited, quali�ed sensepervaded by God; beause it is a phase of the universal and, therefore, divine power! Nature alsois a manifestation of the un�nished, the inomplete, the imperfet outworkings of the development,51



growth, and progress of a universe experiment in osmi evolution.The apparent defets of the natural world are not indiative of any suh orresponding defets inthe harater of God. Rather are suh observed imperfetions merely the inevitable stop-momentsin the exhibition of the ever-moving reel of in�nity piturization. It is these very defet-interruptionsof perfetion-ontinuity whih make it possible for the �nite mind of material man to ath a eetingglimpse of divine reality in time and spae. The material manifestations of divinity appear defetive tothe evolutionary mind of man only beause mortal man persists in viewing the phenomena of naturethrough natural eyes, human vision unaided by morontia mota or by revelation, its ompensatorysubstitute on the worlds of time.And nature is marred, her beautiful fae is sarred, her features are seared, by the rebellion, themisondut, the misthinking of the myriads of reatures who are a part of nature, but who haveontributed to her dis�gurement in time. No, nature is not God. Nature is not an objet of worship.4.3 God's Unhanging CharaterAll too long has man thought of God as one like himself. God is not, never was, and never willbe jealous of man or any other being in the universe of universes. Knowing that the Creator Sonintended man to be the masterpiee of the planetary reation, to be the ruler of all the earth, thesight of his being dominated by his own baser passions, the spetale of his bowing down before idolsof wood, stone, gold, and sel�sh ambition - these sordid senes stir God and his Sons to be jealousfor man, but never of him.The eternal God is inapable of wrath and anger in the sense of these human emotions and asman understands suh reations. These sentiments are mean and despiable; they are hardly worthyof being alled human, muh less divine; and suh attitudes are utterly foreign to the perfet natureand graious harater of the Universal Father.Muh, very muh, of the diÆulty whih Urantia mortals have in understanding God is due tothe far-reahing onsequenes of the Luifer rebellion and the Caligastia betrayal. On worlds notsegregated by sin, the evolutionary raes are able to formulate far better ideas of the UniversalFather; they su�er less from onfusion, distortion, and perversion of onept.God repents of nothing he has ever done, now does, or ever will do. He is all-wise as well asall-powerful. Man's wisdom grows out of the trials and errors of human experiene; God's wisdomonsists in the unquali�ed perfetion of his in�nite universe insight, and this divine foreknowledgee�etively direts the reative free will.The Universal Father never does anything that auses subsequent sorrow or regret, but the willreatures of the planning and making of his Creator personalities in the outlying universes, by theirunfortunate hoosing, sometimes oasion emotions of divine sorrow in the personalities of theirCreator parents. But though the Father neither makes mistakes, harbors regrets, nor experienessorrows, he is a being with a father's a�etion, and his heart is undoubtedly grieved when his hildrenfail to attain the spiritual levels they are apable of reahing with the assistane whih has been sofreely provided by the spiritual-attainment plans and the mortal-asension poliies of the universes.The in�nite goodness of the Father is beyond the omprehension of the �nite mind of time;hene must there always be a�orded a ontrast with omparative evil (not sin) for the e�etiveexhibition of all phases of relative goodness. Perfetion of divine goodness an be diserned by mortalimperfetion of insight only beause it stands in ontrastive assoiation with relative imperfetion inthe relationships of time and matter in the motions of spae.The harater of God is in�nitely superhuman; therefore must suh a nature of divinity be per-sonalized, as in the divine Sons, before it an even be faith-grasped by the �nite mind of man.52



4.4 The Realization of GodGod is the only stationary, self-ontained, and hangeless being in the whole universe of universes,having no outside, no beyond, no past, and no future. God is purposive energy (reative spirit) andabsolute will, and these are self-existent and universal.Sine God is self-existent, he is absolutely independent. The very identity of God is inimial tohange. \I, the Lord, hange not." God is immutable; but not until you ahieve Paradise statusan you even begin to understand how God an pass from simpliity to omplexity, from identity tovariation, from quiesene to motion, from in�nity to �nitude, from the divine to the human, andfrom unity to duality and triunity. And God an thus modify the manifestations of his absolutenessbeause divine immutability does not imply immobility; God has will - he is will.God is the being of absolute self-determination; there are no limits to his universe reations savethose whih are self-imposed, and his freewill ats are onditioned only by those divine qualities andperfet attributes whih inherently haraterize his eternal nature. Therefore is God related to theuniverse as the being of �nal goodness plus a free will of reative in�nity.The Father-Absolute is the reator of the entral and perfet universe and the Father of all otherCreators. Personality, goodness, and numerous other harateristis, God shares with man and otherbeings, but in�nity of will is his alone. God is limited in his reative ats only by the sentiments ofhis eternal nature and by the ditates of his in�nite wisdom. God personally hooses only that whihis in�nitely perfet, hene the supernal perfetion of the entral universe; and while the CreatorSons fully share his divinity, even phases of his absoluteness, they are not altogether limited by that�nality of wisdom whih direts the Father's in�nity of will. Hene, in the Mihael order of sonship,reative free will beomes even more ative, wholly divine and well-nigh ultimate, if not absolute.The Father is in�nite and eternal, but to deny the possibility of his volitional self-limitation amountsto a denial of this very onept of his volitional absoluteness.God's absoluteness pervades all seven levels of universe reality. And the whole of this absolutenature is subjet to the relationship of the Creator to his universe reature family. Preision mayharaterize trinitarian justie in the universe of universes, but in all his vast family relationship withthe reatures of time the God of universes is governed by divine sentiment. First and last - eternally- the in�nite God is a Father. Of all the possible titles by whih he might appropriately be known,I have been instruted to portray the God of all reation as the Universal Father.In God the Father freewill performanes are not ruled by power, nor are they guided by intelletalone; the divine personality is de�ned as onsisting in spirit and manifesting himself to the universesas love. Therefore, in all his personal relations with the reature personalities of the universes, theFirst Soure and Center is always and onsistently a loving Father. God is a Father in the highestsense of the term. He is eternally motivated by the perfet idealism of divine love, and that tendernature �nds its strongest expression and greatest satisfation in loving and being loved.In siene, God is the First Cause; in religion, the universal and loving Father; in philosophy, theone being who exists by himself, not dependent on any other being for existene but bene�entlyonferring reality of existene on all things and upon all other beings. But it requires revelation toshow that the First Cause of siene and the self-existent Unity of philosophy are the God of religion,full of mery and goodness and pledged to e�et the eternal survival of his hildren on earth.We rave the onept of the In�nite, but we worship the experiene-idea of God, our anywhereand any-time apaity to grasp the personality and divinity fators of our highest onept of Deity.The onsiousness of a vitorious human life on earth is born of that reature faith whih daresto hallenge eah reurring episode of existene when onfronted with the awful spetale of humanlimitations, by the unfailing delaration: Even if I annot do this, there lives in me one who an andwill do it, a part of the Father-Absolute of the universe of universes. And that is \the vitory whih53



overomes the world, even your faith."4.5 Erroneous Ideas of GodReligious tradition is the imperfetly preserved reord of the experienes of the God-knowing men ofpast ages, but suh reords are untrustworthy as guides for religious living or as the soure of trueinformation about the Universal Father. Suh anient beliefs have been invariably altered by the fatthat primitive man was a mythmaker.One of the greatest soures of onfusion on Urantia onerning the nature of God grows out of thefailure of your sared books learly to distinguish between the personalities of the Paradise Trinityand between Paradise Deity and the loal universe reators and administrators. During the past dis-pensations of partial understanding, your priests and prophets failed learly to di�erentiate betweenPlanetary Prines, System Sovereigns, Constellation Fathers, Creator Sons, Superuniverse Rulers,the Supreme Being, and the Universal Father. Many of the messages of subordinate personalities,suh as Life Carriers and various orders of angels, have been, in your reords, presented as omingfrom God himself. Urantian religious thought still onfuses the assoiate personalities of Deity withthe Universal Father himself, so that all are inluded under one appellation.The people of Urantia ontinue to su�er from the inuene of primitive onepts of God. Thegods who go on a rampage in the storm; who shake the earth in their wrath and strike down menin their anger; who init their judgments of displeasure in times of famine and ood - these are thegods of primitive religion; they are not the Gods who live and rule the universes. Suh onepts area reli of the times when men supposed that the universe was under the guidane and domination ofthe whims of suh imaginary gods. But mortal man is beginning to realize that he lives in a realm ofomparative law and order as far as onerns the administrative poliies and ondut of the SupremeCreators and the Supreme Controllers.The barbarous idea of appeasing an angry God, of propitiating an o�ended Lord, of winning thefavor of Deity through sari�es and penane and even by the shedding of blood, represents a religionwholly puerile and primitive, a philosophy unworthy of an enlightened age of siene and truth. Suhbeliefs are utterly repulsive to the elestial beings and the divine rulers who serve and reign in theuniverses. It is an a�ront to God to believe, hold, or teah that innoent blood must be shed in orderto win his favor or to divert the �titious divine wrath.The Hebrews believed that \without the shedding of blood there ould be no remission of sin."They had not found deliverane from the old and pagan idea that the Gods ould not be appeasedexept by the sight of blood, though Moses did make a distint advane when he forbade humansari�es and substituted therefor, in the primitive minds of his hildlike Bedouin followers, theeremonial sari�e of animals.The bestowal of a Paradise Son on your world was inherent in the situation of losing a planetaryage; it was inesapable, and it was not made neessary for the purpose of winning the favor of God.This bestowal also happened to be the �nal personal at of a Creator Son in the long adventure ofearning the experiential sovereignty of his universe. What a travesty upon the in�nite harater ofGod! this teahing that his fatherly heart in all its austere oldness and hardness was so untouhedby the misfortunes and sorrows of his reatures that his tender meries were not forthoming untilhe saw his blameless Son bleeding and dying upon the ross of Calvary!But the inhabitants of Urantia are to �nd deliverane from these anient errors and pagan su-perstitions respeting the nature of the Universal Father. The revelation of the truth about Godis appearing, and the human rae is destined to know the Universal Father in all that beauty ofharater and loveliness of attributes so magni�ently portrayed by the Creator Son who sojourned54



on Urantia as the Son of Man and the Son of God.[Presented by a Divine Counselor of Uversa.℄
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Chapter 5God's Relation to the IndividualIF THE �nite mind of man is unable to omprehend how so great and so majesti a God as theUniversal Father an desend from his eternal abode in in�nite perfetion to fraternize with theindividual human reature, then must suh a �nite intellet rest assurane of divine fellowship uponthe truth of the fat that an atual fragment of the living God resides within the intellet of everynormal-minded and morally onsious Urantia mortal. The indwelling Thought Adjusters are a partof the eternal Deity of the Paradise Father. Man does not have to go farther than his own innerexperiene of the soul's ontemplation of this spiritual-reality presene to �nd God and attemptommunion with him.God has distributed the in�nity of his eternal nature throughout the existential realities of his sixabsolute o-ordinates, but he may, at any time, make diret personal ontat with any part or phaseor kind of reation through the ageny of his prepersonal fragments. And the eternal God has alsoreserved to himself the prerogative of bestowing personality upon the divine Creators and the livingreatures of the universe of universes, while he has further reserved the prerogative of maintainingdiret and parental ontat with all these personal beings through the personality iruit.5.1 The Approah to GodThe inability of the �nite reature to approah the in�nite Father is inherent, not in the Father'saloofness, but in the �niteness and material limitations of reated beings. The magnitude of thespiritual di�erene between the highest personality of universe existene and the lower groups ofreated intelligenes is inoneivable. Were it possible for the lower orders of intelligene to betransported instantly into the presene of the Father himself, they would not know they were there.They would there be just as oblivious of the presene of the Universal Father as where they now are.There is a long, long road ahead of mortal man before he an onsistently and within the realms ofpossibility ask for safe ondut into the Paradise presene of the Universal Father. Spiritually, manmust be translated many times before he an attain a plane that will yield the spiritual vision whihwill enable him to see even any one of the Seven Master Spirits.Our Father is not in hiding; he is not in arbitrary selusion. He has mobilized the resoures ofdivine wisdom in a never-ending e�ort to reveal himself to the hildren of his universal domains.There is an in�nite grandeur and an inexpressible generosity onneted with the majesty of his lovewhih auses him to yearn for the assoiation of every reated being who an omprehend, love,or approah him; and it is, therefore, the limitations inherent in you, inseparable from your �nitepersonality and material existene, that determine the time and plae and irumstanes in whihyou may ahieve the goal of the journey of mortal asension and stand in the presene of the Fatherat the enter of all things. 57



Although the approah to the Paradise presene of the Father must await your attainment of thehighest �nite levels of spirit progression, you should rejoie in the reognition of the ever-presentpossibility of immediate ommunion with the bestowal spirit of the Father so intimately assoiatedwith your inner soul and your spiritualizing self.The mortals of the realms of time and spae may di�er greatly in innate abilities and intelletualendowment, they may enjoy environments exeptionally favorable to soial advanement and moralprogress, or they may su�er from the lak of almost every human aid to ulture and supposedadvanement in the arts of ivilization; but the possibilities for spiritual progress in the asensionareer are equal to all; inreasing levels of spiritual insight and osmi meanings are attained quiteindependently of all suh soiomoral di�erentials of the diversi�ed material environments on theevolutionary worlds.However Urantia mortals may di�er in their intelletual, soial, eonomi, and even moral oppor-tunities and endowments, forget not that their spiritual endowment is uniform and unique. They allenjoy the same divine presene of the gift from the Father, and they are all equally privileged to seekintimate personal ommunion with this indwelling spirit of divine origin, while they may all equallyhoose to aept the uniform spiritual leading of these Mystery Monitors.If mortal man is wholeheartedly spiritually motivated, unreservedly onserated to the doing of theFather's will, then, sine he is so ertainly and so e�etively spiritually endowed by the indwellingand divine Adjuster, there annot fail to materialize in that individual's experiene the sublimeonsiousness of knowing God and the supernal assurane of surviving for the purpose of �ndingGod by the progressive experiene of beoming more and more like him.Man is spiritually indwelt by a surviving Thought Adjuster. If suh a human mind is sinerely andspiritually motivated, if suh a human soul desires to know God and beome like him, honestly wantsto do the Father's will, there exists no negative inuene of mortal deprivation nor positive powerof possible interferene whih an prevent suh a divinely motivated soul from seurely asending tothe portals of Paradise.The Father desires all his reatures to be in personal ommunion with him. He has on Paradisea plae to reeive all those whose survival status and spiritual nature make possible suh attain-ment. Therefore settle in your philosophy now and forever: To eah of you and to all of us, God isapproahable, the Father is attainable, the way is open; the fores of divine love and the ways andmeans of divine administration are all interloked in an e�ort to failitate the advanement of everyworthy intelligene of every universe to the Paradise presene of the Universal Father.The fat that vast time is involved in the attainment of God makes the presene and personalityof the In�nite none the less real. Your asension is a part of the iruit of the seven superuniverses,and though you swing around it ountless times, you may expet, in spirit and in status, to beever swinging inward. You an depend upon being translated from sphere to sphere, from the outeriruits ever nearer the inner enter, and some day, doubt not, you shall stand in the divine andentral presene and see him, �guratively speaking, fae to fae. It is a question of the attainmentof atual and literal spiritual levels; and these spiritual levels are attainable by any being who hasbeen indwelt by a Mystery Monitor, and who has subsequently eternally fused with that ThoughtAdjuster.The Father is not in spiritual hiding, but so many of his reatures have hidden themselves awayin the mists of their own willful deisions and for the time being have separated themselves from theommunion of his spirit and the spirit of his Son by the hoosing of their own perverse ways and bythe indulgene of the self-assertiveness of their intolerant minds and unspiritual natures.Mortal man may draw near God and may repeatedly forsake the divine will so long as the powerof hoie remains. Man's �nal doom is not sealed until he has lost the power to hoose the Father'swill. There is never a losure of the Father's heart to the need and the petition of his hildren. Only58



do his o�spring lose their hearts forever to the Father's drawing power when they �nally and foreverlose the desire to do his divine will - to know him and to be like him. Likewise is man's eternaldestiny assured when Adjuster fusion prolaims to the universe that suh an asender has made the�nal and irrevoable hoie to live the Father's will.The great God makes diret ontat with mortal man and gives a part of his in�nite and eternaland inomprehensible self to live and dwell within him. God has embarked upon the eternal adventurewith man. If you yield to the leadings of the spiritual fores in you and around you, you annot failto attain the high destiny established by a loving God as the universe goal of his asendant reaturesfrom the evolutionary worlds of spae.
5.2 The Presene of GodThe physial presene of the In�nite is the reality of the material universe. The mind presene ofDeity must be determined by the depth of individual intelletual experiene and by the evolutionarypersonality level. The spiritual presene of Divinity must of neessity be di�erential in the universe.It is determined by the spiritual apaity of reeptivity and by the degree of the onseration of thereature's will to the doing of the divine will.God lives in every one of his spirit-born sons. The Paradise Sons always have aess to thepresene of God, \the right hand of the Father," and all of his reature personalities have aess tothe \bosom of the Father." This refers to the personality iruit, whenever, wherever, and howeverontated, or otherwise entails personal, self-onsious ontat and ommunion with the UniversalFather, whether at the entral abode or at some other designated plae, as on one of the seven saredspheres of Paradise.The divine presene annot, however, be disovered anywhere in nature or even in the lives ofGod-knowing mortals so fully and so ertainly as in your attempted ommunion with the indwellingMystery Monitor, the Paradise Thought Adjuster. What a mistake to dream of God far o� in theskies when the spirit of the Universal Father lives within your own mind!It is beause of this God fragment that indwells you that you an hope, as you progress in har-monizing with the Adjuster's spiritual leadings, more fully to disern the presene and transformingpower of those other spiritual inuenes that surround you and impinge upon you but do not funtionas an integral part of you. The fat that you are not intelletually onsious of lose and intimateontat with the indwelling Adjuster does not in the least disprove suh an exalted experiene. Theproof of fraternity with the divine Adjuster onsists wholly in the nature and extent of the fruits ofthe spirit whih are yielded in the life experiene of the individual believer. \By their fruits you shallknow them."It is exeedingly diÆult for the meagerly spiritualized, material mind of mortal man to experienemarked onsiousness of the spirit ativities of suh divine entities as the Paradise Adjusters. Asthe soul of joint mind and Adjuster reation beomes inreasingly existent, there also evolves a newphase of soul onsiousness whih is apable of experiening the presene, and of reognizing thespirit leadings and other supermaterial ativities, of the Mystery Monitors.The entire experiene of Adjuster ommunion is one involving moral status, mental motivation, andspiritual experiene. The self-realization of suh an ahievement is mainly, though not exlusively,limited to the realms of soul onsiousness, but the proofs are forthoming and abundant in themanifestation of the fruits of the spirit in the lives of all suh inner-spirit ontators.59



5.3 True WorshipThough the Paradise Deities, from the universe standpoint, are as one, in their spiritual relationswith suh beings as inhabit Urantia they are also three distint and separate persons. There is adi�erene between the Godheads in the matter of personal appeals, ommunion, and other intimaterelations. In the highest sense, we worship the Universal Father and him only. True, we an and doworship the Father as he is manifested in his Creator Sons, but it is the Father, diretly or indiretly,who is worshiped and adored.Suppliations of all kinds belong to the realm of the Eternal Son and the Son's spiritual organiza-tion. Prayers, all formal ommuniations, everything exept adoration and worship of the UniversalFather, are matters that onern a loal universe; they do not ordinarily proeed out of the realmof the jurisdition of a Creator Son. But worship is undoubtedly eniruited and dispathed to theperson of the Creator by the funtion of the Father's personality iruit. We further believe that suhregistry of the homage of an Adjuster-indwelt reature is failitated by the Father's spirit presene.There exists a tremendous amount of evidene to substantiate suh a belief, and I know that all ordersof Father fragments are empowered to register the bona �de adoration of their subjets aeptablyin the presene of the Universal Father. The Adjusters undoubtedly also utilize diret prepersonalhannels of ommuniation with God, and they are likewise able to utilize the spirit-gravity iruitsof the Eternal Son.Worship is for its own sake; prayer embodies a self- or reature-interest element; that is thegreat di�erene between worship and prayer. There is absolutely no self-request or other elementof personal interest in true worship; we simply worship God for what we omprehend him to be.Worship asks nothing and expets nothing for the worshiper. We do not worship the Father beauseof anything we may derive from suh veneration; we render suh devotion and engage in suh worshipas a natural and spontaneous reation to the reognition of the Father's mathless personality andbeause of his lovable nature and adorable attributes.The moment the element of self-interest intrudes upon worship, that instant devotion translatesfrom worship to prayer and more appropriately should be direted to the person of the Eternal Sonor the Creator Son. But in pratial religious experiene there exists no reason why prayer shouldnot be addressed to God the Father as a part of true worship.When you deal with the pratial a�airs of your daily life, you are in the hands of the spiritpersonalities having origin in the Third Soure and Center; you are o-operating with the ageniesof the Conjoint Ator. And so it is: You worship God; pray to, and ommune with, the Son; andwork out the details of your earthly sojourn in onnetion with the intelligenes of the In�nite Spiritoperating on your world and throughout your universe.The Creator or Sovereign Sons who preside over the destinies of the loal universes stand in theplae of both the Universal Father and the Eternal Son of Paradise. These Universe Sons reeive,in the name of the Father, the adoration of worship and give ear to the pleas of their petitioningsubjets throughout their respetive reations. To the hildren of a loal universe a Mihael Son is,to all pratial intents and purposes, God. He is the loal universe personi�ation of the UniversalFather and the Eternal Son. The In�nite Spirit maintains personal ontat with the hildren ofthese realms through the Universe Spirits, the administrative and reative assoiates of the ParadiseCreator Sons.Sinere worship onnotes the mobilization of all the powers of the human personality under thedominane of the evolving soul and subjet to the divine diretionization of the assoiated ThoughtAdjuster. The mind of material limitations an never beome highly onsious of the real signi�aneof true worship. Man's realization of the reality of the worship experiene is hiey determined bythe developmental status of his evolving immortal soul. The spiritual growth of the soul takes plaewholly independently of the intelletual self-onsiousness.60



The worship experiene onsists in the sublime attempt of the betrothed Adjuster to ommuniateto the divine Father the inexpressible longings and the unutterable aspirations of the human soul- the onjoint reation of the God-seeking mortal mind and the God-revealing immortal Adjuster.Worship is, therefore, the at of the material mind's assenting to the attempt of its spiritualizingself, under the guidane of the assoiated spirit, to ommuniate with God as a faith son of theUniversal Father. The mortal mind onsents to worship; the immortal soul raves and initiatesworship; the divine Adjuster presene onduts suh worship in behalf of the mortal mind and theevolving immortal soul. True worship, in the last analysis, beomes an experiene realized on fourosmi levels: the intelletual, the morontial, the spiritual, and the personal - the onsiousness ofmind, soul, and spirit, and their uni�ation in personality.5.4 God in ReligionThe morality of the religions of evolution drives men forward in the God quest by the motive power offear. The religions of revelation allure men to seek for a God of love beause they rave to beome likehim. But religion is not merely a passive feeling of \absolute dependene" and \surety of survival";it is a living and dynami experiene of divinity attainment prediated on humanity servie.The great and immediate servie of true religion is the establishment of an enduring unity inhuman experiene, a lasting peae and a profound assurane. With primitive man, even polytheismis a relative uni�ation of the evolving onept of Deity; polytheism is monotheism in the making.Sooner or later, God is destined to be omprehended as the reality of values, the substane ofmeanings, and the life of truth.God is not only the determiner of destiny; he is man's eternal destination. All nonreligious humanativities seek to bend the universe to the distorting servie of self; the truly religious individualseeks to identify the self with the universe and then to dediate the ativities of this uni�ed self tothe servie of the universe family of fellow beings, human and superhuman.The domains of philosophy and art intervene between the nonreligious and the religious ativitiesof the human self. Through art and philosophy the material-minded man is inveigled into theontemplation of the spiritual realities and universe values of eternal meanings.All religions teah the worship of Deity and some dotrine of human salvation. The Buddhistreligion promises salvation from su�ering, unending peae; the Jewish religion promises salvationfrom diÆulties, prosperity prediated on righteousness; the Greek religion promised salvation fromdisharmony, ugliness, by the realization of beauty; Christianity promises salvation from sin, santity;Mohammedanism provides deliverane from the rigorous moral standards of Judaism and Christian-ity. The religion of Jesus is salvation from self, deliverane from the evils of reature isolation intime and in eternity.The Hebrews based their religion on goodness; the Greeks on beauty; both religions sought truth.Jesus revealed a God of love, and love is all-embraing of truth, beauty, and goodness.The Zoroastrians had a religion of morals; the Hindus a religion of metaphysis; the Confuianistsa religion of ethis. Jesus lived a religion of servie. All these religions are of value in that they arevalid approahes to the religion of Jesus. Religion is destined to beome the reality of the spiritualuni�ation of all that is good, beautiful, and true in human experiene.The Greek religion had a wathword \Know yourself"; the Hebrews entered their teahing on\Know your God"; the Christians preah a gospel aimed at a \knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ";Jesus prolaimed the good news of \knowing God, and yourself as a son of God." These di�eringonepts of the purpose of religion determine the individual's attitude in various life situations andforeshadow the depth of worship and the nature of his personal habits of prayer. The spiritual status61



of any religion may be determined by the nature of its prayers.The onept of a semihuman and jealous God is an inevitable transition between polytheismand sublime monotheism. An exalted anthropomorphism is the highest attainment level of purelyevolutionary religion. Christianity has elevated the onept of anthropomorphism from the ideal ofthe human to the transendent and divine onept of the person of the glori�ed Christ. And this isthe highest anthropomorphism that man an ever oneive.The Christian onept of God is an attempt to ombine three separate teahings:1. The Hebrew onept - God as a vindiator of moral values, a righteous God.2. The Greek onept - God as a uni�er, a God of wisdom.3. Jesus' onept - God as a living friend, a loving Father, the divine presene.It must therefore be evident that omposite Christian theology enounters great diÆulty inattaining onsisteny. This diÆulty is further aggravated by the fat that the dotrines of earlyChristianity were generally based on the personal religious experiene of three di�erent persons:Philo of Alexandria, Jesus of Nazareth, and Paul of Tarsus.In the study of the religious life of Jesus, view him positively. Think not so muh of his sinlessnessas of his righteousness, his loving servie. Jesus upstepped the passive love dislosed in the Hebrewonept of the heavenly Father to the higher ative and reature-loving a�etion of a God who is theFather of every individual, even of the wrongdoer.5.5 The Consiousness of GodMorality has its origin in the reason of self-onsiousness; it is superanimal but wholly evolution-ary. Human evolution embraes in its unfolding all endowments anteedent to the bestowal of theAdjusters and to the pouring out of the Spirit of Truth. But the attainment of levels of moralitydoes not deliver man from the real struggles of mortal living. Man's physial environment entailsthe battle for existene; the soial surroundings neessitate ethial adjustments; the moral situationsrequire the making of hoies in the highest realms of reason; the spiritual experiene (having realizedGod) demands that man �nd him and sinerely strive to be like him.Religion is not grounded in the fats of siene, the obligations of soiety, the assumptions ofphilosophy, or the implied duties of morality. Religion is an independent realm of human response tolife situations and is unfailingly exhibited at all stages of human development whih are postmoral.Religion may permeate all four levels of the realization of values and the enjoyment of universe fellow-ship: the physial or material level of self-preservation; the soial or emotional level of fellowship; themoral or duty level of reason; the spiritual level of the onsiousness of universe fellowship throughdivine worship.The fat-seeking sientist oneives of God as the First Cause, a God of fore. The emotionalartist sees God as the ideal of beauty, a God of aesthetis. The reasoning philosopher is sometimesinlined to posit a God of universal unity, even a pantheisti Deity. The religionist of faith believesin a God who fosters survival, the Father in heaven, the God of love.Moral ondut is always an anteedent of evolved religion and a part of even revealed religion, butnever the whole of religious experiene. Soial servie is the result of moral thinking and religiousliving. Morality does not biologially lead to the higher spiritual levels of religious experiene. Theadoration of the abstrat beautiful is not the worship of God; neither is exaltation of nature nor thereverene of unity the worship of God.Evolutionary religion is the mother of the siene, art, and philosophy whih elevated man to62



the level of reeptivity to revealed religion, inluding the bestowal of Adjusters and the oming ofthe Spirit of Truth. The evolutionary piture of human existene begins and ends with religion,albeit very di�erent qualities of religion, one evolutional and biologial, the other revelational andperiodial. And so, while religion is normal and natural to man, it is also optional. Man does nothave to be religious against his will.Religious experiene, being essentially spiritual, an never be fully understood by the materialmind; hene the funtion of theology, the psyhology of religion. The essential dotrine of the humanrealization of God reates a paradox in �nite omprehension. It is well-nigh impossible for humanlogi and �nite reason to harmonize the onept of divine immanene, God within and a part ofevery individual, with the idea of God's transendene, the divine domination of the universe ofuniverses. These two essential onepts of Deity must be uni�ed in the faith-grasp of the onept ofthe transendene of a personal God and in the realization of the indwelling presene of a fragmentof that God in order to justify intelligent worship and validate the hope of personality survival. ThediÆulties and paradoxes of religion are inherent in the fat that the realities of religion are utterlybeyond the mortal apaity for intelletual omprehension.Mortal man seures three great satisfations from religious experiene, even in the days of histemporal sojourn on earth:1. Intelletually he aquires the satisfations of a more uni�ed human onsiousness.2. Philosophially he enjoys the substantiation of his ideals of moral values.3. Spiritually he thrives in the experiene of divine ompanionship, in the spiritual satisfationsof true worship.God-onsiousness, as it is experiened by an evolving mortal of the realms, must onsist of threevarying fators, three di�erential levels of reality realization. There is �rst the mind onsiousness- the omprehension of the idea of God. Then follows the soul onsiousness - the realization ofthe ideal of God. Last, dawns the spirit onsiousness - the realization of the spirit reality of God.By the uni�ation of these fators of the divine realization, no matter how inomplete, the mortalpersonality at all times overspreads all onsious levels with a realization of the personality of God. Inthose mortals who have attained the Corps of the Finality all this will in time lead to the realizationof the supremay of God and may subsequently eventuate in the realization of the ultimay of God,some phase of the absonite superonsiousness of the Paradise Father.The experiene of God-onsiousness remains the same from generation to generation, but witheah advaning epoh in human knowledge the philosophi onept and the theologi de�nitions ofGod must hange. God-knowingness, religious onsiousness, is a universe reality, but no matterhow valid (real) religious experiene is, it must be willing to subjet itself to intelligent ritiism andreasonable philosophi interpretation; it must not seek to be a thing apart in the totality of humanexperiene.Eternal survival of personality is wholly dependent on the hoosing of the mortal mind, whosedeisions determine the survival potential of the immortal soul. When the mind believes God andthe soul knows God, and when, with the fostering Adjuster, they all desire God, then is survivalassured. Limitations of intellet, urtailment of eduation, deprivation of ulture, impoverishment ofsoial status, even inferiority of the human standards of morality resulting from the unfortunate lakof eduational, ultural, and soial advantages, annot invalidate the presene of the divine spirit insuh unfortunate and humanly handiapped but believing individuals. The indwelling of the MysteryMonitor onstitutes the ineption and insures the possibility of the potential of growth and survivalof the immortal soul.The ability of mortal parents to proreate is not prediated on their eduational, ultural, soial,or eonomi status. The union of the parental fators under natural onditions is quite suÆient toinitiate o�spring. A human mind diserning right and wrong and possessing the apaity to worship63



God, in union with a divine Adjuster, is all that is required in that mortal to initiate and foster theprodution of his immortal soul of survival qualities if suh a spirit-endowed individual seeks Godand sinerely desires to beome like him, honestly elets to do the will of the Father in heaven.5.6 The God of PersonalityThe Universal Father is the God of personalities. The domain of universe personality, from thelowest mortal and material reature of personality status to the highest persons of reator dignityand divine status, has its enter and irumferene in the Universal Father. God the Father is thebestower and the onservator of every personality. And the Paradise Father is likewise the destinyof all those �nite personalities who wholeheartedly hoose to do the divine will, those who love Godand long to be like him.Personality is one of the unsolved mysteries of the universes. We are able to form adequateonepts of the fators entering into the make-up of various orders and levels of personality, but wedo not fully omprehend the real nature of the personality itself. We learly pereive the numerousfators whih, when put together, onstitute the vehile for human personality, but we do not fullyomprehend the nature and signi�ane of suh a �nite personality.Personality is potential in all reatures who possess a mind endowment ranging from the minimumof self-onsiousness to the maximum of God-onsiousness. But mind endowment alone is notpersonality, neither is spirit nor physial energy. Personality is that quality and value in osmi realitywhih is exlusively bestowed by God the Father upon these living systems of the assoiated ando-ordinated energies of matter, mind, and spirit. Neither is personality a progressive ahievement.Personality may be material or spiritual, but there either is personality or there is no personality. Theother-than-personal never attains the level of the personal exept by the diret at of the ParadiseFather.The bestowal of personality is the exlusive funtion of the Universal Father, the personalization ofthe living energy systems whih he endows with the attributes of relative reative onsiousness andthe freewill ontrol thereof. There is no personality apart from God the Father, and no personalityexists exept for God the Father. The fundamental attributes of human selfhood, as well as theabsolute Adjuster nuleus of the human personality, are the bestowals of the Universal Father, atingin his exlusively personal domain of osmi ministry.The Adjusters of prepersonal status indwell numerous types of mortal reatures, thus insuring thatthese same beings may survive mortal death to personalize as morontia reatures with the potentialof ultimate spirit attainment. For, when suh a reature mind of personality endowment is indweltby a fragment of the spirit of the eternal God, the prepersonal bestowal of the personal Father, thendoes this �nite personality possess the potential of the divine and the eternal and aspire to a destinyakin to the Ultimate, even reahing out for a realization of the Absolute.Capaity for divine personality is inherent in the prepersonal Adjuster; apaity for human person-ality is potential in the osmi-mind endowment of the human being. But the experiential personalityof mortal man is not observable as an ative and funtional reality until after the material life vehileof the mortal reature has been touhed by the liberating divinity of the Universal Father, beingthus launhed upon the seas of experiene as a self-onsious and a (relatively) self-determinativeand self-reative personality. The material self is truly and unquali�edly personal.The material self has personality and identity, temporal identity; the prepersonal spirit Adjusteralso has identity, eternal identity. This material personality and this spirit prepersonality are apableof so uniting their reative attributes as to bring into existene the surviving identity of the immortalsoul. 64



Having thus provided for the growth of the immortal soul and having liberated man's inner selffrom the fetters of absolute dependene on anteedent ausation, the Father stands aside. Now, manhaving thus been liberated from the fetters of ausation response, at least as pertains to eternaldestiny, and provision having been made for the growth of the immortal self, the soul, it remains forman himself to will the reation or to inhibit the reation of this surviving and eternal self whih ishis for the hoosing. No other being, fore, reator, or ageny in all the wide universe of universesan interfere to any degree with the absolute sovereignty of the mortal free will, as it operates withinthe realms of hoie, regarding the eternal destiny of the personality of the hoosing mortal. Aspertains to eternal survival, God has dereed the sovereignty of the material and mortal will, andthat deree is absolute.The bestowal of reature personality onfers relative liberation from slavish response to anteedentausation, and the personalities of all suh moral beings, evolutionary or otherwise, are entered inthe personality of the Universal Father. They are ever drawn towards his Paradise presene by thatkinship of being whih onstitutes the vast and universal family irle and fraternal iruit of theeternal God. There is a kinship of divine spontaneity in all personality.The personality iruit of the universe of universes is entered in the person of the Universal Father,and the Paradise Father is personally onsious of, and in personal touh with, all personalitiesof all levels of self-onsious existene. And this personality onsiousness of all reation existsindependently of the mission of the Thought Adjusters.As all gravity is iruited in the Isle of Paradise, as all mind is iruited in the Conjoint Ator andall spirit in the Eternal Son, so is all personality iruited in the personal presene of the UniversalFather, and this iruit unerringly transmits the worship of all personalities to the Original andEternal Personality.Conerning those personalities who are not Adjuster indwelt: The attribute of hoie-liberty isalso bestowed by the Universal Father, and suh persons are likewise embraed in the great iruitof divine love, the personality iruit of the Universal Father. God provides for the sovereign hoieof all true personalities. No personal reature an be oered into the eternal adventure; the portalof eternity opens only in response to the freewill hoie of the freewill sons of the God of free will.And this represents my e�orts to present the relation of the living God to the hildren of time.And when all is said and done, I an do nothing more helpful than to reiterate that God is youruniverse Father, and that you are all his planetary hildren.[This is the �fth and last of the series presenting the narrative of the Universal Father by a DivineCounselor of Uversa.℄
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Chapter 6The Eternal SonTHE Eternal Son is the perfet and �nal expression of the \�rst" personal and absolute oneptof the Universal Father. Aordingly, whenever and however the Father personally and absolutelyexpresses himself, he does so through his Eternal Son, who ever has been, now is, and ever will be, theliving and divine Word. And this Eternal Son is residential at the enter of all things, in assoiationwith, and immediately enshrouding the personal presene of, the Eternal and Universal Father.We speak of God's \�rst" thought and allude to an impossible time origin of the Eternal Sonfor the purpose of gaining aess to the thought hannels of the human intellet. Suh distortionsof language represent our best e�orts at ontat-ompromise with the time-bound minds of mortalreatures. In the sequential sense the Universal Father never ould have had a �rst thought, nor ouldthe Eternal Son ever have had a beginning. But I was instruted to portray the realities of eternityto the time-limited minds of mortals by suh symbols of thought and to designate the relationshipsof eternity by suh time onepts of sequentiality.The Eternal Son is the spiritual personalization of the Paradise Father's universal and in�niteonept of divine reality, unquali�ed spirit, and absolute personality. And thereby does the Sononstitute the divine revelation of the reator identity of the Universal Father. The perfet personalityof the Son disloses that the Father is atually the eternal and universal soure of all the meaningsand values of the spiritual, the volitional, the purposeful, and the personal.In an e�ort to enable the �nite mind of time to form some sequential onept of the relationshipsof the eternal and in�nite beings of the Paradise Trinity, we utilize suh liense of oneption asto refer to the \Father's �rst personal, universal, and in�nite onept." It is impossible for me toonvey to the human mind any adequate idea of the eternal relations of the Deities; therefore do Iemploy suh terms as will a�ord the �nite mind something of an idea of the relationship of theseeternal beings in the subsequent eras of time. We believe the Son sprang from the Father; we aretaught that both are unquali�edly eternal. It is apparent, therefore, that no time reature an everfully omprehend this mystery of a Son who is derived from the Father, and yet who is o-ordinatelyeternal with the Father himself.6.1 Identity of the Eternal SonThe Eternal Son is the original and only-begotten Son of God. He is God the Son, the Seond Personof Deity and the assoiate reator of all things. As the Father is the First Great Soure and Center,so the Eternal Son is the Seond Great Soure and Center.The Eternal Son is the spiritual enter and the divine administrator of the spiritual governmentof the universe of universes. The Universal Father is �rst a reator and then a ontroller; the Eternal67



Son is �rst a oreator and then a spiritual administrator. \God is spirit," and the Son is a personalrevelation of that spirit. The First Soure and Center is the Volitional Absolute; the Seond Soureand Center is the Personality Absolute.The Universal Father never personally funtions as a reator exept in onjuntion with the Sonor with the o-ordinate ation of the Son. Had the New Testament writer referred to the EternalSon, he would have uttered the truth when he wrote: \In the beginning was the Word, and the Wordwas with God, and the Word was God. All things were made by him, and without him was notanything made that was made."When a Son of the Eternal Son appeared on Urantia, those who fraternized with this divine beingin human form alluded to him as \He who was from the beginning, whom we have heard, whom wehave seen with our eyes, whom we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, even the Wordof life." And this bestowal Son ame forth from the Father just as truly as did the Original Son, asis suggested in one of his earthly prayers: \And now, O my Father, glorify me with your own self,with the glory whih I had with you before this world was."The Eternal Son is known by di�erent names in various universes. In the entral universe heis known as the Co-ordinate Soure, the Coreator, and the Assoiate Absolute. On Uversa, theheadquarters of the superuniverse, we designate the Son as the Co-ordinate Spirit Center and as theEternal Spirit Administrator. On Salvington, the headquarters of your loal universe, this Son is ofreord as the Seond Eternal Soure and Center. The Melhizedeks speak of him as the Son of Sons.On your world, but not in your system of inhabited spheres, this Original Son has been onfusedwith a o-ordinate Creator Son, Mihael of Nebadon, who bestowed himself upon the mortal raesof Urantia.Although any of the Paradise Sons may �ttingly be alled Sons of God, we are in the habit ofreserving the designation \the Eternal Son" for this Original Son, the Seond Soure and Center,oreator with the Universal Father of the entral universe of power and perfetion and oreator ofall other divine Sons who spring from the in�nite Deities.6.2 Nature of the Eternal SonThe Eternal Son is just as hangeless and in�nitely dependable as the Universal Father. He is alsojust as spiritual as the Father, just as truly an unlimited spirit. To you of lowly origin the Son wouldappear to be more personal sine he is one step nearer you in approahability than is the UniversalFather.The Eternal Son is the eternal Word of God. He is wholly like the Father; in fat, the EternalSon is God the Father personally manifest to the universe of universes. And thus it was and is andforever will be true of the Eternal Son and of all the o-ordinate Creator Sons: \He who has seenthe Son has seen the Father."In nature the Son is wholly like the spirit Father. When we worship the Universal Father, atuallywe at the same time worship God the Son and God the Spirit. God the Son is just as divinely realand eternal in nature as God the Father.The Son not only possesses all the Father's in�nite and transendent righteousness, but the Sonis also reetive of all the Father's holiness of harater. The Son shares the Father's perfetion andjointly shares the responsibility of aiding all reatures of imperfetion in their spiritual e�orts toattain divine perfetion.The Eternal Son possesses all the Father's harater of divinity and attributes of spirituality. TheSon is the fullness of God's absoluteness in personality and spirit, and these qualities the Son revealsin his personal management of the spiritual government of the universe of universes.68



God is, indeed, a universal spirit; God is spirit; and this spirit nature of the Father is foalized andpersonalized in the Deity of the Eternal Son. In the Son all spiritual harateristis are apparentlygreatly enhaned by di�erentiation from the universality of the First Soure and Center. And as theFather shares his spirit nature with the Son, so do they together just as fully and unreservedly sharethe divine spirit with the Conjoint Ator, the In�nite Spirit.In the love of truth and in the reation of beauty the Father and the Son are equal exept that theSon appears to devote himself more to the realization of the exlusively spiritual beauty of universalvalues.In divine goodness I disern no di�erene between the Father and the Son. The Father loves hisuniverse hildren as a father; the Eternal Son looks upon all reatures both as father and as brother.6.3 Ministry of the Father's LoveThe Son shares the justie and righteousness of the Trinity but overshadows these divinity traits bythe in�nite personalization of the Father's love and mery; the Son is the revelation of divine love tothe universes. As God is love, so the Son is mery. The Son annot love more than the Father, buthe an show mery to reatures in one additional way, for he not only is a primal reator like theFather, but he is also the Eternal Son of that same Father, thereby sharing in the sonship experieneof all other sons of the Universal Father.The Eternal Son is the great mery minister to all reation. Mery is the essene of the Son'sspiritual harater. The mandates of the Eternal Son, as they go forth over the spirit iruits of theSeond Soure and Center, are keyed in tones of mery.To omprehend the love of the Eternal Son, you must �rst pereive its divine soure, the Father,who is love, and then behold the unfolding of this in�nite a�etion in the far-ung ministry of theIn�nite Spirit and his almost limitless host of ministering personalities.The ministry of the Eternal Son is devoted to the revelation of the God of love to the universeof universes. This divine Son is not engaged in the ignoble task of trying to persuade his graiousFather to love his lowly reatures and to show mery to the wrongdoers of time. How wrong toenvisage the Eternal Son as appealing to the Universal Father to show mery to his lowly reatureson the material worlds of spae! Suh onepts of God are rude and grotesque. Rather should yourealize that all the meriful ministrations of the Sons of God are a diret revelation of the Father'sheart of universal love and in�nite ompassion. The Father's love is the real and eternal soure ofthe Son's mery.God is love, the Son is mery. Mery is applied love, the Father's love in ation in the person ofhis Eternal Son. The love of this universal Son is likewise universal. As love is omprehended on asex planet, the love of God is more omparable to the love of a father, while the love of the EternalSon is more like the a�etion of a mother. Crude, indeed, are suh illustrations, but I employ themin the hope of onveying to the human mind the thought that there is a di�erene, not in divineontent but in quality and tehnique of expression, between the love of the Father and the love ofthe Son.6.4 Attributes of the Eternal SonThe Eternal Son motivates the spirit level of osmi reality; the spiritual power of the Son is absolutein relation to all universe atualities. He exerises perfet ontrol over the interassoiation of allundi�erentiated spirit energy and over all atualized spirit reality through his absolute grasp of spirit69



gravity. All pure unfragmented spirit and all spiritual beings and values are responsive to the in�nitedrawing power of the primal Son of Paradise. And if the eternal future should witness the appearaneof an unlimited universe, the spirit gravity and the spirit power of the Original Son will be foundwholly adequate for the spiritual ontrol and e�etive administration of suh a boundless reation.The Son is omnipotent only in the spiritual realm. In the eternal eonomy of universe adminis-tration, wasteful and needless repetition of funtion is never enountered; the Deities are not givento useless dupliation of universe ministry.The omnipresene of the Original Son onstitutes the spiritual unity of the universe of universes.The spiritual ohesion of all reation rests upon the everywhere ative presene of the divine spiritof the Eternal Son. When we oneive of the Father's spiritual presene, we �nd it diÆult todi�erentiate it in our thinking from the spiritual presene of the Eternal Son. The spirit of theFather is eternally resident in the spirit of the Son.The Father must be spiritually omnipresent, but suh omnipresene appears to be inseparable fromthe everywhere spirit ativities of the Eternal Son. We do, however, believe that in all situations ofFather-Son presene of a dual spiritual nature the spirit of the Son is o-ordinate with the spirit ofthe Father.In his ontat with personality, the Father ats in the personality iruit. In his personal anddetetable ontat with spiritual reation, he appears in the fragments of the totality of his Deity,and these Father fragments have a solitary, unique, and exlusive funtion wherever and wheneverthey appear in the universes. In all suh situations the spirit of the Son is o-ordinate with thespiritual funtion of the fragmented presene of the Universal Father.Spiritually the Eternal Son is omnipresent. The spirit of the Eternal Son is most ertainly with youand around you, but not within you and a part of you like the Mystery Monitor. The indwelling Fatherfragment adjusts the human mind to progressively divine attitudes, whereupon suh an asendingmind beomes inreasingly responsive to the spiritual drawing power of the all-powerful spirit-gravityiruit of the Seond Soure and Center.The Original Son is universally and spiritually self-onsious. In wisdom the Son is the full equalof the Father. In the realms of knowledge, omnisiene, we annot distinguish between the First andSeond Soures; like the Father, the Son knows all; he is never surprised by any universe event; heomprehends the end from the beginning.The Father and the Son really know the number and whereabouts of all the spirits and spiritualizedbeings in the universe of universes. Not only does the Son know all things by virtue of his ownomnipresent spirit, but the Son, equally with the Father and the Conjoint Ator, is fully ognizantof the vast reetivity intelligene of the Supreme Being, whih intelligene is at all times aware ofall things that transpire on all the worlds of the seven superuniverses. And there are other ways inwhih the Paradise Son is omnisient.The Eternal Son, as a loving, meriful, and ministering spiritual personality, is wholly and in�nitelyequal with the Universal Father, while in all those meriful and a�etionate personal ontats withthe asendant beings of the lower realms the Eternal Son is just as kind and onsiderate, just aspatient and long-su�ering, as are his Paradise Sons in the loal universes who so frequently bestowthemselves upon the evolutionary worlds of time.It is needless further to expatiate on the attributes of the Eternal Son. With the exeptions noted,it is only neessary to study the spiritual attributes of God the Father to understand and orretlyevaluate the attributes of God the Son.
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6.5 Limitations of the Eternal SonThe Eternal Son does not personally funtion in the physial domains, nor does he funtion, exeptthrough the Conjoint Ator, in the levels of mind ministry to reature beings. But these quali�ationsdo not in any manner otherwise limit the Eternal Son in the full and free exerise of all the divineattributes of spiritual omnisiene, omnipresene, and omnipotene.The Eternal Son does not personally pervade the potentials of spirit inherent in the in�nity of theDeity Absolute, but as these potentials beome atual, they ome within the all-powerful grasp ofthe spirit-gravity iruit of the Son.Personality is the exlusive gift of the Universal Father. The Eternal Son derives personality fromthe Father, but he does not, without the Father, bestow personality. The Son gives origin to a vastspirit host, but suh derivations are not personalities. When the Son reates personality, he does soin onjuntion with the Father or with the Conjoint Creator, who may at for the Father in suhrelationships. The Eternal Son is thus a oreator of personalities, but he bestows personality uponno being and of himself, alone, never reates personal beings. This limitation of ation does not,however, deprive the Son of the ability to reate any or all types of other-than-personal reality.The Eternal Son is limited in transmittal of reator prerogatives. The Father, in eternalizing theOriginal Son, bestowed upon him the power and privilege of subsequently joining with the Father inthe divine at of produing additional Sons possessing reative attributes, and this they have doneand now do. But when these o-ordinate Sons have been produed, the prerogatives of reatorshipare apparently not further transmissible. The Eternal Son transmits reatorship powers only tothe �rst or diret personalization. Therefore, when the Father and the Son unite to personalize aCreator Son, they ahieve their purpose; but the Creator Son thus brought into existene is neverable to transmit or delegate the prerogatives of reatorship to the various orders of Sons whih hemay subsequently reate, notwithstanding that, in the highest loal universe Sons, there does appeara very limited reetion of the reative attributes of a Creator Son.The Eternal Son, as an in�nite and exlusively personal being, annot fragmentize his nature,annot distribute and bestow individualized portions of his selfhood upon other entities or personsas do the Universal Father and the In�nite Spirit. But the Son an and does bestow himself asan unlimited spirit to bathe all reation and uneasingly draw all spirit personalities and spiritualrealities to himself.Ever remember, the Eternal Son is the personal portrayal of the spirit Father to all reation. TheSon is personal and nothing but personal in the Deity sense; suh a divine and absolute personalityannot be disintegrated or fragmentized. God the Father and God the Spirit are truly personal, butthey are also everything else in addition to being suh Deity personalities.Though the Eternal Son annot personally partiipate in the bestowal of the Thought Adjusters,he did sit in ounil with the Universal Father in the eternal past, approving the plan and pledgingendless o-operation, when the Father, in projeting the bestowal of the Thought Adjusters, proposedto the Son, \Let us make mortal man in our own image." And as the spirit fragment of the Fatherdwells within you, so does the spirit presene of the Son envelop you, while these two forever workas one for your spiritual advanement.6.6 The Spirit MindThe Eternal Son is spirit and has mind, but not a mind or a spirit whih mortal mind an omprehend.Mortal man pereives mind on the �nite, osmi, material, and personal levels. Man also observesmind phenomena in living organisms funtioning on the subpersonal (animal) level, but it is diÆult71



for him to grasp the nature of mind when assoiated with supermaterial beings and as a part ofexlusive spirit personalities. Mind must, however, be di�erently de�ned when it refers to the spiritlevel of existene, and when it is used to denote spirit funtions of intelligene. That kind of mindwhih is diretly allied with spirit is omparable neither to that mind whih o-ordinates spirit andmatter nor to that mind whih is allied only with matter.Spirit is ever onsious, minded, and possessed of varied phases of identity. Without mind in somephase there would be no spiritual onsiousness in the fraternity of spirit beings. The equivalent ofmind, the ability to know and be known, is indigenous to Deity. Deity may be personal, prepersonal,superpersonal, or impersonal, but Deity is never mindless, that is, never without the ability at leastto ommuniate with similar entities, beings, or personalities.The mind of the Eternal Son is like that of the Father but unlike any other mind in the universe,and with the mind of the Father it is anestor to the diverse and far-ung minds of the ConjointCreator. The mind of the Father and the Son, that intellet whih is anestral to the absolute mindof the Third Soure and Center, is perhaps best illustrated in the premind of a Thought Adjuster,for, though these Father fragments are entirely outside of the mind iruits of the Conjoint Ator,they have some form of premind; they know as they are known; they enjoy the equivalent of humanthinking.The Eternal Son is wholly spiritual; man is very nearly entirely material; therefore muh pertainingto the spirit personality of the Eternal Son, to his seven spiritual spheres enirling Paradise and tothe nature of the impersonal reations of the Paradise Son, will have to await your attainment ofspirit status following your ompletion of the morontia asension of the loal universe of Nebadon.And then, as you pass through the superuniverse and on to Havona, many of these spirit-onealedmysteries will larify as you begin to be endowed with the \mind of the spirit" - spiritual insight.
6.7 Personality of the Eternal SonThe Eternal Son is that in�nite personality from whose unquali�ed personality fetters the UniversalFather esaped by the tehnique of trinitization, and by virtue of whih he has ever sine ontinuedto bestow himself in endless profusion upon his ever-expanding universe of Creators and reatures.The Son is absolute personality; God is father personality - the soure of personality, the bestowerof personality, the ause of personality. Every personal being derives personality from the UniversalFather just as the Original Son eternally derives his personality from the Paradise Father.The personality of the Paradise Son is absolute and purely spiritual, and this absolute personalityis also the divine and eternal pattern, �rst, of the Father's bestowal of personality upon the ConjointAtor and, subsequently, of his bestowal of personality upon the myriads of his reatures throughouta far-ung universe.The Eternal Son is truly a meriful minister, a divine spirit, a spiritual power, and a real person-ality. The Son is the spiritual and personal nature of God made manifest to the universes - the sumand substane of the First Soure and Center, divested of all that whih is nonpersonal, extradivine,nonspiritual, and pure potential. But it is impossible to onvey to the human mind a word pitureof the beauty and grandeur of the supernal personality of the Eternal Son. Everything that tends toobsure the Universal Father operates with almost equal inuene to prevent the oneptual reogni-tion of the Eternal Son. You must await your attainment of Paradise, and then you will understandwhy I was unable to portray the harater of this absolute personality to the understanding of the�nite mind. 72



6.8 Realization of the Eternal SonConerning identity, nature, and other attributes of personality, the Eternal Son is the full equal,the perfet omplement, and the eternal ounterpart of the Universal Father. In the same sense thatGod is the Universal Father, the Son is the Universal Mother. And all of us, high and low, onstitutetheir universal family.To appreiate the harater of the Son, you should study the revelation of the divine haraterof the Father; they are forever and inseparably one. As divine personalities they are virtuallyindistinguishable by the lower orders of intelligene. They are not so diÆult of separate reognitionby those whose origin is in the reative ats of the Deities themselves. Beings of nativity in theentral universe and on Paradise disern the Father and the Son not only as one personal unity ofuniversal ontrol but also as two separate personalities funtioning in de�nite domains of universeadministration.As persons you may oneive of the Universal Father and the Eternal Son as separate individuals,for they indeed are; but in the administration of the universes they are so intertwined and interrelatedthat it is not always possible to distinguish between them. When, in the a�airs of the universes,the Father and the Son are enountered in onfusing interassoiations, it is not always pro�table toattempt to segregate their operations; merely reall that God is the initiating thought and the Son isthe expressionful word. In eah loal universe this inseparability is personalized in the divinity of theCreator Son, who stands for both Father and Son to the reatures of ten million inhabited worlds.The Eternal Son is in�nite, but he is approahable through the persons of his Paradise Sons andthrough the patient ministry of the In�nite Spirit. Without the bestowal servie of the Paradise Sonsand the loving ministry of the reatures of the In�nite Spirit, beings of material origin ould hardlyhope to attain the Eternal Son. And it is equally true: With the help and guidane of these elestialagenies the God-onsious mortal will ertainly attain Paradise and sometime stand in the personalpresene of this majesti Son of Sons.Even though the Eternal Son is the pattern of mortal personality attainment, you �nd it easier tograsp the reality of both the Father and the Spirit beause the Father is the atual bestower of yourhuman personality and the In�nite Spirit is the absolute soure of your mortal mind. But as youasend in the Paradise path of spiritual progression, the personality of the Eternal Son will beomeinreasingly real to you, and the reality of his in�nitely spiritual mind will beome more disernibleto your progressively spiritualizing mind.Never an the onept of the Eternal Son shine brightly in your material or subsequent morontialmind; not until you spiritize and ommene your spirit asension will the omprehension of thepersonality of the Eternal Son begin to equal the vividness of your onept of the personality of theCreator Son of Paradise origin who, in person and as a person, onetime inarnated and lived onUrantia as a man among men.Throughout your loal universe experiene the Creator Son, whose personality is omprehensibleby man, must ompensate for your inability to grasp the full signi�ane of the more exlusivelyspiritual, but none the less personal, Eternal Son of Paradise. As you progress through Orvontonand Havona, as you leave behind you the vivid piture and deep memories of the Creator Son ofyour loal universe, the passing of this material and morontia experiene will be ompensated byever-enlarging onepts and intensifying omprehension of the Eternal Son of Paradise, whose realityand nearness will ever augment as you progress Paradiseward.The Eternal Son is a grand and glorious personality. Although it is beyond the powers of themortal and material mind to grasp the atuality of the personality of suh an in�nite being, doubtnot, he is a person. I know whereof I speak. Times almost without number I have stood in thedivine presene of this Eternal Son and then journeyed forth in the universe to exeute his graious73



bidding.[Indited by a Divine Counselor assigned to formulate this statement depiting the Eternal Son ofParadise.℄
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Chapter 7Relation of the Eternal Son to theUniverseTHE Original Son is ever onerned with the exeution of the spiritual aspets of the Father'seternal purpose as it progressively unfolds in the phenomena of the evolving universes with theirmanifold groups of living beings. We do not fully omprehend this eternal plan, but the ParadiseSon undoubtedly does.The Son is like the Father in that he seeks to bestow everything possible of himself upon hiso-ordinate Sons and upon their subordinate Sons. And the Son shares the Father's self-distributivenature in the unstinted bestowal of himself upon the In�nite Spirit, their onjoint exeutive.As the upholder of spirit realities, the Seond Soure and Center is the eternal ounterpoise of theIsle of Paradise, whih so magni�ently upholds all things material. Thus is the First Soure andCenter forever revealed in the material beauty of the exquisite patterns of the entral Isle and in thespiritual values of the supernal personality of the Eternal Son.The Eternal Son is the atual upholder of the vast reation of spirit realities and spiritual beings.The spirit world is the habit, the personal ondut, of the Son, and the impersonal realities of spiritnature are always responsive to the will and purpose of the perfet personality of the Absolute Son.The Son is not, however, personally responsible for the ondut of all spirit personalities. Thewill of the personal reature is relatively free and hene determines the ations of suh volitionalbeings. Therefore the freewill spirit world is not always truly representative of the harater of theEternal Son, even as nature on Urantia is not truly revelatory of the perfetion and immutability ofParadise and Deity. But no matter what may haraterize the freewill ation of man or angel, theSon's eternal grasp of the universal gravity ontrol of all spirit realities ontinues as absolute.7.1 The Spirit-Gravity CiruitEverything taught onerning the immanene of God, his omnipresene, omnipotene, and omni-siene, is equally true of the Son in the spiritual domains. The pure and universal spirit gravityof all reation, this exlusively spiritual iruit, leads diretly bak to the person of the SeondSoure and Center on Paradise. He presides over the ontrol and operation of that ever-present andunerring spiritual grasp of all true spirit values. Thus does the Eternal Son exerise absolute spiritualsovereignty. He literally holds all spirit realities and all spiritualized values, as it were, in the hollowof his hand. The ontrol of universal spiritual gravity is universal spiritual sovereignty.This gravity ontrol of spiritual things operates independently of time and spae; therefore isspirit energy undiminished in transmission. Spirit gravity never su�ers time delays, nor does it75



undergo spae diminution. It does not derease in aordane with the square of the distane of itstransmission; the iruits of pure spirit power are not retarded by the mass of the material reation.And this transendene of time and spae by pure spirit energies is inherent in the absoluteness ofthe Son; it is not due to the interposition of the antigravity fores of the Third Soure and Center.Spirit realities respond to the drawing power of the enter of spiritual gravity in aordane withtheir qualitative value, their atual degree of spirit nature. Spirit substane (quality) is just asresponsive to spirit gravity as the organized energy of physial matter (quantity) is responsive tophysial gravity. Spiritual values and spirit fores are real. From the viewpoint of personality, spiritis the soul of reation; matter is the shadowy physial body.The reations and utuations of spirit gravity are ever true to the ontent of spiritual values, thequalitative spiritual status of an individual or a world. This drawing power is instantly responsiveto the inter- and intraspirit values of any universe situation or planetary ondition. Every time aspiritual reality atualizes in the universes, this hange neessitates the immediate and instantaneousreadjustment of spirit gravity. Suh a new spirit is atually a part of the Seond Soure and Center;and just as ertainly as mortal man beomes a spiritized being, he will attain the spiritual Son, theenter and soure of spirit gravity.The Son's spiritual drawing power is inherent to a lesser degree in many Paradise orders of sonship.For there do exist within the absolute spirit-gravity iruit those loal systems of spiritual attrationthat funtion in the lesser units of reation. Suh subabsolute foalizations of spirit gravity are a partof the divinity of the Creator personalities of time and spae and are orrelated with the emergingexperiential overontrol of the Supreme Being.Spirit-gravity pull and response thereto operate not only on the universe as a whole but also evenbetween individuals and groups of individuals. There is a spiritual ohesiveness among the spiritualand spiritized personalities of any world, rae, nation, or believing group of individuals. There is adiret attrativeness of a spirit nature between spiritually minded persons of like tastes and longings.The term kindred spirits is not wholly a �gure of speeh.Like the material gravity of Paradise, the spiritual gravity of the Eternal Son is absolute. Sinand rebellion may interfere with the operation of loal universe iruits, but nothing an suspendthe spirit gravity of the Eternal Son. The Luifer rebellion produed many hanges in your systemof inhabited worlds and on Urantia, but we do not observe that the resultant spiritual quarantineof your planet in the least a�eted the presene and funtion of either the omnipresent spirit of theEternal Son or the assoiated spirit-gravity iruit.All reations of the spirit-gravity iruit of the grand universe are preditable. We reognize allations and reations of the omnipresent spirit of the Eternal Son and �nd them to be dependable.In aordane with well-known laws, we an and do measure spiritual gravity just as man attemptsto ompute the workings of �nite physial gravity. There is an unvarying response of the Son's spiritto all spirit things, beings, and persons, and this response is always in aordane with the degree ofatuality (the qualitative degree of reality) of all suh spiritual values.But alongside this very dependable and preditable funtion of the spiritual presene of the Eter-nal Son, there are enountered phenomena whih are not so preditable in their reations. Suhphenomena probably indiate the o-ordinate ation of the Deity Absolute in the realms of emerg-ing spiritual potentials. We know that the spirit presene of the Eternal Son is the inuene of amajesti and in�nite personality, but we hardly regard the reations assoiated with the onjeturedperformanes of the Deity Absolute as personal.Viewed from the personality standpoint and by persons, the Eternal Son and the Deity Absoluteappear to be related in the following way: The Eternal Son dominates the realm of atual spiritualvalues, whereas the Deity Absolute seems to pervade the vast domain of potential spirit values. Allatual value of spirit nature �nds lodgment in the gravity grasp of the Eternal Son but, if potential,76



then apparently in the presene of the Deity Absolute.Spirit seems to emerge from the potentials of the Deity Absolute; evolving spirit �nds orrelationin the experiential and inomplete grasps of the Supreme and the Ultimate; spirit eventually �nds�nal destiny in the absolute grasp of the spiritual gravity of the Eternal Son. This appears to be theyle of experiential spirit, but existential spirit is inherent in the in�nity of the Seond Soure andCenter.7.2 The Administration of the Eternal SonOn Paradise the presene and personal ativity of the Original Son is profound, absolute in thespiritual sense. As we pass outward from Paradise through Havona and into the realms of the sevensuperuniverses, we detet less and less of the personal ativity of the Eternal Son. In the post-Havonauniverses the presene of the Eternal Son is personalized in the Paradise Sons, onditioned by theexperiential realities of the Supreme and the Ultimate, and o-ordinated with the unlimited spiritpotential of the Deity Absolute.In the entral universe the personal ativity of the Original Son is disernible in the exquisitespiritual harmony of the eternal reation. Havona is so marvelously perfet that the spiritual statusand the energy states of this pattern universe are in perfet and perpetual balane.In the superuniverses the Son is not personally present or resident; in these reations he maintainsonly a superpersonal representation. These spirit manifestations of the Son are not personal; theyare not in the personality iruit of the Universal Father. We know of no better term to use than todesignate them superpersonalities; and they are �nite beings; they are neither absonite nor absolute.The administration of the Eternal Son in the superuniverses, being exlusively spiritual and su-perpersonal, is not disernible by reature personalities. Nonetheless, the all-pervading spiritual urgeof the Son's personal inuene is enountered in every phase of the ativities of all setors of thedomains of the Anients of Days. In the loal universes, however, we observe the Eternal Son per-sonally present in the persons of the Paradise Sons. Here the in�nite Son spiritually and reativelyfuntions in the persons of the majesti orps of the o-ordinate Creator Sons.7.3 Relation of the Eternal Son to the IndividualIn the loal universe asent the mortals of time look to the Creator Son as the personal representativeof the Eternal Son. But when they begin the asent of the superuniverse training regime, the pilgrimsof time inreasingly detet the supernal presene of the inspiring spirit of the Eternal Son, and theyare able to pro�t by the intake of this ministry of spiritual energization. In Havona the asendersbeome still more onsious of the loving embrae of the all-pervading spirit of the Original Son. Atno stage of the entire mortal asension does the spirit of the Eternal Son indwell the mind or soulof the pilgrim of time, but his bene�ene is ever near and always onerned with the welfare andspiritual seurity of the advaning hildren of time.The spiritual-gravity pull of the Eternal Son onstitutes the inherent seret of the Paradise asen-sion of surviving human souls. All genuine spirit values and all bona �de spiritualized individualsare held within the unfailing grasp of the spiritual gravity of the Eternal Son. The mortal mind, forexample, initiates its areer as a material mehanism and is eventually mustered into the Corps ofthe Finality as a well-nigh perfeted spirit existene, beoming progressively less subjet to materialgravity and orrespondingly more responsive to the inward pulling urge of spirit gravity during thisentire experiene. The spirit-gravity iruit literally pulls the soul of man Paradiseward.77



The spirit-gravity iruit is the basi hannel for transmitting the genuine prayers of the believinghuman heart from the level of human onsiousness to the atual onsiousness of Deity. That whihrepresents true spiritual value in your petitions will be seized by the universal iruit of spirit gravityand will pass immediately and simultaneously to all divine personalities onerned. Eah will oupyhimself with that whih belongs to his personal provine. Therefore, in your pratial religiousexperiene, it is immaterial whether, in addressing your suppliations, you visualize the Creator Sonof your loal universe or the Eternal Son at the enter of all things.The disriminative operation of the spirit-gravity iruit might possibly be ompared to the fun-tions of the neural iruits in the material human body: Sensations travel inward over the neuralpaths; some are detained and responded to by the lower automati spinal enters; others pass on tothe less automati but habit-trained enters of the lower brain, while the most important and vitalinoming messages ash by these subordinate enters and are immediately registered in the highestlevels of human onsiousness.But how muh more perfet is the superb tehnique of the spiritual world! If anything originatesin your onsiousness that is fraught with supreme spiritual value, when one you give it expression,no power in the universe an prevent its ashing diretly to the Absolute Spirit Personality of allreation.Conversely, if your suppliations are purely material and wholly self-entered, there exists no planwhereby suh unworthy prayers an �nd lodgment in the spirit iruit of the Eternal Son. The ontentof any petition whih is not \spirit indited" an �nd no plae in the universal spiritual iruit; suhpurely sel�sh and material requests fall dead; they do not asend in the iruits of true spirit values.Suh words are as \sounding brass and a tinkling ymbal."It is the motivating thought, the spiritual ontent, that validates the mortal suppliation. Wordsare valueless.7.4 The Divine Perfetion PlansThe Eternal Son is in everlasting liaison with the Father in the suessful proseution of the divineplan of progress: the universal plan for the reation, evolution, asension, and perfetion of willreatures. And, in divine faithfulness, the Son is the eternal equal of the Father.The Father and his Son are as one in the formulation and proseution of this giganti attainmentplan for advaning the material beings of time to the perfetion of eternity. This projet for thespiritual elevation of the asendant souls of spae is a joint reation of the Father and the Son, andthey are, with the o-operation of the In�nite Spirit, engaged in assoiative exeution of their divinepurpose.This divine plan of perfetion attainment embraes three unique, though marvelously orrelated,enterprises of universal adventure:1. The Plan of Progressive Attainment. This is the Universal Father's plan of evolutionaryasension, a program unreservedly aepted by the Eternal Son when he onurred in the Father'sproposal, \Let us make mortal reatures in our own image." This provision for upstepping thereatures of time involves the Father's bestowal of the Thought Adjusters and the endowing ofmaterial reatures with the prerogatives of personality.2. The Bestowal Plan. The next universal plan is the great Father-revelation enterprise of theEternal Son and his o-ordinate Sons. This is the proposal of the Eternal Son and onsists of hisbestowal of the Sons of God upon the evolutionary reations, there to personalize and fatualize,to inarnate and make real, the love of the Father and the mery of the Son to the reatures of alluniverses. Inherent in the bestowal plan, and as a provisional feature of this ministration of love,78



the Paradise Sons at as rehabilitators of that whih misguided reature will has plaed in spiritualjeopardy. Whenever and wherever there ours a delay in the funtioning of the attainment plan, ifrebellion, perhane, should mar or ompliate this enterprise, then do the emergeny provisions ofthe bestowal plan beome ative forthwith. The Paradise Sons stand pledged and ready to funtionas retrievers, to go into the very realms of rebellion and there restore the spiritual status of thespheres. And suh a heroi servie a o-ordinate Creator Son did perform on Urantia in onnetionwith his experiential bestowal areer of sovereignty aquirement.3. The Plan of Mery Ministry. When the attainment plan and the bestowal plan had beenformulated and prolaimed, alone and of himself, the In�nite Spirit projeted and put in operationthe tremendous and universal enterprise of mery ministry. This is the servie so essential to thepratial and e�etive operation of both the attainment and the bestowal undertakings, and thespiritual personalities of the Third Soure and Center all partake of the spirit of mery ministrywhih is so muh a part of the nature of the Third Person of Deity. Not only in reation but also inadministration, the In�nite Spirit funtions truly and literally as the onjoint exeutive of the Fatherand the Son.The Eternal Son is the personal trustee, the divine ustodian, of the Father's universal planof reature asension. Having promulgated the universal mandate, \Be you perfet, even as I amperfet," the Father intrusted the exeution of this tremendous undertaking to the Eternal Son;and the Eternal Son shares the fostering of this supernal enterprise with his divine o-ordinate, theIn�nite Spirit. Thus do the Deities e�etively o-operate in the work of reation, ontrol, evolution,revelation, and ministration - and if required, in restoration and rehabilitation.7.5 The Spirit of BestowalThe Eternal Son without reservation joined with the Universal Father in broadasting that tremen-dous injuntion to all reation: \Be you perfet, even as your Father in Havona is perfet." And eversine, that invitation-ommand has motivated all the survival plans and the bestowal projets of theEternal Son and his vast family of o-ordinate and assoiated Sons. And in these very bestowals theSons of God have beome to all evolutionary reatures \the way, the truth, and the life."The Eternal Son annot ontat diretly with human beings as does the Father through the gift ofthe prepersonal Thought Adjusters, but the Eternal Son does draw near to reated personalities bya series of downstepping gradations of divine sonship until he is enabled to stand in man's preseneand, at times, as man himself.The purely personal nature of the Eternal Son is inapable of fragmentation. The Eternal Sonministers as a spiritual inuene or as a person, never otherwise. The Son �nds it impossible tobeome a part of reature experiene in the sense that the Father-Adjuster partiipates therein, butthe Eternal Son ompensates this limitation by the tehnique of bestowal. What the experiene offragmented entities means to the Universal Father, the inarnation experienes of the Paradise Sonsmean to the Eternal Son.The Eternal Son omes not to mortal man as the divine will, the Thought Adjuster indwelling thehuman mind, but the Eternal Son did ome to mortal man on Urantia when the divine personalityof his Son, Mihael of Nebadon, inarnated in the human nature of Jesus of Nazareth. To share theexperiene of reated personalities, the Paradise Sons of God must assume the very natures of suhreatures and inarnate their divine personalities as the atual reatures themselves. Inarnation,the seret of Sonarington, is the tehnique of the Son's esape from the otherwise all-enompassingfetters of personality absolutism.Long, long ago the Eternal Son bestowed himself upon eah of the iruits of the entral reation79



for the enlightenment and advanement of all the inhabitants and pilgrims of Havona, inluding theasending pilgrims of time. On none of these seven bestowals did he funtion as either an asenderor a Havoner. He existed as himself. His experiene was unique; it was not with or as a human orother pilgrim but in some way assoiative in the superpersonal sense.Neither did he pass through the rest that intervenes between the inner Havona iruit and theshores of Paradise. It is not possible for him, an absolute being, to suspend onsiousness of per-sonality, for in him enter all lines of spiritual gravity. And during the times of these bestowals theentral Paradise lodgment of spiritual luminosity was undimmed, and the Son's grasp of universalspirit gravity was undiminished.The bestowals of the Eternal Son in Havona are not within the sope of human imagination; theywere transendental. He added to the experiene of all Havona then and subsequently, but we do notknow whether he added to the supposed experiential apaity of his existential nature. That wouldfall within the bestowal mystery of the Paradise Sons. We do, however, believe that whatever theEternal Son aquired on these bestowal missions, he has ever sine retained; but we do not knowwhat it is.Whatever our diÆulty in omprehending the bestowals of the Seond Person of Deity, we doomprehend the Havona bestowal of a Son of the Eternal Son, who literally passed through theiruits of the entral universe and atually shared those experienes whih onstitute an asender'spreparation for Deity attainment. This was the original Mihael, the �rst-born Creator Son, andhe passed through the life experienes of the asending pilgrims from iruit to iruit, personallyjourneying a stage of eah irle with them in the days of Grandfanda, the �rst of all mortals toattain Havona.Whatever else this original Mihael revealed, he made the transendent bestowal of the OriginalMother Son real to the reatures of Havona. So real, that forevermore eah pilgrim of time wholabors in the adventure of making the Havona iruits is heered and strengthened by the ertainknowledge that the Eternal Son of God seven times abdiated the power and glory of Paradise topartiipate in the experienes of the time-spae pilgrims on the seven iruits of progressive Havonaattainment.The Eternal Son is the exemplary inspiration for all the Sons of God in their ministrations of be-stowal throughout the universes of time and spae. The o-ordinate Creator Sons and the assoiateMagisterial Sons, together with other unrevealed orders of sonship, all partake of this wonderful will-ingness to bestow themselves upon the varied orders of reature life and as the reatures themselves.Therefore, in spirit and beause of kinship of nature as well as fat of origin, it beomes true that inthe bestowal of eah Son of God upon the worlds of spae, in and through and by these bestowals,the Eternal Son has bestowed himself upon the intelligent will reatures of the universes.In spirit and nature, if not in all attributes, eah Paradise Son is a divinely perfet portraiture ofthe Original Son. It is literally true, whosoever has seen a Paradise Son has seen the Eternal Son ofGod.7.6 The Paradise Sons of GodThe lak of a knowledge of the multiple Sons of God is a soure of great onfusion on Urantia. Andthis ignorane persists in the fae of suh statements as the reord of a onlave of these divinepersonalities: \When the Sons of God prolaimed joy, and all of the Morning Stars sang together."Every millennium of setor standard time the various orders of the divine Sons forgather for theirperiodi onlaves.The Eternal Son is the personal soure of the adorable attributes of mery and servie whih80



so abundantly haraterize all orders of the desending Sons of God as they funtion throughoutreation. All the divine nature, if not all the in�nity of attributes, the Eternal Son unfailinglytransmits to the Paradise Sons who go out from the eternal Isle to reveal his divine harater to theuniverse of universes.The Original and Eternal Son is the o�spring-person of the \�rst" ompleted and in�nite thoughtof the Universal Father. Every time the Universal Father and the Eternal Son jointly projet anew, original, idential, unique, and absolute personal thought, that very instant this reative ideais perfetly and �nally personalized in the being and personality of a new and original Creator Son.In spirit nature, divine wisdom, and o-ordinate reative power, these Creator Sons are potentiallyequal with God the Father and God the Son.The Creator Sons go out from Paradise into the universes of time and, with the o-operation of theontrolling and reative agenies of the Third Soure and Center, omplete the organization of theloal universes of progressive evolution. These Sons are not attahed to, nor are they onerned with,the entral and universal ontrols of matter, mind, and spirit. Hene are they limited in their reativeats by the pre-existene, priority, and primay of the First Soure and Center and his o-ordinateAbsolutes. These Sons are able to administer only that whih they bring into existene. Absoluteadministration is inherent in priority of existene and is inseparable from eternity of presene. TheFather remains primal in the universes.Muh as the Creator Sons are personalized by the Father and the Son, so are the MagisterialSons personalized by the Son and the Spirit. These are the Sons who, in the experienes of reatureinarnation, earn the right to serve as the judges of survival in the reations of time and spae.The Father, Son, and Spirit also unite to personalize the versatile Trinity Teaher Sons, who rangethe grand universe as the supernal teahers of all personalities, human and divine. And there arenumerous other orders of Paradise sonship that have not been brought to the attention of Urantiamortals.Between the Original Mother Son and these hosts of Paradise Sons sattered throughout allreation, there is a diret and exlusive hannel of ommuniation, a hannel whose funtion isinherent in the quality of spiritual kinship whih unites them in bonds of near-absolute spiritualassoiation. This intersonship iruit is entirely di�erent from the universal iruit of spirit gravity,whih also enters in the person of the Seond Soure and Center. All Sons of God who take originin the persons of the Paradise Deities are in diret and onstant ommuniation with the EternalMother Son. And suh ommuniation is instantaneous; it is independent of time though sometimesonditioned by spae.The Eternal Son not only has at all times perfet knowledge onerning the status, thoughts, andmanifold ativities of all orders of Paradise sonship, but he also has perfetion of knowledge at alltimes regarding everything of spiritual value whih exists in the hearts of all reatures in the primaryentral reation of eternity and in the seondary time reations of the o-ordinate Creator Sons.7.7 The Supreme Revelation of the FatherThe Eternal Son is a omplete, exlusive, universal, and �nal revelation of the spirit and the person-ality of the Universal Father. All knowledge of, and information onerning, the Father must omefrom the Eternal Son and his Paradise Sons. The Eternal Son is from eternity and is wholly andwithout spiritual quali�ation one with the Father. In divine personality they are o-ordinate; inspiritual nature they are equal; in divinity they are idential.The harater of God ould not possibly be intrinsially improved upon in the person of theSon, for the divine Father is in�nitely perfet, but that harater and personality are ampli�ed, by81



divestment of the nonpersonal and nonspiritual, for revelation to reature beings. The First Soureand Center is muh more than a personality, but all of the spirit qualities of the father personalityof the First Soure and Center are spiritually present in the absolute personality of the Eternal Son.The primal Son and his Sons are engaged in making a universal revelation of the spiritual andpersonal nature of the Father to all reation. In the entral universe, the superuniverses, the loaluniverses, or on the inhabited planets, it is a Paradise Son who reveals the Universal Father to menand angels. The Eternal Son and his Sons reveal the avenue of reature approah to the UniversalFather. And even we of high origin understand the Father muh more fully as we study the revelationof his harater and personality in the Eternal Son and in the Sons of the Eternal Son.The Father omes down to you as a personality only through the divine Sons of the Eternal Son.And you attain the Father by this same living way; you asend to the Father by the guidane of thisgroup of divine Sons. And this remains true notwithstanding that your very personality is a diretbestowal of the Universal Father.In all these widespread ativities of the far-ung spiritual administration of the Eternal Son, donot forget that the Son is a person just as truly and atually as the Father is a person. Indeed, tobeings of the onetime human order the Eternal Son will be more easy to approah than the UniversalFather. In the progress of the pilgrims of time through the iruits of Havona, you will be ompetentto attain the Son long before you are prepared to disern the Father.More of the harater and meriful nature of the Eternal Son of mery you should omprehend asyou meditate on the revelation of these divine attributes whih was made in loving servie by yourown Creator Son, onetime Son of Man on earth, now the exalted sovereign of your loal universe -the Son of Man and the Son of God.[Indited by a Divine Counselor assigned to formulate this statement depiting the Eternal Son ofParadise.℄
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Chapter 8The In�nite SpiritBACK in eternity, when the Universal Father's \�rst" in�nite and absolute thought �nds in theEternal Son suh a perfet and adequate word for its divine expression, there ensues the supremedesire of both the Thought-God and the Word-God for a universal and in�nite agent of mutualexpression and ombined ation.In the dawn of eternity both the Father and the Son beome in�nitely ognizant of their mutualinterdependene, their eternal and absolute oneness; and therefore do they enter into an in�nite andeverlasting ovenant of divine partnership. This never-ending ompat is made for the exeution oftheir united onepts throughout all of the irle of eternity; and ever sine this eternity event theFather and the Son ontinue in this divine union.We are now fae to fae with the eternity origin of the In�nite Spirit, the Third Person of Deity.The very instant that God the Father and God the Son onjointly oneive an idential and in�niteation - the exeution of an absolute thought-plan - that very moment, the In�nite Spirit springsfull-edgedly into existene.In thus reiting the order of the origin of the Deities, I do so merely to enable you to think oftheir relationship. In reality they are all three existent from eternity; they are existential. They arewithout beginning or ending of days; they are o-ordinate, supreme, ultimate, absolute, and in�nite.They are and always have been and ever shall be. And they are three distintly individualized buteternally assoiated persons, God the Father, God the Son, and God the Spirit.8.1 The God of AtionIn the eternity of the past, upon the personalization of the In�nite Spirit the divine personality ylebeomes perfet and omplete. The God of Ation is existent, and the vast stage of spae is setfor the stupendous drama of reation - the universal adventure - the divine panorama of the eternalages.The �rst at of the In�nite Spirit is the inspetion and reognition of his divine parents, theFather-Father and the Mother-Son. He, the Spirit, unquali�edly identi�es both of them. He is fullyognizant of their separate personalities and in�nite attributes as well as of their ombined natureand united funtion. Next, voluntarily, with transendent willingness and inspiring spontaneity, theThird Person of Deity, notwithstanding his equality with the First and Seond Persons, pledgeseternal loyalty to God the Father and aknowledges everlasting dependene upon God the Son.Inherent in the nature of this transation and in mutual reognition of the personality indepen-dene of eah and the exeutive union of all three, the yle of eternity is established. The ParadiseTrinity is existent. The stage of universal spae is set for the manifold and never-ending panorama of83



the reative unfolding of the purpose of the Universal Father through the personality of the EternalSon and by the exeution of the God of Ation, the exeutive ageny for the reality performanes ofthe Father-Son reator partnership.The God of Ation funtions and the dead vaults of spae are astir. One billion perfet spheres ashinto existene. Prior to this hypothetial eternity moment the spae-energies inherent in Paradise areexistent and potentially operative, but they have no atuality of being; neither an physial gravitybe measured exept by the reation of material realities to its inessant pull. There is no materialuniverse at this (assumed) eternally distant moment, but the very instant that one billion worldsmaterialize, there is in evidene gravity suÆient and adequate to hold them in the everlasting graspof Paradise.There now ashes through the reation of the Gods the seond form of energy, and this outowingspirit is instantly grasped by the spiritual gravity of the Eternal Son. Thus the twofold gravity-embraed universe is touhed with the energy of in�nity and immersed in the spirit of divinity. Inthis way is the soil of life prepared for the onsiousness of mind made manifest in the assoiatedintelligene iruits of the In�nite Spirit.Upon these seeds of potential existene, di�used throughout the entral reation of the Gods, theFather ats, and reature personality appears. Then does the presene of the Paradise Deities �ll allorganized spae and begin e�etively to draw all things and beings Paradiseward.The In�nite Spirit eternalizes onurrently with the birth of the Havona worlds, this entraluniverse being reated by him and with him and in him in obediene to the ombined oneptsand united wills of the Father and the Son. The Third Person deitizes by this very at of onjointreation, and he thus forever beomes the Conjoint Creator.These are the grand and awful times of the reative expansion of the Father and the Son by, andin, the ation of their onjoint assoiate and exlusive exeutive, the Third Soure and Center. Thereexists no reord of these stirring times. We have only the meager dislosures of the In�nite Spirit tosubstantiate these mighty transations, and he merely veri�es the fat that the entral universe andall that pertains thereto eternalized simultaneously with his attainment of personality and onsiousexistene.In brief, the In�nite Spirit testi�es that, sine he is eternal, so also is the entral universe eternal.And this is the traditional starting point of the history of the universe of universes. Absolutelynothing is known, and no reords are in existene, regarding any event or transation prior tothis stupendous eruption of reative energy and administrative wisdom that rystallized the vastuniverse whih exists, and so exquisitely funtions, at the enter of all things. Beyond this event liethe unsearhable transations of eternity and the depths of in�nity - absolute mystery.And we thus portray the sequential origin of the Third Soure and Center as an interpretativeondesension to the time-bound and spae-onditioned mind of mortal reatures. The mind ofman must have a starting point for the visualization of universe history, and I have been diretedto provide this tehnique of approah to the histori onept of eternity. In the material mind,onsisteny demands a First Cause; therefore do we postulate the Universal Father as the FirstSoure and the Absolute Center of all reation, at the same time instruting all reature minds thatthe Son and the Spirit are oeternal with the Father in all phases of universe history and in all realmsof reative ativity. And we do this without in any sense being disregardful of the reality and eternityof the Isle of Paradise and of the Unquali�ed, Universal, and Deity Absolutes.It is enough of a reah of the material mind of the hildren of time to oneive of the Father ineternity. We know that any hild an best relate himself to reality by �rst mastering the relationshipsof the hild-parent situation and then by enlarging this onept to embrae the family as a whole.Subsequently the growing mind of the hild will be able to adjust to the onept of family relations,to relationships of the ommunity, the rae, and the world, and then to those of the universe, the84



superuniverse, even the universe of universes.8.2 Nature of the In�nite SpiritThe Conjoint Creator is from eternity and is wholly and without quali�ation one with the UniversalFather and the Eternal Son. The In�nite Spirit reets in perfetion not only the nature of theParadise Father but also the nature of the Original Son.The Third Soure and Center is known by numerous titles: the Universal Spirit, the SupremeGuide, the Conjoint Creator, the Divine Exeutive, the In�nite Mind, the Spirit of Spirits, theParadise Mother Spirit, the Conjoint Ator, the Final Co-ordinator, the Omnipresent Spirit, theAbsolute Intelligene, the Divine Ation; and on Urantia he is sometimes onfused with the osmimind.It is altogether proper to denominate the Third Person of Deity the In�nite Spirit, for God isspirit. But material reatures who tend towards the error of viewing matter as basi reality andmind, together with spirit, as postulates rooted in matter, would better omprehend the ThirdSoure and Center if he were alled the In�nite Reality, the Universal Organizer, or the PersonalityCo-ordinator.The In�nite Spirit, as a universe revelation of divinity, is unsearhable and utterly beyond humanomprehension. To sense the absoluteness of the Spirit, you need only ontemplate the in�nity ofthe Universal Father and stand in awe of the eternity of the Original Son.There is mystery indeed in the person of the In�nite Spirit but not so muh as in the Fatherand the Son. Of all aspets of the Father's nature, the Conjoint Creator most strikingly disloseshis in�nity. Even if the master universe eventually expands to in�nity, the spirit presene, energyontrol, and mind potential of the Conjoint Ator will be found adequate to meet the demands ofsuh a limitless reation.Though in every way sharing the perfetion, the righteousness, and the love of the UniversalFather, the In�nite Spirit inlines towards the mery attributes of the Eternal Son, thus beomingthe mery minister of the Paradise Deities to the grand universe. Ever and always - universally andeternally - the Spirit is a mery minister, for, as the divine Sons reveal the love of God, so the divineSpirit depits the mery of God.It is not possible that the Spirit ould have more of goodness than the Father sine all goodnesstakes origin in the Father, but in the ats of the Spirit we an the better omprehend suh goodness.The Father's faithfulness and the Son's onstany are made very real to the spirit beings and thematerial reatures of the spheres by the loving ministry and easeless servie of the personalities ofthe In�nite Spirit.The Conjoint Creator inherits all the Father's beauty of thought and harater of truth. Andthese sublime traits of divinity are o-ordinated in the near-supreme levels of the osmi mind insubordination to the in�nite and eternal wisdom of the unonditioned and limitless mind of the ThirdSoure and Center.8.3 Relation of the Spirit to the Father and the SonAs the Eternal Son is the word expression of the \�rst" absolute and in�nite thought of the UniversalFather, so the Conjoint Ator is the perfet exeution of the \�rst" ompleted reative onept orplan for ombined ation by the Father-Son personality partnership of absolute thought-word union.The Third Soure and Center eternalizes onurrently with the entral or �at reation, and only this85



entral reation is eternal in existene among universes.Sine the personalization of the Third Soure, the First Soure no more personally partiipatesin universe reation. The Universal Father delegates everything possible to his Eternal Son; likewisedoes the Eternal Son bestow all possible authority and power upon the Conjoint Creator.The Eternal Son and the Conjoint Creator have, as partners and through their o-ordinate per-sonalities, planned and fashioned every post-Havona universe whih has been brought into existene.The Spirit sustains the same personal relation to the Son in all subsequent reation that the Sonsustains to the Father in the �rst and entral reation.A Creator Son of the Eternal Son and a Creative Spirit of the In�nite Spirit reated you and youruniverse; and while the Father in faithfulness upholds that whih they have organized, it devolvesupon this Universe Son and this Universe Spirit to foster and sustain their work as well as to ministerto the reatures of their own making.The In�nite Spirit is the e�etive agent of the all-loving Father and the all-meriful Son for theexeution of their onjoint projet of drawing to themselves all truth-loving souls on all the worlds oftime and spae. The very instant the Eternal Son aepted his Father's plan of perfetion attainmentfor the reatures of the universes, the moment the asension projet beame a Father-Son plan, thatinstant the In�nite Spirit beame the onjoint administrator of the Father and the Son for theexeution of their united and eternal purpose. And in so doing the In�nite Spirit pledged all hisresoures of divine presene and of spirit personalities to the Father and the Son; he has dediatedall to the stupendous plan of exalting surviving will reatures to the divine heights of Paradiseperfetion.The In�nite Spirit is a omplete, exlusive, and universal revelation of the Universal Father andhis Eternal Son. All knowledge of the Father-Son partnership must be had through the In�niteSpirit, the onjoint representative of the divine thought-word union.The Eternal Son is the only avenue of approah to the Universal Father, and the In�nite Spiritis the only means of attaining the Eternal Son. Only by the patient ministry of the Spirit are theasendant beings of time able to disover the Son.At the enter of all things the In�nite Spirit is the �rst of the Paradise Deities to be attained bythe asending pilgrims. The Third Person enshrouds the Seond and the First Persons and thereforemust always be �rst reognized by all who are andidates for presentation to the Son and his Father.And in many other ways does the Spirit equally represent and similarly serve the Father and theSon.8.4 The Spirit of Divine MinistryParalleling the physial universe wherein Paradise gravity holds all things together is the spiritualuniverse wherein the word of the Son interprets the thought of God and, when \made esh," demon-strates the loving mery of the ombined nature of the assoiated Creators. But in and through allthis material and spiritual reation there is a vast stage whereon the In�nite Spirit and his spirito�spring show forth the ombined mery, patiene, and everlasting a�etion of the divine parentstowards the intelligent hildren of their o-operative devising and making. Everlasting ministry tomind is the essene of the Spirit's divine harater. And all the spirit o�spring of the Conjoint Atorpartake of this desire to minister, this divine urge to servie.God is love, the Son is mery, the Spirit is ministry - the ministry of divine love and endless meryto all intelligent reation. The Spirit is the personi�ation of the Father's love and the Son's mery;in him are they eternally united for universal servie. The Spirit is love applied to the reature86



reation, the ombined love of the Father and the Son.On Urantia the In�nite Spirit is known as an omnipresent inuene, a universal presene, butin Havona you shall know him as a personal presene of atual ministry. Here the ministry ofthe Paradise Spirit is the exemplary and inspiring pattern for eah of his o-ordinate Spirits andsubordinate personalities ministering to the reated beings on the worlds of time and spae. In thisdivine universe the In�nite Spirit fully partiipated in the seven transendental appearanes of theEternal Son; likewise did he partiipate with the original Mihael Son in the seven bestowals uponthe iruits of Havona, thereby beoming the sympatheti and understanding spirit minister to everypilgrim of time traversing these perfet irles on high.When a Creator Son of God aepts the reatorship harge of responsibility for a projeted loaluniverse, the personalities of the In�nite Spirit pledge themselves as the tireless ministers of thisMihael Son when he goes forth on his mission of reative adventure. Espeially in the persons ofthe Creative Daughters, the loal universe Mother Spirits, do we �nd the In�nite Spirit devoted tothe task of fostering the asension of the material reatures to higher and higher levels of spiritualattainment. And all this work of reature ministry is done in perfet harmony with the purposes,and in lose assoiation with the personalities, of the Creator Sons of these loal universes.As the Sons of God are engaged in the giganti task of revealing the Father's personality of love toa universe, so is the In�nite Spirit dediated to the unending ministry of revealing the ombined loveof the Father and the Son to the individual minds of all the hildren of eah universe. In these loalreations the Spirit does not ome down to the material raes in the likeness of mortal esh as doertain of the Sons of God, but the In�nite Spirit and his o-ordinate Spirits do downstep themselves,do joyfully undergo an amazing series of divinity attenuations, until they appear as angels to standby your side and guide you through the lowly paths of earthly existene.By this very diminishing series the In�nite Spirit does atually, and as a person, draw very near toevery being of the animal-origin spheres. And all this the Spirit does without in the least invalidatinghis existene as the Third Person of Deity at the enter of all things.The Conjoint Creator is truly and forever the great ministering personality, the universal meryminister. To omprehend the ministry of the Spirit, ponder the truth that he is the ombinedportrayal of the Father's unending love and of the Son's eternal mery. The Spirit's ministry is not,however, restrited solely to the representation of the Eternal Son and the Universal Father. TheIn�nite Spirit also possesses the power to minister to the reatures of the realm in his own name andright; the Third Person is of divine dignity and also bestows the universal ministry of mery in hisown behalf.As man learns more of the loving and tireless ministry of the lower orders of the reature familyof this In�nite Spirit, he will all the more admire and adore the transendent nature and mathlessharater of this ombined Ation of the Universal Father and the Eternal Son. Indeed is this Spirit\the eyes of the Lord whih are ever over the righteous" and \the divine ears whih are ever open totheir prayers."8.5 The Presene of GodThe outstanding attribute of the In�nite Spirit is omnipresene. Throughout all the universe ofuniverses there is everywhere present this all-pervading spirit, whih is so akin to the presene of auniversal and divine mind. Both the Seond Person and the Third Person of Deity are representedon all worlds by their ever-present spirits.The Father is in�nite and is therefore limited only by volition. In the bestowal of Adjusters andin the eniruitment of personality, the Father ats alone, but in the ontat of spirit fores with87



intelligent beings, he utilizes the spirits and personalities of the Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit.He is at will spiritually present equally with the Son or with the Conjoint Ator; he is present withthe Son and in the Spirit. The Father is most ertainly everywhere present, and we disern hispresene by and through any and all of these diverse but assoiated fores, inuenes, and presenes.In your sared writings the term Spirit of God seems to be used interhangeably to designateboth the In�nite Spirit on Paradise and the Creative Spirit of your loal universe. The Holy Spiritis the spiritual iruit of this Creative Daughter of the Paradise In�nite Spirit. The Holy Spirit is airuit indigenous to eah loal universe and is on�ned to the spiritual realm of that reation; butthe In�nite Spirit is omnipresent.There are many spiritual inuenes, and they are all as one. Even the work of the ThoughtAdjusters, though independent of all other inuenes, unvaryingly oinides with the spirit ministryof the ombined inuenes of the In�nite Spirit and a loal universe Mother Spirit. As these spiritualpresenes operate in the lives of Urantians, they annot be segregated. In your minds and upon yoursouls they funtion as one spirit, notwithstanding their diverse origins. And as this united spiritualministration is experiened, it beomes to you the inuene of the Supreme, \who is ever able tokeep you from failing and to present you blameless before your Father on high."Ever remember that the In�nite Spirit is the Conjoint Ator; both the Father and the Son arefuntioning in and through him; he is present not only as himself but also as the Father and as theSon and as the Father-Son. In reognition of this and for many additional reasons the spirit preseneof the In�nite Spirit is often referred to as \the spirit of God."It would also be onsistent to refer to the liaison of all spiritual ministry as the spirit of God, forsuh a liaison is truly the union of the spirits of God the Father, God the Son, God the Spirit, andGod the Sevenfold - even the spirit of God the Supreme.8.6 Personality of the In�nite SpiritDo not allow the widespread bestowal and the far-ung distribution of the Third Soure and Centerto obsure or otherwise detrat from the fat of his personality. The In�nite Spirit is a universepresene, an eternal ation, a osmi power, a holy inuene, and a universal mind; he is all of theseand in�nitely more, but he is also a true and divine personality.The In�nite Spirit is a omplete and perfet personality, the divine equal and o-ordinate of theUniversal Father and the Eternal Son. The Conjoint Creator is just as real and visible to the higherintelligenes of the universes as are the Father and the Son; indeed more so, for it is the Spirit whomall asenders must attain before they may approah the Father through the Son.The In�nite Spirit, the Third Person of Deity, is possessed of all the attributes whih you assoiatewith personality. The Spirit is endowed with absolute mind: \The Spirit searhes all things, even thedeep things of God." The Spirit is endowed not only with mind but also with will. In the bestowalof his gifts it is reorded: \But all these works that one and the selfsame Spirit, dividing to everyman severally and as he wills."\The love of the Spirit" is real, as also are his sorrows; therefore \Grieve not the Spirit of God."Whether we observe the In�nite Spirit as Paradise Deity or as a loal universe Creative Spirit, we�nd that the Conjoint Creator is not only the Third Soure and Center but also a divine person.This divine personality also reats to the universe as a person. The Spirit speaks to you, \He whohas an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says." \The Spirit himself makes interession for you." TheSpirit exerts a diret and personal inuene upon reated beings, \For as many as are led by theSpirit of God, they are the sons of God."Even though we behold the phenomenon of the ministry of the In�nite Spirit to the remote worlds88



of the universe of universes, even though we envisage this same o-ordinating Deity ating in andthrough the untold legions of the manifold beings who take origin in the Third Soure and Center,even though we reognize the omnipresene of the Spirit, nonetheless, we still aÆrm that this sameThird Soure and Center is a person, the Conjoint Creator of all things and all beings and alluniverses.In the administration of universes the Father, Son, and Spirit are perfetly and eternally interas-soiated. Though eah is engaged in a personal ministry to all reation, all three are divinely andabsolutely interloked in a servie of reation and ontrol whih forever makes them one.In the person of the In�nite Spirit the Father and the Son are mutually present, always and inunquali�ed perfetion, for the Spirit is like the Father and like the Son, and also like the Father andthe Son as they two are forever one.[Presented on Urantia by a Divine Counselor of Uversa ommissioned by the Anients of Days toportray the nature and work of the In�nite Spirit.℄
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Chapter 9Relation of the In�nite Spirit to theUniverseA STRANGE thing ourred when, in the presene of Paradise, the Universal Father and the EternalSon unite to personalize themselves. Nothing in this eternity situation foreshadows that the ConjointAtor would personalize as an unlimited spirituality o-ordinated with absolute mind and endowedwith unique prerogatives of energy manipulation. His oming into being ompletes the Father'sliberation from the bonds of entralized perfetion and from the fetters of personality absolutism.And this liberation is dislosed in the amazing power of the Conjoint Creator to reate beings welladapted to serve as ministering spirits even to the material reatures of the subsequently evolvinguniverses.The Father is in�nite in love and volition, in spiritual thought and purpose; he is the universalupholder. The Son is in�nite in wisdom and truth, in spiritual expression and interpretation; heis the universal revealer. Paradise is in�nite in potential for fore endowment and in apaity forenergy dominane; it is the universal stabilizer. The Conjoint Ator possesses unique prerogativesof synthesis, in�nite apaity to o-ordinate all existing universe energies, all atual universe spirits,and all real universe intellets; the Third Soure and Center is the universal uni�er of the manifoldenergies and diverse reations whih have appeared in onsequene of the divine plan and the eternalpurpose of the Universal Father.The In�nite Spirit, the Conjoint Creator, is a universal and divine minister. The Spirit uneasinglyministers the Son's mery and the Father's love, even in harmony with the stable, unvarying, andrighteous justie of the Paradise Trinity. His inuene and personalities are ever near you; they reallyknow and truly understand you.Throughout the universes the agenies of the Conjoint Ator easelessly manipulate the foresand energies of all spae. Like the First Soure and Center, the Third is responsive to both thespiritual and the material. The Conjoint Ator is the revelation of the unity of God, in whom allthings onsist - things, meanings, and values; energies, minds, and spirits.The In�nite Spirit pervades all spae; he indwells the irle of eternity; and the Spirit, like theFather and the Son, is perfet and hangeless - absolute.9.1 Attributes of the Third Soure and CenterThe Third Soure and Center is known by many names, all designative of relationship and in reog-nition of funtion: As God the Spirit, he is the personality o-ordinate and divine equal of Godthe Son and God the Father. As the In�nite Spirit, he is an omnipresent spiritual inuene. As91



the Universal Manipulator, he is the anestor of the power-ontrol reatures and the ativator ofthe osmi fores of spae. As the Conjoint Ator, he is the joint representative and partnershipexeutive of the Father-Son. As the Absolute Mind, he is the soure of the endowment of intelletthroughout the universes. As the God of Ation, he is the apparent anestor of motion, hange, andrelationship.Some of the attributes of the Third Soure and Center are derived from the Father, some from theSon, while still others are not observed to be atively and personally present in either the Father or theSon - attributes that an hardly be explained exept by assuming that the Father-Son partnershipwhih eternalizes the Third Soure and Center onsistently funtions in onsonane with, and inreognition of, the eternal fat of the absoluteness of Paradise. The Conjoint Creator embodies thefullness of the ombined and in�nite onepts of the First and Seond Persons of Deity.While you envisage the Father as an original reator and the Son as a spiritual administrator,you should think of the Third Soure and Center as a universal o-ordinator, a minister of unlimitedo-operation. The Conjoint Ator is the orrelator of all atual reality; he is the Deity repositoryof the Father's thought and the Son's word and in ation is eternally regardful of the materialabsoluteness of the entral Isle. The Paradise Trinity has ordained the universal order of progress,and the providene of God is the domain of the Conjoint Creator and the evolving Supreme Being.No atual or atualizing reality an esape eventual relationship with the Third Soure and Center.The Universal Father presides over the realms of pre-energy, prespirit, and personality; the EternalSon dominates the spheres of spiritual ativities; the presene of the Isle of Paradise uni�es the domainof physial energy and materializing power; the Conjoint Ator operates not only as an in�nite spiritrepresenting the Son but also as a universal manipulator of the fores and energies of Paradise, thusbringing into existene the universal and absolute mind. The Conjoint Ator funtions throughoutthe grand universe as a positive and distint personality, espeially in the higher spheres of spiritualvalues, physial-energy relationships, and true mind meanings. He funtions spei�ally whereverand whenever energy and spirit assoiate and interat; he dominates all reations with mind, wieldsgreat power in the spiritual world, and exerts a mighty inuene over energy and matter. At alltimes the Third Soure is expressive of the nature of the First Soure and Center.The Third Soure and Center perfetly and without quali�ation shares the omnipresene of theFirst Soure and Center, sometimes being alled the Omnipresent Spirit. In a peuliar and verypersonal manner the God of mind shares the omnisiene of the Universal Father and his EternalSon; the knowledge of the Spirit is profound and omplete. The Conjoint Creator manifests ertainphases of the omnipotene of the Universal Father but is atually omnipotent only in the domainof mind. The Third Person of Deity is the intelletual enter and the universal administrator of themind realms; herein is he absolute - his sovereignty is unquali�ed.The Conjoint Ator seems to be motivated by the Father-Son partnership, but all his ationsappear to reognize the Father-Paradise relationship. At times and in ertain funtions he seems toompensate for the inompleteness of the development of the experiential Deities - God the Supremeand God the Ultimate.And herein is an in�nite mystery: That the In�nite simultaneously revealed his in�nity in the Sonand as Paradise, and then there springs into existene a being equal to God in divinity, reetiveof the Son's spiritual nature, and apable of ativating the Paradise pattern, a being provisionallysubordinate in sovereignty but in many ways apparently the most versatile in ation. And suhapparent superiority in ation is dislosed in an attribute of the Third Soure and Center whih issuperior even to physial gravity - the universal manifestation of the Isle of Paradise.In addition to this superontrol of energy and things physial, the In�nite Spirit is superblyendowed with those attributes of patiene, mery, and love whih are so exquisitely revealed in hisspiritual ministry. The Spirit is supremely ompetent to minister love and to overshadow justie92



with mery. God the Spirit possesses all the supernal kindness and meriful a�etion of the Originaland Eternal Son. The universe of your origin is being forged out between the anvil of justie and thehammer of su�ering; but those who wield the hammer are the hildren of mery, the spirit o�springof the In�nite Spirit.9.2 The Omnipresent SpiritGod is spirit in a threefold sense: He himself is spirit; in his Son he appears as spirit withoutquali�ation; in the Conjoint Ator, as spirit allied with mind. And in addition to these spiritualrealities, we think we disern levels of experiential spirit phenomena - the spirits of the SupremeBeing, Ultimate Deity, and Deity Absolute.The In�nite Spirit is just as muh a omplement of the Eternal Son as the Son is a omplementof the Universal Father. The Eternal Son is a spiritualized personalization of the Father; the In�niteSpirit is a personalized spiritualization of the Eternal Son and the Universal Father.There are many untrammeled lines of spiritual fore and soures of supermaterial power linkingthe people of Urantia diretly with the Deities of Paradise. There exist the onnetion of the ThoughtAdjusters diret with the Universal Father, the widespread inuene of the spiritual-gravity urge ofthe Eternal Son, and the spiritual presene of the Conjoint Creator. There is a di�erene in funtionbetween the spirit of the Son and the spirit of the Spirit. The Third Person in his spiritual ministrymay funtion as mind plus spirit or as spirit alone.In addition to these Paradise presenes, Urantians bene�t by the spiritual inuenes and ativitiesof the loal and the superuniverse, with their almost endless array of loving personalities who everlead the true of purpose and the honest of heart upward and inward towards the ideals of divinityand the goal of supreme perfetion.The presene of the universal spirit of the Eternal Son we know - we an unmistakably reognizeit. The presene of the In�nite Spirit, the Third Person of Deity, even mortal man may know, formaterial reatures an atually experiene the bene�ene of this divine inuene whih funtions asthe Holy Spirit of loal universe bestowal upon the raes of mankind. Human beings an also in somedegree beome onsious of the Adjuster, the impersonal presene of the Universal Father. Thesedivine spirits whih work for man's uplifting and spiritualization all at in unison and in perfet o-operation. They are as one in the spiritual operation of the plans of mortal asension and perfetionattainment.9.3 The Universal ManipulatorThe Isle of Paradise is the soure and substane of physial gravity; and that should be suÆient toinform you that gravity is one of the most real and eternally dependable things in the whole physialuniverse of universes. Gravity annot be modi�ed or annulled exept by the fores and energiesonjointly sponsored by the Father and the Son, whih have been intrusted to, and are funtionallyassoiated with, the person of the Third Soure and Center.The In�nite Spirit possesses a unique and amazing power - antigravity. This power is not fun-tionally (observably) present in either the Father or the Son. This ability to withstand the pull ofmaterial gravity, inherent in the Third Soure, is revealed in the personal reations of the ConjointAtor to ertain phases of universe relationships. And this unique attribute is transmissible to ertainof the higher personalities of the In�nite Spirit.Antigravity an annul gravity within a loal frame; it does so by the exerise of equal fore93



presene. It operates only with referene to material gravity, and it is not the ation of mind. Thegravity-resistant phenomenon of a gyrosope is a fair illustration of the e�et of antigravity but ofno value to illustrate the ause of antigravity.Still further does the Conjoint Ator display powers whih an transend fore and neutralizeenergy. Suh powers operate by slowing down energy to the point of materialization and by othertehniques unknown to you.The Conjoint Creator is not energy nor the soure of energy nor the destiny of energy; he is themanipulator of energy. The Conjoint Creator is ation - motion, hange, modi�ation, o-ordination,stabilization, and equilibrium. The energies subjet to the diret or indiret ontrol of Paradise areby nature responsive to the ats of the Third Soure and Center and his manifold agenies.The universe of universes is permeated by the power-ontrol reatures of the Third Soure andCenter: physial ontrollers, power diretors, power enters, and other representatives of the Godof Ation who have to do with the regulation and stabilization of physial energies. These uniquereatures of physial funtion all possess varying attributes of power ontrol, suh as antigravity,whih they utilize in their e�orts to establish the physial equilibrium of the matter and energies ofthe grand universe.All these material ativities of the God of Ation appear to relate his funtion to the Isle ofParadise, and indeed the agenies of power are all regardful of, even dependent on, the absolutenessof the eternal Isle. But the Conjoint Ator does not at for, or in response to, Paradise. He ats,personally, for the Father and the Son. Paradise is not a person. The nonpersonal, impersonal, andotherwise not personal doings of the Third Soure and Center are all volitional ats of the ConjointAtor himself; they are not reetions, derivations, or reperussions of anything or anybody.Paradise is the pattern of in�nity; the God of Ation is the ativator of that pattern. Paradiseis the material fulrum of in�nity; the agenies of the Third Soure and Center are the levers ofintelligene whih motivate the material level and injet spontaneity into the mehanism of thephysial reation.9.4 The Absolute MindThere is an intelletual nature of the Third Soure and Center that is distint from his physial andspiritual attributes. Suh a nature is hardly ontatable, but it is assoiable - intelletually thoughnot personally. It is distinguishable from the physial attributes and the spiritual harater of theThird Person on mind levels of funtion, but to the disernment of personalities this nature neverfuntions independently of physial or spiritual manifestations.The absolute mind is the mind of the Third Person; it is inseparable from the personality of Godthe Spirit. Mind, in funtioning beings, is not separated from energy or spirit, or both. Mind isnot inherent in energy; energy is reeptive and responsive to mind; mind an be superimposed uponenergy, but onsiousness is not inherent in the purely material level. Mind does not have to be addedto pure spirit, for spirit is innately onsious and identifying. Spirit is always intelligent, minded insome way. It may be this mind or that mind, it may be premind or supermind, even spirit mind,but it does the equivalent of thinking and knowing. The insight of spirit transends, supervenes, andtheoretially antedates the onsiousness of mind.The Conjoint Creator is absolute only in the domain of mind, in the realms of universal intelligene.The mind of the Third Soure and Center is in�nite; it utterly transends the ative and funtioningmind iruits of the universe of universes. The mind endowment of the seven superuniverses isderived from the Seven Master Spirits, the primary personalities of the Conjoint Creator. TheseMaster Spirits distribute mind to the grand universe as the osmi mind, and your loal universe is94



pervaded by the Nebadon variant of the Orvonton type of osmi mind.In�nite mind ignores time, ultimate mind transends time, osmi mind is onditioned by time.And so with spae: The In�nite Mind is independent of spae, but as desent is made from the in�niteto the adjutant levels of mind, intellet must inreasingly rekon with the fat and limitations of spae.Cosmi fore responds to mind even as osmi mind responds to spirit. Spirit is divine purpose,and spirit mind is divine purpose in ation. Energy is thing, mind is meaning, spirit is value. Evenin time and spae, mind establishes those relative relationships between energy and spirit whih aresuggestive of mutual kinship in eternity.Mind transmutes the values of spirit into the meanings of intellet; volition has power to bring themeanings of mind to fruit in both the material and spiritual domains. The Paradise asent involvesa relative and di�erential growth in spirit, mind, and energy. The personality is the uni�er of theseomponents of experiential individuality.9.5 The Ministry of MindThe Third Soure and Center is in�nite in mind. If the universe should grow to in�nity, still hismind potential would be adequate to endow limitless numbers of reatures with suitable minds andother prerequisites of intellet.In the domain of reated mind the Third Person, with his o-ordinate and subordinate assoiates,rules supreme. The realms of reature mind are of exlusive origin in the Third Soure and Center;he is the bestower of mind. Even the Father fragments �nd it impossible to indwell the minds ofmen until the way has been properly prepared for them by the mind ation and spiritual funtion ofthe In�nite Spirit.The unique feature of mind is that it an be bestowed upon suh a wide range of life. Through hisreative and reature assoiates the Third Soure and Center ministers to all minds on all spheres. Heministers to human and subhuman intellet through the adjutants of the loal universes and, throughthe ageny of the physial ontrollers, ministers even to the lowest nonexperiening entities of themost primitive types of living things. And always is the diretion of mind a ministry of mind-spiritor mind-energy personalities.Sine the Third Person of Deity is the soure of mind, it is quite natural that the evolutionary willreatures �nd it easier to form omprehensible onepts of the In�nite Spirit than they do of eitherthe Eternal Son or the Universal Father. The reality of the Conjoint Creator is dislosed imperfetlyin the very existene of human mind. The Conjoint Creator is the anestor of the osmi mind, andthe mind of man is an individualized iruit, an impersonal portion, of that osmi mind as it isbestowed in a loal universe by a Creative Daughter of the Third Soure and Center.Beause the Third Person is the soure of mind, do not presume to rekon that all phenomenaof mind are divine. Human intellet is rooted in the material origin of the animal raes. Universeintelligene is no more a true revelation of God who is mind than is physial nature a true revelationof the beauty and harmony of Paradise. Perfetion is in nature, but nature is not perfet. TheConjoint Creator is the soure of mind, but mind is not the Conjoint Creator.Mind, on Urantia, is a ompromise between the essene of thought perfetion and the evolvingmentality of your immature human nature. The plan for your intelletual evolution is, indeed, oneof sublime perfetion, but you are far short of that divine goal as you funtion in the tabernales ofthe esh. Mind is truly of divine origin, and it does have a divine destiny, but your mortal mindsare not yet of divine dignity.Too often, all too often, you mar your minds by insinerity and sear them with unrighteousness;95



you subjet them to animal fear and distort them by useless anxiety. Therefore, though the soureof mind is divine, mind as you know it on your world of asension an hardly beome the objetof great admiration, muh less of adoration or worship. The ontemplation of the immature andinative human intellet should lead only to reations of humility.9.6 The Mind-Gravity CiruitThe Third Soure and Center, the universal intelligene, is personally onsious of every mind, everyintellet, in all reation, and he maintains a personal and perfet ontat with all these physial,morontial, and spiritual reatures of mind endowment in the far-ung universes. All these ativitiesof mind are grasped in the absolute mind-gravity iruit whih foalizes in the Third Soure andCenter and is a part of the personal onsiousness of the In�nite Spirit.Muh as the Father draws all personality to himself, and as the Son attrats all spiritual reality,so does the Conjoint Ator exerise a drawing power on all minds; he unquali�edly dominates andontrols the universal mind iruit. All true and genuine intelletual values, all divine thoughts andperfet ideas, are unerringly drawn into this absolute iruit of mind.Mind gravity an operate independently of material and spiritual gravity, but wherever and when-ever the latter two impinge, mind gravity always funtions. When all three are assoiated, personalitygravity may embrae the material reature - physial or morontial, �nite or absonite. But irrespetiveof this, the endowment of mind even in impersonal beings quali�es them to think and endows themwith onsiousness despite the total absene of personality.Selfhood of personality dignity, human or divine, immortal or potentially immortal, does nothowever originate in either spirit, mind, or matter; it is the bestowal of the Universal Father. Neitheris the interation of spirit, mind, and material gravity a prerequisite to the appearane of personalitygravity. The Father's iruit may embrae a mind-material being who is unresponsive to spiritgravity, or it may inlude a mind-spirit being who is unresponsive to material gravity. The operationof personality gravity is always a volitional at of the Universal Father.While mind is energy assoiated in purely material beings and spirit assoiated in purely spiri-tual personalities, innumerable orders of personality, inluding the human, possess minds that areassoiated with both energy and spirit. The spiritual aspets of reature mind unfailingly respondto the spirit-gravity pull of the Eternal Son; the material features respond to the gravity urge of thematerial universe.Cosmi mind, when not assoiated with either energy or spirit, is subjet to the gravity demandsof neither material nor spiritual iruits. Pure mind is subjet only to the universal gravity graspof the Conjoint Ator. Pure mind is lose of kin to in�nite mind, and in�nite mind (the theoretialo-ordinate of the absolutes of spirit and energy) is apparently a law in itself.The greater the spirit-energy divergene, the greater the observable funtion of mind; the lesser thediversity of energy and spirit, the lesser the observable funtion of mind. Apparently, the maximumfuntion of the osmi mind is in the time universes of spae. Here mind seems to funtion in amid-zone between energy and spirit, but this is not true of the higher levels of mind; on Paradise,energy and spirit are essentially one.The mind-gravity iruit is dependable; it emanates from the Third Person of Deity on Paradise,but not all the observable funtion of mind is preditable. Throughout all known reation thereparallels this iruit of mind some little-understood presene whose funtion is not preditable. Webelieve that this unpreditability is partly attributable to the funtion of the Universal Absolute.What this funtion is, we do not know; what atuates it, we an only onjeture; onerning itsrelation to reatures, we an only speulate. 96



Certain phases of the unpreditability of �nite mind may be due to the inompleteness of theSupreme Being, and there is a vast zone of ativities wherein the Conjoint Ator and the UniversalAbsolute may possibly be tangent. There is muh about mind that is unknown, but of this we aresure: The In�nite Spirit is the perfet expression of the mind of the Creator to all reatures; theSupreme Being is the evolving expression of the minds of all reatures to their Creator.9.7 Universe ReetivityThe Conjoint Ator is able to o-ordinate all levels of universe atuality in suh manner as to makepossible the simultaneous reognition of the mental, the material, and the spiritual. This is thephenomenon of universe reetivity, that unique and inexpliable power to see, hear, sense, andknow all things as they transpire throughout a superuniverse, and to foalize, by reetivity, all thisinformation and knowledge at any desired point. The ation of reetivity is shown in perfetionon eah of the headquarters worlds of the seven superuniverses. It is also operative throughout allsetors of the superuniverses and within the boundaries of the loal universes. Reetivity �nallyfoalizes on Paradise.The phenomenon of reetivity, as it is dislosed on the superuniverse headquarters worlds in theamazing performanes of the reetive personalities there stationed, represents the most omplexinterassoiation of all phases of existene to be found in all reation. Lines of spirit an be traedbak to the Son, physial energy to Paradise, and mind to the Third Soure; but in the extraordi-nary phenomenon of universe reetivity there is a unique and exeptional uni�ation of all three,so assoiated as to enable the universe rulers to know about remote onditions instantaneously,simultaneously with their ourrene.Muh of the tehnique of reetivity we omprehend, but there are many phases whih trulyba�e us. We know that the Conjoint Ator is the universe enter of the mind iruit, that he is theanestor of the osmi mind, and that osmi mind operates under the dominane of the absolutemind gravity of the Third Soure and Center. We know further that the iruits of the osmi mindinuene the intelletual levels of all known existene; they ontain the universal spae reports, andjust as ertainly they fous in the Seven Master Spirits and onverge in the Third Soure and Center.The relationship between the �nite osmi mind and the divine absolute mind appears to beevolving in the experiential mind of the Supreme. We are taught that, in the dawn of time, thisexperiential mind was bestowed upon the Supreme by the In�nite Spirit, and we onjeture thatertain features of the phenomenon of reetivity an be aounted for only by postulating theativity of the Supreme Mind. If the Supreme is not onerned in reetivity, we are at a loss toexplain the intriate transations and unerring operations of this onsiousness of the osmos.Reetivity appears to be omnisiene within the limits of the experiential �nite and may representthe emergene of the presene-onsiousness of the Supreme Being. If this assumption is true, thenthe utilization of reetivity in any of its phases is equivalent to partial ontat with the onsiousnessof the Supreme.9.8 Personalities of the In�nite SpiritThe In�nite Spirit possesses full power to transmit many of his powers and prerogatives to his o-ordinate and subordinate personalities and agenies.The �rst Deity-reating at of the In�nite Spirit, funtioning apart from the Trinity but in someunrevealed assoiation with the Father and the Son, personalized in the existene of the Seven MasterSpirits of Paradise, the distributors of the In�nite Spirit to the universes.97



There is no diret representative of the Third Soure and Center on the headquarters of a supe-runiverse. Eah of these seven reations is dependent on one of the Master Spirits of Paradise, whoats through the seven Reetive Spirits situated at the apital of the superuniverse.The next and ontinuing reative at of the In�nite Spirit is dislosed, from time to time, in theprodution of the Creative Spirits. Every time the Universal Father and the Eternal Son beomeparent to a Creator Son, the In�nite Spirit beomes anestor to a loal universe Creative Spirit whobeomes the lose assoiate of that Creator Son in all subsequent universe experiene.Just as it is neessary to distinguish between the Eternal Son and the Creator Sons, so it isneessary to di�erentiate between the In�nite Spirit and the Creative Spirits, the loal universe o-ordinates of the Creator Sons. What the In�nite Spirit is to the total reation, a Creative Spirit isto a loal universe.The Third Soure and Center is represented in the grand universe by a vast array of ministeringspirits, messengers, teahers, adjudiators, helpers, and advisers, together with supervisors of ertainiruits of physial, morontial, and spiritual nature. Not all of these beings are personalities in thestrit meaning of the term. Personality of the �nite-reature variety is haraterized by:1. Subjetive self-onsiousness.2. Objetive response to the Father's personality iruit.There are reator personalities and reature personalities, and in addition to these two fundamentaltypes there are personalities of the Third Soure and Center, beings who are personal to the In�niteSpirit, but who are not unquali�edly personal to reature beings. These Third Soure personalities arenot a part of the Father's personality iruit. First Soure personality and Third Soure personalityare mutually ontatable; all personality is ontatable.The Father bestows personality by his personal free will. Why he does so we an only onjeture;how he does so we do not know. Neither do we know why the Third Soure bestows non-Fatherpersonality, but this the In�nite Spirit does in his own behalf, in reative onjuntion with the EternalSon and in numerous ways unknown to you. The In�nite Spirit an also at for the Father in thebestowal of First Soure personality.There are numerous types of Third Soure personalities. The In�nite Spirit bestows Third Sourepersonality upon numerous groups who are not inluded in the Father's personality iruit, suhas ertain of the power diretors. Likewise does the In�nite Spirit treat as personalities numerousgroups of beings, suh as the Creative Spirits, who are in a lass by themselves in their relations toeniruited reatures of the Father.Both First Soure and Third Soure personalities are endowed with all and more than man as-soiates with the onept of personality; they have minds embraing memory, reason, judgment,reative imagination, idea assoiation, deision, hoie, and numerous additional powers of intelletwholly unknown to mortals. With few exeptions the orders revealed to you possess form and distintindividuality; they are real beings. A majority of them are visible to all orders of spirit existene.Even you will be able to see your spiritual assoiates of the lower orders as soon as you are deliveredfrom the limited vision of your present material eyes and have been endowed with a morontia formwith its enlarged sensitivity to the reality of spiritual things.The funtional family of the Third Soure and Center, as it is revealed in these narratives, fallsinto three great groups:I. The Supreme Spirits. A group of omposite origin that embraes, among others, the followingorders:1. The Seven Master Spirits of Paradise.2. The Reetive Spirits of the Superuniverses.98



3. The Creative Spirits of the Loal Universes.II. The Power Diretors. A group of ontrol reatures and agenies that funtion throughout allorganized spae.III. The Personalities of the In�nite Spirit. This designation does not neessarily imply that thesebeings are Third Soure personalities though some of them are unique as will reatures. They areusually grouped in three major lassi�ations:1. The Higher Personalities of the In�nite Spirit.2. The Messenger Hosts of Spae.3. The Ministering Spirits of Time.These groups serve on Paradise, in the entral or residential universe, in the superuniverses, andthey embrae orders that funtion in the loal universes, even to the onstellations, systems, andplanets.The spirit personalities of the vast family of the Divine and In�nite Spirit are forever dediated tothe servie of the ministry of the love of God and the mery of the Son to all the intelligent reaturesof the evolutionary worlds of time and spae. These spirit beings onstitute the living ladder wherebymortal man limbs from haos to glory.[Revealed on Urantia by a Divine Counselor of Uversa ommissioned by the Anients of Days toportray the nature and work of the In�nite Spirit.℄
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Chapter 10The Paradise TrinityTHE Paradise Trinity of eternal Deities failitates the Father's esape from personality absolutism.The Trinity perfetly assoiates the limitless expression of God's in�nite personal will with the abso-luteness of Deity. The Eternal Son and the various Sons of divine origin, together with the ConjointAtor and his universe hildren, e�etively provide for the Father's liberation from the limitationsotherwise inherent in primay, perfetion, hangelessness, eternity, universality, absoluteness, andin�nity.The Paradise Trinity e�etively provides for the full expression and perfet revelation of the eternalnature of Deity. The Stationary Sons of the Trinity likewise a�ord a full and perfet revelation ofdivine justie. The Trinity is Deity unity, and this unity rests eternally upon the absolute foundationsof the divine oneness of the three original and o-ordinate and oexistent personalities, God theFather, God the Son, and God the Spirit.From the present situation on the irle of eternity, looking bakward into the endless past, wean disover only one inesapable inevitability in universe a�airs, and that is the Paradise Trinity. Ideem the Trinity to have been inevitable. As I view the past, present, and future of time, I onsidernothing else in all the universe of universes to have been inevitable. The present master universe,viewed in retrospet or in prospet, is unthinkable without the Trinity. Given the Paradise Trinity, wean postulate alternate or even multiple ways of doing all things, but without the Trinity of Father,Son, and Spirit we are unable to oneive how the In�nite ould ahieve threefold and o-ordinatepersonalization in the fae of the absolute oneness of Deity. No other onept of reation measuresup to the Trinity standards of the ompleteness of the absoluteness inherent in Deity unity oupledwith the repleteness of volitional liberation inherent in the threefold personalization of Deity.10.1 Self-Distribution of the First Soure and CenterIt would seem that the Father, bak in eternity, inaugurated a poliy of profound self-distribution.There is inherent in the seless, loving, and lovable nature of the Universal Father something whihauses him to reserve to himself the exerise of only those powers and that authority whih heapparently �nds it impossible to delegate or to bestow.The Universal Father all along has divested himself of every part of himself that was bestowableon any other Creator or reature. He has delegated to his divine Sons and their assoiated intel-ligenes every power and all authority that ould be delegated. He has atually transferred to hisSovereign Sons, in their respetive universes, every prerogative of administrative authority that wastransferable. In the a�airs of a loal universe, he has made eah Sovereign Creator Son just as per-fet, ompetent, and authoritative as is the Eternal Son in the original and entral universe. He hasgiven away, atually bestowed, with the dignity and santity of personality possession, all of himself101



and all of his attributes, everything he possibly ould divest himself of, in every way, in every age,in every plae, and to every person, and in every universe exept that of his entral indwelling.Divine personality is not self-entered; self-distribution and sharing of personality haraterizedivine freewill selfhood. Creatures rave assoiation with other personal reatures; Creators aremoved to share divinity with their universe hildren; the personality of the In�nite is dislosed as theUniversal Father, who shares reality of being and equality of self with two o-ordinate personalities,the Eternal Son and the Conjoint Ator.For knowledge onerning the Father's personality and divine attributes we will always be depen-dent on the revelations of the Eternal Son, for when the onjoint at of reation was e�eted, whenthe Third Person of Deity sprang into personality existene and exeuted the ombined onepts ofhis divine parents, the Father eased to exist as the unquali�ed personality. With the oming intobeing of the Conjoint Ator and the materialization of the entral ore of reation, ertain eternalhanges took plae. God gave himself as an absolute personality to his Eternal Son. Thus does theFather bestow the \personality of in�nity" upon his only-begotten Son, while they both bestow the\onjoint personality" of their eternal union upon the In�nite Spirit.For these and other reasons beyond the onept of the �nite mind, it is exeedingly diÆult for thehuman reature to omprehend God's in�nite father-personality exept as it is universally revealedin the Eternal Son and, with the Son, is universally ative in the In�nite Spirit.Sine the Paradise Sons of God visit the evolutionary worlds and sometimes even there dwellin the likeness of mortal esh, and sine these bestowals make it possible for mortal man atuallyto know something of the nature and harater of divine personality, therefore must the reaturesof the planetary spheres look to the bestowals of these Paradise Sons for reliable and trustworthyinformation regarding the Father, the Son, and the Spirit.10.2 Deity PersonalizationBy the tehnique of trinitization the Father divests himself of that unquali�ed spirit personality whihis the Son, but in so doing he onstitutes himself the Father of this very Son and thereby possesseshimself of unlimited apaity to beome the divine Father of all subsequently reated, eventuated,or other personalized types of intelligent will reatures. As the absolute and unquali�ed personalitythe Father an funtion only as and with the Son, but as a personal Father he ontinues to bestowpersonality upon the diverse hosts of the di�ering levels of intelligent will reatures, and he forevermaintains personal relations of loving assoiation with this vast family of universe hildren.After the Father has bestowed upon the personality of his Son the fullness of himself, and whenthis at of self-bestowal is omplete and perfet, of the in�nite power and nature whih are thusexistent in the Father-Son union, the eternal partners onjointly bestow those qualities and attributeswhih onstitute still another being like themselves; and this onjoint personality, the In�nite Spirit,ompletes the existential personalization of Deity.The Son is indispensable to the fatherhood of God. The Spirit is indispensable to the fraternityof the Seond and Third Persons. Three persons are a minimum soial group, but this is least of allthe many reasons for believing in the inevitability of the Conjoint Ator.The First Soure and Center is the in�nite father-personality, the unlimited soure personality.The Eternal Son is the unquali�ed personality-absolute, that divine being who stands throughout alltime and eternity as the perfet revelation of the personal nature of God. The In�nite Spirit is theonjoint personality, the unique personal onsequene of the everlasting Father-Son union.The personality of the First Soure and Center is the personality of in�nity minus the absolutepersonality of the Eternal Son. The personality of the Third Soure and Center is the superadditive102



onsequene of the union of the liberated Father-personality and the absolute Son-personality.The Universal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In�nite Spirit are unique persons; none is adupliate; eah is original; all are united.The Eternal Son alone experienes the fullness of divine personality relationship, onsiousness ofboth sonship with the Father and paternity to the Spirit and of divine equality with both Father-anestor and Spirit-assoiate. The Father knows the experiene of having a Son who is his equal,but the Father knows no anestral anteedents. The Eternal Son has the experiene of sonship,reognition of personality anestry, and at the same time the Son is onsious of being joint parent tothe In�nite Spirit. The In�nite Spirit is onsious of twofold personality anestry but is not parentalto a o-ordinate Deity personality. With the Spirit the existential yle of Deity personalizationattains ompletion; the primary personalities of the Third Soure and Center are experiential andare seven in number.I am of origin in the Paradise Trinity. I know the Trinity as uni�ed Deity; I also know that theFather, Son, and Spirit exist and at in their de�nite personal apaities. I positively know that theynot only at personally and olletively, but that they also o-ordinate their performanes in variousgroupings, so that in the end they funtion in seven di�erent singular and plural apaities. Andsine these seven assoiations exhaust the possibilities for suh divinity ombination, it is inevitablethat the realities of the universe shall appear in seven variations of values, meanings, and personality.10.3 The Three Persons of DeityNotwithstanding there is only one Deity, there are three positive and divine personalizations of Deity.Regarding the endowment of man with the divine Adjusters, the Father said: \Let us make mortalman in our own image." Repeatedly throughout the Urantian writings there ours this referene tothe ats and doings of plural Deity, learly showing reognition of the existene and working of thethree Soures and Centers.We are taught that the Son and the Spirit sustain the same and equal relations to the Father in theTrinity assoiation. In eternity and as Deities they undoubtedly do, but in time and as personalitiesthey ertainly dislose relationships of a very diverse nature. Looking from Paradise out on theuniverses, these relationships do seem to be very similar, but when viewed from the domains ofspae, they appear to be quite di�erent.The divine Sons are indeed the \Word of God," but the hildren of the Spirit are truly the \Atof God." God speaks through the Son and, with the Son, ats through the In�nite Spirit, while inall universe ativities the Son and the Spirit are exquisitely fraternal, working as two equal brotherswith admiration and love for an honored and divinely respeted ommon Father.The Father, Son, and Spirit are ertainly equal in nature, o-ordinate in being, but there areunmistakable di�erenes in their universe performanes, and when ating alone, eah person of Deityis apparently limited in absoluteness.The Universal Father, prior to his self-willed divestment of the personality, powers, and attributeswhih onstitute the Son and the Spirit, seems to have been (philosophially onsidered) an unqual-i�ed, absolute, and in�nite Deity. But suh a theoretial First Soure and Center without a Sonould not in any sense of the word be onsidered the Universal Father; fatherhood is not real withoutsonship. Furthermore, the Father, to have been absolute in a total sense, must have existed at someeternally distant moment alone. But he never had suh a solitary existene; the Son and the Spiritare both oeternal with the Father. The First Soure and Center has always been, and will foreverbe, the eternal Father of the Original Son and, with the Son, the eternal progenitor of the In�niteSpirit. 103



We observe that the Father has divested himself of all diret manifestations of absoluteness ex-ept absolute fatherhood and absolute volition. We do not know whether volition is an inalienableattribute of the Father; we an only observe that he did not divest himself of volition. Suh in�nityof will must have been eternally inherent in the First Soure and Center.In bestowing absoluteness of personality upon the Eternal Son, the Universal Father esapes fromthe fetters of personality absolutism, but in so doing he takes a step whih makes it forever impossiblefor him to at alone as the personality-absolute. And with the �nal personalization of oexistentDeity - the Conjoint Ator - there ensues the ritial trinitarian interdependene of the three divinepersonalities with regard to the totality of Deity funtion in absolute.God is the Father-Absolute of all personalities in the universe of universes. The Father is personallyabsolute in liberty of ation, but in the universes of time and spae, made, in the making, and yetto be made, the Father is not disernibly absolute as total Deity exept in the Paradise Trinity.The First Soure and Center funtions outside of Havona in the phenomenal universes as follows:1. As reator, through the Creator Sons, his grandsons.2. As ontroller, through the gravity enter of Paradise.3. As spirit, through the Eternal Son.4. As mind, through the Conjoint Creator.5. As a Father, he maintains parental ontat with all reatures through his personality iruit.6. As a person, he ats diretly throughout reation by his exlusive fragments - in mortal manby the Thought Adjusters.7. As total Deity, he funtions only in the Paradise Trinity.All these relinquishments and delegations of jurisdition by the Universal Father are wholly vol-untary and self-imposed. The all-powerful Father purposefully assumes these limitations of universeauthority.The Eternal Son seems to funtion as one with the Father in all spiritual respets exept inthe bestowals of the God fragments and in other prepersonal ativities. Neither is the Son loselyidenti�ed with the intelletual ativities of material reatures nor with the energy ativities of thematerial universes. As absolute the Son funtions as a person and only in the domain of the spiritualuniverse.The In�nite Spirit is amazingly universal and unbelievably versatile in all his operations. Heperforms in the spheres of mind, matter, and spirit. The Conjoint Ator represents the Father-Sonassoiation, but he also funtions as himself. He is not diretly onerned with physial gravity, withspiritual gravity, or with the personality iruit, but he more or less partiipates in all other universeativities. While apparently dependent on three existential and absolute gravity ontrols, the In�niteSpirit appears to exerise three superontrols. This threefold endowment is employed in many waysto transend and seemingly to neutralize even the manifestations of primary fores and energies, rightup to the superultimate borders of absoluteness. In ertain situations these superontrols absolutelytransend even the primal manifestations of osmi reality.10.4 The Trinity Union of DeityOf all absolute assoiations, the Paradise Trinity (the �rst triunity) is unique as an exlusive assoi-ation of personal Deity. God funtions as God only in relation to God and to those who an knowGod, but as absolute Deity only in the Paradise Trinity and in relation to universe totality.104



Eternal Deity is perfetly uni�ed; nevertheless there are three perfetly individualized persons ofDeity. The Paradise Trinity makes possible the simultaneous expression of all the diversity of theharater traits and in�nite powers of the First Soure and Center and his eternal o-ordinates andof all the divine unity of the universe funtions of undivided Deity.The Trinity is an assoiation of in�nite persons funtioning in a nonpersonal apaity but not inontravention of personality. The illustration is rude, but a father, son, and grandson ould form aorporate entity whih would be nonpersonal but nonetheless subjet to their personal wills.The Paradise Trinity is real. It exists as the Deity union of Father, Son, and Spirit; yet the Father,the Son, or the Spirit, or any two of them, an funtion in relation to this selfsame Paradise Trinity.The Father, Son, and Spirit an ollaborate in a non-Trinity manner, but not as three Deities. Aspersons they an ollaborate as they hoose, but that is not the Trinity.Ever remember that what the In�nite Spirit does is the funtion of the Conjoint Ator. Both theFather and the Son are funtioning in and through and as him. But it would be futile to attempt toeluidate the Trinity mystery: three as one and in one, and one as two and ating for two.The Trinity is so related to total universe a�airs that it must be rekoned with in our attempts toexplain the totality of any isolated osmi event or personality relationship. The Trinity funtions onall levels of the osmos, and mortal man is limited to the �nite level; therefore must man be ontentwith a �nite onept of the Trinity as the Trinity.As a mortal in the esh you should view the Trinity in aordane with your individual enlight-enment and in harmony with the reations of your mind and soul. You an know very little of theabsoluteness of the Trinity, but as you asend Paradiseward, you will many times experiene aston-ishment at suessive revelations and unexpeted disoveries of Trinity supremay and ultimay, ifnot of absoluteness.10.5 Funtions of the TrinityThe personal Deities have attributes, but it is hardly onsistent to speak of the Trinity as havingattributes. This assoiation of divine beings may more properly be regarded as having funtions,suh as justie administration, totality attitudes, o-ordinate ation, and osmi overontrol. Thesefuntions are atively supreme, ultimate, and (within the limits of Deity) absolute as far as all livingrealities of personality value are onerned.The funtions of the Paradise Trinity are not simply the sum of the Father's apparent endowmentof divinity plus those speialized attributes that are unique in the personal existene of the Son andthe Spirit. The Trinity assoiation of the three Paradise Deities results in the evolution, eventuation,and deitization of new meanings, values, powers, and apaities for universal revelation, ation, andadministration. Living assoiations, human families, soial groups, or the Paradise Trinity are notaugmented by mere arithmetial summation. The group potential is always far in exess of the simplesum of the attributes of the omponent individuals.The Trinity maintains a unique attitude as the Trinity towards the entire universe of the past,present, and future. And the funtions of the Trinity an best be onsidered in relation to theuniverse attitudes of the Trinity. Suh attitudes are simultaneous and may be multiple onerningany isolated situation or event:1. Attitude toward the Finite. The maximum self-limitation of the Trinity is its attitude towardthe �nite. The Trinity is not a person, nor is the Supreme Being an exlusive personalization ofthe Trinity, but the Supreme is the nearest approah to a power-personality foalization of theTrinity whih an be omprehended by �nite reatures. Hene the Trinity in relation to the �nite issometimes spoken of as the Trinity of Supremay.105



2. Attitude toward the Absonite. The Paradise Trinity has regard for those levels of existenewhih are more than �nite but less than absolute, and this relationship is sometimes denominatedthe Trinity of Ultimay. Neither the Ultimate nor the Supreme are wholly representative of theParadise Trinity, but in a quali�ed sense and to their respetive levels, eah seems to represent theTrinity during the prepersonal eras of experiential-power development.3. The Absolute Attitude of the Paradise Trinity is in relation to absolute existenes and ulmi-nates in the ation of total Deity.The Trinity In�nite involves the o-ordinate ation of all triunity relationships of the First Soureand Center - undei�ed as well as dei�ed - and hene is very diÆult for personalities to grasp. In theontemplation of the Trinity as in�nite, do not ignore the seven triunities; thereby ertain diÆultiesof understanding may be avoided, and ertain paradoxes may be partially resolved.But I do not ommand language whih would enable me to onvey to the limited human mindthe full truth and the eternal signi�ane of the Paradise Trinity and the nature of the never-endinginterassoiation of the three beings of in�nite perfetion.10.6 The Stationary Sons of the TrinityAll law takes origin in the First Soure and Center; he is law. The administration of spiritual lawinheres in the Seond Soure and Center. The revelation of law, the promulgation and interpretationof the divine statutes, is the funtion of the Third Soure and Center. The appliation of law, justie,falls within the provine of the Paradise Trinity and is arried out by ertain Sons of the Trinity.Justie is inherent in the universal sovereignty of the Paradise Trinity, but goodness, mery, andtruth are the universe ministry of the divine personalities, whose Deity union onstitutes the Trinity.Justie is not the attitude of the Father, the Son, or the Spirit. Justie is the Trinity attitude of thesepersonalities of love, mery, and ministry. No one of the Paradise Deities fosters the administrationof justie. Justie is never a personal attitude; it is always a plural funtion.Evidene, the basis of fairness (justie in harmony with mery), is supplied by the personalitiesof the Third Soure and Center, the onjoint representative of the Father and the Son to all realmsand to the minds of the intelligent beings of all reation.Judgment, the �nal appliation of justie in aordane with the evidene submitted by the per-sonalities of the In�nite Spirit, is the work of the Stationary Sons of the Trinity, beings partaking ofthe Trinity nature of the united Father, Son, and Spirit.This group of Trinity Sons embraes the following personalities:1. Trinitized Serets of Supremay.2. Eternals of Days.3. Anients of Days.4. Perfetions of Days.5. Reents of Days.6. Unions of Days.7. Faithfuls of Days.8. Perfetors of Wisdom.9. Divine Counselors.10. Universal Censors. 106



We are the hildren of the three Paradise Deities funtioning as the Trinity, for I hane to belongto the tenth order of this group, the Universal Censors. These orders are not representative of theattitude of the Trinity in a universal sense; they represent this olletive attitude of Deity only inthe domains of exeutive judgment - justie. They were spei�ally designed by the Trinity for thepreise work to whih they are assigned, and they represent the Trinity only in those funtions forwhih they were personalized.The Anients of Days and their Trinity-origin assoiates mete out the just judgment of supremefairness to the seven superuniverses. In the entral universe suh funtions exist in theory only; therefairness is self-evident in perfetion, and Havona perfetion preludes all possibility of disharmony.Justie is the olletive thought of righteousness; mery is its personal expression. Mery is theattitude of love; preision haraterizes the operation of law; divine judgment is the soul of fairness,ever onforming to the justie of the Trinity, ever ful�lling the divine love of God. When fullypereived and ompletely understood, the righteous justie of the Trinity and the meriful love ofthe Universal Father are oinident. But man has no suh full understanding of divine justie. Thusin the Trinity, as man would view it, the personalities of Father, Son, and Spirit are adjusted too-ordinate ministry of love and law in the experiential universes of time.10.7 The Overontrol of SupremayThe First, Seond, and Third Persons of Deity are equal to eah other, and they are one. \The Lordour God is one God." There is perfetion of purpose and oneness of exeution in the divine Trinityof eternal Deities. The Father, the Son, and the Conjoint Ator are truly and divinely one. Of atruth it is written: \I am the �rst, and I am the last, and beside me there is no God."As things appear to the mortal on the �nite level, the Paradise Trinity, like the Supreme Being, isonerned only with the total - total planet, total universe, total superuniverse, total grand universe.This totality attitude exists beause the Trinity is the total of Deity and for many other reasons.The Supreme Being is something less and something other than the Trinity funtioning in the �niteuniverses; but within ertain limits and during the present era of inomplete power-personalization,this evolutionary Deity does appear to reet the attitude of the Trinity of Supremay. The Father,Son, and Spirit do not personally funtion with the Supreme Being, but during the present universeage they ollaborate with him as the Trinity. We understand that they sustain a similar relationshipto the Ultimate. We often onjeture as to what will be the personal relationship between theParadise Deities and God the Supreme when he has �nally evolved, but we do not really know.We do not �nd the overontrol of Supremay to be wholly preditable. Furthermore, this unpre-ditability appears to be haraterized by a ertain developmental inompleteness, undoubtedly anearmark of the inompleteness of the Supreme and of the inompleteness of �nite reation to theParadise Trinity.The mortal mind an immediately think of a thousand and one things - atastrophi physialevents, appalling aidents, horri� disasters, painful illnesses, and world-wide sourges - and askwhether suh visitations are orrelated in the unknown maneuvering of this probable funtioning ofthe Supreme Being. Frankly, we do not know; we are not really sure. But we do observe that, astime passes, all these diÆult and more or less mysterious situations always work out for the welfareand progress of the universes. It may be that the irumstanes of existene and the inexpliableviissitudes of living are all interwoven into a meaningful pattern of high value by the funtion of theSupreme and the overontrol of the Trinity.As a son of God you an disern the personal attitude of love in all the ats of God the Father.But you will not always be able to understand how many of the universe ats of the Paradise Trinity107



redound to the good of the individual mortal on the evolutionary worlds of spae. In the progress ofeternity the ats of the Trinity will be revealed as altogether meaningful and onsiderate, but theydo not always so appear to the reatures of time.10.8 The Trinity Beyond the FiniteMany truths and fats pertaining to the Paradise Trinity an only be even partially omprehendedby reognizing a funtion that transends the �nite.It would be inadvisable to disuss the funtions of the Trinity of Ultimay, but it may be dislosedthat God the Ultimate is the Trinity manifestation omprehended by the Transendentalers. Weare inlined to the belief that the uni�ation of the master universe is the eventuating at of theUltimate and is probably reetive of ertain, but not all, phases of the absonite overontrol of theParadise Trinity. The Ultimate is a quali�ed manifestation of the Trinity in relation to the absoniteonly in the sense that the Supreme thus partially represents the Trinity in relation to the �nite.The Universal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In�nite Spirit are, in a ertain sense, the on-stituent personalities of total Deity. Their union in the Paradise Trinity and the absolute funtion ofthe Trinity equivalate to the funtion of total Deity. And suh ompletion of Deity transends boththe �nite and the absonite.While no single person of the Paradise Deities atually �lls all Deity potential, olletively allthree do. Three in�nite persons seem to be the minimum number of beings required to ativate theprepersonal and existential potential of total Deity - the Deity Absolute.We know the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In�nite Spirit as persons, but I do notpersonally know the Deity Absolute. I love and worship God the Father; I respet and honor theDeity Absolute.I one sojourned in a universe where a ertain group of beings taught that the �naliters, in eternity,were eventually to beome the hildren of the Deity Absolute. But I am unwilling to aept thissolution of the mystery whih enshrouds the future of the �naliters.The Corps of the Finality embrae, among others, those mortals of time and spae who haveattained perfetion in all that pertains to the will of God. As reatures and within the limits ofreature apaity they fully and truly know God. Having thus found God as the Father of allreatures, these �naliters must sometime begin the quest for the super�nite Father. But this questinvolves a grasp of the absonite nature of the ultimate attributes and harater of the Paradise Father.Eternity will dislose whether suh an attainment is possible, but we are onvined, even if the�naliters do grasp this ultimate of divinity, they will probably be unable to attain the superultimatelevels of absolute Deity.It may be possible that the �naliters will partially attain the Deity Absolute, but even if theyshould, still in the eternity of eternities the problem of the Universal Absolute will ontinue to in-trigue, mystify, ba�e, and hallenge the asending and progressing �naliters, for we pereive that theunfathomability of the osmi relationships of the Universal Absolute will tend to grow in proportionsas the material universes and their spiritual administration ontinue to expand.Only in�nity an dislose the Father-In�nite.[Sponsored by a Universal Censor ating by authority from the Anients of Days resident onUversa.℄
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Chapter 11The Eternal Isle of ParadisePARADISE is the eternal enter of the universe of universes and the abiding plae of the UniversalFather, the Eternal Son, the In�nite Spirit, and their divine o-ordinates and assoiates. This entralIsle is the most giganti organized body of osmi reality in all the master universe. Paradise is amaterial sphere as well as a spiritual abode. All of the intelligent reation of the Universal Fatheris domiiled on material abodes; hene must the absolute ontrolling enter also be material, literal.And again it should be reiterated that spirit things and spiritual beings are real.The material beauty of Paradise onsists in the magni�ene of its physial perfetion; the grandeurof the Isle of God is exhibited in the superb intelletual aomplishments and mind development ofits inhabitants; the glory of the entral Isle is shown forth in the in�nite endowment of divinespirit personality - the light of life. But the depths of the spiritual beauty and the wonders of thismagni�ent ensemble are utterly beyond the omprehension of the �nite mind of material reatures.The glory and spiritual splendor of the divine abode are impossible of mortal omprehension. AndParadise is from eternity; there are neither reords nor traditions respeting the origin of this nulearIsle of Light and Life.11.1 The Divine ResideneParadise serves many purposes in the administration of the universal realms, but to reature beingsit exists primarily as the dwelling plae of Deity. The personal presene of the Universal Father isresident at the very enter of the upper surfae of this well-nigh irular, but not spherial, abodeof the Deities. This Paradise presene of the Universal Father is immediately surrounded by thepersonal presene of the Eternal Son, while they are both invested by the unspeakable glory of theIn�nite Spirit.God dwells, has dwelt, and everlastingly will dwell in this same entral and eternal abode. Wehave always found him there and always will. The Universal Father is osmially foalized, spirituallypersonalized, and geographially resident at this enter of the universe of universes.We all know the diret ourse to pursue to �nd the Universal Father. You are not able toomprehend muh about the divine residene beause of its remoteness from you and the immensityof the intervening spae, but those who are able to omprehend the meaning of these enormousdistanes know God's loation and residene just as ertainly and literally as you know the loationof New York, London, Rome, or Singapore, ities de�nitely and geographially loated on Urantia.If you were an intelligent navigator, equipped with ship, maps, and ompass, you ould readily �ndthese ities. Likewise, if you had the time and means of passage, were spiritually quali�ed, and hadthe neessary guidane, you ould be piloted through universe upon universe and from iruit toiruit, ever journeying inward through the starry realms, until at last you would stand before the109



entral shining of the spiritual glory of the Universal Father. Provided with all the neessities forthe journey, it is just as possible to �nd the personal presene of God at the enter of all things asto �nd distant ities on your own planet. That you have not visited these plaes in no way disprovestheir reality or atual existene. That so few of the universe reatures have found God on Paradisein no way disproves either the reality of his existene or the atuality of his spiritual person at theenter of all things.The Father is always to be found at this entral loation. Did he move, universal pandemoniumwould be preipitated, for there onverge in him at this residential enter the universal lines of gravityfrom the ends of reation. Whether we trae the personality iruit bak through the universes orfollow the asending personalities as they journey inward to the Father; whether we trae the lines ofmaterial gravity to nether Paradise or follow the insurging yles of osmi fore; whether we traethe lines of spiritual gravity to the Eternal Son or follow the inward proessional of the Paradise Sonsof God; whether we trae out the mind iruits or follow the trillions upon trillions of elestial beingswho spring from the In�nite Spirit - by any of these observations or by all of them we are led diretlybak to the Father's presene, to his entral abode. Here is God personally, literally, and atuallypresent. And from his in�nite being there ow the ood-streams of life, energy, and personality toall universes.11.2 Nature of the Eternal IsleSine you are beginning to glimpse the enormousness of the material universe disernible even fromyour astronomial loation, your spae position in the starry systems, it should beome evident to youthat suh a tremendous material universe must have an adequate and worthy apital, a headquartersommensurate with the dignity and in�nitude of the universal Ruler of all this vast and far-ungreation of material realms and living beings.In form Paradise di�ers from the inhabited spae bodies: it is not spherial. It is de�nitelyellipsoid, being one-sixth longer in the north-south diameter than in the east-west diameter. Theentral Isle is essentially at, and the distane from the upper surfae to the nether surfae is onetenth that of the east-west diameter.These di�erenes in dimensions, taken in onnetion with its stationary status and the greater out-pressure of fore-energy at the north end of the Isle, make it possible to establish absolute diretionin the master universe.The entral Isle is geographially divided into three domains of ativity:1. Upper Paradise.2. Peripheral Paradise.3. Nether Paradise.We speak of that surfae of Paradise whih is oupied with personality ativities as the upper side,and the opposite surfae as the nether side. The periphery of Paradise provides for ativities thatare not stritly personal or nonpersonal. The Trinity seems to dominate the personal or upper plane,the Unquali�ed Absolute the nether or impersonal plane. We hardly oneive of the Unquali�edAbsolute as a person, but we do think of the funtional spae presene of this Absolute as foalizedon nether Paradise.The eternal Isle is omposed of a single form of materialization - stationary systems of reality.This literal substane of Paradise is a homogeneous organization of spae poteny not to be foundelsewhere in all the wide universe of universes. It has reeived many names in di�erent universes,and the Melhizedeks of Nebadon long sine named it absolutum. This Paradise soure material is110



neither dead nor alive; it is the original nonspiritual expression of the First Soure and Center; it isParadise, and Paradise is without dupliate.It appears to us that the First Soure and Center has onentrated all absolute potential forosmi reality in Paradise as a part of his tehnique of self-liberation from in�nity limitations, as ameans of making possible subin�nite, even time-spae, reation. But it does not follow that Paradiseis time-spae limited just beause the universe of universes disloses these qualities. Paradise existswithout time and has no loation in spae.Roughly: spae seemingly originates just below nether Paradise; time just above upper Paradise.Time, as you understand it, is not a feature of Paradise existene, though the itizens of the entralIsle are fully onsious of nontime sequene of events. Motion is not inherent on Paradise; it isvolitional. But the onept of distane, even absolute distane, has very muh meaning as it maybe applied to relative loations on Paradise. Paradise is nonspatial; hene its areas are absolute andtherefore servieable in many ways beyond the onept of mortal mind.11.3 Upper ParadiseOn upper Paradise there are three grand spheres of ativity, the Deity presene, the Most HolySphere, and the Holy Area. The vast region immediately surrounding the presene of the Deitiesis set aside as the Most Holy Sphere and is reserved for the funtions of worship, trinitization, andhigh spiritual attainment. There are no material strutures nor purely intelletual reations in thiszone; they ould not exist there. It is useless for me to undertake to portray to the human mind thedivine nature and the beauteous grandeur of the Most Holy Sphere of Paradise. This realm is whollyspiritual, and you are almost wholly material. A purely spiritual reality is, to a purely materialbeing, apparently nonexistent.While there are no physial materializations in the area of the Most Holy, there are abundantsouvenirs of your material days in the Holy Land setors and still more in the reminisent historiareas of peripheral Paradise.The Holy Area, the outlying or residential region, is divided into seven onentri zones. Paradiseis sometimes alled \the Father's House" sine it is his eternal residene, and these seven zones areoften designated \the Father's Paradise mansions." The inner or �rst zone is oupied by ParadiseCitizens and the natives of Havona who may hane to be dwelling on Paradise. The next or seondzone is the residential area of the natives of the seven superuniverses of time and spae. This seondzone is in part subdivided into seven immense divisions, the Paradise home of the spirit beings andasendant reatures who hail from the universes of evolutionary progression. Eah of these setors isexlusively dediated to the welfare and advanement of the personalities of a single superuniverse,but these failities are almost in�nitely beyond the requirements of the present seven superuniverses.Eah of the seven setors of Paradise is subdivided into residential units suitable for the lodgmentheadquarters of one billion glori�ed individual working groups. One thousand of these units onstitutea division. One hundred thousand divisions equal one ongregation. Ten million ongregationsonstitute an assembly. One billion assemblies make one grand unit. And this asending seriesontinues through the seond grand unit, the third, and so on to the seventh grand unit. And sevenof the grand units make up the master units, and seven of the master units onstitute a superiorunit; and thus by sevens the asending series expands through the superior, supersuperior, elestial,superelestial, to the supreme units. But even this does not utilize all the spae available. Thisstaggering number of residential designations on Paradise, a number beyond your onept, oupiesonsiderably less than one per ent of the assigned area of the Holy Land. There is still plenty ofroom for those who are on their way inward, even for those who shall not start the Paradise limbuntil the times of the eternal future. 111



11.4 Peripheral ParadiseThe entral Isle ends abruptly at the periphery, but its size is so enormous that this terminal angle isrelatively indisernible within any irumsribed area. The peripheral surfae of Paradise is oupied,in part, by the landing and dispathing �elds for various groups of spirit personalities. Sine thenonpervaded-spae zones nearly impinge upon the periphery, all personality transports destined toParadise land in these regions. Neither upper nor nether Paradise is approahable by transportsupernaphim or other types of spae traversers.The Seven Master Spirits have their personal seats of power and authority on the seven spheres ofthe Spirit, whih irle about Paradise in the spae between the shining orbs of the Son and the inneriruit of the Havona worlds, but they maintain fore-foal headquarters on the Paradise periphery.Here the slowly irulating presenes of the Seven Supreme Power Diretors indiate the loation ofthe seven ash stations for ertain Paradise energies going forth to the seven superuniverses.Here on peripheral Paradise are the enormous histori and propheti exhibit areas assigned to theCreator Sons, dediated to the loal universes of time and spae. There are just seven trillion ofthese histori reservations now set up or in reserve, but these arrangements all together oupy onlyabout four per ent of that portion of the peripheral area thus assigned. We infer that these vastreserves belong to reations sometime to be situated beyond the borders of the present known andinhabited seven superuniverses.That portion of Paradise whih has been designated for the use of the existing universes is oupiedonly from one to four per ent, while the area assigned to these ativities is at least one million timesthat atually required for suh purposes. Paradise is large enough to aommodate the ativities ofan almost in�nite reation.But a further attempt to visualize to you the glories of Paradise would be futile. You must wait,and asend while you wait, for truly, \Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, neither has it entered intothe mind of mortal man, the things whih the Universal Father has prepared for those who survivethe life in the esh on the worlds of time and spae."11.5 Nether ParadiseConerning nether Paradise, we know only that whih is revealed; personalities do not sojourn there.It has nothing whatever to do with the a�airs of spirit intelligenes, nor does the Deity Absolutethere funtion. We are informed that all physial-energy and osmi-fore iruits have their originon nether Paradise, and that it is onstituted as follows:1. Diretly underneath the loation of the Trinity, in the entral portion of nether Paradise, is theunknown and unrevealed Zone of In�nity.2. This Zone is immediately surrounded by an unnamed area.3. Oupying the outer margins of the under surfae is a region having mainly to do with spaepoteny and fore-energy. The ativities of this vast elliptial fore enter are not identi�able withthe known funtions of any triunity, but the primordial fore-harge of spae appears to be foalizedin this area. This enter onsists of three onentri elliptial zones: The innermost is the foal pointof the fore-energy ativities of Paradise itself; the outermost may possibly be identi�ed with thefuntions of the Unquali�ed Absolute, but we are not ertain onerning the spae funtions of themid-zone.The inner zone of this fore enter seems to at as a giganti heart whose pulsations diret urrentsto the outermost borders of physial spae. It direts and modi�es fore-energies but hardly drives112



them. The reality pressure-presene of this primal fore is de�nitely greater at the north end of theParadise enter than in the southern regions; this is a uniformly registered di�erene. The motherfore of spae seems to ow in at the south and out at the north through the operation of someunknown irulatory system whih is onerned with the di�usion of this basi form of fore-energy.From time to time there are also noted di�erenes in the east-west pressures. The fores emanatingfrom this zone are not responsive to observable physial gravity but are always obedient to Paradisegravity.The mid-zone of the fore enter immediately surrounds this area. This mid-zone appears to bestati exept that it expands and ontrats through three yles of ativity. The least of these pulsa-tions is in an east-west diretion, the next in a north-south diretion, while the greatest utuation isin every diretion, a generalized expansion and ontration. The funtion of this mid-area has neverbeen really identi�ed, but it must have something to do with reiproal adjustment between theinner and the outer zones of the fore enter. It is believed by many that the mid-zone is the ontrolmehanism of the midspae or quiet zones whih separate the suessive spae levels of the masteruniverse, but no evidene or revelation on�rms this. This inferene is derived from the knowledgethat this mid-area is in some manner related to the funtioning of the nonpervaded-spae mehanismof the master universe.The outer zone is the largest and most ative of the three onentri and elliptial belts of uniden-ti�ed spae potential. This area is the site of unimagined ativities, the entral iruit point ofemanations whih proeed spaeward in every diretion to the outermost borders of the seven su-peruniverses and on beyond to overspread the enormous and inomprehensible domains of all outerspae. This spae presene is entirely impersonal notwithstanding that in some undislosed mannerit seems to be indiretly responsive to the will and mandates of the in�nite Deities when ating asthe Trinity. This is believed to be the entral foalization, the Paradise enter, of the spae preseneof the Unquali�ed Absolute.All forms of fore and all phases of energy seem to be eniruited; they irulate throughout theuniverses and return by de�nite routes. But with the emanations of the ativated zone of the Un-quali�ed Absolute there appears to be either an outgoing or an inoming - never both simultaneously.This outer zone pulsates in agelong yles of giganti proportions. For a little more than one billionUrantia years the spae-fore of this enter is outgoing; then for a similar length of time it will beinoming. And the spae-fore manifestations of this enter are universal; they extend throughoutall pervadable spae.All physial fore, energy, and matter are one. All fore-energy originally proeeded from netherParadise and will eventually return thereto following the ompletion of its spae iruit. But theenergies and material organizations of the universe of universes did not all ome from nether Paradisein their present phenomenal states; spae is the womb of several forms of matter and prematter.Though the outer zone of the Paradise fore enter is the soure of spae-energies, spae does notoriginate there. Spae is not fore, energy, or power. Nor do the pulsations of this zone aount forthe respiration of spae, but the inoming and outgoing phases of this zone are synhronized withthe two-billion-year expansion-ontration yles of spae.11.6 Spae RespirationWe do not know the atual mehanism of spae respiration; we merely observe that all spae al-ternately ontrats and expands. This respiration a�ets both the horizontal extension of pervadedspae and the vertial extensions of unpervaded spae whih exist in the vast spae reservoirs aboveand below Paradise. In attempting to imagine the volume outlines of these spae reservoirs, youmight think of an hourglass. 113



As the universes of the horizontal extension of pervaded spae expand, the reservoirs of thevertial extension of unpervaded spae ontrat and vie versa. There is a onuene of pervadedand unpervaded spae just underneath nether Paradise. Both types of spae there ow through thetransmuting regulation hannels, where hanges are wrought making pervadable spae nonpervadableand vie versa in the ontration and expansion yles of the osmos.\Unpervaded" spae means: unpervaded by those fores, energies, powers, and presenes knownto exist in pervaded spae. We do not know whether vertial (reservoir) spae is destined always tofuntion as the equipoise of horizontal (universe) spae; we do not know whether there is a reativeintent onerning unpervaded spae; we really know very little about the spae reservoirs, merelythat they exist, and that they seem to ounterbalane the spae-expansion-ontration yles of theuniverse of universes.The yles of spae respiration extend in eah phase for a little more than one billion Urantiayears. During one phase the universes expand; during the next they ontrat. Pervaded spae is nowapproahing the mid-point of the expanding phase, while unpervaded spae nears the mid-point ofthe ontrating phase, and we are informed that the outermost limits of both spae extensions are,theoretially, now approximately equidistant from Paradise. The unpervaded-spae reservoirs nowextend vertially above upper Paradise and below nether Paradise just as far as the pervaded spaeof the universe extends horizontally outward from peripheral Paradise to and even beyond the fourthouter spae level.For a billion years of Urantia time the spae reservoirs ontrat while the master universe and thefore ativities of all horizontal spae expand. It thus requires a little over two billion Urantia yearsto omplete the entire expansion-ontration yle.11.7 Spae Funtions of ParadiseSpae does not exist on any of the surfaes of Paradise. If one \looked" diretly up from the uppersurfae of Paradise, one would \see" nothing but unpervaded spae going out or oming in, just nowoming in. Spae does not touh Paradise; only the quiesent midspae zones ome in ontat withthe entral Isle.Paradise is the atually motionless nuleus of the relatively quiesent zones existing betweenpervaded and unpervaded spae. Geographially these zones appear to be a relative extension ofParadise, but there probably is some motion in them. We know very little about them, but weobserve that these zones of lessened spae motion separate pervaded and unpervaded spae. Similarzones one existed between the levels of pervaded spae, but these are now less quiesent.The vertial ross setion of total spae would slightly resemble a Maltese ross, with the hori-zontal arms representing pervaded (universe) spae and the vertial arms representing unpervaded(reservoir) spae. The areas between the four arms would separate them somewhat as the midspaezones separate pervaded and unpervaded spae. These quiesent midspae zones grow larger andlarger at greater and greater distanes from Paradise and eventually enompass the borders of allspae and ompletely inapsulate both the spae reservoirs and the entire horizontal extension ofpervaded spae.Spae is neither a subabsolute ondition within, nor the presene of, the Unquali�ed Absolute,neither is it a funtion of the Ultimate. It is a bestowal of Paradise, and the spae of the granduniverse and that of all outer regions is believed to be atually pervaded by the anestral spaepoteny of the Unquali�ed Absolute. From near approah to peripheral Paradise, this pervadedspae extends horizontally outward through the fourth spae level and beyond the periphery of themaster universe, but how far beyond we do not know.114



If you imagine a �nite, but inoneivably large, V-shaped plane situated at right angles to boththe upper and lower surfaes of Paradise, with its point nearly tangent to peripheral Paradise, andthen visualize this plane in elliptial revolution about Paradise, its revolution would roughly outlinethe volume of pervaded spae.There is an upper and a lower limit to horizontal spae with referene to any given loation inthe universes. If one ould move far enough at right angles to the plane of Orvonton, either upor down, eventually the upper or lower limit of pervaded spae would be enountered. Within theknown dimensions of the master universe these limits draw farther and farther apart at greater andgreater distanes from Paradise; spae thikens, and it thikens somewhat faster than does the planeof reation, the universes.The relatively quiet zones between the spae levels, suh as the one separating the seven superuni-verses from the �rst outer spae level, are enormous elliptial regions of quiesent spae ativities.These zones separate the vast galaxies whih rae around Paradise in orderly proession. You mayvisualize the �rst outer spae level, where untold universes are now in proess of formation, as a vastproession of galaxies swinging around Paradise, bounded above and below by the midspae zonesof quiesene and bounded on the inner and outer margins by relatively quiet spae zones.A spae level thus funtions as an elliptial region of motion surrounded on all sides by relativemotionlessness. Suh relationships of motion and quiesene onstitute a urved spae path of less-ened resistane to motion whih is universally followed by osmi fore and emergent energy as theyirle forever around the Isle of Paradise.This alternate zoning of the master universe, in assoiation with the alternate lokwise andounterlokwise ow of the galaxies, is a fator in the stabilization of physial gravity designed toprevent the aentuation of gravity pressure to the point of disruptive and dispersive ativities. Suhan arrangement exerts antigravity inuene and ats as a brake upon otherwise dangerous veloities.11.8 Paradise GravityThe inesapable pull of gravity e�etively grips all the worlds of all the universes of all spae.Gravity is the all-powerful grasp of the physial presene of Paradise. Gravity is the omnipotentstrand on whih are strung the gleaming stars, blazing suns, and whirling spheres whih onstitutethe universal physial adornment of the eternal God, who is all things, �lls all things, and in whomall things onsist.The enter and foal point of absolute material gravity is the Isle of Paradise, omplemented bythe dark gravity bodies enirling Havona and equilibrated by the upper and nether spae reservoirs.All known emanations of nether Paradise invariably and unerringly respond to the entral gravitypull operating upon the endless iruits of the elliptial spae levels of the master universe. Everyknown form of osmi reality has the bend of the ages, the trend of the irle, the swing of the greatellipse.Spae is nonresponsive to gravity, but it ats as an equilibrant on gravity. Without the spaeushion, explosive ation would jerk surrounding spae bodies. Pervaded spae also exerts an anti-gravity inuene upon physial or linear gravity; spae an atually neutralize suh gravity ationeven though it annot delay it. Absolute gravity is Paradise gravity. Loal or linear gravity pertainsto the eletrial stage of energy or matter; it operates within the entral, super-, and outer universes,wherever suitable materialization has taken plae.The numerous forms of osmi fore, physial energy, universe power, and various materializationsdislose three general, though not perfetly lear-ut, stages of response to Paradise gravity:1. Pregravity Stages (Fore). This is the �rst step in the individuation of spae poteny into the115



pre-energy forms of osmi fore. This state is analogous to the onept of the primordial fore-hargeof spae, sometimes alled pure energy or segregata.2. Gravity Stages (Energy). This modi�ation of the fore-harge of spae is produed by theation of the Paradise fore organizers. It signalizes the appearane of energy systems responsive tothe pull of Paradise gravity. This emergent energy is originally neutral but onsequent upon furthermetamorphosis will exhibit the so-alled negative and positive qualities. We designate these stagesultimata.3. Postgravity Stages (Universe Power). In this stage, energy-matter disloses response to theontrol of linear gravity. In the entral universe these physial systems are threefold organizationsknown as triata. They are the superpower mother systems of the reations of time and spae.The physial systems of the superuniverses are mobilized by the Universe Power Diretors and theirassoiates. These material organizations are dual in onstitution and are known as gravita. The darkgravity bodies enirling Havona are neither triata nor gravita, and their drawing power dislosesboth forms of physial gravity, linear and absolute.Spae poteny is not subjet to the interations of any form of gravitation. This primal endowmentof Paradise is not an atual level of reality, but it is anestral to all relative funtional nonspiritrealities - all manifestations of fore-energy and the organization of power and matter. Spae potenyis a term diÆult to de�ne. It does not mean that whih is anestral to spae; its meaning shouldonvey the idea of the potenies and potentials existent within spae. It may be roughly oneivedto inlude all those absolute inuenes and potentials whih emanate from Paradise and onstitutethe spae presene of the Unquali�ed Absolute.Paradise is the absolute soure and the eternal foal point of all energy-matter in the universeof universes. The Unquali�ed Absolute is the revealer, regulator, and repository of that whihhas Paradise as its soure and origin. The universal presene of the Unquali�ed Absolute seemsto be equivalent to the onept of a potential in�nity of gravity extension, an elasti tension ofParadise presene. This onept aids us in grasping the fat that everything is drawn inward towardsParadise. The illustration is rude but nonetheless helpful. It also explains why gravity always atspreferentially in the plane perpendiular to the mass, a phenomenon indiative of the di�erentialdimensions of Paradise and the surrounding reations.11.9 The Uniqueness of ParadiseParadise is unique in that it is the realm of primal origin and the �nal goal of destiny for all spiritpersonalities. Although it is true that not all of the lower spirit beings of the loal universes areimmediately destined to Paradise, Paradise still remains the goal of desire for all supermaterialpersonalities.Paradise is the geographi enter of in�nity; it is not a part of universal reation, not even a realpart of the eternal Havona universe. We ommonly refer to the entral Isle as belonging to the divineuniverse, but it really does not. Paradise is an eternal and exlusive existene.In the eternity of the past, when the Universal Father gave in�nite personality expression ofhis spirit self in the being of the Eternal Son, simultaneously he revealed the in�nity potential ofhis nonpersonal self as Paradise. Nonpersonal and nonspiritual Paradise appears to have been theinevitable reperussion to the Father's will and at whih eternalized the Original Son. Thus did theFather projet reality in two atual phases - the personal and the nonpersonal, the spiritual and thenonspiritual. The tension between them, in the fae of will to ation by the Father and the Son, gaveexistene to the Conjoint Ator and the entral universe of material worlds and spiritual beings.When reality is di�erentiated into the personal and the nonpersonal (Eternal Son and Paradise),116



it is hardly proper to all that whih is nonpersonal \Deity" unless somehow quali�ed. The energyand material reperussions of the ats of Deity ould hardly be alled Deity. Deity may ause muhthat is not Deity, and Paradise is not Deity; neither is it onsious as mortal man ould ever possiblyunderstand suh a term.Paradise is not anestral to any being or living entity; it is not a reator. Personality and mind-spirit relationships are transmissible, but pattern is not. Patterns are never reetions; they aredupliations - reprodutions. Paradise is the absolute of patterns; Havona is an exhibit of thesepotentials in atuality.God's residene is entral and eternal, glorious and ideal. His home is the beauteous pattern forall universe headquarters worlds; and the entral universe of his immediate indwelling is the patternfor all universes in their ideals, organization, and ultimate destiny.Paradise is the universal headquarters of all personality ativities and the soure-enter of allfore-spae and energy manifestations. Everything whih has been, now is, or is yet to be, has ome,now omes, or will ome forth from this entral abiding plae of the eternal Gods. Paradise is theenter of all reation, the soure of all energies, and the plae of primal origin of all personalities.After all, to mortals the most important thing about eternal Paradise is the fat that this perfetabode of the Universal Father is the real and far-distant destiny of the immortal souls of the mortaland material sons of God, the asending reatures of the evolutionary worlds of time and spae. EveryGod-knowing mortal who has espoused the areer of doing the Father's will has already embarkedupon the long, long Paradise trail of divinity pursuit and perfetion attainment. And when suh ananimal-origin being does stand, as ountless numbers now do, before the Gods on Paradise, havingasended from the lowly spheres of spae, suh an ahievement represents the reality of a spiritualtransformation bordering on the limits of supremay.[Presented by a Perfetor of Wisdom ommissioned thus to funtion by the Anients of Days onUversa.℄
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Chapter 12The Universe of UniversesTHE immensity of the far-ung reation of the Universal Father is utterly beyond the grasp of �niteimagination; the enormousness of the master universe staggers the onept of even my order of being.But the mortal mind an be taught muh about the plan and arrangement of the universes; you anknow something of their physial organization and marvelous administration; you may learn muhabout the various groups of intelligent beings who inhabit the seven superuniverses of time and theentral universe of eternity.In priniple, that is, in eternal potential, we oneive of material reation as being in�nite beausethe Universal Father is atually in�nite, but as we study and observe the total material reation, weknow that at any given moment in time it is limited, although to your �nite minds it is omparativelylimitless, virtually boundless.We are onvined, from the study of physial law and from the observation of the starry realms,that the in�nite Creator is not yet manifest in �nality of osmi expression, that muh of the osmipotential of the In�nite is still self-ontained and unrevealed. To reated beings the master universemight appear to be almost in�nite, but it is far from �nished; there are still physial limits to thematerial reation, and the experiential revelation of the eternal purpose is still in progress.12.1 Spae Levels of the Master UniverseThe universe of universes is not an in�nite plane, a boundless ube, nor a limitless irle; it ertainlyhas dimensions. The laws of physial organization and administration prove onlusively that thewhole vast aggregation of fore-energy and matter-power funtions ultimately as a spae unit, asan organized and o-ordinated whole. The observable behavior of the material reation onstitutesevidene of a physial universe of de�nite limits. The �nal proof of both a irular and delimiteduniverse is a�orded by the, to us, well-known fat that all forms of basi energy ever swing aroundthe urved path of the spae levels of the master universe in obediene to the inessant and absolutepull of Paradise gravity.The suessive spae levels of the master universe onstitute the major divisions of pervaded spae- total reation, organized and partially inhabited or yet to be organized and inhabited. If the masteruniverse were not a series of elliptial spae levels of lessened resistane to motion, alternating withzones of relative quiesene, we oneive that some of the osmi energies would be observed to shooto� on an in�nite range, o� on a straight-line path into trakless spae; but we never �nd fore, energy,or matter thus behaving; ever they whirl, always swinging onward in the traks of the great spaeiruits.Proeeding outward from Paradise through the horizontal extension of pervaded spae, the master119



universe is existent in six onentri ellipses, the spae levels enirling the entral Isle:1. The Central Universe - Havona.2. The Seven Superuniverses.3. The First Outer Spae Level.4. The Seond Outer Spae Level.5. The Third Outer Spae Level.6. The Fourth and Outermost Spae Level.Havona, the entral universe, is not a time reation; it is an eternal existene. This never-beginning, never-ending universe onsists of one billion spheres of sublime perfetion and is sur-rounded by the enormous dark gravity bodies. At the enter of Havona is the stationary and ab-solutely stabilized Isle of Paradise, surrounded by its twenty-one satellites. Owing to the enormousenirling masses of the dark gravity bodies about the fringe of the entral universe, the mass on-tent of this entral reation is far in exess of the total known mass of all seven setors of the granduniverse.The Paradise-Havona System, the eternal universe enirling the eternal Isle, onstitutes theperfet and eternal nuleus of the master universe; all seven of the superuniverses and all regionsof outer spae revolve in established orbits around the giganti entral aggregation of the Paradisesatellites and the Havona spheres.The Seven Superuniverses are not primary physial organizations; nowhere do their boundariesdivide a nebular family, neither do they ross a loal universe, a prime reative unit. Eah supe-runiverse is simply a geographi spae lustering of approximately one seventh of the organized andpartially inhabited post-Havona reation, and eah is about equal in the number of loal universesembraed and in the spae enompassed. Nebadon, your loal universe, is one of the newer reationsin Orvonton, the seventh superuniverse.The Grand Universe is the present organized and inhabited reation. It onsists of the sevensuperuniverses, with an aggregate evolutionary potential of around seven trillion inhabited planets,not to mention the eternal spheres of the entral reation. But this tentative estimate takes no aountof arhitetural administrative spheres, neither does it inlude the outlying groups of unorganizeduniverses. The present ragged edge of the grand universe, its uneven and un�nished periphery,together with the tremendously unsettled ondition of the whole astronomial plot, suggests to ourstar students that even the seven superuniverses are, as yet, unompleted. As we move from within,from the divine enter outward in any one diretion, we do, eventually, ome to the outer limits ofthe organized and inhabited reation; we ome to the outer limits of the grand universe. And it isnear this outer border, in a far-o� orner of suh a magni�ent reation, that your loal universe hasits eventful existene.The Outer Spae Levels. Far out in spae, at an enormous distane from the seven inhabited supe-runiverses, there are assembling vast and unbelievably stupendous iruits of fore and materializingenergies. Between the energy iruits of the seven superuniverses and this giganti outer belt of foreativity, there is a spae zone of omparative quiet, whih varies in width but averages about fourhundred thousand light-years. These spae zones are free from star dust - osmi fog. Our studentsof these phenomena are in doubt as to the exat status of the spae-fores existing in this zone ofrelative quiet whih enirles the seven superuniverses. But about one-half million light-years beyondthe periphery of the present grand universe we observe the beginnings of a zone of an unbelievableenergy ation whih inreases in volume and intensity for over twenty-�ve million light-years. Thesetremendous wheels of energizing fores are situated in the �rst outer spae level, a ontinuous beltof osmi ativity enirling the whole of the known, organized, and inhabited reation.120



Still greater ativities are taking plae beyond these regions, for the Uversa physiists have detetedearly evidene of fore manifestations more than �fty million light-years beyond the outermost rangesof the phenomena in the �rst outer spae level. These ativities undoubtedly presage the organizationof the material reations of the seond outer spae level of the master universe.The entral universe is the reation of eternity; the seven superuniverses are the reations of time;the four outer spae levels are undoubtedly destined to eventuate-evolve the ultimay of reation. Andthere are those who maintain that the In�nite an never attain full expression short of in�nity; andtherefore do they postulate an additional and unrevealed reation beyond the fourth and outermostspae level, a possible ever-expanding, never-ending universe of in�nity. In theory we do not knowhow to limit either the in�nity of the Creator or the potential in�nity of reation, but as it exists andis administered, we regard the master universe as having limitations, as being de�nitely delimitedand bounded on its outer margins by open spae.12.2 The Domains of the Unquali�ed AbsoluteWhen Urantia astronomers peer through their inreasingly powerful telesopes into the mysteriousstrethes of outer spae and there behold the amazing evolution of almost ountless physial universes,they should realize that they are gazing upon the mighty outworking of the unsearhable plans of theArhitets of the Master Universe. True, we do possess evidenes whih are suggestive of the preseneof ertain Paradise personality inuenes here and there throughout the vast energy manifestationsnow harateristi of these outer regions, but from the larger viewpoint the spae regions extendingbeyond the outer borders of the seven superuniverses are generally reognized as onstituting thedomains of the Unquali�ed Absolute.Although the unaided human eye an see only two or three nebulae outside the borders of thesuperuniverse of Orvonton, your telesopes literally reveal millions upon millions of these physialuniverses in proess of formation. Most of the starry realms visually exposed to the searh ofyour present-day telesopes are in Orvonton, but with photographi tehnique the larger telesopespenetrate far beyond the borders of the grand universe into the domains of outer spae, where untolduniverses are in proess of organization. And there are yet other millions of universes beyond therange of your present instruments.In the not-distant future, new telesopes will reveal to the wondering gaze of Urantian astronomersno less than 375 million new galaxies in the remote strethes of outer spae. At the same timethese more powerful telesopes will dislose that many island universes formerly believed to be inouter spae are really a part of the galati system of Orvonton. The seven superuniverses are stillgrowing; the periphery of eah is gradually expanding; new nebulae are onstantly being stabilizedand organized; and some of the nebulae whih Urantian astronomers regard as extragalati areatually on the fringe of Orvonton and are traveling along with us.The Uversa star students observe that the grand universe is surrounded by the anestors of aseries of starry and planetary lusters whih ompletely enirle the present inhabited reation asonentri rings of outer universes upon universes. The physiists of Uversa alulate that the energyand matter of these outer and unharted regions already equal many times the total material massand energy harge embraed in all seven superuniverses. We are informed that the metamorphosis ofosmi fore in these outer spae levels is a funtion of the Paradise fore organizers. We also knowthat these fores are anestral to those physial energies whih at present ativate the grand universe.The Orvonton power diretors, however, have nothing to do with these far-distant realms, neitherare the energy movements therein disernibly onneted with the power iruits of the organized andinhabited reations.We know very little of the signi�ane of these tremendous phenomena of outer spae. A greater121



reation of the future is in proess of formation. We an observe its immensity, we an disern itsextent and sense its majesti dimensions, but otherwise we know little more about these realms thando the astronomers of Urantia. As far as we know, no material beings on the order of humans, noangels or other spirit reatures, exist in this outer ring of nebulae, suns, and planets. This distantdomain is beyond the jurisdition and administration of the superuniverse governments.Throughout Orvonton it is believed that a new type of reation is in proess, an order of universesdestined to beome the sene of the future ativities of the assembling Corps of the Finality; andif our onjetures are orret, then the endless future may hold for all of you the same enthrallingspetales that the endless past has held for your seniors and predeessors.12.3 Universal GravityAll forms of fore-energy - material, mindal, or spiritual - are alike subjet to those grasps, thoseuniversal presenes, whih we all gravity. Personality also is responsive to gravity - to the Father'sexlusive iruit; but though this iruit is exlusive to the Father, he is not exluded from the otheriruits; the Universal Father is in�nite and ats over all four absolute-gravity iruits in the masteruniverse:1. The Personality Gravity of the Universal Father.2. The Spirit Gravity of the Eternal Son.3. The Mind Gravity of the Conjoint Ator.4. The Cosmi Gravity of the Isle of Paradise.These four iruits are not related to the nether Paradise fore enter; they are neither fore,energy, nor power iruits. They are absolute presene iruits and like God are independent of timeand spae.In this onnetion it is interesting to reord ertain observations made on Uversa during reentmillenniums by the orps of gravity researhers. This expert group of workers has arrived at thefollowing onlusions regarding the di�erent gravity systems of the master universe:1. Physial Gravity. Having formulated an estimate of the summation of the entire physial-gravity apaity of the grand universe, they have laboriously e�eted a omparison of this �ndingwith the estimated total of absolute gravity presene now operative. These alulations indiate thatthe total gravity ation on the grand universe is a very small part of the estimated gravity pull ofParadise, omputed on the basis of the gravity response of basi physial units of universe matter.These investigators reah the amazing onlusion that the entral universe and the surrounding sevensuperuniverses are at the present time making use of only about �ve per ent of the ative funtioningof the Paradise absolute-gravity grasp. In other words: At the present moment about ninety-�veper ent of the ative osmi-gravity ation of the Isle of Paradise, omputed on this totality theory,is engaged in ontrolling material systems beyond the borders of the present organized universes.These alulations all refer to absolute gravity; linear gravity is an interative phenomenon whihan be omputed only by knowing the atual Paradise gravity.2. Spiritual Gravity. By the same tehnique of omparative estimation and alulation theseresearhers have explored the present reation apaity of spirit gravity and, with the o-operationof Solitary Messengers and other spirit personalities, have arrived at the summation of the ativespirit gravity of the Seond Soure and Center. And it is most instrutive to note that they �ndabout the same value for the atual and funtional presene of spirit gravity in the grand universethat they postulate for the present total of ative spirit gravity. In other words: At the presenttime pratially the entire spirit gravity of the Eternal Son, omputed on this theory of totality, is122



observable as funtioning in the grand universe. If these �ndings are dependable, we may onludethat the universes now evolving in outer spae are at the present time wholly nonspiritual. And ifthis is true, it would satisfatorily explain why spirit-endowed beings are in possession of little orno information about these vast energy manifestations aside from knowing the fat of their physialexistene.3. Mind Gravity. By these same priniples of omparative omputation these experts have at-taked the problem of mind-gravity presene and response. The mind unit of estimation was arrivedat by averaging three material and three spiritual types of mentality, although the type of mindfound in the power diretors and their assoiates proved to be a disturbing fator in the e�ort toarrive at a basi unit for mind-gravity estimation. There was little to impede the estimation of thepresent apaity of the Third Soure and Center for mind-gravity funtion in aordane with thistheory of totality. Although the �ndings in this instane are not so onlusive as in the estimatesof physial and spirit gravity, they are, omparatively onsidered, very instrutive, even intriguing.These investigators dedue that about eighty-�ve per ent of the mind-gravity response to the in-telletual drawing of the Conjoint Ator takes origin in the existing grand universe. This wouldsuggest the possibility that mind ativities are involved in onnetion with the observable physialativities now in progress throughout the realms of outer spae. While this estimate is probably farfrom aurate, it aords, in priniple, with our belief that intelligent fore organizers are at presentdireting universe evolution in the spae levels beyond the present outer limits of the grand universe.Whatever the nature of this postulated intelligene, it is apparently not spirit-gravity responsive.But all these omputations are at best estimates based on assumed laws. We think they are fairlyreliable. Even if a few spirit beings were loated in outer spae, their olletive presene would notmarkedly inuene alulations involving suh enormous measurements.Personality Gravity is nonomputable. We reognize the iruit, but we annot measure eitherqualitative or quantitative realities responsive thereto.12.4 Spae and MotionAll units of osmi energy are in primary revolution, are engaged in the exeution of their mission,while swinging around the universal orbit. The universes of spae and their omponent systems andworlds are all revolving spheres, moving along the endless iruits of the master universe spae levels.Absolutely nothing is stationary in all the master universe exept the very enter of Havona, theeternal Isle of Paradise, the enter of gravity.The Unquali�ed Absolute is funtionally limited to spae, but we are not so sure about the relationof this Absolute to motion. Is motion inherent therein? We do not know. We know that motion is notinherent in spae; even the motions of spae are not innate. But we are not so sure about the relationof the Unquali�ed to motion. Who, or what, is really responsible for the giganti ativities of fore-energy transmutations now in progress out beyond the borders of the present seven superuniverses?Conerning the origin of motion we have the following opinions:1. We think the Conjoint Ator initiates motion in spae.2. If the Conjoint Ator produes the motions of spae, we annot prove it.3. The Universal Absolute does not originate initial motion but does equalize and ontrol all ofthe tensions originated by motion.In outer spae the fore organizers are apparently responsible for the prodution of the gigantiuniverse wheels whih are now in proess of stellar evolution, but their ability so to funtion musthave been made possible by some modi�ation of the spae presene of the Unquali�ed Absolute.123



Spae is, from the human viewpoint, nothing - negative; it exists only as related to somethingpositive and nonspatial. Spae is, however, real. It ontains and onditions motion. It even moves.Spae motions may be roughly lassi�ed as follows:1. Primary motion - spae respiration, the motion of spae itself.2. Seondary motion - the alternate diretional swings of the suessive spae levels.3. Relative motions - relative in the sense that they are not evaluated with Paradise as a basepoint. Primary and seondary motions are absolute, motion in relation to unmoving Paradise.4. Compensatory or orrelating movement designed to o-ordinate all other motions.The present relationship of your sun and its assoiated planets, while dislosing many relativeand absolute motions in spae, tends to onvey the impression to astronomi observers that you areomparatively stationary in spae, and that the surrounding starry lusters and streams are engagedin outward ight at ever-inreasing veloities as your alulations proeed outward in spae. Butsuh is not the ase. You fail to reognize the present outward and uniform expansion of the physialreations of all pervaded spae. Your own loal reation (Nebadon) partiipates in this movementof universal outward expansion. The entire seven superuniverses partiipate in the two-billion-yearyles of spae respiration along with the outer regions of the master universe.When the universes expand and ontrat, the material masses in pervaded spae alternately moveagainst and with the pull of Paradise gravity. The work that is done in moving the material energymass of reation is spae work but not power-energy work.Although your spetrosopi estimations of astronomi veloities are fairly reliable when appliedto the starry realms belonging to your superuniverse and its assoiate superuniverses, suh rekoningswith referene to the realms of outer spae are wholly unreliable. Spetral lines are displaed fromthe normal towards the violet by an approahing star; likewise these lines are displaed towards thered by a reeding star. Many inuenes interpose to make it appear that the reessional veloity ofthe external universes inreases at the rate of more than one hundred miles a seond for every millionlight-years inrease in distane. By this method of rekoning, subsequent to the perfetion of morepowerful telesopes, it will appear that these far-distant systems are in ight from this part of theuniverse at the unbelievable rate of more than thirty thousand miles a seond. But this apparentspeed of reession is not real; it results from numerous fators of error embraing angles of observationand other time-spae distortions.But the greatest of all suh distortions arises beause the vast universes of outer spae, in the realmsnext to the domains of the seven superuniverses, seem to be revolving in a diretion opposite to thatof the grand universe. That is, these myriads of nebulae and their aompanying suns and spheresare at the present time revolving lokwise about the entral reation. The seven superuniversesrevolve about Paradise in a ounterlokwise diretion. It appears that the seond outer universe ofgalaxies, like the seven superuniverses, revolves ounterlokwise about Paradise. And the astronomiobservers of Uversa think they detet evidene of revolutionary movements in a third outer belt offar-distant spae whih are beginning to exhibit diretional tendenies of a lokwise nature.It is probable that these alternate diretions of suessive spae proessions of the universes havesomething to do with the intramaster universe gravity tehnique of the Universal Absolute, whihonsists of a o-ordination of fores and an equalization of spae tensions. Motion as well as spae isa omplement or equilibrant of gravity.
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12.5 Spae and TimeLike spae, time is a bestowal of Paradise, but not in the same sense, only indiretly. Time omes byvirtue of motion and beause mind is inherently aware of sequentiality. From a pratial viewpoint,motion is essential to time, but there is no universal time unit based on motion exept in so far as theParadise-Havona standard day is arbitrarily so reognized. The totality of spae respiration destroysits loal value as a time soure.Spae is not in�nite, even though it takes origin from Paradise; not absolute, for it is pervadedby the Unquali�ed Absolute. We do not know the absolute limits of spae, but we do know that theabsolute of time is eternity.Time and spae are inseparable only in the time-spae reations, the seven superuniverses. Non-temporal spae (spae without time) theoretially exists, but the only truly nontemporal plae isParadise area. Nonspatial time (time without spae) exists in mind of the Paradise level of funtion.The relatively motionless midspae zones impinging on Paradise and separating pervaded fromunpervaded spae are the transition zones from time to eternity, hene the neessity of Paradisepilgrims beoming unonsious during this transit when it is to ulminate in Paradise itizenship.Time-onsious visitors an go to Paradise without thus sleeping, but they remain reatures of time.Relationships to time do not exist without motion in spae, but onsiousness of time does.Sequentiality an onsiousize time even in the absene of motion. Man's mind is less time-boundthan spae-bound beause of the inherent nature of mind. Even during the days of the earth life inthe esh, though man's mind is rigidly spae-bound, the reative human imagination is omparativelytime free. But time itself is not genetially a quality of mind.There are three di�erent levels of time ognizane:1. Mind-pereived time - onsiousness of sequene, motion, and a sense of duration.2. Spirit-pereived time - insight into motion Godward and the awareness of the motion of asentto levels of inreasing divinity.3. Personality reates a unique time sense out of insight into Reality plus a onsiousness ofpresene and an awareness of duration.Unspiritual animals know only the past and live in the present. Spirit-indwelt man has powers ofprevision (insight); he may visualize the future. Only forward-looking and progressive attitudes arepersonally real. Stati ethis and traditional morality are just slightly superanimal. Nor is stoiisma high order of self-realization. Ethis and morals beome truly human when they are dynami andprogressive, alive with universe reality.The human personality is not merely a onomitant of time-and-spae events; the human person-ality an also at as the osmi ause of suh events.12.6 Universal OverontrolThe universe is nonstati. Stability is not the result of inertia but rather the produt of balanedenergies, o-operative minds, o-ordinated morontias, spirit overontrol, and personality uni�ation.Stability is wholly and always proportional to divinity.In the physial ontrol of the master universe the Universal Father exerises priority and primaythrough the Isle of Paradise; God is absolute in the spiritual administration of the osmos in theperson of the Eternal Son. Conerning the domains of mind, the Father and the Son funtiono-ordinately in the Conjoint Ator. 125



The Third Soure and Center assists in the maintenane of the equilibrium and o-ordination ofthe ombined physial and spiritual energies and organizations by the absoluteness of his grasp ofthe osmi mind and by the exerise of his inherent and universal physial- and spiritual-gravityomplements. Whenever and wherever there ours a liaison between the material and the spiritual,suh a mind phenomenon is an at of the In�nite Spirit. Mind alone an interassoiate the physialfores and energies of the material level with the spiritual powers and beings of the spirit level.In all your ontemplation of universal phenomena, make ertain that you take into onsiderationthe interrelation of physial, intelletual, and spiritual energies, and that due allowane is made forthe unexpeted phenomena attendant upon their uni�ation by personality and for the unpreditablephenomena resulting from the ations and reations of experiential Deity and the Absolutes.The universe is highly preditable only in the quantitative or gravity-measurement sense; eventhe primal physial fores are not responsive to linear gravity, nor are the higher mind meanings andtrue spirit values of ultimate universe realities. Qualitatively, the universe is not highly preditableas regards new assoiations of fores, either physial, mindal, or spiritual, although many suhombinations of energies or fores beome partially preditable when subjeted to ritial observation.When matter, mind, and spirit are uni�ed by reature personality, we are unable fully to predit thedeisions of suh a freewill being.All phases of primordial fore, nasent spirit, and other nonpersonal ultimates appear to reatin aordane with ertain relatively stable but unknown laws and are haraterized by a latitudeof performane and an elastiity of response whih are often disonerting when enountered in thephenomena of a irumsribed and isolated situation. What is the explanation of this unpreditablefreedom of reation dislosed by these emerging universe atualities? These unknown, unfathomableunpreditables - whether pertaining to the behavior of a primordial unit of fore, the reation of anunidenti�ed level of mind, or the phenomenon of a vast preuniverse in the making in the domains ofouter spae - probably dislose the ativities of the Ultimate and the presene-performanes of theAbsolutes, whih antedate the funtion of all universe Creators.We do not really know, but we surmise that suh amazing versatility and suh profound o-ordination signify the presene and performane of the Absolutes, and that suh diversity of responsein the fae of apparently uniform ausation disloses the reation of the Absolutes, not only to theimmediate and situational ausation, but also to all other related ausations throughout the entiremaster universe.Individuals have their guardians of destiny; planets, systems, onstellations, universes, and supe-runiverses eah have their respetive rulers who labor for the good of their domains. Havona andeven the grand universe are wathed over by those intrusted with suh high responsibilities. Butwho fosters and ares for the fundamental needs of the master universe as a whole, from Paradiseto the fourth and outermost spae level? Existentially suh overare is probably attributable to theParadise Trinity, but from an experiential viewpoint the appearane of the post-Havona universes isdependent on:1. The Absolutes in potential.2. The Ultimate in diretion.3. The Supreme in evolutionary o-ordination.4. The Arhitets of the Master Universe in administration prior to the appearane of spei�rulers.The Unquali�ed Absolute pervades all spae. We are not altogether lear as to the exat statusof the Deity and Universal Absolutes, but we know the latter funtions wherever the Deity andUnquali�ed Absolutes funtion. The Deity Absolute may be universally present but hardly spaepresent. The Ultimate is, or sometime will be, spae present to the outer margins of the fourth spae126



level. We doubt that the Ultimate will ever have a spae presene beyond the periphery of the masteruniverse, but within this limit the Ultimate is progressively integrating the reative organization ofthe potentials of the three Absolutes.12.7 The Part and the WholeThere is operative throughout all time and spae and with regard to all reality of whatever naturean inexorable and impersonal law whih is equivalent to the funtion of a osmi providene. Meryharaterizes God's attitude of love for the individual; impartiality motivates God's attitude towardthe total. The will of God does not neessarily prevail in the part - the heart of any one personality- but his will does atually rule the whole, the universe of universes.In all his dealings with all his beings it is true that the laws of God are not inherently arbitrary.To you, with your limited vision and �nite viewpoint, the ats of God must often appear to beditatorial and arbitrary. The laws of God are merely the habits of God, his way of repeatedly doingthings; and he ever does all things well. You observe that God does the same thing in the same way,repeatedly, simply beause that is the best way to do that partiular thing in a given irumstane;and the best way is the right way, and therefore does in�nite wisdom always order it done in thatpreise and perfet manner. You should also remember that nature is not the exlusive at of Deity;other inuenes are present in those phenomena whih man alls nature.It is repugnant to the divine nature to su�er any sort of deterioration or ever to permit theexeution of any purely personal at in an inferior way. It should be made lear, however, that, if,in the divinity of any situation, in the extremity of any irumstane, in any ase where the ourseof supreme wisdom might indiate the demand for di�erent ondut - if the demands of perfetionmight for any reason ditate another method of reation, a better one, then and there would theall-wise God funtion in that better and more suitable way. That would be the expression of a higherlaw, not the reversal of a lower law.God is not a habit-bound slave to the hroniity of the repetition of his own voluntary ats. Thereis no onit among the laws of the In�nite; they are all perfetions of the infallible nature; theyare all the unquestioned ats expressive of faultless deisions. Law is the unhanging reation of anin�nite, perfet, and divine mind. The ats of God are all volitional notwithstanding this apparentsameness. In God there \is no variableness neither shadow of hanging." But all this whih anbe truly said of the Universal Father annot be said with equal ertainty of all his subordinateintelligenes or of his evolutionary reatures.Beause God is hangeless, therefore an you depend, in all ordinary irumstanes, on his doingthe same thing in the same idential and ordinary way. God is the assurane of stability for allreated things and beings. He is God; therefore he hanges not.And all this steadfastness of ondut and uniformity of ation is personal, onsious, and highlyvolitional, for the great God is not a helpless slave to his own perfetion and in�nity. God is nota self-ating automati fore; he is not a slavish law-bound power. God is neither a mathematialequation nor a hemial formula. He is a freewill and primal personality. He is the Universal Father,a being surharged with personality and the universal fount of all reature personality.The will of God does not uniformly prevail in the heart of the God-seeking material mortal, but ifthe time frame is enlarged beyond the moment to embrae the whole of the �rst life, then does God'swill beome inreasingly disernible in the spirit fruits whih are borne in the lives of the spirit-ledhildren of God. And then, if human life is further enlarged to inlude the morontia experiene, thedivine will is observed to shine brighter and brighter in the spiritualizing ats of those reatures oftime who have begun to taste the divine delights of experiening the relationship of the personality127



of man with the personality of the Universal Father.The Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man present the paradox of the part and thewhole on the level of personality. God loves eah individual as an individual hild in the heavenlyfamily. Yet God thus loves every individual; he is no respeter of persons, and the universality of hislove brings into being a relationship of the whole, the universal brotherhood.The love of the Father absolutely individualizes eah personality as a unique hild of the UniversalFather, a hild without dupliate in in�nity, a will reature irreplaeable in all eternity. The Father'slove glori�es eah hild of God, illuminating eah member of the elestial family, sharply silhouettingthe unique nature of eah personal being against the impersonal levels that lie outside the fraternaliruit of the Father of all. The love of God strikingly portrays the transendent value of eahwill reature, unmistakably reveals the high value whih the Universal Father has plaed upon eahand every one of his hildren from the highest reator personality of Paradise status to the lowestpersonality of will dignity among the savage tribes of men in the dawn of the human speies on someevolutionary world of time and spae.This very love of God for the individual brings into being the divine family of all individuals,the universal brotherhood of the freewill hildren of the Paradise Father. And this brotherhood,being universal, is a relationship of the whole. Brotherhood, when universal, disloses not the eahrelationship, but the all relationship. Brotherhood is a reality of the total and therefore dislosesqualities of the whole in ontradistintion to qualities of the part.Brotherhood onstitutes a fat of relationship between every personality in universal existene.No person an esape the bene�ts or the penalties that may ome as a result of relationship to otherpersons. The part pro�ts or su�ers in measure with the whole. The good e�ort of eah man bene�tsall men; the error or evil of eah man augments the tribulation of all men. As moves the part, somoves the whole. As the progress of the whole, so the progress of the part. The relative veloitiesof part and whole determine whether the part is retarded by the inertia of the whole or is arriedforward by the momentum of the osmi brotherhood.It is a mystery that God is a highly personal self-onsious being with residential headquarters,and at the same time personally present in suh a vast universe and personally in ontat withsuh a well-nigh in�nite number of beings. That suh a phenomenon is a mystery beyond humanomprehension should not in the least lessen your faith. Do not allow the magnitude of the in�nity,the immensity of the eternity, and the grandeur and glory of the mathless harater of God tooverawe, stagger, or disourage you; for the Father is not very far from any one of you; he dwellswithin you, and in him do we all literally move, atually live, and veritably have our being.Even though the Paradise Father funtions through his divine reators and his reature hildren,he also enjoys the most intimate inner ontat with you, so sublime, so highly personal, that it iseven beyond my omprehension - that mysterious ommunion of the Father fragment with the humansoul and with the mortal mind of its atual indwelling. Knowing what you do of these gifts of God,you therefore know that the Father is in intimate touh, not only with his divine assoiates, but alsowith his evolutionary mortal hildren of time. The Father indeed abides on Paradise, but his divinepresene also dwells in the minds of men.Even though the spirit of a Son be poured out upon all esh, even though a Son one dwelt withyou in the likeness of mortal esh, even though the seraphim personally guard and guide you, howan any of these divine beings of the Seond and Third Centers ever hope to ome as near to you orto understand you as fully as the Father, who has given a part of himself to be in you, to be yourreal and divine, even your eternal, self?
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12.8 Matter, Mind, and Spirit\God is spirit," but Paradise is not. The material universe is always the arena wherein take plae allspiritual ativities; spirit beings and spirit asenders live and work on physial spheres of materialreality.The bestowal of osmi fore, the domain of osmi gravity, is the funtion of the Isle of Paradise.All original fore-energy proeeds from Paradise, and the matter for the making of untold universesnow irulates throughout the master universe in the form of a supergravity presene whih onsti-tutes the fore-harge of pervaded spae.Whatever the transformations of fore in the outlying universes, having gone out from Paradise,it journeys on subjet to the never-ending, ever-present, unfailing pull of the eternal Isle, obedientlyand inherently swinging on forever around the eternal spae paths of the universes. Physial energyis the one reality whih is true and steadfast in its obediene to universal law. Only in the realmsof reature volition has there been deviation from the divine paths and the original plans. Powerand energy are the universal evidenes of the stability, onstany, and eternity of the entral Isle ofParadise.The bestowal of spirit and the spiritualization of personalities, the domain of spiritual gravity, isthe realm of the Eternal Son. And this spirit gravity of the Son, ever drawing all spiritual realitiesto himself, is just as real and absolute as is the all-powerful material grasp of the Isle of Paradise.But material-minded man is naturally more familiar with the material manifestations of a physialnature than with the equally real and mighty operations of a spiritual nature whih are disernedonly by the spiritual insight of the soul.As the mind of any personality in the universe beomes more spiritual - Godlike - it beomes lessresponsive to material gravity. Reality, measured by physial-gravity response, is the antithesis ofreality as determined by quality of spirit ontent. Physial-gravity ation is a quantitative determinerof nonspirit energy; spiritual-gravity ation is the qualitative measure of the living energy of divinity.What Paradise is to the physial reation, and what the Eternal Son is to the spiritual universe,the Conjoint Ator is to the realms of mind - the intelligent universe of material, morontial, andspiritual beings and personalities.The Conjoint Ator reats to both material and spiritual realities and therefore inherently beomesthe universal minister to all intelligent beings, beings who may represent a union of both the materialand spiritual phases of reation. The endowment of intelligene, the ministry to the material andthe spiritual in the phenomenon of mind, is the exlusive domain of the Conjoint Ator, who thusbeomes the partner of the spiritual mind, the essene of the morontia mind, and the substane ofthe material mind of the evolutionary reatures of time.Mind is the tehnique whereby spirit realities beome experiential to reature personalities. Andin the last analysis the unifying possibilities of even human mind, the ability to o-ordinate things,ideas, and values, is supermaterial.Though it is hardly possible for the mortal mind to omprehend the seven levels of relative osmireality, the human intellet should be able to grasp muh of the meaning of three funtioning levelsof �nite reality:1. Matter. Organized energy whih is subjet to linear gravity exept as it is modi�ed by motionand onditioned by mind.2. Mind. Organized onsiousness whih is not wholly subjet to material gravity, and whihbeomes truly liberated when modi�ed by spirit.3. Spirit. The highest personal reality. True spirit is not subjet to physial gravity but eventuallybeomes the motivating inuene of all evolving energy systems of personality dignity.129



The goal of existene of all personalities is spirit; material manifestations are relative, and theosmi mind intervenes between these universal opposites. The bestowal of mind and the ministrationof spirit are the work of the assoiate persons of Deity, the In�nite Spirit and the Eternal Son. TotalDeity reality is not mind but spirit-mind - mind-spirit uni�ed by personality. Nevertheless theabsolutes of both the spirit and the thing onverge in the person of the Universal Father.On Paradise the three energies, physial, mindal, and spiritual, are o-ordinate. In the evolutionaryosmos energy-matter is dominant exept in personality, where spirit, through the mediation of mind,is striving for the mastery. Spirit is the fundamental reality of the personality experiene of allreatures beause God is spirit. Spirit is unhanging, and therefore, in all personality relations, ittransends both mind and matter, whih are experiential variables of progressive attainment.In osmi evolution matter beomes a philosophi shadow ast by mind in the presene of spiritluminosity of divine enlightenment, but this does not invalidate the reality of matter-energy. Mind,matter, and spirit are equally real, but they are not of equal value to personality in the attainmentof divinity. Consiousness of divinity is a progressive spiritual experiene.The brighter the shining of the spiritualized personality (the Father in the universe, the fragment ofpotential spirit personality in the individual reature), the greater the shadow ast by the interveningmind upon its material investment. In time, man's body is just as real as mind or spirit, but in death,both mind (identity) and spirit survive while the body does not. A osmi reality an be nonexistentin personality experiene. And so your Greek �gure of speeh - the material as the shadow of themore real spirit substane - does have a philosophi signi�ane.12.9 Personal RealitiesSpirit is the basi personal reality in the universes, and personality is basi to all progressing experi-ene with spiritual reality. Every phase of personality experiene on every suessive level of universeprogression swarms with lues to the disovery of alluring personal realities. Man's true destinyonsists in the reation of new and spirit goals and then in responding to the osmi allurements ofsuh supernal goals of nonmaterial value.Love is the seret of bene�ial assoiation between personalities. You annot really know a personas the result of a single ontat. You annot appreiatingly know musi through mathematialdedution, even though musi is a form of mathematial rhythm. The number assigned to a telephonesubsriber does not in any manner identify the personality of that subsriber or signify anythingonerning his harater.Mathematis, material siene, is indispensable to the intelligent disussion of the material aspetsof the universe, but suh knowledge is not neessarily a part of the higher realization of truth orof the personal appreiation of spiritual realities. Not only in the realms of life but even in theworld of physial energy, the sum of two or more things is very often something more than, orsomething di�erent from, the preditable additive onsequenes of suh unions. The entire siene ofmathematis, the whole domain of philosophy, the highest physis or hemistry, ould not predit orknow that the union of two gaseous hydrogen atoms with one gaseous oxygen atom would result in anew and qualitatively superadditive substane - liquid water. The understanding knowledge of thisone physiohemial phenomenon should have prevented the development of materialisti philosophyand mehanisti osmology.Tehnial analysis does not reveal what a person or a thing an do. For example: Water is usede�etively to extinguish �re. That water will put out �re is a fat of everyday experiene, but noanalysis of water ould ever be made to dislose suh a property. Analysis determines that water isomposed of hydrogen and oxygen; a further study of these elements disloses that oxygen is the real130



supporter of ombustion and that hydrogen will itself freely burn.Your religion is beoming real beause it is emerging from the slavery of fear and the bondage ofsuperstition. Your philosophy struggles for emanipation from dogma and tradition. Your siene isengaged in the agelong ontest between truth and error while it �ghts for deliverane from the bondageof abstration, the slavery of mathematis, and the relative blindness of mehanisti materialism.Mortal man has a spirit nuleus. The mind is a personal-energy system existing around a divinespirit nuleus and funtioning in a material environment. Suh a living relationship of personal mindand spirit onstitutes the universe potential of eternal personality. Real trouble, lasting disappoint-ment, serious defeat, or inesapable death an ome only after self-onepts presume fully to displaethe governing power of the entral spirit nuleus, thereby disrupting the osmi sheme of personalityidentity.[Presented by a Perfetor of Wisdom ating by authority of the Anients of Days.℄
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Chapter 13The Sared Spheres of ParadiseBETWEEN the entral Isle of Paradise and the innermost of the Havona planetary iruits thereare situated in spae three lesser iruits of speial spheres. The innermost iruit onsists of theseven seret spheres of the Universal Father; the seond group is omposed of the seven luminousworlds of the Eternal Son; in the outermost are the seven immense spheres of the In�nite Spirit, theexeutive-headquarters worlds of the Seven Master Spirits.These three seven-world iruits of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit are spheres of unexelledgrandeur and unimagined glory. Even their material or physial onstrution is of an order unrevealedto you. Eah iruit is diverse in material, and eah world of eah iruit is di�erent exepting theseven worlds of the Son, whih are alike in physial onstitution. All twenty-one are enormousspheres, and eah group of seven is di�erently eternalized. As far as we know they have always been;like Paradise they are eternal. There exists neither reord nor tradition of their origin.The seven seret spheres of the Universal Father, irulating about Paradise in lose proximity tothe eternal Isle, are highly reetive of the spiritual luminosity of the entral shining of the eternalDeities, shedding this light of divine glory throughout Paradise and even upon the seven iruits ofHavona.On the seven sared worlds of the Eternal Son there appear to take origin the impersonal energiesof spirit luminosity. No personal being may sojourn on any of these seven shining realms. Withspiritual glory they illuminate all Paradise and Havona, and they diretionize pure spirit luminosityto the seven superuniverses. These brilliant spheres of the seond iruit likewise emit their light(light without heat) to Paradise and to the billion worlds of the seven-iruited entral universe.The seven worlds of the In�nite Spirit are oupied by the Seven Master Spirits, who preside overthe destinies of the seven superuniverses, sending forth the spiritual illumination of the Third Personof Deity to these reations of time and spae. And all Havona, but not the Isle of Paradise, is bathedin these spiritualizing inuenes.Although the worlds of the Father are ultimate status spheres for all Father-endowed personalities,this is not their exlusive funtion. Many beings and entities other than personal sojourn on theseworlds. Eah world in the iruit of the Father and the iruit of the Spirit has a distint typeof permanent itizenship, but we think the Son's worlds are inhabited by uniform types of other-than-personal beings. Father fragments are among the natives of Divinington; the other orders ofpermanent itizenship are unrevealed to you.The twenty-one Paradise satellites serve many purposes in both entral and superuniverses notdislosed in these narratives. You are able to understand so little of the life of these spheres thatyou annot hope to gain anything like a onsistent view of them, either as to nature or funtion;thousands of ativities are there going on whih are unrevealed to you. These twenty-one spheresembrae the potentials of the funtion of the master universe. These papers a�ord only a eeting133



glimpse of ertain irumsribed ativities pertaining to the present universe age of the grand universe- rather, one of the seven setors of the grand universe.13.1 The Seven Sared Worlds of the FatherThe Father's iruit of sared life spheres ontains the only inherent personality serets in the universeof universes. These satellites of Paradise, the innermost of the three iruits, are the only forbiddendomains onerned with personality in the entral universe. Nether Paradise and the worlds of theSon are likewise losed to personalities, but neither of those realms is in any way diretly onernedwith personality.The Paradise worlds of the Father are direted by the highest order of the Stationary Sons ofthe Trinity, the Trinitized Serets of Supremay. Of these worlds I an tell little; of their manifoldativities I may tell less. Suh information onerns only those beings who funtion thereon and goforth therefrom. And though I am somewhat familiar with six of these speial worlds, never have Ilanded on Divinington; that world is wholly forbidden to me.One of the reasons for the serey of these worlds is beause eah of these sared spheres enjoysa speialized representation, or manifestation, of the Deities omposing the Paradise Trinity; nota personality, but a unique presene of Divinity whih an only be appreiated and omprehendedby those partiular groups of intelligenes resident on, or admissible to, that partiular sphere.The Trinitized Serets of Supremay are the personal agents of these speialized and impersonalpresenes of Divinity. And the Serets of Supremay are highly personal beings, superbly endowedand marvelously adapted to their exalted and exating work.1. DIVININGTON. This world is, in a unique sense, the \bosom of the Father," the personal-ommunion sphere of the Universal Father, and thereon is a speial manifestation of his divinity.Divinington is the Paradise rendezvous of the Thought Adjusters, but it is also the home of nu-merous other entities, personalities, and other beings taking origin in the Universal Father. Manypersonalities besides the Eternal Son are of diret origin by the solitary ats of the Universal Father.Only the Father fragments and those personalities and other beings of diret and exlusive origin inthe Universal Father fraternize and funtion on this abode.The serets of Divinington inlude the seret of the bestowal and mission of Thought Adjusters.Their nature, origin, and the tehnique of their ontat with the lowly reatures of the evolutionaryworlds is a seret of this Paradise sphere. These amazing transations do not personally onern therest of us, and therefore do the Deities deem it proper to withhold ertain features of this great anddivine ministry from our full understanding. In so far as we ome in ontat with this phase of divineativity, we are permitted full knowledge of these transations, but onerning the intimate detailsof this great bestowal we are not fully informed.This sphere also holds the serets of the nature, purpose, and ativities of all other forms of Fatherfragments, of the Gravity Messengers, and of hosts of other beings unrevealed to you. It is highlyprobable that those truths pertaining to Divinington whih are withheld from me, if revealed, wouldmerely onfuse and handiap me in my present work, and still again, perhaps they are beyond theoneptual apaity of my order of being.2. SONARINGTON. This sphere is the \bosom of the Son," the personal reeiving world of theEternal Son. It is the Paradise headquarters of the desending and asending Sons of God when,and after, they are fully aredited and �nally approved. This world is the Paradise home for allSons of the Eternal Son and of his o-ordinate and assoiate Sons. There are numerous orders ofdivine sonship attahed to this supernal abode whih have not been revealed to mortals sine theyare not onerned with the plans of the asension sheme of human spiritual progression through the134



universes and on to Paradise.The serets of Sonarington inlude the seret of the inarnation of the divine Sons. When a Son ofGod beomes a Son of Man, is literally born of woman, as ourred on your world nineteen hundredyears ago, it is a universal mystery. It is ourring right along throughout the universes, and itis a Sonarington seret of divine sonship. The Adjusters are a mystery of God the Father. Theinarnation of the divine Sons is a mystery of God the Son; it is a seret loked up in the seventhsetor of Sonarington, a realm penetrated by none save those who have personally passed throughthis unique experiene. Only those phases of inarnation having to do with your asension areerhave been brought to your notie. There are many other phases of the mystery of the inarnation ofthe Paradise Sons of unrevealed types on missions of universe servie whih are undislosed to you.And there are still other Sonarington mysteries.3. SPIRITINGTON. This world is the \bosom of the Spirit," the Paradise home of the high beingsthat exlusively represent the In�nite Spirit. Here forgather the Seven Master Spirits and ertain oftheir o�spring from all universes. At this elestial abode may also be found numerous unrevealedorders of spirit personalities, beings assigned to the manifold ativities of the universe not assoiatedwith the plans of upstepping the mortal reatures of time to the Paradise levels of eternity.The serets of Spiritington involve the impenetrable mysteries of reetivity. We tell you of thevast and universal phenomenon of reetivity, more partiularly as it is operative on the headquartersworlds of the seven superuniverses, but we never fully explain this phenomenon, for we do not fullyunderstand it. Muh, very muh, we do omprehend, but many basi details are still mysterious to us.Reetivity is a seret of God the Spirit. You have been instruted onerning reetivity funtionsin relation to the asension sheme of mortal survival, and it does so operate, but reetivity is alsoan indispensable feature of the normal working of numerous other phases of universe oupation.This endowment of the In�nite Spirit is also utilized in hannels other than those of intelligenegathering and information dissemination. And there are other serets of Spiritington.4. VICEGERINGTON. This planet is the \bosom of the Father and the Son" and is the seretsphere of ertain unrevealed beings who take origin by the ats of the Father and the Son. This is alsothe Paradise home of many glori�ed beings of omplex anestry, those whose origin is ompliatedbeause of the many diverse tehniques operative in the seven superuniverses. Many groups of beingsforgather on this world whose identity has not been revealed to Urantia mortals.The serets of Viegerington inlude the serets of trinitization, and trinitization onstitutes theseret of authority to represent the Trinity, to at as viegerents of the Gods. Authority to representthe Trinity attahes only to those beings, revealed and unrevealed, who are trinitized, reated,eventuated, or eternalized by any two or all three of the Paradise Trinity. Personalities broughtinto being by the trinitizing ats of ertain types of glori�ed reatures represent no more than theoneptual potential mobilized in that trinitization, albeit suh reatures may asend the path ofDeity embrae open to all of their kind.Nontrinitized beings do not fully understand the tehnique of trinitization by either two or threeCreators or by ertain reatures. You will never fully understand suh a phenomenon unless, inthe far-distant future of your glori�ed areer, you should essay and sueed in suh an adventure,beause otherwise these serets of Viegerington will always be forbidden you. But to me, a highTrinity-origin being, all setors of Viegerington are open. I fully understand, and just as fully andsaredly protet, the seret of my origin and destiny.There are still other forms and phases of trinitization whih have not been brought to the notieof the Urantia peoples, and these experienes, in their personal aspets, are duly proteted in theseret setor of Viegerington.5. SOLITARINGTON. This world is the \bosom of the Father and the Spirit" and is the ren-dezvous of a magni�ent host of unrevealed beings of origin in the onjoint ats of the Universal135



Father and the In�nite Spirit, beings who partake of the traits of the Father in addition to theirSpirit inheritane.This is also the home of the Solitary Messengers and of other personalities of the superangeliorders. You know of very few of these beings; there are vast numbers of orders unrevealed on Urantia.Beause they are domiiled on the �fth world, it does not neessarily follow that the Father had aughtto do with the reation of Solitary Messengers or their superangeli assoiates, but in this universeage he does have to do with their funtion. During the present universe age this is also the statussphere of the Universe Power Diretors.There are numerous additional orders of spirit personalities, beings unknown to mortal man, wholook upon Solitarington as their Paradise home sphere. It should be remembered that all divisions andlevels of universe ativities are just as fully provided with spirit ministers as is the realm onernedwith helping mortal man asend to his divine Paradise destiny.The serets of Solitarington. Besides ertain serets of trinitization, this world holds the serets ofthe personal relation of the In�nite Spirit with ertain of the higher o�spring of the Third Soure andCenter. On Solitarington are held the mysteries of the intimate assoiation of numerous unrevealedorders with the spirits of the Father, of the Son, and of the Spirit, with the threefold spirit of theTrinity, and with the spirits of the Supreme, the Ultimate, and the Supreme-Ultimate.6. SERAPHINGTON. This sphere is the \bosom of the Son and the Spirit" and is the homeworld of the vast hosts of unrevealed beings reated by the Son and the Spirit. This is also thedestiny sphere of all ministering orders of the angeli hosts, inluding supernaphim, seonaphim, andseraphim. There also serve in the entral and outlying universes many orders of superb spirits whoare not \ministering spirits to those who shall be heirs of salvation." All these spirit workers in alllevels and realms of universe ativities look upon Seraphington as their Paradise home.The serets of Seraphington involve a threefold mystery, only one of whih I may mention - themystery of seraphi transport. The ability of various orders of seraphim and allied spirit beings toenvelop within their spirit forms all orders of nonmaterial personalities and to arry them away onlengthy interplanetary journeys, is a seret loked up in the sared setors of Seraphington. Thetransport seraphim omprehend this mystery, but they do not ommuniate it to the rest of us, orperhaps they annot. The other mysteries of Seraphington pertain to the personal experienes oftypes of spirit servers as yet not revealed to mortals. And we refrain from disussing the serets ofsuh losely related beings beause you an almost omprehend suh near orders of existene, and itwould be akin to betrayal of trust to present even our partial knowledge of suh phenomena.7. ASCENDINGTON. This unique world is the \bosom of the Father, Son, and Spirit," therendezvous of the asendant reatures of spae, the reeiving sphere of the pilgrims of time who arepassing through the Havona universe on their way to Paradise. Asendington is the atual Paradisehome of the asendant souls of time and spae until they attain Paradise status. You mortals willspend most of your Havona \vaations" on Asendington. During your Havona life Asendington willbe to you what the reversion diretors were during the loal and superuniverse asension. Here youwill engage in thousands of ativities whih are beyond the grasp of mortal imagination. And as onevery previous advane in the Godward asent, your human self will here enter into new relationshipswith your divine self.The serets of Asendington inlude the mystery of the gradual and ertain building up in thematerial and mortal mind of a spiritual and potentially immortal ounterpart of harater andidentity. This phenomenon onstitutes one of the most perplexing mysteries of the universes - theevolution of an immortal soul within the mind of a mortal and material reature.You will never fully understand this mysterious transation until you reah Asendington. Andthat is just why all Asendington will be open to your wondering gaze. One seventh of Asendingtonis forbidden to me - that setor onerned with this very seret whih is (or will be) the exlusive136



experiene and possession of your type of being. This experiene belongs to your human order ofexistene. My order of personality is not diretly onerned with suh transations. It is thereforeforbidden to me and eventually revealed to you. But even after it is revealed to you, for some reasonit forever remains your seret. You do not reveal it to us nor to any other order of beings. Weknow about the eternal fusion of a divine Adjuster and an immortal soul of human origin, but theasendant �naliters know this very experiene as an absolute reality.13.2 Father-World RelationshipsThese home worlds of the diverse orders of spiritual beings are tremendous and stupendous spheres,and they are equal to Paradise in their mathless beauty and superb glory. They are rendezvousworlds, reunion spheres, serving as permanent osmi addresses. As �naliters you will be domiiledon Paradise, but Asendington will be your home address at all times, even when you enter serviein outer spae. Through all eternity you will regard Asendington as your home of sentimentalmemories and reminisent reolletions. When you beome seventh-stage spirit beings, possibly youwill give up your residential status on Paradise.If outer universes are in the making, if they are to be inhabited by time reatures of asension po-tential, then we infer that these hildren of the future will also be destined to look upon Asendingtonas their Paradise home world.Asendington is the only sared sphere that will be unreservedly open to your inspetion as aParadise arrival. Viegerington is the only sared sphere that is wholly and unreservedly open tomy srutiny. Though its serets are onerned in my origin, in this universe age I do not regardViegerington as my home. Trinity-origin beings and trinitized beings are not the same.The Trinity-origin beings do not fully share the Father's worlds; they have their sole homes on theIsle of Paradise in lose proximity to the Most Holy Sphere. They often appear on Asendington,the \bosom of the Father-Son-Spirit," where they fraternize with their brethren who have ome upfrom the lowly worlds of spae.You might assume that Creator Sons, being of Father-Son origin, would regard Viegerington astheir home, but suh is not the ase in this universe age of the funtion of God the Sevenfold. Andthere are many similar problems that will perplex you, for you are sure to enounter many diÆultiesas you attempt to understand these things whih are so near Paradise. Nor an you suessfullyreason out these questions; you know so little. And if you knew more about the Father's worlds,you would simply enounter more diÆulties until you knew all about them. Status on any of theseseret worlds is aquired by servie as well as by nature of origin, and the suessive universe agesmay and do redistribute ertain of these personality groupings.The worlds of the inner iruit are really fraternal or status worlds more than atual residentialspheres. Mortals will attain some status on eah of the Father's worlds save one. For example:When you mortals attain Havona, you are granted learane for Asendington, where you are mostwelome, but you are not permitted to visit the other six sared worlds. Subsequent to your passagethrough the Paradise regime and after your admission to the Corps of the Finality, you are grantedlearane for Sonarington sine you are sons of God as well as asenders - and you are even more.But there will always remain one seventh of Sonarington, the setor of the inarnation serets of thedivine Sons, whih will not be open to your srutiny. Never will those serets be revealed to theasendant sons of God.Eventually you will have full aess to Asendington and relative aess to the other spheres ofthe Father exept Divinington. But even when you are granted permission to land on �ve additionalseret spheres, after you have beome a �naliter, you will not be allowed to visit all setors of suh137



worlds. Nor will you be permitted to land on the shores of Divinington, the \bosom of the Father,"though you shall surely stand repeatedly at the \right hand of the Father." Never throughout alleternity will there arise any neessity for your presene on the world of the Thought Adjusters.These rendezvous worlds of spirit life are forbidden ground to the extent that we are asked not tonegotiate entrane to those phases of these spheres whih are wholly outside our realms of experiene.You may beome reature perfet even as the Universal Father is deity perfet, but you may notknow all the experiential serets of all other orders of universe personalities. When the Creatorhas an experiential personality seret with his reature, the Creator preserves that seret in eternalon�dene.All these serets are supposedly known to the olletive body of the Trinitized Serets of Supremay.These beings are fully known only by their speial world groups; they are little omprehended byother orders. After you attain Paradise, you will know and ardently love the ten Serets of Supremaywho diret Asendington. Exepting Divinington, you will also ahieve a partial understanding of theSerets of Supremay on the other worlds of the Father, though not so perfetly as on Asendington.The Trinitized Serets of Supremay, as their name might suggest, are related to the Supreme;they are likewise related to the Ultimate and to the future Supreme-Ultimate. These Serets ofSupremay are the serets of the Supreme and also the serets of the Ultimate, even the serets ofthe Supreme-Ultimate.13.3 The Sared Worlds of the Eternal SonThe seven luminous spheres of the Eternal Son are the worlds of the seven phases of pure-spiritexistene. These shining orbs are the soure of the threefold light of Paradise and Havona, theirinuene being largely, but not wholly, on�ned to the entral universe.Personality is not present on these Paradise satellites; therefore is there little onerning thesepure-spirit abodes whih an be presented to the mortal and material personality. We are taughtthat these worlds teem with the otherwise-than-personal life of the beings of the Eternal Son. Weinfer that these entities are being assembled for ministry in the projeted new universes of outerspae. The Paradise philosophers maintain that eah Paradise yle, about two billion years ofUrantia time, witnesses the reation of additional reserves of these orders on the seret worlds of theEternal Son.As far as I am informed, no personality has ever been on any one of these spheres of the EternalSon. I have never been assigned to visit one of these worlds in all my long experiene in and out ofParadise. Even the personalities oreated by the Eternal Son do not go to these worlds. We inferthat all types of impersonal spirits - regardless of parentage - are admitted to these spirit homes. AsI am a person and have a spirit form, no doubt suh a world would seem empty and deserted evenif I were permitted to pay it a visit. High spirit personalities are not given to the grati�ation ofpurposeless uriosity, purely useless adventure. There is at all times altogether too muh intriguingand purposeful adventure to permit the development of any great interest in those projets whihare either futile or unreal.13.4 The Worlds of the In�nite SpiritBetween the inner iruit of Havona and the shining spheres of the Eternal Son there irle the sevenorbs of the In�nite Spirit, worlds inhabited by the o�spring of the In�nite Spirit, by the trinitizedsons of glori�ed reated personalities, and by other types of unrevealed beings onerned with thee�etive administration of the many enterprises of the various realms of universe ativities.138



The Seven Master Spirits are the supreme and ultimate representatives of the In�nite Spirit. Theymaintain their personal stations, their power fouses, on the periphery of Paradise, but all operationsonerned with their management and diretion of the grand universe are onduted on and fromthese seven speial exeutive spheres of the In�nite Spirit. The Seven Master Spirits are, in reality,the mind-spirit balane wheel of the universe of universes, an all-embraing, all-enompassing, andall-o-ordinating power of entral loation.From these seven speial spheres the Master Spirits operate to equalize and stabilize the osmi-mind iruits of the grand universe. They also have to do with the di�erential spiritual attitude andpresene of the Deities throughout the grand universe. Physial reations are uniform, unvarying,and always instantaneous and automati. But experiential spiritual presene is in aordane withthe underlying onditions or states of spiritual reeptivity inherent in the individual minds of therealms.Physial authority, presene, and funtion are unvarying in all the universes, small or great. Thedi�ering fator in spiritual presene, or reation, is the utuating di�erential in its reognition andreeption by will reatures. Whereas the spiritual presene of absolute and existential Deity is in nomanner whatever inuened by attitudes of loyalty or disloyalty on the part of reated beings, at thesame time it is true that the funtioning presene of subabsolute and experiential Deity is de�nitelyand diretly inuened by the deisions, hoies, and will-attitudes of suh �nite reature beings -by the loyalty and devotion of the individual being, planet, system, onstellation, or universe. Butthis spiritual presene of divinity is not whimsial nor arbitrary; its experiential variane is inherentin the freewill endowment of personal reatures.The determiner of the di�erential of spiritual presene exists in your own hearts and minds andonsists in the manner of your own hoosing, in the deisions of your minds, and in the determinationof your own wills. This di�erential is inherent in the freewill reations of intelligent personal beings,beings whom the Universal Father has ordained shall exerise this liberty of hoosing. And theDeities are ever true to the ebb and ow of their spirits in meeting and satisfying the onditions anddemands of this di�erential of reature hoie, now bestowing more of their presene in response to asinere desire for the same and again withdrawing themselves from the sene as their reatures deideadversely in the exerise of their divinely bestowed freedom of hoie. And thus does the spirit ofdivinity beome humbly obedient to the hoosing of the reatures of the realms.The exeutive abodes of the Seven Master Spirits are, in reality, the Paradise headquarters of theseven superuniverses and their orrelated segments in outer spae. Eah Master Spirit presides overone superuniverse, and eah of these seven worlds is exlusively assigned to one of the Master Spirits.There is literally no phase of the sub-Paradise administration of the seven superuniverses whih isnot provided for on these exeutive worlds. They are not so exlusive as the spheres of the Fatheror those of the Son, and though residential status is limited to native beings and those who workthereon, these seven administrative planets are always open to all beings who desire to visit them,and who an ommand the neessary means of transit.To me, these exeutive worlds are the most interesting and intriguing spots outside of Paradise. Inno other plae in the wide universe an one observe suh varied ativities, involving so many di�erentorders of living beings, having to do with operations on so many diverse levels, oupations at onematerial, intelletual, and spiritual. When I am aorded a period of release from assignment, ifI hane to be on Paradise or in Havona, I usually proeed to one of these busy worlds of theSeven Master Spirits, there to inspire my mind with suh spetales of enterprise, devotion, loyalty,wisdom, and e�etiveness. Nowhere else an I observe suh an amazing interassoiation of personalityperformanes on all seven levels of universe reality. And I am always stimulated by the ativities ofthose who well know how to do their work, and who so thoroughly enjoy doing it.[Presented by a Perfetor of Wisdom ommissioned thus to funtion by the Anients of Days onUversa.℄ 139
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Chapter 14The Central and Divine UniverseTHE perfet and divine universe oupies the enter of all reation; it is the eternal ore around whihthe vast reations of time and spae revolve. Paradise is the giganti nulear Isle of absolute stabilitywhih rests motionless at the very heart of the magni�ent eternal universe. This entral planetaryfamily is alled Havona and is far-distant from the loal universe of Nebadon. It is of enormousdimensions and almost unbelievable mass and onsists of one billion spheres of unimagined beautyand superb grandeur, but the true magnitude of this vast reation is really beyond the understandinggrasp of the human mind.This is the one and only settled, perfet, and established aggregation of worlds. This is a whollyreated and perfet universe; it is not an evolutionary development. This is the eternal ore ofperfetion, about whih swirls that endless proession of universes whih onstitute the tremendousevolutionary experiment, the audaious adventure of the Creator Sons of God, who aspire to dupliatein time and to reprodue in spae the pattern universe, the ideal of divine ompleteness, supreme�nality, ultimate reality, and eternal perfetion.14.1 The Paradise-Havona SystemFrom the periphery of Paradise to the inner borders of the seven superuniverses there are the followingseven spae onditions and motions:1. The quiesent midspae zones impinging on Paradise.2. The lokwise proessional of the three Paradise and the seven Havona iruits.3. The semiquiet spae zone separating the Havona iruits from the dark gravity bodies of theentral universe.4. The inner, ounterlokwise-moving belt of the dark gravity bodies.5. The seond unique spae zone dividing the two spae paths of the dark gravity bodies.6. The outer belt of dark gravity bodies, revolving lokwise around Paradise.7. A third spae zone - a semiquiet zone - separating the outer belt of dark gravity bodies fromthe innermost iruits of the seven superuniverses.The billion worlds of Havona are arranged in seven onentri iruits immediately surrounding thethree iruits of Paradise satellites. There are upwards of thirty-�ve million worlds in the innermostHavona iruit and over two hundred and forty-�ve million in the outermost, with proportionatenumbers intervening. Eah iruit di�ers, but all are perfetly balaned and exquisitely organized,and eah is pervaded by a speialized representation of the In�nite Spirit, one of the Seven Spirits141



of the Ciruits. In addition to other funtions this impersonal Spirit o-ordinates the ondut ofelestial a�airs throughout eah iruit.The Havona planetary iruits are not superimposed; their worlds follow eah other in an orderlylinear proession. The entral universe whirls around the stationary Isle of Paradise in one vast plane,onsisting of ten onentri stabilized units - the three iruits of Paradise spheres and the seveniruits of Havona worlds. Physially regarded, the Havona and the Paradise iruits are all one andthe same system; their separation is in reognition of funtional and administrative segregation.Time is not rekoned on Paradise; the sequene of suessive events is inherent in the oneptof those who are indigenous to the entral Isle. But time is germane to the Havona iruits and tonumerous beings of both elestial and terrestrial origin sojourning thereon. Eah Havona world hasits own loal time, determined by its iruit. All worlds in a given iruit have the same length ofyear sine they uniformly swing around Paradise, and the length of these planetary years dereasesfrom the outermost to the innermost iruit.Besides Havona-iruit time, there is the Paradise-Havona standard day and other time designa-tions whih are determined on, and are sent out from, the seven Paradise satellites of the In�niteSpirit. The Paradise-Havona standard day is based on the length of time required for the planetaryabodes of the �rst or inner Havona iruit to omplete one revolution around the Isle of Paradise;and though their veloity is enormous, owing to their situation between the dark gravity bodies andgiganti Paradise, it requires almost one thousand years for these spheres to omplete their iruit.You have unwittingly read the truth when your eyes rested on the statement \A day is as a thousandyears with God, as but a wath in the night." One Paradise-Havona day is just seven minutes, threeand one-eighth seonds less than one thousand years of the present Urantia leap-year alendar.This Paradise-Havona day is the standard time measurement for the seven superuniverses, al-though eah maintains its own internal time standards.On the outskirts of this vast entral universe, far out beyond the seventh belt of Havona worlds,there swirl an unbelievable number of enormous dark gravity bodies. These multitudinous darkmasses are quite unlike other spae bodies in many partiulars; even in form they are very di�erent.These dark gravity bodies neither reet nor absorb light; they are nonreative to physial-energylight, and they so ompletely enirle and enshroud Havona as to hide it from the view of evennear-by inhabited universes of time and spae.The great belt of dark gravity bodies is divided into two equal elliptial iruits by a unique spaeintrusion. The inner belt revolves ounterlokwise; the outer revolves lokwise. These alternatediretions of motion, oupled with the extraordinary mass of the dark bodies, so e�etively equalizethe lines of Havona gravity as to render the entral universe a physially balaned and perfetlystabilized reation.The inner proession of dark gravity bodies is tubular in arrangement, onsisting of three irulargroupings. A ross setion of this iruit would exhibit three onentri irles of about equal density.The outer iruit of dark gravity bodies is arranged perpendiularly, being ten thousand times higherthan the inner iruit. The up-and-down diameter of the outer iruit is �fty thousand times that ofthe transverse diameter.The intervening spae whih exists between these two iruits of gravity bodies is unique in thatnothing like it is to be found elsewhere in all the wide universe. This zone is haraterized by enormouswave movements of an up-and-down nature and is permeated by tremendous energy ativities of anunknown order.In our opinion, nothing like the dark gravity bodies of the entral universe will haraterize thefuture evolution of the outer spae levels; we regard these alternate proessions of stupendous gravity-balaning bodies as unique in the master universe.142



14.2 Constitution of HavonaSpirit beings do not dwell in nebulous spae; they do not inhabit ethereal worlds; they are domiiledon atual spheres of a material nature, worlds just as real as those on whih mortals live. The Havonaworlds are atual and literal, albeit their literal substane di�ers from the material organization ofthe planets of the seven superuniverses.The physial realities of Havona represent an order of energy organization radially di�erent fromany prevailing in the evolutionary universes of spae. Havona energies are threefold; superuniverseunits of energy-matter ontain a twofold energy harge, although one form of energy exists in negativeand positive phases. The reation of the entral universe is threefold (Trinity); the reation of a loaluniverse (diretly) is twofold, by a Creator Son and a Creative Spirit.The material of Havona onsists of the organization of exatly one thousand basi hemial ele-ments and the balaned funtion of the seven forms of Havona energy. Eah of these basi energiesmanifests seven phases of exitation, so that the Havona natives respond to forty-nine di�ering sen-sation stimuli. In other words, viewed from a purely physial standpoint, the natives of the entraluniverse possess forty-nine speialized forms of sensation. The morontia senses are seventy, and thehigher spiritual orders of reation response vary in di�erent types of beings from seventy to twohundred and ten.None of the physial beings of the entral universe would be visible to Urantians. Neither wouldany of the physial stimuli of those faraway worlds exite a reation in your gross sense organs. If aUrantia mortal ould be transported to Havona, he would there be deaf, blind, and utterly lakingin all other sense reations; he ould only funtion as a limited self-onsious being deprived of allenvironmental stimuli and all reations thereto.There are numerous physial phenomena and spiritual reations transpiring in the entral reationwhih are unknown on worlds suh as Urantia. The basi organization of a threefold reation is whollyunlike that of the twofold onstitution of the reated universes of time and spae.All natural law is o-ordinated on a basis entirely di�erent than in the dual-energy systems ofthe evolving reations. The entire entral universe is organized in aordane with the threefoldsystem of perfet and symmetrial ontrol. Throughout the whole Paradise-Havona system thereis maintained a perfet balane between all osmi realities and all spiritual fores. Paradise, withan absolute grasp of material reation, perfetly regulates and maintains the physial energies ofthis entral universe; the Eternal Son, as a part of his all-embraing spirit grasp, most perfetlysustains the spiritual status of all who indwell Havona. On Paradise nothing is experimental, andthe Paradise-Havona system is a unit of reative perfetion.The universal spiritual gravity of the Eternal Son is amazingly ative throughout the entraluniverse. All spirit values and spiritual personalities are uneasingly drawn inward towards theabode of the Gods. This Godward urge is intense and inesapable. The ambition to attain God isstronger in the entral universe, not beause spirit gravity is stronger than in the outlying universes,but beause those beings who have attained Havona are more fully spiritualized and hene moreresponsive to the ever-present ation of the universal spirit-gravity pull of the Eternal Son.Likewise does the In�nite Spirit draw all intelletual values Paradiseward. Throughout the entraluniverse the mind gravity of the In�nite Spirit funtions in liaison with the spirit gravity of the EternalSon, and these together onstitute the ombined urge of the asendant souls to �nd God, to attainDeity, to ahieve Paradise, and to know the Father.Havona is a spiritually perfet and physially stable universe. The ontrol and balaned stabilityof the entral universe appear to be perfet. Everything physial or spiritual is perfetly preditable,but mind phenomena and personality volition are not. We do infer that sin an be rekoned asimpossible of ourrene, but we do this on the ground that the native freewill reatures of Havona143



have never been guilty of transgressing the will of Deity. Through all eternity these supernal beingshave been onsistently loyal to the Eternals of Days. Neither has sin appeared in any reature whohas entered Havona as a pilgrim. There has never been an instane of misondut by any reatureof any group of personalities ever reated in, or admitted to, the entral Havona universe. So perfetand so divine are the methods and means of seletion in the universes of time that never in thereords of Havona has an error ourred; no mistakes have ever been made; no asendant soul hasever been prematurely admitted to the entral universe.14.3 The Havona WorldsConerning the government of the entral universe, there is none. Havona is so exquisitely perfetthat no intelletual system of government is required. There are no regularly onstituted ourts,neither are there legislative assemblies; Havona requires only administrative diretion. Here may beobserved the height of the ideals of true self-government.There is no need of government among suh perfet and near-perfet intelligenes. They stand inno need of regulation, for they are beings of native perfetion interspersed with evolutionary reatureswho have long sine passed the srutiny of the supreme tribunals of the superuniverses.The administration of Havona is not automati, but it is marvelously perfet and divinely eÆient.It is hiey planetary and is vested in the resident Eternal of Days, eah Havona sphere being diretedby one of these Trinity-origin personalities. Eternals of Days are not reators, but they are perfetadministrators. They teah with supreme skill and diret their planetary hildren with a perfetionof wisdom bordering on absoluteness.The billion spheres of the entral universe onstitute the training worlds of the high personalitiesnative to Paradise and Havona and further serve as the �nal proving grounds for asending reaturesfrom the evolutionary worlds of time. In the exeution of the Universal Father's great plan of reatureasension the pilgrims of time are landed on the reeiving worlds of the outer or seventh iruit, andsubsequent to inreased training and enlarged experiene, they are progressively advaned inward,planet by planet and irle by irle, until they �nally attain the Deities and ahieve residene onParadise.At present, although the spheres of the seven iruits are maintained in all their supernal glory,only about one per ent of all planetary apaity is utilized in the work of furthering the Father'suniversal plan of mortal asension. About one tenth of one per ent of the area of these enormousworlds is dediated to the life and ativities of the Corps of the Finality, beings eternally settled inlight and life who often sojourn and minister on the Havona worlds. These exalted beings have theirpersonal residenes on Paradise.The planetary onstrution of the Havona spheres is entirely unlike that of the evolutionary worldsand systems of spae. Nowhere else in all the grand universe is it onvenient to utilize suh enormousspheres as inhabited worlds. Triata physial onstitution, oupled with the balaning e�et of theimmense dark gravity bodies, makes it possible so perfetly to equalize the physial fores andso exquisitely to balane the various attrations of this tremendous reation. Antigravity is alsoemployed in the organization of the material funtions and the spiritual ativities of these enormousworlds.The arhiteture, lighting, and heating, as well as the biologi and artisti embellishment, of theHavona spheres, are quite beyond the greatest possible streth of human imagination. You annotbe told muh about Havona; to understand its beauty and grandeur you must see it. But there arereal rivers and lakes on these perfet worlds.Spiritually these worlds are ideally appointed; they are �ttingly adapted to their purpose of144



harboring the numerous orders of di�ering beings who funtion in the entral universe. Manifoldativities take plae on these beautiful worlds whih are far beyond human omprehension.14.4 Creatures of the Central UniverseThere are seven basi forms of living things and beings on the Havona worlds, and eah of thesebasi forms exists in three distint phases. Eah of these three phases is divided into seventy majordivisions, and eah major division is omposed of one thousand minor divisions, with yet othersubdivisions, and so on. These basi life groups might be lassi�ed as:1. Material.2. Morontial.3. Spiritual.4. Absonite.5. Ultimate.6. Coabsolute.7. Absolute.Deay and death are not a part of the yle of life on the Havona worlds. In the entral universethe lower living things undergo the transmutation of materialization. They do hange form andmanifestation, but they do not resolve by proess of deay and ellular death.The Havona natives are all the o�spring of the Paradise Trinity. They are without reatureparents, and they are nonreproduing beings. We annot portray the reation of these itizens ofthe entral universe, beings who never were reated. The entire story of the reation of Havona isan attempt to time-spae an eternity fat whih has no relation to time or spae as mortal manomprehends them. But we must onede human philosophy a point of origin; even personalities farabove the human level require a onept of \beginnings." Nevertheless, the Paradise-Havona systemis eternal.The natives of Havona live on the billion spheres of the entral universe in the same sense thatother orders of permanent itizenship dwell on their respetive spheres of nativity. As the materialorder of sonship arries on the material, intelletual, and spiritual eonomy of a billion loal systemsin a superuniverse, so, in a larger sense, do the Havona natives live and funtion on the billion worldsof the entral universe. You might possibly regard these Havoners as material reatures in the sensethat the word \material" ould be expanded to desribe the physial realities of the divine universe.There is a life that is native to Havona and possesses signi�ane in and of itself. Havoners ministerin many ways to Paradise desenders and to superuniverse asenders, but they also live lives thatare unique in the entral universe and have relative meaning quite apart from either Paradise or thesuperuniverses.As the worship of the faith sons of the evolutionary worlds ministers to the satisfation of theUniversal Father's love, so the exalted adoration of the Havona reatures satiates the perfet idealsof divine beauty and truth. As mortal man strives to do the will of God, these beings of the entraluniverse live to gratify the ideals of the Paradise Trinity. In their very nature they are the will ofGod. Man rejoies in the goodness of God, Havoners exult in the divine beauty, while you bothenjoy the ministry of the liberty of living truth.Havoners have both optional present and future unrevealed destinies. And there is a progressionof native reatures that is peuliar to the entral universe, a progression that involves neither asentto Paradise nor penetration of the superuniverses. This progression to higher Havona status may be145



suggested as follows:1. Experiential progress outward from the �rst to the seventh iruit.2. Progress inward from the seventh to the �rst iruit.3. Intrairuit progress - progression within the worlds of a given iruit.In addition to the Havona natives, the inhabitants of the entral universe embrae numerouslasses of pattern beings for various universe groups - advisers, diretors, and teahers of their kindand to their kind throughout reation. All beings in all universes are fashioned along the lines ofsome one order of pattern reature living on some one of the billion worlds of Havona. Even themortals of time have their goal and ideals of reature existene on the outer iruits of these patternspheres on high.Then there are those beings who have attained the Universal Father, and who are entitled to goand ome, who are assigned here and there in the universes on missions of speial servie. And onevery Havona world will be found the attainment andidates, those who have physially attained theentral universe, but who have not yet ahieved that spiritual development whih will enable themto laim Paradise residene.The In�nite Spirit is represented on the Havona worlds by a host of personalities, beings of graeand glory, who administer the details of the intriate intelletual and spiritual a�airs of the entraluniverse. On these worlds of divine perfetion they perform the work indigenous to the normalondut of this vast reation and, in addition, arry on the manifold tasks of teahing, training, andministering to the enormous numbers of asendant reatures who have limbed to glory from thedark worlds of spae.There are numerous groups of beings native to the Paradise-Havona system that are in no waydiretly assoiated with the asension sheme of reature perfetion attainment; therefore are theyomitted from the personality lassi�ations presented to the mortal raes. Only the major groupsof superhuman beings and those orders diretly onneted with your survival experiene are hereinpresented.Havona teems with the life of all phases of intelligent beings, who there seek to advane fromlower to higher iruits in their e�orts to attain higher levels of divinity realization and enlargedappreiation of supreme meanings, ultimate values, and absolute reality.14.5 Life in HavonaOn Urantia you pass through a short and intense test during your initial life of material existene.On the mansion worlds and up through your system, onstellation, and loal universe, you traversethe morontia phases of asension. On the training worlds of the superuniverse you pass throughthe true spirit stages of progression and are prepared for eventual transit to Havona. On the seveniruits of Havona your attainment is intelletual, spiritual, and experiential. And there is a de�nitetask to be ahieved on eah of the worlds of eah of these iruits.Life on the divine worlds of the entral universe is so rih and full, so omplete and replete, thatit wholly transends the human onept of anything a reated being ould possibly experiene. Thesoial and eonomi ativities of this eternal reation are entirely dissimilar to the oupations ofmaterial reatures living on evolutionary worlds like Urantia. Even the tehnique of Havona thoughtis unlike the proess of thinking on Urantia.The regulations of the entral universe are �ttingly and inherently natural; the rules of ondutare not arbitrary. In every requirement of Havona there is dislosed the reason of righteousness andthe rule of justie. And these two fators, ombined, equal what on Urantia would be denominated146



fairness. When you arrive in Havona, you will naturally enjoy doing things the way they should bedone.When intelligent beings �rst attain the entral universe, they are reeived and domiiled on thepilot world of the seventh Havona iruit. As the new arrivals progress spiritually, attain identityomprehension of their superuniverse Master Spirit, they are transferred to the sixth irle. (It isfrom these arrangements in the entral universe that the irles of progress in the human mind havebeen designated.) After asenders have attained a realization of Supremay and are thereby preparedfor the Deity adventure, they are taken to the �fth iruit; and after attaining the In�nite Spirit, theyare transferred to the fourth. Following the attainment of the Eternal Son, they are removed to thethird; and when they have reognized the Universal Father, they go to sojourn on the seond iruitof worlds, where they beome more familiar with the Paradise hosts. Arrival on the �rst iruit ofHavona signi�es the aeptane of the andidates of time into the servie of Paradise. Inde�nitely,aording to the length and nature of the reature asension, they will tarry on the inner iruitof progressive spiritual attainment. From this inner iruit the asending pilgrims pass inward toParadise residene and admission to the Corps of the Finality.During your sojourn in Havona as a pilgrim of asent, you will be allowed to visit freely amongthe worlds of the iruit of your assignment. You will also be permitted to go bak to the planetsof those iruits you have previously traversed. And all this is possible to those who sojourn onthe irles of Havona without the neessity of being ensupernaphimed. The pilgrims of time areable to equip themselves to traverse \ahieved" spae but must depend on the ordained tehniqueto negotiate \unahieved" spae; a pilgrim annot leave Havona nor go forward beyond his assignediruit without the aid of a transport supernaphim.There is a refreshing originality about this vast entral reation. Aside from the physial organi-zation of matter and the fundamental onstitution of the basi orders of intelligent beings and otherliving things, there is nothing in ommon between the worlds of Havona. Every one of these planetsis an original, unique, and exlusive reation; eah planet is a mathless, superb, and perfet pro-dution. And this diversity of individuality extends to all features of the physial, intelletual, andspiritual aspets of planetary existene. Eah of these billion perfetion spheres has been developedand embellished in aordane with the plans of the resident Eternal of Days. And this is just whyno two of them are alike.Not until you traverse the last of the Havona iruits and visit the last of the Havona worlds, willthe toni of adventure and the stimulus of uriosity disappear from your areer. And then will theurge, the forward impulse of eternity, replae its forerunner, the adventure lure of time.Monotony is indiative of immaturity of the reative imagination and inativity of intelletual o-ordination with the spiritual endowment. By the time an asendant mortal begins the explorationof these heavenly worlds, he has already attained emotional, intelletual, and soial, if not spiritual,maturity.Not only will you �nd undreamed-of hanges onfronting you as you advane from iruit to iruitin Havona, but your astonishment will be inexpressible as you progress from planet to planet withineah iruit. Eah of these billion study worlds is a veritable university of surprises. Continuingastonishment, unending wonder, is the experiene of those who traverse these iruits and tour thesegiganti spheres. Monotony is not a part of the Havona areer.Love of adventure, uriosity, and dread of monotony - these traits inherent in evolving humannature - were not put there just to aggravate and annoy you during your short sojourn on earth,but rather to suggest to you that death is only the beginning of an endless areer of adventure, aneverlasting life of antiipation, an eternal voyage of disovery.Curiosity - the spirit of investigation, the urge of disovery, the drive of exploration - is a partof the inborn and divine endowment of evolutionary spae reatures. These natural impulses were147



not given you merely to be frustrated and repressed. True, these ambitious urges must frequently berestrained during your short life on earth, disappointment must be often experiened, but they areto be fully realized and gloriously grati�ed during the long ages to ome.14.6 The Purpose of the Central UniverseThe range of the ativities of seven-iruited Havona is enormous. In general, they may be desribedas:1. Havonal.2. Paradisiaal.3. Asendant-�nite - Supreme-Ultimate evolutional.Many super�nite ativities take plae in the Havona of the present universe age, involving untolddiversities of absonite and other phases of mind and spirit funtions. It is possible that the entraluniverse serves many purposes whih are not revealed to me, as it funtions in numerous waysbeyond the omprehension of the reated mind. Nevertheless, I will endeavor to depit how thisperfet reation ministers to the needs and ontributes to the satisfations of seven orders of universeintelligene.1. The Universal Father - the First Soure and Center. God the Father derives supreme parentalsatisfation from the perfetion of the entral reation. He enjoys the experiene of love satietyon near-equality levels. The perfet Creator is divinely pleased with the adoration of the perfetreature.Havona a�ords the Father supreme ahievement grati�ation. The perfetion realization in Havonaompensates for the time-spae delay of the eternal urge of in�nite expansion.The Father enjoys the Havona reiproation of the divine beauty. It satis�es the divine mind toa�ord a perfet pattern of exquisite harmony for all evolving universes.Our Father beholds the entral universe with perfet pleasure beause it is a worthy revelation ofspirit reality to all personalities of the universe of universes.The God of universes has favorable regard for Havona and Paradise as the eternal power nuleusfor all subsequent universe expansion in time and spae.The eternal Father views with never-ending satisfation the Havona reation as the worthy andalluring goal for the asension andidates of time, his mortal grandhildren of spae ahieving theirCreator-Father's eternal home. And God takes pleasure in the Paradise-Havona universe as theeternal home of Deity and the divine family.2. The Eternal Son - the Seond Soure and Center. To the Eternal Son the superb entralreation a�ords eternal proof of the partnership e�etiveness of the divine family - Father, Son, andSpirit. It is the spiritual and material basis for absolute on�dene in the Universal Father.Havona a�ords the Eternal Son an almost unlimited base for the ever-expanding realization ofspirit power. The entral universe a�orded the Eternal Son the arena wherein he ould safely andseurely demonstrate the spirit and tehnique of the bestowal ministry for the instrution of hisassoiate Paradise Sons.Havona is the reality foundation for the Eternal Son's spirit-gravity ontrol of the universe ofuniverses. This universe a�ords the Son the grati�ation of parental raving, spiritual reprodution.The Havona worlds and their perfet inhabitants are the �rst and the eternally �nal demonstrationthat the Son is the Word of the Father. Thereby is the onsiousness of the Son as an in�nite148



omplement of the Father perfetly grati�ed.And this universe a�ords the opportunity for the realization of reiproation of equality fraternitybetween the Universal Father and the Eternal Son, and this onstitutes the everlasting proof of thein�nite personality of eah.3. The In�nite Spirit - the Third Soure and Center. The Havona universe a�ords the In�niteSpirit proof of being the Conjoint Ator, the in�nite representative of the uni�ed Father-Son. InHavona the In�nite Spirit derives the ombined satisfation of funtioning as a reative ativity whileenjoying the satisfation of absolute oexistene with this divine ahievement.In Havona the In�nite Spirit found an arena wherein he ould demonstrate the ability and will-ingness to serve as a potential mery minister. In this perfet reation the Spirit rehearsed for theadventure of ministry in the evolutionary universes.This perfet reation a�orded the In�nite Spirit opportunity to partiipate in universe adminis-tration with both divine parents - to administer a universe as assoiate-Creator o�spring, therebypreparing for the joint administration of the loal universes as the Creative Spirit assoiates of theCreator Sons.The Havona worlds are the mind laboratory of the reators of the osmi mind and the ministersto every reature mind in existene. Mind is di�erent on eah Havona world and serves as the patternfor all spiritual and material reature intellets.These perfet worlds are the mind graduate shools for all beings destined for Paradise soiety.They a�orded the Spirit abundant opportunity to test out the tehnique of mind ministry on safeand advisory personalities.Havona is a ompensation to the In�nite Spirit for his widespread and unsel�sh work in theuniverses of spae. Havona is the perfet home and retreat for the untiring Mind Minister of timeand spae.4. The Supreme Being - the evolutionary uni�ation of experiential Deity. The Havona reationis the eternal and perfet proof of the spiritual reality of the Supreme Being. This perfet reation isa revelation of the perfet and symmetrial spirit nature of God the Supreme before the beginningsof the power-personality synthesis of the �nite reetions of the Paradise Deities in the experientialuniverses of time and spae.In Havona the power potentials of the Almighty are uni�ed with the spiritual nature of theSupreme. This entral reation is an exempli�ation of the future-eternal unity of the Supreme.Havona is a perfet pattern of the universality potential of the Supreme. This universe is a �nishedportrayal of the future perfetion of the Supreme and is suggestive of the potential of the Ultimate.Havona exhibits �nality of spirit values existing as living will reatures of supreme and perfetself-ontrol; mind existing as ultimately equivalent to spirit; reality and unity of intelligene with anunlimited potential.5. The Co-ordinate Creator Sons. Havona is the eduational training ground where the ParadiseMihaels are prepared for their subsequent adventures in universe reation. This divine and perfetreation is a pattern for every Creator Son. He strives to make his own universe eventually attain tothese Paradise-Havona levels of perfetion.A Creator Son uses the reatures of Havona as personality-pattern possibilities for his own mortalhildren and spirit beings. The Mihael and other Paradise Sons view Paradise and Havona as thedivine destiny of the hildren of time.The Creator Sons know that the entral reation is the real soure of that indispensable universeoverontrol whih stabilizes and uni�es their loal universes. They know that the personal preseneof the ever-present inuene of the Supreme and of the Ultimate is in Havona.149



Havona and Paradise are the soure of a Mihael Son's reative power. Here dwell the beingswho o-operate with him in universe reation. From Paradise ome the Universe Mother Spirits, theoreators of loal universes.The Paradise Sons regard the entral reation as the home of their divine parents - their home.It is the plae they enjoy returning to ever and anon.6. The Co-ordinate Ministering Daughters. The Universe Mother Spirits, oreators of the loaluniverses, seure their prepersonal training on the worlds of Havona in lose assoiation with theSpirits of the Ciruits. In the entral universe the Spirit Daughters of the loal universes were dulytrained in the methods of o-operation with the Sons of Paradise, all the while subjet to the will ofthe Father.On the worlds of Havona the Spirit and the Daughters of the Spirit �nd the mind patterns for alltheir groups of spiritual and material intelligenes, and this entral universe is the sometime destinyof those reatures whih a Universe Mother Spirit jointly sponsors with an assoiated Creator Son.The Universe Mother Creator remembers Paradise and Havona as the plae of her origin and thehome of the In�nite Mother Spirit, the abode of the personality presene of the In�nite Mind.From this entral universe also ame the bestowal of the personal prerogatives of reatorship whiha Universe Divine Minister employs as omplemental to a Creator Son in the work of reating livingwill reatures.And lastly, sine these Daughter Spirits of the In�nite Mother Spirit will not likely ever returnto their Paradise home, they derive great satisfation from the universal reetivity phenomenonassoiated with the Supreme Being in Havona and personalized in Majeston on Paradise.7. The Evolutionary Mortals of the Asending Career. Havona is the home of the pattern person-ality of every mortal type and the home of all superhuman personalities of mortal assoiation whoare not native to the reations of time.These worlds provide the stimulus of all human impulses towards the attainment of true spiritvalues on the highest oneivable reality levels. Havona is the pre-Paradise training goal of everyasending mortal. Here mortals attain pre-Paradise Deity - the Supreme Being. Havona standsbefore every will reature as the portal to Paradise and God attainment.Paradise is the home, and Havona the workshop and playground, of the �naliters. And everyGod-knowing mortal raves to be a �naliter.The entral universe is not only man's established destiny, but it is also the starting plae of theeternal areer of the �naliters as they shall sometime be started out on the undislosed and universaladventure in the experiene of exploring the in�nity of the Universal Father.Havona will unquestionably ontinue to funtion with absonite signi�ane even in future universeages whih may witness spae pilgrims attempting to �nd God on super�nite levels. Havona hasapaity to serve as a training universe for absonite beings. It will probably be the �nishing shoolwhen the seven superuniverses are funtioning as the intermediate shool for the graduates of theprimary shools of outer spae. And we inline to the opinion that the potentials of eternal Havonaare really unlimited, that the entral universe has eternal apaity to serve as an experiential traininguniverse for all past, present, or future types of reated beings.[Presented by a Perfetor of Wisdom ommissioned thus to funtion by the Anients of Days onUversa.℄
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Chapter 15The Seven SuperuniversesAS FAR as the Universal Father is onerned - as a Father - the universes are virtually nonexistent;he deals with personalities; he is the Father of personalities. As far as the Eternal Son and the In�niteSpirit are onerned - as reator partners - the universes are loalized and individual under the jointrule of the Creator Sons and the Creative Spirits. As far as the Paradise Trinity is onerned, outsideHavona there are just seven inhabited universes, the seven superuniverses whih hold jurisdition overthe irle of the �rst post-Havona spae level. The Seven Master Spirits radiate their inuene outfrom the entral Isle, thus onstituting the vast reation one giganti wheel, the hub being the eternalIsle of Paradise, the seven spokes the radiations of the Seven Master Spirits, the rim the outer regionsof the grand universe.Early in the materialization of the universal reation the sevenfold sheme of the superuniverseorganization and government was formulated. The �rst post-Havona reation was divided into sevenstupendous segments, and the headquarters worlds of these superuniverse governments were designedand onstruted. The present sheme of administration has existed from near eternity, and the rulersof these seven superuniverses are rightly alled Anients of Days.Of the vast body of knowledge onerning the superuniverses, I an hope to tell you little, butthere is operative throughout these realms a tehnique of intelligent ontrol for both physial andspiritual fores, and the universal gravity presenes there funtion in majesti power and perfetharmony. It is important �rst to gain an adequate idea of the physial onstitution and materialorganization of the superuniverse domains, for then you will be the better prepared to grasp thesigni�ane of the marvelous organization provided for their spiritual government and for the intel-letual advanement of the will reatures who dwell on the myriads of inhabited planets satteredhither and yon throughout these seven superuniverses.15.1 The Superuniverse Spae LevelWithin the limited range of the reords, observations, and memories of the generations of a millionor a billion of your short years, to all pratial intents and purposes, Urantia and the universe towhih it belongs are experiening the adventure of one long and unharted plunge into new spae;but aording to the reords of Uversa, in aordane with older observations, in harmony with themore extensive experiene and alulations of our order, and as a result of onlusions based onthese and other �ndings, we know that the universes are engaged in an orderly, well-understood, andperfetly ontrolled proessional, swinging in majesti grandeur around the First Great Soure andCenter and his residential universe.We have long sine disovered that the seven superuniverses traverse a great ellipse, a gigantiand elongated irle. Your solar system and other worlds of time are not plunging headlong, without151



hart and ompass, into unmapped spae. The loal universe to whih your system belongs ispursuing a de�nite and well-understood ounterlokwise ourse around the vast swing that enirlesthe entral universe. This osmi path is well harted and is just as thoroughly known to thesuperuniverse star observers as the orbits of the planets onstituting your solar system are known toUrantia astronomers.Urantia is situated in a loal universe and a superuniverse not fully organized, and your loaluniverse is in immediate proximity to numerous partially ompleted physial reations. You belong toone of the relatively reent universes. But you are not, today, plunging on wildly into unharted spaenor swinging out blindly into unknown regions. You are following the orderly and predeterminedpath of the superuniverse spae level. You are now passing through the very same spae that yourplanetary system, or its predeessors, traversed ages ago; and some day in the remote future yoursystem, or its suessors, will again traverse the idential spae through whih you are now so swiftlyplunging.In this age and as diretion is regarded on Urantia, superuniverse number one swings almostdue north, approximately opposite, in an easterly diretion, to the Paradise residene of the GreatSoures and Centers and the entral universe of Havona. This position, with the orrespondingone to the west, represents the nearest physial approah of the spheres of time to the eternal Isle.Superuniverse number two is in the north, preparing for the westward swing, while number threenow holds the northernmost segment of the great spae path, having already turned into the bendleading to the southerly plunge. Number four is on the omparatively straightaway southerly ight,the advane regions now approahing opposition to the Great Centers. Number �ve has about left itsposition opposite the Center of Centers while ontinuing on the diret southerly ourse just preedingthe eastward swing; number six oupies most of the southern urve, the segment from whih yoursuperuniverse has nearly passed.Your loal universe of Nebadon belongs to Orvonton, the seventh superuniverse, whih swings onbetween superuniverses one and six, having not long sine (as we rekon time) turned the southeasternbend of the superuniverse spae level. Today, the solar system to whih Urantia belongs is a few billionyears past the swing around the southern urvature so that you are just now advaning beyond thesoutheastern bend and are moving swiftly through the long and omparatively straightaway northernpath. For untold ages Orvonton will pursue this almost diret northerly ourse.Urantia belongs to a system whih is well out towards the borderland of your loal universe; andyour loal universe is at present traversing the periphery of Orvonton. Beyond you there are stillothers, but you are far removed in spae from those physial systems whih swing around the greatirle in omparative proximity to the Great Soure and Center.15.2 Organization of the SuperuniversesOnly the Universal Father knows the loation and atual number of inhabited worlds in spae; he allsthem all by name and number. I an give only the approximate number of inhabited or inhabitableplanets, for some loal universes have more worlds suitable for intelligent life than others. Nor haveall projeted loal universes been organized. Therefore the estimates whih I o�er are solely for thepurpose of a�ording some idea of the immensity of the material reation.There are seven superuniverses in the grand universe, and they are onstituted approximately asfollows:1. The System. The basi unit of the supergovernment onsists of about one thousand inhabitedor inhabitable worlds. Blazing suns, old worlds, planets too near the hot suns, and other spheres notsuitable for reature habitation are not inluded in this group. These one thousand worlds adapted152



to support life are alled a system, but in the younger systems only a omparatively small numberof these worlds may be inhabited. Eah inhabited planet is presided over by a Planetary Prine, andeah loal system has an arhitetural sphere as its headquarters and is ruled by a System Sovereign.2. The Constellation. One hundred systems (about 100,000 inhabitable planets) make up aonstellation. Eah onstellation has an arhitetural headquarters sphere and is presided over bythree Vorondadek Sons, the Most Highs. Eah onstellation also has a Faithful of Days in observation,an ambassador of the Paradise Trinity.3. The Loal Universe. One hundred onstellations (about 10,000,000 inhabitable planets) on-stitute a loal universe. Eah loal universe has a magni�ent arhitetural headquarters world andis ruled by one of the o-ordinate Creator Sons of God of the order of Mihael. Eah universe isblessed by the presene of a Union of Days, a representative of the Paradise Trinity.4. The Minor Setor. One hundred loal universes (about 1,000,000,000 inhabitable planets)onstitute a minor setor of the superuniverse government; it has a wonderful headquarters world,wherefrom its rulers, the Reents of Days, administer the a�airs of the minor setor. There are threeReents of Days, Supreme Trinity Personalities, on eah minor setor headquarters.5. The Major Setor. One hundred minor setors (about 100,000,000,000 inhabitable worlds)make one major setor. Eah major setor is provided with a superb headquarters and is presidedover by three Perfetions of Days, Supreme Trinity Personalities.6. The Superuniverse. Ten major setors (about 1,000,000,000,000 inhabitable planets) onstitutea superuniverse. Eah superuniverse is provided with an enormous and glorious headquarters worldand is ruled by three Anients of Days.7. The Grand Universe. Seven superuniverses make up the present organized grand universe,onsisting of approximately seven trillion inhabitable worlds plus the arhitetural spheres and theone billion inhabited spheres of Havona. The superuniverses are ruled and administered indiretlyand reetively from Paradise by the Seven Master Spirits. The billion worlds of Havona are diretlyadministered by the Eternals of Days, one suh Supreme Trinity Personality presiding over eah ofthese perfet spheres.Exluding the Paradise-Havona spheres, the plan of universe organization provides for the followingunits:Superuniverses. . . . . . . . . . . . 7Major setors. . . . . . . . . . . . . 70Minor setors. . . . . . . . . . . . 7,000Loal universes . . . . . . . . . 700,000Constellations . . . . . . . . .70,000,000Loal systems. . . . . . . . 7,000,000,000Inhabitable planets . . 7,000,000,000,000Eah of the seven superuniverses is onstituted, approximately, as follows:One system embraes, approximately. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 worldsOne onstellation (100 systems) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .100,000 worldsOne universe (100 onstellations) . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000,000 worldsOne minor setor (100 universes) . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000,000 worldsOne major setor (100 minor setors) . . . . 100,000,000,000 worldsOne superuniverse (10 major setors) . . .1,000,000,000,000 worlds153



All suh estimates are approximations at best, for new systems are onstantly evolving while otherorganizations are temporarily passing out of material existene.
15.3 The Superuniverse of OrvontonPratially all of the starry realms visible to the naked eye on Urantia belong to the seventh setionof the grand universe, the superuniverse of Orvonton. The vast Milky Way starry system representsthe entral nuleus of Orvonton, being largely beyond the borders of your loal universe. This greataggregation of suns, dark islands of spae, double stars, globular lusters, star louds, spiral and othernebulae, together with myriads of individual planets, forms a wathlike, elongated-irular groupingof about one seventh of the inhabited evolutionary universes.From the astronomial position of Urantia, as you look through the ross setion of near-by systemsto the great Milky Way, you observe that the spheres of Orvonton are traveling in a vast elongatedplane, the breadth being far greater than the thikness and the length far greater than the breadth.Observation of the so-alled Milky Way disloses the omparative inrease in Orvonton stellardensity when the heavens are viewed in one diretion, while on either side the density diminishes; thenumber of stars and other spheres dereases away from the hief plane of our material superuniverse.When the angle of observation is propitious, gazing through the main body of this realm of maximumdensity, you are looking toward the residential universe and the enter of all things.Of the ten major divisions of Orvonton, eight have been roughly identi�ed by Urantian as-tronomers. The other two are diÆult of separate reognition beause you are obliged to viewthese phenomena from the inside. If you ould look upon the superuniverse of Orvonton from aposition far-distant in spae, you would immediately reognize the ten major setors of the seventhgalaxy.The rotational enter of your minor setor is situated far away in the enormous and dense starloud of Sagittarius, around whih your loal universe and its assoiated reations all move, and fromopposite sides of the vast Sagittarius subgalati system you may observe two great streams of starlouds emerging in stupendous stellar oils.The nuleus of the physial system to whih your sun and its assoiated planets belong is theenter of the onetime Andronover nebula. This former spiral nebula was slightly distorted by thegravity disruptions assoiated with the events whih were attendant upon the birth of your solarsystem, and whih were oasioned by the near approah of a large neighboring nebula. This nearollision hanged Andronover into a somewhat globular aggregation but did not wholly destroy thetwo-way proession of the suns and their assoiated physial groups. Your solar system now oupiesa fairly entral position in one of the arms of this distorted spiral, situated about halfway from theenter out towards the edge of the star stream.The Sagittarius setor and all other setors and divisions of Orvonton are in rotation aroundUversa, and some of the onfusion of Urantian star observers arises out of the illusions and relativedistortions produed by the following multiple revolutionary movements:1. The revolution of Urantia around its sun.2. The iruit of your solar system about the nuleus of the former Andronover nebula.3. The rotation of the Andronover stellar family and the assoiated lusters about the ompositerotation-gravity enter of the star loud of Nebadon.4. The swing of the loal star loud of Nebadon and its assoiated reations around the Sagittariusenter of their minor setor. 154



5. The rotation of the one hundred minor setors, inluding Sagittarius, about their major setor.6. The whirl of the ten major setors, the so-alled star drifts, about the Uversa headquarters ofOrvonton.7. The movement of Orvonton and six assoiated superuniverses around Paradise and Havona,the ounterlokwise proessional of the superuniverse spae level.These multiple motions are of several orders: The spae paths of your planet and your solarsystem are geneti, inherent in origin. The absolute ounterlokwise motion of Orvonton is alsogeneti, inherent in the arhitetural plans of the master universe. But the intervening motions areof omposite origin, being derived in part from the onstitutive segmentation of matter-energy intothe superuniverses and in part produed by the intelligent and purposeful ation of the Paradisefore organizers.The loal universes are in loser proximity as they approah Havona; the iruits are greater innumber, and there is inreased superimposition, layer upon layer. But farther out from the eternalenter there are fewer and fewer systems, layers, iruits, and universes.15.4 Nebulae - The Anestors of UniversesWhile reation and universe organization remain forever under the ontrol of the in�nite Creatorsand their assoiates, the whole phenomenon proeeds in aordane with an ordained tehniqueand in onformity to the gravity laws of fore, energy, and matter. But there is something ofmystery assoiated with the universal fore-harge of spae; we quite understand the organizationof the material reations from the ultimatoni stage forward, but we do not fully omprehend theosmi anestry of the ultimatons. We are on�dent that these anestral fores have a Paradise originbeause they forever swing through pervaded spae in the exat giganti outlines of Paradise. Thoughnonresponsive to Paradise gravity, this fore-harge of spae, the anestor of all materialization, doesalways respond to the presene of nether Paradise, being apparently iruited in and out of the netherParadise enter.The Paradise fore organizers transmute spae poteny into primordial fore and evolve this prema-terial potential into the primary and seondary energy manifestations of physial reality. When thisenergy attains gravity-responding levels, the power diretors and their assoiates of the superuniverseregime appear upon the sene and begin their never-ending manipulations designed to establish themanifold power iruits and energy hannels of the universes of time and spae. Thus does physialmatter appear in spae, and so is the stage set for the inauguration of universe organization.This segmentation of energy is a phenomenon whih has never been solved by the physiists ofNebadon. Their hief diÆulty lies in the relative inaessibility of the Paradise fore organizers, forthe living power diretors, though they are ompetent to deal with spae-energy, do not have theleast oneption of the origin of the energies they so skillfully and intelligently manipulate.Paradise fore organizers are nebulae originators; they are able to initiate about their spae pres-ene the tremendous ylones of fore whih, when one started, an never be stopped or limiteduntil the all-pervading fores are mobilized for the eventual appearane of the ultimatoni units ofuniverse matter. Thus are brought into being the spiral and other nebulae, the mother wheels of thediret-origin suns and their varied systems. In outer spae there may be seen ten di�erent forms ofnebulae, phases of primary universe evolution, and these vast energy wheels had the same origin asdid those in the seven superuniverses.Nebulae vary greatly in size and in the resulting number and aggregate mass of their stellar andplanetary o�spring. A sun-forming nebula just north of the borders of Orvonton, but within thesuperuniverse spae level, has already given origin to approximately forty thousand suns, and the155



mother wheel is still throwing o� suns, the majority of whih are many times the size of yours. Someof the larger nebulae of outer spae are giving origin to as many as one hundred million suns.Nebulae are not diretly related to any of the administrative units, suh as minor setors or loaluniverses, although some loal universes have been organized from the produts of a single nebula.Eah loal universe embraes exatly one one-hundred-thousandth part of the total energy hargeof a superuniverse irrespetive of nebular relationship, for energy is not organized by nebulae - it isuniversally distributed.Not all spiral nebulae are engaged in sun making. Some have retained ontrol of many of theirsegregated stellar o�spring, and their spiral appearane is oasioned by the fat that their sunspass out of the nebular arm in lose formation but return by diverse routes, thus making it easy toobserve them at one point but more diÆult to see them when widely sattered on their di�erentreturning routes farther out and away from the arm of the nebula. There are not many sun-formingnebulae ative in Orvonton at the present time, though Andromeda, whih is outside the inhabitedsuperuniverse, is very ative. This far-distant nebula is visible to the naked eye, and when you viewit, pause to onsider that the light you behold left those distant suns almost one million years ago.The Milky Way galaxy is omposed of vast numbers of former spiral and other nebulae, and manystill retain their original on�guration. But as the result of internal atastrophes and external attra-tion, many have su�ered suh distortion and rearrangement as to ause these enormous aggregationsto appear as giganti luminous masses of blazing suns, like the Magellani Cloud. The globular typeof star lusters predominates near the outer margins of Orvonton.The vast star louds of Orvonton should be regarded as individual aggregations of matter om-parable to the separate nebulae observable in the spae regions external to the Milky Way galaxy.Many of the so-alled star louds of spae, however, onsist of gaseous material only. The energypotential of these stellar gas louds is unbelievably enormous, and some of it is taken up by near-bysuns and redispathed in spae as solar emanations.15.5 The Origin of Spae BodiesThe bulk of the mass ontained in the suns and planets of a superuniverse originates in the nebularwheels; very little of superuniverse mass is organized by the diret ation of the power diretors(as in the onstrution of arhitetural spheres), although a onstantly varying quantity of matteroriginates in open spae.As to origin, the majority of the suns, planets, and other spheres an be lassi�ed in one of thefollowing ten groups:1. Conentri Contration Rings. Not all nebulae are spiral. Many an immense nebula, insteadof splitting into a double star system or evolving as a spiral, undergoes ondensation by multiple-ring formation. For long periods suh a nebula appears as an enormous entral sun surrounded bynumerous giganti louds of enirling, ring-appearing formations of matter.2. The Whirled Stars embrae those suns whih are thrown o� the great mother wheels of highlyheated gases. They are not thrown o� as rings but in right- and left-handed proessions. Whirledstars are also of origin in other-than-spiral nebulae.3. Gravity-explosion Planets. When a sun is born of a spiral or of a barred nebula, not infrequentlyit is thrown out a onsiderable distane. Suh a sun is highly gaseous, and subsequently, after ithas somewhat ooled and ondensed, it may hane to swing near some enormous mass of matter,a giganti sun or a dark island of spae. Suh an approah may not be near enough to result inollision but still near enough to allow the gravity pull of the greater body to start tidal onvulsionsin the lesser, thus initiating a series of tidal upheavals whih our simultaneously on opposite sides156



of the onvulsed sun. At their height these explosive eruptions produe a series of varying-sizedaggregations of matter whih may be projeted beyond the gravity-relamation zone of the eruptingsun, thus beoming stabilized in orbits of their own around one of the two bodies onerned in thisepisode. Later on the larger olletions of matter unite and gradually draw the smaller bodies tothemselves. In this way many of the solid planets of the lesser systems are brought into existene.Your own solar system had just suh an origin.4. Centrifugal Planetary Daughters. Enormous suns, when in ertain stages of development, andif their revolutionary rate greatly aelerates, begin to throw o� large quantities of matter whihmay subsequently be assembled to form small worlds that ontinue to enirle the parent sun.5. Gravity-de�ieny Spheres. There is a ritial limit to the size of individual stars. When a sunreahes this limit, unless it slows down in revolutionary rate, it is doomed to split; sun �ssion ours,and a new double star of this variety is born. Numerous small planets may be subsequently formedas a by-produt of this giganti disruption.6. Contratural Stars. In the smaller systems the largest outer planet sometimes draws to itselfits neighboring worlds, while those planets near the sun begin their terminal plunge. With your solarsystem, suh an end would mean that the four inner planets would be laimed by the sun, while themajor planet, Jupiter, would be greatly enlarged by apturing the remaining worlds. Suh an end ofa solar system would result in the prodution of two adjaent but unequal suns, one type of doublestar formation. Suh atastrophes are infrequent exept out on the fringe of the superuniverse starryaggregations.7. Cumulative Spheres. From the vast quantity of matter irulating in spae, small planets mayslowly aumulate. They grow by meteori aretion and by minor ollisions. In ertain setors ofspae, onditions favor suh forms of planetary birth. Many an inhabited world has had suh anorigin.Some of the dense dark islands are the diret result of the aretions of transmuting energy inspae. Another group of these dark islands have ome into being by the aumulation of enormousquantities of old matter, mere fragments and meteors, irulating through spae. Suh aggregationsof matter have never been hot and, exept for density, are in omposition very similar to Urantia.8. Burned-out Suns. Some of the dark islands of spae are burned-out isolated suns, all availablespae-energy having been emitted. The organized units of matter approximate full ondensation,virtual omplete onsolidation; and it requires ages upon ages for suh enormous masses of highlyondensed matter to be reharged in the iruits of spae and thus to be prepared for new yles ofuniverse funtion following a ollision or some equally revivifying osmi happening.9. Collisional Spheres. In those regions of thiker lustering, ollisions are not unommon. Suh anastronomi readjustment is aompanied by tremendous energy hanges and matter transmutations.Collisions involving dead suns are peuliarly inuential in reating widespread energy utuations.Collisional debris often onstitutes the material nuleuses for the subsequent formation of planetarybodies adapted to mortal habitation.10. Arhitetural Worlds. These are the worlds whih are built aording to plans and spei�-ations for some speial purpose, suh as Salvington, the headquarters of your loal universe, andUversa, the seat of government of our superuniverse.There are numerous other tehniques for evolving suns and segregating planets, but the foregoingproedures suggest the methods whereby the vast majority of stellar systems and planetary familiesare brought into existene. To undertake to desribe all the various tehniques involved in stellarmetamorphosis and planetary evolution would require the narration of almost one hundred di�erentmodes of sun formation and planetary origin. As your star students san the heavens, they willobserve phenomena indiative of all these modes of stellar evolution, but they will seldom detetevidene of the formation of those small, nonluminous olletions of matter whih serve as inhabited157



planets, the most important of the vast material reations.15.6 The Spheres of SpaeIrrespetive of origin, the various spheres of spae are lassi�able into the following major divisions:1. The suns - the stars of spae.2. The dark islands of spae.3. Minor spae bodies - omets, meteors, and planetesimals.4. The planets, inluding the inhabited worlds.5. Arhitetural spheres - worlds made to order.With the exeption of the arhitetural spheres, all spae bodies have had an evolutionary origin,evolutionary in the sense that they have not been brought into being by �at of Deity, evolutionaryin the sense that the reative ats of God have unfolded by a time-spae tehnique through theoperation of many of the reated and eventuated intelligenes of Deity.The Suns. These are the stars of spae in all their various stages of existene. Some are solitaryevolving spae systems; others are double stars, ontrating or disappearing planetary systems. Thestars of spae exist in no less than a thousand di�erent states and stages. You are familiar with sunsthat emit light aompanied by heat; but there are also suns whih shine without heat.The trillions upon trillions of years that an ordinary sun will ontinue to give out heat and lightwell illustrates the vast store of energy whih eah unit of matter ontains. The atual energy storedin these invisible partiles of physial matter is well-nigh unimaginable. And this energy beomesalmost wholly available as light when subjeted to the tremendous heat pressure and the assoiatedenergy ativities whih prevail in the interior of the blazing suns. Still other onditions enablethese suns to transform and send forth muh of the energy of spae whih omes their way in theestablished spae iruits. Many phases of physial energy and all forms of matter are attrated to,and subsequently distributed by, the solar dynamos. In this way the suns serve as loal aeleratorsof energy irulation, ating as automati power-ontrol stations.The superuniverse of Orvonton is illuminated and warmed by more than ten trillion blazing suns.These suns are the stars of your observable astronomi system. More than two trillion are too distantand too small ever to be seen from Urantia. But in the master universe there are as many suns asthere are glasses of water in the oeans of your world.The Dark Islands of Spae. These are the dead suns and other large aggregations of matter devoidof light and heat. The dark islands are sometimes enormous in mass and exert a powerful inuenein universe equilibrium and energy manipulation. The density of some of these large masses is well-nigh unbelievable. And this great onentration of mass enables these dark islands to funtion aspowerful balane wheels, holding large neighboring systems in e�etive leash. They hold the gravitybalane of power in many onstellations; many physial systems whih would otherwise speedily diveto destrution in near-by suns are held seurely in the gravity grasp of these guardian dark islands.It is beause of this funtion that we an loate them aurately. We have measured the gravity pullof the luminous bodies, and we an therefore alulate the exat size and loation of the dark islandsof spae whih so e�etively funtion to hold a given system steady in its ourse.Minor Spae Bodies. The meteors and other small partiles of matter irulating and evolving inspae onstitute an enormous aggregate of energy and material substane.Many omets are unestablished wild o�spring of the solar mother wheels, whih are being graduallybrought under ontrol of the entral governing sun. Comets also have numerous other origins. A158



omet's tail points away from the attrating body or sun beause of the eletrial reation of itshighly expanded gases and beause of the atual pressure of light and other energies emanatingfrom the sun. This phenomenon onstitutes one of the positive proofs of the reality of light andits assoiated energies; it demonstrates that light has weight. Light is a real substane, not simplywaves of hypothetial ether.The Planets. These are the larger aggregations of matter whih follow an orbit around a sun orsome other spae body; they range in size from planetesimals to enormous gaseous, liquid, or solidspheres. The old worlds whih have been built up by the assemblage of oating spae material,when they happen to be in proper relation to a near-by sun, are the more ideal planets to harborintelligent inhabitants. The dead suns are not, as a rule, suited to life; they are usually too far awayfrom a living, blazing sun, and further, they are altogether too massive; gravity is tremendous at thesurfae.In your superuniverse not one ool planet in forty is habitable by beings of your order. And, ofourse, the superheated suns and the frigid outlying worlds are un�t to harbor higher life. In yoursolar system only three planets are at present suited to harbor life. Urantia, in size, density, andloation, is in many respets ideal for human habitation.The laws of physial-energy behavior are basially universal, but loal inuenes have muh todo with the physial onditions whih prevail on individual planets and in loal systems. An almostendless variety of reature life and other living manifestations haraterizes the ountless worlds ofspae. There are, however, ertain points of similarity in a group of worlds assoiated in a givensystem, while there also is a universe pattern of intelligent life. There are physial relationshipsamong those planetary systems whih belong to the same physial iruit, and whih losely followeah other in the endless swing around the irle of universes.15.7 The Arhitetural SpheresWhile eah superuniverse government presides near the enter of the evolutionary universes of itsspae segment, it oupies a world made to order and is peopled by aredited personalities. Theseheadquarters worlds are arhitetural spheres, spae bodies spei�ally onstruted for their speialpurpose. While sharing the light of near-by suns, these spheres are independently lighted and heated.Eah has a sun whih gives forth light without heat, like the satellites of Paradise, while eah issupplied with heat by the irulation of ertain energy urrents near the surfae of the sphere. Theseheadquarters worlds belong to one of the greater systems situated near the astronomial enter oftheir respetive superuniverses.Time is standardized on the headquarters of the superuniverses. The standard day of the supe-runiverse of Orvonton is equal to almost thirty days of Urantia time, and the Orvonton year equalsone hundred standard days. This Uversa year is standard in the seventh superuniverse, and it istwenty-two minutes short of three thousand days of Urantia time, about eight and one �fth of youryears.The headquarters worlds of the seven superuniverses partake of the nature and grandeur of Par-adise, their entral pattern of perfetion. In reality, all headquarters worlds are paradisiaal. Theyare indeed heavenly abodes, and they inrease in material size, morontia beauty, and spirit glory fromJerusem to the entral Isle. And all the satellites of these headquarters worlds are also arhiteturalspheres.The various headquarters worlds are provided with every phase of material and spiritual reation.All kinds of material, morontial, and spiritual beings are at home on these rendezvous worlds of theuniverses. As mortal reatures asend the universe, passing from the material to the spiritual realms,159



they never lose their appreiation for, and enjoyment of, their former levels of existene.Jerusem, the headquarters of your loal system of Satania, has its seven worlds of transitionulture, eah of whih is enirled by seven satellites, among whih are the seven mansion worlds ofmorontia detention, man's �rst postmortal residene. As the term heaven has been used on Urantia,it has sometimes meant these seven mansion worlds, the �rst mansion world being denominated the�rst heaven, and so on to the seventh.Edentia, the headquarters of your onstellation of Norlatiadek, has its seventy satellites of soial-izing ulture and training, on whih asenders sojourn upon the ompletion of the Jerusem regimeof personality mobilization, uni�ation, and realization.Salvington, the apital of Nebadon, your loal universe, is surrounded by ten university lustersof forty-nine spheres eah. Hereon is man spiritualized following his onstellation soialization.Uminor the third, the headquarters of your minor setor, Ensa, is surrounded by the seven spheresof the higher physial studies of the asendant life.Umajor the �fth, the headquarters of your major setor, Splandon, is surrounded by the seventyspheres of the advaning intelletual training of the superuniverse.Uversa, the headquarters of Orvonton, your superuniverse, is immediately surrounded by the sevenhigher universities of advaned spiritual training for asending will reatures. Eah of these sevenlusters of wonder spheres onsists of seventy speialized worlds ontaining thousands upon thousandsof replete institutions and organizations devoted to universe training and spirit ulture wherein thepilgrims of time are re-eduated and re-examined preparatory to their long ight to Havona. Thearriving pilgrims of time are always reeived on these assoiated worlds, but the departing graduatesare always dispathed for Havona diret from the shores of Uversa.Uversa is the spiritual and administrative headquarters for approximately one trillion inhabitedor inhabitable worlds. The glory, grandeur, and perfetion of the Orvonton apital surpass any ofthe wonders of the time-spae reations.If all the projeted loal universes and their omponent parts were established, there would beslightly less than �ve hundred billion arhitetural worlds in the seven superuniverses.15.8 Energy Control and RegulationThe headquarters spheres of the superuniverses are so onstruted that they are able to funtion aseÆient power-energy regulators for their various setors, serving as foal points for the diretioniza-tion of energy to their omponent loal universes. They exert a powerful inuene over the balaneand ontrol of the physial energies irulating through organized spae.Further regulative funtions are performed by the superuniverse power enters and physial on-trollers, living and semiliving intelligent entities onstituted for this express purpose. These powerenters and ontrollers are diÆult of understanding; the lower orders are not volitional, they do notpossess will, they do not hoose, their funtions are very intelligent but apparently automati andinherent in their highly speialized organization. The power enters and physial ontrollers of thesuperuniverses assume diretion and partial ontrol of the thirty energy systems whih omprise thegravita domain. The physial-energy iruits administered by the power enters of Uversa require alittle over 968 million years to omplete the enirlement of the superuniverse.Evolving energy has substane; it has weight, although weight is always relative, depending onrevolutionary veloity, mass, and antigravity. Mass in matter tends to retard veloity in energy; andthe anywhere-present veloity of energy represents: the initial endowment of veloity, minus retar-dation by mass enountered in transit, plus the regulatory funtion of the living energy ontrollers160



of the superuniverse and the physial inuene of near-by highly heated or heavily harged bodies.The universal plan for the maintenane of equilibrium between matter and energy neessitates theeverlasting making and unmaking of the lesser material units. The Universe Power Diretors havethe ability to ondense and detain, or to expand and liberate, varying quantities of energy.Given a suÆient duration of retarding inuene, gravity would eventually onvert all energyinto matter were it not for two fators: First, beause of the antigravity inuenes of the energyontrollers, and seond, beause organized matter tends to disintegrate under ertain onditionsfound in very hot stars and under ertain peuliar onditions in spae near highly energized oldbodies of ondensed matter.When mass beomes overaggregated and threatens to unbalane energy, to deplete the physialpower iruits, the physial ontrollers intervene unless gravity's own further tendeny to overma-terialize energy is defeated by the ourrene of a ollision among the dead giants of spae, thus inan instant ompletely dissipating the umulative olletions of gravity. In these ollisional episodesenormous masses of matter are suddenly onverted into the rarest form of energy, and the strugglefor universal equilibrium is begun anew. Eventually the larger physial systems beome stabilized,beome physially settled, and are swung into the balaned and established iruits of the superuni-verses. Subsequent to this event no more ollisions or other devastating atastrophes will our insuh established systems.During the times of plus energy there are power disturbanes and heat utuations aompanied byeletrial manifestations. During times of minus energy there are inreased tendenies for matter toaggregate, ondense, and to get out of ontrol in the more deliately balaned iruits, with resultanttidal or ollisional adjustments whih quikly restore the balane between irulating energy andmore literally stabilized matter. To foreast and otherwise to understand suh likely behavior of theblazing suns and the dark islands of spae is one of the tasks of the elestial star observers.We are able to reognize most of the laws governing universe equilibrium and to predit muhpertaining to universe stability. Pratially, our foreasts are reliable, but we are always onfronted byertain fores whih are not wholly amenable to the laws of energy ontrol and matter behavior knownto us. The preditability of all physial phenomena beomes inreasingly diÆult as we proeedoutward in the universes from Paradise. As we pass beyond the borders of the personal administrationof the Paradise Rulers, we are onfronted with inreasing inability to rekon in aordane with thestandards established and the experiene aquired in onnetion with observations having exlusivelyto do with the physial phenomena of the near-by astronomi systems. Even in the realms of theseven superuniverses we are living in the midst of fore ations and energy reations whih pervadeall our domains and extend in uni�ed equilibrium on through all regions of outer spae.The farther out we go, the more ertainly we enounter those variational and unpreditable phe-nomena whih are so unerringly harateristi of the unfathomable presene-performanes of theAbsolutes and the experiential Deities. And these phenomena must be indiative of some universaloverontrol of all things.The superuniverse of Orvonton is apparently now running down; the outer universes seem to bewinding up for unparalleled future ativities; the entral Havona universe is eternally stabilized.Gravity and absene of heat (old) organize and hold matter together; heat and antigravity disruptmatter and dissipate energy. The living power diretors and fore organizers are the seret of thespeial ontrol and intelligent diretion of the endless metamorphoses of universe making, unmaking,and remaking. Nebulae may disperse, suns burn out, systems vanish, and planets perish, but theuniverses do not run down.
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15.9 Ciruits of the SuperuniversesThe universal iruits of Paradise do atually pervade the realms of the seven superuniverses. Thesepresene iruits are: the personality gravity of the Universal Father, the spiritual gravity of theEternal Son, the mind gravity of the Conjoint Ator, and the material gravity of the eternal Isle.In addition to the universal Paradise iruits and in addition to the presene-performanes ofthe Absolutes and the experiential Deities, there funtion within the superuniverse spae level onlytwo energy-iruit divisions or power segregations: the superuniverse iruits and the loal universeiruits.The Superuniverse Ciruits:1. The unifying intelligene iruit of one of the Seven Master Spirits of Paradise. Suh a osmi-mind iruit is limited to a single superuniverse.2. The reetive-servie iruit of the seven Reetive Spirits in eah superuniverse.3. The seret iruits of the Mystery Monitors, in some manner interassoiated and routed byDivinington to the Universal Father on Paradise.4. The iruit of the interommunion of the Eternal Son with his Paradise Sons.5. The ash presene of the In�nite Spirit.6. The broadasts of Paradise, the spae reports of Havona.7. The energy iruits of the power enters and the physial ontrollers.The Loal Universe Ciruits:1. The bestowal spirit of the Paradise Sons, the Comforter of the bestowal worlds. The Spirit ofTruth, the spirit of Mihael on Urantia.2. The iruit of the Divine Ministers, the loal universe Mother Spirits, the Holy Spirit of yourworld.3. The intelligene-ministry iruit of a loal universe, inluding the diversely funtioning preseneof the adjutant mind-spirits.When there develops suh a spiritual harmony in a loal universe that its individual and ombinediruits beome indistinguishable from those of the superuniverse, when suh identity of funtion andoneness of ministry atually prevail, then does the loal universe immediately swing into the settlediruits of light and life, beoming at one eligible for admission into the spiritual onfederation ofthe perfeted union of the superreation. The requisites for admission to the ounils of the Anientsof Days, membership in the superuniverse onfederation, are:1. Physial Stability. The stars and planets of a loal universe must be in equilibrium; the periodsof immediate stellar metamorphosis must be over. The universe must be proeeding on a lear trak;its orbit must be safely and �nally settled.2. Spiritual Loyalty. There must exist a state of universal reognition of, and loyalty to, theSovereign Son of God who presides over the a�airs of suh a loal universe. There must haveome into being a state of harmonious o-operation between the individual planets, systems, andonstellations of the entire loal universe.Your loal universe is not even rekoned as belonging to the settled physial order of the superuni-verse, muh less as holding membership in the reognized spiritual family of the supergovernment.Although Nebadon does not yet have representation on Uversa, we of the superuniverse governmentare dispathed to its worlds on speial missions from time to time, even as I have ome to Urantiadiretly from Uversa. We lend every possible assistane to your diretors and rulers in the solution162



of their diÆult problems; we are desirous of seeing your universe quali�ed for full admission intothe assoiated reations of the superuniverse family.15.10 Rulers of the SuperuniversesThe headquarters of the superuniverses are the seats of the high spiritual government of the time-spae domains. The exeutive branh of the supergovernment, taking origin in the Counils of theTrinity, is immediately direted by one of the Seven Master Spirits of supreme supervision, beings whosit upon seats of Paradise authority and administer the superuniverses through the Seven SupremeExeutives stationed on the seven speial worlds of the In�nite Spirit, the outermost satellites ofParadise.The superuniverse headquarters are the abiding plaes of the Reetive Spirits and the ReetiveImage Aids. From this midway position these marvelous beings ondut their tremendous reetivityoperations, thus ministering to the entral universe above and to the loal universes below.Eah superuniverse is presided over by three Anients of Days, the joint hief exeutives of thesupergovernment. In its exeutive branh the personnel of the superuniverse government onsists ofseven di�erent groups:1. Anients of Days.2. Perfetors of Wisdom.3. Divine Counselors.4. Universal Censors.5. Mighty Messengers.6. Those High in Authority.7. Those without Name and Number.The three Anients of Days are immediately assisted by a orps of one billion Perfetors of Wisdom,with whom are assoiated three billion Divine Counselors. One billion Universal Censors are attahedto eah superuniverse administration. These three groups are Co-ordinate Trinity Personalities,taking origin diretly and divinely in the Paradise Trinity.The remaining three orders, Mighty Messengers, Those High in Authority, and Those withoutName and Number, are glori�ed asendant mortals. The �rst of these orders ame up through theasendant regime and passed through Havona in the days of Grandfanda. Having attained Paradise,they were mustered into the Corps of the Finality, embraed by the Paradise Trinity, and subsequentlyassigned to the supernal servie of the Anients of Days. As a lass, these three orders are knownas Trinitized Sons of Attainment, being of dual origin but now of Trinity servie. Thus was theexeutive branh of the superuniverse government enlarged to inlude the glori�ed and perfetedhildren of the evolutionary worlds.The o-ordinate ounil of the superuniverse is omposed of the seven exeutive groups previouslynamed and the following setor rulers and other regional overseers:1. Perfetions of Days - the rulers of the superuniverse major setors.2. Reents of Days - the diretors of the superuniverse minor setors.3. Unions of Days - the Paradise advisers to the rulers of the loal universes.4. Faithfuls of Days - the Paradise ounselors to the Most High rulers of the onstellation govern-ments. 163



5. Trinity Teaher Sons who may hane to be on duty at superuniverse headquarters.6. Eternals of Days who may happen to be present at superuniverse headquarters.7. The seven Reetive Image Aids - the spokesmen of the seven Reetive Spirits and throughthem representatives of the Seven Master Spirits of Paradise.The Reetive Image Aids also funtion as the representatives of numerous groups of beings whoare inuential in the superuniverse governments, but who are not, at present, for various reasons,fully ative in their individual apaities. Embraed within this group are: the evolving superuni-verse personality manifestation of the Supreme Being, the Unquali�ed Supervisors of the Supreme,the Quali�ed Viegerents of the Ultimate, the unnamed liaison reetivators of Majeston, and thesuperpersonal spirit representatives of the Eternal Son.At almost all times it is possible to �nd representatives of all groups of reated beings on theheadquarters worlds of the superuniverses. The routine ministering work of the superuniverses isperformed by the mighty seonaphim and by other members of the vast family of the In�nite Spirit. Inthe work of these marvelous enters of superuniverse administration, ontrol, ministry, and exeutivejudgment, the intelligenes of every sphere of universal life are mingled in e�etive servie, wiseadministration, loving ministry, and just judgment.The superuniverses do not maintain any sort of ambassadorial representation; they are ompletelyisolated from eah other. They know of mutual a�airs only through the Paradise learinghousemaintained by the Seven Master Spirits. Their rulers work in the ounils of divine wisdom forthe welfare of their own superuniverses regardless of what may be transpiring in other setions ofthe universal reation. This isolation of the superuniverses will persist until suh time as theiro-ordination is ahieved by the more omplete fatualization of the personality-sovereignty of theevolving experiential Supreme Being.
15.11 The Deliberative AssemblyIt is on suh worlds as Uversa that the beings representative of the autoray of perfetion and thedemoray of evolution meet fae to fae. The exeutive branh of the supergovernment originatesin the realms of perfetion; the legislative branh springs from the owering of the evolutionaryuniverses.The deliberative assembly of the superuniverse is on�ned to the headquarters world. This leg-islative or advisory ounil onsists of seven houses, to eah of whih every loal universe admittedto the superuniverse ounils elets a native representative. These representatives are hosen by thehigh ounils of suh loal universes from among the asending-pilgrim graduates of Orvonton whoare tarrying on Uversa, aredited for transport to Havona. The average term of servie is about onehundred years of superuniverse standard time.Never have I known of a disagreement between the Orvonton exeutives and the Uversa assembly.Never yet, in the history of our superuniverse, has the deliberative body ever passed a reommen-dation that the exeutive division of the supergovernment has even hesitated to arry out. Therealways has prevailed the most perfet harmony and working agreement, all of whih testi�es to thefat that evolutionary beings an really attain the heights of perfeted wisdom whih quali�es themto onsort with the personalities of perfet origin and divine nature. The presene of the delibera-tive assemblies on the superuniverse headquarters reveals the wisdom, and foreshadows the ultimatetriumph, of the whole vast evolutionary onept of the Universal Father and his Eternal Son.164



15.12 The Supreme TribunalsWhen we speak of exeutive and deliberative branhes of the Uversa government, you may, fromthe analogy of ertain forms of Urantian ivil government, reason that we must have a third orjudiial branh, and we do; but it does not have a separate personnel. Our ourts are onstitutedas follows: There presides, in aordane with the nature and gravity of the ase, an Anient ofDays, a Perfetor of Wisdom, or a Divine Counselor. The evidene for or against an individual, aplanet, system, onstellation, or universe is presented and interpreted by the Censors. The defenseof the hildren of time and the evolutionary planets is o�ered by the Mighty Messengers, the oÆialobservers of the superuniverse government to the loal universes and systems. The attitude of thehigher government is portrayed by Those High in Authority. And ordinarily the verdit is formulatedby a varying-sized ommission onsisting equally of Those without Name and Number and a groupof understanding personalities hosen from the deliberative assembly.The ourts of the Anients of Days are the high review tribunals for the spiritual adjudiation ofall omponent universes. The Sovereign Sons of the loal universes are supreme in their own domains;they are subjet to the supergovernment only in so far as they voluntarily submit matters for ounselor adjudiation by the Anients of Days exept in matters involving the extintion of will reatures.Mandates of judgment originate in the loal universes, but sentenes involving the extintion of willreatures are always formulated on, and exeuted from, the headquarters of the superuniverse. TheSons of the loal universes an deree the survival of mortal man, but only the Anients of Days maysit in exeutive judgment on the issues of eternal life and death.In all matters not requiring trial, the submission of evidene, the Anients of Days or their as-soiates render deisions, and these rulings are always unanimous. We are here dealing with theounils of perfetion. There are no disagreements nor minority opinions in the derees of thesesupreme and superlative tribunals.With ertain few exeptions the supergovernments exerise jurisdition over all things and allbeings in their respetive domains. There is no appeal from the rulings and deisions of the supe-runiverse authorities sine they represent the onurred opinions of the Anients of Days and thatMaster Spirit who, from Paradise, presides over the destiny of the superuniverse onerned.15.13 The Setor GovernmentsA major setor omprises about one tenth of a superuniverse and onsists of one hundred minorsetors, ten thousand loal universes, about one hundred billion inhabitable worlds. These majorsetors are administered by three Perfetions of Days, Supreme Trinity Personalities.The ourts of the Perfetions of Days are onstituted muh as are those of the Anients of Daysexept that they do not sit in spiritual judgment upon the realms. The work of these major setorgovernments has hiey to do with the intelletual status of a far-ung reation. The major se-tors detain, adjudiate, dispense, and tabulate, for reporting to the ourts of the Anients of Days,all matters of superuniverse importane of a routine and administrative nature whih are not im-mediately onerned with the spiritual administration of the realms or with the outworking of themortal-asension plans of the Paradise Rulers. The personnel of a major setor government is nodi�erent from that of the superuniverse.As the magni�ent satellites of Uversa are onerned with your �nal spiritual preparation forHavona, so are the seventy satellites of Umajor the �fth devoted to your superuniverse intelletualtraining and development. From all Orvonton, here are gathered together the wise beings who laboruntiringly to prepare the mortals of time for their further progress towards the areer of eternity.Most of this training of asending mortals is onduted on the seventy study worlds.165



The minor setor governments are presided over by three Reents of Days. Their administrationis onerned mainly with the physial ontrol, uni�ation, stabilization, and routine o-ordinationof the administration of the omponent loal universes. Eah minor setor embraes as many asone hundred loal universes, ten thousand onstellations, one million systems, or about one billioninhabitable worlds.Minor setor headquarters worlds are the grand rendezvous of the Master Physial Controllers.These headquarters worlds are surrounded by the seven instrution spheres whih onstitute theentrane shools of the superuniverse and are the enters of training for physial and administrativeknowledge onerning the universe of universes.The administrators of the minor setor governments are under the immediate jurisdition of themajor setor rulers. The Reents of Days reeive all reports of observations and o-ordinate allreommendations whih ome up to a superuniverse from the Unions of Days who are stationedas Trinity observers and advisers on the headquarters spheres of the loal universes and from theFaithfuls of Days who are similarly attahed to the ounils of the Most Highs at the headquarters ofthe onstellations. All suh reports are transmitted to the Perfetions of Days on the major setors,subsequently to be passed on to the ourts of the Anients of Days. Thus the Trinity regime extendsfrom the onstellations of the loal universes up to the headquarters of the superuniverse. The loalsystem headquarters do not have Trinity representatives.15.14 Purposes of the Seven SuperuniversesThere are seven major purposes whih are being unfolded in the evolution of the seven superuniverses.Eah major purpose in superuniverse evolution will �nd fullest expression in only one of the sevensuperuniverses, and therefore does eah superuniverse have a speial funtion and a unique nature.Orvonton, the seventh superuniverse, the one to whih your loal universe belongs, is known hieybeause of its tremendous and lavish bestowal of meriful ministry to the mortals of the realms. Itis renowned for the manner in whih justie prevails as tempered by mery and power rules asonditioned by patiene, while the sari�es of time are freely made to seure the stabilization ofeternity. Orvonton is a universe demonstration of love and mery.It is, however, very diÆult to desribe our oneption of the true nature of the evolutionarypurpose whih is unfolding in Orvonton, but it may be suggested by saying that in this superreationwe feel that the six unique purposes of osmi evolution as manifested in the six assoiated superre-ations are here being interassoiated into a meaning-of-the-whole; and it is for this reason that wehave sometimes onjetured that the evolved and �nished personalization of God the Supreme willin the remote future and from Uversa rule the perfeted seven superuniverses in all the experientialmajesty of his then attained almighty sovereign power.As Orvonton is unique in nature and individual in destiny, so also is eah of its six assoiatedsuperuniverses. A great deal that is going on in Orvonton is not, however, revealed to you, and ofthese unrevealed features of Orvonton life, many are to �nd most omplete expression in some othersuperuniverse. The seven purposes of superuniverse evolution are operative throughout all sevensuperuniverses, but eah superreation will give fullest expression to only one of these purposes. Tounderstand more about these superuniverse purposes, muh that you do not understand would haveto be revealed, and even then you would omprehend but little. This entire narrative presents onlya eeting glimpse of the immense reation of whih your world and loal system are a part.Your world is alled Urantia, and it is number 606 in the planetary group, or system, of Satania.This system has at present 619 inhabited worlds, and more than two hundred additional planets areevolving favorably toward beoming inhabited worlds at some future time.166



Satania has a headquarters world alled Jerusem, and it is system number twenty-four in theonstellation of Norlatiadek. Your onstellation, Norlatiadek, onsists of one hundred loal systemsand has a headquarters world alled Edentia. Norlatiadek is number seventy in the universe ofNebadon. The loal universe of Nebadon onsists of one hundred onstellations and has a apitalknown as Salvington. The universe of Nebadon is number eighty-four in the minor setor of Ensa.The minor setor of Ensa onsists of one hundred loal universes and has a apital alled Uminorthe third. This minor setor is number three in the major setor of Splandon. Splandon onsists ofone hundred minor setors and has a headquarters world alled Umajor the �fth. It is the �fth majorsetor of the superuniverse of Orvonton, the seventh segment of the grand universe. Thus you anloate your planet in the sheme of the organization and administration of the universe of universes.The grand universe number of your world, Urantia, is 5,342,482,337,666. That is the registrynumber on Uversa and on Paradise, your number in the atalogue of the inhabited worlds. I knowthe physial-sphere registry number, but it is of suh an extraordinary size that it is of little pratialsigni�ane to the mortal mind.Your planet is a member of an enormous osmos; you belong to a well-nigh in�nite family ofworlds, but your sphere is just as preisely administered and just as lovingly fostered as if it werethe only inhabited world in all existene.[Presented by a Universal Censor hailing from Uversa.℄
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Chapter 16The Seven Master SpiritsTHE Seven Master Spirits of Paradise are the primary personalities of the In�nite Spirit. In thissevenfold reative at of self-dupliation the In�nite Spirit exhausted the assoiative possibilitiesmathematially inherent in the fatual existene of the three persons of Deity. Had it been possibleto produe a larger number of Master Spirits, they would have been reated, but there are justseven assoiative possibilities, and only seven, inherent in three Deities. And this explains why theuniverse is operated in seven grand divisions, and why the number seven is basially fundamental inits organization and administration.The Seven Master Spirits thus have their origin in, and derive their individual harateristis from,the following seven likenesses:1. The Universal Father.2. The Eternal Son.3. The In�nite Spirit.4. The Father and the Son.5. The Father and the Spirit.6. The Son and the Spirit.7. The Father, Son, and Spirit.We know very little about the ation of the Father and the Son in the reation of the MasterSpirits. Apparently they were brought into existene by the personal ats of the In�nite Spirit, butwe have been de�nitely instruted that both the Father and the Son partiipated in their origin.In spirit harater and nature these Seven Spirits of Paradise are as one, but in all other aspetsof identity they are very unlike, and the results of their funtioning in the superuniverses are suhthat the individual di�erenes of eah are unmistakably disernible. All the afterplans of the sevensegments of the grand universe - and even the orrelative segments of outer spae - have been on-ditioned by the other-than-spiritual diversity of these Seven Master Spirits of supreme and ultimatesupervision.The Master Spirits have many funtions, but at the present time their partiular domain is theentral supervision of the seven superuniverses. Eah Master Spirit maintains an enormous fore-foal headquarters, whih slowly irulates around the periphery of Paradise, always maintaining aposition opposite the superuniverse of immediate supervision and at the Paradise foal point of itsspeialized power ontrol and segmental energy distribution. The radial boundary lines of any oneof the superuniverses do atually onverge at the Paradise headquarters of the supervising MasterSpirit. 169



16.1 Relation to Triune DeityThe Conjoint Creator, the In�nite Spirit, is neessary to the ompletion of the triune personalizationof undivided Deity. This threefold Deity personalization is inherently sevenfold in possibility ofindividual and assoiative expression; hene the subsequent plan to reate universes inhabited byintelligent and potentially spiritual beings, duly expressive of the Father, Son, and Spirit, madethe personalization of the Seven Master Spirits inesapable. We have ome to speak of the threefoldpersonalization of Deity as the absolute inevitability, while we have ome to look upon the appearaneof the Seven Master Spirits as the subabsolute inevitability.While the Seven Master Spirits are hardly expressive of threefold Deity, they are the eternalportrayal of sevenfold Deity, the ative and assoiative funtions of the three ever-existent personsof Deity. By and in and through these Seven Spirits, the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, or theIn�nite Spirit, or any dual assoiation, is able to funtion as suh. When the Father, the Son, andthe Spirit at together, they an and do funtion through Master Spirit Number Seven, but not asthe Trinity. The Master Spirits singly and olletively represent any and all possible Deity funtions,single and several, but not olletive, not the Trinity. Master Spirit Number Seven is personallynonfuntional with regard to the Paradise Trinity, and that is just why he an funtion personallyfor the Supreme Being.But when the Seven Master Spirits vaate their individual seats of personal power and superuni-verse authority and assemble about the Conjoint Ator in the triune presene of Paradise Deity,then and there are they olletively representative of the funtional power, wisdom, and authority ofundivided Deity - the Trinity - to and in the evolving universes. Suh a Paradise union of the pri-mal sevenfold expression of Deity does atually embrae, literally enompass, all of every attributeand attitude of the three eternal Deities in Supremay and in Ultimay. To all pratial intentsand purposes the Seven Master Spirits do, then and there, enompass the funtional domain of theSupreme-Ultimate to and in the master universe.As far as we an disern, these Seven Spirits are assoiated with the divine ativities of the threeeternal persons of Deity; we detet no evidene of diret assoiation with the funtioning presenes ofthe three eternal phases of the Absolute. When assoiated, the Master Spirits represent the ParadiseDeities in what may be roughly oneived as the �nite domain of ation. It might embrae muhthat is ultimate but not absolute.16.2 Relation to the In�nite SpiritJust as the Eternal and Original Son is revealed through the persons of the onstantly inreasingnumber of divine Sons, so is the In�nite and Divine Spirit revealed through the hannels of theSeven Master Spirits and their assoiated spirit groups. At the enter of enters the In�nite Spiritis approahable, but not all who attain Paradise are immediately able to disern his personality anddi�erentiated presene; but all who attain the entral universe an and do immediately ommunewith one of the Seven Master Spirits, the one presiding over the superuniverse from whih the newlyarrived spae pilgrim hails.To the universe of universes the Paradise Father speaks only through his Son, while he and theSon onjointly at only through the In�nite Spirit. Outside of Paradise and Havona the In�niteSpirit speaks only by the voies of the Seven Master Spirits.The In�nite Spirit exerts an inuene of personal presene within the on�nes of the Paradise-Havona system; elsewhere his personal spirit presene is exerted by and through one of the SevenMaster Spirits. Therefore is the superuniverse spirit presene of the Third Soure and Center on anyworld or in any individual onditioned by the unique nature of the supervisory Master Spirit of that170



segment of reation. Conversely, the ombined lines of spirit fore and intelligene pass inward tothe Third Person of Deity by way of the Seven Master Spirits.The Seven Master Spirits are olletively endowed with the supreme-ultimate attributes of theThird Soure and Center. While eah one individually partakes of this endowment, only olletivelydo they dislose the attributes of omnipotene, omnisiene, and omnipresene. No one of them anso funtion universally; as individuals and in the exerise of these powers of supremay and ultimayeah is personally limited to the superuniverse of immediate supervision.All of everything whih has been told you onerning the divinity and personality of the ConjointAtor applies equally and fully to the Seven Master Spirits, who so e�etively distribute the In�niteSpirit to the seven segments of the grand universe in aordane with their divine endowment and inthe manner of their di�ering and individually unique natures. It would therefore be proper to applyto the olletive group of seven any or all of the names of the In�nite Spirit. Colletively they areone with the Conjoint Creator on all subabsolute levels.16.3 Identity and Diversity of the Master SpiritsThe Seven Master Spirits are indesribable beings, but they are distintly and de�nitely personal.They have names, but we elet to introdue them by number. As primary personalizations of theIn�nite Spirit, they are akin, but as primary expressions of the seven possible assoiations of triuneDeity, they are essentially diverse in nature, and this diversity of nature determines their di�erentialof superuniverse ondut. These Seven Master Spirits may be desribed as follows:Master Spirit Number One. In a speial manner this Spirit is the diret representation of theParadise Father. He is a peuliar and eÆient manifestation of the power, love, and wisdom of theUniversal Father. He is the lose assoiate and supernal adviser of the hief of Mystery Monitors,that being who presides over the College of Personalized Adjusters on Divinington. In all assoiationsof the Seven Master Spirits, it is always Master Spirit Number One who speaks for the UniversalFather.This Spirit presides over the �rst superuniverse and, while unfailingly exhibiting the divine natureof a primary personalization of the In�nite Spirit, seems more espeially to resemble the Univer-sal Father in harater. He is always in personal liaison with the seven Reetive Spirits at theheadquarters of the �rst superuniverse.Master Spirit Number Two. This Spirit adequately portrays the mathless nature and harmingharater of the Eternal Son, the �rst-born of all reation. He is always in lose assoiation with allorders of the Sons of God whenever they may happen to be in the residential universe as individualsor in joyous onlave. In all the assemblies of the Seven Master Spirits he always speaks for, and inbehalf of, the Eternal Son.This Spirit direts the destinies of superuniverse number two and rules this vast domain muhas would the Eternal Son. He is always in liaison with the seven Reetive Spirits situated at theapital of the seond superuniverse.Master Spirit Number Three. This Spirit personality espeially resembles the In�nite Spirit, andhe direts the movements and work of many of the high personalities of the In�nite Spirit. He presidesover their assemblies and is losely assoiated with all personalities who take exlusive origin in theThird Soure and Center. When the Seven Master Spirits are in ounil, it is Master Spirit NumberThree who always speaks for the In�nite Spirit.This Spirit is in harge of superuniverse number three, and he administers the a�airs of thissegment muh as would the In�nite Spirit. He is always in liaison with the Reetive Spirits at theheadquarters of the third superuniverse. 171



Master Spirit Number Four. Partaking of the ombined natures of the Father and the Son,this Master Spirit is the determining inuene regarding Father-Son poliies and proedures in theounils of the Seven Master Spirits. This Spirit is the hief diretor and adviser of those asendantbeings who have attained the In�nite Spirit and thus have beome andidates for seeing the Sonand the Father. He fosters that enormous group of personalities taking origin in the Father and theSon. When it beomes neessary to represent the Father and the Son in the assoiation of the SevenMaster Spirits, it is always Master Spirit Number Four who speaks.This Spirit fosters the fourth segment of the grand universe in aordane with his peuliar asso-iation of the attributes of the Universal Father and the Eternal Son. He is always in personal liaisonwith the Reetive Spirits of the headquarters of the fourth superuniverse.Master Spirit Number Five. This divine personality who exquisitely blends the harater of theUniversal Father and the In�nite Spirit is the adviser of that enormous group of beings known asthe power diretors, power enters, and physial ontrollers. This Spirit also fosters all personalitiestaking origin in the Father and the Conjoint Ator. In the ounils of the Seven Master Spirits, whenthe Father-Spirit attitude is in question, it is always Master Spirit Number Five who speaks.This Spirit direts the welfare of the �fth superuniverse in suh a way as to suggest the ombinedation of the Universal Father and the In�nite Spirit. He is always in liaison with the ReetiveSpirits at the headquarters of the �fth superuniverse.Master Spirit Number Six. This divine being seems to portray the ombined harater of theEternal Son and the In�nite Spirit. Whenever the reatures jointly reated by the Son and the Spiritforgather in the entral universe, it is this Master Spirit who is their adviser; and whenever, in theounils of the Seven Master Spirits, it beomes neessary to speak onjointly for the Eternal Sonand the In�nite Spirit, it is Master Spirit Number Six who responds.This Spirit direts the a�airs of the sixth superuniverse muh as would the Eternal Son and theIn�nite Spirit. He is always in liaison with the Reetive Spirits at the headquarters of the sixthsuperuniverse.Master Spirit Number Seven. The presiding Spirit of the seventh superuniverse is a uniquelyequal portrayal of the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In�nite Spirit. The Seventh Spirit,the fostering adviser of all triune-origin beings, is also the adviser and diretor of all the asendingpilgrims of Havona, those lowly beings who have attained the ourts of glory through the ombinedministry of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit.The Seventh Master Spirit is not organially representative of the Paradise Trinity; but it is aknown fat that his personal and spiritual nature is the Conjoint Ator's portraiture in equal propor-tions of the three in�nite persons whose Deity union is the Paradise Trinity, and whose funtion assuh is the soure of the personal and spiritual nature of God the Supreme. Hene the Seventh Mas-ter Spirit disloses a personal and organi relationship to the spirit person of the evolving Supreme.Therefore in the Master Spirit ounils on high, when it beomes neessary to ast the ballot for theombined personal attitude of the Father, Son, and Spirit or to depit the spiritual attitude of theSupreme Being, it is Master Spirit Number Seven who funtions. He thus inherently beomes thepresiding head of the Paradise ounil of the Seven Master Spirits.No one of the Seven Spirits is organially representative of the Paradise Trinity, but when theyunite as sevenfold Deity, this union in a deity sense - not in a personal sense - equivalates to afuntional level assoiable with Trinity funtions. In this sense the \Sevenfold Spirit" is funtionallyassoiable with the Paradise Trinity. It is also in this sense that Master Spirit Number Sevensometimes speaks in on�rmation of Trinity attitudes or, rather, ats as spokesman for the attitudeof the Sevenfold-Spirit-union regarding the attitude of the Threefold-Deity-union, the attitude of theParadise Trinity.The multiple funtions of the Seventh Master Spirit thus range from a ombined portraiture of172



the personal natures of the Father, Son, and Spirit, through a representation of the personal attitudeof God the Supreme, to a dislosure of the deity attitude of the Paradise Trinity. And in ertainrespets this presiding Spirit is similarly expressive of the attitudes of the Ultimate and of theSupreme-Ultimate.It is Master Spirit Number Seven who, in his multiple apaities, personally sponsors the progressof the asension andidates from the worlds of time in their attempts to ahieve omprehension of theundivided Deity of Supremay. Suh omprehension involves a grasp of the existential sovereignty ofthe Trinity of Supremay so o-ordinated with a onept of the growing experiential sovereignty of theSupreme Being as to onstitute the reature grasp of the unity of Supremay. Creature realization ofthese three fators equals Havona omprehension of Trinity reality and endows the pilgrims of timewith the ability eventually to penetrate the Trinity, to disover the three in�nite persons of Deity.The inability of the Havona pilgrims fully to �nd God the Supreme is ompensated by the SeventhMaster Spirit, whose triune nature in suh a peuliar manner is revelatory of the spirit person of theSupreme. During the present universe age of the nonontatability of the person of the Supreme,Master Spirit Number Seven funtions in the plae of the God of asendant reatures in the matterof personal relationships. He is the one high spirit being that all asenders are ertain to reognizeand somewhat omprehend when they reah the enters of glory.This Master Spirit is always in liaison with the Reetive Spirits of Uversa, the headquarters ofthe seventh superuniverse, our own segment of reation. His administration of Orvonton dislosesthe marvelous symmetry of the o-ordinate blending of the divine natures of Father, Son, and Spirit.16.4 Attributes and Funtions of the Master SpiritsThe Seven Master Spirits are the full representation of the In�nite Spirit to the evolutionary universes.They represent the Third Soure and Center in the relationships of energy, mind, and spirit. Whilethey funtion as the o-ordinating heads of the universal administrative ontrol of the Conjoint Ator,do not forget that they have their origin in the reative ats of the Paradise Deities. It is literally truethat these Seven Spirits are the personalized physial power, osmi mind, and spiritual presene ofthe triune Deity, \the Seven Spirits of God sent forth to all the universe."The Master Spirits are unique in that they funtion on all universe levels of reality exeptingthe absolute. They are, therefore, eÆient and perfet supervisors of all phases of administrativea�airs on all levels of superuniverse ativities. It is diÆult for the mortal mind to understandvery muh about the Master Spirits beause their work is so highly speialized yet all-embraing,so exeptionally material and at the same time so exquisitely spiritual. These versatile reators ofthe osmi mind are the anestors of the Universe Power Diretors and are, themselves, supremediretors of the vast and far-ung spirit-reature reation.The Seven Master Spirits are the reators of the Universe Power Diretors and their assoiates,entities who are indispensable to the organization, ontrol, and regulation of the physial energiesof the grand universe. And these same Master Spirits very materially assist the Creator Sons in thework of shaping and organizing the loal universes.We are unable to trae any personal onnetion between the osmi-energy work of the MasterSpirits and the fore funtions of the Unquali�ed Absolute. The energy manifestations under thejurisdition of the Master Spirits are all direted from the periphery of Paradise; they do not appearto be in any diret manner assoiated with the fore phenomena identi�ed with the nether surfaeof Paradise.Unquestionably, when we enounter the funtional ativities of the various Morontia Power Su-pervisors, we are fae to fae with ertain of the unrevealed ativities of the Master Spirits. Who,173



aside from these anestors of both physial ontrollers and spirit ministers, ould have ontrived soto ombine and assoiate material and spiritual energies as to produe a hitherto nonexistent phaseof universe reality - morontia substane and morontia mind?Muh of the reality of the spiritual worlds is of the morontia order, a phase of universe realitywholly unknown on Urantia. The goal of personality existene is spiritual, but the morontia reationsalways intervene, bridging the gulf between the material realms of mortal origin and the superuniversespheres of advaning spiritual status. It is in this realm that the Master Spirits make their greatontribution to the plan of man's Paradise asension.The Seven Master Spirits have personal representatives who funtion throughout the grand uni-verse; but sine a large majority of these subordinate beings are not diretly onerned with theasendant sheme of mortal progression in the path of Paradise perfetion, little or nothing has beenrevealed about them. Muh, very muh, of the ativity of the Seven Master Spirits remains hiddenfrom human understanding beause in no way does it diretly pertain to your problem of Paradiseasent.It is highly probable, though we annot o�er de�nite proof, that the Master Spirit of Orvontonexerts a deided inuene in the following spheres of ativity:1. The life-initiation proedures of the loal universe Life Carriers.2. The life ativations of the adjutant mind-spirits bestowed upon the worlds by a loal universeCreative Spirit.3. The utuations in energy manifestations exhibited by the linear-gravity-responding units oforganized matter.4. The behavior of emergent energy when fully liberated from the grasp of the Unquali�ed Abso-lute, thus beoming responsive to the diret inuene of linear gravity and to the manipulations ofthe Universe Power Diretors and their assoiates.5. The bestowal of the ministry spirit of a loal universe Creative Spirit, known on Urantia as theHoly Spirit.6. The subsequent bestowal of the spirit of the bestowal Sons, on Urantia alled the Comforter orthe Spirit of Truth.7. The reetivity mehanism of the loal universes and the superuniverse. Many features on-neted with this extraordinary phenomenon an hardly be reasonably explained or rationally under-stood without postulating the ativity of the Master Spirits in assoiation with the Conjoint Atorand the Supreme Being.Notwithstanding our failure adequately to omprehend the manifold workings of the Seven MasterSpirits, we are on�dent there are two realms in the vast range of universe ativities with whih theyhave nothing whatever to do: the bestowal and ministry of the Thought Adjusters and the insrutablefuntions of the Unquali�ed Absolute.16.5 Relation to CreaturesEah segment of the grand universe, eah individual universe and world, enjoys the bene�ts of theunited ounsel and wisdom of all Seven Master Spirits but reeives the personal touh and tinge ofonly one. And the personal nature of eah Master Spirit entirely pervades and uniquely onditionshis superuniverse.Through this personal inuene of the Seven Master Spirits every reature of every order ofintelligent beings, outside of Paradise and Havona, must bear the harateristi stamp of individuality174



indiative of the anestral nature of some one of these Seven Paradise Spirits. As onerns the sevensuperuniverses, eah native reature, man or angel, will forever bear this badge of natal identi�ation.The Seven Master Spirits do not diretly invade the material minds of the individual reatures onthe evolutionary worlds of spae. The mortals of Urantia do not experiene the personal presene ofthe mind-spirit inuene of the Master Spirit of Orvonton. If this Master Spirit does attain any sortof ontat with the individual mortal mind during the earlier evolutionary ages of an inhabited world,it must our through the ministry of the loal universe Creative Spirit, the onsort and assoiate ofthe Creator Son of God who presides over the destinies of eah loal reation. But this very CreativeMother Spirit is, in nature and harater, quite like the Master Spirit of Orvonton.The physial stamp of a Master Spirit is a part of man's material origin. The entire morontiaareer is lived under the ontinuing inuene of this same Master Spirit. It is hardly strange that thesubsequent spirit areer of suh an asending mortal never fully eradiates the harateristi stampof this same supervising Spirit. The impress of a Master Spirit is basi to the very existene of everypre-Havona stage of mortal asension.The distintive personality trends exhibited in the life experiene of evolutionary mortals, whihare harateristi in eah superuniverse, and whih are diretly expressive of the nature of the domi-nating Master Spirit, are never fully e�aed, not even after suh asenders are subjeted to the longtraining and unifying disipline enountered on the one billion eduational spheres of Havona. Eventhe subsequent intense Paradise ulture does not suÆe to eradiate the earmarks of superuniverseorigin. Throughout all eternity an asendant mortal will exhibit traits indiative of the presidingSpirit of his superuniverse of nativity. Even in the Corps of the Finality, when it is desired to arriveat or to portray a omplete Trinity relationship to the evolutionary reation, always a group of seven�naliters is assembled, one from eah superuniverse.16.6 The Cosmi MindThe Master Spirits are the sevenfold soure of the osmi mind, the intelletual potential of thegrand universe. This osmi mind is a subabsolute manifestation of the mind of the Third Soureand Center and, in ertain ways, is funtionally related to the mind of the evolving Supreme Being.On a world like Urantia we do not enounter the diret inuene of the Seven Master Spirits in thea�airs of the human raes. You live under the immediate inuene of the Creative Spirit of Nebadon.Nevertheless these same Master Spirits dominate the basi reations of all reature mind beausethey are the atual soures of the intelletual and spiritual potentials whih have been speialized inthe loal universes for funtion in the lives of those individuals who inhabit the evolutionary worldsof time and spae.The fat of the osmi mind explains the kinship of various types of human and superhuman minds.Not only are kindred spirits attrated to eah other, but kindred minds are also very fraternal andinlined towards o-operation the one with the other. Human minds are sometimes observed to berunning in hannels of astonishing similarity and inexpliable agreement.There exists in all personality assoiations of the osmi mind a quality whih might be denom-inated the \reality response." It is this universal osmi endowment of will reatures whih savesthem from beoming helpless vitims of the implied a priori assumptions of siene, philosophy, andreligion. This reality sensitivity of the osmi mind responds to ertain phases of reality just asenergy-material responds to gravity. It would be still more orret to say that these supermaterialrealities so respond to the mind of the osmos.The osmi mind unfailingly responds (reognizes response) on three levels of universe reality.These responses are self-evident to lear-reasoning and deep-thinking minds. These levels of reality175



are:1. Causation - the reality domain of the physial senses, the sienti� realms of logial uniformity,the di�erentiation of the fatual and the nonfatual, reetive onlusions based on osmi response.This is the mathematial form of the osmi disrimination.2. Duty - the reality domain of morals in the philosophi realm, the arena of reason, the reognitionof relative right and wrong. This is the judiial form of the osmi disrimination.3. Worship - the spiritual domain of the reality of religious experiene, the personal realization ofdivine fellowship, the reognition of spirit values, the assurane of eternal survival, the asent fromthe status of servants of God to the joy and liberty of the sons of God. This is the highest insight ofthe osmi mind, the reverential and worshipful form of the osmi disrimination.These sienti�, moral, and spiritual insights, these osmi responses, are innate in the osmimind, whih endows all will reatures. The experiene of living never fails to develop these threeosmi intuitions; they are onstitutive in the self-onsiousness of reetive thinking. But it is sadto reord that so few persons on Urantia take delight in ultivating these qualities of ourageous andindependent osmi thinking.In the loal universe mind bestowals, these three insights of the osmi mind onstitute the a prioriassumptions whih make it possible for man to funtion as a rational and self-onsious personalityin the realms of siene, philosophy, and religion. Stated otherwise, the reognition of the reality ofthese three manifestations of the In�nite is by a osmi tehnique of self-revelation. Matter-energyis reognized by the mathematial logi of the senses; mind-reason intuitively knows its moral duty;spirit-faith (worship) is the religion of the reality of spiritual experiene. These three basi fators inreetive thinking may be uni�ed and o-ordinated in personality development, or they may beomedisproportionate and virtually unrelated in their respetive funtions. But when they beome uni�ed,they produe a strong harater onsisting in the orrelation of a fatual siene, a moral philosophy,and a genuine religious experiene. And it is these three osmi intuitions that give objetive validity,reality, to man's experiene in and with things, meanings, and values.It is the purpose of eduation to develop and sharpen these innate endowments of the humanmind; of ivilization to express them; of life experiene to realize them; of religion to ennoble them;and of personality to unify them.16.7 Morals, Virtue, and PersonalityIntelligene alone annot explain the moral nature. Morality, virtue, is indigenous to human per-sonality. Moral intuition, the realization of duty, is a omponent of human mind endowment andis assoiated with the other inalienables of human nature: sienti� uriosity and spiritual insight.Man's mentality far transends that of his animal ousins, but it is his moral and religious naturesthat espeially distinguish him from the animal world.The seletive response of an animal is limited to the motor level of behavior. The supposed insightof the higher animals is on a motor level and usually appears only after the experiene of motor trialand error. Man is able to exerise sienti�, moral, and spiritual insight prior to all exploration orexperimentation.Only a personality an know what it is doing before it does it; only personalities possess insightin advane of experiene. A personality an look before it leaps and an therefore learn from lookingas well as from leaping. A nonpersonal animal ordinarily learns only by leaping.As a result of experiene an animal beomes able to examine the di�erent ways of attaining a goaland to selet an approah based on aumulated experiene. But a personality an also examine the176



goal itself and pass judgment on its worth-whileness, its value. Intelligene alone an disriminateas to the best means of attaining indisriminate ends, but a moral being possesses an insight whihenables him to disriminate between ends as well as between means. And a moral being in hoosingvirtue is nonetheless intelligent. He knows what he is doing, why he is doing it, where he is going,and how he will get there.When man fails to disriminate the ends of his mortal striving, he �nds himself funtioning on theanimal level of existene. He has failed to avail himself of the superior advantages of that materialaumen, moral disrimination, and spiritual insight whih are an integral part of his osmi-mindendowment as a personal being.Virtue is righteousness - onformity with the osmos. To name virtues is not to de�ne them,but to live them is to know them. Virtue is not mere knowledge nor yet wisdom but rather thereality of progressive experiene in the attainment of asending levels of osmi ahievement. In theday-by-day life of mortal man, virtue is realized by the onsistent hoosing of good rather than evil,and suh hoosing ability is evidene of the possession of a moral nature.Man's hoosing between good and evil is inuened, not only by the keenness of his moral nature,but also by suh inuenes as ignorane, immaturity, and delusion. A sense of proportion is alsoonerned in the exerise of virtue beause evil may be perpetrated when the lesser is hosen inthe plae of the greater as a result of distortion or deeption. The art of relative estimation oromparative measurement enters into the pratie of the virtues of the moral realm.Man's moral nature would be impotent without the art of measurement, the disrimination em-bodied in his ability to srutinize meanings. Likewise would moral hoosing be futile without thatosmi insight whih yields the onsiousness of spiritual values. From the standpoint of intelligene,man asends to the level of a moral being beause he is endowed with personality.Morality an never be advaned by law or by fore. It is a personal and freewill matter and mustbe disseminated by the ontagion of the ontat of morally fragrant persons with those who are lessmorally responsive, but who are also in some measure desirous of doing the Father's will.Moral ats are those human performanes whih are haraterized by the highest intelligene,direted by seletive disrimination in the hoie of superior ends as well as in the seletion of moralmeans to attain these ends. Suh ondut is virtuous. Supreme virtue, then, is wholeheartedly tohoose to do the will of the Father in heaven.16.8 Urantia PersonalityThe Universal Father bestows personality upon numerous orders of beings as they funtion on diverselevels of universe atuality. Urantia human beings are endowed with personality of the �nite-mortaltype, funtioning on the level of the asending sons of God.Though we an hardly undertake to de�ne personality, we may attempt to narrate our under-standing of the known fators whih go to make up the ensemble of material, mental, and spiritualenergies whose interassoiation onstitutes the mehanism wherein and whereon and wherewith theUniversal Father auses his bestowed personality to funtion.Personality is a unique endowment of original nature whose existene is independent of, andanteedent to, the bestowal of the Thought Adjuster. Nevertheless, the presene of the Adjusterdoes augment the qualitative manifestation of personality. Thought Adjusters, when they omeforth from the Father, are idential in nature, but personality is diverse, original, and exlusive; andthe manifestation of personality is further onditioned and quali�ed by the nature and qualities ofthe assoiated energies of a material, mindal, and spiritual nature whih onstitute the organismalvehile for personality manifestation. 177



Personalities may be similar, but they are never the same. Persons of a given series, type, order,or pattern may and do resemble one another, but they are never idential. Personality is that featureof an individual whih we know, and whih enables us to identify suh a being at some future timeregardless of the nature and extent of hanges in form, mind, or spirit status. Personality is thatpart of any individual whih enables us to reognize and positively identify that person as the onewe have previously known, no matter how muh he may have hanged beause of the modi�ationof the vehile of expression and manifestation of his personality.Creature personality is distinguished by two self-manifesting and harateristi phenomena ofmortal reative behavior: self-onsiousness and assoiated relative free will.Self-onsiousness onsists in intelletual awareness of personality atuality; it inludes the abilityto reognize the reality of other personalities. It indiates apaity for individualized experiene inand with osmi realities, equivalating to the attainment of identity status in the personality relation-ships of the universe. Self-onsiousness onnotes reognition of the atuality of mind ministrationand the realization of relative independene of reative and determinative free will.The relative free will whih haraterizes the self-onsiousness of human personality is involvedin:1. Moral deision, highest wisdom.2. Spiritual hoie, truth disernment.3. Unsel�sh love, brotherhood servie.4. Purposeful o-operation, group loyalty.5. Cosmi insight, the grasp of universe meanings.6. Personality dediation, wholehearted devotion to doing the Father's will.7. Worship, the sinere pursuit of divine values and the wholehearted love of the divine Value-Giver.The Urantia type of human personality may be viewed as funtioning in a physial mehanismonsisting of the planetary modi�ation of the Nebadon type of organism belonging to the eletro-hemial order of life ativation and endowed with the Nebadon order of the Orvonton series of theosmi mind of parental reprodutive pattern. The bestowal of the divine gift of personality uponsuh a mind-endowed mortal mehanism onfers the dignity of osmi itizenship and enables suh amortal reature forthwith to beome reative to the onstitutive reognition of the three basi mindrealities of the osmos:1. The mathematial or logial reognition of the uniformity of physial ausation.2. The reasoned reognition of the obligation of moral ondut.3. The faith-grasp of the fellowship worship of Deity, assoiated with the loving servie of human-ity.The full funtion of suh a personality endowment is the beginning realization of Deity kinship.Suh a selfhood, indwelt by a prepersonal fragment of God the Father, is in truth and in fat aspiritual son of God. Suh a reature not only disloses apaity for the reeption of the gift of thedivine presene but also exhibits reative response to the personality-gravity iruit of the ParadiseFather of all personalities.
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16.9 Reality of Human ConsiousnessThe osmi-mind-endowed, Adjuster-indwelt, personal reature possesses innate reognition-realizationof energy reality, mind reality, and spirit reality. The will reature is thus equipped to disern thefat, the law, and the love of God. Aside from these three inalienables of human onsiousness,all human experiene is really subjetive exept that intuitive realization of validity attahes to theuni�ation of these three universe reality responses of osmi reognition.The God-diserning mortal is able to sense the uni�ation value of these three osmi qualitiesin the evolution of the surviving soul, man's supreme undertaking in the physial tabernale wherethe moral mind ollaborates with the indwelling divine spirit to dualize the immortal soul. From itsearliest ineption the soul is real; it has osmi survival qualities.If mortal man fails to survive natural death, the real spiritual values of his human experienesurvive as a part of the ontinuing experiene of the Thought Adjuster. The personality values ofsuh a nonsurvivor persist as a fator in the personality of the atualizing Supreme Being. Suhpersisting qualities of personality are deprived of identity but not of experiential values aumulatedduring the mortal life in the esh. The survival of identity is dependent on the survival of theimmortal soul of morontia status and inreasingly divine value. Personality identity survives in andby the survival of the soul.Human self-onsiousness implies the reognition of the reality of selves other than the onsiousself and further implies that suh awareness is mutual; that the self is known as it knows. This isshown in a purely human manner in man's soial life. But you annot beome so absolutely ertainof a fellow being's reality as you an of the reality of the presene of God that lives within you. Thesoial onsiousness is not inalienable like the God-onsiousness; it is a ultural development andis dependent on knowledge, symbols, and the ontributions of the onstitutive endowments of man -siene, morality, and religion. And these osmi gifts, soialized, onstitute ivilization.Civilizations are unstable beause they are not osmi; they are not innate in the individuals ofthe raes. They must be nurtured by the ombined ontributions of the onstitutive fators of man -siene, morality, and religion. Civilizations ome and go, but siene, morality, and religion alwayssurvive the rash.Jesus not only revealed God to man, but he also made a new revelation of man to himself andto other men. In the life of Jesus you see man at his best. Man thus beomes so beautifully realbeause Jesus had so muh of God in his life, and the realization (reognition) of God is inalienableand onstitutive in all men.Unsel�shness, aside from parental instint, is not altogether natural; other persons are not nat-urally loved or soially served. It requires the enlightenment of reason, morality, and the urge ofreligion, God-knowingness, to generate an unsel�sh and altruisti soial order. Man's own personalityawareness, self-onsiousness, is also diretly dependent on this very fat of innate other-awareness,this innate ability to reognize and grasp the reality of other personality, ranging from the human tothe divine.Unsel�sh soial onsiousness must be, at bottom, a religious onsiousness; that is, if it is obje-tive; otherwise it is a purely subjetive philosophi abstration and therefore devoid of love. Only aGod-knowing individual an love another person as he loves himself.Self-onsiousness is in essene a ommunal onsiousness: God and man, Father and son, Creatorand reature. In human self-onsiousness four universe-reality realizations are latent and inherent:1. The quest for knowledge, the logi of siene.2. The quest for moral values, the sense of duty.3. The quest for spiritual values, the religious experiene.179



4. The quest for personality values, the ability to reognize the reality of God as a personalityand the onurrent realization of our fraternal relationship with fellow personalities.You beome onsious of man as your reature brother beause you are already onsious of Godas your Creator Father. Fatherhood is the relationship out of whih we reason ourselves into thereognition of brotherhood. And Fatherhood beomes, or may beome, a universe reality to allmoral reatures beause the Father has himself bestowed personality upon all suh beings and haseniruited them within the grasp of the universal personality iruit. We worship God, �rst, beausehe is, then, beause he is in us, and last, beause we are in him.Is it strange that the osmi mind should be self-onsiously aware of its own soure, the in�nitemind of the In�nite Spirit, and at the same time onsious of the physial reality of the far-unguniverses, the spiritual reality of the Eternal Son, and the personality reality of the Universal Father?[Sponsored by a Universal Censor from Uversa.℄
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Chapter 17The Seven Supreme Spirit GroupsTHE seven Supreme Spirit groups are the universal o-ordinating diretors of the seven-segmentedadministration of the grand universe. Although all are lassed among the funtional family of theIn�nite Spirit, the following three groups are usually lassi�ed as hildren of the Paradise Trinity:1. The Seven Master Spirits.2. The Seven Supreme Exeutives.3. The Reetive Spirits.The remaining four groups are brought into being by the reative ats of the In�nite Spirit or byhis assoiates of reative status:4. The Reetive Image Aids.5. The Seven Spirits of the Ciruits.6. The Loal Universe Creative Spirits.7. The Adjutant Mind-Spirits.These seven orders are known on Uversa as the seven Supreme Spirit groups. Their funtionaldomain extends from the personal presene of the Seven Master Spirits on the periphery of theeternal Isle, through the seven Paradise satellites of the Spirit, the Havona iruits, the governmentsof the superuniverses, and the administration and supervision of the loal universes, even to thelowly servie of the adjutants bestowed upon the realms of evolutionary mind on the worlds of timeand spae.The Seven Master Spirits are the o-ordinating diretors of this far-ung administrative realm. Insome matters pertaining to the administrative regulation of organized physial power, mind energy,and impersonal spirit ministry, they at personally and diretly, and in others they funtion throughtheir multifarious assoiates. In all matters of an exeutive nature - rulings, regulations, adjustments,and administrative deisions - the Master Spirits at in the persons of the Seven Supreme Exeutives.In the entral universe the Master Spirits may funtion through the Seven Spirits of the HavonaCiruits; on the headquarters of the seven superuniverses they reveal themselves through the hannelof the Reetive Spirits and at through the persons of the Anients of Days, with whom they arein personal ommuniation through the Reetive Image Aids.The Seven Master Spirits do not diretly and personally ontat universe administration belowthe ourts of the Anients of Days. Your loal universe is administered as a part of our superuniverseby the Master Spirit of Orvonton, but his funtion in relation to the native beings of Nebadon isimmediately disharged and personally direted by the Creative Mother Spirit resident on Salvington,the headquarters of your loal universe. 181



17.1 The Seven Supreme ExeutivesThe exeutive headquarters of the Master Spirits oupy the seven Paradise satellites of the In�niteSpirit, whih swing around the entral Isle between the shining spheres of the Eternal Son andthe innermost Havona iruit. These exeutive spheres are under the diretion of the SupremeExeutives, a group of seven who were trinitized by the Father, Son, and Spirit in aordane withthe spei�ations of the Seven Master Spirits for beings of a type that ould funtion as their universalrepresentatives.The Master Spirits maintain ontat with the various divisions of the superuniverse governmentsthrough these Supreme Exeutives. It is they who very largely determine the basi onstitutivetrends of the seven superuniverses. They are uniformly and divinely perfet, but they also possessdiversity of personality. They have no presiding head; eah time they meet together, they hooseone of their number to preside over that joint ounil. Periodially they journey to Paradise to sitin ounil with the Seven Master Spirits.The Seven Supreme Exeutives funtion as the administrative o-ordinators of the grand universe;they might be termed the board of managing diretors of the post-Havona reation. They are notonerned with the internal a�airs of Paradise, and they diret their limited spheres of Havonaativity through the Seven Spirits of the Ciruits. Otherwise there are few limits to the sope oftheir supervision; they engage in the diretion of things physial, intelletual, and spiritual; they seeall, hear all, feel all, even know all, that transpires in the seven superuniverses and in Havona.These Supreme Exeutives do not originate poliies, nor do they modify universe proedures; theyare onerned with the exeution of the plans of divinity promulgated by the Seven Master Spirits.Neither do they interfere with the rule of the Anients of Days in the superuniverses nor with thesovereignty of the Creator Sons in the loal universes. They are the o-ordinating exeutives whosefuntion it is to arry out the ombined poliies of all duly onstituted rulers in the grand universe.Eah of the exeutives and the failities of his sphere are devoted to the eÆient administrationof a single superuniverse. Supreme Exeutive Number One, funtioning on exeutive sphere numberone, is wholly oupied with the a�airs of superuniverse number one, and so on to Supreme ExeutiveNumber Seven, working from the seventh Paradise satellite of the Spirit and devoting his energiesto the management of the seventh superuniverse. The name of this seventh sphere is Orvonton, forthe Paradise satellites of the Spirit have the same names as their related superuniverses; in fat, thesuperuniverses were named after them.On the exeutive sphere of the seventh superuniverse the sta� engaged in keeping straight thea�airs of Orvonton runs into numbers beyond human omprehension and embraes pratially everyorder of elestial intelligene. All superuniverse servies of personality dispath (exept InspiredTrinity Spirits and Thought Adjusters) pass through one of these seven exeutive worlds on theiruniverse journeys to and from Paradise, and here are maintained the entral registries for all person-alities reated by the Third Soure and Center who funtion in the superuniverses. The system ofmaterial, morontial, and spiritual reords on one of these exeutive worlds of the Spirit amazes evena being of my order.The immediate subordinates of the Supreme Exeutives onsist for the greater part of the trinitizedsons of Paradise-Havona personalities and of the trinitized o�spring of the glori�ed mortal graduatesfrom the agelong training of the asendant sheme of time and spae. These trinitized sons aredesignated for servie with the Supreme Exeutives by the hief of the Supreme Counil of theParadise Corps of the Finality.Eah Supreme Exeutive has two advisory abinets: The hildren of the In�nite Spirit on the head-quarters of eah superuniverse hoose representatives from their ranks to serve for one millenniumin the primary advisory abinet of their Supreme Exeutive. In all matters a�eting the asending182



mortals of time, there is a seondary abinet, onsisting of mortals of Paradise attainment and of thetrinitized sons of glori�ed mortals; this body is hosen by the perfeting and asending beings whotransiently dwell on the seven superuniverse headquarters. All other hiefs of a�airs are appointedby the Supreme Exeutives.From time to time, great onlaves take plae on these Paradise satellites of the Spirit. Trinitizedsons assigned to these worlds, together with the asenders who have attained Paradise, assemble withthe spirit personalities of the Third Soure and Center in the reunions of the struggles and triumphsof the asendant areer. The Supreme Exeutives always preside over suh fraternal gatherings.One in eah Paradise millennium the Seven Supreme Exeutives vaate their seats of authorityand go to Paradise, where they hold their millennial onlave of universal greeting and well-wishingto the intelligent hosts of reation. This eventful oasion takes plae in the immediate presene ofMajeston, the hief of all reetive spirit groups. And they are thus able to ommuniate simulta-neously with all their assoiates in the grand universe through the unique funtioning of universalreetivity.17.2 Majeston - Chief of ReetivityThe Reetive Spirits are of divine Trinity origin. There are �fty of these unique and somewhatmysterious beings. Seven of these extraordinary personalities were reated at a time, and eah suhreative episode was e�eted by a liaison of the Paradise Trinity and one of the Seven Master Spirits.This momentous transation, ourring in the dawn of time, represents the initial e�ort of theSupreme Creator Personalities, represented by the Master Spirits, to funtion as oreators withthe Paradise Trinity. This union of the reative power of the Supreme Creators with the reativepotentials of the Trinity is the very soure of the atuality of the Supreme Being. Therefore, when theyle of reetive reation had run its ourse, when eah of the Seven Master Spirits had found perfetreative synhrony with the Paradise Trinity, when the forty-ninth Reetive Spirit had personalized,then a new and far-reahing reation ourred in the Deity Absolute whih imparted new personalityprerogatives to the Supreme Being and ulminated in the personalization of Majeston, the reetivityhief and Paradise enter of all the work of the forty-nine Reetive Spirits and their assoiatesthroughout the universe of universes.Majeston is a true person, the personal and infallible enter of reetivity phenomena in all sevensuperuniverses of time and spae. He maintains permanent Paradise headquarters near the enter ofall things at the rendezvous of the Seven Master Spirits. He is onerned solely with the o-ordinationand maintenane of the reetivity servie in the far-ung reation; he is not otherwise involved inthe administration of universe a�airs.Majeston is not inluded in our atalogue of Paradise personalities beause he is the only existingpersonality of divinity reated by the Supreme Being in funtional liaison with the Deity Absolute.He is a person, but he is exlusively and apparently automatially onerned with this one phaseof universe eonomy; he does not now funtion in any personal apaity with relation to other(nonreetive) orders of universe personalities.The reation of Majeston signalized the �rst supreme reative at of the Supreme Being. This willto ation was volitional in the Supreme Being, but the stupendous reation of the Deity Absolutewas not foreknown. Not sine the eternity-appearane of Havona had the universe witnessed suha tremendous fatualization of suh a giganti and far-ung alignment of power and o-ordinationof funtional spirit ativities. The Deity response to the reative wills of the Supreme Being andhis assoiates was vastly beyond their purposeful intent and greatly in exess of their oneptualforeasts. 183



We stand in awe of the possibility of what the future ages, wherein the Supreme and the Ultimatemay attain new levels of divinity and asend to new domains of personality funtion, may witnessin the realms of the deitization of still other unexpeted and undreamed of beings who will possessunimagined powers of enhaned universe o-ordination. There would seem to be no limit to the DeityAbsolute's potential of response to suh uni�ation of relationships between experiential Deity andthe existential Paradise Trinity.17.3 The Reetive SpiritsThe forty-nine Reetive Spirits are of Trinity origin, but eah of the seven reative episodes attendantupon their appearane was produtive of a type of being in nature resembling the harateristis ofthe oanestral Master Spirit. Thus they variously reet the natures and haraters of the sevenpossible ombinations of the assoiation of the divinity harateristis of the Universal Father, theEternal Son, and the In�nite Spirit. For this reason it is neessary to have seven of these ReetiveSpirits on the headquarters of eah superuniverse. One of eah of the seven types is required in orderto ahieve the perfet reetion of all phases of every possible manifestation of the three ParadiseDeities as suh phenomena might our in any part of the seven superuniverses. One of eah typewas aordingly assigned to servie in eah of the superuniverses. These groups of seven dissimilarReetive Spirits maintain headquarters on the apitals of the superuniverses at the reetive fousof eah realm, and this is not idential with the point of spiritual polarity.The Reetive Spirits have names, but these designations are not revealed on the worlds of spae.They pertain to the nature and harater of these beings and are a part of one of the seven universalmysteries of the seret spheres of Paradise.The attribute of reetivity, the phenomenon of the mind levels of the Conjoint Ator, the SupremeBeing, and the Master Spirits, is transmissible to all beings onerned in the working of this vastsheme of universal intelligene. And herein is a great mystery: Neither the Master Spirits nor theParadise Deities, singly or olletively, dislose these powers of o-ordinate universal reetivity justas they are manifested in these forty-nine liaison personalities of Majeston, and yet they are thereators of all these marvelously endowed beings. Divine heredity does sometimes dislose in thereature ertain attributes whih are not disernible in the Creator.The personnel of the reetivity servie, with the exeption of Majeston and the Reetive Spirits,are all the reatures of the In�nite Spirit and his immediate assoiates and subordinates. TheReetive Spirits of eah superuniverse are the reators of their Reetive Image Aids, their personalvoies to the ourts of the Anients of Days.The Reetive Spirits are not merely transmitting agents; they are retentive personalities as well.Their o�spring, the seonaphim, are also retentive or reord personalities. Everything of true spiritualvalue is registered in dupliate, and one impression is preserved in the personal equipment of somemember of one of the numerous orders of seoraphi personalities belonging to the vast sta� of theReetive Spirits.The formal reords of the universes are passed up by and through the angeli reorders, but thetrue spiritual reords are assembled by reetivity and are preserved in the minds of suitable andappropriate personalities belonging to the family of the In�nite Spirit. These are the live reords inontrast with the formal and dead reords of the universe, and they are perfetly preserved in theliving minds of the reording personalities of the In�nite Spirit.The reetivity organization is also the news-gathering and the deree-disseminating mehanismof all reation. It is in onstant operation in ontrast with the periodi funtioning of the variousbroadast servies. 184



Everything of import transpiring on a loal universe headquarters is inherently reeted to theapital of its superuniverse. And onversely, everything of loal universe signi�ane is reetedoutward to the loal universe apitals from the headquarters of their superuniverse. The reetivityservie from the universes of time up to the superuniverses is apparently automati or self-operating,but it is not. It is all very personal and intelligent; its preision results from perfetion of personalityo-operation and therefore an hardly be attributed to the impersonal presene-performanes of theAbsolutes.While Thought Adjusters do not partiipate in the operation of the universal reetivity system,we have every reason to believe that all Father fragments are fully ognizant of these transationsand are able to avail themselves of their ontent.During the present universe age the spae range of the extra-Paradise reetivity servie seemsto be limited by the periphery of the seven superuniverses. Otherwise, the funtion of this servieseems to be independent of time and spae. It appears to be independent of all known subabsoluteuniverse iruits.On the headquarters of eah superuniverse the reetive organization ats as a segregated unit; buton ertain speial oasions, under the diretion of Majeston, all seven may and do at in universalunison, as in the event of the jubilee oasioned by the settling of an entire loal universe in lightand life and at the times of the millennial greetings of the Seven Supreme Exeutives.
17.4 The Reetive Image AidsThe forty-nine Reetive Image Aids were reated by the Reetive Spirits, and there are just sevenAids on the headquarters of eah superuniverse. The �rst reative at of the seven Reetive Spiritsof Uversa was the prodution of their seven Image Aids, eah Reetive Spirit reating his ownAid. The Image Aids are, in ertain attributes and harateristis, perfet reprodutions of theirReetive Mother Spirits; they are virtual dupliations minus the attribute of reetivity. Theyare true images and onstantly funtion as the hannel of ommuniation between the ReetiveSpirits and the superuniverse authorities. The Image Aids are not merely assistants; they are atualrepresentations of their respetive Spirit anestors; they are images, and they are true to their name.The Reetive Spirits themselves are true personalities but of suh an order as to be inompre-hensible to material beings. Even on a superuniverse headquarters sphere they require the assistaneof their Image Aids in all personal interourse with the Anients of Days and their assoiates. Inontats between the Image Aids and the Anients of Days, sometimes one Aid funtions aept-ably, while on other oasions two, three, four, or even all seven are required for the full and properpresentation of the ommuniation intrusted to their transmission. Likewise, the messages of theImage Aids are variously reeived by one, two, or all three Anients of Days, as the ontent of theommuniation may require.The Image Aids serve forever by the sides of their anestral Spirits, and they have at their disposalan unbelievable host of helper seonaphim. The Image Aids do not diretly funtion in onnetionwith the training worlds of asending mortals. They are losely assoiated with the intelligeneservie of the universal sheme of mortal progression, but you will not personally ome in ontatwith them when you sojourn in the Uversa shools beause these seemingly personal beings aredevoid of will; they do not exerise the power of hoie. They are true images, wholly reetive ofthe personality and mind of the individual Spirit anestor. As a lass, asending mortals do notintimately ontat with reetivity. Always some being of the reetive nature will be interposedbetween you and the atual operation of the servie.185



17.5 The Seven Spirits of the CiruitsThe Seven Spirits of the Havona Ciruits are the joint impersonal representation of the In�nite Spiritand the Seven Master Spirits to the seven iruits of the entral universe. They are the servants ofthe Master Spirits, whose olletive o�spring they are. The Master Spirits provide a distint anddiversi�ed administrative individuality in the seven superuniverses. Through these uniform Spiritsof the Havona Ciruits they are enabled to provide a uni�ed, uniform, and o-ordinated spiritualsupervision for the entral universe.The Seven Spirits of the Ciruits are eah limited to the permeation of a single Havona iruit.They are not diretly onerned with the regimes of the Eternals of Days, the rulers of the individualHavona worlds. But they are in liaison with the Seven Supreme Exeutives, and they synhronizewith the entral universe presene of the Supreme Being. Their work is wholly on�ned to Havona.These Spirits of the Ciruits make ontat with those who sojourn in Havona through their personalo�spring, the tertiary supernaphim. While the Ciruit Spirits are oexistent with the Seven MasterSpirits, their funtion in the reation of tertiary supernaphim did not attain major importane untilthe �rst pilgrims of time arrived on the outer iruit of Havona in the days of Grandfanda.As you advane from iruit to iruit in Havona, you will learn of the Spirits of the Ciruits, butyou will not be able to hold personal ommunion with them, even though you may personally enjoy,and reognize the impersonal presene of, their spiritual inuene.The Ciruit Spirits are related to the native inhabitants of Havona muh as the Thought Adjustersare related to the mortal reatures inhabiting the worlds of the evolutionary universes. Like theThought Adjusters, the Ciruit Spirits are impersonal, and they onsort with the perfet minds ofHavona beings muh as the impersonal spirits of the Universal Father indwell the �nite minds ofmortal men. But the Spirits of the Ciruits never beome a permanent part of Havona personalities.17.6 The Loal Universe Creative SpiritsMuh that pertains to the nature and funtion of the loal universe Creative Spirits properly belongsto the narrative of their assoiation with the Creator Sons in the organization and management of theloal reations; but there are many features of the preloal universe experienes of these marvelousbeings whih may be narrated as a part of this disussion of the seven Supreme Spirit groups.We are onversant with six phases of the areer of a loal universe Mother Spirit, and we speulatemuh onerning the probability of a seventh stage of ativity. These di�erent stages of existeneare:1. Initial Paradise Di�erentiation. When a Creator Son is personalized by the joint ation ofthe Universal Father and the Eternal Son, simultaneously there ours in the person of the In�niteSpirit what is known as the \supreme reation of omplement." We do not omprehend the nature ofthis reation, but we understand that it designates an inherent modi�ation of those personalizablepossibilities whih are embraed within the reative potential of the Conjoint Creator. The birth of ao-ordinate Creator Son signalizes the birth within the person of the In�nite Spirit of the potential ofthe future loal universe onsort of this Paradise Son. We are not ognizant of this new prepersonalidenti�ation of entity, but we know that this fat �nds plae on the Paradise reords of the areerof suh a Creator Son.2. Preliminary Creatorship Training. During the long period of the preliminary training of aMihael Son in the organization and administration of universes, his future onsort undergoes furtherdevelopment of entity and beomes group onsious of destiny. We do not know, but we suspet thatsuh a group-onsious entity beomes spae ognizant and begins that preliminary training requisite186



to the aquirement of spirit skill in her future work of ollaboration with the omplemental Mihaelin universe reation and administration.3. The Stage of Physial Creation. At the time the reatorship harge is administered to a MihaelSon by the Eternal Son, the Master Spirit who direts the superuniverse to whih this new CreatorSon is destined gives expression to the \prayer of identi�ation" in the presene of the In�nite Spirit;and for the �rst time, the entity of the subsequent Creative Spirit appears as di�erentiated fromthe person of the In�nite Spirit. And proeeding diretly to the person of the petitioning MasterSpirit, this entity is immediately lost to our reognition, beoming apparently a part of the personof this Master Spirit. The newly identi�ed Creative Spirit remains with the Master Spirit until themoment of the departure of the Creator Son for the adventure of spae; whereupon the Master Spiritommits the new Spirit onsort to the keeping of the Creator Son, at the same time administeringto the Spirit onsort the harge of eternal �delity and unending loyalty. And then ours one ofthe most profoundly touhing episodes whih ever take plae on Paradise. The Universal Fatherspeaks in aknowledgment of the eternal union of the Creator Son and the Creative Spirit andin on�rmation of the bestowal of ertain joint powers of administration by the Master Spirit ofsuperuniverse jurisdition.The Father-united Creator Son and Creative Spirit then go forth on their adventure of universereation. And they work together in this form of assoiation throughout the long and arduous periodof the material organization of their universe.4. The Life-Creation Era. Upon the delaration of intention to reate life by the Creator Son,there ensue on Paradise the \personalization eremonies," partiipated in by the Seven Master Spiritsand personally experiened by the supervising Master Spirit. This is a Paradise Deity ontributionto the individuality of the Spirit onsort of the Creator Son and beomes manifest to the universe inthe phenomenon of \the primary eruption" in the person of the In�nite Spirit. Simultaneously withthis phenomenon on Paradise, the heretofore impersonal Spirit onsort of the Creator Son beomes,to all pratial intents and purposes, a bona �de person. Heneforth and forevermore, this sameloal universe Mother Spirit will be regarded as a person and will maintain personal relations withall the personality hosts of the ensuing life reation.5. The Postbestowal Ages. Another and great hange ours in the never-ending areer of aCreative Spirit when the Creator Son returns to universe headquarters after the ompletion of hisseventh bestowal and subsequent to his aquirement of full universe sovereignty. On that oasion,before the assembled administrators of the universe, the triumphant Creator Son elevates the UniverseMother Spirit to osovereignty and aknowledges the Spirit onsort as his equal.6. The Ages of Light and Life. Upon the establishment of the era of light and life the loal universeosovereign enters upon the sixth phase of a Creative Spirit's areer. But we may not portray thenature of this great experiene. Suh things pertain to a future stage of evolution in Nebadon.7. The Unrevealed Career. We know of these six phases of the areer of a loal universe MotherSpirit. It is inevitable that we should ask: Is there a seventh areer? We are mindful that, when�naliters attain what appears to be their �nal destiny of mortal asension, they are of reord asentering upon the areer of sixth-stage spirits. We onjeture that there awaits the �naliters stillanother and unrevealed areer in universe assignment. It is only to be expeted that we wouldlikewise regard the Universe Mother Spirits as having ahead of them some undislosed areer whihwill onstitute their seventh phase of personal experiene in universe servie and loyal o-operationwith the order of the Creator Mihaels.
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17.7 The Adjutant Mind-SpiritsThese adjutant spirits are the sevenfold mind bestowal of a loal universe Mother Spirit upon theliving reatures of the onjoint reation of a Creator Son and suh a Creative Spirit. This bestowalbeomes possible at the time of the Spirit's elevation to the status of personality prerogatives. Thenarration of the nature and funtioning of the seven adjutant mind-spirits belongs more appropriatelyto the story of your loal universe of Nebadon.17.8 Funtions of the Supreme SpiritsThe seven groups of Supreme Spirits onstitute the nuleus of the funtional family of the ThirdSoure and Center both as the In�nite Spirit and as the Conjoint Ator. The domain of the SupremeSpirits extends from the presene of the Trinity on Paradise to the funtioning of mind of theevolutionary-mortal order on the planets of spae. Thus do they unify the desending administrativelevels and o-ordinate the manifold funtions of the personnel thereof. Whether it is a ReetiveSpirit group in liaison with the Anients of Days, a Creative Spirit ating in onert with a MihaelSon, or the Seven Master Spirits eniruited around the Paradise Trinity, the ativity of the SupremeSpirits is enountered everywhere in the entral, super-, and loal universes. They funtion alikewith the Trinity personalities of the order of \Days" and with the Paradise personalities of the orderof \Sons."Together with their In�nite Mother Spirit, the Supreme Spirit groups are the immediate reatorsof the vast reature family of the Third Soure and Center. All orders of the ministering spirits springfrom this assoiation. Primary supernaphim originate in the In�nite Spirit; seondary beings of thisorder are reated by the Master Spirits; tertiary supernaphim by the Seven Spirits of the Ciruits.The Reetive Spirits, olletively, are the mother-makers of a marvelous order of the angeli hosts,the mighty seonaphim of the superuniverse servies. A Creative Spirit is the mother of the angeliorders of a loal reation; suh seraphi ministers are original in eah loal universe, though they arefashioned after the patterns of the entral universe. All these reators of ministering spirits are onlyindiretly assisted by the entral lodgment of the In�nite Spirit, the original and eternal mother ofall the angeli ministers.The seven Supreme Spirit groups are the o-ordinators of the inhabited reation. The assoiationof their direting heads, the Seven Master Spirits, appears to o-ordinate the far-ung ativities ofGod the Sevenfold:1. Colletively the Master Spirits near-equivalate to the divinity level of the Trinity of ParadiseDeities.2. Individually they exhaust the primary assoiable possibilities of triune Deity.3. As diversi�ed representatives of the Conjoint Ator they are the repositories of that spirit-mind-power sovereignty of the Supreme Being whih he does not yet personally exerise.4. Through the Reetive Spirits they synhronize the superuniverse governments of the Anientsof Days with Majeston, the Paradise enter of universal reetivity.5. In their partiipation in the individualization of the loal universe Divine Ministers, the MasterSpirits ontribute to the last level of God the Sevenfold, the Creator Son-Creative Spirit union ofthe loal universes.Funtional unity, inherent in the Conjoint Ator, is dislosed to the evolving universes in the SevenMaster Spirits, his primary personalities. But in the perfeted superuniverses of the future this unitywill undoubtedly be inseparable from the experiential sovereignty of the Supreme.188
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Chapter 18The Supreme Trinity PersonalitiesSUPREME Trinity Personalities are all reated for spei� servie. They are designed by the divineTrinity for the ful�llment of ertain spei� duties, and they are quali�ed to serve with perfetion oftehnique and �nality of devotion. There are seven orders of the Supreme Trinity Personalities:1. Trinitized Serets of Supremay.2. Eternals of Days.3. Anients of Days.4. Perfetions of Days.5. Reents of Days.6. Unions of Days.7. Faithfuls of Days.These beings of administrative perfetion are of de�nite and �nal numbers. Their reation is apast event; no more are being personalized.Throughout the grand universe these Supreme Trinity Personalities represent the administrativepoliies of the Paradise Trinity; they represent the justie and are the exeutive judgment of theParadise Trinity. They form an interrelated line of administrative perfetion extending from theParadise spheres of the Father to the headquarters worlds of the loal universes and to the apitalsof their omponent onstellations.All Trinity-origin beings are reated in Paradise perfetion in all their divine attributes. Only inthe realms of experiene has the passing of time added to their equipment for osmi servie. Thereis never any danger of default or risk of rebellion with Trinity-origin beings. They are of divinityessene, and they have never been known to depart from the divine and perfet path of personalityondut.18.1 The Trinitized Serets of SupremayThere are seven worlds in the innermost iruit of the Paradise satellites, and eah of these exaltedworlds is presided over by a orps of ten Trinitized Serets of Supremay. They are not reators, butthey are supreme and ultimate administrators. The ondut of the a�airs of these seven fraternalspheres is wholly ommitted to this orps of seventy supreme diretors. Though the o�spring ofthe Trinity supervise these seven sared spheres nearest Paradise, this group of worlds is universallyknown as the personal iruit of the Universal Father.The Trinitized Serets of Supremay funtion in groups of ten as o-ordinate and joint diretors191



of their respetive spheres, but they also funtion individually in partiular �elds of responsibility.The work of eah of these speial worlds is divided into seven major departments, and one of theseo-ordinate rulers presides over eah suh division of speialized ativities. The remaining three atas the personal representatives of triune Deity in relation to the other seven, one representing theFather, one the Son, and one the Spirit.Although there is a de�nite lass resemblane whih typi�es the Trinitized Serets of Supremay,they also dislose seven distint group harateristis. The ten supreme diretors of Diviningtona�airs are reetive of the personal harater and nature of the Universal Father; and so it is witheah of these seven spheres: Eah group of ten resembles that Deity or Deity assoiation whih isharateristi of their domain. The ten diretors who rule Asendington are reetive of the ombinednature of the Father, Son, and Spirit.I an reveal very little about the work of these high personalities on the seven sared worlds ofthe Father, for they are truly the Serets of Supremay. There are no arbitrary serets assoiatedwith the approah to the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, or the In�nite Spirit. The Deities arean open book to all who attain divine perfetion, but all the Serets of Supremay an never be fullyattained. Always will we be unable fully to penetrate the realms ontaining the personality seretsof Deity assoiation with the sevenfold grouping of reated beings.Sine the work of these supreme diretors has to do with the intimate and personal ontat of theDeities with these seven basi groupings of universe beings when domiiled on these seven speialworlds or while funtioning throughout the grand universe, it is �tting that these very personalrelations and extraordinary ontats should be held saredly seret. The Paradise Creators respetthe privay and santity of personality even in their lowly reatures. And this is true both ofindividuals and of the various separate orders of personalities.To beings of even high universe attainment these seret worlds ever remain a test of loyalty. It isgiven us fully and personally to know the eternal Gods, freely to know their haraters of divinityand perfetion, but it is not granted us fully to penetrate all of the personal relations of the ParadiseRulers with all of their reature beings.18.2 The Eternals of DaysEah of the billion worlds of Havona is direted by a Supreme Trinity Personality. These rulers areknown as the Eternals of Days, and they number exatly one billion, one for eah of the Havonaspheres. They are the o�spring of the Paradise Trinity, but like the Serets of Supremay there areno reords of their origin. Forever have these two groups of all-wise fathers ruled their exquisiteworlds of the Paradise-Havona system, and they funtion without rotation or reassignment.The Eternals of Days are visible to all will reatures dwelling in their domains. They preside overthe regular planetary onlaves. Periodially, and by rotation, they visit the headquarters spheresof the seven superuniverses. They are lose of kin to, and are the divine equals of, the Anients ofDays, who preside over the destinies of the seven supergovernments. When an Eternal of Days isabsent from his sphere, his world is direted by a Trinity Teaher Son.Exept for the established orders of life, suh as the Havona natives and other living reatures ofthe entral universe, the resident Eternals of Days have developed their respetive spheres entirelyin aordane with their own personal ideas and ideals. They visit eah other's planets, but they donot opy or imitate; they are always and wholly original.The arhiteture, natural embellishment, morontia strutures, and spirit reations are exlusiveand unique on eah sphere. Every world is a plae of everlasting beauty and is wholly unlike anyother world in the entral universe. And you will eah spend a longer or shorter time on eah of192



these unique and thrilling spheres on your way inward through Havona to Paradise. It is natural, onyour world, to speak of Paradise as upward, but it would be more orret to refer to the divine goalof asension as inward.18.3 The Anients of DaysWhen mortals of time graduate from the training worlds surrounding the headquarters of a loaluniverse and are advaned to the eduational spheres of their superuniverse, they have progressedin spiritual development to that point where they are able to reognize and ommuniate with thehigh spiritual rulers and diretors of these advaned realms, inluding the Anients of Days.The Anients of Days are all basially idential; they dislose the ombined harater and uni�ednature of the Trinity. They possess individuality and are in personality diverse, but they do notdi�er from eah other as do the Seven Master Spirits. They provide the uniform diretorship of theotherwise di�ering seven superuniverses, eah of whih is a distint, segregated, and unique reation.The Seven Master Spirits are unlike in nature and attributes, but the Anients of Days, the personalrulers of the superuniverses, are all uniform and superperfet o�spring of the Paradise Trinity.The Seven Master Spirits on high determine the nature of their respetive superuniverses, butthe Anients of Days ditate the administration of these same superuniverses. They superimposeadministrative uniformity on reative diversity and insure the harmony of the whole in the fae ofthe underlying reational di�erenes of the seven segmental groupings of the grand universe.The Anients of Days were all trinitized at the same time. They represent the beginning of thepersonality reords of the universe of universes, hene their name - Anients of Days. When you reahParadise and searh the written reords of the beginning of things, you will �nd that the �rst entryappearing in the personality setion is the reital of the trinitization of these twenty-one Anients ofDays.These high beings always govern in groups of three. There are many phases of ativity in whihthey work as individuals, still others in whih any two an funtion, but in the higher spheres of theiradministration they must at jointly. They never personally leave their residential worlds, but thenthey do not have to, for these worlds are the superuniverse foal points of the far-ung reetivitysystem.The personal abodes of eah trio of the Anients of Days are loated at the point of spiritualpolarity on their headquarters sphere. Suh a sphere is divided into seventy administrative setorsand has seventy divisional apitals in whih the Anients of Days reside from time to time.In power, sope of authority, and extent of jurisdition the Anients of Days are the most powerfuland mighty of any of the diret rulers of the time-spae reations. In all the vast universe of universesthey alone are invested with the high powers of �nal exeutive judgment onerning the eternalextintion of will reatures. And all three Anients of Days must partiipate in the �nal derees ofthe supreme tribunal of a superuniverse.Aside from the Deities and their Paradise assoiates, the Anients of Days are the most perfet,most versatile, and the most divinely endowed rulers in all time-spae existene. Apparently theyare the supreme rulers of the superuniverses; but they have not experientially earned this right torule and are therefore destined sometime to be superseded by the Supreme Being, an experientialsovereign, whose viegerents they will undoubtedly beome.The Supreme Being is ahieving the sovereignty of the seven superuniverses by experiential serviejust as a Creator Son experientially earns the sovereignty of his loal universe. But during the presentage of the un�nished evolution of the Supreme, the Anients of Days provide the o-ordinated andperfet administrative overontrol of the evolving universes of time and spae. And the wisdom of193



originality and the initiative of individuality haraterize all the derees and rulings of the Anientsof Days.18.4 The Perfetions of DaysThere are just two hundred and ten Perfetions of Days, and they preside over the governments ofthe ten major setors of eah superuniverse. They were trinitized for the speial work of assistingthe superuniverse diretors, and they rule as the immediate and personal viegerents of the Anientsof Days.Three Perfetions of Days are assigned to eah major setor apital, but unlike the Anients ofDays, it is not neessary that all three be present at all times. From time to time one of this trio mayabsent himself to onfer in person with the Anients of Days onerning the welfare of his realm.These triune rulers of the major setors are peuliarly perfet in the mastery of administrativedetails, hene their name - Perfetions of Days. In reording the names of these beings of thespiritual world, we are onfronted with the problem of translating into your tongue, and very often itis exeedingly diÆult to render a satisfatory translation. We dislike to use arbitrary designationswhih would be meaningless to you; hene we often �nd it diÆult to hoose a suitable name, onewhih will be lear to you and at the same time be somewhat representative of the original.The Perfetions of Days have a moderate-sized orps of Divine Counselors, Perfetors of Wisdom,and Universal Censors attahed to their governments. They have still larger numbers of MightyMessengers, Those High in Authority, and Those without Name and Number. But muh of theroutine work of major setor a�airs is arried on by the Celestial Guardians and the High SonAssistants. These two groups are drawn from among the trinitized o�spring of either Paradise-Havona personalities or glori�ed mortal �naliters. Certain of these two orders of reature-trinitizedbeings are retrinitized by the Paradise Deities and then are dispathed to assist in the administrationof the superuniverse governments.Most of the Celestial Guardians and the High Son Assistants are assigned to the servie of the ma-jor and the minor setors, but the Trinitized Custodians (Trinity-embraed seraphim and midwayers)are the oÆers of the ourts of all three divisions, funtioning in the tribunals of the Anients of Days,the Perfetions of Days, and the Reents of Days. The Trinitized Ambassadors (Trinity-embraedasendant mortals of Son- or Spirit-fused nature) may be enountered anywhere in a superuniverse,but the majority are in the servie of the minor setors.Before the times of the full unfolding of the governmental sheme of the seven superuniverses,pratially all administrators of the various divisions of these governments, exepting the Anientsof Days, served apprentieships of varying duration under the Eternals of Days on the various worldsof the perfet Havona universe. The later trinitized beings likewise passed through a season oftraining under the Eternals of Days before they were attahed to the servie of the Anients of Days,the Perfetions of Days, and the Reents of Days. They are all seasoned, tried, and experienedadministrators.You will early see the Perfetions of Days when you advane to the headquarters of Splandonafter your sojourn on the worlds of your minor setor, for these exalted rulers are losely assoiatedwith the seventy major setor worlds of higher training for the asendant reatures of time. ThePerfetions of Days, in person, administer the group pledges to the asending graduates of the majorsetor shools.The work of the pilgrims of time on the worlds surrounding a major setor headquarters is hieyof an intelletual nature in ontrast with the more physial and material harater of the trainingon the seven eduational spheres of a minor setor and with the spiritual undertakings on the four194



hundred ninety university worlds of a superuniverse headquarters.Although you are entered only upon the registry of the major setor of Splandon, whih embraesthe loal universe of your origin, you will have to pass through every one of the ten major divisionsof our superuniverse. You will see all thirty of the Orvonton Perfetions of Days before you reahUversa.18.5 The Reents of DaysThe Reents of Days are the youngest of the supreme diretors of the superuniverses; in groups ofthree they preside over the a�airs of the minor setors. In nature they are o-ordinate with thePerfetions of Days, but in administrative authority they are subordinate. There are just twenty-onethousand of these personally glorious and divinely eÆient Trinity personalities. They were reatedsimultaneously, and together they passed through their Havona training under the Eternals of Days.The Reents of Days have a orps of assoiates and assistants similar to that of the Perfetions ofDays. In addition they have assigned to them enormous numbers of the various subordinate orders ofelestial beings. In the administration of the minor setors they utilize large numbers of the residentasending mortals, the personnel of the various ourtesy olonies, and the various groups originatingin the In�nite Spirit.The governments of the minor setors are very largely, though not exlusively, onerned with thegreat physial problems of the superuniverses. The minor setor spheres are the headquarters of theMaster Physial Controllers. On these worlds asending mortals arry on studies and experimentshaving to do with an examination of the ativities of the third order of the Supreme Power Centersand of all seven orders of the Master Physial Controllers.Sine the regime of a minor setor is so extensively onerned with physial problems, its threeReents of Days are seldom together on the apital sphere. Most of the time one is away in onfer-ene with the Perfetions of Days of the supervising major setor or absent while representing theAnients of Days at the Paradise onlaves of the high Trinity-origin beings. They alternate withthe Perfetions of Days in representing the Anients of Days at the supreme ounils on Paradise.Meanwhile, another Reent of Days may be away on a tour of inspetion of the headquarters worldsof the loal universes belonging to his jurisdition. But at least one of these rulers always remainson duty at the headquarters of a minor setor.You will all sometime know the three Reents of Days in harge of Ensa, your minor setor, sineyou must pass through their hands on your way inward to the training worlds of the major setors.In asending to Uversa, you will pass through only one group of minor setor training spheres.18.6 The Unions of DaysThe Trinity personalities of the order of \Days" do not funtion in an administrative apaity belowthe level of the superuniverse governments. In the evolving loal universes they at only as ounselorsand advisers. The Unions of Days are a group of liaison personalities aredited by the ParadiseTrinity to the dual rulers of the loal universes. Eah organized and inhabited loal universe hasassigned to it one of these Paradise ounselors, who ats as the representative of the Trinity, and insome respets, of the Universal Father, to the loal reation.There are seven hundred thousand of these beings in existene, though they have not all beenommissioned. The reserve orps of the Unions of Days funtions on Paradise as the Supreme Counilof Universe Adjustments. 195



In a speial manner these Trinity observers o-ordinate the administrative ativities of all branhesof the universal government, from those of the loal universes up through the setor governments tothose of the superuniverse, hene their name - Unions of Days. They make a threefold report to theirsuperiors: They report pertinent data of a physial and semi-intelletual nature to the Reents ofDays of their minor setor; they report intelletual and quasi-spiritual happenings to the Perfetionsof Days of their major setor; they report spiritual and semiparadisiaal matters to the Anients ofDays at the apital of their superuniverse.Sine they are Trinity-origin beings, all of the Paradise iruits are available to them for inter-ommuniation, and thus are they always in touh with eah other and with all other requiredpersonalities up to the supreme ounils of Paradise.A Union of Days is not organially onneted with the government of the loal universe of hisassignment. Aside from his duties as an observer, he ats only at the request of the loal authorities.He is an ex oÆio member of all primary ounils and all important onlaves of the loal reation,but he does not partiipate in the tehnial onsideration of administrative problems.When a loal universe is settled in light and life, its glori�ed beings assoiate freely with the Unionof Days, who then funtions in an enlarged apaity in suh a realm of evolutionary perfetion. Buthe is still primarily a Trinity ambassador and Paradise ounselor.A loal universe is diretly ruled by a divine Son of dual Deity origin, but he has onstantly byhis side a Paradise brother, a Trinity-origin personality. In the event of the temporary absene of aCreator Son from the headquarters of his loal universe, the ating rulers are largely guided in theirmajor deisions by the ounsel of their Union of Days.18.7 The Faithfuls of DaysThese high Trinity-origin personalities are the Paradise advisers to the rulers of the one hundredonstellations in eah loal universe. There are seventy million Faithfuls of Days, and like theUnions of Days, not all are in servie. Their Paradise reserve orps is the Advisory Commission ofInteruniverse Ethis and Self-government. Faithfuls of Days rotate in servie in aordane with therulings of the supreme ounil of their reserve orps.All that a Union of Days is to a Creator Son of a loal universe, the Faithfuls of Days are to theVorondadek Sons who rule the onstellations of that loal reation. They are supremely devoted anddivinely faithful to the welfare of their onstellations of assignment, hene the name - Faithfuls ofDays. They at only as ounselors; never do they partiipate in administrative ativities exept uponthe invitation of the onstellation authorities. Neither are they diretly onerned in the eduationalministry to the pilgrims of asension on the arhitetural training spheres surrounding a onstellationheadquarters. All suh undertakings are under the supervision of the Vorondadek Sons.All Faithfuls of Days funtioning in the onstellations of a loal universe are under the jurisditionof, and report diretly to, the Union of Days. They do not have a far-ung system of interommuni-ation, being ordinarily self-limited to an interassoiation within the limits of a loal universe. AnyFaithful of Days on duty in Nebadon an and does ommuniate with all others of his order on dutyin this loal universe.Like the Union of Days on a universe headquarters, the Faithfuls of Days maintain their personalresidenes on the onstellation apitals separate from those of the administrative diretors of suhrealms. Their abodes are indeed modest in omparison with the homes of the Vorondadek rulers ofthe onstellations.The Faithfuls of Days are the last link in the long administrative-advisory hain whih reahesfrom the sared spheres of the Universal Father near the enter of all things to the primary divisions196



of the loal universes. The Trinity-origin regime stops with the onstellations; no suh Paradiseadvisers are permanently situated on their omponent systems or on the inhabited worlds. Theselatter administrative units are wholly under the jurisdition of beings native to the loal universes.[Presented by a Divine Counselor of Uversa.℄
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Chapter 19The Co-ordinate Trinity-Origin BeingsTHIS Paradise group, designated the Co-ordinate Trinity-origin Beings, embraes the Trinity TeaherSons, also lassed among the Paradise Sons of God, three groups of high superuniverse administrators,and the somewhat impersonal ategory of the Inspired Trinity Spirits. Even the Havona natives mayproperly be inluded in this lassi�ation of Trinity personalities along with numerous groups ofbeings resident on Paradise. Those Trinity-origin beings to be onsidered in this disussion are:1. Trinity Teaher Sons.2. Perfetors of Wisdom.3. Divine Counselors.4. Universal Censors.5. Inspired Trinity Spirits.6. Havona Natives.7. Paradise Citizens.Exepting the Trinity Teaher Sons and possibly the Inspired Trinity Spirits, these groups are ofde�nite numbers; their reation is a �nished and past event.19.1 The Trinity Teaher SonsOf all the high orders of elestial personalities revealed to you, the Trinity Teaher Sons alone atin a dual apaity. By origin of Trinity nature, in funtion they are almost wholly devoted to theservies of divine sonship. They are the liaison beings who bridge the universe gulf between Trinity-and dual-origin personalities.While the Stationary Sons of the Trinity are of ompleted numbers, the Teaher Sons are onstantlyinreasing. What the �nal number of Teaher Sons will be I do not know. I an, however, state that,at the last periodi report to Uversa, the Paradise reords indiated 21,001,624,821 of these Sons inservie.These beings are the only group of the Sons of God revealed to you whose origin is in the ParadiseTrinity. They range the entral and superuniverses, and an enormous orps is assigned to eah loaluniverse. They also serve the individual planets as do the other Paradise Sons of God. Sine thesheme of the grand universe is not fully developed, large numbers of Teaher Sons are held in thereserves on Paradise, and they volunteer for emergeny duty and unusual servie in all divisions ofthe grand universe, on the lone worlds of spae, in the loal and superuniverses, and on the worldsof Havona. They also funtion on Paradise, but it will be more helpful to postpone their detailed199



onsideration until we ome to the disussion of the Paradise Sons of God.In this onnetion, however, it may be noted that Teaher Sons are the supreme o-ordinatingpersonalities of Trinity origin. In suh a far-ung universe of universes there is always great dangerof suumbing to the error of the irumsribed viewpoint, to the evil inherent in a segmentalizedoneption of reality and divinity.For example: The human mind would ordinarily rave to approah the osmi philosophy por-trayed in these revelations by proeeding from the simple and the �nite to the omplex and thein�nite, from human origins to divine destinies. But that path does not lead to spiritual wisdom.Suh a proedure is the easiest path to a ertain form of geneti knowledge, but at best it an onlyreveal man's origin; it reveals little or nothing about his divine destiny.Even in the study of man's biologi evolution on Urantia, there are grave objetions to the exlusivehistori approah to his present-day status and his urrent problems. The true perspetive of anyreality problem - human or divine, terrestrial or osmi - an be had only by the full and unprejudiedstudy and orrelation of three phases of universe reality: origin, history, and destiny. The properunderstanding of these three experiential realities a�ords the basis for a wise estimate of the urrentstatus.When the human mind undertakes to follow the philosophi tehnique of starting from the lowerto approah the higher, whether in biology or theology, it is always in danger of ommitting fourerrors of reasoning:1. It may utterly fail to pereive the �nal and ompleted evolutionary goal of either personalattainment or osmi destiny.2. It may ommit the supreme philosophial blunder by oversimplifying osmi evolutionary(experiential) reality, thus leading to the distortion of fats, to the perversion of truth, and to themisoneption of destinies.3. The study of ausation is the perusal of history. But the knowledge of how a being beomesdoes not neessarily provide an intelligent understanding of the present status and true harater ofsuh a being.4. History alone fails adequately to reveal future development - destiny. Finite origins are helpful,but only divine auses reveal �nal e�ets. Eternal ends are not shown in time beginnings. Thepresent an be truly interpreted only in the light of the orrelated past and future.Therefore, beause of these and for still other reasons, do we employ the tehnique of approahingman and his planetary problems by embarkation on the time-spae journey from the in�nite, eternal,and divine Paradise Soure and Center of all personality reality and all osmi existene.
19.2 The Perfetors of WisdomThe Perfetors of Wisdom are a speialized reation of the Paradise Trinity designed to personify thewisdom of divinity in the superuniverses. There are exatly seven billion of these beings in existene,and one billion are assigned to eah of the seven superuniverses.In ommon with their o-ordinates, the Divine Counselors and the Universal Censors, the Perfe-tors of Wisdom passed through the wisdom of Paradise, of Havona, and exept for Divinington, ofthe Father's Paradise spheres. After these experienes the Perfetors of Wisdom were permanentlyassigned to the servie of the Anients of Days. They serve neither on Paradise nor on the worlds ofthe Paradise-Havona iruits; they are wholly oupied with the administration of the superuniversegovernments. 200



Wherever and whenever a Perfetor of Wisdom funtions, there and then divine wisdom fun-tions. There is atuality of presene and perfetion of manifestation in the knowledge and wisdomrepresented in the doings of these mighty and majesti personalities. They do not reet the wisdomof the Paradise Trinity; they are that wisdom. They are the soures of wisdom for all teahers inthe appliation of universe knowledge; they are the fountains of disretion and the wellsprings ofdisrimination to the institutions of learning and disernment in all universes.Wisdom is twofold in origin, being derived from the perfetion of divine insight inherent in perfetbeings and from the personal experiene aquired by evolutionary reatures. The Perfetors ofWisdom are the divine wisdom of the Paradise perfetion of Deity insight. Their administrativeassoiates on Uversa, the Mighty Messengers, Those without Name and Number, and Those Highin Authority, when ating together, are the universe wisdom of experiene. A divine being anhave perfetion of divine knowledge. An evolutionary mortal an sometime attain perfetion ofasendant knowledge, but neither of these beings alone exhausts the potentials of all possible wisdom.Aordingly, whenever in the ondut of the superuniverse it is desired to ahieve the maximum ofadministrative wisdom, these perfetors of the wisdom of divine insight are always assoiated withthose asendant personalities who have ome up to the high responsibilities of superuniverse authoritythrough the experiential tribulations of evolutionary progression.The Perfetors of Wisdom will always require this omplement of experiential wisdom for theompletion of their administrative sagaity. But it has been postulated that a high and hithertounattained level of wisdom may possibly be ahieved by the Paradise �naliters after they are some-time induted into the seventh stage of spirit existene. If this inferene is orret, then would suhperfeted beings of evolutionary asent undoubtedly beome the most e�etive universe administra-tors ever to be known in all reation. I believe that suh is the high destiny of �naliters.The versatility of the Perfetors of Wisdom enables them to partiipate in pratially all of theelestial servies of the asendant reatures. The Perfetors of Wisdom and my order of personality,the Divine Counselors, together with the Universal Censors, onstitute the highest orders of beingswho may and do engage in the work of revealing truth to the individual planets and systems, whetherin their earlier epohs or when settled in light and life. From time to time we all make ontat withthe servie of the asending mortals, from an initial-life planet on up through a loal universe andthe superuniverse, partiularly the latter.19.3 The Divine CounselorsThese Trinity-origin beings are the ounsel of Deity to the realms of the seven superuniverses. Theyare not reetive of the divine ounsel of the Trinity; they are that ounsel. There are twenty-onebillion Counselors in servie, and three billion are assigned to eah superuniverse.Divine Counselors are the assoiates and equals of the Universal Censors and the Perfetors ofWisdom, from one to seven Counselors being assoiated with eah of these latter personalities. Allthree orders partiipate in the government of the Anients of Days, inluding major and minorsetors, in the loal universes and onstellations, and in the ounils of the loal system sovereigns.We at as individuals, as I do in inditing this statement, but we also funtion as a trio wheneverthe oasion requires. When we at in an exeutive apaity, always there are assoiated together aPerfetor of Wisdom, a Universal Censor, and from one to seven Divine Counselors.One Perfetor of Wisdom, seven Divine Counselors, and one Universal Censor onstitute a tribunalof Trinity divinity, the highest mobile advisory body in the universes of time and spae. Suh a groupof nine is known either as a fat-�nding or as a truth-revealing tribunal, and when it sits in judgmentupon a problem and renders a deision, it is just as if an Anient of Days had adjudiated the matter,201



for in all the annals of the superuniverses suh a verdit has never been reversed by the Anients ofDays.When the three Anients of Days funtion, the Paradise Trinity funtions. When the tribunal ofnine arrives at a deision following its united deliberations, to all intents and purposes the Anientsof Days have spoken. And it is in this manner that the Paradise Rulers make personal ontat,in administrative matters and governmental regulation, with the individual worlds, systems, anduniverses.Divine Counselors are the perfetion of the divine ounsel of the Paradise Trinity. We represent, infat are, the ounsel of perfetion. When we are supplemented by the experiential ounsel of our as-soiates, the perfeted and Trinity-embraed beings of evolutionary asent, our ombined onlusionsare not only omplete but replete. When our united ounsel has been assoiated, adjudiated, on-�rmed, and promulgated by a Universal Censor, it is very probable that it approahes the thresholdof universal totality. Suh verdits represent the nearest possible approah to the absolute attitudeof Deity within the time-spae limits of the situation involved and the problem onerned.Seven Divine Counselors in liaison with a trinitized evolutionary trio - a Mighty Messenger, OneHigh in Authority, and One without Name and Number - represent the nearest superuniverse ap-proah to the union of the human viewpoint and the divine attitude on near-paradisiaal levels ofspiritual meanings and reality values. Suh lose approximation of the united osmi attitudes of thereature and the Creator is only surpassed in the Paradise bestowal Sons, who are, in every phase ofpersonality experiene, God and man.19.4 The Universal CensorsThere are exatly eight billion Universal Censors in existene. These unique beings are the judgmentof Deity. They are not merely reetive of the deisions of perfetion; they are the judgment of theParadise Trinity. Even the Anients of Days do not sit in judgment exept in assoiation with theUniversal Censors.One Censor is ommissioned on eah of the billion worlds of the entral universe, being attahedto the planetary administration of the resident Eternal of Days. Neither Perfetors of Wisdomnor Divine Counselors are thus permanently attahed to the Havona administrations, nor do wealtogether understand why Universal Censors are stationed in the entral universe. Their presentativities hardly aount for their assignment in Havona, and we therefore suspet that they arethere in antiipation of the needs of some future universe age in whih the Havona population maypartially hange.One billion Censors are assigned to eah of the seven superuniverses. Both in an individual apaityand in assoiation with Perfetors of Wisdom and Divine Counselors, they operate throughout alldivisions of the seven superuniverses. Thus the Censors at on all levels of the grand universe, fromthe perfet worlds of Havona to the ounils of the System Sovereigns, and they are an organi partof all dispensational adjudiations of the evolutionary worlds.Whenever and wherever a Universal Censor is present, then and there is the judgment of Deity.And sine the Censors always render their verdits in liaison with Perfetors of Wisdom and DivineCounselors, suh deisions embrae the united wisdom, ounsel, and judgment of the Paradise Trinity.In this juridial trio the Perfetor of Wisdom would be the \I was," the Divine Counselor the \I willbe," but the Universal Censor is always \I am."The Censors are universe totaling personalities. When a thousand witnesses have given testimony- or a million - when the voie of wisdom has spoken and the ounsel of divinity has reorded, whenthe testimony of asendant perfetion has been added, then the Censor funtions, and there is im-202



mediately revealed an unerring and divine totaling of all that has transpired; and suh a dislosurerepresents the divine onlusion, the sum and substane of a �nal and perfet deision. There-fore, when a Censor has spoken, no one else may speak, for the Censor has depited the true andunmistakable total of all that has gone before. When he speaks, there is no appeal.Most fully do I understand the operation of the mind of a Perfetor of Wisdom, but I ertainlydo not fully omprehend the working of the adjudiating mind of a Universal Censor. It appearsto me that the Censors formulate new meanings and originate new values from the assoiation ofthe fats, truths, and �ndings presented to them in the ourse of an investigation of universe a�airs.It seems probable that the Universal Censors are able to bring forth original interpretations of theombination of perfet Creator insight and the perfeted reature experiene. This assoiation ofParadise perfetion and universe experiene undoubtedly eventuates a new value in ultimates.But this is not the end of our diÆulties regarding the working of the minds of the UniversalCensors. Having made due allowanes for all that we know or onjeture about the funtioning ofa Censor in any given universe situation, we �nd that we are still unable to predit deisions or toforeast verdits. We very aurately determine the probable result of the assoiation of Creatorattitude and reature experiene, but suh onlusions are not always aurate foreasts of Censordislosures. It seems likely that the Censors are in some manner in liaison with the Deity Absolute;we are otherwise unable to explain many of their deisions and rulings.Perfetors of Wisdom, Divine Counselors, and Universal Censors, together with the seven ordersof Supreme Trinity Personalities, onstitute those ten groups whih have been sometimes designatedStationary Sons of the Trinity. Together they omprise the grand orps of Trinity administrators,rulers, exeutives, advisers, ounselors, and judges. Their numbers slightly exeed thirty-seven bil-lion. Two billion and seventy are stationed in the entral universe and just over �ve billion in eahsuperuniverse.It is very diÆult to portray the funtional limits of the Stationary Sons of the Trinity. It wouldbe inorret to state that their ats are �nite limited, for there are transations of superuniversereord whih indiate otherwise. They at on any level of universe administration or adjudiationthat may be required by time-spae onditions and that pertains to the past, present, and futureevolution of the master universe.19.5 Inspired Trinity SpiritsI will be able to tell you very little onerning the Inspired Trinity Spirits, for they are one of thefew wholly seret orders of beings in existene, seret, no doubt, beause it is impossible for themfully to reveal themselves even to those of us whose origin is so near the soure of their reation.They ome into being by the at of the Paradise Trinity and may be utilized by any one or two ofthe Deities as well as by all three. We do not know whether these Spirits are of ompleted numbersor are onstantly inreasing, but we inline to the belief that their number is not �xed.We fully understand neither the nature nor the ondut of the Inspired Spirits. They may possiblybelong to the ategory of superpersonal spirits. They seem to operate over all known iruits andappear to at well-nigh independently of time and spae. But we know little about them exept aswe dedue their harater from the nature of their ativities, the results of whih we ertainly observehere and there in the universes.Under ertain onditions these Inspired Spirits an individualize themselves suÆiently for reog-nition by beings of Trinity origin. I have seen them; but it would never be possible for the lowerorders of elestial beings to reognize one of them. Certain irumstanes also arise from time to timein the ondut of the evolving universes in whih any being of Trinity origin may diretly employ203



these Spirits in the furtherane of his assignments. We therefore know that they exist, and thatunder ertain onditions we may ommand and reeive their assistane, sometimes reognize theirpresene. But they are not a part of the manifest and de�nitely revealed organization intrusted withthe ondut of the time-spae universes before suh material reations are settled in light and life.They have no learly disernible plae in the present eonomy or administration of the evolving sevensuperuniverses. They are a seret of the Paradise Trinity.The Melhizedeks of Nebadon teah that Inspired Trinity Spirits are destined, sometime in theeternal future, to funtion in the plaes of the Solitary Messengers, whose ranks are slowly butertainly being depleted by their assignment as assoiates of ertain types of trinitized sons.The Inspired Spirits are the solitary Spirits of the universe of universes. As Spirits they are verymuh like the Solitary Messengers exept that the latter are distint personalities. We obtain muhof our knowledge of the Inspired Spirits from the Solitary Messengers, who detet their nearnessby virtue of an inherent sensitivity to the presene of the Inspired Spirits whih funtions just asunfailingly as a magneti needle points to a magneti pole. When a Solitary Messenger is near anInspired Trinity Spirit, he is onsious of a qualitative indiation of suh a divine presene and alsoof a very de�nite quantitative registration whih enables him atually to know the lassi�ation ornumber of the Spirit presene or presenes.I may relate a further interesting fat: When a Solitary Messenger is on a planet whose inhabitantsare indwelt by Thought Adjusters, as on Urantia, he is aware of a qualitative exitation in hisdetetion-sensitivity to spirit presene. In suh instanes there is no quantitative exitation, only aqualitative agitation. When on a planet to whih Adjusters do not ome, ontat with the nativesdoes not produe any suh reation. This suggests that Thought Adjusters are in some mannerrelated to, or are onneted with, the Inspired Spirits of the Paradise Trinity. In some way theymay possibly be assoiated in ertain phases of their work; but we do not really know. They bothoriginate near the enter and soure of all things, but they are not the same order of being. ThoughtAdjusters spring from the Father alone; Inspired Spirits are the o�spring of the Paradise Trinity.The Inspired Spirits do not apparently belong to the evolutionary sheme of the individual planetsor universes, and yet they seem to be almost everywhere. Even as I am engaged in the formulation ofthis statement, my assoiated Solitary Messenger's personal sensitivity to the presene of this orderof Spirit indiates that there is with us at this very moment, not over twenty-�ve feet away, a Spiritof the Inspired order and of the third volume of power presene. The third volume of power presenesuggests to us the probability that three Inspired Spirits are funtioning in liaison.Of more than twelve orders of beings assoiated with me at this time, the Solitary Messenger isthe only one aware of the presene of these mysterious entities of the Trinity. And further, while weare thus apprised of the nearness of these divine Spirits, we are all equally ignorant of their mission.We really do not know whether they are merely interested observers of our doings, or whether theyare, in some manner unknown to us, atually ontributing to the suess of our undertaking.We know that the Trinity Teaher Sons are devoted to the onsious enlightenment of universereatures. I have arrived at the settled onlusion that the Inspired Trinity Spirits, by superonsioustehniques, are also funtioning as teahers of the realms. I am persuaded that there is a vast bodyof essential spiritual knowledge, truth indispensable to high spiritual attainment, whih annot beonsiously reeived; self-onsiousness would e�etively jeopardize the ertainty of reeption. If weare right in this onept, and my entire order of being shares it, it may be the mission of these InspiredSpirits to overome this diÆulty, to bridge this gap in the universal sheme of moral enlightenmentand spiritual advanement. We think that these two types of Trinity-origin teahers e�et some kindof liaison in their ativities, but we do not really know.On the superuniverse training worlds and on the eternal iruits of Havona, I have fraternizedwith the perfeting mortals - spiritualized and asendant souls from the evolutionary realms - but204



never have they been aware of the Inspired Spirits, whih ever and anon the powers of detetionresident in the Solitary Messengers would indiate were very near us. I have freely onversed withall orders of the Sons of God, high and low, and they likewise are unonsious of the admonitions ofthe Inspired Trinity Spirits. They an and do look bak in their experienes and reount happeningswhih are diÆult to explain if the ation of suh Spirits is not taken into aount. But exeptingSolitary Messengers, and sometimes Trinity-origin beings, none of the elestial family have ever beenonsious of the nearness of the Inspired Spirits.I do not believe the Inspired Trinity Spirits are playing hide and seek with me. They are probablytrying just as hard to dislose themselves to me as I am to ommuniate with them; our diÆultiesand limitations must be mutual and inherent. I am satis�ed that there are no arbitrary serets inthe universe; therefore will I never ease in my e�orts to solve the mystery of the isolation of theseSpirits belonging to my order of reation.And from all this, you mortals, just now taking your �rst step on the eternal journey, an wellsee that you must advane a long way before you will progress by \sight" and \material" assurane.You will long use faith and be dependent on revelation if you hope to progress quikly and safely.19.6 Havona NativesThe Havona natives are the diret reation of the Paradise Trinity, and their number is beyond theonept of your irumsribed minds. Neither is it possible for Urantians to oneive of the inherentendowments of suh divinely perfet reatures as these Trinity-origin raes of the eternal universe.You an never truly envisage these glorious reatures; you must await your arrival in Havona, whenyou an greet them as spirit omrades.During your long sojourn on the billion worlds of Havona ulture you will develop an eternalfriendship for these superb beings. And how deep is that friendship whih grows up between thelowest personal reature from the worlds of spae and these high personal beings native to theperfet spheres of the entral universe! Asending mortals, in their long and loving assoiation withthe Havona natives, do muh to ompensate for the spiritual impoverishment of the earlier stages ofmortal progression. At the same time, through their ontats with asending pilgrims, the Havonersgain an experiene whih to no small extent overomes the experiential handiap of having alwayslived a life of divine perfetion. The good to both asending mortal and Havona native is great andmutual.Havona natives, like all other Trinity-origin personalities, are projeted in divine perfetion, andas with other Trinity-origin personalities, the passing of time may add to their stores of experientialendowments. But unlike the Stationary Sons of the Trinity, Havoners may evolve in status, may havean unrevealed future eternity-destiny. This is illustrated by those Havoners who servie-fatualizeapaity for fusion with a non-Adjuster Father fragment and so qualify for membership in the MortalCorps of the Finality. And there are other �naliter orps open to these natives of the entral universe.The status evolution of Havona natives has oasioned muh speulation on Uversa. Sine theyare onstantly �ltering into the several Paradise Corps of the Finality, and sine no more are beingreated, it is apparent that the number of natives remaining in Havona is onstantly diminishing.The ultimate onsequenes of these transations have never been revealed to us, but we do notbelieve that Havona will ever be entirely depleted of its natives. We have entertained the theory thatHavoners will possibly ease entering the �naliter orps sometime during the ages of the suessivereations of the outer spae levels. We have also entertained the thought that in these subsequentuniverse ages the entral universe may be peopled by a mixed group of resident beings, a itizenshiponsisting only in part of the original Havona natives. We do not know what order or type of reaturemay be thus destined to residential status in the future Havona, but we have thought of:205



1. The univitatia, who are at present the permanent itizens of the loal universe onstellations.2. Future types of mortals who may be born on the inhabited spheres of the superuniverses in theowering of the ages of light and life.3. The inoming spiritual aristoray of the suessive outer universes.We know that the Havona of the previous universe age was somewhat di�erent from the Havonaof the present age. We deem it no more than reasonable to assume that we are now witnessing thoseslow hanges in the entral universe that are antiipatory of the ages to ome. One thing is ertain:The universe is nonstati; only God is hangeless.19.7 Paradise CitizensThere are resident on Paradise numerous groups of superb beings, the Paradise Citizens. They arenot diretly onerned with the sheme of perfeting asending will reatures and are not, therefore,fully revealed to Urantia mortals. There are more than three thousand orders of these supernalintelligenes, the last group having been personalized simultaneously with the mandate of the Trinitywhih promulgated the reative plan of the seven superuniverses of time and spae.Paradise Citizens and Havona natives are sometimes designated olletively as Paradise-Havonapersonalities.This ompletes the story of those beings who are brought into existene by the Paradise Trinity.None of them have ever gone astray. And yet, in the highest sense, they are all freewill endowed.Trinity-origin beings possess prerogatives of transit whih make them independent of transportpersonalities, suh as seraphim. We all possess the power of moving about freely and quikly in theuniverse of universes. Exepting the Inspired Trinity Spirits, we annot attain the almost unbelievableveloity of the Solitary Messengers, but we are able so to utilize the sum total of the transport failitiesin spae that we an reah any point in a superuniverse, from its headquarters, in less than one yearof Urantia time. It required 109 days of your time for me to journey from Uversa to Urantia.Through these same avenues we are enabled to interommuniate instantaneously. Our entireorder of reation �nds itself in touh with every individual embraed within every division of thehildren of the Paradise Trinity save only the Inspired Spirits.[Presented by a Divine Counselor of Uversa.℄
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Chapter 20The Paradise Sons of GodAS THEY funtion in the superuniverse of Orvonton, the Sons of God are lassi�ed under threegeneral heads:1. The Desending Sons of God.2. The Asending Sons of God.3. The Trinitized Sons of God.Desending orders of sonship inlude personalities who are of diret and divine reation. Asend-ing sons, suh as mortal reatures, ahieve this status by experiential partiipation in the reativetehnique known as evolution. Trinitized Sons are a group of omposite origin whih inludes allbeings embraed by the Paradise Trinity even though not of diret Trinity origin.20.1 The Desending Sons of GodAll desending Sons of God have high and divine origins. They are dediated to the desendingministry of servie on the worlds and systems of time and spae, there to failitate the progress inthe Paradise limb of the lowly reatures of evolutionary origin - the asending sons of God. Of thenumerous orders of desending Sons, seven will be depited in these narratives. Those Sons whoome forth from the Deities on the entral Isle of Light and Life are alled the Paradise Sons of Godand embrae the following three orders:1. Creator Sons - the Mihaels.2. Magisterial Sons - the Avonals.3. Trinity Teaher Sons - the Daynals.The remaining four orders of desending sonship are known as the Loal Universe Sons of God:4. Melhizedek Sons.5. Vorondadek Sons.6. Lanonandek Sons.7. The Life Carriers.Melhizedeks are the joint o�spring of a loal universe Creator Son, Creative Spirit, and FatherMelhizedek. Both Vorondadeks and Lanonandeks are brought into being by a Creator Son and hisCreative Spirit assoiate. Vorondadeks are best known as the Most Highs, the Constellation Fathers;Lanonandeks as System Sovereigns and as Planetary Prines. The threefold order of Life Carriers isbrought into being by a Creator Son and Creative Spirit assoiated with one of the three Anients of207



Days of the superuniverse of jurisdition. But the natures and ativities of these Loal Universe Sonsof God are more properly portrayed in those papers dealing with the a�airs of the loal reations.The Paradise Sons of God are of threefold origin: The primary or Creator Sons are brought intobeing by the Universal Father and the Eternal Son; the seondary or Magisterial Sons are hildrenof the Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit; the Trinity Teaher Sons are the o�spring of the Father,Son, and Spirit. From the standpoint of servie, worship, and suppliation the Paradise Sons are asone; their spirit is one, and their work is idential in quality and ompleteness.As the Paradise orders of Days proved to be divine administrators, so have the orders of ParadiseSons revealed themselves as divine ministers - reators, servers, bestowers, judges, teahers, and truthrevealers. They range the universe of universes from the shores of the eternal Isle to the inhabitedworlds of time and spae, performing manifold servies in the entral and superuniverses not dislosedin these narratives. They are variously organized, dependent on the nature and whereabouts of theirservie, but in a loal universe both Magisterial and Teaher Sons serve under the diretion of theCreator Son who presides over that domain.The Creator Sons seem to possess a spiritual endowment entering in their persons, whih theyontrol and whih they an bestow, as did your own Creator Son when he poured out his spiritupon all mortal esh on Urantia. Eah Creator Son is endowed with this spiritual drawing powerin his own realm; he is personally onsious of every at and emotion of every desending Son ofGod serving in his domain. Here is a divine reetion, a loal universe dupliation, of that absolutespiritual drawing power of the Eternal Son whih enables him to reah out to make and maintainontat with all his Paradise Sons, no matter where they may be in all the universe of universes.The Paradise Creator Sons serve not only as Sons in their desending ministrations of servieand bestowal, but when they have ompleted their bestowal areers, eah funtions as a universeFather in his own reation, while the other Sons of God ontinue the servie of bestowal and spiritualuplifting designed to win the planets, one by one, to the willing reognition of the loving rule ofthe Universal Father, ulminating in reature onseration to the will of the Paradise Father and inplanetary loyalty to the universe sovereignty of his Creator Son.In a sevenfold Creator Son, Creator and reature are forever blended in understanding, sympa-theti, and meriful assoiation. The entire order of Mihael, the Creator Sons, is so unique thatthe onsideration of their natures and ativities will be reserved to the next paper in this series,while this narrative will be hiey onerned with the two remaining orders of Paradise sonship: theMagisterial Sons and the Trinity Teaher Sons.20.2 The Magisterial SonsEvery time an original and absolute onept of being formulated by the Eternal Son unites witha new and divine ideal of loving servie oneived by the In�nite Spirit, a new and original Sonof God, a Paradise Magisterial Son, is produed. These Sons onstitute the order of Avonals inontradistintion to the order of Mihael, the Creator Sons. Though not reators in the personalsense, they are losely assoiated with the Mihaels in all their work. The Avonals are planetaryministers and judges, the magistrates of the time-spae realms - of all raes, to all worlds, and in alluniverses.We have reasons for believing that the total number of Magisterial Sons in the grand universeis about one billion. They are a self-governing order, being direted by their supreme ounil onParadise, whih is made up of experiened Avonals drawn from the servies of all universes. Butwhen assigned to, and ommissioned in, a loal universe, they serve under the diretion of the CreatorSon of that domain. 208



Avonals are the Paradise Sons of servie and bestowal to the individual planets of the loaluniverses. And sine eah Avonal Son has an exlusive personality, sine no two are alike, their workis individually unique in the realms of their sojourn, where they are often inarnated in the likenessof mortal esh and sometimes are born of earthly mothers on the evolutionary worlds.In addition to their servies on the higher administrative levels, the Avonals have a threefoldfuntion on the inhabited worlds:1. Judiial Ations. They at at the lose of the planetary dispensations. In time, sores -hundreds - of suh missions may be exeuted on eah individual world, and they may go to thesame or to other worlds times without number as dispensation terminators, liberators of the sleepingsurvivors.2. Magisterial Missions. A planetary visitation of this type usually ours prior to the arrival of abestowal Son. On suh a mission an Avonal appears as an adult of the realm by a tehnique of inar-nation not involving mortal birth. Subsequent to this �rst and usual magisterial visit, Avonals mayrepeatedly serve in a magisterial apaity on the same planet both before and after the appearaneof the bestowal Son. On these additional magisterial missions an Avonal may or may not appear inmaterial and visible form, but on none of them will he be born into the world as a helpless babe.3. Bestowal Missions. The Avonal Sons do all, at least one, bestow themselves upon some mortalrae on some evolutionary world. Judiial visits are numerous, magisterial missions may be plural,but on eah planet there appears but one bestowal Son. Bestowal Avonals are born of woman asMihael of Nebadon was inarnated on Urantia.There is no limit to the number of times the Avonal Sons may serve on magisterial and on bestowalmissions, but usually, when the experiene has been seven times traversed, there is suspension infavor of those who have had less of suh servie. These Sons of multiple bestowal experiene arethen assigned to the high personal ounil of a Creator Son, thus beoming partiipants in theadministration of universe a�airs.In all their work for and on the inhabited worlds, the Magisterial Sons are assisted by two ordersof loal universe reatures, the Melhizedeks and the arhangels, while on bestowal missions theyare also aompanied by the Brilliant Evening Stars, likewise of origin in the loal reations. Inevery planetary e�ort the seondary Paradise Sons, the Avonals, are supported by the full power andauthority of a primary Paradise Son, the Creator Son of their loal universe of servie. To all intentsand purposes their work on the inhabited spheres is just as e�etive and aeptable as would havebeen the servie of a Creator Son upon suh worlds of mortal habitation.20.3 Judiial AtionsThe Avonals are known as Magisterial Sons beause they are the high magistrates of the realms, theadjudiators of the suessive dispensations of the worlds of time. They preside over the awakeningof the sleeping survivors, sit in judgment on the realm, bring to an end a dispensation of suspendedjustie, exeute the mandates of an age of probationary mery, reassign the spae reatures of plan-etary ministry to the tasks of the new dispensation, and return to the headquarters of their loaluniverse upon the ompletion of their mission.When they sit in judgment on the destinies of an age, the Avonals deree the fate of the evolution-ary raes, but though they may render judgments extinguishing the identity of personal reatures,they do not exeute suh sentenes. Verdits of this nature are exeuted by none but the authoritiesof a superuniverse.The arrival of a Paradise Avonal on an evolutionary world for the purpose of terminating a dispen-sation and of inaugurating a new era of planetary progression is not neessarily either a magisterial209



mission or a bestowal mission. Magisterial missions sometimes, and bestowal missions always, areinarnations; that is, on suh assignments the Avonals serve on a planet in material form - literally.Their other visits are \tehnial," and in this apaity an Avonal is not inarnated for planetaryservie. If a Magisterial Son omes solely as a dispensational adjudiator, he arrives on a planet as aspiritual being, invisible to the material reatures of the realm. Suh tehnial visits our repeatedlyin the long history of an inhabited world.Avonal Sons may at as planetary judges prior to both the magisterial and bestowal experienes.On either of these missions, however, the inarnated Son will judge the passing planetary age; likewisedoes a Creator Son when inarnated on a mission of bestowal in the likeness of mortal esh. When aParadise Son visits an evolutionary world and beomes like one of its people, his presene terminatesa dispensation and onstitutes a judgment of the realm.
20.4 Magisterial MissionsPrior to the planetary appearane of a bestowal Son, an inhabited world is usually visited by aParadise Avonal on a magisterial mission. If it is an initial magisterial visitation, the Avonal isalways inarnated as a material being. He appears on the planet of assignment as a full-edged maleof the mortal raes, a being fully visible to, and in physial ontat with, the mortal reatures of hisday and generation. Throughout a magisterial inarnation the onnetion of the Avonal Son withthe loal and the universal spiritual fores is omplete and unbroken.A planet may experiene many magisterial visitations both before and after the appearane of abestowal Son. It may be visited many times by the same or other Avonals, ating as dispensationaladjudiators, but suh tehnial missions of judgment are neither bestowal nor magisterial, and theAvonals are never inarnated at suh times. Even when a planet is blessed with repeated magisterialmissions, the Avonals do not always submit to mortal inarnation; and when they do serve in thelikeness of mortal esh, they always appear as adult beings of the realm; they are not born of woman.When inarnated on either bestowal or magisterial missions, the Paradise Sons have experienedAdjusters, and these Adjusters are di�erent for eah inarnation. The Adjusters that oupy theminds of the inarnated Sons of God an never hope for personality through fusion with the human-divine beings of their indwelling, but they are often personalized by �at of the Universal Father. SuhAdjusters form the supreme Divinington ounil of diretion for the administration, identi�ation,and dispath of Mystery Monitors to the inhabited realms. They also reeive and aredit Adjusterson their return to the \bosom of the Father" upon the mortal dissolution of their earthly tabernales.In this way the faithful Adjusters of the world judges beome the exalted hiefs of their kind.Urantia has never been host to an Avonal Son on a magisterial mission. Had Urantia followed thegeneral plan of inhabited worlds, it would have been blessed with a magisterial mission sometimebetween the days of Adam and the bestowal of Christ Mihael. But the regular sequene of ParadiseSons on your planet was wholly deranged by the appearane of your Creator Son on his terminalbestowal nineteen hundred years ago.Urantia may yet be visited by an Avonal ommissioned to inarnate on a magisterial mission, butregarding the future appearane of Paradise Sons, not even \the angels in heaven know the time ormanner of suh visitations," for a Mihael-bestowal world beomes the individual and personal wardof a Master Son and, as suh, is wholly subjet to his own plans and rulings. And with your world,this is further ompliated by Mihael's promise to return. Regardless of the misunderstandingsabout the Urantian sojourn of Mihael of Nebadon, one thing is ertainly authenti - his promiseto ome bak to your world. In view of this prospet, only time an reveal the future order of thevisitations of the Paradise Sons of God on Urantia.210



20.5 Bestowal of the Paradise Sons of GodThe Eternal Son is the eternal Word of God. The Eternal Son is the perfet expression of the \�rst"absolute and in�nite thought of his eternal Father. When a personal dupliation or divine extensionof this Original Son starts on a bestowal mission of mortal inarnation, it beomes literally true thatthe divine \Word is made esh," and that the Word thus dwells among the lowly beings of animalorigin.On Urantia there is a widespread belief that the purpose of a Son's bestowal is, in some manner,to inuene the attitude of the Universal Father. But your enlightenment should indiate thatthis is not true. The bestowals of the Avonal and the Mihael Sons are a neessary part of theexperiential proess designed to make these Sons safe and sympatheti magistrates and rulers of thepeoples and planets of time and spae. The areer of sevenfold bestowal is the supreme goal of allParadise Creator Sons. And all Magisterial Sons are motivated by this same spirit of servie whihso abundantly haraterizes the primary Creator Sons and the Eternal Son of Paradise.Some order of Paradise Son must be bestowed upon eah mortal-inhabited world in order to makeit possible for Thought Adjusters to indwell the minds of all normal human beings on that sphere, forthe Adjusters do not ome to all bona �de human beings until the Spirit of Truth has been pouredout upon all esh; and the sending of the Spirit of Truth is dependent upon the return to universeheadquarters of a Paradise Son who has suessfully exeuted a mission of mortal bestowal upon anevolving world.During the ourse of the long history of an inhabited planet, many dispensational adjudiationswill take plae, and more than one magisterial mission may our, but ordinarily only one will abestowal Son serve on the sphere. It is only required that eah inhabited world have one bestowalSon ome to live the full mortal life from birth to death. Sooner or later, regardless of spiritualstatus, every mortal-inhabited world is destined to beome host to a Magisterial Son on a bestowalmission exept the one planet in eah loal universe whereon a Creator Son elets to make his mortalbestowal.Understanding more about the bestowal Sons, you disern why so muh interest attahes toUrantia in the history of Nebadon. Your small and insigni�ant planet is of loal universe onernsimply beause it is the mortal home world of Jesus of Nazareth. It was the sene of the �nal andtriumphant bestowal of your Creator Son, the arena in whih Mihael won the supreme personalsovereignty of the universe of Nebadon.At the headquarters of his loal universe a Creator Son, espeially after the ompletion of hisown mortal bestowal, spends muh of his time in ounseling and instruting the ollege of assoiateSons, the Magisterial Sons and others. In love and devotion, with tender mery and a�etionateonsideration, these Magisterial Sons bestow themselves upon the worlds of spae. And in no wayare these planetary servies inferior to the mortal bestowals of the Mihaels. It is true that yourCreator Son seleted for the realm of his �nal adventure in reature experiene one whih had hadunusual misfortunes. But no planet ould ever be in suh a ondition that it would require thebestowal of a Creator Son to e�et its spiritual rehabilitation. Any Son of the bestowal group wouldhave equally suÆed, for in all their work on the worlds of a loal universe the Magisterial Sons arejust as divinely e�etive and all wise as would have been their Paradise brother, the Creator Son.Though the possibility of disaster always attends these Paradise Sons during their bestowal in-arnations, I have yet to see the reord of the failure or default of either a Magisterial or a CreatorSon on a mission of bestowal. Both are of origin too lose to absolute perfetion to fail. They indeedassume the risk, really beome like the mortal reatures of esh and blood and thereby gain theunique reature experiene, but within the range of my observation they always sueed. They neverfail to ahieve the goal of the bestowal mission. The story of their bestowal and planetary serviethroughout Nebadon onstitutes the most noble and fasinating hapter in the history of your loal211



universe.20.6 The Mortal-Bestowal CareersThe method whereby a Paradise Son beomes ready for mortal inarnation as a bestowal Son,beomes enmothered on the bestowal planet, is a universal mystery; and any e�ort to detet theworking of this Sonarington tehnique is doomed to meet with ertain failure. Let the sublimeknowledge of the mortal life of Jesus of Nazareth sink into your souls, but waste no thought inuseless speulation as to how this mysterious inarnation of Mihael of Nebadon was e�eted. Let usall rejoie in the knowledge and assurane that suh ahievements are possible to the divine natureand waste no time on futile onjetures about the tehnique employed by divine wisdom to e�etsuh phenomena.On a mortal-bestowal mission a Paradise Son is always born of woman and grows up as a malehild of the realm, as Jesus did on Urantia. These Sons of supreme servie all pass from infanythrough youth to manhood just as does a human being. In every respet they beome like themortals of the rae into whih they are born. They make petitions to the Father as do the hildrenof the realms in whih they serve. From a material viewpoint, these human-divine Sons live ordinarylives with just one exeption: They do not beget o�spring on the worlds of their sojourn; that is auniversal restrition imposed on all orders of the Paradise bestowal Sons.As Jesus worked on your world as the arpenter's son, so do other Paradise Sons labor in variousapaities on their bestowal planets. You ould hardly think of a voation that has not been followedby some Paradise Son in the ourse of his bestowal on some one of the evolutionary planets of time.When a bestowal Son has mastered the experiene of living the mortal life, when he has ahievedperfetion of attunement with his indwelling Adjuster, thereupon he begins that part of his planetarymission designed to illuminate the minds and to inspire the souls of his brethren in the esh. Asteahers, these Sons are exlusively devoted to the spiritual enlightenment of the mortal raes on theworlds of their sojourn.The mortal-bestowal areers of the Mihaels and the Avonals, while omparable in most respets,are not idential in all: Never does a Magisterial Son prolaim, \Whosoever has seen the Son hasseen the Father," as did your Creator Son when on Urantia and in the esh. But a bestowed Avonaldoes delare, \Whosoever has seen me has seen the Eternal Son of God." The Magisterial Sons arenot of immediate desent from the Universal Father, nor do they inarnate subjet to the Father'swill; always do they bestow themselves as Paradise Sons subjet to the will of the Eternal Son ofParadise.When the bestowal Sons, Creator or Magisterial, enter the portals of death, they reappear onthe third day. But you should not entertain the idea that they always meet with the tragi endenountered by the Creator Son who sojourned on your world nineteen hundred years ago. Theextraordinary and unusually ruel experiene through whih Jesus of Nazareth passed has ausedUrantia to beome loally known as \the world of the ross." It is not neessary that suh inhumantreatment be aorded a Son of God, and the vast majority of planets have a�orded them a moreonsiderate reeption, allowing them to �nish their mortal areers, terminate the age, adjudiate thesleeping survivors, and inaugurate a new dispensation, without imposing a violent death. A bestowalSon must enounter death, must pass through the whole of the atual experiene of mortals of therealms, but it is not a requirement of the divine plan that this death be either violent or unusual.When bestowal Sons are not put to death by violene, they voluntarily relinquish their lives andpass through the portals of death, not to satisfy the demands of \stern justie" or \divine wrath,"but rather to omplete the bestowal, \to drink the up" of the areer of inarnation and personal212



experiene in all that onstitutes a reature's life as it is lived on the planets of mortal existene.Bestowal is a planetary and a universe neessity, and physial death is nothing more than a neessarypart of a bestowal mission.When the mortal inarnation is �nished, the Avonal of servie proeeds to Paradise, is aeptedby the Universal Father, returns to the loal universe of assignment, and is aknowledged by theCreator Son. Thereupon the bestowal Avonal and the Creator Son send their onjoint Spirit of Truthto funtion in the hearts of the mortal raes dwelling on the bestowal world. In the presovereigntyages of a loal universe, this is the joint spirit of both Sons, implemented by the Creative Spirit.It di�ers somewhat from the Spirit of Truth whih haraterizes the loal universe ages following aMihael's seventh bestowal.Upon the ompletion of a Creator Son's �nal bestowal the Spirit of Truth previously sent intoall Avonal-bestowal worlds of that loal universe hanges in nature, beoming more literally thespirit of the sovereign Mihael. This phenomenon takes plae onurrently with the liberation of theSpirit of Truth for servie on the Mihael-mortal-bestowal planet. Thereafter, eah world honoredby a Magisterial bestowal will reeive the same spirit Comforter from the sevenfold Creator Son, inassoiation with that Magisterial Son, whih it would have reeived had the loal universe Sovereignpersonally inarnated as its bestowal Son.
20.7 The Trinity Teaher SonsThese highly personal and highly spiritual Paradise Sons are brought into being by the ParadiseTrinity. They are known in Havona as the order of Daynals. In Orvonton they are of reord asTrinity Teaher Sons, so named beause of their parentage. On Salvington they are sometimesdenominated the Paradise Spiritual Sons.In numbers the Teaher Sons are onstantly inreasing. The last universal ensus broadast gavethe number of these Trinity Sons funtioning in the entral and superuniverses as a little more thantwenty-one billion, and this is exlusive of the Paradise reserves, whih inlude more than one thirdof all Trinity Teaher Sons in existene.The Daynal order of sonship is not an organi part of the loal or superuniverse administrations.Its members are neither reators nor retrievers, neither judges nor rulers. They are not so muhonerned with universe administration as with moral enlightenment and spiritual development.They are the universal eduators, being dediated to the spiritual awakening and moral guidaneof all realms. Their ministry is intimately interrelated with that of the personalities of the In�niteSpirit and is losely assoiated with the Paradise asension of reature beings.These Sons of the Trinity partake of the ombined natures of the three Paradise Deities, but inHavona they seem more to reet the nature of the Universal Father. In the superuniverses theyseem to portray the nature of the Eternal Son, while in the loal reations they appear to showforth the harater of the In�nite Spirit. In all universes they are the embodiment of servie and thedisretion of wisdom.Unlike their Paradise brethren, Mihaels and Avonals, Trinity Teaher Sons reeive no preliminarytraining in the entral universe. They are dispathed diretly to the headquarters of the superuni-verses and from there are ommissioned for servie in some loal universe. In their ministry to theseevolutionary realms they utilize the ombined spiritual inuene of a Creator Son and the assoiatedMagisterial Sons, for the Daynals do not possess a spiritual drawing power in and of themselves.213



20.8 Loal Universe Ministry of the DaynalsThe Paradise Spiritual Sons are unique Trinity-origin beings and the only Trinity reatures to be soompletely assoiated with the ondut of the dual-origin universes. They are a�etionately devotedto the eduational ministry to mortal reatures and the lower orders of spiritual beings. They begintheir labors in the loal systems and, in aordane with experiene and ahievement, are advanedinward through the onstellation servie to the highest work of the loal reation. Upon erti�ationthey may beome spiritual ambassadors representing the loal universes of their servie.The exat number of Teaher Sons in Nebadon I do not know; there are many thousands ofthem. Many of the heads of departments in the Melhizedek shools belong to this order, whilethe ombined sta� of the regularly onstituted University of Salvington embraes over one hundredthousand inluding these Sons. Large numbers are stationed on the various morontia-training worlds,but they are not wholly oupied with the spiritual and intelletual advanement of mortal reatures;they are equally onerned with the instrution of seraphi beings and other natives of the loalreations. Many of their assistants are drawn from the ranks of the reature-trinitized beings.The Teaher Sons ompose the faulties who administer all examinations and ondut all testsfor the quali�ation and erti�ation of all subordinate phases of universe servie, from the dutiesof outpost sentinels to those of star students. They ondut an agelong ourse of training, rangingfrom the planetary ourses up to the high College of Wisdom loated on Salvington. Reognitionindiative of e�ort and attainment is granted to all, asending mortal or ambitious herubim, whoomplete these adventures in wisdom and truth.In all universes all the Sons of God are beholden to these ever-faithful and universally eÆientTrinity Teaher Sons. They are the exalted teahers of all spirit personalities, even the tried and trueteahers of the Sons of God themselves. But of the endless details of the duties and funtions of theTeaher Sons I an hardly instrut you. The vast domain of Daynal-sonship ativities will be betterunderstood on Urantia when you are more advaned in intelligene, and after the spiritual isolationof your planet has been terminated.20.9 Planetary Servie of the DaynalsWhen the progress of events on an evolutionary world indiates that the time is ripe to initiate aspiritual age, the Trinity Teaher Sons always volunteer for this servie. You are not familiar withthis order of sonship beause Urantia has never experiened a spiritual age, a millennium of osmienlightenment. But the Teaher Sons even now visit your world for the purpose of formulating plansonerning their projeted sojourn on your sphere. They will be due to appear on Urantia after itsinhabitants have gained omparative deliverane from the shakles of animalism and from the fettersof materialism.Trinity Teaher Sons have nothing to do with terminating planetary dispensations. They neitherjudge the dead nor translate the living, but on eah planetary mission they are aompanied by aMagisterial Son who performs these servies. Teaher Sons are wholly onerned with the initiationof a spiritual age, with the dawn of the era of spiritual realities on an evolutionary planet. Theymake real the spiritual ounterparts of material knowledge and temporal wisdom.The Teaher Sons usually remain on their visitation planets for one thousand years of planetarytime. One Teaher Son presides over the planetary millennial reign and is assisted by seventy as-soiates of his order. The Daynals do not inarnate or otherwise so materialize themselves as tobe visible to mortal beings; therefore is ontat with the world of visitation maintained throughthe ativities of the Brilliant Evening Stars, loal universe personalities who are assoiated with theTrinity Teaher Sons. 214



The Daynals may return many times to an inhabited world, and following their �nal mission theplanet will be ushered into the settled status of a sphere of light and life, the evolutionary goal of allthe mortal-inhabited worlds of the present universe age. The Mortal Corps of the Finality has muhto do with the spheres settled in light and life, and their planetary ativities touh upon those of theTeaher Sons. Indeed, the whole order of Daynal sonship is intimately onneted with all phases of�naliter ativities in the evolutionary reations of time and spae.The Trinity Teaher Sons seem to be so ompletely identi�ed with the regime of mortal progressionthrough the earlier stages of evolutionary asension that we are often led to speulate regardingtheir possible assoiation with the �naliters in the undislosed areer of the future universes. Weobserve that the administrators of the superuniverses are part Trinity-origin personalities and partTrinity-embraed asendant evolutionary reatures. We �rmly believe that the Teaher Sons andthe �naliters are now engaged in aquiring the experiene of time-assoiation whih may be thepreliminary training to prepare them for lose assoiation in some unrevealed future destiny. OnUversa it is our belief that, when the superuniverses are �nally settled in light and life, these ParadiseTeaher Sons, who have beome so thoroughly familiar with the problems of evolutionary worlds andhave been so long assoiated with the areer of evolutionary mortals, will probably be transferred toeternal assoiation with the Paradise Corps of the Finality.20.10 United Ministry of the Paradise SonsAll the Paradise Sons of God are divine in origin and in nature. The work of eah Paradise Son inbehalf of eah world is just as if the Son of servie were the �rst and only Son of God.The Paradise Sons are the divine presentation of the ating natures of the three persons of Deityto the domains of time and spae. The Creator, Magisterial, and Teaher Sons are the gifts of theeternal Deities to the hildren of men and to all other universe reatures of asension potential.These Sons of God are the divine ministers who are uneasingly devoted to the work of helping thereatures of time attain the high spiritual goal of eternity.In the Creator Sons the love of the Universal Father is blended with the mery of the EternalSon and is dislosed to the loal universes in the reative power, loving ministry, and understandingsovereignty of the Mihaels. In the Magisterial Sons the mery of the Eternal Son, united with theministry of the In�nite Spirit, is revealed to the evolutionary domains in the areers of these Avonalsof judgment, servie, and bestowal. In the Trinity Teaher Sons the love, mery, and ministry of thethree Paradise Deities are o-ordinated on the highest time-spae value-levels and are presented tothe universes as living truth, divine goodness, and true spiritual beauty.In the loal universes these orders of sonship ollaborate to e�et the revelation of the Deitiesof Paradise to the reatures of spae: As the Father of a loal universe, a Creator Son portraysthe in�nite harater of the Universal Father. As the bestowal Sons of mery, the Avonals revealthe mathless nature of the Eternal Son of in�nite ompassion. As the true teahers of asendingpersonalities, the Trinity Daynal Sons dislose the teaher personality of the In�nite Spirit. In theirdivinely perfet o-operation, Mihaels, Avonals, and Daynals are ontributing to the atualizationand revelation of the personality and sovereignty of God the Supreme in and to the time-spaeuniverses. In the harmony of their triune ativities these Paradise Sons of God ever funtion in thevanguard of the personalities of Deity as they follow the never-ending expansion of the divinity ofthe First Great Soure and Center from the everlasting Isle of Paradise into the unknown depths ofspae.[Presented by a Perfetor of Wisdom from Uversa.℄
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Chapter 21The Paradise Creator SonsTHE Creator Sons are the makers and rulers of the loal universes of time and spae. These universereators and sovereigns are of dual origin, embodying the harateristis of God the Father and Godthe Son. But eah Creator Son is di�erent from every other; eah is unique in nature as well as inpersonality; eah is the \only-begotten Son" of the perfet deity ideal of his origin.In the vast work of organizing, evolving, and perfeting a loal universe, these high Sons alwaysenjoy the sustaining approval of the Universal Father. The relationship of the Creator Sons withtheir Paradise Father is touhing and superlative. No doubt the profound a�etion of the Deityparents for their divine progeny is the wellspring of that beautiful and well-nigh divine love whiheven mortal parents bear their hildren.These primary Paradise Sons are personalized as Mihaels. As they go forth from Paradise tofound their universes, they are known as Creator Mihaels. When settled in supreme authority,they are alled Master Mihaels. Sometimes we refer to the sovereign of your universe of Nebadonas Christ Mihael. Always and forever do they reign after the \order of Mihael," that being thedesignation of the �rst Son of their order and nature.The original or �rst-born Mihael has never experiened inarnation as a material being, butseven times he passed through the experiene of spiritual reature asent on the seven iruits ofHavona, advaning from the outer spheres to the innermost iruit of the entral reation. The orderof Mihael knows the grand universe from one end to the other; there is no essential experiene ofany of the hildren of time and spae in whih the Mihaels have not personally partiipated; theyare in fat partakers not only of the divine nature but also of your nature, meaning all natures, fromthe highest to the lowest.The original Mihael is the presiding head of the primary Paradise Sons when they assemble foronferene at the enter of all things. Not long sine on Uversa we reorded a universal broadast ofa onlave extraordinary on the eternal Isle of one hundred �fty thousand Creator Sons assembled inthe parental presene and engaged in deliberations having to do with the progress of the uni�ationand stabilization of the universe of universes. This was a seleted group of Sovereign Mihaels,sevenfold bestowal Sons.21.1 Origin and Nature of Creator SonsWhen the fullness of absolute spiritual ideation in the Eternal Son enounters the fullness of absolutepersonality onept in the Universal Father, when suh a reative union is �nally and fully attained,when suh absolute identity of spirit and suh in�nite oneness of personality onept our, then,right then and there, without the loss of anything of personality or prerogative by either of the in�nite217



Deities, there ashes into full-edged being a new and original Creator Son, the only-begotten Son ofthe perfet ideal and the powerful idea whose union produes this new reator personality of powerand perfetion.Eah Creator Son is the only-begotten and only-begettable o�spring of the perfet union of theoriginal onepts of the two in�nite and eternal and perfet minds of the ever-existent Creators ofthe universe of universes. There never an be another suh Son beause eah Creator Son is theunquali�ed, �nished, and �nal expression and embodiment of all of every phase of every featureof every possibility of every divine reality that ould, throughout all eternity, ever be found in,expressed by, or evolved from, those divine reative potentials whih united to bring this MihaelSon into existene. Eah Creator Son is the absolute of the united deity onepts whih onstitutehis divine origin.The divine natures of these Creator Sons are, in priniple, derived equally from the attributes ofboth Paradise parents. All partake of the fullness of the divine nature of the Universal Father andof the reative prerogatives of the Eternal Son, but as we observe the pratial outworking of theMihael funtions in the universes, we disern apparent di�erenes. Some Creator Sons appear to bemore like God the Father; others more like God the Son. For example: The trend of administration inthe universe of Nebadon suggests that its Creator and ruling Son is one whose nature and haratermore resemble that of the Eternal Mother Son. It should be further stated that some universes arepresided over by Paradise Mihaels who appear equally to resemble God the Father and God theSon. And these observations are in no sense implied ritiisms; they are simply a reording of fat.I do not know the exat number of Creator Sons in existene, but I have good reasons for believingthat there are more than seven hundred thousand. Now, we know that there are exatly seven hundredthousand Unions of Days and no more are being reated. We also observe that the ordained plansof the present universe age seem to indiate that one Union of Days is to be stationed in eah loaluniverse as the ounseling ambassador of the Trinity. We note further that the onstantly inreasingnumber of Creator Sons already exeeds the stationary number of the Unions of Days. But onerningthe destiny of the Mihaels beyond seven hundred thousand, we have never been informed.21.2 The Creators of Loal UniversesThe Paradise Sons of the primary order are the designers, reators, builders, and administrators oftheir respetive domains, the loal universes of time and spae, the basi reative units of the sevenevolutionary superuniverses. A Creator Son is permitted to hoose the spae site of his future osmiativity, but before he may begin even the physial organization of his universe, he must spend a longperiod of observation devoted to the study of the e�orts of his older brothers in various reationsloated in the superuniverse of his projeted ation. And prior to all this, the Mihael Son will haveompleted his long and unique experiene of Paradise observation and Havona training.When a Creator Son departs from Paradise to embark upon the adventure of universe making, tobeome the head - virtually the God - of the loal universe of his own organization, then, for the �rsttime, he �nds himself in intimate ontat with, and in many respets dependent upon, the ThirdSoure and Center. The In�nite Spirit, though abiding with the Father and the Son at the enter ofall things, is destined to funtion as the atual and e�etive helper of eah Creator Son. Thereforeis eah Creator Son aompanied by a Creative Daughter of the In�nite Spirit, that being who isdestined to beome the Divine Minister, the Mother Spirit of the new loal universe.The departure of a Mihael Son on this oasion forever liberates his reator prerogatives from theParadise Soures and Centers, subjet only to ertain limitations inherent in the pre-existene of theseSoures and Centers and to ertain other anteedent powers and presenes. Among these limitationsto the otherwise all-powerful reator prerogatives of a loal universe Father are the following:218



1. Energy-matter is dominated by the In�nite Spirit. Before any new forms of things, greator small, may be reated, before any new transformations of energy-matter may be attempted, aCreator Son must seure the onsent and working o-operation of the In�nite Spirit.2. Creature designs and types are ontrolled by the Eternal Son. Before a Creator Son may engagein the reation of any new type of being, any new design of reature, he must seure the onsent ofthe Eternal and Original Mother Son.3. Personality is designed and bestowed by the Universal Father.The types and patterns of mind are determined by the prereature fators of being. After thesehave been assoiated to onstitute a reature (personal or otherwise), mind is the endowment ofthe Third Soure and Center, the universal soure of mind ministry to all beings below the level ofParadise Creators.The ontrol of spirit designs and types depends on the level of their manifestation. In the lastanalysis, spiritual design is ontrolled by the Trinity or by the pre-Trinity spirit endowments of theTrinity personalities - Father, Son, and Spirit.When suh a perfet and divine Son has taken possession of the spae site of his hosen universe;when the initial problems of universe materialization and of gross equilibrium have been resolved;when he has formed an e�etive and o-operative working union with the omplemental Daughter ofthe In�nite Spirit - then do this Universe Son and this Universe Spirit initiate that liaison whih isdesigned to give origin to the innumerable hosts of their loal universe hildren. In onnetion withthis event the Creative Spirit foalization of the Paradise In�nite Spirit beomes hanged in nature,taking on the personal qualities of the Mother Spirit of a loal universe.Notwithstanding that all Creator Sons are divinely like their Paradise parents, none exatly re-sembles another; eah is unique, diverse, exlusive, and original in nature as well as in personality.And sine they are the arhitets and makers of the life plans of their respetive realms, this verydiversity insures that their domains will also be diverse in every form and phase of Mihael-derivedliving existene whih may be reated or subsequently evolved therein. Hene the orders of reaturesnative to the loal universes are quite varied. No two are administered or inhabited by dual-originnative beings who are in all respets idential. Within any superuniverse, one half of their inherentattributes are quite alike, being derived from the uniform Creative Spirits; the other half vary, beingderived from the diversi�ed Creator Sons. But suh diversity does not haraterize those reaturesof sole origin in the Creative Spirit nor those imported beings who are native to the entral orsuperuniverses.When a Mihael Son is absent from his universe, its government is direted by the �rst-born nativebeing, the Bright and Morning Star, the loal universe hief exeutive. The advie and ounsel ofthe Union of Days is invaluable at suh times. During these absenes a Creator Son is able to investthe assoiated Mother Spirit with the overontrol of his spiritual presene on the inhabited worldsand in the hearts of his mortal hildren. And the Mother Spirit of a loal universe remains always atits headquarters, extending her fostering are and spiritual ministry to the uttermost parts of suhan evolutionary domain.The personal presene of a Creator Son in his loal universe is not neessary to the smooth runningof an established material reation. Suh Sons may journey to Paradise, and still their universes swingon through spae. They may lay down their lines of power to inarnate as the hildren of time; stilltheir realms whirl on about their respetive enters. No material organization is independent of theabsolute-gravity grasp of Paradise or of the osmi overontrol inherent in the spae presene of theUnquali�ed Absolute.
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21.3 Loal Universe SovereigntyA Creator Son is given the range of a universe by the onsent of the Paradise Trinity and with theon�rmation of the supervising Master Spirit of the superuniverse onerned. Suh ation onstitutestitle of physial possession, a osmi leasehold. But the elevation of a Mihael Son from this initialand self-limited stage of rulership to the experiential supremay of self-earned sovereignty omes asa result of his own personal experienes in the work of universe reation and inarnated bestowal.Until the ahievement of bestowal-earned sovereignty, he rules as viegerent of the Universal Father.A Creator Son ould assert full sovereignty over his personal reation at any time, but he wiselyhooses not to. If, prior to passing through the reature bestowals, he assumed an unearned supremesovereignty, the Paradise personalities resident in his loal universe would withdraw. But this hasnever happened throughout all the reations of time and spae.The fat of reatorship implies the fullness of sovereignty, but the Mihaels hoose to experientiallyearn it, thereby retaining the full o-operation of all Paradise personalities attahed to the loaluniverse administration. We know of no Mihael who ever did otherwise; but they all ould, theyare truly freewill Sons.The sovereignty of a Creator Son in a loal universe passes through six, perhaps seven, stages ofexperiential manifestation. These appear in the following order:1. Initial viegerent sovereignty - the solitary provisional authority exerised by a Creator Sonbefore the aquirement of personal qualities by the assoiated Creative Spirit.2. Conjoint viegerent sovereignty - the joint rule of the Paradise pair subsequent to the personalityahievement of the Universe Mother Spirit.3. Augmenting viegerent sovereignty - the advaning authority of a Creator Son during the periodof his seven reature bestowals.4. Supreme sovereignty - the settled authority following the ompletion of the seventh bestowal.In Nebadon, supreme sovereignty dates from the ompletion of Mihael's bestowal on Urantia. Ithas existed just slightly over nineteen hundred years of your planetary time.5. Augmenting supreme sovereignty - the advaned relationship growing out of the settling of amajority of the reature domains in light and life. This stage pertains to the unahieved future ofyour loal universe.6. Trinitarian sovereignty - exerised subsequent to the settling of the entire loal universe in lightand life.7. Unrevealed sovereignty - the unknown relationships of a future universe age.In aepting the initial viegerent sovereignty of a projeted loal universe, a Creator Mihaeltakes an oath to the Trinity not to assume supreme sovereignty until the seven reature bestowalshave been ompleted and erti�ed by the superuniverse rulers. But if a Mihael Son ould not, atwill, assert suh unearned sovereignty, there would be no meaning in taking an oath not to do so.Even in the prebestowal ages a Creator Son rules his domain well-nigh supremely when there isno dissent in any of its parts. Limited rulership would hardly be manifest if sovereignty were neverhallenged. The sovereignty exerised by a prebestowal Creator Son in a universe without rebellionis no greater than in a universe with rebellion; but in the �rst instane sovereignty limitations arenot apparent; in the seond, they are.If ever the authority or administration of a Creator Son is hallenged, attaked, or jeopardized, heis eternally pledged to uphold, protet, defend, and if neessary retrieve his personal reation. SuhSons an be troubled or harassed only by the reatures of their own making or by higher beings oftheir own hoosing. It might be inferred that \higher beings," those of origin on levels above a loal220



universe, would be unlikely to trouble a Creator Son, and this is true. But they ould if they hoseto. Virtue is volitional with personality; righteousness is not automati in freewill reatures.Before the ompletion of the bestowal areer a Creator Son rules with ertain self-imposed limi-tations of sovereignty, but subsequent to his �nished bestowal servie he rules by virtue of his atualexperiene in the form and likeness of his manifold reatures. When a Creator has seven times so-journed among his reatures, when the bestowal areer is �nished, then is he supremely settled inuniverse authority; he has beome a Master Son, a sovereign and supreme ruler.The tehnique of obtaining supreme sovereignty over a loal universe involves the following sevenexperiential steps:1. Experientially to penetrate seven reature levels of being through the tehnique of inarnatedbestowal in the very likeness of the reatures on the level onerned.2. To make an experiential onseration to eah phase of the sevenfold will of Paradise Deity asit is personi�ed in the Seven Master Spirits.3. To traverse eah of the seven experienes on the reature levels simultaneously with the exeu-tion of one of the seven onserations to the will of Paradise Deity.4. On eah reature level, experientially to portray the ame of reature life to Paradise Deityand to all universe intelligenes.5. On eah reature level, experientially to reveal one phase of the sevenfold will of Deity to thebestowal level and to all the universe.6. Experientially to unify the sevenfold reature experiene with the sevenfold experiene ofonseration to the revelation of the nature and will of Deity.7. To ahieve new and higher relationship with the Supreme Being. The reperussion of thetotality of this Creator-reature experiene augments the superuniverse reality of God the Supremeand the time-spae sovereignty of the Almighty Supreme and fatualizes the supreme loal universesovereignty of a Paradise Mihael.In settling the question of sovereignty in a loal universe, the Creator Son is not only demonstratinghis own �tness to rule but is also revealing the nature and portraying the sevenfold attitude of theParadise Deities. The �nite understanding and reature appreiation of the Father's primay isonerned in the adventure of a Creator Son when he ondesends to take upon himself the formand experienes of his reatures. These primary Paradise Sons are the real revealers of the Father'sloving nature and bene�ent authority, the same Father who, in assoiation with the Son and theSpirit, is the universal head of all power, personality, and government throughout all the universalrealms.21.4 The Mihael BestowalsThere are seven groups of bestowal Creator Sons, and they are so lassi�ed in aordane with thenumber of times they have bestowed themselves upon the reatures of their realms. They range fromthe initial experiene up through �ve additional spheres of progressive bestowal until they attain theseventh and �nal episode of reature-Creator experiene.Avonal bestowals are always in the likeness of mortal esh, but the seven bestowals of a CreatorSon involve his appearing on seven reature levels of being and pertain to the revelation of theseven primary expressions of the will and nature of Deity. Without exeption, all Creator Sons passthrough this seven times giving of themselves to their reated hildren before they assume settledand supreme jurisdition over the universes of their own reation.221



Though these seven bestowals vary in the di�erent setors and universes, they always embrae themortal-bestowal adventure. In the �nal bestowal a Creator Son appears as a member of one of thehigher mortal raes on some inhabited world, usually as a member of that raial group whih ontainsthe largest hereditary legay of the Adami stok whih has previously been imported to upstep thephysial status of the animal-origin peoples. Only one in his sevenfold areer as a bestowal Son is aParadise Mihael born of woman as you have the reord of the babe of Bethlehem. Only one doeshe live and die as a member of the lowest order of evolutionary will reatures.After eah of his bestowals a Creator Son proeeds to the \right hand of the Father," there to gainthe Father's aeptane of the bestowal and to reeive instrution preparatory to the next episode ofuniverse servie. Following the seventh and �nal bestowal a Creator Son reeives from the UniversalFather supreme authority and jurisdition over his universe.It is of reord that the divine Son of last appearane on your planet was a Paradise Creator Sonwho had ompleted six phases of his bestowal areer; onsequently, when he gave up the onsiousgrasp of the inarnated life on Urantia, he ould, and did, truly say, \It is �nished" - it was literally�nished. His death on Urantia ompleted his bestowal areer; it was the last step in ful�lling thesared oath of a Paradise Creator Son. And when this experiene has been aquired, suh Sonsare supreme universe sovereigns; no longer do they rule as viegerents of the Father but in theirown right and name as \King of Kings and Lord of Lords." With ertain stated exeptions thesesevenfold bestowal Sons are unquali�edly supreme in the universes of their abode. Conerning hisloal universe, \all power in heaven and on earth" was relegated to this triumphant and enthronedMaster Son.Creator Sons, subsequent to the ompletion of their bestowal areers, are rekoned as a separateorder, sevenfold Master Sons. In person the Master Sons are idential with the Creator Sons, but theyhave undergone suh a unique bestowal experiene that they are ommonly regarded as a di�erentorder. When a Creator deigns to e�et a bestowal, a real and permanent hange is destined totake plae. True, the bestowal Son is still and none the less a Creator, but he has added to hisnature the experiene of a reature, whih forever removes him from the divine level of a CreatorSon and elevates him to the experiential plane of a Master Son, one who has fully earned the right torule a universe and administer its worlds. Suh beings embody all that an be seured from divineparentage and embrae everything to be derived from perfeted-reature experiene. Why shouldman bemoan his lowly origin and enfored evolutionary areer when the very Gods must pass throughan equivalent experiene before they are aounted experientially worthy and ompetent �nally andfully to rule over their universe domains!21.5 Relation of Master Sons to the UniverseThe power of a Master Mihael is unlimited beause derived from experiened assoiation with theParadise Trinity, is unquestioned beause derived from atual experiene as the very reatures subjetto suh authority. The nature of the sovereignty of a sevenfold Creator Son is supreme beause it:1. Embraes the sevenfold viewpoint of Paradise Deity.2. Embodies a sevenfold attitude of time-spae reatures.3. Perfetly synthesizes Paradise attitude and reature viewpoint.This experiential sovereignty is thus all-inlusive of the divinity of God the Sevenfold ulminatingin the Supreme Being. And the personal sovereignty of a sevenfold Son is like the future sovereigntyof the sometime-to-be-ompleted Supreme Being, embraing as it does the fullest possible ontent ofthe power and authority of the Paradise Trinity manifestable within the time-spae limits onerned.With the ahievement of supreme loal universe sovereignty, there passes from a Mihael Son the222



power and opportunity to reate entirely new types of reature beings during the present universeage. But a Master Son's loss of power to originate entirely new orders of beings in no way interfereswith the work of life elaboration already established and in proess of unfoldment; this vast programof universe evolution goes on without interruption or urtailment. The aquirement of supremesovereignty by a Master Son implies the responsibility of personal devotion to the fostering andthe administering of that whih has already been designed and reated, and of that whih willsubsequently be produed by those who have been thus designed and reated. In time there maydevelop an almost endless evolution of diverse beings, but no entirely new pattern or type of intelligentreature will heneforth take diret origin from a Master Son. This is the �rst step, the beginning,of a settled administration in any loal universe.The elevation of a sevenfold bestowal Son to the unquestioned sovereignty of his universe meansthe beginning of the end of agelong unertainty and relative onfusion. Subsequent to this event,that whih annot be sometime spiritualized will eventually be disorganized; that whih annotbe sometime o-ordinated with osmi reality will eventually be destroyed. When the provisions ofendless mery and nameless patiene have been exhausted in an e�ort to win the loyalty and devotionof the will reatures of the realms, justie and righteousness will prevail. That whih mery annotrehabilitate justie will eventually annihilate.The Master Mihaels are supreme in their own loal universes when one they have been installed assovereign rulers. The few limitations upon their rule are those inherent in the osmi pre-existene ofertain fores and personalities. Otherwise these Master Sons are supreme in authority, responsibility,and administrative power in their respetive universes; they are as Creators and Gods, supreme invirtually all things. There is no penetration beyond their wisdom regarding the funtioning of agiven universe.After his elevation to settled sovereignty in a loal universe a Paradise Mihael is in full ontrol ofall other Sons of God funtioning in his domain, and he may freely rule in aordane with his oneptof the needs of his realms. A Master Son may at will vary the order of the spiritual adjudiationand evolutionary adjustment of the inhabited planets. And suh Sons do make and arry out theplans of their own hoosing in all matters of speial planetary needs, in partiular regarding theworlds of their reature sojourn and still more onerning the realm of terminal bestowal, the planetof inarnation in the likeness of mortal esh.The Master Sons seem to be in perfet ommuniation with their bestowal worlds, not only theworlds of their personal sojourn but all worlds whereon a Magisterial Son has bestowed himself. Thisontat is maintained by their own spiritual presene, the Spirit of Truth, whih they are able to\pour out upon all esh." These Master Sons also maintain an unbroken onnetion with the EternalMother Son at the enter of all things. They possess a sympatheti reah whih extends from theUniversal Father on high to the lowly raes of planetary life in the realms of time.21.6 Destiny of the Master MihaelsNo one may with �nality of authority presume to disuss either the natures or the destinies of thesevenfold Master Sovereigns of the loal universes; nevertheless, we all speulate muh regardingthese matters. We are taught, and we believe, that eah Paradise Mihael is the absolute of the dualdeity onepts of his origin; thus he embodies atual phases of the in�nity of the Universal Fatherand the Eternal Son. The Mihaels must be partial in relation to total in�nity, but they are probablyabsolute in relation to that part of in�nity onerned in their origin. But as we observe their workin the present universe age, we detet no ation that is more than �nite; any onjetured super�niteapaities must be self-ontained and as yet unrevealed.The ompletion of the reature-bestowal areers and the elevation to supreme universe sovereignty223



must signify the ompleted liberation of a Mihael's �nite-ation apaities aompanied by theappearane of apaity for more-than-�nite servie. For in this onnetion we note that suh MasterSons are then restrited in the prodution of new types of reature beings, a restrition undoubtedlymade neessary by the liberation of their super�nite potentialities.It is highly probable that these undislosed reator powers will remain self-ontained throughoutthe present universe age. But sometime in the far-distant future, in the now mobilizing universes ofouter spae, we believe that the liaison between a sevenfold Master Son and a seventh-stage CreativeSpirit may attain to absonite levels of servie attended by the appearane of new things, meanings,and values on transendental levels of ultimate universe signi�ane.Just as the Deity of the Supreme is atualizing by virtue of experiential servie, so are the CreatorSons ahieving the personal realization of the Paradise-divinity potentials bound up in their unfath-omable natures. When on Urantia, Christ Mihael one said, \I am the way, the truth, and the life."And we believe that in eternity the Mihaels are literally destined to be \the way, the truth, and thelife," ever blazing the path for all universe personalities as it leads from supreme divinity throughultimate absonity to eternal deity �nality.[Presented by a Perfetor of Wisdom from Uversa.℄
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Chapter 22The Trinitized Sons of GodTHERE are three groups of beings who are alled Sons of God. In addition to desending andasending orders of sonship there is a third group known as the Trinitized Sons of God. The trinitizedorder of sonship is subdivided into three primary divisions in aordane with the origins of its manytypes of personalities, revealed and unrevealed. These primary divisions are:1. Deity-trinitized Sons.2. Trinity-embraed Sons.3. Creature-trinitized Sons.Irrespetive of origin all Trinitized Sons of God have in ommon the experiene of trinitization,either as a part of their origin or as an experiene of Trinity embrae subsequently attained. TheDeity-trinitized Sons are unrevealed in these narratives; therefore will this presentation be on�nedto a portrayal of the remaining two groups, more partiularly the Trinity-embraed sons of God.22.1 The Trinity-Embraed SonsAll Trinity-embraed sons are originally of dual or single origin, but subsequent to the Trinity embraethey are forever devoted to Trinity servie and assignment. This orps, as revealed and as organizedfor superuniverse servie, embraes seven orders of personalities:1. Mighty Messengers.2. Those High in Authority.3. Those without Name and Number.4. Trinitized Custodians.5. Trinitized Ambassadors.6. Celestial Guardians.7. High Son Assistants.These seven groups of personalities are further lassi�ed, aording to origin, nature, and funtion,into three major divisions: the Trinitized Sons of Attainment, the Trinitized Sons of Seletion, andthe Trinitized Sons of Perfetion.The Trinitized Sons of Attainment - the Mighty Messengers, Those High in Authority, and Thosewithout Name and Number - are all Adjuster-fused asendant mortals who have attained Paradiseand the Corps of the Finality. But they are not �naliters; when they have been Trinity embraed,their names are removed from the �naliter roll all. The new sons of this order pass through spei�225



ourses of training, for omparatively short periods, on the iruit headquarters planets of the Havonairuits under the diretion of the Eternals of Days. Thereafter they are assigned to the servies ofthe Anients of Days in the seven superuniverses.The Trinitized Sons of Seletion embrae the Trinitized Custodians and the Trinitized Ambas-sadors. They are reruited from ertain of the evolutionary seraphim and translated midway reatureswho have traversed Havona and have attained Paradise, as well as from ertain of the Spirit-fused andthe Son-fused mortals who have likewise asended to the entral Isle of Light and Life. Subsequentto their embrae by the Paradise Trinity and after a brief training in Havona, the Trinitized Sons ofSeletion are assigned to the ourts of the Anients of Days.The Trinitized Sons of Perfetion. The Celestial Guardians and their o-ordinates, the High SonAssistants, omprise a unique group of twie-trinitized personalities. They are the reature-trinitizedsons of Paradise-Havona personalities or of perfeted asendant mortals who have long distinguishedthemselves in the Corps of the Finality. Some of these reature-trinitized sons, after servie withthe Supreme Exeutives of the Seven Master Spirits and after serving under the Trinity TeaherSons, are retrinitized (embraed) by the Paradise Trinity and then ommissioned to the ourts of theAnients of Days as Celestial Guardians and as High Son Assistants. Trinitized Sons of Perfetionare assigned diretly to the superuniverse servie without further training.Our Trinity-origin assoiates - Perfetors of Wisdom, Divine Counselors, and Universal Censors- are of stationary numbers, but the Trinity-embraed sons are onstantly inreasing. All sevenorders of Trinity-embraed sons are ommissioned as members of one of the seven superuniversegovernments, and the number in the servie of eah superuniverse is exatly the same; not one has everbeen lost. Trinity-embraed beings have never gone astray; they may stumble temporarily, but notone has ever been adjudged in ontempt of the superuniverse governments. The Sons of Attainmentand the Sons of Seletion have never faltered in the servie of Orvonton, but the Trinitized Sons ofPerfetion have sometimes erred in judgment and thereby aused transient onfusion.Under the diretion of the Anients of Days all seven orders funtion very muh as self-governinggroups. Their sope of servie is far-ung; Trinitized Sons of Perfetion do not leave the superuni-verse of assignment, but their trinitized assoiates range the grand universe, journeying from theevolutionary worlds of time and spae to the eternal Isle of Paradise. They may funtion in any ofthe superuniverses, but they do so always as members of the supergovernment of original designation.Apparently the Trinity-embraed sons have been permanently assigned to the servie of the sevensuperuniverses; ertainly this assignment is for the duration of the present universe age, but we havenever been informed that it is to be eternal.22.2 The Mighty MessengersMighty Messengers belong to the asendant group of the Trinitized Sons. They are a lass of perfetedmortals who have been rebellion tested or otherwise equally proved as to their personal loyalty; allhave passed through some de�nite test of universe allegiane. At some time in their Paradise asentthey stood �rm and loyal in the fae of the disloyalty of their superiors, and some did atively andloyally funtion in the plaes of suh unfaithful leaders.With suh personal reords of �delity and devotion, these asending mortals pass on throughHavona with the stream of the pilgrims of time, attain Paradise, graduate therefrom, and are musteredinto the Corps of the Finality. Thereupon they are trinitized in the seret embrae of the ParadiseTrinity and subsequently are ommissioned to beome assoiated with the Anients of Days in theadministration of the governments of the seven superuniverses.Every asendant mortal of insurretionary experiene who funtions loyally in the fae of rebellion226



is eventually destined to beome a Mighty Messenger of the superuniverse servie. Likewise is anyasendant reature who e�etively prevents suh upheavals of error, evil, or sin; for ation designedto prevent rebellion or to e�et higher types of loyalty in a universe risis is regarded as of evengreater value than loyalty in the fae of atual rebellion.The senior Mighty Messengers were hosen from those asendant mortals of time and spae whowere among the earlier Paradise arrivals, many having traversed Havona in the times of Grandfanda.But the �rst trinitizing of Mighty Messengers was not e�eted until the andidate orps ontainedrepresentatives from eah of the seven superuniverses. And the last group of this order to qualify onParadise embraed asendant pilgrims from the loal universe of Nebadon.Mighty Messengers are embraed by the Paradise Trinity in lasses of seven hundred thousand,one hundred thousand for assignment to eah superuniverse. Almost one trillion Mighty Messengersare ommissioned on Uversa, and there is every reason to believe that the number serving in eah ofthe seven superuniverses is exatly the same.I am a Mighty Messenger, and it may interest Urantians to know that the ompanion and assoiateof my mortal experiene was also triumphant in the great test, and that, though we were many timesand for long periods separated in the agelong inward asent to Havona, we were embraed in the sameseven-hundred-thousand group, and that we spent our time passing through Viegerington in loseand loving assoiation. We were �nally ommissioned and together assigned to Uversa of Orvonton,and we are often dispathed in ompany for the exeution of assignments requiring the servies oftwo Messengers.Mighty Messengers, in ommon with all Trinity-embraed sons, are assigned to all phases ofsuperuniverse ativities. They maintain onstant onnetion with their headquarters through thesuperuniverse reetivity servie. Mighty Messengers serve in all setors of a superuniverse andfrequently exeute missions to the loal universes and even to the individual worlds, as I do on thisoasion.In the superuniverse ourts, Mighty Messengers at as defenders of both individuals and planetswhen they ome up for adjudiation; they also assist the Perfetions of Days in the diretion of thea�airs of the major setors. As a group, their hief assignment is that of superuniverse observers.They are stationed on the various headquarters worlds and on individual planets of importane asthe oÆial observers of the Anients of Days. When so assigned, they also serve as advisers to theauthorities direting the a�airs of the spheres of their sojourn. The Messengers take ative part inall phases of the asendant sheme of mortal progression. With their assoiates of mortal origin theykeep the supergovernments in lose and personal touh with the status and progression of the plansof the desending Sons of God.Mighty Messengers are fully onsious of their entire asendant areers, and that is why they aresuh useful and sympatheti ministers, understanding messengers, for servie on any world of spaeand to any reature of time. As soon as you are delivered from the esh, you will ommuniatefreely and understandingly with us sine we spring from all the raes on all the evolutionary worldsof spae, that is, from those mortal raes that are indwelt by, and subsequently fused with, ThoughtAdjusters.22.3 Those High in AuthorityThose High in Authority, the seond group of the Trinitized Sons of Attainment, are all Adjuster-fusedbeings of mortal origin. These are the perfeted mortals who have exhibited superior administrativeability and have shown extraordinary exeutive genius throughout their long asending areers. Theyare the ream of governing ability derived from the surviving mortals of spae.227



Seventy thousand of Those High in Authority are trinitized at eah Trinity liaison. Though theloal universe of Nebadon is a omparatively young reation, it has representatives among a reentlytrinitized lass of this order. There are now ommissioned in Orvonton more than ten billion ofthese skillful administrators. Like all separate orders of elestial beings, they maintain their ownheadquarters on Uversa, and like the other Trinity-embraed sons, their reserves on Uversa at asthe entral direting body of their order in Orvonton.Those High in Authority are administrators without limitation. They are the everywhere-presentand always-eÆient exeutives of the Anients of Days. They serve on any sphere, on any inhabitedworld, and in any phase of ativity in any of the seven superuniverses.Having superb administrative wisdom and unusual exeutive skill, these brilliant beings assumeto present the ause of justie in behalf of the superuniverse tribunals; they foster the exeution ofjustie and the reti�ation of misadaptations in the evolutionary universes. Therefore, if you shouldever be ited for errors of judgment while you are asending the worlds and spheres of your ordainedosmi progression, it is hardly likely that you would su�er injustie sine your proseutors wouldbe onetime asendant reatures who are personally familiar with every step of the areer you havetraversed and are traversing.22.4 Those Without Name and NumberThose without Name and Number onstitute the third and last group of the Trinitized Sons ofAttainment; they are the asendant souls who have developed the ability to worship beyond the skillof all the sons and daughters of the evolutionary raes from the worlds of time and spae. Theyhave aquired a spiritual onept of the eternal purpose of the Universal Father whih omparativelytransends the omprehension of the evolutionary reatures of name or number; therefore are theydenominated Those without Name and Number. More stritly translated, their name would be\Those above Name and Number."This order of sons is embraed by the Paradise Trinity in groups of seven thousand. There are ofreord on Uversa over one hundred million of these sons ommissioned in Orvonton.Sine Those without Name and Number are the superior spiritual minds of the survival raes,they are espeially quali�ed to sit in judgment and to render opinions when a spiritual viewpoint isdesirable, and when experiene in the asendant areer is essential to an adequate omprehension ofthe questions involved in the problem to be adjudiated. They are the supreme jurors of Orvonton.A maladministered jury system may be more or less of a travesty of justie on some worlds, but onUversa and its extension tribunals we employ the highest type of evolved spiritual mentality as juror-judges. Adjudiation is the highest funtion of any government, and those who are intrusted withverdit rendering should be hosen from the highest and most noble types of the most experienedand understanding individuals.The seletion of andidates for the trinitization lasses of Mighty Messengers, Those High in Au-thority, and Those without Name and Number is inherent and automati. The seletive tehniquesof Paradise are not in any sense arbitrary. Personal experiene and spiritual values determine thepersonnel of the Trinitized Sons of Attainment. Suh beings are equal in authority and uniform inadministrative status, but they all possess individuality and diverse haraters; they are not stan-dardized beings. All are harateristially di�erent, depending on the di�erentials of their asendantareers.In addition to these experiential quali�ations, the Trinitized Sons of Attainment have been trini-tized in the divine embrae of the Paradise Deities. Consequently they funtion as the o-ordinateassoiates of the Stationary Sons of the Trinity, for the Trinity embrae does seem to preipitate out228



of the stream of future time many of the unrealized potentials of reature beings. But this is trueonerning only that whih pertains to the present universe age.This group of sons is hiey, but not wholly, onerned with the servies of the asendant areer ofthe time-spae mortals. If the viewpoint of a mortal reature is ever in doubt, the question is settledby appeal to an asendant ommission onsisting of a Mighty Messenger, One High in Authority,and One without Name and Number.You mortals who read this message may yourselves asend to Paradise, attain the Trinity em-brae, and in remote future ages be attahed to the servie of the Anients of Days in one of theseven superuniverses, and sometime be assigned to enlarge the revelation of truth to some evolvinginhabited planet, even as I am now funtioning on Urantia.22.5 The Trinitized CustodiansThe Trinitized Custodians are Trinitized Sons of Seletion. Not only do your raes and other mortalsof survival value traverse Havona, attain Paradise, and sometimes �nd themselves destined to supe-runiverse servie with the Stationary Sons of the Trinity, but your faithful seraphi guardians andyour equally faithful midway assoiates may also beome andidates for the same Trinity reognitionand superb personality destiny.Trinitized Custodians are asendant seraphim and translated midway reatures who have passedthrough Havona and have attained Paradise and the Corps of the Finality. Subsequently they wereembraed by the Paradise Trinity and were assigned to the servie of the Anients of Days.The andidates for the Trinity embrae from among the asendant seraphim are aorded thisreognition beause of their valiant o-operation with some asendant mortal who attained the Corpsof the Finality and was subsequently trinitized. My own seraphi guardian of the mortal areer wentthrough with me, was later trinitized, and now is attahed to the Uversa government as a TrinitizedCustodian.And so with the midway reatures; many are translated and ahieve Paradise and, along with theseraphim and for the same reasons, are Trinity embraed and ommissioned as Custodians in thesuperuniverses.The Trinitized Custodians are embraed by the Paradise Trinity in groups of seventy thousand,and one seventh of eah group is assigned to a superuniverse. There are now in the servie ofOrvonton slightly over ten million of these trusted and high Custodians. They serve on Uversa andon the major and minor headquarters spheres. In their labors they are assisted by a orps of severalbillion seonaphim and other able superuniverse personalities.The Trinitized Custodians start out their areers as ustodians, and they ontinue as suh inthe a�airs of the supergovernments. In a way, they are oÆers of their superuniverse governments,but they do not deal with individuals, as do the Celestial Guardians. The Trinitized Custodiansadminister group a�airs and foster olletive projets. They are the ustodians of reords, plans,and institutions; they at as the trustees of undertakings, personality groups, asendant projets,morontia plans, universe projetions, and innumerable other enterprises.22.6 The Trinitized AmbassadorsTrinitized Ambassadors are the seond order of the Trinitized Sons of Seletion and like their asso-iates, the Custodians, are reruited from two types of asendant reatures. Not all asending mortalsare Adjuster or Father fused; some are Spirit fused, some are Son fused. Certain of these Spirit-229



and Son-fused mortals reah Havona and attain Paradise. From among these Paradise asenders,andidates are seleted for the Trinity embrae, and from time to time they are trinitized in lassesof seven thousand. They are then ommissioned in the superuniverses as Trinitized Ambassadors ofthe Anients of Days. Almost one-half billion are registered on Uversa.Trinitized Ambassadors are seleted for the Trinity embrae upon the advies of their Havonateahers. They represent the superior minds of their respetive groups and are, therefore, bestquali�ed to assist the superuniverse rulers in understanding and in administering the interests ofthose worlds from whih the Spirit-fused mortals hail. The Son-fused Ambassadors are of greatassistane in our dealings with problems involving the Son-fused order of personality.Trinitized Ambassadors are the emissaries of the Anients of Days for any and all purposes, to anyand all worlds or universes within the superuniverse of their assignment. They render partiular andimportant servies on the headquarters of the minor setors, and they perform the numberless mis-ellaneous assignments of a superuniverse. They are the emergeny or reserve orps of the TrinitizedSons of the supergovernments, and they are therefore available for a great range of duties. Theyengage in thousands upon thousands of undertakings in superuniverse a�airs whih it is impossibleto portray to human minds sine there is nothing transpiring on Urantia that is in any way analogousto these ativities.22.7 Tehnique of TrinitizationI annot fully unfold to the material mind the experiene of the supreme reative performane ofperfet and perfeted spiritual beings - the at of trinitization. The tehniques of trinitization areamong the serets of Viegerington and Solitarington and are revealable to, and understandableby, none save those who have passed through these unique experienes. Therefore is it beyond thepossibility of any being suessfully to portray to the human mind the nature and purport of thisextraordinary transation.Aside from the Deities, only Paradise-Havona personalities and ertain members of eah of the�naliter orps engage in trinitization. Under speialized onditions of Paradise perfetion, thesesuperb beings may embark upon the unique adventure of onept-identity, and they are many timessuessful in the prodution of a new being, a reature-trinitized son.The glori�ed reatures who engage in suh adventures of trinitization may partiipate in onlyone suh experiene, whereas with the Paradise Deities there seems to be no limit to the ontinuedenatment of trinitization episodes. Deity seems to be limited in just one respet: There an be onlyone Original and In�nite Spirit, only one in�nite exeutive of the united will of the Father-Son.The asendant Adjuster-fused mortal �naliters who have attained ertain levels of Paradise ultureand spiritual development are among those who an essay to trinitize a reature being. Mortal-�naliter ompanies, when stationed on Paradise, are granted a reess every millennium of Havonatime. There are seven di�erent ways suh �naliters may elet to spend this duty-free period, and oneof these is, in assoiation with some fellow �naliter or some Paradise-Havona personality, to attemptthe enatment of reature trinitization.If two mortal �naliters, on going before the Arhitets of the Master Universe, demonstrate thatthey have independently hosen an idential onept for trinitization, the Arhitets are empowered,on their own disretion, to promulgate mandates permitting these glori�ed mortal asenders to extendtheir reess and to remove themselves for a time to the trinitizing setor of the Paradise Citizens. Atthe end of this assigned retreat, if they report that they have singly and jointly eleted to make theparadisiaal e�ort to spiritualize, idealize, and atualize a seleted and original onept whih hasnot theretofore been trinitized, then does Master Spirit Number Seven issue orders authorizing suh230



an extraordinary undertaking.Unbelievably long periods of time are sometimes onsumed in these adventures; an age seemsto pass before these faithful and determined onetime mortals - and sometimes Paradise-Havonapersonalities - �nally ahieve their goal, really sueed in bringing their hosen onept of universaltruth into atual being. And not always do these devoted ouples meet with suess; many timesthey fail, and that through no disoverable error on their part. Candidates for trinitization whothus fail are admitted to a speial group of �naliters who are designated as beings who have madethe supreme e�ort and sustained the supreme disappointment. When the Paradise Deities unite totrinitize, they always sueed, but not so with a homogeneous pair of reatures, the attempted unionof two members of the same order of being.When a new and original being is trinitized by the Gods, the divine parents are in deity potentialunhanged; but when exalted reature beings enat suh a reative episode, one of the ontratingand partiipating individuals undergoes a unique personality modi�ation. The two anestors ofa reature-trinitized son beome in a ertain sense spiritually as one. We believe that this statusof bi-uni�ation of ertain spiritual phases of personality will probably prevail until suh time asthe Supreme Being shall have attained full and ompleted manifestation of personality in the granduniverse.Simultaneously with the appearane of a new reature-trinitized son, there ours this funtionalspiritual union of the two anestors; the two trinitizing parents beome one on the ultimate funtionallevel. No reated being in the universe an fully explain this amazing phenomenon; it is a near-divine experiene. When the Father and the Son united to eternalize the In�nite Spirit, upon theaomplishment of their purpose they immediately beame as one and ever sine have been one. Andwhile the trinitization union of two reatures is on the order of the in�nite sope of the perfet Deityunion of the Universal Father and the Eternal Son, the reperussions of reature trinitization are noteternal in nature; they will terminate upon the ompleted fatualization of the experiential Deities.While these parents of reature-trinitized sons beome as one in their universe assignments, theyontinue to be rekoned as two personalities in the make-up and roll alls of the Corps of the Finalityand of the Arhitets of the Master Universe. During the urrent universe age, all trinitization-unitedparents are inseparable in assignment and funtion; where one goes the other goes, what one doesthe other does. If parental bi-uni�ation involves a mortal (or other) �naliter and a Paradise-Havonapersonality, the united parental beings funtion neither with the Paradisers, Havoners, nor �naliters.Suh mixed unions forgather in a speial orps made up of similar beings. And in all trinitizationunions, mixed or otherwise, the parental beings are onsious of, and an ommuniate with, eahother, and they an perform duties that neither ould have previously disharged.The Seven Master Spirits have authority to santion the trinitizing union of �naliters and Paradise-Havona personalities, and suh mixed liaisons are always suessful. The resultant magni�entreature-trinitized sons are representative of onepts unsuited to the omprehension of either theeternal reatures of Paradise or the time reatures of spae; hene they beome the wards of the Ar-hitets of the Master Universe. These trinitized sons of destiny embody ideas, ideals, and experienewhih apparently pertain to a future universe age and are therefore of no immediate pratial valueto either the super- or entral universe administrations. These unique sons of the hildren of timeand the itizens of eternity are all held in reserve on Viegerington, where they are engaged in thestudy of the onepts of time and the realities of eternity in a speial setor of the sphere oupiedby the seret olleges of the orps of the Creator Sons.The Supreme Being is the uni�ation of three phases of Deity reality: God the Supreme, thespiritual uni�ation of ertain �nite aspets of the Paradise Trinity; the Almighty Supreme, thepower uni�ation of the grand universe Creators; and the Supreme Mind, the individual ontributionof the Third Soure and Center and his o-ordinates to the reality of the Supreme Being. In theirtrinitization adventures the superb reatures of the entral universe and Paradise are engaged in a231



threefold exploration of the Deity of the Supreme whih results in the prodution of three orders ofreature-trinitized sons:1. Asender-trinitized Sons. In their reative e�orts the �naliters are attempting to trinitizeertain oneptual realities of the Almighty Supreme whih they have experientially aquired in theirasension through time and spae to Paradise.2. Paradise-Havona-trinitized Sons. The reative e�orts of the Paradise Citizens and the Havonersresult in the trinitization of ertain high spiritual aspets of the Supreme Being whih they haveexperientially aquired on a supersupreme bakground bordering on the Ultimate and the Eternal.3. Trinitized Sons of Destiny. But when a �naliter and a Paradise-Havoner together trinitize anew reature, this onjoint e�ort reperusses in ertain phases of the Supreme-Ultimate Mind. Theresulting reature-trinitized sons are superreational; they represent atualities of Supreme-UltimateDeity whih have not been otherwise experientially attained, and whih, therefore, automatiallyfall within the provine of the Arhitets of the Master Universe, ustodians of those things whihtransend the reational limits of the present universe age. The trinitized sons of destiny embodyertain aspets of the unrevealed master universe funtion of the Supreme-Ultimate. We do not knowa great deal about these onjoint hildren of time and eternity, but we know muh more than we arepermitted to reveal.
22.8 The Creature-Trinitized SonsIn addition to the reature-trinitized sons onsidered in this narrative, there are numerous unrevealedorders of reature-trinitized beings - the diverse progeny of the multiple liaisons of seven �naliter orpsand Paradise-Havona personalities. But all these reature-trinitized beings, revealed and unrevealed,are endowed with personality by the Universal Father.When new asender-trinitized and Paradise-Havona-trinitized sons are young and untrained, theyare usually dispathed for long periods of servie on the seven Paradise spheres of the In�nite Spirit,where they serve under the tutelage of the Seven Supreme Exeutives. Subsequently they may beadopted for further training in the loal universes by the Trinity Teaher Sons.These adopted sons of high and glori�ed reature origin are the apprenties, student helpers, ofthe Teaher Sons, and as regards lassi�ation they are often temporarily numbered with these Sons.They may and do exeute many noble assignments in self-denial in behalf of their hosen realms ofservie.The Teaher Sons in the loal universes may nominate their reature-trinitized wards for embraeby the Paradise Trinity. Emerging from this embrae as Trinitized Sons of Perfetion, they enter theservie of the Anients of Days in the seven superuniverses, that being the present known destiny ofthis unique group of twie-trinitized beings.Not all reature-trinitized sons are Trinity embraed; many beome the assoiates and ambassadorsof the Seven Master Spirits of Paradise, of the Reetive Spirits of the superuniverses, and of theMother Spirits of the loal reations. Others may aept speial assignments on the eternal Isle. Stillothers may enter the speial servies on the seret worlds of the Father and on the Paradise spheresof the Spirit. Eventually many �nd their way into the onjoint orps of the Trinitized Sons on theinner iruit of Havona.Exepting the Trinitized Sons of Perfetion and those who are forgathering on Viegerington, thesupreme destiny of all reature-trinitized sons appears to be entrane into the Corps of TrinitizedFinaliters, one of the seven Paradise Corps of the Finality.232



22.9 The Celestial Guardians
Creature-trinitized sons are embraed by the Paradise Trinity in lasses of seven thousand. Thesetrinitized o�spring of perfeted humans and of Paradise-Havona personalities are all equally embraedby the Deities, but they are assigned to the superuniverses in aordane with the advie of theirformer instrutors, the Trinity Teaher Sons. Those of more aeptable servie are ommissionedHigh Son Assistants; those of less distinguished performane are designated Celestial Guardians.When these unique beings have been Trinity embraed, they beome valuable adjunts to thesuperuniverse governments. They are versed in the a�airs of the asendant areer, not by personalasension, but as a result of their servie with the Trinity Teaher Sons on the worlds of spae.Almost one billion Celestial Guardians have been ommissioned in Orvonton. They are hieyassigned to the administrations of the Perfetions of Days on the headquarters of the major setorsand are ably assisted by a orps of asendant Son-fused mortals.The Celestial Guardians are the oÆers of the ourts of the Anients of Days, funtioning asourt messengers and as bearers of the summonses and deisions of the various tribunals of thesuperuniverse governments. They are the apprehending agents of the Anients of Days; they goforth from Uversa to bring bak beings whose presene is required before the superuniverse judges;they exeute the mandates for the detention of any personality in the superuniverse. They alsoaompany Spirit-fused mortals of the loal universes when, for any reason, their presene is requiredon Uversa.The Celestial Guardians and their assoiates, the High Son Assistants, have never been indwelt byAdjusters. Neither are they Spirit nor Son fused. The embrae of the Paradise Trinity does, however,ompensate for the nonfused status of the Trinitized Sons of Perfetion. The Trinity embrae mayat solely upon the idea whih is personi�ed in a reature-trinitized son, leaving the embraed sonotherwise unhanged, but suh a limitation ours only when so planned.These twie-trinitized sons are marvelous beings, but they are neither as versatile nor dependableas their asendant assoiates; they lak that tremendous and profound personal experiene whih therest of the sons belonging to this group have aquired by atually limbing up to glory from the darkdomains of spae. We of the asendant areer love them and do all in our power to ompensate theirde�ienies, but they make us ever grateful for our lowly origin and our apaity for experiene. Theirwillingness to reognize and aknowledge their de�ienies in the experienible realities of universeasension is transendently beautiful and sometimes most touhingly patheti.Trinitized Sons of Perfetion are limited in ontrast to other Trinity-embraed sons beause theirexperiential apaity is time-spae inhibited. They are experiene-de�ient, despite long training withthe Supreme Exeutives and the Teaher Sons, and if this were not the ase, experiential saturationwould prelude their being left in reserve for aquiring experiene in a future universe age. Thereis simply nothing in all universal existene whih an take the plae of atual personal experiene,and these reature-trinitized sons are held in reserve for experiential funtion in some future universeepoh.On the mansion worlds I have often seen these digni�ed oÆers of the high ourts of the supe-runiverse look so longingly and appealingly at even the reent arrivals from the evolutionary worldsof spae that one ould not help realizing that these possessors of nonexperiential trinitization reallyenvied their supposedly less fortunate brethren who asend the universal path by steps of bona �deexperiene and atual living. Notwithstanding their handiaps and limitations they are a wonderfullyuseful and ever-willing orps of workers when it omes to the exeution of the omplex administrativeplans of the superuniverse governments. 233



22.10 High Son AssistantsThe High Son Assistants are the superior group of the retrinitized trinitized sons of glori�ed asen-dant beings of the Mortal Corps of the Finality and of their eternal assoiates, the Paradise-Havonapersonalities. They are assigned to the superuniverse servie and funtion as personal aids to thehigh sons of the governments of the Anients of Days. They might �ttingly be denominated privateseretaries. They at, from time to time, as lerks for speial ommissions and other group asso-iations of the high sons. They serve Perfetors of Wisdom, Divine Counselors, Universal Censors,Mighty Messengers, Those High in Authority, and Those without Name and Number.If, in disussing the Celestial Guardians, I have seemed to all attention to the limitations andhandiaps of these twie-trinitized sons, let me now, in all fairness, all attention to their one pointof great strength, the attribute whih makes them almost invaluable to us. These beings owe theirvery existene to the fat that they are the personi�ation of a single and supreme onept. Theyare the personality embodiment of some divine idea, some universal ideal, as it has never beforebeen oneived, expressed, or trinitized. And they have subsequently been Trinity embraed; thusthey show forth and atually embody the very wisdom of the divine Trinity as onerns the idea-ideal of their personality existene. As far as that partiular onept is revealable to the universes,these personalities embody all of everything that any reature or Creator intelligene ould possiblyoneive, express, or exemplify. They are that idea personi�ed.Can you not see that suh living onentrations of a single supreme onept of universe realitywould be of untold servie to those who are intrusted with the administration of the superuniverses?Not long sine I was direted to head a ommission of six - one of eah of the high sons - assignedto the study of three problems pertaining to a group of new universes in the south parts of Orvonton.I was made autely aware of the value of the High Son Assistants when I made requisition on thehief of their order on Uversa for temporary assignment of suh seretaries to my ommission. The�rst of our ideas was represented by a High Son Assistant on Uversa, who was forthwith attahedto our group. Our seond problem was embodied in a High Son Assistant assigned to superuniversenumber three. We seured muh help from this soure through the entral universe learinghouse forthe o-ordination and dissemination of essential knowledge, but nothing omparable to the assistanea�orded by the atual presene of a personality who is a onept reature-trinitized in supremayand Deity-trinitized in �nality. Conerning our third problem, the reords of Paradise dislosed thatsuh an idea had never been reature trinitized.High Son Assistants are unique and original personalizations of tremendous onepts and stupen-dous ideals. And as suh they are able to impart inexpressible illumination to our deliberations fromtime to time. When I am ating on some remote assignment out in the universes of spae, thinkwhat it means, by way of assistane, if I am so fortunate as to have attahed to my mission a HighSon Assistant who is the fullness of divine onept regarding the very problem I have been sent toattak and solve; and I have repeatedly had this very experiene. The only diÆulty with this plan isthat no superuniverse an have a omplete edition of these trinitized ideas; we only get one seventhof these beings; so it is only about one time in seven that we enjoy the personal assoiation of thesebeings even when the reords indiate that the idea has been trinitized.We ould use to great advantage muh larger numbers of these beings on Uversa. Beause oftheir value to the superuniverse administrations, we, in every way possible, enourage the pilgrims ofspae and also the residents of Paradise to attempt trinitization after they have ontributed to oneanother those experiential realities whih are essential to the enatment of suh reative adventures.We now have in our superuniverse about one and a quarter million High Son Assistants, andthey serve on both the major and minor setors, even as they funtion on Uversa. They very oftenaompany us on our assignments to the remote universes. High Son Assistants are not permanentlyassigned to any Son or to any ommission. They are in onstant irulation, serving where the idea234



or ideal whih they are an best further the eternal purposes of the Paradise Trinity, whose sons theyhave beome.They are touhingly a�etionate, superbly loyal, exquisitely intelligent, supremely wise - regardinga single idea - and transendently humble. While they an impart to you the lore of the universeonerning their one idea or ideal, it is well-nigh patheti to observe them seeking knowledge andinformation on hosts of other subjets, even from the asending mortals.And this is the narrative of the origin, nature, and funtioning of ertain of those who are alledthe Trinitized Sons of God, more partiularly of those who have passed through the divine embraeof the Paradise Trinity, and who have then been assigned to the servies of the superuniverses, thereto give wise and understanding o-operation with the administrators of the Anients of Days intheir untiring e�orts to failitate the inward progress of the asending mortals of time toward theirimmediate Havona destination and their eventual Paradise goal.[Narrated by a Mighty Messenger of the revelatory orps of Orvonton.℄
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Chapter 23The Solitary MessengersSOLITARY Messengers are the personal and universal orps of the Conjoint Creator; they are the�rst and senior order of the Higher Personalities of the In�nite Spirit. They represent the initialreative ation of the In�nite Spirit in solitary funtion for the purpose of bringing into existenesolitary personality spirits. Neither the Father nor the Son diretly partiipated in this stupendousspiritualization.These spirit messengers were personalized in a single reative episode, and their number is station-ary. Although I have one of these extraordinary beings assoiated with me on this present mission, Ido not know how many suh personalities exist in the universe of universes. I only know, from timeto time, how many are of registry-reord as funtioning for the time being within the jurisditionof our superuniverse. From the last Uversa report I observe that there were almost 7,690 trillionSolitary Messengers then operating within the boundaries of Orvonton; and I onjeture that this isonsiderably less than one seventh of their total number.23.1 Nature and Origin of Solitary MessengersImmediately following the reation of the Seven Spirits of the Havona Ciruits the In�nite Spiritbrought into being the vast orps of Solitary Messengers. There is no part of the universal reationwhih is pre-existent to the Solitary Messengers exept Paradise and the Havona iruits; they havefuntioned throughout the grand universe from near eternity. They are fundamental to the divinetehnique of the In�nite Spirit for self-revelation to, and personal ontat with, the far-ung reationsof time and spae.Notwithstanding that these messengers are existent from the near times of eternity, they are allaware of a beginning of selfhood. They are onsious of time, being the �rst of the reation of theIn�nite Spirit to possess suh a time onsiousness. They are the �rst-born reatures of the In�niteSpirit to be personalized in time and spiritualized in spae.These solitary spirits ame forth in the dawn of time as full-edged and perfetly endowed spiritbeings. They are all equal, and there are no lasses or subdivisions founded on personal variation.Their lassi�ations are based wholly on the type of work to whih they are assigned from time totime.Mortals start out as well-nigh material beings on the worlds of spae and asend inward towardsthe Great Centers; these solitary spirits start out at the enter of all things and rave assignmentto the remote reations, even to the individual worlds of the outermost loal universes and even onbeyond.Though denominated Solitary Messengers, they are not lonesome spirits, for they truly like to237



work alone. They are the only beings in all reation who an and do enjoy a solitary existene, albeitthey equally enjoy assoiation with the very few orders of universe intelligene with whom they anfraternize.Solitary Messengers are not isolated in their servie; they are onstantly in touh with the wealthof the intellet of all reation as they are apable of \listening in" on all the broadasts of the realmsof their sojourn. They an also interommuniate with members of their own immediate orps, thosebeings doing the same kind of work in the same superuniverse. They ould ommuniate with othersof their number, but they have been direted by the ounil of the Seven Master Spirits not to doso, and they are a loyal group; they do not disobey or default. There is no reord that a SolitaryMessenger ever stumbled into darkness.The Solitary Messengers, like the Universe Power Diretors, are among the very few types of beingsoperating throughout the realms who are exempt from apprehension or detention by the tribunalsof time and spae. They ould be ited to appear before no one exept the Seven Master Spirits,but not in all the annals of the master universe has this Paradise ounil ever been alled upon toadjudiate the ase of a Solitary Messenger.These messengers of solitary assignment are a dependable, self-reliant, versatile, thoroughly spir-itual, and broadly sympatheti group of reated beings derived from the Third Soure and Center;they operate by the authority of the In�nite Spirit resident on the entral Isle of Paradise and aspersonalized on the headquarters spheres of the loal universes. They are onstant partakers of thediret iruit emanating from the In�nite Spirit, even when they funtion in the loal reations underthe immediate inuene of the loal universe Mother Spirits.There is a tehnial reason why these Solitary Messengers must travel and work alone. For shortperiods and when stationary, they an ollaborate in a group, but when thus ensembled, they arealtogether ut o� from the sustenane and diretion of their Paradise iruit; they are wholly isolated.When in transit, or when operating in the iruits of spae and the urrents of time, if two or moreof this order are in lose proximity, both or all are thrown out of liaison with the higher irulatingfores. They are \short iruited" as you might desribe it in illustrative symbols. Therefore theyhave inherent within them a power of automati alarm, a warning signal, whih unerringly operatesto apprise them of approahing onits and unfailingly keeps them suÆiently separated as notto interfere with their proper and e�etive funtioning. They also possess inherent and automatipowers whih detet and indiate the proximity of both the Inspired Trinity Spirits and the divineThought Adjusters.These messengers possess no power of personality extension or reprodution, but there is pra-tially no work of the universes in whih they annot engage, and to whih they annot ontributesomething essential and helpful. Espeially are they the great timesavers for those who are onernedin the administration of universe a�airs; and they assist us all, from the highest to the lowest.23.2 Assignments of Solitary MessengersSolitary Messengers are not permanently attahed to any individual or group of elestial personalities.They are on duty, always by assignment, and during suh servie they work under the immediatesupervision of those who diret the realms of their attahment. Among themselves they have neitherorganization nor government of any kind; they are Solitary Messengers.Solitary Messengers are assigned by the In�nite Spirit to the following seven divisions of servie:1. Messengers of the Paradise Trinity.2. Messengers of the Havona Ciruits. 238



3. Messengers of the Superuniverses.4. Messengers of the Loal Universes.5. Explorers of Undireted Assignment.6. Ambassadors and Emissaries of Speial Assignment.7. Revelators of Truth.These spirit messengers are in every sense interhangeable from one type of servie to another;suh transfers are onstantly taking plae. There are no separate orders of Solitary Messengers; theyare spiritually alike and in every sense equal. While they are generally designated by number, theyare known to the In�nite Spirit by personal names. They are known to the rest of us by the nameor number designative of their urrent assignment.1. Messengers of the Paradise Trinity. I am not permitted to reveal muh of the work of the groupof messengers assigned to the Trinity. They are the trusted and seret servants of the Deities, andwhen intrusted with speial messages whih involve the unrevealed poliies and future ondut ofthe Gods, they have never been known to divulge a seret or betray the on�dene reposed in theirorder. And all this is related in this onnetion, not to appear boastful of their perfetion, but ratherto point out that the Deities an and do reate perfet beings.The onfusion and turmoil of Urantia do not signify that the Paradise Rulers lak either interestor ability to manage a�airs di�erently. The Creators are possessed of full power to make Urantiaa veritable paradise, but suh an Eden would not ontribute to the development of those strong,noble, and experiened haraters whih the Gods are so surely forging out on your world betweenthe anvils of neessity and the hammers of anguish. Your anxieties and sorrows, your trials anddisappointments, are just as muh a part of the divine plan on your sphere as are the exquisiteperfetion and in�nite adaptation of all things to their supreme purpose on the worlds of the entraland perfet universe.2. Messengers of the Havona Ciruits. Throughout the asendant areer you will be vaguely, butinreasingly, able to detet the presene of the Solitary Messengers, but not until you reah Havonawill you reognize them unmistakably. The �rst of the messengers you will see fae to fae will bethose of the Havona iruits.Solitary Messengers enjoy speial relations with the natives of the Havona worlds. These messen-gers, who are so funtionally handiapped when assoiating with one another, an and do have avery lose and personal ommunion with the Havona natives. But it is quite impossible to onvey tohuman minds the supreme satisfations onsequent upon the ontat of the minds of these divinelyperfet beings with the spirits of suh near-transendent personalities.3. Messengers of the Superuniverses. The Anients of Days, those personalities of Trinity originwho preside over the destinies of the seven superuniverses, those trios of divine power and admin-istrative wisdom, are bountifully supplied with Solitary Messengers. It is only through this orderof messengers that the triune rulers of one superuniverse an diretly and personally ommuniatewith the rulers of another. Solitary Messengers are the only available type of spirit intelligene -aside, possibly, from the Inspired Trinity Spirits - that an be dispathed from the headquarters ofone superuniverse diretly to the headquarters of another. All other personalities must make suhexursions by way of Havona and the exeutive worlds of the Master Spirits.There are some kinds of information whih annot be obtained either by Gravity Messengers,reetivity, or broadast. And when the Anients of Days would ertainly know these things, theymust dispath a Solitary Messenger to the soure of knowledge. Long before the presene of life onUrantia the messenger now assoiated with me was assigned on a mission out of Uversa to the entraluniverse - was absent from the roll alls of Orvonton for almost a million years but returned in duetime with the desired information. 239



There is no limitation upon the servie of Solitary Messengers in the superuniverses; they mayfuntion as exeutioners of the high tribunals or as intelligene gatherers for the good of the realm.Of all the superreations they most delight to serve in Orvonton beause here the need is greatestand the opportunities for heroi e�ort are greatly multiplied. In the more needy realms we all enjoythe satisfation of a more replete funtion.4. Messengers of the Loal Universes. In the servies of a loal universe there is no limit uponthe funtioning of the Solitary Messengers. They are the faithful revealers of the motives and intentof the loal universe Mother Spirit, although they are under the full jurisdition of the reigningMaster Son. And this is true of all messengers operating in a loal universe, whether they aretraveling out diretly from universe headquarters, or whether they are ating temporarily in liaisonwith Constellation Fathers, System Sovereigns, or Planetary Prines. Before the onentration of allpower in the hands of a Creator Son at the time of his elevation as sovereign ruler of his universe,these messengers of the loal universes funtion under the general diretion of the Anients of Daysand are immediately responsible to their resident representative, the Union of Days.5. Explorers of Undireted Assignment. When the reserve orps of the Solitary Messengers isoverreruited, there issues from one of the Seven Supreme Power Diretors a all for explorationvolunteers; and there is never a lak of volunteers, for they delight to be dispathed as free anduntrammeled explorers, to experiene the thrill of �nding the organizing nuleuses of new worlds anduniverses.They go forth to investigate the lues furnished by the spae ontemplators of the realms. Un-doubtedly the Paradise Deities know of the existene of these undisovered energy systems of spae,but they never divulge suh information. If the Solitary Messengers did not explore and hart thesenewly organizing energy enters, suh phenomena would long remain unnotied even by the intelli-genes of adjaent realms. Solitary Messengers, as a lass, are highly sensitive to gravity; aordinglythey an sometimes detet the probable presene of very small dark planets, the very worlds whihare best adapted to life experiments.These messenger-explorers of undireted assignment patrol the master universe. They are on-stantly out on exploring expeditions to the unharted regions of all outer spae. Very muh of theinformation whih we possess of transations in the realms of outer spae, we owe to the explorationsof the Solitary Messengers as they often work and study with the elestial astronomers.6. Ambassadors and Emissaries of Speial Assignment. Loal universes situated within the samesuperuniverse ustomarily exhange ambassadors seleted from their native orders of sonship. But toavoid delay, Solitary Messengers are frequently asked to go as ambassadors from one loal reation toanother, to represent and interpret one realm to another. For example: When a newly inhabited realmis disovered, it may prove to be so remote in spae that a long time will pass before an enseraphimedambassador an reah this far-distant universe. An enseraphimed being annot possibly exeed theveloity of 558,840 Urantia miles in one seond of your time. Massive stars, rossurrents, anddetours, as well as attration tangents, will all tend to retard suh speed so that on a long journeythe veloity will average about 550,000 miles per seond.When it develops that it will require hundreds of years for a native ambassador to reah a far-distant loal universe, a Solitary Messenger is often asked to proeed there immediately to at asambassador ad interim. Solitary Messengers an go in very short order, not independently of timeand spae as do the Gravity Messengers, but nearly so. They also serve in other irumstanes asemissaries of speial assignment.7. Revelators of Truth. The Solitary Messengers regard the assignment to reveal truth as thehighest trust of their order. And they funtion ever and anon in this apaity, from the superuniversesto the individual planets of spae. They are frequently attahed to ommissions whih are sent toenlarge the revelation of truth to the worlds and systems.240



23.3 Time and Spae Servies of Solitary MessengersThe Solitary Messengers are the highest type of perfet and on�dential personality available inall realms for the quik transmission of important and urgent messages when it is inexpedient toutilize either the broadast servie or the reetivity mehanism. They serve in an endless varietyof assignments, helping out the spiritual and material beings of the realms, partiularly where theelement of time is involved. Of all orders assigned to the servies of the superuniverse domains, theyare the highest and most versatile personalized beings who an ome so near to defying time andspae.The universe is well supplied with spirits who utilize gravity for purposes of transit; they ango anywhere any time - instanter - but they are not persons. Certain other gravity traversersare personal beings, suh as Gravity Messengers and Transendental Reorders, but they are notavailable to the super- and the loal universe administrators. The worlds teem with angels andmen and other highly personal beings, but they are handiapped by time and spae: The limit ofveloity for most nonenseraphimed beings is 186,280 miles of your world per seond of your time; themidway reatures and ertain others an, often do, attain double veloity - 372,560 miles per seond- while the seraphim and others an traverse spae at triple veloity, about 558,840 miles per seond.There are, however, no transit or messenger personalities who funtion between the instantaneousveloities of the gravity traversers and the omparatively slow speeds of the seraphim, exept theSolitary Messengers.Solitary Messengers are, therefore, generally used for dispath and servie in those situations wherepersonality is essential to the ahievement of the assignment, and where it is desired to avoid theloss of time whih would be oasioned by the sending of any other readily available type of personalmessenger. They are the only de�nitely personalized beings who an synhronize with the ombineduniversal urrents of the grand universe. Their veloity in traversing spae is variable, dependingon a great variety of interfering inuenes, but the reord shows that on the journey to ful�ll thismission my assoiate messenger proeeded at the rate of 841,621,642,000 of your miles per seond ofyour time.It is wholly beyond my ability to explain to the material type of mind how a spirit an be a realperson and at the same time traverse spae at suh tremendous veloities. But these very SolitaryMessengers atually ome to, and go from, Urantia at these inomprehensible speeds; indeed, thewhole eonomy of universal administration would be largely deprived of its personal element werethis not a fat.The Solitary Messengers are able to funtion as emergeny lines of ommuniation throughoutremote spae regions, realms not embraed within the established iruits of the grand universe.It develops that one messenger, when so funtioning, an transmit a message or send an impulsethrough spae to a fellow messenger about one hundred light-years away as Urantia astronomersestimate stellar distanes.Of the myriads of beings who o-operate with us in the ondut of the a�airs of the superuniverse,none are more important in pratial helpfulness and timesaving assistane. In the universes of spaewe must rekon with the handiaps of time; hene the great servie of the Solitary Messengers, who,by means of their personal prerogatives of ommuniation, are somewhat independent of spae and,by virtue of their tremendous transit veloities, are so nearly independent of time.I am at a loss to explain to Urantia mortals how the Solitary Messengers an be without formand yet possess real and de�nite personalities. Although they are without that form whih wouldnaturally be assoiated with personality, they do possess a spirit presene whih is disernible byall higher types of spirit beings. The Solitary Messengers are the only lass of beings who seem tobe possessed of well-nigh all the advantages of a formless spirit oupled with all the prerogatives ofa full-edged personality. They are true persons, yet endowed with nearly all of the attributes of241



impersonal spirit manifestation.In the seven superuniverses, ordinarily - but not always - everything whih tends to inrease anyreature's liberation from the handiaps of time and spae proportionately diminishes personalityprerogatives. Solitary Messengers are an exeption to this general law. They are in their ativitiesall but unrestrited in the utilization of any and all of the limitless avenues of spiritual expression,divine servie, personal ministry, and osmi ommuniation. If you ould view these extraordinarybeings in the light of my experiene in universe administration, you would omprehend how diÆultit would be to o-ordinate superuniverse a�airs were it not for their versatile o-operation.No matter how muh the universe may enlarge, no more Solitary Messengers will probably everbe reated. As the universes grow, the expanded work of administration must be inreasingly borneby other types of spirit ministers and by those beings who take origin in these new reations, suhas the reatures of the Sovereign Sons and the loal universe Mother Spirits.23.4 Speial Ministry of Solitary MessengersThe Solitary Messengers seem to be personality o-ordinators for all types of spirit beings. Theirministry helps to make all the personalities of the far-ung spiritual world akin. They ontributemuh to the development, in all spirit beings, of a onsiousness of group identity. Every type ofspirit being is served by speial groups of Solitary Messengers who foster the ability of suh beingsto understand and fraternize with all other types and orders, however dissimilar.The Solitary Messengers demonstrate suh an amazing ability to o-ordinate all types and ordersof �nite personality - even to make ontat with the absonite regime of the master universe overon-trollers - that some of us postulate that the reation of these messengers by the In�nite Spirit is insome manner related to the Conjoint Ator's bestowal of Supreme-Ultimate Mind.When a �naliter and a Paradise Citizen o-operate in the trinitization of a \hild of time and eter-nity" - a transation involving the unrevealed mind potentials of the Supreme-Ultimate - and whensuh an unlassi�ed personality is dispathed to Viegerington, a Solitary Messenger (a onjeturedpersonality reperussion of the bestowal of suh deity mind) is always assigned as guardian-ompanionto suh a reature-trinitized son. This messenger aompanies the new son of destiny to the worldof his assignment and nevermore leaves Viegerington. When thus attahed to the destinies of ahild of time and eternity, a Solitary Messenger is forever transferred to the sole supervision of theArhitets of the Master Universe. What the future of suh an extraordinary assoiation may be,we do not know. For ages these partnerships of unique personalities have ontinued to forgather onViegerington, but not even a single pair has ever gone forth therefrom.Solitary Messengers are of stationary numbers, but the trinitization of the sons of destiny isapparently an unlimited tehnique. Sine eah trinitized son of destiny has assigned to him a SolitaryMessenger, it appears to us that at some time in the remote future the supply of messengers willbeome exhausted. Who will take up their work in the grand universe? Will their servie be assumedby some new development among the Inspired Trinity Spirits? Is the grand universe at some remoteperiod going to be more nearly administered by Trinity-origin beings while the single- and dual-originreatures move on into the realms of outer spae? If the messengers return to their former servie,will these sons of destiny aompany them? Will the trinitizations between �naliters and Paradise-Havoners ease when the supply of Solitary Messengers has been absorbed as guardian-ompanionsof these sons of destiny? Are all our eÆient Solitary Messengers going to be onentrated onViegerington? Are these extraordinary spirit personalities going to be eternally assoiated withthese trinitized sons of unrevealed destiny? What signi�ane should we attah to the fat that theseouples forgathering on Viegerington are under the exlusive diretion of those mighty mysterybeings, the Arhitets of the Master Universe? These and many similar questions we ask ourselves,242



and ask numerous other orders of elestial beings, but we do not know the answers.This transation, together with many similar ourrenes in universe administration, unmistakablyindiates that the personnel of the grand universe, even that of Havona and Paradise, is undergoinga de�nite and ertain reorganization in o-ordination with, and with referene to, the vast energyevolutions now taking plae throughout the realms of outer spae.We inline to the belief that the eternal future will witness phenomena of universe evolution whihwill far transend all that the eternal past has experiened. And we antiipate suh tremendousadventures, even as you should, with keen relish and ever-heightening expetation.[Presented by a Divine Counselor from Uversa.℄
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Chapter 24Higher Personalities of the In�niteSpiritON UVERSA we divide all personalities and entities of the Conjoint Creator into three grand divi-sions: the Higher Personalities of the In�nite Spirit, the Messenger Hosts of Spae, and the Minis-tering Spirits of Time, those spirit beings who are onerned with teahing and ministering to thewill reatures of the asendant sheme of mortal progression.Those Higher Personalities of the In�nite Spirit that �nd mention in these narratives funtionthroughout the grand universe in seven divisions:1. Solitary Messengers.2. Universe Ciruit Supervisors.3. Census Diretors.4. Personal Aids of the In�nite Spirit.5. Assoiate Inspetors.6. Assigned Sentinels.7. Graduate Guides.Solitary Messengers, Ciruit Supervisors, Census Diretors, and the Personal Aids are hara-terized by the possession of tremendous endowments of antigravity. The Solitary Messengers arewithout known general headquarters; they roam the universe of universes. The Universe CiruitSupervisors and the Census Diretors maintain headquarters on the apitals of the superuniverses.The Personal Aids of the In�nite Spirit are stationed on the entral Isle of Light. The AssoiateInspetors and the Assigned Sentinels are respetively stationed on the apitals of the loal universesand on the apitals of their omponent systems. The Graduate Guides are resident in the Havonauniverse and funtion on all its billion worlds. Most of these higher personalities have stations inthe loal universes, but they are not organially attahed to the administrations of the evolutionaryrealms.Of the seven lasses omposing this group, only the Solitary Messengers and perhaps the PersonalAids range the universe of universes. Solitary Messengers are enountered from Paradise outward:through the Havona iruits to the superuniverse apitals and thene out through the setors and loaluniverses, with their subdivisions, and even to the inhabited worlds. Although Solitary Messengersbelong to the Higher Personalities of the In�nite Spirit, their origin, nature, and servie have beendisussed in the preeding paper.
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24.1 The Universe Ciruit SupervisorsThe vast power urrents of spae and the iruits of spirit energy may seem to operate automatially;they may appear to funtion without let or hindrane, but suh is not the ase. All these stupendoussystems of energy are under ontrol; they are subjet to intelligent supervision. Universe CiruitSupervisors are onerned, not with the realms of purely physial or material energy - the domainof the Universe Power Diretors - but with the iruits of relative spiritual energy and with thosemodi�ed iruits whih are essential to the maintenane of both the highly developed spiritual beingsand the morontia or transition type of intelligent reatures. The supervisors do not give origin toiruits of energy and superessene of divinity, but in general they have to do with all higher spiritiruits of time and eternity and with all relative spirit iruits onerned in the administration of theomponent parts of the grand universe. They diret and manipulate all suh spirit-energy iruitsoutside the Isle of Paradise.Universe Ciruit Supervisors are the exlusive reation of the In�nite Spirit, and they funtionsolely as the agents of the Conjoint Ator. They are personalized for servie in the following fourorders:1. Supreme Ciruit Supervisors.2. Assoiate Ciruit Supervisors.3. Seondary Ciruit Supervisors.4. Tertiary Ciruit Supervisors.The supreme supervisors of Havona and the assoiate supervisors of the seven superuniverses areof ompleted numbers; no more of these orders are being reated. The supreme supervisors areseven in number and are stationed on the pilot worlds of the seven Havona iruits. The iruits ofthe seven superuniverses are in the harge of a marvelous group of seven assoiate supervisors, whomaintain headquarters on the seven Paradise spheres of the In�nite Spirit, the worlds of the SevenSupreme Exeutives. From here they supervise and diret the iruits of the superuniverses of spae.On these Paradise spheres of the Spirit the seven assoiate iruit supervisors and the �rst orderof the Supreme Power Centers e�et a liaison whih, under the diretion of the Supreme Exeutives,results in the sub-Paradise o-ordination of all material and spiritual iruits passing out to the sevensuperuniverses.On the headquarters worlds of eah superuniverse are stationed the seondary supervisors for theloal universes of time and spae. The major and minor setors are administrative divisions of thesupergovernments but are not onerned in these matters of spirit-energy supervision. I do not knowhow many seondary iruit supervisors there are in the grand universe, but on Uversa there are84,691 of these beings. Seondary supervisors are being reated right along; from time to time theyappear in groups of seventy on the worlds of the Supreme Exeutives. We obtain them on requisitionas we arrange for the establishment of separate iruits of spirit energy and liaison power to thenewly evolving universes of our jurisdition.A tertiary iruit supervisor funtions on the headquarters world of every loal universe. Thisorder, like the seondary supervisors, is of ontinuous reation, being reated in groups of sevenhundred. They are assigned to the loal universes by the Anients of Days.Ciruit supervisors are reated for their spei� tasks, and they eternally serve in the groups oftheir original assignment. They are not rotated in servie and hene make an agelong study of theproblems found in the realms of their original assignment. For example: Tertiary iruit supervisornumber 572,842 has funtioned on Salvington sine the early onept of your loal universe, and heis a member of the personal sta� of Mihael of Nebadon.Whether ating in the loal or higher universes, iruit supervisors diret all onerned as to246



the proper iruits to employ for the transmission of all spirit messages and for the transit of allpersonalities. In their work of iruit supervision these eÆient beings utilize all agenies, fores,and personalities in the universe of universes. They employ the unrevealed \high spirit personalitiesof iruit ontrol" and are ably assisted by numerous sta�s omposed of personalities of the In�niteSpirit. It is they who would isolate an evolutionary world if its Planetary Prine should rebel againstthe Universal Father and his viegerent Son. They are able to throw any world out of ertainuniverse iruits of the higher spiritual order, but they annot annul the material urrents of thepower diretors.The Universe Ciruit Supervisors have something of the same relationship to spirit iruits thatthe Universe Power Diretors have to material iruits. The two orders are omplemental, togetherhaving the oversight of all spirit and all material iruits that are ontrollable and manipulatable byreatures.The iruit supervisors exerise ertain oversight of those mind iruits whih are spirit assoiatedmuh as the power diretors have ertain jurisdition over those phases of mind whih are physial-energy assoiated - mehanial mind. In general the funtions of eah order are expanded by liaisonwith the other, but the iruits of pure mind are subjet to the supervision of neither. Neither arethe two orders o-ordinate; in all their manifold labors the Universe Ciruit Supervisors are subjetto the Seven Supreme Power Diretors and their subordinates.While the iruit supervisors are entirely alike within their respetive orders, they are all distintindividuals. They are truly personal beings, but they possess a type of other-than-Father-endowedpersonality not enountered in any other type of reature in all universal existene.Although you will reognize and know them as you journey inward towards Paradise, you will haveno personal relations with them. They are iruit supervisors, and they attend stritly and eÆientlyto their business. They deal solely with those personalities and entities having the oversight of thoseativities whih are onerned with the iruits subjet to their supervision.24.2 The Census DiretorsNotwithstanding that the osmi mind of the Universal Intelligene is ognizant of the presene andwhereabouts of all thinking reatures, there is operative in the universe of universes an independentmethod of keeping ount of all will reatures.The Census Diretors are a speial and ompleted reation of the In�nite Spirit, and they existin numbers unknown to us. They are so reated as to be able to maintain perfet synhrony withthe reetivity tehnique of the superuniverses, while at the same time they are personally sensitiveand responsive to intelligent will. These diretors, by a not-fully-understood tehnique, are madeimmediately aware of the birth of will in any part of the grand universe. They are, therefore, alwaysompetent to give us the number, nature, and whereabouts of all will reatures in any part of theentral reation and the seven superuniverses. But they do not funtion on Paradise; there is noneed for them there. On Paradise knowledge is inherent; the Deities know all things.Seven Census Diretors operate in Havona, one being stationed on the pilot world of eah Havonairuit. Exepting these seven and the reserves of the order on the Paradise worlds of the Spirit, allCensus Diretors funtion under the jurisdition of the Anients of Days.One Census Diretor presides at the headquarters of eah superuniverse, while subjet to suh ahief diretor are thousands upon thousands, one on the apital of every loal universe. All personal-ities of this order are equal exepting those on the Havona pilot worlds and the seven superuniversehiefs.In the seventh superuniverse there are one hundred thousand Census Diretors. And this number247



onsists entirely of those assignable to loal universes; it does not inlude the personal sta� ofUsatia, the superuniverse hief of all Orvonton diretors. Usatia, like the other superuniverse hiefs,is not diretly attuned to the registration of intelligent will. He is solely attuned to his subordinatesstationed in the Orvonton universes; thus he ats as a magni�ent totaling personality for theirreports oming in from the apitals of the loal reations.From time to time the oÆial reorders of Uversa plae on their reords the status of the superuni-verse as it is indiated by the registrations in and upon the personality of Usatia. Suh ensus datais indigenous to the superuniverses; these reports are transmitted neither to Havona nor to Paradise.The Census Diretors are onerned with human beings - as with other will reatures - only tothe extent of reording the fat of will funtion. They are not onerned with the reords of your lifeand its doings; they are not in any sense reording personalities. The Census Diretor of Nebadon,number 81,412 of Orvonton, now stationed on Salvington, is at this very moment personally onsiousand aware of your living presene here on Urantia; and he will a�ord the reords on�rmation ofyour death the moment you ease to funtion as a will reature.Census Diretors register the existene of a new will reature when the �rst at of will is performed;they indiate the death of a will reature when the last at of will takes plae. The partial emergeneof will observed in the reations of ertain of the higher animals does not belong to the domain of theCensus Diretors. They keep ount of nothing but bona �de will reatures, and they are responsiveto nothing but will funtion. Exatly how they register the funtion of will, we do not know.These beings always have been, and always will be, Census Diretors. They would be ompar-atively useless in any other division of universe labor. But they are infallible in funtion; theynever default, neither do they falsify. And notwithstanding their marvelous powers and unbelievableprerogatives, they are persons; they have reognizable spirit presene and form.
24.3 Personal Aids of the In�nite SpiritWe have no authenti knowledge as to the time or manner of the reation of the Personal Aids. Theirnumber must be legion, but it is not of reord on Uversa. From onservative dedutions based onour knowledge of their work, I venture to estimate that their number extends high into the trillions.We hold the opinion that the In�nite Spirit is not limited as to numbers in the reation of thesePersonal Aids.The Personal Aids of the In�nite Spirit exist for the exlusive assistane of the Paradise presene ofthe Third Person of Deity. Although attahed diretly to the In�nite Spirit and loated on Paradise,they ash to and fro to the uttermost parts of reation. Wherever the iruits of the Conjoint Creatorextend, there these Personal Aids may appear for the purpose of exeuting the bidding of the In�niteSpirit. They traverse spae muh as do the Solitary Messengers but are not persons in the sense thatthe messengers are.The Personal Aids are all equal and idential; they dislose no di�erentiation of individuality.Though the Conjoint Ator looks upon them as true personalities, it is diÆult for others to regardthem as real persons; they do not manifest a spirit presene to other spirit beings. Paradise-originbeings are always aware of the proximity of these Aids; but we do not reognize a personality presene.The lak of suh a presene-form undoubtedly renders them all the more servieable to the ThirdPerson of Deity.Of all the revealed orders of spirit beings taking origin in the In�nite Spirit, the Personal Aids areabout the only ones you will not enounter on your inward asent to Paradise.248



24.4 The Assoiate InspetorsThe Seven Supreme Exeutives, on the seven Paradise spheres of the In�nite Spirit, olletivelyfuntion as the administrative board of supermanagers for the seven superuniverses. The AssoiateInspetors are the personal embodiment of the authority of the Supreme Exeutives to the loaluniverses of time and spae. These high observers of the a�airs of the loal reations are the jointo�spring of the In�nite Spirit and the Seven Master Spirits of Paradise. In the near times of eternityseven hundred thousand were personalized, and their reserve orps abides on Paradise.Assoiate Inspetors work under the diret supervision of the Seven Supreme Exeutives, beingtheir personal and powerful representatives to the loal universes of time and spae. An inspetoris stationed on the headquarters sphere of eah loal reation and is a lose assoiate of the residentUnion of Days.The Assoiate Inspetors reeive reports and reommendations only from their subordinates, theAssigned Sentinels, stationed on the apitals of the loal systems of inhabited worlds, while they makereports only to their immediate superior, the Supreme Exeutive of the superuniverse onerned.
24.5 The Assigned SentinelsThe Assigned Sentinels are o-ordinating personalities and liaison representatives of the Seven SupremeExeutives. They were personalized on Paradise by the In�nite Spirit and were reated for the spei�purposes of their assignment. They are of stationary numbers, and there are exatly seven billion inexistene.Muh as an Assoiate Inspetor represents the Seven Supreme Exeutives to a whole loal universe,so in eah of the ten thousand systems of that loal reation there is an Assigned Sentinel, who atsas the diret representative of the far-distant and supreme board of superontrol for the a�airsof all seven superuniverses. The sentinels on duty in the loal system governments of Orvontonare ating under the diret authority of Supreme Exeutive Number Seven, the o-ordinator of theseventh superuniverse. But in their administrative organization all sentinels ommissioned in a loaluniverse are subordinate to the Assoiate Inspetor stationed at universe headquarters.Within a loal reation the Assigned Sentinels serve in rotation, being transferred from systemto system. They are usually hanged every millennium of loal universe time. They are among thehighest ranking personalities stationed on a system apital, but they never partiipate in deliberationsonerned with system a�airs. In the loal systems they serve as the ex oÆio heads of the four andtwenty administrators hailing from the evolutionary worlds, but otherwise, asending mortals havelittle ontat with them. The sentinels are almost exlusively onerned in keeping the AssoiateInspetor of their universe fully informed on all matters relating to the welfare and state of thesystems of their assignment.Assigned Sentinels and Assoiate Inspetors do not report to the Supreme Exeutives through asuperuniverse headquarters. They are responsible solely to the Supreme Exeutive of the superuni-verse onerned; their ativities are distint from the administration of the Anients of Days.The Supreme Exeutives, Assoiate Inspetors, and Assigned Sentinels, together with the om-niaphim and a host of unrevealed personalities, onstitute an eÆient, diret, entralized, but far-ung system of advisory and administrative o-ordination of all the grand universe of things andbeings. 249



24.6 The Graduate GuidesThe Graduate Guides, as a group, sponsor and ondut the high university of tehnial instrutionand spiritual training whih is so essential to mortal attainment of the goal of the ages: God, rest,and then eternity of perfeted servie. These highly personal beings take their name from the natureand purpose of their work. They are exlusively devoted to the tasks of guiding the mortal graduatesfrom the superuniverses of time through the Havona ourse of instrution and training whih servesto prepare the asending pilgrims for admission to Paradise and the Corps of the Finality.I am not forbidden to undertake to tell you of the work of these Graduate Guides, but it is soultraspiritual that I despair of being able to adequately portray to the material mind a onept oftheir manifold ativities. On the mansion worlds, after your vision range is extended and you arefreed from the fetters of material omparisons, you an begin to omprehend the meaning of thoserealities whih \eye annot see nor ear hear, and whih have never entered the onept of humanminds," even those things whih \God has prepared for those who love suh eternal verities." Youare not always to be so limited in the range of your vision and spiritual omprehension.The Graduate Guides are engaged in piloting the pilgrims of time through the seven iruits ofHavona worlds. The guide who greets you upon your arrival on the reeiving world of the outerHavona iruit will remain with you throughout your entire areer on the heavenly iruits. Thoughyou will assoiate with ountless other personalities during your sojourn on a billion worlds, yourGraduate Guide will follow you to the end of your Havona progression and will witness your entraneinto the terminal slumber of time, the sleep of eternity transit to the Paradise goal, where, uponawakening, you will be greeted by the Paradise Companion assigned to welome you and perhaps toremain with you until you are initiated as a member of the Mortal Corps of the Finality.The number of Graduate Guides is beyond the power of human minds to grasp, and they ontinueto appear. Their origin is something of a mystery. They have not existed from eternity; theymysteriously appear as they are needed. There is no reord of a Graduate Guide in all the realmsof the entral universe until that far-distant day when the �rst mortal pilgrim of all time made hisway to the outer belt of the entral reation. The instant he arrived on the pilot world of the outeriruit, he was met with friendly greetings by Malvorian, the �rst of the Graduate Guides and nowthe hief of their supreme ounil and the diretor of their vast eduational organization.On the Paradise reords of Havona, in the setion denominated \Graduate Guides," there appearsthis initial entry:\And Malvorian, the �rst of this order, did greet and instrut the pilgrim disoverer of Havonaand did ondut him from the outer iruits of initial experiene, step by step and iruit by iruit,until he stood in the very presene of the Soure and Destiny of all personality, subsequently rossingthe threshold of eternity to Paradise."At that far-distant time I was attahed to the servie of the Anients of Days on Uversa, and weall rejoied in the assurane that, eventually, pilgrims from our superuniverse would reah Havona.For ages we had been taught that the evolutionary reatures of spae would attain Paradise, and thethrill of all time swept through the heavenly ourts when the �rst pilgrim atually arrived.The name of this pilgrim disoverer of Havona is Grandfanda, and he hailed from planet 341 ofsystem 84 in onstellation 62 of loal universe 1,131 situated in superuniverse number one. His arrivalwas the signal for the establishment of the broadast servie of the universe of universes. Theretoforeonly the broadasts of the superuniverses and the loal universes had been in operation, but theannounement of the arrival of Grandfanda at the portals of Havona signalized the inauguration ofthe \spae reports of glory," so named beause the initial universe broadast reported the Havonaarrival of the �rst of the evolutionary beings to attain entrane upon the goal of asendant existene.Graduate Guides never leave the Havona worlds; they are dediated to the servie of the graduate250



pilgrims of time and spae. And you will sometime meet these noble beings fae to fae if you donot rejet the ertain and all-perfeted plan designed to e�et your survival and asension.24.7 Origin of the Graduate GuidesThough evolution is not the order of the entral universe, we believe that the Graduate Guides arethe perfeted or more experiened members of another order of entral universe reatures, the HavonaServitals. Graduate Guides show suh a breadth of sympathy and suh a apaity for understandingthe asendant reatures that we are onvined they have gained this ulture by atual servie in thesuperuniverse realms as the Havona Servitals of universal ministry. If this view is not orret, howthen an we aount for the ontinuous disappearane of the senior or more experiened servitals?A servital will be long absent from Havona on superuniverse assignment, having been on manysuh missions previously, will return home, be granted the privilege of \personal ontat" withthe Paradise Central Shining, will be embraed by the Luminous Persons, and disappear from thereognition of his spirit fellows, never more to reappear among those of his kind.On returning from superuniverse servie, a Havona Servital may enjoy numerous divine embraesand emerge therefrom merely an exalted servital. Experiening the luminous embrae does notneessarily signify that the servital must translate into a Graduate Guide, but almost one quarter ofthose who ahieve the divine embrae never return to the servie of the realms.There appears on the high reords a suession of suh entries as this:\And servital number 842,842,682,846,782 of Havona, named Sudna, ame over from the supe-runiverse servie, was reeived on Paradise, knew the Father, entered the divine embrae, and isnot."When suh an entry appears on the reords, the areer of suh a servital is losed. But in just threemoments (a little less than three days of your time) a newborn Graduate Guide \spontaneously"appears on the outer iruit of the Havona universe. And the number of Graduate Guides, allowingfor a slight di�erene, due no doubt to those in transition, exatly equals the number of vanishedservitals.There is an additional reason for supposing the Graduate Guides to be evolved Havona Servitals,and that is the unfailing tendeny of these guides and their assoiated servitals to form suh extraor-dinary attahments. The manner in whih these supposedly separate orders of beings understandand sympathize with one another is wholly inexpliable. It is refreshing and inspiring to witnesstheir mutual devotion.The Seven Master Spirits and the assoiated Seven Supreme Power Diretors, respetively, are thepersonal repositories of the mind potential and of the power potential of the Supreme Being whihhe does not, as yet, operate personally. And when these Paradise assoiates ollaborate to reate theHavona Servitals, the latter are inherently involved in ertain phases of Supremay. Havona Servitalsare thus, in atuality, a reetion in the perfet entral universe of ertain evolutionary potentialitiesof the time-spae domains, all of whih is dislosed when a servital undergoes transformation and re-reation. We believe that this transformation takes plae in response to the will of the In�nite Spirit,undoubtedly ating in behalf of the Supreme. Graduate Guides are not reated by the SupremeBeing, but we all onjeture that experiential Deity is in some way onerned in those transationswhih bring these beings into existene.The Havona now traversed by asending mortals di�ers in many respets from the entral universeas it was before the times of Grandfanda. The arrival of mortal asenders on the Havona iruitsinaugurated sweeping modi�ations in the organization of the entral and divine reation, modi�a-tions undoubtedly initiated by the Supreme Being - the God of evolutionary reatures - in response251



to the arrival of the �rst of his experiential hildren from the seven superuniverses. The appearaneof the Graduate Guides, together with the reation of the tertiary supernaphim, is indiative of theseperformanes of God the Supreme.[Presented by a Divine Counselor of Uversa.℄
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Chapter 25The Messenger Hosts of SpaeRANKING intermediately in the family of the In�nite Spirit are the Messenger Hosts of Spae. Theseversatile beings funtion as the onneting links between the higher personalities and the ministeringspirits. The messenger hosts inlude the following orders of elestial beings:1. Havona Servitals.2. Universal Coniliators.3. Tehnial Advisers.4. Custodians of Reords on Paradise.5. Celestial Reorders.6. Morontia Companions.7. Paradise Companions.Of the seven groups enumerated, only three - servitals, oniliators, and Morontia Companions -are reated as suh; the remaining four represent attainment levels of the angeli orders. In aordanewith inherent nature and attained status, the messenger hosts variously serve in the universe ofuniverses but always subjet to the diretion of those who rule the realms of their assignment.25.1 The Havona ServitalsThough denominated servitals, these \midway reatures" of the entral universe are not servants inany menial sense of the word. In the spiritual world there is no suh thing as menial work; all servieis sared and exhilarating; neither do the higher orders of beings look down upon the lower ordersof existene.The Havona Servitals are the joint reative work of the Seven Master Spirits and their assoiates,the Seven Supreme Power Diretors. This reative ollaboration omes the nearest to being thepattern for the long list of reprodutions of the dual order in the evolutionary universes, extendingfrom the reation of a Bright and Morning Star by a Creator Son-Creative Spirit liaison down to sexproreation on worlds like Urantia.The number of servitals is prodigious, and more are being reated all the time. They appear ingroups of one thousand on the third moment following the assembly of the Master Spirits and theSupreme Power Diretors at their joint area in the far northerly setor of Paradise. Every fourthservital is more physial in type than the others; that is, out of eah thousand, seven hundred and �ftyare apparently true to spirit type, but two hundred and �fty are semiphysial in nature. These fourthreatures are somewhat on the order of material beings (material in the Havona sense), resembling253



the physial power diretors more than the Master Spirits.In personality relationships the spiritual is dominant over the material, even though it does notnow so appear on Urantia; and in the prodution of Havona Servitals the law of spirit dominaneprevails; the established ratio yields three spiritual beings to one semiphysial.The newly reated servitals, together with newly appearing Graduate Guides, all pass throughthe ourses of training whih the senior guides ontinuously ondut on eah of the seven Havonairuits. Servitals are then assigned to the ativities for whih they are best adapted, and sine theyare of two types - spiritual and semiphysial - there are few limits to the range of work these versatilebeings an do. The higher or spirit groups are assigned seletively to the servies of the Father,the Son, and the Spirit, and to the work of the Seven Master Spirits. In large numbers they aredispathed, from time to time, to serve on the study worlds enirling the headquarters spheres of theseven superuniverses, the worlds devoted to the �nal training and spiritual ulture of the asendingsouls of time who are preparing for advanement to the iruits of Havona. Both spirit servitals andtheir more physial fellows are also designated assistants and assoiates of the Graduate Guides inhelping and instruting the various orders of asending reatures who have attained Havona, andwho seek to attain Paradise.The Havona Servitals and the Graduate Guides manifest a transendent devotion to their work anda touhing a�etion for one another, an a�etion whih, while spiritual, you ould only understandby omparison with the phenomenon of human love. There is divine pathos in the separation of theservitals from the guides, as so often ours when the servitals are dispathed on missions beyondthe limits of the entral universe; but they go with joy and not with sorrow. The satisfying joyof high duty is the elipsing emotion of spiritual beings. Sorrow annot exist in the fae of theonsiousness of divine duty faithfully performed. And when man's asending soul stands beforethe Supreme Judge, the deision of eternal import will not be determined by material suesses orquantitative ahievements; the verdit reverberating through the high ourts delares: \Well done,good and faithful servant; you have been faithful over a few essentials; you shall be made ruler overuniverse realities."On superuniverse servie the Havona Servitals are always assigned to that domain presided over bythe Master Spirit whom they most resemble in general and speial spirit prerogatives. They serve onlyon the eduational worlds surrounding the apitals of the seven superuniverses, and the last report ofUversa indiates that almost 138 billion servitals were ministering on its 490 satellites. They engagein an endless variety of ativities in onnetion with the work of these eduational worlds omprisingthe superuniversities of the superuniverse of Orvonton. Here they are your ompanions; they haveome down from your next areer to study you and to inspire you with the reality and ertainty ofyour eventual graduation from the universes of time to the realms of eternity. And in these ontatsthe servitals gain that preliminary experiene of ministering to the asending reatures of time whihis so helpful in their subsequent work on the Havona iruits as assoiates of the Graduate Guidesor - as translated servitals - as Graduate Guides themselves.25.2 The Universal ConiliatorsFor every Havona Servital reated, seven Universal Coniliators are brought into being, one in eahsuperuniverse. This reative enatment involves a de�nite superuniverse tehnique of reetive re-sponse to transations taking plae on Paradise.On the headquarters worlds of the seven superuniverses there funtion the seven reetions of theSeven Master Spirits. It is diÆult to undertake to portray the natures of these Reetive Spirits tomaterial minds. They are true personalities; still eah member of a superuniverse group is perfetlyreetive of just one of the Seven Master Spirits. And every time the Master Spirits assoiate254



themselves with the power diretors for the purpose of reating a group of Havona Servitals, there isa simultaneous foalization upon one of the Reetive Spirits in eah of the superuniverse groups, andforthwith and full-edgedly an equal number of Universal Coniliators appear on the headquartersworlds of the superreations. If, in the reation of servitals, Master Spirit Number Seven shouldtake the initiative, none but the Reetive Spirits of the seventh order would beome pregnant withoniliators; and onurrently with the reation of one thousand Orvontonlike servitals, one thousandof the seventh-order oniliators would appear on eah superuniverse apital. Out of these episodes,reeting the sevenfold nature of the Master Spirits, arise the seven reated orders of oniliatorsserving in eah superuniverse.Coniliators of pre-Paradise status do not serve interhangeably between superuniverses, beingrestrited to their native segments of reation. Every superuniverse orps, embraing one seventh ofeah reated order, therefore spends a very long time under the inuene of one of the Master Spiritsto the exlusion of the others, for, while all seven are reeted on the superuniverse apitals, onlyone is dominant in eah superreation.Eah of the seven superreations is atually pervaded by that one of the Master Spirits whopresides over its destinies. Eah superuniverse thus beomes like a giganti mirror reeting thenature and harater of the supervising Master Spirit, and all of this is further ontinued in everysubsidiary loal universe by the presene and funtion of the Creative Mother Spirits. The e�et ofsuh an environment upon evolutionary growth is so profound that in their postsuperuniverse areersthe oniliators olletively manifest forty-nine experiential viewpoints, or insights, eah angular -hene inomplete - but all mutually ompensatory and together tending to enompass the irle ofSupremay.In eah superuniverse the Universal Coniliators �nd themselves strangely and innately segregatedinto groups of four, assoiations in whih they ontinue to serve. In eah group, three are spiritpersonalities, and one, like the fourth reatures of the servitals, is a semimaterial being. This quartetonstitutes a oniliating ommission and is made up as follows:1. The Judge-Arbiter. The one unanimously designated by the other three as the most ompetentand best quali�ed to at as judiial head of the group.2. The Spirit-Advoate. The one appointed by the judge-arbiter to present evidene and tosafeguard the rights of all personalities involved in any matter assigned to the adjudiation of theoniliating ommission.3. The Divine Exeutioner. The oniliator quali�ed by inherent nature to make ontat with thematerial beings of the realms and to exeute the deisions of the ommission. Divine exeutioners,being fourth reatures - quasi-material beings - are almost, but not quite, visible to the short-rangevision of the mortal raes.4. The Reorder. The remaining member of the ommission automatially beomes the reorder,the lerk of the tribunal. He makes ertain that all reords are properly prepared for the arhivesof the superuniverse and for the reords of the loal universe. If the ommission is serving on anevolutionary world, a third report, with the assistane of the exeutioner, is prepared for the physialreords of the system government of jurisdition.When in session a ommission funtions as a group of three sine the advoate is detahed duringadjudiation and partiipates in the formulation of the verdit only at the onlusion of the hearing.Hene these ommissions are sometimes alled referee trios.The oniliators are of great value in keeping the universe of universes running smoothly. Travers-ing spae at the seraphi rate of triple veloity, they serve as the traveling ourts of the worlds,ommissions devoted to the quik adjudiation of minor diÆulties. Were it not for these mobileand eminently fair ommissions, the tribunals of the spheres would be hopelessly overspread withthe minor misunderstandings of the realms. 255



These referee trios do not pass upon matters of eternal import; the soul, the eternal prospets ofa reature of time, is never plaed in jeopardy by their ats. Coniliators do not deal with questionsextending beyond the temporal existene and the osmi welfare of the reatures of time. But whena ommission has one aepted jurisdition of a problem, its rulings are �nal and always unanimous;there is no appeal from the deision of the judge-arbiter.25.3 The Far-Reahing Servie of ConiliatorsConiliators maintain group headquarters on the apital of their superuniverse, where their primaryreserve orps is held. Their seondary reserves are stationed on the apitals of the loal universes.The younger and less experiened ommissioners begin their servie on the lower worlds, worlds likeUrantia, and are advaned to the adjudiation of greater problems after they have aquired riperexperiene.The order of oniliators is wholly dependable; not one has ever gone astray. Though not infalliblein wisdom and judgment, they are of unquestioned reliability and unerring in faithfulness. They takeorigin on the headquarters of a superuniverse and eventually return thereto, advaning through thefollowing levels of universe servie:1. Coniliators to the Worlds. Whenever the supervising personalities of the individual worldsbeome greatly perplexed or atually deadloked onerning the proper proedure under existingirumstanes, and if the matter is not of suÆient importane to be brought before the regularlyonstituted tribunals of the realm, then, upon the reeipt of a petition of two personalities, one fromeah ontention, a oniliating ommission will begin to funtion forthwith.When these administrative and jurisditional diÆulties have been plaed in the hands of theoniliators for study and adjudiation, they are supreme in authority. But they will not formulatea deision until all the evidene has been heard, and there is absolutely no limit to their authorityto all witnesses from anywhere and everywhere. And while their deisions may not be appealed,sometimes matters so develop that the ommission loses its reords at a given point, onludes itsopinions, and transfers the whole question to the higher tribunals of the realm.The ommissioners' deisions are plaed on the planetary reords and, if neessary, are put intoe�et by the divine exeutioner. His power is very great, and the range of his ativities on aninhabited world is very wide. Divine exeutioners are masterful manipulators of that whih is in theinterests of that whih ought to be. Their work is sometimes arried out for the apparent welfareof the realm, and sometimes their ats on the worlds of time and spae are diÆult of explanation.Though exeuting derees in de�ane of neither natural law nor the ordained usages of the realm,they do ofttimes e�et their strange doings and enfore the mandates of the oniliators in aordanewith the higher laws of the system administration.2. Coniliators to the System Headquarters. From servie on the evolutionary worlds theseommissions of four are advaned to duty on a system headquarters. Here they have muh workto do, and they prove to be the understanding friends of men, angels, and other spirit beings. Thereferee trios are not so muh onerned with personal di�erenes as with group ontentions and withmisunderstandings arising between di�erent orders of reatures; and on a system headquarters therelive both spiritual and material beings, as well as the ombined types, suh as the Material Sons.The moment the Creators bring into existene evolving individuals with the power of hoie, thatmoment a departure is made from the smooth working of divine perfetion; misunderstandings areertain to arise, and provision for the fair adjustment of these honest di�erenes of viewpoint mustbe made. We should all remember that the all-wise and all-powerful Creators ould have madethe loal universes just as perfet as Havona. No oniliating ommissions need funtion in the256



entral universe. But the Creators did not hoose in their all-wisdom to do this. And while theyhave produed universes whih abound in di�erenes and teem with diÆulties, they have likewiseprovided the mehanisms and the means for omposing all these di�erenes and for harmonizing allthis seeming onfusion.3. The Constellation Coniliators. From servie in the systems the oniliators are promoted tothe adjudiation of the problems of a onstellation, taking up the minor diÆulties arising betweenits one hundred systems of inhabited worlds. Not many problems developing on the onstellationheadquarters fall under their jurisdition, but they are kept busy going from system to systemgathering evidene and preparing preliminary statements. If the ontention is honest, if the diÆultiesarise out of sinere di�erenes of opinion and honest diversity of viewpoints, no matter how fewpersons may be involved, no matter how apparently trivial the misunderstanding, a oniliatingommission an always be had to pass upon the merits of the ontroversy.4. Coniliators to the Loal Universes. In this larger work of a universe the ommissioners are ofgreat assistane to both the Melhizedeks and the Magisterial Sons and to the onstellation rulers andthe hosts of personalities onerned with the o-ordination and administration of the one hundredonstellations. The di�erent orders of seraphim and other residents of the headquarters spheres of aloal universe also avail themselves of the help and deisions of the referee trios.It is almost impossible to explain the nature of those di�erenes whih may arise in the detaileda�airs of a system, a onstellation, or a universe. DiÆulties do develop, but they are very unlikethe petty trials and travails of material existene as it is lived on the evolutionary worlds.5. Coniliators to the Superuniverse Minor Setors. From the problems of loal universes the om-missioners are advaned to the study of questions arising in the minor setors of their superuniverse.The farther they asend inward from the individual planets, the fewer are the material duties of thedivine exeutioner; gradually he assumes a new role of mery-justie interpreter, at the same time- being quasi-material - keeping the ommission as a whole in sympatheti touh with the materialaspets of its investigations.6. Coniliators to the Superuniverse Major Setors. The harater of the work of the ommission-ers ontinues to hange as they advane. There is less and less of misunderstanding to adjudiateand more and more of mysterious phenomena to explain and interpret. From stage to stage they areevolving from arbiters of di�erenes to explainers of mysteries - judges evolving into interpretativeteahers. Arbiters of those who through ignorane permit diÆulties and misunderstandings to arise,they one were; but they are now beoming instrutors of those who are suÆiently intelligent andtolerant to avoid lashes of mind and wars of opinions. The higher a reature's eduation, the morerespet he has for the knowledge, experiene, and opinions of others.7. Coniliators to the Superuniverse. Here the oniliators beome o-ordinate - four mutually un-derstood and perfetly funtioning arbiter-teahers. The divine exeutioner is divested of retributivepower and beomes the physial voie of the spirit trio. By this time these ounselors and teahershave beome expertly familiar with most of the atual problems and diÆulties enountered in theondut of superuniverse a�airs. Thus they beome wonderful advisers and wise teahers of theasending pilgrims who are in residene on the eduational spheres surrounding the headquartersworlds of the superuniverses.All oniliators serve under the general supervision of the Anients of Days and under the im-mediate diretion of the Image Aids until suh time as they are advaned to Paradise. During theParadise sojourn they report to the Master Spirit who presides over the superuniverse of their origin.The superuniverse registries do not enumerate those oniliators who have passed beyond theirjurisdition, and suh ommissions are widely sattered through the grand universe. The last report ofregistry on Uversa gives the number operating in Orvonton as almost eighteen trillion ommissions- over seventy trillion individuals. But these are only a very small fration of the multitude of257



oniliators that have been reated in Orvonton; that number is of an altogether higher magnitudeand is the equivalent of the total number of Havona Servitals, with allowanes for the transmutationinto Graduate Guides.From time to time, as the numbers of the superuniverse oniliators inrease, they are translatedto the ounil of perfetion on Paradise, from whih they subsequently emerge as the o-ordinatingorps evolved by the In�nite Spirit for the universe of universes, a marvelous group of beings whihis onstantly inreasing in numbers and eÆieny. By experiential asent and Paradise training theyhave aquired a unique grasp of the emerging reality of the Supreme Being, and they roam theuniverse of universes on speial assignment.The members of a oniliating ommission are never separated. A group of four forever servetogether just as they were originally assoiated. Even in their glori�ed servie they ontinue tofuntion as quartets of aumulated osmi experiene and perfeted experiential wisdom. They areeternally assoiated as the embodiment of the supreme justie of time and spae.25.4 Tehnial AdvisersThese legal and tehnial minds of the spirit world were not reated as suh. From the early super-naphim and omniaphim, one million of the most orderly minds were hosen by the In�nite Spirit asthe nuleus of this vast and versatile group. And ever sine that far-distant time, atual experienein the appliation of the laws of perfetion to the plans of evolutionary reation has been requiredof all who aspire to beome Tehnial Advisers.The Tehnial Advisers are reruited from the ranks of the following personality orders:1. The Supernaphim.2. The Seonaphim.3. The Tertiaphim.4. The Omniaphim.5. The Seraphim.6. Certain Types of Asending Mortals.7. Certain Types of Asending Midwayers.At the present time, not ounting the mortals and midwayers who are all of transient attahment,the number of Tehnial Advisers registered on Uversa and operating in Orvonton is slightly in exessof sixty-one trillion.Tehnial Advisers frequently funtion as individuals but are organized for servie and maintainommon headquarters on the spheres of assignment in groups of seven. In eah group at least �vemust be of permanent status, while two may be of temporary assoiation. Asending mortals andasending midway reatures serve on these advisory ommissions while pursuing the Paradise asent,but they do not enter the regular ourses of training for Tehnial Advisers, nor do they ever beomepermanent members of the order.Those mortals and midwayers who serve transiently with the advisers are hosen for suh workbeause of their expertness in the onept of universal law and supreme justie. As you journeytoward your Paradise goal, onstantly aquiring added knowledge and enhaned skill, you are on-tinuously a�orded the opportunity to give out to others the wisdom and experiene you have alreadyaumulated; all the way in to Havona you enat the role of a pupil-teaher. You will work your waythrough the asending levels of this vast experiential university by imparting to those just below youthe new-found knowledge of your advaning areer. In the universal regime you are not rekoned as258



having possessed yourself of knowledge and truth until you have demonstrated your ability and yourwillingness to impart this knowledge and truth to others.After long training and atual experiene, any of the ministering spirits above the status of heru-bim are permitted to reeive permanent appointment as Tehnial Advisers. All andidates voluntar-ily enter this order of servie; but having one assumed suh responsibilities, they may not relinquishthem. Only the Anients of Days an transfer these advisers to other ativities.The training of Tehnial Advisers, begun in the Melhizedek olleges of the loal universes,ontinues to the ourts of the Anients of Days. From this superuniverse training they proeed tothe \shools of the seven irles" loated on the pilot worlds of the Havona iruits. And from thepilot worlds they are reeived into the \ollege of the ethis of law and the tehnique of Supremay,"the Paradise training shool for the perfeting of Tehnial Advisers.These advisers are more than legal experts; they are students and teahers of applied law, the lawsof the universe applied to the lives and destinies of all who inhabit the vast domains of the far-ungreation. As time passes, they beome the living law libraries of time and spae, preventing endlesstrouble and needless delays by instruting the personalities of time regarding the forms and modes ofproedure most aeptable to the rulers of eternity. They are able so to ounsel the workers of spaeas to enable them to funtion in harmony with the requirements of Paradise; they are the teahersof all reatures onerning the tehnique of the Creators.Suh a living library of applied law ould not be reated; suh beings must be evolved by atualexperiene. The in�nite Deities are existential, hene are ompensated for lak of experiene; theyknow all even before they experiene all, but they do not impart this nonexperiential knowledge totheir subordinate reatures.Tehnial Advisers are dediated to the work of preventing delay, failitating progress, and oun-seling ahievement. There is always a best and right way to do things; there is always the tehniqueof perfetion, a divine method, and these advisers know how to diret us all in the �nding of thisbetter way.These exeedingly wise and pratial beings are always losely assoiated with the servie andwork of the Universal Censors. The Melhizedeks are provided with an able orps. The rulers ofthe systems, onstellations, universes, and superuniverse setors are all bountifully supplied withthese tehnial or legal referene minds of the spiritual world. A speial group at as law ounselorsto the Life Carriers, advising these Sons onerning the extent of permissible departure from theestablished order of life propagation and otherwise instruting them respeting their prerogativesand latitudes of funtion. They are the advisers of all lasses of beings regarding the proper usagesand tehniques of all spirit-world transations. But they do not diretly and personally deal withthe material reatures of the realms.Besides ounseling regarding legal usages, Tehnial Advisers are equally devoted to the eÆientinterpretation of all laws onerning reature beings - physial, mindal, and spiritual. They areavailable to the Universal Coniliators and to all others who desire to know the truth of law; in otherwords, to know how the Supremay of Deity may be depended upon to reat in a given situationhaving fators of an established physial, mindal, and spiritual order. They even essay to eluidatethe tehnique of the Ultimate.Tehnial Advisers are seleted and tested beings; I have never known one of them to go astray.We have no reords on Uversa of their ever having been adjudged in ontempt of the divine lawsthey so e�etively interpret and so eloquently expound. There is no known limit to the domain oftheir servie, neither has any been plaed upon their progress. They ontinue as advisers even to theportals of Paradise; the whole universe of law and experiene is open to them.
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25.5 The Custodians of Reords on ParadiseFrom among the tertiary supernaphim in Havona, ertain of the senior hief reorders are hosen asCustodians of Reords, as keepers of the formal arhives of the Isle of Light, those arhives whihstand in ontrast to the living reords of registry in the minds of the ustodians of knowledge,sometimes designated the \living library of Paradise."The reording angels of the inhabited planets are the soure of all individual reords. Throughoutthe universes other reorders funtion regarding both formal reords and living reords. From Urantiato Paradise, both reordings are enountered: in a loal universe, more of the written reords andless of the living; on Paradise, more of the living and less of the formal; on Uversa, both are equallyavailable.Every ourrene of signi�ane in the organized and inhabited reation is a matter of reord.While events of no more than loal importane �nd only a loal reording, those of wider signi�aneare dealt with aordingly. From the planets, systems, and onstellations of Nebadon, everything ofuniverse import is posted on Salvington; and from suh universe apitals those episodes are advanedto higher reording whih pertain to the a�airs of the setor and supergovernments. Paradise alsohas a relevant summary of superuniverse and Havona data; and this histori and umulative storyof the universe of universes is in the ustody of these exalted tertiary supernaphim.While ertain of these beings have been dispathed to the superuniverses to serve as Chiefs ofReords direting the ativities of the Celestial Reorders, not one has ever been transferred fromthe permanent roll all of their order.25.6 The Celestial ReordersThese are the reorders who exeute all reords in dupliate, making an original spirit reordingand a semimaterial ounterpart - what might be alled a arbon opy. This they an do beauseof their peuliar ability simultaneously to manipulate both spiritual and material energy. CelestialReorders are not reated as suh; they are asendant seraphim from the loal universes. They arereeived, lassi�ed, and assigned to their spheres of work by the ounils of the Chiefs of Reordson the headquarters of the seven superuniverses. There also are loated the shools for trainingCelestial Reorders. The shool on Uversa is onduted by the Perfetors of Wisdom and the DivineCounselors.As the reorders advane in universe servie, they ontinue their system of dual reording, thusmaking their reords always available to all lasses of beings, from those of the material order tothe high spirits of light. In your transition experiene, as you asend from this material world, youwill always be able to onsult the reords of, and to be otherwise onversant with, the history andtraditions of your status sphere.The reorders are a tested and tried orps. Never have I known of the defetion of a CelestialReorder, and never has there been disovered a falsi�ation in their reords. They are subjetedto a dual inspetion, their reords being srutinized by their exalted fellows from Uversa and by theMighty Messengers, who ertify to the orretness of the quasi-physial dupliates of the originalspirit reords.While the advaning reorders stationed on the subordinate spheres of reord in the Orvontonuniverses number trillions upon trillions, those of attained status on Uversa are not quite eight millionin number. These senior or graduate reorders are the superuniverse ustodians and forwarders ofthe sponsored reords of time and spae. Their permanent headquarters are in the irular abodessurrounding the area of reords on Uversa. They never leave the ustody of these reords to others;260



as individuals they may be absent, but never in large numbers.Like those supernaphim who have beome Custodians of Reords, the orps of Celestial Reordersis of permanent assignment. One seraphim and supernaphim are mustered into these servies, theywill respetively remain Celestial Reorders and Custodians of Reords until the day of the new andmodi�ed administration of the full personalization of God the Supreme.On Uversa these senior Celestial Reorders an show the reords of everything of osmi importin all Orvonton sine the far-distant times of the arrival of the Anients of Days, while on the eternalIsle the Custodians of Reords guard the arhives of that realm whih testify to the transations ofParadise sine the times of the personi�ation of the In�nite Spirit.25.7 The Morontia CompanionsThese hildren of the loal universe Mother Spirits are the friends and assoiates of all who live theasending morontia life. They are not indispensable to an asender's real work of reature progression,neither do they in any sense displae the work of the seraphi guardians who often aompany theirmortal assoiates on the Paradise journey. The Morontia Companions are simply graious hosts tothose who are just beginning the long inward asent. They are also skillful play sponsors and areably assisted in this work by the reversion diretors.Though you will have earnest and progressively diÆult tasks to perform on the morontia trainingworlds of Nebadon, you will always be provided with regular seasons of rest and reversion. Through-out the journey to Paradise there will always be time for rest and spirit play; and in the areer oflight and life there is always time for worship and new ahievement.These Morontia Companions are suh friendly assoiates that, when you �nally leave the lastphase of the morontia experiene, as you prepare to embark upon the superuniverse spirit adventure,you will truly regret that these ompanionable reatures annot aompany you, but they serveexlusively in the loal universes. At every stage of the asending areer all ontatable personalitieswill be friendly and ompanionable, but not until you meet the Paradise Companions will you �ndanother group so devoted to friendship and ompanionship.The work of the Morontia Companions is more fully depited in those narratives dealing with thea�airs of your loal universe.25.8 The Paradise CompanionsThe Paradise Companions are a omposite or assembled group reruited from the ranks of theseraphim, seonaphim, supernaphim, and omniaphim. Though serving for what you would regardas an extraordinary length of time, they are not of permanent status. When this ministry has beenompleted, as a rule (but not invariably) they return to those duties they performed when summonedto Paradise servie.Members of the angeli hosts are nominated for this servie by the loal universe Mother Spirits,by the superuniverse Reetive Spirits, and by Majeston of Paradise. They are summoned to theentral Isle and are ommissioned as Paradise Companions by one of the Seven Master Spirits. Asidefrom permanent status on Paradise, this temporary servie of Paradise ompanionship is the highesthonor ever onferred upon the ministering spirits.These seleted angels are dediated to the servie of ompanionship and are assigned as assoiatesto all lasses of beings who may hane to be alone on Paradise, hiey to the asendant mortalsbut also to all others who are alone on the entral Isle. Paradise Companions have nothing espeial261



to aomplish in behalf of those with whom they fraternize; they are simply ompanions. Almostevery other being you mortals will enounter during your Paradise sojourn - aside from your fellowpilgrims - will have something de�nite to do with you or for you; but these ompanions are assignedonly to be with you and to ommune with you as personality assoiates. They are often assisted intheir ministry by the graious and brilliant Paradise Citizens.Mortals ome from raes that are very soial. The Creators well know that it is \not good forman to be alone," and provision is aordingly made for ompanionship, even on Paradise.If you, as an asendant mortal, should reah Paradise in the ompany of the ompanion or loseassoiate of your earthly areer, or if your seraphi guardian of destiny should hane to arrive withyou or were waiting for you, then no permanent ompanion would be assigned you. But if you arrivealone, a ompanion will ertainly welome you as you awaken on the Isle of Light from the terminalsleep of time. Even if it is known that you will be aompanied by someone of asendant assoiation,temporary ompanions will be designated to welome you to the eternal shores and to esort youto the reservation made ready for the reeption of you and your assoiates. You may be ertain ofbeing warmly welomed when you experiene the resurretion into eternity on the everlasting shoresof Paradise.Reeption ompanions are assigned during the terminal days of the asenders' sojourn on thelast iruit of Havona, and they arefully examine the reords of mortal origin and eventful asentthrough the worlds of spae and the irles of Havona. When they greet the mortals of time, they arealready well versed in the areers of these arriving pilgrims and immediately prove to be sympathetiand intriguing ompanions.During your pre�naliter sojourn on Paradise, if for any reason you should be temporarily separatedfrom your assoiate of the asending areer - mortal or seraphi - a Paradise Companion would beforthwith assigned for ounsel and ompanionship. When one assigned to an asendant mortal ofsolitary residene on Paradise, the ompanion remains with this person until he either is rejoined byhis asendant assoiates or is duly mustered into the Corps of the Finality.Paradise Companions are assigned in order of waiting exept that an asender is never plaed inthe harge of a ompanion whose nature is unlike his superuniverse type. If a Urantia mortal werearriving on Paradise today, there would be assigned to him the �rst waiting ompanion either oforigin in Orvonton or otherwise of the nature of the Seventh Master Spirit. Hene the omniaphimserve not with the asendant reatures from the seven superuniverses.Many additional servies are performed by the Paradise Companions: If an asending mortalshould reah the entral universe alone and, while traversing Havona, should fail in some phase ofthe Deity adventure, in due ourse he would be remanded to the universes of time, and forthwith aall would be made to the reserves of the Paradise Companions. One of this order would be assignedto follow the defeated pilgrim, to be with him and to omfort and heer him, and to remain withhim until he returned to the entral universe to resume the Paradise asent.If an asending pilgrim met defeat in the Deity adventure while traversing Havona in the ompanyof an asending seraphim, the guardian angel of the mortal areer, she would elet to aompany hermortal assoiate. These seraphim always volunteer and are permitted to aompany their long-timemortal omrades bak to the servie of time and spae.But not so with two losely assoiated mortal asenders: If one attains God while the othertemporarily fails, the suessful individual invariably hooses to go bak to the evolutionary reationswith the disappointed personality, but this is not permitted. Instead, a all is made to the reservesof the Paradise Companions, and one of the volunteers is seleted to aompany the disappointedpilgrim. A volunteer Paradise Citizen then beomes assoiated with the suessful mortal, whotarries on the entral Isle awaiting the Havona return of the defeated omrade and in the meantimeteahes in ertain Paradise shools, presenting the adventurous story of the evolutionary asent.262
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Chapter 26Ministering Spirits of the CentralUniverseSUPERNAPHIM are the ministering spirits of Paradise and the entral universe; they are the highestorder of the lowest group of the hildren of the In�nite Spirit - the angeli hosts. Suh ministeringspirits are to be enountered from the Isle of Paradise to the worlds of time and spae. No majorpart of the organized and inhabited reation is without their servies.
26.1 The Ministering SpiritsAngels are the ministering-spirit assoiates of the evolutionary and asending will reatures of allspae; they are also the olleagues and working assoiates of the higher hosts of the divine personal-ities of the spheres. The angels of all orders are distint personalities and are highly individualized.They all have a large apaity for appreiation of the ministrations of the reversion diretors. To-gether with the Messenger Hosts of Spae, the ministering spirits enjoy seasons of rest and hange;they possess very soial natures and have an assoiative apaity far transending that of humanbeings.The ministering spirits of the grand universe are lassi�ed as follows:1. Supernaphim.2. Seonaphim.3. Tertiaphim.4. Omniaphim.5. Seraphim.6. Cherubim and Sanobim.7. Midway Creatures.The individual members of the angeli orders are not altogether stationary as to personal status inthe universe. Angels of ertain orders may beome Paradise Companions for a season; some beomeCelestial Reorders; others asend to the ranks of the Tehnial Advisers. Certain of the herubimmay aspire to seraphi status and destiny, while evolutionary seraphim an ahieve the spiritual levelsof the asending Sons of God.The seven orders of ministering spirits, as revealed, are grouped for presentation in aordanewith their funtions of greatest importane to asending reatures:265



1. The Ministering Spirits of the Central Universe. The three orders of supernaphim serve in theParadise-Havona system. Primary or Paradise supernaphim are reated by the In�nite Spirit. Theseondary and tertiary orders, serving in Havona, are respetively the o�spring of the Master Spiritsand of the Spirits of the Ciruits.2. The Ministering Spirits of the Superuniverses - the seonaphim, the tertiaphim, and the om-niaphim. Seonaphim, the hildren of the Reetive Spirits, variously serve in the seven superuni-verses. Tertiaphim, of origin in the In�nite Spirit, are eventually dediated to the liaison servie ofthe Creator Sons and the Anients of Days. Omniaphim are reated onertedly by the In�nite Spiritand the Seven Supreme Exeutives, and they are the exlusive servants of the latter. The disussionof these three orders forms the subjet of a sueeding narrative in this series.3. The Ministering Spirits of the Loal Universes embrae the seraphim and their assistants, theherubim. With these o�spring of a Universe Mother Spirit mortal asenders have initial ontat.The midway reatures, of nativity on the inhabited worlds, are not really of the angeli orders proper,though often funtionally grouped with the ministering spirits. Their story, with an aount of theseraphim and herubim, is presented in those papers dealing with the a�airs of your loal universe.All orders of the angeli hosts are devoted to the various universe servies, and they minister inone way or another to the higher orders of elestial beings; but it is the supernaphim, seonaphim,and seraphim who, in large numbers, are employed in the furtherane of the asending sheme ofprogressive perfetion for the hildren of time. Funtioning in the entral, super-, and loal universes,they form that unbroken hain of spirit ministers whih has been provided by the In�nite Spirit forthe help and guidane of all who seek to attain the Universal Father through the Eternal Son.Supernaphim are limited in \spirit polarity" regarding only one phase of ation, that with theUniversal Father. They an work singly exept when diretly employing the exlusive iruits ofthe Father. When they are in power reeption on the Father's diret ministry, supernaphim mustvoluntarily assoiate in pairs to be able to funtion. Seonaphim are likewise limited and in additionmust work in pairs in order to synhronize with the iruits of the Eternal Son. Seraphim an worksingly as disrete and loalized personalities, but they are able to eniruit only when polarized asliaison pairs. When suh spirit beings are assoiated as pairs, the one is spoken of as omplementalto the other. Complemental relationships may be transient; they are not neessarily of a permanentnature.These brilliant reatures of light are sustained diretly by the intake of the spiritual energy of theprimary iruits of the universe. Urantia mortals must obtain light-energy through the vegetativeinarnation, but the angeli hosts are eniruited; they \have food that you know not." They alsopartake of the irulating teahings of the marvelous Trinity Teaher Sons; they have a reeption ofknowledge and an intake of wisdom muh resembling their tehnique of assimilating the life energies.26.2 The Mighty SupernaphimThe supernaphim are the skilled ministers to all types of beings who sojourn on Paradise and inthe entral universe. These high angels are reated in three major orders: primary, seondary, andtertiary.Primary supernaphim are the exlusive o�spring of the Conjoint Creator. They divide theirministry about equally between ertain groups of the Paradise Citizens and the ever-enlarging orpsof asendant pilgrims. These angels of the eternal Isle are highly eÆaious in furthering the essentialtraining of both groups of Paradise dwellers. They ontribute muh that is helpful to the mutualunderstanding of these two unique orders of universe reatures - the one being the highest type ofdivine and perfet will reature, and the other, the perfeted evolution of the lowest type of will266



reature in all the universe of universes.The work of the primary supernaphim is so unique and distintive that it will be separatelyonsidered in the sueeding narrative.Seondary supernaphim are the diretors of the a�airs of asending beings on the seven iruits ofHavona. They are equally onerned in ministering to the eduational training of numerous ordersof Paradise Citizens who sojourn for long periods on the world iruits of the entral reation, butwe may not disuss this phase of their servie.There are seven types of these high angels, eah of origin in one of the Seven Master Spirits andin nature patterned aordingly. Colletively, the Seven Master Spirits reate many di�erent groupsof unique beings and entities, and the individual members of eah order are omparatively uniformin nature. But when these same Seven Spirits reate individually, the resulting orders are alwayssevenfold in nature; the hildren of eah Master Spirit partake of the nature of their reator and areaordingly diverse from the others. Suh is the origin of the seondary supernaphim, and the angelsof all seven reated types funtion in all hannels of ativity open to their entire order, hiey on theseven iruits of the entral and divine universe.Eah of the seven planetary iruits of Havona is under the diret supervision of one of the SevenSpirits of the Ciruits, themselves the olletive - hene uniform - reation of the Seven MasterSpirits. Though partaking of the nature of the Third Soure and Center, these seven subsidiarySpirits of Havona were not a part of the original pattern universe. They were in funtion after theoriginal (eternal) reation but long before the times of Grandfanda. They undoubtedly appeared asa reative response of the Master Spirits to the emerging purpose of the Supreme Being, and theywere disovered in funtion upon the organization of the grand universe. The In�nite Spirit and allhis reative assoiates, as universal o-ordinators, seem abundantly endowed with the ability to makesuitable reative responses to the simultaneous developments in the experiential Deities and in theevolving universes.Tertiary supernaphim take origin in these Seven Spirits of the Ciruits. Eah one of them, onthe separate Havona irles, is empowered by the In�nite Spirit to reate a suÆient number of highsuperaphi ministers of the tertiary order to meet the needs of the entral universe. While the CiruitSpirits produed omparatively few of these angeli ministers prior to the arrival in Havona of thepilgrims of time, the Seven Master Spirits did not even begin the reation of seondary supernaphimuntil the landing of Grandfanda. As the older of the two orders, the tertiary supernaphim willtherefore reeive �rst onsideration.26.3 The Tertiary SupernaphimThese servants of the Seven Master Spirits are the angeli speialists of the various iruits of Havona,and their ministry extends to both the asending pilgrims of time and the desending pilgrims ofeternity. On the billion study worlds of the perfet entral reation, your superaphi assoiates ofall orders will be fully visible to you. There you will all be, in the highest sense, fraternal andunderstanding beings of mutual ontat and sympathy. You will also fully reognize and exquisitelyfraternize with the desending pilgrims, the Paradise Citizens, who traverse these iruits from withinoutward, entering Havona through the pilot world of the �rst iruit and proeeding outward to theseventh.The asending pilgrims from the seven superuniverses pass through Havona in the opposite di-retion, entering by way of the pilot world of the seventh iruit and proeeding inward. There isno time limit set on the progress of the asending reatures from world to world and from iruitto iruit, just as no �xed span of time is arbitrarily assigned to residene on the morontia worlds.267



But, whereas adequately developed individuals may be exempted from sojourn on one or more of theloal universe training worlds, no pilgrim may avoid passing through all seven of the Havona iruitsof progressive spiritualization.That orps of tertiary supernaphim whih is hiey assigned to the servie of the pilgrims of timeis lassi�ed as follows:1. The Harmony Supervisors. It must be apparent that some sort of o-ordinating inuene wouldbe required, even in perfet Havona, to maintain system and to insure harmony in all the work ofpreparing the pilgrims of time for their subsequent Paradise ahievements. Suh is the real mission ofthe harmony supervisors - to keep everything moving along smoothly and expeditiously. Originatingon the �rst iruit, they serve throughout Havona, and their presene on the iruits means thatnothing an possibly go amiss. A great ability to o-ordinate a diversity of ativities involvingpersonalities of di�ering orders - even multiple levels - enables these supernaphim to give assistanewherever and whenever required. They ontribute enormously to the mutual understanding of thepilgrims of time and the pilgrims of eternity.2. The Chief Reorders. These angels are reated on the seond iruit but operate everywhere inthe entral universe. They reord in tripliate, exeuting reords for the literal �les of Havona, for thespiritual �les of their order, and for the formal reords of Paradise. In addition they automatiallytransmit the transations of true-knowledge import to the living libraries of Paradise, the ustodiansof knowledge of the primary order of supernaphim.3. The Broadasters. The hildren of the third Ciruit Spirit funtion throughout Havona, al-though their oÆial station is loated on planet number seventy in the outermost irle. Thesemaster tehniians are the broadast reeivers and senders of the entral reation and the diretorsof the spae reports of all Deity phenomena on Paradise. They an operate all of the basi iruitsof spae.4. The Messengers take origin on iruit number four. They range the Paradise-Havona systemas bearers of all messages requiring personal transmission. They serve their fellows, the elestialpersonalities, the Paradise pilgrims, and even the asendant souls of time.5. The Intelligene Co-ordinators. These tertiary supernaphim, the hildren of the �fth CiruitSpirit, are always the wise and sympatheti promoters of fraternal assoiation between the asendingand the desending pilgrims. They minister to all the inhabitants of Havona, and espeially to theasenders, by keeping them urrently informed regarding the a�airs of the universe of universes.By virtue of personal ontats with the broadasters and the reetors, these \living newspapers" ofHavona are instantly onversant with all information passing over the vast news iruits of the entraluniverse. They seure intelligene by the Havona graph method, whih enables them automatiallyto assimilate as muh information in one hour of Urantia time as would require a thousand years foryour most rapid telegraphi tehnique to reord.6. The Transport Personalities. These beings, of origin on iruit number six, usually operate fromplanet number forty in the outermost iruit. It is they who take away the disappointed andidateswho transiently fail in the Deity adventure. They stand ready to serve all who must ome and go inthe servie of Havona, and who are not spae traversers.7. The Reserve Corps. The utuations in the work with the asendant beings, the Paradisepilgrims, and other orders of beings sojourning in Havona, make it neessary to maintain thesereserves of supernaphim on the pilot world of the seventh irle, where they take origin. They arereated without speial design and are ompetent to take up servie in the less exating phases ofany of the duties of their superaphi assoiates of the tertiary order.
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26.4 The Seondary SupernaphimThe seondary supernaphim are ministers to the seven planetary iruits of the entral universe.Part are devoted to the servie of the pilgrims of time, and one half of the entire order is assigned tothe training of the Paradise pilgrims of eternity. These Paradise Citizens, in their pilgrimage throughthe Havona iruits, are also attended by volunteers from the Mortal Finality Corps, an arrangementthat has prevailed sine the ompletion of the �rst �naliter group.Aording to their periodi assignment to the ministry of the asending pilgrims, seondary su-pernaphim work in the following seven groups:1. Pilgrim Helpers.2. Supremay Guides.3. Trinity Guides.4. Son Finders.5. Father Guides.6. Counselors and Advisers.7. Complements of Rest.Eah of these working groups ontains angels of all seven reated types, and a pilgrim of spaeis always tutored by seondary supernaphim of origin in the Master Spirit who presides over thatpilgrim's superuniverse of nativity. When you mortals of Urantia attain Havona, you will ertainlybe piloted by supernaphim whose reated natures - like your own evolved natures - are derived fromthe Master Spirit of Orvonton. And sine your tutors spring from the Master Spirit of your ownsuperuniverse, they are espeially quali�ed to understand, omfort, and assist you in all your e�ortsto attain Paradise perfetion.The pilgrims of time are transported past the dark gravity bodies of Havona to the outer plan-etary iruit by the transport personalities of the primary order of seonaphim, operating from theheadquarters of the seven superuniverses. A majority, but not all, of the seraphim of planetary andloal universe servie who have been aredited for the Paradise asent will part with their mortalassoiates before the long ight to Havona and will at one begin a long and intense training forsupernal assignment, expeting to ahieve, as seraphim, perfetion of existene and supremay ofservie. And this they do, hoping to rejoin the pilgrims of time, to be rekoned among those whoforever follow the ourse of suh mortals as have attained the Universal Father and have reeivedassignment to the undislosed servie of the Corps of the Finality.The pilgrim lands on the reeiving planet of Havona, the pilot world of the seventh iruit, withonly one endowment of perfetion, perfetion of purpose. The Universal Father has dereed: \Be youperfet, even as I am perfet." That is the astounding invitation-ommand broadast to the �nitehildren of the worlds of spae. The promulgation of that injuntion has set all reation astir in theo-operative e�ort of the elestial beings to assist in bringing about the ful�llment and realization ofthat tremendous ommand of the First Great Soure and Center.When, through and by the ministry of all the helper hosts of the universal sheme of survival, youare �nally deposited on the reeiving world of Havona, you arrive with only one sort of perfetion -perfetion of purpose. Your purpose has been thoroughly proved; your faith has been tested. Youare known to be disappointment proof. Not even the failure to disern the Universal Father anshake the faith or seriously disturb the trust of an asendant mortal who has passed through theexperiene that all must traverse in order to attain the perfet spheres of Havona. By the time youreah Havona, your sinerity has beome sublime. Perfetion of purpose and divinity of desire, withsteadfastness of faith, have seured your entrane to the settled abodes of eternity; your deliverane269



from the unertainties of time is full and omplete; and now must you ome fae to fae with theproblems of Havona and the immensities of Paradise, to meet whih you have so long been in trainingin the experiential epohs of time on the world shools of spae.Faith has won for the asendant pilgrim a perfetion of purpose whih admits the hildren oftime to the portals of eternity. Now must the pilgrim helpers begin the work of developing thatperfetion of understanding and that tehnique of omprehension whih are so indispensable toParadise perfetion of personality.Ability to omprehend is the mortal passport to Paradise. Willingness to believe is the keyto Havona. The aeptane of sonship, o-operation with the indwelling Adjuster, is the prie ofevolutionary survival.26.5 The Pilgrim HelpersThe �rst of the seven groups of seondary supernaphim to be enountered are the pilgrim helpers,those beings of quik understanding and broad sympathy who welome the muh-traveled asendersof spae to the stabilized worlds and settled eonomy of the entral universe. Simultaneously thesehigh ministers begin their work for the Paradise pilgrims of eternity, the �rst of whom arrived on thepilot world of the inner Havona iruit onomitantly with the landing of Grandfanda on the pilotworld of the outer iruit. Bak in those far-distant days the pilgrims from Paradise and the pilgrimsof time �rst met on the reeiving world of iruit number four.These pilgrim helpers, funtioning on the seventh irle of Havona worlds, ondut their workfor the asending mortals in three major divisions: �rst, the supreme understanding of the ParadiseTrinity; seond, the spiritual omprehension of the Father-Son partnership; and third, the intelletualreognition of the In�nite Spirit. Eah of these phases of instrution is divided into seven branhes oftwelve minor divisions of seventy subsidiary groups; and eah of these seventy subsidiary groupingsof instrution is presented in one thousand lassi�ations. More detailed instrution is provided onsubsequent irles, but an outline of every Paradise requirement is taught by the pilgrim helpers.That, then, is the primary or elementary ourse whih onfronts the faith-tested and muh-traveledpilgrims of spae. But long before reahing Havona, these asendant hildren of time have learned tofeast upon unertainty, to fatten upon disappointment, to enthuse over apparent defeat, to invigoratein the presene of diÆulties, to exhibit indomitable ourage in the fae of immensity, and to exeriseunonquerable faith when onfronted with the hallenge of the inexpliable. Long sine, the battlery of these pilgrims beame: \In liaison with God, nothing - absolutely nothing - is impossible."There is a de�nite requirement of the pilgrims of time on eah of the Havona irles; and while everypilgrim ontinues under the tutelage of supernaphim by nature adapted to helping that partiulartype of asendant reature, the ourse that must be mastered is fairly uniform for all asenders whoreah the entral universe. This ourse of ahievement is quantitative, qualitative, and experiential- intelletual, spiritual, and supreme.Time is of little onsequene on the Havona irles. In a limited manner it enters into the pos-sibilities of advanement, but ahievement is the �nal and supreme test. The very moment yoursuperaphi assoiate deems you to be ompetent to pass inward to the next irle, you will be takenbefore the twelve adjutants of the seventh Ciruit Spirit. Here you will be required to pass the testsof the irle determined by the superuniverse of your origin and by the system of your nativity.The divinity attainment of this irle takes plae on the pilot world and onsists in the spiritualreognition and realization of the Master Spirit of the asending pilgrim's superuniverse.When the work of the outer Havona irle is �nished and the ourse presented is mastered, thepilgrim helpers take their subjets to the pilot world of the next irle and ommit them to the270



are of the supremay guides. The pilgrim helpers always tarry for a season to assist in making thetransfer both pleasant and pro�table.26.6 The Supremay GuidesAsenders of spae are designated \spiritual graduates" when translated from the seventh to the sixthirle and are plaed under the immediate supervision of the supremay guides. These guides shouldnot be onfused with the Graduate Guides - belonging to the Higher Personalities of the In�niteSpirit - who, with their servital assoiates, minister on all iruits of Havona to both asending anddesending pilgrims. The supremay guides funtion only on the sixth irle of the entral universe.It is in this irle that the asenders ahieve a new realization of Supreme Divinity. Through theirlong areers in the evolutionary universes the pilgrims of time have been experiening a growingawareness of the reality of an almighty overontrol of the time-spae reations. Here, on this Havonairuit, they ome near to enountering the entral universe soure of time-spae unity - the spiritualreality of God the Supreme.I am somewhat at a loss to explain what takes plae on this irle. No personalized presene ofSupremay is pereptible to the asenders. In ertain respets, new relationships with the SeventhMaster Spirit ompensate this nonontatability of the Supreme Being. But regardless of our inabilityto grasp the tehnique, eah asending reature seems to undergo a transforming growth, a newintegration of onsiousness, a new spiritualization of purpose, a new sensitivity for divinity, whihan hardly be satisfatorily explained without assuming the unrevealed ativity of the Supreme Being.To those of us who have observed these mysterious transations, it appears as if God the Supremewere a�etionately bestowing upon his experiential hildren, up to the very limits of their experientialapaities, those enhanements of intelletual grasp, of spiritual insight, and of personality outreahwhih they will so need, in all their e�orts at penetrating the divinity level of the Trinity of Supremay,to ahieve the eternal and existential Deities of Paradise.When the supremay guides deem their pupils ripe for advanement, they bring them before theommission of seventy, a mixed group serving as examiners on the pilot world of iruit number six.After satisfying this ommission as to their omprehension of the Supreme Being and of the Trinityof Supremay, the pilgrims are erti�ed for translation to the �fth iruit.26.7 The Trinity GuidesTrinity guides are the tireless ministers of the �fth irle of the Havona training of the advaningpilgrims of time and spae. The spiritual graduates are here designated \andidates for the Deityadventure" sine it is on this irle, under the diretion of the Trinity guides, that the pilgrimsreeive advaned instrution onerning the divine Trinity in preparation for the attempt to ahievethe personality reognition of the In�nite Spirit. And here the asending pilgrims disover what truestudy and real mental e�ort mean as they begin to disern the nature of the still-more-taxing andfar-more-arduous spiritual exertion that will be required to meet the demands of the high goal setfor their ahievement on the worlds of this iruit.Most faithful and eÆient are the Trinity guides; and eah pilgrim reeives the undivided attention,and enjoys the whole a�etion, of a seondary supernaphim belonging to this order. Never would apilgrim of time �nd the �rst approahable person of the Paradise Trinity were it not for the help andassistane of these guides and the host of other spiritual beings engaged in instruting the asendersrespeting the nature and tehnique of the forthoming Deity adventure.After the ompletion of the ourse of training on this iruit the Trinity guides take their pupils to271



its pilot world and present them before one of the many triune ommissions funtioning as examinersand erti�ers of andidates for the Deity adventure. These ommissions onsist of one fellow of the�naliters, one of the diretors of ondut of the order of primary supernaphim, and either a SolitaryMessenger of spae or a Trinitized Son of Paradise.When an asendant soul atually starts for Paradise, he is aompanied only by the transit trio:the superaphi irle assoiate, the Graduate Guide, and the ever-present servital assoiate of thelatter. These exursions from the Havona irles to Paradise are trial trips; the asenders are notyet of Paradise status. They do not ahieve residential status on Paradise until they have passedthrough the terminal rest of time subsequent to the attainment of the Universal Father and the �nallearane of the Havona iruits. Not until after the divine rest do they partake of the \essene ofdivinity" and the \spirit of supremay" and thus really begin to funtion in the irle of eternity andin the presene of the Trinity.The asender's ompanions of the transit trio are not required to enable him to loate the ge-ographi presene of the spiritual luminosity of the Trinity, rather to a�ord all possible assistaneto a pilgrim in his diÆult task of reognizing, diserning, and omprehending the In�nite SpiritsuÆiently to onstitute personality reognition. Any asendant pilgrim on Paradise an disern thegeographi or loational presene of the Trinity, the great majority are able to ontat the intelle-tual reality of the Deities, espeially the Third Person, but not all an reognize or even partiallyomprehend the reality of the spiritual presene of the Father and the Son. Still more diÆult iseven the minimum spiritual omprehension of the Universal Father.Seldom does the quest for the In�nite Spirit fail of onsummation, and when their subjets havesueeded in this phase of the Deity adventure, the Trinity guides prepare to transfer them to theministry of the Son �nders on the fourth irle of Havona.26.8 The Son FindersThe fourth Havona iruit is sometimes alled the \iruit of the Sons." From the worlds of thisiruit the asending pilgrims go to Paradise to ahieve an understanding ontat with the EternalSon, while on the worlds of this iruit the desending pilgrims ahieve a new omprehension of thenature and mission of the Creator Sons of time and spae. There are seven worlds in this iruit onwhih the reserve orps of the Paradise Mihaels maintain speial servie shools of mutual ministryto both the asending and desending pilgrims; and it is on these worlds of the Mihael Sons thatthe pilgrims of time and the pilgrims of eternity arrive at their �rst truly mutual understanding ofone another. In many respets the experienes of this iruit are the most intriguing of the entireHavona sojourn.The Son �nders are the superaphi ministers to the asending mortals of the fourth iruit. Inaddition to the general work of preparing their andidates for a realization of the Trinity relationshipsof the Eternal Son, these Son �nders must so fully instrut their subjets that they will be whollysuessful: �rst, in the adequate spiritual omprehension of the Son; seond, in the satisfatorypersonality reognition of the Son; and third, in the proper di�erentiation of the Son from thepersonality of the In�nite Spirit.After the attainment of the In�nite Spirit, no more examinations are onduted. The tests of theinner irles are the performanes of the pilgrim andidates when in the embrae of the enshroudmentof the Deities. Advanement is determined purely by the spirituality of the individual, and no onebut the Gods presumes to pass upon this possession. In the event of failure no reasons are everassigned, neither are the andidates themselves nor their various tutors and guides ever hided orritiized. On Paradise, disappointment is never regarded as defeat; postponement is never lookedupon as disgrae; the apparent failures of time are never onfused with the signi�ant delays of272



eternity.Not many pilgrims experiene the delay of seeming failure in the Deity adventure. Nearly allattain the In�nite Spirit, though oasionally a pilgrim from superuniverse number one does notsueed on the �rst attempt. The pilgrims who attain the Spirit seldom fail in �nding the Son; ofthose who do fail on the �rst adventure, almost all hail from superuniverses three and �ve. Thegreat majority of those who fail on the �rst adventure to attain the Father, after �nding both theSpirit and the Son, hail from superuniverse number six, though a few from numbers two and threeare likewise unsuessful. And all this seems learly to indiate that there is some good and suÆientreason for these apparent failures; in reality, simply unesapable delays.The defeated andidates for the Deity adventure are plaed under the jurisdition of the hiefs ofassignment, a group of primary supernaphim, and are remanded to the work of the realms of spaefor a period of not less than one millennium. They never return to the superuniverse of their nativity,always to that superreation most propitious for their retraining in preparation for the seond Deityadventure. Following this servie, on their own motion, they return to the outer irle of Havona, areimmediately esorted to the irle of their interrupted areer, and at one resume their preparationsfor the Deity adventure. Never do the seondary supernaphim fail to pilot their subjets suessfullyon the seond attempt, and the same superaphi ministers and other guides always attend theseandidates during this seond adventure.26.9 The Father GuidesWhen the pilgrim soul attains the third irle of Havona, he omes under the tutelage of the Fatherguides, the older, highly skilled, and most experiened of the superaphi ministers. On the worldsof this iruit the Father guides maintain shools of wisdom and olleges of tehnique wherein allthe beings inhabiting the entral universe serve as teahers. Nothing is negleted whih would be ofservie to a reature of time in this transendent adventure of eternity attainment.The attainment of the Universal Father is the passport to eternity, notwithstanding the remainingiruits to be traversed. It is therefore a momentous oasion on the pilot world of irle numberthree when the transit trio announe that the last venture of time is about to ensue; that anotherreature of spae seeks entry to Paradise through the portals of eternity.The test of time is almost over; the rae for eternity has been all but run. The days of unertaintyare ending; the temptation to doubt is vanishing; the injuntion to be perfet has been obeyed. Fromthe very bottom of intelligent existene the reature of time and material personality has asendedthe evolutionary spheres of spae, thus proving the feasibility of the asension plan while foreverdemonstrating the justie and righteousness of the ommand of the Universal Father to his lowlyreatures of the worlds: \Be you perfet, even as I am perfet."Step by step, life by life, world by world, the asendant areer has been mastered, and the goal ofDeity has been attained. Survival is omplete in perfetion, and perfetion is replete in the supremayof divinity. Time is lost in eternity; spae is swallowed up in worshipful identity and harmony withthe Universal Father. The broadasts of Havona ash forth the spae reports of glory, the good newsthat in very truth the onsientious reatures of animal nature and material origin have, throughevolutionary asension, beome in reality and eternally the perfeted sons of God.26.10 The Counselors and AdvisersThe superaphi ounselors and advisers of the seond irle are the instrutors of the hildren oftime regarding the areer of eternity. The attainment of Paradise entails responsibilities of a new273



and higher order, and the sojourn on the seond irle a�ords ample opportunity to reeive thehelpful ounsel of these devoted supernaphim.Those who are unsuessful in the �rst e�ort at Deity attainment are advaned from the irleof failure diretly to the seond irle before they are returned to superuniverse servie. Thus theounselors and advisers also serve as the ounselors and omforters of these disappointed pilgrims.They have just enountered their greatest disappointment, in no way di�ering from the long list ofsuh experienes whereon they limbed, as on a ladder, from haos to glory - exept in its magnitude.These are they who have drained the experiential up to its dregs; and I have observed that theytemporarily return to the servies of the superuniverses as the highest type of loving ministrators tothe hildren of time and temporal disappointments.After a long sojourn on iruit number two the subjets of disappointment are examined by theounils of perfetion sitting on the pilot world of this irle and are erti�ed as having passed theHavona test; and this, so far as nonspiritual status is onerned, grants them the same standingin the universes of time as if they had atually sueeded in the Deity adventure. The spirit ofsuh andidates was wholly aeptable; their failure was inherent in some phase of the tehnique ofapproah or in some part of their experiential bakground.They are then taken by the ounselors of the irle before the hiefs of assignment on Paradiseand are remanded to the servie of time on the worlds of spae; and they go with joy and gladnessto the tasks of former days and ages. In another day they will return to the irle of their greatestdisappointment and attempt anew the Deity adventure.For the suessful pilgrims on the seond iruit the stimulus of evolutionary unertainty is over,but the adventure of the eternal assignment has not yet begun; and while the sojourn on this irleis wholly pleasurable and highly pro�table, it laks some of the antiipative enthusiasm of the formerirles. Many are the pilgrims who, at suh a time, look bak upon the long, long struggle with ajoyous envy, really wishing they might somehow go bak to the worlds of time and begin it all overagain, just as you mortals, in approahing advaned age, sometimes look bak over the struggles ofyouth and early life and truly wish you might live your lives over one again.But the traversal of the innermost irle lies just ahead, and soon thereafter the last transit sleepwill terminate, and the new adventure of the eternal areer will begin. The ounselors and adviserson the seond irle begin the preparation of their subjets for this great and �nal rest, the inevitablesleep whih ever intervenes between the epohal stages of the asendant areer.When those asendant pilgrims who have attained the Universal Father omplete the seond-irleexperiene, their ever-attendant Graduate Guides issue the order admitting them to the �nal irle.These guides personally pilot their subjets to the inner irle and there plae them in the ustody ofthe omplements of rest, the last of those orders of seondary supernaphim assigned to the ministryof the pilgrims of time on the world iruits of Havona.26.11 The Complements of RestMuh of an asender's time on the last iruit is devoted to a ontinuation of the study of theimpending problems of Paradise residene. A vast and diverse host of beings, the majority unrevealed,are permanent and transient residents of this inner ring of Havona worlds. And the ommingling ofthese manifold types provides the superaphi omplements of rest with a rih situational environmentwhih they e�etively utilize in furthering the eduation of the asending pilgrims, espeially withregard to the problems of adjustment to the many groups of beings soon to be enountered onParadise.Among those who dwell on this inner iruit are the reature-trinitized sons. The primary and274



the seondary supernaphim are the general ustodians of the onjoint orps of these sons, inludingthe trinitized o�spring of the mortal �naliters and similar progeny of the Paradise Citizens. Certainof these sons are Trinity embraed and ommissioned in the supergovernments, others are variouslyassigned, but the great majority are being gathered together in the onjoint orps on the perfetworlds of the inner Havona iruit. Here, under the supervision of the supernaphim, they are beingprepared for some future work by a speial and unnamed orps of high Paradise Citizens who were,prior to the times of Grandfanda, �rst exeutive assistants to the Eternals of Days. There are manyreasons for onjeturing that these two unique groups of trinitized beings are going to work togetherin the remote future, not the least of whih is their ommon destiny in the reserves of the ParadiseCorps of Trinitized Finaliters.On this innermost iruit, both the asending and the desending pilgrims fraternize with eahother and with the reature-trinitized sons. Like their parents, these sons derive great bene�ts frominterassoiation, and it is the speial mission of the supernaphim to failitate and to insure theonfraternity of the trinitized sons of the mortal �naliters and the trinitized sons of the ParadiseCitizens. The superaphi omplements of rest are not so muh onerned with their training as withpromoting their understanding assoiation with diverse groups.Mortals have reeived the Paradise ommand: \Be you perfet, even as your Paradise Father isperfet." To these trinitized sons of the onjoint orps the supervising supernaphim never ease toprolaim: \Be you understanding of your asendant brethren, even as the Paradise Creator Sonsknow and love them."The mortal reature must �nd God. The Creator Son never stops until he �nds man - the lowestwill reature. Beyond doubt, the Creator Sons and their mortal hildren are preparing for somefuture and unknown universe servie. Both traverse the gamut of the experiential universe and soare eduated and trained for their eternal mission. Throughout the universes there is ourring thisunique blending of the human and the divine, the ommingling of reature and Creator. Unthinkingmortals have referred to the manifestation of divine mery and tenderness, espeially towards theweak and in behalf of the needy, as indiative of an anthropomorphi God. What a mistake! Rathershould suh manifestations of mery and forbearane by human beings be taken as evidene thatmortal man is indwelt by the spirit of the living God; that the reature is, after all, divinity motivated.Near the end of the �rst-irle sojourn the asending pilgrims �rst meet the instigators of rest ofthe primary order of supernaphim. These are the angels of Paradise oming out to greet those whostand at the threshold of eternity and to omplete their preparation for the transition slumber of thelast resurretion. You are not really a hild of Paradise until you have traversed the inner irle andhave experiened the resurretion of eternity from the terminal sleep of time. The perfeted pilgrimsbegin this rest, go to sleep, on the �rst irle of Havona, but they awaken on the shores of Paradise.Of all who asend to the eternal Isle, only those who thus arrive are the hildren of eternity; theothers go as visitors, as guests without residential status.And now, at the ulmination of the Havona areer, as you mortals go to sleep on the pilot worldof the inner iruit, you go not alone to your rest as you did on the worlds of your origin when youlosed your eyes in the natural sleep of mortal death, nor as you did when you entered the longtransit trane preparatory for the journey to Havona. Now, as you prepare for the attainment rest,there moves over by your side your long-time assoiate of the �rst irle, the majesti omplementof rest, who prepares to enter the rest as one with you, as the pledge of Havona that your transitionis omplete, and that you await only the �nal touhes of perfetion.Your �rst transition was indeed death, the seond an ideal sleep, and now the third metamorphosisis the true rest, the relaxation of the ages.[Presented by a Perfetor of Wisdom from Uversa.℄275
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Chapter 27Ministry of the Primary SupernaphimPRIMARY supernaphim are the supernal servants of the Deities on the eternal Isle of Paradise.Never have they been known to depart from the paths of light and righteousness. The roll alls areomplete; from eternity not one of this magni�ent host has been lost. These high supernaphim areperfet beings, supreme in perfetion, but they are not absonite, neither are they absolute. Being ofthe essene of perfetion, these hildren of the In�nite Spirit work interhangeably and at will in allphases of their manifold duties. They do not funtion extensively outside Paradise, though they dopartiipate in the various millennial gatherings and group reunions of the entral universe. They alsogo forth as speial messengers of the Deities, and in large numbers they asend to beome TehnialAdvisers.Primary supernaphim are also plaed in ommand of the seraphi hosts ministering on worldsisolated beause of rebellion. When a Paradise Son is bestowed upon suh a world, ompletes hismission, asends to the Universal Father, is aepted, and returns as the aredited deliverer of thisisolated world, a primary supernaphim is always designated by the hiefs of assignment to assumeommand of the ministering spirits on duty in the newly relaimed sphere. Supernaphim in thisspeial servie are periodially rotated. On Urantia the present \hief of seraphim" is the seond ofthis order to be on duty sine the times of the bestowal of Christ Mihael.From eternity the primary supernaphim have served on the Isle of Light and have gone forth onmissions of leadership to the worlds of spae, but they have funtioned as now lassi�ed only sinethe arrival on Paradise of the Havona pilgrims of time. These high angels now minister hiey in thefollowing seven orders of servie:1. Condutors of Worship.2. Masters of Philosophy.3. Custodians of Knowledge.4. Diretors of Condut.5. Interpreters of Ethis.6. Chiefs of Assignment.7. Instigators of Rest.Not until the asending pilgrims atually attain Paradise residene do they ome under the diretinuene of these supernaphim, and then they pass through a training experiene under the diretionof these angels in the reverse order of their naming. That is, you enter upon your Paradise areerunder the tutelage of the instigators of rest and, after suessive seasons with the intervening orders,�nish this training period with the ondutors of worship. Thereupon are you ready to begin theendless areer of a �naliter. 277



27.1 Instigators of RestThe instigators of rest are the inspetors of Paradise who go forth from the entral Isle to the inneriruit of Havona, there to ollaborate with their olleagues, the omplements of rest of the seondaryorder of supernaphim. The one essential to the enjoyment of Paradise is rest, divine rest; and theseinstigators of rest are the �nal instrutors who make ready the pilgrims of time for their introdutionto eternity. They begin their work on the �nal attainment irle of the entral universe and ontinueit when the pilgrim awakes from the last transition sleep, the slumber whih graduates a reature ofspae into the realm of the eternal.Rest is of a sevenfold nature: There is the rest of sleep and of play in the lower life orders, disoveryin the higher beings, and worship in the highest type of spirit personality. There is also the normalrest of energy intake, the reharging of beings with physial or with spiritual energy. And then thereis the transit sleep, the unonsious slumber when enseraphimed, when in passage from one sphereto another. Entirely di�erent from all of these is the deep sleep of metamorphosis, the transition restfrom one stage of being to another, from one life to another, from one state of existene to another,the sleep whih ever attends transition from atual universe status in ontrast to evolution throughvarious stages of any one status.But the last metamorphi sleep is something more than those previous transition slumbers whihhave marked the suessive status attainments of the asendant areer; thereby do the reatures oftime and spae traverse the innermost margins of the temporal and the spatial to attain residentialstatus in the timeless and spaeless abodes of Paradise. The instigators and the omplements of restare just as essential to this transending metamorphosis as are the seraphim and assoiated beingsto the mortal reature's survival of death.You enter the rest on the �nal Havona iruit and are eternally resurreted on Paradise. Andas you there spiritually repersonalize, you will immediately reognize the instigator of rest whowelomes you to the eternal shores as the very primary supernaphim who produed the �nal sleepon the innermost iruit of Havona; and you will reall the last grand streth of faith as you oneagain made ready to ommend the keeping of your identity into the hands of the Universal Father.The last rest of time has been enjoyed; the last transition sleep has been experiened; now youawake to life everlasting on the shores of the eternal abode. \And there shall be no more sleep. Thepresene of God and his Son are before you, and you are eternally his servants; you have seen hisfae, and his name is your spirit. There shall be no night there; and they need no light of the sun,for the Great Soure and Center gives them light; they shall live forever and ever. And God shallwipe away all tears from their eyes; there shall be no more death, neither sorrow nor rying, neithershall there be any more pain, for the former things have passed away."27.2 Chiefs of AssignmentThis is the group designated from time to time by the hief supernaphim, \the original patternangel," to preside over the organization of all three orders of these angels - primary, seondary, andtertiary. The supernaphim, as a body, are wholly self-governing and self-regulatory exept for thefuntions of their mutual hief, the �rst angel of Paradise, who ever presides over all these spiritpersonalities.The angels of assignment have muh to do with glori�ed mortal residents of Paradise before theyare admitted to the Corps of the Finality. Study and instrution are not the exlusive oupationsof Paradise arrivals; servie also plays its essential part in the pre�naliter eduational experienes ofParadise. And I have observed that, when the asendant mortals have periods of leisure, they evinea prediletion to fraternize with the reserve orps of the superaphi hiefs of assignment.278



When you mortal asenders attain Paradise, your soietal relationships involve a great deal morethan ontat with a host of exalted and divine beings and with a familiar multitude of glori�edfellow mortals. You must also fraternize with upwards of three thousand di�erent orders of ParadiseCitizens, with the various groups of the Transendentalers, and with numerous other types of Paradiseinhabitants, permanent and transient, who have not been revealed on Urantia. After sustainedontat with these mighty intellets of Paradise, it is very restful to visit with the angeli types ofmind; they remind the mortals of time of the seraphim with whom they have had suh long ontatand suh refreshing assoiation.27.3 Interpreters of EthisThe higher you asend in the sale of life, the more attention must be paid to universe ethis. Ethialawareness is simply the reognition by any individual of the rights inherent in the existene of any andall other individuals. But spiritual ethis far transends the mortal and even the morontia oneptof personal and group relations.Ethis has been duly taught and adequately learned by the pilgrims of time in their long asentto the glories of Paradise. As this inward-asending areer has unfolded from the nativity worlds ofspae, the asenders have ontinued to add group after group to their ever-widening irle of universeassoiates. Every new group of olleagues met with adds one more level of ethis to be reognizedand omplied with until, by the time the mortals of asent reah Paradise, they really need someoneto provide helpful and friendly ounsel regarding ethial interpretations. They do not need to betaught ethis, but they do need to have what they have so laboriously learned properly interpretedto them as they are brought fae to fae with the extraordinary task of ontating with so muh thatis new.The interpreters of ethis are of inestimable assistane to the Paradise arrivals in helping themto adjust to numerous groups of majesti beings during that eventful period extending from theattainment of residential status to formal indution into the Corps of Mortal Finaliters. Many of thenumerous types of Paradise Citizens the asendant pilgrims have already met on the seven iruitsof Havona. The glori�ed mortals have also enjoyed intimate ontat with the reature-trinitizedsons of the onjoint orps on the inner Havona iruit, where these beings are reeiving muh oftheir eduation. And on the other iruits the asending pilgrims have met numerous unrevealedresidents of the Paradise-Havona system who are there pursuing group training in preparation forthe unrevealed assignments of the future.All these elestial ompanionships are invariably mutual. As asending mortals you not onlyderive bene�t from these suessive universe ompanions and suh numerous orders of inreasinglydivine assoiates, but you also impart to eah of these fraternal beings something from your ownpersonality and experiene whih forever makes every one of them di�erent and better for havingbeen assoiated with an asending mortal from the evolutionary worlds of time and spae.27.4 Diretors of CondutHaving already been fully instruted in the ethis of Paradise relationships - neither meaninglessformalities nor the ditations of arti�ial astes but rather the inherent proprieties - the asendantmortals �nd it helpful to reeive the ounsel of the superaphi diretors of ondut, who instrut thenew members of Paradise soiety in the usages of the perfet ondut of the high beings who sojournon the entral Isle of Light and Life.Harmony is the keynote of the entral universe, and detetable order prevails on Paradise. Proper279



ondut is essential to progress by way of knowledge, through philosophy, to the spiritual heights ofspontaneous worship. There is a divine tehnique in the approah to Divinity; and the aquirementof this tehnique must await the pilgrims' arrival on Paradise. The spirit of it has been impartedon the irles of Havona, but the �nal touhes of the training of the pilgrims of time an be appliedonly after they atually attain the Isle of Light.All Paradise ondut is wholly spontaneous, in every sense natural and free. But there still is aproper and perfet way of doing things on the eternal Isle, and the diretors of ondut are ever bythe side of the \strangers within the gates" to instrut them and so guide their steps as to put themat perfet ease and at the same time to enable the pilgrims to avoid that onfusion and unertaintywhih would otherwise be inevitable. Only by suh an arrangement ould endless onfusion beavoided; and onfusion never appears on Paradise.These diretors of ondut really serve as glori�ed teahers and guides. They are hiey onernedwith instruting the new mortal residents regarding the almost endless array of new situations andunfamiliar usages. Notwithstanding all the long preparation therefor and the long journey thereto,Paradise is still inexpressibly strange and unexpetedly new to those who �nally attain residentialstatus.27.5 The Custodians of KnowledgeThe superaphi ustodians of knowledge are the higher \living epistles" known and read by all whodwell on Paradise. They are the divine reords of truth, the living books of real knowledge. You haveheard about reords in the \book of life." The ustodians of knowledge are just suh living books,reords of perfetion imprinted upon the eternal tablets of divine life and supreme surety. Theyare in reality living, automati libraries. The fats of the universes are inherent in these primarysupernaphim, atually reorded in these angels; and it is also inherently impossible for an untruthto gain lodgment in the minds of these perfet and replete repositories of the truth of eternity andthe intelligene of time.These ustodians ondut informal ourses of instrution for the residents of the eternal Isle, buttheir hief funtion is that of referene and veri�ation. Any sojourner on Paradise may at will haveby his side the living repository of the partiular fat or truth he may wish to know. At the northernextremity of the Isle there are available the living �nders of knowledge, who will designate the diretorof the group holding the information sought, and forthwith will appear the brilliant beings who arethe very thing you wish to know. No longer must you seek enlightenment from engrossed pages; younow ommune with living intelligene fae to fae. Supreme knowledge you thus obtain from theliving beings who are its �nal ustodians.When you loate that supernaphim who is exatly what you desire to verify, you will �nd avail-able all the known fats of all universes, for these ustodians of knowledge are the �nal and livingsummaries of the vast network of the reording angels, ranging from the seraphim and seonaphimof the loal and superuniverses to the hief reorders of the tertiary supernaphim in Havona. Andthis living aumulation of knowledge is distint from the formal reords of Paradise, the umulativesummary of universal history.The wisdom of truth takes origin in the divinity of the entral universe, but knowledge, experientialknowledge, largely has its beginnings in the domains of time and spae - therefore the neessity for themaintenane of the far-ung superuniverse organizations of the reording seraphim and supernaphimsponsored by the Celestial Reorders.These primary supernaphim who are inherently in possession of universe knowledge are also re-sponsible for its organization and lassi�ation. In onstituting themselves the living referene library280



of the universe of universes, they have lassi�ed knowledge into seven grand orders, eah having aboutone million subdivisions. The faility with whih the residents of Paradise an onsult this vast storeof knowledge is solely due to the voluntary and wise e�orts of the ustodians of knowledge. Theustodians are also the exalted teahers of the entral universe, freely giving out their living treasuresto all beings on any of the Havona iruits, and they are extensively, though indiretly, utilized bythe ourts of the Anients of Days. But this living library, whih is available to the entral andsuperuniverses, is not aessible to the loal reations. Only by indiretion and reetively are thebene�ts of Paradise knowledge seured in the loal universes.
27.6 Masters of PhilosophyNext to the supreme satisfation of worship is the exhilaration of philosophy. Never do you limb sohigh or advane so far that there do not remain a thousand mysteries whih demand the employmentof philosophy in an attempted solution.The master philosophers of Paradise delight to lead the minds of its inhabitants, both native andasendant, in the exhilarating pursuit of attempting to solve universe problems. These superaphimasters of philosophy are the \wise men of heaven," the beings of wisdom who make use of the truthof knowledge and the fats of experiene in their e�orts to master the unknown. With them knowledgeattains to truth and experiene asends to wisdom. On Paradise the asendant personalities of spaeexperiene the heights of being: They have knowledge; they know the truth; they may philosophize- think the truth; they may even seek to enompass the onepts of the Ultimate and attempt tograsp the tehniques of the Absolutes.At the southern extremity of the vast Paradise domain the masters of philosophy ondut elaborateourses in the seventy funtional divisions of wisdom. Here they disourse upon the plans andpurposes of In�nity and seek to o-ordinate the experienes, and to ompose the knowledge, of allwho have aess to their wisdom. They have developed a highly speialized attitude toward variousuniverse problems, but their �nal onlusions are always in uniform agreement.These Paradise philosophers teah by every possible method of instrution, inluding the highergraph tehnique of Havona and ertain Paradise methods of ommuniating information. All of thesehigher tehniques of imparting knowledge and onveying ideas are utterly beyond the omprehensionapaity of even the most highly developed human mind. One hour's instrution on Paradise wouldbe the equivalent of ten thousand years of the word-memory methods of Urantia. You annot graspsuh ommuniation tehniques, and there is simply nothing in mortal experiene with whih theymay be ompared, nothing to whih they an be likened.The masters of philosophy take supreme pleasure in imparting their interpretation of the universeof universes to those beings who have asended from the worlds of spae. And while philosophy annever be as settled in its onlusions as the fats of knowledge and the truths of experiene, yet, whenyou have listened to these primary supernaphim disourse upon the unsolved problems of eternityand the performanes of the Absolutes, you will feel a ertain and lasting satisfation onerningthese unmastered questions.These intelletual pursuits of Paradise are not broadast; the philosophy of perfetion is availableonly to those who are personally present. The enirling reations know of these teahings only fromthose who have passed through this experiene, and who have subsequently arried this wisdom outto the universes of spae. 281



27.7 Condutors of WorshipWorship is the highest privilege and the �rst duty of all reated intelligenes. Worship is the onsiousand joyous at of reognizing and aknowledging the truth and fat of the intimate and personalrelationships of the Creators with their reatures. The quality of worship is determined by the depthof reature pereption; and as the knowledge of the in�nite harater of the Gods progresses, the atof worship beomes inreasingly all-enompassing until it eventually attains the glory of the highestexperiential delight and the most exquisite pleasure known to reated beings.While the Isle of Paradise ontains ertain plaes of worship, it is more nearly one vast santuaryof divine servie. Worship is the �rst and dominant passion of all who limb to its blissful shores- the spontaneous ebullition of the beings who have learned enough of God to attain his presene.Cirle by irle, during the inward journey through Havona, worship is a growing passion until onParadise it beomes neessary to diret and otherwise ontrol its expression.The periodi, spontaneous, group, and other speial outbursts of supreme adoration and spiritualpraise enjoyed on Paradise are onduted under the leadership of a speial orps of primary super-naphim. Under the diretion of these ondutors of worship, suh homage ahieves the reature goalof supreme pleasure and attains the heights of the perfetion of sublime self-expression and personalenjoyment. All primary supernaphim rave to be ondutors of worship; and all asendant beingswould enjoy forever remaining in the attitude of worship did not the hiefs of assignment periodiallydisperse these assemblages. But no asendant being is ever required to enter upon the assignmentsof eternal servie until he has attained full satisfation in worship.It is the task of the ondutors of worship so to teah the asendant reatures how to worshipthat they may be enabled to gain this satisfation of self-expression and at the same time be ableto give attention to the essential ativities of the Paradise regime. Without improvement in thetehnique of worship it would require hundreds of years for the average mortal who reahes Paradiseto give full and satisfatory expression to his emotions of intelligent appreiation and asendantgratitude. The ondutors of worship open up new and hitherto unknown avenues of expression sothat these wonderful hildren of the womb of spae and the travail of time are enabled to gain thefull satisfations of worship in muh less time.All the arts of all the beings of the entire universe whih are apable of intensifying and exaltingthe abilities of self-expression and the onveyane of appreiation, are employed to their highestapaity in the worship of the Paradise Deities. Worship is the highest joy of Paradise existene;it is the refreshing play of Paradise. What play does for your jaded minds on earth, worship willdo for your perfeted souls on Paradise. The mode of worship on Paradise is utterly beyond mortalomprehension, but the spirit of it you an begin to appreiate even down here on Urantia, for thespirits of the Gods even now indwell you, hover over you, and inspire you to true worship.There are appointed times and plaes for worship on Paradise, but these are not adequate toaommodate the ever-inreasing overow of the spiritual emotions of the growing intelligene andexpanding divinity reognition of the brilliant beings of experiential asension to the eternal Isle.Never sine the times of Grandfanda have the supernaphim been able fully to aommodate the spiritof worship on Paradise. Always is there an exess of worshipfulness as gauged by the preparationtherefor. And this is beause personalities of inherent perfetion never an fully appreiate thetremendous reations of the spiritual emotions of beings who have slowly and laboriously made theirway upward to Paradise glory from the depths of the spiritual darkness of the lower worlds of timeand spae. When suh angels and mortals of time attain the presene of the Powers of Paradise,there ours the expression of the aumulated emotions of the ages, a spetale astounding to theangels of Paradise and produtive of the supreme joy of divine satisfation in the Paradise Deities.Sometimes all Paradise beomes engulfed in a dominating tide of spiritual and worshipful expres-sion. Often the ondutors of worship annot ontrol suh phenomena until the appearane of the282



threefold utuation of the light of the Deity abode, signifying that the divine heart of the Gods hasbeen fully and ompletely satis�ed by the sinere worship of the residents of Paradise, the perfetitizens of glory and the asendant reatures of time. What a triumph of tehnique! What a fruitionof the eternal plan and purpose of the Gods that the intelligent love of the reature hild should givefull satisfation to the in�nite love of the Creator Father!After the attainment of the supreme satisfation of the fullness of worship, you are quali�ed foradmission to the Corps of the Finality. The asendant areer is well-nigh �nished, and the seventhjubilee prepares for elebration. The �rst jubilee marked the mortal agreement with the ThoughtAdjuster when the purpose to survive was sealed; the seond was the awakening in the morontialife; the third was the fusion with the Thought Adjuster; the fourth was the awakening in Havona;the �fth elebrated the �nding of the Universal Father; and the sixth jubilee was the oasion ofthe Paradise awakening from the �nal transit slumber of time. The seventh jubilee marks entraneinto the mortal �naliter orps and the beginning of the eternity servie. The attainment of theseventh stage of spirit realization by a �naliter will probably signalize the elebration of the �rst ofthe jubilees of eternity.And thus ends the story of the Paradise supernaphim, the highest order of all the ministeringspirits, those beings who, as a universal lass, ever attend you from the world of your origin untilyou are �nally bidden farewell by the ondutors of worship as you take the Trinity oath of eternityand are mustered into the Mortal Corps of the Finality.The endless servie of the Paradise Trinity is about to begin; and now the �naliter is fae to faewith the hallenge of God the Ultimate.[Presented by a Perfetor of Wisdom from Uversa.℄
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Chapter 28Ministering Spirits of theSuperuniversesAS THE supernaphim are the angeli hosts of the entral universe and the seraphim of the loaluniverses, so are the seonaphim the ministering spirits of the superuniverses. In degree of divinityand in potential of supremay, however, these hildren of the Reetive Spirits are muh more likesupernaphim than seraphim. They serve not alone in the superreations, and both numerous andintriguing are the transations sponsored by their unrevealed assoiates.As presented in these narratives, the ministering spirits of the superuniverses embrae the followingthree orders:1. The Seonaphim.2. The Tertiaphim.3. The Omniaphim.Sine the latter two orders are not so diretly onerned with the asendant sheme of mortalprogression, they will be briey disussed prior to the more extended onsideration of seonaphim.Tehnially, neither tertiaphim nor omniaphim are ministering spirits of the superuniverses, thoughboth serve as spirit ministers in these domains.28.1 The TertiaphimThese high angels are of reord on the superuniverse headquarters, and despite servie in the loalreations, tehnially they are residents of these superuniverse apitals inasmuh as they are notnative to the loal universes. Tertiaphim are hildren of the In�nite Spirit and are personalized onParadise in groups of one thousand. These supernal beings of divine originality and near-supremeversatility are the gift of the In�nite Spirit to the Creator Sons of God.When a Mihael Son is detahed from the parental regime of Paradise and is made ready to goforth on the universe adventure of spae, the In�nite Spirit is delivered of a group of one thousandof these ompanion spirits. And these majesti tertiaphim aompany this Creator Son when heembarks upon the adventure of universe organization.Throughout the early times of universe building, these one thousand tertiaphim are the onlypersonal sta� of a Creator Son. They aquire a mighty experiene as Son assistants during thesestirring ages of universe assembling and other astronomial manipulations. They serve by the side ofthe Creator Son until the day of the personalization of the Bright and Morning Star, the �rst-bornof a loal universe. Thereupon the formal resignations of the tertiaphim are tendered and aepted.285



And with the appearane of the initial orders of native angeli life, they retire from ative servie inthe loal universe and beome the liaison ministers between the Creator Son of former attahmentand the Anients of Days of the superuniverse onerned.28.2 The OmniaphimOmniaphim are reated by the In�nite Spirit in liaison with the Seven Supreme Exeutives, andthey are the exlusive servants and messengers of these same Supreme Exeutives. Omniaphim areof grand universe assignment, and in Orvonton their orps maintains headquarters in the northerlyparts of Uversa, where they reside as a speial ourtesy olony. They are not of registry on Uversa,nor are they attahed to our administration. Neither are they diretly onerned with the asendantsheme of mortal progression.The omniaphim are wholly oupied with the oversight of the superuniverses in the interests ofadministrative o-ordination from the viewpoint of the Seven Supreme Exeutives. Our olony ofomniaphim on Uversa reeives instrutions from, and makes reports to, only the Supreme Exeutive ofOrvonton, situated on onjoint exeutive sphere number seven in the outer ring of Paradise satellites.28.3 The SeonaphimThe seoraphi hosts are produed by the seven Reetive Spirits assigned to the headquarters ofeah superuniverse. There is a de�nite Paradise-responsive tehnique assoiated with the reationof these angels in groups of seven. In eah seven there are always one primary, three seondary,and three tertiary seonaphim; they always personalize in this exat proportion. When seven suhseonaphim are reated, one, the primary, beomes attahed to the servie of the Anients of Days.The three seondary angels are assoiated with three groups of Paradise-origin administrators in thesupergovernments: the Divine Counselors, the Perfetors of Wisdom, and the Universal Censors.The three tertiary angels are attahed to the asendant trinitized assoiates of the superuniverserulers: the Mighty Messengers, Those High in Authority, and Those without Name and Number.These seonaphim of the superuniverses are the o�spring of the Reetive Spirits, and thereforereetivity is inherent in their nature. They are reetively responsive to all of eah phase of everyreature of origin in the Third Soure and Center and the Paradise Creator Sons, but they are notdiretly reetive of the beings and entities, personal or otherwise, of sole origin in the First Soureand Center. We possess many evidenes of the atuality of the universal intelligene iruits of theIn�nite Spirit, but even if we had no other proof, the reetive performanes of the seonaphimwould be quite suÆient to demonstrate the reality of the universal presene of the in�nite mind ofthe Conjoint Ator.28.4 The Primary SeonaphimThe primary seonaphim, of assignment to the Anients of Days, are living mirrors in the servie ofthese triune rulers. Think what it means in the eonomy of a superuniverse to be able to turn, as itwere, to a living mirror and therein to see and therewith to hear the ertain responses of another beinga thousand or a hundred thousand light-years distant and to do all this instantly and unerringly.Reords are essential to the ondut of the universes, broadasts are servieable, the work of theSolitary and other messengers is very helpful, but the Anients of Days from their position midwaybetween the inhabited worlds and Paradise - between man and God - an instantly look both ways,286



hear both ways, and know both ways.This ability - to hear and see, as it were, all things - an be perfetly realized in the superuniversesonly by the Anients of Days and only on their respetive headquarters worlds. Even there limits areenountered: From Uversa, suh ommuniation is limited to the worlds and universes of Orvonton,and while inoperative between the superuniverses, this same reetive tehnique keeps eah one ofthem in lose touh with the entral universe and with Paradise. The seven supergovernments,though individually segregated, are thus perfetly reetive of the authority above and are whollysympatheti, as well as perfetly onversant, with the needs below.The primary seonaphim are found to inline by inherent nature towards seven types of servie,and it is be�tting that the �rst serials of this order should be so endowed as inherently to interpretthe mind of the Spirit to the Anients of Days:1. The Voie of the Conjoint Ator. In eah superuniverse the �rst primary seonaphim and everyseventh one of that order subsequently reated exhibit a high order of adaptability for understandingand interpreting the mind of the In�nite Spirit to the Anients of Days and their assoiates in thesupergovernments. This is of great value on the headquarters of the superuniverses, for, unlike theloal reations with their Divine Ministers, the seat of a supergovernment does not have a speializedpersonalization of the In�nite Spirit. Hene these seoraphi voies ome the nearest to being thepersonal representatives of the Third Soure and Center on suh a apital sphere. True, the sevenReetive Spirits are there, but these mothers of the seoraphi hosts are less truly and automatiallyreetive of the Conjoint Ator than of the Seven Master Spirits.2. The Voie of the Seven Master Spirits. The seond primary seonaphim and every seventhone thereafter reated inline towards portraying the olletive natures and reations of the SevenMaster Spirits. Though eah Master Spirit is already represented on a superuniverse apital by someone of the seven Reetive Spirits of assignment, suh representation is individual, not olletive.Colletively, they are only reetively present; therefore do the Master Spirits welome the serviesof these highly personal angels, the seond serials of the primary seonaphim, who are so ompetentto represent them before the Anients of Days.3. The Voie of the Creator Sons. The In�nite Spirit must have had something to do with thereation or training of the Paradise Sons of the order of Mihael, for the third primary seonaphimand every seventh serial thereafter possess the remarkable gift of being reetive of the minds of theseCreator Sons. If the Anients of Days would like to know - really know - the attitude of Mihaelof Nebadon regarding some matter under onsideration, they do not have to all him on the linesof spae; they need only all for the Chief of Nebadon Voies, who, upon request, will present theMihael seonaphim of reord; and right then and there the Anients of Days will pereive the voieof the Master Son of Nebadon.No other order of sonship is thus \reetible," and no other order of angel an thus funtion. Wedo not fully understand just how this is aomplished, and I doubt very muh that the Creator Sonsthemselves fully understand it. But of a ertainty we know it works, and that it unfailingly worksaeptably we also know, for in all the history of Uversa the seoraphi voies have never erred intheir presentations.You are here beginning to see something of the manner in whih divinity enompasses the spae oftime and masters the time of spae. You are here obtaining one of your �rst eeting glimpses of thetehnique of the eternity yle, divergent for the moment to assist the hildren of time in their tasksof mastering the diÆult handiaps of spae. And these phenomena are additional to the establisheduniverse tehnique of the Reetive Spirits.Though apparently deprived of the personal presene of the Master Spirits above and of the CreatorSons below, the Anients of Days have at their ommand living beings attuned to osmi mehanismsof reetive perfetion and ultimate preision whereby they may enjoy the reetive presene of all287



those exalted beings whose personal presene is denied them. By and through these means, andothers unknown to you, God is potentially present on the headquarters of the superuniverses.The Anients of Days perfetly dedue the Father's will by equating the Spirit voie-ash fromabove and the Mihael voie-ashes from below. Thus may they be unerringly ertain in alulatingthe Father's will onerning the administrative a�airs of the loal universes. But to dedue the willof one of the Gods from a knowledge of the other two, the three Anients of Days must at together;two would not be able to ahieve the answer. And for this reason, even were there no others, thesuperuniverses are always presided over by three Anients of Days, and not by one or even two.4. The Voie of the Angeli Hosts. The fourth primary seonaphim and every seventh serialprove to be angels peuliarly responsive to the sentiments of all orders of angels, inluding thesupernaphim above and the seraphim below. Thus the attitude of any ommanding or supervisingangel is immediately available for onsideration at any ounil of the Anients of Days. Never a daypasses on your world that the hief of seraphim on Urantia is not made onsious of the phenomenonof reetive transferene, of being drawn upon from Uversa for some purpose; but unless forewarnedby a Solitary Messenger, she remains wholly ignorant of what is sought and of how it is seured.These ministering spirits of time are onstantly furnishing this sort of unonsious and ertainly,therefore, unprejudied testimony onerning the endless array of matters engaging the attentionand ounsel of the Anients of Days and their assoiates.5. Broadast Reeivers. There is a speial lass of broadast messages whih are reeived onlyby these primary seonaphim. While they are not the regular broadasters of Uversa, they work inliaison with the angels of the reetive voies for the purpose of synhronizing the reetive vision ofthe Anients of Days with ertain atual messages oming in over the established iruits of universeommuniation. Broadast reeivers are the �fth serials, the �fth primary seonaphim to be reatedand every seventh one thereafter.6. Transport Personalities. These are the seonaphim who arry the pilgrims of time from theheadquarters worlds of the superuniverses to the outer irle of Havona. They are the transport orpsof the superuniverses, operating inward to Paradise and outward to the worlds of their respetivesetors. This orps is omposed of the sixth primary seonaphim and every seventh one subsequentlyreated.7. The Reserve Corps. A very large group of seonaphim, the seventh primary serials, are heldin reserve for the unlassi�ed duties and the emergeny assignments of the realms. Not being highlyspeialized, they an funtion fairly well in any of the apaities of their diverse assoiates, but suhspeialized work is undertaken only in emergenies. Their usual tasks are the performane of thosegeneralized duties of a superuniverse whih do not fall within the sope of the angels of spei�assignment.28.5 The Seondary SeonaphimSeonaphim of the seondary order are no less reetive than their primary fellows. Being lassedas primary, seondary, and tertiary does not indiate a di�erential of status or funtion in the aseof seonaphim; it merely denotes orders of proedure. Idential qualities are exhibited by all threegroups in their ativities.The seven reetive types of seondary seonaphim are assigned to the servies of the o-ordinateTrinity-origin assoiates of the Anients of Days as follows:To the Perfetors of Wisdom - the Voies of Wisdom, the Souls of Philosophy, and the Unions ofSouls.To the Divine Counselors - the Hearts of Counsel, the Joys of Existene, and the Satisfations of288



Servie.To the Universal Censors - the Diserners of Spirits.Like the primary order, this group is reated serially; that is, the �rst-born was a Voie of Wisdom,and the seventh thereafter was similar, and so with the six other types of these reetive angels.1. The Voie of Wisdom. Certain of these seonaphim are in perpetual liaison with the livinglibraries of Paradise, the ustodians of knowledge belonging to the primary supernaphim. In spe-ialized reetive servie the Voies of Wisdom are living, urrent, replete, and thoroughly reliableonentrations and foalizations of the o-ordinated wisdom of the universe of universes. To thewell-nigh in�nite volume of information irulating on the master iruits of the superuniverses,these superb beings are so reetive and seletive, so sensitive, as to be able to segregate and reeivethe essene of wisdom and unerringly to transmit these jewels of mentation to their superiors, thePerfetors of Wisdom. And they so funtion that the Perfetors of Wisdom not only hear the atualand original expressions of this wisdom but also reetively see the very beings, of high or lowlyorigin, who gave voie to it.It is written, \If any man lak wisdom, let him ask." On Uversa, when it beomes neessary to ar-rive at the deisions of wisdom in the perplexing situations of the omplex a�airs of the superuniversegovernment, when both the wisdom of perfetion and of pratiability must be forthoming, then dothe Perfetors of Wisdom summon a battery of the Voies of Wisdom and, by the onsummate skill oftheir order, so attune and diretionize these living reeivers of the enminded and irulating wisdomof the universe of universes that presently, from these seoraphi voies, there ensues a stream of thewisdom of divinity from the universe above and a ood of the wisdom of pratiality from the higherminds of the universes below.If onfusion arises regarding the harmonization of these two versions of wisdom, immediate appealis made to the Divine Counselors, who forthwith rule as to the proper ombination of proedures.If there is any doubt as to the authentiity of something oming in from realms where rebellionhas been rife, appeal is made to the Censors, who, with their Diserners of Spirits, are able to ruleimmediately as to \what manner of spirit" atuated the adviser. So are the wisdom of the ages andthe intellet of the moment ever present with the Anients of Days, like an open book before theirbene�ent gaze.You an just faintly omprehend what all this means to those who are responsible for the ondutof the superuniverse governments. The immensity and the omprehensiveness of these transationsare quite beyond �nite oneption. When you stand, as I repeatedly have, in the speial reeivinghambers of the temple of wisdom on Uversa and see all this in atual operation, you will be moved toadoration by the perfetion of the omplexity, and by the surety of the working, of the interplanetaryommuniations of the universes. You will pay homage to the divine wisdom and goodness of theGods, who plan and exeute with suh superb tehnique. And these things atually happen just asI have portrayed them.2. The Soul of Philosophy. These wonderful teahers are also attahed to the Perfetors of Wisdomand, when not otherwise diretionized, remain in foal synhrony with the masters of philosophy onParadise. Think of stepping up to a huge living mirror, as it were, but instead of beholding thelikeness of your �nite and material self, of pereiving a reetion of the wisdom of divinity and thephilosophy of Paradise. And if it beomes desirable to \inarnate" this philosophy of perfetion, soto dilute it as to make it pratial of appliation to, and assimilation by, the lowly peoples of thelower worlds, these living mirrors have only to turn their faes downward to reet the standardsand needs of another world or universe.By these very tehniques do the Perfetors of Wisdom adapt deisions and reommendations tothe real needs and atual status of the peoples and worlds under onsideration, and always do theyat in onert with the Divine Counselors and the Universal Censors. But the sublime repleteness of289



these transations is beyond even my ability to omprehend.3. The Union of Souls. Completing the triune sta� of attahment to the Perfetors of Wisdom,are these reetors of the ideals and status of ethial relationships. Of all the problems in theuniverse requiring an exerise of the onsummate wisdom of experiene and adaptability, none aremore important than those arising out of the relationships and assoiations of intelligent beings.Whether in human assoiations of ommere and trade, friendship and marriage, or in the liaisonsof the angeli hosts, there ontinue to arise petty fritions, minor misunderstandings too trivial evento engage the attention of oniliators but suÆiently irritating and disturbing to mar the smoothworking of the universe if they were allowed to multiply and ontinue. Therefore do the Perfetorsof Wisdom make available the wise experiene of their order as the \oil of reoniliation" for anentire superuniverse. In all this work these wise men of the superuniverses are ably seonded bytheir reetive assoiates, the Unions of Souls, who make available urrent information regardingthe status of the universe and onurrently portray the Paradise ideal of the best adjustment ofthese perplexing problems. When not spei�ally diretionized elsewhere, these seonaphim remainin reetive liaison with the interpreters of ethis on Paradise.These are the angels who foster and promote the teamwork of all Orvonton. One of the mostimportant lessons to be learned during your mortal areer is teamwork. The spheres of perfetionare manned by those who have mastered this art of working with other beings. Few are the dutiesin the universe for the lone servant. The higher you asend, the more lonely you beome whentemporarily without the assoiation of your fellows.4. The Heart of Counsel. This is the �rst group of these reetive geniuses to be plaed under thesupervision of the Divine Counselors. Seonaphim of this type are in possession of the fats of spae,being seletive for suh data in the iruits of time. Espeially are they reetive of the superaphiintelligene o-ordinators, but they are also seletively reetive of the ounsel of all beings, whetherof high or low estate. Whenever the Divine Counselors are alled upon for important advie ordeisions, they immediately requisition an ensemble of the Hearts of Counsel, and presently there ishanded down a ruling whih atually inorporates the o-ordinated wisdom and advie of the mostompetent minds of the entire superuniverse, all of whih has been ensored and revised in the lightof the ounsel of the high minds of Havona and even of Paradise.5. The Joy of Existene. By nature these beings are reetively attuned to the superaphi harmonysupervisors above and to ertain of the seraphim below, but it is diÆult to explain just what themembers of this interesting group really do. Their prinipal ativities are direted toward promotingreations of joy among the various orders of the angeli hosts and the lower will reatures. The DivineCounselors, to whom they are attahed, seldom use them for spei� joy �nding. In a more generalmanner and in ollaboration with the reversion diretors, they funtion as joy learinghouses, seekingto upstep the pleasure reations of the realms while trying to improve the humor taste, to developa superhumor among mortals and angels. They endeavor to demonstrate that there is inherent joyin freewill existene, independent of all extraneous inuenes; and they are right, although theymeet with great diÆulty in inulating this truth in the minds of primitive men. The higher spiritpersonalities and the angels are more quikly responsive to these eduational e�orts.6. The Satisfation of Servie. These angels are highly reetive of the attitude of the diretors ofondut on Paradise, and funtioning muh as do the Joys of Existene, they strive to enhane thevalue of servie and to augment the satisfations to be derived therefrom. They have done muh toilluminate the deferred rewards inherent in unsel�sh servie, servie for the extension of the kingdomof truth.The Divine Counselors, to whom this order is attahed, utilize them to reet from one worldto another the bene�ts to be derived from spiritual servie. And by using the performanes of thebest to inspire and enourage the mediore, these seonaphim ontribute immensely to the qualityof devoted servie in the superuniverses. E�etive use is made of the fraternal ompetitive spirit by290



irulating to any one world information about what the others, partiularly the best, are doing. Arefreshing and wholesome rivalry is promoted even among the seraphi hosts.7. The Diserner of Spirits. A speial liaison exists between the ounselors and advisers of theseond Havona irle and these reetive angels. They are the only seonaphim attahed to theUniversal Censors but are probably the most uniquely speialized of all their fellows. Regardlessof the soure or hannel of information, no matter how meager the evidene at hand, when it issubjeted to their reetive srutiny, these diserners will forthwith inform us as to the true motive,the atual purpose, and the real nature of its origin. I marvel at the superb funtioning of theseangels, who so unerringly reet the atual moral and spiritual harater of any individual onernedin a foal exposure.The Diserners of Spirits arry on these intriate servies by virtue of inherent \spiritual insight," ifI may use suh words in an endeavor to onvey to the human mind the thought that these reetiveangels thus funtion intuitively, inherently, and unerringly. When the Universal Censors beholdthese presentations, they are fae to fae with the naked soul of the reeted individual; and thisvery ertainty and perfetion of portraiture in part explains why the Censors an always funtion sojustly as righteous judges. The diserners always aompany the Censors on any mission away fromUversa, and they are just as e�etive out in the universes as at their Uversa headquarters.I assure you that all these transations of the spirit world are real, that they take plae in aor-dane with established usages and in harmony with the immutable laws of the universal domains.The beings of every newly reated order, immediately upon reeiving the breath of life, are instantlyreeted on high; a living portrayal of the reature nature and potential is ashed to the superuni-verse headquarters. Thus, by means of the diserners, are the Censors made fully ognizant of exatly\what manner of spirit" has been born on the worlds of spae.So it is with mortal man: The Mother Spirit of Salvington knows you fully, for the Holy Spiriton your world \searhes all things," and whatsoever the divine Spirit knows of you is immediatelyavailable whenever the seoraphi diserners reet with the Spirit onerning the Spirit's knowledgeof you. It should, however, be mentioned that the knowledge and plans of the Father fragments arenot reetible. The diserners an and do reet the presene of the Adjusters (and the Censorspronoune them divine), but they annot deipher the ontent of the mindedness of the MysteryMonitors.28.6 The Tertiary SeonaphimIn the same manner as their fellows, these angels are reated serially and in seven reetive types, butthese types are not assigned individually to the separate servies of the superuniverse administrators.All tertiary seonaphim are olletively assigned to the Trinitized Sons of Attainment, and theseasendant sons use them interhangeably; that is, the Mighty Messengers an and do utilize any ofthe tertiary types, and so do their o-ordinates, Those High in Authority and Those without Nameand Number. These seven types of tertiary seonaphim are:1. The Signi�ane of Origins. The asendant Trinitized Sons of a superuniverse government areharged with the responsibility of dealing with all issues growing out of the origin of any individual,rae, or world; and the signi�ane of origin is the paramount question in all our plans for the osmiadvanement of the living reatures of the realm. All relationships and the appliation of ethis growout of the fundamental fats of origin. Origin is the basis of the relational reation of the Gods.Always does the Conjoint Ator \take note of the man, in what manner he was born."With the higher desendant beings, origin is simply a fat to be asertained; but with the asendingbeings, inluding the lower orders of angels, the nature and irumstanes of origin are not always so291



lear, though of equally vital importane at almost every turn of universe a�airs - hene the value ofhaving at our disposal a series of reetive seonaphim who an instantly portray anything requiredrespeting the genesis of any being in either the entral universe or throughout the entire realm of asuperuniverse.The Signi�anes of Origins are the living ready-referene genealogies of the vast hosts of beings- men, angels, and others - who inhabit the seven superuniverses. They are always ready to supplytheir superiors with an up-to-date, replete, and trustworthy estimate of the anestral fators andthe urrent atual status of any individual on any world of their respetive superuniverses; and theiromputation of possessed fats is always up to the minute.2. The Memory of Mery. These are the atual, full and replete, living reords of the mery whihhas been extended to individuals and raes by the tender ministrations of the instrumentalities ofthe In�nite Spirit in the mission of adapting the justie of righteousness to the status of the realms,as dislosed by the portrayals of the Signi�ane of Origins. The Memory of Mery disloses themoral debt of the hildren of mery - their spiritual liabilities - to be set down against their assetsof the saving provision established by the Sons of God. In revealing the Father's pre-existent mery,the Sons of God establish the neessary redit to insure the survival of all. And then, in aordanewith the �ndings of the Signi�ane of Origins, a mery redit is established for the survival of eahrational reature, a redit of lavish proportions and one of suÆient grae to insure the survival ofevery soul who really desires divine itizenship.The Memory of Mery is a living trial balane, a urrent statement of your aount with thesupernatural fores of the realms. These are the living reords of mery ministration whih are readinto the testimony of the ourts of Uversa when eah individual's right to unending life omes upfor adjudiation, when \thrones are ast up and the Anients of Days are seated. The broadasts ofUversa issue and ome forth from before them; thousands upon thousands minister to them, and tenthousand times ten thousand stand before them. The judgment is set, and the books are opened."And the books whih are opened on suh a momentous oasion are the living reords of the tertiaryseonaphim of the superuniverses. The formal reords are on �le to orroborate the testimony of theMemories of Mery if they are required.The Memory of Mery must show that the saving redit established by the Sons of God has beenfully and faithfully paid out in the loving ministry of the patient personalities of the Third Soureand Center. But when mery is exhausted, when the \memory" thereof testi�es to its depletion, thendoes justie prevail and righteousness deree. For mery is not to be thrust upon those who despiseit; mery is not a gift to be trampled under foot by the persistent rebels of time. Nevertheless,though mery is thus preious and dearly bestowed, your individual drawing redits are always farin exess of your ability to exhaust the reserve if you are sinere of purpose and honest of heart.The mery reetors, with their tertiary assoiates, engage in numerous superuniverse ministries,inluding the teahing of the asending reatures. Among many other things the Signi�anes ofOrigins teah these asenders how to apply spirit ethis, and following suh training, the Memoriesof Mery teah them how to be truly meriful. While the spirit tehniques of mery ministry arebeyond your onept, you should even now understand that mery is a quality of growth. You shouldrealize that there is a great reward of personal satisfation in being �rst just, next fair, then patient,then kind. And then, on that foundation, if you hoose and have it in your heart, you an take thenext step and really show mery; but you annot exhibit mery in and of itself. These steps mustbe traversed; otherwise there an be no genuine mery. There may be patronage, ondesension, orharity - even pity - but not mery. True mery omes only as the beautiful limax to these preedingadjunts to group understanding, mutual appreiation, fraternal fellowship, spiritual ommunion, anddivine harmony.3. The Import of Time. Time is the one universal endowment of all will reatures; it is the \onetalent" intrusted to all intelligent beings. You all have time in whih to insure your survival; and292



time is fatally squandered only when it is buried in neglet, when you fail so to utilize it as to makeertain the survival of your soul. Failure to improve one's time to the fullest extent possible doesnot impose fatal penalties; it merely retards the pilgrim of time in his journey of asent. If survivalis gained, all other losses an be retrieved.In the assignment of trusts the ounsel of the Imports of Time is invaluable. Time is a vital fatorin everything this side of Havona and Paradise. In the �nal judgment before the Anients of Days,time is an element of evidene. The Imports of Time must always a�ord testimony to show thatevery defendant has had ample time for making deisions, ahieving hoie.These time evaluators are also the seret of prophey; they portray the element of time whih willbe required in the ompletion of any undertaking, and they are just as dependable as indiators asare the frandalanks and hronoldeks of other living orders. The Gods foresee, hene foreknow; butthe asendant authorities of the universes of time must onsult the Imports of Time to be able toforeast events of the future.You will �rst enounter these beings on the mansion worlds, and they will there instrut you inthe advantageous use of that whih you all \time," both in its positive employment, work, and inits negative utilization, rest. Both uses of time are important.4. The Solemnity of Trust. Trust is the ruial test of will reatures. Trustworthiness is the truemeasure of self-mastery, harater. These seonaphim aomplish a double purpose in the eonomyof the superuniverses: They portray to all will reatures the sense of the obligation, saredness, andsolemnity of trust. At the same time they unerringly reet to the governing authorities the exattrustworthiness of any andidate for on�dene or trust.On Urantia, you grotesquely essay to read harater and to estimate spei� abilities, but onUversa we atually do these things in perfetion. These seonaphim weigh trustworthiness in theliving sales of unerring harater appraisal, and when they have looked at you, we have only to lookat them to know the limitations of your ability to disharge responsibility, exeute trust, and ful�llmissions. Your assets of trustworthiness are learly set forth alongside your liabilities of possibledefault or betrayal.It is the plan of your superiors to advane you by augmented trusts just as fast as your harateris suÆiently developed to graefully bear these added responsibilities, but to overload the individualonly ourts disaster and insures disappointment. And the mistake of plaing responsibility prema-turely upon either man or angel may be avoided by utilizing the ministry of these infallible estimatorsof the trust apaity of the individuals of time and spae. These seonaphim ever aompany ThoseHigh in Authority, and never do these exeutives make assignments until their andidates have beenweighed in the seoraphi balanes and pronouned \not wanting."5. The Santity of Servie. The privilege of servie immediately follows the disovery of trust-worthiness. Nothing an stand between you and opportunity for inreased servie exept your ownuntrustworthiness, your lak of apaity for appreiation of the solemnity of trust.Servie - purposeful servie, not slavery - is produtive of the highest satisfation and is expressiveof the divinest dignity. Servie - more servie, inreased servie, diÆult servie, adventurous servie,and at last divine and perfet servie - is the goal of time and the destination of spae. But ever willthe play yles of time alternate with the servie yles of progress. And after the servie of timethere follows the superservie of eternity. During the play of time you should envision the work ofeternity, even as you will, during the servie of eternity, reminise the play of time.The universal eonomy is based on intake and output; throughout the eternal areer you will neverenounter monotony of ination or stagnation of personality. Progress is made possible by inherentmotion, advanement grows out of the divine apaity for ation, and ahievement is the hild ofimaginative adventure. But inherent in this apaity for ahievement is the responsibility of ethis,the neessity for reognizing that the world and the universe are �lled with a multitude of di�ering293



types of beings. All of this magni�ent reation, inluding yourself, was not made just for you. Thisis not an egoentri universe. The Gods have dereed, \It is more blessed to give than to reeive,"and said your Master Son, \He who would be greatest among you let him be server of all."The real nature of any servie, be it rendered by man or angel, is fully revealed in the faes ofthese seoraphi servie indiators, the Santities of Servie. The full analysis of the true and ofthe hidden motives is learly shown. These angels are indeed the mind readers, heart searhers, andsoul revealers of the universe. Mortals may employ words to oneal their thoughts, but these highseonaphim lay bare the deep motives of the human heart and of the angeli mind.6 and 7. The Seret of Greatness and the Soul of Goodness. The asending pilgrims havingawakened to the import of time, the way is prepared for the realization of the solemnity of trust andfor the appreiation of the santity of servie. While these are the moral elements of greatness, thereare also serets of greatness. When the spiritual tests of greatness are applied, the moral elementsare not disregarded, but the quality of unsel�shness revealed in disinterested labor for the welfare ofone's earthly fellows, partiularly worthy beings in need and in distress, that is the real measure ofplanetary greatness. And the manifestation of greatness on a world like Urantia is the exhibition ofself-ontrol. The great man is not he who \takes a ity" or \overthrows a nation," but rather \hewho subdues his own tongue."Greatness is synonymous with divinity. God is supremely great and good. Greatness and goodnesssimply annot be divored. They are forever made one in God. This truth is literally and strikinglyillustrated by the reetive interdependene of the Seret of Greatness and the Soul of Goodness,for neither an funtion without the other. In reeting other qualities of divinity, the superuniverseseonaphim an and do at alone, but the reetive estimates of greatness and of goodness appearto be inseparable. Hene, on any world, in any universe, must these reetors of greatness and ofgoodness work together, always showing a dual and mutually dependent report of every being uponwhom they foalize. Greatness annot be estimated without knowing the ontent of goodness, whilegoodness annot be portrayed without exhibiting its inherent and divine greatness.The estimate of greatness varies from sphere to sphere. To be great is to be Godlike. And sinethe quality of greatness is wholly determined by the ontent of goodness, it follows that, even in yourpresent human estate, if you an through grae beome good, you are thereby beoming great. Themore steadfastly you behold, and the more persistently you pursue, the onepts of divine goodness,the more ertainly will you grow in greatness, in true magnitude of genuine survival harater.28.7 Ministry of the SeonaphimThe seonaphim have their origin and headquarters on the apitals of the superuniverses, but withtheir liaison fellows they range from the shores of Paradise to the evolutionary worlds of spae. Theyserve as valued assistants to the members of the deliberative assemblies of the supergovernments andare of great help to the ourtesy olonies of Uversa: the star students, millennial tourists, elestialobservers, and a host of others, inluding the asendant beings in waiting for Havona transport. TheAnients of Days take pleasure in assigning ertain of the primary seonaphim to assist the asendingreatures domiiled on the four hundred ninety study worlds surrounding Uversa, and here also domany of the seondary and tertiary orders serve as teahers. These Uversa satellites are the �nishingshools of the universes of time, presenting the preparatory ourse for the seven-iruited universityof Havona.Of the three orders of seonaphim, the tertiary group, attahed to the asendant authorities,minister most extensively to the asending reatures of time. You will on oasion meet them soonafter your departure from Urantia, though you will not freely make use of their servies until youreah the tarrying worlds of Orvonton. You will enjoy their ompanionship when you beome fully294



aquainted with them during your sojourn on the Uversa shool worlds.These tertiary seonaphim are the timesavers, spae abridgers, error detetors, faithful teahers,and everlasting guideposts - living signs of divine surety - in mery plaed at the rossroads of time,there to guide the feet of anxious pilgrims in moments of great perplexity and spiritual unertainty.Long before attaining the portals of perfetion, you will begin to gain aess to the tools of divinityand to make ontat with the tehniques of Deity. Inreasingly, from the time you arrive on theinitial mansion world until you lose your eyes in the Havona sleep preparatory to your Paradisetransit, you will avail yourself of the emergeny help of these marvelous beings, who are so fully andfreely reetive of the sure knowledge and ertain wisdom of those safe and dependable pilgrims whohave preeded you on the long journey to the portals of perfetion.We are denied the full privilege of using these angels of the reetive order on Urantia. They arefrequent visitors on your world, aompanying assigned personalities, but here they annot freelyfuntion. This sphere is still under partial spiritual quarantine, and some of the iruits essentialto their servies are not here at present. When your world is one more restored to the reetiveiruits onerned, muh of the work of interplanetary and interuniverse ommuniation will begreatly simpli�ed and expedited. Celestial workers on Urantia enounter many diÆulties beause ofthis funtional urtailment of their reetive assoiates. But we go on joyfully onduting our a�airswith the instrumentalities at hand, notwithstanding our loal deprivation of many of the servies ofthese marvelous beings, the living mirrors of spae and the presene projetors of time.[Sponsored by a Mighty Messenger of Uversa.℄
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Chapter 29The Universe Power DiretorsOF ALL the universe personalities onerned in the regulation of interplanetary and interuniversea�airs, the power diretors and their assoiates have been the least understood on Urantia. Whileyour raes have long known of the existene of angels and similar orders of elestial beings, littleinformation onerning the ontrollers and regulators of the physial domain has ever been imparted.Even now I am permitted fully to dislose only the last of the following three groups of living beingshaving to do with fore ontrol and energy regulation in the master universe:1. Primary Eventuated Master Fore Organizers.2. Assoiate Transendental Master Fore Organizers.3. Universe Power Diretors.Though I deem it impossible to portray the individuality of the various groups of diretors, enters,and ontrollers of universe power, I hope to be able to explain something about the domain of theirativities. They are a unique group of living beings having to do with the intelligent regulation ofenergy throughout the grand universe. Inluding the supreme diretors, they embrae the followingmajor divisions:1. The Seven Supreme Power Diretors.2. The Supreme Power Centers.3. The Master Physial Controllers.4. The Morontia Power Supervisors.The Supreme Power Diretors and Centers have existed from the near times of eternity, and asfar as we know, no more beings of these orders have been reated. The Seven Supreme Diretorswere personalized by the Seven Master Spirits, and then they ollaborated with their parents in theprodution of more than ten billion assoiates. Before the days of the power diretors the energyiruits of spae outside of the entral universe were under the intelligent supervision of the MasterFore Organizers of Paradise.Having knowledge about material reatures, you have at least a ontrastive oneption of spiritualbeings; but it is very diÆult for the mortal mind to envisage the power diretors. In the sheme ofasendant progression to higher levels of existene you have nothing diretly to do with either thesupreme diretors or the power enters. On ertain rare oasions you will have dealings with thephysial ontrollers, and you will work freely with the supervisors of morontia power upon reahingthe mansion worlds. These Morontia Power Supervisors funtion so exlusively in the morontiaregime of the loal reations that it is deemed best to narrate their ativities in the setion dealingwith the loal universe. 297



29.1 The Seven Supreme Power DiretorsThe Seven Supreme Power Diretors are the physial-energy regulators of the grand universe. Theirreation by the Seven Master Spirits is the �rst reorded instane of the derivation of semimaterialprogeny from true spirit anestry. When the Seven Master Spirits reate individually, they bringforth highly spiritual personalities on the angeli order; when they reate olletively, they sometimesprodue these high types of semimaterial beings. But even these quasi-physial beings would beinvisible to the short-range vision of Urantia mortals.The Supreme Power Diretors are seven in number, and they are idential in appearane andfuntion. One annot be distinguished from another exept by that Master Spirit with whom eahis in immediate assoiation, and to whom eah is in omplete funtional subserviene. Eah of theMaster Spirits is thus in eternal union with one of their olletive o�spring. The same diretoris always in assoiation with the same Spirit, and their working partnership results in a uniqueassoiation of physial and spiritual energies, of a semiphysial being and a spirit personality.The Seven Supreme Power Diretors are stationed on peripheral Paradise, where their slowly ir-ulating presenes indiate the whereabouts of the fore-foal headquarters of the Master Spirits.These power diretors funtion singly in the power-energy regulation of the superuniverses but ol-letively in the administration of the entral reation. They operate from Paradise but maintainthemselves as e�etive power enters in all divisions of the grand universe.These mighty beings are the physial anestors of the vast host of the power enters and, throughthem, of the physial ontrollers sattered throughout the seven superuniverses. Suh subordinatephysial-ontrol organisms are basially uniform, idential exept for the di�erential toning of eahsuperuniverse orps. In order to hange in superuniverse servie, they would merely have to returnto Paradise for retoning. The physial reation is fundamentally uniform in administration.29.2 The Supreme Power CentersThe Seven Supreme Power Diretors are not able, individually, to reprodue themselves, but olle-tively, and in assoiation with the Seven Master Spirits, they an and do reprodue - reate - otherbeings like themselves. Suh is the origin of the Supreme Power Centers of the grand universe, whofuntion in the following seven groups:1. Supreme Center Supervisors.2. Havona Centers.3. Superuniverse Centers.4. Loal Universe Centers.5. Constellation Centers.6. System Centers.7. Unlassi�ed Centers.These power enters together with the Supreme Power Diretors are beings of high will freedomand ation. They are all endowed with Third-Soure personality and dislose unquestioned volitionalapaity of a high order. These direting enters of the universe power system are the possessors ofexquisite intelligene endowment; they are the intellet of the power system of the grand universeand the seret of the tehnique of the mind ontrol of all the vast network of the far-ung funtionsof the Master Physial Controllers and the Morontia Power Supervisors.1. Supreme Center Supervisors. These seven o-ordinates and assoiates of the Supreme Power298



Diretors are the regulators of the master energy iruits of the grand universe. Eah enter supervisoris headquartered on one of the speial worlds of the Seven Supreme Exeutives, and they work inlose assoiation with these o-ordinators of general universe a�airs.The Supreme Power Diretors and the Supreme Center Supervisors funtion both as individualsand onjointly with regard to all osmi phenomena below the levels of \gravity energy." Whenating in liaison, these fourteen beings are to universe power what the Seven Supreme Exeutivesare to general universe a�airs, and what the Seven Master Spirits are to the osmi mind.2. Havona Centers. Before the reation of the universes of time and spae, power enters werenot required in Havona, but ever sine these far-distant times, one million have funtioned in theentral reation, eah enter having the supervision of a thousand Havona worlds. Here in the divineuniverse there is perfetion of energy ontrol, a ondition not existing elsewhere. Perfetion of energyregulation is the ultimate goal of all the power enters and the physial ontrollers of spae.3. Superuniverse Centers. Oupying an enormous area on the apital sphere of eah of the sevensuperuniverses are one thousand power enters of the third order. Three urrents of primary energyof ten segregations eah ome in to these power enters, but seven speialized and well-direted,though imperfetly ontrolled, iruits of power go forth from their seat of united ation. This is theeletroni organization of universe power.All energy is iruited in the Paradise yle, but the Universe Power Diretors diret the fore-energies of nether Paradise as they �nd them modi�ed in the spae funtions of the entral andsuperuniverses, onverting and direting these energies into hannels of useful and onstrutive ap-pliation. There is a di�erene between Havona energy and the energies of the superuniverses. Thepower harge of a superuniverse onsists of three phases of energy of ten segregations eah. Thisthreefold energy harge spreads throughout the spae of the grand universe; it is like a vast movingoean of energy whih engulfs and bathes the whole of eah of the seven superreations.The eletroni organization of universe power funtions in seven phases and disloses varyingresponse to loal or linear gravity. This sevenfold iruit proeeds from the superuniverse powerenters and pervades eah superreation. Suh speialized urrents of time and spae are de�niteand loalized energy movements initiated and direted for spei� purposes, muh as the Gulf Streamfuntions as a irumsribed phenomenon in the midst of the Atlanti Oean.4. Loal Universe Centers. On the headquarters of eah loal universe are stationed one hundredpower enters of the fourth order. They funtion to downstep and otherwise to modify the seven poweriruits emanating from superuniverse headquarters, thus making them appliable to the servies ofthe onstellations and systems. The loal astronomial atastrophes of spae are of passing onernto these power enters; they are engaged in the orderly dispath of e�etive energy to the subsidiaryonstellations and systems. They are of great assistane to the Creator Sons during the later times ofuniverse organization and energy mobilization. These enters are able to provide intensi�ed lanes ofenergy useful for interplanetary ommuniation between important inhabited points. Suh a lane orline of energy, sometimes also alled an energy path, is a diret iruit of energy from one power enterto another power enter or from one physial ontroller to another ontroller. It is an individualizedstream of power and stands in ontrast to the free spae movements of undi�erentiated energy.5. Constellation Centers. Ten of these living power enters are stationed in eah onstellation,funtioning as energy projetors to the one hundred tributary loal systems. From these beingsthere go forth the power lines for ommuniation and transport and for the energizing of those livingreatures who are dependent upon ertain forms of physial energy for the maintenane of life. Butneither the power enters nor the subordinate physial ontrollers are otherwise onerned with lifeas a funtional organization.6. System Centers. One Supreme Power Center is permanently assigned to eah loal system.These system enters dispath the power iruits to the inhabited worlds of time and spae. They299



o-ordinate the ativities of the subordinate physial ontrollers and otherwise funtion to insurethe satisfatory distribution of power in the loal system. The iruit relay between the planetsdepends upon the perfet o-ordination of ertain material energies and upon the eÆient regulationof physial power.7. Unlassi�ed Centers. These are the enters who funtion in speial loal situations but not onthe inhabited planets. The individual worlds are in the harge of Master Physial Controllers andreeive the eniruited lines of power dispathed by the power enter of their system. Only thosespheres of the most extraordinary energy relationships have power enters of the seventh order atingas universe balane wheels or energy governors. In every phase of ativity these power enters arethe full equals of those who funtion on the higher units of ontrol, but not one spae body in amillion harbors suh a living power organization.29.3 The Domain of Power CentersThe Supreme Power Centers distributed throughout the superuniverses number, with their assoiatesand subordinates, upward of ten billion. And they are all in perfet synhrony and omplete liaisonwith their Paradise progenitors, the Seven Supreme Power Diretors. The power ontrol of the granduniverse is thus intrusted to the keeping and diretion of the Seven Master Spirits, the reators ofthe Seven Supreme Power Diretors.The Supreme Power Diretors and all their assoiates, assistants, and subordinates are foreverexempt from apprehension or interferene by all the tribunals of all spae; neither are they subjetto the administrative diretion either of the superuniverse government of the Anients of Days or ofthe loal universe administration of the Creator Sons.These power enters and diretors are brought into being by the hildren of the In�nite Spirit.They are not germane to the administration of the Sons of God, though they aÆliate with the CreatorSons during the later epohs of universe material organization. But the power enters are in someway losely assoiated with the osmi overontrol of the Supreme Being.Power enters and physial ontrollers undergo no training; they are all reated in perfetion andare inherently perfet in ation. Never do they pass from one funtion to another; always do theyserve as originally assigned. There is no evolution in their ranks, and this is true of all seven divisionsof both orders.Having no asendant past to revert to in memory, power enters and physial ontrollers neverplay; they are thoroughly businesslike in all their ations. They are always on duty; there is noprovision in the universal sheme for the interruption of the physial lines of energy; never for afration of a seond an these beings relinquish their diret supervision of the energy iruits of timeand spae.The diretors, enters, and ontrollers of power have nothing to do with anything in all reationexept power, material or semiphysial energy; they do not originate it, but they do modify, manipu-late, and diretionize it. Neither do they have anything whatever to do with physial gravity exeptto resist its drawing power. Their relation to gravity is wholly negative.The power enters utilize vast mehanisms and o-ordinations of a material order in liaison withthe living mehanisms of the various segregated energy onentrations. Eah individual power enteris onstituted in exatly one million units of funtional ontrol, and these energy-modifying units arenot stationary as are the vital organs of man's physial body; these \vital organs" of power regulationare mobile and truly kaleidosopi in assoiative possibilities.It is utterly beyond my ability to explain the manner in whih these living beings enompass themanipulation and regulation of the master iruits of universe energy. To undertake to inform you300



further onerning the size and funtion of these giganti and almost perfetly eÆient power enters,would only add to your onfusion and onsternation. They are both living and \personal," but theyare beyond your omprehension.Outside of Havona the Supreme Power Centers funtion only on espeially onstruted (arhi-tetural) spheres or on otherwise suitably onstituted spae bodies. The arhitetural worlds areso onstruted that the living power enters an at as seletive swithes to diretionize, modify,and onentrate the energies of spae as they pour over these spheres. They ould not so funtionon an ordinary evolutionary sun or planet. Certain groups are also onerned in the heating andother material neessities of these speial headquarters worlds. And though it is beyond the sopeof Urantia knowledge, I may state that these orders of living power personalities have muh to dowith the distribution of the light that shines without heat. They do not produe this phenomenon,but they are onerned with its dissemination and diretionization.The power enters and their subordinate ontrollers are assigned to the working of all of thephysial energies of organized spae. They work with the three basi urrents of ten energies eah.That is the energy harge of organized spae; and organized spae is their domain. The UniversePower Diretors have nothing whatever to do with those tremendous ations of fore whih are nowtaking plae outside the present boundaries of the seven superuniverses.The power enters and ontrollers exert perfet ontrol over only seven of the ten forms of energyontained in eah basi universe urrent; those forms whih are partly or wholly exempt from theirontrol must represent the unpreditable realms of energy manifestation dominated by the Unqual-i�ed Absolute. If they exert an inuene upon the primordial fores of this Absolute, we are notognizant of suh funtions, though there is some slight evidene whih would warrant the opinionthat ertain of the physial ontrollers are sometimes automatially reative to ertain impulses ofthe Universal Absolute.These living power mehanisms are not onsiously related to the master universe energy over-ontrol of the Unquali�ed Absolute, but we surmise that their entire and almost perfet sheme ofpower diretion is in some unknown manner subordinated to this supergravity presene. In any loalenergy situation the enters and ontrollers exert near-supremay, but they are always onsious ofthe superenergy presene and the unreognizable performane of the Unquali�ed Absolute.29.4 The Master Physial ControllersThese beings are the mobile subordinates of the Supreme Power Centers. The physial ontrollers areendowed with apabilities of individuality metamorphosis of suh a nature that they an engage in aremarkable variety of autotransport, being able to traverse loal spae at veloities approahing theight of Solitary Messengers. But like all other spae traversers they require the assistane of boththeir fellows and ertain other types of beings in overoming the ation of gravity and the resistaneof inertia in departing from a material sphere.The Master Physial Controllers serve throughout the grand universe. They are diretly governedfrom Paradise by the Seven Supreme Power Diretors as far as the headquarters of the superuniverses;from here they are direted and distributed by the Counil of Equilibrium, the high ommissionersof power dispathed by the Seven Master Spirits from the personnel of the Assoiate Master ForeOrganizers. These high ommissioners are empowered to interpret the readings and registrations ofthe master frandalanks, those living instruments whih indiate the power pressure and the energyharge of an entire superuniverse.While the presene of the Paradise Deities enirles the grand universe and sweeps around the irleof eternity, the inuene of any one of the Seven Master Spirits is limited to a single superuniverse.301



There is a distint segregation of energy and a separation of the iruits of power between eah ofthe seven superreations; hene individualized ontrol methods must and do prevail.The Master Physial Controllers are the diret o�spring of the Supreme Power Centers, and theirnumbers inlude the following:1. Assoiate Power Diretors.2. Mehanial Controllers.3. Energy Transformers.4. Energy Transmitters.5. Primary Assoiators.6. Seondary Dissoiators.7. The Frandalanks and Chronoldeks.Not all of these orders are persons in the sense of possessing individual powers of hoie. Espeiallydo the last four seem to be wholly automati and mehanial in response to the impulses of theirsuperiors and in reation to existing energy onditions. But though suh response appears whollymehanisti, it is not; they may seem to be automatons, but all of them dislose the di�erentialfuntion of intelligene.Personality is not neessarily a onomitant of mind. Mind an think even when deprived of allpower of hoie, as in numerous of the lower types of animals and in ertain of these subordinatephysial ontrollers. Many of these more automati regulators of physial power are not persons inany sense of the term. They are not endowed with will and independene of deision, being whollysubservient to the mehanial perfetion of design for the tasks of their allotment. Nonetheless all ofthem are highly intelligent beings.The physial ontrollers are hiey oupied in the adjustment of basi energies undisovered onUrantia. These unknown energies are very essential to the interplanetary system of transport andto ertain tehniques of ommuniation. When we lay lines of energy for the purpose of onveyingsound equivalents or of extending vision, these undisovered forms of energy are utilized by theliving physial ontrollers and their assoiates. These same energies are also, on oasion, used bythe midway reatures in their routine work.1. Assoiate Power Diretors. These marvelously eÆient beings are intrusted with the assignmentand dispath of all orders of the Master Physial Controllers in aordane with the ever-shiftingneeds of the onstantly hanging energy status of the realms. The vast reserves of the physial on-trollers are maintained on the headquarters worlds of the minor setors, and from these onentrationpoints they are periodially dispathed by the assoiate power diretors to the headquarters of theuniverses, onstellations, and systems, and to the individual planets. When thus assigned, the phys-ial ontrollers are provisionally subjet to the orders of the divine exeutioners of the oniliatingommissions but are otherwise solely amenable to their assoiate diretors and to the Supreme PowerCenters.Three million assoiate power diretors are assigned to eah of the Orvonton minor setors, makinga total of three billion as the superuniverse quota of these amazingly versatile beings. Their ownreserves are maintained on these same minor setor worlds, where they also serve as instrutors ofall who study the sienes of the tehniques of intelligent energy ontrol and transmutation.These diretors alternate periods of exeutive servie in the minor setors with equal periods ofinspetion servie to the realms of spae. At least one ating inspetor is always present in eahloal system, maintaining headquarters on its apital sphere. They keep the whole vast living energyaggregation in harmonious synhrony. 302



2. Mehanial Controllers. These are the exeedingly versatile and mobile assistants of theassoiate power diretors. Trillions upon trillions of them are ommissioned in Ensa, your minorsetor. These beings are alled mehanial ontrollers beause they are so ompletely dominated bytheir superiors, so fully subservient to the will of the assoiate power diretors. Nevertheless theyare, themselves, very intelligent, and their work, though mehanial and matter-of-fat in nature, isskillfully performed.Of all the Master Physial Controllers assigned to the inhabited worlds, the mehanial ontrollersare by far the most powerful. Possessing the living endowment of antigravity in exess of all otherbeings, eah ontroller has a gravity resistane equaled only by enormous spheres revolving at tremen-dous veloity. Ten of these ontrollers are now stationed on Urantia, and one of their most importantplanetary ativities is to failitate the departure of seraphi transports. In so funtioning, all ten ofthe mehanial ontrollers at in unison while a battery of one thousand energy transmitters providesthe initial momentum for the seraphi departure.The mehanial ontrollers are ompetent to diretionize the ow of energy and to failitate itsonentration into the speialized urrents or iruits. These mighty beings have muh to do with thesegregation, diretionization, and intensi�ation of the physial energies and with the equalizationof the pressures of the interplanetary iruits. They are expert in the manipulation of twenty-one ofthe thirty physial energies of spae, onstituting the power harge of a superuniverse. They are alsoable to aomplish muh towards the management and ontrol of six of the nine more subtle formsof physial energy. By plaing these ontrollers in proper tehnial relationship to eah other and toertain of the power enters, the assoiate power diretors are enabled to e�et unbelievable hangesin power adjustment and energy ontrol.The Master Physial Controllers often funtion in batteries of hundreds, thousands, and evenmillions and by varying their positions and formations are able to e�et energy ontrol in a olletiveas well as an individual apaity. As requirements vary, they an upstep and aelerate the energyvolume and movement or detain, ondense, and retard the energy urrents. They inuene energyand power transformations somewhat as so-alled atalyti agents augment hemial reations. Theyfuntion by inherent ability and in o-operation with the Supreme Power Centers.3. Energy Transformers. The number of these beings in a superuniverse is unbelievable. Thereare almost one million in Satania alone, and the usual quota is one hundred for eah inhabited world.The energy transformers are the onjoint reation of the Seven Supreme Power Diretors and theSeven Center Supervisors. They are among the more personal orders of physial ontrollers, andexept when an assoiate power diretor is present on an inhabited world, the transformers are inommand. They are the planetary inspetors of all departing seraphi transports. All lasses ofelestial life an utilize the less personal orders of the physial ontrollers only by liaison with themore personal orders of the assoiate diretors and the energy transformers.These transformers are powerful and e�etive living swithes, being able to dispose themselvesfor or against a given power disposition or diretionization. They are also skillful in their e�ortsto insulate the planets against the powerful energy streams passing between giganti planetary andstarry neighbors. Their energy-transmutive attributes render them most servieable in the importanttask of maintaining universal energy balane, or power equilibrium. At one time they seem toonsume or store energy; at other times they appear to exude or liberate energy. The transformersare able to inrease or to diminish the \storage-battery" potential of the living and dead energiesof their respetive realms. But they deal only with physial and semimaterial energies, they do notdiretly funtion in the domain of life, neither do they hange the forms of living beings.In some respets the energy transformers are the most remarkable and mysterious of all semima-terial living reatures. They are in some unknown manner physially di�erentiated, and by varyingtheir liaison relationships, they are able to exert a profound inuene upon the energy whih passes303



through their assoiated presenes. The status of the physial realms seems to undergo a transfor-mation under their skillful manipulation. They an and do hange the physial form of the energiesof spae. With the aid of their fellow ontrollers they are atually able to hange the form and poten-tial of twenty-seven of the thirty physial energies of the superuniverse power harge. That three ofthese energies are beyond their ontrol proves that they are not instrumentalities of the Unquali�edAbsolute.The remaining four groups of the Master Physial Controllers are hardly persons within anyaeptable de�nition of that word. These transmitters, assoiators, dissoiators, and frandalanks arewholly automati in their reations; nevertheless they are in every sense intelligent. We are greatlylimited in our knowledge of these wonderful entities beause we annot ommuniate with them.They appear to understand the language of the realm, but they annot ommuniate with us. Theyseem fully able to reeive our ommuniations but quite powerless to make response.4. Energy Transmitters. These beings funtion hiey, but not wholly, in an intraplanetaryapaity. They are marvelous dispathers of energy as it is manifested on the individual worlds.When energy is to be diverted to a new iruit, the transmitters deploy themselves in a linealong the desired energy path, and by virtue of their unique attributes of energy-attration, they anatually indue an inreased energy ow in the desired diretion. This they do just as literally asertain metalli iruits diretionize the ow of ertain forms of eletri energy; and they are livingsuperondutors for more than half of the thirty forms of physial energy.Transmitters form skillful liaisons whih are e�etive in rehabilitating the weakening urrents ofspeialized energy passing from planet to planet and from station to station on an individual planet.They an detet urrents whih are muh too feeble to be reognized by any other type of livingbeing, and they an so augment these energies that the aompanying message beomes perfetlyintelligible. Their servies are invaluable to the broadast reeivers.Energy transmitters an funtion with regard to all forms of ommuniable pereption; they anrender a distant sene \visible" as well as a distant sound \audible." They provide the emergenylines of ommuniation in the loal systems and on the individual planets. These servies must beused by pratially all reatures for purposes of ommuniation outside of the regularly establishediruits.These beings, together with the energy transformers, are indispensable to the maintenane ofmortal existene on those worlds having an impoverished atmosphere, and they are an integral partof the tehnique of life on the nonbreathing planets.5. Primary Assoiators. These interesting and invaluable entities are masterly energy onservatorsand ustodians. Somewhat as a plant stores solar light, so do these living organisms store energyduring times of plus manifestations. They work on a giganti sale, onverting the energies of spaeinto a physial state not known on Urantia. They are also able to arry forward these transformationsto the point of produing some of the primitive units of material existene. These beings simply atby their presene. They are in no way exhausted or depleted by this funtion; they at like livingatalyti agents.During seasons of minus manifestations they are empowered to release these aumulated energies.But your knowledge of energy and matter is not suÆiently advaned to make it possible to explainthe tehnique of this phase of their work. They always labor in ompliane with universal law,handling and manipulating atoms, eletrons, and ultimatons muh as you maneuver adjustable typeto make the same alphabetial symbols tell vastly di�erent stories.The assoiators are the �rst group of life to appear on an organizing material sphere, and theyan funtion at physial temperatures whih you would regard as utterly inompatible with theexistene of living beings. They represent an order of life whih is simply beyond the range ofhuman imagination. Together with their o-workers, the dissoiators, they are the most slavish of304



all intelligent reatures.6. Seondary Dissoiators. Compared with the primary assoiators, these beings of enormousantigravity endowment are the reverse workers. There is never any danger that the speial or modi�edforms of physial energy on the loal worlds or in the loal systems will be exhausted, for these livingorganizations are endowed with the unique power of evolving limitless supplies of energy. They arehiey onerned with the evolution of a form of energy whih is hardly known on Urantia from aform of matter whih is reognized still less. They are truly the alhemists of spae and the wonder-workers of time. But in all the wonders they work, they never transgress the mandates of CosmiSupremay.7. The Frandalanks. These beings are the joint reation of all three orders of energy-ontrol beings:the primary and seondary fore organizers and the power diretors. Frandalanks are the mostnumerous of all the Master Physial Controllers; the number funtioning in Satania alone is beyondyour numerial onept. They are stationed on all inhabited worlds and are always attahed to thehigher orders of physial ontrollers. They funtion interhangeably in the entral and superuniversesand in the domains of outer spae.The frandalanks are reated in thirty divisions, one for eah form of basi universe fore, and theyfuntion exlusively as living and automati presene, pressure, and veloity gauges. These livingbarometers are solely onerned with the automati and unerring registration of the status of allforms of fore-energy. They are to the physial universe what the vast reetivity mehanism is tothe minded universe. The frandalanks that register time in addition to quantitative and qualitativeenergy presene are alled hronoldeks.I reognize that the frandalanks are intelligent, but I annot lassify them as other than livingmahines. About the only way I an help you to understand these living mehanisms is to omparethem to your own mehanial ontrivanes whih perform with almost intelligentlike preision andauray. Then if you would oneive of these beings, draw upon your imagination to the extent ofreognizing that in the grand universe we atually have intelligent and living mehanisms (entities)that an perform more intriate tasks involving more stupendous omputations with even greaterdeliay of auray, even with ultimay of preision.29.5 The Master Fore OrganizersThe fore organizers are resident on Paradise, but they funtion throughout the master universe, morepartiularly in the domains of unorganized spae. These extraordinary beings are neither reatorsnor reatures, and they omprise two grand divisions of servie:1. Primary Eventuated Master Fore Organizers.2. Assoiate Transendental Master Fore Organizers.These two mighty orders of primordial-fore manipulators work exlusively under the supervisionof the Arhitets of the Master Universe, and at the present time they do not funtion extensivelywithin the boundaries of the grand universe.Primary Master Fore Organizers are the manipulators of the primordial or basi spae-fores ofthe Unquali�ed Absolute; they are nebulae reators. They are the living instigators of the energyylones of spae and the early organizers and diretionizers of these giganti manifestations. Thesefore organizers transmute primordial fore (pre-energy not responsive to diret Paradise gravity)into primary or puissant energy, energy transmuting from the exlusive grasp of the Unquali�edAbsolute to the gravity grasp of the Isle of Paradise. They are thereupon sueeded by the assoiatefore organizers, who ontinue the proess of energy transmutation from the primary through theseondary or gravity-energy stage. 305



Upon the ompletion of the plans for the reation of a loal universe, signalized by the arrival of aCreator Son, the Assoiate Master Fore Organizers give way to the orders of power diretors atingin the superuniverse of astronomi jurisdition. But in the absene of suh plans the assoiate foreorganizers ontinue on inde�nitely in harge of these material reations, even as they now operate inouter spae.The Master Fore Organizers withstand temperatures and funtion under physial onditionswhih would be intolerable even to the versatile power enters and physial ontrollers of Orvonton.The only other types of revealed beings apable of funtioning in these realms of outer spae are theSolitary Messengers and the Inspired Trinity Spirits.[Sponsored by a Universal Censor ating by authority of the Anients of Days on Uversa.℄
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Chapter 30Personalities of the Grand UniverseTHE personalities and other-than-personal entities now funtioning on Paradise and in the granduniverse onstitute a well-nigh limitless number of living beings. Even the number of major ordersand types would stagger the human imagination, let alone the ountless subtypes and variations. Itis, however, desirable to present something of two basi lassi�ations of living beings - a suggestionof the Paradise lassi�ation and an abbreviation of the Uversa Personality Register.It is not possible to formulate omprehensive and entirely onsistent lassi�ations of the person-alities of the grand universe beause all of the groups are not revealed. It would require numerousadditional papers to over the further revelation required to systematially lassify all groups. Suhoneptual expansion would hardly be desirable as it would deprive the thinking mortals of thenext thousand years of that stimulus to reative speulation whih these partially revealed oneptssupply. It is best that man not have an overrevelation; it sties imagination.30.1 The Paradise Classi�ation of Living BeingsLiving beings are lassi�ed on Paradise in aordane with inherent and attained relationship to theParadise Deities. During the grand gatherings of the entral and superuniverses those present areoften grouped in aordane with origin: those of triune origin, or of Trinity attainment; those ofdual origin; and those of single origin. It is diÆult to interpret the Paradise lassi�ation of livingbeings to the mortal mind, but we are authorized to present the following:I. TRIUNE-ORIGIN BEINGS. Beings reated by all three Paradise Deities, either as suh or asthe Trinity, together with the Trinitized Corps, whih designation refers to all groups of trinitizedbeings, revealed and unrevealed.A. The Supreme Spirits.1. The Seven Master Spirits.2. The Seven Supreme Exeutives.3. The Seven Orders of Reetive Spirits.B. The Stationary Sons of the Trinity.1. Trinitized Serets of Supremay.2. Eternals of Days.3. Anients of Days.4. Perfetions of Days. 307



5. Reents of Days.6. Unions of Days.7. Faithfuls of Days.8. Perfetors of Wisdom.9. Divine Counselors.10. Universal Censors.C. Trinity-origin and Trinitized Beings.1. Trinity Teaher Sons.2. Inspired Trinity Spirits.3. Havona Natives.4. Paradise Citizens.5. Unrevealed Trinity-origin Beings.6. Unrevealed Deity-trinitized Beings.7. Trinitized Sons of Attainment.8. Trinitized Sons of Seletion.9. Trinitized Sons of Perfetion.10. Creature-trinitized Sons.II. DUAL-ORIGIN BEINGS. Those of origin in any two of the Paradise Deities or otherwisereated by any two beings of diret or indiret desent from the Paradise Deities.A. The Desending Orders.1. Creator Sons.2. Magisterial Sons.3. Bright and Morning Stars.4. Father Melhizedeks.5. The Melhizedeks.6. The Vorondadeks.7. The Lanonandeks.8. Brilliant Evening Stars.9. The Arhangels.10. Life Carriers.11. Unrevealed Universe Aids.12. Unrevealed Sons of God.B. The Stationary Orders.1. Abandonters.2. Susatia.3. Univitatia.4. Spironga. 308



5. Unrevealed Dual-origin Beings.C. The Asending Orders.1. Adjuster-fused Mortals.2. Son-fused Mortals.3. Spirit-fused Mortals.4. Translated Midwayers.5. Unrevealed Asenders.III. SINGLE-ORIGIN BEINGS. Those of origin in any one of the Paradise Deities or otherwisereated by any one being of diret or indiret desent from the Paradise Deities.A. The Supreme Spirits.1. Gravity Messengers.2. The Seven Spirits of the Havona Ciruits.3. The Twelvefold Adjutants of the Havona Ciruits.4. The Reetive Image Aids.5. Universe Mother Spirits.6. The Sevenfold Adjutant Mind-Spirits.7. Unrevealed Deity-origin Beings.B. The Asending Orders.1. Personalized Adjusters.2. Asending Material Sons.3. Evolutionary Seraphim.4. Evolutionary Cherubim.5. Unrevealed Asenders.C. The Family of the In�nite Spirit.1. Solitary Messengers.2. Universe Ciruit Supervisors.3. Census Diretors.4. Personal Aids of the In�nite Spirit.5. Assoiate Inspetors.6. Assigned Sentinels.7. Graduate Guides.8. Havona Servitals.9. Universal Coniliators.10. Morontia Companions.11. Supernaphim.12. Seonaphim.13. Tertiaphim. 309



14. Omniaphim.15. Seraphim.16. Cherubim and Sanobim.17. Unrevealed Spirit-origin Beings.18. The Seven Supreme Power Diretors.19. The Supreme Power Centers.20. The Master Physial Controllers.21. The Morontia Power Supervisors.IV. EVENTUATED TRANSCENDENTAL BEINGS. There is to be found on Paradise a vast hostof transendental beings whose origin is not ordinarily dislosed to the universes of time and spaeuntil they are settled in light and life. These Transendentalers are neither reators nor reatures;they are the eventuated hildren of divinity, ultimay, and eternity. These \eventuators" are neither�nite nor in�nite - they are absonite; and absonity is neither in�nity nor absoluteness.These unreated nonreators are ever loyal to the Paradise Trinity and obedient to the Ultimate.They are existent on four ultimate levels of personality ativity and are funtional on the seven levelsof the absonite in twelve grand divisions onsisting of one thousand major working groups of sevenlasses eah. These eventuated beings inlude the following orders:1. The Arhitets of the Master Universe.2. Transendental Reorders.3. Other Transendentalers.4. Primary Eventuated Master Fore Organizers.5. Assoiate Transendental Master Fore Organizers.God, as a superperson, eventuates; God, as a person, reates; God, as a preperson, fragments;and suh an Adjuster fragment of himself evolves the spirit soul upon the material and mortal mindin aordane with the freewill hoosing of the personality whih has been bestowed upon suh amortal reature by the parental at of God as a Father.V. FRAGMENTED ENTITIES OF DEITY. This order of living existene, originating in theUniversal Father, is best typi�ed by the Thought Adjusters, though these entities are by no meansthe only fragmentations of the prepersonal reality of the First Soure and Center. The funtions ofthe other-than-Adjuster fragments are manifold and little known. Fusion with an Adjuster or othersuh fragment onstitutes the reature a Father-fused being.The fragmentations of the premind spirit of the Third Soure and Center, though hardly ompara-ble to the Father fragments, should be here reorded. Suh entities di�er very greatly from Adjusters;they do not as suh dwell on Spiritington, nor do they as suh traverse the mind-gravity iruits;neither do they indwell mortal reatures during the life in the esh. They are not prepersonal in thesense that the Adjusters are, but suh fragments of premind spirit are bestowed upon ertain of thesurviving mortals, and fusion therewith onstitutes them Spirit-fused mortals in ontradistintion toAdjuster-fused mortals.Still more diÆult of desription is the individualized spirit of a Creator Son, union with whihonstitutes the reature a Son-fused mortal. And there are still other fragmentations of Deity.VI. SUPERPERSONAL BEINGS. There is a vast host of other-than-personal beings of divineorigin and of manifold servie in the universe of universes. Certain of these beings are resident onthe Paradise worlds of the Son; others, like the superpersonal representatives of the Eternal Son, areenountered elsewhere. They are for the most part unmentioned in these narratives, and it would be310



quite futile to attempt their desription to personal reatures.VII. UNCLASSIFIED AND UNREVEALED ORDERS. During the present universe age it wouldnot be possible to plae all beings, personal or otherwise, within lassi�ations pertaining to thepresent universe age; nor have all suh ategories been revealed in these narratives; hene numerousorders have been omitted from these lists. Consider the following:The Consummator of Universe Destiny.The Quali�ed Viegerents of the Ultimate.The Unquali�ed Supervisors of the Supreme.The Unrevealed Creative Agenies of the Anients of Days.Majeston of Paradise.The Unnamed Reetivator Liaisons of Majeston.The Midsonite Orders of the Loal Universes.No espeial signi�ane need attah to the listing of these orders together exept that none ofthem appear in the Paradise lassi�ation as revealed herein. These are the unlassi�ed few; youhave yet to learn of the unrevealed many.There are spirits: spirit entities, spirit presenes, personal spirits, prepersonal spirits, superper-sonal spirits, spirit existenes, spirit personalities - but neither mortal language nor mortal intelletare adequate. We may however state that there are no personalities of \pure mind"; no entity haspersonality unless he is endowed with it by God who is spirit. Any mind entity that is not assoiatedwith either spiritual or physial energy is not a personality. But in the same sense that there arespirit personalities who have mind there are mind personalities who have spirit. Majeston and hisassoiates are fairly good illustrations of mind-dominated beings, but there are better illustrationsof this type of personality unknown to you. There are even whole unrevealed orders of suh mindpersonalities, but they are always spirit assoiated. Certain other unrevealed reatures are whatmight be termed mindal- and physial-energy personalities. This type of being is nonresponsive tospirit gravity but is nonetheless a true personality - is within the Father's iruit.These papers do not - annot - even begin to exhaust the story of the living reatures, reators,eventuators, and still-otherwise-existent beings who live and worship and serve in the swarminguniverses of time and in the entral universe of eternity. You mortals are persons; hene we andesribe beings who are personalized, but how ould an absonitized being ever be explained to you?30.2 The Uversa Personality RegisterThe divine family of living beings is registered on Uversa in seven grand divisions:1. The Paradise Deities.2. The Supreme Spirits.3. The Trinity-origin Beings.4. The Sons of God.5. Personalities of the In�nite Spirit.6. The Universe Power Diretors.7. The Corps of Permanent Citizenship.These groups of will reatures are divided into numerous lasses and minor subdivisions. The311



presentation of this lassi�ation of the personalities of the grand universe is however hiey onernedin setting forth those orders of intelligent beings who have been revealed in these narratives, mostof whom will be enountered in the asendant experiene of the mortals of time on their progressivelimb to Paradise. The following listings make no mention of vast orders of universe beings whoarry forward their work apart from the mortal asension sheme.I. THE PARADISE DEITIES.1. The Universal Father.2. The Eternal Son.3. The In�nite Spirit.II. THE SUPREME SPIRITS.1. The Seven Master Spirits.2. The Seven Supreme Exeutives.3. The Seven Groups of Reetive Spirits.4. The Reetive Image Aids.5. The Seven Spirits of the Ciruits.6. Loal Universe Creative Spirits.7. Adjutant Mind-Spirits.III. THE TRINITY-ORIGIN BEINGS.1. Trinitized Serets of Supremay.2. Eternals of Days.3. Anients of Days.4. Perfetions of Days.5. Reents of Days.6. Unions of Days.7. Faithfuls of Days.8. Trinity Teaher Sons.9. Perfetors of Wisdom.10. Divine Counselors.11. Universal Censors.12. Inspired Trinity Spirits.13. Havona Natives.14. Paradise Citizens.IV. THE SONS OF GOD.A. Desending Sons.1. Creator Sons - Mihaels.2. Magisterial Sons - Avonals.3. Trinity Teaher Sons - Daynals.4. Melhizedek Sons. 312



5. Vorondadek Sons.6. Lanonandek Sons.7. Life Carrier Sons.B. Asending Sons.1. Father-fused Mortals.2. Son-fused Mortals.3. Spirit-fused Mortals.4. Evolutionary Seraphim.5. Asending Material Sons.6. Translated Midwayers.7. Personalized Adjusters.C. Trinitized Sons.1. Mighty Messengers.2. Those High in Authority.3. Those without Name and Number.4. Trinitized Custodians.5. Trinitized Ambassadors.6. Celestial Guardians.7. High Son Assistants.8. Asender-trinitized Sons.9. Paradise-Havona-trinitized Sons.10. Trinitized Sons of Destiny.V. PERSONALITIES OF THE INFINITE SPIRIT.A. Higher Personalities of the In�nite Spirit.1. Solitary Messengers.2. Universe Ciruit Supervisors.3. Census Diretors.4. Personal Aids of the In�nite Spirit.5. Assoiate Inspetors.6. Assigned Sentinels.7. Graduate Guides.B. The Messenger Hosts of Spae.1. Havona Servitals.2. Universal Coniliators.3. Tehnial Advisers.4. Custodians of Reords on Paradise.5. Celestial Reorders. 313



6. Morontia Companions.7. Paradise Companions.C. The Ministering Spirits.1. Supernaphim.2. Seonaphim.3. Tertiaphim.4. Omniaphim.5. Seraphim.6. Cherubim and Sanobim.7. Midwayers.VI. THE UNIVERSE POWER DIRECTORS.A. The Seven Supreme Power Diretors.B. Supreme Power Centers.1. Supreme Center Supervisors.2. Havona Centers.3. Superuniverse Centers.4. Loal Universe Centers.5. Constellation Centers.6. System Centers.7. Unlassi�ed Centers.C. Master Physial Controllers.1. Assoiate Power Diretors.2. Mehanial Controllers.3. Energy Transformers.4. Energy Transmitters.5. Primary Assoiators.6. Seondary Dissoiators.7. Frandalanks and Chronoldeks.D. Morontia Power Supervisors.1. Ciruit Regulators.2. System Co-ordinators.3. Planetary Custodians.4. Combined Controllers.5. Liaison Stabilizers.6. Seletive Assorters.7. Assoiate Registrars.VII. THE CORPS OF PERMANENT CITIZENSHIP.314



1. The Planetary Midwayers.2. The Adami Sons of the Systems.3. The Constellation Univitatia.4. The Loal Universe Susatia.5. Spirit-fused Mortals of the Loal Universes.6. The Superuniverse Abandonters.7. Son-fused Mortals of the Superuniverses.8. The Havona Natives.9. Natives of the Paradise Spheres of the Spirit.10. Natives of the Father's Paradise Spheres.11. The Created Citizens of Paradise.12. Adjuster-fused Mortal Citizens of Paradise.This is the working lassi�ation of the personalities of the universes as they are of reord on theheadquarters world of Uversa.COMPOSITE PERSONALITY GROUPS. There are on Uversa the reords of numerous addi-tional groups of intelligent beings, beings that are also losely related to the organization and ad-ministration of the grand universe. Among suh orders are the following three omposite personalitygroups:A. The Paradise Corps of the Finality.1. The Corps of Mortal Finaliters.2. The Corps of Paradise Finaliters.3. The Corps of Trinitized Finaliters.4. The Corps of Conjoint Trinitized Finaliters.5. The Corps of Havona Finaliters.6. The Corps of Transendental Finaliters.7. The Corps of Unrevealed Sons of Destiny.The Mortal Corps of the Finality is dealt with in the next and �nal paper of this series.B. The Universe Aids.1. Bright and Morning Stars.2. Brilliant Evening Stars.3. Arhangels.4. Most High Assistants.5. High Commissioners.6. Celestial Overseers.7. Mansion World Teahers.On all headquarters worlds of both loal and superuniverses, provision is made for these beingswho are engaged in spei� missions for the Creator Sons, the loal universe rulers. We welomethese Universe Aids on Uversa, but we have no jurisdition over them. Suh emissaries proseutetheir work and arry on their observations under authority of the Creator Sons. Their ativities are315



more fully desribed in the narrative of your loal universe.C. The Seven Courtesy Colonies.1. Star Students.2. Celestial Artisans.3. Reversion Diretors.4. Extension-shool Instrutors.5. The Various Reserve Corps.6. Student Visitors.7. Asending Pilgrims.These seven groups of beings will be found thus organized and governed on all headquarters worldsfrom the loal systems up to the apitals of the superuniverses, partiularly the latter. The apitals ofthe seven superuniverses are the meeting plaes for almost all lasses and orders of intelligent beings.With the exeption of numerous groups of Paradise-Havoners, here the will reatures of every phaseof existene may be observed and studied.30.3 The Courtesy ColoniesThe seven ourtesy olonies sojourn on the arhitetural spheres for a longer or shorter time whileengaged in the furtherane of their missions and in the exeution of their speial assignments. Theirwork may be desribed as follows:1. The Star Students, the elestial astronomers, hoose to work on spheres like Uversa beausesuh speially onstruted worlds are unusually favorable for their observations and alulations.Uversa is favorably situated for the work of this olony, not only beause of its entral loation, butalso beause there are no giganti living or dead suns near at hand to disturb the energy urrents.These students are not in any manner organially onneted with the a�airs of the superuniverse;they are merely guests.The astronomial olony of Uversa ontains individuals frommany near-by realms, from the entraluniverse, and even from Norlatiadek. Any being on any world in any system of any universe maybeome a star student, may aspire to join some orps of elestial astronomers. The only requisitesare: ontinuing life and suÆient knowledge of the worlds of spae, espeially their physial laws ofevolution and ontrol. Star students are not required to serve eternally in this orps, but no oneadmitted to this group may withdraw under one millennium of Uversa time.The star-observer olony of Uversa now numbers over one million. These astronomers ome andgo, though some remain for omparatively long periods. They arry on their work with the aidof a multitude of mehanial instruments and physial applianes; they are also greatly assistedby the Solitary Messengers and other spirit explorers. These elestial astronomers make onstantuse of the living energy transformers and transmitters, as well as of the reetive personalities, intheir work of star study and spae survey. They study all forms and phases of spae material andenergy manifestations, and they are just as muh interested in fore funtion as in stellar phenomena;nothing in all spae esapes their srutiny.Similar astronomer olonies are to be found on the setor headquarters worlds of the superuniverseas well as on the arhitetural apitals of the loal universes and their administrative subdivisions.Exept on Paradise, knowledge is not inherent; understanding of the physial universe is largelydependent on observation and researh. 316



2. The Celestial Artisans serve throughout the seven superuniverses. Asending mortals havetheir initial ontat with these groups in the morontia areer of the loal universe in onnetion withwhih these artisans will be more fully disussed.3. The Reversion Diretors are the promoters of relaxation and humor - reversion to past memories.They are of great servie in the pratial operation of the asending sheme of mortal progression,espeially during the earlier phases of morontia transition and spirit experiene. Their story belongsto the narrative of the mortal areer in the loal universe.4. Extension-Shool Instrutors. The next higher residential world of the asendant areer alwaysmaintains a strong orps of teahers on the world just below, a sort of preparatory shool for theprogressing residents of that sphere; this is a phase of the asendant sheme for advaning the pilgrimsof time. These shools, their methods of instrution and examinations, are wholly unlike anythingwhih you essay to ondut on Urantia.The entire asendant plan of mortal progression is haraterized by the pratie of giving out toother beings new truth and experiene just as soon as aquired. You work your way through thelong shool of Paradise attainment by serving as teahers to those pupils just behind you in the saleof progression.5. The Various Reserve Corps. Vast reserves of beings not under our immediate supervision aremobilized on Uversa as the reserve-orps olony. There are seventy primary divisions of this olonyon Uversa, and it is a liberal eduation to be permitted to spend a season with these extraordinarypersonalities. Similar general reserves are maintained on Salvington and other universe apitals; theyare dispathed on ative servie on the requisition of their respetive group diretors.6. The Student Visitors. From all the universe a onstant stream of elestial visitors pours throughthe various headquarters worlds. As individuals and as lasses these various types of beings okin upon us as observers, exhange pupils, and student helpers. On Uversa, at present, there areover one billion persons in this ourtesy olony. Some of these visitors may tarry a day, others mayremain a year, all dependent on the nature of their mission. This olony ontains almost every lassof universe beings exept Creator personalities and morontia mortals.Morontia mortals are student visitors only within the on�nes of the loal universe of their origin.They may visit in a superuniverse apaity only after they have attained spirit status. Fully onehalf of our visitor olony onsists of \stopovers," beings en route elsewhere who pause to visit theOrvonton apital. These personalities may be exeuting a universe assignment, or they may beenjoying a period of leisure - freedom from assignment. The privilege of intrauniverse travel andobservation is a part of the areer of all asending beings. The human desire to travel and observenew peoples and worlds will be fully grati�ed during the long and eventful limb to Paradise throughthe loal, super-, and entral universes.7. The Asending Pilgrims. As the asending pilgrims are assigned to various servies in on-netion with their Paradise progression, they are domiiled as a ourtesy olony on the variousheadquarters spheres. While funtioning here and there throughout a superuniverse, suh groups arelargely self-governing. They are an ever-shifting olony embraing all orders of evolutionary mortalsand their asending assoiates.30.4 The Asending MortalsWhile the mortal survivors of time and spae are denominated asending pilgrims when areditedfor the progressive asent to Paradise, these evolutionary reatures oupy suh an important plaein these narratives that we here desire to present a synopsis of the following seven stages of theasending universe areer: 317



1. Planetary Mortals.2. Sleeping Survivors.3. Mansion World Students.4. Morontia Progressors.5. Superuniverse Wards.6. Havona Pilgrims.7. Paradise Arrivals.The following narrative presents the universe areer of an Adjuster-indwelt mortal. The Son- andSpirit-fused mortals share portions of this areer, but we have eleted to tell this story as it pertainsto the Adjuster-fused mortals, for suh a destiny may be antiipated by all of the human raes ofUrantia.1. Planetary Mortals. Mortals are all animal-origin evolutionary beings of asendant potential.In origin, nature, and destiny these various groups and types of human beings are not wholly unlikethe Urantia peoples. The human raes of eah world reeive the same ministry of the Sons of Godand enjoy the presene of the ministering spirits of time. After natural death all types of asendersfraternize as one morontia family on the mansion worlds.2. Sleeping Survivors. All mortals of survival status, in the ustody of personal guardians ofdestiny, pass through the portals of natural death and, on the third period, personalize on themansion worlds. Those aredited beings who have, for any reason, been unable to attain that levelof intelligene mastery and endowment of spirituality whih would entitle them to personal guardians,annot thus immediately and diretly go to the mansion worlds. Suh surviving souls must rest inunonsious sleep until the judgment day of a new epoh, a new dispensation, the oming of a Son ofGod to all the rolls of the age and adjudiate the realm, and this is the general pratie throughoutall Nebadon. It was said of Christ Mihael that, when he asended on high at the onlusion of hiswork on earth, \He led a great multitude of aptives." And these aptives were the sleeping survivorsfrom the days of Adam to the day of the Master's resurretion on Urantia.The passing of time is of no moment to sleeping mortals; they are wholly unonsious and obliviousto the length of their rest. On reassembly of personality at the end of an age, those who have slept�ve thousand years will reat no di�erently than those who have rested �ve days. Aside from thistime delay these survivors pass on through the asension regime identially with those who avoid thelonger or shorter sleep of death.These dispensational lasses of world pilgrims are utilized for group morontia ativities in thework of the loal universes. There is a great advantage in the mobilization of suh enormous groups;they are thus kept together for long periods of e�etive servie.3. Mansion World Students. All surviving mortals who reawaken on the mansion worlds belongto this lass.The physial body of mortal esh is not a part of the reassembly of the sleeping survivor; thephysial body has returned to dust. The seraphim of assignment sponsors the new body, the morontiaform, as the new life vehile for the immortal soul and for the indwelling of the returned Adjuster. TheAdjuster is the ustodian of the spirit transript of the mind of the sleeping survivor. The assignedseraphim is the keeper of the surviving identity - the immortal soul - as far as it has evolved. Andwhen these two, the Adjuster and the seraphim, reunite their personality trusts, the new individualonstitutes the resurretion of the old personality, the survival of the evolving morontia identityof the soul. Suh a reassoiation of soul and Adjuster is quite properly alled a resurretion, areassembly of personality fators; but even this does not entirely explain the reappearane of thesurviving personality. Though you will probably never understand the fat of suh an inexpliable318



transation, you will sometime experientially know the truth of it if you do not rejet the plan ofmortal survival.The plan of initial mortal detention on seven worlds of progressive training is nearly universal inOrvonton. In eah loal system of approximately one thousand inhabited planets there are sevenmansion worlds, usually satellites or subsatellites of the system apital. They are the reeiving worldsfor the majority of asending mortals.Sometimes all training worlds of mortal residene are alled universe \mansions," and it was tosuh spheres that Jesus alluded when he said: \In my Father's house are many mansions." Fromhere on, within a given group of spheres like the mansion worlds, asenders will progress individuallyfrom one sphere to another and from one phase of life to another, but they will always advane fromone stage of universe study to another in lass formation.4. Morontia Progressors. From the mansion worlds on up through the spheres of the system,onstellation, and the universe, mortals are lassed as morontia progressors; they are traversing thetransition spheres of mortal asension. As the asending mortals progress from the lower to thehigher of the morontia worlds, they serve on ountless assignments in assoiation with their teahersand in ompany with their more advaned and senior brethren.Morontia progression pertains to ontinuing advanement of intellet, spirit, and personality form.Survivors are still three-natured beings. Throughout the entire morontia experiene they are wardsof the loal universe. The regime of the superuniverse does not funtion until the spirit areer begins.Mortals aquire real spirit identity just before they leave the loal universe headquarters for thereeiving worlds of the minor setors of the superuniverse. Passing from the �nal morontia stage tothe �rst or lowest spirit status is but a slight transition. The mind, personality, and harater areunhanged by suh an advane; only does the form undergo modi�ation. But the spirit form is justas real as the morontia body, and it is equally disernible.Before departing from their native loal universes for the superuniverse reeiving worlds, themortals of time are reipients of spirit on�rmation from the Creator Son and the loal universeMother Spirit. From this point on, the status of the asending mortal is forever settled. Superuniversewards have never been known to go astray. Asending seraphim are also advaned in angeli standingat the time of their departure from the loal universes.5. Superuniverse Wards. All asenders arriving on the training worlds of the superuniversesbeome the wards of the Anients of Days; they have traversed the morontia life of the loal universeand are now aredited spirits. As young spirits they begin the asension of the superuniverse systemof training and ulture, extending from the reeiving spheres of their minor setor in through thestudy worlds of the ten major setors and on to the higher ultural spheres of the superuniverseheadquarters.There are three orders of student spirits in aordane with their sojourn upon the minor setor,major setors, and the superuniverse headquarters worlds of spirit progression. As morontia asendersstudied and worked on the worlds of the loal universe, so spirit asenders ontinue to master newworlds while they pratie at giving out to others that whih they have imbibed at the experientialfounts of wisdom. But going to shool as a spirit being in the superuniverse areer is very unlikeanything that has ever entered the imaginative realms of the material mind of man.Before leaving the superuniverse for Havona, these asending spirits reeive the same thoroughourse in superuniverse management that they reeived during their morontia experiene in loaluniverse supervision. Before spirit mortals reah Havona, their hief study, but not exlusive oupa-tion, is the mastery of loal and superuniverse administration. The reason for all of this experieneis not now fully apparent, but no doubt suh training is wise and neessary in view of their possiblefuture destiny as members of the Corps of the Finality.319



The superuniverse regime is not the same for all asending mortals. They reeive the same generaleduation, but speial groups and lasses are arried through speial ourses of instrution and areput through spei� ourses of training.6. Havona Pilgrims. When spirit development is omplete, even though not replete, then thesurviving mortal prepares for the long ight to Havona, the haven of evolutionary spirits. On earthyou were a reature of esh and blood; through the loal universe you were a morontia being; throughthe superuniverse you were an evolving spirit; with your arrival on the reeiving worlds of Havonayour spiritual eduation begins in reality and in earnest; your eventual appearane on Paradise willbe as a perfeted spirit.The journey from the superuniverse headquarters to the Havona reeiving spheres is always madealone. From now on no more lass or group instrution will be administered. You are through withthe tehnial and administrative training of the evolutionary worlds of time and spae. Now beginsyour personal eduation, your individual spiritual training. From �rst to last, throughout all Havona,the instrution is personal and threefold in nature: intelletual, spiritual, and experiential.The �rst at of your Havona areer will be to reognize and thank your transport seonaphimfor the long and safe journey. Then you are presented to those beings who will sponsor your earlyHavona ativities. Next you go to register your arrival and prepare your message of thanksgivingand adoration for dispath to the Creator Son of your loal universe, the universe Father who madepossible your sonship areer. This onludes the formalities of the Havona arrival; whereupon youare aorded a long period of leisure for free observation, and this a�ords opportunity for lookingup your friends, fellows, and assoiates of the long asension experiene. You may also onsult thebroadasts to asertain who of your fellow pilgrims have departed for Havona sine the time of yourleaving Uversa.The fat of your arrival on the reeiving worlds of Havona will be duly transmitted to the head-quarters of your loal universe and personally onveyed to your seraphi guardian, wherever thatseraphim may hane to be.The asendant mortals have been thoroughly trained in the a�airs of the evolutionary worldsof spae; now they begin their long and pro�table ontat with the reated spheres of perfetion.What a preparation for some future work is a�orded by this ombined, unique, and extraordinaryexperiene! But I annot tell you about Havona; you must see these worlds to appreiate their gloryor to understand their grandeur.7. Paradise Arrivals. On reahing Paradise with residential status, you begin the progressiveourse in divinity and absonity. Your residene on Paradise signi�es that you have found God, andthat you are to be mustered into the Mortal Corps of the Finality. Of all the reatures of the granduniverse, only those who are Father fused are mustered into the Mortal Corps of the Finality. Onlysuh individuals take the �naliter oath. Other beings of Paradise perfetion or attainment may betemporarily attahed to this �nality orps, but they are not of eternal assignment to the unknownand unrevealed mission of this aumulating host of the evolutionary and perfeted veterans of timeand spae.Paradise arrivals are aorded a period of freedom, after whih they begin their assoiations withthe seven groups of the primary supernaphim. They are designated Paradise graduates when theyhave �nished their ourse with the ondutors of worship and then, as �naliters, are assigned onobservational and o-operative servie to the ends of the far-ung reation. As yet there seems tobe no spei� or settled employment for the Mortal Corps of Finaliters, though they serve in manyapaities on worlds settled in light and life.If there should be no future or unrevealed destiny for the Mortal Corps of the Finality, thepresent assignment of these asendant beings would be altogether adequate and glorious. Theirpresent destiny wholly justi�es the universal plan of evolutionary asent. But the future ages of the320



evolution of the spheres of outer spae will undoubtedly further elaborate, and with more repletenessdivinely illuminate, the wisdom and loving-kindness of the Gods in the exeution of their divine planof human survival and mortal asension.This narrative, together with what has been revealed to you and with what you may aquirein onnetion with instrution respeting your own world, presents an outline of the areer of anasending mortal. The story varies onsiderably in the di�erent superuniverses, but this reitala�ords a glimpse of the average plan of mortal progression as it is operative in the loal universe ofNebadon and in the seventh segment of the grand universe, the superuniverse of Orvonton.[Sponsored by a Mighty Messenger from Uversa.℄
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Chapter 31The Corps of the FinalityTHE Corps of Mortal Finaliters represents the present known destination of the asending Adjuster-fused mortals of time. But there are other groups who are also assigned to this orps. The primary�naliter orps is omposed of the following:1. Havona Natives.2. Gravity Messengers.3. Glori�ed Mortals.4. Adopted Seraphim.5. Glori�ed Material Sons.6. Glori�ed Midway Creatures.These six groups of glori�ed beings ompose this unique body of eternal destiny. We think weknow their future work, but we are not ertain. While the Corps of the Mortal Finality is mobilizingon Paradise, and while they now so extensively minister to the universes of spae and administerthe worlds settled in light and life, their future destination must be the now-organizing universes ofouter spae. At least that is the onjeture of Uversa.The orps is organized in aordane with the working assoiations of the worlds of spae and inkeeping with the assoiative experiene aquired throughout the long and eventful asendant areer.All the asendant reatures admitted to this orps are reeived in equality, but this exalted equalityin no way abrogates individuality or destroys personal identity. We an immediately disern, inommuniating with a �naliter, whether he is an asendant mortal, Havona native, adopted seraphim,midway reature, or Material Son.During the present universe age the �naliters return to serve in the universes of time. They areassigned to labor suessively in the di�erent superuniverses and never in their native superuniversesuntil after they have served in all the other six superreations. Thus may they aquire the sevenfoldonept of the Supreme Being.One or more ompanies of the mortal �naliters are onstantly in servie on Urantia. There isno domain of universe servie to whih they are not assigned; they funtion universally and withalternating and equal periods of assigned duty and free servie.We have no idea as to the nature of the future organization of this extraordinary group, butthe �naliters are now wholly a self-governing body. They hoose their own permanent, periodi,and assignment leaders and diretors. No outside inuene an ever be brought to bear upon theirpoliies, and their oath of allegiane is only to the Paradise Trinity.The �naliters maintain their own headquarters on Paradise, in the superuniverses, in the loal323



universes, and on all the divisional apitals. They are a separate order of evolutionary reation.We do not diretly manage them or ontrol them, and yet they are absolutely loyal and alwayso-operative with all our plans. They are indeed the aumulating tried and true souls of time andspae - the evolutionary salt of the universe - and they are forever proof against evil and seureagainst sin.31.1 The Havona NativesMany of the Havona natives who serve as teahers in the pilgrim-training shools of the entraluniverse beome greatly attahed to the asending mortals and still more intrigued with the futurework and destiny of the Corps of Mortal Finaliters. On Paradise there is maintained, at the admin-istrative headquarters of the orps, a registry for Havona volunteers presided over by the assoiateof Grandfanda. Today, you will �nd millions upon millions of Havona natives upon this waiting list.These perfet beings of diret and divine reation are of great assistane to the Mortal Corps ofFinality, and they will undoubtedly be of even greater servie in the far-distant future. They providethe viewpoint of one born in perfetion and divine repleteness. The �naliters thus embrae bothphases of experiential existene - perfet and perfeted.Havona natives must ahieve ertain experiential developments in liaison with evolutionary beingswhih will reate reeption apaity for the bestowal of a fragment of the spirit of the UniversalFather. The Mortal Finaliter Corps has as permanent members only suh beings as have been fusedwith the spirit of the First Soure and Center, or who, like the Gravity Messengers, innately embodythis spirit of God the Father.The inhabitants of the entral universe are reeived into the orps in the ratio of one in a thousand- a �naliter ompany. The orps is organized for temporary servie in ompanies of one thousand,the asendant reatures numbering 997 to one Havona native and one Gravity Messenger. Finalitersare thus mobilized in ompanies, but the �nality oath is administered individually. It is an oathof sweeping impliations and eternal import. The Havona native takes the same oath and beomesforever attahed to the orps.The Havona reruits follow the ompany of their assignment; wherever the group goes, they go.And you should see their enthusiasm in the new work of the �naliters. The possibility of attainingthe Corps of the Finality is one of the superb thrills of Havona; the possibility of beoming a �naliteris one of the supreme adventures of these perfet raes.The Havona natives are also reeived, in the same ratio, into the Corps of Conjoint TrinitizedFinaliters on Viegerington and into the Corps of Transendental Finaliters on Paradise. The Havonaitizens regard these three destinies as onstituting the supreme goals of their supernal areers,together with their possible admission to the Corps of Havona Finaliters.31.2 Gravity MessengersWherever and whenever Gravity Messengers are funtioning, the �naliters are in ommand. AllGravity Messengers are under the exlusive jurisdition of Grandfanda, and they are assigned onlyto the primary Corps of the Finality. They are invaluable to the �naliters even now, and they willbe all-servieable in the eternal future. No other group of intelligent reatures possesses suh apersonalized messenger orps able to transend time and spae. Similar types of messenger-reordersattahed to other �naliter orps are not personalized; they are absonitized.Gravity Messengers hail from Divinington, and they are modi�ed and personalized Adjusters, butno one of our Uversa group will undertake to explain the nature of one of these messengers. We324



know they are highly personal beings, divine, intelligent, and touhingly understanding, but we donot omprehend their timeless tehnique of traversing spae. They seem to be ompetent to utilizeany and all energies, iruits, and even gravity. Finaliters of the mortal orps annot defy timeand spae, but they have assoiated with them and subjet to their ommand all but in�nite spiritpersonalities who an. We presume to all Gravity Messengers personalities, but in reality they aresuperspirit beings, unlimited and boundless personalities. They are of an entirely di�erent order ofpersonality as ompared with Solitary Messengers.Gravity Messengers may be attahed to a �naliter ompany in unlimited numbers, but only onemessenger, the hief of his fellows, is mustered into the Mortal Corps of the Finality. This hiefhowever has assigned to him a permanent sta� of 999 fellow messengers, and as oasion may require,he may all upon the reserves of the order for assistants in unlimited numbers.Gravity Messengers and glori�ed mortal �naliters ahieve a touhing and profound a�etion forone another; they have muh in ommon: One is a diret personalization of a fragment of theUniversal Father, the other a reature personality existent in the surviving immortal soul fused witha fragment of the same Universal Father, the spirit Thought Adjuster.31.3 Glori�ed MortalsAsendant Adjuster-fused mortals ompose the bulk of the primary Corps of the Finality. Togetherwith the adopted and glori�ed seraphim they usually onstitute 990 in eah �naliter ompany. Theproportion of mortals and angels in any one group varies, though the mortals far outnumber theseraphim. The Havona natives, glori�ed Material Sons, glori�ed midway reatures, the GravityMessengers, and the unknown and missing member make up only one per ent of the orps; eahompany of one thousand �naliters has plaes for just ten of these nonmortal and nonseraphipersonalities.We of Uversa do not know the \�nality destiny" of the asendant mortals of time. At presentthey reside on Paradise and temporarily serve in the Corps of Light and Life, but suh a tremendousourse of asendant training and suh lengthy universe disipline must be designed to qualify themfor even greater tests of trust and more sublime servies of responsibility.Notwithstanding that these asendant mortals have attained Paradise, have been mustered intothe Corps of the Finality, and have been sent bak in large numbers to partiipate in the ondut ofloal universes and to assist in the administration of superuniverse a�airs - in the fae of even thisapparent destiny, there remains the signi�ant fat that they are of reord as only sixth-stage spirits.There undoubtedly remains one more step in the areer of the Mortal Corps of the Finality. We donot know the nature of that step, but we have taken ognizane of, and here all attention to, threefats:1. We know from the reords that mortals are spirits of the �rst order during their sojourn inthe minor setors, and that they advane to the seond order when translated to the major setors,and to the third when they go forward to the entral training worlds of the superuniverse. Mortalsbeome quartan or graduate spirits after reahing the sixth irle of Havona and beome spirits ofthe �fth order when they �nd the Universal Father. They subsequently attain the sixth stage ofspirit existene upon taking the oath that musters them forever into the eternity assignment of theCorps of the Mortal Finality.We observe that spirit lassi�ation, or designation, has been determined by atual advanementfrom one realm of universe servie to another realm of universe servie or from one universe toanother universe; and we surmise that the bestowal of seventh-spirit lassi�ation upon the MortalCorps of the Finality will be simultaneous with their advanement to eternal assignment for servie325



on hitherto unreorded and unrevealed spheres and onomitant with their attainment of God theSupreme. But aside from these bold onjetures, we really know no more about all this than you do;our knowledge of the mortal areer does not go beyond present Paradise destiny.2. The mortal �naliters have fully omplied with the injuntion of the ages, \Be you perfet";they have asended the universal path of mortal attainment; they have found God, and they havebeen duly induted into the Corps of the Finality. Suh beings have attained the present limit ofspirit progression but not �nality of ultimate spirit status. They have ahieved the present limit ofreature perfetion but not �nality of reature servie. They have experiened the fullness of Deityworship but not �nality of experiential Deity attainment.3. The glori�ed mortals of the Paradise Corps of Finality are asendant beings in possessionof experiential knowledge of every step of the atuality and philosophy of the fullest possible lifeof intelligent existene, while during the ages of this asent from the lowest material worlds tothe spiritual heights of Paradise, these surviving reatures have been trained to the limits of theirapaity respeting every detail of every divine priniple of the just and eÆient, as well as merifuland patient, administration of all the universal reation of time and spae.We deem that human beings are entitled to share our opinions, and that you are free to onjeturewith us respeting the mystery of the ultimate destiny of the Paradise Corps of Finality. It seemsevident to us that the present assignments of the perfeted evolutionary reatures partake of thenature of postgraduate ourses in universe understanding and superuniverse administration; and weall ask, \Why should the Gods be so onerned in so thoroughly training surviving mortals in thetehnique of universe management?"31.4 Adopted SeraphimMany of the faithful seraphi guardians of mortals are permitted to go through the asendant areerwith their human wards, and many of these guardian angels, after beoming Father fused, jointheir subjets in taking the �naliter oath of eternity and forever aept the destiny of their mortalassoiates. Angels who pass through the asending experiene of mortal beings may share the destinyof human nature; they may equally and eternally be mustered into this Corps of the Finality. Largenumbers of the adopted and glori�ed seraphim are attahed to the various nonmortal �naliter orps.31.5 Glori�ed Material SonsThere is provision in the universes of time and spae whereby the Adami itizens of the loalsystems, when long delayed in reeiving planetary assignment, may initiate a petition for releasefrom permanent-itizenship status. And if granted, they join the asending pilgrims on the universeapitals and thene proeed onward to Paradise and the Corps of the Finality.When an advaned evolutionary world attains the later eras of the age of light and life, the MaterialSons, the Planetary Adam and Eve, may elet to humanize, reeive Adjusters, and embark upon theevolutionary ourse of universe asent leading to the Corps of Mortal Finaliters. Certain of theseMaterial Sons have partially failed or tehnially defaulted in their mission as biologi aelerators,as Adam did on Urantia; and then are they ompelled to take the natural ourse of the peoples of therealm, reeive Adjusters, pass through death, and progress by faith through the asendant regime,subsequently attaining Paradise and the Corps of the Finality.These Material Sons are not to be found in many �naliter ompanies. Their presene lends greatpotential to the possibilities of high servie for suh a group, and they are invariably hosen as itsleaders. If both of the Edeni pair are attahed to the same group, they are usually permitted to326



funtion jointly, as one personality. Suh asendant pairs are far more suessful in the adventure oftrinitizing than are the asendant mortals.31.6 Glori�ed Midway CreaturesOn many planets the midway reatures are produed in large numbers, but they seldom tarry ontheir native world subsequent to its being settled in light and life. Then, or soon thereafter, they arereleased from permanent-itizenship status and start on the asension to Paradise, passing throughthe morontia worlds, the superuniverse, and Havona in ompany with the mortals of time and spae.The midway reatures from various universes di�er greatly in origin and nature, but they are alldestined to one or another of the Paradise �nality orps. The seondary midwayers are all eventuallyAdjuster fused and are mustered into the mortal orps. Many �naliter ompanies have one of theseglori�ed beings in their group.31.7 The Evangels of LightAt the present time every �naliter ompany numbers 999 personalities of oath status, permanentmembers. The vaant plae is oupied by the hief of attahed Evangels of Light assigned on anysingle mission. But these beings are only transient members of the orps.Any elestial personality assigned to the servie of any �naliter orps is denominated an Evangelof Light. These beings do not take the �naliter oath, and though subjet to the orps organizationthey are not of permanent attahment. This group may embrae Solitary Messengers, supernaphim,seonaphim, Paradise Citizens, or their trinitized o�spring - any being required in the proseutionof a transient �naliter assignment. Whether or not the orps is to have these beings attahed to theeternal mission, we do not know. At the onlusion of attahment these Evangels of Light resumetheir former status.As the Mortal Corps of the Finality is at present onstituted, there are just six lasses of permanentmembers. The �naliters, as might be expeted, engage in muh speulation as to the identity of theirfuture omrades, but there is little agreement among them.We of Uversa often onjeture respeting the identity of the seventh group of �naliters. We enter-tain many ideas, embraing possible assignment of some of the aumulating orps of the numeroustrinitized groups on Paradise, Viegerington, and the inner Havona iruit. It is even onjeturedthat the Corps of the Finality may be permitted to trinitize many of their assistants in the work ofuniverse administration in the event they are destined to the servie of universes now in the making.One of us holds the opinion that this vaant plae in the orps will be �lled by some type of beingof origin in the new universe of their future servie; the other inlines to the belief that this plaewill be oupied by some type of Paradise personality not yet reated, eventuated, or trinitized. Butwe will most likely await the entrane of the �naliters upon their seventh stage of spirit attainmentbefore we really know.31.8 The TransendentalersPart of the perfeted mortal's experiene on Paradise as a �naliter onsists in the e�ort to ahieveomprehension of the nature and funtion of more than one thousand groups of the transendentalsuperitizens of Paradise, eventuated beings of absonite attributes. In their assoiation with these327



superpersonalities, the asendant �naliters reeive great assistane from the helpful guidane ofnumerous orders of transendental ministers who are assigned to the task of introduing the evolved�naliters to their new Paradise brethren. The entire order of the Transendentalers live in the westof Paradise in a vast area whih they exlusively oupy.In the disussion of Transendentalers we are restrited, not only by the limitations of humanomprehension, but also by the terms of the mandate governing these dislosures onerning thepersonalities of Paradise. These beings are in no way onneted with the mortal asent to Havona.The vast host of the Paradise Transendentalers have nothing whatever to do with the a�airs ofeither Havona or the seven superuniverses, being onerned only with the superadministration of thea�airs of the master universe.You, being a reature, an oneive of a Creator, but you an hardly omprehend that there existsan enormous and diversi�ed aggregation of intelligent beings who are neither Creators nor reatures.These Transendentalers reate no beings, neither were they ever reated. In speaking of their origin,in order to avoid using a new term - an arbitrary and meaningless designation - we deem it best tosay that Transendentalers simply eventuate. The Deity Absolute may well have been onerned intheir origin and may be impliated in their destiny, but these unique beings are not now dominatedby the Deity Absolute. They are subjet to God the Ultimate, and their present Paradise sojourn isin every way Trinity supervised and direted.Although all mortals who attain Paradise frequently fraternize with the Transendentalers as theydo with the Paradise Citizens, it develops that man's �rst serious ontat with a Transendentalerours on that eventful oasion when, as a member of a new �naliter group, the mortal asenderstands in the �naliter reeiving irle as the Trinity oath of eternity is administered by the hief ofTransendentalers, the presiding head of the Arhitets of the Master Universe.31.9 Arhitets of the Master UniverseThe Arhitets of the Master Universe are the governing orps of the Paradise Transendentalers.This governing orps numbers 28,011 personalities possessing master minds, superb spirits, andsupernal absonites. The presiding oÆer of this magni�ent group, the senior Master Arhitet, isthe o-ordinating head of all Paradise intelligenes below the level of Deity.The sixteenth prosription of the mandate authorizing these narratives says: \If deemed wise, theexistene of the Arhitets of the Master Universe and their assoiates may be dislosed, but theirorigin, nature, and destiny may not be fully revealed." We may, however, inform you that theseMaster Arhitets exist in seven levels of the absonite. These seven groups are lassi�ed as follows:1. The Paradise Level. Only the senior or �rst-eventuated Arhitet funtions on this highest levelof the absonite. This ultimate personality - neither Creator nor reature - eventuated in the dawnof eternity and now funtions as the exquisite o-ordinator of Paradise and its twenty-one worlds ofassoiated ativities.2. The Havona Level. The seond Arhitet eventuation yielded three master planners andabsonite administrators, and they have always been devoted to the o-ordination of the one billionperfet spheres of the entral universe. Paradise tradition asserts that these three Arhitets, withthe ounsel of the pre-eventuated senior Arhitet, ontributed to the planning of Havona, but wereally do not know.3. The Superuniverse Level. The third absonite level embraes the seven Master Arhitets ofthe seven superuniverses, who now, as a group, spend about equal time in the ompany of the SevenMaster Spirits on Paradise and with the Seven Supreme Exeutives on the seven speial worlds ofthe In�nite Spirit. They are the supero-ordinators of the grand universe.328



4. The Primary Spae Level. This group numbers seventy Arhitets, and we onjeture that theyare onerned with the ultimate plans for the �rst universe of outer spae, now mobilizing beyondthe borders of the present seven superuniverses.5. The Seondary Spae Level. This �fth orps of Arhitets numbers 490, and again we onjeturethat they must be onerned with the seond universe of outer spae, where already our physiistshave deteted de�nite energy mobilizations.6. The Tertiary Spae Level. This sixth group of Master Arhitets numbers 3,430, and we likewiseinfer that they may be oupied with the giganti plans for the third universe of outer spae.7. The Quartan Spae Level. This, the �nal and largest orps, onsists of 24,010 Master Arhitets,and if our former onjetures are valid, it must be related to the fourth and last of the ever-inreasing-sized universes of outer spae.These seven groups of Master Arhitets total 28,011 universe planners. On Paradise there isa tradition that far bak in eternity there was attempted the eventuation of the 28,012th MasterArhitet, but that this being failed to absonitize, experiening personality seizure by the UniversalAbsolute. It is possible that the asending series of the Master Arhitets attained the limit ofabsonity in the 28,011th Arhitet, and that the 28,012th attempt enountered the mathematiallevel of the presene of the Absolute. In other words, at the 28,012th eventuation level the qualityof absonity equivalated to the level of the Universal and attained the value of the Absolute.In their funtional organization the three supervising Arhitets of Havona at as assoiate as-sistants to the solitary Paradise Arhitet. The seven Arhitets of the superuniverses at as o-ordinates of the three supervisors of Havona. The seventy planners of the universes of the primaryouter spae level are at present serving as assoiate assistants to the seven Arhitets of the sevensuperuniverses.The Arhitets of the Master Universe have at their disposal numerous groups of assistants andhelpers, inluding two vast orders of fore organizers, the primary eventuated and the assoiatetransendental. These Master Fore Organizers are not to be onfused with the power diretors, whoare germane to the grand universe.All beings produed by the union of the hildren of time and eternity, suh as the trinitizedo�spring of the �naliters and the Paradise Citizens, beome wards of the Master Arhitets. But ofall other reatures or entities revealed as funtioning in the present organized universes, only SolitaryMessengers and Inspired Trinity Spirits maintain any organi assoiation with the Transendentalersand the Arhitets of the Master Universe.The Master Arhitets ontribute tehnial approval of the assignment of the Creator Sons totheir spae sites for the organization of the loal universes. There is a very lose assoiation betweenthe Master Arhitets and the Paradise Creator Sons, and while this relationship is unrevealed, youhave been informed of the assoiation of the Arhitets and the grand universe Supreme Creatorsin the relationship of the �rst experiential Trinity. These two groups, together with the evolvingand experiential Supreme Being, onstitute the Trinity Ultimate of transendental values and masteruniverse meanings.
31.10 The Ultimate AdventureThe senior Master Arhitet has the oversight of the seven Corps of the Finality, and they are:1. The Corps of Mortal Finaliters.2. The Corps of Paradise Finaliters. 329



3. The Corps of Trinitized Finaliters.4. The Corps of Conjoint Trinitized Finaliters.5. The Corps of Havona Finaliters.6. The Corps of Transendental Finaliters.7. The Corps of Unrevealed Sons of Destiny.Eah of these destiny orps has a presiding head, and the seven onstitute the Supreme Counilof Destiny on Paradise; and during the present universe age Grandfanda is the hief of this supremebody of universe assignment for the hildren of ultimate destiny.The gathering together of these seven �naliter orps signi�es reality mobilization of potentials,personalities, minds, spirits, absonites, and experiential atualities that probably transend eventhe future master universe funtions of the Supreme Being. These seven �naliter orps probablysignify the present ativity of the Ultimate Trinity engaged in mustering the fores of the �niteand the absonite in preparation for inoneivable developments in the universes of outer spae.Nothing like this mobilization has taken plae sine the near times of eternity when the ParadiseTrinity similarly mobilized the then existing personalities of Paradise and Havona and ommissionedthem as administrators and rulers of the projeted seven superuniverses of time and spae. Theseven �naliter orps represent the divinity response of the grand universe to the future needs of theundeveloped potentials in the outer universes of future-eternal ativities.We venture the foreast of future and greater outer universes of inhabited worlds, new spherespeopled with new orders of exquisite and unique beings, a material universe sublime in its ultimay,a vast reation laking in only one important detail - the presene of atual �nite experiene inthe universal life of asendant existene. Suh a universe will ome into being under a tremendousexperiential handiap: the deprivation of partiipation in the evolution of the Almighty Supreme.These outer universes will all enjoy the mathless ministry and supernal overontrol of the SupremeBeing, but the very fat of his ative presene preludes their partiipation in the atualization ofthe Supreme Deity.During the present universe age the evolving personalities of the grand universe su�er manydiÆulties due to the inomplete atualization of the sovereignty of God the Supreme, but we are allsharing the unique experiene of his evolution. We evolve in him and he evolves in us. Sometime inthe eternal future the evolution of Supreme Deity will beome a ompleted fat of universe history,and the opportunity to partiipate in this wonderful experiene will have passed from the stage ofosmi ation.But those of us who have aquired this unique experiene during the youth of the universe willtreasure it throughout all future eternity. And many of us speulate that it may be the mission of thegradually aumulating reserves of the asendant and perfeted mortals of the Corps of the Finality,in assoiation with the other six similarly reruiting orps, to administer these outer universes inan e�ort to ompensate their experiential de�ienies in not having partiipated in the time-spaeevolution of the Supreme Being.These de�ienies are inevitable on all levels of universe existene. During the present universeage we of the higher levels of spiritual existenes now ome down to administer the evolutionaryuniverses and minister to the asending mortals, thus endeavoring to atone for their de�ienies inthe realities of the higher spiritual experiene.But though we really know nothing about the plans of the Arhitets of the Master Universerespeting these outer reations, nevertheless, of three things we are ertain:1. There atually is a vast and new system of universes gradually organizing in the domains of outerspae. New orders of physial reations, enormous and giganti irles of swarming universes upon330



universes far out beyond the present bounds of the peopled and organized reations, are atuallyvisible through your telesopes. At present, these outer reations are wholly physial; they areapparently uninhabited and seem to be devoid of reature administration.2. For ages upon ages there ontinues the unexplained and wholly mysterious Paradise mobilizationof the perfeted and asendant beings of time and spae, in assoiation with the six other �naliterorps.3. Conomitantly with these transations the Supreme Person of Deity is powerizing as thealmighty sovereign of the superreations.As we view this triune development, embraing reatures, universes, and Deity, an we be riti-ized for antiipating that something new and unrevealed is approahing ulmination in the masteruniverse? Is it not natural that we should assoiate this agelong mobilization and organization ofphysial universes on suh a hitherto unknown sale and the personality emergene of the SupremeBeing with this stupendous sheme of upstepping the mortals of time to divine perfetion and withtheir subsequent mobilization on Paradise in the Corps of the Finality - a designation and destinyenshrouded in universe mystery? It is inreasingly the belief of all Uversa that the assembling Corpsof the Finality are destined to some future servie in the universes of outer spae, where we alreadyare able to identify the lustering of at least seventy thousand aggregations of matter, eah of whihis greater than any one of the present superuniverses.Evolutionary mortals are born on the planets of spae, pass through the morontia worlds, asendthe spirit universes, traverse the Havona spheres, �nd God, attain Paradise, and are mustered intothe primary Corps of the Finality, therein to await the next assignment of universe servie. There aresix other assembling �nality orps, but Grandfanda, the �rst mortal asender, presides as Paradisehief of all orders of �naliters. And as we view this sublime spetale, we all exlaim: What a gloriousdestiny for the animal-origin hildren of time, the material sons of spae![Jointly sponsored by a Divine Counselor and One without Name and Number authorized so tofuntion by the Anients of Days on Uversa.℄ * * * * *These thirty-one papers depiting the nature of Deity, the reality of Paradise, the organizationand working of the entral and superuniverses, the personalities of the grand universe, and thehigh destiny of evolutionary mortals, were sponsored, formulated, and put into English by a highommission onsisting of twenty-four Orvonton administrators ating in aordane with a mandateissued by the Anients of Days of Uversa direting that we should do this on Urantia, 606 of Satania,in Norlatiadek of Nebadon, in the year A.D. 1934.
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Part IIThe Loal Universe
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Chapter 32The Evolution of Loal UniversesA LOCAL universe is the handiwork of a Creator Son of the Paradise order of Mihael. It omprisesone hundred onstellations, eah embraing one hundred systems of inhabited worlds. Eah systemwill eventually ontain approximately one thousand inhabited spheres.These universes of time and spae are all evolutionary. The reative plan of the Paradise Mihaelsalways proeeds along the path of gradual evolvement and progressive development of the physial,intelletual, and spiritual natures and apaities of the manifold reatures who inhabit the variedorders of spheres omprising suh a loal universe.Urantia belongs to a loal universe whose sovereign is the God-man of Nebadon, Jesus of Nazarethand Mihael of Salvington. And all of Mihael's plans for this loal universe were fully approved bythe Paradise Trinity before he ever embarked upon the supreme adventure of spae.The Sons of God may hoose the realms of their reator ativities, but these material reationswere originally projeted and planned by the Paradise Arhitets of the Master Universe.32.1 Physial Emergene of UniversesThe preuniverse manipulations of spae-fore and the primordial energies are the work of the Par-adise Master Fore Organizers; but in the superuniverse domains, when emergent energy beomesresponsive to loal or linear gravity, they retire in favor of the power diretors of the superuniverseonerned.These power diretors funtion alone in the prematerial and postfore phases of a loal universereation. There is no opportunity for a Creator Son to begin universe organization until the powerdiretors have e�eted the mobilization of the spae-energies suÆiently to provide a material foun-dation - literal suns and material spheres - for the emerging universe.The loal universes are all approximately of the same energy potential, though they di�er greatlyin physial dimensions and may vary in visible-matter ontent from time to time. The power hargeand potential-matter endowment of a loal universe are determined by the manipulations of the powerdiretors and their predeessors as well as by the Creator Son's ativities and by the endowment ofthe inherent physial ontrol possessed by his reative assoiate.The energy harge of a loal universe is approximately one one-hundred-thousandth of the foreendowment of its superuniverse. In the ase of Nebadon, your loal universe, the mass materializationis a trie less. Physially speaking, Nebadon possesses all of the physial endowment of energy andmatter that may be found in any of the Orvonton loal reations. The only physial limitation uponthe developmental expansion of the Nebadon universe onsists in the quantitative harge of spae-energy held aptive by the gravity ontrol of the assoiated powers and personalities of the ombined335



universe mehanism.When energy-matter has attained a ertain stage in mass materialization, a Paradise Creator Sonappears upon the sene, aompanied by a Creative Daughter of the In�nite Spirit. Simultaneouslywith the arrival of the Creator Son, work is begun upon the arhitetural sphere whih is to beomethe headquarters world of the projeted loal universe. For long ages suh a loal reation evolves,suns beome stabilized, planets form and swing into their orbits, while the work of reating thearhitetural worlds whih are to serve as onstellation headquarters and system apitals ontinues.32.2 Universe OrganizationThe Creator Sons are preeded in universe organization by the power diretors and other beingsoriginating in the Third Soure and Center. From the energies of spae, thus previously organized,Mihael, your Creator Son, established the inhabited realms of the universe of Nebadon and eversine has been painstakingly devoted to their administration. From pre-existent energy these divineSons materialize visible matter, projet living reatures, and with the o-operation of the universepresene of the In�nite Spirit, reate a diverse retinue of spirit personalities.These power diretors and energy ontrollers who long preeded the Creator Son in the preliminaryphysial work of universe organization later serve in magni�ent liaison with this Universe Son, foreverremaining in assoiated ontrol of those energies whih they originally organized and iruitized. OnSalvington there now funtion the same one hundred power enters who o-operated with yourCreator Son in the original formation of this loal universe.The �rst ompleted at of physial reation in Nebadon onsisted in the organization of theheadquarters world, the arhitetural sphere of Salvington, with its satellites. From the time ofthe initial moves of the power enters and physial ontrollers to the arrival of the living sta� onthe ompleted spheres of Salvington, there intervened a little over one billion years of your presentplanetary time. The onstrution of Salvington was immediately followed by the reation of theone hundred headquarters worlds of the projeted onstellations and the ten thousand headquartersspheres of the projeted loal systems of planetary ontrol and administration, together with theirarhitetural satellites. Suh arhitetural worlds are designed to aommodate both physial andspiritual personalities as well as the intervening morontia or transition stages of being.Salvington, the headquarters of Nebadon, is situated at the exat energy-mass enter of the loaluniverse. But your loal universe is not a single astronomi system, though a large system does existat its physial enter.Salvington is the personal headquarters of Mihael of Nebadon, but he will not always be foundthere. While the smooth funtioning of your loal universe no longer requires the �xed presene ofthe Creator Son at the apital sphere, this was not true of the earlier epohs of physial organization.A Creator Son is unable to leave his headquarters world until suh a time as gravity stabilizationof the realm has been e�eted through the materialization of suÆient energy to enable the variousiruits and systems to ounterbalane one another by mutual material attration.Presently, the physial plan of a universe is ompleted, and the Creator Son, in assoiation with theCreative Spirit, projets his plan of life reation; whereupon does this representation of the In�niteSpirit begin her universe funtion as a distint reative personality. When this �rst reative at isformulated and exeuted, there springs into being the Bright and Morning Star, the personi�ationof this initial reative onept of identity and ideal of divinity. This is the hief exeutive of theuniverse, the personal assoiate of the Creator Son, one like him in all aspets of harater, thoughmarkedly limited in the attributes of divinity.And now that the right-hand helper and hief exeutive of the Creator Son has been provided,336



there ensues the bringing into existene of a vast and wonderful array of diverse reatures. The sonsand daughters of the loal universe are forthoming, and soon thereafter the government of suha reation is provided, extending from the supreme ounils of the universe to the fathers of theonstellations and the sovereigns of the loal systems - the aggregations of those worlds whih aredesigned subsequently to beome the homes of the varied mortal raes of will reatures; and eah ofthese worlds will be presided over by a Planetary Prine.And then, when suh a universe has been so ompletely organized and so repletely manned, doesthe Creator Son enter into the Father's proposal to reate mortal man in their divine image.The organization of planetary abodes is still progressing in Nebadon, for this universe is, indeed,a young luster in the starry and planetary realms of Orvonton. At the last registry there were3,840,101 inhabited planets in Nebadon, and Satania, the loal system of your world, is fairly typialof other systems.Satania is not a uniform physial system, a single astronomi unit or organization. Its 619 inhab-ited worlds are loated in over �ve hundred di�erent physial systems. Only �ve have more than twoinhabited worlds, and of these only one has four peopled planets, while there are forty-six havingtwo inhabited worlds.The Satania system of inhabited worlds is far removed from Uversa and that great sun lusterwhih funtions as the physial or astronomi enter of the seventh superuniverse. From Jerusem,the headquarters of Satania, it is over two hundred thousand light-years to the physial enter of thesuperuniverse of Orvonton, far, far away in the dense diameter of the Milky Way. Satania is on theperiphery of the loal universe, and Nebadon is now well out towards the edge of Orvonton. Fromthe outermost system of inhabited worlds to the enter of the superuniverse is a trie less than twohundred and �fty thousand light-years.The universe of Nebadon now swings far to the south and east in the superuniverse iruit ofOrvonton. The nearest neighboring universes are: Avalon, Henselon, Sanselon, Portalon, Wolvering,Fanoving, and Alvoring.But the evolution of a loal universe is a long narrative. Papers dealing with the superuniverseintrodue this subjet, those of this setion, treating of the loal reations, ontinue it, while those tofollow, touhing upon the history and destiny of Urantia, omplete the story. But you an adequatelyomprehend the destiny of the mortals of suh a loal reation only by a perusal of the narratives ofthe life and teahings of your Creator Son as he one lived the life of man, in the likeness of mortalesh, on your own evolutionary world.32.3 The Evolutionary IdeaThe only reation that is perfetly settled is Havona, the entral universe, whih was made diretlyby the thought of the Universal Father and the word of the Eternal Son. Havona is an existential,perfet, and replete universe, surrounding the home of the eternal Deities, the enter of all things.The reations of the seven superuniverses are �nite, evolutionary, and onsistently progressive.The physial systems of time and spae are all evolutionary in origin. They are not even physiallystabilized until they are swung into the settled iruits of their superuniverses. Neither is a loaluniverse settled in light and life until its physial possibilities of expansion and development havebeen exhausted, and until the spiritual status of all its inhabited worlds has been forever settled andstabilized.Exept in the entral universe, perfetion is a progressive attainment. In the entral reationwe have a pattern of perfetion, but all other realms must attain that perfetion by the methodsestablished for the advanement of those partiular worlds or universes. And an almost in�nite337



variety haraterizes the plans of the Creator Sons for organizing, evolving, disiplining, and settlingtheir respetive loal universes.With the exeption of the deity presene of the Father, every loal universe is, in a ertain sense,a dupliation of the administrative organization of the entral or pattern reation. Although theUniversal Father is personally present in the residential universe, he does not indwell the minds ofthe beings originating in that universe as he does literally dwell with the souls of the mortals oftime and spae. There seems to be an all-wise ompensation in the adjustment and regulation of thespiritual a�airs of the far-ung reation. In the entral universe the Father is personally present assuh but absent in the minds of the hildren of that perfet reation; in the universes of spae theFather is absent in person, being represented by his Sovereign Sons, while he is intimately presentin the minds of his mortal hildren, being spiritually represented by the prepersonal presene of theMystery Monitors that reside in the minds of these will reatures.On the headquarters of a loal universe there reside all those reator and reative personalitieswho represent self-ontained authority and administrative autonomy exept the personal preseneof the Universal Father. In the loal universe there are to be found something of everyone andsomeone of almost every lass of intelligent beings existing in the entral universe exept the UniversalFather. Although the Universal Father is not personally present in a loal universe, he is personallyrepresented by its Creator Son, sometime viegerent of God and subsequently supreme and sovereignruler in his own right.The farther down the sale of life we go, the more diÆult it beomes to loate, with the eye offaith, the invisible Father. The lower reatures - and sometimes even the higher personalities - �ndit diÆult always to envisage the Universal Father in his Creator Sons. And so, pending the timeof their spiritual exaltation, when perfetion of development will enable them to see God in person,they grow weary in progression, entertain spiritual doubts, stumble into onfusion, and thus isolatethemselves from the progressive spiritual aims of their time and universe. In this way they lose theability to see the Father when beholding the Creator Son. The surest safeguard for the reaturethroughout the long struggle to attain the Father, during this time when inherent onditions makesuh attainment impossible, is tenaiously to hold on to the truth-fat of the Father's presene in hisSons. Literally and �guratively, spiritually and personally, the Father and the Sons are one. It is afat: He who has seen a Creator Son has seen the Father.The personalities of a given universe are settled and dependable, at the start, only in aordanewith their degree of kinship to Deity. When reature origin departs suÆiently far from the originaland divine Soures, whether we are dealing with the Sons of God or the reatures of ministrybelonging to the In�nite Spirit, there is an inrease in the possibility of disharmony, onfusion, andsometimes rebellion - sin.Exepting perfet beings of Deity origin, all will reatures in the superuniverses are of evolutionarynature, beginning in lowly estate and limbing ever upward, in reality inward. Even highly spiritualpersonalities ontinue to asend the sale of life by progressive translations from life to life and fromsphere to sphere. And in the ase of those who entertain the Mystery Monitors, there is indeed nolimit to the possible heights of their spiritual asent and universe attainment.The perfetion of the reatures of time, when �nally ahieved, is wholly an aquirement, a bona�de personality possession. While the elements of grae are freely admixed, nevertheless, the reatureattainments are the result of individual e�ort and atual living, personality reation to the existingenvironment.The fat of animal evolutionary origin does not attah stigma to any personality in the sight of theuniverse as that is the exlusive method of produing one of the two basi types of �nite intelligentwill reatures. When the heights of perfetion and eternity are attained, all the more honor to thosewho began at the bottom and joyfully limbed the ladder of life, round by round, and who, when338



they do reah the heights of glory, will have gained a personal experiene whih embodies an atualknowledge of every phase of life from the bottom to the top.In all this is shown the wisdom of the Creators. It would be just as easy for the Universal Fatherto make all mortals perfet beings, to impart perfetion by his divine word. But that would deprivethem of the wonderful experiene of the adventure and training assoiated with the long and gradualinward limb, an experiene to be had only by those who are so fortunate as to begin at the verybottom of living existene.In the universes enirling Havona there are provided only a suÆient number of perfet reaturesto meet the need for pattern teaher guides for those who are asending the evolutionary sale of life.The experiential nature of the evolutionary type of personality is the natural osmi omplementof the ever-perfet natures of the Paradise-Havona reatures. In reality, both perfet and perfetedreatures are inomplete as regards �nite totality. But in the omplemental assoiation of the exis-tentially perfet reatures of the Paradise-Havona system with the experientially perfeted �nalitersasending from the evolutionary universes, both types �nd release from inherent limitations and thusmay onjointly attempt to reah the sublime heights of the ultimate of reature status.These reature transations are the universe reperussions of ations and reations within theSevenfold Deity, wherein the eternal divinity of the Paradise Trinity is onjoined with the evolvingdivinity of the Supreme Creators of the time-spae universes in, by, and through the power-atualizingDeity of the Supreme Being.The divinely perfet reature and the evolutionary perfeted reature are equal in degree of divinitypotential, but they di�er in kind. Eah must depend on the other to attain supremay of servie.The evolutionary superuniverses depend on perfet Havona to provide the �nal training for theirasending itizens, but so does the perfet entral universe require the existene of the perfetingsuperuniverses to provide for the full development of its desending inhabitants.The two prime manifestations of �nite reality, innate perfetion and evolved perfetion, be theypersonalities or universes, are o-ordinate, dependent, and integrated. Eah requires the other toahieve ompletion of funtion, servie, and destiny.32.4 God's Relation to a Loal UniverseDo not entertain the idea that, sine the Universal Father has delegated so muh of himself and hispower to others, he is a silent or inative member of the Deity partnership. Aside from personalitydomains and Adjuster bestowal, he is apparently the least ative of the Paradise Deities in that heallows his Deity o-ordinates, his Sons, and numerous reated intelligenes to perform so muh inthe arrying out of his eternal purpose. He is the silent member of the reative trio only in that henever does aught whih any of his o-ordinate or subordinate assoiates an do.God has full understanding of the need of every intelligent reature for funtion and experiene,and therefore, in every situation, be it onerned with the destiny of a universe or the welfareof the humblest of his reatures, God retires from ativity in favor of the galaxy of reature andCreator personalities who inherently intervene between himself and any given universe situation orreative event. But notwithstanding this retirement, this exhibition of in�nite o-ordination, thereis on God's part an atual, literal, and personal partiipation in these events by and through theseordained agenies and personalities. The Father is working in and through all these hannels for thewelfare of all his far-ung reation.As regards the poliies, ondut, and administration of a loal universe, the Universal Father atsin the person of his Creator Son. In the interrelationships of the Sons of God, in the group assoiationsof the personalities of origin in the Third Soure and Center, or in the relationship between any other339



reatures, suh as human beings - as onerns suh assoiations the Universal Father never intervenes.The law of the Creator Son, the rule of the Constellation Fathers, the System Sovereigns, and thePlanetary Prines - the ordained poliies and proedures for that universe - always prevail. There isno division of authority; never is there a ross working of divine power and purpose. The Deities arein perfet and eternal unanimity.The Creator Son rules supreme in all matters of ethial assoiations, the relations of any divisionof reatures to any other lass of reatures or of two or more individuals within any given group;but suh a plan does not mean that the Universal Father may not in his own way intervene and doaught that pleases the divine mind with any individual reature throughout all reation, as pertainsto that individual's present status or future prospets and as onerns the Father's eternal plan andin�nite purpose.In the mortal will reatures the Father is atually present in the indwelling Adjuster, a fragmentof his prepersonal spirit; and the Father is also the soure of the personality of suh a mortal willreature.These Thought Adjusters, the bestowals of the Universal Father, are omparatively isolated; theyindwell human minds but have no disernible onnetion with the ethial a�airs of a loal reation.They are not diretly o-ordinated with the seraphi servie nor with the administration of systems,onstellations, or a loal universe, not even with the rule of a Creator Son, whose will is the supremelaw of his universe.The indwelling Adjusters are one of God's separate but uni�ed modes of ontat with the reaturesof his all but in�nite reation. Thus does he who is invisible to mortal man manifest his presene,and ould he do so, he would show himself to us in still other ways, but suh further revelation isnot divinely possible.We an see and understand the mehanism whereby the Sons enjoy intimate and omplete knowl-edge regarding the universes of their jurisdition; but we annot fully omprehend the methodswhereby God is so fully and personally onversant with the details of the universe of universes, al-though we at least an reognize the avenue whereby the Universal Father an reeive informationregarding, and manifest his presene to, the beings of his immense reation. Through the personalityiruit the Father is ognizant - has personal knowledge - of all the thoughts and ats of all the beingsin all the systems of all the universes of all reation. Though we annot fully grasp this tehnique ofGod's ommunion with his hildren, we an be strengthened in the assurane that the \Lord knowshis hildren," and that of eah one of us \he takes note where we were born."In your universe and in your heart the Universal Father is present, spiritually speaking, by oneof the Seven Master Spirits of entral abode and, spei�ally, by the divine Adjuster who lives andworks and waits in the depths of the mortal mind.God is not a self-entered personality; the Father freely distributes himself to his reation and tohis reatures. He lives and ats, not only in the Deities, but also in his Sons, whom he intrusts withthe doing of everything that it is divinely possible for them to do. The Universal Father has trulydivested himself of every funtion whih it is possible for another being to perform. And this is justas true of mortal man as of the Creator Son who rules in God's stead at the headquarters of a loaluniverse. Thus we behold the outworking of the ideal and in�nite love of the Universal Father.In this universal bestowal of himself we have abundant proof of both the magnitude and themagnanimity of the Father's divine nature. If God has withheld aught of himself from the universalreation, then of that residue he is in lavish generosity bestowing the Thought Adjusters upon themortals of the realms, the Mystery Monitors of time, who so patiently indwell the mortal andidatesfor life everlasting.The Universal Father has poured out himself, as it were, to make all reation rih in personalitypossession and potential spiritual attainment. God has given us himself that we may be like him,340



and he has reserved for himself of power and glory only that whih is neessary for the maintenaneof those things for the love of whih he has thus divested himself of all things else.
32.5 The Eternal and Divine PurposeThere is a great and glorious purpose in the marh of the universes through spae. All of your mortalstruggling is not in vain. We are all part of an immense plan, a giganti enterprise, and it is thevastness of the undertaking that renders it impossible to see very muh of it at any one time andduring any one life. We are all a part of an eternal projet whih the Gods are supervising andoutworking. The whole marvelous and universal mehanism moves on majestially through spae tothe musi of the meter of the in�nite thought and the eternal purpose of the First Great Soure andCenter.The eternal purpose of the eternal God is a high spiritual ideal. The events of time and thestruggles of material existene are but the transient sa�olding whih bridges over to the other side,to the promised land of spiritual reality and supernal existene. Of ourse, you mortals �nd itdiÆult to grasp the idea of an eternal purpose; you are virtually unable to omprehend the thoughtof eternity, something never beginning and never ending. Everything familiar to you has an end.As regards an individual life, the duration of a realm, or the hronology of any onneted seriesof events, it would seem that we are dealing with an isolated streth of time; everything seems tohave a beginning and an end. And it would appear that a series of suh experienes, lives, ages,or epohs, when suessively arranged, onstitutes a straightaway drive, an isolated event of timeashing momentarily aross the in�nite fae of eternity. But when we look at all this from behindthe senes, a more omprehensive view and a more omplete understanding suggest that suh anexplanation is inadequate, disonneted, and wholly unsuited properly to aount for, and otherwiseto orrelate, the transations of time with the underlying purposes and basi reations of eternity.To me it seems more �tting, for purposes of explanation to the mortal mind, to oneive of eternityas a yle and the eternal purpose as an endless irle, a yle of eternity in some way synhronizedwith the transient material yles of time. As regards the setors of time onneted with, and forminga part of, the yle of eternity, we are fored to reognize that suh temporary epohs are born, live,and die just as the temporary beings of time are born, live, and die. Most human beings die beause,having failed to ahieve the spirit level of Adjuster fusion, the metamorphosis of death onstitutesthe only possible proedure whereby they may esape the fetters of time and the bonds of materialreation, thereby being enabled to strike spiritual step with the progressive proession of eternity.Having survived the trial life of time and material existene, it beomes possible for you to ontinueon in touh with, even as a part of, eternity, swinging on forever with the worlds of spae around theirle of the eternal ages.The setors of time are like the ashes of personality in temporal form; they appear for a season,and then they are lost to human sight, only to reappear as new ators and ontinuing fators inthe higher life of the endless swing around the eternal irle. Eternity an hardly be oneived as astraightaway drive, in view of our belief in a delimited universe moving over a vast, elongated irlearound the entral dwelling plae of the Universal Father.Frankly, eternity is inomprehensible to the �nite mind of time. You simply annot grasp it; youannot omprehend it. I do not ompletely visualize it, and even if I did, it would be impossiblefor me to onvey my onept to the human mind. Nevertheless, I have done my best to portraysomething of our viewpoint, to tell you somewhat of our understanding of things eternal. I amendeavoring to aid you in the rystallization of your thoughts about these values whih are of in�nitenature and eternal import. 341



There is in the mind of God a plan whih embraes every reature of all his vast domains, andthis plan is an eternal purpose of boundless opportunity, unlimited progress, and endless life. Andthe in�nite treasures of suh a mathless areer are yours for the striving!The goal of eternity is ahead! The adventure of divinity attainment lies before you! The rae forperfetion is on! whosoever will may enter, and ertain vitory will rown the e�orts of every humanbeing who will run the rae of faith and trust, depending every step of the way on the leading of theindwelling Adjuster and on the guidane of that good spirit of the Universe Son, whih so freely hasbeen poured out upon all esh.[Presented by a Mighty Messenger temporarily attahed to the Supreme Counil of Nebadon andassigned to this mission by Gabriel of Salvington.℄
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Chapter 33Administration of the Loal UniverseWHILE the Universal Father most ertainly rules over his vast reation, he funtions in a loaluniverse administration through the person of the Creator Son. The Father does not otherwisepersonally funtion in the administrative a�airs of a loal universe. These matters are intrustedto the Creator Son and to the loal universe Mother Spirit and to their manifold hildren. Theplans, poliies, and administrative ats of the loal universe are formed and exeuted by this Son,who, in onjuntion with his Spirit assoiate, delegates exeutive power to Gabriel and jurisditionalauthority to the Constellation Fathers, System Sovereigns, and Planetary Prines.33.1 Mihael of NebadonOur Creator Son is the personi�ation of the 611,121st original onept of in�nite identity of si-multaneous origin in the Universal Father and the Eternal Son. The Mihael of Nebadon is the\only-begotten Son" personalizing this 611,121st universal onept of divinity and in�nity. Hisheadquarters is in the threefold mansion of light on Salvington. And this dwelling is so orderedbeause Mihael has experiened the living of all three phases of intelligent reature existene: spir-itual, morontial, and material. Beause of the name assoiated with his seventh and �nal bestowalon Urantia, he is sometimes spoken of as Christ Mihael.Our Creator Son is not the Eternal Son, the existential Paradise assoiate of the Universal Fatherand the In�nite Spirit. Mihael of Nebadon is not a member of the Paradise Trinity. Nevertheless ourMaster Son possesses in his realm all of the divine attributes and powers that the Eternal Son himselfwould manifest were he atually to be present on Salvington and funtioning in Nebadon. Mihaelpossesses even additional power and authority, for he not only personi�es the Eternal Son but alsofully represents and atually embodies the personality presene of the Universal Father to and in thisloal universe. He even represents the Father-Son. These relationships onstitute a Creator Son themost powerful, versatile, and inuential of all divine beings who are apable of diret administrationof evolutionary universes and of personality ontat with immature reature beings.Our Creator Son exerts the same spiritual drawing power, spirit gravity, from the headquartersof the loal universe that the Eternal Son of Paradise would exert if he were personally present onSalvington, and more; this Universe Son is also the personi�ation of the Universal Father to theuniverse of Nebadon. Creator Sons are personality enters for the spiritual fores of the ParadiseFather-Son. Creator Sons are the �nal power-personality foalizations of the mighty time-spaeattributes of God the Sevenfold.The Creator Son is the viegerent personalization of the Universal Father, the divinity o-ordinateof the Eternal Son, and the reative assoiate of the In�nite Spirit. To our universe and all itsinhabited worlds the Sovereign Son is, to all pratial intents and purposes, God. He personi�es all343



of the Paradise Deities whih evolving mortals an diserningly omprehend. This Son and his Spiritassoiate are your reator parents. To you, Mihael, the Creator Son, is the supreme personality; toyou, the Eternal Son is supersupreme - an in�nite Deity personality.In the person of the Creator Son we have a ruler and divine parent who is just as mighty, eÆ-ient, and bene�ent as would be the Universal Father and the Eternal Son if both were present onSalvington and engaged in the administration of the a�airs of the universe of Nebadon.33.2 The Sovereign of NebadonObservation of Creator Sons disloses that some resemble more the Father, some the Son, whileothers are a blend of both their in�nite parents. Our Creator Son very de�nitely manifests traitsand attributes whih more resemble the Eternal Son.Mihael eleted to organize this loal universe, and herein he now reigns supreme. His personalpower is limited by the pre-existent gravity iruits entering at Paradise and by the reservation onthe part of the Anients of Days of the superuniverse government of all �nal exeutive judgmentsregarding the extintion of personality. Personality is the sole bestowal of the Father, but the CreatorSons, with the approval of the Eternal Son, do initiate new reature designs, and with the workingo-operation of their Spirit assoiates they may attempt new transformations of energy-matter.Mihael is the personi�ation of the Paradise Father-Son to and in the loal universe of Nebadon;therefore, when the Creative Mother Spirit, the loal universe representation of the In�nite Spirit,subordinated herself to Christ Mihael upon the return from his �nal bestowal on Urantia, the MasterSon thereby aquired jurisdition over \all power in heaven and on earth."This subordination of the Divine Ministers to the Creator Sons of the loal universes onstitutesthese Master Sons the personal repositories of the �nitely manifestable divinity of the Father, Son,and Spirit, while the reature-bestowal experienes of the Mihaels qualify them to portray theexperiential divinity of the Supreme Being. No other beings in the universes have thus personallyexhausted the potentials of present �nite experiene, and no other beings in the universes possesssuh quali�ations for solitary sovereignty.Although Mihael's headquarters is oÆially loated on Salvington, the apital of Nebadon, hespends muh of his time visiting the onstellation and system headquarters and even the individualplanets. Periodially he journeys to Paradise and often to Uversa, where he ounsels with theAnients of Days. When he is away from Salvington, his plae is assumed by Gabriel, who thenfuntions as regent of the universe of Nebadon.33.3 The Universe Son and SpiritWhile pervading all the universes of time and spae, the In�nite Spirit funtions from the head-quarters of eah loal universe as a speialized foalization aquiring full personality qualities by thetehnique of reative o-operation with the Creator Son. As onerns a loal universe, the adminis-trative authority of a Creator Son is supreme; the In�nite Spirit, as the Divine Minister, is whollyo-operative though perfetly o-ordinate.The Universe Mother Spirit of Salvington, the assoiate of Mihael in the ontrol and adminis-tration of Nebadon, is of the sixth group of Supreme Spirits, being the 611,121st of that order. Shevolunteered to aompany Mihael on the oasion of his liberation from Paradise obligations andhas ever sine funtioned with him in reating and governing his universe.The Master Creator Son is the personal sovereign of his universe, but in all the details of its344



management the Universe Spirit is odiretor with the Son. While the Spirit ever aknowledges theSon as sovereign and ruler, the Son always aords the Spirit a o-ordinate position and equality ofauthority in all the a�airs of the realm. In all his work of love and life bestowal the Creator Son isalways and ever perfetly sustained and ably assisted by the all-wise and ever-faithful Universe Spiritand by all of her diversi�ed retinue of angeli personalities. Suh a Divine Minister is in reality themother of spirits and spirit personalities, the ever-present and all-wise adviser of the Creator Son, afaithful and true manifestation of the Paradise In�nite Spirit.The Son funtions as a father in his loal universe. The Spirit, as mortal reatures would under-stand, enats the role of a mother, always assisting the Son and being everlastingly indispensable tothe administration of the universe. In the fae of insurretion only the Son and his assoiated Sonsan funtion as deliverers. Never an the Spirit undertake to ontest rebellion or defend authority,but ever does the Spirit sustain the Son in all of everything he may be required to experiene in hise�orts to stabilize government and uphold authority on worlds tainted with evil or dominated bysin. Only a Son an retrieve the work of their joint reation, but no Son ould hope for �nal suesswithout the inessant o-operation of the Divine Minister and her vast assemblage of spirit helpers,the daughters of God, who so faithfully and valiantly struggle for the welfare of mortal men and theglory of their divine parents.Upon the ompletion of the Creator Son's seventh and �nal reature bestowal, the unertainties ofperiodi isolation terminate for the Divine Minister, and the Son's universe helper beomes foreversettled in surety and ontrol. It is at the enthronement of the Creator Son as a Master Son, atthe jubilee of jubilees, that the Universe Spirit, before the assembled hosts, �rst makes publi anduniversal aknowledgment of subordination to the Son, pledging �delity and obediene. This eventourred in Nebadon at the time of Mihael's return to Salvington after the Urantian bestowal. Neverbefore this momentous oasion did the Universe Spirit aknowledge subordination to the UniverseSon, and not until after this voluntary relinquishment of power and authority by the Spirit ould itbe truthfully prolaimed of the Son that \all power in heaven and on earth has been ommitted tohis hand."After this pledge of subordination by the Creative Mother Spirit, Mihael of Nebadon noblyaknowledged his eternal dependene on his Spirit ompanion, onstituting the Spirit oruler of hisuniverse domains and requiring all their reatures to pledge themselves in loyalty to the Spirit as theyhad to the Son; and there issued and went forth the �nal \Prolamation of Equality." Though he wasthe sovereign of this loal universe, the Son published to the worlds the fat of the Spirit's equalitywith him in all endowments of personality and attributes of divine harater. And this beomes thetransendent pattern for the family organization and government of even the lowly reatures of theworlds of spae. This is, in deed and in truth, the high ideal of the family and the human institutionof voluntary marriage.The Son and the Spirit now preside over the universe muh as a father and mother wath over,and minister to, their family of sons and daughters. It is not altogether out of plae to refer tothe Universe Spirit as the reative ompanion of the Creator Son and to regard the reatures of therealms as their sons and daughters - a grand and glorious family but one of untold responsibilitiesand endless wathare.The Son initiates the reation of ertain of the universe hildren, while the Spirit is solely respon-sible for bringing into existene the numerous orders of spirit personalities who minister and serveunder the diretion and guidane of this selfsame Mother Spirit. In the reation of other types ofuniverse personalities, both the Son and the Spirit funtion together, and in no reative at does theone do aught without the ounsel and approval of the other.
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33.4 Gabriel - The Chief Exeutive
The Bright and Morning Star is the personalization of the �rst onept of identity and ideal ofpersonality oneived by the Creator Son and the loal universe manifestation of the In�nite Spirit.Going bak to the early days of the loal universe, before the union of the Creator Son and theMother Spirit in the bonds of reative assoiation, bak to the times before the beginning of thereation of their versatile family of sons and daughters, the �rst onjoint at of this early and freeassoiation of these two divine persons results in the reation of the highest spirit personality of theSon and the Spirit, the Bright and Morning Star.Only one suh being of wisdom and majesty is brought forth in eah loal universe. The UniversalFather and the Eternal Son an, in fat do, reate an unlimited number of Sons in divinity equalto themselves; but suh Sons, in union with the Daughters of the In�nite Spirit, an reate onlyone Bright and Morning Star in eah universe, a being like themselves and partaking freely of theirombined natures but not of their reative prerogatives. Gabriel of Salvington is like the UniverseSon in divinity of nature though onsiderably limited in the attributes of Deity.This �rst-born of the parents of a new universe is a unique personality possessing many wonderfultraits not visibly present in either anestor, a being of unpreedented versatility and unimaginedbrilliane. This supernal personality embraes the divine will of the Son ombined with the reativeimagination of the Spirit. The thoughts and ats of the Bright and Morning Star will ever be fullyrepresentative of both the Creator Son and the Creative Spirit. Suh a being is also apable of abroad understanding of, and sympatheti ontat with, both the spiritual seraphi hosts and thematerial evolutionary will reatures.The Bright and Morning Star is not a reator, but he is a marvelous administrator, being thepersonal administrative representative of the Creator Son. Aside from reation and life impartationthe Son and the Spirit never onfer upon important universe proedures without Gabriel's presene.Gabriel of Salvington is the hief exeutive of the universe of Nebadon and the arbiter of allexeutive appeals respeting its administration. This universe exeutive was reated fully endowedfor his work, but he has gained experiene with the growth and evolution of our loal reation.Gabriel is the hief oÆer of exeution for superuniverse mandates relating to nonpersonal a�airsin the loal universe. Most matters pertaining to mass judgment and dispensational resurretions,adjudiated by the Anients of Days, are also delegated to Gabriel and his sta� for exeution.Gabriel is thus the ombined hief exeutive of both the super- and the loal universe rulers. He hasat his ommand an able orps of administrative assistants, reated for their speial work, who areunrevealed to evolutionary mortals. In addition to these assistants, Gabriel may employ any and allof the orders of elestial beings funtioning in Nebadon, and he is also the ommander in hief of\the armies of heaven" - the elestial hosts.Gabriel and his sta� are not teahers; they are administrators. They were never known to departfrom their regular work exept when Mihael was inarnated on a reature bestowal. During suhbestowals Gabriel was ever attendant on the will of the inarnated Son, and with the ollaborationof the Union of Days, he beame the atual diretor of universe a�airs during the later bestowals.Gabriel has been losely identi�ed with the history and development of Urantia ever sine the mortalbestowal of Mihael.Aside from meeting Gabriel on the bestowal worlds and at the times of general- and speial-resurretion roll alls, mortals will seldom enounter him as they asend through the loal universeuntil they are induted into the administrative work of the loal reation. As administrators, ofwhatever order or degree, you will ome under the diretion of Gabriel.346



33.5 The Trinity AmbassadorsThe administration of Trinity-origin personalities ends with the government of the superuniverses.The loal universes are haraterized by dual supervision, the beginning of the father-mother onept.The universe father is the Creator Son; the universe mother is the Divine Minister, the loal universeCreative Spirit. Every loal universe is, however, blessed with the presene of ertain personalitiesfrom the entral universe and Paradise. At the head of this Paradise group in Nebadon is theambassador of the Paradise Trinity - Immanuel of Salvington - the Union of Days assigned to theloal universe of Nebadon. In a ertain sense this high Trinity Son is also the personal representativeof the Universal Father to the ourt of the Creator Son; hene his name, Immanuel.Immanuel of Salvington, number 611,121 of the sixth order of Supreme Trinity Personalities, is abeing of sublime dignity and of suh superb ondesension that he refuses the worship and adorationof all living reatures. He bears the distintion of being the only personality in all Nebadon who hasnever aknowledged subordination to his brother Mihael. He funtions as adviser to the SovereignSon but gives ounsel only on request. In the absene of the Creator Son he might preside over anyhigh universe ounil but would not otherwise partiipate in the exeutive a�airs of the universeexept as requested.This ambassador of Paradise to Nebadon is not subjet to the jurisdition of the loal universegovernment. Neither does he exerise authoritative jurisdition in the exeutive a�airs of an evolvingloal universe exept in the supervision of his liaison brethren, the Faithfuls of Days, serving on theheadquarters of the onstellations.The Faithfuls of Days, like the Union of Days, never pro�er advie or o�er assistane to theonstellation rulers unless it is asked for. These Paradise ambassadors to the onstellations representthe �nal personal presene of the Stationary Sons of the Trinity funtioning in advisory roles in theloal universes. Constellations are more losely related to the superuniverse administration thanloal systems, whih are administered exlusively by personalities native to the loal universe.33.6 General AdministrationGabriel is the hief exeutive and atual administrator of Nebadon. Mihael's absene from Salving-ton in no way interferes with the orderly ondut of universe a�airs. During the absene of Mihael,as reently on the mission of reunion of Orvonton Master Sons on Paradise, Gabriel is the regent ofthe universe. At suh times Gabriel always seeks the ounsel of Immanuel of Salvington regardingall major problems.The Father Melhizedek is Gabriel's �rst assistant. When the Bright and Morning Star is absentfrom Salvington, his responsibilities are assumed by this original Melhizedek Son.The various subadministrations of the universe have assigned to them ertain speial domains ofresponsibility. While, in general, a system government looks after the welfare of its planets, it is morepartiularly onerned with the physial status of living beings, with biologi problems. In turn, theonstellation rulers pay espeial attention to the soial and governmental onditions prevailing onthe di�erent planets and systems. A onstellation government is hiey exerised over uni�ationand stabilization. Still higher up, the universe rulers are more oupied with the spiritual status ofthe realms.Ambassadors are appointed by judiial deree and represent universes to other universes. Consulsare representatives of onstellations to one another and to the universe headquarters; they are ap-pointed by legislative deree and funtion only within the on�nes of the loal universe. Observersare ommissioned by exeutive deree of a System Sovereign to represent that system to other sys-347



tems and at the onstellation apital, and they, too, funtion only within the on�nes of the loaluniverse.From Salvington, broadasts are simultaneously direted to the onstellation headquarters, thesystem headquarters, and to individual planets. All higher orders of elestial beings are able toutilize this servie for ommuniation with their fellows sattered throughout the universe. Theuniverse broadast is extended to all inhabited worlds regardless of their spiritual status. Planetaryinterommuniation is denied only those worlds under spiritual quarantine.Constellation broadasts are periodially sent out from the headquarters of the onstellation bythe hief of the Constellation Fathers.Chronology is rekoned, omputed, and reti�ed by a speial group of beings on Salvington. Thestandard day of Nebadon is equal to eighteen days and six hours of Urantia time, plus two andone-half minutes. The Nebadon year onsists of a segment of the time of universe swing in relationto the Uversa iruit and is equal to one hundred days of standard universe time, about �ve years ofUrantia time.Nebadon time, broadast from Salvington, is the standard for all onstellations and systems in thisloal universe. Eah onstellation onduts its a�airs by Nebadon time, but the systems maintaintheir own hronology, as do the individual planets.The day in Satania, as rekoned on Jerusem, is a little less (1 hour, 4 minutes, 15 seonds) thanthree days of Urantia time. These times are generally known as Salvington or universe time, andSatania or system time. Standard time is universe time.33.7 The Courts of NebadonThe Master Son, Mihael, is supremely onerned with but three things: reation, sustenane, andministry. He does not personally partiipate in the judiial work of the universe. Creators never sitin judgment on their reatures; that is the exlusive funtion of reatures of high training and atualreature experiene.The entire judiial mehanism of Nebadon is under the supervision of Gabriel. The high ourts,loated on Salvington, are oupied with problems of general universe import and with the appellateases oming up from the system tribunals. There are seventy branhes of these universe ourts, andthey funtion in seven divisions of ten setions eah. In all matters of adjudiation there presides adual magistray onsisting of one judge of perfetion anteedents and one magistrate of asendantexperiene.As regards jurisdition, the loal universe ourts are limited in the following matters:1. The administration of the loal universe is onerned with reation, evolution, maintenane, andministry. The universe tribunals are, therefore, denied the right to pass upon those ases involvingthe question of eternal life and death. This has no referene to natural death as it obtains onUrantia, but if the question of the right of ontinued existene, life eternal, omes up for adjudiation,it must be referred to the tribunals of Orvonton, and if deided adversely to the individual, allsentenes of extintion are arried out upon the orders, and through the agenies, of the rulers ofthe supergovernment.2. The default or defetion of any of the Loal Universe Sons of God whih jeopardizes their statusand authority as Sons is never adjudiated in the tribunals of a Son; suh a misunderstanding wouldbe immediately arried to the superuniverse ourts.3. The question of the readmission of any onstituent part of a loal universe - suh as a loalsystem - to the fellowship of full spiritual status in the loal reation subsequent to spiritual isolation348



must be onurred in by the high assembly of the superuniverse.In all other matters the ourts of Salvington are �nal and supreme. There is no appeal and noesape from their deisions and derees.However unfairly human ontentions may sometimes appear to be adjudiated on Urantia, in theuniverse justie and divine equity do prevail. You are living in a well-ordered universe, and sooneror later you may depend upon being dealt with justly, even merifully.33.8 The Legislative and Exeutive FuntionsOn Salvington, the headquarters of Nebadon, there are no true legislative bodies. The universeheadquarters worlds are onerned largely with adjudiation. The legislative assemblies of the loaluniverse are loated on the headquarters of the one hundred onstellations. The systems are hieyonerned with the exeutive and administrative work of the loal reations. The System Sovereignsand their assoiates enfore the legislative mandates of the onstellation rulers and exeute thejudiial derees of the high ourts of the universe.While true legislation is not enated at the universe headquarters, there do funtion on Salvingtona variety of advisory and researh assemblies, variously onstituted and onduted in aordanewith their sope and purpose. Some are permanent; others disband upon the aomplishment oftheir objetive.The supreme ounil of the loal universe is made up of three members from eah system andseven representatives from eah onstellation. Systems in isolation do not have representation in thisassembly, but they are permitted to send observers who attend and study all its deliberations.The one hundred ounils of supreme santion are also situated on Salvington. The presidents ofthese ounils onstitute the immediate working abinet of Gabriel.All �ndings of the high universe advisory ounils are referred either to the Salvington judiialbodies or to the legislative assemblies of the onstellations. These high ounils are without authorityor power to enfore their reommendations. If their advie is founded on the fundamental laws ofthe universe, then will the Nebadon ourts issue rulings of exeution; but if their reommendationshave to do with loal or emergeny onditions, they must pass down to the legislative assemblies ofthe onstellation for deliberative enatment and then to the system authorities for exeution. Thesehigh ounils are, in reality, the universe superlegislatures, but they funtion without the authorityof enatment and without the power of exeution.While we speak of universe administration in terms of \ourts" and \assemblies," it should beunderstood that these spiritual transations are very di�erent from the more primitive and materialativities of Urantia whih bear orresponding names.[Presented by the Chief of the Arhangels of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 34The Loal Universe Mother SpiritWHEN a Creator Son is personalized by the Universal Father and the Eternal Son, then does theIn�nite Spirit individualize a new and unique representation of himself to aompany this CreatorSon to the realms of spae, there to be his ompanion, �rst, in physial organization and, later, inreation and ministry to the reatures of the newly projeted universe.A Creative Spirit reats to both physial and spiritual realities; so does a Creator Son; and thusare they o-ordinate and assoiate in the administration of a loal universe of time and spae.These Daughter Spirits are of the essene of the In�nite Spirit, but they annot funtion in thework of physial reation and spiritual ministry simultaneously. In physial reation the UniverseSon provides the pattern while the Universe Spirit initiates the materialization of physial realities.The Son operates in the power designs, but the Spirit transforms these energy reations into physialsubstanes. Although it is somewhat diÆult to portray this early universe presene of the In�niteSpirit as a person, nevertheless, to the Creator Son the Spirit assoiate is personal and has alwaysfuntioned as a distint individual.34.1 Personalization of the Creative SpiritAfter the ompletion of the physial organization of a starry and planetary luster and the establish-ment of the energy iruits by the superuniverse power enters, subsequent to this preliminary work ofreation by the agenies of the In�nite Spirit, operating through, and under the diretion of, his loaluniverse reative foalization, there goes forth the prolamation of the Mihael Son that life is nextto be projeted in the newly organized universe. Upon the Paradise reognition of this delaration ofintention, there ours a reation of approval in the Paradise Trinity, followed by the disappearanein the spiritual shining of the Deities of the Master Spirit in whose superuniverse this new reationis organizing. Meanwhile the other Master Spirits draw near this entral lodgment of the ParadiseDeities, and subsequently, when the Deity-embraed Master Spirit emerges to the reognition of hisfellows, there ours what is known as a \primary eruption." This is a tremendous spiritual ash,a phenomenon learly disernible as far away as the headquarters of the superuniverse onerned;and simultaneously with this little-understood Trinity manifestation there ours a marked hangein the nature of the reative spirit presene and power of the In�nite Spirit resident in the loaluniverse onerned. In response to these Paradise phenomena there immediately personalizes, inthe very presene of the Creator Son, a new personal representation of the In�nite Spirit. This isthe Divine Minister. The individualized Creative Spirit helper of the Creator Son has beome hispersonal reative assoiate, the loal universe Mother Spirit.From and through this new personal segregation of the Conjoint Creator there proeed the estab-lished urrents and the ordained iruits of spirit power and spiritual inuene destined to pervade351



all the worlds and beings of that loal universe. In reality, this new and personal presene is but atransformation of the pre-existent and less personal assoiate of the Son in his earlier work of physialuniverse organization.This is the relation of a stupendous drama in few words, but it represents about all that an be toldregarding these momentous transations. They are instantaneous, insrutable, and inomprehensible;the seret of the tehnique and proedure resides in the bosom of the Paradise Trinity. Of only onething are we ertain: The Spirit presene in the loal universe during the time of purely physialreation or organization was inompletely di�erentiated from the spirit of the Paradise In�nite Spirit;whereas, after the reappearane of the supervising Master Spirit from the seret embrae of theGods and following the ash of spiritual energy, the loal universe manifestation of the In�niteSpirit suddenly and ompletely hanges to the personal likeness of that Master Spirit who was intransmuting liaison with the In�nite Spirit. The loal universe Mother Spirit thus aquires a personalnature tinged by that of the Master Spirit of the superuniverse of astronomi jurisdition.This personalized presene of the In�nite Spirit, the Creative Mother Spirit of the loal universe,is known in Satania as the Divine Minister. To all pratial intents and spiritual purposes thismanifestation of Deity is a divine individual, a spirit person. And she is so reognized and regardedby the Creator Son. It is through this loalization and personalization of the Third Soure and Centerin our loal universe that the Spirit ould subsequently beome so fully subjet to the Creator Sonthat of this Son it was truly said, \All power in heaven and on earth has been intrusted to him."34.2 Nature of the Divine MinisterHaving undergone marked personality metamorphosis at the time of life reation, the Divine Ministerthereafter funtions as a person and o-operates in a very personal manner with the Creator Sonin the planning and management of the extensive a�airs of their loal reation. To many universetypes of being, even this representation of the In�nite Spirit may not appear to be wholly personalduring the ages preeding the �nal Mihael bestowal; but subsequent to the elevation of the CreatorSon to the sovereign authority of a Master Son, the Creative Mother Spirit beomes so augmentedin personal qualities as to be personally reognized by all ontating individuals.From the earliest assoiation with the Creator Son the Universe Spirit possesses all the physial-ontrol attributes of the In�nite Spirit, inluding the full endowment of antigravity. Upon theattainment of personal status the Universe Spirit exerts just as full and omplete ontrol of mindgravity, in the loal universe, as would the In�nite Spirit if personally present.In eah loal universe the Divine Minister funtions in aordane with the nature and inherentharateristis of the In�nite Spirit as embodied in one of the Seven Master Spirits of Paradise.While there is a basi uniformity of harater in all Universe Spirits, there is also a diversity offuntion, determined by their origin through one of the Seven Master Spirits. This di�erential oforigin aounts for the diverse tehniques in the funtion of the loal universe Mother Spirits indi�erent superuniverses. But in all essential spiritual attributes these Spirits are idential, equallyspiritual and wholly divine, irrespetive of superuniverse di�erentiation.The Creative Spirit is oresponsible with the Creator Son in produing the reatures of the worldsand never fails the Son in all e�orts to uphold and onserve these reations. Life is ministered andmaintained through the ageny of the Creative Spirit. \You send forth your Spirit, and they arereated. You renew the fae of the earth."In the reation of a universe of intelligent reatures the Creative Mother Spirit funtions �rst inthe sphere of universe perfetion, ollaborating with the Son in the prodution of the Bright andMorning Star. Subsequently the o�spring of the Spirit inreasingly approah the order of reated352



beings on the planets, even as the Sons grade downward from the Melhizedeks to the Material Sons,who atually ontat with the mortals of the realms. In the later evolution of mortal reatures theLife Carrier Sons provide the physial body, fabriated out of the existing organized material of therealm, while the Universe Spirit ontributes the \breath of life."While the seventh segment of the grand universe may, in many respets, be tardy in development,thoughtful students of our problems look forward to the evolution of an extraordinarily well-balanedreation in the ages to ome. We predit this high degree of symmetry in Orvonton beause the pre-siding Spirit of this superuniverse is the hief of the Master Spirits on high, being a spirit intelligeneembodying the balaned union and perfet o-ordination of the traits and harater of all three of theeternal Deities. We are tardy and bakward in omparison with other setors, but there undoubtedlyawaits us a transendent development and an unpreedented ahievement sometime in the eternalages of the future.34.3 The Son and Spirit in Time and SpaeNeither the Eternal Son nor the In�nite Spirit is limited or onditioned by either time or spae, butmost of their o�spring are.The In�nite Spirit pervades all spae and indwells the irle of eternity. Still, in their personalontat with the hildren of time, the personalities of the In�nite Spirit must often rekon withtemporal elements, though not so muh with spae. Many mind ministries ignore spae but su�era time lag in e�eting o-ordination of diverse levels of universe reality. A Solitary Messenger isvirtually independent of spae exept that time is atually required in traveling from one loation toanother; and there are similar entities unknown to you.In personal prerogatives a Creative Spirit is wholly and entirely independent of spae, but not oftime. There is no speialized personal presene of suh a Universe Spirit on either the onstellationor system headquarters. She is equally and di�usely present throughout her entire loal universe andis, therefore, just as literally and personally present on one world as on any other.Only as regards the element of time is a Creative Spirit ever limited in her universe ministrations.A Creator Son ats instantaneously throughout his universe; but the Creative Spirit must rekon withtime in the ministration of the universal mind exept as she onsiously and designedly avails herselfof the personal prerogatives of the Universe Son. In pure-spirit funtion the Creative Spirit alsoats independently of time as well as in her ollaboration with the mysterious funtion of universereetivity.Though the spirit-gravity iruit of the Eternal Son operates independently of both time andspae, all funtions of the Creator Sons are not exempt from spae limitations. If the transationsof the evolutionary worlds are exepted, these Mihael Sons seem to be able to operate relativelyindependent of time. A Creator Son is not handiapped by time, but he is onditioned by spae;he annot personally be in two plaes at the same time. Mihael of Nebadon ats timelessly withinhis own universe and by reetivity pratially so in the superuniverse. He ommuniates timelesslywith the Eternal Son diretly.The Divine Minister is the understanding helper of the Creator Son, enabling him to overomeand atone for his inherent limitations regarding spae, for when these two funtion in administrativeunion, they are pratially independent of time and spae within the on�nes of their loal reation.Therefore, as pratially observed throughout a loal universe, the Creator Son and the CreativeSpirit usually funtion independently of both time and spae sine there is always available to eahthe time and the spae liberation of the other.Only absolute beings are independent of time and spae in the absolute sense. The majority of353



the subordinate persons of both the Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit are subjet to both time andspae.When a Creative Spirit beomes \spae onsious," she is preparing to reognize a irumsribed\spae domain" as hers, a realm in whih to be spae free in ontradistintion to all other spaeby whih she would be onditioned. One is free to hoose and at only within the realm of one'sonsiousness.34.4 The Loal Universe CiruitsThere are three distint spirit iruits in the loal universe of Nebadon:1. The bestowal spirit of the Creator Son, the Comforter, the Spirit of Truth.2. The spirit iruit of the Divine Minister, the Holy Spirit.3. The intelligene-ministry iruit, inluding the more or less uni�ed ativities but diverse fun-tioning of the seven adjutant mind-spirits.The Creator Sons are endowed with a spirit of universe presene in many ways analogous to thatof the Seven Master Spirits of Paradise. This is the Spirit of Truth whih is poured out upon a worldby a bestowal Son after he reeives spiritual title to suh a sphere. This bestowed Comforter is thespiritual fore whih ever draws all truth seekers towards Him who is the personi�ation of truth inthe loal universe. This spirit is an inherent endowment of the Creator Son, emerging from his divinenature just as the master iruits of the grand universe are derived from the personality presenes ofthe Paradise Deities.The Creator Son may ome and go; his personal presene may be in the loal universe or else-where; yet the Spirit of Truth funtions undisturbed, for this divine presene, while derived from thepersonality of the Creator Son, is funtionally entered in the person of the Divine Minister.The Universe Mother Spirit, however, never leaves the loal universe headquarters world. Thespirit of the Creator Son may and does funtion independently of the personal presene of the Son, butnot so with her personal spirit. The Holy Spirit of the Divine Minister would beome nonfuntionalif her personal presene should be removed from Salvington. Her spirit presene seems to be �xedon the universe headquarters world, and it is this very fat that enables the spirit of the Creator Sonto funtion independently of the whereabouts of the Son. The Universe Mother Spirit ats as theuniverse fous and enter of the Spirit of Truth as well as of her own personal inuene, the HolySpirit.The Creator Father-Son and the Creative Mother Spirit both ontribute variously to the mindendowment of their loal universe hildren. But the Creative Spirit does not bestow mind until sheis endowed with personal prerogatives.The superevolutionary orders of personality in a loal universe are endowed with the loal universetype of the superuniverse pattern of mind. The human and the subhuman orders of evolutionary lifeare endowed with the adjutant spirit types of mind ministration.The seven adjutant mind-spirits are the reation of the Divine Minister of a loal universe. Thesemind-spirits are similar in harater but diverse in power, and all partake alike of the nature of theUniverse Spirit, although they are hardly regarded as personalities apart from their Mother Creator.The seven adjutants have been given the following names: the spirit of wisdom, the spirit of worship,the spirit of ounsel, the spirit of knowledge, the spirit of ourage, the spirit of understanding, thespirit of intuition - of quik pereption.These are the \seven spirits of God," \like lamps burning before the throne," whih the prophet354



saw in the symbols of vision. But he did not see the seats of the four and twenty sentinels aboutthese seven adjutant mind-spirits. This reord represents the onfusion of two presentations, onepertaining to the universe headquarters and the other to the system apital. The seats of the fourand twenty elders are on Jerusem, the headquarters of your loal system of inhabited worlds.But it was of Salvington that John wrote: \And out of the throne proeeded lightnings and thun-derings and voies" - the universe broadasts to the loal systems. He also envisaged the diretionalontrol reatures of the loal universe, the living ompasses of the headquarters world. This dire-tional ontrol in Nebadon is maintained by the four ontrol reatures of Salvington, who operateover the universe urrents and are ably assisted by the �rst funtioning mind-spirit, the adjutant ofintuition, the spirit of \quik understanding." But the desription of these four reatures - alledbeasts - has been sadly marred; they are of unparalleled beauty and exquisite form.The four points of the ompass are universal and inherent in the life of Nebadon. All livingreatures possess bodily units whih are sensitive and responsive to these diretional urrents. Thesereature reations are dupliated on down through the universe to the individual planets and, inonjuntion with the magneti fores of the worlds, so ativate the hosts of mirosopi bodies inthe animal organism that these diretion ells ever point north and south. Thus is the sense oforientation forever �xed in the living beings of the universe. This sense is not wholly wanting as aonsious possession by mankind. These bodies were �rst observed on Urantia about the time of thisnarration.34.5 The Ministry of the SpiritThe Divine Minister o-operates with the Creator Son in the formulation of life and the reation ofnew orders of beings up to the time of his seventh bestowal and, subsequently, after his elevation tothe full sovereignty of the universe, ontinues to ollaborate with the Son and the Son's bestowedspirit in the further work of world ministry and planetary progression.On the inhabited worlds the Spirit begins the work of evolutionary progression, starting with thelifeless material of the realm, �rst endowing vegetable life, then the animal organisms, then the �rstorders of human existene; and eah sueeding impartation ontributes to the further unfolding ofthe evolutionary potential of planetary life from the initial and primitive stages to the appearane ofwill reatures. This labor of the Spirit is largely e�eted through the seven adjutants, the spirits ofpromise, the unifying and o-ordinating spirit-mind of the evolving planets, ever and unitedly leadingthe raes of men towards higher ideas and spiritual ideals.Mortal man �rst experienes the ministry of the Spirit in onjuntion with mind when the purelyanimal mind of evolutionary reatures develops reeption apaity for the adjutants of worship andof wisdom. This ministry of the sixth and seventh adjutants indiates mind evolution rossing thethreshold of spiritual ministry. And immediately are suh minds of worship- and wisdom-funtioninluded in the spiritual iruits of the Divine Minister.When mind is thus endowed with the ministry of the Holy Spirit, it possesses the apaity for(onsiously or unonsiously) hoosing the spiritual presene of the Universal Father - the ThoughtAdjuster. But it is not until a bestowal Son has liberated the Spirit of Truth for planetary ministryto all mortals that all normal minds are automatially prepared for the reeption of the ThoughtAdjusters. The Spirit of Truth works as one with the presene of the spirit of the Divine Minister.This dual spirit liaison hovers over the worlds, seeking to teah truth and to spiritually enlighten theminds of men, to inspire the souls of the reatures of the asending raes, and to lead the peoplesdwelling on the evolutionary planets ever towards their Paradise goal of divine destiny.Though the Spirit of Truth is poured out upon all esh, this spirit of the Son is almost wholly355



limited in funtion and power by man's personal reeption of that whih onstitutes the sum andsubstane of the mission of the bestowal Son. The Holy Spirit is partly independent of human attitudeand partially onditioned by the deisions and o-operation of the will of man. Nevertheless, theministry of the Holy Spirit beomes inreasingly e�etive in the santi�ation and spiritualization ofthe inner life of those mortals who the more fully obey the divine leadings.As individuals you do not personally possess a segregated portion or entity of the spirit of theCreator Father-Son or the Creative Mother Spirit; these ministries do not ontat with, nor indwell,the thinking enters of the individual's mind as do the Mystery Monitors. Thought Adjusters arede�nite individualizations of the prepersonal reality of the Universal Father, atually indwelling themortal mind as a very part of that mind, and they ever work in perfet harmony with the ombinedspirits of the Creator Son and Creative Spirit.The presene of the Holy Spirit of the Universe Daughter of the In�nite Spirit, of the Spirit ofTruth of the Universe Son of the Eternal Son, and of the Adjuster-spirit of the Paradise Father in orwith an evolutionary mortal, denotes symmetry of spiritual endowment and ministry and quali�essuh a mortal onsiously to realize the faith-fat of sonship with God.34.6 The Spirit in ManWith the advaning evolution of an inhabited planet and the further spiritualization of its inhabitants,additional spiritual inuenes may be reeived by suh mature personalities. As mortals progress inmind ontrol and spirit pereption, these multiple spirit ministries beome more and more o-ordinatein funtion; they beome inreasingly blended with the overministry of the Paradise Trinity.Although Divinity may be plural in manifestation, in human experiene Deity is singular, alwaysone. Neither is spiritual ministry plural in human experiene. Regardless of plurality of origin,all spirit inuenes are one in funtion. Indeed they are one, being the spirit ministry of God theSevenfold in and to the reatures of the grand universe; and as reatures grow in appreiation of,and reeptivity for, this unifying ministry of the spirit, it beomes in their experiene the ministryof God the Supreme.From the heights of eternal glory the divine Spirit desends, by a long series of steps, to meet youas you are and where you are and then, in the partnership of faith, lovingly to embrae the soul ofmortal origin and to embark on the sure and ertain retraement of those steps of ondesension,never stopping until the evolutionary soul is safely exalted to the very heights of bliss from whihthe divine Spirit originally sallied forth on this mission of mery and ministry.Spiritual fores unerringly seek and attain their own original levels. Having gone out from theEternal, they are ertain to return thereto, bringing with them all those hildren of time and spaewho have espoused the leading and teahing of the indwelling Adjuster, those who have been truly\born of the Spirit," the faith sons of God.The divine Spirit is the soure of ontinual ministry and enouragement to the hildren of men.Your power and ahievement is \aording to his mery, through the renewing of the Spirit." Spirituallife, like physial energy, is onsumed. Spiritual e�ort results in relative spiritual exhaustion. Thewhole asendant experiene is real as well as spiritual; therefore, it is truly written, \It is the Spiritthat quikens." \The Spirit gives life."The dead theory of even the highest religious dotrines is powerless to transform human harateror to ontrol mortal behavior. What the world of today needs is the truth whih your teaher of olddelared: \Not in word only but also in power and in the Holy Spirit." The seed of theoretial truthis dead, the highest moral onepts without e�et, unless and until the divine Spirit breathes uponthe forms of truth and quikens the formulas of righteousness.356



Those who have reeived and reognized the indwelling of God have been born of the Spirit. \Youare the temple of God, and the spirit of God dwells in you." It is not enough that this spirit bepoured out upon you; the divine Spirit must dominate and ontrol every phase of human experiene.It is the presene of the divine Spirit, the water of life, that prevents the onsuming thirst of mortaldisontent and that indesribable hunger of the unspiritualized human mind. Spirit-motivated beings\never thirst, for this spiritual water shall be in them a well of satisfation springing up into lifeeverlasting." Suh divinely watered souls are all but independent of material environment as regardsthe joys of living and the satisfations of earthly existene. They are spiritually illuminated andrefreshed, morally strengthened and endowed.In every mortal there exists a dual nature: the inheritane of animal tendenies and the high urgeof spirit endowment. During the short life you live on Urantia, these two diverse and opposing urgesan seldom be fully reoniled; they an hardly be harmonized and uni�ed; but throughout yourlifetime the ombined Spirit ever ministers to assist you in subjeting the esh more and more tothe leading of the Spirit. Even though you must live your material life through, even though youannot esape the body and its neessities, nonetheless, in purpose and ideals you are empoweredinreasingly to subjet the animal nature to the mastery of the Spirit. There truly exists within youa onspiray of spiritual fores, a onfederation of divine powers, whose exlusive purpose is to e�etyour �nal deliverane from material bondage and �nite handiaps.The purpose of all this ministration is, \That you may be strengthened with power through Hisspirit in the inner man." And all this represents but the preliminary steps to the �nal attainment ofthe perfetion of faith and servie, that experiene wherein you shall be \�lled with all the fullnessof God," \for all those who are led by the spirit of God are the sons of God."The Spirit never drives, only leads. If you are a willing learner, if you want to attain spirit levelsand reah divine heights, if you sinerely desire to reah the eternal goal, then the divine Spirit willgently and lovingly lead you along the pathway of sonship and spiritual progress. Every step youtake must be one of willingness, intelligent and heerful o-operation. The domination of the Spiritis never tainted with oerion nor ompromised by ompulsion.And when suh a life of spirit guidane is freely and intelligently aepted, there gradually developswithin the human mind a positive onsiousness of divine ontat and assurane of spirit ommunion;sooner or later \the Spirit bears witness with your spirit (the Adjuster) that you are a hild of God."Already has your own Thought Adjuster told you of your kinship to God so that the reord testi�esthat the Spirit bears witness \with your spirit," not to your spirit.The onsiousness of the spirit domination of a human life is presently attended by an inreasingexhibition of the harateristis of the Spirit in the life reations of suh a spirit-led mortal, \forthe fruits of the spirit are love, joy, peae, long-su�ering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, andtemperane." Suh spirit-guided and divinely illuminated mortals, while they yet tread the lowlypaths of toil and in human faithfulness perform the duties of their earthly assignments, have alreadybegun to disern the lights of eternal life as they glimmer on the faraway shores of another world;already have they begun to omprehend the reality of that inspiring and omforting truth, \Thekingdom of God is not meat and drink but righteousness, peae, and joy in the Holy Spirit." Andthroughout every trial and in the presene of every hardship, spirit-born souls are sustained by thathope whih transends all fear beause the love of God is shed abroad in all hearts by the preseneof the divine Spirit.
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34.7 The Spirit and the FleshThe esh, the inherent nature derived from the animal-origin raes, does not naturally bear the fruitsof the divine Spirit. When the mortal nature has been upstepped by the addition of the nature of theMaterial Sons of God, as the Urantia raes were in a measure advaned by the bestowal of Adam,then is the way better prepared for the Spirit of Truth to o-operate with the indwelling Adjuster tobring forth the beautiful harvest of the harater fruits of the spirit. If you do not rejet this spirit,even though eternity may be required to ful�ll the ommission, \he will guide you into all truth."Evolutionary mortals inhabiting normal worlds of spiritual progress do not experiene the auteonits between the spirit and the esh whih haraterize the present-day Urantia raes. But evenon the most ideal planets, pre-Adami man must put forth positive e�orts to asend from the purelyanimalisti plane of existene up through suessive levels of inreasingly intelletual meanings andhigher spiritual values.The mortals of a normal world do not experiene onstant warfare between their physial andspiritual natures. They are onfronted with the neessity of limbing up from the animal levels ofexistene to the higher planes of spiritual living, but this asent is more like undergoing an eduationaltraining when ompared with the intense onits of Urantia mortals in this realm of the divergentmaterial and spiritual natures.The Urantia peoples are su�ering the onsequenes of a double deprivation of help in this taskof progressive planetary spiritual attainment. The Caligastia upheaval preipitated world-wide on-fusion and robbed all subsequent generations of the moral assistane whih a well-ordered soietywould have provided. But even more disastrous was the Adami default in that it deprived theraes of that superior type of physial nature whih would have been more onsonant with spiritualaspirations.Urantia mortals are ompelled to undergo suh marked struggling between the spirit and the eshbeause their remote anestors were not more fully Adamized by the Edeni bestowal. It was thedivine plan that the mortal raes of Urantia should have had physial natures more naturally spiritresponsive.Notwithstanding this double disaster to man's nature and his environment, present-day mortalswould experiene less of this apparent warfare between the esh and the spirit if they would enter thespirit kingdom, wherein the faith sons of God enjoy omparative deliverane from the slave-bondageof the esh in the enlightened and liberating servie of wholehearted devotion to doing the will of theFather in heaven. Jesus showed mankind the new way of mortal living whereby human beings mayvery largely esape the dire onsequenes of the Caligasti rebellion and most e�etively ompensatefor the deprivations resulting from the Adami default. \The spirit of the life of Christ Jesus hasmade us free from the law of animal living and the temptations of evil and sin." \This is the vitorythat overomes the esh, even your faith."Those God-knowing men and women who have been born of the Spirit experiene no more onitwith their mortal natures than do the inhabitants of the most normal of worlds, planets whih havenever been tainted with sin nor touhed by rebellion. Faith sons work on intelletual levels and liveon spiritual planes far above the onits produed by unrestrained or unnatural physial desires.The normal urges of animal beings and the natural appetites and impulses of the physial nature arenot in onit with even the highest spiritual attainment exept in the minds of ignorant, mistaught,or unfortunately overonsientious persons.Having started out on the way of life everlasting, having aepted the assignment and reeivedyour orders to advane, do not fear the dangers of human forgetfulness and mortal inonstany, donot be troubled with doubts of failure or by perplexing onfusion, do not falter and question yourstatus and standing, for in every dark hour, at every rossroad in the forward struggle, the Spirit of358



Truth will always speak, saying, \This is the way."[Presented by a Mighty Messenger temporarily assigned to servie on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 35The Loal Universe Sons of GodTHE Sons of God previously introdued have had a Paradise origin. They are the o�spring of thedivine Rulers of the universal domains. Of the �rst Paradise order of sonship, the Creator Sons,there is in Nebadon only one, Mihael, the universe father and sovereign. Of the seond order ofParadise sonship, the Avonal or Magisterial Sons, Nebadon has its full quota - 1,062. And these\lesser Christs" are just as e�etive and all-powerful in their planetary bestowals as was the Creatorand Master Son on Urantia. The third order, being of Trinity origin, do not register in a loaluniverse, but I estimate there are in Nebadon between �fteen and twenty thousand Trinity TeaherSons exlusive of 9,642 reature-trinitized assistants of reord. These Paradise Daynals are neithermagistrates nor administrators; they are superteahers.The types of Sons about to be onsidered are of loal universe origin; they are the o�spring ofa Paradise Creator Son in varied assoiation with the omplemental Universe Mother Spirit. Thefollowing orders of loal universe sonship �nd mention in these narratives:1. Melhizedek Sons.2. Vorondadek Sons.3. Lanonandek Sons.4. Life Carrier Sons.Triune Paradise Deity funtions for the reation of three orders of sonship: the Mihaels, theAvonals, and the Daynals. Dual Deity in the loal universe, the Son and the Spirit, also funtions inthe reation of three high orders of Sons: the Melhizedeks, the Vorondadeks, and the Lanonandeks;and having ahieved this threefold expression, they ollaborate with the next level of God the Sev-enfold in the prodution of the versatile order of Life Carriers. These beings are lassi�ed with thedesending Sons of God, but they are a unique and original form of universe life. Their onsiderationwill oupy the whole of the next paper.35.1 The Father MelhizedekAfter bringing into existene the beings of personal aid, suh as the Bright and Morning Star andother administrative personalities, in aordane with the divine purpose and reative plans of agiven universe, there ours a new form of reative union between the Creator Son and the CreativeSpirit, the loal universe Daughter of the In�nite Spirit. The personality o�spring resulting from thisreative partnership is the original Melhizedek - the Father Melhizedek - that unique being whosubsequently ollaborates with the Creator Son and the Creative Spirit to bring into existene theentire group of that name. 361



In the universe of Nebadon the Father Melhizedek ats as the �rst exeutive assoiate of the Brightand Morning Star. Gabriel is oupied more with universe poliies, Melhizedek with pratial proe-dures. Gabriel presides over the regularly onstituted tribunals and ounils of Nebadon, Melhizedekover the speial, extraordinary, and emergeny ommissions and advisory bodies. Gabriel and theFather Melhizedek are never away from Salvington at the same time, for in Gabriel's absene theFather Melhizedek funtions as the hief exeutive of Nebadon.The Melhizedeks of our universe were all reated within one millennial period of standard timeby the Creator Son and the Creative Spirit in liaison with the Father Melhizedek. Being an orderof sonship wherein one of their own number funtioned as o-ordinate reator, Melhizedeks are inonstitution partly of self-origin and therefore andidates for the realization of a supernal type ofself-government. They periodially elet their own administrative hief for a term of seven yearsof standard time and otherwise funtion as a self-regulating order, though the original Melhizedekdoes exerise ertain inherent oparental prerogatives. From time to time this Father Melhizedekdesignates ertain individuals of his order to funtion as speial Life Carriers to the midsonite worlds,a type of inhabited planet not heretofore revealed on Urantia.The Melhizedeks do not funtion extensively outside the loal universe exept when they arealled as witnesses in matters pending before the tribunals of the superuniverse, and when desig-nated speial ambassadors, as they sometimes are, representing one universe to another in the samesuperuniverse. The original or �rst-born Melhizedek of eah universe is always at liberty to journeyto the neighboring universes or to Paradise on missions having to do with the interests and duties ofhis order.35.2 The Melhizedek SonsThe Melhizedeks are the �rst order of divine Sons to approah suÆiently near the lower reature lifeto be able to funtion diretly in the ministry of mortal uplift, to serve the evolutionary raes withoutthe neessity of inarnation. These Sons are naturally at the mid-point of the great personalitydesent, by origin being just about midway between the highest Divinity and the lowest reaturelife of will endowment. They thus beome the natural intermediaries between the higher and divinelevels of living existene and the lower, even the material, forms of life on the evolutionary worlds.The seraphi orders, the angels, delight to work with the Melhizedeks; in fat, all forms of intelligentlife �nd in these Sons understanding friends, sympatheti teahers, and wise ounselors.The Melhizedeks are a self-governing order. With this unique group we enounter the �rstattempt at self-determination on the part of loal universe beings and observe the highest type oftrue self-government. These Sons organize their own mahinery for their group and home-planetadministration, as well as that for the six assoiated spheres and their tributary worlds. And itshould be reorded that they have never abused their prerogatives; not one throughout all thesuperuniverse of Orvonton have these Melhizedek Sons ever betrayed their trust. They are the hopeof every universe group whih aspires to self-government; they are the pattern and the teahers ofself-government to all the spheres of Nebadon. All orders of intelligent beings, superiors from aboveand subordinates from below, are wholehearted in their praise of the government of the Melhizedeks.The Melhizedek order of sonship oupies the position, and assumes the responsibility, of theeldest son in a large family. Most of their work is regular and somewhat routine, but muh of itis voluntary and altogether self-imposed. A majority of the speial assemblies whih, from time totime, onvene on Salvington are alled on motion of the Melhizedeks. On their own initiative theseSons patrol their native universe. They maintain an autonomous organization devoted to universeintelligene, making periodial reports to the Creator Son independent of all information oming upto universe headquarters through the regular agenies onerned with the routine administration of362



the realm. They are by nature unprejudied observers; they have the full on�dene of all lasses ofintelligent beings.The Melhizedeks funtion as mobile and advisory review ourts of the realms; these universe Sonsgo in small groups to the worlds to serve as advisory ommissions, to take depositions, to reeivesuggestions, and to at as ounselors, thus helping to ompose the major diÆulties and settle theserious di�erenes whih arise from time to time in the a�airs of the evolutionary domains.These eldest Sons of a universe are the hief aids of the Bright and Morning Star in arryingout the mandates of the Creator Son. When a Melhizedek goes to a remote world in the name ofGabriel, he may, for the purposes of that partiular mission, be deputized in the name of the senderand in that event will appear on the planet of assignment with the full authority of the Bright andMorning Star. Espeially is this true on those spheres where a higher Son has not yet appeared inthe likeness of the reatures of the realm.When a Creator Son enters upon the bestowal areer on an evolutionary world, he goes alone;but when one of his Paradise brothers, an Avonal Son, enters upon a bestowal, he is aompaniedby the Melhizedek supporters, twelve in number, who so eÆiently ontribute to the suess of thebestowal mission. They also support the Paradise Avonals on magisterial missions to the inhabitedworlds, and in these assignments the Melhizedeks are visible to mortal eyes if the Avonal Son is alsothus manifest.There is no phase of planetary spiritual need to whih they do not minister. They are the teaherswho so often win whole worlds of advaned life to the �nal and full reognition of the Creator Sonand his Paradise Father.The Melhizedeks are well-nigh perfet in wisdom, but they are not infallible in judgment. Whendetahed and alone on planetary missions, they have sometimes erred in minor matters, that is, theyhave eleted to do ertain things whih their supervisors did not subsequently approve. Suh an errorof judgment temporarily disquali�es a Melhizedek until he goes to Salvington and, in audiene withthe Creator Son, reeives that instrution whih e�etually purges him of the disharmony whihaused disagreement with his fellows; and then, following the orretional rest, reinstatement toservie ensues on the third day. But these minor misadaptations in Melhizedek funtion have rarelyourred in Nebadon.These Sons are not an inreasing order; their number is stationary, although varying in eah loaluniverse. The number of Melhizedeks of reord on their headquarters planet in Nebadon is upwardof ten million.35.3 The Melhizedek WorldsThe Melhizedeks oupy a world of their own near Salvington, the universe headquarters. Thissphere, by name Melhizedek, is the pilot world of the Salvington iruit of seventy primary spheres,eah of whih is enirled by six tributary spheres devoted to speialized ativities. These marvelousspheres - seventy primaries and 420 tributaries - are often spoken of as the Melhizedek University.Asending mortals from all the onstellations of Nebadon pass through training on all 490 worldsin the aquirement of residential status on Salvington. But the eduation of asenders is only onephase of the manifold ativities taking plae on the Salvington luster of arhitetural spheres.The 490 spheres of the Salvington iruit are divided into ten groups, eah ontaining sevenprimary and forty-two tributary spheres. Eah of these groups is under the general supervisionof some one of the major orders of universe life. The �rst group, embraing the pilot world andthe next six primary spheres in the enirling planetary proession, is under the supervision of theMelhizedeks. These Melhizedek worlds are: 363



1. The pilot world - the home world of the Melhizedek Sons.2. The world of the physial-life shools and the laboratories of living energies.3. The world of morontia life.4. The sphere of initial spirit life.5. The world of mid-spirit life.6. The sphere of advaning spirit life.7. The domain of o-ordinate and supreme self-realization.The six tributary worlds of eah of these Melhizedek spheres are devoted to ativities germaneto the work of the assoiated primary sphere.The pilot world, the sphere Melhizedek, is the ommon meeting ground for all beings who areengaged in eduating and spiritualizing the asending mortals of time and spae. To an asender thisworld is probably the most interesting plae in all Nebadon. All evolutionary mortals who graduatefrom their onstellation training are destined to land on Melhizedek, where they are initiated intothe regime of the disiplines and spirit progression of the Salvington eduational system. And neverwill you forget your reations to the �rst day of life on this unique world, not even after you havereahed your Paradise destination.Asending mortals maintain residene on the Melhizedek world while pursuing their training onthe six enirling planets of speialized eduation. And this same method is adhered to throughouttheir sojourn on the seventy ultural worlds, the primary spheres of the Salvington iruit.Many diverse ativities oupy the time of the numerous beings who reside on the six tributaryworlds of the Melhizedek sphere, but as onerns the asending mortals, these satellites are devotedto the following speial phases of study:1. Sphere number one is oupied with the review of the initial planetary life of the asendingmortals. This work is arried on in lasses omposed of those who hail from a given world of mortalorigin. Those from Urantia pursue suh an experiential review together.2. The speial work of sphere number two onsists in a similar review of the experienes passedthrough on the mansion worlds enirling the premier satellite of the loal system headquarters.3. The reviews of this sphere pertain to the sojourn on the apital of the loal system and embraethe ativities of the remainder of the arhitetural worlds of the system headquarters luster.4. The fourth sphere is oupied with a review of the experienes of the seventy tributary worldsof the onstellation and of their assoiated spheres.5. On the �fth sphere there is onduted the review of the asendant sojourn on the onstellationheadquarters world.6. The time on sphere number six is devoted to an attempt to orrelate these �ve epohs andthus ahieve o-ordination of experiene preparatory to entering the Melhizedek primary shools ofuniverse training.The shools of universe administration and spiritual wisdom are loated on the Melhizedek homeworld, where also are to be found those shools devoted to a single line of researh, suh as energy,matter, organization, ommuniation, reords, ethis, and omparative reature existene.In the Melhizedek College of Spiritual Endowment all orders - even the Paradise orders - of theSons of God o-operate with the Melhizedek and the seraphi teahers in training the hosts whogo forth as evangels of destiny, prolaiming spiritual liberty and divine sonship even to the remoteworlds of the universe. This partiular shool of the Melhizedek University is an exlusive universeinstitution; student visitors are not reeived from other realms.364



The highest ourse of training in universe administration is given by the Melhizedeks on theirhome world. This College of High Ethis is presided over by the original Father Melhizedek. Itis to these shools that the various universes send exhange students. While the young universeof Nebadon stands low in the sale of universes as regards spiritual ahievement and high ethialdevelopment, nevertheless, our administrative troubles have so turned the whole universe into a vastlini for other near-by reations that the Melhizedek olleges are thronged with student visitorsand observers from other realms. Besides the immense group of loal registrants there are alwaysupward of one hundred thousand foreign students in attendane upon the Melhizedek shools, forthe order of Melhizedeks in Nebadon is renowned throughout all Splandon.
35.4 Speial Work of the MelhizedeksA highly speialized branh of Melhizedek ativities has to do with the supervision of the progressivemorontia areer of the asending mortals. Muh of this training is onduted by the patient andwise seraphi ministers, assisted by mortals who have asended to relatively higher levels of universeattainment, but all of this eduational work is under the general supervision of the Melhizedeks inassoiation with the Trinity Teaher Sons.While the Melhizedek orders are hiey devoted to the vast eduational system and experien-tial training regime of the loal universe, they also funtion in unique assignments and in unusualirumstanes. In an evolving universe eventually embraing approximately ten million inhabitedworlds, many things out of the ordinary are destined to happen, and it is in suh emergenies thatthe Melhizedeks at. On Edentia, your onstellation headquarters, they are known as emergenySons. They are always ready to serve in all exigenies - physial, intelletual, or spiritual - whetheron a planet, in a system, in a onstellation, or in the universe. Whenever and wherever speial helpis needed, there you will �nd one or more of the Melhizedek Sons.When failure of some feature of the Creator Son's plan is threatened, forthwith will go a Melhizedekto render assistane. But not often are they summoned to funtion in the presene of sinful rebellion,suh as ourred in Satania.The Melhizedeks are the �rst to at in all emergenies of whatever nature on all worlds wherewill reatures dwell. They sometimes at as temporary ustodians on wayward planets, serving asreeivers of a defaulting planetary government. In a planetary risis these Melhizedek Sons serve inmany unique apaities. It is easily possible for suh a Son to make himself visible to mortal beings,and sometimes one of this order has even inarnated in the likeness of mortal esh. Seven times inNebadon has a Melhizedek served on an evolutionary world in the similitude of mortal esh, and onnumerous oasions these Sons have appeared in the likeness of other orders of universe reatures.They are indeed the versatile and volunteer emergeny ministers to all orders of universe intelligenesand to all the worlds and systems of worlds.The Melhizedek who lived on Urantia during the time of Abraham was loally known as Prineof Salem beause he presided over a small olony of truth seekers residing at a plae alled Salem.He volunteered to inarnate in the likeness of mortal esh and did so with the approval of theMelhizedek reeivers of the planet, who feared that the light of life would beome extinguishedduring that period of inreasing spiritual darkness. And he did foster the truth of his day and safelypass it on to Abraham and his assoiates. 365



35.5 The Vorondadek SonsAfter the reation of the personal aids and the �rst group of the versatile Melhizedeks, the CreatorSon and the loal universe Creative Spirit planned for, and brought into existene, the seond greatand diverse order of universe sonship, the Vorondadeks. They are more generally known as Con-stellation Fathers beause a Son of this order is uniformly found at the head of eah onstellationgovernment in every loal universe.The number of Vorondadeks varies in eah loal universe, just one million being the reordednumber in Nebadon. These Sons, like their o-ordinates, the Melhizedeks, possess no power ofreprodution. There exists no known method whereby they an inrease their numbers.In many respets these Sons are a self-governing body; as individuals and as groups, even as awhole, they are largely self-determinative, muh as are the Melhizedeks, but Vorondadeks do notfuntion through suh a wide range of ativities. They do not equal their Melhizedek brethren inbrilliant versatility, but they are even more reliable and eÆient as rulers and farseeing administra-tors. Neither are they quite the administrative peers of their subordinates, the Lanonandek SystemSovereigns, but they exel all orders of universe sonship in stability of purpose and in divinity ofjudgment.Although the deisions and rulings of this order of Sons are always in aordane with the spirit ofdivine sonship and in harmony with the poliies of the Creator Son, they have been ited for error tothe Creator Son, and in details of tehnique their deisions have sometimes been reversed on appealto the superior tribunals of the universe. But these Sons rarely fall into error, and they have nevergone into rebellion; never in all the history of Nebadon has a Vorondadek been found in ontemptof the universe government.The servie of the Vorondadeks in the loal universes is extensive and varied. They serve asambassadors to other universes and as onsuls representing onstellations within their native universe.Of all orders of loal universe sonship they are the most often intrusted with the full delegation ofsovereign powers to be exerised in ritial universe situations.On those worlds segregated in spiritual darkness, those spheres whih have, through rebellionand default, su�ered planetary isolation, an observer Vorondadek is usually present pending therestoration of normal status. In ertain emergenies this Most High observer ould exerise absoluteand arbitrary authority over every elestial being assigned to that planet. It is of reord on Salvingtonthat the Vorondadeks have sometimes exerised suh authority as Most High regents of suh planets.And this has also been true even of inhabited worlds that were untouhed by rebellion.Often a orps of twelve or more Vorondadek Sons sits en ban as a high ourt of review andappeal onerning speial ases involving the status of a planet or a system. But their work morelargely pertains to the legislative funtions indigenous to the onstellation governments. As a resultof all these servies, the Vorondadek Sons have beome the historians of the loal universes; they arepersonally familiar with all the politial struggles and the soial upheavals of the inhabited worlds.35.6 The Constellation FathersAt least three Vorondadeks are assigned to the rulership of eah of the one hundred onstellations ofa loal universe. These Sons are seleted by the Creator Son and are ommissioned by Gabriel as theMost Highs of the onstellations for servie during one dekamillennium - 10,000 standard years, about50,000 years of Urantia time. The reigning Most High, the Constellation Father, has two assoiates,a senior and a junior. At eah hange of administration the senior assoiate beomes the head of thegovernment, the junior assumes the duties of the senior, while the unassigned Vorondadeks resident366



on the Salvington worlds nominate one of their number as andidate for seletion to assume theresponsibilities of junior assoiate. Thus eah of the Most High rulers, in aordane with presentpoliy, has a period of servie on the headquarters of a onstellation of three dekamillenniums, about150,000 Urantia years.The one hundred Constellation Fathers, the atual presiding heads of the onstellation govern-ments, onstitute the supreme advisory abinet of the Creator Son. This ounil is in frequent sessionat universe headquarters and is unlimited in the sope and range of its deliberations but is hieyonerned with the welfare of the onstellations and with the uni�ation of the administration of theentire loal universe.When a Constellation Father is in attendane upon duties at the universe headquarters, as hefrequently is, the senior assoiate beomes ating diretor of onstellation a�airs. The normal funtionof the senior assoiate is the oversight of spiritual a�airs, while the junior assoiate is personallyoupied with the physial welfare of the onstellation. No major poliy, however, is ever arried outin a onstellation unless all three of the Most Highs are agreed upon all the details of its exeution.The entire mehanism of spirit intelligene and ommuniation hannels is at the disposal of theonstellation Most Highs. They are in perfet touh with their superiors on Salvington and withtheir diret subordinates, the sovereigns of the loal systems. They frequently onvene in ounilwith these System Sovereigns to deliberate upon the state of the onstellation.The Most Highs surround themselves with a orps of ounselors, whih varies in number andpersonnel from time to time in aordane with the presene of the various groups at onstellationheadquarters and also as the loal requirements vary. During times of stress they may ask for, andwill quikly reeive, additional Sons of the Vorondadek order to assist with the administrative work.Norlatiadek, your own onstellation, is at present administered by twelve Vorondadek Sons.
35.7 The Vorondadek WorldsThe seond group of seven worlds in the iruit of seventy primary spheres surrounding Salvingtonomprise the Vorondadek planets. Eah of these spheres, with its six enirling satellites, is devotedto a speial phase of Vorondadek ativities. On these forty-nine realms the asending mortals seurethe ame of their eduation respeting universe legislation.The asending mortals have observed the legislative assemblies as they funtioned on the head-quarters worlds of the onstellations, but here on these Vorondadek worlds they partiipate in theenatment of the atual general legislation of the loal universe under the tutelage of the seniorVorondadeks. Suh enatments are designed to o-ordinate the varied pronounements of the au-tonomous legislative assemblies of the one hundred onstellations. The instrution to be had in theVorondadek shools is unexelled even on Uversa. This training is progressive, extending from the�rst sphere, with supplemental work on its six satellites, on up through the remaining six primaryspheres and their assoiated satellite groups.The asending pilgrims will be introdued to numerous new ativities on these worlds of studyand pratial work. We are not forbidden to undertake the revelation of these new and undreamed-ofpursuits, but we despair of being able to portray these undertakings to the material mind of mortalbeings. We are without words to onvey the meanings of these supernal ativities, and there are noanalogous human engagements whih might be utilized as illustrations of these new oupations of theasending mortals as they pursue their studies on these forty-nine worlds. And many other ativities,not a part of the asendant regime, are entered on these Vorondadek worlds of the Salvington iruit.367



35.8 The Lanonandek Sons
After the reation of the Vorondadeks, the Creator Son and the Universe Mother Spirit unite for thepurpose of bringing into existene the third order of universe sonship, the Lanonandeks. Althoughoupied with varied tasks onneted with the system administrations, they are best known as SystemSovereigns, the rulers of the loal systems, and as Planetary Prines, the administrative heads of theinhabited worlds.Being a later and lower - as onerns divinity levels - order of sonship reation, these beings wererequired to pass through ertain ourses of training on the Melhizedek worlds in preparation forsubsequent servie. They were the �rst students in the Melhizedek University and were lassi�edand erti�ed by their Melhizedek teahers and examiners aording to ability, personality, andattainment.The universe of Nebadon began its existene with exatly twelve million Lanonandeks, and whenthey had passed through the Melhizedek sphere, they were divided in the �nal tests into threelasses:1. Primary Lanonandeks. Of the highest rank there were 709,841. These are the Sons designatedas System Sovereigns and assistants to the supreme ounils of the onstellations and as ounselorsin the higher administrative work of the universe.2. Seondary Lanonandeks. Of this order emerging from Melhizedek there were 10,234,601. Theyare assigned as Planetary Prines and to the reserves of that order.3. Tertiary Lanonandeks. This group ontained 1,055,558. These Sons funtion as subordinateassistants, messengers, ustodians, ommissioners, observers, and proseute the misellaneous dutiesof a system and its omponent worlds.It is not possible, as it is with evolutionary beings, for these Sons to progress from one group toanother. When subjeted to the Melhizedek training, when one tested and lassi�ed, they serveontinuously in the rank assigned. Neither do these Sons engage in reprodution; their number inthe universe is stationary.In round numbers the Lanonandek order of Sons is lassi�ed on Salvington as follows:Universe Co-ordinators and Constellation Counselors . 100,000System Sovereigns and Assistants. . . . . . . . . . . 600,000Planetary Prines and Reserves. . . . . . . . . . .10,000,000Messenger Corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400,000Custodians and Reorders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000Reserve Corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800,000Sine Lanonandeks are a somewhat lower order of sonship than the Melhizedeks and the Voron-dadeks, they are of even greater servie in the subordinate units of the universe, for they are apableof drawing nearer the lower reatures of the intelligent raes. They also stand in greater danger ofgoing astray, of departing from the aeptable tehnique of universe government. But these Lanonan-deks, espeially the primary order, are the most able and versatile of all loal universe administrators.In exeutive ability they are exelled only by Gabriel and his unrevealed assoiates.368



35.9 The Lanonandek RulersThe Lanonandeks are the ontinuous rulers of the planets and the rotating sovereigns of the systems.Suh a Son now rules on Jerusem, the headquarters of your loal system of inhabited worlds.The System Sovereigns rule in ommissions of two or three on the headquarters of eah system ofinhabited worlds. The Constellation Father names one of these Lanonandeks as hief every dekamil-lennium. Sometimes no hange in the head of the trio is made, the matter being entirely optionalwith the onstellation rulers. System governments do not suddenly hange in personnel unless atragedy of some sort ours.When System Sovereigns or assistants are realled, their plaes are �lled by seletions made by thesupreme ounil loated on the onstellation headquarters from the reserves of that order, a groupwhih is larger on Edentia than the average indiated.The supreme Lanonandek ounils are stationed on the various onstellation headquarters. Suha body is presided over by the senior Most High assoiate of the Constellation Father, while thejunior assoiate supervises the reserves of the seondary order.The System Sovereigns are true to their names; they are well-nigh sovereign in the loal a�airsof the inhabited worlds. They are almost paternal in their diretion of the Planetary Prines, theMaterial Sons, and the ministering spirits. The personal grasp of the sovereign is all but omplete.These rulers are not supervised by Trinity observers from the entral universe. They are the ex-eutive division of the loal universe, and as ustodians of the enforement of legislative mandatesand as exeutives for the appliation of judiial verdits, they present the one plae in all universeadministration where personal disloyalty to the will of the Mihael Son ould most easily and readilyintrenh itself and seek to assert itself.Our loal universe has been unfortunate in that over seven hundred Sons of the Lanonandek orderhave rebelled against the universe government, thus preipitating onfusion in several systems and onnumerous planets. Of this entire number of failures only three were System Sovereigns; pratially allof these Sons belonged to the seond and third orders, Planetary Prines and tertiary Lanonandeks.The large number of these Sons who have lapsed from integrity does not indiate any fault inreatorship. They ould have been made divinely perfet, but they were so reated that they mightbetter understand, and draw near to, the evolutionary reatures dwelling on the worlds of time andspae.Of all the loal universes in Orvonton, our universe has, with the exeption of Henselon, lostthe largest number of this order of Sons. On Uversa it is the onsensus that we have had so muhadministrative trouble in Nebadon beause our Sons of the Lanonandek order have been reatedwith suh a large degree of personal liberty in hoosing and planning. I do not make this observationby way of ritiism. The Creator of our universe has full authority and power to do this. It is theontention of our high rulers that, while suh free-hoosing Sons make exessive trouble in the earlierages of the universe, when things are fully sifted and �nally settled, the gains of higher loyalty andfuller volitional servie on the part of these thoroughly tested Sons will far more than ompensatefor the onfusion and tribulations of earlier times.In the event of rebellion on a system headquarters, a new sovereign is usually installed within aomparatively short time, but not so on the individual planets. They are the omponent units of thematerial reation, and reature free will is a fator in the �nal adjudiation of all suh problems. Su-essor Planetary Prines are designated for isolated worlds, planets whose prines of authority mayhave gone astray, but they do not assume ative rulership of suh worlds until the results of insur-retion are partially overome and removed by the remedial measures adopted by the Melhizedeksand other ministering personalities. Rebellion by a Planetary Prine instantly isolates his planet; theloal spiritual iruits are immediately severed. Only a bestowal Son an re-establish interplanetary369



lines of ommuniation on suh a spiritually isolated world.There exists a plan for saving these wayward and unwise Sons, and many have availed themselvesof this meriful provision; but never again may they funtion in those positions wherein they de-faulted. After rehabilitation they are assigned to ustodial duties and to departments of physialadministration.35.10 The Lanonandek WorldsThe third group of seven worlds in the Salvington iruit of seventy planets, with their respetiveforty-two satellites, onstitute the Lanonandek luster of administrative spheres. On these realmsthe experiened Lanonandeks belonging to the ex-System Sovereign orps oÆiate as administrativeteahers of the asending pilgrims and the seraphi hosts. The evolutionary mortals observe thesystem administrators at work on the system apitals, but here they partiipate in the atual o-ordination of the administrative pronounements of the ten thousand loal systems.These administrative shools of the loal universe are supervised by a orps of Lanonandek Sonswho have had long experiene as System Sovereigns and as onstellation ounselors. These exeutiveolleges are exelled only by the administrative shools of Ensa.While serving as training spheres for asending mortals, the Lanonandek worlds are the entersfor extensive undertakings having to do with the normal and routine administrative operations ofthe universe. All the way in to Paradise the asending pilgrims pursue their studies in the pratialshools of applied knowledge - atual training in really doing the things they are being taught. Theuniverse eduational system sponsored by the Melhizedeks is pratial, progressive, meaningful, andexperiential. It embraes training in things material, intelletual, morontial, and spiritual.It is in onnetion with these administrative spheres of the Lanonandeks that most of the salvagedSons of that order serve as ustodians and diretors of planetary a�airs. And these defaultingPlanetary Prines and their assoiates in rebellion who hoose to aept the pro�ered rehabilitationwill ontinue to serve in these routine apaities, at least until the universe of Nebadon is settled inlight and life.Many of the Lanonandek Sons in the older systems, however, have established wonderful reordsof servie, administration, and spiritual ahievement. They are a noble, faithful, and loyal group,notwithstanding their tendeny to fall into error through fallaies of personal liberty and �tions ofself-determination.[Sponsored by the Chief of Arhangels ating by authority of Gabriel of Salvington.℄
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Chapter 36The Life CarriersLIFE does not originate spontaneously. Life is onstruted aording to plans formulated by the(unrevealed) Arhitets of Being and appears on the inhabited planets either by diret importationor as a result of the operations of the Life Carriers of the loal universes. These arriers of life areamong the most interesting and versatile of the diverse family of universe Sons. They are intrustedwith designing and arrying reature life to the planetary spheres. And after planting this life onsuh new worlds, they remain there for long periods to foster its development.
36.1 Origin and Nature of Life CarriersThough the Life Carriers belong to the family of divine sonship, they are a peuliar and distinttype of universe Sons, being the only group of intelligent life in a loal universe in whose reationthe rulers of a superuniverse partiipate. The Life Carriers are the o�spring of three pre-existentpersonalities: the Creator Son, the Universe Mother Spirit, and, by designation, one of the threeAnients of Days presiding over the destinies of the superuniverse onerned. These Anients ofDays, who alone an deree the extintion of intelligent life, partiipate in the reation of the LifeCarriers, who are intrusted with establishing physial life on the evolving worlds.In the universe of Nebadon we have on reord the reation of one hundred million Life Carriers.This eÆient orps of life disseminators is not a truly self-governing group. They are direted bythe life-determining trio, onsisting of Gabriel, the Father Melhizedek, and Nambia, the originaland �rst-born Life Carrier of Nebadon. But in all phases of their divisional administration they areself-governing.Life Carriers are graded into three grand divisions: The �rst division is the senior Life Carriers, theseond, assistants, and the third, ustodians. The primary division is subdivided into twelve groupsof speialists in the various forms of life manifestation. The segregation of these three divisions wase�eted by the Melhizedeks, who onduted tests for suh purposes on the Life Carriers' headquarterssphere. The Melhizedeks have ever sine been losely assoiated with the Life Carriers and alwaysaompany them when they go forth to establish life on a new planet.When an evolutionary planet is �nally settled in light and life, the Life Carriers are organizedinto the higher deliberative bodies of advisory apaity to assist in the further administration anddevelopment of the world and its glori�ed beings. In the later and settled ages of an evolving universethese Life Carriers are intrusted with many new duties.371



36.2 The Life Carrier WorldsThe Melhizedeks have the general oversight of the fourth group of seven primary spheres in theSalvington iruit. These worlds of the Life Carriers are designated as follows:1. The Life Carrier headquarters.2. The life-planning sphere.3. The life-onservation sphere.4. The sphere of life evolution.5. The sphere of life assoiated with mind.6. The sphere of mind and spirit in living beings.7. The sphere of unrevealed life.Eah of these primary spheres is surrounded by six satellites, on whih the speial phases of allthe Life Carrier ativities in the universe are entered.World Number One, the headquarters sphere, together with its six tributary satellites, is devotedto the study of universal life, life in all of its known phases of manifestation. Here is loated the ollegeof life planning, wherein funtion teahers and advisers from Uversa and Havona, even from Paradise.And I am permitted to reveal that the seven entral emplaements of the adjutant mind-spirits aresituated on this world of the Life Carriers.The number ten - the deimal system - is inherent in the physial universe but not in the spiritual.The domain of life is haraterized by three, seven, and twelve or by multiples and ombinations ofthese basi numbers. There are three primal and essentially di�erent life plans, after the order ofthe three Paradise Soures and Centers, and in the universe of Nebadon these three basi forms oflife are segregated on three di�erent types of planets. There were, originally, twelve distint anddivine onepts of transmissible life. This number twelve, with its subdivisions and multiples, runsthroughout all basi life patterns of all seven superuniverses. There are also seven arhiteturaltypes of life design, fundamental arrangements of the reproduing on�gurations of living matter.The Orvonton life patterns are on�gured as twelve inheritane arriers. The di�ering orders of willreatures are on�gured as 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, 384, and 768. On Urantia there are forty-eight unitsof pattern ontrol - trait determiners - in the sex ells of human reprodution.The Seond World is the life-designing sphere; here all new modes of life organization are workedout. While the original life designs are provided by the Creator Son, the atual outworking ofthese plans is intrusted to the Life Carriers and their assoiates. When the general life plans for anew world have been formulated, they are transmitted to the headquarters sphere, where they areminutely srutinized by the supreme ounil of the senior Life Carriers in ollaboration with a orpsof onsulting Melhizedeks. If the plans are a departure from previously aepted formulas, theymust be passed upon, and endorsed by, the Creator Son. The hief of Melhizedeks often representsthe Creator Son in these deliberations.Planetary life, therefore, while similar in some respets, di�ers in many ways on eah evolutionaryworld. Even in a uniform life series in a single family of worlds, life is not exatly the same on anytwo planets; there is always a planetary type, for the Life Carriers work onstantly in an e�ort toimprove the vital formulas ommitted to their keeping.There are over one million fundamental or osmi hemial formulas whih onstitute the parentpatterns and the numerous basi funtional variations of life manifestations. Satellite number oneof the life-planning sphere is the realm of the universe physiists and eletrohemists who serve astehnial assistants to the Life Carriers in the work of apturing, organizing, and manipulating theessential units of energy whih are employed in building up the material vehiles of life transmission,372



the so-alled germ plasm.The planetary life-planning laboratories are situated on the seond satellite of this world numbertwo. In these laboratories the Life Carriers and all their assoiates ollaborate with the Melhizedeksin the e�ort to modify and possibly improve the life designed for implantation on the deimal planetsof Nebadon. The life now evolving on Urantia was planned and partially worked out on this veryworld, for Urantia is a deimal planet, a life-experiment world. On one world in eah ten a greatervariane in the standard life designs is permitted than on the other (nonexperimental) worlds.World Number Three is devoted to the onservation of life. Here various modes of life protetionand preservation are studied and developed by the assistants and ustodians of the Life Carrier orps.The life plans for every new world always provide for the early establishment of the life-onservationommission, onsisting of ustodian speialists in the expert manipulation of the basi life patterns.On Urantia there were twenty-four suh ustodian ommissioners, two for eah fundamental or parentpattern of the arhitetural organization of the life material. On planets suh as yours the highestform of life is reprodued by a life-arrying bundle whih possesses twenty-four pattern units. (Andsine the intelletual life grows out of, and upon the foundation of, the physial, there ome intoexistene the four and twenty basi orders of psyhi organization.)Sphere Number Four and its tributary satellites are devoted to the study of the evolution ofreature life in general and to the evolutionary anteedents of any one life level in partiular. Theoriginal life plasm of an evolutionary world must ontain the full potential for all future developmentalvariations and for all subsequent evolutionary hanges and modi�ations. The provision for suh far-reahing projets of life metamorphosis may require the appearane of many apparently useless formsof animal and vegetable life. Suh by-produts of planetary evolution, foreseen or unforeseen, appearupon the stage of ation only to disappear, but in and through all this long proess there runs thethread of the wise and intelligent formulations of the original designers of the planetary life plan andspeies sheme. The manifold by-produts of biologi evolution are all essential to the �nal and fullfuntion of the higher intelligent forms of life, notwithstanding that great outward disharmony mayprevail from time to time in the long upward struggle of the higher reatures to e�et the masteryof the lower forms of life, many of whih are sometimes so antagonisti to the peae and omfort ofthe evolving will reatures.Number Five World is onerned wholly with life assoiated with mind. Eah of its satellitesis devoted to the study of a single phase of reature mind orrelated with reature life. Mindsuh as man omprehends is an endowment of the seven adjutant mind-spirits superimposed on thenonteahable or mehanial levels of mind by the agenies of the In�nite Spirit. The life patterns arevariously responsive to these adjutants and to the di�erent spirit ministries operating throughout theuniverses of time and spae. The apaity of material reatures to e�et spirit response is entirelydependent on the assoiated mind endowment, whih, in turn, has diretionized the ourse of thebiologi evolution of these same mortal reatures.World Number Six is dediated to the orrelation of mind with spirit as they are assoiated withliving forms and organisms. This world and its six tributaries embrae the shools of reature o-ordination, wherein teahers from both the entral universe and the superuniverse ollaborate withthe Nebadon instrutors in presenting the highest levels of reature attainment in time and spae.The Seventh Sphere of the Life Carriers is dediated to the unrevealed domains of evolutionaryreature life as it is related to the osmi philosophy of the expanding fatualization of the SupremeBeing.
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36.3 Life Transplantation
Life does not spontaneously appear in the universes; the Life Carriers must initiate it on the barrenplanets. They are the arriers, disseminators, and guardians of life as it appears on the evolutionaryworlds of spae. All life of the order and forms known on Urantia arises with these Sons, though notall forms of planetary life are existent on Urantia.The orps of Life Carriers ommissioned to plant life upon a new world usually onsists of onehundred senior arriers, one hundred assistants, and one thousand ustodians. The Life Carriersoften arry atual life plasm to a new world, but not always. They sometimes organize the lifepatterns after arriving on the planet of assignment in aordane with formulas previously approvedfor a new adventure in life establishment. Suh was the origin of the planetary life of Urantia.When, in aordane with approved formulas, the physial patterns have been provided, then dothe Life Carriers atalyze this lifeless material, imparting through their persons the vital spirit spark;and forthwith do the inert patterns beome living matter.The vital spark - the mystery of life - is bestowed through the Life Carriers, not by them. Theydo indeed supervise suh transations, they formulate the life plasm itself, but it is the UniverseMother Spirit who supplies the essential fator of the living plasm. From the Creative Daughter ofthe In�nite Spirit omes that energy spark whih enlivens the body and presages the mind.In the bestowal of life the Life Carriers transmit nothing of their personal natures, not even onthose spheres where new orders of life are projeted. At suh times they simply initiate and transmitthe spark of life, start the required revolutions of matter in aordane with the physial, hemial,and eletrial spei�ations of the ordained plans and patterns. Life Carriers are living atalytipresenes whih agitate, organize, and vitalize the otherwise inert elements of the material order ofexistene.The Life Carriers of a planetary orps are given a ertain period in whih to establish life on a newworld, approximately one-half million years of the time of that planet. At the termination of thisperiod, indiated by ertain developmental attainments of the planetary life, they ease implantatione�orts, and they may not subsequently add anything new or supplemental to the life of that planet.During the ages intervening between life establishment and the emergene of human reaturesof moral status, the Life Carriers are permitted to manipulate the life environment and otherwisefavorably diretionize the ourse of biologi evolution. And this they do for long periods of time.When the Life Carriers operating on a new world have one sueeded in produing a being withwill, with the power of moral deision and spiritual hoie, then and there their work terminates -they are through; they may manipulate the evolving life no further. From this point forward theevolution of living things must proeed in aordane with the endowment of the inherent natureand tendenies whih have already been imparted to, and established in, the planetary life formulasand patterns. The Life Carriers are not permitted to experiment or to interfere with will; they arenot allowed to dominate or arbitrarily inuene moral reatures.Upon the arrival of a Planetary Prine they prepare to leave, though two of the senior arriersand twelve ustodians may volunteer, by taking temporary renuniation vows, to remain inde�nitelyon the planet as advisers in the matter of the further development and onservation of the life plasm.Two suh Sons and their twelve assoiates are now serving on Urantia.374



36.4 Melhizedek Life Carriers
In every loal system of inhabited worlds throughout Nebadon there is a single sphere whereon theMelhizedeks have funtioned as life arriers. These abodes are known as the system midsonite worlds,and on eah of them a materially modi�ed Melhizedek Son has mated with a seleted Daughter ofthe material order of sonship. The Mother Eves of suh midsonite worlds are dispathed from thesystem headquarters of jurisdition, having been hosen by the designated Melhizedek life arrierfrom among the numerous volunteers who respond to the all of the System Sovereign addressed tothe Material Daughters of his sphere.The progeny of a Melhizedek life arrier and a Material Daughter are known as midsoniters. TheMelhizedek father of suh a rae of supernal reatures eventually leaves the planet of his uniquelife funtion, and the Mother Eve of this speial order of universe beings also departs upon theappearane of the seventh generation of planetary o�spring. The diretion of suh a world thendevolves upon her eldest son.The midsonite reatures live and funtion as reproduing beings on their magni�ent worlds untilthey are one thousand standard years of age; whereupon they are translated by seraphi transport.Midsoniters are nonreproduing beings thereafter beause the tehnique of dematerialization whihthey pass through in preparation for enseraphiming forever deprives them of reprodutive preroga-tives.The present status of these beings an hardly be rekoned as either mortal or immortal, neitheran they be de�nitely lassi�ed as human or divine. These reatures are not Adjuster indwelt, henehardly immortal. But neither do they seem to be mortal; no midsoniter has experiened death.All midsoniters ever born in Nebadon are alive today, funtioning on their native worlds, on someintervening sphere, or on the Salvington midsonite sphere in the �naliters' group of worlds.The Salvington Worlds of the Finaliters. The Melhizedek life arriers, as well as the assoiatedMother Eves, go from the system midsonite spheres to the �naliters' worlds of the Salvington iruit,where their o�spring are also destined to forgather.It should be explained in this onnetion that the �fth group of seven primary worlds in theSalvington iruit are the Nebadon worlds of the �naliters. The hildren of the Melhizedek life ar-riers and the Material Daughters are domiiled on the seventh world of the �naliters, the Salvingtonmidsonite sphere.The satellites of the seven primary worlds of the �naliters are the rendezvous of the personalities ofthe super- and entral universes who may be exeuting assignments in Nebadon. While the asendingmortals go about freely on all of the ultural worlds and training spheres of the 490 worlds omprisingthe Melhizedek University, there are ertain speial shools and numerous restrited zones whihthey are not permitted to enter. This is espeially true of the forty-nine spheres under the jurisditionof the �naliters.The purpose of the midsonite reatures is not at present known, but it would appear that thesepersonalities are forgathering on the seventh �naliter world in preparation for some future eventu-ality in universe evolution. Our inquiries onerning the midsonite raes are always referred to the�naliters, and always do the �naliters deline to disuss the destiny of their wards. Regardless of ourunertainty as to the future of the midsoniters, we do know that every loal universe in Orvontonharbors suh an aumulating orps of these mysterious beings. It is the belief of the Melhizedek lifearriers that their midsonite hildren will some day be endowed with the transendental and eternalspirit of absonity by God the Ultimate. 375



36.5 The Seven Adjutant Mind-SpiritsIt is the presene of the seven adjutant mind-spirits on the primitive worlds that onditions the ourseof organi evolution; that explains why evolution is purposeful and not aidental. These adjutantsrepresent that funtion of the mind ministry of the In�nite Spirit whih is extended to the lowerorders of intelligent life through the operations of a loal universe Mother Spirit. The adjutants arethe hildren of the Universe Mother Spirit and onstitute her personal ministry to the material mindsof the realms. Wherever and whenever suh mind is manifest, these spirits are variously funtioning.The seven adjutant mind-spirits are alled by names whih are the equivalents of the followingdesignations: intuition, understanding, ourage, knowledge, ounsel, worship, and wisdom. Thesemind-spirits send forth their inuene into all the inhabited worlds as a di�erential urge, eah seekingreeptivity apaity for manifestation quite apart from the degree to whih its fellows may �ndreeption and opportunity for funtion.The entral lodgments of the adjutant spirits on the Life Carrier headquarters world indiate tothe Life Carrier supervisors the extent and quality of the mind funtion of the adjutants on anyworld and in any given living organism of intellet status. These life-mind emplaements are perfetindiators of living mind funtion for the �rst �ve adjutants. But with regard to the sixth and seventhadjutant spirits - worship and wisdom - these entral lodgments reord only a qualitative funtion.The quantitative ativity of the adjutant of worship and the adjutant of wisdom is registered in theimmediate presene of the Divine Minister on Salvington, being a personal experiene of the UniverseMother Spirit.The seven adjutant mind-spirits always aompany the Life Carriers to a new planet, but theyshould not be regarded as entities; they are more like iruits. The spirits of the seven universeadjutants do not funtion as personalities apart from the universe presene of the Divine Minister;they are in fat a level of onsiousness of the Divine Minister and are always subordinate to theation and presene of their reative mother.We are handiapped for words adequately to designate these seven adjutant mind-spirits. Theyare ministers of the lower levels of experiential mind, and they may be desribed, in the order ofevolutionary attainment, as follows:1. The spirit of intuition - quik pereption, the primitive physial and inherent reex instints,the diretional and other self-preservative endowments of all mind reations; the only one of theadjutants to funtion so largely in the lower orders of animal life and the only one to make extensivefuntional ontat with the nonteahable levels of mehanial mind.2. The spirit of understanding - the impulse of o-ordination, the spontaneous and apparentlyautomati assoiation of ideas. This is the gift of the o-ordination of aquired knowledge, thephenomenon of quik reasoning, rapid judgment, and prompt deision.3. The spirit of ourage - the �delity endowment - in personal beings, the basis of harateraquirement and the intelletual root of moral stamina and spiritual bravery. When enlightened byfats and inspired by truth, this beomes the seret of the urge of evolutionary asension by thehannels of intelligent and onsientious self-diretion.4. The spirit of knowledge - the uriosity-mother of adventure and disovery, the sienti� spirit;the guide and faithful assoiate of the spirits of ourage and ounsel; the urge to diret the endow-ments of ourage into useful and progressive paths of growth.5. The spirit of ounsel - the soial urge, the endowment of speies o-operation; the ability ofwill reatures to harmonize with their fellows; the origin of the gregarious instint among the morelowly reatures.6. The spirit of worship - the religious impulse, the �rst di�erential urge separating mind reatures376



into the two basi lasses of mortal existene. The spirit of worship forever distinguishes the animalof its assoiation from the soulless reatures of mind endowment. Worship is the badge of spiritual-asension andiday.7. The spirit of wisdom - the inherent tendeny of all moral reatures towards orderly andprogressive evolutionary advanement. This is the highest of the adjutants, the spirit o-ordinatorand artiulator of the work of all the others. This spirit is the seret of that inborn urge of mindreatures whih initiates and maintains the pratial and e�etive program of the asending saleof existene; that gift of living things whih aounts for their inexpliable ability to survive and,in survival, to utilize the o-ordination of all their past experiene and present opportunities for theaquisition of all of everything that all of the other six mental ministers an mobilize in the mind ofthe organism onerned. Wisdom is the ame of intelletual performane. Wisdom is the goal of apurely mental and moral existene.The adjutant mind-spirits experientially grow, but they never beome personal. They evolve infuntion, and the funtion of the �rst �ve in the animal orders is to a ertain extent essential tothe funtion of all seven as human intellet. This animal relationship makes the adjutants morepratially e�etive as human mind; hene animals are to a ertain extent indispensable to man'sintelletual as well as to his physial evolution.These mind-adjutants of a loal universe Mother Spirit are related to reature life of intelligenestatus muh as the power enters and physial ontrollers are related to the nonliving fores ofthe universe. They perform invaluable servie in the mind iruits on the inhabited worlds andare e�etive ollaborators with the Master Physial Controllers, who also serve as ontrollers anddiretors of the preadjutant mind levels, the levels of nonteahable or mehanial mind.Living mind, prior to the appearane of apaity to learn from experiene, is the ministry domainof the Master Physial Controllers. Creature mind, before aquiring the ability to reognize divinityand worship Deity, is the exlusive domain of the adjutant spirits. With the appearane of thespiritual response of the reature intellet, suh reated minds at one beome superminded, beinginstantly eniruited in the spirit yles of the loal universe Mother Spirit.The adjutant mind-spirits are in no manner diretly related to the diverse and highly spiritualfuntion of the spirit of the personal presene of the Divine Minister, the Holy Spirit of the inhabitedworlds; but they are funtionally anteedent to, and preparatory for, the appearane of this veryspirit in evolutionary man. The adjutants a�ord the Universe Mother Spirit a varied ontat with,and ontrol over, the material living reatures of a loal universe, but they do not reperuss in theSupreme Being when ating on prepersonality levels.Nonspiritual mind is either a spirit-energy manifestation or a physial-energy phenomenon. Evenhuman mind, personal mind, has no survival qualities apart from spirit identi�ation. Mind is adivinity bestowal, but it is not immortal when it funtions without spirit insight, and when it isdevoid of the ability to worship and rave survival.36.6 Living ForesLife is both mehanisti and vitalisti - material and spiritual. Ever will Urantia physiists andhemists progress in their understanding of the protoplasmi forms of vegetable and animal life,but never will they be able to produe living organisms. Life is something di�erent from all energymanifestations; even the material life of physial reatures is not inherent in matter.Things material may enjoy an independent existene, but life springs only from life. Mind an bederived only from pre-existent mind. Spirit takes origin only from spirit anestors. The reature mayprodue the forms of life, but only a reator personality or a reative fore an supply the ativating377



living spark.Life Carriers an organize the material forms, or physial patterns, of living beings, but the Spiritprovides the initial spark of life and bestows the endowment of mind. Even the living forms ofexperimental life whih the Life Carriers organize on their Salvington worlds are always devoid ofreprodutive powers. When the life formulas and the vital patterns are orretly assembled andproperly organized, the presene of a Life Carrier is suÆient to initiate life, but all suh livingorganisms are laking in two essential attributes - mind endowment and reprodutive powers. Animalmind and human mind are gifts of the loal universe Mother Spirit, funtioning through the sevenadjutant mind-spirits, while reature ability to reprodue is the spei� and personal impartation ofthe Universe Spirit to the anestral life plasm inaugurated by the Life Carriers.When the Life Carriers have designed the patterns of life, after they have organized the energysystems, there must our an additional phenomenon; the \breath of life" must be imparted to theselifeless forms. The Sons of God an onstrut the forms of life, but it is the Spirit of God who reallyontributes the vital spark. And when the life thus imparted is spent, then again the remainingmaterial body beomes dead matter. When the bestowed life is exhausted, the body returns to thebosom of the material universe from whih it was borrowed by the Life Carriers to serve as a transientvehile for that life endowment whih they onveyed to suh a visible assoiation of energy-matter.The life bestowed upon plants and animals by the Life Carriers does not return to the Life Carriersupon the death of plant or animal. The departing life of suh a living thing possesses neither identitynor personality; it does not individually survive death. During its existene and the time of itssojourn in the body of matter, it has undergone a hange; it has undergone energy evolution andsurvives only as a part of the osmi fores of the universe; it does not survive as individual life. Thesurvival of mortal reatures is wholly prediated on the evolvement of an immortal soul within themortal mind.We speak of life as \energy" and as \fore," but it is really neither. Fore-energy is variouslygravity responsive; life is not. Pattern is also nonresponsive to gravity, being a on�guration ofenergies that have already ful�lled all gravity-responsive obligations. Life, as suh, onstitutes theanimation of some pattern-on�gured or otherwise segregated system of energy - material, mindal,or spiritual.There are some things onneted with the elaboration of life on the evolutionary planets whihare not altogether lear to us. We fully omprehend the physial organization of the eletrohemialformulas of the Life Carriers, but we do not wholly understand the nature and soure of the life-ativation spark. We know that life ows from the Father through the Son and by the Spirit. Itis more than possible that the Master Spirits are the sevenfold hannel of the river of life whih ispoured out upon all reation. But we do not omprehend the tehnique whereby the supervisingMaster Spirit partiipates in the initial episode of life bestowal on a new planet. The Anients ofDays, we are on�dent, also have some part in this inauguration of life on a new world, but weare wholly ignorant of the nature thereof. We do know that the Universe Mother Spirit atuallyvitalizes the lifeless patterns and imparts to suh ativated plasm the prerogatives of organismalreprodution. We observe that these three are the levels of God the Sevenfold, sometimes designatedas the Supreme Creators of time and spae; but otherwise we know little more than Urantia mortals- simply that onept is inherent in the Father, expression in the Son, and life realization in theSpirit.[Indited by a Vorondadek Son stationed on Urantia as an observer and ating in this apaity byrequest of the Melhizedek Chief of the Supervising Revelatory Corps.℄
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Chapter 37Personalities of the Loal UniverseAT THE head of all personality in Nebadon stands the Creator and Master Son, Mihael, the universefather and sovereign. Co-ordinate in divinity and omplemental in reative attributes is the loaluniverse Mother Spirit, the Divine Minister of Salvington. And these reators are in a very literalsense the Father-Son and the Spirit-Mother of all the native reatures of Nebadon.Preeding papers have dealt with the reated orders of sonship; sueeding narratives will portraythe ministering spirits and the asending orders of sonship. This paper is hiey onerned withan intervening group, the Universe Aids, but it will also give brief onsideration to ertain of thehigher spirits stationed in Nebadon and to ertain of the orders of permanent itizenship in the loaluniverse.
37.1 The Universe AidsMany of the unique orders generally grouped in this ategory are unrevealed, but as presented inthese papers, the Universe Aids inlude the following seven orders:1. Bright and Morning Stars.2. Brilliant Evening Stars.3. Arhangels.4. Most High Assistants.5. High Commissioners.6. Celestial Overseers.7. Mansion World Teahers.Of the �rst order of Universe Aids, the Bright and Morning Stars, there is just one in eah loaluniverse, and he is the �rst-born of all reatures native to a loal universe. The Bright and MorningStar of our universe is known as Gabriel of Salvington. He is the hief exeutive of all Nebadon,funtioning as the personal representative of the Sovereign Son and as spokesman for his reativeonsort.During the earlier times of Nebadon, Gabriel worked quite alone with Mihael and the CreativeSpirit. As the universe grew and administrative problems multiplied, he was provided with a per-sonal sta� of unrevealed assistants, and eventually this group was augmented by the reation of theNebadon orps of Evening Stars. 379



37.2 The Brilliant Evening StarsThese brilliant reatures were planned by the Melhizedeks and were then brought into being by theCreator Son and the Creative Spirit. They serve in many apaities but hiey as liaison oÆers ofGabriel, the loal universe hief exeutive. One or more of these beings funtion as his representativesat the apital of every onstellation and system in Nebadon.As hief exeutive of Nebadon, Gabriel is ex oÆio hairman of, or observer at, most of theSalvington onlaves, and as many as one thousand of these are often in session simultaneously. TheBrilliant Evening Stars represent Gabriel on these oasions; he annot be in two plaes at the sametime, and these superangels ompensate for this limitation. They perform an analogous servie forthe orps of the Trinity Teaher Sons.Though personally oupied with administrative duties, Gabriel maintains ontat with all otherphases of universe life and a�airs through the Brilliant Evening Stars. They always aompanyhim on his planetary tours and frequently go on speial missions to the individual planets as hispersonal representatives. On suh assignments they have sometimes been known as \the angel ofthe Lord." They frequently go to Uversa to represent the Bright and Morning Star before the ourtsand assemblies of the Anients of Days, but they seldom journey beyond the on�nes of Orvonton.The Brilliant Evening Stars are a unique twofold order, embraing some of reated dignity andothers of attained servie. The Nebadon orps of these superangels now numbers 13,641. There are4,832 of reated dignity, while 8,809 are asendant spirits who have attained this goal of exaltedservie. Many of these asendant Evening Stars started their universe areers as seraphim; othershave asended from unrevealed levels of reature life. As an attainment goal this high orps is neverlosed to asension andidates so long as a universe is not settled in light and life.Both types of Brilliant Evening Stars are easily visible to morontia personalities and ertain typesof supermortal material beings. The reated beings of this interesting and versatile order possess aspirit fore whih an be manifested independently of their personal presene.The head of these superangels is Gavalia, the �rst-born of this order in Nebadon. Sine thereturn of Christ Mihael from his triumphant bestowal on Urantia, Gavalia has been assigned to theasendant mortal ministry, and for the last nineteen hundred Urantia years his assoiate, Galantia,has maintained headquarters on Jerusem, where he spends about half of his time. Galantia is the�rst of the asendant superangels to attain this high estate.No grouping or ompany organization of the Brilliant Evening Stars exists other than their us-tomary assoiation in pairs on many assignments. They are not extensively assigned on missionspertaining to the asendant areer of mortals, but when thus ommissioned, they never funtionalone. They always work in pairs - one a reated being, the other an asendant Evening Star.One of the high duties of the Evening Stars is to aompany the Avonal bestowal Sons on theirplanetary missions, even as Gabriel aompanied Mihael on his Urantia bestowal. The two attendingsuperangels are the ranking personalities of suh missions, serving as oommanders of the arhangelsand all others assigned to these undertakings. It is the senior of these superangel ommanders who,at the signi�ant time and age, bids the Avonal bestowal Son, \Be about your brother's business."Similar pairs of these superangels are assigned to the planetary orps of Trinity Teaher Sons thatfuntions to establish the postbestowal or dawning spiritual age of an inhabited world. On suhassignments the Evening Stars serve as liaisons between the mortals of the realm and the invisibleorps of Teaher Sons.The Worlds of the Evening Stars. The sixth group of seven Salvington worlds and their forty-twotributary satellites are assigned to the administration of the Brilliant Evening Stars. The sevenprimary worlds are presided over by the reated orders of these superangels, while the tributary380



satellites are administered by asendant Evening Stars.The satellites of the �rst three worlds are devoted to the shools of the Teaher Sons and theEvening Stars dediated to the spirit personalities of the loal universe. The next three groupsare oupied by similar joint shools devoted to the training of asending mortals. The seventh-world satellites are reserved for the triune deliberations of the Teaher Sons, the Evening Stars,and the �naliters. During reent times these superangels have been losely identi�ed with the loaluniverse work of the Corps of the Finality, and they have long been assoiated with the Teaher Sons.There exists a liaison of tremendous power and import between the Evening Stars and the GravityMessengers attahed to the �naliter working groups. The seventh primary world itself is reservedfor those unrevealed matters whih pertain to the future relationship that will obtain between theTeaher Sons, the �naliters, and the Evening Stars onsequent upon the ompleted emergene of thesuperuniverse manifestation of the personality of God the Supreme.37.3 The ArhangelsArhangels are the o�spring of the Creator Son and the Universe Mother Spirit. They are the highesttype of high spirit being produed in large numbers in a loal universe, and at the time of the lastregistry there were almost eight hundred thousand in Nebadon.Arhangels are one of the few groups of loal universe personalities who are not normally underthe jurisdition of Gabriel. They are not in any manner onerned with the routine administration ofthe universe, being dediated to the work of reature survival and to the furtherane of the asendingareer of the mortals of time and spae. While not ordinarily subjet to the diretion of the Brightand Morning Star, the arhangels do sometimes funtion by his authority. They also ollaboratewith others of the Universe Aids, suh as the Evening Stars, as is illustrated by ertain transationsdepited in the narrative of life transplantation on your world.The arhangel orps of Nebadon is direted by the �rst-born of this order, and in more reent timesa divisional headquarters of the arhangels has been maintained on Urantia. It is this unusual fatthat soon arrests the attention of extra-Nebadon student visitors. Among their early observationsof intrauniverse transations is the disovery that many asendant ativities of the Brilliant EveningStars are direted from the apital of a loal system, Satania. On further examination they disoverthat ertain arhangel ativities are direted from a small and apparently insigni�ant inhabitedworld alled Urantia. And then ensues the revelation of Mihael's bestowal on Urantia and theirimmediately quikened interest in you and your lowly sphere.Do you grasp the signi�ane of the fat that your lowly and onfused planet has beome adivisional headquarters for the universe administration and diretion of ertain arhangel ativitieshaving to do with the Paradise asension sheme? This undoubtedly presages the future onentrationof other asendant ativities on the bestowal world of Mihael and lends a tremendous and solemnimport to the Master's personal promise, \I will ome again."In general, the arhangels are assigned to the servie and ministry of the Avonal order of sonship,but not until they have passed through extensive preliminary training in all phases of the work ofthe various ministering spirits. A orps of one hundred aompanies every Paradise bestowal Sonto an inhabited world, being temporarily assigned to him for the duration of suh a bestowal. Ifthe Magisterial Son should beome temporary ruler of the planet, these arhangels would at as thedireting heads of all elestial life on that sphere.Two senior arhangels are always assigned as the personal aids of a Paradise Avonal on all plan-etary missions, whether involving judiial ations, magisterial missions, or bestowal inarnations.When this Paradise Son has �nished the judgment of a realm and the dead are alled to reord (the381



so-alled resurretion), it is literally true that the seraphi guardians of the slumbering personalitiesrespond to \the voie of the arhangel." The roll all of a dispensation termination is promulgatedby an attendant arhangel. This is the arhangel of the resurretion, sometimes referred to as the\arhangel of Mihael."The Worlds of the Arhangels. The seventh group of the enirling Salvington worlds, with theirassoiated satellites, is assigned to the arhangels. Sphere number one and all of its six tributarysatellites are oupied by the personality reord keepers. This enormous orps of reorders busythemselves with keeping straight the reord of eah mortal of time from the moment of birth upthrough the universe areer until suh an individual either leaves Salvington for the superuniverseregime or is \blotted out of reorded existene" by the mandate of the Anients of Days.It is on these worlds that personality reords and identi�ation sureties are lassi�ed, �led, andpreserved during that time whih intervenes between mortal death and the hour of repersonalization,the resurretion from death.
37.4 Most High AssistantsThe Most High Assistants are a group of volunteering beings, of origin outside the loal universe,who are temporarily assigned as entral and superuniverse representatives to, or observers of, theloal reations. Their number varies onstantly but is always far up in the millions.From time to time we thus bene�t from the ministry and assistane of suh Paradise-origin beingsas Perfetors of Wisdom, Divine Counselors, Universal Censors, Inspired Trinity Spirits, TrinitizedSons, Solitary Messengers, supernaphim, seonaphim, tertiaphim, and other graious ministers, whosojourn with us for the purpose of helping our native personalities in the e�ort to bring all Nebadoninto fuller harmony with the ideas of Orvonton and the ideals of Paradise.Any of these beings may be voluntarily serving in Nebadon and hene be tehnially outsideour jurisdition, but when funtioning by assignment, suh personalities of the super- and entraluniverses are not wholly exempt from the regulations of the loal universe of their sojourn, thoughthey ontinue to funtion as representatives of the higher universes and to work in aordane with theinstrutions whih onstitute their mission in our realm. Their general headquarters is situated in theSalvington setor of the Union of Days, and they operate in Nebadon subjet to the oversupervisionof this ambassador of the Paradise Trinity. When serving in unattahed groups, these personalitiesfrom the higher realms are usually self-direting, but when serving on request, they often voluntarilyplae themselves wholly under the jurisdition of the supervising diretors of the realms of assignedfuntion.Most High Assistants serve in loal universe and in onstellation apaities but are not diretlyattahed to the system or planetary governments. They may, however, funtion anywhere in theloal universe and may be assigned to any phase of Nebadon ativity - administrative, exeutive,eduational, and others.Most of this orps is enlisted in assisting the Nebadon Paradise personalities - the Union of Days,the Creator Son, the Faithfuls of Days, the Magisterial Sons, and the Trinity Teaher Sons. Now andthen in the transation of the a�airs of a loal reation it beomes wise to withhold ertain details,temporarily, from the knowledge of pratially all of the native personalities of that loal universe.Certain advaned plans and omplex rulings are also better grasped and more fully understood bythe more mature and farseeing orps of Most High Assistants, and it is in suh situations, and manyothers, that they are so highly servieable to the universe rulers and administrators.382



37.5 High CommissionersThe High Commissioners are Spirit-fused asendant mortals; they are not Adjuster fused. You quitewell understand about the universe-asension areer of a mortal andidate for Adjuster fusion, thatbeing the high destiny in prospet for all Urantia mortals sine the bestowal of Christ Mihael.But this is not the exlusive destiny of all mortals in the prebestowal ages of worlds like yours,and there is another type of world whose inhabitants are never permanently indwelt by ThoughtAdjusters. Suh mortals are never permanently joined in union with a Mystery Monitor of Paradisebestowal; nevertheless, the Adjusters do transiently indwell them, serving as guides and patterns forthe duration of the life in the esh. During this temporary sojourn they foster the evolution of animmortal soul just as in those beings with whom they hope to fuse, but when the mortal rae is run,they take eternal leave of the reatures of temporary assoiation.Surviving souls of this order attain immortality by eternal fusion with an individualized fragmentof the spirit of the loal universe Mother Spirit. They are not a numerous group, at least not inNebadon. On the mansion worlds you will meet and fraternize with these Spirit-fused mortals asthey asend the Paradise path with you as far as Salvington, where they stop. Some of them maysubsequently asend to higher universe levels, but the majority will forever remain in the servie ofthe loal universe; as a lass they are not destined to attain Paradise.Not being Adjuster fused, they never beome �naliters, but they do eventually beome enrolled inthe loal universe Corps of Perfetion. They have in spirit obeyed the Father's ommand, \Be youperfet."After attaining the Nebadon Corps of Perfetion, Spirit-fused asenders may aept assignment asUniverse Aids, this being one of the avenues of ontinuing experiential growth whih is open to them.Thus do they beome andidates for ommissions to the high servie of interpreting the viewpointsof the evolving reatures of the material worlds to the elestial authorities of the loal universe.The High Commissioners begin their servie on the planets as rae ommissioners. In this apaitythey interpret the viewpoints and portray the needs of the various human raes. They are supremelydevoted to the welfare of the mortal raes whose spokesmen they are, ever seeking to obtain forthem mery, justie, and fair treatment in all relationships with other peoples. Rae ommissionersfuntion in an endless series of planetary rises and serve as the artiulate expression of whole groupsof struggling mortals.After long experiene in problem solving on the inhabited worlds, these rae ommissioners areadvaned to the higher levels of funtion, eventually attaining the status of High Commissioners ofand in the loal universe. The last registration reorded slightly over one and one-half billion of theseHigh Commissioners in Nebadon. These beings are not �naliters, but they are asendant beings oflong experiene and of great servie to their native realm.We invariably �nd these ommissioners in all the tribunals of justie, from the lowest to thehighest. Not that they partiipate in the proeedings of justie, but they do at as friends of theourt, advising the presiding magistrates respeting the anteedents, environment, and inherentnature of those onerned in the adjudiation.High Commissioners are attahed to the various messenger hosts of spae and always to theministering spirits of time. They are enountered on the programs of various universe assemblies,and these same mortal-wise ommissioners are always attahed to the missions of the Sons of Godto the worlds of spae.Whenever fairness and justie require an understanding of how a ontemplated poliy or proe-dure would a�et the evolutionary raes of time, these ommissioners are at hand to present theirreommendations; they are always present to speak for those who annot be present to speak forthemselves. 383



The Worlds of the Spirit-fused Mortals. The eighth group of seven primary worlds and tributarysatellites in the Salvington iruit are the exlusive possession of the Spirit-fused mortals of Nebadon.Asending Adjuster-fused mortals are not onerned with these worlds exept to enjoy many pleasantand pro�table sojourns as the invited guests of the Spirit-fused residents.Exept for those few who attain Uversa and Paradise, these worlds are the permanent residene ofthe Spirit-fused survivors. Suh designed limitation of mortal asent reats to the good of the loaluniverses by insuring the retention of a permanent evolved population whose augmenting experienewill ontinue to enhane the future stabilization and diversi�ation of the loal universe administra-tion. These beings may not attain Paradise, but they ahieve an experiential wisdom in the masteryof Nebadon problems that utterly surpasses anything attained by the transient asenders. And thesesurviving souls ontinue as unique ombinations of the human and the divine, being inreasingly ableto unite the viewpoints of these two widely separate levels and to present suh a dual viewpoint withever-heightening wisdom.37.6 Celestial OverseersThe Nebadon eduational system is jointly administered by the Trinity Teaher Sons and theMelhizedek teahing orps, but muh of the work designed to e�et its maintenane and upbuildingis arried on by the Celestial Overseers. These beings are a reruited orps embraing all typesof individuals onneted with the sheme of eduating and training the asending mortals. Thereare upward of three million of them in Nebadon, and they are all volunteers who have quali�edby experiene to serve as eduational advisers to the entire realm. From their headquarters onthe Salvington worlds of the Melhizedeks, these overseers range the loal universe as inspetors ofthe Nebadon shool tehnique designed to e�et the mind training and the spirit eduation of theasending reatures.This training of mind and eduation of spirit is arried on from the worlds of human origin upthrough the system mansion worlds and the other spheres of progress assoiated with Jerusem, onthe seventy soializing realms attahed to Edentia, and on the four hundred and ninety spheres ofspirit progress enirling Salvington. On the universe headquarters itself are numerous Melhizedekshools, the olleges of the Universe Sons, the seraphi universities, and the shools of the TeaherSons and the Union of Days. Every possible provision is made to qualify the various personalities ofthe universe for advaning servie and improving funtion. The entire universe is one vast shool.The methods employed in many of the higher shools are beyond the human onept of theart of teahing truth, but this is the keynote of the whole eduational system: harater aquiredby enlightened experiene. The teahers provide the enlightenment; the universe station and theasender's status a�ord the opportunity for experiene; the wise utilization of these two augmentsharater.Fundamentally, the Nebadon eduational system provides for your assignment to a task and thena�ords you opportunity to reeive instrution as to the ideal and divine method of best performingthat task. You are given a de�nite task to perform, and at the same time you are provided withteahers who are quali�ed to instrut you in the best method of exeuting your assignment. Thedivine plan of eduation provides for the intimate assoiation of work and instrution. We teah youhow best to exeute the things we ommand you to do.The purpose of all this training and experiene is to prepare you for admission to the higher andmore spiritual training spheres of the superuniverse. Progress within a given realm is individual, buttransition from one phase to another is usually by lasses.The progression of eternity does not onsist solely in spiritual development. Intelletual aquisition384



is also a part of universal eduation. The experiene of the mind is broadened equally with theexpansion of the spiritual horizon. Mind and spirit are a�orded like opportunities for training andadvanement. But in all this superb training of mind and spirit you are forever free from thehandiaps of mortal esh. No longer must you onstantly referee the oniting ontentions of yourdivergent spiritual and material natures. At last you are quali�ed to enjoy the uni�ed urge of aglori�ed mind long sine divested of primitive animalisti trends towards things material.Before leaving the universe of Nebadon, most Urantia mortals will be a�orded opportunity toserve for a longer or shorter time as members of the Nebadon orps of Celestial Overseers.37.7 Mansion World TeahersThe Mansion World Teahers are reruited and glori�ed herubim. Like most other instrutors inNebadon they are ommissioned by the Melhizedeks. They funtion in most of the eduationalenterprises of the morontia life, and their number is quite beyond the omprehension of mortal mind.As an attainment level of herubim and sanobim, the Mansion World Teahers will reeive furtheronsideration in the next paper, while as teahers playing an important part in the morontia life,they will be more extensively disussed in the paper of that name.37.8 Higher Spirit Orders of AssignmentBesides the power enters and the physial ontrollers, ertain of the higher-origin spirit beings ofthe family of the In�nite Spirit are of permanent assignment to the loal universe. Of the higherspirit orders of the family of the In�nite Spirit the following are so assigned:The Solitary Messengers, when funtionally attahed to the loal universe administration, renderinvaluable servie to us in our e�orts to overome the handiaps of time and spae. When they arenot thus assigned, we of the loal universes have absolutely no authority over them, but even thenthese unique beings are always willing to help us with the solution of our problems and with theexeution of our mandates.Andovontia is the name of the tertiary Universe Ciruit Supervisor stationed in our loal universe.He is onerned only with spirit and morontia iruits, not with those under the jurisdition of thepower diretors. It was he who isolated Urantia at the time of the Caligastia betrayal of the planetduring the testing seasons of the Luifer rebellion. In sending greetings to the mortals of Urantia,he expresses pleasure in the antiipation of your sometime restoration to the universe iruits of hissupervision.The Nebadon Census Diretor, Salsatia, maintains headquarters within the Gabriel setor ofSalvington. He is automatially ognizant of the birth and death of will and urrently registers theexat number of will reatures funtioning in the loal universe. He works in lose assoiation withthe personality reorders domiiled on the reord worlds of the arhangels.An Assoiate Inspetor is resident on Salvington. He is the personal representative of the SupremeExeutive of Orvonton. His assoiates, the Assigned Sentinels in the loal systems, are also repre-sentatives of the Supreme Exeutive of Orvonton.The Universal Coniliators are the traveling ourts of the universes of time and spae, funtioningfrom the evolutionary worlds up through every setion of the loal universe and on beyond. Thesereferees are registered on Uversa; the exat number operating in Nebadon is not of reord, but Iestimate that there are in the neighborhood of one hundred million oniliating ommissions in ourloal universe. 385



Of the Tehnial Advisers, the legal minds of the realm, we have our quota, about one-half billion.These beings are the living and irulating experiential law libraries of all spae.Of the Celestial Reorders, the asendant seraphim, we have in Nebadon seventy-�ve. These arethe senior or supervising reorders. The advaning students of this order in training number almostfour billion.The ministry of the seventy billion Morontia Companions in Nebadon is desribed in those nar-ratives dealing with the transition planets of the pilgrims of time.Eah universe has its own native angeli orps; nevertheless, there are oasions on whih it is veryhelpful to have the assistane of those higher spirits of origin outside the loal reation. Supernaphimperform ertain rare and unique servies; the present hief of Urantia seraphim is a primary super-naphim of Paradise. The reetive seonaphim are enountered wherever the superuniverse personnelis funtioning, and a great many tertiaphim are of temporary servie as Most High Assistants.37.9 Permanent Citizens of the Loal UniverseAs with the super- and entral universes, the loal universe has its orders of permanent itizenship.These inlude the following reated types:1. Susatia.2. Univitatia.3. Material Sons.4. Midway Creatures.These natives of the loal reation, together with the Spirit-fused asenders and the spironga (whoare otherwise lassi�ed), onstitute a relatively permanent itizenship. These orders of beings are byand large neither asending nor desending. They are all experiential reatures, but their enlargingexperiene ontinues to be available to the universe on their level of origin. While this is not whollytrue of the Adami Sons and midway reatures, it is relatively true of these orders.The Susatia. These marvelous beings reside and funtion as permanent itizens on Salvington, theheadquarters of this loal universe. They are the brilliant o�spring of the Creator Son and CreativeSpirit and are losely assoiated with the asendant itizens of the loal universe, the Spirit-fusedmortals of the Nebadon Corps of Perfetion.The Univitatia. Eah of the one hundred onstellation headquarters lusters of arhiteturalspheres enjoys the ontinuous ministry of a residential order of beings known as the univitatia.These hildren of the Creator Son and the Creative Spirit onstitute the permanent populationof the onstellation headquarters worlds. They are nonreproduing beings existing on a plane oflife about halfway between the semimaterial status of the Material Sons domiiled on the systemheadquarters and the more de�nitely spiritual plane of the Spirit-fused mortals and the susatia ofSalvington; but the univitatia are not morontia beings. They aomplish for asending mortalsduring the traversal of the onstellation spheres what the Havona natives ontribute to the pilgrimspirits passing through the entral reation.The Material Sons of God. When a reative liaison between the Creator Son and the universerepresentative of the In�nite Spirit, the Universe Mother Spirit, has ompleted its yle, when nomore o�spring of the ombined nature are forthoming, then does the Creator Son personalize indual form his last onept of being, thus �nally on�rming his own and original dual origin. In andof himself he then reates the beautiful and superb Sons and Daughters of the material order ofuniverse sonship. This is the origin of the original Adam and Eve of eah loal system of Nebadon.386



They are a reproduing order of sonship, being reated male and female. Their progeny funtion asthe relatively permanent itizens of a system apital, though some are ommissioned as PlanetaryAdams.On a planetary mission the Material Son and Daughter are ommissioned to found the Adamirae of that world, a rae designed eventually to amalgamate with the mortal inhabitants of thatsphere. Planetary Adams are both desending and asending Sons, but we ordinarily lass them asasending.The Midway Creatures. In the early days of most inhabited worlds, ertain superhuman but ma-terialized beings are of assignment, but they usually retire upon the arrival of the Planetary Adams.The transations of suh beings and the e�orts of the Material Sons to improve the evolutionary raesoften result in the appearane of a limited number of reatures who are diÆult to lassify. Theseunique beings are often midway between the Material Sons and the evolutionary reatures; henetheir designation, midway reatures. In a omparative sense these midwayers are the permanentitizens of the evolutionary worlds. From the early days of the arrival of a Planetary Prine to thefar-distant time of the settling of the planet in light and life, they are the only group of intelligentbeings to remain ontinuously on the sphere. On Urantia the midway ministers are in reality theatual ustodians of the planet; they are, pratially speaking, the itizens of Urantia. Mortals areindeed the physial and material inhabitants of an evolutionary world, but you are all so short-lived;you tarry on your nativity planet suh a short time. You are born, live, die, and pass on to otherworlds of evolutionary progression. Even the superhuman beings who serve on the planets as elestialministers are of transient assignment; few of them are long attahed to a given sphere. The mid-way reatures, however, provide ontinuity of planetary administration in the fae of ever-hangingelestial ministries and onstantly shifting mortal inhabitants. Throughout all of this never-easinghanging and shifting, the midway reatures remain on the planet uninterruptedly arrying on theirwork.In like manner, all divisions of the administrative organization of the loal universes and superuni-verses have their more or less permanent populations, inhabitants of itizenship status. As Urantiahas its midwayers, Jerusem, your system apital, has the Material Sons and Daughters; Edentia,your onstellation headquarters, has the univitatia, while the itizens of Salvington are twofold, thereated susatia and the evolved Spirit-fused mortals. The administrative worlds of the minor andmajor setors of the superuniverses do not have permanent itizens. But the Uversa headquartersspheres are ontinuously fostered by an amazing group of beings known as the abandonters, thereation of the unrevealed agents of the Anients of Days and the seven Reetive Spirits residenton the apital of Orvonton. These residential itizens on Uversa are at present administering theroutine a�airs of their world under the immediate supervision of the Uversa orps of the Son-fusedmortals. Even Havona has its native beings, and the entral Isle of Light and Life is the home of thevarious groups of Paradise Citizens.37.10 Other Loal Universe GroupsBesides the seraphi and mortal orders, who will be onsidered in later papers, there are numerousadditional beings onerned in the maintenane and perfeting of suh a giganti organization asthe universe of Nebadon, whih even now has more than three million inhabited worlds, with tenmillion in prospet. The various Nebadon types of life are muh too numerous to be atalogued inthis paper, but there are two unusual orders that funtion extensively on the 647,591 arhiteturalspheres of the loal universe, that may be mentioned.The Spironga are the spirit o�spring of the Bright and Morning Star and the Father Melhizedek.They are exempt from personality termination but are not evolutionary or asending beings. Neither387



are they funtionally onerned with the evolutionary asension regime. They are the spirit helpersof the loal universe, exeuting the routine spirit tasks of Nebadon.The Spornagia. The arhitetural headquarters worlds of the loal universe are real worlds -physial reations. There is muh work onneted with their physial upkeep, and herein we havethe assistane of a group of physial reatures alled spornagia. They are devoted to the are andulture of the material phases of these headquarters worlds, from Jerusem to Salvington. Spornagiaare neither spirits nor persons; they are an animal order of existene, but if you ould see them, youwould agree that they seem to be perfet animals.The various ourtesy olonies are domiiled on Salvington and elsewhere. We espeially pro�tfrom the ministry of the elestial artisans on the onstellations and bene�t from the ativities of thereversion diretors, who operate hiey on the apitals of the loal systems.Always there is attahed to the universe servie a orps of asending mortals, inluding the glori�edmidway reatures. These asenders, after attaining Salvington, are used in an almost endless varietyof ativities in the ondut of universe a�airs. From eah level of ahievement these advaning mortalsreah bak and down to extend a helping hand to their fellows who follow them in the upward limb.Suh mortals of temporary sojourn on Salvington are assigned on requisition to pratially all orpsof elestial personalities as helpers, students, observers, and teahers.There are still other types of intelligent life onerned with the administration of a loal universe,but the plan of this narrative does not provide for the further revelation of these orders of reation.Enough of the life and administration of this universe is being herewith portrayed to a�ord themortal mind a grasp of the reality and grandeur of the survival existene. Further experiene inyour advaning areers will inreasingly reveal these interesting and harming beings. This narrativeannot be more than a brief outline of the nature and work of the manifold personalities who throngthe universes of spae administering these reations as enormous training shools, shools wherein thepilgrims of time advane from life to life and from world to world until they are lovingly dispathedfrom the borders of the universe of their origin to the higher eduational regime of the superuniverseand thene on to the spirit-training worlds of Havona and eventually to Paradise and the high destinyof the �naliters - the eternal assignment on missions not yet revealed to the universes of time andspae.[Ditated by a Brilliant Evening Star of Nebadon, Number 1,146 of the Created Corps.℄
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Chapter 38Ministering Spirits of the LoalUniverseTHERE are three distint orders of the personalities of the In�nite Spirit. The impetuous apostleunderstood this when he wrote respeting Jesus, \who has gone to heaven and is on the right handof God, angels and authorities and powers being made subjet to him." Angels are the ministeringspirits of time; authorities, the messenger hosts of spae; powers, the higher personalities of theIn�nite Spirit.As the supernaphim in the entral universe and the seonaphim in a superuniverse, so theseraphim, with the assoiated herubim and sanobim, onstitute the angeli orps of a loal uni-verse.The seraphim are all fairly uniform in design. From universe to universe, throughout all sevenof the superuniverses, they show a minimum of variation; they are the most nearly standard of allspirit types of personal beings. Their various orders onstitute the orps of the skilled and ommonministers of the loal reations.
38.1 Origin of SeraphimSeraphim are reated by the Universe Mother Spirit and have been projeted in unit formation -41,472 at a time - ever sine the reation of the \pattern angels" and ertain angeli arhetypes inthe early times of Nebadon. The Creator Son and the universe representation of the In�nite Spiritollaborate in the reation of a large number of Sons and other universe personalities. Following theompletion of this united e�ort, the Son engages in the reation of the Material Sons, the �rst of thesex reatures, while the Universe Mother Spirit onurrently engages in her initial solitary e�ort atspirit reprodution. Thus begins the reation of the seraphi hosts of a loal universe.These angeli orders are projeted at the time of planning for the evolution of mortal will rea-tures. The reation of seraphim dates from the attainment of relative personality by the UniverseMother Spirit, not as the later o-ordinate of the Master Son, but as the early reative helper of theCreator Son. Previous to this event the seraphim on duty in Nebadon were temporarily loaned by aneighboring universe.Seraphim are still being periodially reated; the universe of Nebadon is still in the making. TheUniverse Mother Spirit never eases reative ativity in a growing and perfeting universe.389



38.2 Angeli NaturesAngels do not have material bodies, but they are de�nite and disrete beings; they are of spiritnature and origin. Though invisible to mortals, they pereive you as you are in the esh without theaid of transformers or translators; they intelletually understand the mode of mortal life, and theyshare all of man's nonsensuous emotions and sentiments. They appreiate and greatly enjoy youre�orts in musi, art, and real humor. They are fully ognizant of your moral struggles and spiritualdiÆulties. They love human beings, and only good an result from your e�orts to understand andlove them.Though seraphim are very a�etionate and sympatheti beings, they are not sex-emotion reatures.They are muh as you will be on the mansion worlds, where you will \neither marry nor be given inmarriage but will be as the angels of heaven." For all who \shall be aounted worthy to attain themansion worlds neither marry nor are given in marriage; neither do they die any more, for they areequal to the angels." Nevertheless, in dealing with sex reatures it is our ustom to speak of thosebeings of more diret desent from the Father and the Son as the sons of God, while referring tothe hildren of the Spirit as the daughters of God. Angels are, therefore, ommonly designated byfeminine pronouns on the sex planets.The seraphim are so reated as to funtion on both spiritual and literal levels. There are fewphases of morontia or spirit ativity whih are not open to their ministrations. While in personalstatus angels are not so far removed from human beings, in ertain funtional performanes seraphimfar transend them. They possess many powers far beyond human omprehension. For example: Youhave been told that the \very hairs of your head are numbered," and it is true they are, but a seraphimdoes not spend her time ounting them and keeping the number orreted up to date. Angels possessinherent and automati (that is, automati as far as you ould pereive) powers of knowing suhthings; you would truly regard a seraphim as a mathematial prodigy. Therefore, numerous dutieswhih would be tremendous tasks for mortals are performed with exeeding ease by seraphim.Angels are superior to you in spiritual status, but they are not your judges or ausers. No matterwhat your faults, \the angels, although greater in power and might, bring no ausation againstyou." Angels do not sit in judgment on mankind, neither should individual mortals prejudge theirfellow reatures.You do well to love them, but you should not adore them; angels are not objets of worship. Thegreat seraphim, Loyalatia, when your seer \fell down to worship before the feet of the angel," said:\See that you do it not; I am a fellow servant with you and with your raes, who are all enjoined toworship God."In nature and personality endowment the seraphim are just a trie ahead of mortal raes in thesale of reature existene. Indeed, when you are delivered from the esh, you beome very muhlike them. On the mansion worlds you will begin to appreiate the seraphim, on the onstellationspheres to enjoy them, while on Salvington they will share their plaes of rest and worship with you.Throughout the whole morontia and subsequent spirit asent, your fraternity with the seraphim willbe ideal; your ompanionship will be superb.38.3 Unrevealed AngelsNumerous orders of spirit beings funtion throughout the domains of the loal universe that areunrevealed to mortals beause they are in no manner onneted with the evolutionary plan of Paradiseasension. In this paper the word \angel" is purposely limited to the designation of those seraphi andassoiated o�spring of the Universe Mother Spirit who are so largely onerned with the operationof the plans of mortal survival. There serve in the loal universe six other orders of related beings,390



the unrevealed angels, who are not in any spei� manner onneted with those universe ativitiespertaining to the Paradise asent of evolutionary mortals. These six groups of angeli assoiates arenever alled seraphim, neither are they referred to as ministering spirits. These personalities arewholly oupied with the administrative and other a�airs of Nebadon, engagements whih are in noway related to man's progressive areer of spiritual asent and perfetion attainment.38.4 The Seraphi WorldsThe ninth group of seven primary spheres in the Salvington iruit are the worlds of the seraphim.Eah of these worlds has six tributary satellites, whereon are the speial shools devoted to all phasesof seraphi training. While the seraphim have aess to all forty-nine worlds omprising this groupof Salvington spheres, they exlusively oupy only the �rst luster of seven. The remaining sixlusters are oupied by the six orders of angeli assoiates unrevealed on Urantia; eah suh groupmaintains headquarters on one of these six primary worlds and arries on speialized ativities onthe six tributary satellites. Eah angeli order has free aess to all the worlds of these seven diversegroups.These headquarters worlds are among the magni�ent realms of Nebadon; the seraphi estates areharaterized by both beauty and vastness. Here eah seraphim has a real home, and \home" meansthe domiile of two seraphim; they live in pairs.Though not male and female as are the Material Sons and the mortal raes, seraphim are negativeand positive. In the majority of assignments it requires two angels to aomplish the task. Whenthey are not eniruited, they an work alone; neither do they require omplements of being whenstationary. Ordinarily they retain their original omplements of being, but not neessarily. Suhassoiations are primarily neessitated by funtion; they are not haraterized by sex emotion, thoughthey are exeedingly personal and truly a�etionate.Besides designated homes, seraphim also have group, ompany, battalion, and unit headquarters.They forgather for reunions every millennium and are all present in aordane with the time oftheir reation. If a seraphim bears responsibilities whih forbid absene from duty, she alternatesattendane with her omplement, being relieved by a seraphim of another birth date. Eah seraphipartner is thereby present at least every other reunion.38.5 Seraphi TrainingSeraphim spend their �rst millennium as nonommissioned observers on Salvington and its assoiatedworld shools. The seond millennium is spent on the seraphi worlds of the Salvington iruit. Theirentral training shool is now presided over by the �rst one hundred thousand Nebadon seraphim,and at their head is the original or �rst-born angel of this loal universe. The �rst reated groupof Nebadon seraphim were trained by a orps of one thousand seraphim from Avalon; subsequentlyour angels have been taught by their own seniors. The Melhizedeks also have a large part in theeduation and training of all loal universe angels - seraphim, herubim, and sanobim.At the termination of this period of training on the seraphi worlds of Salvington, seraphim aremobilized in the onventional groups and units of the angeli organization and are assigned to someone of the onstellations. They are not yet ommissioned as ministering spirits, although they havewell entered upon the preommissioned phases of angeli training.Seraphim are initiated as ministering spirits by serving as observers on the lowest of the evo-lutionary worlds. After this experiene they return to the assoiate worlds of the headquarters ofthe assigned onstellation to begin their advaned studies and more de�nitely to prepare for servie391



in some partiular loal system. Following this general eduation they are advaned to the servieof some one of the loal systems. On the arhitetural worlds assoiated with the apital of someNebadon system our seraphim omplete their training and are ommissioned as ministering spiritsof time.When one seraphim are ommissioned, they may range all Nebadon, even Orvonton, on assign-ment. Their work in the universe is without bounds and limitations; they are losely assoiatedwith the material reatures of the worlds and are ever in the servie of the lower orders of spiritualpersonalities, making ontat between these beings of the spirit world and the mortals of the materialrealms.38.6 Seraphi OrganizationAfter the seond millennium of sojourn at seraphi headquarters the seraphim are organized underhiefs into groups of twelve (12 pairs, 24 seraphim), and twelve suh groups onstitute a ompany(144 pairs, 288 seraphim), whih is ommanded by a leader. Twelve ompanies under a ommanderonstitute a battalion (1,728 pairs or 3,456 seraphim), and twelve battalions under a diretor equala seraphi unit (20,736 pairs or 41,472 individuals), while twelve units, subjet to the ommand ofa supervisor, onstitute a legion numbering 248,832 pairs or 497,664 individuals. Jesus alluded tosuh a group of angels that night in the garden of Gethsemane when he said: \I an even now askmy Father, and he will presently give me more than twelve legions of angels."Twelve legions of angels omprise a host numbering 2,985,984 pairs or 5,971,968 individuals,and twelve suh hosts (35,831,808 pairs or 71,663,616 individuals) make up the largest operatingorganization of seraphim, an angeli army. A seraphi host is ommanded by an arhangel or bysome other personality of o-ordinate status, while the angeli armies are direted by the BrilliantEvening Stars or by other immediate lieutenants of Gabriel. And Gabriel is the \supreme ommanderof the armies of heaven," the hief exeutive of the Sovereign of Nebadon, \the Lord God of hosts."Though serving under the diret supervision of the In�nite Spirit as personalized on Salvington,sine the bestowal of Mihael on Urantia, seraphim and all other loal universe orders have beomesubjet to the sovereignty of the Master Son. Even when Mihael was born of the esh on Urantia,there issued the superuniverse broadast to all Nebadon whih prolaimed, \And let all the angelsworship him." All ranks of angels are subjet to his sovereignty; they are a part of that group whihhas been denominated \his mighty angels."38.7 Cherubim and SanobimIn all essential endowments herubim and sanobim are similar to seraphim. They have the same originbut not always the same destiny. They are wonderfully intelligent, marvelously eÆient, touhinglya�etionate, and almost human. They are the lowest order of angels, hene all the nearer of kin tothe more progressive types of human beings on the evolutionary worlds.Cherubim and sanobim are inherently assoiated, funtionally united. One is an energy positivepersonality; the other, energy negative. The right-hand deetor, or positively harged angel, is theherubim - the senior or ontrolling personality. The left-hand deetor, or negatively harged angel,is the sanobim - the omplement of being. Eah type of angel is very limited in solitary funtion;hene they usually serve in pairs. When serving independently of their seraphi diretors, they aremore than ever dependent on mutual ontat and always funtion together.Cherubim and sanobim are the faithful and eÆient aids of the seraphi ministers, and all sevenorders of seraphim are provided with these subordinate assistants. Cherubim and sanobim serve for392



ages in these apaities, but they do not aompany seraphim on assignments beyond the on�nesof the loal universe.The herubim and sanobim are the routine spirit workers on the individual worlds of the systems.On a nonpersonal assignment and in an emergeny, they may serve in the plae of a seraphi pair,but they never funtion, even temporarily, as attending angels to human beings; that is an exlusiveseraphi privilege.When assigned to a planet, herubim enter the loal ourses of training, inluding a study ofplanetary usages and languages. The ministering spirits of time are all bilingual, speaking thelanguage of the loal universe of their origin and that of their native superuniverse. By study inthe shools of the realms they aquire additional tongues. Cherubim and sanobim, like seraphimand all other orders of spirit beings, are ontinuously engaged in e�orts at self-improvement. Onlysuh as the subordinate beings of power ontrol and energy diretion are inapable of progression;all reatures having atual or potential personality volition seek new ahievements.Cherubim and sanobim are by nature very near the morontia level of existene, and they proveto be most eÆient in the borderland work of the physial, morontial, and spiritual domains. Thesehildren of the loal universe Mother Spirit are haraterized by \fourth reatures" muh as are theHavona Servitals and the oniliating ommissions. Every fourth herubim and every fourth sanobimare quasi-material, very de�nitely resembling the morontia level of existene.These angeli fourth reatures are of great assistane to the seraphim in the more literal phasesof their universe and planetary ativities. Suh morontia herubim also perform many indispensableborderline tasks on the morontia training worlds and are assigned to the servie of the MorontiaCompanions in large numbers. They are to the morontia spheres about what the midway reaturesare to the evolutionary planets. On the inhabited worlds these morontia herubim frequently workin liaison with the midway reatures. Cherubim and midway reatures are distintly separate ordersof beings; they have dissimilar origins, but they dislose great similarity in nature and funtion.38.8 Evolution of Cherubim and SanobimNumerous avenues of advaning servie are open to herubim and sanobim leading to an enhanementof status, whih may be still further augmented by the embrae of the Divine Minister. There arethree great lasses of herubim and sanobim with regard to evolutionary potential:1. Asension Candidates. These beings are by nature andidates for seraphi status. Cherubimand sanobim of this order are brilliant, though not by inherent endowment equal to the seraphim;but by appliation and experiene it is possible for them to attain full seraphi standing.2. Mid-phase Cherubim. All herubim and sanobim are not equal in asension potential, andthese are the inherently limited beings of the angeli reations. Most of them will remain herubimand sanobim, although the more gifted individuals may ahieve limited seraphi servie.3. Morontia Cherubim. These \fourth reatures" of the angeli orders always retain their quasi-material harateristis. They will ontinue on as herubim and sanobim, together with a majorityof their mid-phase brethren, pending the ompleted fatualization of the Supreme Being.While the seond and third groups are somewhat limited in growth potential, the asension an-didates may attain the heights of universal seraphi servie. Many of the more experiened of theseherubim are attahed to the seraphi guardians of destiny and are thus plaed in diret line foradvanement to the status of Mansion World Teahers when deserted by their seraphi seniors.Guardians of destiny do not have herubim and sanobim as helpers when their mortal wards attainthe morontia life. And when other types of evolutionary seraphim are granted learane for Seraph-ington and Paradise, they must forsake their former subordinates when they pass out of the on�nes393



of Nebadon. Suh deserted herubim and sanobim are usually embraed by the Universe MotherSpirit, thus ahieving a level equivalent to that of a Mansion World Teaher in the attainment ofseraphi status.When, as Mansion World Teahers, the one-embraed herubim and sanobim have long servedon the morontia spheres, from the lowest to the highest, and when their orps on Salvington isoverreruited, the Bright and Morning Star summons these faithful servants of the reatures of timeto appear in his presene. The oath of personality transformation is administered; and thereupon,in groups of seven thousand, these advaned and senior herubim and sanobim are re-embraedby the Universe Mother Spirit. From this seond embrae they emerge as full-edged seraphim.Heneforth, the full and omplete areer of a seraphim, with all of its Paradise possibilities, is opento suh reborn herubim and sanobim. Suh angels may be assigned as guardians of destiny to somemortal being, and if the mortal ward attains survival, then do they beome eligible for advanementto Seraphington and the seven irles of seraphi attainment, even to Paradise and the Corps of theFinality.38.9 The Midway CreaturesThe midway reatures have a threefold lassi�ation: They are properly lassi�ed with the asendingSons of God; they are fatually grouped with the orders of permanent itizenship, while they arefuntionally rekoned with the ministering spirits of time beause of their intimate and e�etiveassoiation with the angeli hosts in the work of serving mortal man on the individual worlds ofspae.These unique reatures appear on the majority of the inhabited worlds and are always found onthe deimal or life-experiment planets, suh as Urantia. Midwayers are of two types - primary andseondary - and they appear by the following tehniques:1. Primary Midwayers, the more spiritual group, are a somewhat standardized order of beingswho are uniformly derived from the modi�ed asendant-mortal sta�s of the Planetary Prines. Thenumber of primary midway reatures is always �fty thousand, and no planet enjoying their ministryhas a larger group.2. Seondary Midwayers, the more material group of these reatures, vary greatly in numbers onthe di�erent worlds, though the average is around �fty thousand. They are variously derived fromthe planetary biologi uplifters, the Adams and Eves, or from their immediate progeny. There areno less than twenty-four diverse tehniques involved in the prodution of these seondary midwayreatures on the evolutionary worlds of spae. The mode of origin for this group on Urantia wasunusual and extraordinary.Neither of these groups is an evolutionary aident; both are essential features in the predeterminedplans of the universe arhitets, and their appearane on the evolving worlds at the opportunejunture is in aordane with the original designs and developmental plans of the supervising LifeCarriers.Primary midwayers are energized intelletually and spiritually by the angeli tehnique and areuniform in intelletual status. The seven adjutant mind-spirits make no ontat with them; and onlythe sixth and the seventh, the spirit of worship and the spirit of wisdom, are able to minister to theseondary group.Seondary midwayers are physially energized by the Adami tehnique, spiritually eniruited bythe seraphi, and intelletually endowed with the morontia transition type of mind. They are dividedinto four physial types, seven orders spiritually, and twelve levels of intelletual response to the jointministry of the last two adjutant spirits and the morontia mind. These diversities determine their394



di�erential of ativity and of planetary assignment.Primary midwayers resemble angels more than mortals; the seondary orders are muh more likehuman beings. Eah renders invaluable assistane to the other in the exeution of their manifoldplanetary assignments. The primary ministers an ahieve liaison o-operation with both morontia-and spirit-energy ontrollers and mind iruiters. The seondary group an establish working onne-tions only with the physial ontrollers and the material-iruit manipulators. But sine eah orderof midwayer an establish perfet synhrony of ontat with the other, either group is thereby ableto ahieve pratial utilization of the entire energy gamut extending from the gross physial power ofthe material worlds up through the transition phases of universe energies to the higher spirit-realityfores of the elestial realms.The gap between the material and spiritual worlds is perfetly bridged by the serial assoiation ofmortal man, seondary midwayer, primary midwayer, morontia herubim, mid-phase herubim, andseraphim. In the personal experiene of an individual mortal these diverse levels are undoubtedlymore or less uni�ed and made personally meaningful by the unobserved and mysterious operationsof the divine Thought Adjuster.On normal worlds the primary midwayers maintain their servie as the intelligene orps and aselestial entertainers in behalf of the Planetary Prine, while the seondary ministers ontinue theiro-operation with the Adami regime of furthering the ause of progressive planetary ivilization.In ase of the defetion of the Planetary Prine and the failure of the Material Son, as ourredon Urantia, the midway reatures beome the wards of the System Sovereign and serve under thedireting guidane of the ating ustodian of the planet. But on only three other worlds in Sataniado these beings funtion as one group under uni�ed leadership as do the united midway ministers ofUrantia.The planetary work of both primary and seondary midwayers is varied and diverse on the nu-merous individual worlds of a universe, but on the normal and average planets their ativities arevery di�erent from the duties whih oupy their time on isolated spheres, suh as Urantia.The primary midwayers are the planetary historians who, from the time of the arrival of thePlanetary Prine to the age of settled light and life, formulate the pageants and design the portrayalsof planetary history for the exhibits of the planets on the system headquarters worlds.Midwayers remain for long periods on an inhabited world, but if faithful to their trust, they willeventually and most ertainly be reognized for their agelong servie in maintaining the sovereigntyof the Creator Son; they will be duly rewarded for their patient ministry to the material mortalson their world of time and spae. Sooner or later all aredited midway reatures will be musteredinto the ranks of the asending Sons of God and will be duly initiated into the long adventure of theParadise asent in ompany with those very mortals of animal origin, their earth brethren, whomthey so jealously guarded and so e�etively served during the long planetary sojourn.[Presented by a Melhizedek ating by request of the Chief of the Seraphi Hosts of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 39The Seraphi HostsAS FAR as we are ognizant, the In�nite Spirit, as personalized on the loal universe headquarters,intends to produe uniformly perfet seraphim, but for some unknown reason these seraphi o�springare very diverse. This diversity may be a result of the unknown interposition of evolving experientialDeity; if so, we annot prove it. But we do observe that, when seraphim have been subjeted toeduational tests and training disipline, they unfailingly and distintly lassify into the followingseven groups:1. Supreme Seraphim.2. Superior Seraphim.3. Supervisor Seraphim.4. Administrator Seraphim.5. Planetary Helpers.6. Transition Ministers.7. Seraphim of the Future.To say that any one seraphim is inferior to an angel of any other group would hardly be true.Nevertheless every angel is at �rst servie-limited to the group of original and inherent lassi�ation.My seraphi assoiate in the preparation of this statement, Manotia, is a supreme seraphim andonetime funtioned only as a supreme seraphim. By appliation and devoted servie she has, oneby one, ahieved all seven of the seraphi servies, having funtioned in well-nigh every avenue ofativity open to a seraphim, and now holds the ommission of assoiate hief of seraphim on Urantia.Human beings sometimes �nd it hard to understand that a reated apaity for higher-levelministry does not neessarily imply ability to funtion on relatively lower servie levels. Man beginslife as a helpless infant; hene every mortal attainment must embrae all experiential prerequisites;seraphim have no suh preadult life - no hildhood. They are, however, experiential reatures, and byexperiene and through additional eduation they an augment their divine and inherent endowmentof ability by the experiential aquirement of funtional skill in one or more of the seraphi servies.After being ommissioned, seraphim are assigned to the reserves of their inherent group. Those ofplanetary and administrator status often serve for long periods as originally lassi�ed, but the higherthe inherent funtion level, the more persistently do the angeli ministers seek assignment to thelower orders of universe servie. Espeially do they desire assignment to the reserves of the planetaryhelpers, and if suessful they enroll in the elestial shools attahed to the headquarters of thePlanetary Prine of some evolutionary world. Here they begin the study of the languages, history,and loal habits of the raes of mankind. Seraphim must aquire knowledge and gain experienemuh as do human beings. They are not far removed from you in ertain personality attributes. And397



they all rave to start at the bottom, on the lowest possible level of ministry; thus may they hope toahieve the highest possible level of experiential destiny.39.1 Supreme SeraphimThese seraphim are the highest of the seven revealed orders of loal universe angels. They funtionin seven groups, eah of whih is losely assoiated with the angeli ministers of the Seraphi Corpsof Completion.1. Son-Spirit Ministers. The �rst group of the supreme seraphim are assigned to the servie ofthe high Sons and Spirit-origin beings resident and funtioning in the loal universe. This group ofangeli ministers also serve the Universe Son and the Universe Spirit and are losely aÆliated withthe intelligene orps of the Bright and Morning Star, the universe hief exeutive of the united willsof the Creator Son and the Creative Spirit.Being of assignment to the high Sons and Spirits, these seraphim are naturally assoiated withthe far-ung servies of the Paradise Avonals, the divine o�spring of the Eternal Son and the In-�nite Spirit. The Paradise Avonals are always attended on all magisterial and bestowal missionsby this high and experiened order of seraphim, who are at suh times devoted to organizing andadministering the speial work onneted with the termination of one planetary dispensation andthe inauguration of a new age. But they are not onerned in the work of adjudiation whih mightbe inidental to suh a hange in dispensations.Bestowal Attendants. Paradise Avonals, but not Creator Sons, when on a bestowal mission arealways aompanied by a orps of 144 bestowal attendants. These 144 angels are the hiefs of allother Son-Spirit ministers who may be assoiated with a bestowal mission. There might possibly belegions of angels subjet to the ommand of an inarnated Son of God on a planetary bestowal, butall these seraphim would be organized and direted by the 144 bestowal attendants. Higher ordersof angels, supernaphim and seonaphim, might also form a part of the attending host, and thoughtheir missions are distint from those of the seraphim, all these ativities would be o-ordinated bythe bestowal attendants.These bestowal attendants are ompletion seraphim; they have all traversed the irles of Seraph-ington and have attained the Seraphi Corps of Completion. And they have been further espeiallytrained to meet the diÆulties and to ope with the emergenies assoiated with the bestowals of theSons of God for the advanement of the hildren of time. Suh seraphim have all ahieved Paradiseand the personal embrae of the Seond Soure and Center, the Eternal Son.Seraphim equally rave assignment to the missions of the inarnated Sons and attahment asdestiny guardians to the mortals of the realms; the latter is the surest seraphi passport to Paradise,while the bestowal attendants have ahieved the highest loal universe servie of the ompletionseraphim of Paradise attainment.2. Court Advisers. These are the seraphi advisers and helpers attahed to all orders of adjudi-ation, from the oniliators up to the highest tribunals of the realm. It is not the purpose of suhtribunals to determine punitive sentenes but rather to adjudiate honest di�erenes of opinion andto deree the everlasting survival of asending mortals. Herein lies the duty of the ourt advisers:to see that all harges against mortal reatures are stated in justie and adjudiated in mery. Inthis work they are losely assoiated with the High Commissioners, Spirit-fused asendant mortalsserving in the loal universe.The seraphi ourt advisers serve extensively as defenders of mortals. Not that there ever existsany disposition to be unfair to the lowly reatures of the realms, but while justie demands theadjudiation of every default in the limb towards divine perfetion, mery requires that every suh398



misstep be fairly adjudged in aordane with the reature nature and the divine purpose. Theseangels are the exponents and exempli�ation of the element of mery inherent in divine justie - offairness based on the knowledge of the underlying fats of personal motives and raial tendenies.This order of angels serves from the ounils of the Planetary Prines to the highest tribunals ofthe loal universe, while their assoiates of the Seraphi Corps of Completion funtion in the higherrealms of Orvonton, even to the ourts of the Anients of Days on Uversa.3. Universe Orientators. These are the true friends and postgraduate ounselors of all thoseasending reatures who are pausing for the last time on Salvington, in their universe of origin, asthey stand on the brink of the spirit adventure strething out before them in the vast superuniverseof Orvonton. And at suh a time many an asender has a feeling whih mortals ould understandonly by omparison with the human emotion of nostalgia. Behind lie the realms of ahievement,realms grown familiar by long servie and morontia attainment; ahead lies the hallenging mysteryof a greater and vaster universe.It is the task of the universe orientators to failitate the passage of the asending pilgrims fromthe attained to the unattained level of universe servie, to help these pilgrims in making thosekaleidosopi adjustments in the omprehension of meanings and values inherent in the realizationthat a �rst-stage spirit being stands, not at the end and limax of the loal universe morontia asent,but rather at the very bottom of the long ladder of spiritual asent to the Universal Father onParadise.Many of the Seraphington graduates, members of the Seraphi Corps of Completion who areassoiated with these seraphim, engage in extensive teahing in ertain Salvington shools onernedwith the preparation of the reatures of Nebadon for the relationships of the next universe age.4. The Teahing Counselors. These angels are the invaluable assistants of the spiritual teahingorps of the loal universe. Teahing ounselors are seretaries to all orders of teahers, from theMelhizedeks and the Trinity Teaher Sons down to the morontia mortals who are assigned as helpersto those of their kind who are just behind them in the sale of asendant life. You will �rst see theseassoiate teahing seraphim on some one of the seven mansion worlds surrounding Jerusem.These seraphim beome assoiates of the division hiefs of the numerous eduational and traininginstitutions of the loal universes, and they are attahed in large numbers to the faulties of the seventraining worlds of the loal systems and of the seventy eduational spheres of the onstellations. Theseministrations extend on down to the individual worlds. Even the true and onserated teahers oftime are assisted, and often attended, by these ounselors of the supreme seraphim.The fourth reature bestowal of the Creator Son was in the likeness of a teahing ounselor of thesupreme seraphim of Nebadon.5. Diretors of Assignment. A body of 144 supreme seraphim is eleted from time to time bythe angels serving on the evolutionary and on the arhitetural spheres of reature habitation. Thisis the highest angeli ounil on any sphere, and it o-ordinates the self-direted phases of seraphiservie and assignment. These angels preside over all seraphi assemblies pertaining to the line ofduty or the all to worship.6. The Reorders. These are the oÆial reorders for the supreme seraphim. Many of these highangels were born with their gifts fully developed; others have quali�ed for their positions of trustand responsibility by diligent appliation to study and faithful performane of similar duties whileattahed to lower or less responsible orders.7. Unattahed Ministers. Large numbers of unattahed seraphim of the supreme order are self-direted servers on the arhitetural spheres and on the inhabited planets. Suh ministers voluntarilymeet the di�erential of demand for the servie of the supreme seraphim, thus onstituting the generalreserve of this order. 399



39.2 Superior SeraphimSuperior seraphim reeive their name, not beause they are in any sense qualitatively superior toother orders of angels, but beause they are in harge of the higher ativities of a loal universe.Very many of the �rst two groups of this seraphi orps are attainment seraphim, angels who haveserved in all phases of training and have returned to a glori�ed assignment as diretors of their kindin the spheres of their earlier ativities. Being a young universe, Nebadon does not have many ofthis order.The superior seraphim funtion in the following seven groups:1. The Intelligene Corps. These seraphim belong to the personal sta� of Gabriel, the Bright andMorning Star. They range the loal universe gathering the information of the realms for his guidanein the ounils of Nebadon. They are the intelligene orps of the mighty hosts over whih Gabrielpresides as viegerent of the Master Son. These seraphim are not diretly aÆliated with either thesystems or the onstellations, and their information pours in diret to Salvington upon a ontinuous,diret, and independent iruit.The intelligene orps of the various loal universes an and do interommuniate but only withina given superuniverse. There is a di�erential of energy whih e�etively segregates the business andtransations of the various supergovernments. One superuniverse an ordinarily ommuniate withanother superuniverse only through the provisions and failities of the Paradise learinghouse.2. The Voie of Mery. Mery is the keynote of seraphi servie and angeli ministry. It istherefore �tting that there should be a orps of angels who, in a speial manner, portray mery.These seraphim are the real mery ministers of the loal universes. They are the inspired leaderswho foster the higher impulses and holier emotions of men and angels. The diretors of these legionsare now always ompletion seraphim who are also graduate guardians of mortal destiny; that is,eah angeli pair has guided at least one soul of animal origin during the life in the esh and hassubsequently traversed the irles of Seraphington and has been mustered into the Seraphi Corpsof Completion.3. Spirit Co-ordinators. The third group of superior seraphim are based on Salvington but funtionin the loal universe anywhere they an be of fruitful servie. While their tasks are essentially spiritualand therefore beyond the real understanding of human minds, you will perhaps grasp something oftheir ministry to mortals if it is explained that these angels are intrusted with the task of preparingthe asendant sojourners on Salvington for their last transition in the loal universe - from the highestmorontia level to the status of newborn spirit beings. As the mind planners on the mansion worldshelp the surviving reature to adjust to, and make e�etive use of, the potentials of morontia mind,so do these seraphim instrut the morontia graduates on Salvington regarding the newly attainedapaities of the mind of the spirit. And they serve the asendant mortals in many other ways.4. Assistant Teahers. The assistant teahers are the helpers and assoiates of their fellowseraphim, the teahing ounselors. They are also individually onneted with the extensive edu-ational enterprises of the loal universe, espeially with the sevenfold sheme of training operativeon the mansion worlds of the loal systems. A marvelous orps of this order of seraphim funtionson Urantia for the purpose of fostering and furthering the ause of truth and righteousness.5. The Transporters. All groups of ministering spirits have their transport orps, angeli ordersdediated to the ministry of transporting those personalities who are unable, of themselves, to jour-ney from one sphere to another. The �fth group of the superior seraphim are headquartered onSalvington and serve as spae traversers to and from the headquarters of the loal universe. Likeother subdivisions of the superior seraphim, some were reated as suh while others have risen fromthe lower or less endowed groups.The \energy range" of seraphim is wholly adequate for loal universe and even for superuniverse400



requirements, but they ould never withstand the energy demands entailed by suh a long journeyas that from Uversa to Havona. Suh an exhaustive journey requires the speial powers of a primaryseonaphim of transport endowments. Transporters take on energy for ight while in transit andreuperate personal power at the end of the journey.Even on Salvington asending mortals do not possess personal transit forms. Asenders mustdepend upon seraphi transport in advaning from world to world until after the last rest of sleepon the inner irle of Havona and the eternal awakening on Paradise. Subsequently you will not bedependent on angels for transport from universe to universe.The proess of being enseraphimed is not unlike the experiene of death or sleep exept that thereis an automati time element in the transit slumber. You are onsiously unonsious during seraphirest. But the Thought Adjuster is wholly and fully onsious, in fat, exeptionally eÆient sineyou are unable to oppose, resist, or otherwise hinder reative and transforming work.When enseraphimed, you go to sleep for a spei�ed time, and you will awake at the designatedmoment. The length of a journey when in transit sleep is immaterial. You are not diretly aware ofthe passing of time. It is as if you went to sleep on a transport vehile in one ity and, after restingin peaeful slumber all night, awakened in another and distant metropolis. You journeyed while youslumbered. And so you take ight through spae, enseraphimed, while you rest - sleep. The transitsleep is indued by the liaison between the Adjusters and the seraphi transporters.The angels annot transport ombustion bodies - esh and blood - suh as you now have, butthey an transport all others, from the lowest morontia to the higher spirit forms. They do notfuntion in the event of natural death. When you �nish your earthly areer, your body remains onthis planet. Your Thought Adjuster proeeds to the bosom of the Father, and these angels are notdiretly onerned in your subsequent personality reassembly on the identi�ation mansion world.There your new body is a morontia form, one that an enseraphim. You \sow a mortal body" in thegrave; you \reap a morontia form" on the mansion worlds.6. The Reorders. These personalities are espeially onerned with the reeption, �ling, andredispath of the reords of Salvington and its assoiated worlds. They also serve as speial reordersfor resident groups of superuniverse and higher personalities and as lerks of the ourts of Salvingtonand seretaries to the rulers thereof.Broadasters - reeivers and dispathers - are a speialized subdivision of the seraphi reorders,being onerned with the dispath of reords and with the dissemination of essential information.Their work is of a high order, being so multiiruited that 144,000 messages an simultaneouslytraverse the same lines of energy. They adapt the higher ideographi tehniques of the superaphihief reorders and with these ommon symbols maintain reiproal ontat with both the intelligeneo-ordinators of the tertiary supernaphim and the glori�ed intelligene o-ordinators of the SeraphiCorps of Completion.Seraphi reorders of the superior order thus e�et a lose liaison with the intelligene orps oftheir own order and with all subordinate reorders, while the broadasts enable them to maintainonstant ommuniation with the higher reorders of the superuniverse and, through this hannel,with the reorders of Havona and the ustodians of knowledge on Paradise. Many of the superiororder of reorders are seraphim asended from similar duties in lower setions of the universe.7. The Reserves. Large reserves of all types of the superior seraphim are held on Salvington,instantly available for dispath to the farthermost worlds of Nebadon as they are requisitioned bythe diretors of assignment or upon the request of the universe administrators. The reserves ofsuperior seraphim also furnish messenger aids upon requisition by the hief of the Brilliant EveningStars, who is intrusted with the ustody and dispath of all personal ommuniations. A loaluniverse is fully provided with adequate means of interommuniation, but there is always a residueof messages whih requires dispath by personal messengers.401



The basi reserves for the entire loal universe are held on the seraphi worlds of Salvington. Thisorps inludes all types of all groups of angels.39.3 Supervisor SeraphimThis versatile order of universe angels is assigned to the exlusive servie of the onstellations. Theseable ministers make their headquarters on the onstellation apitals but funtion throughout allNebadon in the interests of their assigned realms.1. Supervising Assistants. The �rst order of the supervising seraphim are assigned to the olletivework of the Constellation Fathers, and they are the ever-eÆient helpers of the Most Highs. Theseseraphim are primarily onerned with the uni�ation and stabilization of a whole onstellation.2. Law Foreasters. The intelletual foundation of justie is law, and in a loal universe laworiginates in the legislative assemblies of the onstellations. These deliberative bodies odify andformally promulgate the basi laws of Nebadon, laws designed to a�ord the greatest possible o-ordination of a whole onstellation onsistent with the �xed poliy of noninfringement of the moralfree will of personal reatures. It is the duty of the seond order of supervisor seraphim to plaebefore the onstellation lawmakers a foreast of how any proposed enatment would a�et the lives offreewill reatures. This servie they are well quali�ed to perform by virtue of long experiene in theloal systems and on the inhabited worlds. These seraphim seek no speial favors for one group oranother, but they do appear before the elestial lawmakers to speak for those who annot be presentto speak for themselves. Even mortal man may ontribute to the evolution of universe law, for thesevery seraphim do faithfully and fully portray, not neessarily man's transient and onsious desires,but rather the true longings of the inner man, the evolving morontia soul of the material mortal onthe worlds of spae.3. Soial Arhitets. From the individual planets up through the morontia training worlds,these seraphim labor to enhane all sinere soial ontats and to further the soial evolution ofuniverse reatures. These are the angels who seek to divest the assoiations of intelligent beings ofall arti�iality while endeavoring to failitate the interassoiation of will reatures on a basis of realself-understanding and genuine mutual appreiation.Soial arhitets do everything within their provine and power to bring together suitable individ-uals that they may onstitute eÆient and agreeable working groups on earth; and sometimes suhgroups have found themselves reassoiated on the mansion worlds for ontinued fruitful servie. Butnot always do these seraphim attain their ends; not always are they able to bring together those whowould form the most ideal group to ahieve a given purpose or to aomplish a ertain task; underthese onditions they must utilize the best of the material available.These angels ontinue their ministry on the mansion and higher morontia worlds. They are on-erned with any undertaking having to do with progress on the morontia worlds and whih onernsthree or more persons. Two beings are regarded as operating on the mating, omplemental, or part-nership basis, but when three or more are grouped for servie, they onstitute a soial problem andtherefore fall within the jurisdition of the soial arhitets. These eÆient seraphim are organizedin seventy divisions on Edentia, and these divisions minister on the seventy morontia progress worldsenirling the headquarters sphere.4. Ethial Sensitizers. It is the mission of these seraphim to foster and to promote the growth ofreature appreiation of the morality of interpersonal relationships, for suh is the seed and seretof the ontinued and purposeful growth of soiety and government, human or superhuman. Theseenhaners of ethial appreiation funtion anywhere and everywhere they may be of servie, asvolunteer ounselors to the planetary rulers and as exhange teahers on the system training worlds.402



You will not, however, ome under their full guidane until you reah the brotherhood shools onEdentia, where they will quiken your appreiation of those very truths of fraternity whih you willeven then be so earnestly exploring by the atual experiene of living with the univitatia in the soiallaboratories of Edentia, the seventy satellites of the Norlatiadek apital.5. The Transporters. The �fth group of supervisor seraphim operate as personality transporters,arrying beings to and from the headquarters of the onstellations. Suh transport seraphim, whilein ight from one sphere to another, are fully onsious of their veloity, diretion, and astronomiwhereabouts. They are not traversing spae as would an inanimate projetile. They may pass nearone another during spae ight without the least danger of ollision. They are fully able to varyspeed of progression and to alter diretion of ight, even to hange destinations if their diretorsshould so instrut them at any spae juntion of the universe intelligene iruits.These transit personalities are so organized that they an simultaneously utilize all three of theuniversally distributed lines of energy, eah having a lear spae veloity of 186,280 miles per seond.These transporters are thus able to superimpose veloity of energy upon veloity of power until theyattain an average speed on their long journeys varying anywhere from 555,000 to almost 559,000 ofyour miles per seond of your time. The veloity is a�eted by the mass and proximity of neighboringmatter and by the strength and diretion of the near-by main iruits of universe power. There arenumerous types of beings, similar to the seraphim, who are able to traverse spae, and who also areable to transport other beings who have been properly prepared.6. The Reorders. The sixth order of supervising seraphim at as the speial reorders of onstel-lation a�airs. A large and eÆient orps funtions on Edentia, the headquarters of the onstellationof Norlatiadek, to whih your system and planet belong.7. The Reserves. General reserves of the supervisor seraphim are held on the headquarters of theonstellations. Suh angeli reservists are in no sense inative; many serve as messenger aids to theonstellation rulers; others are attahed to the Salvington reserves of unassigned Vorondadeks; stillothers may be attahed to Vorondadek Sons on speial assignment, suh as the Vorondadek observer,and sometimes Most High regent, of Urantia.39.4 Administrator SeraphimThe fourth order of seraphim are assigned to the administrative duties of the loal systems. They areindigenous to the system apitals but are stationed in large numbers on the mansion and morontiaspheres and on the inhabited worlds. Fourth-order seraphim are by nature endowed with unusualadministrative ability. They are the able assistants of the diretors of the lower divisions of theuniverse government of a Creator Son and are mainly oupied with the a�airs of the loal systemsand their omponent worlds. They are organized for servie as follows:1. Administrative Assistants. These able seraphim are the immediate assistants of a SystemSovereign, a primary Lanonandek Son. They are invaluable aids in the exeution of the intriatedetails of the exeutive work of the system headquarters. They also serve as the personal agents ofthe system rulers, journeying bak and forth in large numbers to the various transition worlds and tothe inhabited planets, exeuting many ommissions for the welfare of the system and in the physialand biologi interests of its inhabited worlds.These same seraphi administrators are also attahed to the governments of the world rulers,the Planetary Prines. The majority of planets in a given universe are under the jurisdition of aseondary Lanonandek Son, but on ertain worlds, suh as Urantia, there has been a misarriage ofthe divine plan. In the event of the defetion of a Planetary Prine, these seraphim beome attahedto the Melhizedek reeivers and their suessors in planetary authority. The present ating ruler of403



Urantia is assisted by a orps of one thousand of this versatile order of seraphim.2. Justie Guides. These are the angels who present the summary of evidene onerning theeternal welfare of men and angels when suh matters ome up for adjudiation in the tribunals ofa system or a planet. They prepare the statements for all preliminary hearings involving mortalsurvival, statements whih are subsequently arried with the reords of suh ases to the highertribunals of the universe and the superuniverse. The defense of all ases of doubtful survival isprepared by these seraphim, who have a perfet understanding of all the details of every feature ofevery ount in the inditments drawn by the administrators of universe justie.It is not the mission of these angels to defeat or to delay justie but rather to insure that unerringjustie is dealt out with generous mery in fairness to all reatures. These seraphim often funtionon the loal worlds, ommonly appearing before the referee trios of the oniliating ommissions -the ourts for minor misunderstandings. Many who at one time served as justie guides in the lowerrealms later appear as Voies of Mery in the higher spheres and on Salvington.In the Luifer rebellion in Satania very few of the justie guides were lost, but more than onequarter of the other administrator seraphim and of the lower orders of seraphi ministers were misledand deluded by the sophistries of unbridled personal liberty.3. Interpreters of Cosmi Citizenship. When asending mortals have ompleted the mansion worldtraining, the �rst student apprentieship in the universe areer, they are permitted to enjoy thetransient satisfations of relative maturity - itizenship on the system apital. While the attainmentof eah asendant goal is a fatual ahievement, in the larger sense suh goals are simply milestoneson the long asending path to Paradise. But however relative suh suesses may be, no evolutionaryreature is ever denied the full though transient satisfation of goal attainment. Ever and anon thereis a pause in the Paradise asent, a short breathing spell, during whih universe horizons stand still,reature status is stationary, and the personality tastes the sweetness of goal ful�llment.The �rst of suh periods in the areer of a mortal asender ours on the apital of a loal system.During this pause you will, as a itizen of Jerusem, attempt to express in reature life those thingswhih you have aquired during the eight preeding life experienes - embraing Urantia and theseven mansion worlds.The seraphi interpreters of osmi itizenship guide the new itizens of the system apitals andquiken their appreiation of the responsibilities of universe government. These seraphim are alsolosely assoiated with the Material Sons in the system administration, while they portray the re-sponsibility and morality of osmi itizenship to the material mortals on the inhabited worlds.4. Quikeners of Morality. On the mansion worlds you begin to learn self-government for thebene�t of all onerned. Your mind learns o-operation, learns how to plan with other and wiserbeings. On the system headquarters the seraphi teahers will further quiken your appreiation ofosmi morality - of the interations of liberty and loyalty.What is loyalty? It is the fruit of an intelligent appreiation of universe brotherhood; one ouldnot take so muh and give nothing. As you asend the personality sale, �rst you learn to be loyal,then to love, then to be �lial, and then may you be free; but not until you are a �naliter, not untilyou have attained perfetion of loyalty, an you self-realize �nality of liberty.These seraphim teah the fruitfulness of patiene: That stagnation is ertain death, but thatoverrapid growth is equally suiidal; that as a drop of water from a higher level falls to a lower and,owing onward, passes ever downward through a suession of short falls, so ever upward is progressin the morontia and spirit worlds - and just as slowly and by just suh gradual stages.To the inhabited worlds the quikeners of morality portray mortal life as an unbroken hain ofmany links. Your short sojourn on Urantia, on this sphere of mortal infany, is only a single link,the very �rst in the long hain that is to streth aross universes and through the eternal ages. It is404



not so muh what you learn in this �rst life; it is the experiene of living this life that is important.Even the work of this world, paramount though it is, is not nearly so important as the way in whihyou do this work. There is no material reward for righteous living, but there is profound satisfation- onsiousness of ahievement - and this transends any oneivable material reward.The keys of the kingdom of heaven are: sinerity, more sinerity, and more sinerity. All menhave these keys. Men use them - advane in spirit status - by deisions, by more deisions, and bymore deisions. The highest moral hoie is the hoie of the highest possible value, and always - inany sphere, in all of them - this is to hoose to do the will of God. If man thus hooses, he is great,though he be the humblest itizen of Jerusem or even the least of mortals on Urantia.5. The Transporters. These are the transport seraphim who funtion in the loal systems. InSatania, your system, they arry passengers bak and forth from Jerusem and otherwise serve asinterplanetary transporters. Seldom does a day pass in whih a transport seraphim of Satania doesnot deposit some student visitor or some other traveler of spirit or semispirit nature on the shoresof Urantia. These very spae traversers will sometime arry you to and from the various worldsof the system headquarters group, and when you have �nished the Jerusem assignment, they willarry you forward to Edentia. But under no irumstanes will they arry you bakward to theworld of human origin. A mortal never returns to his native planet during the dispensation of histemporal existene, and if he should return during a subsequent dispensation, he would be esortedby a transport seraphim of the universe headquarters group.6. The Reorders. These seraphim are the keepers of the threefold reords of the loal systems.The temple of reords on a system apital is a unique struture, one third material, onstruted ofluminous metals and rystals; one third morontial, fabriated of the liaison of spiritual and materialenergy but beyond the range of mortal vision; and one third spiritual. The reorders of this orderpreside over and maintain this threefold system of reords. Asending mortals will at �rst onsultthe material arhives, Material Sons and the higher transition beings onsult those of the morontiahalls, while seraphim and the higher spirit personalities of the realm peruse the reords of the spiritsetion.7. The Reserves. The reserve orps of administrator seraphim on Jerusem spend muh of theirwaiting time in visiting, as spirit ompanions, with the newly arrived asending mortals from thevarious worlds of the system - the aredited graduates of the mansion worlds. One of the delightsof your sojourn on Jerusem will be to talk and visit, during reess periods, with these muh-traveledand many-experiened seraphim of the waiting reserve orps.It is just suh friendly relationships as these that so endear a system apital to the asendingmortals. On Jerusem you will �nd the �rst intermingling of Material Sons, angels, and asendingpilgrims. Here fraternize beings who are wholly spiritual and semispiritual and individuals justemerging from material existene. Mortal forms are there so modi�ed and human ranges of lightreation so extended that all are able to enjoy mutual reognition and sympatheti personalityunderstanding.
39.5 Planetary HelpersThese seraphim maintain headquarters on the system apitals and, though losely assoiated with theresident Adami itizens, are primarily assigned to the servie of the Planetary Adams, the biologior physial uplifters of the material raes on the evolutionary worlds. The ministering work of angelsbeomes of inreasing interest as it nears the inhabited worlds, as it nears the atual problems faedby the men and women of time who are preparing themselves for the attempt to attain the goal ofeternity. 405



On Urantia the majority of the planetary helpers were removed upon the ollapse of the Adamiregime, and the seraphi supervision of your world devolved to a greater extent upon the administra-tors, the transition ministers, and the guardians of destiny. But these seraphi aids of your defaultingMaterial Sons still serve Urantia in the following groups:1. The Voies of the Garden. When the planetary ourse of human evolution is attaining itshighest biologi level, there always appear the Material Sons and Daughters, the Adams and Eves,to augment the further evolution of the raes by an atual ontribution of their superior life plasm.The planetary headquarters of suh an Adam and Eve is usually denominated the Garden of Eden,and their personal seraphim are often known as the \voies of the Garden." These seraphim areof invaluable servie to the Planetary Adams in all their projets for the physial and intelletualupstepping of the evolutionary raes. After the Adami default on Urantia, some of these seraphimwere left on the planet and were assigned to Adam's suessors in authority.2. The Spirits of Brotherhood. It should be apparent that, when an Adam and Eve arrive on anevolutionary world, the task of ahieving raial harmony and soial o-operation among its diverseraes is one of onsiderable proportions. Seldom do these raes of di�erent olors and varied naturestake kindly to the plan of human brotherhood. These primitive men only ome to realize the wisdomof peaeful interassoiation as a result of ripened human experiene and through the faithful ministryof the seraphi spirits of brotherhood. Without the work of these seraphim the e�orts of the MaterialSons to harmonize and advane the raes of an evolving world would be greatly delayed. And hadyour Adam adhered to the original plan for the advanement of Urantia, by this time these spiritsof brotherhood would have worked unbelievable transformations in the human rae. In view of theAdami default, it is indeed remarkable that these seraphi orders have been able to foster and bringto realization even as muh of brotherhood as you now have on Urantia.3. The Souls of Peae. The early millenniums of the upward strivings of evolutionary men aremarked by many a struggle. Peae is not the natural state of the material realms. The worlds �rstrealize \peae on earth and good will among men" through the ministry of the seraphi souls ofpeae. Although these angels were largely thwarted in their early e�orts on Urantia, Vevona, hief ofthe souls of peae in Adam's day, was left on Urantia and is now attahed to the sta� of the residentgovernor general. And it was this same Vevona who, when Mihael was born, heralded to the worlds,as the leader of the angeli host, \Glory to God in Havona and on earth peae and good will amongmen."In the more advaned epohs of planetary evolution these seraphim are instrumental in supplantingthe atonement idea by the onept of divine attunement as a philosophy of mortal survival.4. The Spirits of Trust. Suspiion is the inherent reation of primitive men; the survival strugglesof the early ages do not naturally breed trust. Trust is a new human aquisition brought about bythe ministry of these planetary seraphim of the Adami regime. It is their mission to inulate trustinto the minds of evolving men. The Gods are very trustful; the Universal Father is willing freely totrust himself - the Adjuster - to man's assoiation.This entire group of seraphim was transferred to the new regime after the Adami misarriage, andthey have ever sine ontinued their labors on Urantia. And they have not been wholly unsuessfulsine a ivilization is now evolving whih embodies muh of their ideals of on�dene and trust.In the more advaned planetary ages these seraphim enhane man's appreiation of the truth thatunertainty is the seret of ontented ontinuity. They help the mortal philosophers to realize that,when ignorane is essential to suess, it would be a olossal blunder for the reature to know thefuture. They heighten man's taste for the sweetness of unertainty, for the romane and harm ofthe inde�nite and unknown future.5. The Transporters. The planetary transporters serve the individual worlds. The majority ofenseraphimed beings brought to this planet are in transit; they merely stop over; they are in ustody406



of their own speial seraphi transporters; but there are a large number of suh seraphim stationedon Urantia. These are the transport personalities operating from the loal planets, as from Urantiato Jerusem.Your onventional idea of angels has been derived in the following way: During moments just priorto physial death a reetive phenomenon sometimes ours in the human mind, and this dimmingonsiousness seems to visualize something of the form of the attending angel, and this is immediatelytranslated into terms of the habitual onept of angels held in that individual's mind.The erroneous idea that angels possess wings is not wholly due to olden notions that they musthave wings to y through the air. Human beings have sometimes been permitted to observe seraphimthat were being prepared for transport servie, and the traditions of these experienes have largelydetermined the Urantian onept of angels. In observing a transport seraphim being made ready toreeive a passenger for interplanetary transit, there may be seen what are apparently double sets ofwings extending from the head to the foot of the angel. In reality these wings are energy insulators- frition shields.When elestial beings are to be enseraphimed for transfer from one world to another, they arebrought to the headquarters of the sphere and, after due registry, are induted into the transit sleep.Meantime, the transport seraphim moves into a horizontal position immediately above the universeenergy pole of the planet. While the energy shields are wide open, the sleeping personality is skillfullydeposited, by the oÆiating seraphi assistants, diretly on top of the transport angel. Then boththe upper and lower pairs of shields are arefully losed and adjusted.And now, under the inuene of the transformers and the transmitters, a strange metamorphosisbegins as the seraphim is made ready to swing into the energy urrents of the universe iruits. Tooutward appearane the seraphim grows pointed at both extremities and beomes so enshrouded in aqueer light of amber hue that very soon it is impossible to distinguish the enseraphimed personality.When all is in readiness for departure, the hief of transport makes the proper inspetion of the ar-riage of life, arries out the routine tests to asertain whether or not the angel is properly eniruited,and then announes that the traveler is properly enseraphimed, that the energies are adjusted, thatthe angel is insulated, and that everything is in readiness for the departing ash. The mehanialontrollers, two of them, next take their positions. By this time the transport seraphim has beomean almost transparent, vibrating, torpedo-shaped outline of glistening luminosity. Now the transportdispather of the realm summons the auxiliary batteries of the living energy transmitters, usually onethousand in number; as he announes the destination of the transport, he reahes out and touhesthe near point of the seraphi arriage, whih shoots forward with lightninglike speed, leaving atrail of elestial luminosity as far as the planetary atmospheri investment extends. In less than tenminutes the marvelous spetale will be lost even to reinfored seraphi vision.While planetary spae reports are reeived at noon at the meridian of the designated spiritualheadquarters, the transporters are dispathed from this same plae at midnight. That is the mostfavorable time for departure and is the standard hour when not otherwise spei�ed.6. The Reorders. These are the ustodians of the major a�airs of the planet as it funtionsas a part of the system, and as it is related to, and onerned in, the universe government. Theyfuntion in the reording of planetary a�airs but are not onerned with matters of individual lifeand existene.7. The Reserves. The Satania reserve orps of the planetary seraphim is maintained on Jerusemin lose assoiation with the reserves of the Material Sons. These abundant reserves repletely providefor every phase of the manifold ativities of this seraphi order. These angels are also the personalmessage bearers of the loal systems. They serve transition mortals, angels, and the Material Sonsas well as others domiiled on the system headquarters. While Urantia is, at present, outside thespiritual iruits of Satania and Norlatiadek, you are otherwise in intimate touh with interplanetary407



a�airs, for these messengers from Jerusem frequently ome to this world as to all the other spheresof the system.39.6 Transition MinistersAs their name might suggest, seraphim of transitional ministry serve wherever they an ontribute toreature transition from the material to the spiritual estate. These angels serve from the inhabitedworlds to the system apitals, but those in Satania at present diret their greatest e�orts towardthe eduation of the surviving mortals on the seven mansion worlds. This ministry is diversi�ed inaordane with the following seven orders of assignment:1. Seraphi Evangels.2. Raial Interpreters.3. Mind Planners.4. Morontia Counselors.5. Tehniians.6. Reorder-Teahers.7. Ministering Reserves.More about these seraphi ministers to transitional asenders you will learn in onnetion withthe narratives dealing with the mansion worlds and the morontia life.39.7 Seraphim of the FutureThese angels do not minister extensively exept in older realms and on the more advaned planetsof Nebadon. Large numbers of them are held in reserve on the seraphi worlds near Salvington,where they are engaged in pursuits relevant to the sometime dawning of the age of light and life inNebadon. These seraphim do funtion in onnetion with the asendant-mortal areer but ministeralmost exlusively to those mortals who survive by some one of the modi�ed orders of asension.Inasmuh as these angels are not now diretly onerned with either Urantia or Urantians, it isdeemed best to withhold the desription of their fasinating ativities.39.8 Seraphi DestinySeraphim are of origin in the loal universes, and in these very realms of their nativity some ahieveservie destiny. With the help and ounsel of the senior arhangels some seraphim may be elevatedto the exalted duties of Brilliant Evening Stars, while others attain the status and servie of theunrevealed o-ordinates of the Evening Stars. Still other adventures in loal universe destiny may beattempted, but Seraphington ever remains the eternal goal of all angels. Seraphington is the angelithreshold to Paradise and Deity attainment, the transition sphere from the ministry of time to theexalted servie of eternity.Seraphim may attain Paradise in sores - hundreds - of ways, but the most important as elaboratedin these narratives are the following:1. To gain admission to the Paradise seraphi abode in a personal apaity by ahieving perfetionof speialized servie as a elestial artisan, a Tehnial Adviser, or a Celestial Reorder. To beome408



a Paradise Companion and, having thus attained the enter of all things, perhaps then to beomean eternal minister and adviser to the seraphi orders and others.2. To be summoned to Seraphington. Under ertain onditions seraphim are ommanded onhigh; in other irumstanes angels sometimes ahieve Paradise in a muh shorter time than mortals.But no matter how �tted any seraphi pair may be, they annot initiate departure for Seraphingtonor elsewhere. None but suessful destiny guardians an be sure of proeeding to Paradise by aprogressive path of evolutionary asent. All others must patiently await the arrival of the Paradisemessengers of the tertiary supernaphim who ome with the summons ommanding them to appearon high.3. To attain Paradise by the evolutionary mortal tehnique. The supreme hoie of seraphim inthe areer of time is the post of guardian angel in order that they may attain the areer of �nalityand be quali�ed for assignment to the eternal spheres of seraphi servie. Suh personal guides ofthe hildren of time are alled guardians of destiny, signifying that they guard mortal reatures inthe path of divine destiny, and that in so doing they are determining their own high destiny.Guardians of destiny are drawn from the ranks of the more experiened angeli personalities ofall orders of seraphim who have quali�ed for this servie. All surviving mortals of Adjuster-fusiondestiny have temporary guardians assigned, and these assoiates may beome permanently attahedwhen mortal survivors attain the requisite intelletual and spiritual development. Before mortalasenders leave the mansion worlds, they all have permanent seraphi assoiates. This group ofministering spirits is disussed in onnetion with the Urantia narratives.It is not possible for angels to attain God from the human level of origin, for they are reated a\little higher than you"; but it has been wisely arranged that, while they annot possibly start upfrom the very bottom, the spiritual lowlands of mortal existene, they may go down to those whodo start from the bottom and pilot suh reatures, step by step, world by world, to the portals ofHavona. When mortal asenders leave Uversa to begin the irles of Havona, those guardians ofattahment subsequent to the life in the esh will bid their pilgrim assoiates a temporary farewellwhile they journey to Seraphington, the angeli destination of the grand universe. Here will theseguardians attempt, and undoubtedly ahieve, the seven irles of seraphi light.Many, but not all, of those seraphim assigned as destiny guardians during the material life aom-pany their mortal assoiates through the Havona irles, and ertain other seraphim pass throughthe iruits of the entral universe in a way that is wholly di�erent from the mortal asent. Butirrespetive of the route of asent, all evolutionary seraphim traverse Seraphington, and the majoritypass through this experiene instead of the Havona iruits.Seraphington is the destiny sphere for angels, and their attainment of this world is quite di�erentfrom the experienes of the mortal pilgrims on Asendington. Angels are not absolutely sure of theireternal future until they have attained Seraphington. No angel attaining Seraphington has ever beenknown to go astray; sin will never �nd response in the heart of a seraphim of ompletion.The graduates of Seraphington are variously assigned: Destiny guardians of Havona-irle ex-periene usually enter the Mortal Finaliter Corps. Other guardians, having passed their Havonaseparation tests, frequently rejoin their mortal assoiates on Paradise, and some beome the ever-lasting assoiates of the mortal �naliters, while others enter the various nonmortal �naliter orps,and many are mustered into the Corps of Seraphi Completion.39.9 The Corps of Seraphi CompletionAfter attainment of the Father of spirits and admission to the seraphi servie of ompletion, angelsare sometimes assigned to the ministry of worlds settled in light and life. They gain attahment409



to the high trinitized beings of the universes and to the exalted servies of Paradise and Havona.These seraphim of the loal universes have experientially ompensated the di�erential in divinitypotential formerly setting them apart from the ministering spirits of the entral and superuniverses.Angels of the Seraphi Corps of Completion serve as assoiates of the superuniverse seonaphim andas assistants to the high Paradise-Havona orders of supernaphim. For suh angels the areer of timeis �nished; heneforth and forever they are the servants of God, the onsorts of divine personalities,and the peers of the Paradise �naliters.Large numbers of the ompletion seraphim return to their native universes, there to omplementthe ministry of divine endowment by the ministry of experiential perfetion. Nebadon is, ompara-tively speaking, one of the younger universes and therefore does not have so many of these returnedSeraphington graduates as would be found in an older realm; nonetheless our loal universe is ad-equately supplied with the ompletion seraphim, for it is signi�ant that the evolutionary realmsdislose inreasing need for their servies as they near the status of light and life. Completionseraphim now serve more extensively with the supreme orders of seraphim, but some serve witheah of the other angeli orders. Even your world enjoys the extensive ministry of twelve speial-ized groups of the Seraphi Corps of Completion; these master seraphim of planetary supervisionaompany eah newly ommissioned Planetary Prine to the inhabited worlds.Many fasinating avenues of ministry are open to the ompletion seraphim, but just as they allraved assignment as destiny guardians in the pre-Paradise days, so in the post-Paradise experienethey most desire to serve as bestowal attendants of the inarnated Paradise Sons. They are stillsupremely devoted to that universal plan of starting the mortal reatures of the evolutionary worldsout upon the long and entiing journey towards the Paradise goal of divinity and eternity. Throughoutthe whole mortal adventure of �nding God and of ahieving divine perfetion, these spirit ministersof seraphi ompletion, together with the faithful ministering spirits of time, are always and foreveryour true friends and unfailing helpers.[Presented by a Melhizedek ating by request of the Chief of the Seraphi Hosts of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 40The Asending Sons of GodAS IN many of the major groups of universe beings, seven general lasses of the Asending Sons ofGod have been revealed:1. Father-fused Mortals.2. Son-fused Mortals.3. Spirit-fused Mortals.4. Evolutionary Seraphim.5. Asending Material Sons.6. Translated Midwayers.7. Personalized Adjusters.The story of these beings, from the lowly animal-origin mortals of the evolutionary worlds to thePersonalized Adjusters of the Universal Father, presents a glorious reital of the unstinted bestowalof divine love and graious ondesension throughout all time and in all universes of the far-ungreation of the Paradise Deities.These presentations began with a desription of the Deities, and group by group, the narrativehas desended the universal sale of living beings until it has reahed the lowest order of life endowedwith the potential of immortality; and now am I dispathed from Salvington - onetime a mortal oforigin on an evolutionary world of spae - to elaborate and ontinue the reital of the eternal purposeof the Gods respeting the asending orders of sonship, more partiularly with regard to the mortalreatures of time and spae.Sine the greater part of this narrative will be devoted to a disussion of the three basi ordersof asending mortals, onsideration will �rst be given to the nonmortal asending orders of sonship- seraphi, Adami, midwayer, and Adjuster.40.1 Evolutionary SeraphimMortal reatures of animal origin are not the only beings privileged to enjoy sonship; the angelihosts also share the supernal opportunity to attain Paradise. Guardian seraphim, through experieneand servie with the asending mortals of time, also ahieve the status of asendant sonship. Suhangels attain Paradise through Seraphington, and many are even mustered into the Corps of MortalFinality.To limb to the supernal heights of �naliter sonship with God is a masterly ahievement for anangel, an aomplishment far transending your attainment of eternal survival through the plan of411



the Eternal Son and the ever-present help of the indwelling Adjuster; but the guardian seraphim,and oasionally others, do atually e�et suh asensions.40.2 Asending Material SonsThe Material Sons of God are reated in the loal universe along with the Melhizedeks and theirassoiates, who are all lassi�ed as desending Sons. And indeed, the Planetary Adams - the MaterialSons and Daughters of the evolutionary worlds - are desending Sons, oming down to the inhabitedworlds from their spheres of origin, the apitals of the loal systems.When suh an Adam and Eve are wholly suessful in their joint planetary mission as biologiuplifters, they share the destiny of the inhabitants of their world. When suh a world is settled inthe advaned stages of light and life, this faithful Material Son and Daughter are permitted to resignall planetary administrative duties, and after being thus liberated from the desending adventure,they are permitted to register themselves as perfeted Material Sons on the reords of the loaluniverse. Likewise, when planetary assignment is long delayed, may the Material Sons of stationarystatus - the itizens of the loal systems - withdraw from the ativities of their status spheres andsimilarly register as perfeted Material Sons. After these formalities suh liberated Adams and Evesare aredited as asending Sons of God and may immediately begin the long journey to Havonaand Paradise, starting at the exat point of their then present status and spiritual attainment. Andthey make this journey in ompany with the mortal and other asending Sons, ontinuing until theyhave found God and have ahieved the Corps of Mortal Finality in the eternal servie of the ParadiseDeities.40.3 Translated MidwayersAlthough deprived of the immediate bene�ts of the planetary bestowals of the desending Sons ofGod, though the Paradise asent is long deferred, nevertheless, soon after an evolutionary planet hasattained the intermediate epohs of light and life (if not before), both groups of midway reaturesare released from planetary duty. Sometimes the majority of them are translated, along with theirhuman ousins, on the day of the desent of the temple of light and the elevation of the PlanetaryPrine to the dignity of Planetary Sovereign. Upon being relieved of planetary servie, both ordersare registered in the loal universe as asending Sons of God and immediately begin the long Paradiseasent by the very routes ordained for the progression of the mortal raes of the material worlds.The primary group are destined to various �naliter orps, but the seondary or Adami midwayersare all routed for enrollment in the Mortal Corps of Finality.40.4 Personalized AdjustersWhen the mortals of time fail to ahieve the eternal survival of their souls in planetary assoiationwith the spirit gifts of the Universal Father, suh failure is never in any way due to neglet of duty,ministry, servie, or devotion on the part of the Adjuster. At mortal death, suh deserted Monitorsreturn to Divinington, and subsequently, following the adjudiation of the nonsurvivor, they maybe reassigned to the worlds of time and spae. Sometimes, after repeated servies of this sort orfollowing some unusual experiene, suh as funtioning as the indwelling Adjuster of an inarnatedbestowal Son, these eÆient Adjusters are personalized by the Universal Father.Personalized Adjusters are beings of a unique and unfathomable order. Originally of existential412



prepersonal status, they have experientialized by partiipation in the lives and areers of the lowlymortals of the material worlds. And sine the personality bestowed upon these experiened ThoughtAdjusters takes origin, and has its wellspring, in the Universal Father's personal and ontinuingministry of the bestowals of experiential personality upon his reature reation, these PersonalizedAdjusters are lassi�ed as asending Sons of God, the highest of all suh orders of sonship.40.5 Mortals of Time and SpaeMortals represent the last link in the hain of those beings who are alled sons of God. The personaltouh of the Original and Eternal Son passes on down through a series of dereasingly divine andinreasingly human personalizations until there arrives a being muh like yourselves, one you ansee, hear, and touh. And then you are made spiritually aware of the great truth whih your faithmay grasp - sonship with the eternal God!Likewise does the Original and In�nite Spirit, by a long series of dereasingly divine and inreas-ingly human orders, draw nearer and nearer to the struggling reatures of the realms, reahing thelimit of expression in the angels - than whom you were reated but a little lower - who personallyguard and guide you in the life journey of the mortal areer of time.God the Father does not, annot, thus downstep himself to make suh near personal ontat withthe almost limitless number of asending reatures throughout the universe of universes. But theFather is not deprived of personal ontat with his lowly reatures; you are not without the divinepresene. Although God the Father annot be with you by diret personality manifestation, he is inyou and of you in the identity of the indwelling Thought Adjusters, the divine Monitors. Thus doesthe Father, who is the farthest from you in personality and in spirit, draw the nearest to you in thepersonality iruit and in the spirit touh of inner ommunion with the very souls of his mortal sonsand daughters.Spirit identi�ation onstitutes the seret of personal survival and determines the destiny of spir-itual asension. And sine the Thought Adjusters are the only spirits of fusion potential to beidenti�ed with man during the life in the esh, the mortals of time and spae are primarily lassi-�ed in aordane with their relation to these divine gifts, the indwelling Mystery Monitors. Thislassi�ation is as follows:1. Mortals of the transient or experiential Adjuster sojourn.2. Mortals of the non-Adjuster-fusion types.3. Mortals of Adjuster-fusion potential.Series one - mortals of the transient or experiential Adjuster sojourn. This series designation istemporary for any evolving planet, being used during the early stages of all inhabited worlds exeptthose of the seond series.Mortals of series one inhabit the worlds of spae during the earlier epohs of the evolution ofmankind and embrae the most primitive types of human minds. On many worlds like pre-AdamiUrantia great numbers of the higher and more advaned types of primitive men aquire survivalapaity but fail to attain Adjuster fusion. For ages upon ages, before man's asent to the level ofhigher spiritual volition, the Adjusters oupy the minds of these struggling reatures during theirshort lives in the esh, and the moment suh will reatures are indwelt by Adjusters, the groupguardian angels begin to funtion. While these mortals of the �rst series do not have personalguardians, they do have group ustodians.An experiential Adjuster remains with a primitive human being throughout his entire lifetime inthe esh. The Adjusters ontribute muh to the advanement of primitive men but are unable to form413



eternal unions with suh mortals. This transient ministry of the Adjusters aomplishes two things:First, they gain valuable and atual experiene in the nature and working of the evolutionary intellet,an experiene whih will be invaluable in onnetion with later ontats on other worlds with beingsof higher development. Seond, the transient sojourn of the Adjusters ontributes muh towardspreparing their mortal subjets for possible subsequent Spirit fusion. All God-seeking souls of thistype ahieve eternal life through the spiritual embrae of the Mother Spirit of the loal universe, thusbeoming asending mortals of the loal universe regime. Many persons from pre-Adami Urantiawere thus advaned to the mansion worlds of Satania.The Gods who ordained that mortal man should limb to higher levels of spiritual intelligenethrough long ages of evolutionary trials and tribulations, take note of his status and needs at everystage of the asent; and always are they divinely fair and just, even harmingly meriful, in the �naljudgments of these struggling mortals of the early days of the evolving raes.Series two - mortals of the non-Adjuster-fusion types. These are speialized types of human beingswho are not able to e�et eternal union with their indwelling Adjusters. Type lassi�ation amongthe one-, two-, and three-brained raes is not a fator in Adjuster fusion; all suh mortals are akin, butthese non-Adjuster-fusion types are a wholly di�erent and markedly modi�ed order of will reatures.Many of the nonbreathers belong to this series, and there are numerous other groups who do notordinarily fuse with Adjusters.Like series number one, eah member of this group enjoys the ministry of a single Adjusterduring lifetime in the esh. During temporal life these Adjusters do everything for their subjets oftemporary indwelling that is done on other worlds where the mortals are of fusion potential. Themortals of this seond series are often indwelt by virgin Adjusters, but the higher human types areoften in liaison with masterful and experiened Monitors.In the asendant plan for upstepping the animal-origin reatures, these beings enjoy the samedevoted servie of the Sons of God as is extended to the Urantia type of mortals. Seraphi o-operation with Adjusters on the nonfusion planets is just as fully provided as on the worlds of fusionpotential; the guardians of destiny minister on suh spheres just as on Urantia and similarly funtionat the time of mortal survival, at whih time the surviving soul beomes Spirit fused.When you enounter these modi�ed mortal types on the mansion worlds, you will �nd no diÆ-ulty in ommuniating with them. There they speak the same system language but by a modi�edtehnique. These beings are idential with your order of reature life in spirit and personality man-ifestations, di�ering only in ertain physial features and in the fat that they are nonfusible withThought Adjusters.As to just why this type of reature is never able to fuse with the Adjusters of the Universal Father,I am unable to say. Some of us inline to the belief that the Life Carriers, in their e�orts to formulatebeings apable of maintaining existene in an unusual planetary environment, are onfronted withthe neessity of making suh radial modi�ations in the universe plan of intelligent will reaturesthat it beomes inherently impossible to bring about permanent union with the Adjusters. Oftenhave we asked: Is this an intended or an unintended part of the asension plan? but we have notfound the answer.Series three - mortals of Adjuster-fusion potential. All Father-fused mortals are of animal origin,just like the Urantia raes. They embrae mortals of the one-brained, two-brained, and three-brainedtypes of Adjuster-fusion potential. Urantians are of the intermediate or two-brained type, being inmany ways humanly superior to the one-brained groups but de�nitely limited in omparison withthe three-brained orders. These three types of physial-brain endowment are not fators in Adjusterbestowal, in seraphi servie, or in any other phase of spirit ministry. The intelletual and spiritualdi�erential between the three brain types haraterizes individuals who are otherwise quite alike inmind endowment and spiritual potential, being greatest in the temporal life and tending to diminish414



as the mansion worlds are traversed one by one. From the system headquarters on, the progressionof these three types is the same, and their eventual Paradise destiny is idential.The unnumbered series. These narratives annot possibly embrae all of the fasinating variationsin the evolutionary worlds. You know that every tenth world is a deimal or experimental planet, butyou know nothing of the other variables that puntuate the proessional of the evolutionary spheres.There are di�erenes too numerous to narrate even between the revealed orders of living reaturesas between planets of the same group, but this presentation makes lear the essential di�erenesin relation to the asension areer. And the asension areer is the most important fator in anyonsideration of the mortals of time and spae.As to the hanes of mortal survival, let it be made forever lear: All souls of every possible phaseof mortal existene will survive provided they manifest willingness to o-operate with their indwellingAdjusters and exhibit a desire to �nd God and to attain divine perfetion, even though these desiresbe but the �rst faint ikers of the primitive omprehension of that \true light whih lights everyman who omes into the world."40.6 The Faith Sons of GodThe mortal raes stand as the representatives of the lowest order of intelligent and personal reation.You mortals are divinely beloved, and every one of you may hoose to aept the ertain destinyof a glorious experiene, but you are not yet by nature of the divine order; you are wholly mortal.You will be rekoned as asending sons the instant fusion takes plae, but the status of the mortalsof time and spae is that of faith sons prior to the event of the �nal amalgamation of the survivingmortal soul with some type of eternal and immortal spirit.It is a solemn and supernal fat that suh lowly and material reatures as Urantia human beingsare the sons of God, faith hildren of the Highest. \Behold, what manner of love the Father hasbestowed upon us that we should be alled the sons of God." \As many as reeived him, to themgave he the power to reognize that they are the sons of God." While \it does not yet appear whatyou shall be," even now \you are the faith sons of God"; \for you have not reeived the spirit ofbondage again to fear, but you have reeived the spirit of sonship, whereby you ry, `our Father.' "Spoke the prophet of old in the name of the eternal God: \Even to them will I give in my house aplae and a name better than sons; I will give them an everlasting name, one that shall not be uto�." \And beause you are sons, God has sent forth the spirit of his Son into your hearts."All evolutionary worlds of mortal habitation harbor these faith sons of God, sons of grae andmery, mortal beings belonging to the divine family and aordingly alled the sons of God. Urantiamortals are entitled to regard themselves as being the sons of God beause:1. You are sons of spiritual promise, faith sons; you have aepted the status of sonship. Youbelieve in the reality of your sonship, and thus does your sonship with God beome eternally real.2. A Creator Son of God beame one of you; he is your elder brother in fat; and if in spirit youbeome truly related brothers of Christ, the vitorious Mihael, then in spirit must you also be sonsof that Father whih you have in ommon - even the Universal Father of all.3. You are sons beause the spirit of a Son has been poured out upon you, has been freely andertainly bestowed upon all Urantia raes. This spirit ever draws you toward the divine Son, who isits soure, and toward the Paradise Father, who is the soure of that divine Son.4. Of his divine free-willness, the Universal Father has given you your reature personalities. Youhave been endowed with a measure of that divine spontaneity of freewill ation whih God shareswith all who may beome his sons. 415



5. There dwells within you a fragment of the Universal Father, and you are thus diretly relatedto the divine Father of all the Sons of God.40.7 Father-Fused MortalsThe sending of Adjusters, their indwelling, is indeed one of the unfathomable mysteries of God theFather. These fragments of the divine nature of the Universal Father arry with them the potentialof reature immortality. Adjusters are immortal spirits, and union with them onfers eternal lifeupon the soul of the fused mortal.Your own raes of surviving mortals belong to this group of the asending Sons of God. You arenow planetary sons, evolutionary reatures derived from the Life Carrier implantations and modi�edby the Adami-life infusion, hardly yet asending sons; but you are indeed sons of asension potential- even to the highest heights of glory and divinity attainment - and this spiritual status of asendingsonship you may attain by faith and by freewill o-operation with the spiritualizing ativities of theindwelling Adjuster. When you and your Adjusters are �nally and forever fused, when you two aremade one, even as in Christ Mihael the Son of God and the Son of Man are one, then in fat haveyou beome the asending sons of God.The details of the Adjuster areer of indwelling ministry on a probationary and evolutionary planetare not a part of my assignment; the elaboration of this great truth embraes your whole areer.I inlude the mention of ertain Adjuster funtions in order to make a replete statement regardingAdjuster-fused mortals. These indwelling fragments of God are with your order of being from theearly days of physial existene through all of the asending areer in Nebadon and Orvonton and onthrough Havona to Paradise itself. Thereafter, in the eternal adventure, this same Adjuster is onewith you and of you.These are the mortals who have been ommanded by the Universal Father, \Be you perfet,even as I am perfet." The Father has bestowed himself upon you, plaed his own spirit within you;therefore does he demand ultimate perfetion of you. The narrative of human asent from the mortalspheres of time to the divine realms of eternity onstitutes an intriguing reital not inluded in myassignment, but this supernal adventure should be the supreme study of mortal man.Fusion with a fragment of the Universal Father is equivalent to a divine validation of eventualParadise attainment, and suh Adjuster-fused mortals are the only lass of human beings who alltraverse the Havona iruits and �nd God on Paradise. To the Adjuster-fused mortal the areer ofuniversal servie is wide open. What dignity of destiny and glory of attainment await every one ofyou! Do you fully appreiate what has been done for you? Do you omprehend the grandeur of theheights of eternal ahievement whih are spread out before you? - even you who now trudge on inthe lowly path of life through your so-alled \vale of tears"?40.8 Son-Fused MortalsWhile pratially all surviving mortals are fused with their Adjusters on one of the mansion worldsor immediately upon their arrival on the higher morontia spheres, there are ertain ases of delayedfusion, some not experiening this �nal surety of survival until they reah the last eduational worldsof the universe headquarters; and a few of these mortal andidates for never-ending life utterly failto attain identity fusion with their faithful Adjusters.Suh mortals have been deemed worthy of survival by the adjudiational authorities, and eventheir Adjusters, by returning from Divinington, have onurred in their asension to the mansionworlds. Suh beings have asended through a system, a onstellation, and through the eduational416



worlds of the Salvington iruit; they have enjoyed the \seventy times seven" opportunities for fusionand still have been unable to attain oneness with their Adjusters.When it beomes apparent that some synhronizing diÆulty is inhibiting Father fusion, thesurvival referees of the Creator Son are onvened. And when this ourt of inquiry, santioned bya personal representative of the Anients of Days, �nally determines that the asending mortal isnot guilty of any disoverable ause for failure to attain fusion, they so ertify on the reords of theloal universe and duly transmit this �nding to the Anients of Days. Thereupon does the indwellingAdjuster return forthwith to Divinington for on�rmation by the Personalized Monitors, and uponthis leave-taking the morontia mortal is immediately fused with an individualized gift of the spiritof the Creator Son.Muh as the morontia spheres of Nebadon are shared with the Spirit-fused mortals, so do these Son-fused reatures share the servies of Orvonton with their Adjuster-fused brethren who are journeyinginward towards the far-distant Isle of Paradise. They are truly your brethren, and you will greatlyenjoy their assoiation as you pass through the training worlds of the superuniverse.Son-fused mortals are not a numerous group, there being less than one million of them in thesuperuniverse of Orvonton. Aside from residential destiny on Paradise they are in every way theequals of their Adjuster-fused assoiates. They frequently journey to Paradise on superuniverseassignment but seldom permanently reside there, being, as a lass, on�ned to the superuniverse oftheir nativity.40.9 Spirit-Fused MortalsAsending Spirit-fused mortals are not Third Soure personalities; they are inluded in the Father'spersonality iruit, but they have fused with individualizations of the premind spirit of the ThirdSoure and Center. Suh Spirit fusion never ours during the span of natural life; it takes plae onlyat the time of mortal reawakening in the morontia existene on the mansion worlds. In the fusionexperiene there is no overlapping; the will reature is either Spirit fused, Son fused, or Father fused.Those who are Adjuster or Father fused are never Spirit or Son fused.The fat that these types of mortal reatures are not Adjuster-fusion andidates does not preventthe Adjusters from indwelling them during the life in the esh. Adjusters do work in the mindsof suh beings during the span of material life but never beome everlastingly one with their pupilsouls. During this temporary sojourn the Adjusters e�etively build up the same spirit ounterpartof mortal nature - the soul - that they do in the andidates for Adjuster fusion. Up to the time ofmortal death the work of the Adjusters is wholly akin to their funtion in your own raes, but uponmortal dissolution the Adjusters take eternal leave of these Spirit-fusion andidates and, proeedingdiretly to Divinington, the headquarters of all divine Monitors, there await the new assignments oftheir order.When suh sleeping survivors are repersonalized on the mansion worlds, the plae of the departedAdjuster is �lled by an individualization of the spirit of the Divine Minister, the representative ofthe In�nite Spirit in the loal universe onerned. This spirit infusion onstitutes these survivingreatures Spirit-fused mortals. Suh beings are in every way your equals in mind and spirit; and theyare indeed your ontemporaries, sharing the mansion and morontia spheres in ommon with yourorder of fusion andidates and with those who are to be Son fused.There is, however, one partiular in whih Spirit-fused mortals di�er from their asendant brethren:Mortal memory of human experiene on the material worlds of origin survives death in the eshbeause the indwelling Adjuster has aquired a spirit ounterpart, or transript, of those eventsof human life whih were of spiritual signi�ane. But with Spirit-fused mortals there exists no417



suh mehanism whereby human memory may persist. The Adjuster transripts of memory are fulland intat, but these aquisitions are experiential possessions of the departed Adjusters and arenot available to the reatures of their former indwelling, who therefore awaken in the resurretionhalls of the morontia spheres of Nebadon as if they were newly reated beings, reatures withoutonsiousness of former existene.Suh hildren of the loal universe are enabled to repossess themselves of muh of their formerhuman memory experiene through having it retold by the assoiated seraphim and herubim andby onsulting the reords of the mortal areer �led by the reording angels. This they an do withundoubted assurane beause the surviving soul, of experiential origin in the material and mortallife, while having no memory of mortal events, does have a residual experiential-reognition-responseto these unremembered events of past experiene.When a Spirit-fused mortal is told about the events of the unremembered past experiene, there isan immediate response of experiential reognition within the soul (identity) of suh a survivor whihinstantly invests the narrated event with the emotional tinge of reality and with the intelletualquality of fat; and this dual response onstitutes the reonstrution, reognition, and validation ofan unremembered faet of mortal experiene.Even with Adjuster-fusion andidates, only those human experienes whih were of spiritual valueare ommon possessions of the surviving mortal and the returning Adjuster and hene are imme-diately remembered subsequent to mortal survival. Conerning those happenings whih were notof spiritual signi�ane, even these Adjuster-fusers must depend upon the attribute of reognition-response in the surviving soul. And sine any one event may have a spiritual onnotation to onemortal but not to another, it beomes possible for a group of ontemporary asenders from the sameplanet to pool their store of Adjuster-remembered events and thus to reonstrut any experienewhih they had in ommon, and whih was of spiritual value in the life of any one of them.While we understand suh tehniques of memory reonstrution fairly well, we do not grasp thetehnique of personality reognition. Personalities of onetime assoiation mutually respond quite in-dependently of the operation of memory, albeit, memory itself and the tehniques of its reonstrutionare neessary to invest suh mutual personality response with the fullness of reognition.A Spirit-fused survivor is also able to learn muh about the life he lived in the esh by revisitinghis nativity world subsequent to the planetary dispensation in whih he lived. Suh hildren of Spiritfusion are enabled to enjoy these opportunities for investigating their human areers sine they are ingeneral on�ned to the servie of the loal universe. They do not share your high and exalted destinyin the Paradise Corps of the Finality; only Adjuster-fused mortals or other espeially embraedasendant beings are mustered into the ranks of those who await the eternal Deity adventure. Spirit-fused mortals are the permanent itizens of the loal universes; they may aspire to Paradise destiny,but they annot be sure of it. In Nebadon their universe home is the eighth group of worlds enirlingSalvington, a destiny-heaven of nature and loation muh like the one envisioned by the planetarytraditions of Urantia.40.10 Asendant DestiniesSpirit-fused mortals are, generally speaking, on�ned to a loal universe; Son-fused survivors arerestrited to a superuniverse; Adjuster-fused mortals are destined to penetrate the universe of uni-verses. The spirits of mortal fusion always asend to the level of origin; suh spirit entities unfailinglyreturn to the sphere of primal soure.Spirit-fused mortals are of the loal universe; they do not, ordinarily, asend beyond the on�nesof their native realm, beyond the boundaries of the spae range of the spirit that pervades them.418



Son-fused asenders likewise rise to the soure of spirit endowment, for muh as the Truth Spiritof a Creator Son foalizes in the assoiated Divine Minister, so is his \fusion spirit" implementedin the Reetive Spirits of the higher universes. Suh spirit relationship between the loal and thesuperuniverse levels of God the Sevenfold may be diÆult of explanation but not of disernment,being unmistakably revealed in those hildren of the Reetive Spirits - the seoraphi Voies of theCreator Sons. The Thought Adjuster, hailing from the Father on Paradise, never stops until themortal son stands fae to fae with the eternal God.The mysterious variable in assoiative tehnique whereby a mortal being does not or annotbeome eternally fused with the indwelling Thought Adjuster may seem to dislose a aw in theasension sheme; Son and Spirit fusion do, super�ially, resemble ompensations of unexplainedfailures in some detail of the Paradise-attainment plan; but all suh onlusions stand in error; weare taught that all these happenings unfold in obediene to the established laws of the SupremeUniverse Rulers.We have analyzed this problem and have reahed the undoubted onlusion that the onsignmentof all mortals to an ultimate Paradise destiny would be unfair to the time-spae universes inasmuhas the ourts of the Creator Sons and of the Anients of Days would then be wholly dependent onthe servies of those who were in transit to higher realms. And it does seem to be no more than�tting that the loal and the superuniverse governments should eah be provided with a permanentgroup of asendant itizenship; that the funtions of these administrations should be enrihed by thee�orts of ertain groups of glori�ed mortals who are of permanent status, evolutionary omplementsof the abandonters and of the susatia. Now it is quite obvious that the present asension shemee�etively provides the time-spae administrations with just suh groups of asendant reatures; andwe have many times wondered: Does all this represent an intended part of the all-wise plans ofthe Arhitets of the Master Universe designed to provide the Creator Sons and the Anients ofDays with a permanent asendant population? with evolved orders of itizenship that will beomeinreasingly ompetent to arry forward the a�airs of these realms in the universe ages to ome?That mortal destinies do thus vary in no wise proves that one is neessarily greater or lesserthan another, merely that they di�er. Adjuster-fused asenders do indeed have a grand and gloriousareer as �naliters spread out before them in the eternal future, but this does not mean that they arepreferred above their asendant brethren. There is no favoritism, nothing arbitrary, in the seletiveoperation of the divine plan of mortal survival.While the Adjuster-fused �naliters obviously enjoy the widest servie opportunity of all, theattainment of this goal automatially shuts them o� from the hane to partiipate in the agelongstruggle of some one universe or superuniverse, from the earlier and less settled epohs to the laterand established eras of relative perfetion attainment. Finaliters aquire a marvelous and far-ungexperiene of transient servie in all seven segments of the grand universe, but they do not ordinarilyaquire that intimate knowledge of any one universe whih even now haraterizes the Spirit-fusedveterans of the Nebadon Corps of Completion. These individuals enjoy an opportunity to witnessthe asending proessional of the planetary ages as they unfold one by one on ten million inhabitedworlds. And in the faithful servie of suh loal universe itizens, experiene superimposes uponexperiene until the fullness of time ripens that high quality of wisdom whih is engendered byfoalized experiene - authoritative wisdom - and this in itself is a vital fator in the settling of anyloal universe.As it is with the Spirit fusers, so is it with those Son-fused mortals who have ahieved residentialstatus on Uversa. Some of these beings hail from the earliest epohs of Orvonton, and they representa slowly aumulating body of insight-deepening wisdom whih is making ever-augmenting servieontributions to the welfare and eventual settlement of the seventh superuniverse.What the ultimate destiny of these stationary orders of loal and of superuniverse itizenship willbe we do not know, but it is quite possible that, when the Paradise �naliters are pioneering the419



expanding frontiers of divinity in the planetary systems of the �rst outer spae level, their Son- andSpirit-fused brethren of the asendant evolutionary struggle will be aeptably ontributing to themaintenane of the experiential equilibrium of the perfeted superuniverses while they stand readyto welome the inoming stream of Paradise pilgrims who may, at that distant day, pour in throughOrvonton and its sister reations as a vast spirit-questing torrent from these now unharted anduninhabited galaxies of outer spae.While the majority of Spirit fusers serve permanently as itizens of the loal universes, all do not.If some phase of their universe ministry should require their personal presene in the superuniverse,then would suh transformations of being be wrought in these itizens as would enable them toasend to the higher universe; and upon the arrival of the Celestial Guardians with orders to presentsuh Spirit-fused mortals at the ourts of the Anients of Days, they would so asend, never toreturn. They beome wards of the superuniverse, serving as assistants to the Celestial Guardiansand permanently, save for those few who are in turn summoned to the servie of Paradise and Havona.Like their Spirit-fused brethren, the Son fusers neither traverse Havona nor attain Paradise unlessthey have undergone ertain modifying transformations. For good and suÆient reasons, suh hangeshave been wrought in ertain Son-fused survivors, and these beings are to be enountered ever andanon on the seven iruits of the entral universe. Thus it is that ertain numbers of both the Son-and the Spirit-fused mortals do atually asend to Paradise, do attain a goal in many ways equal tothat whih awaits the Father-fused mortals.Father-fused mortals are potential �naliters; their destination is the Universal Father, and himthey do attain, but within the purview of the present universe age, �naliters, as suh, are notdestiny attainers. They remain un�nished reatures - sixth-stage spirits - and hene nonative in theevolutionary domains of prelight-and-life status.When a mortal �naliter is Trinity embraed - beomes a Trinitized Son, suh as a Mighty Messenger- then has that �naliter attained destiny, at least for the present universe age. Mighty Messengers andtheir fellows may not in the exat sense be seventh-stage spirits, but in addition to other things theTrinity embrae endows them with everything whih a �naliter will sometime ahieve as a seventh-stage spirit. After Spirit-fused or Son-fused mortals are trinitized, they pass through the Paradiseexperiene with the Adjuster-fused asenders, with whom they are then idential in all matterspertaining to superuniverse administration. These Trinitized Sons of Seletion or of Attainmentat least for now are �nished reatures, in ontrast to the �naliters, who are at present un�nishedreatures.Thus, in the �nal analysis, it would be hardly proper to use the words \greater" or \lesser"in ontrasting the destinies of the asending orders of sonship. Every suh son of God shares thefatherhood of God, and God loves eah of his reature sons alike; he is no more a respeter ofasendant destinies than is he of the reatures who may attain suh destinies. The Father loves eahof his sons, and that a�etion is not less than true, holy, divine, unlimited, eternal, and unique - alove bestowed upon this son and upon that son, individually, personally, and exlusively. And suha love utterly elipses all other fats. Sonship is the supreme relationship of the reature to theCreator.As mortals you an now reognize your plae in the family of divine sonship and begin to sensethe obligation to avail yourselves of the advantages so freely provided in and by the Paradise planfor mortal survival, whih plan has been so enhaned and illuminated by the life experiene of abestowal Son. Every faility and all power have been provided for insuring your ultimate attainmentof the Paradise goal of divine perfetion.[Presented by a Mighty Messenger temporarily attahed to the sta� of Gabriel of Salvington.℄
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Chapter 41Physial Aspets of the Loal UniverseTHE harateristi spae phenomenon whih sets o� eah loal reation from all others is the preseneof the Creative Spirit. All Nebadon is ertainly pervaded by the spae presene of the Divine Ministerof Salvington, and suh presene just as ertainly terminates at the outer borders of our loal universe.That whih is pervaded by our loal universe Mother Spirit is Nebadon; that whih extends beyondher spae presene is outside Nebadon, being the extra-Nebadon spae regions of the superuniverseof Orvonton - other loal universes.While the administrative organization of the grand universe disloses a lear-ut division betweenthe governments of the entral, super-, and loal universes, and while these divisions are astronomi-ally paralleled in the spae separation of Havona and the seven superuniverses, no suh lear lines ofphysial demaration set o� the loal reations. Even the major and minor setors of Orvonton are(to us) learly distinguishable, but it is not so easy to identify the physial boundaries of the loaluniverses. This is beause these loal reations are administratively organized in aordane withertain reative priniples governing the segmentation of the total energy harge of a superuniverse,whereas their physial omponents, the spheres of spae - suns, dark islands, planets, et. - takeorigin primarily from nebulae, and these make their astronomial appearane in aordane withertain prereative (transendental) plans of the Arhitets of the Master Universe.One or more - even many - suh nebulae may be enompassed within the domain of a singleloal universe even as Nebadon was physially assembled out of the stellar and planetary progeny ofAndronover and other nebulae. The spheres of Nebadon are of diverse nebular anestry, but theyall had a ertain minimum ommonness of spae motion whih was so adjusted by the intelligente�orts of the power diretors as to produe our present aggregation of spae bodies, whih travelalong together as a ontiguous unit over the orbits of the superuniverse.Suh is the onstitution of the loal star loud of Nebadon, whih today swings in an inreasinglysettled orbit about the Sagittarius enter of that minor setor of Orvonton to whih our loal reationbelongs.41.1 The Nebadon Power CentersThe spiral and other nebulae, the mother wheels of the spheres of spae, are initiated by Paradise foreorganizers; and following nebular evolution of gravity response, they are superseded in superuniversefuntion by the power enters and physial ontrollers, who thereupon assume full responsibility fordireting the physial evolution of the ensuing generations of stellar and planetary o�spring. Thisphysial supervision of the Nebadon preuniverse was, upon the arrival of our Creator Son, immedi-ately o-ordinated with his plan for universe organization. Within the domain of this Paradise Sonof God, the Supreme Power Centers and the Master Physial Controllers ollaborated with the later421



appearing Morontia Power Supervisors and others to produe that vast omplex of ommuniationlines, energy iruits, and power lanes whih �rmly bind the manifold spae bodies of Nebadon intoone integrated administrative unit.One hundred Supreme Power Centers of the fourth order are permanently assigned to our loaluniverse. These beings reeive the inoming lines of power from the third-order enters of Uversa andrelay the down-stepped and modi�ed iruits to the power enters of our onstellations and systems.These power enters, in assoiation, funtion to produe the living system of ontrol and equaliza-tion whih operates to maintain the balane and distribution of otherwise utuating and variableenergies. Power enters are not, however, onerned with transient and loal energy upheavals, suhas sun spots and system eletri disturbanes; light and eletriity are not the basi energies of spae;they are seondary and subsidiary manifestations.The one hundred loal universe enters are stationed on Salvington, where they funtion at theexat energy enter of that sphere. Arhitetural spheres, suh as Salvington, Edentia, and Jerusem,are lighted, heated, and energized by methods whih make them quite independent of the suns ofspae. These spheres were onstruted - made to order - by the power enters and physial ontrollersand were designed to exert a powerful inuene over energy distribution. Basing their ativities onsuh foal points of energy ontrol, the power enters, by their living presenes, diretionize andhannelize the physial energies of spae. And these energy iruits are basi to all physial-materialand morontia-spiritual phenomena.Ten Supreme Power Centers of the �fth order are assigned to eah of Nebadon's primary subdi-visions, the one hundred onstellations. In Norlatiadek, your onstellation, they are not stationedon the headquarters sphere but are situated at the enter of the enormous stellar system whihonstitutes the physial ore of the onstellation. On Edentia there are ten assoiated mehani-al ontrollers and ten frandalanks who are in perfet and onstant liaison with the near-by powerenters.One Supreme Power Center of the sixth order is stationed at the exat gravity fous of eah loalsystem. In the system of Satania the assigned power enter oupies a dark island of spae loatedat the astronomi enter of the system. Many of these dark islands are vast dynamos whih mobilizeand diretionize ertain spae-energies, and these natural irumstanes are e�etively utilized by theSatania Power Center, whose living mass funtions as a liaison with the higher enters, direting thestreams of more materialized power to the Master Physial Controllers on the evolutionary planetsof spae.41.2 The Satania Physial ControllersWhile the Master Physial Controllers serve with the power enters throughout the grand universe,their funtions in a loal system, suh as Satania, are more easy of omprehension. Satania is oneof one hundred loal systems whih make up the administrative organization of the onstellation ofNorlatiadek, having as immediate neighbors the systems of Sandmatia, Assuntia, Porogia, Sortoria,Rantulia, and Glantonia. The Norlatiadek systems di�er in many respets, but all are evolutionaryand progressive, very muh like Satania.Satania itself is omposed of over seven thousand astronomial groups, or physial systems, fewof whih had an origin similar to that of your solar system. The astronomi enter of Satania isan enormous dark island of spae whih, with its attendant spheres, is situated not far from theheadquarters of the system government.Exept for the presene of the assigned power enter, the supervision of the entire physial-energy system of Satania is entered on Jerusem. A Master Physial Controller, stationed on this422



headquarters sphere, works in o-ordination with the system power enter, serving as liaison hief ofthe power inspetors headquartered on Jerusem and funtioning throughout the loal system.The iruitizing and hannelizing of energy is supervised by the �ve hundred thousand living andintelligent energy manipulators sattered throughout Satania. Through the ation of suh physialontrollers the supervising power enters are in omplete and perfet ontrol of a majority of thebasi energies of spae, inluding the emanations of highly heated orbs and the dark energy-hargedspheres. This group of living entities an mobilize, transform, transmute, manipulate, and transmitnearly all of the physial energies of organized spae.Life has inherent apaity for the mobilization and transmutation of universal energy. You arefamiliar with the ation of vegetable life in transforming the material energy of light into the variedmanifestations of the vegetable kingdom. You also know something of the method whereby thisvegetative energy an be onverted into the phenomena of animal ativities, but you know pratiallynothing of the tehnique of the power diretors and the physial ontrollers, who are endowed withability to mobilize, transform, diretionize, and onentrate the manifold energies of spae.These beings of the energy realms do not diretly onern themselves with energy as a omponentfator of living reatures, not even with the domain of physiologial hemistry. They are sometimesonerned with the physial preliminaries of life, with the elaboration of those energy systems whihmay serve as the physial vehiles for the living energies of elementary material organisms. In a waythe physial ontrollers are related to the preliving manifestations of material energy as the adjutantmind-spirits are onerned with the prespiritual funtions of material mind.These intelligent reatures of power ontrol and energy diretion must adjust their tehnique oneah sphere in aordane with the physial onstitution and arhiteture of that planet. Theyunfailingly utilize the alulations and dedutions of their respetive sta�s of physiists and othertehnial advisers regarding the loal inuene of highly heated suns and other types of superhargedstars. Even the enormous old and dark giants of spae and the swarming louds of star dust mustbe rekoned with; all of these material things are onerned in the pratial problems of energymanipulation.The power-energy supervision of the evolutionary inhabited worlds is the responsibility of theMaster Physial Controllers, but these beings are not responsible for all energy misbehavior onUrantia. There are a number of reasons for suh disturbanes, some of whih are beyond the domainand ontrol of the physial ustodians. Urantia is in the lines of tremendous energies, a small planetin the iruit of enormous masses, and the loal ontrollers sometimes employ enormous numbersof their order in an e�ort to equalize these lines of energy. They do fairly well with regard to thephysial iruits of Satania but have trouble insulating against the powerful Norlatiadek urrents.41.3 Our Starry AssoiatesThere are upward of two thousand brilliant suns pouring forth light and energy in Satania, andyour own sun is an average blazing orb. Of the thirty suns nearest yours, only three are brighter.The Universe Power Diretors initiate the speialized urrents of energy whih play between theindividual stars and their respetive systems. These solar furnaes, together with the dark giants ofspae, serve the power enters and physial ontrollers as way stations for the e�etive onentratingand diretionizing of the energy iruits of the material reations.The suns of Nebadon are not unlike those of other universes. The material omposition of all suns,dark islands, planets, and satellites, even meteors, is quite idential. These suns have an averagediameter of about one million miles, that of your own solar orb being slightly less. The largest star inthe universe, the stellar loud Antares, is four hundred and �fty times the diameter of your sun and423



is sixty million times its volume. But there is abundant spae to aommodate all of these enormoussuns. They have just as muh omparative elbow room in spae as one dozen oranges would have ifthey were irulating about throughout the interior of Urantia, and were the planet a hollow globe.When suns that are too large are thrown o� a nebular mother wheel, they soon break up orform double stars. All suns are originally truly gaseous, though they may later transiently exist ina semiliquid state. When your sun attained this quasi-liquid state of supergas pressure, it was notsuÆiently large to split equatorially, this being one type of double star formation.When less than one tenth the size of your sun, these �ery spheres rapidly ontrat, ondense,and ool. When upwards of thirty times its size - rather thirty times the gross ontent of atualmaterial - suns readily split into two separate bodies, either beoming the enters of new systemsor else remaining in eah other's gravity grasp and revolving about a ommon enter as one type ofdouble star.The most reent of the major osmi eruptions in Orvonton was the extraordinary double starexplosion, the light of whih reahed Urantia in A.D. 1572. This onagration was so intense thatthe explosion was learly visible in broad daylight.Not all stars are solid, but many of the older ones are. Some of the reddish, faintly glimmeringstars have aquired a density at the enter of their enormous masses whih would be expressed bysaying that one ubi inh of suh a star, if on Urantia, would weigh six thousand pounds. Theenormous pressure, aompanied by loss of heat and irulating energy, has resulted in bringing theorbits of the basi material units loser and loser together until they now losely approah the statusof eletroni ondensation. This proess of ooling and ontration may ontinue to the limiting andritial explosion point of ultimatoni ondensation.Most of the giant suns are relatively young; most of the dwarf stars are old, but not all. Theollisional dwarfs may be very young and may glow with an intense white light, never having knownan initial red stage of youthful shining. Both very young and very old suns usually shine with areddish glow. The yellow tinge indiates moderate youth or approahing old age, but the brilliantwhite light signi�es robust and extended adult life.While all adolesent suns do not pass through a pulsating stage, at least not visibly, when lookingout into spae you may observe many of these younger stars whose giganti respiratory heaves requirefrom two to seven days to omplete a yle. Your own sun still arries a diminishing legay of themighty upswellings of its younger days, but the period has lengthened from the former three andone-half day pulsations to the present eleven and one-half year sunspot yles.Stellar variables have numerous origins. In some double stars the tides aused by rapidly hangingdistanes as the two bodies swing around their orbits also oasion periodi utuations of light.These gravity variations produe regular and reurrent ares, just as the apture of meteors by thearetion of energy-material at the surfae would result in a omparatively sudden ash of light whihwould speedily reede to normal brightness for that sun. Sometimes a sun will apture a stream ofmeteors in a line of lessened gravity opposition, and oasionally ollisions ause stellar are-ups,but the majority of suh phenomena are wholly due to internal utuations.In one group of variable stars the period of light utuation is diretly dependent on luminosity,and knowledge of this fat enables astronomers to utilize suh suns as universe lighthouses or auratemeasuring points for the further exploration of distant star lusters. By this tehnique it is possibleto measure stellar distanes most preisely up to more than one million light-years. Better methodsof spae measurement and improved telesopi tehnique will sometime more fully dislose the tengrand divisions of the superuniverse of Orvonton; you will at least reognize eight of these immensesetors as enormous and fairly symmetrial star lusters.
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41.4 Sun DensityThe mass of your sun is slightly greater than the estimate of your physiists, who have rekoned itas about two otillion (2 x 1027) tons. It now exists about halfway between the most dense and themost di�use stars, having about one and one-half times the density of water. But your sun is neithera liquid nor a solid - it is gaseous - and this is true notwithstanding the diÆulty of explaining howgaseous matter an attain this and even muh greater densities.Gaseous, liquid, and solid states are matters of atomi-moleular relationships, but density isa relationship of spae and mass. Density varies diretly with the quantity of mass in spae andinversely with the amount of spae in mass, the spae between the entral ores of matter and thepartiles whih whirl around these enters as well as the spae within suh material partiles.Cooling stars an be physially gaseous and tremendously dense at the same time. You are notfamiliar with the solar supergases, but these and other unusual forms of matter explain how evennonsolid suns an attain a density equal to iron - about the same as Urantia - and yet be in a highlyheated gaseous state and ontinue to funtion as suns. The atoms in these dense supergases areexeptionally small; they ontain few eletrons. Suh suns have also largely lost their free ultimatonistores of energy.One of your near-by suns, whih started life with about the same mass as yours, has now ontratedalmost to the size of Urantia, having beome forty thousand times as dense as your sun. The weightof this hot-old gaseous-solid is about one ton per ubi inh. And still this sun shines with a faintreddish glow, the senile glimmer of a dying monarh of light.Most of the suns, however, are not so dense. One of your nearer neighbors has a density exatlyequal to that of your atmosphere at sea level. If you were in the interior of this sun, you would beunable to disern anything. And temperature permitting, you ould penetrate the majority of thesuns whih twinkle in the night sky and notie no more matter than you pereive in the air of yourearthly living rooms.The massive sun of Veluntia, one of the largest in Orvonton, has a density only one one-thousandththat of Urantia's atmosphere. Were it in omposition similar to your atmosphere and not superheated,it would be suh a vauum that human beings would speedily su�oate if they were in or on it.Another of the Orvonton giants now has a surfae temperature a trie under three thousanddegrees. Its diameter is over three hundred million miles - ample room to aommodate your sunand the present orbit of the earth. And yet, for all this enormous size, over forty million times thatof your sun, its mass is only about thirty times greater. These enormous suns have an extendingfringe that reahes almost from one to the other.41.5 Solar RadiationThat the suns of spae are not very dense is proved by the steady streams of esaping light-energies.Too great a density would retain light by opaity until the light-energy pressure reahed the explosionpoint. There is a tremendous light or gas pressure within a sun to ause it to shoot forth suh a streamof energy as to penetrate spae for millions upon millions of miles to energize, light, and heat thedistant planets. Fifteen feet of surfae of the density of Urantia would e�etually prevent the esapeof all X rays and light-energies from a sun until the rising internal pressure of aumulating energiesresulting from atomi dismemberment overame gravity with a tremendous outward explosion.Light, in the presene of the propulsive gases, is highly explosive when on�ned at high tempera-tures by opaque retaining walls. Light is real. As you value energy and power on your world, sunlightwould be eonomial at a million dollars a pound.425



The interior of your sun is a vast X-ray generator. The suns are supported from within by theinessant bombardment of these mighty emanations.It requires more than one-half million years for an X-ray-stimulated eletron to work its way fromthe very enter of an average sun up to the solar surfae, whene it starts out on its spae adventure,maybe to warm an inhabited planet, to be aptured by a meteor, to partiipate in the birth of anatom, to be attrated by a highly harged dark island of spae, or to �nd its spae ight terminatedby a �nal plunge into the surfae of a sun similar to the one of its origin.The X rays of a sun's interior harge the highly heated and agitated eletrons with suÆientenergy to arry them out through spae, past the hosts of detaining inuenes of intervening matterand, in spite of divergent gravity attrations, on to the distant spheres of the remote systems. Thegreat energy of veloity required to esape the gravity luth of a sun is suÆient to insure thatthe sunbeam will travel on with unabated veloity until it enounters onsiderable masses of matter;whereupon it is quikly transformed into heat with the liberation of other energies.Energy, whether as light or in other forms, in its ight through spae moves straight forward.The atual partiles of material existene traverse spae like a fusillade. They go in a straight andunbroken line or proession exept as they are ated on by superior fores, and exept as they everobey the linear-gravity pull inherent in material mass and the irular-gravity presene of the Isle ofParadise.Solar energy may seem to be propelled in waves, but that is due to the ation of oexistent anddiverse inuenes. A given form of organized energy does not proeed in waves but in diret lines.The presene of a seond or a third form of fore-energy may ause the stream under observation toappear to travel in wavy formation, just as, in a blinding rainstorm aompanied by a heavy wind,the water sometimes appears to fall in sheets or to desend in waves. The raindrops are omingdown in a diret line of unbroken proession, but the ation of the wind is suh as to give the visibleappearane of sheets of water and waves of raindrops.The ation of ertain seondary and other undisovered energies present in the spae regions ofyour loal universe is suh that solar-light emanations appear to exeute ertain wavy phenomena aswell as to be hopped up into in�nitesimal portions of de�nite length and weight. And, pratiallyonsidered, that is exatly what happens. You an hardly hope to arrive at a better understandingof the behavior of light until suh a time as you aquire a learer onept of the interation and inter-relationship of the various spae-fores and solar energies operating in the spae regions of Nebadon.Your present onfusion is also due to your inomplete grasp of this problem as it involves the interas-soiated ativities of the personal and nonpersonal ontrol of the master universe - the presenes,the performanes, and the o-ordination of the Conjoint Ator and the Unquali�ed Absolute.41.6 Calium - The Wanderer of SpaeIn deiphering spetral phenomena, it should be remembered that spae is not empty; that light,in traversing spae, is sometimes slightly modi�ed by the various forms of energy and matter whihirulate in all organized spae. Some of the lines indiating unknown matter whih appear in thespetra of your sun are due to modi�ations of well-known elements whih are oating throughoutspae in shattered form, the atomi asualties of the �ere enounters of the solar elemental battles.Spae is pervaded by these wandering derelits, espeially sodium and alium.Calium is, in fat, the hief element of the matter-permeation of spae throughout Orvonton.Our whole superuniverse is sprinkled with minutely pulverized stone. Stone is literally the basibuilding matter for the planets and spheres of spae. The osmi loud, the great spae blanket,onsists for the most part of the modi�ed atoms of alium. The stone atom is one of the most426



prevalent and persistent of the elements. It not only endures solar ionization - splitting - but persistsin an assoiative identity even after it has been battered by the destrutive X rays and shattered bythe high solar temperatures. Calium possesses an individuality and a longevity exelling all of themore ommon forms of matter.As your physiists have suspeted, these mutilated remnants of solar alium literally ride the lightbeams for varied distanes, and thus their widespread dissemination throughout spae is tremen-dously failitated. The sodium atom, under ertain modi�ations, is also apable of light and energyloomotion. The alium feat is all the more remarkable sine this element has almost twie themass of sodium. Loal spae-permeation by alium is due to the fat that it esapes from the solarphotosphere, in modi�ed form, by literally riding the outgoing sunbeams. Of all the solar elements,alium, notwithstanding its omparative bulk - ontaining as it does twenty revolving eletrons -is the most suessful in esaping from the solar interior to the realms of spae. This explains whythere is a alium layer, a gaseous stone surfae, on the sun six thousand miles thik; and this despitethe fat that nineteen lighter elements, and numerous heavier ones, are underneath.Calium is an ative and versatile element at solar temperatures. The stone atom has two agileand loosely attahed eletrons in the two outer eletroni iruits, whih are very lose together.Early in the atomi struggle it loses its outer eletron; whereupon it engages in a masterful at ofjuggling the nineteenth eletron bak and forth between the nineteenth and twentieth iruits ofeletroni revolution. By tossing this nineteenth eletron bak and forth between its own orbit andthat of its lost ompanion more than twenty-�ve thousand times a seond, a mutilated stone atom isable partially to defy gravity and thus suessfully to ride the emerging streams of light and energy,the sunbeams, to liberty and adventure. This alium atom moves outward by alternate jerks offorward propulsion, grasping and letting go the sunbeam about twenty-�ve thousand times eahseond. And this is why stone is the hief omponent of the worlds of spae. Calium is the mostexpert solar-prison esaper.The agility of this arobati alium eletron is indiated by the fat that, when tossed by thetemperature-X-ray solar fores to the irle of the higher orbit, it only remains in that orbit for aboutone one-millionth of a seond; but before the eletri-gravity power of the atomi nuleus pulls itbak into its old orbit, it is able to omplete one million revolutions about the atomi enter.Your sun has parted with an enormous quantity of its alium, having lost tremendous amountsduring the times of its onvulsive eruptions in onnetion with the formation of the solar system.Muh of the solar alium is now in the outer rust of the sun.It should be remembered that spetral analyses show only sun-surfae ompositions. For example:Solar spetra exhibit many iron lines, but iron is not the hief element in the sun. This phenomenonis almost wholly due to the present temperature of the sun's surfae, a little less than 6,000 degrees,this temperature being very favorable to the registry of the iron spetrum.41.7 Soures of Solar EnergyThe internal temperature of many of the suns, even your own, is muh higher than is ommonlybelieved. In the interior of a sun pratially no whole atoms exist; they are all more or less shatteredby the intensive X-ray bombardment whih is indigenous to suh high temperatures. Regardless ofwhat material elements may appear in the outer layers of a sun, those in the interior are renderedvery similar by the dissoiative ation of the disruptive X rays. X ray is the great leveler of atomiexistene.The surfae temperature of your sun is almost 6,000 degrees, but it rapidly inreases as the interioris penetrated until it attains the unbelievable height of about 35,000,000 degrees in the entral regions.427



(All of these temperatures refer to your Fahrenheit sale.)All of these phenomena are indiative of enormous energy expenditure, and the soures of solarenergy, named in the order of their importane, are:1. Annihilation of atoms and, eventually, of eletrons.2. Transmutation of elements, inluding the radioative group of energies thus liberated.3. The aumulation and transmission of ertain universal spae-energies.4. Spae matter and meteors whih are inessantly diving into the blazing suns.5. Solar ontration; the ooling and onsequent ontration of a sun yields energy and heatsometimes greater than that supplied by spae matter.6. Gravity ation at high temperatures transforms ertain iruitized power into radiative energies.7. Reaptive light and other matter whih are drawn bak into the sun after having left it, togetherwith other energies having extrasolar origin.There exists a regulating blanket of hot gases (sometimes millions of degrees in temperature) whihenvelops the suns, and whih ats to stabilize heat loss and otherwise prevent hazardous utuationsof heat dissipation. During the ative life of a sun the internal temperature of 35,000,000 degreesremains about the same quite regardless of the progressive fall of the external temperature.You might try to visualize 35,000,000 degrees of heat, in assoiation with ertain gravity pressures,as the eletroni boiling point. Under suh pressure and at suh temperature all atoms are degradedand broken up into their eletroni and other anestral omponents; even the eletrons and otherassoiations of ultimatons may be broken up, but the suns are not able to degrade the ultimatons.These solar temperatures operate to enormously speed up the ultimatons and the eletrons, atleast suh of the latter as ontinue to maintain their existene under these onditions. You will realizewhat high temperature means by way of the aeleration of ultimatoni and eletroni ativities whenyou pause to onsider that one drop of ordinary water ontains over one billion trillions of atoms.This is the energy of more than one hundred horsepower exerted ontinuously for two years. Thetotal heat now given out by the solar system sun eah seond is suÆient to boil all the water in allthe oeans on Urantia in just one seond of time.Only those suns whih funtion in the diret hannels of the main streams of universe energy anshine on forever. Suh solar furnaes blaze on inde�nitely, being able to replenish their materiallosses by the intake of spae-fore and analogous irulating energy. But stars far removed fromthese hief hannels of reharging are destined to undergo energy depletion - gradually ool o� andeventually burn out.Suh dead or dying suns an be rejuvenated by ollisional impat or an be reharged by ertainnonluminous energy islands of spae or through gravity-robbery of near-by smaller suns or systems.The majority of dead suns will experiene revivi�ation by these or other evolutionary tehniques.Those whih are not thus eventually reharged are destined to undergo disruption by mass explosionwhen the gravity ondensation attains the ritial level of ultimatoni ondensation of energy pres-sure. Suh disappearing suns thus beome energy of the rarest form, admirably adapted to energizeother more favorably situated suns.41.8 Solar-Energy ReationsIn those suns whih are eniruited in the spae-energy hannels, solar energy is liberated by variousomplex nulear-reation hains, the most ommon of whih is the hydrogen-arbon-helium reation.In this metamorphosis, arbon ats as an energy atalyst sine it is in no way atually hanged by428



this proess of onverting hydrogen into helium. Under ertain onditions of high temperature thehydrogen penetrates the arbon nulei. Sine the arbon annot hold more than four suh protons,when this saturation state is attained, it begins to emit protons as fast as new ones arrive. In thisreation the ingoing hydrogen partiles ome forth as a helium atom.Redution of hydrogen ontent inreases the luminosity of a sun. In the suns destined to burn out,the height of luminosity is attained at the point of hydrogen exhaustion. Subsequent to this point,brilliane is maintained by the resultant proess of gravity ontration. Eventually, suh a star willbeome a so-alled white dwarf, a highly ondensed sphere.In large suns - small irular nebulae - when hydrogen is exhausted and gravity ontration ensues,if suh a body is not suÆiently opaque to retain the internal pressure of support for the outer gasregions, then a sudden ollapse ours. The gravity-eletri hanges give origin to vast quantities oftiny partiles devoid of eletri potential, and suh partiles readily esape from the solar interior,thus bringing about the ollapse of a giganti sun within a few days. It was suh an emigration ofthese \runaway partiles" that oasioned the ollapse of the giant nova of the Andromeda nebulaabout �fty years ago. This vast stellar body ollapsed in forty minutes of Urantia time.As a rule, the vast extrusion of matter ontinues to exist about the residual ooling sun as extensivelouds of nebular gases. And all this explains the origin of many types of irregular nebulae, suhas the Crab nebula, whih had its origin about nine hundred years ago, and whih still exhibits themother sphere as a lone star near the enter of this irregular nebular mass.41.9 Sun StabilityThe larger suns maintain suh a gravity ontrol over their eletrons that light esapes only with the aidof the powerful X rays. These helper rays penetrate all spae and are onerned in the maintenaneof the basi ultimatoni assoiations of energy. The great energy losses in the early days of a sun,subsequent to its attainment of maximum temperature - upwards of 35,000,000 degrees - are not somuh due to light esape as to ultimatoni leakage. These ultimaton energies esape out into spae,to engage in the adventure of eletroni assoiation and energy materialization, as a veritable energyblast during adolesent solar times.Atoms and eletrons are subjet to gravity. The ultimatons are not subjet to loal gravity, theinterplay of material attration, but they are fully obedient to absolute or Paradise gravity, to thetrend, the swing, of the universal and eternal irle of the universe of universes. Ultimatoni energydoes not obey the linear or diret gravity attration of near-by or remote material masses, but itdoes ever swing true to the iruit of the great ellipse of the far-ung reation.Your own solar enter radiates almost one hundred billion tons of atual matter annually, whilethe giant suns lose matter at a prodigious rate during their earlier growth, the �rst billion years. Asun's life beomes stable after the maximum of internal temperature is reahed, and the subatomienergies begin to be released. And it is just at this ritial point that the larger suns are given toonvulsive pulsations.Sun stability is wholly dependent on the equilibrium between gravity-heat ontention - tremen-dous pressures ounterbalaned by unimagined temperatures. The interior gas elastiity of the sunsupholds the overlying layers of varied materials, and when gravity and heat are in equilibrium, theweight of the outer materials exatly equals the temperature pressure of the underlying and inte-rior gases. In many of the younger stars ontinued gravity ondensation produes ever-heighteninginternal temperatures, and as internal heat inreases, the interior X-ray pressure of supergas windsbeomes so great that, in onnetion with the entrifugal motion, a sun begins to throw its exteriorlayers o� into spae, thus redressing the imbalane between gravity and heat.429



Your own sun has long sine attained relative equilibrium between its expansion and ontrationyles, those disturbanes whih produe the giganti pulsations of many of the younger stars. Yoursun is now passing out of its six billionth year. At the present time it is funtioning through theperiod of greatest eonomy. It will shine on as of present eÆieny for more than twenty-�ve billionyears. It will probably experiene a partially eÆient period of deline as long as the ombinedperiods of its youth and stabilized funtion.41.10 Origin of Inhabited WorldsSome of the variable stars, in or near the state of maximum pulsation, are in proess of giving originto subsidiary systems, many of whih will eventually be muh like your own sun and its revolvingplanets. Your sun was in just suh a state of mighty pulsation when the massive Angona systemswung into near approah, and the outer surfae of the sun began to erupt veritable streams -ontinuous sheets - of matter. This kept up with ever-inreasing violene until nearest apposition,when the limits of solar ohesion were reahed and a vast pinnale of matter, the anestor of thesolar system, was disgorged. In similar irumstanes the losest approah of the attrating bodysometimes draws o� whole planets, even a quarter or third of a sun. These major extrusions formertain peuliar loud-bound types of worlds, spheres muh like Jupiter and Saturn.The majority of solar systems, however, had an origin entirely di�erent from yours, and this istrue even of those whih were produed by gravity-tidal tehnique. But no matter what tehnique ofworld building obtains, gravity always produes the solar system type of reation; that is, a entralsun or dark island with planets, satellites, subsatellites, and meteors.The physial aspets of the individual worlds are largely determined by mode of origin, astronom-ial situation, and physial environment. Age, size, rate of revolution, and veloity through spae arealso determining fators. Both the gas-ontration and the solid-aretion worlds are haraterizedby mountains and, during their earlier life, when not too small, by water and air. The molten-splitand ollisional worlds are sometimes without extensive mountain ranges.During the earlier ages of all these new worlds, earthquakes are frequent, and they are all har-aterized by great physial disturbanes; espeially is this true of the gas-ontration spheres, theworlds born of the immense nebular rings whih are left behind in the wake of the early ondensationand ontration of ertain individual suns. Planets having a dual origin like Urantia pass through aless violent and stormy youthful areer. Even so, your world experiened an early phase of mightyupheavals, haraterized by volanoes, earthquakes, oods, and terri� storms.Urantia is omparatively isolated on the outskirts of Satania, your solar system, with one exep-tion, being the farthest removed from Jerusem, while Satania itself is next to the outermost systemof Norlatiadek, and this onstellation is now traversing the outer fringe of Nebadon. You were trulyamong the least of all reation until Mihael's bestowal elevated your planet to a position of honorand great universe interest. Sometimes the last is �rst, while truly the least beomes greatest.[Presented by an Arhangel in ollaboration with the Chief of Nebadon Power Centers.℄
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Chapter 42Energy - Mind and MatterTHE foundation of the universe is material in the sense that energy is the basis of all existene,and pure energy is ontrolled by the Universal Father. Fore, energy, is the one thing whih standsas an everlasting monument demonstrating and proving the existene and presene of the UniversalAbsolute. This vast stream of energy proeeding from the Paradise Presenes has never lapsed, neverfailed; there has never been a break in the in�nite upholding.The manipulation of universe energy is ever in aordane with the personal will and the all-wisemandates of the Universal Father. This personal ontrol of manifested power and irulating energy ismodi�ed by the o-ordinate ats and deisions of the Eternal Son, as well as by the united purposesof the Son and the Father exeuted by the Conjoint Ator. These divine beings at personallyand as individuals; they also funtion in the persons and powers of an almost unlimited number ofsubordinates, eah variously expressive of the eternal and divine purpose in the universe of universes.But these funtional and provisional modi�ations or transmutations of divine power in no waylessen the truth of the statement that all fore-energy is under the ultimate ontrol of a personalGod resident at the enter of all things.42.1 Paradise Fores and EnergiesThe foundation of the universe is material, but the essene of life is spirit. The Father of spirits isalso the anestor of universes; the eternal Father of the Original Son is also the eternity-soure ofthe original pattern, the Isle of Paradise.Matter - energy - for they are but diverse manifestations of the same osmi reality, as a universephenomenon is inherent in the Universal Father. \In him all things onsist." Matter may appearto manifest inherent energy and to exhibit self-ontained powers, but the lines of gravity involvedin the energies onerned in all these physial phenomena are derived from, and are dependent on,Paradise. The ultimaton, the �rst measurable form of energy, has Paradise as its nuleus.There is innate in matter and present in universal spae a form of energy not known on Urantia.When this disovery is �nally made, then will physiists feel that they have solved, almost at least,the mystery of matter. And so will they have approahed one step nearer the Creator; so will theyhave mastered one more phase of the divine tehnique; but in no sense will they have found God,neither will they have established the existene of matter or the operation of natural laws apart fromthe osmi tehnique of Paradise and the motivating purpose of the Universal Father.Subsequent to even still greater progress and further disoveries, after Urantia has advanedimmeasurably in omparison with present knowledge, though you should gain ontrol of the energyrevolutions of the eletrial units of matter to the extent of modifying their physial manifestations -431



even after all suh possible progress, forever will sientists be powerless to reate one atom of matteror to originate one ash of energy or ever to add to matter that whih we all life.The reation of energy and the bestowal of life are the prerogatives of the Universal Father andhis assoiate Creator personalities. The river of energy and life is a ontinuous outpouring from theDeities, the universal and united stream of Paradise fore going forth to all spae. This divine energypervades all reation. The fore organizers initiate those hanges and institute those modi�ationsof spae-fore whih eventuate in energy; the power diretors transmute energy into matter; thusthe material worlds are born. The Life Carriers initiate those proesses in dead matter whih weall life, material life. The Morontia Power Supervisors likewise perform throughout the transitionrealms between the material and the spiritual worlds. The higher spirit Creators inaugurate similarproesses in divine forms of energy, and there ensue the higher spirit forms of intelligent life.Energy proeeds from Paradise, fashioned after the divine order. Energy - pure energy - partakesof the nature of the divine organization; it is fashioned after the similitude of the three Gods embraedin one, as they funtion at the headquarters of the universe of universes. And all fore is iruited inParadise, omes from the Paradise Presenes and returns thereto, and is in essene a manifestationof the unaused Cause - the Universal Father; and without the Father would not anything exist thatdoes exist.Fore derived from self-existent Deity is in itself ever existent. Fore-energy is imperishable,indestrutible; these manifestations of the In�nite may be subjet to unlimited transmutation, endlesstransformation, and eternal metamorphosis; but in no sense or degree, not even to the slightestimaginable extent, ould they or ever shall they su�er extintion. But energy, though springingfrom the In�nite, is not in�nitely manifest; there are outer limits to the presently oneived masteruniverse.Energy is eternal but not in�nite; it ever responds to the all-embraing grasp of In�nity. Foreverfore and energy go on; having gone out from Paradise, they must return thereto, even if age uponage be required for the ompletion of the ordained iruit. That whih is of Paradise Deity originan have only a Paradise destination or a Deity destiny.And all this on�rms our belief in a irular, somewhat limited, but orderly and far-ung universeof universes. If this were not true, then evidene of energy depletion at some point would sooneror later appear. All laws, organizations, administration, and the testimony of universe explorers -everything points to the existene of an in�nite God but, as yet, a �nite universe, a irularity ofendless existene, well-nigh limitless but, nevertheless, �nite in ontrast with in�nity.42.2 Universal Nonspiritual Energy Systems (Physial En-ergies)It is indeed diÆult to �nd suitable words in the English language whereby to designate and where-with to desribe the various levels of fore and energy - physial, mindal, or spiritual. These narrativesannot altogether follow your aepted de�nitions of fore, energy, and power. There is suh pauityof language that we must use these terms in multiple meanings. In this paper, for example, the wordenergy is used to denote all phases and forms of phenomenal motion, ation, and potential, whilefore is applied to the pregravity, and power to the postgravity, stages of energy.I will, however, endeavor to lessen oneptual onfusion by suggesting the advisability of adoptingthe following lassi�ation for osmi fore, emergent energy, and universe power - physial energy:1. Spae poteny. This is the unquestioned free spae presene of the Unquali�ed Absolute. Theextension of this onept onnotes the universe fore-spae potential inherent in the funtional totalityof the Unquali�ed Absolute, while the intension of this onept implies the totality of osmi reality432



- universes - whih emanated eternitywise from the never-beginning, never-ending, never-moving,never-hanging Isle of Paradise.The phenomena indigenous to the nether side of Paradise probably embrae three zones of absolutefore presene and performane: the fulral zone of the Unquali�ed Absolute, the zone of the Isle ofParadise itself, and the intervening zone of ertain unidenti�ed equalizing and ompensating ageniesor funtions. These trionentri zones are the entrum of the Paradise yle of osmi reality.Spae poteny is a prereality; it is the domain of the Unquali�ed Absolute and is responsive onlyto the personal grasp of the Universal Father, notwithstanding that it is seemingly modi�able by thepresene of the Primary Master Fore Organizers.On Uversa, spae poteny is spoken of as ABSOLUTA.2. Primordial fore. This represents the �rst basi hange in spae poteny and may be oneof the nether Paradise funtions of the Unquali�ed Absolute. We know that the spae presenegoing out from nether Paradise is modi�ed in some manner from that whih is inoming. Butregardless of any suh possible relationships, the openly reognized transmutation of spae potenyinto primordial fore is the primary di�erentiating funtion of the tension-presene of the livingParadise fore organizers.Passive and potential fore beomes ative and primordial in response to the resistane a�orded bythe spae presene of the Primary Eventuated Master Fore Organizers. Fore is now emerging fromthe exlusive domain of the Unquali�ed Absolute into the realms of multiple response - response toertain primal motions initiated by the God of Ation and thereupon to ertain ompensating motionsemanating from the Universal Absolute. Primordial fore is seemingly reative to transendentalausation in proportion to absoluteness.Primordial fore is sometimes spoken of as pure energy; on Uversa we refer to it as SEGREGATA.3. Emergent energies. The passive presene of the primary fore organizers is suÆient to trans-form spae poteny into primordial fore, and it is upon suh an ativated spae �eld that thesesame fore organizers begin their initial and ative operations. Primordial fore is destined to passthrough two distint phases of transmutation in the realms of energy manifestation before appearingas universe power. These two levels of emerging energy are:a. Puissant energy. This is the powerful-diretional, mass-movemented, mighty-tensioned, andforible-reating energy - giganti energy systems set in motion by the ativities of the primary foreorganizers. This primary or puissant energy is not at �rst de�nitely responsive to the Paradise-gravitypull though probably yielding an aggregate-mass or spae-diretional response to the olletive groupof absolute inuenes operative from the nether side of Paradise. When energy emerges to the levelof initial response to the irular and absolute-gravity grasp of Paradise, the primary fore organizersgive way to the funtioning of their seondary assoiates.b. Gravity energy. The now-appearing gravity-responding energy arries the potential of universepower and beomes the ative anestor of all universe matter. This seondary or gravity energy isthe produt of the energy elaboration resulting from the pressure-presene and the tension-trendsset up by the Assoiate Transendental Master Fore Organizers. In response to the work of thesefore manipulators, spae-energy rapidly passes from the puissant to the gravity stage, thus beom-ing diretly responsive to the irular grasp of Paradise (absolute) gravity while dislosing a ertainpotential for sensitivity to the linear-gravity pull inherent in the soon appearing material mass of theeletroni and the posteletroni stages of energy and matter. Upon the appearane of gravity re-sponse, the Assoiate Master Fore Organizers may retire from the energy ylones of spae providedthe Universe Power Diretors are assignable to that �eld of ation.We are quite unertain regarding the exat auses of the early stages of fore evolution, butwe reognize the intelligent ation of the Ultimate in both levels of emergent-energy manifestation.433



Puissant and gravity energies, when regarded olletively, are spoken of on Uversa as ULTIMATA.4. Universe power. Spae-fore has been hanged into spae-energy and thene into the energy ofgravity ontrol. Thus has physial energy been ripened to that point where it an be direted intohannels of power and made to serve the manifold purposes of the universe Creators. This work isarried on by the versatile diretors, enters, and ontrollers of physial energy in the grand universe- the organized and inhabited reations. These Universe Power Diretors assume the more or lessomplete ontrol of twenty-one of the thirty phases of energy onstituting the present energy systemof the seven superuniverses. This domain of power-energy-matter is the realm of the intelligentativities of the Sevenfold, funtioning under the time-spae overontrol of the Supreme.On Uversa we refer to the realm of universe power as GRAVITA.5. Havona energy. In onept this narrative has been moving Paradiseward as transmuting spae-fore has been followed, level by level, to the working level of the energy-power of the universes oftime and spae. Continuing Paradiseward, there is next enountered a pre-existent phase of energywhih is harateristi of the entral universe. Here the evolutionary yle seems to turn bak uponitself; energy-power now seems to begin to swing bak towards fore, but fore of a nature very unlikethat of spae poteny and primordial fore. Havona energy systems are not dual; they are triune.This is the existential energy domain of the Conjoint Ator, funtioning in behalf of the ParadiseTrinity.On Uversa these energies of Havona are known as TRIATA.6. Transendental energy. This energy system operates on and from the upper level of Paradiseand only in onnetion with the absonite peoples. On Uversa it is denominated TRANOSTA.7. Monota. Energy is lose of kin to divinity when it is Paradise energy. We inline to the beliefthat monota is the living, nonspirit energy of Paradise - an eternity ounterpart of the living, spiritenergy of the Original Son - hene the nonspiritual energy system of the Universal Father.We annot di�erentiate the nature of Paradise spirit and Paradise monota; they are apparentlyalike. They have di�erent names, but you an hardly be told very muh about a reality whosespiritual and whose nonspiritual manifestations are distinguishable only by name.We know that �nite reatures an attain the worship experiene of the Universal Father throughthe ministry of God the Sevenfold and the Thought Adjusters, but we doubt that any subabsolutepersonality, even power diretors, an omprehend the energy in�nity of the First Great Soureand Center. One thing is ertain: If the power diretors are onversant with the tehnique of themetamorphosis of spae-fore, they do not reveal the seret to the rest of us. It is my opinion thatthey do not fully omprehend the funtion of the fore organizers.These power diretors themselves are energy atalyzers; that is, they ause energy to segment,organize, or assemble in unit formation by their presene. And all this implies that there must besomething inherent in energy whih auses it thus to funtion in the presene of these power entities.The Nebadon Melhizedeks long sine denominated the phenomenon of the transmutation of osmifore into universe power as one of the seven \in�nities of divinity." And that is as far as you willadvane on this point during your loal universe asension.Notwithstanding our inability fully to omprehend the origin, nature, and transmutations of osmifore, we are fully onversant with all phases of emergent-energy behavior from the times of its diretand unmistakable response to the ation of Paradise gravity - about the time of the beginning of thefuntion of the superuniverse power diretors.
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42.3 Classi�ation of MatterMatter in all universes, exepting in the entral universe, is idential. Matter in its physial propertiesdepends on the revolutionary rates of its omponent members, the number and size of the revolvingmembers, their distane from the nulear body or the spae ontent of matter, as well as on thepresene of ertain fores as yet undisovered on Urantia.In the varied suns, planets, and spae bodies there are ten grand divisions of matter:1. Ultimatoni matter - the prime physial units of material existene, the energy partiles whihgo to make up eletrons.2. Subeletroni matter - the explosive and repellent stage of the solar supergases.3. Eletroni matter - the eletrial stage of material di�erentiation - eletrons, protons, andvarious other units entering into the varied onstitution of the eletroni groups.4. Subatomi matter - matter existing extensively in the interior of the hot suns.5. Shattered atoms - found in the ooling suns and throughout spae.6. Ionized matter - individual atoms stripped of their outer (hemially ative) eletrons byeletrial, thermal, or X-ray ativities and by solvents.7. Atomi matter - the hemial stage of elemental organization, the omponent units of moleularor visible matter.8. The moleular stage of matter - matter as it exists on Urantia in a state of relatively stablematerialization under ordinary onditions.9. Radioative matter - the disorganizing tendeny and ativity of the heavier elements underonditions of moderate heat and diminished gravity pressure.10. Collapsed matter - the relatively stationary matter found in the interior of the old or deadsuns. This form of matter is not really stationary; there is still some ultimatoni even eletroniativity, but these units are in very lose proximity, and their rates of revolution are greatly dimin-ished.The foregoing lassi�ation of matter pertains to its organization rather than to the forms of itsappearane to reated beings. Neither does it take into aount the pre-emergent stages of energynor the eternal materializations on Paradise and in the entral universe.42.4 Energy and Matter TransmutationsLight, heat, eletriity, magnetism, hemism, energy, and matter are - in origin, nature, and destiny- one and the same thing, together with other material realities as yet undisovered on Urantia.We do not fully omprehend the almost endless hanges to whih physial energy may be subjet.In one universe it appears as light, in another as light plus heat, in another as forms of energyunknown on Urantia; in untold millions of years it may reappear as some form of restless, surgingeletrial energy or magneti power; and still later on it may again appear in a subsequent universeas some form of variable matter going through a series of metamorphoses, to be followed by itsoutward physial disappearane in some great atalysm of the realms. And then, after ountlessages and almost endless wandering through numberless universes, again may this same energy re-emerge and many times hange its form and potential; and so do these transformations ontinuethrough suessive ages and throughout ountless realms. Thus matter sweeps on, undergoing thetransmutations of time but swinging ever true to the irle of eternity; even if long prevented from435



returning to its soure, it is ever responsive thereto, and it ever proeeds in the path ordained by theIn�nite Personality who sent it forth.The power enters and their assoiates are muh onerned in the work of transmuting the ulti-maton into the iruits and revolutions of the eletron. These unique beings ontrol and ompoundpower by their skillful manipulation of the basi units of materialized energy, the ultimatons. Theyare masters of energy as it irulates in this primitive state. In liaison with the physial ontrollersthey are able to e�etively ontrol and diret energy even after it has transmuted to the eletriallevel, the so-alled eletroni stage. But their range of ation is enormously urtailed when eletron-ially organized energy swings into the whirls of the atomi systems. Upon suh materialization,these energies fall under the omplete grasp of the drawing power of linear gravity.Gravity ats positively on the power lanes and energy hannels of the power enters and thephysial ontrollers, but these beings have only a negative relation to gravity - the exerise of theirantigravity endowments.Throughout all spae, old and other inuenes are at work reatively organizing ultimatons intoeletrons. Heat is the measurement of eletroni ativity, while old merely signi�es absene of heat -omparative energy rest - the status of the universal fore-harge of spae provided neither emergentenergy nor organized matter were present and responding to gravity.Gravity presene and ation is what prevents the appearane of the theoretial absolute zero, forinterstellar spae does not have the temperature of absolute zero. Throughout all organized spaethere are gravity-responding energy urrents, power iruits, and ultimatoni ativities, as well asorganizing eletroni energies. Pratially speaking, spae is not empty. Even the atmosphere ofUrantia thins out inreasingly until at about three thousand miles it begins to shade o� into theaverage spae matter in this setion of the universe. The most nearly empty spae known in Nebadonwould yield about one hundred ultimatons - the equivalent of one eletron - in eah ubi inh. Suhsarity of matter is regarded as pratially empty spae.Temperature - heat and old - is seondary only to gravity in the realms of energy and matterevolution. Ultimatons are humbly obedient to temperature extremes. Low temperatures favor ertainforms of eletroni onstrution and atomi assembly, while high temperatures failitate all sorts ofatomi breakup and material disintegration.When subjeted to the heat and pressure of ertain internal solar states, all but the most primitiveassoiations of matter may be broken up. Heat an thus largely overome gravity stability. But noknown solar heat or pressure an onvert ultimatons bak into puissant energy.The blazing suns an transform matter into various forms of energy, but the dark worlds andall outer spae an slow down eletroni and ultimatoni ativity to the point of onverting theseenergies into the matter of the realms. Certain eletroni assoiations of a lose nature, as well asmany of the basi assoiations of nulear matter, are formed in the exeedingly low temperatures ofopen spae, being later augmented by assoiation with larger aretions of materializing energy.Throughout all of this never-ending metamorphosis of energy and matter we must rekon withthe inuene of gravity pressure and with the antigravity behavior of the ultimatoni energies underertain onditions of temperature, veloity, and revolution. Temperature, energy urrents, distane,and the presene of the living fore organizers and the power diretors also have a bearing on alltransmutation phenomena of energy and matter.The inrease of mass in matter is equal to the inrease of energy divided by the square of theveloity of light. In a dynami sense the work whih resting matter an perform is equal to the energyexpended in bringing its parts together from Paradise minus the resistane of the fores overome intransit and the attration exerted by the parts of matter on one another.The existene of pre-eletroni forms of matter is indiated by the two atomi weights of lead. The436



lead of original formation weighs slightly more than that produed through uranium disintegrationby way of radium emanations; and this di�erene in atomi weight represents the atual loss of energyin the atomi breakup.The relative integrity of matter is assured by the fat that energy an be absorbed or releasedonly in those exat amounts whih Urantia sientists have designated quanta. This wise provision inthe material realms serves to maintain the universes as going onerns.The quantity of energy taken in or given out when eletroni or other positions are shifted isalways a \quantum" or some multiple thereof, but the vibratory or wavelike behavior of suh units ofenergy is wholly determined by the dimensions of the material strutures onerned. Suh wavelikeenergy ripples are 860 times the diameters of the ultimatons, eletrons, atoms, or other units thusperforming. The never-ending onfusion attending the observation of the wave mehanis of quantumbehavior is due to the superimposition of energy waves: Two rests an ombine to make a double-height rest, while a rest and a trough may ombine, thus produing mutual anellation.42.5 Wave-Energy ManifestationsIn the superuniverse of Orvonton there are one hundred otaves of wave energy. Of these one hundredgroups of energy manifestations, sixty-four are wholly or partially reognized on Urantia. The sun'srays onstitute four otaves in the superuniverse sale, the visible rays embraing a single otave,number forty-six in this series. The ultraviolet group omes next, while ten otaves up are the Xrays, followed by the gamma rays of radium. Thirty-two otaves above the visible light of the sun arethe outer-spae energy rays so frequently ommingled with their assoiated highly energized minutepartiles of matter. Next downward from visible sunlight appear the infrared rays, and thirty otavesbelow are the radio transmission group.Wavelike energy manifestations - from the standpoint of twentieth-entury Urantia sienti� en-lightenment - may be lassi�ed into the following ten groups:1. Infraultimatoni rays - the borderland revolutions of ultimatons as they begin to assume de�niteform. This is the �rst stage of emergent energy in whih wavelike phenomena an be deteted andmeasured.2. Ultimatoni rays. The assembly of energy into the minute spheres of the ultimatons oasionsvibrations in the ontent of spae whih are disernible and measurable. And long before physiistsever disover the ultimaton, they will undoubtedly detet the phenomena of these rays as they showerin upon Urantia. These short and powerful rays represent the initial ativity of the ultimatons asthey are slowed down to that point where they veer towards the eletroni organization of matter.As the ultimatons aggregate into eletrons, ondensation ours with a onsequent storage of energy.3. The short spae rays. These are the shortest of all purely eletroni vibrations and represent thepreatomi stage of this form of matter. These rays require extraordinarily high or low temperaturesfor their prodution. There are two sorts of these spae rays: one attendant upon the birth ofatoms and the other indiative of atomi disruption. They emanate in the largest quantities fromthe densest plane of the superuniverse, the Milky Way, whih is also the densest plane of the outeruniverses.4. The eletroni stage. This stage of energy is the basis of all materialization in the sevensuperuniverses. When eletrons pass from higher to lower energy levels of orbital revolution, quantaare always given o�. Orbital shifting of eletrons results in the ejetion or the absorption of veryde�nite and uniform measurable partiles of light-energy, while the individual eletron always givesup a partile of light-energy when subjeted to ollision. Wavelike energy manifestations also attendupon the performanes of the positive bodies and the other members of the eletroni stage.437



5. Gamma rays - those emanations whih haraterize the spontaneous dissoiation of atomimatter. The best illustration of this form of eletroni ativity is in the phenomena assoiated withradium disintegration.6. The X-ray group. The next step in the slowing down of the eletron yields the various formsof solar X rays together with arti�ially generated X rays. The eletroni harge reates an eletri�eld; movement gives rise to an eletri urrent; the urrent produes a magneti �eld. When aneletron is suddenly stopped, the resultant eletromagneti ommotion produes the X ray; the Xray is that disturbane. The solar X rays are idential with those whih are mehanially generatedfor exploring the interior of the human body exept that they are a trie longer.7. The ultraviolet or hemial rays of sunlight and the various mehanial produtions.8. The white light - the whole visible light of the suns.9. Infrared rays - the slowing down of eletroni ativity still nearer the stage of appreiable heat.10. Hertzian waves - those energies utilized on Urantia for broadasting.Of all these ten phases of wavelike energy ativity, the human eye an reat to just one otave,the whole light of ordinary sunlight.The so-alled ether is merely a olletive name to designate a group of fore and energy ativitiesourring in spae. Ultimatons, eletrons, and other mass aggregations of energy are uniform partilesof matter, and in their transit through spae they really proeed in diret lines. Light and allother forms of reognizable energy manifestations onsist of a suession of de�nite energy partileswhih proeed in diret lines exept as modi�ed by gravity and other intervening fores. That theseproessions of energy partiles appear as wave phenomena when subjeted to ertain observations isdue to the resistane of the undi�erentiated fore blanket of all spae, the hypothetial ether, andto the intergravity tension of the assoiated aggregations of matter. The spaing of the partile-intervals of matter, together with the initial veloity of the energy beams, establishes the undulatoryappearane of many forms of energy-matter.The exitation of the ontent of spae produes a wavelike reation to the passage of rapidlymoving partiles of matter, just as the passage of a ship through water initiates waves of varyingamplitude and interval.Primordial-fore behavior does give rise to phenomena whih are in many ways analogous to yourpostulated ether. Spae is not empty; the spheres of all spae whirl and plunge on through a vastoean of outspread fore-energy; neither is the spae ontent of an atom empty. Nevertheless thereis no ether, and the very absene of this hypothetial ether enables the inhabited planet to esapefalling into the sun and the enirling eletron to resist falling into the nuleus.42.6 Ultimatons, Eletrons, and AtomsWhile the spae harge of universal fore is homogeneous and undi�erentiated, the organizationof evolved energy into matter entails the onentration of energy into disrete masses of de�nitedimensions and established weight - preise gravity reation.Loal or linear gravity beomes fully operative with the appearane of the atomi organization ofmatter. Preatomi matter beomes slightly gravity responsive when ativated by X ray and othersimilar energies, but no measurable linear-gravity pull is exerted on free, unattahed, and unhargedeletroni-energy partiles or on unassoiated ultimatons.Ultimatons funtion by mutual attration, responding only to the irular Paradise-gravity pull.Without linear-gravity response they are thus held in the universal spae drift. Ultimatons are438



apable of aelerating revolutionary veloity to the point of partial antigravity behavior, but theyannot, independent of fore organizers or power diretors, attain the ritial esape veloity ofdeindividuation, return to the puissant-energy stage. In nature, ultimatons esape the status ofphysial existene only when partiipating in the terminal disruption of a ooled-o� and dying sun.The ultimatons, unknown on Urantia, slow down through many phases of physial ativity beforethey attain the revolutionary-energy prerequisites to eletroni organization. Ultimatons have threevarieties of motion: mutual resistane to osmi fore, individual revolutions of antigravity potential,and the intraeletroni positions of the one hundred mutually interassoiated ultimatons.Mutual attration holds one hundred ultimatons together in the onstitution of the eletron; andthere are never more nor less than one hundred ultimatons in a typial eletron. The loss of oneor more ultimatons destroys typial eletroni identity, thus bringing into existene one of the tenmodi�ed forms of the eletron.Ultimatons do not desribe orbits or whirl about in iruits within the eletrons, but they do spreador luster in aordane with their axial revolutionary veloities, thus determining the di�erentialeletroni dimensions. This same ultimatoni veloity of axial revolution also determines the negativeor positive reations of the several types of eletroni units. The entire segregation and groupingof eletroni matter, together with the eletri di�erentiation of negative and positive bodies ofenergy-matter, result from these various funtions of the omponent ultimatoni interassoiation.Eah atom is a trie over 1/100,000,000th of an inh in diameter, while an eletron weighs alittle more than 1/2,000th of the smallest atom, hydrogen. The positive proton, harateristi ofthe atomi nuleus, while it may be no larger than a negative eletron, weighs almost two thousandtimes more.If the mass of matter should be magni�ed until that of an eletron equaled one tenth of an oune,then were size to be proportionately magni�ed, the volume of suh an eletron would beome as largeas that of the earth. If the volume of a proton - eighteen hundred times as heavy as an eletron -should be magni�ed to the size of the head of a pin, then, in omparison, a pin's head would attaina diameter equal to that of the earth's orbit around the sun.42.7 Atomi MatterThe formation of all matter is on the order of the solar system. There is at the enter of every minuteuniverse of energy a relatively stable, omparatively stationary, nulear portion of material existene.This entral unit is endowed with a threefold possibility of manifestation. Surrounding this energyenter there whirl, in endless profusion but in utuating iruits, the energy units whih are faintlyomparable to the planets enirling the sun of some starry group like your own solar system.Within the atom the eletrons revolve about the entral proton with about the same omparativeroom the planets have as they revolve about the sun in the spae of the solar system. There is thesame relative distane, in omparison with atual size, between the atomi nuleus and the innereletroni iruit as exists between the inner planet, Merury, and your sun.The eletroni axial revolutions and their orbital veloities about the atomi nuleus are bothbeyond the human imagination, not to mention the veloities of their omponent ultimatons. Thepositive partiles of radium y o� into spae at the rate of ten thousand miles a seond, while thenegative partiles attain a veloity approximating that of light.The loal universes are of deimal onstrution. There are just one hundred distinguishable atomimaterializations of spae-energy in a dual universe; that is the maximum possible organization ofmatter in Nebadon. These one hundred forms of matter onsist of a regular series in whih from oneto one hundred eletrons revolve around a entral and relatively ompat nuleus. It is this orderly439



and dependable assoiation of various energies that onstitutes matter.Not every world will show one hundred reognizable elements at the surfae, but they are some-where present, have been present, or are in proess of evolution. Conditions surrounding the originand subsequent evolution of a planet determine how many of the one hundred atomi types will beobservable. The heavier atoms are not found on the surfae of many worlds. Even on Urantia theknown heavier elements manifest a tendeny to y to piees, as is illustrated by radium behavior.Stability of the atom depends on the number of eletrially inative neutrons in the entral body.Chemial behavior is wholly dependent on the ativity of the freely revolving eletrons.In Orvonton it has never been possible naturally to assemble over one hundred orbital eletronsin one atomi system. When one hundred and one have been arti�ially introdued into the orbital�eld, the result has always been the instantaneous disruption of the entral proton with the wilddispersion of the eletrons and other liberated energies.While atoms may ontain from one to one hundred orbital eletrons, only the outer ten eletronsof the larger atoms revolve about the entral nuleus as distint and disrete bodies, intatly andompatly swinging around on preise and de�nite orbits. The thirty eletrons nearest the enterare diÆult of observation or detetion as separate and organized bodies. This same omparativeratio of eletroni behavior in relation to nulear proximity obtains in all atoms regardless of thenumber of eletrons embraed. The nearer the nuleus, the less there is of eletroni individuality.The wavelike energy extension of an eletron may so spread out as to oupy the whole of the lesseratomi orbits; espeially is this true of the eletrons nearest the atomi nuleus.The thirty innermost orbital eletrons have individuality, but their energy systems tend to in-termingle, extending from eletron to eletron and well-nigh from orbit to orbit. The next thirtyeletrons onstitute the seond family, or energy zone, and are of advaning individuality, bodies ofmatter exerting a more omplete ontrol over their attendant energy systems. The next thirty ele-trons, the third energy zone, are still more individualized and irulate in more distint and de�niteorbits. The last ten eletrons, present in only the ten heaviest elements, are possessed of the dignityof independene and are, therefore, able to esape more or less freely from the ontrol of the mothernuleus. With a minimum variation in temperature and pressure, the members of this fourth andoutermost group of eletrons will esape from the grasp of the entral nuleus, as is illustrated bythe spontaneous disruption of uranium and kindred elements.The �rst twenty-seven atoms, those ontaining from one to twenty-seven orbital eletrons, aremore easy of omprehension than the rest. From twenty-eight upward we enounter more and moreof the unpreditability of the supposed presene of the Unquali�ed Absolute. But some of thiseletroni unpreditability is due to di�erential ultimatoni axial revolutionary veloities and to theunexplained \huddling" prolivity of ultimatons. Other inuenes - physial, eletrial, magneti,and gravitational - also operate to produe variable eletroni behavior. Atoms therefore are similarto persons as to preditability. Statistiians may announe laws governing a large number of eitheratoms or persons but not for a single individual atom or person.42.8 Atomi CohesionWhile gravity is one of several fators onerned in holding together a tiny atomi energy system, thereis also present in and among these basi physial units a powerful and unknown energy, the seret oftheir basi onstitution and ultimate behavior, a fore whih remains to be disovered on Urantia.This universal inuene permeates all the spae embraed within this tiny energy organization.The intereletroni spae of an atom is not empty. Throughout an atom this intereletroni spaeis ativated by wavelike manifestations whih are perfetly synhronized with eletroni veloity and440



ultimatoni revolutions. This fore is not wholly dominated by your reognized laws of positive andnegative attration; its behavior is therefore sometimes unpreditable. This unnamed inuene seemsto be a spae-fore reation of the Unquali�ed Absolute.The harged protons and the unharged neutrons of the nuleus of the atom are held together bythe reiproating funtion of the mesotron, a partile of matter 180 times as heavy as the eletron.Without this arrangement the eletri harge arried by the protons would be disruptive of the atominuleus.As atoms are onstituted, neither eletri nor gravitational fores ould hold the nuleus together.The integrity of the nuleus is maintained by the reiproal ohering funtion of the mesotron, whihis able to hold harged and unharged partiles together beause of superior fore-mass power andby the further funtion of ausing protons and neutrons onstantly to hange plaes. The mesotronauses the eletri harge of the nulear partiles to be inessantly tossed bak and forth betweenprotons and neutrons. At one in�nitesimal part of a seond a given nulear partile is a harged protonand the next an unharged neutron. And these alternations of energy status are so unbelievably rapidthat the eletri harge is deprived of all opportunity to funtion as a disruptive inuene. Thusdoes the mesotron funtion as an \energy-arrier" partile whih mightily ontributes to the nulearstability of the atom.The presene and funtion of the mesotron also explains another atomi riddle. When atomsperform radioatively, they emit far more energy than would be expeted. This exess of radiation isderived from the breaking up of the mesotron \energy arrier," whih thereby beomes a mere ele-tron. The mesotroni disintegration is also aompanied by the emission of ertain small unhargedpartiles.The mesotron explains ertain ohesive properties of the atomi nuleus, but it does not aountfor the ohesion of proton to proton nor for the adhesion of neutron to neutron. The paradoxialand powerful fore of atomi ohesive integrity is a form of energy as yet undisovered on Urantia.These mesotrons are found abundantly in the spae rays whih so inessantly impinge upon yourplanet.42.9 Natural PhilosophyReligion is not alone dogmati; natural philosophy equally tends to dogmatize. When a renownedreligious teaher reasoned that the number seven was fundamental to nature beause there are sevenopenings in the human head, if he had known more of hemistry, he might have advoated suh abelief founded on a true phenomenon of the physial world. There is in all the physial universes oftime and spae, notwithstanding the universal manifestation of the deimal onstitution of energy,the ever-present reminder of the reality of the sevenfold eletroni organization of prematter.The number seven is basi to the entral universe and the spiritual system of inherent transmissionsof harater, but the number ten, the deimal system, is inherent in energy, matter, and the materialreation. Nevertheless the atomi world does display a ertain periodi haraterization whih reursin groups of seven - a birthmark arried by this material world indiative of its far-distant spiritualorigin.This sevenfold persistene of reative onstitution is exhibited in the hemial domains as a re-urrene of similar physial and hemial properties in segregated periods of seven when the basielements are arranged in the order of their atomi weights. When the Urantia hemial elements arethus arranged in a row, any given quality or property tends to reur by sevens. This periodi hangeby sevens reurs diminishingly and with variations throughout the entire hemial table, being mostmarkedly observable in the earlier or lighter atomi groupings. Starting from any one element, after441



noting some one property, suh a quality will hange for six onseutive elements, but on reahingthe eighth, it tends to reappear, that is, the eighth hemially ative element resembles the �rst, theninth the seond, and so on. Suh a fat of the physial world unmistakably points to the sevenfoldonstitution of anestral energy and is indiative of the fundamental reality of the sevenfold diversityof the reations of time and spae. Man should also note that there are seven olors in the naturalspetrum.But not all the suppositions of natural philosophy are valid; for example, the hypothetial ether,whih represents an ingenious attempt of man to unify his ignorane of spae phenomena. Thephilosophy of the universe annot be prediated on the observations of so-alled siene. If suh ametamorphosis ould not be seen, a sientist would be inlined to deny the possibility of developinga buttery out of a aterpillar.Physial stability assoiated with biologi elastiity is present in nature only beause of the well-nigh in�nite wisdom possessed by the Master Arhitets of reation. Nothing less than transendentalwisdom ould ever design units of matter whih are at the same time so stable and so eÆientlyexible.42.10 Universal Nonspiritual Energy Systems (Material MindSystems)The endless sweep of relative osmi reality, from the absoluteness of Paradise monota to the ab-soluteness of spae poteny, is suggestive of ertain evolutions of relationship in the nonspiritualrealities of the First Soure and Center - those realities whih are onealed in spae poteny, re-vealed in monota, and provisionally dislosed on intervening osmi levels. This eternal yle ofenergy, being iruited in the Father of universes, is absolute and, being absolute, is expansile inneither fat nor value; nevertheless the Primal Father is even now - as always - self-realizing of anever-expanding arena of time-spae, and of time-spae-transended, meanings, an arena of hangingrelationships wherein energy-matter is being progressively subjeted to the overontrol of living anddivine spirit through the experiential striving of living and personal mind.The universal nonspiritual energies are reassoiated in the living systems of non-Creator mindson various levels, ertain of whih may be depited as follows:1. Preadjutant-spirit minds. This level of mind is nonexperiening and on the inhabited worlds isministered by the Master Physial Controllers. This is mehanial mind, the nonteahable intelletof the most primitive forms of material life, but the nonteahable mind funtions on many levelsbeside that of primitive planetary life.2. Adjutant-spirit minds. This is the ministry of a loal universe Mother Spirit funtioningthrough her seven adjutant mind-spirits on the teahable (nonmehanial) level of material mind.On this level material mind is experiening: as subhuman (animal) intellet in the �rst �ve adjutants;as human (moral) intellet in the seven adjutants; as superhuman (midwayer) intellet in the lasttwo adjutants.3. Evolving morontia minds - the expanding onsiousness of evolving personalities in the loaluniverse asending areers. This is the bestowal of the loal universe Mother Spirit in liaison withthe Creator Son. This mind level onnotes the organization of the morontia type of life vehile, asynthesis of the material and the spiritual whih is e�eted by the Morontia Power Supervisors of aloal universe. Morontia mind funtions di�erentially in response to the 570 levels of morontia life,dislosing inreasing assoiative apaity with the osmi mind on the higher levels of attainment.This is the evolutionary ourse of mortal reatures, but mind of a nonmorontia order is also bestowedby a Universe Son and a Universe Spirit upon the nonmorontia hildren of the loal reations.442



The osmi mind. This is the sevenfold diversi�ed mind of time and spae, one phase of whih isministered by eah of the Seven Master Spirits to one of the seven superuniverses. The osmi mindenompasses all �nite-mind levels and o-ordinates experientially with the evolutionary-deity levelsof the Supreme Mind and transendentally with the existential levels of absolute mind - the diretiruits of the Conjoint Ator.On Paradise, mind is absolute; in Havona, absonite; in Orvonton, �nite. Mind always onnotesthe presene-ativity of living ministry plus varied energy systems, and this is true of all levels and ofall kinds of mind. But beyond the osmi mind it beomes inreasingly diÆult to portray the rela-tionships of mind to nonspiritual energy. Havona mind is subabsolute but superevolutionary; beingexistential-experiential, it is nearer the absonite than any other onept revealed to you. Paradisemind is beyond human understanding; it is existential, nonspatial, and nontemporal. Nevertheless,all of these levels of mind are overshadowed by the universal presene of the Conjoint Ator - by themind-gravity grasp of the God of mind on Paradise.42.11 Universe MehanismsIn the evaluation and reognition of mind it should be remembered that the universe is neithermehanial nor magial; it is a reation of mind and a mehanism of law. But while in pratialappliation the laws of nature operate in what seems to be the dual realms of the physial and thespiritual, in reality they are one. The First Soure and Center is the primal ause of all materializationand at the same time the �rst and �nal Father of all spirits. The Paradise Father appears personallyin the extra-Havona universes only as pure energy and pure spirit - as the Thought Adjusters andother similar fragmentations.Mehanisms do not absolutely dominate the total reation; the universe of universes in toto ismind planned, mind made, and mind administered. But the divine mehanism of the universe ofuniverses is altogether too perfet for the sienti� methods of the �nite mind of man to disern evena trae of the dominane of the in�nite mind. For this reating, ontrolling, and upholding mind isneither material mind nor reature mind; it is spirit-mind funtioning on and from reator levels ofdivine reality.The ability to disern and disover mind in universe mehanisms depends entirely on the ability,sope, and apaity of the investigating mind engaged in suh a task of observation. Time-spaeminds, organized out of the energies of time and spae, are subjet to the mehanisms of time andspae.Motion and universe gravitation are twin faets of the impersonal time-spae mehanism of theuniverse of universes. The levels of gravity response for spirit, mind, and matter are quite independentof time, but only true spirit levels of reality are independent of spae (nonspatial). The higher mindlevels of the universe - the spirit-mind levels - may also be nonspatial, but the levels of material mind,suh as human mind, are responsive to the interations of universe gravitation, losing this responseonly in proportion to spirit identi�ation. Spirit-reality levels are reognized by their spirit ontent,and spirituality in time and spae is measured inversely to the linear-gravity response.Linear-gravity response is a quantitative measure of nonspirit energy. All mass - organized energy- is subjet to this grasp exept as motion and mind at upon it. Linear gravity is the short-rangeohesive fore of the maroosmos somewhat as the fores of intra-atomi ohesion are the short-range fores of the miroosmos. Physial materialized energy, organized as so-alled matter, annottraverse spae without a�eting linear-gravity response. Although suh gravity response is diretlyproportional to mass, it is so modi�ed by intervening spae that the �nal result is no more thanroughly approximated when expressed as inversely aording to the square of the distane. Spaeeventually onquers linear gravitation beause of the presene therein of the antigravity inuenes of443



numerous supermaterial fores whih operate to neutralize gravity ation and all responses thereto.Extremely omplex and highly automati-appearing osmi mehanisms always tend to onealthe presene of the originative or reative indwelling mind from any and all intelligenes very farbelow the universe levels of the nature and apaity of the mehanism itself. Therefore is it inevitablethat the higher universe mehanisms must appear to be mindless to the lower orders of reatures.The only possible exeption to suh a onlusion would be the impliation of mindedness in theamazing phenomenon of an apparently self-maintaining universe - but that is a matter of philosophyrather than one of atual experiene.Sine mind o-ordinates the universe, �xity of mehanisms is nonexistent. The phenomenon ofprogressive evolution assoiated with osmi self-maintenane is universal. The evolutionary apaityof the universe is inexhaustible in the in�nity of spontaneity. Progress towards harmonious unity, agrowing experiential synthesis superimposed on an ever-inreasing omplexity of relationships, ouldbe e�eted only by a purposive and dominant mind.The higher the universe mind assoiated with any universe phenomenon, the more diÆult it isfor the lower types of mind to disover it. And sine the mind of the universe mehanism is reativespirit-mind (even the mindedness of the In�nite), it an never be disovered or diserned by thelower-level minds of the universe, muh less by the lowest mind of all, the human. The evolvinganimal mind, while naturally God-seeking, is not alone and of itself inherently God-knowing.42.12 Pattern and Form - Mind DominaneThe evolution of mehanisms implies and indiates the onealed presene and dominane of reativemind. The ability of the mortal intellet to oneive, design, and reate automati mehanismsdemonstrates the superior, reative, and purposive qualities of man's mind as the dominant inueneon the planet. Mind always reahes out towards:1. Creation of material mehanisms.2. Disovery of hidden mysteries.3. Exploration of remote situations.4. Formulation of mental systems.5. Attainment of wisdom goals.6. Ahievement of spirit levels.7. The aomplishment of divine destinies - supreme, ultimate, and absolute.Mind is always reative. The mind endowment of an individual animal, mortal, morontian, spiritasender, or �nality attainer is always ompetent to produe a suitable and servieable body for theliving reature identity. But the presene phenomenon of a personality or the pattern of an identity,as suh, is not a manifestation of energy, either physial, mindal, or spiritual. The personality formis the pattern aspet of a living being; it onnotes the arrangement of energies, and this, plus lifeand motion, is the mehanism of reature existene.Even spirit beings have form, and these spirit forms (patterns) are real. Even the highest typeof spirit personalities have forms - personality presenes in every sense analogous to Urantia mortalbodies. Nearly all beings enountered in the seven superuniverses are possessed of forms. But thereare a few exeptions to this general rule: Thought Adjusters appear to be without form until afterfusion with the surviving souls of their mortal assoiates. Solitary Messengers, Inspired TrinitySpirits, Personal Aids of the In�nite Spirit, Gravity Messengers, Transendental Reorders, andertain others are also without disoverable form. But these are typial of the exeptional few; the444



great majority have bona �de personality forms, forms whih are individually harateristi, andwhih are reognizable and personally distinguishable.The liaison of the osmi mind and the ministry of the adjutant mind-spirits evolve a suitablephysial tabernale for the evolving human being. Likewise does the morontia mind individualizethe morontia form for all mortal survivors. As the mortal body is personal and harateristi forevery human being, so will the morontia form be highly individual and adequately harateristiof the reative mind whih dominates it. No two morontia forms are any more alike than any twohuman bodies. The Morontia Power Supervisors sponsor, and the attending seraphim provide, theundi�erentiated morontia material wherewith the morontia life an begin to work. And after themorontia life it will be found that spirit forms are equally diverse, personal, and harateristi oftheir respetive spirit-mind indwellers.On a material world you think of a body as having a spirit, but we regard the spirit as having abody. The material eyes are truly the windows of the spirit-born soul. The spirit is the arhitet,the mind is the builder, the body is the material building.Physial, spiritual, and mindal energies, as suh and in their pure states, do not fully interatas atuals of the phenomenal universes. On Paradise the three energies are o-ordinate, in Havonao-ordinated, while in the universe levels of �nite ativities there must be enountered all ranges ofmaterial, mindal, and spiritual dominane. In nonpersonal situations of time and spae, physial en-ergy seems to predominate, but it also appears that the more nearly spirit-mind funtion approahesdivinity of purpose and supremay of ation, the more nearly does the spirit phase beome dominant;that on the ultimate level spirit-mind may beome all but ompletely dominant. On the absolutelevel spirit ertainly is dominant. And from there on out through the realms of time and spae,wherever a divine spirit reality is present, whenever a real spirit-mind is funtioning, there alwaystends to be produed a material or physial ounterpart of that spirit reality.The spirit is the reative reality; the physial ounterpart is the time-spae reetion of the spiritreality, the physial reperussion of the reative ation of spirit-mind.Mind universally dominates matter, even as it is in turn responsive to the ultimate overontrol ofspirit. And with mortal man, only that mind whih freely submits itself to the spirit diretion anhope to survive the mortal time-spae existene as an immortal hild of the eternal spirit world ofthe Supreme, the Ultimate, and the Absolute: the In�nite.[Presented by a Mighty Messenger on duty in Nebadon and by the request of Gabriel.℄
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Chapter 43The ConstellationsURANTIA is ommonly referred to as 606 of Satania in Norlatiadek of Nebadon, meaning the sixhundred sixth inhabited world in the loal system of Satania, situated in the onstellation of Norlati-adek, one of the one hundred onstellations of the loal universe of Nebadon. Constellations being theprimary divisions of a loal universe, their rulers link the loal systems of inhabited worlds to the en-tral administration of the loal universe on Salvington and by reetivity to the superadministrationof the Anients of Days on Uversa.The government of your onstellation is situated in a luster of 771 arhitetural spheres, theentermost and largest of whih is Edentia, the seat of the administration of the Constellation Fathers,the Most Highs of Norlatiadek. Edentia itself is approximately one hundred times as large as yourworld. The seventy major spheres surrounding Edentia are about ten times the size of Urantia, whilethe ten satellites whih revolve around eah of these seventy worlds are about the size of Urantia.These 771 arhitetural spheres are quite omparable in size to those of other onstellations.Edentia time rekoning and distane measurement are those of Salvington, and like the spheresof the universe apital, the onstellation headquarters worlds are fully supplied with all orders ofelestial intelligenes. In general, these personalities are not very di�erent from those desribed inonnetion with the universe administration.The supervisor seraphim, the third order of loal universe angels, are assigned to the servie ofthe onstellations. They make their headquarters on the apital spheres and minister extensivelyto the enirling morontia-training worlds. In Norlatiadek the seventy major spheres, together withthe seven hundred minor satellites, are inhabited by the univitatia, the permanent itizens of theonstellation. All these arhitetural worlds are fully administered by the various groups of nativelife, for the greater part unrevealed but inluding the eÆient spironga and the beautiful spornagia.Being the mid-point in the morontia-training regime, as you might suspet, the morontia life of theonstellations is both typial and ideal.43.1 The Constellation HeadquartersEdentia abounds in fasinating highlands, extensive elevations of physial matter rowned with mo-rontia life and overspread with spiritual glory, but there are no rugged mountain ranges suh asappear on Urantia. There are tens of thousands of sparkling lakes and thousands upon thousands ofinteronneting streams, but there are no great oeans nor torrential rivers. Only the highlands aredevoid of these surfae streams.The water of Edentia and similar arhitetural spheres is no di�erent from the water of theevolutionary planets. The water systems of suh spheres are both surfae and subterranean, and the447



moisture is in onstant irulation. Edentia an be irumnavigated via these various water routes,though the hief hannel of transportation is the atmosphere. Spirit beings would naturally travelabove the surfae of the sphere, while the morontia and material beings make use of material andsemimaterial means to negotiate atmospheri passage.Edentia and its assoiated worlds have a true atmosphere, the usual three-gas mixture whihis harateristi of suh arhitetural reations, and whih embodies the two elements of Urantianatmosphere plus that morontia gas suitable for the respiration of morontia reatures. But whilethis atmosphere is both material and morontial, there are no storms or hurrianes; neither is theresummer nor winter. This absene of atmospheri disturbanes and of seasonal variation makes itpossible to embellish all outdoors on these espeially reated worlds.The Edentia highlands are magni�ent physial features, and their beauty is enhaned by theendless profusion of life whih abounds throughout their length and breadth. Exepting a few ratherisolated strutures, these highlands ontain no work of reature hands. Material and morontialornamentations are limited to the dwelling areas. The lesser elevations are the sites of speialresidenes and are beautifully embellished with both biologi and morontia art.Situated on the summit of the seventh highland range are the resurretion halls of Edentia, whereinawaken the asending mortals of the seondary modi�ed order of asension. These hambers ofreature reassembly are under the supervision of the Melhizedeks. The �rst of the reeiving spheresof Edentia (like the planet Melhizedek near Salvington) also has speial resurretion halls, whereinthe mortals of the modi�ed orders of asension are reassembled.The Melhizedeks also maintain two speial olleges on Edentia. One, the emergeny shool, isdevoted to the study of problems growing out of the Satania rebellion. The other, the bestowalshool, is dediated to the mastery of the new problems arising out of the fat that Mihael made his�nal bestowal on one of the worlds of Norlatiadek. This latter ollege was established almost fortythousand years ago, immediately after the announement by Mihael that Urantia had been seletedas the world for his �nal bestowal.The sea of glass, the reeiving area of Edentia, is near the administrative enter and is enirledby the headquarters amphitheater. Surrounding this area are the governing enters for the seventydivisions of onstellation a�airs. One half of Edentia is divided into seventy triangular setions,whose boundaries onverge at the headquarters buildings of their respetive setors. The remainderof this sphere is one vast natural park, the gardens of God.During your periodi visits to Edentia, though the entire planet is open to your inspetion, mostof your time will be spent in that administrative triangle whose number orresponds to that of yoururrent residential world. You will always be welome as an observer in the legislative assemblies.The morontia area assigned to asending mortals resident on Edentia is loated in the mid-zone of the thirty-�fth triangle adjoining the headquarters of the �naliters, situated in the thirty-sixth triangle. The general headquarters of the univitatia oupies an enormous area in the mid-region of the thirty-fourth triangle immediately adjoining the residential reservation of the morontiaitizens. From these arrangements it may be seen that provision is made for the aommodation ofat least seventy major divisions of elestial life, and also that eah of these seventy triangular areasis orrelated with some one of the seventy major spheres of morontia training.The Edentia sea of glass is one enormous irular rystal about one hundred miles in irumfer-ene and about thirty miles in depth. This magni�ent rystal serves as the reeiving �eld for alltransport seraphim and other beings arriving from points outside the sphere; suh a sea of glassgreatly failitates the landing of transport seraphim.A rystal �eld on this order is found on almost all arhitetural worlds; and it serves many purposesaside from its deorative value, being utilized for portraying superuniverse reetivity to assembledgroups and as a fator in the energy-transformation tehnique for modifying the urrents of spae448



and for adapting other inoming physial-energy streams.43.2 The Constellation GovernmentThe onstellations are the autonomous units of a loal universe, eah onstellation being administeredaording to its own legislative enatments. When the ourts of Nebadon sit in judgment on universea�airs, all internal matters are adjudiated in aordane with the laws prevailing in the onstellationonerned. These judiial derees of Salvington, together with the legislative enatments of theonstellations, are exeuted by the administrators of the loal systems.Constellations thus funtion as the legislative or lawmaking units, while the loal systems serveas the exeutive or enforement units. The Salvington government is the supreme judiial and o-ordinating authority.While the supreme judiial funtion rests with the entral administration of a loal universe, thereare two subsidiary but major tribunals at the headquarters of eah onstellation, the Melhizedekounil and the ourt of the Most High.All judiial problems are �rst reviewed by the ounil of the Melhizedeks. Twelve of this orderwho have had ertain requisite experiene on the evolutionary planets and on the system headquartersworlds are empowered to review evidene, digest pleas, and formulate provisional verdits, whih arepassed on to the ourt of the Most High, the reigning Constellation Father. The mortal divisionof this latter tribunal onsists of seven judges, all of whom are asendant mortals. The higher youasend in the universe, the more ertain you are to be judged by those of your own kind.The onstellation legislative body is divided into three groups. The legislative program of aonstellation originates in the lower house of asenders, a group presided over by a �naliter andonsisting of one thousand representative mortals. Eah system nominates ten members to sit in thisdeliberative assembly. On Edentia this body is not fully reruited at the present time.The mid-hamber of legislators is omposed of the seraphi hosts and their assoiates, otherhildren of the loal universe Mother Spirit. This group numbers one hundred and is nominated bythe supervising personalities who preside over the various ativities of suh beings as they funtionwithin the onstellation.The advisory or highest body of onstellation legislators onsists of the house of peers - the houseof the divine Sons. This orps is hosen by the Most High Fathers and numbers ten. Only Sonsof speial experiene may serve in this upper house. This is the fat-�nding and timesaving groupwhih very e�etively serves both of the lower divisions of the legislative assembly.The ombined ounil of legislators onsists of three members from eah of these separate branhesof the onstellation deliberative assembly and is presided over by the reigning junior Most High.This group santions the �nal form of all enatments and authorizes their promulgation by thebroadasters. The approval of this supreme ommission renders legislative enatments the law of therealm; their ats are �nal. The legislative pronounements of Edentia onstitute the fundamentallaw of all Norlatiadek.43.3 The Most Highs of NorlatiadekThe rulers of the onstellations are of the Vorondadek order of loal universe sonship. When om-missioned to ative duty in the universe as onstellation rulers or otherwise, these Sons are knownas the Most Highs sine they embody the highest administrative wisdom, oupled with the mostfarseeing and intelligent loyalty, of all the orders of the Loal Universe Sons of God. Their personal449



integrity and their group loyalty have never been questioned; no disa�etion of the Vorondadek Sonshas ever ourred in Nebadon.At least three Vorondadek Sons are ommissioned by Gabriel as the Most Highs of eah of theNebadon onstellations. The presiding member of this trio is known as the Constellation Father andhis two assoiates as the senior Most High and the junior Most High. A Constellation Father reignsfor ten thousand standard years (about 50,000 Urantia years), having previously served as juniorassoiate and as senior assoiate for equal periods.The Psalmist knew that Edentia was ruled by three Constellation Fathers and aordingly spokeof their abode in the plural: \There is a river, the streams whereof shall make glad the ity of God,the most holy plae of the tabernales of the Most Highs."Down through the ages there has been great onfusion on Urantia regarding the various universerulers. Many later teahers onfused their vague and inde�nite tribal deities with the Most HighFathers. Still later, the Hebrews merged all of these elestial rulers into a omposite Deity. Oneteaher understood that the Most Highs were not the Supreme Rulers, for he said, \He who dwellsin the seret plae of the Most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty." In the Urantiareords it is very diÆult at times to know exatly who is referred to by the term \Most High." ButDaniel fully understood these matters. He said, \The Most High rules in the kingdom of men andgives it to whomsoever he will."The Constellation Fathers are little oupied with the individuals of an inhabited planet, but theyare losely assoiated with those legislative and lawmaking funtions of the onstellations whih sogreatly onern every mortal rae and national group of the inhabited worlds.Although the onstellation regime stands between you and the universe administration, as individ-uals you would ordinarily be little onerned with the onstellation government. Your great interestwould normally enter in the loal system, Satania; but temporarily, Urantia is losely related to theonstellation rulers beause of ertain system and planetary onditions growing out of the Luiferrebellion.The Edentia Most Highs seized ertain phases of planetary authority on the rebellious worlds atthe time of the Luifer seession. They have ontinued to exerise this power, and the Anients ofDays long sine on�rmed this assumption of ontrol over these wayward worlds. They will no doubtontinue to exerise this assumed jurisdition as long as Luifer lives. Muh of this authority wouldordinarily, in a loyal system, be invested in the System Sovereign.But there is still another way in whih Urantia beame peuliarly related to the Most Highs.When Mihael, the Creator Son, was on his terminal bestowal mission, sine the suessor of Luiferwas not in full authority in the loal system, all Urantia a�airs whih onerned the Mihael bestowalwere immediately supervised by the Most Highs of Norlatiadek.43.4 Mount Assembly - The Faithful of DaysThe most holy mount of assembly is the dwelling plae of the Faithful of Days, the representative ofthe Paradise Trinity who funtions on Edentia.This Faithful of Days is a Trinity Son of Paradise and has been present on Edentia as the personalrepresentative of Immanuel sine the reation of the headquarters world. Ever the Faithful of Daysstands at the right hand of the Constellation Fathers to ounsel them, but never does he pro�eradvie unless it is asked for. The high Sons of Paradise never partiipate in the ondut of the a�airsof a loal universe exept upon the petition of the ating rulers of suh domains. But all that aUnion of Days is to a Creator Son, a Faithful of Days is to the Most Highs of a onstellation.450



The residene of the Edentia Faithful of Days is the onstellation enter of the Paradise systemof extrauniverse ommuniation and intelligene. These Trinity Sons, with their sta�s of Havonaand Paradise personalities, in liaison with the supervising Union of Days, are in diret and onstantommuniation with their order throughout all the universes, even to Havona and Paradise.The most holy mount is exquisitely beautiful and marvelously appointed, but the atual resi-dene of the Paradise Son is modest in omparison with the entral abode of the Most Highs andthe surrounding seventy strutures omprising the residential unit of the Vorondadek Sons. Theseappointments are exlusively residential; they are entirely separate from the extensive administrativeheadquarters buildings wherein the a�airs of the onstellation are transated.The residene of the Faithful of Days on Edentia is loated to the north of these residenes of theMost Highs and is known as the \mount of Paradise assembly." On this onserated highland theasending mortals periodially assemble to hear this Son of Paradise tell of the long and intriguingjourney of progressing mortals through the one billion perfetion worlds of Havona and on to theindesribable delights of Paradise. And it is at these speial gatherings on Mount Assembly that themorontia mortals beome more fully aquainted with the various groups of personalities of origin inthe entral universe.The traitorous Luifer, onetime sovereign of Satania, in announing his laims to inreased ju-risdition, sought to displae all superior orders of sonship in the governmental plan of the loaluniverse. He purposed in his heart, saying: \I will exalt my throne above the Sons of God; I will situpon the mount of assembly in the north; I will be like the Most High."The one hundred System Sovereigns ome periodially to the Edentia onlaves whih deliberateon the welfare of the onstellation. After the Satania rebellion the arhrebels of Jerusem were wont toome up to these Edentia ounils just as they had on former oasions. And there was found no wayto stop this arrogant e�rontery until after the bestowal of Mihael on Urantia and his subsequentassumption of unlimited sovereignty throughout all Nebadon. Never, sine that day, have theseinstigators of sin been permitted to sit in the Edentia ounils of the loyal System Sovereigns.That the teahers of olden times knew of these things is shown by the reord: \And there was aday when the Sons of God ame to present themselves before the Most Highs, and Satan ame alsoand presented himself among them." And this is a statement of fat regardless of the onnetion inwhih it hanes to appear.Sine the triumph of Christ, all Norlatiadek is being leansed of sin and rebels. Sometime beforeMihael's death in the esh the fallen Luifer's assoiate, Satan, sought to attend suh an Edentiaonlave, but the solidi�ation of sentiment against the arhrebels had reahed the point where thedoors of sympathy were so well-nigh universally losed that there ould be found no standing groundfor the Satania adversaries. When there exists no open door for the reeption of evil, there exists noopportunity for the entertainment of sin. The doors of the hearts of all Edentia losed against Satan;he was unanimously rejeted by the assembled System Sovereigns, and it was at this time that theSon of Man \beheld Satan fall as lightning from heaven."Sine the Luifer rebellion a new struture has been provided near the residene of the Faithfulof Days. This temporary edi�e is the headquarters of the Most High liaison, who funtions in losetouh with the Paradise Son as adviser to the onstellation government in all matters respeting thepoliy and attitude of the order of Days toward sin and rebellion.43.5 The Edentia Fathers sine the Luifer RebellionThe rotation of the Most Highs on Edentia was suspended at the time of the Luifer rebellion. Wenow have the same rulers who were on duty at that time. We infer that no hange in these rulers451



will be made until Luifer and his assoiates are �nally disposed of.The present government of the onstellation, however, has been expanded to inlude twelve Sonsof the Vorondadek order. These twelve are as follows:1. The Constellation Father. The present Most High ruler of Norlatiadek is number 617,318 of theVorondadek series of Nebadon. He saw servie in many onstellations throughout our loal universebefore taking up his Edentia responsibilities.2. The senior Most High assoiate.3. The junior Most High assoiate.4. The Most High adviser, the personal representative of Mihael sine his attainment of thestatus of a Master Son.5. The Most High exeutive, the personal representative of Gabriel stationed on Edentia eversine the Luifer rebellion.6. The Most High hief of planetary observers, the diretor of the Vorondadek observers stationedon the isolated worlds of Satania.7. The Most High referee, the Vorondadek Son intrusted with the duty of adjusting all diÆultiesonsequential to rebellion within the onstellation.8. The Most High emergeny administrator, the Vorondadek Son harged with the task of adaptingthe emergeny enatments of the Norlatiadek legislature to the rebellion-isolated worlds of Satania.9. The Most High mediator, the Vorondadek Son assigned to harmonize the speial bestowaladjustments on Urantia with the routine administration of the onstellation. The presene of ertainarhangel ativities and numerous other irregular ministrations on Urantia, together with the speialativities of the Brilliant Evening Stars on Jerusem, neessitates the funtioning of this Son.10. The Most High judge-advoate, the head of the emergeny tribunal devoted to the adjustmentof the speial problems of Norlatiadek growing out of the onfusion onsequent upon the Sataniarebellion.11. The Most High liaison, the Vorondadek Son attahed to the Edentia rulers but ommissionedas a speial ounselor with the Faithful of Days regarding the best ourse to pursue in the managementof problems pertaining to rebellion and reature disloyalty.12. The Most High diretor, the president of the emergeny ounil of Edentia. All personalitiesassigned to Norlatiadek beause of the Satania upheaval onstitute the emergeny ounil, and theirpresiding oÆer is a Vorondadek Son of extraordinary experiene.And this takes no aount of the numerous Vorondadeks, envoys of Nebadon onstellations, andothers who are also resident on Edentia.Ever sine the Luifer rebellion the Edentia Fathers have exerised a speial are over Urantia andthe other isolated worlds of Satania. Long ago the prophet reognized the ontrolling hand of theConstellation Fathers in the a�airs of nations. \When the Most High divided to the nations theirinheritane, when he separated the sons of Adam, he set the bounds of the people."Every quarantined or isolated world has a Vorondadek Son ating as an observer. He does notpartiipate in planetary administration exept when ordered by the Constellation Father to intervenein the a�airs of the nations. Atually it is this Most High observer who \rules in the kingdoms ofmen." Urantia is one of the isolated worlds of Norlatiadek, and a Vorondadek observer has beenstationed on the planet ever sine the Caligastia betrayal. When Mahiventa Melhizedek ministeredin semimaterial form on Urantia, he paid respetful homage to the Most High observer then on duty,as it is written, \And Melhizedek, king of Salem, was the priest of the Most High." Melhizedekrevealed the relations of this Most High observer to Abraham when he said, \And blessed be the452



Most High, who has delivered your enemies into your hand."
43.6 The Gardens of GodThe system apitals are partiularly beauti�ed with material and mineral onstrutions, while theuniverse headquarters is more reetive of spiritual glory, but the apitals of the onstellations arethe ame of morontia ativities and living embellishments. On the onstellation headquarters worldsliving embellishment is more generally utilized, and it is this preponderane of life - botani artistry- that auses these worlds to be alled \the gardens of God."About one half of Edentia is devoted to the exquisite gardens of the Most Highs, and thesegardens are among the most entraning morontia reations of the loal universe. This explains whythe extraordinarily beautiful plaes on the inhabited worlds of Norlatiadek are so often alled \thegarden of Eden."Centrally loated in this magni�ent garden is the worship shrine of the Most Highs. The Psalmistmust have known something about these things, for he wrote: \Who shall asend the hill of the MostHighs? Who shall stand in this holy plae? He who has lean hands and a pure heart, who has notlifted up his soul to vanity nor sworn deeitfully." At this shrine the Most Highs, on every tenth dayof relaxation, lead all Edentia in the worshipful ontemplation of God the Supreme.The arhitetural worlds enjoy ten forms of life of the material order. On Urantia there is plantand animal life, but on suh a world as Edentia there are ten divisions of the material orders of life.Were you to view these ten divisions of Edentia life, you would quikly lassify the �rst three asvegetable and the last three as animal, but you would be utterly unable to omprehend the natureof the intervening four groups of proli� and fasinating forms of life.Even the distintively animal life is very di�erent from that of the evolutionary worlds, so di�erentthat it is quite impossible to portray to mortal minds the unique harater and a�etionate natureof these nonspeaking reatures. There are thousands upon thousands of living reatures whih yourimagination ould not possibly piture. The whole animal reation is of an entirely di�erent orderfrom the gross animal speies of the evolutionary planets. But all this animal life is most intelligentand exquisitely servieable, and all the various speies are surprisingly gentle and touhingly om-panionable. There are no arnivorous reatures on suh arhitetural worlds; there is nothing in allEdentia to make any living being afraid.The vegetable life is also very di�erent from that of Urantia, onsisting of both material andmorontia varieties. The material growths have a harateristi green oloration, but the morontiaequivalents of vegetative life have a violet or orhid tinge of varying hue and reetion. Suh morontiavegetation is purely an energy growth; when eaten there is no residual portion.Being endowed with ten divisions of physial life, not to mention the morontia variations, thesearhitetural worlds provide tremendous possibilities for the biologi beauti�ation of the landsapeand of the material and the morontia strutures. The elestial artisans diret the native spornagiain this extensive work of botani deoration and biologi embellishment. Whereas your artists mustresort to inert paint and lifeless marble to portray their onepts, the elestial artisans and theunivitatia more frequently utilize living materials to represent their ideas and to apture their ideals.If you enjoy the owers, shrubs, and trees of Urantia, then will you feast your eyes upon thebotanial beauty and the oral grandeur of the supernal gardens of Edentia. But it is beyond mypowers of desription to undertake to onvey to the mortal mind an adequate onept of thesebeauties of the heavenly worlds. Truly, eye has not seen suh glories as await your arrival on theseworlds of the mortal-asension adventure. 453



43.7 The UnivitatiaUnivitatia are the permanent itizens of Edentia and its assoiated worlds, all seven hundred seventyworlds surrounding the onstellation headquarters being under their supervision. These hildren ofthe Creator Son and the Creative Spirit are projeted on a plane of existene in between the materialand the spiritual, but they are not morontia reatures. The natives of eah of the seventy majorspheres of Edentia possess di�erent visible forms, and the morontia mortals have their morontia formsattuned to orrespond with the asending sale of the univitatia eah time they hange residenefrom one Edentia sphere to another as they pass suessively from world number one to world numberseventy.Spiritually, the univitatia are alike; intelletually, they vary as do mortals; in form, they muhresemble the morontia state of existene, and they are reated to funtion in seventy diverse ordersof personality. Eah of these orders of univitatia exhibits ten major variations of intelletual ativity,and eah of these varying intelletual types presides over the speial training and ultural shoolsof progressive oupational or pratial soialization on some one of the ten satellites whih swingaround eah of the major Edentia worlds.These seven hundred minor worlds are tehnial spheres of pratial eduation in the working ofthe entire loal universe and are open to all lasses of intelligent beings. These training shools ofspeial skill and tehnial knowledge are not onduted exlusively for asending mortals, althoughmorontia students onstitute by far the largest group of all those who attend these ourses of training.When you are reeived on any one of the seventy major worlds of soial ulture, you are immediatelygiven learane for eah of the ten surrounding satellites.In the various ourtesy olonies, asending morontia mortals predominate among the reversiondiretors, but the univitatia represent the largest group assoiated with the Nebadon orps of elestialartisans. In all Orvonton no extra-Havona beings exepting the Uversa abandonters an equal theunivitatia in artisti skill, soial adaptability, and o-ordinating leverness.These itizens of the onstellation are not atually members of the artisan orps, but they freelywork with all groups and ontribute muh to making the onstellation worlds the hief spheres forthe realization of the magni�ent artisti possibilities of transition ulture. They do not funtionbeyond the on�nes of the onstellation headquarters worlds.43.8 The Edentia Training WorldsThe physial endowment of Edentia and its surrounding spheres is well-nigh perfet; they ouldhardly equal the spiritual grandeur of the spheres of Salvington, but they far surpass the glories ofthe training worlds of Jerusem. All these Edentia spheres are energized diretly by the universalspae urrents, and their enormous power systems, both material and morontial, are expertly super-vised and distributed by the onstellation enters, assisted by a ompetent orps of Master PhysialControllers and Morontia Power Supervisors.The time spent on the seventy training worlds of transition morontia ulture assoiated with theEdentia age of mortal asension, is the most settled period in an asending mortal's areer up to thestatus of a �naliter; this is really the typial morontia life. While you are re-keyed eah time youpass from one major ultural world to another, you retain the same morontia body, and there are noperiods of personality unonsiousness.Your sojourn on Edentia and its assoiated spheres will be hiey oupied with the mastery ofgroup ethis, the seret of pleasant and pro�table interrelationship between the various universe andsuperuniverse orders of intelligent personalities. 454



On the mansion worlds you ompleted the uni�ation of the evolving mortal personality; on thesystem apital you attained Jerusem itizenship and ahieved the willingness to submit the self to thedisiplines of group ativities and o-ordinated undertakings; but now on the onstellation trainingworlds you are to ahieve the real soialization of your evolving morontia personality. This supernalultural aquirement onsists in learning how to:1. Live happily and work e�etively with ten diverse fellow morontians, while ten suh groups areassoiated in ompanies of one hundred and then federated in orps of one thousand.2. Abide joyfully and o-operate heartily with ten univitatia, who, though similar intelletually tomorontia beings, are very di�erent in every other way. And then must you funtion with this groupof ten as it o-ordinates with ten other families, whih are in turn onfederated into a orps of onethousand univitatia.3. Ahieve simultaneous adjustment to both fellow morontians and these host univitatia. Aquirethe ability voluntarily and e�etively to o-operate with your own order of beings in lose workingassoiation with a somewhat dissimilar group of intelligent reatures.4. While thus soially funtioning with beings like and unlike yourself, ahieve intelletual harmonywith, and make voational adjustment to, both groups of assoiates.5. While attaining satisfatory soialization of the personality on intelletual and voational levels,further perfet the ability to live in intimate ontat with similar and slightly dissimilar beings withever-lessening irritability and ever-diminishing resentment. The reversion diretors ontribute muhto this latter attainment through their group-play ativities.6. Adjust all of these various soialization tehniques to the furtherane of the progressive o-ordination of the Paradise-asension areer; augment universe insight by enhaning the ability tograsp the eternal goal-meanings onealed within these seemingly insigni�ant time-spae ativities.7. And then, limax all of these proedures of multisoialization with the onurrent enhanementof spiritual insight as it pertains to the augmentation of all phases of personal endowment throughgroup spiritual assoiation and morontia o-ordination. Intelletually, soially, and spiritually twomoral reatures do not merely double their personal potentials of universe ahievement by partnershiptehnique; they more nearly quadruple their attainment and aomplishment possibilities.We have portrayed Edentia soialization as an assoiation of a morontia mortal with a univitatiafamily group onsisting of ten intelletually dissimilar individuals onomitant with a similar asso-iation with ten fellow morontians. But on the �rst seven major worlds only one asending mortallives with ten univitatia. On the seond group of seven major worlds two mortals abide with eahnative group of ten, and so on up until, on the last group of seven major spheres, ten morontia beingsare domiiled with ten univitatia. As you learn how better to soialize with the univitatia, you willpratie suh improved ethis in your relations with your fellow morontia progressors.As asending mortals you will enjoy your sojourn on the progress worlds of Edentia, but youwill not experiene that personal thrill of satisfation whih haraterizes your initial ontat withuniverse a�airs on the system headquarters or your farewell touh with these realities on the �nalworlds of the universe apital.43.9 Citizenship on EdentiaAfter graduation from world number seventy, asending mortals take up residene on Edentia. Asen-ders now, for the �rst time, attend the \assemblies of Paradise" and hear the story of their far-ungareer as it is depited by the Faithful of Days, the �rst of the Supreme Trinity-origin Personalitiesthey have met. 455



This entire sojourn on the onstellation training worlds, ulminating in Edentia itizenship, isa period of true and heavenly bliss for the morontia progressors. Throughout your sojourn on thesystem worlds you were evolving from a near-animal to a morontia reature; you were more materialthan spiritual. On the Salvington spheres you will be evolving from a morontia being to the statusof a true spirit; you will be more spiritual than material. But on Edentia, asenders are midwaybetween their former and their future estates, midway in their passage from evolutionary animal toasending spirit. During your whole stay on Edentia and its worlds you are \as the angels"; you areonstantly progressing but all the while maintaining a general and a typial morontia status.This onstellation sojourn of an asending mortal is the most uniform and stabilized epoh inthe entire areer of morontia progression. This experiene onstitutes the prespirit soializationtraining of the asenders. It is analogous to the pre�naliter spiritual experiene of Havona and tothe preabsonite training on Paradise.Asending mortals on Edentia are hiey oupied with the assignments on the seventy progressiveunivitatia worlds. They also serve in varied apaities on Edentia itself, mainly in onjuntion withthe onstellation program onerned with group, raial, national, and planetary welfare. The MostHighs are not so muh engaged in fostering individual advanement on the inhabited worlds; theyrule in the kingdoms of men rather than in the hearts of individuals.And on that day when you are prepared to leave Edentia for the Salvington areer, you will pauseand look bak on one of the most beautiful and most refreshing of all your epohs of training this sideof Paradise. But the glory of it all augments as you asend inward and ahieve inreased apaityfor enlarged appreiation of divine meanings and spiritual values.[Sponsored by Malavatia Melhizedek.℄
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Chapter 44The Celestial ArtisansAMONG the ourtesy olonies of the various divisional and universe headquarters worlds may befound the unique order of omposite personalities denominated the elestial artisans. These beingsare the master artists and artisans of the morontia and lower spirit realms. They are the spirits andsemispirits who are engaged in morontia embellishment and in spiritual beauti�ation. Suh artisansare distributed throughout the grand universe - on the headquarters worlds of the superuniverses,the loal universes, the onstellations, and systems, as well as on all spheres settled in light and life;but their hief realm of ativity is in the onstellations and espeially on the seven hundred seventyworlds surrounding eah headquarters sphere.Though their work may be almost inomprehensible to the material mind, it should be understoodthat the morontia and spirit worlds are not without their high arts and supernal ultures.The elestial artisans are not reated as suh; they are a seleted and reruited orps of beingsomposed of ertain teaher personalities native to the entral universe and their volunteer pupilsdrawn from the asending mortals and numerous other elestial groups. The original teahing orpsof these artisans was sometime assigned by the In�nite Spirit in ollaboration with the Seven MasterSpirits and onsisted of seven thousand Havona instrutors, one thousand to eah of the sevendivisions of artisans. With suh a nuleus to start with, there has developed through the ages thisbrilliant body of skillful workers in spirit and morontia a�airs.Any morontia personality or spirit entity is eligible for admission to the orps of the elestialartisans; that is, any being below the rank of inherent divine sonship. Asending sons of God fromthe evolutionary spheres may, after their arrival on the morontia worlds, apply for admission to theartisan orps and, if suÆiently gifted, may hoose suh a areer for a longer or shorter period. Butno one may enlist with the elestial artisans for less than one millennium, one thousand years ofsuperuniverse time.All elestial artisans are registered on the superuniverse headquarters but are direted by morontiasupervisors on the loal universe apitals. They are ommissioned in the following seven majordivisions of ativity by the entral orps of morontia supervisors funtioning on the headquartersworld of eah loal universe:1. Celestial Musiians.2. Heavenly Reproduers.3. Divine Builders.4. Thought Reorders.5. Energy Manipulators.6. Designers and Embellishers. 457



7. Harmony Workers.The original teahers of these seven groups all hailed from the perfet worlds of Havona, andHavona ontains the patterns, the pattern studies, for all phases and forms of spirit artistry. Whileit is a giganti task to undertake to transfer these arts of Havona to the worlds of spae, the elestialartisans have improved in tehnique and exeution from age to age. As in all other phases of theasending areer those who are most advaned in any line of endeavor are required onstantly toimpart their superior knowledge and skill to their less favored fellows.You will �rst begin to glimpse these transplanted arts of Havona on the mansion worlds, and theirbeauty and your appreiation of their beauty will heighten and brighten until you stand in the spirithalls of Salvington and behold the inspiring masterpiees of the supernal artists of the spirit realms.All these ativities of the morontia and spirit worlds are real. To spirit beings the spirit world is areality. To us the material world is the more unreal. The higher forms of spirits freely pass throughordinary matter. High spirits are reative to nothing material exepting ertain of the basi energies.To material beings the spirit world is more or less unreal; to spirit beings the material world is almostentirely unreal, being merely a shadow of the substane of spirit realities.I annot, with exlusive spirit vision, pereive the building in whih this narrative is being trans-lated and reorded. A Divine Counselor from Uversa who hanes to stand by my side pereives stillless of these purely material reations. We disern how these material strutures appear to you byviewing a spirit ounterpart presented to our minds by one of our attending energy transformers.This material building is not exatly real to me, a spirit being, but it is, of ourse, very real and veryservieable to material mortals.There are ertain types of beings who are apable of diserning the reality of the reatures ofboth the spirit and the material worlds. Belonging to this lass are the so-alled fourth reatures ofthe Havona Servitals and the fourth reatures of the oniliators. The angels of time and spae areendowed with the ability to disern both spirit and material beings as also are the asending mortalssubsequent to deliverane from the life in the esh. After attainment of the higher spirit levels theasenders are able to reognize material, morontia, and spirit realities.There is also here with me a Mighty Messenger from Uversa, an asendant Adjuster-fused, onetimemortal being, and he pereives you as you are, and at the same time he visualizes the SolitaryMessenger, the supernaphim, and other elestial beings present. Never in your long asendany willyou lose the power to reognize your assoiates of former existenes. Always, as you asend inward inthe sale of life, will you retain the ability to reognize and fraternize with the fellow beings of yourprevious and lower levels of experiene. Eah new translation or resurretion will add one more groupof spirit beings to your vision range without in the least depriving you of the ability to reognizeyour friends and fellows of former estates.All this is made possible in the experiene of asending mortals by the ation of the indwellingThought Adjusters. Through their retention of the dupliates of your entire life's experienes, youare assured of never losing any true attribute you one had; and these Adjusters are going throughwith you, as a part of you, in reality, as you.But I almost despair of being able to onvey to the material mind the nature of the work of theelestial artisans. I am under the neessity of onstantly perverting thought and distorting languagein an e�ort to unfold to the mortal mind the reality of these morontia transations and near-spiritphenomena. Your omprehension is inapable of grasping, and your language is inadequate foronveying, the meaning, value, and relationship of these semispirit ativities. And I proeed withthis e�ort to enlighten the human mind onerning these realities with the full understanding of theutter impossibility of my being very suessful in suh an undertaking.I an do no more than attempt to sketh a rude parallelism between mortal material ativitiesand the manifold funtions of the elestial artisans. If the Urantia raes were more advaned in art458



and other ultural aomplishments, then ould I go that muh farther in an e�ort to projet thehuman mind from the things of matter to those of morontia. About all I an hope to aomplish isto make emphati the fat of the reality of these transations of the morontia and the spirit worlds.44.1 The Celestial MusiiansWith the limited range of mortal hearing, you an hardly oneive of morontia melodies. Thereis even a material range of beautiful sound unreognized by the human sense of hearing, not tomention the inoneivable sope of morontia and spirit harmony. Spirit melodies are not materialsound waves but spirit pulsations reeived by the spirits of elestial personalities. There is a vastnessof range and a soul of expression, as well as a grandeur of exeution, assoiated with the melodyof the spheres, that are wholly beyond human omprehension. I have seen millions of enrapturedbeings held in sublime estasy while the melody of the realm rolled in upon the spirit energy of theelestial iruits. These marvelous melodies an be broadast to the uttermost parts of a universe.The elestial musiians are oupied with the prodution of elestial harmony by the manipulationof the following spirit fores:1. Spiritual sound - spirit urrent interruptions.2. Spiritual light - the ontrol and intensi�ation of the light of the morontia and spiritual realms.3. Energy impingements - melody produed by the skillful management of the morontia and spiritenergies.4. Color symphonies - melody of morontia olor tones; this ranks among the highest aomplish-ments of the elestial musiians.5. Harmony of assoiated spirits - the very arrangement and assoiation of di�erent orders ofmorontia and spirit beings produe majesti melodies.6. Melody of thought - the thinking of spiritual thoughts an be so perfeted as to burst forth inthe melodies of Havona.7. The musi of spae - by proper attunement the melodies of other spheres an be piked up onthe universe broadast iruits.There are over one hundred thousand di�erent modes of sound, olor, and energy manipulation,tehniques analogous to the human employment of musial instruments. Your ensembles of daningundoubtedly represent a rude and grotesque attempt of material reatures to approah the elestialharmony of being plaement and personality arrangement. The other �ve forms of morontia melodyare unreognized by the sensory mehanism of material bodies.Harmony, the musi of the seven levels of melodious assoiation, is the one universal ode of spiritommuniation. Musi, suh as Urantia mortals understand, attains its highest expression in theshools of Jerusem, the system headquarters, where semimaterial beings are taught the harmoniesof sound. Mortals do not reat to the other forms of morontia melody and elestial harmony.Appreiation of musi on Urantia is both physial and spiritual; and your human musiians havedone muh to elevate musial taste from the barbarous monotony of your early anestors to thehigher levels of sound appreiation. The majority of Urantia mortals reat to musi so largelywith the material musles and so slightly with the mind and spirit; but there has been a steadyimprovement in musial appreiation for more than thirty-�ve thousand years.Tuneful synopation represents a transition from the musial monotony of primitive man to theexpressionful harmony and meaningful melodies of your later-day musiians. These earlier typesof rhythm stimulate the reation of the musi-loving sense without entailing the exertion of the459



higher intelletual powers of harmony appreiation and thus more generally appeal to immature orspiritually indolent individuals.The best musi of Urantia is just a eeting eho of the magni�ent strains heard by the elestialassoiates of your musiians, who left but snathes of these harmonies of morontia fores on reord asthe musial melodies of sound harmonis. Spirit-morontia musi not infrequently employs all sevenmodes of expression and reprodution, so that the human mind is tremendously handiapped in anyattempt to redue these melodies of the higher spheres to mere notes of musial sound. Suh ane�ort would be something like endeavoring to reprodue the strains of a great orhestra by means ofa single musial instrument.While you have assembled some beautiful melodies on Urantia, you have not progressed musiallynearly so far as many of your neighboring planets in Satania. If Adam and Eve had only survived,then would you have had musi in reality; but the gift of harmony, so large in their natures, has beenso diluted by strains of unmusial tendenies that only one in a thousand mortal lives is there anygreat appreiation of harmonis. But be not disouraged; some day a real musiian may appear onUrantia, and whole peoples will be enthralled by the magni�ent strains of his melodies. One suhhuman being ould forever hange the ourse of a whole nation, even the entire ivilized world. Itis literally true, \melody has power a whole world to transform." Forever, musi will remain theuniversal language of men, angels, and spirits. Harmony is the speeh of Havona.44.2 The Heavenly ReproduersMortal man an hardly hope for more than a meager and distorted onept of the funtions of theheavenly reproduers, whih I must attempt to illustrate through the gross and limited symbolism ofyour material language. The spirit-morontia world has a thousand and one things of supreme value,things worthy of reprodution but unknown on Urantia, experienes that belong in the ategory ofthe ativities whih have hardly \entered into the mind of man," those realities whih God has inwaiting for those who survive the life in the esh.There are seven groups of the heavenly reproduers, and I will attempt to illustrate their work bythe following lassi�ation:1. The singers - harmonists who reiterate the spei� harmonies of the past and interpret themelodies of the present. But all of this is e�eted on the morontia level.2. The olor workers - those artists of light and shade you might all skethers and painters, artistswho preserve passing senes and transient episodes for future morontia enjoyment.3. The light piturizers - the makers of the real semispirit-phenomena preservations of whihmotion pitures would be a very rude illustration.4. The histori pageanteers - those who dramatially reprodue the ruial events of universereords and history.5. The propheti artists - those who projet the meanings of history into the future.6. The life-story tellers - those who perpetuate the meaning and signi�ane of life experiene.The projetion of present personal experienes into future attainment values.7. The administrative enators - those who depit the signi�ane of governmental philosophyand administrative tehnique, the elestial dramatists of sovereignty.Very often and e�etively the heavenly reproduers ollaborate with the reversion diretors inombining memory reapitulation with ertain forms of mind rest and personality diversion. Beforethe morontia onlaves and spirit assemblies these reproduers sometimes assoiate themselves in460



tremendous dramati spetales representative of the purpose of suh gatherings. I reently witnessedsuh a stupendous presentation in whih more than one million ators produed a suession of onethousand senes.The higher intelletual teahers and the transition ministers freely and e�etively utilize thesevarious groups of reproduers in their morontia eduational ativities. But not all of their e�orts aredevoted to transient illustration; muh, very muh, of their work is of a permanent nature and willforever remain as a legay to all future time. So versatile are these artisans that, when they funtionen masse, they are able to re-enat an age, and in ollaboration with the seraphi ministers they anatually portray the eternal values of the spirit world to the mortal seers of time.44.3 The Divine BuildersThere are ities \whose builder and maker is God." In spirit ounterpart we have all that you mortalsare familiar with and inexpressibly more. We have homes, spirit omforts, and morontia neessities.For every material satisfation whih humans are apable of enjoying, we have thousands of spiritualrealities that serve to enrih and enlarge our existene. The divine builders funtion in seven groups:1. The home designers and builders - those who onstrut and remodel the abodes assignedto individuals and working groups. These morontia and spirit domiiles are real. They would beinvisible to your short-range vision, but they are very real and beautiful to us. To a ertain extent,all spirit beings may share with the builders ertain details of the planning and reation of theirmorontia or spirit abodes. These homes are �tted up and embellished in aordane with the needsof the morontia or of the spirit reatures who are to inhabit them. There is abundant variety andample opportunity for individual expression in all these onstrutions.2. The voation builders - those who funtion in designing and assembling the abodes of the regularand routine workers of the spirit and morontia realms. These builders are omparable to those whoonstrut the Urantia workshops and other industrial plants. The transition worlds have a neessaryeonomy of mutual ministry and speialized division of labor. We do not all do everything; thereis diversity of funtion among morontia beings and evolving spirits, and these voation builders notonly build better workshops but also ontribute to the voational enhanement of the worker.3. The play builders. Enormous edi�es are utilized during the seasons of rest, what mortalswould all rereation and, in a ertain sense, play. Provision is made for a suitable setting for thereversion diretors, the humorists of the morontia worlds, those transition spheres whereon takesplae the training of asendant beings but reently removed from the evolutionary planets. Eventhe higher spirits engage in a ertain form of reminisent humor during their periods of spiritualreharging.4. The worship builders - the experiened arhitets of the spirit and the morontia temples. Allthe worlds of mortal asent have temples of worship, and they are the most exquisite reations ofthe morontia realms and the spirit spheres.5. The eduation builders - those who build the headquarters of morontia training and advanedspirit learning. Always is the way open to aquire more knowledge, to gain additional informationrespeting one's present and future work as well as universal ultural knowledge, information designedto make asending mortals more intelligent and e�etive itizens of the morontia and spirit worlds.6. Morontia planners - those who build for the o-ordinate assoiation of all the personalities ofall realms as they are at any one time present on any one sphere. These planners ollaborate withthe Morontia Power Supervisors to enrih the o-ordination of the progressive morontia life.7. The publi builders - the artisans who plan and onstrut the designated plaes of assemblyother than those of worship. Great and magni�ent are the plaes of ommon assembly.461



While neither these strutures nor their embellishment would be exatly real to the sensory om-prehension of material mortals, they are very real to us. You would be unable to see these templesould you be there in the esh; nevertheless, all of these supermaterial reations are atually there,and we learly disern them and just as fully enjoy them.44.4 The Thought ReordersThese artisans are devoted to the preservation and reprodution of the superior thought of the realms,and they funtion in seven groups:1. Thought preservers. These are the artisans dediated to the preservation of the higher thoughtof the realms. On the morontia worlds they truly treasure the gems of mentation. Before �rst omingto Urantia, I saw reords and heard broadasts of the ideation of some of the great minds of thisplanet. Thought reorders preserve suh noble ideas in the tongue of Uversa.Eah superuniverse has its own language, a tongue spoken by its personalities and prevailingthroughout its setors. This is known as the tongue of Uversa in our superuniverse. Eah loaluniverse also has its own language. All of the higher orders of Nebadon are bilingual, speakingboth the language of Nebadon and the tongue of Uversa. When two individuals from di�erent loaluniverses meet, they ommuniate in the tongue of Uversa; if, however, one of them hails fromanother superuniverse, they must have reourse to a translator. In the entral universe there islittle need of a language; there exists perfet and well-nigh omplete understanding; there, only theGods are not fully omprehended. We are taught that a hane meeting on Paradise reveals more ofmutual understanding than ould be ommuniated by a mortal language in a thousand years. Evenon Salvington we \know as we are known."The ability to translate thought into language in the morontia and spirit spheres is beyond mortalomprehension. Our rate of reduing thought to a permanent reord an be so speeded up by theexpert reorders that the equivalent of over half a million words, or thought symbols, an be registeredin one minute of Urantia time. These universe languages are far more replete than the speeh of theevolving worlds. The onept symbols of Uversa embrae more than a billion haraters, althoughthe basi alphabet ontains only seventy symbols. The language of Nebadon is not quite so elaborate,the basi symbols, or alphabet, being forty-eight in number.2. Conept reorders. This seond group of reorders are onerned with the preservation ofonept pitures, idea patterns. This is a form of permanent reording unknown on the materialrealms, and by this method I ould gain more knowledge in one hour of your time than you ouldgain in one hundred years of perusing ordinary written language.3. Ideograph reorders. We have the equivalent of both your written and spoken word, but inpreserving thought, we usually employ onept piturization and ideograph tehniques. Those whopreserve ideographs are able to improve one thousandfold upon the work of the onept reorders.4. Promoters of oratory. This group of reorders are oupied with the task of preserving thoughtfor reprodution by oratory. But in the language of Nebadon we ould, in a half hour's address, overthe subjet matter of the entire lifetime of a Urantia mortal. Your only hope of omprehending thesetransations is to pause and onsider the tehnique of your disordered and garbled dream life - howyou an in a few seonds traverse years of experiene in these fantasies of the night season.The oratory of the spirit world is one of the rare treats whih await you who have heard onlythe rude and stumbling orations of Urantia. There is harmony of musi and euphony of expressionin the orations of Salvington and Edentia whih are inspiring beyond desription. These burningonepts are like gems of beauty in diadems of glory. But I annot do it! I annot onvey to thehuman mind the breadth and depth of these realities of another world!462



5. The broadast diretors. The broadasts of Paradise, the superuniverses, and the loal universesare under the general supervision of this group of thought onservers. They serve as ensors andeditors as well as o-ordinators of the broadast material, making a superuniverse adaptation of allParadise broadasts and adapting and translating the broadasts of the Anients of Days into theindividual tongues of the loal universes.The loal universe broadasts must also be modi�ed for reeption by the systems and the individualplanets. The transmittal of these spae reports is arefully supervised, and there is always a bakregistry to insure the proper reeption of every report on every world in a given iruit. Thesebroadast diretors are tehnially expert in the utilization of the urrents of spae for all purposesof intelligene ommuniation.6. The rhythm reorders. Urantians would undoubtedly denominate these artisans poets, althoughtheir work is very di�erent from, and almost in�nitely transends, your poeti produtions. Rhythmis less exhausting to both morontia and spirit beings, and so an e�ort is frequently made to inreaseeÆieny, as well as to augment pleasure, by exeuting numerous funtions in rhythmi form. I onlywish you might be privileged to hear some of the poeti broadasts of the Edentia assemblies and toenjoy the rihness of the olor and tone of the onstellation geniuses who are masters of this exquisiteform of self-expression and soial harmonization.7. The morontia reorders. I am at a loss to know how to depit to the material mind thefuntion of this important group of thought reorders assigned to the work of preserving the ensemblepitures of the various groupings of morontia a�airs and spirit transations; rudely illustrated, theyare the group photographers of the transition worlds. They save for the future the vital senes andassoiations of these progressive epohs, preserving them in the arhives of the morontia halls ofreords.44.5 The Energy ManipulatorsThese interesting and e�etive artisans are onerned with every kind of energy: physial, mindal,and spiritual.1. Physial-energy manipulators. The physial-energy manipulators serve for long periods with thepower diretors and are experts in the manipulation and ontrol of many phases of physial energy.They are onversant with the three basi urrents and the thirty subsidiary energy segregations ofthe superuniverses. These beings are of inestimable assistane to the Morontia Power Supervisors ofthe transition worlds. They are the persistent students of the osmi projetions of Paradise.2. Mind-energy manipulators. These are the experts of interommuniation between morontiaand other types of intelligent beings. This form of ommuniation between mortals is pratiallynonexistent on Urantia. These are the speialists who promote the ability of the asending morontiabeings to ommuniate with one another, and their work embraes numerous unique adventures inintellet liaison whih are far beyond my power to portray to the material mind. These artisans arethe keen students of the mind iruits of the In�nite Spirit.3. Spiritual-energy manipulators. The manipulators of spiritual energy are an intriguing group.Spiritual energy ats in aordane with established laws, just as does physial energy. That is, spiritfore, when studied, yields dependable dedutions and an be preisely dealt with, even as an thephysial energies. There are just as ertain and reliable laws in the spirit world as obtain in thematerial realms. During the last few millions of years many improved tehniques for the intake ofspiritual energy have been e�eted by these students of the fundamental laws of the Eternal Songoverning spirit energy as applied to the morontia and other orders of elestial beings throughoutthe universes. 463



4. The ompound manipulators. This is the adventurous group of well-trained beings who aredediated to the funtional assoiation of the three original phases of divine energy manifestedthroughout the universes as physial, mindal, and spiritual energies. These are the keen personalitieswho are in reality seeking to disover the universe presene of God the Supreme, for in this Deitypersonality there must our the experiential uni�ation of all grand universe divinity. And to aertain extent, these artisans have in reent times met with some suess.5. The transport advisers. This orps of tehnial advisers to the transport seraphim are mostpro�ient in ollaborating with the star students in working out routings and in otherwise assistingthe hiefs of transport on the worlds of spae. They are the traÆ supervisors of the spheres and arepresent on all inhabited planets. Urantia is served by a orps of seventy transport advisers.6. The experts of ommuniation. Urantia, likewise, is served by twelve tehniians of interplan-etary and interuniverse ommuniation. These long-experiened beings are expert in the knowledgeof the laws of transmittal and interferene as applied to the ommuniations of the realms. Thisorps is onerned with all forms of spae messages exept those of Gravity and Solitary Messengers.On Urantia muh of their work must be aomplished over the arhangels' iruit.7. The teahers of rest. Divine rest is assoiated with the tehnique of spiritual-energy intake.Morontia and spirit energy must be replenished just as ertainly as physial energy, but not for thesame reasons. I am, perfore, ompelled to employ rude illustrations in my attempts to enlightenyou; nevertheless, we of the spirit world must stop our regular ativities periodially and betakeourselves to suitable plaes of rendezvous where we enter the divine rest and thus reuperate ourdepleting energies.You will reeive your �rst lessons in these matters when you reah the mansion worlds after youhave beome morontia beings and have begun to experiene the tehnique of spirit a�airs. You knowof the innermost irle of Havona and that, after the pilgrims of spae have traversed the preedingirles, they must be induted into the long and revivifying rest of Paradise. This is not only atehnial requirement of transit from the areer of time to the servie of eternity, but it is also aneessity, a form of rest required to replenish the energy losses inident to the �nal steps of theasendant experiene and to store reserves of spirit power for the next stage of the endless areer.These energy manipulators also funtion in hundreds of other ways too numerous to atalogue,suh as ounseling with the seraphim, herubim, and sanobim regarding the most eÆient modes ofenergy intake and as to the maintenane of the most helpful balanes of divergent fores betweenative herubim and passive sanobim. In many other ways do these experts lend assistane tomorontia and spirit reatures in their e�orts to understand the divine rest, whih is so essential tothe e�etive utilization of the basi energies of spae.44.6 The Designers and EmbellishersHow I wish I knew how to portray the exquisite work of these unique artisans! Every attempt onmy part to explain the work of spirit embellishment would only reall to material minds your ownpitiful but worthy e�orts to do these things on your world of mind and matter.This orps, while embraing over one thousand subdivisions of ativity, is grouped under thefollowing seven major heads:1. The raftworkers of olor. These are they who make the ten thousand olor tones of spiritreetion peal forth their exquisite messages of harmonious beauty. Aside from olor pereptionthere is nothing in human experiene to whih these ativities may be ompared.2. The sound designers. Spirit waves of diverse identity and morontia appreiation are depitedby these designers of what you would all sound. These impulses are in reality the superb reetions464



of the naked and glorious spirit-souls of the elestial hosts.3. The emotion designers. These enhaners and onservators of feeling are those who preserve thesentiments of morontia and the emotions of divinity for the study and edi�ation of the hildren oftime and for the inspiration and beauti�ation of morontia progressors and advaning spirits.4. The artists of odor. This omparison of supernal spirit ativities to the physial reognition ofhemial odors is, indeed, unfortunate, but Urantia mortals ould hardly reognize this ministry byany other name. These artisans reate their varied symphonies for the edi�ation and delight of theadvaning hildren of light. You have nothing on earth to whih this type of spiritual grandeur anbe even remotely ompared.5. The presene embellishers. These artisans are not oupied with the arts of self-adornmentor the tehnique of reature beauti�ation. They are devoted to the prodution of multitudinousand joyous reations in individual morontia and spirit reatures by dramatizing the signi�ane ofrelationship through the positional values assigned to di�erent morontia and spirit orders in theomposite ensembles of these diversi�ed beings. These artists arrange supermaterial beings as youwould living musial notes, odors, sights, and then blend them into the anthems of glory.6. The taste designers. And how an you be told of these artists! Faintly I might suggest thatthey are improvers of morontia taste, and they also endeavor to inrease the appreiation of beautythrough the sharpening of the evolving spirit senses.7. The morontia synthesizers. These are the master raftsmen who, when all others have madetheir respetive ontributions, then add the ulminating and �nishing touhes to the morontia en-semble, thus ahieving an inspiring portrayal of the divinely beautiful, an enduring inspiration tospirit beings and their morontia assoiates. But you must await your deliverane from the animalbody before you an begin to oneive of the artisti glories and aestheti beauties of the morontiaand spirit worlds.44.7 The Harmony WorkersThese artists are not onerned with musi, painting, or anything similar, as you might be led tosurmise. They are oupied with the manipulation and organization of speialized fores and energieswhih are present in the spirit world, but whih are not reognized by mortals. If I had the leastpossible basis for omparison, I would attempt to portray this unique �eld of spirit ahievement, but Idespair - there is no hope of onveying to mortal minds this sphere of elestial artistry. Nevertheless,that whih annot be desribed may still be implied:Beauty, rhythm, and harmony are intelletually assoiated and spiritually akin. Truth, fat, andrelationship are intelletually inseparable and assoiated with the philosophi onepts of beauty.Goodness, righteousness, and justie are philosophially interrelated and spiritually bound up to-gether with living truth and divine beauty.Cosmi onepts of true philosophy, the portrayal of elestial artistry, or the mortal attemptto depit the human reognition of divine beauty an never be truly satisfying if suh attemptedreature progression is ununi�ed. These expressions of the divine urge within the evolving reaturemay be intelletually true, emotionally beautiful, and spiritually good; but the real soul of expressionis absent unless these realities of truth, meanings of beauty, and values of goodness are uni�ed in thelife experiene of the artisan, the sientist, or the philosopher.These divine qualities are perfetly and absolutely uni�ed in God. And every God-knowing manor angel possesses the potential of unlimited self-expression on ever-progressive levels of uni�edself-realization by the tehnique of the never-ending ahievement of Godlikeness - the experientialblending in the evolutionary experiene of eternal truth, universal beauty, and divine goodness.465



44.8 Mortal Aspirations and Morontia AhievementsAlthough elestial artisans do not personally work on material planets, suh as Urantia, they doome, from time to time, from the headquarters of the system to pro�er help to the naturally giftedindividuals of the mortal raes. When thus assigned, these artisans temporarily work under thesupervision of the planetary angels of progress. The seraphi hosts o-operate with these artisansin attempting to assist those mortal artists who possess inherent endowments, and who also possessAdjusters of speial and previous experiene.There are three possible soures of speial human ability: At the bottom always there existsthe natural or inherent aptitude. Speial ability is never an arbitrary gift of the Gods; there isalways an anestral foundation for every outstanding talent. In addition to this natural ability,or rather supplemental thereto, there may be ontributed the leadings of the Thought Adjuster inthose individuals whose indwelling Adjusters may have had atual and bona �de experienes alongsuh lines on other worlds and in other mortal reatures. In those ases where both the humanmind and the indwelling Adjuster are unusually skillful, the spirit artisans may be delegated toat as harmonizers of these talents and otherwise to assist and inspire these mortals to seek forever-perfeting ideals and to attempt their enhaned portrayal for the edi�ation of the realm.There is no aste in the ranks of spirit artisans. No matter how lowly your origin, if you haveability and the gift of expression, you will gain adequate reognition and reeive due appreiationas you asend upward in the sale of morontia experiene and spiritual attainment. There an beno handiap of human heredity or deprivation of mortal environment whih the morontia areerwill not fully ompensate and wholly remove. And all suh satisfations of artisti ahievement andexpressionful self-realization will be e�eted by your own personal e�orts in progressive advanement.At last the aspirations of evolutionary mediority may be realized. While the Gods do not arbitrarilybestow talents and ability upon the hildren of time, they do provide for the attainment of thesatisfation of all their noble longings and for the grati�ation of all human hunger for supernalself-expression.But every human being should remember: Many ambitions to exel whih tantalize mortals inthe esh will not persist with these same mortals in the morontia and spirit areers. The asendingmorontians learn to soialize their former purely sel�sh longings and egoisti ambitions. Nevertheless,those things whih you so earnestly longed to do on earth and whih irumstanes so persistentlydenied you, if, after aquiring true mota insight in the morontia areer, you still desire to do, thenwill you most ertainly be granted every opportunity fully to satisfy your long-herished desires.Before asending mortals leave the loal universe to embark upon their spirit areers, they willbe satiated respeting every intelletual, artisti, and soial longing or true ambition whih everharaterized their mortal or morontia planes of existene. This is the ahievement of equality ofthe satisfation of self-expression and self-realization but not the attainment of idential experientialstatus nor the omplete obliteration of harateristi individuality in skill, tehnique, and expression.But the new spirit di�erential of personal experiential attainment will not beome thus leveled o�and equalized until after you have �nished the last irle of the Havona areer. And then willthe Paradise residents be onfronted with the neessity of adjusting to that absonite di�erential ofpersonal experiene whih an be leveled o� only by the group attainment of the ultimate of reaturestatus - the seventh-stage-spirit destiny of the mortal �naliters.And this is the story of the elestial artisans, that osmopolitan body of exquisite workers who doso muh to glorify the arhitetural spheres with the artisti portrayals of the divine beauty of theParadise Creators.[Indited by an Arhangel of Nebadon.℄ 466



Chapter 45The Loal System AdministrationTHE administrative enter of Satania onsists of a luster of arhitetural spheres, �fty-seven innumber - Jerusem itself, the seven major satellites, and the forty-nine subsatellites. Jerusem, thesystem apital, is almost one hundred times the size of Urantia, although its gravity is a trie less.Jerusem's major satellites are the seven transition worlds, eah of whih is about ten times as largeas Urantia, while the seven subsatellites of these transition spheres are just about the size of Urantia.The seven mansion worlds are the seven subsatellites of transition world number one.This entire system of �fty-seven arhitetural worlds is independently lighted, heated, watered,and energized by the o-ordination of the Satania Power Center and the Master Physial Controllersin aordane with the established tehnique of the physial organization and arrangement of thesespeially reated spheres. They are also physially ared for and otherwise maintained by the nativespornagia.45.1 Transitional Culture WorldsThe seven major worlds swinging around Jerusem are generally known as the transitional ulturespheres. Their rulers are designated from time to time by the Jerusem supreme exeutive ounil.These spheres are numbered and named as follows:Number 1. The Finaliter World. This is the headquarters of the �naliter orps of the loal systemand is surrounded by the reeiving worlds, the seven mansion worlds, dediated so fully to thesheme of mortal asension. The �naliter world is aessible to the inhabitants of all seven mansionworlds. Transport seraphim arry asending personalities bak and forth on these pilgrimages, whihare designed to ultivate their faith in the ultimate destiny of transition mortals. Although the�naliters and their strutures are not ordinarily pereptible to morontia vision, you will be morethan thrilled, from time to time, when the energy transformers and the Morontia Power Supervisorsenable you momentarily to glimpse these high spirit personalities who have atually ompleted theParadise asension, and who have returned to the very worlds where you are beginning this longjourney, as the pledge of assurane that you may and an omplete the stupendous undertaking.All mansion world sojourners go to the �naliter sphere at least one a year for these assemblies of�naliter visualization.Number 2. The Morontia World. This planet is the headquarters of the supervisors of morontialife and is surrounded by the seven spheres whereon the morontia hiefs train their assoiates andhelpers, both morontia beings and asending mortals.In passing through the seven mansion worlds, you will also progress through these ultural andsoial spheres of inreasing morontia ontat. When you advane from the �rst to the seond mansion467



world, you will beome eligible for a visitor's permit to transitional headquarters number two, themorontia world, and so on. And when present on any one of these six ultural spheres, you may, oninvitation, beome a visitor and observer on any of the seven surrounding worlds of assoiated groupativities.Number 3. The Angeli World. This is the headquarters of all the seraphi hosts engaged insystem ativities and is surrounded by the seven worlds of angeli training and instrution. Theseare the seraphi soial spheres.Number 4. The Superangel World. This sphere is the Satania home of the Brilliant Evening Starsand a vast onourse of o-ordinate and near-o-ordinate beings. The seven satellites of this worldare assigned to the seven major groups of these unnamed elestial beings.Number 5. The World of the Sons. This planet is the headquarters of the divine Sons of allorders, inluding the reature-trinitized sons. The surrounding seven worlds are devoted to ertainindividual groupings of these divinely related sons.Number 6. The World of the Spirit. This sphere serves as the system rendezvous of the highpersonalities of the In�nite Spirit. Its seven surrounding satellites are assigned to individual groupsof these diverse orders. But on transition world number six there is no representation of the Spirit,neither is suh a presene to be observed on the system apitals; the Divine Minister of Salvingtonis everywhere in Nebadon.Number 7. The World of the Father. This is the silent sphere of the system. No group of beingsis domiiled on it. The great temple of light oupies a entral plae, but no one an be disernedtherein. All beings of all the system worlds are welomed as worshipers.The seven satellites surrounding the Father's world are variously utilized in the di�erent systems.In Satania they are now used as the detention spheres for the interned groups of the Luifer rebellion.The onstellation apital, Edentia, has no analogous prison worlds; the few seraphim and herubimwho went over to the rebels in the Satania rebellion have been long sine on�ned on these isolationworlds of Jerusem.As a sojourner on the seventh mansion world, you have aess to the seventh transition world, thesphere of the Universal Father, and are also permitted to visit the Satania prison worlds surroundingthis planet, whereon are now on�ned Luifer and the majority of those personalities who followedhim in rebellion against Mihael. And this sad spetale has been observable during these reentages and will ontinue to serve as a solemn warning to all Nebadon until the Anients of Days shalladjudiate the sin of Luifer and his fallen assoiates who rejeted the salvation pro�ered by Mihael,their universe Father.45.2 The System SovereignThe hief exeutive of a loal system of inhabited worlds is a primary Lanonandek Son, the SystemSovereign. In our loal universe these sovereigns are intrusted with large exeutive responsibilities,unusual personal prerogatives. Not all universes, even in Orvonton, are so organized as to permitthe System Sovereigns to exerise suh unusually wide powers of personal disretion in the diretionof system a�airs. But in all the history of Nebadon these untrammeled exeutives have exhibiteddisloyalty only three times. The Luifer rebellion in the system of Satania was the last and the mostwidespread of all.In Satania, even after this disastrous upheaval, absolutely no hanges have been made in thetehnique of system administration. The present System Sovereign possesses all the power andexerises all the authority that were invested in his unworthy predeessor exept for ertain mattersnow under the supervision of the Constellation Fathers whih the Anients of Days have not yet fully468



restored to Lanaforge, the suessor of Luifer.The present head of Satania is a graious and brilliant ruler, and he is a rebellion-tested sovereign.When serving as an assistant System Sovereign, Lanaforge was faithful to Mihael in an earlierupheaval in the universe of Nebadon. This mighty and brilliant Lord of Satania is a tried and testedadministrator. At the time of the seond system rebellion in Nebadon, when the System Sovereignstumbled and fell into darkness, Lanaforge, the �rst assistant to the erring hief, seized the reins ofgovernment and so onduted the a�airs of the system that omparatively few personalities were losteither on the headquarters worlds or on the inhabited planets of that unfortunate system. Lanaforgebears the distintion of being the only primary Lanonandek Son in all Nebadon who thus funtionedloyally in the servie of Mihael and in the very presene of the default of his brother of superiorauthority and anteedent rank. Lanaforge will probably not be removed from Jerusem until all theresults of the former folly have been overome and the produts of rebellion removed from Satania.While all the a�airs of the isolated worlds of Satania have not been returned to his jurisdition,Lanaforge disloses great interest in their welfare, and he is a frequent visitor on Urantia. As in otherand normal systems, the Sovereign presides over the system ounil of world rulers, the PlanetaryPrines and the resident governors general of the isolated worlds. This planetary ounil assemblesfrom time to time on the headquarters of the system - \When the Sons of God ome together."One a week, every ten days on Jerusem, the Sovereign holds a onlave with some one group ofthe various orders of personalities domiiled on the headquarters world. These are the harminglyinformal hours of Jerusem, and they are never-to-be-forgotten oasions. On Jerusem there existsthe utmost fraternity between all the various orders of beings and between eah of these groups andthe System Sovereign.These unique assemblages our on the sea of glass, the great gathering �eld of the system apital.They are purely soial and spiritual oasions; nothing pertaining to the planetary administrationor even to the asendant plan is ever disussed. Asending mortals ome together at these timesmerely to enjoy themselves and to meet their fellow Jerusemites. Those groups whih are not beingentertained by the Sovereign at these weekly relaxations meet at their own headquarters.45.3 The System GovernmentThe hief exeutive of a loal system, the System Sovereign, is always supported by two or threeLanonandek Sons, who funtion as �rst and seond assistants. But at the present time the systemof Satania is administered by a sta� of seven Lanonandeks:1. The System Sovereign - Lanaforge, number 2,709 of the primary order and suessor to theapostate Luifer.2. The �rst assistant Sovereign - Mansurotia, number 17,841 of the tertiary Lanonandeks. He wasdispathed to Satania along with Lanaforge.3. The seond assistant Sovereign - Sadib, number 271,402 of the tertiary order. Sadib also ameto Satania with Lanaforge.4. The ustodian of the system - Holdant, number 19 of the tertiary orps, the holder and ontrollerof all interned spirits above the order of mortal existene. Holdant likewise ame to Satania withLanaforge.5. The system reorder - Vilton, seretary of the Lanonandek ministry of Satania, number 374 ofthe third order. Vilton was a member of the original Lanaforge group.6. The bestowal diretor - Fortant, number 319,847 of the reserves of the seondary Lanonandeksand temporary diretor of all universe ativities transplanted to Jerusem sine Mihael's bestowal on469



Urantia. Fortant has been attahed to the sta� of Lanaforge for nineteen hundred years of Urantiatime.7. The high ounselor - Hanavard, number 67 of the primary Lanonandek Sons and a memberof the high orps of universe ounselors and o-ordinators. He funtions as ating hairman of theexeutive ounil of Satania. Hanavard is the twelfth of this order so to serve on Jerusem sine theLuifer rebellion.This exeutive group of seven Lanonandeks onstitutes the expanded emergeny administrationmade neessary by the exigenies of the Luifer rebellion. There are only minor ourts on Jerusemsine the system is the unit of administration, not adjudiation, but the Lanonandek administrationis supported by the Jerusem exeutive ounil, the supreme advisory body of Satania. This ounilonsists of twelve members:1. Hanavard, the Lanonandek hairman.2. Lanaforge, the System Sovereign.3. Mansurotia, the �rst assistant Sovereign.4. The hief of Satania Melhizedeks.5. The ating diretor of the Satania Life Carriers.6. The hief of the Satania �naliters.7. The original Adam of Satania, the supervising head of the Material Sons.8. The diretor of the Satania seraphi hosts.9. The hief of the Satania physial ontrollers.10. The diretor of the system Morontia Power Supervisors.11. The ating diretor of system midway reatures.12. The ating head of the orps of asending mortals.This ounil periodially hooses three members to represent the loal system on the supremeounil at universe headquarters, but this representation is suspended by rebellion. Satania now hasan observer at the headquarters of the loal universe, but sine the bestowal of Mihael the systemhas resumed the eletion of ten members to the Edentia legislature.45.4 The Four and Twenty CounselorsAt the enter of the seven angeli residential irles on Jerusem is loated the headquarters of theUrantia advisory ounil, the four and twenty ounselors. John the Revelator alled them the fourand twenty elders: \And round about the throne were four and twenty seats, and upon the seats Isaw four and twenty elders sitting, lothed in white raiment." The throne in the enter of this groupis the judgment seat of the presiding arhangel, the throne of the resurretion roll all of meryand justie for all Satania. This judgment seat has always been on Jerusem, but the twenty-foursurrounding seats were plaed in position no more than nineteen hundred years ago, soon after ChristMihael was elevated to the full sovereignty of Nebadon. These four and twenty ounselors are hispersonal agents on Jerusem, and they have authority to represent the Master Son in all mattersonerning the roll alls of Satania and in many other phases of the sheme of mortal asension onthe isolated worlds of the system. They are the designated agents for exeuting the speial requestsof Gabriel and the unusual mandates of Mihael.These twenty-four ounselors have been reruited from the eight Urantia raes, and the last ofthis group were assembled at the time of the resurretion roll all of Mihael, nineteen hundred years470



ago. This Urantia advisory ounil is made up of the following members:1. Onagar, the master mind of the pre-Planetary Prine age, who direted his fellows in theworship of \The Breath Giver."2. Mansant, the great teaher of the post-Planetary Prine age on Urantia, who pointed his fellowsto the veneration of \The Great Light."3. Onamonalonton, a far-distant leader of the red man and the one who direted this rae fromthe worship of many gods to the veneration of \The Great Spirit."4. Orlandof, a prine of the blue men and their leader in the reognition of the divinity of \TheSupreme Chief."5. Porshunta, the orale of the extint orange rae and the leader of this people in the worship of\The Great Teaher."6. Singlangton, the �rst of the yellow men to teah and lead his people in the worship of \OneTruth" instead of many. Thousands of years ago the yellow man knew of the one God.7. Fantad, the deliverer of the green men from darkness and their leader in the worship of \TheOne Soure of Life."8. Orvonon, the enlightener of the indigo raes and their leader in the onetime servie of \TheGod of Gods."9. Adam, the disredited but rehabilitated planetary father of Urantia, a Material Son of Godwho was relegated to the likeness of mortal esh, but who survived and was subsequently elevatedto this position by the deree of Mihael.10. Eve, the mother of the violet rae of Urantia, who su�ered the penalty of default with hermate and was also rehabilitated with him and assigned to serve with this group of mortal survivors.11. Enoh, the �rst of the mortals of Urantia to fuse with the Thought Adjuster during the mortallife in the esh.12. Moses, the emanipator of a remnant of the submerged violet rae and the instigator of therevival of the worship of the Universal Father under the name of \The God of Israel."13. Elijah, a translated soul of brilliant spiritual ahievement during the post-Material Son age.14. Mahiventa Melhizedek, the only Son of this order to bestow himself upon the Urantiaraes. While still numbered as a Melhizedek, he has beome \forever a minister of the Most Highs,"eternally assuming the assignment of servie as a mortal asender, having sojourned on Urantia inthe likeness of mortal esh at Salem in the days of Abraham. This Melhizedek has latterly beenprolaimed viegerent Planetary Prine of Urantia with headquarters on Jerusem and authority toat in behalf of Mihael, who is atually the Planetary Prine of the world whereon he experienedhis terminal bestowal in human form. Notwithstanding this, Urantia is still supervised by suessiveresident governors general, members of the four and twenty ounselors.15. John the Baptist, the forerunner of Mihael's mission on Urantia and, in the esh, distantousin of the Son of Man.16. 1-2-3 the First, the leader of the loyal midway reatures in the servie of Gabriel at thetime of the Caligastia betrayal, elevated to this position by Mihael soon after his entrane uponunonditioned sovereignty.These seleted personalities are exempt from the asension regime for the time being, on Gabriel'srequest, and we have no idea how long they may serve in this apaity.Seats numbers 17, 18, 19, and 20 are not permanently oupied. They are temporarily �lled bythe unanimous onsent of the sixteen permanent members, being kept open for later assignment to471



asending mortals from the present postbestowal Son age on Urantia.Numbers 21, 22, 23, and 24 are likewise temporarily �lled while being held in reserve for the greatteahers of other and subsequent ages whih undoubtedly will follow the present age. Eras of theMagisterial Sons and Teaher Sons and the ages of light and life are to be antiipated on Urantia,regardless of unexpeted visitations of divine Sons whih may or may not our.
45.5 The Material SonsThe great divisions of elestial life have their headquarters and immense preserves on Jerusem,inluding the various orders of divine Sons, high spirits, superangels, angels, and midway reatures.The entral abode of this wonderful setor is the hief temple of the Material Sons.The domain of the Adams is the enter of attration to all new arrivals on Jerusem. It is an enor-mous area onsisting of one thousand enters, although eah family of Material Sons and Daughterslives on an estate of its own up to the time of the departure of its members for servie on theevolutionary worlds of spae or until their embarkation upon the Paradise-asension areer.These Material Sons are the highest type of sex-reproduing beings to be found on the trainingspheres of the evolving universes. And they are really material; even the Planetary Adams and Evesare plainly visible to the mortal raes of the inhabited worlds. These Material Sons are the lastand physial link in the hain of personalities extending from divinity and perfetion above down tohumanity and material existene below. These Sons provide the inhabited worlds with a mutuallyontatable intermediary between the invisible Planetary Prine and the material reatures of therealms.At the last millennial registration on Salvington there were of reord in Nebadon 161,432,840Material Sons and Daughters of itizenship status on the loal system apitals. The number ofMaterial Sons varies in the di�erent systems, and their number is being onstantly inreased bynatural reprodution. In the exerise of their reprodutive funtions they are not guided whollyby the personal desires of the ontating personalities but also by the higher governing bodies andadvisory ounils.These Material Sons and Daughters are the permanent inhabitants of Jerusem and its assoiatedworlds. They oupy vast estates on Jerusem and partiipate liberally in the loal management ofthe apital sphere, administering pratially all routine a�airs with the assistane of the midwayersand the asenders.On Jerusem these reproduing Sons are permitted to experiment with the ideals of self-governmentafter the manner of the Melhizedeks, and they are ahieving a very high type of soiety. The higherorders of sonship reserve the veto funtions of the realm, but in nearly every respet the JerusemAdamites govern themselves by universal su�rage and representative government. Sometime theyhope to be granted virtually omplete autonomy.The harater of the servie of the Material Sons is largely determined by their ages. Whilethey are not eligible for admission to the Melhizedek University of Salvington - being materialand ordinarily limited to ertain planets - nevertheless, the Melhizedeks maintain strong faulties ofteahers on the headquarters of eah system for the instrution of the younger generations of MaterialSons. The eduational and spiritual training systems provided for the development of the youngerMaterial Sons and Daughters are the ame of perfetion in sope, tehnique, and pratiability.472



45.6 Adami Training of AsendersThe Material Sons and Daughters, together with their hildren, present an engaging spetale whihnever fails to arouse the uriosity and intrigue the attention of all asending mortals. They are sosimilar to your own material sex raes that you both �nd muh of ommon interest to engage yourthoughts and oupy your seasons of fraternal ontat.Mortal survivors spend muh of their leisure on the system apital observing and studying thelife habits and ondut of these superior semiphysial sex reatures, for these itizens of Jerusem arethe immediate sponsors and mentors of the mortal survivors from the time they attain itizenshipon the headquarters world until they take leave for Edentia.On the seven mansion worlds asending mortals are a�orded ample opportunities for ompensatingany and all experiential deprivations su�ered on their worlds of origin, whether due to inheritane,environment, or unfortunate premature termination of the areer in the esh. This is in every sensetrue exept in the mortal sex life and its attendant adjustments. Thousands of mortals reah themansion worlds without having bene�ted partiularly from the disiplines derived from fairly averagesex relations on their native spheres. The mansion world experiene an provide little opportunityfor ompensating these very personal deprivations. Sex experiene in a physial sense is past forthese asenders, but in lose assoiation with the Material Sons and Daughters, both individuallyand as members of their families, these sex-de�ient mortals are enabled to ompensate the so-ial, intelletual, emotional, and spiritual aspets of their de�ieny. Thus are all those humanswhom irumstanes or bad judgment deprived of the bene�ts of advantageous sex assoiation onthe evolutionary worlds, here on the system apitals a�orded full opportunity to aquire these es-sential mortal experienes in lose and loving assoiation with the supernal Adami sex reatures ofpermanent residene on the system apitals.No surviving mortal, midwayer, or seraphim may asend to Paradise, attain the Father, and bemustered into the Corps of the Finality without having passed through that sublime experiene ofahieving parental relationship to an evolving hild of the worlds or some other experiene analogousand equivalent thereto. The relationship of hild and parent is fundamental to the essential on-ept of the Universal Father and his universe hildren. Therefore does suh an experiene beomeindispensable to the experiential training of all asenders.The asending midway reatures and the evolutionary seraphimmust pass through this parenthoodexperiene in assoiation with the Material Sons and Daughters of the system headquarters. Thus dosuh nonreproduing asenders obtain the experiene of parenthood by assisting the Jerusem Adamsand Eves in rearing and training their progeny.All mortal survivors who have not experiened parenthood on the evolutionary worlds must alsoobtain this neessary training while sojourning in the homes of the Jerusem Material Sons andas parental assoiates of these superb fathers and mothers. This is true exept in so far as suhmortals have been able to ompensate their de�ienies on the system nursery loated on the �rsttransitional-ulture world of Jerusem.This probation nursery of Satania is maintained by ertain morontia personalities on the �naliters'world, one half of the planet being devoted to this work of hild rearing. Here are reeived andreassembled ertain hildren of surviving mortals, suh as those o�spring who perished on the evolu-tionary worlds before aquiring spiritual status as individuals. The asension of either of its naturalparents insures that suh a mortal hild of the realms will be aorded repersonalization on the sys-tem �naliter planet and there be permitted to demonstrate by subsequent freewill hoie whether ornot it elets to follow the parental path of mortal asension. Children here appear as on the nativityworld exept for the absene of sex di�erentiation. There is no reprodution of mortal kind after thelife experiene on the inhabited worlds. 473



Mansion world students who have one or more hildren in the probationary nursery on the �-naliters' world, and who are de�ient in essential parental experiene, may apply for a Melhizedekpermit whih will e�et their temporary transfer from asension duties on the mansion worlds tothe �naliter world, where they are granted opportunity to funtion as assoiate parents to their ownand other hildren. This servie of parental ministry may be later aredited on Jerusem as theful�llment of one half of the training whih suh asenders are required to undergo in the families ofthe Material Sons and Daughters.The probation nursery itself is supervised by one thousand ouples of Material Sons and Daughters,volunteers from the Jerusem olony of their order. They are immediately assisted by about an equalnumber of volunteer midsonite parental groups who stop o� here to render this servie on their wayfrom the midsonite world of Satania to the unrevealed destiny on their speial worlds of reservationamong the �naliter spheres of Salvington.45.7 The Melhizedek ShoolsThe Melhizedeks are the diretors of that large orps of instrutors - partially spiritualized willreatures and others - who funtion so aeptably on Jerusem and its assoiated worlds but espeiallyon the seven mansion worlds. These are the detention planets, where those mortals who fail to ahievefusion with their indwelling Adjusters during the life in the esh are rehabilitated in transient formto reeive further help and to enjoy extended opportunity for ontinuing their strivings for spiritualattainment, those very e�orts whih were prematurely interrupted by death. Or if, for any otherreason of hereditary handiap, unfavorable environment, or onspiray of irumstanes, this soulattainment was not ompleted, no matter what the reason, all who are true of purpose and worthyin spirit �nd themselves, as themselves, present on the ontinuing planets, where they must learn tomaster the essentials of the eternal areer, to possess themselves of traits whih they ould not, ordid not, aquire during the lifetime in the esh.The Brilliant Evening Stars (and their unnamed o-ordinates) frequently serve as teahers in thevarious eduational enterprises of the universe, inluding those sponsored by the Melhizedeks. Alsodo the Trinity Teaher Sons ollaborate, and they impart the touhes of Paradise perfetion to theseprogressive training shools. But all these ativities are not exlusively devoted to the advanementof asending mortals; many are equally oupied with the progressive training of the native spiritpersonalities of Nebadon.The Melhizedek Sons ondut upward of thirty di�erent eduational enters on Jerusem. Thesetraining shools begin with the ollege of self-evaluation and end with the shools of Jerusem iti-zenship, wherein the Material Sons and Daughters join with the Melhizedeks and others in theirsupreme e�ort to qualify the mortal survivors for the assumption of the high responsibilities of repre-sentative government. The entire universe is organized and administered on the representative plan.Representative government is the divine ideal of self-government among nonperfet beings.Every one hundred years of universe time eah system selets its ten representatives to sit inthe onstellation legislature. They are hosen by the Jerusem ounil of one thousand, an eletivebody harged with the duty of representing the system groups in all suh delegated or appointivematters. All representatives or other delegates are seleted by the ounil of one thousand eletors,and they must be graduates of the highest shool of the Melhizedek College of Administration, asalso are all of those who onstitute this group of one thousand eletors. This shool is fostered bythe Melhizedeks, latterly assisted by the �naliters.There are many eletive bodies on Jerusem, and they are voted into authority from time to time bythree orders of itizenship - the Material Sons and Daughters, the seraphim and their assoiates, in-luding midway reatures, and the asending mortals. To reeive nomination for representative honor474



a andidate must have gained requisite reognition from the Melhizedek shools of administration.Su�rage is universal on Jerusem among these three groups of itizenship, but the vote is di�er-entially ast in aordane with the reognized and duly registered personal possession of mota -morontia wisdom. The vote ast at a Jerusem eletion by any one personality has a value rangingfrom one up to one thousand. Jerusem itizens are thus lassi�ed in aordane with their motaahievement.From time to time Jerusem itizens present themselves to the Melhizedek examiners, who ertifyto their attainment of morontia wisdom. Then they go before the examining orps of the BrilliantEvening Stars or their designates, who asertain the degree of spirit insight. Next they appear inthe presene of the four and twenty ounselors and their assoiates, who pass upon their statusof experiential attainment of soialization. These three fators are then arried to the itizenshipregistrars of representative government, who quikly ompute the mota status and assign su�ragequali�ations in aordane therewith.Under the supervision of the Melhizedeks the asending mortals, espeially those who are tardyin their personality uni�ation on the new morontia levels, are taken in hand by the Material Sonsand are given intensive training designed to retify suh de�ienies. No asending mortal leaves thesystem headquarters for the more extensive and varied soialization areer of the onstellation untilthese Material Sons ertify to the ahievement of mota personality - an individuality ombining theompleted mortal existene in experiential assoiation with the budding morontia areer, both beingduly blended by the spiritual overontrol of the Thought Adjuster.[Presented by a Melhizedek of temporary assignment on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 46The Loal System HeadquartersJERUSEM, the headquarters of Satania, is an average apital of a loal system, and aside fromnumerous irregularities oasioned by the Luifer rebellion and the bestowal of Mihael on Urantia,it is typial of similar spheres. Your loal system has passed through some stormy experienes, butit is at present being administered most eÆiently, and as the ages pass, the results of disharmonyare being slowly but surely eradiated. Order and good will are being restored, and the onditionson Jerusem are more and more approahing the heavenly status of your traditions, for the systemheadquarters is truly the heaven visualized by the majority of twentieth-entury religious believers.46.1 Physial Aspets of JerusemJerusem is divided into one thousand latitudinal setors and ten thousand longitudinal zones. Thesphere has seven major apitals and seventy minor administrative enters. The seven setionalapitals are onerned with diverse ativities, and the System Sovereign is present in eah at leastone a year.The standard mile of Jerusem is equivalent to about seven Urantia miles. The standard weight,the \gradant," is built up through the deimal system from the mature ultimaton and representsalmost exatly ten ounes of your weight. The Satania day equals three days of Urantia time, lessone hour, four minutes, and �fteen seonds, that being the time of the axial revolution of Jerusem.The system year onsists of one hundred Jerusem days. The time of the system is broadast by themaster hronoldeks.The energy of Jerusem is superbly ontrolled and irulates about the sphere in the zone hannels,whih are diretly fed from the energy harges of spae and expertly administered by the MasterPhysial Controllers. The natural resistane to the passage of these energies through the physialhannels of ondution yields the heat required for the prodution of the equable temperature ofJerusem. The full-light temperature is maintained at about 70 degrees Fahrenheit, while during theperiod of light reession it falls to a little lower than 50 degrees.The lighting system of Jerusem should not be so diÆult for you to omprehend. There are nodays and nights, no seasons of heat and old. The power transformers maintain one hundred thou-sand enters from whih rare�ed energies are projeted upward through the planetary atmosphere,undergoing ertain hanges, until they reah the eletri air-eiling of the sphere; and then theseenergies are reeted bak and down as a gentle, sifting, and even light of about the intensity ofUrantia sunlight when the sun is shining overhead at ten o'lok in the morning.Under suh onditions of lighting, the light rays do not seem to ome from one plae; they justsift out of the sky, emanating equally from all spae diretions. This light is very similar to natural477



sunlight exept that it ontains very muh less heat. Thus it will be reognized that suh headquartersworlds are not luminous in spae; if Jerusem were very near Urantia, it would not be visible.The gases whih reet this light-energy from the Jerusem upper ionosphere bak to the ground arevery similar to those in the Urantia upper air belts whih are onerned with the auroral phenomenaof your so-alled northern lights, although these are produed by di�erent auses. On Urantia it isthis same gas shield whih prevents the esape of the terrestrial broadast waves, reeting themearthward when they strike this gas belt in their diret outward ight. In this way broadasts areheld near the surfae as they journey through the air around your world.This lighting of the sphere is uniformly maintained for seventy-�ve per ent of the Jerusem day, andthen there is a gradual reession until, at the time of minimum illumination, the light is about that ofyour full moon on a lear night. This is the quiet hour for all Jerusem. Only the broadast-reeivingstations are in operation during this period of rest and rehabilitation.Jerusem reeives faint light from several near-by suns - a sort of brilliant starlight - but it isnot dependent on them; worlds like Jerusem are not subjet to the viissitudes of sun disturbanes,neither are they onfronted with the problem of a ooling or dying sun.The seven transitional study worlds and their forty-nine satellites are heated, lighted, energized,and watered by the Jerusem tehnique.46.2 Physial Features of JerusemOn Jerusem you will miss the rugged mountain ranges of Urantia and other evolved worlds sine thereare neither earthquakes nor rainfalls, but you will enjoy the beauteous highlands and other uniquevariations of topography and landsape. Enormous areas of Jerusem are preserved in a \naturalstate," and the grandeur of suh distrits is quite beyond the powers of human imagination.There are thousands upon thousands of small lakes but no raging rivers nor expansive oeans.There is no rainfall, neither storms nor blizzards, on any of the arhitetural worlds, but there is thedaily preipitation of the ondensation of moisture during the time of lowest temperature attendingthe light reession. (The dew point is higher on a three-gas world than on a two-gas planet likeUrantia.) The physial plant life and the morontia world of living things both require moisture, butthis is largely supplied by the subsoil system of irulation whih extends all over the sphere, even upto the very tops of the highlands. This water system is not entirely subsurfae, for there are manyanals interonneting the sparkling lakes of Jerusem.The atmosphere of Jerusem is a three-gas mixture. This air is very similar to that of Urantia withthe addition of a gas adapted to the respiration of the morontia order of life. This third gas in noway un�ts the air for the respiration of animals or plants of the material orders.The transportation system is allied with the irulatory streams of energy movement, these mainenergy urrents being loated at ten-mile intervals. By adjustment of physial mehanisms thematerial beings of the planet an proeed at a pae varying from two to �ve hundred miles per hour.The transport birds y at about one hundred miles an hour. The air mehanisms of the MaterialSons travel around �ve hundred miles per hour. Material and early morontia beings must utilizethese mehanial means of transport, but spirit personalities proeed by liaison with the superiorfores and spirit soures of energy.Jerusem and its assoiated worlds are endowed with the ten standard divisions of physial lifeharateristi of the arhitetural spheres of Nebadon. And sine there is no organi evolution onJerusem, there are no oniting forms of life, no struggle for existene, no survival of the �ttest.Rather is there a reative adaptation whih foreshadows the beauty, the harmony, and the perfetionof the eternal worlds of the entral and divine universe. And in all this reative perfetion there is the478



most amazing intermingling of physial and of morontia life, artistially ontrasted by the elestialartisans and their fellows.Jerusem is indeed a foretaste of paradisiaal glory and grandeur. But you an never hope togain an adequate idea of these glorious arhitetural worlds by any attempted desription. There isso little that an be ompared with aught on your world, and even then the things of Jerusem sotransend the things of Urantia that the omparison is almost grotesque. Until you atually arriveon Jerusem, you an hardly entertain anything like a true onept of the heavenly worlds, but thatis not so long a time in the future when your oming experiene on the system apital is omparedwith your sometime arrival on the more remote training spheres of the universe, the superuniverse,and of Havona.The manufaturing or laboratory setor of Jerusem is an extensive domain, one whih Urantianswould hardly reognize sine it has no smoking himneys; nevertheless, there is an intriate materialeonomy assoiated with these speial worlds, and there is a perfetion of mehanial tehniqueand physial ahievement whih would astonish and even awe your most experiened hemists andinventors. Pause to onsider that this �rst world of detention in the Paradise journey is far morematerial than spiritual. Throughout your stay on Jerusem and its transition worlds you are far neareryour earth life of material things than your later life of advaning spirit existene.Mount Seraph is the highest elevation on Jerusem, almost �fteen thousand feet, and is the pointof departure for all transport seraphim. Numerous mehanial developments are used in providinginitial energy for esaping the planetary gravity and overoming the air resistane. A seraphitransport departs every three seonds of Urantia time throughout the light period and, sometimes,far into the reession. The transporters take o� at about twenty-�ve standard miles per seond ofUrantia time and do not attain standard veloity until they are over two thousand miles away fromJerusem.Transports arrive on the rystal �eld, the so-alled sea of glass. Around this area are the reeivingstations for the various orders of beings who traverse spae by seraphi transport. Near the polarrystal reeiving station for student visitors you may asend the pearly observatory and view theimmense relief map of the entire headquarters planet.46.3 The Jerusem BroadastsThe superuniverse and Paradise-Havona broadasts are reeived on Jerusem in liaison with Salving-ton and by a tehnique involving the polar rystal, the sea of glass. In addition to provisions forthe reeption of these extra-Nebadon ommuniations, there are three distint groups of reeivingstations. These separate but triirular groups of stations are adjusted to the reeption of broadastsfrom the loal worlds, from the onstellation headquarters, and from the apital of the loal universe.All these broadasts are automatially displayed so as to be disernible by all types of beings presentin the entral broadast amphitheater; of all preoupations for an asendant mortal on Jerusem,none is more engaging and engrossing than that of listening in on the never-ending stream of universespae reports.This Jerusem broadast-reeiving station is enirled by an enormous amphitheater, onstrutedof sintillating materials largely unknown on Urantia and seating over �ve billion beings - materialand morontia - besides aommodating innumerable spirit personalities. It is the favorite diversionfor all Jerusem to spend their leisure at the broadast station, there to learn of the welfare and stateof the universe. And this is the only planetary ativity whih is not slowed down during the reessionof light.At this broadast-reeiving amphitheater the Salvington messages are oming in ontinuously.479



Near by, the Edentia word of the Most High Constellation Fathers is reeived at least one a day.Periodially the regular and speial broadasts of Uversa are relayed through Salvington, and whenParadise messages are in reeption, the entire population is assembled around the sea of glass,and the Uversa friends add the reetivity phenomena to the tehnique of the Paradise broadastso that everything heard beomes visible. And it is in this manner that ontinual foretastes ofadvaning beauty and grandeur are a�orded the mortal survivors as they journey inward on theeternal adventure.The Jerusem sending station is loated at the opposite pole of the sphere. All broadasts to theindividual worlds are relayed from the system apitals exept the Mihael messages, whih sometimesgo diret to their destinations over the arhangels' iruit.
46.4 Residential and Administrative AreasConsiderable portions of Jerusem are assigned as residential areas, while other portions of the systemapital are given over to the neessary administrative funtions involving the supervision of the a�airsof 619 inhabited spheres, 56 transitional-ulture worlds, and the system apital itself. On Jerusemand in Nebadon these arrangements are designed as follows:1. The irles - the nonnative residential areas.2. The squares - the system exeutive-administrative areas.3. The retangles - the rendezvous of the lower native life.4. The triangles - the loal or Jerusem administrative areas.This arrangement of the system ativities into irles, squares, retangles, and triangles is ommonto all the system apitals of Nebadon. In another universe an entirely di�erent arrangement mightprevail. These are matters determined by the diverse plans of the Creator Sons.Our narrative of these residential and administrative areas takes no aount of the vast andbeautiful estates of the Material Sons of God, the permanent itizens of Jerusem, neither do wemention numerous other fasinating orders of spirit and near-spirit reatures. For example: Jerusemenjoys the eÆient servies of the spironga of design for system funtion. These beings are devoted tospiritual ministry in behalf of the supermaterial residents and visitors. They are a wonderful group ofintelligent and beautiful beings who are the transition servants of the higher morontia reatures andof the morontia helpers who labor for the upkeep and embellishment of all morontia reations. Theyare on Jerusem what the midway reatures are on Urantia, midway helpers funtioning between thematerial and the spiritual.The system apitals are unique in that they are the only worlds whih exhibit well-nigh perfetlyall three phases of universe existene: the material, the morontial, and the spiritual. Whether youare a material, morontia, or spirit personality, you will feel at home on Jerusem; so also do theombined beings, suh as the midway reatures and the Material Sons.Jerusem has great buildings of both material and morontia types, while the embellishment of thepurely spiritual zones is no less exquisite and replete. If I only had words to tell you of the morontiaounterparts of the marvelous physial equipment of Jerusem! If I ould only go on to portray thesublime grandeur and exquisite perfetion of the spiritual appointments of this headquarters world!Your most imaginative onept of perfetion of beauty and repleteness of appointment would hardlyapproah these grandeurs. And Jerusem is but the �rst step on the way to the supernal perfetionof Paradise beauty. 480



46.5 The Jerusem CirlesThe residential reservations assigned to the major groups of universe life are designated the Jerusemirles. Those irle groups whih �nd mention in these narratives are the following:1. The irles of the Sons of God.2. The irles of the angels and higher spirits.3. The irles of the Universe Aids, inluding the reature-trinitized sons not assigned to theTrinity Teaher Sons.4. The irles of the Master Physial Controllers.5. The irles of the assigned asending mortals, inluding the midway reatures.6. The irles of the ourtesy olonies.7. The irles of the Corps of the Finality.Eah of these residential groupings onsists of seven onentri and suessively elevated irles.They are all onstruted along the same lines but are of di�erent sizes and are fashioned of di�eringmaterials. They are all surrounded by far-reahing enlosures, whih mount up to form extensivepromenades entirely enompassing every group of seven onentri irles.1. Cirles of the Sons of God. Though the Sons of God possess a soial planet of their own,one of the transitional-ulture worlds, they also oupy these extensive domains on Jerusem. Ontheir transitional-ulture world the asending mortals freely mingle with all orders of divine sonship.There you will personally know and love these Sons, but their soial life is largely on�ned to thisspeial world and its satellites. In the Jerusem irles, however, these various groups of sonship maybe observed at work. And sine morontia vision is of enormous range, you an walk about on theSons' promenades and overlook the intriguing ativities of their numerous orders.These seven irles of the Sons are onentri and suessively elevated so that eah of the outerand larger irles overlooks the inner and smaller ones, eah being surrounded by a publi promenadewall. These walls are onstruted of rystal gems of gleaming brightness and are so elevated as tooverlook all of their respetive residential irles. The many gates - from �fty to one hundred and�fty thousand - whih penetrate eah of these walls onsist of single pearly rystals.The �rst irle of the domain of the Sons is oupied by the Magisterial Sons and their personalsta�s. Here enter all of the plans and immediate ativities of the bestowal and adjudiational serviesof these juridial Sons. It is also through this enter that the Avonals of the system maintain ontatwith the universe.The seond irle is oupied by the Trinity Teaher Sons. In this sared domain the Daynals andtheir assoiates arry forward the training of the newly arrived primary Teaher Sons. And in all ofthis work they are ably assisted by a division of ertain o-ordinates of the Brilliant Evening Stars.The reature-trinitized sons oupy a setor of the Daynal irle. The Trinity Teaher Sons ome thenearest to being the personal representatives of the Universal Father in a loal system; they are atleast Trinity-origin beings. This seond irle is a domain of extraordinary interest to all the peoplesof Jerusem.The third irle is devoted to the Melhizedeks. Here the system hiefs reside and supervise thealmost endless ativities of these versatile Sons. From the �rst of the mansion worlds on throughall the Jerusem areer of asending mortals, the Melhizedeks are foster fathers and ever-presentadvisers. It would not be amiss to say that they are the dominant inuene on Jerusem aside fromthe ever-present ativities of the Material Sons and Daughters.The fourth irle is the home of the Vorondadeks and all other orders of the visiting and observer481



Sons who are not otherwise provided for. The Most High Constellation Fathers take up their abode inthis irle when on visits of inspetion to the loal system. Perfetors of Wisdom, Divine Counselors,and Universal Censors all reside in this irle when on duty in the system.The �fth irle is the abode of the Lanonandeks, the sonship order of the System Sovereigns andthe Planetary Prines. The three groups mingle as one when at home in this domain. The systemreserves are held in this irle, while the System Sovereign has a temple situated at the enter of thegoverning group of strutures on administration hill.The sixth irle is the tarrying plae of the system Life Carriers. All orders of these Sons are hereassembled, and from here they go forth on their world assignments.The seventh irle is the rendezvous of the asending sons, those assigned mortals who may betemporarily funtioning on the system headquarters, together with their seraphi onsorts. All ex-mortals above the status of Jerusem itizens and below that of �naliters are rekoned as belongingto the group having its headquarters in this irle.These irular reservations of the Sons oupy an enormous area, and until nineteen hundred yearsago there existed a great open spae at its enter. This entral region is now oupied by the Mihaelmemorial, ompleted some �ve hundred years ago. Four hundred and ninety-�ve years ago, whenthis temple was dediated, Mihael was present in person, and all Jerusem heard the touhing storyof the Master Son's bestowal on Urantia, the least of Satania. The Mihael memorial is now theenter of all ativities embraed in the modi�ed management of the system oasioned by Mihael'sbestowal, inluding most of the more reently transplanted Salvington ativities. The memorial sta�onsists of over one million personalities.2. The irles of the angels. Like the residential area of the Sons, these irles of the angels onsistof seven onentri and suessively elevated irles, eah overlooking the inner areas.The �rst irle of the angels is oupied by the Higher Personalities of the In�nite Spirit who maybe stationed on the headquarters world - Solitary Messengers and their assoiates. The seond irleis dediated to the messenger hosts, Tehnial Advisers, ompanions, inspetors, and reorders asthey may hane to funtion on Jerusem from time to time. The third irle is held by the ministeringspirits of the higher orders and groupings.The fourth irle is held by the administrator seraphim, and the seraphim serving in a loalsystem like Satania are an \innumerable host of angels." The �fth irle is oupied by the planetaryseraphim, while the sixth is the home of the transition ministers. The seventh irle is the tarryingsphere of ertain unrevealed orders of seraphim. The reorders of all these groups of angels do notsojourn with their fellows, being domiiled in the Jerusem temple of reords. All reords are preservedin tripliate in this threefold hall of arhives. On a system headquarters, reords are always preservedin material, in morontia, and in spirit form.These seven irles are surrounded by the exhibit panorama of Jerusem, �ve thousand standardmiles in irumferene, whih is devoted to the presentation of the advaning status of the peopledworlds of Satania and is onstantly revised so as to truly represent up-to-date onditions on theindividual planets. I doubt not that this vast promenade overlooking the irles of the angels will bethe �rst sight of Jerusem to laim your attention when you are permitted extended leisure on yourearlier visits.These exhibits are in harge of the native life of Jerusem, but they are assisted by the asendersfrom the various Satania worlds who are tarrying on Jerusem en route to Edentia. The portrayalof planetary onditions and world progress is e�eted by many methods, some known to you, butmostly by tehniques unknown on Urantia. These exhibits oupy the outer edge of this vast wall.The remainder of the promenade is almost entirely open, being highly and magni�ently embellished.3. The irles of the Universe Aids have the headquarters of the Evening Stars situated in the482



enormous entral spae. Here is loated the system headquarters of Galantia, the assoiate headof this powerful group of superangels, being the �rst ommissioned of all the asendant EveningStars. This is one of the most magni�ent of all the administrative setors of Jerusem, even thoughit is among the more reent onstrutions. This enter is �fty miles in diameter. The Galantiaheadquarters is a monolithi ast rystal, wholly transparent. These material-morontia rystals aregreatly appreiated by both morontia and material beings. The reated Evening Stars exert theirinuene all over Jerusem, being possessed of suh extrapersonality attributes. The entire worldhas been rendered spiritually fragrant sine so many of their ativities were transferred here fromSalvington.4. The irles of the Master Physial Controllers. The various orders of the Master PhysialControllers are onentrially arranged around the vast temple of power, wherein presides the powerhief of the system in assoiation with the hief of the Morontia Power Supervisors. This templeof power is one of two setors on Jerusem where asending mortals and midway reatures are notpermitted. The other one is the dematerializing setor in the area of the Material Sons, a series oflaboratories wherein the transport seraphim transform material beings into a state quite like that ofthe morontia order of existene.5. The irles of the asending mortals. The entral area of the irles of the asending mortals isoupied by a group of 619 planetary memorials representative of the inhabited worlds of the system,and these strutures periodially undergo extensive hanges. It is the privilege of the mortals fromeah world to agree, from time to time, upon ertain of the alterations or additions to their planetarymemorials. Many hanges are even now being made in the Urantia strutures. The enter of these619 temples is oupied by a working model of Edentia and its many worlds of asendant ulture.This model is forty miles in diameter and is an atual reprodution of the Edentia system, true tothe original in every detail.Asenders enjoy their Jerusem servies and take pleasure in observing the tehniques of othergroups. Everything done in these various irles is open to the full observation of all Jerusem.The ativities of suh a world are of three distint varieties: work, progress, and play. Statedotherwise, they are: servie, study, and relaxation. The omposite ativities onsist of soial inter-ourse, group entertainment, and divine worship. There is great eduational value in mingling withdiverse groups of personalities, orders very di�erent from one's own fellows.6. The irles of the ourtesy olonies. The seven irles of the ourtesy olonies are graed bythree enormous strutures: the vast astronomi observatory of Jerusem, the giganti art gallery ofSatania, and the immense assembly hall of the reversion diretors, the theater of morontia ativitiesdevoted to rest and rereation.The elestial artisans diret the spornagia and provide the host of reative deorations and monu-mental memorials whih abound in every plae of publi assembly. The studios of these artisans areamong the largest and most beautiful of all the mathless strutures of this wonderful world. Theother ourtesy olonies maintain extensive and beautiful headquarters. Many of these buildings areonstruted wholly of rystal gems. All the arhitetural worlds abound in rystals and the so-alledpreious metals.7. The irles of the �naliters have a unique struture at the enter. And this same vaant templeis found on every system headquarters world throughout Nebadon. This edi�e on Jerusem is sealedwith the insignia of Mihael, and it bears this insription: \Undediated to the seventh stage ofspirit - to the eternal assignment." Gabriel plaed the seal on this temple of mystery, and none butMihael an or may break the seal of sovereignty aÆxed by the Bright and Morning Star. Some dayyou shall look upon this silent temple, even though you may not penetrate its mystery.Other Jerusem irles: In addition to these residential irles there are on Jerusem numerousadditional designated abodes. 483



46.6 The Exeutive-Administrative SquaresThe exeutive-administrative divisions of the system are loated in the immense departmental squares,one thousand in number. Eah administrative unit is divided into one hundred subdivisions of tensubgroups eah. These one thousand squares are lustered in ten grand divisions, thus onstitutingthe following ten administrative departments:1. Physial maintenane and material improvement, the domains of physial power and energy.2. Arbitration, ethis, and administrative adjudiation.3. Planetary and loal a�airs.4. Constellation and universe a�airs.5. Eduation and other Melhizedek ativities.6. Planetary and system physial progress, the sienti� domains of Satania ativities.7. Morontia a�airs.8. Pure spirit ativities and ethis.9. Asendant ministry.10. Grand universe philosophy.These strutures are transparent; hene all system ativities an be viewed even by student visitors.46.7 The Retangles - The SpornagiaThe one thousand retangles of Jerusem are oupied by the lower native life of the headquartersplanet, and at their enter is situated the vast irular headquarters of the spornagia.On Jerusem you will be amazed by the agriultural ahievements of the wonderful spornagia. Therethe land is ultivated largely for aestheti and ornamental e�ets. The spornagia are the landsapegardeners of the headquarters worlds, and they are both original and artisti in their treatment ofthe open spaes of Jerusem. They utilize both animals and numerous mehanial ontrivanes in theulture of the soil. They are intelligently expert in the employment of the power agenies of theirrealms as well as in the utilization of numerous orders of their lesser brethren of the lower animalreations, many of whih are provided them on these speial worlds. This order of animal life is nowlargely direted by the asending midway reatures from the evolutionary spheres.Spornagia are not Adjuster indwelt. They do not possess survival souls, but they do enjoy longlives, sometimes to the extent of forty to �fty thousand standard years. Their number is legion, andthey a�ord physial ministry to all orders of universe personalities requiring material servie.Although spornagia neither possess nor evolve survival souls, though they do not have personality,nevertheless, they do evolve an individuality whih an experiene reinarnation. When, with thepassing of time, the physial bodies of these unique reatures deteriorate from usage and age, theirreators, in ollaboration with the Life Carriers, fabriate new bodies in whih the old spornagiare-establish their residenes.Spornagia are the only reatures in all the universe of Nebadon who experiene this or any othersort of reinarnation. They are only reative to the �rst �ve of the adjutant mind-spirits; they arenot responsive to the spirits of worship and wisdom. But the �ve-adjutant mind equivalates to atotality or sixth reality level, and it is this fator whih persists as an experiential identity.I am quite without omparisons in undertaking to desribe these useful and unusual reatures484



as there are no animals on the evolutionary worlds omparable to them. They are not evolutionarybeings, having been projeted by the Life Carriers in their present form and status. They are bisexualand proreate as they are required to meet the needs of a growing population.Perhaps I an best suggest to Urantia minds something of the nature of these beautiful andservieable reatures by saying that they embrae the ombined traits of a faithful horse and ana�etionate dog and manifest an intelligene exeeding that of the highest type of himpanzee. Andthey are very beautiful, as judged by the physial standards of Urantia. They are most appreiativeof the attentions shown them by the material and semimaterial sojourners on these arhiteturalworlds. They have a vision whih permits them to reognize - in addition to material beings - themorontia reations, the lower angeli orders, midway reatures, and some of the lower orders of spiritpersonalities. They do not omprehend worship of the In�nite, nor do they grasp the import of theEternal, but they do, through a�etion for their masters, join in the outward spiritual devotions oftheir realms.There are those who believe that, in a future universe age, these faithful spornagia will esapefrom their animal level of existene and attain a worthy evolutional destiny of progressive intelletualgrowth and even spiritual ahievement.46.8 The Jerusem TrianglesThe purely loal and routine a�airs of Jerusem are direted from the one hundred triangles. Theseunits are lustered around the ten marvelous strutures domiiling the loal administration ofJerusem. The triangles are surrounded by the panorami depition of the system headquartershistory. At present there is an erasure of over two standard miles in this irular story. This setorwill be restored upon the readmission of Satania into the onstellation family. Every provision forthis event has been made by the derees of Mihael, but the tribunal of the Anients of Days hasnot yet �nished the adjudiation of the a�airs of the Luifer rebellion. Satania may not ome bakinto the full fellowship of Norlatiadek so long as it harbors arhrebels, high reated beings who havefallen from light into darkness.When Satania an return to the onstellation fold, then will ome up for onsideration the read-mission of the isolated worlds into the system family of inhabited planets, aompanied by theirrestoration to the spiritual ommunion of the realms. But even if Urantia were restored to thesystem iruits, you would still be embarrassed by the fat that your whole system rests under aNorlatiadek quarantine partially segregating it from all other systems.But ere long, the adjudiation of Luifer and his assoiates will restore the Satania system to theNorlatiadek onstellation, and subsequently, Urantia and the other isolated spheres will be restored tothe Satania iruits, and again will suh worlds enjoy the privileges of interplanetary ommuniationand intersystem ommunion.There will ome an end for rebels and rebellion. The Supreme Rulers are meriful and patient,but the law of deliberately nourished evil is universally and unerringly exeuted. \The wages of sinis death" - eternal obliteration.[Presented by an Arhangel of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 47The Seven Mansion WorldsTHE Creator Son, when on Urantia, spoke of the \many mansions in the Father's universe." In aertain sense, all �fty-six of the enirling worlds of Jerusem are devoted to the transitional ultureof asending mortals, but the seven satellites of world number one are more spei�ally known asthe mansion worlds.Transition world number one itself is quite exlusively devoted to asendant ativities, being theheadquarters of the �naliter orps assigned to Satania. This world now serves as the headquartersfor more than one hundred thousand ompanies of �naliters, and there are one thousand glori�edbeings in eah of these groups.When a system is settled in light and life, and as the mansion worlds one by one ease to serve asmortal-training stations, they are taken over by the inreasing �naliter population whih aumulatesin these older and more highly perfeted systems.The seven mansion worlds are in harge of the morontia supervisors and the Melhizedeks. Thereis an ating governor on eah world who is diretly responsible to the Jerusem rulers. The Uversaoniliators maintain headquarters on eah of the mansion worlds, while adjoining is the loal ren-dezvous of the Tehnial Advisers. The reversion diretors and elestial artisans maintain groupheadquarters on eah of these worlds. The spironga funtion from mansion world number two on-ward, while all seven, in ommon with the other transitional-ulture planets and the headquartersworld, are abundantly provided with spornagia of standard reation.47.1 The Finaliters' WorldAlthough only �naliters and ertain groups of salvaged hildren and their aretakers are resident ontransitional world number one, provision is made for the entertainment of all lasses of spirit beings,transition mortals, and student visitors. The spornagia, who funtion on all of these worlds, arehospitable hosts to all beings whom they an reognize. They have a vague feeling onerning the�naliters but annot visualize them. They must regard them muh as you do the angels in yourpresent physial state.Though the �naliter world is a sphere of exquisite physial beauty and extraordinary morontiaembellishment, the great spirit abode loated at the enter of ativities, the temple of the �naliters,is not visible to the unaided material or early morontia vision. But the energy transformers areable to visualize many of these realities to asending mortals, and from time to time they do thusfuntion, as on the oasions of the lass assemblies of the mansion world students on this ulturalsphere.All through the mansion world experiene you are in a way spiritually aware of the presene of487



your glori�ed brethren of Paradise attainment, but it is very refreshing, now and then, atually topereive them as they funtion in their headquarters abodes. You will not spontaneously visualize�naliters until you aquire true spirit vision.On the �rst mansion world all survivors must pass the requirements of the parental ommissionfrom their native planets. The present Urantia ommission onsists of twelve parental ouples,reently arrived, who have had mortal experiene in rearing three or more hildren to the pubesentage. Servie on this ommission is rotational and is for only ten years as a rule. All who fail to satisfythese ommissioners as to their parental experiene must further qualify by servie in the homes ofthe Material Sons on Jerusem or in part in the probationary nursery on the �naliters' world.But irrespetive of parental experiene, mansion world parents who have growing hildren in theprobation nursery are given every opportunity to ollaborate with the morontia ustodians of suhhildren regarding their instrution and training. These parents are permitted to journey there forvisits as often as four times a year. And it is one of the most touhingly beautiful senes of allthe asending areer to observe the mansion world parents embrae their material o�spring on theoasions of their periodi pilgrimages to the �naliter world. While one or both parents may leave amansion world ahead of the hild, they are quite often ontemporary for a season.No asending mortal an esape the experiene of rearing hildren - their own or others - either onthe material worlds or subsequently on the �naliter world or on Jerusem. Fathers must pass throughthis essential experiene just as ertainly as mothers. It is an unfortunate and mistaken notion ofmodern peoples on Urantia that hild ulture is largely the task of mothers. Children need fathersas well as mothers, and fathers need this parental experiene as muh as do mothers.47.2 The Probationary NurseryThe infant-reeiving shools of Satania are situated on the �naliter world, the �rst of the Jerusemtransition-ulture spheres. These infant-reeiving shools are enterprises devoted to the nurture andtraining of the hildren of time, inluding those who have died on the evolutionary worlds of spaebefore the aquirement of individual status on the universe reords. In the event of the survival ofeither or both of suh a hild's parents, the guardian of destiny deputizes her assoiated herubimas the ustodian of the hild's potential identity, harging the herubim with the responsibility ofdelivering this undeveloped soul into the hands of the Mansion World Teahers in the probationarynurseries of the morontia worlds.It is these same deserted herubim who, as Mansion World Teahers, under the supervision ofthe Melhizedeks, maintain suh extensive eduational failities for the training of the probationarywards of the �naliters. These wards of the �naliters, these infants of asending mortals, are alwayspersonalized as of their exat physial status at the time of death exept for reprodutive potential.This awakening ours at the exat time of the parental arrival on the �rst mansion world. Andthen are these hildren given every opportunity, as they are, to hoose the heavenly way just as theywould have made suh a hoie on the worlds where death so untimely terminated their areers.On the nursery world, probationary reatures are grouped aording to whether or not they haveAdjusters, for the Adjusters ome to indwell these material hildren just as on the worlds of time.Children of pre-Adjuster ages are ared for in families of �ve, ranging in ages from one year andunder up to approximately �ve years, or that age when the Adjuster arrives.All hildren on the evolving worlds who have Thought Adjusters, but who before death had notmade a hoie onerning the Paradise areer, are also repersonalized on the �naliter world of thesystem, where they likewise grow up in the families of the Material Sons and their assoiates asdo those little ones who arrived without Adjusters, but who will subsequently reeive the Mystery488



Monitors after attaining the requisite age of moral hoie.The Adjuster-indwelt hildren and youths on the �naliter world are also reared in families of �ve,ranging in ages from six to fourteen; approximately, these families onsist of hildren whose agesare six, eight, ten, twelve, and fourteen. Any time after sixteen, if �nal hoie has been made, theytranslate to the �rst mansion world and begin their Paradise asent. Some make a hoie before thisage and go on to the asension spheres, but very few hildren under sixteen years of age, as rekonedby Urantia standards, will be found on the mansion worlds.The guardian seraphim attend these youths in the probationary nursery on the �naliter worldjust as they spiritually minister to mortals on the evolutionary planets, while the faithful spornagiaminister to their physial neessities. And so do these hildren grow up on the transition world untilsuh time as they make their �nal hoie.When material life has run its ourse, if no hoie has been made for the asendant life, or if thesehildren of time de�nitely deide against the Havona adventure, death automatially terminates theirprobationary areers. There is no adjudiation of suh ases; there is no resurretion from suh aseond death. They simply beome as though they had not been.But if they hoose the Paradise path of perfetion, they are immediately made ready for translationto the �rst mansion world, where many of them arrive in time to join their parents in the Havonaasent. After passing through Havona and attaining the Deities, these salvaged souls of mortalorigin onstitute the permanent asendant itizenship of Paradise. These hildren who have beendeprived of the valuable and essential evolutionary experiene on the worlds of mortal nativity arenot mustered into the Corps of the Finality.47.3 The First Mansion WorldOn the mansion worlds the resurreted mortal survivors resume their lives just where they left o�when overtaken by death. When you go from Urantia to the �rst mansion world, you will notieonsiderable hange, but if you had ome from a more normal and progressive sphere of time, youwould hardly notie the di�erene exept for the fat that you were in possession of a di�erent body;the tabernale of esh and blood has been left behind on the world of nativity.The very enter of all ativities on the �rst mansion world is the resurretion hall, the enormoustemple of personality assembly. This giganti struture onsists of the entral rendezvous of theseraphi destiny guardians, the Thought Adjusters, and the arhangels of the resurretion. The LifeCarriers also funtion with these elestial beings in the resurretion of the dead.The mortal-mind transripts and the ative reature-memory patterns as transformed from thematerial levels to the spiritual are the individual possession of the detahed Thought Adjusters; thesespiritized fators of mind, memory, and reature personality are forever a part of suh Adjusters. Thereature mind-matrix and the passive potentials of identity are present in the morontia soul intrustedto the keeping of the seraphi destiny guardians. And it is the reuniting of the morontia-soul trustof the seraphim and the spirit-mind trust of the Adjuster that reassembles reature personality andonstitutes resurretion of a sleeping survivor.If a transitory personality of mortal origin should never be thus reassembled, the spirit elementsof the nonsurviving mortal reature would forever ontinue as an integral part of the individualexperiential endowment of the onetime indwelling Adjuster.From the Temple of New Life there extend seven radial wings, the resurretion halls of the mortalraes. Eah of these strutures is devoted to the assembly of one of the seven raes of time. Thereare one hundred thousand personal resurretion hambers in eah of these seven wings terminatingin the irular lass assembly halls, whih serve as the awakening hambers for as many as one489



million individuals. These halls are surrounded by the personality assembly hambers of the blendedraes of the normal post-Adami worlds. Regardless of the tehnique whih may be employed onthe individual worlds of time in onnetion with speial or dispensational resurretions, the realand onsious reassembly of atual and omplete personality takes plae in the resurretion halls ofmansonia number one. Throughout all eternity you will reall the profound memory impressions ofyour �rst witnessing of these resurretion mornings.From the resurretion halls you proeed to the Melhizedek setor, where you are assigned per-manent residene. Then you enter upon ten days of personal liberty. You are free to explore theimmediate viinity of your new home and to familiarize yourself with the program whih lies imme-diately ahead. You also have time to gratify your desire to onsult the registry and all upon yourloved ones and other earth friends who may have preeded you to these worlds. At the end of yourten-day period of leisure you begin the seond step in the Paradise journey, for the mansion worldsare atual training spheres, not merely detention planets.On mansion world number one (or another in ase of advaned status) you will resume yourintelletual training and spiritual development at the exat level whereon they were interrupted bydeath. Between the time of planetary death or translation and resurretion on the mansion world,mortal man gains absolutely nothing aside from experiening the fat of survival. You begin overthere right where you leave o� down here.Almost the entire experiene of mansion world number one pertains to de�ieny ministry. Sur-vivors arriving on this �rst of the detention spheres present so many and suh varied defets ofreature harater and de�ienies of mortal experiene that the major ativities of the realm areoupied with the orretion and ure of these manifold legaies of the life in the esh on the materialevolutionary worlds of time and spae.The sojourn on mansion world number one is designed to develop mortal survivors at least up tothe status of the post-Adami dispensation on the normal evolutionary worlds. Spiritually, of ourse,the mansion world students are far in advane of suh a state of mere human development.If you are not to be detained on mansion world number one, at the end of ten days you will enterthe translation sleep and proeed to world number two, and every ten days thereafter you will thusadvane until you arrive on the world of your assignment.The enter of the seven major irles of the �rst mansion world administration is oupied bythe temple of the Morontia Companions, the personal guides assigned to asending mortals. Theseompanions are the o�spring of the loal universe Mother Spirit, and there are several million ofthem on the morontia worlds of Satania. Aside from those assigned as group ompanions, you willhave muh to do with the interpreters and translators, the building ustodians, and the exursionsupervisors. And all of these ompanions are most o-operative with those who have to do withdeveloping your personality fators of mind and spirit within the morontia body.As you start out on the �rst mansion world, one Morontia Companion is assigned to eah ompanyof one thousand asending mortals, but you will enounter larger numbers as you progress throughthe seven mansion spheres. These beautiful and versatile beings are ompanionable assoiates andharming guides. They are free to aompany individuals or seleted groups to any of the transition-ulture spheres, inluding their satellite worlds. They are the exursion guides and leisure assoiatesof all asending mortals. They often aompany survivor groups on periodi visits to Jerusem, andon any day you are there, you an go to the registry setor of the system apital and meet asendingmortals from all seven of the mansion worlds sine they freely journey bak and forth between theirresidential abodes and the system headquarters.
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47.4 The Seond Mansion WorldIt is on this sphere that you are more fully induted into the mansonia life. The groupings ofthe morontia life begin to take form; working groups and soial organizations start to funtion,ommunities take on formal proportions, and the advaning mortals inaugurate new soial ordersand governmental arrangements.Spirit-fused survivors oupy the mansion worlds in ommon with the Adjuster-fused asendingmortals. While the various orders of elestial life di�er, they are all friendly and fraternal. In all theworlds of asension you will �nd nothing omparable to human intolerane and the disriminationsof inonsiderate aste systems.As you asend the mansion worlds one by one, they beome more rowded with the morontiaativities of advaning survivors. As you go forward, you will reognize more and more of theJerusem features added to the mansion worlds. The sea of glass makes its appearane on the seondmansonia.A newly developed and suitably adjusted morontia body is aquired at the time of eah advanefrom one mansion world to another. You go to sleep with the seraphi transport and awake with thenew but undeveloped body in the resurretion halls, muh as when you �rst arrived on mansion worldnumber one exept that the Thought Adjuster does not leave you during these transit sleeps betweenthe mansion worlds. Your personality remains intat after you one pass from the evolutionary worldsto the initial mansion world.Your Adjuster memory remains fully intat as you asend the morontia life. Those mental as-soiations that were purely animalisti and wholly material naturally perished with the physialbrain, but everything in your mental life whih was worth while, and whih had survival value, wasounterparted by the Adjuster and is retained as a part of personal memory all the way through theasendant areer. You will be onsious of all your worth-while experienes as you advane from onemansion world to another and from one setion of the universe to another - even to Paradise.Though you have morontia bodies, you ontinue, through all seven of these worlds, to eat, drink,and rest. You partake of the morontia order of food, a kingdom of living energy unknown on thematerial worlds. Both food and water are fully utilized in the morontia body; there is no residualwaste. Pause to onsider: Mansonia number one is a very material sphere, presenting the earlybeginnings of the morontia regime. You are still a near human and not far removed from the limitedviewpoints of mortal life, but eah world disloses de�nite progress. From sphere to sphere you growless material, more intelletual, and slightly more spiritual. The spiritual progress is greatest on thelast three of these seven progressive worlds.Biologial de�ienies were largely made up on the �rst mansion world. There defets in planetaryexperienes pertaining to sex life, family assoiation, and parental funtion were either orreted orwere projeted for future reti�ation among the Material Son families on Jerusem.Mansonia number two more spei�ally provides for the removal of all phases of intelletual onitand for the ure of all varieties of mental disharmony. The e�ort to master the signi�ane of morontiamota, begun on the �rst mansion world, is here more earnestly ontinued. The development onmansonia number two ompares with the intelletual status of the post-Magisterial Son ulture ofthe ideal evolutionary worlds.47.5 The Third Mansion WorldMansonia the third is the headquarters of the Mansion World Teahers. Though they funtion onall seven of the mansion spheres, they maintain their group headquarters at the enter of the shool491



irles of world number three. There are millions of these instrutors on the mansion and highermorontia worlds. These advaned and glori�ed herubim serve as morontia teahers all the way upfrom the mansion worlds to the last sphere of loal universe asendant training. They will be amongthe last to bid you an a�etionate adieu when the farewell time draws near, the time when you bidgood-bye - at least for a few ages - to the universe of your origin, when you enseraphim for transitto the reeiving worlds of the minor setor of the superuniverse.When sojourning on the �rst mansion world, you have permission to visit the �rst of the transitionworlds, the headquarters of the �naliters and the system probationary nursery for the nurture of un-developed evolutionary hildren. When you arrive on mansonia number two, you reeive permissionperiodially to visit transition world number two, where are loated the morontia supervisor head-quarters for all Satania and the training shools for the various morontia orders. When you reahmansion world number three, you are immediately granted a permit to visit the third transitionsphere, the headquarters of the angeli orders and the home of their various system training shools.Visits to Jerusem from this world are inreasingly pro�table and are of ever-heightening interest tothe advaning mortals.Mansonia the third is a world of great personal and soial ahievement for all who have not madethe equivalent of these irles of ulture prior to release from the esh on the mortal nativity worlds.On this sphere more positive eduational work is begun. The training of the �rst two mansionworlds is mostly of a de�ieny nature - negative - in that it has to do with supplementing theexperiene of the life in the esh. On this third mansion world the survivors really begin theirprogressive morontia ulture. The hief purpose of this training is to enhane the understanding ofthe orrelation of morontia mota and mortal logi, the o-ordination of morontia mota and humanphilosophy. Surviving mortals now gain pratial insight into true metaphysis. This is the realintrodution to the intelligent omprehension of osmi meanings and universe interrelationships.The ulture of the third mansion world partakes of the nature of the postbestowal Son age of anormal inhabited planet.47.6 The Fourth Mansion WorldWhen you arrive on the fourth mansion world, you have well entered upon the morontia areer; youhave progressed a long way from the initial material existene. Now are you given permission tomake visits to transition world number four, there to beome familiar with the headquarters andtraining shools of the superangels, inluding the Brilliant Evening Stars. Through the good oÆesof these superangels of the fourth transition world the morontia visitors are enabled to draw verylose to the various orders of the Sons of God during the periodi visits to Jerusem, for new setorsof the system apital are gradually opening up to the advaning mortals as they make these repeatedvisits to the headquarters world. New grandeurs are progressively unfolding to the expanding mindsof these asenders.On the fourth mansonia the individual asender more �ttingly �nds his plae in the group work-ing and lass funtions of the morontia life. Asenders here develop inreased appreiation of thebroadasts and other phases of loal universe ulture and progress.It is during the period of training on world number four that the asending mortals are really�rst introdued to the demands and delights of the true soial life of morontia reatures. And itis indeed a new experiene for evolutionary reatures to partiipate in soial ativities whih areprediated neither on personal aggrandizement nor on self-seeking onquest. A new soial order isbeing introdued, one based on the understanding sympathy of mutual appreiation, the unsel�sh loveof mutual servie, and the overmastering motivation of the realization of a ommon and supremedestiny - the Paradise goal of worshipful and divine perfetion. Asenders are all beoming self-492



onsious of God-knowing, God-revealing, God-seeking, and God-�nding.The intelletual and soial ulture of this fourth mansion world is omparable to the mental andsoial life of the post-Teaher Son age on the planets of normal evolution. The spiritual status ismuh in advane of suh a mortal dispensation.47.7 The Fifth Mansion WorldTransport to the �fth mansion world represents a tremendous forward step in the life of a morontiaprogressor. The experiene on this world is a real foretaste of Jerusem life. Here you begin torealize the high destiny of the loyal evolutionary worlds sine they may normally progress to thisstage during their natural planetary development. The ulture of this mansion world orresponds ingeneral to that of the early era of light and life on the planets of normal evolutionary progress. Andfrom this you an understand why it is so arranged that the highly ultured and progressive types ofbeings who sometimes inhabit these advaned evolutionary worlds are exempt from passing throughone or more, or even all, of the mansion spheres.Having mastered the loal universe language before leaving the fourth mansion world, you nowdevote more time to the perfetion of the tongue of Uversa to the end that you may be pro�ientin both languages before arriving on Jerusem with residential status. All asending mortals arebilingual from the system headquarters up to Havona. And then it is only neessary to enlarge thesuperuniverse voabulary, still additional enlargement being required for residene on Paradise.Upon arrival on mansonia number �ve the pilgrim is given permission to visit the transition worldof orresponding number, the Sons' headquarters. Here the asendant mortal beomes personallyfamiliar with the various groups of divine sonship. He has heard of these superb beings and hasalready met them on Jerusem, but now he omes really to know them.On the �fth mansonia you begin to learn of the onstellation study worlds. Here you meet the�rst of the instrutors who begin to prepare you for the subsequent onstellation sojourn. More ofthis preparation ontinues on worlds six and seven, while the �nishing touhes are supplied in thesetor of the asending mortals on Jerusem.A real birth of osmi onsiousness takes plae on mansonia number �ve. You are beominguniverse minded. This is indeed a time of expanding horizons. It is beginning to dawn upon theenlarging minds of the asending mortals that some stupendous and magni�ent, some supernaland divine, destiny awaits all who omplete the progressive Paradise asension, whih has been solaboriously but so joyfully and auspiiously begun. At about this point the average mortal asenderbegins to manifest bona �de experiential enthusiasm for the Havona asent. Study is beomingvoluntary, unsel�sh servie natural, and worship spontaneous. A real morontia harater is budding;a real morontia reature is evolving.47.8 The Sixth Mansion WorldSojourners on this sphere are permitted to visit transition world number six, where they learn moreabout the high spirits of the superuniverse, although they are not able to visualize many of theseelestial beings. Here they also reeive their �rst lessons in the prospetive spirit areer whih soimmediately follows graduation from the morontia training of the loal universe.The assistant System Sovereign makes frequent visits to this world, and the initial instrution ishere begun in the tehnique of universe administration. The �rst lessons embraing the a�airs of awhole universe are now imparted. 493



This is a brilliant age for asending mortals and usually witnesses the perfet fusion of the humanmind and the divine Adjuster. In potential, this fusion may have ourred previously, but the atualworking identity many times is not ahieved until the time of the sojourn on the �fth mansion worldor even the sixth.The union of the evolving immortal soul with the eternal and divine Adjuster is signalized by theseraphi summoning of the supervising superangel for resurreted survivors and of the arhangel ofreord for those going to judgment on the third day; and then, in the presene of suh a survivor'smorontia assoiates, these messengers of on�rmation speak: \This is a beloved son in whom I amwell pleased." This simple eremony marks the entrane of an asending mortal upon the eternalareer of Paradise servie.Immediately upon the on�rmation of Adjuster fusion the new morontia being is introdued tohis fellows for the �rst time by his new name and is granted the forty days of spiritual retirementfrom all routine ativities wherein to ommune with himself and to hoose some one of the optionalroutes to Havona and to selet from the di�erential tehniques of Paradise attainment.But still are these brilliant beings more or less material; they are far from being true spirits; theyare more like supermortals, spiritually speaking, still a little lower than the angels. But they aretruly beoming marvelous reatures.During the sojourn on world number six the mansion world students ahieve a status whihis omparable with the exalted development haraterizing those evolutionary worlds whih havenormally progressed beyond the initial stage of light and life. The organization of soiety on thismansonia is of a high order. The shadow of the mortal nature grows less and less as these worldsare asended one by one. You are beoming more and more adorable as you leave behind the oarsevestiges of planetary animal origin. \Coming up through great tribulation" serves to make glori�edmortals very kind and understanding, very sympatheti and tolerant.47.9 The Seventh Mansion WorldThe experiene on this sphere is the rowning ahievement of the immediate postmortal areer.During your sojourn here you will reeive the instrution of many teahers, all of whom will o-operatein the task of preparing you for residene on Jerusem. Any disernible di�erenes between thosemortals hailing from the isolated and retarded worlds and those survivors from the more advanedand enlightened spheres are virtually obliterated during the sojourn on the seventh mansion world.Here you will be purged of all the remnants of unfortunate heredity, unwholesome environment, andunspiritual planetary tendenies. The last remnants of the \mark of the beast" are here eradiated.While sojourning on mansonia number seven, permission is granted to visit transition world num-ber seven, the world of the Universal Father. Here you begin a new and more spiritual worship ofthe unseen Father, a habit you will inreasingly pursue all the way up through your long asendingareer. You �nd the Father's temple on this world of transitional ulture, but you do not see theFather.Now begins the formation of lasses for graduation to Jerusem. You have gone from world toworld as individuals, but now you prepare to depart for Jerusem in groups, although, within ertainlimits, an asender may elet to tarry on the seventh mansion world for the purpose of enabling atardy member of his earthly or mansonia working group to ath up with him.The personnel of the seventh mansonia assemble on the sea of glass to witness your departurefor Jerusem with residential status. Hundreds or thousands of times you may have visited Jerusem,but always as a guest; never before have you proeeded toward the system apital in the ompanyof a group of your fellows who were bidding an eternal farewell to the whole mansonia areer as494



asending mortals. You will soon be welomed on the reeiving �eld of the headquarters world asJerusem itizens.You will greatly enjoy your progress through the seven dematerializing worlds; they are reallydemortalizing spheres. You are mostly human on the �rst mansion world, just a mortal being minusa material body, a human mind housed in a morontia form - a material body of the morontia worldbut not a mortal house of esh and blood. You really pass from the mortal state to the immortalstatus at the time of Adjuster fusion, and by the time you have �nished the Jerusem areer, you willbe full-edged morontians.47.10 Jerusem CitizenshipThe reeption of a new lass of mansion world graduates is the signal for all Jerusem to assembleas a ommittee of welome. Even the spornagia enjoy the arrival of these triumphant asenders ofevolutionary origin, those who have run the planetary rae and �nished the mansion world progres-sion. Only the physial ontrollers and Morontia Power Supervisors are absent from these oasionsof rejoiing.John the Revelator saw a vision of the arrival of a lass of advaning mortals from the seventhmansion world to their �rst heaven, the glories of Jerusem. He reorded: \And I saw as it were a seaof glass mingled with �re; and those who had gained the vitory over the beast that was originally inthem and over the image that persisted through the mansion worlds and �nally over the last markand trae, standing on the sea of glass, having the harps of God, and singing the song of deliveranefrom mortal fear and death." (Perfeted spae ommuniation is to be had on all these worlds; andyour anywhere reeption of suh ommuniations is made possible by arrying the \harp of God," amorontia ontrivane ompensating for the inability to diretly adjust the immature morontia sensorymehanism to the reeption of spae ommuniations.)Paul also had a view of the asendant-itizen orps of perfeting mortals on Jerusem, for he wrote:\But you have ome to Mount Zion and to the ity of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, andto an innumerable ompany of angels, to the grand assembly of Mihael, and to the spirits of justmen being made perfet."After mortals have attained residene on the system headquarters, no more literal resurretionswill be experiened. The morontia form granted you on departure from the mansion world areeris suh as will see you through to the end of the loal universe experiene. Changes will be madefrom time to time, but you will retain this same form until you bid it farewell when you emerge as�rst-stage spirits preparatory for transit to the superuniverse worlds of asending ulture and spirittraining.Seven times do those mortals who pass through the entire mansonia areer experiene the ad-justment sleep and the resurretion awakening. But the last resurretion hall, the �nal awakeninghamber, was left behind on the seventh mansion world. No more will a form-hange neessitate thelapse of onsiousness or a break in the ontinuity of personal memory.The mortal personality initiated on the evolutionary worlds and tabernaled in the esh - indweltby the Mystery Monitors and invested by the Spirit of Truth - is not fully mobilized, realized, anduni�ed until that day when suh a Jerusem itizen is given learane for Edentia and prolaimed atrue member of the morontia orps of Nebadon - an immortal survivor of Adjuster assoiation, aParadise asender, a personality of morontia status, and a true hild of the Most Highs.Mortal death is a tehnique of esape from the material life in the esh; and the mansonia experi-ene of progressive life through seven worlds of orretive training and ultural eduation representsthe introdution of mortal survivors to the morontia areer, the transition life whih intervenes be-495



tween the evolutionary material existene and the higher spirit attainment of the asenders of timewho are destined to ahieve the portals of eternity.[Sponsored by a Brilliant Evening Star.℄
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Chapter 48The Morontia LifeTHE Gods annot - at least they do not - transform a reature of gross animal nature into a perfetedspirit by some mysterious at of reative magi. When the Creators desire to produe perfet beings,they do so by diret and original reation, but they never undertake to onvert animal-origin andmaterial reatures into beings of perfetion in a single step.The morontia life, extending as it does over the various stages of the loal universe areer, is theonly possible approah whereby material mortals ould attain the threshold of the spirit world. Whatmagi ould death, the natural dissolution of the material body, hold that suh a simple step shouldinstantly transform the mortal and material mind into an immortal and perfeted spirit? Suh beliefsare but ignorant superstitions and pleasing fables.Always this morontia transition intervenes between the mortal estate and the subsequent spiritstatus of surviving human beings. This intermediate state of universe progress di�ers markedly inthe various loal reations, but in intent and purpose they are all quite similar. The arrangementof the mansion and higher morontia worlds in Nebadon is fairly typial of the morontia transitionregimes in this part of Orvonton.48.1 Morontia MaterialsThe morontia realms are the loal universe liaison spheres between the material and spiritual levelsof reature existene. This morontia life has been known on Urantia sine the early days of thePlanetary Prine. From time to time this transition state has been taught to mortals, and theonept, in distorted form, has found a plae in present-day religions.The morontia spheres are the transition phases of mortal asension through the progression worldsof the loal universe. Only the seven worlds surrounding the �naliters' sphere of the loal systems arealled mansion worlds, but all �fty-six of the system transition abodes, in ommon with the higherspheres around the onstellations and the universe headquarters, are alled morontia worlds. Thesereations partake of the physial beauty and the morontia grandeur of the loal universe headquartersspheres.All of these worlds are arhitetural spheres, and they have just double the number of elements ofthe evolved planets. Suh made-to-order worlds not only abound in the heavy metals and rystals,having one hundred physial elements, but likewise have exatly one hundred forms of a uniqueenergy organization alled morontia material. The Master Physial Controllers and the MorontiaPower Supervisors are able so to modify the revolutions of the primary units of matter and at thesame time so to transform these assoiations of energy as to reate this new substane.The early morontia life in the loal systems is very muh like that of your present material world,497



beoming less physial and more truly morontial on the onstellation study worlds. And as youadvane to the Salvington spheres, you inreasingly attain spiritual levels.The Morontia Power Supervisors are able to e�et a union of material and of spiritual energies,thereby organizing a morontia form of materialization whih is reeptive to the superimposition of aontrolling spirit. When you traverse the morontia life of Nebadon, these same patient and skillfulMorontia Power Supervisors will suessively provide you with 570 morontia bodies, eah one aphase of your progressive transformation. From the time of leaving the material worlds until youare onstituted a �rst-stage spirit on Salvington, you will undergo just 570 separate and asendingmorontia hanges. Eight of these our in the system, seventy-one in the onstellation, and 491during the sojourn on the spheres of Salvington.In the days of the mortal esh the divine spirit indwells you, almost as a thing apart - in realityan invasion of man by the bestowed spirit of the Universal Father. But in the morontia life the spiritwill beome a real part of your personality, and as you suessively pass through the 570 progressivetransformations, you asend from the material to the spiritual estate of reature life.Paul learned of the existene of the morontia worlds and of the reality of morontia materials,for he wrote, \They have in heaven a better and more enduring substane." And these morontiamaterials are real, literal, even as in \the ity whih has foundations, whose builder and maker isGod." And eah of these marvelous spheres is \a better ountry, that is, a heavenly one."48.2 Morontia Power SupervisorsThese unique beings are exlusively onerned with the supervision of those ativities whih representa working ombination of spiritual and physial or semimaterial energies. They are exlusivelydevoted to the ministry of morontia progression. Not that they so muh minister to mortals during thetransition experiene, but they rather make possible the transition environment for the progressingmorontia reatures. They are the hannels of morontia power whih sustain and energize the morontiaphases of the transition worlds.Morontia Power Supervisors are the o�spring of a loal universe Mother Spirit. They are fairlystandard in design though di�ering slightly in nature in the various loal reations. They are reatedfor their spei� funtion and require no training before entering upon their responsibilities.The reation of the �rst Morontia Power Supervisors is simultaneous with the arrival of the �rstmortal survivor on the shores of some one of the �rst mansion worlds in a loal universe. They arereated in groups of one thousand, lassi�ed as follows:1. Ciruit Regulators . . . 4002. System Co-ordinators . . 2003. Planetary Custodians . . 1004. Combined Controllers . . 1005. Liaison Stabilizers. . . 1006. Seletive Assorters. . . .507. Assoiate Registrars . . .50The power supervisors always serve in their native universe. They are direted exlusively bythe joint spirit ativity of the Universe Son and the Universe Spirit but are otherwise a whollyself-governing group. They maintain headquarters on eah of the �rst mansion worlds of the loalsystems, where they work in lose assoiation with both the physial ontrollers and the seraphimbut funtion in a world of their own as regards energy manifestation and spirit appliation.498



They also sometimes work in onnetion with supermaterial phenomena on the evolutionary worldsas ministers of temporary assignment. But they rarely serve on the inhabited planets; neither dothey work on the higher training worlds of the superuniverse, being hiey devoted to the transitionregime of morontia progression in a loal universe.1. Ciruit Regulators. These are the unique beings who o-ordinate physial and spiritual energyand regulate its ow into the segregated hannels of the morontia spheres, and these iruits areexlusively planetary, limited to a single world. The morontia iruits are distint from, and supple-mentary to, both physial and spiritual iruits on the transition worlds, and it requires millions ofthese regulators to energize even a system of mansion worlds like that of Satania.Ciruit regulators initiate those hanges in material energies whih render them subjet to theontrol and regulation of their assoiates. These beings are morontia power generators as well asiruit regulators. Muh as a dynamo apparently generates eletriity out of the atmosphere, sodo these living morontia dynamos seem to transform the everywhere energies of spae into thosematerials whih the morontia supervisors weave into the bodies and life ativities of the asendingmortals.2. System Co-ordinators. Sine eah morontia world has a separate order of morontia energy, it isexeedingly diÆult for humans to visualize these spheres. But on eah suessive transition sphere,mortals will �nd the plant life and everything else pertaining to the morontia existene progressivelymodi�ed to orrespond with the advaning spiritization of the asending survivor. And sine theenergy system of eah world is thus individualized, these o-ordinators operate to harmonize andblend suh di�ering power systems into a working unit for the assoiated spheres of any partiulargroup.Asending mortals gradually progress from the physial to the spiritual as they advane from onemorontia world to another; hene the neessity for providing an asending sale of morontia spheresand an asending sale of morontia forms.When mansion world asenders pass from one sphere to another, they are delivered by the trans-port seraphim to the reeivers of the system o-ordinators on the advaned world. Here in thoseunique temples at the enter of the seventy radiating wings wherein are the hambers of transi-tion similar to the resurretion halls on the initial world of reeption for earth-origin mortals, theneessary hanges in reature form are skillfully e�eted by the system o-ordinators. These earlymorontia-form hanges require about seven days of standard time for their aomplishment.3. Planetary Custodians. Eah morontia world, from the mansion spheres up to the universeheadquarters, is in the ustody - as regards morontia a�airs - of seventy guardians. They onstitutethe loal planetary ounil of supreme morontia authority. This ounil grants material for morontiaforms to all asending reatures who land on the spheres and authorizes those hanges in reatureform whih make it possible for an asender to proeed to the sueeding sphere. After the mansionworlds have been traversed, you will translate from one phase of morontia life to another withouthaving to surrender onsiousness. Unonsiousness attends only the earlier metamorphoses and thelater transitions from one universe to another and from Havona to Paradise.4. Combined Controllers. One of these highly mehanial beings is always stationed at the enterof eah administrative unit of a morontia world. A ombined ontroller is sensitive to, and funtionalwith, physial, spiritual, and morontial energies; and with this being there are always assoiatedtwo system o-ordinators, four iruit regulators, one planetary ustodian, one liaison stabilizer, andeither an assoiate registrar or a seletive assorter.5. Liaison Stabilizers. These are the regulators of the morontia energy in assoiation with thephysial and spirit fores of the realm. They make possible the onversion of morontia energy intomorontia material. The whole morontia organization of existene is dependent on the stabilizers.They slow down the energy revolutions to that point where physialization an our. But I have no499



terms with whih I an ompare or illustrate the ministry of suh beings. It is quite beyond humanimagination.6. Seletive Assorters. As you progress from one lass or phase of a morontia world to another,you must be re-keyed or advane-tuned, and it is the task of the seletive assorters to keep you inprogressive synhrony with the morontia life.While the basi morontia forms of life and matter are idential from the �rst mansion world tothe last universe transition sphere, there is a funtional progression whih gradually extends fromthe material to the spiritual. Your adaptation to this basially uniform but suessively advaningand spiritizing reation is e�eted by this seletive re-keying. Suh an adjustment in the mehanismof personality is tantamount to a new reation, notwithstanding that you retain the same morontiaform.You may repeatedly subjet yourself to the test of these examiners, and as soon as you registeradequate spiritual ahievement, they will gladly ertify you for advaned standing. These progres-sive hanges result in altered reations to the morontia environment, suh as modi�ations in foodrequirements and numerous other personal praties.The seletive assorters are also of great servie in the grouping of morontia personalities forpurposes of study, teahing, and other projets. They naturally indiate those who will best funtionin temporary assoiation.7. Assoiate Registrars. The morontia world has its own reorders, who serve in assoiation withthe spirit reorders in the supervision and ustody of the reords and other data indigenous to themorontia reations. The morontia reords are available to all orders of personalities.All morontia transition realms are aessible alike to material and spirit beings. As morontiaprogressors you will remain in full ontat with the material world and with material personalities,while you will inreasingly disern and fraternize with spirit beings; and by the time of departurefrom the morontia regime, you will have seen all orders of spirits with the exeption of a few of thehigher types, suh as Solitary Messengers.48.3 Morontia CompanionsThese hosts of the mansion and morontia worlds are the o�spring of a loal universe Mother Spirit.They are reated from age to age in groups of one hundred thousand, and in Nebadon there are atpresent over seventy billion of these unique beings.Morontia Companions are trained for servie by the Melhizedeks on a speial planet near Salv-ington; they do not pass through the entral Melhizedek shools. In servie they range from thelowest mansion worlds of the systems to the highest study spheres of Salvington, but they are seldomenountered on the inhabited worlds. They serve under the general supervision of the Sons of Godand under the immediate diretion of the Melhizedeks.The Morontia Companions maintain ten thousand headquarters in a loal universe - on eah ofthe �rst mansion worlds of the loal systems. They are almost wholly a self-governing order andare, in general, an intelligent and loyal group of beings; but every now and then, in onnetion withertain unfortunate elestial upheavals, they have been known to go astray. Thousands of theseuseful reatures were lost during the times of the Luifer rebellion in Satania. Your loal system nowhas its full quota of these beings, the loss of the Luifer rebellion having only reently been made up.There are two distint types of Morontia Companions; one type is aggressive, the other retiring,but otherwise they are equal in status. They are not sex reatures, but they manifest a touhinglybeautiful a�etion for one another. And while they are hardly ompanionate in the material (human)500



sense, they are very lose of kin to the human raes in the order of reature existene. The midwayreatures of the worlds are your nearest of kin; then ome the morontia herubim, and after themthe Morontia Companions.These ompanions are touhingly a�etionate and harmingly soial beings. They possess distintpersonalities, and when you meet them on the mansion worlds, after learning to reognize them asa lass, you will soon disern their individuality. Mortals all resemble one another; at the same timeeah of you possesses a distint and reognizable personality.Something of an idea of the nature of the work of these Morontia Companions may be derivedfrom the following lassi�ation of their ativities in a loal system:1. Pilgrim Guardians are not assigned to spei� duties in their assoiation with the morontiaprogressors. These ompanions are responsible for the whole of the morontia areer and are thereforethe o-ordinators of the work of all other morontia and transition ministers.2. Pilgrim Reeivers and Free Assoiators. These are the soial ompanions of the new arrivalson the mansion worlds. One of them will ertainly be on hand to welome you when you awaken onthe initial mansion world from the �rst transit sleep of time, when you experiene the resurretionfrom the death of the esh into the morontia life. And from the time you are thus formally welomedon awakening to that day when you leave the loal universe as a �rst-stage spirit, these MorontiaCompanions are ever with you.Companions are not assigned permanently to individuals. An asending mortal on one of themansion or higher worlds might have a di�erent ompanion on eah of several suessive oasionsand again might go for long periods without one. It would all depend on the requirements and alsoon the supply of ompanions available.3. Hosts to Celestial Visitors. These graious reatures are dediated to the entertainment ofthe superhuman groups of student visitors and other elestials who may hane to sojourn on thetransition worlds. You will have ample opportunity to visit within any realm you have experientiallyattained. Student visitors are allowed on all inhabited planets, even those in isolation.4. Co-ordinators and Liaison Diretors. These ompanions are dediated to the failitation of mo-rontia interourse and to the prevention of onfusion. They are the instrutors of soial ondut andmorontia progress, sponsoring lasses and other group ativities among the asending mortals. Theymaintain extensive areas wherein they assemble their pupils and from time to time make requisitionon the elestial artisans and the reversion diretors for the embellishment of their programs. As youprogress, you will ome in intimate ontat with these ompanions, and you will grow exeedinglyfond of both groups. It is a matter of hane as to whether you will be assoiated with an aggressiveor a retiring type of ompanion.5. Interpreters and Translators. During the early mansonia areer you will have frequent reourseto the interpreters and the translators. They know and speak all the tongues of a loal universe;they are the linguists of the realms.You will not aquire new languages automatially; you will learn a language over there muh asyou do down here, and these brilliant beings will be your language teahers. The �rst study on themansion worlds will be the tongue of Satania and then the language of Nebadon. And while youare mastering these new tongues, the Morontia Companions will be your eÆient interpreters andpatient translators. You will never enounter a visitor on any of these worlds but that some one ofthe Morontia Companions will be able to oÆiate as interpreter.6. Exursion and Reversion Supervisors. These ompanions will aompany you on the longertrips to the headquarters sphere and to the surrounding worlds of transition ulture. They plan,ondut, and supervise all suh individual and group tours about the system worlds of training andulture. 501



7. Area and Building Custodians. Even the material and morontia strutures inrease in perfetionand grandeur as you advane in the mansonia areer. As individuals and as groups you are permittedto make ertain hanges in the abodes assigned as headquarters for your sojourn on the di�erentmansion worlds. Many of the ativities of these spheres take plae in the open enlosures of thevariously designated irles, squares, and triangles. The majority of the mansion world struturesare rooess, being enlosures of magni�ent onstrution and exquisite embellishment. The limatiand other physial onditions prevailing on the arhitetural worlds make roofs wholly unneessary.These ustodians of the transition phases of asendant life are supreme in the management ofmorontia a�airs. They were reated for this work, and pending the fatualization of the SupremeBeing, always will they remain Morontia Companions; never do they perform other duties.As systems and universes are settled in light and life, the mansion worlds inreasingly ease tofuntion as transition spheres of morontia training. More and more the �naliters institute their newtraining regime, whih appears to be designed to translate the osmi onsiousness from the presentlevel of the grand universe to that of the future outer universes. The Morontia Companions aredestined to funtion inreasingly in assoiation with the �naliters and in numerous other realms notat present revealed on Urantia.You an foreast that these beings are probably going to ontribute muh to your enjoyment ofthe mansion worlds, whether your sojourn is to be long or short. And you will ontinue to enjoythem all the way up to Salvington. They are not, tehnially, essential to any part of your survivalexperiene. You ould reah Salvington without them, but you would greatly miss them. They arethe personality luxury of your asending areer in the loal universe.48.4 The Reversion DiretorsJoyful mirth and the smile-equivalent are as universal as musi. There is a morontial and a spiritualequivalent of mirth and laughter. The asendant life is about equally divided between work and play- freedom from assignment.Celestial relaxation and superhuman humor are quite di�erent from their human analogues, butwe all atually indulge in a form of both; and they really aomplish for us, in our state, just aboutwhat ideal humor is able to do for you on Urantia. The Morontia Companions are skillful playsponsors, and they are most ably supported by the reversion diretors.You would probably best understand the work of the reversion diretors if they were likened tothe higher types of humorists on Urantia, though that would be an exeedingly rude and somewhatunfortunate way in whih to try to onvey an idea of the funtion of these diretors of hange andrelaxation, these ministers of the exalted humor of the morontia and spirit realms.In disussing spirit humor, �rst let me tell you what it is not. Spirit jest is never tinged withthe aentuation of the misfortunes of the weak and erring. Neither is it ever blasphemous of therighteousness and glory of divinity. Our humor embraes three general levels of appreiation:1. Reminisent jests. Quips growing out of the memories of past episodes in one's experiene ofombat, struggle, and sometimes fearfulness, and ofttimes foolish and hildish anxiety. To us, thisphase of humor derives from the deep-seated and abiding ability to draw upon the past for memorymaterial with whih pleasantly to avor and otherwise lighten the heavy loads of the present.2. Current humor. The senselessness of muh that so often auses us serious onern, the joy atdisovering the unimportane of muh of our serious personal anxiety. We are most appreiative ofthis phase of humor when we are best able to disount the anxieties of the present in favor of theertainties of the future. 502



3. Propheti joy. It will perhaps be diÆult for mortals to envisage this phase of humor, butwe do get a peuliar satisfation out of the assurane \that all things work together for good" - forspirits and morontians as well as for mortals. This aspet of elestial humor grows out of our faithin the loving overare of our superiors and in the divine stability of our Supreme Diretors.But the reversion diretors of the realms are not onerned exlusively with depiting the highhumor of the various orders of intelligent beings; they are also oupied with the leadership ofdiversion, spiritual rereation and morontia entertainment. And in this onnetion they have thehearty o-operation of the elestial artisans.The reversion diretors themselves are not a reated group; they are a reruited orps embraingbeings ranging from the Havona natives down through the messenger hosts of spae and the minis-tering spirits of time to the morontia progressors from the evolutionary worlds. All are volunteers,giving themselves to the work of assisting their fellows in the ahievement of thought hange andmind rest, for suh attitudes are most helpful in reuperating depleted energies.When partially exhausted by the e�orts of attainment, and while awaiting the reeption of newenergy harges, there is agreeable pleasure in living over again the enatments of other days andages. The early experienes of the rae or the order are restful to reminise. And that is exatly whythese artists are alled reversion diretors - they assist in reverting the memory to a former state ofdevelopment or to a less experiened status of being.All beings enjoy this sort of reversion exept those who are inherent Creators, hene automatiself-rejuvenators, and ertain highly speialized types of reatures, suh as the power enters and thephysial ontrollers, who are always and eternally thoroughly businesslike in all their reations. Theseperiodi releases from the tension of funtional duty are a regular part of life on all worlds throughoutthe universe of universes but not on the Isle of Paradise. Beings indigenous to the entral abodeare inapable of depletion and are not, therefore, subjet to re-energizing. And with suh beings ofeternal Paradise perfetion there an be no suh reversion to evolutionary experienes.Most of us have ome up through lower stages of existene or through progressive levels of ourorders, and it is refreshing and in a measure amusing to look bak upon ertain episodes of ourearly experiene. There is a restfulness in the ontemplation of that whih is old to one's order, andwhih lingers as a memory possession of the mind. The future signi�es struggle and advanement; itbespeaks work, e�ort, and ahievement; but the past savors of things already mastered and ahieved;ontemplation of the past permits of relaxation and suh a arefree review as to provoke spirit mirthand a morontia state of mind verging on merriment.Even mortal humor beomes most hearty when it depits episodes a�eting those just a littlebeneath one's present developmental state, or when it portrays one's supposed superiors fallingvitim to the experienes whih are ommonly assoiated with supposed inferiors. You of Urantiahave allowed muh that is at one vulgar and unkind to beome onfused with your humor, but onthe whole, you are to be ongratulated on a omparatively keen sense of humor. Some of your raeshave a rih vein of it and are greatly helped in their earthly areers thereby. Apparently you reeivedmuh in the way of humor from your Adami inheritane, muh more than was seured of eithermusi or art.All Satania, during times of play, those times when its inhabitants refreshingly resurret thememories of a lower stage of existene, is edi�ed by the pleasant humor of a orps of reversiondiretors from Urantia. The sense of elestial humor we have with us always, even when engagedin the most diÆult of assignments. It helps to avoid an overdevelopment of the notion of one'sself-importane. But we do not give rein to it freely, as you might say, \have fun," exept when weare in reess from the serious assignments of our respetive orders.When we are tempted to magnify our self-importane, if we stop to ontemplate the in�nity ofthe greatness and grandeur of our Makers, our own self-glori�ation beomes sublimely ridiulous,503



even verging on the humorous. One of the funtions of humor is to help all of us take ourselves lessseriously. Humor is the divine antidote for exaltation of ego.The need for the relaxation and diversion of humor is greatest in those orders of asendant beingswho are subjeted to sustained stress in their upward struggles. The two extremes of life have littleneed for humorous diversions. Primitive men have no apaity therefor, and beings of Paradise per-fetion have no need thereof. The hosts of Havona are naturally a joyous and exhilarating assemblageof supremely happy personalities. On Paradise the quality of worship obviates the neessity for re-version ativities. But among those who start their areers far below the goal of Paradise perfetion,there is a large plae for the ministry of the reversion diretors.The higher the mortal speies, the greater the stress and the greater the apaity for humor aswell as the neessity for it. In the spirit world the opposite is true: The higher we asend, the lessthe need for the diversions of reversion experienes. But proeeding down the sale of spirit life fromParadise to the seraphi hosts, there is an inreasing need for the mission of mirth and the ministryof merriment. Those beings who most need the refreshment of periodi reversion to the intelletualstatus of previous experienes are the higher types of the human speies, the morontians, angels, andthe Material Sons, together with all similar types of personality.Humor should funtion as an automati safety valve to prevent the building up of exessivepressures due to the monotony of sustained and serious self-ontemplation in assoiation with theintense struggle for developmental progress and noble ahievement. Humor also funtions to lessenthe shok of the unexpeted impat of fat or of truth, rigid unyielding fat and exible ever-livingtruth. The mortal personality, never sure as to whih will next be enountered, through humorswiftly grasps - sees the point and ahieves insight - the unexpeted nature of the situation be it fator be it truth.While the humor of Urantia is exeedingly rude and most inartisti, it does serve a valuablepurpose both as a health insurane and as a liberator of emotional pressure, thus preventing injuriousnervous tension and overserious self-ontemplation. Humor and play - relaxation - are never reationsof progressive exertion; always are they the ehoes of a bakward glane, a reminisene of the past.Even on Urantia and as you now are, you always �nd it rejuvenating when for a short time youan suspend the exertions of the newer and higher intelletual e�orts and revert to the more simpleengagements of your anestors.The priniples of Urantian play life are philosophially sound and ontinue to apply on up throughyour asending life, through the iruits of Havona to the eternal shores of Paradise. As asendantbeings you are in possession of personal memories of all former and lower existenes, and withoutsuh identity memories of the past there would be no basis for the humor of the present, eithermortal laughter or morontia mirth. It is this realling of past experienes that provides the basisfor present diversion and amusement. And so you will enjoy the elestial equivalents of your earthlyhumor all the way up through your long morontia, and then inreasingly spiritual, areers. Andthat part of God (the Adjuster) whih beomes an eternal part of the personality of an asendantmortal ontributes the overtones of divinity to the joyous expressions, even spiritual laughter, of theasending reatures of time and spae.48.5 The Mansion World TeahersThe Mansion World Teahers are a orps of deserted but glori�ed herubim and sanobim. Whena pilgrim of time advanes from a trial world of spae to the mansion and assoiated worlds ofmorontia training, he is aompanied by his personal or group seraphim, the guardian of destiny. Inthe worlds of mortal existene the seraphim is ably assisted by herubim and sanobim; but when hermortal ward is delivered from the bonds of the esh and starts out on the asendant areer, when the504



postmaterial or morontia life begins, the attending seraphim has no further need of the ministrationsof her former lieutenants, the herubim and sanobim.These deserted assistants of the ministering seraphim are often summoned to universe headquar-ters, where they pass into the intimate embrae of the Universe Mother Spirit and then go forthto the system training spheres as Mansion World Teahers. These teahers often visit the materialworlds and funtion from the lowest mansion worlds on up to the highest of the eduational spheresonneted with the universe headquarters. Upon their own motion they may return to their formerassoiative work with the ministering seraphim.There are billions upon billions of these teahers in Satania, and their numbers onstantly inreasebeause, in the majority of instanes, when a seraphim proeeds inward with an Adjuster-fusedmortal, both a herubim and a sanobim are left behind.Mansion World Teahers, like most of the other instrutors, are ommissioned by the Melhizedeks.They are generally supervised by the Morontia Companions, but as individuals and as teahers theyare supervised by the ating heads of the shools or spheres wherein they may be funtioning asinstrutors.These advaned herubim usually work in pairs as they did when attahed to the seraphim. Theyare by nature very near the morontia type of existene, and they are inherently sympatheti teahersof the asending mortals and most eÆiently ondut the program of the mansion world and morontiaeduational system.In the shools of the morontia life these teahers engage in individual, group, lass, and massteahing. On the mansion worlds suh shools are organized in three general groups of one hundreddivisions eah: the shools of thinking, the shools of feeling, and the shools of doing. When youreah the onstellation, there are added the shools of ethis, the shools of administration, andthe shools of soial adjustment. On the universe headquarters worlds you will enter the shools ofphilosophy, divinity, and pure spirituality.Those things whih you might have learned on earth, but whih you failed to learn, must beaquired under the tutelage of these faithful and patient teahers. There are no royal roads, shortuts, or easy paths to Paradise. Irrespetive of the individual variations of the route, you masterthe lessons of one sphere before you proeed to another; at least this is true after you one leave theworld of your nativity.One of the purposes of the morontia areer is to e�et the permanent eradiation from the mortalsurvivors of suh animal vestigial traits as prorastination, equivoation, insinerity, problem avoid-ane, unfairness, and ease seeking. The mansonia life early teahes the young morontia pupils thatpostponement is in no sense avoidane. After the life in the esh, time is no longer available as atehnique of dodging situations or of irumventing disagreeable obligations.Beginning servie on the lowest of the tarrying spheres, the Mansion World Teahers advane,with experiene, through the eduational spheres of the system and the onstellation to the trainingworlds of Salvington. They are subjeted to no speial disipline either before or after their embraeby the Universe Mother Spirit. They have already been trained for their work while serving asseraphi assoiates on the worlds native to their pupils of mansion world sojourn. They have hadatual experiene with these advaning mortals on the inhabited worlds. They are pratial andsympatheti teahers, wise and understanding instrutors, able and eÆient guides. They are entirelyfamiliar with the asendant plans and thoroughly experiened in the initial phases of the progressionareer.Many of the older of these teahers, those who have long served on the worlds of the Salvingtoniruit, are re-embraed by the Universe Mother Spirit, and from this seond embrae these herubimand sanobim emerge with the status of seraphim.505



48.6 Morontia World Seraphim - Transition MinistersWhile all orders of angels, from the planetary helpers to the supreme seraphim, minister on themorontia worlds, the transition ministers are more exlusively assigned to these ativities. Theseangels are of the sixth order of seraphi servers, and their ministry is devoted to failitating thetransit of material and mortal reatures from the temporal life in the esh on into the early stagesof morontia existene on the seven mansion worlds.You should understand that the morontia life of an asending mortal is really initiated on theinhabited worlds at the oneption of the soul, at that moment when the reature mind of moralstatus is indwelt by the spirit Adjuster. And from that moment on, the mortal soul has potentialapaity for supermortal funtion, even for reognition on the higher levels of the morontia spheresof the loal universe.You will not, however, be onsious of the ministry of the transition seraphim until you attainthe mansion worlds, where they labor untiringly for the advanement of their mortal pupils, beingassigned for servie in the following seven divisions:1. Seraphi Evangels. The moment you onsiousize on the mansion worlds, you are lassi�ed asevolving spirits in the reords of the system. True, you are not yet spirits in reality, but you are nolonger mortal or material beings; you have embarked upon the prespirit areer and have been dulyadmitted to the morontia life.On the mansion worlds the seraphi evangels will help you to hoose wisely among the optionalroutes to Edentia, Salvington, Uversa, and Havona. If there are a number of equally advisable routes,these will be put before you, and you will be permitted to selet the one that most appeals to you.These seraphim then make reommendations to the four and twenty advisers on Jerusem onerningthat ourse whih would be most advantageous for eah asending soul.You are not given unrestrited hoie as to your future ourse; but you may hoose within thelimits of that whih the transition ministers and their superiors wisely determine to be most suitablefor your future spirit attainment. The spirit world is governed on the priniple of respeting yourfreewill hoie provided the ourse you may hoose is not detrimental to you or injurious to yourfellows.These seraphi evangels are dediated to the prolamation of the gospel of eternal progression,the triumph of perfetion attainment. On the mansion worlds they prolaim the great law of theonservation and dominane of goodness: No at of good is ever wholly lost; it may be long thwartedbut never wholly annulled, and it is eternally potent in proportion to the divinity of its motivation.Even on Urantia they ounsel the human teahers of truth and righteousness to adhere to thepreahing of \the goodness of God, whih leads to repentane," to prolaim \the love of God, whihasts out all fear." Even so have these truths been delared on your world:The Gods are my aretakers; I shall not stray;Side by side they lead me in the beautiful paths and glorious refreshing of life everlasting.I shall not, in this Divine Presene, want for food nor thirst for water.Though I go down into the valley of unertainty or asend up into the worlds of doubt,Though I move in loneliness or with the fellows of my kind,Though I triumph in the hoirs of light or falter in the solitary plaes of the spheres,Your good spirit shall minister to me, and your glorious angel will omfort me.Though I desend into the depths of darkness and death itself,I shall not doubt you nor fear you, 506



For I know that in the fullness of time and the glory of your nameYou will raise me up to sit with you on the battlements on high.That is the story whispered in the night season to the shepherd boy. He ould not retain it wordfor word, but to the best of his memory he gave it muh as it is reorded today.These seraphim are also the evangels of the gospel of perfetion attainment for the whole systemas well as for the individual asender. Even now in the young system of Satania their teahings andplans enompass provisions for the future ages when the mansion worlds will no longer serve themortal asenders as steppingstones to the spheres on high.2. Raial Interpreters. All raes of mortal beings are not alike. True, there is a planetary patternrunning through the physial, mental, and spiritual natures and tendenies of the various raes of agiven world; but there are also distint raial types, and very de�nite soial tendenies haraterizethe o�spring of these di�erent basi types of human beings. On the worlds of time the seraphi raialinterpreters further the e�orts of the rae ommissioners to harmonize the varied viewpoints of theraes, and they ontinue to funtion on the mansion worlds, where these same di�erenes tend topersist in a measure. On a onfused planet, suh as Urantia, these brilliant beings have hardly hada fair opportunity to funtion, but they are the skillful soiologists and the wise ethni advisers ofthe �rst heaven.You should onsider the statement about \heaven" and the \heaven of heavens." The heavenoneived by most of your prophets was the �rst of the mansion worlds of the loal system. Whenthe apostle spoke of being \aught up to the third heaven," he referred to that experiene in whihhis Adjuster was detahed during sleep and in this unusual state made a projetion to the third ofthe seven mansion worlds. Some of your wise men saw the vision of the greater heaven, \the heavenof heavens," of whih the sevenfold mansion world experiene was but the �rst; the seond beingJerusem; the third, Edentia and its satellites; the fourth, Salvington and the surrounding eduationalspheres; the �fth, Uversa; the sixth, Havona; and the seventh, Paradise.3. Mind Planners. These seraphim are devoted to the e�etive grouping of morontia beings and toorganizing their teamwork on the mansion worlds. They are the psyhologists of the �rst heaven. Themajority of this partiular division of seraphi ministers have had previous experiene as guardianangels to the hildren of time, but their wards, for some reason, failed to personalize on the mansionworlds or else survived by the tehnique of Spirit fusion.It is the task of the mind planners to study the nature, experiene, and status of the Adjustersouls in transit through the mansion worlds and to failitate their grouping for assignment andadvanement. But these mind planners do not sheme, manipulate, or otherwise take advantage ofthe ignorane or other limitations of mansion world students. They are wholly fair and eminentlyjust. They respet your newborn morontia will; they regard you as independent volitional beings,and they seek to enourage your speedy development and advanement. Here you are fae to faewith true friends and understanding ounselors, angels who are really able to help you \to see yourselfas others see you" and \to know yourself as angels know you."Even on Urantia, these seraphim teah the everlasting truth: If your own mind does not serve youwell, you an exhange it for the mind of Jesus of Nazareth, who always serves you well.4. Morontia Counselors. These ministers reeive their name beause they are assigned to teah,diret, and ounsel the surviving mortals from the worlds of human origin, souls in transit to thehigher shools of the system headquarters. They are the teahers of those who seek insight into theexperiential unity of divergent life levels, those who are attempting the integration of meanings andthe uni�ation of values. This is the funtion of philosophy in mortal life, of mota on the morontiaspheres.Mota is more than a superior philosophy; it is to philosophy as two eyes are to one; it has a507



stereosopi e�et on meanings and values. Material man sees the universe, as it were, with butone eye - at. Mansion world students ahieve osmi perspetive - depth - by superimposing thepereptions of the morontia life upon the pereptions of the physial life. And they are enabled tobring these material and morontial viewpoints into true fous largely through the untiring ministryof their seraphi ounselors, who so patiently teah the mansion world students and the morontiaprogressors. Many of the teahing ounselors of the supreme order of seraphim began their areersas advisers of the newly liberated souls of the mortals of time.5. Tehniians. These are the seraphim who help new asenders adjust themselves to the new andomparatively strange environment of the morontia spheres. Life on the transition worlds entails realontat with the energies and materials of both the physial and morontia levels and to a ertainextent with spiritual realities. Asenders must alimatize to every new morontia level, and in allof this they are greatly helped by the seraphi tehniians. These seraphim at as liaisons with theMorontia Power Supervisors and with the Master Physial Controllers and funtion extensively asinstrutors of the asending pilgrims onerning the nature of those energies whih are utilized on thetransition spheres. They serve as emergeny spae traversers and perform numerous other regularand speial duties.6. Reorder-Teahers. These seraphim are the reorders of the borderland transations of thespiritual and the physial, of the relationships of men and angels, of the morontia transations of thelower universe realms. They also serve as instrutors regarding the eÆient and e�etive tehniquesof fat reording. There is an artistry in the intelligent assembly and o-ordination of related data,and this art is heightened in ollaboration with the elestial artisans, and even the asending mortalsbeome thus aÆliated with the reording seraphim.The reorders of all the seraphi orders devote a ertain amount of time to the eduation andtraining of the morontia progressors. These angeli ustodians of the fats of time are the idealinstrutors of all fat seekers. Before leaving Jerusem, you will beome quite familiar with thehistory of Satania and its 619 inhabited worlds, and muh of this story will be imparted by theseraphi reorders.These angels are all in the hain of reorders extending from the lowest to the highest ustodiansof the fats of time and the truths of eternity. Some day they will teah you to seek truth as wellas fat, to expand your soul as well as your mind. Even now you should learn to water the gardenof your heart as well as to seek for the dry sands of knowledge. Forms are valueless when lessonsare learned. No hik may be had without the shell, and no shell is of any worth after the hik ishathed. But sometimes error is so great that its reti�ation by revelation would be fatal to thoseslowly emerging truths whih are essential to its experiential overthrow. When hildren have theirideals, do not dislodge them; let them grow. And while you are learning to think as men, you shouldalso be learning to pray as hildren.Law is life itself and not the rules of its ondut. Evil is a transgression of law, not a violationof the rules of ondut pertaining to life, whih is the law. Falsehood is not a matter of narrationtehnique but something premeditated as a perversion of truth. The reation of new pitures out ofold fats, the restatement of parental life in the lives of o�spring - these are the artisti triumphs oftruth. The shadow of a hair's turning, premeditated for an untrue purpose, the slightest twisting orperversion of that whih is priniple - these onstitute falseness. But the fetish of fatualized truth,fossilized truth, the iron band of so-alled unhanging truth, holds one blindly in a losed irle ofold fat. One an be tehnially right as to fat and everlastingly wrong in the truth.7. Ministering Reserves. A large orps of all orders of the transition seraphim is held on the �rstmansion world. Next to the destiny guardians, these transition ministers draw the nearest to humansof all orders of seraphim, and many of your leisure moments will be spent with them. Angels takedelight in servie and, when unassigned, often minister as volunteers. The soul of many an asendingmortal has for the �rst time been kindled by the divine �re of the will-to-servie through personal508



friendship with the volunteer servers of the seraphi reserves.From them you will learn to let pressure develop stability and ertainty; to be faithful and earnestand, withal, heerful; to aept hallenges without omplaint and to fae diÆulties and unertaintieswithout fear. They will ask: If you fail, will you rise indomitably to try anew? If you sueed, willyou maintain a well-balaned poise - a stabilized and spiritualized attitude - throughout every e�ortin the long struggle to break the fetters of material inertia, to attain the freedom of spirit existene?Even as mortals, so have these angels been father to many disappointments, and they will pointout that sometimes your most disappointing disappointments have beome your greatest blessings.Sometimes the planting of a seed neessitates its death, the death of your fondest hopes, before itan be reborn to bear the fruits of new life and new opportunity. And from them you will learnto su�er less through sorrow and disappointment, �rst, by making fewer personal plans onerningother personalities, and then, by aepting your lot when you have faithfully performed your duty.You will learn that you inrease your burdens and derease the likelihood of suess by takingyourself too seriously. Nothing an take preedene over the work of your status sphere - this worldor the next. Very important is the work of preparation for the next higher sphere, but nothingequals the importane of the work of the world in whih you are atually living. But though thework is important, the self is not. When you feel important, you lose energy to the wear and tear ofego dignity so that there is little energy left to do the work. Self-importane, not work-importane,exhausts immature reatures; it is the self element that exhausts, not the e�ort to ahieve. You ando important work if you do not beome self-important; you an do several things as easily as oneif you leave yourself out. Variety is restful; monotony is what wears and exhausts. Day after day isalike - just life or the alternative of death.48.7 Morontia MotaThe lower planes of morontia mota join diretly with the higher levels of human philosophy. On the�rst mansion world it is the pratie to teah the less advaned students by the parallel tehnique;that is, in one olumn are presented the more simple onepts of mota meanings, and in the oppositeolumn itation is made of analogous statements of mortal philosophy.Not long sine, while exeuting an assignment on the �rst mansion world of Satania, I had oasionto observe this method of teahing; and though I may not undertake to present the mota ontentof the lesson, I am permitted to reord the twenty-eight statements of human philosophy whih thismorontia instrutor was utilizing as illustrative material designed to assist these new mansion worldsojourners in their early e�orts to grasp the signi�ane and meaning of mota. These illustrations ofhuman philosophy were:1. A display of speialized skill does not signify possession of spiritual apaity. Cleverness is nota substitute for true harater.2. Few persons live up to the faith whih they really have. Unreasoned fear is a master intelletualfraud pratied upon the evolving mortal soul.3. Inherent apaities annot be exeeded; a pint an never hold a quart. The spirit oneptannot be mehanially fored into the material memory mold.4. Few mortals ever dare to draw anything like the sum of personality redits established by theombined ministries of nature and grae. The majority of impoverished souls are truly rih, but theyrefuse to believe it.5. DiÆulties may hallenge mediority and defeat the fearful, but they only stimulate the truehildren of the Most Highs. 509



6. To enjoy privilege without abuse, to have liberty without liense, to possess power and stead-fastly refuse to use it for self-aggrandizement - these are the marks of high ivilization.7. Blind and unforeseen aidents do not our in the osmos. Neither do the elestial beingsassist the lower being who refuses to at upon his light of truth.8. E�ort does not always produe joy, but there is no happiness without intelligent e�ort.9. Ation ahieves strength; moderation eventuates in harm.10. Righteousness strikes the harmony hords of truth, and the melody vibrates throughout theosmos, even to the reognition of the In�nite.11. The weak indulge in resolutions, but the strong at. Life is but a day's work - do it well. Theat is ours; the onsequenes God's.12. The greatest a�ition of the osmos is never to have been a�ited. Mortals only learn wisdomby experiening tribulation.13. Stars are best diserned from the lonely isolation of experiential depths, not from the illumi-nated and estati mountain tops.14. Whet the appetites of your assoiates for truth; give advie only when it is asked for.15. A�etation is the ridiulous e�ort of the ignorant to appear wise, the attempt of the barrensoul to appear rih.16. You annot pereive spiritual truth until you feelingly experiene it, and many truths are notreally felt exept in adversity.17. Ambition is dangerous until it is fully soialized. You have not truly aquired any virtue untilyour ats make you worthy of it.18. Impatiene is a spirit poison; anger is like a stone hurled into a hornet's nest.19. Anxiety must be abandoned. The disappointments hardest to bear are those whih neverome.20. Only a poet an disern poetry in the ommonplae prose of routine existene.21. The high mission of any art is, by its illusions, to foreshadow a higher universe reality, torystallize the emotions of time into the thought of eternity.22. The evolving soul is not made divine by what it does, but by what it strives to do.23. Death added nothing to the intelletual possession or to the spiritual endowment, but it didadd to the experiential status the onsiousness of survival.24. The destiny of eternity is determined moment by moment by the ahievements of the day byday living. The ats of today are the destiny of tomorrow.25. Greatness lies not so muh in possessing strength as in making a wise and divine use of suhstrength.26. Knowledge is possessed only by sharing; it is safeguarded by wisdom and soialized by love.27. Progress demands development of individuality; mediority seeks perpetuation in standard-ization.28. The argumentative defense of any proposition is inversely proportional to the truth ontained.Suh is the work of the beginners on the �rst mansion world while the more advaned pupils onthe later worlds are mastering the higher levels of osmi insight and morontia mota.
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48.8 The Morontia ProgressorsFrom the time of graduation from the mansion worlds to the attainment of spirit status in the su-peruniverse areer, asending mortals are denominated morontia progressors. Your passage throughthis wonderful borderland life will be an unforgettable experiene, a harming memory. It is the evo-lutionary portal to spirit life and the eventual attainment of reature perfetion by whih asendersahieve the goal of time - the �nding of God on Paradise.There is a de�nite and divine purpose in all this morontia and subsequent spirit sheme of mortalprogression, this elaborate universe training shool for asending reatures. It is the design of theCreators to a�ord the reatures of time a graduated opportunity to master the details of the operationand administration of the grand universe, and this long ourse of training is best arried forwardby having the surviving mortal limb up gradually and by atual partiipation in every step of theasent.The mortal-survival plan has a pratial and servieable objetive; you are not the reipients ofall this divine labor and painstaking training only that you may survive just to enjoy endless blissand eternal ease. There is a goal of transendent servie onealed beyond the horizon of the presentuniverse age. If the Gods designed merely to take you on one long and eternal joy exursion, theyertainly would not so largely turn the whole universe into one vast and intriate pratial trainingshool, requisition a substantial part of the elestial reation as teahers and instrutors, and thenspend ages upon ages piloting you, one by one, through this giganti universe shool of experientialtraining. The furtherane of the sheme of mortal progression seems to be one of the hief businessesof the present organized universe, and the majority of innumerable orders of reated intelligenes areeither diretly or indiretly engaged in advaning some phase of this progressive perfetion plan.In traversing the asending sale of living existene from mortal man to the Deity embrae, youatually live the very life of every possible phase and stage of perfeted reature existene withinthe limits of the present universe age. From mortal man to Paradise �naliter embraes all that nowan be - enompasses everything presently possible to the living orders of intelligent, perfeted �nitereature beings. If the future destiny of the Paradise �naliters is servie in new universes now inthe making, it is assured that in this new and future reation there will be no reated orders ofexperiential beings whose lives will be wholly di�erent from those whih mortal �naliters have livedon some world as a part of their asending training, as one of the stages of their agelong progressfrom animal to angel and from angel to spirit and from spirit to God.[Presented by an Arhangel of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 49The Inhabited WorldsALL mortal-inhabited worlds are evolutionary in origin and nature. These spheres are the spawningground, the evolutionary radle, of the mortal raes of time and spae. Eah unit of the asendantlife is a veritable training shool for the stage of existene just ahead, and this is true of every stageof man's progressive Paradise asent; just as true of the initial mortal experiene on an evolutionaryplanet as of the �nal universe headquarters shool of the Melhizedeks, a shool whih is not attendedby asending mortals until just before their translation to the regime of the superuniverse and theattainment of �rst-stage spirit existene.All inhabited worlds are basially grouped for elestial administration into the loal systems, andeah of these loal systems is limited to about one thousand evolutionary worlds. This limitationis by the deree of the Anients of Days, and it pertains to atual evolutionary planets whereonmortals of survival status are living. Neither worlds �nally settled in light and life nor planets in theprehuman stage of life development are rekoned in this group.Satania itself is an un�nished system ontaining only 619 inhabited worlds. Suh planets arenumbered serially in aordane with their registration as inhabited worlds, as worlds inhabited bywill reatures. Thus was Urantia given the number 606 of Satania, meaning the 606th world in thisloal system on whih the long evolutionary life proess ulminated in the appearane of humanbeings. There are thirty-six uninhabited planets nearing the life-endowment stage, and several arenow being made ready for the Life Carriers. There are nearly two hundred spheres whih are evolvingso as to be ready for life implantation within the next few million years.Not all planets are suited to harbor mortal life. Small ones having a high rate of axial revolution arewholly unsuited for life habitats. In several of the physial systems of Satania the planets revolvingaround the entral sun are too large for habitation, their great mass oasioning oppressive gravity.Many of these enormous spheres have satellites, sometimes a half dozen or more, and these moonsare often in size very near that of Urantia, so that they are almost ideal for habitation.The oldest inhabited world of Satania, world number one, is Anova, one of the forty-four satellitesrevolving around an enormous dark planet but exposed to the di�erential light of three neighboringsuns. Anova is in an advaned stage of progressive ivilization.49.1 The Planetary LifeThe universes of time and spae are gradual in development; the progression of life - terrestrial orelestial - is neither arbitrary nor magial. Cosmi evolution may not always be understandable(preditable), but it is stritly nonaidental.The biologi unit of material life is the protoplasmi ell, the ommunal assoiation of hemial,513



eletrial, and other basi energies. The hemial formulas di�er in eah system, and the tehniqueof living ell reprodution is slightly di�erent in eah loal universe, but the Life Carriers are alwaysthe living atalyzers who initiate the primordial reations of material life; they are the instigators ofthe energy iruits of living matter.All the worlds of a loal system dislose unmistakable physial kinship; nevertheless, eah planethas its own sale of life, no two worlds being exatly alike in plant and animal endowment. Theseplanetary variations in the system life types result from the deisions of the Life Carriers. But thesebeings are neither apriious nor whimsial; the universes are onduted in aordane with law andorder. The laws of Nebadon are the divine mandates of Salvington, and the evolutionary order oflife in Satania is in onsonane with the evolutionary pattern of Nebadon.Evolution is the rule of human development, but the proess itself varies greatly on di�erentworlds. Life is sometimes initiated in one enter, sometimes in three, as it was on Urantia. On theatmospheri worlds it usually has a marine origin, but not always; muh depends on the physialstatus of a planet. The Life Carriers have great latitude in their funtion of life initiation.In the development of planetary life the vegetable form always preedes the animal and is quitefully developed before the animal patterns di�erentiate. All animal types are developed from thebasi patterns of the preeding vegetable kingdom of living things; they are not separately organized.The early stages of life evolution are not altogether in onformity with your present-day views.Mortal man is not an evolutionary aident. There is a preise system, a universal law, whihdetermines the unfolding of the planetary life plan on the spheres of spae. Time and the produtionof large numbers of a speies are not the ontrolling inuenes. Mie reprodue muh more rapidlythan elephants, yet elephants evolve more rapidly than mie.The proess of planetary evolution is orderly and ontrolled. The development of higher organismsfrom lower groupings of life is not aidental. Sometimes evolutionary progress is temporarily delayedby the destrution of ertain favorable lines of life plasm arried in a seleted speies. It often requiresages upon ages to reoup the damage oasioned by the loss of a single superior strain of humanheredity. These seleted and superior strains of living protoplasm should be jealously and intelligentlyguarded when one they make their appearane. And on most of the inhabited worlds these superiorpotentials of life are valued muh more highly than on Urantia.49.2 Planetary Physial TypesThere is a standard and basi pattern of vegetable and animal life in eah system. But the LifeCarriers are oftentimes onfronted with the neessity of modifying these basi patterns to onformto the varying physial onditions whih onfront them on numerous worlds of spae. They fostera generalized system type of mortal reature, but there are seven distint physial types as well asthousands upon thousands of minor variants of these seven outstanding di�erentiations:1. Atmospheri types.2. Elemental types.3. Gravity types.4. Temperature types.5. Eletri types.6. Energizing types.7. Unnamed types.The Satania system ontains all of these types and numerous intermediate groups, although some514



are very sparingly represented.1. The atmospheri types. The physial di�erenes of the worlds of mortal habitation are hieydetermined by the nature of the atmosphere; other inuenes whih ontribute to the planetarydi�erentiation of life are relatively minor.The present atmospheri status of Urantia is almost ideal for the support of the breathing type ofman, but the human type an be so modi�ed that it an live on both the superatmospheri and thesubatmospheri planets. Suh modi�ations also extend to the animal life, whih di�ers greatly onthe various inhabited spheres. There is a very great modi�ation of animal orders on both the sub-and the superatmospheri worlds.Of the atmospheri types in Satania, about two and one-half per ent are subbreathers, about �veper ent superbreathers, and over ninety-one per ent are mid-breathers, altogether aounting forninety-eight and one-half per ent of the Satania worlds.Beings suh as the Urantia raes are lassi�ed as mid-breathers; you represent the average ortypial breathing order of mortal existene. If intelligent reatures should exist on a planet with anatmosphere similar to that of your near neighbor, Venus, they would belong to the superbreathergroup, while those inhabiting a planet with an atmosphere as thin as that of your outer neighbor,Mars, would be denominated subbreathers.If mortals should inhabit a planet devoid of air, like your moon, they would belong to the sepa-rate order of nonbreathers. This type represents a radial or extreme adjustment to the planetaryenvironment and is separately onsidered. Nonbreathers aount for the remaining one and one-halfper ent of Satania worlds.2. The elemental types. These di�erentiations have to do with the relation of mortals to water,air, and land, and there are four distint speies of intelligent life as they are related to these habitats.The Urantia raes are of the land order.It is quite impossible for you to envisage the environment whih prevails during the early agesof some worlds. These unusual onditions make it neessary for the evolving animal life to remainin its marine nursery habitat for longer periods than on those planets whih very early provide ahospitable land-and-atmosphere environment. Conversely, on some worlds of the superbreathers,when the planet is not too large, it is sometimes expedient to provide for a mortal type whih anreadily negotiate atmospheri passage. These air navigators sometimes intervene between the waterand land groups, and they always live in a measure upon the ground, eventually evolving into landdwellers. But on some worlds, for ages they ontinue to y even after they have beome land-typebeings.It is both amazing and amusing to observe the early ivilization of a primitive rae of humanbeings taking shape, in one ase, in the air and treetops and, in another, midst the shallow watersof sheltered tropi basins, as well as on the bottom, sides, and shores of these marine gardens ofthe dawn raes of suh extraordinary spheres. Even on Urantia there was a long age during whihprimitive man preserved himself and advaned his primitive ivilization by living for the most part inthe treetops as did his earlier arboreal anestors. And on Urantia you still have a group of diminutivemammals (the bat family) that are air navigators, and your seals and whales, of marine habitat, arealso of the mammalian order.In Satania, of the elemental types, seven per ent are water, ten per ent air, seventy per entland, and thirteen per ent ombined land-and-air types. But these modi�ations of early intelligentreatures are neither human �shes nor human birds. They are of the human and prehuman types,neither super�shes nor glori�ed birds but distintly mortal.3. The gravity types. By modi�ation of reative design, intelligent beings are so onstruted thatthey an freely funtion on spheres both smaller and larger than Urantia, thus being, in measure,515



aommodated to the gravity of those planets whih are not of ideal size and density.The various planetary types of mortals vary in height, the average in Nebadon being a trie underseven feet. Some of the larger worlds are peopled with beings who are only about two and one-halffeet in height. Mortal stature ranges from here on up through the average heights on the average-sized planets to around ten feet on the smaller inhabited spheres. In Satania there is only one raeunder four feet in height. Twenty per ent of the Satania inhabited worlds are peopled with mortalsof the modi�ed gravity types oupying the larger and the smaller planets.4. The temperature types. It is possible to reate living beings who an withstand temperaturesboth muh higher and muh lower than the life range of the Urantia raes. There are �ve distintorders of beings as they are lassi�ed with referene to heat-regulating mehanisms. In this sale theUrantia raes are number three. Thirty per ent of Satania worlds are peopled with raes of modi�edtemperature types. Twelve per ent belong to the higher temperature ranges, eighteen per ent tothe lower, as ompared with Urantians, who funtion in the mid-temperature group.5. The eletri types. The eletri, magneti, and eletroni behavior of the worlds varies greatly.There are ten designs of mortal life variously fashioned to withstand the di�erential energy of thespheres. These ten varieties also reat in slightly di�erent ways to the hemial rays of ordinarysunlight. But these slight physial variations in no way a�et the intelletual or the spiritual life.Of the eletri groupings of mortal life, almost twenty-three per ent belong to lass number four,the Urantia type of existene. These types are distributed as follows: number 1, one per ent; number2, two per ent; number 3, �ve per ent; number 4, twenty-three per ent; number 5, twenty-sevenper ent; number 6, twenty-four per ent; number 7, eight per ent; number 8, �ve per ent; number9, three per ent; number 10, two per ent - in whole perentages.6. The energizing types. Not all worlds are alike in the manner of taking in energy. Not allinhabited worlds have an atmospheri oean suited to respiratory exhange of gases, suh as ispresent on Urantia. During the earlier and the later stages of many planets, beings of your presentorder ould not exist; and when the respiratory fators of a planet are very high or very low, butwhen all other prerequisites to intelligent life are adequate, the Life Carriers often establish on suhworlds a modi�ed form of mortal existene, beings who are ompetent to e�et their life-proessexhanges diretly by means of light-energy and the �rsthand power transmutations of the MasterPhysial Controllers.There are six di�ering types of animal and mortal nutrition: The subbreathers employ the �rsttype of nutrition, the marine dwellers the seond, the mid-breathers the third, as on Urantia. Thesuperbreathers employ the fourth type of energy intake, while the nonbreathers utilize the �fth orderof nutrition and energy. The sixth tehnique of energizing is limited to the midway reatures.7. The unnamed types. There are numerous additional physial variations in planetary life, butall of these di�erenes are wholly matters of anatomial modi�ation, physiologi di�erentiation, andeletrohemial adjustment. Suh distintions do not onern the intelletual or the spiritual life.49.3 Worlds of the NonbreathersThe majority of inhabited planets are peopled with the breathing type of intelligent beings. Butthere are also orders of mortals who are able to live on worlds with little or no air. Of the Orvontoninhabited worlds this type amounts to less than seven per ent. In Nebadon this perentage is lessthan three. In all Satania there are only nine suh worlds.There are so very few of the nonbreather type of inhabited worlds in Satania beause this morereently organized setion of Norlatiadek still abounds in meteori spae bodies; and worlds withouta protetive frition atmosphere are subjet to inessant bombardment by these wanderers. Even516



some of the omets onsist of meteor swarms, but as a rule they are disrupted smaller bodies ofmatter.Millions upon millions of meteorites enter the atmosphere of Urantia daily, oming in at the rateof almost two hundred miles a seond. On the nonbreathing worlds the advaned raes must domuh to protet themselves from meteor damage by making eletrial installations whih operateto onsume or shunt the meteors. Great danger onfronts them when they venture beyond theseproteted zones. These worlds are also subjet to disastrous eletrial storms of a nature unknownon Urantia. During suh times of tremendous energy utuation the inhabitants must take refuge intheir speial strutures of protetive insulation.Life on the worlds of the nonbreathers is radially di�erent from what it is on Urantia. Thenonbreathers do not eat food or drink water as do the Urantia raes. The reations of the nervoussystem, the heat-regulating mehanism, and the metabolism of these speialized peoples are radiallydi�erent from suh funtions of Urantia mortals. Almost every at of living, aside from reprodution,di�ers, and even the methods of proreation are somewhat di�erent.On the nonbreathing worlds the animal speies are radially unlike those found on the atmospheriplanets. The nonbreathing plan of life varies from the tehnique of existene on an atmospheri world;even in survival their peoples di�er, being andidates for Spirit fusion. Nevertheless, these beingsenjoy life and arry forward the ativities of the realm with the same relative trials and joys that areexperiened by the mortals living on atmospheri worlds. In mind and harater the nonbreathersdo not di�er from other mortal types.You would be more than interested in the planetary ondut of this type of mortal beause suha rae of beings inhabits a sphere in lose proximity to Urantia.49.4 Evolutionary Will CreaturesThere are great di�erenes between the mortals of the di�erent worlds, even among those belongingto the same intelletual and physial types, but all mortals of will dignity are eret animals, bipeds.There are six basi evolutionary raes: three primary - red, yellow, and blue; and three seondary- orange, green, and indigo. Most inhabited worlds have all of these raes, but many of the three-brained planets harbor only the three primary types. Some loal systems also have only these threeraes.The average speial physial-sense endowment of human beings is twelve, though the speial sensesof the three-brained mortals are extended slightly beyond those of the one- and two-brained types;they an see and hear onsiderably more than the Urantia raes.Young are usually born singly, multiple births being the exeption, and the family life is fairlyuniform on all types of planets. Sex equality prevails on all advaned worlds; male and female areequal in mind endowment and spiritual status. We do not regard a planet as having emerged frombarbarism so long as one sex seeks to tyrannize over the other. This feature of reature experieneis always greatly improved after the arrival of a Material Son and Daughter.Seasons and temperature variations our on all sunlighted and sun-heated planets. Agriulture isuniversal on all atmospheri worlds; tilling the soil is the one pursuit that is ommon to the advaningraes of all suh planets.Mortals all have the same general struggles with mirosopi foes in their early days, suh as younow experiene on Urantia, though perhaps not so extensive. The length of life varies on the di�erentplanets from twenty-�ve years on the primitive worlds to near �ve hundred on the more advanedand older spheres. 517



Human beings are all gregarious, both tribal and raial. These group segregations are inherent intheir origin and onstitution. Suh tendenies an be modi�ed only by advaning ivilization and bygradual spiritualization. The soial, eonomi, and governmental problems of the inhabited worldsvary in aordane with the age of the planets and the degree to whih they have been inuened bythe suessive sojourns of the divine Sons.Mind is the bestowal of the In�nite Spirit and funtions quite the same in diverse environments.The mind of mortals is akin, regardless of ertain strutural and hemial di�erenes whih har-aterize the physial natures of the will reatures of the loal systems. Regardless of personal orphysial planetary di�erenes, the mental life of all these various orders of mortals is very similar,and their immediate areers after death are very muh alike.But mortal mind without immortal spirit annot survive. The mind of man is mortal; onlythe bestowed spirit is immortal. Survival is dependent on spiritualization by the ministry of theAdjuster - on the birth and evolution of the immortal soul; at least, there must not have developedan antagonism towards the Adjuster's mission of e�eting the spiritual transformation of the materialmind.49.5 The Planetary Series of MortalsIt will be somewhat diÆult to make an adequate portrayal of the planetary series of mortals beauseyou know so little about them, and beause there are so many variations. Mortal reatures may,however, be studied from numerous viewpoints, among whih are the following:1. Adjustment to planetary environment.2. Brain-type series.3. Spirit-reeption series.4. Planetary-mortal epohs.5. Creature-kinship serials.6. Adjuster-fusion series.7. Tehniques of terrestrial esape.The inhabited spheres of the seven superuniverses are peopled with mortals who simultaneouslylassify in some one or more ategories of eah of these seven generalized lasses of evolutionaryreature life. But even these general lassi�ations make no provision for suh beings as midsonitersnor for ertain other forms of intelligent life. The inhabited worlds, as they have been presented inthese narratives, are peopled with evolutionary mortal reatures, but there are other life forms.1. Adjustment to planetary environment. There are three general groups of inhabited worldsfrom the standpoint of the adjustment of reature life to the planetary environment: the normaladjustment group, the radial adjustment group, and the experimental group.Normal adjustments to planetary onditions follow the general physial patterns previously on-sidered. The worlds of the nonbreathers typify the radial or extreme adjustment, but other typesare also inluded in this group. Experimental worlds are usually ideally adapted to the typial lifeforms, and on these deimal planets the Life Carriers attempt to produe bene�ial variations inthe standard life designs. Sine your world is an experimental planet, it di�ers markedly from itssister spheres in Satania; many forms of life have appeared on Urantia that are not found elsewhere;likewise are many ommon speies absent from your planet.In the universe of Nebadon, all the life-modi�ation worlds are serially linked together and on-stitute a speial domain of universe a�airs whih is given attention by designated administrators;518



and all of these experimental worlds are periodially inspeted by a orps of universe diretors whosehief is the veteran �naliter known in Satania as Tabamantia.2. Brain-type series. The one physial uniformity of mortals is the brain and nervous system;nevertheless, there are three basi organizations of the brain mehanism: the one-, the two-, andthe three-brained types. Urantians are of the two-brained type, somewhat more imaginative, ad-venturous, and philosophial than the one-brained mortals but somewhat less spiritual, ethial, andworshipful than the three-brained orders. These brain di�erenes haraterize even the prehumananimal existenes.From the two-hemisphere type of the Urantian erebral ortex you an, by analogy, grasp some-thing of the one-brained type. The third brain of the three-brained orders is best oneived as anevolvement of your lower or rudimentary form of brain, whih is developed to the point where itfuntions hiey in ontrol of physial ativities, leaving the two superior brains free for higher en-gagements: one for intelletual funtions and the other for the spiritual-ounterparting ativities ofthe Thought Adjuster.While the terrestrial attainments of the one-brained raes are slightly limited in omparison withthe two-brained orders, the older planets of the three-brained group exhibit ivilizations that wouldastound Urantians, and whih would somewhat shame yours by omparison. In mehanial develop-ment and material ivilization, even in intelletual progress, the two-brained mortal worlds are ableto equal the three-brained spheres. But in the higher ontrol of mind and development of intelletualand spiritual reiproation, you are somewhat inferior.All suh omparative estimates onerning the intelletual progress or the spiritual attainments ofany world or group of worlds should in fairness reognize planetary age; muh, very muh, dependson age, the help of the biologi uplifters, and the subsequent missions of the various orders of thedivine Sons.While the three-brained peoples are apable of a slightly higher planetary evolution than either theone- or two-brained orders, all have the same type of life plasm and arry on planetary ativities invery similar ways, muh as do human beings on Urantia. These three types of mortals are distributedthroughout the worlds of the loal systems. In the majority of ases planetary onditions had verylittle to do with the deisions of the Life Carriers to projet these varied orders of mortals on thedi�erent worlds; it is a prerogative of the Life Carriers thus to plan and exeute.These three orders stand on an equal footing in the asension areer. Eah must traverse the sameintelletual sale of development, and eah must master the same spiritual tests of progression. Thesystem administration and the onstellation overontrol of these di�erent worlds are uniformly freefrom disrimination; even the regimes of the Planetary Prines are idential.3. Spirit-reeption series. There are three groups of mind design as related to ontat with spirita�airs. This lassi�ation does not refer to the one-, two-, and three-brained orders of mortals; itrefers primarily to gland hemistry, more partiularly to the organization of ertain glands omparableto the pituitary bodies. The raes on some worlds have one gland, on others two, as do Urantians,while on still other spheres the raes have three of these unique bodies. The inherent imaginationand spiritual reeptivity is de�nitely inuened by this di�erential hemial endowment.Of the spirit-reeption types, sixty-�ve per ent are of the seond group, like the Urantia raes.Twelve per ent are of the �rst type, naturally less reeptive, while twenty-three per ent are morespiritually inlined during terrestrial life. But suh distintions do not survive natural death; all ofthese raial di�erenes pertain only to the life in the esh.4. Planetary-mortal epohs. This lassi�ation reognizes the suession of temporal dispensationsas they a�et man's terrestrial status and his reeption of elestial ministry.Life is initiated on the planets by the Life Carriers, who wath over its development until sometime519



after the evolutionary appearane of mortal man. Before the Life Carriers leave a planet, theyduly install a Planetary Prine as ruler of the realm. With this ruler there arrives a full quota ofsubordinate auxiliaries and ministering helpers, and the �rst adjudiation of the living and the deadis simultaneous with his arrival.With the emergene of human groupings, this Planetary Prine arrives to inaugurate humanivilization and to foalize human soiety. Your world of onfusion is no riterion of the early daysof the reign of the Planetary Prines, for it was near the beginning of suh an administration onUrantia that your Planetary Prine, Caligastia, ast his lot with the rebellion of the System Sovereign,Luifer. Your planet has pursued a stormy ourse ever sine.On a normal evolutionary world, raial progress attains its natural biologi peak during the regimeof the Planetary Prine, and shortly thereafter the System Sovereign dispathes a Material Son andDaughter to that planet. These imported beings are of servie as biologi uplifters; their default onUrantia further ompliated your planetary history.When the intelletual and ethial progress of a human rae has reahed the limits of evolutionarydevelopment, there omes an Avonal Son of Paradise on a magisterial mission; and later on, whenthe spiritual status of suh a world is nearing its limit of natural attainment, the planet is visited bya Paradise bestowal Son. The hief mission of a bestowal Son is to establish the planetary status,release the Spirit of Truth for planetary funtion, and thus e�et the universal oming of the ThoughtAdjusters.Here, again, Urantia deviates: There has never been a magisterial mission on your world, neitherwas your bestowal Son of the Avonal order; your planet enjoyed the signal honor of beoming themortal home planet of the Sovereign Son, Mihael of Nebadon.As a result of the ministry of all the suessive orders of divine sonship, the inhabited worlds andtheir advaning raes begin to approah the apex of planetary evolution. Suh worlds now beomeripe for the ulminating mission, the arrival of the Trinity Teaher Sons. This epoh of the TeaherSons is the vestibule to the �nal planetary age - evolutionary utopia - the age of light and life.This lassi�ation of human beings will reeive partiular attention in a sueeding paper.5. Creature-kinship serials. Planets are not only organized vertially into systems, onstellations,and so on, but the universe administration also provides for horizontal groupings aording to type,series, and other relationships. This lateral administration of the universe pertains more partiularlyto the o-ordination of ativities of a kindred nature whih have been independently fostered ondi�erent spheres. These related lasses of universe reatures are periodially inspeted by ertainomposite orps of high personalities presided over by long-experiened �naliters.These kinship fators are manifest on all levels, for kinship serials exist among nonhuman person-alities as well as among mortal reatures - even between human and superhuman orders. Intelligentbeings are vertially related in twelve great groups of seven major divisions eah. The o-ordinationof these uniquely related groups of living beings is probably e�eted by some not fully omprehendedtehnique of the Supreme Being.6. Adjuster-fusion series. The spiritual lassi�ation or grouping of all mortals during theirprefusion experiene is wholly determined by the relation of the personality status to the indwellingMystery Monitor. Almost ninety per ent of the inhabited worlds of Nebadon are peopled withAdjuster-fusion mortals in ontrast with a near-by universe where sarely more than one half of theworlds harbor beings who are Adjuster-indwelt andidates for eternal fusion.7. Tehniques of terrestrial esape. There is fundamentally only one way in whih individualhuman life an be initiated on the inhabited worlds, and that is through reature proreation andnatural birth; but there are numerous tehniques whereby man esapes his terrestrial status andgains aess to the inward moving stream of Paradise asenders.520



49.6 Terrestrial EsapeAll of the di�ering physial types and planetary series of mortals alike enjoy the ministry of ThoughtAdjusters, guardian angels, and the various orders of the messenger hosts of the In�nite Spirit. Allalike are liberated from the bonds of esh by the emanipation of natural death, and all alike gothene to the morontia worlds of spiritual evolution and mind progress.From time to time, on motion of the planetary authorities or the system rulers, speial resurre-tions of the sleeping survivors are onduted. Suh resurretions our at least every millennium ofplanetary time, when not all but \many of those who sleep in the dust awake." These speial res-urretions are the oasion for mobilizing speial groups of asenders for spei� servie in the loaluniverse plan of mortal asension. There are both pratial reasons and sentimental assoiationsonneted with these speial resurretions.Throughout the earlier ages of an inhabited world, many are alled to the mansion spheres at thespeial and the millennial resurretions, but most survivors are repersonalized at the inaugurationof a new dispensation assoiated with the advent of a divine Son of planetary servie.1. Mortals of the dispensational or group order of survival. With the arrival of the �rst Adjusteron an inhabited world the guardian seraphim also make their appearane; they are indispensable toterrestrial esape. Throughout the life-lapse period of the sleeping survivors the spiritual values andeternal realities of their newly evolved and immortal souls are held as a sared trust by the personalor by the group guardian seraphim.The group guardians of assignment to the sleeping survivors always funtion with the judgmentSons on their world advents. \He shall send his angels, and they shall gather together his elet fromthe four winds." With eah seraphim of assignment to the repersonalization of a sleeping mortalthere funtions the returned Adjuster, the same immortal Father fragment that lived in him duringthe days in the esh, and thus is identity restored and personality resurreted. During the sleep oftheir subjets these waiting Adjusters serve on Divinington; they never indwell another mortal mindin this interim.While the older worlds of mortal existene harbor those highly developed and exquisitely spiritualtypes of human beings who are virtually exempt from the morontia life, the earlier ages of theanimal-origin raes are haraterized by primitive mortals who are so immature that fusion withtheir Adjusters is impossible. The reawakening of these mortals is aomplished by the guardianseraphim in onjuntion with an individualized portion of the immortal spirit of the Third Soureand Center.Thus are the sleeping survivors of a planetary age repersonalized in the dispensational roll alls.But with regard to the nonsalvable personalities of a realm, no immortal spirit is present to funtionwith the group guardians of destiny, and this onstitutes essation of reature existene. While someof your reords have pitured these events as taking plae on the planets of mortal death, they allreally our on the mansion worlds.2. Mortals of the individual orders of asension. The individual progress of human beings ismeasured by their suessive attainment and traversal (mastery) of the seven osmi irles. Theseirles of mortal progression are levels of assoiated intelletual, soial, spiritual, and osmi-insightvalues. Starting out in the seventh irle, mortals strive for the �rst, and all who have attainedthe third immediately have personal guardians of destiny assigned to them. These mortals may berepersonalized in the morontia life independent of dispensational or other adjudiations.Throughout the earlier ages of an evolutionary world, few mortals go to judgment on the thirdday. But as the ages pass, more and more the personal guardians of destiny are assigned to theadvaning mortals, and thus inreasing numbers of these evolving reatures are repersonalized onthe �rst mansion world on the third day after natural death. On suh oasions the return of the521



Adjuster signalizes the awakening of the human soul, and this is the repersonalization of the deadjust as literally as when the en masse roll is alled at the end of a dispensation on the evolutionaryworlds.There are three groups of individual asenders: The less advaned land on the initial or �rstmansion world. The more advaned group may take up the morontia areer on any of the intermediatemansion worlds in aordane with previous planetary progression. The most advaned of theseorders really begin their morontia experiene on the seventh mansion world.3. Mortals of the probationary-dependent orders of asension. The arrival of an Adjuster on-stitutes identity in the eyes of the universe, and all indwelt beings are on the roll alls of justie.But temporal life on the evolutionary worlds is unertain, and many die in youth before hoosingthe Paradise areer. Suh Adjuster-indwelt hildren and youths follow the parent of most advanedspiritual status, thus going to the system �naliter world (the probationary nursery) on the third day,at a speial resurretion, or at the regular millennial and dispensational roll alls.Children who die when too young to have Thought Adjusters are repersonalized on the �naliterworld of the loal systems onomitant with the arrival of either parent on the mansion worlds. Ahild aquires physial entity at mortal birth, but in the matter of survival all Adjusterless hildrenare rekoned as still attahed to their parents.In due ourse Thought Adjusters ome to indwell these little ones, while the seraphi ministry toboth groups of the probationary-dependent orders of survival is in general similar to that of the moreadvaned parent or is equivalent to that of the parent in ase only one survives. Those attaining thethird irle, regardless of the status of their parents, are aorded personal guardians.Similar probation nurseries are maintained on the �naliter spheres of the onstellation and theuniverse headquarters for the Adjusterless hildren of the primary and seondary modi�ed orders ofasenders.4. Mortals of the seondary modi�ed orders of asension. These are the progressive human beingsof the intermediate evolutionary worlds. As a rule they are not immune to natural death, but theyare exempt from passing through the seven mansion worlds.The less perfeted group reawaken on the headquarters of their loal system, passing by only themansion worlds. The intermediate group go to the onstellation training worlds; they pass by theentire morontia regime of the loal system. Still farther on in the planetary ages of spiritual striving,many survivors awaken on the onstellation headquarters and there begin the Paradise asent.But before any of these groups may go forward, they must journey bak as instrutors to theworlds they missed, gaining many experienes as teahers in those realms whih they passed by asstudents. They all subsequently proeed to Paradise by the ordained routes of mortal progression.5. Mortals of the primary modi�ed order of asension. These mortals belong to the Adjuster-fused type of evolutionary life, but they are most often representative of the �nal phases of humandevelopment on an evolving world. These glori�ed beings are exempt from passing through theportals of death; they are submitted to Son seizure; they are translated from among the living andappear immediately in the presene of the Sovereign Son on the headquarters of the loal universe.These are the mortals who fuse with their Adjusters during mortal life, and suh Adjuster-fusedpersonalities traverse spae freely before being lothed with morontia forms. These fused souls go bydiret Adjuster transit to the resurretion halls of the higher morontia spheres, where they reeivetheir initial morontia investiture just as do all other mortals arriving from the evolutionary worlds.This primary modi�ed order of mortal asension may apply to individuals in any of the planetaryseries from the lowest to the highest stages of the Adjuster-fusion worlds, but it more frequentlyfuntions on the older of these spheres after they have reeived the bene�ts of numerous sojourns ofthe divine Sons. 522



With the establishment of the planetary era of light and life, many go to the universe morontiaworlds by the primary modi�ed order of translation. Further along in the advaned stages of settledexistene, when the majority of the mortals leaving a realm are embraed in this lass, the planet isregarded as belonging to this series. Natural death beomes dereasingly frequent on these sphereslong settled in light and life.[Presented by a Melhizedek of the Jerusem Shool of Planetary Administration.℄
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Chapter 50The Planetary PrinesWHILE belonging to the order of Lanonandek Sons, the Planetary Prines are so speialized inservie that they are ommonly regarded as a distint group. After their Melhizedek erti�ation asseondary Lanonandeks, these loal universe Sons are assigned to the reserves of their order on theonstellation headquarters. From here they are assigned to various duties by the System Sovereignand eventually ommissioned as Planetary Prines and sent forth to rule the evolving inhabitedworlds.The signal for a System Sovereign to at in the matter of assigning a ruler to a given planet is thereeption of a request from the Life Carriers for the dispath of an administrative head to funtionon this planet whereon they have established life and developed intelligent evolutionary beings. Allplanets whih are inhabited by evolutionary mortal reatures have assigned to them a planetary rulerof this order of sonship.50.1 Mission of the PrinesThe Planetary Prine and his assistant brethren represent the nearest personalized approah (asidefrom inarnation) that the Eternal Son of Paradise an make to the lowly reatures of time and spae.True, the Creator Son touhes the reatures of the realms through his spirit, but the Planetary Prineis the last of the orders of personal Sons extending out from Paradise to the hildren of men. TheIn�nite Spirit omes very near in the persons of the guardians of destiny and other angeli beings;the Universal Father lives in man by the prepersonal presene of the Mystery Monitors; but thePlanetary Prine represents the last e�ort of the Eternal Son and his Sons to draw near you. On anewly inhabited world the Planetary Prine is the sole representative of omplete divinity, springingfrom the Creator Son (the o�spring of the Universal Father and the Eternal Son) and the DivineMinister (the universe Daughter of the In�nite Spirit).The prine of a newly inhabited world is surrounded by a loyal orps of helpers and assistantsand by large numbers of the ministering spirits. But the direting orps of suh new worlds mustbe of the lower orders of the administrators of a system in order to be innately sympatheti with,and understanding of, the planetary problems and diÆulties. And all of this e�ort to providesympatheti rulership for the evolutionary worlds entails the inreased liability that these near-human personalities may be led astray by the exaltation of their own minds over and above the willof the Supreme Rulers.Being quite alone as representatives of divinity on the individual planets, these Sons are testedseverely, and Nebadon has su�ered the misfortune of several rebellions. In the reation of theSystem Sovereigns and the Planetary Prines there ours the personalization of a onept that hasbeen getting farther and farther away from the Universal Father and the Eternal Son, and there525



is an inreasing danger of losing the sense of proportion as to one's self-importane and a greaterlikelihood of failure to keep a proper grasp of the values and relationships of the numerous ordersof divine beings and their gradations of authority. That the Father is not personally present in theloal universe also imposes a ertain test of faith and loyalty on all these Sons.But not often do these world prines fail in their missions of organizing and administering theinhabited spheres, and their suess greatly failitates the subsequent missions of the Material Sons,who ome to engraft the higher forms of reature life on the primitive men of the worlds. Their rulealso does muh to prepare the planets for the Paradise Sons of God, who subsequently ome to judgethe worlds and to inaugurate suessive dispensations.50.2 Planetary AdministrationAll Planetary Prines are under the universe administrative jurisdition of Gabriel, the hief exeutiveof Mihael, while in immediate authority they are subjet to the exeutive mandates of the SystemSovereigns.The Planetary Prines may at any time seek the ounsel of the Melhizedeks, their former instru-tors and sponsors, but they are not arbitrarily required to ask for suh assistane, and if suh aidis not voluntarily requested, the Melhizedeks do not interfere with the planetary administration.These world rulers may also avail themselves of the advie of the four and twenty ounselors, assem-bled from the bestowal worlds of the system. In Satania these ounselors are at present all natives ofUrantia. And there is an analogous ounil of seventy at the onstellation headquarters also seletedfrom the evolutionary beings of the realms.The rule of the evolutionary planets in their early and unsettled areers is largely autorati. ThePlanetary Prines organize their speialized groups of assistants from among their orps of planetaryaids. They usually surround themselves with a supreme ounil of twelve, but this is variously hosenand diversely onstituted on the di�erent worlds. A Planetary Prine may also have as assistantsone or more of the third order of his own group of sonship and sometimes, on ertain worlds, one ofhis own order, a seondary Lanonandek assoiate.The entire sta� of a world ruler onsists of personalities of the In�nite Spirit and ertain typesof higher evolved beings and asending mortals from other worlds. Suh a sta� averages about onethousand, and as the planet progresses, this orps of helpers may be inreased up to one hundredthousand or more. At any time need is felt for more helpers, the Planetary Prines have only tomake request of their brothers, the System Sovereigns, and the petition is granted forthwith.Planets vary greatly in nature and organization and in administration, but all provide for tribunalsof justie. The judiial system of the loal universe has its beginnings in the tribunals of a PlanetaryPrine, whih are presided over by a member of his personal sta�; the derees of suh ourts reeta highly fatherly and disretionary attitude. All problems involving more than the regulation ofthe planetary inhabitants are subjet to appeal to the higher tribunals, but the a�airs of his worlddomain are largely adjusted in aordane with the personal disretion of the prine.The roving ommissions of oniliators serve and supplement the planetary tribunals, and bothspirit and physial ontrollers are subjet to the �ndings of these oniliators. But no arbitraryexeution is ever arried out without the onsent of the Constellation Father, for the \Most Highsrule in the kingdoms of men."The ontrollers and transformers of planetary assignment are also able to ollaborate with angelsand other orders of elestial beings in rendering these latter personalities visible to mortal reatures.On speial oasions the seraphi helpers and even the Melhizedeks an and do make themselvesvisible to the inhabitants of the evolutionary worlds. The prinipal reason for bringing mortal526



asenders from the system apital as a part of the sta� of the Planetary Prine is to failitateommuniation with the inhabitants of the realm.50.3 The Prine's Corporeal Sta�On going to a young world, a Planetary Prine usually takes with him a group of volunteer asend-ing beings from the loal system headquarters. These asenders aompany the prine as advisersand helpers in the work of early rae improvement. This orps of material helpers onstitutes theonneting link between the prine and the world raes. The Urantia Prine, Caligastia, had a orpsof one hundred suh helpers.Suh volunteer assistants are itizens of a system apital, and none of them have fused withtheir indwelling Adjusters. The status of the Adjusters of suh volunteer servers remains as of theresidential standing on the system headquarters while these morontia progressors temporarily revertto a former material state.The Life Carriers, the arhitets of form, provide suh volunteers with new physial bodies, whihthey oupy for the periods of their planetary sojourn. These personality forms, while exempt fromthe ordinary diseases of the realms, are, like the early morontia bodies, subjet to ertain aidentsof a mehanial nature.The prine's orporeal sta� are usually removed from the planet in onnetion with the nextadjudiation at the time of the seond Son's arrival on the sphere. Before leaving, they ustomarilyassign their various duties to their mutual o�spring and to ertain superior native volunteers. Onthose worlds where these helpers of the prine have been permitted to mate with the superior groupsof the native raes, suh o�spring usually sueed them.These assistants to the Planetary Prine seldom mate with the world raes, but they do alwaysmate among themselves. Two lasses of beings result from these unions: the primary type of midwayreatures and ertain high types of material beings who remain attahed to the prine's sta� aftertheir parents have been removed from the planet at the time of the arrival of Adam and Eve. Thesehildren do not mate with the mortal raes exept in ertain emergenies and then only by diretionof the Planetary Prine. In suh an event, their hildren - the grandhildren of the orporeal sta� - arein status as of the superior raes of their day and generation. All the o�spring of these semimaterialassistants of the Planetary Prine are Adjuster indwelt.At the end of the prine's dispensation, when the time omes for this \reversion sta�" to bereturned to the system headquarters for the resumption of the Paradise areer, these asenderspresent themselves to the Life Carriers for the purpose of yielding up their material bodies. Theyenter the transition slumber and awaken delivered from their mortal investment and lothed withmorontia forms, ready for seraphi transportation bak to the system apital, where their detahedAdjusters await them. They are a whole dispensation behind their Jerusem lass, but they havegained a unique and extraordinary experiene, a rare hapter in the areer of an asending mortal.50.4 The Planetary Headquarters and ShoolsThe prine's orporeal sta� early organize the planetary shools of training and ulture, wherein theream of the evolutionary raes are instruted and then sent forth to teah these better ways to theirpeople. These shools of the prine are loated at the material headquarters of the planet.Muh of the physial work onneted with the establishment of this headquarters ity is performedby the orporeal sta�. Suh headquarters ities, or settlements, of the early times of the Planetary527



Prine are very di�erent from what a Urantia mortal might imagine. They are, in omparisonwith later ages, simple, being haraterized by mineral embellishment and by relatively advanedmaterial onstrution. And all of this stands in ontrast with the Adami regime entering arounda garden headquarters, from whih their work in behalf of the raes is proseuted during the seonddispensation of the universe Sons.In the headquarters settlement on your world every human habitation was provided with abun-dane of land. Although the remote tribes ontinued in hunting and food foraging, the studentsand teahers in the Prine's shools were all agriulturists and hortiulturists. The time was aboutequally divided between the following pursuits:1. Physial labor. Cultivation of the soil, assoiated with home building and embellishment.2. Soial ativities. Play performanes and ultural soial groupings.3. Eduational appliation. Individual instrution in onnetion with family-group teahing,supplemented by speialized lass training.4. Voational training. Shools of marriage and homemaking, the shools of art and raft training,and the lasses for the training of teahers - seular, ultural, and religious.5. Spiritual ulture. The teaher brotherhood, the enlightenment of hildhood and youth groups,and the training of adopted native hildren as missionaries to their people.A Planetary Prine is not visible to mortal beings; it is a test of faith to believe the representationsof the semimaterial beings of his sta�. But these shools of ulture and training are well adapted tothe needs of eah planet, and there soon develops a keen and laudatory rivalry among the raes ofmen in their e�orts to gain entrane to these various institutions of learning.From suh a world enter of ulture and ahievement there gradually radiates to all peoplesan uplifting and ivilizing inuene whih slowly and ertainly transforms the evolutionary raes.Meantime the eduated and spiritualized hildren of the surrounding peoples who have been adoptedand trained in the prine's shools are returning to their native groups and, to the best of theirability, are there establishing new and potent enters of learning and ulture whih they arry onaording to the plan of the prine's shools.On Urantia these plans for planetary progress and ultural advanement were well under way,proeeding most satisfatorily, when the whole enterprise was brought to a rather sudden and mostinglorious end by Caligastia's adherene to the Luifer rebellion.It was one of the most profoundly shoking episodes of this rebellion for me to learn of theallous per�dy of one of my own order of sonship, Caligastia, who, in deliberation and with malieaforethought, systematially perverted the instrution and poisoned the teahing provided in all theUrantia planetary shools in operation at that time. The wrek of these shools was speedy andomplete.Many of the o�spring of the asenders of the Prine's materialized sta� remained loyal, desertingthe ranks of Caligastia. These loyalists were enouraged by the Melhizedek reeivers of Urantia, andin later times their desendants did muh to uphold the planetary onepts of truth and righteousness.The work of these loyal evangels helped to prevent the total obliteration of spiritual truth on Urantia.These ourageous souls and their desendants kept alive some knowledge of the Father's rule andpreserved for the world raes the onept of the suessive planetary dispensations of the variousorders of divine Sons.
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50.5 Progressive CivilizationThe loyal prines of the inhabited worlds are permanently attahed to the planets of their originalassignment. Paradise Sons and their dispensations may ome and go, but a suessful PlanetaryPrine ontinues on as the ruler of his realm. His work is quite independent of the missions of thehigher Sons, being designed to foster the development of planetary ivilization.The progress of ivilization is hardly alike on any two planets. The details of the unfoldmentof mortal evolution are very di�erent on numerous dissimilar worlds. Notwithstanding these manydiversi�ations of planetary development along physial, intelletual, and soial lines, all evolutionaryspheres progress in ertain well-de�ned diretions.Under the benign rule of a Planetary Prine, augmented by the Material Sons and puntuated bythe periodi missions of the Paradise Sons, the mortal raes on an average world of time and spaewill suessively pass through the following seven developmental epohs:1. The nutrition epoh. The prehuman reatures and the dawn raes of primitive man are hieyonerned with food problems. These evolving beings spend their waking hours either in seekingfood or in �ghting, o�ensively or defensively. The food quest is paramount in the minds of theseearly anestors of subsequent ivilization.2. The seurity age. Just as soon as the primitive hunter an spare any time from the searhfor food, he turns this leisure to augmenting his seurity. More and more attention is devotedto the tehnique of war. Homes are forti�ed, and the lans are solidi�ed by mutual fear and bythe inulation of hate for foreign groups. Self-preservation is a pursuit whih always follows self-maintenane.3. The material-omfort era. After food problems have been partially solved and some degree ofseurity has been attained, the additional leisure is utilized to promote personal omfort. Luxury vieswith neessity in oupying the enter of the stage of human ativities. Suh an age is all too oftenharaterized by tyranny, intolerane, gluttony, and drunkenness. The weaker elements of the raesinline towards exesses and brutality. Gradually these pleasure-seeking weaklings are subjugatedby the more strong and truth-loving elements of the advaning ivilization.4. The quest for knowledge and wisdom. Food, seurity, pleasure, and leisure provide the foun-dation for the development of ulture and the spread of knowledge. The e�ort to exeute knowledgeresults in wisdom, and when a ulture has learned how to pro�t and improve by experiene, iv-ilization has really arrived. Food, seurity, and material omfort still dominate soiety, but manyforward-looking individuals are hungering for knowledge and thirsting for wisdom. Every hild isprovided an opportunity to learn by doing; eduation is the wathword of these ages.5. The epoh of philosophy and brotherhood. When mortals learn to think and begin to pro�t byexperiene, they beome philosophial - they start out to reason within themselves and to exerisedisriminative judgment. The soiety of this age beomes ethial, and the mortals of suh an eraare truly beoming moral beings. Wise moral beings are apable of establishing human brotherhoodon suh a progressing world. Ethial and moral beings an learn how to live in aordane with thegolden rule.6. The age of spiritual striving. When evolving mortals have passed through the physial, intel-letual, and soial stages of development, sooner or later they attain those levels of personal insightwhih impel them to seek for spiritual satisfations and osmi understandings. Religion is om-pleting the asent from the emotional domains of fear and superstition to the high levels of osmiwisdom and personal spiritual experiene. Eduation aspires to the attainment of meanings, andulture grasps at osmi relationships and true values. Suh evolving mortals are genuinely ultured,truly eduated, and exquisitely God-knowing. 529



7. The era of light and life. This is the owering of the suessive ages of physial seurity,intelletual expansion, soial ulture, and spiritual ahievement. These human aomplishmentsare now blended, assoiated, and o-ordinated in osmi unity and unsel�sh servie. Within thelimitations of �nite nature and material endowments there are no bounds set upon the possibilitiesof evolutionary attainment by the advaning generations who suessively live upon these supernaland settled worlds of time and spae.After serving their spheres through suessive dispensations of world history and the progress-ing epohs of planetary progress, the Planetary Prines are elevated to the position of PlanetarySovereigns upon the inauguration of the era of light and life.50.6 Planetary CultureThe isolation of Urantia renders it impossible to undertake the presentation of many details of the lifeand environment of your Satania neighbors. In these presentations we are limited by the planetaryquarantine and by the system isolation. We must be guided by these restritions in all our e�orts toenlighten Urantia mortals, but in so far as is permissible, you have been instruted in the progress ofan average evolutionary world, and you are able to ompare suh a world's areer with the presentstate of Urantia.The development of ivilization on Urantia has not di�ered so greatly from that of other worldswhih have sustained the misfortune of spiritual isolation. But when ompared with the loyal worldsof the universe, your planet seems most onfused and greatly retarded in all phases of intelletualprogress and spiritual attainment.Beause of your planetary misfortunes, Urantians are prevented from understanding very muhabout the ulture of normal worlds. But you should not envisage the evolutionary worlds, even themost ideal, as spheres whereon life is a owery bed of ease. The initial life of the mortal raes isalways attended by struggle. E�ort and deision are an essential part of the aquirement of survivalvalues.Culture presupposes quality of mind; ulture annot be enhaned unless mind is elevated. Superiorintellet will seek a noble ulture and �nd some way to attain suh a goal. Inferior minds will spurn thehighest ulture even when presented to them ready-made. Muh depends, also, upon the suessivemissions of the divine Sons and upon the extent to whih enlightenment is reeived by the ages oftheir respetive dispensations.You should not forget that for two hundred thousand years all the worlds of Satania have restedunder the spiritual ban of Norlatiadek in onsequene of the Luifer rebellion. And it will require ageupon age to retrieve the resultant handiaps of sin and seession. Your world still ontinues to pursuean irregular and hekered areer as a result of the double tragedy of a rebellious Planetary Prineand a defaulting Material Son. Even the bestowal of Christ Mihael on Urantia did not immediatelyset aside the temporal onsequenes of these serious blunders in the earlier administration of theworld.50.7 The Rewards of IsolationOn �rst thought it might appear that Urantia and its assoiated isolated worlds are most unfortunatein being deprived of the bene�ent presene and inuene of suh superhuman personalities as aPlanetary Prine and a Material Son and Daughter. But isolation of these spheres a�ords theirraes a unique opportunity for the exerise of faith and for the development of a peuliar quality ofon�dene in osmi reliability whih is not dependent on sight or any other material onsideration.530



It may turn out, eventually, that mortal reatures hailing from the worlds quarantined in onsequeneof rebellion are extremely fortunate. We have disovered that suh asenders are very early intrustedwith numerous speial assignments to osmi undertakings where unquestioned faith and sublimeon�dene are essential to ahievement.On Jerusem the asenders from these isolated worlds oupy a residential setor by themselves andare known as the agondonters, meaning evolutionary will reatures who an believe without seeing,persevere when isolated, and triumph over insuperable diÆulties even when alone. This funtionalgrouping of the agondonters persists throughout the asension of the loal universe and the traversalof the superuniverse; it disappears during the sojourn in Havona but promptly reappears upon theattainment of Paradise and de�nitely persists in the Corps of the Mortal Finality. Tabamantia is anagondonter of �naliter status, having survived from one of the quarantined spheres involved in the�rst rebellion ever to take plae in the universes of time and spae.All through the Paradise areer, reward follows e�ort as the result of auses. Suh rewards set o�the individual from the average, provide a di�erential of reature experiene, and ontribute to theversatility of ultimate performanes in the olletive body of the �naliters.[Presented by a Seondary Lanonandek Son of the Reserve Corps.℄
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Chapter 51The Planetary AdamsDURING the dispensation of a Planetary Prine, primitive man reahes the limit of natural evolu-tionary development, and this biologi attainment signals the System Sovereign to dispath to suha world the seond order of sonship, the biologi uplifters. These Sons, for there are two of them- the Material Son and Daughter - are usually known on a planet as Adam and Eve. The originalMaterial Son of Satania is Adam, and those who go to the system worlds as biologi uplifters alwaysarry the name of this �rst and original Son of their unique order.These Sons are the material gift of the Creator Son to the inhabited worlds. Together with thePlanetary Prine, they remain on their planet of assignment throughout the evolutionary ourse ofsuh a sphere. Suh an adventure on a world having a Planetary Prine is not muh of a hazard, but onan apostate planet, a realm without a spiritual ruler and deprived of interplanetary ommuniation,suh a mission is fraught with grave danger.Although you annot hope to know all about the work of these Sons on all the worlds of Sataniaand other systems, other papers depit more fully the life and experienes of the interesting pair,Adam and Eve, who ame from the orps of the biologi uplifters of Jerusem to upstep the Urantiaraes. While there was a misarriage of the ideal plans for improving your native raes, still, Adam'smission was not in vain; Urantia has pro�ted immeasurably from the gift of Adam and Eve, andamong their fellows and in the ounils on high their work is not rekoned as a total loss.51.1 Origin and Nature of the Material Sons of GodThe material or sex Sons and Daughters are the o�spring of the Creator Son; the Universe MotherSpirit does not partiipate in the prodution of these beings who are destined to funtion as physialuplifters on the evolutionary worlds.The material order of sonship is not uniform throughout the loal universe. The Creator Sonprodues only one pair of these beings in eah loal system; these original pairs are diverse in nature,being attuned to the life pattern of their respetive systems. This is a neessary provision sineotherwise the reprodutive potential of the Adams would be nonfuntional with that of the evolvingmortal beings of the worlds of any one partiular system. The Adam and Eve who ame to Urantiawere desended from the original Satania pair of Material Sons.Material Sons vary in height from eight to ten feet, and their bodies glow with the brilliane ofradiant light of a violet hue. While material blood irulates through their material bodies, theyare also surharged with divine energy and saturated with elestial light. These Material Sons (theAdams) and Material Daughters (the Eves) are equal to eah other, di�ering only in reprodutivenature and in ertain hemial endowments. They are equal but di�erential, male and female - hene533



omplemental - and are designed to serve on almost all assignments in pairs.The Material Sons enjoy a dual nutrition; they are really dual in nature and onstitution, partakingof materialized energy muh as do the physial beings of the realm, while their immortal existeneis fully maintained by the diret and automati intake of ertain sustaining osmi energies. Shouldthey fail on some mission of assignment or even onsiously and deliberately rebel, this order ofSons beomes isolated, ut o� from onnetion with the universe soure of light and life. Thereuponthey beome pratially material beings, destined to take the ourse of material life on the world oftheir assignment and ompelled to look to the universe magistrates for adjudiation. Material deathwill eventually terminate the planetary areer of suh an unfortunate and unwise Material Son orDaughter.An original or diretly reated Adam and Eve are immortal by inherent endowment just as are allother orders of loal universe sonship, but a diminution of immortality potential haraterizes theirsons and daughters. This original ouple annot transmit unonditioned immortality to their prore-ated sons and daughters. Their progeny are dependent for ontinuing life on unbroken intelletualsynhrony with the mind-gravity iruit of the Spirit. Sine the ineption of the system of Satania,thirteen Planetary Adams have been lost in rebellion and default and 681,204 in the subordinatepositions of trust. Most of these defetions ourred at the time of the Luifer rebellion.While living as permanent itizens on the system apitals, even when funtioning on desendingmissions to the evolutionary planets, the Material Sons do not possess Thought Adjusters, but itis through these very servies that they aquire experiential apaity for Adjuster indwellment andthe Paradise asension areer. These unique and wonderfully useful beings are the onneting linksbetween the spiritual and physial worlds. They are onentrated on the system headquarters, wherethey reprodue and arry on as material itizens of the realm, and whene they are dispathed tothe evolutionary worlds.Unlike the other reated Sons of planetary servie, the material order of sonship is not, by nature,invisible to material reatures like the inhabitants of Urantia. These Sons of God an be seen,understood, and an, in turn, atually mingle with the reatures of time, ould even proreate withthem, though this role of biologi upliftment usually falls to the progeny of the Planetary Adams.On Jerusem the loyal hildren of any Adam and Eve are immortal, but the o�spring of a MaterialSon and Daughter proreated subsequent to their arrival on an evolutionary planet are not thusimmune to natural death. There ours a hange in the life-transmitting mehanism when these Sonsare rematerialized for reprodutive funtion on an evolutionary world. The Life Carriers designedlydeprive the Planetary Adams and Eves of the power of begetting undying sons and daughters. Ifthey do not default, an Adam and Eve on a planetary mission an live on inde�nitely, but withinertain limits their hildren experiene dereasing longevity with eah sueeding generation.51.2 Transit of the Planetary AdamsUpon reeipt of the news that another inhabited world has attained the height of physial evolution,the System Sovereign onvenes the orps of Material Sons and Daughters on the system apital; andfollowing the disussion of the needs of suh an evolutionary world, two of the volunteering group -an Adam and an Eve of the senior orps of Material Sons - are seleted to undertake the adventure,to submit to the deep sleep preparatory to being enseraphimed and transported from their home ofassoiated servie to the new realm of new opportunities and new dangers.Adams and Eves are semimaterial reatures and, as suh, are not transportable by seraphim.They must undergo dematerialization on the system apital before they an be enseraphimed fortransport to the world of assignment. The transport seraphim are able to e�et suh hanges in534



the Material Sons and in other semimaterial beings as enable them to be enseraphimed and thus tobe transported through spae from one world or system to another. About three days of standardtime are onsumed in this transport preparation, and it requires the o-operation of a Life Carrier torestore suh a dematerialized reature to normal existene upon arrival at the end of the seraphi-transport journey.While there is this dematerializing tehnique for preparing the Adams for transit from Jerusem tothe evolutionary worlds, there is no equivalent method for taking them away from suh worlds unlessthe entire planet is to be emptied, in whih event emergeny installation of the dematerializationtehnique is made for the entire salvable population. If some physial atastrophe should doom theplanetary residene of an evolving rae, the Melhizedeks and the Life Carriers would install thetehnique of dematerialization for all survivors, and by seraphi transport these beings would bearried away to the new world prepared for their ontinuing existene. The evolution of a humanrae, one initiated on a world of spae, must proeed quite independently of the physial survivalof that planet, but during the evolutionary ages it is not otherwise intended that a Planetary Adamor Eve shall leave their hosen world.Upon arrival at their planetary destination the Material Son and Daughter are rematerializedunder the diretion of the Life Carriers. This entire proess takes ten to twenty-eight days of Urantiatime. The unonsiousness of the seraphi slumber ontinues throughout this entire period of re-onstrution. When the reassembly of the physial organism is ompleted, these Material Sons andDaughters stand in their new homes and on their new worlds to all intents and purposes just as theywere before submitting to the dematerializing proess on Jerusem.51.3 The Adami MissionsOn the inhabited worlds the Material Sons and Daughters onstrut their own garden homes, soonbeing assisted by their own hildren. Usually the site of the garden has been seleted by the PlanetaryPrine, and his orporeal sta� do muh of the preliminary work of preparation with the help of manyof the higher types of native raes.These Gardens of Eden are so named in honor of Edentia, the onstellation apital, and beausethey are patterned after the botani grandeur of the headquarters world of the Most High Fathers.Suh garden homes are usually loated in a seluded setion and in a near-tropi zone. They arewonderful reations on an average world. You an judge nothing of these beautiful enters of ultureby the fragmentary aount of the aborted development of suh an undertaking on Urantia.A Planetary Adam and Eve are, in potential, the full gift of physial grae to the mortal raes.The hief business of suh an imported pair is to multiply and to uplift the hildren of time. Butthere is no immediate interbreeding between the people of the garden and those of the world; formany generations Adam and Eve remain biologially segregated from the evolutionary mortals whilethey build up a strong rae of their order. This is the origin of the violet rae on the inhabitedworlds.The plans for rae upstepping are prepared by the Planetary Prine and his sta� and are exeutedby Adam and Eve. And this was where your Material Son and his ompanion were plaed at greatdisadvantage when they arrived on Urantia. Caligastia o�ered rafty and e�etive opposition to theAdami mission; and notwithstanding that the Melhizedek reeivers of Urantia had duly warnedboth Adam and Eve onerning the planetary dangers inherent in the presene of the rebelliousPlanetary Prine, this arhrebel, by a wily stratagem, outmaneuvered the Edeni pair and entrappedthem into a violation of the ovenant of their trusteeship as the visible rulers of your world. Thetraitorous Planetary Prine did sueed in ompromising your Adam and Eve, but he failed in hise�ort to involve them in the Luifer rebellion. 535



The �fth order of angels, the planetary helpers, are attahed to the Adami mission, alwaysaompanying the Planetary Adams on their world adventures. The orps of initial assignment isusually about one hundred thousand. When the work of the Urantia Adam and Eve was prematurelylaunhed, when they departed from the ordained plan, it was one of the seraphi Voies of the Gardenwho remonstrated with them onerning their reprehensible ondut. And your narrative of thisourrene well illustrates the manner in whih your planetary traditions have tended to asribeeverything supernatural to the Lord God. Beause of this, Urantians have often beome onfusedonerning the nature of the Universal Father sine the words and ats of all his assoiates andsubordinates have been so generally attributed to him. In the ase of Adam and Eve, the angel ofthe Garden was none other than the hief of the planetary helpers then on duty. This seraphim,Solonia, prolaimed the misarriage of the divine plan and requisitioned the return of the Melhizedekreeivers to Urantia.The seondary midway reatures are indigenous to the Adami missions. As with the orporealsta� of the Planetary Prine, the desendants of the Material Sons and Daughters are of two orders:their physial hildren and the seondary order of midway reatures. These material but ordinarilyinvisible planetary ministers ontribute muh to the advanement of ivilization and even to thesubjetion of insubordinate minorities who may seek to subvert soial development and spiritualprogress.The seondary midwayers should not be onfused with the primary order, who date from the neartimes of the arrival of the Planetary Prine. On Urantia a majority of these earlier midway reatureswent into rebellion with Caligastia and have, sine Penteost, been interned. Many of the Adamigroup who did not remain loyal to the planetary administration are likewise interned.On the day of Penteost the loyal primary and the seondary midwayers e�eted a voluntary unionand have funtioned as one unit in world a�airs ever sine. They serve under the leadership of loyalmidwayers alternately hosen from the two groups.Your world has been visited by four orders of sonship: Caligastia, the Planetary Prine; Adamand Eve of the Material Sons of God; Mahiventa Melhizedek, the \sage of Salem" in the days ofAbraham; and Christ Mihael, who ame as the Paradise bestowal Son. How muh more e�etiveand beautiful it would have been had Mihael, the supreme ruler of the universe of Nebadon, beenwelomed to your world by a loyal and eÆient Planetary Prine and a devoted and suessfulMaterial Son, both of whom ould have done so muh to enhane the lifework and mission of thebestowal Son! But not all worlds have been so unfortunate as Urantia, neither has the mission of thePlanetary Adams always been so diÆult or so hazardous. When they are suessful, they ontributeto the development of a great people, ontinuing as the visible heads of planetary a�airs even farinto the age when suh a world is settled in light and life.51.4 The Six Evolutionary RaesThe rae of dominane during the early ages of the inhabited worlds is the red man, who ordinarilyis the �rst to attain human levels of development. But while the red man is the senior rae of theplanets, the sueeding olored peoples begin to make their appearanes very early in the age ofmortal emergene.The earlier raes are somewhat superior to the later; the red man stands far above the indigo -blak - rae. The Life Carriers impart the full bestowal of the living energies to the initial or red rae,and eah sueeding evolutionary manifestation of a distint group of mortals represents variationat the expense of the original endowment. Even mortal stature tends to derease from the red mandown to the indigo rae, although on Urantia unexpeted strains of giantism appeared among thegreen and orange peoples. 536



On those worlds having all six evolutionary raes the superior peoples are the �rst, third, and�fth raes - the red, the yellow, and the blue. The evolutionary raes thus alternate in apaityfor intelletual growth and spiritual development, the seond, fourth, and sixth being somewhat lessendowed. These seondary raes are the peoples that are missing on ertain worlds; they are theones that have been exterminated on many others. It is a misfortune on Urantia that you so largelylost your superior blue men, exept as they persist in your amalgamated \white rae." The loss ofyour orange and green stoks is not of suh serious onern.The evolution of six - or of three - olored raes, while seeming to deteriorate the original en-dowment of the red man, provides ertain very desirable variations in mortal types and a�ords anotherwise unattainable expression of diverse human potentials. These modi�ations are bene�ialto the progress of mankind as a whole provided they are subsequently upstepped by the importedAdami or violet rae. On Urantia this usual plan of amalgamation was not extensively arried out,and this failure to exeute the plan of rae evolution makes it impossible for you to understand verymuh about the status of these peoples on an average inhabited planet by observing the remnants ofthese early raes on your world.In the early days of raial development there is a slight tendeny for the red, the yellow, andthe blue men to interbreed; there is a similar tendeny for the orange, green, and indigo raes tointermingle.The more bakward humans are usually employed as laborers by the more progressive raes. Thisaounts for the origin of slavery on the planets during the early ages. The orange men are usuallysubdued by the red and redued to the status of servants - sometimes exterminated. The yellow andred men often fraternize, but not always. The yellow rae usually enslaves the green, while the blueman subdues the indigo. These raes of primitive men think no more of utilizing the servies of theirbakward fellows in ompulsory labor than Urantians would of buying and selling horses and attle.On most normal worlds involuntary servitude does not survive the dispensation of the PlanetaryPrine, although mental defetives and soial delinquents are often still ompelled to perform invol-untary labor. But on all normal spheres this sort of primitive slavery is abolished soon after thearrival of the imported violet or Adami rae.These six evolutionary raes are destined to be blended and exalted by amalgamation with theprogeny of the Adami uplifters. But before these peoples are blended, the inferior and un�t arelargely eliminated. The Planetary Prine and the Material Son, with other suitable planetary au-thorities, pass upon the �tness of the reproduing strains. The diÆulty of exeuting suh a radialprogram on Urantia onsists in the absene of ompetent judges to pass upon the biologi �tness orun�tness of the individuals of your world raes. Notwithstanding this obstale, it seems that youought to be able to agree upon the biologi disfellowshiping of your more markedly un�t, defetive,degenerate, and antisoial stoks.51.5 Raial Amalgamation - Bestowal of the Adami BloodWhen a Planetary Adam and Eve arrive on an inhabited world, they have been fully instruted bytheir superiors as to the best way to e�et the improvement of the existing raes of intelligent beings.The plan of proedure is not uniform; muh is left to the judgment of the ministering pair, andmistakes are not infrequent, espeially on disordered, insurretionary worlds, suh as Urantia.Usually the violet peoples do not begin to amalgamate with the planetary natives until their owngroup numbers over one million. But in the meantime the sta� of the Planetary Prine prolaimsthat the hildren of the Gods have ome down, as it were, to be one with the raes of men; andthe people eagerly look forward to the day when announement will be made that those who have537



quali�ed as belonging to the superior raial strains may proeed to the Garden of Eden and be therehosen by the sons and daughters of Adam as the evolutionary fathers and mothers of the new andblended order of mankind.On normal worlds the Planetary Adam and Eve never mate with the evolutionary raes. Thiswork of biologi betterment is a funtion of the Adami progeny. But these Adamites do not go outamong the raes; the prine's sta� bring to the Garden of Eden the superior men and women forvoluntary mating with the Adami o�spring. And on most worlds it is onsidered the highest honorto be seleted as a andidate for mating with the sons and daughters of the garden.For the �rst time the raial wars and other tribal struggles are diminished, while the world raesinreasingly strive to qualify for reognition and admission to the garden. You an at best have buta very meager idea of how this ompetitive struggle omes to oupy the enter of all ativities on anormal planet. This whole sheme of rae improvement was early wreked on Urantia.The violet rae is a monogamous people, and every evolutionary man or woman uniting with theAdami sons and daughters pledges not to take other mates and to instrut his or her hildren insingle-matedness. The hildren of eah of these unions are eduated and trained in the shools of thePlanetary Prine and then are permitted to go forth to the rae of their evolutionary parent, thereto marry among the seleted groups of superior mortals.When this strain of the Material Sons is added to the evolving raes of the worlds, a new andgreater era of evolutionary progress is initiated. Following this proreative outpouring of importedability and superevolutionary traits there ensues a suession of rapid strides in ivilization and raialdevelopment; in one hundred thousand years more progress is made than in a million years of formerstruggle. In your world, even in the fae of the misarriage of the ordained plans, great progress hasbeen made sine the gift to your peoples of Adam's life plasm.But while the pure-line hildren of a planetary Garden of Eden an bestow themselves upon thesuperior members of the evolutionary raes and thereby upstep the biologi level of mankind, itwould not prove bene�ial for the higher strains of Urantia mortals to mate with the lower raes;suh an unwise proedure would jeopardize all ivilization on your world. Having failed to ahieverae harmonization by the Adami tehnique, you must now work out your planetary problem ofrae improvement by other and largely human methods of adaptation and ontrol.51.6 The Edeni RegimeOn most of the inhabited worlds the Gardens of Eden remain as superb ultural enters and ontinueto funtion as the soial patterns of planetary ondut and usage age after age. Even in earlytimes when the violet peoples are relatively segregated, their shools reeive suitable andidates fromamong the world raes, while the industrial developments of the garden open up new hannels ofommerial interourse. Thus do the Adams and Eves and their progeny ontribute to the suddenexpansion of ulture and to the rapid improvement of the evolutionary raes of their worlds. Andall of these relationships are augmented and sealed by the amalgamation of the evolutionary raesand the sons of Adam, resulting in the immediate upstepping of biologi status, the quikening ofintelletual potential, and the enhanement of spiritual reeptivity.On normal worlds the garden headquarters of the violet rae beomes the seond enter of worldulture and, jointly with the headquarters ity of the Planetary Prine, sets the pae for the devel-opment of ivilization. For enturies the ity headquarters shools of the Planetary Prine and thegarden shools of Adam and Eve are ontemporary. They are usually not very far apart, and theywork together in harmonious o-operation.Think what it would mean on your world if somewhere in the Levant there were a world enter of538



ivilization, a great planetary university of ulture, whih had funtioned uninterruptedly for 37,000years. And again, pause to onsider how the moral authority of even suh an anient enter wouldbe reinfored were there situated not far-distant still another and older headquarters of elestialministry whose traditions would exert a umulative fore of 500,000 years of integrated evolutionaryinuene. It is ustom whih eventually spreads the ideals of Eden to a whole world.The shools of the Planetary Prine are primarily onerned with philosophy, religion, morals, andthe higher intelletual and artisti ahievements. The garden shools of Adam and Eve are usuallydevoted to pratial arts, fundamental intelletual training, soial ulture, eonomi development,trade relations, physial eÆieny, and ivil government. Eventually these world enters amalgamate,but this atual aÆliation sometimes does not our until the times of the �rst Magisterial Son.The ontinuing existene of the Planetary Adam and Eve, together with the pure-line nuleusof the violet rae, imparts that stability of growth to Edeni ulture by virtue of whih it omesto at upon the ivilization of a world with the ompelling fore of tradition. In these immortalMaterial Sons and Daughters we enounter the last and the indispensable link onneting God withman, bridging the almost in�nite gulf between the eternal Creator and the lowest �nite personalitiesof time. Here is a being of high origin who is physial, material, even a sex reature like Urantiamortals, one who an see and omprehend the invisible Planetary Prine and interpret him to themortal reatures of the realm, for the Material Sons and Daughters are able to see all of the lowerorders of spirit beings; they visualize the Planetary Prine and his entire sta�, visible and invisible.With the passing of enturies, through the amalgamation of their progeny with the raes of men,this same Material Son and Daughter beome aepted as the ommon anestors of mankind, theommon parents of the now blended desendants of the evolutionary raes. It is intended that mortalswho start out from an inhabited world have the experiene of reognizing seven fathers:1. The biologi father - the father in the esh.2. The father of the realm - the Planetary Adam.3. The father of the spheres - the System Sovereign.4. The Most High Father - the Constellation Father.5. The universe Father - the Creator Son and supreme ruler of the loal reations.6. The super-Fathers - the Anients of Days who govern the superuniverse.7. The spirit or Havona Father - the Universal Father, who dwells on Paradise and bestows hisspirit to live and work in the minds of the lowly reatures who inhabit the universe of universes.51.7 United AdministrationFrom time to time the Avonal Sons of Paradise ome to the inhabited worlds for judiial ations,but the �rst Avonal to arrive on a magisterial mission inaugurates the fourth dispensation of anevolutionary world of time and spae. On some planets where this Magisterial Son is universallyaepted, he remains for one age; and thus the planet prospers under the joint rulership of threeSons: the Planetary Prine, the Material Son, and the Magisterial Son, the latter two being visibleto all the inhabitants of the realm.Before the �rst Magisterial Son onludes his mission on a normal evolutionary world, there hasbeen e�eted the union of the eduational and administrative work of the Planetary Prine and theMaterial Son. This amalgamation of the dual supervision of a planet brings into existene a new ande�etive order of world administration. Upon the retirement of the Magisterial Son the PlanetaryAdam assumes the outward diretion of the sphere. The Material Son and Daughter thus at jointly539



as planetary administrators until the settling of the world in the era of light and life; whereuponthe Planetary Prine is elevated to the position of Planetary Sovereign. During this age of advanedevolution, Adam and Eve beome what might be alled joint prime ministers of the glori�ed realm.As soon as the new and onsolidated apital of the evolving world has beome well established, andjust as fast as ompetent subordinate administrators an be properly trained, subapitals are foundedon remote land bodies and among the di�erent peoples. Before the arrival of another dispensationalSon, from �fty to one hundred of these subenters will have been organized.The Planetary Prine and his sta� still foster the spiritual and philosophi domains of ativ-ity. Adam and Eve pay partiular attention to the physial, sienti�, and eonomi status of therealm. Both groups equally devote their energies to the promotion of the arts, soial relations, andintelletual ahievements.By the time of the inauguration of the �fth dispensation of world a�airs, a magni�ent adminis-tration of planetary ativities has been ahieved. Mortal existene on suh a well-managed sphere isindeed stimulating and pro�table. And if Urantians ould only observe life on suh a planet, theywould immediately appreiate the value of those things whih their world has lost through embraingevil and partiipating in rebellion.[Presented by a Seondary Lanonandek Son of the Reserve Corps.℄
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Chapter 52Planetary Mortal EpohsFROM the ineption of life on an evolutionary planet to the time of its �nal owering in the eraof light and life, there appear upon the stage of world ation at least seven epohs of human life.These suessive ages are determined by the planetary missions of the divine Sons, and on an averageinhabited world these epohs appear in the following order:1. Pre-Planetary Prine Man.2. Post-Planetary Prine Man.3. Post-Adami Man.4. Post-Magisterial Son Man.5. Post-Bestowal Son Man.6. Post-Teaher Son Man.7. The Era of Light and Life.The worlds of spae, as soon as they are physially suitable for life, are plaed on the registry of theLife Carriers, and in due time these Sons are dispathed to suh planets for the purpose of initiatinglife. The entire period from life initiation to the appearane of man is designated the prehuman eraand preedes the suessive mortal epohs onsidered in this narrative.52.1 Primitive ManFrom the time of man's emergene from the animal level - when he an hoose to worship the Creator- to the arrival of the Planetary Prine, mortal will reatures are alled primitive men. There are sixbasi types or raes of primitive men, and these early peoples suessively appear in the order of thespetrum olors, beginning with the red. The length of time onsumed in this early life evolutionvaries greatly on the di�erent worlds, ranging from one hundred and �fty thousand years to over onemillion years of Urantia time.The evolutionary raes of olor - red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and indigo - begin to appearabout the time that primitive man is developing a simple language and is beginning to exerise thereative imagination. By this time man is well austomed to standing eret.Primitive men are mighty hunters and �ere �ghters. The law of this age is the physial survival ofthe �ttest; the government of these times is wholly tribal. During the early raial struggles on manyworlds some of the evolutionary raes are obliterated, as ourred on Urantia. Those who surviveare usually subsequently blended with the later imported violet rae, the Adami peoples.In the light of subsequent ivilization, this era of primitive man is a long, dark, and bloody541



hapter. The ethis of the jungle and the morals of the primeval forests are not in keeping with thestandards of later dispensations of revealed religion and higher spiritual development. On normal andnonexperimental worlds this epoh is very di�erent from the prolonged and extraordinarily brutalstruggles whih haraterized this age on Urantia. When you have emerged from your �rst worldexperiene, you will begin to see why this long and painful struggle on the evolutionary worldsours, and as you go forward in the Paradise path, you will inreasingly understand the wisdom ofthese apparently strange doings. But notwithstanding all the viissitudes of the early ages of humanemergene, the performanes of primitive man represent a splendid, even a heroi, hapter in theannals of an evolutionary world of time and spae.Early evolutionary man is not a olorful reature. In general, these primitive mortals are avedwellers or li� residents. They also build rude huts in the large trees. Before they aquire a highorder of intelligene, the planets are sometimes overrun with the larger types of animals. But early inthis era mortals learn to kindle and maintain �re, and with the inrease of inventive imagination andthe improvement in tools, evolving man soon vanquishes the larger and more unwieldy animals. Theearly raes also make extensive use of the larger ying animals. These enormous birds are able toarry one or two average-sized men for a nonstop ight of over �ve hundred miles. On some planetsthese birds are of great servie sine they possess a high order of intelligene, often being able tospeak many words of the languages of the realm. These birds are most intelligent, very obedient, andunbelievably a�etionate. Suh passenger birds have been long extint on Urantia, but your earlyanestors enjoyed their servies.Man's aquirement of ethial judgment, moral will, is usually oinident with the appearane ofearly language. Upon attaining the human level, after this emergene of mortal will, these beingsbeome reeptive to the temporary indwelling of the divine Adjusters, and upon death many areduly eleted as survivors and sealed by the arhangels for subsequent resurretion and Spirit fusion.The arhangels always aompany the Planetary Prines, and a dispensational adjudiation of therealm is simultaneous with the prine's arrival.All mortals who are indwelt by Thought Adjusters are potential worshipers; they have been\lighted by the true light," and they possess apaity for seeking reiproal ontat with divinity.Nevertheless, the early or biologi religion of primitive man is largely a persistene of animal fearoupled with ignorant awe and tribal superstition. The survival of superstition in the Urantia raes ishardly omplimentary to your evolutionary development nor ompatible with your otherwise splendidahievements in material progress. But this early fear religion serves a very valuable purpose insubduing the �ery tempers of these primitive reatures. It is the forerunner of ivilization and thesoil for the subsequent planting of the seeds of revealed religion by the Planetary Prine and hisministers.Within one hundred thousand years from the time man aquires eret posture, the PlanetaryPrine usually arrives, having been dispathed by the System Sovereign upon the report of the LifeCarriers that will is funtioning, even though omparatively few individuals have thus developed.Primitive mortals usually welome the Planetary Prine and his visible sta�; in fat, they often lookupon them with awe and reverene, almost with worshipfulness, if they are not restrained.52.2 Post-Planetary Prine ManWith the arrival of the Planetary Prine a new dispensation begins. Government appears on earth,and the advaned tribal epoh is attained. Great soial strides are made during a few thousand yearsof this regime. Under normal onditions mortals attain a high state of ivilization during this age.They do not struggle so long in barbarism as did the Urantia raes. But life on an inhabited worldis so hanged by rebellion that you an have little or no idea of suh a regime on a normal planet.542



The average length of this dispensation is around �ve hundred thousand years, some longer, someshorter. During this era the planet is established in the iruits of the system, and a full quota ofseraphi and other elestial helpers is assigned to its administration. The Thought Adjusters omein inreasing numbers, and the seraphi guardians amplify their regime of mortal supervision.When the Planetary Prine arrives on a primitive world, the evolved religion of fear and ignoraneprevails. The prine and his sta� make the �rst revelations of higher truth and universe organization.These initial presentations of revealed religion are very simple, and they usually pertain to thea�airs of the loal system. Religion is wholly an evolutionary proess prior to the arrival of thePlanetary Prine. Subsequently, religion progresses by graduated revelation as well as by evolutionarygrowth. Eah dispensation, eah mortal epoh, reeives an enlarged presentation of spiritual truthand religious ethis. The evolution of the religious apaity of reeptivity in the inhabitants of aworld largely determines their rate of spiritual advanement and the extent of religious revelation.This dispensation witnesses a spiritual dawn, and the di�erent raes and their various tribes tendto develop speialized systems of religious and philosophi thought. There uniformly run through allof these raial religions two strains: the early fears of primitive men and the later revelations of thePlanetary Prine. In some respets Urantians do not seem to have wholly emerged from this stage ofplanetary evolution. As you pursue this study, you will the more learly disern how far your worlddeparts from the average ourse of evolutionary progress and development.But the Planetary Prine is not \the Prine of Peae." Raial struggles and tribal wars ontinueover into this dispensation but with diminishing frequeny and severity. This is the great age ofraial dispersion, and it ulminates in a period of intense nationalism. Color is the basis of tribal andnational groupings, and the di�erent raes often develop separate languages. Eah expanding groupof mortals tends to seek isolation. This segregation is favored by the existene of many languages.Before the uni�ation of the several raes their relentless warfare sometimes results in the obliterationof whole peoples; the orange and green men are partiularly subjet to suh extintion.On average worlds, during the latter part of the prine's rule, national life begins to replae tribalorganization or rather to be superimposed upon the existing tribal groupings. But the great soialahievement of the prine's epoh is the emergene of family life. Heretofore, human relationshipshave been hiey tribal; now, the home begins to materialize.This is the dispensation of the realization of sex equality. On some planets the male may rulethe female; on others the reverse prevails. During this age normal worlds establish full equality ofthe sexes, this being preliminary to the fuller realization of the ideals of home life. This is the dawnof the golden age of the home. The idea of tribal rule gradually gives way to the dual onept ofnational life and family life.During this age agriulture makes its appearane. The growth of the family idea is inompatiblewith the roving and unsettled life of the hunter. Gradually the praties of settled habitations andthe ultivation of the soil beome established. The domestiation of animals and the development ofhome arts proeed apae. Upon reahing the apex of biologi evolution, a high level of ivilization hasbeen attained, but there is little development of a mehanial order; invention is the harateristiof the sueeding age.The raes are puri�ed and brought up to a high state of physial perfetion and intelletualstrength before the end of this era. The early development of a normal world is greatly helped bythe plan of promoting the inrease of the higher types of mortals with proportionate urtailment ofthe lower. And it is the failure of your early peoples to thus disriminate between these types thataounts for the presene of so many defetive and degenerate individuals among the present-dayUrantia raes.One of the great ahievements of the age of the prine is this restrition of the multipliationof mentally defetive and soially un�t individuals. Long before the times of the arrival of the543



seond Sons, the Adams, most worlds seriously address themselves to the tasks of rae puri�ation,something whih the Urantia peoples have not even yet seriously undertaken.This problem of rae improvement is not suh an extensive undertaking when it is attaked at thisearly date in human evolution. The preeding period of tribal struggles and rugged ompetition inrae survival has weeded out most of the abnormal and defetive strains. An idiot does not have muhhane of survival in a primitive and warring tribal soial organization. It is the false sentiment ofyour partially perfeted ivilizations that fosters, protets, and perpetuates the hopelessly defetivestrains of evolutionary human stoks.It is neither tenderness nor altruism to bestow futile sympathy upon degenerated human beings,unsalvable abnormal and inferior mortals. There exist on even the most normal of the evolutionaryworlds suÆient di�erenes between individuals and between numerous soial groups to provide forthe full exerise of all those noble traits of altruisti sentiment and unsel�sh mortal ministry withoutperpetuating the soially un�t and the morally degenerate strains of evolving humanity. There isabundant opportunity for the exerise of tolerane and the funtion of altruism in behalf of thoseunfortunate and needy individuals who have not irretrievably lost their moral heritage and foreverdestroyed their spiritual birthright.52.3 Post-Adami ManWhen the original impetus of evolutionary life has run its biologi ourse, when man has reahed theapex of animal development, there arrives the seond order of sonship, and the seond dispensation ofgrae and ministry is inaugurated. This is true on all evolutionary worlds. When the highest possiblelevel of evolutionary life has been attained, when primitive man has asended as far as possible inthe biologi sale, a Material Son and Daughter always appear on the planet, having been dispathedby the System Sovereign.Thought Adjusters are inreasingly bestowed upon the post-Adami men, and in onstantly aug-mented numbers these mortals attain apaity for subsequent Adjuster fusion. While funtioningas desending Sons, the Adams do not possess Adjusters, but their planetary o�spring - diret andmixed - beome legitimate andidates for the reeption, in due time, of the Mystery Monitors. By thetermination of the post-Adami age the planet is in possession of its full quota of elestial ministers;only the fusion Adjusters are not yet universally bestowed.It is the prime purpose of the Adami regime to inuene evolving man to omplete the transit fromthe hunter and herder stage of ivilization to that of the agriulturist and hortiulturist, to be latersupplemented by the appearane of the urban and industrial adjunts to ivilization. Ten thousandyears of this dispensation of the biologi uplifters is suÆient to e�et a marvelous transformation.Twenty-�ve thousand years of suh an administration of the onjoint wisdom of the Planetary Prineand the Material Sons usually ripens the sphere for the advent of a Magisterial Son.This age usually witnesses the ompletion of the elimination of the un�t and the still furtherpuri�ation of the raial strains; on normal worlds the defetive bestial tendenies are very nearlyeliminated from the reproduing stoks of the realm.The Adami progeny never amalgamate with the inferior strains of the evolutionary raes. Neitheris it the divine plan for the Planetary Adam or Eve to mate, personally, with the evolutionary peoples.This rae-improvement projet is the task of their progeny. But the o�spring of the Material Sonand Daughter are mobilized for generations before the raial-amalgamation ministry is inaugurated.The result of the gift of the Adami life plasm to the mortal raes is an immediate upsteppingof intelletual apaity and an aeleration of spiritual progress. There is usually some physialimprovement also. On an average world the post-Adami dispensation is an age of great invention,544



energy ontrol, and mehanial development. This is the era of the appearane of multiform manu-fature and the ontrol of natural fores; it is the golden age of exploration and the �nal subduing ofthe planet. Muh of the material progress of a world ours during this time of the inauguration ofthe development of the physial sienes, just suh an epoh as Urantia is now experiening. Yourworld is a full dispensation and more behind the average planetary shedule.By the end of the Adami dispensation on a normal planet the raes are pratially blended, sothat it an be truly prolaimed that \God has made of one blood all the nations," and that his Son\has made of one olor all peoples." The olor of suh an amalgamated rae is somewhat of an oliveshade of the violet hue, the raial \white" of the spheres.Primitive man is for the most part arnivorous; the Material Sons and Daughters do not eat meat,but their o�spring within a few generations usually gravitate to the omnivorous level, althoughwhole groups of their desendants sometimes remain nonesh eaters. This double origin of the post-Adami raes explains how suh blended human stoks exhibit anatomi vestiges belonging to boththe herbivorous and arnivorous animal groups.Within ten thousand years of raial amalgamation the resultant stoks show varying degrees ofanatomi blend, some strains arrying more of the marks of the nonesh-eating anestry, othersexhibiting more of the distinguishing traits and physial harateristis of their arnivorous evolu-tionary progenitors. The majority of these world raes soon beome omnivorous, subsisting upon awide range of viands from both the animal and vegetable kingdoms.The post-Adami epoh is the dispensation of internationalism. With the near ompletion of thetask of rae blending, nationalism wanes, and the brotherhood of man really begins to materialize.Representative government begins to take the plae of the monarhial or paternal form of rulership.The eduational system beomes world-wide, and gradually the languages of the raes give way tothe tongue of the violet people. Universal peae and o-operation are seldom attained until the raesare fairly well blended, and until they speak a ommon language.During the losing enturies of the post-Adami age there develops new interest in art, musi, andliterature, and this world-wide awakening is the signal for the appearane of a Magisterial Son. Therowning development of this era is the universal interest in intelletual realities, true philosophy.Religion beomes less nationalisti, beomes more and more a planetary a�air. New revelations oftruth haraterize these ages, and the Most Highs of the onstellations begin to rule in the a�airs ofmen. Truth is revealed up to the administration of the onstellations.Great ethial advanement haraterizes this era; the brotherhood of man is the goal of its soiety.World-wide peae - the essation of rae onit and national animosity - is the indiator of planetaryripeness for the advent of the third order of sonship, the Magisterial Son.52.4 Post-Magisterial Son ManOn normal and loyal planets this age opens with the mortal raes blended and biologially �t. Thereare no rae or olor problems; literally all nations and raes are of one blood. The brotherhood ofman ourishes, and the nations are learning to live on earth in peae and tranquillity. Suh a worldstands on the eve of a great and ulminating intelletual development.When an evolutionary world beomes thus ripe for the magisterial age, one of the high order ofAvonal Sons makes his appearane on a magisterial mission. The Planetary Prine and the MaterialSons are of loal universe origin; the Magisterial Son hails from Paradise.When the Paradise Avonals ome to the mortal spheres on judiial ations, solely as dispensationadjudiators, they are never inarnated. But when they ome on magisterial missions, at least theinitial one, they are always inarnated, though they do not experiene birth, neither do they die the545



death of the realm. They may live on for generations in those ases where they remain as rulers onertain planets. When their missions are onluded, they yield up their planetary lives and returnto their former status of divine sonship.Eah new dispensation extends the horizon of revealed religion, and the Magisterial Sons extendthe revelation of truth to portray the a�airs of the loal universe and all its tributaries.After the initial visitation of a Magisterial Son the raes soon e�et their eonomi liberation.The daily work required to sustain one's independene would be represented by two and one-halfhours of your time. It is perfetly safe to liberate suh ethial and intelligent mortals. Suh re�nedpeoples well know how to utilize leisure for self-improvement and planetary advanement. This agewitnesses the further puri�ation of the raial stoks by the restrition of reprodution among theless �t and poorly endowed individuals.The politial government and soial administration of the raes ontinue to improve, self-governmentbeing fairly well established by the end of this age. By self-government we refer to the highest typeof representative government. Suh worlds advane and honor only those leaders and rulers who aremost �t to bear soial and politial responsibilities.During this epoh the majority of the world mortals are Adjuster indwelt. But even yet thebestowal of divine Monitors is not always universal. The Adjusters of fusion destiny are not yetbestowed upon all planetary mortals; it is still neessary for the will reatures to hoose the MysteryMonitors.During the losing ages of this dispensation, soiety begins to return to more simpli�ed formsof living. The omplex nature of an advaning ivilization is running its ourse, and mortals arelearning to live more naturally and e�etively. And this trend inreases with eah sueeding epoh.This is the age of the owering of art, musi, and higher learning. The physial sienes have alreadyreahed their height of development. The termination of this age, on an ideal world, witnesses thefullness of a great religious awakening, a world-wide spiritual enlightenment. And this extensivearousal of the spiritual natures of the raes is the signal for the arrival of the bestowal Son and forthe inauguration of the �fth mortal epoh.On many worlds it develops that the planet is not made ready for a bestowal Son by one magisterialmission; in that event there will be a seond, even a suession of Magisterial Sons, eah of whomwill advane the raes from one dispensation to another until the planet is made ready for the giftof the bestowal Son. On the seond and subsequent missions the Magisterial Sons may or may notbe inarnated. But no matter how many Magisterial Sons may appear - and they may also omeas suh after the bestowal Son - the advent of eah one marks the end of one dispensation and thebeginning of another.These dispensations of the Magisterial Sons over anywhere from twenty-�ve thousand to �ftythousand years of Urantia time. Sometimes suh an epoh is muh shorter and in rare instanes evenlonger. But in the fullness of time one of these same Magisterial Sons will be born as the Paradisebestowal Son.52.5 Post-Bestowal Son ManWhen a ertain standard of intelletual and spiritual development is attained on an inhabited world,a Paradise bestowal Son always arrives. On normal worlds he does not appear in the esh untilthe raes have asended to the highest levels of intelletual development and ethial attainment.But on Urantia the bestowal Son, even your own Creator Son, appeared at the lose of the Adamidispensation, but that is not the usual order of events on the worlds of spae.When the worlds have beome ripe for spiritualization, the bestowal Son arrives. These Sons546



always belong to the Magisterial or Avonal order exept in that ase, one in eah loal universe,when the Creator Son prepares for his terminal bestowal on some evolutionary world, as ourredwhen Mihael of Nebadon appeared on Urantia to bestow himself upon your mortal raes. Onlyone world in near ten million an enjoy suh a gift; all other worlds are spiritually advaned by thebestowal of a Paradise Son of the Avonal order.The bestowal Son arrives on a world of high eduational ulture and enounters a rae spirituallytrained and prepared to assimilate advaned teahings and to appreiate the bestowal mission. Thisis an age haraterized by the world-wide pursuit of moral ulture and spiritual truth. The mortalpassion of this dispensation is the penetration of osmi reality and ommunion with spiritual reality.The revelations of truth are extended to inlude the superuniverse. Entirely new systems of eduationand government grow up to supplant the rude regimes of former times. The joy of living takes onnew olor, and the reations of life are exalted to heavenly heights of tone and timbre.The bestowal Son lives and dies for the spiritual uplift of the mortal raes of a world. He establishesthe \new and living way"; his life is an inarnation of Paradise truth in mortal esh, that very truth- even the Spirit of Truth - in the knowledge of whih men shall be free.On Urantia the establishment of this \new and living way" was a matter of fat as well as of truth.The isolation of Urantia in the Luifer rebellion had suspended the proedure whereby mortals anpass, upon death, diretly to the shores of the mansion worlds. Before the days of Christ Mihaelon Urantia all souls slept on until the dispensational or speial millennial resurretions. Even Moseswas not permitted to go over to the other side until the oasion of a speial resurretion, the fallenPlanetary Prine, Caligastia, ontesting suh a deliverane. But ever sine the day of Penteost,Urantia mortals again may proeed diretly to the morontia spheres.Upon the resurretion of a bestowal Son, on the third day after yielding up his inarnated life,he asends to the right hand of the Universal Father, reeives the assurane of the aeptane ofthe bestowal mission, and returns to the Creator Son at the headquarters of the loal universe.Thereupon the bestowal Avonal and the Creator Mihael send their joint spirit, the Spirit of Truth,into the bestowal world. This is the oasion when the \spirit of the triumphant Son is poured outupon all esh." The Universe Mother Spirit also partiipates in this bestowal of the Spirit of Truth,and onomitant therewith there issues the bestowal edit of the Thought Adjusters. Thereafter allnormal-minded will reatures of that world will reeive Adjusters as soon as they attain the age ofmoral responsibility, of spiritual hoie.If suh a bestowal Avonal should return to a world after the bestowal mission, he would notinarnate but would ome \in glory with the seraphi hosts."The postbestowal Son age may extend from ten thousand to a hundred thousand years. Thereis no arbitrary time allotted to any of these dispensational eras. This is a time of great ethial andspiritual progress. Under the spiritual inuene of these ages, human harater undergoes tremendoustransformations and experienes phenomenal development. It beomes possible to put the golden ruleinto pratial operation. The teahings of Jesus are really appliable to a mortal world whih has hadthe preliminary training of the prebestowal Sons with their dispensations of harater ennoblementand ulture augmentation.During this era the problems of disease and delinqueny are virtually solved. Degeneray hasalready been largely eliminated by seletive reprodution. Disease has been pratially masteredthrough the high resistant qualities of the Adami strains and by the intelligent and world-wideappliation of the disoveries of the physial sienes of preeding ages. The average length of life,during this period, limbs well above the equivalent of three hundred years of Urantia time.Throughout this epoh there is a gradual lessening of governmental supervision. True self-government is beginning to funtion; fewer and fewer restritive laws are neessary. The militarybranhes of national resistane are passing away; the era of international harmony is really arriving.547



There are many nations, mostly determined by land distribution, but only one rae, one language,and one religion. Mortal a�airs are almost, but not quite, utopian. This truly is a great and gloriousage!52.6 Urantia's Post-Bestowal AgeThe bestowal Son is the Prine of Peae. He arrives with the message, \Peae on earth and goodwill among men." On normal worlds this is a dispensation of world-wide peae; the nations no morelearn war. But suh salutary inuenes did not attend the oming of your bestowal Son, ChristMihael. Urantia is not proeeding in the normal order. Your world is out of step in the planetaryproession. Your Master, when on earth, warned his disiples that his advent would not bring theusual reign of peae on Urantia. He distintly told them that there would be \wars and rumors ofwars," and that nation would rise against nation. At another time he said, \Think not that I haveome to bring peae upon earth."Even on normal evolutionary worlds the realization of the world-wide brotherhood of man is notan easy aomplishment. On a onfused and disordered planet like Urantia suh an ahievementrequires a muh longer time and neessitates far greater e�ort. Unaided soial evolution an hardlyahieve suh happy results on a spiritually isolated sphere. Religious revelation is essential to therealization of brotherhood on Urantia. While Jesus has shown the way to the immediate attainmentof spiritual brotherhood, the realization of soial brotherhood on your world depends muh on theahievement of the following personal transformations and planetary adjustments:1. Soial fraternity. Multipliation of international and interraial soial ontats and fraternalassoiations through travel, ommere, and ompetitive play. Development of a ommon languageand the multipliation of multilinguists. The raial and national interhange of students, teahers,industrialists, and religious philosophers.2. Intelletual ross-fertilization. Brotherhood is impossible on a world whose inhabitants areso primitive that they fail to reognize the folly of unmitigated sel�shness. There must our anexhange of national and raial literature. Eah rae must beome familiar with the thought of allraes; eah nation must know the feelings of all nations. Ignorane breeds suspiion, and suspiionis inompatible with the essential attitude of sympathy and love.3. Ethial awakening. Only ethial onsiousness an unmask the immorality of human intoleraneand the sinfulness of fratriidal strife. Only a moral onsiene an ondemn the evils of nationalenvy and raial jealousy. Only moral beings will ever seek for that spiritual insight whih is essentialto living the golden rule.4. Politial wisdom. Emotional maturity is essential to self-ontrol. Only emotional maturitywill insure the substitution of international tehniques of ivilized adjudiation for the barbarousarbitrament of war. Wise statesmen will sometime work for the welfare of humanity even while theystrive to promote the interest of their national or raial groups. Sel�sh politial sagaity is ultimatelysuiidal - destrutive of all those enduring qualities whih insure planetary group survival.5. Spiritual insight. The brotherhood of man is, after all, prediated on the reognition of thefatherhood of God. The quikest way to realize the brotherhood of man on Urantia is to e�et thespiritual transformation of present-day humanity. The only tehnique for aelerating the naturaltrend of soial evolution is that of applying spiritual pressure from above, thus augmenting moralinsight while enhaning the soul apaity of every mortal to understand and love every other mortal.Mutual understanding and fraternal love are transendent ivilizers and mighty fators in the world-wide realization of the brotherhood of man.If you ould be transplanted from your bakward and onfused world to some normal planet now in548



the postbestowal Son age, you would think you had been translated to the heaven of your traditions.You would hardly believe that you were observing the normal evolutionary workings of a mortalsphere of human habitation. These worlds are in the spiritual iruits of their realm, and they enjoyall the advantages of the universe broadasts and the reetivity servies of the superuniverse.52.7 Post-Teaher Son ManThe Sons of the next order to arrive on the average evolutionary world are the Trinity Teaher Sons,the divine Sons of the Paradise Trinity. Again we �nd Urantia out of step with its sister spheresin that your Jesus has promised to return. That promise he will ertainly ful�ll, but no one knowswhether his seond oming will preede or follow the appearanes of Magisterial or Teaher Sons onUrantia.The Teaher Sons ome in groups to the spiritualizing worlds. A planetary Teaher Son is assistedand supported by seventy primary Sons, twelve seondary Sons, and three of the highest and mostexperiened of the supreme order of Daynals. This orps will remain for some time on the world,long enough to e�et the transition from the evolutionary ages to the era of light and life - notless than one thousand years of planetary time and often onsiderably longer. This mission is aTrinity ontribution to the anteedent e�orts of all the divine personalities who have ministered toan inhabited world.The revelation of truth is now extended to the entral universe and to Paradise. The raes arebeoming highly spiritual. A great people has evolved and a great age is approahing. The edua-tional, eonomi, and administrative systems of the planet are undergoing radial transformations.New values and relationships are being established. The kingdom of heaven is appearing on earth,and the glory of God is being shed abroad in the world.This is the dispensation when many mortals are translated from among the living. As the era ofTrinity Teaher Sons progresses, the spiritual allegiane of the mortals of time beomes more andmore universal. Natural death beomes less frequent as the Adjusters inreasingly fuse with theirsubjets during the lifetime in the esh. The planet eventually is lassed as of the primary modi�edorder of mortal asension.Life during this era is pleasant and pro�table. Degeneray and the antisoial end produts of thelong evolutionary struggle have been virtually obliterated. The length of life approahes �ve hundredUrantia years, and the reprodutive rate of raial inrease is intelligently ontrolled. An entirelynew order of soiety has arrived. There are still great di�erenes among mortals, but the state ofsoiety more nearly approahes the ideals of soial brotherhood and spiritual equality. Representativegovernment is vanishing, and the world is passing under the rule of individual self-ontrol. Thefuntion of government is hiey direted to olletive tasks of soial administration and eonomio-ordination. The golden age is oming on apae; the temporal goal of the long and intense planetaryevolutionary struggle is in sight. The reward of the ages is soon to be realized; the wisdom of theGods is about to be manifested.The physial administration of a world during this age requires about one hour eah day on thepart of every adult individual; that is, the equivalent of one Urantia hour. The planet is in losetouh with universe a�airs, and its people san the latest broadasts with the same keen interestyou now manifest in the latest editions of your daily newspapers. These raes are oupied with athousand things of interest unknown on your world.Inreasingly, true planetary allegiane to the Supreme Being grows. Generation after generation,more and more of the rae step into line with those who pratie justie and live mery. Slowlybut surely the world is being won to the joyous servie of the Sons of God. The physial diÆulties549



and material problems have been largely solved; the planet is ripening for advaned life and a moresettled existene.From time to time throughout their dispensation, Teaher Sons ontinue to ome to these peaefulworlds. They do not leave a world until they observe that the evolutionary plan, as it onerns thatplanet, is working smoothly. A Magisterial Son of judgment usually aompanies the Teaher Sonson their suessive missions, while another suh Son funtions at the time of their departure, andthese judiial ations ontinue from age to age throughout the duration of the mortal regime of timeand spae.Eah reurring mission of the Trinity Teaher Sons suessively exalts suh a supernal world toever-asending heights of wisdom, spirituality, and osmi illumination. But the noble natives ofsuh a sphere are still �nite and mortal. Nothing is perfet; nevertheless, there is evolving a qualityof near perfetion in the operation of an imperfet world and in the lives of its human inhabitants.The Trinity Teaher Sons may return many times to the same world. But sooner or later, inonnetion with the termination of one of their missions, the Planetary Prine is elevated to theposition of Planetary Sovereign, and the System Sovereign appears to prolaim the entrane of suha world upon the era of light and life.It was of the onlusion of the terminal mission of the Teaher Sons (at least that would be thehronology on a normal world) that John wrote: \I saw a new heaven and a new earth and the newJerusalem oming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a priness adorned for the prine."This is the same renovated earth, the advaned planetary stage, that the olden seer envisionedwhen he wrote: \`For, as the new heavens and the new earth, whih I will make, shall remain beforeme, so shall you and your hildren survive; and it shall ome to pass that from one new moon toanother and from one Sabbath to another all esh shall ome to worship before me,' says the Lord."It is the mortals of suh an age who are desribed as \a hosen generation, a royal priesthood, aholy nation, an exalted people; and you shall show forth the praises of Him who has alled you outof darkness into this marvelous light."No matter what the speial natural history of an individual planet may be, no di�erene whethera realm has been wholly loyal, tainted with evil, or ursed by sin - no matter what the anteedentsmay be - sooner or later the grae of God and the ministry of angels will usher in the day of theadvent of the Trinity Teaher Sons; and their departure, following their �nal mission, will inauguratethis superb era of light and life.All the worlds of Satania an join in the hope of the one who wrote: \Nevertheless we, aordingto His promise, look for a new heaven and a new earth, wherein dwells righteousness. Wherefore,beloved, seeing that you look for suh things, be diligent that you may be found by Him in peae,without spot and blameless."The departure of the Teaher Son orps, at the end of their �rst or some subsequent reign, ushersin the dawn of the era of light and life - the threshold of the transition from time to the vestibuleof eternity. The planetary realization of this era of light and life far more than equals the fondestexpetations of Urantia mortals who have entertained no more farseeing onepts of the future lifethan those embraed within religious beliefs whih depit heaven as the immediate destiny and �naldwelling plae of surviving mortals.[Sponsored by a Mighty Messenger temporarily attahed to the sta� of Gabriel.℄
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Chapter 53The Luifer RebellionLUCIFER was a brilliant primary Lanonandek Son of Nebadon. He had experiened servie in manysystems, had been a high ounselor of his group, and was distinguished for wisdom, sagaity, andeÆieny. Luifer was number 37 of his order, and when ommissioned by the Melhizedeks, he wasdesignated as one of the one hundred most able and brilliant personalities in more than seven hundredthousand of his kind. From suh a magni�ent beginning, through evil and error, he embraed sinand now is numbered as one of three System Sovereigns in Nebadon who have suumbed to the urgeof self and surrendered to the sophistry of spurious personal liberty - rejetion of universe allegianeand disregard of fraternal obligations, blindness to osmi relationships.In the universe of Nebadon, the domain of Christ Mihael, there are ten thousand systems ofinhabited worlds. In all the history of Lanonandek Sons, in all their work throughout these thousandsof systems and at the universe headquarters, only three System Sovereigns have ever been found inontempt of the government of the Creator Son.53.1 The Leaders of RebellionLuifer was not an asendant being; he was a reated Son of the loal universe, and of him it wassaid: \You were perfet in all your ways from the day you were reated till unrighteousness wasfound in you." Many times had he been in ounsel with the Most Highs of Edentia. And Luiferreigned \upon the holy mountain of God," the administrative mount of Jerusem, for he was the hiefexeutive of a great system of 607 inhabited worlds.Luifer was a magni�ent being, a brilliant personality; he stood next to the Most High Fathersof the onstellations in the diret line of universe authority. Notwithstanding Luifer's transgression,subordinate intelligenes refrained from showing him disrespet and disdain prior to Mihael's be-stowal on Urantia. Even the arhangel of Mihael, at the time of Moses' resurretion, \did not bringagainst him an ausing judgment but simply said, `the Judge rebuke you.' " Judgment in suhmatters belongs to the Anients of Days, the rulers of the superuniverse.Luifer is now the fallen and deposed Sovereign of Satania. Self-ontemplation is most disastrous,even to the exalted personalities of the elestial world. Of Luifer it was said: \Your heart was liftedup beause of your beauty; you orrupted your wisdom beause of your brightness." Your oldenprophet saw his sad estate when he wrote: \How are you fallen from heaven, O Luifer, son of themorning! How are you ast down, you who dared to onfuse the worlds!"Very little was heard of Luifer on Urantia owing to the fat that he assigned his �rst lieutenant,Satan, to advoate his ause on your planet. Satan was a member of the same primary group ofLanonandeks but had never funtioned as a System Sovereign; he entered fully into the Luifer551



insurretion. The \devil" is none other than Caligastia, the deposed Planetary Prine of Urantiaand a Son of the seondary order of Lanonandeks. At the time Mihael was on Urantia in the esh,Luifer, Satan, and Caligastia were leagued together to e�et the misarriage of his bestowal mission.But they signally failed.Abaddon was the hief of the sta� of Caligastia. He followed his master into rebellion and hasever sine ated as hief exeutive of the Urantia rebels. Beelzebub was the leader of the disloyalmidway reatures who allied themselves with the fores of the traitorous Caligastia.The dragon eventually beame the symboli representation of all these evil personages. Uponthe triumph of Mihael, \Gabriel ame down from Salvington and bound the dragon (all the rebelleaders) for an age." Of the Jerusem seraphi rebels it is written: \And the angels who kept not their�rst estate but left their own habitation, he has reserved in sure hains of darkness to the judgmentof the great day."53.2 The Causes of RebellionLuifer and his �rst assistant, Satan, had reigned on Jerusem for more than �ve hundred thousandyears when in their hearts they began to array themselves against the Universal Father and his thenviegerent Son, Mihael.There were no peuliar or speial onditions in the system of Satania whih suggested or favoredrebellion. It is our belief that the idea took origin and form in Luifer's mind, and that he might haveinstigated suh a rebellion no matter where he might have been stationed. Luifer �rst announed hisplans to Satan, but it required several months to orrupt the mind of his able and brilliant assoiate.However, when one onverted to the rebel theories, he beame a bold and earnest advoate of\self-assertion and liberty."No one ever suggested rebellion to Luifer. The idea of self-assertion in opposition to the will ofMihael and to the plans of the Universal Father, as they are represented in Mihael, had its origin inhis own mind. His relations with the Creator Son had been intimate and always ordial. At no timeprior to the exaltation of his own mind did Luifer openly express dissatisfation about the universeadministration. Notwithstanding his silene, for more than one hundred years of standard time theUnion of Days on Salvington had been reetivating to Uversa that all was not at peae in Luifer'smind. This information was also ommuniated to the Creator Son and the Constellation Fathers ofNorlatiadek.Throughout this period Luifer beame inreasingly ritial of the entire plan of universe ad-ministration but always professed wholehearted loyalty to the Supreme Rulers. His �rst outspokendisloyalty was manifested on the oasion of a visit of Gabriel to Jerusem just a few days beforethe open prolamation of the Luifer Delaration of Liberty. Gabriel was so profoundly impressedwith the ertainty of the impending outbreak that he went diret to Edentia to onfer with theConstellation Fathers regarding the measures to be employed in ase of open rebellion.It is very diÆult to point out the exat ause or auses whih �nally ulminated in the Luiferrebellion. We are ertain of only one thing, and that is: Whatever these �rst beginnings were, theyhad their origin in Luifer's mind. There must have been a pride of self that nourished itself to thepoint of self-deeption, so that Luifer for a time really persuaded himself that his ontemplationof rebellion was atually for the good of the system, if not of the universe. By the time his planshad developed to the point of disillusionment, no doubt he had gone too far for his original andmishief-making pride to permit him to stop. At some point in this experiene he beame insinere,and evil evolved into deliberate and willful sin. That this happened is proved by the subsequentondut of this brilliant exeutive. He was long o�ered opportunity for repentane, but only some of552



his subordinates ever aepted the pro�ered mery. The Faithful of Days of Edentia, on the requestof the Constellation Fathers, in person presented the plan of Mihael for the saving of these agrantrebels, but always was the mery of the Creator Son rejeted and rejeted with inreasing ontemptand disdain.
53.3 The Luifer ManifestoWhatever the early origins of trouble in the hearts of Luifer and Satan, the �nal outbreak took formas the Luifer Delaration of Liberty. The ause of the rebels was stated under three heads:1. The reality of the Universal Father. Luifer harged that the Universal Father did not reallyexist, that physial gravity and spae-energy were inherent in the universe, and that the Father wasa myth invented by the Paradise Sons to enable them to maintain the rule of the universes in theFather's name. He denied that personality was a gift of the Universal Father. He even intimatedthat the �naliters were in ollusion with the Paradise Sons to foist fraud upon all reation sine theynever brought bak a very lear-ut idea of the Father's atual personality as it is disernible onParadise. He traded on reverene as ignorane. The harge was sweeping, terrible, and blasphemous.It was this veiled attak upon the �naliters that no doubt inuened the asendant itizens then onJerusem to stand �rm and remain steadfast in resistane to all the rebel's proposals.2. The universe government of the Creator Son - Mihael. Luifer ontended that the loalsystems should be autonomous. He protested against the right of Mihael, the Creator Son, to assumesovereignty of Nebadon in the name of a hypothetial Paradise Father and require all personalitiesto aknowledge allegiane to this unseen Father. He asserted that the whole plan of worship wasa lever sheme to aggrandize the Paradise Sons. He was willing to aknowledge Mihael as hisCreator-father but not as his God and rightful ruler.Most bitterly did he attak the right of the Anients of Days - \foreign potentates" - to interferein the a�airs of the loal systems and universes. These rulers he denouned as tyrants and usurpers.He exhorted his followers to believe that none of these rulers ould do aught to interfere with theoperation of omplete home rule if men and angels only had the ourage to assert themselves andboldly laim their rights.He ontended that the exeutioners of the Anients of Days ould be debarred from funtioningin the loal systems if the native beings would only assert their independene. He maintained thatimmortality was inherent in the system personalities, that resurretion was natural and automati,and that all beings would live eternally exept for the arbitrary and unjust ats of the exeutionersof the Anients of Days.3. The attak upon the universal plan of asendant mortal training. Luifer maintained thatfar too muh time and energy were expended upon the sheme of so thoroughly training asendingmortals in the priniples of universe administration, priniples whih he alleged were unethial andunsound. He protested against the agelong program for preparing the mortals of spae for someunknown destiny and pointed to the presene of the �naliter orps on Jerusem as proof that thesemortals had spent ages of preparation for some destiny of pure �tion. With derision he pointed outthat the �naliters had enountered a destiny no more glorious than to be returned to humble spheressimilar to those of their origin. He intimated that they had been debauhed by overmuh disiplineand prolonged training, and that they were in reality traitors to their mortal fellows sine theywere now o-operating with the sheme of enslaving all reation to the �tions of a mythial eternaldestiny for asending mortals. He advoated that asenders should enjoy the liberty of individualself-determination. He hallenged and ondemned the entire plan of mortal asension as sponsoredby the Paradise Sons of God and supported by the In�nite Spirit.553



And it was with suh a Delaration of Liberty that Luifer launhed his orgy of darkness anddeath.
53.4 Outbreak of the RebellionThe Luifer manifesto was issued at the annual onlave of Satania on the sea of glass, in the preseneof the assembled hosts of Jerusem, on the last day of the year, about two hundred thousand yearsago, Urantia time. Satan prolaimed that worship ould be aorded the universal fores - physial,intelletual, and spiritual - but that allegiane ould be aknowledged only to the atual and presentruler, Luifer, the \friend of men and angels" and the \God of liberty."Self-assertion was the battle ry of the Luifer rebellion. One of his hief arguments was that, ifself-government was good and right for the Melhizedeks and other groups, it was equally good forall orders of intelligene. He was bold and persistent in the advoay of the \equality of mind" and\the brotherhood of intelligene." He maintained that all government should be limited to the loalplanets and their voluntary onfederation into the loal systems. All other supervision he disallowed.He promised the Planetary Prines that they should rule the worlds as supreme exeutives. Hedenouned the loation of legislative ativities on the onstellation headquarters and the ondut ofjudiial a�airs on the universe apital. He ontended that all these funtions of government shouldbe onentrated on the system apitals and proeeded to set up his own legislative assembly andorganized his own tribunals under the jurisdition of Satan. And he direted that the prines on theapostate worlds do the same.The entire administrative abinet of Luifer went over in a body and were sworn in publily asthe oÆers of the administration of the new head of \the liberated worlds and systems."While there had been two previous rebellions in Nebadon, they were in distant onstellations.Luifer held that these insurretions were unsuessful beause the majority of the intelligenesfailed to follow their leaders. He ontended that \majorities rule," that \mind is infallible." Thefreedom allowed him by the universe rulers apparently sustained many of his nefarious ontentions.He de�ed all his superiors; yet they apparently took no note of his doings. He was given a free handto proseute his sedutive plan without let or hindrane.All the meriful delays of justie Luifer pointed to as evidene of the inability of the governmentof the Paradise Sons to stop the rebellion. He would openly defy and arrogantly hallenge Mihael,Immanuel, and the Anients of Days and then point to the fat that no ation ensued as positiveevidene of the impoteny of the universe and the superuniverse governments.Gabriel was personally present throughout all these disloyal proeedings and only announed thathe would, in due time, speak for Mihael, and that all beings would be left free and unmolested intheir hoie; that the \government of the Sons for the Father desired only that loyalty and devotionwhih was voluntary, wholehearted, and sophistry-proof."Luifer was permitted fully to establish and thoroughly to organize his rebel government beforeGabriel made any e�ort to ontest the right of seession or to ounterwork the rebel propaganda.But the Constellation Fathers immediately on�ned the ation of these disloyal personalities to thesystem of Satania. Nevertheless, this period of delay was a time of great trial and testing to the loyalbeings of all Satania. All was haoti for a few years, and there was great onfusion on the mansionworlds. 554



53.5 Nature of the ConitUpon the outbreak of the Satania rebellion, Mihael took ounsel of his Paradise brother, Immanuel.Following this momentous onferene, Mihael announed that he would pursue the same poliy whihhad haraterized his dealings with similar upheavals in the past, an attitude of noninterferene.At the time of this rebellion and the two whih preeded it there was no absolute and personalsovereign authority in the universe of Nebadon. Mihael ruled by divine right, as viegerent of theUniversal Father, but not yet in his own personal right. He had not ompleted his bestowal areer;he had not yet been vested with \all power in heaven and on earth."From the outbreak of rebellion to the day of his enthronement as sovereign ruler of Nebadon,Mihael never interfered with the rebel fores of Luifer; they were allowed to run a free oursefor almost two hundred thousand years of Urantia time. Christ Mihael now has ample power andauthority to deal promptly, even summarily, with suh outbreaks of disloyalty, but we doubt thatthis sovereign authority would lead him to at di�erently if another suh upheaval should our.Sine Mihael eleted to remain aloof from the atual warfare of the Luifer rebellion, Gabrielalled his personal sta� together on Edentia and, in ounsel with the Most Highs, eleted to assumeommand of the loyal hosts of Satania. Mihael remained on Salvington while Gabriel proeeded toJerusem, and establishing himself on the sphere dediated to the Father - the same Universal Fatherwhose personality Luifer and Satan had questioned - in the presene of the forgathered hosts of loyalpersonalities, he displayed the banner of Mihael, the material emblem of the Trinity government ofall reation, the three azure blue onentri irles on a white bakground.The Luifer emblem was a banner of white with one red irle, in the enter of whih a blak solidirle appeared.\There was war in heaven; Mihael's ommander and his angels fought against the dragon (Luifer,Satan, and the apostate prines); and the dragon and his rebellious angels fought but prevailed not."This \war in heaven" was not a physial battle as suh a onit might be oneived on Urantia. Inthe early days of the struggle Luifer held forth ontinuously in the planetary amphitheater. Gabrielonduted an uneasing exposure of the rebel sophistries from his headquarters taken up near athand. The various personalities present on the sphere who were in doubt as to their attitude wouldjourney bak and forth between these disussions until they arrived at a �nal deision.But this war in heaven was very terrible and very real. While displaying none of the barbarities soharateristi of physial warfare on the immature worlds, this onit was far more deadly; materiallife is in jeopardy in material ombat, but the war in heaven was fought in terms of life eternal.53.6 A Loyal Seraphi CommanderThere were many noble and inspiring ats of devotion and loyalty whih were performed by numerouspersonalities during the interim between the outbreak of hostilities and the arrival of the new systemruler and his sta�. But the most thrilling of all these daring feats of devotion was the ourageousondut of Manotia, the seond in ommand of the Satania headquarters' seraphim.At the outbreak of rebellion on Jerusem the head of the seraphi hosts joined the Luifer ause.This no doubt explains why suh a large number of the fourth order, the system administratorseraphim, went astray. The seraphi leader was spiritually blinded by the brilliant personality ofLuifer; his harming ways fasinated the lower orders of elestial beings. They simply ould notomprehend that it was possible for suh a dazzling personality to go wrong.Not long sine, in desribing the experienes assoiated with the onset of the Luifer rebellion,555



Manotia said: \But my most exhilarating moment was the thrilling adventure onneted with theLuifer rebellion when, as seond seraphi ommander, I refused to partiipate in the projeted insultto Mihael; and the powerful rebels sought my destrution by means of the liaison fores they hadarranged. There was a tremendous upheaval on Jerusem, but not a single loyal seraphim was harmed.\Upon the default of my immediate superior it devolved upon me to assume ommand of theangeli hosts of Jerusem as the titular diretor of the onfused seraphi a�airs of the system. I wasmorally upheld by the Melhizedeks, ably assisted by a majority of the Material Sons, deserted bya tremendous group of my own order, but magni�ently supported by the asendant mortals onJerusem.\Having been automatially thrown out of the onstellation iruits by the seession of Luifer, wewere dependent on the loyalty of our intelligene orps, who forwarded alls for help to Edentia fromthe near-by system of Rantulia; and we found that the kingdom of order, the intellet of loyalty, andthe spirit of truth were inherently triumphant over rebellion, self-assertion, and so-alled personalliberty; we were able to arry on until the arrival of the new System Sovereign, the worthy suessorof Luifer. And immediately thereafter I was assigned to the orps of the Melhizedek reeivership ofUrantia, assuming jurisdition over the loyal seraphi orders on the world of the traitorous Caligastia,who had prolaimed his sphere a member of the newly projeted system of `liberated worlds andemanipated personalities' proposed in the infamous Delaration of Liberty issued by Luifer inhis all to the `liberty-loving, free-thinking, and forward-looking intelligenes of the misruled andmaladministered worlds of Satania.' "This angel is still in servie on Urantia, funtioning as assoiate hief of seraphim.53.7 History of the RebellionThe Luifer rebellion was system wide. Thirty-seven seeding Planetary Prines swung their worldadministrations largely to the side of the arhrebel. Only on Panoptia did the Planetary Prine fail toarry his people with him. On this world, under the guidane of the Melhizedeks, the people ralliedto the support of Mihael. Ellanora, a young woman of that mortal realm, grasped the leadership ofthe human raes, and not a single soul on that strife-torn world enlisted under the Luifer banner.And ever sine have these loyal Panoptians served on the seventh Jerusem transition world as thearetakers and builders on the Father's sphere and its surrounding seven detention worlds. ThePanoptians not only at as the literal ustodians of these worlds, but they also exeute the personalorders of Mihael for the embellishment of these spheres for some future and unknown use. They dothis work as they tarry en route to Edentia.Throughout this period Caligastia was advoating the ause of Luifer on Urantia. The Melhizedeksably opposed the apostate Planetary Prine, but the sophistries of unbridled liberty and the delusionsof self-assertion had every opportunity for deeiving the primitive peoples of a young and undevelopedworld.All seession propaganda had to be arried on by personal e�ort beause the broadast servie andall other avenues of interplanetary ommuniation were suspended by the ation of the system iruitsupervisors. Upon the atual outbreak of the insurretion the entire system of Satania was isolated inboth the onstellation and the universe iruits. During this time all inoming and outgoing messageswere dispathed by seraphi agents and Solitary Messengers. The iruits to the fallen worlds werealso ut o�, so that Luifer ould not utilize this avenue for the furtherane of his nefarious sheme.And these iruits will not be restored so long as the arhrebel lives within the on�nes of Satania.This was a Lanonandek rebellion. The higher orders of loal universe sonship did not join theLuifer seession, although a few of the Life Carriers stationed on the rebel planets were somewhat556



inuened by the rebellion of the disloyal prines. None of the Trinitized Sons went astray. TheMelhizedeks, arhangels, and the Brilliant Evening Stars were all loyal to Mihael and, with Gabriel,valiantly ontended for the Father's will and the Son's rule.No beings of Paradise origin were involved in disloyalty. Together with the Solitary Messengersthey took up headquarters on the world of the Spirit and remained under the leadership of theFaithful of Days of Edentia. None of the oniliators apostatized, nor did a single one of the CelestialReorders go astray. But a heavy toll was taken of the Morontia Companions and the Mansion WorldTeahers.Of the supreme order of seraphim, not an angel was lost, but a onsiderable group of the nextorder, the superior, were deeived and ensnared. Likewise a few of the third or supervisor order ofangels were misled. But the terrible breakdown ame in the fourth group, the administrator angels,those seraphim who are normally assigned to the duties of the system apitals. Manotia saved almosttwo thirds of them, but slightly over one third followed their hief into the rebel ranks. One third ofall the Jerusem herubim attahed to the administrator angels were lost with their disloyal seraphim.Of the planetary angeli helpers, those assigned to the Material Sons, about one third weredeeived, and almost ten per ent of the transition ministers were ensnared. In symbol John sawthis when he wrote of the great red dragon, saying: \And his tail drew a third part of the stars ofheaven and ast them down in darkness."The greatest loss ourred in the angeli ranks, but most of the lower orders of intelligene wereinvolved in disloyalty. Of the 681,227 Material Sons lost in Satania, ninety-�ve per ent were a-sualties of the Luifer rebellion. Large numbers of midway reatures were lost on those individualplanets whose Planetary Prines joined the Luifer ause.In many respets this rebellion was the most widespread and disastrous of all suh ourrenes inNebadon. More personalities were involved in this insurretion than in both of the others. And it isto their everlasting dishonor that the emissaries of Luifer and Satan spared not the infant-trainingshools on the �naliter ultural planet but rather sought to orrupt these developing minds in merysalvaged from the evolutionary worlds.The asending mortals were vulnerable, but they withstood the sophistries of rebellion better thanthe lower spirits. While many on the lower mansion worlds, those who had not attained �nal fusionwith their Adjusters, fell, it is reorded to the glory of the wisdom of the asension sheme that nota single member of the Satania asendant itizenship resident on Jerusem partiipated in the Luiferrebellion.Hour by hour and day by day the broadast stations of all Nebadon were thronged by the anxiouswathers of every imaginable lass of elestial intelligene, who intently perused the bulletins of theSatania rebellion and rejoied as the reports ontinuously narrated the unswerving loyalty of theasending mortals who, under their Melhizedek leadership, suessfully withstood the ombinedand protrated e�orts of all the subtle evil fores whih so swiftly gathered around the banners ofseession and sin.It was over two years of system time from the beginning of the \war in heaven" until the installationof Luifer's suessor. But at last the new Sovereign ame, landing on the sea of glass with his sta�.I was among the reserves mobilized on Edentia by Gabriel, and I well remember the �rst message ofLanaforge to the Constellation Father of Norlatiadek. It read: \Not a single Jerusem itizen was lost.Every asendant mortal survived the �ery trial and emerged from the ruial test triumphant andaltogether vitorious." And on to Salvington, Uversa, and Paradise went this message of assuranethat the survival experiene of mortal asension is the greatest seurity against rebellion and thesurest safeguard against sin. This noble Jerusem band of faithful mortals numbered just 187,432,811.With the arrival of Lanaforge the arhrebels were dethroned and shorn of all governing powers,though they were permitted freely to go about Jerusem, the morontia spheres, and even to the557



individual inhabited worlds. They ontinued their deeptive and sedutive e�orts to onfuse andmislead the minds of men and angels. But as onerned their work on the administrative mount ofJerusem, \their plae was found no more."While Luifer was deprived of all administrative authority in Satania, there then existed no loaluniverse power nor tribunal whih ould detain or destroy this wiked rebel; at that time Mihaelwas not a sovereign ruler. The Anients of Days sustained the Constellation Fathers in their seizureof the system government, but they have never handed down any subsequent deisions in the manyappeals still pending with regard to the present status and future disposition of Luifer, Satan, andtheir assoiates.Thus were these arhrebels allowed to roam the entire system to seek further penetration for theirdotrines of disontent and self-assertion. But in almost two hundred thousand Urantia years theyhave been unable to deeive another world. No Satania worlds have been lost sine the fall of thethirty-seven, not even those younger worlds peopled sine that day of rebellion.53.8 The Son of Man on UrantiaLuifer and Satan freely roamed the Satania system until the ompletion of the bestowal mission ofMihael on Urantia. They were last on your world together during the time of their ombined assaultupon the Son of Man.Formerly, when the Planetary Prines, the \Sons of God," were periodially assembled, \Sataname also," laiming that he represented all of the isolated worlds of the fallen Planetary Prines.But he has not been aorded suh liberty on Jerusem sine Mihael's terminal bestowal. Subsequentto their e�ort to orrupt Mihael when in the bestowal esh, all sympathy for Luifer and Satan hasperished throughout all Satania, that is, outside the isolated worlds of sin.The bestowal of Mihael terminated the Luifer rebellion in all Satania aside from the planetsof the apostate Planetary Prines. And this was the signi�ane of Jesus' personal experiene, justbefore his death in the esh, when he one day exlaimed to his disiples, \And I beheld Satan fallas lightning from heaven." He had ome with Luifer to Urantia for the last ruial struggle.The Son of Man was on�dent of suess, and he knew that his triumph on your world wouldforever settle the status of his agelong enemies, not only in Satania but also in the other two systemswhere sin had entered. There was survival for mortals and seurity for angels when your Master,in reply to the Luifer proposals, almly and with divine assurane replied, \Get you behind me,Satan." That was, in priniple, the real end of the Luifer rebellion. True, the Uversa tribunals havenot yet rendered the exeutive deision regarding the appeal of Gabriel praying for the destrutionof the rebels, but suh a deree will, no doubt, be forthoming in the fullness of time sine the �rststep in the hearing of this ase has already been taken.Caligastia was reognized by the Son of Man as the tehnial Prine of Urantia up to near thetime of his death. Said Jesus: \Now is the judgment of this world; now shall the prine of this worldbe ast down." And then still nearer the ompletion of his lifework he announed, \The prine ofthis world is judged." And it is this same dethroned and disredited Prine who was one termed\God of Urantia."The last at of Mihael before leaving Urantia was to o�er mery to Caligastia and Daligastia, butthey spurned his tender pro�er. Caligastia, your apostate Planetary Prine, is still free on Urantiato proseute his nefarious designs, but he has absolutely no power to enter the minds of men, neitheran he draw near to their souls to tempt or orrupt them unless they really desire to be ursed withhis wiked presene.Before the bestowal of Mihael these rulers of darkness sought to maintain their authority on558



Urantia, and they persistently withstood the minor and subordinate elestial personalities. But sinethe day of Penteost this traitorous Caligastia and his equally ontemptible assoiate, Daligastia,are servile before the divine majesty of the Paradise Thought Adjusters and the protetive Spirit ofTruth, the spirit of Mihael, whih has been poured out upon all esh.But even so, no fallen spirit ever did have the power to invade the minds or to harass the soulsof the hildren of God. Neither Satan nor Caligastia ould ever touh or approah the faith sons ofGod; faith is an e�etive armor against sin and iniquity. It is true: \He who is born of God keepshimself, and the wiked one touhes him not."In general, when weak and dissolute mortals are supposed to be under the inuene of devils anddemons, they are merely being dominated by their own inherent and debased tendenies, being ledaway by their own natural propensities. The devil has been given a great deal of redit for evil whihdoes not belong to him. Caligastia has been omparatively impotent sine the ross of Christ.53.9 Present Status of the RebellionEarly in the days of the Luifer rebellion, salvation was o�ered all rebels by Mihael. To all who wouldshow proof of sinere repentane, he o�ered, upon his attainment of omplete universe sovereignty,forgiveness and reinstatement in some form of universe servie. None of the leaders aepted thismeriful pro�er. But thousands of the angels and the lower orders of elestial beings, inludinghundreds of the Material Sons and Daughters, aepted the mery prolaimed by the Panoptians andwere given rehabilitation at the time of Jesus' resurretion nineteen hundred years ago. These beingshave sine been transferred to the Father's world of Jerusem, where they must be held, tehnially,until the Uversa ourts hand down a deision in the matter of Gabriel vs. Luifer. But no onedoubts that, when the annihilation verdit is issued, these repentant and salvaged personalities willbe exempted from the deree of extintion. These probationary souls now labor with the Panoptiansin the work of aring for the Father's world.The arhdeeiver has never been on Urantia sine the days when he sought to turn bak Mihaelfrom the purpose to omplete the bestowal and to establish himself �nally and seurely as theunquali�ed ruler of Nebadon. Upon Mihael's beoming the settled head of the universe of Nebadon,Luifer was taken into ustody by the agents of the Uversa Anients of Days and has sine been aprisoner on satellite number one of the Father's group of the transition spheres of Jerusem. And herethe rulers of other worlds and systems behold the end of the unfaithful Sovereign of Satania. Paulknew of the status of these rebellious leaders following Mihael's bestowal, for he wrote of Caligastia'shiefs as \spiritual hosts of wikedness in the heavenly plaes."Mihael, upon assuming the supreme sovereignty of Nebadon, petitioned the Anients of Daysfor authority to intern all personalities onerned in the Luifer rebellion pending the rulings ofthe superuniverse tribunals in the ase of Gabriel vs. Luifer, plaed on the reords of the Uversasupreme ourt almost two hundred thousand years ago, as you rekon time. Conerning the systemapital group, the Anients of Days granted the Mihael petition with but a single exeption: Satanwas allowed to make periodi visits to the apostate prines on the fallen worlds until another Son ofGod should be aepted by suh apostate worlds, or until suh time as the ourts of Uversa shouldbegin the adjudiation of the ase of Gabriel vs. Luifer.Satan ould ome to Urantia beause you had no Son of standing in residene - neither PlanetaryPrine nor Material Son. Mahiventa Melhizedek has sine been prolaimed viegerent PlanetaryPrine of Urantia, and the opening of the ase of Gabriel vs. Luifer has signalized the inaugurationof temporary planetary regimes on all the isolated worlds. It is true that Satan did periodially visitCaligastia and others of the fallen prines right up to the time of the presentation of these revelations,when there ourred the �rst hearing of Gabriel's plea for the annihilation of the arhrebels. Satan559



is now unquali�edly detained on the Jerusem prison worlds.Sine Mihael's �nal bestowal no one in all Satania has desired to go to the prison worlds tominister to the interned rebels. And no more beings have been won to the deeiver's ause. Fornineteen hundred years the status has been unhanged.We do not look for a removal of the present Satania restritions until the Anients of Days make�nal disposition of the arhrebels. The system iruits will not be reinstated so long as Luifer lives.Meantime, he is wholly inative.The rebellion has ended on Jerusem. It ends on the fallen worlds as fast as divine Sons arrive.We believe that all rebels who will ever aept mery have done so. We await the ashing broadastthat will deprive these traitors of personality existene. We antiipate the verdit of Uversa will beannouned by the exeutionary broadast whih will e�et the annihilation of these interned rebels.Then will you look for their plaes, but they shall not be found. \And they who know you amongthe worlds will be astonished at you; you have been a terror, but never shall you be any more." Andthus shall all of these unworthy traitors \beome as though they had not been." All await the Uversaderee.But for ages the seven prison worlds of spiritual darkness in Satania have onstituted a solemnwarning to all Nebadon, eloquently and e�etively prolaiming the great truth \that the way of thetransgressor is hard"; \that within every sin is onealed the seed of its own destrution"; that \thewages of sin is death."[Presented by Manovandet Melhizedek, onetime attahed to the reeivership of Urantia.℄
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Chapter 54Problems of the Luifer RebellionEVOLUTIONARY man �nds it diÆult fully to omprehend the signi�ane and to grasp the mean-ings of evil, error, sin, and iniquity. Man is slow to pereive that ontrastive perfetion and im-perfetion produe potential evil; that oniting truth and falsehood reate onfusing error; thatthe divine endowment of freewill hoie eventuates in the divergent realms of sin and righteousness;that the persistent pursuit of divinity leads to the kingdom of God as ontrasted with its ontinuousrejetion, whih leads to the domains of iniquity.The Gods neither reate evil nor permit sin and rebellion. Potential evil is time-existent in auniverse embraing di�erential levels of perfetion meanings and values. Sin is potential in all realmswhere imperfet beings are endowed with the ability to hoose between good and evil. The veryoniting presene of truth and untruth, fat and falsehood, onstitutes the potentiality of error.The deliberate hoie of evil onstitutes sin; the willful rejetion of truth is error; the persistentpursuit of sin and error is iniquity.54.1 True and False LibertyOf all the perplexing problems growing out of the Luifer rebellion, none has oasioned more diÆ-ulty than the failure of immature evolutionary mortals to distinguish between true and false liberty.True liberty is the quest of the ages and the reward of evolutionary progress. False liberty is thesubtle deeption of the error of time and the evil of spae. Enduring liberty is prediated on thereality of justie - intelligene, maturity, fraternity, and equity.Liberty is a self-destroying tehnique of osmi existene when its motivation is unintelligent,unonditioned, and unontrolled. True liberty is progressively related to reality and is ever regardfulof soial equity, osmi fairness, universe fraternity, and divine obligations.Liberty is suiidal when divored from material justie, intelletual fairness, soial forbearane,moral duty, and spiritual values. Liberty is nonexistent apart from osmi reality, and all personalityreality is proportional to its divinity relationships.Unbridled self-will and unregulated self-expression equal unmitigated sel�shness, the ame ofungodliness. Liberty without the assoiated and ever-inreasing onquest of self is a �gment ofegoisti mortal imagination. Self-motivated liberty is a oneptual illusion, a ruel deeption. Liensemasquerading in the garments of liberty is the forerunner of abjet bondage.True liberty is the assoiate of genuine self-respet; false liberty is the onsort of self-admiration.True liberty is the fruit of self-ontrol; false liberty, the assumption of self-assertion. Self-ontrolleads to altruisti servie; self-admiration tends towards the exploitation of others for the sel�shaggrandizement of suh a mistaken individual as is willing to sari�e righteous attainment for the561



sake of possessing unjust power over his fellow beings.Even wisdom is divine and safe only when it is osmi in sope and spiritual in motivation.There is no error greater than that speies of self-deeption whih leads intelligent beings to ravethe exerise of power over other beings for the purpose of depriving these persons of their naturalliberties. The golden rule of human fairness ries out against all suh fraud, unfairness, sel�shness,and unrighteousness. Only true and genuine liberty is ompatible with the reign of love and theministry of mery.How dare the self-willed reature enroah upon the rights of his fellows in the name of personalliberty when the Supreme Rulers of the universe stand bak in meriful respet for these prerogativesof will and potentials of personality! No being, in the exerise of his supposed personal liberty, has aright to deprive any other being of those privileges of existene onferred by the Creators and dulyrespeted by all their loyal assoiates, subordinates, and subjets.Evolutionary man may have to ontend for his material liberties with tyrants and oppressors ona world of sin and iniquity or during the early times of a primitive evolving sphere, but not soon the morontia worlds or on the spirit spheres. War is the heritage of early evolutionary man,but on worlds of normal advaning ivilization physial ombat as a tehnique of adjusting raialmisunderstandings has long sine fallen into disrepute.54.2 The Theft of LibertyWith the Son and in the Spirit did God projet eternal Havona, and ever sine has there obtainedthe eternal pattern of o-ordinate partiipation in reation - sharing. This pattern of sharing is themaster design for every one of the Sons and Daughters of God who go out into spae to engage inthe attempt to dupliate in time the entral universe of eternal perfetion.Every reature of every evolving universe who aspires to do the Father's will is destined to be-ome the partner of the time-spae Creators in this magni�ent adventure of experiential perfetionattainment. Were this not true, the Father would have hardly endowed suh reatures with reativefree will, neither would he indwell them, atually go into partnership with them by means of his ownspirit.Luifer's folly was the attempt to do the nondoable, to short-iruit time in an experiential uni-verse. Luifer's rime was the attempted reative disenfranhisement of every personality in Satania,the unreognized abridgment of the reature's personal partiipation - freewill partiipation - in thelong evolutionary struggle to attain the status of light and life both individually and olletively.In so doing this onetime Sovereign of your system set the temporal purpose of his own will diretlyathwart the eternal purpose of God's will as it is revealed in the bestowal of free will upon all personalreatures. The Luifer rebellion thus threatened the maximum possible infringement of the freewillhoie of the asenders and servers of the system of Satania - a threat forevermore to deprive everyone of these beings of the thrilling experiene of ontributing something personal and unique to theslowly ereting monument to experiential wisdom whih will sometime exist as the perfeted systemof Satania. Thus does the Luifer manifesto, masquerading in the habiliments of liberty, stand forthin the lear light of reason as a monumental threat to onsummate the theft of personal liberty andto do it on a sale that has been approahed only twie in all the history of Nebadon.In short, what God had given men and angels Luifer would have taken away from them, that is,the divine privilege of partiipating in the reation of their own destinies and of the destiny of thisloal system of inhabited worlds.No being in all the universe has the rightful liberty to deprive any other being of true liberty, theright to love and be loved, the privilege of worshiping God and of serving his fellows.562



54.3 The Time Lag of JustieThe moral will reatures of the evolutionary worlds are always bothered with the unthinking questionas to why the all-wise Creators permit evil and sin. They fail to omprehend that both are inevitableif the reature is to be truly free. The free will of evolving man or exquisite angel is not a merephilosophi onept, a symboli ideal. Man's ability to hoose good or evil is a universe reality. Thisliberty to hoose for oneself is an endowment of the Supreme Rulers, and they will not permit anybeing or group of beings to deprive a single personality in the wide universe of this divinely bestowedliberty - not even to satisfy suh misguided and ignorant beings in the enjoyment of this misnamedpersonal liberty.Although onsious and wholehearted identi�ation with evil (sin) is the equivalent of nonexistene(annihilation), there must always intervene between the time of suh personal identi�ation with sinand the exeution of the penalty - the automati result of suh a willful embrae of evil - a periodof time of suÆient length to allow for suh an adjudiation of suh an individual's universe statusas will prove entirely satisfatory to all related universe personalities, and whih will be so fair andjust as to win the approval of the sinner himself.But if this universe rebel against the reality of truth and goodness refuses to approve the verdit,and if the guilty one knows in his heart the justie of his ondemnation but refuses to make suhonfession, then must the exeution of sentene be delayed in aordane with the disretion of theAnients of Days. And the Anients of Days refuse to annihilate any being until all moral valuesand all spiritual realities are extint, both in the evildoer and in all related supporters and possiblesympathizers.54.4 The Mery Time LagAnother problem somewhat diÆult of explanation in the onstellation of Norlatiadek pertains tothe reasons for permitting Luifer, Satan, and the fallen prines to work mishief so long before beingapprehended, interned, and adjudiated.Parents, those who have borne and reared hildren, are better able to understand why Mihael,a Creator-father, might be slow to ondemn and destroy his own Sons. Jesus' story of the prodigalson well illustrates how a loving father an long wait for the repentane of an erring hild.The very fat that an evil-doing reature an atually hoose to do wrong - ommit sin - establishesthe fat of free-willness and fully justi�es any length delay in the exeution of justie provided theextended mery might ondue to repentane and rehabilitation.Most of the liberties whih Luifer sought he already had; others he was to reeive in the future.All these preious endowments were lost by giving way to impatiene and yielding to a desire topossess what one raves now and to possess it in de�ane of all obligation to respet the rightsand liberties of all other beings omposing the universe of universes. Ethial obligations are innate,divine, and universal.There are many reasons known to us why the Supreme Rulers did not immediately destroy orintern the leaders of the Luifer rebellion. There are no doubt still other and possibly better reasonsunknown to us. The mery features of this delay in the exeution of justie were extended personallyby Mihael of Nebadon. Exept for the a�etion of this Creator-father for his erring Sons, thesupreme justie of the superuniverse would have ated. If suh an episode as the Luifer rebellionhad ourred in Nebadon while Mihael was inarnated on Urantia, the instigators of suh evil mighthave been instantly and absolutely annihilated.Supreme justie an at instantly when not restrained by divine mery. But the ministry of mery563



to the hildren of time and spae always provides for this time lag, this saving interval between seed-time and harvest. If the seed sowing is good, this interval provides for the testing and upbuilding ofharater; if the seed sowing is evil, this meriful delay provides time for repentane and reti�ation.This time delay in the adjudiation and exeution of evildoers is inherent in the mery ministry ofthe seven superuniverses. This restraint of justie by mery proves that God is love, and that suh aGod of love dominates the universes and in mery ontrols the fate and judgment of all his reatures.The mery delays of time are by the mandate of the free will of the Creators. There is good to bederived in the universe from this tehnique of patiene in dealing with sinful rebels. While it is alltoo true that good annot ome of evil to the one who ontemplates and performs evil, it is equallytrue that all things (inluding evil, potential and manifest) work together for good to all beings whoknow God, love to do his will, and are asending Paradiseward aording to his eternal plan anddivine purpose.But these mery delays are not interminable. Notwithstanding the long delay (as time is rekonedon Urantia) in adjudiating the Luifer rebellion, we may reord that, during the time of e�etingthis revelation, the �rst hearing in the pending ase of Gabriel vs. Luifer was held on Uversa, andsoon thereafter there issued the mandate of the Anients of Days direting that Satan be heneforthon�ned to the prison world with Luifer. This ends the ability of Satan to pay further visits to anyof the fallen worlds of Satania. Justie in a mery-dominated universe may be slow, but it is ertain.54.5 The Wisdom of DelayOf the many reasons known to me as to why Luifer and his onfederates were not sooner internedor adjudiated, I am permitted to reite the following:1. Mery requires that every wrongdoer have suÆient time in whih to formulate a deliberateand fully hosen attitude regarding his evil thoughts and sinful ats.2. Supreme justie is dominated by a Father's love; therefore will justie never destroy that whihmery an save. Time to aept salvation is vouhsafed every evildoer.3. No a�etionate father is ever preipitate in visiting punishment upon an erring member of hisfamily. Patiene annot funtion independently of time.4. While wrongdoing is always deleterious to a family, wisdom and love admonish the uprighthildren to bear with an erring brother during the time granted by the a�etionate father in whihthe sinner may see the error of his way and embrae salvation.5. Regardless of Mihael's attitude toward Luifer, notwithstanding his being Luifer's Creator-father, it was not in the provine of the Creator Son to exerise summary jurisdition over theapostate System Sovereign beause he had not then ompleted his bestowal areer, thereby attainingunquali�ed sovereignty of Nebadon.6. The Anients of Days ould have immediately annihilated these rebels, but they seldom exeutewrongdoers without a full hearing. In this instane they refused to overrule the Mihael deisions.7. It is evident that Immanuel ounseled Mihael to remain aloof from the rebels and allowrebellion to pursue a natural ourse of self-obliteration. And the wisdom of the Union of Days is thetime reetion of the united wisdom of the Paradise Trinity.8. The Faithful of Days on Edentia advised the Constellation Fathers to allow the rebels freeourse to the end that all sympathy for these evildoers should be the sooner uprooted in the heartsof every present and future itizen of Norlatiadek - every mortal, morontia, or spirit reature.9. On Jerusem the personal representative of the Supreme Exeutive of Orvonton ounseled564



Gabriel to foster full opportunity for every living reature to mature a deliberate hoie in thosematters involved in the Luifer Delaration of Liberty. The issues of rebellion having been raised, theParadise emergeny adviser of Gabriel portrayed that, if suh full and free opportunity were not givenall Norlatiadek reatures, then would the Paradise quarantine against all suh possible halfheartedor doubt-striken reatures be extended in self-protetion against the entire onstellation. To keepopen the Paradise doors of asension to the beings of Norlatiadek, it was neessary to provide forthe full development of rebellion and to insure the omplete determination of attitude on the part ofall beings in any way onerned therewith.10. The Divine Minister of Salvington issued as her third independent prolamation a mandatedireting that nothing be done to half ure, owardly suppress, or otherwise hide the hideous visageof rebels and rebellion. The angeli hosts were direted to work for full dislosure and unlimitedopportunity for sin-expression as the quikest tehnique of ahieving the perfet and �nal ure of theplague of evil and sin.11. An emergeny ounil of ex-mortals onsisting of Mighty Messengers, glori�ed mortals whohad had personal experiene with like situations, together with their olleagues, was organized onJerusem. They advised Gabriel that at least three times the number of beings would be led astray ifarbitrary or summary methods of suppression were attempted. The entire Uversa orps of ounselorsonurred in advising Gabriel to permit the rebellion to take its full and natural ourse, even if itshould require a million years to wind up the onsequenes.12. Time, even in a universe of time, is relative: If a Urantia mortal of average length of life shouldommit a rime whih preipitated world-wide pandemonium, and if he were apprehended, tried, andexeuted within two or three days of the ommission of the rime, would it seem a long time to you?And yet that would be nearer a omparison with the length of Luifer's life even if his adjudiation,now begun, should not be ompleted for a hundred thousand Urantia years. The relative lapse oftime from the viewpoint of Uversa, where the litigation is pending, ould be indiated by sayingthat the rime of Luifer was being brought to trial within two and a half seonds of its ommission.From the Paradise viewpoint the adjudiation is simultaneous with the enatment.There are an equal number of reasons for not arbitrarily stopping the Luifer rebellion whih wouldbe partially omprehensible to you, but whih I am not permitted to narrate. I may inform you thaton Uversa we teah forty-eight reasons for permitting evil to run the full ourse of its own moralbankrupty and spiritual extintion. I doubt not that there are just as many additional reasons notknown to me.54.6 The Triumph of LoveWhatever the diÆulties evolutionary mortals may enounter in their e�orts to understand theLuifer rebellion, it should be lear to all reetive thinkers that the tehnique of dealing with therebels is a vindiation of divine love. The loving mery extended to the rebels does seem to haveinvolved many innoent beings in trials and tribulations, but all these distraught personalities mayseurely depend upon the all-wise Judges to adjudiate their destinies in mery as well as justie.In all their dealings with intelligent beings, both the Creator Son and his Paradise Father arelove dominated. It is impossible to omprehend many phases of the attitude of the universe rulerstoward rebels and rebellion - sin and sinners - unless it be remembered that God as a Father takespreedene over all other phases of Deity manifestation in all the dealings of divinity with humanity.It should also be realled that the Paradise Creator Sons are all mery motivated.If an a�etionate father of a large family hooses to show mery to one of his hildren guiltyof grievous wrongdoing, it may well be that the extension of mery to this misbehaving hild will565



work a temporary hardship upon all the other and well-behaved hildren. Suh eventualities areinevitable; suh a risk is inseparable from the reality situation of having a loving parent and of beinga member of a family group. Eah member of a family pro�ts by the righteous ondut of every othermember; likewise must eah member su�er the immediate time-onsequenes of the misondut ofevery other member. Families, groups, nations, raes, worlds, systems, onstellations, and universesare relationships of assoiation whih possess individuality; and therefore does every member of anysuh group, large or small, reap the bene�ts and su�er the onsequenes of the rightdoing and thewrongdoing of all other members of the group onerned.But one thing should be made lear: If you are made to su�er the evil onsequenes of the sinof some member of your family, some fellow itizen or fellow mortal, even rebellion in the system orelsewhere - no matter what you may have to endure beause of the wrongdoing of your assoiates,fellows, or superiors - you may rest seure in the eternal assurane that suh tribulations are transienta�itions. None of these fraternal onsequenes of misbehavior in the group an ever jeopardize youreternal prospets or in the least degree deprive you of your divine right of Paradise asension andGod attainment.And there is ompensation for these trials, delays, and disappointments whih invariably aom-pany the sin of rebellion. Of the many valuable reperussions of the Luifer rebellion whih mightbe named, I will only all attention to the enhaned areers of those mortal asenders, the Jerusemitizens, who, by withstanding the sophistries of sin, plaed themselves in line for beoming futureMighty Messengers, fellows of my own order. Every being who stood the test of that evil episodethereby immediately advaned his administrative status and enhaned his spiritual worth.At �rst the Luifer upheaval appeared to be an unmitigated alamity to the system and to theuniverse. Gradually bene�ts began to arue. With the passing of twenty-�ve thousand years ofsystem time (twenty thousand years of Urantia time), the Melhizedeks began to teah that thegood resulting from Luifer's folly had ome to equal the evil inurred. The sum of evil had bythat time beome almost stationary, ontinuing to inrease only on ertain isolated worlds, while thebene�ial reperussions ontinued to multiply and extend out through the universe and superuniverse,even to Havona. The Melhizedeks now teah that the good resulting from the Satania rebellion ismore than a thousand times the sum of all the evil.But suh an extraordinary and bene�ent harvest of wrongdoing ould only be brought about bythe wise, divine, and meriful attitude of all of Luifer's superiors, extending from the ConstellationFathers on Edentia to the Universal Father on Paradise. The passing of time has enhaned theonsequential good to be derived from the Luifer folly; and sine the evil to be penalized was quitefully developed within a omparatively short time, it is apparent that the all-wise and farseeinguniverse rulers would be ertain to extend the time in whih to reap inreasingly bene�ial results.Regardless of the many additional reasons for delaying the apprehension and adjudiation of theSatania rebels, this one gain would have been enough to explain why these sinners were not soonerinterned, and why they have not been adjudiated and destroyed.Shortsighted and time-bound mortal minds should be slow to ritiize the time delays of thefarseeing and all-wise administrators of universe a�airs.One error of human thinking respeting these problems onsists in the idea that all evolutionarymortals on an evolving planet would hoose to enter upon the Paradise areer if sin had not ursedtheir world. The ability to deline survival does not date from the times of the Luifer rebellion.Mortal man has always possessed the endowment of freewill hoie regarding the Paradise areer.As you asend in the survival experiene, you will broaden your universe onepts and extend yourhorizon of meanings and values; and thus will you be able the better to understand why suh beingsas Luifer and Satan are permitted to ontinue in rebellion. You will also better omprehend howultimate (if not immediate) good an be derived from time-limited evil. After you attain Paradise,566



you will really be enlightened and omforted when you listen to the superaphi philosophers disussand explain these profound problems of universe adjustment. But even then, I doubt that youwill be fully satis�ed in your own minds. At least I was not even when I had thus attained theame of universe philosophy. I did not ahieve a full omprehension of these omplexities until afterI had been assigned to administrative duties in the superuniverse, where by atual experiene Ihave aquired oneptual apaity adequate for the omprehension of suh many-sided problems inosmi equity and spiritual philosophy. As you asend Paradiseward, you will inreasingly learn thatmany problemati features of universe administration an only be omprehended subsequent to theaquirement of inreased experiential apaity and to the ahievement of enhaned spiritual insight.Cosmi wisdom is essential to the understanding of osmi situations.[Presented by a Mighty Messenger of experiential survival in the �rst system rebellion in theuniverses of time now attahed to the superuniverse government of Orvonton and ating in thismatter by request of Gabriel of Salvington.℄
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Chapter 55The Spheres of Light and LifeTHE age of light and life is the �nal evolutionary attainment of a world of time and spae. From theearly times of primitive man, suh an inhabited world has passed through the suessive planetaryages - the pre- and the post-Planetary Prine ages, the post-Adami age, the post-Magisterial Son age,and the postbestowal Son age. And then is suh a world made ready for the ulminating evolutionaryattainment, the settled status of light and life, by the ministry of the suessive planetary missionsof the Trinity Teaher Sons with their ever-advaning revelations of divine truth and osmi wisdom.In these endeavors the Teaher Sons enjoy the assistane of the Brilliant Evening Stars always, andthe Melhizedeks sometimes, in establishing the �nal planetary age.This era of light and life, inaugurated by the Teaher Sons at the onlusion of their �nal planetarymission, ontinues inde�nitely on the inhabited worlds. Eah advaning stage of settled status maybe segregated by the judiial ations of the Magisterial Sons into a suession of dispensations; butall suh judiial ations are purely tehnial, in no way modifying the ourse of planetary events.Only those planets whih attain existene in the main iruits of the superuniverse are assured ofontinuous survival, but as far as we know, these worlds settled in light and life are destined to goon throughout the eternal ages of all future time.There are seven stages in the unfoldment of the era of light and life on an evolutionary world, andin this onnetion it should be noted that the worlds of the Spirit-fused mortals evolve along linesidential with those of the Adjuster-fusion series. These seven stages of light and life are:1. The �rst or planetary stage.2. The seond or system stage.3. The third or onstellation stage.4. The fourth or loal universe stage.5. The �fth or minor setor stage.6. The sixth or major setor stage.7. The seventh or superuniverse stage.At the onlusion of this narrative these stages of advaning development are desribed as theyrelate to the universe organization, but the planetary values of any stage may be attained by anyworld quite independent of the development of other worlds or of the superplanetary levels of universeadministration.
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55.1 The Morontia TempleThe presene of a morontia temple at the apital of an inhabited world is the erti�ate of theadmission of suh a sphere to the settled ages of light and life. Before the Teaher Sons leave aworld at the onlusion of their terminal mission, they inaugurate this �nal epoh of evolutionaryattainment; they preside on that day when the \holy temple omes down upon earth." This event,signalizing the dawn of the era of light and life, is always honored by the personal presene of theParadise bestowal Son of that planet, who omes to witness this great day. There in this temple ofunparalleled beauty, this bestowal Son of Paradise prolaims the long-time Planetary Prine as thenew Planetary Sovereign and invests suh a faithful Lanonandek Son with new powers and extendedauthority over planetary a�airs. The System Sovereign is also present and speaks in on�rmation ofthese pronounements.A morontia temple has three parts: Centermost is the santuary of the Paradise bestowal Son.On the right is the seat of the former Planetary Prine, now Planetary Sovereign; and when presentin the temple, this Lanonandek Son is visible to the more spiritual individuals of the realm. On theleft is the seat of the ating hief of �naliters attahed to the planet.Although the planetary temples have been spoken of as \oming down from heaven," in reality noatual material is transported from the system headquarters. The arhiteture of eah is worked outin miniature on the system apital, and the Morontia Power Supervisors subsequently bring theseapproved plans to the planet. Here, in assoiation with the Master Physial Controllers, they proeedto build the morontia temple aording to spei�ations.The average morontia temple seats about three hundred thousand spetators. These edi�es arenot used for worship, play, or for reeiving broadasts; they are devoted to the speial eremoniesof the planet, suh as: ommuniations with the System Sovereign or with the Most Highs, speialvisualization eremonies designed to reveal the personality presene of spirit beings, and silent osmiontemplation. The shools of osmi philosophy here ondut their graduation exerises, and herealso do the mortals of the realm reeive planetary reognition for ahievements of high soial servieand for other outstanding attainments.Suh a morontia temple also serves as the plae of assembly for witnessing the translation of livingmortals to the morontia existene. It is beause the translation temple is omposed of morontiamaterial that it is not destroyed by the blazing glory of the onsuming �re whih so ompletelyobliterates the physial bodies of those mortals who therein experiene �nal fusion with their divineAdjusters. On a large world these departure ares are almost ontinuous, and as the number oftranslations inreases, subsidiary morontia life shrines are provided in di�erent areas of the planet.Not long sine I sojourned on a world in the far north whereon twenty-�ve morontia shrines werefuntioning.On presettled worlds, planets without morontia temples, these fusion ashes many times ourin the planetary atmosphere, where the material body of a translation andidate is elevated by themidway reatures and the physial ontrollers.55.2 Death and TranslationNatural, physial death is not a mortal inevitability. The majority of advaned evolutionary beings,itizens on worlds existing in the �nal era of light and life, do not die; they are translated diretlyfrom the life in the esh to the morontia existene.This experiene of translation from the material life to the morontia state - fusion of the immor-tal soul with the indwelling Adjuster - inreases in frequeny ommensurate with the evolutionary570



progress of the planet. At �rst only a few mortals in eah age attain translation levels of spiritualprogress, but with the onset of the suessive ages of the Teaher Sons, more and more Adjusterfusions our before the termination of the lengthening lives of these progressing mortals; and by thetime of the terminal mission of the Teaher Sons, approximately one quarter of these superb mortalsare exempt from natural death.Farther along in the era of light and life the midway reatures or their assoiates sense the ap-proahing status of probable soul-Adjuster union and signify this to the destiny guardians, who inturn ommuniate these matters to the �naliter group under whose jurisdition this mortal may befuntioning; then there is issued the summons of the Planetary Sovereign for suh a mortal to resignall planetary duties, bid farewell to the world of his origin, and repair to the inner temple of thePlanetary Sovereign, there to await morontia transit, the translation ash, from the material domainof evolution to the morontia level of prespirit progression.When the family, friends, and working group of suh a fusion andidate have forgathered in themorontia temple, they are distributed around the entral stage whereon the fusion andidates areresting, meantime freely onversing with their assembled friends. A irle of intervening elestialpersonalities is arranged to protet the material mortals from the ation of the energies manifest atthe instant of the \life ash" whih delivers the asension andidate from the bonds of material esh,thereby doing for suh an evolutionary mortal everything that natural death does for those who arethereby delivered from the esh.Many fusion andidates may be assembled in the spaious temple at the same time. And whata beautiful oasion when mortals thus forgather to witness the asension of their loved ones inspiritual ames, and what a ontrast to those earlier ages when mortals must ommit their dead tothe embrae of the terrestrial elements! The senes of weeping and wailing harateristi of earlierepohs of human evolution are now replaed by estati joy and the sublimest enthusiasm as theseGod-knowing mortals bid their loved ones a transient farewell as they are removed from their materialassoiations by the spiritual �res of onsuming grandeur and asending glory. On worlds settled inlight and life, \funerals" are oasions of supreme joy, profound satisfation, and inexpressible hope.The souls of these progressing mortals are inreasingly �lled with faith, hope, and assurane. Thespirit permeating those gathered around the translation shrine resembles that of the joyful friendsand relatives who might assemble at a graduating exerise for one of their group, or who might ometogether to witness the onferring of some great honor upon one of their number. And it would bedeidedly helpful if less advaned mortals ould only learn to view natural death with something ofthis same heerfulness and lightheartedness.Mortal observers an see nothing of their translated assoiates subsequent to the fusion ash.Suh translated souls proeed by Adjuster transit diret to the resurretion hall of the appropriatemorontia-training world. These transations onerned with the translation of living human beingsto the morontia world are supervised by an arhangel who was assigned to suh a world on the daywhen it was �rst settled in light and life.By the time a world attains the fourth stage of light and life, more than half the mortals leavethe planet by translation from among the living. Suh diminishment of death ontinues on and on,but I know of no system whose inhabited worlds, even though long settled in life, are entirely freefrom natural death as the tehnique of esape from the bonds of esh. And until suh a high stateof planetary evolution is uniformly attained, the morontia-training worlds of the loal universe mustontinue in servie as eduational and ultural spheres for the evolving morontia progressors. Theelimination of death is theoretially possible, but it has not yet ourred aording to my observation.Perhaps suh a status may be attained during the faraway strethes of the sueeding epohs of theseventh stage of settled planetary life.The translated souls of the owering ages of the settled spheres do not pass through the mansion571



worlds. Neither do they sojourn, as students, on the morontia worlds of the system or onstellation.They do not pass through any of the earlier phases of morontia life. They are the only asendingmortals who so nearly esape the morontia transition from material existene to semispirit status.The initial experiene of suh Son-seized mortals in the asension areer is in the servies of theprogression worlds of the universe headquarters. And from these study worlds of Salvington they gobak as teahers to the very worlds they passed by, subsequently going on inward to Paradise by theestablished route of mortal asension.Could you but visit a planet in an advaned stage of development, you would quikly grasp thereasons for providing for the di�erential reeption of asending mortals on the mansion and highermorontia worlds. You would readily understand that beings passing on from suh highly evolvedspheres are prepared to resume their Paradise asent far in advane of the average mortal arrivingfrom a disordered and bakward world like Urantia.No matter from what level of planetary attainment human beings may asend to the morontiaworlds, the seven mansion spheres a�ord them ample opportunity to gain in experiene as teaher-students all of everything whih they failed to pass through beause of the advaned status of theirnative planets.The universe is unfailing in the appliation of these equalizing tehniques designed to insure thatno asender shall be deprived of aught whih is essential to his asension experiene.
55.3 The Golden AgesDuring this age of light and life the world inreasingly prospers under the fatherly rule of the PlanetarySovereign. By this time the worlds are progressing under the momentum of one language, one religion,and, on normal spheres, one rae. But this age is not perfet. These worlds still have well-appointedhospitals, homes for the are of the sik. There still remain the problems of aring for aidentalinjuries and the inesapable in�rmities attendant upon the derepitude of old age and the disordersof senility. Disease has not been entirely vanquished, neither have the earth animals been subduedin perfetion; but suh worlds are like Paradise in omparison with the early times of primitive manduring the pre-Planetary Prine age. You would instintively desribe suh a realm - ould you besuddenly transported to a planet in this stage of development - as heaven on earth.Human government in the ondut of material a�airs ontinues to funtion throughout this ageof relative progress and perfetion. The publi ativities of a world in the �rst stage of light andlife whih I reently visited were �naned by the tithing tehnique. Every adult worker - and allable-bodied itizens worked at something - paid ten per ent of his inome or inrease to the publitreasury, and it was disbursed as follows:1. Three per ent was expended in the promotion of truth - siene, eduation, and philosophy.2. Three per ent was devoted to beauty - play, soial leisure, and art.3. Three per ent was dediated to goodness - soial servie, altruism, and religion.4. One per ent was assigned to the insurane reserves against the risk of inapaity for laborresultant from aident, disease, old age, or unpreventable disasters.The natural resoures of this planet were administered as soial possessions, ommunity property.On this world the highest honor onferred upon a itizen was the order of \supreme servie,"being the only degree of reognition ever to be granted in the morontia temple. This reognitionwas bestowed upon those who had long distinguished themselves in some phase of supermaterialdisovery or planetary soial servie. 572



The majority of soial and administrative posts were held jointly by men and women. Most ofthe teahing was also done jointly; likewise all judiial trusts were disharged by similar assoiatedouples.On these superb worlds the hildbearing period is not greatly prolonged. It is not best for too manyyears to intervene between the ages of a family of hildren. When lose together in age, hildren areable to ontribute muh more to their mutual training. And on these worlds they are magni�entlytrained by the ompetitive systems of keen striving in the advaned domains and divisions of diverseahievement in the mastery of truth, beauty, and goodness. Never fear but that even suh glori�edspheres present plenty of evil, real and potential, whih is stimulative of the hoosing between truthand error, good and evil, sin and righteousness.Nevertheless, there is a ertain, inevitable penalty attahing to mortal existene on suh advanedevolutionary planets. When a settled world progresses beyond the third stage of light and life, allasenders are destined, before attaining the minor setor, to reeive some sort of transient assignmenton a planet passing through the earlier stages of evolution.Eah of these suessive ages represents advaning ahievements in all phases of planetary attain-ment. In the initial age of light the revelation of truth was enlarged to embrae the workings of theuniverse of universes, while the Deity study of the seond age is the attempt to master the proteanonept of the nature, mission, ministry, assoiations, origin, and destiny of the Creator Sons, the�rst level of God the Sevenfold.A planet the size of Urantia, when fairly well settled, would have about one hundred subadminis-trative enters. These subordinate enters would be presided over by one of the following groups ofquali�ed administrators:1. Young Material Sons and Daughters brought from the system headquarters to at as assistantsto the ruling Adam and Eve.2. The progeny of the semimortal sta� of the Planetary Prine who were proreated on ertainworlds for this and other similar responsibilities.3. The diret planetary progeny of Adam and Eve.4. Materialized and humanized midway reatures.5. Mortals of Adjuster-fusion status who, upon their own petition, are temporarily exempted fromtranslation by the order of the Personalized Adjuster of universe hieftainship in order that they mayontinue on the planet in ertain important administrative posts.6. Speially trained mortals of the planetary shools of administration who have also reeived theorder of supreme servie of the morontia temple.7. Certain eletive ommissions of three properly quali�ed itizens who are sometimes hosenby the itizenry by diretion of the Planetary Sovereign in aordane with their speial ability toaomplish some de�nite task whih is needful in that partiular planetary setor.The great handiap onfronting Urantia in the matter of attaining the high planetary destinyof light and life is embraed in the problems of disease, degeneray, war, multiolored raes, andmultilingualism.No evolutionary world an hope to progress beyond the �rst stage of settledness in light until ithas ahieved one language, one religion, and one philosophy. Being of one rae greatly failitatessuh ahievement, but the many peoples of Urantia do not prelude the attainment of higher stages.
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55.4 Administrative ReadjustmentsIn the suessive stages of settled existene the inhabited worlds make marvelous progress under thewise and sympatheti administration of the volunteer Corps of the Finality, asenders of Paradiseattainment who have ome bak to minister to their brethren in the esh. These �naliters are ativein o-operation with the Trinity Teaher Sons, but they do not begin their real partiipation in worlda�airs until the morontia temple appears on earth.Upon the formal inauguration of the planetary ministry of the Corps of the Finality, the majorityof the elestial hosts withdraw. But the seraphi guardians of destiny ontinue their personal ministryto the progressing mortals in light; indeed suh angels ome in ever-inreasing numbers throughoutthe settled ages sine larger and larger groups of human beings reah the third osmi irle ofo-ordinate mortal attainment during the planetary life span.This is merely the �rst of the suessive administrative adjustments whih attend the unfoldingof the suessive ages of inreasingly brilliant attainment on the inhabited worlds as they pass fromthe �rst to the seventh stage of settled existene.1. The �rst stage of light and life. A world in this initial settled stage is being administered bythree rulers:a. The Planetary Sovereign, presently to be advised by a ounseling Trinity Teaher Son, in allprobability the hief of the terminal orps of suh Sons to funtion on the planet.b. The hief of the planetary orps of �naliters.. Adam and Eve, who funtion jointly as the uni�ers of the dual leadership of the Prine-Sovereignand the hief of �naliters.Ating as interpreters for the seraphi guardians and the �naliters are the exalted and liberatedmidway reatures. One of the last ats of the Trinity Teaher Sons on their terminal mission is toliberate the midwayers of the realm and to promote (or restore) them to advaned planetary status,assigning them to responsible plaes in the new administration of the settled sphere. Suh hangeshave already been made in the range of human vision as enable mortals to reognize these heretoforeinvisible ousins of the early Adami regime. This is made possible by the �nal disoveries of physialsiene in liaison with the enlarged planetary funtions of the Master Physial Controllers.The System Sovereign has authority to release midway reatures any time after the �rst settledstage so that they may humanize in the morontia by the aid of the Life Carriers and the physialontrollers and, after reeiving Thought Adjusters, start out on their Paradise asension.In the third and subsequent stages, some of the midwayers are still funtioning, hiey as ontatpersonalities for the �naliters, but as eah stage of light and life is entered, new orders of liaisonministers largely replae the midwayers; very few of them ever remain beyond the fourth stage oflight. The seventh stage will witness the oming of the �rst absonite ministers from Paradise to servein the plaes of ertain universe reatures.2. The seond stage of light and life. This epoh is signalized on the worlds by the arrival of aLife Carrier who beomes the volunteer adviser of the planetary rulers regarding the further e�ortsto purify and stabilize the mortal rae. Thus do the Life Carriers atively partiipate in the furtherevolution of the human rae - physially, soially, and eonomially. And then they extend theirsupervision to the further puri�ation of the mortal stok by the drasti elimination of the retardedand persisting remnants of inferior potential of an intelletual, philosophi, osmi, and spiritualnature. Those who design and plant life on an inhabited world are fully ompetent to advise theMaterial Sons and Daughters, who have full and unquestioned authority to purge the evolving raeof all detrimental inuenes.From the seond stage on throughout the areer of a settled planet the Teaher Sons serve as574



ounselors to the �naliters. During suh missions they serve as volunteers and not by assignment;and they serve exlusively with the �naliter orps exept that, upon the onsent of the SystemSovereign, they may be had as advisers to the Planetary Adam and Eve.3. The third stage of light and life. During this epoh the inhabited worlds arrive at a newappreiation of the Anients of Days, the seond phase of God the Sevenfold, and the representativesof these superuniverse rulers enter into new relationships with the planetary administration.In eah sueeding age of settled existene the �naliters funtion in ever-inreasing apaities.There exists a lose working onnetion between the �naliters, the Evening Stars (the superangels),and the Trinity Teaher Sons.During this or the following age a Teaher Son, assisted by the ministering-spirit quartette, be-omes attahed to the eletive mortal hief exeutive, who now beomes assoiated with the PlanetarySovereign as joint administrator of world a�airs. These mortal hief exeutives serve for twenty-�veyears of planetary time, and it is this new development that makes it easy for the Planetary Adamand Eve to seure release from their world of long-time assignment during the following ages.The ministering-spirit quartettes onsist of: the seraphi hief of the sphere, the superuniverseseoraphi ounselor, the arhangel of translations, and the omniaphim who funtions as the personalrepresentative of the Assigned Sentinel stationed on the system headquarters. But these advisersnever pro�er ounsel unless it is asked for.4. The fourth stage of light and life. On the worlds the Trinity Teaher Sons appear in newroles. Assisted by the reature-trinitized sons so long assoiated with their order, they now ome tothe worlds as volunteer ounselors and advisers to the Planetary Sovereign and his assoiates. Suhouples - Paradise-Havona-trinitized sons and asender-trinitized sons - represent di�ering universeviewpoints and diverse personal experienes whih are highly servieable to the planetary rulers.At any time after this age the Planetary Adam and Eve an petition the Sovereign Creator Sonfor release from planetary duties in order to begin their Paradise asent; or they an remain onthe planet as diretors of the newly appearing order of inreasingly spiritual soiety omposed ofadvaned mortals striving to omprehend the philosophi teahings of the �naliters portrayed bythe Brilliant Evening Stars, who are now assigned to these worlds to ollaborate in pairs with theseonaphim from the headquarters of the superuniverse.The �naliters are hiey engaged in initiating the new and supermaterial ativities of soiety -soial, ultural, philosophi, osmi, and spiritual. As far as we an disern, they will ontinue thisministry far into the seventh epoh of evolutionary stability, when, possibly, they may go forth tominister in outer spae; whereupon we onjeture their plaes may be taken by absonite beings fromParadise.5. The �fth stage of light and life. The readjustments of this stage of settled existene pertainalmost entirely to the physial domains and are of primary onern to the Master Physial Controllers.6. The sixth stage of light and life witnesses the development of new funtions of the mind iruitsof the realm. Cosmi wisdom seems to beome onstitutive in the universe ministry of mind.7. The seventh stage of light and life. Early in the seventh epoh the Trinity Teaher ounselorof the Planetary Sovereign is joined by a volunteer adviser sent by the Anients of Days, and lateron they will be augmented by a third ounselor oming from the superuniverse Supreme Exeutive.During this epoh, if not before, Adam and Eve are always relieved of planetary duties. If there isa Material Son in the �naliter orps, he may beome assoiated with the mortal hief exeutive, andsometimes it is a Melhizedek who volunteers to funtion in this apaity. If a midwayer is amongthe �naliters, all of that order remaining on the planet are immediately released.Upon obtaining release from their agelong assignment, a Planetary Adam and Eve may selet575



areers as follows:1. They an seure planetary release and from the universe headquarters start out immediatelyon the Paradise areer, reeiving Thought Adjusters at the onlusion of the morontia experiene.2. Very often a Planetary Adam and Eve will reeive Adjusters while yet serving on a worldsettled in light onomitant with the reeiving of Adjusters by some of their imported pure-linehildren who have volunteered for a term of planetary servie. Subsequently they may all go touniverse headquarters and there begin the Paradise areer.3. A Planetary Adam and Eve may elet - as do Material Sons and Daughters from the systemapital - to go diret to the midsonite world for a brief sojourn, there to reeive their Adjusters.4. They may deide to return to the system headquarters, there for a time to oupy seats on thesupreme ourt, after whih servie they will reeive Adjusters and begin the Paradise asent.5. They may hoose to go from their administrative duties bak to their native world to serveas teahers for a season and to beome Adjuster indwelt at the time of transfer to the universeheadquarters.Throughout all of these epohs the imported assisting Material Sons and Daughters exert a tremen-dous inuene on the progressing soial and eonomi orders. They are potentially immortal, at leastuntil suh time as they elet to humanize, reeive Adjusters, and start for Paradise.On the evolutionary worlds a being must humanize to reeive a Thought Adjuster. All asendantmembers of the Mortal Corps of Finaliters have been Adjuster indwelt and fused exept seraphim,and they are Father indwelt by another type of spirit at the time of being mustered into this orps.55.5 The Ame of Material DevelopmentMortal reatures living on a sin-striken, evil-dominated, self-seeking, isolated world, suh as Uran-tia, an hardly oneive of the physial perfetion, the intelletual attainment, and the spiritualdevelopment whih haraterize these advaned epohs of evolution on a sinless sphere.The advaned stages of a world settled in light and life represent the ame of evolutionary materialdevelopment. On these ultured worlds, gone are the idleness and frition of the earlier primitive ages.Poverty and soial inequality have all but vanished, degeneray has disappeared, and delinqueny israrely observed. Insanity has pratially eased to exist, and feeble-mindedness is a rarity.The eonomi, soial, and administrative status of these worlds is of a high and perfeted order.Siene, art, and industry ourish, and soiety is a smoothly working mehanism of high material,intelletual, and ultural ahievement. Industry has been largely diverted to serving the higher aimsof suh a superb ivilization. The eonomi life of suh a world has beome ethial.War has beome a matter of history, and there are no more armies or polie fores. Governmentis gradually disappearing. Self-ontrol is slowly rendering laws of human enatment obsolete. Theextent of ivil government and statutory regulation, in an intermediate state of advaning ivilization,is in inverse proportion to the morality and spirituality of the itizenship.Shools are vastly improved and are devoted to the training of mind and the expansion of soul.The art enters are exquisite and the musial organizations superb. The temples of worship with theirassoiated shools of philosophy and experiential religion are reations of beauty and grandeur. Theopen-air arenas of worship assembly are equally sublime in the simpliity of their artisti appointment.The provisions for ompetitive play, humor, and other phases of personal and group ahievementare ample and appropriate. A speial feature of the ompetitive ativities on suh a highly ulturedworld onerns the e�orts of individuals and groups to exel in the sienes and philosophies of576



osmology. Literature and oratory ourish, and language is so improved as to be symboli of oneptsas well as to be expressive of ideas. Life is refreshingly simple; man has at last o-ordinated a highstate of mehanial development with an inspiring intelletual attainment and has overshadowedboth with an exquisite spiritual ahievement. The pursuit of happiness is an experiene of joy andsatisfation.
55.6 The Individual MortalAs worlds advane in the settled status of light and life, soiety beomes inreasingly peaeful. Theindividual, while no less independent and devoted to his family, has beome more altruisti andfraternal.On Urantia, and as you are, you an have little appreiation of the advaned status and progressivenature of the enlightened raes of these perfeted worlds. These people are the owering of theevolutionary raes. But suh beings are still mortal; they ontinue to breathe, eat, sleep, and drink.This great evolution is not heaven, but it is a sublime foreshadowing of the divine worlds of theParadise asent.On a normal world the biologi �tness of the mortal rae was long sine brought up to a high levelduring the post-Adami epohs; and now, from age to age throughout the settled eras the physialevolution of man ontinues. Both vision and hearing are extended. By now the population has beomestationary in numbers. Reprodution is regulated in aordane with planetary requirements andinnate hereditary endowments: The mortals on a planet during this age are divided into from �veto ten groups, and the lower groups are permitted to produe only one half as many hildren as thehigher. The ontinued improvement of suh a magni�ent rae throughout the era of light and life islargely a matter of the seletive reprodution of those raial strains whih exhibit superior qualitiesof a soial, philosophi, osmi, and spiritual nature.The Adjusters ontinue to ome as in former evolutionary eras, and as the epohs pass, thesemortals are inreasingly able to ommune with the indwelling Father fragment. During the embryoniand prespiritual stages of development the adjutant mind-spirits are still funtioning. The HolySpirit and the ministry of angels are even more e�etive as the suessive epohs of settled life areexperiened. In the fourth stage of light and life the advaned mortals seem to experiene onsiderableonsious ontat with the spirit presene of the Master Spirit of superuniverse jurisdition, whilethe philosophy of suh a world is foused upon the attempt to omprehend the new revelations ofGod the Supreme. More than one half of the human inhabitants on planets of this advaned statusexperiene translation to the morontia state from among the living. Even so, \old things are passingaway; behold, all things are beoming new."We oneive that physial evolution will have attained its full development by the end of the �fthepoh of the light-and-life era. We observe that the upper limits of spiritual development assoiatedwith evolving human mind are determined by the Adjuster-fusion level of onjoint morontia valuesand osmi meanings. But onerning wisdom: While we do not really know, we onjeture thatthere an never be a limit to intelletual evolution and the attainment of wisdom. On a seventh-stageworld, wisdom an exhaust the material potentials, enter upon mota insight, and eventually eventaste of absonite grandeur.We observe that on these highly evolved and long seventh-stage worlds human beings fully learnthe loal universe language before they are translated; and I have visited a few very old planets whereabandonters were teahing the older mortals the tongue of the superuniverse. And on these worlds Ihave observed the tehnique whereby the absonite personalities reveal the presene of the �nalitersin the morontia temple. 577



This is the story of the magni�ent goal of mortal striving on the evolutionary worlds; and itall takes plae even before human beings enter upon their morontia areers; all of this splendiddevelopment is attainable by material mortals on the inhabited worlds, the very �rst stage of thatendless and inomprehensible areer of Paradise asension and divinity attainment.But an you possibly imagine what sort of evolutionary mortals are now oming up from worldslong existing in the seventh epoh of settled light and life? It is suh as these who go on to themorontia worlds of the loal universe apital to begin their asension areers.If the mortals of distraught Urantia ould only view one of these more advaned worlds long settledin light and life, they would nevermore question the wisdom of the evolutionary sheme of reation.Were there no future of eternal reature progression, still the superb evolutionary attainments of themortal raes on suh settled worlds of perfeted ahievement would amply justify man's reation onthe worlds of time and spae.We often ponder: If the grand universe should be settled in light and life, would the asendingexquisite mortals still be destined to the Corps of the Finality? But we do not know.55.7 The First or Planetary StageThis epoh extends from the appearane of the morontia temple at the new planetary headquartersto the time of the settling of the entire system in light and life. This age is inaugurated by the TrinityTeaher Sons at the lose of their suessive world missions when the Planetary Prine is elevatedto the status of Planetary Sovereign by the mandate and personal presene of the Paradise bestowalSon of that sphere. Conomitant therewith the �naliters inaugurate their ative partiipation inplanetary a�airs.To outward and visible appearanes the atual rulers, or diretors, of suh a world settled inlight and life are the Material Son and Daughter, the Planetary Adam and Eve. The �naliters areinvisible, as also is the Prine-Sovereign exept when in the morontia temple. The atual and literalheads of the planetary regime are therefore the Material Son and Daughter. It is the knowledge ofthese arrangements that has given prestige to the idea of kings and queens throughout the universerealms. And kings and queens are a great suess under these ideal irumstanes, when a world anommand suh high personalities to at in behalf of still higher but invisible rulers.When suh an era is attained on your world, no doubt Mahiventa Melhizedek, now the viegerentPlanetary Prine of Urantia, will oupy the seat of the Planetary Sovereign; and it has long beenonjetured on Jerusem that he will be aompanied by a son and daughter of the Urantia Adamand Eve who are now held on Edentia as wards of the Most Highs of Norlatiadek. These hildrenof Adam might so serve on Urantia in assoiation with the Melhizedek-Sovereign sine they weredeprived of proreative powers almost 37,000 years ago at the time they gave up their material bodieson Urantia in preparation for transit to Edentia.This settled age ontinues on and on until every inhabited planet in the system attains the era ofstabilization; and then, when the youngest world - the last to ahieve light and life - has experienedsuh settledness for one millennium of system time, the entire system enters the stabilized status,and the individual worlds are ushered into the system epoh of the era of light and life.55.8 The Seond or System StageWhen an entire system beomes settled in life, a new order of government is inaugurated. The Plan-etary Sovereigns beome members of the system onlave, and this new administrative body, subjet578



to the veto of the Constellation Fathers, is supreme in authority. Suh a system of inhabited worldsbeomes virtually self-governing. The system legislative assembly is onstituted on the headquartersworld, and eah planet sends its ten representatives thereto. Courts are now established on thesystem apitals, and only appeals are taken to the universe headquarters.With the settling of the system the Assigned Sentinel, representative of the superuniverse SupremeExeutive, beomes the volunteer adviser to the system supreme ourt and atual presiding oÆerof the new legislative assembly.After the settling of an entire system in light and life the System Sovereigns will no more omeand go. Suh a sovereign remains perpetually at the head of his system. The assistant sovereignsontinue to hange as in former ages.During this epoh of stabilization, for the �rst time midsoniters ome from the universe head-quarters worlds of their sojourn to at as ounselors to the legislative assemblies and advisers tothe adjudiational tribunals. These midsoniters also arry on ertain e�orts to inulate new motameanings of supreme value into the teahing enterprises whih they sponsor jointly with the �naliters.What the Material Sons did for the mortal raes biologially, the midsonite reatures now do for theseuni�ed and glori�ed humans in the ever-advaning realms of philosophy and spiritualized thinking.On the inhabited worlds the Teaher Sons beome voluntary ollaborators with the �naliters, andthese same Teaher Sons also aompany the �naliters to the mansion worlds when those spheresare no longer to be utilized as di�erential reeiving worlds after an entire system is settled in lightand life; at least this is true by the time the entire onstellation has thus evolved. But there are nogroups that far advaned in Nebadon.We are not permitted to reveal the nature of the work of the �naliters who will supervise suhredediated mansion worlds. You have, however, been informed that there are throughout the uni-verses various types of intelligent reatures who have not been portrayed in these narratives.And now, as the systems one by one beome settled in light by virtue of the progress of theiromponent worlds, the time omes when the last system in a given onstellation attains stabilization,and the universe administrators - the Master Son, the Union of Days, and the Bright and MorningStar - arrive on the apital of the onstellation to prolaim the Most Highs the unquali�ed rulers ofthe newly perfeted family of one hundred settled systems of inhabited worlds.55.9 The Third or Constellation StageThe uni�ation of a whole onstellation of settled systems is attended by new distributions of ex-eutive authority and additional readjustments of universe administration. This epoh witnessesadvaned attainment on every inhabited world but is partiularly haraterized by readjustmentson the onstellation headquarters, with marked modi�ation of relationships with both the systemsupervision and the loal universe government. During this age many onstellation and universeativities are transferred to the system apitals, and the representatives of the superuniverse assumenew and more intimate relations with the planetary, system, and universe rulers. Conomitant withthese new assoiations, ertain superuniverse administrators establish themselves on the onstellationapitals as volunteer advisers to the Most High Fathers.When a onstellation is thus settled in light, the legislative funtion eases, and the house ofSystem Sovereigns, presided over by the Most Highs, funtions instead. Now, for the �rst time,suh administrative groups deal diretly with the superuniverse government in matters pertaining toHavona and Paradise relationships. Otherwise the onstellation remains related to the loal universeas before. From stage to stage in the settled life the univitatia ontinue to administer the onstellationmorontia worlds. 579



As the ages pass, the Constellation Fathers take over more and more of the detailed administrativeor supervising funtions whih were formerly entered on the universe headquarters. By the attain-ment of the sixth stage of stabilization these uni�ed onstellations will have reahed the position ofwell-nigh omplete autonomy. Entrane upon the seventh stage of settledness will no doubt witnessthe exaltation of these rulers to the true dignity signi�ed by their names, the Most Highs. To allintents and purposes the onstellations will then deal diretly with the superuniverse rulers, while theloal universe government will expand to grasp the responsibilities of new grand universe obligations.55.10 The Fourth or Loal Universe StageWhen a universe beomes settled in light and life, it soon swings into the established superuniverseiruits, and the Anients of Days prolaim the establishment of the supreme ounil of unlimitedauthority. This new governing body onsists of the one hundred Faithfuls of Days, presided overby the Union of Days, and the �rst at of this supreme ounil is to aknowledge the ontinuedsovereignty of the Master Creator Son.The universe administration, as far as onerns Gabriel and the Father Melhizedek, is quiteunhanged. This ounil of unlimited authority is hiey onerned with the new problems and thenew onditions arising out of the advaned status of light and life.The Assoiate Inspetor now mobilizes all Assigned Sentinels to onstitute the stabilization orpsof the loal universe and asks the Father Melhizedek to share its supervision with him. And now,for the �rst time, a orps of the Inspired Trinity Spirits are assigned to the servie of the Union ofDays.The settling of an entire loal universe in light and life inaugurates profound readjustments in theentire sheme of administration, from the individual inhabited worlds to the universe headquarters.New relationships extend down to the onstellations and systems. The loal universe Mother Spiritexperienes new liaison relations with the Master Spirit of the superuniverse, and Gabriel establishesdiret ontat with the Anients of Days to be e�etive when and as the Master Son may be absentfrom the headquarters world.During this and subsequent ages the Magisterial Sons ontinue to funtion as dispensational ad-judiators, while one hundred of these Avonal Sons of Paradise onstitute the new high ounilof the Bright and Morning Star on the universe apital. Later on, and as requested by the Sys-tem Sovereigns, one of these Magisterial Sons will beome the supreme ounselor stationed on theheadquarters world of eah loal system until the seventh stage of unity is attained.During this epoh the Trinity Teaher Sons are volunteer advisers, not only to the PlanetarySovereigns, but in groups of three they similarly serve the Constellation Fathers. And at last theseSons �nd their plae in the loal universe, for at this time they are removed from the jurisdition ofthe loal reation and are assigned to the servie of the supreme ounil of unlimited authority.The �naliter orps now, for the �rst time, aknowledges the jurisdition of an extra-Paradiseauthority, the supreme ounil. Heretofore the �naliters have reognized no supervision this side ofParadise.The Creator Sons of suh settled universes spend muh of their time on Paradise and its assoiatedworlds and in ounseling the numerous �naliter groups serving throughout the loal reation. In thisway the man of Mihael will �nd a fuller fraternity of assoiation with the glori�ed �naliter mortals.Speulation onerning the funtion of these Creator Sons in onnetion with the outer universesnow in proess of preliminary assembly is wholly futile. But we all engage in suh postulations fromtime to time. On attaining this fourth stage of development the Creator Son beomes administrativelyfree; the Divine Minister is progressively blending her ministry with that of the superuniverse Master580



Spirit and the In�nite Spirit. There seems to be evolving a new and sublime relationship betweenthe Creator Son, the Creative Spirit, the Evening Stars, the Teaher Sons, and the ever-inreasing�naliter orps.If Mihael should ever leave Nebadon, Gabriel would undoubtedly beome hief administratorwith the Father Melhizedek as his assoiate. At the same time new status would be imparted to allorders of permanent itizenship, suh as Material Sons, univitatia, midsoniters, susatia, and Spirit-fused mortals. But as long as evolution ontinues, the seraphim and the arhangels will be requiredin universe administration.We are, however, satis�ed regarding two features of our speulations: If the Creator Sons aredestined to the outer universes, the Divine Ministers will undoubtedly aompany them. We areequally sure that the Melhizedeks are to remain with the universes of their origin. We hold that theMelhizedeks are destined to play ever-inreasingly responsible parts in loal universe governmentand administration.55.11 The Minor and Major Setor StagesMinor and major setors of the superuniverse do not �gure diretly in the plan of being settled inlight and life. Suh an evolutionary progression pertains primarily to the loal universe as a unit andonerns only the omponents of a loal universe. A superuniverse is settled in light and life whenall of its omponent loal universes are thus perfeted. But not one of the seven superuniverses hasattained a level of progression even approahing this.The minor setor age. As far as observations an penetrate, the �fth or minor setor stage ofstabilization has exlusively to do with physial status and with the o-ordinate settling of theone hundred assoiated loal universes in the established iruits of the superuniverse. Apparentlynone but the power enters and their assoiates are onerned in these realignments of the materialreation.The major setor age. Conerning the sixth stage, or major setor stabilization, we an onlyonjeture sine none of us have witnessed suh an event. Nevertheless, we an postulate muhonerning the administrative and other readjustments whih would probably aompany suh anadvaned status of inhabited worlds and their universe groupings.Sine the minor setor status has to do with o-ordinate physial equilibrium, we infer that majorsetor uni�ation will be onerned with ertain new intelletual levels of attainment, possibly someadvaned ahievements in the supreme realization of osmi wisdom.We arrive at onlusions regarding the readjustments whih would probably attend the realizationof hitherto unattained levels of evolutionary progress by observing the results of suh ahievementson the individual worlds and in the experienes of individual mortals living on these older and highlydeveloped spheres.Let it be made lear that the administrative mehanisms and governmental tehniques of a universeor a superuniverse annot in any manner limit or retard the evolutionary development or spiritualprogress of an individual inhabited planet or of any individual mortal on suh a sphere.In some of the older universes we �nd worlds settled in the �fth and the sixth stages of light andlife - even far extended into the seventh epoh - whose loal systems are not yet settled in light.Younger planets may delay system uni�ation, but this does not in the least handiap the progressof an older and advaned world. Neither an environmental limitations, even on an isolated world,thwart the personal attainment of the individual mortal; Jesus of Nazareth, as a man among men,personally ahieved the status of light and life over nineteen hundred years ago on Urantia.581



It is by observing what takes plae on long-settled worlds that we arrive at fairly reliable onlu-sions as to what will happen when a whole superuniverse is settled in light, even if we annot safelypostulate the event of the stabilization of the seven superuniverses.55.12 The Seventh or Superuniverse StageWe annot positively foreast what would our when a superuniverse beame settled in light beausesuh an event has never fatualized. From the teahings of the Melhizedeks, whih have neverbeen ontradited, we infer that sweeping hanges would be made in the entire organization andadministration of every unit of the reations of time and spae extending from the inhabited worldsto the superuniverse headquarters.It is generally believed that large numbers of the otherwise unattahed reature-trinitized sons areto be assembled on the headquarters and divisional apitals of the settled superuniverses. This maybe in antiipation of the sometime arrival of outer-spaers on their way in to Havona and Paradise;but we really do not know.If and when a superuniverse should be settled in light and life, we believe that the now advisoryUnquali�ed Supervisors of the Supreme would beome the high administrative body on the head-quarters world of the superuniverse. These are the personalities who are able to ontat diretlywith the absonite administrators, who will forthwith beome ative in the settled superuniverse.Although these Unquali�ed Supervisors have long funtioned as advisers and ounselors in advanedevolutionary units of reation, they do not assume administrative responsibilities until the authorityof the Supreme Being beomes sovereign.The Unquali�ed Supervisors of the Supreme, who funtion more extensively during this epoh, arenot �nite, absonite, ultimate, or in�nite; they are supremay and only represent God the Supreme.They are the personalization of time-spae supremay and therefore do not funtion in Havona.They funtion only as supreme uni�ers. They may possibly be involved in the tehnique of universereetivity, but we are not ertain.None of us entertain a satisfatory onept of what will happen when the grand universe (theseven superuniverses as dependent on Havona) beomes entirely settled in light and life. That eventwill undoubtedly be the most profound ourrene in the annals of eternity sine the appearane ofthe entral universe. There are those who hold that the Supreme Being himself will emerge fromthe Havona mystery enshrouding his spirit person and will beome residential on the headquartersof the seventh superuniverse as the almighty and experiential sovereign of the perfeted reations oftime and spae. But we really do not know.[Presented by a Mighty Messenger temporarily assigned to the Arhangel Counil on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 56Universal UnityGOD is unity. Deity is universally o-ordinated. The universe of universes is one vast integratedmehanism whih is absolutely ontrolled by one in�nite mind. The physial, intelletual, and spir-itual domains of universal reation are divinely orrelated. The perfet and imperfet are trulyinterrelated, and therefore may the �nite evolutionary reature asend to Paradise in obediene tothe Universal Father's mandate: \Be you perfet, even as I am perfet."The diverse levels of reation are all uni�ed in the plans and administration of the Arhitets of theMaster Universe. To the irumsribed minds of time-spae mortals the universe may present manyproblems and situations whih apparently portray disharmony and indiate absene of e�etive o-ordination; but those of us who are able to observe wider strethes of universal phenomena, and whoare more experiened in this art of deteting the basi unity whih underlies reative diversity and ofdisovering the divine oneness whih overspreads all this funtioning of plurality, better pereive thedivine and single purpose exhibited in all these manifold manifestations of universal reative energy.56.1 Physial Co-ordinationThe physial or material reation is not in�nite, but it is perfetly o-ordinated. There are fore,energy, and power, but they are all one in origin. The seven superuniverses are seemingly dual; theentral universe, triune; but Paradise is of single onstitution. And Paradise is the atual soure ofall material universes - past, present, and future. But this osmi derivation is an eternity event;at no time - past, present, or future - does either spae or the material osmos ome forth fromthe nulear Isle of Light. As the osmi soure, Paradise funtions prior to spae and before time;hene would its derivations seem to be orphaned in time and spae did they not emerge through theUnquali�ed Absolute, their ultimate repository in spae and their revealer and regulator in time.The Unquali�ed Absolute upholds the physial universe, while the Deity Absolute motivates theexquisite overontrol of all material reality; and both Absolutes are funtionally uni�ed by the Univer-sal Absolute. This ohesive orrelation of the material universe is best understood by all personalities- material, morontia, absonite, or spiritual - by the observation of the gravity response of all bona�de material reality to the gravity entering on nether Paradise.Gravity uni�ation is universal and unvarying; pure-energy response is likewise universal andinesapable. Pure energy (primordial fore) and pure spirit are wholly preresponsive to gravity.These primal fores, inhering in the Absolutes, are personally ontrolled by the Universal Father;hene does all gravity enter in the personal presene of the Paradise Father of pure energy and purespirit and in his supermaterial abode.Pure energy is the anestor of all relative, nonspirit funtional realities, while pure spirit is the583



potential of the divine and diretive overontrol of all basi energy systems. And these realities, sodiverse as manifested throughout spae and as observed in the motions of time, are both entered inthe person of the Paradise Father. In him they are one - must be uni�ed - beause God is one. TheFather's personality is absolutely uni�ed.In the in�nite nature of God the Father there ould not possibly exist duality of reality, suh asphysial and spiritual; but the instant we look aside from the in�nite levels and absolute reality of thepersonal values of the Paradise Father, we observe the existene of these two realities and reognizethat they are fully responsive to his personal presene; in him all things onsist.The moment you depart from the unquali�ed onept of the in�nite personality of the ParadiseFather, you must postulate MIND as the inevitable tehnique of unifying the ever-widening divergeneof these dual universe manifestations of the original monotheti Creator personality, the First Soureand Center - the I AM.56.2 Intelletual UnityThe Thought-Father realizes spirit expression in the Word-Son and attains reality expansion throughParadise in the far-ung material universes. The spiritual expressions of the Eternal Son are or-related with the material levels of reation by the funtions of the In�nite Spirit, by whose spirit-responsive ministry of mind, and in whose physial-diretive ats of mind, the spiritual realities ofDeity and the material reperussions of Deity are orrelated the one with the other.Mind is the funtional endowment of the In�nite Spirit, therefore in�nite in potential and uni-versal in bestowal. The primal thought of the Universal Father eternalizes in dual expression: theIsle of Paradise and his Deity equal, the spiritual and Eternal Son. Suh duality of eternal realityrenders the mind God, the In�nite Spirit, inevitable. Mind is the indispensable hannel of ommuni-ation between spiritual and material realities. The material evolutionary reature an oneive andomprehend the indwelling spirit only by the ministry of mind.This in�nite and universal mind is ministered in the universes of time and spae as the osmi mind;and though extending from the primitive ministry of the adjutant spirits up to the magni�ent mindof the hief exeutive of a universe, even this osmi mind is adequately uni�ed in the supervisionof the Seven Master Spirits, who are in turn o-ordinated with the Supreme Mind of time and spaeand perfetly orrelated with the all-embraing mind of the In�nite Spirit.56.3 Spiritual Uni�ationAs the universal mind gravity is entered in the Paradise personal presene of the In�nite Spirit, sodoes the universal spirit gravity enter in the Paradise personal presene of the Eternal Son. TheUniversal Father is one, but to time-spae he is revealed in the dual phenomena of pure energy andpure spirit.Paradise spirit realities are likewise one, but in all time-spae situations and relations this singlespirit is revealed in the dual phenomena of the spirit personalities and emanations of the Eternal Sonand the spirit personalities and inuenes of the In�nite Spirit and assoiated reations; and there isyet a third - pure-spirit fragmentations - the Father's bestowal of the Thought Adjusters and otherspirit entities whih are prepersonal.No matter on what level of universe ativities you may enounter spiritual phenomena or ontatwith spirit beings, you may know that they are all derived from the God who is spirit by the ministryof the Spirit Son and the In�nite Mind Spirit. And this far-ung spirit funtions as a phenomenon on584



the evolutionary worlds of time as it is direted from the headquarters of the loal universes. Fromthese apitals of the Creator Sons ome the Holy Spirit and the Spirit of Truth, together with theministry of the adjutant mind-spirits, to the lower and evolving levels of material minds.While mind is more uni�ed on the level of the Master Spirits in assoiation with the SupremeBeing and as the osmi mind in subordination to the Absolute Mind, the spirit ministry to theevolving worlds is more diretly uni�ed in the personalities resident on the headquarters of the loaluniverses and in the persons of the presiding Divine Ministers, who are in turn well-nigh perfetlyorrelated with the Paradise gravity iruit of the Eternal Son, wherein ours �nal uni�ation of alltime-spae spirit manifestations.Perfeted reature existene an be attained, sustained, and eternalized by the fusion of self-onsious mind with a fragment of the pre-Trinity spirit endowment of some one of the persons ofthe Paradise Trinity. The mortal mind is the reation of the Sons and Daughters of the Eternal Sonand the In�nite Spirit and, when fused with the Thought Adjuster from the Father, partakes of thethreefold spirit endowment of the evolutionary realms. But these three spirit expressions beomeperfetly uni�ed in the �naliters, even as they were in eternity so uni�ed in the Universal I AM erehe ever beame the Universal Father of the Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit.Spirit must always and ultimately beome threefold in expression and Trinity-uni�ed in �nalrealization. Spirit originates from one soure through a threefold expression; and in �nality it mustand does attain its full realization in that divine uni�ation whih is experiened in �nding God -oneness with divinity - in eternity, and by means of the ministry of the osmi mind of the in�niteexpression of the eternal word of the Father's universal thought.56.4 Personality Uni�ationThe Universal Father is a divinely uni�ed personality; hene will all his asendant hildren whoare arried to Paradise by the rebound momentum of the Thought Adjusters, who went forth fromParadise to indwell material mortals in obediene to the Father's mandate, likewise be fully uni�edpersonalities ere they reah Havona.Personality inherently reahes out to unify all onstituent realities. The in�nite personality ofthe First Soure and Center, the Universal Father, uni�es all seven onstituent Absolutes of In�nity;and the personality of mortal man, being an exlusive and diret bestowal of the Universal Father,likewise possesses the potential of unifying the onstituent fators of the mortal reature. Suhunifying reativity of all reature personality is a birthmark of its high and exlusive soure andis further evidential of its unbroken ontat with this same soure through the personality iruit,by means of whih the personality of the reature maintains diret and sustaining ontat with theFather of all personality on Paradise.Notwithstanding that God is manifest from the domains of the Sevenfold up through supremayand ultimay to God the Absolute, the personality iruit, entering on Paradise and in the personof God the Father, provides for the omplete and perfet uni�ation of all these diverse expressionsof divine personality so far as onerns all reature personalities on all levels of intelligent existeneand in all the realms of the perfet, perfeted, and perfeting universes.While God is to and in the universes all that we have portrayed, nevertheless, to you and to allother God-knowing reatures he is one, your Father and their Father. To personality God annotbe plural. God is Father to eah of his reatures, and it is literally impossible for any hild to havemore than one father.Philosophially, osmially, and with referene to di�erential levels and loations of manifestation,you may and perfore must oneive of the funtioning of plural Deities and postulate the existene585



of plural Trinities; but in the worshipful experiene of the personal ontat of every worshipingpersonality throughout the master universe, God is one; and that uni�ed and personal Deity is ourParadise parent, God the Father, the bestower, onservator, and Father of all personalities frommortal man on the inhabited worlds to the Eternal Son on the entral Isle of Light.56.5 Deity UnityThe oneness, the indivisibility, of Paradise Deity is existential and absolute. There are three eternalpersonalizations of Deity - the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In�nite Spirit - but in theParadise Trinity they are atually one Deity, undivided and indivisible.From the original Paradise-Havona level of existential reality, two subabsolute levels have di�er-entiated, and thereon have the Father, Son, and Spirit engaged in the reation of numerous personalassoiates and subordinates. And while it is inappropriate in this onnetion to undertake the on-sideration of absonite deity uni�ation on transendental levels of ultimay, it is feasible to lookat some features of the unifying funtion of the various Deity personalizations in whom divinity isfuntionally manifest to the diverse setors of reation and to the di�erent orders of intelligent beings.The present funtioning of divinity in the superuniverses is atively manifest in the operations ofthe Supreme Creators - the loal universe Creator Sons and Spirits, the superuniverse Anients ofDays, and the Seven Master Spirits of Paradise. These beings onstitute the �rst three levels of Godthe Sevenfold leading inward to the Universal Father, and this entire domain of God the Sevenfoldis o-ordinating on the �rst level of experiential deity in the evolving Supreme Being.On Paradise and in the entral universe, Deity unity is a fat of existene. Throughout the evolvinguniverses of time and spae, Deity unity is an ahievement.56.6 Uni�ation of Evolutionary DeityWhen the three eternal persons of Deity funtion as undivided Deity in the Paradise Trinity, theyahieve perfet unity; likewise, when they reate, either assoiatively or severally, their Paradiseprogeny exhibit the harateristi unity of divinity. And this divinity of purpose manifested by theSupreme Creators and Rulers of the time-spae domains eventuates in the unifying power potentialof the sovereignty of experiential supremay whih, in the presene of the impersonal energy unityof the universe, onstitutes a reality tension that an be resolved only through adequate uni�ationwith the experiential personality realities of experiential Deity.The personality realities of the Supreme Being ome forth from the Paradise Deities and on thepilot world of the outer Havona iruit unify with the power prerogatives of the Almighty Supremeoming up from the Creator divinities of the grand universe. God the Supreme as a person existedin Havona before the reation of the seven superuniverses, but he funtioned only on spiritual levels.The evolution of the Almighty power of Supremay by diverse divinity synthesis in the evolvinguniverses eventuated in a new power presene of Deity whih o-ordinated with the spiritual personof the Supreme in Havona by means of the Supreme Mind, whih onomitantly translated fromthe potential resident in the in�nite mind of the In�nite Spirit to the ative funtional mind of theSupreme Being.The material-minded reatures of the evolutionary worlds of the seven superuniverses an om-prehend Deity unity only as it is evolving in this power-personality synthesis of the Supreme Being.On any level of existene God annot exeed the oneptual apaity of the beings who live on suha level. Mortal man must, through the reognition of truth, the appreiation of beauty, and theworship of goodness, evolve the reognition of a God of love and then progress through asending586



deity levels to the omprehension of the Supreme. Deity, having been thus grasped as uni�ed inpower, an then be personalized in spirit to reature understanding and attainment.While asending mortals ahieve power omprehension of the Almighty on the apitals of thesuperuniverses and personality omprehension of the Supreme on the outer iruits of Havona, theydo not atually �nd the Supreme Being as they are destined to �nd the Paradise Deities. Even the�naliters, sixth-stage spirits, have not found the Supreme Being, nor are they likely to until theyhave ahieved seventh-stage-spirit status, and until the Supreme has beome atually funtional inthe ativities of the future outer universes.But when asenders �nd the Universal Father as the seventh level of God the Sevenfold, they haveattained the personality of the First Person of all deity levels of personal relationships with universereatures.56.7 Universal Evolutionary ReperussionsThe steady progress of evolution in the time-spae universes is aompanied by ever-enlarging rev-elations of Deity to all intelligent reatures. The attainment of the height of evolutionary progresson a world, in a system, onstellation, universe, superuniverse, or in the grand universe signalizesorresponding enlargements of deity funtion to and in these progressive units of reation. And everysuh loal enhanement of divinity realization is aompanied by ertain well-de�ned reperussionsof enlarged deity manifestation to all other setors of reation. Extending outward from Paradise,eah new domain of realized and attained evolution onstitutes a new and enlarged revelation ofexperiential Deity to the universe of universes.As the omponents of a loal universe are progressively settled in light and life, God the Sevenfoldis inreasingly made manifest. Time-spae evolution begins on a planet with the �rst expressionof God the Sevenfold - the Creator Son-Creative Spirit assoiation - in ontrol. With the settlingof a system in light, this Son-Spirit liaison attains the fullness of funtion; and when an entireonstellation is thus settled, the seond phase of God the Sevenfold beomes more ative throughoutsuh a realm. The ompleted administrative evolution of a loal universe is attended by new andmore diret ministrations of the superuniverse Master Spirits; and at this point there also begins thatever-expanding revelation and realization of God the Supreme whih ulminates in the asender'somprehension of the Supreme Being while passing through the worlds of the sixth Havona iruit.The Universal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In�nite Spirit are existential deity manifestationsto intelligent reatures and are not, therefore, similarly expanded in personality relations with themind and spirit reatures of all reation.It should be noted that asending mortals may experiene the impersonal presene of suessivelevels of Deity long before they beome suÆiently spiritual and adequately eduated to attainexperiential personal reognition of, and ontat with, these Deities as personal beings.Eah new evolutionary attainment within a setor of reation, as well as every new invasionof spae by divinity manifestations, is attended by simultaneous expansions of Deity funtional-revelation within the then existing and previously organized units of all reation. This new invasionof the administrative work of the universes and their omponent units may not always appear to beexeuted exatly in aordane with the tehnique herewith outlined beause it is the pratie to sendforth advane groups of administrators to prepare the way for the subsequent and suessive eras ofnew administrative overontrol. Even God the Ultimate foreshadows his transendental overontrolof the universes during the later stages of a loal universe settled in light and life.It is a fat that, as the reations of time and spae are progressively settled in evolutionary status,there is observed a new and fuller funtioning of God the Supreme onomitant with a orresponding587



withdrawing of the �rst three manifestations of God the Sevenfold. If and when the grand universebeomes settled in light and life, what then will be the future funtion of the Creator-Creativemanifestations of God the Sevenfold if God the Supreme assumes diret ontrol of these reationsof time and spae? Are these organizers and pioneers of the time-spae universes to be liberatedfor similar ativities in outer spae? We do not know, but we speulate muh onerning these andrelated matters.As the frontiers of experiential Deity are extended out into the domains of the Unquali�ed Abso-lute, we envision the ativity of God the Sevenfold during the earlier evolutionary epohs of thesereations of the future. We are not all in agreement respeting the future status of the Anients ofDays and the superuniverse Master Spirits. Neither do we know whether or not the Supreme Beingwill therein funtion as in the seven superuniverses. But we all onjeture that the Mihaels, theCreator Sons, are destined to funtion in these outer universes. Some hold that the future ages willwitness some loser form of union between the assoiated Creator Sons and Divine Ministers; it iseven possible that suh a reator union might eventuate in some new expression of assoiate-reatoridentity of an ultimate nature. But we really know nothing about these possibilities of the unrevealedfuture.We do know, however, that in the universes of time and spae, God the Sevenfold provides aprogressive approah to the Universal Father, and that this evolutionary approah is experientiallyuni�ed in God the Supreme. We might onjeture that suh a plan must prevail in the outer universes;on the other hand, the new orders of beings that may sometime inhabit these universes may be ableto approah Deity on ultimate levels and by absonite tehniques. In short, we have not the slightestonept of what tehnique of deity approah may beome operative in the future universes of outerspae.Nevertheless, we deem that the perfeted superuniverses will in some way beome a part of theParadise-asension areers of those beings who may inhabit these outer reations. It is quite possiblethat in that future age we may witness outer-spaers approahing Havona through the seven supe-runiverses, administered by God the Supreme with or without the ollaboration of the Seven MasterSpirits.56.8 The Supreme Uni�erThe Supreme Being has a threefold funtion in the experiene of mortal man: First, he is the uni�erof time-spae divinity, God the Sevenfold; seond, he is the maximum of Deity whih �nite reaturesan atually omprehend; third, he is mortal man's only avenue of approah to the transendentalexperiene of onsorting with absonite mind, eternal spirit, and Paradise personality.Asendant �naliters, having been born in the loal universes, nurtured in the superuniverses,and trained in the entral universe, embrae in their personal experienes the full potential of theomprehension of the time-spae divinity of God the Sevenfold unifying in the Supreme. Finalitersserve suessively in superuniverses other than those of nativity, thereby superimposing experieneupon experiene until the fullness of the sevenfold diversity of possible reature experiene has beenenompassed. Through the ministry of the indwelling Adjusters the �naliters are enabled to �nd theUniversal Father, but it is by these tehniques of experiene that suh �naliters ome really to knowthe Supreme Being, and they are destined to the servie and the revelation of this Supreme Deity inand to the future universes of outer spae.Bear in mind, all that God the Father and his Paradise Sons do for us, we in turn and in spirithave the opportunity to do for and in the emerging Supreme Being. The experiene of love, joy, andservie in the universe is mutual. God the Father does not need that his sons should return to himall that he bestows upon them, but they do (or may) in turn bestow all of this upon their fellows588



and upon the evolving Supreme Being.All reational phenomena are reetive of anteedent reator-spirit ativities. Said Jesus, andit is literally true, \The Son does only those things whih he sees the Father do." In time youmortals may begin the revelation of the Supreme to your fellows, and inreasingly may you augmentthis revelation as you asend Paradiseward. In eternity you may be permitted to make inreasingrevelations of this God of evolutionary reatures on supreme levels - even ultimate - as seventh-stage�naliters.56.9 Universal Absolute UnityThe Unquali�ed Absolute and the Deity Absolute are uni�ed in the Universal Absolute. The Abso-lutes are o-ordinated in the Ultimate, onditioned in the Supreme, and time-spae modi�ed in Godthe Sevenfold. On subin�nite levels there are three Absolutes, but in in�nity they appear to be one.On Paradise there are three personalizations of Deity, but in the Trinity they are one.The major philosophi proposition of the master universe is this: Did the Absolute (the threeAbsolutes as one in in�nity) exist before the Trinity? and is the Absolute anestral to the Trinity?or is the Trinity anteedent to the Absolute?Is the Unquali�ed Absolute a fore presene independent of the Trinity? Does the presene ofthe Deity Absolute onnote the unlimited funtion of the Trinity? and is the Universal Absolute the�nal funtion of the Trinity, even a Trinity of Trinities?On �rst thought, a onept of the Absolute as anestor to all things - even the Trinity - seems toa�ord transitory satisfation of onsisteny grati�ation and philosophi uni�ation, but any suhonlusion is invalidated by the atuality of the eternity of the Paradise Trinity. We are taught, andwe believe, that the Universal Father and his Trinity assoiates are eternal in nature and existene.There is, then, but one onsistent philosophi onlusion, and that is: The Absolute is, to all universeintelligenes, the impersonal and o-ordinate reation of the Trinity (of Trinities) to all basi andprimary spae situations, intrauniversal and extrauniversal. To all personality intelligenes of thegrand universe the Paradise Trinity forever stands in �nality, eternity, supremay, and ultimay and,for all pratial purposes of personal omprehension and reature realization, as absolute.As reature minds may view this problem, they are led to the �nal postulate of the Universal IAM as the primal ause and the unquali�ed soure of both the Trinity and the Absolute. When,therefore, we rave to entertain a personal onept of the Absolute, we revert to our ideas and idealsof the Paradise Father. When we desire to failitate omprehension or to augment onsiousness ofthis otherwise impersonal Absolute, we revert to the fat that the Universal Father is the existentialFather of absolute personality; the Eternal Son is the Absolute Person, though not, in the experientialsense, the personalization of the Absolute. And then we go on to envisage the experiential Trinities asulminating in the experiential personalization of the Deity Absolute, while oneiving the UniversalAbsolute as onstituting the universe and the extrauniverse phenomena of the manifest presene ofthe impersonal ativities of the uni�ed and o-ordinated Deity assoiations of supremay, ultimay,and in�nity - the Trinity of Trinities.God the Father is disernible on all levels from the �nite to the in�nite, and though his reaturesfrom Paradise to the evolutionary worlds have variously pereived him, only the Eternal Son and theIn�nite Spirit know him as an in�nity.Spiritual personality is absolute only on Paradise, and the onept of the Absolute is unquali�edonly in in�nity. Deity presene is absolute only on Paradise, and the revelation of God must always bepartial, relative, and progressive until his power beomes experientially in�nite in the spae potenyof the Unquali�ed Absolute, while his personality manifestation beomes experientially in�nite in the589



manifest presene of the Deity Absolute, and while these two potentials of in�nity beome reality-uni�ed in the Universal Absolute.But beyond subin�nite levels the three Absolutes are one, and thereby is in�nity Deity-realizedregardless of whether any other order of existene ever self-realizes onsiousness of in�nity.Existential status in eternity implies existential self-onsiousness of in�nity, even though anothereternity may be required to experiene self-realization of the experiential potentialities inherent inan in�nity eternity - an eternal in�nity.And God the Father is the personal soure of all manifestations of Deity and reality to all intelligentreatures and spirit beings throughout all the universe of universes. As personalities, now or in thesuessive universe experienes of the eternal future, no matter if you ahieve the attainment ofGod the Sevenfold, omprehend God the Supreme, �nd God the Ultimate, or attempt to grasp theonept of God the Absolute, you will disover to your eternal satisfation that in the onsummationof eah adventure you have, on new experiential levels, redisovered the eternal God - the ParadiseFather of all universe personalities.The Universal Father is the explanation of universal unity as it must be supremely, even ultimately,realized in the postultimate unity of absolute values and meanings - unquali�ed Reality.The Master Fore Organizers go out into spae and mobilize its energies to beome gravity re-sponsive to the Paradise pull of the Universal Father; and subsequently there ome the Creator Sons,who organize these gravity-responding fores into inhabited universes and therein evolve intelligentreatures who reeive unto themselves the spirit of the Paradise Father and subsequently asend tothe Father to beome like him in all possible divinity attributes.The easeless and expanding marh of the Paradise reative fores through spae seems to presagethe ever-extending domain of the gravity grasp of the Universal Father and the never-ending multi-pliation of varied types of intelligent reatures who are able to love God and be loved by him, andwho, by thus beoming God-knowing, may hoose to be like him, may elet to attain Paradise and�nd God.The universe of universes is altogether uni�ed. God is one in power and personality. There iso-ordination of all levels of energy and all phases of personality. Philosophially and experientially,in onept and in reality, all things and beings enter in the Paradise Father. God is all and in all,and no things or beings exist without him.56.10 Truth, Beauty, and GoodnessAs the worlds settled in life and light progress from the initial stage to the seventh epoh, theysuessively grasp for the realization of the reality of God the Sevenfold, ranging from the adorationof the Creator Son to the worship of his Paradise Father. Throughout the ontinuing seventh stageof suh a world's history the ever-progressing mortals grow in the knowledge of God the Supreme,while they vaguely disern the reality of the overshadowing ministry of God the Ultimate.Throughout this glorious age the hief pursuit of the ever-advaning mortals is the quest for abetter understanding and a fuller realization of the omprehensible elements of Deity - truth, beauty,and goodness. This represents man's e�ort to disern God in mind, matter, and spirit. And asthe mortal pursues this quest, he �nds himself inreasingly absorbed in the experiential study ofphilosophy, osmology, and divinity.Philosophy you somewhat grasp, and divinity you omprehend in worship, soial servie, andpersonal spiritual experiene, but the pursuit of beauty - osmology - you all too often limit tothe study of man's rude artisti endeavors. Beauty, art, is largely a matter of the uni�ation of590



ontrasts. Variety is essential to the onept of beauty. The supreme beauty, the height of �nite art,is the drama of the uni�ation of the vastness of the osmi extremes of Creator and reature. Man�nding God and God �nding man - the reature beoming perfet as is the Creator - that is thesupernal ahievement of the supremely beautiful, the attainment of the apex of osmi art.Hene materialism, atheism, is the maximation of ugliness, the limax of the �nite antithesis ofthe beautiful. Highest beauty onsists in the panorama of the uni�ation of the variations whihhave been born of pre-existent harmonious reality.The attainment of osmologi levels of thought inludes:1. Curiosity. Hunger for harmony and thirst for beauty. Persistent attempts to disover newlevels of harmonious osmi relationships.2. Aestheti appreiation. Love of the beautiful and ever-advaning appreiation of the artistitouh of all reative manifestations on all levels of reality.3. Ethi sensitivity. Through the realization of truth the appreiation of beauty leads to the senseof the eternal �tness of those things whih impinge upon the reognition of divine goodness in Deityrelations with all beings; and thus even osmology leads to the pursuit of divine reality values - toGod-onsiousness.The worlds settled in light and life are so fully onerned with the omprehension of truth, beauty,and goodness beause these quality values embrae the revelation of Deity to the realms of time andspae. The meanings of eternal truth make a ombined appeal to the intelletual and spiritual naturesof mortal man. Universal beauty embraes the harmonious relations and rhythms of the osmireation; this is more distintly the intelletual appeal and leads towards uni�ed and synhronousomprehension of the material universe. Divine goodness represents the revelation of in�nite valuesto the �nite mind, therein to be pereived and elevated to the very threshold of the spiritual level ofhuman omprehension.Truth is the basis of siene and philosophy, presenting the intelletual foundation of religion.Beauty sponsors art, musi, and the meaningful rhythms of all human experiene. Goodness embraesthe sense of ethis, morality, and religion - experiential perfetion-hunger.The existene of beauty implies the presene of appreiative reature mind just as ertainly as thefat of progressive evolution indiates the dominane of the Supreme Mind. Beauty is the intelletualreognition of the harmonious time-spae synthesis of the far-ung diversi�ation of phenomenalreality, all of whih stems from pre-existent and eternal oneness.Goodness is the mental reognition of the relative values of the diverse levels of divine perfetion.The reognition of goodness implies a mind of moral status, a personal mind with ability to dis-riminate between good and evil. But the possession of goodness, greatness, is the measure of realdivinity attainment.The reognition of true relations implies a mind ompetent to disriminate between truth and error.The bestowal Spirit of Truth whih invests the human minds of Urantia is unerringly responsive totruth - the living spirit relationship of all things and all beings as they are o-ordinated in the eternalasent Godward.Every impulse of every eletron, thought, or spirit is an ating unit in the whole universe. Onlysin is isolated and evil gravity resisting on the mental and spiritual levels. The universe is a whole;no thing or being exists or lives in isolation. Self-realization is potentially evil if it is antisoial. Itis literally true: \No man lives by himself." Cosmi soialization onstitutes the highest form ofpersonality uni�ation. Said Jesus: \He who would be greatest among you, let him beome serverof all."Even truth, beauty, and goodness - man's intelletual approah to the universe of mind, matter,591



and spirit - must be ombined into one uni�ed onept of a divine and supreme ideal. As mortalpersonality uni�es the human experiene with matter, mind, and spirit, so does this divine andsupreme ideal beome power-uni�ed in Supremay and then personalized as a God of fatherly love.All insight into the relations of the parts to any given whole requires an understanding grasp ofthe relation of all parts to that whole; and in the universe this means the relation of reated parts tothe Creative Whole. Deity thus beomes the transendental, even the in�nite, goal of universal andeternal attainment.Universal beauty is the reognition of the reetion of the Isle of Paradise in the material reation,while eternal truth is the speial ministry of the Paradise Sons who not only bestow themselves uponthe mortal raes but even pour out their Spirit of Truth upon all peoples. Divine goodness is morefully shown forth in the loving ministry of the manifold personalities of the In�nite Spirit. But love,the sum total of these three qualities, is man's pereption of God as his spirit Father.Physial matter is the time-spae shadow of the Paradise energy-shining of the absolute Deities.Truth meanings are the mortal-intellet reperussions of the eternal word of Deity - the time-spaeomprehension of supreme onepts. The goodness values of divinity are the meriful ministries ofthe spirit personalities of the Universal, the Eternal, and the In�nite to the time-spae �nite reaturesof the evolutionary spheres.These meaningful reality values of divinity are blended in the Father's relation with eah personalreature as divine love. They are o-ordinated in the Son and his Sons as divine mery. Theymanifest their qualities through the Spirit and his spirit hildren as divine ministry, the portrayal ofloving mery to the hildren of time. These three divinities are primarily manifested by the SupremeBeing as power-personality synthesis. They are variously shown forth by God the Sevenfold in sevendi�ering assoiations of divine meanings and values on seven asending levels.To �nite man truth, beauty, and goodness embrae the full revelation of divinity reality. As thislove-omprehension of Deity �nds spiritual expression in the lives of God-knowing mortals, there areyielded the fruits of divinity: intelletual peae, soial progress, moral satisfation, spiritual joy, andosmi wisdom. The advaned mortals on a world in the seventh stage of light and life have learnedthat love is the greatest thing in the universe - and they know that God is love.Love is the desire to do good to others.[Presented by a Mighty Messenger visiting on Urantia, by request of the Nebadon RevelatoryCorps and in ollaboration with a ertain Melhizedek, the viegerent Planetary Prine of Urantia.℄* * * * *This paper on Universal Unity is the twenty-�fth of a series of presentations by various authors,having been sponsored as a group by a ommission of Nebadon personalities numbering twelve andating under the diretion of Mantutia Melhizedek. We indited these narratives and put them inthe English language, by a tehnique authorized by our superiors, in the year 1934 of Urantia time.
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Part IIIThe History of Urantia
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Chapter 57The Origin of UrantiaIN PRESENTING exerpts from the arhives of Jerusem for the reords of Urantia respeting itsanteedents and early history, we are direted to rekon time in terms of urrent usage - the presentleap-year alendar of 3651=4 days to the year. As a rule, no attempt will be made to give exat years,though they are of reord. We will use the nearest whole numbers as the better method of presentingthese histori fats.When referring to an event as of one or two millions of years ago, we intend to date suh anourrene bak that number of years from the early deades of the twentieth entury of the Christianera. We will thus depit these far-distant events as ourring in even periods of thousands, millions,and billions of years.57.1 The Andronover NebulaUrantia is of origin in your sun, and your sun is one of the multifarious o�spring of the Andronovernebula, whih was onetime organized as a omponent part of the physial power and material matterof the loal universe of Nebadon. And this great nebula itself took origin in the universal fore-hargeof spae in the superuniverse of Orvonton, long, long ago.At the time of the beginning of this reital, the Primary Master Fore Organizers of Paradise hadlong been in full ontrol of the spae-energies whih were later organized as the Andronover nebula.987,000,000,000 years ago assoiate fore organizer and then ating inspetor number 811,307of the Orvonton series, traveling out from Uversa, reported to the Anients of Days that spaeonditions were favorable for the initiation of materialization phenomena in a ertain setor of the,then, easterly segment of Orvonton.900,000,000,000 years ago, the Uversa arhives testify, there was reorded a permit issued by theUversa Counil of Equilibrium to the superuniverse government authorizing the dispath of a foreorganizer and sta� to the region previously designated by inspetor number 811,307. The Orvontonauthorities ommissioned the original disoverer of this potential universe to exeute the mandate ofthe Anients of Days alling for the organization of a new material reation.The reording of this permit signi�es that the fore organizer and sta� had already departed fromUversa on the long journey to that easterly spae setor where they were subsequently to engagein those protrated ativities whih would terminate in the emergene of a new physial reation inOrvonton.875,000,000,000 years ago the enormous Andronover nebula number 876,926 was duly initiated.Only the presene of the fore organizer and the liaison sta� was required to inaugurate the energywhirl whih eventually grew into this vast ylone of spae. Subsequent to the initiation of suh595



nebular revolutions, the living fore organizers simply withdraw at right angles to the plane of therevolutionary disk, and from that time forward, the inherent qualities of energy insure the progressiveand orderly evolution of suh a new physial system.At about this time the narrative shifts to the funtioning of the personalities of the superuniverse.In reality the story has its proper beginning at this point - at just about the time the Paradise foreorganizers are preparing to withdraw, having made the spae-energy onditions ready for the ationof the power diretors and physial ontrollers of the superuniverse of Orvonton.57.2 The Primary Nebular StageAll evolutionary material reations are born of irular and gaseous nebulae, and all suh primarynebulae are irular throughout the early part of their gaseous existene. As they grow older, theyusually beome spiral, and when their funtion of sun formation has run its ourse, they oftenterminate as lusters of stars or as enormous suns surrounded by a varying number of planets,satellites, and smaller groups of matter in many ways resembling your own diminutive solar system.800,000,000,000 years ago the Andronover reation was well established as one of the magni�entprimary nebulae of Orvonton. As the astronomers of near-by universes looked out upon this phe-nomenon of spae, they saw very little to attrat their attention. Gravity estimates made in adjaentreations indiated that spae materializations were taking plae in the Andronover regions, but thatwas all.700,000,000,000 years ago the Andronover system was assuming giganti proportions, and addi-tional physial ontrollers were dispathed to nine surrounding material reations to a�ord supportand supply o-operation to the power enters of this new material system whih was so rapidlyevolving. At this distant date all of the material bequeathed to the subsequent reations was heldwithin the on�nes of this giganti spae wheel, whih ontinued ever to whirl and, after reahing itsmaximum of diameter, to whirl faster and faster as it ontinued to ondense and ontrat.600,000,000,000 years ago the height of the Andronover energy-mobilization period was attained;the nebula had aquired its maximum of mass. At this time it was a giganti irular gas loud inshape somewhat like a attened spheroid. This was the early period of di�erential mass formationand varying revolutionary veloity. Gravity and other inuenes were about to begin their work ofonverting spae gases into organized matter.57.3 The Seondary Nebular StageThe enormous nebula now began gradually to assume the spiral form and to beome learly visibleto the astronomers of even distant universes. This is the natural history of most nebulae; before theybegin to throw o� suns and start upon the work of universe building, these seondary spae nebulaeare usually observed as spiral phenomena.The near-by star students of that faraway era, as they observed this metamorphosis of the An-dronover nebula, saw exatly what twentieth-entury astronomers see when they turn their telesopesspaeward and view the present-age spiral nebulae of adjaent outer spae.About the time of the attainment of the maximum of mass, the gravity ontrol of the gaseousontent ommened to weaken, and there ensued the stage of gas esapement, the gas streamingforth as two giganti and distint arms, whih took origin on opposite sides of the mother mass.The rapid revolutions of this enormous entral ore soon imparted a spiral appearane to these twoprojeting gas streams. The ooling and subsequent ondensation of portions of these protruding596



arms eventually produed their knotted appearane. These denser portions were vast systems andsubsystems of physial matter whirling through spae in the midst of the gaseous loud of the nebulawhile being held seurely within the gravity grasp of the mother wheel.But the nebula had begun to ontrat, and the inrease in the rate of revolution further lessenedgravity ontrol; and erelong, the outer gaseous regions began atually to esape from the immediateembrae of the nebular nuleus, passing out into spae on iruits of irregular outline, returning tothe nulear regions to omplete their iruits, and so on. But this was only a temporary stage ofnebular progression. The ever-inreasing rate of whirling was soon to throw enormous suns o� intospae on independent iruits.And this is what happened in Andronover ages upon ages ago. The energy wheel grew and grewuntil it attained its maximum of expansion, and then, when ontration set in, it whirled on fasterand faster until, eventually, the ritial entrifugal stage was reahed and the great breakup began.500,000,000,000 years ago the �rst Andronover sun was born. This blazing streak broke awayfrom the mother gravity grasp and tore out into spae on an independent adventure in the osmos ofreation. Its orbit was determined by its path of esape. Suh young suns quikly beome spherialand start out on their long and eventful areers as the stars of spae. Exepting terminal nebularnuleuses, the vast majority of Orvonton suns have had an analogous birth. These esaping sunspass through varied periods of evolution and subsequent universe servie.400,000,000,000 years ago began the reaptive period of the Andronover nebula. Many of the near-by and smaller suns were reaptured as a result of the gradual enlargement and further ondensationof the mother nuleus. Very soon there was inaugurated the terminal phase of nebular ondensation,the period whih always preedes the �nal segregation of these immense spae aggregations of energyand matter.It was sarely a million years subsequent to this epoh that Mihael of Nebadon, a Creator Son ofParadise, seleted this disintegrating nebula as the site of his adventure in universe building. Almostimmediately the arhitetural worlds of Salvington and the one hundred onstellation headquartersgroups of planets were begun. It required almost one million years to omplete these lusters ofspeially reated worlds. The loal system headquarters planets were onstruted over a periodextending from that time to about �ve billion years ago.300,000,000,000 years ago the Andronover solar iruits were well established, and the nebularsystem was passing through a transient period of relative physial stability. About this time thesta� of Mihael arrived on Salvington, and the Uversa government of Orvonton extended physialreognition to the loal universe of Nebadon.200,000,000,000 years ago witnessed the progression of ontration and ondensation with enor-mous heat generation in the Andronover entral luster, or nulear mass. Relative spae appearedeven in the regions near the entral mother-sun wheel. The outer regions were beoming more stabi-lized and better organized; some planets revolving around the newborn suns had ooled suÆientlyto be suitable for life implantation. The oldest inhabited planets of Nebadon date from these times.Now the ompleted universe mehanism of Nebadon �rst begins to funtion, and Mihael's reationis registered on Uversa as a universe of inhabitation and progressive mortal asension.100,000,000,000 years ago the nebular apex of ondensation tension was reahed; the point ofmaximum heat tension was attained. This ritial stage of gravity-heat ontention sometimes lastsfor ages, but sooner or later, heat wins the struggle with gravity, and the spetaular period of sundispersion begins. And this marks the end of the seondary areer of a spae nebula.
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57.4 Tertiary and Quartan StagesThe primary stage of a nebula is irular; the seondary, spiral; the tertiary stage is that of the �rstsun dispersion, while the quartan embraes the seond and last yle of sun dispersion, with themother nuleus ending either as a globular luster or as a solitary sun funtioning as the enter of aterminal solar system.75,000,000,000 years ago this nebula had attained the height of its sun-family stage. This was theapex of the �rst period of sun losses. The majority of these suns have sine possessed themselves ofextensive systems of planets, satellites, dark islands, omets, meteors, and osmi dust louds.50,000,000,000 years ago this �rst period of sun dispersion was ompleted; the nebula was fast�nishing its tertiary yle of existene, during whih it gave origin to 876,926 sun systems.25,000,000,000 years ago witnessed the ompletion of the tertiary yle of nebular life and broughtabout the organization and relative stabilization of the far-ung starry systems derived from thisparent nebula. But the proess of physial ontration and inreased heat prodution ontinued inthe entral mass of the nebular remnant.10,000,000,000 years ago the quartan yle of Andronover began. The maximum of nulear-masstemperature had been attained; the ritial point of ondensation was approahing. The originalmother nuleus was onvulsing under the ombined pressure of its own internal-heat ondensationtension and the inreasing gravity-tidal pull of the surrounding swarm of liberated sun systems.The nulear eruptions whih were to inaugurate the seond nebular sun yle were imminent. Thequartan yle of nebular existene was about to begin.8,000,000,000 years ago the terri� terminal eruption began. Only the outer systems are safe atthe time of suh a osmi upheaval. And this was the beginning of the end of the nebula. This �nalsun disgorgement extended over a period of almost two billion years.7,000,000,000 years ago witnessed the height of the Andronover terminal breakup. This was theperiod of the birth of the larger terminal suns and the apex of the loal physial disturbanes.6,000,000,000 years ago marks the end of the terminal breakup and the birth of your sun, the�fty-sixth from the last of the Andronover seond solar family. This �nal eruption of the nebularnuleus gave birth to 136,702 suns, most of them solitary orbs. The total number of suns and sunsystems having origin in the Andronover nebula was 1,013,628. The number of the solar system sunis 1,013,572.And now the great Andronover nebula is no more, but it lives on in the many suns and theirplanetary families whih originated in this mother loud of spae. The �nal nulear remnant of thismagni�ent nebula still burns with a reddish glow and ontinues to give forth moderate light andheat to its remnant planetary family of one hundred and sixty-�ve worlds, whih now revolve aboutthis venerable mother of two mighty generations of the monarhs of light.57.5 Origin of Monmatia - The Urantia Solar System5,000,000,000 years ago your sun was a omparatively isolated blazing orb, having gathered to itselfmost of the near-by irulating matter of spae, remnants of the reent upheaval whih attended itsown birth.Today, your sun has ahieved relative stability, but its eleven and one-half year sunspot ylesbetray that it was a variable star in its youth. In the early days of your sun the ontinued ontrationand onsequent gradual inrease of temperature initiated tremendous onvulsions on its surfae.These titani heaves required three and one-half days to omplete a yle of varying brightness.598



This variable state, this periodi pulsation, rendered your sun highly responsive to ertain outsideinuenes whih were to be shortly enountered.Thus was the stage of loal spae set for the unique origin of Monmatia, that being the name ofyour sun's planetary family, the solar system to whih your world belongs. Less than one per entof the planetary systems of Orvonton have had a similar origin.4,500,000,000 years ago the enormous Angona system began its approah to the neighborhood ofthis solitary sun. The enter of this great system was a dark giant of spae, solid, highly harged,and possessing tremendous gravity pull.As Angona more losely approahed the sun, at moments of maximum expansion during solarpulsations, streams of gaseous material were shot out into spae as giganti solar tongues. At �rstthese aming gas tongues would invariably fall bak into the sun, but as Angona drew nearer andnearer, the gravity pull of the giganti visitor beame so great that these tongues of gas would break o�at ertain points, the roots falling bak into the sun while the outer setions would beome detahedto form independent bodies of matter, solar meteorites, whih immediately started to revolve aboutthe sun in elliptial orbits of their own.As the Angona system drew nearer, the solar extrusions grew larger and larger; more and morematter was drawn from the sun to beome independent irulating bodies in surrounding spae. Thissituation developed for about �ve hundred thousand years until Angona made its losest approah tothe sun; whereupon the sun, in onjuntion with one of its periodi internal onvulsions, experieneda partial disruption; from opposite sides and simultaneously, enormous volumes of matter weredisgorged. From the Angona side there was drawn out a vast olumn of solar gases, rather pointedat both ends and markedly bulging at the enter, whih beame permanently detahed from theimmediate gravity ontrol of the sun.This great olumn of solar gases whih was thus separated from the sun subsequently evolved intothe twelve planets of the solar system. The reperussional ejetion of gas from the opposite side of thesun in tidal sympathy with the extrusion of this giganti solar system anestor, has sine ondensedinto the meteors and spae dust of the solar system, although muh, very muh, of this matter wassubsequently reaptured by solar gravity as the Angona system reeded into remote spae.Although Angona sueeded in drawing away the anestral material of the solar system planetsand the enormous volume of matter now irulating about the sun as asteroids and meteors, it didnot seure for itself any of this solar matter. The visiting system did not ome quite lose enoughto atually steal any of the sun's substane, but it did swing suÆiently lose to draw o� into theintervening spae all of the material omprising the present-day solar system.The �ve inner and �ve outer planets soon formed in miniature from the ooling and ondensingnuleuses in the less massive and tapering ends of the giganti gravity bulge whih Angona hadsueeded in detahing from the sun, while Saturn and Jupiter were formed from the more massiveand bulging entral portions. The powerful gravity pull of Jupiter and Saturn early aptured most ofthe material stolen from Angona as the retrograde motion of ertain of their satellites bears witness.Jupiter and Saturn, being derived from the very enter of the enormous olumn of superheatedsolar gases, ontained so muh highly heated sun material that they shone with a brilliant light andemitted enormous volumes of heat; they were in reality seondary suns for a short period after theirformation as separate spae bodies. These two largest of the solar system planets have remainedlargely gaseous to this day, not even yet having ooled o� to the point of omplete ondensation orsolidi�ation.The gas-ontration nuleuses of the other ten planets soon reahed the stage of solidi�ation andso began to draw to themselves inreasing quantities of the meteori matter irulating in near-byspae. The worlds of the solar system thus had a double origin: nuleuses of gas ondensation lateron augmented by the apture of enormous quantities of meteors. Indeed they still ontinue to apture599



meteors, but in greatly lessened numbers.The planets do not swing around the sun in the equatorial plane of their solar mother, whih theywould do if they had been thrown o� by solar revolution. Rather, they travel in the plane of theAngona solar extrusion, whih existed at a onsiderable angle to the plane of the sun's equator.While Angona was unable to apture any of the solar mass, your sun did add to its metamorphosingplanetary family some of the irulating spae material of the visiting system. Due to the intensegravity �eld of Angona, its tributary planetary family pursued orbits of onsiderable distane fromthe dark giant; and shortly after the extrusion of the solar system anestral mass and while Angonawas yet in the viinity of the sun, three of the major planets of the Angona system swung so nearto the massive solar system anestor that its gravitational pull, augmented by that of the sun,was suÆient to overbalane the gravity grasp of Angona and to permanently detah these threetributaries of the elestial wanderer.All of the solar system material derived from the sun was originally endowed with a homogeneousdiretion of orbital swing, and had it not been for the intrusion of these three foreign spae bodies,all solar system material would still maintain the same diretion of orbital movement. As it was,the impat of the three Angona tributaries injeted new and foreign diretional fores into theemerging solar system with the resultant appearane of retrograde motion. Retrograde motion inany astronomi system is always aidental and always appears as a result of the ollisional impat offoreign spae bodies. Suh ollisions may not always produe retrograde motion, but no retrogradeever appears exept in a system ontaining masses whih have diverse origins.57.6 The Solar System Stage - The Planet-Forming EraSubsequent to the birth of the solar system a period of diminishing solar disgorgement ensued.Dereasingly, for another �ve hundred thousand years, the sun ontinued to pour forth diminishingvolumes of matter into surrounding spae. But during these early times of errati orbits, when thesurrounding bodies made their nearest approah to the sun, the solar parent was able to reapturea large portion of this meteori material.The planets nearest the sun were the �rst to have their revolutions slowed down by tidal frition.Suh gravitational inuenes also ontribute to the stabilization of planetary orbits while ating asa brake on the rate of planetary-axial revolution, ausing a planet to revolve ever slower until axialrevolution eases, leaving one hemisphere of the planet always turned toward the sun or larger body,as is illustrated by the planet Merury and by the moon, whih always turns the same fae towardUrantia.When the tidal fritions of the moon and the earth beome equalized, the earth will always turnthe same hemisphere toward the moon, and the day and month will be analogous - in length aboutforty-seven days. When suh stability of orbits is attained, tidal fritions will go into reverse ation,no longer driving the moon farther away from the earth but gradually drawing the satellite towardthe planet. And then, in that far-distant future when the moon approahes to within about eleventhousand miles of the earth, the gravity ation of the latter will ause the moon to disrupt, andthis tidal-gravity explosion will shatter the moon into small partiles, whih may assemble about theworld as rings of matter resembling those of Saturn or may be gradually drawn into the earth asmeteors.If spae bodies are similar in size and density, ollisions may our. But if two spae bodies ofsimilar density are relatively unequal in size, then, if the smaller progressively approahes the larger,the disruption of the smaller body will our when the radius of its orbit beomes less than two andone-half times the radius of the larger body. Collisions among the giants of spae are rare indeed,600



but these gravity-tidal explosions of lesser bodies are quite ommon.Shooting stars our in swarms beause they are the fragments of larger bodies of matter whihhave been disrupted by tidal gravity exerted by near-by and still larger spae bodies. Saturn'srings are the fragments of a disrupted satellite. One of the moons of Jupiter is now approahingdangerously near the ritial zone of tidal disruption and, within a few million years, will either belaimed by the planet or will undergo gravity-tidal disruption. The �fth planet of the solar system oflong, long ago traversed an irregular orbit, periodially making loser and loser approah to Jupiteruntil it entered the ritial zone of gravity-tidal disruption, was swiftly fragmentized, and beamethe present-day luster of asteroids.4,000,000,000 years ago witnessed the organization of the Jupiter and Saturn systems muh asobserved today exept for their moons, whih ontinued to inrease in size for several billions ofyears. In fat, all of the planets and satellites of the solar system are still growing as the result ofontinued meteori aptures.3,500,000,000 years ago the ondensation nuleuses of the other ten planets were well formed, andthe ores of most of the moons were intat, though some of the smaller satellites later united to makethe present-day larger moons. This age may be regarded as the era of planetary assembly.3,000,000,000 years ago the solar system was funtioning muh as it does today. Its membersontinued to grow in size as spae meteors ontinued to pour in upon the planets and their satellitesat a prodigious rate.About this time your solar system was plaed on the physial registry of Nebadon and given itsname, Monmatia.2,500,000,000 years ago the planets had grown immensely in size. Urantia was a well-developedsphere about one tenth its present mass and was still growing rapidly by meteori aretion.All of this tremendous ativity is a normal part of the making of an evolutionary world on theorder of Urantia and onstitutes the astronomi preliminaries to the setting of the stage for thebeginning of the physial evolution of suh worlds of spae in preparation for the life adventures oftime.57.7 The Meteori Era - The Volani Age (The PrimitivePlanetary Atmosphere)Throughout these early times the spae regions of the solar system were swarming with small dis-ruptive and ondensation bodies, and in the absene of a protetive ombustion atmosphere suhspae bodies rashed diretly on the surfae of Urantia. These inessant impats kept the surfae ofthe planet more or less heated, and this, together with the inreased ation of gravity as the spheregrew larger, began to set in operation those inuenes whih gradually aused the heavier elements,suh as iron, to settle more and more toward the enter of the planet.2,000,000,000 years ago the earth began deidedly to gain on the moon. Always had the planetbeen larger than its satellite, but there was not so muh di�erene in size until about this time, whenenormous spae bodies were aptured by the earth. Urantia was then about one �fth its presentsize and had beome large enough to hold the primitive atmosphere whih had begun to appear asa result of the internal elemental ontest between the heated interior and the ooling rust.De�nite volani ation dates from these times. The internal heat of the earth ontinued to beaugmented by the deeper and deeper burial of the radioative or heavier elements brought in fromspae by the meteors. The study of these radioative elements will reveal that Urantia is more thanone billion years old on its surfae. The radium lok is your most reliable timepiee for making601



sienti� estimates of the age of the planet, but all suh estimates are too short beause the radioativematerials open to your srutiny are all derived from the earth's surfae and hene represent Urantia'somparatively reent aquirements of these elements.1,500,000,000 years ago the earth was two thirds its present size, while the moon was nearing itspresent mass. Earth's rapid gain over the moon in size enabled it to begin the slow robbery of thelittle atmosphere whih its satellite originally had.Volani ation is now at its height. The whole earth is a veritable �ery inferno, the surfaeresembling its earlier molten state before the heavier metals gravitated toward the enter. This isthe volani age. Nevertheless, a rust, onsisting hiey of the omparatively lighter granite, isgradually forming. The stage is being set for a planet whih an someday support life.The primitive planetary atmosphere is slowly evolving, now ontaining some water vapor, arbonmonoxide, arbon dioxide, and hydrogen hloride, but there is little or no free nitrogen or free oxygen.The atmosphere of a world in the volani age presents a queer spetale. In addition to the gasesenumerated it is heavily harged with numerous volani gases and, as the air belt matures, withthe ombustion produts of the heavy meteori showers whih are onstantly hurtling in upon theplanetary surfae. Suh meteori ombustion keeps the atmospheri oxygen very nearly exhausted,and the rate of meteori bombardment is still tremendous.Presently, the atmosphere beame more settled and ooled suÆiently to start preipitation ofrain on the hot roky surfae of the planet. For thousands of years Urantia was enveloped in onevast and ontinuous blanket of steam. And during these ages the sun never shone upon the earth'ssurfae.Muh of the arbon of the atmosphere was abstrated to form the arbonates of the various metalswhih abounded in the super�ial layers of the planet. Later on, muh greater quantities of thesearbon gases were onsumed by the early and proli� plant life.Even in the later periods the ontinuing lava ows and the inoming meteors kept the oxygen ofthe air almost ompletely used up. Even the early deposits of the soon appearing primitive oeanontain no olored stones or shales. And for a long time after this oean appeared, there was virtuallyno free oxygen in the atmosphere; and it did not appear in signi�ant quantities until it was latergenerated by the seaweeds and other forms of vegetable life.The primitive planetary atmosphere of the volani age a�ords little protetion against the olli-sional impats of the meteori swarms. Millions upon millions of meteors are able to penetrate suhan air belt to smash against the planetary rust as solid bodies. But as time passes, fewer and fewerprove large enough to resist the ever-stronger frition shield of the oxygen-enrihing atmosphere ofthe later eras.57.8 Crustal Stabilization - The Age of Earthquakes (TheWorld Oean and the First Continent)1,000,000,000 years ago is the date of the atual beginning of Urantia history. The planet had attainedapproximately its present size. And about this time it was plaed upon the physial registries ofNebadon and given its name, Urantia.The atmosphere, together with inessant moisture preipitation, failitated the ooling of theearth's rust. Volani ation early equalized internal-heat pressure and rustal ontration; and asvolanoes rapidly dereased, earthquakes made their appearane as this epoh of rustal ooling andadjustment progressed.The real geologi history of Urantia begins with the ooling of the earth's rust suÆiently to602



ause the formation of the �rst oean. Water-vapor ondensation on the ooling surfae of the earth,one begun, ontinued until it was virtually omplete. By the end of this period the oean wasworld-wide, overing the entire planet to an average depth of over one mile. The tides were thenin play muh as they are now observed, but this primitive oean was not salty; it was pratially afresh-water overing for the world. In those days, most of the hlorine was ombined with variousmetals, but there was enough, in union with hydrogen, to render this water faintly aid.At the opening of this faraway era, Urantia should be envisaged as a water-bound planet. Lateron, deeper and hene denser lava ows ame out upon the bottom of the present Pai� Oean,and this part of the water-overed surfae beame onsiderably depressed. The �rst ontinental landmass emerged from the world oean in ompensatory adjustment of the equilibrium of the graduallythikening earth's rust.950,000,000 years ago Urantia presents the piture of one great ontinent of land and one largebody of water, the Pai� Oean. Volanoes are still widespread and earthquakes are both frequentand severe. Meteors ontinue to bombard the earth, but they are diminishing in both frequeny andsize. The atmosphere is learing up, but the amount of arbon dioxide ontinues large. The earth'srust is gradually stabilizing.It was at about this time that Urantia was assigned to the system of Satania for planetaryadministration and was plaed on the life registry of Norlatiadek. Then began the administrativereognition of the small and insigni�ant sphere whih was destined to be the planet whereon Mihaelwould subsequently engage in the stupendous undertaking of mortal bestowal, would partiipate inthose experienes whih have sine aused Urantia to beome loally known as the \world of theross."900,000,000 years ago witnessed the arrival on Urantia of the �rst Satania souting party sentout from Jerusem to examine the planet and make a report on its adaptation for a life-experimentstation. This ommission onsisted of twenty-four members, embraing Life Carriers, LanonandekSons, Melhizedeks, seraphim, and other orders of elestial life having to do with the early days ofplanetary organization and administration.After making a painstaking survey of the planet, this ommission returned to Jerusem and reportedfavorably to the System Sovereign, reommending that Urantia be plaed on the life-experimentregistry. Your world was aordingly registered on Jerusem as a deimal planet, and the Life Carrierswere noti�ed that they would be granted permission to institute new patterns of mehanial, hemial,and eletrial mobilization at the time of their subsequent arrival with life transplantation andimplantation mandates.In due ourse arrangements for the planetary oupation were ompleted by the mixed ommissionof twelve on Jerusem and approved by the planetary ommission of seventy on Edentia. These plans,proposed by the advisory ounselors of the Life Carriers, were �nally aepted on Salvington. Soonthereafter the Nebadon broadasts arried the announement that Urantia would beome the stagewhereon the Life Carriers would exeute their sixtieth Satania experiment designed to amplify andimprove the Satania type of the Nebadon life patterns.Shortly after Urantia was �rst reognized on the universe broadasts to all Nebadon, it wasaorded full universe status. Soon thereafter it was registered in the reords of the minor and themajor setor headquarters planets of the superuniverse; and before this age was over, Urantia hadfound entry on the planetary-life registry of Uversa.This entire age was haraterized by frequent and violent storms. The early rust of the earth wasin a state of ontinual ux. Surfae ooling alternated with immense lava ows. Nowhere an therebe found on the surfae of the world anything of this original planetary rust. It has all been mixedup too many times with extruding lavas of deep origins and admixed with subsequent deposits ofthe early world-wide oean. 603



Nowhere on the surfae of the world will there be found more of the modi�ed remnants of theseanient preoean roks than in northeastern Canada around Hudson Bay. This extensive graniteelevation is omposed of stone belonging to the preoeani ages. These rok layers have been heated,bent, twisted, uprumpled, and again and again have they passed through these distorting metamor-phi experienes.Throughout the oeani ages, enormous layers of fossil-free strati�ed stone were deposited on thisanient oean bottom. (Limestone an form as a result of hemial preipitation; not all of the olderlimestone was produed by marine-life deposition.) In none of these anient rok formations willthere be found evidenes of life; they ontain no fossils unless, by some hane, later deposits of thewater ages have beome mixed with these older prelife layers.The earth's early rust was highly unstable, but mountains were not in proess of formation. Theplanet ontrated under gravity pressure as it formed. Mountains are not the result of the ollapseof the ooling rust of a ontrating sphere; they appear later on as a result of the ation of rain,gravity, and erosion.The ontinental land mass of this era inreased until it overed almost ten per ent of the earth'ssurfae. Severe earthquakes did not begin until the ontinental mass of land emerged well above thewater. When they one began, they inreased in frequeny and severity for ages. For millions uponmillions of years earthquakes have diminished, but Urantia still has an average of �fteen daily.850,000,000 years ago the �rst real epoh of the stabilization of the earth's rust began. Most ofthe heavier metals had settled down toward the enter of the globe; the ooling rust had eased toave in on suh an extensive sale as in former ages. There was established a better balane betweenthe land extrusion and the heavier oean bed. The ow of the subrustal lava bed beame well-nighworld-wide, and this ompensated and stabilized the utuations due to ooling, ontrating, andsuper�ial shifting.Volani eruptions and earthquakes ontinued to diminish in frequeny and severity. The atmo-sphere was learing of volani gases and water vapor, but the perentage of arbon dioxide was stillhigh.Eletri disturbanes in the air and in the earth were also dereasing. The lava ows had broughtto the surfae a mixture of elements whih diversi�ed the rust and better insulated the planet fromertain spae-energies. And all of this did muh to failitate the ontrol of terrestrial energy and toregulate its ow, as is dislosed by the funtioning of the magneti poles.800,000,000 years ago witnessed the inauguration of the �rst great land epoh, the age of inreasedontinental emergene.Sine the ondensation of the earth's hydrosphere, �rst into the world oean and subsequentlyinto the Pai� Oean, this latter body of water should be visualized as then overing nine tenths ofthe earth's surfae. Meteors falling into the sea aumulated on the oean bottom, and meteors are,generally speaking, omposed of heavy materials. Those falling on the land were largely oxidized,subsequently worn down by erosion, and washed into the oean basins. Thus the oean bottom grewinreasingly heavy, and added to this was the weight of a body of water at some plaes ten milesdeep.The inreasing downthrust of the Pai� Oean operated further to upthrust the ontinental landmass. Europe and Afria began to rise out of the Pai� depths along with those masses now alledAustralia, North and South Ameria, and the ontinent of Antartia, while the bed of the Pai�Oean engaged in a further ompensatory sinking adjustment. By the end of this period almost onethird of the earth's surfae onsisted of land, all in one ontinental body.With this inrease in land elevation the �rst limati di�erenes of the planet appeared. Landelevation, osmi louds, and oeani inuenes are the hief fators in limati utuation. The604



bakbone of the Asiati land mass reahed a height of almost nine miles at the time of the maximumland emergene. Had there been muh moisture in the air hovering over these highly elevated regions,enormous ie blankets would have formed; the ie age would have arrived long before it did. It wasseveral hundred millions of years before so muh land again appeared above water.750,000,000 years ago the �rst breaks in the ontinental land mass began as the great north-and-south raking, whih later admitted the oean waters and prepared the way for the westward drift ofthe ontinents of North and South Ameria, inluding Greenland. The long east-and-west leavageseparated Afria from Europe and severed the land masses of Australia, the Pai� Islands, andAntartia from the Asiati ontinent.700,000,000 years ago Urantia was approahing the ripening of onditions suitable for the supportof life. The ontinental land drift ontinued; inreasingly the oean penetrated the land as long�ngerlike seas providing those shallow waters and sheltered bays whih are so suitable as a habitatfor marine life.650,000,000 years ago witnessed the further separation of the land masses and, in onsequene,a further extension of the ontinental seas. And these waters were rapidly attaining that degree ofsaltiness whih was essential to Urantia life.It was these seas and their suessors that laid down the life reords of Urantia, as subsequentlydisovered in well-preserved stone pages, volume upon volume, as era sueeded era and age grewupon age. These inland seas of olden times were truly the radle of evolution.[Presented by a Life Carrier, a member of the original Urantia Corps and now a resident observer.℄
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Chapter 58Life Establishment on UrantiaIN ALL Satania there are only sixty-one worlds similar to Urantia, life-modi�ation planets. Themajority of inhabited worlds are peopled in aordane with established tehniques; on suh spheresthe Life Carriers are a�orded little leeway in their plans for life implantation. But about one worldin ten is designated as a deimal planet and assigned to the speial registry of the Life Carriers;and on suh planets we are permitted to undertake ertain life experiments in an e�ort to modify orpossibly improve the standard universe types of living beings.58.1 Physial-Life Prerequisites600,000,000 years ago the ommission of Life Carriers sent out from Jerusem arrived on Urantiaand began the study of physial onditions preparatory to launhing life on world number 606 ofthe Satania system. This was to be our six hundred and sixth experiene with the initiation ofthe Nebadon life patterns in Satania and our sixtieth opportunity to make hanges and institutemodi�ations in the basi and standard life designs of the loal universe.It should be made lear that Life Carriers annot initiate life until a sphere is ripe for the inaugu-ration of the evolutionary yle. Neither an we provide for a more rapid life development than anbe supported and aommodated by the physial progress of the planet.The Satania Life Carriers had projeted a sodium hloride pattern of life; therefore no steps ouldbe taken toward planting it until the oean waters had beome suÆiently briny. The Urantia typeof protoplasm an funtion only in a suitable salt solution. All anestral life - vegetable and animal- evolved in a salt-solution habitat. And even the more highly organized land animals ould notontinue to live did not this same essential salt solution irulate throughout their bodies in theblood stream whih freely bathes, literally submerses, every tiny living ell in this \briny deep."Your primitive anestors freely irulated about in the salty oean; today, this same oeanlikesalty solution freely irulates about in your bodies, bathing eah individual ell with a hemialliquid in all essentials omparable to the salt water whih stimulated the �rst protoplasmi reationsof the �rst living ells to funtion on the planet.But as this era opens, Urantia is in every way evolving toward a state favorable for the supportof the initial forms of marine life. Slowly but surely physial developments on earth and in adjaentspae regions are preparing the stage for the later attempts to establish suh life forms as we haddeided would be best adapted to the unfolding physial environment - both terrestrial and spatial.Subsequently the Satania ommission of Life Carriers returned to Jerusem, preferring to await thefurther breakup of the ontinental land mass, whih would a�ord still more inland seas and shelteredbays, before atually beginning life implantation.607



On a planet where life has a marine origin the ideal onditions for life implantation are providedby a large number of inland seas, by an extensive shore line of shallow waters and sheltered bays;and just suh a distribution of the earth's waters was rapidly developing. These anient inland seaswere seldom over �ve or six hundred feet deep, and sunlight an penetrate oean water for more thansix hundred feet.And it was from suh seashores of the mild and equable limes of a later age that primitive plantlife found its way onto the land. There the high degree of arbon in the atmosphere a�orded thenew land varieties of life opportunity for speedy and luxuriant growth. Though this atmosphere wasthen ideal for plant growth, it ontained suh a high degree of arbon dioxide that no animal, muhless man, ould have lived on the fae of the earth.58.2 The Urantia AtmosphereThe planetary atmosphere �lters through to the earth about one two-billionth of the sun's totallight emanation. If the light falling upon North Ameria were paid for at the rate of two ents perkilowatt-hour, the annual light bill would be upward of 800 quadrillion dollars. Chiago's bill forsunshine would amount to onsiderably over 100 million dollars a day. And it should be rememberedthat you reeive from the sun other forms of energy - light is not the only solar ontribution reahingyour atmosphere. Vast solar energies pour in upon Urantia embraing wave lengths ranging bothabove and below the reognition range of human vision.The earth's atmosphere is all but opaque to muh of the solar radiation at the extreme ultravioletend of the spetrum. Most of these short wave lengths are absorbed by a layer of ozone whih existsthroughout a level about ten miles above the surfae of the earth, and whih extends spaeward foranother ten miles. The ozone permeating this region, at onditions prevailing on the earth's surfae,would make a layer only one tenth of an inh thik; nevertheless, this relatively small and apparentlyinsigni�ant amount of ozone protets Urantia inhabitants from the exess of these dangerous anddestrutive ultraviolet radiations present in sunlight. But were this ozone layer just a trie thiker,you would be deprived of the highly important and health-giving ultraviolet rays whih now reahthe earth's surfae, and whih are anestral to one of the most essential of your vitamins.And yet some of the less imaginative of your mortal mehanists insist on viewing material reationand human evolution as an aident. The Urantia midwayers have assembled over �fty thousand fatsof physis and hemistry whih they deem to be inompatible with the laws of aidental hane,and whih they ontend unmistakably demonstrate the presene of intelligent purpose in the materialreation. And all of this takes no aount of their atalogue of more than one hundred thousand�ndings outside the domain of physis and hemistry whih they maintain prove the presene of mindin the planning, reation, and maintenane of the material osmos.Your sun pours forth a veritable ood of death-dealing rays, and your pleasant life on Urantia isdue to the \fortuitous" inuene of more than two-sore apparently aidental protetive operationssimilar to the ation of this unique ozone layer.Were it not for the \blanketing" e�et of the atmosphere at night, heat would be lost by radiationso rapidly that life would be impossible of maintenane exept by arti�ial provision.The lower �ve or six miles of the earth's atmosphere is the troposphere; this is the region of windsand air urrents whih provide weather phenomena. Above this region is the inner ionosphere andnext above is the stratosphere. Asending from the surfae of the earth, the temperature steadily fallsfor six or eight miles, at whih height it registers around 70 degrees below zero F. This temperaturerange of from 65 to 70 degrees below zero F. is unhanged in the further asent for forty miles;this realm of onstant temperature is the stratosphere. At a height of forty-�ve or �fty miles, the608



temperature begins to rise, and this inrease ontinues until, at the level of the auroral displays,a temperature of 1200o F. is attained, and it is this intense heat that ionizes the oxygen. Buttemperature in suh a rare�ed atmosphere is hardly omparable with heat rekoning at the surfaeof the earth. Bear in mind that one half of all your atmosphere is to be found in the �rst threemiles. The height of the earth's atmosphere is indiated by the highest auroral streamers - aboutfour hundred miles.Auroral phenomena are diretly related to sunspots, those solar ylones whih whirl in oppositediretions above and below the solar equator, even as do the terrestrial tropial hurrianes. Suhatmospheri disturbanes whirl in opposite diretions when ourring above or below the equator.The power of sunspots to alter light frequenies shows that these solar storm enters funtion asenormous magnets. Suh magneti �elds are able to hurl harged partiles from the sunspot ratersout through spae to the earth's outer atmosphere, where their ionizing inuene produes suhspetaular auroral displays. Therefore do you have the greatest auroral phenomena when sunspotsare at their height - or soon thereafter - at whih time the spots are more generally equatoriallysituated.Even the ompass needle is responsive to this solar inuene sine it turns slightly to the east asthe sun rises and slightly to the west as the sun nears setting. This happens every day, but during theheight of sunspot yles this variation of the ompass is twie as great. These diurnal wanderings ofthe ompass are in response to the inreased ionization of the upper atmosphere, whih is produedby the sunlight.It is the presene of two di�erent levels of eletri�ed onduting regions in the superstratospherethat aounts for the long-distane transmission of your long- and short-wave radiobroadasts. Yourbroadasting is sometimes disturbed by the terri� storms whih oasionally rage in the realms ofthese outer ionospheres.58.3 Spatial EnvironmentDuring the earlier times of universe materialization the spae regions are interspersed with vasthydrogen louds, just suh astronomi dust lusters as now haraterize many regions throughoutremote spae. Muh of the organized matter whih the blazing suns break down and disperse asradiant energy was originally built up in these early appearing hydrogen louds of spae. Underertain unusual onditions atom disruption also ours at the nuleus of the larger hydrogen masses.And all of these phenomena of atom building and atom dissolution, as in the highly heated nebulae,are attended by the emergene of ood tides of short spae rays of radiant energy. Aompanyingthese diverse radiations is a form of spae-energy unknown on Urantia.This short-ray energy harge of universe spae is four hundred times greater than all other formsof radiant energy existing in the organized spae domains. The output of short spae rays, whetheroming from the blazing nebulae, tense eletri �elds, outer spae, or the vast hydrogen dust louds,is modi�ed qualitatively and quantitatively by utuations of, and sudden tension hanges in, tem-perature, gravity, and eletroni pressures.These eventualities in the origin of the spae rays are determined by many osmi ourrenesas well as by the orbits of irulating matter, whih vary from modi�ed irles to extreme ellipses.Physial onditions may also be greatly altered beause the eletron spin is sometimes in the oppositediretion from that of the grosser matter behavior, even in the same physial zone.The vast hydrogen louds are veritable osmi hemial laboratories, harboring all phases ofevolving energy and metamorphosing matter. Great energy ations also our in the marginal gasesof the great binary stars whih so frequently overlap and hene extensively ommingle. But none609



of these tremendous and far-ung energy ativities of spae exerts the least inuene upon thephenomena of organized life - the germ plasm of living things and beings. These energy onditionsof spae are germane to the essential environment of life establishment, but they are not e�etive inthe subsequent modi�ation of the inheritane fators of the germ plasm as are some of the longerrays of radiant energy. The implanted life of the Life Carriers is fully resistant to all of this amazingood of the short spae rays of universe energy.All of these essential osmi onditions had to evolve to a favorable status before the Life Carriersould atually begin the establishment of life on Urantia.58.4 The Life-Dawn EraThat we are alled Life Carriers should not onfuse you. We an and do arry life to the planets,but we brought no life to Urantia. Urantia life is unique, original with the planet. This sphere is alife-modi�ation world; all life appearing hereon was formulated by us right here on the planet; andthere is no other world in all Satania, even in all Nebadon, that has a life existene just like that ofUrantia.550,000,000 years ago the Life Carrier orps returned to Urantia. In o-operation with spiritualpowers and superphysial fores we organized and initiated the original life patterns of this worldand planted them in the hospitable waters of the realm. All planetary life (aside from extraplanetarypersonalities) down to the days of Caligastia, the Planetary Prine, had its origin in our threeoriginal, idential, and simultaneous marine-life implantations. These three life implantations havebeen designated as: the entral or Eurasian-Afrian, the eastern or Australasian, and the western,embraing Greenland and the Amerias.500,000,000 years ago primitive marine vegetable life was well established on Urantia. Greenlandand the arti land mass, together with North and South Ameria, were beginning their long and slowwestward drift. Afria moved slightly south, reating an east and west trough, the Mediterraneanbasin, between itself and the mother body. Antartia, Australia, and the land indiated by theislands of the Pai� broke away on the south and east and have drifted far away sine that day.We had planted the primitive form of marine life in the sheltered tropi bays of the entral seasof the east-west leavage of the breaking-up ontinental land mass. Our purpose in making threemarine-life implantations was to insure that eah great land mass would arry this life with it, inits warm-water seas, as the land subsequently separated. We foresaw that in the later era of theemergene of land life large oeans of water would separate these drifting ontinental land masses.58.5 The Continental DriftThe ontinental land drift ontinued. The earth's ore had beome as dense and rigid as steel, beingsubjeted to a pressure of almost 25,000 tons to the square inh, and owing to the enormous gravitypressure, it was and still is very hot in the deep interior. The temperature inreases from the surfaedownward until at the enter it is slightly above the surfae temperature of the sun.The outer one thousand miles of the earth's mass onsists prinipally of di�erent kinds of rok.Underneath are the denser and heavier metalli elements. Throughout the early and preatmospheriages the world was so nearly uid in its molten and highly heated state that the heavier metalssank deep into the interior. Those found near the surfae today represent the exudate of anientvolanoes, later and extensive lava ows, and the more reent meteori deposits.The outer rust was about forty miles thik. This outer shell was supported by, and rested diretly610



upon, a molten sea of basalt of varying thikness, a mobile layer of molten lava held under highpressure but always tending to ow hither and yon in equalization of shifting planetary pressures,thereby tending to stabilize the earth's rust.Even today the ontinents ontinue to oat upon this nonrystallized ushiony sea of moltenbasalt. Were it not for this protetive ondition, the more severe earthquakes would literally shakethe world to piees. Earthquakes are aused by sliding and shifting of the solid outer rust and notby volanoes.The lava layers of the earth's rust, when ooled, form granite. The average density of Urantiais a little more than �ve and one-half times that of water; the density of granite is less than threetimes that of water. The earth's ore is twelve times as dense as water.The sea bottoms are more dense than the land masses, and this is what keeps the ontinents abovewater. When the sea bottoms are extruded above the sea level, they are found to onsist largelyof basalt, a form of lava onsiderably heavier than the granite of the land masses. Again, if theontinents were not lighter than the oean beds, gravity would draw the edges of the oeans up ontothe land, but suh phenomena are not observable.The weight of the oeans is also a fator in the inrease of pressure on the sea beds. The lower butomparatively heavier oean beds, plus the weight of the overlying water, approximate the weightof the higher but muh lighter ontinents. But all ontinents tend to reep into the oeans. Theontinental pressure at oean-bottom levels is about 20,000 pounds to the square inh. That is,this would be the pressure of a ontinental mass standing 15,000 feet above the oean oor. Theoean-oor water pressure is only about 5,000 pounds to the square inh. These di�erential pressurestend to ause the ontinents to slide toward the oean beds.Depression of the oean bottom during the prelife ages had upthrust a solitary ontinental landmass to suh a height that its lateral pressure tended to ause the eastern, western, and southernfringes to slide downhill, over the underlying semivisous lava beds, into the waters of the surroundingPai� Oean. This so fully ompensated the ontinental pressure that a wide break did not our onthe eastern shore of this anient Asiati ontinent, but ever sine has that eastern oast line hoveredover the preipie of its adjoining oeani depths, threatening to slide into a watery grave.58.6 The Transition Period450,000,000 years ago the transition from vegetable to animal life ourred. This metamorphosistook plae in the shallow waters of the sheltered tropi bays and lagoons of the extensive shore linesof the separating ontinents. And this development, all of whih was inherent in the original lifepatterns, ame about gradually. There were many transitional stages between the early primitivevegetable forms of life and the later well-de�ned animal organisms. Even today the transition slimemolds persist, and they an hardly be lassi�ed either as plants or as animals.Although the evolution of vegetable life an be traed into animal life, and though there have beenfound graduated series of plants and animals whih progressively lead up from the most simple to themost omplex and advaned organisms, you will not be able to �nd suh onneting links betweenthe great divisions of the animal kingdom nor between the highest of the prehuman animal typesand the dawn men of the human raes. These so-alled \missing links" will forever remain missing,for the simple reason that they never existed.From era to era radially new speies of animal life arise. They do not evolve as the result of thegradual aumulation of small variations; they appear as full-edged and new orders of life, and theyappear suddenly.The sudden appearane of new speies and diversi�ed orders of living organisms is wholly biologi,611



stritly natural. There is nothing supernatural onneted with these geneti mutations.At the proper degree of saltiness in the oeans animal life evolved, and it was omparatively simpleto allow the briny waters to irulate through the animal bodies of marine life. But when the oeanswere ontrated and the perentage of salt was greatly inreased, these same animals evolved theability to redue the saltiness of their body uids just as those organisms whih learned to live infresh water aquired the ability to maintain the proper degree of sodium hloride in their body uidsby ingenious tehniques of salt onservation.Study of the rok-embraed fossils of marine life reveals the early adjustment struggles of theseprimitive organisms. Plants and animals never ease to make these adjustment experiments. Everthe environment is hanging, and always are living organisms striving to aommodate themselvesto these never-ending utuations.The physiologi equipment and the anatomi struture of all new orders of life are in responseto the ation of physial law, but the subsequent endowment of mind is a bestowal of the adjutantmind-spirits in aordane with innate brain apaity. Mind, while not a physial evolution, is whollydependent on the brain apaity a�orded by purely physial and evolutionary developments.Through almost endless yles of gains and losses, adjustments and readjustments, all livingorganisms swing bak and forth from age to age. Those that attain osmi unity persist, while thosethat fall short of this goal ease to exist.58.7 The Geologi History BookThe vast group of rok systems whih onstituted the outer rust of the world during the life-dawnor Proterozoi era does not now appear at many points on the earth's surfae. And when it doesemerge from below all the aumulations of subsequent ages, there will be found only the fossilremains of vegetable and early primitive animal life. Some of these older water-deposited roks areommingled with subsequent layers, and sometimes they yield fossil remains of some of the earlierforms of vegetable life, while on the topmost layers oasionally may be found some of the moreprimitive forms of the early marine-animal organisms. In many plaes these oldest strati�ed roklayers, bearing the fossils of the early marine life, both animal and vegetable, may be found diretlyon top of the older undi�erentiated stone.Fossils of this era yield algae, orallike plants, primitive Protozoa, and spongelike transition or-ganisms. But the absene of suh fossils in the early rok layers does not neessarily prove that livingthings were not elsewhere in existene at the time of their deposition. Life was sparse throughoutthese early times and only slowly made its way over the fae of the earth.The roks of this olden age are now at the earth's surfae, or very near the surfae, over about oneeighth of the present land area. The average thikness of this transition stone, the oldest strati�edrok layers, is about one and one-half miles. At some points these anient rok systems are as muhas four miles thik, but many of the layers whih have been asribed to this era belong to laterperiods.In North Ameria this anient and primitive fossil-bearing stone layer omes to the surfae overthe eastern, entral, and northern regions of Canada. There is also an intermittent east-west ridge ofthis rok whih extends from Pennsylvania and the anient Adirondak Mountains on west throughMihigan, Wisonsin, and Minnesota. Other ridges run from Newfoundland to Alabama and fromAlaska to Mexio.The roks of this era are exposed here and there all over the world, but none are so easy ofinterpretation as those about Lake Superior and in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River, wherethese primitive fossil-bearing roks, existing in several layers, testify to the upheavals and surfae612



utuations of those faraway times.This stone layer, the oldest fossil-bearing stratum in the rust of the earth, has been rumpled,folded, and grotesquely twisted as a result of the upheavals of earthquakes and the early volanoes.The lava ows of this age brought muh iron, opper, and lead up near the planetary surfae.There are few plaes on the earth where suh ativities are more graphially shown than in the St.Croix valley of Wisonsin. In this region there ourred one hundred and twenty-seven suessivelava ows on land with sueeding water submergene and onsequent rok deposition. Althoughmuh of the upper rok sedimentation and intermittent lava ow is absent today, and though thebottom of this system is buried deep in the earth, nevertheless, about sixty-�ve or seventy of thesestrati�ed reords of past ages are now exposed to view.In these early ages when muh land was near sea level, there ourred many suessive submer-genes and emergenes. The earth's rust was just entering upon its later period of omparativestabilization. The undulations, rises and dips, of the earlier ontinental drift ontributed to thefrequeny of the periodi submergene of the great land masses.During these times of primitive marine life, extensive areas of the ontinental shores sank beneaththe seas from a few feet to half a mile. Muh of the older sandstone and onglomerates represents thesedimentary aumulations of these anient shores. The sedimentary roks belonging to this earlystrati�ation rest diretly upon those layers whih date bak far beyond the origin of life, bak tothe early appearane of the world-wide oean.Some of the upper layers of these transition rok deposits ontain small amounts of shale or slate ofdark olors, indiating the presene of organi arbon and testifying to the existene of the anestorsof those forms of plant life whih overran the earth during the sueeding Carboniferous or oal age.Muh of the opper in these rok layers results from water deposition. Some is found in the raks ofthe older roks and is the onentrate of the sluggish swamp water of some anient sheltered shoreline. The iron mines of North Ameria and Europe are loated in deposits and extrusions lying partlyin the older unstrati�ed roks and partly in these later strati�ed roks of the transition periods oflife formation.This era witnesses the spread of life throughout the waters of the world; marine life has beomewell established on Urantia. The bottoms of the shallow and extensive inland seas are being graduallyoverrun by a profuse and luxuriant growth of vegetation, while the shore-line waters are swarmingwith the simple forms of animal life.All of this story is graphially told within the fossil pages of the vast \stone book" of world reord.And the pages of this giganti biogeologi reord unfailingly tell the truth if you but aquire skillin their interpretation. Many of these anient sea beds are now elevated high upon land, and theirdeposits of age upon age tell the story of the life struggles of those early days. It is literally true, asyour poet has said, \The dust we tread upon was one alive."[Presented by a member of the Urantia Life Carrier Corps now resident on the planet.℄
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Chapter 59The Marine-Life Era on UrantiaWE RECKON the history of Urantia as beginning about one billion years ago and extending through�ve major eras:1. The prelife era extends over the initial four hundred and �fty million years, from about the timethe planet attained its present size to the time of life establishment. Your students have designatedthis period as the Arheozoi.2. The life-dawn era extends over the next one hundred and �fty million years. This epohintervenes between the preeding prelife or atalysmi age and the following period of more highlydeveloped marine life. This era is known to your researhers as the Proterozoi.3. The marine-life era overs the next two hundred and �fty million years and is best known toyou as the Paleozoi.4. The early land-life era extends over the next one hundred million years and is known as theMesozoi.5. The mammalian era oupies the last �fty million years. This reent-times era is known as theCenozoi.The marine-life era thus overs about one quarter of your planetary history. It may be subdividedinto six long periods, eah haraterized by ertain well-de�ned developments in both the geologirealms and the biologi domains.As this era begins, the sea bottoms, the extensive ontinental shelves, and the numerous shallownear-shore basins are overed with proli� vegetation. The more simple and primitive forms of animallife have already developed from preeding vegetable organisms, and the early animal organisms havegradually made their way along the extensive oast lines of the various land masses until the manyinland seas are teeming with primitive marine life. Sine so few of these early organisms had shells,not many have been preserved as fossils. Nevertheless the stage is set for the opening hapters ofthat great \stone book" of the life-reord preservation whih was so methodially laid down duringthe sueeding ages.The ontinent of North Ameria is wonderfully rih in the fossil-bearing deposits of the entiremarine-life era. The very �rst and oldest layers are separated from the later strata of the preedingperiod by extensive erosion deposits whih learly segregate these two stages of planetary develop-ment.
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59.1 Early Marine Life in the Shallow Seas - The TrilobiteAgeBy the dawn of this period of relative quiet on the earth's surfae, life is on�ned to the various inlandseas and the oeani shore line; as yet no form of land organism has evolved. Primitive marine animalsare well established and are prepared for the next evolutionary development. Amebas are typialsurvivors of this initial stage of animal life, having made their appearane toward the lose of thepreeding transition period.400,000,000 years ago marine life, both vegetable and animal, is fairly well distributed over thewhole world. The world limate grows slightly warmer and beomes more equable. There is a generalinundation of the seashores of the various ontinents, partiularly of North and South Ameria. Newoeans appear, and the older bodies of water are greatly enlarged.Vegetation now for the �rst time rawls out upon the land and soon makes onsiderable progressin adaptation to a nonmarine habitat.Suddenly and without gradation anestry the �rst multiellular animals make their appearane.The trilobites have evolved, and for ages they dominate the seas. From the standpoint of marine lifethis is the trilobite age.In the later portion of this time segment muh of North Ameria and Europe emerged from thesea. The rust of the earth was temporarily stabilized; mountains, or rather high elevations of land,rose along the Atlanti and Pai� oasts, over the West Indies, and in southern Europe. The entireCaribbean region was highly elevated.390,000,000 years ago the land was still elevated. Over parts of eastern and western Ameria andwestern Europe may be found the stone strata laid down during these times, and these are the oldestroks whih ontain trilobite fossils. There were many long �ngerlike gulfs projeting into the landmasses in whih were deposited these fossil-bearing roks.Within a few million years the Pai� Oean began to invade the Amerian ontinents. Thesinking of the land was prinipally due to rustal adjustment, although the lateral land spread, orontinental reep, was also a fator.380,000,000 years ago Asia was subsiding, and all other ontinents were experiening a short-lived emergene. But as this epoh progressed, the newly appearing Atlanti Oean made extensiveinroads on all adjaent oast lines. The northern Atlanti or Arti seas were then onneted withthe southern Gulf waters. When this southern sea entered the Appalahian trough, its waves brokeupon the east against mountains as high as the Alps, but in general the ontinents were uninterestinglowlands, utterly devoid of seni beauty.The sedimentary deposits of these ages are of four sorts:1. Conglomerates - matter deposited near the shore lines.2. Sandstones - deposits made in shallow water but where the waves were suÆient to preventmud settling.3. Shales - deposits made in the deeper and more quiet water.4. Limestone - inluding the deposits of trilobite shells in deep water.The trilobite fossils of these times present ertain basi uniformities oupled with ertain well-marked variations. The early animals developing from the three original life implantations wereharateristi; those appearing in the Western Hemisphere were slightly di�erent from those of theEurasian group and from the Australasian or Australian-Antarti type.370,000,000 years ago the great and almost total submergene of North and South Ameria o-616



urred, followed by the sinking of Afria and Australia. Only ertain parts of North Ameria remainedabove these shallow Cambrian seas. Five million years later the seas were retreating before the risingland. And all of these phenomena of land sinking and land rising were undramati, taking plaeslowly over millions of years.The trilobite fossil-bearing strata of this epoh outrop here and there throughout all the ontinentsexept in entral Asia. In many regions these roks are horizontal, but in the mountains they aretilted and distorted beause of pressure and folding. And suh pressure has, in many plaes, hangedthe original harater of these deposits. Sandstone has been turned into quartz, shale has beenhanged to slate, while limestone has been onverted into marble.360,000,000 years ago the land was still rising. North and South Ameria were well up. WesternEurope and the British Isles were emerging, exept parts of Wales, whih were deeply submerged.There were no great ie sheets during these ages. The supposed glaial deposits appearing in onne-tion with these strata in Europe, Afria, China, and Australia are due to isolated mountain glaiersor to the displaement of glaial debris of later origin. The world limate was oeani, not onti-nental. The southern seas were warmer then than now, and they extended northward over NorthAmeria up to the polar regions. The Gulf Stream oursed over the entral portion of North Ameria,being deeted eastward to bathe and warm the shores of Greenland, making that now ie-mantledontinent a veritable tropi paradise.The marine life was muh alike the world over and onsisted of the seaweeds, one-elled organisms,simple sponges, trilobites, and other rustaeans - shrimps, rabs, and lobsters. Three thousandvarieties of brahiopods appeared at the lose of this period, only two hundred of whih have survived.These animals represent a variety of early life whih has ome down to the present time pratiallyunhanged.But the trilobites were the dominant living reatures. They were sexed animals and existed inmany forms; being poor swimmers, they sluggishly oated in the water or rawled along the seabottoms, urling up in self-protetion when attaked by their later appearing enemies. They grew inlength from two inhes to one foot and developed into four distint groups: arnivorous, herbivorous,omnivorous, and \mud eaters." The ability of the latter group largely to subsist on inorgani matter- being the last multielled animal that ould - explains their great inrease and long survival.This was the biogeologi piture of Urantia at the end of that long period of the world's history,embraing �fty million years, designated by your geologists as the Cambrian.59.2 The First Continental Flood Stage - The Invertebrate-Animal AgeThe periodi phenomena of land elevation and land sinking harateristi of these times were allgradual and nonspetaular, being aompanied by little or no volani ation. Throughout all ofthese suessive land elevations and depressions the Asiati mother ontinent did not fully share thehistory of the other land bodies. It experiened many inundations, dipping �rst in one diretionand then another, more partiularly in its earlier history, but it does not present the uniform rokdeposits whih may be disovered on the other ontinents. In reent ages Asia has been the moststable of all the land masses.350,000,000 years ago saw the beginning of the great ood period of all the ontinents exeptentral Asia. The land masses were repeatedly overed with water; only the oastal highlandsremained above these shallow but widespread osillatory inland seas. Three major inundationsharaterized this period, but before it ended, the ontinents again arose, the total land emergenebeing �fteen per ent greater than now exists. The Caribbean region was highly elevated. This617



period is not well marked o� in Europe beause the land utuations were less, while the volaniation was more persistent.340,000,000 years ago there ourred another extensive land sinking exept in Asia and Australia.The waters of the world's oeans were generally ommingled. This was a great limestone age, muhof its stone being laid down by lime-sereting algae.A few million years later large portions of the Amerian ontinents and Europe began to emergefrom the water. In the Western Hemisphere only an arm of the Pai� Oean remained over Mexioand the present Roky Mountain regions, but near the lose of this epoh the Atlanti and Pai�oasts again began to sink.330,000,000 years ago marks the beginning of a time setor of omparative quiet all over theworld, with muh land again above water. The only exeption to this reign of terrestrial quiet wasthe eruption of the great North Amerian volano of eastern Kentuky, one of the greatest singlevolani ativities the world has ever known. The ashes of this volano overed �ve hundred squaremiles to a depth of from �fteen to twenty feet.320,000,000 years ago the third major ood of this period ourred. The waters of this inundationovered all the land submerged by the preeding deluge, while extending farther in many diretionsall over the Amerias and Europe. Eastern North Ameria and western Europe were from 10,000 to15,000 feet under water.310,000,000 years ago the land masses of the world were again well up exepting the southern partsof North Ameria. Mexio emerged, thus reating the Gulf Sea, whih has ever sine maintained itsidentity.The life of this period ontinues to evolve. The world is one again quiet and relatively peaeful;the limate remains mild and equable; the land plants are migrating farther and farther from theseashores. The life patterns are well developed, although few plant fossils of these times are to befound.This was the great age of individual animal organismal evolution, though many of the basihanges, suh as the transition from plant to animal, had previously ourred. The marine faunadeveloped to the point where every type of life below the vertebrate sale was represented in thefossils of those roks whih were laid down during these times. But all of these animals were marineorganisms. No land animals had yet appeared exept a few types of worms whih burrowed alongthe seashores, nor had the land plants yet overspread the ontinents; there was still too muh arbondioxide in the air to permit of the existene of air breathers. Primarily, all animals exept ertain ofthe more primitive ones are diretly or indiretly dependent on plant life for their existene.The trilobites were still prominent. These little animals existed in tens of thousands of patternsand were the predeessors of modern rustaeans. Some of the trilobites had from twenty-�ve tofour thousand tiny eyelets; others had aborted eyes. As this period losed, the trilobites shareddomination of the seas with several other forms of invertebrate life. But they utterly perished duringthe beginning of the next period.Lime-sereting algae were widespread. There existed thousands of speies of the early anestorsof the orals. Sea worms were abundant, and there were many varieties of jelly�sh whih have sinebeome extint. Corals and the later types of sponges evolved. The ephalopods were well developed,and they have survived as the modern pearly nautilus, otopus, uttle�sh, and squid.There were many varieties of shell animals, but their shells were not then so muh needed fordefensive purposes as in subsequent ages. The gastropods were present in the waters of the anientseas, and they inluded single-shelled drills, periwinkles, and snails. The bivalve gastropods haveome on down through the intervening millions of years muh as they then existed and embrae themussels, lams, oysters, and sallops. The valve-shelled organisms also evolved, and these brahiopods618



lived in those anient waters muh as they exist today; they even had hinged, nothed, and othersorts of protetive arrangements of their valves.So ends the evolutionary story of the seond great period of marine life, whih is known to yourgeologists as the Ordoviian.59.3 The Seond Great Flood Stage (The Coral Period) -The Brahiopod Age300,000,000 years ago another great period of land submergene began. The southward and north-ward enroahment of the anient Silurian seas made ready to engulf most of Europe and NorthAmeria. The land was not elevated far above the sea so that not muh deposition ourred aboutthe shore lines. The seas teemed with lime-shelled life, and the falling of these shells to the sea bot-tom gradually built up very thik layers of limestone. This is the �rst widespread limestone deposit,and it overs pratially all of Europe and North Ameria but only appears at the earth's surfae ina few plaes. The thikness of this anient rok layer averages about one thousand feet, but many ofthese deposits have sine been greatly deformed by tilting, upheavals, and faulting, and many havebeen hanged to quartz, shale, and marble.No �re roks or lava are found in the stone layers of this period exept those of the great volanoesof southern Europe and eastern Maine and the lava ows of Quebe. Volani ation was largelypast. This was the height of great water deposition; there was little or no mountain building.290,000,000 years ago the sea had largely withdrawn from the ontinents, and the bottoms ofthe surrounding oeans were sinking. The land masses were little hanged until they were againsubmerged. The early mountain movements of all the ontinents were beginning, and the greatest ofthese rustal upheavals were the Himalayas of Asia and the great Caledonian Mountains, extendingfrom Ireland through Sotland and on to Spitzbergen.It is in the deposits of this age that muh of the gas, oil, zin, and lead are found, the gas andoil being derived from the enormous olletions of vegetable and animal matter arried down at thetime of the previous land submergene, while the mineral deposits represent the sedimentation ofsluggish bodies of water. Many of the rok salt deposits belong to this period.The trilobites rapidly delined, and the enter of the stage was oupied by the larger mollusks,or ephalopods. These animals grew to be �fteen feet long and one foot in diameter and beamemasters of the seas. This speies of animal appeared suddenly and assumed dominane of sea life.The great volani ativity of this age was in the European setor. Not in millions upon millionsof years had suh violent and extensive volani eruptions ourred as now took plae around theMediterranean trough and espeially in the neighborhood of the British Isles. This lava ow overthe British Isles region today appears as alternate layers of lava and rok 25,000 feet thik. Theseroks were laid down by the intermittent lava ows whih spread out over a shallow sea bed, thusinterspersing the rok deposits, and all of this was subsequently elevated high above the sea. Violentearthquakes took plae in northern Europe, notably in Sotland.The oeani limate remained mild and uniform, and the warm seas bathed the shores of the polarlands. Brahiopod and other marine-life fossils may be found in these deposits right up to the NorthPole. Gastropods, brahiopods, sponges, and reef-making orals ontinued to inrease.The lose of this epoh witnesses the seond advane of the Silurian seas with another omminglingof the waters of the southern and northern oeans. The ephalopods dominate marine life, whileassoiated forms of life progressively develop and di�erentiate.280,000,000 years ago the ontinents had largely emerged from the seond Silurian inundation.619



The rok deposits of this submergene are known in North Ameria as Niagara limestone beausethis is the stratum of rok over whih Niagara Falls now ows. This layer of rok extends from theeastern mountains to the Mississippi valley region but not farther west exept to the south. Severallayers extend over Canada, portions of South Ameria, Australia, and most of Europe, the averagethikness of this Niagara series being about six hundred feet. Immediately overlying the Niagaradeposit, in many regions may be found a olletion of onglomerate, shale, and rok salt. This isthe aumulation of seondary subsidenes. This salt settled in great lagoons whih were alternatelyopened up to the sea and then ut o� so that evaporation ourred with deposition of salt along withother matter held in solution. In some regions these rok salt beds are seventy feet thik.The limate is even and mild, and marine fossils are laid down in the arti regions. But by theend of this epoh the seas are so exessively salty that little life survives.Toward the lose of the �nal Silurian submergene there is a great inrease in the ehinoderms - thestone lilies - as is evidened by the rinoid limestone deposits. The trilobites have nearly disappeared,and the mollusks ontinue monarhs of the seas; oral-reef formation inreases greatly. During thisage, in the more favorable loations the primitive water sorpions �rst evolve. Soon thereafter, andsuddenly, the true sorpions - atual air breathers - make their appearane.These developments terminate the third marine-life period, overing twenty-�ve million years andknown to your researhers as the Silurian.59.4 The Great Land-Emergene Stage (The Vegetative Land-Life Period) - The Age of FishesIn the agelong struggle between land and water, for long periods the sea has been omparativelyvitorious, but times of land vitory are just ahead. And the ontinental drifts have not proeededso far but that, at times, pratially all of the land of the world is onneted by slender isthmusesand narrow land bridges.As the land emerges from the last Silurian inundation, an important period in world developmentand life evolution omes to an end. It is the dawn of a new age on earth. The naked and unattrativelandsape of former times is beoming lothed with luxuriant verdure, and the �rst magni�entforests will soon appear.The marine life of this age was very diverse due to the early speies segregation, but later on therewas free ommingling and assoiation of all these di�erent types. The brahiopods early reahedtheir limax, being sueeded by the arthropods, and barnales made their �rst appearane. But thegreatest event of all was the sudden appearane of the �sh family. This beame the age of �shes,that period of the world's history haraterized by the vertebrate type of animal.270,000,000 years ago the ontinents were all above water. In millions upon millions of years notso muh land had been above water at one time; it was one of the greatest land-emergene epohsin all world history.Five million years later the land areas of North and South Ameria, Europe, Afria, northern Asia,and Australia were briey inundated, in North Ameria the submergene at one time or another beingalmost omplete; and the resulting limestone layers run from 500 to 5,000 feet in thikness. Thesevarious Devonian seas extended �rst in one diretion and then in another so that the immense artiNorth Amerian inland sea found an outlet to the Pai� Oean through northern California.260,000,000 years ago, toward the end of this land-depression epoh, North Ameria was partiallyoverspread by seas having simultaneous onnetion with the Pai�, Atlanti, Arti, and Gulf waters.The deposits of these later stages of the �rst Devonian ood average about one thousand feet in620



thikness. The oral reefs haraterizing these times indiate that the inland seas were lear andshallow. Suh oral deposits are exposed in the banks of the Ohio River near Louisville, Kentuky,and are about one hundred feet thik, embraing more than two hundred varieties. These oralformations extend through Canada and northern Europe to the arti regions.Following these submergenes, many of the shore lines were onsiderably elevated so that the earlierdeposits were overed by mud or shale. There is also a red sandstone stratum whih haraterizesone of the Devonian sedimentations, and this red layer extends over muh of the earth's surfae,being found in North and South Ameria, Europe, Russia, China, Afria, and Australia. Suh reddeposits are suggestive of arid or semiarid onditions, but the limate of this epoh was still mildand even.Throughout all of this period the land southeast of the Cininnati Island remained well abovewater. But very muh of western Europe, inluding the British Isles, was submerged. In Wales,Germany, and other plaes in Europe the Devonian roks are 20,000 feet thik.250,000,000 years ago witnessed the appearane of the �sh family, the vertebrates, one of the mostimportant steps in all prehuman evolution.The arthropods, or rustaeans, were the anestors of the �rst vertebrates. The forerunners ofthe �sh family were two modi�ed arthropod anestors; one had a long body onneting a head andtail, while the other was a bakboneless, jawless pre�sh. But these preliminary types were quiklydestroyed when the �shes, the �rst vertebrates of the animal world, made their sudden appearanefrom the north.Many of the largest true �sh belong to this age, some of the teeth-bearing varieties being twenty-�ve to thirty feet long; the present-day sharks are the survivors of these anient �shes. The lung andarmored �shes reahed their evolutionary apex, and before this epoh had ended, �shes had adaptedto both fresh and salt waters.Veritable bone beds of �sh teeth and skeletons may be found in the deposits laid down towardthe lose of this period, and rih fossil beds are situated along the oast of California sine manysheltered bays of the Pai� Oean extended into the land of that region.The earth was being rapidly overrun by the new orders of land vegetation. Heretofore few plantsgrew on land exept about the water's edge. Now, and suddenly, the proli� fern family appearedand quikly spread over the fae of the rapidly rising land in all parts of the world. Tree types, twofeet thik and forty feet high, soon developed; later on, leaves evolved, but these early varieties hadonly rudimentary foliage. There were many smaller plants, but their fossils are not found sine theywere usually destroyed by the still earlier appearing bateria.As the land rose, North Ameria beame onneted with Europe by land bridges extending toGreenland. And today Greenland holds the remains of these early land plants beneath its mantle ofie.240,000,000 years ago the land over parts of both Europe and North and South Ameria began tosink. This subsidene marked the appearane of the last and least extensive of the Devonian oods.The arti seas again moved southward over muh of North Ameria, the Atlanti inundated a largepart of Europe and western Asia, while the southern Pai� overed most of India. This inundationwas slow in appearing and equally slow in retreating. The Catskill Mountains along the west bank ofthe Hudson River are one of the largest geologi monuments of this epoh to be found on the surfaeof North Ameria.230,000,000 years ago the seas were ontinuing their retreat. Muh of North Ameria was abovewater, and great volani ativity ourred in the St. Lawrene region. Mount Royal, at Montreal,is the eroded nek of one of these volanoes. The deposits of this entire epoh are well shown in theAppalahian Mountains of North Ameria where the Susquehanna River has ut a valley exposing621



these suessive layers, whih attained a thikness of over 13,000 feet.The elevation of the ontinents proeeded, and the atmosphere was beoming enrihed with oxy-gen. The earth was overspread by vast forests of ferns one hundred feet high and by the peuliartrees of those days, silent forests; not a sound was heard, not even the rustle of a leaf, for suh treeshad no leaves.And thus drew to a lose one of the longest periods of marine-life evolution, the age of �shes.This period of the world's history lasted almost �fty million years; it has beome known to yourresearhers as the Devonian.59.5 The Crustal-Shifting Stage (The Fern-Forest Carbonif-erous Period) - The Age of FrogsThe appearane of �sh during the preeding period marks the apex of marine-life evolution. Fromthis point onward the evolution of land life beomes inreasingly important. And this period openswith the stage almost ideally set for the appearane of the �rst land animals.220,000,000 years ago many of the ontinental land areas, inluding most of North Ameria, wereabove water. The land was overrun by luxurious vegetation; this was indeed the age of ferns. Carbondioxide was still present in the atmosphere but in lessening degree.Shortly thereafter the entral portion of North Ameria was inundated, reating two great inlandseas. Both the Atlanti and Pai� oastal highlands were situated just beyond the present shorelines. These two seas presently united, ommingling their di�erent forms of life, and the union ofthese marine fauna marked the beginning of the rapid and world-wide deline in marine life and theopening of the subsequent land-life period.210,000,000 years ago the warm-water arti seas overed most of North Ameria and Europe.The south polar waters inundated South Ameria and Australia, while both Afria and Asia werehighly elevated.When the seas were at their height, a new evolutionary development suddenly ourred. Abruptly,the �rst of the land animals appeared. There were numerous speies of these animals that were ableto live on land or in water. These air-breathing amphibians developed from the arthropods, whoseswim bladders had evolved into lungs.From the briny waters of the seas there rawled out upon the land snails, sorpions, and frogs.Today frogs still lay their eggs in water, and their young �rst exist as little �shes, tadpoles. Thisperiod ould well be known as the age of frogs.Very soon thereafter the insets �rst appeared and, together with spiders, sorpions, okroahes,rikets, and lousts, soon overspread the ontinents of the world. Dragon ies measured thirtyinhes aross. One thousand speies of okroahes developed, and some grew to be four inhes long.Two groups of ehinoderms beame espeially well developed, and they are in reality the guidefossils of this epoh. The large shell-feeding sharks were also highly evolved, and for more than �vemillion years they dominated the oeans. The limate was still mild and equable; the marine life waslittle hanged. Fresh-water �sh were developing and the trilobites were nearing extintion. Coralswere sare, and muh of the limestone was being made by the rinoids. The �ner building limestoneswere laid down during this epoh.The waters of many of the inland seas were so heavily harged with lime and other minerals asgreatly to interfere with the progress and development of many marine speies. Eventually the seasleared up as the result of an extensive stone deposit, in some plaes ontaining zin and lead.622



The deposits of this early Carboniferous age are from 500 to 2,000 feet thik, onsisting of sand-stone, shale, and limestone. The oldest strata yield the fossils of both land and marine animalsand plants, along with muh gravel and basin sediments. Little workable oal is found in these olderstrata. These depositions throughout Europe are very similar to those laid down over North Ameria.Toward the lose of this epoh the land of North Ameria began to rise. There was a short inter-ruption, and the sea returned to over about half of its previous beds. This was a short inundation,and most of the land was soon well above water. South Ameria was still onneted with Europe byway of Afria.This epoh witnessed the beginning of the Vosges, Blak Forest, and Ural mountains. Stumps ofother and older mountains are to be found all over Great Britain and Europe.200,000,000 years ago the really ative stages of the Carboniferous period began. For twentymillion years prior to this time the earlier oal deposits were being laid down, but now the moreextensive oal-formation ativities were in proess. The length of the atual oal-deposition epohwas a little over twenty-�ve million years.The land was periodially going up and down due to the shifting sea level oasioned by ativitieson the oean bottoms. This rustal uneasiness - the settling and rising of the land - in onnetionwith the proli� vegetation of the oastal swamps, ontributed to the prodution of extensive oaldeposits, whih have aused this period to be known as the Carboniferous. And the limate was stillmild the world over.The oal layers alternate with shale, stone, and onglomerate. These oal beds over entral andeastern United States vary in thikness from forty to �fty feet. But many of these deposits werewashed away during subsequent land elevations. In some parts of North Ameria and Europe theoal-bearing strata are 18,000 feet in thikness.The presene of roots of trees as they grew in the lay underlying the present oal beds demon-strates that oal was formed exatly where it is now found. Coal is the water-preserved and pressure-modi�ed remains of the rank vegetation growing in the bogs and on the swamp shores of this farawayage. Coal layers often hold both gas and oil. Peat beds, the remains of past vegetable growth, wouldbe onverted into a type of oal if subjeted to proper pressure and heat. Anthraite has beensubjeted to more pressure and heat than other oal.In North Ameria the layers of oal in the various beds, whih indiate the number of timesthe land fell and rose, vary from ten in Illinois, twenty in Pennsylvania, thirty-�ve in Alabama, toseventy-�ve in Canada. Both fresh- and salt-water fossils are found in the oal beds.Throughout this epoh the mountains of North and South Ameria were ative, both the Andesand the southern anestral Roky Mountains rising. The great Atlanti and Pai� high oastalregions began to sink, eventually beoming so eroded and submerged that the oast lines of bothoeans withdrew to approximately their present positions. The deposits of this inundation averageabout one thousand feet in thikness.190,000,000 years ago witnessed a westward extension of the North Amerian Carboniferous seaover the present Roky Mountain region, with an outlet to the Pai� Oean through northernCalifornia. Coal ontinued to be laid down throughout the Amerias and Europe, layer upon layer,as the oastlands rose and fell during these ages of seashore osillations.180,000,000 years ago brought the lose of the Carboniferous period, during whih oal had beenformed all over the world - in Europe, India, China, North Afria, and the Amerias. At the lose ofthe oal-formation period North Ameria east of the Mississippi valley rose, and most of this setionhas ever sine remained above the sea. This land-elevation period marks the beginning of the modernmountains of North Ameria, both in the Appalahian regions and in the west. Volanoes were ativein Alaska and California and in the mountain-forming regions of Europe and Asia. Eastern Ameria623



and western Europe were onneted by the ontinent of Greenland.Land elevation began to modify the marine limate of the preeding ages and to substitute thereforthe beginnings of the less mild and more variable ontinental limate.The plants of these times were spore bearing, and the wind was able to spread them far and wide.The trunks of the Carboniferous trees were ommonly seven feet in diameter and often one hundredand twenty-�ve feet high. The modern ferns are truly relis of these bygone ages.In general, these were the epohs of development for fresh-water organisms; little hange ourredin the previous marine life. But the important harateristi of this period was the sudden appearaneof the frogs and their many ousins. The life features of the oal age were ferns and frogs.59.6 The Climati Transition Stage (The Seed-Plant Pe-riod) - The Age of Biologi TribulationThis period marks the end of pivotal evolutionary development in marine life and the opening of thetransition period leading to the subsequent ages of land animals.This age was one of great life impoverishment. Thousands of marine speies perished, and lifewas hardly yet established on land. This was a time of biologi tribulation, the age when life nearlyvanished from the fae of the earth and from the depths of the oeans. Toward the lose of the longmarine-life era there were more than one hundred thousand speies of living things on earth. At thelose of this period of transition less than �ve hundred had survived.The peuliarities of this new period were not due so muh to the ooling of the earth's rust or tothe long absene of volani ation as to an unusual ombination of ommonplae and pre-existinginuenes - restritions of the seas and inreasing elevation of enormous land masses. The mildmarine limate of former times was disappearing, and the harsher ontinental type of weather wasfast developing.170,000,000 years ago great evolutionary hanges and adjustments were taking plae over theentire fae of the earth. Land was rising all over the world as the oean beds were sinking. Isolatedmountain ridges appeared. The eastern part of North Ameria was high above the sea; the west wasslowly rising. The ontinents were overed by great and small salt lakes and numerous inland seaswhih were onneted with the oeans by narrow straits. The strata of this transition period vary inthikness from 1,000 to 7,000 feet.The earth's rust folded extensively during these land elevations. This was a time of ontinentalemergene exept for the disappearane of ertain land bridges, inluding the ontinents whih hadso long onneted South Ameria with Afria and North Ameria with Europe.Gradually the inland lakes and seas were drying up all over the world. Isolated mountain andregional glaiers began to appear, espeially over the Southern Hemisphere, and in many regions theglaial deposit of these loal ie formations may be found even among some of the upper and lateroal deposits. Two new limati fators appeared - glaiation and aridity. Many of the earth's higherregions had beome arid and barren.Throughout these times of limati hange, great variations also ourred in the land plants. Theseed plants �rst appeared, and they a�orded a better food supply for the subsequently inreasedland-animal life. The insets underwent a radial hange. The resting stages evolved to meet thedemands of suspended animation during winter and drought.Among the land animals the frogs reahed their limax in the preeding age and rapidly delined,but they survived beause they ould long live even in the drying-up pools and ponds of these far-624



distant and extremely trying times. During this delining frog age, in Afria, the �rst step in theevolution of the frog into the reptile ourred. And sine the land masses were still onneted, thisprereptilian reature, an air breather, spread over all the world. By this time the atmosphere hadbeen so hanged that it served admirably to support animal respiration. It was soon after the arrivalof these prereptilian frogs that North Ameria was temporarily isolated, ut o� from Europe, Asia,and South Ameria.The gradual ooling of the oean waters ontributed muh to the destrution of oeani life. Themarine animals of those ages took temporary refuge in three favorable retreats: the present Gulfof Mexio region, the Ganges Bay of India, and the Siilian Bay of the Mediterranean basin. Andit was from these three regions that the new marine speies, born to adversity, later went forth toreplenish the seas.160,000,000 years ago the land was largely overed with vegetation adapted to support land-animallife, and the atmosphere had beome ideal for animal respiration. Thus ends the period of marine-lifeurtailment and those testing times of biologi adversity whih eliminated all forms of life exeptsuh as had survival value, and whih were therefore entitled to funtion as the anestors of the morerapidly developing and highly di�erentiated life of the ensuing ages of planetary evolution.The ending of this period of biologi tribulation, known to your students as the Permian, alsomarks the end of the long Paleozoi era, whih overs one quarter of the planetary history, twohundred and �fty million years.The vast oeani nursery of life on Urantia has served its purpose. During the long ages when theland was unsuited to support life, before the atmosphere ontained suÆient oxygen to sustain thehigher land animals, the sea mothered and nurtured the early life of the realm. Now the biologiimportane of the sea progressively diminishes as the seond stage of evolution begins to unfold onthe land.[Presented by a Life Carrier of Nebadon, one of the original orps assigned to Urantia.℄
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Chapter 60Urantia During the Early Land-Life EraTHE era of exlusive marine life has ended. Land elevation, ooling rust and ooling oeans, searestrition and onsequent deepening, together with a great inrease of land in northern latitudes, allonspired greatly to hange the world's limate in all regions far removed from the equatorial zone.The losing epohs of the preeding era were indeed the age of frogs, but these anestors of the landvertebrates were no longer dominant, having survived in greatly redued numbers. Very few typesoutlived the rigorous trials of the preeding period of biologi tribulation. Even the spore-bearingplants were nearly extint.60.1 The Early Reptilian AgeThe erosion deposits of this period were mostly onglomerates, shale, and sandstone. The gypsumand red layers throughout these sedimentations over both Ameria and Europe indiate that thelimate of these ontinents was arid. These arid distrits were subjeted to great erosion from theviolent and periodi loudbursts on the surrounding highlands.Few fossils are to be found in these layers, but numerous sandstone footprints of the land reptilesmay be observed. In many regions the one thousand feet of red sandstone deposit of this periodontains no fossils. The life of land animals was ontinuous only in ertain parts of Afria.These deposits vary in thikness from 3,000 to 10,000 feet, even being 18,000 on the Pai� oast.Lava was later fored in between many of these layers. The Palisades of the Hudson River wereformed by the extrusion of basalt lava between these Triassi strata. Volani ation was extensivein di�erent parts of the world.Over Europe, espeially Germany and Russia, may be found deposits of this period. In Englandthe New Red Sandstone belongs to this epoh. Limestone was laid down in the southern Alps as theresult of a sea invasion and may now be seen as the peuliar dolomite limestone walls, peaks, andpillars of those regions. This layer is to be found all over Afria and Australia. The Carrara marbleomes from suh modi�ed limestone. Nothing of this period will be found in the southern regionsof South Ameria as that part of the ontinent remained down and hene presents only a water ormarine deposit ontinuous with the preeding and sueeding epohs.150,000,000 years ago the early land-life periods of the world's history began. Life, in general, didnot fare well but did better than at the strenuous and hostile lose of the marine-life era.As this era opens, the eastern and entral parts of North Ameria, the northern half of SouthAmeria, most of Europe, and all of Asia are well above water. North Ameria for the �rst timeis geographially isolated, but not for long as the Bering Strait land bridge soon again emerges,onneting the ontinent with Asia. 627



Great troughs developed in North Ameria, paralleling the Atlanti and Pai� oasts. The greateastern-Connetiut fault appeared, one side eventually sinking two miles. Many of these NorthAmerian troughs were later �lled with erosion deposits, as also were many of the basins of the fresh-and salt-water lakes of the mountain regions. Later on, these �lled land depressions were greatlyelevated by lava ows whih ourred underground. The petri�ed forests of many regions belong tothis epoh.The Pai� oast, usually above water during the ontinental submergenes, went down exeptingthe southern part of California and a large island whih then existed in what is now the Pai�Oean. This anient California sea was rih in marine life and extended eastward to onnet withthe old sea basin of the midwestern region.140,000,000 years ago, suddenly and with only the hint of the two prereptilian anestors thatdeveloped in Afria during the preeding epoh, the reptiles appeared in full-edged form. Theydeveloped rapidly, soon yielding roodiles, saled reptiles, and eventually both sea serpents andying reptiles. Their transition anestors speedily disappeared.These rapidly evolving reptilian dinosaurs soon beame the monarhs of this age. They wereegg layers and are distinguished from all animals by their small brains, having brains weighing lessthan one pound to ontrol bodies later weighing as muh as forty tons. But earlier reptiles weresmaller, arnivorous, and walked kangaroolike on their hind legs. They had hollow avian bones andsubsequently developed only three toes on their hind feet, and many of their fossil footprints havebeen mistaken for those of giant birds. Later on, the herbivorous dinosaurs evolved. They walkedon all fours, and one branh of this group developed a protetive armor.Several million years later the �rst mammals appeared. They were nonplaental and proved aspeedy failure; none survived. This was an experimental e�ort to improve mammalian types, but itdid not sueed on Urantia.The marine life of this period was meager but improved rapidly with the new invasion of the sea,whih again produed extensive oast lines of shallow waters. Sine there was more shallow wateraround Europe and Asia, the rihest fossil beds are to be found about these ontinents. Today, ifyou would study the life of this age, examine the Himalayan, Siberian, and Mediterranean regions,as well as India and the islands of the southern Pai� basin. A prominent feature of the marinelife was the presene of hosts of the beautiful ammonites, whose fossil remains are found all over theworld.130,000,000 years ago the seas had hanged very little. Siberia and North Ameria were onnetedby the Bering Strait land bridge. A rih and unique marine life appeared on the Californian Pai�oast, where over one thousand speies of ammonites developed from the higher types of ephalopods.The life hanges of this period were indeed revolutionary notwithstanding that they were transitionaland gradual.This period extended over twenty-�ve million years and is known as the Triassi.60.2 The Later Reptilian Age120,000,000 years ago a new phase of the reptilian age began. The great event of this period was theevolution and deline of the dinosaurs. Land-animal life reahed its greatest development, in pointof size, and had virtually perished from the fae of the earth by the end of this age. The dinosaursevolved in all sizes from a speies less than two feet long up to the huge nonarnivorous dinosaurs,seventy-�ve feet long, that have never sine been equaled in bulk by any living reature.The largest of the dinosaurs originated in western North Ameria. These monstrous reptiles areburied throughout the Roky Mountain regions, along the whole of the Atlanti oast of North628



Ameria, over western Europe, South Afria, and India, but not in Australia.These massive reatures beame less ative and strong as they grew larger and larger; but theyrequired suh an enormous amount of food and the land was so overrun by them that they literallystarved to death and beame extint - they laked the intelligene to ope with the situation.By this time most of the eastern part of North Ameria, whih had long been elevated, had beenleveled down and washed into the Atlanti Oean so that the oast extended several hundred milesfarther out than now. The western part of the ontinent was still up, but even these regions werelater invaded by both the northern sea and the Pai�, whih extended eastward to the Dakota BlakHills region.This was a fresh-water age haraterized by many inland lakes, as is shown by the abundant fresh-water fossils of the so-alled Morrison beds of Colorado, Montana, and Wyoming. The thikness ofthese ombined salt- and fresh-water deposits varies from 2,000 to 5,000 feet; but very little limestoneis present in these layers.The same polar sea that extended so far down over North Ameria likewise overed all of SouthAmeria exept the soon appearing Andes Mountains. Most of China and Russia was inundated,but the water invasion was greatest in Europe. It was during this submergene that the beautifullithographi stone of southern Germany was laid down, those strata in whih fossils, suh as the mostdeliate wings of olden insets, are preserved as of but yesterday.The ora of this age was muh like that of the preeding. Ferns persisted, while onifers and pinesbeame more and more like the present-day varieties. Some oal was still being formed along thenorthern Mediterranean shores.The return of the seas improved the weather. Corals spread to European waters, testifying thatthe limate was still mild and even, but they never again appeared in the slowly ooling polar seas.The marine life of these times improved and developed greatly, espeially in European waters. Bothorals and rinoids temporarily appeared in larger numbers than heretofore, but the ammonitesdominated the invertebrate life of the oeans, their average size ranging from three to four inhes,though one speies attained a diameter of eight feet. Sponges were everywhere, and both uttle�shand oysters ontinued to evolve.110,000,000 years ago the potentials of marine life were ontinuing to unfold. The sea urhinwas one of the outstanding mutations of this epoh. Crabs, lobsters, and the modern types ofrustaeans matured. Marked hanges ourred in the �sh family, a sturgeon type �rst appearing,but the feroious sea serpents, desended from the land reptiles, still infested all the seas, and theythreatened the destrution of the entire �sh family.This ontinued to be, pre-eminently, the age of the dinosaurs. They so overran the land thattwo speies had taken to the water for sustenane during the preeding period of sea enroahment.These sea serpents represent a bakward step in evolution. While some new speies are progressing,ertain strains remain stationary and others gravitate bakward, reverting to a former state. Andthis is what happened when these two types of reptiles forsook the land.As time passed, the sea serpents grew to suh size that they beame very sluggish and eventuallyperished beause they did not have brains large enough to a�ord protetion for their immense bodies.Their brains weighed less than two ounes notwithstanding the fat that these huge ihthyosaurssometimes grew to be �fty feet long, the majority being over thirty-�ve feet in length. The marineroodilians were also a reversion from the land type of reptile, but unlike the sea serpents, theseanimals always returned to the land to lay their eggs.Soon after two speies of dinosaurs migrated to the water in a futile attempt at self-preservation,two other types were driven to the air by the bitter ompetition of life on land. But these yingpterosaurs were not the anestors of the true birds of subsequent ages. They evolved from the629



hollow-boned leaping dinosaurs, and their wings were of batlike formation with a spread of twenty totwenty-�ve feet. These anient ying reptiles grew to be ten feet long, and they had separable jawsmuh like those of modern snakes. For a time these ying reptiles appeared to be a suess, but theyfailed to evolve along lines whih would enable them to survive as air navigators. They represent thenonsurviving strains of bird anestry.Turtles inreased during this period, �rst appearing in North Ameria. Their anestors ame overfrom Asia by way of the northern land bridge.One hundred million years ago the reptilian age was drawing to a lose. The dinosaurs, for alltheir enormous mass, were all but brainless animals, laking the intelligene to provide suÆientfood to nourish suh enormous bodies. And so did these sluggish land reptiles perish in ever-inreasing numbers. Heneforth, evolution will follow the growth of brains, not physial bulk, andthe development of brains will haraterize eah sueeding epoh of animal evolution and planetaryprogress.This period, embraing the height and the beginning deline of the reptiles, extended nearlytwenty-�ve million years and is known as the Jurassi.60.3 The Cretaeous Stage (The Flowering-Plant Period) -The Age of BirdsThe great Cretaeous period derives its name from the predominane of the proli� halk-makingforaminifers in the seas. This period brings Urantia to near the end of the long reptilian dominaneand witnesses the appearane of owering plants and bird life on land. These are also the times ofthe termination of the westward and southward drift of the ontinents, aompanied by tremendousrustal deformations and onomitant widespread lava ows and great volani ativities.Near the lose of the preeding geologi period muh of the ontinental land was up above water,although as yet there were no mountain peaks. But as the ontinental land drift ontinued, it metwith the �rst great obstrution on the deep oor of the Pai�. This ontention of geologi foresgave impetus to the formation of the whole vast north and south mountain range extending fromAlaska down through Mexio to Cape Horn.This period thus beomes the modern mountain-building stage of geologi history. Prior to thistime there were few mountain peaks, merely elevated land ridges of great width. Now the Pai�oast range was beginning to elevate, but it was loated seven hundred miles west of the presentshore line. The Sierras were beginning to form, their gold-bearing quartz strata being the produtof lava ows of this epoh. In the eastern part of North Ameria, Atlanti sea pressure was alsoworking to ause land elevation.100,000,000 years ago the North Amerian ontinent and a part of Europe were well above water.The warping of the Amerian ontinents ontinued, resulting in the metamorphosing of the SouthAmerian Andes and in the gradual elevation of the western plains of North Ameria. Most of Mexiosank beneath the sea, and the southern Atlanti enroahed on the eastern oast of South Ameria,eventually reahing the present shore line. The Atlanti and Indian Oeans were then about as theyare today.95,000,000 years ago the Amerian and European land masses again began to sink. The southernseas ommened the invasion of North Ameria and gradually extended northward to onnet withthe Arti Oean, onstituting the seond greatest submergene of the ontinent. When this sea�nally withdrew, it left the ontinent about as it now is. Before this great submergene began, theeastern Appalahian highlands had been almost ompletely worn down to the water's level. Themany olored layers of pure lay now used for the manufature of earthenware were laid down over630



the Atlanti oast regions during this age, their average thikness being about 2,000 feet.Great volani ations ourred south of the Alps and along the line of the present Californiaoast-range mountains. The greatest rustal deformations in millions upon millions of years tookplae in Mexio. Great hanges also ourred in Europe, Russia, Japan, and southern South Ameria.The limate beame inreasingly diversi�ed.90,000,000 years ago the angiosperms emerged from these early Cretaeous seas and soon overranthe ontinents. These land plants suddenly appeared along with �g trees, magnolias, and tulip trees.Soon after this time �g trees, breadfruit trees, and palms overspread Europe and the western plainsof North Ameria. No new land animals appeared.85,000,000 years ago the Bering Strait losed, shutting o� the ooling waters of the northern seas.Theretofore the marine life of the Atlanti-Gulf waters and that of the Pai� Oean had di�eredgreatly, owing to the temperature variations of these two bodies of water, whih now beame uniform.The deposits of halk and greensand marl give name to this period. The sedimentations of thesetimes are variegated, onsisting of halk, shale, sandstone, and small amounts of limestone, togetherwith inferior oal or lignite, and in many regions they ontain oil. These layers vary in thikness from200 feet in some plaes to 10,000 feet in western North Ameria and numerous European loalities.Along the eastern borders of the Roky Mountains these deposits may be observed in the uptiltedfoothills.All over the world these strata are permeated with halk, and these layers of porous semirok pikup water at upturned outrops and onvey it downward to furnish the water supply of muh of theearth's present arid regions.80,000,000 years ago great disturbanes ourred in the earth's rust. The western advane of theontinental drift was oming to a standstill, and the enormous energy of the sluggish momentumof the hinter ontinental mass uprumpled the Pai� shore line of both North and South Ameriaand initiated profound reperussional hanges along the Pai� shores of Asia. This irumpai�land elevation, whih ulminated in present-day mountain ranges, is more than twenty-�ve thousandmiles long. And the upheavals attendant upon its birth were the greatest surfae distortions to takeplae sine life appeared on Urantia. The lava ows, both above and below ground, were extensiveand widespread.75,000,000 years ago marks the end of the ontinental drift. From Alaska to Cape Horn the longPai� oast mountain ranges were ompleted, but there were as yet few peaks.The bakthrust of the halted ontinental drift ontinued the elevation of the western plains ofNorth Ameria, while in the east the worn-down Appalahian Mountains of the Atlanti oast regionwere projeted straight up, with little or no tilting.70,000,000 years ago the rustal distortions onneted with the maximum elevation of the RokyMountain region took plae. A large segment of rok was overthrust �fteen miles at the surfae inBritish Columbia; here the Cambrian roks are obliquely thrust out over the Cretaeous layers. Onthe eastern slope of the Roky Mountains, near the Canadian border, there was another spetaularoverthrust; here may be found the prelife stone layers shoved out over the then reent Cretaeousdeposits.This was an age of volani ativity all over the world, giving rise to numerous small isolatedvolani ones. Submarine volanoes broke out in the submerged Himalayan region. Muh of therest of Asia, inluding Siberia, was also still under water.65,000,000 years ago there ourred one of the greatest lava ows of all time. The deposition layersof these and preeding lava ows are to be found all over the Amerias, North and South Afria,Australia, and parts of Europe. 631



The land animals were little hanged, but beause of greater ontinental emergene, espeiallyin North Ameria, they rapidly multiplied. North Ameria was the great �eld of the land-animalevolution of these times, most of Europe being under water.The limate was still warm and uniform. The arti regions were enjoying weather muh like thatof the present limate in entral and southern North Ameria.Great plant-life evolution was taking plae. Among the land plants the angiosperms predominated,and many present-day trees �rst appeared, inluding beeh, birh, oak, walnut, syamore, maple,and modern palms. Fruits, grasses, and ereals were abundant, and these seed-bearing grasses andtrees were to the plant world what the anestors of man were to the animal world - they were seondin evolutionary importane only to the appearane of man himself. Suddenly and without previousgradation, the great family of owering plants mutated. And this new ora soon overspread theentire world.60,000,000 years ago, though the land reptiles were on the deline, the dinosaurs ontinued asmonarhs of the land, the lead now being taken by the more agile and ative types of the smallerleaping kangaroo varieties of the arnivorous dinosaurs. But sometime previously there had appearednew types of the herbivorous dinosaurs, whose rapid inrease was due to the appearane of the grassfamily of land plants. One of these new grass-eating dinosaurs was a true quadruped having twohorns and a apelike shoulder ange. The land type of turtle, twenty feet aross, appeared as didalso the modern roodile and true snakes of the modern type. Great hanges were also ourringamong the �shes and other forms of marine life.The wading and swimming prebirds of earlier ages had not been a suess in the air, nor had theying dinosaurs. They were a short-lived speies, soon beoming extint. They, too, were subjetto the dinosaur doom, destrution, beause of having too little brain substane in omparison withbody size. This seond attempt to produe animals that ould navigate the atmosphere failed, asdid the abortive attempt to produe mammals during this and a preeding age.55,000,000 years ago the evolutionary marh was marked by the sudden appearane of the �rstof the true birds, a small pigeonlike reature whih was the anestor of all bird life. This was thethird type of ying reature to appear on earth, and it sprang diretly from the reptilian group, notfrom the ontemporary ying dinosaurs nor from the earlier types of toothed land birds. And so thisbeomes known as the age of birds as well as the delining age of reptiles.60.4 The End of the Chalk PeriodThe great Cretaeous period was drawing to a lose, and its termination marks the end of the greatsea invasions of the ontinents. Partiularly is this true of North Ameria, where there had beenjust twenty-four great inundations. And though there were subsequent minor submergenes, none ofthese an be ompared with the extensive and lengthy marine invasions of this and previous ages.These alternate periods of land and sea dominane have ourred in million-year yles. There hasbeen an agelong rhythm assoiated with this rise and fall of oean oor and ontinental land levels.And these same rhythmial rustal movements will ontinue from this time on throughout the earth'shistory but with diminishing frequeny and extent.This period also witnesses the end of the ontinental drift and the building of the modern moun-tains of Urantia. But the pressure of the ontinental masses and the thwarted momentum of theiragelong drift are not the exlusive inuenes in mountain building. The hief and underlying fatorin determining the loation of a mountain range is the pre-existent lowland, or trough, whih hasbeome �lled up with the omparatively lighter deposits of the land erosion and marine drifts of thepreeding ages. These lighter areas of land are sometimes 15,000 to 20,000 feet thik; therefore, when632



the rust is subjeted to pressure from any ause, these lighter areas are the �rst to rumple up, fold,and rise upward to a�ord ompensatory adjustment for the ontending and oniting fores andpressures at work in the earth's rust or underneath the rust. Sometimes these upthrusts of landour without folding. But in onnetion with the rise of the Roky Mountains, great folding andtilting ourred, oupled with enormous overthrusts of the various layers, both underground and atthe surfae.The oldest mountains of the world are loated in Asia, Greenland, and northern Europe amongthose of the older east-west systems. The mid-age mountains are in the irumpai� group and in theseond European east-west system, whih was born at about the same time. This giganti uprisingis almost ten thousand miles long, extending from Europe over into the West Indies land elevations.The youngest mountains are in the Roky Mountain system, where, for ages, land elevations hadourred only to be suessively overed by the sea, though some of the higher lands remainedas islands. Subsequent to the formation of the mid-age mountains, a real mountain highland waselevated whih was destined, subsequently, to be arved into the present Roky Mountains by theombined artistry of nature's elements.The present North Amerian Roky Mountain region is not the original elevation of land; thatelevation had been long sine leveled by erosion and then re-elevated. The present front range ofmountains is what is left of the remains of the original range whih was re-elevated. Pikes Peakand Longs Peak are outstanding examples of this mountain ativity, extending over two or moregenerations of mountain lives. These two peaks held their heads above water during several of thepreeding inundations.Biologially as well as geologially this was an eventful and ative age on land and under water.Sea urhins inreased while orals and rinoids dereased. The ammonites, of preponderant inueneduring a previous age, also rapidly delined. On land the fern forests were largely replaed by pine andother modern trees, inluding the giganti redwoods. By the end of this period, while the plaentalmammal has not yet evolved, the biologi stage is fully set for the appearane, in a subsequent age,of the early anestors of the future mammalian types.And thus ends a long era of world evolution, extending from the early appearane of land life downto the more reent times of the immediate anestors of the human speies and its ollateral branhes.This, the Cretaeous age, overs �fty million years and brings to a lose the premammalian era ofland life, whih extends over a period of one hundred million years and is known as the Mesozoi.[Presented by a Life Carrier of Nebadon assigned to Satania and now funtioning on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 61The Mammalian Era on UrantiaTHE era of mammals extends from the times of the origin of plaental mammals to the end of theie age, overing a little less than �fty million years.During this Cenozoi age the world's landsape presented an attrative appearane - rolling hills,broad valleys, wide rivers, and great forests. Twie during this setor of time the Panama Isthmuswent up and down; three times the Bering Strait land bridge did the same. The animal types wereboth many and varied. The trees swarmed with birds, and the whole world was an animal paradise,notwithstanding the inessant struggle of the evolving animal speies for supremay.The aumulated deposits of the �ve periods of this �fty-million-year era ontain the fossil reordsof the suessive mammalian dynasties and lead right up through the times of the atual appearaneof man himself.
61.1 The New Continental Land Stage - The Age of EarlyMammals50,000,000 years ago the land areas of the world were very generally above water or only slightlysubmerged. The formations and deposits of this period are both land and marine, but hiey land.For a onsiderable time the land gradually rose but was simultaneously washed down to the lowerlevels and toward the seas.Early in this period and in North Ameria the plaental type of mammals suddenly appeared,and they onstituted the most important evolutionary development up to this time. Previous ordersof nonplaental mammals had existed, but this new type sprang diretly and suddenly from the pre-existent reptilian anestor whose desendants had persisted on down through the times of dinosaurdeline. The father of the plaental mammals was a small, highly ative, arnivorous, springing typeof dinosaur.Basi mammalian instints began to be manifested in these primitive mammalian types. Mammalspossess an immense survival advantage over all other forms of animal life in that they an:1. Bring forth relatively mature and well-developed o�spring.2. Nourish, nurture, and protet their o�spring with a�etionate regard.3. Employ their superior brain power in self-perpetuation.4. Utilize inreased agility in esaping from enemies.5. Apply superior intelligene to environmental adjustment and adaptation.635



45,000,000 years ago the ontinental bakbones were elevated in assoiation with a very generalsinking of the oast lines. Mammalian life was evolving rapidly. A small reptilian, egg-laying type ofmammal ourished, and the anestors of the later kangaroos roamed Australia. Soon there were smallhorses, eet-footed rhinoeroses, tapirs with probosises, primitive pigs, squirrels, lemurs, opossums,and several tribes of monkeylike animals. They were all small, primitive, and best suited to livingamong the forests of the mountain regions. A large ostrihlike land bird developed to a height of tenfeet and laid an egg nine by thirteen inhes. These were the anestors of the later giganti passengerbirds that were so highly intelligent, and that onetime transported human beings through the air.The mammals of the early Cenozoi lived on land, under the water, in the air, and among thetreetops. They had from one to eleven pairs of mammary glands, and all were overed with on-siderable hair. In ommon with the later appearing orders, they developed two suessive sets ofteeth and possessed large brains in omparison to body size. But among them all no modern formsexisted.40,000,000 years ago the land areas of the Northern Hemisphere began to elevate, and this wasfollowed by new extensive land deposits and other terrestrial ativities, inluding lava ows, warping,lake formation, and erosion.During the latter part of this epoh most of Europe was submerged. Following a slight land risethe ontinent was overed by lakes and bays. The Arti Oean, through the Ural depression, ransouth to onnet with the Mediterranean Sea as it was then expanded northward, the highlands ofthe Alps, Carpathians, Apennines, and Pyrenees being up above the water as islands of the sea. TheIsthmus of Panama was up; the Atlanti and Pai� Oeans were separated. North Ameria wasonneted with Asia by the Bering Strait land bridge and with Europe by way of Greenland andIeland. The earth iruit of land in northern latitudes was broken only by the Ural Straits, whihonneted the arti seas with the enlarged Mediterranean.Considerable foraminiferal limestone was deposited in European waters. Today this same stoneis elevated to a height of 10,000 feet in the Alps, 16,000 feet in the Himalayas, and 20,000 feet inTibet. The halk deposits of this period are found along the oasts of Afria and Australia, on thewest oast of South Ameria, and about the West Indies.Throughout this so-alled Eoene period the evolution of mammalian and other related forms oflife ontinued with little or no interruption. North Ameria was then onneted by land with everyontinent exept Australia, and the world was gradually overrun by primitive mammalian fauna ofvarious types.61.2 The Reent Flood Stage - The Age of Advaned Mam-malsThis period was haraterized by the further and rapid evolution of plaental mammals, the moreprogressive forms of mammalian life developing during these times.Although the early plaental mammals sprang from arnivorous anestors, very soon herbivorousbranhes developed, and, erelong, omnivorous mammalian families also sprang up. The angiospermswere the prinipal food of the rapidly inreasing mammals, the modern land ora, inluding themajority of present-day plants and trees, having appeared during earlier periods.35,000,000 years ago marks the beginning of the age of plaental-mammalian world domination.The southern land bridge was extensive, reonneting the then enormous Antarti ontinent withSouth Ameria, South Afria, and Australia. In spite of the massing of land in high latitudes, theworld limate remained relatively mild beause of the enormous inrease in the size of the tropi seas,nor was the land elevated suÆiently to produe glaiers. Extensive lava ows ourred in Greenland636



and Ieland, some oal being deposited between these layers.Marked hanges were taking plae in the fauna of the planet. The sea life was undergoing greatmodi�ation; most of the present-day orders of marine life were in existene, and foraminifers ontin-ued to play an important role. The inset life was muh like that of the previous era. The Florissantfossil beds of Colorado belong to the later years of these far-distant times. Most of the living insetfamilies go bak to this period, but many then in existene are now extint, though their fossilsremain.On land this was pre-eminently the age of mammalian renovation and expansion. Of the earlierand more primitive mammals, over one hundred speies were extint before this period ended. Eventhe mammals of large size and small brain soon perished. Brains and agility had replaed armor andsize in the progress of animal survival. And with the dinosaur family on the deline, the mammalsslowly assumed domination of the earth, speedily and ompletely destroying the remainder of theirreptilian anestors.Along with the disappearane of the dinosaurs, other and great hanges ourred in the variousbranhes of the saurian family. The surviving members of the early reptilian families are turtles,snakes, and roodiles, together with the venerable frog, the only remaining group representative ofman's earlier anestors.Various groups of mammals had their origin in a unique animal now extint. This arnivorousreature was something of a ross between a at and a seal; it ould live on land or in water andwas highly intelligent and very ative. In Europe the anestor of the anine family evolved, soongiving rise to many speies of small dogs. About the same time the gnawing rodents, inludingbeavers, squirrels, gophers, mie, and rabbits, appeared and soon beame a notable form of life, verylittle hange having sine ourred in this family. The later deposits of this period ontain the fossilremains of dogs, ats, oons, and weasels in anestral form.30,000,000 years ago the modern types of mammals began to make their appearane. Formerlythe mammals had lived for the greater part in the hills, being of the mountainous types; suddenlythere began the evolution of the plains or hoofed type, the grazing speies, as di�erentiated fromthe lawed esh eaters. These grazers sprang from an undi�erentiated anestor having �ve toes andforty-four teeth, whih perished before the end of the age. Toe evolution did not progress beyondthe three-toed stage throughout this period.The horse, an outstanding example of evolution, lived during these times in both North Ameriaand Europe, though his development was not fully ompleted until the later ie age. While therhinoeros family appeared at the lose of this period, it underwent its greatest expansion subse-quently. A small hoglike reature also developed whih beame the anestor of the many speiesof swine, pearies, and hippopotamuses. Camels and llamas had their origin in North Ameriaabout the middle of this period and overran the western plains. Later, the llamas migrated to SouthAmeria, the amels to Europe, and soon both were extint in North Ameria, though a few amelssurvived up to the ie age.About this time a notable thing ourred in western North Ameria: The early anestors of theanient lemurs �rst made their appearane. While this family annot be regarded as true lemurs,their oming marked the establishment of the line from whih the true lemurs subsequently sprang.Like the land serpents of a previous age whih betook themselves to the seas, now a whole tribeof plaental mammals deserted the land and took up their residene in the oeans. And they haveever sine remained in the sea, yielding the modern whales, dolphins, porpoises, seals, and sea lions.The bird life of the planet ontinued to develop, but with few important evolutionary hanges.The majority of modern birds were existent, inluding gulls, herons, amingoes, buzzards, falons,eagles, owls, quails, and ostrihes. 637



By the lose of this Oligoene period, overing ten million years, the plant life, together with themarine life and the land animals, had very largely evolved and was present on earth muh as today.Considerable speialization has subsequently appeared, but the anestral forms of most living thingswere then alive.61.3 The Modern Mountain Stage - Age of the Elephantand the HorseLand elevation and sea segregation were slowly hanging the world's weather, gradually ooling it,but the limate was still mild. Sequoias and magnolias grew in Greenland, but the subtropial plantswere beginning to migrate southward. By the end of this period these warm-limate plants and treeshad largely disappeared from the northern latitudes, their plaes being taken by more hardy plantsand the deiduous trees.There was a great inrease in the varieties of grasses, and the teeth of many mammalian speiesgradually altered to onform to the present-day grazing type.25,000,000 years ago there was a slight land submergene following the long epoh of land elevation.The Roky Mountain region remained highly elevated so that the deposition of erosion materialontinued throughout the lowlands to the east. The Sierras were well re-elevated; in fat, they havebeen rising ever sine. The great four-mile vertial fault in the California region dates from this time.20,000,000 years ago was indeed the golden age of mammals. The Bering Strait land bridge wasup, and many groups of animals migrated to North Ameria from Asia, inluding the four-tuskedmastodons, short-legged rhinoeroses, and many varieties of the at family.The �rst deer appeared, and North Ameria was soon overrun by ruminants - deer, oxen, amels,bison, and several speies of rhinoeroses - but the giant pigs, more than six feet tall, beame extint.The huge elephants of this and subsequent periods possessed large brains as well as large bodies,and they soon overran the entire world exept Australia. For one the world was dominated by a hugeanimal with a brain suÆiently large to enable it to arry on. Confronted by the highly intelligentlife of these ages, no animal the size of an elephant ould have survived unless it had possessed abrain of large size and superior quality. In intelligene and adaptation the elephant is approahedonly by the horse and is surpassed only by man himself. Even so, of the �fty speies of elephants inexistene at the opening of this period, only two have survived.15,000,000 years ago the mountain regions of Eurasia were rising, and there was some volani a-tivity throughout these regions, but nothing omparable to the lava ows of the Western Hemisphere.These unsettled onditions prevailed all over the world.The Strait of Gibraltar losed, and Spain was onneted with Afria by the old land bridge, but theMediterranean owed into the Atlanti through a narrow hannel whih extended aross Frane, themountain peaks and highlands appearing as islands above this anient sea. Later on, these Europeanseas began to withdraw. Still later, the Mediterranean was onneted with the Indian Oean, whileat the lose of this period the Suez region was elevated so that the Mediterranean beame, for a time,an inland salt sea.The Ieland land bridge submerged, and the arti waters ommingled with those of the AtlantiOean. The Atlanti oast of North Ameria rapidly ooled, but the Pai� oast remained warmerthan at present. The great oean urrents were in funtion and a�eted limate muh as they dotoday.Mammalian life ontinued to evolve. Enormous herds of horses joined the amels on the westernplains of North Ameria; this was truly the age of horses as well as of elephants. The horse's brain638



is next in animal quality to that of the elephant, but in one respet it is deidedly inferior, for thehorse never fully overame the deep-seated propensity to ee when frightened. The horse laks theemotional ontrol of the elephant, while the elephant is greatly handiapped by size and lak ofagility. During this period an animal evolved whih was somewhat like both the elephant and thehorse, but it was soon destroyed by the rapidly inreasing at family.As Urantia is entering the so-alled \horseless age," you should pause and ponder what this animalmeant to your anestors. Men �rst used horses for food, then for travel, and later in agriulture andwar. The horse has long served mankind and has played an important part in the development ofhuman ivilization.The biologi developments of this period ontributed muh toward the setting of the stage for thesubsequent appearane of man. In entral Asia the true types of both the primitive monkey and thegorilla evolved, having a ommon anestor, now extint. But neither of these speies is onerned inthe line of living beings whih were, later on, to beome the anestors of the human rae.The dog family was represented by several groups, notably wolves and foxes; the at tribe, bypanthers and large saber-toothed tigers, the latter �rst evolving in North Ameria. The modern atand dog families inreased in numbers all over the world. Weasels, martens, otters, and raoonsthrived and developed throughout the northern latitudes.Birds ontinued to evolve, though few marked hanges ourred. Reptiles were similar to moderntypes - snakes, roodiles, and turtles.Thus drew to a lose a very eventful and interesting period of the world's history. This age of theelephant and the horse is known as the Mioene.61.4 The Reent Continental-Elevation Stage (The Last GreatMammalian Migration)This is the period of preglaial land elevation in North Ameria, Europe, and Asia. The land wasgreatly altered in topography. Mountain ranges were born, streams hanged their ourses, andisolated volanoes broke out all over the world.10,000,000 years ago began an age of widespread loal land deposits on the lowlands of the onti-nents, but most of these sedimentations were later removed. Muh of Europe, at this time, was stillunder water, inluding parts of England, Belgium, and Frane, and the Mediterranean Sea overedmuh of northern Afria. In North Ameria extensive depositions were made at the mountain bases,in lakes, and in the great land basins. These deposits average only about two hundred feet, are moreor less olored, and fossils are rare. Two great fresh-water lakes existed in western North Ameria.The Sierras were elevating; Shasta, Hood, and Rainier were beginning their mountain areers. Butit was not until the subsequent ie age that North Ameria began its reep toward the Atlantidepression.For a short time all the land of the world was again joined exepting Australia, and the last greatworld-wide animal migration took plae. North Ameria was onneted with both South Ameriaand Asia, and there was a free exhange of animal life. Asiati sloths, armadillos, antelopes, andbears entered North Ameria, while North Amerian amels went to China. Rhinoeroses migratedover the whole world exept Australia and South Ameria, but they were extint in the WesternHemisphere by the lose of this period.In general, the life of the preeding period ontinued to evolve and spread. The at familydominated the animal life, and marine life was almost at a standstill. Many of the horses werestill three-toed, but the modern types were arriving; llamas and gira�elike amels mingled with the639



horses on the grazing plains. The gira�e appeared in Afria, having just as long a nek then as now.In South Ameria sloths, armadillos, anteaters, and the South Amerian type of primitive monkeysevolved. Before the ontinents were �nally isolated, those massive animals, the mastodons, migratedeverywhere exept to Australia.5,000,000 years ago the horse evolved as it now is and from North Ameria migrated to all theworld. But the horse had beome extint on the ontinent of its origin long before the red manarrived.The limate was gradually getting ooler; the land plants were slowly moving southward. At �rstit was the inreasing old in the north that stopped animal migrations over the northern isthmuses;subsequently these North Amerian land bridges went down. Soon afterwards the land onnetionbetween Afria and South Ameria �nally submerged, and the Western Hemisphere was isolatedmuh as it is today. From this time forward distint types of life began to develop in the Easternand Western Hemispheres.And thus does this period of almost ten million years' duration draw to a lose, and not yet hasthe anestor of man appeared. This is the time usually designated as the Plioene.61.5 The Early Ie AgeBy the lose of the preeding period the lands of the northeastern part of North Ameria and ofnorthern Europe were highly elevated on an extensive sale, in North Ameria vast areas rising upto 30,000 feet and more. Mild limates had formerly prevailed over these northern regions, and thearti waters were all open to evaporation, and they ontinued to be ie-free until almost the loseof the glaial period.Simultaneously with these land elevations the oean urrents shifted, and the seasonal windshanged their diretion. These onditions eventually produed an almost onstant preipitation ofmoisture from the movement of the heavily saturated atmosphere over the northern highlands. Snowbegan to fall on these elevated and therefore ool regions, and it ontinued to fall until it had attaineda depth of 20,000 feet. The areas of the greatest depth of snow, together with altitude, determinedthe entral points of subsequent glaial pressure ows. And the ie age persisted just as long as thisexessive preipitation ontinued to over these northern highlands with this enormous mantle ofsnow, whih soon metamorphosed into solid but reeping ie.The great ie sheets of this period were all loated on elevated highlands, not in mountainousregions where they are found today. One half of the glaial ie was in North Ameria, one fourthin Eurasia, and one fourth elsewhere, hiey in Antartia. Afria was little a�eted by the ie, butAustralia was almost overed with the antarti ie blanket.The northern regions of this world have experiened six separate and distint ie invasions, al-though there were sores of advanes and reessions assoiated with the ativity of eah individual iesheet. The ie in North Ameria olleted in two and, later, three enters. Greenland was overed,and Ieland was ompletely buried beneath the ie ow. In Europe the ie at various times overedthe British Isles exepting the oast of southern England, and it overspread western Europe down toFrane.2,000,000 years ago the �rst North Amerian glaier started its southern advane. The ie agewas now in the making, and this glaier onsumed nearly one million years in its advane from, andretreat bak toward, the northern pressure enters. The entral ie sheet extended south as far asKansas; the eastern and western ie enters were not then so extensive.1,500,000 years ago the �rst great glaier was retreating northward. In the meantime, enormousquantities of snow had been falling on Greenland and on the northeastern part of North Ameria,640



and erelong this eastern ie mass began to ow southward. This was the seond invasion of the ie.These �rst two ie invasions were not extensive in Eurasia. During these early epohs of theie age North Ameria was overrun with mastodons, woolly mammoths, horses, amels, deer, muskoxen, bison, ground sloths, giant beavers, saber-toothed tigers, sloths as large as elephants, and manygroups of the at and dog families. But from this time forward they were rapidly redued in numbersby the inreasing old of the glaial period. Toward the lose of the ie age the majority of theseanimal speies were extint in North Ameria.Away from the ie the land and water life of the world was little hanged. Between the ieinvasions the limate was about as mild as at present, perhaps a little warmer. The glaiers were,after all, loal phenomena, though they spread out to over enormous areas. The oastwise limatevaried greatly between the times of glaial ination and those times when enormous iebergs weresliding o� the oast of Maine into the Atlanti, slipping out through Puget Sound into the Pai�,and thundering down Norwegian �ords into the North Sea.61.6 Primitive Man in the Ie AgeThe great event of this glaial period was the evolution of primitive man. Slightly to the west ofIndia, on land now under water and among the o�spring of Asiati migrants of the older NorthAmerian lemur types, the dawn mammals suddenly appeared. These small animals walked mostlyon their hind legs, and they possessed large brains in proportion to their size and in omparisonwith the brains of other animals. In the seventieth generation of this order of life a new and highergroup of animals suddenly di�erentiated. These new mid-mammals - almost twie the size and heightof their anestors and possessing proportionately inreased brain power - had only well establishedthemselves when the Primates, the third vital mutation, suddenly appeared. (At this same time, aretrograde development within the mid-mammal stok gave origin to the simian anestry; and fromthat day to this the human branh has gone forward by progressive evolution, while the simian tribeshave remained stationary or have atually retrogressed.)1,000,000 years ago Urantia was registered as an inhabited world. A mutation within the stokof the progressing Primates suddenly produed two primitive human beings, the atual anestors ofmankind.This event ourred at about the time of the beginning of the third glaial advane; thus it maybe seen that your early anestors were born and bred in a stimulating, invigorating, and diÆultenvironment. And the sole survivors of these Urantia aborigines, the Eskimos, even now prefer todwell in frigid northern limes.Human beings were not present in the Western Hemisphere until near the lose of the ie age. Butduring the interglaial epohs they passed westward around the Mediterranean and soon overran theontinent of Europe. In the aves of western Europe may be found human bones mingled with theremains of both tropi and arti animals, testifying that man lived in these regions throughout thelater epohs of the advaning and retreating glaiers.61.7 The Continuing Ie AgeThroughout the glaial period other ativities were in progress, but the ation of the ie overshadowsall other phenomena in the northern latitudes. No other terrestrial ativity leaves suh harateristievidene on the topography. The distintive boulders and surfae leavages, suh as potholes, lakes,displaed stone, and rok our, are to be found in onnetion with no other phenomenon in nature.The ie is also responsible for those gentle swells, or surfae undulations, known as drumlins. And641



a glaier, as it advanes, displaes rivers and hanges the whole fae of the earth. Glaiers aloneleave behind them those telltale drifts - the ground, lateral, and terminal moraines. These drifts,partiularly the ground moraines, extend from the eastern seaboard north and westward in NorthAmeria and are found in Europe and Siberia.750,000 years ago the fourth ie sheet, a union of the North Amerian entral and eastern ie�elds, was well on its way south; at its height it reahed to southern Illinois, displaing the MississippiRiver �fty miles to the west, and in the east it extended as far south as the Ohio River and entralPennsylvania.In Asia the Siberian ie sheet made its southernmost invasion, while in Europe the advaning iestopped just short of the mountain barrier of the Alps.500,000 years ago, during the �fth advane of the ie, a new development aelerated the ourse ofhuman evolution. Suddenly and in one generation the six olored raes mutated from the aboriginalhuman stok. This is a doubly important date sine it also marks the arrival of the Planetary Prine.In North Ameria the advaning �fth glaier onsisted of a ombined invasion by all three ieenters. The eastern lobe, however, extended only a short distane below the St. Lawrene valley,and the western ie sheet made little southern advane. But the entral lobe reahed south to overmost of the State of Iowa. In Europe this invasion of the ie was not so extensive as the preedingone.250,000 years ago the sixth and last glaiation began. And despite the fat that the northernhighlands had begun to sink slightly, this was the period of greatest snow deposition on the northernie �elds.In this invasion the three great ie sheets oalesed into one vast ie mass, and all of the westernmountains partiipated in this glaial ativity. This was the largest of all ie invasions in NorthAmeria; the ie moved south over �fteen hundred miles from its pressure enters, and North Ameriaexperiened its lowest temperatures.200,000 years ago, during the advane of the last glaier, there ourred an episode whih hadmuh to do with the marh of events on Urantia - the Luifer rebellion.150,000 years ago the sixth and last glaier reahed its farthest points of southern extension, thewestern ie sheet rossing just over the Canadian border; the entral oming down into Kansas, Mis-souri, and Illinois; the eastern sheet advaning south and overing the greater portion of Pennsylvaniaand Ohio.This is the glaier that sent forth the many tongues, or ie lobes, whih arved out the present-daylakes, great and small. During its retreat the North Amerian system of Great Lakes was produed.And Urantian geologists have very aurately dedued the various stages of this development and haveorretly surmised that these bodies of water did, at di�erent times, empty �rst into the Mississippivalley, then eastward into the Hudson valley, and �nally by a northern route into the St. Lawrene.It is thirty-seven thousand years sine the onneted Great Lakes system began to empty out overthe present Niagara route.100,000 years ago, during the retreat of the last glaier, the vast polar ie sheets began to form,and the enter of ie aumulation moved onsiderably northward. And as long as the polar regionsontinue to be overed with ie, it is hardly possible for another glaial age to our, regardless offuture land elevations or modi�ation of oean urrents.This last glaier was one hundred thousand years advaning, and it required a like span of timeto omplete its northern retreat. The temperate regions have been free from the ie for a little over�fty thousand years.The rigorous glaial period destroyed many speies and radially hanged numerous others. Many642



were sorely sifted by the to-and-fro migration whih was made neessary by the advaning andretreating ie. Those animals whih followed the glaiers bak and forth over the land were the bear,bison, reindeer, musk ox, mammoth, and mastodon.The mammoth sought the open prairies, but the mastodon preferred the sheltered fringes of theforest regions. The mammoth, until a late date, ranged from Mexio to Canada; the Siberian varietybeame wool overed. The mastodon persisted in North Ameria until exterminated by the red manmuh as the white man later killed o� the bison.In North Ameria, during the last glaiation, the horse, tapir, llama, and saber-toothed tigerbeame extint. In their plaes sloths, armadillos, and water hogs ame up from South Ameria.The enfored migration of life before the advaning ie led to an extraordinary ommingling ofplants and of animals, and with the retreat of the �nal ie invasion, many arti speies of both plantsand animals were left stranded high upon ertain mountain peaks, whither they had journeyed toesape destrution by the glaier. And so, today, these disloated plants and animals may be foundhigh up on the Alps of Europe and even on the Appalahian Mountains of North Ameria.The ie age is the last ompleted geologi period, the so-alled Pleistoene, over two million yearsin length.35,000 years ago marks the termination of the great ie age exepting in the polar regions ofthe planet. This date is also signi�ant in that it approximates the arrival of a Material Son andDaughter and the beginning of the Adami dispensation, roughly orresponding to the beginning ofthe Holoene or postglaial period.This narrative, extending from the rise of mammalian life to the retreat of the ie and on downto histori times, overs a span of almost �fty million years. This is the last - the urrent - geologiperiod and is known to your researhers as the Cenozoi or reent-times era.[Sponsored by a Resident Life Carrier.℄
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Chapter 62The Dawn Raes of Early ManABOUT one million years ago the immediate anestors of mankind made their appearane by threesuessive and sudden mutations stemming from early stok of the lemur type of plaental mammal.The dominant fators of these early lemurs were derived from the western or later Amerian groupof the evolving life plasm. But before establishing the diret line of human anestry, this strain wasreinfored by ontributions from the entral life implantation evolved in Afria. The eastern lifegroup ontributed little or nothing to the atual prodution of the human speies.62.1 The Early Lemur TypesThe early lemurs onerned in the anestry of the human speies were not diretly related to thepre-existent tribes of gibbons and apes then living in Eurasia and northern Afria, whose progenyhave survived to the present time. Neither were they the o�spring of the modern type of lemur,though springing from an anestor ommon to both but long sine extint.While these early lemurs evolved in the Western Hemisphere, the establishment of the diretmammalian anestry of mankind took plae in southwestern Asia, in the original area of the entrallife implantation but on the borders of the eastern regions. Several million years ago the NorthAmerian type lemurs had migrated westward over the Bering land bridge and had slowly made theirway southwestward along the Asiati oast. These migrating tribes �nally reahed the salubriousregion lying between the then expanded Mediterranean Sea and the elevating mountainous regionsof the Indian peninsula. In these lands to the west of India they united with other and favorablestrains, thus establishing the anestry of the human rae.With the passing of time the seaoast of India southwest of the mountains gradually submerged,ompletely isolating the life of this region. There was no avenue of approah to, or esape from,this Mesopotamian or Persian peninsula exept to the north, and that was repeatedly ut o� by thesouthern invasions of the glaiers. And it was in this then almost paradisiaal area, and from thesuperior desendants of this lemur type of mammal, that there sprang two great groups, the simiantribes of modern times and the present-day human speies.62.2 The Dawn MammalsA little more than one million years ago the Mesopotamian dawn mammals, the diret desendantsof the North Amerian lemur type of plaental mammal, suddenly appeared. They were ative littlereatures, almost three feet tall; and while they did not habitually walk on their hind legs, theyould easily stand eret. They were hairy and agile and hattered in monkeylike fashion, but unlike645



the simian tribes, they were esh eaters. They had a primitive opposable thumb as well as a highlyuseful grasping big toe. From this point onward the prehuman speies suessively developed theopposable thumb while they progressively lost the grasping power of the great toe. The later apetribes retained the grasping big toe but never developed the human type of thumb.These dawn mammals attained full growth when three or four years of age, having a potential lifespan, on the average, of about twenty years. As a rule o�spring were born singly, although twinswere oasional.The members of this new speies had the largest brains for their size of any animal that hadtheretofore existed on earth. They experiened many of the emotions and shared numerous instintswhih later haraterized primitive man, being highly urious and exhibiting onsiderable elationwhen suessful at any undertaking. Food hunger and sex raving were well developed, and a de�nitesex seletion was manifested in a rude form of ourtship and hoie of mates. They would �ght�erely in defense of their kindred and were quite tender in family assoiations, possessing a sense ofself-abasement bordering on shame and remorse. They were very a�etionate and touhingly loyalto their mates, but if irumstanes separated them, they would hoose new partners.Being small of stature and having keen minds to realize the dangers of their forest habitat, theydeveloped an extraordinary fear whih led to those wise preautionary measures that so enormouslyontributed to survival, suh as their onstrution of rude shelters in the high treetops whih elim-inated many of the perils of ground life. The beginning of the fear tendenies of mankind morespei�ally dates from these days.These dawn mammals developed more of a tribal spirit than had ever been previously exhibited.They were, indeed, highly gregarious but nevertheless exeedingly pugnaious when in any waydisturbed in the ordinary pursuit of their routine life, and they displayed �ery tempers when theiranger was fully aroused. Their belliose natures, however, served a good purpose; superior groupsdid not hesitate to make war on their inferior neighbors, and thus, by seletive survival, the speieswas progressively improved. They very soon dominated the life of the smaller reatures of this region,and very few of the older nonarnivorous monkeylike tribes survived.These aggressive little animals multiplied and spread over the Mesopotamian peninsula for morethan one thousand years, onstantly improving in physial type and general intelligene. And it wasjust seventy generations after this new tribe had taken origin from the highest type of lemur anestorthat the next epoh-making development ourred - the sudden di�erentiation of the anestors ofthe next vital step in the evolution of human beings on Urantia.62.3 The Mid-MammalsEarly in the areer of the dawn mammals, in the treetop abode of a superior pair of these agilereatures, twins were born, one male and one female. Compared with their anestors, they werereally handsome little reatures. They had little hair on their bodies, but this was no disability asthey lived in a warm and equable limate.These hildren grew to be a little over four feet in height. They were in every way larger thantheir parents, having longer legs and shorter arms. They had almost perfetly opposable thumbs,just about as well adapted for diversi�ed work as the present human thumb. They walked upright,having feet almost as well suited for walking as those of the later human raes.Their brains were inferior to, and smaller than, those of human beings but very superior to,and omparatively muh larger than, those of their anestors. The twins early displayed superiorintelligene and were soon reognized as the heads of the whole tribe of dawn mammals, reallyinstituting a primitive form of soial organization and a rude eonomi division of labor. This646



brother and sister mated and soon enjoyed the soiety of twenty-one hildren muh like themselves,all more than four feet tall and in every way superior to the anestral speies. This new group formedthe nuleus of the mid-mammals.When the numbers of this new and superior group grew great, war, relentless war, broke out; andwhen the terrible struggle was over, not a single individual of the pre-existent and anestral rae ofdawn mammals remained alive. The less numerous but more powerful and intelligent o�shoot of thespeies had survived at the expense of their anestors.And now, for almost �fteen thousand years (six hundred generations), this reature beame theterror of this part of the world. All of the great and viious animals of former times had perished.The large beasts native to these regions were not arnivorous, and the larger speies of the at family,lions and tigers, had not yet invaded this peuliarly sheltered nook of the earth's surfae. Thereforedid these mid-mammals wax valiant and subdue the whole of their orner of reation.Compared with the anestral speies, the mid-mammals were an improvement in every way. Eventheir potential life span was longer, being about twenty-�ve years. A number of rudimentary humantraits appeared in this new speies. In addition to the innate propensities exhibited by their anestors,these mid-mammals were apable of showing disgust in ertain repulsive situations. They furtherpossessed a well-de�ned hoarding instint; they would hide food for subsequent use and were greatlygiven to the olletion of smooth round pebbles and ertain types of round stones suitable for defensiveand o�ensive ammunition.These mid-mammals were the �rst to exhibit a de�nite onstrution propensity, as shown intheir rivalry in the building of both treetop homes and their many-tunneled subterranean retreats;they were the �rst speies of mammals ever to provide for safety in both arboreal and undergroundshelters. They largely forsook the trees as plaes of abode, living on the ground during the day andsleeping in the treetops at night.As time passed, the natural inrease in numbers eventually resulted in serious food ompetitionand sex rivalry, all of whih ulminated in a series of interneine battles that nearly destroyed theentire speies. These struggles ontinued until only one group of less than one hundred individualswas left alive. But peae one more prevailed, and this lone surviving tribe built anew its treetopbedrooms and one again resumed a normal and semipeaeful existene.You an hardly realize by what narrow margins your prehuman anestors missed extintion fromtime to time. Had the anestral frog of all humanity jumped two inhes less on a ertain oasion,the whole ourse of evolution would have been markedly hanged. The immediate lemurlike motherof the dawn-mammal speies esaped death no less than �ve times by mere hairbreadth marginsbefore she gave birth to the father of the new and higher mammalian order. But the losest allof all was when lightning struk the tree in whih the prospetive mother of the Primates twinswas sleeping. Both of these mid-mammal parents were severely shoked and badly burned; threeof their seven hildren were killed by this bolt from the skies. These evolving animals were almostsuperstitious. This ouple whose treetop home had been struk were really the leaders of the moreprogressive group of the mid-mammal speies; and following their example, more than half the tribe,embraing the more intelligent families, moved about two miles away from this loality and beganthe onstrution of new treetop abodes and new ground shelters - their transient retreats in time ofsudden danger.Soon after the ompletion of their home, this ouple, veterans of so many struggles, found them-selves the proud parents of twins, the most interesting and important animals ever to have been borninto the world up to that time, for they were the �rst of the new speies of Primates onstitutingthe next vital step in prehuman evolution.Contemporaneously with the birth of these Primates twins, another ouple - a peuliarly retardedmale and female of the mid-mammal tribe, a ouple that were both mentally and physially inferior647



- also gave birth to twins. These twins, one male and one female, were indi�erent to onquest;they were onerned only with obtaining food and, sine they would not eat esh, soon lost allinterest in seeking prey. These retarded twins beame the founders of the modern simian tribes.Their desendants sought the warmer southern regions with their mild limates and an abundaneof tropial fruits, where they have ontinued muh as of that day exept for those branhes whihmated with the earlier types of gibbons and apes and have greatly deteriorated in onsequene.And so it may be readily seen that man and the ape are related only in that they sprang from themid-mammals, a tribe in whih there ourred the ontemporaneous birth and subsequent segregationof two pairs of twins: the inferior pair destined to produe the modern types of monkey, baboon,himpanzee, and gorilla; the superior pair destined to ontinue the line of asent whih evolved intoman himself.Modern man and the simians did spring from the same tribe and speies but not from the sameparents. Man's anestors are desended from the superior strains of the seleted remnant of this mid-mammal tribe, whereas the modern simians (exepting ertain pre-existent types of lemurs, gibbons,apes, and other monkeylike reatures) are the desendants of the most inferior ouple of this mid-mammal group, a ouple who only survived by hiding themselves in a subterranean food-storageretreat for more than two weeks during the last �ere battle of their tribe, emerging only after thehostilities were well over.62.4 The PrimatesGoing bak to the birth of the superior twins, one male and one female, to the two leading members ofthe mid-mammal tribe: These animal babies were of an unusual order; they had still less hair on theirbodies than their parents and, when very young, insisted on walking upright. Their anestors hadalways learned to walk on their hind legs, but these Primates twins stood eret from the beginning.They attained a height of over �ve feet, and their heads grew larger in omparison with others amongthe tribe. While early learning to ommuniate with eah other by means of signs and sounds, theywere never able to make their people understand these new symbols.When about fourteen years of age, they ed from the tribe, going west to raise their family andestablish the new speies of Primates. And these new reatures are very properly denominatedPrimates sine they were the diret and immediate animal anestors of the human family itself.Thus it was that the Primates ame to oupy a region on the west oast of the Mesopotamianpeninsula as it then projeted into the southern sea, while the less intelligent and losely relatedtribes lived around the peninsula point and up the eastern shore line.The Primates were more human and less animal than their mid-mammal predeessors. The skeletalproportions of this new speies were very similar to those of the primitive human raes. The humantype of hand and foot had fully developed, and these reatures ould walk and even run as well asany of their later-day human desendants. They largely abandoned tree life, though ontinuing toresort to the treetops as a safety measure at night, for like their earlier anestors, they were greatlysubjet to fear. The inreased use of their hands did muh to develop inherent brain power, but theydid not yet possess minds that ould really be alled human.Although in emotional nature the Primates di�ered little from their forebears, they exhibited moreof a human trend in all of their propensities. They were, indeed, splendid and superior animals,reahing maturity at about ten years of age and having a natural life span of about forty years. Thatis, they might have lived that long had they died natural deaths, but in those early days very fewanimals ever died a natural death; the struggle for existene was altogether too intense.And now, after almost nine hundred generations of development, overing about twenty-one thou-648



sand years from the origin of the dawn mammals, the Primates suddenly gave birth to two remarkablereatures, the �rst true human beings.Thus it was that the dawn mammals, springing from the North Amerian lemur type, gave origin tothe mid-mammals, and these mid-mammals in turn produed the superior Primates, who beame theimmediate anestors of the primitive human rae. The Primates tribes were the last vital link in theevolution of man, but in less than �ve thousand years not a single individual of these extraordinarytribes was left.62.5 The First Human BeingsFrom the year A.D. 1934 bak to the birth of the �rst two human beings is just 993,419 years.These two remarkable reatures were true human beings. They possessed perfet human thumbs,as had many of their anestors, while they had just as perfet feet as the present-day human raes.They were walkers and runners, not limbers; the grasping funtion of the big toe was absent,ompletely absent. When danger drove them to the treetops, they limbed just like the humans oftoday would. They would limb up the trunk of a tree like a bear and not as would a himpanzee ora gorilla, swinging up by the branhes.These �rst human beings (and their desendants) reahed full maturity at twelve years of age andpossessed a potential life span of about seventy-�ve years.Many new emotions early appeared in these human twins. They experiened admiration for bothobjets and other beings and exhibited onsiderable vanity. But the most remarkable advane inemotional development was the sudden appearane of a new group of really human feelings, theworshipful group, embraing awe, reverene, humility, and even a primitive form of gratitude. Fear,joined with ignorane of natural phenomena, is about to give birth to primitive religion.Not only were suh human feelings manifested in these primitive humans, but many more highlyevolved sentiments were also present in rudimentary form. They were mildly ognizant of pity, shame,and reproah and were autely onsious of love, hate, and revenge, being also suseptible to markedfeelings of jealousy.These �rst two humans - the twins - were a great trial to their Primates parents. They were sourious and adventurous that they nearly lost their lives on numerous oasions before they wereeight years old. As it was, they were rather well sarred up by the time they were twelve.Very early they learned to engage in verbal ommuniation; by the age of ten they had workedout an improved sign and word language of almost half a hundred ideas and had greatly improvedand expanded the rude ommuniative tehnique of their anestors. But try as hard as they might,they were able to teah only a few of their new signs and symbols to their parents.When about nine years of age, they journeyed o� down the river one bright day and held a mo-mentous onferene. Every elestial intelligene stationed on Urantia, inluding myself, was presentas an observer of the transations of this noontide tryst. On this eventful day they arrived at anunderstanding to live with and for eah other, and this was the �rst of a series of suh agreementswhih �nally ulminated in the deision to ee from their inferior animal assoiates and to journeynorthward, little knowing that they were thus to found the human rae.While we were all greatly onerned with what these two little savages were planning, we werepowerless to ontrol the working of their minds; we did not - ould not - arbitrarily inuene theirdeisions. But within the permissible limits of planetary funtion, we, the Life Carriers, together withour assoiates, all onspired to lead the human twins northward and far from their hairy and partiallytree-dwelling people. And so, by reason of their own intelligent hoie, the twins did migrate, and649



beause of our supervision they migrated northward to a seluded region where they esaped thepossibility of biologi degradation through admixture with their inferior relatives of the Primatestribes.Shortly before their departure from the home forests they lost their mother in a gibbon raid.While she did not possess their intelligene, she did have a worthy mammalian a�etion of a highorder for her o�spring, and she fearlessly gave her life in the attempt to save the wonderful pair. Norwas her sari�e in vain, for she held o� the enemy until the father arrived with reinforements andput the invaders to rout.Soon after this young ouple forsook their assoiates to found the human rae, their Primatesfather beame disonsolate - he was heartbroken. He refused to eat, even when food was broughtto him by his other hildren. His brilliant o�spring having been lost, life did not seem worth livingamong his ordinary fellows; so he wandered o� into the forest, was set upon by hostile gibbons andbeaten to death.
62.6 Evolution of the Human MindWe, the Life Carriers on Urantia, had passed through the long vigil of wathful waiting sine theday we �rst planted the life plasm in the planetary waters, and naturally the appearane of the �rstreally intelligent and volitional beings brought to us great joy and supreme satisfation.We had been wathing the twins develop mentally through our observation of the funtioningof the seven adjutant mind-spirits assigned to Urantia at the time of our arrival on the planet.Throughout the long evolutionary development of planetary life, these tireless mind ministers hadever registered their inreasing ability to ontat with the suessively expanding brain apaities ofthe progressively superior animal reatures.At �rst only the spirit of intuition ould funtion in the instintive and reex behavior of theprimordial animal life. With the di�erentiation of higher types, the spirit of understanding was ableto endow suh reatures with the gift of spontaneous assoiation of ideas. Later on we observedthe spirit of ourage in operation; evolving animals really developed a rude form of protetiveself-onsiousness. Subsequent to the appearane of the mammalian groups, we beheld the spirit ofknowledge manifesting itself in inreased measure. And the evolution of the higher mammals broughtthe funtion of the spirit of ounsel, with the resulting growth of the herd instint and the beginningsof primitive soial development.Inreasingly, on down through the dawn mammals, the mid-mammals, and the Primates, we hadobserved the augmented servie of the �rst �ve adjutants. But never had the remaining two, thehighest mind ministers, been able to funtion in the Urantia type of evolutionary mind.Imagine our joy one day - the twins were about ten years old - when the spirit of worship made its�rst ontat with the mind of the female twin and shortly thereafter with the male. We knew thatsomething losely akin to human mind was approahing ulmination; and when, about a year later,they �nally resolved, as a result of meditative thought and purposeful deision, to ee from homeand journey north, then did the spirit of wisdom begin to funtion on Urantia and in these two nowreognized human minds.There was an immediate and new order of mobilization of the seven adjutant mind-spirits. Wewere alive with expetation; we realized that the long-waited-for hour was approahing; we knew wewere upon the threshold of the realization of our protrated e�ort to evolve will reatures on Urantia.650



62.7 Reognition as an Inhabited WorldWe did not have to wait long. At noon, the day after the runaway of the twins, there ourredthe initial test ash of the universe iruit signals at the planetary reeption-fous of Urantia. Wewere, of ourse, all astir with the realization that a great event was impending; but sine this worldwas a life-experiment station, we had not the slightest idea of just how we would be apprised of thereognition of intelligent life on the planet. But we were not long in suspense. On the third day afterthe elopement of the twins, and before the Life Carrier orps departed, there arrived the Nebadonarhangel of initial planetary iruit establishment.It was an eventful day on Urantia when our small group gathered about the planetary pole ofspae ommuniation and reeived the �rst message from Salvington over the newly established mindiruit of the planet. And this �rst message, ditated by the hief of the arhangel orps, said:\To the Life Carriers on Urantia - Greetings! We transmit assurane of great pleasure on Salv-ington, Edentia, and Jerusem in honor of the registration on the headquarters of Nebadon of thesignal of the existene on Urantia of mind of will dignity. The purposeful deision of the twins to eenorthward and segregate their o�spring from their inferior anestors has been noted. This is the �rstdeision of mind - the human type of mind - on Urantia and automatially establishes the iruit ofommuniation over whih this initial message of aknowledgment is transmitting."Next over this new iruit ame the greetings of the Most Highs of Edentia, ontaining instrutionsfor the resident Life Carriers forbidding us to interfere with the pattern of life we had established.We were direted not to intervene in the a�airs of human progress. It should not be inferred thatLife Carriers ever arbitrarily and mehanially interfere with the natural outworking of the planetaryevolutionary plans, for we do not. But up to this time we had been permitted to manipulate theenvironment and shield the life plasm in a speial manner, and it was this extraordinary, but whollynatural, supervision that was to be disontinued.And no sooner had the Most Highs left o� speaking than the beautiful message of Luifer, thensovereign of the Satania system, began to planetize. Now the Life Carriers heard the welome wordsof their own hief and reeived his permission to return to Jerusem. This message from Luiferontained the oÆial aeptane of the Life Carriers' work on Urantia and absolved us from allfuture ritiism of any of our e�orts to improve the life patterns of Nebadon as established in theSatania system.These messages from Salvington, Edentia, and Jerusem formally marked the termination of theLife Carriers' agelong supervision of the planet. For ages we had been on duty, assisted only bythe seven adjutant mind-spirits and the Master Physial Controllers. And now, will, the power ofhoosing to worship and to asend, having appeared in the evolutionary reatures of the planet,we realized that our work was �nished, and our group prepared to depart. Urantia being a life-modi�ation world, permission was granted to leave behind two senior Life Carriers with twelveassistants, and I was hosen as one of this group and have ever sine been on Urantia.It is just 993,408 years ago (from the year A.D. 1934) that Urantia was formally reognized as aplanet of human habitation in the universe of Nebadon. Biologi evolution had one again ahievedthe human levels of will dignity; man had arrived on planet 606 of Satania.[Sponsored by a Life Carrier of Nebadon resident on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 63The First Human FamilyURANTIA was registered as an inhabited world when the �rst two human beings - the twins - wereeleven years old, and before they had beome the parents of the �rst-born of the seond generationof atual human beings. And the arhangel message from Salvington, on this oasion of formalplanetary reognition, losed with these words:\Man-mind has appeared on 606 of Satania, and these parents of the new rae shall be alledAndon and Fonta. And all arhangels pray that these reatures may speedily be endowed with thepersonal indwelling of the gift of the spirit of the Universal Father."Andon is the Nebadon name whih signi�es \the �rst Fatherlike reature to exhibit human perfe-tion hunger." Fonta signi�es \the �rst Sonlike reature to exhibit human perfetion hunger." Andonand Fonta never knew these names until they were bestowed upon them at the time of fusion withtheir Thought Adjusters. Throughout their mortal sojourn on Urantia they alled eah other Sonta-an and Sonta-en, Sonta-an meaning \loved by mother," Sonta-en signifying \loved by father." Theygave themselves these names, and the meanings are signi�ant of their mutual regard and a�etion.
63.1 Andon and FontaIn many respets, Andon and Fonta were the most remarkable pair of human beings that have everlived on the fae of the earth. This wonderful pair, the atual parents of all mankind, were in everyway superior to many of their immediate desendants, and they were radially di�erent from all oftheir anestors, both immediate and remote.The parents of this �rst human ouple were apparently little di�erent from the average of theirtribe, though they were among its more intelligent members, that group whih �rst learned to throwstones and to use lubs in �ghting. They also made use of sharp spiules of stone, int, and bone.While still living with his parents, Andon had fastened a sharp piee of int on the end of a lub,using animal tendons for this purpose, and on no less than a dozen oasions he made good use ofsuh a weapon in saving both his own life and that of his equally adventurous and inquisitive sister,who unfailingly aompanied him on all of his tours of exploration.The deision of Andon and Fonta to ee from the Primates tribes implies a quality of mind farabove the baser intelligene whih haraterized so many of their later desendants who stooped tomate with their retarded ousins of the simian tribes. But their vague feeling of being something morethan mere animals was due to the possession of personality and was augmented by the indwellingpresene of the Thought Adjusters. 653



63.2 The Flight of the Twins
After Andon and Fonta had deided to ee northward, they suumbed to their fears for a time,espeially the fear of displeasing their father and immediate family. They envisaged being set uponby hostile relatives and thus reognized the possibility of meeting death at the hands of their alreadyjealous tribesmen. As youngsters, the twins had spent most of their time in eah other's ompanyand for this reason had never been overly popular with their animal ousins of the Primates tribe.Nor had they improved their standing in the tribe by building a separate, and a very superior, treehome.And it was in this new home among the treetops, one night after they had been awakened by aviolent storm, and as they held eah other in fearful and fond embrae, that they �nally and fullymade up their minds to ee from the tribal habitat and the home treetops.They had already prepared a rude treetop retreat some half-day's journey to the north. Thiswas their seret and safe hiding plae for the �rst day away from the home forests. Notwithstandingthat the twins shared the Primates' deathly fear of being on the ground at nighttime, they salliedforth shortly before nightfall on their northern trek. While it required unusual ourage for themto undertake this night journey, even with a full moon, they orretly onluded that they wereless likely to be missed and pursued by their tribesmen and relatives. And they safely made theirpreviously prepared rendezvous shortly after midnight.On their northward journey they disovered an exposed int deposit and, �nding many stonessuitably shaped for various uses, gathered up a supply for the future. In attempting to hip theseints so that they would be better adapted for ertain purposes, Andon disovered their sparkingquality and oneived the idea of building �re. But the notion did not take �rm hold of him at thetime as the limate was still salubrious and there was little need of �re.But the autumn sun was getting lower in the sky, and as they journeyed northward, the nightsgrew ooler and ooler. Already they had been fored to make use of animal skins for warmth.Before they had been away from home one moon, Andon signi�ed to his mate that he thought heould make �re with the int. They tried for two months to utilize the int spark for kindling a �rebut only met with failure. Eah day this ouple would strike the ints and endeavor to ignite thewood. Finally, one evening about the time of the setting of the sun, the seret of the tehnique wasunraveled when it ourred to Fonta to limb a near-by tree to seure an abandoned bird's nest. Thenest was dry and highly inammable and onsequently ared right up into a full blaze the momentthe spark fell upon it. They were so surprised and startled at their suess that they almost lost the�re, but they saved it by the addition of suitable fuel, and then began the �rst searh for �rewoodby the parents of all mankind.This was one of the most joyous moments in their short but eventful lives. All night long they satup wathing their �re burn, vaguely realizing that they had made a disovery whih would make itpossible for them to defy limate and thus forever to be independent of their animal relatives of thesouthern lands. After three days' rest and enjoyment of the �re, they journeyed on.The Primates anestors of Andon had often replenished �re whih had been kindled by lightning,but never before had the reatures of earth possessed a method of starting �re at will. But it was along time before the twins learned that dry moss and other materials would kindle �re just as wellas birds' nests. 654



63.3 Andon's FamilyIt was almost two years from the night of the twins' departure from home before their �rst hild wasborn. They named him Sontad; and Sontad was the �rst reature to be born on Urantia who waswrapped in protetive overings at the time of birth. The human rae had begun, and with this newevolution there appeared the instint properly to are for the inreasingly enfeebled infants whihwould haraterize the progressive development of mind of the intelletual order as ontrasted withthe more purely animal type.Andon and Fonta had nineteen hildren in all, and they lived to enjoy the assoiation of almosthalf a hundred grandhildren and half a dozen great-grandhildren. The family was domiiled infour adjoining rok shelters, or semiaves, three of whih were interonneted by hallways whih hadbeen exavated in the soft limestone with int tools devised by Andon's hildren.These early Andonites evined a very marked lannish spirit; they hunted in groups and neverstrayed very far from the homesite. They seemed to realize that they were an isolated and uniquegroup of living beings and should therefore avoid beoming separated. This feeling of intimate kinshipwas undoubtedly due to the enhaned mind ministry of the adjutant spirits.Andon and Fonta labored inessantly for the nurture and uplift of the lan. They lived to the ageof forty-two, when both were killed at the time of an earthquake by the falling of an overhangingrok. Five of their hildren and eleven grandhildren perished with them, and almost a sore of theirdesendants su�ered serious injuries.Upon the death of his parents, Sontad, despite a seriously injured foot, immediately assumedthe leadership of the lan and was ably assisted by his wife, his eldest sister. Their �rst task wasto roll up stones to e�etively entomb their dead parents, brothers, sisters, and hildren. Unduesigni�ane should not attah to this at of burial. Their ideas of survival after death were veryvague and inde�nite, being largely derived from their fantasti and variegated dream life.This family of Andon and Fonta held together until the twentieth generation, when ombined foodompetition and soial frition brought about the beginning of dispersion.63.4 The Andoni ClansPrimitive man - the Andonites - had blak eyes and a swarthy omplexion, something of a rossbetween yellow and red. Melanin is a oloring substane whih is found in the skins of all humanbeings. It is the original Andoni skin pigment. In general appearane and skin olor these earlyAndonites more nearly resembled the present-day Eskimo than any other type of living human beings.They were the �rst reatures to use the skins of animals as a protetion against old; they had littlemore hair on their bodies than present-day humans.The tribal life of the animal anestors of these early men had foreshadowed the beginnings ofnumerous soial onventions, and with the expanding emotions and augmented brain powers of thesebeings, there was an immediate development in soial organization and a new division of lan labor.They were exeedingly imitative, but the play instint was only slightly developed, and the senseof humor was almost entirely absent. Primitive man smiled oasionally, but he never indulged inhearty laughter. Humor was the legay of the later Adami rae. These early human beings werenot so sensitive to pain nor so reative to unpleasant situations as were many of the later evolvingmortals. Childbirth was not a painful or distressing ordeal to Fonta and her immediate progeny.They were a wonderful tribe. The males would �ght heroially for the safety of their mates andtheir o�spring; the females were a�etionately devoted to their hildren. But their patriotism waswholly limited to the immediate lan. They were very loyal to their families; they would die without655



question in defense of their hildren, but they were not able to grasp the idea of trying to makethe world a better plae for their grandhildren. Altruism was as yet unborn in the human heart,notwithstanding that all of the emotions essential to the birth of religion were already present inthese Urantia aborigines.These early men possessed a touhing a�etion for their omrades and ertainly had a real, al-though rude, idea of friendship. It was a ommon sight in later times, during their onstantlyreurring battles with the inferior tribes, to see one of these primitive men valiantly �ghting with onehand while he struggled on, trying to protet and save an injured fellow warrior. Many of the mostnoble and highly human traits of subsequent evolutionary development were touhingly foreshadowedin these primitive peoples.The original Andoni lan maintained an unbroken line of leadership until the twenty-seventhgeneration, when, no male o�spring appearing among Sontad's diret desendants, two rival would-be rulers of the lan fell to �ghting for supremay.Before the extensive dispersion of the Andoni lans a well-developed language had evolved fromtheir early e�orts to interommuniate. This language ontinued to grow, and almost daily additionswere made to it beause of the new inventions and adaptations to environment whih were developedby these ative, restless, and urious people. And this language beame the word of Urantia, thetongue of the early human family, until the later appearane of the olored raes.As time passed, the Andoni lans grew in number, and the ontat of the expanding familiesdeveloped frition and misunderstandings. Only two things ame to oupy the minds of thesepeoples: hunting to obtain food and �ghting to avenge themselves against some real or supposedinjustie or insult at the hands of the neighboring tribes.Family feuds inreased, tribal wars broke out, and serious losses were sustained among the verybest elements of the more able and advaned groups. Some of these losses were irreparable; some ofthe most valuable strains of ability and intelligene were forever lost to the world. This early raeand its primitive ivilization were threatened with extintion by this inessant warfare of the lans.It is impossible to indue suh primitive beings long to live together in peae. Man is the de-sendant of �ghting animals, and when losely assoiated, unultured people irritate and o�end eahother. The Life Carriers know this tendeny among evolutionary reatures and aordingly makeprovision for the eventual separation of developing human beings into at least three, and more oftensix, distint and separate raes.63.5 Dispersion of the AndonitesThe early Andon raes did not penetrate very far into Asia, and they did not at �rst enter Afria. Thegeography of those times pointed them north, and farther and farther north these people journeyeduntil they were hindered by the slowly advaning ie of the third glaier.Before this extensive ie sheet reahed Frane and the British Isles, the desendants of Andon andFonta had pushed on westward over Europe and had established more than one thousand separatesettlements along the great rivers leading to the then warm waters of the North Sea.These Andoni tribes were the early river dwellers of Frane; they lived along the river Somme fortens of thousands of years. The Somme is the one river unhanged by the glaiers, running down tothe sea in those days muh as it does today. And that explains why so muh evidene of the Andonidesendants is found along the ourse of this river valley.These aborigines of Urantia were not tree dwellers, though in emergenies they still betook them-selves to the treetops. They regularly dwelt under the shelter of overhanging li�s along the rivers656



and in hillside grottoes whih a�orded a good view of the approahes and sheltered them from theelements. They ould thus enjoy the omfort of their �res without being too muh inonvenienedby the smoke. They were not really ave dwellers either, though in subsequent times the later iesheets ame farther south and drove their desendants to the aves. They preferred to amp nearthe edge of a forest and beside a stream.They very early beame remarkably lever in disguising their partially sheltered abodes and showedgreat skill in onstruting stone sleeping hambers, dome-shaped stone huts, into whih they rawledat night. The entrane to suh a hut was losed by rolling a stone in front of it, a large stone whihhad been plaed inside for this purpose before the roof stones were �nally put in plae.The Andonites were fearless and suessful hunters and, with the exeption of wild berries andertain fruits of the trees, lived exlusively on esh. As Andon had invented the stone ax, so hisdesendants early disovered and made e�etive use of the throwing stik and the harpoon. At lasta tool-reating mind was funtioning in onjuntion with an implement-using hand, and these earlyhumans beame highly skillful in the fashioning of int tools. They traveled far and wide in searhof int, muh as present-day humans journey to the ends of the earth in quest of gold, platinum, anddiamonds.And in many other ways these Andon tribes manifested a degree of intelligene whih their retro-gressing desendants did not attain in half a million years, though they did again and again redisovervarious methods of kindling �re.63.6 Onagar - The First Truth TeaherAs the Andoni dispersion extended, the ultural and spiritual status of the lans retrogressed fornearly ten thousand years until the days of Onagar, who assumed the leadership of these tribes,brought peae among them, and for the �rst time, led all of them in the worship of the \BreathGiver to men and animals."Andon's philosophy had been most onfused; he had barely esaped beoming a �re worshiperbeause of the great omfort derived from his aidental disovery of �re. Reason, however, diretedhim from his own disovery to the sun as a superior and more awe-inspiring soure of heat and light,but it was too remote, and so he failed to beome a sun worshiper.The Andonites early developed a fear of the elements - thunder, lightning, rain, snow, hail, andie. But hunger was the onstantly reurring urge of these early days, and sine they largely subsistedon animals, they eventually evolved a form of animal worship. To Andon, the larger food animalswere symbols of reative might and sustaining power. From time to time it beame the ustom todesignate various of these larger animals as objets of worship. During the vogue of a partiularanimal, rude outlines of it would be drawn on the walls of the aves, and later on, as ontinuedprogress was made in the arts, suh an animal god was engraved on various ornaments.Very early the Andoni peoples formed the habit of refraining from eating the esh of the animalof tribal veneration. Presently, in order more suitably to impress the minds of their youths, theyevolved a eremony of reverene whih was arried out about the body of one of these veneratedanimals; and still later on, this primitive performane developed into the more elaborate sari�ialeremonies of their desendants. And this is the origin of sari�es as a part of worship. This ideawas elaborated by Moses in the Hebrew ritual and was preserved, in priniple, by the Apostle Paulas the dotrine of atonement for sin by \the shedding of blood."That food was the all-important thing in the lives of these primitive human beings is shown bythe prayer taught these simple folks by Onagar, their great teaher. And this prayer was:\O Breath of Life, give us this day our daily food, deliver us from the urse of the ie, save us657



from our forest enemies, and with mery reeive us into the Great Beyond."Onagar maintained headquarters on the northern shores of the anient Mediterranean in the regionof the present Caspian Sea at a settlement alled Oban, the tarrying plae on the westward turningof the travel trail leading up northward from the Mesopotamian southland. From Oban he sentout teahers to the remote settlements to spread his new dotrines of one Deity and his onept ofthe hereafter, whih he alled the Great Beyond. These emissaries of Onagar were the world's �rstmissionaries; they were also the �rst human beings to ook meat, the �rst regularly to use �re in thepreparation of food. They ooked esh on the ends of stiks and also on hot stones; later on theyroasted large piees in the �re, but their desendants almost entirely reverted to the use of raw esh.Onagar was born 983,323 years ago (from A.D. 1934), and he lived to be sixty-nine years ofage. The reord of the ahievements of this master mind and spiritual leader of the pre-PlanetaryPrine days is a thrilling reital of the organization of these primitive peoples into a real soiety. Heinstituted an eÆient tribal government, the like of whih was not attained by sueeding generationsin many millenniums. Never again, until the arrival of the Planetary Prine, was there suh a highspiritual ivilization on earth. These simple people had a real though primitive religion, but it wassubsequently lost to their deteriorating desendants.Although both Andon and Fonta had reeived Thought Adjusters, as had many of their desen-dants, it was not until the days of Onagar that the Adjusters and guardian seraphim ame in greatnumbers to Urantia. This was, indeed, the golden age of primitive man.63.7 The Survival of Andon and FontaAndon and Fonta, the splendid founders of the human rae, reeived reognition at the time of theadjudiation of Urantia upon the arrival of the Planetary Prine, and in due time they emerged fromthe regime of the mansion worlds with itizenship status on Jerusem. Although they have never beenpermitted to return to Urantia, they are ognizant of the history of the rae they founded. Theygrieved over the Caligastia betrayal, sorrowed beause of the Adami failure, but rejoied exeedinglywhen announement was reeived that Mihael had seleted their world as the theater for his �nalbestowal.On Jerusem both Andon and Fonta were fused with their Thought Adjusters, as also were several oftheir hildren, inluding Sontad, but the majority of even their immediate desendants only ahievedSpirit fusion.Andon and Fonta, shortly after their arrival on Jerusem, reeived permission from the SystemSovereign to return to the �rst mansion world to serve with the morontia personalities who welomethe pilgrims of time from Urantia to the heavenly spheres. And they have been assigned inde�nitelyto this servie. They sought to send greetings to Urantia in onnetion with these revelations, butthis request was wisely denied them.And this is the reital of the most heroi and fasinating hapter in all the history of Urantia, thestory of the evolution, life struggles, death, and eternal survival of the unique parents of all mankind.[Presented by a Life Carrier resident on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 64The Evolutionary Raes of ColorTHIS is the story of the evolutionary raes of Urantia from the days of Andon and Fonta, almostone million years ago, down through the times of the Planetary Prine to the end of the ie age.The human rae is almost one million years old, and the �rst half of its story roughly orrespondsto the pre-Planetary Prine days of Urantia. The latter half of the history of mankind begins at thetime of the arrival of the Planetary Prine and the appearane of the six olored raes and roughlyorresponds to the period ommonly regarded as the Old Stone Age.64.1 The Andoni AboriginesPrimitive man made his evolutionary appearane on earth a little less than one million years ago,and he had a vigorous experiene. He instintively sought to esape the danger of mingling withthe inferior simian tribes. But he ould not migrate eastward beause of the arid Tibetan landelevations, 30,000 feet above sea level; neither ould he go south nor west beause of the expandedMediterranean Sea, whih then extended eastward to the Indian Oean; and as he went north, heenountered the advaning ie. But even when further migration was bloked by the ie, and thoughthe dispersing tribes beame inreasingly hostile, the more intelligent groups never entertained theidea of going southward to live among their hairy tree-dwelling ousins of inferior intellet.Many of man's earliest religious emotions grew out of his feeling of helplessness in the shut-inenvironment of this geographi situation - mountains to the right, water to the left, and ie in front.But these progressive Andonites would not turn bak to their inferior tree-dwelling relatives in thesouth.These Andonites avoided the forests in ontrast with the habits of their nonhuman relatives. Inthe forests man has always deteriorated; human evolution has made progress only in the open andin the higher latitudes. The old and hunger of the open lands stimulate ation, invention, andresourefulness. While these Andoni tribes were developing the pioneers of the present human raeamidst the hardships and privations of these rugged northern limes, their bakward ousins wereluxuriating in the southern tropial forests of the land of their early ommon origin.These events ourred during the times of the third glaier, the �rst aording to the rekoningof geologists. The �rst two glaiers were not extensive in northern Europe.During most of the ie age England was onneted by land with Frane, while later on Afria wasjoined to Europe by the Siilian land bridge. At the time of the Andoni migrations there was aontinuous land path from England in the west on through Europe and Asia to Java in the east; butAustralia was again isolated, whih further aentuated the development of its own peuliar fauna.950,000 years ago the desendants of Andon and Fonta had migrated far to the east and to the659



west. To the west they passed over Europe to Frane and England. In later times they penetratedeastward as far as Java, where their bones were so reently found - the so-alled Java man - and thenjourneyed on to Tasmania.The groups going west beame less ontaminated with the bakward stoks of mutual anestralorigin than those going east, who mingled so freely with their retarded animal ousins. Theseunprogressive individuals drifted southward and presently mated with the inferior tribes. Later on,inreasing numbers of their mongrel desendants returned to the north to mate with the rapidlyexpanding Andoni peoples, and suh unfortunate unions unfailingly deteriorated the superior stok.Fewer and fewer of the primitive settlements maintained the worship of the Breath Giver. This earlydawn ivilization was threatened with extintion.And thus it has ever been on Urantia. Civilizations of great promise have suessively deterioratedand have �nally been extinguished by the folly of allowing the superior freely to proreate with theinferior.
64.2 The Foxhall Peoples900,000 years ago the arts of Andon and Fonta and the ulture of Onagar were vanishing from thefae of the earth; ulture, religion, and even intworking were at their lowest ebb.These were the times when large numbers of inferior mongrel groups were arriving in Englandfrom southern Frane. These tribes were so largely mixed with the forest apelike reatures thatthey were sarely human. They had no religion but were rude intworkers and possessed suÆientintelligene to kindle �re.They were followed in Europe by a somewhat superior and proli� people, whose desendantssoon spread over the entire ontinent from the ie in the north to the Alps and Mediterranean in thesouth. These tribes are the so-alled Heidelberg rae.During this long period of ultural deadene the Foxhall peoples of England and the Badonantribes northwest of India ontinued to hold on to some of the traditions of Andon and ertain remnantsof the ulture of Onagar.The Foxhall peoples were farthest west and sueeded in retaining muh of the Andoni ulture;they also preserved their knowledge of intworking, whih they transmitted to their desendants, theanient anestors of the Eskimos.Though the remains of the Foxhall peoples were the last to be disovered in England, theseAndonites were really the �rst human beings to live in those regions. At that time the land bridgestill onneted Frane with England; and sine most of the early settlements of the Andon desendantswere loated along the rivers and seashores of that early day, they are now under the waters of theEnglish Channel and the North Sea, but some three or four are still above water on the Englishoast.Many of the more intelligent and spiritual of the Foxhall peoples maintained their raial superiorityand perpetuated their primitive religious ustoms. And these people, as they were later admixedwith subsequent stoks, journeyed on west from England after a later ie visitation and have survivedas the present-day Eskimos. 660



64.3 The Badonan TribesBesides the Foxhall peoples in the west, another struggling enter of ulture persisted in the east.This group was loated in the foothills of the northwestern Indian highlands among the tribes ofBadonan, a great-great-grandson of Andon. These people were the only desendants of Andon whonever pratied human sari�e.These highland Badonites oupied an extensive plateau surrounded by forests, traversed bystreams, and abounding in game. Like some of their ousins in Tibet, they lived in rude stonehuts, hillside grottoes, and semiunderground passages.While the tribes of the north grew more and more to fear the ie, those living near the homelandof their origin beame exeedingly fearful of the water. They observed the Mesopotamian peninsulagradually sinking into the oean, and though it emerged several times, the traditions of these primitiveraes grew up around the dangers of the sea and the fear of periodi engulfment. And this fear,together with their experiene with river oods, explains why they sought out the highlands as asafe plae in whih to live.To the east of the Badonan peoples, in the Siwalik Hills of northern India, may be found fossilsthat approah nearer to transition types between man and the various prehuman groups than anyothers on earth.850,000 years ago the superior Badonan tribes began a warfare of extermination direted againsttheir inferior and animalisti neighbors. In less than one thousand years most of the borderlandanimal groups of these regions had been either destroyed or driven bak to the southern forests. Thisampaign for the extermination of inferiors brought about a slight improvement in the hill tribesof that age. And the mixed desendants of this improved Badonite stok appeared on the stage ofation as an apparently new people - the Neanderthal rae.64.4 The Neanderthal RaesThe Neanderthalers were exellent �ghters, and they traveled extensively. They gradually spreadfrom the highland enters in northwest India to Frane on the west, China on the east, and evendown into northern Afria. They dominated the world for almost half a million years until the timesof the migration of the evolutionary raes of olor.800,000 years ago game was abundant; many speies of deer, as well as elephants and hippopota-muses, roamed over Europe. Cattle were plentiful; horses and wolves were everywhere. The Nean-derthalers were great hunters, and the tribes in Frane were the �rst to adopt the pratie of givingthe most suessful hunters the hoie of women for wives.The reindeer was highly useful to these Neanderthal peoples, serving as food, lothing, and fortools, sine they made various uses of the horns and bones. They had little ulture, but they greatlyimproved the work in int until it almost reahed the levels of the days of Andon. Large intsattahed to wooden handles ame bak into use and served as axes and piks.750,000 years ago the fourth ie sheet was well on its way south. With their improved implementsthe Neanderthalers made holes in the ie overing the northern rivers and thus were able to spearthe �sh whih ame up to these vents. Ever these tribes retreated before the advaning ie, whihat this time made its most extensive invasion of Europe.In these times the Siberian glaier was making its southernmost marh, ompelling early man tomove southward, bak toward the lands of his origin. But the human speies had so di�erentiatedthat the danger of further mingling with its nonprogressive simian relatives was greatly lessened.661



700,000 years ago the fourth glaier, the greatest of all in Europe, was in reession; men andanimals were returning north. The limate was ool and moist, and primitive man again thrived inEurope and western Asia. Gradually the forests spread north over land whih had been so reentlyovered by the glaier.Mammalian life had been little hanged by the great glaier. These animals persisted in that nar-row belt of land lying between the ie and the Alps and, upon the retreat of the glaier, again rapidlyspread out over all Europe. There arrived from Afria, over the Siilian land bridge, straight-tuskedelephants, broad-nosed rhinoeroses, hyenas, and Afrian lions, and these new animals virtuallyexterminated the saber-toothed tigers and the hippopotamuses.650,000 years ago witnessed the ontinuation of the mild limate. By the middle of the interglaialperiod it had beome so warm that the Alps were almost denuded of ie and snow.600,000 years ago the ie had reahed its then northernmost point of retreat and, after a pauseof a few thousand years, started south again on its �fth exursion. But there was little modi�ationof limate for �fty thousand years. Man and the animals of Europe were little hanged. The slightaridity of the former period lessened, and the alpine glaiers desended far down the river valleys.550,000 years ago the advaning glaier again pushed man and the animals south. But this timeman had plenty of room in the wide belt of land strething northeast into Asia and lying betweenthe ie sheet and the then greatly expanded Blak Sea extension of the Mediterranean.These times of the fourth and �fth glaiers witnessed the further spread of the rude ulture of theNeanderthal raes. But there was so little progress that it truly appeared as though the attempt toprodue a new and modi�ed type of intelligent life on Urantia was about to fail. For almost a quarterof a million years these primitive peoples drifted on, hunting and �ghting, by spells improving inertain diretions, but, on the whole, steadily retrogressing as ompared with their superior Andonianestors.During these spiritually dark ages the ulture of superstitious mankind reahed its lowest levels.The Neanderthalers really had no religion beyond a shameful superstition. They were deathly afraidof louds, more espeially of mists and fogs. A primitive religion of the fear of natural fores graduallydeveloped, while animal worship delined as improvement in tools, with abundane of game, enabledthese people to live with lessened anxiety about food; the sex rewards of the hase tended greatlyto improve hunting skill. This new religion of fear led to attempts to plaate the invisible foresbehind these natural elements and ulminated, later on, in the sari�ing of humans to appeasethese invisible and unknown physial fores. And this terrible pratie of human sari�e has beenperpetuated by the more bakward peoples of Urantia right on down to the twentieth entury.These early Neanderthalers ould hardly be alled sun worshipers. They rather lived in fear ofthe dark; they had a mortal dread of nightfall. As long as the moon shone a little, they managedto get along, but in the dark of the moon they grew paniky and began the sari�e of their bestspeimens of manhood and womanhood in an e�ort to indue the moon again to shine. The sun,they early learned, would regularly return, but the moon they onjetured only returned beausethey sari�ed their fellow tribesmen. As the rae advaned, the objet and purpose of sari�eprogressively hanged, but the o�ering of human sari�e as a part of religious eremonial longpersisted.64.5 Origin of the Colored Raes500,000 years ago the Badonan tribes of the northwestern highlands of India beame involved inanother great raial struggle. For more than one hundred years this relentless warfare raged, andwhen the long �ght was �nished, only about one hundred families were left. But these survivors were662



the most intelligent and desirable of all the then living desendants of Andon and Fonta.And now, among these highland Badonites there was a new and strange ourrene. A manand woman living in the northeastern part of the then inhabited highland region began suddenly toprodue a family of unusually intelligent hildren. This was the Sangik family, the anestors of allof the six olored raes of Urantia.These Sangik hildren, nineteen in number, were not only intelligent above their fellows, but theirskins manifested a unique tendeny to turn various olors upon exposure to sunlight. Among thesenineteen hildren were �ve red, two orange, four yellow, two green, four blue, and two indigo. Theseolors beame more pronouned as the hildren grew older, and when these youths later mated withtheir fellow tribesmen, all of their o�spring tended toward the skin olor of the Sangik parent.And now I interrupt the hronologial narrative, after alling attention to the arrival of the Plan-etary Prine at about this time, while we separately onsider the six Sangik raes of Urantia.64.6 The Six Sangik Raes of UrantiaOn an average evolutionary planet the six evolutionary raes of olor appear one by one; the redman is the �rst to evolve, and for ages he roams the world before the sueeding olored raes maketheir appearane. The simultaneous emergene of all six raes on Urantia, and in one family, wasmost unusual.The appearane of the earlier Andonites on Urantia was also something new in Satania. On noother world in the loal system has suh a rae of will reatures evolved in advane of the evolutionaryraes of olor.1. The red man. These peoples were remarkable speimens of the human rae, in many wayssuperior to Andon and Fonta. They were a most intelligent group and were the �rst of the Sangikhildren to develop a tribal ivilization and government. They were always monogamous; even theirmixed desendants seldom pratied plural mating.In later times they had serious and prolonged trouble with their yellow brethren in Asia. Theywere aided by their early invention of the bow and arrow, but they had unfortunately inherited muhof the tendeny of their anestors to �ght among themselves, and this so weakened them that theyellow tribes were able to drive them o� the Asiati ontinent.About eighty-�ve thousand years ago the omparatively pure remnants of the red rae went enmasse aross to North Ameria, and shortly thereafter the Bering land isthmus sank, thus isolatingthem. No red man ever returned to Asia. But throughout Siberia, China, entral Asia, India, andEurope they left behind muh of their stok blended with the other olored raes.When the red man rossed over into Ameria, he brought along muh of the teahings and tra-ditions of his early origin. His immediate anestors had been in touh with the later ativities ofthe world headquarters of the Planetary Prine. But in a short time after reahing the Amerias,the red men began to lose sight of these teahings, and there ourred a great deline in intelletualand spiritual ulture. Very soon these people again fell to �ghting so �erely among themselvesthat it appeared that these tribal wars would result in the speedy extintion of this remnant of theomparatively pure red rae.Beause of this great retrogression the red men seemed doomed when, about sixty-�ve thousandyears ago, Onamonalonton appeared as their leader and spiritual deliverer. He brought temporarypeae among the Amerian red men and revived their worship of the \Great Spirit." Onamonalontonlived to be ninety-six years of age and maintained his headquarters among the great redwood treesof California. Many of his later desendants have ome down to modern times among the Blakfoot663



Indians.As time passed, the teahings of Onamonalonton beame hazy traditions. Interneine wars wereresumed, and never after the days of this great teaher did another leader sueed in bringing uni-versal peae among them. Inreasingly the more intelligent strains perished in these tribal struggles;otherwise a great ivilization would have been built upon the North Amerian ontinent by theseable and intelligent red men.After rossing over to Ameria from China, the northern red man never again ame in ontatwith other world inuenes (exept the Eskimo) until he was later disovered by the white man. Itwas most unfortunate that the red man almost ompletely missed his opportunity of being upsteppedby the admixture of the later Adami stok. As it was, the red man ould not rule the white man,and he would not willingly serve him. In suh a irumstane, if the two raes do not blend, one orthe other is doomed.2. The orange man. The outstanding harateristi of this rae was their peuliar urge to build,to build anything and everything, even to the piling up of vast mounds of stone just to see whihtribe ould build the largest mound. Though they were not a progressive people, they pro�ted muhfrom the shools of the Prine and sent delegates there for instrution.The orange rae was the �rst to follow the oast line southward toward Afria as the MediterraneanSea withdrew to the west. But they never seured a favorable footing in Afria and were wiped outof existene by the later arriving green rae.Before the end ame, this people lost muh ultural and spiritual ground. But there was a greatrevival of higher living as a result of the wise leadership of Porshunta, the master mind of thisunfortunate rae, who ministered to them when their headquarters was at Armageddon some threehundred thousand years ago.The last great struggle between the orange and the green men ourred in the region of the lowerNile valley in Egypt. This long-drawn-out battle was waged for almost one hundred years, and atits lose very few of the orange rae were left alive. The shattered remnants of these people wereabsorbed by the green and by the later arriving indigo men. But as a rae the orange man eased toexist about one hundred thousand years ago.3. The yellow man. The primitive yellow tribes were the �rst to abandon the hase, establishsettled ommunities, and develop a home life based on agriulture. Intelletually they were somewhatinferior to the red man, but soially and olletively they proved themselves superior to all of theSangik peoples in the matter of fostering raial ivilization. Beause they developed a fraternal spirit,the various tribes learning to live together in relative peae, they were able to drive the red raebefore them as they gradually expanded into Asia.They traveled far from the inuenes of the spiritual headquarters of the world and drifted intogreat darkness following the Caligastia apostasy; but there ourred one brilliant age among thispeople when Singlangton, about one hundred thousand years ago, assumed the leadership of thesetribes and prolaimed the worship of the \One Truth."The survival of omparatively large numbers of the yellow rae is due to their intertribal peaeful-ness. From the days of Singlangton to the times of modern China, the yellow rae has been numberedamong the more peaeful of the nations of Urantia. This rae reeived a small but potent legay ofthe later imported Adami stok.4. The green man. The green rae was one of the less able groups of primitive men, and theywere greatly weakened by extensive migrations in di�erent diretions. Before their dispersion thesetribes experiened a great revival of ulture under the leadership of Fantad, some three hundred and�fty thousand years ago.The green rae split into three major divisions: The northern tribes were subdued, enslaved, and664



absorbed by the yellow and blue raes. The eastern group were amalgamated with the Indian peoplesof those days, and remnants still persist among them. The southern nation entered Afria, wherethey destroyed their almost equally inferior orange ousins.In many ways both groups were evenly mathed in this struggle sine eah arried strains of thegiant order, many of their leaders being eight and nine feet in height. These giant strains of thegreen man were mostly on�ned to this southern or Egyptian nation.The remnants of the vitorious green men were subsequently absorbed by the indigo rae, the lastof the olored peoples to develop and emigrate from the original Sangik enter of rae dispersion.5. The blue man. The blue men were a great people. They early invented the spear andsubsequently worked out the rudiments of many of the arts of modern ivilization. The blue manhad the brain power of the red man assoiated with the soul and sentiment of the yellow man. TheAdami desendants preferred them to all of the later persisting olored raes.The early blue men were responsive to the persuasions of the teahers of Prine Caligastia's sta�and were thrown into great onfusion by the subsequent perverted teahings of those traitorousleaders. Like other primitive raes they never fully reovered from the turmoil produed by theCaligastia betrayal, nor did they ever ompletely overome their tendeny to �ght among themselves.About �ve hundred years after Caligastia's downfall a widespread revival of learning and religionof a primitive sort - but none the less real and bene�ial - ourred. Orlandof beame a great teaheramong the blue rae and led many of the tribes bak to the worship of the true God under the nameof the \Supreme Chief." This was the greatest advane of the blue man until those later times whenthis rae was so greatly upstepped by the admixture of the Adami stok.The European researhes and explorations of the Old Stone Age have largely to do with unearthingthe tools, bones, and artraft of these anient blue men, for they persisted in Europe until reenttimes. The so-alled white raes of Urantia are the desendants of these blue men as they were�rst modi�ed by slight mixture with yellow and red, and as they were later greatly upstepped byassimilating the greater portion of the violet rae.6. The indigo rae. As the red men were the most advaned of all the Sangik peoples, so the blakmen were the least progressive. They were the last to migrate from their highland homes. Theyjourneyed to Afria, taking possession of the ontinent, and have ever sine remained there exeptwhen they have been foribly taken away, from age to age, as slaves.Isolated in Afria, the indigo peoples, like the red man, reeived little or none of the rae elevationwhih would have been derived from the infusion of the Adami stok. Alone in Afria, the indigorae made little advanement until the days of Orvonon, when they experiened a great spiritualawakening. While they later almost entirely forgot the \God of Gods" prolaimed by Orvonon, theydid not entirely lose the desire to worship the Unknown; at least they maintained a form of worshipup to a few thousand years ago.Notwithstanding their bakwardness, these indigo peoples have exatly the same standing beforethe elestial powers as any other earthly rae.These were ages of intense struggles between the various raes, but near the headquarters of thePlanetary Prine the more enlightened and more reently taught groups lived together in omparativeharmony, though no great ultural onquest of the world raes had been ahieved up to the time ofthe serious disruption of this regime by the outbreak of the Luifer rebellion.From time to time all of these di�erent peoples experiened ultural and spiritual revivals. Mansantwas a great teaher of the post-Planetary Prine days. But mention is made only of those outstandingleaders and teahers who markedly inuened and inspired a whole rae. With the passing of time,many lesser teahers arose in di�erent regions; and in the aggregate they ontributed muh to the sumtotal of those saving inuenes whih prevented the total ollapse of ultural ivilization, espeially665



during the long and dark ages between the Caligastia rebellion and the arrival of Adam.There are many good and suÆient reasons for the plan of evolving either three or six oloredraes on the worlds of spae. Though Urantia mortals may not be in a position fully to appreiateall of these reasons, we would all attention to the following:1. Variety is indispensable to opportunity for the wide funtioning of natural seletion, di�erentialsurvival of superior strains.2. Stronger and better raes are to be had from the interbreeding of diverse peoples when thesedi�erent raes are arriers of superior inheritane fators. And the Urantia raes would have bene-�ted by suh an early amalgamation provided suh a onjoint people ould have been subsequentlye�etively upstepped by a thoroughgoing admixture with the superior Adami stok. The attemptto exeute suh an experiment on Urantia under present raial onditions would be highly disastrous.3. Competition is healthfully stimulated by diversi�ation of raes.4. Di�erenes in status of the raes and of groups within eah rae are essential to the developmentof human tolerane and altruism.5. Homogeneity of the human rae is not desirable until the peoples of an evolving world attainomparatively high levels of spiritual development.64.7 Dispersion of the Colored RaesWhen the olored desendants of the Sangik family began to multiply, and as they sought opportunityfor expansion into adjaent territory, the �fth glaier, the third of geologi ount, was well advanedon its southern drift over Europe and Asia. These early olored raes were extraordinarily testedby the rigors and hardships of the glaial age of their origin. This glaier was so extensive in Asiathat for thousands of years migration to eastern Asia was ut o�. And not until the later retreat ofthe Mediterranean Sea, onsequent upon the elevation of Arabia, was it possible for them to reahAfria.Thus it was that for almost one hundred thousand years these Sangik peoples spread out aroundthe foothills and mingled together more or less, notwithstanding the peuliar but natural antipathywhih early manifested itself between the di�erent raes.Between the times of the Planetary Prine and Adam, India beame the home of the most os-mopolitan population ever to be found on the fae of the earth. But it was unfortunate that thismixture ame to ontain so muh of the green, orange, and indigo raes. These seondary Sangikpeoples found existene more easy and agreeable in the southlands, and many of them subsequentlymigrated to Afria. The primary Sangik peoples, the superior raes, avoided the tropis, the red mangoing northeast to Asia, losely followed by the yellow man, while the blue rae moved northwestinto Europe.The red men early began to migrate to the northeast, on the heels of the retreating ie, passingaround the highlands of India and oupying all of northeastern Asia. They were losely followed bythe yellow tribes, who subsequently drove them out of Asia into North Ameria.When the relatively pure-line remnants of the red rae forsook Asia, there were eleven tribes,and they numbered a little over seven thousand men, women, and hildren. These tribes wereaompanied by three small groups of mixed anestry, the largest of these being a ombination ofthe orange and blue raes. These three groups never fully fraternized with the red man and earlyjourneyed southward to Mexio and Central Ameria, where they were later joined by a small groupof mixed yellows and reds. These peoples all intermarried and founded a new and amalgamatedrae, one whih was muh less warlike than the pure-line red men. Within �ve thousand years this666



amalgamated rae broke up into three groups, establishing the ivilizations respetively of Mexio,Central Ameria, and South Ameria. The South Amerian o�shoot did reeive a faint touh of theblood of Adam.To a ertain extent the early red and yellow men mingled in Asia, and the o�spring of this unionjourneyed on to the east and along the southern seaoast and, eventually, were driven by the rapidlyinreasing yellow rae onto the peninsulas and near-by islands of the sea. They are the present-daybrown men.The yellow rae has ontinued to oupy the entral regions of eastern Asia. Of all the six oloredraes they have survived in greatest numbers. While the yellow men now and then engaged in raialwar, they did not arry on suh inessant and relentless wars of extermination as were waged bythe red, green, and orange men. These three raes virtually destroyed themselves before they were�nally all but annihilated by their enemies of other raes.Sine the �fth glaier did not extend so far south in Europe, the way was partially open for theseSangik peoples to migrate to the northwest; and upon the retreat of the ie the blue men, togetherwith a few other small raial groups, migrated westward along the old trails of the Andon tribes.They invaded Europe in suessive waves, oupying most of the ontinent.In Europe they soon enountered the Neanderthal desendants of their early and ommon anestor,Andon. These older European Neanderthalers had been driven south and east by the glaier andthus were in position quikly to enounter and absorb their invading ousins of the Sangik tribes.In general and to start with, the Sangik tribes were more intelligent than, and in most ways farsuperior to, the deteriorated desendants of the early Andoni plainsmen; and the mingling of theseSangik tribes with the Neanderthal peoples led to the immediate improvement of the older rae. Itwas this infusion of Sangik blood, more espeially that of the blue man, whih produed that markedimprovement in the Neanderthal peoples exhibited by the suessive waves of inreasingly intelligenttribes that swept over Europe from the east.During the following interglaial period this new Neanderthal rae extended from England toIndia. The remnant of the blue rae left in the old Persian peninsula later amalgamated with ertainothers, primarily the yellow; and the resultant blend, subsequently somewhat upstepped by the violetrae of Adam, has persisted as the swarthy nomadi tribes of modern Arabs.All e�orts to identify the Sangik anestry of modern peoples must take into aount the laterimprovement of the raial strains by the subsequent admixture of Adami blood.The superior raes sought the northern or temperate limes, while the orange, green, and indigoraes suessively gravitated to Afria over the newly elevated land bridge whih separated thewestward retreating Mediterranean from the Indian Oean.The last of the Sangik peoples to migrate from their enter of rae origin was the indigo man.About the time the green man was killing o� the orange rae in Egypt and greatly weakening himselfin so doing, the great blak exodus started south through Palestine along the oast; and later, whenthese physially strong indigo peoples overran Egypt, they wiped the green man out of existene bysheer fore of numbers. These indigo raes absorbed the remnants of the orange man and muh ofthe stok of the green man, and ertain of the indigo tribes were onsiderably improved by this raialamalgamation.And so it appears that Egypt was �rst dominated by the orange man, then by the green, followedby the indigo (blak) man, and still later by a mongrel rae of indigo, blue, and modi�ed green men.But long before Adam arrived, the blue men of Europe and the mixed raes of Arabia had driventhe indigo rae out of Egypt and far south on the Afrian ontinent.As the Sangik migrations draw to a lose, the green and orange raes are gone, the red manholds North Ameria, the yellow man eastern Asia, the blue man Europe, and the indigo rae has667



gravitated to Afria. India harbors a blend of the seondary Sangik raes, and the brown man, ablend of the red and yellow, holds the islands o� the Asiati oast. An amalgamated rae of rathersuperior potential oupies the highlands of South Ameria. The purer Andonites live in the extremenorthern regions of Europe and in Ieland, Greenland, and northeastern North Ameria.During the periods of farthest glaial advane the westernmost of the Andon tribes ame very nearbeing driven into the sea. They lived for years on a narrow southern strip of the present island ofEngland. And it was the tradition of these repeated glaial advanes that drove them to take to thesea when the sixth and last glaier �nally appeared. They were the �rst marine adventurers. Theybuilt boats and started in searh of new lands whih they hoped might be free from the terrifyingie invasions. And some of them reahed Ieland, others Greenland, but the vast majority perishedfrom hunger and thirst on the open sea.A little more than eighty thousand years ago, shortly after the red man entered northwestern NorthAmeria, the freezing over of the north seas and the advane of loal ie �elds on Greenland drovethese Eskimo desendants of the Urantia aborigines to seek a better land, a new home; and they weresuessful, safely rossing the narrow straits whih then separated Greenland from the northeasternland masses of North Ameria. They reahed the ontinent about twenty-one hundred years afterthe red man arrived in Alaska. Subsequently some of the mixed stok of the blue man journeyedwestward and amalgamated with the later-day Eskimos, and this union was slightly bene�ial to theEskimo tribes.About �ve thousand years ago a hane meeting ourred between an Indian tribe and a loneEskimo group on the southeastern shores of Hudson Bay. These two tribes found it diÆult toommuniate with eah other, but very soon they intermarried with the result that these Eskimoswere eventually absorbed by the more numerous red men. And this represents the only ontat ofthe North Amerian red man with any other human stok down to about one thousand years ago,when the white man �rst haned to land on the Atlanti oast.The struggles of these early ages were haraterized by ourage, bravery, and even heroism. Andwe all regret that so many of those sterling and rugged traits of your early anestors have beenlost to the later-day raes. While we appreiate the value of many of the re�nements of advaningivilization, we miss the magni�ent persisteny and superb devotion of your early anestors, whihoftentimes bordered on grandeur and sublimity.[Presented by a Life Carrier resident on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 65The Overontrol of EvolutionBASIC evolutionary material life - premind life - is the formulation of the Master Physial Con-trollers and the life-impartation ministry of the Seven Master Spirits in onjuntion with the ativeministration of the ordained Life Carriers. As a result of the o-ordinate funtion of this threefoldreativity there develops organismal physial apaity for mind - material mehanisms for intelligentreation to external environmental stimuli and, later on, to internal stimuli, inuenes taking originin the organismal mind itself.There are, then, three distint levels of life prodution and evolution:1. The physial-energy domain - mind-apaity prodution.2. The mind ministry of the adjutant spirits - impinging upon spirit apaity.3. The spirit endowment of mortal mind - ulminating in Thought Adjuster bestowal.The mehanial-nonteahable levels of organismal environmental response are the domains of thephysial ontrollers. The adjutant mind-spirits ativate and regulate the adaptative or nonmehanial-teahable types of mind - those response mehanisms of organisms apable of learning from experi-ene. And as the spirit adjutants thus manipulate mind potentials, so do the Life Carriers exeriseonsiderable disretionary ontrol over the environmental aspets of evolutionary proesses right upto the time of the appearane of human will - the ability to know God and the power of hoosing toworship him.It is the integrated funtioning of the Life Carriers, the physial ontrollers, and the spirit adjutantsthat onditions the ourse of organi evolution on the inhabited worlds. And this is why evolution -on Urantia or elsewhere - is always purposeful and never aidental.65.1 Life Carrier FuntionsThe Life Carriers are endowed with potentials of personality metamorphosis whih but few ordersof reatures possess. These Sons of the loal universe are apable of funtioning in three diversephases of being. They ordinarily perform their duties as mid-phase Sons, that being the state oftheir origin. But a Life Carrier in suh a stage of existene ould not possibly funtion in theeletrohemial domains as a fabriator of physial energies and material partiles into units of livingexistene.Life Carriers are able to funtion and do funtion on the following three levels:1. The physial level of eletrohemistry.2. The usual mid-phase of quasi-morontial existene.669



3. The advaned semispiritual level.When the Life Carriers make ready to engage in life implantation, and after they have seleted thesites for suh an undertaking, they summon the arhangel ommission of Life Carrier transmutation.This group onsists of ten orders of diverse personalities, inluding the physial ontrollers and theirassoiates, and is presided over by the hief of arhangels, who ats in this apaity by the mandate ofGabriel and with the permission of the Anients of Days. When these beings are properly eniruited,they an e�et suh modi�ations in the Life Carriers as will enable them immediately to funtionon the physial levels of eletrohemistry.After the life patterns have been formulated and the material organizations have been duly om-pleted, the supermaterial fores onerned in life propagation beome forthwith ative, and life isexistent. Whereupon the Life Carriers are immediately returned to their normal mid-phase of per-sonality existene, in whih estate they an manipulate the living units and maneuver the evolvingorganisms, even though they are shorn of all ability to organize - reate - new patterns of livingmatter.After organi evolution has run a ertain ourse and free will of the human type has appeared inthe highest evolving organisms, the Life Carriers must either leave the planet or take renuniationvows; that is, they must pledge themselves to refrain from all attempts further to inuene the ourseof organi evolution. And when suh vows are voluntarily taken by those Life Carriers who hooseto remain on the planet as future advisers to those who shall be intrusted with the fostering of thenewly evolved will reatures, there is summoned a ommission of twelve, presided over by the hiefof the Evening Stars, ating by authority of the System Sovereign and with permission of Gabriel;and forthwith these Life Carriers are transmuted to the third phase of personality existene - thesemispiritual level of being. And I have funtioned on Urantia in this third phase of existene eversine the times of Andon and Fonta.We look forward to a time when the universe may be settled in light and life, to a possible fourthstage of being wherein we shall be wholly spiritual, but it has never been revealed to us by whattehnique we may attain this desirable and advaned estate.65.2 The Evolutionary PanoramaThe story of man's asent from seaweed to the lordship of earthly reation is indeed a romane ofbiologi struggle and mind survival. Man's primordial anestors were literally the slime and oozeof the oean bed in the sluggish and warm-water bays and lagoons of the vast shore lines of theanient inland seas, those very waters in whih the Life Carriers established the three independentlife implantations on Urantia.Very few speies of the early types of marine vegetation that partiipated in those epohal hangeswhih resulted in the animallike borderland organisms are in existene today. The sponges are thesurvivors of one of these early midway types, those organisms through whih the gradual transitionfrom the vegetable to the animal took plae. These early transition forms, while not idential withmodern sponges, were muh like them; they were true borderline organisms - neither vegetable noranimal - but they eventually led to the development of the true animal forms of life.The bateria, simple vegetable organisms of a very primitive nature, are very little hanged fromthe early dawn of life; they even exhibit a degree of retrogression in their parasiti behavior. Manyof the fungi also represent a retrograde movement in evolution, being plants whih have lost theirhlorophyll-making ability and have beome more or less parasiti. The majority of disease-ausingbateria and their auxiliary virus bodies really belong to this group of renegade parasiti fungi.During the intervening ages all of the vast kingdom of plant life has evolved from anestors from670



whih the bateria have also desended.The higher protozoan type of animal life soon appeared, and appeared suddenly. And from thesefar-distant times the ameba, the typial single-elled animal organism, has ome on down but littlemodi�ed. He disports himself today muh as he did when he was the last and greatest ahievementin life evolution. This minute reature and his protozoan ousins are to the animal reation whatbateria are to the plant kingdom; they represent the survival of the �rst early evolutionary steps inlife di�erentiation together with failure of subsequent development.Before long the early single-elled animal types assoiated themselves in ommunities, �rst on theplan of the Volvox and presently along the lines of the Hydra and jelly�sh. Still later there evolvedthe star�sh, stone lilies, sea urhins, sea uumbers, entipedes, insets, spiders, rustaeans, andthe losely related groups of earthworms and leehes, soon followed by the mollusks - the oyster,otopus, and snail. Hundreds upon hundreds of speies intervened and perished; mention is madeonly of those whih survived the long, long struggle. Suh nonprogressive speimens, together withthe later appearing �sh family, today represent the stationary types of early and lower animals,branhes of the tree of life whih failed to progress.The stage was thus set for the appearane of the �rst bakboned animals, the �shes. From this�sh family there sprang two unique modi�ations, the frog and the salamander. And it was the frogwhih began that series of progressive di�erentiations in animal life that �nally ulminated in manhimself.The frog is one of the earliest of surviving human-rae anestors, but it also failed to progress,persisting today muh as in those remote times. The frog is the only speies anestor of the earlydawn raes now living on the fae of the earth. The human rae has no surviving anestry betweenthe frog and the Eskimo.The frogs gave rise to the Reptilia, a great animal family whih is virtually extint, but whih,before passing out of existene, gave origin to the whole bird family and the numerous orders ofmammals.Probably the greatest single leap of all prehuman evolution was exeuted when the reptile beamea bird. The bird types of today - eagles, duks, pigeons, and ostrihes - all desended from theenormous reptiles of long, long ago.The kingdom of reptiles, desended from the frog family, is today represented by four survivingdivisions: two nonprogressive, snakes and lizards, together with their ousins, alligators and turtles;one partially progressive, the bird family, and the fourth, the anestors of mammals and the diretline of desent of the human speies. But though long departed, the massiveness of the passingReptilia found eho in the elephant and mastodon, while their peuliar forms were perpetuated inthe leaping kangaroos.Only fourteen phyla have appeared on Urantia, the �shes being the last, and no new lasses havedeveloped sine birds and mammals.It was from an agile little reptilian dinosaur of arnivorous habits but having a omparativelylarge brain that the plaental mammals suddenly sprang. These mammals developed rapidly andin many di�erent ways, not only giving rise to the ommon modern varieties but also evolving intomarine types, suh as whales and seals, and into air navigators like the bat family.Man thus evolved from the higher mammals derived prinipally from the western implantation oflife in the anient east-west sheltered seas. The eastern and entral groups of living organisms wereearly progressing favorably toward the attainment of prehuman levels of animal existene. But as theages passed, the eastern fous of life emplaement failed to attain a satisfatory level of intelligentprehuman status, having su�ered suh repeated and irretrievable losses of its highest types of germplasm that it was forever shorn of the power to rehabilitate human potentialities.671



Sine the quality of the mind apaity for development in this eastern group was so de�nitelyinferior to that of the other two groups, the Life Carriers, with the onsent of their superiors, somanipulated the environment as further to irumsribe these inferior prehuman strains of evolvinglife. To all outward appearanes the elimination of these inferior groups of reatures was aidental,but in reality it was altogether purposeful.Later in the evolutionary unfolding of intelligene, the lemur anestors of the human speies werefar more advaned in North Ameria than in other regions; and they were therefore led to migratefrom the arena of western life implantation over the Bering land bridge and down the oast tosouthwestern Asia, where they ontinued to evolve and to bene�t by the addition of ertain strainsof the entral life group. Man thus evolved out of ertain western and entral life strains but in theentral to near-eastern regions.In this way the life that was planted on Urantia evolved until the ie age, when man himself �rstappeared and began his eventful planetary areer. And this appearane of primitive man on earthduring the ie age was not just an aident; it was by design. The rigors and limati severity of theglaial era were in every way adapted to the purpose of fostering the prodution of a hardy type ofhuman being with tremendous survival endowment.65.3 The Fostering of EvolutionIt will hardly be possible to explain to the present-day human mind many of the queer and apparentlygrotesque ourrenes of early evolutionary progress. A purposeful plan was funtioning throughoutall of these seemingly strange evolutions of living things, but we are not allowed arbitrarily to interferewith the development of the life patterns after they have one been set in operation.Life Carriers may employ every possible natural resoure and may utilize any and all fortuitousirumstanes whih will enhane the developmental progress of the life experiment, but we are notpermitted mehanially to intervene in, or arbitrarily to manipulate the ondut and ourse of, eitherplant or animal evolution.You have been informed that Urantia mortals evolved by way of primitive frog development, andthat this asending strain, arried in potential in a single frog, narrowly esaped extintion on aertain oasion. But it should not be inferred that the evolution of mankind would have beenterminated by an aident at this junture. At that very moment we were observing and fosteringno less than one thousand di�erent and remotely situated mutating strains of life whih ould havebeen direted into various di�erent patterns of prehuman development. This partiular anestral frogrepresented our third seletion, the two prior life strains having perished in spite of all our e�ortstoward their onservation.Even the loss of Andon and Fonta before they had o�spring, though delaying human evolution,would not have prevented it. Subsequent to the appearane of Andon and Fonta and before themutating human potentials of animal life were exhausted, there evolved no less than seven thousandfavorable strains whih ould have ahieved some sort of human type of development. And many ofthese better stoks were subsequently assimilated by the various branhes of the expanding humanspeies.Long before the Material Son and Daughter, the biologi uplifters, arrive on a planet, the humanpotentials of the evolving animal speies have been exhausted. This biologi status of animal life isdislosed to the Life Carriers by the phenomenon of the third phase of adjutant spirit mobilization,whih automatially ours onomitantly with the exhaustion of the apaity of all animal life togive origin to the mutant potentials of prehuman individuals.Mankind on Urantia must solve its problems of mortal development with the human stoks it has672



- no more raes will evolve from prehuman soures throughout all future time. But this fat does notprelude the possibility of the attainment of vastly higher levels of human development through theintelligent fostering of the evolutionary potentials still resident in the mortal raes. That whih we,the Life Carriers, do toward fostering and onserving the life strains before the appearane of humanwill, man must do for himself after suh an event and subsequent to our retirement from ativepartiipation in evolution. In a general way, man's evolutionary destiny is in his own hands, andsienti� intelligene must sooner or later supersede the random funtioning of unontrolled naturalseletion and hane survival.And in disussing the fostering of evolution, it would not be amiss to point out that, in the longfuture ahead, when you may sometime be attahed to a orps of Life Carriers, you will have abundantand ample opportunity to o�er suggestions and make any possible improvements in the plans andtehnique of life management and transplantation. Be patient! If you have good ideas, if your mindsare fertile with better methods of administration for any part of the universal domains, you areertainly going to have an opportunity to present them to your assoiates and fellow administratorsin the ages to ome.65.4 The Urantia AdventureDo not overlook the fat that Urantia was assigned to us as a life-experiment world. On this planet wemade our sixtieth attempt to modify and, if possible, improve the Satania adaptation of the Nebadonlife designs, and it is of reord that we ahieved numerous bene�ial modi�ations of the standardlife patterns. To be spei�, on Urantia we worked out and have satisfatorily demonstrated not lessthan twenty-eight features of life modi�ation whih will be of servie to all Nebadon throughout allfuture time.But the establishment of life on no world is ever experimental in the sense that something untriedand unknown is attempted. The evolution of life is a tehnique ever progressive, di�erential, andvariable, but never haphazard, unontrolled, nor wholly experimental, in the aidental sense.Many features of human life a�ord abundant evidene that the phenomenon of mortal existenewas intelligently planned, that organi evolution is not a mere osmi aident. When a living ellis injured, it possesses the ability to elaborate ertain hemial substanes whih are empowered soto stimulate and ativate the neighboring normal ells that they immediately begin the seretionof ertain substanes whih failitate healing proesses in the wound; and at the same time thesenormal and uninjured ells begin to proliferate - they atually start to work reating new ells toreplae any fellow ells whih may have been destroyed by the aident.This hemial ation and reation onerned in wound healing and ell reprodution represents thehoie of the Life Carriers of a formula embraing over one hundred thousand phases and features ofpossible hemial reations and biologi reperussions. More than half a million spei� experimentswere made by the Life Carriers in their laboratories before they �nally settled upon this formula forthe Urantia life experiment.When Urantia sientists know more of these healing hemials, they will beome more eÆientin the treatment of injuries, and indiretly they will know more about ontrolling ertain seriousdiseases.Sine life was established on Urantia, the Life Carriers have improved this healing tehnique as ithas been introdued on another Satania world, in that it a�ords more pain relief and exerises betterontrol over the proliferation apaity of the assoiated normal ells.There were many unique features of the Urantia life experiment, but the two outstanding episodeswere the appearane of the Andoni rae prior to the evolution of the six olored peoples and the673



later simultaneous appearane of the Sangik mutants in a single family. Urantia is the �rst worldin Satania where the six olored raes sprang from the same human family. They ordinarily arise indiversi�ed strains from independent mutations within the prehuman animal stok and usually appearon earth one at a time and suessively over long periods of time, beginning with the red man andpassing on down through the olors to indigo.Another outstanding variation of proedure was the late arrival of the Planetary Prine. As arule, the prine appears on a planet about the time of will development; and if suh a plan hadbeen followed, Caligastia might have ome to Urantia even during the lifetimes of Andon and Fontainstead of almost �ve hundred thousand years later, simultaneously with the appearane of the sixSangik raes.On an ordinary inhabited world a Planetary Prine would have been granted on the request ofthe Life Carriers at, or sometime after, the appearane of Andon and Fonta. But Urantia havingbeen designated a life-modi�ation planet, it was by preagreement that the Melhizedek observers,twelve in number, were sent as advisers to the Life Carriers and as overseers of the planet until thesubsequent arrival of the Planetary Prine. These Melhizedeks ame at the time Andon and Fontamade the deisions whih enabled Thought Adjusters to indwell their mortal minds.On Urantia the endeavors of the Life Carriers to improve the Satania life patterns neessarilyresulted in the prodution of many apparently useless forms of transition life. But the gains alreadyarued are suÆient to justify the Urantia modi�ations of the standard life designs.It was our intention to produe an early manifestation of will in the evolutionary life of Urantia,and we sueeded. Ordinarily, will does not emerge until the olored raes have long been in existene,usually �rst appearing among the superior types of the red man. Your world is the only planet inSatania where the human type of will has appeared in a preolored rae.But in our e�ort to provide for that ombination and assoiation of inheritane fators whih �nallygave rise to the mammalian anestors of the human rae, we were onfronted with the neessity ofpermitting hundreds and thousands of other and omparatively useless ombinations and assoiationsof inheritane fators to take plae. Many of these seemingly strange by-produts of our e�orts areertain to meet your gaze as you dig bak into the planetary past, and I an well understand howpuzzling some of these things must be to the limited human viewpoint.65.5 Life-Evolution ViissitudesIt was a soure of regret to the Life Carriers that our speial e�orts to modify intelligent life onUrantia should have been so handiapped by tragi perversions beyond our ontrol: the Caligastiabetrayal and the Adami default.But throughout all of this biologi adventure our greatest disappointment grew out of the reversionof ertain primitive plant life to the prehlorophyll levels of parasiti bateria on suh an extensiveand unexpeted sale. This eventuality in plant-life evolution aused many distressful diseases inthe higher mammals, partiularly in the more vulnerable human speies. When we were onfrontedwith this perplexing situation, we somewhat disounted the diÆulties involved beause we knewthat the subsequent admixture of the Adami life plasm would so reinfore the resisting powers ofthe resulting blended rae as to make it pratially immune to all diseases produed by the vegetabletype of organism. But our hopes were doomed to disappointment owing to the misfortune of theAdami default.The universe of universes, inluding this small world alled Urantia, is not being managed merelyto meet our approval nor just to suit our onveniene, muh less to gratify our whims and satisfy oururiosity. The wise and all-powerful beings who are responsible for universe management undoubtedly674



know exatly what they are about; and so it beomes Life Carriers and behooves mortal minds toenlist in patient waiting and hearty o-operation with the rule of wisdom, the reign of power, andthe marh of progress.There are, of ourse, ertain ompensations for tribulation, suh as Mihael's bestowal on Uran-tia. But irrespetive of all suh onsiderations, the later elestial supervisors of this planet expressomplete on�dene in the ultimate evolutionary triumph of the human rae and in the eventualvindiation of our original plans and life patterns.65.6 Evolutionary Tehniques of LifeIt is impossible aurately to determine, simultaneously, the exat loation and the veloity of amoving objet; any attempt at measurement of either inevitably involves hange in the other. Thesame sort of a paradox onfronts mortal man when he undertakes the hemial analysis of protoplasm.The hemist an eluidate the hemistry of dead protoplasm, but he annot disern either the physialorganization or the dynami performane of living protoplasm. Ever will the sientist ome nearerand nearer the serets of life, but never will he �nd them and for no other reason than that he mustkill protoplasm in order to analyze it. Dead protoplasm weighs the same as living protoplasm, butit is not the same.There is original endowment of adaptation in living things and beings. In every living plant oranimal ell, in every living organism - material or spiritual - there is an insatiable raving for theattainment of ever-inreasing perfetion of environmental adjustment, organismal adaptation, andaugmented life realization. These interminable e�orts of all living things evidene the existenewithin them of an innate striving for perfetion.The most important step in plant evolution was the development of hlorophyll-making ability,and the seond greatest advane was the evolution of the spore into the omplex seed. The spore ismost eÆient as a reprodutive agent, but it laks the potentials of variety and versatility inherentin the seed.One of the most servieable and omplex episodes in the evolution of the higher types of animalsonsisted in the development of the ability of the iron in the irulating blood ells to perform in thedouble role of oxygen arrier and arbon dioxide remover. And this performane of the red bloodells illustrates how evolving organisms are able to adapt their funtions to varying or hangingenvironment. The higher animals, inluding man, oxygenate their tissues by the ation of the iron ofthe red blood ells, whih arries oxygen to the living ells and just as eÆiently removes the arbondioxide. But other metals an be made to serve the same purpose. The uttle�sh employs opperfor this funtion, and the sea squirt utilizes vanadium.The ontinuation of suh biologi adjustments is illustrated by the evolution of teeth in the higherUrantia mammals; these attained to thirty-six in man's remote anestors, and then began an adapta-tive readjustment toward thirty-two in the dawn man and his near relatives. Now the human speiesis slowly gravitating toward twenty-eight. The proess of evolution is still atively and adaptativelyin progress on this planet.But many seemingly mysterious adjustments of living organisms are purely hemial, wholly phys-ial. At any moment of time, in the blood stream of any human being there exists the possibility ofupward of 15,000,000 hemial reations between the hormone output of a dozen dutless glands.The lower forms of plant life are wholly responsive to physial, hemial, and eletrial environ-ment. But as the sale of life asends, one by one the mind ministries of the seven adjutant spiritsbeome operative, and the mind beomes inreasingly adjustive, reative, o-ordinative, and dom-inative. The ability of animals to adapt themselves to air, water, and land is not a supernatural675



endowment, but it is a superphysial adjustment.Physis and hemistry alone annot explain how a human being evolved out of the primevalprotoplasm of the early seas. The ability to learn, memory and di�erential response to environment,is the endowment of mind. The laws of physis are not responsive to training; they are immutableand unhanging. The reations of hemistry are not modi�ed by eduation; they are uniform anddependable. Aside from the presene of the Unquali�ed Absolute, eletrial and hemial reationsare preditable. But mind an pro�t from experiene, an learn from reative habits of behavior inresponse to repetition of stimuli.Preintelligent organisms reat to environmental stimuli, but those organisms whih are reativeto mind ministry an adjust and manipulate the environment itself.The physial brain with its assoiated nervous system possesses innate apaity for response tomindministry just as the developing mind of a personality possesses a ertain innate apaity for spiritreeptivity and therefore ontains the potentials of spiritual progress and attainment. Intelletual,soial, moral, and spiritual evolution are dependent on the mind ministry of the seven adjutant spiritsand their superphysial assoiates.65.7 Evolutionary Mind LevelsThe seven adjutant mind-spirits are the versatile mind ministers to the lower intelligent existenesof a loal universe. This order of mind is ministered from the loal universe headquarters or fromsome world onneted therewith, but there is inuential diretion of lower-mind funtion from thesystem apitals.On an evolutionary world muh, very muh, depends on the work of these seven adjutants. Butthey are mind ministers; they are not onerned in physial evolution, the domain of the Life Carri-ers. Nevertheless, the perfet integration of these spirit endowments with the ordained and naturalproedure of the unfolding and inherent regime of the Life Carriers is responsible for the mortalinability to disern, in the phenomenon of mind, aught but the hand of nature and the outworkingof natural proesses, albeit you are oasionally somewhat perplexed in explaining all of everythingonneted with the natural reations of mind as it is assoiated with matter. And if Urantia wereoperating more in aordane with the original plans, you would observe even less to arrest yourattention in the phenomenon of mind.The seven adjutant spirits are more iruitlike than entitylike, and on ordinary worlds they areeniruited with other adjutant funtionings throughout the loal universe. On life-experiment plan-ets, however, they are relatively isolated. And on Urantia, owing to the unique nature of the lifepatterns, the lower adjutants experiened far more diÆulty in ontating with the evolutionaryorganisms than would have been the ase in a more standardized type of life endowment.Again, on an average evolutionary world the seven adjutant spirits are far better synhronizedwith the advaning stages of animal development than they were on Urantia. With but a singleexeption, the adjutants experiened the greatest diÆulty in ontating with the evolving minds ofUrantia organisms that they had ever had in all their funtioning throughout the universe of Nebadon.On this world there developed many forms of border phenomena - onfusional ombinations of themehanial-nonteahable and the nonmehanial-teahable types of organismal response.The seven adjutant spirits do not make ontat with the purely mehanial orders of organismalenvironmental response. Suh preintelligent responses of living organisms pertain purely to theenergy domains of the power enters, the physial ontrollers, and their assoiates.The aquisition of the potential of the ability to learn from experiene marks the beginning ofthe funtioning of the adjutant spirits, and they funtion from the lowliest minds of primitive and676



invisible existenes up to the highest types in the evolutionary sale of human beings. They are thesoure and pattern for the otherwise more or less mysterious behavior and inompletely understoodquik reations of mind to the material environment. Long must these faithful and always dependableinuenes arry forward their preliminary ministry before the animal mind attains the human levelsof spirit reeptivity.The adjutants funtion exlusively in the evolution of experiening mind up to the level of the sixthphase, the spirit of worship. At this level there ours that inevitable overlapping of ministry - thephenomenon of the higher reahing down to o-ordinate with the lower in antiipation of subsequentattainment of advaned levels of development. And still additional spirit ministry aompanies theation of the seventh and last adjutant, the spirit of wisdom. Throughout the ministry of the spiritworld the individual never experienes abrupt transitions of spirit o-operation; always are thesehanges gradual and reiproal.Always should the domains of the physial (eletrohemial) and the mental response to environ-mental stimuli be di�erentiated, and in turn must they all be reognized as phenomena apart fromspiritual ativities. The domains of physial, mental, and spiritual gravity are distint realms ofosmi reality, notwithstanding their intimate interrelations.65.8 Evolution in Time and SpaeTime and spae are indissolubly linked; there is an innate assoiation. The delays of time areinevitable in the presene of ertain spae onditions.If spending so muh time in e�eting the evolutionary hanges of life development oasionsperplexity, I would say that we annot time the life proesses to unfold any faster than the physialmetamorphoses of a planet will permit. We must wait upon the natural, physial development of aplanet; we have absolutely no ontrol over geologi evolution. If the physial onditions would allow,we ould arrange for the ompleted evolution of life in onsiderably less than one million years. Butwe are all under the jurisdition of the Supreme Rulers of Paradise, and time is nonexistent onParadise.The individual's yardstik for time measurement is the length of his life. All reatures are thustime onditioned, and therefore do they regard evolution as being a long-drawn-out proess. To thoseof us whose life span is not limited by a temporal existene, evolution does not seem to be suh aprotrated transation. On Paradise, where time is nonexistent, these things are all present in themind of In�nity and the ats of Eternity.As mind evolution is dependent on, and delayed by, the slow development of physial onditions,so is spiritual progress dependent on mental expansion and unfailingly delayed by intelletual re-tardation. But this does not mean that spiritual evolution is dependent on eduation, ulture, orwisdom. The soul may evolve regardless of mental ulture but not in the absene of mental apaityand desire - the hoie of survival and the deision to ahieve ever-inreasing perfetion - to do thewill of the Father in heaven. Although survival may not depend on the possession of knowledge andwisdom, progression most ertainly does.In the osmi evolutionary laboratories mind is always dominant over matter, and spirit is everorrelated with mind. Failure of these diverse endowments to synhronize and o-ordinate may ausetime delays, but if the individual really knows God and desires to �nd him and beome like him,then survival is assured regardless of the handiaps of time. Physial status may handiap mind,and mental perversity may delay spiritual attainment, but none of these obstales an defeat thewhole-souled hoie of will.When physial onditions are ripe, sudden mental evolutions may take plae; when mind status is677



propitious, sudden spiritual transformations may our; when spiritual values reeive proper reog-nition, then osmi meanings beome disernible, and inreasingly the personality is released fromthe handiaps of time and delivered from the limitations of spae.[Sponsored by a Life Carrier of Nebadon resident on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 66The Planetary Prine of UrantiaTHE advent of a Lanonandek Son on an average world signi�es that will, the ability to hoose thepath of eternal survival, has developed in the mind of primitive man. But on Urantia the PlanetaryPrine arrived almost half a million years after the appearane of human will.About �ve hundred thousand years ago and onurrent with the appearane of the six olored orSangik raes, Caligastia, the Planetary Prine, arrived on Urantia. There were almost one-half billionprimitive human beings on earth at the time of the Prine's arrival, and they were well sattered overEurope, Asia, and Afria. The Prine's headquarters, established in Mesopotamia, was at about theenter of world population.66.1 Prine CaligastiaCaligastia was a Lanonandek Son, number 9,344 of the seondary order. He was experiened inthe administration of the a�airs of the loal universe in general and, during later ages, with themanagement of the loal system of Satania in partiular.Prior to the reign of Luifer in Satania, Caligastia had been attahed to the ounil of the LifeCarrier advisers on Jerusem. Luifer elevated Caligastia to a position on his personal sta�, and heaeptably �lled �ve suessive assignments of honor and trust.Caligastia very early sought a ommission as Planetary Prine, but repeatedly, when his requestame up for approval in the onstellation ounils, it would fail to reeive the assent of the Constel-lation Fathers. Caligastia seemed espeially desirous of being sent as planetary ruler to a deimalor life-modi�ation world. His petition had several times been disapproved before he was �nallyassigned to Urantia.Caligastia went forth from Jerusem to his trust of world dominion with an enviable reord ofloyalty and devotion to the welfare of the universe of his origin and sojourn, notwithstanding aertain harateristi restlessness oupled with a tendeny to disagree with the established order inertain minor matters.I was present on Jerusem when the brilliant Caligastia departed from the system apital. Noprine of the planets ever embarked upon a areer of world rulership with a riher preparatoryexperiene or with better prospets than did Caligastia on that eventful day one-half million yearsago. One thing is ertain: As I exeuted my assignment of putting the narrative of that event onthe broadasts of the loal universe, I never for one moment entertained even in the slightest degreeany idea that this noble Lanonandek would so shortly betray his sared trust of planetary ustodyand so horribly stain the fair name of his exalted order of universe sonship. I really regarded Urantiaas being among the �ve or six most fortunate planets in all Satania in that it was to have suh an679



experiened, brilliant, and original mind at the helm of world a�airs. I did not then omprehendthat Caligastia was insidiously falling in love with himself; I did not then so fully understand thesubtleties of personality pride.
66.2 The Prine's Sta�The Planetary Prine of Urantia was not sent out on his mission alone but was aompanied by theusual orps of assistants and administrative helpers.At the head of this group was Daligastia, the assoiate-assistant of the Planetary Prine. Daligastiawas also a seondary Lanonandek Son, being number 319,407 of that order. He ranked as an assistantat the time of his assignment as Caligastia's assoiate.The planetary sta� inluded a large number of angeli o-operators and a host of other elestialbeings assigned to advane the interests and promote the welfare of the human raes. But fromyour standpoint the most interesting group of all were the orporeal members of the Prine's sta� -sometimes referred to as the Caligastia one hundred.These one hundred rematerialized members of the Prine's sta� were hosen by Caligastia fromover 785,000 asendant itizens of Jerusem who volunteered for embarkation on the Urantia adven-ture. Eah one of the hosen one hundred was from a di�erent planet, and none of them were fromUrantia.These Jerusemite volunteers were brought by seraphi transport diret from the system apital toUrantia, and upon arrival they were held enseraphimed until they ould be provided with personalityforms of the dual nature of speial planetary servie, literal bodies onsisting of esh and blood butalso attuned to the life iruits of the system.Sometime before the arrival of these one hundred Jerusem itizens, the two supervising LifeCarriers resident on Urantia, having previously perfeted their plans, petitioned Jerusem and Edentiafor permission to transplant the life plasm of one hundred seleted survivors of the Andon and Fontastok into the material bodies to be projeted for the orporeal members of the Prine's sta�. Therequest was granted on Jerusem and approved on Edentia.Aordingly, �fty males and �fty females of the Andon and Fonta posterity, representing thesurvival of the best strains of that unique rae, were hosen by the Life Carriers. With one or twoexeptions these Andonite ontributors to the advanement of the rae were strangers to one another.They were assembled from widely separated plaes by o-ordinated Thought Adjuster diretion andseraphi guidane at the threshold of the planetary headquarters of the Prine. Here the one hundredhuman subjets were given into the hands of the highly skilled volunteer ommission from Avalon,who direted the material extration of a portion of the life plasm of these Andon desendants.This living material was then transferred to the material bodies onstruted for the use of the onehundred Jerusemite members of the Prine's sta�. Meantime, these newly arrived itizens of thesystem apital were held in the sleep of seraphi transport.These transations, together with the literal reation of speial bodies for the Caligastia onehundred, gave origin to numerous legends, many of whih subsequently beame onfused with thelater traditions onerning the planetary installation of Adam and Eve.The entire transation of repersonalization, from the time of the arrival of the seraphi transportsbearing the one hundred Jerusem volunteers until they beame onsious, threefold beings of therealm, onsumed exatly ten days. 680



66.3 Dalamatia - The City of the PrineThe headquarters of the Planetary Prine was situated in the Persian Gulf region of those days, inthe distrit orresponding to later Mesopotamia.The limate and landsape in the Mesopotamia of those times were in every way favorable tothe undertakings of the Prine's sta� and their assistants, very di�erent from onditions whih havesometimes sine prevailed. It was neessary to have suh a favoring limate as a part of the naturalenvironment designed to indue primitive Urantians to make ertain initial advanes in ulture andivilization. The one great task of those ages was to transform man from a hunter to a herder, withthe hope that later on he would evolve into a peae-loving, home-abiding farmer.The headquarters of the Planetary Prine on Urantia was typial of suh stations on a youngand developing sphere. The nuleus of the Prine's settlement was a very simple but beautiful ity,enlosed within a wall forty feet high. This world enter of ulture was named Dalamatia in honorof Daligastia.The ity was laid out in ten subdivisions with the headquarters mansions of the ten ounils of theorporeal sta� situated at the enters of these subdivisions. Centermost in the ity was the templeof the unseen Father. The administrative headquarters of the Prine and his assoiates was arrangedin twelve hambers immediately grouped about the temple itself.The buildings of Dalamatia were all one story exept the ounil headquarters, whih were twostories, and the entral temple of the Father of all, whih was small but three stories in height.The ity represented the best praties of those early days in building material - brik. Very littlestone or wood was used. Home building and village arhiteture among the surrounding peoples weregreatly improved by the Dalamatian example.Near the Prine's headquarters there dwelt all olors and strata of human beings. And it wasfrom these near-by tribes that the �rst students of the Prine's shools were reruited. Althoughthese early shools of Dalamatia were rude, they provided all that ould be done for the men andwomen of that primitive age.The Prine's orporeal sta� ontinuously gathered about them the superior individuals of thesurrounding tribes and, after training and inspiring these students, sent them bak as teahers andleaders of their respetive peoples.66.4 Early Days of the One HundredThe arrival of the Prine's sta� reated a profound impression. While it required almost a thousandyears for the news to spread abroad, those tribes near the Mesopotamian headquarters were tremen-dously inuened by the teahings and ondut of the one hundred new sojourners on Urantia. Andmuh of your subsequent mythology grew out of the garbled legends of these early days when thesemembers of the Prine's sta� were repersonalized on Urantia as supermen.The serious obstale to the good inuene of suh extraplanetary teahers is the tendeny ofmortals to regard them as gods, but aside from the tehnique of their appearane on earth theCaligastia one hundred - �fty men and �fty women - did not resort to supernatural methods norsuperhuman manipulations.But the orporeal sta� were nonetheless superhuman. They began their mission on Urantia asextraordinary threefold beings:1. They were orporeal and relatively human, for they embodied the atual life plasm of one ofthe human raes, the Andoni life plasm of Urantia.681



These one hundred members of the Prine's sta� were divided equally as to sex and in aordanewith their previous mortal status. Eah person of this group was apable of beoming oparental tosome new order of physial being, but they had been arefully instruted to resort to parenthood onlyunder ertain onditions. It is ustomary for the orporeal sta� of a Planetary Prine to proreatetheir suessors sometime prior to retiring from speial planetary servie. Usually this is at, or shortlyafter, the time of the arrival of the Planetary Adam and Eve.These speial beings therefore had little or no idea as to what type of material reature wouldbe produed by their sexual union. And they never did know; before the time for suh a step inthe proseution of their world work the entire regime was upset by rebellion, and those who laterfuntioned in the parental role had been isolated from the life urrents of the system.In skin olor and language these materialized members of Caligastia's sta� followed the Andonirae. They partook of food as did the mortals of the realm with this di�erene: The re-reatedbodies of this group were fully satis�ed by a nonesh diet. This was one of the onsiderations whihdetermined their residene in a warm region abounding in fruits and nuts. The pratie of subsistingon a nonesh diet dates from the times of the Caligastia one hundred, for this ustom spread nearand far to a�et the eating habits of many surrounding tribes, groups of origin in the one exlusivelymeat-eating evolutionary raes.2. The one hundred were material but superhuman beings, having been reonstituted on Urantiaas unique men and women of a high and speial order.This group, while enjoying provisional itizenship on Jerusem, were as yet unfused with theirThought Adjusters; and when they volunteered and were aepted for planetary servie in liaisonwith the desending orders of sonship, their Adjusters were detahed. But these Jerusemites weresuperhuman beings - they possessed souls of asendant growth. During the mortal life in the eshthe soul is of embryoni estate; it is born (resurreted) in the morontia life and experienes growththrough the suessive morontia worlds. And the souls of the Caligastia one hundred had thusexpanded through the progressive experienes of the seven mansion worlds to itizenship status onJerusem.In onformity to their instrutions the sta� did not engage in sexual reprodution, but they didpainstakingly study their personal onstitutions, and they arefully explored every imaginable phaseof intelletual (mind) and morontia (soul) liaison. And it was during the thirty-third year of theirsojourn in Dalamatia, long before the wall was ompleted, that number two and number seven ofthe Danite group aidentally disovered a phenomenon attendant upon the liaison of their morontiaselves (supposedly nonsexual and nonmaterial); and the result of this adventure proved to be the�rst of the primary midway reatures. This new being was wholly visible to the planetary sta� andto their elestial assoiates but was not visible to the men and women of the various human tribes.Upon authority of the Planetary Prine the entire orporeal sta� undertook the prodution of similarbeings, and all were suessful, following the instrutions of the pioneer Danite pair. Thus did thePrine's sta� eventually bring into being the original orps of 50,000 primary midwayers.These mid-type reatures were of great servie in arrying on the a�airs of the world's headquar-ters. They were invisible to human beings, but the primitive sojourners at Dalamatia were taughtabout these unseen semispirits, and for ages they onstituted the sum total of the spirit world tothese evolving mortals.3. The Caligastia one hundred were personally immortal, or undying. There irulated throughtheir material forms the antidotal omplements of the life urrents of the system; and had they notlost ontat with the life iruits through rebellion, they would have lived on inde�nitely until thearrival of a subsequent Son of God, or until their sometime later release to resume the interruptedjourney to Havona and Paradise.These antidotal omplements of the Satania life urrents were derived from the fruit of the tree of682



life, a shrub of Edentia whih was sent to Urantia by the Most Highs of Norlatiadek at the time ofCaligastia's arrival. In the days of Dalamatia this tree grew in the entral ourtyard of the templeof the unseen Father, and it was the fruit of the tree of life that enabled the material and otherwisemortal beings of the Prine's sta� to live on inde�nitely as long as they had aess to it.While of no value to the evolutionary raes, this supersustenane was quite suÆient to onferontinuous life upon the Caligastia one hundred and also upon the one hundred modi�ed Andoniteswho were assoiated with them.It should be explained in this onnetion that, at the time the one hundred Andonites ontributedtheir human germ plasm to the members of the Prine's sta�, the Life Carriers introdued intotheir mortal bodies the omplement of the system iruits; and thus were they enabled to live ononurrently with the sta�, entury after entury, in de�ane of physial death.Eventually the one hundred Andonites were made aware of their ontribution to the new forms oftheir superiors, and these same one hundred hildren of the Andon tribes were kept at headquartersas the personal attendants of the Prine's orporeal sta�.66.5 Organization of the One HundredThe one hundred were organized for servie in ten autonomous ounils of ten members eah. Whentwo or more of these ten ounils met in joint session, suh liaison gatherings were presided over byDaligastia. These ten groups were onstituted as follows:1. The ounil on food and material welfare. This group was presided over by Ang. Food, water,lothes, and the material advanement of the human speies were fostered by this able orps. Theytaught well digging, spring ontrol, and irrigation. They taught those from the higher altitudesand from the north improved methods of treating skins for use as lothing, and weaving was laterintrodued by the teahers of art and siene.Great advanes were made in methods of food storage. Food was preserved by ooking, drying,and smoking; it thus beame the earliest property. Man was taught to provide for the hazards offamine, whih periodially deimated the world.2. The board of animal domestiation and utilization. This ounil was dediated to the taskof seleting and breeding those animals best adapted to help human beings in bearing burdens andtransporting themselves, to supply food, and later on to be of servie in the ultivation of the soil.This able orps was direted by Bon.Several types of useful animals, now extint, were tamed, together with some that have ontinuedas domestiated animals to the present day. Man had long lived with the dog, and the blue man hadalready been suessful in taming the elephant. The ow was so improved by areful breeding as tobeome a valuable soure of food; butter and heese beame ommon artiles of human diet. Menwere taught to use oxen for burden bearing, but the horse was not domestiated until a later date.The members of this orps �rst taught men to use the wheel for the failitation of tration.It was in these days that arrier pigeons were �rst used, being taken on long journeys for thepurpose of sending messages or alls for help. Bon's group were suessful in training the greatfandors as passenger birds, but they beame extint more than thirty thousand years ago.3. The advisers regarding the onquest of predatory animals. It was not enough that earlyman should try to domestiate ertain animals, but he must also learn how to protet himself fromdestrution by the remainder of the hostile animal world. This group was aptained by Dan.The purpose of an anient ity wall was to protet against feroious beasts as well as to preventsurprise attaks by hostile humans. Those living without the walls and in the forest were dependent683



on tree dwellings, stone huts, and the maintenane of night �res. It was therefore very natural thatthese teahers should devote muh time to instruting their pupils in the improvement of humandwellings. By employing improved tehniques and by the use of traps, great progress was made inanimal subjugation.4. The faulty on dissemination and onservation of knowledge. This group organized and di-reted the purely eduational endeavors of those early ages. It was presided over by Fad. Theeduational methods of Fad onsisted in supervision of employment aompanied by instrution inimproved methods of labor. Fad formulated the �rst alphabet and introdued a writing system.This alphabet ontained twenty-�ve haraters. For writing material these early peoples utilized treebarks, lay tablets, stone slabs, a form of parhment made of hammered hides, and a rude form ofpaperlike material made from wasps' nests. The Dalamatia library, destroyed soon after the Cali-gastia disa�etion, omprised more than two million separate reords and was known as the \houseof Fad."The blue man was partial to alphabet writing and made the greatest progress along suh lines. Thered man preferred pitorial writing, while the yellow raes drifted into the use of symbols for wordsand ideas, muh like those they now employ. But the alphabet and muh more was subsequently lostto the world during the onfusion attendant upon rebellion. The Caligastia defetion destroyed thehope of the world for a universal language, at least for untold ages.5. The ommission on industry and trade. This ounil was employed in fostering industry withinthe tribes and in promoting trade between the various peae groups. Its leader was Nod. Every formof primitive manufature was enouraged by this orps. They ontributed diretly to the elevation ofstandards of living by providing many new ommodities to attrat the fany of primitive men. Theygreatly expanded the trade in the improved salt produed by the ounil on siene and art.It was among these enlightened groups eduated in the Dalamatia shools that the �rst ommerialredit was pratied. From a entral exhange of redits they seured tokens whih were aeptedin lieu of the atual objets of barter. The world did not improve upon these business methods forhundreds of thousands of years.6. The ollege of revealed religion. This body was slow in funtioning. Urantia ivilization wasliterally forged out between the anvil of neessity and the hammers of fear. But this group had madeonsiderable progress in their attempt to substitute Creator fear for reature fear (ghost worship)before their labors were interrupted by the later onfusion attendant upon the seession upheaval.The head of this ounil was Hap.None of the Prine's sta� would present revelation to ompliate evolution; they presented revela-tion only as the limax of their exhaustion of the fores of evolution. But Hap did yield to the desireof the inhabitants of the ity for the establishment of a form of religious servie. His group providedthe Dalamatians with the seven hants of worship and also gave them the daily praise-phrase andeventually taught them \the Father's prayer," whih was:\Father of all, whose Son we honor, look down upon us with favor. Deliver us from the fear of allsave you. Make us a pleasure to our divine teahers and forever put truth on our lips. Deliver usfrom violene and anger; give us respet for our elders and that whih belongs to our neighbors. Giveus this season green pastures and fruitful oks to gladden our hearts. We pray for the hastening ofthe oming of the promised uplifter, and we would do your will on this world as others do on worldsbeyond."Although the Prine's sta� were limited to natural means and ordinary methods of rae im-provement, they held out the promise of the Adami gift of a new rae as the goal of subsequentevolutionary growth upon the attainment of the height of biologi development.7. The guardians of health and life. This ounil was onerned with the introdution of sanitationand the promotion of primitive hygiene and was led by Lut.684



Its members taught muh that was lost during the onfusion of subsequent ages, never to be re-disovered until the twentieth entury. They taught mankind that ooking, boiling and roasting, wasa means of avoiding sikness; also that suh ooking greatly redued infant mortality and failitatedearly weaning.Many of the early teahings of Lut's guardians of health persisted among the tribes of earth ondown to the days of Moses, even though they beame muh garbled and were greatly hanged.The great obstale in the way of promoting hygiene among these ignorant peoples onsisted inthe fat that the real auses of many diseases were too small to be seen by the naked eye, and alsobeause they all held �re in superstitious regard. It required thousands of years to persuade themto burn refuse. In the meantime they were urged to bury their deaying rubbish. The great sanitaryadvane of this epoh ame from the dissemination of knowledge regarding the health-giving anddisease-destroying properties of sunlight.Before the Prine's arrival, bathing had been an exlusively religious eremonial. It was indeeddiÆult to persuade primitive men to wash their bodies as a health pratie. Lut �nally induedthe religious teahers to inlude leansing with water as a part of the puri�ation eremonies to bepratied in onnetion with the noontime devotions, one a week, in the worship of the Father ofall.These guardians of health also sought to introdue handshaking in substitution for saliva exhangeor blood drinking as a seal of personal friendship and as a token of group loyalty. But when out fromunder the ompelling pressure of the teahings of their superior leaders, these primitive peoples werenot slow in reverting to their former health-destroying and disease-breeding praties of ignoraneand superstition.8. The planetary ounil on art and siene. This orps did muh to improve the industrialtehnique of early man and to elevate his onepts of beauty. Their leader was Mek.Art and siene were at a low ebb throughout the world, but the rudiments of physis and hemistrywere taught the Dalamatians. Pottery was advaned, deorative arts were all improved, and the idealsof human beauty were greatly enhaned. But musi made little progress until after the arrival of theviolet rae.These primitive men would not onsent to experiment with steam power, notwithstanding therepeated urgings of their teahers; never ould they overome their great fear of the explosive powerof on�ned steam. They were, however, �nally persuaded to work with metals and �re, although apiee of red-hot metal was a terrorizing objet to early man.Mek did a great deal to advane the ulture of the Andonites and to improve the art of the blueman. A blend of the blue man with the Andon stok produed an artistially gifted type, and manyof them beame master sulptors. They did not work in stone or marble, but their works of lay,hardened by baking, adorned the gardens of Dalamatia.Great progress was made in the home arts, most of whih were lost in the long and dark ages ofrebellion, never to be redisovered until modern times.9. The governors of advaned tribal relations. This was the group intrusted with the work ofbringing human soiety up to the level of statehood. Their hief was Tut.These leaders ontributed muh to bringing about intertribal marriages. They fostered ourtshipand marriage after due deliberation and full opportunity to beome aquainted. The purely militarywar danes were re�ned and made to serve valuable soial ends. Many ompetitive games wereintrodued, but these anient folk were a serious people; little humor graed these early tribes. Fewof these praties survived the subsequent disintegration of planetary insurretion.Tut and his assoiates labored to promote group assoiations of a peaeful nature, to regulate and685



humanize warfare, to o-ordinate intertribal relations, and to improve tribal governments. In theviinity of Dalamatia there developed a more advaned ulture, and these improved soial relationswere very helpful in inuening more remote tribes. But the pattern of ivilization prevailing atthe Prine's headquarters was quite di�erent from the barbari soiety evolving elsewhere, just asthe twentieth-entury soiety of Capetown, South Afria, is totally unlike the rude ulture of thediminutive Bushmen to the north.10. The supreme ourt of tribal o-ordination and raial o-operation. This supreme ounil wasdireted by Van and was the ourt of appeals for all of the other nine speial ommissions hargedwith the supervision of human a�airs. This ounil was one of wide funtion, being intrusted withall matters of earthly onern whih were not spei�ally assigned to the other groups. This seletedorps had been approved by the Constellation Fathers of Edentia before they were authorized toassume the funtions of the supreme ourt of Urantia.66.6 The Prine's ReignThe degree of a world's ulture is measured by the soial heritage of its native beings, and the rateof ultural expansion is wholly determined by the ability of its inhabitants to omprehend new andadvaned ideas.Slavery to tradition produes stability and o-operation by sentimentally linking the past withthe present, but it likewise sties initiative and enslaves the reative powers of the personality. Thewhole world was aught in the stalemate of tradition-bound mores when the Caligastia one hundredarrived and began the prolamation of the new gospel of individual initiative within the soial groupsof that day. But this bene�ent rule was so soon interrupted that the raes never have been whollyliberated from the slavery of ustom; fashion still unduly dominates Urantia.The Caligastia one hundred - graduates of the Satania mansion worlds - well knew the artsand ulture of Jerusem, but suh knowledge is nearly valueless on a barbari planet populated byprimitive humans. These wise beings knew better than to undertake the sudden transformation, orthe en masse uplifting, of the primitive raes of that day. They well understood the slow evolutionof the human speies, and they wisely refrained from any radial attempts at modifying man's modeof life on earth.Eah of the ten planetary ommissions set about slowly and naturally to advane the interestsintrusted to them. Their plan onsisted in attrating the best minds of the surrounding tribes and,after training them, sending them bak to their people as emissaries of soial uplift.Foreign emissaries were never sent to a rae exept upon the spei� request of that people. Thosewho labored for the uplift and advanement of a given tribe or rae were always natives of that tribeor rae. The one hundred would not attempt to impose the habits and mores of even a superiorrae upon another tribe. Always they patiently worked to uplift and advane the time-tried moresof eah rae. The simple folk of Urantia brought their soial ustoms to Dalamatia, not to exhangethem for new and better praties, but to have them uplifted by ontat with a higher ulture andby assoiation with superior minds. The proess was slow but very e�etual.The Dalamatia teahers sought to add onsious soial seletion to the purely natural seletion ofbiologi evolution. They did not derange human soiety, but they did markedly aelerate its normaland natural evolution. Their motive was progression by evolution and not revolution by revelation.The human rae had spent ages in aquiring the little religion and morals it had, and these supermenknew better than to rob mankind of these few advanes by the onfusion and dismay whih alwaysresult when enlightened and superior beings undertake to uplift the bakward raes by overteahingand overenlightenment. 686



When Christian missionaries go into the heart of Afria, where sons and daughters are supposedto remain under the ontrol and diretion of their parents throughout the lifetime of the parents,they only bring about onfusion and the breakdown of all authority when they seek, in a singlegeneration, to supplant this pratie by teahing that these hildren should be free from all parentalrestraint after they have attained the age of twenty-one.66.7 Life in DalamatiaThe Prine's headquarters, though exquisitely beautiful and designed to awe the primitive men ofthat age, was altogether modest. The buildings were not espeially large as it was the motive of theseimported teahers to enourage the eventual development of agriulture through the introdution ofanimal husbandry. The land provision within the ity walls was suÆient to provide for pasturageand gardening for the support of a population of about twenty thousand.The interiors of the entral temple of worship and the ten ounil mansions of the supervisinggroups of supermen were indeed beautiful works of art. And while the residential buildings weremodels of neatness and leanliness, everything was very simple and altogether primitive in omparisonwith later-day developments. At this headquarters of ulture no methods were employed whih didnot naturally belong on Urantia.The Prine's orporeal sta� presided over simple and exemplary abodes whih they maintainedas homes designed to inspire and favorably impress the student observers sojourning at the world'ssoial enter and eduational headquarters.The de�nite order of family life and the living of one family together in one residene of ompar-atively settled loation date from these times of Dalamatia and were hiey due to the example andteahings of the one hundred and their pupils. The home as a soial unit never beame a suessuntil the supermen and superwomen of Dalamatia led mankind to love and plan for their grandhil-dren and their grandhildren's hildren. Savage man loves his hild, but ivilized man loves also hisgrandhild.The Prine's sta� lived together as fathers and mothers. True, they had no hildren of their own,but the �fty pattern homes of Dalamatia never sheltered less than �ve hundred adopted little onesassembled from the superior families of the Andoni and Sangik raes; many of these hildren wereorphans. They were favored with the disipline and training of these superparents; and then, afterthree years in the shools of the Prine (they entered from thirteen to �fteen), they were eligible formarriage and ready to reeive their ommissions as emissaries of the Prine to the needy tribes oftheir respetive raes.Fad sponsored the Dalamatia plan of teahing that was arried out as an industrial shool in whihthe pupils learned by doing, and through whih they worked their way by the daily performane ofuseful tasks. This plan of eduation did not ignore thinking and feeling in the development ofharater; but it gave �rst plae to manual training. The instrution was individual and olletive.The pupils were taught by both men and women and by the two ating onjointly. One half ofthis group instrution was by sexes; the other half was oeduational. Students were taught manualdexterity as individuals and were soialized in groups or lasses. They were trained to fraternize withyounger groups, older groups, and adults, as well as to do teamwork with those of their own ages.They were also familiarized with suh assoiations as family groups, play squads, and shool lasses.Among the later students trained in Mesopotamia for work with their respetive raes were An-donites from the highlands of western India together with representatives of the red men and theblue men; still later a small number of the yellow rae were also reeived.Hap presented the early raes with a moral law. This ode was known as \The Father's Way"687



and onsisted of the following seven ommands:1. You shall not fear nor serve any God but the Father of all.2. You shall not disobey the Father's Son, the world's ruler, nor show disrespet to his superhumanassoiates.3. You shall not speak a lie when alled before the judges of the people.4. You shall not kill men, women, or hildren.5. You shall not steal your neighbor's goods or attle.6. You shall not touh your friend's wife.7. You shall not show disrespet to your parents or to the elders of the tribe.This was the law of Dalamatia for almost three hundred thousand years. And many of the stoneson whih this law was insribed now lie beneath the waters o� the shores of Mesopotamia and Persia.It beame the ustom to hold one of these ommands in mind for eah day of the week, using it forsalutations and mealtime thanksgiving.The time measurement of these days was the lunar month, this period being rekoned as twenty-eight days. That, with the exeption of day and night, was the only time rekoning known to theearly peoples. The seven-day week was introdued by the Dalamatia teahers and grew out of the fatthat seven was one fourth of twenty-eight. The signi�ane of the number seven in the superuniverseundoubtedly a�orded them opportunity to introdue a spiritual reminder into the ommon rekoningof time. But there is no natural origin for the weekly period.The ountry around the ity was quite well settled within a radius of one hundred miles. Immedi-ately surrounding the ity, hundreds of graduates of the Prine's shools engaged in animal husbandryand otherwise arried out the instrution they had reeived from his sta� and their numerous humanhelpers. A few engaged in agriulture and hortiulture.Mankind was not onsigned to agriultural toil as the penalty of supposed sin. \In the sweat ofyour fae shall you eat the fruit of the �elds" was not a sentene of punishment pronouned beauseof man's partiipation in the follies of the Luifer rebellion under the leadership of the traitorousCaligastia. The ultivation of the soil is inherent in the establishment of an advaning ivilization onthe evolutionary worlds, and this injuntion was the enter of all teahing of the Planetary Prineand his sta� throughout the three hundred thousand years whih intervened between their arrivalon Urantia and those tragi days when Caligastia threw in his lot with the rebel Luifer. Work withthe soil is not a urse; rather is it the highest blessing to all who are thus permitted to enjoy themost human of all human ativities.At the outbreak of the rebellion, Dalamatia had a resident population of almost six thousand. Thisnumber inludes the regular students but does not embrae the visitors and observers, who alwaysnumbered more than one thousand. But you an have little or no onept of the marvelous progressof those faraway times; pratially all of the wonderful human gains of those days were wiped outby the horrible onfusion and abjet spiritual darkness whih followed the Caligastia atastrophe ofdeeption and sedition.66.8 Misfortunes of CaligastiaIn looking bak over the long areer of Caligastia, we �nd only one outstanding feature of his ondutthat might have hallenged attention; he was ultraindividualisti. He was inlined to take sides withalmost every party of protest, and he was usually sympatheti with those who gave mild expressionto implied ritiism. We detet the early appearane of this tendeny to be restless under authority,688



to mildly resent all forms of supervision. While slightly resentful of senior ounsel and somewhatrestive under superior authority, nonetheless, whenever a test had ome, he had always proved loyalto the universe rulers and obedient to the mandates of the Constellation Fathers. No real fault wasever found in him up to the time of his shameful betrayal of Urantia.It should be noted that both Luifer and Caligastia had been patiently instruted and lovinglywarned respeting their ritial tendenies and the subtle development of their pride of self and itsassoiated exaggeration of the feeling of self-importane. But all of these attempts to help had beenmisonstrued as unwarranted ritiism and as unjusti�ed interferene with personal liberties. BothCaligastia and Luifer judged their friendly advisers as being atuated by the very reprehensiblemotives whih were beginning to dominate their own distorted thinking and misguided planning.They judged their unsel�sh advisers by their own evolving sel�shness.From the arrival of Prine Caligastia, planetary ivilization progressed in a fairly normal mannerfor almost three hundred thousand years. Aside from being a life-modi�ation sphere and thereforesubjet to numerous irregularities and unusual episodes of evolutionary utuation, Urantia pro-gressed very satisfatorily in its planetary areer up to the times of the Luifer rebellion and theonurrent Caligastia betrayal. All subsequent history has been de�nitely modi�ed by this atas-trophi blunder as well as by the later failure of Adam and Eve to ful�ll their planetary mission.The Prine of Urantia went into darkness at the time of the Luifer rebellion, thus preipitating thelong onfusion of the planet. He was subsequently deprived of sovereign authority by the o-ordinateation of the onstellation rulers and other universe authorities. He shared the inevitable viissitudesof isolated Urantia down to the time of Adam's sojourn on the planet and ontributed something tothe misarriage of the plan to uplift the mortal raes through the infusion of the lifeblood of the newviolet rae - the desendants of Adam and Eve.The power of the fallen Prine to disturb human a�airs was enormously urtailed by the mortalinarnation of Mahiventa Melhizedek in the days of Abraham; and subsequently, during the life ofMihael in the esh, this traitorous Prine was �nally shorn of all authority on Urantia.The dotrine of a personal devil on Urantia, though it had some foundation in the planetarypresene of the traitorous and iniquitous Caligastia, was nevertheless wholly �titious in its teahingsthat suh a \devil" ould inuene the normal human mind against its free and natural hoosing.Even before Mihael's bestowal on Urantia, neither Caligastia nor Daligastia was ever able to oppressmortals or to oere any normal individual into doing anything against the human will. The free willof man is supreme in moral a�airs; even the indwelling Thought Adjuster refuses to ompel man tothink a single thought or to perform a single at against the hoosing of man's own will.And now this rebel of the realm, shorn of all power to harm his former subjets, awaits the �naladjudiation, by the Uversa Anients of Days, of all who partiipated in the Luifer rebellion.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 67The Planetary RebellionTHE problems assoiated with human existene on Urantia are impossible of understanding withouta knowledge of ertain great epohs of the past, notably the ourrene and onsequenes of theplanetary rebellion. Although this upheaval did not seriously interfere with the progress of organievolution, it did markedly modify the ourse of soial evolution and of spiritual development. Theentire superphysial history of the planet was profoundly inuened by this devastating alamity.67.1 The Caligastia BetrayalFor three hundred thousand years Caligastia had been in harge of Urantia when Satan, Luifer'sassistant, made one of his periodi inspetion alls. And when Satan arrived on the planet, hisappearane in no way resembled your ariatures of his nefarious majesty. He was, and still is, aLanonandek Son of great brilliane. \And no marvel, for Satan himself is a brilliant reature oflight."In the ourse of this inspetion Satan informed Caligastia of Luifer's then proposed \Delarationof Liberty," and as we now know, the Prine agreed to betray the planet upon the announementof the rebellion. The loyal universe personalities look with peuliar disdain upon Prine Caligastiabeause of this premeditated betrayal of trust. The Creator Son voied this ontempt when he said:\You are like your leader, Luifer, and you have sinfully perpetuated his iniquity. He was a falsi�erfrom the beginning of his self-exaltation beause he abode not in the truth."In all the administrative work of a loal universe no high trust is deemed more sared than thatreposed in a Planetary Prine who assumes responsibility for the welfare and guidane of the evolvingmortals on a newly inhabited world. And of all forms of evil, none are more destrutive of personalitystatus than betrayal of trust and disloyalty to one's on�ding friends. In ommitting this deliberatesin, Caligastia so ompletely distorted his personality that his mind has never sine been able fullyto regain its equilibrium.There are many ways of looking at sin, but from the universe philosophi viewpoint sin is theattitude of a personality who is knowingly resisting osmi reality. Error might be regarded as amisoneption or distortion of reality. Evil is a partial realization of, or maladjustment to, universerealities. But sin is a purposeful resistane to divine reality - a onsious hoosing to oppose spiritualprogress - while iniquity onsists in an open and persistent de�ane of reognized reality and signi�essuh a degree of personality disintegration as to border on osmi insanity.Error suggests lak of intelletual keenness; evil, de�ieny of wisdom; sin, abjet spiritual poverty;but iniquity is indiative of vanishing personality ontrol.And when sin has so many times been hosen and so often been repeated, it may beome habitual.691



Habitual sinners an easily beome iniquitous, beome wholehearted rebels against the universe andall of its divine realities. While all manner of sins may be forgiven, we doubt whether the establishediniquiter would ever sinerely experiene sorrow for his misdeeds or aept forgiveness for his sins.67.2 The Outbreak of RebellionShortly after Satan's inspetion and when the planetary administration was on the eve of the real-ization of great things on Urantia, one day, midwinter of the northern ontinents, Caligastia held aprolonged onferene with his assoiate, Daligastia, after whih the latter alled the ten ounils ofUrantia in session extraordinary. This assembly was opened with the statement that Prine Caligas-tia was about to prolaim himself absolute sovereign of Urantia and demanded that all administrativegroups abdiate by resigning all of their funtions and powers into the hands of Daligastia as trustee,pending the reorganization of the planetary government and the subsequent redistribution of theseoÆes of administrative authority.The presentation of this astounding demand was followed by the masterly appeal of Van, hairmanof the supreme ounil of o-ordination. This distinguished administrator and able jurist brandedthe proposed ourse of Caligastia as an at bordering on planetary rebellion and appealed to hisonferees to abstain from all partiipation until an appeal ould be taken to Luifer, the SystemSovereign of Satania; and he won the support of the entire sta�. Aordingly, appeal was taken toJerusem, and forthwith ame bak the orders designating Caligastia as supreme sovereign on Urantiaand ommanding absolute and unquestioning allegiane to his mandates. And it was in reply to thisamazing message that the noble Van made his memorable address of seven hours' length in whihhe formally drew his inditment of Daligastia, Caligastia, and Luifer as standing in ontempt of thesovereignty of the universe of Nebadon; and he appealed to the Most Highs of Edentia for supportand on�rmation.Meantime the system iruits had been severed; Urantia was isolated. Every group of elestiallife on the planet found itself suddenly and without warning isolated, utterly ut o� from all outsideounsel and advie.Daligastia formally prolaimed Caligastia \God of Urantia and supreme over all." With thisprolamation before them, the issues were learly drawn; and eah group drew o� by itself and begandeliberations, disussions destined eventually to determine the fate of every superhuman personalityon the planet.Seraphim and herubim and other elestial beings were involved in the deisions of this bitterstruggle, this long and sinful onit. Many superhuman groups that haned to be on Urantia atthe time of its isolation were detained here and, like the seraphim and their assoiates, were ompelledto hoose between sin and righteousness - between the ways of Luifer and the will of the unseenFather.For more than seven years this struggle ontinued. Not until every personality onerned hadmade a �nal deision, would or did the authorities of Edentia interfere or intervene. Not until thendid Van and his loyal assoiates reeive vindiation and release from their prolonged anxiety andintolerable suspense.67.3 The Seven Cruial YearsThe outbreak of rebellion on Jerusem, the apital of Satania, was broadast by the Melhizedekounil. The emergeny Melhizedeks were immediately dispathed to Jerusem, and Gabriel volun-teered to at as the representative of the Creator Son, whose authority had been hallenged. With692



this broadast of the fat of rebellion in Satania the system was isolated, quarantined, from her sistersystems. There was \war in heaven," the headquarters of Satania, and it spread to every planet inthe loal system.On Urantia forty members of the orporeal sta� of one hundred (inluding Van) refused to join theinsurretion. Many of the sta�'s human assistants (modi�ed and otherwise) were also brave and nobledefenders of Mihael and his universe government. There was a terrible loss of personalities amongseraphim and herubim. Almost one half of the administrator and transition seraphim assigned tothe planet joined their leader and Daligastia in support of the ause of Luifer. Forty thousandone hundred and nineteen of the primary midway reatures joined hands with Caligastia, but theremainder of these beings remained true to their trust.The traitorous Prine marshaled the disloyal midway reatures and other groups of rebel person-alities and organized them to exeute his bidding, while Van assembled the loyal midwayers andother faithful groups and began the great battle for the salvation of the planetary sta� and othermarooned elestial personalities.During the times of this struggle the loyalists dwelt in an unwalled and poorly proteted settlementa few miles to the east of Dalamatia, but their dwellings were guarded day and night by the alertand ever-wathful loyal midway reatures, and they had possession of the prieless tree of life.Upon the outbreak of rebellion, loyal herubim and seraphim, with the aid of three faithful mid-wayers, assumed the ustody of the tree of life and permitted only the forty loyalists of the sta� andtheir assoiated modi�ed mortals to partake of the fruit and leaves of this energy plant. There were�fty-six of these modi�ed Andonite assoiates of the sta�, sixteen of the Andonite attendants of thedisloyal sta� refusing to go into rebellion with their masters.Throughout the seven ruial years of the Caligastia rebellion, Van was wholly devoted to thework of ministry to his loyal army of men, midwayers, and angels. The spiritual insight and moralsteadfastness whih enabled Van to maintain suh an unshakable attitude of loyalty to the universegovernment was the produt of lear thinking, wise reasoning, logial judgment, sinere motivation,unsel�sh purpose, intelligent loyalty, experiential memory, disiplined harater, and the unquestion-ing dediation of his personality to the doing of the will of the Father in Paradise.This seven years of waiting was a time of heart searhing and soul disipline. Suh rises in thea�airs of a universe demonstrate the tremendous inuene of mind as a fator in spiritual hoosing.Eduation, training, and experiene are fators in most of the vital deisions of all evolutionarymoral reatures. But it is entirely possible for the indwelling spirit to make diret ontat with thedeision-determining powers of the human personality so as to empower the fully onserated willof the reature to perform amazing ats of loyal devotion to the will and the way of the Father inParadise. And this is just what ourred in the experiene of Amadon, the modi�ed human assoiateof Van.Amadon is the outstanding human hero of the Luifer rebellion. This male desendant of Andonand Fonta was one of the one hundred who ontributed life plasm to the Prine's sta�, and eversine that event he had been attahed to Van as his assoiate and human assistant. Amadon eletedto stand with his hief throughout the long and trying struggle. And it was an inspiring sight tobehold this hild of the evolutionary raes standing unmoved by the sophistries of Daligastia whilethroughout the seven-year struggle he and his loyal assoiates resisted with unyielding fortitude allof the deeptive teahings of the brilliant Caligastia.Caligastia, with a maximum of intelligene and a vast experiene in universe a�airs, went astray- embraed sin. Amadon, with a minimum of intelligene and utterly devoid of universe experiene,remained steadfast in the servie of the universe and in loyalty to his assoiate. Van utilized bothmind and spirit in a magni�ent and e�etive ombination of intelletual determination and spiritualinsight, thereby ahieving an experiential level of personality realization of the highest attainable693



order. Mind and spirit, when fully united, are potential for the reation of superhuman values, evenmorontia realities.There is no end to the reital of the stirring events of these tragi days. But at last the �naldeision of the last personality was made, and then, but only then, did a Most High of Edentiaarrive with the emergeny Melhizedeks to seize authority on Urantia. The Caligastia panoramireign-reords on Jerusem were obliterated, and the probationary era of planetary rehabilitation wasinaugurated.67.4 The Caligastia One Hundred after RebellionWhen the �nal roll was alled, the orporeal members of the Prine's sta� were found to havealigned themselves as follows: Van and his entire ourt of o-ordination had remained loyal. Angand three members of the food ounil had survived. The board of animal husbandry were all sweptinto rebellion as were all of the animal-onquest advisers. Fad and �ve members of the eduationalfaulty were saved. Nod and all of the ommission on industry and trade joined Caligastia. Hap andthe entire ollege of revealed religion remained loyal with Van and his noble band. Lut and the wholeboard of health were lost. The ounil of art and siene remained loyal in its entirety, but Tut andthe ommission on tribal government all went astray. Thus were forty out of the one hundred saved,later to be transferred to Jerusem, where they resumed their Paradise journey.The sixty members of the planetary sta� who went into rebellion hose Nod as their leader.They worked wholeheartedly for the rebel Prine but soon disovered that they were deprived of thesustenane of the system life iruits. They awakened to the fat that they had been degraded to thestatus of mortal beings. They were indeed superhuman but, at the same time, material and mortal.In an e�ort to inrease their numbers, Daligastia ordered immediate resort to sexual reprodution,knowing full well that the original sixty and their forty-four modi�ed Andonite assoiates weredoomed to su�er extintion by death, sooner or later. After the fall of Dalamatia the disloyal sta�migrated to the north and the east. Their desendants were long known as the Nodites, and theirdwelling plae as \the land of Nod."The presene of these extraordinary supermen and superwomen, stranded by rebellion and presentlymating with the sons and daughters of earth, easily gave origin to those traditional stories of thegods oming down to mate with mortals. And thus originated the thousand and one legends of amythial nature, but founded on the fats of the postrebellion days, whih later found a plae in thefolk tales and traditions of the various peoples whose anestors had partiipated in these ontatswith the Nodites and their desendants.The sta� rebels, deprived of spiritual sustenane, eventually died a natural death. And muh ofthe subsequent idolatry of the human raes grew out of the desire to perpetuate the memory of thesehighly honored beings of the days of Caligastia.When the sta� of one hundred ame to Urantia, they were temporarily detahed from theirThought Adjusters. Immediately upon the arrival of the Melhizedek reeivers the loyal personalities(exept Van) were returned to Jerusem and were reunited with their waiting Adjusters. We know notthe fate of the sixty sta� rebels; their Adjusters still tarry on Jerusem. Matters will undoubtedly restas they now are until the entire Luifer rebellion is �nally adjudiated and the fate of all partiipantsdereed.It was very diÆult for suh beings as angels and midwayers to oneive of brilliant and trustedrulers like Caligastia and Daligastia going astray - ommitting traitorous sin. Those beings whofell into sin - they did not deliberately or premeditatedly enter upon rebellion - were misled bytheir superiors, deeived by their trusted leaders. It was likewise easy to win the support of the694



primitive-minded evolutionary mortals.The vast majority of all human and superhuman beings who were vitims of the Luifer rebellionon Jerusem and the various misled planets have long sine heartily repented of their folly; and wetruly believe that all suh sinere penitents will in some manner be rehabilitated and restored tosome phase of universe servie when the Anients of Days �nally omplete the adjudiation of thea�airs of the Satania rebellion, whih they have so reently begun.67.5 Immediate Results of RebellionGreat onfusion reigned in Dalamatia and thereabout for almost �fty years after the instigation ofrebellion. The omplete and radial reorganization of the whole world was attempted; revolutiondisplaed evolution as the poliy of ultural advanement and raial improvement. Among the supe-rior and partially trained sojourners in and near Dalamatia there appeared a sudden advanementin ultural status, but when these new and radial methods were attempted on the outlying peo-ples, indesribable onfusion and raial pandemonium was the immediate result. Liberty was quiklytranslated into liense by the half-evolved primitive men of those days.Very soon after the rebellion the entire sta� of sedition were engaged in energeti defense of theity against the hordes of semisavages who besieged its walls as a result of the dotrines of libertywhih had been prematurely taught them. And years before the beautiful headquarters went downbeneath the southern waves, the misled and mistaught tribes of the Dalamatia hinterland had alreadyswept down in semisavage assault on the splendid ity, driving the seession sta� and their assoiatesnorthward.The Caligastia sheme for the immediate reonstrution of human soiety in aordane with hisideas of individual freedom and group liberties, proved a swift and more or less omplete failure.Soiety quikly sank bak to its old biologi level, and the forward struggle began all over, startingnot very far in advane of where it was at the beginning of the Caligastia regime, this upheavalhaving left the world in onfusion worse onfounded.One hundred and sixty-two years after the rebellion a tidal wave swept up over Dalamatia, andthe planetary headquarters sank beneath the waters of the sea, and this land did not again emergeuntil almost every vestige of the noble ulture of those splendid ages had been obliterated.When the �rst apital of the world was engulfed, it harbored only the lowest types of the Sangikraes of Urantia, renegades who had already onverted the Father's temple into a shrine dediatedto Nog, the false god of light and �re.67.6 Van - The SteadfastThe followers of Van early withdrew to the highlands west of India, where they were exempt fromattaks by the onfused raes of the lowlands, and from whih plae of retirement they planned forthe rehabilitation of the world as their early Badonite predeessors had one all unwittingly workedfor the welfare of mankind just before the days of the birth of the Sangik tribes.Before the arrival of the Melhizedek reeivers, Van plaed the administration of human a�airs inthe hands of ten ommissions of four eah, groups idential with those of the Prine's regime. Thesenior resident Life Carriers assumed temporary leadership of this ounil of forty, whih funtionedthroughout the seven years of waiting. Similar groups of Amadonites assumed these responsibilitieswhen the thirty-nine loyal sta� members returned to Jerusem.These Amadonites were derived from the group of 144 loyal Andonites to whih Amadon belonged,695



and who have beome known by his name. This group omprised thirty-nine men and one hundredand �ve women. Fifty-six of this number were of immortality status, and all (exept Amadon) weretranslated along with the loyal members of the sta�. The remainder of this noble band ontinuedon earth to the end of their mortal days under the leadership of Van and Amadon. They were thebiologi leaven whih multiplied and ontinued to furnish leadership for the world down through thelong dark ages of the postrebellion era.Van was left on Urantia until the time of Adam, remaining as titular head of all superhumanpersonalities funtioning on the planet. He and Amadon were sustained by the tehnique of the treeof life in onjuntion with the speialized life ministry of the Melhizedeks for over one hundred and�fty thousand years.The a�airs of Urantia were for a long time administered by a ounil of planetary reeivers, twelveMelhizedeks, on�rmed by the mandate of the senior onstellation ruler, the Most High Father ofNorlatiadek. Assoiated with the Melhizedek reeivers was an advisory ounil onsisting of: one ofthe loyal aids of the fallen Prine, the two resident Life Carriers, a Trinitized Son in apprentieshiptraining, a volunteer Teaher Son, a Brilliant Evening Star of Avalon (periodially), the hiefs ofseraphim and herubim, advisers from two neighboring planets, the diretor general of subordinateangeli life, and Van, the ommander in hief of the midway reatures. And thus was Urantiagoverned and administered until the arrival of Adam. It is not strange that the ourageous and loyalVan was assigned a plae on the ounil of planetary reeivers whih for so long administered thea�airs of Urantia.The twelve Melhizedek reeivers of Urantia did heroi work. They preserved the remnants ofivilization, and their planetary poliies were faithfully exeuted by Van. Within one thousand yearsafter the rebellion he had more than three hundred and �fty advaned groups sattered abroad inthe world. These outposts of ivilization onsisted largely of the desendants of the loyal Andonitesslightly admixed with the Sangik raes, partiularly the blue men, and with the Nodites.Notwithstanding the terrible setbak of rebellion there were many good strains of biologi promiseon earth. Under the supervision of the Melhizedek reeivers, Van and Amadon ontinued the workof fostering the natural evolution of the human rae, arrying forward the physial evolution of manuntil it reahed that ulminating attainment whih warranted the dispath of a Material Son andDaughter to Urantia.Van and Amadon remained on earth until shortly after the arrival of Adam and Eve. Some yearsthereafter they were translated to Jerusem, where Van was reunited with his waiting Adjuster. Vannow serves in behalf of Urantia while awaiting the order to go forward on the long, long trail toParadise perfetion and the unrevealed destiny of the assembling Corps of Mortal Finality.It should be reorded that, when Van appealed to the Most Highs of Edentia after Luifer had sus-tained Caligastia on Urantia, the Constellation Fathers dispathed an immediate deision sustainingVan on every point of his ontention. This verdit failed to reah him beause the planetary iruitsof ommuniation were severed while it was in transit. Only reently was this atual ruling disoveredlodged in the possession of a relay energy transmitter where it had been marooned ever sine theisolation of Urantia. Without this disovery, made as the result of the investigations of the Urantiamidwayers, the release of this deision would have awaited the restoration of Urantia to the onstel-lation iruits. And this apparent aident of interplanetary ommuniation was possible beauseenergy transmitters an reeive and transmit intelligene, but they annot initiate ommuniation.The tehnial status of Van on the legal reords of Satania was not atually and �nally settleduntil this ruling of the Edentia Fathers was reorded on Jerusem.
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67.7 Remote Reperussions of SinThe personal (entripetal) onsequenes of the reature's willful and persistent rejetion of light areboth inevitable and individual and are of onern only to Deity and to that personal reature. Suha soul-destroying harvest of iniquity is the inner reaping of the iniquitous will reature.But not so with the external reperussions of sin: The impersonal (entrifugal) onsequenes ofembraed sin are both inevitable and olletive, being of onern to every reature funtioning withinthe a�et-range of suh events.By �fty thousand years after the ollapse of the planetary administration, earthly a�airs were sodisorganized and retarded that the human rae had gained very little over the general evolutionarystatus existing at the time of Caligastia's arrival three hundred and �fty thousand years previously.In ertain respets progress had been made; in other diretions muh ground had been lost.Sin is never purely loal in its e�ets. The administrative setors of the universes are organismal;the plight of one personality must to a ertain extent be shared by all. Sin, being an attitude ofthe person toward reality, is destined to exhibit its inherent negativisti harvest upon any and allrelated levels of universe values. But the full onsequenes of erroneous thinking, evil-doing, or sinfulplanning are experiened only on the level of atual performane. The transgression of universe lawmay be fatal in the physial realm without seriously involving the mind or impairing the spiritualexperiene. Sin is fraught with fatal onsequenes to personality survival only when it is the attitudeof the whole being, when it stands for the hoosing of the mind and the willing of the soul.Evil and sin visit their onsequenes in material and soial realms and may sometimes even retardspiritual progress on ertain levels of universe reality, but never does the sin of any being rob anotherof the realization of the divine right of personality survival. Eternal survival an be jeopardized onlyby the deisions of the mind and the hoie of the soul of the individual himself.Sin on Urantia did very little to delay biologi evolution, but it did operate to deprive the mortalraes of the full bene�t of the Adami inheritane. Sin enormously retards intelletual development,moral growth, soial progress, and mass spiritual attainment. But it does not prevent the highestspiritual ahievement by any individual who hooses to know God and sinerely do his divine will.Caligastia rebelled, Adam and Eve did default, but no mortal subsequently born on Urantia hassu�ered in his personal spiritual experiene beause of these blunders. Every mortal born on Urantiasine Caligastia's rebellion has been in some manner time-penalized, but the future welfare of suhsouls has never been in the least eternity-jeopardized. No person is ever made to su�er vital spiritualdeprivation beause of the sin of another. Sin is wholly personal as to moral guilt or spiritualonsequenes, notwithstanding its far-ung reperussions in administrative, intelletual, and soialdomains.While we annot fathom the wisdom that permits suh atastrophes, we an always disern thebene�ial outworking of these loal disturbanes as they are reeted out upon the universe at large.67.8 The Human Hero of the RebellionThe Luifer rebellion was withstood by many ourageous beings on the various worlds of Satania;but the reords of Salvington portray Amadon as the outstanding harater of the entire system inhis glorious rejetion of the ood tides of sedition and in his unswerving devotion to Van - they stoodtogether unmoved in their loyalty to the supremay of the invisible Father and his Son Mihael.At the time of these momentous transations I was stationed on Edentia, and I am still onsiousof the exhilaration I experiened as I perused the Salvington broadasts whih told from day to day697



of the unbelievable steadfastness, the transendent devotion, and the exquisite loyalty of this onetimesemisavage springing from the experimental and original stok of the Andoni rae.From Edentia up through Salvington and even on to Uversa, for seven long years the �rst inquiryof all subordinate elestial life regarding the Satania rebellion, ever and always, was: \What ofAmadon of Urantia, does he still stand unmoved?"If the Luifer rebellion has handiapped the loal system and its fallen worlds, if the loss of this Sonand his misled assoiates has temporarily hampered the progress of the onstellation of Norlatiadek,then weigh the e�et of the far-ung presentation of the inspiring performane of this one hildof nature and his determined band of 143 omrades in standing steadfast for the higher oneptsof universe management and administration in the fae of suh tremendous and adverse pressureexerted by his disloyal superiors. And let me assure you, this has already done more good in theuniverse of Nebadon and the superuniverse of Orvonton than an ever be outweighed by the sumtotal of all the evil and sorrow of the Luifer rebellion.And all this is a beautifully touhing and superbly magni�ent illumination of the wisdom of theFather's universal plan for mobilizing the Corps of Mortal Finality on Paradise and for reruitingthis vast group of mysterious servants of the future largely from the ommon lay of the mortals ofasending progression - just suh mortals as the impregnable Amadon.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 68The Dawn of CivilizationTHIS is the beginning of the narrative of the long, long forward struggle of the human speies froma status that was little better than an animal existene, through the intervening ages, and down tothe later times when a real, though imperfet, ivilization had evolved among the higher raes ofmankind.Civilization is a raial aquirement; it is not biologially inherent; hene must all hildren bereared in an environment of ulture, while eah sueeding generation of youth must reeive anewits eduation. The superior qualities of ivilization - sienti�, philosophi, and religious - are nottransmitted from one generation to another by diret inheritane. These ultural ahievements arepreserved only by the enlightened onservation of soial inheritane.Soial evolution of the o-operative order was initiated by the Dalamatia teahers, and for threehundred thousand years mankind was nurtured in the idea of group ativities. The blue man mostof all pro�ted by these early soial teahings, the red man to some extent, and the blak man leastof all. In more reent times the yellow rae and the white rae have presented the most advanedsoial development on Urantia.68.1 Protetive SoializationWhen brought losely together, men often learn to like one another, but primitive man was notnaturally overowing with the spirit of brotherly feeling and the desire for soial ontat with hisfellows. Rather did the early raes learn by sad experiene that \in union there is strength"; and itis this lak of natural brotherly attration that now stands in the way of immediate realization ofthe brotherhood of man on Urantia.Assoiation early beame the prie of survival. The lone man was helpless unless he bore a tribalmark whih testi�ed that he belonged to a group whih would ertainly avenge any assault madeupon him. Even in the days of Cain it was fatal to go abroad alone without some mark of groupassoiation. Civilization has beome man's insurane against violent death, while the premiums arepaid by submission to soiety's numerous law demands.Primitive soiety was thus founded on the reiproity of neessity and on the enhaned safety ofassoiation. And human soiety has evolved in agelong yles as a result of this isolation fear andby means of relutant o-operation.Primitive human beings early learned that groups are vastly greater and stronger than the meresum of their individual units. One hundred men united and working in unison an move a greatstone; a sore of well-trained guardians of the peae an restrain an angry mob. And so soiety wasborn, not of mere assoiation of numbers, but rather as a result of the organization of intelligent699



o-operators. But o-operation is not a natural trait of man; he learns to o-operate �rst throughfear and then later beause he disovers it is most bene�ial in meeting the diÆulties of time andguarding against the supposed perils of eternity.The peoples who thus early organized themselves into a primitive soiety beame more suessfulin their attaks on nature as well as in defense against their fellows; they possessed greater survivalpossibilities; hene has ivilization steadily progressed on Urantia, notwithstanding its many setbaks.And it is only beause of the enhanement of survival value in assoiation that man's many blundershave thus far failed to stop or destroy human ivilization.That ontemporary ultural soiety is a rather reent phenomenon is well shown by the present-daysurvival of suh primitive soial onditions as haraterize the Australian natives and the Bushmenand Pygmies of Afria. Among these bakward peoples may be observed something of the earlygroup hostility, personal suspiion, and other highly antisoial traits whih were so harateristiof all primitive raes. These miserable remnants of the nonsoial peoples of anient times beareloquent testimony to the fat that the natural individualisti tendeny of man annot suessfullyompete with the more potent and powerful organizations and assoiations of soial progression.These bakward and suspiious antisoial raes that speak a di�erent dialet every forty or �ftymiles illustrate what a world you might now be living in but for the ombined teahing of theorporeal sta� of the Planetary Prine and the later labors of the Adami group of raial uplifters.The modern phrase, \bak to nature," is a delusion of ignorane, a belief in the reality of theonetime �titious \golden age." The only basis for the legend of the golden age is the histori fat ofDalamatia and Eden. But these improved soieties were far from the realization of utopian dreams.68.2 Fators in Soial ProgressionCivilized soiety is the result of man's early e�orts to overome his dislike of isolation. But this doesnot neessarily signify mutual a�etion, and the present turbulent state of ertain primitive groupswell illustrates what the early tribes ame up through. But though the individuals of a ivilizationmay ollide with eah other and struggle against one another, and though ivilization itself mayappear to be an inonsistent mass of striving and struggling, it does evidene earnest striving, notthe deadly monotony of stagnation.While the level of intelligene has ontributed onsiderably to the rate of ultural progress, soietyis essentially designed to lessen the risk element in the individual's mode of living, and it has pro-gressed just as fast as it has sueeded in lessening pain and inreasing the pleasure element in life.Thus does the whole soial body push on slowly toward the goal of destiny - extintion or survival -depending on whether that goal is self-maintenane or self-grati�ation. Self-maintenane originatessoiety, while exessive self-grati�ation destroys ivilization.Soiety is onerned with self-perpetuation, self-maintenane, and self-grati�ation, but humanself-realization is worthy of beoming the immediate goal of many ultural groups.The herd instint in natural man is hardly suÆient to aount for the development of suh asoial organization as now exists on Urantia. Though this innate gregarious propensity lies at thebottom of human soiety, muh of man's soiability is an aquirement. Two great inuenes whihontributed to the early assoiation of human beings were food hunger and sex love; these instintiveurges man shares with the animal world. Two other emotions whih drove human beings togetherand held them together were vanity and fear, more partiularly ghost fear.History is but the reord of man's agelong food struggle. Primitive man only thought when hewas hungry; food saving was his �rst self-denial, self-disipline. With the growth of soiety, foodhunger eased to be the only inentive for mutual assoiation. Numerous other sorts of hunger,700



the realization of various needs, all led to the loser assoiation of mankind. But today soiety istop-heavy with the overgrowth of supposed human needs. Oidental ivilization of the twentiethentury groans wearily under the tremendous overload of luxury and the inordinate multipliationof human desires and longings. Modern soiety is enduring the strain of one of its most dangerousphases of far-ung interassoiation and highly ompliated interdependene.Hunger, vanity, and ghost fear were ontinuous in their soial pressure, but sex grati�ation wastransient and spasmodi. The sex urge alone did not impel primitive men and women to assumethe heavy burdens of home maintenane. The early home was founded upon the sex restlessness ofthe male when deprived of frequent grati�ation and upon that devoted mother love of the humanfemale, whih in measure she shares with the females of all the higher animals. The presene ofa helpless baby determined the early di�erentiation of male and female ativities; the woman hadto maintain a settled residene where she ould ultivate the soil. And from earliest times, wherewoman was has always been regarded as the home.Woman thus early beame indispensable to the evolving soial sheme, not so muh beauseof the eeting sex passion as in onsequene of food requirement; she was an essential partner inself-maintenane. She was a food provider, a beast of burden, and a ompanion who would standgreat abuse without violent resentment, and in addition to all of these desirable traits, she was anever-present means of sex grati�ation.Almost everything of lasting value in ivilization has its roots in the family. The family was the�rst suessful peae group, the man and woman learning how to adjust their antagonisms while atthe same time teahing the pursuits of peae to their hildren.The funtion of marriage in evolution is the insurane of rae survival, not merely the realizationof personal happiness; self-maintenane and self-perpetuation are the real objets of the home. Self-grati�ation is inidental and not essential exept as an inentive insuring sex assoiation. Naturedemands survival, but the arts of ivilization ontinue to inrease the pleasures of marriage and thesatisfations of family life.If vanity be enlarged to over pride, ambition, and honor, then we may disern not only how thesepropensities ontribute to the formation of human assoiations, but how they also hold men together,sine suh emotions are futile without an audiene to parade before. Soon vanity assoiated withitself other emotions and impulses whih required a soial arena wherein they might exhibit andgratify themselves. This group of emotions gave origin to the early beginnings of all art, eremonial,and all forms of sportive games and ontests.Vanity ontributed mightily to the birth of soiety; but at the time of these revelations the deviousstrivings of a vainglorious generation threaten to swamp and submerge the whole ompliated stru-ture of a highly speialized ivilization. Pleasure-want has long sine superseded hunger-want; thelegitimate soial aims of self-maintenane are rapidly translating themselves into base and threaten-ing forms of self-grati�ation. Self-maintenane builds soiety; unbridled self-grati�ation unfailinglydestroys ivilization.68.3 Soializing Inuene of Ghost FearPrimitive desires produed the original soiety, but ghost fear held it together and imparted anextrahuman aspet to its existene. Common fear was physiologial in origin: fear of physial pain,unsatis�ed hunger, or some earthly alamity; but ghost fear was a new and sublime sort of terror.Probably the greatest single fator in the evolution of human soiety was the ghost dream. Al-though most dreams greatly perturbed the primitive mind, the ghost dream atually terrorized earlymen, driving these superstitious dreamers into eah other's arms in willing and earnest assoiation701



for mutual protetion against the vague and unseen imaginary dangers of the spirit world. The ghostdream was one of the earliest appearing di�erenes between the animal and human types of mind.Animals do not visualize survival after death.Exept for this ghost fator, all soiety was founded on fundamental needs and basi biologiurges. But ghost fear introdued a new fator in ivilization, a fear whih reahes out and away fromthe elemental needs of the individual, and whih rises far above even the struggles to maintain thegroup. The dread of the departed spirits of the dead brought to light a new and amazing form of fear,an appalling and powerful terror, whih ontributed to whipping the loose soial orders of early agesinto the more thoroughly disiplined and better ontrolled primitive groups of anient times. Thissenseless superstition, some of whih still persists, prepared the minds of men, through superstitiousfear of the unreal and the supernatural, for the later disovery of \the fear of the Lord whih is thebeginning of wisdom." The baseless fears of evolution are designed to be supplanted by the awe forDeity inspired by revelation. The early ult of ghost fear beame a powerful soial bond, and eversine that far-distant day mankind has been striving more or less for the attainment of spirituality.Hunger and love drove men together; vanity and ghost fear held them together. But these emo-tions alone, without the inuene of peae-promoting revelations, are unable to endure the strain ofthe suspiions and irritations of human interassoiations. Without help from superhuman souresthe strain of soiety breaks down upon reahing ertain limits, and these very inuenes of soialmobilization - hunger, love, vanity, and fear - onspire to plunge mankind into war and bloodshed.The peae tendeny of the human rae is not a natural endowment; it is derived from the teahingsof revealed religion, from the aumulated experiene of the progressive raes, but more espeiallyfrom the teahings of Jesus, the Prine of Peae.68.4 Evolution of the MoresAll modern soial institutions arise from the evolution of the primitive ustoms of your savageanestors; the onventions of today are the modi�ed and expanded ustoms of yesterday. Whathabit is to the individual, ustom is to the group; and group ustoms develop into folkways or tribaltraditions - mass onventions. From these early beginnings all of the institutions of present-dayhuman soiety take their humble origin.It must be borne in mind that the mores originated in an e�ort to adjust group living to theonditions of mass existene; the mores were man's �rst soial institution. And all of these tribalreations grew out of the e�ort to avoid pain and humiliation while at the same time seeking to enjoypleasure and power. The origin of folkways, like the origin of languages, is always unonsious andunintentional and therefore always shrouded in mystery.Ghost fear drove primitive man to envision the supernatural and thus seurely laid the foundationsfor those powerful soial inuenes of ethis and religion whih in turn preserved inviolate the moresand ustoms of soiety from generation to generation. The one thing whih early established andrystallized the mores was the belief that the dead were jealous of the ways by whih they hadlived and died; therefore would they visit dire punishment upon those living mortals who dared totreat with areless disdain the rules of living whih they had honored when in the esh. All thisis best illustrated by the present reverene of the yellow rae for their anestors. Later developingprimitive religion greatly reinfored ghost fear in stabilizing the mores, but advaning ivilizationhas inreasingly liberated mankind from the bondage of fear and the slavery of superstition.Prior to the liberating and liberalizing instrution of the Dalamatia teahers, anient man washeld a helpless vitim of the ritual of the mores; the primitive savage was hedged about by an endlesseremonial. Everything he did from the time of awakening in the morning to the moment he fell702



asleep in his ave at night had to be done just so - in aordane with the folkways of the tribe. Hewas a slave to the tyranny of usage; his life ontained nothing free, spontaneous, or original. Therewas no natural progress toward a higher mental, moral, or soial existene.Early man was mightily gripped by ustom; the savage was a veritable slave to usage; but therehave arisen ever and anon those variations from type who have dared to inaugurate new ways ofthinking and improved methods of living. Nevertheless, the inertia of primitive man onstitutes thebiologi safety brake against preipitation too suddenly into the ruinous maladjustment of a toorapidly advaning ivilization.But these ustoms are not an unmitigated evil; their evolution should ontinue. It is nearly fatalto the ontinuane of ivilization to undertake their wholesale modi�ation by radial revolution.Custom has been the thread of ontinuity whih has held ivilization together. The path of humanhistory is strewn with the remnants of disarded ustoms and obsolete soial praties; but noivilization has endured whih abandoned its mores exept for the adoption of better and more �tustoms.The survival of a soiety depends hiey on the progressive evolution of its mores. The proess ofustom evolution grows out of the desire for experimentation; new ideas are put forward - ompetitionensues. A progressing ivilization embraes the progressive idea and endures; time and irumstane�nally selet the �tter group for survival. But this does not mean that eah separate and isolatedhange in the omposition of human soiety has been for the better. No! indeed no! for there havebeen many, many retrogressions in the long forward struggle of Urantia ivilization.68.5 Land Tehniques - Maintenane ArtsLand is the stage of soiety; men are the ators. And man must ever adjust his performanes toonform to the land situation. The evolution of the mores is always dependent on the land-man ratio.This is true notwithstanding the diÆulty of its disernment. Man's land tehnique, or maintenanearts, plus his standards of living, equal the sum total of the folkways, the mores. And the sum ofman's adjustment to the life demands equals his ultural ivilization.The earliest human ultures arose along the rivers of the Eastern Hemisphere, and there were fourgreat steps in the forward marh of ivilization. They were:1. The olletion stage. Food oerion, hunger, led to the �rst form of industrial organization,the primitive food-gathering lines. Sometimes suh a line of hunger marh would be ten miles longas it passed over the land gleaning food. This was the primitive nomadi stage of ulture and is themode of life now followed by the Afrian Bushmen.2. The hunting stage. The invention of weapon tools enabled man to beome a hunter and thusto gain onsiderable freedom from food slavery. A thoughtful Andonite who had severely bruisedhis �st in a serious ombat redisovered the idea of using a long stik for his arm and a piee ofhard int, bound on the end with sinews, for his �st. Many tribes made independent disoveries ofthis sort, and these various forms of hammers represented one of the great forward steps in humanivilization. Today some Australian natives have progressed little beyond this stage.The blue men beame expert hunters and trappers; by fening the rivers they aught �sh in greatnumbers, drying the surplus for winter use. Many forms of ingenious snares and traps were employedin athing game, but the more primitive raes did not hunt the larger animals.3. The pastoral stage. This phase of ivilization was made possible by the domestiation ofanimals. The Arabs and the natives of Afria are among the more reent pastoral peoples.Pastoral living a�orded further relief from food slavery; man learned to live on the interest of his703



apital, the inrease in his oks; and this provided more leisure for ulture and progress.Prepastoral soiety was one of sex o-operation, but the spread of animal husbandry reduedwomen to the depths of soial slavery. In earlier times it was man's duty to seure the animal food,woman's business to provide the vegetable edibles. Therefore, when man entered the pastoral era ofhis existene, woman's dignity fell greatly. She must still toil to produe the vegetable neessities oflife, whereas the man need only go to his herds to provide an abundane of animal food. Man thusbeame relatively independent of woman; throughout the entire pastoral age woman's status steadilydelined. By the lose of this era she had beome sarely more than a human animal, onsignedto work and to bear human o�spring, muh as the animals of the herd were expeted to labor andbring forth young. The men of the pastoral ages had great love for their attle; all the more pitythey ould not have developed a deeper a�etion for their wives.4. The agriultural stage. This era was brought about by the domestiation of plants, and itrepresents the highest type of material ivilization. Both Caligastia and Adam endeavored to teahhortiulture and agriulture. Adam and Eve were gardeners, not shepherds, and gardening was anadvaned ulture in those days. The growing of plants exerts an ennobling inuene on all raes ofmankind.Agriulture more than quadrupled the land-man ratio of the world. It may be ombined with thepastoral pursuits of the former ultural stage. When the three stages overlap, men hunt and womentill the soil.There has always been frition between the herders and the tillers of the soil. The hunter andherder were militant, warlike; the agriulturist is a more peae-loving type. Assoiation with animalssuggests struggle and fore; assoiation with plants instills patiene, quiet, and peae. Agriultureand industrialism are the ativities of peae. But the weakness of both, as world soial ativities, isthat they lak exitement and adventure.Human soiety has evolved from the hunting stage through that of the herders to the territorialstage of agriulture. And eah stage of this progressive ivilization was aompanied by less and lessof nomadism; more and more man began to live at home.And now is industry supplementing agriulture, with onsequently inreased urbanization andmultipliation of nonagriultural groups of itizenship lasses. But an industrial era annot hope tosurvive if its leaders fail to reognize that even the highest soial developments must ever rest upona sound agriultural basis.68.6 Evolution of CultureMan is a reature of the soil, a hild of nature; no matter how earnestly he may try to esape fromthe land, in the last rekoning he is ertain to fail. \Dust you are and to dust shall you return"is literally true of all mankind. The basi struggle of man was, and is, and ever shall be, for land.The �rst soial assoiations of primitive human beings were for the purpose of winning these landstruggles. The land-man ratio underlies all soial ivilization.Man's intelligene, by means of the arts and sienes, inreased the land yield; at the same timethe natural inrease in o�spring was somewhat brought under ontrol, and thus was provided thesustenane and leisure to build a ultural ivilization.Human soiety is ontrolled by a law whih derees that the population must vary diretly inaordane with the land arts and inversely with a given standard of living. Throughout theseearly ages, even more than at present, the law of supply and demand as onerned men and landdetermined the estimated value of both. During the times of plentiful land - unoupied territory -the need for men was great, and therefore the value of human life was muh enhaned; hene the loss704



of life was more horrifying. During periods of land sarity and assoiated overpopulation, humanlife beame omparatively heapened so that war, famine, and pestilene were regarded with lessonern.When the land yield is redued or the population is inreased, the inevitable struggle is renewed;the very worst traits of human nature are brought to the surfae. The improvement of the landyield, the extension of the mehanial arts, and the redution of population all tend to foster thedevelopment of the better side of human nature.Frontier soiety develops the unskilled side of humanity; the �ne arts and true sienti� progress,together with spiritual ulture, have all thrived best in the larger enters of life when supported byan agriultural and industrial population slightly under the land-man ratio. Cities always multiplythe power of their inhabitants for either good or evil.The size of the family has always been inuened by the standards of living. The higher thestandard the smaller the family, up to the point of established status or gradual extintion.All down through the ages the standards of living have determined the quality of a survivingpopulation in ontrast with mere quantity. Loal lass standards of living give origin to new soialastes, new mores. When standards of living beome too ompliated or too highly luxurious, theyspeedily beome suiidal. Caste is the diret result of the high soial pressure of keen ompetitionprodued by dense populations.The early raes often resorted to praties designed to restrit population; all primitive tribes killeddeformed and sikly hildren. Girl babies were frequently killed before the times of wife purhase.Children were sometimes strangled at birth, but the favorite method was exposure. The father oftwins usually insisted that one be killed sine multiple births were believed to be aused either bymagi or by in�delity. As a rule, however, twins of the same sex were spared. While these tabooson twins were one well-nigh universal, they were never a part of the Andonite mores; these peoplesalways regarded twins as omens of good luk.Many raes learned the tehnique of abortion, and this pratie beame very ommon after theestablishment of the taboo on hildbirth among the unmarried. It was long the ustom for a maidento kill her o�spring, but among more ivilized groups these illegitimate hildren beame the wards ofthe girl's mother. Many primitive lans were virtually exterminated by the pratie of both abortionand infantiide. But regardless of the ditates of the mores, very few hildren were ever destroyedafter having one been sukled - maternal a�etion is too strong.Even in the twentieth entury there persist remnants of these primitive population ontrols. Thereis a tribe in Australia whose mothers refuse to rear more than two or three hildren. Not long sine,one annibalisti tribe ate every �fth hild born. In Madagasar some tribes still destroy all hildrenborn on ertain unluky days, resulting in the death of about twenty-�ve per ent of all babies.From a world standpoint, overpopulation has never been a serious problem in the past, but if waris lessened and siene inreasingly ontrols human diseases, it may beome a serious problem in thenear future. At suh a time the great test of the wisdom of world leadership will present itself. WillUrantia rulers have the insight and ourage to foster the multipliation of the average or stabilizedhuman being instead of the extremes of the supernormal and the enormously inreasing groups of thesubnormal? The normal man should be fostered; he is the bakbone of ivilization and the soure ofthe mutant geniuses of the rae. The subnormal man should be kept under soiety's ontrol; no moreshould be produed than are required to administer the lower levels of industry, those tasks requiringintelligene above the animal level but making suh low-grade demands as to prove veritable slaveryand bondage for the higher types of mankind.[Presented by a Melhizedek sometime stationed on Urantia.℄705
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Chapter 69Primitive Human InstitutionsEMOTIONALLY, man transends his animal anestors in his ability to appreiate humor, art, andreligion. Soially, man exhibits his superiority in that he is a toolmaker, a ommuniator, and aninstitution builder.When human beings long maintain soial groups, suh aggregations always result in the reationof ertain ativity trends whih ulminate in institutionalization. Most of man's institutions haveproved to be laborsaving while at the same time ontributing something to the enhanement of groupseurity.Civilized man takes great pride in the harater, stability, and ontinuity of his established in-stitutions, but all human institutions are merely the aumulated mores of the past as they havebeen onserved by taboos and digni�ed by religion. Suh legaies beome traditions, and traditionsultimately metamorphose into onventions.69.1 Basi Human InstitutionsAll human institutions minister to some soial need, past or present, notwithstanding that theiroverdevelopment unfailingly detrats from the worth-whileness of the individual in that personalityis overshadowed and initiative is diminished. Man should ontrol his institutions rather than permithimself to be dominated by these reations of advaning ivilization.Human institutions are of three general lasses:1. The institutions of self-maintenane. These institutions embrae those praties growing outof food hunger and its assoiated instints of self-preservation. They inlude industry, property, warfor gain, and all the regulative mahinery of soiety. Sooner or later the fear instint fosters theestablishment of these institutions of survival by means of taboo, onvention, and religious santion.But fear, ignorane, and superstition have played a prominent part in the early origin and subsequentdevelopment of all human institutions.2. The institutions of self-perpetuation. These are the establishments of soiety growing out ofsex hunger, maternal instint, and the higher tender emotions of the raes. They embrae the soialsafeguards of the home and the shool, of family life, eduation, ethis, and religion. They inludemarriage ustoms, war for defense, and home building.3. The institutions of self-grati�ation. These are the praties growing out of vanity prolivitiesand pride emotions; and they embrae ustoms in dress and personal adornment, soial usages, warfor glory, daning, amusement, games, and other phases of sensual grati�ation. But ivilization hasnever evolved distintive institutions of self-grati�ation.707



These three groups of soial praties are intimately interrelated and minutely interdependent theone upon the other. On Urantia they represent a omplex organization whih funtions as a singlesoial mehanism.69.2 The Dawn of IndustryPrimitive industry slowly grew up as an insurane against the terrors of famine. Early in his existeneman began to draw lessons from some of the animals that, during a harvest of plenty, store up foodagainst the days of sarity.Before the dawn of early frugality and primitive industry the lot of the average tribe was oneof destitution and real su�ering. Early man had to ompete with the whole animal world for hisfood. Competition-gravity ever pulls man down toward the beast level; poverty is his natural andtyrannial estate. Wealth is not a natural gift; it results from labor, knowledge, and organization.Primitive man was not slow to reognize the advantages of assoiation. Assoiation led to orga-nization, and the �rst result of organization was division of labor, with its immediate saving of timeand materials. These speializations of labor arose by adaptation to pressure - pursuing the pathsof lessened resistane. Primitive savages never did any real work heerfully or willingly. With themonformity was due to the oerion of neessity.Primitive man disliked hard work, and he would not hurry unless onfronted by grave danger.The time element in labor, the idea of doing a given task within a ertain time limit, is entirely amodern notion. The anients were never rushed. It was the double demands of the intense strugglefor existene and of the ever-advaning standards of living that drove the naturally inative raes ofearly man into avenues of industry.Labor, the e�orts of design, distinguishes man from the beast, whose exertions are largely instin-tive. The neessity for labor is man's paramount blessing. The Prine's sta� all worked; they didmuh to ennoble physial labor on Urantia. Adam was a gardener; the God of the Hebrews labored- he was the reator and upholder of all things. The Hebrews were the �rst tribe to put a supremepremium on industry; they were the �rst people to deree that \he who does not work shall not eat."But many of the religions of the world reverted to the early ideal of idleness. Jupiter was a reveler,and Buddha beame a reetive devotee of leisure.The Sangik tribes were fairly industrious when residing away from the tropis. But there was along, long struggle between the lazy devotees of magi and the apostles of work - those who exerisedforesight.The �rst human foresight was direted toward the preservation of �re, water, and food. Butprimitive man was a natural-born gambler; he always wanted to get something for nothing, and alltoo often during these early times the suess whih arued from patient pratie was attributed toharms. Magi was slow to give way before foresight, self-denial, and industry.69.3 The Speialization of LaborThe divisions of labor in primitive soiety were determined �rst by natural, and then by soial,irumstanes. The early order of speialization in labor was:1. Speialization based on sex. Woman's work was derived from the seletive presene of the hild;women naturally love babies more than men do. Thus woman beame the routine worker, while manbeame the hunter and �ghter, engaging in aentuated periods of work and rest.708



All down through the ages the taboos have operated to keep woman stritly in her own �eld. Manhas most sel�shly hosen the more agreeable work, leaving the routine drudgery to woman. Manhas always been ashamed to do woman's work, but woman has never shown any relutane to doingman's work. But strange to reord, both men and women have always worked together in buildingand furnishing the home.2. Modi�ation onsequent upon age and disease. These di�erenes determined the next divisionof labor. The old men and ripples were early set to work making tools and weapons. They werelater assigned to building irrigation works.3. Di�erentiation based on religion. The mediine men were the �rst human beings to be exemptedfrom physial toil; they were the pioneer professional lass. The smiths were a small group whoompeted with the mediine men as magiians. Their skill in working with metals made the peopleafraid of them. The \white smiths" and the \blak smiths" gave origin to the early beliefs in whiteand blak magi. And this belief later beame involved in the superstition of good and bad ghosts,good and bad spirits.Smiths were the �rst nonreligious group to enjoy speial privileges. They were regarded as neutralsduring war, and this extra leisure led to their beoming, as a lass, the politiians of primitive soiety.But through gross abuse of these privileges the smiths beame universally hated, and the mediinemen lost no time in fostering hatred for their ompetitors. In this �rst ontest between siene andreligion, religion (superstition) won. After being driven out of the villages, the smiths maintainedthe �rst inns, publi lodginghouses, on the outskirts of the settlements.4. Master and slave. The next di�erentiation of labor grew out of the relations of the onquerorto the onquered, and that meant the beginning of human slavery.5. Di�erentiation based on diverse physial and mental endowments. Further divisions of laborwere favored by the inherent di�erenes in men; all human beings are not born equal.The early speialists in industry were the int akers and stone masons; next ame the smiths.Subsequently group speialization developed; whole families and lans dediated themselves to ertainsorts of labor. The origin of one of the earliest astes of priests, apart from the tribal mediine men,was due to the superstitious exaltation of a family of expert swordmakers.The �rst group speialists in industry were rok salt exporters and potters. Women made theplain pottery and men the fany. Among some tribes sewing and weaving were done by women, inothers by the men.The early traders were women; they were employed as spies, arrying on ommere as a sideline. Presently trade expanded, the women ating as intermediaries - jobbers. Then ame themerhant lass, harging a ommission, pro�t, for their servies. Growth of group barter developedinto ommere; and following the exhange of ommodities ame the exhange of skilled labor.69.4 The Beginnings of TradeJust as marriage by ontrat followed marriage by apture, so trade by barter followed seizure byraids. But a long period of piray intervened between the early praties of silent barter and thelater trade by modern exhange methods.The �rst barter was onduted by armed traders who would leave their goods on a neutral spot.Women held the �rst markets; they were the earliest traders, and this was beause they were theburden bearers; the men were warriors. Very early the trading ounter was developed, a wall wideenough to prevent the traders reahing eah other with weapons.A fetish was used to stand guard over the deposits of goods for silent barter. Suh market plaes709



were seure against theft; nothing would be removed exept by barter or purhase; with a fetish onguard the goods were always safe. The early traders were srupulously honest within their own tribesbut regarded it as all right to heat distant strangers. Even the early Hebrews reognized a separateode of ethis in their dealings with the gentiles.For ages silent barter ontinued before men would meet, unarmed, on the sared market plae.These same market squares beame the �rst plaes of santuary and in some ountries were laterknown as \ities of refuge." Any fugitive reahing the market plae was safe and seure againstattak.The �rst weights were grains of wheat and other ereals. The �rst medium of exhange was a �shor a goat. Later the ow beame a unit of barter.Modern writing originated in the early trade reords; the �rst literature of man was a trade-promotion doument, a salt advertisement. Many of the earlier wars were fought over natural de-posits, suh as int, salt, and metals. The �rst formal tribal treaty onerned the intertribalizing ofa salt deposit. These treaty spots a�orded opportunity for friendly and peaeful interhange of ideasand the intermingling of various tribes.Writing progressed up through the stages of the \message stik," knotted ords, piture writing,hieroglyphis, and wampum belts, to the early symboli alphabets. Message sending evolved fromthe primitive smoke signal up through runners, animal riders, railroads, and airplanes, as well astelegraph, telephone, and wireless ommuniation.New ideas and better methods were arried around the inhabited world by the anient traders.Commere, linked with adventure, led to exploration and disovery. And all of these gave birth totransportation. Commere has been the great ivilizer through promoting the ross-fertilization ofulture.
69.5 The Beginnings of CapitalCapital is labor applied as a renuniation of the present in favor of the future. Savings representa form of maintenane and survival insurane. Food hoarding developed self-ontrol and reatedthe �rst problems of apital and labor. The man who had food, provided he ould protet it fromrobbers, had a distint advantage over the man who had no food.The early banker was the valorous man of the tribe. He held the group treasures on deposit, whilethe entire lan would defend his hut in event of attak. Thus the aumulation of individual apitaland group wealth immediately led to military organization. At �rst suh preautions were designedto defend property against foreign raiders, but later on it beame the ustom to keep the militaryorganization in pratie by inaugurating raids on the property and wealth of neighboring tribes.The basi urges whih led to the aumulation of apital were:1. Hunger - assoiated with foresight. Food saving and preservation meant power and omfort forthose who possessed suÆient foresight thus to provide for future needs. Food storage was adequateinsurane against famine and disaster. And the entire body of primitive mores was really designedto help man subordinate the present to the future.2. Love of family - desire to provide for their wants. Capital represents the saving of property inspite of the pressure of the wants of today in order to insure against the demands of the future. Apart of this future need may have to do with one's posterity.3. Vanity - longing to display one's property aumulations. Extra lothing was one of the �rstbadges of distintion. Colletion vanity early appealed to the pride of man.710



4. Position - eagerness to buy soial and politial prestige. There early sprang up a ommerializednobility, admission to whih depended on the performane of some speial servie to royalty or wasgranted frankly for the payment of money.5. Power - the raving to be master. Treasure lending was arried on as a means of enslavement,one hundred per ent a year being the loan rate of these anient times. The moneylenders madethemselves kings by reating a standing army of debtors. Bond servants were among the earliestform of property to be aumulated, and in olden days debt slavery extended even to the ontrol ofthe body after death.6. Fear of the ghosts of the dead - priest fees for protetion. Men early began to give deathpresents to the priests with a view to having their property used to failitate their progress throughthe next life. The priesthoods thus beame very rih; they were hief among anient apitalists.7. Sex urge - the desire to buy one or more wives. Man's �rst form of trading was woman exhange;it long preeded horse trading. But never did the barter in sex slaves advane soiety; suh traÆwas and is a raial disgrae, for at one and the same time it hindered the development of family lifeand polluted the biologi �tness of superior peoples.8. Numerous forms of self-grati�ation. Some sought wealth beause it onferred power; otherstoiled for property beause it meant ease. Early man (and some later-day ones) tended to squanderhis resoures on luxury. Intoxiants and drugs intrigued the primitive raes.As ivilization developed, men aquired new inentives for saving; new wants were rapidly addedto the original food hunger. Poverty beame so abhorred that only the rih were supposed to godiret to heaven when they died. Property beame so highly valued that to give a pretentious feastwould wipe a dishonor from one's name.Aumulations of wealth early beame the badge of soial distintion. Individuals in ertain tribeswould aumulate property for years just to reate an impression by burning it up on some holiday orby freely distributing it to fellow tribesmen. This made them great men. Even modern peoples revelin the lavish distribution of Christmas gifts, while rih men endow great institutions of philanthropyand learning. Man's tehnique varies, but his disposition remains quite unhanged.But it is only fair to reord that many an anient rih man distributed muh of his fortune beauseof the fear of being killed by those who oveted his treasures. Wealthy men ommonly sari�edsores of slaves to show disdain for wealth.Though apital has tended to liberate man, it has greatly ompliated his soial and industrialorganization. The abuse of apital by unfair apitalists does not destroy the fat that it is the basisof modern industrial soiety. Through apital and invention the present generation enjoys a higherdegree of freedom than any that ever preeded it on earth. This is plaed on reord as a fat andnot in justi�ation of the many misuses of apital by thoughtless and sel�sh ustodians.69.6 Fire in Relation to CivilizationPrimitive soiety with its four divisions - industrial, regulative, religious, and military - rose throughthe instrumentality of �re, animals, slaves, and property.Fire building, by a single bound, forever separated man from animal; it is the basi humaninvention, or disovery. Fire enabled man to stay on the ground at night as all animals are afraidof it. Fire enouraged eventide soial interourse; it not only proteted against old and wild beastsbut was also employed as seurity against ghosts. It was at �rst used more for light than heat; manybakward tribes refuse to sleep unless a ame burns all night.Fire was a great ivilizer, providing man with his �rst means of being altruisti without loss by711



enabling him to give live oals to a neighbor without depriving himself. The household �re, whihwas attended by the mother or eldest daughter, was the �rst eduator, requiring wathfulness anddependability. The early home was not a building but the family gathered about the �re, the familyhearth. When a son founded a new home, he arried a �rebrand from the family hearth.Though Andon, the disoverer of �re, avoided treating it as an objet of worship, many of hisdesendants regarded the ame as a fetish or as a spirit. They failed to reap the sanitary bene�tsof �re beause they would not burn refuse. Primitive man feared �re and always sought to keep itin good humor, hene the sprinkling of inense. Under no irumstanes would the anients spit ina �re, nor would they ever pass between anyone and a burning �re. Even the iron pyrites and intsused in striking �re were held sared by early mankind.It was a sin to extinguish a ame; if a hut aught �re, it was allowed to burn. The �res of thetemples and shrines were sared and were never permitted to go out exept that it was the ustomto kindle new ames annually or after some alamity. Women were seleted as priests beause theywere ustodians of the home �res.The early myths about how �re ame down from the gods grew out of the observations of �reaused by lightning. These ideas of supernatural origin led diretly to �re worship, and �re worshipled to the ustom of \passing through �re," a pratie arried on up to the times of Moses. Andthere still persists the idea of passing through �re after death. The �re myth was a great bond inearly times and still persists in the symbolism of the Parsees.Fire led to ooking, and \raw eaters" beame a term of derision. And ooking lessened theexpenditure of vital energy neessary for the digestion of food and so left early man some strengthfor soial ulture, while animal husbandry, by reduing the e�ort neessary to seure food, providedtime for soial ativities.It should be remembered that �re opened the doors to metalwork and led to the subsequentdisovery of steam power and the present-day uses of eletriity.69.7 The Utilization of AnimalsTo start with, the entire animal world was man's enemy; human beings had to learn to protetthemselves from the beasts. First, man ate the animals but later learned to domestiate and makethem serve him.The domestiation of animals ame about aidentally. The savage would hunt herds muh as theAmerian Indians hunted the bison. By surrounding the herd they ould keep ontrol of the animals,thus being able to kill them as they were required for food. Later, orrals were onstruted, andentire herds would be aptured.It was easy to tame some animals, but like the elephant, many of them would not reproduein aptivity. Still further on it was disovered that ertain speies of animals would submit toman's presene, and that they would reprodue in aptivity. The domestiation of animals was thuspromoted by seletive breeding, an art whih has made great progress sine the days of Dalamatia.The dog was the �rst animal to be domestiated, and the diÆult experiene of taming it beganwhen a ertain dog, after following a hunter around all day, atually went home with him. For agesdogs were used for food, hunting, transportation, and ompanionship. At �rst dogs only howled, butlater on they learned to bark. The dog's keen sense of smell led to the notion it ould see spirits, andthus arose the dog-fetish ults. The employment of wathdogs made it �rst possible for the wholelan to sleep at night. It then beame the ustom to employ wathdogs to protet the home againstspirits as well as material enemies. When the dog barked, man or beast approahed, but when thedog howled, spirits were near. Even now many still believe that a dog's howling at night betokens712



death.When man was a hunter, he was fairly kind to woman, but after the domestiation of animals,oupled with the Caligastia onfusion, many tribes shamefully treated their women. They treatedthem altogether too muh as they treated their animals. Man's brutal treatment of woman onstitutesone of the darkest hapters of human history.69.8 Slavery as a Fator in CivilizationPrimitive man never hesitated to enslave his fellows. Woman was the �rst slave, a family slave.Pastoral man enslaved woman as his inferior sex partner. This sort of sex slavery grew diretly outof man's dereased dependene upon woman.Not long ago enslavement was the lot of those military aptives who refused to aept the on-queror's religion. In earlier times aptives were either eaten, tortured to death, set to �ghting eahother, sari�ed to spirits, or enslaved. Slavery was a great advanement over massare and anni-balism.Enslavement was a forward step in the meriful treatment of war aptives. The ambush of Ai,with the wholesale slaughter of men, women, and hildren, only the king being saved to gratifythe onqueror's vanity, is a faithful piture of the barbari slaughter pratied by even supposedlyivilized peoples. The raid upon Og, the king of Bashan, was equally brutal and e�etive. TheHebrews \utterly destroyed" their enemies, taking all their property as spoils. They put all itiesunder tribute on pain of the \destrution of all males." But many of the ontemporary tribes, thosehaving less tribal egotism, had long sine begun to pratie the adoption of superior aptives.The hunter, like the Amerian red man, did not enslave. He either adopted or killed his aptives.Slavery was not prevalent among the pastoral peoples, for they needed few laborers. In war theherders made a pratie of killing all men aptives and taking as slaves only the women and hildren.The Mosai ode ontained spei� diretions for making wives of these women aptives. If notsatisfatory, they ould be sent away, but the Hebrews were not allowed to sell suh rejeted onsortsas slaves - that was at least one advane in ivilization. Though the soial standards of the Hebrewswere rude, they were far above those of the surrounding tribes.The herders were the �rst apitalists; their herds represented apital, and they lived on the interest- the natural inrease. And they were disinlined to trust this wealth to the keeping of either slavesor women. But later on they took male prisoners and fored them to ultivate the soil. This is theearly origin of serfdom - man attahed to the land. The Afrians ould easily be taught to till thesoil; hene they beame the great slave rae.Slavery was an indispensable link in the hain of human ivilization. It was the bridge over whihsoiety passed from haos and indolene to order and ivilized ativities; it ompelled bakwardand lazy peoples to work and thus provide wealth and leisure for the soial advanement of theirsuperiors.The institution of slavery ompelled man to invent the regulative mehanism of primitive soiety;it gave origin to the beginnings of government. Slavery demands strong regulation and during theEuropean Middle Ages virtually disappeared beause the feudal lords ould not ontrol the slaves.The bakward tribes of anient times, like the native Australians of today, never had slaves.True, slavery was oppressive, but it was in the shools of oppression that man learned industry.Eventually the slaves shared the blessings of a higher soiety whih they had so unwillingly helpedreate. Slavery reates an organization of ulture and soial ahievement but soon insidiously attakssoiety internally as the gravest of all destrutive soial maladies.713



Modern mehanial invention rendered the slave obsolete. Slavery, like polygamy, is passingbeause it does not pay. But it has always proved disastrous suddenly to liberate great numbers ofslaves; less trouble ensues when they are gradually emanipated.Today, men are not soial slaves, but thousands allow ambition to enslave them to debt. Involun-tary slavery has given way to a new and improved form of modi�ed industrial servitude.While the ideal of soiety is universal freedom, idleness should never be tolerated. All able-bodiedpersons should be ompelled to do at least a self-sustaining amount of work.Modern soiety is in reverse. Slavery has nearly disappeared; domestiated animals are passing.Civilization is reahing bak to �re - the inorgani world - for power. Man ame up from savageryby way of �re, animals, and slavery; today he reahes bak, disarding the help of slaves and theassistane of animals, while he seeks to wrest new serets and soures of wealth and power from theelemental storehouse of nature.69.9 Private PropertyWhile primitive soiety was virtually ommunal, primitive man did not adhere to the modern do-trines of ommunism. The ommunism of these early times was not a mere theory or soial dotrine;it was a simple and pratial automati adjustment. Communism prevented pauperism and want;begging and prostitution were almost unknown among these anient tribes.Primitive ommunism did not espeially level men down, nor did it exalt mediority, but it did puta premium on inativity and idleness, and it did stie industry and destroy ambition. Communismwas indispensable sa�olding in the growth of primitive soiety, but it gave way to the evolution ofa higher soial order beause it ran ounter to four strong human prolivities:1. The family. Man not only raves to aumulate property; he desires to bequeath his apitalgoods to his progeny. But in early ommunal soiety a man's apital was either immediately on-sumed or distributed among the group at his death. There was no inheritane of property - theinheritane tax was one hundred per ent. The later apital-aumulation and property-inheritanemores were a distint soial advane. And this is true notwithstanding the subsequent gross abusesattendant upon the misuse of apital.2. Religious tendenies. Primitive man also wanted to save up property as a nuleus for startinglife in the next existene. This motive explains why it was so long the ustom to bury a man'spersonal belongings with him. The anients believed that only the rih survived death with anyimmediate pleasure and dignity. The teahers of revealed religion, more espeially the Christianteahers, were the �rst to prolaim that the poor ould have salvation on equal terms with the rih.3. The desire for liberty and leisure. In the earlier days of soial evolution the apportionment ofindividual earnings among the group was virtually a form of slavery; the worker was made slave tothe idler. This was the suiidal weakness of ommunism: The improvident habitually lived o� thethrifty. Even in modern times the improvident depend on the state (thrifty taxpayers) to take areof them. Those who have no apital still expet those who have to feed them.4. The urge for seurity and power. Communism was �nally destroyed by the deeptive pratiesof progressive and suessful individuals who resorted to diverse subterfuges in an e�ort to esapeenslavement to the shiftless idlers of their tribes. But at �rst all hoarding was seret; primitiveinseurity prevented the outward aumulation of apital. And even at a later time it was mostdangerous to amass too muh wealth; the king would be sure to trump up some harge for on�satinga rih man's property, and when a wealthy man died, the funeral was held up until the family donateda large sum to publi welfare or to the king, an inheritane tax.714



In earliest times women were the property of the ommunity, and the mother dominated thefamily. The early hiefs owned all the land and were proprietors of all the women; marriage requiredthe onsent of the tribal ruler. With the passing of ommunism, women were held individually, andthe father gradually assumed domesti ontrol. Thus the home had its beginning, and the prevailingpolygamous ustoms were gradually displaed by monogamy. (Polygamy is the survival of the female-slavery element in marriage. Monogamy is the slave-free ideal of the mathless assoiation of oneman and one woman in the exquisite enterprise of home building, o�spring rearing, mutual ulture,and self-improvement.)At �rst, all property, inluding tools and weapons, was the ommon possession of the tribe. Privateproperty �rst onsisted of all things personally touhed. If a stranger drank from a up, the up washeneforth his. Next, any plae where blood was shed beame the property of the injured person orgroup.Private property was thus originally respeted beause it was supposed to be harged with somepart of the owner's personality. Property honesty rested safely on this type of superstition; no poliewere needed to guard personal belongings. There was no stealing within the group, though men didnot hesitate to appropriate the goods of other tribes. Property relations did not end with death;early, personal e�ets were burned, then buried with the dead, and later, inherited by the survivingfamily or by the tribe.The ornamental type of personal e�ets originated in the wearing of harms. Vanity plus ghostfear led early man to resist all attempts to relieve him of his favorite harms, suh property beingvalued above neessities.Sleeping spae was one of man's earliest properties. Later, homesites were assigned by the tribalhiefs, who held all real estate in trust for the group. Presently a �re site onferred ownership; andstill later, a well onstituted title to the adjaent land.Water holes and wells were among the �rst private possessions. The whole fetish pratie wasutilized to guard water holes, wells, trees, rops, and honey. Following the loss of faith in the fetish,laws were evolved to protet private belongings. But game laws, the right to hunt, long preeded landlaws. The Amerian red man never understood private ownership of land; he ould not omprehendthe white man's view.Private property was early marked by family insignia, and this is the early origin of family rests.Real estate ould also be put under the wathare of spirits. The priests would \onserate" a pieeof land, and it would then rest under the protetion of the magi taboos ereted thereon. Ownersthereof were said to have a \priest's title." The Hebrews had great respet for these family landmarks:\Cursed be he who removes his neighbor's landmark." These stone markers bore the priest's initials.Even trees, when initialed, beame private property.In early days only the rops were private, but suessive rops onferred title; agriulture wasthus the genesis of the private ownership of land. Individuals were �rst given only a life tenureship;at death land reverted to the tribe. The very �rst land titles granted by tribes to individuals weregraves - family burying grounds. In later times land belonged to those who fened it. But the itiesalways reserved ertain lands for publi pasturage and for use in ase of siege; these \ommons"represent the survival of the earlier form of olletive ownership.Eventually the state assigned property to the individual, reserving the right of taxation. Havingmade seure their titles, landlords ould ollet rents, and land beame a soure of inome - apital.Finally land beame truly negotiable, with sales, transfers, mortgages, and forelosures.Private ownership brought inreased liberty and enhaned stability; but private ownership of landwas given soial santion only after ommunal ontrol and diretion had failed, and it was soonfollowed by a suession of slaves, serfs, and landless lasses. But improved mahinery is graduallysetting men free from slavish toil. 715



The right to property is not absolute; it is purely soial. But all government, law, order, ivilrights, soial liberties, onventions, peae, and happiness, as they are enjoyed by modern peoples,have grown up around the private ownership of property.The present soial order is not neessarily right - not divine or sared - but mankind will do wellto move slowly in making hanges. That whih you have is vastly better than any system known toyour anestors. Make ertain that when you hange the soial order you hange for the better. Donot be persuaded to experiment with the disarded formulas of your forefathers. Go forward, notbakward! Let evolution proeed! Do not take a bakward step.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 70The Evolution of Human GovernmentNO SOONER had man partially solved the problem of making a living than he was onfronted withthe task of regulating human ontats. The development of industry demanded law, order, and soialadjustment; private property neessitated government.On an evolutionary world, antagonisms are natural; peae is seured only by some sort of soialregulative system. Soial regulation is inseparable from soial organization; assoiation implies someontrolling authority. Government ompels the o-ordination of the antagonisms of the tribes, lans,families, and individuals.Government is an unonsious development; it evolves by trial and error. It does have survivalvalue; therefore it beomes traditional. Anarhy augmented misery; therefore government, ompara-tive law and order, slowly emerged or is emerging. The oerive demands of the struggle for existeneliterally drove the human rae along the progressive road to ivilization.70.1 The Genesis of WarWar is the natural state and heritage of evolving man; peae is the soial yardstik measuring ivi-lization's advanement. Before the partial soialization of the advaning raes man was exeedinglyindividualisti, extremely suspiious, and unbelievably quarrelsome. Violene is the law of nature,hostility the automati reation of the hildren of nature, while war is but these same ativitiesarried on olletively. And wherever and whenever the fabri of ivilization beomes stressed by theompliations of soiety's advanement, there is always an immediate and ruinous reversion to theseearly methods of violent adjustment of the irritations of human interassoiations.War is an animalisti reation to misunderstandings and irritations; peae attends upon the ivi-lized solution of all suh problems and diÆulties. The Sangik raes, together with the later deterio-rated Adamites and Nodites, were all belligerent. The Andonites were early taught the golden rule,and, even today, their Eskimo desendants live very muh by that ode; ustom is strong amongthem, and they are fairly free from violent antagonisms.Andon taught his hildren to settle disputes by eah beating a tree with a stik, meanwhile ursingthe tree; the one whose stik broke �rst was the vitor. The later Andonites used to settle disputesby holding a publi show at whih the disputants made fun of and ridiuled eah other, while theaudiene deided the winner by its applause.But there ould be no suh phenomenon as war until soiety had evolved suÆiently far to atuallyexperiene periods of peae and to santion warlike praties. The very onept of war implies somedegree of organization.With the emergene of soial groupings, individual irritations began to be submerged in the group717



feelings, and this promoted intratribal tranquillity but at the expense of intertribal peae. Peae wasthus �rst enjoyed by the in-group, or tribe, who always disliked and hated the out-group, foreigners.Early man regarded it a virtue to shed alien blood.But even this did not work at �rst. When the early hiefs would try to iron out misunderstandings,they often found it neessary, at least one a year, to permit the tribal stone �ghts. The lan woulddivide up into two groups and engage in an all-day battle. And this for no other reason than justthe fun of it; they really enjoyed �ghting.Warfare persists beause man is human, evolved from an animal, and all animals are belliose.Among the early auses of war were:1. Hunger, whih led to food raids. Sarity of land has always brought on war, and during thesestruggles the early peae tribes were pratially exterminated.2. Woman sarity - an attempt to relieve a shortage of domesti help. Woman stealing hasalways aused war.3. Vanity - the desire to exhibit tribal prowess. Superior groups would �ght to impose their modeof life upon inferior peoples.4. Slaves - need of reruits for the labor ranks.5. Revenge was the motive for war when one tribe believed that a neighboring tribe had ausedthe death of a fellow tribesman. Mourning was ontinued until a head was brought home. The warfor vengeane was in good standing right on down to omparatively modern times.6. Rereation - war was looked upon as rereation by the young men of these early times. If nogood and suÆient pretext for war arose, when peae beame oppressive, neighboring tribes wereaustomed to go out in semifriendly ombat to engage in a foray as a holiday, to enjoy a shambattle.7. Religion - the desire to make onverts to the ult. The primitive religions all santioned war.Only in reent times has religion begun to frown upon war. The early priesthoods were, unfortunately,usually allied with the military power. One of the great peae moves of the ages has been the attemptto separate hurh and state.Always these olden tribes made war at the bidding of their gods, at the behest of their hiefs ormediine men. The Hebrews believed in suh a \God of battles"; and the narrative of their raidon the Midianites is a typial reital of the atroious ruelty of the anient tribal wars; this assault,with its slaughter of all the males and the later killing of all male hildren and all women who werenot virgins, would have done honor to the mores of a tribal hieftain of two hundred thousand yearsago. And all this was exeuted in the \name of the Lord God of Israel."This is a narrative of the evolution of soiety - the natural outworking of the problems of theraes - man working out his own destiny on earth. Suh atroities are not instigated by Deity,notwithstanding the tendeny of man to plae the responsibility on his gods.Military mery has been slow in oming to mankind. Even when a woman, Deborah, ruled theHebrews, the same wholesale ruelty persisted. Her general in his vitory over the gentiles aused\all the host to fall upon the sword; there was not one left."Very early in the history of the rae, poisoned weapons were used. All sorts of mutilations werepratied. Saul did not hesitate to require one hundred Philistine foreskins as the dowry Davidshould pay for his daughter Mihal.Early wars were fought between tribes as a whole, but in later times, when two individualsin di�erent tribes had a dispute, instead of both tribes �ghting, the two disputants engaged in aduel. It also beame a ustom for two armies to stake all on the outome of a ontest between arepresentative hosen from eah side, as in the instane of David and Goliath.718



The �rst re�nement of war was the taking of prisoners. Next, women were exempted from hos-tilities, and then ame the reognition of nonombatants. Military astes and standing armies soondeveloped to keep pae with the inreasing omplexity of ombat. Suh warriors were early prohib-ited from assoiating with women, and women long ago eased to �ght, though they have always fedand nursed the soldiers and urged them on to battle.The pratie of delaring war represented great progress. Suh delarations of intention to �ghtbetokened the arrival of a sense of fairness, and this was followed by the gradual development of therules of \ivilized" warfare. Very early it beame the ustom not to �ght near religious sites and, stilllater, not to �ght on ertain holy days. Next ame the general reognition of the right of asylum;politial fugitives reeived protetion.Thus did warfare gradually evolve from the primitive man hunt to the somewhat more orderlysystem of the later-day \ivilized" nations. But only slowly does the soial attitude of amity displaethat of enmity.70.2 The Soial Value of WarIn past ages a �ere war would institute soial hanges and failitate the adoption of new ideas suhas would not have ourred naturally in ten thousand years. The terrible prie paid for these ertainwar advantages was that soiety was temporarily thrown bak into savagery; ivilized reason had toabdiate. War is strong mediine, very ostly and most dangerous; while often urative of ertainsoial disorders, it sometimes kills the patient, destroys the soiety.The onstant neessity for national defense reates many new and advaned soial adjustments.Soiety, today, enjoys the bene�t of a long list of useful innovations whih were at �rst wholly militaryand is even indebted to war for the dane, one of the early forms of whih was a military drill.War has had a soial value to past ivilizations beause it:1. Imposed disipline, enfored o-operation.2. Put a premium on fortitude and ourage.3. Fostered and solidi�ed nationalism.4. Destroyed weak and un�t peoples.5. Dissolved the illusion of primitive equality and seletively strati�ed soiety.War has had a ertain evolutionary and seletive value, but like slavery, it must sometime beabandoned as ivilization slowly advanes. Olden wars promoted travel and ultural interourse;these ends are now better served by modern methods of transport and ommuniation. Olden warsstrengthened nations, but modern struggles disrupt ivilized ulture. Anient warfare resulted in thedeimation of inferior peoples; the net result of modern onit is the seletive destrution of thebest human stoks. Early wars promoted organization and eÆieny, but these have now beomethe aims of modern industry. During past ages war was a soial ferment whih pushed ivilizationforward; this result is now better attained by ambition and invention. Anient warfare supported theonept of a God of battles, but modern man has been told that God is love. War has served manyvaluable purposes in the past, it has been an indispensable sa�olding in the building of ivilization,but it is rapidly beoming ulturally bankrupt - inapable of produing dividends of soial gain inany way ommensurate with the terrible losses attendant upon its invoation.At one time physiians believed in bloodletting as a ure for many diseases, but they have sinedisovered better remedies for most of these disorders. And so must the international bloodlettingof war ertainly give plae to the disovery of better methods for uring the ills of nations.719



The nations of Urantia have already entered upon the giganti struggle between nationalistimilitarism and industrialism, and in many ways this onit is analogous to the agelong strugglebetween the herder-hunter and the farmer. But if industrialism is to triumph over militarism, itmust avoid the dangers whih beset it. The perils of budding industry on Urantia are:1. The strong drift toward materialism, spiritual blindness.2. The worship of wealth-power, value distortion.3. The vies of luxury, ultural immaturity.4. The inreasing dangers of indolene, servie insensitivity.5. The growth of undesirable raial softness, biologi deterioration.6. The threat of standardized industrial slavery, personality stagnation. Labor is ennobling butdrudgery is benumbing.Militarism is autorati and ruel - savage. It promotes soial organization among the onquerorsbut disintegrates the vanquished. Industrialism is more ivilized and should be so arried on asto promote initiative and to enourage individualism. Soiety should in every way possible fosteroriginality.Do not make the mistake of glorifying war; rather disern what it has done for soiety so thatyou may the more aurately visualize what its substitutes must provide in order to ontinue theadvanement of ivilization. And if suh adequate substitutes are not provided, then you may besure that war will long ontinue.Man will never aept peae as a normal mode of living until he has been thoroughly and repeatedlyonvined that peae is best for his material welfare, and until soiety has wisely provided peaefulsubstitutes for the grati�ation of that inherent tendeny periodially to let loose a olletive drivedesigned to liberate those ever-aumulating emotions and energies belonging to the self-preservationreations of the human speies.But even in passing, war should be honored as the shool of experiene whih ompelled a raeof arrogant individualists to submit themselves to highly onentrated authority - a hief exeutive.Old-fashioned war did selet the innately great men for leadership, but modern war no longer doesthis. To disover leaders soiety must now turn to the onquests of peae: industry, siene, andsoial ahievement.70.3 Early Human AssoiationsIn the most primitive soiety the horde is everything; even hildren are its ommon property. Theevolving family displaed the horde in hild rearing, while the emerging lans and tribes took itsplae as the soial unit.Sex hunger and mother love establish the family. But real government does not appear untilsuperfamily groups have begun to form. In the prefamily days of the horde, leadership was providedby informally hosen individuals. The Afrian Bushmen have never progressed beyond this primitivestage; they do not have hiefs in the horde.Families beame united by blood ties in lans, aggregations of kinsmen; and these subsequentlyevolved into tribes, territorial ommunities. Warfare and external pressure fored the tribal organi-zation upon the kinship lans, but it was ommere and trade that held these early and primitivegroups together with some degree of internal peae.The peae of Urantia will be promoted far more by international trade organizations than by allthe sentimental sophistry of visionary peae planning. Trade relations have been failitated by devel-720



opment of language and by improved methods of ommuniation as well as by better transportation.The absene of a ommon language has always impeded the growth of peae groups, but moneyhas beome the universal language of modern trade. Modern soiety is largely held together by theindustrial market. The gain motive is a mighty ivilizer when augmented by the desire to serve.In the early ages eah tribe was surrounded by onentri irles of inreasing fear and suspiion;hene it was one the ustom to kill all strangers, later on, to enslave them. The old idea of friendshipmeant adoption into the lan; and lan membership was believed to survive death - one of the earliestonepts of eternal life.The eremony of adoption onsisted in drinking eah other's blood. In some groups saliva wasexhanged in the plae of blood drinking, this being the anient origin of the pratie of soial kissing.And all eremonies of assoiation, whether marriage or adoption, were always terminated by feasting.In later times, blood diluted with red wine was used, and eventually wine alone was drunk to sealthe adoption eremony, whih was signi�ed in the touhing of the wine ups and onsummated bythe swallowing of the beverage. The Hebrews employed a modi�ed form of this adoption eremony.Their Arab anestors made use of the oath taken while the hand of the andidate rested upon thegenerative organ of the tribal native. The Hebrews treated adopted aliens kindly and fraternally.\The stranger that dwells with you shall be as one born among you, and you shall love him asyourself."\Guest friendship" was a relation of temporary hospitality. When visiting guests departed, a dishwould be broken in half, one piee being given the departing friend so that it would serve as a suitableintrodution for a third party who might arrive on a later visit. It was ustomary for guests to paytheir way by telling tales of their travels and adventures. The storytellers of olden times beameso popular that the mores eventually forbade their funtioning during either the hunting or harvestseasons.The �rst treaties of peae were the \blood bonds." The peae ambassadors of two warring tribeswould meet, pay their respets, and then proeed to prik the skin until it bled; whereupon theywould suk eah other's blood and delare peae.The earliest peae missions onsisted of delegations of men bringing their hoie maidens for thesex grati�ation of their onetime enemies, the sex appetite being utilized in ombating the war urge.The tribe so honored would pay a return visit, with its o�ering of maidens; whereupon peae wouldbe �rmly established. And soon intermarriages between the families of the hiefs were santioned.70.4 Clans and TribesThe �rst peae group was the family, then the lan, the tribe, and later on the nation, whiheventually beame the modern territorial state. The fat that the present-day peae groups havelong sine expanded beyond blood ties to embrae nations is most enouraging, despite the fat thatUrantia nations are still spending vast sums on war preparations.The lans were blood-tie groups within the tribe, and they owed their existene to ertain ommoninterests, suh as:1. Traing origin bak to a ommon anestor.2. Allegiane to a ommon religious totem.3. Speaking the same dialet.4. Sharing a ommon dwelling plae.5. Fearing the same enemies. 721



6. Having had a ommon military experiene.The lan headmen were always subordinate to the tribal hief, the early tribal governments beinga loose onfederation of lans. The native Australians never developed a tribal form of government.The lan peae hiefs usually ruled through the mother line; the tribal war hiefs established thefather line. The ourts of the tribal hiefs and early kings onsisted of the headmen of the lans,whom it was ustomary to invite into the king's presene several times a year. This enabled him towath them and the better seure their o-operation. The lans served a valuable purpose in loalself-government, but they greatly delayed the growth of large and strong nations.70.5 The Beginnings of GovernmentEvery human institution had a beginning, and ivil government is a produt of progressive evolutionjust as muh as are marriage, industry, and religion. From the early lans and primitive tribes theregradually developed the suessive orders of human government whih have ome and gone right ondown to those forms of soial and ivil regulation that haraterize the seond third of the twentiethentury.With the gradual emergene of the family units the foundations of government were establishedin the lan organization, the grouping of onsanguineous families. The �rst real governmental bodywas the ounil of the elders. This regulative group was omposed of old men who had distinguishedthemselves in some eÆient manner. Wisdom and experiene were early appreiated even by barbariman, and there ensued a long age of the domination of the elders. This reign of the oligarhy of agegradually grew into the patriarhal idea.In the early ounil of the elders there resided the potential of all governmental funtions: ex-eutive, legislative, and judiial. When the ounil interpreted the urrent mores, it was a ourt;when establishing new modes of soial usage, it was a legislature; to the extent that suh dereesand enatments were enfored, it was the exeutive. The hairman of the ounil was one of theforerunners of the later tribal hief.Some tribes had female ounils, and from time to time many tribes had women rulers. Certaintribes of the red man preserved the teahing of Onamonalonton in following the unanimous rule ofthe \ounil of seven."It has been hard for mankind to learn that neither peae nor war an be run by a debating soiety.The primitive \palavers" were seldom useful. The rae early learned that an army ommanded by agroup of lan heads had no hane against a strong one-man army. War has always been a kingmaker.At �rst the war hiefs were hosen only for military servie, and they would relinquish some oftheir authority during peaetimes, when their duties were of a more soial nature. But graduallythey began to enroah upon the peae intervals, tending to ontinue to rule from one war on throughto the next. They often saw to it that one war was not too long in following another. These earlywar lords were not fond of peae.In later times some hiefs were hosen for other than military servie, being seleted beauseof unusual physique or outstanding personal abilities. The red men often had two sets of hiefs -the sahems, or peae hiefs, and the hereditary war hiefs. The peae rulers were also judges andteahers.Some early ommunities were ruled by mediine men, who often ated as hiefs. One man wouldat as priest, physiian, and hief exeutive. Quite often the early royal insignias had originally beenthe symbols or emblems of priestly dress.And it was by these steps that the exeutive branh of government gradually ame into existene.722



The lan and tribal ounils ontinued in an advisory apaity and as forerunners of the later ap-pearing legislative and judiial branhes. In Afria, today, all these forms of primitive governmentare in atual existene among the various tribes.70.6 Monarhial GovernmentE�etive state rule only ame with the arrival of a hief with full exeutive authority. Man foundthat e�etive government ould be had only by onferring power on a personality, not by endowingan idea.Rulership grew out of the idea of family authority or wealth. When a patriarhal kinglet beamea real king, he was sometimes alled \father of his people." Later on, kings were thought to havesprung from heroes. And still further on, rulership beame hereditary, due to belief in the divineorigin of kings.Hereditary kingship avoided the anarhy whih had previously wrought suh havo between thedeath of a king and the eletion of a suessor. The family had a biologi head; the lan, a seletednatural leader; the tribe and later state had no natural leader, and this was an additional reason formaking the hief-kings hereditary. The idea of royal families and aristoray was also based on themores of \name ownership" in the lans.The suession of kings was eventually regarded as supernatural, the royal blood being thoughtto extend bak to the times of the materialized sta� of Prine Caligastia. Thus kings beame fetishpersonalities and were inordinately feared, a speial form of speeh being adopted for ourt usage.Even in reent times it was believed that the touh of kings would ure disease, and some Urantiapeoples still regard their rulers as having had a divine origin.The early fetish king was often kept in selusion; he was regarded as too sared to be viewedexept on feast days and holy days. Ordinarily a representative was hosen to impersonate him, andthis is the origin of prime ministers. The �rst abinet oÆer was a food administrator; others shortlyfollowed. Rulers soon appointed representatives to be in harge of ommere and religion; and thedevelopment of a abinet was a diret step toward depersonalization of exeutive authority. Theseassistants of the early kings beame the aepted nobility, and the king's wife gradually rose to thedignity of queen as women ame to be held in higher esteem.Unsrupulous rulers gained great power by the disovery of poison. Early ourt magi was diaboli-al; the king's enemies soon died. But even the most despoti tyrant was subjet to some restritions;he was at least restrained by the ever-present fear of assassination. The mediine men, with do-tors, and priests have always been a powerful hek on the kings. Subsequently, the landowners, thearistoray, exerted a restraining inuene. And ever and anon the lans and tribes would simplyrise up and overthrow their despots and tyrants. Deposed rulers, when sentened to death, wereoften given the option of ommitting suiide, whih gave origin to the anient soial vogue of suiidein ertain irumstanes.70.7 Primitive Clubs and Seret SoietiesBlood kinship determined the �rst soial groups; assoiation enlarged the kinship lan. Intermarriagewas the next step in group enlargement, and the resultant omplex tribe was the �rst true politialbody. The next advane in soial development was the evolution of religious ults and the politiallubs. These �rst appeared as seret soieties and originally were wholly religious; subsequently theybeame regulative. At �rst they were men's lubs; later women's groups appeared. Presently theybeame divided into two lasses: soiopolitial and religio-mystial.723



There were many reasons for the serey of these soieties, suh as:1. Fear of inurring the displeasure of the rulers beause of the violation of some taboo.2. In order to pratie minority religious rites.3. For the purpose of preserving valuable \spirit" or trade serets.4. For the enjoyment of some speial harm or magi.The very serey of these soieties onferred on all members the power of mystery over the restof the tribe. Serey also appeals to vanity; the initiates were the soial aristoray of their day.After initiation the boys hunted with the men; whereas before they had gathered vegetables with thewomen. And it was the supreme humiliation, a tribal disgrae, to fail to pass the puberty tests andthus be ompelled to remain outside the men's abode with the women and hildren, to be onsiderede�eminate. Besides, noninitiates were not allowed to marry.Primitive people very early taught their adolesent youths sex ontrol. It beame the ustom totake boys away from parents from puberty to marriage, their eduation and training being intrustedto the men's seret soieties. And one of the hief funtions of these lubs was to keep ontrol ofadolesent young men, thus preventing illegitimate hildren.Commerialized prostitution began when these men's lubs paid money for the use of women fromother tribes. But the earlier groups were remarkably free from sex laxity.The puberty initiation eremony usually extended over a period of �ve years. Muh self-tortureand painful utting entered into these eremonies. Cirumision was �rst pratied as a rite ofinitiation into one of these seret fraternities. The tribal marks were ut on the body as a part of thepuberty initiation; the tattoo originated as suh a badge of membership. Suh torture, together withmuh privation, was designed to harden these youths, to impress them with the reality of life and itsinevitable hardships. This purpose is better aomplished by the later appearing athleti games andphysial ontests.But the seret soieties did aim at the improvement of adolesent morals; one of the hief purposesof the puberty eremonies was to impress upon the boy that he must leave other men's wives alone.Following these years of rigorous disipline and training and just before marriage, the young menwere usually released for a short period of leisure and freedom, after whih they returned to marryand to submit to lifelong subjetion to the tribal taboos. And this anient ustom has ontinueddown to modern times as the foolish notion of \sowing wild oats."Many later tribes santioned the formation of women's seret lubs, the purpose of whih was toprepare adolesent girls for wifehood and motherhood. After initiation girls were eligible for marriageand were permitted to attend the \bride show," the oming-out party of those days. Women's orderspledged against marriage early ame into existene.Presently nonseret lubs made their appearane when groups of unmarried men and groups ofunattahed women formed their separate organizations. These assoiations were really the �rstshools. And while men's and women's lubs were often given to perseuting eah other, someadvaned tribes, after ontat with the Dalamatia teahers, experimented with oeduation, havingboarding shools for both sexes.Seret soieties ontributed to the building up of soial astes hiey by the mysterious haraterof their initiations. The members of these soieties �rst wore masks to frighten the urious awayfrom their mourning rites - anestor worship. Later this ritual developed into a pseudo seane atwhih ghosts were reputed to have appeared. The anient soieties of the \new birth" used signsand employed a speial seret language; they also forswore ertain foods and drinks. They ated asnight polie and otherwise funtioned in a wide range of soial ativities.All seret assoiations imposed an oath, enjoined on�dene, and taught the keeping of serets.724



These orders awed and ontrolled the mobs; they also ated as vigilane soieties, thus pratiinglynh law. They were the �rst spies when the tribes were at war and the �rst seret polie duringtimes of peae. Best of all they kept unsrupulous kings on the anxious seat. To o�set them, thekings fostered their own seret polie.These soieties gave rise to the �rst politial parties. The �rst party government was \the strong"vs. \the weak." In anient times a hange of administration only followed ivil war, abundant proofthat the weak had beome strong.These lubs were employed by merhants to ollet debts and by rulers to ollet taxes. Taxationhas been a long struggle, one of the earliest forms being the tithe, one tenth of the hunt or spoils.Taxes were originally levied to keep up the king's house, but it was found that they were easier toollet when disguised as an o�ering for the support of the temple servie.By and by these seret assoiations grew into the �rst haritable organizations and later evolvedinto the earlier religious soieties - the forerunners of hurhes. Finally some of these soieties beameintertribal, the �rst international fraternities.70.8 Soial ClassesThe mental and physial inequality of human beings insures that soial lasses will appear. The onlyworlds without soial strata are the most primitive and the most advaned. A dawning ivilizationhas not yet begun the di�erentiation of soial levels, while a world settled in light and life has largelye�aed these divisions of mankind, whih are so harateristi of all intermediate evolutionary stages.As soiety emerged from savagery to barbarism, its human omponents tended to beome groupedin lasses for the following general reasons:1. Natural - ontat, kinship, and marriage; the �rst soial distintions were based on sex, age,and blood - kinship to the hief.2. Personal - the reognition of ability, endurane, skill, and fortitude; soon followed by thereognition of language mastery, knowledge, and general intelligene.3. Chane - war and emigration resulted in the separating of human groups. Class evolution waspowerfully inuened by onquest, the relation of the vitor to the vanquished, while slavery broughtabout the �rst general division of soiety into free and bond.4. Eonomi - rih and poor. Wealth and the possession of slaves was a geneti basis for one lassof soiety.5. Geographi - lasses arose onsequent upon urban or rural settlement. City and ountry haverespetively ontributed to the di�erentiation of the herder-agriulturist and the trader-industrialist,with their divergent viewpoints and reations.6. Soial - lasses have gradually formed aording to popular estimate of the soial worth of di�er-ent groups. Among the earliest divisions of this sort were the demarations between priest-teahers,ruler-warriors, apitalist-traders, ommon laborers, and slaves. The slave ould never beome aapitalist, though sometimes the wage earner ould elet to join the apitalisti ranks.7. Voational - as voations multiplied, they tended to establish astes and guilds. Workersdivided into three groups: the professional lasses, inluding the mediine men, then the skilledworkers, followed by the unskilled laborers.8. Religious - the early ult lubs produed their own lasses within the lans and tribes, and thepiety and mystiism of the priests have long perpetuated them as a separate soial group.9. Raial - the presene of two or more raes within a given nation or territorial unit usually725



produes olor astes. The original aste system of India was based on olor, as was that of earlyEgypt.10. Age - youth and maturity. Among the tribes the boy remained under the wathare of hisfather as long as the father lived, while the girl was left in the are of her mother until married.Flexible and shifting soial lasses are indispensable to an evolving ivilization, but when lassbeomes aste, when soial levels petrify, the enhanement of soial stability is purhased by dimin-ishment of personal initiative. Soial aste solves the problem of �nding one's plae in industry, butit also sharply urtails individual development and virtually prevents soial o-operation.Classes in soiety, having naturally formed, will persist until man gradually ahieves their evo-lutionary obliteration through intelligent manipulation of the biologi, intelletual, and spiritualresoures of a progressing ivilization, suh as:1. Biologi renovation of the raial stoks - the seletive elimination of inferior human strains.This will tend to eradiate many mortal inequalities.2. Eduational training of the inreased brain power whih will arise out of suh biologi improve-ment.3. Religious quikening of the feelings of mortal kinship and brotherhood.But these measures an bear their true fruits only in the distant millenniums of the future, althoughmuh soial improvement will immediately result from the intelligent, wise, and patient manipulationof these aeleration fators of ultural progress. Religion is the mighty lever that lifts ivilizationfrom haos, but it is powerless apart from the fulrum of sound and normal mind resting seurely onsound and normal heredity.70.9 Human RightsNature onfers no rights on man, only life and a world in whih to live it. Nature does not evenonfer the right to live, as might be dedued by onsidering what would likely happen if an unarmedman met a hungry tiger fae to fae in the primitive forest. Soiety's prime gift to man is seurity.Gradually soiety asserted its rights and, at the present time, they are:1. Assurane of food supply.2. Military defense - seurity through preparedness.3. Internal peae preservation - prevention of personal violene and soial disorder.4. Sex ontrol - marriage, the family institution.5. Property - the right to own.6. Fostering of individual and group ompetition.7. Provision for eduating and training youth.8. Promotion of trade and ommere - industrial development.9. Improvement of labor onditions and rewards.10. The guarantee of the freedom of religious praties to the end that all of these other soialativities may be exalted by beoming spiritually motivated.When rights are old beyond knowledge of origin, they are often alled natural rights. But humanrights are not really natural; they are entirely soial. They are relative and ever hanging, being nomore than the rules of the game - reognized adjustments of relations governing the ever-hanging726



phenomena of human ompetition.What may be regarded as right in one age may not be so regarded in another. The survival of largenumbers of defetives and degenerates is not beause they have any natural right thus to enumbertwentieth-entury ivilization, but simply beause the soiety of the age, the mores, thus derees.Few human rights were reognized in the European Middle Ages; then every man belonged tosomeone else, and rights were only privileges or favors granted by state or hurh. And the revoltfrom this error was equally erroneous in that it led to the belief that all men are born equal.The weak and the inferior have always ontended for equal rights; they have always insisted thatthe state ompel the strong and superior to supply their wants and otherwise make good thosede�ienies whih all too often are the natural result of their own indi�erene and indolene.But this equality ideal is the hild of ivilization; it is not found in nature. Even ulture itselfdemonstrates onlusively the inherent inequality of men by their very unequal apaity therefor. Thesudden and nonevolutionary realization of supposed natural equality would quikly throw ivilizedman bak to the rude usages of primitive ages. Soiety annot o�er equal rights to all, but itan promise to administer the varying rights of eah with fairness and equity. It is the businessand duty of soiety to provide the hild of nature with a fair and peaeful opportunity to pursueself-maintenane, partiipate in self-perpetuation, while at the same time enjoying some measure ofself-grati�ation, the sum of all three onstituting human happiness.70.10 Evolution of JustieNatural justie is a man-made theory; it is not a reality. In nature, justie is purely theoreti, whollya �tion. Nature provides but one kind of justie - inevitable onformity of results to auses.Justie, as oneived by man, means getting one's rights and has, therefore, been a matter ofprogressive evolution. The onept of justie may well be onstitutive in a spirit-endowed mind, butit does not spring full-edgedly into existene on the worlds of spae.Primitive man assigned all phenomena to a person. In ase of death the savage asked, not whatkilled him, but who? Aidental murder was not therefore reognized, and in the punishment ofrime the motive of the riminal was wholly disregarded; judgment was rendered in aordane withthe injury done.In the earliest primitive soiety publi opinion operated diretly; oÆers of law were not needed.There was no privay in primitive life. A man's neighbors were responsible for his ondut; thereforetheir right to pry into his personal a�airs. Soiety was regulated on the theory that the group mem-bership should have an interest in, and some degree of ontrol over, the behavior of eah individual.It was very early believed that ghosts administered justie through the mediine men and priests;this onstituted these orders the �rst rime detetors and oÆers of the law. Their early methods ofdeteting rime onsisted in onduting ordeals of poison, �re, and pain. These savage ordeals werenothing more than rude tehniques of arbitration; they did not neessarily settle a dispute justly.For example: When poison was administered, if the aused vomited, he was innoent.The Old Testament reords one of these ordeals, a marital guilt test: If a man suspeted his wifeof being untrue to him, he took her to the priest and stated his suspiions, after whih the priestwould prepare a onotion onsisting of holy water and sweepings from the temple oor. After dueeremony, inluding threatening urses, the aused wife was made to drink the nasty potion. If shewas guilty, \the water that auses the urse shall enter into her and beome bitter, and her bellyshall swell, and her thighs shall rot, and the woman shall be aursed among her people." If, by anyhane, any woman ould qua� this �lthy draught and not show symptoms of physial illness, she727



was aquitted of the harges made by her jealous husband.These atroious methods of rime detetion were pratied by almost all the evolving tribes atone time or another. Dueling is a modern survival of the trial by ordeal.It is not to be wondered that the Hebrews and other semiivilized tribes pratied suh primitivetehniques of justie administration three thousand years ago, but it is most amazing that thinkingmen would subsequently retain suh a reli of barbarism within the pages of a olletion of saredwritings. Reetive thinking should make it lear that no divine being ever gave mortal man suhunfair instrutions regarding the detetion and adjudiation of suspeted marital unfaithfulness.Soiety early adopted the paying-bak attitude of retaliation: an eye for an eye, a life for a life.The evolving tribes all reognized this right of blood vengeane. Vengeane beame the aim ofprimitive life, but religion has sine greatly modi�ed these early tribal praties. The teahers ofrevealed religion have always prolaimed, \`Vengeane is mine,' says the Lord." Vengeane killing inearly times was not altogether unlike present-day murders under the pretense of the unwritten law.Suiide was a ommon mode of retaliation. If one were unable to avenge himself in life, he diedentertaining the belief that, as a ghost, he ould return and visit wrath upon his enemy. And sinethis belief was very general, the threat of suiide on an enemy's doorstep was usually suÆient tobring him to terms. Primitive man did not hold life very dear; suiide over tries was ommon, butthe teahings of the Dalamatians greatly lessened this ustom, while in more reent times leisure,omforts, religion, and philosophy have united to make life sweeter and more desirable. Hungerstrikes are, however, a modern analogue of this old-time method of retaliation.One of the earliest formulations of advaned tribal law had to do with the taking over of the bloodfeud as a tribal a�air. But strange to relate, even then a man ould kill his wife without punishmentprovided he had fully paid for her. The Eskimos of today, however, still leave the penalty for a rime,even for murder, to be dereed and administered by the family wronged.Another advane was the imposition of �nes for taboo violations, the provision of penalties. These�nes onstituted the �rst publi revenue. The pratie of paying \blood money" also ame into vogueas a substitute for blood vengeane. Suh damages were usually paid in women or attle; it was a longtime before atual �nes, monetary ompensation, were assessed as punishment for rime. And sinethe idea of punishment was essentially ompensation, everything, inluding human life, eventuallyame to have a prie whih ould be paid as damages. The Hebrews were the �rst to abolish thepratie of paying blood money. Moses taught that they should \take no satisfation for the life ofa murderer, who is guilty of death; he shall surely be put to death."Justie was thus �rst meted out by the family, then by the lan, and later on by the tribe. Theadministration of true justie dates from the taking of revenge from private and kin groups andlodging it in the hands of the soial group, the state.Punishment by burning alive was one a ommon pratie. It was reognized by many anientrulers, inluding Hammurabi and Moses, the latter direting that many rimes, partiularly those ofa grave sex nature, should be punished by burning at the stake. If \the daughter of a priest" or otherleading itizen turned to publi prostitution, it was the Hebrew ustom to \burn her with �re."Treason - the \selling out" or betrayal of one's tribal assoiates - was the �rst apital rime.Cattle stealing was universally punished by summary death, and even reently horse stealing hasbeen similarly punished. But as time passed, it was learned that the severity of the punishment wasnot so valuable a deterrent to rime as was its ertainty and swiftness.When soiety fails to punish rimes, group resentment usually asserts itself as lynh law; theprovision of santuary was a means of esaping this sudden group anger. Lynhing and duelingrepresent the unwillingness of the individual to surrender private redress to the state.728



70.11 Laws and CourtsIt is just as diÆult to draw sharp distintions between mores and laws as to indiate exatly when, atthe dawning, night is sueeded by day. Mores are laws and polie regulations in the making. Whenlong established, the unde�ned mores tend to rystallize into preise laws, onrete regulations, andwell-de�ned soial onventions.Law is always at �rst negative and prohibitive; in advaning ivilizations it beomes inreasinglypositive and diretive. Early soiety operated negatively, granting the individual the right to liveby imposing upon all others the ommand, \you shall not kill." Every grant of rights or liberty tothe individual involves urtailment of the liberties of all others, and this is e�eted by the taboo,primitive law. The whole idea of the taboo is inherently negative, for primitive soiety was whollynegative in its organization, and the early administration of justie onsisted in the enforementof the taboos. But originally these laws applied only to fellow tribesmen, as is illustrated by thelater-day Hebrews, who had a di�erent ode of ethis for dealing with the gentiles.The oath originated in the days of Dalamatia in an e�ort to render testimony more truthful. Suhoaths onsisted in pronouning a urse upon oneself. Formerly no individual would testify againsthis native group.Crime was an assault upon the tribal mores, sin was the transgression of those taboos whihenjoyed ghost santion, and there was long onfusion due to the failure to segregate rime and sin.Self-interest established the taboo on killing, soiety santi�ed it as traditional mores, while reli-gion onserated the ustom as moral law, and thus did all three onspire in rendering human lifemore safe and sared. Soiety ould not have held together during early times had not rights hadthe santion of religion; superstition was the moral and soial polie fore of the long evolutionaryages. The anients all laimed that their olden laws, the taboos, had been given to their anestorsby the gods.Law is a odi�ed reord of long human experiene, publi opinion rystallized and legalized. Themores were the raw material of aumulated experiene out of whih later ruling minds formulatedthe written laws. The anient judge had no laws. When he handed down a deision, he simply said,\It is the ustom."Referene to preedent in ourt deisions represents the e�ort of judges to adapt written lawsto the hanging onditions of soiety. This provides for progressive adaptation to altering soialonditions ombined with the impressiveness of traditional ontinuity.Property disputes were handled in many ways, suh as:1. By destroying the disputed property.2. By fore - the ontestants fought it out.3. By arbitration - a third party deided.4. By appeal to the elders - later to the ourts.The �rst ourts were regulated �sti enounters; the judges were merely umpires or referees. Theysaw to it that the �ght was arried on aording to approved rules. On entering a ourt ombat,eah party made a deposit with the judge to pay the osts and �ne after one had been defeated bythe other. \Might was still right." Later on, verbal arguments were substituted for physial blows.The whole idea of primitive justie was not so muh to be fair as to dispose of the ontest andthus prevent publi disorder and private violene. But primitive man did not so muh resent whatwould now be regarded as an injustie; it was taken for granted that those who had power woulduse it sel�shly. Nevertheless, the status of any ivilization may be very aurately determined by thethoroughness and equity of its ourts and by the integrity of its judges.729



70.12 Alloation of Civil AuthorityThe great struggle in the evolution of government has onerned the onentration of power. Theuniverse administrators have learned from experiene that the evolutionary peoples on the inhabitedworlds are best regulated by the representative type of ivil government when there is maintainedproper balane of power between the well-o-ordinated exeutive, legislative, and judiial branhes.While primitive authority was based on strength, physial power, the ideal government is therepresentative system wherein leadership is based on ability, but in the days of barbarism therewas entirely too muh war to permit representative government to funtion e�etively. In the longstruggle between division of authority and unity of ommand, the ditator won. The early and di�usepowers of the primitive ounil of elders were gradually onentrated in the person of the absolutemonarh. After the arrival of real kings the groups of elders persisted as quasi-legislative-judiialadvisory bodies; later on, legislatures of o-ordinate status made their appearane, and eventuallysupreme ourts of adjudiation were established separate from the legislatures.The king was the exeutor of the mores, the original or unwritten law. Later he enfored thelegislative enatments, the rystallization of publi opinion. A popular assembly as an expression ofpubli opinion, though slow in appearing, marked a great soial advane.The early kings were greatly restrited by the mores - by tradition or publi opinion. In reenttimes some Urantia nations have odi�ed these mores into doumentary bases for government.Urantia mortals are entitled to liberty; they should reate their systems of government; they shouldadopt their onstitutions or other harters of ivil authority and administrative proedure. Andhaving done this, they should selet their most ompetent and worthy fellows as hief exeutives. Forrepresentatives in the legislative branh they should elet only those who are quali�ed intelletuallyand morally to ful�ll suh sared responsibilities. As judges of their high and supreme tribunals onlythose who are endowed with natural ability and who have been made wise by replete experieneshould be hosen.If men would maintain their freedom, they must, after having hosen their harter of liberty,provide for its wise, intelligent, and fearless interpretation to the end that there may be prevented:1. Usurpation of unwarranted power by either the exeutive or legislative branhes.2. Mahinations of ignorant and superstitious agitators.3. Retardation of sienti� progress.4. Stalemate of the dominane of mediority.5. Domination by viious minorities.6. Control by ambitious and lever would-be ditators.7. Disastrous disruption of panis.8. Exploitation by the unsrupulous.9. Taxation enslavement of the itizenry by the state.10. Failure of soial and eonomi fairness.11. Union of hurh and state.12. Loss of personal liberty.These are the purposes and aims of onstitutional tribunals ating as governors upon the enginesof representative government on an evolutionary world.Mankind's struggle to perfet government on Urantia has to do with perfeting hannels of ad-730



ministration, with adapting them to ever-hanging urrent needs, with improving power distributionwithin government, and then with seleting suh administrative leaders as are truly wise. Whilethere is a divine and ideal form of government, suh annot be revealed but must be slowly andlaboriously disovered by the men and women of eah planet throughout the universes of time andspae.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 71Development of the StateTHE state is a useful evolution of ivilization; it represents soiety's net gain from the ravages andsu�erings of war. Even stateraft is merely the aumulated tehnique for adjusting the ompetitiveontest of fore between the struggling tribes and nations.The modern state is the institution whih survived in the long struggle for group power. Superiorpower eventually prevailed, and it produed a reature of fat - the state - together with the moralmyth of the absolute obligation of the itizen to live and die for the state. But the state is notof divine genesis; it was not even produed by volitionally intelligent human ation; it is purely anevolutionary institution and was wholly automati in origin.71.1 The Embryoni StateThe state is a territorial soial regulative organization, and the strongest, most eÆient, and enduringstate is omposed of a single nation whose people have a ommon language, mores, and institutions.The early states were small and were all the result of onquest. They did not originate in voluntaryassoiations. Many were founded by onquering nomads, who would swoop down on peaeful herdersor settled agriulturists to overpower and enslave them. Suh states, resulting from onquest, were,perfore, strati�ed; lasses were inevitable, and lass struggles have ever been seletive.The northern tribes of the Amerian red men never attained real statehood. They never progressedbeyond a loose onfederation of tribes, a very primitive form of state. Their nearest approah wasthe Iroquois federation, but this group of six nations never quite funtioned as a state and failed tosurvive beause of the absene of ertain essentials to modern national life, suh as:1. Aquirement and inheritane of private property.2. Cities plus agriulture and industry.3. Helpful domesti animals.4. Pratial family organization. These red men lung to the mother-family and nephew inheri-tane.5. De�nite territory.6. A strong exeutive head.7. Enslavement of aptives - they either adopted or massared them.8. Deisive onquests.The red men were too demorati; they had a good government, but it failed. Eventually they733



would have evolved a state had they not prematurely enountered the more advaned ivilization ofthe white man, who was pursuing the governmental methods of the Greeks and the Romans.The suessful Roman state was based on:1. The father-family.2. Agriulture and the domestiation of animals.3. Condensation of population - ities.4. Private property and land.5. Slavery - lasses of itizenship.6. Conquest and reorganization of weak and bakward peoples.7. De�nite territory with roads.8. Personal and strong rulers.The great weakness in Roman ivilization, and a fator in the ultimate ollapse of the empire,was the supposed liberal and advaned provision for the emanipation of the boy at twenty-one andthe unonditional release of the girl so that she was at liberty to marry a man of her own hoosingor to go abroad in the land to beome immoral. The harm to soiety onsisted not in these reformsthemselves but rather in the sudden and extensive manner of their adoption. The ollapse of Romeindiates what may be expeted when a state undergoes too rapid extension assoiated with internaldegeneration.The embryoni state was made possible by the deline of the blood bond in favor of the territorial,and suh tribal federations were usually �rmly emented by onquest. While a sovereignty thattransends all minor struggles and group di�erenes is the harateristi of the true state, still, manylasses and astes persist in the later state organizations as remnants of the lans and tribes offormer days. The later and larger territorial states had a long and bitter struggle with these smalleronsanguineous lan groups, the tribal government proving a valuable transition from family to stateauthority. During later times many lans grew out of trades and other industrial assoiations.Failure of state integration results in retrogression to prestate onditions of governmental teh-niques, suh as the feudalism of the European Middle Ages. During these dark ages the territorialstate ollapsed, and there was a reversion to the small astle groups, the reappearane of the lanand tribal stages of development. Similar semistates even now exist in Asia and Afria, but not allof them are evolutionary reversions; many are the embryoni nuleuses of states of the future.71.2 The Evolution of Representative GovernmentDemoray, while an ideal, is a produt of ivilization, not of evolution. Go slowly! selet arefully!for the dangers of demoray are:1. Glori�ation of mediority.2. Choie of base and ignorant rulers.3. Failure to reognize the basi fats of soial evolution.4. Danger of universal su�rage in the hands of uneduated and indolent majorities.5. Slavery to publi opinion; the majority is not always right.Publi opinion, ommon opinion, has always delayed soiety; nevertheless, it is valuable, for, whileretarding soial evolution, it does preserve ivilization. Eduation of publi opinion is the only safeand true method of aelerating ivilization; fore is only a temporary expedient, and ultural growth734



will inreasingly aelerate as bullets give way to ballots. Publi opinion, the mores, is the basi andelemental energy in soial evolution and state development, but to be of state value it must benonviolent in expression.The measure of the advane of soiety is diretly determined by the degree to whih publi opinionan ontrol personal behavior and state regulation through nonviolent expression. The really ivilizedgovernment had arrived when publi opinion was lothed with the powers of personal franhise.Popular eletions may not always deide things rightly, but they represent the right way even to doa wrong thing. Evolution does not at one produe superlative perfetion but rather omparativeand advaning pratial adjustment.There are ten steps, or stages, to the evolution of a pratial and eÆient form of representativegovernment, and these are:1. Freedom of the person. Slavery, serfdom, and all forms of human bondage must disappear.2. Freedom of the mind. Unless a free people are eduated - taught to think intelligently and planwisely - freedom usually does more harm than good.3. The reign of law. Liberty an be enjoyed only when the will and whims of human rulers arereplaed by legislative enatments in aordane with aepted fundamental law.4. Freedom of speeh. Representative government is unthinkable without freedom of all forms ofexpression for human aspirations and opinions.5. Seurity of property. No government an long endure if it fails to provide for the right toenjoy personal property in some form. Man raves the right to use, ontrol, bestow, sell, lease, andbequeath his personal property.6. The right of petition. Representative government assumes the right of itizens to be heard.The privilege of petition is inherent in free itizenship.7. The right to rule. It is not enough to be heard; the power of petition must progress to theatual management of the government.8. Universal su�rage. Representative government presupposes an intelligent, eÆient, and uni-versal eletorate. The harater of suh a government will ever be determined by the harater andaliber of those who ompose it. As ivilization progresses, su�rage, while remaining universal forboth sexes, will be e�etively modi�ed, regrouped, and otherwise di�erentiated.9. Control of publi servants. No ivil government will be servieable and e�etive unless theitizenry possess and use wise tehniques of guiding and ontrolling oÆeholders and publi servants.10. Intelligent and trained representation. The survival of demoray is dependent on suessfulrepresentative government; and that is onditioned upon the pratie of eleting to publi oÆes onlythose individuals who are tehnially trained, intelletually ompetent, soially loyal, and morally�t. Only by suh provisions an government of the people, by the people, and for the people bepreserved.71.3 The Ideals of StatehoodThe politial or administrative form of a government is of little onsequene provided it a�ords theessentials of ivil progress - liberty, seurity, eduation, and soial o-ordination. It is not what astate is but what it does that determines the ourse of soial evolution. And after all, no state antransend the moral values of its itizenry as exempli�ed in their hosen leaders. Ignorane andsel�shness will insure the downfall of even the highest type of government.Muh as it is to be regretted, national egotism has been essential to soial survival. The hosen735



people dotrine has been a prime fator in tribal welding and nation building right on down tomodern times. But no state an attain ideal levels of funtioning until every form of intolerane ismastered; it is everlastingly inimial to human progress. And intolerane is best ombated by theo-ordination of siene, ommere, play, and religion.The ideal state funtions under the impulse of three mighty and o-ordinated drives:1. Love loyalty derived from the realization of human brotherhood.2. Intelligent patriotism based on wise ideals.3. Cosmi insight interpreted in terms of planetary fats, needs, and goals.The laws of the ideal state are few in number, and they have passed out of the negativisti tabooage into the era of the positive progress of individual liberty onsequent upon enhaned self-ontrol.The exalted state not only ompels its itizens to work but also enties them into pro�table anduplifting utilization of the inreasing leisure whih results from toil liberation by the advaningmahine age. Leisure must produe as well as onsume.No soiety has progressed very far when it permits idleness or tolerates poverty. But poverty anddependene an never be eliminated if the defetive and degenerate stoks are freely supported andpermitted to reprodue without restraint.A moral soiety should aim to preserve the self-respet of its itizenry and a�ord every normalindividual adequate opportunity for self-realization. Suh a plan of soial ahievement would yielda ultural soiety of the highest order. Soial evolution should be enouraged by governmentalsupervision whih exerises a minimum of regulative ontrol. That state is best whih o-ordinatesmost while governing least.The ideals of statehood must be attained by evolution, by the slow growth of ivi onsiousness,the reognition of the obligation and privilege of soial servie. At �rst men assume the burdens ofgovernment as a duty, following the end of the administration of politial spoilsmen, but later onthey seek suh ministry as a privilege, as the greatest honor. The status of any level of ivilizationis faithfully portrayed by the aliber of its itizens who volunteer to aept the responsibilities ofstatehood.In a real ommonwealth the business of governing ities and provines is onduted by expertsand is managed just as are all other forms of eonomi and ommerial assoiations of people.In advaned states, politial servie is esteemed as the highest devotion of the itizenry. Thegreatest ambition of the wisest and noblest of itizens is to gain ivil reognition, to be eletedor appointed to some position of governmental trust, and suh governments onfer their highesthonors of reognition for servie upon their ivil and soial servants. Honors are next bestowed inthe order named upon philosophers, eduators, sientists, industrialists, and militarists. Parents areduly rewarded by the exelleny of their hildren, and purely religious leaders, being ambassadors ofa spiritual kingdom, reeive their real rewards in another world.71.4 Progressive CivilizationEonomis, soiety, and government must evolve if they are to remain. Stati onditions on anevolutionary world are indiative of deay; only those institutions whih move forward with theevolutionary stream persist.The progressive program of an expanding ivilization embraes:1. Preservation of individual liberties.2. Protetion of the home. 736



3. Promotion of eonomi seurity.4. Prevention of disease.5. Compulsory eduation.6. Compulsory employment.7. Pro�table utilization of leisure.8. Care of the unfortunate.9. Rae improvement.10. Promotion of siene and art.11. Promotion of philosophy - wisdom.12. Augmentation of osmi insight - spirituality.And this progress in the arts of ivilization leads diretly to the realization of the highest humanand divine goals of mortal endeavor - the soial ahievement of the brotherhood of man and the per-sonal status of God-onsiousness, whih beomes revealed in the supreme desire of every individualto do the will of the Father in heaven.The appearane of genuine brotherhood signi�es that a soial order has arrived in whih all mendelight in bearing one another's burdens; they atually desire to pratie the golden rule. But suhan ideal soiety annot be realized when either the weak or the wiked lie in wait to take unfairand unholy advantage of those who are hiey atuated by devotion to the servie of truth, beauty,and goodness. In suh a situation only one ourse is pratial: The \golden rulers" may establisha progressive soiety in whih they live aording to their ideals while maintaining an adequatedefense against their benighted fellows who might seek either to exploit their pai� prediletions orto destroy their advaning ivilization.Idealism an never survive on an evolving planet if the idealists in eah generation permit them-selves to be exterminated by the baser orders of humanity. And here is the great test of idealism:Can an advaned soiety maintain that military preparedness whih renders it seure from all attakby its war-loving neighbors without yielding to the temptation to employ this military strength ino�ensive operations against other peoples for purposes of sel�sh gain or national aggrandizement?National survival demands preparedness, and religious idealism alone an prevent the prostitutionof preparedness into aggression. Only love, brotherhood, an prevent the strong from oppressing theweak.71.5 The Evolution of CompetitionCompetition is essential to soial progress, but ompetition, unregulated, breeds violene. In urrentsoiety, ompetition is slowly displaing war in that it determines the individual's plae in industry,as well as dereeing the survival of the industries themselves. (Murder and war di�er in their statusbefore the mores, murder having been outlawed sine the early days of soiety, while war has neveryet been outlawed by mankind as a whole.)The ideal state undertakes to regulate soial ondut only enough to take violene out of individualompetition and to prevent unfairness in personal initiative. Here is a great problem in statehood:How an you guarantee peae and quiet in industry, pay the taxes to support state power, and at thesame time prevent taxation from handiapping industry and keep the state from beoming parasitialor tyrannial?Throughout the earlier ages of any world, ompetition is essential to progressive ivilization. As the737



evolution of man progresses, o-operation beomes inreasingly e�etive. In advaned ivilizationso-operation is more eÆient than ompetition. Early man is stimulated by ompetition. Earlyevolution is haraterized by the survival of the biologially �t, but later ivilizations are the betterpromoted by intelligent o-operation, understanding fraternity, and spiritual brotherhood.True, ompetition in industry is exeedingly wasteful and highly ine�etive, but no attempt toeliminate this eonomi lost motion should be ountenaned if suh adjustments entail even theslightest abrogation of any of the basi liberties of the individual.71.6 The Pro�t MotivePresent-day pro�t-motivated eonomis is doomed unless pro�t motives an be augmented by serviemotives. Ruthless ompetition based on narrow-minded self-interest is ultimately destrutive of eventhose things whih it seeks to maintain. Exlusive and self-serving pro�t motivation is inompatiblewith Christian ideals - muh more inompatible with the teahings of Jesus.In eonomis, pro�t motivation is to servie motivation what fear is to love in religion. But thepro�t motive must not be suddenly destroyed or removed; it keeps many otherwise slothful mortalshard at work. It is not neessary, however, that this soial energy arouser be forever sel�sh in itsobjetives.The pro�t motive of eonomi ativities is altogether base and wholly unworthy of an advanedorder of soiety; nevertheless, it is an indispensable fator throughout the earlier phases of ivilization.Pro�t motivation must not be taken away from men until they have �rmly possessed themselves ofsuperior types of nonpro�t motives for eonomi striving and soial serving - the transendent urgesof superlative wisdom, intriguing brotherhood, and exelleny of spiritual attainment.71.7 EduationThe enduring state is founded on ulture, dominated by ideals, and motivated by servie. Thepurpose of eduation should be aquirement of skill, pursuit of wisdom, realization of selfhood, andattainment of spiritual values.In the ideal state, eduation ontinues throughout life, and philosophy sometime beomes the hiefpursuit of its itizens. The itizens of suh a ommonwealth pursue wisdom as an enhanement ofinsight into the signi�ane of human relations, the meanings of reality, the nobility of values, thegoals of living, and the glories of osmi destiny.Urantians should get a vision of a new and higher ultural soiety. Eduation will jump to newlevels of value with the passing of the purely pro�t-motivated system of eonomis. Eduation hastoo long been loalisti, militaristi, ego exalting, and suess seeking; it must eventually beomeworld-wide, idealisti, self-realizing, and osmi grasping.Eduation reently passed from the ontrol of the lergy to that of lawyers and businessmen.Eventually it must be given over to the philosophers and the sientists. Teahers must be free beings,real leaders, to the end that philosophy, the searh for wisdom, may beome the hief eduationalpursuit.Eduation is the business of living; it must ontinue throughout a lifetime so that mankind maygradually experiene the asending levels of mortal wisdom, whih are:1. The knowledge of things.2. The realization of meanings. 738



3. The appreiation of values.4. The nobility of work - duty.5. The motivation of goals - morality.6. The love of servie - harater.7. Cosmi insight - spiritual disernment.And then, by means of these ahievements, many will asend to the mortal ultimate of mindattainment, God-onsiousness.71.8 The Charater of StatehoodThe only sared feature of any human government is the division of statehood into the three domainsof exeutive, legislative, and judiial funtions. The universe is administered in aordane with suha plan of segregation of funtions and authority. Aside from this divine onept of e�etive soialregulation or ivil government, it matters little what form of state a people may elet to have providedthe itizenry is ever progressing toward the goal of augmented self-ontrol and inreased soial servie.The intelletual keenness, eonomi wisdom, soial leverness, and moral stamina of a people are allfaithfully reeted in statehood.The evolution of statehood entails progress from level to level, as follows:1. The reation of a threefold government of exeutive, legislative, and judiial branhes.2. The freedom of soial, politial, and religious ativities.3. The abolition of all forms of slavery and human bondage.4. The ability of the itizenry to ontrol the levying of taxes.5. The establishment of universal eduation - learning extended from the radle to the grave.6. The proper adjustment between loal and national governments.7. The fostering of siene and the onquest of disease.8. The due reognition of sex equality and the o-ordinated funtioning of men and women in thehome, shool, and hurh, with speialized servie of women in industry and government.9. The elimination of toiling slavery by mahine invention and the subsequent mastery of themahine age.10. The onquest of dialets - the triumph of a universal language.11. The ending of war - international adjudiation of national and raial di�erenes by ontinentalourts of nations presided over by a supreme planetary tribunal automatially reruited from theperiodially retiring heads of the ontinental ourts. The ontinental ourts are authoritative; theworld ourt is advisory - moral.12. The world-wide vogue of the pursuit of wisdom - the exaltation of philosophy. The evolutionof a world religion, whih will presage the entrane of the planet upon the earlier phases of settlementin light and life.These are the prerequisites of progressive government and the earmarks of ideal statehood. Urantiais far from the realization of these exalted ideals, but the ivilized raes have made a beginning -mankind is on the marh toward higher evolutionary destinies.[Sponsored by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄ 739
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Chapter 72Government on a Neighboring PlanetBY PERMISSION of Lanaforge and with the approval of the Most Highs of Edentia, I am authorizedto narrate something of the soial, moral, and politial life of the most advaned human rae livingon a not far-distant planet belonging to the Satania system.Of all the Satania worlds whih beame isolated beause of partiipation in the Luifer rebellion,this planet has experiened a history most like that of Urantia. The similarity of the two spheresundoubtedly explains why permission to make this extraordinary presentation was granted, for it ismost unusual for the system rulers to onsent to the narration on one planet of the a�airs of another.This planet, like Urantia, was led astray by the disloyalty of its Planetary Prine in onnetionwith the Luifer rebellion. It reeived a Material Son shortly after Adam ame to Urantia, and thisSon also defaulted, leaving the sphere isolated, sine a Magisterial Son has never been bestowed uponits mortal raes.72.1 The Continental NationNotwithstanding all these planetary handiaps a very superior ivilization is evolving on an isolatedontinent about the size of Australia. This nation numbers about 140 million. Its people are amixed rae, predominantly blue and yellow, having a slightly greater proportion of violet than theso-alled white rae of Urantia. These di�erent raes are not yet fully blended, but they fraternizeand soialize very aeptably. The average length of life on this ontinent is now ninety years, �fteenper ent higher than that of any other people on the planet.The industrial mehanism of this nation enjoys a ertain great advantage derived from the uniquetopography of the ontinent. The high mountains, on whih heavy rains fall eight months in theyear, are situated at the very enter of the ountry. This natural arrangement favors the utilizationof water power and greatly failitates the irrigation of the more arid western quarter of the ontinent.These people are self-sustaining, that is, they an live inde�nitely without importing anythingfrom the surrounding nations. Their natural resoures are replete, and by sienti� tehniquesthey have learned how to ompensate for their de�ienies in the essentials of life. They enjoy abrisk domesti ommere but have little foreign trade owing to the universal hostility of their lessprogressive neighbors.This ontinental nation, in general, followed the evolutionary trend of the planet: The developmentfrom the tribal stage to the appearane of strong rulers and kings oupied thousands of years. Theunonditional monarhs were sueeded by many di�erent orders of government - abortive republis,ommunal states, and ditators ame and went in endless profusion. This growth ontinued untilabout �ve hundred years ago when, during a politially fermenting period, one of the nation's powerful741



ditator-triumvirs had a hange of heart. He volunteered to abdiate upon ondition that one of theother rulers, the baser of the remaining two, also vaate his ditatorship. Thus was the sovereignty ofthe ontinent plaed in the hands of one ruler. The uni�ed state progressed under strong monarhialrule for over one hundred years, during whih there evolved a masterful harter of liberty.The subsequent transition from monarhy to a representative form of government was gradual, thekings remaining as mere soial or sentimental �gureheads, �nally disappearing when the male lineof desent ran out. The present republi has now been in existene just two hundred years, duringwhih time there has been a ontinuous progression toward the governmental tehniques about to benarrated, the last developments in industrial and politial realms having been made within the pastdeade.72.2 Politial OrganizationThis ontinental nation now has a representative government with a entrally loated national apital.The entral government onsists of a strong federation of one hundred omparatively free states.These states elet their governors and legislators for ten years, and none are eligible for re-eletion.State judges are appointed for life by the governors and on�rmed by their legislatures, whih onsistof one representative for eah one hundred thousand itizens.There are �ve di�erent types of metropolitan government, depending on the size of the ity, but noity is permitted to have more than one million inhabitants. On the whole, these muniipal governingshemes are very simple, diret, and eonomial. The few oÆes of ity administration are keenlysought by the highest types of itizens.The federal government embraes three o-ordinate divisions: exeutive, legislative, and judiial.The federal hief exeutive is eleted every six years by universal territorial su�rage. He is not eligiblefor re-eletion exept upon the petition of at least seventy-�ve state legislatures onurred in by therespetive state governors, and then but for one term. He is advised by a superabinet omposed ofall living ex-hief exeutives.The legislative division embraes three houses:1. The upper house is eleted by industrial, professional, agriultural, and other groups of workers,balloting in aordane with eonomi funtion.2. The lower house is eleted by ertain organizations of soiety embraing the soial, politial,and philosophi groups not inluded in industry or the professions. All itizens in good standing par-tiipate in the eletion of both lasses of representatives, but they are di�erently grouped, dependingon whether the eletion pertains to the upper or lower house.3. The third house - the elder statesmen - embraes the veterans of ivi servie and inludesmany distinguished persons nominated by the hief exeutive, by the regional (subfederal) exeutives,by the hief of the supreme tribunal, and by the presiding oÆers of either of the other legislativehouses. This group is limited to one hundred, and its members are eleted by the majority ationof the elder statesmen themselves. Membership is for life, and when vaanies our, the personreeiving the largest ballot among the list of nominees is thereby duly eleted. The sope of thisbody is purely advisory, but it is a mighty regulator of publi opinion and exerts a powerful inueneupon all branhes of the government.Very muh of the federal administrative work is arried on by the ten regional (subfederal) authori-ties, eah onsisting of the assoiation of ten states. These regional divisions are wholly exeutive andadministrative, having neither legislative nor judiial funtions. The ten regional exeutives are thepersonal appointees of the federal hief exeutive, and their term of oÆe is onurrent with his - sixyears. The federal supreme tribunal approves the appointment of these ten regional exeutives, and742



while they may not be reappointed, the retiring exeutive automatially beomes the assoiate andadviser of his suessor. Otherwise, these regional hiefs hoose their own abinets of administrativeoÆials.This nation is adjudiated by two major ourt systems - the law ourts and the soioeonomiourts. The law ourts funtion on the following three levels:1. Minor ourts of muniipal and loal jurisdition, whose deisions may be appealed to the highstate tribunals.2. State supreme ourts, whose deisions are �nal in all matters not involving the federal govern-ment or jeopardy of itizenship rights and liberties. The regional exeutives are empowered to bringany ase at one to the bar of the federal supreme ourt.3. Federal supreme ourt - the high tribunal for the adjudiation of national ontentions and theappellate ases oming up from the state ourts. This supreme tribunal onsists of twelve men overforty and under seventy-�ve years of age who have served two or more years on some state tribunal,and who have been appointed to this high position by the hief exeutive with the majority approvalof the superabinet and the third house of the legislative assembly. All deisions of this supremejudiial body are by at least a two-thirds vote.The soioeonomi ourts funtion in the following three divisions:1. Parental ourts, assoiated with the legislative and exeutive divisions of the home and soialsystem.2. Eduational ourts - the juridial bodies onneted with the state and regional shool sys-tems and assoiated with the exeutive and legislative branhes of the eduational administrativemehanism.3. Industrial ourts - the jurisditional tribunals vested with full authority for the settlement ofall eonomi misunderstandings.The federal supreme ourt does not pass upon soioeonomi ases exept upon the three-quartersvote of the third legislative branh of the national government, the house of elder statesmen. Other-wise, all deisions of the parental, eduational, and industrial high ourts are �nal.72.3 The Home LifeOn this ontinent it is against the law for two families to live under the same roof. And sine groupdwellings have been outlawed, most of the tenement type of buildings have been demolished. Butthe unmarried still live in lubs, hotels, and other group dwellings. The smallest homesite permittedmust provide �fty thousand square feet of land. All land and other property used for home purposesare free from taxation up to ten times the minimum homesite allotment.The home life of this people has greatly improved during the last entury. Attendane of parents,both fathers and mothers, at the parental shools of hild ulture is ompulsory. Even the agriul-turists who reside in small ountry settlements arry on this work by orrespondene, going to thenear-by enters for oral instrution one in ten days - every two weeks, for they maintain a �ve-dayweek.The average number of hildren in eah family is �ve, and they are under the full ontrol of theirparents or, in ase of the demise of one or both, under that of the guardians designated by theparental ourts. It is onsidered a great honor for any family to be awarded the guardianship of afull orphan. Competitive examinations are held among parents, and the orphan is awarded to thehome of those displaying the best parental quali�ations.743



These people regard the home as the basi institution of their ivilization. It is expeted that themost valuable part of a hild's eduation and harater training will be seured from his parents andat home, and fathers devote almost as muh attention to hild ulture as do mothers.All sex instrution is administered in the home by parents or by legal guardians. Moral instrutionis o�ered by teahers during the rest periods in the shool shops, but not so with religious training,whih is deemed to be the exlusive privilege of parents, religion being looked upon as an integralpart of home life. Purely religious instrution is given publily only in the temples of philosophy, nosuh exlusively religious institutions as the Urantia hurhes having developed among this people.In their philosophy, religion is the striving to know God and to manifest love for one's fellows throughservie for them, but this is not typial of the religious status of the other nations on this planet.Religion is so entirely a family matter among these people that there are no publi plaes devotedexlusively to religious assembly. Politially, hurh and state, as Urantians are wont to say, areentirely separate, but there is a strange overlapping of religion and philosophy.Until twenty years ago the spiritual teahers (omparable to Urantia pastors), who visit eahfamily periodially to examine the hildren to asertain if they have been properly instruted bytheir parents, were under governmental supervision. These spiritual advisers and examiners are nowunder the diretion of the newly reated Foundation of Spiritual Progress, an institution supportedby voluntary ontributions. Possibly this institution may not further evolve until after the arrival ofa Paradise Magisterial Son.Children remain legally subjet to their parents until they are �fteen, when the �rst initiationinto ivi responsibility is held. Thereafter, every �ve years for �ve suessive periods similar publiexerises are held for suh age groups at whih their obligations to parents are lessened, while newivi and soial responsibilities to the state are assumed. Su�rage is onferred at twenty, the rightto marry without parental onsent is not bestowed until twenty-�ve, and hildren must leave homeon reahing the age of thirty.Marriage and divore laws are uniform throughout the nation. Marriage before twenty - the age ofivil enfranhisement - is not permitted. Permission to marry is only granted after one year's notieof intention, and after both bride and groom present erti�ates showing that they have been dulyinstruted in the parental shools regarding the responsibilities of married life.Divore regulations are somewhat lax, but derees of separation, issued by the parental ourts,may not be had until one year after appliation therefor has been reorded, and the year on thisplanet is onsiderably longer than on Urantia. Notwithstanding their easy divore laws, the presentrate of divores is only one tenth that of the ivilized raes of Urantia.72.4 The Eduational SystemThe eduational system of this nation is ompulsory and oeduational in the preollege shools thatthe student attends from the ages of �ve to eighteen. These shools are vastly di�erent from thoseof Urantia. There are no lassrooms, only one study is pursued at a time, and after the �rst threeyears all pupils beome assistant teahers, instruting those below them. Books are used only toseure information that will assist in solving the problems arising in the shool shops and on theshool farms. Muh of the furniture used on the ontinent and the many mehanial ontrivanes -this is a great age of invention and mehanization - are produed in these shops. Adjaent to eahshop is a working library where the student may onsult the neessary referene books. Agriultureand hortiulture are also taught throughout the entire eduational period on the extensive farmsadjoining every loal shool.The feeble-minded are trained only in agriulture and animal husbandry, and are ommitted for744



life to speial ustodial olonies where they are segregated by sex to prevent parenthood, whih isdenied all subnormals. These restritive measures have been in operation for seventy-�ve years; theommitment derees are handed down by the parental ourts.Everyone takes one month's vaation eah year. The preollege shools are onduted for ninemonths out of the year of ten, the vaation being spent with parents or friends in travel. This travel isa part of the adult-eduation program and is ontinued throughout a lifetime, the funds for meetingsuh expenses being aumulated by the same methods as those employed in old-age insurane.One quarter of the shool time is devoted to play - ompetitive athletis - the pupils progressing inthese ontests from the loal, through the state and regional, and on to the national trials of skill andprowess. Likewise, the oratorial and musial ontests, as well as those in siene and philosophy,oupy the attention of students from the lower soial divisions on up to the ontests for nationalhonors.The shool government is a replia of the national government with its three orrelated branhes,the teahing sta� funtioning as the third or advisory legislative division. The hief objet of edua-tion on this ontinent is to make every pupil a self-supporting itizen.Every hild graduating from the preollege shool system at eighteen is a skilled artisan. Thenbegins the study of books and the pursuit of speial knowledge, either in the adult shools or in theolleges. When a brilliant student ompletes his work ahead of shedule, he is granted an awardof time and means wherewith he may exeute some pet projet of his own devising. The entireeduational system is designed to adequately train the individual.72.5 Industrial OrganizationThe industrial situation among this people is far from their ideals; apital and labor still have theirtroubles, but both are beoming adjusted to the plan of sinere o-operation. On this unique ontinentthe workers are inreasingly beoming shareholders in all industrial onerns; every intelligent laboreris slowly beoming a small apitalist.Soial antagonisms are lessening, and good will is growing apae. No grave eonomi problemshave arisen out of the abolition of slavery (over one hundred years ago) sine this adjustment wase�eted gradually by the liberation of two per ent eah year. Those slaves who satisfatorily passedmental, moral, and physial tests were granted itizenship; many of these superior slaves were waraptives or hildren of suh aptives. Some �fty years ago they deported the last of their inferiorslaves, and still more reently they are addressing themselves to the task of reduing the numbers oftheir degenerate and viious lasses.These people have reently developed new tehniques for the adjustment of industrial misunder-standings and for the orretion of eonomi abuses whih are marked improvements over their oldermethods of settling suh problems. Violene has been outlawed as a proedure in adjusting eitherpersonal or industrial di�erenes. Wages, pro�ts, and other eonomi problems are not rigidly regu-lated, but they are in general ontrolled by the industrial legislatures, while all disputes arising outof industry are passed upon by the industrial ourts.The industrial ourts are only thirty years old but are funtioning very satisfatorily. The mostreent development provides that hereafter the industrial ourts shall reognize legal ompensationas falling in three divisions:1. Legal rates of interest on invested apital.2. Reasonable salary for skill employed in industrial operations.3. Fair and equitable wages for labor. 745



These shall �rst be met in aordane with ontrat, or in the fae of dereased earnings theyshall share proportionally in transient redution. And thereafter all earnings in exess of these �xedharges shall be regarded as dividends and shall be prorated to all three divisions: apital, skill, andlabor.Every ten years the regional exeutives adjust and deree the lawful hours of daily gainful toil.Industry now operates on a �ve-day week, working four and playing one. These people labor sixhours eah working day and, like students, nine months in the year of ten. Vaation is usually spentin travel, and new methods of transportation having been so reently developed, the whole nationis travel bent. The limate favors travel about eight months in the year, and they are making themost of their opportunities.Two hundred years ago the pro�t motive was wholly dominant in industry, but today it is beingrapidly displaed by other and higher driving fores. Competition is keen on this ontinent, butmuh of it has been transferred from industry to play, skill, sienti� ahievement, and intelletualattainment. It is most ative in soial servie and governmental loyalty. Among this people publiservie is rapidly beoming the hief goal of ambition. The rihest man on the ontinent works sixhours a day in the oÆe of his mahine shop and then hastens over to the loal branh of the shoolof statesmanship, where he seeks to qualify for publi servie.Labor is beoming more honorable on this ontinent, and all able-bodied itizens over eighteenwork either at home and on farms, at some reognized industry, on the publi works where thetemporarily unemployed are absorbed, or else in the orps of ompulsory laborers in the mines.These people are also beginning to foster a new form of soial disgust - disgust for both idlenessand unearned wealth. Slowly but ertainly they are onquering their mahines. One they, too,struggled for politial liberty and subsequently for eonomi freedom. Now are they entering uponthe enjoyment of both while in addition they are beginning to appreiate their well-earned leisure,whih an be devoted to inreased self-realization.72.6 Old-Age InsuraneThis nation is making a determined e�ort to replae the self-respet-destroying type of harity bydigni�ed government-insurane guarantees of seurity in old age. This nation provides every hildan eduation and every man a job; therefore an it suessfully arry out suh an insurane shemefor the protetion of the in�rm and aged.Among this people all persons must retire from gainful pursuit at sixty-�ve unless they seurea permit from the state labor ommissioner whih will entitle them to remain at work until theage of seventy. This age limit does not apply to government servants or philosophers. The physi-ally disabled or permanently rippled an be plaed on the retired list at any age by ourt orderountersigned by the pension ommissioner of the regional government.The funds for old-age pensions are derived from four soures:1. One day's earnings eah month are requisitioned by the federal government for this purpose,and in this ountry everybody works.2. Bequests - many wealthy itizens leave funds for this purpose.3. The earnings of ompulsory labor in the state mines. After the onsript workers supportthemselves and set aside their own retirement ontributions, all exess pro�ts on their labor areturned over to this pension fund.4. The inome from natural resoures. All natural wealth on the ontinent is held as a soialtrust by the federal government, and the inome therefrom is utilized for soial purposes, suh as746



disease prevention, eduation of geniuses, and expenses of espeially promising individuals in thestatesmanship shools. One half of the inome from natural resoures goes to the old-age pensionfund.Although state and regional atuarial foundations supply many forms of protetive insurane, old-age pensions are solely administered by the federal government through the ten regional departments.These government funds have long been honestly administered. Next to treason and murder,the heaviest penalties meted out by the ourts are attahed to betrayal of publi trust. Soial andpolitial disloyalty are now looked upon as being the most heinous of all rimes.72.7 TaxationThe federal government is paternalisti only in the administration of old-age pensions and in thefostering of genius and reative originality; the state governments are slightly more onerned withthe individual itizen, while the loal governments are muh more paternalisti or soialisti. Theity (or some subdivision thereof) onerns itself with suh matters as health, sanitation, buildingregulations, beauti�ation, water supply, lighting, heating, rereation, musi, and ommuniation.In all industry �rst attention is paid to health; ertain phases of physial well-being are regardedas industrial and ommunity prerogatives, but individual and family health problems are matters ofpersonal onern only. In mediine, as in all other purely personal matters, it is inreasingly the planof government to refrain from interfering.Cities have no taxing power, neither an they go in debt. They reeive per apita allowanes fromthe state treasury and must supplement suh revenue from the earnings of their soialisti enterprisesand by liensing various ommerial ativities.The rapid-transit failities, whih make it pratial greatly to extend the ity boundaries, are undermuniipal ontrol. The ity �re departments are supported by the �re-prevention and insuranefoundations, and all buildings, in ity or ountry, are �reproof - have been for over seventy-�ve years.There are no muniipally appointed peae oÆers; the polie fores are maintained by the stategovernments. This department is reruited almost entirely from the unmarried men between twenty-�ve and �fty. Most of the states assess a rather heavy bahelor tax, whih is remitted to all menjoining the state polie. In the average state the polie fore is now only one tenth as large as it was�fty years ago.There is little or no uniformity among the taxation shemes of the one hundred omparativelyfree and sovereign states as eonomi and other onditions vary greatly in di�erent setions of theontinent. Every state has ten basi onstitutional provisions whih annot be modi�ed exept byonsent of the federal supreme ourt, and one of these artiles prevents levying a tax of more thanone per ent on the value of any property in any one year, homesites, whether in ity or ountry,being exempted.The federal government annot go in debt, and a three-fourths referendum is required before anystate an borrow exept for purposes of war. Sine the federal government annot inur debt, in theevent of war the National Counil of Defense is empowered to assess the states for money, as well asfor men and materials, as it may be required. But no debt may run for more than twenty-�ve years.Inome to support the federal government is derived from the following �ve soures:1. Import duties. All imports are subjet to a tari� designed to protet the standard of living onthis ontinent, whih is far above that of any other nation on the planet. These tari�s are set by thehighest industrial ourt after both houses of the industrial ongress have rati�ed the reommendationsof the hief exeutive of eonomi a�airs, who is the joint appointee of these two legislative bodies.747



The upper industrial house is eleted by labor, the lower by apital.2. Royalties. The federal government enourages invention and original reations in the tenregional laboratories, assisting all types of geniuses - artists, authors, and sientists - and protetingtheir patents. In return the government takes one half the pro�ts realized from all suh inventionsand reations, whether pertaining to mahines, books, artistry, plants, or animals.3. Inheritane tax. The federal government levies a graduated inheritane tax ranging from oneto �fty per ent, depending on the size of an estate as well as on other onditions.4. Military equipment. The government earns a onsiderable sum from the leasing of military andnaval equipment for ommerial and rereational usages.5. Natural resoures. The inome from natural resoures, when not fully required for the spei�purposes designated in the harter of federal statehood, is turned into the national treasury.Federal appropriations, exept war funds assessed by the National Counil of Defense, are origi-nated in the upper legislative house, onurred in by the lower house, approved by the hief exeutive,and �nally validated by the federal budget ommission of one hundred. The members of this ommis-sion are nominated by the state governors and eleted by the state legislatures to serve for twenty-fouryears, one quarter being eleted every six years. Every six years this body, by a three-fourths ballot,hooses one of its number as hief, and he thereby beomes diretor-ontroller of the federal treasury.72.8 The Speial CollegesIn addition to the basi ompulsory eduation program extending from the ages of �ve to eighteen,speial shools are maintained as follows:1. Statesmanship shools. These shools are of three lasses: national, regional, and state. Thepubli oÆes of the nation are grouped in four divisions. The �rst division of publi trust pertainsprinipally to the national administration, and all oÆeholders of this group must be graduates ofboth regional and national shools of statesmanship. Individuals may aept politial, eletive, orappointive oÆe in the seond division upon graduating from any one of the ten regional shoolsof statesmanship; their trusts onern responsibilities in the regional administration and the stategovernments. Division three inludes state responsibilities, and suh oÆials are only required tohave state degrees of statesmanship. The fourth and last division of oÆeholders are not requiredto hold statesmanship degrees, suh oÆes being wholly appointive. They represent minor positionsof assistantship, seretaryships, and tehnial trusts whih are disharged by the various learnedprofessions funtioning in governmental administrative apaities.Judges of the minor and state ourts hold degrees from the state shools of statesmanship. Judgesof the jurisditional tribunals of soial, eduational, and industrial matters hold degrees from theregional shools. Judges of the federal supreme ourt must hold degrees from all these shools ofstatesmanship.2. Shools of philosophy. These shools are aÆliated with the temples of philosophy and are moreor less assoiated with religion as a publi funtion.3. Institutions of siene. These tehnial shools are o-ordinated with industry rather than withthe eduational system and are administered under �fteen divisions.4. Professional training shools. These speial institutions provide the tehnial training for thevarious learned professions, twelve in number.5. Military and naval shools. Near the national headquarters and at the twenty-�ve oastalmilitary enters are maintained those institutions devoted to the military training of volunteer itizens748



from eighteen to thirty years of age. Parental onsent is required before twenty-�ve in order to gainentrane to these shools.
72.9 The Plan of Universal Su�rageAlthough andidates for all publi oÆes are restrited to graduates of the state, regional, or federalshools of statesmanship, the progressive leaders of this nation disovered a serious weakness in theirplan of universal su�rage and about �fty years ago made onstitutional provision for a modi�edsheme of voting whih embraes the following features:1. Every man and woman of twenty years and over has one vote. Upon attaining this age, allitizens must aept membership in two voting groups: They will join the �rst in aordane withtheir eonomi funtion - industrial, professional, agriultural, or trade; they will enter the seondgroup aording to their politial, philosophi, and soial inlinations. All workers thus belong tosome eonomi franhise group, and these guilds, like the noneonomi assoiations, are regulatedmuh as is the national government with its threefold division of powers. Registration in these groupsannot be hanged for twelve years.2. Upon nomination by the state governors or by the regional exeutives and by the mandate ofthe regional supreme ounils, individuals who have rendered great servie to soiety, or who havedemonstrated extraordinary wisdom in government servie, may have additional votes onferred uponthem not oftener than every �ve years and not to exeed nine suh superfranhises. The maximumsu�rage of any multiple voter is ten. Sientists, inventors, teahers, philosophers, and spiritualleaders are also thus reognized and honored with augmented politial power. These advaned iviprivileges are onferred by the state and regional supreme ounils muh as degrees are bestowedby the speial olleges, and the reipients are proud to attah the symbols of suh ivi reognition,along with their other degrees, to their lists of personal ahievements.3. All individuals sentened to ompulsory labor in the mines and all governmental servantssupported by tax funds are, for the periods of suh servies, disenfranhised. This does not apply toaged persons who may be retired on pensions at sixty-�ve.4. There are �ve brakets of su�rage reeting the average yearly taxes paid for eah half-deadeperiod. Heavy taxpayers are permitted extra votes up to �ve. This grant is independent of all otherreognition, but in no ase an any person ast over ten ballots.5. At the time this franhise plan was adopted, the territorial method of voting was abandoned infavor of the eonomi or funtional system. All itizens now vote as members of industrial, soial, orprofessional groups, regardless of their residene. Thus the eletorate onsists of solidi�ed, uni�ed,and intelligent groups who elet only their best members to positions of governmental trust andresponsibility. There is one exeption to this sheme of funtional or group su�rage: The eletion ofa federal hief exeutive every six years is by nation-wide ballot, and no itizen asts over one vote.Thus, exept in the eletion of the hief exeutive, su�rage is exerised by eonomi, professional,intelletual, and soial groupings of the itizenry. The ideal state is organi, and every free andintelligent group of itizens represents a vital and funtioning organ within the larger governmentalorganism.The shools of statesmanship have power to start proeedings in the state ourts looking toward thedisenfranhisement of any defetive, idle, indi�erent, or riminal individual. These people reognizethat, when �fty per ent of a nation is inferior or defetive and possesses the ballot, suh a nationis doomed. They believe the dominane of mediority spells the downfall of any nation. Voting isompulsory, heavy �nes being assessed against all who fail to ast their ballots.749



72.10 Dealing with CrimeThe methods of this people in dealing with rime, insanity, and degeneray, while in some wayspleasing, will, no doubt, in others prove shoking to most Urantians. Ordinary riminals and thedefetives are plaed, by sexes, in di�erent agriultural olonies and are more than self-supporting.The more serious habitual riminals and the inurably insane are sentened to death in the lethal gashambers by the ourts. Numerous rimes aside from murder, inluding betrayal of governmentaltrust, also arry the death penalty, and the visitation of justie is sure and swift.These people are passing out of the negative into the positive era of law. Reently they have goneso far as to attempt the prevention of rime by sentening those who are believed to be potentialmurderers and major riminals to life servie in the detention olonies. If suh onvits subsequentlydemonstrate that they have beome more normal, they may be either paroled or pardoned. Thehomiide rate on this ontinent is only one per ent of that among the other nations.E�orts to prevent the breeding of riminals and defetives were begun over one hundred years agoand have already yielded gratifying results. There are no prisons or hospitals for the insane. For onereason, there are only about ten per ent as many of these groups as are found on Urantia.72.11 Military PreparednessGraduates of the federal military shools may be ommissioned as \guardians of ivilization" in sevenranks, in aordane with ability and experiene, by the president of the National Counil of Defense.This ounil onsists of twenty-�ve members, nominated by the highest parental, eduational, andindustrial tribunals, on�rmed by the federal supreme ourt, and presided over ex oÆio by the hiefof sta� of o-ordinated military a�airs. Suh members serve until they are seventy years of age.The ourses pursued by suh ommissioned oÆers are four years in length and are invariablyorrelated with the mastery of some trade or profession. Military training is never given withoutthis assoiated industrial, sienti�, or professional shooling. When military training is �nished, theindividual has, during his four years' ourse, reeived one half of the eduation imparted in any ofthe speial shools where the ourses are likewise four years in length. In this way the reation ofa professional military lass is avoided by providing this opportunity for a large number of men tosupport themselves while seuring the �rst half of a tehnial or professional training.Military servie during peaetime is purely voluntary, and the enlistments in all branhes of theservie are for four years, during whih every man pursues some speial line of study in addition tothe mastery of military tatis. Training in musi is one of the hief pursuits of the entral militaryshools and of the twenty-�ve training amps distributed about the periphery of the ontinent.During periods of industrial slakness many thousands of unemployed are automatially utilized inupbuilding the military defenses of the ontinent on land and sea and in the air.Although these people maintain a powerful war establishment as a defense against invasion bythe surrounding hostile peoples, it may be reorded to their redit that they have not in over onehundred years employed these military resoures in an o�ensive war. They have beome ivilizedto that point where they an vigorously defend ivilization without yielding to the temptation toutilize their war powers in aggression. There have been no ivil wars sine the establishment ofthe united ontinental state, but during the last two enturies these people have been alled uponto wage nine �ere defensive onits, three of whih were against mighty onfederations of worldpowers. Although this nation maintains adequate defense against attak by hostile neighbors, it paysfar more attention to the training of statesmen, sientists, and philosophers.When at peae with the world, all mobile defense mehanisms are quite fully employed in trade,750



ommere, and rereation. When war is delared, the entire nation is mobilized. Throughout theperiod of hostilities military pay obtains in all industries, and the hiefs of all military departmentsbeome members of the hief exeutive's abinet.72.12 The Other NationsAlthough the soiety and government of this unique people are in many respets superior to those ofthe Urantia nations, it should be stated that on the other ontinents (there are eleven on this planet)the governments are deidedly inferior to the more advaned nations of Urantia.Just now this superior government is planning to establish ambassadorial relations with the inferiorpeoples, and for the �rst time a great religious leader has arisen who advoates the sending ofmissionaries to these surrounding nations. We fear they are about to make the mistake that so manyothers have made when they have endeavored to fore a superior ulture and religion upon otherraes. What a wonderful thing ould be done on this world if this ontinental nation of advanedulture would only go out and bring to itself the best of the neighboring peoples and then, aftereduating them, send them bak as emissaries of ulture to their benighted brethren! Of ourse, ifa Magisterial Son should soon ome to this advaned nation, great things ould quikly happen onthis world.This reital of the a�airs of a neighboring planet is made by speial permission with the intentof advaning ivilization and augmenting governmental evolution on Urantia. Muh more ould benarrated that would no doubt interest and intrigue Urantians, but this dislosure overs the limitsof our permissive mandate.Urantians should, however, take note that their sister sphere in the Satania family has bene�tedby neither magisterial nor bestowal missions of the Paradise Sons. Neither are the various peoples ofUrantia set o� from eah other by suh disparity of ulture as separates the ontinental nation fromits planetary fellows.The pouring out of the Spirit of Truth provides the spiritual foundation for the realization of greatahievements in the interests of the human rae of the bestowal world. Urantia is therefore far betterprepared for the more immediate realization of a planetary government with its laws, mehanisms,symbols, onventions, and language - all of whih ould ontribute so mightily to the establishmentof world-wide peae under law and ould lead to the sometime dawning of a real age of spiritualstriving; and suh an age is the planetary threshold to the utopian ages of light and life.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 73The Garden of EdenTHE ultural deadene and spiritual poverty resulting from the Caligastia downfall and onsequentsoial onfusion had little e�et on the physial or biologi status of the Urantia peoples. Organievolution proeeded apae, quite regardless of the ultural and moral setbak whih so swiftly followedthe disa�etion of Caligastia and Daligastia. And there ame a time in the planetary history, almostforty thousand years ago, when the Life Carriers on duty took note that, from a purely biologistandpoint, the developmental progress of the Urantia raes was nearing its apex. The Melhizedekreeivers, onurring in this opinion, readily agreed to join the Life Carriers in a petition to the MostHighs of Edentia asking that Urantia be inspeted with a view to authorizing the dispath of biologiuplifters, a Material Son and Daughter.This request was addressed to the Most Highs of Edentia beause they had exerised diret juris-dition over many of Urantia's a�airs ever sine Caligastia's downfall and the temporary vaation ofauthority on Jerusem.Tabamantia, sovereign supervisor of the series of deimal or experimental worlds, ame to inspetthe planet and, after his survey of raial progress, duly reommended that Urantia be grantedMaterial Sons. In a little less than one hundred years from the time of this inspetion, Adamand Eve, a Material Son and Daughter of the loal system, arrived and began the diÆult task ofattempting to untangle the onfused a�airs of a planet retarded by rebellion and resting under theban of spiritual isolation.73.1 The Nodites and the AmadonitesOn a normal planet the arrival of the Material Son would ordinarily herald the approah of a greatage of invention, material progress, and intelletual enlightenment. The post-Adami era is thegreat sienti� age of most worlds, but not so on Urantia. Though the planet was peopled by raesphysially �t, the tribes languished in the depths of savagery and moral stagnation.Ten thousand years after the rebellion pratially all the gains of the Prine's administration hadbeen e�aed; the raes of the world were little better o� than if this misguided Son had never ometo Urantia. Only among the Nodites and the Amadonites was there persistene of the traditions ofDalamatia and the ulture of the Planetary Prine.The Nodites were the desendants of the rebel members of the Prine's sta�, their name derivingfrom their �rst leader, Nod, onetime hairman of the Dalamatia ommission on industry and trade.The Amadonites were the desendants of those Andonites who hose to remain loyal with Van andAmadon. \Amadonite" is more of a ultural and religious designation than a raial term; raiallyonsidered the Amadonites were essentially Andonites. \Nodite" is both a ultural and raial term,753



for the Nodites themselves onstituted the eighth rae of Urantia.There existed a traditional enmity between the Nodites and the Amadonites. This feud wasonstantly oming to the surfae whenever the o�spring of these two groups would try to engage insome ommon enterprise. Even later, in the a�airs of Eden, it was exeedingly diÆult for them towork together in peae.Shortly after the destrution of Dalamatia the followers of Nod beame divided into three majorgroups. The entral group remained in the immediate viinity of their original home near theheadwaters of the Persian Gulf. The eastern group migrated to the highland regions of Elam justeast of the Euphrates valley. The western group was situated on the northeastern Syrian shores ofthe Mediterranean and in adjaent territory.These Nodites had freely mated with the Sangik raes and had left behind an able progeny. Andsome of the desendants of the rebellious Dalamatians subsequently joined Van and his loyal followersin the lands north of Mesopotamia. Here, in the viinity of Lake Van and the southern Caspian Searegion, the Nodites mingled and mixed with the Amadonites, and they were numbered among the\mighty men of old."Prior to the arrival of Adam and Eve these groups - Nodites and Amadonites - were the mostadvaned and ultured raes on earth.
73.2 Planning for the GardenFor almost one hundred years prior to Tabamantia's inspetion, Van and his assoiates, from theirhighland headquarters of world ethis and ulture, had been preahing the advent of a promised Sonof God, a raial uplifter, a teaher of truth, and the worthy suessor of the traitorous Caligastia.Though the majority of the world's inhabitants of those days exhibited little or no interest in suh apredition, those who were in immediate ontat with Van and Amadon took suh teahing seriouslyand began to plan for the atual reeption of the promised Son.Van told his nearest assoiates the story of the Material Sons on Jerusem; what he had known ofthem before ever he ame to Urantia. He well knew that these Adami Sons always lived in simplebut harming garden homes and proposed, eighty-three years before the arrival of Adam and Eve,that they devote themselves to the prolamation of their advent and to the preparation of a gardenhome for their reeption.From their highland headquarters and from sixty-one far-sattered settlements, Van and Amadonreruited a orps of over three thousand willing and enthusiasti workers who, in solemn assembly,dediated themselves to this mission of preparing for the promised - at least expeted - Son.Van divided his volunteers into one hundred ompanies with a aptain over eah and an assoiatewho served on his personal sta� as a liaison oÆer, keeping Amadon as his own assoiate. Theseommissions all began in earnest their preliminary work, and the ommittee on loation for theGarden sallied forth in searh of the ideal spot.Although Caligastia and Daligastia had been deprived of muh of their power for evil, they dideverything possible to frustrate and hamper the work of preparing the Garden. But their evilmahinations were largely o�set by the faithful ativities of the almost ten thousand loyal midwayreatures who so tirelessly labored to advane the enterprise.754



73.3 The Garden SiteThe ommittee on loation was absent for almost three years. It reported favorably onerningthree possible loations: The �rst was an island in the Persian Gulf; the seond, the river loationsubsequently oupied as the seond garden; the third, a long narrow peninsula - almost an island -projeting westward from the eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea.The ommittee almost unanimously favored the third seletion. This site was hosen, and twoyears were oupied in transferring the world's ultural headquarters, inluding the tree of life, tothis Mediterranean peninsula. All but a single group of the peninsula dwellers peaeably vaatedwhen Van and his ompany arrived.This Mediterranean peninsula had a salubrious limate and an equable temperature; this stabilizedweather was due to the enirling mountains and to the fat that this area was virtually an islandin an inland sea. While it rained opiously on the surrounding highlands, it seldom rained in Edenproper. But eah night, from the extensive network of arti�ial irrigation hannels, a \mist wouldgo up" to refresh the vegetation of the Garden.The oast line of this land mass was onsiderably elevated, and the nek onneting with themainland was only twenty-seven miles wide at the narrowest point. The great river that watered theGarden ame down from the higher lands of the peninsula and owed east through the peninsularnek to the mainland and thene aross the lowlands of Mesopotamia to the sea beyond. It wasfed by four tributaries whih took origin in the oastal hills of the Edeni peninsula, and these arethe \four heads" of the river whih \went out of Eden," and whih later beame onfused with thebranhes of the rivers surrounding the seond garden.The mountains surrounding the Garden abounded in preious stones and metals, though thesereeived very little attention. The dominant idea was to be the glori�ation of hortiulture and theexaltation of agriulture.The site hosen for the Garden was probably the most beautiful spot of its kind in all the world,and the limate was then ideal. Nowhere else was there a loation whih ould have lent itself soperfetly to beoming suh a paradise of botani expression. In this rendezvous the ream of theivilization of Urantia was forgathering. Without and beyond, the world lay in darkness, ignorane,and savagery. Eden was the one bright spot on Urantia; it was naturally a dream of loveliness, andit soon beame a poem of exquisite and perfeted landsape glory.73.4 Establishing the GardenWhen Material Sons, the biologi uplifters, begin their sojourn on an evolutionary world, their plaeof abode is often alled the Garden of Eden beause it is haraterized by the oral beauty andthe botani grandeur of Edentia, the onstellation apital. Van well knew of these ustoms andaordingly provided that the entire peninsula be given over to the Garden. Pasturage and animalhusbandry were projeted for the adjoining mainland. Of animal life, only the birds and the variousdomestiated speies were to be found in the park. Van's instrutions were that Eden was to be agarden, and only a garden. No animals were ever slaughtered within its preints. All esh eatenby the Garden workers throughout all the years of onstrution was brought in from the herdsmaintained under guard on the mainland.The �rst task was the building of the brik wall aross the nek of the peninsula. This oneompleted, the real work of landsape beauti�ation and home building ould proeed unhindered.A zoologial garden was reated by building a smaller wall just outside the main wall; the inter-vening spae, oupied by all manner of wild beasts, served as an additional defense against hostile755



attaks. This menagerie was organized in twelve grand divisions, and walled paths led between thesegroups to the twelve gates of the Garden, the river and its adjaent pastures oupying the entralarea.In the preparation of the Garden only volunteer laborers were employed; no hirelings were everused. They ultivated the Garden and tended their herds for support; ontributions of food werealso reeived from near-by believers. And this great enterprise was arried through to ompletion inspite of the diÆulties attendant upon the onfused status of the world during these troublous times.But it was a ause for great disappointment when Van, not knowing how soon the expeted Sonand Daughter might ome, suggested that the younger generation also be trained in the work ofarrying on the enterprise in ase their arrival should be delayed. This seemed like an admission oflak of faith on Van's part and made onsiderable trouble, aused many desertions; but Van wentforward with his plan of preparedness, meantime �lling the plaes of the deserters with youngervolunteers.73.5 The Garden HomeAt the enter of the Edeni peninsula was the exquisite stone temple of the Universal Father, thesared shrine of the Garden. To the north the administrative headquarters was established; to thesouth were built the homes for the workers and their families; to the west was provided the allotmentof ground for the proposed shools of the eduational system of the expeted Son, while in the \eastof Eden" were built the domiiles intended for the promised Son and his immediate o�spring. Thearhitetural plans for Eden provided homes and abundant land for one million human beings.At the time of Adam's arrival, though the Garden was only one-fourth �nished, it had thousandsof miles of irrigation dithes and more than twelve thousand miles of paved paths and roads. Therewere a trie over �ve thousand brik buildings in the various setors, and the trees and plants werealmost beyond number. Seven was the largest number of houses omposing any one luster in thepark. And though the strutures of the Garden were simple, they were most artisti. The roads andpaths were well built, and the landsaping was exquisite.The sanitary arrangements of the Garden were far in advane of anything that had been attemptedtheretofore on Urantia. The drinking water of Eden was kept wholesome by the strit observane ofthe sanitary regulations designed to onserve its purity. During these early times muh trouble ameabout from neglet of these rules, but Van gradually impressed upon his assoiates the importaneof allowing nothing to fall into the water supply of the Garden.Before the later establishment of a sewage-disposal system the Edenites pratied the srupulousburial of all waste or deomposing material. Amadon's inspetors made their rounds eah day insearh for possible auses of sikness. Urantians did not again awaken to the importane of theprevention of human diseases until the later times of the nineteenth and twentieth enturies. Beforethe disruption of the Adami regime a overed brik-onduit disposal system had been onstrutedwhih ran beneath the walls and emptied into the river of Eden almost a mile beyond the outer orlesser wall of the Garden.By the time of Adam's arrival most of the plants of that setion of the world were growing in Eden.Already had many of the fruits, ereals, and nuts been greatly improved. Many modern vegetablesand ereals were �rst ultivated here, but sores of varieties of food plants were subsequently lost tothe world.About �ve per ent of the Garden was under high arti�ial ultivation, �fteen per ent partiallyultivated, the remainder being left in a more or less natural state pending the arrival of Adam, itbeing thought best to �nish the park in aordane with his ideas.756



And so was the Garden of Eden made ready for the reeption of the promised Adam and hisonsort. And this Garden would have done honor to a world under perfeted administration andnormal ontrol. Adam and Eve were well pleased with the general plan of Eden, though they mademany hanges in the furnishings of their own personal dwelling.Although the work of embellishment was hardly �nished at the time of Adam's arrival, the plaewas already a gem of botani beauty; and during the early days of his sojourn in Eden the wholeGarden took on new form and assumed new proportions of beauty and grandeur. Never beforethis time nor after has Urantia harbored suh a beautiful and replete exhibition of hortiulture andagriulture.73.6 The Tree of LifeIn the enter of the Garden temple Van planted the long-guarded tree of life, whose leaves were forthe \healing of the nations," and whose fruit had so long sustained him on earth. Van well knewthat Adam and Eve would also be dependent on this gift of Edentia for their life maintenane afterthey one appeared on Urantia in material form.The Material Sons on the system apitals do not require the tree of life for sustenane. Only inthe planetary repersonalization are they dependent on this adjunt to physial immortality.The \tree of the knowledge of good and evil" may be a �gure of speeh, a symboli designationovering a multitude of human experienes, but the \tree of life" was not a myth; it was real andfor a long time was present on Urantia. When the Most Highs of Edentia approved the ommissionof Caligastia as Planetary Prine of Urantia and those of the one hundred Jerusem itizens as hisadministrative sta�, they sent to the planet, by the Melhizedeks, a shrub of Edentia, and this plantgrew to be the tree of life on Urantia. This form of nonintelligent life is native to the onstellationheadquarters spheres, being also found on the headquarters worlds of the loal and superuniversesas well as on the Havona spheres, but not on the system apitals.This superplant stored up ertain spae-energies whih were antidotal to the age-produing el-ements of animal existene. The fruit of the tree of life was like a superhemial storage battery,mysteriously releasing the life-extension fore of the universe when eaten. This form of sustenanewas wholly useless to the ordinary evolutionary beings on Urantia, but spei�ally it was servieableto the one hundred materialized members of Caligastia's sta� and to the one hundred modi�ed An-donites who had ontributed of their life plasm to the Prine's sta�, and who, in return, were madepossessors of that omplement of life whih made it possible for them to utilize the fruit of the treeof life for an inde�nite extension of their otherwise mortal existene.During the days of the Prine's rule the tree was growing from the earth in the entral and irularourtyard of the Father's temple. Upon the outbreak of the rebellion it was regrown from the entralore by Van and his assoiates in their temporary amp. This Edentia shrub was subsequently takento their highland retreat, where it served both Van and Amadon for more than one hundred and �ftythousand years.When Van and his assoiates made ready the Garden for Adam and Eve, they transplanted theEdentia tree to the Garden of Eden, where, one again, it grew in a entral, irular ourtyard ofanother temple to the Father. And Adam and Eve periodially partook of its fruit for the maintenaneof their dual form of physial life.When the plans of the Material Son went astray, Adam and his family were not permitted to arrythe ore of the tree away from the Garden. When the Nodites invaded Eden, they were told thatthey would beome as \gods if they partook of the fruit of the tree." Muh to their surprise theyfound it unguarded. They ate freely of the fruit for years, but it did nothing for them; they were all757



material mortals of the realm; they laked that endowment whih ated as a omplement to the fruitof the tree. They beame enraged at their inability to bene�t from the tree of life, and in onnetionwith one of their internal wars, the temple and the tree were both destroyed by �re; only the stonewall stood until the Garden was subsequently submerged. This was the seond temple of the Fatherto perish.And now must all esh on Urantia take the natural ourse of life and death. Adam, Eve, theirhildren, and their hildren's hildren, together with their assoiates, all perished in the ourse oftime, thus beoming subjet to the asension sheme of the loal universe wherein mansion worldresurretion follows material death.73.7 The Fate of EdenAfter the �rst garden was vaated by Adam, it was oupied variously by the Nodites, Cutites, andthe Suntites. It later beame the dwelling plae of the northern Nodites who opposed o-operationwith the Adamites. The peninsula had been overrun by these lower-grade Nodites for almost fourthousand years after Adam left the Garden when, in onnetion with the violent ativity of thesurrounding volanoes and the submergene of the Siilian land bridge to Afria, the eastern oor ofthe Mediterranean Sea sank, arrying down beneath the waters the whole of the Edeni peninsula.Conomitant with this vast submergene the oast line of the eastern Mediterranean was greatlyelevated. And this was the end of the most beautiful natural reation that Urantia has ever harbored.The sinking was not sudden, several hundred years being required ompletely to submerge the entirepeninsula.We annot regard this disappearane of the Garden as being in any way a result of the misarriageof the divine plans or as a result of the mistakes of Adam and Eve. We do not regard the submergeneof Eden as anything but a natural ourrene, but it does seem to us that the sinking of the Gardenwas timed to our at just about the date of the aumulation of the reserves of the violet rae forundertaking the work of rehabilitating the world peoples.The Melhizedeks ounseled Adam not to initiate the program of raial uplift and blending untilhis own family had numbered one-half million. It was never intended that the Garden should be thepermanent home of the Adamites. They were to beome emissaries of a new life to all the world;they were to mobilize for unsel�sh bestowal upon the needy raes of earth.The instrutions given Adam by the Melhizedeks implied that he was to establish raial, onti-nental, and divisional headquarters to be in harge of his immediate sons and daughters, while heand Eve were to divide their time between these various world apitals as advisers and o-ordinatorsof the world-wide ministry of biologi uplift, intelletual advanement, and moral rehabilitation.[Presented by Solonia, the seraphi \voie in the Garden."℄
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Chapter 74Adam and EveADAM AND EVE arrived on Urantia, from the year A.D. 1934, 37,848 years ago. It was in midseasonwhen the Garden was in the height of bloom that they arrived. At high noon and unannouned, thetwo seraphi transports, aompanied by the Jerusem personnel intrusted with the transportation ofthe biologi uplifters to Urantia, settled slowly to the surfae of the revolving planet in the viinityof the temple of the Universal Father. All the work of rematerializing the bodies of Adam and Evewas arried on within the preints of this newly reated shrine. And from the time of their arrivalten days passed before they were re-reated in dual human form for presentation as the world's newrulers. They regained onsiousness simultaneously. The Material Sons and Daughters always servetogether. It is the essene of their servie at all times and in all plaes never to be separated. Theyare designed to work in pairs; seldom do they funtion alone.74.1 Adam and Eve on JerusemThe Planetary Adam and Eve of Urantia were members of the senior orps of Material Sons onJerusem, being jointly number 14,311. They belonged to the third physial series and were a littlemore than eight feet in height.At the time Adam was hosen to ome to Urantia, he was employed, with his mate, in the trial-and-testing physial laboratories of Jerusem. For more than �fteen thousand years they had beendiretors of the division of experimental energy as applied to the modi�ation of living forms. Longbefore this they had been teahers in the itizenship shools for new arrivals on Jerusem. And all thisshould be borne in mind in onnetion with the narration of their subsequent ondut on Urantia.When the prolamation was issued alling for volunteers for the mission of Adami adventureon Urantia, the entire senior orps of Material Sons and Daughters volunteered. The Melhizedekexaminers, with the approval of Lanaforge and the Most Highs of Edentia, �nally seleted the Adamand Eve who subsequently ame to funtion as the biologi uplifters of Urantia.Adam and Eve had remained loyal to Mihael during the Luifer rebellion; nevertheless, the pairwere alled before the System Sovereign and his entire abinet for examination and instrution. Thedetails of Urantia a�airs were fully presented; they were exhaustively instruted as to the plans tobe pursued in aepting the responsibilities of rulership on suh a strife-torn world. They were putunder joint oaths of allegiane to the Most Highs of Edentia and to Mihael of Salvington. And theywere duly advised to regard themselves as subjet to the Urantia orps of Melhizedek reeivers untilthat governing body should see �t to relinquish rule on the world of their assignment.This Jerusem pair left behind them on the apital of Satania and elsewhere, one hundred o�spring- �fty sons and �fty daughters - magni�ent reatures who had esaped the pitfalls of progression,759



and who were all in ommission as faithful stewards of universe trust at the time of their parents'departure for Urantia. And they were all present in the beautiful temple of the Material Sonsattendant upon the farewell exerises assoiated with the last eremonies of the bestowal aeptane.These hildren aompanied their parents to the dematerialization headquarters of their order andwere the last to bid them farewell and divine speed as they fell asleep in the personality lapse ofonsiousness whih preedes the preparation for seraphi transport. The hildren spent some timetogether at the family rendezvous rejoiing that their parents were soon to beome the visible heads,in reality the sole rulers, of planet 606 in the system of Satania.And thus did Adam and Eve leave Jerusem amidst the alaim and well-wishing of its itizens.They went forth to their new responsibilities adequately equipped and fully instruted onerningevery duty and danger to be enountered on Urantia.74.2 Arrival of Adam and EveAdam and Eve fell asleep on Jerusem, and when they awakened in the Father's temple on Urantiain the presene of the mighty throng assembled to welome them, they were fae to fae with twobeings of whom they had heard muh, Van and his faithful assoiate Amadon. These two heroes ofthe Caligastia seession were the �rst to welome them in their new garden home.The tongue of Eden was an Andoni dialet as spoken by Amadon. Van and Amadon had markedlyimproved this language by reating a new alphabet of twenty-four letters, and they had hoped to seeit beome the tongue of Urantia as the Edeni ulture would spread throughout the world. Adamand Eve had fully mastered this human dialet before they departed from Jerusem so that this sonof Andon heard the exalted ruler of his world address him in his own tongue.And on that day there was great exitement and joy throughout Eden as the runners went ingreat haste to the rendezvous of the arrier pigeons assembled from near and far, shouting: \Letloose the birds; let them arry the word that the promised Son has ome." Hundreds of believersettlements had faithfully, year after year, kept up the supply of these home-reared pigeons for justsuh an oasion.As the news of Adam's arrival spread abroad, thousands of the near-by tribesmen aepted theteahings of Van and Amadon, while for months and months pilgrims ontinued to pour into Edento welome Adam and Eve and to do homage to their unseen Father.Soon after their awakening, Adam and Eve were esorted to the formal reeption on the greatmound to the north of the temple. This natural hill had been enlarged and made ready for theinstallation of the world's new rulers. Here, at noon, the Urantia reeption ommittee welomedthis Son and Daughter of the system of Satania. Amadon was hairman of this ommittee, whihonsisted of twelve members embraing a representative of eah of the six Sangik raes; the atinghief of the midwayers; Annan, a loyal daughter and spokesman for the Nodites; Noah, the son ofthe arhitet and builder of the Garden and exeutive of his deeased father's plans; and the tworesident Life Carriers.The next at was the delivery of the harge of planetary ustody to Adam and Eve by the seniorMelhizedek, hief of the ounil of reeivership on Urantia. The Material Son and Daughter took theoath of allegiane to the Most Highs of Norlatiadek and to Mihael of Nebadon and were prolaimedrulers of Urantia by Van, who thereby relinquished the titular authority whih for over one hundredand �fty thousand years he had held by virtue of the ation of the Melhizedek reeivers.And Adam and Eve were invested with kingly robes on this oasion, the time of their formalindution into world rulership. Not all of the arts of Dalamatia had been lost to the world; weavingwas still pratied in the days of Eden. 760



Then was heard the arhangels' prolamation, and the broadast voie of Gabriel dereed theseond judgment roll all of Urantia and the resurretion of the sleeping survivors of the seonddispensation of grae and mery on 606 of Satania. The dispensation of the Prine has passed; theage of Adam, the third planetary epoh, opens amidst senes of simple grandeur; and the new rulersof Urantia start their reign under seemingly favorable onditions, notwithstanding the world-wideonfusion oasioned by lak of the o-operation of their predeessor in authority on the planet.74.3 Adam and Eve Learn About the PlanetAnd now, after their formal installation, Adam and Eve beame painfully aware of their planetaryisolation. Silent were the familiar broadasts, and absent were all the iruits of extraplanetaryommuniation. Their Jerusem fellows had gone to worlds running along smoothly with a well-established Planetary Prine and an experiened sta� ready to reeive them and ompetent to o-operate with them during their early experiene on suh worlds. But on Urantia rebellion hadhanged everything. Here the Planetary Prine was very muh present, and though shorn of mostof his power to work evil, he was still able to make the task of Adam and Eve diÆult and to someextent hazardous. It was a serious and disillusioned Son and Daughter of Jerusem who walked thatnight through the Garden under the shining of the full moon, disussing plans for the next day.Thus ended the �rst day of Adam and Eve on isolated Urantia, the onfused planet of the Caligastiabetrayal; and they walked and talked far into the night, their �rst night on earth - and it was solonely.Adam's seond day on earth was spent in session with the planetary reeivers and the advisoryounil. From the Melhizedeks, and their assoiates, Adam and Eve learned more about the detailsof the Caligastia rebellion and the result of that upheaval upon the world's progress. And it was,on the whole, a disheartening story, this long reital of the mismanagement of world a�airs. Theylearned all the fats regarding the utter ollapse of the Caligastia sheme for aelerating the proessof soial evolution. They also arrived at a full realization of the folly of attempting to ahieveplanetary advanement independently of the divine plan of progression. And thus ended a sad butenlightening day - their seond on Urantia.The third day was devoted to an inspetion of the Garden. From the large passenger birds - thefandors - Adam and Eve looked down upon the vast strethes of the Garden while being arriedthrough the air over this, the most beautiful spot on earth. This day of inspetion ended withan enormous banquet in honor of all who had labored to reate this garden of Edeni beauty andgrandeur. And again, late into the night of their third day, the Son and his mate walked in theGarden and talked about the immensity of their problems.On the fourth day Adam and Eve addressed the Garden assembly. From the inaugural mountthey spoke to the people onerning their plans for the rehabilitation of the world and outlinedthe methods whereby they would seek to redeem the soial ulture of Urantia from the low levelsto whih it had fallen as a result of sin and rebellion. This was a great day, and it losed with afeast for the ounil of men and women who had been seleted to assume responsibilities in the newadministration of world a�airs. Take note! women as well as men were in this group, and that wasthe �rst time suh a thing had ourred on earth sine the days of Dalamatia. It was an astoundinginnovation to behold Eve, a woman, sharing the honors and responsibilities of world a�airs with aman. And thus ended the fourth day on earth.The �fth day was oupied with the organization of the temporary government, the administrationwhih was to funtion until the Melhizedek reeivers should leave Urantia.The sixth day was devoted to an inspetion of the numerous types of men and animals. Along the761



walls eastward in Eden, Adam and Eve were esorted all day, viewing the animal life of the planetand arriving at a better understanding as to what must be done to bring order out of the onfusionof a world inhabited by suh a variety of living reatures.It greatly surprised those who aompanied Adam on this trip to observe how fully he understoodthe nature and funtion of the thousands upon thousands of animals shown him. The instant heglaned at an animal, he would indiate its nature and behavior. Adam ould give names desriptiveof the origin, nature, and funtion of all material reatures on sight. Those who onduted him onthis tour of inspetion did not know that the world's new ruler was one of the most expert anatomistsof all Satania; and Eve was equally pro�ient. Adam amazed his assoiates by desribing hosts ofliving things too small to be seen by human eyes.When the sixth day of their sojourn on earth was over, Adam and Eve rested for the �rst timein their new home in \the east of Eden." The �rst six days of the Urantia adventure had been verybusy, and they looked forward with great pleasure to an entire day of freedom from all ativities.But irumstanes ditated otherwise. The experiene of the day just past in whih Adam hadso intelligently and so exhaustively disussed the animal life of Urantia, together with his masterlyinaugural address and his harming manner, had so won the hearts and overome the intellets ofthe Garden dwellers that they were not only wholeheartedly disposed to aept the newly arrivedSon and Daughter of Jerusem as rulers, but the majority were about ready to fall down and worshipthem as gods.74.4 The First UpheavalThat night, the night following the sixth day, while Adam and Eve slumbered, strange things weretranspiring in the viinity of the Father's temple in the entral setor of Eden. There, under therays of the mellow moon, hundreds of enthusiasti and exited men and women listened for hours tothe impassioned pleas of their leaders. They meant well, but they simply ould not understand thesimpliity of the fraternal and demorati manner of their new rulers. And long before daybreak thenew and temporary administrators of world a�airs reahed a virtually unanimous onlusion thatAdam and his mate were altogether too modest and unassuming. They deided that Divinity haddesended to earth in bodily form, that Adam and Eve were in reality gods or else so near suh anestate as to be worthy of reverent worship.The amazing events of the �rst six days of Adam and Eve on earth were entirely too muh forthe unprepared minds of even the world's best men; their heads were in a whirl; they were sweptalong with the proposal to bring the noble pair up to the Father's temple at high noon in order thateveryone might bow down in respetful worship and prostrate themselves in humble submission. Andthe Garden dwellers were really sinere in all of this.Van protested. Amadon was absent, being in harge of the guard of honor whih had remainedbehind with Adam and Eve overnight. But Van's protest was swept aside. He was told that he waslikewise too modest, too unassuming; that he was not far from a god himself, else how had he livedso long on earth, and how had he brought about suh a great event as the advent of Adam? Andas the exited Edenites were about to seize him and arry him up to the mount for adoration, Vanmade his way out through the throng and, being able to ommuniate with the midwayers, sent theirleader in great haste to Adam.It was near the dawn of their seventh day on earth that Adam and Eve heard the startling newsof the proposal of these well-meaning but misguided mortals; and then, even while the passengerbirds were swiftly winging to bring them to the temple, the midwayers, being able to do suh things,transported Adam and Eve to the Father's temple. It was early on the morning of this seventh day762



and from the mount of their so reent reeption that Adam held forth in explanation of the ordersof divine sonship and made lear to these earth minds that only the Father and those whom hedesignates may be worshiped. Adam made it plain that he would aept any honor and reeive allrespet, but worship never!It was a momentous day, and just before noon, about the time of the arrival of the seraphimessenger bearing the Jerusem aknowledgment of the installation of the world's rulers, Adam andEve, moving apart from the throng, pointed to the Father's temple and said: \Go you now to thematerial emblem of the Father's invisible presene and bow down in worship of him who made us alland who keeps us living. And let this at be the sinere pledge that you never will again be temptedto worship anyone but God." They all did as Adam direted. The Material Son and Daughter stoodalone on the mount with bowed heads while the people prostrated themselves about the temple.And this was the origin of the Sabbath-day tradition. Always in Eden the seventh day was devotedto the noontide assembly at the temple; long it was the ustom to devote this day to self-ulture.The forenoon was devoted to physial improvement, the noontime to spiritual worship, the afternoonto mind ulture, while the evening was spent in soial rejoiing. This was never the law in Eden, butit was the ustom as long as the Adami administration held sway on earth.74.5 Adam's AdministrationFor almost seven years after Adam's arrival the Melhizedek reeivers remained on duty, but thetime �nally ame when they turned the administration of world a�airs over to Adam and returnedto Jerusem.The farewell of the reeivers oupied the whole of a day, and during the evening the individualMelhizedeks gave Adam and Eve their parting advie and best wishes. Adam had several timesrequested his advisers to remain on earth with him, but always were these petitions denied. Thetime had ome when the Material Sons must assume full responsibility for the ondut of worlda�airs. And so, at midnight, the seraphi transports of Satania left the planet with fourteen beingsfor Jerusem, the translation of Van and Amadon ourring simultaneously with the departure of thetwelve Melhizedeks.All went fairly well for a time on Urantia, and it appeared that Adam would, eventually, be ableto develop some plan for promoting the gradual extension of the Edeni ivilization. Pursuant to theadvie of the Melhizedeks, he began to foster the arts of manufature with the idea of developingtrade relations with the outside world. When Eden was disrupted, there were over one hundredprimitive manufaturing plants in operation, and extensive trade relations with the near-by tribeshad been established.For ages Adam and Eve had been instruted in the tehnique of improving a world in readinessfor their speialized ontributions to the advanement of evolutionary ivilization; but now theywere fae to fae with pressing problems, suh as the establishment of law and order in a world ofsavages, barbarians, and semiivilized human beings. Aside from the ream of the earth's population,assembled in the Garden, only a few groups, here and there, were at all ready for the reeption ofthe Adami ulture.Adam made a heroi and determined e�ort to establish a world government, but he met withstubborn resistane at every turn. Adam had already put in operation a system of group ontrolthroughout Eden and had federated all of these ompanies into the Edeni league. But trouble,serious trouble, ensued when he went outside the Garden and sought to apply these ideas to theoutlying tribes. The moment Adam's assoiates began to work outside the Garden, they met thediret and well-planned resistane of Caligastia and Daligastia. The fallen Prine had been deposed763



as world ruler, but he had not been removed from the planet. He was still present on earth andable, at least to some extent, to resist all of Adam's plans for the rehabilitation of human soiety.Adam tried to warn the raes against Caligastia, but the task was made very diÆult beause hisarhenemy was invisible to the eyes of mortals.Even among the Edenites there were those onfused minds that leaned toward the Caligastiateahing of unbridled personal liberty; and they aused Adam no end of trouble; always were theyupsetting the best-laid plans for orderly progression and substantial development. He was �nallyompelled to withdraw his program for immediate soialization; he fell bak on Van's method oforganization, dividing the Edenites into ompanies of one hundred with aptains over eah and withlieutenants in harge of groups of ten.Adam and Eve had ome to institute representative government in the plae of monarhial, butthey found no government worthy of the name on the fae of the whole earth. For the time beingAdam abandoned all e�ort to establish representative government, and before the ollapse of theEdeni regime he sueeded in establishing almost one hundred outlying trade and soial enterswhere strong individuals ruled in his name. Most of these enters had been organized aforetime byVan and Amadon.The sending of ambassadors from one tribe to another dates from the times of Adam. This wasa great forward step in the evolution of government.74.6 Home Life of Adam and EveThe Adami family grounds embraed a little over �ve square miles. Immediately surrounding thishomesite, provision had been made for the are of more than three hundred thousand of the pure-lineo�spring. But only the �rst unit of the projeted buildings was ever onstruted. Before the size ofthe Adami family outgrew these early provisions, the whole Edeni plan had been disrupted andthe Garden vaated.Adamson was the �rst-born of the violet rae of Urantia, being followed by his sister and Eveson,the seond son of Adam and Eve. Eve was the mother of �ve hildren before the Melhizedeks left- three sons and two daughters. The next two were twins. She bore sixty-three hildren, thirty-twodaughters and thirty-one sons, before the default. When Adam and Eve left the Garden, their familyonsisted of four generations numbering 1,647 pure-line desendants. They had forty-two hildrenafter leaving the Garden besides the two o�spring of joint parentage with the mortal stok of earth.And this does not inlude the Adami parentage to the Nodite and evolutionary raes.The Adami hildren did not take milk from animals when they eased to nurse the mother'sbreast at one year of age. Eve had aess to the milk of a great variety of nuts and to the juies ofmany fruits, and knowing full well the hemistry and energy of these foods, she suitably ombinedthem for the nourishment of her hildren until the appearane of teeth.While ooking was universally employed outside of the immediate Adami setor of Eden, therewas no ooking in Adam's household. They found their foods - fruits, nuts, and ereals - readyprepared as they ripened. They ate one a day, shortly after noontime. Adam and Eve also imbibed\light and energy" diret from ertain spae emanations in onjuntion with the ministry of the treeof life.The bodies of Adam and Eve gave forth a shimmer of light, but they always wore lothing inonformity with the ustom of their assoiates. Though wearing very little during the day, at eventidethey donned night wraps. The origin of the traditional halo enirling the heads of supposed piousand holy men dates bak to the days of Adam and Eve. Sine the light emanations of their bodieswere so largely obsured by lothing, only the radiating glow from their heads was disernible.764



The desendants of Adamson always thus portrayed their onept of individuals believed to beextraordinary in spiritual development.Adam and Eve ould ommuniate with eah other and with their immediate hildren over adistane of about �fty miles. This thought exhange was e�eted by means of the deliate gashambers loated in lose proximity to their brain strutures. By this mehanism they ould sendand reeive thought osillations. But this power was instantly suspended upon the mind's surrenderto the disord and disruption of evil.The Adami hildren attended their own shools until they were sixteen, the younger being taughtby the elder. The little folks hanged ativities every thirty minutes, the older every hour. And itwas ertainly a new sight on Urantia to observe these hildren of Adam and Eve at play, joyous andexhilarating ativity just for the sheer fun of it. The play and humor of the present-day raes arelargely derived from the Adami stok. The Adamites all had a great appreiation of musi as wellas a keen sense of humor.The average age of betrothal was eighteen, and these youths then entered upon a two years'ourse of instrution in preparation for the assumption of marital responsibilities. At twenty theywere eligible for marriage; and after marriage they began their lifework or entered upon speialpreparation therefor.The pratie of some subsequent nations of permitting the royal families, supposedly desendedfrom the gods, to marry brother to sister, dates from the traditions of the Adami o�spring - mating,as they must needs, with one another. The marriage eremonies of the �rst and seond generationsof the Garden were always performed by Adam and Eve.74.7 Life in the GardenThe hildren of Adam, exept for four years' attendane at the western shools, lived and worked inthe \east of Eden." They were trained intelletually until they were sixteen in aordane with themethods of the Jerusem shools. From sixteen to twenty they were taught in the Urantia shools atthe other end of the Garden, serving there also as teahers in the lower grades.The entire purpose of the western shool system of the Garden was soialization. The forenoonperiods of reess were devoted to pratial hortiulture and agriulture, the afternoon periods toompetitive play. The evenings were employed in soial interourse and the ultivation of personalfriendships. Religious and sexual training were regarded as the provine of the home, the duty ofparents.The teahing in these shools inluded instrution regarding:1. Health and the are of the body.2. The golden rule, the standard of soial interourse.3. The relation of individual rights to group rights and ommunity obligations.4. History and ulture of the various earth raes.5. Methods of advaning and improving world trade.6. Co-ordination of oniting duties and emotions.7. The ultivation of play, humor, and ompetitive substitutes for physial �ghting.The shools, in fat every ativity of the Garden, were always open to visitors. Unarmed observerswere freely admitted to Eden for short visits. To sojourn in the Garden a Urantian had to be\adopted." He reeived instrutions in the plan and purpose of the Adami bestowal, signi�ed his765



intention to adhere to this mission, and then made delaration of loyalty to the soial rule of Adamand the spiritual sovereignty of the Universal Father.The laws of the Garden were based on the older odes of Dalamatia and were promulgated underseven heads:1. The laws of health and sanitation.2. The soial regulations of the Garden.3. The ode of trade and ommere.4. The laws of fair play and ompetition.5. The laws of home life.6. The ivil odes of the golden rule.7. The seven ommands of supreme moral rule.The moral law of Eden was little di�erent from the seven ommandments of Dalamatia. But theAdamites taught many additional reasons for these ommands; for instane, regarding the injuntionagainst murder, the indwelling of the Thought Adjuster was presented as an additional reason fornot destroying human life. They taught that \whoso sheds man's blood by man shall his blood beshed, for in the image of God made he man."The publi worship hour of Eden was noon; sunset was the hour of family worship. Adam did hisbest to disourage the use of set prayers, teahing that e�etive prayer must be wholly individual,that it must be the \desire of the soul"; but the Edenites ontinued to use the prayers and formshanded down from the times of Dalamatia. Adam also endeavored to substitute the o�erings ofthe fruit of the land for the blood sari�es in the religious eremonies but had made little progressbefore the disruption of the Garden.Adam endeavored to teah the raes sex equality. The way Eve worked by the side of her husbandmade a profound impression upon all dwellers in the Garden. Adam de�nitely taught them thatthe woman, equally with the man, ontributes those life fators whih unite to form a new being.Theretofore, mankind had presumed that all proreation resided in the \loins of the father." Theyhad looked upon the mother as being merely a provision for nurturing the unborn and nursing thenewborn.Adam taught his ontemporaries all they ould omprehend, but that was not very muh, om-paratively speaking. Nevertheless, the more intelligent of the raes of earth looked forward eagerly tothe time when they would be permitted to intermarry with the superior hildren of the violet rae.And what a di�erent world Urantia would have beome if this great plan of uplifting the raes hadbeen arried out! Even as it was, tremendous gains resulted from the small amount of the blood ofthis imported rae whih the evolutionary peoples inidentally seured.And thus did Adam work for the welfare and uplift of the world of his sojourn. But it was adiÆult task to lead these mixed and mongrel peoples in the better way.74.8 The Legend of CreationThe story of the reation of Urantia in six days was based on the tradition that Adam and Evehad spent just six days in their initial survey of the Garden. This irumstane lent almost saredsantion to the time period of the week, whih had been originally introdued by the Dalamatians.Adam's spending six days inspeting the Garden and formulating preliminary plans for organizationwas not prearranged; it was worked out from day to day. The hoosing of the seventh day for worshipwas wholly inidental to the fats herewith narrated.766



The legend of the making of the world in six days was an afterthought, in fat, more than thirtythousand years afterwards. One feature of the narrative, the sudden appearane of the sun andmoon, may have taken origin in the traditions of the onetime sudden emergene of the world from adense spae loud of minute matter whih had long obsured both sun and moon.The story of reating Eve out of Adam's rib is a onfused ondensation of the Adami arrivaland the elestial surgery onneted with the interhange of living substanes assoiated with theoming of the orporeal sta� of the Planetary Prine more than four hundred and �fty thousandyears previously.The majority of the world's peoples have been inuened by the tradition that Adam and Evehad physial forms reated for them upon their arrival on Urantia. The belief in man's having beenreated from lay was well-nigh universal in the Eastern Hemisphere; this tradition an be traedfrom the Philippine Islands around the world to Afria. And many groups aepted this story ofman's lay origin by some form of speial reation in the plae of the earlier beliefs in progressivereation - evolution.Away from the inuenes of Dalamatia and Eden, mankind tended toward the belief in the gradualasent of the human rae. The fat of evolution is not a modern disovery; the anients understoodthe slow and evolutionary harater of human progress. The early Greeks had lear ideas of thisdespite their proximity to Mesopotamia. Although the various raes of earth beame sadly mixedup in their notions of evolution, nevertheless, many of the primitive tribes believed and taught thatthey were the desendants of various animals. Primitive peoples made a pratie of seleting for their\totems" the animals of their supposed anestry. Certain North Amerian Indian tribes believed theyoriginated from beavers and oyotes. Certain Afrian tribes teah that they are desended from thehyena, a Malay tribe from the lemur, a New Guinea group from the parrot.The Babylonians, beause of immediate ontat with the remnants of the ivilization of theAdamites, enlarged and embellished the story of man's reation; they taught that he had desendeddiretly from the gods. They held to an aristorati origin for the rae whih was inompatible witheven the dotrine of reation out of lay.The Old Testament aount of reation dates from long after the time of Moses; he never taughtthe Hebrews suh a distorted story. But he did present a simple and ondensed narrative of reationto the Israelites, hoping thereby to augment his appeal to worship the Creator, the Universal Father,whom he alled the Lord God of Israel.In his early teahings, Moses very wisely did not attempt to go bak of Adam's time, and sineMoses was the supreme teaher of the Hebrews, the stories of Adam beame intimately assoiatedwith those of reation. That the earlier traditions reognized pre-Adami ivilization is learly shownby the fat that later editors, intending to eradiate all referene to human a�airs before Adam'stime, negleted to remove the telltale referene to Cain's emigration to the \land of Nod," where hetook himself a wife.The Hebrews had no written language in general usage for a long time after they reahed Palestine.They learned the use of an alphabet from the neighboring Philistines, who were politial refugeesfrom the higher ivilization of Crete. The Hebrews did little writing until about 900 B.C., and havingno written language until suh a late date, they had several di�erent stories of reation in irulation,but after the Babylonian aptivity they inlined more toward aepting a modi�ed Mesopotamianversion.Jewish tradition beame rystallized about Moses, and beause he endeavored to trae the lineageof Abraham bak to Adam, the Jews assumed that Adam was the �rst of all mankind. Yahweh wasthe reator, and sine Adam was supposed to be the �rst man, he must have made the world justprior to making Adam. And then the tradition of Adam's six days got woven into the story, withthe result that almost a thousand years after Moses' sojourn on earth the tradition of reation in six767



days was written out and subsequently redited to him.When the Jewish priests returned to Jerusalem, they had already ompleted the writing of theirnarrative of the beginning of things. Soon they made laims that this reital was a reently disoveredstory of reation written by Moses. But the ontemporary Hebrews of around 500 B.C. did notonsider these writings to be divine revelations; they looked upon them muh as later peoples regardmythologial narratives.This spurious doument, reputed to be the teahings of Moses, was brought to the attention ofPtolemy, the Greek king of Egypt, who had it translated into Greek by a ommission of seventysholars for his new library at Alexandria. And so this aount found its plae among those writingswhih subsequently beame a part of the later olletions of the \sared sriptures" of the Hebrewand Christian religions. And through identi�ation with these theologial systems, suh onepts fora long time profoundly inuened the philosophy of many Oidental peoples.The Christian teahers perpetuated the belief in the �at reation of the human rae, and all this leddiretly to the formation of the hypothesis of a onetime golden age of utopian bliss and the theory ofthe fall of man or superman whih aounted for the nonutopian ondition of soiety. These outlookson life and man's plae in the universe were at best disouraging sine they were prediated upon abelief in retrogression rather than progression, as well as implying a vengeful Deity, who had ventedwrath upon the human rae in retribution for the errors of ertain onetime planetary administrators.The \golden age" is a myth, but Eden was a fat, and the Garden ivilization was atuallyoverthrown. Adam and Eve arried on in the Garden for one hundred and seventeen years when,through the impatiene of Eve and the errors of judgment of Adam, they presumed to turn asidefrom the ordained way, speedily bringing disaster upon themselves and ruinous retardation upon thedevelopmental progression of all Urantia.[Narrated by Solonia, the seraphi \voie in the Garden."℄
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Chapter 75The Default of Adam and EveAFTER more than one hundred years of e�ort on Urantia, Adam was able to see very little progressoutside the Garden; the world at large did not seem to be improving muh. The realization of raebetterment appeared to be a long way o�, and the situation seemed so desperate as to demandsomething for relief not embraed in the original plans. At least that is what often passed throughAdam's mind, and he so expressed himself many times to Eve. Adam and his mate were loyal, butthey were isolated from their kind, and they were sorely distressed by the sorry plight of their world.75.1 The Urantia ProblemThe Adami mission on experimental, rebellion-seared, and isolated Urantia was a formidable un-dertaking. And the Material Son and Daughter early beame aware of the diÆulty and omplexityof their planetary assignment. Nevertheless, they ourageously set about the task of solving theirmanifold problems. But when they addressed themselves to the all-important work of eliminating thedefetives and degenerates from among the human strains, they were quite dismayed. They ould seeno way out of the dilemma, and they ould not take ounsel with their superiors on either Jerusemor Edentia. Here they were, isolated and day by day onfronted with some new and ompliatedtangle, some problem that seemed to be unsolvable.Under normal onditions the �rst work of a Planetary Adam and Eve would be the o-ordinationand blending of the raes. But on Urantia suh a projet seemed just about hopeless, for the raes,while biologially �t, had never been purged of their retarded and defetive strains.Adam and Eve found themselves on a sphere wholly unprepared for the prolamation of thebrotherhood of man, a world groping about in abjet spiritual darkness and ursed with onfusionworse onfounded by the misarriage of the mission of the preeding administration. Mind andmorals were at a low level, and instead of beginning the task of e�eting religious unity, they mustbegin all anew the work of onverting the inhabitants to the most simple forms of religious belief.Instead of �nding one language ready for adoption, they were onfronted by the world-wide onfusionof hundreds upon hundreds of loal dialets. No Adam of the planetary servie was ever set down ona more diÆult world; the obstales seemed insuperable and the problems beyond reature solution.They were isolated, and the tremendous sense of loneliness whih bore down upon them was allthe more heightened by the early departure of the Melhizedek reeivers. Only indiretly, by meansof the angeli orders, ould they ommuniate with any being o� the planet. Slowly their ourageweakened, their spirits drooped, and sometimes their faith almost faltered.And this is the true piture of the onsternation of these two noble souls as they pondered thetasks whih onfronted them. They were both keenly aware of the enormous undertaking involved769



in the exeution of their planetary assignment.Probably no Material Sons of Nebadon were ever faed with suh a diÆult and seemingly hopelesstask as onfronted Adam and Eve in the sorry plight of Urantia. But they would have sometime metwith suess had they been more farseeing and patient. Both of them, espeially Eve, were altogethertoo impatient; they were not willing to settle down to the long, long endurane test. They wanted tosee some immediate results, and they did, but the results thus seured proved most disastrous bothto themselves and to their world.75.2 Caligastia's PlotCaligastia paid frequent visits to the Garden and held many onferenes with Adam and Eve, butthey were adamant to all his suggestions of ompromise and short-ut adventures. They had beforethem enough of the results of rebellion to produe e�etive immunity against all suh insinuatingproposals. Even the young o�spring of Adam were uninuened by the overtures of Daligastia. Andof ourse neither Caligastia nor his assoiate had power to inuene any individual against his will,muh less to persuade the hildren of Adam to do wrong.It must be remembered that Caligastia was still the titular Planetary Prine of Urantia, a mis-guided but nevertheless high Son of the loal universe. He was not �nally deposed until the times ofChrist Mihael on Urantia.But the fallen Prine was persistent and determined. He soon gave up working on Adam anddeided to try a wily ank attak on Eve. The evil one onluded that the only hope for suesslay in the adroit employment of suitable persons belonging to the upper strata of the Nodite group,the desendants of his onetime orporeal-sta� assoiates. And the plans were aordingly laid forentrapping the mother of the violet rae.It was farthest from Eve's intention ever to do anything whih would militate against Adam'splans or jeopardize their planetary trust. Knowing the tendeny of woman to look upon immediateresults rather than to plan farsightedly for more remote e�ets, the Melhizedeks, before departing,had espeially enjoined Eve as to the peuliar dangers besetting their isolated position on the planetand had in partiular warned her never to stray from the side of her mate, that is, to attempt nopersonal or seret methods of furthering their mutual undertakings. Eve had most srupulouslyarried out these instrutions for more than one hundred years, and it did not our to her thatany danger would attah to the inreasingly private and on�dential visits she was enjoying witha ertain Nodite leader named Serapatatia. The whole a�air developed so gradually and naturallythat she was taken unawares.The Garden dwellers had been in ontat with the Nodites sine the early days of Eden. Fromthese mixed desendants of the defaulting members of Caligastia's sta� they had reeived muhvaluable help and o-operation, and through them the Edeni regime was now to meet its ompleteundoing and �nal overthrow.75.3 The Temptation of EveAdam had just �nished his �rst one hundred years on earth when Serapatatia, upon the death of hisfather, ame to the leadership of the western or Syrian onfederation of the Nodite tribes. Serapatatiawas a brown-tinted man, a brilliant desendant of the onetime hief of the Dalamatia ommissionon health mated with one of the master female minds of the blue rae of those distant days. Alldown through the ages this line had held authority and wielded a great inuene among the westernNodite tribes. 770



Serapatatia had made several visits to the Garden and had beome deeply impressed with therighteousness of Adam's ause. And shortly after assuming the leadership of the Syrian Nodites, heannouned his intention of establishing an aÆliation with the work of Adam and Eve in the Garden.The majority of his people joined him in this program, and Adam was heered by the news that themost powerful and the most intelligent of all the neighboring tribes had swung over almost bodily tothe support of the program for world improvement; it was deidedly heartening. And shortly afterthis great event, Serapatatia and his new sta� were entertained by Adam and Eve in their own home.Serapatatia beame one of the most able and eÆient of all of Adam's lieutenants. He was entirelyhonest and thoroughly sinere in all of his ativities; he was never onsious, even later on, that hewas being used as a irumstantial tool of the wily Caligastia.Presently, Serapatatia beame the assoiate hairman of the Edeni ommission on tribal relations,and many plans were laid for the more vigorous proseution of the work of winning the remote tribesto the ause of the Garden.He held many onferenes with Adam and Eve - espeially with Eve - and they talked over manyplans for improving their methods. One day, during a talk with Eve, it ourred to Serapatatiathat it would be very helpful if, while awaiting the reruiting of large numbers of the violet rae,something ould be done in the meantime immediately to advane the needy waiting tribes. Sera-patatia ontended that, if the Nodites, as the most progressive and o-operative rae, ould have aleader born to them of part origin in the violet stok, it would onstitute a powerful tie binding thesepeoples more losely to the Garden. And all of this was soberly and honestly onsidered to be forthe good of the world sine this hild, to be reared and eduated in the Garden, would exert a greatinuene for good over his father's people.It should again be emphasized that Serapatatia was altogether honest and wholly sinere in allthat he proposed. He never one suspeted that he was playing into the hands of Caligastia andDaligastia. Serapatatia was entirely loyal to the plan of building up a strong reserve of the violetrae before attempting the world-wide upstepping of the onfused peoples of Urantia. But this wouldrequire hundreds of years to onsummate, and he was impatient; he wanted to see some immediateresults - something in his own lifetime. He made it lear to Eve that Adam was oftentimes disouragedby the little that had been aomplished toward uplifting the world.For more than �ve years these plans were seretly matured. At last they had developed to thepoint where Eve onsented to have a seret onferene with Cano, the most brilliant mind and ativeleader of the near-by olony of friendly Nodites. Cano was very sympatheti with the Adami regime;in fat, he was the sinere spiritual leader of those neighboring Nodites who favored friendly relationswith the Garden.The fateful meeting ourred during the twilight hours of the autumn evening, not far from thehome of Adam. Eve had never before met the beautiful and enthusiasti Cano - and he was amagni�ent speimen of the survival of the superior physique and outstanding intellet of his remoteprogenitors of the Prine's sta�. And Cano also thoroughly believed in the righteousness of theSerapatatia projet. (Outside of the Garden, multiple mating was a ommon pratie.)Inuened by attery, enthusiasm, and great personal persuasion, Eve then and there onsentedto embark upon the muh-disussed enterprise, to add her own little sheme of world saving to thelarger and more far-reahing divine plan. Before she quite realized what was transpiring, the fatalstep had been taken. It was done.
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75.4 The Realization of DefaultThe elestial life of the planet was astir. Adam reognized that something was wrong, and he askedEve to ome aside with him in the Garden. And now, for the �rst time, Adam heard the entire storyof the long-nourished plan for aelerating world improvement by operating simultaneously in twodiretions: the proseution of the divine plan onomitantly with the exeution of the Serapatatiaenterprise.And as the Material Son and Daughter thus ommuned in the moonlit Garden, \the voie in theGarden" reproved them for disobediene. And that voie was none other than my own announementto the Edeni pair that they had transgressed the Garden ovenant; that they had disobeyed theinstrutions of the Melhizedeks; that they had defaulted in the exeution of their oaths of trust tothe sovereign of the universe.Eve had onsented to partiipate in the pratie of good and evil. Good is the arrying out of thedivine plans; sin is a deliberate transgression of the divine will; evil is the misadaptation of plansand the maladjustment of tehniques resulting in universe disharmony and planetary onfusion.Every time the Garden pair had partaken of the fruit of the tree of life, they had been warnedby the arhangel ustodian to refrain from yielding to the suggestions of Caligastia to ombine goodand evil. They had been thus admonished: \In the day that you ommingle good and evil, you shallsurely beome as the mortals of the realm; you shall surely die."Eve had told Cano of this oft-repeated warning on the fateful oasion of their seret meeting, butCano, not knowing the import or signi�ane of suh admonitions, had assured her that men andwomen with good motives and true intentions ould do no evil; that she should surely not die butrather live anew in the person of their o�spring, who would grow up to bless and stabilize the world.Even though this projet of modifying the divine plan had been oneived and exeuted withentire sinerity and with only the highest motives onerning the welfare of the world, it onstitutedevil beause it represented the wrong way to ahieve righteous ends, beause it departed from theright way, the divine plan.True, Eve had found Cano pleasant to the eyes, and she realized all that her seduer promisedby way of \new and inreased knowledge of human a�airs and quikened understanding of humannature as supplemental to the omprehension of the Adami nature."I talked to the father and mother of the violet rae that night in the Garden as beame my dutyunder the sorrowful irumstanes. I listened fully to the reital of all that led up to the default ofMother Eve and gave both of them advie and ounsel onerning the immediate situation. Some ofthis advie they followed; some they disregarded. This onferene appears in your reords as \theLord God alling to Adam and Eve in the Garden and asking, `Where are you?' " It was the pratieof later generations to attribute everything unusual and extraordinary, whether natural or spiritual,diretly to the personal intervention of the Gods.75.5 Reperussions of DefaultEve's disillusionment was truly patheti. Adam diserned the whole prediament and, while heart-broken and dejeted, entertained only pity and sympathy for his erring mate.It was in the despair of the realization of failure that Adam, the day after Eve's misstep, soughtout Laotta, the brilliant Nodite woman who was head of the western shools of the Garden, and withpremeditation ommitted the folly of Eve. But do not misunderstand; Adam was not beguiled; heknew exatly what he was about; he deliberately hose to share the fate of Eve. He loved his mate772



with a supermortal a�etion, and the thought of the possibility of a lonely vigil on Urantia withouther was more than he ould endure.When they learned what had happened to Eve, the infuriated inhabitants of the Garden beameunmanageable; they delared war on the near-by Nodite settlement. They swept out through thegates of Eden and down upon these unprepared people, utterly destroying them - not a man, woman,or hild was spared. And Cano, the father of Cain yet unborn, also perished.Upon the realization of what had happened, Serapatatia was overome with onsternation andbeside himself with fear and remorse. The next day he drowned himself in the great river.The hildren of Adam sought to omfort their distrated mother while their father wandered insolitude for thirty days. At the end of that time judgment asserted itself, and Adam returned to hishome and began to plan for their future ourse of ation.The onsequenes of the follies of misguided parents are so often shared by their innoent hildren.The upright and noble sons and daughters of Adam and Eve were overwhelmed by the inexpliablesorrow of the unbelievable tragedy whih had been so suddenly and so ruthlessly thrust upon them.Not in �fty years did the older of these hildren reover from the sorrow and sadness of those tragidays, espeially the terror of that period of thirty days during whih their father was absent fromhome while their distrated mother was in omplete ignorane of his whereabouts or fate.And those same thirty days were as long years of sorrow and su�ering to Eve. Never did thisnoble soul fully reover from the e�ets of that exruiating period of mental su�ering and spiritualsorrow. No feature of their subsequent deprivations and material hardships ever began to ompare inEve's memory with those terrible days and awful nights of loneliness and unbearable unertainty. Shelearned of the rash at of Serapatatia and did not know whether her mate had in sorrow destroyedhimself or had been removed from the world in retribution for her misstep. And when Adam returned,Eve experiened a satisfation of joy and gratitude that never was e�aed by their long and diÆultlife partnership of toiling servie.Time passed, but Adam was not ertain of the nature of their o�ense until seventy days after thedefault of Eve, when the Melhizedek reeivers returned to Urantia and assumed jurisdition overworld a�airs. And then he knew they had failed.But still more trouble was brewing: The news of the annihilation of the Nodite settlement nearEden was not slow in reahing the home tribes of Serapatatia to the north, and presently a greathost was assembling to marh on the Garden. And this was the beginning of a long and bitterwarfare between the Adamites and the Nodites, for these hostilities kept up long after Adam andhis followers emigrated to the seond garden in the Euphrates valley. There was intense and lasting\enmity between that man and the woman, between his seed and her seed."75.6 Adam and Eve Leave the GardenWhen Adam learned that the Nodites were on the marh, he sought the ounsel of the Melhizedeks,but they refused to advise him, only telling him to do as he thought best and promising their friendlyo-operation, as far as possible, in any ourse he might deide upon. The Melhizedeks had beenforbidden to interfere with the personal plans of Adam and Eve.Adam knew that he and Eve had failed; the presene of the Melhizedek reeivers told him that,though he still knew nothing of their personal status or future fate. He held an all-night onferenewith some twelve hundred loyal followers who pledged themselves to follow their leader, and the nextday at noon these pilgrims went forth from Eden in quest of new homes. Adam had no liking forwar and aordingly eleted to leave the �rst garden to the Nodites unopposed.773



The Edeni aravan was halted on the third day out from the Garden by the arrival of the seraphitransports from Jerusem. And for the �rst time Adam and Eve were informed of what was to beomeof their hildren. While the transports stood by, those hildren who had arrived at the age of hoie(twenty years) were given the option of remaining on Urantia with their parents or of beoming wardsof the Most Highs of Norlatiadek. Two thirds hose to go to Edentia; about one third eleted toremain with their parents. All hildren of prehoie age were taken to Edentia. No one ould havebeheld the sorrowful parting of this Material Son and Daughter and their hildren without realizingthat the way of the transgressor is hard. These o�spring of Adam and Eve are now on Edentia; wedo not know what disposition is to be made of them.It was a sad, sad aravan that prepared to journey on. Could anything have been more tragi! Tohave ome to a world in suh high hopes, to have been so auspiiously reeived, and then to go forthin disgrae from Eden, only to lose more than three fourths of their hildren even before �nding anew abiding plae!75.7 Degradation of Adam and EveIt was while the Edeni aravan was halted that Adam and Eve were informed of the nature of theirtransgressions and advised onerning their fate. Gabriel appeared to pronoune judgment. Andthis was the verdit: The Planetary Adam and Eve of Urantia are adjudged in default; they haveviolated the ovenant of their trusteeship as the rulers of this inhabited world.While downast by the sense of guilt, Adam and Eve were greatly heered by the announementthat their judges on Salvington had absolved them from all harges of standing in \ontempt of theuniverse government." They had not been held guilty of rebellion.The Edeni pair were informed that they had degraded themselves to the status of the mortals ofthe realm; that they must heneforth ondut themselves as man and woman of Urantia, looking tothe future of the world raes for their future.Long before Adam and Eve left Jerusem, their instrutors had fully explained to them the onse-quenes of any vital departure from the divine plans. I had personally and repeatedly warned them,both before and after they arrived on Urantia, that redution to the status of mortal esh would bethe ertain result, the sure penalty, whih would unfailingly attend default in the exeution of theirplanetary mission. But a omprehension of the immortality status of the material order of sonship isessential to a lear understanding of the onsequenes attendant upon the default of Adam and Eve.1. Adam and Eve, like their fellows on Jerusem, maintained immortal status through intelletualassoiation with the mind-gravity iruit of the Spirit. When this vital sustenane is broken bymental disjuntion, then, regardless of the spiritual level of reature existene, immortality status islost. Mortal status followed by physial dissolution was the inevitable onsequene of the intelletualdefault of Adam and Eve.2. The Material Son and Daughter of Urantia, being also personalized in the similitude of themortal esh of this world, were further dependent on the maintenane of a dual irulatory system,the one derived from their physial natures, the other from the superenergy stored in the fruit ofthe tree of life. Always had the arhangel ustodian admonished Adam and Eve that default oftrust would ulminate in degradation of status, and aess to this soure of energy was denied themsubsequent to their default.Caligastia did sueed in trapping Adam and Eve, but he did not aomplish his purpose of leadingthem into open rebellion against the universe government. What they had done was indeed evil, butthey were never guilty of ontempt for truth, neither did they knowingly enlist in rebellion againstthe righteous rule of the Universal Father and his Creator Son.774



75.8 The So-Called Fall of ManAdam and Eve did fall from their high estate of material sonship down to the lowly status of mortalman. But that was not the fall of man. The human rae has been uplifted despite the immediateonsequenes of the Adami default. Although the divine plan of giving the violet rae to the Urantiapeoples misarried, the mortal raes have pro�ted enormously from the limited ontribution whihAdam and his desendants made to the Urantia raes.There has been no \fall of man." The history of the human rae is one of progressive evolution, andthe Adami bestowal left the world peoples greatly improved over their previous biologi ondition.The more superior stoks of Urantia now ontain inheritane fators derived from as many as fourseparate soures: Andonite, Sangik, Nodite, and Adami.Adam should not be regarded as the ause of a urse on the human rae. While he did fail inarrying forward the divine plan, while he did transgress his ovenant with Deity, while he and hismate were most ertainly degraded in reature status, notwithstanding all this, their ontribution tothe human rae did muh to advane ivilization on Urantia.In estimating the results of the Adami mission on your world, justie demands the reognitionof the ondition of the planet. Adam was onfronted with a well-nigh hopeless task when, withhis beautiful mate, he was transported from Jerusem to this dark and onfused planet. But hadthey been guided by the ounsel of the Melhizedeks and their assoiates, and had they been morepatient, they would have eventually met with suess. But Eve listened to the insidious propagandaof personal liberty and planetary freedom of ation. She was led to experiment with the life plasm ofthe material order of sonship in that she allowed this life trust to beome prematurely ommingledwith that of the then mixed order of the original design of the Life Carriers whih had been previouslyombined with that of the reproduing beings one attahed to the sta� of the Planetary Prine.Never, in all your asent to Paradise, will you gain anything by impatiently attempting to irum-vent the established and divine plan by short uts, personal inventions, or other devies for improvingon the way of perfetion, to perfetion, and for eternal perfetion.All in all, there probably never was a more disheartening misarriage of wisdom on any planetin all Nebadon. But it is not surprising that these missteps our in the a�airs of the evolutionaryuniverses. We are a part of a giganti reation, and it is not strange that everything does not work inperfetion; our universe was not reated in perfetion. Perfetion is our eternal goal, not our origin.If this were a mehanisti universe, if the First Great Soure and Center were only a fore andnot also a personality, if all reation were a vast aggregation of physial matter dominated by pre-ise laws haraterized by unvarying energy ations, then might perfetion obtain, even despite theinompleteness of universe status. There would be no disagreement; there would be no frition. Butin our evolving universe of relative perfetion and imperfetion we rejoie that disagreement andmisunderstanding are possible, for thereby is evidened the fat and the at of personality in theuniverse. And if our reation is an existene dominated by personality, then an you be assuredof the possibilities of personality survival, advanement, and ahievement; we an be on�dent ofpersonality growth, experiene, and adventure. What a glorious universe, in that it is personal andprogressive, not merely mehanial or even passively perfet![Presented by Solonia, the seraphi \voie in the Garden."℄
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Chapter 76The Seond GardenWHEN Adam eleted to leave the �rst garden to the Nodites unopposed, he and his followers ouldnot go west, for the Edenites had no boats suitable for suh a marine adventure. They ould notgo north; the northern Nodites were already on the marh toward Eden. They feared to go south;the hills of that region were infested with hostile tribes. The only way open was to the east, and sothey journeyed eastward toward the then pleasant regions between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers.And many of those who were left behind later journeyed eastward to join the Adamites in their newvalley home.Cain and Sansa were both born before the Adami aravan had reahed its destination betweenthe rivers in Mesopotamia. Laotta, the mother of Sansa, perished at the birth of her daughter; Evesu�ered muh but survived, owing to superior strength. Eve took Sansa, the hild of Laotta, to herbosom, and she was reared along with Cain. Sansa grew up to be a woman of great ability. Shebeame the wife of Sargan, the hief of the northern blue raes, and ontributed to the advanementof the blue men of those times.76.1 The Edenites Enter MesopotamiaIt required almost a full year for the aravan of Adam to reah the Euphrates River. Finding itin ood tide, they remained amped on the plains west of the stream almost six weeks before theymade their way aross to the land between the rivers whih was to beome the seond garden.When word had reahed the dwellers in the land of the seond garden that the king and highpriest of the Garden of Eden was marhing on them, they had ed in haste to the eastern mountains.Adam found all of the desired territory vaated when he arrived. And here in this new loation Adamand his helpers set themselves to work to build new homes and establish a new enter of ulture andreligion.This site was known to Adam as one of the three original seletions of the ommittee assigned tohoose possible loations for the Garden proposed by Van and Amadon. The two rivers themselveswere a good natural defense in those days, and a short way north of the seond garden the Euphratesand Tigris ame lose together so that a defense wall extending �fty-six miles ould be built for theprotetion of the territory to the south and between the rivers.After getting settled in the new Eden, it beame neessary to adopt rude methods of living; itseemed entirely true that the ground had been ursed. Nature was one again taking its ourse. Nowwere the Adamites ompelled to wrest a living from unprepared soil and to ope with the realitiesof life in the fae of the natural hostilities and inompatibilities of mortal existene. They found the�rst garden partially prepared for them, but the seond had to be reated by the labor of their own777



hands and in the \sweat of their faes."76.2 Cain and AbelLess than two years after Cain's birth, Abel was born, the �rst hild of Adam and Eve to be born inthe seond garden. When Abel grew up to the age of twelve years, he eleted to be a herder; Cainhad hosen to follow agriulture.Now, in those days it was ustomary to make o�erings to the priesthood of the things at hand.Herders would bring of their oks, farmers of the fruits of the �elds; and in aordane with thisustom, Cain and Abel likewise made periodi o�erings to the priests. The two boys had many timesargued about the relative merits of their voations, and Abel was not slow to note that preferenewas shown for his animal sari�es. In vain did Cain appeal to the traditions of the �rst Eden, tothe former preferene for the fruits of the �elds. But this Abel would not allow, and he taunted hisolder brother in his disom�ture.In the days of the �rst Eden, Adam had indeed sought to disourage the o�ering of animal sari�eso that Cain had a justi�able preedent for his ontentions. It was, however, diÆult to organize thereligious life of the seond Eden. Adam was burdened with a thousand and one details assoiatedwith the work of building, defense, and agriulture. Being muh depressed spiritually, he intrustedthe organization of worship and eduation to those of Nodite extration who had served in theseapaities in the �rst garden; and in even so short a time the oÆiating Nodite priests were revertingto the standards and rulings of pre-Adami times.The two boys never got along well, and this matter of sari�es further ontributed to the growinghatred between them. Abel knew he was the son of both Adam and Eve and never failed to impressupon Cain that Adam was not his father. Cain was not pure violet as his father was of the Noditerae later admixed with the blue and the red man and with the aboriginal Andoni stok. And all ofthis, with Cain's natural belliose inheritane, aused him to nourish an ever-inreasing hatred forhis younger brother.The boys were respetively eighteen and twenty years of age when the tension between them was�nally resolved, one day, when Abel's taunts so infuriated his belliose brother that Cain turnedupon him in wrath and slew him.The observation of Abel's ondut establishes the value of environment and eduation as fators inharater development. Abel had an ideal inheritane, and heredity lies at the bottom of all harater;but the inuene of an inferior environment virtually neutralized this magni�ent inheritane. Abel,espeially during his younger years, was greatly inuened by his unfavorable surroundings. Hewould have beome an entirely di�erent person had he lived to be twenty-�ve or thirty; his superbinheritane would then have shown itself. While a good environment annot ontribute muh towardreally overoming the harater handiaps of a base heredity, a bad environment an very e�etivelyspoil an exellent inheritane, at least during the younger years of life. Good soial environmentand proper eduation are indispensable soil and atmosphere for getting the most out of a goodinheritane.The death of Abel beame known to his parents when his dogs brought the oks home withouttheir master. To Adam and Eve, Cain was fast beoming the grim reminder of their folly, and theyenouraged him in his deision to leave the garden.Cain's life in Mesopotamia had not been exatly happy sine he was in suh a peuliar waysymboli of the default. It was not that his assoiates were unkind to him, but he had not beenunaware of their subonsious resentment of his presene. But Cain knew that, sine he bore notribal mark, he would be killed by the �rst neighboring tribesmen who might hane to meet him.778



Fear, and some remorse, led him to repent. Cain had never been indwelt by an Adjuster, had alwaysbeen de�ant of the family disipline and disdainful of his father's religion. But he now went to Eve,his mother, and asked for spiritual help and guidane, and when he honestly sought divine assistane,an Adjuster indwelt him. And this Adjuster, dwelling within and looking out, gave Cain a distintadvantage of superiority whih lassed him with the greatly feared tribe of Adam.And so Cain departed for the land of Nod, east of the seond Eden. He beame a great leaderamong one group of his father's people and did, to a ertain degree, ful�ll the preditions of Serap-atatia, for he did promote peae between this division of the Nodites and the Adamites throughouthis lifetime. Cain married Remona, his distant ousin, and their �rst son, Enoh, beame the headof the Elamite Nodites. And for hundreds of years the Elamites and the Adamites ontinued to beat peae.76.3 Life in MesopotamiaAs time passed in the seond garden, the onsequenes of default beame inreasingly apparent.Adam and Eve greatly missed their former home of beauty and tranquillity as well as their hildrenwho had been deported to Edentia. It was indeed patheti to observe this magni�ent ouple reduedto the status of the ommon esh of the realm; but they bore their diminished estate with grae andfortitude.Adam wisely spent most of the time training his hildren and their assoiates in ivil administra-tion, eduational methods, and religious devotions. Had it not been for this foresight, pandemoniumwould have broken loose upon his death. As it was, the death of Adam made little di�erene in theondut of the a�airs of his people. But long before Adam and Eve passed away, they reognizedthat their hildren and followers had gradually learned to forget the days of their glory in Eden. Andit was better for the majority of their followers that they did forget the grandeur of Eden; they werenot so likely to experiene undue dissatisfation with their less fortunate environment.The ivil rulers of the Adamites were derived hereditarily from the sons of the �rst garden. Adam's�rst son, Adamson (Adam ben Adam), founded a seondary enter of the violet rae to the north ofthe seond Eden. Adam's seond son, Eveson, beame a masterly leader and administrator; he wasthe great helper of his father. Eveson lived not quite so long as Adam, and his eldest son, Jansad,beame the suessor of Adam as the head of the Adamite tribes.The religious rulers, or priesthood, originated with Seth, the eldest surviving son of Adam and Eveborn in the seond garden. He was born one hundred and twenty-nine years after Adam's arrival onUrantia. Seth beame absorbed in the work of improving the spiritual status of his father's people,beoming the head of the new priesthood of the seond garden. His son, Enos, founded the new orderof worship, and his grandson, Kenan, instituted the foreign missionary servie to the surroundingtribes, near and far.The Sethite priesthood was a threefold undertaking, embraing religion, health, and eduation.The priests of this order were trained to oÆiate at religious eremonies, to serve as physiians andsanitary inspetors, and to at as teahers in the shools of the garden.Adam's aravan had arried the seeds and bulbs of hundreds of plants and ereals of the �rst gardenwith them to the land between the rivers; they also had brought along extensive herds and some ofall the domestiated animals. Beause of this they possessed great advantages over the surroundingtribes. They enjoyed many of the bene�ts of the previous ulture of the original Garden.Up to the time of leaving the �rst garden, Adam and his family had always subsisted on fruits,ereals, and nuts. On the way to Mesopotamia they had, for the �rst time, partaken of herbs andvegetables. The eating of meat was early introdued into the seond garden, but Adam and Eve779



never partook of esh as a part of their regular diet. Neither did Adamson nor Eveson nor the otherhildren of the �rst generation of the �rst garden beome esh eaters.The Adamites greatly exelled the surrounding peoples in ultural ahievement and intelletualdevelopment. They produed the third alphabet and otherwise laid the foundations for muh thatwas the forerunner of modern art, siene, and literature. Here in the lands between the Tigrisand Euphrates they maintained the arts of writing, metalworking, pottery making, and weaving andprodued a type of arhiteture that was not exelled in thousands of years.The home life of the violet peoples was, for their day and age, ideal. Children were subjetedto ourses of training in agriulture, raftsmanship, and animal husbandry or else were eduated toperform the threefold duty of a Sethite: to be priest, physiian, and teaher.And when thinking of the Sethite priesthood, do not onfuse those high-minded and noble teahersof health and religion, those true eduators, with the debased and ommerial priesthoods of the latertribes and surrounding nations. Their religious onepts of Deity and the universe were advanedand more or less aurate, their health provisions were, for their time, exellent, and their methodsof eduation have never sine been surpassed.76.4 The Violet RaeAdam and Eve were the founders of the violet rae of men, the ninth human rae to appear onUrantia. Adam and his o�spring had blue eyes, and the violet peoples were haraterized by fairomplexions and light hair olor - yellow, red, and brown.Eve did not su�er pain in hildbirth; neither did the early evolutionary raes. Only the mixedraes produed by the union of evolutionary man with the Nodites and later with the Adamitessu�ered the severe pangs of hildbirth.Adam and Eve, like their brethren on Jerusem, were energized by dual nutrition, subsisting onboth food and light, supplemented by ertain superphysial energies unrevealed on Urantia. TheirUrantia o�spring did not inherit the parental endowment of energy intake and light irulation. Theyhad a single irulation, the human type of blood sustenane. They were designedly mortal thoughlong-lived, albeit longevity gravitated toward the human norm with eah sueeding generation.Adam and Eve and their �rst generation of hildren did not use the esh of animals for food.They subsisted wholly upon \the fruits of the trees." After the �rst generation all of the desendantsof Adam began to partake of dairy produts, but many of them ontinued to follow a nonesh diet.Many of the southern tribes with whom they later united were also nonesh eaters. Later on, mostof these vegetarian tribes migrated to the east and survived as now admixed in the peoples of India.Both the physial and spiritual visions of Adam and Eve were far superior to those of the present-day peoples. Their speial senses were muh more aute, and they were able to see the midwayersand the angeli hosts, the Melhizedeks, and the fallen Prine Caligastia, who several times ame toonfer with his noble suessor. They retained the ability to see these elestial beings for over onehundred years after the default. These speial senses were not so autely present in their hildrenand tended to diminish with eah sueeding generation.The Adami hildren were usually Adjuster indwelt sine they all possessed undoubted survivalapaity. These superior o�spring were not so subjet to fear as the hildren of evolution. So muhof fear persists in the present-day raes of Urantia beause your anestors reeived so little of Adam'slife plasm, owing to the early misarriage of the plans for raial physial uplift.The body ells of the Material Sons and their progeny are far more resistant to disease than arethose of the evolutionary beings indigenous to the planet. The body ells of the native raes are akin780



to the living disease-produing mirosopi and ultramirosopi organisms of the realm. These fatsexplain why the Urantia peoples must do so muh by way of sienti� e�ort to withstand so manyphysial disorders. You would be far more disease resistant if your raes arried more of the Adamilife.After beoming established in the seond garden on the Euphrates, Adam eleted to leave behindas muh of his life plasm as possible to bene�t the world after his death. Aordingly, Eve was madethe head of a ommission of twelve on rae improvement, and before Adam died this ommission hadseleted 1,682 of the highest type of women on Urantia, and these women were impregnated with theAdami life plasm. Their hildren all grew up to maturity exept 112, so that the world, in this way,was bene�ted by the addition of 1,570 superior men and women. Though these andidate motherswere seleted from all the surrounding tribes and represented most of the raes on earth, the majoritywere hosen from the highest strains of the Nodites, and they onstituted the early beginnings ofthe mighty Andite rae. These hildren were born and reared in the tribal surroundings of theirrespetive mothers.76.5 Death of Adam and EveNot long after the establishment of the seond Eden, Adam and Eve were duly informed that theirrepentane was aeptable, and that, while they were doomed to su�er the fate of the mortals oftheir world, they should ertainly beome eligible for admission to the ranks of the sleeping survivorsof Urantia. They fully believed this gospel of resurretion and rehabilitation whih the Melhizedeksso touhingly prolaimed to them. Their transgression had been an error of judgment and not thesin of onsious and deliberate rebellion.Adam and Eve did not, as itizens of Jerusem, have Thought Adjusters, nor were they Adjusterindwelt when they funtioned on Urantia in the �rst garden. But shortly after their redution to mor-tal status they beame onsious of a new presene within them and awakened to the realization thathuman status oupled with sinere repentane had made it possible for Adjusters to indwell them.It was this knowledge of being Adjuster indwelt that greatly heartened Adam and Eve throughoutthe remainder of their lives; they knew that they had failed as Material Sons of Satania, but theyalso knew that the Paradise areer was still open to them as asending sons of the universe.Adam knew about the dispensational resurretion whih ourred simultaneously with his arrivalon the planet, and he believed that he and his ompanion would probably be repersonalized inonnetion with the advent of the next order of sonship. He did not know that Mihael, the sovereignof this universe, was so soon to appear on Urantia; he expeted that the next Son to arrive would beof the Avonal order. Even so, it was always a omfort to Adam and Eve, as well as something diÆultfor them to understand, to ponder the only personal message they ever reeived from Mihael. Thismessage, among other expressions of friendship and omfort, said: \I have given onsideration to theirumstanes of your default, I have remembered the desire of your hearts ever to be loyal to myFather's will, and you will be alled from the embrae of mortal slumber when I ome to Urantia ifthe subordinate Sons of my realm do not send for you before that time."And this was a great mystery to Adam and Eve. They ould omprehend the veiled promise of apossible speial resurretion in this message, and suh a possibility greatly heered them, but theyould not grasp the meaning of the intimation that they might rest until the time of a resurretionassoiated with Mihael's personal appearane on Urantia. And so the Edeni pair always prolaimedthat a Son of God would sometime ome, and they ommuniated to their loved ones the belief, atleast the longing hope, that the world of their blunders and sorrows might possibly be the realmwhereon the ruler of this universe would elet to funtion as the Paradise bestowal Son. It seemedtoo good to be true, but Adam did entertain the thought that strife-torn Urantia might, after all,781



turn out to be the most fortunate world in the system of Satania, the envied planet of all Nebadon.Adam lived for 530 years; he died of what might be termed old age. His physial mehanismsimply wore out; the proess of disintegration gradually gained on the proess of repair, and theinevitable end ame. Eve had died nineteen years previously of a weakened heart. They were bothburied in the enter of the temple of divine servie whih had been built in aordane with theirplans soon after the wall of the olony had been ompleted. And this was the origin of the pratieof burying noted and pious men and women under the oors of the plaes of worship.The supermaterial government of Urantia, under the diretion of the Melhizedeks, ontinued, butdiret physial ontat with the evolutionary raes had been severed. From the distant days of thearrival of the orporeal sta� of the Planetary Prine, down through the times of Van and Amadon tothe arrival of Adam and Eve, physial representatives of the universe government had been stationedon the planet. But with the Adami default this regime, extending over a period of more than fourhundred and �fty thousand years, ame to an end. In the spiritual spheres, angeli helpers ontinuedto struggle in onjuntion with the Thought Adjusters, both working heroially for the salvage of theindividual; but no omprehensive plan for far-reahing world welfare was promulgated to the mortalsof earth until the arrival of Mahiventa Melhizedek, in the times of Abraham, who, with the power,patiene, and authority of a Son of God, did lay the foundations for the further uplift and spiritualrehabilitation of unfortunate Urantia.Misfortune has not, however, been the sole lot of Urantia; this planet has also been the mostfortunate in the loal universe of Nebadon. Urantians should ount it all gain if the blunders of theiranestors and the mistakes of their early world rulers so plunged the planet into suh a hopeless stateof onfusion, all the more onfounded by evil and sin, that this very bakground of darkness shouldso appeal to Mihael of Nebadon that he seleted this world as the arena wherein to reveal the lovingpersonality of the Father in heaven. It is not that Urantia needed a Creator Son to set its tangleda�airs in order; it is rather that the evil and sin on Urantia a�orded the Creator Son a more strikingbakground against whih to reveal the mathless love, mery, and patiene of the Paradise Father.76.6 Survival of Adam and EveAdam and Eve went to their mortal rest with strong faith in the promises made to them by theMelhizedeks that they would sometime awake from the sleep of death to resume life on the mansionworlds, worlds all so familiar to them in the days preeding their mission in the material esh of theviolet rae on Urantia.They did not long rest in the oblivion of the unonsious sleep of the mortals of the realm. Onthe third day after Adam's death, the seond following his reverent burial, the orders of Lanaforge,sustained by the ating Most High of Edentia and onurred in by the Union of Days on Salvington,ating for Mihael, were plaed in Gabriel's hands, direting the speial roll all of the distinguishedsurvivors of the Adami default on Urantia. And in aordane with this mandate of speial resur-retion, number twenty-six of the Urantia series, Adam and Eve were repersonalized and reassembledin the resurretion halls of the mansion worlds of Satania together with 1,316 of their assoiates inthe experiene of the �rst garden. Many other loyal souls had already been translated at the time ofAdam's arrival, whih was attended by a dispensational adjudiation of both the sleeping survivorsand of the living quali�ed asenders.Adam and Eve quikly passed through the worlds of progressive asension until they attaineditizenship on Jerusem, one again to be residents of the planet of their origin but this time asmembers of a di�erent order of universe personalities. They left Jerusem as permanent itizens -Sons of God; they returned as asendant itizens - sons of man. They were immediately attahedto the Urantia servie on the system apital, later being assigned membership among the four and782



twenty ounselors who onstitute the present advisory-ontrol body of Urantia.And thus ends the story of the Planetary Adam and Eve of Urantia, a story of trial, tragedy, andtriumph, at least personal triumph for your well-meaning but deluded Material Son and Daughterand undoubtedly, in the end, a story of ultimate triumph for their world and its rebellion-tossedand evil-harassed inhabitants. When all is summed up, Adam and Eve made a mighty ontributionto the speedy ivilization and aelerated biologi progress of the human rae. They left a greatulture on earth, but it was not possible for suh an advaned ivilization to survive in the fae ofthe early dilution and the eventual submergene of the Adami inheritane. It is the people whomake a ivilization; ivilization does not make the people.[Presented by Solonia, the seraphi \voie in the Garden."℄
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Chapter 77The Midway CreaturesMOST of the inhabited worlds of Nebadon harbor one or more groups of unique beings existing ona life-funtioning level about midway between those of the mortals of the realms and of the angeliorders; hene are they alled midway reatures. They appear to be an aident of time, but theyour so widespreadly and are so valuable as helpers that we have all long sine aepted them asone of the essential orders of our ombined planetary ministry.On Urantia there funtion two distint orders of midwayers: the primary or senior orps, whoame into being bak in the days of Dalamatia, and the seondary or younger group, whose origindates from the times of Adam.77.1 The Primary MidwayersThe primary midwayers have their genesis in a unique interassoiation of the material and thespiritual on Urantia. We know of the existene of similar reatures on other worlds and in othersystems, but they originated by dissimilar tehniques.It is well always to bear in mind that the suessive bestowals of the Sons of God on an evolvingplanet produe marked hanges in the spiritual eonomy of the realm and sometimes so modifythe workings of the interassoiation of spiritual and material agenies on a planet as to reatesituations indeed diÆult of understanding. The status of the one hundred orporeal members ofPrine Caligastia's sta� illustrates just suh a unique interassoiation: As asendant morontia itizensof Jerusem they were supermaterial reatures without reprodutive prerogatives. As desendantplanetary ministers on Urantia they were material sex reatures apable of proreating materialo�spring (as some of them later did). What we annot satisfatorily explain is how these one hundredould funtion in the parental role on a supermaterial level, but that is exatly what happened. Asupermaterial (nonsexual) liaison of a male and a female member of the orporeal sta� resulted inthe appearane of the �rst-born of the primary midwayers.It was immediately disovered that a reature of this order, midway between the mortal andangeli levels, would be of great servie in arrying on the a�airs of the Prine's headquarters, andeah ouple of the orporeal sta� was aordingly granted permission to produe a similar being.This e�ort resulted in the �rst group of �fty midway reatures.After a year of observing the work of this unique group, the Planetary Prine authorized thereprodution of midwayers without restrition. This plan was arried out as long as the power toreate ontinued, and the original orps of 50,000 was aordingly brought into being.A period of one-half year intervened between the prodution of eah midwayer, and when onethousand suh beings had been born to eah ouple, no more were ever forthoming. And there is no785



explanation available as to why this power was exhausted upon the appearane of the one thousandtho�spring. No amount of further experimentation ever resulted in anything but failure.These reatures onstituted the intelligene orps of the Prine's administration. They rangedfar and wide, studying and observing the world raes and rendering other invaluable servies to thePrine and his sta� in the work of inuening human soiety remote from the planetary headquarters.This regime ontinued until the tragi days of the planetary rebellion, whih ensnared a littleover four �fths of the primary midwayers. The loyal orps entered the servie of the Melhizedekreeivers, funtioning under the titular leadership of Van until the days of Adam.77.2 The Nodite RaeWhile this is the narrative of the origin, nature, and funtion of the midway reatures of Urantia,the kinship between the two orders - primary and seondary - makes it neessary to interrupt thestory of the primary midwayers at this point in order to follow out the line of desent from the rebelmembers of the orporeal sta� of Prine Caligastia from the days of the planetary rebellion to thetimes of Adam. It was this line of inheritane whih, in the early days of the seond garden, furnishedone half of the anestry for the seondary order of midway reatures.The physial members of the Prine's sta� had been onstituted sex reatures for the purpose ofpartiipating in the plan of proreating o�spring embodying the ombined qualities of their speialorder united with those of the seleted stok of the Andon tribes, and all of this was in antiipation ofthe subsequent appearane of Adam. The Life Carriers had planned a new type of mortal embraingthe union of the onjoint o�spring of the Prine's sta� with the �rst-generation o�spring of Adamand Eve. They had thus projeted a plan envisioning a new order of planetary reatures whomthey hoped would beome the teaher-rulers of human soiety. Suh beings were designed for soialsovereignty, not ivil sovereignty. But sine this projet almost ompletely misarried, we shall neverknow what an aristoray of benign leadership and mathless ulture Urantia was thus deprived of.For when the orporeal sta� later reprodued, it was subsequent to the rebellion and after they hadbeen deprived of their onnetion with the life urrents of the system.The postrebellion era on Urantia witnessed many unusual happenings. A great ivilization - theulture of Dalamatia - was going to piees. \The Nephilim (Nodites) were on earth in those days, andwhen these sons of the gods went in to the daughters of men and they bore to them, their hildrenwere the `mighty men of old,' the `men of renown.' " While hardly \sons of the gods," the sta� andtheir early desendants were so regarded by the evolutionary mortals of those distant days; even theirstature ame to be magni�ed by tradition. This, then, is the origin of the well-nigh universal folktale of the gods who ame down to earth and there with the daughters of men begot an anient raeof heroes. And all this legend beame further onfused with the rae mixtures of the later appearingAdamites in the seond garden.Sine the one hundred orporeal members of the Prine's sta� arried germ plasm of the Andonihuman strains, it would naturally be expeted that, if they engaged in sexual reprodution, theirprogeny would altogether resemble the o�spring of other Andonite parents. But when the sixty rebelsof the sta�, the followers of Nod, atually engaged in sexual reprodution, their hildren proved tobe far superior in almost every way to both the Andonite and the Sangik peoples. This unexpetedexellene haraterized not only physial and intelletual qualities but also spiritual apaities.These mutant traits appearing in the �rst Nodite generation resulted from ertain hanges whihhad been wrought in the on�guration and in the hemial onstituents of the inheritane fatorsof the Andoni germ plasm. These hanges were aused by the presene in the bodies of the sta�members of the powerful life-maintenane iruits of the Satania system. These life iruits aused786



the hromosomes of the speialized Urantia pattern to reorganize more after the patterns of thestandardized Satania speialization of the ordained Nebadon life manifestation. The tehnique ofthis germ plasm metamorphosis by the ation of the system life urrents is not unlike those proedureswhereby Urantia sientists modify the germ plasm of plants and animals by the use of X rays.Thus did the Nodite peoples arise out of ertain peuliar and unexpeted modi�ations ourringin the life plasm whih had been transferred from the bodies of the Andonite ontributors to thoseof the orporeal sta� members by the Avalon surgeons.It will be realled that the one hundred Andonite germ plasm ontributors were in turn madepossessors of the organi omplement of the tree of life so that the Satania life urrents likewiseinvested their bodies. The forty-four modi�ed Andonites who followed the sta� into rebellion alsomated among themselves and made a great ontribution to the better strains of the Nodite people.These two groups, embraing 104 individuals who arried the modi�ed Andonite germ plasm,onstitute the anestry of the Nodites, the eighth rae to appear on Urantia. And this new featureof human life on Urantia represents another phase of the outworking of the original plan of utilizingthis planet as a life-modi�ation world, exept that this was one of the unforeseen developments.The pure-line Nodites were a magni�ent rae, but they gradually mingled with the evolutionarypeoples of earth, and before long great deterioration had ourred. Ten thousand years after therebellion they had lost ground to the point where their average length of life was little more thanthat of the evolutionary raes.When arhaeologists dig up the lay-tablet reords of the later-day Sumerian desendants of theNodites, they disover lists of Sumerian kings running bak for several thousand years; and as thesereords go further bak, the reigns of the individual kings lengthen from around twenty-�ve or thirtyyears up to one hundred and �fty years and more. This lengthening of the reigns of these older kingssigni�es that some of the early Nodite rulers (immediate desendants of the Prine's sta�) did livelonger than their later-day suessors and also indiates an e�ort to streth the dynasties bak toDalamatia.The reords of suh long-lived individuals are also due to the onfusion of months and years as timeperiods. This may also be observed in the Biblial genealogy of Abraham and in the early reordsof the Chinese. The onfusion of the twenty-eight-day month, or season, with the later introduedyear of more than three hundred and �fty days is responsible for the traditions of suh long humanlives. There are reords of a man who lived over nine hundred \years." This period represents notquite seventy years, and suh lives were regarded for ages as very long, \threesore years and ten"as suh a life span was later designated.The rekoning of time by the twenty-eight-day month persisted long after the days of Adam. Butwhen the Egyptians undertook to reform the alendar, about seven thousand years ago, they did itwith great auray, introduing the year of 365 days.77.3 The Tower of BabelAfter the submergene of Dalamatia the Nodites moved north and east, presently founding the newity of Dilmun as their raial and ultural headquarters. And about �fty thousand years after thedeath of Nod, when the o�spring of the Prine's sta� had beome too numerous to �nd subsistenein the lands immediately surrounding their new ity of Dilmun, and after they had reahed out tointermarry with the Andonite and Sangik tribes adjoining their borders, it ourred to their leadersthat something should be done to preserve their raial unity. Aordingly a ounil of the tribes wasalled, and after muh deliberation the plan of Bablot, a desendant of Nod, was endorsed.Bablot proposed to eret a pretentious temple of raial glori�ation at the enter of their then787



oupied territory. This temple was to have a tower the like of whih the world had never seen. Itwas to be a monumental memorial to their passing greatness. There were many who wished to havethis monument ereted in Dilmun, but others ontended that suh a great struture should be plaeda safe distane from the dangers of the sea, remembering the traditions of the engulfment of their�rst apital, Dalamatia.Bablot planned that the new buildings should beome the nuleus of the future enter of the Noditeulture and ivilization. His ounsel �nally prevailed, and onstrution was started in aordanewith his plans. The new ity was to be named Bablot after the arhitet and builder of the tower.This loation later beame known as Bablod and eventually as Babel.But the Nodites were still somewhat divided in sentiment as to the plans and purposes of thisundertaking. Neither were their leaders altogether agreed onerning either onstrution plans orusage of the buildings after they should be ompleted. After four and one-half years of work a greatdispute arose about the objet and motive for the eretion of the tower. The ontentions beame sobitter that all work stopped. The food arriers spread the news of the dissension, and large numbersof the tribes began to forgather at the building site. Three di�ering views were propounded as tothe purpose of building the tower:1. The largest group, almost one half, desired to see the tower built as a memorial of Noditehistory and raial superiority. They thought it ought to be a great and imposing struture whihwould hallenge the admiration of all future generations.2. The next largest fation wanted the tower designed to ommemorate the Dilmun ulture. Theyforesaw that Bablot would beome a great enter of ommere, art, and manufature.3. The smallest and minority ontingent held that the eretion of the tower presented an op-portunity for making atonement for the folly of their progenitors in partiipating in the Caligastiarebellion. They maintained that the tower should be devoted to the worship of the Father of all,that the whole purpose of the new ity should be to take the plae of Dalamatia - to funtion as theultural and religious enter for the surrounding barbarians.The religious group were promptly voted down. The majority rejeted the teahing that theiranestors had been guilty of rebellion; they resented suh a raial stigma. Having disposed of oneof the three angles to the dispute and failing to settle the other two by debate, they fell to �ghting.The religionists, the nonombatants, ed to their homes in the south, while their fellows fought untilwell-nigh obliterated.About twelve thousand years ago a seond attempt to eret the tower of Babel was made. Themixed raes of the Andites (Nodites and Adamites) undertook to raise a new temple on the ruins ofthe �rst struture, but there was not suÆient support for the enterprise; it fell of its own pretentiousweight. This region was long known as the land of Babel.77.4 Nodite Centers of CivilizationThe dispersion of the Nodites was an immediate result of the interneine onit over the tower ofBabel. This internal war greatly redued the numbers of the purer Nodites and was in many waysresponsible for their failure to establish a great pre-Adami ivilization. From this time on Noditeulture delined for over one hundred and twenty thousand years until it was upstepped by Adamiinfusion. But even in the times of Adam the Nodites were still an able people. Many of their mixeddesendants were numbered among the Garden builders, and several of Van's group aptains wereNodites. Some of the most apable minds serving on Adam's sta� were of this rae.Three out of the four great Nodite enters were established immediately following the Bablotonit: 788



1. The western or Syrian Nodites. The remnants of the nationalisti or raial memorialistsjourneyed northward, uniting with the Andonites to found the later Nodite enters to the northwestof Mesopotamia. This was the largest group of the dispersing Nodites, and they ontributed muhto the later appearing Assyrian stok.2. The eastern or Elamite Nodites. The ulture and ommere advoates migrated in largenumbers eastward into Elam and there united with the mixed Sangik tribes. The Elamites of thirtyto forty thousand years ago had beome largely Sangik in nature, although they ontinued to maintaina ivilization superior to that of the surrounding barbarians.After the establishment of the seond garden it was ustomary to allude to this near-by Noditesettlement as \the land of Nod"; and during the long period of relative peae between this Noditegroup and the Adamites, the two raes were greatly blended, for it beame more and more the ustomfor the Sons of God (the Adamites) to intermarry with the daughters of men (the Nodites).3. The entral or pre-Sumerian Nodites. A small group at the mouth of the Tigris and Euphratesrivers maintained more of their raial integrity. They persisted for thousands of years and eventuallyfurnished the Nodite anestry whih blended with the Adamites to found the Sumerian peoples ofhistori times.And all this explains how the Sumerians appeared so suddenly and mysteriously on the stage ofation in Mesopotamia. Investigators will never be able to trae out and follow these tribes bakto the beginning of the Sumerians, who had their origin two hundred thousand years ago after thesubmergene of Dalamatia. Without a trae of origin elsewhere in the world, these anient tribessuddenly loom upon the horizon of ivilization with a full-grown and superior ulture, embraingtemples, metalwork, agriulture, animals, pottery, weaving, ommerial law, ivil odes, religiouseremonial, and an old system of writing. At the beginning of the historial era they had long sinelost the alphabet of Dalamatia, having adopted the peuliar writing system originating in Dilmun.The Sumerian language, though virtually lost to the world, was not Semiti; it had muh in ommonwith the so-alled Aryan tongues.The elaborate reords left by the Sumerians desribe the site of a remarkable settlement whih wasloated on the Persian Gulf near the earlier ity of Dilmun. The Egyptians alled this ity of anientglory Dilmat, while the later Adamized Sumerians onfused both the �rst and seond Nodite itieswith Dalamatia and alled all three Dilmun. And already have arhaeologists found these anientSumerian lay tablets whih tell of this earthly paradise \where the Gods �rst blessed mankind withthe example of ivilized and ultured life." And these tablets, desriptive of Dilmun, the paradise ofmen and God, are now silently resting on the dusty shelves of many museums.The Sumerians well knew of the �rst and seond Edens but, despite extensive intermarriage withthe Adamites, ontinued to regard the garden dwellers to the north as an alien rae. Sumerian pridein the more anient Nodite ulture led them to ignore these later vistas of glory in favor of thegrandeur and paradisiaal traditions of the ity of Dilmun.4. The northern Nodites and Amadonites - the Vanites. This group arose prior to the Bablotonit. These northernmost Nodites were desendants of those who had forsaken the leadership ofNod and his suessors for that of Van and Amadon.Some of the early assoiates of Van subsequently settled about the shores of the lake whihstill bears his name, and their traditions grew up about this loality. Ararat beame their saredmountain, having muh the same meaning to later-day Vanites that Sinai had to the Hebrews.Ten thousand years ago the Vanite anestors of the Assyrians taught that their moral law of sevenommandments had been given to Van by the Gods upon Mount Ararat. They �rmly believed thatVan and his assoiate Amadon were taken alive from the planet while they were up on the mountainengaged in worship.Mount Ararat was the sared mountain of northern Mesopotamia, and sine muh of your tradition789



of these anient times was aquired in onnetion with the Babylonian story of the ood, it is notsurprising that Mount Ararat and its region were woven into the later Jewish story of Noah and theuniversal ood.About 35,000 B.C. Adamson visited one of the easternmost of the old Vanite settlements to foundhis enter of ivilization.77.5 Adamson and RattaHaving delineated the Nodite anteedents of the anestry of the seondary midwayers, this narrativeshould now give onsideration to the Adami half of their anestry, for the seondary midwayers arealso the grandhildren of Adamson, the �rst-born of the violet rae of Urantia.Adamson was among that group of the hildren of Adam and Eve who eleted to remain on earthwith their father and mother. Now this eldest son of Adam had often heard from Van and Amadonthe story of their highland home in the north, and sometime after the establishment of the seondgarden he determined to go in searh of this land of his youthful dreams.Adamson was 120 years old at this time and had been the father of thirty-two pure-line hildrenof the �rst garden. He wanted to remain with his parents and assist them in upbuilding the seondgarden, but he was greatly disturbed by the loss of his mate and their hildren, who had all eletedto go to Edentia along with those other Adami hildren who hose to beome wards of the MostHighs.Adamson would not desert his parents on Urantia, he was disinlined to ee from hardship ordanger, but he found the assoiations of the seond garden far from satisfying. He did muh toforward the early ativities of defense and onstrution but deided to leave for the north at theearliest opportunity. And though his departure was wholly pleasant, Adam and Eve were muhgrieved to lose their eldest son, to have him go out into a strange and hostile world, as they feared,never to return.A ompany of twenty-seven followed Adamson northward in quest of these people of his hildhoodfantasies. In a little over three years Adamson's party atually found the objet of their adventure,and among these people he disovered a wonderful and beautiful woman, twenty years old, wholaimed to be the last pure-line desendant of the Prine's sta�. This woman, Ratta, said that heranestors were all desendants of two of the fallen sta� of the Prine. She was the last of her rae,having no living brothers or sisters. She had about deided not to mate, had about made up hermind to die without issue, but she lost her heart to the majesti Adamson. And when she heard thestory of Eden, how the preditions of Van and Amadon had really ome to pass, and as she listenedto the reital of the Garden default, she was enompassed with but a single thought - to marry thisson and heir of Adam. And quikly the idea grew upon Adamson. In a little more than three monthsthey were married.Adamson and Ratta had a family of sixty-seven hildren. They gave origin to a great line ofthe world's leadership, but they did something more. It should be remembered that both of thesebeings were really superhuman. Every fourth hild born to them was of a unique order. It was ofteninvisible. Never in the world's history had suh a thing ourred. Ratta was greatly perturbed - evensuperstitious - but Adamson well knew of the existene of the primary midwayers, and he onludedthat something similar was transpiring before his eyes. When the seond strangely behaving o�springarrived, he deided to mate them, sine one was male and the other female, and this is the originof the seondary order of midwayers. Within one hundred years, before this phenomenon eased,almost two thousand were brought into being.Adamson lived for 396 years. Many times he returned to visit his father and mother. Every790



seven years he and Ratta journeyed south to the seond garden, and meanwhile the midwayers kepthim informed regarding the welfare of his people. During Adamson's life they did great servie inupbuilding a new and independent world enter for truth and righteousness.Adamson and Ratta thus had at their ommand this orps of marvelous helpers, who labored withthem throughout their long lives to assist in the propagation of advaned truth and in the spread ofhigher standards of spiritual, intelletual, and physial living. And the results of this e�ort at worldbetterment never did beome fully elipsed by subsequent retrogressions.The Adamsonites maintained a high ulture for almost seven thousand years from the times ofAdamson and Ratta. Later on they beame admixed with the neighboring Nodites and Andonitesand were also inluded among the \mighty men of old." And some of the advanes of that agepersisted to beome a latent part of the ultural potential whih later blossomed into Europeanivilization.This enter of ivilization was situated in the region east of the southern end of the CaspianSea, near the Kopet Dagh. A short way up in the foothills of Turkestan are the vestiges of whatwas onetime the Adamsonite headquarters of the violet rae. In these highland sites, situated in anarrow and anient fertile belt lying in the lower foothills of the Kopet range, there suessively aroseat various periods four diverse ultures respetively fostered by four di�erent groups of Adamson'sdesendants. It was the seond of these groups whih migrated westward to Greee and the islands ofthe Mediterranean. The residue of Adamson's desendants migrated north and west to enter Europewith the blended stok of the last Andite wave oming out of Mesopotamia, and they were alsonumbered among the Andite-Aryan invaders of India.77.6 The Seondary MidwayersWhile the primary midwayers had a well-nigh superhuman origin, the seondary order are the o�-spring of the pure Adami stok united with a humanized desendant of anestors ommon to theparentage of the senior orps.Among the hildren of Adamson there were just sixteen of the peuliar progenitors of the seondarymidwayers. These unique hildren were equally divided as regards sex, and eah ouple was apableof produing a seondary midwayer every seventy days by a ombined tehnique of sex and nonsexliaison. And suh a phenomenon was never possible on earth before that time, nor has it everourred sine.These sixteen hildren lived and died (exept for their peuliarities) as mortals of the realm, buttheir eletrially energized o�spring live on and on, not being subjet to the limitations of mortalesh.Eah of the eight ouples eventually produed 248 midwayers, and thus did the original seondaryorps - 1,984 in number - ome into existene. There are eight subgroups of seondary midwayers.They are designated as A-B-C the �rst, seond, third, and so on. And then there are D-E-F the �rst,seond, and so on.After the default of Adam the primary midwayers returned to the servie of the Melhizedek re-eivers, while the seondary group were attahed to the Adamson enter until his death. Thirty-threeof these seondary midwayers, the hiefs of their organization at the death of Adamson, endeavoredto swing the whole order over to the servie of the Melhizedeks, thus e�eting a liaison with theprimary orps. But failing to aomplish this, they deserted their ompanions and went over in abody to the servie of the planetary reeivers.After the death of Adamson the remainder of the seondary midwayers beame a strange, unorga-nized, and unattahed inuene on Urantia. From that time to the days of Mahiventa Melhizedek791



they led an irregular and unorganized existene. They were partially brought under ontrol by thisMelhizedek but were still produtive of muh mishief up to the days of Christ Mihael. And duringhis sojourn on earth they all made �nal deisions as to their future destiny, the loyal majority thenenlisting under the leadership of the primary midwayers.
77.7 The Rebel MidwayersThe majority of the primary midwayers went into sin at the time of the Luifer rebellion. When thedevastation of the planetary rebellion was rekoned up, among other losses it was disovered that ofthe original 50,000, 40,119 had joined the Caligastia seession.The original number of seondary midwayers was 1,984, and of these 873 failed to align themselveswith the rule of Mihael and were duly interned in onnetion with the planetary adjudiation ofUrantia on the day of Penteost. No one an foreast the future of these fallen reatures.Both groups of rebel midwayers are now held in ustody awaiting the �nal adjudiation of thea�airs of the system rebellion. But they did many strange things on earth prior to the inaugurationof the present planetary dispensation.These disloyal midwayers were able to reveal themselves to mortal eyes under ertain irum-stanes, and espeially was this true of the assoiates of Beelzebub, the leader of the apostateseondary midwayers. But these unique reatures must not be onfused with ertain of the rebelherubim and seraphim who also were on earth up to the time of Christ's death and resurretion.Some of the older writers designated these rebellious midway reatures as evil spirits and demons,and the apostate seraphim as evil angels.On no world an evil spirits possess any mortal mind subsequent to the life of a Paradise bestowalSon. But before the days of Christ Mihael on Urantia - before the universal oming of the ThoughtAdjusters and the pouring out of the Master's spirit upon all esh - these rebel midwayers wereatually able to inuene the minds of ertain inferior mortals and somewhat to ontrol their ations.This was aomplished in muh the same way as the loyal midway reatures funtion when they serveas eÆient ontat guardians of the human minds of the Urantia reserve orps of destiny at thosetimes when the Adjuster is, in e�et, detahed from the personality during a season of ontat withsuperhuman intelligenes.It is no mere �gure of speeh when the reord states: \And they brought to Him all sorts ofsik people, those who were possessed by devils and those who were lunatis." Jesus knew andreognized the di�erene between insanity and demoniaal possession, although these states weregreatly onfused in the minds of those who lived in his day and generation.Even prior to Penteost no rebel spirit ould dominate a normal human mind, and sine that dayeven the weak minds of inferior mortals are free from suh possibilities. The supposed asting out ofdevils sine the arrival of the Spirit of Truth has been a matter of onfounding a belief in demoniaalpossession with hysteria, insanity, and feeble-mindedness. But just beause Mihael's bestowal hasforever liberated all human minds on Urantia from the possibility of demoniaal possession, do notimagine that suh was not a reality in former ages.The entire group of rebel midwayers is at present held prisoner by order of the Most Highs ofEdentia. No more do they roam this world on mishief bent. Regardless of the presene of theThought Adjusters, the pouring out of the Spirit of Truth upon all esh forever made it impossiblefor disloyal spirits of any sort or desription ever again to invade even the most feeble of humanminds. Sine the day of Penteost there never again an be suh a thing as demoniaal possession.792



77.8 The United MidwayersAt the last adjudiation of this world, when Mihael removed the slumbering survivors of time,the midway reatures were left behind, left to assist in the spiritual and semispiritual work on theplanet. They now funtion as a single orps, embraing both orders and numbering 10,992. TheUnited Midwayers of Urantia are at present governed alternately by the senior member of eah order.This regime has obtained sine their amalgamation into one group shortly after Penteost.The members of the older or primary order are generally known by numerals; they are often givennames suh as 1-2-3 the �rst, 4-5-6 the �rst, and so on. On Urantia the Adami midwayers aredesignated alphabetially in order to distinguish them from the numerial designation of the primarymidwayers.Both orders are nonmaterial beings as regards nutrition and energy intake, but they partake ofmany human traits and are able to enjoy and follow your humor as well as your worship. Whenattahed to mortals, they enter into the spirit of human work, rest, and play. But midwayers donot sleep, neither do they possess powers of proreation. In a ertain sense the seondary group aredi�erentiated along the lines of maleness and femaleness, often being spoken of as \he" or \she."They often work together in suh pairs.Midwayers are not men, neither are they angels, but seondary midwayers are, in nature, nearerman than angel; they are, in a way, of your raes and are, therefore, very understanding and sympa-theti in their ontat with human beings; they are invaluable to the seraphim in their work for andwith the various raes of mankind, and both orders are indispensable to the seraphim who serve aspersonal guardians to mortals.The United Midwayers of Urantia are organized for servie with the planetary seraphim in aor-dane with innate endowments and aquired skills, in the following groups:1. Midway messengers. This group bear names; they are a small orps and are of great assistaneon an evolutionary world in the servie of quik and reliable personal ommuniation.2. Planetary sentinels. Midwayers are the guardians, the sentinels, of the worlds of spae. Theyperform the important duties of observers for all the numerous phenomena and types of ommuni-ation whih are of import to the supernatural beings of the realm. They patrol the invisible spiritrealm of the planet.3. Contat personalities. In the ontats made with the mortal beings of the material worlds, suhas with the subjet through whom these ommuniations were transmitted, the midway reaturesare always employed. They are an essential fator in suh liaisons of the spiritual and the materiallevels.4. Progress helpers. These are the more spiritual of the midway reatures, and they are distributedas assistants to the various orders of seraphim who funtion in speial groups on the planet.Midwayers vary greatly in their abilities to make ontat with the seraphim above and with theirhuman ousins below. It is exeedingly diÆult, for instane, for the primary midwayers to makediret ontat with material agenies. They are onsiderably nearer the angeli type of being andare therefore usually assigned to working with, and ministering to, the spiritual fores resident onthe planet. They at as ompanions and guides for elestial visitors and student sojourners, whereasthe seondary reatures are almost exlusively attahed to the ministry of the material beings of therealm.The 1,111 loyal seondary midwayers are engaged in important missions on earth. As omparedwith their primary assoiates, they are deidedly material. They exist just outside the range ofmortal vision and possess suÆient latitude of adaptation to make, at will, physial ontat withwhat humans all \material things." These unique reatures have ertain de�nite powers over the793



things of time and spae, not exepting the beasts of the realm.Many of the more literal phenomena asribed to angels have been performed by the seondarymidway reatures. When the early teahers of the gospel of Jesus were thrown into prison by theignorant religious leaders of that day, an atual \angel of the Lord" \by night opened the prisondoors and brought them forth." But in the ase of Peter's deliverane after the killing of James byHerod's order, it was a seondary midwayer who performed the work asribed to an angel.Their hief work today is that of unpereived personal-liaison assoiates of those men and womenwho onstitute the planetary reserve orps of destiny. It was the work of this seondary group, ablyseonded by ertain of the primary orps, that brought about the o-ordination of personalities andirumstanes on Urantia whih �nally indued the planetary elestial supervisors to initiate thosepetitions that resulted in the granting of the mandates making possible the series of revelations ofwhih this presentation is a part. But it should be made lear that the midway reatures are notinvolved in the sordid performanes taking plae under the general designation of \spiritualism."The midwayers at present on Urantia, all of whom are of honorable standing, are not onneted withthe phenomena of so-alled \mediumship"; and they do not, ordinarily, permit humans to witnesstheir sometimes neessary physial ativities or other ontats with the material world, as they arepereived by human senses.77.9 The Permanent Citizens of UrantiaMidwayers may be regarded as the �rst group of the permanent inhabitants to be found on thevarious orders of worlds throughout the universes in ontrast with evolutionary asenders like themortal reatures and the angeli hosts. Suh permanent itizens are enountered at various pointsin the Paradise asent.Unlike the various orders of elestial beings who are assigned to minister on a planet, the midwayerslive on an inhabited world. The seraphim ome and go, but the midway reatures remain and willremain, albeit they are nonetheless ministers for being natives of the planet, and they provide theone ontinuing regime whih harmonizes and onnets the hanging administrations of the seraphihosts.As atual itizens of Urantia, the midwayers have a kinship interest in the destiny of this sphere.They are a determined assoiation, persistently working for the progress of their native planet. Theirdetermination is suggested by the motto of their order: \What the United Midwayers undertake, theUnited Midwayers do."Although their ability to traverse the energy iruits makes planetary departure feasible to anymidwayer, they have individually pledged themselves not to leave the planet prior to their sometimerelease by the universe authorities. Midwayers are anhored on a planet until the ages of settled lightand life. With the exeption of 1-2-3 the �rst, no loyal midway reatures have ever departed fromUrantia.1-2-3 the �rst, the eldest of the primary order, was released from immediate planetary dutiesshortly after Penteost. This noble midwayer stood steadfast with Van and Amadon during thetragi days of the planetary rebellion, and his fearless leadership was instrumental in reduing theasualties in his order. He serves at present on Jerusem as a member of the twenty-four ounselors,having already funtioned as governor general of Urantia one sine Penteost.Midwayers are planet bound, but muh as mortals talk with travelers from afar and thus learnabout remote plaes on the planet, so do midwayers onverse with elestial travelers to learn aboutthe far plaes of the universe. So do they beome onversant with this system and universe, evenwith Orvonton and its sister reations, and so do they prepare themselves for itizenship on the794



higher levels of reature existene.While the midwayers were brought into existene fully developed - experiening no period ofgrowth or development from immaturity - they never ease to grow in wisdom and experiene. Likemortals they are evolutionary reatures, and they have a ulture whih is a bona �de evolutionaryattainment. There are many great minds and mighty spirits among the Urantia midway orps.In the larger aspet the ivilization of Urantia is the joint produt of the Urantia mortals and theUrantia midwayers, and this is true despite the present di�erential between the two levels of ulture,a di�erential whih will not be ompensated prior to the ages of light and life.The midway ulture, being the produt of an immortal planetary itizenry, is relatively immuneto those temporal viissitudes whih beset human ivilization. The generations of men forget; theorps of midwayers remembers, and that memory is the treasure house of the traditions of yourinhabited world. Thus does the ulture of a planet remain ever present on that planet, and in properirumstanes suh treasured memories of past events are made available, even as the story of thelife and teahings of Jesus has been given by the midwayers of Urantia to their ousins in the esh.Midwayers are the skillful ministers who ompensate that gap between the material and spirituala�airs of Urantia whih appeared upon the death of Adam and Eve. They are likewise your elderbrethren, omrades in the long struggle to attain a settled status of light and life on Urantia. TheUnited Midwayers are a rebellion-tested orps, and they will faithfully enat their part in planetaryevolution until this world attains the goal of the ages, until that distant day when in fat peae doesreign on earth and in truth is there good will in the hearts of men.Beause of the valuable work performed by these midwayers, we have onluded that they area truly essential part of the spirit eonomy of the realms. And where rebellion has not marred aplanet's a�airs, they are of still greater assistane to the seraphim.The entire organization of high spirits, angeli hosts, and midway fellows is enthusiastially devotedto the furtherane of the Paradise plan for the progressive asension and perfetion attainment ofevolutionary mortals, one of the supernal businesses of the universe - the superb survival plan ofbringing God down to man and then, by a sublime sort of partnership, arrying man up to God andon to eternity of servie and divinity of attainment - alike for mortal and midwayer.[Presented by an Arhangel of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 78The Violet Rae After the Days ofAdamTHE seond Eden was the radle of ivilization for almost thirty thousand years. Here in Mesopotamiathe Adami peoples held forth, sending out their progeny to the ends of the earth, and latterly, asamalgamated with the Nodite and Sangik tribes, were known as the Andites. From this regionwent those men and women who initiated the doings of histori times, and who have so enormouslyaelerated ultural progress on Urantia.This paper depits the planetary history of the violet rae, beginning soon after the default ofAdam, about 35,000 B.C., and extending down through its amalgamation with the Nodite andSangik raes, about 15,000 B.C., to form the Andite peoples and on to its �nal disappearane fromthe Mesopotamian homelands, about 2000 B.C.78.1 Raial and Cultural DistributionAlthough the minds and morals of the raes were at a low level at the time of Adam's arrival,physial evolution had gone on quite una�eted by the exigenies of the Caligastia rebellion. Adam'sontribution to the biologi status of the raes, notwithstanding the partial failure of the undertaking,enormously upstepped the people of Urantia.Adam and Eve also ontributed muh that was of value to the soial, moral, and intelletualprogress of mankind; ivilization was immensely quikened by the presene of their o�spring. Butthirty-�ve thousand years ago the world at large possessed little ulture. Certain enters of ivilizationexisted here and there, but most of Urantia languished in savagery. Raial and ultural distributionwas as follows:1. The violet rae - Adamites and Adamsonites. The hief enter of Adamite ulture was in theseond garden, loated in the triangle of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers; this was indeed the radleof Oidental and Indian ivilizations. The seondary or northern enter of the violet rae was theAdamsonite headquarters, situated east of the southern shore of the Caspian Sea near the Kopetmountains. From these two enters there went forth to the surrounding lands the ulture and lifeplasm whih so immediately quikened all the raes.2. Pre-Sumerians and other Nodites. There were also present in Mesopotamia, near the mouth ofthe rivers, remnants of the anient ulture of the days of Dalamatia. With the passing millenniums,this group beame thoroughly admixed with the Adamites to the north, but they never entirely losttheir Nodite traditions. Various other Nodite groups that had settled in the Levant were, in general,absorbed by the later expanding violet rae. 797



3. The Andonites maintained �ve or six fairly representative settlements to the north and east ofthe Adamson headquarters. They were also sattered throughout Turkestan, while isolated islandsof them persisted throughout Eurasia, espeially in mountainous regions. These aborigines still heldthe northlands of the Eurasian ontinent, together with Ieland and Greenland, but they had longsine been driven from the plains of Europe by the blue man and from the river valleys of fartherAsia by the expanding yellow rae.4. The red man oupied the Amerias, having been driven out of Asia over �fty thousand yearsbefore the arrival of Adam.5. The yellow rae. The Chinese peoples were well established in ontrol of eastern Asia. Theirmost advaned settlements were situated to the northwest of modern China in regions bordering onTibet.6. The blue rae. The blue men were sattered all over Europe, but their better enters of ulturewere situated in the then fertile valleys of the Mediterranean basin and in northwestern Europe.Neanderthal absorption had greatly retarded the ulture of the blue man, but he was otherwise themost aggressive, adventurous, and exploratory of all the evolutionary peoples of Eurasia.7. Pre-Dravidian India. The omplex mixture of raes in India - embraing every rae on earth,but espeially the green, orange, and blak - maintained a ulture slightly above that of the outlyingregions.8. The Sahara ivilization. The superior elements of the indigo rae had their most progressivesettlements in what is now the great Sahara desert. This indigo-blak group arried extensive strainsof the submerged orange and green raes.9. The Mediterranean basin. The most highly blended rae outside of India oupied what isnow the Mediterranean basin. Here blue men from the north and Saharans from the south met andmingled with Nodites and Adamites from the east.This was the piture of the world prior to the beginnings of the great expansions of the violetrae, about twenty-�ve thousand years ago. The hope of future ivilization lay in the seond gardenbetween the rivers of Mesopotamia. Here in southwestern Asia there existed the potential of a greativilization, the possibility of the spread to the world of the ideas and ideals whih had been salvagedfrom the days of Dalamatia and the times of Eden.Adam and Eve had left behind a limited but potent progeny, and the elestial observers on Urantiawaited anxiously to �nd out how these desendants of the erring Material Son and Daughter wouldaquit themselves.78.2 The Adamites in the Seond GardenFor thousands of years the sons of Adam labored along the rivers of Mesopotamia, working outtheir irrigation and ood-ontrol problems to the south, perfeting their defenses to the north, andattempting to preserve their traditions of the glory of the �rst Eden.The heroism displayed in the leadership of the seond garden onstitutes one of the amazing andinspiring epis of Urantia's history. These splendid souls never wholly lost sight of the purpose ofthe Adami mission, and therefore did they valiantly �ght o� the inuenes of the surrounding andinferior tribes while they willingly sent forth their hoiest sons and daughters in a steady stream asemissaries to the raes of earth. Sometimes this expansion was depleting to the home ulture, butalways these superior peoples would rehabilitate themselves.The ivilization, soiety, and ultural status of the Adamites were far above the general level ofthe evolutionary raes of Urantia. Only among the old settlements of Van and Amadon and the798



Adamsonites was there a ivilization in any way omparable. But the ivilization of the seond Edenwas an arti�ial struture - it had not been evolved - and was therefore doomed to deteriorate untilit reahed a natural evolutionary level.Adam left a great intelletual and spiritual ulture behind him, but it was not advaned in me-hanial applianes sine every ivilization is limited by available natural resoures, inherent genius,and suÆient leisure to insure inventive fruition. The ivilization of the violet rae was prediatedon the presene of Adam and on the traditions of the �rst Eden. After Adam's death and as thesetraditions grew dim through the passing millenniums, the ultural level of the Adamites steadilydeteriorated until it reahed a state of reiproal balane with the status of the surrounding peoplesand the naturally evolving ultural apaities of the violet rae.But the Adamites were a real nation around 19,000 B.C., numbering four and a half million, andalready they had poured forth millions of their progeny into the surrounding peoples.78.3 Early Expansions of the AdamitesThe violet rae retained the Edeni traditions of peaefulness for many millenniums, whih explainstheir long delay in making territorial onquests. When they su�ered from population pressure, insteadof making war to seure more territory, they sent forth their exess inhabitants as teahers to theother raes. The ultural e�et of these earlier migrations was not enduring, but the absorption of theAdamite teahers, traders, and explorers was biologially invigorating to the surrounding peoples.Some of the Adamites early journeyed westward to the valley of the Nile; others penetratedeastward into Asia, but these were a minority. The mass movement of the later days was extensivelynorthward and thene westward. It was, in the main, a gradual but unremitting northward push,the greater number making their way north and then irling westward around the Caspian Sea intoEurope.About twenty-�ve thousand years ago many of the purer elements of the Adamites were well ontheir northern trek. And as they penetrated northward, they beame less and less Adami until,by the times of their oupation of Turkestan, they had beome thoroughly admixed with the otherraes, partiularly the Nodites. Very few of the pure-line violet peoples ever penetrated far intoEurope or Asia.From about 30,000 to 10,000 B.C. epoh-making raial mixtures were taking plae throughoutsouthwestern Asia. The highland inhabitants of Turkestan were a virile and vigorous people. Tothe northwest of India muh of the ulture of the days of Van persisted. Still to the north of thesesettlements the best of the early Andonites had been preserved. And both of these superior raes ofulture and harater were absorbed by the northward-moving Adamites. This amalgamation led tothe adoption of many new ideas; it failitated the progress of ivilization and greatly advaned allphases of art, siene, and soial ulture.As the period of the early Adami migrations ended, about 15,000 B.C., there were already moredesendants of Adam in Europe and entral Asia than anywhere else in the world, even than inMesopotamia. The European blue raes had been largely in�ltrated. The lands now alled Russiaand Turkestan were oupied throughout their southern strethes by a great reservoir of the Adamitesmixed with Nodites, Andonites, and red and yellow Sangiks. Southern Europe and the Mediterraneanfringe were oupied by a mixed rae of Andonite and Sangik peoples - orange, green, and indigo- with a sprinkling of the Adamite stok. Asia Minor and the entral-eastern European lands wereheld by tribes that were predominantly Andonite.A blended olored rae, about this time greatly reinfored by arrivals from Mesopotamia, heldforth in Egypt and prepared to take over the disappearing ulture of the Euphrates valley. The blak799



peoples were moving farther south in Afria and, like the red rae, were virtually isolated.The Saharan ivilization had been disrupted by drought and that of the Mediterranean basinby ood. The blue raes had, as yet, failed to develop an advaned ulture. The Andonites werestill sattered over the Arti and entral Asian regions. The green and orange raes had beenexterminated as suh. The indigo rae was moving south in Afria, there to begin its slow butlong-ontinued raial deterioration.The peoples of India lay stagnant, with a ivilization that was unprogressing; the yellow man wasonsolidating his holdings in entral Asia; the brown man had not yet begun his ivilization on thenear-by islands of the Pai�.These raial distributions, assoiated with extensive limati hanges, set the world stage for theinauguration of the Andite era of Urantia ivilization. These early migrations extended over a periodof ten thousand years, from 25,000 to 15,000 B.C. The later or Andite migrations extended fromabout 15,000 to 6000 B.C.It took so long for the earlier waves of Adamites to pass over Eurasia that their ulture was largelylost in transit. Only the later Andites moved with suÆient speed to retain the Edeni ulture atany great distane from Mesopotamia.78.4 The AnditesThe Andite raes were the primary blends of the pure-line violet rae and the Nodites plus theevolutionary peoples. In general, Andites should be thought of as having a far greater perentageof Adami blood than the modern raes. In the main, the term Andite is used to designate thosepeoples whose raial inheritane was from one-eighth to one-sixth violet. Modern Urantians, eventhe northern white raes, ontain muh less than this perentage of the blood of Adam.The earliest Andite peoples took origin in the regions adjaent to Mesopotamia more than twenty-�ve thousand years ago and onsisted of a blend of the Adamites and Nodites. The seond garden wassurrounded by onentri irles of diminishing violet blood, and it was on the periphery of this raialmelting pot that the Andite rae was born. Later on, when the migrating Adamites and Noditesentered the then fertile regions of Turkestan, they soon blended with the superior inhabitants, andthe resultant rae mixture extended the Andite type northward.The Andites were the best all-round human stok to appear on Urantia sine the days of thepure-line violet peoples. They embraed most of the highest types of the surviving remnants of theAdamite and Nodite raes and, later, some of the best strains of the yellow, blue, and green men.These early Andites were not Aryan; they were pre-Aryan. They were not white; they were pre-white. They were neither an Oidental nor an Oriental people. But it is Andite inheritane thatgives to the polyglot mixture of the so-alled white raes that generalized homogeneity whih hasbeen alled Cauasoid.The purer strains of the violet rae had retained the Adami tradition of peae-seeking, whihexplains why the earlier rae movements had been more in the nature of peaeful migrations. But asthe Adamites united with the Nodite stoks, who were by this time a belligerent rae, their Anditedesendants beame, for their day and age, the most skillful and sagaious militarists ever to live onUrantia. Theneforth the movements of the Mesopotamians grew inreasingly military in haraterand beame more akin to atual onquests.These Andites were adventurous; they had roving dispositions. An inrease of either Sangik orAndonite stok tended to stabilize them. But even so, their later desendants never stopped untilthey had irumnavigated the globe and disovered the last remote ontinent.800



78.5 The Andite MigrationsFor twenty thousand years the ulture of the seond garden persisted, but it experiened a steadydeline until about 15,000 B.C., when the regeneration of the Sethite priesthood and the leadershipof Amosad inaugurated a brilliant era. The massive waves of ivilization whih later spread overEurasia immediately followed the great renaissane of the Garden onsequent upon the extensiveunion of the Adamites with the surrounding mixed Nodites to form the Andites.These Andites inaugurated new advanes throughout Eurasia and North Afria. FromMesopotamiathrough Sinkiang the Andite ulture was dominant, and the steady migration toward Europe wasontinuously o�set by new arrivals from Mesopotamia. But it is hardly orret to speak of the An-dites as a rae in Mesopotamia proper until near the beginning of the terminal migrations of themixed desendants of Adam. By this time even the raes in the seond garden had beome so blendedthat they ould no longer be onsidered Adamites.The ivilization of Turkestan was onstantly being revived and refreshed by the newomers fromMesopotamia, espeially by the later Andite avalrymen. The so-alled Aryan mother tongue wasin proess of formation in the highlands of Turkestan; it was a blend of the Andoni dialet of thatregion with the language of the Adamsonites and later Andites. Many modern languages are derivedfrom this early speeh of these entral Asian tribes who onquered Europe, India, and the upperstrethes of the Mesopotamian plains. This anient language gave the Oidental tongues all of thatsimilarity whih is alled Aryan.By 12,000 B.C. three quarters of the Andite stok of the world was resident in northern andeastern Europe, and when the later and �nal exodus from Mesopotamia took plae, sixty-�ve perent of these last waves of emigration entered Europe.The Andites not only migrated to Europe but to northern China and India, while many groupspenetrated to the ends of the earth as missionaries, teahers, and traders. They ontributed onsid-erably to the northern groups of the Saharan Sangik peoples. But only a few teahers and tradersever penetrated farther south in Afria than the headwaters of the Nile. Later on, mixed Anditesand Egyptians followed down both the east and west oasts of Afria well below the equator, butthey did not reah Madagasar.These Andites were the so-alled Dravidian and later Aryan onquerors of India; and their presenein entral Asia greatly upstepped the anestors of the Turanians. Many of this rae journeyed toChina by way of both Sinkiang and Tibet and added desirable qualities to the later Chinese stoks.From time to time small groups made their way into Japan, Formosa, the East Indies, and southernChina, though very few entered southern China by the oastal route.One hundred and thirty-two of this rae, embarking in a eet of small boats from Japan, eventuallyreahed South Ameria and by intermarriage with the natives of the Andes established the anestryof the later rulers of the Inas. They rossed the Pai� by easy stages, tarrying on the many islandsthey found along the way. The islands of the Polynesian group were both more numerous and largerthen than now, and these Andite sailors, together with some who followed them, biologially modi�edthe native groups in transit. Many ourishing enters of ivilization grew up on these now submergedlands as a result of Andite penetration. Easter Island was long a religious and administrative enterof one of these lost groups. But of the Andites who navigated the Pai� of long ago none but theone hundred and thirty-two ever reahed the mainland of the Amerias.The migratory onquests of the Andites ontinued on down to their �nal dispersions, from 8000to 6000 B.C. As they poured out of Mesopotamia, they ontinuously depleted the biologi reservesof their homelands while markedly strengthening the surrounding peoples. And to every nation towhih they journeyed, they ontributed humor, art, adventure, musi, and manufature. They wereskillful domestiators of animals and expert agriulturists. For the time being, at least, their presene801



usually improved the religious beliefs and moral praties of the older raes. And so the ulture ofMesopotamia quietly spread out over Europe, India, China, northern Afria, and the Pai� Islands.78.6 The Last Andite DispersionsThe last three waves of Andites poured out of Mesopotamia between 8000 and 6000 B.C. Thesethree great waves of ulture were fored out of Mesopotamia by the pressure of the hill tribes to theeast and the harassment of the plainsmen of the west. The inhabitants of the Euphrates valley andadjaent territory went forth in their �nal exodus in several diretions:Sixty-�ve per ent entered Europe by the Caspian Sea route to onquer and amalgamate with thenewly appearing white raes - the blend of the blue men and the earlier Andites.Ten per ent, inluding a large group of the Sethite priests, moved eastward through the Elamitehighlands to the Iranian plateau and Turkestan. Many of their desendants were later driven intoIndia with their Aryan brethren from the regions to the north.Ten per ent of the Mesopotamians turned eastward in their northern trek, entering Sinkiang,where they blended with the Andite-yellow inhabitants. The majority of the able o�spring of thisraial union later entered China and ontributed muh to the immediate improvement of the northerndivision of the yellow rae.Ten per ent of these eeing Andites made their way aross Arabia and entered Egypt.Five per ent of the Andites, the very superior ulture of the oastal distrit about the mouthsof the Tigris and Euphrates who had kept themselves free from intermarriage with the inferiorneighboring tribesmen, refused to leave their homes. This group represented the survival of manysuperior Nodite and Adamite strains.The Andites had almost entirely evauated this region by 6000 B.C., though their desendants,largely mixed with the surrounding Sangik raes and the Andonites of Asia Minor, were there to givebattle to the northern and eastern invaders at a muh later date.The ultural age of the seond garden was terminated by the inreasing in�ltration of the sur-rounding inferior stoks. Civilization moved westward to the Nile and the Mediterranean islands,where it ontinued to thrive and advane long after its fountainhead in Mesopotamia had deterio-rated. And this unheked inux of inferior peoples prepared the way for the later onquest of allMesopotamia by the northern barbarians who drove out the residual strains of ability. Even in lateryears the ultured residue still resented the presene of these ignorant and unouth invaders.78.7 The Floods in MesopotamiaThe river dwellers were austomed to rivers overowing their banks at ertain seasons; these periodioods were annual events in their lives. But new perils threatened the valley of Mesopotamia as aresult of progressive geologi hanges to the north.For thousands of years after the submergene of the �rst Eden the mountains about the easternoast of the Mediterranean and those to the northwest and northeast of Mesopotamia ontinued torise. This elevation of the highlands was greatly aelerated about 5000 B.C., and this, togetherwith greatly inreased snowfall on the northern mountains, aused unpreedented oods eah springthroughout the Euphrates valley. These spring oods grew inreasingly worse so that eventually theinhabitants of the river regions were driven to the eastern highlands. For almost a thousand yearssores of ities were pratially deserted beause of these extensive deluges.802



Almost �ve thousand years later, as the Hebrew priests in Babylonian aptivity sought to traethe Jewish people bak to Adam, they found great diÆulty in pieing the story together; and itourred to one of them to abandon the e�ort, to let the whole world drown in its wikedness at thetime of Noah's ood, and thus to be in a better position to trae Abraham right bak to one of thethree surviving sons of Noah.The traditions of a time when water overed the whole of the earth's surfae are universal. Manyraes harbor the story of a world-wide ood some time during past ages. The Biblial story of Noah,the ark, and the ood is an invention of the Hebrew priesthood during the Babylonian aptivity.There has never been a universal ood sine life was established on Urantia. The only time thesurfae of the earth was ompletely overed by water was during those Arheozoi ages before theland had begun to appear.But Noah really lived; he was a wine maker of Aram, a river settlement near Ereh. He kept awritten reord of the days of the river's rise from year to year. He brought muh ridiule upon himselfby going up and down the river valley advoating that all houses be built of wood, boat fashion,and that the family animals be put on board eah night as the ood season approahed. He wouldgo to the neighboring river settlements every year and warn them that in so many days the oodswould ome. Finally a year ame in whih the annual oods were greatly augmented by unusuallyheavy rainfall so that the sudden rise of the waters wiped out the entire village; only Noah and hisimmediate family were saved in their houseboat.These oods ompleted the disruption of Andite ivilization. With the ending of this period ofdeluge, the seond garden was no more. Only in the south and among the Sumerians did any traeof the former glory remain.The remnants of this, one of the oldest ivilizations, are to be found in these regions of Mesopotamiaand to the northeast and northwest. But still older vestiges of the days of Dalamatia exist underthe waters of the Persian Gulf, and the �rst Eden lies submerged under the eastern end of theMediterranean Sea.78.8 The Sumerians - Last of the AnditesWhen the last Andite dispersion broke the biologi bakbone of Mesopotamian ivilization, a smallminority of this superior rae remained in their homeland near the mouths of the rivers. These werethe Sumerians, and by 6000 B.C. they had beome largely Andite in extration, though their ulturewas more exlusively Nodite in harater, and they lung to the anient traditions of Dalamatia.Nonetheless, these Sumerians of the oastal regions were the last of the Andites in Mesopotamia.But the raes of Mesopotamia were already thoroughly blended by this late date, as is evidened bythe skull types found in the graves of this era.It was during the oodtimes that Susa so greatly prospered. The �rst and lower ity was inundatedso that the seond or higher town sueeded the lower as the headquarters for the peuliar artraftsof that day. With the later diminution of these oods, Ur beame the enter of the pottery industry.About seven thousand years ago Ur was on the Persian Gulf, the river deposits having sine builtup the land to its present limits. These settlements su�ered less from the oods beause of betterontrolling works and the widening mouths of the rivers.The peaeful grain growers of the Euphrates and Tigris valleys had long been harassed by theraids of the barbarians of Turkestan and the Iranian plateau. But now a onerted invasion of theEuphrates valley was brought about by the inreasing drought of the highland pastures. And thisinvasion was all the more serious beause these surrounding herdsmen and hunters possessed largenumbers of tamed horses. It was the possession of horses whih gave them a tremendous military803



advantage over their rih neighbors to the south. In a short time they overran all Mesopotamia,driving forth the last waves of ulture whih spread out over all of Europe, western Asia, andnorthern Afria.These onquerors of Mesopotamia arried in their ranks many of the better Andite strains of themixed northern raes of Turkestan, inluding some of the Adamson stok. These less advaned butmore vigorous tribes from the north quikly and willingly assimilated the residue of the ivilizationof Mesopotamia and presently developed into those mixed peoples found in the Euphrates valley atthe beginning of histori annals. They quikly revived many phases of the passing ivilization ofMesopotamia, adopting the arts of the valley tribes and muh of the ulture of the Sumerians. Theyeven sought to build a third tower of Babel and later adopted the term as their national name.When these barbarian avalrymen from the northeast overran the whole Euphrates valley, they didnot onquer the remnants of the Andites who dwelt about the mouth of the river on the Persian Gulf.These Sumerians were able to defend themselves beause of superior intelligene, better weapons,and their extensive system of military anals, whih were an adjunt to their irrigation shemeof interonneting pools. They were a united people beause they had a uniform group religion.They were thus able to maintain their raial and national integrity long after their neighbors to thenorthwest were broken up into isolated ity-states. No one of these ity groups was able to overomethe united Sumerians.And the invaders from the north soon learned to trust and prize these peae-loving Sumerians asable teahers and administrators. They were greatly respeted and sought after as teahers of artand industry, as diretors of ommere, and as ivil rulers by all peoples to the north and from Egyptin the west to India in the east.After the breakup of the early Sumerian onfederation the later ity-states were ruled by the apos-tate desendants of the Sethite priests. Only when these priests made onquests of the neighboringities did they all themselves kings. The later ity kings failed to form powerful onfederations be-fore the days of Sargon beause of deity jealousy. Eah ity believed its muniipal god to be superiorto all other gods, and therefore they refused to subordinate themselves to a ommon leader.The end of this long period of the weak rule of the ity priests was terminated by Sargon, the priestof Kish, who prolaimed himself king and started out on the onquest of the whole of Mesopotamiaand adjoining lands. And for the time, this ended the ity-states, priest-ruled and priest-ridden, eahity having its own muniipal god and its own eremonial praties.After the breakup of this Kish onfederation there ensued a long period of onstant warfare betweenthese valley ities for supremay. And the rulership variously shifted between Sumer, Akkad, Kish,Ereh, Ur, and Susa.About 2500 B.C. the Sumerians su�ered severe reverses at the hands of the northern Suites andGuites. Lagash, the Sumerian apital built on ood mounds, fell. Ereh held out for thirty yearsafter the fall of Akkad. By the time of the establishment of the rule of Hammurabi the Sumerianshad beome absorbed into the ranks of the northern Semites, and the Mesopotamian Andites passedfrom the pages of history.From 2500 to 2000 B.C. the nomads were on a rampage from the Atlanti to the Pai�. TheNerites onstituted the �nal eruption of the Caspian group of the Mesopotamian desendants of theblended Andonite and Andite raes. What the barbarians failed to do to e�et the ruination ofMesopotamia, subsequent limati hanges sueeded in aomplishing.And this is the story of the violet rae after the days of Adam and of the fate of their homelandbetween the Tigris and Euphrates. Their anient ivilization �nally fell due to the emigration ofsuperior peoples and the immigration of their inferior neighbors. But long before the barbarianavalrymen onquered the valley, muh of the Garden ulture had spread to Asia, Afria, and Europe,there to produe the ferments whih have resulted in the twentieth-entury ivilization of Urantia.804
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Chapter 79Andite Expansion in the OrientASIA is the homeland of the human rae. It was on a southern peninsula of this ontinent thatAndon and Fonta were born; in the highlands of what is now Afghanistan, their desendant Badonanfounded a primitive enter of ulture that persisted for over one-half million years. Here at thiseastern fous of the human rae the Sangik peoples di�erentiated from the Andoni stok, and Asiawas their �rst home, their �rst hunting ground, their �rst battle�eld. Southwestern Asia witnessedthe suessive ivilizations of Dalamatians, Nodites, Adamites, and Andites, and from these regionsthe potentials of modern ivilization spread to the world.79.1 The Andites of TurkestanFor over twenty-�ve thousand years, on down to nearly 2000 B.C., the heart of Eurasia was predom-inantly, though diminishingly, Andite. In the lowlands of Turkestan the Andites made the westwardturning around the inland lakes into Europe, while from the highlands of this region they in�ltratedeastward. Eastern Turkestan (Sinkiang) and, to a lesser extent, Tibet were the anient gatewaysthrough whih these peoples of Mesopotamia penetrated the mountains to the northern lands ofthe yellow men. The Andite in�ltration of India proeeded from the Turkestan highlands into thePunjab and from the Iranian grazing lands through Baluhistan. These earlier migrations were inno sense onquests; they were, rather, the ontinual drifting of the Andite tribes into western Indiaand China.For almost �fteen thousand years enters of mixed Andite ulture persisted in the basin of theTarim River in Sinkiang and to the south in the highland regions of Tibet, where the Andites andAndonites had extensively mingled. The Tarim valley was the easternmost outpost of the true Anditeulture. Here they built their settlements and entered into trade relations with the progressiveChinese to the east and with the Andonites to the north. In those days the Tarim region was afertile land; the rainfall was plentiful. To the east the Gobi was an open grassland where the herderswere gradually turning to agriulture. This ivilization perished when the rain winds shifted to thesoutheast, but in its day it rivaled Mesopotamia itself.By 8000 B.C. the slowly inreasing aridity of the highland regions of entral Asia began to drivethe Andites to the river bottoms and the seashores. This inreasing drought not only drove them tothe valleys of the Nile, Euphrates, Indus, and Yellow rivers, but it produed a new development inAndite ivilization. A new lass of men, the traders, began to appear in large numbers.When limati onditions made hunting unpro�table for the migrating Andites, they did not followthe evolutionary ourse of the older raes by beoming herders. Commere and urban life made theirappearane. From Egypt through Mesopotamia and Turkestan to the rivers of China and India, themore highly ivilized tribes began to assemble in ities devoted to manufature and trade. Adonia807



beame the entral Asian ommerial metropolis, being loated near the present ity of Ashkhabad.Commere in stone, metal, wood, and pottery was aelerated on both land and water.But ever-inreasing drought gradually brought about the great Andite exodus from the lands southand east of the Caspian Sea. The tide of migration began to veer from northward to southward, andthe Babylonian avalrymen began to push into Mesopotamia.Inreasing aridity in entral Asia further operated to redue population and to render these peopleless warlike; and when the diminishing rainfall to the north fored the nomadi Andonites southward,there was a tremendous exodus of Andites from Turkestan. This is the terminal movement of the so-alled Aryans into the Levant and India. It ulminated that long dispersal of the mixed desendantsof Adam during whih every Asiati and most of the island peoples of the Pai� were to some extentimproved by these superior raes.Thus, while they dispersed over the Eastern Hemisphere, the Andites were dispossessed of theirhomelands in Mesopotamia and Turkestan, for it was this extensive southward movement of An-donites that diluted the Andites in entral Asia nearly to the vanishing point.But even in the twentieth entury after Christ there are traes of Andite blood among the Turanianand Tibetan peoples, as is witnessed by the blond types oasionally found in these regions. The earlyChinese annals reord the presene of the red-haired nomads to the north of the peaeful settlementsof the Yellow River, and there still remain paintings whih faithfully reord the presene of both theblond-Andite and the brunet-Mongolian types in the Tarim basin of long ago.The last great manifestation of the submerged military genius of the entral Asiati Andites was inA.D. 1200, when the Mongols under Genghis Khan began the onquest of the greater portion of theAsiati ontinent. And like the Andites of old, these warriors prolaimed the existene of \one Godin heaven." The early breakup of their empire long delayed ultural interourse between Oidentand Orient and greatly handiapped the growth of the monotheisti onept in Asia.79.2 The Andite Conquest of IndiaIndia is the only loality where all the Urantia raes were blended, the Andite invasion adding thelast stok. In the highlands northwest of India the Sangik raes ame into existene, and withoutexeption members of eah penetrated the subontinent of India in their early days, leaving behindthem the most heterogeneous rae mixture ever to exist on Urantia. Anient India ated as a athbasin for the migrating raes. The base of the peninsula was formerly somewhat narrower than now,muh of the deltas of the Ganges and Indus being the work of the last �fty thousand years.The earliest rae mixtures in India were a blending of the migrating red and yellow raes withthe aboriginal Andonites. This group was later weakened by absorbing the greater portion of theextint eastern green peoples as well as large numbers of the orange rae, was slightly improvedthrough limited admixture with the blue man, but su�ered exeedingly through assimilation of largenumbers of the indigo rae. But the so-alled aborigines of India are hardly representative of theseearly people; they are rather the most inferior southern and eastern fringe, whih was never fullyabsorbed by either the early Andites or their later appearing Aryan ousins.By 20,000 B.C. the population of western India had already beome tinged with the Adamiblood, and never in the history of Urantia did any one people ombine so many di�erent raes. Butit was unfortunate that the seondary Sangik strains predominated, and it was a real alamity thatboth the blue and the red man were so largely missing from this raial melting pot of long ago; moreof the primary Sangik strains would have ontributed very muh toward the enhanement of whatmight have been an even greater ivilization. As it developed, the red man was destroying himself inthe Amerias, the blue man was disporting himself in Europe, and the early desendants of Adam808



(and most of the later ones) exhibited little desire to admix with the darker olored peoples, whetherin India, Afria, or elsewhere.About 15,000 B.C. inreasing population pressure throughout Turkestan and Iran oasionedthe �rst really extensive Andite movement toward India. For over �fteen enturies these superiorpeoples poured in through the highlands of Baluhistan, spreading out over the valleys of the Indusand Ganges and slowly moving southward into the Dean. This Andite pressure from the northwestdrove many of the southern and eastern inferiors into Burma and southern China but not suÆientlyto save the invaders from raial obliteration.The failure of India to ahieve the hegemony of Eurasia was largely a matter of topography;population pressure from the north only rowded the majority of the people southward into thedereasing territory of the Dean, surrounded on all sides by the sea. Had there been adjaent landsfor emigration, then would the inferiors have been rowded out in all diretions, and the superiorstoks would have ahieved a higher ivilization.As it was, these earlier Andite onquerors made a desperate attempt to preserve their identity andstem the tide of raial engulfment by the establishment of rigid restritions regarding intermarriage.Nonetheless, the Andites had beome submerged by 10,000 B.C., but the whole mass of the peoplehad been markedly improved by this absorption.Rae mixture is always advantageous in that it favors versatility of ulture and makes for a progres-sive ivilization, but if the inferior elements of raial stoks predominate, suh ahievements will beshort-lived. A polyglot ulture an be preserved only if the superior stoks reprodue themselves in asafe margin over the inferior. Unrestrained multipliation of inferiors, with dereasing reprodutionof superiors, is unfailingly suiidal of ultural ivilization.Had the Andite onquerors been in numbers three times what they were, or had they driven outor destroyed the least desirable third of the mixed orange-green-indigo inhabitants, then would Indiahave beome one of the world's leading enters of ultural ivilization and undoubtedly would haveattrated more of the later waves of Mesopotamians that owed into Turkestan and thene northwardto Europe.79.3 Dravidian IndiaThe blending of the Andite onquerors of India with the native stok eventually resulted in thatmixed people whih has been alled Dravidian. The earlier and purer Dravidians possessed a greatapaity for ultural ahievement, whih was ontinuously weakened as their Andite inheritanebeame progressively attenuated. And this is what doomed the budding ivilization of India almosttwelve thousand years ago. But the infusion of even this small amount of the blood of Adam produeda marked aeleration in soial development. This omposite stok immediately produed the mostversatile ivilization then on earth.Not long after onquering India, the Dravidian Andites lost their raial and ultural ontat withMesopotamia, but the later opening up of the sea lanes and the aravan routes re-established theseonnetions; and at no time within the last ten thousand years has India ever been entirely out oftouh with Mesopotamia on the west and China to the east, although the mountain barriers greatlyfavored western interourse.The superior ulture and religious leanings of the peoples of India date from the early times ofDravidian domination and are due, in part, to the fat that so many of the Sethite priesthood enteredIndia, both in the earlier Andite and in the later Aryan invasions. The thread of monotheism runningthrough the religious history of India thus stems from the teahings of the Adamites in the seondgarden. 809



As early as 16,000 B.C. a ompany of one hundred Sethite priests entered India and very nearlyahieved the religious onquest of the western half of that polyglot people. But their religion did notpersist. Within �ve thousand years their dotrines of the Paradise Trinity had degenerated into thetriune symbol of the �re god.But for more than seven thousand years, down to the end of the Andite migrations, the religiousstatus of the inhabitants of India was far above that of the world at large. During these timesIndia bid fair to produe the leading ultural, religious, philosophi, and ommerial ivilization ofthe world. And but for the omplete submergene of the Andites by the peoples of the south, thisdestiny would probably have been realized.The Dravidian enters of ulture were loated in the river valleys, prinipally of the Indus andGanges, and in the Dean along the three great rivers owing through the Eastern Ghats to thesea. The settlements along the seaoast of the Western Ghats owed their prominene to maritimerelationships with Sumeria.The Dravidians were among the earliest peoples to build ities and to engage in an extensiveexport and import business, both by land and sea. By 7000 B.C. amel trains were making regulartrips to distant Mesopotamia; Dravidian shipping was pushing oastwise aross the Arabian Sea tothe Sumerian ities of the Persian Gulf and was venturing on the waters of the Bay of Bengal as faras the East Indies. An alphabet, together with the art of writing, was imported from Sumeria bythese seafarers and merhants.These ommerial relationships greatly ontributed to the further diversi�ation of a osmopolitanulture, resulting in the early appearane of many of the re�nements and even luxuries of urban life.When the later appearing Aryans entered India, they did not reognize in the Dravidians their Anditeousins submerged in the Sangik raes, but they did �nd a well-advaned ivilization. Despite biologilimitations, the Dravidians founded a superior ivilization. It was well di�used throughout all Indiaand has survived on down to modern times in the Dean.79.4 The Aryan Invasion of IndiaThe seond Andite penetration of India was the Aryan invasion during a period of almost �ve hundredyears in the middle of the third millennium before Christ. This migration marked the terminal exodusof the Andites from their homelands in Turkestan.The early Aryan enters were sattered over the northern half of India, notably in the northwest.These invaders never ompleted the onquest of the ountry and subsequently met their undoing inthis neglet sine their lesser numbers made them vulnerable to absorption by the Dravidians of thesouth, who subsequently overran the entire peninsula exept the Himalayan provines.The Aryans made very little raial impression on India exept in the northern provines. In theDean their inuene was ultural and religious more than raial. The greater persistene of theso-alled Aryan blood in northern India is not only due to their presene in these regions in greaternumbers but also beause they were reinfored by later onquerors, traders, and missionaries. Righton down to the �rst entury before Christ there was a ontinuous in�ltration of Aryan blood intothe Punjab, the last inux being attendant upon the ampaigns of the Hellenisti peoples.On the Gangeti plain Aryan and Dravidian eventually mingled to produe a high ulture, andthis enter was later reinfored by ontributions from the northeast, oming from China.In India many types of soial organizations ourished from time to time, from the semidemoratisystems of the Aryans to despoti and monarhial forms of government. But the most harateristifeature of soiety was the persistene of the great soial astes that were instituted by the Aryans inan e�ort to perpetuate raial identity. This elaborate aste system has been preserved on down to810



the present time.Of the four great astes, all but the �rst were established in the futile e�ort to prevent raialamalgamation of the Aryan onquerors with their inferior subjets. But the premier aste, theteaher-priests, stems from the Sethites; the Brahmans of the twentieth entury after Christ are thelineal ultural desendants of the priests of the seond garden, albeit their teahings di�er greatlyfrom those of their illustrious predeessors.When the Aryans entered India, they brought with them their onepts of Deity as they had beenpreserved in the lingering traditions of the religion of the seond garden. But the Brahman priestswere never able to withstand the pagan momentum built up by the sudden ontat with the inferiorreligions of the Dean after the raial obliteration of the Aryans. Thus the vast majority of thepopulation fell into the bondage of the enslaving superstitions of inferior religions; and so it was thatIndia failed to produe the high ivilization whih had been foreshadowed in earlier times.The spiritual awakening of the sixth entury before Christ did not persist in India, having died outeven before the Mohammedan invasion. But someday a greater Gautama may arise to lead all India inthe searh for the living God, and then the world will observe the fruition of the ultural potentialitiesof a versatile people so long omatose under the benumbing inuene of an unprogressing spiritualvision.Culture does rest on a biologi foundation, but aste alone ould not perpetuate the Aryan ulture,for religion, true religion, is the indispensable soure of that higher energy whih drives men toestablish a superior ivilization based on human brotherhood.79.5 Red Man and Yellow ManWhile the story of India is that of Andite onquest and eventual submergene in the older evolutionarypeoples, the narrative of eastern Asia is more properly that of the primary Sangiks, partiularly thered man and the yellow man. These two raes largely esaped that admixture with the debasedNeanderthal strain whih so greatly retarded the blue man in Europe, thus preserving the superiorpotential of the primary Sangik type.While the early Neanderthalers were spread out over the entire breadth of Eurasia, the easternwing was the more ontaminated with debased animal strains. These subhuman types were pushedsouth by the �fth glaier, the same ie sheet whih so long bloked Sangik migration into easternAsia. And when the red man moved northeast around the highlands of India, he found northeasternAsia free from these subhuman types. The tribal organization of the red raes was formed earlierthan that of any other peoples, and they were the �rst to migrate from the entral Asian fousof the Sangiks. The inferior Neanderthal strains were destroyed or driven o� the mainland by thelater migrating yellow tribes. But the red man had reigned supreme in eastern Asia for almost onehundred thousand years before the yellow tribes arrived.More than three hundred thousand years ago the main body of the yellow rae entered China fromthe south as oastwise migrants. Eah millennium they penetrated farther and farther inland, butthey did not make ontat with their migrating Tibetan brethren until omparatively reent times.Growing population pressure aused the northward-moving yellow rae to begin to push intothe hunting grounds of the red man. This enroahment, oupled with natural raial antagonism,ulminated in inreasing hostilities, and thus began the ruial struggle for the fertile lands of fartherAsia.The story of this agelong ontest between the red and yellow raes is an epi of Urantia history.For over two hundred thousand years these two superior raes waged bitter and unremitting warfare.In the earlier struggles the red men were generally suessful, their raiding parties spreading havo811



among the yellow settlements. But the yellow man was an apt pupil in the art of warfare, and heearly manifested a marked ability to live peaeably with his ompatriots; the Chinese were the �rstto learn that in union there is strength. The red tribes ontinued their interneine onits, andpresently they began to su�er repeated defeats at the aggressive hands of the relentless Chinese, whoontinued their inexorable marh northward.One hundred thousand years ago the deimated tribes of the red rae were �ghting with theirbaks to the retreating ie of the last glaier, and when the land passage to the West, over the Beringisthmus, beame passable, these tribes were not slow in forsaking the inhospitable shores of theAsiati ontinent. It is eighty-�ve thousand years sine the last of the pure red men departed fromAsia, but the long struggle left its geneti imprint upon the vitorious yellow rae. The northernChinese peoples, together with the Andonite Siberians, assimilated muh of the red stok and werein onsiderable measure bene�ted thereby.The North Amerian Indians never ame in ontat with even the Andite o�spring of Adam andEve, having been dispossessed of their Asiati homelands some �fty thousand years before the omingof Adam. During the age of Andite migrations the pure red strains were spreading out over NorthAmeria as nomadi tribes, hunters who pratied agriulture to a small extent. These raes andultural groups remained almost ompletely isolated from the remainder of the world from theirarrival in the Amerias down to the end of the �rst millennium of the Christian era, when they weredisovered by the white raes of Europe. Up to that time the Eskimos were the nearest to white menthe northern tribes of red men had ever seen.The red and the yellow raes are the only human stoks that ever ahieved a high degree ofivilization apart from the inuenes of the Andites. The oldest Amerindian ulture was the Ona-monalonton enter in California, but this had long sine vanished by 35,000 B.C. In Mexio, CentralAmeria, and in the mountains of South Ameria the later and more enduring ivilizations werefounded by a rae predominantly red but ontaining a onsiderable admixture of the yellow, orange,and blue.These ivilizations were evolutionary produts of the Sangiks, notwithstanding that traes ofAndite blood reahed Peru. Exepting the Eskimos in North Ameria and a few Polynesian Anditesin South Ameria, the peoples of the Western Hemisphere had no ontat with the rest of the worlduntil the end of the �rst millennium after Christ. In the originalMelhizedek plan for the improvementof the Urantia raes it had been stipulated that one million of the pure-line desendants of Adamshould go to upstep the red men of the Amerias.79.6 Dawn of Chinese CivilizationSometime after driving the red man aross to North Ameria, the expanding Chinese leared theAndonites from the river valleys of eastern Asia, pushing them north into Siberia and west intoTurkestan, where they were soon to ome in ontat with the superior ulture of the Andites.In Burma and the peninsula of Indo-China the ultures of India and China mixed and blended toprodue the suessive ivilizations of those regions. Here the vanished green rae has persisted inlarger proportion than anywhere else in the world.Many di�erent raes oupied the islands of the Pai�. In general, the southern and then moreextensive islands were oupied by peoples arrying a heavy perentage of green and indigo blood.The northern islands were held by Andonites and, later on, by raes embraing large proportions ofthe yellow and red stoks. The anestors of the Japanese people were not driven o� the mainlanduntil 12,000 B.C., when they were dislodged by a powerful southern-oastwise thrust of the northernChinese tribes. Their �nal exodus was not so muh due to population pressure as to the initiative812



of a hieftain whom they ame to regard as a divine personage.Like the peoples of India and the Levant, vitorious tribes of the yellow man established theirearliest enters along the oast and up the rivers. The oastal settlements fared poorly in later yearsas the inreasing oods and the shifting ourses of the rivers made the lowland ities untenable.Twenty thousand years ago the anestors of the Chinese had built up a dozen strong enters ofprimitive ulture and learning, espeially along the Yellow River and the Yangtze. And now theseenters began to be reinfored by the arrival of a steady stream of superior blended peoples fromSinkiang and Tibet. The migration from Tibet to the Yangtze valley was not so extensive as inthe north, neither were the Tibetan enters so advaned as those of the Tarim basin. But bothmovements arried a ertain amount of Andite blood eastward to the river settlements.The superiority of the anient yellow rae was due to four great fators:1. Geneti. Unlike their blue ousins in Europe, both the red and yellow raes had largely esapedmixture with debased human stoks. The northern Chinese, already strengthened by small amountsof the superior red and Andoni strains, were soon to bene�t by a onsiderable inux of Anditeblood. The southern Chinese did not fare so well in this regard, and they had long su�ered fromabsorption of the green rae, while later on they were to be further weakened by the in�ltration ofthe swarms of inferior peoples rowded out of India by the Dravidian-Andite invasion. And today inChina there is a de�nite di�erene between the northern and southern raes.2. Soial. The yellow rae early learned the value of peae among themselves. Their internalpeaeableness so ontributed to population inrease as to insure the spread of their ivilizationamong many millions. From 25,000 to 5000 B.C. the highest mass ivilization on Urantia was inentral and northern China. The yellow man was �rst to ahieve a raial solidarity - the �rst toattain a large-sale ultural, soial, and politial ivilization.The Chinese of 15,000 B.C. were aggressive militarists; they had not been weakened by an overrev-erene for the past, and numbering less than twelve million, they formed a ompat body speaking aommon language. During this age they built up a real nation, muh more united and homogeneousthan their politial unions of histori times.3. Spiritual. During the age of Andite migrations the Chinese were among the more spiritualpeoples of earth. Long adherene to the worship of the One Truth prolaimed by Singlangton keptthem ahead of most of the other raes. The stimulus of a progressive and advaned religion is oftena deisive fator in ultural development; as India languished, so China forged ahead under theinvigorating stimulus of a religion in whih truth was enshrined as the supreme Deity.This worship of truth was provoative of researh and fearless exploration of the laws of natureand the potentials of mankind. The Chinese of even six thousand years ago were still keen studentsand aggressive in their pursuit of truth.4. Geographi. China is proteted by the mountains to the west and the Pai� to the east. Onlyin the north is the way open to attak, and from the days of the red man to the oming of the laterdesendants of the Andites, the north was not oupied by any aggressive rae.And but for the mountain barriers and the later deline in spiritual ulture, the yellow raeundoubtedly would have attrated to itself the larger part of the Andite migrations from Turkestanand unquestionably would have quikly dominated world ivilization.79.7 The Andites Enter ChinaAbout �fteen thousand years ago the Andites, in onsiderable numbers, were traversing the pass ofTi Tao and spreading out over the upper valley of the Yellow River among the Chinese settlements of813



Kansu. Presently they penetrated eastward to Honan, where the most progressive settlements weresituated. This in�ltration from the west was about half Andonite and half Andite.The northern enters of ulture along the Yellow River had always been more progressive thanthe southern settlements on the Yangtze. Within a few thousand years after the arrival of even thesmall numbers of these superior mortals, the settlements along the Yellow River had forged ahead ofthe Yangtze villages and had ahieved an advaned position over their brethren in the south whihhas ever sine been maintained.It was not that there were so many of the Andites, nor that their ulture was so superior, butamalgamation with them produed a more versatile stok. The northern Chinese reeived just enoughof the Andite strain to mildly stimulate their innately able minds but not enough to �re them withthe restless, exploratory uriosity so harateristi of the northern white raes. This more limitedinfusion of Andite inheritane was less disturbing to the innate stability of the Sangik type.The later waves of Andites brought with them ertain of the ultural advanes of Mesopotamia;this is espeially true of the last waves of migration from the west. They greatly improved theeonomi and eduational praties of the northern Chinese; and while their inuene upon thereligious ulture of the yellow rae was short-lived, their later desendants ontributed muh to asubsequent spiritual awakening. But the Andite traditions of the beauty of Eden and Dalamatia didinuene Chinese traditions; early Chinese legends plae \the land of the gods" in the west.The Chinese people did not begin to build ities and engage in manufature until after 10,000 B.C.,subsequent to the limati hanges in Turkestan and the arrival of the later Andite immigrants. Theinfusion of this new blood did not add so muh to the ivilization of the yellow man as it stimulatedthe further and rapid development of the latent tendenies of the superior Chinese stoks. FromHonan to Shensi the potentials of an advaned ivilization were oming to fruit. Metalworking andall the arts of manufature date from these days.The similarities between ertain of the early Chinese and Mesopotamian methods of time rek-oning, astronomy, and governmental administration were due to the ommerial relationships be-tween these two remotely situated enters. Chinese merhants traveled the overland routes throughTurkestan to Mesopotamia even in the days of the Sumerians. Nor was this exhange one-sided -the valley of the Euphrates bene�ted onsiderably thereby, as did the peoples of the Gangeti plain.But the limati hanges and the nomadi invasions of the third millennium before Christ greatlyredued the volume of trade passing over the aravan trails of entral Asia.79.8 Later Chinese CivilizationWhile the red man su�ered from too muh warfare, it is not altogether amiss to say that the de-velopment of statehood among the Chinese was delayed by the thoroughness of their onquest ofAsia. They had a great potential of raial solidarity, but it failed properly to develop beause theontinuous driving stimulus of the ever-present danger of external aggression was laking.With the ompletion of the onquest of eastern Asia the anient military state gradually disinte-grated - past wars were forgotten. Of the epi struggle with the red rae there persisted only the hazytradition of an anient ontest with the arher peoples. The Chinese early turned to agriulturalpursuits, whih ontributed further to their pai� tendenies, while a population well below theland-man ratio for agriulture still further ontributed to the growing peaefulness of the ountry.Consiousness of past ahievements (somewhat diminished in the present), the onservatism of anoverwhelmingly agriultural people, and a well-developed family life equaled the birth of anestorveneration, ulminating in the ustom of so honoring the men of the past as to border on worship. Avery similar attitude prevailed among the white raes in Europe for some �ve hundred years following814



the disruption of Greo-Roman ivilization.The belief in, and worship of, the \One Truth" as taught by Singlangton never entirely died out;but as time passed, the searh for new and higher truth beame overshadowed by a growing tendenyto venerate that whih was already established. Slowly the genius of the yellow rae beame divertedfrom the pursuit of the unknown to the preservation of the known. And this is the reason for thestagnation of what had been the world's most rapidly progressing ivilization.Between 4000 and 500 B.C. the politial reuni�ation of the yellow rae was onsummated, butthe ultural union of the Yangtze and Yellow river enters had already been e�eted. This politialreuni�ation of the later tribal groups was not without onit, but the soietal opinion of warremained low; anestor worship, inreasing dialets, and no all for military ation for thousandsupon thousands of years had rendered this people ultrapeaeful.Despite failure to ful�ll the promise of an early development of advaned statehood, the yellowrae did progressively move forward in the realization of the arts of ivilization, espeially in therealms of agriulture and hortiulture. The hydrauli problems faed by the agriulturists in Shensiand Honan demanded group o-operation for solution. Suh irrigation and soil-onservation diÆ-ulties ontributed in no small measure to the development of interdependene with the onsequentpromotion of peae among farming groups.Soon developments in writing, together with the establishment of shools, ontributed to thedissemination of knowledge on a previously unequaled sale. But the umbersome nature of theideographi writing system plaed a numerial limit upon the learned lasses despite the early ap-pearane of printing. And above all else, the proess of soial standardization and religio-philosophidogmatization ontinued apae. The religious development of anestor veneration beame furtherompliated by a ood of superstitions involving nature worship, but lingering vestiges of a realonept of God remained preserved in the imperial worship of Shang-ti.The great weakness of anestor veneration is that it promotes a bakward-looking philosophy.However wise it may be to glean wisdom from the past, it is folly to regard the past as the exlusivesoure of truth. Truth is relative and expanding; it lives always in the present, ahieving newexpression in eah generation of men - even in eah human life.The great strength in a veneration of anestry is the value that suh an attitude plaes upon thefamily. The amazing stability and persistene of Chinese ulture is a onsequene of the paramountposition aorded the family, for ivilization is diretly dependent on the e�etive funtioning of thefamily; and in China the family attained a soial importane, even a religious signi�ane, approahedby few other peoples.The �lial devotion and family loyalty exated by the growing ult of anestor worship insured thebuilding up of superior family relationships and of enduring family groups, all of whih failitatedthe following fators in the preservation of ivilization:1. Conservation of property and wealth.2. Pooling of the experiene of more than one generation.3. EÆient eduation of hildren in the arts and sienes of the past.4. Development of a strong sense of duty, the enhanement of morality, and the augmentation ofethial sensitivity.The formative period of Chinese ivilization, opening with the oming of the Andites, ontinues ondown to the great ethial, moral, and semireligious awakening of the sixth entury before Christ. AndChinese tradition preserves the hazy reord of the evolutionary past; the transition from mother-to father-family, the establishment of agriulture, the development of arhiteture, the initiationof industry - all these are suessively narrated. And this story presents, with greater auray815



than any other similar aount, the piture of the magni�ent asent of a superior people from thelevels of barbarism. During this time they passed from a primitive agriultural soiety to a highersoial organization embraing ities, manufature, metalworking, ommerial exhange, government,writing, mathematis, art, siene, and printing.And so the anient ivilization of the yellow rae has persisted down through the enturies. It isalmost forty thousand years sine the �rst important advanes were made in Chinese ulture, andthough there have been many retrogressions, the ivilization of the sons of Han omes the nearestof all to presenting an unbroken piture of ontinual progression right on down to the times of thetwentieth entury. The mehanial and religious developments of the white raes have been of a highorder, but they have never exelled the Chinese in family loyalty, group ethis, or personal morality.This anient ulture has ontributed muh to human happiness; millions of human beings havelived and died, blessed by its ahievements. For enturies this great ivilization has rested upon thelaurels of the past, but it is even now reawakening to envision anew the transendent goals of mortalexistene, one again to take up the unremitting struggle for never-ending progress.[Presented by an Arhangel of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 80Andite Expansion in the OidentALTHOUGH the European blue man did not of himself ahieve a great ultural ivilization, he didsupply the biologi foundation whih, when its Adamized strains were blended with the later Anditeinvaders, produed one of the most potent stoks for the attainment of aggressive ivilization everto appear on Urantia sine the times of the violet rae and their Andite suessors.The modern white peoples inorporate the surviving strains of the Adami stok whih beameadmixed with the Sangik raes, some red and yellow but more espeially the blue. There is aonsiderable perentage of the original Andonite stok in all the white raes and still more of theearly Nodite strains.80.1 The Adamites Enter EuropeBefore the last Andites were driven out of the Euphrates valley, many of their brethren had enteredEurope as adventurers, teahers, traders, and warriors. During the earlier days of the violet rae theMediterranean trough was proteted by the Gibraltar isthmus and the Siilian land bridge. Someof man's very early maritime ommere was established on these inland lakes, where blue men fromthe north and the Saharans from the south met Nodites and Adamites from the east.In the eastern trough of the Mediterranean the Nodites had established one of their most extensiveultures and from these enters had penetrated somewhat into southern Europe but more espeiallyinto northern Afria. The broad-headed Nodite-Andonite Syrians very early introdued pottery andagriulture in onnetion with their settlements on the slowly rising Nile delta. They also importedsheep, goats, attle, and other domestiated animals and brought in greatly improved methods ofmetalworking, Syria then being the enter of that industry.For more than thirty thousand years Egypt reeived a steady stream of Mesopotamians, whobrought along their art and ulture to enrih that of the Nile valley. But the ingress of large numbersof the Sahara peoples greatly deteriorated the early ivilization along the Nile so that Egypt reahedits lowest ultural level some �fteen thousand years ago.But during earlier times there was little to hinder the westward migration of the Adamites. TheSahara was an open grazing land overspread by herders and agriulturists. These Saharans neverengaged in manufature, nor were they ity builders. They were an indigo-blak group whih arriedextensive strains of the extint green and orange raes. But they reeived a very limited amount ofthe violet inheritane before the upthrust of land and the shifting water-laden winds dispersed theremnants of this prosperous and peaeful ivilization.Adam's blood has been shared with most of the human raes, but some seured more than others.The mixed raes of India and the darker peoples of Afria were not attrative to the Adamites. They817



would have mixed freely with the red man had he not been far removed in the Amerias, and theywere kindly disposed toward the yellow man, but he was likewise diÆult of aess in faraway Asia.Therefore, when atuated by either adventure or altruism, or when driven out of the Euphratesvalley, they very naturally hose union with the blue raes of Europe.The blue men, then dominant in Europe, had no religious praties whih were repulsive to theearlier migrating Adamites, and there was great sex attration between the violet and the blue raes.The best of the blue men deemed it a high honor to be permitted to mate with the Adamites. Everyblue man entertained the ambition of beoming so skillful and artisti as to win the a�etion of someAdamite woman, and it was the highest aspiration of a superior blue woman to reeive the attentionsof an Adamite.Slowly these migrating sons of Eden united with the higher types of the blue rae, invigoratingtheir ultural praties while ruthlessly exterminating the lingering strains of Neanderthal stok.This tehnique of rae blending, ombined with the elimination of inferior strains, produed a dozenor more virile and progressive groups of superior blue men, one of whih you have denominated theCro-Magnons.For these and other reasons, not the least of whih was more favorable paths of migration, theearly waves of Mesopotamian ulture made their way almost exlusively to Europe. And it was theseirumstanes that determined the anteedents of modern European ivilization.80.2 Climati and Geologi ChangesThe early expansion of the violet rae into Europe was ut short by ertain rather sudden limatiand geologi hanges. With the retreat of the northern ie �elds the water-laden winds from thewest shifted to the north, gradually turning the great open pasture regions of Sahara into a barrendesert. This drought dispersed the smaller-statured brunets, dark-eyed but long-headed dwellers ofthe great Sahara plateau.The purer indigo elements moved southward to the forests of entral Afria, where they have eversine remained. The more mixed groups spread out in three diretions: The superior tribes to thewest migrated to Spain and thene to adjaent parts of Europe, forming the nuleus of the laterMediterranean long-headed brunet raes. The least progressive division to the east of the Saharaplateau migrated to Arabia and thene through northern Mesopotamia and India to faraway Ceylon.The entral group moved north and east to the Nile valley and into Palestine.It is this seondary Sangik substratum that suggests a ertain degree of kinship among the mod-ern peoples sattered from the Dean through Iran, Mesopotamia, and along both shores of theMediterranean Sea.About the time of these limati hanges in Afria, England separated from the ontinent, andDenmark arose from the sea, while the isthmus of Gibraltar, proteting the western basin of theMediterranean, gave way as the result of an earthquake, quikly raising this inland lake to thelevel of the Atlanti Oean. Presently the Siilian land bridge submerged, reating one sea of theMediterranean and onneting it with the Atlanti Oean. This atalysm of nature ooded soresof human settlements and oasioned the greatest loss of life by ood in all the world's history.This engulfment of the Mediterranean basin immediately urtailed the westward movements of theAdamites, while the great inux of Saharans led them to seek outlets for their inreasing numbers tothe north and east of Eden. As the desendants of Adam journeyed northward from the valleys of theTigris and Euphrates, they enountered mountainous barriers and the then expanded Caspian Sea.And for many generations the Adamites hunted, herded, and tilled the soil around their settlementssattered throughout Turkestan. Slowly this magni�ent people extended their territory into Europe.818



But now the Adamites enter Europe from the east and �nd the ulture of the blue man thousands ofyears behind that of Asia sine this region has been almost entirely out of touh with Mesopotamia.80.3 The Cro-Magnoid Blue ManThe anient enters of the ulture of the blue man were loated along all the rivers of Europe, butonly the Somme now ows in the same hannel whih it followed during preglaial times.While we speak of the blue man as pervading the European ontinent, there were sores of raialtypes. Even thirty-�ve thousand years ago the European blue raes were already a highly blendedpeople arrying strains of both red and yellow, while on the Atlanti oastlands and in the regionsof present-day Russia they had absorbed a onsiderable amount of Andonite blood and to the southwere in ontat with the Saharan peoples. But it would be fruitless to attempt to enumerate themany raial groups.The European ivilization of this early post-Adami period was a unique blend of the vigor andart of the blue men with the reative imagination of the Adamites. The blue men were a rae ofgreat vigor, but they greatly deteriorated the ultural and spiritual status of the Adamites. It wasvery diÆult for the latter to impress their religion upon the Cro-Magnoids beause of the tendenyof so many to heat and to debauh the maidens. For ten thousand years religion in Europe was ata low ebb as ompared with the developments in India and Egypt.The blue men were perfetly honest in all their dealings and were wholly free from the sexual viesof the mixed Adamites. They respeted maidenhood, only pratiing polygamy when war produeda shortage of males.These Cro-Magnon peoples were a brave and farseeing rae. They maintained an eÆient systemof hild ulture. Both parents partiipated in these labors, and the servies of the older hildren werefully utilized. Eah hild was arefully trained in the are of the aves, in art, and in int making.At an early age the women were well versed in the domesti arts and in rude agriulture, while themen were skilled hunters and ourageous warriors.The blue men were hunters, �shers, and food gatherers; they were expert boatbuilders. Theymade stone axes, ut down trees, ereted log huts, partly below ground and roofed with hides. Andthere are peoples who still build similar huts in Siberia. The southern Cro-Magnons generally livedin aves and grottoes.It was not unommon during the rigors of winter for their sentinels standing on night guard atave entranes to freeze to death. They had ourage, but above all they were artists; the Adamimixture suddenly aelerated reative imagination. The height of the blue man's art was about�fteen thousand years ago, before the days when the darker-skinned raes ame north from Afriathrough Spain.About �fteen thousand years ago the Alpine forests were spreading extensively. The Europeanhunters were being driven to the river valleys and to the seashores by the same limati oerionthat had turned the world's happy hunting grounds into dry and barren deserts. As the rain windsshifted to the north, the great open grazing lands of Europe beame overed by forests. These greatand relatively sudden limati modi�ations drove the raes of Europe to hange from open-spaehunters to herders, and in some measure to �shers and tillers of the soil.These hanges, while resulting in ultural advanes, produed ertain biologi retrogressions. Dur-ing the previous hunting era the superior tribes had intermarried with the higher types of war aptivesand had unvaryingly destroyed those whom they deemed inferior. But as they ommened to estab-lish settlements and engage in agriulture and ommere, they began to save many of the medioreaptives as slaves. And it was the progeny of these slaves that subsequently so greatly deteriorated819



the whole Cro-Magnon type. This retrogression of ulture ontinued until it reeived a fresh impetusfrom the east when the �nal and en masse invasion of the Mesopotamians swept over Europe, quiklyabsorbing the Cro-Magnon type and ulture and initiating the ivilization of the white raes.80.4 The Andite Invasions of EuropeWhile the Andites poured into Europe in a steady stream, there were seven major invasions, the lastarrivals oming on horsebak in three great waves. Some entered Europe by way of the islands ofthe Aegean and up the Danube valley, but the majority of the earlier and purer strains migrated tonorthwestern Europe by the northern route aross the grazing lands of the Volga and the Don.Between the third and fourth invasions a horde of Andonites entered Europe from the north,having ome from Siberia by way of the Russian rivers and the Balti. They were immediatelyassimilated by the northern Andite tribes.The earlier expansions of the purer violet rae were far more pai� than were those of their latersemimilitary and onquest-loving Andite desendants. The Adamites were pai�; the Nodites werebelligerent. The union of these stoks, as later mingled with the Sangik raes, produed the able,aggressive Andites who made atual military onquests.But the horse was the evolutionary fator whih determined the dominane of the Andites in theOident. The horse gave the dispersing Andites the hitherto nonexistent advantage of mobility,enabling the last groups of Andite avalrymen to progress quikly around the Caspian Sea to overrunall of Europe. All previous waves of Andites had moved so slowly that they tended to disintegrateat any great distane from Mesopotamia. But these later waves moved so rapidly that they reahedEurope as oherent groups, still retaining some measure of higher ulture.The whole inhabited world, outside of China and the Euphrates region, had made very limitedultural progress for ten thousand years when the hard-riding Andite horsemen made their appear-ane in the sixth and seventh millenniums before Christ. As they moved westward aross the Russianplains, absorbing the best of the blue man and exterminating the worst, they beame blended into onepeople. These were the anestors of the so-alled Nordi raes, the forefathers of the Sandinavian,German, and Anglo-Saxon peoples.It was not long before the superior blue strains had been fully absorbed by the Andites throughoutall northern Europe. Only in Lapland (and to a ertain extent in Brittany) did the older Andonitesretain even a semblane of identity.80.5 The Andite Conquest of Northern EuropeThe tribes of northern Europe were being ontinuously reinfored and upstepped by the steadystream of migrants from Mesopotamia through the Turkestan-south Russian regions, and when thelast waves of Andite avalry swept over Europe, there were already more men with Andite inheritanein that region than were to be found in all the rest of the world.For three thousand years the military headquarters of the northern Andites was in Denmark. Fromthis entral point there went forth the suessive waves of onquest, whih grew dereasingly Anditeand inreasingly white as the passing enturies witnessed the �nal blending of the Mesopotamianonquerors with the onquered peoples.While the blue man had been absorbed in the north and eventually suumbed to the white avalryraiders who penetrated the south, the advaning tribes of the mixed white rae met with stubborn andprotrated resistane from the Cro-Magnons, but superior intelligene and ever-augmenting biologi820



reserves enabled them to wipe the older rae out of existene.The deisive struggles between the white man and the blue man were fought out in the valleyof the Somme. Here, the ower of the blue rae bitterly ontested the southward-moving Andites,and for over �ve hundred years these Cro-Magnoids suessfully defended their territories beforesuumbing to the superior military strategy of the white invaders. Thor, the vitorious ommanderof the armies of the north in the �nal battle of the Somme, beame the hero of the northern whitetribes and later on was revered as a god by some of them.The strongholds of the blue man whih persisted longest were in southern Frane, but the last greatmilitary resistane was overome along the Somme. The later onquest progressed by ommerialpenetration, population pressure along the rivers, and by ontinued intermarriage with the superiors,oupled with the ruthless extermination of the inferiors.When the tribal ounil of the Andite elders had adjudged an inferior aptive to be un�t, hewas, by elaborate eremony, ommitted to the shaman priests, who esorted him to the river andadministered the rites of initiation to the \happy hunting grounds" - lethal submergene. In this waythe white invaders of Europe exterminated all peoples enountered who were not quikly absorbedinto their own ranks, and thus did the blue man ome to an end - and quikly.The Cro-Magnoid blue man onstituted the biologi foundation for the modern European raes,but they have survived only as absorbed by the later and virile onquerors of their homelands. Theblue strain ontributed many sturdy traits and muh physial vigor to the white raes of Europe, butthe humor and imagination of the blended European peoples were derived from the Andites. ThisAndite-blue union, resulting in the northern white raes, produed an immediate lapse of Anditeivilization, a retardation of a transient nature. Eventually, the latent superiority of these northernbarbarians manifested itself and ulminated in present-day European ivilization.By 5000 B.C. the evolving white raes were dominant throughout all of northern Europe, inlud-ing northern Germany, northern Frane, and the British Isles. Central Europe was for some timeontrolled by the blue man and the round-headed Andonites. The latter were mainly situated in theDanube valley and were never entirely displaed by the Andites.80.6 The Andites Along the NileFrom the times of the terminal Andite migrations, ulture delined in the Euphrates valley, and theimmediate enter of ivilization shifted to the valley of the Nile. Egypt beame the suessor ofMesopotamia as the headquarters of the most advaned group on earth.The Nile valley began to su�er from oods shortly before the Mesopotamian valleys but faredmuh better. This early setbak was more than ompensated by the ontinuing stream of Anditeimmigrants, so that the ulture of Egypt, though really derived from the Euphrates region, seemedto forge ahead. But in 5000 B.C., during the ood period in Mesopotamia, there were seven distintgroups of human beings in Egypt; all of them, save one, ame from Mesopotamia.When the last exodus from the Euphrates valley ourred, Egypt was fortunate in gaining somany of the most skillful artists and artisans. These Andite artisans found themselves quite at homein that they were thoroughly familiar with river life, its oods, irrigations, and dry seasons. Theyenjoyed the sheltered position of the Nile valley; they were there muh less subjet to hostile raidsand attaks than along the Euphrates. And they added greatly to the metalworking skill of theEgyptians. Here they worked iron ores oming from Mount Sinai instead of from the Blak Searegions.The Egyptians very early assembled their muniipal deities into an elaborate national system ofgods. They developed an extensive theology and had an equally extensive but burdensome priest-821



hood. Several di�erent leaders sought to revive the remnants of the early religious teahings of theSethites, but these endeavors were short-lived. The Andites built the �rst stone strutures in Egypt.The �rst and most exquisite of the stone pyramids was ereted by Imhotep, an Andite arhiteturalgenius, while serving as prime minister. Previous buildings had been onstruted of brik, and whilemany stone strutures had been ereted in di�erent parts of the world, this was the �rst in Egypt.But the art of building steadily delined from the days of this great arhitet.This brilliant epoh of ulture was ut short by internal warfare along the Nile, and the ountrywas soon overrun, as Mesopotamia had been, by the inferior tribes from inhospitable Arabia and bythe blaks from the south. As a result, soial progress steadily delined for more than �ve hundredyears.80.7 Andites of the Mediterranean IslesDuring the deline of ulture in Mesopotamia there persisted for some time a superior ivilizationon the islands of the eastern Mediterranean.About 12,000 B.C. a brilliant tribe of Andites migrated to Crete. This was the only island settledso early by suh a superior group, and it was almost two thousand years before the desendants ofthese mariners spread to the neighboring isles. This group were the narrow-headed, smaller-staturedAndites who had intermarried with the Vanite division of the northern Nodites. They were all undersix feet in height and had been literally driven o� the mainland by their larger and inferior fellows.These emigrants to Crete were highly skilled in textiles, metals, pottery, plumbing, and the use ofstone for building material. They engaged in writing and arried on as herders and agriulturists.Almost two thousand years after the settlement of Crete a group of the tall desendants of Adamsonmade their way over the northern islands to Greee, oming almost diretly from their highlandhome north of Mesopotamia. These progenitors of the Greeks were led westward by Sato, a diretdesendant of Adamson and Ratta.The group whih �nally settled in Greee onsisted of three hundred and seventy-�ve of the seletedand superior people omprising the end of the seond ivilization of the Adamsonites. These latersons of Adamson arried the then most valuable strains of the emerging white raes. They were of ahigh intelletual order and, physially regarded, the most beautiful of men sine the days of the �rstEden.Presently Greee and the Aegean Islands region sueeded Mesopotamia and Egypt as the Oi-dental enter of trade, art, and ulture. But as it was in Egypt, so again pratially all of the art andsiene of the Aegean world was derived from Mesopotamia exept for the ulture of the Adamsoniteforerunners of the Greeks. All the art and genius of these latter people is a diret legay of theposterity of Adamson, the �rst son of Adam and Eve, and his extraordinary seond wife, a daughterdesended in an unbroken line from the pure Nodite sta� of Prine Caligastia. No wonder the Greekshad mythologial traditions that they were diretly desended from gods and superhuman beings.The Aegean region passed through �ve distint ultural stages, eah less spiritual than the preed-ing, and erelong the last glorious era of art perished beneath the weight of the rapidly multiplyingmediore desendants of the Danubian slaves who had been imported by the later generations ofGreeks.It was during this age in Crete that the mother ult of the desendants of Cain attained its greatestvogue. This ult glori�ed Eve in the worship of the \great mother." Images of Eve were everywhere.Thousands of publi shrines were ereted throughout Crete and Asia Minor. And this mother ultpersisted on down to the times of Christ, beoming later inorporated in the early Christian religionunder the guise of the glori�ation and worship of Mary the earth mother of Jesus.822



By about 6500 B.C. there had ourred a great deline in the spiritual heritage of the Andites.The desendants of Adam were widespreadly dispersed and had been virtually swallowed up in theolder and more numerous human raes. And this deadene of Andite ivilization, together with thedisappearane of their religious standards, left the spiritually impoverished raes of the world in adeplorable ondition.By 5000 B.C. the three purest strains of Adam's desendants were in Sumeria, northern Europe,and Greee. The whole of Mesopotamia was being slowly deteriorated by the stream of mixed anddarker raes whih �ltered in from Arabia. And the oming of these inferior peoples ontributedfurther to the sattering abroad of the biologi and ultural residue of the Andites. From all overthe fertile resent the more adventurous peoples poured westward to the islands. These migrantsultivated both grain and vegetables, and they brought domestiated animals with them.About 5000 B.C. a mighty host of progressive Mesopotamians moved out of the Euphrates valleyand settled upon the island of Cyprus; this ivilization was wiped out about two thousand yearssubsequently by the barbarian hordes from the north.Another great olony settled on the Mediterranean near the later site of Carthage. And fromnorth Afria large numbers of Andites entered Spain and later mingled in Switzerland with theirbrethren who had earlier ome to Italy from the Aegean Islands.When Egypt followed Mesopotamia in ultural deline, many of the more able and advanedfamilies ed to Crete, thus greatly augmenting this already advaned ivilization. And when thearrival of inferior groups from Egypt later threatened the ivilization of Crete, the more ulturedfamilies moved on west to Greee.The Greeks were not only great teahers and artists, they were also the world's greatest tradersand olonizers. Before suumbing to the ood of inferiority whih eventually engulfed their art andommere, they sueeded in planting so many outposts of ulture to the west that a great many ofthe advanes in early Greek ivilization persisted in the later peoples of southern Europe, and manyof the mixed desendants of these Adamsonites beame inorporated in the tribes of the adjaentmainlands.80.8 The Danubian AndonitesThe Andite peoples of the Euphrates valley migrated north to Europe to mingle with the blue menand west into the Mediterranean regions to mix with the remnants of the ommingled Saharansand the southern blue men. And these two branhes of the white rae were, and now are, widelyseparated by the broad-headed mountain survivors of the earlier Andonite tribes whih had longinhabited these entral regions.These desendants of Andon were dispersed through most of the mountainous regions of entraland southeastern Europe. They were often reinfored by arrivals from Asia Minor, whih region theyoupied in onsiderable strength. The anient Hittites stemmed diretly from the Andonite stok;their pale skins and broad heads were typial of that rae. This strain was arried in Abraham'sanestry and ontributed muh to the harateristi faial appearane of his later Jewish desendantswho, while having a ulture and religion derived from the Andites, spoke a very di�erent language.Their tongue was distintly Andonite.The tribes that dwelt in houses ereted on piles or log piers over the lakes of Italy, Switzerland,and southern Europe were the expanding fringes of the Afrian, Aegean, and, more espeially, theDanubian migrations.The Danubians were Andonites, farmers and herders who had entered Europe through the Balkanpeninsula and were moving slowly northward by way of the Danube valley. They made pottery and823



tilled the land, preferring to live in the valleys. The most northerly settlement of the Danubianswas at Liege in Belgium. These tribes deteriorated rapidly as they moved away from the enter andsoure of their ulture. The best pottery is the produt of the earlier settlements.The Danubians beame mother worshipers as the result of the work of the missionaries from Crete.These tribes later amalgamated with groups of Andonite sailors who ame by boats from the oast ofAsia Minor, and who were also mother worshipers. Muh of entral Europe was thus early settled bythese mixed types of the broad-headed white raes whih pratied mother worship and the religiousrite of remating the dead, for it was the ustom of the mother ultists to burn their dead in stonehuts.80.9 The Three White RaesThe raial blends in Europe toward the lose of the Andite migrations beame generalized into thethree white raes as follows:1. The northern white rae. This so-alled Nordi rae onsisted primarily of the blue manplus the Andite but also ontained a onsiderable amount of Andonite blood, together with smalleramounts of the red and yellow Sangik. The northern white rae thus enompassed these four mostdesirable human stoks. But the largest inheritane was from the blue man. The typial early Nordiwas long-headed, tall, and blond. But long ago this rae beame thoroughly mixed with all of thebranhes of the white peoples.The primitive ulture of Europe, whih was enountered by the invading Nordis, was that of theretrograding Danubians blended with the blue man. The Nordi-Danish and the Danubian-Andoniteultures met and mingled on the Rhine as is witnessed by the existene of two raial groups inGermany today.The Nordis ontinued the trade in amber from the Balti oast, building up a great ommerewith the broadheads of the Danube valley via the Brenner Pass. This extended ontat with theDanubians led these northerners into mother worship, and for several thousands of years remationof the dead was almost universal throughout Sandinavia. This explains why remains of the earlierwhite raes, although buried all over Europe, are not to be found - only their ashes in stone and layurns. These white men also built dwellings; they never lived in aves. And again this explains whythere are so few evidenes of the white man's early ulture, although the preeding Cro-Magnon typeis well preserved where it has been seurely sealed up in aves and grottoes. As it were, one day innorthern Europe there is a primitive ulture of the retrogressing Danubians and the blue man andthe next that of a suddenly appearing and vastly superior white man.2. The entral white rae. While this group inludes strains of blue, yellow, and Andite, it ispredominantly Andonite. These people are broad-headed, swarthy, and stoky. They are driven likea wedge between the Nordi and Mediterranean raes, with the broad base resting in Asia and theapex penetrating eastern Frane.For almost twenty thousand years the Andonites had been pushed farther and farther to the northof entral Asia by the Andites. By 3000 B.C. inreasing aridity was driving these Andonites bakinto Turkestan. This Andonite push southward ontinued for over a thousand years and, splittingaround the Caspian and Blak seas, penetrated Europe by way of both the Balkans and the Ukraine.This invasion inluded the remaining groups of Adamson's desendants and, during the latter halfof the invasion period, arried with it onsiderable numbers of the Iranian Andites as well as manyof the desendants of the Sethite priests.By 2500 B.C. the westward thrust of the Andonites reahed Europe. And this overrunning ofall Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, and the Danube basin by the barbarians of the hills of Turkestan824



onstituted the most serious and lasting of all ultural setbaks up to that time. These invadersde�nitely Andonized the harater of the entral European raes, whih have ever sine remainedharateristially Alpine.3. The southern white rae. This brunet Mediterranean rae onsisted of a blend of the Anditeand the blue man, with a smaller Andonite strain than in the north. This group also absorbed aonsiderable amount of seondary Sangik blood through the Saharans. In later times this southerndivision of the white rae was infused by strong Andite elements from the eastern Mediterranean.The Mediterranean oastlands did not, however, beome permeated by the Andites until the timesof the great nomadi invasions of 2500 B.C. Land traÆ and trade were nearly suspended during theseenturies when the nomads invaded the eastern Mediterranean distrits. This interferene with landtravel brought about the great expansion of sea traÆ and trade; Mediterranean sea-borne ommerewas in full swing about forty-�ve hundred years ago. And this development of marine traÆ resultedin the sudden expansion of the desendants of the Andites throughout the entire oastal territory ofthe Mediterranean basin.These raial mixtures laid the foundations for the southern European rae, the most highly mixedof all. And sine these days this rae has undergone still further admixture, notably with the blue-yellow-Andite peoples of Arabia. This Mediterranean rae is, in fat, so freely admixed with thesurrounding peoples as to be virtually indisernible as a separate type, but in general its membersare short, long-headed, and brunet.In the north the Andites, through warfare and marriage, obliterated the blue men, but in thesouth they survived in greater numbers. The Basques and the Berbers represent the survival of twobranhes of this rae, but even these peoples have been thoroughly admixed with the Saharans.This was the piture of rae mixture presented in entral Europe about 3000 B.C. In spite of thepartial Adami default, the higher types did blend.These were the times of the New Stone Age overlapping the onoming Bronze Age. In Sandinaviait was the Bronze Age assoiated with mother worship. In southern Frane and Spain it was theNew Stone Age assoiated with sun worship. This was the time of the building of the irular androoess sun temples. The European white raes were energeti builders, delighting to set up greatstones as tokens to the sun, muh as did their later-day desendants at Stonehenge. The vogue ofsun worship indiates that this was a great period of agriulture in southern Europe.The superstitions of this omparatively reent sun-worshiping era even now persist in the folkwaysof Brittany. Although Christianized for over �fteen hundred years, these Bretons still retain harmsof the New Stone Age for warding o� the evil eye. They still keep thunderstones in the himneyas protetion against lightning. The Bretons never mingled with the Sandinavian Nordis. Theyare survivors of the original Andonite inhabitants of western Europe, mixed with the Mediterraneanstok.But it is a fallay to presume to lassify the white peoples as Nordi, Alpine, and Mediterranean.There has been altogether too muh blending to permit suh a grouping. At one time there was afairly well-de�ned division of the white rae into suh lasses, but widespread intermingling has sineourred, and it is no longer possible to identify these distintions with any larity. Even in 3000B.C. the anient soial groups were no more of one rae than are the present inhabitants of NorthAmeria.This European ulture for �ve thousand years ontinued to grow and to some extent intermin-gle. But the barrier of language prevented the full reiproation of the various Oidental nations.During the past entury this ulture has been experiening its best opportunity for blending in theosmopolitan population of North Ameria; and the future of that ontinent will be determined bythe quality of the raial fators whih are permitted to enter into its present and future populations,as well as by the level of the soial ulture whih is maintained.825
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Chapter 81Development of Modern CivilizationREGARDLESS of the ups and downs of the misarriage of the plans for world betterment projetedin the missions of Caligastia and Adam, the basi organi evolution of the human speies ontinuedto arry the raes forward in the sale of human progress and raial development. Evolution an bedelayed but it annot be stopped.The inuene of the violet rae, though in numbers smaller than had been planned, produed anadvane in ivilization whih, sine the days of Adam, has far exeeded the progress of mankindthroughout its entire previous existene of almost a million years.81.1 The Cradle of CivilizationFor about thirty-�ve thousand years after the days of Adam, the radle of ivilization was in south-western Asia, extending from the Nile valley eastward and slightly to the north aross northernArabia, through Mesopotamia, and on into Turkestan. And limate was the deisive fator in theestablishment of ivilization in that area.It was the great limati and geologi hanges in northern Afria and western Asia that terminatedthe early migrations of the Adamites, barring them from Europe by the expanded Mediterraneanand diverting the stream of migration north and east into Turkestan. By the time of the ompletionof these land elevations and assoiated limati hanges, about 15,000 B.C., ivilization had settleddown to a world-wide stalemate exept for the ultural ferments and biologi reserves of the Anditesstill on�ned by mountains to the east in Asia and by the expanding forests in Europe to the west.Climati evolution is now about to aomplish what all other e�orts had failed to do, that is, toompel Eurasian man to abandon hunting for the more advaned allings of herding and farming.Evolution may be slow, but it is terribly e�etive.Sine slaves were so generally employed by the earlier agriulturists, the farmer was formerlylooked down on by both the hunter and the herder. For ages it was onsidered menial to till the soil;wherefore the idea that soil toil is a urse, whereas it is the greatest of all blessings. Even in the daysof Cain and Abel the sari�es of the pastoral life were held in greater esteem than the o�erings ofagriulture.Man ordinarily evolved into a farmer from a hunter by transition through the era of the herder, andthis was also true among the Andites, but more often the evolutionary oerion of limati neessitywould ause whole tribes to pass diretly from hunters to suessful farmers. But this phenomenonof passing immediately from hunting to agriulture only ourred in those regions where there was ahigh degree of rae mixture with the violet stok.The evolutionary peoples (notably the Chinese) early learned to plant seeds and to ultivate827



rops through observation of the sprouting of seeds aidentally moistened or whih had been putin graves as food for the departed. But throughout southwest Asia, along the fertile river bottomsand adjaent plains, the Andites were arrying out the improved agriultural tehniques inheritedfrom their anestors, who had made farming and gardening the hief pursuits within the boundariesof the seond garden.For thousands of years the desendants of Adam had grown wheat and barley, as improved in theGarden, throughout the highlands of the upper border of Mesopotamia. The desendants of Adamand Adamson here met, traded, and soially mingled.It was these enfored hanges in living onditions whih aused suh a large proportion of thehuman rae to beome omnivorous in dieteti pratie. And the ombination of the wheat, rie, andvegetable diet with the esh of the herds marked a great forward step in the health and vigor ofthese anient peoples.81.2 The Tools of CivilizationThe growth of ulture is prediated upon the development of the tools of ivilization. And the toolswhih man utilized in his asent from savagery were e�etive just to the extent that they releasedman power for the aomplishment of higher tasks.You who now live amid latter-day senes of budding ulture and beginning progress in soiala�airs, who atually have some little spare time in whih to think about soiety and ivilization,must not overlook the fat that your early anestors had little or no leisure whih ould be devotedto thoughtful reetion and soial thinking.The �rst four great advanes in human ivilization were:1. The taming of �re.2. The domestiation of animals.3. The enslavement of aptives.4. Private property.While �re, the �rst great disovery, eventually unloked the doors of the sienti� world, it was oflittle value in this regard to primitive man. He refused to reognize natural auses as explanationsfor ommonplae phenomena.When asked where �re ame from, the simple story of Andon and the int was soon replaed by thelegend of how some Prometheus stole it from heaven. The anients sought a supernatural explanationfor all natural phenomena not within the range of their personal omprehension; and many modernsontinue to do this. The depersonalization of so-alled natural phenomena has required ages, and itis not yet ompleted. But the frank, honest, and fearless searh for true auses gave birth to modernsiene: It turned astrology into astronomy, alhemy into hemistry, and magi into mediine.In the premahine age the only way in whih man ould aomplish work without doing it himselfwas to use an animal. Domestiation of animals plaed in his hands living tools, the intelligent useof whih prepared the way for both agriulture and transportation. And without these animals manould not have risen from his primitive estate to the levels of subsequent ivilization.Most of the animals best suited to domestiation were found in Asia, espeially in the entral tosouthwest regions. This was one reason why ivilization progressed faster in that loality than inother parts of the world. Many of these animals had been twie before domestiated, and in theAndite age they were retamed one again. But the dog had remained with the hunters ever sinebeing adopted by the blue man long, long before.828



The Andites of Turkestan were the �rst peoples to extensively domestiate the horse, and this isanother reason why their ulture was for so long predominant. By 5000 B.C. the Mesopotamian,Turkestan, and Chinese farmers had begun the raising of sheep, goats, ows, amels, horses, fowls,and elephants. They employed as beasts of burden the ox, amel, horse, and yak. Man was himselfat one time the beast of burden. One ruler of the blue rae one had one hundred thousand men inhis olony of burden bearers.The institutions of slavery and private ownership of land ame with agriulture. Slavery raisedthe master's standard of living and provided more leisure for soial ulture.The savage is a slave to nature, but sienti� ivilization is slowly onferring inreasing liberty onmankind. Through animals, �re, wind, water, eletriity, and other undisovered soures of energy,man has liberated, and will ontinue to liberate, himself from the neessity for unremitting toil. Re-gardless of the transient trouble produed by the proli� invention of mahinery, the ultimate bene�tsto be derived from suh mehanial inventions are inestimable. Civilization an never ourish, muhless be established, until man has leisure to think, to plan, to imagine new and better ways of doingthings.Man �rst simply appropriated his shelter, lived under ledges or dwelt in aves. Next he adaptedsuh natural materials as wood and stone to the reation of family huts. Lastly he entered thereative stage of home building, learned to manufature brik and other building materials.The peoples of the Turkestan highlands were the �rst of the more modern raes to build their homesof wood, houses not at all unlike the early log abins of the Amerian pioneer settlers. Throughoutthe plains human dwellings were made of brik; later on, of burned briks.The older river raes made their huts by setting tall poles in the ground in a irle; the tops werethen brought together, making the skeleton frame for the hut, whih was interlaed with transversereeds, the whole reation resembling a huge inverted basket. This struture ould then be daubedover with lay and, after drying in the sun, would make a very servieable weatherproof habitation.It was from these early huts that the subsequent idea of all sorts of basket weaving independentlyoriginated. Among one group the idea of making pottery arose from observing the e�ets of smearingthese pole frameworks with moist lay. The pratie of hardening pottery by baking was disoveredwhen one of these lay-overed primitive huts aidentally burned. The arts of olden days were manytimes derived from the aidental ourrenes attendant upon the daily life of early peoples. At least,this was almost wholly true of the evolutionary progress of mankind up to the oming of Adam.While pottery had been �rst introdued by the sta� of the Prine about one-half million yearsago, the making of lay vessels had pratially eased for over one hundred and �fty thousand years.Only the gulf oast pre-Sumerian Nodites ontinued to make lay vessels. The art of pottery makingwas revived during Adam's time. The dissemination of this art was simultaneous with the extensionof the desert areas of Afria, Arabia, and entral Asia, and it spread in suessive waves of improvingtehnique from Mesopotamia out over the Eastern Hemisphere.These ivilizations of the Andite age annot always be traed by the stages of their pottery orother arts. The smooth ourse of human evolution was tremendously ompliated by the regimes ofboth Dalamatia and Eden. It often ours that the later vases and implements are inferior to theearlier produts of the purer Andite peoples.81.3 Cities, Manufature, and CommereThe limati destrution of the rih, open grassland hunting and grazing grounds of Turkestan,beginning about 12,000 B.C., ompelled the men of those regions to resort to new forms of industryand rude manufaturing. Some turned to the ultivation of domestiated oks, others beame829



agriulturists or olletors of water-borne food, but the higher type of Andite intellets hose toengage in trade and manufature. It even beame the ustom for entire tribes to dediate themselvesto the development of a single industry. From the valley of the Nile to the Hindu Kush and from theGanges to the Yellow River, the hief business of the superior tribes beame the ultivation of thesoil, with ommere as a side line.The inrease in trade and in the manufature of raw materials into various artiles of ommere wasdiretly instrumental in produing those early and semipeaeful ommunities whih were so inuentialin spreading the ulture and the arts of ivilization. Before the era of extensive world trade, soialommunities were tribal - expanded family groups. Trade brought into fellowship di�erent sorts ofhuman beings, thus ontributing to a more speedy ross-fertilization of ulture.About twelve thousand years ago the era of the independent ities was dawning. And theseprimitive trading and manufaturing ities were always surrounded by zones of agriulture and attleraising. While it is true that industry was promoted by the elevation of the standards of living, youshould have no misoneption regarding the re�nements of early urban life. The early raes werenot overly neat and lean, and the average primitive ommunity rose from one to two feet everytwenty-�ve years as the result of the mere aumulation of dirt and trash. Certain of these oldenities also rose above the surrounding ground very quikly beause their unbaked mud huts wereshort-lived, and it was the ustom to build new dwellings diretly on top of the ruins of the old.The widespread use of metals was a feature of this era of the early industrial and trading ities.You have already found a bronze ulture in Turkestan dating before 9000 B.C., and the Andites earlylearned to work in iron, gold, and opper, as well. But onditions were very di�erent away from themore advaned enters of ivilization. There were no distint periods, suh as the Stone, Bronze,and Iron Ages; all three existed at the same time in di�erent loalities.Gold was the �rst metal to be sought by man; it was easy to work and, at �rst, was used onlyas an ornament. Copper was next employed but not extensively until it was admixed with tin tomake the harder bronze. The disovery of mixing opper and tin to make bronze was made by oneof the Adamsonites of Turkestan whose highland opper mine happened to be loated alongside atin deposit.With the appearane of rude manufature and beginning industry, ommere quikly beame themost potent inuene in the spread of ultural ivilization. The opening up of the trade hannelsby land and by sea greatly failitated travel and the mixing of ultures as well as the blending ofivilizations. By 5000 B.C. the horse was in general use throughout ivilized and semiivilized lands.These later raes not only had the domestiated horse but also various sorts of wagons and hariots.Ages before, the wheel had been used, but now vehiles so equipped beame universally employedboth in ommere and war.The traveling trader and the roving explorer did more to advane histori ivilization than allother inuenes ombined. Military onquests, olonization, and missionary enterprises fostered bythe later religions were also fators in the spread of ulture; but these were all seondary to the tradingrelations, whih were ever aelerated by the rapidly developing arts and sienes of industry.Infusion of the Adami stok into the human raes not only quikened the pae of ivilization, butit also greatly stimulated their prolivities toward adventure and exploration to the end that most ofEurasia and northern Afria was presently oupied by the rapidly multiplying mixed desendantsof the Andites.
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81.4 The Mixed Raes
As ontat is made with the dawn of histori times, all of Eurasia, northern Afria, and the Pai�Islands is overspread with the omposite raes of mankind. And these raes of today have resultedfrom a blending and reblending of the �ve basi human stoks of Urantia.Eah of the Urantia raes was identi�ed by ertain distinguishing physial harateristis. TheAdamites and Nodites were long-headed; the Andonites were broad-headed. The Sangik raes weremedium-headed, with the yellow and blue men tending to broad-headedness. The blue raes, whenmixed with the Andonite stok, were deidedly broad-headed. The seondary Sangiks were medium-to long-headed.Although these skull dimensions are servieable in deiphering raial origins, the skeleton as awhole is far more dependable. In the early development of the Urantia raes there were originally�ve distint types of skeletal struture:1. Andoni, Urantia aborigines.2. Primary Sangik, red, yellow, and blue.3. Seondary Sangik, orange, green, and indigo.4. Nodites, desendants of the Dalamatians.5. Adamites, the violet rae.As these �ve great raial groups extensively intermingled, ontinual mixture tended to obsurethe Andonite type by Sangik hereditary dominane. The Lapps and the Eskimos are blends of An-donite and Sangik-blue raes. Their skeletal strutures ome the nearest to preserving the aboriginalAndoni type. But the Adamites and the Nodites have beome so admixed with the other raes thatthey an be deteted only as a generalized Cauasoid order.In general, therefore, as the human remains of the last twenty thousand years are unearthed, itwill be impossible learly to distinguish the �ve original types. Study of suh skeletal strutures willdislose that mankind is now divided into approximately three lasses:1. The Cauasoid - the Andite blend of the Nodite and Adami stoks, further modi�ed by primaryand (some) seondary Sangik admixture and by onsiderable Andoni rossing. The Oidental whiteraes, together with some Indian and Turanian peoples, are inluded in this group. The unifyingfator in this division is the greater or lesser proportion of Andite inheritane.2. The Mongoloid - the primary Sangik type, inluding the original red, yellow, and blue raes.The Chinese and Amerinds belong to this group. In Europe the Mongoloid type has been modi�edby seondary Sangik and Andoni mixture; still more by Andite infusion. The Malayan and otherIndonesian peoples are inluded in this lassi�ation, though they ontain a high perentage ofseondary Sangik blood.3. The Negroid - the seondary Sangik type, whih originally inluded the orange, green, andindigo raes. This is the type best illustrated by the Negro, and it will be found through Afria,India, and Indonesia wherever the seondary Sangik raes loated.In North China there is a ertain blending of Cauasoid and Mongoloid types; in the Levantthe Cauasoid and Negroid have intermingled; in India, as in South Ameria, all three types arerepresented. And the skeletal harateristis of the three surviving types still persist and help toidentify the later anestry of present-day human raes.831



81.5 Cultural SoietyBiologi evolution and ultural ivilization are not neessarily orrelated; organi evolution in anyage may proeed unhindered in the very midst of ultural deadene. But when lengthy periods ofhuman history are surveyed, it will be observed that eventually evolution and ulture beome relatedas ause and e�et. Evolution may advane in the absene of ulture, but ultural ivilization does notourish without an adequate bakground of anteedent raial progression. Adam and Eve introduedno art of ivilization foreign to the progress of human soiety, but the Adami blood did augmentthe inherent ability of the raes and did aelerate the pae of eonomi development and industrialprogression. Adam's bestowal improved the brain power of the raes, thereby greatly hastening theproesses of natural evolution.Through agriulture, animal domestiation, and improved arhiteture, mankind gradually es-aped the worst of the inessant struggle to live and began to ast about to �nd wherewith tosweeten the proess of living; and this was the beginning of the striving for higher and ever higherstandards of material omfort. Through manufature and industry man is gradually augmenting thepleasure ontent of mortal life.But ultural soiety is no great and bene�ent lub of inherited privilege into whih all men areborn with free membership and entire equality. Rather is it an exalted and ever-advaning guildof earth workers, admitting to its ranks only the nobility of those toilers who strive to make theworld a better plae in whih their hildren and their hildren's hildren may live and advanein subsequent ages. And this guild of ivilization exats ostly admission fees, imposes strit andrigorous disiplines, visits heavy penalties on all dissenters and nononformists, while it onfers fewpersonal lienses or privileges exept those of enhaned seurity against ommon dangers and raialperils.Soial assoiation is a form of survival insurane whih human beings have learned is pro�table;therefore are most individuals willing to pay those premiums of self-sari�e and personal-libertyurtailment whih soiety exats from its members in return for this enhaned group protetion. Inshort, the present-day soial mehanism is a trial-and-error insurane plan designed to a�ord somedegree of assurane and protetion against a return to the terrible and antisoial onditions whihharaterized the early experienes of the human rae.Soiety thus beomes a o-operative sheme for seuring ivil freedom through institutions, eo-nomi freedom through apital and invention, soial liberty through ulture, and freedom fromviolene through polie regulation.Might does not make right, but it does enfore the ommonly reognized rights of eah sueedinggeneration. The prime mission of government is the de�nition of the right, the just and fair regulationof lass di�erenes, and the enforement of equality of opportunity under the rules of law. Everyhuman right is assoiated with a soial duty; group privilege is an insurane mehanism whihunfailingly demands the full payment of the exating premiums of group servie. And group rights,as well as those of the individual, must be proteted, inluding the regulation of the sex propensity.Liberty subjet to group regulation is the legitimate goal of soial evolution. Liberty withoutrestritions is the vain and faniful dream of unstable and ighty human minds.81.6 The Maintenane of CivilizationWhile biologi evolution has proeeded ever upward, muh of ultural evolution went out from theEuphrates valley in waves, whih suessively weakened as time passed until �nally the whole of thepure-line Adami posterity had gone forth to enrih the ivilizations of Asia and Europe. The raes832



did not fully blend, but their ivilizations did to a onsiderable extent mix. Culture did slowly spreadthroughout the world. And this ivilization must be maintained and fostered, for there exist todayno new soures of ulture, no Andites to invigorate and stimulate the slow progress of the evolutionof ivilization.The ivilization whih is now evolving on Urantia grew out of, and is prediated on, the followingfators:1. Natural irumstanes. The nature and extent of a material ivilization is in large measuredetermined by the natural resoures available. Climate, weather, and numerous physial onditionsare fators in the evolution of ulture.At the opening of the Andite era there were only two extensive and fertile open hunting areas inall the world. One was in North Ameria and was overspread by the Amerinds; the other was tothe north of Turkestan and was partly oupied by an Andoni-yellow rae. The deisive fators inthe evolution of a superior ulture in southwestern Asia were rae and limate. The Andites were agreat people, but the ruial fator in determining the ourse of their ivilization was the inreasingaridity of Iran, Turkestan, and Sinkiang, whih fored them to invent and adopt new and advanedmethods of wresting a livelihood from their dereasingly fertile lands.The on�guration of ontinents and other land-arrangement situations are very inuential indetermining peae or war. Very few Urantians have ever had suh a favorable opportunity forontinuous and unmolested development as has been enjoyed by the peoples of North Ameria -proteted on pratially all sides by vast oeans.2. Capital goods. Culture is never developed under onditions of poverty; leisure is essential tothe progress of ivilization. Individual harater of moral and spiritual value may be aquired inthe absene of material wealth, but a ultural ivilization is only derived from those onditions ofmaterial prosperity whih foster leisure ombined with ambition.During primitive times life on Urantia was a serious and sober business. And it was to esapethis inessant struggle and interminable toil that mankind onstantly tended to drift toward thesalubrious limate of the tropis. While these warmer zones of habitation a�orded some remissionfrom the intense struggle for existene, the raes and tribes who thus sought ease seldom utilizedtheir unearned leisure for the advanement of ivilization. Soial progress has invariably ome fromthe thoughts and plans of those raes that have, by their intelligent toil, learned how to wrest a livingfrom the land with lessened e�ort and shortened days of labor and thus have been able to enjoy awell-earned and pro�table margin of leisure.3. Sienti� knowledge. The material aspets of ivilization must always await the aumulationof sienti� data. It was a long time after the disovery of the bow and arrow and the utilization ofanimals for power purposes before man learned how to harness wind and water, to be followed by theemployment of steam and eletriity. But slowly the tools of ivilization improved. Weaving, pottery,the domestiation of animals, and metalworking were followed by an age of writing and printing.Knowledge is power. Invention always preedes the aeleration of ultural development on aworld-wide sale. Siene and invention bene�ted most of all from the printing press, and theinteration of all these ultural and inventive ativities has enormously aelerated the rate of ulturaladvanement.Siene teahes man to speak the new language of mathematis and trains his thoughts along linesof exating preision. And siene also stabilizes philosophy through the elimination of error, whileit puri�es religion by the destrution of superstition.4. Human resoures. Man power is indispensable to the spread of ivilization. All things equal,a numerous people will dominate the ivilization of a smaller rae. Hene failure to inrease innumbers up to a ertain point prevents the full realization of national destiny, but there omes a833



point in population inrease where further growth is suiidal. Multipliation of numbers beyondthe optimum of the normal man-land ratio means either a lowering of the standards of living oran immediate expansion of territorial boundaries by peaeful penetration or by military onquest,forible oupation.You are sometimes shoked at the ravages of war, but you should reognize the neessity for pro-duing large numbers of mortals so as to a�ord ample opportunity for soial and moral development;with suh planetary fertility there soon ours the serious problem of overpopulation. Most of theinhabited worlds are small. Urantia is average, perhaps a trie undersized. The optimum stabiliza-tion of national population enhanes ulture and prevents war. And it is a wise nation whih knowswhen to ease growing.But the ontinent rihest in natural deposits and the most advaned mehanial equipment willmake little progress if the intelligene of its people is on the deline. Knowledge an be had byeduation, but wisdom, whih is indispensable to true ulture, an be seured only through experieneand by men and women who are innately intelligent. Suh a people are able to learn from experiene;they may beome truly wise.5. E�etiveness of material resoures. Muh depends on the wisdom displayed in the utilizationof natural resoures, sienti� knowledge, apital goods, and human potentials. The hief fator inearly ivilization was the fore exerted by wise soial masters; primitive man had ivilization literallythrust upon him by his superior ontemporaries. Well-organized and superior minorities have largelyruled this world.Might does not make right, but might does make what is and what has been in history. Onlyreently has Urantia reahed that point where soiety is willing to debate the ethis of might andright.6. E�etiveness of language. The spread of ivilizationmust wait upon language. Live and growinglanguages insure the expansion of ivilized thinking and planning. During the early ages importantadvanes were made in language. Today, there is great need for further linguisti development tofailitate the expression of evolving thought.Language evolved out of group assoiations, eah loal group developing its own system of wordexhange. Language grew up through gestures, signs, ries, imitative sounds, intonation, and aentto the voalization of subsequent alphabets. Language is man's greatest and most servieable thinkingtool, but it never ourished until soial groups aquired some leisure. The tendeny to play withlanguage develops new words - slang. If the majority adopt the slang, then usage onstitutes itlanguage. The origin of dialets is illustrated by the indulgene in \baby talk" in a family group.Language di�erenes have ever been the great barrier to the extension of peae. The onquestof dialets must preede the spread of a ulture throughout a rae, over a ontinent, or to a wholeworld. A universal language promotes peae, insures ulture, and augments happiness. Even whenthe tongues of a world are redued to a few, the mastery of these by the leading ultural peoplesmightily inuenes the ahievement of world-wide peae and prosperity.While very little progress has been made on Urantia toward developing an international language,muh has been aomplished by the establishment of international ommerial exhange. And allthese international relations should be fostered, whether they involve language, trade, art, siene,ompetitive play, or religion.7. E�etiveness of mehanial devies. The progress of ivilization is diretly related to thedevelopment and possession of tools, mahines, and hannels of distribution. Improved tools, inge-nious and eÆient mahines, determine the survival of ontending groups in the arena of advaningivilization.In the early days the only energy applied to land ultivation was man power. It was a long struggle834



to substitute oxen for men sine this threw men out of employment. Latterly, mahines have begunto displae men, and every suh advane is diretly ontributory to the progress of soiety beauseit liberates man power for the aomplishment of more valuable tasks.Siene, guided by wisdom, may beome man's great soial liberator. A mehanial age an provedisastrous only to a nation whose intelletual level is too low to disover those wise methods andsound tehniques for suessfully adjusting to the transition diÆulties arising from the sudden lossof employment by large numbers onsequent upon the too rapid invention of new types of laborsavingmahinery.8. Charater of torhbearers. Soial inheritane enables man to stand on the shoulders of allwho have preeded him, and who have ontributed aught to the sum of ulture and knowledge. Inthis work of passing on the ultural torh to the next generation, the home will ever be the basiinstitution. The play and soial life omes next, with the shool last but equally indispensable in aomplex and highly organized soiety.Insets are born fully eduated and equipped for life - indeed, a very narrow and purely instintiveexistene. The human baby is born without an eduation; therefore man possesses the power, byontrolling the eduational training of the younger generation, greatly to modify the evolutionaryourse of ivilization.The greatest twentieth-entury inuenes ontributing to the furtherane of ivilization and theadvanement of ulture are the marked inrease in world travel and the unparalleled improvements inmethods of ommuniation. But the improvement in eduation has not kept pae with the expandingsoial struture; neither has the modern appreiation of ethis developed in orrespondene withgrowth along more purely intelletual and sienti� lines. And modern ivilization is at a standstillin spiritual development and the safeguarding of the home institution.9. The raial ideals. The ideals of one generation arve out the hannels of destiny for immediateposterity. The quality of the soial torhbearers will determine whether ivilization goes forward orbakward. The homes, hurhes, and shools of one generation predetermine the harater trendof the sueeding generation. The moral and spiritual momentum of a rae or a nation largelydetermines the ultural veloity of that ivilization.Ideals elevate the soure of the soial stream. And no stream will rise any higher than its soureno matter what tehnique of pressure or diretional ontrol may be employed. The driving power ofeven the most material aspets of a ultural ivilization is resident in the least material of soiety'sahievements. Intelligene may ontrol the mehanism of ivilization, wisdom may diret it, butspiritual idealism is the energy whih really uplifts and advanes human ulture from one level ofattainment to another.At �rst life was a struggle for existene; now, for a standard of living; next it will be for qualityof thinking, the oming earthly goal of human existene.10. Co-ordination of speialists. Civilization has been enormously advaned by the early divisionof labor and by its later orollary of speialization. Civilization is now dependent on the e�etive o-ordination of speialists. As soiety expands, some method of drawing together the various speialistsmust be found.Soial, artisti, tehnial, and industrial speialists will ontinue to multiply and inrease in skilland dexterity. And this diversi�ation of ability and dissimilarity of employment will eventuallyweaken and disintegrate human soiety if e�etive means of o-ordination and o-operation are notdeveloped. But the intelligene whih is apable of suh inventiveness and suh speialization shouldbe wholly ompetent to devise adequate methods of ontrol and adjustment for all problems resultingfrom the rapid growth of invention and the aelerated pae of ultural expansion.11. Plae-�nding devies. The next age of soial development will be embodied in a better and835



more e�etive o-operation and o-ordination of ever-inreasing and expanding speialization. Andas labor more and more diversi�es, some tehnique for direting individuals to suitable employmentmust be devised. Mahinery is not the only ause for unemployment among the ivilized peoples ofUrantia. Eonomi omplexity and the steady inrease of industrial and professional speialism addto the problems of labor plaement.It is not enough to train men for work; in a omplex soiety there must also be provided eÆientmethods of plae �nding. Before training itizens in the highly speialized tehniques of earning aliving, they should be trained in one or more methods of ommonplae labor, trades or allings whihould be utilized when they were transiently unemployed in their speialized work. No ivilizationan survive the long-time harboring of large lasses of unemployed. In time, even the best of itizenswill beome distorted and demoralized by aepting support from the publi treasury. Even privateharity beomes perniious when long extended to able-bodied itizens.Suh a highly speialized soiety will not take kindly to the anient ommunal and feudal pratiesof olden peoples. True, many ommon servies an be aeptably and pro�tably soialized, but highlytrained and ultraspeialized human beings an best be managed by some tehnique of intelligento-operation. Modernized o-ordination and fraternal regulation will be produtive of longer-livedo-operation than will the older and more primitive methods of ommunism or ditatorial regulativeinstitutions based on fore.12. The willingness to o-operate. One of the great hindranes to the progress of human soiety isthe onit between the interests and welfare of the larger, more soialized human groups and of thesmaller, ontrary-minded asoial assoiations of mankind, not to mention antisoially-minded singleindividuals.No national ivilization long endures unless its eduational methods and religious ideals inspire ahigh type of intelligent patriotism and national devotion. Without this sort of intelligent patriotismand ultural solidarity, all nations tend to disintegrate as a result of provinial jealousies and loalself-interests.The maintenane of world-wide ivilization is dependent on human beings learning how to livetogether in peae and fraternity. Without e�etive o-ordination, industrial ivilization is jeopardizedby the dangers of ultraspeialization: monotony, narrowness, and the tendeny to breed distrust andjealousy.13. E�etive and wise leadership. In ivilization muh, very muh, depends on an enthusiastiand e�etive load-pulling spirit. Ten men are of little more value than one in lifting a great loadunless they lift together - all at the same moment. And suh teamwork - soial o-operation - isdependent on leadership. The ultural ivilizations of the past and the present have been based uponthe intelligent o-operation of the itizenry with wise and progressive leaders; and until man evolvesto higher levels, ivilization will ontinue to be dependent on wise and vigorous leadership.High ivilizations are born of the sagaious orrelation of material wealth, intelletual greatness,moral worth, soial leverness, and osmi insight.14. Soial hanges. Soiety is not a divine institution; it is a phenomenon of progressive evolution;and advaning ivilization is always delayed when its leaders are slow in making those hanges inthe soial organization whih are essential to keeping pae with the sienti� developments of theage. For all that, things must not be despised just beause they are old, neither should an idea beunonditionally embraed just beause it is novel and new.Man should be unafraid to experiment with the mehanisms of soiety. But always should theseadventures in ultural adjustment be ontrolled by those who are fully onversant with the history ofsoial evolution; and always should these innovators be ounseled by the wisdom of those who havehad pratial experiene in the domains of ontemplated soial or eonomi experiment. No greatsoial or eonomi hange should be attempted suddenly. Time is essential to all types of human836



adjustment - physial, soial, or eonomi. Only moral and spiritual adjustments an be made onthe spur of the moment, and even these require the passing of time for the full outworking of theirmaterial and soial reperussions. The ideals of the rae are the hief support and assurane duringthe ritial times when ivilization is in transit from one level to another.15. The prevention of transitional breakdown. Soiety is the o�spring of age upon age of trialand error; it is what survived the seletive adjustments and readjustments in the suessive stagesof mankind's agelong rise from animal to human levels of planetary status. The great danger to anyivilization - at any one moment - is the threat of breakdown during the time of transition from theestablished methods of the past to those new and better, but untried, proedures of the future.Leadership is vital to progress. Wisdom, insight, and foresight are indispensable to the enduraneof nations. Civilization is never really jeopardized until able leadership begins to vanish. And thequantity of suh wise leadership has never exeeded one per ent of the population.And it was by these rungs on the evolutionary ladder that ivilization limbed to that plae wherethose mighty inuenes ould be initiated whih have ulminated in the rapidly expanding ultureof the twentieth entury. And only by adherene to these essentials an man hope to maintain hispresent-day ivilizations while providing for their ontinued development and ertain survival.This is the gist of the long, long struggle of the peoples of earth to establish ivilization sine theage of Adam. Present-day ulture is the net result of this strenuous evolution. Before the disoveryof printing, progress was relatively slow sine one generation ould not so rapidly bene�t from theahievements of its predeessors. But now human soiety is plunging forward under the fore of theaumulated momentum of all the ages through whih ivilization has struggled.[Sponsored by an Arhangel of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 82The Evolution of MarriageMARRIAGE - mating - grows out of bisexuality. Marriage is man's reational adjustment to suhbisexuality, while the family life is the sum total resulting from all suh evolutionary and adaptativeadjustments. Marriage is enduring; it is not inherent in biologi evolution, but it is the basis of allsoial evolution and is therefore ertain of ontinued existene in some form. Marriage has givenmankind the home, and the home is the rowning glory of the whole long and arduous evolutionarystruggle.While religious, soial, and eduational institutions are all essential to the survival of ulturalivilization, the family is the master ivilizer. A hild learns most of the essentials of life from hisfamily and the neighbors.The humans of olden times did not possess a very rih soial ivilization, but suh as they hadthey faithfully and e�etively passed on to the next generation. And you should reognize that mostof these ivilizations of the past ontinued to evolve with a bare minimum of other institutionalinuenes beause the home was e�etively funtioning. Today the human raes possess a rih soialand ultural heritage, and it should be wisely and e�etively passed on to sueeding generations.The family as an eduational institution must be maintained.82.1 The Mating InstintNotwithstanding the personality gulf between men and women, the sex urge is suÆient to insure theiroming together for the reprodution of the speies. This instint operated e�etively long beforehumans experiened muh of what was later alled love, devotion, and marital loyalty. Mating is aninnate propensity, and marriage is its evolutionary soial reperussion.Sex interest and desire were not dominating passions in primitive peoples; they simply tookthem for granted. The entire reprodutive experiene was free from imaginative embellishment.The all-absorbing sex passion of the more highly ivilized peoples is hiey due to rae mixtures,espeially where the evolutionary nature has been stimulated by the assoiative imagination andbeauty appreiation of the Nodites and Adamites. But this Andite inheritane was absorbed by theevolutionary raes in suh limited amounts as to fail to provide suÆient self-ontrol for the animalpassions thus quikened and aroused by the endowment of keener sex onsiousness and strongermating urges. Of the evolutionary raes, the red man had the highest sex ode.The regulation of sex in relation to marriage indiates:1. The relative progress of ivilization. Civilization has inreasingly demanded that sex be grati�edin useful hannels and in aordane with the mores.2. The amount of Andite stok in any people. Among suh groups sex has beome expressive of839



both the highest and the lowest in both the physial and emotional natures.The Sangik raes had normal animal passion, but they displayed little imagination or appreiationof the beauty and physial attrativeness of the opposite sex. What is alled sex appeal is virtuallyabsent even in present-day primitive raes; these unmixed peoples have a de�nite mating instintbut insuÆient sex attration to reate serious problems requiring soial ontrol.The mating instint is one of the dominant physial driving fores of human beings; it is the oneemotion whih, in the guise of individual grati�ation, e�etively triks sel�sh man into putting raewelfare and perpetuation high above individual ease and personal freedom from responsibility.As an institution, marriage, from its early beginnings down to modern times, pitures the soialevolution of the biologi propensity for self-perpetuation. The perpetuation of the evolving humanspeies is made ertain by the presene of this raial mating impulse, an urge whih is loosely alledsex attration. This great biologi urge beomes the impulse hub for all sorts of assoiated instints,emotions, and usages - physial, intelletual, moral, and soial.With the savage, the food supply was the impelling motivation, but when ivilization insuresplentiful food, the sex urge many times beomes a dominant impulse and therefore ever stands inneed of soial regulation. In animals, instintive periodiity heks the mating propensity, but sineman is so largely a self-ontrolled being, sex desire is not altogether periodi; therefore does it beomeneessary for soiety to impose self-ontrol upon the individual.No human emotion or impulse, when unbridled and overindulged, an produe so muh harm andsorrow as this powerful sex urge. Intelligent submission of this impulse to the regulations of soietyis the supreme test of the atuality of any ivilization. Self-ontrol, more and more self-ontrol, isthe ever-inreasing demand of advaning mankind. Serey, insinerity, and hyporisy may obsuresex problems, but they do not provide solutions, nor do they advane ethis.82.2 The Restritive TaboosThe story of the evolution of marriage is simply the history of sex ontrol through the pressure ofsoial, religious, and ivil restritions. Nature hardly reognizes individuals; it takes no ognizaneof so-alled morals; it is only and exlusively interested in the reprodution of the speies. Natureompellingly insists on reprodution but indi�erently leaves the onsequential problems to be solvedby soiety, thus reating an ever-present and major problem for evolutionary mankind. This soialonit onsists in the unending war between basi instints and evolving ethis.Among the early raes there was little or no regulation of the relations of the sexes. Beause of thissex liense, no prostitution existed. Today, the Pygmies and other bakward groups have no marriageinstitution; a study of these peoples reveals the simple mating ustoms followed by primitive raes.But all anient peoples should always be studied and judged in the light of the moral standards ofthe mores of their own times.Free love, however, has never been in good standing above the sale of rank savagery. The momentsoietal groups began to form, marriage odes and marital restritions began to develop. Mating hasthus progressed through a multitude of transitions from a state of almost omplete sex liense to thetwentieth-entury standards of relatively omplete sex restrition.In the earliest stages of tribal development the mores and restritive taboos were very rude, butthey did keep the sexes apart - this favored quiet, order, and industry - and the long evolution ofmarriage and the home had begun. The sex ustoms of dress, adornment, and religious praties hadtheir origin in these early taboos whih de�ned the range of sex liberties and thus eventually reatedonepts of vie, rime, and sin. But it was long the pratie to suspend all sex regulations on highfestival days, espeially May Day. 840



Women have always been subjet to more restritive taboos than men. The early mores grantedthe same degree of sex liberty to unmarried women as to men, but it has always been required ofwives that they be faithful to their husbands. Primitive marriage did not muh urtail man's sexliberties, but it did render further sex liense taboo to the wife. Married women have always bornesome mark whih set them apart as a lass by themselves, suh as hairdress, lothing, veil, selusion,ornamentation, and rings.82.3 Early Marriage MoresMarriage is the institutional response of the soial organism to the ever-present biologi tension ofman's unremitting urge to reprodution - self-propagation. Mating is universally natural, and assoiety evolved from the simple to the omplex, there was a orresponding evolution of the matingmores, the genesis of the marital institution. Wherever soial evolution has progressed to the stageat whih mores are generated, marriage will be found as an evolving institution.There always have been and always will be two distint realms of marriage: the mores, the lawsregulating the external aspets of mating, and the otherwise seret and personal relations of men andwomen. Always has the individual been rebellious against the sex regulations imposed by soiety;and this is the reason for this agelong sex problem: Self-maintenane is individual but is arried onby the group; self-perpetuation is soial but is seured by individual impulse.The mores, when respeted, have ample power to restrain and ontrol the sex urge, as has beenshown among all raes. Marriage standards have always been a true indiator of the urrent power ofthe mores and the funtional integrity of the ivil government. But the early sex and mating moreswere a mass of inonsistent and rude regulations. Parents, hildren, relatives, and soiety all hadoniting interests in the marriage regulations. But in spite of all this, those raes whih exaltedand pratied marriage naturally evolved to higher levels and survived in inreased numbers.In primitive times marriage was the prie of soial standing; the possession of a wife was a badgeof distintion. The savage looked upon his wedding day as marking his entrane upon responsibilityand manhood. In one age, marriage has been looked upon as a soial duty; in another, as a religiousobligation; and in still another, as a politial requirement to provide itizens for the state.Many early tribes required feats of stealing as a quali�ation for marriage; later peoples substitutedfor suh raiding forays, athleti ontests and ompetitive games. The winners in these ontests wereawarded the �rst prize - hoie of the season's brides. Among the head-hunters a youth might notmarry until he possessed at least one head, although suh skulls were sometimes purhasable. Asthe buying of wives delined, they were won by riddle ontests, a pratie that still survives amongmany groups of the blak man.With advaning ivilization, ertain tribes put the severe marriage tests of male endurane in thehands of the women; they thus were able to favor the men of their hoie. These marriage testsembraed skill in hunting, �ghting, and ability to provide for a family. The groom was long requiredto enter the bride's family for at least one year, there to live and labor and prove that he was worthyof the wife he sought.The quali�ations of a wife were the ability to perform hard work and to bear hildren. She wasrequired to exeute a ertain piee of agriultural work within a given time. And if she had borne ahild before marriage, she was all the more valuable; her fertility was thus assured.The fat that anient peoples regarded it as a disgrae, or even a sin, not to be married, explainsthe origin of hild marriages; sine one must be married, the earlier the better. It was also a generalbelief that unmarried persons ould not enter spiritland, and this was a further inentive to hildmarriages even at birth and sometimes before birth, ontingent upon sex. The anients believed that841



even the dead must be married. The original mathmakers were employed to negotiate marriages fordeeased individuals. One parent would arrange for these intermediaries to e�et the marriage of adead son with a dead daughter of another family.Among later peoples, puberty was the ommon age of marriage, but this has advaned in diretproportion to the progress of ivilization. Early in soial evolution peuliar and elibate orders ofboth men and women arose; they were started and maintained by individuals more or less lakingnormal sex urge.Many tribes allowed members of the ruling group to have sex relations with the bride just beforeshe was to be given to her husband. Eah of these men would give the girl a present, and this wasthe origin of the ustom of giving wedding presents. Among some groups it was expeted that ayoung woman would earn her dowry, whih onsisted of the presents reeived in reward for her sexservie in the bride's exhibition hall.Some tribes married the young men to the widows and older women and then, when they weresubsequently left widowers, would allow them to marry the young girls, thus insuring, as they ex-pressed it, that both parents would not be fools, as they oneived would be the ase if two youthswere allowed to mate. Other tribes limited mating to similar age groups. It was the limitation ofmarriage to ertain age groups that �rst gave origin to ideas of inest. (In India there are even nowno age restritions on marriage.)Under ertain mores widowhood was greatly to be feared, widows being either killed or allowedto ommit suiide on their husbands' graves, for they were supposed to go over into spiritland withtheir spouses. The surviving widow was almost invariably blamed for her husband's death. Sometribes burned them alive. If a widow ontinued to live, her life was one of ontinuous mourning andunbearable soial restrition sine remarriage was generally disapproved.In olden days many praties now regarded as immoral were enouraged. Primitive wives notinfrequently took great pride in their husbands' a�airs with other women. Chastity in girls wasa great hindrane to marriage; the bearing of a hild before marriage greatly inreased a girl'sdesirability as a wife sine the man was sure of having a fertile ompanion.Many primitive tribes santioned trial marriage until the woman beame pregnant, when theregular marriage eremony would be performed; among other groups the wedding was not elebrateduntil the �rst hild was born. If a wife was barren, she had to be redeemed by her parents, and themarriage was annulled. The mores demanded that every pair have hildren.These primitive trial marriages were entirely free from all semblane of liense; they were simplysinere tests of feundity. The ontrating individuals married permanently just as soon as fertil-ity was established. When modern ouples marry with the thought of onvenient divore in thebakground of their minds if they are not wholly pleased with their married life, they are in realityentering upon a form of trial marriage and one that is far beneath the status of the honest adventuresof their less ivilized anestors.82.4 Marriage Under the Property MoresMarriage has always been losely linked with both property and religion. Property has been thestabilizer of marriage; religion, the moralizer.Primitive marriage was an investment, an eonomi speulation; it was more a matter of businessthan an a�air of irtation. The anients married for the advantage and welfare of the group; whereforetheir marriages were planned and arranged by the group, their parents and elders. And that theproperty mores were e�etive in stabilizing the marriage institution is borne out by the fat thatmarriage was more permanent among the early tribes than it is among many modern peoples.842



As ivilization advaned and private property gained further reognition in the mores, stealingbeame the great rime. Adultery was reognized as a form of stealing, an infringement of thehusband's property rights; it is not therefore spei�ally mentioned in the earlier odes and mores.Woman started out as the property of her father, who transferred his title to her husband, and alllegalized sex relations grew out of these pre-existent property rights. The Old Testament deals withwomen as a form of property; the Koran teahes their inferiority. Man had the right to lend his wifeto a friend or guest, and this ustom still obtains among ertain peoples.Modern sex jealousy is not innate; it is a produt of the evolving mores. Primitive man was notjealous of his wife; he was just guarding his property. The reason for holding the wife to striter sexaount than the husband was beause her marital in�delity involved desent and inheritane. Veryearly in the marh of ivilization the illegitimate hild fell into disrepute. At �rst only the womanwas punished for adultery; later on, the mores also dereed the hastisement of her partner, and forlong ages the o�ended husband or the protetor father had the full right to kill the male trespasser.Modern peoples retain these mores, whih allow so-alled rimes of honor under the unwritten law.Sine the hastity taboo had its origin as a phase of the property mores, it applied at �rst tomarried women but not to unmarried girls. In later years, hastity was more demanded by the fatherthan by the suitor; a virgin was a ommerial asset to the father - she brought a higher prie. Ashastity ame more into demand, it was the pratie to pay the father a bride fee in reognitionof the servie of properly rearing a haste bride for the husband-to-be. When one started, thisidea of female hastity took suh hold on the raes that it beame the pratie literally to age upgirls, atually to imprison them for years, in order to assure their virginity. And so the more reentstandards and virginity tests automatially gave origin to the professional prostitute lasses; theywere the rejeted brides, those women who were found by the grooms' mothers not to be virgins.82.5 Endogamy and ExogamyVery early the savage observed that rae mixture improved the quality of the o�spring. It was notthat inbreeding was always bad, but that outbreeding was always omparatively better; therefore themores tended to rystallize in restrition of sex relations among near relatives. It was reognized thatoutbreeding greatly inreased the seletive opportunity for evolutionary variation and advanement.The outbred individuals were more versatile and had greater ability to survive in a hostile world;the inbreeders, together with their mores, gradually disappeared. This was all a slow development;the savage did not onsiously reason about suh problems. But the later and advaning peoplesdid, and they also made the observation that general weakness sometimes resulted from exessiveinbreeding.While the inbreeding of good stok sometimes resulted in the upbuilding of strong tribes, thespetaular ases of the bad results of the inbreeding of hereditary defetives more foribly impressedthe mind of man, with the result that the advaning mores inreasingly formulated taboos againstall marriages among near relatives.Religion has long been an e�etive barrier against outmarriage; many religious teahings haveprosribed marriage outside the faith. Woman has usually favored the pratie of in-marriage; man,outmarriage. Property has always inuened marriage, and sometimes, in an e�ort to onserveproperty within a lan, mores have arisen ompelling women to hoose husbands within their fathers'tribes. Rulings of this sort led to a great multipliation of ousin marriages. In-mating was alsopratied in an e�ort to preserve raft serets; skilled workmen sought to keep the knowledge of theirraft within the family.Superior groups, when isolated, always reverted to onsanguineous mating. The Nodites for overone hundred and �fty thousand years were one of the great in-marriage groups. The later-day in-843



marriage mores were tremendously inuened by the traditions of the violet rae, in whih, at �rst,matings were, perfore, between brother and sister. And brother and sister marriages were ommonin early Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamia, and throughout the lands one oupied by the Andites. TheEgyptians long pratied brother and sister marriages in an e�ort to keep the royal blood pure,a ustom whih persisted even longer in Persia. Among the Mesopotamians, before the days ofAbraham, ousin marriages were obligatory; ousins had prior marriage rights to ousins. Abrahamhimself married his half sister, but suh unions were not allowed under the later mores of the Jews.The �rst move away from brother and sister marriages ame about under the plural-wife moresbeause the sister-wife would arrogantly dominate the other wife or wives. Some tribal mores forbademarriage to a dead brother's widow but required the living brother to beget hildren for his departedbrother. There is no biologi instint against any degree of in-marriage; suh restritions are whollya matter of taboo.Outmarriage �nally dominated beause it was favored by the man; to get a wife from the outsideinsured greater freedom from in-laws. Familiarity breeds ontempt; so, as the element of individualhoie began to dominate mating, it beame the ustom to hoose partners from outside the tribe.Many tribes �nally forbade marriages within the lan; others limited mating to ertain astes.The taboo against marriage with a woman of one's own totem gave impetus to the ustom of steal-ing women from neighboring tribes. Later on, marriages were regulated more in aordane withterritorial residene than with kinship. There were many steps in the evolution of in-marriage intothe modern pratie of outmarriage. Even after the taboo rested upon in-marriages for the ommonpeople, hiefs and kings were permitted to marry those of lose kin in order to keep the royal bloodonentrated and pure. The mores have usually permitted sovereign rulers ertain lienses in sexmatters.The presene of the later Andite peoples had muh to do with inreasing the desire of the Sangikraes to mate outside their own tribes. But it was not possible for out-mating to beome prevalentuntil neighboring groups had learned to live together in relative peae.Outmarriage itself was a peae promoter; marriages between the tribes lessened hostilities. Out-marriage led to tribal o-ordination and to military allianes; it beame dominant beause it providedinreased strength; it was a nation builder. Outmarriage was also greatly favored by inreasing tradeontats; adventure and exploration ontributed to the extension of the mating bounds and greatlyfailitated the ross-fertilization of raial ultures.The otherwise inexpliable inonsistenies of the raial marriage mores are largely due to thisoutmarriage ustom with its aompanying wife stealing and buying from foreign tribes, all of whihresulted in a ompounding of the separate tribal mores. That these taboos respeting in-marriagewere soiologi, not biologi, is well illustrated by the taboos on kinship marriages, whih embraedmany degrees of in-law relationships, ases representing no blood relation whatsoever.82.6 Raial MixturesThere are no pure raes in the world today. The early and original evolutionary peoples of olor haveonly two representative raes persisting in the world, the yellow man and the blak man; and eventhese two raes are muh admixed with the extint olored peoples. While the so-alled white rae ispredominantly desended from the anient blue man, it is admixed more or less with all other raesmuh as is the red man of the Amerias.Of the six olored Sangik raes, three were primary and three were seondary. Though the primaryraes - blue, red, and yellow - were in many respets superior to the three seondary peoples, it shouldbe remembered that these seondary raes had many desirable traits whih would have onsiderably844



enhaned the primary peoples if their better strains ould have been absorbed.Present-day prejudie against \half-astes," \hybrids," and \mongrels" arises beause modernraial rossbreeding is, for the greater part, between the grossly inferior strains of the raes onerned.You also get unsatisfatory o�spring when the degenerate strains of the same rae intermarry.If the present-day raes of Urantia ould be freed from the urse of their lowest strata of deterio-rated, antisoial, feeble-minded, and outast speimens, there would be little objetion to a limitedrae amalgamation. And if suh raial mixtures ould take plae between the highest types of theseveral raes, still less objetion ould be o�ered.Hybridization of superior and dissimilar stoks is the seret of the reation of new and morevigorous strains. And this is true of plants, animals, and the human speies. Hybridization augmentsvigor and inreases fertility. Rae mixtures of the average or superior strata of various peoplesgreatly inrease reative potential, as is shown in the present population of the United States ofNorth Ameria. When suh matings take plae between the lower or inferior strata, reativity isdiminished, as is shown by the present-day peoples of southern India.Rae blending greatly ontributes to the sudden appearane of new harateristis, and if suhhybridization is the union of superior strains, then these new harateristis will also be superiortraits.As long as present-day raes are so overloaded with inferior and degenerate strains, rae intermin-gling on a large sale would be most detrimental, but most of the objetions to suh experimentsrest on soial and ultural prejudies rather than on biologial onsiderations. Even among inferiorstoks, hybrids often are an improvement on their anestors. Hybridization makes for speies im-provement beause of the role of the dominant genes. Raial intermixture inreases the likelihood ofa larger number of the desirable dominants being present in the hybrid.For the past hundred years more raial hybridization has been taking plae on Urantia than hasourred in thousands of years. The danger of gross disharmonies as a result of rossbreeding ofhuman stoks has been greatly exaggerated. The hief troubles of \half-breeds" are due to soialprejudies.The Pitairn experiment of blending the white and Polynesian raes turned out fairly well beausethe white men and the Polynesian women were of fairly good raial strains. Interbreeding betweenthe highest types of the white, red, and yellow raes would immediately bring into existene manynew and biologially e�etive harateristis. These three peoples belong to the primary Sangikraes. Mixtures of the white and blak raes are not so desirable in their immediate results, neitherare suh mulatto o�spring so objetionable as soial and raial prejudie would seek to make themappear. Physially, suh white-blak hybrids are exellent speimens of humanity, notwithstandingtheir slight inferiority in some other respets.When a primary Sangik rae amalgamates with a seondary Sangik rae, the latter is onsiderablyimproved at the expense of the former. And on a small sale - extending over long periods of time- there an be little serious objetion to suh a sari�ial ontribution by the primary raes to thebetterment of the seondary groups. Biologially onsidered, the seondary Sangiks were in somerespets superior to the primary raes.After all, the real jeopardy of the human speies is to be found in the unrestrained multipliationof the inferior and degenerate strains of the various ivilized peoples rather than in any supposeddanger of their raial interbreeding.[Presented by the Chief of Seraphim stationed on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 83The Marriage InstitutionTHIS is the reital of the early beginnings of the institution of marriage. It has progressed steadilyfrom the loose and promisuous matings of the herd through many variations and adaptations, evento the appearane of those marriage standards whih eventually ulminated in the realization of pairmatings, the union of one man and one woman to establish a home of the highest soial order.Marriage has been many times in jeopardy, and the marriage mores have drawn heavily on bothproperty and religion for support; but the real inuene whih forever safeguards marriage and theresultant family is the simple and innate biologi fat that men and women positively will not livewithout eah other, be they the most primitive savages or the most ultured mortals.It is beause of the sex urge that sel�sh man is lured into making something better than an animalout of himself. The self-regarding and self-gratifying sex relationship entails the ertain onsequenesof self-denial and insures the assumption of altruisti duties and numerous rae-bene�ting homeresponsibilities. Herein has sex been the unreognized and unsuspeted ivilizer of the savage; forthis same sex impulse automatially and unerringly ompels man to think and eventually leads himto love.83.1 Marriage as a Soietal InstitutionMarriage is soiety's mehanism designed to regulate and ontrol those many human relations whiharise out of the physial fat of bisexuality. As suh an institution, marriage funtions in twodiretions:1. In the regulation of personal sex relations.2. In the regulation of desent, inheritane, suession, and soial order, this being its older andoriginal funtion.The family, whih grows out of marriage, is itself a stabilizer of the marriage institution togetherwith the property mores. Other potent fators in marriage stability are pride, vanity, hivalry,duty, and religious onvitions. But while marriages may be approved or disapproved on high, theyare hardly made in heaven. The human family is a distintly human institution, an evolutionarydevelopment. Marriage is an institution of soiety, not a department of the hurh. True, religionshould mightily inuene it but should not undertake exlusively to ontrol and regulate it.Primitive marriage was primarily industrial; and even in modern times it is often a soial orbusiness a�air. Through the inuene of the mixture of the Andite stok and as a result of themores of advaning ivilization, marriage is slowly beoming mutual, romanti, parental, poetial,a�etionate, ethial, and even idealisti. Seletion and so-alled romanti love, however, were at aminimum in primitive mating. During early times husband and wife were not muh together; they847



did not even eat together very often. But among the anients, personal a�etion was not stronglylinked to sex attration; they beame fond of one another largely beause of living and workingtogether.83.2 Courtship and BetrothalPrimitive marriages were always planned by the parents of the boy and girl. The transition stagebetween this ustom and the times of free hoosing was oupied by the marriage broker or profes-sional mathmaker. These mathmakers were at �rst the barbers; later, the priests. Marriage wasoriginally a group a�air; then a family matter; only reently has it beome an individual adventure.Coerion, not attration, was the approah to primitive marriage. In early times woman hadno sex aloofness, only sex inferiority as inulated by the mores. As raiding preeded trading, somarriage by apture preeded marriage by ontrat. Some women would onnive at apture in orderto esape the domination of the older men of their tribe; they preferred to fall into the hands ofmen of their own age from another tribe. This pseudo elopement was the transition stage betweenapture by fore and subsequent ourtship by harming.An early type of wedding eremony was the mimi ight, a sort of elopement rehearsal whih wasone a ommon pratie. Later, mok apture beame a part of the regular wedding eremony. Amodern girl's pretensions to resist \apture," to be retient toward marriage, are all relis of oldenustoms. The arrying of the bride over the threshold is reminisent of a number of anient praties,among others, of the days of wife stealing.Woman was long denied full freedom of self-disposal in marriage, but the more intelligent womenhave always been able to irumvent this restrition by the lever exerise of their wits. Man hasusually taken the lead in ourtship, but not always. Woman sometimes formally, as well as overtly,initiates marriage. And as ivilization has progressed, women have had an inreasing part in allphases of ourtship and marriage.Inreasing love, romane, and personal seletion in premarital ourtship are an Andite ontributionto the world raes. The relations between the sexes are evolving favorably; many advaning peoplesare gradually substituting somewhat idealized onepts of sex attration for those older motives ofutility and ownership. Sex impulse and feelings of a�etion are beginning to displae old alulationin the hoosing of life partners.The betrothal was originally equivalent to marriage; and among early peoples sex relations wereonventional during the engagement. In reent times, religion has established a sex taboo on theperiod between betrothal and marriage.83.3 Purhase and DowryThe anients mistrusted love and promises; they thought that abiding unions must be guaranteedby some tangible seurity, property. For this reason, the purhase prie of a wife was regarded as aforfeit or deposit whih the husband was doomed to lose in ase of divore or desertion. One thepurhase prie of a bride had been paid, many tribes permitted the husband's brand to be burnedupon her. Afrians still buy their wives. A love wife, or a white man's wife, they ompare to a atbeause she osts nothing.The bride shows were oasions for dressing up and deorating daughters for publi exhibitionwith the idea of their bringing higher pries as wives. But they were not sold as animals - among thelater tribes suh a wife was not transferable. Neither was her purhase always just a old-blooded848



money transation; servie was equivalent to ash in the purhase of a wife. If an otherwise desirableman ould not pay for his wife, he ould be adopted as a son by the girl's father and then ouldmarry. And if a poor man sought a wife and ould not meet the prie demanded by a grasping father,the elders would often bring pressure to bear upon the father whih would result in a modi�ationof his demands, or else there might be an elopement.As ivilization progressed, fathers did not like to appear to sell their daughters, and so, whileontinuing to aept the bride purhase prie, they initiated the ustom of giving the pair valuablepresents whih about equaled the purhase money. And upon the later disontinuane of paymentfor the bride, these presents beame the bride's dowry.The idea of a dowry was to onvey the impression of the bride's independene, to suggest farremoval from the times of slave wives and property ompanions. A man ould not divore a doweredwife without paying bak the dowry in full. Among some tribes a mutual deposit was made withthe parents of both bride and groom to be forfeited in ase either deserted the other, in reality amarriage bond. During the period of transition from purhase to dowry, if the wife were purhased,the hildren belonged to the father; if not, they belonged to the wife's family.83.4 The Wedding CeremonyThe wedding eremony grew out of the fat that marriage was originally a ommunity a�air, not justthe ulmination of a deision of two individuals. Mating was of group onern as well as a personalfuntion.Magi, ritual, and eremony surrounded the entire life of the anients, and marriage was no exep-tion. As ivilization advaned, as marriage beame more seriously regarded, the wedding eremonybeame inreasingly pretentious. Early marriage was a fator in property interests, even as it is to-day, and therefore required a legal eremony, while the soial status of subsequent hildren demandedthe widest possible publiity. Primitive man had no reords; therefore must the marriage eremonybe witnessed by many persons.At �rst the wedding eremony was more on the order of a betrothal and onsisted only in publinoti�ation of intention of living together; later it onsisted in formal eating together. Among sometribes the parents simply took their daughter to the husband; in other ases the only eremonywas the formal exhange of presents, after whih the bride's father would present her to the groom.Among many Levantine peoples it was the ustom to dispense with all formality, marriage beingonsummated by sex relations. The red man was the �rst to develop the more elaborate elebrationof weddings.Childlessness was greatly dreaded, and sine barrenness was attributed to spirit mahinations,e�orts to insure feundity also led to the assoiation of marriage with ertain magial or religiouseremonials. And in this e�ort to insure a happy and fertile marriage, many harms were employed;even the astrologers were onsulted to asertain the birth stars of the ontrating parties. At onetime the human sari�e was a regular feature of all weddings among well-to-do people.Luky days were sought out, Thursday being most favorably regarded, and weddings elebratedat the full of the moon were thought to be exeptionally fortunate. It was the ustom of many NearEastern peoples to throw grain upon the newlyweds; this was a magial rite whih was supposed toinsure feundity. Certain Oriental peoples used rie for this purpose.Fire and water were always onsidered the best means of resisting ghosts and evil spirits; henealtar �res and lighted andles, as well as the baptismal sprinkling of holy water, were usually inevidene at weddings. For a long time it was ustomary to set a false wedding day and then suddenlypostpone the event so as to put the ghosts and spirits o� the trak.849



The teasing of newlyweds and the pranks played upon honeymooners are all relis of those far-distant days when it was thought best to appear miserable and ill at ease in the sight of the spiritsso as to avoid arousing their envy. The wearing of the bridal veil is a reli of the times when it wasonsidered neessary to disguise the bride so that ghosts might not reognize her and also to hide herbeauty from the gaze of the otherwise jealous and envious spirits. The bride's feet must never touhthe ground just prior to the eremony. Even in the twentieth entury it is still the ustom under theChristian mores to streth arpets from the arriage landing to the hurh altar.One of the most anient forms of the wedding eremony was to have a priest bless the weddingbed to insure the fertility of the union; this was done long before any formal wedding ritual wasestablished. During this period in the evolution of the marriage mores the wedding guests wereexpeted to �le through the bedhamber at night, thus onstituting legal witness to the onsummationof marriage.The luk element, that in spite of all premarital tests ertain marriages turned out bad, ledprimitive man to seek insurane protetion against marriage failure; led him to go in quest of priestsand magi. And this movement ulminated diretly in modern hurh weddings. But for a long timemarriage was generally reognized as onsisting in the deisions of the ontrating parents - later ofthe pair - while for the last �ve hundred years hurh and state have assumed jurisdition and nowpresume to make pronounements of marriage.83.5 Plural MarriagesIn the early history of marriage the unmarried women belonged to the men of the tribe. Later on, awoman had only one husband at a time. This pratie of one-man-at-a-time was the �rst step awayfrom the promisuity of the herd. While a woman was allowed but one man, her husband ouldsever suh temporary relationships at will. But these loosely regulated assoiations were the �rststep toward living pairwise in distintion to living herdwise. In this stage of marriage developmenthildren usually belonged to the mother.The next step in mating evolution was the group marriage. This ommunal phase of marriage hadto intervene in the unfolding of family life beause the marriage mores were not yet strong enoughto make pair assoiations permanent. The brother and sister marriages belonged to this group;�ve brothers of one family would marry �ve sisters of another. All over the world the looser formsof ommunal marriage gradually evolved into various types of group marriage. And these groupassoiations were largely regulated by the totem mores. Family life slowly and surely developedbeause sex and marriage regulation favored the survival of the tribe itself by insuring the survivalof larger numbers of hildren.Group marriages gradually gave way before the emerging praties of polygamy - polygyny andpolyandry - among the more advaned tribes. But polyandry was never general, being usuallylimited to queens and rih women; furthermore, it was ustomarily a family a�air, one wife forseveral brothers. Caste and eonomi restritions sometimes made it neessary for several men toontent themselves with one wife. Even then, the woman would marry only one, the others beingloosely tolerated as \unles" of the joint progeny.The Jewish ustom requiring that a man onsort with his deeased brother's widow for the purposeof \raising up seed for his brother," was the ustom of more than half the anient world. This wasa reli of the time when marriage was a family a�air rather than an individual assoiation.The institution of polygyny reognized, at various times, four sorts of wives:1. The eremonial or legal wives.2. Wives of a�etion and permission. 850



3. Conubines, ontratual wives.4. Slave wives.True polygyny, where all the wives are of equal status and all the hildren equal, has been veryrare. Usually, even with plural marriages, the home was dominated by the head wife, the statusompanion. She alone had the ritual wedding eremony, and only the hildren of suh a purhasedor dowered spouse ould inherit unless by speial arrangement with the status wife.The status wife was not neessarily the love wife; in early times she usually was not. The lovewife, or sweetheart, did not appear until the raes were onsiderably advaned, more partiularlyafter the blending of the evolutionary tribes with the Nodites and Adamites.The taboo wife - one wife of legal status - reated the onubine mores. Under these mores aman might have only one wife, but he ould maintain sex relations with any number of onubines.Conubinage was the steppingstone to monogamy, the �rst move away from frank polygyny. Theonubines of the Jews, Romans, and Chinese were very frequently the handmaidens of the wife.Later on, as among the Jews, the legal wife was looked upon as the mother of all hildren born tothe husband.The olden taboos on sex relations with a pregnant or nursing wife tended greatly to foster polygyny.Primitive women aged very early beause of frequent hildbearing oupled with hard work. (Suhoverburdened wives only managed to exist by virtue of the fat that they were put in isolation oneweek out of eah month when they were not heavy with hild.) Suh a wife often grew tired ofbearing hildren and would request her husband to take a seond and younger wife, one able to helpwith both hildbearing and the domesti work. The new wives were therefore usually hailed withdelight by the older spouses; there existed nothing on the order of sex jealousy.The number of wives was only limited by the ability of the man to provide for them. Wealthy andable men wanted large numbers of hildren, and sine the infant mortality was very high, it requiredan assembly of wives to reruit a large family. Many of these plural wives were mere laborers, slavewives.Human ustoms evolve, but very slowly. The purpose of a harem was to build up a strong andnumerous body of blood kin for the support of the throne. A ertain hief was one onvined thathe should not have a harem, that he should be ontented with one wife; so he promptly dismissedhis harem. The dissatis�ed wives went to their homes, and their o�ended relatives swept down onthe hief in wrath and did away with him then and there.83.6 True Monogamy - Pair MarriageMonogamy is monopoly; it is good for those who attain this desirable state, but it tends to worka biologi hardship on those who are not so fortunate. But quite regardless of the e�et on theindividual, monogamy is deidedly best for the hildren.The earliest monogamy was due to fore of irumstanes, poverty. Monogamy is ultural andsoietal, arti�ial and unnatural, that is, unnatural to evolutionary man. It was wholly natural tothe purer Nodites and Adamites and has been of great ultural value to all advaned raes.The Chaldean tribes reognized the right of a wife to impose a premarital pledge upon her spousenot to take a seond wife or onubine; both the Greeks and the Romans favored monogamousmarriage. Anestor worship has always fostered monogamy, as has the Christian error of regardingmarriage as a sarament. Even the elevation of the standard of living has onsistently militatedagainst plural wives. By the time of Mihael's advent on Urantia pratially all of the ivilized worldhad attained the level of theoretial monogamy. But this passive monogamy did not mean that851



mankind had beome habituated to the pratie of real pair marriage.While pursuing the monogami goal of the ideal pair marriage, whih is, after all, something of amonopolisti sex assoiation, soiety must not overlook the unenviable situation of those unfortunatemen and women who fail to �nd a plae in this new and improved soial order, even when havingdone their best to o-operate with, and enter into, its requirements. Failure to gain mates in thesoial arena of ompetition may be due to insurmountable diÆulties or multitudinous restritionswhih the urrent mores have imposed. Truly, monogamy is ideal for those who are in, but it mustinevitably work great hardship on those who are left out in the old of solitary existene.Always have the unfortunate few had to su�er that the majority might advane under the devel-oping mores of evolving ivilization; but always should the favored majority look with kindness andonsideration on their less fortunate fellows who must pay the prie of failure to attain membershipin the ranks of those ideal sex partnerships whih a�ord the satisfation of all biologi urges underthe santion of the highest mores of advaning soial evolution.Monogamy always has been, now is, and forever will be the idealisti goal of human sex evolution.This ideal of true pair marriage entails self-denial, and therefore does it so often fail just beause oneor both of the ontrating parties are de�ient in that ame of all human virtues, rugged self-ontrol.Monogamy is the yardstik whih measures the advane of soial ivilization as distinguished frompurely biologi evolution. Monogamy is not neessarily biologi or natural, but it is indispensable tothe immediate maintenane and further development of soial ivilization. It ontributes to a deliayof sentiment, a re�nement of moral harater, and a spiritual growth whih are utterly impossiblein polygamy. A woman never an beome an ideal mother when she is all the while ompelled toengage in rivalry for her husband's a�etions.Pair marriage favors and fosters that intimate understanding and e�etive o-operation whih isbest for parental happiness, hild welfare, and soial eÆieny. Marriage, whih began in rude oer-ion, is gradually evolving into a magni�ent institution of self-ulture, self-ontrol, self-expression,and self-perpetuation.83.7 The Dissolution of WedlokIn the early evolution of the marital mores, marriage was a loose union whih ould be terminatedat will, and the hildren always followed the mother; the mother-hild bond is instintive and hasfuntioned regardless of the developmental stage of the mores.Among primitive peoples only about one half the marriages proved satisfatory. The most frequentause for separation was barrenness, whih was always blamed on the wife; and hildless wives werebelieved to beome snakes in the spirit world. Under the more primitive mores, divore was hadat the option of the man alone, and these standards have persisted to the twentieth entury amongsome peoples.As the mores evolved, ertain tribes developed two forms of marriage: the ordinary, whih per-mitted divore, and the priest marriage, whih did not allow for separation. The inauguration ofwife purhase and wife dowry, by introduing a property penalty for marriage failure, did muh tolessen separation. And, indeed, many modern unions are stabilized by this anient property fator.The soial pressure of ommunity standing and property privileges has always been potent inthe maintenane of the marriage taboos and mores. Down through the ages marriage has madesteady progress and stands on advaned ground in the modern world, notwithstanding that it isthreateningly assailed by widespread dissatisfation among those peoples where individual hoie -a new liberty - �gures most largely. While these upheavals of adjustment appear among the moreprogressive raes as a result of suddenly aelerated soial evolution, among the less advaned peoples852



marriage ontinues to thrive and slowly improve under the guidane of the older mores.The new and sudden substitution of the more ideal but extremely individualisti love motive inmarriage for the older and long-established property motive, has unavoidably aused the marriageinstitution to beome temporarily unstable. Man's marriage motives have always far transendedatual marriage morals, and in the nineteenth and twentieth enturies the Oidental ideal of marriagehas suddenly far outrun the self-entered and but partially ontrolled sex impulses of the raes. Thepresene of large numbers of unmarried persons in any soiety indiates the temporary breakdownor the transition of the mores.The real test of marriage, all down through the ages, has been that ontinuous intimay whih isinesapable in all family life. Two pampered and spoiled youths, eduated to expet every indulgeneand full grati�ation of vanity and ego, an hardly hope to make a great suess of marriage and homebuilding - a lifelong partnership of self-e�aement, ompromise, devotion, and unsel�sh dediationto hild ulture.The high degree of imagination and fantasti romane entering into ourtship is largely respon-sible for the inreasing divore tendenies among modern Oidental peoples, all of whih is furtherompliated by woman's greater personal freedom and inreased eonomi liberty. Easy divore,when the result of lak of self-ontrol or failure of normal personality adjustment, only leads diretlybak to those rude soietal stages from whih man has emerged so reently and as the result of somuh personal anguish and raial su�ering.But just so long as soiety fails to properly eduate hildren and youths, so long as the soial orderfails to provide adequate premarital training, and so long as unwise and immature youthful idealismis to be the arbiter of the entrane upon marriage, just so long will divore remain prevalent. Andin so far as the soial group falls short of providing marriage preparation for youths, to that extentmust divore funtion as the soial safety valve whih prevents still worse situations during the agesof the rapid growth of the evolving mores.The anients seem to have regarded marriage just about as seriously as some present-day peopledo. And it does not appear that many of the hasty and unsuessful marriages of modern times aremuh of an improvement over the anient praties of qualifying young men and women for mating.The great inonsisteny of modern soiety is to exalt love and to idealize marriage while disapprovingof the fullest examination of both.83.8 The Idealization of MarriageMarriage whih ulminates in the home is indeed man's most exalted institution, but it is essentiallyhuman; it should never have been alled a sarament. The Sethite priests made marriage a religiousritual; but for thousands of years after Eden, mating ontinued as a purely soial and ivil institution.The likening of human assoiations to divine assoiations is most unfortunate. The union ofhusband and wife in the marriage-home relationship is a material funtion of the mortals of theevolutionary worlds. True, indeed, muh spiritual progress may arue onsequent upon the sinerehuman e�orts of husband and wife to progress, but this does not mean that marriage is neessarilysared. Spiritual progress is attendant upon sinere appliation to other avenues of human endeavor.Neither an marriage be truly ompared to the relation of the Adjuster to man nor to the fraternityof Christ Mihael and his human brethren. At sarely any point are suh relationships omparableto the assoiation of husband and wife. And it is most unfortunate that the human misoneptionof these relationships has produed so muh onfusion as to the status of marriage.It is also unfortunate that ertain groups of mortals have oneived of marriage as being on-summated by divine ation. Suh beliefs lead diretly to the onept of the indissolubility of the853



marital state regardless of the irumstanes or wishes of the ontrating parties. But the very fatof marriage dissolution itself indiates that Deity is not a onjoining party to suh unions. If Godhas one joined any two things or persons together, they will remain thus joined until suh a time asthe divine will derees their separation. But, regarding marriage, whih is a human institution, whoshall presume to sit in judgment, to say whih marriages are unions that might be approved by theuniverse supervisors in ontrast with those whih are purely human in nature and origin?Nevertheless, there is an ideal of marriage on the spheres on high. On the apital of eah loalsystem the Material Sons and Daughters of God do portray the height of the ideals of the union ofman and woman in the bonds of marriage and for the purpose of proreating and rearing o�spring.After all, the ideal mortal marriage is humanly sared.Marriage always has been and still is man's supreme dream of temporal ideality. Though thisbeautiful dream is seldom realized in its entirety, it endures as a glorious ideal, ever luring progress-ing mankind on to greater strivings for human happiness. But young men and women should betaught something of the realities of marriage before they are plunged into the exating demands ofthe interassoiations of family life; youthful idealization should be tempered with some degree ofpremarital disillusionment.The youthful idealization of marriage should not, however, be disouraged; suh dreams are thevisualization of the future goal of family life. This attitude is both stimulating and helpful providingit does not produe an insensitivity to the realization of the pratial and ommonplae requirementsof marriage and subsequent family life.The ideals of marriage have made great progress in reent times; among some peoples womanenjoys pratially equal rights with her onsort. In onept, at least, the family is beoming a loyalpartnership for rearing o�spring, aompanied by sexual �delity. But even this newer version ofmarriage need not presume to swing so far to the extreme as to onfer mutual monopoly of allpersonality and individuality. Marriage is not just an individualisti ideal; it is the evolving soialpartnership of a man and a woman, existing and funtioning under the urrent mores, restrited bythe taboos, and enfored by the laws and regulations of soiety.Twentieth-entury marriages stand high in omparison with those of past ages, notwithstandingthat the home institution is now undergoing a serious testing beause of the problems so suddenlythrust upon the soial organization by the preipitate augmentation of woman's liberties, rights solong denied her in the tardy evolution of the mores of past generations.[Presented by the Chief of Seraphim stationed on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 84Marriage and Family LifeMATERIAL neessity founded marriage, sex hunger embellished it, religion santioned and exaltedit, the state demanded and regulated it, while in later times evolving love is beginning to justify andglorify marriage as the anestor and reator of ivilization's most useful and sublime institution, thehome. And home building should be the enter and essene of all eduational e�ort.Mating is purely an at of self-perpetuation assoiated with varying degrees of self-grati�ation;marriage, home building, is largely a matter of self-maintenane, and it implies the evolution ofsoiety. Soiety itself is the aggregated struture of family units. Individuals are very temporary asplanetary fators - only families are ontinuing agenies in soial evolution. The family is the hannelthrough whih the river of ulture and knowledge ows from one generation to another.The home is basially a soiologi institution. Marriage grew out of o-operation in self-maintenaneand partnership in self-perpetuation, the element of self-grati�ation being largely inidental. Nev-ertheless, the home does embrae all three of the essential funtions of human existene, while lifepropagation makes it the fundamental human institution, and sex sets it o� from all other soialativities.84.1 Primitive Pair AssoiationsMarriage was not founded on sex relations; they were inidental thereto. Marriage was not neededby primitive man, who indulged his sex appetite freely without enumbering himself with the re-sponsibilities of wife, hildren, and home.Woman, beause of physial and emotional attahment to her o�spring, is dependent on o-operation with the male, and this urges her into the sheltering protetion of marriage. But no diretbiologi urge led man into marriage - muh less held him in. It was not love that made marriageattrative to man, but food hunger whih �rst attrated savage man to woman and the primitiveshelter shared by her hildren.Marriage was not even brought about by the onsious realization of the obligations of sex relations.Primitive man omprehended no onnetion between sex indulgene and the subsequent birth of ahild. It was one universally believed that a virgin ould beome pregnant. The savage earlyoneived the idea that babies were made in spiritland; pregnany was believed to be the result of awoman's being entered by a spirit, an evolving ghost. Both diet and the evil eye were also believedto be apable of ausing pregnany in a virgin or unmarried woman, while later beliefs onnetedthe beginnings of life with the breath and with sunlight.Many early peoples assoiated ghosts with the sea; hene virgins were greatly restrited in theirbathing praties; young women were far more afraid of bathing in the sea at high tide than of having855



sex relations. Deformed or premature babies were regarded as the young of animals whih had foundtheir way into a woman's body as a result of areless bathing or through malevolent spirit ativity.Savages, of ourse, thought nothing of strangling suh o�spring at birth.The �rst step in enlightenment ame with the belief that sex relations opened up the way forthe impregnating ghost to enter the female. Man has sine disovered that father and mother areequal ontributors of the living inheritane fators whih initiate o�spring. But even in the twentiethentury many parents still endeavor to keep their hildren in more or less ignorane as to the originof human life.A family of some simple sort was insured by the fat that the reprodutive funtion entails themother-hild relationship. Mother love is instintive; it did not originate in the mores as did marriage.All mammalian mother love is the inherent endowment of the adjutant mind-spirits of the loaluniverse and is in strength and devotion always diretly proportional to the length of the helplessinfany of the speies.The mother and hild relation is natural, strong, and instintive, and one whih, therefore, on-strained primitive women to submit to many strange onditions and to endure untold hardships.This ompelling mother love is the handiapping emotion whih has always plaed woman at suh atremendous disadvantage in all her struggles with man. Even at that, maternal instint in the humanspeies is not overpowering; it may be thwarted by ambition, sel�shness, and religious onvition.While the mother-hild assoiation is neither marriage nor home, it was the nuleus from whihboth sprang. The great advane in the evolution of mating ame when these temporary partnershipslasted long enough to rear the resultant o�spring, for that was homemaking.Regardless of the antagonisms of these early pairs, notwithstanding the looseness of the assoiation,the hanes for survival were greatly improved by these male-female partnerships. A man and awoman, o-operating, even aside from family and o�spring, are vastly superior in most ways to eithertwo men or two women. This pairing of the sexes enhaned survival and was the very beginning ofhuman soiety. The sex division of labor also made for omfort and inreased happiness.84.2 The Early Mother-FamilyThe woman's periodi hemorrhage and her further loss of blood at hildbirth early suggested bloodas the reator of the hild (even as the seat of the soul) and gave origin to the blood-bond onept ofhuman relationships. In early times all desent was rekoned in the female line, that being the onlypart of inheritane whih was at all ertain.The primitive family, growing out of the instintive biologi blood bond of mother and hild, wasinevitably a mother-family; and many tribes long held to this arrangement. The mother-family wasthe only possible transition from the stage of group marriage in the horde to the later and improvedhome life of the polygamous and monogamous father-families. The mother-family was natural andbiologi; the father-family is soial, eonomi, and politial. The persistene of the mother-familyamong the North Amerian red men is one of the hief reasons why the otherwise progressive Iroquoisnever beame a real state.Under the mother-family mores the wife's mother enjoyed virtually supreme authority in the home;even the wife's brothers and their sons were more ative in family supervision than was the husband.Fathers were often renamed after their own hildren.The earliest raes gave little redit to the father, looking upon the hild as oming altogetherfrom the mother. They believed that hildren resembled the father as a result of assoiation, or thatthey were \marked" in this manner beause the mother desired them to look like the father. Lateron, when the swith ame from the mother-family to the father-family, the father took all redit for856



the hild, and many of the taboos on a pregnant woman were subsequently extended to inlude herhusband. The prospetive father eased work as the time of delivery approahed, and at hildbirthhe went to bed, along with the wife, remaining at rest from three to eight days. The wife might arisethe next day and engage in hard labor, but the husband remained in bed to reeive ongratulations;this was all a part of the early mores designed to establish the father's right to the hild.At �rst, it was the ustom for the man to go to his wife's people, but in later times, aftera man had paid or worked out the bride prie, he ould take his wife and hildren bak to hisown people. The transition from the mother-family to the father-family explains the otherwisemeaningless prohibitions of some types of ousin marriages while others of equal kinship are approved.With the passing of the hunter mores, when herding gave man ontrol of the hief food supply,the mother-family ame to a speedy end. It failed simply beause it ould not suessfully ompetewith the newer father-family. Power lodged with the male relatives of the mother ould not ompetewith power onentrated in the husband-father. Woman was not equal to the ombined tasks ofhildbearing and of exerising ontinuous authority and inreasing domesti power. The onomingof wife stealing and later wife purhase hastened the passing of the mother-family.The stupendous hange from the mother-family to the father-family is one of the most radial andomplete right-about-fae adjustments ever exeuted by the human rae. This hange led at one togreater soial expression and inreased family adventure.84.3 The Family Under Father DominaneIt may be that the instint of motherhood led woman into marriage, but it was man's superiorstrength, together with the inuene of the mores, that virtually ompelled her to remain in wedlok.Pastoral living tended to reate a new system of mores, the patriarhal type of family life; and thebasis of family unity under the herder and early agriultural mores was the unquestioned and arbitraryauthority of the father. All soiety, whether national or familial, passed through the stage of theautorati authority of a patriarhal order.The sant ourtesy paid womankind during the Old Testament era is a true reetion of the moresof the herdsmen. The Hebrew patriarhs were all herdsmen, as is witnessed by the saying, \The Lordis my Shepherd."But man was no more to blame for his low opinion of woman during past ages than was womanherself. She failed to get soial reognition during primitive times beause she did not funtion inan emergeny; she was not a spetaular or risis hero. Maternity was a distint disability in theexistene struggle; mother love handiapped women in the tribal defense.Primitive women also unintentionally reated their dependene on the male by their admirationand applause for his pugnaity and virility. This exaltation of the warrior elevated the male egowhile it equally depressed that of the female and made her more dependent; a military uniform stillmightily stirs the feminine emotions.Among the more advaned raes, women are not so large or so strong as men. Woman, beingthe weaker, therefore beame the more tatful; she early learned to trade upon her sex harms. Shebeame more alert and onservative than man, though slightly less profound. Man was woman'ssuperior on the battle�eld and in the hunt; but at home woman has usually outgeneraled even themost primitive of men.The herdsman looked to his oks for sustenane, but throughout these pastoral ages woman muststill provide the vegetable food. Primitive man shunned the soil; it was altogether too peaeful, toounadventuresome. There was also an old superstition that women ould raise better plants; theywere mothers. In many bakward tribes today, the men ook the meat, the women the vegetables,857



and when the primitive tribes of Australia are on the marh, the women never attak game, while aman would not stoop to dig a root.Woman has always had to work; at least right up to modern times the female has been a realproduer. Man has usually hosen the easier path, and this inequality has existed throughout theentire history of the human rae. Woman has always been the burden bearer, arrying the familyproperty and tending the hildren, thus leaving the man's hands free for �ghting or hunting.Woman's �rst liberation ame when man onsented to till the soil, onsented to do what hadtheretofore been regarded as woman's work. It was a great step forward when male aptives wereno longer killed but were enslaved as agriulturists. This brought about the liberation of woman sothat she ould devote more time to homemaking and hild ulture.The provision of milk for the young led to earlier weaning of babies, hene to the bearing of morehildren by the mothers thus relieved of their sometimes temporary barrenness, while the use of ow'smilk and goat's milk greatly redued infant mortality. Before the herding stage of soiety, mothersused to nurse their babies until they were four and �ve years old.Dereasing primitive warfare greatly lessened the disparity between the division of labor based onsex. But women still had to do the real work while men did piket duty. No amp or village ouldbe left unguarded day or night, but even this task was alleviated by the domestiation of the dog. Ingeneral, the oming of agriulture has enhaned woman's prestige and soial standing; at least thiswas true up to the time man himself turned agriulturist. And as soon as man addressed himselfto the tilling of the soil, there immediately ensued great improvement in methods of agriulture,extending on down through suessive generations. In hunting and war man had learned the valueof organization, and he introdued these tehniques into industry and later, when taking over muhof woman's work, greatly improved on her loose methods of labor.84.4 Woman's Status in Early SoietyGenerally speaking, during any age woman's status is a fair riterion of the evolutionary progress ofmarriage as a soial institution, while the progress of marriage itself is a reasonably aurate gaugeregistering the advanes of human ivilization.Woman's status has always been a soial paradox; she has always been a shrewd manager of men;she has always apitalized man's stronger sex urge for her own interests and to her own advanement.By trading subtly upon her sex harms, she has often been able to exerise dominant power overman, even when held by him in abjet slavery.Early woman was not to man a friend, sweetheart, lover, and partner but rather a piee of property,a servant or slave and, later on, an eonomi partner, plaything, and hildbearer. Nonetheless, properand satisfatory sex relations have always involved the element of hoie and o-operation by woman,and this has always given intelligent women onsiderable inuene over their immediate and personalstanding, regardless of their soial position as a sex. But man's distrust and suspiion were not helpedby the fat that women were all along ompelled to resort to shrewdness in the e�ort to alleviatetheir bondage.The sexes have had great diÆulty in understanding eah other. Man found it hard to understandwoman, regarding her with a strange mixture of ignorant mistrust and fearful fasination, if notwith suspiion and ontempt. Many tribal and raial traditions relegate trouble to Eve, Pandora, orsome other representative of womankind. These narratives were always distorted so as to make itappear that the woman brought evil upon man; and all this indiates the onetime universal distrustof woman. Among the reasons ited in support of a elibate priesthood, the hief was the basenessof woman. The fat that most supposed withes were women did not improve the olden reputation858



of the sex.Men have long regarded women as peuliar, even abnormal. They have even believed that womendid not have souls; therefore were they denied names. During early times there existed great fear ofthe �rst sex relation with a woman; hene it beame the ustom for a priest to have initial interoursewith a virgin. Even a woman's shadow was thought to be dangerous.Childbearing was one generally looked upon as rendering a woman dangerous and unlean. Andmany tribal mores dereed that a mother must undergo extensive puri�ation eremonies subsequentto the birth of a hild. Exept among those groups where the husband partiipated in the lying-in,the expetant mother was shunned, left alone. The anients even avoided having a hild born in thehouse. Finally, the old women were permitted to attend the mother during labor, and this pratiegave origin to the profession of midwifery. During labor, sores of foolish things were said and donein an e�ort to failitate delivery. It was the ustom to sprinkle the newborn with holy water toprevent ghost interferene.Among the unmixed tribes, hildbirth was omparatively easy, oupying only two or three hours;it is seldom so easy among the mixed raes. If a woman died in hildbirth, espeially during thedelivery of twins, she was believed to have been guilty of spirit adultery. Later on, the higher tribeslooked upon death in hildbirth as the will of heaven; suh mothers were regarded as having perishedin a noble ause.The so-alled modesty of women respeting their lothing and the exposure of the person grewout of the deadly fear of being observed at the time of a menstrual period. To be thus deteted was agrievous sin, the violation of a taboo. Under the mores of olden times, every woman, from adoleseneto the end of the hildbearing period, was subjeted to omplete family and soial quarantine onefull week eah month. Everything she might touh, sit upon, or lie upon was \de�led." It was forlong the ustom to brutally beat a girl after eah monthly period in an e�ort to drive the evil spiritout of her body. But when a woman passed beyond the hildbearing age, she was usually treatedmore onsiderately, being aorded more rights and privileges. In view of all this it was not strangethat women were looked down upon. Even the Greeks held the menstruating woman as one of thethree great auses of de�lement, the other two being pork and garli.However foolish these olden notions were, they did some good sine they gave overworked females,at least when young, one week eah month for welome rest and pro�table meditation. Thus ouldthey sharpen their wits for dealing with their male assoiates the rest of the time. This quarantine ofwomen also proteted men from over-sex indulgene, thereby indiretly ontributing to the restritionof population and to the enhanement of self-ontrol.A great advane was made when a man was denied the right to kill his wife at will. Likewise, itwas a forward step when a woman ould own the wedding gifts. Later, she gained the legal right toown, ontrol, and even dispose of property, but she was long deprived of the right to hold oÆe ineither hurh or state. Woman has always been treated more or less as property, right up to and inthe twentieth entury after Christ. She has not yet gained world-wide freedom from selusion underman's ontrol. Even among advaned peoples, man's attempt to protet woman has always been atait assertion of superiority.But primitive women did not pity themselves as their more reently liberated sisters are wontto do. They were, after all, fairly happy and ontented; they did not dare to envision a better ordi�erent mode of existene.
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84.5 Woman Under the Developing MoresIn self-perpetuation woman is man's equal, but in the partnership of self-maintenane she labors ata deided disadvantage, and this handiap of enfored maternity an only be ompensated by theenlightened mores of advaning ivilization and by man's inreasing sense of aquired fairness.As soiety evolved, the sex standards rose higher among women beause they su�ered more fromthe onsequenes of the transgression of the sex mores. Man's sex standards are only tardily improv-ing as a result of the sheer sense of that fairness whih ivilization demands. Nature knows nothingof fairness - makes woman alone su�er the pangs of hildbirth.The modern idea of sex equality is beautiful and worthy of an expanding ivilization, but it isnot found in nature. When might is right, man lords it over woman; when more justie, peae,and fairness prevail, she gradually emerges from slavery and obsurity. Woman's soial position hasgenerally varied inversely with the degree of militarism in any nation or age.But man did not onsiously nor intentionally seize woman's rights and then gradually and grudg-ingly give them bak to her; all this was an unonsious and unplanned episode of soial evolution.When the time really ame for woman to enjoy added rights, she got them, and all quite regardlessof man's onsious attitude. Slowly but surely the mores hange so as to provide for those soialadjustments whih are a part of the persistent evolution of ivilization. The advaning mores slowlyprovided inreasingly better treatment for females; those tribes whih persisted in ruelty to themdid not survive.The Adamites and Nodites aorded women inreased reognition, and those groups whih wereinuened by the migrating Andites have tended to be inuened by the Edeni teahings regardingwomen's plae in soiety.The early Chinese and the Greeks treated women better than did most surrounding peoples.But the Hebrews were exeedingly distrustful of them. In the Oident woman has had a diÆultlimb under the Pauline dotrines whih beame attahed to Christianity, although Christianity didadvane the mores by imposing more stringent sex obligations upon man. Woman's estate is littleshort of hopeless under the peuliar degradation whih attahes to her in Mohammedanism, and shefares even worse under the teahings of several other Oriental religions.Siene, not religion, really emanipated woman; it was the modern fatory whih largely set herfree from the on�nes of the home. Man's physial abilities beame no longer a vital essential inthe new maintenane mehanism; siene so hanged the onditions of living that man power was nolonger so superior to woman power.These hanges have tended toward woman's liberation from domesti slavery and have broughtabout suh a modi�ation of her status that she now enjoys a degree of personal liberty and sexdetermination that pratially equals man's. One a woman's value onsisted in her food-produingability, but invention and wealth have enabled her to reate a new world in whih to funtion - spheresof grae and harm. Thus has industry won its unonsious and unintended �ght for woman's soialand eonomi emanipation. And again has evolution sueeded in doing what even revelation failedto aomplish.The reation of enlightened peoples from the inequitable mores governing woman's plae in soietyhas indeed been pendulumlike in its extremeness. Among industrialized raes she has reeived almostall rights and enjoys exemption from many obligations, suh as military servie. Every easement ofthe struggle for existene has redounded to the liberation of woman, and she has diretly bene�tedfrom every advane toward monogamy. The weaker always makes disproportionate gains in everyadjustment of the mores in the progressive evolution of soiety.In the ideals of pair marriage, woman has �nally won reognition, dignity, independene, equality,860



and eduation; but will she prove worthy of all this new and unpreedented aomplishment? Willmodern woman respond to this great ahievement of soial liberation with idleness, indi�erene,barrenness, and in�delity? Today, in the twentieth entury, woman is undergoing the ruial test ofher long world existene!Woman is man's equal partner in rae reprodution, hene just as important in the unfolding ofraial evolution; therefore has evolution inreasingly worked toward the realization of women's rights.But women's rights are by no means men's rights. Woman annot thrive on man's rights any morethan man an prosper on woman's rights.Eah sex has its own distintive sphere of existene, together with its own rights within thatsphere. If woman aspires literally to enjoy all of man's rights, then, sooner or later, pitiless andemotionless ompetition will ertainly replae that hivalry and speial onsideration whih manywomen now enjoy, and whih they have so reently won from men.Civilization never an obliterate the behavior gulf between the sexes. From age to age the moreshange, but instint never. Innate maternal a�etion will never permit emanipated woman tobeome man's serious rival in industry. Forever eah sex will remain supreme in its own domain,domains determined by biologi di�erentiation and by mental dissimilarity.Eah sex will always have its own speial sphere, albeit they will ever and anon overlap. Onlysoially will men and women ompete on equal terms.84.6 The Partnership of Man and WomanThe reprodutive urge unfailingly brings men and women together for self-perpetuation but, alone,does not insure their remaining together in mutual o-operation - the founding of a home.Every suessful human institution embraes antagonisms of personal interest whih have beenadjusted to pratial working harmony, and homemaking is no exeption. Marriage, the basis of homebuilding, is the highest manifestation of that antagonisti o-operation whih so often haraterizesthe ontats of nature and soiety. The onit is inevitable. Mating is inherent; it is natural. Butmarriage is not biologi; it is soiologi. Passion insures that man and woman will ome together,but the weaker parental instint and the soial mores hold them together.Male and female are, pratially regarded, two distint varieties of the same speies living in loseand intimate assoiation. Their viewpoints and entire life reations are essentially di�erent; they arewholly inapable of full and real omprehension of eah other. Complete understanding between thesexes is not attainable.Women seem to have more intuition than men, but they also appear to be somewhat less logial.Woman, however, has always been the moral standard-bearer and the spiritual leader of mankind.The hand that roks the radle still fraternizes with destiny.The di�erenes of nature, reation, viewpoint, and thinking between men and women, far fromoasioning onern, should be regarded as highly bene�ial to mankind, both individually and ol-letively. Many orders of universe reatures are reated in dual phases of personality manifestation.Among mortals, Material Sons, and midsoniters, this di�erene is desribed as male and female;among seraphim, herubim, and Morontia Companions, it has been denominated positive or ag-gressive and negative or retiring. Suh dual assoiations greatly multiply versatility and overomeinherent limitations, even as do ertain triune assoiations in the Paradise-Havona system.Men and women need eah other in their morontial and spiritual as well as in their mortal areers.The di�erenes in viewpoint between male and female persist even beyond the �rst life and throughoutthe loal and superuniverse asensions. And even in Havona, the pilgrims who were one men and861



women will still be aiding eah other in the Paradise asent. Never, even in the Corps of the Finality,will the reature metamorphose so far as to obliterate the personality trends that humans all maleand female; always will these two basi variations of humankind ontinue to intrigue, stimulate,enourage, and assist eah other; always will they be mutually dependent on o-operation in thesolution of perplexing universe problems and in the overoming of manifold osmi diÆulties.While the sexes never an hope fully to understand eah other, they are e�etively omplementary,and though o-operation is often more or less personally antagonisti, it is apable of maintainingand reproduing soiety. Marriage is an institution designed to ompose sex di�erenes, meanwhilee�eting the ontinuation of ivilization and insuring the reprodution of the rae.Marriage is the mother of all human institutions, for it leads diretly to home founding and homemaintenane, whih is the strutural basis of soiety. The family is vitally linked to the mehanismof self-maintenane; it is the sole hope of rae perpetuation under the mores of ivilization, whileat the same time it most e�etively provides ertain highly satisfatory forms of self-grati�ation.The family is man's greatest purely human ahievement, ombining as it does the evolution of thebiologi relations of male and female with the soial relations of husband and wife.84.7 The Ideals of Family LifeSex mating is instintive, hildren are the natural result, and the family thus automatially omesinto existene. As are the families of the rae or nation, so is its soiety. If the families are good, thesoiety is likewise good. The great ultural stability of the Jewish and of the Chinese peoples lies inthe strength of their family groups.Woman's instint to love and are for hildren onspired to make her the interested party inpromoting marriage and primitive family life. Man was only fored into home building by the pressureof the later mores and soial onventions; he was slow to take an interest in the establishment ofmarriage and home beause the sex at imposes no biologi onsequenes upon him.Sex assoiation is natural, but marriage is soial and has always been regulated by the mores.The mores (religious, moral, and ethial), together with property, pride, and hivalry, stabilize theinstitutions of marriage and family. Whenever the mores utuate, there is utuation in the stabilityof the home-marriage institution. Marriage is now passing out of the property stage into the personalera. Formerly man proteted woman beause she was his hattel, and she obeyed for the samereason. Regardless of its merits this system did provide stability. Now, woman is no longer regardedas property, and new mores are emerging designed to stabilize the marriage-home institution:1. The new role of religion - the teahing that parental experiene is essential, the idea of prore-ating osmi itizens, the enlarged understanding of the privilege of proreation - giving sons to theFather.2. The new role of siene - proreation is beoming more and more voluntary, subjet to man'sontrol. In anient times lak of understanding insured the appearane of hildren in the absene ofall desire therefor.3. The new funtion of pleasure lures - this introdues a new fator into raial survival; anientman exposed undesired hildren to die; moderns refuse to bear them.4. The enhanement of parental instint - eah generation now tends to eliminate from thereprodutive stream of the rae those individuals in whom parental instint is insuÆiently strongto insure the proreation of hildren, the prospetive parents of the next generation.But the home as an institution, a partnership between one man and one woman, dates morespei�ally from the days of Dalamatia, about one-half million years ago, the monogamous praties862



of Andon and his immediate desendants having been abandoned long before. Family life, however,was not muh to boast of before the days of the Nodites and the later Adamites. Adam and Eveexerted a lasting inuene on all mankind; for the �rst time in the history of the world men andwomen were observed working side by side in the Garden. The Edeni ideal, the whole family asgardeners, was a new idea on Urantia.The early family embraed a related working group, inluding the slaves, all living in one dwelling.Marriage and family life have not always been idential but have of neessity been losely assoiated.Woman always wanted the individual family, and eventually she had her way.Love of o�spring is almost universal and is of distint survival value. The anients always sari�edthe mother's interests for the welfare of the hild; an Eskimo mother even yet liks her baby in lieuof washing. But primitive mothers only nourished and ared for their hildren when very young;like the animals, they disarded them as soon as they grew up. Enduring and ontinuous humanassoiations have never been founded on biologi a�etion alone. The animals love their hildren;man - ivilized man - loves his hildren's hildren. The higher the ivilization, the greater the joyof parents in the hildren's advanement and suess; thus the new and higher realization of namepride omes into existene.The large families among anient peoples were not neessarily a�etional. Many hildren weredesired beause:1. They were valuable as laborers.2. They were old-age insurane.3. Daughters were salable.4. Family pride required extension of name.5. Sons a�orded protetion and defense.6. Ghost fear produed a dread of being alone.7. Certain religions required o�spring.Anestor worshipers view the failure to have sons as the supreme alamity for all time and eternity.They desire above all else to have sons to oÆiate in the post-mortem feasts, to o�er the requiredsari�es for the ghost's progress through spiritland.Among anient savages, disipline of hildren was begun very early; and the hild early realizedthat disobediene meant failure or even death just as it did to the animals. It is ivilization'sprotetion of the hild from the natural onsequenes of foolish ondut that ontributes so muh tomodern insubordination.Eskimo hildren thrive on so little disipline and orretion simply beause they are naturallydoile little animals; the hildren of both the red and the yellow men are almost equally tratable.But in raes ontaining Andite inheritane, hildren are not so plaid; these more imaginative andadventurous youths require more training and disipline. Modern problems of hild ulture arerendered inreasingly diÆult by:1. The large degree of rae mixture.2. Arti�ial and super�ial eduation.3. Inability of the hild to gain ulture by imitating parents - the parents are absent from thefamily piture so muh of the time.The olden ideas of family disipline were biologi, growing out of the realization that parents werereators of the hild's being. The advaning ideals of family life are leading to the onept thatbringing a hild into the world, instead of onferring ertain parental rights, entails the supreme863



responsibility of human existene.Civilization regards the parents as assuming all duties, the hild as having all the rights. Respetof the hild for his parents arises, not in knowledge of the obligation implied in parental proreation,but naturally grows as a result of the are, training, and a�etion whih are lovingly displayed inassisting the hild to win the battle of life. The true parent is engaged in a ontinuous servie-ministrywhih the wise hild omes to reognize and appreiate.In the present industrial and urban era the marriage institution is evolving along new eonomilines. Family life has beome more and more ostly, while hildren, who used to be an asset, havebeome eonomi liabilities. But the seurity of ivilization itself still rests on the growing willingnessof one generation to invest in the welfare of the next and future generations. And any attempt toshift parental responsibility to state or hurh will prove suiidal to the welfare and advanement ofivilization.Marriage, with hildren and onsequent family life, is stimulative of the highest potentials in humannature and simultaneously provides the ideal avenue for the expression of these quikened attributesof mortal personality. The family provides for the biologi perpetuation of the human speies. Thehome is the natural soial arena wherein the ethis of blood brotherhood may be grasped by thegrowing hildren. The family is the fundamental unit of fraternity in whih parents and hildrenlearn those lessons of patiene, altruism, tolerane, and forbearane whih are so essential to therealization of brotherhood among all men.Human soiety would be greatly improved if the ivilized raes would more generally return to thefamily-ounil praties of the Andites. They did not maintain the patriarhal or autorati formof family government. They were very brotherly and assoiative, freely and frankly disussing everyproposal and regulation of a family nature. They were ideally fraternal in all their family government.In an ideal family �lial and parental a�etion are both augmented by fraternal devotion.Family life is the progenitor of true morality, the anestor of the onsiousness of loyalty to duty.The enfored assoiations of family life stabilize personality and stimulate its growth through theompulsion of neessitous adjustment to other and diverse personalities. But even more, a true family- a good family - reveals to the parental proreators the attitude of the Creator to his hildren, whileat the same time suh true parents portray to their hildren the �rst of a long series of asendingdislosures of the love of the Paradise parent of all universe hildren.84.8 Dangers of Self-Grati�ationThe great threat against family life is the menaing rising tide of self-grati�ation, the modernpleasure mania. The prime inentive to marriage used to be eonomi; sex attration was seondary.Marriage, founded on self-maintenane, led to self-perpetuation and onomitantly provided oneof the most desirable forms of self-grati�ation. It is the only institution of human soiety whihembraes all three of the great inentives for living.Originally, property was the basi institution of self-maintenane, while marriage funtioned asthe unique institution of self-perpetuation. Although food satisfation, play, and humor, along withperiodi sex indulgene, were means of self-grati�ation, it remains a fat that the evolving moreshave failed to build any distint institution of self-grati�ation. And it is due to this failure to evolvespeialized tehniques of pleasurable enjoyment that all human institutions are so ompletely shotthrough with this pleasure pursuit. Property aumulation is beoming an instrument for augmentingall forms of self-grati�ation, while marriage is often viewed only as a means of pleasure. And thisoverindulgene, this widely spread pleasure mania, now onstitutes the greatest threat that has everbeen leveled at the soial evolutionary institution of family life, the home.864



The violet rae introdued a new and only imperfetly realized harateristi into the experieneof humankind - the play instint oupled with the sense of humor. It was there in measure in theSangiks and Andonites, but the Adami strain elevated this primitive propensity into the potential ofpleasure, a new and glori�ed form of self-grati�ation. The basi type of self-grati�ation, aside fromappeasing hunger, is sex grati�ation, and this form of sensual pleasure was enormously heightenedby the blending of the Sangiks and the Andites.There is real danger in the ombination of restlessness, uriosity, adventure, and pleasure-abandonharateristi of the post-Andite raes. The hunger of the soul annot be satis�ed with physialpleasures; the love of home and hildren is not augmented by the unwise pursuit of pleasure. Thoughyou exhaust the resoures of art, olor, sound, rhythm, musi, and adornment of person, you annothope thereby to elevate the soul or to nourish the spirit. Vanity and fashion annot minister tohome building and hild ulture; pride and rivalry are powerless to enhane the survival qualities ofsueeding generations.Advaning elestial beings all enjoy rest and the ministry of the reversion diretors. All e�ortsto obtain wholesome diversion and to engage in uplifting play are sound; refreshing sleep, rest,rereation, and all pastimes whih prevent the boredom of monotony are worth while. Competitivegames, storytelling, and even the taste of good food may serve as forms of self-grati�ation. (Whenyou use salt to savor food, pause to onsider that, for almost a million years, man ould obtain saltonly by dipping his food in ashes.)Let man enjoy himself; let the human rae �nd pleasure in a thousand and one ways; let evolution-ary mankind explore all forms of legitimate self-grati�ation, the fruits of the long upward biologistruggle. Man has well earned some of his present-day joys and pleasures. But look you well tothe goal of destiny! Pleasures are indeed suiidal if they sueed in destroying property, whih hasbeome the institution of self-maintenane; and self-grati�ations have indeed ost a fatal prie ifthey bring about the ollapse of marriage, the deadene of family life, and the destrution of thehome - man's supreme evolutionary aquirement and ivilization's only hope of survival.[Presented by the Chief of Seraphim stationed on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 85The Origins of WorshipPRIMITIVE religion had a biologi origin, a natural evolutionary development, aside from moralassoiations and apart from all spiritual inuenes. The higher animals have fears but no illusions,hene no religion. Man reates his primitive religions out of his fears and by means of his illusions.In the evolution of the human speies, worship in its primitive manifestations appears long beforethe mind of man is apable of formulating the more omplex onepts of life now and in the hereafterwhih deserve to be alled religion. Early religion was wholly intelletual in nature and was entirelyprediated on assoiational irumstanes. The objets of worship were altogether suggestive; theyonsisted of the things of nature whih were lose at hand, or whih loomed large in the ommonplaeexperiene of the simple-minded primitive Urantians.When religion one evolved beyond nature worship, it aquired roots of spirit origin but wasnevertheless always onditioned by the soial environment. As nature worship developed, man'sonepts envisioned a division of labor in the supermortal world; there were nature spirits for lakes,trees, waterfalls, rain, and hundreds of other ordinary terrestrial phenomena.At one time or another mortal man has worshiped everything on the fae of the earth, inludinghimself. He has also worshiped about everything imaginable in the sky and beneath the surfaeof the earth. Primitive man feared all manifestations of power; he worshiped every natural phe-nomenon he ould not omprehend. The observation of powerful natural fores, suh as storms,oods, earthquakes, landslides, volanoes, �re, heat, and old, greatly impressed the expanding mindof man. The inexpliable things of life are still termed \ats of God" and \mysterious dispensationsof Providene."85.1 Worship of Stones and HillsThe �rst objet to be worshiped by evolving man was a stone. Today the Kateri people of southernIndia still worship a stone, as do numerous tribes in northern India. Jaob slept on a stone beausehe venerated it; he even anointed it. Rahel onealed a number of sared stones in her tent.Stones �rst impressed early man as being out of the ordinary beause of the manner in whihthey would so suddenly appear on the surfae of a ultivated �eld or pasture. Men failed to take intoaount either erosion or the results of the overturning of soil. Stones also greatly impressed earlypeoples beause of their frequent resemblane to animals. The attention of ivilized man is arrestedby numerous stone formations in the mountains whih so muh resemble the faes of animals andeven men. But the most profound inuene was exerted by meteori stones whih primitive humansbeheld hurtling through the atmosphere in aming grandeur. The shooting star was awesome toearly man, and he easily believed that suh blazing streaks marked the passage of a spirit on its way867



to earth. No wonder men were led to worship suh phenomena, espeially when they subsequentlydisovered the meteors. And this led to greater reverene for all other stones. In Bengal manyworship a meteor whih fell to earth in A.D. 1880.All anient lans and tribes had their sared stones, and most modern peoples manifest a degreeof veneration for ertain types of stones - their jewels. A group of �ve stones was reverened in India;in Greee it was a luster of thirty; among the red men it was usually a irle of stones. The Romansalways threw a stone into the air when invoking Jupiter. In India even to this day a stone an beused as a witness. In some regions a stone may be employed as a talisman of the law, and by itsprestige an o�ender an be haled into ourt. But simple mortals do not always identify Deity withan objet of reverent eremony. Suh fetishes are many times mere symbols of the real objet ofworship.The anients had a peuliar regard for holes in stones. Suh porous roks were supposed to beunusually eÆaious in uring diseases. Ears were not perforated to arry stones, but the stones wereput in to keep the ear holes open. Even in modern times superstitious persons make holes in oins.In Afria the natives make muh ado over their fetish stones. In fat, among all bakward tribes andpeoples stones are still held in superstitious veneration. Stone worship is even now widespread overthe world. The tombstone is a surviving symbol of images and idols whih were arved in stone inonnetion with beliefs in ghosts and the spirits of departed fellow beings.Hill worship followed stone worship, and the �rst hills to be venerated were large stone formations.It presently beame the ustom to believe that the gods inhabited the mountains, so that highelevations of land were worshiped for this additional reason. As time passed, ertain mountains wereassoiated with ertain gods and therefore beame holy. The ignorant and superstitious aboriginesbelieved that aves led to the underworld, with its evil spirits and demons, in ontrast with themountains, whih were identi�ed with the later evolving onepts of good spirits and deities.85.2 Worship of Plants and TreesPlants were �rst feared and then worshiped beause of the intoxiating liquors whih were derivedtherefrom. Primitive man believed that intoxiation rendered one divine. There was supposed to besomething unusual and sared about suh an experiene. Even in modern times alohol is known as\spirits."Early man looked upon sprouting grain with dread and superstitious awe. The Apostle Paul wasnot the �rst to draw profound spiritual lessons from, and prediate religious beliefs on, the sproutinggrain.The ults of tree worship are among the oldest religious groups. All early marriages were heldunder the trees, and when women desired hildren, they would sometimes be found out in the foresta�etionately embraing a sturdy oak. Many plants and trees were venerated beause of their realor fanied mediinal powers. The savage believed that all hemial e�ets were due to the diretativity of supernatural fores.Ideas about tree spirits varied greatly among di�erent tribes and raes. Some trees were indweltby kindly spirits; others harbored the deeptive and ruel. The Finns believed that most trees wereoupied by kind spirits. The Swiss long mistrusted the trees, believing they ontained triky spirits.The inhabitants of India and eastern Russia regard the tree spirits as being ruel. The Patagoniansstill worship trees, as did the early Semites. Long after the Hebrews eased tree worship, theyontinued to venerate their various deities in the groves. Exept in China, there one existed auniversal ult of the tree of life.The belief that water or preious metals beneath the earth's surfae an be deteted by a wooden868



divining rod is a reli of the anient tree ults. The Maypole, the Christmas tree, and the superstitiouspratie of rapping on wood perpetuate ertain of the anient ustoms of tree worship and the later-day tree ults.Many of these earliest forms of nature veneration beame blended with the later evolving teh-niques of worship, but the earliest mind-adjutant-ativated types of worship were funtioning longbefore the newly awakening religious nature of mankind beame fully responsive to the stimulus ofspiritual inuenes.85.3 The Worship of AnimalsPrimitive man had a peuliar and fellow feeling for the higher animals. His anestors had lived withthem and even mated with them. In southern Asia it was early believed that the souls of men amebak to earth in animal form. This belief was a survival of the still earlier pratie of worshipinganimals.Early men revered the animals for their power and their unning. They thought the keen sentand the farseeing eyes of ertain reatures betokened spirit guidane. The animals have all beenworshiped by one rae or another at one time or another. Among suh objets of worship werereatures that were regarded as half human and half animal, suh as entaurs and mermaids.The Hebrews worshiped serpents down to the days of King Hezekiah, and the Hindus still maintainfriendly relations with their house snakes. The Chinese worship of the dragon is a survival of thesnake ults. The wisdom of the serpent was a symbol of Greek mediine and is still employed as anemblem by modern physiians. The art of snake harming has been handed down from the days ofthe female shamans of the snake love ult, who, as the result of daily snake bites, beame immune,in fat, beame genuine venom addits and ould not get along without this poison.The worship of insets and other animals was promoted by a later misinterpretation of the goldenrule - doing to others (every form of life) as you would be done by. The anients one believed thatall winds were produed by the wings of birds and therefore both feared and worshiped all wingedreatures. The early Nordis thought that elipses were aused by a wolf that devoured a portion ofthe sun or moon. The Hindus often show Vishnu with a horse's head. Many times an animal symbolstands for a forgotten god or a vanished ult. Early in evolutionary religion the lamb beame thetypial sari�ial animal and the dove the symbol of peae and love.In religion, symbolism may be either good or bad just to the extent that the symbol does or doesnot displae the original worshipful idea. And symbolism must not be onfused with diret idolatrywherein the material objet is diretly and atually worshiped.85.4 Worship of the ElementsMankind has worshiped earth, air, water, and �re. The primitive raes venerated springs and wor-shiped rivers. Even now in Mongolia there ourishes an inuential river ult. Baptism beame areligious eremonial in Babylon, and the Greeks pratied the annual ritual bath. It was easy forthe anients to imagine that the spirits dwelt in the bubbling springs, gushing fountains, owingrivers, and raging torrents. Moving waters vividly impressed these simple minds with beliefs of spiritanimation and supernatural power. Sometimes a drowning man would be refused suor for fear ofo�ending some river god.Many things and numerous events have funtioned as religious stimuli to di�erent peoples indi�erent ages. A rainbow is yet worshiped by many of the hill tribes of India. In both India and869



Afria the rainbow is thought to be a giganti elestial snake; Hebrews and Christians regard it as\the bow of promise." Likewise, inuenes regarded as bene�ent in one part of the world may belooked upon as malignant in other regions. The east wind is a god in South Ameria, for it bringsrain; in India it is a devil beause it brings dust and auses drought. The anient Bedouins believedthat a nature spirit produed the sand whirls, and even in the times of Moses belief in nature spiritswas strong enough to insure their perpetuation in Hebrew theology as angels of �re, water, and air.Clouds, rain, and hail have all been feared and worshiped by numerous primitive tribes and bymany of the early nature ults. Windstorms with thunder and lightning overawed early man. He wasso impressed with these elemental disturbanes that thunder was regarded as the voie of an angrygod. The worship of �re and the fear of lightning were linked together and were widespread amongmany early groups.Fire was mixed up with magi in the minds of primitive fear-ridden mortals. A devotee of magiwill vividly remember one positive hane result in the pratie of his magi formulas, while henonhalantly forgets a sore of negative results, out-and-out failures. Fire reverene reahed itsheight in Persia, where it long persisted. Some tribes worshiped �re as a deity itself; others reveredit as the aming symbol of the purifying and purging spirit of their venerated deities. Vestal virginswere harged with the duty of wathing sared �res, and in the twentieth entury andles still burnas a part of the ritual of many religious servies.85.5 Worship of the Heavenly BodiesThe worship of roks, hills, trees, and animals naturally developed up through fearful veneration ofthe elements to the dei�ation of the sun, moon, and stars. In India and elsewhere the stars wereregarded as the glori�ed souls of great men who had departed from the life in the esh. The Chaldeanstar ultists onsidered themselves to be the hildren of the sky father and the earth mother.Moon worship preeded sun worship. Veneration of the moon was at its height during the huntingera, while sun worship beame the hief religious eremony of the subsequent agriultural ages. Solarworship �rst took extensive root in India, and there it persisted the longest. In Persia sun venerationgave rise to the later Mithrai ult. Among many peoples the sun was regarded as the anestor oftheir kings. The Chaldeans put the sun in the enter of \the seven irles of the universe." Laterivilizations honored the sun by giving its name to the �rst day of the week.The sun god was supposed to be the mysti father of the virgin-born sons of destiny who ever andanon were thought to be bestowed as saviors upon favored raes. These supernatural infants werealways put adrift upon some sared river to be resued in an extraordinary manner, after whih theywould grow up to beome miraulous personalities and the deliverers of their peoples.85.6 Worship of ManHaving worshiped everything else on the fae of the earth and in the heavens above, man has nothesitated to honor himself with suh adoration. The simple-minded savage makes no lear distintionbetween beasts, men, and gods.Early man regarded all unusual persons as superhuman, and he so feared suh beings as to holdthem in reverential awe; to some degree he literally worshiped them. Even having twins was regardedas being either very luky or very unluky. Lunatis, epileptis, and the feeble-minded were oftenworshiped by their normal-minded fellows, who believed that suh abnormal beings were indwelt bythe gods. Priests, kings, and prophets were worshiped; the holy men of old were looked upon asinspired by the deities. 870



Tribal hiefs died and were dei�ed. Later, distinguished souls passed on and were sainted. Unaidedevolution never originated gods higher than the glori�ed, exalted, and evolved spirits of deeasedhumans. In early evolution religion reates its own gods. In the ourse of revelation the Godsformulate religion. Evolutionary religion reates its gods in the image and likeness of mortal man;revelatory religion seeks to evolve and transform mortal man into the image and likeness of God.The ghost gods, who are of supposed human origin, should be distinguished from the nature gods,for nature worship did evolve a pantheon - nature spirits elevated to the position of gods. The natureults ontinued to develop along with the later appearing ghost ults, and eah exerted an inueneupon the other. Many religious systems embraed a dual onept of deity, nature gods and ghostgods; in some theologies these onepts are onfusingly intertwined, as is illustrated by Thor, a ghosthero who was also master of the lightning.But the worship of man by man reahed its height when temporal rulers ommanded suh vener-ation from their subjets and, in substantiation of suh demands, laimed to have desended fromdeity.85.7 The Adjutants of Worship and WisdomNature worship may seem to have arisen naturally and spontaneously in the minds of primitive menand women, and so it did; but there was operating all this time in these same primitive minds thesixth adjutant spirit, whih had been bestowed upon these peoples as a direting inuene of thisphase of human evolution. And this spirit was onstantly stimulating the worship urge of the humanspeies, no matter how primitive its �rst manifestations might be. The spirit of worship gave de�niteorigin to the human impulse to worship, notwithstanding that animal fear motivated the expressionof worshipfulness, and that its early pratie beame entered upon objets of nature.You must remember that feeling, not thinking, was the guiding and ontrolling inuene in allevolutionary development. To the primitive mind there is little di�erene between fearing, shunning,honoring, and worshiping.When the worship urge is admonished and direted by wisdom - meditative and experientialthinking - it then begins to develop into the phenomenon of real religion. When the seventh adjutantspirit, the spirit of wisdom, ahieves e�etive ministration, then in worship man begins to turn awayfrom nature and natural objets to the God of nature and to the eternal Creator of all things natural.[Presented by a Brilliant Evening Star of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 86Early Evolution of ReligionTHE evolution of religion from the preeding and primitive worship urge is not dependent on rev-elation. The normal funtioning of the human mind under the diretive inuene of the sixth andseventh mind-adjutants of universal spirit bestowal is wholly suÆient to insure suh development.Man's earliest prereligious fear of the fores of nature gradually beame religious as nature beamepersonalized, spiritized, and eventually dei�ed in human onsiousness. Religion of a primitive typewas therefore a natural biologi onsequene of the psyhologi inertia of evolving animal minds aftersuh minds had one entertained onepts of the supernatural.86.1 Chane: Good Luk and Bad LukAside from the natural worship urge, early evolutionary religion had its roots of origin in the humanexperienes of hane - so-alled luk, ommonplae happenings. Primitive man was a food hunter.The results of hunting must ever vary, and this gives ertain origin to those experienes whih maninterprets as good luk and bad luk. Mishane was a great fator in the lives of men and womenwho lived onstantly on the ragged edge of a prearious and harassed existene.The limited intelletual horizon of the savage so onentrates the attention upon hane that lukbeomes a onstant fator in his life. Primitive Urantians struggled for existene, not for a standardof living; they lived lives of peril in whih hane played an important role. The onstant dreadof unknown and unseen alamity hung over these savages as a loud of despair whih e�etivelyelipsed every pleasure; they lived in onstant dread of doing something that would bring bad luk.Superstitious savages always feared a run of good luk; they viewed suh good fortune as a ertainharbinger of alamity.This ever-present dread of bad luk was paralyzing. Why work hard and reap bad luk - nothing forsomething - when one might drift along and enounter good luk - something for nothing? Unthinkingmen forget good luk - take it for granted - but they painfully remember bad luk.Early man lived in unertainty and in onstant fear of hane - bad luk. Life was an exitinggame of hane; existene was a gamble. It is no wonder that partially ivilized people still believein hane and evine lingering predispositions to gambling. Primitive man alternated between twopotent interests: the passion of getting something for nothing and the fear of getting nothing forsomething. And this gamble of existene was the main interest and the supreme fasination of theearly savage mind.The later herders held the same views of hane and luk, while the still later agriulturists wereinreasingly onsious that rops were immediately inuened by many things over whih man hadlittle or no ontrol. The farmer found himself the vitim of drought, oods, hail, storms, pests, and873



plant diseases, as well as heat and old. And as all of these natural inuenes a�eted individualprosperity, they were regarded as good luk or bad luk.This notion of hane and luk strongly pervaded the philosophy of all anient peoples. Even inreent times in the Wisdom of Solomon it is said: \I returned and saw that the rae is not to theswift, nor the battle to the strong, neither bread to the wise, nor rihes to men of understanding,nor favor to men of skill; but fate and hane befall them all. For man knows not his fate; as �shesare taken in an evil net, and as birds are aught in a snare, so are the sons of men snared in an eviltime when it falls suddenly upon them."86.2 The Personi�ation of ChaneAnxiety was a natural state of the savage mind. When men and women fall vitims to exessiveanxiety, they are simply reverting to the natural estate of their far-distant anestors; and whenanxiety beomes atually painful, it inhibits ativity and unfailingly institutes evolutionary hangesand biologi adaptations. Pain and su�ering are essential to progressive evolution.The struggle for life is so painful that ertain bakward tribes even yet howl and lament overeah new sunrise. Primitive man onstantly asked, \Who is tormenting me?" Not �nding a materialsoure for his miseries, he settled upon a spirit explanation. And so was religion born of the fear ofthe mysterious, the awe of the unseen, and the dread of the unknown. Nature fear thus beame afator in the struggle for existene �rst beause of hane and then beause of mystery.The primitive mind was logial but ontained few ideas for intelligent assoiation; the savagemind was uneduated, wholly unsophistiated. If one event followed another, the savage onsideredthem to be ause and e�et. What ivilized man regards as superstition was just plain ignorane inthe savage. Mankind has been slow to learn that there is not neessarily any relationship betweenpurposes and results. Human beings are only just beginning to realize that the reations of existeneappear between ats and their onsequenes. The savage strives to personalize everything intangibleand abstrat, and thus both nature and hane beome personalized as ghosts - spirits - and lateron as gods.Man naturally tends to believe that whih he deems best for him, that whih is in his immediateor remote interest; self-interest largely obsures logi. The di�erene between the minds of savageand ivilized men is more one of ontent than of nature, of degree rather than of quality.But to ontinue to asribe things diÆult of omprehension to supernatural auses is nothing lessthan a lazy and onvenient way of avoiding all forms of intelletual hard work. Luk is merely aterm oined to over the inexpliable in any age of human existene; it designates those phenomenawhih men are unable or unwilling to penetrate. Chane is a word whih signi�es that man is tooignorant or too indolent to determine auses. Men regard a natural ourrene as an aident or asbad luk only when they are destitute of uriosity and imagination, when the raes lak initiativeand adventure. Exploration of the phenomena of life sooner or later destroys man's belief in hane,luk, and so-alled aidents, substituting therefor a universe of law and order wherein all e�ets arepreeded by de�nite auses. Thus is the fear of existene replaed by the joy of living.The savage looked upon all nature as alive, as possessed by something. Civilized man still kiks andurses those inanimate objets whih get in his way and bump him. Primitive man never regardedanything as aidental; always was everything intentional. To primitive man the domain of fate, thefuntion of luk, the spirit world, was just as unorganized and haphazard as was primitive soiety.Luk was looked upon as the whimsial and temperamental reation of the spirit world; later on, asthe humor of the gods.But all religions did not develop from animism. Other onepts of the supernatural were ontem-874



poraneous with animism, and these beliefs also led to worship. Naturalism is not a religion - it is theo�spring of religion.86.3 Death - The InexpliableDeath was the supreme shok to evolving man, the most perplexing ombination of hane andmystery. Not the santity of life but the shok of death inspired fear and thus e�etively fosteredreligion. Among savage peoples death was ordinarily due to violene, so that nonviolent deathbeame inreasingly mysterious. Death as a natural and expeted end of life was not lear to theonsiousness of primitive people, and it has required age upon age for man to realize its inevitability.Early man aepted life as a fat, while he regarded death as a visitation of some sort. All raeshave their legends of men who did not die, vestigial traditions of the early attitude toward death.Already in the human mind there existed the nebulous onept of a hazy and unorganized spiritworld, a domain whene ame all that is inexpliable in human life, and death was added to thislong list of unexplained phenomena.All human disease and natural death was at �rst believed to be due to spirit inuene. Even atthe present time some ivilized raes regard disease as having been produed by \the enemy" anddepend upon religious eremonies to e�et healing. Later and more omplex systems of theology stillasribe death to the ation of the spirit world, all of whih has led to suh dotrines as original sinand the fall of man.It was the realization of impoteny before the mighty fores of nature, together with the reognitionof human weakness before the visitations of sikness and death, that impelled the savage to seek forhelp from the supermaterial world, whih he vaguely visualized as the soure of these mysteriousviissitudes of life.86.4 The Death-Survival ConeptThe onept of a supermaterial phase of mortal personality was born of the unonsious and purelyaidental assoiation of the ourrenes of everyday life plus the ghost dream. The simultaneousdreaming about a departed hief by several members of his tribe seemed to onstitute onviningevidene that the old hief had really returned in some form. It was all very real to the savage whowould awaken from suh dreams reeking with sweat, trembling, and sreaming.The dream origin of the belief in a future existene explains the tendeny always to imagine unseenthings in the terms of things seen. And presently this new dream-ghost-future-life onept begane�etively to antidote the death fear assoiated with the biologi instint of self-preservation.Early man was also muh onerned about his breath, espeially in old limates, where it appearedas a loud when exhaled. The breath of life was regarded as the one phenomenon whih di�erentiatedthe living and the dead. He knew the breath ould leave the body, and his dreams of doing all sortsof queer things while asleep onvined him that there was something immaterial about a humanbeing. The most primitive idea of the human soul, the ghost, was derived from the breath-dreamidea-system.Eventually the savage oneived of himself as a double - body and breath. The breath minus thebody equaled a spirit, a ghost. While having a very de�nite human origin, ghosts, or spirits, wereregarded as superhuman. And this belief in the existene of disembodied spirits seemed to explainthe ourrene of the unusual, the extraordinary, the infrequent, and the inexpliable.The primitive dotrine of survival after death was not neessarily a belief in immortality. Beings875



who ould not ount over twenty ould hardly oneive of in�nity and eternity; they rather thoughtof reurring inarnations.The orange rae was espeially given to belief in transmigration and reinarnation. This ideaof reinarnation originated in the observane of hereditary and trait resemblane of o�spring toanestors. The ustom of naming hildren after grandparents and other anestors was due to beliefin reinarnation. Some later-day raes believed that man died from three to seven times. Thisbelief (residual from the teahings of Adam about the mansion worlds), and many other remnants ofrevealed religion, an be found among the otherwise absurd dotrines of twentieth-entury barbarians.Early man entertained no ideas of hell or future punishment. The savage looked upon the futurelife as just like this one, minus all ill luk. Later on, a separate destiny for good ghosts and badghosts - heaven and hell - was oneived. But sine many primitive raes believed that man enteredthe next life just as he left this one, they did not relish the idea of beoming old and derepit. Theaged muh preferred to be killed before beoming too in�rm.Almost every group had a di�erent idea regarding the destiny of the ghost soul. The Greeksbelieved that weak men must have weak souls; so they invented Hades as a �t plae for the reeptionof suh anemi souls; these unrobust speimens were also supposed to have shorter shadows. Theearly Andites thought their ghosts returned to the anestral homelands. The Chinese and Egyptiansone believed that soul and body remained together. Among the Egyptians this led to areful tombonstrution and e�orts at body preservation. Even modern peoples seek to arrest the deay of thedead. The Hebrews oneived that a phantom replia of the individual went down to Sheol; it ouldnot return to the land of the living. They did make that important advane in the dotrine of theevolution of the soul.86.5 The Ghost-Soul ConeptThe nonmaterial part of man has been variously termed ghost, spirit, shade, phantom, speter, andlatterly soul. The soul was early man's dream double; it was in every way exatly like the mortalhimself exept that it was not responsive to touh. The belief in dream doubles led diretly to thenotion that all things animate and inanimate had souls as well as men. This onept tended long toperpetuate the nature-spirit beliefs; the Eskimos still oneive that everything in nature has a spirit.The ghost soul ould be heard and seen, but not touhed. Gradually the dream life of the rae sodeveloped and expanded the ativities of this evolving spirit world that death was �nally regarded as\giving up the ghost." All primitive tribes, exept those little above animals, have developed someonept of the soul. As ivilization advanes, this superstitious onept of the soul is destroyed, andman is wholly dependent on revelation and personal religious experiene for his new idea of the soulas the joint reation of the God-knowing mortal mind and its indwelling divine spirit, the ThoughtAdjuster.Early mortals usually failed to di�erentiate the onepts of an indwelling spirit and a soul ofevolutionary nature. The savage was muh onfused as to whether the ghost soul was native tothe body or was an external ageny in possession of the body. The absene of reasoned thought inthe presene of perplexity explains the gross inonsistenies of the savage view of souls, ghosts, andspirits.The soul was thought of as being related to the body as the perfume to the ower. The anientsbelieved that the soul ould leave the body in various ways, as in:1. Ordinary and transient fainting.2. Sleeping, natural dreaming. 876



3. Coma and unonsiousness assoiated with disease and aidents.4. Death, permanent departure.The savage looked upon sneezing as an abortive attempt of the soul to esape from the body.Being awake and on guard, the body was able to thwart the soul's attempted esape. Later on,sneezing was always aompanied by some religious expression, suh as \God bless you!"Early in evolution sleep was regarded as proving that the ghost soul ould be absent from thebody, and it was believed that it ould be alled bak by speaking or shouting the sleeper's name.In other forms of unonsiousness the soul was thought to be farther away, perhaps trying to esapefor good - impending death. Dreams were looked upon as the experienes of the soul during sleepwhile temporarily absent from the body. The savage believes his dreams to be just as real as anypart of his waking experiene. The anients made a pratie of awaking sleepers gradually so thatthe soul might have time to get bak into the body.All down through the ages men have stood in awe of the apparitions of the night season, andthe Hebrews were no exeption. They truly believed that God spoke to them in dreams, despitethe injuntions of Moses against this idea. And Moses was right, for ordinary dreams are not themethods employed by the personalities of the spiritual world when they seek to ommuniate withmaterial beings.The anients believed that souls ould enter animals or even inanimate objets. This ulminatedin the werewolf ideas of animal identi�ation. A person ould be a law-abiding itizen by day, butwhen he fell asleep, his soul ould enter a wolf or some other animal to prowl about on noturnaldepredations.Primitive men thought that the soul was assoiated with the breath, and that its qualities ouldbe imparted or transferred by the breath. The brave hief would breathe upon the newborn hild,thereby imparting ourage. Among early Christians the eremony of bestowing the Holy Spirit wasaompanied by breathing on the andidates. Said the Psalmist: \By the word of the Lord were theheavens made and all the host of them by the breath of his mouth." It was long the ustom of theeldest son to try to ath the last breath of his dying father.The shadow ame, later on, to be feared and revered equally with the breath. The reetion ofoneself in the water was also sometimes looked upon as proof of the double self, and mirrors wereregarded with superstitious awe. Even now many ivilized persons turn the mirror to the wall in theevent of death. Some bakward tribes still believe that the making of pitures, drawings, models, orimages removes all or a part of the soul from the body; hene suh are forbidden.The soul was generally thought of as being identi�ed with the breath, but it was also loated byvarious peoples in the head, hair, heart, liver, blood, and fat. The \rying out of Abel's blood fromthe ground" is expressive of the onetime belief in the presene of the ghost in the blood. The Semitestaught that the soul resided in the bodily fat, and among many the eating of animal fat was taboo.Head hunting was a method of apturing an enemy's soul, as was salping. In reent times the eyeshave been regarded as the windows of the soul.Those who held the dotrine of three or four souls believed that the loss of one soul meantdisomfort, two illness, three death. One soul lived in the breath, one in the head, one in the hair,one in the heart. The sik were advised to stroll about in the open air with the hope of reapturingtheir strayed souls. The greatest of the mediine men were supposed to exhange the sik soul of adiseased person for a new one, the \new birth."The hildren of Badonan developed a belief in two souls, the breath and the shadow. The earlyNodite raes regarded man as onsisting of two persons, soul and body. This philosophy of humanexistene was later reeted in the Greek viewpoint. The Greeks themselves believed in three souls;the vegetative resided in the stomah, the animal in the heart, the intelletual in the head. The877



Eskimos believe that man has three parts: body, soul, and name.86.6 The Ghost-Spirit EnvironmentMan inherited a natural environment, aquired a soial environment, and imagined a ghost environ-ment. The state is man's reation to his natural environment, the home to his soial environment,the hurh to his illusory ghost environment.Very early in the history of mankind the realities of the imaginary world of ghosts and spiritsbeame universally believed, and this newly imagined spirit world beame a power in primitivesoiety. The mental and moral life of all mankind was modi�ed for all time by the appearane ofthis new fator in human thinking and ating.Into this major premise of illusion and ignorane, mortal fear has paked all of the subsequentsuperstition and religion of primitive peoples. This was man's only religion up to the times ofrevelation, and today many of the world's raes have only this rude religion of evolution.As evolution progressed, good luk beame assoiated with good spirits and bad luk with badspirits. The disomfort of enfored adaptation to a hanging environment was regarded as ill luk,the displeasure of the spirit ghosts. Primitive man slowly evolved religion out of his innate worshipurge and his misoneption of hane. Civilized man provides shemes of insurane to overomethese hane ourrenes; modern siene puts an atuary with mathematial rekoning in the plaeof �titious spirits and whimsial gods.Eah passing generation smiles at the foolish superstitions of its anestors while it goes on enter-taining those fallaies of thought and worship whih will give ause for further smiling on the partof enlightened posterity.But at last the mind of primitive man was oupied with thoughts whih transended all of hisinherent biologi urges; at last man was about to evolve an art of living based on something more thanresponse to material stimuli. The beginnings of a primitive philosophi life poliy were emerging. Asupernatural standard of living was about to appear, for, if the spirit ghost in anger visits ill lukand in pleasure good fortune, then must human ondut be regulated aordingly. The onept ofright and wrong had at last evolved; and all of this long before the times of any revelation on earth.With the emergene of these onepts, there was initiated the long and wasteful struggle to appeasethe ever-displeased spirits, the slavish bondage to evolutionary religious fear, that long waste ofhuman e�ort upon tombs, temples, sari�es, and priesthoods. It was a terrible and frightful prieto pay, but it was worth all it ost, for man therein ahieved a natural onsiousness of relative rightand wrong; human ethis was born!86.7 The Funtion of Primitive ReligionThe savage felt the need of insurane, and he therefore willingly paid his burdensome premiumsof fear, superstition, dread, and priest gifts toward his poliy of magi insurane against ill luk.Primitive religion was simply the payment of premiums on insurane against the perils of the forests;ivilized man pays material premiums against the aidents of industry and the exigenies of modernmodes of living.Modern soiety is removing the business of insurane from the realm of priests and religion, plaingit in the domain of eonomis. Religion is onerning itself inreasingly with the insurane of lifebeyond the grave. Modern men, at least those who think, no longer pay wasteful premiums to ontrolluk. Religion is slowly asending to higher philosophi levels in ontrast with its former funtion as878



a sheme of insurane against bad luk.But these anient ideas of religion prevented men from beoming fatalisti and hopelessly pes-simisti; they believed they ould at least do something to inuene fate. The religion of ghost fearimpressed upon men that they must regulate their ondut, that there was a supermaterial worldwhih was in ontrol of human destiny.Modern ivilized raes are just emerging from ghost fear as an explanation of luk and the om-monplae inequalities of existene. Mankind is ahieving emanipation from the bondage of theghost-spirit explanation of ill luk. But while men are giving up the erroneous dotrine of a spiritause of the viissitudes of life, they exhibit a surprising willingness to aept an almost equallyfallaious teahing whih bids them attribute all human inequalities to politial misadaptation, so-ial injustie, and industrial ompetition. But new legislation, inreasing philanthropy, and moreindustrial reorganization, however good in and of themselves, will not remedy the fats of birth andthe aidents of living. Only omprehension of fats and wise manipulation within the laws of naturewill enable man to get what he wants and to avoid what he does not want. Sienti� knowledge,leading to sienti� ation, is the only antidote for so-alled aidental ills.Industry, war, slavery, and ivil government arose in response to the soial evolution of man inhis natural environment; religion similarly arose as his response to the illusory environment of theimaginary ghost world. Religion was an evolutionary development of self-maintenane, and it hasworked, notwithstanding that it was originally erroneous in onept and utterly illogial.Primitive religion prepared the soil of the human mind, by the powerful and awesome fore of falsefear, for the bestowal of a bona �de spiritual fore of supernatural origin, the Thought Adjuster. Andthe divine Adjusters have ever sine labored to transmute God-fear into God-love. Evolution maybe slow, but it is unerringly e�etive.[Presented by an Evening Star of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 87The Ghost CultsTHE ghost ult evolved as an o�set to the hazards of bad luk; its primitive religious observanes werethe outgrowth of anxiety about bad luk and of the inordinate fear of the dead. None of these earlyreligions had muh to do with the reognition of Deity or with reverene for the superhuman; theirrites were mostly negative, designed to avoid, expel, or oere ghosts. The ghost ult was nothingmore nor less than insurane against disaster; it had nothing to do with investment for higher andfuture returns.Man has had a long and bitter struggle with the ghost ult. Nothing in human history is designedto exite more pity than this piture of man's abjet slavery to ghost-spirit fear. With the birth ofthis very fear mankind started on the upgrade of religious evolution. Human imagination ast o�from the shores of self and will not again �nd anhor until it arrives at the onept of a true Deity,a real God.87.1 Ghost FearDeath was feared beause death meant the liberation of another ghost from its physial body. Theanients did their best to prevent death, to avoid the trouble of having to ontend with a new ghost.They were always anxious to indue the ghost to leave the sene of death, to embark on the journeyto deadland. The ghost was feared most of all during the supposed transition period between itsemergene at the time of death and its later departure for the ghost homeland, a vague and primitiveonept of pseudo heaven.Though the savage redited ghosts with supernatural powers, he hardly oneived of them ashaving supernatural intelligene. Many triks and stratagems were pratied in an e�ort to hoodwinkand deeive the ghosts; ivilized man still pins muh faith on the hope that an outward manifestationof piety will in some manner deeive even an omnisient Deity.The primitives feared sikness beause they observed it was often a harbinger of death. If thetribal mediine man failed to ure an a�ited individual, the sik man was usually removed from thefamily hut, being taken to a smaller one or left in the open air to die alone. A house in whih deathhad ourred was usually destroyed; if not, it was always avoided, and this fear prevented early manfrom building substantial dwellings. It also militated against the establishment of permanent villagesand ities.The savages sat up all night and talked when a member of the lan died; they feared they toowould die if they fell asleep in the viinity of a orpse. Contagion from the orpse substantiatedthe fear of the dead, and all peoples, at one time or another, have employed elaborate puri�ationeremonies designed to leanse an individual after ontat with the dead. The anients believed881



that light must be provided for a orpse; a dead body was never permitted to remain in the dark.In the twentieth entury, andles are still burned in death hambers, and men still sit up with thedead. So-alled ivilized man has hardly yet ompletely eliminated the fear of dead bodies from hisphilosophy of life.But despite all this fear, men still sought to trik the ghost. If the death hut was not destroyed, theorpse was removed through a hole in the wall, never by way of the door. These measures were takento onfuse the ghost, to prevent its tarrying, and to insure against its return. Mourners also returnedfrom a funeral by a di�erent road, lest the ghost follow. Baktraking and sores of other tatiswere pratied to insure that the ghost would not return from the grave. The sexes often exhangedlothes in order to deeive the ghost. Mourning ostumes were designed to disguise survivors; lateron, to show respet for the dead and thus appease the ghosts.87.2 Ghost PlaationIn religion the negative program of ghost plaation long preeded the positive program of spiritoerion and suppliation. The �rst ats of human worship were phenomena of defense, not reverene.Modern man deems it wise to insure against �re; so the savage thought it the better part of wisdomto provide insurane against ghost bad luk. The e�ort to seure this protetion onstituted thetehniques and rituals of the ghost ult.It was one thought that the great desire of a ghost was to be quikly \laid" so that it mightproeed undisturbed to deadland. Any error of ommission or omission in the ats of the living inthe ritual of laying the ghost was sure to delay its progress to ghostland. This was believed to bedispleasing to the ghost, and an angered ghost was supposed to be a soure of alamity, misfortune,and unhappiness.The funeral servie originated in man's e�ort to indue the ghost soul to depart for its futurehome, and the funeral sermon was originally designed to instrut the new ghost how to get there. Itwas the ustom to provide food and lothes for the ghost's journey, these artiles being plaed in ornear the grave. The savage believed that it required from three days to a year to \lay the ghost" -to get it away from the viinity of the grave. The Eskimos still believe that the soul stays with thebody three days.Silene or mourning was observed after a death so that the ghost would not be attrated bakhome. Self-torture - wounds - was a ommon form of mourning. Many advaned teahers tried tostop this, but they failed. Fasting and other forms of self-denial were thought to be pleasing to theghosts, who took pleasure in the disomfort of the living during the transition period of lurking aboutbefore their atual departure for deadland.Long and frequent periods of mourning inativity were one of the great obstales to ivilization'sadvanement. Weeks and even months of eah year were literally wasted in this nonprodutive anduseless mourning. The fat that professional mourners were hired for funeral oasions indiates thatmourning was a ritual, not an evidene of sorrow. Moderns may mourn the dead out of respet andbeause of bereavement, but the anients did this beause of fear.The names of the dead were never spoken. In fat, they were often banished from the language.These names beame taboo, and in this way the languages were onstantly impoverished. Thiseventually produed a multipliation of symboli speeh and �gurative expression, suh as \thename or day one never mentions."The anients were so anxious to get rid of a ghost that they o�ered it everything whih mighthave been desired during life. Ghosts wanted wives and servants; a well-to-do savage expeted thatat least one slave wife would be buried alive at his death. It later beame the ustom for a widow882



to ommit suiide on her husband's grave. When a hild died, the mother, aunt, or grandmotherwas often strangled in order that an adult ghost might aompany and are for the hild ghost. Andthose who thus gave up their lives usually did so willingly; indeed, had they lived in violation ofustom, their fear of ghost wrath would have denuded life of suh few pleasures as the primitivesenjoyed.It was ustomary to dispath a large number of subjets to aompany a dead hief; slaves werekilled when their master died that they might serve him in ghostland. The Borneans still provide aourier ompanion; a slave is speared to death to make the ghost journey with his deeased master.Ghosts of murdered persons were believed to be delighted to have the ghosts of their murderers asslaves; this notion motivated men to head hunting.Ghosts supposedly enjoyed the smell of food; food o�erings at funeral feasts were one universal.The primitive method of saying grae was, before eating, to throw a bit of food into the �re for thepurpose of appeasing the spirits, while mumbling a magi formula.The dead were supposed to use the ghosts of the tools and weapons that were theirs in life. Tobreak an artile was to \kill it," thus releasing its ghost to pass on for servie in ghostland. Propertysari�es were also made by burning or burying. Anient funeral wastes were enormous. Later raesmade paper models and substituted drawings for real objets and persons in these death sari�es.It was a great advane in ivilization when the inheritane of kin replaed the burning and buryingof property. The Iroquois Indians made many reforms in funeral waste. And this onservation ofproperty enabled them to beome the most powerful of the northern red men. Modern man is notsupposed to fear ghosts, but ustom is strong, and muh terrestrial wealth is still onsumed on funeralrituals and death eremonies.
87.3 Anestor WorshipThe advaning ghost ult made anestor worship inevitable sine it beame the onneting linkbetween ommon ghosts and the higher spirits, the evolving gods. The early gods were simplyglori�ed departed humans.Anestor worship was originally more of a fear than a worship, but suh beliefs did de�nitelyontribute to the further spread of ghost fear and worship. Devotees of the early anestor-ghost ultseven feared to yawn lest a malignant ghost enter their bodies at suh a time.The ustom of adopting hildren was to make sure that someone would provide o�erings afterdeath for the peae and progress of the soul. The savage lived in fear of the ghosts of his fellows andspent his spare time planning for the safe ondut of his own ghost after death.Most tribes instituted an all-souls' feast at least one a year. The Romans had twelve ghost feastsand aompanying eremonies eah year. Half the days of the year were dediated to some sort oferemony assoiated with these anient ults. One Roman emperor tried to reform these pratiesby reduing the number of feast days to 135 a year.The ghost ult was in ontinuous evolution. As ghosts were envisioned as passing from theinomplete to the higher phase of existene, so did the ult eventually progress to the worship ofspirits, and even gods. But regardless of varying beliefs in more advaned spirits, all tribes and raesone believed in ghosts. 883



87.4 Good and Bad Spirit GhostsGhost fear was the fountainhead of all world religion; and for ages many tribes lung to the old beliefin one lass of ghosts. They taught that man had good luk when the ghost was pleased, bad lukwhen he was angered.As the ult of ghost fear expanded, there ame about the reognition of higher types of spirits,spirits not de�nitely identi�able with any individual human. They were graduate or glori�ed ghostswho had progressed beyond the domain of ghostland to the higher realms of spiritland.The notion of two kinds of spirit ghosts made slow but sure progress throughout the world. Thisnew dual spiritism did not have to spread from tribe to tribe; it sprang up independently all over theworld. In inuening the expanding evolutionary mind, the power of an idea lies not in its reality orreasonableness but rather in its vividness and the universality of its ready and simple appliation.Still later the imagination of man envisioned the onept of both good and bad supernaturalagenies; some ghosts never evolved to the level of good spirits. The early monospiritism of ghostfear was gradually evolving into a dual spiritism, a new onept of the invisible ontrol of earthlya�airs. At last good luk and bad luk were pitured as having their respetive ontrollers. And ofthe two lasses, the group that brought bad luk were believed to be the more ative and numerous.When the dotrine of good and bad spirits �nally matured, it beame the most widespread andpersistent of all religious beliefs. This dualism represented a great religio-philosophi advane beauseit enabled man to aount for both good luk and bad luk while at the same time believing insupermortal beings who were to some extent onsistent in their behavior. The spirits ould beounted on to be either good or bad; they were not thought of as being ompletely temperamentalas the early ghosts of the monospiritism of most primitive religions had been oneived to be. Manwas at last able to oneive of supermortal fores that were onsistent in behavior, and this was oneof the most momentous disoveries of truth in the entire history of the evolution of religion and inthe expansion of human philosophy.Evolutionary religion has, however, paid a terrible prie for the onept of dual spiritism. Man'searly philosophy was able to reonile spirit onstany with the viissitudes of temporal fortune onlyby postulating two kinds of spirits, one good and the other bad. And while this belief did enable manto reonile the variables of hane with a onept of unhanging supermortal fores, this dotrinehas ever sine made it diÆult for religionists to oneive of osmi unity. The gods of evolutionaryreligion have generally been opposed by the fores of darkness.The tragedy of all this lies in the fat that, when these ideas were taking root in the primitivemind of man, there really were no bad or disharmonious spirits in all the world. Suh an unfortunatesituation did not develop until after the Caligasti rebellion and only persisted until Penteost. Theonept of good and evil as osmi o-ordinates is, even in the twentieth entury, very muh alive inhuman philosophy; most of the world's religions still arry this ultural birthmark of the long-gonedays of the emerging ghost ults.87.5 The Advaning Ghost CultPrimitive man viewed the spirits and ghosts as having almost unlimited rights but no duties; thespirits were thought to regard man as having manifold duties but no rights. The spirits were believedto look down upon man as onstantly failing in the disharge of his spiritual duties. It was the generalbelief of mankind that ghosts levied a ontinuous tribute of servie as the prie of noninterferenein human a�airs, and the least mishane was laid to ghost ativities. Early humans were so afraidthey might overlook some honor due the gods that, after they had sari�ed to all known spirits,884



they did another turn to the \unknown gods," just to be thoroughly safe.And now the simple ghost ult is followed by the praties of the more advaned and relativelyomplex spirit-ghost ult, the servie and worship of the higher spirits as they evolved in man'sprimitive imagination. Religious eremonial must keep pae with spirit evolution and progress.The expanded ult was but the art of self-maintenane pratied in relation to belief in supernaturalbeings, self-adjustment to spirit environment. Industrial and military organizations were adjustmentsto natural and soial environments. And as marriage arose to meet the demands of bisexuality, sodid religious organization evolve in response to the belief in higher spirit fores and spiritual beings.Religion represents man's adjustment to his illusions of the mystery of hane. Spirit fear andsubsequent worship were adopted as insurane against misfortune, as prosperity poliies.The savage visualizes the good spirits as going about their business, requiring little from humanbeings. It is the bad ghosts and spirits who must be kept in good humor. Aordingly, primitivepeoples paid more attention to their malevolent ghosts than to their benign spirits.Human prosperity was supposed to be espeially provoative of the envy of evil spirits, and theirmethod of retaliation was to strike bak through a human ageny and by the tehnique of the evileye. That phase of the ult whih had to do with spirit avoidane was muh onerned with themahinations of the evil eye. The fear of it beame almost world-wide. Pretty women were veiledto protet them from the evil eye; subsequently many women who desired to be onsidered beautifuladopted this pratie. Beause of this fear of bad spirits, hildren were seldom allowed out afterdark, and the early prayers always inluded the petition, \deliver us from the evil eye."The Koran ontains a whole hapter devoted to the evil eye and magi spells, and the Jews fullybelieved in them. The whole phalli ult grew up as a defense against the evil eye. The organs ofreprodution were thought to be the only fetish whih ould render it powerless. The evil eye gaveorigin to the �rst superstitions respeting prenatal marking of hildren, maternal impressions, andthe ult was at one time well-nigh universal.Envy is a deep-seated human trait; therefore did primitive man asribe it to his early gods. Andsine man had one pratied deeption upon the ghosts, he soon began to deeive the spirits. Saidhe, \If the spirits are jealous of our beauty and prosperity, we will dis�gure ourselves and speaklightly of our suess." Early humility was not, therefore, debasement of ego but rather an attemptto foil and deeive the envious spirits.The method adopted to prevent the spirits from beoming jealous of human prosperity was toheap vituperation upon some luky or muh loved thing or person. The ustom of depreiatingomplimentary remarks regarding oneself or family had its origin in this way, and it eventuallyevolved into ivilized modesty, restraint, and ourtesy. In keeping with the same motive, it beamethe fashion to look ugly. Beauty aroused the envy of spirits; it betokened sinful human pride. Thesavage sought for an ugly name. This feature of the ult was a great handiap to the advanementof art, and it long kept the world somber and ugly.Under the spirit ult, life was at best a gamble, the result of spirit ontrol. One's future wasnot the result of e�ort, industry, or talent exept as they might be utilized to inuene the spirits.The eremonies of spirit propitiation onstituted a heavy burden, rendering life tedious and virtuallyunendurable. From age to age and from generation to generation, rae after rae has sought toimprove this superghost dotrine, but no generation has ever yet dared to wholly rejet it.The intention and will of the spirits were studied by means of omens, orales, and signs. Andthese spirit messages were interpreted by divination, soothsaying, magi, ordeals, and astrology. Thewhole ult was a sheme designed to plaate, satisfy, and buy o� the spirits through this disguisedbribery.And thus there grew up a new and expanded world philosophy onsisting in:885



1. Duty - those things whih must be done to keep the spirits favorably disposed, at least neutral.2. Right - the orret ondut and eremonies designed to win the spirits atively to one's interests.3. Truth - the orret understanding of, and attitude toward, spirits, and hene toward life anddeath.It was not merely out of uriosity that the anients sought to know the future; they wanted tododge ill luk. Divination was simply an attempt to avoid trouble. During these times, dreams wereregarded as propheti, while everything out of the ordinary was onsidered an omen. And even todaythe ivilized raes are ursed with the belief in signs, tokens, and other superstitious remnants ofthe advaning ghost ult of old. Slow, very slow, is man to abandon those methods whereby he sogradually and painfully asended the evolutionary sale of life.87.6 Coerion and ExorismWhen men believed in ghosts only, religious ritual was more personal, less organized, but the reogni-tion of higher spirits neessitated the employment of \higher spiritual methods" in dealing with them.This attempt to improve upon, and to elaborate, the tehnique of spirit propitiation led diretly tothe reation of defenses against the spirits. Man felt helpless indeed before the unontrollable foresoperating in terrestrial life, and his feeling of inferiority drove him to attempt to �nd some ompen-sating adjustment, some tehnique for evening the odds in the one-sided struggle of man versus theosmos.In the early days of the ult, man's e�orts to inuene ghost ation were on�ned to propitiation,attempts by bribery to buy o� ill luk. As the evolution of the ghost ult progressed to the oneptof good as well as bad spirits, these eremonies turned toward attempts of a more positive nature,e�orts to win good luk. Man's religion no longer was ompletely negativisti, nor did he stop withthe e�ort to win good luk; he shortly began to devise shemes whereby he ould ompel spirito-operation. No longer does the religionist stand defenseless before the uneasing demands of thespirit phantasms of his own devising; the savage is beginning to invent weapons wherewith he mayoere spirit ation and ompel spirit assistane.Man's �rst e�orts at defense were direted against the ghosts. As the ages passed, the living beganto devise methods of resisting the dead. Many tehniques were developed for frightening ghosts anddriving them away, among whih may be ited the following:1. Cutting o� the head and tying up the body in the grave.2. Stoning the death house.3. Castration or breaking the legs of the orpse.4. Burying under stones, one origin of the modern tombstone.5. Cremation, a later-day invention to prevent ghost trouble.6. Casting the body into the sea.7. Exposure of the body to be eaten by wild animals.Ghosts were supposed to be disturbed and frightened by noise; shouting, bells, and drums drovethem away from the living; and these anient methods are still in vogue at \wakes" for the dead.Foul-smelling onotions were utilized to banish unwelome spirits. Hideous images of the spiritswere onstruted so that they would ee in haste when they beheld themselves. It was believed thatdogs ould detet the approah of ghosts, and that they gave warning by howling; that oks wouldrow when they were near. The use of a ok as a weather vane is in perpetuation of this superstition.886



Water was regarded as the best protetion against ghosts. Holy water was superior to all otherforms, water in whih the priests had washed their feet. Both �re and water were believed toonstitute impassable barriers to ghosts. The Romans arried water three times around the orpse;in the twentieth entury the body is sprinkled with holy water, and hand washing at the emetery isstill a Jewish ritual. Baptism was a feature of the later water ritual; primitive bathing was a religiouseremony. Only in reent times has bathing beome a sanitary pratie.But man did not stop with ghost oerion; through religious ritual and other praties he was soonattempting to ompel spirit ation. Exorism was the employment of one spirit to ontrol or banishanother, and these tatis were also utilized for frightening ghosts and spirits. The dual-spiritismonept of good and bad fores o�ered man ample opportunity to attempt to pit one ageny againstanother, for, if a powerful man ould vanquish a weaker one, then ertainly a strong spirit oulddominate an inferior ghost. Primitive ursing was a oerive pratie designed to overawe minorspirits. Later this ustom expanded into the pronouning of urses upon enemies.It was long believed that by reverting to the usages of the more anient mores the spirits anddemigods ould be fored into desirable ation. Modern man is guilty of the same proedure. Youaddress one another in ommon, everyday language, but when you engage in prayer, you resort tothe older style of another generation, the so-alled solemn style.This dotrine also explains many religious-ritual reversions of a sex nature, suh as temple prosti-tution. These reversions to primitive ustoms were onsidered sure guards against many alamities.And with these simple-minded peoples all suh performanes were entirely free from what modernman would term promisuity.Next ame the pratie of ritual vows, soon to be followed by religious pledges and sared oaths.Most of these oaths were aompanied by self-torture and self-mutilation; later on, by fasting andprayer. Self-denial was subsequently looked upon as being a sure oerive; this was espeially truein the matter of sex suppression. And so primitive man early developed a deided austerity in hisreligious praties, a belief in the eÆay of self-torture and self-denial as rituals apable of oeringthe unwilling spirits to reat favorably toward all suh su�ering and deprivation.Modern man no longer attempts openly to oere the spirits, though he still evines a disposition tobargain with Deity. And he still swears, knoks on wood, rosses his �ngers, and follows expetorationwith some trite phrase; one it was a magial formula.87.7 Nature of CultismThe ult type of soial organization persisted beause it provided a symbolism for the preservationand stimulation of moral sentiments and religious loyalties. The ult grew out of the traditions of \oldfamilies" and was perpetuated as an established institution; all families have a ult of some sort.Every inspiring ideal grasps for some perpetuating symbolism - seeks some tehnique for ulturalmanifestation whih will insure survival and augment realization - and the ult ahieves this end byfostering and gratifying emotion.From the dawn of ivilization every appealing movement in soial ulture or religious advanementhas developed a ritual, a symboli eremonial. The more this ritual has been an unonsious growth,the stronger it has gripped its devotees. The ult preserved sentiment and satis�ed emotion, but ithas always been the greatest obstale to soial reonstrution and spiritual progress.Notwithstanding that the ult has always retarded soial progress, it is regrettable that so manymodern believers in moral standards and spiritual ideals have no adequate symbolism - no ult ofmutual support - nothing to belong to. But a religious ult annot be manufatured; it must grow.And those of no two groups will be idential unless their rituals are arbitrarily standardized by887



authority.The early Christian ult was the most e�etive, appealing, and enduring of any ritual ever on-eived or devised, but muh of its value has been destroyed in a sienti� age by the destrution of somany of its original underlying tenets. The Christian ult has been devitalized by the loss of manyfundamental ideas.In the past, truth has grown rapidly and expanded freely when the ult has been elasti, the sym-bolism expansile. Abundant truth and an adjustable ult have favored rapidity of soial progression.A meaningless ult vitiates religion when it attempts to supplant philosophy and to enslave reason;a genuine ult grows.Regardless of the drawbaks and handiaps, every new revelation of truth has given rise to anew ult, and even the restatement of the religion of Jesus must develop a new and appropriatesymbolism. Modern man must �nd some adequate symbolism for his new and expanding ideas, ideals,and loyalties. This enhaned symbol must arise out of religious living, spiritual experiene. And thishigher symbolism of a higher ivilization must be prediated on the onept of the Fatherhood ofGod and be pregnant with the mighty ideal of the brotherhood of man.The old ults were too egoentri; the new must be the outgrowth of applied love. The new ultmust, like the old, foster sentiment, satisfy emotion, and promote loyalty; but it must do more: Itmust failitate spiritual progress, enhane osmi meanings, augment moral values, enourage soialdevelopment, and stimulate a high type of personal religious living. The new ult must providesupreme goals of living whih are both temporal and eternal - soial and spiritual.No ult an endure and ontribute to the progress of soial ivilization and individual spiritualattainment unless it is based on the biologi, soiologi, and religious signi�ane of the home. Asurviving ult must symbolize that whih is permanent in the presene of uneasing hange; it mustglorify that whih uni�es the stream of ever-hanging soial metamorphosis. It must reognize truemeanings, exalt beautiful relations, and glorify the good values of real nobility.But the great diÆulty of �nding a new and satisfying symbolism is beause modern men, as agroup, adhere to the sienti� attitude, eshew superstition, and abhor ignorane, while as individualsthey all rave mystery and venerate the unknown. No ult an survive unless it embodies somemasterful mystery and oneals some worthful unattainable. Again, the new symbolism must notonly be signi�ant for the group but also meaningful to the individual. The forms of any servieablesymbolism must be those whih the individual an arry out on his own initiative, and whih he analso enjoy with his fellows. If the new ult ould only be dynami instead of stati, it might reallyontribute something worth while to the progress of mankind, both temporal and spiritual.But a ult - a symbolism of rituals, slogans, or goals - will not funtion if it is too omplex. Andthere must be the demand for devotion, the response of loyalty. Every e�etive religion unerringlydevelops a worthy symbolism, and its devotees would do well to prevent the rystallization of suh aritual into ramping, deforming, and stiing stereotyped eremonials whih an only handiap andretard all soial, moral, and spiritual progress. No ult an survive if it retards moral growth andfails to foster spiritual progress. The ult is the skeletal struture around whih grows the living anddynami body of personal spiritual experiene - true religion.[Presented by a Brilliant Evening Star of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 88Fetishes, Charms, and MagiTHE onept of a spirit's entering into an inanimate objet, an animal, or a human being, is a veryanient and honorable belief, having prevailed sine the beginning of the evolution of religion. Thisdotrine of spirit possession is nothing more nor less than fetishism. The savage does not neessarilyworship the fetish; he very logially worships and reverenes the spirit resident therein.At �rst, the spirit of a fetish was believed to be the ghost of a dead man; later on, the higherspirits were supposed to reside in fetishes. And so the fetish ult eventually inorporated all of theprimitive ideas of ghosts, souls, spirits, and demon possession.88.1 Belief in FetishesPrimitive man always wanted to make anything extraordinary into a fetish; hane therefore gaveorigin to many. A man is sik, something happens, and he gets well. The same thing is true of thereputation of many mediines and the hane methods of treating disease. Objets onneted withdreams were likely to be onverted into fetishes. Volanoes, but not mountains, beame fetishes;omets, but not stars. Early man regarded shooting stars and meteors as indiating the arrival onearth of speial visiting spirits.The �rst fetishes were peuliarly marked pebbles, and \sared stones" have ever sine been soughtby man; a string of beads was one a olletion of sared stones, a battery of harms. Many tribeshad fetish stones, but few have survived as have the Kaaba and the Stone of Sone. Fire and waterwere also among the early fetishes, and �re worship, together with belief in holy water, still survives.Tree fetishes were a later development, but among some tribes the persistene of nature worshipled to belief in harms indwelt by some sort of nature spirit. When plants and fruits beame fetishes,they were taboo as food. The apple was among the �rst to fall into this ategory; it was never eatenby the Levantine peoples.If an animal ate human esh, it beame a fetish. In this way the dog ame to be the saredanimal of the Parsees. If the fetish is an animal and the ghost is permanently resident therein, thenfetishism may impinge on reinarnation. In many ways the savages envied the animals; they did notfeel superior to them and were often named after their favorite beasts.When animals beame fetishes, there ensued the taboos on eating the esh of the fetish animal.Apes and monkeys, beause of resemblane to man, early beame fetish animals; later, snakes, birds,and swine were also similarly regarded. At one time the ow was a fetish, the milk being taboowhile the exreta were highly esteemed. The serpent was revered in Palestine, espeially by thePhoeniians, who, along with the Jews, onsidered it to be the mouthpiee of evil spirits. Even manymoderns believe in the harm powers of reptiles. From Arabia on through India to the snake dane889



of the Moqui tribe of red men the serpent has been revered.Certain days of the week were fetishes. For ages Friday has been regarded as an unluky dayand the number thirteen as an evil numeral. The luky numbers three and seven ame from laterrevelations; four was the luky number of primitive man and was derived from the early reognitionof the four points of the ompass. It was held unluky to ount attle or other possessions; theanients always opposed the taking of a ensus, \numbering the people."Primitive man did not make an undue fetish out of sex; the reprodutive funtion reeived only alimited amount of attention. The savage was natural minded, not obsene or prurient.Saliva was a potent fetish; devils ould be driven out by spitting on a person. For an elder orsuperior to spit on one was the highest ompliment. Parts of the human body were looked uponas potential fetishes, partiularly the hair and nails. The long-growing �ngernails of the hiefs werehighly prized, and the trimmings thereof were a powerful fetish. Belief in skull fetishes aounts formuh of later-day head-hunting. The umbilial ord was a highly prized fetish; even today it is soregarded in Afria. Mankind's �rst toy was a preserved umbilial ord. Set with pearls, as was oftendone, it was man's �rst neklae.Hunhbaked and rippled hildren were regarded as fetishes; lunatis were believed to be moon-struk. Primitive man ould not distinguish between genius and insanity; idiots were either beatento death or revered as fetish personalities. Hysteria inreasingly on�rmed the popular belief inwithraft; epileptis often were priests and mediine men. Drunkenness was looked upon as a formof spirit possession; when a savage went on a spree, he put a leaf in his hair for the purpose ofdisavowing responsibility for his ats. Poisons and intoxiants beame fetishes; they were deemed tobe possessed.Many people looked upon geniuses as fetish personalities possessed by a wise spirit. And thesetalented humans soon learned to resort to fraud and trikery for the advanement of their sel�shinterests. A fetish man was thought to be more than human; he was divine, even infallible. Thusdid hiefs, kings, priests, prophets, and hurh rulers eventually wield great power and exeriseunbounded authority.88.2 Evolution of the FetishIt was a supposed preferene of ghosts to indwell some objet whih had belonged to them whenalive in the esh. This belief explains the eÆay of many modern relis. The anients alwaysrevered the bones of their leaders, and the skeletal remains of saints and heroes are still regardedwith superstitious awe by many. Even today, pilgrimages are made to the tombs of great men.Belief in relis is an outgrowth of the anient fetish ult. The relis of modern religions representan attempt to rationalize the fetish of the savage and thus elevate it to a plae of dignity andrespetability in the modern religious systems. It is heathenish to believe in fetishes and magi butsupposedly all right to aept relis and mirales.The hearth - �replae - beame more or less of a fetish, a sared spot. The shrines and templeswere at �rst fetish plaes beause the dead were buried there. The fetish hut of the Hebrews waselevated by Moses to that plae where it harbored a superfetish, the then existent onept of the lawof God. But the Israelites never gave up the peuliar Canaanite belief in the stone altar: \And thisstone whih I have set up as a pillar shall be God's house." They truly believed that the spirit oftheir God dwelt in suh stone altars, whih were in reality fetishes.The earliest images were made to preserve the appearane and memory of the illustrious dead;they were really monuments. Idols were a re�nement of fetishism. The primitives believed that aeremony of onseration aused the spirit to enter the image; likewise, when ertain objets were890



blessed, they beame harms.Moses, in the addition of the seond ommandment to the anient Dalamatian moral ode, madean e�ort to ontrol fetish worship among the Hebrews. He arefully direted that they should makeno sort of image that might beome onserated as a fetish. He made it plain, \You shall not make agraven image or any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or on the earth beneath, or in thewaters of the earth." While this ommandment did muh to retard art among the Jews, it did lessenfetish worship. But Moses was too wise to attempt suddenly to displae the olden fetishes, and hetherefore onsented to the putting of ertain relis alongside the law in the ombined war altar andreligious shrine whih was the ark.Words eventually beame fetishes, more espeially those whih were regarded as God's words; inthis way the sared books of many religions have beome fetishisti prisons inarerating the spiritualimagination of man. Moses' very e�ort against fetishes beame a supreme fetish; his ommandmentwas later used to stultify art and to retard the enjoyment and adoration of the beautiful.In olden times the fetish word of authority was a fear-inspiring dotrine, the most terrible of alltyrants whih enslave men. A dotrinal fetish will lead mortal man to betray himself into the luthesof bigotry, fanatiism, superstition, intolerane, and the most atroious of barbarous ruelties. Mod-ern respet for wisdom and truth is but the reent esape from the fetish-making tendeny up to thehigher levels of thinking and reasoning. Conerning the aumulated fetish writings whih variousreligionists hold as sared books, it is not only believed that what is in the book is true, but also thatevery truth is ontained in the book. If one of these sared books happens to speak of the earth asbeing at, then, for long generations, otherwise sane men and women will refuse to aept positiveevidene that the planet is round.The pratie of opening one of these sared books to let the eye hane upon a passage, thefollowing of whih may determine important life deisions or projets, is nothing more nor less thanarrant fetishism. To take an oath on a \holy book" or to swear by some objet of supreme venerationis a form of re�ned fetishism.But it does represent real evolutionary progress to advane from the fetish fear of a savage hief's�ngernail trimmings to the adoration of a superb olletion of letters, laws, legends, allegories, myths,poems, and hroniles whih, after all, reet the winnowed moral wisdom of many enturies, at leastup to the time and event of their being assembled as a \sared book."To beome fetishes, words had to be onsidered inspired, and the invoation of supposed divinelyinspired writings led diretly to the establishment of the authority of the hurh, while the evolutionof ivil forms led to the fruition of the authority of the state.88.3 TotemismFetishism ran through all the primitive ults from the earliest belief in sared stones, through idolatry,annibalism, and nature worship, to totemism.Totemism is a ombination of soial and religious observanes. Originally it was thought thatrespet for the totem animal of supposed biologi origin insured the food supply. Totems were atone and the same time symbols of the group and their god. Suh a god was the lan personi�ed.Totemism was one phase of the attempted soialization of otherwise personal religion. The totemeventually evolved into the ag, or national symbol, of the various modern peoples.A fetish bag, a mediine bag, was a pouh ontaining a reputable assortment of ghost-impregnatedartiles, and the mediine man of old never allowed his bag, the symbol of his power, to touh theground. Civilized peoples in the twentieth entury see to it that their ags, emblems of nationalonsiousness, likewise never touh the ground. 891



The insignia of priestly and kingly oÆe were eventually regarded as fetishes, and the fetish of thestate supreme has passed through many stages of development, from lans to tribes, from suzeraintyto sovereignty, from totems to ags. Fetish kings have ruled by \divine right," and many otherforms of government have obtained. Men have also made a fetish of demoray, the exaltation andadoration of the ommon man's ideas when olletively alled \publi opinion." One man's opinion,when taken by itself, is not regarded as worth muh, but when many men are olletively funtioningas a demoray, this same mediore judgment is held to be the arbiter of justie and the standardof righteousness.88.4 MagiCivilized man attaks the problems of a real environment through his siene; savage man attemptedto solve the real problems of an illusory ghost environment by magi. Magi was the tehnique ofmanipulating the onjetured spirit environment whose mahinations endlessly explained the inex-pliable; it was the art of obtaining voluntary spirit o-operation and of oering involuntary spiritaid through the use of fetishes or other and more powerful spirits.The objet of magi, sorery, and neromany was twofold:1. To seure insight into the future.2. Favorably to inuene environment.The objets of siene are idential with those of magi. Mankind is progressing from magi tosiene, not by meditation and reason, but rather through long experiene, gradually and painfully.Man is gradually baking into the truth, beginning in error, progressing in error, and �nally attainingthe threshold of truth. Only with the arrival of the sienti� method has he faed forward. Butprimitive man had to experiment or perish.The fasination of early superstition was the mother of the later sienti� uriosity. There wasprogressive dynami emotion - fear plus uriosity - in these primitive superstitions; there was pro-gressive driving power in the olden magi. These superstitions represented the emergene of thehuman desire to know and to ontrol planetary environment.Magi gained suh a strong hold upon the savage beause he ould not grasp the onept of naturaldeath. The later idea of original sin helped muh to weaken the grip of magi on the rae in that itaounted for natural death. It was at one time not at all unommon for ten innoent persons to beput to death beause of supposed responsibility for one natural death. This is one reason why anientpeoples did not inrease faster, and it is still true of some Afrian tribes. The aused individualusually onfessed guilt, even when faing death.Magi is natural to a savage. He believes that an enemy an atually be killed by pratiing soreryon his shingled hair or �ngernail trimmings. The fatality of snake bites was attributed to the magiof the sorerer. The diÆulty in ombating magi arises from the fat that fear an kill. Primitivepeoples so feared magi that it did atually kill, and suh results were suÆient to substantiate thiserroneous belief. In ase of failure there was always some plausible explanation; the ure for defetivemagi was more magi.88.5 Magial CharmsSine anything onneted with the body ould beome a fetish, the earliest magi had to do withhair and nails. Serey attendant upon body elimination grew up out of fear that an enemy mightget possession of something derived from the body and employ it in detrimental magi; all exreta892



of the body were therefore arefully buried. Publi spitting was refrained from beause of the fearthat saliva would be used in deleterious magi; spittle was always overed. Even food remnants,lothing, and ornaments ould beome instruments of magi. The savage never left any remnants ofhis meal on the table. And all this was done through fear that one's enemies might use these thingsin magial rites, not from any appreiation of the hygieni value of suh praties.Magial harms were onoted from a great variety of things: human esh, tiger laws, roodileteeth, poison plant seeds, snake venom, and human hair. The bones of the dead were very magial.Even the dust from footprints ould be used in magi. The anients were great believers in loveharms. Blood and other forms of bodily seretions were able to insure the magi inuene of love.Images were supposed to be e�etive in magi. EÆgies were made, and when treated ill or well,the same e�ets were believed to rest upon the real person. When making purhases, superstitiouspersons would hew a bit of hard wood in order to soften the heart of the seller.The milk of a blak ow was highly magial; so also were blak ats. The sta� or wand wasmagial, along with drums, bells, and knots. All anient objets were magial harms. The pratiesof a new or higher ivilization were looked upon with disfavor beause of their supposedly evil magialnature. Writing, printing, and pitures were long so regarded.Primitive man believed that names must be treated with respet, espeially names of the gods.The name was regarded as an entity, an inuene distint from the physial personality; it wasesteemed equally with the soul and the shadow. Names were pawned for loans; a man ould not usehis name until it had been redeemed by payment of the loan. Nowadays one signs his name to a note.An individual's name soon beame important in magi. The savage had two names; the importantone was regarded as too sared to use on ordinary oasions, hene the seond or everyday name -a nikname. He never told his real name to strangers. Any experiene of an unusual nature ausedhim to hange his name; sometimes it was in an e�ort to ure disease or to stop bad luk. The savageould get a new name by buying it from the tribal hief; men still invest in titles and degrees. Butamong the most primitive tribes, suh as the Afrian Bushmen, individual names do not exist.88.6 The Pratie of MagiMagi was pratied through the use of wands, \mediine" ritual, and inantations, and it wasustomary for the pratitioner to work unlothed. Women outnumbered the men among primitivemagiians. In magi, \mediine" means mystery, not treatment. The savage never dotored himself;he never used mediines exept on the advie of the speialists in magi. And the voodoo dotors ofthe twentieth entury are typial of the magiians of old.There was both a publi and a private phase to magi. That performed by the mediine man,shaman, or priest was supposed to be for the good of the whole tribe. Withes, sorerers, and wizardsdispensed private magi, personal and sel�sh magi whih was employed as a oerive method ofbringing evil on one's enemies. The onept of dual spiritism, good and bad spirits, gave rise to thelater beliefs in white and blak magi. And as religion evolved, magi was the term applied to spiritoperations outside one's own ult, and it also referred to older ghost beliefs.Word ombinations, the ritual of hants and inantations, were highly magial. Some early in-antations �nally evolved into prayers. Presently, imitative magi was pratied; prayers were atedout; magial danes were nothing but dramati prayers. Prayer gradually displaed magi as theassoiate of sari�e.Gesture, being older than speeh, was the more holy and magial, and mimiry was believed tohave strong magial power. The red men often staged a bu�alo dane in whih one of their numberwould play the part of a bu�alo and, in being aught, would insure the suess of the impending893



hunt. The sex festivities of May Day were simply imitative magi, a suggestive appeal to the sexpassions of the plant world. The doll was �rst employed as a magi talisman by the barren wife.Magi was the branh o� the evolutionary religious tree whih eventually bore the fruit of asienti� age. Belief in astrology led to the development of astronomy; belief in a philosopher's stoneled to the mastery of metals, while belief in magi numbers founded the siene of mathematis.But a world so �lled with harms did muh to destroy all personal ambition and initiative. Thefruits of extra labor or of diligene were looked upon as magial. If a man had more grain in his �eldthan his neighbor, he might be haled before the hief and harged with entiing this extra grain fromthe indolent neighbor's �eld. Indeed, in the days of barbarism it was dangerous to know very muh;there was always the hane of being exeuted as a blak artist.Gradually siene is removing the gambling element from life. But if modern methods of eduationshould fail, there would be an almost immediate reversion to the primitive beliefs in magi. Thesesuperstitions still linger in the minds of many so-alled ivilized people. Language ontains manyfossils whih testify that the rae has long been steeped in magial superstition, suh words asspellbound, ill-starred, possessions, inspiration, spirit away, ingenuity, entraning, thunderstruk,and astonished. And intelligent human beings still believe in good luk, the evil eye, and astrology.Anient magi was the ooon of modern siene, indispensable in its time but now no longeruseful. And so the phantasms of ignorant superstition agitated the primitive minds of men until theonepts of siene ould be born. Today, Urantia is in the twilight zone of this intelletual evolution.One half the world is grasping eagerly for the light of truth and the fats of sienti� disovery, whilethe other half languishes in the arms of anient superstition and but thinly disguised magi.[Presented by a Brilliant Evening Star of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 89Sin, Sari�e, and AtonementPRIMITIVE man regarded himself as being in debt to the spirits, as standing in need of redemption.As the savages looked at it, in justie the spirits might have visited muh more bad luk upon them.As time passed, this onept developed into the dotrine of sin and salvation. The soul was lookedupon as oming into the world under forfeit - original sin. The soul must be ransomed; a sapegoatmust be provided. The head-hunter, in addition to pratiing the ult of skull worship, was able toprovide a substitute for his own life, a sapeman.The savage was early possessed with the notion that spirits derive supreme satisfation fromthe sight of human misery, su�ering, and humiliation. At �rst, man was only onerned with sinsof ommission, but later he beame exerised over sins of omission. And the whole subsequentsari�ial system grew up around these two ideas. This new ritual had to do with the observaneof the propitiation eremonies of sari�e. Primitive man believed that something speial must bedone to win the favor of the gods; only advaned ivilization reognizes a onsistently even-temperedand benevolent God. Propitiation was insurane against immediate ill luk rather than investmentin future bliss. And the rituals of avoidane, exorism, oerion, and propitiation all merge into oneanother.89.1 The TabooObservane of a taboo was man's e�ort to dodge ill luk, to keep from o�ending the spirit ghostsby the avoidane of something. The taboos were at �rst nonreligious, but they early aquired ghostor spirit santion, and when thus reinfored, they beame lawmakers and institution builders. Thetaboo is the soure of eremonial standards and the anestor of primitive self-ontrol. It was theearliest form of soietal regulation and for a long time the only one; it is still a basi unit of thesoial regulative struture.The respet whih these prohibitions ommanded in the mind of the savage exatly equaled his fearof the powers who were supposed to enfore them. Taboos �rst arose beause of hane experienewith ill luk; later they were proposed by hiefs and shamans - fetish men who were thought to bedireted by a spirit ghost, even by a god. The fear of spirit retribution is so great in the mind of aprimitive that he sometimes dies of fright when he has violated a taboo, and this dramati episodeenormously strengthens the hold of the taboo on the minds of the survivors.Among the earliest prohibitions were restritions on the appropriation of women and other prop-erty. As religion began to play a larger part in the evolution of the taboo, the artile resting underban was regarded as unlean, subsequently as unholy. The reords of the Hebrews are full of themention of things lean and unlean, holy and unholy, but their beliefs along these lines were far lessumbersome and extensive than were those of many other peoples.895



The seven ommandments of Dalamatia and Eden, as well as the ten injuntions of the Hebrews,were de�nite taboos, all expressed in the same negative form as were the most anient prohibitions.But these newer odes were truly emanipating in that they took the plae of thousands of pre-existent taboos. And more than this, these later ommandments de�nitely promised something inreturn for obediene.The early food taboos originated in fetishism and totemism. The swine was sared to the Phoeni-ians, the ow to the Hindus. The Egyptian taboo on pork has been perpetuated by the Hebraiand Islami faiths. A variant of the food taboo was the belief that a pregnant woman ould think somuh about a ertain food that the hild, when born, would be the eho of that food. Suh viandswould be taboo to the hild.Methods of eating soon beame taboo, and so originated anient and modern table etiquette.Caste systems and soial levels are vestigial remnants of olden prohibitions. The taboos were highlye�etive in organizing soiety, but they were terribly burdensome; the negative-ban system not onlymaintained useful and onstrutive regulations but also obsolete, outworn, and useless taboos.There would, however, be no ivilized soiety to sit in ritiism upon primitive man exept for thesefar-ung and multifarious taboos, and the taboo would never have endured but for the upholdingsantions of primitive religion. Many of the essential fators in man's evolution have been highlyexpensive, have ost vast treasure in e�ort, sari�e, and self-denial, but these ahievements of self-ontrol were the real rungs on whih man limbed ivilization's asending ladder.89.2 The Conept of SinThe fear of hane and the dread of bad luk literally drove man into the invention of primitivereligion as supposed insurane against these alamities. From magi and ghosts, religion evolvedthrough spirits and fetishes to taboos. Every primitive tribe had its tree of forbidden fruit, literallythe apple but �guratively onsisting of a thousand branhes hanging heavy with all sorts of taboos.And the forbidden tree always said, \Thou shalt not."As the savage mind evolved to that point where it envisaged both good and bad spirits, and whenthe taboo reeived the solemn santion of evolving religion, the stage was all set for the appearaneof the new oneption of sin. The idea of sin was universally established in the world before revealedreligion ever made its entry. It was only by the onept of sin that natural death beame logial tothe primitive mind. Sin was the transgression of taboo, and death was the penalty of sin.Sin was ritual, not rational; an at, not a thought. And this entire onept of sin was fostered bythe lingering traditions of Dilmun and the days of a little paradise on earth. The tradition of Adamand the Garden of Eden also lent substane to the dream of a onetime \golden age" of the dawn ofthe raes. And all this on�rmed the ideas later expressed in the belief that man had his origin in aspeial reation, that he started his areer in perfetion, and that transgression of the taboos - sin -brought him down to his later sorry plight.The habitual violation of a taboo beame a vie; primitive law made vie a rime; religion madeit a sin. Among the early tribes the violation of a taboo was a ombined rime and sin. Communityalamity was always regarded as punishment for tribal sin. To those who believed that prosperityand righteousness went together, the apparent prosperity of the wiked oasioned so muh worrythat it was neessary to invent hells for the punishment of taboo violators; the numbers of theseplaes of future punishment have varied from one to �ve.The idea of onfession and forgiveness early appeared in primitive religion. Men would ask forgive-ness at a publi meeting for sins they intended to ommit the following week. Confession was merelya rite of remission, also a publi noti�ation of de�lement, a ritual of rying \unlean, unlean!" Then896



followed all the ritualisti shemes of puri�ation. All anient peoples pratied these meaninglesseremonies. Many apparently hygieni ustoms of the early tribes were largely eremonial.89.3 Renuniation and HumiliationRenuniation ame as the next step in religious evolution; fasting was a ommon pratie. Soon itbeame the ustom to forgo many forms of physial pleasure, espeially of a sexual nature. The ritualof the fast was deeply rooted in many anient religions and has been handed down to pratially allmodern theologi systems of thought.Just about the time barbarian man was reovering from the wasteful pratie of burning andburying property with the dead, just as the eonomi struture of the raes was beginning to takeshape, this new religious dotrine of renuniation appeared, and tens of thousands of earnest soulsbegan to ourt poverty. Property was regarded as a spiritual handiap. These notions of the spiritualdangers of material possession were widespreadly entertained in the times of Philo and Paul, andthey have markedly inuened European philosophy ever sine.Poverty was just a part of the ritual of the morti�ation of the esh whih, unfortunately, beameinorporated into the writings and teahings of many religions, notably Christianity. Penane is thenegative form of this ofttimes foolish ritual of renuniation. But all this taught the savage self-ontrol,and that was a worth-while advanement in soial evolution. Self-denial and self-ontrol were twoof the greatest soial gains from early evolutionary religion. Self-ontrol gave man a new philosophyof life; it taught him the art of augmenting life's fration by lowering the denominator of personaldemands instead of always attempting to inrease the numerator of sel�sh grati�ation.These olden ideas of self-disipline embraed ogging and all sorts of physial torture. The priestsof the mother ult were espeially ative in teahing the virtue of physial su�ering, setting theexample by submitting themselves to astration. The Hebrews, Hindus, and Buddhists were earnestdevotees of this dotrine of physial humiliation.All through the olden times men sought in these ways for extra redits on the self-denial ledgersof their gods. It was one ustomary, when under some emotional stress, to make vows of self-denialand self-torture. In time these vows assumed the form of ontrats with the gods and, in that sense,represented true evolutionary progress in that the gods were supposed to do something de�nite inreturn for this self-torture and morti�ation of the esh. Vows were both negative and positive.Pledges of this harmful and extreme nature are best observed today among ertain groups in India.It was only natural that the ult of renuniation and humiliation should have paid attention tosexual grati�ation. The ontinene ult originated as a ritual among soldiers prior to engaging inbattle; in later days it beame the pratie of \saints." This ult tolerated marriage only as an evillesser than forniation. Many of the world's great religions have been adversely inuened by thisanient ult, but none more markedly than Christianity. The Apostle Paul was a devotee of thisult, and his personal views are reeted in the teahings whih he fastened onto Christian theology:\It is good for a man not to touh a woman." \I would that all men were even as I myself." \Isay, therefore, to the unmarried and widows, it is good for them to abide even as I." Paul well knewthat suh teahings were not a part of Jesus' gospel, and his aknowledgment of this is illustratedby his statement, \I speak this by permission and not by ommandment." But this ult led Paul tolook down upon women. And the pity of it all is that his personal opinions have long inuened theteahings of a great world religion. If the advie of the tentmaker-teaher were to be literally anduniversally obeyed, then would the human rae ome to a sudden and inglorious end. Furthermore,the involvement of a religion with the anient ontinene ult leads diretly to a war against marriageand the home, soiety's veritable foundation and the basi institution of human progress. And it isnot to be wondered at that all suh beliefs fostered the formation of elibate priesthoods in the many897



religions of various peoples.Someday man should learn how to enjoy liberty without liense, nourishment without gluttony,and pleasure without debauhery. Self-ontrol is a better human poliy of behavior regulation thanis extreme self-denial. Nor did Jesus ever teah these unreasonable views to his followers.89.4 Origins of Sari�eSari�e as a part of religious devotions, like many other worshipful rituals, did not have a simpleand single origin. The tendeny to bow down before power and to prostrate oneself in worshipfuladoration in the presene of mystery is foreshadowed in the fawning of the dog before its master. Itis but one step from the impulse of worship to the at of sari�e. Primitive man gauged the value ofhis sari�e by the pain whih he su�ered. When the idea of sari�e �rst attahed itself to religiouseremonial, no o�ering was ontemplated whih was not produtive of pain. The �rst sari�es weresuh ats as pluking hair, utting the esh, mutilations, knoking out teeth, and utting o� �ngers.As ivilization advaned, these rude onepts of sari�e were elevated to the level of the ritualsof self-abnegation, asetiism, fasting, deprivation, and the later Christian dotrine of santi�ationthrough sorrow, su�ering, and the morti�ation of the esh.Early in the evolution of religion there existed two oneptions of the sari�e: the idea of the giftsari�e, whih onnoted the attitude of thanksgiving, and the debt sari�e, whih embraed theidea of redemption. Later there developed the notion of substitution.Man still later oneived that his sari�e of whatever nature might funtion as a message bearerto the gods; it might be as a sweet savor in the nostrils of deity. This brought inense and otheraestheti features of sari�ial rituals whih developed into sari�ial feasting, in time beominginreasingly elaborate and ornate.As religion evolved, the sari�ial rites of oniliation and propitiation replaed the older methodsof avoidane, plaation, and exorism.The earliest idea of the sari�e was that of a neutrality assessment levied by anestral spirits;only later did the idea of atonement develop. As man got away from the notion of the evolutionaryorigin of the rae, as the traditions of the days of the Planetary Prine and the sojourn of Adam�ltered down through time, the onept of sin and of original sin beame widespread, so that sari�efor aidental and personal sin evolved into the dotrine of sari�e for the atonement of raial sin.The atonement of the sari�e was a blanket insurane devie whih overed even the resentmentand jealousy of an unknown god.Surrounded by so many sensitive spirits and grasping gods, primitive man was fae to fae withsuh a host of reditor deities that it required all the priests, ritual, and sari�es throughout anentire lifetime to get him out of spiritual debt. The dotrine of original sin, or raial guilt, startedevery person out in serious debt to the spirit powers.Gifts and bribes are given to men; but when tendered to the gods, they are desribed as beingdediated, made sared, or are alled sari�es. Renuniation was the negative form of propitiation;sari�e beame the positive form. The at of propitiation inluded praise, glori�ation, attery, andeven entertainment. And it is the remnants of these positive praties of the olden propitiation ultthat onstitute the modern forms of divine worship. Present-day forms of worship are simply theritualization of these anient sari�ial tehniques of positive propitiation.Animal sari�e meant muh more to primitive man than it ould ever mean to modern raes.These barbarians regarded the animals as their atual and near kin. As time passed, man beameshrewd in his sari�ing, easing to o�er up his work animals. At �rst he sari�ed the best ofeverything, inluding his domestiated animals. 898



It was no empty boast that a ertain Egyptian ruler made when he stated that he had sari�ed:113,433 slaves, 493,386 head of attle, 88 boats, 2,756 golden images, 331,702 jars of honey and oil,228,380 jars of wine, 680,714 geese, 6,744,428 loaves of bread, and 5,740,352 saks of orn. And inorder to do this he must needs have sorely taxed his toiling subjets.Sheer neessity eventually drove these semisavages to eat the material part of their sari�es, thegods having enjoyed the soul thereof. And this ustom found justi�ation under the pretense of theanient sared meal, a ommunion servie aording to modern usage.89.5 Sari�es and CannibalismModern ideas of early annibalism are entirely wrong; it was a part of the mores of early soiety.While annibalism is traditionally horrible to modern ivilization, it was a part of the soial andreligious struture of primitive soiety. Group interests ditated the pratie of annibalism. It grewup through the urge of neessity and persisted beause of the slavery of superstition and ignorane.It was a soial, eonomi, religious, and military ustom.Early man was a annibal; he enjoyed human esh, and therefore he o�ered it as a food gift tothe spirits and his primitive gods. Sine ghost spirits were merely modi�ed men, and sine food wasman's greatest need, then food must likewise be a spirit's greatest need.Cannibalism was one well-nigh universal among the evolving raes. The Sangiks were all anni-balisti, but originally the Andonites were not, nor were the Nodites and Adamites; neither were theAndites until after they had beome grossly admixed with the evolutionary raes.The taste for human esh grows. Having been started through hunger, friendship, revenge, orreligious ritual, the eating of human esh goes on to habitual annibalism. Man-eating has arisenthrough food sarity, though this has seldom been the underlying reason. The Eskimos and earlyAndonites, however, seldom were annibalisti exept in times of famine. The red men, espeially inCentral Ameria, were annibals. It was one a general pratie for primitive mothers to kill and eattheir own hildren in order to renew the strength lost in hildbearing, and in Queensland the �rsthild is still frequently thus killed and devoured. In reent times annibalism has been deliberatelyresorted to by many Afrian tribes as a war measure, a sort of frightfulness with whih to terrorizetheir neighbors.Some annibalism resulted from the degeneration of one superior stoks, but it was mostly preva-lent among the evolutionary raes. Man-eating ame on at a time when men experiened intense andbitter emotions regarding their enemies. Eating human esh beame part of a solemn eremony ofrevenge; it was believed that an enemy's ghost ould, in this way, be destroyed or fused with that ofthe eater. It was one a widespread belief that wizards attained their powers by eating human esh.Certain groups of man-eaters would onsume only members of their own tribes, a pseudospiritualinbreeding whih was supposed to aentuate tribal solidarity. But they also ate enemies for revengewith the idea of appropriating their strength. It was onsidered an honor to the soul of a friend orfellow tribesman if his body were eaten, while it was no more than just punishment to an enemythus to devour him. The savage mind made no pretensions to being onsistent.Among some tribes aged parents would seek to be eaten by their hildren; among others it wasustomary to refrain from eating near relations; their bodies were sold or exhanged for those ofstrangers. There was onsiderable ommere in women and hildren who had been fattened forslaughter. When disease or war failed to ontrol population, the surplus was uneremoniously eaten.Cannibalism has been gradually disappearing beause of the following inuenes:1. It sometimes beame a ommunal eremony, the assumption of olletive responsibility for899



initing the death penalty upon a fellow tribesman. The blood guilt eases to be a rime whenpartiipated in by all, by soiety. The last of annibalism in Asia was this eating of exeutedriminals.2. It very early beame a religious ritual, but the growth of ghost fear did not always operate toredue man-eating.3. Eventually it progressed to the point where only ertain parts or organs of the body were eaten,those parts supposed to ontain the soul or portions of the spirit. Blood drinking beame ommon,and it was ustomary to mix the \edible" parts of the body with mediines.4. It beame limited to men; women were forbidden to eat human esh.5. It was next limited to the hiefs, priests, and shamans.6. Then it beame taboo among the higher tribes. The taboo on man-eating originated inDalamatia and slowly spread over the world. The Nodites enouraged remation as a means ofombating annibalism sine it was one a ommon pratie to dig up buried bodies and eat them.7. Human sari�e sounded the death knell of annibalism. Human esh having beome the foodof superior men, the hiefs, it was eventually reserved for the still more superior spirits; and thus theo�ering of human sari�es e�etively put a stop to annibalism, exept among the lowest tribes.When human sari�e was fully established, man-eating beame taboo; human esh was food onlyfor the gods; man ould eat only a small eremonial bit, a sarament.Finally animal substitutes ame into general use for sari�ial purposes, and even among the morebakward tribes dog-eating greatly redued man-eating. The dog was the �rst domestiated animaland was held in high esteem both as suh and as food.89.6 Evolution of Human Sari�eHuman sari�e was an indiret result of annibalism as well as its ure. Providing spirit esortsto the spirit world also led to the lessening of man-eating as it was never the ustom to eat thesedeath sari�es. No rae has been entirely free from the pratie of human sari�e in some formand at some time, even though the Andonites, Nodites, and Adamites were the least addited toannibalism.Human sari�e has been virtually universal; it persisted in the religious ustoms of the Chinese,Hindus, Egyptians, Hebrews, Mesopotamians, Greeks, Romans, and many other peoples, even onto reent times among the bakward Afrian and Australian tribes. The later Amerian Indianshad a ivilization emerging from annibalism and, therefore, steeped in human sari�e, espeiallyin Central and South Ameria. The Chaldeans were among the �rst to abandon the sari�ingof humans for ordinary oasions, substituting therefor animals. About two thousand years ago atenderhearted Japanese emperor introdued lay images to take the plae of human sari�es, but itwas less than a thousand years ago that these sari�es died out in northern Europe. Among ertainbakward tribes, human sari�e is still arried on by volunteers, a sort of religious or ritual suiide.A shaman one ordered the sari�e of a muh respeted old man of a ertain tribe. The peoplerevolted; they refused to obey. Whereupon the old man had his own son dispath him; the anientsreally believed in this ustom.There is no more tragi and patheti experiene on reord, illustrative of the heart-tearing on-tentions between anient and time-honored religious ustoms and the ontrary demands of advaningivilization, than the Hebrew narrative of Jephthah and his only daughter. As was ommon ustom,this well-meaning man had made a foolish vow, had bargained with the \god of battles," agreeingto pay a ertain prie for vitory over his enemies. And this prie was to make a sari�e of that900



whih �rst ame out of his house to meet him when he returned to his home. Jephthah thought thatone of his trusty slaves would thus be on hand to greet him, but it turned out that his daughter andonly hild ame out to welome him home. And so, even at that late date and among a supposedlyivilized people, this beautiful maiden, after two months to mourn her fate, was atually o�ered as ahuman sari�e by her father, and with the approval of his fellow tribesmen. And all this was donein the fae of Moses' stringent rulings against the o�ering of human sari�e. But men and womenare addited to making foolish and needless vows, and the men of old held all suh pledges to behighly sared.In olden times, when a new building of any importane was started, it was ustomary to slay ahuman being as a \foundation sari�e." This provided a ghost spirit to wath over and protet thestruture. When the Chinese made ready to ast a bell, ustom dereed the sari�e of at least onemaiden for the purpose of improving the tone of the bell; the girl hosen was thrown alive into themolten metal.It was long the pratie of many groups to build slaves alive into important walls. In later timesthe northern European tribes substituted the walling in of the shadow of a passerby for this ustom ofentombing living persons in the walls of new buildings. The Chinese buried in a wall those workmenwho died while onstruting it.A petty king in Palestine, in building the walls of Jeriho, \laid the foundation thereof in Abiram,his �rst-born, and set up the gates thereof in his youngest son, Segub." At that late date, not onlydid this father put two of his sons alive in the foundation holes of the ity's gates, but his ation isalso reorded as being \aording to the word of the Lord." Moses had forbidden these foundationsari�es, but the Israelites reverted to them soon after his death. The twentieth-entury eremony ofdepositing trinkets and keepsakes in the ornerstone of a new building is reminisent of the primitivefoundation sari�es.It was long the ustom of many peoples to dediate the �rst fruits to the spirits. And these obser-vanes, now more or less symboli, are all survivals of the early eremonies involving human sari�e.The idea of o�ering the �rst-born as a sari�e was widespread among the anients, espeially amongthe Phoeniians, who were the last to give it up. It used to be said upon sari�ing, \life for life."Now you say at death, \dust to dust."The spetale of Abraham onstrained to sari�e his son Isaa, while shoking to ivilized sus-eptibilities, was not a new or strange idea to the men of those days. It was long a prevalent pratiefor fathers, at times of great emotional stress, to sari�e their �rst-born sons. Many peoples have atradition analogous to this story, for there one existed a world-wide and profound belief that it wasneessary to o�er a human sari�e when anything extraordinary or unusual happened.89.7 Modi�ations of Human Sari�eMoses attempted to end human sari�es by inaugurating the ransom as a substitute. He establisheda systemati shedule whih enabled his people to esape the worst results of their rash and foolishvows. Lands, properties, and hildren ould be redeemed aording to the established fees, whih werepayable to the priests. Those groups whih eased to sari�e their �rst-born soon possessed greatadvantages over less advaned neighbors who ontinued these atroious ats. Many suh bakwardtribes were not only greatly weakened by this loss of sons, but even the suession of leadership wasoften broken.An outgrowth of the passing hild sari�e was the ustom of smearing blood on the house door-posts for the protetion of the �rst-born. This was often done in onnetion with one of the saredfeasts of the year, and this eremony one obtained over most of the world from Mexio to Egypt.901



Even after most groups had eased the ritual killing of hildren, it was the ustom to put aninfant away by itself, o� in the wilderness or in a little boat on the water. If the hild survived, itwas thought that the gods had intervened to preserve him, as in the traditions of Sargon, Moses,Cyrus, and Romulus. Then ame the pratie of dediating the �rst-born sons as sared or sari�ial,allowing them to grow up and then exiling them in lieu of death; this was the origin of olonization.The Romans adhered to this ustom in their sheme of olonization.Many of the peuliar assoiations of sex laxity with primitive worship had their origin in onnetionwith human sari�e. In olden times, if a woman met head-hunters, she ould redeem her life bysexual surrender. Later, a maiden onserated to the gods as a sari�e might elet to redeem herlife by dediating her body for life to the sared sex servie of the temple; in this way she ould earnher redemption money. The anients regarded it as highly elevating to have sex relations with awoman thus engaged in ransoming her life. It was a religious eremony to onsort with these saredmaidens, and in addition, this whole ritual a�orded an aeptable exuse for ommonplae sexualgrati�ation. This was a subtle speies of self-deeption whih both the maidens and their onsortsdelighted to pratie upon themselves. The mores always drag behind in the evolutionary advane ofivilization, thus providing santion for the earlier and more savagelike sex praties of the evolvingraes.Temple harlotry eventually spread throughout southern Europe and Asia. The money earned bythe temple prostitutes was held sared among all peoples - a high gift to present to the gods. Thehighest types of women thronged the temple sex marts and devoted their earnings to all kinds ofsared servies and works of publi good. Many of the better lasses of women olleted their dowriesby temporary sex servie in the temples, and most men preferred to have suh women for wives.89.8 Redemption and CovenantsSari�ial redemption and temple prostitution were in reality modi�ations of human sari�e. Nextame the mok sari�e of daughters. This eremony onsisted in bloodletting, with dediation tolifelong virginity, and was a moral reation to the older temple harlotry. In more reent times virginsdediated themselves to the servie of tending the sared temple �res.Men eventually oneived the idea that the o�ering of some part of the body ould take theplae of the older and omplete human sari�e. Physial mutilation was also onsidered to be anaeptable substitute. Hair, nails, blood, and even �ngers and toes were sari�ed. The later andwell-nigh universal anient rite of irumision was an outgrowth of the ult of partial sari�e; itwas purely sari�ial, no thought of hygiene being attahed thereto. Men were irumised; womenhad their ears piered.Subsequently it beame the ustom to bind �ngers together instead of utting them o�. Shavingthe head and utting the hair were likewise forms of religious devotion. The making of eunuhs wasat �rst a modi�ation of the idea of human sari�e. Nose and lip piering is still pratied in Afria,and tattooing is an artisti evolution of the earlier rude sarring of the body.The ustom of sari�e eventually beame assoiated, as a result of advaning teahings, with theidea of the ovenant. At last, the gods were oneived of as entering into real agreements with man;and this was a major step in the stabilization of religion. Law, a ovenant, takes the plae of luk,fear, and superstition.Man ould never even dream of entering into a ontrat with Deity until his onept of God hadadvaned to the level whereon the universe ontrollers were envisioned as dependable. And man'searly idea of God was so anthropomorphi that he was unable to oneive of a dependable Deityuntil he himself beame relatively dependable, moral, and ethial.902



But the idea of making a ovenant with the gods did �nally arrive. Evolutionary man eventuallyaquired suh moral dignity that he dared to bargain with his gods. And so the business of o�eringsari�es gradually developed into the game of man's philosophi bargaining with God. And all thisrepresented a new devie for insuring against bad luk or, rather, an enhaned tehnique for the morede�nite purhase of prosperity. Do not entertain the mistaken idea that these early sari�es were afree gift to the gods, a spontaneous o�ering of gratitude or thanksgiving; they were not expressionsof true worship.Primitive forms of prayer were nothing more nor less than bargaining with the spirits, an argumentwith the gods. It was a kind of bartering in whih pleading and persuasion were substituted forsomething more tangible and ostly. The developing ommere of the raes had inulated the spiritof trade and had developed the shrewdness of barter; and now these traits began to appear in man'sworship methods. And as some men were better traders than others, so some were regarded as betterprayers than others. The prayer of a just man was held in high esteem. A just man was one whohad paid all aounts to the spirits, had fully disharged every ritual obligation to the gods.Early prayer was hardly worship; it was a bargaining petition for health, wealth, and life. Andin many respets prayers have not muh hanged with the passing of the ages. They are still readout of books, reited formally, and written out for emplaement on wheels and for hanging on trees,where the blowing of the winds will save man the trouble of expending his own breath.89.9 Sari�es and SaramentsThe human sari�e, throughout the ourse of the evolution of Urantian rituals, has advaned fromthe bloody business of man-eating to higher and more symboli levels. The early rituals of sari�ebred the later eremonies of sarament. In more reent times the priest alone would partake of abit of the annibalisti sari�e or a drop of human blood, and then all would partake of the animalsubstitute. These early ideas of ransom, redemption, and ovenants have evolved into the later-daysaramental servies. And all this eremonial evolution has exerted a mighty soializing inuene.In onnetion with the Mother of God ult, in Mexio and elsewhere, a sarament of akes andwine was eventually utilized in lieu of the esh and blood of the older human sari�es. The Hebrewslong pratied this ritual as a part of their Passover eremonies, and it was from this eremonial thatthe later Christian version of the sarament took its origin.The anient soial brotherhoods were based on the rite of blood drinking; the early Jewish frater-nity was a sari�ial blood a�air. Paul started out to build a new Christian ult on \the blood of theeverlasting ovenant." And while he may have unneessarily enumbered Christianity with teahingsabout blood and sari�e, he did one and for all make an end of the dotrines of redemption throughhuman or animal sari�es. His theologi ompromises indiate that even revelation must submitto the graduated ontrol of evolution. Aording to Paul, Christ beame the last and all-suÆienthuman sari�e; the divine Judge is now fully and forever satis�ed.And so, after long ages the ult of the sari�e has evolved into the ult of the sarament. Thusare the saraments of modern religions the legitimate suessors of those shoking early eremonies ofhuman sari�e and the still earlier annibalisti rituals. Many still depend upon blood for salvation,but it has at least beome �gurative, symboli, and mysti.89.10 Forgiveness of SinAnient man only attained onsiousness of favor with God through sari�e. Modern man mustdevelop new tehniques of ahieving the self-onsiousness of salvation. The onsiousness of sin903



persists in the mortal mind, but the thought patterns of salvation therefrom have beome outwornand antiquated. The reality of the spiritual need persists, but intelletual progress has destroyed theolden ways of seuring peae and onsolation for mind and soul.Sin must be rede�ned as deliberate disloyalty to Deity. There are degrees of disloyalty: the partialloyalty of indeision; the divided loyalty of onition; the dying loyalty of indi�erene; and the deathof loyalty exhibited in devotion to godless ideals.The sense or feeling of guilt is the onsiousness of the violation of the mores; it is not neessarilysin. There is no real sin in the absene of onsious disloyalty to Deity.The possibility of the reognition of the sense of guilt is a badge of transendent distintion formankind. It does not mark man as mean but rather sets him apart as a reature of potential greatnessand ever-asending glory. Suh a sense of unworthiness is the initial stimulus that should lead quiklyand surely to those faith onquests whih translate the mortal mind to the superb levels of moralnobility, osmi insight, and spiritual living; thus are all the meanings of human existene hangedfrom the temporal to the eternal, and all values are elevated from the human to the divine.The onfession of sin is a manful repudiation of disloyalty, but it in no wise mitigates the time-spae onsequenes of suh disloyalty. But onfession - sinere reognition of the nature of sin - isessential to religious growth and spiritual progress.The forgiveness of sin by Deity is the renewal of loyalty relations following a period of the humanonsiousness of the lapse of suh relations as the onsequene of onsious rebellion. The forgivenessdoes not have to be sought, only reeived as the onsiousness of re-establishment of loyalty relationsbetween the reature and the Creator. And all the loyal sons of God are happy, servie-loving, andever-progressive in the Paradise asent.[Presented by a Brilliant Evening Star of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 90Shamanism - Mediine Men and PriestsTHE evolution of religious observanes progressed from plaation, avoidane, exorism, oerion,oniliation, and propitiation to sari�e, atonement, and redemption. The tehnique of religiousritual passed from the forms of the primitive ult through fetishes to magi and mirales; and asritual beame more omplex in response to man's inreasingly omplex onept of the supermaterialrealms, it was inevitably dominated by mediine men, shamans, and priests.In the advaning onepts of primitive man the spirit world was eventually regarded as beingunresponsive to the ordinary mortal. Only the exeptional among humans ould ath the ear ofthe gods; only the extraordinary man or woman would be heard by the spirits. Religion thus entersupon a new phase, a stage wherein it gradually beomes seondhanded; always does a mediineman, a shaman, or a priest intervene between the religionist and the objet of worship. And todaymost Urantia systems of organized religious belief are passing through this level of evolutionarydevelopment.Evolutionary religion is born of a simple and all-powerful fear, the fear whih surges throughthe human mind when onfronted with the unknown, the inexpliable, and the inomprehensible.Religion eventually ahieves the profoundly simple realization of an all-powerful love, the love whihsweeps irresistibly through the human soul when awakened to the oneption of the limitless a�e-tion of the Universal Father for the sons of the universe. But in between the beginning and theonsummation of religious evolution, there intervene the long ages of the shamans, who presume tostand between man and God as intermediaries, interpreters, and interessors.90.1 The First Shamans - The Mediine MenThe shaman was the ranking mediine man, the eremonial fetishman, and the fous personalityfor all the praties of evolutionary religion. In many groups the shaman outranked the war hief,marking the beginning of the hurh domination of the state. The shaman sometimes funtioned asa priest and even as a priest-king. Some of the later tribes had both the earlier shaman-mediinemen (seers) and the later appearing shaman-priests. And in many ases the oÆe of shaman beamehereditary.Sine in olden times anything abnormal was asribed to spirit possession, any striking mental orphysial abnormality onstituted quali�ation for being a mediine man. Many of these men wereepilepti, many of the women hysteri, and these two types aounted for a good deal of anientinspiration as well as spirit and devil possession. Quite a few of these earliest of priests were of alass whih has sine been denominated paranoia.While they may have pratied deeption in minor matters, the great majority of the shamans905



believed in the fat of their spirit possession. Women who were able to throw themselves into atrane or a atalepti �t beame powerful shamanesses; later, suh women beame prophets andspirit mediums. Their atalepti tranes usually involved alleged ommuniations with the ghosts ofthe dead. Many female shamans were also professional daners.But not all shamans were self-deeived; many were shrewd and able triksters. As the professiondeveloped, a novie was required to serve an apprentieship of ten years of hardship and self-denialto qualify as a mediine man. The shamans developed a professional mode of dress and a�eteda mysterious ondut. They frequently employed drugs to indue ertain physial states whihwould impress and mystify the tribesmen. Sleight-of-hand feats were regarded as supernatural bythe ommon folk, and ventriloquism was �rst used by shrewd priests. Many of the olden shamansunwittingly stumbled onto hypnotism; others indued autohypnosis by prolonged staring at theirnavels.While many resorted to these triks and deeptions, their reputation as a lass, after all, stood onapparent ahievement. When a shaman failed in his undertakings, if he ould not advane a plausiblealibi, he was either demoted or killed. Thus the honest shamans early perished; only the shrewdators survived.It was shamanism that took the exlusive diretion of tribal a�airs out of the hands of the oldand the strong and lodged it in the hands of the shrewd, the lever, and the farsighted.90.2 Shamanisti PratiesSpirit onjuring was a very preise and highly ompliated proedure, omparable to present-dayhurh rituals onduted in an anient tongue. The human rae very early sought for superhumanhelp, for revelation; and men believed that the shaman atually reeived suh revelations. Whilethe shamans utilized the great power of suggestion in their work, it was almost invariably negativesuggestion; only in very reent times has the tehnique of positive suggestion been employed. Inthe early development of their profession the shamans began to speialize in suh voations as rainmaking, disease healing, and rime deteting. To heal diseases was not, however, the hief funtionof a shamani mediine man; it was, rather, to know and to ontrol the hazards of living.Anient blak art, both religious and seular, was alled white art when pratied by either priests,seers, shamans, or mediine men. The pratitioners of the blak art were alled sorerers, magiians,wizards, withes, enhanters, neromaners, onjurers, and soothsayers. As time passed, all suhpurported ontat with the supernatural was lassi�ed either as withraft or shamanraft.Withraft embraed the magi performed by earlier, irregular, and unreognized spirits; shaman-raft had to do with mirales performed by regular spirits and reognized gods of the tribe. In latertimes the with beame assoiated with the devil, and thus was the stage set for the many om-paratively reent exhibitions of religious intolerane. Withraft was a religion with many primitivetribes.The shamans were great believers in the mission of hane as revelatory of the will of the spirits;they frequently ast lots to arrive at deisions. Modern survivals of this prolivity for asting lotsare illustrated, not only in the many games of hane, but also in the well-known \ounting-out"rhymes. One, the person ounted out must die; now, he is only it in some hildish game. Thatwhih was serious business to primitive man has survived as a diversion of the modern hild.The mediine men put great trust in signs and omens, suh as, \When you hear the sound of arustling in the tops of the mulberry trees, then shall you bestir yourself." Very early in the historyof the rae the shamans turned their attention to the stars. Primitive astrology was a world-widebelief and pratie; dream interpreting also beame widespread. All this was soon followed by the906



appearane of those temperamental shamanesses who professed to be able to ommuniate with thespirits of the dead.Though of anient origin, the rain makers, or weather shamans, have persisted right on downthrough the ages. A severe drought meant death to the early agriulturists; weather ontrol wasthe objet of muh anient magi. Civilized man still makes the weather the ommon topi ofonversation. The olden peoples all believed in the power of the shaman as a rain maker, but itwas ustomary to kill him when he failed, unless he ould o�er a plausible exuse to aount for thefailure.Again and again did the Caesars banish the astrologers, but they invariably returned beause ofthe popular belief in their powers. They ould not be driven out, and even in the sixteenth enturyafter Christ the diretors of Oidental hurh and state were the patrons of astrology. Thousandsof supposedly intelligent people still believe that one may be born under the domination of a lukyor an unluky star; that the juxtaposition of the heavenly bodies determines the outome of variousterrestrial adventures. Fortunetellers are still patronized by the redulous.The Greeks believed in the eÆay of oraular advie, the Chinese used magi as protetionagainst demons, shamanism ourished in India, and it still openly persists in entral Asia. It is anonly reently abandoned pratie throughout muh of the world.Ever and anon, true prophets and teahers arose to denoune and expose shamanism. Even thevanishing red man had suh a prophet within the past hundred years, the Shawnee Tenskwatawa,who predited the elipse of the sun in 1806 and denouned the vies of the white man. Many trueteahers have appeared among the various tribes and raes all through the long ages of evolutionaryhistory. And they will ever ontinue to appear to hallenge the shamans or priests of any age whooppose general eduation and attempt to thwart sienti� progress.In many ways and by devious methods the olden shamans established their reputations as voiesof God and ustodians of providene. They sprinkled the newborn with water and onferred namesupon them; they irumised the males. They presided over all burial eremonies and made dueannounement of the safe arrival of the dead in spiritland.The shamani priests and mediine men often beame very wealthy through the aretion oftheir various fees whih were ostensibly o�erings to the spirits. Not infrequently a shaman wouldaumulate pratially all the material wealth of his tribe. Upon the death of a wealthy man it wasustomary to divide his property equally with the shaman and some publi enterprise or harity.This pratie still obtains in some parts of Tibet, where one half the male population belongs to thislass of nonproduers.The shamans dressed well and usually had a number of wives; they were the original aristoray,being exempt from all tribal restritions. They were very often of low-grade mind and morals. Theysuppressed their rivals by denominating them withes or sorerers and very frequently rose to suhpositions of inuene and power that they were able to dominate the hiefs or kings.Primitive man regarded the shaman as a neessary evil; he feared him but did not love him. Earlyman respeted knowledge; he honored and rewarded wisdom. The shaman was mostly fraud, butthe veneration for shamanism well illustrates the premium put upon wisdom in the evolution of therae.90.3 The Shamani Theory of Disease and DeathSine anient man regarded himself and his material environment as being diretly responsive tothe whims of the ghosts and the fanies of the spirits, it is not strange that his religion shouldhave been so exlusively onerned with material a�airs. Modern man attaks his material problems907



diretly; he reognizes that matter is responsive to the intelligent manipulation of mind. Primitiveman likewise desired to modify and even to ontrol the life and energies of the physial domains; andsine his limited omprehension of the osmos led him to the belief that ghosts, spirits, and godswere personally and immediately onerned with the detailed ontrol of life and matter, he logiallydireted his e�orts to winning the favor and support of these superhuman agenies.Viewed in this light, muh of the inexpliable and irrational in the anient ults is understandable.The eremonies of the ult were primitive man's attempt to ontrol the material world in whih hefound himself. And many of his e�orts were direted to the end of prolonging life and insuring health.Sine all diseases and death itself were originally regarded as spirit phenomena, it was inevitable thatthe shamans, while funtioning as mediine men and priests, should also have labored as dotors andsurgeons.The primitive mind may be handiapped by lak of fats, but it is for all that logial. Whenthoughtful men observe disease and death, they set about to determine the auses of these visitations,and in aordane with their understanding, the shamans and the sientists have propounded thefollowing theories of a�ition:1. Ghosts - diret spirit inuenes. The earliest hypothesis advaned in explanation of diseaseand death was that spirits aused disease by entiing the soul out of the body; if it failed to return,death ensued. The anients so feared the malevolent ation of disease-produing ghosts that ailingindividuals would often be deserted without even food or water. Regardless of the erroneous basisfor these beliefs, they did e�etively isolate a�ited individuals and prevent the spread of ontagiousdisease.2. Violene - obvious auses. The auses for some aidents and deaths were so easy to identify thatthey were early removed from the ategory of ghost ation. Fatalities and wounds attendant uponwar, animal ombat, and other readily identi�able agenies were onsidered as natural ourrenes.But it was long believed that the spirits were still responsible for delayed healing or for the infetionof wounds of even \natural" ausation. If no observable natural agent ould be disovered, the spiritghosts were still held responsible for disease and death.Today, in Afria and elsewhere may be found primitive peoples who kill someone every timea nonviolent death ours. Their mediine men indiate the guilty parties. If a mother dies inhildbirth, the hild is immediately strangled - a life for a life.3. Magi - the inuene of enemies. Muh sikness was thought to be aused by bewithment,the ation of the evil eye and the magi pointing bow. At one time it was really dangerous to pointa �nger at anyone; it is still regarded as ill-mannered to point. In ases of obsure disease and deaththe anients would hold a formal inquest, disset the body, and settle upon some �nding as theause of death; otherwise the death would be laid to withraft, thus neessitating the exeution ofthe with responsible therefor. These anient oroner's inquests saved many a supposed with's life.Among some it was believed that a tribesman ould die as a result of his own withraft, in whihevent no one was aused.4. Sin - punishment for taboo violation. In omparatively reent times it has been believedthat sikness is a punishment for sin, personal or raial. Among peoples traversing this level ofevolution the prevailing theory is that one annot be a�ited unless one has violated a taboo. Toregard sikness and su�ering as \arrows of the Almighty within them" is typial of suh beliefs.The Chinese and Mesopotamians long regarded disease as the result of the ation of evil demons,although the Chaldeans also looked upon the stars as the ause of su�ering. This theory of disease asa onsequene of divine wrath is still prevalent among many reputedly ivilized groups of Urantians.5. Natural ausation. Mankind has been very slow to learn the material serets of the inter-relationship of ause and e�et in the physial domains of energy, matter, and life. The anientGreeks, having preserved the traditions of Adamson's teahings, were among the �rst to reognize908



that all disease is the result of natural auses. Slowly and ertainly the unfolding of a sienti� era isdestroying man's age-old theories of sikness and death. Fever was one of the �rst human ailmentsto be removed from the ategory of supernatural disorders, and progressively the era of siene hasbroken the fetters of ignorane whih so long imprisoned the human mind. An understanding of oldage and ontagion is gradually obliterating man's fear of ghosts, spirits, and gods as the personalperpetrators of human misery and mortal su�ering.Evolution unerringly ahieves its end: It imbues man with that superstitious fear of the unknownand dread of the unseen whih is the sa�olding for the God onept. And having witnessed thebirth of an advaned omprehension of Deity, through the o-ordinate ation of revelation, this sametehnique of evolution then unerringly sets in motion those fores of thought whih will inexorablyobliterate the sa�olding, whih has served its purpose.90.4 Mediine Under the ShamansThe entire life of anient men was prophylati; their religion was in no small measure a tehnique fordisease prevention. And regardless of the error in their theories, they were wholehearted in puttingthem into e�et; they had unbounded faith in their methods of treatment, and that, in itself, is apowerful remedy.The faith required to get well under the foolish ministrations of one of these anient shamans was,after all, not materially di�erent from that whih is required to experiene healing at the hands ofsome of his later-day suessors who engage in the nonsienti� treatment of disease.The more primitive tribes greatly feared the sik, and for long ages they were arefully avoided,shamefully negleted. It was a great advane in humanitarianism when the evolution of shamanraftprodued priests and mediine men who onsented to treat disease. Then it beame ustomary forthe entire lan to rowd into the sikroom to assist the shaman in howling the disease ghosts away.It was not unommon for a woman to be the diagnosing shaman, while a man would administertreatment. The usual method of diagnosing disease was to examine the entrails of an animal.Disease was treated by hanting, howling, laying on of hands, breathing on the patient, and manyother tehniques. In later times the resort to temple sleep, during whih healing supposedly tookplae, beame widespread. The mediine men eventually essayed atual surgery in onnetion withtemple slumber; among the �rst operations was that of trephining the skull to allow a headahe spiritto esape. The shamans learned to treat fratures and disloations, to open boils and absesses; theshamanesses beame adept at midwifery.It was a ommon method of treatment to rub something magial on an infeted or blemished spoton the body, throw the harm away, and supposedly experiene a ure. If anyone should hane topik up the disarded harm, it was believed he would immediately aquire the infetion or blemish.It was a long time before herbs and other real mediines were introdued. Massage was developed inonnetion with inantation, rubbing the spirit out of the body, and was preeded by e�orts to rubmediine in, even as moderns attempt to rub liniments in. Cupping and suking the a�eted parts,together with bloodletting, were thought to be of value in getting rid of a disease-produing spirit.Sine water was a potent fetish, it was utilized in the treatment of many ailments. For long it wasbelieved that the spirit ausing the sikness ould be eliminated by sweating. Vapor baths were highlyregarded; natural hot springs soon blossomed as primitive health resorts. Early man disovered thatheat would relieve pain; he used sunlight, fresh animal organs, hot lay, and hot stones, and manyof these methods are still employed. Rhythm was pratied in an e�ort to inuene the spirits; thetom-toms were universal.Among some people disease was thought to be aused by a wiked onspiray between spirits and909



animals. This gave rise to the belief that there existed a bene�ent plant remedy for every animal-aused disease. The red men were espeially devoted to the plant theory of universal remedies; theyalways put a drop of blood in the root hole left when the plant was pulled up.Fasting, dieting, and ounterirritants were often used as remedial measures. Human seretions, be-ing de�nitely magial, were highly regarded; blood and urine were thus among the earliest mediinesand were soon augmented by roots and various salts. The shamans believed that disease spirits ouldbe driven out of the body by foul-smelling and bad-tasting mediines. Purging very early beame aroutine treatment, and the values of raw ooa and quinine were among the earliest pharmaeutialdisoveries.The Greeks were the �rst to evolve truly rational methods of treating the sik. Both the Greeksand the Egyptians reeived their medial knowledge from the Euphrates valley. Oil and wine was avery early mediine for treating wounds; astor oil and opium were used by the Sumerians. Manyof these anient and e�etive seret remedies lost their power when they beame known; sereyhas always been essential to the suessful pratie of fraud and superstition. Only fats and truthourt the full light of omprehension and rejoie in the illumination and enlightenment of sienti�researh.90.5 Priests and RitualsThe essene of the ritual is the perfetion of its performane; among savages it must be pratiedwith exat preision. It is only when the ritual has been orretly arried out that the eremonypossesses ompelling power over the spirits. If the ritual is faulty, it only arouses the anger andresentment of the gods. Therefore, sine man's slowly evolving mind oneived that the tehnique ofritual was the deisive fator in its eÆay, it was inevitable that the early shamans should sooneror later evolve into a priesthood trained to diret the metiulous pratie of the ritual. And so fortens of thousands of years endless rituals have hampered soiety and ursed ivilization, have beenan intolerable burden to every at of life, every raial undertaking.Ritual is the tehnique of santifying ustom; ritual reates and perpetuates myths as well asontributing to the preservation of soial and religious ustoms. Again, ritual itself has been fatheredby myths. Rituals are often at �rst soial, later beoming eonomi and �nally aquiring the santityand dignity of religious eremonial. Ritual may be personal or group in pratie - or both - asillustrated by prayer, daning, and drama.Words beome a part of ritual, suh as the use of terms like amen and selah. The habit ofswearing, profanity, represents a prostitution of former ritualisti repetition of holy names. Themaking of pilgrimages to sared shrines is a very anient ritual. The ritual next grew into elaborateeremonies of puri�ation, leansing, and santi�ation. The initiation eremonies of the primitivetribal seret soieties were in reality a rude religious rite. The worship tehnique of the oldenmystery ults was just one long performane of aumulated religious ritual. Ritual �nally developedinto the modern types of soial eremonials and religious worship, servies embraing prayer, song,responsive reading, and other individual and group spiritual devotions.The priests evolved from shamans up through orales, diviners, singers, daners, weathermakers,guardians of religious relis, temple ustodians, and foretellers of events, to the status of atualdiretors of religious worship. Eventually the oÆe beame hereditary; a ontinuous priestly astearose.As religion evolved, priests began to speialize aording to their innate talents or speial predile-tions. Some beame singers, others prayers, and still others sari�ers; later ame the orators -preahers. And when religion beame institutionalized, these priests laimed to \hold the keys of910



heaven."The priests have always sought to impress and awe the ommon people by onduting the religiousritual in an anient tongue and by sundry magial passes so to mystify the worshipers as to enhanetheir own piety and authority. The great danger in all this is that the ritual tends to beome asubstitute for religion.The priesthoods have done muh to delay sienti� development and to hinder spiritual progress,but they have ontributed to the stabilization of ivilization and to the enhanement of ertain kindsof ulture. But many modern priests have eased to funtion as diretors of the ritual of the worshipof God, having turned their attention to theology - the attempt to de�ne God.It is not denied that the priests have been a millstone about the nek of the raes, but the truereligious leaders have been invaluable in pointing the way to higher and better realities.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 91The Evolution of PrayerPRAYER, as an ageny of religion, evolved from previous nonreligious monologue and dialogueexpressions. With the attainment of self-onsiousness by primitive man there ourred the inevitableorollary of other-onsiousness, the dual potential of soial response and God reognition.The earliest prayer forms were not addressed to Deity. These expressions were muh like what youwould say to a friend as you entered upon some important undertaking, \Wish me luk." Primitiveman was enslaved to magi; luk, good and bad, entered into all the a�airs of life. At �rst, theseluk petitions were monologues - just a kind of thinking out loud by the magi server. Next, thesebelievers in luk would enlist the support of their friends and families, and presently some form oferemony would be performed whih inluded the whole lan or tribe.When the onepts of ghosts and spirits evolved, these petitions beame superhuman in address,and with the onsiousness of gods, suh expressions attained to the levels of genuine prayer. As anillustration of this, among ertain Australian tribes primitive religious prayers antedated their beliefin spirits and superhuman personalities.The Toda tribe of India now observes this pratie of praying to no one in partiular, just as didthe early peoples before the times of religious onsiousness. Only, among the Todas, this representsa regression of their degenerating religion to this primitive level. The present-day rituals of thedairymen priests of the Todas do not represent a religious eremony sine these impersonal prayersdo not ontribute anything to the onservation or enhanement of any soial, moral, or spiritualvalues.Prereligious praying was part of the mana praties of the Melanesians, the oudah beliefs of theAfrian Pygmies, and the manitou superstitions of the North Amerian Indians. The Baganda tribesof Afria have only reently emerged from the mana level of prayer. In this early evolutionaryonfusion men pray to gods - loal and national - to fetishes, amulets, ghosts, rulers, and to ordinarypeople.91.1 Primitive PrayerThe funtion of early evolutionary religion is to onserve and augment the essential soial, moral,and spiritual values whih are slowly taking form. This mission of religion is not onsiously observedby mankind, but it is hiey e�eted by the funtion of prayer. The pratie of prayer representsthe unintended, but nonetheless personal and olletive, e�ort of any group to seure (to atualize)this onservation of higher values. But for the safeguarding of prayer, all holy days would speedilyrevert to the status of mere holidays.Religion and its agenies, the hief of whih is prayer, are allied only with those values whih have913



general soial reognition, group approval. Therefore, when primitive man attempted to gratify hisbaser emotions or to ahieve unmitigated sel�sh ambitions, he was deprived of the onsolation ofreligion and the assistane of prayer. If the individual sought to aomplish anything antisoial, hewas obliged to seek the aid of nonreligious magi, resort to sorerers, and thus be deprived of theassistane of prayer. Prayer, therefore, very early beame a mighty promoter of soial evolution,moral progress, and spiritual attainment.But the primitive mind was neither logial nor onsistent. Early men did not pereive that materialthings were not the provine of prayer. These simple-minded souls reasoned that food, shelter, rain,game, and other material goods enhaned the soial welfare, and therefore they began to pray forthese physial blessings. While this onstituted a perversion of prayer, it enouraged the e�ort torealize these material objetives by soial and ethial ations. Suh a prostitution of prayer, whiledebasing the spiritual values of a people, nevertheless diretly elevated their eonomi, soial, andethial mores.Prayer is only monologuous in the most primitive type of mind. It early beomes a dialogue andrapidly expands to the level of group worship. Prayer signi�es that the premagial inantations ofprimitive religion have evolved to that level where the human mind reognizes the reality of bene�entpowers or beings who are able to enhane soial values and to augment moral ideals, and further,that these inuenes are superhuman and distint from the ego of the self-onsious human andhis fellow mortals. True prayer does not, therefore, appear until the ageny of religious ministry isvisualized as personal.Prayer is little assoiated with animism, but suh beliefs may exist alongside emerging religioussentiments. Many times, religion and animism have had entirely separate origins.With those mortals who have not been delivered from the primitive bondage of fear, there is areal danger that all prayer may lead to a morbid sense of sin, unjusti�ed onvitions of guilt, realor fanied. But in modern times it is not likely that many will spend suÆient time at prayer tolead to this harmful brooding over their unworthiness or sinfulness. The dangers attendant upon thedistortion and perversion of prayer onsist in ignorane, superstition, rystallization, devitalization,materialism, and fanatiism.91.2 Evolving PrayerThe �rst prayers were merely verbalized wishes, the expression of sinere desires. Prayer next beamea tehnique of ahieving spirit o-operation. And then it attained to the higher funtion of assistingreligion in the onservation of all worth-while values.Both prayer and magi arose as a result of man's adjustive reations to Urantian environment.But aside from this generalized relationship, they have little in ommon. Prayer has always indiatedpositive ation by the praying ego; it has been always psyhi and sometimes spiritual. Magi hasusually signi�ed an attempt to manipulate reality without a�eting the ego of the manipulator,the pratitioner of magi. Despite their independent origins, magi and prayer often have beeninterrelated in their later stages of development. Magi has sometimes asended by goal elevationfrom formulas through rituals and inantations to the threshold of true prayer. Prayer has sometimesbeome so materialisti that it has degenerated into a pseudomagial tehnique of avoiding theexpenditure of that e�ort whih is requisite for the solution of Urantian problems.When man learned that prayer ould not oere the gods, then it beame more of a petition, favorseeking. But the truest prayer is in reality a ommunion between man and his Maker.The appearane of the sari�e idea in any religion unfailingly detrats from the higher eÆayof true prayer in that men seek to substitute the o�erings of material possessions for the o�ering of914



their own onserated wills to the doing of the will of God.When religion is divested of a personal God, its prayers translate to the levels of theology andphilosophy. When the highest God onept of a religion is that of an impersonal Deity, suh as inpantheisti idealism, although a�ording the basis for ertain forms of mysti ommunion, it provesfatal to the poteny of true prayer, whih always stands for man's ommunion with a personal andsuperior being.During the earlier times of raial evolution and even at the present time, in the day-by-dayexperiene of the average mortal, prayer is very muh a phenomenon of man's interourse with hisown subonsious. But there is also a domain of prayer wherein the intelletually alert and spirituallyprogressing individual attains more or less ontat with the superonsious levels of the human mind,the domain of the indwelling Thought Adjuster. In addition, there is a de�nite spiritual phase oftrue prayer whih onerns its reeption and reognition by the spiritual fores of the universe, andwhih is entirely distint from all human and intelletual assoiation.Prayer ontributes greatly to the development of the religious sentiment of an evolving humanmind. It is a mighty inuene working to prevent isolation of personality.Prayer represents one tehnique assoiated with the natural religions of raial evolution whih alsoforms a part of the experiential values of the higher religions of ethial exellene, the religions ofrevelation.91.3 Prayer and the Alter EgoChildren, when �rst learning to make use of language, are prone to think out loud, to express theirthoughts in words, even if no one is present to hear them. With the dawn of reative imagination theyevine a tendeny to onverse with imaginary ompanions. In this way a budding ego seeks to holdommunion with a �titious alter ego. By this tehnique the hild early learns to onvert his mono-logue onversations into pseudo dialogues in whih this alter ego makes replies to his verbal thinkingand wish expression. Very muh of an adult's thinking is mentally arried on in onversational form.The early and primitive form of prayer was muh like the semimagial reitations of the present-day Toda tribe, prayers that were not addressed to anyone in partiular. But suh tehniques ofpraying tend to evolve into the dialogue type of ommuniation by the emergene of the idea of analter ego. In time the alter-ego onept is exalted to a superior status of divine dignity, and prayeras an ageny of religion has appeared. Through many phases and during long ages this primitivetype of praying is destined to evolve before attaining the level of intelligent and truly ethial prayer.As it is oneived by suessive generations of praying mortals, the alter ego evolves up throughghosts, fetishes, and spirits to polytheisti gods, and eventually to the One God, a divine beingembodying the highest ideals and the loftiest aspirations of the praying ego. And thus does prayerfuntion as the most potent ageny of religion in the onservation of the highest values and idealsof those who pray. From the moment of the oneiving of an alter ego to the appearane of theonept of a divine and heavenly Father, prayer is always a soializing, moralizing, and spiritualizingpratie.The simple prayer of faith evidenes a mighty evolution in human experiene whereby the anientonversations with the �titious symbol of the alter ego of primitive religion have beome exalted tothe level of ommunion with the spirit of the In�nite and to that of a bona �de onsiousness of thereality of the eternal God and Paradise Father of all intelligent reation.Aside from all that is superself in the experiene of praying, it should be remembered that ethialprayer is a splendid way to elevate one's ego and reinfore the self for better living and higher attain-ment. Prayer indues the human ego to look both ways for help: for material aid to the subonsious915



reservoir of mortal experiene, for inspiration and guidane to the superonsious borders of theontat of the material with the spiritual, with the Mystery Monitor.Prayer ever has been and ever will be a twofold human experiene: a psyhologi proedureinterassoiated with a spiritual tehnique. And these two funtions of prayer an never be fullyseparated.Enlightened prayer must reognize not only an external and personal God but also an internal andimpersonal Divinity, the indwelling Adjuster. It is altogether �tting that man, when he prays, shouldstrive to grasp the onept of the Universal Father on Paradise; but the more e�etive tehnique formost pratial purposes will be to revert to the onept of a near-by alter ego, just as the primitivemind was wont to do, and then to reognize that the idea of this alter ego has evolved from a mere�tion to the truth of God's indwelling mortal man in the fatual presene of the Adjuster so thatman an talk fae to fae, as it were, with a real and genuine and divine alter ego that indwells himand is the very presene and essene of the living God, the Universal Father.
91.4 Ethial PrayingNo prayer an be ethial when the petitioner seeks for sel�sh advantage over his fellows. Sel�shand materialisti praying is inompatible with the ethial religions whih are prediated on unsel�shand divine love. All suh unethial praying reverts to the primitive levels of pseudo magi and isunworthy of advaning ivilizations and enlightened religions. Sel�sh praying transgresses the spiritof all ethis founded on loving justie.Prayer must never be so prostituted as to beome a substitute for ation. All ethial prayer is astimulus to ation and a guide to the progressive striving for idealisti goals of superself-attainment.In all your praying be fair; do not expet God to show partiality, to love you more than his otherhildren, your friends, neighbors, even enemies. But the prayer of the natural or evolved religionsis not at �rst ethial, as it is in the later revealed religions. All praying, whether individual orommunal, may be either egoisti or altruisti. That is, the prayer may be entered upon the self orupon others. When the prayer seeks nothing for the one who prays nor anything for his fellows, thensuh attitudes of the soul tend to the levels of true worship. Egoisti prayers involve onfessions andpetitions and often onsist in requests for material favors. Prayer is somewhat more ethial when itdeals with forgiveness and seeks wisdom for enhaned self-ontrol.While the nonsel�sh type of prayer is strengthening and omforting, materialisti praying is des-tined to bring disappointment and disillusionment as advaning sienti� disoveries demonstratethat man lives in a physial universe of law and order. The hildhood of an individual or a raeis haraterized by primitive, sel�sh, and materialisti praying. And, to a ertain extent, all suhpetitions are eÆaious in that they unvaryingly lead to those e�orts and exertions whih are on-tributory to ahieving the answers to suh prayers. The real prayer of faith always ontributes to theaugmentation of the tehnique of living, even if suh petitions are not worthy of spiritual reognition.But the spiritually advaned person should exerise great aution in attempting to disourage theprimitive or immature mind regarding suh prayers.Remember, even if prayer does not hange God, it very often e�ets great and lasting hanges inthe one who prays in faith and on�dent expetation. Prayer has been the anestor of muh peaeof mind, heerfulness, almness, ourage, self-mastery, and fair-mindedness in the men and womenof the evolving raes. 916



91.5 Soial Reperussions of PrayerIn anestor worship, prayer leads to the ultivation of anestral ideals. But prayer, as a feature ofDeity worship, transends all other suh praties sine it leads to the ultivation of divine ideals. Asthe onept of the alter ego of prayer beomes supreme and divine, so are man's ideals aordinglyelevated from mere human toward supernal and divine levels, and the result of all suh praying isthe enhanement of human harater and the profound uni�ation of human personality.But prayer need not always be individual. Group or ongregational praying is very e�etive in thatit is highly soializing in its reperussions. When a group engages in ommunity prayer for moralenhanement and spiritual uplift, suh devotions are reative upon the individuals omposing thegroup; they are all made better beause of partiipation. Even a whole ity or an entire nation anbe helped by suh prayer devotions. Confession, repentane, and prayer have led individuals, ities,nations, and whole raes to mighty e�orts of reform and ourageous deeds of valorous ahievement.If you truly desire to overome the habit of ritiizing some friend, the quikest and surest way ofahieving suh a hange of attitude is to establish the habit of praying for that person every day ofyour life. But the soial reperussions of suh prayers are dependent largely on two onditions:1. The person who is prayed for should know that he is being prayed for.2. The person who prays should ome into intimate soial ontat with the person for whom heis praying.Prayer is the tehnique whereby, sooner or later, every religion beomes institutionalized. And intime prayer beomes assoiated with numerous seondary agenies, some helpful, others deidedlydeleterious, suh as priests, holy books, worship rituals, and eremonials.But the minds of greater spiritual illumination should be patient with, and tolerant of, those lessendowed intellets that rave symbolism for the mobilization of their feeble spiritual insight. Thestrong must not look with disdain upon the weak. Those who are God-onsious without symbolismmust not deny the grae-ministry of the symbol to those who �nd it diÆult to worship Deity andto revere truth, beauty, and goodness without form and ritual. In prayerful worship, most mortalsenvision some symbol of the objet-goal of their devotions.91.6 The Provine of PrayerPrayer, unless in liaison with the will and ations of the personal spiritual fores and materialsupervisors of a realm, an have no diret e�et upon one's physial environment. While there is avery de�nite limit to the provine of the petitions of prayer, suh limits do not equally apply to thefaith of those who pray.Prayer is not a tehnique for uring real and organi diseases, but it has ontributed enormouslyto the enjoyment of abundant health and to the ure of numerous mental, emotional, and nervousailments. And even in atual baterial disease, prayer has many times added to the eÆay of otherremedial proedures. Prayer has turned many an irritable and omplaining invalid into a paragon ofpatiene and made him an inspiration to all other human su�erers.No matter how diÆult it may be to reonile the sienti� doubtings regarding the eÆay ofprayer with the ever-present urge to seek help and guidane from divine soures, never forget thatthe sinere prayer of faith is a mighty fore for the promotion of personal happiness, individualself-ontrol, soial harmony, moral progress, and spiritual attainment.Prayer, even as a purely human pratie, a dialogue with one's alter ego, onstitutes a tehniqueof the most eÆient approah to the realization of those reserve powers of human nature whih are917



stored and onserved in the unonsious realms of the human mind. Prayer is a sound psyhologipratie, aside from its religious impliations and its spiritual signi�ane. It is a fat of humanexperiene that most persons, if suÆiently hard pressed, will pray in some way to some soure ofhelp.Do not be so slothful as to ask God to solve your diÆulties, but never hesitate to ask him forwisdom and spiritual strength to guide and sustain you while you yourself resolutely and ourageouslyattak the problems at hand.Prayer has been an indispensable fator in the progress and preservation of religious ivilization,and it still has mighty ontributions to make to the further enhanement and spiritualization ofsoiety if those who pray will only do so in the light of sienti� fats, philosophi wisdom, intelletualsinerity, and spiritual faith. Pray as Jesus taught his disiples - honestly, unsel�shly, with fairness,and without doubting.But the eÆay of prayer in the personal spiritual experiene of the one who prays is in no waydependent on suh a worshiper's intelletual understanding, philosophi aumen, soial level, ulturalstatus, or other mortal aquirements. The psyhi and spiritual onomitants of the prayer of faithare immediate, personal, and experiential. There is no other tehnique whereby every man, regardlessof all other mortal aomplishments, an so e�etively and immediately approah the threshold ofthat realm wherein he an ommuniate with his Maker, where the reature ontats with the realityof the Creator, with the indwelling Thought Adjuster.91.7 Mystiism, Estasy, and InspirationMystiism, as the tehnique of the ultivation of the onsiousness of the presene of God, is altogetherpraiseworthy, but when suh praties lead to soial isolation and ulminate in religious fanatiism,they are all but reprehensible. Altogether too frequently that whih the overwrought mysti evaluatesas divine inspiration is the uprisings of his own deep mind. The ontat of the mortal mind withits indwelling Adjuster, while often favored by devoted meditation, is more frequently failitated bywholehearted and loving servie in unsel�sh ministry to one's fellow reatures.The great religious teahers and the prophets of past ages were not extreme mystis. They wereGod-knowing men and women who best served their God by unsel�sh ministry to their fellow mortals.Jesus often took his apostles away by themselves for short periods to engage in meditation and prayer,but for the most part he kept them in servie-ontat with the multitudes. The soul of man requiresspiritual exerise as well as spiritual nourishment.Religious estasy is permissible when resulting from sane anteedents, but suh experienes aremore often the outgrowth of purely emotional inuenes than a manifestation of deep spiritualharater. Religious persons must not regard every vivid psyhologi presentiment and every intenseemotional experiene as a divine revelation or a spiritual ommuniation. Genuine spiritual estasyis usually assoiated with great outward almness and almost perfet emotional ontrol. But truepropheti vision is a superpsyhologi presentiment. Suh visitations are not pseudo halluinations,neither are they tranelike estasies.The human mind may perform in response to so-alled inspiration when it is sensitive either tothe uprisings of the subonsious or to the stimulus of the superonsious. In either ase it appearsto the individual that suh augmentations of the ontent of onsiousness are more or less foreign.Unrestrained mystial enthusiasm and rampant religious estasy are not the redentials of inspiration,supposedly divine redentials.The pratial test of all these strange religious experienes of mystiism, estasy, and inspirationis to observe whether these phenomena ause an individual:918



1. To enjoy better and more omplete physial health.2. To funtion more eÆiently and pratially in his mental life.3. More fully and joyfully to soialize his religious experiene.4. More ompletely to spiritualize his day-by-day living while faithfully disharging the ommon-plae duties of routine mortal existene.5. To enhane his love for, and appreiation of, truth, beauty, and goodness.6. To onserve urrently reognized soial, moral, ethial, and spiritual values.7. To inrease his spiritual insight - God-onsiousness.But prayer has no real assoiation with these exeptional religious experienes. When prayer be-omes overmuh aestheti, when it onsists almost exlusively in beautiful and blissful ontemplationof paradisiaal divinity, it loses muh of its soializing inuene and tends toward mystiism and theisolation of its devotees. There is a ertain danger assoiated with overmuh private praying whihis orreted and prevented by group praying, ommunity devotions.91.8 Praying as a Personal ExperieneThere is a truly spontaneous aspet to prayer, for primitive man found himself praying long beforehe had any lear onept of a God. Early man was wont to pray in two diverse situations: Whenin dire need, he experiened the impulse to reah out for help; and when jubilant, he indulged theimpulsive expression of joy.Prayer is not an evolution of magi; they eah arose independently. Magi was an attempt toadjust Deity to onditions; prayer is the e�ort to adjust the personality to the will of Deity. Trueprayer is both moral and religious; magi is neither.Prayer may beome an established ustom; many pray beause others do. Still others pray beausethey fear something direful may happen if they do not o�er their regular suppliations.To some individuals prayer is the alm expression of gratitude; to others, a group expression ofpraise, soial devotions; sometimes it is the imitation of another's religion, while in true praying itis the sinere and trusting ommuniation of the spiritual nature of the reature with the anywherepresene of the spirit of the Creator.Prayer may be a spontaneous expression of God-onsiousness or a meaningless reitation oftheologi formulas. It may be the estati praise of a God-knowing soul or the slavish obeisane ofa fear-ridden mortal. It is sometimes the patheti expression of spiritual raving and sometimes theblatant shouting of pious phrases. Prayer may be joyous praise or a humble plea for forgiveness.Prayer may be the hildlike plea for the impossible or the mature entreaty for moral growth andspiritual power. A petition may be for daily bread or may embody a wholehearted yearning to �ndGod and to do his will. It may be a wholly sel�sh request or a true and magni�ent gesture towardthe realization of unsel�sh brotherhood.Prayer may be an angry ry for vengeane or a meriful interession for one's enemies. It may bethe expression of a hope of hanging God or the powerful tehnique of hanging one's self. It maybe the ringing plea of a lost sinner before a supposedly stern Judge or the joyful expression of aliberated son of the living and meriful heavenly Father.Modern man is perplexed by the thought of talking things over with God in a purely personal way.Many have abandoned regular praying; they only pray when under unusual pressure - in emergenies.Man should be unafraid to talk to God, but only a spiritual hild would undertake to persuade, or919



presume to hange, God.But real praying does attain reality. Even when the air urrents are asending, no bird an soarexept by outstrethed wings. Prayer elevates man beause it is a tehnique of progressing by theutilization of the asending spiritual urrents of the universe.Genuine prayer adds to spiritual growth, modi�es attitudes, and yields that satisfation whihomes from ommunion with divinity. It is a spontaneous outburst of God-onsiousness.God answers man's prayer by giving him an inreased revelation of truth, an enhaned appreiationof beauty, and an augmented onept of goodness. Prayer is a subjetive gesture, but it ontatswith mighty objetive realities on the spiritual levels of human experiene; it is a meaningful reahby the human for superhuman values. It is the most potent spiritual-growth stimulus.Words are irrelevant to prayer; they are merely the intelletual hannel in whih the river ofspiritual suppliation may hane to ow. The word value of a prayer is purely autosuggestive inprivate devotions and soiosuggestive in group devotions. God answers the soul's attitude, not thewords.Prayer is not a tehnique of esape from onit but rather a stimulus to growth in the very faeof onit. Pray only for values, not things; for growth, not for grati�ation.91.9 Conditions of E�etive PrayerIf you would engage in e�etive praying, you should bear in mind the laws of prevailing petitions:1. You must qualify as a potent prayer by sinerely and ourageously faing the problems ofuniverse reality. You must possess osmi stamina.2. You must have honestly exhausted the human apaity for human adjustment. You must havebeen industrious.3. You must surrender every wish of mind and every raving of soul to the transforming embraeof spiritual growth. You must have experiened an enhanement of meanings and an elevation ofvalues.4. You must make a wholehearted hoie of the divine will. You must obliterate the dead enterof indeision.5. You not only reognize the Father's will and hoose to do it, but you have e�eted an unquali�edonseration, and a dynami dediation, to the atual doing of the Father's will.6. Your prayer will be direted exlusively for divine wisdom to solve the spei� human problemsenountered in the Paradise asension - the attainment of divine perfetion.7. And you must have faith - living faith.[Presented by the Chief of the Urantia Midwayers.℄
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Chapter 92The Later Evolution of ReligionMAN possessed a religion of natural origin as a part of his evolutionary experiene long before anysystemati revelations were made on Urantia. But this religion of natural origin was, in itself, theprodut of man's superanimal endowments. Evolutionary religion arose slowly throughout the mil-lenniums of mankind's experiential areer through the ministry of the following inuenes operatingwithin, and impinging upon, savage, barbarian, and ivilized man:1. The adjutant of worship - the appearane in animal onsiousness of superanimal potentialsfor reality pereption. This might be termed the primordial human instint for Deity.2. The adjutant of wisdom - the manifestation in a worshipful mind of the tendeny to diret itsadoration in higher hannels of expression and toward ever-expanding onepts of Deity reality.3. The Holy Spirit - this is the initial supermind bestowal, and it unfailingly appears in all bona�de human personalities. This ministry to a worship-raving and wisdom-desiring mind reates theapaity to self-realize the postulate of human survival, both in theologi onept and as an atualand fatual personality experiene.The o-ordinate funtioning of these three divine ministrations is quite suÆient to initiate andproseute the growth of evolutionary religion. These inuenes are later augmented by ThoughtAdjusters, seraphim, and the Spirit of Truth, all of whih aelerate the rate of religious development.These agenies have long funtioned on Urantia, and they will ontinue here as long as this planetremains an inhabited sphere. Muh of the potential of these divine agenies has never yet hadopportunity for expression; muh will be revealed in the ages to ome as mortal religion asends,level by level, toward the supernal heights of morontia value and spirit truth.92.1 The Evolutionary Nature of ReligionThe evolution of religion has been traed from early fear and ghosts down through many suessivestages of development, inluding those e�orts �rst to oere and then to ajole the spirits. Tribalfetishes grew into totems and tribal gods; magi formulas beame modern prayers. Cirumision, at�rst a sari�e, beame a hygieni proedure.Religion progressed from nature worship up through ghost worship to fetishism throughout thesavage hildhood of the raes. With the dawn of ivilization the human rae espoused the moremysti and symboli beliefs, while now, with approahing maturity, mankind is ripening for theappreiation of real religion, even a beginning of the revelation of truth itself.Religion arises as a biologi reation of mind to spiritual beliefs and the environment; it is thelast thing to perish or hange in a rae. Religion is soiety's adjustment, in any age, to that whih ismysterious. As a soial institution it embraes rites, symbols, ults, sriptures, altars, shrines, and921



temples. Holy water, relis, fetishes, harms, vestments, bells, drums, and priesthoods are ommonto all religions. And it is impossible entirely to divore purely evolved religion from either magi orsorery.Mystery and power have always stimulated religious feelings and fears, while emotion has everfuntioned as a powerful onditioning fator in their development. Fear has always been the basireligious stimulus. Fear fashions the gods of evolutionary religion and motivates the religious ritualof the primitive believers. As ivilization advanes, fear beomes modi�ed by reverene, admiration,respet, and sympathy and is then further onditioned by remorse and repentane.One Asiati people taught that \God is a great fear"; that is the outgrowth of purely evolutionaryreligion. Jesus, the revelation of the highest type of religious living, prolaimed that \God is love."92.2 Religion and the MoresReligion is the most rigid and unyielding of all human institutions, but it does tardily adjust tohanging soiety. Eventually, evolutionary religion does reet the hanging mores, whih, in turn,may have been a�eted by revealed religion. Slowly, surely, but grudgingly, does religion (worship)follow in the wake of wisdom - knowledge direted by experiential reason and illuminated by divinerevelation.Religion lings to the mores; that whih was is anient and supposedly sared. For this reasonand no other, stone implements persisted long into the age of bronze and iron. This statement is ofreord: \And if you will make me an altar of stone, you shall not build it of hewn stone, for, if youuse your tools in making it, you have polluted it." Even today, the Hindus kindle their altar �res byusing a primitive �re drill. In the ourse of evolutionary religion, novelty has always been regarded assarilege. The sarament must onsist, not of new and manufatured food, but of the most primitiveof viands: \The esh roasted with �re and unleavened bread served with bitter herbs." All types ofsoial usage and even legal proedures ling to the old forms.When modern man wonders at the presentation of so muh in the sriptures of di�erent religionsthat may be regarded as obsene, he should pause to onsider that passing generations have feared toeliminate what their anestors deemed to be holy and sared. A great deal that one generation mightlook upon as obsene, preeding generations have onsidered a part of their aepted mores, even asapproved religious rituals. A onsiderable amount of religious ontroversy has been oasioned by thenever-ending attempts to reonile olden but reprehensible praties with newly advaned reason, to�nd plausible theories in justi�ation of reedal perpetuation of anient and outworn ustoms.But it is only foolish to attempt the too sudden aeleration of religious growth. A rae or nationan only assimilate from any advaned religion that whih is reasonably onsistent and ompatiblewith its urrent evolutionary status, plus its genius for adaptation. Soial, limati, politial, andeonomi onditions are all inuential in determining the ourse and progress of religious evolution.Soial morality is not determined by religion, that is, by evolutionary religion; rather are the formsof religion ditated by the raial morality.Raes of men only super�ially aept a strange and new religion; they atually adjust it to theirmores and old ways of believing. This is well illustrated by the example of a ertain New Zealand tribewhose priests, after nominally aepting Christianity, professed to have reeived diret revelationsfrom Gabriel to the e�et that this selfsame tribe had beome the hosen people of God and diretingthat they be permitted freely to indulge in loose sex relations and numerous other of their olden andreprehensible ustoms. And immediately all of the new-made Christians went over to this new andless exating version of Christianity.Religion has at one time or another santioned all sorts of ontrary and inonsistent behavior,922



has at some time approved of pratially all that is now regarded as immoral or sinful. Consiene,untaught by experiene and unaided by reason, never has been, and never an be, a safe and unerringguide to human ondut. Consiene is not a divine voie speaking to the human soul. It is merelythe sum total of the moral and ethial ontent of the mores of any urrent stage of existene; itsimply represents the humanly oneived ideal of reation in any given set of irumstanes.92.3 The Nature of Evolutionary ReligionThe study of human religion is the examination of the fossil-bearing soial strata of past ages. Themores of the anthropomorphi gods are a truthful reetion of the morals of the men who �rstoneived suh deities. Anient religions and mythology faithfully portray the beliefs and traditionsof peoples long sine lost in obsurity. These olden ult praties persist alongside newer eonomiustoms and soial evolutions and, of ourse, appear grossly inonsistent. The remnants of the ultpresent a true piture of the raial religions of the past. Always remember, the ults are formed, notto disover truth, but rather to promulgate their reeds.Religion has always been largely a matter of rites, rituals, observanes, eremonies, and dogmas.It has usually beome tainted with that persistently mishief-making error, the hosen-people delu-sion. The ardinal religious ideas of inantation, inspiration, revelation, propitiation, repentane,atonement, interession, sari�e, prayer, onfession, worship, survival after death, sarament, rit-ual, ransom, salvation, redemption, ovenant, unleanness, puri�ation, prophey, original sin - theyall go bak to the early times of primordial ghost fear.Primitive religion is nothing more nor less than the struggle for material existene extended toembrae existene beyond the grave. The observanes of suh a reed represented the extension ofthe self-maintenane struggle into the domain of an imagined ghost-spirit world. But when temptedto ritiize evolutionary religion, be areful. Remember, that is what happened; it is a historialfat. And further reall that the power of any idea lies, not in its ertainty or truth, but rather inthe vividness of its human appeal.Evolutionary religion makes no provision for hange or revision; unlike siene, it does not providefor its own progressive orretion. Evolved religion ommands respet beause its followers believeit is The Truth; \the faith one delivered to the saints" must, in theory, be both �nal and infallible.The ult resists development beause real progress is ertain to modify or destroy the ult itself;therefore must revision always be fored upon it.Only two inuenes an modify and uplift the dogmas of natural religion: the pressure of theslowly advaning mores and the periodi illumination of epohal revelation. And it is not strangethat progress was slow; in anient days, to be progressive or inventive meant to be killed as asorerer. The ult advanes slowly in generation epohs and agelong yles. But it does moveforward. Evolutionary belief in ghosts laid the foundation for a philosophy of revealed religion whihwill eventually destroy the superstition of its origin.Religion has handiapped soial development in many ways, but without religion there wouldhave been no enduring morality nor ethis, no worth-while ivilization. Religion enmothered muhnonreligious ulture: Sulpture originated in idol making, arhiteture in temple building, poetry ininantations, musi in worship hants, drama in the ating for spirit guidane, and daning in theseasonal worship festivals.But while alling attention to the fat that religion was essential to the development and preser-vation of ivilization, it should be reorded that natural religion has also done muh to ripple andhandiap the very ivilization whih it otherwise fostered and maintained. Religion has hamperedindustrial ativities and eonomi development; it has been wasteful of labor and has squandered923



apital; it has not always been helpful to the family; it has not adequately fostered peae and goodwill; it has sometimes negleted eduation and retarded siene; it has unduly impoverished life forthe pretended enrihment of death. Evolutionary religion, human religion, has indeed been guiltyof all these and many more mistakes, errors, and blunders; nevertheless, it did maintain ulturalethis, ivilized morality, and soial oherene, and made it possible for later revealed religion toompensate for these many evolutionary shortomings.Evolutionary religion has been man's most expensive but inomparably e�etive institution. Hu-man religion an be justi�ed only in the light of evolutionary ivilization. If man were not theasendant produt of animal evolution, then would suh a ourse of religious development standwithout justi�ation.Religion failitated the aumulation of apital; it fostered work of ertain kinds; the leisure ofthe priests promoted art and knowledge; the rae, in the end, gained muh as a result of all theseearly errors in ethial tehnique. The shamans, honest and dishonest, were terribly expensive, butthey were worth all they ost. The learned professions and siene itself emerged from the parasitialpriesthoods. Religion fostered ivilization and provided soietal ontinuity; it has been the moralpolie fore of all time. Religion provided that human disipline and self-ontrol whih made wisdompossible. Religion is the eÆient sourge of evolution whih ruthlessly drives indolent and su�eringhumanity from its natural state of intelletual inertia forward and upward to the higher levels ofreason and wisdom.And this sared heritage of animal asent, evolutionary religion, must ever ontinue to be re�nedand ennobled by the ontinuous ensorship of revealed religion and by the �ery furnae of genuinesiene.92.4 The Gift of RevelationRevelation is evolutionary but always progressive. Down through the ages of a world's history, therevelations of religion are ever-expanding and suessively more enlightening. It is the mission ofrevelation to sort and ensor the suessive religions of evolution. But if revelation is to exalt andupstep the religions of evolution, then must suh divine visitations portray teahings whih are nottoo far removed from the thought and reations of the age in whih they are presented. Thus mustand does revelation always keep in touh with evolution. Always must the religion of revelation belimited by man's apaity of reeptivity.But regardless of apparent onnetion or derivation, the religions of revelation are always har-aterized by a belief in some Deity of �nal value and in some onept of the survival of personalityidentity after death.Evolutionary religion is sentimental, not logial. It is man's reation to belief in a hypothetialghost-spirit world - the human belief-reex, exited by the realization and fear of the unknown.Revelatory religion is propounded by the real spiritual world; it is the response of the superintelletualosmos to the mortal hunger to believe in, and depend upon, the universal Deities. Evolutionaryreligion pitures the iruitous gropings of humanity in quest of truth; revelatory religion is that verytruth.There have been many events of religious revelation but only �ve of epohal signi�ane. Thesewere as follows:1. The Dalamatian teahings. The true onept of the First Soure and Center was �rst promul-gated on Urantia by the one hundred orporeal members of Prine Caligastia's sta�. This expandingrevelation of Deity went on for more than three hundred thousand years until it was suddenly ter-minated by the planetary seession and the disruption of the teahing regime. Exept for the work924



of Van, the inuene of the Dalamatian revelation was pratially lost to the whole world. Even theNodites had forgotten this truth by the time of Adam's arrival. Of all who reeived the teahings ofthe one hundred, the red men held them longest, but the idea of the Great Spirit was but a hazyonept in Amerindian religion when ontat with Christianity greatly lari�ed and strengthened it.2. The Edeni teahings. Adam and Eve again portrayed the onept of the Father of all to theevolutionary peoples. The disruption of the �rst Eden halted the ourse of the Adami revelationbefore it had ever fully started. But the aborted teahings of Adam were arried on by the Sethitepriests, and some of these truths have never been entirely lost to the world. The entire trendof Levantine religious evolution was modi�ed by the teahings of the Sethites. But by 2500 B.C.mankind had largely lost sight of the revelation sponsored in the days of Eden.3. Melhizedek of Salem. This emergeny Son of Nebadon inaugurated the third revelation oftruth on Urantia. The ardinal preepts of his teahings were trust and faith. He taught trust in theomnipotent bene�ene of God and prolaimed that faith was the at by whih men earned God'sfavor. His teahings gradually ommingled with the beliefs and praties of various evolutionaryreligions and �nally developed into those theologi systems present on Urantia at the opening of the�rst millennium after Christ.4. Jesus of Nazareth. Christ Mihael presented for the fourth time to Urantia the onept ofGod as the Universal Father, and this teahing has generally persisted ever sine. The essene of histeahing was love and servie, the loving worship whih a reature son voluntarily gives in reognitionof, and response to, the loving ministry of God his Father; the freewill servie whih suh reaturesons bestow upon their brethren in the joyous realization that in this servie they are likewise servingGod the Father.5. The Urantia Papers. The papers, of whih this is one, onstitute the most reent presentationof truth to the mortals of Urantia. These papers di�er from all previous revelations, for they arenot the work of a single universe personality but a omposite presentation by many beings. But norevelation short of the attainment of the Universal Father an ever be omplete. All other elestialministrations are no more than partial, transient, and pratially adapted to loal onditions intime and spae. While suh admissions as this may possibly detrat from the immediate fore andauthority of all revelations, the time has arrived on Urantia when it is advisable to make suh frankstatements, even at the risk of weakening the future inuene and authority of this, the most reentof the revelations of truth to the mortal raes of Urantia.92.5 The Great Religious LeadersIn evolutionary religion, the gods are oneived to exist in the likeness of man's image; in revelatoryreligion, men are taught that they are God's sons - even fashioned in the �nite image of divinity; inthe synthesized beliefs ompounded from the teahings of revelation and the produts of evolution,the God onept is a blend of:1. The pre-existent ideas of the evolutionary ults.2. The sublime ideals of revealed religion.3. The personal viewpoints of the great religious leaders, the prophets and teahers of mankind.Most great religious epohs have been inaugurated by the life and teahings of some outstandingpersonality; leadership has originated a majority of the worth-while moral movements of history.And men have always tended to venerate the leader, even at the expense of his teahings; to reverehis personality, even though losing sight of the truths whih he prolaimed. And this is not withoutreason; there is an instintive longing in the heart of evolutionary man for help from above andbeyond. This raving is designed to antiipate the appearane on earth of the Planetary Prine and925



the later Material Sons. On Urantia man has been deprived of these superhuman leaders and rulers,and therefore does he onstantly seek to make good this loss by enshrouding his human leaders withlegends pertaining to supernatural origins and miraulous areers.Many raes have oneived of their leaders as being born of virgins; their areers are liberallysprinkled with miraulous episodes, and their return is always expeted by their respetive groups.In entral Asia the tribesmen still look for the return of Genghis Khan; in Tibet, China, and India itis Buddha; in Islam it is Mohammed; among the Amerinds it was Hesunanin Onamonalonton; withthe Hebrews it was, in general, Adam's return as a material ruler. In Babylon the god Marduk wasa perpetuation of the Adam legend, the son-of-God idea, the onneting link between man and God.Following the appearane of Adam on earth, so-alled sons of God were ommon among the worldraes.But regardless of the superstitious awe in whih they were often held, it remains a fat that theseteahers were the temporal personality fulrums on whih the levers of revealed truth depended forthe advanement of the morality, philosophy, and religion of mankind.There have been hundreds upon hundreds of religious leaders in the million-year human historyof Urantia from Onagar to Guru Nanak. During this time there have been many ebbs and owsof the tide of religious truth and spiritual faith, and eah renaissane of Urantian religion has, inthe past, been identi�ed with the life and teahings of some religious leader. In onsidering theteahers of reent times, it may prove helpful to group them into the seven major religious epohsof post-Adami Urantia:1. The Sethite period. The Sethite priests, as regenerated under the leadership of Amosad, beamethe great post-Adami teahers. They funtioned throughout the lands of the Andites, and theirinuene persisted longest among the Greeks, Sumerians, and Hindus. Among the latter they haveontinued to the present time as the Brahmans of the Hindu faith. The Sethites and their followersnever entirely lost the Trinity onept revealed by Adam.2. Era of the Melhizedek missionaries. Urantia religion was in no small measure regenerated bythe e�orts of those teahers who were ommissioned by Mahiventa Melhizedek when he lived andtaught at Salem almost two thousand years before Christ. These missionaries prolaimed faith asthe prie of favor with God, and their teahings, though unprodutive of any immediately appearingreligions, nevertheless formed the foundations on whih later teahers of truth were to build thereligions of Urantia.3. The post-Melhizedek era. Though Amenemope and Ikhnaton both taught in this period,the outstanding religious genius of the post-Melhizedek era was the leader of a group of LevantineBedouins and the founder of the Hebrew religion - Moses. Moses taught monotheism. Said he:\Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one God." \The Lord he is God. There is none beside him."He persistently sought to uproot the remnants of the ghost ult among his people, even presribingthe death penalty for its pratitioners. The monotheism of Moses was adulterated by his suessors,but in later times they did return to many of his teahings. The greatness of Moses lies in his wisdomand sagaity. Other men have had greater onepts of God, but no one man was ever so suessfulin induing large numbers of people to adopt suh advaned beliefs.4. The sixth entury before Christ. Many men arose to prolaim truth in this, one of thegreatest enturies of religious awakening ever witnessed on Urantia. Among these should be reordedGautama, Confuius, Lao-tse, Zoroaster, and the Jainist teahers. The teahings of Gautama havebeome widespread in Asia, and he is revered as the Buddha by millions. Confuius was to Chinesemorality what Plato was to Greek philosophy, and while there were religious reperussions to theteahings of both, stritly speaking, neither was a religious teaher; Lao-tse envisioned more of Godin Tao than did Confuius in humanity or Plato in idealism. Zoroaster, while muh a�eted by theprevalent onept of dual spiritism, the good and the bad, at the same time de�nitely exalted the926



idea of one eternal Deity and of the ultimate vitory of light over darkness.5. The �rst entury after Christ. As a religious teaher, Jesus of Nazareth started out with theult whih had been established by John the Baptist and progressed as far as he ould away fromfasts and forms. Aside from Jesus, Paul of Tarsus and Philo of Alexandria were the greatest teahersof this era. Their onepts of religion have played a dominant part in the evolution of that faithwhih bears the name of Christ.6. The sixth entury after Christ. Mohammed founded a religion whih was superior to many ofthe reeds of his time. His was a protest against the soial demands of the faiths of foreigners andagainst the inoherene of the religious life of his own people.7. The �fteenth entury after Christ. This period witnessed two religious movements: the disrup-tion of the unity of Christianity in the Oident and the synthesis of a new religion in the Orient. InEurope institutionalized Christianity had attained that degree of inelastiity whih rendered furthergrowth inompatible with unity. In the Orient the ombined teahings of Islam, Hinduism, and Bud-dhism were synthesized by Nanak and his followers into Sikhism, one of the most advaned religionsof Asia.The future of Urantia will doubtless be haraterized by the appearane of teahers of religioustruth - the Fatherhood of God and the fraternity of all reatures. But it is to be hoped that theardent and sinere e�orts of these future prophets will be direted less toward the strengthening ofinterreligious barriers and more toward the augmentation of the religious brotherhood of spiritualworship among the many followers of the di�ering intelletual theologies whih so haraterize Urantiaof Satania.92.6 The Composite ReligionsTwentieth-entury Urantia religions present an interesting study of the soial evolution of man'sworship impulse. Many faiths have progressed very little sine the days of the ghost ult. ThePygmies of Afria have no religious reations as a lass, although some of them believe slightly ina spirit environment. They are today just where primitive man was when the evolution of religionbegan. The basi belief of primitive religion was survival after death. The idea of worshiping apersonal God indiates advaned evolutionary development, even the �rst stage of revelation. TheDyaks have evolved only the most primitive religious praties. The omparatively reent Eskimosand Amerinds had very meager onepts of God; they believed in ghosts and had an inde�nite ideaof survival of some sort after death. Present-day native Australians have only a ghost fear, dread ofthe dark, and a rude anestor veneration. The Zulus are just evolving a religion of ghost fear andsari�e. Many Afrian tribes, exept through missionary work of Christians and Mohammedans,are not yet beyond the fetish stage of religious evolution. But some groups have long held to theidea of monotheism, like the onetime Thraians, who also believed in immortality.On Urantia, evolutionary and revelatory religion are progressing side by side while they blendand oalese into the diversi�ed theologi systems found in the world in the times of the inditementof these papers. These religions, the religions of twentieth-entury Urantia, may be enumerated asfollows:1. Hinduism - the most anient.2. The Hebrew religion.3. Buddhism.4. The Confuian teahings.5. The Taoist beliefs. 927



6. Zoroastrianism.7. Shinto.8. Jainism.9. Christianity.10. Islam.11. Sikhism - the most reent.The most advaned religions of anient times were Judaism and Hinduism, and eah respetivelyhas greatly inuened the ourse of religious development in Orient and Oident. Both Hindus andHebrews believed that their religions were inspired and revealed, and they believed all others to bedeadent forms of the one true faith.India is divided among Hindu, Sikh, Mohammedan, and Jain, eah pituring God, man, and theuniverse as these are variously oneived. China follows the Taoist and the Confuian teahings;Shinto is revered in Japan.The great international, interraial faiths are the Hebrai, Buddhist, Christian, and Islami. Bud-dhism strethes from Ceylon and Burma through Tibet and China to Japan. It has shown anadaptability to the mores of many peoples that has been equaled only by Christianity.The Hebrew religion enompasses the philosophi transition from polytheism to monotheism; it isan evolutionary link between the religions of evolution and the religions of revelation. The Hebrewswere the only western people to follow their early evolutionary gods straight through to the God ofrevelation. But this truth never beame widely aepted until the days of Isaiah, who one againtaught the blended idea of a raial deity ombined with a Universal Creator: \O Lord of Hosts, Godof Israel, you are God, even you alone; you have made heaven and earth." At one time the hopeof the survival of Oidental ivilization lay in the sublime Hebrai onepts of goodness and theadvaned Helleni onepts of beauty.The Christian religion is the religion about the life and teahings of Christ based upon the theologyof Judaism, modi�ed further through the assimilation of ertain Zoroastrian teahings and Greekphilosophy, and formulated primarily by three individuals: Philo, Peter, and Paul. It has passedthrough many phases of evolution sine the time of Paul and has beome so thoroughly Oidentalizedthat many non-European peoples very naturally look upon Christianity as a strange revelation of astrange God and for strangers.Islam is the religio-ultural onnetive of North Afria, the Levant, and southeastern Asia. Itwas Jewish theology in onnetion with the later Christian teahings that made Islam monotheisti.The followers of Mohammed stumbled at the advaned teahings of the Trinity; they ould notomprehend the dotrine of three divine personalities and one Deity. It is always diÆult to indueevolutionary minds suddenly to aept advaned revealed truth. Man is an evolutionary reatureand in the main must get his religion by evolutionary tehniques.Anestor worship onetime onstituted a deided advane in religious evolution, but it is bothamazing and regrettable that this primitive onept persists in China, Japan, and India amidst somuh that is relatively more advaned, suh as Buddhism and Hinduism. In the Oident, anestorworship developed into the veneration of national gods and respet for raial heroes. In the twentiethentury this hero-venerating nationalisti religion makes its appearane in the various radial andnationalisti seularisms whih haraterize many raes and nations of the Oident. Muh of thissame attitude is also found in the great universities and the larger industrial ommunities of theEnglish-speaking peoples. Not very di�erent from these onepts is the idea that religion is but \ashared quest of the good life." The \national religions" are nothing more than a reversion to theearly Roman emperor worship and to Shinto - worship of the state in the imperial family.928



92.7 The Further Evolution of ReligionReligion an never beome a sienti� fat. Philosophy may, indeed, rest on a sienti� basis, butreligion will ever remain either evolutionary or revelatory, or a possible ombination of both, as it isin the world today.New religions annot be invented; they are either evolved, or else they are suddenly revealed. Allnew evolutionary religions are merely advaning expressions of the old beliefs, new adaptations andadjustments. The old does not ease to exist; it is merged with the new, even as Sikhism budded andblossomed out of the soil and forms of Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and other ontemporary ults.Primitive religion was very demorati; the savage was quik to borrow or lend. Only with revealedreligion did autorati and intolerant theologi egotism appear.The many religions of Urantia are all good to the extent that they bring man to God and bringthe realization of the Father to man. It is a fallay for any group of religionists to oneive of theirreed as The Truth; suh attitudes bespeak more of theologial arrogane than of ertainty of faith.There is not a Urantia religion that ould not pro�tably study and assimilate the best of the truthsontained in every other faith, for all ontain truth. Religionists would do better to borrow thebest in their neighbors' living spiritual faith rather than to denoune the worst in their lingeringsuperstitions and outworn rituals.All these religions have arisen as a result of man's variable intelletual response to his identialspiritual leading. They an never hope to attain a uniformity of reeds, dogmas, and rituals - theseare intelletual; but they an, and some day will, realize a unity in true worship of the Father of all,for this is spiritual, and it is forever true, in the spirit all men are equal.Primitive religion was largely a material-value onsiousness, but ivilization elevates religiousvalues, for true religion is the devotion of the self to the servie of meaningful and supreme values.As religion evolves, ethis beomes the philosophy of morals, and morality beomes the disipline ofself by the standards of highest meanings and supreme values - divine and spiritual ideals. And thusreligion beomes a spontaneous and exquisite devotion, the living experiene of the loyalty of love.The quality of a religion is indiated by:1. Level of values - loyalties.2. Depth of meanings - the sensitization of the individual to the idealisti appreiation of thesehighest values.3. Conseration intensity - the degree of devotion to these divine values.4. The unfettered progress of the personality in this osmi path of idealisti spiritual living,realization of sonship with God and never-ending progressive itizenship in the universe.Religious meanings progress in self-onsiousness when the hild transfers his ideas of omnipotenefrom his parents to God. And the entire religious experiene of suh a hild is largely dependenton whether fear or love has dominated the parent-hild relationship. Slaves have always experienedgreat diÆulty in transferring their master-fear into onepts of God-love. Civilization, siene, andadvaned religions must deliver mankind from those fears born of the dread of natural phenomena.And so should greater enlightenment deliver eduated mortals from all dependene on intermediariesin ommunion with Deity.These intermediate stages of idolatrous hesitation in the transfer of veneration from the humanand the visible to the divine and invisible are inevitable, but they should be shortened by theonsiousness of the failitating ministry of the indwelling divine spirit. Nevertheless, man has beenprofoundly inuened, not only by his onepts of Deity, but also by the harater of the heroeswhom he has hosen to honor. It is most unfortunate that those who have ome to venerate thedivine and risen Christ should have overlooked the man - the valiant and ourageous hero - Joshua929



ben Joseph.Modern man is adequately self-onsious of religion, but his worshipful ustoms are onfusedand disredited by his aelerated soial metamorphosis and unpreedented sienti� developments.Thinking men and women want religion rede�ned, and this demand will ompel religion to re-evaluateitself.Modern man is onfronted with the task of making more readjustments of human values in onegeneration than have been made in two thousand years. And this all inuenes the soial attitudetoward religion, for religion is a way of living as well as a tehnique of thinking.True religion must ever be, at one and the same time, the eternal foundation and the guiding starof all enduring ivilizations.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 93Mahiventa MelhizedekTHE Melhizedeks are widely known as emergeny Sons, for they engage in an amazing range of a-tivities on the worlds of a loal universe. When any extraordinary problem arises, or when somethingunusual is to be attempted, it is quite often a Melhizedek who aepts the assignment. The ability ofthe Melhizedek Sons to funtion in emergenies and on widely divergent levels of the universe, evenon the physial level of personality manifestation, is peuliar to their order. Only the Life Carriersshare to any degree this metamorphi range of personality funtion.The Melhizedek order of universe sonship has been exeedingly ative on Urantia. A orps oftwelve served in onjuntion with the Life Carriers. A later orps of twelve beame reeivers for yourworld shortly after the Caligastia seession and ontinued in authority until the time of Adam andEve. These twelve Melhizedeks returned to Urantia upon the default of Adam and Eve, and theyontinued thereafter as planetary reeivers on down to the day when Jesus of Nazareth, as the Sonof Man, beame the titular Planetary Prine of Urantia.93.1 The Mahiventa InarnationRevealed truth was threatened with extintion during the millenniums whih followed the misarriageof the Adami mission on Urantia. Though making progress intelletually, the human raes wereslowly losing ground spiritually. About 3000 B.C. the onept of God had grown very hazy in theminds of men.The twelve Melhizedek reeivers knew of Mihael's impending bestowal on their planet, but theydid not know how soon it would our; therefore they onvened in solemn ounil and petitioned theMost Highs of Edentia that some provision be made for maintaining the light of truth on Urantia.This plea was dismissed with the mandate that \the ondut of a�airs on 606 of Satania is fully inthe hands of the Melhizedek ustodians." The reeivers then appealed to the Father Melhizedekfor help but only reeived word that they should ontinue to uphold truth in the manner of their owneletion \until the arrival of a bestowal Son," who \would resue the planetary titles from forfeitureand unertainty."And it was in onsequene of having been thrown so ompletely on their own resoures thatMahiventa Melhizedek, one of the twelve planetary reeivers, volunteered to do that whih hadbeen done only six times in all the history of Nebadon: to personalize on earth as a temporary manof the realm, to bestow himself as an emergeny Son of world ministry. Permission was granted forthis adventure by the Salvington authorities, and the atual inarnation of Mahiventa Melhizedekwas onsummated near what was to beome the ity of Salem, in Palestine. The entire transationof the materialization of this Melhizedek Son was ompleted by the planetary reeivers with theo-operation of the Life Carriers, ertain of the Master Physial Controllers, and other elestial931



personalities resident on Urantia.93.2 The Sage of SalemIt was 1,973 years before the birth of Jesus that Mahiventa was bestowed upon the human raesof Urantia. His oming was unspetaular; his materialization was not witnessed by human eyes.He was �rst observed by mortal man on that eventful day when he entered the tent of Amdon, aChaldean herder of Sumerian extration. And the prolamation of his mission was embodied in thesimple statement whih he made to this shepherd, \I am Melhizedek, priest of El Elyon, the MostHigh, the one and only God."When the herder had reovered from his astonishment, and after he had plied this stranger withmany questions, he asked Melhizedek to sup with him, and this was the �rst time in his long universeareer that Mahiventa had partaken of material food, the nourishment whih was to sustain himthroughout his ninety-four years of life as a material being.And that night, as they talked out under the stars, Melhizedek began his mission of the revelationof the truth of the reality of God when, with a sweep of his arm, he turned to Amdon, saying, \ElElyon, the Most High, is the divine reator of the stars of the �rmament and even of this very earthon whih we live, and he is also the supreme God of heaven."Within a few years Melhizedek had gathered around himself a group of pupils, disiples, andbelievers who formed the nuleus of the later ommunity of Salem. He was soon known throughoutPalestine as the priest of El Elyon, the Most High, and as the sage of Salem. Among some of thesurrounding tribes he was often referred to as the sheik, or king, of Salem. Salem was the sitewhih after the disappearane of Melhizedek beame the ity of Jebus, subsequently being alledJerusalem.In personal appearane, Melhizedek resembled the then blended Nodite and Sumerian peoples,being almost six feet in height and possessing a ommanding presene. He spoke Chaldean and a halfdozen other languages. He dressed muh as did the Canaanite priests exept that on his breast hewore an emblem of three onentri irles, the Satania symbol of the Paradise Trinity. In the ourseof his ministry this insignia of three onentri irles beame regarded as so sared by his followersthat they never dared to use it, and it was soon forgotten with the passing of a few generations.Though Mahiventa lived after the manner of the men of the realm, he never married, nor ouldhe have left o�spring on earth. His physial body, while resembling that of the human male, wasin reality on the order of those espeially onstruted bodies used by the one hundred materializedmembers of Prine Caligastia's sta� exept that it did not arry the life plasm of any human rae.Nor was there available on Urantia the tree of life. Had Mahiventa remained for any long periodon earth, his physial mehanism would have gradually deteriorated; as it was, he terminated hisbestowal mission in ninety-four years long before his material body had begun to disintegrate.This inarnated Melhizedek reeived a Thought Adjuster, who indwelt his superhuman person-ality as the monitor of time and the mentor of the esh, thus gaining that experiene and pratialintrodution to Urantian problems and to the tehnique of indwelling an inarnated Son whih en-abled this spirit of the Father to funtion so valiantly in the human mind of the later Son of God,Mihael, when he appeared on earth in the likeness of mortal esh. And this is the only ThoughtAdjuster who ever funtioned in two minds on Urantia, but both minds were divine as well as human.During the inarnation in the esh, Mahiventa was in full ontat with his eleven fellows ofthe orps of planetary ustodians, but he ould not ommuniate with other orders of elestialpersonalities. Aside from the Melhizedek reeivers, he had no more ontat with superhumanintelligenes than a human being. 932



93.3 Melhizedek's Teahings
With the passing of a deade, Melhizedek organized his shools at Salem, patterning them on theolden system whih had been developed by the early Sethite priests of the seond Eden. Even theidea of a tithing system, whih was introdued by his later onvert Abraham, was also derived fromthe lingering traditions of the methods of the anient Sethites.Melhizedek taught the onept of one God, a universal Deity, but he allowed the people toassoiate this teahing with the Constellation Father of Norlatiadek, whom he termed El Elyon - theMost High. Melhizedek remained all but silent as to the status of Luifer and the state of a�airs onJerusem. Lanaforge, the System Sovereign, had little to do with Urantia until after the ompletionof Mihael's bestowal. To a majority of the Salem students Edentia was heaven and the Most Highwas God.The symbol of the three onentri irles, whih Melhizedek adopted as the insignia of hisbestowal, a majority of the people interpreted as standing for the three kingdoms of men, angels,and God. And they were allowed to ontinue in that belief; very few of his followers ever knew thatthese three irles were emblemati of the in�nity, eternity, and universality of the Paradise Trinityof divine maintenane and diretion; even Abraham rather regarded this symbol as standing for thethree Most Highs of Edentia, as he had been instruted that the three Most Highs funtioned as one.To the extent that Melhizedek taught the Trinity onept symbolized in his insignia, he usuallyassoiated it with the three Vorondadek rulers of the onstellation of Norlatiadek.To the rank and �le of his followers he made no e�ort to present teahing beyond the fat of therulership of the Most Highs of Edentia - Gods of Urantia. But to some, Melhizedek taught advanedtruth, embraing the ondut and organization of the loal universe, while to his brilliant disipleNordan the Kenite and his band of earnest students he taught the truths of the superuniverse andeven of Havona.The members of the family of Katro, with whom Melhizedek lived for more than thirty years,knew many of these higher truths and long perpetuated them in their family, even to the days oftheir illustrious desendant Moses, who thus had a ompelling tradition of the days of Melhizedekhanded down to him on this, his father's side, as well as through other soures on his mother's side.Melhizedek taught his followers all they had apaity to reeive and assimilate. Even manymodern religious ideas about heaven and earth, of man, God, and angels, are not far removed fromthese teahings of Melhizedek. But this great teaher subordinated everything to the dotrineof one God, a universe Deity, a heavenly Creator, a divine Father. Emphasis was plaed upon thisteahing for the purpose of appealing to man's adoration and of preparing the way for the subsequentappearane of Mihael as the Son of this same Universal Father.Melhizedek taught that at some future time another Son of God would ome in the esh as hehad ome, but that he would be born of a woman; and that is why numerous later teahers held thatJesus was a priest, or minister, \forever after the order of Melhizedek."And thus did Melhizedek prepare the way and set the monotheisti stage of world tendeny forthe bestowal of an atual Paradise Son of the one God, whom he so vividly portrayed as the Fatherof all, and whom he represented to Abraham as a God who would aept man on the simple terms ofpersonal faith. And Mihael, when he appeared on earth, on�rmed all that Melhizedek had taughtonerning the Paradise Father. 933



93.4 The Salem ReligionThe eremonies of the Salem worship were very simple. Every person who signed or marked thelay-tablet rolls of the Melhizedek hurh ommitted to memory, and subsribed to, the followingbelief:1. I believe in El Elyon, the Most High God, the only Universal Father and Creator of all things.2. I aept the Melhizedek ovenant with the Most High, whih bestows the favor of God on myfaith, not on sari�es and burnt o�erings.3. I promise to obey the seven ommandments of Melhizedek and to tell the good news of thisovenant with the Most High to all men.And that was the whole of the reed of the Salem olony. But even suh a short and simpledelaration of faith was altogether too muh and too advaned for the men of those days. Theysimply ould not grasp the idea of getting divine favor for nothing - by faith. They were too deeplyon�rmed in the belief that man was born under forfeit to the gods. Too long and too earnestly hadthey sari�ed and made gifts to the priests to be able to omprehend the good news that salvation,divine favor, was a free gift to all who would believe in the Melhizedek ovenant. But Abraham didbelieve halfheartedly, and even that was \ounted for righteousness."The seven ommandments promulgated by Melhizedek were patterned along the lines of theanient Dalamatian supreme law and very muh resembled the seven ommands taught in the �rstand seond Edens. These ommands of the Salem religion were:1. You shall not serve any God but the Most High Creator of heaven and earth.2. You shall not doubt that faith is the only requirement for eternal salvation.3. You shall not bear false witness.4. You shall not kill.5. You shall not steal.6. You shall not ommit adultery.7. You shall not show disrespet for your parents and elders.While no sari�es were permitted within the olony, Melhizedek well knew how diÆult it isto suddenly uproot long-established ustoms and aordingly had wisely o�ered these people thesubstitute of a sarament of bread and wine for the older sari�e of esh and blood. It is of reord,\Melhizedek, king of Salem, brought forth bread and wine." But even this autious innovationwas not altogether suessful; the various tribes all maintained auxiliary enters on the outskirts ofSalem where they o�ered sari�es and burnt o�erings. Even Abraham resorted to this barbarouspratie after his vitory over Chedorlaomer; he simply did not feel quite at ease until he had o�ereda onventional sari�e. And Melhizedek never did sueed in fully eradiating this prolivity tosari�e from the religious praties of his followers, even of Abraham.Like Jesus, Melhizedek attended stritly to the ful�llment of the mission of his bestowal. He didnot attempt to reform the mores, to hange the habits of the world, nor to promulgate even advanedsanitary praties or sienti� truths. He ame to ahieve two tasks: to keep alive on earth the truthof the one God and to prepare the way for the subsequent mortal bestowal of a Paradise Son of thatUniversal Father.Melhizedek taught elementary revealed truth at Salem for ninety-four years, and during this timeAbraham attended the Salem shool three di�erent times. He �nally beame a onvert to the Salemteahings, beoming one of Melhizedek's most brilliant pupils and hief supporters.934



93.5 The Seletion of AbrahamAlthough it may be an error to speak of \hosen people," it is not a mistake to refer to Abraham asa hosen individual. Melhizedek did lay upon Abraham the responsibility of keeping alive the truthof one God as distinguished from the prevailing belief in plural deities.The hoie of Palestine as the site for Mahiventa's ativities was in part prediated upon thedesire to establish ontat with some human family embodying the potentials of leadership. At thetime of the inarnation of Melhizedek there were many families on earth just as well prepared toreeive the dotrine of Salem as was that of Abraham. There were equally endowed families amongthe red men, the yellow men, and the desendants of the Andites to the west and north. But, again,none of these loalities were so favorably situated for Mihael's subsequent appearane on earthas was the eastern shore of the Mediterranean Sea. The Melhizedek mission in Palestine and thesubsequent appearane of Mihael among the Hebrew people were in no small measure determinedby geography, by the fat that Palestine was entrally loated with referene to the then existenttrade, travel, and ivilization of the world.For some time the Melhizedek reeivers had been observing the anestors of Abraham, and theyon�dently expeted o�spring in a ertain generation who would be haraterized by intelligene,initiative, sagaity, and sinerity. The hildren of Terah, the father of Abraham, in every way metthese expetations. It was this possibility of ontat with these versatile hildren of Terah that hadonsiderable to do with the appearane of Mahiventa at Salem, rather than in Egypt, China, India,or among the northern tribes.Terah and his whole family were halfhearted onverts to the Salem religion, whih had beenpreahed in Chaldea; they learned of Melhizedek through the preahing of Ovid, a Phoeniianteaher who prolaimed the Salem dotrines in Ur. They left Ur intending to go diretly through toSalem, but Nahor, Abraham's brother, not having seen Melhizedek, was lukewarm and persuadedthem to tarry at Haran. And it was a long time after they arrived in Palestine before they werewilling to destroy all of the household gods they had brought with them; they were slow to give upthe many gods of Mesopotamia for the one God of Salem.A few weeks after the death of Abraham's father, Terah, Melhizedek sent one of his students,Jaram the Hittite, to extend this invitation to both Abraham and Nahor: \Come to Salem, where youshall hear our teahings of the truth of the eternal Creator, and in the enlightened o�spring of youtwo brothers shall all the world be blessed." Now Nahor had not wholly aepted the Melhizedekgospel; he remained behind and built up a strong ity-state whih bore his name; but Lot, Abraham'snephew, deided to go with his unle to Salem.Upon arriving at Salem, Abraham and Lot hose a hilly fastness near the ity where they oulddefend themselves against the many surprise attaks of northern raiders. At this time the Hittites,Assyrians, Philistines, and other groups were onstantly raiding the tribes of entral and southernPalestine. From their stronghold in the hills Abraham and Lot made frequent pilgrimages to Salem.Not long after they had established themselves near Salem, Abraham and Lot journeyed to thevalley of the Nile to obtain food supplies as there was then a drought in Palestine. During his briefsojourn in Egypt Abraham found a distant relative on the Egyptian throne, and he served as theommander of two very suessful military expeditions for this king. During the latter part of hissojourn on the Nile he and his wife, Sarah, lived at ourt, and when leaving Egypt, he was given ashare of the spoils of his military ampaigns.It required great determination for Abraham to forgo the honors of the Egyptian ourt and returnto the more spiritual work sponsored by Mahiventa. But Melhizedek was revered even in Egypt, andwhen the full story was laid before Pharaoh, he strongly urged Abraham to return to the exeutionof his vows to the ause of Salem. 935



Abraham had kingly ambitions, and on the way bak from Egypt he laid before Lot his plan tosubdue all Canaan and bring its people under the rule of Salem. Lot was more bent on business; so,after a later disagreement, he went to Sodom to engage in trade and animal husbandry. Lot likedneither a military nor a herder's life.Upon returning with his family to Salem, Abraham began to mature his military projets. He wassoon reognized as the ivil ruler of the Salem territory and had onfederated under his leadershipseven near-by tribes. Indeed, it was with great diÆulty that Melhizedek restrained Abraham, whowas �red with a zeal to go forth and round up the neighboring tribes with the sword that they mightthus more quikly be brought to a knowledge of the Salem truths.Melhizedek maintained peaeful relations with all the surrounding tribes; he was not militaristiand was never attaked by any of the armies as they moved bak and forth. He was entirely willingthat Abraham should formulate a defensive poliy for Salem suh as was subsequently put into e�et,but he would not approve of his pupil's ambitious shemes for onquest; so there ourred a friendlyseverane of relationship, Abraham going over to Hebron to establish his military apital.Abraham, beause of his lose onnetion with the illustrious Melhizedek, possessed great ad-vantage over the surrounding petty kings; they all revered Melhizedek and unduly feared Abraham.Abraham knew of this fear and only awaited an opportune oasion to attak his neighbors, and thisexuse ame when some of these rulers presumed to raid the property of his nephew Lot, who dweltin Sodom. Upon hearing of this, Abraham, at the head of his seven onfederated tribes, moved onthe enemy. His own bodyguard of 318 oÆered the army, numbering more than 4,000, whih strukat this time.When Melhizedek heard of Abraham's delaration of war, he went forth to dissuade him but onlyaught up with his former disiple as he returned vitorious from the battle. Abraham insisted thatthe God of Salem had given him vitory over his enemies and persisted in giving a tenth of his spoilsto the Salem treasury. The other ninety per ent he removed to his apital at Hebron.After this battle of Siddim, Abraham beame leader of a seond onfederation of eleven tribesand not only paid tithes to Melhizedek but saw to it that all others in that viinity did the same.His diplomati dealings with the king of Sodom, together with the fear in whih he was so generallyheld, resulted in the king of Sodom and others joining the Hebron military onfederation; Abrahamwas really well on the way to establishing a powerful state in Palestine.93.6 Melhizedek's Covenant with AbrahamAbraham envisaged the onquest of all Canaan. His determination was only weakened by the fatthat Melhizedek would not santion the undertaking. But Abraham had about deided to embarkupon the enterprise when the thought that he had no son to sueed him as ruler of this proposedkingdom began to worry him. He arranged another onferene with Melhizedek; and it was in theourse of this interview that the priest of Salem, the visible Son of God, persuaded Abraham toabandon his sheme of material onquest and temporal rule in favor of the spiritual onept of thekingdom of heaven.Melhizedek explained to Abraham the futility of ontending with the Amorite onfederation butmade it equally lear that these bakward lans were ertainly ommitting suiide by their foolishpraties so that in a few generations they would be so weakened that the desendants of Abraham,meanwhile greatly inreased, ould easily overome them.And Melhizedek made a formal ovenant with Abraham at Salem. Said he to Abraham: \Looknow up to the heavens and number the stars if you are able; so numerous shall your seed be." AndAbraham believed Melhizedek, \and it was ounted to him for righteousness." And then Melhizedek936



told Abraham the story of the future oupation of Canaan by his o�spring after their sojourn inEgypt.This ovenant of Melhizedek with Abraham represents the great Urantian agreement betweendivinity and humanity whereby God agrees to do everything; man only agrees to believe God'spromises and follow his instrutions. Heretofore it had been believed that salvation ould be seuredonly by works - sari�es and o�erings; now, Melhizedek again brought to Urantia the good newsthat salvation, favor with God, is to be had by faith. But this gospel of simple faith in God wastoo advaned; the Semiti tribesmen subsequently preferred to go bak to the older sari�es andatonement for sin by the shedding of blood.It was not long after the establishment of this ovenant that Isaa, the son of Abraham, was bornin aordane with the promise of Melhizedek. After the birth of Isaa, Abraham took a very solemnattitude toward his ovenant with Melhizedek, going over to Salem to have it stated in writing. Itwas at this publi and formal aeptane of the ovenant that he hanged his name from Abram toAbraham.Most of the Salem believers had pratied irumision, though it had never been made obligatoryby Melhizedek. Now Abraham had always so opposed irumision that on this oasion he deidedto solemnize the event by formally aepting this rite in token of the rati�ation of the Salem ovenant.It was following this real and publi surrender of his personal ambitions in behalf of the largerplans of Melhizedek that the three elestial beings appeared to him on the plains of Mamre. This wasan appearane of fat, notwithstanding its assoiation with the subsequently fabriated narrativesrelating to the natural destrution of Sodom and Gomorrah. And these legends of the happeningsof those days indiate how retarded were the morals and ethis of even so reent a time.Upon the onsummation of the solemn ovenant, the reoniliation between Abraham andMelhizedekwas omplete. Abraham again assumed the ivil and military leadership of the Salem olony, whihat its height arried over one hundred thousand regular tithe payers on the rolls of the Melhizedekbrotherhood. Abraham greatly improved the Salem temple and provided new tents for the entireshool. He not only extended the tithing system but also instituted many improved methods ofonduting the business of the shool, besides ontributing greatly to the better handling of thedepartment of missionary propaganda. He also did muh to e�et improvement of the herds and thereorganization of the Salem dairying projets. Abraham was a shrewd and eÆient business man, awealthy man for his day; he was not overly pious, but he was thoroughly sinere, and he did believein Mahiventa Melhizedek.93.7 The Melhizedek MissionariesMelhizedek ontinued for some years to instrut his students and to train the Salem missionaries,who penetrated to all the surrounding tribes, espeially to Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Asia Minor.And as the deades passed, these teahers journeyed farther and farther from Salem, arrying withthem Mahiventa's gospel of belief and faith in God.The desendants of Adamson, lustered about the shores of the lake of Van, were willing listenersto the Hittite teahers of the Salem ult. From this onetime Andite enter, teahers were dispathedto the remote regions of both Europe and Asia. Salem missionaries penetrated all Europe, even tothe British Isles. One group went by way of the Faroes to the Andonites of Ieland, while anothertraversed China and reahed the Japanese of the eastern islands. The lives and experienes of themen and women who ventured forth from Salem, Mesopotamia, and Lake Van to enlighten the tribesof the Eastern Hemisphere present a heroi hapter in the annals of the human rae.But the task was so great and the tribes were so bakward that the results were vague and937



inde�nite. From one generation to another the Salem gospel found lodgment here and there, butexept in Palestine, never was the idea of one God able to laim the ontinued allegiane of a wholetribe or rae. Long before the oming of Jesus the teahings of the early Salem missionaries hadbeome generally submerged in the older and more universal superstitions and beliefs. The originalMelhizedek gospel had been almost wholly absorbed in the beliefs in the Great Mother, the Sun,and other anient ults.You who today enjoy the advantages of the art of printing little understand how diÆult it was toperpetuate truth during these earlier times; how easy it was to lose sight of a new dotrine from onegeneration to another. There was always a tendeny for the new dotrine to beome absorbed intothe older body of religious teahing and magial pratie. A new revelation is always ontaminatedby the older evolutionary beliefs.93.8 Departure of MelhizedekIt was shortly after the destrution of Sodom and Gomorrah that Mahiventa deided to end hisemergeny bestowal on Urantia. Melhizedek's deision to terminate his sojourn in the esh wasinuened by numerous onditions, hief of whih was the growing tendeny of the surroundingtribes, and even of his immediate assoiates, to regard him as a demigod, to look upon him as asupernatural being, whih indeed he was; but they were beginning to reverene him unduly and witha highly superstitious fear. In addition to these reasons, Melhizedek wanted to leave the sene ofhis earthly ativities a suÆient length of time before Abraham's death to insure that the truth ofthe one and only God would beome strongly established in the minds of his followers. AordinglyMahiventa retired one night to his tent at Salem, having said good night to his human ompanions,and when they went to all him in the morning, he was not there, for his fellows had taken him.93.9 After Melhizedek's DepartureIt was a great trial for Abraham when Melhizedek so suddenly disappeared. Although he had fullywarned his followers that he must sometime go as he had ome, they were not reoniled to the lossof their wonderful leader. The great organization built up at Salem nearly disappeared, though thetraditions of these days were what Moses built upon when he led the Hebrew slaves out of Egypt.The loss of Melhizedek produed a sadness in the heart of Abraham that he never fully overame.Hebron he had abandoned when he gave up the ambition of building a material kingdom; and now,upon the loss of his assoiate in the building of the spiritual kingdom, he departed from Salem, goingsouth to live near his interests at Gerar.Abraham beame fearful and timid immediately after the disappearane of Melhizedek. Hewithheld his identity upon arrival at Gerar, so that Abimeleh appropriated his wife. (Shortly afterhis marriage to Sarah, Abraham one night had overheard a plot to murder him in order to get hisbrilliant wife. This dread beame a terror to the otherwise brave and daring leader; all his life hefeared that someone would kill him seretly in order to get Sarah. And this explains why, on threeseparate oasions, this brave man exhibited real owardie.)But Abraham was not long to be deterred in his mission as the suessor of Melhizedek. Soonhe made onverts among the Philistines and of Abimeleh's people, made a treaty with them, and,in turn, beame ontaminated with many of their superstitions, partiularly with their pratie ofsari�ing �rst-born sons. Thus did Abraham again beome a great leader in Palestine. He was heldin reverene by all groups and honored by all kings. He was the spiritual leader of all the surroundingtribes, and his inuene ontinued for some time after his death. During the losing years of his life938



he one more returned to Hebron, the sene of his earlier ativities and the plae where he hadworked in assoiation with Melhizedek. Abraham's last at was to send trusty servants to the ityof his brother, Nahor, on the border of Mesopotamia, to seure a woman of his own people as a wifefor his son Isaa. It had long been the ustom of Abraham's people to marry their ousins. AndAbraham died on�dent in that faith in God whih he had learned from Melhizedek in the vanishedshools of Salem.It was hard for the next generation to omprehend the story of Melhizedek; within �ve hundredyears many regarded the whole narrative as a myth. Isaa held fairly well to the teahings of his fatherand nourished the gospel of the Salem olony, but it was harder for Jaob to grasp the signi�aneof these traditions. Joseph was a �rm believer in Melhizedek and was, largely beause of this,regarded by his brothers as a dreamer. Joseph's honor in Egypt was hiey due to the memory ofhis great-grandfather Abraham. Joseph was o�ered military ommand of the Egyptian armies, butbeing suh a �rm believer in the traditions of Melhizedek and the later teahings of Abraham andIsaa, he eleted to serve as a ivil administrator, believing that he ould thus better labor for theadvanement of the kingdom of heaven.The teahing of Melhizedek was full and replete, but the reords of these days seemed impossibleand fantasti to the later Hebrew priests, although many had some understanding of these transa-tions, at least up to the times of the en masse editing of the Old Testament reords in Babylon.What the Old Testament reords desribe as onversations between Abraham and God were inreality onferenes between Abraham and Melhizedek. Later sribes regarded the term Melhizedekas synonymous with God. The reord of so many ontats of Abraham and Sarah with \the angelof the Lord" refers to their numerous visits with Melhizedek.The Hebrew narratives of Isaa, Jaob, and Joseph are far more reliable than those about Abra-ham, although they also ontain many diversions from the fats, alterations made intentionally andunintentionally at the time of the ompilation of these reords by the Hebrew priests during theBabylonian aptivity. Keturah was not a wife of Abraham; like Hagar, she was merely a onubine.All of Abraham's property went to Isaa, the son of Sarah, the status wife. Abraham was not soold as the reords indiate, and his wife was muh younger. These ages were deliberately altered inorder to provide for the subsequent alleged miraulous birth of Isaa.The national ego of the Jews was tremendously depressed by the Babylonian aptivity. In theirreation against national inferiority they swung to the other extreme of national and raial egotism,in whih they distorted and perverted their traditions with the view of exalting themselves above allraes as the hosen people of God; and hene they arefully edited all their reords for the purposeof raising Abraham and their other national leaders high up above all other persons, not exeptingMelhizedek himself. The Hebrew sribes therefore destroyed every reord of these momentous timeswhih they ould �nd, preserving only the narrative of the meeting of Abraham and Melhizedekafter the battle of Siddim, whih they deemed reeted great honor upon Abraham.And thus, in losing sight of Melhizedek, they also lost sight of the teahing of this emergeny Sonregarding the spiritual mission of the promised bestowal Son; lost sight of the nature of this missionso fully and ompletely that very few of their progeny were able or willing to reognize and reeiveMihael when he appeared on earth and in the esh as Mahiventa had foretold.But one of the writers of the Book of Hebrews understood the mission of Melhizedek, for it iswritten: \This Melhizedek, priest of the Most High, was also king of peae; without father, withoutmother, without pedigree, having neither beginning of days nor end of life but made like a Son of God,he abides a priest ontinually." This writer designated Melhizedek as a type of the later bestowalof Mihael, aÆrming that Jesus was \a minister forever on the order of Melhizedek." While thisomparison was not altogether fortunate, it was literally true that Christ did reeive provisional titleto Urantia \upon the orders of the twelve Melhizedek reeivers" on duty at the time of his world939



bestowal.93.10 Present Status of Mahiventa MelhizedekDuring the years of Mahiventa's inarnation the Urantia Melhizedek reeivers funtioned as eleven.When Mahiventa onsidered that his mission as an emergeny Son was �nished, he signalized thisfat to his eleven assoiates, and they immediately made ready the tehnique whereby he was to bereleased from the esh and safely restored to his original Melhizedek status. And on the third dayafter his disappearane from Salem he appeared among his eleven fellows of the Urantia assignmentand resumed his interrupted areer as one of the planetary reeivers of 606 of Satania.Mahiventa terminated his bestowal as a reature of esh and blood just as suddenly and un-eremoniously as he had begun it. Neither his appearane nor departure were aompanied by anyunusual announement or demonstration; neither resurretion roll all nor ending of planetary dis-pensation marked his appearane on Urantia; his was an emergeny bestowal. But Mahiventa didnot end his sojourn in the esh of human beings until he had been duly released by the FatherMelhizedek and had been informed that his emergeny bestowal had reeived the approval of thehief exeutive of Nebadon, Gabriel of Salvington.Mahiventa Melhizedek ontinued to take a great interest in the a�airs of the desendants ofthose men who had believed in his teahings when he was in the esh. But the progeny of Abrahamthrough Isaa as intermarried with the Kenites were the only line whih long ontinued to nourishany lear onept of the Salem teahings.This same Melhizedek ontinued to ollaborate throughout the nineteen sueeding enturies withthe many prophets and seers, thus endeavoring to keep alive the truths of Salem until the fullness ofthe time for Mihael's appearane on earth.Mahiventa ontinued as a planetary reeiver up to the times of the triumph of Mihael on Urantia.Subsequently, he was attahed to the Urantia servie on Jerusem as one of the four and twentydiretors, only just reently having been elevated to the position of personal ambassador on Jerusemof the Creator Son, bearing the title Viegerent Planetary Prine of Urantia. It is our belief that, aslong as Urantia remains an inhabited planet, Mahiventa Melhizedek will not be fully returned tothe duties of his order of sonship but will remain, speaking in the terms of time, forever a planetaryminister representing Christ Mihael.As his was an emergeny bestowal on Urantia, it does not appear from the reords what Mahiventa'sfuture may be. It may develop that the Melhizedek orps of Nebadon have sustained the permanentloss of one of their number. Reent rulings handed down from the Most Highs of Edentia, and lateron�rmed by the Anients of Days of Uversa, strongly suggest that this bestowal Melhizedek isdestined to take the plae of the fallen Planetary Prine, Caligastia. If our onjetures in this respetare orret, it is altogether possible that Mahiventa Melhizedek may again appear in person onUrantia and in some modi�ed manner resume the role of the dethroned Planetary Prine, or elseappear on earth to funtion as viegerent Planetary Prine representing Christ Mihael, who nowatually holds the title of Planetary Prine of Urantia. While it is far from lear to us as to whatMahiventa's destiny may be, nevertheless, events whih have so reently taken plae strongly suggestthat the foregoing onjetures are probably not far from the truth.We well understand how, by his triumph on Urantia, Mihael beame the suessor of bothCaligastia and Adam; how he beame the planetary Prine of Peae and the seond Adam. And nowwe behold the onferring upon this Melhizedek of the title Viegerent Planetary Prine of Urantia.Will he also be onstituted Viegerent Material Son of Urantia? Or is there a possibility that anunexpeted and unpreedented event is to take plae, the sometime return to the planet of Adam940



and Eve or ertain of their progeny as representatives of Mihael with the titles viegerents of theseond Adam of Urantia?And all these speulations assoiated with the ertainty of future appearanes of both Magisterialand Trinity Teaher Sons, in onjuntion with the expliit promise of the Creator Son to returnsometime, make Urantia a planet of future unertainty and render it one of the most interestingand intriguing spheres in all the universe of Nebadon. It is altogether possible that, in some futureage when Urantia is approahing the era of light and life, after the a�airs of the Luifer rebellionand the Caligastia seession have been �nally adjudiated, we may witness the presene on Urantia,simultaneously, of Mahiventa, Adam, Eve, and Christ Mihael, as well as either a Magisterial Sonor even Trinity Teaher Sons.It has long been the opinion of our order that Mahiventa's presene on the Jerusem orps ofUrantia diretors, the four and twenty ounselors, is suÆient evidene to warrant the belief thathe is destined to follow the mortals of Urantia on through the universe sheme of progression andasension even to the Paradise Corps of the Finality. We know that Adam and Eve are thus destinedto aompany their earth fellows on the Paradise adventure when Urantia has beome settled in lightand life.Less than a thousand years ago this same Mahiventa Melhizedek, the onetime sage of Salem, wasinvisibly present on Urantia for a period of one hundred years, ating as resident governor general ofthe planet; and if the present system of direting planetary a�airs should ontinue, he will be due toreturn in the same apaity in a little over one thousand years.This is the story of Mahiventa Melhizedek, one of the most unique of all haraters ever tobeome onneted with the history of Urantia and a personality who may be destined to play animportant role in the future experiene of your irregular and unusual world.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 94The Melhizedek Teahings in theOrientTHE early teahers of the Salem religion penetrated to the remotest tribes of Afria and Eurasia,ever preahing Mahiventa's gospel of man's faith and trust in the one universal God as the only prieof obtaining divine favor. Melhizedek's ovenant with Abraham was the pattern for all the earlypropaganda that went out from Salem and other enters. Urantia has never had more enthusiastiand aggressive missionaries of any religion than these noble men and women who arried the teahingsof Melhizedek over the entire Eastern Hemisphere. These missionaries were reruited from manypeoples and raes, and they largely spread their teahings through the medium of native onverts.They established training enters in di�erent parts of the world where they taught the natives theSalem religion and then ommissioned these pupils to funtion as teahers among their own people.94.1 The Salem Teahings in Vedi IndiaIn the days of Melhizedek, India was a osmopolitan ountry whih had reently ome under thepolitial and religious dominane of the Aryan-Andite invaders from the north and west. At thistime only the northern and western portions of the peninsula had been extensively permeated bythe Aryans. These Vedi newomers had brought along with them their many tribal deities. Theirreligious forms of worship followed losely the eremonial praties of their earlier Andite forebearsin that the father still funtioned as a priest and the mother as a priestess, and the family hearthwas still utilized as an altar.The Vedi ult was then in proess of growth and metamorphosis under the diretion of theBrahman aste of teaher-priests, who were gradually assuming ontrol over the expanding ritual ofworship. The amalgamation of the onetime thirty-three Aryan deities was well under way when theSalem missionaries penetrated the north of India.The polytheism of these Aryans represented a degeneration of their earlier monotheism oasionedby their separation into tribal units, eah tribe having its venerated god. This devolution of theoriginal monotheism and trinitarianism of Andite Mesopotamia was in proess of resynthesis inthe early enturies of the seond millennium before Christ. The many gods were organized into apantheon under the triune leadership of Dyaus pitar, the lord of heaven; Indra, the tempestuous lordof the atmosphere; and Agni, the three-headed �re god, lord of the earth and the vestigial symbol ofan earlier Trinity onept.De�nite henotheisti developments were paving the way for an evolved monotheism. Agni, themost anient deity, was often exalted as the father-head of the entire pantheon. The deity-fatherpriniple, sometimes alled Prajapati, sometimes termed Brahma, was submerged in the theologi943



battle whih the Brahman priests later fought with the Salem teahers. The Brahman was oneivedas the energy-divinity priniple ativating the entire Vedi pantheon.The Salem missionaries preahed the one God of Melhizedek, the Most High of heaven. Thisportrayal was not altogether disharmonious with the emerging onept of the Father-Brahma asthe soure of all gods, but the Salem dotrine was nonritualisti and hene ran diretly ounterto the dogmas, traditions, and teahings of the Brahman priesthood. Never would the Brahmanpriests aept the Salem teahing of salvation through faith, favor with God apart from ritualistiobservanes and sari�ial eremonials.The rejetion of the Melhizedek gospel of trust in God and salvation through faith marked avital turning point for India. The Salem missionaries had ontributed muh to the loss of faith inall the anient Vedi gods, but the leaders, the priests of Vedism, refused to aept the Melhizedekteahing of one God and one simple faith.The Brahmans ulled the sared writings of their day in an e�ort to ombat the Salem teahers,and this ompilation, as later revised, has ome on down to modern times as the Rig-Veda, one ofthe most anient of sared books. The seond, third, and fourth Vedas followed as the Brahmanssought to rystallize, formalize, and �x their rituals of worship and sari�e upon the peoples ofthose days. Taken at their best, these writings are the equal of any other body of similar harater inbeauty of onept and truth of disernment. But as this superior religion beame ontaminated withthe thousands upon thousands of superstitions, ults, and rituals of southern India, it progressivelymetamorphosed into the most variegated system of theology ever developed by mortal man. Anexamination of the Vedas will dislose some of the highest and some of the most debased oneptsof Deity ever to be oneived.94.2 BrahmanismAs the Salem missionaries penetrated southward into the Dravidian Dean, they enountered aninreasing aste system, the sheme of the Aryans to prevent loss of raial identity in the fae of arising tide of the seondary Sangik peoples. Sine the Brahman priest aste was the very essene ofthis system, this soial order greatly retarded the progress of the Salem teahers. This aste systemfailed to save the Aryan rae, but it did sueed in perpetuating the Brahmans, who, in turn, havemaintained their religious hegemony in India to the present time.And now, with the weakening of Vedism through the rejetion of higher truth, the ult of theAryans beame subjet to inreasing inroads from the Dean. In a desperate e�ort to stem the tideof raial extintion and religious obliteration, the Brahman aste sought to exalt themselves aboveall else. They taught that the sari�e to deity in itself was all-eÆaious, that it was all-ompellingin its poteny. They prolaimed that, of the two essential divine priniples of the universe, one wasBrahman the deity, and the other was the Brahman priesthood. Among no other Urantia peoplesdid the priests presume to exalt themselves above even their gods, to relegate to themselves thehonors due their gods. But they went so absurdly far with these presumptuous laims that the wholeprearious system ollapsed before the debasing ults whih poured in from the surrounding and lessadvaned ivilizations. The vast Vedi priesthood itself oundered and sank beneath the blak oodof inertia and pessimism whih their own sel�sh and unwise presumption had brought upon all India.The undue onentration on self led ertainly to a fear of the nonevolutionary perpetuation of selfin an endless round of suessive inarnations as man, beast, or weeds. And of all the ontaminatingbeliefs whih ould have beome fastened upon what may have been an emerging monotheism, nonewas so stultifying as this belief in transmigration - the dotrine of the reinarnation of souls - whihame from the Dravidian Dean. This belief in the weary and monotonous round of repeatedtransmigrations robbed struggling mortals of their long-herished hope of �nding that deliverane944



and spiritual advanement in death whih had been a part of the earlier Vedi faith.This philosophially debilitating teahing was soon followed by the invention of the dotrine ofthe eternal esape from self by submergene in the universal rest and peae of absolute union withBrahman, the oversoul of all reation. Mortal desire and human ambition were e�etually ravishedand virtually destroyed. For more than two thousand years the better minds of India have sought toesape from all desire, and thus was opened wide the door for the entrane of those later ults andteahings whih have virtually shakled the souls of many Hindu peoples in the hains of spiritualhopelessness. Of all ivilizations, the Vedi-Aryan paid the most terrible prie for its rejetion of theSalem gospel.Caste alone ould not perpetuate the Aryan religio-ultural system, and as the inferior religions ofthe Dean permeated the north, there developed an age of despair and hopelessness. It was duringthese dark days that the ult of taking no life arose, and it has ever sine persisted. Many of thenew ults were frankly atheisti, laiming that suh salvation as was attainable ould ome only byman's own unaided e�orts. But throughout a great deal of all this unfortunate philosophy, distortedremnants of the Melhizedek and even the Adami teahings an be traed.These were the times of the ompilation of the later sriptures of the Hindu faith, the Brahmanasand the Upanishads. Having rejeted the teahings of personal religion through the personal faithexperiene with the one God, and having beome ontaminated with the ood of debasing anddebilitating ults and reeds from the Dean, with their anthropomorphisms and reinarnations,the Brahmani priesthood experiened a violent reation against these vitiating beliefs; there wasa de�nite e�ort to seek and to �nd true reality. The Brahmans set out to deanthropomorphize theIndian onept of deity, but in so doing they stumbled into the grievous error of depersonalizing theonept of God, and they emerged, not with a lofty and spiritual ideal of the Paradise Father, butwith a distant and metaphysial idea of an all-enompassing Absolute.In their e�orts at self-preservation the Brahmans had rejeted the one God of Melhizedek, andnow they found themselves with the hypothesis of Brahman, that inde�nite and illusive philosophiself, that impersonal and impotent it whih has left the spiritual life of India helpless and prostratefrom that unfortunate day to the twentieth entury.It was during the times of the writing of the Upanishads that Buddhism arose in India. Butdespite its suesses of a thousand years, it ould not ompete with later Hinduism; despite a highermorality, its early portrayal of God was even less well-de�ned than was that of Hinduism, whihprovided for lesser and personal deities. Buddhism �nally gave way in northern India before theonslaught of a militant Islam with its lear-ut onept of Allah as the supreme God of the universe.94.3 Brahmani PhilosophyWhile the highest phase of Brahmanism was hardly a religion, it was truly one of the most noblereahes of the mortal mind into the domains of philosophy and metaphysis. Having started out todisover �nal reality, the Indian mind did not stop until it had speulated about almost every phaseof theology exepting the essential dual onept of religion: the existene of the Universal Father ofall universe reatures and the fat of the asending experiene in the universe of these very reaturesas they seek to attain the eternal Father, who has ommanded them to be perfet, even as he isperfet.In the onept of Brahman the minds of those days truly grasped at the idea of some all-pervadingAbsolute, for this postulate was at one and the same time identi�ed as reative energy and osmireation. Brahman was oneived to be beyond all de�nition, apable of being omprehended onlyby the suessive negation of all �nite qualities. It was de�nitely a belief in an absolute, even an945



in�nite, being, but this onept was largely devoid of personality attributes and was therefore notexperienible by individual religionists.Brahman-Narayana was oneived as the Absolute, the in�nite IT IS, the primordial reative po-teny of the potential osmos, the Universal Self existing stati and potential throughout all eternity.Had the philosophers of those days been able to make the next advane in deity oneption, had theybeen able to oneive of the Brahman as assoiative and reative, as a personality approahable byreated and evolving beings, then might suh a teahing have beome the most advaned portraitureof Deity on Urantia sine it would have enompassed the �rst �ve levels of total deity funtion andmight possibly have envisioned the remaining two.In ertain phases the onept of the One Universal Oversoul as the totality of the summationof all reature existene led the Indian philosophers very lose to the truth of the Supreme Being,but this truth availed them naught beause they failed to evolve any reasonable or rational personalapproah to the attainment of their theoreti monotheisti goal of Brahman-Narayana.The karma priniple of ausality ontinuity is, again, very lose to the truth of the reperussionalsynthesis of all time-spae ations in the Deity presene of the Supreme; but this postulate neverprovided for the o-ordinate personal attainment of Deity by the individual religionist, only for theultimate engulfment of all personality by the Universal Oversoul.The philosophy of Brahmanism also ame very near to the realization of the indwelling of theThought Adjusters, only to beome perverted through the misoneption of truth. The teahingthat the soul is the indwelling of the Brahman would have paved the way for an advaned religionhad not this onept been ompletely vitiated by the belief that there is no human individualityapart from this indwelling of the Universal One.In the dotrine of the merging of the self-soul with the Oversoul, the theologians of India failedto provide for the survival of something human, something new and unique, something born of theunion of the will of man and the will of God. The teahing of the soul's return to the Brahman islosely parallel to the truth of the Adjuster's return to the bosom of the Universal Father, but thereis something distint from the Adjuster whih also survives, the morontial ounterpart of mortalpersonality. And this vital onept was fatally absent from Brahmani philosophy.Brahmani philosophy has approximated many of the fats of the universe and has approahednumerous osmi truths, but it has all too often fallen vitim to the error of failing to di�erentiatebetween the several levels of reality, suh as absolute, transendental, and �nite. It has failed to takeinto aount that what may be �nite-illusory on the absolute level may be absolutely real on the�nite level. And it has also taken no ognizane of the essential personality of the Universal Father,who is personally ontatable on all levels from the evolutionary reature's limited experiene withGod on up to the limitless experiene of the Eternal Son with the Paradise Father.94.4 The Hindu ReligionWith the passing of the enturies in India, the populae returned in measure to the anient rituals ofthe Vedas as they had been modi�ed by the teahings of the Melhizedek missionaries and rystallizedby the later Brahman priesthood. This, the oldest and most osmopolitan of the world's religions,has undergone further hanges in response to Buddhism and Jainism and to the later appearinginuenes of Mohammedanism and Christianity. But by the time the teahings of Jesus arrived,they had already beome so Oidentalized as to be a \white man's religion," hene strange andforeign to the Hindu mind.Hindu theology, at present, depits four desending levels of deity and divinity:1. The Brahman, the Absolute, the In�nite One, the IT IS.946



2. The Trimurti, the supreme trinity of Hinduism. In this assoiation Brahma, the �rst member, isoneived as being self-reated out of the Brahman - in�nity. Were it not for lose identi�ation withthe pantheisti In�nite One, Brahma ould onstitute the foundation for a onept of the UniversalFather. Brahma is also identi�ed with fate.The worship of the seond and third members, Siva and Vishnu, arose in the �rst millennium afterChrist. Siva is lord of life and death, god of fertility, and master of destrution. Vishnu is extremelypopular due to the belief that he periodially inarnates in human form. In this way, Vishnu beomesreal and living in the imaginations of the Indians. Siva and Vishnu are eah regarded by some assupreme over all.3. Vedi and post-Vedi deities. Many of the anient gods of the Aryans, suh as Agni, Indra,Soma, have persisted as seondary to the three members of the Trimurti. Numerous additional godshave arisen sine the early days of Vedi India, and these have also been inorporated into the Hindupantheon.4. The demigods: supermen, semigods, heroes, demons, ghosts, evil spirits, sprites, monsters,goblins, and saints of the later-day ults.While Hinduism has long failed to vivify the Indian people, at the same time it has usually beena tolerant religion. Its great strength lies in the fat that it has proved to be the most adaptive,amorphi religion to appear on Urantia. It is apable of almost unlimited hange and possessesan unusual range of exible adjustment from the high and semimonotheisti speulations of theintelletual Brahman to the arrant fetishism and primitive ult praties of the debased and depressedlasses of ignorant believers.Hinduism has survived beause it is essentially an integral part of the basi soial fabri of India.It has no great hierarhy whih an be disturbed or destroyed; it is interwoven into the life pattern ofthe people. It has an adaptability to hanging onditions that exels all other ults, and it displays atolerant attitude of adoption toward many other religions, Gautama Buddha and even Christ himselfbeing laimed as inarnations of Vishnu.Today, in India, the great need is for the portrayal of the Jesusonian gospel - the Fatherhood ofGod and the sonship and onsequent brotherhood of all men, whih is personally realized in lovingministry and soial servie. In India the philosophial framework is existent, the ult struture ispresent; all that is needed is the vitalizing spark of the dynami love portrayed in the original gospelof the Son of Man, divested of the Oidental dogmas and dotrines whih have tended to makeMihael's life bestowal a white man's religion.94.5 The Struggle for Truth in ChinaAs the Salem missionaries passed through Asia, spreading the dotrine of the Most High God andsalvation through faith, they absorbed muh of the philosophy and religious thought of the variousountries traversed. But the teahers ommissioned by Melhizedek and his suessors did not defaultin their trust; they did penetrate to all peoples of the Eurasian ontinent, and it was in the middleof the seond millennium before Christ that they arrived in China. At See Fuh, for more than onehundred years, the Salemites maintained their headquarters, there training Chinese teahers whotaught throughout all the domains of the yellow rae.It was in diret onsequene of this teahing that the earliest form of Taoism arose in China, avastly di�erent religion than the one whih bears that name today. Early or proto-Taoism was aompound of the following fators:1. The lingering teahings of Singlangton, whih persisted in the onept of Shang-ti, the Godof Heaven. In the times of Singlangton the Chinese people beame virtually monotheisti; they947



onentrated their worship on the One Truth, later known as the Spirit of Heaven, the universeruler. And the yellow rae never fully lost this early onept of Deity, although in subsequententuries many subordinate gods and spirits insidiously rept into their religion.2. The Salem religion of a Most High Creator Deity who would bestow his favor upon mankindin response to man's faith. But it is all too true that, by the time the Melhizedek missionaries hadpenetrated to the lands of the yellow rae, their original message had beome onsiderably hangedfrom the simple dotrines of Salem in the days of Mahiventa.3. The Brahman-Absolute onept of the Indian philosophers, oupled with the desire to esapeall evil. Perhaps the greatest extraneous inuene in the eastward spread of the Salem religion wasexerted by the Indian teahers of the Vedi faith, who injeted their oneption of the Brahman -the Absolute - into the salvationisti thought of the Salemites.This omposite belief spread through the lands of the yellow and brown raes as an underlyinginuene in religio-philosophi thought. In Japan this proto-Taoism was known as Shinto, and in thisountry, far-distant from Salem of Palestine, the peoples learned of the inarnation of MahiventaMelhizedek, who dwelt upon earth that the name of God might not be forgotten by mankind.In China all of these beliefs were later onfused and ompounded with the ever-growing ult ofanestor worship. But never sine the time of Singlangton have the Chinese fallen into helplessslavery to priestraft. The yellow rae was the �rst to emerge from barbari bondage into orderlyivilization beause it was the �rst to ahieve some measure of freedom from the abjet fear of thegods, not even fearing the ghosts of the dead as other raes feared them. China met her defeatbeause she failed to progress beyond her early emanipation from priests; she fell into an almostequally alamitous error, the worship of anestors.But the Salemites did not labor in vain. It was upon the foundations of their gospel that thegreat philosophers of sixth-entury China built their teahings. The moral atmosphere and thespiritual sentiments of the times of Lao-tse and Confuius grew up out of the teahings of the Salemmissionaries of an earlier age.94.6 Lao-Tse and ConfuiusAbout six hundred years before the arrival of Mihael, it seemed to Melhizedek, long sine departedfrom the esh, that the purity of his teahing on earth was being unduly jeopardized by generalabsorption into the older Urantia beliefs. It appeared for a time that his mission as a forerunner ofMihael might be in danger of failing. And in the sixth entury before Christ, through an unusualo-ordination of spiritual agenies, not all of whih are understood even by the planetary supervisors,Urantia witnessed a most unusual presentation of manifold religious truth. Through the ageny ofseveral human teahers the Salem gospel was restated and revitalized, and as it was then presented,muh has persisted to the times of this writing.This unique entury of spiritual progress was haraterized by great religious, moral, and philo-sophi teahers all over the ivilized world. In China, the two outstanding teahers were Lao-tse andConfuius.Lao-tse built diretly upon the onepts of the Salem traditions when he delared Tao to be theOne First Cause of all reation. Lao was a man of great spiritual vision. He taught that man's eternaldestiny was \everlasting union with Tao, Supreme God and Universal King." His omprehension ofultimate ausation was most diserning, for he wrote: \Unity arises out of the Absolute Tao, andfrom Unity there appears osmi Duality, and from suh Duality, Trinity springs forth into existene,and Trinity is the primal soure of all reality." \All reality is ever in balane between the potentialsand the atuals of the osmos, and these are eternally harmonized by the spirit of divinity."948



Lao-tse also made one of the earliest presentations of the dotrine of returning good for evil:\Goodness begets goodness, but to the one who is truly good, evil also begets goodness."He taught the return of the reature to the Creator and pitured life as the emergene of apersonality from the osmi potentials, while death was like the returning home of this reaturepersonality. His onept of true faith was unusual, and he too likened it to the \attitude of a littlehild."His understanding of the eternal purpose of God was lear, for he said: \The Absolute Deity doesnot strive but is always vitorious; he does not oere mankind but always stands ready to respondto their true desires; the will of God is eternal in patiene and eternal in the inevitability of itsexpression." And of the true religionist he said, in expressing the truth that it is more blessed togive than to reeive: \The good man seeks not to retain truth for himself but rather attempts tobestow these rihes upon his fellows, for that is the realization of truth. The will of the AbsoluteGod always bene�ts, never destroys; the purpose of the true believer is always to at but never tooere."Lao's teahing of nonresistane and the distintion whih he made between ation and oerionbeame later perverted into the beliefs of \seeing, doing, and thinking nothing." But Lao never taughtsuh error, albeit his presentation of nonresistane has been a fator in the further development ofthe pai� prediletions of the Chinese peoples.But the popular Taoism of twentieth-entury Urantia has very little in ommon with the loftysentiments and the osmi onepts of the old philosopher who taught the truth as he pereived it,whih was: That faith in the Absolute God is the soure of that divine energy whih will remakethe world, and by whih man asends to spiritual union with Tao, the Eternal Deity and CreatorAbsolute of the universes.Confuius (Kung Fu-tze) was a younger ontemporary of Lao in sixth-entury China. Confuiusbased his dotrines upon the better moral traditions of the long history of the yellow rae, and hewas also somewhat inuened by the lingering traditions of the Salem missionaries. His hief workonsisted in the ompilation of the wise sayings of anient philosophers. He was a rejeted teaherduring his lifetime, but his writings and teahings have ever sine exerted a great inuene in Chinaand Japan. Confuius set a new pae for the shamans in that he put morality in the plae of magi.But he built too well; he made a new fetish out of order and established a respet for anestralondut that is still venerated by the Chinese at the time of this writing.The Confuian preahment of morality was prediated on the theory that the earthly way is thedistorted shadow of the heavenly way; that the true pattern of temporal ivilization is the mirrorreetion of the eternal order of heaven. The potential God onept in Confuianism was almostompletely subordinated to the emphasis plaed upon the Way of Heaven, the pattern of the osmos.The teahings of Lao have been lost to all but a few in the Orient, but the writings of Confuiushave ever sine onstituted the basis of the moral fabri of the ulture of almost a third of Urantians.These Confuian preepts, while perpetuating the best of the past, were somewhat inimial to thevery Chinese spirit of investigation that had produed those ahievements whih were so venerated.The inuene of these dotrines was unsuessfully ombated both by the imperial e�orts of Ch'inShih Huang Ti and by the teahings of Mo Ti, who prolaimed a brotherhood founded not on ethialduty but on the love of God. He sought to rekindle the anient quest for new truth, but his teahingsfailed before the vigorous opposition of the disiples of Confuius.Like many other spiritual and moral teahers, both Confuius and Lao-tse were eventually dei-�ed by their followers in those spiritually dark ages of China whih intervened between the delineand perversion of the Taoist faith and the oming of the Buddhist missionaries from India. Duringthese spiritually deadent enturies the religion of the yellow rae degenerated into a pitiful theologywherein swarmed devils, dragons, and evil spirits, all betokening the returning fears of the unenlight-949



ened mortal mind. And China, one at the head of human soiety beause of an advaned religion,then fell behind beause of temporary failure to progress in the true path of the development of thatGod-onsiousness whih is indispensable to the true progress, not only of the individual mortal, butalso of the intriate and omplex ivilizations whih haraterize the advane of ulture and soietyon an evolutionary planet of time and spae.94.7 Gautama SiddharthaContemporary with Lao-tse and Confuius in China, another great teaher of truth arose in India.Gautama Siddhartha was born in the sixth entury before Christ in the north Indian provine ofNepal. His followers later made it appear that he was the son of a fabulously wealthy ruler, but,in truth, he was the heir apparent to the throne of a petty hieftain who ruled by su�erane over asmall and seluded mountain valley in the southern Himalayas.Gautama formulated those theories whih grew into the philosophy of Buddhism after six years ofthe futile pratie of Yoga. Siddhartha made a determined but unavailing �ght against the growingaste system. There was a lofty sinerity and a unique unsel�shness about this young prophet prinethat greatly appealed to the men of those days. He detrated from the pratie of seeking individualsalvation through physial a�ition and personal pain. And he exhorted his followers to arry hisgospel to all the world.Amid the onfusion and extreme ult praties of India, the saner and more moderate teahings ofGautama ame as a refreshing relief. He denouned gods, priests, and their sari�es, but he too failedto pereive the personality of the One Universal. Not believing in the existene of individual humansouls, Gautama, of ourse, made a valiant �ght against the time-honored belief in transmigration ofthe soul. He made a noble e�ort to deliver men from fear, to make them feel at ease and at homein the great universe, but he failed to show them the pathway to that real and supernal home ofasending mortals - Paradise - and to the expanding servie of eternal existene.Gautama was a real prophet, and had he heeded the instrution of the hermit Godad, he mighthave aroused all India by the inspiration of the revival of the Salem gospel of salvation by faith. Godadwas desended through a family that had never lost the traditions of the Melhizedek missionaries.At Benares Gautama founded his shool, and it was during its seond year that a pupil, Bautan,imparted to his teaher the traditions of the Salem missionaries about the Melhizedek ovenant withAbraham; and while Siddhartha did not have a very lear onept of the Universal Father, he took anadvaned stand on salvation through faith - simple belief. He so delared himself before his followersand began sending his students out in groups of sixty to prolaim to the people of India \the gladtidings of free salvation; that all men, high and low, an attain bliss by faith in righteousness andjustie."Gautama's wife believed her husband's gospel and was the founder of an order of nuns. His sonbeame his suessor and greatly extended the ult; he grasped the new idea of salvation throughfaith but in his later years wavered regarding the Salem gospel of divine favor through faith alone,and in his old age his dying words were, \Work out your own salvation."When prolaimed at its best, Gautama's gospel of universal salvation, free from sari�e, torture,ritual, and priests, was a revolutionary and amazing dotrine for its time. And it ame surprisinglynear to being a revival of the Salem gospel. It brought suor to millions of despairing souls, andnotwithstanding its grotesque perversion during later enturies, it still persists as the hope of millionsof human beings.Siddhartha taught far more truth than has survived in the modern ults bearing his name. ModernBuddhism is no more the teahings of Gautama Siddhartha than is Christianity the teahings of Jesus950



of Nazareth.94.8 The Buddhist FaithTo beome a Buddhist, one merely made publi profession of the faith by reiting the Refuge: \I takemy refuge in the Buddha; I take my refuge in the Dotrine; I take my refuge in the Brotherhood."Buddhism took origin in a histori person, not in a myth. Gautama's followers alled him Sasta,meaning master or teaher. While he made no superhuman laims for either himself or his teahings,his disiples early began to all him the enlightened one, the Buddha; later on, Sakyamuni Buddha.The original gospel of Gautama was based on the four noble truths:1. The noble truths of su�ering.2. The origins of su�ering.3. The destrution of su�ering.4. The way to the destrution of su�ering.Closely linked to the dotrine of su�ering and the esape therefrom was the philosophy of theEightfold Path: right views, aspirations, speeh, ondut, livelihood, e�ort, mindfulness, and on-templation. It was not Gautama's intention to attempt to destroy all e�ort, desire, and a�etion inthe esape from su�ering; rather was his teahing designed to piture to mortal man the futility ofpinning all hope and aspirations entirely on temporal goals and material objetives. It was not somuh that love of one's fellows should be shunned as that the true believer should also look beyondthe assoiations of this material world to the realities of the eternal future.The moral ommandments of Gautama's preahment were �ve in number:1. You shall not kill.2. You shall not steal.3. You shall not be unhaste.4. You shall not lie.5. You shall not drink intoxiating liquors.There were several additional or seondary ommandments, whose observane was optional withbelievers.Siddhartha hardly believed in the immortality of the human personality; his philosophy onlyprovided for a sort of funtional ontinuity. He never learly de�ned what he meant to inlude inthe dotrine of Nirvana. The fat that it ould theoretially be experiened during mortal existenewould indiate that it was not viewed as a state of omplete annihilation. It implied a ondition ofsupreme enlightenment and supernal bliss wherein all fetters binding man to the material world hadbeen broken; there was freedom from the desires of mortal life and deliverane from all danger ofever again experiening inarnation.Aording to the original teahings of Gautama, salvation is ahieved by human e�ort, apartfrom divine help; there is no plae for saving faith or prayers to superhuman powers. Gautama, inhis attempt to minimize the superstitions of India, endeavored to turn men away from the blatantlaims of magial salvation. And in making this e�ort, he left the door wide open for his suessorsto misinterpret his teahing and to prolaim that all human striving for attainment is distasteful andpainful. His followers overlooked the fat that the highest happiness is linked with the intelligent andenthusiasti pursuit of worthy goals, and that suh ahievements onstitute true progress in osmiself-realization. 951



The great truth of Siddhartha's teahing was his prolamation of a universe of absolute justie.He taught the best godless philosophy ever invented by mortal man; it was the ideal humanism andmost e�etively removed all grounds for superstition, magial rituals, and fear of ghosts or demons.The great weakness in the original gospel of Buddhism was that it did not produe a religion ofunsel�sh soial servie. The Buddhisti brotherhood was, for a long time, not a fraternity of believersbut rather a ommunity of student teahers. Gautama forbade their reeiving money and therebysought to prevent the growth of hierarhal tendenies. Gautama himself was highly soial; indeed,his life was muh greater than his preahment.
94.9 The Spread of BuddhismBuddhism prospered beause it o�ered salvation through belief in the Buddha, the enlightened one.It was more representative of the Melhizedek truths than any other religious system to be foundthroughout eastern Asia. But Buddhism did not beome widespread as a religion until it was espousedin self-protetion by the low-aste monarh Asoka, who, next to Ikhnaton in Egypt, was one of themost remarkable ivil rulers between Melhizedek and Mihael. Asoka built a great Indian empirethrough the propaganda of his Buddhist missionaries. During a period of twenty-�ve years he trainedand sent forth more than seventeen thousand missionaries to the farthest frontiers of all the knownworld. In one generation he made Buddhism the dominant religion of one half the world. It soonbeame established in Tibet, Kashmir, Ceylon, Burma, Java, Siam, Korea, China, and Japan. Andgenerally speaking, it was a religion vastly superior to those whih it supplanted or upstepped.The spread of Buddhism from its homeland in India to all of Asia is one of the thrilling stories ofthe spiritual devotion and missionary persistene of sinere religionists. The teahers of Gautama'sgospel not only braved the perils of the overland aravan routes but faed the dangers of the ChinaSeas as they pursued their mission over the Asiati ontinent, bringing to all peoples the message oftheir faith. But this Buddhism was no longer the simple dotrine of Gautama; it was the miraulizedgospel whih made him a god. And the farther Buddhism spread from its highland home in India,the more unlike the teahings of Gautama it beame, and the more like the religions it supplanted,it grew to be.Buddhism, later on, was muh a�eted by Taoism in China, Shinto in Japan, and Christianityin Tibet. After a thousand years, in India Buddhism simply withered and expired. It beameBrahmanized and later abjetly surrendered to Islam, while throughout muh of the rest of theOrient it degenerated into a ritual whih Gautama Siddhartha would never have reognized.In the south the fundamentalist stereotype of the teahings of Siddhartha persisted in Ceylon,Burma, and the Indo-China peninsula. This is the Hinayana division of Buddhism whih lings tothe early or asoial dotrine.But even before the ollapse in India, the Chinese and north Indian groups of Gautama's followershad begun the development of the Mahayana teahing of the \Great Road" to salvation in ontrastwith the purists of the south who held to the Hinayana, or \Lesser Road." And these Mahayanistsast loose from the soial limitations inherent in the Buddhist dotrine, and ever sine has thisnorthern division of Buddhism ontinued to evolve in China and Japan.Buddhism is a living, growing religion today beause it sueeds in onserving many of the highestmoral values of its adherents. It promotes almness and self-ontrol, augments serenity and happiness,and does muh to prevent sorrow and mourning. Those who believe this philosophy live better livesthan many who do not. 952



94.10 Religion in TibetIn Tibet may be found the strangest assoiation of the Melhizedek teahings ombined with Bud-dhism, Hinduism, Taoism, and Christianity. When the Buddhist missionaries entered Tibet, theyenountered a state of primitive savagery very similar to that whih the early Christian missionariesfound among the northern tribes of Europe.These simple-minded Tibetans would not wholly give up their anient magi and harms. Exam-ination of the religious eremonials of present-day Tibetan rituals reveals an overgrown brotherhoodof priests with shaven heads who pratie an elaborate ritual embraing bells, hants, inense, pro-essionals, rosaries, images, harms, pitures, holy water, gorgeous vestments, and elaborate hoirs.They have rigid dogmas and rystallized reeds, mysti rites and speial fasts. Their hierarhy em-braes monks, nuns, abbots, and the Grand Lama. They pray to angels, saints, a Holy Mother,and the gods. They pratie onfessions and believe in purgatory. Their monasteries are extensiveand their athedrals magni�ent. They keep up an endless repetition of sared rituals and believethat suh eremonials bestow salvation. Prayers are fastened to a wheel, and with its turning theybelieve the petitions beome eÆaious. Among no other people of modern times an be found theobservane of so muh from so many religions; and it is inevitable that suh a umulative liturgywould beome inordinately umbersome and intolerably burdensome.The Tibetans have something of all the leading world religions exept the simple teahings of theJesusonian gospel: sonship with God, brotherhood with man, and ever-asending itizenship in theeternal universe.94.11 Buddhist PhilosophyBuddhism entered China in the �rst millennium after Christ, and it �tted well into the religiousustoms of the yellow rae. In anestor worship they had long prayed to the dead; now they ould alsopray for them. Buddhism soon amalgamated with the lingering ritualisti praties of disintegratingTaoism. This new syntheti religion with its temples of worship and de�nite religious eremonialsoon beame the generally aepted ult of the peoples of China, Korea, and Japan.While in some respets it is unfortunate that Buddhism was not arried to the world until afterGautama's followers had so perverted the traditions and teahings of the ult as to make of hima divine being, nonetheless this myth of his human life, embellished as it was with a multitude ofmirales, proved very appealing to the auditors of the northern or Mahayana gospel of Buddhism.Some of his later followers taught that Sakyamuni Buddha's spirit returned periodially to earthas a living Buddha, thus opening the way for an inde�nite perpetuation of Buddha images, temples,rituals, and impostor \living Buddhas." Thus did the religion of the great Indian protestant even-tually �nd itself shakled with those very eremonial praties and ritualisti inantations againstwhih he had so fearlessly fought, and whih he had so valiantly denouned.The great advane made in Buddhist philosophy onsisted in its omprehension of the relativityof all truth. Through the mehanism of this hypothesis Buddhists have been able to reonile andorrelate the divergenies within their own religious sriptures as well as the di�erenes between theirown and many others. It was taught that the small truth was for little minds, the large truth forgreat minds.This philosophy also held that the Buddha (divine) nature resided in all men; that man, throughhis own endeavors, ould attain to the realization of this inner divinity. And this teahing is one ofthe learest presentations of the truth of the indwelling Adjusters ever to be made by a Urantianreligion. 953



But a great limitation in the original gospel of Siddhartha, as it was interpreted by his followers,was that it attempted the omplete liberation of the human self from all the limitations of the mortalnature by the tehnique of isolating the self from objetive reality. True osmi self-realization resultsfrom identi�ation with osmi reality and with the �nite osmos of energy, mind, and spirit, boundedby spae and onditioned by time.But though the eremonies and outward observanes of Buddhism beame grossly ontaminatedwith those of the lands to whih it traveled, this degeneration was not altogether the ase in thephilosophial life of the great thinkers who, from time to time, embraed this system of thought andbelief. Through more than two thousand years, many of the best minds of Asia have onentratedupon the problem of asertaining absolute truth and the truth of the Absolute.The evolution of a high onept of the Absolute was ahieved through many hannels of thoughtand by devious paths of reasoning. The upward asent of this dotrine of in�nity was not so learlyde�ned as was the evolution of the God onept in Hebrew theology. Nevertheless, there were ertainbroad levels whih the minds of the Buddhists reahed, tarried upon, and passed through on theirway to the envisioning of the Primal Soure of universes:1. The Gautama legend. At the base of the onept was the histori fat of the life and teahingsof Siddhartha, the prophet prine of India. This legend grew in myth as it traveled through theenturies and aross the broad lands of Asia until it surpassed the status of the idea of Gautama asthe enlightened one and began to take on additional attributes.2. The many Buddhas. It was reasoned that, if Gautama had ome to the peoples of India, then,in the remote past and in the remote future, the raes of mankind must have been, and undoubtedlywould be, blessed with other teahers of truth. This gave rise to the teahing that there were manyBuddhas, an unlimited and in�nite number, even that anyone ould aspire to beome one - to attainthe divinity of a Buddha.3. The Absolute Buddha. By the time the number of Buddhas was approahing in�nity, it beameneessary for the minds of those days to reunify this unwieldy onept. Aordingly it began to betaught that all Buddhas were but the manifestation of some higher essene, some Eternal One ofin�nite and unquali�ed existene, some Absolute Soure of all reality. From here on, the Deityonept of Buddhism, in its highest form, beomes divored from the human person of GautamaSiddhartha and asts o� from the anthropomorphi limitations whih have held it in leash. This�nal oneption of the Buddha Eternal an well be identi�ed as the Absolute, sometimes even as thein�nite I AM.While this idea of Absolute Deity never found great popular favor with the peoples of Asia, it didenable the intelletuals of these lands to unify their philosophy and to harmonize their osmology.The onept of the Buddha Absolute is at times quasi-personal, at times wholly impersonal - evenan in�nite reative fore. Suh onepts, though helpful to philosophy, are not vital to religiousdevelopment. Even an anthropomorphi Yahweh is of greater religious value than an in�nitelyremote Absolute of Buddhism or Brahmanism.At times the Absolute was even thought of as ontained within the in�nite I AM. But thesespeulations were hill omfort to the hungry multitudes who raved to hear words of promise, tohear the simple gospel of Salem, that faith in God would assure divine favor and eternal survival.94.12 The God Conept of BuddhismThe great weakness in the osmology of Buddhism was twofold: its ontamination with many of thesuperstitions of India and China and its sublimation of Gautama, �rst as the enlightened one, andthen as the Eternal Buddha. Just as Christianity has su�ered from the absorption of muh erroneous954



human philosophy, so does Buddhism bear its human birthmark. But the teahings of Gautama haveontinued to evolve during the past two and one-half millenniums. The onept of Buddha, to anenlightened Buddhist, is no more the human personality of Gautama than the onept of Jehovahis idential with the spirit demon of Horeb to an enlightened Christian. Pauity of terminology,together with the sentimental retention of olden nomenlature, is often provoative of the failure tounderstand the true signi�ane of the evolution of religious onepts.Gradually the onept of God, as ontrasted with the Absolute, began to appear in Buddhism.Its soures are bak in the early days of this di�erentiation of the followers of the Lesser Road andthe Greater Road. It was among the latter division of Buddhism that the dual oneption of Godand the Absolute �nally matured. Step by step, entury by entury, the God onept has evolveduntil, with the teahings of Ryonin, Honen Shonin, and Shinran in Japan, this onept �nally ameto fruit in the belief in Amida Buddha.Among these believers it is taught that the soul, upon experiening death, may elet to enjoy asojourn in Paradise prior to entering Nirvana, the ultimate of existene. It is prolaimed that thisnew salvation is attained by faith in the divine meries and loving are of Amida, God of the Paradisein the west. In their philosophy, the Amidists hold to an In�nite Reality whih is beyond all �nitemortal omprehension; in their religion, they ling to faith in the all-meriful Amida, who so lovesthe world that he will not su�er one mortal who alls on his name in true faith and with a pure heartto fail in the attainment of the supernal happiness of Paradise.The great strength of Buddhism is that its adherents are free to hoose truth from all religions;suh freedom of hoie has seldom haraterized a Urantian faith. In this respet the Shin setof Japan has beome one of the most progressive religious groups in the world; it has revived theanient missionary spirit of Gautama's followers and has begun to send teahers to other peoples.This willingness to appropriate truth from any and all soures is indeed a ommendable tendeny toappear among religious believers during the �rst half of the twentieth entury after Christ.Buddhism itself is undergoing a twentieth-entury renaissane. Through ontat with Christianitythe soial aspets of Buddhism have been greatly enhaned. The desire to learn has been rekindledin the hearts of the monk priests of the brotherhood, and the spread of eduation throughout thisfaith will be ertainly provoative of new advanes in religious evolution.At the time of this writing, muh of Asia rests its hope in Buddhism. Will this noble faith, thathas so valiantly arried on through the dark ages of the past, one again reeive the truth of expandedosmi realities even as the disiples of the great teaher in India one listened to his prolamation ofnew truth? Will this anient faith respond one more to the invigorating stimulus of the presentationof new onepts of God and the Absolute for whih it has so long searhed?All Urantia is waiting for the prolamation of the ennobling message of Mihael, unenumberedby the aumulated dotrines and dogmas of nineteen enturies of ontat with the religions ofevolutionary origin. The hour is striking for presenting to Buddhism, to Christianity, to Hinduism,even to the peoples of all faiths, not the gospel about Jesus, but the living, spiritual reality of thegospel of Jesus.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 95The Melhizedek Teahings in theLevantAS INDIA gave rise to many of the religions and philosophies of eastern Asia, so the Levant was thehomeland of the faiths of the Oidental world. The Salem missionaries spread out all over south-western Asia, through Palestine, Mesopotamia, Egypt, Iran, and Arabia, everywhere prolaimingthe good news of the gospel of Mahiventa Melhizedek. In some of these lands their teahings borefruit; in others they met with varying suess. Sometimes their failures were due to lak of wisdom,sometimes to irumstanes beyond their ontrol.95.1 The Salem Religion in MesopotamiaBy 2000 B.C. the religions of Mesopotamia had just about lost the teahings of the Sethites and werelargely under the inuene of the primitive beliefs of two groups of invaders, the Bedouin Semiteswho had �ltered in from the western desert and the barbarian horsemen who had ome down fromthe north.But the ustom of the early Adamite peoples in honoring the seventh day of the week neverompletely disappeared in Mesopotamia. Only, during the Melhizedek era, the seventh day wasregarded as the worst of bad luk. It was taboo-ridden; it was unlawful to go on a journey, ookfood, or make a �re on the evil seventh day. The Jews arried bak to Palestine many of theMesopotamian taboos whih they had found resting on the Babylonian observane of the seventhday, the Shabattum.Although the Salem teahers did muh to re�ne and uplift the religions of Mesopotamia, they didnot sueed in bringing the various peoples to the permanent reognition of one God. Suh teahinggained the asendany for more than one hundred and �fty years and then gradually gave way tothe older belief in a multipliity of deities.The Salem teahers greatly redued the number of the gods of Mesopotamia, at one time bringingthe hief deities down to seven: Bel, Shamash, Nabu, Anu, Ea, Marduk, and Sin. At the height ofthe new teahing they exalted three of these gods to supremay over all others, the Babylonian triad:Bel, Ea, and Anu, the gods of earth, sea, and sky. Still other triads grew up in di�erent loalities,all reminisent of the trinity teahings of the Andites and the Sumerians and based on the belief ofthe Salemites in Melhizedek's insignia of the three irles.Never did the Salem teahers fully overome the popularity of Ishtar, the mother of gods and thespirit of sex fertility. They did muh to re�ne the worship of this goddess, but the Babylonians andtheir neighbors had never ompletely outgrown their disguised forms of sex worship. It had beome957



a universal pratie throughout Mesopotamia for all women to submit, at least one in early life, tothe embrae of strangers; this was thought to be a devotion required by Ishtar, and it was believedthat fertility was largely dependent on this sex sari�e.The early progress of the Melhizedek teahing was highly gratifying until Nabodad, the leaderof the shool at Kish, deided to make a onerted attak upon the prevalent praties of templeharlotry. But the Salem missionaries failed in their e�ort to bring about this soial reform, and inthe wrek of this failure all their more important spiritual and philosophi teahings went down indefeat.This defeat of the Salem gospel was immediately followed by a great inrease in the ult of Ishtar,a ritual whih had already invaded Palestine as Ashtoreth, Egypt as Isis, Greee as Aphrodite, andthe northern tribes as Astarte. And it was in onnetion with this revival of the worship of Ishtar thatthe Babylonian priests turned anew to stargazing; astrology experiened its last great Mesopotamianrevival, fortunetelling beame the vogue, and for enturies the priesthood inreasingly deteriorated.Melhizedek had warned his followers to teah about the one God, the Father and Maker of all,and to preah only the gospel of divine favor through faith alone. But it has often been the errorof the teahers of new truth to attempt too muh, to attempt to supplant slow evolution by suddenrevolution. The Melhizedek missionaries in Mesopotamia raised a moral standard too high forthe people; they attempted too muh, and their noble ause went down in defeat. They had beenommissioned to preah a de�nite gospel, to prolaim the truth of the reality of the Universal Father,but they beame entangled in the apparently worthy ause of reforming the mores, and thus wastheir great mission sidetraked and virtually lost in frustration and oblivion.In one generation the Salem headquarters at Kish ame to an end, and the propaganda of thebelief in one God virtually eased throughout Mesopotamia. But remnants of the Salem shoolspersisted. Small bands sattered here and there ontinued their belief in the one Creator and foughtagainst the idolatry and immorality of the Mesopotamian priests.It was the Salemmissionaries of the period following the rejetion of their teahing who wrote manyof the Old Testament Psalms, insribing them on stone, where later-day Hebrew priests found themduring the aptivity and subsequently inorporated them among the olletion of hymns asribed toJewish authorship. These beautiful psalms from Babylon were not written in the temples of Bel-Marduk; they were the work of the desendants of the earlier Salem missionaries, and they are astriking ontrast to the magial onglomerations of the Babylonian priests. The Book of Job is afairly good reetion of the teahings of the Salem shool at Kish and throughout Mesopotamia.Muh of the Mesopotamian religious ulture found its way into Hebrew literature and liturgy byway of Egypt through the work of Amenemope and Ikhnaton. The Egyptians remarkably preservedthe teahings of soial obligation derived from the earlier Andite Mesopotamians and so largely lostby the later Babylonians who oupied the Euphrates valley.95.2 Early Egyptian ReligionThe original Melhizedek teahings really took their deepest root in Egypt, from where they subse-quently spread to Europe. The evolutionary religion of the Nile valley was periodially augmentedby the arrival of superior strains of Nodite, Adamite, and later Andite peoples of the Euphratesvalley. From time to time, many of the Egyptian ivil administrators were Sumerians. As India inthese days harbored the highest mixture of the world raes, so Egypt fostered the most thoroughlyblended type of religious philosophy to be found on Urantia, and from the Nile valley it spread tomany parts of the world. The Jews reeived muh of their idea of the reation of the world from theBabylonians, but they derived the onept of divine Providene from the Egyptians.958



It was politial and moral, rather than philosophi or religious, tendenies that rendered Egyptmore favorable to the Salem teahing than Mesopotamia. Eah tribal leader in Egypt, after �ghtinghis way to the throne, sought to perpetuate his dynasty by prolaiming his tribal god the originaldeity and reator of all other gods. In this way the Egyptians gradually got used to the idea of asupergod, a steppingstone to the later dotrine of a universal reator Deity. The idea of monotheismwavered bak and forth in Egypt for many enturies, the belief in one God always gaining groundbut never quite dominating the evolving onepts of polytheism.For ages the Egyptian peoples had been given to the worship of nature gods; more partiularlydid eah of the two-sore separate tribes have a speial group god, one worshiping the bull, anotherthe lion, a third the ram, and so on. Still earlier they had been totem tribes, very muh like theAmerinds.In time the Egyptians observed that dead bodies plaed in brikless graves were preserved -embalmed - by the ation of the soda-impregnated sand, while those buried in brik vaults deayed.These observations led to those experiments whih resulted in the later pratie of embalming thedead. The Egyptians believed that preservation of the body failitated one's passage through thefuture life. That the individual might properly be identi�ed in the distant future after the deay ofthe body, they plaed a burial statue in the tomb along with the orpse, arving a likeness on theoÆn. The making of these burial statues led to great improvement in Egyptian art.For enturies the Egyptians plaed their faith in tombs as the safeguard of the body and of on-sequent pleasurable survival after death. The later evolution of magial praties, while burdensometo life from the radle to the grave, most e�etually delivered them from the religion of the tombs.The priests would insribe the oÆns with harm texts whih were believed to be protetion againsta \man's having his heart taken away from him in the nether world." Presently a diverse assortmentof these magial texts was olleted and preserved as The Book of the Dead. But in the Nile valleymagial ritual early beame involved with the realms of onsiene and harater to a degree notoften attained by the rituals of those days. And subsequently these ethial and moral ideals, ratherthan elaborate tombs, were depended upon for salvation.The superstitions of these times are well illustrated by the general belief in the eÆay of spittleas a healing agent, an idea whih had its origin in Egypt and spread therefrom to Arabia andMesopotamia. In the legendary battle of Horus with Set the young god lost his eye, but after Setwas vanquished, this eye was restored by the wise god Thoth, who spat upon the wound and healedit. The Egyptians long believed that the stars twinkling in the night sky represented the survival ofthe souls of the worthy dead; other survivors they thought were absorbed into the sun. During aertain period, solar veneration beame a speies of anestor worship. The sloping entrane passageof the great pyramid pointed diretly toward the Pole Star so that the soul of the king, when emergingfrom the tomb, ould go straight to the stationary and established onstellations of the �xed stars,the supposed abode of the kings.When the oblique rays of the sun were observed penetrating earthward through an aperture inthe louds, it was believed that they betokened the letting down of a elestial stairway whereon theking and other righteous souls might asend. \King Pepi has put down his radiane as a stairwayunder his feet whereon to asend to his mother."When Melhizedek appeared in the esh, the Egyptians had a religion far above that of thesurrounding peoples. They believed that a disembodied soul, if properly armed with magi formulas,ould evade the intervening evil spirits and make its way to the judgment hall of Osiris, where, ifinnoent of \murder, robbery, falsehood, adultery, theft, and sel�shness," it would be admitted to therealms of bliss. If this soul were weighed in the balanes and found wanting, it would be onsigned tohell, to the Devouress. And this was, relatively, an advaned onept of a future life in omparison959



with the beliefs of many surrounding peoples.The onept of judgment in the hereafter for the sins of one's life in the esh on earth was arriedover into Hebrew theology from Egypt. The word judgment appears only one in the entire Book ofHebrew Psalms, and that partiular psalm was written by an Egyptian.95.3 Evolution of Moral ConeptsAlthough the ulture and religion of Egypt were hiey derived from Andite Mesopotamia and largelytransmitted to subsequent ivilizations through the Hebrews and Greeks, muh, very muh, of thesoial and ethial idealism of the Egyptians arose in the valley of the Nile as a purely evolutionarydevelopment. Notwithstanding the importation of muh truth and ulture of Andite origin, thereevolved in Egypt more of moral ulture as a purely human development than appeared by similarnatural tehniques in any other irumsribed area prior to the bestowal of Mihael.Moral evolution is not wholly dependent on revelation. High moral onepts an be derivedfrom man's own experiene. Man an even evolve spiritual values and derive osmi insight fromhis personal experiential living beause a divine spirit indwells him. Suh natural evolutions ofonsiene and harater were also augmented by the periodi arrival of teahers of truth, in anienttimes from the seond Eden, later on from Melhizedek's headquarters at Salem.Thousands of years before the Salem gospel penetrated to Egypt, its moral leaders taught justie,fairness, and the avoidane of avarie. Three thousand years before the Hebrew sriptures werewritten, the motto of the Egyptians was: \Established is the man whose standard is righteousness;who walks aording to its way." They taught gentleness, moderation, and disretion. The messageof one of the great teahers of this epoh was: \Do right and deal justly with all." The Egyptiantriad of this age was Truth-Justie-Righteousness. Of all the purely human religions of Urantia noneever surpassed the soial ideals and the moral grandeur of this onetime humanism of the Nile valley.In the soil of these evolving ethial ideas and moral ideals the surviving dotrines of the Salemreligion ourished. The onepts of good and evil found ready response in the hearts of a peoplewho believed that \Life is given to the peaeful and death to the guilty." \The peaeful is he whodoes what is loved; the guilty is he who does what is hated." For enturies the inhabitants of theNile valley had lived by these emerging ethial and soial standards before they ever entertained thelater onepts of right and wrong - good and bad.Egypt was intelletual and moral but not overly spiritual. In six thousand years only four greatprophets arose among the Egyptians. Amenemope they followed for a season; Okhban they murdered;Ikhnaton they aepted but halfheartedly for one short generation; Moses they rejeted. Again was itpolitial rather than religious irumstanes that made it easy for Abraham and, later on, for Josephto exert great inuene throughout Egypt in behalf of the Salem teahings of one God. But whenthe Salem missionaries �rst entered Egypt, they enountered this highly ethial ulture of evolutionblended with the modi�ed moral standards of Mesopotamian immigrants. These early Nile valleyteahers were the �rst to prolaim onsiene as the mandate of God, the voie of Deity.95.4 The Teahings of AmenemopeIn due time there grew up in Egypt a teaher alled by many the \son of man" and by othersAmenemope. This seer exalted onsiene to its highest pinnale of arbitrament between right andwrong, taught punishment for sin, and prolaimed salvation through alling upon the solar deity.Amenemope taught that rihes and fortune were the gift of God, and this onept thoroughly960



olored the later appearing Hebrew philosophy. This noble teaher believed that God-onsiousnesswas the determining fator in all ondut; that every moment should be lived in the realization ofthe presene of, and responsibility to, God. The teahings of this sage were subsequently translatedinto Hebrew and beame the sared book of that people long before the Old Testament was reduedto writing. The hief preahment of this good man had to do with instruting his son in uprightnessand honesty in governmental positions of trust, and these noble sentiments of long ago would dohonor to any modern statesman.This wise man of the Nile taught that \rihes take themselves wings and y away" - that allthings earthly are evanesent. His great prayer was to be \saved from fear." He exhorted all toturn away from \the words of men" to \the ats of God." In substane he taught: Man proposesbut God disposes. His teahings, translated into Hebrew, determined the philosophy of the OldTestament Book of Proverbs. Translated into Greek, they gave olor to all subsequent Hellenireligious philosophy. The later Alexandrian philosopher, Philo, possessed a opy of the Book ofWisdom.Amenemope funtioned to onserve the ethis of evolution and the morals of revelation and inhis writings passed them on both to the Hebrews and to the Greeks. He was not the greatest ofthe religious teahers of this age, but he was the most inuential in that he olored the subsequentthought of two vital links in the growth of Oidental ivilization - the Hebrews, among whom evolvedthe ame of Oidental religious faith, and the Greeks, who developed pure philosophi thought toits greatest European heights.In the Book of Hebrew Proverbs, hapters �fteen, seventeen, twenty, and hapter twenty-two, verseseventeen, to hapter twenty-four, verse twenty-two, are taken almost verbatim from Amenemope'sBook of Wisdom. The �rst psalm of the Hebrew Book of Psalms was written by Amenemope and isthe heart of the teahings of Ikhnaton.95.5 The Remarkable IkhnatonThe teahings of Amenemope were slowly losing their hold on the Egyptian mind when, through theinuene of an Egyptian Salemite physiian, a woman of the royal family espoused the Melhizedekteahings. This woman prevailed upon her son, Ikhnaton, Pharaoh of Egypt, to aept these dotrinesof One God.Sine the disappearane of Melhizedek in the esh, no human being up to that time had possessedsuh an amazingly lear onept of the revealed religion of Salem as Ikhnaton. In some respets thisyoung Egyptian king is one of the most remarkable persons in human history. During this time ofinreasing spiritual depression in Mesopotamia, he kept alive the dotrine of El Elyon, the One God,in Egypt, thus maintaining the philosophi monotheisti hannel whih was vital to the religiousbakground of the then future bestowal of Mihael. And it was in reognition of this exploit, amongother reasons, that the hild Jesus was taken to Egypt, where some of the spiritual suessors ofIkhnaton saw him and to some extent understood ertain phases of his divine mission to Urantia.Moses, the greatest harater between Melhizedek and Jesus, was the joint gift to the world of theHebrew rae and the Egyptian royal family; and had Ikhnaton possessed the versatility and ability ofMoses, had he manifested a politial genius to math his surprising religious leadership, then wouldEgypt have beome the great monotheisti nation of that age; and if this had happened, it is barelypossible that Jesus might have lived the greater portion of his mortal life in Egypt.Never in all history did any king so methodially proeed to swing a whole nation from polytheismto monotheism as did this extraordinary Ikhnaton. With the most amazing determination this youngruler broke with the past, hanged his name, abandoned his apital, built an entirely new ity, and961



reated a new art and literature for a whole people. But he went too fast; he built too muh,more than ould stand when he had gone. Again, he failed to provide for the material stability andprosperity of his people, all of whih reated unfavorably against his religious teahings when thesubsequent oods of adversity and oppression swept over the Egyptians.Had this man of amazingly lear vision and extraordinary singleness of purpose had the politialsagaity of Moses, he would have hanged the whole history of the evolution of religion and therevelation of truth in the Oidental world. During his lifetime he was able to urb the ativitiesof the priests, whom he generally disredited, but they maintained their ults in seret and spranginto ation as soon as the young king passed from power; and they were not slow to onnet all ofEgypt's subsequent troubles with the establishment of monotheism during his reign.Very wisely Ikhnaton sought to establish monotheism under the guise of the sun-god. This deisionto approah the worship of the Universal Father by absorbing all gods into the worship of the sunwas due to the ounsel of the Salemite physiian. Ikhnaton took the generalized dotrines of thethen existent Aton faith regarding the fatherhood and motherhood of Deity and reated a religionwhih reognized an intimate worshipful relation between man and God.Ikhnaton was wise enough to maintain the outward worship of Aton, the sun-god, while he ledhis assoiates in the disguised worship of the One God, reator of Aton and supreme Father of all.This young teaher-king was a proli� writer, being author of the exposition entitled \The OneGod," a book of thirty-one hapters, whih the priests, when returned to power, utterly destroyed.Ikhnaton also wrote one hundred and thirty-seven hymns, twelve of whih are now preserved in theOld Testament Book of Psalms, redited to Hebrew authorship.The supreme word of Ikhnaton's religion in daily life was \righteousness," and he rapidly expandedthe onept of right doing to embrae international as well as national ethis. This was a generationof amazing personal piety and was haraterized by a genuine aspiration among the more intelligentmen and women to �nd God and to know him. In those days soial position or wealth gave noEgyptian any advantage in the eyes of the law. The family life of Egypt did muh to preserve andaugment moral ulture and was the inspiration of the later superb family life of the Jews in Palestine.The fatal weakness of Ikhnaton's gospel was its greatest truth, the teahing that Aton was notonly the reator of Egypt but also of the \whole world, man and beasts, and all the foreign lands,even Syria and Kush, besides this land of Egypt. He sets all in their plae and provides all withtheir needs." These onepts of Deity were high and exalted, but they were not nationalisti. Suhsentiments of internationality in religion failed to augment the morale of the Egyptian army on thebattle�eld, while they provided e�etive weapons for the priests to use against the young king andhis new religion. He had a Deity onept far above that of the later Hebrews, but it was too advanedto serve the purposes of a nation builder.Though the monotheisti ideal su�ered with the passing of Ikhnaton, the idea of one God persistedin the minds of many groups. The son-in-law of Ikhnaton went along with the priests, bak to theworship of the old gods, hanging his name to Tutankhamen. The apital returned to Thebes, andthe priests waxed fat upon the land, eventually gaining possession of one seventh of all Egypt; andpresently one of this same order of priests made bold to seize the rown.But the priests ould not fully overome the monotheisti wave. Inreasingly they were ompelledto ombine and hyphenate their gods; more and more the family of gods ontrated. Ikhnaton hadassoiated the aming dis of the heavens with the reator God, and this idea ontinued to ame upin the hearts of men, even of the priests, long after the young reformer had passed on. Never didthe onept of monotheism die out of the hearts of men in Egypt and in the world. It persisted evento the arrival of the Creator Son of that same divine Father, the one God whom Ikhnaton had sozealously prolaimed for the worship of all Egypt.The weakness of Ikhnaton's dotrine lay in the fat that he proposed suh an advaned religion962



that only the eduated Egyptians ould fully omprehend his teahings. The rank and �le of the agri-ultural laborers never really grasped his gospel and were, therefore, ready to return with the prieststo the old-time worship of Isis and her onsort Osiris, who was supposed to have been miraulouslyresurreted from a ruel death at the hands of Set, the god of darkness and evil.The teahing of immortality for all men was too advaned for the Egyptians. Only kings and therih were promised a resurretion; therefore did they so arefully embalm and preserve their bodiesin tombs against the day of judgment. But the demoray of salvation and resurretion as taught byIkhnaton eventually prevailed, even to the extent that the Egyptians later believed in the survivalof dumb animals.Although the e�ort of this Egyptian ruler to impose the worship of one God upon his peopleappeared to fail, it should be reorded that the reperussions of his work persisted for enturiesboth in Palestine and Greee, and that Egypt thus beame the agent for transmitting the ombinedevolutionary ulture of the Nile and the revelatory religion of the Euphrates to all of the subsequentpeoples of the Oident.The glory of this great era of moral development and spiritual growth in the Nile valley was rapidlypassing at about the time the national life of the Hebrews was beginning, and onsequent upon theirsojourn in Egypt these Bedouins arried away muh of these teahings and perpetuated many ofIkhnaton's dotrines in their raial religion.95.6 The Salem Dotrines in IranFrom Palestine some of the Melhizedek missionaries passed on through Mesopotamia and to thegreat Iranian plateau. For more than �ve hundred years the Salem teahers made headway in Iran,and the whole nation was swinging to the Melhizedek religion when a hange of rulers preipitateda bitter perseution whih pratially ended the monotheisti teahings of the Salem ult. Thedotrine of the Abrahami ovenant was virtually extint in Persia when, in that great entury ofmoral renaissane, the sixth before Christ, Zoroaster appeared to revive the smouldering embers ofthe Salem gospel.This founder of a new religion was a virile and adventurous youth, who, on his �rst pilgrimage to Urin Mesopotamia, had learned of the traditions of the Caligastia and the Luifer rebellion - along withmany other traditions - all of whih had made a strong appeal to his religious nature. Aordingly,as the result of a dream while in Ur, he settled upon a program of returning to his northern hometo undertake the remodeling of the religion of his people. He had imbibed the Hebrai idea of aGod of justie, the Mosai onept of divinity. The idea of a supreme God was lear in his mind,and he set down all other gods as devils, onsigned them to the ranks of the demons of whih hehad heard in Mesopotamia. He had learned of the story of the Seven Master Spirits as the traditionlingered in Ur, and, aordingly, he reated a galaxy of seven supreme gods with Ahura-Mazda atits head. These subordinate gods he assoiated with the idealization of Right Law, Good Thought,Noble Government, Holy Charater, Health, and Immortality.And this new religion was one of ation - work - not prayers and rituals. Its God was a being ofsupreme wisdom and the patron of ivilization; it was a militant religious philosophy whih dared tobattle with evil, ination, and bakwardness.Zoroaster did not teah the worship of �re but sought to utilize the ame as a symbol of thepure and wise Spirit of universal and supreme dominane. (All too true, his later followers did bothreverene and worship this symboli �re.) Finally, upon the onversion of an Iranian prine, this newreligion was spread by the sword. And Zoroaster heroially died in battle for that whih he believedwas the \truth of the Lord of light." 963



Zoroastrianism is the only Urantian reed that perpetuates the Dalamatian and Edeni teahingsabout the Seven Master Spirits. While failing to evolve the Trinity onept, it did in a ertain wayapproah that of God the Sevenfold. Original Zoroastrianism was not a pure dualism; though theearly teahings did piture evil as a time o-ordinate of goodness, it was de�nitely eternity-submergedin the ultimate reality of the good. Only in later times did the belief gain redene that good andevil ontended on equal terms.The Jewish traditions of heaven and hell and the dotrine of devils as reorded in the Hebrewsriptures, while founded on the lingering traditions of Luifer and Caligastia, were prinipally derivedfrom the Zoroastrians during the times when the Jews were under the politial and ultural dominaneof the Persians. Zoroaster, like the Egyptians, taught the \day of judgment," but he onneted thisevent with the end of the world.Even the religion whih sueeded Zoroastrianism in Persia was markedly inuened by it. Whenthe Iranian priests sought to overthrow the teahings of Zoroaster, they resurreted the anientworship of Mithra. And Mithraism spread throughout the Levant and Mediterranean regions, beingfor some time a ontemporary of both Judaism and Christianity. The teahings of Zoroaster thusame suessively to impress three great religions: Judaism and Christianity and, through them,Mohammedanism.But it is a far ry from the exalted teahings and noble psalms of Zoroaster to the modern perver-sions of his gospel by the Parsees with their great fear of the dead, oupled with the entertainmentof beliefs in sophistries whih Zoroaster never stooped to ountenane.This great man was one of that unique group that sprang up in the sixth entury before Christto keep the light of Salem from being fully and �nally extinguished as it so dimly burned to showman in his darkened world the path of light leading to everlasting life.95.7 The Salem Teahings in ArabiaThe Melhizedek teahings of the one God beame established in the Arabian desert at a om-paratively reent date. As in Greee, so in Arabia the Salem missionaries failed beause of theirmisunderstanding of Mahiventa's instrutions regarding overorganization. But they were not thushindered by their interpretation of his admonition against all e�orts to extend the gospel throughmilitary fore or ivil ompulsion.Not even in China or Rome did the Melhizedek teahings fail more ompletely than in this desertregion so very near Salem itself. Long after the majority of the peoples of the Orient and Oident hadbeome respetively Buddhist and Christian, the desert of Arabia ontinued as it had for thousandsof years. Eah tribe worshiped its olden fetish, and many individual families had their own householdgods. Long the struggle ontinued between Babylonian Ishtar, Hebrew Yahweh, Iranian Ahura, andChristian Father of the Lord Jesus Christ. Never was one onept able fully to displae the others.Here and there throughout Arabia were families and lans that held on to the hazy idea of the oneGod. Suh groups treasured the traditions of Melhizedek, Abraham, Moses, and Zoroaster. Therewere numerous enters that might have responded to the Jesusonian gospel, but the Christian mis-sionaries of the desert lands were an austere and unyielding group in ontrast with the ompromisersand innovators who funtioned as missionaries in the Mediterranean ountries. Had the followers ofJesus taken more seriously his injuntion to \go into all the world and preah the gospel," and hadthey been more graious in that preahing, less stringent in ollateral soial requirements of theirown devising, then many lands would gladly have reeived the simple gospel of the arpenter's son,Arabia among them.Despite the fat that the great Levantine monotheisms failed to take root in Arabia, this desert964



land was apable of produing a faith whih, though less demanding in its soial requirements, wasnonetheless monotheisti.There was only one fator of a tribal, raial, or national nature about the primitive and unorganizedbeliefs of the desert, and that was the peuliar and general respet whih almost all Arabian tribeswere willing to pay to a ertain blak stone fetish in a ertain temple at Mea. This point of ommonontat and reverene subsequently led to the establishment of the Islami religion. What Yahweh,the volano spirit, was to the Jewish Semites, the Kaaba stone beame to their Arabi ousins.The strength of Islam has been its lear-ut and well-de�ned presentation of Allah as the one andonly Deity; its weakness, the assoiation of military fore with its promulgation, together with itsdegradation of woman. But it has steadfastly held to its presentation of the One Universal Deity ofall, \who knows the invisible and the visible. He is the meriful and the ompassionate." \Truly Godis plenteous in goodness to all men." \And when I am sik, it is he who heals me." \For wheneveras many as three speak together, God is present as a fourth," for is he not \the �rst and the last,also the seen and the hidden"?[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 96Yahweh - God of the HebrewsIN CONCEIVING of Deity, man �rst inludes all gods, then subordinates all foreign gods to his tribaldeity, and �nally exludes all but the one God of �nal and supreme value. The Jews synthesizedall gods into their more sublime onept of the Lord God of Israel. The Hindus likewise ombinedtheir multifarious deities into the \one spirituality of the gods" portrayed in the Rig-Veda, while theMesopotamians redued their gods to the more entralized onept of Bel-Marduk. These ideas ofmonotheism matured all over the world not long after the appearane of Mahiventa Melhizedekat Salem in Palestine. But the Melhizedek onept of Deity was unlike that of the evolutionaryphilosophy of inlusion, subordination, and exlusion; it was based exlusively on reative power andvery soon inuened the highest deity onepts of Mesopotamia, India, and Egypt.The Salem religion was revered as a tradition by the Kenites and several other Canaanite tribes.And this was one of the purposes of Melhizedek's inarnation: That a religion of one God shouldbe so fostered as to prepare the way for the earth bestowal of a Son of that one God. Mihael ouldhardly ome to Urantia until there existed a people believing in the Universal Father among whomhe ould appear.The Salem religion persisted among the Kenites in Palestine as their reed, and this religion asit was later adopted by the Hebrews was inuened, �rst, by Egyptian moral teahings; later, byBabylonian theologi thought; and lastly, by Iranian oneptions of good and evil. Fatually theHebrew religion is prediated upon the ovenant between Abraham and Mahiventa Melhizedek,evolutionally it is the outgrowth of many unique situational irumstanes, but ulturally it hasborrowed freely from the religion, morality, and philosophy of the entire Levant. It is through theHebrew religion that muh of the morality and religious thought of Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Iranwas transmitted to the Oidental peoples.96.1 Deity Conepts Among the SemitesThe early Semites regarded everything as being indwelt by a spirit. There were spirits of the animaland vegetable worlds; annual spirits, the lord of progeny; spirits of �re, water, and air; a veritablepantheon of spirits to be feared and worshiped. And the teahing of Melhizedek regarding a UniversalCreator never fully destroyed the belief in these subordinate spirits or nature gods.The progress of the Hebrews from polytheism through henotheism to monotheism was not anunbroken and ontinuous oneptual development. They experiened many retrogressions in theevolution of their Deity onepts, while during any one epoh there existed varying ideas of Godamong di�erent groups of Semite believers. From time to time numerous terms were applied to theironepts of God, and in order to prevent onfusion these various Deity titles will be de�ned as theypertain to the evolution of Jewish theology: 967



1. Yahweh was the god of the southern Palestinian tribes, who assoiated this onept of deitywith Mount Horeb, the Sinai volano. Yahweh was merely one of the hundreds and thousands ofnature gods whih held the attention and laimed the worship of the Semiti tribes and peoples.2. El Elyon. For enturies after Melhizedek's sojourn at Salem his dotrine of Deity persisted invarious versions but was generally onnoted by the term El Elyon, the Most High God of heaven.Many Semites, inluding the immediate desendants of Abraham, at various times worshiped bothYahweh and El Elyon.3. El Shaddai. It is diÆult to explain what El Shaddai stood for. This idea of God was aomposite derived from the teahings of Amenemope's Book of Wisdom modi�ed by Ikhnaton'sdotrine of Aton and further inuened by Melhizedek's teahings embodied in the onept of ElElyon. But as the onept of El Shaddai permeated the Hebrew mind, it beame thoroughly oloredwith the Yahweh beliefs of the desert.One of the dominant ideas of the religion of this era was the Egyptian onept of divine Providene,the teahing that material prosperity was a reward for serving El Shaddai.4. El. Amid all this onfusion of terminology and haziness of onept, many devout believerssinerely endeavored to worship all of these evolving ideas of divinity, and there grew up the pratieof referring to this omposite Deity as El. And this term inluded still other of the Bedouin naturegods.5. Elohim. In Kish and Ur there long persisted Sumerian-Chaldean groups who taught a three-in-one God onept founded on the traditions of the days of Adam and Melhizedek. This dotrine wasarried to Egypt, where this Trinity was worshiped under the name of Elohim, or in the singular asEloah. The philosophi irles of Egypt and later Alexandrian teahers of Hebrai extration taughtthis unity of pluralisti Gods, and many of Moses' advisers at the time of the exodus believed in thisTrinity. But the onept of the trinitarian Elohim never beame a real part of Hebrew theology untilafter they had ome under the politial inuene of the Babylonians.6. Sundry names. The Semites disliked to speak the name of their Deity, and they thereforeresorted to numerous appellations from time to time, suh as: The Spirit of God, The Lord, TheAngel of the Lord, The Almighty, The Holy One, The Most High, Adonai, The Anient of Days,The Lord God of Israel, The Creator of Heaven and Earth, Kyrios, Jah, The Lord of Hosts, and TheFather in Heaven.Jehovah is a term whih in reent times has been employed to designate the ompleted onept ofYahweh whih �nally evolved in the long Hebrew experiene. But the name Jehovah did not omeinto use until �fteen hundred years after the times of Jesus.Up to about 2000 B.C., Mount Sinai was intermittently ative as a volano, oasional eruptionsourring as late as the time of the sojourn of the Israelites in this region. The �re and smoke,together with the thunderous detonations assoiated with the eruptions of this volani mountain,all impressed and awed the Bedouins of the surrounding regions and aused them greatly to fearYahweh. This spirit of Mount Horeb later beame the god of the Hebrew Semites, and they eventuallybelieved him to be supreme over all other gods.The Canaanites had long revered Yahweh, and although many of the Kenites believed more orless in El Elyon, the supergod of the Salem religion, a majority of the Canaanites held loosely to theworship of the old tribal deities. They were hardly willing to abandon their national deities in favorof an international, not to say an interplanetary, God. They were not universal-deity minded, andtherefore these tribes ontinued to worship their tribal deities, inluding Yahweh and the silver andgolden alves whih symbolized the Bedouin herders' onept of the spirit of the Sinai volano.The Syrians, while worshiping their gods, also believed in Yahweh of the Hebrews, for theirprophets said to the Syrian king: \Their gods are gods of the hills; therefore they were stronger than968



we; but let us �ght against them on the plain, and surely we shall be stronger than they."As man advanes in ulture, the lesser gods are subordinated to a supreme deity; the great Jovepersists only as an exlamation. The monotheists keep their subordinate gods as spirits, demons,fates, Nereids, fairies, brownies, dwarfs, banshees, and the evil eye. The Hebrews passed throughhenotheism and long believed in the existene of gods other than Yahweh, but they inreasingly heldthat these foreign deities were subordinate to Yahweh. They oneded the atuality of Chemosh,god of the Amorites, but maintained that he was subordinate to Yahweh.The idea of Yahweh has undergone the most extensive development of all the mortal theoriesof God. Its progressive evolution an only be ompared with the metamorphosis of the Buddhaonept in Asia, whih in the end led to the onept of the Universal Absolute even as the Yahwehonept �nally led to the idea of the Universal Father. But as a matter of histori fat, it shouldbe understood that, while the Jews thus hanged their views of Deity from the tribal god of MountHoreb to the loving and meriful Creator Father of later times, they did not hange his name; theyontinued all the way along to all this evolving onept of Deity, Yahweh.
96.2 The Semiti PeoplesThe Semites of the East were well-organized and well-led horsemen who invaded the eastern regionsof the fertile resent and there united with the Babylonians. The Chaldeans near Ur were amongthe most advaned of the eastern Semites. The Phoeniians were a superior and well-organized groupof mixed Semites who held the western setion of Palestine, along the Mediterranean oast. Raiallythe Semites were among the most blended of Urantia peoples, ontaining hereditary fators fromalmost all of the nine world raes.Again and again the Arabian Semites fought their way into the northern Promised Land, the landthat \owed with milk and honey," but just as often were they ejeted by the better-organized andmore highly ivilized northern Semites and Hittites. Later, during an unusually severe famine, theseroving Bedouins entered Egypt in large numbers as ontrat laborers on the Egyptian publi works,only to �nd themselves undergoing the bitter experiene of enslavement at the hard daily toil of theommon and downtrodden laborers of the Nile valley.It was only after the days of Mahiventa Melhizedek and Abraham that ertain tribes of Semites,beause of their peuliar religious beliefs, were alled the hildren of Israel and later on Hebrews,Jews, and the \hosen people." Abraham was not the raial father of all the Hebrews; he was noteven the progenitor of all the Bedouin Semites who were held aptive in Egypt. True, his o�spring,oming up out of Egypt, did form the nuleus of the later Jewish people, but the vast majorityof the men and women who beame inorporated into the lans of Israel had never sojourned inEgypt. They were merely fellow nomads who hose to follow the leadership of Moses as the hildrenof Abraham and their Semite assoiates from Egypt journeyed through northern Arabia.The Melhizedek teahing onerning El Elyon, the Most High, and the ovenant of divine favorthrough faith, had been largely forgotten by the time of the Egyptian enslavement of the Semitepeoples who were shortly to form the Hebrew nation. But throughout this period of aptivity theseArabian nomads maintained a lingering traditional belief in Yahweh as their raial deity.Yahweh was worshiped by more than one hundred separate Arabian tribes, and exept for thetinge of the El Elyon onept of Melhizedek whih persisted among the more eduated lasses ofEgypt, inluding the mixed Hebrew and Egyptian stoks, the religion of the rank and �le of theHebrew aptive slaves was a modi�ed version of the old Yahweh ritual of magi and sari�e.969



96.3 The Mathless MosesThe beginning of the evolution of the Hebrai onepts and ideals of a Supreme Creator dates fromthe departure of the Semites from Egypt under that great leader, teaher, and organizer, Moses.His mother was of the royal family of Egypt; his father was a Semiti liaison oÆer between thegovernment and the Bedouin aptives. Moses thus possessed qualities derived from superior raialsoures; his anestry was so highly blended that it is impossible to lassify him in any one raialgroup. Had he not been of this mixed type, he would never have displayed that unusual versatility andadaptability whih enabled him to manage the diversi�ed horde whih eventually beame assoiatedwith those Bedouin Semites who ed from Egypt to the Arabian Desert under his leadership.Despite the entiements of the ulture of the Nile kingdom, Moses eleted to ast his lot withthe people of his father. At the time this great organizer was formulating his plans for the eventualfreeing of his father's people, the Bedouin aptives hardly had a religion worthy of the name; theywere virtually without a true onept of God and without hope in the world.No leader ever undertook to reform and uplift a more forlorn, downast, dejeted, and ignorantgroup of human beings. But these slaves arried latent possibilities of development in their hereditarystrains, and there were a suÆient number of eduated leaders who had been oahed by Moses inpreparation for the day of revolt and the strike for liberty to onstitute a orps of eÆient organizers.These superior men had been employed as native overseers of their people; they had reeived someeduation beause of Moses' inuene with the Egyptian rulers.Moses endeavored to negotiate diplomatially for the freedom of his fellow Semites. He andhis brother entered into a ompat with the king of Egypt whereby they were granted permissionpeaeably to leave the valley of the Nile for the Arabian Desert. They were to reeive a modestpayment of money and goods in token of their long servie in Egypt. The Hebrews for their partentered into an agreement to maintain friendly relations with the Pharaohs and not to join in anyalliane against Egypt. But the king later saw �t to repudiate this treaty, giving as his reason theexuse that his spies had disovered disloyalty among the Bedouin slaves. He laimed they soughtfreedom for the purpose of going into the desert to organize the nomads against Egypt.But Moses was not disouraged; he bided his time, and in less than a year, when the Egyptianmilitary fores were fully oupied in resisting the simultaneous onslaughts of a strong Libyan thrustfrom the south and a Greek naval invasion from the north, this intrepid organizer led his ompatriotsout of Egypt in a spetaular night ight. This dash for liberty was arefully planned and skillfullyexeuted. And they were suessful, notwithstanding that they were hotly pursued by Pharaoh anda small body of Egyptians, who all fell before the fugitives' defense, yielding muh booty, all of whihwas augmented by the loot of the advaning host of esaping slaves as they marhed on toward theiranestral desert home.96.4 The Prolamation of YahwehThe evolution and elevation of the Mosai teahing has inuened almost one half of all the world,and still does even in the twentieth entury. While Moses omprehended the more advaned Egyptianreligious philosophy, the Bedouin slaves knew little about suh teahings, but they had never entirelyforgotten the god of Mount Horeb, whom their anestors had alled Yahweh.Moses had heard of the teahings of Mahiventa Melhizedek from both his father and his mother,their ommonness of religious belief being the explanation for the unusual union between a womanof royal blood and a man from a aptive rae. Moses' father-in-law was a Kenite worshiper of ElElyon, but the emanipator's parents were believers in El Shaddai. Moses thus was eduated an ElShaddaist; through the inuene of his father-in-law he beame an El Elyonist; and by the time of the970



Hebrew enampment about Mount Sinai after the ight from Egypt, he had formulated a new andenlarged onept of Deity (derived from all his former beliefs), whih he wisely deided to prolaimto his people as an expanded onept of their olden tribal god, Yahweh.Moses had endeavored to teah these Bedouins the idea of El Elyon, but before leaving Egypt, hehad beome onvined they would never fully omprehend this dotrine. Therefore he deliberatelydetermined upon the ompromise adoption of their tribal god of the desert as the one and only godof his followers. Moses did not spei�ally teah that other peoples and nations might not have othergods, but he did resolutely maintain that Yahweh was over and above all, espeially to the Hebrews.But always was he plagued by the awkward prediament of trying to present his new and higher ideaof Deity to these ignorant slaves under the guise of the anient term Yahweh, whih had always beensymbolized by the golden alf of the Bedouin tribes.The fat that Yahweh was the god of the eeing Hebrews explains why they tarried so longbefore the holy mountain of Sinai, and why they there reeived the ten ommandments whih Mosespromulgated in the name of Yahweh, the god of Horeb. During this lengthy sojourn before Sinai thereligious eremonials of the newly evolving Hebrew worship were further perfeted.It does not appear that Moses would ever have sueeded in the establishment of his somewhatadvaned eremonial worship and in keeping his followers intat for a quarter of a entury had it notbeen for the violent eruption of Horeb during the third week of their worshipful sojourn at its base.\The mountain of Yahweh was onsumed in �re, and the smoke asended like the smoke of a furnae,and the whole mountain quaked greatly." In view of this atalysm it is not surprising that Mosesould impress upon his brethren the teahing that their God was \mighty, terrible, a devouring �re,fearful, and all-powerful."Moses prolaimed that Yahweh was the Lord God of Israel, who had singled out the Hebrews ashis hosen people; he was building a new nation, and he wisely nationalized his religious teahings,telling his followers that Yahweh was a hard taskmaster, a \jealous God." But nonetheless he soughtto enlarge their onept of divinity when he taught them that Yahweh was the \God of the spiritsof all esh," and when he said, \The eternal God is your refuge, and underneath are the everlastingarms." Moses taught that Yahweh was a ovenant-keeping God; that he \will not forsake you, neitherdestroy you, nor forget the ovenant of your fathers beause the Lord loves you and will not forgetthe oath by whih he swore to your fathers."Moses made a heroi e�ort to uplift Yahweh to the dignity of a supreme Deity when he presentedhim as the \God of truth and without iniquity, just and right in all his ways." And yet, despite thisexalted teahing, the limited understanding of his followers made it neessary to speak of God asbeing in man's image, as being subjet to �ts of anger, wrath, and severity, even that he was vengefuland easily inuened by man's ondut.Under the teahings of Moses this tribal nature god, Yahweh, beame the Lord God of Israel, whofollowed them through the wilderness and even into exile, where he presently was oneived of asthe God of all peoples. The later aptivity that enslaved the Jews in Babylon �nally liberated theevolving onept of Yahweh to assume the monotheisti role of the God of all nations.The most unique and amazing feature of the religious history of the Hebrews onerns this on-tinuous evolution of the onept of Deity from the primitive god of Mount Horeb up through theteahings of their suessive spiritual leaders to the high level of development depited in the Deitydotrines of the Isaiahs, who prolaimed that magni�ent onept of the loving and meriful CreatorFather.
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96.5 The Teahings of MosesMoses was an extraordinary ombination of military leader, soial organizer, and religious teaher.He was the most important individual world teaher and leader between the times of Mahiventaand Jesus. Moses attempted to introdue many reforms in Israel of whih there is no reord. In thespae of one man's life he led the polyglot horde of so-alled Hebrews out of slavery and univilizedroaming while he laid the foundation for the subsequent birth of a nation and the perpetuation of arae.There is so little on reord of the great work of Moses beause the Hebrews had no writtenlanguage at the time of the exodus. The reord of the times and doings of Moses was derived fromthe traditions extant more than one thousand years after the death of the great leader.Many of the advanes whih Moses made over and above the religion of the Egyptians and thesurrounding Levantine tribes were due to the Kenite traditions of the time of Melhizedek. Withoutthe teahing of Mahiventa to Abraham and his ontemporaries, the Hebrews would have ome outof Egypt in hopeless darkness. Moses and his father-in-law, Jethro, gathered up the residue of thetraditions of the days of Melhizedek, and these teahings, joined to the learning of the Egyptians,guided Moses in the reation of the improved religion and ritual of the Israelites. Moses was anorganizer; he seleted the best in the religion and mores of Egypt and Palestine and, assoiatingthese praties with the traditions of the Melhizedek teahings, organized the Hebrew eremonialsystem of worship.Moses was a believer in Providene; he had beome thoroughly tainted with the dotrines of Egyptonerning the supernatural ontrol of the Nile and the other elements of nature. He had a greatvision of God, but he was thoroughly sinere when he taught the Hebrews that, if they would obeyGod, \He will love you, bless you, and multiply you. He will multiply the fruit of your womb andthe fruit of your land - the orn, wine, oil, and your oks. You shall be prospered above all people,and the Lord your God will take away from you all sikness and will put none of the evil diseasesof Egypt upon you." He even said: \Remember the Lord your God, for it is he who gives you thepower to get wealth." \You shall lend to many nations, but you shall not borrow. You shall reignover many nations, but they shall not reign over you."But it was truly pitiful to wath this great mind of Moses trying to adapt his sublime oneptof El Elyon, the Most High, to the omprehension of the ignorant and illiterate Hebrews. To hisassembled leaders he thundered, \The Lord your God is one God; there is none beside him"; while tothe mixed multitude he delared, \Who is like your God among all the gods?" Moses made a braveand partly suessful stand against fetishes and idolatry, delaring, \You saw no similitude on theday that your God spoke to you at Horeb out of the midst of the �re." He also forbade the makingof images of any sort.Moses feared to prolaim the mery of Yahweh, preferring to awe his people with the fear of thejustie of God, saying: \The Lord your God is God of Gods, and Lord of Lords, a great God, amighty and terrible God, who regards not man." Again he sought to ontrol the turbulent lanswhen he delared that \your God kills when you disobey him; he heals and gives life when you obeyhim." But Moses taught these tribes that they would beome the hosen people of God only onondition that they \kept all his ommandments and obeyed all his statutes."Little of the mery of God was taught the Hebrews during these early times. They learned of Godas \the Almighty; the Lord is a man of war, God of battles, glorious in power, who dashes in pieeshis enemies." \The Lord your God walks in the midst of the amp to deliver you." The Israelitesthought of their God as one who loved them, but who also \hardened Pharaoh's heart" and \ursedtheir enemies."While Moses presented eeting glimpses of a universal and bene�ent Deity to the hildren of Israel,972



on the whole, their day-by-day onept of Yahweh was that of a God but little better than the tribalgods of the surrounding peoples. Their onept of God was primitive, rude, and anthropomorphi;when Moses passed on, these Bedouin tribes quikly reverted to the semibarbari ideas of their oldengods of Horeb and the desert. The enlarged and more sublime vision of God whih Moses everynow and then presented to his leaders was soon lost to view, while most of the people turned to theworship of their fetish golden alves, the Palestinian herdsman's symbol of Yahweh.When Moses turned over the ommand of the Hebrews to Joshua, he had already gathered upthousands of the ollateral desendants of Abraham, Nahor, Lot, and other of the related tribes andhad whipped them into a self-sustaining and partially self-regulating nation of pastoral warriors.96.6 The God Conept After Moses' DeathUpon the death of Moses his lofty onept of Yahweh rapidly deteriorated. Joshua and the leaders ofIsrael ontinued to harbor the Mosai traditions of the all-wise, bene�ent, and almighty God, butthe ommon people rapidly reverted to the older desert idea of Yahweh. And this bakward drift ofthe onept of Deity ontinued inreasingly under the suessive rule of the various tribal sheiks, theso-alled Judges.The spell of the extraordinary personality of Moses had kept alive in the hearts of his followersthe inspiration of an inreasingly enlarged onept of God; but when they one reahed the fertilelands of Palestine, they quikly evolved from nomadi herders into settled and somewhat sedatefarmers. And this evolution of life praties and hange of religious viewpoint demanded a more orless omplete hange in the harater of their oneption of the nature of their God, Yahweh. Duringthe times of the beginning of the transmutation of the austere, rude, exating, and thunderousdesert god of Sinai into the later appearing onept of a God of love, justie, and mery, the Hebrewsalmost lost sight of Moses' lofty teahings. They ame near losing all onept of monotheism; theynearly lost their opportunity of beoming the people who would serve as a vital link in the spiritualevolution of Urantia, the group who would onserve the Melhizedek teahing of one God until thetimes of the inarnation of a bestowal Son of that Father of all.Desperately Joshua sought to hold the onept of a supreme Yahweh in the minds of the tribesmen,ausing it to be prolaimed: \As I was with Moses, so will I be with you; I will not fail you norforsake you." Joshua found it neessary to preah a stern gospel to his disbelieving people, peopleall too willing to believe their old and native religion but unwilling to go forward in the religion offaith and righteousness. The burden of Joshua's teahing beame: \Yahweh is a holy God; he is ajealous God; he will not forgive your transgressions nor your sins." The highest onept of this agepitured Yahweh as a \God of power, judgment, and justie."But even in this dark age, every now and then a solitary teaher would arise prolaiming theMosai onept of divinity: \You hildren of wikedness annot serve the Lord, for he is a holyGod." \Shall mortal man be more just than God? shall a man be more pure than his Maker?" \Canyou by searhing �nd out God? Can you �nd out the Almighty to perfetion? Behold, God is greatand we know him not. Touhing the Almighty, we annot �nd him out."96.7 Psalms and the Book of JobUnder the leadership of their sheiks and priests the Hebrews beame loosely established in Palestine.But they soon drifted bak into the benighted beliefs of the desert and beame ontaminated withthe less advaned Canaanite religious praties. They beame idolatrous and lientious, and theiridea of Deity fell far below the Egyptian and Mesopotamian onepts of God that were maintained973



by ertain surviving Salem groups, and whih are reorded in some of the Psalms and in the so-alledBook of Job.The Psalms are the work of a sore or more of authors; many were written by Egyptian andMesopotamian teahers. During these times when the Levant worshiped nature gods, there were stilla goodly number who believed in the supremay of El Elyon, the Most High.No olletion of religious writings gives expression to suh a wealth of devotion and inspirationalideas of God as the Book of Psalms. And it would be very helpful if, in the perusal of this wonderfulolletion of worshipful literature, onsideration ould be given to the soure and hronology of eahseparate hymn of praise and adoration, bearing in mind that no other single olletion overs suha great range of time. This Book of Psalms is the reord of the varying onepts of God entertainedby the believers of the Salem religion throughout the Levant and embraes the entire period fromAmenemope to Isaiah. In the Psalms God is depited in all phases of oneption, from the rudeidea of a tribal deity to the vastly expanded ideal of the later Hebrews, wherein Yahweh is pituredas a loving ruler and meriful Father.And when thus regarded, this group of Psalms onstitutes the most valuable and helpful assortmentof devotional sentiments ever assembled by man up to the times of the twentieth entury. Theworshipful spirit of this olletion of hymns transends that of all other sared books of the world.The variegated piture of Deity presented in the Book of Job was the produt of more than asore of Mesopotamian religious teahers extending over a period of almost three hundred years. Andwhen you read the lofty onept of divinity found in this ompilation of Mesopotamian beliefs, youwill reognize that it was in the neighborhood of Ur of Chaldea that the idea of a real God was bestpreserved during the dark days in Palestine.In Palestine the wisdom and all-pervasiveness of God was often grasped but seldom his love andmery. The Yahweh of these times \sends evil spirits to dominate the souls of his enemies"; heprospers his own and obedient hildren, while he urses and visits dire judgments upon all others.\He disappoints the devies of the rafty; he takes the wise in their own deeit."Only at Ur did a voie arise to ry out the mery of God, saying: \He shall pray to God and shall�nd favor with him and shall see his fae with joy, for God will give to man divine righteousness."Thus from Ur there is preahed salvation, divine favor, by faith: \He is graious to the repentantand says, `Deliver him from going down in the pit, for I have found a ransom.' If any say, `I havesinned and perverted that whih was right, and it pro�ted me not,' God will deliver his soul fromgoing into the pit, and he shall see the light." Not sine the times of Melhizedek had the Levantineworld heard suh a ringing and heering message of human salvation as this extraordinary teahingof Elihu, the prophet of Ur and priest of the Salem believers, that is, the remnant of the onetimeMelhizedek olony in Mesopotamia.And thus did the remnants of the Salem missionaries in Mesopotamia maintain the light of truthduring the period of the disorganization of the Hebrew peoples until the appearane of the �rst ofthat long line of the teahers of Israel who never stopped as they built, onept upon onept, untilthey had ahieved the realization of the ideal of the Universal and Creator Father of all, the ame ofthe evolution of the Yahweh onept.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 97Evolution of the God Conept Amongthe HebrewsTHE spiritual leaders of the Hebrews did what no others before them had ever sueeded in doing- they deanthropomorphized their God onept without onverting it into an abstration of Deityomprehensible only to philosophers. Even ommon people were able to regard the matured oneptof Yahweh as a Father, if not of the individual, at least of the rae.The onept of the personality of God, while learly taught at Salem in the days of Melhizedek,was vague and hazy at the time of the ight from Egypt and only gradually evolved in the Hebraimind from generation to generation in response to the teahing of the spiritual leaders. The perep-tion of Yahweh's personality was muh more ontinuous in its progressive evolution than was thatof many other of the Deity attributes. From Moses to Malahi there ourred an almost unbrokenideational growth of the personality of God in the Hebrew mind, and this onept was eventuallyheightened and glori�ed by the teahings of Jesus about the Father in heaven.97.1 Samuel - First of the Hebrew ProphetsHostile pressure of the surrounding peoples in Palestine soon taught the Hebrew sheiks they ould nothope to survive unless they onfederated their tribal organizations into a entralized government. Andthis entralization of administrative authority a�orded a better opportunity for Samuel to funtionas a teaher and reformer.Samuel sprang from a long line of the Salem teahers who had persisted in maintaining the truthsof Melhizedek as a part of their worship forms. This teaher was a virile and resolute man. Only hisgreat devotion, oupled with his extraordinary determination, enabled him to withstand the almostuniversal opposition whih he enountered when he started out to turn all Israel bak to the worshipof the supreme Yahweh of Mosai times. And even then he was only partially suessful; he wonbak to the servie of the higher onept of Yahweh only the more intelligent half of the Hebrews;the other half ontinued in the worship of the tribal gods of the ountry and in the baser oneptionof Yahweh.Samuel was a rough-and-ready type of man, a pratial reformer who ould go out in one daywith his assoiates and overthrow a sore of Baal sites. The progress he made was by sheer fore ofompulsion; he did little preahing, less teahing, but he did at. One day he was moking the priestof Baal; the next, hopping in piees a aptive king. He devotedly believed in the one God, and hehad a lear onept of that one God as reator of heaven and earth: \The pillars of the earth are theLord's, and he has set the world upon them." 975



But the great ontribution whih Samuel made to the development of the onept of Deity washis ringing pronounement that Yahweh was hangeless, forever the same embodiment of unerringperfetion and divinity. In these times Yahweh was oneived to be a �tful God of jealous whims,always regretting that he had done thus and so; but now, for the �rst time sine the Hebrews salliedforth from Egypt, they heard these startling words, \The Strength of Israel will not lie nor repent, forhe is not a man, that he should repent." Stability in dealing with Divinity was prolaimed. Samuelreiterated the Melhizedek ovenant with Abraham and delared that the Lord God of Israel wasthe soure of all truth, stability, and onstany. Always had the Hebrews looked upon their Godas a man, a superman, an exalted spirit of unknown origin; but now they heard the onetime spiritof Horeb exalted as an unhanging God of reator perfetion. Samuel was aiding the evolving Godonept to asend to heights above the hanging state of men's minds and the viissitudes of mortalexistene. Under his teahing, the God of the Hebrews was beginning the asent from an idea on theorder of the tribal gods to the ideal of an all-powerful and hangeless Creator and Supervisor of allreation.And he preahed anew the story of God's sinerity, his ovenant-keeping reliability. Said Samuel:\The Lord will not forsake his people." \He has made with us an everlasting ovenant, ordered inall things and sure." And so, throughout all Palestine there sounded the all bak to the worship ofthe supreme Yahweh. Ever this energeti teaher prolaimed, \You are great, O Lord God, for thereis none like you, neither is there any God beside you."Theretofore the Hebrews had regarded the favor of Yahweh mainly in terms of material prosperity.It was a great shok to Israel, and almost ost Samuel his life, when he dared to prolaim: \The Lordenrihes and impoverishes; he debases and exalts. He raises the poor out of the dust and lifts up thebeggars to set them among prines to make them inherit the throne of glory." Not sine Moses hadsuh omforting promises for the humble and the less fortunate been prolaimed, and thousands ofdespairing among the poor began to take hope that they ould improve their spiritual status.But Samuel did not progress very far beyond the onept of a tribal god. He prolaimed a Yahwehwho made all men but was oupied hiey with the Hebrews, his hosen people. Even so, as in thedays of Moses, one more the God onept portrayed a Deity who is holy and upright. \There isnone as holy as the Lord. Who an be ompared to this holy Lord God?"As the years passed, the grizzled old leader progressed in the understanding of God, for he delared:\The Lord is a God of knowledge, and ations are weighed by him. The Lord will judge the ends ofthe earth, showing mery to the meriful, and with the upright man he will also be upright." Evenhere is the dawn of mery, albeit it is limited to those who are meriful. Later he went one stepfurther when, in their adversity, he exhorted his people: \Let us fall now into the hands of the Lord,for his meries are great." \There is no restraint upon the Lord to save many or few."And this gradual development of the onept of the harater of Yahweh ontinued under theministry of Samuel's suessors. They attempted to present Yahweh as a ovenant-keeping God buthardly maintained the pae set by Samuel; they failed to develop the idea of the mery of God asSamuel had later oneived it. There was a steady drift bak toward the reognition of other gods,despite the maintenane that Yahweh was above all. \Yours is the kingdom, O Lord, and you areexalted as head above all."The keynote of this era was divine power; the prophets of this age preahed a religion designedto foster the king upon the Hebrew throne. \Yours, O Lord, is the greatness and the power and theglory and the vitory and the majesty. In your hand is power and might, and you are able to makegreat and to give strength to all." And this was the status of the God onept during the time ofSamuel and his immediate suessors.
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97.2 Elijah and ElishaIn the tenth entury before Christ the Hebrew nation beame divided into two kingdoms. In bothof these politial divisions many truth teahers endeavored to stem the reationary tide of spiritualdeadene that had set in, and whih ontinued disastrously after the war of separation. But thesee�orts to advane the Hebrai religion did not prosper until that determined and fearless warriorfor righteousness, Elijah, began his teahing. Elijah restored to the northern kingdom a onept ofGod omparable with that held in the days of Samuel. Elijah had little opportunity to present anadvaned onept of God; he was kept busy, as Samuel had been before him, overthrowing the altarsof Baal and demolishing the idols of false gods. And he arried forward his reforms in the fae of theopposition of an idolatrous monarh; his task was even more giganti and diÆult than that whihSamuel had faed.When Elijah was alled away, Elisha, his faithful assoiate, took up his work and, with theinvaluable assistane of the little-known Miaiah, kept the light of truth alive in Palestine.But these were not times of progress in the onept of Deity. Not yet had the Hebrews asendedeven to the Mosai ideal. The era of Elijah and Elisha losed with the better lasses returning to theworship of the supreme Yahweh and witnessed the restoration of the idea of the Universal Creatorto about that plae where Samuel had left it.97.3 Yahweh and BaalThe long-drawn-out ontroversy between the believers in Yahweh and the followers of Baal was asoioeonomi lash of ideologies rather than a di�erene in religious beliefs.The inhabitants of Palestine di�ered in their attitude toward private ownership of land. Thesouthern or wandering Arabian tribes (the Yahwehites) looked upon land as an inalienable - as a giftof Deity to the lan. They held that land ould not be sold or mortgaged. \Yahweh spoke, saying,`The land shall not be sold, for the land is mine.' "The northern and more settled Canaanites (the Baalites) freely bought, sold, and mortgaged theirlands. The word Baal means owner. The Baal ult was founded on two major dotrines: First, thevalidation of property exhange, ontrats, and ovenants - the right to buy and sell land. Seond,Baal was supposed to send rain - he was a god of fertility of the soil. Good rops depended on thefavor of Baal. The ult was largely onerned with land, its ownership and fertility.In general, the Baalites owned houses, lands, and slaves. They were the aristorati landlords andlived in the ities. Eah Baal had a sared plae, a priesthood, and the \holy women," the ritualprostitutes.Out of this basi di�erene in the regard for land, there evolved the bitter antagonisms of soial,eonomi, moral, and religious attitudes exhibited by the Canaanites and the Hebrews. This soioe-onomi ontroversy did not beome a de�nite religious issue until the times of Elijah. From thedays of this aggressive prophet the issue was fought out on more stritly religious lines - Yahweh vs.Baal - and it ended in the triumph of Yahweh and the subsequent drive toward monotheism.Elijah shifted the Yahweh-Baal ontroversy from the land issue to the religious aspet of Hebrewand Canaanite ideologies. When Ahab murdered the Naboths in the intrigue to get possession oftheir land, Elijah made a moral issue out of the olden land mores and launhed his vigorous ampaignagainst the Baalites. This was also a �ght of the ountry folk against domination by the ities. It washiey under Elijah that Yahweh beame Elohim. The prophet began as an agrarian reformer andended up by exalting Deity. Baals were many, Yahweh was one - monotheism won over polytheism.977



97.4 Amos and Hosea
A great step in the transition of the tribal god - the god who had so long been served with sari�esand eremonies, the Yahweh of the earlier Hebrews - to a God who would punish rime and immoralityamong even his own people, was taken by Amos, who appeared from among the southern hills todenoune the riminality, drunkenness, oppression, and immorality of the northern tribes. Not sinethe times of Moses had suh ringing truths been prolaimed in Palestine.Amos was not merely a restorer or reformer; he was a disoverer of new onepts of Deity. Heprolaimed muh about God that had been announed by his predeessors and ourageously attakedthe belief in a Divine Being who would ountenane sin among his so-alled hosen people. For the�rst time sine the days of Melhizedek the ears of man heard the denuniation of the double standardof national justie and morality. For the �rst time in their history Hebrew ears heard that their ownGod, Yahweh, would no more tolerate rime and sin in their lives than he would among any otherpeople. Amos envisioned the stern and just God of Samuel and Elijah, but he also saw a God whothought no di�erently of the Hebrews than of any other nation when it ame to the punishment ofwrongdoing. This was a diret attak on the egoisti dotrine of the \hosen people," and manyHebrews of those days bitterly resented it.Said Amos: \He who formed the mountains and reated the wind, seek him who formed theseven stars and Orion, who turns the shadow of death into the morning and makes the day dark asnight." And in denouning his half-religious, timeserving, and sometimes immoral fellows, he soughtto portray the inexorable justie of an unhanging Yahweh when he said of the evildoers: \Thoughthey dig into hell, thene shall I take them; though they limb up to heaven, thene will I bring themdown." \And though they go into aptivity before their enemies, thene will I diret the sword ofjustie, and it shall slay them." Amos further startled his hearers when, pointing a reproving andausing �nger at them, he delared in the name of Yahweh: \Surely I will never forget any of yourworks." \And I will sift the house of Israel among all nations as wheat is sifted in a sieve."Amos prolaimed Yahweh the \God of all nations" and warned the Israelites that ritual mustnot take the plae of righteousness. And before this ourageous teaher was stoned to death, hehad spread enough leaven of truth to save the dotrine of the supreme Yahweh; he had insured thefurther evolution of the Melhizedek revelation.Hosea followed Amos and his dotrine of a universal God of justie by the resurretion of theMosai onept of a God of love. Hosea preahed forgiveness through repentane, not by sari�e.He prolaimed a gospel of loving-kindness and divine mery, saying: \I will betroth you to me forever;yes, I will betroth you to me in righteousness and judgment and in loving-kindness and in meries. Iwill even betroth you to me in faithfulness." \I will love them freely, for my anger is turned away."Hosea faithfully ontinued the moral warnings of Amos, saying of God, \It is my desire that Ihastise them." But the Israelites regarded it as ruelty bordering on treason when he said: \I willsay to those who were not my people, `you are my people'; and they will say, `you are our God.'" He ontinued to preah repentane and forgiveness, saying, \I will heal their baksliding; I willlove them freely, for my anger is turned away." Always Hosea prolaimed hope and forgiveness. Theburden of his message ever was: \I will have mery upon my people. They shall know no God butme, for there is no savior beside me."Amos quikened the national onsiene of the Hebrews to the reognition that Yahweh would notondone rime and sin among them beause they were supposedly the hosen people, while Hoseastruk the opening notes in the later meriful hords of divine ompassion and loving-kindness whihwere so exquisitely sung by Isaiah and his assoiates.978



97.5 The First IsaiahThese were the times when some were prolaiming threatenings of punishment against personalsins and national rime among the northern lans while others predited alamity in retribution forthe transgressions of the southern kingdom. It was in the wake of this arousal of onsiene andonsiousness in the Hebrew nations that the �rst Isaiah made his appearane.Isaiah went on to preah the eternal nature of God, his in�nite wisdom, his unhanging perfetionof reliability. He represented the God of Israel as saying: \Judgment also will I lay to the line andrighteousness to the plummet." \The Lord will give you rest from your sorrow and from your fearand from the hard bondage wherein man has been made to serve." \And your ears shall hear a wordbehind you, saying, `this is the way, walk in it.' " \Behold God is my salvation; I will trust and notbe afraid, for the Lord is my strength and my song." \`Come now and let us reason together,' saysthe Lord, `though your sins be as sarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they be red like therimson, they shall be as wool.' "Speaking to the fear-ridden and soul-hungry Hebrews, this prophet said: \Arise and shine, foryour light has ome, and the glory of the Lord has risen upon you." \The spirit of the Lord is uponme beause he has anointed me to preah good tidings to the meek; he has sent me to bind up thebrokenhearted, to prolaim liberty to the aptives and the opening of the prison to those who arebound." \I will greatly rejoie in the Lord, my soul shall be joyful in my God, for he has lothedme with the garments of salvation and has overed me with his robe of righteousness." \In all theira�itions he was a�ited, and the angel of his presene saved them. In his love and in his pity heredeemed them."This Isaiah was followed by Miah and Obadiah, who on�rmed and embellished his soul-satisfyinggospel. And these two brave messengers boldly denouned the priest-ridden ritual of the Hebrewsand fearlessly attaked the whole sari�ial system.Miah denouned \the rulers who judge for reward and the priests who teah for hire and theprophets who divine for money." He taught of a day of freedom from superstition and priestraft,saying: \But every man shall sit under his own vine, and no one shall make him afraid, for all peoplewill live, eah one aording to his understanding of God."Ever the burden of Miah's message was: \Shall I ome before God with burnt o�erings? Will theLord be pleased with a thousand rams or with ten thousand rivers of oil? Shall I give my �rst-bornfor my transgression, the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul? He has shown me, O man, what isgood; and what does the Lord require of you but to do justly and to love mery and to walk humblywith your God." And it was a great age; these were indeed stirring times when mortal man heard,and some even believed, suh emanipating messages more than two and a half millenniums ago.And but for the stubborn resistane of the priests, these teahers would have overthrown the wholebloody eremonial of the Hebrew ritual of worship.97.6 Jeremiah the FearlessWhile several teahers ontinued to expound the gospel of Isaiah, it remained for Jeremiah to takethe next bold step in the internationalization of Yahweh, God of the Hebrews.Jeremiah fearlessly delared that Yahweh was not on the side of the Hebrews in their militarystruggles with other nations. He asserted that Yahweh was God of all the earth, of all nations andof all peoples. Jeremiah's teahing was the resendo of the rising wave of the internationalizationof the God of Israel; �nally and forever did this intrepid preaher prolaim that Yahweh was Godof all nations, and that there was no Osiris for the Egyptians, Bel for the Babylonians, Ashur for979



the Assyrians, or Dagon for the Philistines. And thus did the religion of the Hebrews share inthat renaissane of monotheism throughout the world at about and following this time; at last theonept of Yahweh had asended to a Deity level of planetary and even osmi dignity. But many ofJeremiah's assoiates found it diÆult to oneive of Yahweh apart from the Hebrew nation.Jeremiah also preahed of the just and loving God desribed by Isaiah, delaring: \Yes, I haveloved you with an everlasting love; therefore with loving-kindness have I drawn you." \For he doesnot a�it willingly the hildren of men."Said this fearless prophet: \Righteous is our Lord, great in ounsel and mighty in work. Hiseyes are open upon all the ways of all the sons of men, to give every one aording to his ways andaording to the fruit of his doings." But it was onsidered blasphemous treason when, during thesiege of Jerusalem, he said: \And now have I given these lands into the hand of Nebuhadnezzar, theking of Babylon, my servant." And when Jeremiah ounseled the surrender of the ity, the priestsand ivil rulers ast him into the miry pit of a dismal dungeon.97.7 The Seond IsaiahThe destrution of the Hebrew nation and their aptivity in Mesopotamia would have proved of greatbene�t to their expanding theology had it not been for the determined ation of their priesthood.Their nation had fallen before the armies of Babylon, and their nationalisti Yahweh had su�eredfrom the international preahments of the spiritual leaders. It was resentment of the loss of theirnational god that led the Jewish priests to go to suh lengths in the invention of fables and themultipliation of miraulous appearing events in Hebrew history in an e�ort to restore the Jews asthe hosen people of even the new and expanded idea of an internationalized God of all nations.During the aptivity the Jews were muh inuened by Babylonian traditions and legends, al-though it should be noted that they unfailingly improved the moral tone and spiritual signi�aneof the Chaldean stories whih they adopted, notwithstanding that they invariably distorted theselegends to reet honor and glory upon the anestry and history of Israel.These Hebrew priests and sribes had a single idea in their minds, and that was the rehabilitationof the Jewish nation, the glori�ation of Hebrew traditions, and the exaltation of their raial history.If there is resentment of the fat that these priests have fastened their erroneous ideas upon suha large part of the Oidental world, it should be remembered that they did not intentionally dothis; they did not laim to be writing by inspiration; they made no profession to be writing a saredbook. They were merely preparing a textbook designed to bolster up the dwindling ourage of theirfellows in aptivity. They were de�nitely aiming at improving the national spirit and morale of theirompatriots. It remained for later-day men to assemble these and other writings into a guide bookof supposedly infallible teahings.The Jewish priesthood made liberal use of these writings subsequent to the aptivity, but theywere greatly hindered in their inuene over their fellow aptives by the presene of a young andindomitable prophet, Isaiah the seond, who was a full onvert to the elder Isaiah's God of justie,love, righteousness, and mery. He also believed with Jeremiah that Yahweh had beome the Godof all nations. He preahed these theories of the nature of God with suh telling e�et that he madeonverts equally among the Jews and their aptors. And this young preaher left on reord histeahings, whih the hostile and unforgiving priests sought to divore from all assoiation with him,although sheer respet for their beauty and grandeur led to their inorporation among the writingsof the earlier Isaiah. And thus may be found the writings of this seond Isaiah in the book of thatname, embraing hapters forty to �fty-�ve inlusive.No prophet or religious teaher from Mahiventa to the time of Jesus attained the high onept980



of God that Isaiah the seond prolaimed during these days of the aptivity. It was no small,anthropomorphi, man-made God that this spiritual leader prolaimed. \Behold he takes up theisles as a very little thing." \And as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higherthan your ways and my thoughts higher than your thoughts."At last Mahiventa Melhizedek beheld human teahers prolaiming a real God to mortal man.Like Isaiah the �rst, this leader preahed a God of universal reation and upholding. \I have madethe earth and put man upon it. I have reated it not in vain; I formed it to be inhabited." \I amthe �rst and the last; there is no God beside me." Speaking for the Lord God of Israel, this newprophet said: \The heavens may vanish and the earth wax old, but my righteousness shall endureforever and my salvation from generation to generation." \Fear you not, for I am with you; be notdismayed, for I am your God." \There is no God beside me - a just God and a Savior."And it omforted the Jewish aptives, as it has thousands upon thousands ever sine, to hearsuh words as: \Thus says the Lord, `I have reated you, I have redeemed you, I have alled you byyour name; you are mine.' " \When you pass through the waters, I will be with you sine you arepreious in my sight." \Can a woman forget her sukling hild that she should not have ompassionon her son? Yes, she may forget, yet will I not forget my hildren, for behold I have graven themupon the palms of my hands; I have even overed them with the shadow of my hands." \Let thewiked forsake his ways and the unrighteous man his thoughts, and let him return to the Lord, andhe will have mery upon him, and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon."Listen again to the gospel of this new revelation of the God of Salem: \He shall feed his ok likea shepherd; he shall gather the lambs in his arms and arry them in his bosom. He gives power tothe faint, and to those who have no might he inreases strength. Those who wait upon the Lord shallrenew their strength; they shall mount up with wings as eagles; they shall run and not be weary;they shall walk and not faint."This Isaiah onduted a far-ung propaganda of the gospel of the enlarging onept of a supremeYahweh. He vied with Moses in the eloquene with whih he portrayed the Lord God of Israel as theUniversal Creator. He was poeti in his portrayal of the in�nite attributes of the Universal Father.No more beautiful pronounements about the heavenly Father have ever been made. Like the Psalms,the writings of Isaiah are among the most sublime and true presentations of the spiritual onept ofGod ever to greet the ears of mortal man prior to the arrival of Mihael on Urantia. Listen to hisportrayal of Deity: \I am the high and lofty one who inhabits eternity." \I am the �rst and the last,and beside me there is no other God." \And the Lord's hand is not shortened that it annot save,neither his ear heavy that it annot hear." And it was a new dotrine in Jewry when this benignbut ommanding prophet persisted in the preahment of divine onstany, God's faithfulness. Hedelared that \God would not forget, would not forsake."This daring teaher prolaimed that man was very losely related to God, saying: \Every one whois alled by my name I have reated for my glory, and they shall show forth my praise. I, even I, amhe who blots out their transgressions for my own sake, and I will not remember their sins."Hear this great Hebrew demolish the onept of a national God while in glory he prolaims thedivinity of the Universal Father, of whom he says, \The heavens are my throne, and the earth ismy footstool." And Isaiah's God was none the less holy, majesti, just, and unsearhable. Theonept of the angry, vengeful, and jealous Yahweh of the desert Bedouins has almost vanished. Anew onept of the supreme and universal Yahweh has appeared in the mind of mortal man, neverto be lost to human view. The realization of divine justie has begun the destrution of primitivemagi and biologi fear. At last, man is introdued to a universe of law and order and to a universalGod of dependable and �nal attributes.And this preaher of a supernal God never eased to prolaim this God of love. \I dwell in thehigh and holy plae, also with him who is of a ontrite and humble spirit." And still further words of981



omfort did this great teaher speak to his ontemporaries: \And the Lord will guide you ontinuallyand satisfy your soul. You shall be like a watered garden and like a spring whose waters fail not. Andif the enemy shall ome in like a ood, the spirit of the Lord will lift up a defense against him." Andone again did the fear-destroying gospel of Melhizedek and the trust-breeding religion of Salemshine forth for the blessing of mankind.The farseeing and ourageous Isaiah e�etively elipsed the nationalisti Yahweh by his sublimeportraiture of the majesty and universal omnipotene of the supreme Yahweh, God of love, ruler ofthe universe, and a�etionate Father of all mankind. Ever sine those eventful days the highest Godonept in the Oident has embraed universal justie, divine mery, and eternal righteousness. Insuperb language and with mathless grae this great teaher portrayed the all-powerful Creator asthe all-loving Father.This prophet of the aptivity preahed to his people and to those of many nations as they listenedby the river in Babylon. And this seond Isaiah did muh to ounterat the many wrong and raiallyegoisti onepts of the mission of the promised Messiah. But in this e�ort he was not whollysuessful. Had the priests not dediated themselves to the work of building up a misoneivednationalism, the teahings of the two Isaiahs would have prepared the way for the reognition andreeption of the promised Messiah.97.8 Sared and Profane HistoryThe ustom of looking upon the reord of the experienes of the Hebrews as sared history and uponthe transations of the rest of the world as profane history is responsible for muh of the onfusionexisting in the human mind as to the interpretation of history. And this diÆulty arises beausethere is no seular history of the Jews. After the priests of the Babylonian exile had prepared theirnew reord of God's supposedly miraulous dealings with the Hebrews, the sared history of Israelas portrayed in the Old Testament, they arefully and ompletely destroyed the existing reords ofHebrew a�airs - suh books as \The Doings of the Kings of Israel" and \The Doings of the Kings ofJudah," together with several other more or less aurate reords of Hebrew history.In order to understand how the devastating pressure and the inesapable oerion of seularhistory so terrorized the aptive and alien-ruled Jews that they attempted the omplete rewriting andreasting of their history, we should briey survey the reord of their perplexing national experiene.It must be remembered that the Jews failed to evolve an adequate nontheologi philosophy of life.They struggled with their original and Egyptian onept of divine rewards for righteousness oupledwith dire punishments for sin. The drama of Job was something of a protest against this erroneousphilosophy. The frank pessimism of Elesiastes was a worldly wise reation to these overoptimistibeliefs in Providene.But �ve hundred years of the overlordship of alien rulers was too muh for even the patient andlong-su�ering Jews. The prophets and priests began to ry: \How long, O Lord, how long?" As thehonest Jew searhed the Sriptures, his onfusion beame worse onfounded. An olden seer promisedthat God would protet and deliver his \hosen people." Amos had threatened that God wouldabandon Israel unless they re-established their standards of national righteousness. The sribe ofDeuteronomy had portrayed the Great Choie - as between the good and the evil, the blessing andthe urse. Isaiah the �rst had preahed a bene�ent king-deliverer. Jeremiah had prolaimed an eraof inner righteousness - the ovenant written on the tablets of the heart. The seond Isaiah talkedabout salvation by sari�e and redemption. Ezekiel prolaimed deliverane through the servie ofdevotion, and Ezra promised prosperity by adherene to the law. But in spite of all this they lingeredon in bondage, and deliverane was deferred. Then Daniel presented the drama of the impending\risis" - the smiting of the great image and the immediate establishment of the everlasting reign of982



righteousness, the Messiani kingdom.And all of this false hope led to suh a degree of raial disappointment and frustration that theleaders of the Jews were so onfused they failed to reognize and aept the mission and ministry ofa divine Son of Paradise when he presently ame to them in the likeness of mortal esh - inarnatedas the Son of Man.All modern religions have seriously blundered in the attempt to put a miraulous interpretationon ertain epohs of human history. While it is true that God has many times thrust a Father'shand of providential intervention into the stream of human a�airs, it is a mistake to regard theologidogmas and religious superstition as a supernatural sedimentation appearing by miraulous ationin this stream of human history. The fat that the \Most Highs rule in the kingdoms of men" doesnot onvert seular history into so-alled sared history.New Testament authors and later Christian writers further ompliated the distortion of Hebrewhistory by their well-meant attempts to transendentalize the Jewish prophets. Thus has Hebrewhistory been disastrously exploited by both Jewish and Christian writers. Seular Hebrew history hasbeen thoroughly dogmatized. It has been onverted into a �tion of sared history and has beomeinextriably bound up with the moral onepts and religious teahings of the so-alled Christiannations.A brief reital of the high points in Hebrew history will illustrate how the fats of the reord wereso altered in Babylon by the Jewish priests as to turn the everyday seular history of their peopleinto a �titious and sared history.97.9 Hebrew HistoryThere never were twelve tribes of the Israelites - only three or four tribes settled in Palestine. TheHebrew nation ame into being as the result of the union of the so-alled Israelites and the Canaanites.\And the hildren of Israel dwelt among the Canaanites. And they took their daughters to betheir wives and gave their daughters to the sons of the Canaanites." The Hebrews never drove theCanaanites out of Palestine, notwithstanding that the priests' reord of these things unhesitatinglydelared that they did.The Israelitish onsiousness took origin in the hill ountry of Ephraim; the later Jewish on-siousness originated in the southern lan of Judah. The Jews (Judahites) always sought to defameand blaken the reord of the northern Israelites (Ephraimites).Pretentious Hebrew history begins with Saul's rallying the northern lans to withstand an attakby the Ammonites upon their fellow tribesmen - the Gileadites - east of the Jordan. With an armyof a little more than three thousand he defeated the enemy, and it was this exploit that led thehill tribes to make him king. When the exiled priests rewrote this story, they raised Saul's army to330,000 and added \Judah" to the list of tribes partiipating in the battle.Immediately following the defeat of the Ammonites, Saul was made king by popular eletion byhis troops. No priest or prophet partiipated in this a�air. But the priests later on put it in thereord that Saul was rowned king by the prophet Samuel in aordane with divine diretions. Thisthey did in order to establish a \divine line of desent" for David's Judahite kingship.The greatest of all distortions of Jewish history had to do with David. After Saul's vitory overthe Ammonites (whih he asribed to Yahweh) the Philistines beame alarmed and began attakson the northern lans. David and Saul never ould agree. David with six hundred men enteredinto a Philistine alliane and marhed up the oast to Esdraelon. At Gath the Philistines orderedDavid o� the �eld; they feared he might go over to Saul. David retired; the Philistines attaked anddefeated Saul. They ould not have done this had David been loyal to Israel. David's army was a983



polyglot assortment of malontents, being for the most part made up of soial mis�ts and fugitivesfrom justie.Saul's tragi defeat at Gilboa by the Philistines brought Yahweh to a low point among the godsin the eyes of the surrounding Canaanites. Ordinarily, Saul's defeat would have been asribed toapostasy from Yahweh, but this time the Judahite editors attributed it to ritual errors. They requiredthe tradition of Saul and Samuel as a bakground for the kingship of David.David with his small army made his headquarters at the non-Hebrew ity of Hebron. Presentlyhis ompatriots prolaimed him king of the new kingdom of Judah. Judah was made up mostly ofnon-Hebrew elements - Kenites, Calebites, Jebusites, and other Canaanites. They were nomads -herders - and so were devoted to the Hebrew idea of land ownership. They held the ideologies of thedesert lans.The di�erene between sared and profane history is well illustrated by the two di�ering storiesonerning making David king as they are found in the Old Testament. A part of the seular storyof how his immediate followers (his army) made him king was inadvertently left in the reord by thepriests who subsequently prepared the lengthy and prosai aount of the sared history wherein isdepited how the prophet Samuel, by divine diretion, seleted David from among his brethren andproeeded formally and by elaborate and solemn eremonies to anoint him king over the Hebrewsand then to prolaim him Saul's suessor.So many times did the priests, after preparing their �titious narratives of God's miraulousdealings with Israel, fail fully to delete the plain and matter-of-fat statements whih already restedin the reords.David sought to build himself up politially by �rst marrying Saul's daughter, then the widow ofNabal the rih Edomite, and then the daughter of Talmai, the king of Geshur. He took six wivesfrom the women of Jebus, not to mention Bathsheba, the wife of the Hittite.And it was by suh methods and out of suh people that David built up the �tion of a divinekingdom of Judah as the suessor of the heritage and traditions of the vanishing northern kingdom ofEphraimite Israel. David's osmopolitan tribe of Judah was more gentile than Jewish; neverthelessthe oppressed elders of Ephraim ame down and \anointed him king of Israel." After a militarythreat, David then made a ompat with the Jebusites and established his apital of the unitedkingdom at Jebus (Jerusalem), whih was a strong-walled ity midway between Judah and Israel.The Philistines were aroused and soon attaked David. After a �ere battle they were defeated, andone more Yahweh was established as \The Lord God of Hosts."But Yahweh must, perfore, share some of this glory with the Canaanite gods, for the bulk ofDavid's army was non-Hebrew. And so there appears in your reord (overlooked by the Judahiteeditors) this telltale statement: \Yahweh has broken my enemies before me. Therefore he alled thename of the plae Baal-Perazim." And they did this beause eighty per ent of David's soldiers wereBaalites.David explained Saul's defeat at Gilboa by pointing out that Saul had attaked a Canaanite ity,Gibeon, whose people had a peae treaty with the Ephraimites. Beause of this, Yahweh forsookhim. Even in Saul's time David had defended the Canaanite ity of Keilah against the Philistines,and then he loated his apital in a Canaanite ity. In keeping with the poliy of ompromise withthe Canaanites, David turned seven of Saul's desendants over to the Gibeonites to be hanged.After the defeat of the Philistines, David gained possession of the \ark of Yahweh," brought it toJerusalem, and made the worship of Yahweh oÆial for his kingdom. He next laid heavy tribute onthe neighboring tribes - the Edomites, Moabites, Ammonites, and Syrians.David's orrupt politial mahine began to get personal possession of land in the north in violationof the Hebrew mores and presently gained ontrol of the aravan tari�s formerly olleted by the984



Philistines. And then ame a series of atroities limaxed by the murder of Uriah. All judiial appealswere adjudiated at Jerusalem; no longer ould \the elders" mete out justie. No wonder rebellionbroke out. Today, Absalom might be alled a demagogue; his mother was a Canaanite. There werea half dozen ontenders for the throne besides the son of Bathsheba - Solomon.After David's death Solomon purged the politial mahine of all northern inuenes but ontinuedall of the tyranny and taxation of his father's regime. Solomon bankrupted the nation by his lavishourt and by his elaborate building program: There was the house of Lebanon, the palae of Pharaoh'sdaughter, the temple of Yahweh, the king's palae, and the restoration of the walls of many ities.Solomon reated a vast Hebrew navy, operated by Syrian sailors and trading with all the world. Hisharem numbered almost one thousand.By this time Yahweh's temple at Shiloh was disredited, and all the worship of the nation wasentered at Jebus in the gorgeous royal hapel. The northern kingdom returned more to the worshipof Elohim. They enjoyed the favor of the Pharaohs, who later enslaved Judah, putting the southernkingdom under tribute.There were ups and downs - wars between Israel and Judah. After four years of ivil war andthree dynasties, Israel fell under the rule of ity despots who began to trade in land. Even KingOmri attempted to buy Shemer's estate. But the end drew on apae when Shalmaneser III deidedto ontrol the Mediterranean oast. King Ahab of Ephraim gathered ten other groups and resistedat Karkar; the battle was a draw. The Assyrian was stopped but the allies were deimated. Thisgreat �ght is not even mentioned in the Old Testament.New trouble started when King Ahab tried to buy land from Naboth. His Phoeniian wife forgedAhab's name to papers direting that Naboth's land be on�sated on the harge that he hadblasphemed the names of \Elohim and the king." He and his sons were promptly exeuted. Thevigorous Elijah appeared on the sene denouning Ahab for the murder of the Naboths. Thus Elijah,one of the greatest of the prophets, began his teahing as a defender of the old land mores as againstthe land-selling attitude of the Baalim, against the attempt of the ities to dominate the ountry.But the reform did not sueed until the ountry landlord Jehu joined fores with the gypsy hieftainJehonadab to destroy the prophets (real estate agents) of Baal at Samaria.New life appeared as Jehoash and his son Jeroboam delivered Israel from its enemies. But bythis time there ruled in Samaria a gangster-nobility whose depredations rivaled those of the Davididynasty of olden days. State and hurh went along hand in hand. The attempt to suppress freedomof speeh led Elijah, Amos, and Hosea to begin their seret writing, and this was the real beginningof the Jewish and Christian Bibles.But the northern kingdom did not vanish from history until the king of Israel onspired withthe king of Egypt and refused to pay further tribute to Assyria. Then began the three years' siegefollowed by the total dispersion of the northern kingdom. Ephraim (Israel) thus vanished. Judah -the Jews, the \remnant of Israel" - had begun the onentration of land in the hands of the few, asIsaiah said, \Adding house to house and �eld to �eld." Presently there was in Jerusalem a templeof Baal alongside the temple of Yahweh. This reign of terror was ended by a monotheisti revolt ledby the boy king Joash, who rusaded for Yahweh for thirty-�ve years.The next king, Amaziah, had trouble with the revolting tax-paying Edomites and their neighbors.After a signal vitory he turned to attak his northern neighbors and was just as signally defeated.Then the rural folk revolted; they assassinated the king and put his sixteen-year-old son on thethrone. This was Azariah, alled Uzziah by Isaiah. After Uzziah, things went from bad to worse,and Judah existed for a hundred years by paying tribute to the kings of Assyria. Isaiah the �rst toldthem that Jerusalem, being the ity of Yahweh, would never fall. But Jeremiah did not hesitate toprolaim its downfall.The real undoing of Judah was e�eted by a orrupt and rih ring of politiians operating under985



the rule of a boy king, Manasseh. The hanging eonomy favored the return of the worship ofBaal, whose private land dealings were against the ideology of Yahweh. The fall of Assyria and theasendany of Egypt brought deliverane to Judah for a time, and the ountry folk took over. UnderJosiah they destroyed the Jerusalem ring of orrupt politiians.But this era ame to a tragi end when Josiah presumed to go out to interept Neho's mightyarmy as it moved up the oast from Egypt for the aid of Assyria against Babylon. He was wiped out,and Judah went under tribute to Egypt. The Baal politial party returned to power in Jerusalem,and thus began the real Egyptian bondage. Then ensued a period in whih the Baalim politiiansontrolled both the ourts and the priesthood. Baal worship was an eonomi and soial systemdealing with property rights as well as having to do with soil fertility.With the overthrow of Neho by Nebuhadnezzar, Judah fell under the rule of Babylon and wasgiven ten years of grae, but soon rebelled. When Nebuhadnezzar ame against them, the Judahitesstarted soial reforms, suh as releasing slaves, to inuene Yahweh. When the Babylonian armytemporarily withdrew, the Hebrews rejoied that their magi of reform had delivered them. It wasduring this period that Jeremiah told them of the impending doom, and presently Nebuhadnezzarreturned.And so the end of Judah ame suddenly. The ity was destroyed, and the people were arriedaway into Babylon. The Yahweh-Baal struggle ended with the aptivity. And the aptivity shokedthe remnant of Israel into monotheism.In Babylon the Jews arrived at the onlusion that they ould not exist as a small group inPalestine, having their own peuliar soial and eonomi ustoms, and that, if their ideologies wereto prevail, they must onvert the gentiles. Thus originated their new onept of destiny - the ideathat the Jews must beome the hosen servants of Yahweh. The Jewish religion of the Old Testamentreally evolved in Babylon during the aptivity.The dotrine of immortality also took form at Babylon. The Jews had thought that the ideaof the future life detrated from the emphasis of their gospel of soial justie. Now for the �rsttime theology displaed soiology and eonomis. Religion was taking shape as a system of humanthought and ondut more and more to be separated from politis, soiology, and eonomis.And so does the truth about the Jewish people dislose that muh whih has been regarded assared history turns out to be little more than the hronile of ordinary profane history. Judaismwas the soil out of whih Christianity grew, but the Jews were not a miraulous people.97.10 The Hebrew ReligionTheir leaders had taught the Israelites that they were a hosen people, not for speial indulgene andmonopoly of divine favor, but for the speial servie of arrying the truth of the one God over allto every nation. And they had promised the Jews that, if they would ful�ll this destiny, they wouldbeome the spiritual leaders of all peoples, and that the oming Messiah would reign over them andall the world as the Prine of Peae.When the Jews had been freed by the Persians, they returned to Palestine only to fall into bondageto their own priest-ridden ode of laws, sari�es, and rituals. And as the Hebrew lans rejeted thewonderful story of God presented in the farewell oration of Moses for the rituals of sari�e andpenane, so did these remnants of the Hebrew nation rejet the magni�ent onept of the seondIsaiah for the rules, regulations, and rituals of their growing priesthood.National egotism, false faith in a misoneived promised Messiah, and the inreasing bondage andtyranny of the priesthood forever silened the voies of the spiritual leaders (exepting Daniel, Ezekiel,Haggai, and Malahi); and from that day to the time of John the Baptist all Israel experiened an986



inreasing spiritual retrogression. But the Jews never lost the onept of the Universal Father; evento the twentieth entury after Christ they have ontinued to follow this Deity oneption.From Moses to John the Baptist there extended an unbroken line of faithful teahers who passedthe monotheisti torh of light from one generation to another while they uneasingly rebuked un-srupulous rulers, denouned ommerializing priests, and ever exhorted the people to adhere to theworship of the supreme Yahweh, the Lord God of Israel.As a nation the Jews eventually lost their politial identity, but the Hebrew religion of sinerebelief in the one and universal God ontinues to live in the hearts of the sattered exiles. And thisreligion survives beause it has e�etively funtioned to onserve the highest values of its followers.The Jewish religion did preserve the ideals of a people, but it failed to foster progress and enouragephilosophi reative disovery in the realms of truth. The Jewish religion had many faults - it wasde�ient in philosophy and almost devoid of aestheti qualities - but it did onserve moral values;therefore it persisted. The supreme Yahweh, as ompared with other onepts of Deity, was lear-ut,vivid, personal, and moral.The Jews loved justie, wisdom, truth, and righteousness as have few peoples, but they ontributedleast of all peoples to the intelletual omprehension and to the spiritual understanding of thesedivine qualities. Though Hebrew theology refused to expand, it played an important part in thedevelopment of two other world religions, Christianity and Mohammedanism.The Jewish religion persisted also beause of its institutions. It is diÆult for religion to surviveas the private pratie of isolated individuals. This has ever been the error of the religious leaders:Seeing the evils of institutionalized religion, they seek to destroy the tehnique of group funtioning.In plae of destroying all ritual, they would do better to reform it. In this respet Ezekiel was wiserthan his ontemporaries; though he joined with them in insisting on personal moral responsibility,he also set about to establish the faithful observane of a superior and puri�ed ritual.And thus the suessive teahers of Israel aomplished the greatest feat in the evolution of religionever to be e�eted on Urantia: the gradual but ontinuous transformation of the barbari onept ofthe savage demon Yahweh, the jealous and ruel spirit god of the fulminating Sinai volano, to thelater exalted and supernal onept of the supreme Yahweh, reator of all things and the loving andmeriful Father of all mankind. And this Hebrai onept of God was the highest human visualizationof the Universal Father up to that time when it was further enlarged and so exquisitely ampli�ed bythe personal teahings and life example of his Son, Mihael of Nebadon.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 98The Melhizedek Teahings in theOidentTHE Melhizedek teahings entered Europe along many routes, but hiey they ame by way ofEgypt and were embodied in Oidental philosophy after being thoroughly Hellenized and laterChristianized. The ideals of the Western world were basially Sorati, and its later religious phi-losophy beame that of Jesus as it was modi�ed and ompromised through ontat with evolvingOidental philosophy and religion, all of whih ulminated in the Christian hurh.For a long time in Europe the Salem missionaries arried on their ativities, beoming graduallyabsorbed into many of the ults and ritual groups whih periodially arose. Among those whomaintained the Salem teahings in the purest form must be mentioned the Cynis. These preahersof faith and trust in God were still funtioning in Roman Europe in the �rst entury after Christ,being later inorporated into the newly forming Christian religion.Muh of the Salem dotrine was spread in Europe by the Jewish merenary soldiers who foughtin so many of the Oidental military struggles. In anient times the Jews were famed as muh formilitary valor as for theologi peuliarities.The basi dotrines of Greek philosophy, Jewish theology, and Christian ethis were fundamentallyreperussions of the earlier Melhizedek teahings.98.1 The Salem Religion Among the GreeksThe Salem missionaries might have built up a great religious struture among the Greeks had itnot been for their strit interpretation of their oath of ordination, a pledge imposed by Mahiventawhih forbade the organization of exlusive ongregations for worship, and whih exated the promiseof eah teaher never to funtion as a priest, never to reeive fees for religious servie, only food,lothing, and shelter. When the Melhizedek teahers penetrated to pre-Helleni Greee, they founda people who still fostered the traditions of Adamson and the days of the Andites, but these teahingshad beome greatly adulterated with the notions and beliefs of the hordes of inferior slaves that hadbeen brought to the Greek shores in inreasing numbers. This adulteration produed a reversion toa rude animism with bloody rites, the lower lasses even making eremonial out of the exeution ofondemned riminals.The early inuene of the Salem teahers was nearly destroyed by the so-alled Aryan invasion fromsouthern Europe and the East. These Helleni invaders brought along with them anthropomorphiGod onepts similar to those whih their Aryan fellows had arried to India. This importationinaugurated the evolution of the Greek family of gods and goddesses. This new religion was partly989



based on the ults of the inoming Helleni barbarians, but it also shared in the myths of the olderinhabitants of Greee.The Helleni Greeks found the Mediterranean world largely dominated by the mother ult, andthey imposed upon these peoples their man-god, Dyaus-Zeus, who had already beome, like Yahwehamong the henotheisti Semites, head of the whole Greek pantheon of subordinate gods. And theGreeks would have eventually ahieved a true monotheism in the onept of Zeus exept for theirretention of the overontrol of Fate. A God of �nal value must, himself, be the arbiter of fate andthe reator of destiny.As a onsequene of these fators in religious evolution, there presently developed the popularbelief in the happy-go-luky gods of Mount Olympus, gods more human than divine, and gods whihthe intelligent Greeks never did regard very seriously. They neither greatly loved nor greatly fearedthese divinities of their own reation. They had a patrioti and raial feeling for Zeus and his familyof half men and half gods, but they hardly reverened or worshiped them.The Hellenes beame so impregnated with the antipriestraft dotrines of the earlier Salem teahersthat no priesthood of any importane ever arose in Greee. Even the making of images to the godsbeame more of a work in art than a matter of worship.The Olympian gods illustrate man's typial anthropomorphism. But the Greek mythology wasmore aestheti than ethi. The Greek religion was helpful in that it portrayed a universe governedby a deity group. But Greek morals, ethis, and philosophy presently advaned far beyond the godonept, and this imbalane between intelletual and spiritual growth was as hazardous to Greee asit had proved to be in India.98.2 Greek Philosophi ThoughtA lightly regarded and super�ial religion annot endure, espeially when it has no priesthood tofoster its forms and to �ll the hearts of the devotees with fear and awe. The Olympian religion didnot promise salvation, nor did it quenh the spiritual thirst of its believers; therefore was it doomedto perish. Within a millennium of its ineption it had nearly vanished, and the Greeks were withouta national religion, the gods of Olympus having lost their hold upon the better minds.This was the situation when, during the sixth entury before Christ, the Orient and the Levantexperiened a revival of spiritual onsiousness and a new awakening to the reognition of monothe-ism. But the West did not share in this new development; neither Europe nor northern Afriaextensively partiipated in this religious renaissane. The Greeks, however, did engage in a magnif-ient intelletual advanement. They had begun to master fear and no longer sought religion as anantidote therefor, but they did not pereive that true religion is the ure for soul hunger, spiritualdisquiet, and moral despair. They sought for the solae of the soul in deep thinking - philosophy andmetaphysis. They turned from the ontemplation of self-preservation - salvation - to self-realizationand self-understanding.By rigorous thought the Greeks attempted to attain that onsiousness of seurity whih wouldserve as a substitute for the belief in survival, but they utterly failed. Only the more intelligentamong the higher lasses of the Helleni peoples ould grasp this new teahing; the rank and �leof the progeny of the slaves of former generations had no apaity for the reeption of this newsubstitute for religion.The philosophers disdained all forms of worship, notwithstanding that they pratially all heldloosely to the bakground of a belief in the Salem dotrine of \the Intelligene of the universe," \theidea of God," and \the Great Soure." In so far as the Greek philosophers gave reognition to thedivine and the super�nite, they were frankly monotheisti; they gave sant reognition to the whole990



galaxy of Olympian gods and goddesses.The Greek poets of the �fth and sixth enturies, notably Pindar, attempted the reformation ofGreek religion. They elevated its ideals, but they were more artists than religionists. They failed todevelop a tehnique for fostering and onserving supreme values.Xenophanes taught one God, but his deity onept was too pantheisti to be a personal Fatherto mortal man. Anaxagoras was a mehanist exept that he did reognize a First Cause, an InitialMind. Sorates and his suessors, Plato and Aristotle, taught that virtue is knowledge; goodness,health of the soul; that it is better to su�er injustie than to be guilty of it, that it is wrong to returnevil for evil, and that the gods are wise and good. Their ardinal virtues were: wisdom, ourage,temperane, and justie.The evolution of religious philosophy among the Helleni and Hebrew peoples a�ords a ontrastiveillustration of the funtion of the hurh as an institution in the shaping of ultural progress. InPalestine, human thought was so priest-ontrolled and sripture-direted that philosophy and aes-thetis were entirely submerged in religion and morality. In Greee, the almost omplete abseneof priests and \sared sriptures" left the human mind free and unfettered, resulting in a startlingdevelopment in depth of thought. But religion as a personal experiene failed to keep pae with theintelletual probings into the nature and reality of the osmos.In Greee, believing was subordinated to thinking; in Palestine, thinking was held subjet tobelieving. Muh of the strength of Christianity is due to its having borrowed heavily from bothHebrew morality and Greek thought.In Palestine, religious dogma beame so rystallized as to jeopardize further growth; in Greee,human thought beame so abstrat that the onept of God resolved itself into a misty vapor ofpantheisti speulation not at all unlike the impersonal In�nity of the Brahman philosophers.But the average men of these times ould not grasp, nor were they muh interested in, theGreek philosophy of self-realization and an abstrat Deity; they rather raved promises of salvation,oupled with a personal God who ould hear their prayers. They exiled the philosophers, perseutedthe remnants of the Salem ult, both dotrines having beome muh blended, and made ready forthat terrible orgiasti plunge into the follies of the mystery ults whih were then overspreading theMediterranean lands. The Eleusinian mysteries grew up within the Olympian pantheon, a Greekversion of the worship of fertility; Dionysus nature worship ourished; the best of the ults was theOrphi brotherhood, whose moral preahments and promises of salvation made a great appeal tomany.All Greee beame involved in these new methods of attaining salvation, these emotional and �eryeremonials. No nation ever attained suh heights of artisti philosophy in so short a time; noneever reated suh an advaned system of ethis pratially without Deity and entirely devoid of thepromise of human salvation; no nation ever plunged so quikly, deeply, and violently into suh depthsof intelletual stagnation, moral depravity, and spiritual poverty as these same Greek peoples whenthey ung themselves into the mad whirl of the mystery ults.Religions have long endured without philosophial support, but few philosophies, as suh, havelong persisted without some identi�ation with religion. Philosophy is to religion as oneption is toation. But the ideal human estate is that in whih philosophy, religion, and siene are welded intoa meaningful unity by the onjoined ation of wisdom, faith, and experiene.98.3 The Melhizedek Teahings in RomeHaving grown out of the earlier religious forms of worship of the family gods into the tribal reverenefor Mars, the god of war, it was natural that the later religion of the Latins was more of a politial991



observane than were the intelletual systems of the Greeks and Brahmans or the more spiritualreligions of several other peoples.In the great monotheisti renaissane of Melhizedek's gospel during the sixth entury beforeChrist, too few of the Salem missionaries penetrated Italy, and those who did were unable to overomethe inuene of the rapidly spreading Etrusan priesthood with its new galaxy of gods and temples,all of whih beame organized into the Roman state religion. This religion of the Latin tribes wasnot trivial and venal like that of the Greeks, neither was it austere and tyrannial like that of theHebrews; it onsisted for the most part in the observane of mere forms, vows, and taboos.Roman religion was greatly inuened by extensive ultural importations from Greee. Eventuallymost of the Olympian gods were transplanted and inorporated into the Latin pantheon. The Greekslong worshiped the �re of the family hearth - Hestia was the virgin goddess of the hearth; Vesta wasthe Roman goddess of the home. Zeus beame Jupiter; Aphrodite, Venus; and so on down throughthe many Olympian deities.The religious initiation of Roman youths was the oasion of their solemn onseration to theservie of the state. Oaths and admissions to itizenship were in reality religious eremonies. TheLatin peoples maintained temples, altars, and shrines and, in a risis, would onsult the orales.They preserved the bones of heroes and later on those of the Christian saints.This formal and unemotional form of pseudoreligious patriotism was doomed to ollapse, even asthe highly intelletual and artisti worship of the Greeks had gone down before the fervid and deeplyemotional worship of the mystery ults. The greatest of these devastating ults was the mysteryreligion of the Mother of God set, whih had its headquarters, in those days, on the exat site ofthe present hurh of St. Peter's in Rome.The emerging Roman state onquered politially but was in turn onquered by the ults, rituals,mysteries, and god onepts of Egypt, Greee, and the Levant. These imported ults ontinued toourish throughout the Roman state up to the time of Augustus, who, purely for politial and ivireasons, made a heroi and somewhat suessful e�ort to destroy the mysteries and revive the olderpolitial religion.One of the priests of the state religion told Augustus of the earlier attempts of the Salem teahersto spread the dotrine of one God, a �nal Deity presiding over all supernatural beings; and this ideatook suh a �rm hold on the emperor that he built many temples, stoked them well with beautifulimages, reorganized the state priesthood, re-established the state religion, appointed himself atinghigh priest of all, and as emperor did not hesitate to prolaim himself the supreme god.This new religion of Augustus worship ourished and was observed throughout the empire duringhis lifetime exept in Palestine, the home of the Jews. And this era of the human gods ontinued untilthe oÆial Roman ult had a roster of more than twosore self-elevated human deities, all laimingmiraulous births and other superhuman attributes.The last stand of the dwindling band of Salem believers was made by an earnest group of preahers,the Cynis, who exhorted the Romans to abandon their wild and senseless religious rituals and returnto a form of worship embodying Melhizedek's gospel as it had been modi�ed and ontaminatedthrough ontat with the philosophy of the Greeks. But the people at large rejeted the Cynis;they preferred to plunge into the rituals of the mysteries, whih not only o�ered hopes of personalsalvation but also grati�ed the desire for diversion, exitement, and entertainment.98.4 The Mystery CultsThe majority of people in the Greo-Roman world, having lost their primitive family and statereligions and being unable or unwilling to grasp the meaning of Greek philosophy, turned their992



attention to the spetaular and emotional mystery ults from Egypt and the Levant. The ommonpeople raved promises of salvation - religious onsolation for today and assuranes of hope forimmortality after death.The three mystery ults whih beame most popular were:1. The Phrygian ult of Cybele and her son Attis.2. The Egyptian ult of Osiris and his mother Isis.3. The Iranian ult of the worship of Mithras as the savior and redeemer of sinful mankind.The Phrygian and Egyptian mysteries taught that the divine son (respetively Attis and Osiris)had experiened death and had been resurreted by divine power, and further that all who wereproperly initiated into the mystery, and who reverently elebrated the anniversary of the god's deathand resurretion, would thereby beome partakers of his divine nature and his immortality.The Phrygian eremonies were imposing but degrading; their bloody festivals indiate how de-graded and primitive these Levantine mysteries beame. The most holy day was Blak Friday, the\day of blood," ommemorating the self-inited death of Attis. After three days of the elebrationof the sari�e and death of Attis the festival was turned to joy in honor of his resurretion.The rituals of the worship of Isis and Osiris were more re�ned and impressive than were those ofthe Phrygian ult. This Egyptian ritual was built around the legend of the Nile god of old, a god whodied and was resurreted, whih onept was derived from the observation of the annually reurringstoppage of vegetation growth followed by the springtime restoration of all living plants. The frenzyof the observane of these mystery ults and the orgies of their eremonials, whih were supposed tolead up to the \enthusiasm" of the realization of divinity, were sometimes most revolting.98.5 The Cult of MithrasThe Phrygian and Egyptian mysteries eventually gave way before the greatest of all the mystery ults,the worship of Mithras. The Mithrai ult made its appeal to a wide range of human nature andgradually supplanted both of its predeessors. Mithraism spread over the Roman Empire throughthe propagandizing of Roman legions reruited in the Levant, where this religion was the vogue, forthey arried this belief wherever they went. And this new religious ritual was a great improvementover the earlier mystery ults.The ult of Mithras arose in Iran and long persisted in its homeland despite the militant oppositionof the followers of Zoroaster. But by the time Mithraism reahed Rome, it had beome greatlyimproved by the absorption of many of Zoroaster's teahings. It was hiey through the Mithraiult that Zoroaster's religion exerted an inuene upon later appearing Christianity.The Mithrai ult portrayed a militant god taking origin in a great rok, engaging in valiantexploits, and ausing water to gush forth from a rok struk with his arrows. There was a ood fromwhih one man esaped in a speially built boat and a last supper whih Mithras elebrated with thesun-god before he asended into the heavens. This sun-god, or Sol Invitus, was a degeneration of theAhura-Mazda deity onept of Zoroastrianism. Mithras was oneived as the surviving hampion ofthe sun-god in his struggle with the god of darkness. And in reognition of his slaying the mythialsared bull, Mithras was made immortal, being exalted to the station of interessor for the humanrae among the gods on high.The adherents of this ult worshiped in aves and other seret plaes, hanting hymns, mumblingmagi, eating the esh of the sari�ial animals, and drinking the blood. Three times a day theyworshiped, with speial weekly eremonials on the day of the sun-god and with the most elaborateobservane of all on the annual festival of Mithras, Deember twenty-�fth. It was believed that the993



partaking of the sarament ensured eternal life, the immediate passing, after death, to the bosomof Mithras, there to tarry in bliss until the judgment day. On the judgment day the Mithrai keysof heaven would unlok the gates of Paradise for the reeption of the faithful; whereupon all theunbaptized of the living and the dead would be annihilated upon the return of Mithras to earth. Itwas taught that, when a man died, he went before Mithras for judgment, and that at the end of theworld Mithras would summon all the dead from their graves to fae the last judgment. The wikedwould be destroyed by �re, and the righteous would reign with Mithras forever.At �rst it was a religion only for men, and there were seven di�erent orders into whih believersould be suessively initiated. Later on, the wives and daughters of believers were admitted to thetemples of the Great Mother, whih adjoined the Mithrai temples. The women's ult was a mixtureof Mithrai ritual and the eremonies of the Phrygian ult of Cybele, the mother of Attis.98.6 Mithraism and ChristianityPrior to the oming of the mystery ults and Christianity, personal religion hardly developed as anindependent institution in the ivilized lands of North Afria and Europe; it was more of a family,ity-state, politial, and imperial a�air. The Helleni Greeks never evolved a entralized worshipsystem; the ritual was loal; they had no priesthood and no \sared book." Muh as the Romans,their religious institutions laked a powerful driving ageny for the preservation of higher moral andspiritual values. While it is true that the institutionalization of religion has usually detrated fromits spiritual quality, it is also a fat that no religion has thus far sueeded in surviving without theaid of institutional organization of some degree, greater or lesser.Oidental religion thus languished until the days of the Skeptis, Cynis, Epiureans, and Stois,but most important of all, until the times of the great ontest between Mithraism and Paul's newreligion of Christianity.During the third entury after Christ, Mithrai and Christian hurhes were very similar both inappearane and in the harater of their ritual. A majority of suh plaes of worship were under-ground, and both ontained altars whose bakgrounds variously depited the su�erings of the saviorwho had brought salvation to a sin-ursed human rae.Always had it been the pratie of Mithrai worshipers, on entering the temple, to dip their�ngers in holy water. And sine in some distrits there were those who at one time belonged to bothreligions, they introdued this ustom into the majority of the Christian hurhes in the viinity ofRome. Both religions employed baptism and partook of the sarament of bread and wine. The onegreat di�erene between Mithraism and Christianity, aside from the haraters of Mithras and Jesus,was that the one enouraged militarism while the other was ultrapai�. Mithraism's tolerane forother religions (exept later Christianity) led to its �nal undoing. But the deiding fator in thestruggle between the two was the admission of women into the full fellowship of the Christian faith.In the end the nominal Christian faith dominated the Oident. Greek philosophy supplied theonepts of ethial value; Mithraism, the ritual of worship observane; and Christianity, as suh, thetehnique for the onservation of moral and soial values.98.7 The Christian ReligionA Creator Son did not inarnate in the likeness of mortal esh and bestow himself upon the human-ity of Urantia to reonile an angry God but rather to win all mankind to the reognition of theFather's love and to the realization of their sonship with God. After all, even the great advoate994



of the atonement dotrine realized something of this truth, for he delared that \God was in Christreoniling the world to himself."It is not the provine of this paper to deal with the origin and dissemination of the Christianreligion. SuÆe it to say that it is built around the person of Jesus of Nazareth, the humanlyinarnate Mihael Son of Nebadon, known to Urantia as the Christ, the anointed one. Christianitywas spread throughout the Levant and Oident by the followers of this Galilean, and their missionaryzeal equaled that of their illustrious predeessors, the Sethites and Salemites, as well as that of theirearnest Asiati ontemporaries, the Buddhist teahers.The Christian religion, as a Urantian system of belief, arose through the ompounding of thefollowing teahings, inuenes, beliefs, ults, and personal individual attitudes:1. The Melhizedek teahings, whih are a basi fator in all the religions of Oident and Orientthat have arisen in the last four thousand years.2. The Hebrai system of morality, ethis, theology, and belief in both Providene and the supremeYahweh.3. The Zoroastrian oneption of the struggle between osmi good and evil, whih had alreadyleft its imprint on both Judaism and Mithraism. Through prolonged ontat attendant upon thestruggles between Mithraism and Christianity, the dotrines of the Iranian prophet beame a potentfator in determining the theologi and philosophi ast and struture of the dogmas, tenets, andosmology of the Hellenized and Latinized versions of the teahings of Jesus.4. The mystery ults, espeially Mithraism but also the worship of the Great Mother in thePhrygian ult. Even the legends of the birth of Jesus on Urantia beame tainted with the Romanversion of the miraulous birth of the Iranian savior-hero, Mithras, whose advent on earth wassupposed to have been witnessed by only a handful of gift-bearing shepherds who had been informedof this impending event by angels.5. The histori fat of the human life of Joshua ben Joseph, the reality of Jesus of Nazareth asthe glori�ed Christ, the Son of God.6. The personal viewpoint of Paul of Tarsus. And it should be reorded that Mithraism wasthe dominant religion of Tarsus during his adolesene. Paul little dreamed that his well-intentionedletters to his onverts would someday be regarded by still later Christians as the \word of God." Suhwell-meaning teahers must not be held aountable for the use made of their writings by later-daysuessors.7. The philosophi thought of the Hellenisti peoples, from Alexandria and Antioh throughGreee to Syrause and Rome. The philosophy of the Greeks was more in harmony with Paul'sversion of Christianity than with any other urrent religious system and beame an important fatorin the suess of Christianity in the Oident. Greek philosophy, oupled with Paul's theology, stillforms the basis of European ethis.As the original teahings of Jesus penetrated the Oident, they beame Oidentalized, and asthey beame Oidentalized, they began to lose their potentially universal appeal to all raes andkinds of men. Christianity, today, has beome a religion well adapted to the soial, eonomi, andpolitial mores of the white raes. It has long sine eased to be the religion of Jesus, although itstill valiantly portrays a beautiful religion about Jesus to suh individuals as sinerely seek to followin the way of its teahing. It has glori�ed Jesus as the Christ, the Messiani anointed one from God,but has largely forgotten the Master's personal gospel: the Fatherhood of God and the universalbrotherhood of all men.And this is the long story of the teahings of Mahiventa Melhizedek on Urantia. It is nearlyfour thousand years sine this emergeny Son of Nebadon bestowed himself on Urantia, and in thattime the teahings of the \priest of El Elyon, the Most High God," have penetrated to all raes and995



peoples. And Mahiventa was suessful in ahieving the purpose of his unusual bestowal; whenMihael made ready to appear on Urantia, the God onept was existent in the hearts of men andwomen, the same God onept that still ames anew in the living spiritual experiene of the manifoldhildren of the Universal Father as they live their intriguing temporal lives on the whirling planetsof spae.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 99The Soial Problems of ReligionRELIGION ahieves its highest soial ministry when it has least onnetion with the seular institu-tions of soiety. In past ages, sine soial reforms were largely on�ned to the moral realms, religiondid not have to adjust its attitude to extensive hanges in eonomi and politial systems. The hiefproblem of religion was the endeavor to replae evil with good within the existing soial order ofpolitial and eonomi ulture. Religion has thus indiretly tended to perpetuate the establishedorder of soiety, to foster the maintenane of the existent type of ivilization.But religion should not be diretly onerned either with the reation of new soial orders or withthe preservation of old ones. True religion does oppose violene as a tehnique of soial evolution,but it does not oppose the intelligent e�orts of soiety to adapt its usages and adjust its institutionsto new eonomi onditions and ultural requirements.Religion did approve the oasional soial reforms of past enturies, but in the twentieth enturyit is of neessity alled upon to fae adjustment to extensive and ontinuing soial reonstrution.Conditions of living alter so rapidly that institutional modi�ations must be greatly aelerated, andreligion must aordingly quiken its adaptation to this new and ever-hanging soial order.99.1 Religion and Soial ReonstrutionMehanial inventions and the dissemination of knowledge are modifying ivilization; ertain eo-nomi adjustments and soial hanges are imperative if ultural disaster is to be avoided. This newand onoming soial order will not settle down omplaently for a millennium. The human rae mustbeome reoniled to a proession of hanges, adjustments, and readjustments. Mankind is on themarh toward a new and unrevealed planetary destiny.Religion must beome a foreful inuene for moral stability and spiritual progression funtioningdynamially in the midst of these ever-hanging onditions and never-ending eonomi adjustments.Urantia soiety an never hope to settle down as in past ages. The soial ship has steamed out ofthe sheltered bays of established tradition and has begun its ruise upon the high seas of evolutionarydestiny; and the soul of man, as never before in the world's history, needs arefully to srutinize itsharts of morality and painstakingly to observe the ompass of religious guidane. The paramountmission of religion as a soial inuene is to stabilize the ideals of mankind during these dangeroustimes of transition from one phase of ivilization to another, from one level of ulture to another.Religion has no new duties to perform, but it is urgently alled upon to funtion as a wise guide andexperiened ounselor in all of these new and rapidly hanging human situations. Soiety is beomingmore mehanial, more ompat, more omplex, and more ritially interdependent. Religion mustfuntion to prevent these new and intimate interassoiations from beoming mutually retrogressive997



or even destrutive. Religion must at as the osmi salt whih prevents the ferments of progressionfrom destroying the ultural savor of ivilization. These new soial relations and eonomi upheavalsan result in lasting brotherhood only by the ministry of religion.A godless humanitarianism is, humanly speaking, a noble gesture, but true religion is the onlypower whih an lastingly inrease the responsiveness of one soial group to the needs and su�eringsof other groups. In the past, institutional religion ould remain passive while the upper strata ofsoiety turned a deaf ear to the su�erings and oppression of the helpless lower strata, but in moderntimes these lower soial orders are no longer so abjetly ignorant nor so politially helpless.Religion must not beome organially involved in the seular work of soial reonstrution andeonomi reorganization. But it must atively keep pae with all these advanes in ivilizationby making lear-ut and vigorous restatements of its moral mandates and spiritual preepts, itsprogressive philosophy of human living and transendent survival. The spirit of religion is eternal,but the form of its expression must be restated every time the ditionary of human language isrevised.
99.2 Weakness of Institutional ReligionInstitutional religion annot a�ord inspiration and provide leadership in this impending world-widesoial reonstrution and eonomi reorganization beause it has unfortunately beome more orless of an organi part of the soial order and the eonomi system whih is destined to undergoreonstrution. Only the real religion of personal spiritual experiene an funtion helpfully andreatively in the present risis of ivilization.Institutional religion is now aught in the stalemate of a viious irle. It annot reonstrutsoiety without �rst reonstruting itself; and being so muh an integral part of the establishedorder, it annot reonstrut itself until soiety has been radially reonstruted.Religionists must funtion in soiety, in industry, and in politis as individuals, not as groups,parties, or institutions. A religious group whih presumes to funtion as suh, apart from religiousativities, immediately beomes a politial party, an eonomi organization, or a soial institution.Religious olletivism must on�ne its e�orts to the furtherane of religious auses.Religionists are of no more value in the tasks of soial reonstrution than nonreligionists exeptin so far as their religion has onferred upon them enhaned osmi foresight and endowed them withthat superior soial wisdom whih is born of the sinere desire to love God supremely and to loveevery man as a brother in the heavenly kingdom. An ideal soial order is that in whih every manloves his neighbor as he loves himself.The institutionalized hurh may have appeared to serve soiety in the past by glorifying theestablished politial and eonomi orders, but it must speedily ease suh ation if it is to survive.Its only proper attitude onsists in the teahing of nonviolene, the dotrine of peaeful evolution inthe plae of violent revolution - peae on earth and good will among all men.Modern religion �nds it diÆult to adjust its attitude toward the rapidly shifting soial hangesonly beause it has permitted itself to beome so thoroughly traditionalized, dogmatized, and insti-tutionalized. The religion of living experiene �nds no diÆulty in keeping ahead of all these soialdevelopments and eonomi upheavals, amid whih it ever funtions as a moral stabilizer, soialguide, and spiritual pilot. True religion arries over from one age to another the worth-while ultureand that wisdom whih is born of the experiene of knowing God and striving to be like him.998



99.3 Religion and the Religionist
Early Christianity was entirely free from all ivil entanglements, soial ommitments, and eonomiallianes. Only did later institutionalized Christianity beome an organi part of the politial andsoial struture of Oidental ivilization.The kingdom of heaven is neither a soial nor eonomi order; it is an exlusively spiritual broth-erhood of God-knowing individuals. True, suh a brotherhood is in itself a new and amazing soialphenomenon attended by astounding politial and eonomi reperussions.The religionist is not unsympatheti with soial su�ering, not unmindful of ivil injustie, notinsulated from eonomi thinking, neither insensible to politial tyranny. Religion inuenes soialreonstrution diretly beause it spiritualizes and idealizes the individual itizen. Indiretly, ulturalivilization is inuened by the attitude of these individual religionists as they beome ative andinuential members of various soial, moral, eonomi, and politial groups.The attainment of a high ultural ivilization demands, �rst, the ideal type of itizen and, then,ideal and adequate soial mehanisms wherewith suh a itizenry may ontrol the eonomi andpolitial institutions of suh an advaned human soiety.The hurh, beause of overmuh false sentiment, has long ministered to the underprivileged andthe unfortunate, and this has all been well, but this same sentiment has led to the unwise perpetuationof raially degenerate stoks whih have tremendously retarded the progress of ivilization.Many individual soial reonstrutionists, while vehemently repudiating institutionalized religion,are, after all, zealously religious in the propagation of their soial reforms. And so it is that religiousmotivation, personal and more or less unreognized, is playing a great part in the present-day programof soial reonstrution.The great weakness of all this unreognized and unonsious type of religious ativity is that it isunable to pro�t from open religious ritiism and thereby attain to pro�table levels of self-orretion.It is a fat that religion does not grow unless it is disiplined by onstrutive ritiism, ampli�ed byphilosophy, puri�ed by siene, and nourished by loyal fellowship.There is always the great danger that religion will beome distorted and perverted into the pursuitof false goals, as when in times of war eah ontending nation prostitutes its religion into militarypropaganda. Loveless zeal is always harmful to religion, while perseution diverts the ativities ofreligion into the ahievement of some soiologi or theologi drive.Religion an be kept free from unholy seular allianes only by:1. A ritially orretive philosophy.2. Freedom from all soial, eonomi, and politial allianes.3. Creative, omforting, and love-expanding fellowships.4. Progressive enhanement of spiritual insight and the appreiation of osmi values.5. Prevention of fanatiism by the ompensations of the sienti� mental attitude.Religionists, as a group, must never onern themselves with anything but religion, albeit anyone suh religionist, as an individual itizen, may beome the outstanding leader of some soial,eonomi, or politial reonstrution movement.It is the business of religion to reate, sustain, and inspire suh a osmi loyalty in the individualitizen as will diret him to the ahievement of suess in the advanement of all these diÆult butdesirable soial servies. 999



99.4 Transition DiÆultiesGenuine religion renders the religionist soially fragrant and reates insights into human fellowship.But the formalization of religious groups many times destroys the very values for the promotionof whih the group was organized. Human friendship and divine religion are mutually helpful andsigni�antly illuminating if the growth in eah is equalized and harmonized. Religion puts newmeaning into all group assoiations - families, shools, and lubs. It imparts new values to play andexalts all true humor.Soial leadership is transformed by spiritual insight; religion prevents all olletive movementsfrom losing sight of their true objetives. Together with hildren, religion is the great uni�er offamily life, provided it is a living and growing faith. Family life annot be had without hildren;it an be lived without religion, but suh a handiap enormously multiplies the diÆulties of thisintimate human assoiation. During the early deades of the twentieth entury, family life, next topersonal religious experiene, su�ers most from the deadene onsequent upon the transition fromold religious loyalties to the emerging new meanings and values.True religion is a meaningful way of living dynamially fae to fae with the ommonplae realitiesof everyday life. But if religion is to stimulate individual development of harater and augmentintegration of personality, it must not be standardized. If it is to stimulate evaluation of experieneand serve as a value-lure, it must not be stereotyped. If religion is to promote supreme loyalties, itmust not be formalized.No matter what upheavals may attend the soial and eonomi growth of ivilization, religion isgenuine and worth while if it fosters in the individual an experiene in whih the sovereignty of truth,beauty, and goodness prevails, for suh is the true spiritual onept of supreme reality. And throughlove and worship this beomes meaningful as fellowship with man and sonship with God.After all, it is what one believes rather than what one knows that determines ondut and domi-nates personal performanes. Purely fatual knowledge exerts very little inuene upon the averageman unless it beomes emotionally ativated. But the ativation of religion is superemotional, unify-ing the entire human experiene on transendent levels through ontat with, and release of, spiritualenergies in the mortal life.During the psyhologially unsettled times of the twentieth entury, amid the eonomi upheavals,the moral rossurrents, and the soiologi rip tides of the yloni transitions of a sienti� era, thou-sands upon thousands of men and women have beome humanly disloated; they are anxious, restless,fearful, unertain, and unsettled; as never before in the world's history they need the onsolation andstabilization of sound religion. In the fae of unpreedented sienti� ahievement and mehanialdevelopment there is spiritual stagnation and philosophi haos.There is no danger in religion's beoming more and more of a private matter - a personal experiene- provided it does not lose its motivation for unsel�sh and loving soial servie. Religion has su�eredfrom many seondary inuenes: sudden mixing of ultures, intermingling of reeds, diminution ofelesiastial authority, hanging of family life, together with urbanization and mehanization.Man's greatest spiritual jeopardy onsists in partial progress, the prediament of un�nishedgrowth: forsaking the evolutionary religions of fear without immediately grasping the revelatoryreligion of love. Modern siene, partiularly psyhology, has weakened only those religions whihare so largely dependent upon fear, superstition, and emotion.Transition is always aompanied by onfusion, and there will be little tranquillity in the religiousworld until the great struggle between the three ontending philosophies of religion is ended:1. The spiritisti belief (in a providential Deity) of many religions.2. The humanisti and idealisti belief of many philosophies.1000



3. The mehanisti and naturalisti oneptions of many sienes.And these three partial approahes to the reality of the osmos must eventually beome harmonizedby the revelatory presentation of religion, philosophy, and osmology whih portrays the triuneexistene of spirit, mind, and energy proeeding from the Trinity of Paradise and attaining time-spae uni�ation within the Deity of the Supreme.99.5 Soial Aspets of ReligionWhile religion is exlusively a personal spiritual experiene - knowing God as a Father - the orollaryof this experiene - knowing man as a brother - entails the adjustment of the self to other selves,and that involves the soial or group aspet of religious life. Religion is �rst an inner or personaladjustment, and then it beomes a matter of soial servie or group adjustment. The fat of man'sgregariousness perfore determines that religious groups will ome into existene. What happens tothese religious groups depends very muh on intelligent leadership. In primitive soiety the religiousgroup is not always very di�erent from eonomi or politial groups. Religion has always been aonservator of morals and a stabilizer of soiety. And this is still true, notwithstanding the ontraryteahing of many modern soialists and humanists.Always keep in mind: True religion is to know God as your Father and man as your brother.Religion is not a slavish belief in threats of punishment or magial promises of future mystialrewards.The religion of Jesus is the most dynami inuene ever to ativate the human rae. Jesusshattered tradition, destroyed dogma, and alled mankind to the ahievement of its highest ideals intime and eternity - to be perfet, even as the Father in heaven is perfet.Religion has little hane to funtion until the religious group beomes separated from all othergroups - the soial assoiation of the spiritual membership of the kingdom of heaven.The dotrine of the total depravity of man destroyed muh of the potential of religion for e�etingsoial reperussions of an uplifting nature and of inspirational value. Jesus sought to restore man'sdignity when he delared that all men are the hildren of God.Any religious belief whih is e�etive in spiritualizing the believer is ertain to have powerfulreperussions in the soial life of suh a religionist. Religious experiene unfailingly yields the \fruitsof the spirit" in the daily life of the spirit-led mortal.Just as ertainly as men share their religious beliefs, they reate a religious group of some sortwhih eventually reates ommon goals. Someday religionists will get together and atually e�eto-operation on the basis of unity of ideals and purposes rather than attempting to do so on the basisof psyhologial opinions and theologial beliefs. Goals rather than reeds should unify religionists.Sine true religion is a matter of personal spiritual experiene, it is inevitable that eah individualreligionist must have his own and personal interpretation of the realization of that spiritual expe-riene. Let the term \faith" stand for the individual's relation to God rather than for the reedalformulation of what some group of mortals have been able to agree upon as a ommon religiousattitude. \Have you faith? Then have it to yourself."That faith is onerned only with the grasp of ideal values is shown by the New Testamentde�nition whih delares that faith is the substane of things hoped for and the evidene of thingsnot seen.Primitive man made little e�ort to put his religious onvitions into words. His religion wasdaned out rather than thought out. Modern men have thought out many reeds and reated manytests of religious faith. Future religionists must live out their religion, dediate themselves to the1001



wholehearted servie of the brotherhood of man. It is high time that man had a religious experieneso personal and so sublime that it ould be realized and expressed only by \feelings that lie too deepfor words."Jesus did not require of his followers that they should periodially assemble and reite a formof words indiative of their ommon beliefs. He only ordained that they should gather together toatually do something - partake of the ommunal supper of the remembrane of his bestowal life onUrantia.What a mistake for Christians to make when, in presenting Christ as the supreme ideal of spiritualleadership, they dare to require God-onsious men and women to rejet the histori leadership ofthe God-knowing men who have ontributed to their partiular national or raial illumination duringpast ages.99.6 Institutional ReligionSetarianism is a disease of institutional religion, and dogmatism is an enslavement of the spiritualnature. It is far better to have a religion without a hurh than a hurh without religion. Thereligious turmoil of the twentieth entury does not, in and of itself, betoken spiritual deadene.Confusion goes before growth as well as before destrution.There is a real purpose in the soialization of religion. It is the purpose of group religious ativitiesto dramatize the loyalties of religion; to magnify the lures of truth, beauty, and goodness; to foster theattrations of supreme values; to enhane the servie of unsel�sh fellowship; to glorify the potentialsof family life; to promote religious eduation; to provide wise ounsel and spiritual guidane; andto enourage group worship. And all live religions enourage human friendship, onserve morality,promote neighborhood welfare, and failitate the spread of the essential gospel of their respetivemessages of eternal salvation.But as religion beomes institutionalized, its power for good is urtailed, while the possibilitiesfor evil are greatly multiplied. The dangers of formalized religion are: �xation of beliefs and rys-tallization of sentiments; aumulation of vested interests with inrease of seularization; tendenyto standardize and fossilize truth; diversion of religion from the servie of God to the servie ofthe hurh; inlination of leaders to beome administrators instead of ministers; tendeny to formsets and ompetitive divisions; establishment of oppressive elesiastial authority; reation of thearistorati \hosen-people" attitude; fostering of false and exaggerated ideas of saredness; the rou-tinizing of religion and the petri�ation of worship; tendeny to venerate the past while ignoringpresent demands; failure to make up-to-date interpretations of religion; entanglement with funtionsof seular institutions; it reates the evil disrimination of religious astes; it beomes an intolerantjudge of orthodoxy; it fails to hold the interest of adventurous youth and gradually loses the savingmessage of the gospel of eternal salvation.Formal religion restrains men in their personal spiritual ativities instead of releasing them forheightened servie as kingdom builders.99.7 Religion's ContributionThough hurhes and all other religious groups should stand aloof from all seular ativities, at thesame time religion must do nothing to hinder or retard the soial o-ordination of human institutions.Life must ontinue to grow in meaningfulness; man must go on with his reformation of philosophyand his lari�ation of religion. 1002



Politial siene must e�et the reonstrution of eonomis and industry by the tehniques itlearns from the soial sienes and by the insights and motives supplied by religious living. In allsoial reonstrution religion provides a stabilizing loyalty to a transendent objet, a steadying goalbeyond and above the immediate and temporal objetive. In the midst of the onfusions of a rapidlyhanging environment mortal man needs the sustenane of a far-ung osmi perspetive.Religion inspires man to live ourageously and joyfully on the fae of the earth; it joins patienewith passion, insight to zeal, sympathy with power, and ideals with energy.Man an never wisely deide temporal issues or transend the sel�shness of personal interestsunless he meditates in the presene of the sovereignty of God and rekons with the realities of divinemeanings and spiritual values.Eonomi interdependene and soial fraternity will ultimately ondue to brotherhood. Man isnaturally a dreamer, but siene is sobering him so that religion an presently ativate him withfar less danger of preipitating fanatial reations. Eonomi neessities tie man up with reality,and personal religious experiene brings this same man fae to fae with the eternal realities of anever-expanding and progressing osmi itizenship.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 100Religion in Human ExperieneTHE experiene of dynami religious living transforms the mediore individual into a personalityof idealisti power. Religion ministers to the progress of all through fostering the progress of eahindividual, and the progress of eah is augmented through the ahievement of all.Spiritual growth is mutually stimulated by intimate assoiation with other religionists. Lovesupplies the soil for religious growth - an objetive lure in the plae of subjetive grati�ation - yetit yields the supreme subjetive satisfation. And religion ennobles the ommonplae drudgery ofdaily living.100.1 Religious GrowthWhile religion produes growth of meanings and enhanement of values, evil always results whenpurely personal evaluations are elevated to the levels of absolutes. A hild evaluates experienein aordane with the ontent of pleasure; maturity is proportional to the substitution of highermeanings for personal pleasure, even loyalties to the highest onepts of diversi�ed life situations andosmi relations.Some persons are too busy to grow and are therefore in grave danger of spiritual �xation. Provisionmust be made for growth of meanings at di�ering ages, in suessive ultures, and in the passingstages of advaning ivilization. The hief inhibitors of growth are prejudie and ignorane.Give every developing hild a hane to grow his own religious experiene; do not fore a ready-made adult experiene upon him. Remember, year-by-year progress through an established edua-tional regime does not neessarily mean intelletual progress, muh less spiritual growth. Enlargementof voabulary does not signify development of harater. Growth is not truly indiated by mere prod-uts but rather by progress. Real eduational growth is indiated by enhanement of ideals, inreasedappreiation of values, new meanings of values, and augmented loyalty to supreme values.Children are permanently impressed only by the loyalties of their adult assoiates; preept or evenexample is not lastingly inuential. Loyal persons are growing persons, and growth is an impressiveand inspiring reality. Live loyally today - grow - and tomorrow will attend to itself. The quikestway for a tadpole to beome a frog is to live loyally eah moment as a tadpole.The soil essential for religious growth presupposes a progressive life of self-realization, the o-ordination of natural propensities, the exerise of uriosity and the enjoyment of reasonable adven-ture, the experiening of feelings of satisfation, the funtioning of the fear stimulus of attentionand awareness, the wonder-lure, and a normal onsiousness of smallness, humility. Growth is alsoprediated on the disovery of selfhood aompanied by self-ritiism - onsiene, for onsiene isreally the ritiism of oneself by one's own value-habits, personal ideals.1005



Religious experiene is markedly inuened by physial health, inherited temperament, and soialenvironment. But these temporal onditions do not inhibit inner spiritual progress by a soul dediatedto the doing of the will of the Father in heaven. There are present in all normal mortals ertain innatedrives toward growth and self-realization whih funtion if they are not spei�ally inhibited. Theertain tehnique of fostering this onstitutive endowment of the potential of spiritual growth is tomaintain an attitude of wholehearted devotion to supreme values.Religion annot be bestowed, reeived, loaned, learned, or lost. It is a personal experiene whihgrows proportionally to the growing quest for �nal values. Cosmi growth thus attends on theaumulation of meanings and the ever-expanding elevation of values. But nobility itself is alwaysan unonsious growth.Religious habits of thinking and ating are ontributory to the eonomy of spiritual growth.One an develop religious predispositions toward favorable reation to spiritual stimuli, a sort ofonditioned spiritual reex. Habits whih favor religious growth embrae ultivated sensitivity todivine values, reognition of religious living in others, reetive meditation on osmi meanings,worshipful problem solving, sharing one's spiritual life with one's fellows, avoidane of sel�shness,refusal to presume on divine mery, living as in the presene of God. The fators of religious growthmay be intentional, but the growth itself is unvaryingly unonsious.The unonsious nature of religious growth does not, however, signify that it is an ativity funtion-ing in the supposed subonsious realms of human intellet; rather does it signify reative ativitiesin the superonsious levels of mortal mind. The experiene of the realization of the reality of unon-sious religious growth is the one positive proof of the funtional existene of the superonsiousness.100.2 Spiritual GrowthSpiritual development depends, �rst, on the maintenane of a living spiritual onnetion with truespiritual fores and, seond, on the ontinuous bearing of spiritual fruit: yielding the ministry toone's fellows of that whih has been reeived from one's spiritual benefators. Spiritual progressis prediated on intelletual reognition of spiritual poverty oupled with the self-onsiousness ofperfetion-hunger, the desire to know God and be like him, the wholehearted purpose to do the willof the Father in heaven.Spiritual growth is �rst an awakening to needs, next a disernment of meanings, and then adisovery of values. The evidene of true spiritual development onsists in the exhibition of a humanpersonality motivated by love, ativated by unsel�sh ministry, and dominated by the wholeheartedworship of the perfetion ideals of divinity. And this entire experiene onstitutes the reality ofreligion as ontrasted with mere theologial beliefs.Religion an progress to that level of experiene whereon it beomes an enlightened and wisetehnique of spiritual reation to the universe. Suh a glori�ed religion an funtion on three levelsof human personality: the intelletual, the morontial, and the spiritual; upon the mind, in theevolving soul, and with the indwelling spirit.Spirituality beomes at one the indiator of one's nearness to God and the measure of one'susefulness to fellow beings. Spirituality enhanes the ability to disover beauty in things, reognizetruth in meanings, and disover goodness in values. Spiritual development is determined by apaitytherefor and is diretly proportional to the elimination of the sel�sh qualities of love.Atual spiritual status is the measure of Deity attainment, Adjuster attunement. The ahievementof �nality of spirituality is equivalent to the attainment of the maximum of reality, the maximum ofGodlikeness. Eternal life is the endless quest for in�nite values.The goal of human self-realization should be spiritual, not material. The only realities worth1006



striving for are divine, spiritual, and eternal. Mortal man is entitled to the enjoyment of physialpleasures and to the satisfation of human a�etions; he is bene�ted by loyalty to human assoiationsand temporal institutions; but these are not the eternal foundations upon whih to build the immortalpersonality whih must transend spae, vanquish time, and ahieve the eternal destiny of divineperfetion and �naliter servie.Jesus portrayed the profound surety of the God-knowing mortal when he said: \To a God-knowingkingdom believer, what does it matter if all things earthly rash?" Temporal seurities are vulnerable,but spiritual sureties are impregnable. When the ood tides of human adversity, sel�shness, ruelty,hate, malie, and jealousy beat about the mortal soul, you may rest in the assurane that there isone inner bastion, the itadel of the spirit, whih is absolutely unassailable; at least this is true ofevery human being who has dediated the keeping of his soul to the indwelling spirit of the eternalGod.After suh spiritual attainment, whether seured by gradual growth or spei� risis, there oursa new orientation of personality as well as the development of a new standard of values. Suhspirit-born individuals are so remotivated in life that they an almly stand by while their fondestambitions perish and their keenest hopes rash; they positively know that suh atastrophes are butthe redireting atalysms whih wrek one's temporal reations preliminary to the rearing of themore noble and enduring realities of a new and more sublime level of universe attainment.100.3 Conepts of Supreme ValueReligion is not a tehnique for attaining a stati and blissful peae of mind; it is an impulse fororganizing the soul for dynami servie. It is the enlistment of the totality of selfhood in the loyalservie of loving God and serving man. Religion pays any prie essential to the attainment of thesupreme goal, the eternal prize. There is a onserated ompleteness in religious loyalty whih issuperbly sublime. And these loyalties are soially e�etive and spiritually progressive.To the religionist the word God beomes a symbol signifying the approah to supreme reality andthe reognition of divine value. Human likes and dislikes do not determine good and evil; moralvalues do not grow out of wish ful�llment or emotional frustration.In the ontemplation of values you must distinguish between that whih is value and that whih hasvalue. You must reognize the relation between pleasurable ativities and their meaningful integrationand enhaned realization on ever progressively higher and higher levels of human experiene.Meaning is something whih experiene adds to value; it is the appreiative onsiousness of values.An isolated and purely sel�sh pleasure may onnote a virtual devaluation of meanings, a meaninglessenjoyment bordering on relative evil. Values are experiential when realities are meaningful andmentally assoiated, when suh relationships are reognized and appreiated by mind.Values an never be stati; reality signi�es hange, growth. Change without growth, expansionof meaning and exaltation of value, is valueless - is potential evil. The greater the quality of osmiadaptation, the more of meaning any experiene possesses. Values are not oneptual illusions; theyare real, but always they depend on the fat of relationships. Values are always both atual andpotential - not what was, but what is and is to be.The assoiation of atuals and potentials equals growth, the experiential realization of values.But growth is not mere progress. Progress is always meaningful, but it is relatively valueless withoutgrowth. The supreme value of human life onsists in growth of values, progress in meanings, andrealization of the osmi interrelatedness of both of these experienes. And suh an experieneis the equivalent of God-onsiousness. Suh a mortal, while not supernatural, is truly beomingsuperhuman; an immortal soul is evolving. 1007



Man annot ause growth, but he an supply favorable onditions. Growth is always unonsious,be it physial, intelletual, or spiritual. Love thus grows; it annot be reated, manufatured, orpurhased; it must grow. Evolution is a osmi tehnique of growth. Soial growth annot be seuredby legislation, and moral growth is not had by improved administration. Man may manufature amahine, but its real value must be derived from human ulture and personal appreiation. Man'ssole ontribution to growth is the mobilization of the total powers of his personality - living faith.100.4 Problems of GrowthReligious living is devoted living, and devoted living is reative living, original and spontaneous.New religious insights arise out of onits whih initiate the hoosing of new and better reationhabits in the plae of older and inferior reation patterns. New meanings only emerge amid onit;and onit persists only in the fae of refusal to espouse the higher values onnoted in superiormeanings.Religious perplexities are inevitable; there an be no growth without psyhi onit and spiritualagitation. The organization of a philosophi standard of living entails onsiderable ommotion inthe philosophi realms of the mind. Loyalties are not exerised in behalf of the great, the good,the true, and the noble without a struggle. E�ort is attendant upon lari�ation of spiritual visionand enhanement of osmi insight. And the human intellet protests against being weaned fromsubsisting upon the nonspiritual energies of temporal existene. The slothful animal mind rebels atthe e�ort required to wrestle with osmi problem solving.But the great problem of religious living onsists in the task of unifying the soul powers of thepersonality by the dominane of LOVE. Health, mental eÆieny, and happiness arise from the uni�-ation of physial systems, mind systems, and spirit systems. Of health and sanity man understandsmuh, but of happiness he has truly realized very little. The highest happiness is indissolubly linkedwith spiritual progress. Spiritual growth yields lasting joy, peae whih passes all understanding.In physial life the senses tell of the existene of things; mind disovers the reality of meanings;but the spiritual experiene reveals to the individual the true values of life. These high levels ofhuman living are attained in the supreme love of God and in the unsel�sh love of man. If you loveyour fellow men, you must have disovered their values. Jesus loved men so muh beause he plaedsuh a high value upon them. You an best disover values in your assoiates by disovering theirmotivation. If someone irritates you, auses feelings of resentment, you should sympathetially seekto disern his viewpoint, his reasons for suh objetionable ondut. If one you understand yourneighbor, you will beome tolerant, and this tolerane will grow into friendship and ripen into love.In the mind's eye onjure up a piture of one of your primitive anestors of ave-dwelling times - ashort, misshapen, �lthy, snarling hulk of a man standing, legs spread, lub upraised, breathing hateand animosity as he looks �erely just ahead. Suh a piture hardly depits the divine dignity ofman. But allow us to enlarge the piture. In front of this animated human rouhes a saber-toothedtiger. Behind him, a woman and two hildren. Immediately you reognize that suh a piture standsfor the beginnings of muh that is �ne and noble in the human rae, but the man is the same in bothpitures. Only, in the seond sketh you are favored with a widened horizon. You therein disern themotivation of this evolving mortal. His attitude beomes praiseworthy beause you understand him.If you ould only fathom the motives of your assoiates, how muh better you would understandthem. If you ould only know your fellows, you would eventually fall in love with them.You annot truly love your fellows by a mere at of the will. Love is only born of thoroughgoingunderstanding of your neighbor's motives and sentiments. It is not so important to love all mentoday as it is that eah day you learn to love one more human being. If eah day or eah week youahieve an understanding of one more of your fellows, and if this is the limit of your ability, then you1008



are ertainly soializing and truly spiritualizing your personality. Love is infetious, and when humandevotion is intelligent and wise, love is more athing than hate. But only genuine and unsel�sh loveis truly ontagious. If eah mortal ould only beome a fous of dynami a�etion, this benign virusof love would soon pervade the sentimental emotion-stream of humanity to suh an extent that allivilization would be enompassed by love, and that would be the realization of the brotherhood ofman.100.5 Conversion and MystiismThe world is �lled with lost souls, not lost in the theologi sense but lost in the diretional meaning,wandering about in onfusion among the isms and ults of a frustrated philosophi era. Too fewhave learned how to install a philosophy of living in the plae of religious authority. (The symbols ofsoialized religion are not to be despised as hannels of growth, albeit the river bed is not the river.)The progression of religious growth leads from stagnation through onit to o-ordination, frominseurity to undoubting faith, from onfusion of osmi onsiousness to uni�ation of personality,from the temporal objetive to the eternal, from the bondage of fear to the liberty of divine sonship.It should be made lear that professions of loyalty to the supreme ideals - the psyhi, emotional,and spiritual awareness of God-onsiousness - may be a natural and gradual growth or may some-times be experiened at ertain juntures, as in a risis. The Apostle Paul experiened just suh asudden and spetaular onversion that eventful day on the Damasus road. Gautama Siddharthahad a similar experiene the night he sat alone and sought to penetrate the mystery of �nal truth.Many others have had like experienes, and many true believers have progressed in the spirit withoutsudden onversion.Most of the spetaular phenomena assoiated with so-alled religious onversions are entirelypsyhologi in nature, but now and then there do our experienes whih are also spiritual in origin.When the mental mobilization is absolutely total on any level of the psyhi upreah toward spiritattainment, when there exists perfetion of the human motivation of loyalties to the divine idea,then there very often ours a sudden down-grasp of the indwelling spirit to synhronize with theonentrated and onserated purpose of the superonsious mind of the believing mortal. And it issuh experienes of uni�ed intelletual and spiritual phenomena that onstitute the onversion whihonsists in fators over and above purely psyhologi involvement.But emotion alone is a false onversion; one must have faith as well as feeling. To the extent thatsuh psyhi mobilization is partial, and in so far as suh human-loyalty motivation is inomplete,to that extent will the experiene of onversion be a blended intelletual, emotional, and spiritualreality.If one is disposed to reognize a theoretial subonsious mind as a pratial working hypothesisin the otherwise uni�ed intelletual life, then, to be onsistent, one should postulate a similar andorresponding realm of asending intelletual ativity as the superonsious level, the zone of imme-diate ontat with the indwelling spirit entity, the Thought Adjuster. The great danger in all thesepsyhi speulations is that visions and other so-alled mysti experienes, along with extraordinarydreams, may be regarded as divine ommuniations to the human mind. In times past, divine beingshave revealed themselves to ertain God-knowing persons, not beause of their mysti tranes ormorbid visions, but in spite of all these phenomena.In ontrast with onversion-seeking, the better approah to the morontia zones of possible ontatwith the Thought Adjuster would be through living faith and sinere worship, wholehearted andunsel�sh prayer. Altogether too muh of the uprush of the memories of the unonsious levels of thehuman mind has been mistaken for divine revelations and spirit leadings.1009



There is great danger assoiated with the habitual pratie of religious daydreaming; mystiismmay beome a tehnique of reality avoidane, albeit it has sometimes been a means of genuine spiritualommunion. Short seasons of retreat from the busy senes of life may not be seriously dangerous, butprolonged isolation of personality is most undesirable. Under no irumstanes should the tranelikestate of visionary onsiousness be ultivated as a religious experiene.The harateristis of the mystial state are di�usion of onsiousness with vivid islands of foalattention operating on a omparatively passive intellet. All of this gravitates onsiousness towardthe subonsious rather than in the diretion of the zone of spiritual ontat, the superonsious.Many mystis have arried their mental dissoiation to the level of abnormal mental manifestations.The more healthful attitude of spiritual meditation is to be found in reetive worship and inthe prayer of thanksgiving. The diret ommunion with one's Thought Adjuster, suh as ourredin the later years of Jesus' life in the esh, should not be onfused with these so-alled mystialexperienes. The fators whih ontribute to the initiation of mysti ommunion are indiative ofthe danger of suh psyhi states. The mysti status is favored by suh things as: physial fatigue,fasting, psyhi dissoiation, profound aestheti experienes, vivid sex impulses, fear, anxiety, rage,and wild daning. Muh of the material arising as a result of suh preliminary preparation has itsorigin in the subonsious mind.However favorable may have been the onditions for mysti phenomena, it should be learlyunderstood that Jesus of Nazareth never resorted to suh methods for ommunion with the ParadiseFather. Jesus had no subonsious delusions or superonsious illusions.100.6 Marks of Religious LivingEvolutionary religions and revelatory religions may di�er markedly in method, but in motive there isgreat similarity. Religion is not a spei� funtion of life; rather is it a mode of living. True religionis a wholehearted devotion to some reality whih the religionist deems to be of supreme value tohimself and for all mankind. And the outstanding harateristis of all religions are: unquestioningloyalty and wholehearted devotion to supreme values. This religious devotion to supreme values isshown in the relation of the supposedly irreligious mother to her hild and in the fervent loyalty ofnonreligionists to an espoused ause.The aepted supreme value of the religionist may be base or even false, but it is neverthelessreligious. A religion is genuine to just the extent that the value whih is held to be supreme is trulya osmi reality of genuine spiritual worth.The marks of human response to the religious impulse embrae the qualities of nobility andgrandeur. The sinere religionist is onsious of universe itizenship and is aware of making ontatwith soures of superhuman power. He is thrilled and energized with the assurane of belonging toa superior and ennobled fellowship of the sons of God. The onsiousness of self-worth has beomeaugmented by the stimulus of the quest for the highest universe objetives - supreme goals.The self has surrendered to the intriguing drive of an all-enompassing motivation whih imposesheightened self-disipline, lessens emotional onit, and makes mortal life truly worth living. Themorbid reognition of human limitations is hanged to the natural onsiousness of mortal short-omings, assoiated with moral determination and spiritual aspiration to attain the highest universeand superuniverse goals. And this intense striving for the attainment of supermortal ideals is alwaysharaterized by inreasing patiene, forbearane, fortitude, and tolerane.But true religion is a living love, a life of servie. The religionist's detahment from muh thatis purely temporal and trivial never leads to soial isolation, and it should not destroy the sense ofhumor. Genuine religion takes nothing away from human existene, but it does add new meanings to1010



all of life; it generates new types of enthusiasm, zeal, and ourage. It may even engender the spirit ofthe rusader, whih is more than dangerous if not ontrolled by spiritual insight and loyal devotionto the ommonplae soial obligations of human loyalties.One of the most amazing earmarks of religious living is that dynami and sublime peae, thatpeae whih passes all human understanding, that osmi poise whih betokens the absene of alldoubt and turmoil. Suh levels of spiritual stability are immune to disappointment. Suh religionistsare like the Apostle Paul, who said: \I am persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor angels, norprinipalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things to ome, nor height, nor depth, nor anythingelse shall be able to separate us from the love of God."There is a sense of seurity, assoiated with the realization of triumphing glory, resident in theonsiousness of the religionist who has grasped the reality of the Supreme, and who pursues thegoal of the Ultimate.Even evolutionary religion is all of this in loyalty and grandeur beause it is a genuine experiene.But revelatory religion is exellent as well as genuine. The new loyalties of enlarged spiritual visionreate new levels of love and devotion, of servie and fellowship; and all this enhaned soial outlookprodues an enlarged onsiousness of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man.The harateristi di�erene between evolved and revealed religion is a new quality of divinewisdom whih is added to purely experiential human wisdom. But it is experiene in and with thehuman religions that develops the apaity for subsequent reeption of inreased bestowals of divinewisdom and osmi insight.100.7 The Ame of Religious LivingAlthough the average mortal of Urantia annot hope to attain the high perfetion of harater whihJesus of Nazareth aquired while sojourning in the esh, it is altogether possible for every mortalbeliever to develop a strong and uni�ed personality along the perfeted lines of the Jesus personality.The unique feature of the Master's personality was not so muh its perfetion as its symmetry, itsexquisite and balaned uni�ation. The most e�etive presentation of Jesus onsists in following theexample of the one who said, as he gestured toward the Master standing before his ausers, \Beholdthe man!"The unfailing kindness of Jesus touhed the hearts of men, but his stalwart strength of harateramazed his followers. He was truly sinere; there was nothing of the hyporite in him. He wasfree from a�etation; he was always so refreshingly genuine. He never stooped to pretense, and henever resorted to shamming. He lived the truth, even as he taught it. He was the truth. He wasonstrained to prolaim saving truth to his generation, even though suh sinerity sometimes ausedpain. He was unquestioningly loyal to all truth.But the Master was so reasonable, so approahable. He was so pratial in all his ministry,while all his plans were haraterized by suh santi�ed ommon sense. He was so free from allfreakish, errati, and eentri tendenies. He was never apriious, whimsial, or hysterial. In allhis teahing and in everything he did there was always an exquisite disrimination assoiated withan extraordinary sense of propriety.The Son of Man was always a well-poised personality. Even his enemies maintained a wholesomerespet for him; they even feared his presene. Jesus was unafraid. He was surharged with divineenthusiasm, but he never beame fanatial. He was emotionally ative but never ighty. He wasimaginative but always pratial. He frankly faed the realities of life, but he was never dull orprosai. He was ourageous but never rekless; prudent but never owardly. He was sympathetibut not sentimental; unique but not eentri. He was pious but not santimonious. And he was so1011



well-poised beause he was so perfetly uni�ed.Jesus' originality was unstied. He was not bound by tradition or handiapped by enslavementto narrow onventionality. He spoke with undoubted on�dene and taught with absolute authority.But his superb originality did not ause him to overlook the gems of truth in the teahings of hispredeessors and ontemporaries. And the most original of his teahings was the emphasis of loveand mery in the plae of fear and sari�e.Jesus was very broad in his outlook. He exhorted his followers to preah the gospel to all peoples.He was free from all narrow-mindedness. His sympatheti heart embraed all mankind, even auniverse. Always his invitation was, \Whosoever will, let him ome."Of Jesus it was truly said, \He trusted God." As a man among men he most sublimely trustedthe Father in heaven. He trusted his Father as a little hild trusts his earthly parent. His faith wasperfet but never presumptuous. No matter how ruel nature might appear to be or how indi�erentto man's welfare on earth, Jesus never faltered in his faith. He was immune to disappointment andimpervious to perseution. He was untouhed by apparent failure.He loved men as brothers, at the same time reognizing how they di�ered in innate endowmentsand aquired qualities. \He went about doing good."Jesus was an unusually heerful person, but he was not a blind and unreasoning optimist. Hisonstant word of exhortation was, \Be of good heer." He ould maintain this on�dent attitudebeause of his unswerving trust in God and his unshakable on�dene in man. He was alwaystouhingly onsiderate of all men beause he loved them and believed in them. Still he was alwaystrue to his onvitions and magni�ently �rm in his devotion to the doing of his Father's will.The Master was always generous. He never grew weary of saying, \It is more blessed to give thanto reeive." Said he, \Freely you have reeived, freely give." And yet, with all of his unboundedgenerosity, he was never wasteful or extravagant. He taught that you must believe to reeive salvation.\For every one who seeks shall reeive."He was andid, but always kind. Said he, \If it were not so, I would have told you." He wasfrank, but always friendly. He was outspoken in his love for the sinner and in his hatred for sin. Butthroughout all this amazing frankness he was unerringly fair.Jesus was onsistently heerful, notwithstanding he sometimes drank deeply of the up of humansorrow. He fearlessly faed the realities of existene, yet was he �lled with enthusiasm for the gospelof the kingdom. But he ontrolled his enthusiasm; it never ontrolled him. He was unreservedlydediated to \the Father's business." This divine enthusiasm led his unspiritual brethren to think hewas beside himself, but the onlooking universe appraised him as the model of sanity and the patternof supreme mortal devotion to the high standards of spiritual living. And his ontrolled enthusiasmwas ontagious; his assoiates were onstrained to share his divine optimism.This man of Galilee was not a man of sorrows; he was a soul of gladness. Always was he saying,\Rejoie and be exeedingly glad." But when duty required, he was willing to walk ourageouslythrough the \valley of the shadow of death." He was gladsome but at the same time humble.His ourage was equaled only by his patiene. When pressed to at prematurely, he would onlyreply, \My hour has not yet ome." He was never in a hurry; his omposure was sublime. But hewas often indignant at evil, intolerant of sin. He was often mightily moved to resist that whih wasinimial to the welfare of his hildren on earth. But his indignation against sin never led to anger atthe sinner.His ourage was magni�ent, but he was never foolhardy. His wathword was, \Fear not." Hisbravery was lofty and his ourage often heroi. But his ourage was linked with disretion andontrolled by reason. It was ourage born of faith, not the reklessness of blind presumption. Hewas truly brave but never audaious. 1012



The Master was a pattern of reverene. The prayer of even his youth began, \Our Father whois in heaven, hallowed be your name." He was even respetful of the faulty worship of his fellows.But this did not deter him from making attaks on religious traditions or assaulting errors of humanbelief. He was reverential of true holiness, and yet he ould justly appeal to his fellows, saying, \Whoamong you onvits me of sin?"Jesus was great beause he was good, and yet he fraternized with the little hildren. He was gentleand unassuming in his personal life, and yet he was the perfeted man of a universe. His assoiatesalled him Master unbidden.Jesus was the perfetly uni�ed human personality. And today, as in Galilee, he ontinues tounify mortal experiene and to o-ordinate human endeavors. He uni�es life, ennobles harater,and simpli�es experiene. He enters the human mind to elevate, transform, and trans�gure it. It isliterally true: \If any man has Christ Jesus within him, he is a new reature; old things are passingaway; behold, all things are beoming new."[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 101The Real Nature of ReligionRELIGION, as a human experiene, ranges from the primitive fear slavery of the evolving savage upto the sublime and magni�ent faith liberty of those ivilized mortals who are superbly onsious ofsonship with the eternal God.Religion is the anestor of the advaned ethis and morals of progressive soial evolution. Butreligion, as suh, is not merely a moral movement, albeit the outward and soial manifestations ofreligion are mightily inuened by the ethial and moral momentum of human soiety. Always isreligion the inspiration of man's evolving nature, but it is not the seret of that evolution.Religion, the onvition-faith of the personality, an always triumph over the super�ially ontra-ditory logi of despair born in the unbelieving material mind. There really is a true and genuineinner voie, that \true light whih lights every man who omes into the world." And this spirit lead-ing is distint from the ethial prompting of human onsiene. The feeling of religious assurane ismore than an emotional feeling. The assurane of religion transends the reason of the mind, eventhe logi of philosophy. Religion is faith, trust, and assurane.101.1 True ReligionTrue religion is not a system of philosophi belief whih an be reasoned out and substantiated bynatural proofs, neither is it a fantasti and mysti experiene of indesribable feelings of estasywhih an be enjoyed only by the romanti devotees of mystiism. Religion is not the produt ofreason, but viewed from within, it is altogether reasonable. Religion is not derived from the logi ofhuman philosophy, but as a mortal experiene it is altogether logial. Religion is the experieningof divinity in the onsiousness of a moral being of evolutionary origin; it represents true experienewith eternal realities in time, the realization of spiritual satisfations while yet in the esh.The Thought Adjuster has no speial mehanism through whih to gain self-expression; there isno mysti religious faulty for the reeption or expression of religious emotions. These experienesare made available through the naturally ordained mehanism of mortal mind. And therein lies oneexplanation of the Adjuster's diÆulty in engaging in diret ommuniation with the material mindof its onstant indwelling.The divine spirit makes ontat with mortal man, not by feelings or emotions, but in the realmof the highest and most spiritualized thinking. It is your thoughts, not your feelings, that lead youGodward. The divine nature may be pereived only with the eyes of the mind. But the mind thatreally diserns God, hears the indwelling Adjuster, is the pure mind. \Without holiness no man maysee the Lord." All suh inner and spiritual ommunion is termed spiritual insight. Suh religiousexperienes result from the impress made upon the mind of man by the ombined operations of the1015



Adjuster and the Spirit of Truth as they funtion amid and upon the ideas, ideals, insights, andspirit strivings of the evolving sons of God.Religion lives and prospers, then, not by sight and feeling, but rather by faith and insight. Itonsists not in the disovery of new fats or in the �nding of a unique experiene, but rather inthe disovery of new and spiritual meanings in fats already well known to mankind. The highestreligious experiene is not dependent on prior ats of belief, tradition, and authority; neither isreligion the o�spring of sublime feelings and purely mystial emotions. It is, rather, a profoundlydeep and atual experiene of spiritual ommunion with the spirit inuenes resident within thehuman mind, and as far as suh an experiene is de�nable in terms of psyhology, it is simply theexperiene of experiening the reality of believing in God as the reality of suh a purely personalexperiene.While religion is not the produt of the rationalisti speulations of a material osmology, it is,nonetheless, the reation of a wholly rational insight whih originates in man's mind-experiene.Religion is born neither of mysti meditations nor of isolated ontemplations, albeit it is ever moreor less mysterious and always inde�nable and inexpliable in terms of purely intelletual reason andphilosophi logi. The germs of true religion originate in the domain of man's moral onsiousness,and they are revealed in the growth of man's spiritual insight, that faulty of human personality whiharues as a onsequene of the presene of the God-revealing Thought Adjuster in the God-hungrymortal mind.Faith unites moral insight with onsientious disriminations of values, and the pre-existent evo-lutionary sense of duty ompletes the anestry of true religion. The experiene of religion eventuallyresults in the ertain onsiousness of God and in the undoubted assurane of the survival of thebelieving personality.Thus it may be seen that religious longings and spiritual urges are not of suh a nature as wouldmerely lead men to want to believe in God, but rather are they of suh nature and power thatmen are profoundly impressed with the onvition that they ought to believe in God. The senseof evolutionary duty and the obligations onsequent upon the illumination of revelation make suha profound impression upon man's moral nature that he �nally reahes that position of mind andthat attitude of soul where he onludes that he has no right not to believe in God. The higher andsuperphilosophi wisdom of suh enlightened and disiplined individuals ultimately instruts themthat to doubt God or distrust his goodness would be to prove untrue to the realest and deepest thingwithin the human mind and soul - the divine Adjuster.101.2 The Fat of ReligionThe fat of religion onsists wholly in the religious experiene of rational and average human beings.And this is the only sense in whih religion an ever be regarded as sienti� or even psyhologial.The proof that revelation is revelation is this same fat of human experiene: the fat that revela-tion does synthesize the apparently divergent sienes of nature and the theology of religion into aonsistent and logial universe philosophy, a o-ordinated and unbroken explanation of both sieneand religion, thus reating a harmony of mind and satisfation of spirit whih answers in humanexperiene those questionings of the mortal mind whih raves to know how the In�nite works outhis will and plans in matter, with minds, and on spirit.Reason is the method of siene; faith is the method of religion; logi is the attempted tehniqueof philosophy. Revelation ompensates for the absene of the morontia viewpoint by providinga tehnique for ahieving unity in the omprehension of the reality and relationships of matterand spirit by the mediation of mind. And true revelation never renders siene unnatural, religionunreasonable, or philosophy illogial. 1016



Reason, through the study of siene, may lead bak through nature to a First Cause, but itrequires religious faith to transform the First Cause of siene into a God of salvation; and revelationis further required for the validation of suh a faith, suh spiritual insight.There are two basi reasons for believing in a God who fosters human survival:1. Human experiene, personal assurane, the somehow registered hope and trust initiated by theindwelling Thought Adjuster.2. The revelation of truth, whether by diret personal ministry of the Spirit of Truth, by the worldbestowal of divine Sons, or through the revelations of the written word.Siene ends its reason-searh in the hypothesis of a First Cause. Religion does not stop in itsight of faith until it is sure of a God of salvation. The disriminating study of siene logiallysuggests the reality and existene of an Absolute. Religion believes unreservedly in the existeneand reality of a God who fosters personality survival. What metaphysis fails utterly in doing, andwhat even philosophy fails partially in doing, revelation does; that is, aÆrms that this First Causeof siene and religion's God of salvation are one and the same Deity.Reason is the proof of siene, faith the proof of religion, logi the proof of philosophy, butrevelation is validated only by human experiene. Siene yields knowledge; religion yields happiness;philosophy yields unity; revelation on�rms the experiential harmony of this triune approah touniversal reality.The ontemplation of nature an only reveal a God of nature, a God of motion. Nature exhibitsonly matter, motion, and animation - life. Matter plus energy, under ertain onditions, is manifestedin living forms, but while natural life is thus relatively ontinuous as a phenomenon, it is whollytransient as to individualities. Nature does not a�ord ground for logial belief in human-personalitysurvival. The religious man who �nds God in nature has already and �rst found this same personalGod in his own soul.Faith reveals God in the soul. Revelation, the substitute for morontia insight on an evolutionaryworld, enables man to see the same God in nature that faith exhibits in his soul. Thus does revelationsuessfully bridge the gulf between the material and the spiritual, even between the reature andthe Creator, between man and God.The ontemplation of nature does logially point in the diretion of intelligent guidane, evenliving supervision, but it does not in any satisfatory manner reveal a personal God. On the otherhand, nature disloses nothing whih would prelude the universe from being looked upon as thehandiwork of the God of religion. God annot be found through nature alone, but man havingotherwise found him, the study of nature beomes wholly onsistent with a higher and more spiritualinterpretation of the universe.Revelation as an epohal phenomenon is periodi; as a personal human experiene it is ontinuous.Divinity funtions in mortal personality as the Adjuster gift of the Father, as the Spirit of Truth ofthe Son, and as the Holy Spirit of the Universe Spirit, while these three supermortal endowmentsare uni�ed in human experiential evolution as the ministry of the Supreme.True religion is an insight into reality, the faith-hild of the moral onsiousness, and not a mereintelletual assent to any body of dogmati dotrines. True religion onsists in the experiene that\the Spirit itself bears witness with our spirit that we are the hildren of God." Religion onsistsnot in theologi propositions but in spiritual insight and the sublimity of the soul's trust.Your deepest nature - the divine Adjuster - reates within you a hunger and thirst for righteousness,a ertain raving for divine perfetion. Religion is the faith at of the reognition of this inner urgeto divine attainment; and thus is brought about that soul trust and assurane of whih you beomeonsious as the way of salvation, the tehnique of the survival of personality and all those valueswhih you have ome to look upon as being true and good.1017



The realization of religion never has been, and never will be, dependent on great learning or leverlogi. It is spiritual insight, and that is just the reason why some of the world's greatest religiousteahers, even the prophets, have sometimes possessed so little of the wisdom of the world. Religiousfaith is available alike to the learned and the unlearned.Religion must ever be its own riti and judge; it an never be observed, muh less understood,from the outside. Your only assurane of a personal God onsists in your own insight as to your beliefin, and experiene with, things spiritual. To all of your fellows who have had a similar experiene,no argument about the personality or reality of God is neessary, while to all other men who are notthus sure of God no possible argument ould ever be truly onvining.Psyhology may indeed attempt to study the phenomena of religious reations to the soial envi-ronment, but never an it hope to penetrate to the real and inner motives and workings of religion.Only theology, the provine of faith and the tehnique of revelation, an a�ord any sort of intelligentaount of the nature and ontent of religious experiene.101.3 The Charateristis of ReligionReligion is so vital that it persists in the absene of learning. It lives in spite of its ontaminationwith erroneous osmologies and false philosophies; it survives even the onfusion of metaphysis. Inand through all the histori viissitudes of religion there ever persists that whih is indispensable tohuman progress and survival: the ethial onsiene and the moral onsiousness.Faith-insight, or spiritual intuition, is the endowment of the osmi mind in assoiation withthe Thought Adjuster, whih is the Father's gift to man. Spiritual reason, soul intelligene, is theendowment of the Holy Spirit, the Creative Spirit's gift to man. Spiritual philosophy, the wisdom ofspirit realities, is the endowment of the Spirit of Truth, the ombined gift of the bestowal Sons to thehildren of men. And the o-ordination and interassoiation of these spirit endowments onstituteman a spirit personality in potential destiny.It is this same spirit personality, in primitive and embryoni form, the Adjuster possession ofwhih survives the natural death in the esh. This omposite entity of spirit origin in assoiationwith human experiene is enabled, by means of the living way provided by the divine Sons, to survive(in Adjuster ustody) the dissolution of the material self of mind and matter when suh a transientpartnership of the material and the spiritual is divored by the essation of vital motion.Through religious faith the soul of man reveals itself and demonstrates the potential divinityof its emerging nature by the harateristi manner in whih it indues the mortal personality toreat to ertain trying intelletual and testing soial situations. Genuine spiritual faith (true moralonsiousness) is revealed in that it:1. Causes ethis and morals to progress despite inherent and adverse animalisti tendenies.2. Produes a sublime trust in the goodness of God even in the fae of bitter disappointment andrushing defeat.3. Generates profound ourage and on�dene despite natural adversity and physial alamity.4. Exhibits inexpliable poise and sustaining tranquillity notwithstanding ba�ing diseases andeven aute physial su�ering.5. Maintains a mysterious poise and omposure of personality in the fae of maltreatment andthe rankest injustie.6. Maintains a divine trust in ultimate vitory in spite of the ruelties of seemingly blind fate andthe apparent utter indi�erene of natural fores to human welfare.1018



7. Persists in the unswerving belief in God despite all ontrary demonstrations of logi andsuessfully withstands all other intelletual sophistries.8. Continues to exhibit undaunted faith in the soul's survival regardless of the deeptive teahingsof false siene and the persuasive delusions of unsound philosophy.9. Lives and triumphs irrespetive of the rushing overload of the omplex and partial ivilizationsof modern times.10. Contributes to the ontinued survival of altruism in spite of human sel�shness, soial antago-nisms, industrial greeds, and politial maladjustments.11. Steadfastly adheres to a sublime belief in universe unity and divine guidane regardless of theperplexing presene of evil and sin.12. Goes right on worshiping God in spite of anything and everything. Dares to delare, \Eventhough he slay me, yet will I serve him."We know, then, by three phenomena, that man has a divine spirit or spirits dwelling within him:�rst, by personal experiene - religious faith; seond, by revelation - personal and raial; and third, bythe amazing exhibition of suh extraordinary and unnatural reations to his material environment asare illustrated by the foregoing reital of twelve spiritlike performanes in the presene of the atualand trying situations of real human existene. And there are still others.And it is just suh a vital and vigorous performane of faith in the domain of religion that entitlesmortal man to aÆrm the personal possession and spiritual reality of that rowning endowment ofhuman nature, religious experiene.101.4 The Limitations of RevelationBeause your world is generally ignorant of origins, even of physial origins, it has appeared to bewise from time to time to provide instrution in osmology. And always has this made trouble for thefuture. The laws of revelation hamper us greatly by their prosription of the impartation of unearnedor premature knowledge. Any osmology presented as a part of revealed religion is destined to beoutgrown in a very short time. Aordingly, future students of suh a revelation are tempted todisard any element of genuine religious truth it may ontain beause they disover errors on thefae of the assoiated osmologies therein presented.Mankind should understand that we who partiipate in the revelation of truth are very rigorouslylimited by the instrutions of our superiors. We are not at liberty to antiipate the sienti� disov-eries of a thousand years. Revelators must at in aordane with the instrutions whih form a partof the revelation mandate. We see no way of overoming this diÆulty, either now or at any futuretime. We full well know that, while the histori fats and religious truths of this series of revelatorypresentations will stand on the reords of the ages to ome, within a few short years many of ourstatements regarding the physial sienes will stand in need of revision in onsequene of additionalsienti� developments and new disoveries. These new developments we even now foresee, but weare forbidden to inlude suh humanly undisovered fats in the revelatory reords. Let it be madelear that revelations are not neessarily inspired. The osmology of these revelations is not inspired.It is limited by our permission for the o-ordination and sorting of present-day knowledge. Whiledivine or spiritual insight is a gift, human wisdom must evolve.Truth is always a revelation: autorevelation when it emerges as a result of the work of the in-dwelling Adjuster; epohal revelation when it is presented by the funtion of some other elestialageny, group, or personality.In the last analysis, religion is to be judged by its fruits, aording to the manner and the extent1019



to whih it exhibits its own inherent and divine exellene.Truth may be but relatively inspired, even though revelation is invariably a spiritual phenomenon.While statements with referene to osmology are never inspired, suh revelations are of immensevalue in that they at least transiently larify knowledge by:1. The redution of onfusion by the authoritative elimination of error.2. The o-ordination of known or about-to-be-known fats and observations.3. The restoration of important bits of lost knowledge onerning epohal transations in thedistant past.4. The supplying of information whih will �ll in vital missing gaps in otherwise earned knowledge.5. Presenting osmi data in suh a manner as to illuminate the spiritual teahings ontained inthe aompanying revelation.101.5 Religion Expanded by RevelationRevelation is a tehnique whereby ages upon ages of time are saved in the neessary work of sortingand sifting the errors of evolution from the truths of spirit aquirement.Siene deals with fats; religion is onerned only with values. Through enlightened philosophythe mind endeavors to unite the meanings of both fats and values, thereby arriving at a oneptof omplete reality. Remember that siene is the domain of knowledge, philosophy the realm ofwisdom, and religion the sphere of the faith experiene. But religion, nonetheless, presents twophases of manifestation:1. Evolutionary religion. The experiene of primitive worship, the religion whih is a mindderivative.2. Revealed religion. The universe attitude whih is a spirit derivative; the assurane of, and beliefin, the onservation of eternal realities, the survival of personality, and the eventual attainment ofthe osmi Deity, whose purpose has made all this possible. It is a part of the plan of the universethat, sooner or later, evolutionary religion is destined to reeive the spiritual expansion of revelation.Both siene and religion start out with the assumption of ertain generally aepted bases forlogial dedutions. So, also, must philosophy start its areer upon the assumption of the reality ofthree things:1. The material body.2. The supermaterial phase of the human being, the soul or even the indwelling spirit.3. The human mind, the mehanism for interommuniation and interassoiation between spiritand matter, between the material and the spiritual.Sientists assemble fats, philosophers o-ordinate ideas, while prophets exalt ideals. Feeling andemotion are invariable onomitants of religion, but they are not religion. Religion may be the feelingof experiene, but it is hardly the experiene of feeling. Neither logi (rationalization) nor emotion(feeling) is essentially a part of religious experiene, although both may variously be assoiated withthe exerise of faith in the furtherane of spiritual insight into reality, all aording to the status andtemperamental tendeny of the individual mind.Evolutionary religion is the outworking of the endowment of the loal universe mind adjutantharged with the reation and fostering of the worship trait in evolving man. Suh primitive religionsare diretly onerned with ethis and morals, the sense of human duty. Suh religions are prediatedon the assurane of onsiene and result in the stabilization of relatively ethial ivilizations.1020



Personally revealed religions are sponsored by the bestowal spirits representing the three persons ofthe Paradise Trinity and are espeially onerned with the expansion of truth. Evolutionary religiondrives home to the individual the idea of personal duty; revealed religion lays inreasing emphasison loving, the golden rule.Evolved religion rests wholly on faith. Revelation has the additional assurane of its expandedpresentation of the truths of divinity and reality and the still more valuable testimony of the atualexperiene whih aumulates in onsequene of the pratial working union of the faith of evolutionand the truth of revelation. Suh a working union of human faith and divine truth onstitutes thepossession of a harater well on the road to the atual aquirement of a morontial personality.Evolutionary religion provides only the assurane of faith and the on�rmation of onsiene;revelatory religion provides the assurane of faith plus the truth of a living experiene in the realitiesof revelation. The third step in religion, or the third phase of the experiene of religion, has todo with the morontia state, the �rmer grasp of mota. Inreasingly in the morontia progression thetruths of revealed religion are expanded; more and more you will know the truth of supreme values,divine goodnesses, universal relationships, eternal realities, and ultimate destinies.Inreasingly throughout the morontia progression the assurane of truth replaes the assurane offaith. When you are �nally mustered into the atual spirit world, then will the assuranes of purespirit insight operate in the plae of faith and truth or, rather, in onjuntion with, and superimposedupon, these former tehniques of personality assurane.101.6 Progressive Religious ExperieneThe morontia phase of revealed religion has to do with the experiene of survival, and its great urge isthe attainment of spirit perfetion. There also is present the higher urge of worship, assoiated with animpelling all to inreased ethial servie. Morontia insight entails an ever-expanding onsiousnessof the Sevenfold, the Supreme, and even the Ultimate.Throughout all religious experiene, from its earliest ineption on the material level up to thetime of the attainment of full spirit status, the Adjuster is the seret of the personal realization ofthe reality of the existene of the Supreme; and this same Adjuster also holds the serets of yourfaith in the transendental attainment of the Ultimate. The experiential personality of evolving man,united to the Adjuster essene of the existential God, onstitutes the potential ompletion of supremeexistene and is inherently the basis for the super�nite eventuation of transendental personality.Moral will embraes deisions based on reasoned knowledge, augmented by wisdom, and san-tioned by religious faith. Suh hoies are ats of moral nature and evidene the existene of moralpersonality, the forerunner of morontia personality and eventually of true spirit status.The evolutionary type of knowledge is but the aumulation of protoplasmi memory material; thisis the most primitive form of reature onsiousness. Wisdom embraes the ideas formulated fromprotoplasmi memory in proess of assoiation and reombination, and suh phenomena di�erentiatehuman mind from mere animal mind. Animals have knowledge, but only man possesses wisdomapaity. Truth is made aessible to the wisdom-endowed individual by the bestowal on suh amind of the spirits of the Father and the Sons, the Thought Adjuster and the Spirit of Truth.Christ Mihael, when bestowed on Urantia, lived under the reign of evolutionary religion up to thetime of his baptism. From that moment up to and inluding the event of his rui�xion he arriedforward his work by the ombined guidane of evolutionary and revealed religion. From the morningof his resurretion until his asension he traversed the manifold phases of the morontia life of mortaltransition from the world of matter to that of spirit. After his asension Mihael beame master ofthe experiene of Supremay, the realization of the Supreme; and being the one person in Nebadon1021



possessed of unlimited apaity to experiene the reality of the Supreme, he forthwith attained tothe status of the sovereignty of supremay in and to his loal universe.With man, the eventual fusion and resultant oneness with the indwelling Adjuster - the personalitysynthesis of man and the essene of God - onstitute him, in potential, a living part of the Supremeand insure for suh a onetime mortal being the eternal birthright of the endless pursuit of �nality ofuniverse servie for and with the Supreme.Revelation teahes mortal man that, to start suh a magni�ent and intriguing adventure throughspae by means of the progression of time, he should begin by the organization of knowledge intoidea-deisions; next, mandate wisdom to labor unremittingly at its noble task of transforming self-possessed ideas into inreasingly pratial but nonetheless supernal ideals, even those onepts whihare so reasonable as ideas and so logial as ideals that the Adjuster dares so to ombine and spiritizethem as to render them available for suh assoiation in the �nite mind as will onstitute themthe atual human omplement thus made ready for the ation of the Truth Spirit of the Sons, thetime-spae manifestations of Paradise truth - universal truth. The o-ordination of idea-deisions,logial ideals, and divine truth onstitutes the possession of a righteous harater, the prerequisite formortal admission to the ever-expanding and inreasingly spiritual realities of the morontia worlds.The teahings of Jesus onstituted the �rst Urantian religion whih so fully embraed a harmo-nious o-ordination of knowledge, wisdom, faith, truth, and love as ompletely and simultaneouslyto provide temporal tranquillity, intelletual ertainty, moral enlightenment, philosophi stability,ethial sensitivity, God-onsiousness, and the positive assurane of personal survival. The faith ofJesus pointed the way to �nality of human salvation, to the ultimate of mortal universe attainment,sine it provided for:1. Salvation from material fetters in the personal realization of sonship with God, who is spirit.2. Salvation from intelletual bondage: man shall know the truth, and the truth shall set himfree.3. Salvation from spiritual blindness, the human realization of the fraternity of mortal beingsand the morontian awareness of the brotherhood of all universe reatures; the servie-disovery ofspiritual reality and the ministry-revelation of the goodness of spirit values.4. Salvation from inompleteness of self through the attainment of the spirit levels of the universeand through the eventual realization of the harmony of Havona and the perfetion of Paradise.5. Salvation from self, deliverane from the limitations of self-onsiousness through the attain-ment of the osmi levels of the Supreme mind and by o-ordination with the attainments of all otherself-onsious beings.6. Salvation from time, the ahievement of an eternal life of unending progression in God-reognition and God-servie.7. Salvation from the �nite, the perfeted oneness with Deity in and through the Supreme bywhih the reature attempts the transendental disovery of the Ultimate on the post�naliter levelsof the absonite.Suh a sevenfold salvation is the equivalent of the ompleteness and perfetion of the realizationof the ultimate experiene of the Universal Father. And all this, in potential, is ontained withinthe reality of the faith of the human experiene of religion. And it an be so ontained sine thefaith of Jesus was nourished by, and was revelatory of, even realities beyond the ultimate; the faithof Jesus approahed the status of a universe absolute in so far as suh is possible of manifestation inthe evolving osmos of time and spae.Through the appropriation of the faith of Jesus, mortal man an foretaste in time the realities ofeternity. Jesus made the disovery, in human experiene, of the Final Father, and his brothers in1022



the esh of mortal life an follow him along this same experiene of Father disovery. They an evenattain, as they are, the same satisfation in this experiene with the Father as did Jesus as he was.New potentials were atualized in the universe of Nebadon onsequent upon the terminal bestowalof Mihael, and one of these was the new illumination of the path of eternity that leads to the Fatherof all, and whih an be traversed even by the mortals of material esh and blood in the initial lifeon the planets of spae. Jesus was and is the new and living way whereby man an ome into thedivine inheritane whih the Father has dereed shall be his for but the asking. In Jesus there isabundantly demonstrated both the beginnings and endings of the faith experiene of humanity, evenof divine humanity.
101.7 A Personal Philosophy of ReligionAn idea is only a theoretial plan for ation, while a positive deision is a validated plan of ation.A stereotype is a plan of ation aepted without validation. The materials out of whih to builda personal philosophy of religion are derived from both the inner and the environmental experieneof the individual. The soial status, eonomi onditions, eduational opportunities, moral trends,institutional inuenes, politial developments, raial tendenies, and the religious teahings of one'stime and plae all beome fators in the formulation of a personal philosophy of religion. Even theinherent temperament and intelletual bent markedly determine the pattern of religious philosophy.Voation, marriage, and kindred all inuene the evolution of one's personal standards of life.A philosophy of religion evolves out of a basi growth of ideas plus experimental living as both aremodi�ed by the tendeny to imitate assoiates. The soundness of philosophi onlusions depends onkeen, honest, and disriminating thinking in onnetion with sensitivity to meanings and aurayof evaluation. Moral owards never ahieve high planes of philosophi thinking; it requires ourageto invade new levels of experiene and to attempt the exploration of unknown realms of intelletualliving.Presently new systems of values ome into existene; new formulations of priniples and standardsare ahieved; habits and ideals are reshaped; some idea of a personal God is attained, followed byenlarging onepts of relationship thereto.The great di�erene between a religious and a nonreligious philosophy of living onsists in thenature and level of reognized values and in the objet of loyalties. There are four phases in theevolution of religious philosophy: Suh an experiene may beome merely onformative, resigned tosubmission to tradition and authority. Or it may be satis�ed with slight attainments, just enoughto stabilize the daily living, and therefore beomes early arrested on suh an adventitious level.Suh mortals believe in letting well enough alone. A third group progress to the level of logialintelletuality but there stagnate in onsequene of ultural slavery. It is indeed pitiful to beholdgiant intellets held so seurely within the ruel grasp of ultural bondage. It is equally patheti toobserve those who trade their ultural bondage for the materialisti fetters of a siene, falsely soalled. The fourth level of philosophy attains freedom from all onventional and traditional handiapsand dares to think, at, and live honestly, loyally, fearlessly, and truthfully.The aid test for any religious philosophy onsists in whether or not it distinguishes betweenthe realities of the material and the spiritual worlds while at the same moment reognizing theiruni�ation in intelletual striving and in soial serving. A sound religious philosophy does notonfound the things of God with the things of Caesar. Neither does it reognize the aestheti ultof pure wonder as a substitute for religion.Philosophy transforms that primitive religion whih was largely a fairy tale of onsiene into aliving experiene in the asending values of osmi reality.1023



101.8 Faith and BeliefBelief has attained the level of faith when it motivates life and shapes the mode of living. Theaeptane of a teahing as true is not faith; that is mere belief. Neither is ertainty nor onvitionfaith. A state of mind attains to faith levels only when it atually dominates the mode of living. Faithis a living attribute of genuine personal religious experiene. One believes truth, admires beauty,and reverenes goodness, but does not worship them; suh an attitude of saving faith is entered onGod alone, who is all of these personi�ed and in�nitely more.Belief is always limiting and binding; faith is expanding and releasing. Belief �xates, faith liberates.But living religious faith is more than the assoiation of noble beliefs; it is more than an exaltedsystem of philosophy; it is a living experiene onerned with spiritual meanings, divine ideals, andsupreme values; it is God-knowing and man-serving. Beliefs may beome group possessions, butfaith must be personal. Theologi beliefs an be suggested to a group, but faith an rise up only inthe heart of the individual religionist.Faith has falsi�ed its trust when it presumes to deny realities and to onfer upon its devoteesassumed knowledge. Faith is a traitor when it fosters betrayal of intelletual integrity and belittlesloyalty to supreme values and divine ideals. Faith never shuns the problem-solving duty of mortalliving. Living faith does not foster bigotry, perseution, or intolerane.Faith does not shakle the reative imagination, neither does it maintain an unreasoning prejudietoward the disoveries of sienti� investigation. Faith vitalizes religion and onstrains the religionistheroially to live the golden rule. The zeal of faith is aording to knowledge, and its strivings arethe preludes to sublime peae.101.9 Religion and MoralityNo professed revelation of religion ould be regarded as authenti if it failed to reognize the dutydemands of ethial obligation whih had been reated and fostered by preeding evolutionary religion.Revelation unfailingly enlarges the ethial horizon of evolved religion while it simultaneously andunfailingly expands the moral obligations of all prior revelations.When you presume to sit in ritial judgment on the primitive religion of man (or on the religion ofprimitive man), you should remember to judge suh savages and to evaluate their religious experienein aordane with their enlightenment and status of onsiene. Do not make the mistake of judginganother's religion by your own standards of knowledge and truth.True religion is that sublime and profound onvition within the soul whih ompellingly admon-ishes man that it would be wrong for him not to believe in those morontial realities whih onstitutehis highest ethial and moral onepts, his highest interpretation of life's greatest values and the uni-verse's deepest realities. And suh a religion is simply the experiene of yielding intelletual loyaltyto the highest ditates of spiritual onsiousness.The searh for beauty is a part of religion only in so far as it is ethial and to the extent that itenrihes the onept of the moral. Art is only religious when it beomes di�used with purpose whihhas been derived from high spiritual motivation.The enlightened spiritual onsiousness of ivilized man is not onerned so muh with somespei� intelletual belief or with any one partiular mode of living as with disovering the truth ofliving, the good and right tehnique of reating to the ever-reurring situations of mortal existene.Moral onsiousness is just a name applied to the human reognition and awareness of those ethialand emerging morontial values whih duty demands that man shall abide by in the day-by-day ontroland guidane of ondut. 1024



Though reognizing that religion is imperfet, there are at least two pratial manifestations ofits nature and funtion:1. The spiritual urge and philosophi pressure of religion tend to ause man to projet his es-timation of moral values diretly outward into the a�airs of his fellows - the ethial reation ofreligion.2. Religion reates for the human mind a spiritualized onsiousness of divine reality based on,and by faith derived from, anteedent onepts of moral values and o-ordinated with superimposedonepts of spiritual values. Religion thereby beomes a ensor of mortal a�airs, a form of glori�edmoral trust and on�dene in reality, the enhaned realities of time and the more enduring realitiesof eternity.Faith beomes the onnetion between moral onsiousness and the spiritual onept of enduringreality. Religion beomes the avenue of man's esape from the material limitations of the temporaland natural world to the supernal realities of the eternal and spiritual world by and through thetehnique of salvation, the progressive morontia transformation.101.10 Religion as Man's LiberatorIntelligent man knows that he is a hild of nature, a part of the material universe; he likewise disernsno survival of individual personality in the motions and tensions of the mathematial level of theenergy universe. Nor an man ever disern spiritual reality through the examination of physialauses and e�ets.A human being is also aware that he is a part of the ideational osmos, but though onept mayendure beyond a mortal life span, there is nothing inherent in onept whih indiates the personalsurvival of the oneiving personality. Nor will the exhaustion of the possibilities of logi and reasonever reveal to the logiian or to the reasoner the eternal truth of the survival of personality.The material level of law provides for ausality ontinuity, the unending response of e�et toanteedent ation; the mind level suggests the perpetuation of ideational ontinuity, the uneasingow of oneptual potentiality from pre-existent oneptions. But neither of these levels of theuniverse disloses to the inquiring mortal an avenue of esape from partiality of status and from theintolerable suspense of being a transient reality in the universe, a temporal personality doomed tobe extinguished upon the exhaustion of the limited life energies.It is only through the morontial avenue leading to spiritual insight that man an ever break thefetters inherent in his mortal status in the universe. Energy and mind do lead bak to Paradiseand Deity, but neither the energy endowment nor the mind endowment of man proeeds diretlyfrom suh Paradise Deity. Only in the spiritual sense is man a hild of God. And this is truebeause it is only in the spiritual sense that man is at present endowed and indwelt by the ParadiseFather. Mankind an never disover divinity exept through the avenue of religious experiene andby the exerise of true faith. The faith aeptane of the truth of God enables man to esape fromthe irumsribed on�nes of material limitations and a�ords him a rational hope of ahieving safeondut from the material realm, whereon is death, to the spiritual realm, wherein is life eternal.The purpose of religion is not to satisfy uriosity about God but rather to a�ord intelletualonstany and philosophi seurity, to stabilize and enrih human living by blending the mortal withthe divine, the partial with the perfet, man and God. It is through religious experiene that man'sonepts of ideality are endowed with reality.Never an there be either sienti� or logial proofs of divinity. Reason alone an never validatethe values and goodnesses of religious experiene. But it will always remain true: Whosoever willsto do the will of God shall omprehend the validity of spiritual values. This is the nearest approah1025



that an be made on the mortal level to o�ering proofs of the reality of religious experiene. Suhfaith a�ords the only esape from the mehanial luth of the material world and from the errordistortion of the inompleteness of the intelletual world; it is the only disovered solution to theimpasse in mortal thinking regarding the ontinuing survival of the individual personality. It is theonly passport to ompletion of reality and to eternity of life in a universal reation of love, law, unity,and progressive Deity attainment.Religion e�etually ures man's sense of idealisti isolation or spiritual loneliness; it enfranhisesthe believer as a son of God, a itizen of a new and meaningful universe. Religion assures man that,in following the gleam of righteousness disernible in his soul, he is thereby identifying himself withthe plan of the In�nite and the purpose of the Eternal. Suh a liberated soul immediately begins tofeel at home in this new universe, his universe.When you experiene suh a transformation of faith, you are no longer a slavish part of themathematial osmos but rather a liberated volitional son of the Universal Father. No longer is suha liberated son �ghting alone against the inexorable doom of the termination of temporal existene;no longer does he ombat all nature, with the odds hopelessly against him; no longer is he staggeredby the paralyzing fear that, perhane, he has put his trust in a hopeless phantasm or pinned hisfaith to a faniful error.Now, rather, are the sons of God enlisted together in �ghting the battle of reality's triumph overthe partial shadows of existene. At last all reatures beome onsious of the fat that God andall the divine hosts of a well-nigh limitless universe are on their side in the supernal struggle toattain eternity of life and divinity of status. Suh faith-liberated sons have ertainly enlisted in thestruggles of time on the side of the supreme fores and divine personalities of eternity; even the starsin their ourses are now doing battle for them; at last they gaze upon the universe from within, fromGod's viewpoint, and all is transformed from the unertainties of material isolation to the sureties ofeternal spiritual progression. Even time itself beomes but the shadow of eternity ast by Paradiserealities upon the moving panoply of spae.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 102The Foundations of Religious FaithTO THE unbelieving materialist, man is simply an evolutionary aident. His hopes of survival arestrung on a �gment of mortal imagination; his fears, loves, longings, and beliefs are but the reationof the inidental juxtaposition of ertain lifeless atoms of matter. No display of energy nor expressionof trust an arry him beyond the grave. The devotional labors and inspirational genius of the bestof men are doomed to be extinguished by death, the long and lonely night of eternal oblivion andsoul extintion. Nameless despair is man's only reward for living and toiling under the temporal sunof mortal existene. Eah day of life slowly and surely tightens the grasp of a pitiless doom whiha hostile and relentless universe of matter has dereed shall be the rowning insult to everything inhuman desire whih is beautiful, noble, lofty, and good.But suh is not man's end and eternal destiny; suh a vision is but the ry of despair utteredby some wandering soul who has beome lost in spiritual darkness, and who bravely struggles onin the fae of the mehanisti sophistries of a material philosophy, blinded by the onfusion anddistortion of a omplex learning. And all this doom of darkness and all this destiny of despair areforever dispelled by one brave streth of faith on the part of the most humble and unlearned of God'shildren on earth.This saving faith has its birth in the human heart when the moral onsiousness of man realizesthat human values may be translated in mortal experiene from the material to the spiritual, fromthe human to the divine, from time to eternity.102.1 Assuranes of FaithThe work of the Thought Adjuster onstitutes the explanation of the translation of man's primitiveand evolutionary sense of duty into that higher and more ertain faith in the eternal realities ofrevelation. There must be perfetion hunger in man's heart to insure apaity for omprehendingthe faith paths to supreme attainment. If any man hooses to do the divine will, he shall know theway of truth. It is literally true, \Human things must be known in order to be loved, but divinethings must be loved in order to be known." But honest doubts and sinere questionings are not sin;suh attitudes merely spell delay in the progressive journey toward perfetion attainment. Childliketrust seures man's entrane into the kingdom of heavenly asent, but progress is wholly dependenton the vigorous exerise of the robust and on�dent faith of the full-grown man.The reason of siene is based on the observable fats of time; the faith of religion argues from thespirit program of eternity. What knowledge and reason annot do for us, true wisdom admonishesus to allow faith to aomplish through religious insight and spiritual transformation.Owing to the isolation of rebellion, the revelation of truth on Urantia has all too often been1027



mixed up with the statements of partial and transient osmologies. Truth remains unhanged fromgeneration to generation, but the assoiated teahings about the physial world vary from day today and from year to year. Eternal truth should not be slighted beause it hanes to be found inompany with obsolete ideas regarding the material world. The more of siene you know, the lesssure you an be; the more of religion you have, the more ertain you are.The ertainties of siene proeed entirely from the intellet; the ertitudes of religion springfrom the very foundations of the entire personality. Siene appeals to the understanding of themind; religion appeals to the loyalty and devotion of the body, mind, and spirit, even to the wholepersonality.God is so all real and absolute that no material sign of proof or no demonstration of so-alledmirale may be o�ered in testimony of his reality. Always will we know him beause we trust him,and our belief in him is wholly based on our personal partiipation in the divine manifestations ofhis in�nite reality.The indwelling Thought Adjuster unfailingly arouses in man's soul a true and searhing hunger forperfetion together with a far-reahing uriosity whih an be adequately satis�ed only by ommunionwith God, the divine soure of that Adjuster. The hungry soul of man refuses to be satis�ed withanything less than the personal realization of the living God. Whatever more God may be than ahigh and perfet moral personality, he annot, in our hungry and �nite onept, be anything less.102.2 Religion and RealityObserving minds and disriminating souls know religion when they �nd it in the lives of their fellows.Religion requires no de�nition; we all know its soial, intelletual, moral, and spiritual fruits. Andthis all grows out of the fat that religion is the property of the human rae; it is not a hild ofulture. True, one's pereption of religion is still human and therefore subjet to the bondage ofignorane, the slavery of superstition, the deeptions of sophistiation, and the delusions of falsephilosophy.One of the harateristi peuliarities of genuine religious assurane is that, notwithstanding theabsoluteness of its aÆrmations and the stanhness of its attitude, the spirit of its expression isso poised and tempered that it never onveys the slightest impression of self-assertion or egoistiexaltation. The wisdom of religious experiene is something of a paradox in that it is both humanlyoriginal and Adjuster derivative. Religious fore is not the produt of the individual's personalprerogatives but rather the outworking of that sublime partnership of man and the everlasting soureof all wisdom. Thus do the words and ats of true and unde�led religion beome ompellinglyauthoritative for all enlightened mortals.It is diÆult to identify and analyze the fators of a religious experiene, but it is not diÆult toobserve that suh religious pratitioners live and arry on as if already in the presene of the Eternal.Believers reat to this temporal life as if immortality already were within their grasp. In the lives ofsuh mortals there is a valid originality and a spontaneity of expression that forever segregate themfrom those of their fellows who have imbibed only the wisdom of the world. Religionists seem to livein e�etive emanipation from harrying haste and the painful stress of the viissitudes inherent in thetemporal urrents of time; they exhibit a stabilization of personality and a tranquillity of haraternot explained by the laws of physiology, psyhology, and soiology.Time is an invariable element in the attainment of knowledge; religion makes its endowmentsimmediately available, albeit there is the important fator of growth in grae, de�nite advanementin all phases of religious experiene. Knowledge is an eternal quest; always are you learning, butnever are you able to arrive at the full knowledge of absolute truth. In knowledge alone there an1028



never be absolute ertainty, only inreasing probability of approximation; but the religious soul ofspiritual illumination knows, and knows now. And yet this profound and positive ertitude does notlead suh a sound-minded religionist to take any less interest in the ups and downs of the progress ofhuman wisdom, whih is bound up on its material end with the developments of slow-moving siene.Even the disoveries of siene are not truly real in the onsiousness of human experiene untilthey are unraveled and orrelated, until their relevant fats atually beome meaning through en-iruitment in the thought streams of mind. Mortal man views even his physial environment fromthe mind level, from the perspetive of its psyhologial registry. It is not, therefore, strange thatman should plae a highly uni�ed interpretation upon the universe and then seek to identify thisenergy unity of his siene with the spirit unity of his religious experiene. Mind is unity; mortalonsiousness lives on the mind level and pereives the universal realities through the eyes of the mindendowment. The mind perspetive will not yield the existential unity of the soure of reality, theFirst Soure and Center, but it an and sometime will portray to man the experiential synthesis ofenergy, mind, and spirit in and as the Supreme Being. But mind an never sueed in this uni�ationof the diversity of reality unless suh mind is �rmly aware of material things, intelletual meanings,and spiritual values; only in the harmony of the triunity of funtional reality is there unity, and onlyin unity is there the personality satisfation of the realization of osmi onstany and onsisteny.Unity is best found in human experiene through philosophy. And while the body of philosophithought must ever be founded on material fats, the soul and energy of true philosophi dynamis ismortal spiritual insight.Evolutionary man does not naturally relish hard work. To keep pae in his life experiene withthe impelling demands and the ompelling urges of a growing religious experiene means inessantativity in spiritual growth, intelletual expansion, fatual enlargement, and soial servie. There isno real religion apart from a highly ative personality. Therefore do the more indolent of men oftenseek to esape the rigors of truly religious ativities by a speies of ingenious self-deeption throughresorting to a retreat to the false shelter of stereotyped religious dotrines and dogmas. But truereligion is alive. Intelletual rystallization of religious onepts is the equivalent of spiritual death.You annot oneive of religion without ideas, but when religion one beomes redued only to anidea, it is no longer religion; it has beome merely a speies of human philosophy.Again, there are other types of unstable and poorly disiplined souls who would use the sentimentalideas of religion as an avenue of esape from the irritating demands of living. When ertain vaillatingand timid mortals attempt to esape from the inessant pressure of evolutionary life, religion, asthey oneive it, seems to present the nearest refuge, the best avenue of esape. But it is the missionof religion to prepare man for bravely, even heroially, faing the viissitudes of life. Religion isevolutionary man's supreme endowment, the one thing whih enables him to arry on and \endureas seeing Him who is invisible." Mystiism, however, is often something of a retreat from life whihis embraed by those humans who do not relish the more robust ativities of living a religious life inthe open arenas of human soiety and ommere. True religion must at. Condut will be the resultof religion when man atually has it, or rather when religion is permitted truly to possess the man.Never will religion be ontent with mere thinking or unating feeling.We are not blind to the fat that religion often ats unwisely, even irreligiously, but it ats.Aberrations of religious onvition have led to bloody perseutions, but always and ever religiondoes something; it is dynami!102.3 Knowledge, Wisdom, and InsightIntelletual de�ieny or eduational poverty unavoidably handiaps higher religious attainment be-ause suh an impoverished environment of the spiritual nature robs religion of its hief hannel of1029



philosophi ontat with the world of sienti� knowledge. The intelletual fators of religion areimportant, but their overdevelopment is likewise sometimes very handiapping and embarrassing.Religion must ontinually labor under a paradoxial neessity: the neessity of making e�etive useof thought while at the same time disounting the spiritual servieableness of all thinking.Religious speulation is inevitable but always detrimental; speulation invariably falsi�es its objet.Speulation tends to translate religion into something material or humanisti, and thus, while diretlyinterfering with the larity of logial thought, it indiretly auses religion to appear as a funtion ofthe temporal world, the very world with whih it should everlastingly stand in ontrast. Thereforewill religion always be haraterized by paradoxes, the paradoxes resulting from the absene of theexperiential onnetion between the material and the spiritual levels of the universe - morontia mota,the superphilosophi sensitivity for truth disernment and unity pereption.Material feelings, human emotions, lead diretly to material ations, sel�sh ats. Religious insights,spiritual motivations, lead diretly to religious ations, unsel�sh ats of soial servie and altruistibenevolene.Religious desire is the hunger quest for divine reality. Religious experiene is the realization of theonsiousness of having found God. And when a human being does �nd God, there is experienedwithin the soul of that being suh an indesribable restlessness of triumph in disovery that he isimpelled to seek loving servie-ontat with his less illuminated fellows, not to dislose that he hasfound God, but rather to allow the overow of the welling-up of eternal goodness within his own soulto refresh and ennoble his fellows. Real religion leads to inreased soial servie.Siene, knowledge, leads to fat onsiousness; religion, experiene, leads to value onsiousness;philosophy, wisdom, leads to o-ordinate onsiousness; revelation (the substitute for morontia mota)leads to the onsiousness of true reality; while the o-ordination of the onsiousness of fat, value,and true reality onstitutes awareness of personality reality, maximum of being, together with thebelief in the possibility of the survival of that very personality.Knowledge leads to plaing men, to originating soial strata and astes. Religion leads to servingmen, thus reating ethis and altruism. Wisdom leads to the higher and better fellowship of bothideas and one's fellows. Revelation liberates men and starts them out on the eternal adventure.Siene sorts men; religion loves men, even as yourself; wisdom does justie to di�ering men; butrevelation glori�es man and disloses his apaity for partnership with God.Siene vainly strives to reate the brotherhood of ulture; religion brings into being the brother-hood of the spirit. Philosophy strives for the brotherhood of wisdom; revelation portrays the eternalbrotherhood, the Paradise Corps of the Finality.Knowledge yields pride in the fat of personality; wisdom is the onsiousness of the meaningof personality; religion is the experiene of ognizane of the value of personality; revelation is theassurane of personality survival.Siene seeks to identify, analyze, and lassify the segmented parts of the limitless osmos. Religiongrasps the idea-of-the-whole, the entire osmos. Philosophy attempts the identi�ation of the materialsegments of siene with the spiritual-insight onept of the whole. Wherein philosophy fails in thisattempt, revelation sueeds, aÆrming that the osmi irle is universal, eternal, absolute, andin�nite. This osmos of the In�nite I AM is therefore endless, limitless, and all-inlusive - timeless,spaeless, and unquali�ed. And we bear testimony that the In�nite I AM is also the Father of Mihaelof Nebadon and the God of human salvation.Siene indiates Deity as a fat; philosophy presents the idea of an Absolute; religion envisionsGod as a loving spiritual personality. Revelation aÆrms the unity of the fat of Deity, the idea ofthe Absolute, and the spiritual personality of God and, further, presents this onept as our Father- the universal fat of existene, the eternal idea of mind, and the in�nite spirit of life.1030



The pursuit of knowledge onstitutes siene; the searh for wisdom is philosophy; the love forGod is religion; the hunger for truth is a revelation. But it is the indwelling Thought Adjuster thatattahes the feeling of reality to man's spiritual insight into the osmos.In siene, the idea preedes the expression of its realization; in religion, the experiene of re-alization preedes the expression of the idea. There is a vast di�erene between the evolutionarywill-to-believe and the produt of enlightened reason, religious insight, and revelation - the will thatbelieves.In evolution, religion often leads to man's reating his onepts of God; revelation exhibits thephenomenon of God's evolving man himself, while in the earth life of Christ Mihael we behold thephenomenon of God's revealing himself to man. Evolution tends to make God manlike; revelationtends to make man Godlike.Siene is only satis�ed with �rst auses, religion with supreme personality, and philosophy withunity. Revelation aÆrms that these three are one, and that all are good. The eternal real is the goodof the universe and not the time illusions of spae evil. In the spiritual experiene of all personalities,always is it true that the real is the good and the good is the real.102.4 The Fat of ExperieneBeause of the presene in your minds of the Thought Adjuster, it is no more of a mystery for youto know the mind of God than for you to be sure of the onsiousness of knowing any other mind,human or superhuman. Religion and soial onsiousness have this in ommon: They are prediatedon the onsiousness of other-mindness. The tehnique whereby you an aept another's idea asyours is the same whereby you may \let the mind whih was in Christ be also in you."What is human experiene? It is simply any interplay between an ative and questioning self andany other ative and external reality. The mass of experiene is determined by depth of onept plustotality of reognition of the reality of the external. The motion of experiene equals the fore ofexpetant imagination plus the keenness of the sensory disovery of the external qualities of ontatedreality. The fat of experiene is found in self-onsiousness plus other-existenes - other-thingness,other-mindness, and other-spiritness.Man very early beomes onsious that he is not alone in the world or the universe. Theredevelops a natural spontaneous self-onsiousness of other-mindness in the environment of selfhood.Faith translates this natural experiene into religion, the reognition of God as the reality - soure,nature, and destiny - of other-mindness. But suh a knowledge of God is ever and always a realityof personal experiene. If God were not a personality, he ould not beome a living part of the realreligious experiene of a human personality.The element of error present in human religious experiene is diretly proportional to the ontentof materialism whih ontaminates the spiritual onept of the Universal Father. Man's prespiritprogression in the universe onsists in the experiene of divesting himself of these erroneous ideasof the nature of God and of the reality of pure and true spirit. Deity is more than spirit, but thespiritual approah is the only one possible to asending man.Prayer is indeed a part of religious experiene, but it has been wrongly emphasized by modernreligions, muh to the neglet of the more essential ommunion of worship. The reetive powers ofthe mind are deepened and broadened by worship. Prayer may enrih the life, but worship illuminatesdestiny.Revealed religion is the unifying element of human existene. Revelation uni�es history, o-ordinates geology, astronomy, physis, hemistry, biology, soiology, and psyhology. Spiritual expe-riene is the real soul of man's osmos. 1031



102.5 The Supremay of Purposive PotentialAlthough the establishment of the fat of belief is not equivalent to establishing the fat of thatwhih is believed, nevertheless, the evolutionary progression of simple life to the status of personalitydoes demonstrate the fat of the existene of the potential of personality to start with. And in thetime universes, potential is always supreme over the atual. In the evolving osmos the potential iswhat is to be, and what is to be is the unfolding of the purposive mandates of Deity.This same purposive supremay is shown in the evolution of mind ideation when primitive animalfear is transmuted into the onstantly deepening reverene for God and into inreasing awe of theuniverse. Primitive man had more religious fear than faith, and the supremay of spirit potentialsover mind atuals is demonstrated when this raven fear is translated into living faith in spiritualrealities.You an psyhologize evolutionary religion but not the personal-experiene religion of spiritualorigin. Human morality may reognize values, but only religion an onserve, exalt, and spiritualizesuh values. But notwithstanding suh ations, religion is something more than emotionalized moral-ity. Religion is to morality as love is to duty, as sonship is to servitude, as essene is to substane.Morality disloses an almighty Controller, a Deity to be served; religion disloses an all-loving Father,a God to be worshiped and loved. And again this is beause the spiritual potentiality of religion isdominant over the duty atuality of the morality of evolution.102.6 The Certainty of Religious FaithThe philosophi elimination of religious fear and the steady progress of siene add greatly to themortality of false gods; and even though these asualties of man-made deities may momentarilybefog the spiritual vision, they eventually destroy that ignorane and superstition whih so longobsured the living God of eternal love. The relation between the reature and the Creator is aliving experiene, a dynami religious faith, whih is not subjet to preise de�nition. To isolate partof life and all it religion is to disintegrate life and to distort religion. And this is just why the Godof worship laims all allegiane or none.The gods of primitive men may have been no more than shadows of themselves; the living God isthe divine light whose interruptions onstitute the reation shadows of all spae.The religionist of philosophi attainment has faith in a personal God of personal salvation, some-thing more than a reality, a value, a level of ahievement, an exalted proess, a transmutation, theultimate of time-spae, an idealization, the personalization of energy, the entity of gravity, a humanprojetion, the idealization of self, nature's upthrust, the inlination to goodness, the forward im-pulse of evolution, or a sublime hypothesis. The religionist has faith in a God of love. Love is theessene of religion and the wellspring of superior ivilization.Faith transforms the philosophi God of probability into the saving God of ertainty in the per-sonal religious experiene. Skeptiism may hallenge the theories of theology, but on�dene in thedependability of personal experiene aÆrms the truth of that belief whih has grown into faith.Convitions about God may be arrived at through wise reasoning, but the individual beomesGod-knowing only by faith, through personal experiene. In muh that pertains to life, probabilitymust be rekoned with, but when ontating with osmi reality, ertainty may be experiened whensuh meanings and values are approahed by living faith. The God-knowing soul dares to say, \Iknow," even when this knowledge of God is questioned by the unbeliever who denies suh ertitudebeause it is not wholly supported by intelletual logi. To every suh doubter the believer onlyreplies, \How do you know that I do not know?"1032



Though reason an always question faith, faith an always supplement both reason and logi.Reason reates the probability whih faith an transform into a moral ertainty, even a spiritualexperiene. God is the �rst truth and the last fat; therefore does all truth take origin in him, whileall fats exist relative to him. God is absolute truth. As truth one may know God, but to understand- to explain - God, one must explore the fat of the universe of universes. The vast gulf between theexperiene of the truth of God and ignorane as to the fat of God an be bridged only by livingfaith. Reason alone annot ahieve harmony between in�nite truth and universal fat.Belief may not be able to resist doubt and withstand fear, but faith is always triumphant overdoubting, for faith is both positive and living. The positive always has the advantage over thenegative, truth over error, experiene over theory, spiritual realities over the isolated fats of timeand spae. The onvining evidene of this spiritual ertainty onsists in the soial fruits of the spiritwhih suh believers, faithers, yield as a result of this genuine spiritual experiene. Said Jesus: \Ifyou love your fellows as I have loved you, then shall all men know that you are my disiples."To siene God is a possibility, to psyhology a desirability, to philosophy a probability, to religiona ertainty, an atuality of religious experiene. Reason demands that a philosophy whih annot �ndthe God of probability should be very respetful of that religious faith whih an and does �nd theGod of ertitude. Neither should siene disount religious experiene on grounds of redulity, notso long as it persists in the assumption that man's intelletual and philosophi endowments emergedfrom inreasingly lesser intelligenes the further bak they go, �nally taking origin in primitive lifewhih was utterly devoid of all thinking and feeling.The fats of evolution must not be arrayed against the truth of the reality of the ertainty of thespiritual experiene of the religious living of the God-knowing mortal. Intelligent men should ease toreason like hildren and should attempt to use the onsistent logi of adulthood, logi whih toleratesthe onept of truth alongside the observation of fat. Sienti� materialism has gone bankrupt whenit persists, in the fae of eah reurring universe phenomenon, in refunding its urrent objetions byreferring what is admittedly higher bak into that whih is admittedly lower. Consisteny demandsthe reognition of the ativities of a purposive Creator.Organi evolution is a fat; purposive or progressive evolution is a truth whih makes onsistentthe otherwise ontraditory phenomena of the ever-asending ahievements of evolution. The higherany sientist progresses in his hosen siene, the more will he abandon the theories of materialistifat in favor of the osmi truth of the dominane of the Supreme Mind. Materialism heapens humanlife; the gospel of Jesus tremendously enhanes and supernally exalts every mortal. Mortal existenemust be visualized as onsisting in the intriguing and fasinating experiene of the realization of thereality of the meeting of the human upreah and the divine and saving downreah.102.7 The Certitude of the DivineThe Universal Father, being self-existent, is also self-explanatory; he atually lives in every rationalmortal. But you annot be sure about God unless you know him; sonship is the only experiene whihmakes fatherhood ertain. The universe is everywhere undergoing hange. A hanging universe is adependent universe; suh a reation annot be either �nal or absolute. A �nite universe is whollydependent on the Ultimate and the Absolute. The universe and God are not idential; one is ause,the other e�et. The ause is absolute, in�nite, eternal, and hangeless; the e�et, time-spae andtransendental but ever hanging, always growing.God is the one and only self-aused fat in the universe. He is the seret of the order, plan, andpurpose of the whole reation of things and beings. The everywhere-hanging universe is regulatedand stabilized by absolutely unhanging laws, the habits of an unhanging God. The fat of God,the divine law, is hangeless; the truth of God, his relation to the universe, is a relative revelation1033



whih is ever adaptable to the onstantly evolving universe.Those who would invent a religion without God are like those who would gather fruit withouttrees, have hildren without parents. You annot have e�ets without auses; only the I AM isauseless. The fat of religious experiene implies God, and suh a God of personal experiene mustbe a personal Deity. You annot pray to a hemial formula, suppliate a mathematial equation,worship a hypothesis, on�de in a postulate, ommune with a proess, serve an abstration, or holdloving fellowship with a law.True, many apparently religious traits an grow out of nonreligious roots. Man an, intelletually,deny God and yet be morally good, loyal, �lial, honest, and even idealisti. Man may graft manypurely humanisti branhes onto his basi spiritual nature and thus apparently prove his ontentionsin behalf of a godless religion, but suh an experiene is devoid of survival values, God-knowingnessand God-asension. In suh a mortal experiene only soial fruits are forthoming, not spiritual. Thegraft determines the nature of the fruit, notwithstanding that the living sustenane is drawn fromthe roots of original divine endowment of both mind and spirit.The intelletual earmark of religion is ertainty; the philosophial harateristi is onsisteny;the soial fruits are love and servie.The God-knowing individual is not one who is blind to the diÆulties or unmindful of the obstaleswhih stand in the way of �nding God in the maze of superstition, tradition, and materialistitendenies of modern times. He has enountered all these deterrents and triumphed over them,surmounted them by living faith, and attained the highlands of spiritual experiene in spite of them.But it is true that many who are inwardly sure about God fear to assert suh feelings of ertaintybeause of the multipliity and leverness of those who assemble objetions and magnify diÆultiesabout believing in God. It requires no great depth of intellet to pik aws, ask questions, or raiseobjetions. But it does require brilliane of mind to answer these questions and solve these diÆulties;faith ertainty is the greatest tehnique for dealing with all suh super�ial ontentions.If siene, philosophy, or soiology dares to beome dogmati in ontending with the prophetsof true religion, then should God-knowing men reply to suh unwarranted dogmatism with thatmore farseeing dogmatism of the ertainty of personal spiritual experiene, \I know what I haveexperiened beause I am a son of I AM." If the personal experiene of a faither is to be hallengedby dogma, then this faith-born son of the experienible Father may reply with that unhallengeabledogma, the statement of his atual sonship with the Universal Father.Only an unquali�ed reality, an absolute, ould dare onsistently to be dogmati. Those whoassume to be dogmati must, if onsistent, sooner or later be driven into the arms of the Absoluteof energy, the Universal of truth, and the In�nite of love.If the nonreligious approahes to osmi reality presume to hallenge the ertainty of faith onthe grounds of its unproved status, then the spirit experiener an likewise resort to the dogmatihallenge of the fats of siene and the beliefs of philosophy on the grounds that they are likewiseunproved; they are likewise experienes in the onsiousness of the sientist or the philosopher.Of God, the most inesapable of all presenes, the most real of all fats, the most living of alltruths, the most loving of all friends, and the most divine of all values, we have the right to be themost ertain of all universe experienes.102.8 The Evidenes of ReligionThe highest evidene of the reality and eÆay of religion onsists in the fat of human experiene;namely, that man, naturally fearful and suspiious, innately endowed with a strong instint of self-preservation and raving survival after death, is willing fully to trust the deepest interests of his1034



present and future to the keeping and diretion of that power and person designated by his faith asGod. That is the one entral truth of all religion. As to what that power or person requires of manin return for this wathare and �nal salvation, no two religions agree; in fat, they all more or lessdisagree.Regarding the status of any religion in the evolutionary sale, it may best be judged by its moraljudgments and its ethial standards. The higher the type of any religion, the more it enouragesand is enouraged by a onstantly improving soial morality and ethial ulture. We annot judgereligion by the status of its aompanying ivilization; we had better estimate the real nature of aivilization by the purity and nobility of its religion. Many of the world's most notable religiousteahers have been virtually unlettered. The wisdom of the world is not neessary to an exerise ofsaving faith in eternal realities.The di�erene in the religions of various ages is wholly dependent on the di�erene in man'somprehension of reality and on his di�ering reognition of moral values, ethial relationships, andspirit realities.Ethis is the external soial or raial mirror whih faithfully reets the otherwise unobservableprogress of internal spiritual and religious developments. Man has always thought of God in theterms of the best he knew, his deepest ideas and highest ideals. Even histori religion has alwaysreated its God oneptions out of its highest reognized values. Every intelligent reature gives thename of God to the best and highest thing he knows.Religion, when redued to terms of reason and intelletual expression, has always dared to ritiizeivilization and evolutionary progress as judged by its own standards of ethial ulture and moralprogress.While personal religion preedes the evolution of human morals, it is regretfully reorded thatinstitutional religion has invariably lagged behind the slowly hanging mores of the human raes.Organized religion has proved to be onservatively tardy. The prophets have usually led the peoplein religious development; the theologians have usually held them bak. Religion, being a matter ofinner or personal experiene, an never develop very far in advane of the intelletual evolution ofthe raes.But religion is never enhaned by an appeal to the so-alled miraulous. The quest for miralesis a harking bak to the primitive religions of magi. True religion has nothing to do with allegedmirales, and never does revealed religion point to mirales as proof of authority. Religion is everand always rooted and grounded in personal experiene. And your highest religion, the life of Jesus,was just suh a personal experiene: man, mortal man, seeking God and �nding him to the fullnessduring one short life in the esh, while in the same human experiene there appeared God seekingman and �nding him to the full satisfation of the perfet soul of in�nite supremay. And that isreligion, even the highest yet revealed in the universe of Nebadon - the earth life of Jesus of Nazareth.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 103The Reality of Religious ExperieneALL of man's truly religious reations are sponsored by the early ministry of the adjutant of worshipand are ensored by the adjutant of wisdom. Man's �rst supermind endowment is that of personalityeniruitment in the Holy Spirit of the Universe Creative Spirit; and long before either the bestowalsof the divine Sons or the universal bestowal of the Adjusters, this inuene funtions to enlargeman's viewpoint of ethis, religion, and spirituality. Subsequent to the bestowals of the ParadiseSons the liberated Spirit of Truth makes mighty ontributions to the enlargement of the humanapaity to pereive religious truths. As evolution advanes on an inhabited world, the ThoughtAdjusters inreasingly partiipate in the development of the higher types of human religious insight.The Thought Adjuster is the osmi window through whih the �nite reature may faith-glimpse theertainties and divinities of limitless Deity, the Universal Father.The religious tendenies of the human raes are innate; they are universally manifested and havean apparently natural origin; primitive religions are always evolutionary in their genesis. As naturalreligious experiene ontinues to progress, periodi revelations of truth puntuate the otherwise slow-moving ourse of planetary evolution.On Urantia, today, there are four kinds of religion:1. Natural or evolutionary religion.2. Supernatural or revelatory religion.3. Pratial or urrent religion, varying degrees of the admixture of natural and supernaturalreligions.4. Philosophi religions, man-made or philosophially thought-out theologi dotrines and reason-reated religions.103.1 Philosophy of ReligionThe unity of religious experiene among a soial or raial group derives from the idential nature ofthe God fragment indwelling the individual. It is this divine in man that gives origin to his unsel�shinterest in the welfare of other men. But sine personality is unique - no two mortals being alike- it inevitably follows that no two human beings an similarly interpret the leadings and urges ofthe spirit of divinity whih lives within their minds. A group of mortals an experiene spiritualunity, but they an never attain philosophi uniformity. And this diversity of the interpretationof religious thought and experiene is shown by the fat that twentieth-entury theologians andphilosophers have formulated upward of �ve hundred di�erent de�nitions of religion. In reality,every human being de�nes religion in the terms of his own experiential interpretation of the divineimpulses emanating from the God spirit that indwells him, and therefore must suh an interpretation1037



be unique and wholly di�erent from the religious philosophy of all other human beings.When one mortal is in full agreement with the religious philosophy of a fellow mortal, that phe-nomenon indiates that these two beings have had a similar religious experiene touhing the mattersonerned in their similarity of philosophi religious interpretation.While your religion is a matter of personal experiene, it is most important that you should beexposed to the knowledge of a vast number of other religious experienes (the diverse interpretationsof other and diverse mortals) to the end that you may prevent your religious life from beomingegoentri - irumsribed, sel�sh, and unsoial.Rationalism is wrong when it assumes that religion is at �rst a primitive belief in something whihis then followed by the pursuit of values. Religion is primarily a pursuit of values, and then thereformulates a system of interpretative beliefs. It is muh easier for men to agree on religious values- goals - than on beliefs - interpretations. And this explains how religion an agree on values andgoals while exhibiting the onfusing phenomenon of maintaining a belief in hundreds of onitingbeliefs - reeds. This also explains why a given person an maintain his religious experiene in thefae of giving up or hanging many of his religious beliefs. Religion persists in spite of revolutionaryhanges in religious beliefs. Theology does not produe religion; it is religion that produes theologiphilosophy.That religionists have believed so muh that was false does not invalidate religion beause religionis founded on the reognition of values and is validated by the faith of personal religious experiene.Religion, then, is based on experiene and religious thought; theology, the philosophy of religion, isan honest attempt to interpret that experiene. Suh interpretative beliefs may be right or wrong,or a mixture of truth and error.The realization of the reognition of spiritual values is an experiene whih is superideational.There is no word in any human language whih an be employed to designate this \sense," \feeling,"\intuition," or \experiene" whih we have eleted to all God-onsiousness. The spirit of Godthat dwells in man is not personal - the Adjuster is prepersonal - but this Monitor presents a value,exudes a avor of divinity, whih is personal in the highest and in�nite sense. If God were not atleast personal, he ould not be onsious, and if not onsious, then would he be infrahuman.103.2 Religion and the IndividualReligion is funtional in the human mind and has been realized in experiene prior to its appearanein human onsiousness. A hild has been in existene about nine months before it experienesbirth. But the \birth" of religion is not sudden; it is rather a gradual emergene. Nevertheless,sooner or later there is a \birth day." You do not enter the kingdom of heaven unless you havebeen \born again" - born of the Spirit. Many spiritual births are aompanied by muh anguishof spirit and marked psyhologial perturbations, as many physial births are haraterized by a\stormy labor" and other abnormalities of \delivery." Other spiritual births are a natural and normalgrowth of the reognition of supreme values with an enhanement of spiritual experiene, albeit noreligious development ours without onsious e�ort and positive and individual determinations.Religion is never a passive experiene, a negative attitude. What is termed the \birth of religion"is not diretly assoiated with so-alled onversion experienes whih usually haraterize religiousepisodes ourring later in life as a result of mental onit, emotional repression, and temperamentalupheavals.But those persons who were so reared by their parents that they grew up in the onsiousness ofbeing hildren of a loving heavenly Father, should not look askane at their fellow mortals who ouldonly attain suh onsiousness of fellowship with God through a psyhologial risis, an emotional1038



upheaval.The evolutionary soil in the mind of man in whih the seed of revealed religion germinates isthe moral nature that so early gives origin to a soial onsiousness. The �rst promptings of ahild's moral nature have not to do with sex, guilt, or personal pride, but rather with impulses ofjustie, fairness, and urges to kindness - helpful ministry to one's fellows. And when suh earlymoral awakenings are nurtured, there ours a gradual development of the religious life whih isomparatively free from onits, upheavals, and rises.Every human being very early experienes something of a onit between his self-seeking and hisaltruisti impulses, and many times the �rst experiene of God-onsiousness may be attained as theresult of seeking for superhuman help in the task of resolving suh moral onits.The psyhology of a hild is naturally positive, not negative. So many mortals are negativebeause they were so trained. When it is said that the hild is positive, referene is made to hismoral impulses, those powers of mind whose emergene signals the arrival of the Thought Adjuster.In the absene of wrong teahing, the mind of the normal hild moves positively, in the emergeneof religious onsiousness, toward moral righteousness and soial ministry, rather than negatively,away from sin and guilt. There may or may not be onit in the development of religious experiene,but there are always present the inevitable deisions, e�ort, and funtion of the human will.Moral hoosing is usually aompanied by more or less moral onit. And this very �rst onitin the hild mind is between the urges of egoism and the impulses of altruism. The Thought Adjusterdoes not disregard the personality values of the egoisti motive but does operate to plae a slightpreferene upon the altruisti impulse as leading to the goal of human happiness and to the joys ofthe kingdom of heaven.When a moral being hooses to be unsel�sh when onfronted by the urge to be sel�sh, that isprimitive religious experiene. No animal an make suh a hoie; suh a deision is both humanand religious. It embraes the fat of God-onsiousness and exhibits the impulse of soial servie,the basis of the brotherhood of man. When mind hooses a right moral judgment by an at of thefree will, suh a deision onstitutes a religious experiene.But before a hild has developed suÆiently to aquire moral apaity and therefore to be ableto hoose altruisti servie, he has already developed a strong and well-uni�ed egoisti nature. Andit is this fatual situation that gives rise to the theory of the struggle between the \higher" and the\lower" natures, between the \old man of sin" and the \new nature" of grae. Very early in life thenormal hild begins to learn that it is \more blessed to give than to reeive."Man tends to identify the urge to be self-serving with his ego - himself. In ontrast he is inlinedto identify the will to be altruisti with some inuene outside himself - God. And indeed is suha judgment right, for all suh nonself desires do atually have their origin in the leadings of theindwelling Thought Adjuster, and this Adjuster is a fragment of God. The impulse of the spiritMonitor is realized in human onsiousness as the urge to be altruisti, fellow-reature minded. Atleast this is the early and fundamental experiene of the hild mind. When the growing hild fails ofpersonality uni�ation, the altruisti drive may beome so overdeveloped as to work serious injuryto the welfare of the self. A misguided onsiene an beome responsible for muh onit, worry,sorrow, and no end of human unhappiness.103.3 Religion and the Human RaeWhile the belief in spirits, dreams, and diverse other superstitions all played a part in the evolutionaryorigin of primitive religions, you should not overlook the inuene of the lan or tribal spirit ofsolidarity. In the group relationship there was presented the exat soial situation whih provided1039



the hallenge to the egoisti-altruisti onit in the moral nature of the early human mind. In spiteof their belief in spirits, primitive Australians still fous their religion upon the lan. In time, suhreligious onepts tend to personalize, �rst, as animals, and later, as a superman or as a God. Evensuh inferior raes as the Afrian Bushmen, who are not even totemi in their beliefs, do have areognition of the di�erene between the self-interest and the group-interest, a primitive distintionbetween the values of the seular and the sared. But the soial group is not the soure of religiousexperiene. Regardless of the inuene of all these primitive ontributions to man's early religion,the fat remains that the true religious impulse has its origin in genuine spirit presenes ativatingthe will to be unsel�sh.Later religion is foreshadowed in the primitive belief in natural wonders and mysteries, the im-personal mana. But sooner or later the evolving religion requires that the individual should makesome personal sari�e for the good of his soial group, should do something to make other peoplehappier and better. Ultimately, religion is destined to beome the servie of God and of man.Religion is designed to hange man's environment, but muh of the religion found among mortalstoday has beome helpless to do this. Environment has all too often mastered religion.Remember that in the religion of all ages the experiene whih is paramount is the feeling regard-ing moral values and soial meanings, not the thinking regarding theologi dogmas or philosophitheories. Religion evolves favorably as the element of magi is replaed by the onept of morals.Man evolved through the superstitions of mana, magi, nature worship, spirit fear, and animalworship to the various eremonials whereby the religious attitude of the individual beame thegroup reations of the lan. And then these eremonies beame foalized and rystallized into tribalbeliefs, and eventually these fears and faiths beame personalized into gods. But in all of this religiousevolution the moral element was never wholly absent. The impulse of the God within man was alwayspotent. And these powerful inuenes - one human and the other divine - insured the survival ofreligion throughout the viissitudes of the ages and that notwithstanding it was so often threatenedwith extintion by a thousand subversive tendenies and hostile antagonisms.103.4 Spiritual CommunionThe harateristi di�erene between a soial oasion and a religious gathering is that in ontrastwith the seular the religious is pervaded by the atmosphere of ommunion. In this way humanassoiation generates a feeling of fellowship with the divine, and this is the beginning of groupworship. Partaking of a ommon meal was the earliest type of soial ommunion, and so did earlyreligions provide that some portion of the eremonial sari�e should be eaten by the worshipers.Even in Christianity the Lord's Supper retains this mode of ommunion. The atmosphere of theommunion provides a refreshing and omforting period of true in the onit of the self-seekingego with the altruisti urge of the indwelling spirit Monitor. And this is the prelude to true worship- the pratie of the presene of God whih eventuates in the emergene of the brotherhood of man.When primitive man felt that his ommunion with God had been interrupted, he resorted tosari�e of some kind in an e�ort to make atonement, to restore friendly relationship. The hungerand thirst for righteousness leads to the disovery of truth, and truth augments ideals, and this reatesnew problems for the individual religionists, for our ideals tend to grow by geometrial progression,while our ability to live up to them is enhaned only by arithmetial progression.The sense of guilt (not the onsiousness of sin) omes either from interrupted spiritual ommunionor from the lowering of one's moral ideals. Deliverane from suh a prediament an only omethrough the realization that one's highest moral ideals are not neessarily synonymous with the willof God. Man annot hope to live up to his highest ideals, but he an be true to his purpose of �nding1040



God and beoming more and more like him.Jesus swept away all of the eremonials of sari�e and atonement. He destroyed the basis of allthis �titious guilt and sense of isolation in the universe by delaring that man is a hild of God;the reature-Creator relationship was plaed on a hild-parent basis. God beomes a loving Fatherto his mortal sons and daughters. All eremonials not a legitimate part of suh an intimate familyrelationship are forever abrogated.God the Father deals with man his hild on the basis, not of atual virtue or worthiness, but inreognition of the hild's motivation - the reature purpose and intent. The relationship is one ofparent-hild assoiation and is atuated by divine love.103.5 The Origin of IdealsThe early evolutionary mind gives origin to a feeling of soial duty and moral obligation derivedhiey from emotional fear. The more positive urge of soial servie and the idealism of altruism arederived from the diret impulse of the divine spirit indwelling the human mind.This idea-ideal of doing good to others - the impulse to deny the ego something for the bene�t ofone's neighbor - is very irumsribed at �rst. Primitive man regards as neighbor only those very loseto him, those who treat him neighborly; as religious ivilization advanes, one's neighbor expands inonept to embrae the lan, the tribe, the nation. And then Jesus enlarged the neighbor sope toembrae the whole of humanity, even that we should love our enemies. And there is something insideof every normal human being that tells him this teahing is moral - right. Even those who pratiethis ideal least, admit that it is right in theory.All men reognize the morality of this universal human urge to be unsel�sh and altruisti. Thehumanist asribes the origin of this urge to the natural working of the material mind; the religionistmore orretly reognizes that the truly unsel�sh drive of mortal mind is in response to the innerspirit leadings of the Thought Adjuster.But man's interpretation of these early onits between the ego-will and the other-than-self-will is not always dependable. Only a fairly well uni�ed personality an arbitrate the multiformontentions of the ego ravings and the budding soial onsiousness. The self has rights as wellas one's neighbors. Neither has exlusive laims upon the attention and servie of the individual.Failure to resolve this problem gives origin to the earliest type of human guilt feelings.Human happiness is ahieved only when the ego desire of the self and the altruisti urge of thehigher self (divine spirit) are o-ordinated and reoniled by the uni�ed will of the integrating andsupervising personality. The mind of evolutionary man is ever onfronted with the intriate problemof refereeing the ontest between the natural expansion of emotional impulses and the moral growthof unsel�sh urges prediated on spiritual insight - genuine religious reetion.The attempt to seure equal good for the self and for the greatest number of other selves presentsa problem whih annot always be satisfatorily resolved in a time-spae frame. Given an eternallife, suh antagonisms an be worked out, but in one short human life they are inapable of solution.Jesus referred to suh a paradox when he said: \Whosoever shall save his life shall lose it, butwhosoever shall lose his life for the sake of the kingdom, shall �nd it."The pursuit of the ideal - the striving to be Godlike - is a ontinuous e�ort before death andafter. The life after death is no di�erent in the essentials than the mortal existene. Everything wedo in this life whih is good ontributes diretly to the enhanement of the future life. Real religiondoes not foster moral indolene and spiritual laziness by enouraging the vain hope of having all thevirtues of a noble harater bestowed upon one as a result of passing through the portals of naturaldeath. True religion does not belittle man's e�orts to progress during the mortal lease on life. Every1041



mortal gain is a diret ontribution to the enrihment of the �rst stages of the immortal survivalexperiene.It is fatal to man's idealism when he is taught that all of his altruisti impulses are merely thedevelopment of his natural herd instints. But he is ennobled and mightily energized when he learnsthat these higher urges of his soul emanate from the spiritual fores that indwell his mortal mind.It lifts man out of himself and beyond himself when he one fully realizes that there lives andstrives within him something whih is eternal and divine. And so it is that a living faith in thesuperhuman origin of our ideals validates our belief that we are the sons of God and makes real ouraltruisti onvitions, the feelings of the brotherhood of man.Man, in his spiritual domain, does have a free will. Mortal man is neither a helpless slave of theinexible sovereignty of an all-powerful God nor the vitim of the hopeless fatality of a mehanistiosmi determinism. Man is most truly the arhitet of his own eternal destiny.But man is not saved or ennobled by pressure. Spirit growth springs from within the evolvingsoul. Pressure may deform the personality, but it never stimulates growth. Even eduational pressureis only negatively helpful in that it may aid in the prevention of disastrous experienes. Spiritualgrowth is greatest where all external pressures are at a minimum. \Where the spirit of the Lord is,there is freedom." Man develops best when the pressures of home, ommunity, hurh, and state areleast. But this must not be onstrued as meaning that there is no plae in a progressive soiety forhome, soial institutions, hurh, and state.When a member of a soial religious group has omplied with the requirements of suh a group, heshould be enouraged to enjoy religious liberty in the full expression of his own personal interpretationof the truths of religious belief and the fats of religious experiene. The seurity of a religious groupdepends on spiritual unity, not on theologial uniformity. A religious group should be able to enjoythe liberty of freethinking without having to beome \freethinkers." There is great hope for anyhurh that worships the living God, validates the brotherhood of man, and dares to remove allreedal pressure from its members.103.6 Philosophi Co-ordinationTheology is the study of the ations and reations of the human spirit; it an never beome a sienesine it must always be ombined more or less with psyhology in its personal expression and withphilosophy in its systemati portrayal. Theology is always the study of your religion; the study ofanother's religion is psyhology.When man approahes the study and examination of his universe from the outside, he brings intobeing the various physial sienes; when he approahes the researh of himself and the universe fromthe inside, he gives origin to theology and metaphysis. The later art of philosophy develops in ane�ort to harmonize the many disrepanies whih are destined at �rst to appear between the �ndingsand teahings of these two diametrially opposite avenues of approahing the universe of things andbeings.Religion has to do with the spiritual viewpoint, the awareness of the insideness of human expe-riene. Man's spiritual nature a�ords him the opportunity of turning the universe outside in. Itis therefore true that, viewed exlusively from the insideness of personality experiene, all reationappears to be spiritual in nature.When man analytially inspets the universe through the material endowments of his physialsenses and assoiated mind pereption, the osmos appears to be mehanial and energy-material.Suh a tehnique of studying reality onsists in turning the universe inside out.1042



A logial and onsistent philosophi onept of the universe annot be built up on the postulationsof either materialism or spiritism, for both of these systems of thinking, when universally applied,are ompelled to view the osmos in distortion, the former ontating with a universe turned insideout, the latter realizing the nature of a universe turned outside in. Never, then, an either siene orreligion, in and of themselves, standing alone, hope to gain an adequate understanding of universaltruths and relationships without the guidane of human philosophy and the illumination of divinerevelation.Always must man's inner spirit depend for its expression and self-realization upon the mehanismand tehnique of the mind. Likewise must man's outer experiene of material reality be prediatedon the mind onsiousness of the experiening personality. Therefore are the spiritual and thematerial, the inner and the outer, human experienes always orrelated with the mind funtion andonditioned, as to their onsious realization, by the mind ativity. Man experienes matter in hismind; he experienes spiritual reality in the soul but beomes onsious of this experiene in hismind. The intellet is the harmonizer and the ever-present onditioner and quali�er of the sum totalof mortal experiene. Both energy-things and spirit values are olored by their interpretation throughthe mind media of onsiousness.Your diÆulty in arriving at a more harmonious o-ordination between siene and religion is dueto your utter ignorane of the intervening domain of the morontia world of things and beings. Theloal universe onsists of three degrees, or stages, of reality manifestation: matter, morontia, andspirit. The morontia angle of approah erases all divergene between the �ndings of the physialsienes and the funtioning of the spirit of religion. Reason is the understanding tehnique of thesienes; faith is the insight tehnique of religion; mota is the tehnique of the morontia level. Motais a supermaterial reality sensitivity whih is beginning to ompensate inomplete growth, havingfor its substane knowledge-reason and for its essene faith-insight. Mota is a superphilosophialreoniliation of divergent reality pereption whih is nonattainable by material personalities; it isprediated, in part, on the experiene of having survived the material life of the esh. But manymortals have reognized the desirability of having some method of reoniling the interplay betweenthe widely separated domains of siene and religion; and metaphysis is the result of man's unavailingattempt to span this well-reognized hasm. But human metaphysis has proved more onfusing thanilluminating. Metaphysis stands for man's well-meant but futile e�ort to ompensate for the abseneof the mota of morontia.Metaphysis has proved a failure; mota, man annot pereive. Revelation is the only tehniquewhih an ompensate for the absene of the truth sensitivity of mota in a material world. Revelationauthoritatively lari�es the muddle of reason-developed metaphysis on an evolutionary sphere.Siene is man's attempted study of his physial environment, the world of energy-matter; religionis man's experiene with the osmos of spirit values; philosophy has been developed by man's minde�ort to organize and orrelate the �ndings of these widely separated onepts into something likea reasonable and uni�ed attitude toward the osmos. Philosophy, lari�ed by revelation, funtionsaeptably in the absene of mota and in the presene of the breakdown and failure of man's reasonsubstitute for mota - metaphysis.Early man did not di�erentiate between the energy level and the spirit level. It was the violet raeand their Andite suessors who �rst attempted to divore the mathematial from the volitional.Inreasingly has ivilized man followed in the footsteps of the earliest Greeks and the Sumerians whodistinguished between the inanimate and the animate. And as ivilization progresses, philosophywill have to bridge ever-widening gulfs between the spirit onept and the energy onept. But inthe time of spae these divergenies are at one in the Supreme.Siene must always be grounded in reason, although imagination and onjeture are helpful in theextension of its borders. Religion is forever dependent on faith, albeit reason is a stabilizing inueneand a helpful handmaid. And always there have been, and ever will be, misleading interpretations of1043



the phenomena of both the natural and the spiritual worlds, sienes and religions falsely so alled.Out of his inomplete grasp of siene, his faint hold upon religion, and his abortive attemptsat metaphysis, man has attempted to onstrut his formulations of philosophy. And modern manwould indeed build a worthy and engaging philosophy of himself and his universe were it not forthe breakdown of his all-important and indispensable metaphysial onnetion between the worldsof matter and spirit, the failure of metaphysis to bridge the morontia gulf between the physial andthe spiritual. Mortal man laks the onept of morontia mind and material; and revelation is theonly tehnique for atoning for this de�ieny in the oneptual data whih man so urgently needs inorder to onstrut a logial philosophy of the universe and to arrive at a satisfying understanding ofhis sure and settled plae in that universe.Revelation is evolutionary man's only hope of bridging the morontia gulf. Faith and reason,unaided by mota, annot oneive and onstrut a logial universe. Without the insight of mota,mortal man annot disern goodness, love, and truth in the phenomena of the material world.When the philosophy of man leans heavily toward the world of matter, it beomes rationalisti ornaturalisti. When philosophy inlines partiularly toward the spiritual level, it beomes idealisti oreven mystial. When philosophy is so unfortunate as to lean upon metaphysis, it unfailingly beomesskeptial, onfused. In past ages, most of man's knowledge and intelletual evaluations have falleninto one of these three distortions of pereption. Philosophy dare not projet its interpretations ofreality in the linear fashion of logi; it must never fail to rekon with the ellipti symmetry of realityand with the essential urvature of all relation onepts.The highest attainable philosophy of mortal man must be logially based on the reason of siene,the faith of religion, and the truth insight a�orded by revelation. By this union man an ompensatesomewhat for his failure to develop an adequate metaphysis and for his inability to omprehend themota of the morontia.103.7 Siene and ReligionSiene is sustained by reason, religion by faith. Faith, though not prediated on reason, is reasonable;though independent of logi, it is nonetheless enouraged by sound logi. Faith annot be nourishedeven by an ideal philosophy; indeed, it is, with siene, the very soure of suh a philosophy. Faith,human religious insight, an be surely instruted only by revelation, an be surely elevated only bypersonal mortal experiene with the spiritual Adjuster presene of the God who is spirit.True salvation is the tehnique of the divine evolution of the mortal mind from matter identi�ationthrough the realms of morontia liaison to the high universe status of spiritual orrelation. And asmaterial intuitive instint preedes the appearane of reasoned knowledge in terrestrial evolution, sodoes the manifestation of spiritual intuitive insight presage the later appearane of morontia and spiritreason and experiene in the supernal program of elestial evolution, the business of transmutingthe potentials of man the temporal into the atuality and divinity of man the eternal, a Paradise�naliter.But as asending man reahes inward and Paradiseward for the God experiene, he will likewise bereahing outward and spaeward for an energy understanding of the material osmos. The progressionof siene is not limited to the terrestrial life of man; his universe and superuniverse asensionexperiene will to no small degree be the study of energy transmutation and material metamorphosis.God is spirit, but Deity is unity, and the unity of Deity not only embraes the spiritual values ofthe Universal Father and the Eternal Son but is also ognizant of the energy fats of the UniversalController and the Isle of Paradise, while these two phases of universal reality are perfetly orrelatedin the mind relationships of the Conjoint Ator and uni�ed on the �nite level in the emerging Deity1044



of the Supreme Being.The union of the sienti� attitude and the religious insight by the mediation of experientialphilosophy is part of man's long Paradise-asension experiene. The approximations of mathematisand the ertainties of insight will always require the harmonizing funtion of mind logi on all levelsof experiene short of the maximum attainment of the Supreme.But logi an never sueed in harmonizing the �ndings of siene and the insights of religionunless both the sienti� and the religious aspets of a personality are truth dominated, sinerelydesirous of following the truth wherever it may lead regardless of the onlusions whih it may reah.Logi is the tehnique of philosophy, its method of expression. Within the domain of true siene,reason is always amenable to genuine logi; within the domain of true religion, faith is always logialfrom the basis of an inner viewpoint, even though suh faith may appear to be quite unfounded fromthe inlooking viewpoint of the sienti� approah. From outward, looking within, the universe mayappear to be material; from within, looking out, the same universe appears to be wholly spiritual.Reason grows out of material awareness, faith out of spiritual awareness, but through the mediationof a philosophy strengthened by revelation, logi may on�rm both the inward and the outward view,thereby e�eting the stabilization of both siene and religion. Thus, through ommon ontat withthe logi of philosophy, may both siene and religion beome inreasingly tolerant of eah other,less and less skeptial.What both developing siene and religion need is more searhing and fearless self-ritiism, agreater awareness of inompleteness in evolutionary status. The teahers of both siene and religionare often altogether too self-on�dent and dogmati. Siene and religion an only be self-ritial oftheir fats. The moment departure is made from the stage of fats, reason abdiates or else rapidlydegenerates into a onsort of false logi.The truth - an understanding of osmi relationships, universe fats, and spiritual values - anbest be had through the ministry of the Spirit of Truth and an best be ritiized by revelation. Butrevelation originates neither a siene nor a religion; its funtion is to o-ordinate both siene andreligion with the truth of reality. Always, in the absene of revelation or in the failure to aept orgrasp it, has mortal man resorted to his futile gesture of metaphysis, that being the only humansubstitute for the revelation of truth or for the mota of morontia personality.The siene of the material world enables man to ontrol, and to some extent dominate, his physi-al environment. The religion of the spiritual experiene is the soure of the fraternity impulse whihenables men to live together in the omplexities of the ivilization of a sienti� age. Metaphysis,but more ertainly revelation, a�ords a ommon meeting ground for the disoveries of both sieneand religion and makes possible the human attempt logially to orrelate these separate but inter-dependent domains of thought into a well-balaned philosophy of sienti� stability and religiousertainty.In the mortal state, nothing an be absolutely proved; both siene and religion are prediated onassumptions. On the morontia level, the postulates of both siene and religion are apable of partialproof by mota logi. On the spiritual level of maximum status, the need for �nite proof graduallyvanishes before the atual experiene of and with reality; but even then there is muh beyond the�nite that remains unproved.All divisions of human thought are prediated on ertain assumptions whih are aepted, thoughunproved, by the onstitutive reality sensitivity of the mind endowment of man. Siene starts outon its vaunted areer of reasoning by assuming the reality of three things: matter, motion, and life.Religion starts out with the assumption of the validity of three things: mind, spirit, and the universe- the Supreme Being.Siene beomes the thought domain of mathematis, of the energy and material of time inspae. Religion assumes to deal not only with �nite and temporal spirit but also with the spirit of1045



eternity and supremay. Only through a long experiene in mota an these two extremes of universepereption be made to yield analogous interpretations of origins, funtions, relations, realities, anddestinies. The maximum harmonization of the energy-spirit divergene is in the eniruitment ofthe Seven Master Spirits; the �rst uni�ation thereof, in the Deity of the Supreme; the �nality unitythereof, in the in�nity of the First Soure and Center, the I AM.Reason is the at of reognizing the onlusions of onsiousness with regard to the experienein and with the physial world of energy and matter. Faith is the at of reognizing the validity ofspiritual onsiousness - something whih is inapable of other mortal proof. Logi is the synthetitruth-seeking progression of the unity of faith and reason and is founded on the onstitutive mindendowments of mortal beings, the innate reognition of things, meanings, and values.There is a real proof of spiritual reality in the presene of the Thought Adjuster, but the validityof this presene is not demonstrable to the external world, only to the one who thus experienes theindwelling of God. The onsiousness of the Adjuster is based on the intelletual reeption of truth,the supermind pereption of goodness, and the personality motivation to love.Siene disovers the material world, religion evaluates it, and philosophy endeavors to interpretits meanings while o-ordinating the sienti� material viewpoint with the religious spiritual onept.But history is a realm in whih siene and religion may never fully agree.
103.8 Philosophy and ReligionAlthough both siene and philosophy may assume the probability of God by their reason and logi,only the personal religious experiene of a spirit-led man an aÆrm the ertainty of suh a supremeand personal Deity. By the tehnique of suh an inarnation of living truth the philosophi hypothesisof the probability of God beomes a religious reality.The onfusion about the experiene of the ertainty of God arises out of the dissimilar inter-pretations and relations of that experiene by separate individuals and by di�erent raes of men.The experiening of God may be wholly valid, but the disourse about God, being intelletual andphilosophial, is divergent and oftentimes onfusingly fallaious.A good and noble man may be onsummately in love with his wife but utterly unable to pass asatisfatory written examination on the psyhology of marital love. Another man, having little orno love for his spouse, might pass suh an examination most aeptably. The imperfetion of thelover's insight into the true nature of the beloved does not in the least invalidate either the realityor sinerity of his love.If you truly believe in God - by faith know him and love him - do not permit the reality of suh anexperiene to be in any way lessened or detrated from by the doubting insinuations of siene, theaviling of logi, the postulates of philosophy, or the lever suggestions of well-meaning souls whowould reate a religion without God.The ertainty of the God-knowing religionist should not be disturbed by the unertainty of thedoubting materialist; rather should the unertainty of the unbeliever be mightily hallenged by theprofound faith and unshakable ertainty of the experiential believer.Philosophy, to be of the greatest servie to both siene and religion, should avoid the extremesof both materialism and pantheism. Only a philosophy whih reognizes the reality of personality -permanene in the presene of hange - an be of moral value to man, an serve as a liaison betweenthe theories of material siene and spiritual religion. Revelation is a ompensation for the frailtiesof evolving philosophy. 1046



103.9 The Essene of ReligionTheology deals with the intelletual ontent of religion, metaphysis (revelation) with the philosophiaspets. Religious experiene is the spiritual ontent of religion. Notwithstanding the mythologivagaries and the psyhologi illusions of the intelletual ontent of religion, the metaphysial assump-tions of error and the tehniques of self-deeption, the politial distortions and the soioeonomiperversions of the philosophi ontent of religion, the spiritual experiene of personal religion remainsgenuine and valid.Religion has to do with feeling, ating, and living, not merely with thinking. Thinking is morelosely related to the material life and should be in the main, but not altogether, dominated by reasonand the fats of siene and, in its nonmaterial reahes toward the spirit realms, by truth. No matterhow illusory and erroneous one's theology, one's religion may be wholly genuine and everlastinglytrue.Buddhism in its original form is one of the best religions without a God whih has arisen through-out all the evolutionary history of Urantia, although, as this faith developed, it did not remaingodless. Religion without faith is a ontradition; without God, a philosophi inonsisteny and anintelletual absurdity.The magial and mythologial parentage of natural religion does not invalidate the reality andtruth of the later revelational religions and the onsummate saving gospel of the religion of Je-sus. Jesus' life and teahings �nally divested religion of the superstitions of magi, the illusions ofmythology, and the bondage of traditional dogmatism. But this early magi and mythology verye�etively prepared the way for later and superior religion by assuming the existene and reality ofsupermaterial values and beings.Although religious experiene is a purely spiritual subjetive phenomenon, suh an experieneembraes a positive and living faith attitude toward the highest realms of universe objetive reality.The ideal of religious philosophy is suh a faith-trust as would lead man unquali�edly to dependupon the absolute love of the in�nite Father of the universe of universes. Suh a genuine religiousexperiene far transends the philosophi objeti�ation of idealisti desire; it atually takes salvationfor granted and onerns itself only with learning and doing the will of the Father in Paradise. Theearmarks of suh a religion are: faith in a supreme Deity, hope of eternal survival, and love, espeiallyof one's fellows.When theology masters religion, religion dies; it beomes a dotrine instead of a life. The missionof theology is merely to failitate the self-onsiousness of personal spiritual experiene. Theologyonstitutes the religious e�ort to de�ne, larify, expound, and justify the experiential laims of reli-gion, whih, in the last analysis, an be validated only by living faith. In the higher philosophy of theuniverse, wisdom, like reason, beomes allied to faith. Reason, wisdom, and faith are man's highesthuman attainments. Reason introdues man to the world of fats, to things; wisdom introdues himto a world of truth, to relationships; faith initiates him into a world of divinity, spiritual experiene.Faith most willingly arries reason along as far as reason an go and then goes on with wisdomto the full philosophi limit; and then it dares to launh out upon the limitless and never-endinguniverse journey in the sole ompany of TRUTH.Siene (knowledge) is founded on the inherent (adjutant spirit) assumption that reason is valid,that the universe an be omprehended. Philosophy (o-ordinate omprehension) is founded on theinherent (spirit of wisdom) assumption that wisdom is valid, that the material universe an be o-ordinated with the spiritual. Religion (the truth of personal spiritual experiene) is founded on theinherent (Thought Adjuster) assumption that faith is valid, that God an be known and attained.The full realization of the reality of mortal life onsists in a progressive willingness to believe theseassumptions of reason, wisdom, and faith. Suh a life is one motivated by truth and dominated1047



by love; and these are the ideals of objetive osmi reality whose existene annot be materiallydemonstrated.When reason one reognizes right and wrong, it exhibits wisdom; when wisdom hooses betweenright and wrong, truth and error, it demonstrates spirit leading. And thus are the funtions ofmind, soul, and spirit ever losely united and funtionally interassoiated. Reason deals with fatualknowledge; wisdom, with philosophy and revelation; faith, with living spiritual experiene. Throughtruth man attains beauty and by spiritual love asends to goodness.Faith leads to knowing God, not merely to a mystial feeling of the divine presene. Faith mustnot be overmuh inuened by its emotional onsequenes. True religion is an experiene of believingand knowing as well as a satisfation of feeling.There is a reality in religious experiene that is proportional to the spiritual ontent, and suha reality is transendent to reason, siene, philosophy, wisdom, and all other human ahievements.The onvitions of suh an experiene are unassailable; the logi of religious living is inontrovertible;the ertainty of suh knowledge is superhuman; the satisfations are superbly divine, the ourageindomitable, the devotions unquestioning, the loyalties supreme, and the destinies �nal - eternal,ultimate, and universal.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 104Growth of the Trinity ConeptTHE Trinity onept of revealed religion must not be onfused with the triad beliefs of evolutionaryreligions. The ideas of triads arose from many suggestive relationships but hiey beause of thethree joints of the �ngers, beause three legs were the fewest whih ould stabilize a stool, beausethree support points ould keep up a tent; furthermore, primitive man, for a long time, ould notount beyond three.Aside from ertain natural ouplets, suh as past and present, day and night, hot and old, andmale and female, man generally tends to think in triads: yesterday, today, and tomorrow; sunrise,noon, and sunset; father, mother, and hild. Three heers are given the vitor. The dead are buriedon the third day, and the ghost is plaated by three ablutions of water.As a onsequene of these natural assoiations in human experiene, the triad made its appearanein religion, and this long before the Paradise Trinity of Deities, or even any of their representatives,had been revealed to mankind. Later on, the Persians, Hindus, Greeks, Egyptians, Babylonians,Romans, and Sandinavians all had triad gods, but these were still not true trinities. Triad deitiesall had a natural origin and have appeared at one time or another among most of the intelligentpeoples of Urantia. Sometimes the onept of an evolutionary triad has beome mixed with that ofa revealed Trinity; in these instanes it is often impossible to distinguish one from the other.104.1 Urantian Trinity ConeptsThe �rst Urantian revelation leading to the omprehension of the Paradise Trinity was made by thesta� of Prine Caligastia about one-half million years ago. This earliest Trinity onept was lost tothe world in the unsettled times following the planetary rebellion.The seond presentation of the Trinity was made by Adam and Eve in the �rst and seond gardens.These teahings had not been wholly obliterated even in the times of Mahiventa Melhizedek aboutthirty-�ve thousand years later, for the Trinity onept of the Sethites persisted in both Mesopotamiaand Egypt but more espeially in India, where it was long perpetuated in Agni, the Vedi three-headed �re god.The third presentation of the Trinity was made by Mahiventa Melhizedek, and this dotrinewas symbolized by the three onentri irles whih the sage of Salem wore on his breast plate.But Mahiventa found it very diÆult to teah the Palestinian Bedouins about the Universal Father,the Eternal Son, and the In�nite Spirit. Most of his disiples thought that the Trinity onsisted ofthe three Most Highs of Norlatiadek; a few oneived of the Trinity as the System Sovereign, theConstellation Father, and the loal universe Creator Deity; still fewer even remotely grasped the ideaof the Paradise assoiation of the Father, Son, and Spirit.1049



Through the ativities of the Salem missionaries the Melhizedek teahings of the Trinity graduallyspread throughout muh of Eurasia and northern Afria. It is often diÆult to distinguish betweenthe triads and the trinities in the later Andite and the post-Melhizedek ages, when both oneptsto a ertain extent intermingled and oalesed.Among the Hindus the trinitarian onept took root as Being, Intelligene, and Joy. (A laterIndian oneption was Brahma, Siva, and Vishnu.) While the earlier Trinity portrayals were broughtto India by the Sethite priests, the later ideas of the Trinity were imported by the Salem missionariesand were developed by the native intellets of India through a ompounding of these dotrines withthe evolutionary triad oneptions.The Buddhist faith developed two dotrines of a trinitarian nature: The earlier was Teaher,Law, and Brotherhood; that was the presentation made by Gautama Siddhartha. The later idea,developing among the northern branh of the followers of Buddha, embraed Supreme Lord, HolySpirit, and Inarnate Savior.And these ideas of the Hindus and Buddhists were real trinitarian postulates, that is, the idea ofa threefold manifestation of a monotheisti God. A true trinity oneption is not just a groupingtogether of three separate gods.The Hebrews knew about the Trinity from the Kenite traditions of the days of Melhizedek, buttheir monotheisti zeal for the one God, Yahweh, so elipsed all suh teahings that by the time ofJesus' appearane the Elohim dotrine had been pratially eradiated from Jewish theology. TheHebrew mind ould not reonile the trinitarian onept with the monotheisti belief in the OneLord, the God of Israel.The followers of the Islami faith likewise failed to grasp the idea of the Trinity. It is alwaysdiÆult for an emerging monotheism to tolerate trinitarianism when onfronted by polytheism. Thetrinity idea takes best hold of those religions whih have a �rm monotheisti tradition oupled withdotrinal elastiity. The great monotheists, the Hebrews and Mohammedans, found it diÆult todistinguish between worshiping three gods, polytheism, and trinitarianism, the worship of one Deityexisting in a triune manifestation of divinity and personality.Jesus taught his apostles the truth regarding the persons of the Paradise Trinity, but they thoughthe spoke �guratively and symbolially. Having been nurtured in Hebrai monotheism, they foundit diÆult to entertain any belief that seemed to onit with their dominating onept of Yahweh.And the early Christians inherited the Hebrai prejudie against the Trinity onept.The �rst Trinity of Christianity was prolaimed at Antioh and onsisted of God, his Word, andhis Wisdom. Paul knew of the Paradise Trinity of Father, Son, and Spirit, but he seldom preahedabout it and made mention thereof in only a few of his letters to the newly forming hurhes. Eventhen, as did his fellow apostles, Paul onfused Jesus, the Creator Son of the loal universe, with theSeond Person of Deity, the Eternal Son of Paradise.The Christian onept of the Trinity, whih began to gain reognition near the lose of the �rstentury after Christ, was omprised of the Universal Father, the Creator Son of Nebadon, and theDivine Minister of Salvington - Mother Spirit of the loal universe and reative onsort of the CreatorSon.Not sine the times of Jesus has the fatual identity of the Paradise Trinity been known onUrantia (exept by a few individuals to whom it was espeially revealed) until its presentation inthese revelatory dislosures. But though the Christian onept of the Trinity erred in fat, it waspratially true with respet to spiritual relationships. Only in its philosophi impliations andosmologial onsequenes did this onept su�er embarrassment: It has been diÆult for manywho are osmi minded to believe that the Seond Person of Deity, the seond member of an in�niteTrinity, one dwelt on Urantia; and while in spirit this is true, in atuality it is not a fat. The MihaelCreators fully embody the divinity of the Eternal Son, but they are not the absolute personality.1050



104.2 Trinity Unity and Deity PluralityMonotheism arose as a philosophi protest against the inonsisteny of polytheism. It developed�rst through pantheon organizations with the departmentalization of supernatural ativities, thenthrough the henotheisti exaltation of one god above the many, and �nally through the exlusion ofall but the One God of �nal value.Trinitarianism grows out of the experiential protest against the impossibility of oneiving theoneness of a deanthropomorphized solitary Deity of unrelated universe signi�ane. Given a suÆienttime, philosophy tends to abstrat the personal qualities from the Deity onept of pure monotheism,thus reduing this idea of an unrelated God to the status of a pantheisti Absolute. It has always beendiÆult to understand the personal nature of a God who has no personal relationships in equalitywith other and o-ordinate personal beings. Personality in Deity demands that suh Deity exist inrelation to other and equal personal Deity.Through the reognition of the Trinity onept the mind of man an hope to grasp something ofthe interrelationship of love and law in the time-spae reations. Through spiritual faith man gainsinsight into the love of God but soon disovers that this spiritual faith has no inuene on the ordainedlaws of the material universe. Irrespetive of the �rmness of man's belief in God as his ParadiseFather, expanding osmi horizons demand that he also give reognition to the reality of ParadiseDeity as universal law, that he reognize the Trinity sovereignty extending outward from Paradiseand overshadowing even the evolving loal universes of the Creator Sons and Creative Daughters ofthe three eternal persons whose deity union is the fat and reality and eternal indivisibility of theParadise Trinity.And this selfsame Paradise Trinity is a real entity - not a personality but nonetheless a trueand absolute reality; not a personality but nonetheless ompatible with oexistent personalities -the personalities of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit. The Trinity is a supersummative Deityreality eventuating out of the onjoining of the three Paradise Deities. The qualities, harateristis,and funtions of the Trinity are not the simple sum of the attributes of the three Paradise Deities;Trinity funtions are something unique, original, and not wholly preditable from an analysis of theattributes of Father, Son, and Spirit.For example: The Master, when on earth, admonished his followers that justie is never a personalat; it is always a group funtion. Neither do the Gods, as persons, administer justie. But theyperform this very funtion as a olletive whole, as the Paradise Trinity.The oneptual grasp of the Trinity assoiation of Father, Son, and Spirit prepares the human mindfor the further presentation of ertain other threefold relationships. Theologial reason may be fullysatis�ed by the onept of the Paradise Trinity, but philosophial and osmologial reason demand thereognition of the other triune assoiations of the First Soure and Center, those triunities in whihthe In�nite funtions in various non-Father apaities of universal manifestation - the relationships ofthe God of fore, energy, power, ausation, reation, potentiality, atuality, gravity, tension, pattern,priniple, and unity.104.3 Trinities and TriunitiesWhile mankind has sometimes grasped at an understanding of the Trinity of the three persons ofDeity, onsisteny demands that the human intellet pereive that there are ertain relationshipsbetween all seven Absolutes. But all that whih is true of the Paradise Trinity is not neessarily trueof a triunity, for a triunity is something other than a trinity. In ertain funtional aspets a triunitymay be analogous to a trinity, but it is never homologous in nature with a trinity.1051



Mortal man is passing through a great age of expanding horizons and enlarging onepts onUrantia, and his osmi philosophy must aelerate in evolution to keep pae with the expansion ofthe intelletual arena of human thought. As the osmi onsiousness of mortal man expands, hepereives the interrelatedness of all that he �nds in his material siene, intelletual philosophy, andspiritual insight. Still, with all this belief in the unity of the osmos, man pereives the diversity ofall existene. In spite of all onepts onerning the immutability of Deity, man pereives that helives in a universe of onstant hange and experiential growth. Regardless of the realization of thesurvival of spiritual values, man has ever to rekon with the mathematis and premathematis offore, energy, and power.In some manner the eternal repleteness of in�nity must be reoniled with the time-growth of theevolving universes and with the inompleteness of the experiential inhabitants thereof. In some waythe oneption of total in�nitude must be so segmented and quali�ed that the mortal intellet andthe morontia soul an grasp this onept of �nal value and spiritualizing signi�ane.While reason demands a monotheisti unity of osmi reality, �nite experiene requires the pos-tulate of plural Absolutes and of their o-ordination in osmi relationships. Without o-ordinateexistenes there is no possibility for the appearane of diversity of absolute relationships, no hanefor the operation of di�erentials, variables, modi�ers, attenuators, quali�ers, or diminishers.In these papers total reality (in�nity) has been presented as it exists in the seven Absolutes:1. The Universal Father.2. The Eternal Son.3. The In�nite Spirit.4. The Isle of Paradise.5. The Deity Absolute.6. The Universal Absolute.7. The Unquali�ed Absolute.The First Soure and Center, who is Father to the Eternal Son, is also Pattern to the ParadiseIsle. He is personality unquali�ed in the Son but personality potentialized in the Deity Absolute.The Father is energy revealed in Paradise-Havona and at the same time energy onealed in theUnquali�ed Absolute. The In�nite is ever dislosed in the easeless ats of the Conjoint Ator whilehe is eternally funtioning in the ompensating but enshrouded ativities of the Universal Absolute.Thus is the Father related to the six o-ordinate Absolutes, and thus do all seven enompass theirle of in�nity throughout the endless yles of eternity.It would seem that triunity of absolute relationships is inevitable. Personality seeks other person-ality assoiation on absolute as well as on all other levels. And the assoiation of the three Paradisepersonalities eternalizes the �rst triunity, the personality union of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit.For when these three persons, as persons, onjoin for united funtion, they thereby onstitute a tri-unity of funtional unity, not a trinity - an organi entity - but nonetheless a triunity, a threefoldfuntional aggregate unanimity.The Paradise Trinity is not a triunity; it is not a funtional unanimity; rather is it undivided andindivisible Deity. The Father, Son, and Spirit (as persons) an sustain a relationship to the ParadiseTrinity, for the Trinity is their undivided Deity. The Father, Son, and Spirit sustain no suh personalrelationship to the �rst triunity, for that is their funtional union as three persons. Only as theTrinity - as undivided Deity - do they olletively sustain an external relationship to the triunity oftheir personal aggregation.Thus does the Paradise Trinity stand unique among absolute relationships; there are severalexistential triunities but only one existential Trinity. A triunity is not an entity. It is funtional1052



rather than organi. Its members are partners rather than orporative. The omponents of thetriunities may be entities, but a triunity itself is an assoiation.There is, however, one point of omparison between trinity and triunity: Both eventuate infuntions that are something other than the disernible sum of the attributes of the omponentmembers. But while they are thus omparable from a funtional standpoint, they otherwise exhibitno ategorial relationship. They are roughly related as the relation of funtion to struture. Butthe funtion of the triunity assoiation is not the funtion of the trinity struture or entity.The triunities are nonetheless real; they are very real. In them is total reality funtionalized, andthrough them does the Universal Father exerise immediate and personal ontrol over the masterfuntions of in�nity.104.4 The Seven TriunitiesIn attempting the desription of seven triunities, attention is direted to the fat that the UniversalFather is the primal member of eah. He is, was, and ever will be: the First Universal Father-Soure, Absolute Center, Primal Cause, Universal Controller, Limitless Energizer, Original Unity,Unquali�ed Upholder, First Person of Deity, Primal Cosmi Pattern, and Essene of In�nity. TheUniversal Father is the personal ause of the Absolutes; he is the absolute of Absolutes.The nature and meaning of the seven triunities may be suggested as:The First Triunity - the personal-purposive triunity. This is the grouping of the three Deitypersonalities:1. The Universal Father.2. The Eternal Son.3. The In�nite Spirit.This is the threefold union of love, mery, and ministry - the purposive and personal assoi-ation of the three eternal Paradise personalities. This is the divinely fraternal, reature-loving,fatherly-ating, and asension-promoting assoiation. The divine personalities of this �rst triunityare personality-bequeathing, spirit-bestowing, and mind-endowing Gods.This is the triunity of in�nite volition; it ats throughout the eternal present and in all of the past-present-future ow of time. This assoiation yields volitional in�nity and provides the mehanismswhereby personal Deity beomes self-revelatory to the reatures of the evolving osmos.The Seond Triunity - the power-pattern triunity. Whether it be a tiny ultimaton, a blazing star,or a whirling nebula, even the entral or superuniverses, from the smallest to the largest materialorganizations, always is the physial pattern - the osmi on�guration - derived from the funtionof this triunity. This assoiation onsists of:1. The Father-Son.2. The Paradise Isle.3. The Conjoint Ator.Energy is organized by the osmi agents of the Third Soure and Center; energy is fashioned afterthe pattern of Paradise, the absolute materialization; but behind all of this easeless manipulation isthe presene of the Father-Son, whose union �rst ativated the Paradise pattern in the appearaneof Havona onomitant with the birth of the In�nite Spirit, the Conjoint Ator.In religious experiene, reatures make ontat with the God who is love, but suh spiritual insightmust never elipse the intelligent reognition of the universe fat of the pattern whih is Paradise.1053



The Paradise personalities enlist the freewill adoration of all reatures by the ompelling power ofdivine love and lead all suh spirit-born personalities into the supernal delights of the unendingservie of the �naliter sons of God. The seond triunity is the arhitet of the spae stage whereonthese transations unfold; it determines the patterns of osmi on�guration.Love may haraterize the divinity of the �rst triunity, but pattern is the galati manifestationof the seond triunity. What the �rst triunity is to evolving personalities, the seond triunity is tothe evolving universes. Pattern and personality are two of the great manifestations of the ats of theFirst Soure and Center; and no matter how diÆult it may be to omprehend, it is nonetheless truethat the power-pattern and the loving person are one and the same universal reality; the ParadiseIsle and the Eternal Son are o-ordinate but antipodal revelations of the unfathomable nature of theUniversal Father-Fore.The Third Triunity - the spirit-evolutional triunity. The entirety of spiritual manifestation has itsbeginning and end in this assoiation, onsisting of:1. The Universal Father.2. The Son-Spirit.3. The Deity Absolute.From spirit poteny to Paradise spirit, all spirit �nds reality expression in this triune assoiationof the pure spirit essene of the Father, the ative spirit values of the Son-Spirit, and the unlimitedspirit potentials of the Deity Absolute. The existential values of spirit have their primordial genesis,omplete manifestation, and �nal destiny in this triunity.The Father exists before spirit; the Son-Spirit funtions as ative reative spirit; the Deity Absoluteexists as all-enompassing spirit, even beyond spirit.The Fourth Triunity - the triunity of energy in�nity. Within this triunity there eternalizes thebeginnings and the endings of all energy reality, from spae poteny to monota. This groupingembraes the following:1. The Father-Spirit.2. The Paradise Isle.3. The Unquali�ed Absolute.Paradise is the enter of the fore-energy ativation of the osmos - the universe position of theFirst Soure and Center, the osmi foal point of the Unquali�ed Absolute, and the soure of allenergy. Existentially present within this triunity is the energy potential of the osmos-in�nite, ofwhih the grand universe and the master universe are only partial manifestations.The fourth triunity absolutely ontrols the fundamental units of osmi energy and releases themfrom the grasp of the Unquali�ed Absolute in diret proportion to the appearane in the experientialDeities of subabsolute apaity to ontrol and stabilize the metamorphosing osmos.This triunity is fore and energy. The endless possibilities of the Unquali�ed Absolute are enteredaround the absolutum of the Isle of Paradise, whene emanate the unimaginable agitations of theotherwise stati quiesene of the Unquali�ed. And the endless throbbing of the material Paradiseheart of the in�nite osmos beats in harmony with the unfathomable pattern and the unsearhableplan of the In�nite Energizer, the First Soure and Center.The Fifth Triunity - the triunity of reative in�nity. This assoiation onsists of:1. The Universal Father.2. The Universal Absolute.3. The Unquali�ed Absolute. 1054



This grouping yields the eternalization of the funtional in�nity realization of all that is atualiz-able within the domains of nondeity reality. This triunity manifests unlimited reative apaity tothe volitional, ausative, tensional, and patternal ations and presenes of the other triunities.The Sixth Triunity - the triunity of osmi-assoiated Deity. This grouping onsists of:1. The Universal Father.2. The Deity Absolute.3. The Universal Absolute.This is the assoiation of Deity-in-the-osmos, the immanene of Deity in onjuntion with thetransendene of Deity. This is the last outreah of divinity on the levels of in�nity toward thoserealities whih lie outside the domain of dei�ed reality.The Seventh Triunity - the triunity of in�nite unity. This is the unity of in�nity funtionallymanifest in time and eternity, the o-ordinate uni�ation of atuals and potentials. This grouponsists of:1. The Universal Father.2. The Conjoint Ator.3. The Universal Absolute.The Conjoint Ator universally integrates the varying funtional aspets of all atualized reality onall levels of manifestation, from �nites through transendentals and on to absolutes. The UniversalAbsolute perfetly ompensates the di�erentials inherent in the varying aspets of all inomplete re-ality, from the limitless potentialities of ative-volitional and ausative Deity reality to the boundlesspossibilities of stati, reative, nondeity reality in the inomprehensible domains of the Unquali�edAbsolute.As they funtion in this triunity, the Conjoint Ator and the Universal Absolute are alike re-sponsive to Deity and to nondeity presenes, as also is the First Soure and Center, who in thisrelationship is to all intents and purposes oneptually indistinguishable from the I AM.These approximations are suÆient to eluidate the onept of the triunities. Not knowing theultimate level of the triunities, you annot fully omprehend the �rst seven. While we do not deem itwise to attempt any further elaboration, we may state that there are �fteen triune assoiations of theFirst Soure and Center, eight of whih are unrevealed in these papers. These unrevealed assoiationsare onerned with realities, atualities, and potentialities whih are beyond the experiential level ofsupremay.The triunities are the funtional balane wheel of in�nity, the uni�ation of the uniqueness of theSeven In�nity Absolutes. It is the existential presene of the triunities that enables the Father-IAM to experiene funtional in�nity unity despite the diversi�ation of in�nity into seven Absolutes.The First Soure and Center is the unifying member of all triunities; in him all things have theirunquali�ed beginnings, eternal existenes, and in�nite destinies - \in him all things onsist."Although these assoiations annot augment the in�nity of the Father-I AM, they do appear tomake possible the subin�nite and subabsolute manifestations of his reality. The seven triunitiesmultiply versatility, eternalize new depths, deitize new values, dislose new potentialities, reveal newmeanings; and all these diversi�ed manifestations in time and spae and in the eternal osmos areexistent in the hypothetial stasis of the original in�nity of the I AM.
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104.5 TrioditiesThere are ertain other triune relationships whih are non-Father in onstitution, but they are notreal triunities, and they are always distinguished from the Father triunities. They are alled variously,assoiate triunities, o-ordinate triunities, and triodities. They are onsequential to the existene ofthe triunities. Two of these assoiations are onstituted as follows:The Triodity of Atuality. This triodity onsists in the interrelationship of the three absoluteatuals:1. The Eternal Son.2. The Paradise Isle.3. The Conjoint Ator.The Eternal Son is the absolute of spirit reality, the absolute personality. The Paradise Isle is theabsolute of osmi reality, the absolute pattern. The Conjoint Ator is the absolute of mind reality,the o-ordinate of absolute spirit reality, and the existential Deity synthesis of personality and power.This triune assoiation eventuates the o-ordination of the sum total of atualized reality - spirit,osmi, or mindal. It is unquali�ed in atuality.The Triodity of Potentiality. This triodity onsists in the assoiation of the three Absolutes ofpotentiality:1. The Deity Absolute.2. The Universal Absolute.3. The Unquali�ed Absolute.Thus are interassoiated the in�nity reservoirs of all latent energy reality - spirit, mindal, orosmi. This assoiation yields the integration of all latent energy reality. It is in�nite in potential.As the triunities are primarily onerned with the funtional uni�ation of in�nity, so are trioditiesinvolved in the osmi appearane of experiential Deities. The triunities are indiretly onerned, butthe triodities are diretly onerned, in the experiential Deities - Supreme, Ultimate, and Absolute.They appear in the emerging power-personality synthesis of the Supreme Being. And to the timereatures of spae the Supreme Being is a revelation of the unity of the I AM.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 105Deity and RealityTO EVEN high orders of universe intelligenes in�nity is only partially omprehensible, and the�nality of reality is only relatively understandable. The human mind, as it seeks to penetrate theeternity-mystery of the origin and destiny of all that is alled real, may helpfully approah the problemby oneiving eternity-in�nity as an almost limitless ellipse whih is produed by one absolute ause,and whih funtions throughout this universal irle of endless diversi�ation, ever seeking someabsolute and in�nite potential of destiny.When the mortal intellet attempts to grasp the onept of reality totality, suh a �nite mind is faeto fae with in�nity-reality; reality totality is in�nity and therefore an never be fully omprehendedby any mind that is subin�nite in onept apaity.The human mind an hardly form an adequate onept of eternity existenes, and without suhomprehension it is impossible to portray even our onepts of reality totality. Nevertheless, we mayattempt suh a presentation, although we are fully aware that our onepts must be subjeted toprofound distortion in the proess of translation-modi�ation to the omprehension level of mortalmind.105.1 The Philosophi Conept of the I AMAbsolute primal ausation in in�nity the philosophers of the universes attribute to the UniversalFather funtioning as the in�nite, the eternal, and the absolute I AM.There are many elements of danger attendant upon the presentation to the mortal intellet of thisidea of an in�nite I AM sine this onept is so remote from human experiential understanding asto involve serious distortion of meanings and misoneption of values. Nevertheless, the philosophionept of the I AM does a�ord �nite beings some basis for an attempted approah to the partialomprehension of absolute origins and in�nite destinies. But in all our attempts to eluidate thegenesis and fruition of reality, let it be made lear that this onept of the I AM is, in all personalitymeanings and values, synonymous with the First Person of Deity, the Universal Father of all person-alities. But this postulate of the I AM is not so learly identi�able in undei�ed realms of universalreality.The I AM is the In�nite; the I AM is also in�nity. From the sequential, time viewpoint, all realityhas its origin in the in�nite I AM, whose solitary existene in past in�nite eternity must be a �nitereature's premier philosophi postulate. The onept of the I AM onnotes unquali�ed in�nity, theundi�erentiated reality of all that ould ever be in all of an in�nite eternity.As an existential onept the I AM is neither dei�ed nor undei�ed, neither atual nor potential,neither personal nor impersonal, neither stati nor dynami. No quali�ation an be applied to the1057



In�nite exept to state that the I AM is. The philosophi postulate of the I AM is one universeonept whih is somewhat more diÆult of omprehension than that of the Unquali�ed Absolute.To the �nite mind there simply must be a beginning, and though there never was a real beginning toreality, still there are ertain soure relationships whih reality manifests to in�nity. The prereality,primordial, eternity situation may be thought of something like this: At some in�nitely distant,hypothetial, past-eternity moment, the I AM may be oneived as both thing and no thing, asboth ause and e�et, as both volition and response. At this hypothetial eternity moment there isno di�erentiation throughout all in�nity. In�nity is �lled by the In�nite; the In�nite enompassesin�nity. This is the hypothetial stati moment of eternity; atuals are still ontained within theirpotentials, and potentials have not yet appeared within the in�nity of the I AM. But even in thisonjetured situation we must assume the existene of the possibility of self-will.Ever remember that man's omprehension of the Universal Father is a personal experiene. God,as your spiritual Father, is omprehensible to you and to all other mortals; but your experientialworshipful onept of the Universal Father must always be less than your philosophi postulate ofthe in�nity of the First Soure and Center, the I AM. When we speak of the Father, we mean Godas he is understandable by his reatures both high and low, but there is muh more of Deity whihis not omprehensible to universe reatures. God, your Father and my Father, is that phase of theIn�nite whih we pereive in our personalities as an atual experiential reality, but the I AM everremains as our hypothesis of all that we feel is unknowable of the First Soure and Center. And eventhat hypothesis probably falls far short of the unfathomed in�nity of original reality.The universe of universes, with its innumerable host of inhabiting personalities, is a vast andomplex organism, but the First Soure and Center is in�nitely more omplex than the universesand personalities whih have beome real in response to his willful mandates. When you stand inawe of the magnitude of the master universe, pause to onsider that even this inoneivable reationan be no more than a partial revelation of the In�nite.In�nity is indeed remote from the experiene level of mortal omprehension, but even in this ageon Urantia your onepts of in�nity are growing, and they will ontinue to grow throughout yourendless areers strething onward into future eternity. Unquali�ed in�nity is meaningless to the �nitereature, but in�nity is apable of self-limitation and is suseptible of reality expression to all levelsof universe existenes. And the fae whih the In�nite turns toward all universe personalities is thefae of a Father, the Universal Father of love.105.2 The I AM as Triune and as SevenfoldIn onsidering the genesis of reality, ever bear in mind that all absolute reality is from eternity andis without beginning of existene. By absolute reality we refer to the three existential persons ofDeity, the Isle of Paradise, and the three Absolutes. These seven realities are o-ordinately eternal,notwithstanding that we resort to time-spae language in presenting their sequential origins to humanbeings.In following the hronologial portrayal of the origins of reality, there must be a postulated the-oretial moment of \�rst" volitional expression and \�rst" reperussional reation within the I AM.In our attempts to portray the genesis and generation of reality, this stage may be oneived as theself-di�erentiation of The In�nite One from The In�nitude, but the postulation of this dual relation-ship must always be expanded to a triune oneption by the reognition of the eternal ontinuum ofThe In�nity, the I AM.This self-metamorphosis of the I AM ulminates in the multiple di�erentiation of dei�ed realityand of undei�ed reality, of potential and atual reality, and of ertain other realities that an hardly1058



be so lassi�ed. These di�erentiations of the theoretial monisti I AM are eternally integrated bysimultaneous relationships arising within the same I AM - the prepotential, preatual, prepersonal,monotheti prereality whih, though in�nite, is revealed as absolute in the presene of the FirstSoure and Center and as personality in the limitless love of the Universal Father.By these internal metamorphoses the I AM is establishing the basis for a sevenfold self-relationship.The philosophi (time) onept of the solitary I AM and the transitional (time) onept of the I AMas triune an now be enlarged to enompass the I AM as sevenfold. This sevenfold - or seven phase- nature may be best suggested in relation to the Seven Absolutes of In�nity:1. The Universal Father. I AM father of the Eternal Son. This is the primal personality relation-ship of atualities. The absolute personality of the Son makes absolute the fat of God's fatherhoodand establishes the potential sonship of all personalities. This relationship establishes the personalityof the In�nite and onsummates its spiritual revelation in the personality of the Original Son. Thisphase of the I AM is partially experienible on spiritual levels even by mortals who, while yet in theesh, may worship our Father.2. The Universal Controller. I AM ause of eternal Paradise. This is the primal impersonalrelationship of atualities, the original nonspiritual assoiation. The Universal Father is God-as-love;the Universal Controller is God-as-pattern. This relationship establishes the potential of form -on�guration - and determines the master pattern of impersonal and nonspiritual relationship - themaster pattern from whih all opies are made.3. The Universal Creator. I AM one with the Eternal Son. This union of the Father and the Son(in the presene of Paradise) initiates the reative yle, whih is onsummated in the appearaneof onjoint personality and the eternal universe. From the �nite mortal's viewpoint, reality has itstrue beginnings with the eternity appearane of the Havona reation. This reative at of Deity isby and through the God of Ation, who is in essene the unity of the Father-Son manifested on andto all levels of the atual. Therefore is divine reativity unfailingly haraterized by unity, and thisunity is the outward reetion of the absolute oneness of the duality of the Father-Son and of theTrinity of the Father-Son-Spirit.4. The In�nite Upholder. I AM self-assoiative. This is the primordial assoiation of the statisand potentials of reality. In this relationship, all quali�eds and unquali�eds are ompensated. Thisphase of the I AM is best understood as the Universal Absolute - the uni�er of the Deity and theUnquali�ed Absolutes.5. The In�nite Potential. I AM self-quali�ed. This is the in�nity benh mark bearing eternalwitness to the volitional self-limitation of the I AM by virtue of whih there was ahieved three-fold self-expression and self-revelation. This phase of the I AM is usually understood as the DeityAbsolute.6. The In�nite Capaity. I AM stati-reative. This is the endless matrix, the possibility forall future osmi expansion. This phase of the I AM is perhaps best oneived as the supergravitypresene of the Unquali�ed Absolute.7. The Universal One of In�nity. I AM as I AM. This is the stasis or self-relationship of In�nity, theeternal fat of in�nity-reality and the universal truth of reality-in�nity. In so far as this relationshipis disernible as personality, it is revealed to the universes in the divine Father of all personality -even of absolute personality. In so far as this relationship is impersonally expressible, it is ontatedby the universe as the absolute oherene of pure energy and of pure spirit in the presene of theUniversal Father. In so far as this relationship is oneivable as an absolute, it is revealed in theprimay of the First Soure and Center; in him we all live and move and have our being, from thereatures of spae to the itizens of Paradise; and this is just as true of the master universe as of thein�nitesimal ultimaton, just as true of what is to be as of that whih is and of what has been.1059



105.3 The Seven Absolutes of In�nityThe seven prime relationships within the I AM eternalize as the Seven Absolutes of In�nity. Butthough we may portray reality origins and in�nity di�erentiation by a sequential narrative, in fat allseven Absolutes are unquali�edly and o-ordinately eternal. It may be neessary for mortal minds tooneive of their beginnings, but always should this oneption be overshadowed by the realizationthat the seven Absolutes had no beginning; they are eternal and as suh have always been. Theseven Absolutes are the premise of reality. They have been desribed in these papers as follows:1. The First Soure and Center. First Person of Deity and primal nondeity pattern, God, theUniversal Father, reator, ontroller, and upholder; universal love, eternal spirit, and in�nite energy;potential of all potentials and soure of all atuals; stability of all statis and dynamism of all hange;soure of pattern and Father of persons. Colletively, all seven Absolutes equivalate to in�nity, butthe Universal Father himself atually is in�nite.2. The Seond Soure and Center. Seond Person of Deity, the Eternal and Original Son; theabsolute personality realities of the I AM and the basis for the realization-revelation of \I AMpersonality." No personality an hope to attain the Universal Father exept through his EternalSon; neither an personality attain to spirit levels of existene apart from the ation and aid of thisabsolute pattern for all personalities. In the Seond Soure and Center spirit is unquali�ed whilepersonality is absolute.3. The Paradise Soure and Center. Seond nondeity pattern, the eternal Isle of Paradise; thebasis for the realization-revelation of \I AM fore" and the foundation for the establishment ofgravity ontrol throughout the universes. Regarding all atualized, nonspiritual, impersonal, andnonvolitional reality, Paradise is the absolute of patterns. Just as spirit energy is related to theUniversal Father through the absolute personality of the Mother-Son, so is all osmi energy graspedin the gravity ontrol of the First Soure and Center through the absolute pattern of the ParadiseIsle. Paradise is not in spae; spae exists relative to Paradise, and the hroniity of motion isdetermined through Paradise relationship. The eternal Isle is absolutely at rest; all other organizedand organizing energy is in eternal motion; in all spae, only the presene of the Unquali�ed Absoluteis quiesent, and the Unquali�ed is o-ordinate with Paradise. Paradise exists at the fous of spae,the Unquali�ed pervades it, and all relative existene has its being within this domain.4. The Third Soure and Center. Third Person of Deity, the Conjoint Ator; in�nite integratorof Paradise osmi energies with the spirit energies of the Eternal Son; perfet o-ordinator of themotives of will and the mehanis of fore; uni�er of all atual and atualizing reality. Through theministrations of his manifold hildren the In�nite Spirit reveals the mery of the Eternal Son while atthe same time funtioning as the in�nite manipulator, forever weaving the pattern of Paradise intothe energies of spae. This selfsame Conjoint Ator, this God of Ation, is the perfet expression ofthe limitless plans and purposes of the Father-Son while funtioning himself as the soure of mindand the bestower of intellet upon the reatures of a far-ung osmos.5. The Deity Absolute. The ausational, potentially personal possibilities of universal reality,the totality of all Deity potential. The Deity Absolute is the purposive quali�er of the unquali�ed,absolute, and nondeity realities. The Deity Absolute is the quali�er of the absolute and the absolutizerof the quali�ed - the destiny ineptor.6. The Unquali�ed Absolute. Stati, reative, and abeyant; the unrevealed osmi in�nity ofthe I AM; totality of nondei�ed reality and �nality of all nonpersonal potential. Spae limits thefuntion of the Unquali�ed, but the presene of the Unquali�ed is without limit, in�nite. There isa onept periphery to the master universe, but the presene of the Unquali�ed is limitless; eveneternity annot exhaust the boundless quiesene of this nondeity Absolute.7. The Universal Absolute. Uni�er of the dei�ed and the undei�ed; orrelator of the absolute1060



and the relative. The Universal Absolute (being stati, potential, and assoiative) ompensates thetension between the ever-existent and the unompleted.The Seven Absolutes of In�nity onstitute the beginnings of reality. As mortal minds would regardit, the First Soure and Center would appear to be anteedent to all absolutes. But suh a postulate,however helpful, is invalidated by the eternity oexistene of the Son, the Spirit, the three Absolutes,and the Paradise Isle.It is a truth that the Absolutes are manifestations of the I AM-First Soure and Center; it is afat that these Absolutes never had a beginning but are o-ordinate eternals with the First Soureand Center. The relationships of absolutes in eternity annot always be presented without involvingparadoxes in the language of time and in the onept patterns of spae. But regardless of anyonfusion onerning the origin of the Seven Absolutes of In�nity, it is both fat and truth that allreality is prediated upon their eternity existene and in�nity relationships.
105.4 Unity, Duality, and TriunityThe universe philosophers postulate the eternity existene of the I AM as the primal soure of allreality. And onomitant therewith they postulate the self-segmentation of the I AM into the primaryself-relationships - the seven phases of in�nity. And simultaneous with this assumption is the thirdpostulate - the eternity appearane of the Seven Absolutes of In�nity and the eternalization of theduality assoiation of the seven phases of the I AM and these seven Absolutes.The self-revelation of the I AM thus proeeds from stati self through self-segmentation and self-relationship to absolute relationships, relationships with self-derived Absolutes. Duality beomesthus existent in the eternal assoiation of the Seven Absolutes of In�nity with the sevenfold in�nityof the self-segmented phases of the self-revealing I AM. These dual relationships, eternalizing to theuniverses as the seven Absolutes, eternalize the basi foundations for all universe reality.It has been sometime stated that unity begets duality, that duality begets triunity, and thattriunity is the eternal anestor of all things. There are, indeed, three great lasses of primordialrelationships, and they are:1. Unity relationships. Relations existent within the I AM as the unity thereof is oneived as athreefold and then as a sevenfold self-di�erentiation.2. Duality relationships. Relations existent between the I AM as sevenfold and the Seven Absolutesof In�nity.3. Triunity relationships. These are the funtional assoiations of the Seven Absolutes of In�nity.Triunity relationships arise upon duality foundations beause of the inevitability of Absoluteinterassoiation. Suh triunity assoiations eternalize the potential of all reality; they enompassboth dei�ed and undei�ed reality.The I AM is unquali�ed in�nity as unity. The dualities eternalize reality foundations. Thetriunities eventuate the realization of in�nity as universal funtion.Pre-existentials beome existential in the seven Absolutes, and existentials beome funtional inthe triunities, the basi assoiation of Absolutes. And onomitant with the eternalization of thetriunities the universe stage is set - the potentials are existent and the atuals are present - and thefullness of eternity witnesses the diversi�ation of osmi energy, the outspreading of Paradise spirit,and the endowment of mind together with the bestowal of personality, by virtue of whih all of theseDeity and Paradise derivatives are uni�ed in experiene on the reature level and by other tehniqueson the superreature level. 1061



105.5 Promulgation of Finite RealityJust as the original diversi�ation of the I AM must be attributed to inherent and self-ontainedvolition, so must the promulgation of �nite reality be asribed to the volitional ats of Paradise Deityand to the reperussional adjustments of the funtional triunities.Prior to the deitization of the �nite, it would appear that all reality diversi�ation took plae onabsolute levels; but the volitional at promulgating �nite reality onnotes a quali�ation of absolute-ness and implies the appearane of relativities.While we present this narrative as a sequene and portray the histori appearane of the �nite asa diret derivative of the absolute, it should be borne in mind that transendentals both preededand sueeded all that is �nite. Transendental ultimates are, in relation to the �nite, both ausaland onsummational.Finite possibility is inherent in the In�nite, but the transmutation of possibility to probabilityand inevitability must be attributed to the self-existent free will of the First Soure and Center,ativating all triunity assoiations. Only the in�nity of the Father's will ould ever have so quali�edthe absolute level of existene as to eventuate an ultimate or to reate a �nite.With the appearane of relative and quali�ed reality there omes into being a new yle of reality- the growth yle - a majesti downsweep from the heights of in�nity to the domain of the �nite,forever swinging inward to Paradise and Deity, always seeking those high destinies ommensuratewith an in�nity soure.These inoneivable transations mark the beginning of universe history, mark the oming intoexistene of time itself. To a reature, the beginning of the �nite is the genesis of reality; as viewedby reature mind, there is no atuality oneivable prior to the �nite. This newly appearing �nitereality exists in two original phases:1. Primary maximums, the supremely perfet reality, the Havona type of universe and reature.2. Seondary maximums, the supremely perfeted reality, the superuniverse type of reature andreation.These, then, are the two original manifestations: the onstitutively perfet and the evolutionallyperfeted. The two are o-ordinate in eternity relationships, but within the limits of time they areseemingly di�erent. A time fator means growth to that whih grows; seondary �nites grow; henethose that are growing must appear as inomplete in time. But these di�erenes, whih are soimportant this side of Paradise, are nonexistent in eternity.We speak of the perfet and the perfeted as primary and seondary maximums, but there is stillanother type: Trinitizing and other relationships between the primaries and the seondaries resultin the appearane of tertiary maximums - things, meanings, and values that are neither perfet norperfeted yet are o-ordinate with both anestral fators.105.6 Reperussions of Finite RealityThe entire promulgation of �nite existenes represents a transferene from potentials to atuals withinthe absolute assoiations of funtional in�nity. Of the many reperussions to reative atualizationof the �nite, there may be ited:1. The deity response, the appearane of the three levels of experiential supremay: the atualityof personal-spirit supremay in Havona, the potential for personal-power supremay in the granduniverse to be, and the apaity for some unknown funtion of experiential mind ating on somelevel of supremay in the future master universe.1062



2. The universe response involved an ativation of the arhitetural plans for the superuniversespae level, and this evolution is still progressing throughout the physial organization of the sevensuperuniverses.3. The reature reperussion to �nite-reality promulgation resulted in the appearane of perfetbeings on the order of the eternal inhabitants of Havona and of perfeted evolutionary asenders fromthe seven superuniverses. But to attain perfetion as an evolutionary (time-reative) experieneimplies something other-than-perfetion as a point of departure. Thus arises imperfetion in theevolutionary reations. And this is the origin of potential evil. Misadaptation, disharmony, andonit, all these things are inherent in evolutionary growth, from physial universes to personalreatures.4. The divinity response to the imperfetion inherent in the time lag of evolution is dislosedin the ompensating presene of God the Sevenfold, by whose ativities that whih is perfeting isintegrated with both the perfet and the perfeted. This time lag is inseparable from evolution, whihis reativity in time. Beause of it, as well as for other reasons, the almighty power of the Supremeis prediated on the divinity suesses of God the Sevenfold. This time lag makes possible reaturepartiipation in divine reation by permitting reature personalities to beome partners with Deityin the attainment of maximum development. Even the material mind of the mortal reature thusbeomes partner with the divine Adjuster in the dualization of the immortal soul. God the Sevenfoldalso provides tehniques of ompensation for the experiential limitations of inherent perfetion aswell as ompensating the preasension limitations of imperfetion.105.7 Eventuation of TransendentalsTransendentals are subin�nite and subabsolute but super�nite and superreatural. Transendentalseventuate as an integrating level orrelating the supervalues of absolutes with the maximum values of�nites. From the reature standpoint, that whih is transendental would appear to have eventuatedas a onsequene of the �nite; from the eternity viewpoint, in antiipation of the �nite; and thereare those who have onsidered it as a \pre-eho" of the �nite.That whih is transendental is not neessarily nondevelopmental, but it is superevolutional in the�nite sense; neither is it nonexperiential, but it is superexperiene as suh is meaningful to reatures.Perhaps the best illustration of suh a paradox is the entral universe of perfetion: It is hardlyabsolute - only the Paradise Isle is truly absolute in the \materialized" sense. Neither is it a �niteevolutionary reation as are the seven superuniverses. Havona is eternal but not hangeless in thesense of being a universe of nongrowth. It is inhabited by reatures (Havona natives) who neverwere atually reated, for they are eternally existent. Havona thus illustrates something whih isnot exatly �nite nor yet absolute. Havona further ats as a bu�er between absolute Paradise and�nite reations, still further illustrating the funtion of transendentals. But Havona itself is not atransendental - it is Havona.As the Supreme is assoiated with �nites, so the Ultimate is identi�ed with transendentals.But though we thus ompare Supreme and Ultimate, they di�er by something more than degree;the di�erene is also a matter of quality. The Ultimate is something more than a super-Supremeprojeted on the transendental level. The Ultimate is all of that, but more: The Ultimate is aneventuation of new Deity realities, the quali�ation of new phases of the theretofore unquali�ed.Among those realities whih are assoiated with the transendental level are the following:1. The Deity presene of the Ultimate.2. The onept of the master universe.3. The Arhitets of the Master Universe. 1063



4. The two orders of Paradise fore organizers.5. Certain modi�ations in spae poteny.6. Certain values of spirit.7. Certain meanings of mind.8. Absonite qualities and realities.9. Omnipotene, omnisiene, and omnipresene.10. Spae.The universe in whih we now live may be thought of as existing on �nite, transendental, andabsolute levels. This is the osmi stage on whih is enated the endless drama of personalityperformane and energy metamorphosis.And all of these manifold realities are uni�ed absolutely by the several triunities, funtionally bythe Arhitets of the Master Universe, and relatively by the Seven Master Spirits, the subsupremeo-ordinators of the divinity of God the Sevenfold.God the Sevenfold represents the personality and divinity revelation of the Universal Father toreatures of both maximum and submaximum status, but there are other sevenfold relationships ofthe First Soure and Center whih do not pertain to the manifestation of the divine spiritual ministryof the God who is spirit.In the eternity of the past the fores of the Absolutes, the spirits of the Deities, and the personalitiesof the Gods stirred in response to the primordial self-will of self-existent self-will. In this universeage we are all witnessing the stupendous reperussions of the far-ung osmi panorama of thesubabsolute manifestations of the limitless potentials of all these realities. And it is altogetherpossible that the ontinued diversi�ation of the original reality of the First Soure and Center mayproeed onward and outward throughout age upon age, on and on, into the faraway and inoneivablestrethes of absolute in�nity.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 106Universe Levels of RealityIT IS not enough that the asending mortal should know something of the relations of Deity tothe genesis and manifestations of osmi reality; he should also omprehend something of the rela-tionships existing between himself and the numerous levels of existential and experiential realities,of potential and atual realities. Man's terrestrial orientation, his osmi insight, and his spiritualdiretionization are all enhaned by a better omprehension of universe realities and their tehniquesof interassoiation, integration, and uni�ation.The present grand universe and the emerging master universe are made up of many forms andphases of reality whih, in turn, are existent on several levels of funtional ativity. These manifoldexistents and latents have been previously suggested in these papers, and they are now grouped foroneptual onveniene in the following ategories:1. Inomplete �nites. This is the present status of the asending reatures of the grand universe,the present status of Urantia mortals. This level embraes reature existene from the planetaryhuman up to, but not inluding, destiny attainers. It pertains to universes from early physialbeginnings up to, but not inluding, settlement in light and life. This level onstitutes the presentperiphery of reative ativity in time and spae. It appears to be moving outward from Paradise,for the losing of the present universe age, whih will witness the grand universe attainment of lightand life, will also and surely witness the appearane of some new order of developmental growth inthe �rst outer spae level.2. Maximum �nites. This is the present status of all experiential reatures who have attaineddestiny - destiny as revealed within the sope of the present universe age. Even universes an attainto the maximum of status, both spiritually and physially. But the term \maximum" is itself arelative term - maximum in relation to what? And that whih is maximum, seemingly �nal, in thepresent universe age may be no more than a real beginning in terms of the ages to ome. Somephases of Havona appear to be on the maximum order.3. Transendentals. This super�nite level (anteedently) follows �nite progression. It implies thepre�nite genesis of �nite beginnings and the post�nite signi�ane of all apparent �nite endings ordestinies. Muh of Paradise-Havona appears to be on the transendental order.4. Ultimates. This level enompasses that whih is of master universe signi�ane and impingeson the destiny level of the ompleted master universe. Paradise-Havona (espeially the iruit of theFather's worlds) is in many respets of ultimate signi�ane.5. Coabsolutes. This level implies the projetion of experientials upon a supermaster universe�eld of reative expression.6. Absolutes. This level onnotes the eternity presene of the seven existential Absolutes. It mayalso involve some degree of assoiative experiential attainment, but if so, we do not understand how,1065



perhaps through the ontat potential of personality.7. In�nity. This level is pre-existential and postexperiential. Unquali�ed unity of in�nity is ahypothetial reality before all beginnings and after all destinies.These levels of reality are onvenient ompromise symbolizations of the present universe age andfor the mortal perspetive. There are a number of other ways of looking at reality from other-than-mortal perspetive and from the standpoint of other universe ages. Thus it should be reognizedthat the onepts herewith presented are entirely relative, relative in the sense of being onditionedand limited by:1. The limitations of mortal language.2. The limitations of the mortal mind.3. The limited development of the seven superuniverses.4. Your ignorane of the six prime purposes of superuniverse development whih do not pertainto the mortal asent to Paradise.5. Your inability to grasp even a partial eternity viewpoint.6. The impossibility of depiting osmi evolution and destiny in relation to all universe ages, notjust in regard to the present age of the evolutionary unfolding of the seven superuniverses.7. The inability of any reature to grasp what is really meant by pre-existentials or by postexpe-rientials - that whih lies before beginnings and after destinies.Reality growth is onditioned by the irumstanes of the suessive universe ages. The entraluniverse underwent no evolutionary hange in the Havona age, but in the present epohs of thesuperuniverse age it is undergoing ertain progressive hanges indued by o-ordination with theevolutionary superuniverses. The seven superuniverses, now evolving, will sometime attain the settledstatus of light and life, will attain the growth limit for the present universe age. But beyond doubt,the next age, the age of the �rst outer spae level, will release the superuniverses from the destinylimitations of the present age. Repletion is ontinually being superimposed upon ompletion.These are some of the limitations whih we enounter in attempting to present a uni�ed oneptof the osmi growth of things, meanings, and values and of their synthesis on ever-asending levelsof reality.106.1 Primary Assoiation of Finite FuntionalsThe primary or spirit-origin phases of �nite reality �nd immediate expression on reature levels asperfet personalities and on universe levels as the perfet Havona reation. Even experiential Deity isthus expressed in the spirit person of God the Supreme in Havona. But the seondary, evolutionary,time-and-matter-onditioned phases of the �nite beome osmially integrated only as a result ofgrowth and attainment. Eventually all seondary or perfeting �nites are to attain a level equal tothat of primary perfetion, but suh destiny is subjet to a time delay, a onstitutive superuniversequali�ation whih is not genetially found in the entral reation. (We know of the existene oftertiary �nites, but the tehnique of their integration is as yet unrevealed.)This superuniverse time lag, this obstale to perfetion attainment, provides for reature parti-ipation in evolutionary growth. It thus makes it possible for the reature to enter into partnershipwith the Creator in the evolution of that selfsame reature. And during these times of expandinggrowth the inomplete is orrelated with the perfet through the ministry of God the Sevenfold.God the Sevenfold signi�es the reognition by Paradise Deity of the barriers of time in the evo-lutionary universes of spae. No matter how remote from Paradise, how deep in spae, a material1066



survival personality may take origin, God the Sevenfold will be found there present and engaged inthe loving and meriful ministry of truth, beauty, and goodness to suh an inomplete, struggling,and evolutionary reature. The divinity ministry of the Sevenfold reahes inward through the EternalSon to the Paradise Father and outward through the Anients of Days to the universe Fathers - theCreator Sons.Man, being personal and asending by spiritual progression, �nds the personal and spiritual divin-ity of the Sevenfold Deity; but there are other phases of the Sevenfold whih are not onerned withthe progression of personality. The divinity aspets of this Deity grouping are at present integratedin the liaison between the Seven Master Spirits and the Conjoint Ator, but they are destined tobe eternally uni�ed in the emerging personality of the Supreme Being. The other phases of theSevenfold Deity are variously integrated in the present universe age, but all are likewise destined tobe uni�ed in the Supreme. The Sevenfold, in all phases, is the soure of the relative unity of thefuntional reality of the present grand universe.
106.2 Seondary Supreme Finite IntegrationAs God the Sevenfold funtionally o-ordinates �nite evolution, so does the Supreme Being eventuallysynthesize destiny attainment. The Supreme Being is the deity ulmination of grand universe evo-lution - physial evolution around a spirit nuleus and eventual dominane of the spirit nuleus overthe enirling and whirling domains of physial evolution. And all of this takes plae in aordanewith the mandates of personality: Paradise personality in the highest sense, Creator personality inthe universe sense, mortal personality in the human sense, Supreme personality in the ulminatingor experiential totaling sense.The onept of the Supreme must provide for the di�erential reognition of spirit person, evolu-tionary power, and power-personality synthesis - the uni�ation of evolutionary power with, and itsdominane by, spirit personality.Spirit, in the last analysis, omes from Paradise through Havona. Energy-matter seemingly evolvesin the depths of spae and is organized as power by the hildren of the In�nite Spirit in onjuntionwith the Creator Sons of God. And all of this is experiential; it is a transation in time and spaeinvolving a wide range of living beings inluding even Creator divinities and evolutionary reatures.The power mastery of the Creator divinities in the grand universe slowly expands to enompassthe evolutionary settling and stabilizing of the time-spae reations, and this is the owering of theexperiential power of God the Sevenfold. It enompasses the whole gamut of divinity attainmentin time and spae from the Adjuster bestowals of the Universal Father to the life bestowals of theParadise Sons. This is earned power, demonstrated power, experiential power; it stands in ontrastto the eternity power, the unfathomable power, the existential power of the Paradise Deities.This experiential power arising out of the divinity ahievements of God the Sevenfold itself man-ifests the ohesive qualities of divinity by synthesizing - totalizing - as the almighty power of theattained experiential mastery of the evolving reations. And this almighty power in turn �nds spirit-personality ohesion on the pilot sphere of the outer belt of Havona worlds in union with the spiritpersonality of the Havona presene of God the Supreme. Thus does experiential Deity ulminate thelong evolutionary struggle by investing the power produt of time and spae with the spirit preseneand divine personality resident in the entral reation.Thus does the Supreme Being eventually attain to the embrae of all of everything evolving intime and spae while investing these qualities with spirit personality. Sine reatures, even mortals,are personality partiipants in this majesti transation, so do they ertainly attain the apaity toknow the Supreme and to pereive the Supreme as true hildren of suh an evolutionary Deity.1067



Mihael of Nebadon is like the Paradise Father beause he shares his Paradise perfetion; so willevolutionary mortals sometime attain to kinship with the experiential Supreme, for they will trulyshare his evolutionary perfetion.God the Supreme is experiential; therefore is he ompletely experienible. The existential realitiesof the seven Absolutes are not pereivable by the tehnique of experiene; only the personalityrealities of the Father, Son, and Spirit an be grasped by the personality of the �nite reature in theprayer-worship attitude.Within the ompleted power-personality synthesis of the Supreme Being there will be assoiated allof the absoluteness of the several triodities whih ould be so assoiated, and this majesti personalityof evolution will be experientially attainable and understandable by all �nite personalities. Whenasenders attain the postulated seventh stage of spirit existene, they will therein experiene therealization of a new meaning-value of the absoluteness and in�nity of the triodities as suh is revealedon subabsolute levels in the Supreme Being, who is experienible. But the attainment of these stagesof maximum development will probably await the o-ordinate settling of the entire grand universe inlight and life.106.3 Transendental Tertiary Reality AssoiationThe absonite arhitets eventuate the plan; the Supreme Creators bring it into existene; the SupremeBeing will onsummate its fullness as it was time reated by the Supreme Creators, and as it wasspae foreast by the Master Arhitets.During the present universe age the administrative o-ordination of the master universe is thefuntion of the Arhitets of the Master Universe. But the appearane of the Almighty Supreme atthe termination of the present universe age will signify that the evolutionary �nite has attained the�rst stage of experiential destiny. This happening will ertainly lead to the ompleted funtion of the�rst experiential Trinity - the union of the Supreme Creators, the Supreme Being, and the Arhitetsof the Master Universe. This Trinity is destined to e�et the further evolutionary integration of themaster reation.The Paradise Trinity is truly one of in�nity, and no Trinity an possibly be in�nite that does notinlude this original Trinity. But the original Trinity is an eventuality of the exlusive assoiationof absolute Deities; subabsolute beings had nothing to do with this primal assoiation. The subse-quently appearing and experiential Trinities embrae the ontributions of even reature personalities.Certainly this is true of the Trinity Ultimate, wherein the very presene of the Master Creator Sonsamong the Supreme Creator members thereof betokens the onomitant presene of atual and bona�de reature experiene within this Trinity assoiation.The �rst experiential Trinity provides for group attainment of ultimate eventualities. Groupassoiations are enabled to antiipate, even to transend, individual apaities; and this is true evenbeyond the �nite level. In the ages to ome, after the seven superuniverses have been settled inlight and life, the Corps of the Finality will doubtless be promulgating the purposes of the ParadiseDeities as they are ditated by the Trinity Ultimate, and as they are power-personality uni�ed in theSupreme Being.Throughout all the giganti universe developments of past and future eternity, we detet theexpansion of the omprehensible elements of the Universal Father. As the I AM, we philosophiallypostulate his permeation of total in�nity, but no reature is able experientially to enompass suha postulate. As the universes expand, and as gravity and love reah out into time-organizing spae,we are able to understand more and more of the First Soure and Center. We observe gravityation penetrating the spae presene of the Unquali�ed Absolute, and we detet spirit reatures1068



evolving and expanding within the divinity presene of the Deity Absolute while both osmi andspirit evolution are by mind and experiene unifying on �nite deity levels as the Supreme Being andare o-ordinating on transendental levels as the Trinity Ultimate.106.4 Ultimate Quartan IntegrationThe Paradise Trinity ertainly o-ordinates in the ultimate sense but funtions in this respet as aself-quali�ed absolute; the experiential Trinity Ultimate o-ordinates the transendental as a tran-sendental. In the eternal future this experiential Trinity will, through augmenting unity, furtherativate the eventuating presene of Ultimate Deity.While the Trinity Ultimate is destined to o-ordinate the master reation, God the Ultimate isthe transendental power-personalization of the diretionization of the entire master universe. Theompleted eventuation of the Ultimate implies the ompletion of the master reation and onnotesthe full emergene of this transendental Deity.What hanges will be inaugurated by the full emergene of the Ultimate we do not know. Butas the Supreme is now spiritually and personally present in Havona, so also is the Ultimate therepresent but in the absonite and superpersonal sense. And you have been informed of the existeneof the Quali�ed Viegerents of the Ultimate, though you have not been informed of their presentwhereabouts or funtion.But irrespetive of the administrative reperussions attendant upon the emergene of UltimateDeity, the personal values of his transendental divinity will be experienible by all personalities whohave been partiipants in the atualization of this Deity level. Transendene of the �nite an leadonly to ultimate attainment. God the Ultimate exists in transendene of time and spae but isnonetheless subabsolute notwithstanding inherent apaity for funtional assoiation with absolutes.106.5 Coabsolute or Fifth-Phase AssoiationThe Ultimate is the apex of transendental reality even as the Supreme is the apstone of evolutionary-experiential reality. And the atual emergene of these two experiential Deities lays the foundationfor the seond experiential Trinity. This is the Trinity Absolute, the union of God the Supreme, Godthe Ultimate, and the unrevealed Consummator of Universe Destiny. And this Trinity has theoret-ial apaity to ativate the Absolutes of potentiality - Deity, Universal, and Unquali�ed. But theompleted formation of this Trinity Absolute ould take plae only after the ompleted evolution ofthe entire master universe, from Havona to the fourth and outermost spae level.It should be made lear that these experiential Trinities are orrelative, not only of the personalityqualities of experiential Divinity, but also of all the other-than-personal qualities whih haraterizetheir attained Deity unity. While this presentation deals primarily with the personal phases of theuni�ation of the osmos, it is nonetheless true that the impersonal aspets of the universe of universesare likewise destined to undergo uni�ation as is illustrated by the power-personality synthesis nowgoing on in onnetion with the evolution of the Supreme Being. The spirit-personal qualities of theSupreme are inseparable from the power prerogatives of the Almighty, and both are omplementedby the unknown potential of Supreme mind. Neither an God the Ultimate as a person be onsideredapart from the other-than-personal aspets of Ultimate Deity. And on the absolute level the Deityand the Unquali�ed Absolutes are inseparable and indistinguishable in the presene of the UniversalAbsolute.Trinities are, in and of themselves, not personal, but neither do they ontravene personality.Rather do they enompass it and orrelate it, in a olletive sense, with impersonal funtions. Trini-1069



ties are, then, always deity reality but never personality reality. The personality aspets of a trinityare inherent in its individual members, and as individual persons they are not that trinity. Only asa olletive are they trinity; that is trinity. But always is trinity inlusive of all enompassed deity;trinity is deity unity.The three Absolutes - Deity, Universal, and Unquali�ed - are not trinity, for all are not deity.Only the dei�ed an beome trinity; all other assoiations are triunities or triodities.
106.6 Absolute or Sixth-Phase IntegrationThe present potential of the master universe is hardly absolute, though it may well be near-ultimate,and we deem it impossible to ahieve the full revelation of absolute meaning-values within the sopeof a subabsolute osmos. We therefore enounter onsiderable diÆulty in attempting to oneiveof a total expression of the limitless possibilities of the three Absolutes or even in attempting tovisualize the experiential personalization of God the Absolute on the now impersonal level of theDeity Absolute.The spae-stage of the master universe seems to be adequate for the atualization of the SupremeBeing, for the formation and full funtion of the Trinity Ultimate, for the eventuation of God theUltimate, and even for the ineption of the Trinity Absolute. But our onepts regarding the fullfuntion of this seond experiential Trinity seem to imply something beyond even the wide-spreadingmaster universe.If we assume a osmos-in�nite - some illimitable osmos on beyond the master universe - andif we oneive that the �nal developments of the Absolute Trinity will take plae out on suh asuperultimate stage of ation, then it beomes possible to onjeture that the ompleted funtion ofthe Trinity Absolute will ahieve �nal expression in the reations of in�nity and will onsummate theabsolute atualization of all potentials. The integration and assoiation of ever-enlarging segmentsof reality will approah absoluteness of status proportional to the inlusion of all reality within thesegments thus assoiated.Stated otherwise: The Trinity Absolute, as its name implies, is really absolute in total funtion. Wedo not know how an absolute funtion an ahieve total expression on a quali�ed, limited, or otherwiserestrited basis. Hene we must assume that any suh totality funtion will be unonditioned (inpotential). And it would also appear that the unonditioned would also be unlimited, at least froma qualitative standpoint, though we are not so sure regarding quantitative relationships.Of this, however, we are ertain: While the existential Paradise Trinity is in�nite, and while theexperiential Trinity Ultimate is subin�nite, the Trinity Absolute is not so easy to lassify. Thoughexperiential in genesis and onstitution, it de�nitely impinges upon the existential Absolutes ofpotentiality.While it is hardly pro�table for the human mind to seek to grasp suh faraway and superhumanonepts, we would suggest that the eternity ation of the Trinity Absolute may be thought of asulminating in some kind of experientialization of the Absolutes of potentiality. This would appear tobe a reasonable onlusion with respet to the Universal Absolute, if not the Unquali�ed Absolute; atleast we know that the Universal Absolute is not only stati and potential but also assoiative in thetotal Deity sense of those words. But in regard to the oneivable values of divinity and personality,these onjetured happenings imply the personalization of the Deity Absolute and the appearane ofthose superpersonal values and those ultrapersonal meanings inherent in the personality ompletionof God the Absolute - the third and last of the experiential Deities.1070



106.7 Finality of DestinySome of the diÆulties in forming onepts of in�nite reality integration are inherent in the fatthat all suh ideas embrae something of the �nality of universal development, some kind of anexperiential realization of all that ould ever be. And it is inoneivable that quantitative in�nityould ever be ompletely realized in �nality. Always there must remain unexplored possibilities inthe three potential Absolutes whih no quantity of experiential development ould ever exhaust.Eternity itself, though absolute, is not more than absolute.Even a tentative onept of �nal integration is inseparable from the fruitions of unquali�ed eternityand is, therefore, pratially nonrealizable at any oneivable future time.Destiny is established by the volitional at of the Deities who onstitute the Paradise Trinity; des-tiny is established in the vastness of the three great potentials whose absoluteness enompasses thepossibilities of all future development; destiny is probably onsummated by the at of the Consum-mator of Universe Destiny, and this at is probably involved with the Supreme and the Ultimate inthe Trinity Absolute. Any experiential destiny an be at least partially omprehended by experien-ing reatures; but a destiny whih impinges on in�nite existentials is hardly omprehensible. Finalitydestiny is an existential-experiential attainment whih appears to involve the Deity Absolute. Butthe Deity Absolute stands in eternity relationship with the Unquali�ed Absolute by virtue of theUniversal Absolute. And these three Absolutes, experiential in possibility, are atually existentialand more, being limitless, timeless, spaeless, boundless, and measureless - truly in�nite.The improbability of goal attainment does not, however, prevent philosophial theorizing aboutsuh hypothetial destinies. The atualization of the Deity Absolute as an attainable absolute Godmay be pratially impossible of realization; nevertheless, suh a �nality fruition remains a theoretialpossibility. The involvement of the Unquali�ed Absolute in some inoneivable osmos-in�nite maybe measurelessly remote in the futurity of endless eternity, but suh a hypothesis is nonetheless valid.Mortals, morontians, spirits, �naliters, Transendentalers, and others, together with the universesthemselves and all other phases of reality, ertainly do have a potentially �nal destiny that is absolutein value; but we doubt that any being or universe will ever ompletely attain all of the aspets ofsuh a destiny.No matter how muh you may grow in Father omprehension, your mind will always be staggeredby the unrevealed in�nity of the Father-I AM, the unexplored vastness of whih will always remainunfathomable and inomprehensible throughout all the yles of eternity. No matter how muh ofGod you may attain, there will always remain muh more of him, the existene of whih you will noteven suspet. And we believe that this is just as true on transendental levels as it is in the domainsof �nite existene. The quest for God is endless!Suh inability to attain God in a �nal sense should in no manner disourage universe reatures;indeed, you an and do attain Deity levels of the Sevenfold, the Supreme, and the Ultimate, whihmean to you what the in�nite realization of God the Father means to the Eternal Son and to theConjoint Ator in their absolute status of eternity existene. Far from harassing the reature, thein�nity of God should be the supreme assurane that throughout all endless futurity an asendingpersonality will have before him the possibilities of personality development and Deity assoiationwhih even eternity will neither exhaust nor terminate.To �nite reatures of the grand universe the onept of the master universe seems to be well-nigh in�nite, but doubtless the absonite arhitets thereof pereive its relatedness to future andunimagined developments within the unending I AM. Even spae itself is but an ultimate ondition,a ondition of quali�ation within the relative absoluteness of the quiet zones of midspae.At the inoneivably distant future eternity moment of the �nal ompletion of the entire mas-ter universe, no doubt we will all look bak upon its entire history as only the beginning, simply1071



the reation of ertain �nite and transendental foundations for even greater and more enthrallingmetamorphoses in unharted in�nity. At suh a future eternity moment the master universe will stillseem youthful; indeed, it will be always young in the fae of the limitless possibilities of never-endingeternity.The improbability of in�nite destiny attainment does not in the least prevent the entertainmentof ideas about suh destiny, and we do not hesitate to say that, if the three absolute potentialsould ever beome ompletely atualized, it would be possible to oneive of the �nal integrationof total reality. This developmental realization is prediated on the ompleted atualization of theUnquali�ed, Universal, and Deity Absolutes, the three potentialities whose union onstitutes thelateny of the I AM, the suspended realities of eternity, the abeyant possibilities of all futurity, andmore.Suh eventualities are rather remote to say the least; nevertheless, in the mehanisms, personalities,and assoiations of the three Trinities we believe we detet the theoretial possibility of the reunitingof the seven absolute phases of the Father-I AM. And this brings us fae to fae with the onept ofthe threefold Trinity enompassing the Paradise Trinity of existential status and the two subsequentlyappearing Trinities of experiential nature and origin.106.8 The Trinity of TrinitiesThe nature of the Trinity of Trinities is diÆult to portray to the human mind; it is the atualsummation of the entirety of experiential in�nity as suh is manifested in a theoretial in�nity ofeternity realization. In the Trinity of Trinities the experiential in�nite attains to identity with theexistential in�nite, and both are as one in the pre-experiential, pre-existential I AM. The Trinity ofTrinities is the �nal expression of all that is implied in the �fteen triunities and assoiated triodities.Finalities are diÆult for relative beings to omprehend, be they existential or experiential; thereforemust they always be presented as relativities.The Trinity of Trinities exists in several phases. It ontains possibilities, probabilities, and in-evitabilities that stagger the imaginations of beings far above the human level. It has impliationsthat are probably unsuspeted by the elestial philosophers, for its impliations are in the triunities,and the triunities are, in the last analysis, unfathomable.There are a number of ways in whih the Trinity of Trinities an be portrayed. We elet to presentthe three-level onept, whih is as follows:1. The level of the three Trinities.2. The level of experiential Deity.3. The level of the I AM.These are levels of inreasing uni�ation. Atually the Trinity of Trinities is the �rst level, whilethe seond and third levels are uni�ation-derivatives of the �rst.THE FIRST LEVEL: On this initial level of assoiation it is believed that the three Trinitiesfuntion as perfetly synhronized, though distint, groupings of Deity personalities.1. The Paradise Trinity, the assoiation of the three Paradise Deities - Father, Son, and Spirit. Itshould be remembered that the Paradise Trinity implies a threefold funtion - an absolute funtion,a transendental funtion (Trinity of Ultimay), and a �nite funtion (Trinity of Supremay). TheParadise Trinity is any and all of these at any and all times.2. The Ultimate Trinity. This is the deity assoiation of the Supreme Creators, God the Supreme,and the Arhitets of the Master Universe. While this is an adequate presentation of the divinity1072



aspets of this Trinity, it should be reorded that there are other phases of this Trinity, whih,however, appear to be perfetly o-ordinating with the divinity aspets.3. The Absolute Trinity. This is the grouping of God the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and theConsummator of Universe Destiny in regard to all divinity values. Certain other phases of this triunegrouping have to do with other-than-divinity values in the expanding osmos. But these are unifyingwith the divinity phases just as the power and the personality aspets of the experiential Deities arenow in proess of experiential synthesis.The assoiation of these three Trinities in the Trinity of Trinities provides for a possible unlimitedintegration of reality. This grouping ontains auses, intermediates, and �nals; ineptors, realizers,and onsummators; beginnings, existenes, and destinies. The Father-Son partnership has beomeSon-Spirit and then Spirit-Supreme and on to Supreme-Ultimate and Ultimate-Absolute, even toAbsolute and Father-In�nite - the ompletion of the yle of reality. Likewise, in other phases notso immediately onerned with divinity and personality, does the First Great Soure and Centerself-realize the limitlessness of reality around the irle of eternity, from the absoluteness of self-existene, through the endlessness of self-revelation, to the �nality of self-realization - from theabsolute of existentials to the �nality of experientials.THE SECOND LEVEL: The o-ordination of the three Trinities inevitably involves the assoiativeunion of the experiential Deities, who are genetially assoiated with these Trinities. The nature ofthis seond level has been sometimes presented as:1. The Supreme. This is the deity onsequene of the unity of the Paradise Trinity in experi-ential liaison with the Creator-Creative hildren of the Paradise Deities. The Supreme is the deityembodiment of the ompletion of the �rst stage of �nite evolution.2. The Ultimate. This is the deity onsequene of the eventuated unity of the seond Trinity, thetransendental and absonite personi�ation of divinity. The Ultimate onsists in a variably regardedunity of many qualities, and the human oneption thereof would do well to inlude at least thosephases of ultimay whih are ontrol direting, personally experienible, and tensionally unifying,but there are many other unrevealed aspets of the eventuated Deity. While the Ultimate and theSupreme are omparable, they are not idential, neither is the Ultimate merely an ampli�ation ofthe Supreme.3. The Absolute. There are many theories held as to the harater of the third member of theseond level of the Trinity of Trinities. God the Absolute is undoubtedly involved in this assoiationas the personality onsequene of the �nal funtion of the Trinity Absolute, yet the Deity Absoluteis an existential reality of eternity status.The onept diÆulty regarding this third member is inherent in the fat that the presuppositionof suh a membership really implies just one Absolute. Theoretially, if suh an event ould takeplae, we should witness the experiential uni�ation of the three Absolutes as one. And we aretaught that, in in�nity and existentially, there is one Absolute. While it is least lear as to whothis third member an be, it is often postulated that suh may onsist of the Deity, Universal, andUnquali�ed Absolutes in some form of unimagined liaison and osmi manifestation. Certainly, theTrinity of Trinities ould hardly attain to omplete funtion short of the full uni�ation of the threeAbsolutes, and the three Absolutes an hardly be uni�ed short of the omplete realization of allin�nite potentials.It will probably represent a minimum distortion of truth if the third member of the Trinity ofTrinities is oneived as the Universal Absolute, provided this oneption envisions the Universal notonly as stati and potential but also as assoiative. But we still do not pereive the relationship tothe reative and evolutional aspets of the funtion of total Deity.Though a ompleted onept of the Trinity of Trinities is diÆult to form, a quali�ed onept isnot so diÆult. If the seond level of the Trinity of Trinities is oneived as essentially personal, it1073



beomes quite possible to postulate the union of God the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and God theAbsolute as the personal reperussion of the union of the personal Trinities who are anestral to theseexperiential Deities. We venture the opinion that these three experiential Deities will ertainly unifyon the seond level as the diret onsequene of the growing unity of their anestral and ausativeTrinities who onstitute the �rst level.The �rst level onsists of three Trinities; the seond level exists as the personality assoiation ofexperiential-evolved, experiential-eventuated, and experiential-existential Deity personalities. Andregardless of any oneptual diÆulty in understanding the omplete Trinity of Trinities, the personalassoiation of these three Deities on the seond level has beome manifest to our own universe agein the phenomenon of the deitization of Majeston, who was atualized on this seond level by theDeity Absolute, ating through the Ultimate and in response to the initial reative mandate of theSupreme Being.THE THIRD LEVEL: In an unquali�ed hypothesis of the seond level of the Trinity of Trinities,there is embraed the orrelation of every phase of every kind of reality that is, or was, or ouldbe in the entirety of in�nity. The Supreme Being is not only spirit but also mind and power andexperiene. The Ultimate is all this and muh more, while, in the onjoined onept of the oneness ofthe Deity, Universal, and Unquali�ed Absolutes, there is inluded the absolute �nality of all realityrealization.In the union of the Supreme, Ultimate, and the omplete Absolute, there ould our the funtionalreassembly of those aspets of in�nity whih were originally segmentalized by the I AM, and whihresulted in the appearane of the Seven Absolutes of In�nity. Though the universe philosophersdeem this to be a most remote probability, still, we often ask this question: If the seond level of theTrinity of Trinities ould ever ahieve trinity unity, what then would transpire as a onsequene ofsuh deity unity? We do not know, but we are on�dent that it would lead diretly to the realizationof the I AM as an experiential attainable. From the standpoint of personal beings it ould meanthat the unknowable I AM had beome experienible as the Father-In�nite. What these absolutedestinies might mean from a nonpersonal standpoint is another matter and one whih only eternityould possibly larify. But as we view these remote eventualities as personal reatures, we deduethat the �nal destiny of all personalities is the �nal knowing of the Universal Father of these selfsamepersonalities.As we philosophially oneive of the I AM in past eternity, he is alone, there is none besidehim. Looking forward into future eternity, we do not see that the I AM ould possibly hange asan existential, but we are inlined to foreast a vast experiential di�erene. Suh a onept of the IAM implies full self-realization - it embraes that limitless galaxy of personalities who have beomevolitional partiipants in the self-revelation of the I AM, and who will remain eternally as absolutevolitional parts of the totality of in�nity, �nal sons of the absolute Father.106.9 Existential In�nite Uni�ationIn the onept of the Trinity of Trinities we postulate the possible experiential uni�ation of limitlessreality, and we sometimes theorize that all this may happen in the utter remoteness of far-distanteternity. But there is nonetheless an atual and present uni�ation of in�nity in this very age asin all past and future universe ages; suh uni�ation is existential in the Paradise Trinity. In�nityuni�ation as an experiential reality is unthinkably remote, but an unquali�ed unity of in�nity nowdominates the present moment of universe existene and unites the divergenies of all reality withan existential majesty that is absolute.When �nite reatures attempt to oneive of in�nite uni�ation on the �nality levels of onsum-mated eternity, they are fae to fae with intellet limitations inherent in their �nite existenes.1074



Time, spae, and experiene onstitute barriers to reature onept; and yet, without time, apartfrom spae, and exept for experiene, no reature ould ahieve even a limited omprehension ofuniverse reality. Without time sensitivity, no evolutionary reature ould possibly pereive the rela-tions of sequene. Without spae pereption, no reature ould fathom the relations of simultaneity.Without experiene, no evolutionary reature ould even exist; only the Seven Absolutes of In�nityreally transend experiene, and even these may be experiential in ertain phases.Time, spae, and experiene are man's greatest aids to relative reality pereption and yet his mostformidable obstales to omplete reality pereption. Mortals and many other universe reatures �ndit neessary to think of potentials as being atualized in spae and evolving to fruition in time, butthis entire proess is a time-spae phenomenon whih does not atually take plae on Paradise and ineternity. On the absolute level there is neither time nor spae; all potentials may be there pereivedas atuals.The onept of the uni�ation of all reality, be it in this or any other universe age, is basiallytwofold: existential and experiential. Suh a unity is in proess of experiential realization in theTrinity of Trinities, but the degree of the apparent atualization of this threefold Trinity is diretlyproportional to the disappearane of the quali�ations and imperfetions of reality in the osmos.But total integration of reality is unquali�edly and eternally and existentially present in the ParadiseTrinity, within whih, at this very universe moment, in�nite reality is absolutely uni�ed.The paradox reated by the experiential and the existential viewpoints is inevitable and is predi-ated in part on the fat that the Paradise Trinity and the Trinity of Trinities are eah an eternityrelationship whih mortals an only pereive as a time-spae relativity. The human onept of thegradual experiential atualization of the Trinity of Trinities - the time viewpoint - must be supple-mented by the additional postulate that this is already a fatualization - the eternity viewpoint. Buthow an these two viewpoints be reoniled? To �nite mortals we suggest the aeptane of the truththat the Paradise Trinity is the existential uni�ation of in�nity, and that the inability to detet theatual presene and ompleted manifestation of the experiential Trinity of Trinities is in part due toreiproal distortion beause of:1. The limited human viewpoint, the inability to grasp the onept of unquali�ed eternity.2. The imperfet human status, the remoteness from the absolute level of experientials.3. The purpose of human existene, the fat that mankind is designed to evolve by the tehniqueof experiene and, therefore, must be inherently and onstitutively dependent on experiene. Onlyan Absolute an be both existential and experiential.The Universal Father in the Paradise Trinity is the I AM of the Trinity of Trinities, and the failureto experiene the Father as in�nite is due to �nite limitations. The onept of the existential, solitary,pre-Trinity nonattainable I AM and the postulate of the experiential post-Trinity of Trinities andattainable I AM are one and the same hypothesis; no atual hange has taken plae in the In�nite; allapparent developments are due to inreased apaities for reality reeption and osmi appreiation.The I AM, in the �nal analysis, must exist before all existentials and after all experientials. Whilethese ideas may not larify the paradoxes of eternity and in�nity in the human mind, they shouldat least stimulate suh �nite intellets to grapple anew with these never-ending problems, problemswhih will ontinue to intrigue you on Salvington and later as �naliters and on throughout theunending future of your eternal areers in the wide-spreading universes.Sooner or later all universe personalities begin to realize that the �nal quest of eternity is theendless exploration of in�nity, the never-ending voyage of disovery into the absoluteness of the FirstSoure and Center. Sooner or later we all beome aware that all reature growth is proportionalto Father identi�ation. We arrive at the understanding that living the will of God is the eternalpassport to the endless possibility of in�nity itself. Mortals will sometime realize that suess inthe quest of the In�nite is diretly proportional to the ahievement of Fatherlikeness, and that in1075



this universe age the realities of the Father are revealed within the qualities of divinity. And thesequalities of divinity are personally appropriated by universe reatures in the experiene of livingdivinely, and to live divinely means atually to live the will of God.To material, evolutionary, �nite reatures, a life prediated on the living of the Father's will leadsdiretly to the attainment of spirit supremay in the personality arena and brings suh reatures onestep nearer the omprehension of the Father-In�nite. Suh a Father life is one prediated on truth,sensitive to beauty, and dominated by goodness. Suh a God-knowing person is inwardly illuminatedby worship and outwardly devoted to the wholehearted servie of the universal brotherhood of allpersonalities, a servie ministry whih is �lled with mery and motivated by love, while all theselife qualities are uni�ed in the evolving personality on ever-asending levels of osmi wisdom, self-realization, God-�nding, and Father worship.[Presented by a Melhizedek of Nebadon.℄
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Chapter 107Origin and Nature of Thought AdjustersALTHOUGH the Universal Father is personally resident on Paradise, at the very enter of theuniverses, he is also atually present on the worlds of spae in the minds of his ountless hildren oftime, for he indwells them as the Mystery Monitors. The eternal Father is at one and the same timefarthest removed from, and most intimately assoiated with, his planetary mortal sons.The Adjusters are the atuality of the Father's love inarnate in the souls of men; they are theveritable promise of man's eternal areer imprisoned within the mortal mind; they are the essene ofman's perfeted �naliter personality, whih he an foretaste in time as he progressively masters thedivine tehnique of ahieving the living of the Father's will, step by step, through the asension ofuniverse upon universe until he atually attains the divine presene of his Paradise Father.God, having ommanded man to be perfet, even as he is perfet, has desended as the Adjusterto beome man's experiential partner in the ahievement of the supernal destiny whih has beenthus ordained. The fragment of God whih indwells the mind of man is the absolute and unquali�edassurane that man an �nd the Universal Father in assoiation with this divine Adjuster, whihame forth from God to �nd man and sonship him even in the days of the esh.Any mortal who has seen a Creator Son has seen the Universal Father, and he who is indwelt by adivine Adjuster is indwelt by the Paradise Father. Every mortal who is onsiously or unonsiouslyfollowing the leading of his indwelling Adjuster is living in aordane with the will of God. Con-siousness of Adjuster presene is onsiousness of God's presene. Eternal fusion of the Adjusterwith the evolutionary soul of man is the fatual experiene of eternal union with God as a universeassoiate of Deity.It is the Adjuster who reates within man that unquenhable yearning and inessant longing to belike God, to attain Paradise, and there before the atual person of Deity to worship the in�nite soureof the divine gift. The Adjuster is the living presene whih atually links the mortal son with hisParadise Father and draws him nearer and nearer to the Father. The Adjuster is our ompensatoryequalization of the enormous universe tension whih is reated by the distane of man's removal fromGod and by the degree of his partiality in ontrast with the universality of the eternal Father.The Adjuster is an absolute essene of an in�nite being imprisoned within the mind of a �nitereature whih, depending on the hoosing of suh a mortal, an eventually onsummate this tem-porary union of God and man and veritably atualize a new order of being for unending universeservie. The Adjuster is the divine universe reality whih fatualizes the truth that God is man'sFather. The Adjuster is man's infallible osmi ompass, always and unerringly pointing the soulGodward.On the evolutionary worlds, will reatures traverse three general developmental stages of being:From the arrival of the Adjuster to omparative full growth, about twenty years of age on Urantia,the Monitors are sometimes designated Thought Changers. From this time to the attainment of1077



the age of disretion, about forty years, the Mystery Monitors are alled Thought Adjusters. Fromthe attainment of disretion to deliverane from the esh, they are often referred to as ThoughtControllers. These three phases of mortal life have no onnetion with the three stages of Adjusterprogress in mind dupliation and soul evolution.
107.1 Origin of Thought AdjustersSine Thought Adjusters are of the essene of original Deity, no one may presume to disourseauthoritatively upon their nature and origin; I an only impart the traditions of Salvington and thebeliefs of Uversa; I an only explain how we regard these Mystery Monitors and their assoiatedentities throughout the grand universe.Though there are diverse opinions regarding the mode of the bestowal of Thought Adjusters, thereexist no suh di�erenes onerning their origin; all are agreed that they proeed diret from theUniversal Father, the First Soure and Center. They are not reated beings; they are fragmentizedentities onstituting the fatual presene of the in�nite God. Together with their many unrevealedassoiates, the Adjusters are undiluted and unmixed divinity, unquali�ed and unattenuated parts ofDeity; they are of God, and as far as we are able to disern, they are God.As to the time of their beginning separate existenes apart from the absoluteness of the First Soureand Center, we do not know; neither do we know their number. We know very little onerning theirareers until they arrive on the planets of time to indwell human minds, but from that time on weare more or less familiar with their osmi progressions up to and inluding the onsummation oftheir triune destinies: attainment of personality by fusion with some mortal asender, attainmentof personality by �at of the Universal Father, or liberation from the known assignments of ThoughtAdjusters.Although we do not know, we presume that Adjusters are being onstantly individualized as theuniverse enlarges, and as the andidates for Adjuster fusion inrease in numbers. But it may beequally possible that we are in error in attempting to assign a numerial magnitude to the Adjusters;like God himself, these fragments of his unfathomable nature may be existentially in�nite.The tehnique of the origin of the Thought Adjusters is one of the unrevealed funtions of theUniversal Father. We have every reason to believe that none of the other absolute assoiates of theFirst Soure and Center have aught to do with the prodution of Father fragments. Adjusters aresimply and eternally the divine gifts; they are of God and from God, and they are like God.In their relationship to fusion reatures they reveal a supernal love and spiritual ministry that isprofoundly on�rmative of the delaration that God is spirit. But there is muh that takes plaein addition to this transendent ministry that has never been revealed to Urantia mortals. Neitherdo we fully understand just what really transpires when the Universal Father gives of himself to bea part of the personality of a reature of time. Nor has the asending progression of the Paradise�naliters as yet dislosed the full possibilities inherent in this supernal partnership of man and God.In the last analysis, the Father fragments must be the gift of the absolute God to those reatureswhose destiny enompasses the possibility of the attainment of God as absolute.As the Universal Father fragmentizes his prepersonal Deity, so does the In�nite Spirit individuateportions of his premind spirit to indwell and atually to fuse with the evolutionary souls of the sur-viving mortals of the spirit-fusion series. But the nature of the Eternal Son is not thus fragmentable;the spirit of the Original Son is either di�use or disretely personal. Son-fused reatures are unitedwith individualized bestowals of the spirit of the Creator Sons of the Eternal Son.1078



107.2 Classi�ation of AdjustersAdjusters are individuated as virgin entities, and all are destined to beome either liberated, fused, orPersonalized Monitors. We understand that there are seven orders of Thought Adjusters, althoughwe do not altogether omprehend these divisions. We often refer to the di�erent orders as follows:1. Virgin Adjusters, those serving on their initial assignment in the minds of evolutionary an-didates for eternal survival. Mystery Monitors are eternally uniform in divine nature. They arealso uniform in experiential nature as they �rst go out from Divinington; subsequent experientialdi�erentiation is the result of atual experiene in universe ministry.2. Advaned Adjusters, those who have served one or more seasons with will reatures on worldswhere the �nal fusion takes plae between the identity of the reature of time and an individualizedportion of the spirit of the loal universe manifestation of the Third Soure and Center.3. Supreme Adjusters, those Monitors that have served in the adventure of time on the evolu-tionary worlds, but whose human partners for some reason delined eternal survival, and those thathave been subsequently assigned to other adventures in other mortals on other evolving worlds. Asupreme Adjuster, though no more divine than a virgin Monitor, has had more experiene, an dothings in the human mind whih a less experiened Adjuster ould not do.4. Vanished Adjusters. Here ours a break in our e�orts to follow the areers of the MysteryMonitors. There is a fourth stage of servie about whih we are not sure. The Melhizedeks teahthat the fourth-stage Adjusters are on detahed assignments, roaming the universe of universes. TheSolitary Messengers are inlined to believe that they are at one with the First Soure and Center,enjoying a period of refreshing assoiation with the Father himself. And it is entirely possible that anAdjuster ould be roaming the master universe simultaneously with being at one with the omnipresentFather.5. Liberated Adjusters, those Mystery Monitors that have been eternally liberated from the servieof time for the mortals of the evolving spheres. What funtions may be theirs, we do not know.6. Fused Adjusters - �naliters - those who have beome one with the asending reatures of thesuperuniverses, the eternity partners of the time asenders of the Paradise Corps of the Finality.Thought Adjusters ordinarily beome fused with the asending mortals of time, and with suh sur-viving mortals they are registered in and out of Asendington; they follow the ourse of asendantbeings. Upon fusion with the asending evolutionary soul, it appears that the Adjuster translatesfrom the absolute existential level of the universe to the �nite experiential level of funtional asso-iation with an asending personality. While retaining all of the harater of the existential divinenature, a fused Adjuster beomes indissolubly linked with the asending areer of a surviving mortal.7. Personalized Adjusters, those who have served with the inarnated Paradise Sons, togetherwith many who have ahieved unusual distintion during the mortal indwelling, but whose sub-jets rejeted survival. We have reasons for believing that suh Adjusters are personalized on thereommendations of the Anients of Days of the superuniverse of their assignment.There are many ways in whih these mysterious God fragments an be lassi�ed: aording touniverse assignment, by the measure of suess in the indwelling of an individual mortal, or even bythe raial anestry of the mortal andidate for fusion.107.3 The Divinington Home of AdjustersAll universe ativities related to the dispath, management, diretion, and return of the MysteryMonitors from servie in all of the seven superuniverses seem to be entered on the sared sphere1079



of Divinington. As far as I know, none but Adjusters and other entities of the Father have been onthat sphere. It seems likely that numerous unrevealed prepersonal entities share Divinington as ahome sphere with the Adjusters. We onjeture that these fellow entities may in some manner beassoiated with the present and future ministry of the Mystery Monitors. But we really do not know.When Thought Adjusters return to the Father, they go bak to the realm of supposed origin,Divinington; and probably as a part of this experiene, there is atual ontat with the Father'sParadise personality as well as with the speialized manifestation of the Father's divinity whih isreported to be situated on this seret sphere.Although we know something of all the seven seret spheres of Paradise, we know less of Divin-ington than of the others. Beings of high spiritual orders reeive only three divine injuntions, andthey are:1. Always to show adequate respet for the experiene and endowments of their seniors andsuperiors.2. Always to be onsiderate of the limitations and inexperiene of their juniors and subordinates.3. Never to attempt a landing on the shores of Divinington.I have often reeted that it would be quite useless for me to go to Divinington; I probably shouldbe unable to see any resident beings exept suh as the Personalized Adjusters, and I have seen themelsewhere. I am very sure there is nothing on Divinington of real value or pro�t to me, nothingessential to my growth and development, or I should not have been forbidden to go there.Sine we an learn little or nothing of the nature and origin of Adjusters from Divinington, weare ompelled to gather information from a thousand and one di�erent soures, and it is neessaryto assemble, assoiate, and orrelate this aumulated data in order that suh knowledge may beinformative.The valor and wisdom exhibited by Thought Adjusters suggest that they have undergone a trainingof tremendous sope and range. Sine they are not personalities, this training must be imparted inthe eduational institutions of Divinington. The unique Personalized Adjusters no doubt onstitutethe personnel of the Adjuster training shools of Divinington. And we do know that this entral andsupervising orps is presided over by the now Personalized Adjuster of the �rst Paradise Son of theMihael order to omplete his sevenfold bestowal upon the raes and peoples of his universe realms.We really know very little about the nonpersonalized Adjusters; we only ontat and ommuniatewith the personalized orders. These are hristened on Divinington and are always known by nameand not by number. The Personalized Adjusters are permanently domiiled on Divinington; thatsared sphere is their home. They go out from that abode only by the will of the Universal Father.Very few are found in the domains of the loal universes, but larger numbers are present in theentral universe.107.4 Nature and Presene of AdjustersTo say that a Thought Adjuster is divine is merely to reognize the nature of origin. It is highlyprobable that suh purity of divinity embraes the essene of the potential of all attributes of Deitywhih an be ontained within suh a fragment of the absolute essene of the universal presene ofthe eternal and in�nite Paradise Father.The atual soure of the Adjuster must be in�nite, and before fusion with the immortal soulof an evolving mortal, the reality of the Adjuster must border on absoluteness. Adjusters are notabsolutes in the universal sense, in the Deity sense, but they are probably true absolutes within thepotentialities of their fragmented nature. They are quali�ed as to universality but not as to nature;1080



in extensiveness they are limited, but in intensiveness of meaning, value, and fat they are absolute.For this reason we sometimes denominate the divine gifts as the quali�ed absolute fragments of theFather.No Adjuster has ever been disloyal to the Paradise Father; the lower orders of personal reaturesmay sometimes have to ontend with disloyal fellows, but never the Adjusters; they are supreme andinfallible in their supernal sphere of reature ministry and universe funtion.Nonpersonalized Adjusters are visible only to Personalized Adjusters. My order, the SolitaryMessengers, together with Inspired Trinity Spirits, an detet the presene of Adjusters by meansof spiritual reative phenomena; and even seraphim an sometimes disern the spirit luminosity ofsupposed assoiation with the presene of Monitors in the material minds of men; but none of us areable atually to disern the real presene of Adjusters, not unless they have been personalized, albeittheir natures are pereivable in union with the fused personalities of the asending mortals from theevolutionary worlds. The universal invisibility of the Adjusters is strongly suggestive of their highand exlusive divine origin and nature.There is a harateristi light, a spirit luminosity, whih aompanies this divine presene, andwhih has beome generally assoiated with Thought Adjusters. In the universe of Nebadon thisParadise luminosity is widespreadly known as the \pilot light"; on Uversa it is alled the \light oflife." On Urantia this phenomenon has sometimes been referred to as that \true light whih lightsevery man who omes into the world."To all beings who have attained the Universal Father, the Personalized Thought Adjusters arevisible. Adjusters of all stages, together with all other beings, entities, spirits, personalities, andspirit manifestations, are always disernible by those Supreme Creator Personalities who originatein the Paradise Deities, and who preside over the major governments of the grand universe.Can you really realize the true signi�ane of the Adjuster's indwelling? Do you really fathomwhat it means to have an absolute fragment of the absolute and in�nite Deity, the Universal Father,indwelling and fusing with your �nite mortal natures? When mortal man fuses with an atualfragment of the existential Cause of the total osmos, no limit an ever be plaed upon the destiny ofsuh an unpreedented and unimaginable partnership. In eternity, man will be disovering not onlythe in�nity of the objetive Deity but also the unending potentiality of the subjetive fragment ofthis same God. Always will the Adjuster be revealing to the mortal personality the wonder of God,and never an this supernal revelation ome to an end, for the Adjuster is of God and as God tomortal man.107.5 Adjuster MindednessEvolutionary mortals are prone to look upon mind as a osmi mediation between spirit and matter,for that is indeed the prinipal ministry of mind as disernible by you. Hene it is quite diÆult forhumans to pereive that Thought Adjusters have minds, for Adjusters are fragmentations of Godon an absolute level of reality whih is not only prepersonal but also prior to all energy and spiritdivergene. On a monisti level anteedent to energy and spirit di�erentiation there ould be nomediating funtion of mind, for there are no divergenies to be mediated.Sine Adjusters an plan, work, and love, they must have powers of selfhood whih are ommen-surate with mind. They are possessed of unlimited ability to ommuniate with eah other, thatis, all forms of Monitors above the �rst or virgin groups. As to the nature and purport of theirinterommuniations, we an reveal very little, for we do not know. And we further know that theymust be minded in some manner else they ould never be personalized.The mindedness of the Thought Adjuster is like the mindedness of the Universal Father and the1081



Eternal Son - that whih is anestral to the minds of the Conjoint Ator.The type of mind postulated in an Adjuster must be similar to the mind endowment of numerousother orders of prepersonal entities whih presumably likewise originate in the First Soure andCenter. Though many of these orders have not been revealed on Urantia, they all dislose mindedqualities. It is also possible for these individuations of original Deity to beome uni�ed with numerousevolving types of nonmortal beings and even with a limited number of nonevolutionary beings whohave developed apaity for fusion with suh Deity fragments.When a Thought Adjuster is fused with the evolving immortal morontia soul of the survivinghuman, the mind of the Adjuster an only be identi�ed as persisting apart from the reature's minduntil the asending mortal attains spirit levels of universe progression.Upon the attainment of the �naliter levels of asendant experiene, these spirits of the sixth stageappear to transmute some mind fator representing a union of ertain phases of the mortal and Ad-juster minds whih had previously funtioned as liaison between the divine and human phases of suhasending personalities. This experiential mind quality probably \supremaizes" and subsequentlyaugments the experiential endowment of evolutionary Deity - the Supreme Being.107.6 Adjusters as Pure SpiritsAs Thought Adjusters are enountered in reature experiene, they dislose the presene and leadingof a spirit inuene. The Adjuster is indeed a spirit, pure spirit, but spirit plus. We have never beenable satisfatorily to lassify Mystery Monitors; all that an ertainly be said of them is that theyare truly Godlike.The Adjuster is man's eternity possibility; man is the Adjuster's personality possibility. Yourindividual Adjusters work to spiritize you in the hope of eternalizing your temporal identity. TheAdjusters are saturated with the beautiful and self-bestowing love of the Father of spirits. Theytruly and divinely love you; they are the prisoners of spirit hope on�ned within the minds of men.They long for the divinity attainment of your mortal minds that their loneliness may end, that theymay be delivered with you from the limitations of material investiture and the habiliments of time.Your path to Paradise is the path of spirit attainment, and the Adjuster nature will faithfullyunfold the revelation of the spiritual nature of the Universal Father. Beyond the Paradise asentand in the post�naliter stages of the eternal areer, the Adjuster may possibly ontat with theonetime human partner in other than spirit ministry; but the Paradise asent and the �naliter areerare the partnership between the God-knowing spiritualizing mortal and the spiritual ministry of theGod-revealing Adjuster.We know that Thought Adjusters are spirits, pure spirits, presumably absolute spirits. But theAdjuster must also be something more than exlusive spirit reality. In addition to onjeturedmindedness, fators of pure energy are also present. If you will remember that God is the soure ofpure energy and of pure spirit, it will not be so diÆult to pereive that his fragments would be both.It is a fat that the Adjusters traverse spae over the instantaneous and universal gravity iruits ofthe Paradise Isle.That the Mystery Monitors are thus assoiated with the material iruits of the universe ofuniverses is indeed puzzling. But it remains a fat that they ash throughout the entire granduniverse over the material-gravity iruits. It is entirely possible that they may even penetrate theouter spae levels; they ertainly ould follow the gravity presene of Paradise into these regions, andthough my order of personality an traverse the mind iruits of the Conjoint Ator also beyond theon�nes of the grand universe, we have never been sure of deteting the presene of Adjusters in theunharted regions of outer spae. 1082



And yet, while the Adjusters utilize the material-gravity iruits, they are not subjet thereto asis material reation. The Adjusters are fragments of the anestor of gravity, not the onsequentialsof gravity; they have segmentized on a universe level of existene whih is hypothetially anteedentto gravity appearane.Thought Adjusters have no relaxation from the time of their bestowal until the day of their releaseto start for Divinington upon the natural death of their mortal subjets. And those whose subjetsdo not pass through the portals of natural death do not even experiene this temporary respite.Thought Adjusters do not require energy intake; they are energy, energy of the highest and mostdivine order.107.7 Adjusters and PersonalityThought Adjusters are not personalities, but they are real entities; they are truly and perfetlyindividualized, although they are never, while indwelling mortals, atually personalized. ThoughtAdjusters are not true personalities; they are true realities, realities of the purest order known in theuniverse of universes - they are the divine presene. Though not personal, these marvelous fragmentsof the Father are ommonly referred to as beings and sometimes, in view of the spiritual phases oftheir present ministry to mortals, as spirit entities.If Thought Adjusters are not personalities having prerogatives of will and powers of hoie, howthen an they selet mortal subjets and volunteer to indwell these reatures of the evolutionaryworlds? This is a question easy to ask, but probably no being in the universe of universes hasever found the exat answer. Even my order of personality, the Solitary Messengers, does not fullyunderstand the endowment of will, hoie, and love in entities that are not personal.We have often speulated that Thought Adjusters must have volition on all prepersonal levelsof hoie. They volunteer to indwell human beings, they lay plans for man's eternal areer, theyadapt, modify, and substitute in aordane with irumstanes, and these ativities onnote genuinevolition. They have a�etion for mortals, they funtion in universe rises, they are always waiting toat deisively in aordane with human hoie, and all these are highly volitional reations. In allsituations not onerned with the domain of the human will, they unquestionably exhibit ondutwhih betokens the exerise of powers in every sense the equivalent of will, maximated deision.Why then, if Thought Adjusters possess volition, are they subservient to the mortal will? Webelieve it is beause Adjuster volition, though absolute in nature, is prepersonal in manifestation.Human will funtions on the personality level of universe reality, and throughout the osmos theimpersonal - the nonpersonal, the subpersonal, and the prepersonal - is ever responsive to the willand ats of existent personality.Throughout a universe of reated beings and nonpersonal energies we do not observe will, volition,hoie, and love manifested apart from personality. Exept in the Adjusters and other similar entitieswe do not witness these attributes of personality funtioning in assoiation with impersonal realities.It would not be orret to designate an Adjuster as subpersonal, neither would it be proper toallude to suh an entity as superpersonal, but it would be entirely permissible to term suh a beingprepersonal.To our orders of being these fragments of Deity are known as the divine gifts. We reognize thatthe Adjusters are divine in origin, and that they onstitute the probable proof and demonstration ofa reservation by the Universal Father of the possibility of diret and unlimited ommuniation withany and all material reatures throughout his virtually in�nite realms, and all of this quite apartfrom his presene in the personalities of his Paradise Sons or through his indiret ministrations inthe personalities of the In�nite Spirit. 1083



There are no reated beings that would not delight to be hosts to the Mystery Monitors, but noorders of beings are thus indwelt exepting evolutionary will reatures of �naliter destiny.[Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.℄
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Chapter 108Mission and Ministry of ThoughtAdjustersTHE mission of the Thought Adjusters to the human raes is to represent, to be, the UniversalFather to the mortal reatures of time and spae; that is the fundamental work of the divine gifts.Their mission is also that of elevating the mortal minds and of translating the immortal souls ofmen up to the divine heights and spiritual levels of Paradise perfetion. And in the experiene ofthus transforming the human nature of the temporal reature into the divine nature of the eternal�naliter, the Adjusters bring into existene a unique type of being, a being onsisting in the eternalunion of the perfet Adjuster and the perfeted reature whih it would be impossible to dupliateby any other universe tehnique.Nothing in the entire universe an substitute for the fat of experiene on nonexistential levels.The in�nite God is, as always, replete and omplete, in�nitely inlusive of all things exept evil andreature experiene. God annot do wrong; he is infallible. God annot experientially know whathe has never personally experiened; God's preknowledge is existential. Therefore does the spirit ofthe Father desend from Paradise to partiipate with �nite mortals in every bona �de experiene ofthe asending areer; it is only by suh a method that the existential God ould beome in truthand in fat man's experiential Father. The in�nity of the eternal God enompasses the potentialfor �nite experiene, whih indeed beomes atual in the ministry of the Adjuster fragments thatatually share the life viissitude experienes of human beings.108.1 Seletion and AssignmentWhen Adjusters are dispathed for mortal servie from Divinington, they are idential in the endow-ment of existential divinity, but they vary in experiential qualities proportional to previous ontatin and with evolutionary reatures. We annot explain the basis of Adjuster assignment, but weonjeture that these divine gifts are bestowed in aordane with some wise and eÆient poliy ofeternal �tness of adaptation to the indwelt personality. We do observe that the more experienedAdjuster is often the indweller of the higher type of human mind; human inheritane must thereforebe a onsiderable fator in determining seletion and assignment.Although we do not de�nitely know, we �rmly believe that all Thought Adjusters are volunteers.But before ever they volunteer, they are in possession of full data respeting the andidate forindwelling. The seraphi drafts of anestry and projeted patterns of life ondut are transmittedvia Paradise to the reserve orps of Adjusters on Divinington by the reetivity tehnique extendinginward from the apitals of the loal universes to the headquarters of the superuniverses. Thisforeast overs not only the hereditary anteedents of the mortal andidate but also the estimate1085



of probable intelletual endowment and spiritual apaity. The Adjusters thus volunteer to indwellminds of whose intimate natures they have been fully apprised.The volunteering Adjuster is partiularly interested in three quali�ations of the human andidate:1. Intelletual apaity. Is the mind normal? What is the intelletual potential, the intelligeneapaity? Can the individual develop into a bona �de will reature? Will wisdom have an opportunityto funtion?2. Spiritual pereption. The prospets of reverential development, the birth and growth of thereligious nature. What is the potential of soul, the probable spiritual apaity of reeptivity?3. Combined intelletual and spiritual powers. The degree to whih these two endowments maypossibly be assoiated, ombined, so as to produe strength of human harater and ontribute tothe ertain evolution of an immortal soul of survival value.With these fats before them, it is our belief that the Monitors freely volunteer for assignment.Probably more than one Adjuster volunteers; perhaps the supervising personalized orders selet fromthis group of volunteering Adjusters the one best suited to the task of spiritualizing and eternalizingthe personality of the mortal andidate. (In the assignment and servie of the Adjusters the sex ofthe reature is of no onsideration.)The short time intervening between the volunteering and the atual dispath of the Adjuster ispresumably spent in the Divinington shools of the Personalized Monitors where a working patternof the waiting mortal mind is utilized in instruting the assigned Adjuster as to the most e�etiveplans for personality approah and mind spiritization. This mind model is formulated through aombination of data supplied by the superuniverse reetivity servie. At least this is our under-standing, a belief whih we hold as the result of putting together information seured by ontatwith many Personalized Adjusters throughout the long universe areers of the Solitary Messengers.When one the Adjusters are atually dispathed from Divinington, pratially no time intervenesbetween that moment and the hour of their appearane in the minds of their hosen subjets. Theaverage transit time of an Adjuster from Divinington to Urantia is 117 hours, 42 minutes, and 7seonds. Virtually all of this time is oupied with registration on Uversa.108.2 Prerequisites of Adjuster IndwellingThough the Adjusters volunteer for servie as soon as the personality foreasts have been relayedto Divinington, they are not atually assigned until the human subjets make their �rst moralpersonality deision. The �rst moral hoie of the human hild is automatially indiated in theseventh mind-adjutant and registers instantly, by way of the loal universe Creative Spirit, overthe universal mind-gravity iruit of the Conjoint Ator in the presene of the Master Spirit ofsuperuniverse jurisdition, who forthwith dispathes this intelligene to Divinington. Adjusters reahtheir human subjets on Urantia, on the average, just prior to the sixth birthday. In the presentgeneration it is running �ve years, ten months, and four days; that is, on the 2,134th day of terrestriallife.The Adjusters annot invade the mortal mind until it has been duly prepared by the indwellingministry of the adjutant mind-spirits and eniruited in the Holy Spirit. And it requires the o-ordinate funtion of all seven adjutants to thus qualify the human mind for the reeption of anAdjuster. Creature mind must exhibit the worship outreah and indiate wisdom funtion by ex-hibiting the ability to hoose between the emerging values of good and evil - moral hoie.Thus is the stage of the human mind set for the reeption of Adjusters, but as a general rule theydo not immediately appear to indwell suh minds exept on those worlds where the Spirit of Truth is1086



funtioning as a spiritual o-ordinator of these di�erent spirit ministries. If this spirit of the bestowalSons is present, the Adjusters unfailingly ome the instant the seventh adjutant mind-spirit beginsto funtion and signalizes to the Universe Mother Spirit that it has ahieved in potential the o-ordination of the assoiated six adjutants of prior ministry to suh a mortal intellet. Therefore havethe divine Adjusters been universally bestowed upon all normal minds of moral status on Urantiaever sine the day of Penteost.Even with a Spirit of Truth endowed mind, the Adjusters annot arbitrarily invade the mortalintellet prior to the appearane of moral deision. But when suh a moral deision has been made,this spirit helper assumes jurisdition diret from Divinington. There are no intermediaries or otherintervening authorities or powers funtioning between the divine Adjusters and their human subjets;God and man are diretly related.Before the times of the pouring out of the Spirit of Truth upon the inhabitants of an evolutionaryworld, the Adjusters' bestowal appears to be determined by many spirit inuenes and personalityattitudes. We do not fully omprehend the laws governing suh bestowals; we do not understand justwhat determines the release of the Adjusters who have volunteered to indwell suh evolving minds.But we do observe numerous inuenes and onditions whih appear to be assoiated with the arrivalof the Adjusters in suh minds prior to the bestowal of the Spirit of Truth, and they are:1. The assignment of personal seraphi guardians. If a mortal has not been previously indwelt byan Adjuster, the assignment of a personal guardian brings the Adjuster forthwith. There exists somevery de�nite but unknown relation between the ministry of Adjusters and the ministry of personalseraphi guardians.2. The attainment of the third irle of intelletual ahievement and spiritual attainment. I haveobserved Adjusters arrive in mortal minds upon the onquest of the third irle even before suh anaomplishment ould be signalized to the loal universe personalities onerned with suh matters.3. Upon the making of a supreme deision of unusual spiritual import. Suh human behavior ina personal planetary risis usually is attended by the immediate arrival of the waiting Adjuster.4. The spirit of brotherhood. Regardless of the attainment of the psyhi irles and the as-signment of personal guardians - in the absene of anything resembling a risis deision - when anevolving mortal beomes dominated by the love of his fellows and onserated to unsel�sh ministryto his brethren in the esh, the waiting Adjuster unvaryingly desends to indwell the mind of suha mortal minister.5. Delaration of intention to do the will of God. We observe that many mortals on the worldsof spae may be apparently in readiness to reeive Adjusters, and yet the Monitors do not appear.We go on wathing suh reatures as they live from day to day, and presently they quietly, almostunonsiously, arrive at the deision to begin the pursuit of the doing of the will of the Father inheaven. And then we observe the immediate dispath of the Thought Adjusters.6. Inuene of the Supreme Being. On worlds where the Adjusters do not fuse with the evolvingsouls of the mortal inhabitants, we observe Adjusters sometimes bestowed in response to inueneswhih are wholly beyond our omprehension. We onjeture that suh bestowals are determined bysome osmi reex ation originating in the Supreme Being. As to why these Adjusters an not ordo not fuse with these ertain types of evolving mortal minds we do not know. Suh transationshave never been revealed to us.108.3 Organization and AdministrationAs far as we know, Adjusters are organized as an independent working unit in the universe ofuniverses and are apparently administered diretly from Divinington. They are uniform throughout1087



the seven superuniverses, all loal universes being served by idential types of Mystery Monitors. Wedo know from observation that there are numerous series of Adjusters involving a serial organizationthat extends through raes, over dispensations, and to worlds, systems, and universes. It is, however,exeedingly diÆult to keep trak of these divine gifts sine they funtion interhangeably throughoutthe grand universe.Adjusters are of omplete reord (outside of Divinington) only on the headquarters of the sevensuperuniverses. The number and order of eah Adjuster indwelling eah asending reature arereported out by the Paradise authorities to the headquarters of the superuniverse, and from thereare ommuniated to the headquarters of the loal universe onerned and relayed to the partiularplanet involved. But the loal universe reords do not dislose the full number of the ThoughtAdjusters; the Nebadon reords ontain only the loal universe assignment number as designated bythe representatives of the Anients of Days. The real signi�ane of the Adjuster's omplete numberis known only on Divinington.Human subjets are often known by the numbers of their Adjusters; mortals do not reeive realuniverse names until after Adjuster fusion, whih union is signalized by the bestowal of the new nameupon the new reature by the destiny guardian.Though we have the reords of Thought Adjusters in Orvonton, and though we have absolutelyno authority over them or administrative onnetion with them, we �rmly believe that there is avery lose administrative onnetion between the individual worlds of the loal universes and theentral lodgment of the divine gifts on Divinington. We do know that, following the appearane ofa Paradise bestowal Son, an evolutionary world has a Personalized Adjuster assigned to it as theplanetary supervisor of Adjusters.It is interesting to note that loal universe inspetors always address themselves, when arryingout a planetary examination, to the planetary hief of Thought Adjusters, just as they deliver hargesto the hiefs of seraphim and to the leaders of other orders of beings attahed to the administration ofan evolving world. Not long sine, Urantia underwent suh a periodi inspetion by Tabamantia, thesovereign supervisor of all life-experiment planets in the universe of Nebadon. And the reords revealthat, in addition to his admonitions and inditments delivered to the various hiefs of superhumanpersonalities, he also delivered the following aknowledgment to the hief of Adjusters, whetherloated on the planet, on Salvington, Uversa, or Divinington, we do not de�nitely know, but he said:\Now to you, superiors far above me, I ome as one plaed in temporary authority over the exper-imental planetary series; and I ome to express admiration and profound respet for this magni�entgroup of elestial ministers, the Mystery Monitors, who have volunteered to serve on this irregularsphere. No matter how trying the rises, you never falter. Not on the reords of Nebadon nor be-fore the ommissions of Orvonton has there ever been o�ered an inditment of a divine Adjuster.You have been true to your trusts; you have been divinely faithful. You have helped to adjust themistakes and to ompensate for the shortomings of all who labor on this onfused planet. Youare marvelous beings, guardians of the good in the souls of this bakward realm. I pay you respeteven while you are apparently under my jurisdition as volunteer ministers. I bow before you inhumble reognition of your exquisite unsel�shness, your understanding ministry, and your impartialdevotion. You deserve the name of the Godlike servers of the mortal inhabitants of this strife-torn,grief-striken, and disease-a�ited world. I honor you! I all but worship you!"As a result of many suggestive lines of evidene, we believe that the Adjusters are thoroughlyorganized, that there exists a profoundly intelligent and eÆient diretive administration of thesedivine gifts from some far-distant and entral soure, probably Divinington. We know that theyome from Divinington to the worlds, and undoubtedly they return thereto upon the deaths of theirsubjets.Among the higher spirit orders it is exeedingly diÆult to disover the mehanisms of admin-1088



istration. My order of personalities, while engaged in the proseution of our spei� duties, isundoubtedly unonsiously partiipating with numerous other personal and impersonal sub-Deitygroups who unitedly are funtioning as far-ung universe orrelators. We suspet that we are thusserving beause we are the only group of personalized reatures (aside from Personalized Adjusters)who are uniformly onsious of the presene of numerous orders of the prepersonal entities.We are aware of the presene of the Adjusters, who are fragments of the prepersonal Deity of theFirst Soure and Center. We sense the presene of the Inspired Trinity Spirits, who are superpersonalexpressions of the Paradise Trinity. We likewise unfailingly detet the spirit presene of ertainunrevealed orders springing from the Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit. And we are not whollyunresponsive to still other entities unrevealed to you.The Melhizedeks of Nebadon teah that the Solitary Messengers are the personality o-ordinatorsof these various inuenes as they register in the expanding Deity of the evolutionary SupremeBeing. It is very possible that we may be partiipants in the experiential uni�ation of many of theunexplained phenomena of time, but we are not onsiously ertain of thus funtioning.108.4 Relation to Other Spiritual InuenesApart from possible o-ordination with other Deity fragments, the Adjusters are quite alone intheir sphere of ativity in the mortal mind. The Mystery Monitors eloquently bespeak the fatthat, though the Father may have apparently resigned the exerise of all diret personal power andauthority throughout the grand universe, notwithstanding this at of abnegation in behalf of theSupreme Creator hildren of the Paradise Deities, the Father has ertainly reserved to himself theunhallengeable right to be present in the minds and souls of his evolving reatures to the end thathe may so at as to draw all reature reation to himself, o-ordinately with the spiritual gravity ofthe Paradise Sons. Said your Paradise bestowal Son when yet on Urantia, \I, if I am lifted up, willdraw all men." This spiritual drawing power of the Paradise Sons and their reative assoiates wereognize and understand, but we do not so fully omprehend the methods of the all-wise Father'sfuntioning in and through these Mystery Monitors that live and work so valiantly within the humanmind.While not subordinate to, o-ordinate with, or apparently related to, the work of the universe ofuniverses, though ating independently in the minds of the hildren of men, uneasingly do thesemysterious presenes urge the reatures of their indwelling toward divine ideals, always luring themupward toward the purposes and aims of a future and better life. These Mystery Monitors are on-tinually assisting in the establishment of the spiritual dominion of Mihael throughout the universeof Nebadon while mysteriously ontributing to the stabilization of the sovereignty of the Anientsof Days in Orvonton. The Adjusters are the will of God, and sine the Supreme Creator hildrenof God also personally embody that same will, it is inevitable that the ations of Adjusters and thesovereignty of the universe rulers should be mutually interdependent. Though apparently unon-neted, the Father presene of the Adjusters and the Father sovereignty of Mihael of Nebadon mustbe diverse manifestations of the same divinity.Thought Adjusters appear to ome and go quite independent of any and all other spiritual pres-enes; they seem to funtion in aordane with universe laws quite apart from those whih governand ontrol the performanes of all other spirit inuenes. But regardless of suh apparent inde-pendene, long-range observation unquestionably disloses that they funtion in the human mind inperfet synhrony and o-ordination with all other spirit ministries, inluding adjutant mind-spirits,Holy Spirit, Spirit of Truth, and other inuenes.When a world is isolated by rebellion, when a planet is ut o� from all outside eniruited ommu-niation, as was Urantia after the Caligastia upheaval, aside from personal messengers there remains1089



but one possibility of diret interplanetary or universe ommuniation, and that is through the li-aison of the Adjusters of the spheres. No matter what happens on a world or in a universe, theAdjusters are never diretly onerned. The isolation of a planet in no way a�ets the Adjustersand their ability to ommuniate with any part of the loal universe, superuniverse, or the entraluniverse. And this is the reason why ontats with the supreme and the self-ating Adjusters ofthe reserve orps of destiny are so frequently made on quarantined worlds. Reourse is had to suha tehnique as a means of irumventing the handiaps of planetary isolation. In reent years thearhangels' iruit has funtioned on Urantia, but that means of ommuniation is largely limited tothe transations of the arhangel orps itself.We are ognizant of many spirit phenomena in the far-ung universe whih we are at a loss fullyto understand. We are not yet masters of all that is transpiring about us; and I believe that muh ofthis insrutable work is wrought by the Gravity Messengers and ertain types of Mystery Monitors.I do not believe that Adjusters are devoted solely to the remaking of mortal minds. I am persuadedthat the Personalized Monitors and other orders of unrevealed prepersonal spirits are representativeof the Universal Father's diret and unexplained ontat with the reatures of the realms.108.5 The Adjuster's MissionThe Adjusters aept a diÆult assignment when they volunteer to indwell suh omposite beingsas live on Urantia. But they have assumed the task of existing in your minds, there to reeive theadmonitions of the spiritual intelligenes of the realms and then to undertake to reditate or translatethese spiritual messages to the material mind; they are indispensable to the Paradise asension.What the Thought Adjuster annot utilize in your present life, those truths whih he annotsuessfully transmit to the man of his betrothal, he will faithfully preserve for use in the next stageof existene, just as he now arries over from irle to irle those items whih he fails to register inthe experiene of the human subjet, owing to the reature's inability, or failure, to give a suÆientdegree of o-operation.One thing you an depend upon: The Adjusters will never lose anything ommitted to their are;never have we known these spirit helpers to default. Angels and other high types of spirit beings,not exepting the loal universe type of Sons, may oasionally embrae evil, may sometimes departfrom the divine way, but Adjusters never falter. They are absolutely dependable, and this is equallytrue of all seven groups.Your Adjuster is the potential of your new and next order of existene, the advane bestowal ofyour eternal sonship with God. By and with the onsent of your will, the Adjuster has the power tosubjet the reature trends of the material mind to the transforming ations of the motivations andpurposes of the emerging morontial soul.The Mystery Monitors are not thought helpers; they are thought adjusters. They labor with thematerial mind for the purpose of onstruting, by adjustment and spiritualization, a new mind forthe new worlds and the new name of your future areer. Their mission hiey onerns the futurelife, not this life. They are alled heavenly helpers, not earthly helpers. They are not interested inmaking the mortal areer easy; rather are they onerned in making your life reasonably diÆultand rugged, so that deisions will be stimulated and multiplied. The presene of a great ThoughtAdjuster does not bestow ease of living and freedom from strenuous thinking, but suh a divine giftshould onfer a sublime peae of mind and a superb tranquillity of spirit.Your transient and ever-hanging emotions of joy and sorrow are in the main purely human andmaterial reations to your internal psyhi limate and to your external material environment. Donot, therefore, look to the Adjuster for sel�sh onsolation and mortal omfort. It is the business of1090



the Adjuster to prepare you for the eternal adventure, to assure your survival. It is not the missionof the Mystery Monitor to smooth your ru�ed feelings or to minister to your injured pride; it is thepreparation of your soul for the long asending areer that engages the attention and oupies thetime of the Adjuster.I doubt that I am able to explain to you just what the Adjusters do in your minds and for yoursouls. I do not know that I am fully ognizant of what is really going on in the osmi assoiation ofa divine Monitor and a human mind. It is all somewhat of a mystery to us, not as to the plan andpurpose but as to the atual mode of aomplishment. And this is just why we are onfronted withsuh diÆulty in �nding an appropriate name for these supernal gifts to mortal men.The Thought Adjusters would like to hange your feelings of fear to onvitions of love andon�dene; but they annot mehanially and arbitrarily do suh things; that is your task. Inexeuting those deisions whih deliver you from the fetters of fear, you literally supply the psyhifulrum on whih the Adjuster may subsequently apply a spiritual lever of uplifting and advaningillumination.When it omes to the sharp and well-de�ned onits between the higher and lower tendenies ofthe raes, between what really is right or wrong (not merely what you may all right and wrong),you an depend upon it that the Adjuster will always partiipate in some de�nite and ative mannerin suh experienes. The fat that suh Adjuster ativity may be unonsious to the human partnerdoes not in the least detrat from its value and reality.If you have a personal guardian of destiny and should fail of survival, that guardian angel mustbe adjudiated in order to reeive vindiation as to the faithful exeution of her trust. But ThoughtAdjusters are not thus subjeted to examination when their subjets fail to survive. We all knowthat, while an angel might possibly fall short of the perfetion of ministry, Thought Adjusters workin the manner of Paradise perfetion; their ministry is haraterized by a awless tehnique whihis beyond the possibility of ritiism by any being outside of Divinington. You have perfet guides;therefore is the goal of perfetion ertainly attainable.108.6 God in ManIt is indeed a marvel of divine ondesension for the exalted and perfet Adjusters to o�er themselvesfor atual existene in the minds of material reatures, suh as the mortals of Urantia, really toonsummate a probationary union with the animal-origin beings of earth.No matter what the previous status of the inhabitants of a world, subsequent to the bestowal of adivine Son and after the bestowal of the Spirit of Truth upon all humans, the Adjusters ok to suha world to indwell the minds of all normal will reatures. Following the ompletion of the mission of aParadise bestowal Son, these Monitors truly beome the \kingdom of heaven within you." Throughthe bestowal of the divine gifts the Father makes the losest possible approah to sin and evil, for itis literally true that the Adjuster must oexist in the mortal mind even in the very midst of humanunrighteousness. The indwelling Adjusters are partiularly tormented by those thoughts whih arepurely sordid and sel�sh; they are distressed by irreverene for that whih is beautiful and divine,and they are virtually thwarted in their work by many of man's foolish animal fears and hildishanxieties.The Mystery Monitors are undoubtedly the bestowal of the Universal Father, the reetion ofthe image of God abroad in the universe. A great teaher one admonished men that they shouldbe renewed in the spirit of their minds; that they beome new men who, like God, are reated inrighteousness and in the ompletion of truth. The Adjuster is the mark of divinity, the presene ofGod. The \image of God" does not refer to physial likeness nor to the irumsribed limitations of1091



material reature endowment but rather to the gift of the spirit presene of the Universal Father inthe supernal bestowal of the Thought Adjusters upon the humble reatures of the universes.The Adjuster is the wellspring of spiritual attainment and the hope of divine harater within you.He is the power, privilege, and the possibility of survival, whih so fully and forever distinguishesyou from mere animal reatures. He is the higher and truly internal spiritual stimulus of thoughtin ontrast with the external and physial stimulus, whih reahes the mind over the nerve-energymehanism of the material body.These faithful ustodians of the future areer unfailingly dupliate every mental reation witha spiritual ounterpart; they are thus slowly and surely re-reating you as you really are (onlyspiritually) for resurretion on the survival worlds. And all of these exquisite spirit re-reations arebeing preserved in the emerging reality of your evolving and immortal soul, your morontia self. Theserealities are atually there, notwithstanding that the Adjuster is seldom able to exalt these dupliatereations suÆiently to exhibit them to the light of onsiousness.And as you are the human parent, so is the Adjuster the divine parent of the real you, your higherand advaning self, your better morontial and future spiritual self. And it is this evolving morontialsoul that the judges and ensors disern when they deree your survival and pass you upward to newworlds and never-ending existene in eternal liaison with your faithful partner - God, the Adjuster.The Adjusters are the eternal anestors, the divine originals, of your evolving immortal souls; theyare the uneasing urge that leads man to attempt the mastery of the material and present existenein the light of the spiritual and future areer. The Monitors are the prisoners of undying hope, thefounts of everlasting progression. And how they do enjoy ommuniating with their subjets in moreor less diret hannels! How they rejoie when they an dispense with symbols and other methodsof indiretion and ash their messages straight to the intellets of their human partners!You humans have begun an endless unfolding of an almost in�nite panorama, a limitless expandingof never-ending, ever-widening spheres of opportunity for exhilarating servie, mathless adventure,sublime unertainty, and boundless attainment. When the louds gather overhead, your faith shouldaept the fat of the presene of the indwelling Adjuster, and thus you should be able to lookbeyond the mists of mortal unertainty into the lear shining of the sun of eternal righteousness onthe bekoning heights of the mansion worlds of Satania.[Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.℄
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Chapter 109Relation of Adjusters to UniverseCreaturesTHE Thought Adjusters are the hildren of the universe areer, and indeed the virgin Adjustersmust gain experiene while mortal reatures grow and develop. As the personality of the humanhild expands for the struggles of evolutionary existene, so does the Adjuster wax great in therehearsals of the next stage of asending life. As the hild aquires adaptative versatility for his adultativities through the soial and play life of early hildhood, so does the indwelling Adjuster ahieveskill for the next stage of osmi life by virtue of the preliminary mortal planning and rehearsing ofthose ativities whih have to do with the morontia areer. Human existene onstitutes a periodof pratie whih is e�etively utilized by the Adjuster in preparing for the inreased responsibilitiesand the greater opportunities of a future life. But the Adjuster's e�orts, while living within you, arenot so muh onerned with the a�airs of temporal life and planetary existene. Today, the ThoughtAdjusters are, as it were, rehearsing the realities of the universe areer in the evolving minds ofhuman beings.109.1 Development of AdjustersThere must be a omprehensive and elaborate plan for the training and development of virgin Ad-justers before they are sent forth from Divinington, but we really do not know very muh about it.There undoubtedly also exists an extensive system for retraining Adjusters of indwelling experienebefore they embark upon new missions of mortal assoiation, but, again, we do not atually know.I have been told by Personalized Adjusters that every time a Monitor-indwelt mortal fails ofsurvival, when the Adjuster returns to Divinington, an extended ourse of training is engaged in.This additional training is made possible by the experiene of having indwelt a human being, and itis always imparted before the Adjuster is remanded to the evolutionary worlds of time.Atual living experiene has no osmi substitute. The perfetion of the divinity of a newly formedThought Adjuster does not in any manner endow this Mystery Monitor with experiened ministrativeability. Experiene is inseparable from a living existene; it is the one thing whih no amount ofdivine endowment an absolve you from the neessity of seuring by atual living. Therefore, inommon with all beings living and funtioning within the present sphere of the Supreme, ThoughtAdjusters must aquire experiene; they must evolve from the lower, inexperiened, to the higher,more experiened, groups.Adjusters pass through a de�nite developmental areer in the mortal mind; they ahieve a realityof attainment whih is eternally theirs. They progressively aquire Adjuster skill and ability as aresult of any and all ontats with the material raes, regardless of the survival or nonsurvival of1093



their partiular mortal subjets. They are also equal partners of the human mind in fostering theevolution of the immortal soul of survival apaity.The �rst stage of Adjuster evolution is attained in fusion with the surviving soul of a mortal being.Thus, while you are in nature evolving inward and upward from man to God, the Adjusters are innature evolving outward and downward from God to man; and so will the �nal produt of this unionof divinity and humanity eternally be the son of man and the son of God.109.2 Self-Ating AdjustersYou have been informed of the lassi�ation of Adjusters in relation to experiene - virgin, advaned,and supreme. You should also reognize a ertain funtional lassi�ation - the self-ating Adjusters.A self-ating Adjuster is one who:1. Has had ertain requisite experiene in the evolving life of a will reature, either as a temporaryindweller on a type of world where Adjusters are only loaned to mortal subjets or on an atualfusion planet where the human failed of survival. Suh a Monitor is either an advaned or a supremeAdjuster.2. Has aquired the balane of spiritual power in a human who has made the third psyhi irleand has had assigned to him a personal seraphi guardian.3. Has a subjet who has made the supreme deision, has entered into a solemn and sinerebetrothal with the Adjuster. The Adjuster looks beforehand to the time of atual fusion and rekonsthe union as an event of fat.4. Has a subjet who has been mustered into one of the reserve orps of destiny on an evolutionaryworld of mortal asension.5. At some time, during human sleep, has been temporarily detahed from the mind of mortalinareration to perform some exploit of liaison, ontat, reregistration, or other extrahuman servieassoiated with the spiritual administration of the world of assignment.6. Has served in a time of risis in the experiene of some human being who was the materialomplement of a spirit personality intrusted with the enatment of some osmi ahievement essentialto the spiritual eonomy of the planet.Self-ating Adjusters seem to possess a marked degree of will in all matters not involving thehuman personalities of their immediate indwelling, as is indiated by their numerous exploits bothwithin and without the mortal subjets of attahment. Suh Adjusters partiipate in numerousativities of the realm, but more frequently they funtion as undeteted indwellers of the earthlytabernales of their own hoosing.Undoubtedly these higher and more experiened types of Adjusters an ommuniate with thosein other realms. But while self-ating Adjusters do thus interommuniate, they do so only on thelevels of their mutual work and for the purpose of preserving ustodial data essential to the Adjusterministry of the realms of their sojourn, though on oasions they have been known to funtion ininterplanetary matters during times of risis.Supreme and self-ating Adjusters an leave the human body at will. The indwellers are not anorgani or biologi part of mortal life; they are divine superimpositions thereon. In the original lifeplans they were provided for, but they are not indispensable to material existene. Nevertheless itshould be reorded that they very rarely, even temporarily, leave their mortal tabernales after theyone take up their indwelling.The superating Adjusters are those who have ahieved the onquest of their intrusted tasks and1094



only await the dissolution of the material-life vehile or the translation of the immortal soul.109.3 Relation of Adjusters to Mortal TypesThe harater of the detailed work of Mystery Monitors varies in aordane with the nature of theirassignments, as to whether or not they are liaison or fusion Adjusters. Some Adjusters are merelyloaned for the temporal lifetimes of their subjets; others are bestowed as personality andidateswith permission for everlasting fusion if their subjets survive. There is also a slight variation intheir work among the di�erent planetary types as well as in di�erent systems and universes. But,on the whole, their labors are remarkably uniform, more so than are the duties of any of the reatedorders of elestial beings.On ertain primitive worlds (the series one group) the Adjuster indwells the mind of the reatureas an experiential training, hiey for self-ulture and progressive development. Virgin Adjusters areusually sent to suh worlds during the earlier times when primitive men are arriving in the valleyof deision, but when omparatively few will elet to asend the moral heights beyond the hills ofself-mastery and harater aquirement to attain the higher levels of emerging spirituality. (Many,however, who fail of Adjuster fusion do survive as Spirit-fused asenders.) The Adjusters reeivevaluable training and aquire wonderful experiene in transient assoiation with primitive minds,and they are able subsequently to utilize this experiene for the bene�t of superior beings on otherworlds. Nothing of survival value is ever lost in all the wide universe.On another type of world (the series two group) the Adjusters are merely loaned to mortal beings.Here the Monitors an never attain fusion personality through suh indwelling, but they do a�ordgreat help to their human subjets during the mortal lifetime, far more than they are able to giveto Urantia mortals. The Adjusters are here loaned to the mortal reatures for a single life span aspatterns for their higher spiritual attainment, temporary helpers in the intriguing task of perfetinga survival harater. The Adjusters do not return after natural death; these surviving mortals attaineternal life through Spirit fusion.On worlds suh as Urantia (the series three group) there is a real betrothal with the divine gifts,a life and death engagement. If you survive, there is to be an eternal union, an everlasting fusion,the making of man and Adjuster one being.In the three-brained mortals of this series of worlds, the Adjusters are able to gain far more atualontat with their subjets during the temporal life than in the one- and two-brained types. Butin the areer after death, the three-brained type proeed just as do the one-brained type and thetwo-brained peoples - the Urantia raes.On the two-brain worlds, subsequent to the sojourn of a Paradise bestowal Son, virgin Adjustersare seldom assigned to persons who have unquestioned apaity for survival. It is our belief thaton suh worlds pratially all Adjusters indwelling intelligent men and women of survival apaitybelong to the advaned or to the supreme type.In many of the early evolutionary raes of Urantia, three groups of beings existed. There werethose who were so animalisti that they were utterly laking in Adjuster apaity. There were thosewho exhibited undoubted apaity for Adjusters and promptly reeived them when the age of moralresponsibility was attained. There was a third lass who oupied a borderline position; they hadapaity for Adjuster reeption, but the Monitors ould only indwell the mind on the personal petitionof the individual.But with those beings who are virtually disquali�ed for survival by disinheritane through theageny of un�t and inferior anestors, many a virgin Adjuster has served a valuable preliminaryexperiene in ontating evolutionary mind and thus has beome better quali�ed for a subsequent1095



assignment to a higher type of mind on some other world.109.4 Adjusters and Human PersonalityThe higher forms of intelligent interommuniation between human beings are greatly helped by theindwelling Adjusters. Animals do have fellow feelings, but they do not ommuniate onepts toeah other; they an express emotions but not ideas and ideals. Neither do men of animal originexperiene a high type of intelletual interourse or spiritual ommunion with their fellows until theThought Adjusters have been bestowed, albeit, when suh evolutionary reatures develop speeh,they are on the highroad to reeiving Adjusters.Animals do, in a rude way, ommuniate with eah other, but there is little or no personalityin suh primitive ontat. Adjusters are not personality; they are prepersonal beings. But they dohail from the soure of personality, and their presene does augment the qualitative manifestationsof human personality; espeially is this true if the Adjuster has had previous experiene.The type of Adjuster has muh to do with the potential for expression of the human personality.On down through the ages, many of the great intelletual and spiritual leaders of Urantia haveexerted their inuene hiey beause of the superiority and previous experiene of their indwellingAdjusters.The indwelling Adjusters have in no small measure o-operated with other spiritual inuenes intransforming and humanizing the desendants of the primitive men of olden ages. If the Adjustersindwelling the minds of the inhabitants of Urantia were to be withdrawn, the world would slowlyreturn to many of the senes and praties of the men of primitive times; the divine Monitors areone of the real potentials of advaning ivilization.I have observed a Thought Adjuster indwelling a mind on Urantia who has, aording to thereords on Uversa, indwelt �fteen minds previously in Orvonton. We do not know whether thisMonitor has had similar experienes in other superuniverses, but I suspet so. This is a marvelousAdjuster and one of the most useful and potent fores on Urantia during this present age. Whatothers have lost, in that they refused to survive, this human being (and your whole world) nowgains. From him who has not survival qualities, shall be taken away even that experiened Adjusterwhih he now has, while to him who has survival prospets, shall be given even the pre-experienedAdjuster of a slothful deserter.In a sense the Adjusters may be fostering a ertain degree of planetary ross-fertilization in thedomains of truth, beauty, and goodness. But they are seldom given two indwelling experienes onthe same planet; there is no Adjuster now serving on Urantia who has been on this world previously.I know whereof I speak sine we have their numbers and reords in the arhives of Uversa.109.5 Material Handiaps to Adjuster IndwellingSupreme and self-ating Adjusters are often able to ontribute fators of spiritual import to thehuman mind when it ows freely in the liberated but ontrolled hannels of reative imagination. Atsuh times, and sometimes during sleep, the Adjuster is able to arrest the mental urrents, to staythe ow, and then to divert the idea proession; and all this is done in order to e�et deep spiritualtransformations in the higher reesses of the superonsiousness. Thus are the fores and energies ofmind more fully adjusted to the key of the ontatual tones of the spiritual level of the present andthe future.It is sometimes possible to have the mind illuminated, to hear the divine voie that ontinually1096



speaks within you, so that you may beome partially onsious of the wisdom, truth, goodness, andbeauty of the potential personality onstantly indwelling you.But your unsteady and rapidly shifting mental attitudes often result in thwarting the plans andinterrupting the work of the Adjusters. Their work is not only interfered with by the innate natures ofthe mortal raes, but this ministry is also greatly retarded by your own preoneived opinions, settledideas, and long-standing prejudies. Beause of these handiaps, many times only their un�nishedreations emerge into onsiousness, and onfusion of onept is inevitable. Therefore, in srutinizingmental situations, safety lies only in the prompt reognition of eah and every thought and experienefor just what it atually and fundamentally is, disregarding entirely what it might have been.The great problem of life is the adjustment of the anestral tendenies of living to the demandsof the spiritual urges initiated by the divine presene of the Mystery Monitor. While in the universeand superuniverse areers no man an serve two masters, in the life you now live on Urantia everyman must perfore serve two masters. He must beome adept in the art of a ontinuous humantemporal ompromise while he yields spiritual allegiane to but one master; and this is why so manyfalter and fail, grow weary and suumb to the stress of the evolutionary struggle.While the hereditary legay of erebral endowment and that of eletrohemial overontrol bothoperate to delimit the sphere of eÆient Adjuster ativity, no hereditary handiap (in normal minds)ever prevents eventual spiritual ahievement. Heredity may interfere with the rate of personalityonquest, but it does not prevent eventual onsummation of the asendant adventure. If you willo-operate with your Adjuster, the divine gift will, sooner or later, evolve the immortal morontiasoul and, subsequent to fusion therewith, will present the new reature to the sovereign Master Sonof the loal universe and eventually to the Father of Adjusters on Paradise.109.6 The Persistene of True ValuesAdjusters never fail; nothing worth surviving is ever lost; every meaningful value in every will rea-ture is ertain of survival, irrespetive of the survival or nonsurvival of the meaning-disovering orevaluating personality. And so it is, a mortal reature may rejet survival; still the life experiene isnot wasted; the eternal Adjuster arries the worth-while features of suh an apparent life of failureover into some other world and there bestows these surviving meanings and values upon some highertype of mortal mind, one of survival apaity. No worth-while experiene ever happens in vain; notrue meaning or real value ever perishes.As related to fusion andidates, if a Mystery Monitor is deserted by the mortal assoiate, if thehuman partner delines to pursue the asending areer, when released by natural death (or priorthereto), the Adjuster arries away everything of survival value whih has evolved in the mindof that nonsurviving reature. If an Adjuster should repeatedly fail to attain fusion personalitybeause of the nonsurvival of suessive human subjets, and if this Monitor should subsequentlybe personalized, all the aquired experiene of having indwelt and mastered all these mortal mindswould beome the atual possession of suh a newly Personalized Adjuster, an endowment to beenjoyed and utilized throughout all future ages. A Personalized Adjuster of this order is a ompositeassembly of all the survival traits of all his former reature hosts.When Adjusters of long universe experiene volunteer to indwell divine Sons on bestowal missions,they full well know that personality attainment an never be ahieved through this servie. But oftendoes the Father of spirits grant personality to these volunteers and establish them as diretors oftheir kind. These are the personalities honored with authority on Divinington. And their uniquenatures embody the mosai humanity of their multiple experienes of mortal indwelling and alsothe spirit transript of the human divinity of the Paradise bestowal Son of the terminal indwellingexperiene. 1097



The ativities of Adjusters in your loal universe are direted by the Personalized Adjuster ofMihael of Nebadon, that very Monitor who guided him step by step when he lived his human lifein the esh of Joshua ben Joseph. Faithful to his trust was this extraordinary Adjuster, and wiselydid this valiant Monitor diret the human nature, ever guiding the mortal mind of the ParadiseSon in the hoosing of the path of the Father's perfet will. This Adjuster had previously servedwith Mahiventa Melhizedek in the days of Abraham and had engaged in tremendous exploits bothprevious to this indwelling and between these bestowal experienes.This Adjuster did indeed triumph in Jesus' human mind - that mind whih in eah of life'sreurring situations maintained a onserated dediation to the Father's will, saying, \Not my will,but yours, be done." Suh deisive onseration onstitutes the true passport from the limitationsof human nature to the �nality of divine attainment.This same Adjuster now reets in the insrutable nature of his mighty personality the prebap-tismal humanity of Joshua ben Joseph, the eternal and living transript of the eternal and livingvalues whih the greatest of all Urantians reated out of the humble irumstanes of a ommonplaelife as it was lived to the omplete exhaustion of the spiritual values attainable in mortal experiene.Everything of permanent value whih is intrusted to an Adjuster is assured eternal survival.In ertain instanes the Monitor holds these possessions for bestowal on a mortal mind of futureindwelling; in others, and upon personalization, these surviving and onserved realities are held intrust for future utilization in the servie of the Arhitets of the Master Universe.109.7 Destiny of Personalized AdjustersWe annot state whether or not non-Adjuster Father fragments are personalizable, but you have beeninformed that personality is the sovereign freewill bestowal of the Universal Father. As far as weknow, the Adjuster type of Father fragment attains personality only by the aquirement of personalattributes through servie-ministry to a personal being. These Personalized Adjusters are at homeon Divinington, where they instrut and diret their prepersonal assoiates.Personalized Thought Adjusters are the untrammeled, unassigned, and sovereign stabilizers andompensators of the far-ung universe of universes. They ombine the Creator and reature experi-ene - existential and experiential. They are onjoint time and eternity beings. They assoiate theprepersonal and the personal in universe administration.Personalized Adjusters are the all-wise and powerful exeutives of the Arhitets of the MasterUniverse. They are the personal agents of the full ministry of the Universal Father - personal,prepersonal, and superpersonal. They are the personal ministers of the extraordinary, the unusual,and the unexpeted throughout all the realms of the transendental absonite spheres of the domainof God the Ultimate, even to the levels of God the Absolute.They are the exlusive beings of the universes who embrae within their being all the knownrelationships of personality; they are omnipersonal - they are before personality, they are personality,and they are after personality. They minister the personality of the Universal Father as in the eternalpast, the eternal present, and the eternal future.Existential personality on the order of the in�nite and absolute, the Father bestowed upon theEternal Son, but he hose to reserve for his own ministry the experiential personality of the typeof the Personalized Adjuster bestowed upon the existential prepersonal Adjuster; and they are thusboth destined to the future eternal superpersonality of the transendental ministry of the absoniterealms of the Ultimate, the Supreme-Ultimate, even to the levels of the Ultimate-Absolute.Seldom are the Personalized Adjusters seen at large in the universes. Oasionally they onsultwith the Anients of Days, and sometimes the Personalized Adjusters of the sevenfold Creator Sons1098



ome to the headquarters worlds of the onstellations to onfer with the Vorondadek rulers.When the planetary Vorondadek observer of Urantia - the Most High ustodian who not longsine assumed an emergeny regeny of your world - asserted his authority in the presene of theresident governor general, he began his emergeny administration of Urantia with a full sta� of hisown hoosing. He immediately assigned to all his assoiates and assistants their planetary duties.But he did not hoose the three Personalized Adjusters who appeared in his presene the instant heassumed the regeny. He did not even know they would thus appear, for they did not so manifesttheir divine presene at the time of a previous regeny. And the Most High regent did not assignservie or designate duties for these volunteer Personalized Adjusters. Nevertheless, these threeomnipersonal beings were among the most ative of the numerous orders of elestial beings thenserving on Urantia.Personalized Adjusters perform a wide range of servies for numerous orders of universe per-sonalities, but we are not permitted to disuss these ministries with Adjuster-indwelt evolutionaryreatures. These extraordinary human divinities are among the most remarkable personalities of theentire grand universe, and no one dares to predit what their future missions may be.[Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.℄
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Chapter 110Relation of Adjusters to IndividualMortalsTHE endowment of imperfet beings with freedom entails inevitable tragedy, and it is the nature ofthe perfet anestral Deity to universally and a�etionately share these su�erings in loving ompan-ionship.As far as I am onversant with the a�airs of a universe, I regard the love and devotion of aThought Adjuster as the most truly divine a�etion in all reation. The love of the Sons in theirministry to the raes is superb, but the devotion of an Adjuster to the individual is touhinglysublime, divinely Fatherlike. The Paradise Father has apparently reserved this form of personalontat with his individual reatures as an exlusive Creator prerogative. And there is nothing in allthe universe of universes exatly omparable to the marvelous ministry of these impersonal entitiesthat so fasinatingly indwell the hildren of the evolutionary planets.110.1 Indwelling the Mortal MindAdjusters should not be thought of as living in the material brains of human beings. They are notorgani parts of the physial reatures of the realms. The Thought Adjuster may more properly beenvisaged as indwelling the mortal mind of man rather than as existing within the on�nes of a singlephysial organ. And indiretly and unreognized the Adjuster is onstantly ommuniating with thehuman subjet, espeially during those sublime experienes of the worshipful ontat of mind withspirit in the superonsiousness.I wish it were possible for me to help evolving mortals to ahieve a better understanding and attaina fuller appreiation of the unsel�sh and superb work of the Adjusters living within them, who areso devoutly faithful to the task of fostering man's spiritual welfare. These Monitors are eÆientministers to the higher phases of men's minds; they are wise and experiened manipulators of thespiritual potential of the human intellet. These heavenly helpers are dediated to the stupendoustask of guiding you safely inward and upward to the elestial haven of happiness. These tireless toilersare onserated to the future personi�ation of the triumph of divine truth in your life everlasting.They are the wathful workers who pilot the God-onsious human mind away from the shoals of evilwhile expertly guiding the evolving soul of man toward the divine harbors of perfetion on far-distantand eternal shores. The Adjusters are loving leaders, your safe and sure guides through the dark andunertain mazes of your short earthly areer; they are the patient teahers who so onstantly urgetheir subjets forward in the paths of progressive perfetion. They are the areful ustodians of thesublime values of reature harater. I wish you ould love them more, o-operate with them morefully, and herish them more a�etionately. 1101



Although the divine indwellers are hiey onerned with your spiritual preparation for the nextstage of the never-ending existene, they are also deeply interested in your temporal welfare and inyour real ahievements on earth. They are delighted to ontribute to your health, happiness, andtrue prosperity. They are not indi�erent to your suess in all matters of planetary advanementwhih are not inimial to your future life of eternal progress.Adjusters are interested in, and onerned with, your daily doings and the manifold details ofyour life just to the extent that these are inuential in the determination of your signi�ant temporalhoies and vital spiritual deisions and, hene, are fators in the solution of your problem of soulsurvival and eternal progress. The Adjuster, while passive regarding purely temporal welfare, isdivinely ative onerning all the a�airs of your eternal future.The Adjuster remains with you in all disaster and through every sikness whih does not whollydestroy the mentality. But how unkind knowingly to de�le or otherwise deliberately to pollutethe physial body, whih must serve as the earthly tabernale of this marvelous gift from God. Allphysial poisons greatly retard the e�orts of the Adjuster to exalt the material mind, while the mentalpoisons of fear, anger, envy, jealousy, suspiion, and intolerane likewise tremendously interfere withthe spiritual progress of the evolving soul.Today you are passing through the period of the ourtship of your Adjuster; and if you only provefaithful to the trust reposed in you by the divine spirit who seeks your mind and soul in eternal union,there will eventually ensue that morontia oneness, that supernal harmony, that osmi o-ordination,that divine attunement, that elestial fusion, that never-ending blending of identity, that oneness ofbeing whih is so perfet and �nal that even the most experiened personalities an never segregateor reognize as separate identities the fusion partners - mortal man and divine Adjuster.110.2 Adjusters and Human WillWhen Thought Adjusters indwell human minds, they bring with them the model areers, the ideallives, as determined and foreordained by themselves and the Personalized Adjusters of Divinington,whih have been erti�ed by the Personalized Adjuster of Urantia. Thus they begin work witha de�nite and predetermined plan for the intelletual and spiritual development of their humansubjets, but it is not inumbent upon any human being to aept this plan. You are all subjets ofpredestination, but it is not foreordained that you must aept this divine predestination; you are atfull liberty to rejet any part or all of the Thought Adjusters' program. It is their mission to e�etsuh mind hanges and to make suh spiritual adjustments as you may willingly and intelligentlyauthorize, to the end that they may gain more inuene over the personality diretionization; butunder no irumstanes do these divine Monitors ever take advantage of you or in any way arbitrarilyinuene you in your hoies and deisions. The Adjusters respet your sovereignty of personality;they are always subservient to your will.They are persistent, ingenious, and perfet in their methods of work, but they never do violene tothe volitional selfhood of their hosts. No human being will ever be spiritualized by a divine Monitoragainst his will; survival is a gift of the Gods whih must be desired by the reatures of time. In the�nal analysis, whatever the Adjuster has sueeded in doing for you, the reords will show that thetransformation has been aomplished with your o-operative onsent; you will have been a willingpartner with the Adjuster in the attainment of every step of the tremendous transformation of theasension areer.The Adjuster is not trying to ontrol your thinking, as suh, but rather to spiritualize it, toeternalize it. Neither angels nor Adjusters are devoted diretly to inuening human thought; thatis your exlusive personality prerogative. The Adjusters are dediated to improving, modifying,adjusting, and o-ordinating your thinking proesses; but more espeially and spei�ally they are1102



devoted to the work of building up spiritual ounterparts of your areers, morontia transripts ofyour true advaning selves, for survival purposes.Adjusters work in the spheres of the higher levels of the human mind, uneasingly seeking toprodue morontia dupliates of every onept of the mortal intellet. There are, therefore, tworealities whih impinge upon, and are entered in, the human mind iruits: one, a mortal selfevolved from the original plans of the Life Carriers, the other, an immortal entity from the highspheres of Divinington, an indwelling gift from God. But the mortal self is also a personal self; ithas personality.You as a personal reature have mind and will. The Adjuster as a prepersonal reature haspremind and prewill. If you so fully onform to the Adjuster's mind that you see eye to eye, thenyour minds beome one, and you reeive the reinforement of the Adjuster's mind. Subsequently,if your will orders and enfores the exeution of the deisions of this new or ombined mind, theAdjuster's prepersonal will attains to personality expression through your deision, and as far asthat partiular projet is onerned, you and the Adjuster are one. Your mind has attained todivinity attunement, and the Adjuster's will has ahieved personality expression.To the extent that this identity is realized, you are mentally approahing the morontia order ofexistene. Morontia mind is a term signifying the substane and sum total of the o-operating mindsof diversely material and spiritual natures. Morontia intellet, therefore, onnotes a dual mind inthe loal universe dominated by one will. And with mortals this is a will, human in origin, whih isbeoming divine through man's identi�ation of the human mind with the mindedness of God.110.3 Co-operation with the AdjusterAdjusters are playing the sared and superb game of the ages; they are engaged in one of the supremeadventures of time in spae. And how happy they are when your o-operation permits them to lendassistane in your short struggles of time as they ontinue to proseute their larger tasks of eternity.But usually, when your Adjuster attempts to ommuniate with you, the message is lost in thematerial urrents of the energy streams of human mind; only oasionally do you ath an eho, afaint and distant eho, of the divine voie.The suess of your Adjuster in the enterprise of piloting you through the mortal life and bringingabout your survival depends not so muh on the theories of your beliefs as upon your deisions,determinations, and steadfast faith. All these movements of personality growth beome powerfulinuenes aiding in your advanement beause they help you to o-operate with the Adjuster; theyassist you in easing to resist. Thought Adjusters sueed or apparently fail in their terrestrialundertakings just in so far as mortals sueed or fail to o-operate with the sheme whereby they areto be advaned along the asending path of perfetion attainment. The seret of survival is wrappedup in the supreme human desire to be Godlike and in the assoiated willingness to do and be anyand all things whih are essential to the �nal attainment of that overmastering desire.When we speak of an Adjuster's suess or failure, we are speaking in terms of human survival.Adjusters never fail; they are of the divine essene, and they always emerge triumphant in eah oftheir undertakings.I annot but observe that so many of you spend so muh time and thought on mere tries ofliving, while you almost wholly overlook the more essential realities of everlasting import, thosevery aomplishments whih are onerned with the development of a more harmonious workingagreement between you and your Adjusters. The great goal of human existene is to attune to thedivinity of the indwelling Adjuster; the great ahievement of mortal life is the attainment of a trueand understanding onseration to the eternal aims of the divine spirit who waits and works within1103



your mind. But a devoted and determined e�ort to realize eternal destiny is wholly ompatible witha lighthearted and joyous life and with a suessful and honorable areer on earth. Co-operationwith the Thought Adjuster does not entail self-torture, mok piety, or hyporitial and ostentatiousself-abasement; the ideal life is one of loving servie rather than an existene of fearful apprehension.Confusion, being puzzled, even sometimes disouraged and distrated, does not neessarily signifyresistane to the leadings of the indwelling Adjuster. Suh attitudes may sometimes onnote lak ofative o-operation with the divine Monitor and may, therefore, somewhat delay spiritual progress,but suh intelletual emotional diÆulties do not in the least interfere with the ertain survival ofthe God-knowing soul. Ignorane alone an never prevent survival; neither an onfusional doubtsnor fearful unertainty. Only onsious resistane to the Adjuster's leading an prevent the survivalof the evolving immortal soul.You must not regard o-operation with your Adjuster as a partiularly onsious proess, for it isnot; but your motives and your deisions, your faithful determinations and your supreme desires, doonstitute real and e�etive o-operation. You an onsiously augment Adjuster harmony by:1. Choosing to respond to divine leading; sinerely basing the human life on the highest on-siousness of truth, beauty, and goodness, and then o-ordinating these qualities of divinity throughwisdom, worship, faith, and love.2. Loving God and desiring to be like him - genuine reognition of the divine fatherhood andloving worship of the heavenly Parent.3. Loving man and sinerely desiring to serve him - wholehearted reognition of the brotherhoodof man oupled with an intelligent and wise a�etion for eah of your fellow mortals.4. Joyful aeptane of osmi itizenship - honest reognition of your progressive obligations tothe Supreme Being, awareness of the interdependene of evolutionary man and evolving Deity. Thisis the birth of osmi morality and the dawning realization of universal duty.110.4 The Adjuster's Work in the MindAdjusters are able to reeive the ontinuous stream of osmi intelligene oming in over the masteriruits of time and spae; they are in full touh with the spirit intelligene and energy of theuniverses. But these mighty indwellers are unable to transmit very muh of this wealth of wisdomand truth to the minds of their mortal subjets beause of the lak of ommonness of nature and theabsene of responsive reognition.The Thought Adjuster is engaged in a onstant e�ort so to spiritualize your mind as to evolve yourmorontia soul; but you yourself are mostly unonsious of this inner ministry. You are quite inapableof distinguishing the produt of your own material intellet from that of the onjoint ativities ofyour soul and the Adjuster.Certain abrupt presentations of thoughts, onlusions, and other pitures of mind are sometimesthe diret or indiret work of the Adjuster; but far more often they are the sudden emergene intoonsiousness of ideas whih have been grouping themselves together in the submerged mental levels,natural and everyday ourrenes of normal and ordinary psyhi funtion inherent in the iruits ofthe evolving animal mind. (In ontrast with these subonsious emanations, the revelations of theAdjuster appear through the realms of the superonsious.)Trust all matters of mind beyond the dead level of onsiousness to the ustody of the Adjusters.In due time, if not in this world then on the mansion worlds, they will give good aount of theirstewardship, and eventually will they bring forth those meanings and values intrusted to their areand keeping. They will resurret every worthy treasure of the mortal mind if you survive.1104



There exists a vast gulf between the human and the divine, between man and God. The Urantiaraes are so largely eletrially and hemially ontrolled, so highly animallike in their ommonbehavior, so emotional in their ordinary reations, that it beomes exeedingly diÆult for theMonitors to guide and diret them. You are so devoid of ourageous deisions and onserated o-operation that your indwelling Adjusters �nd it next to impossible to ommuniate diretly with thehuman mind. Even when they do �nd it possible to ash a gleam of new truth to the evolving mortalsoul, this spiritual revelation often so blinds the reature as to preipitate a onvulsion of fanatiismor to initiate some other intelletual upheaval whih results disastrously. Many a new religion andstrange \ism" has arisen from the aborted, imperfet, misunderstood, and garbled ommuniationsof the Thought Adjusters.For many thousands of years, so the reords of Jerusem show, in eah generation there have livedfewer and fewer beings who ould funtion safely with self-ating Adjusters. This is an alarmingpiture, and the supervising personalities of Satania look with favor upon the proposals of some ofyour more immediate planetary supervisors who advoate the inauguration of measures designed tofoster and onserve the higher spiritual types of the Urantia raes.110.5 Erroneous Conepts of Adjuster GuidaneDo not onfuse and onfound the mission and inuene of the Adjuster with what is ommonly alledonsiene; they are not diretly related. Consiene is a human and purely psyhi reation. It isnot to be despised, but it is hardly the voie of God to the soul, whih indeed the Adjuster's wouldbe if suh a voie ould be heard. Consiene, rightly, admonishes you to do right; but the Adjuster,in addition, endeavors to tell you what truly is right; that is, when and as you are able to pereivethe Monitor's leading.Man's dream experienes, that disordered and disonneted parade of the un-o-ordinated sleepingmind, present adequate proof of the failure of the Adjusters to harmonize and assoiate the divergentfators of the mind of man. The Adjusters simply annot, in a single lifetime, arbitrarily o-ordinateand synhronize two suh unlike and diverse types of thinking as the human and the divine. Whenthey do, as they sometimes have, suh souls are translated diretly to the mansion worlds withoutthe neessity of passing through the experiene of death.During the slumber season the Adjuster attempts to ahieve only that whih the will of the indweltpersonality has previously fully approved by the deisions and hoosings whih were made duringtimes of fully wakeful onsiousness, and whih have thereby beome lodged in the realms of thesupermind, the liaison domain of human and divine interrelationship.While their mortal hosts are asleep, the Adjusters try to register their reations in the higherlevels of the material mind, and some of your grotesque dreams indiate their failure to make eÆientontat. The absurdities of dream life not only testify to pressure of unexpressed emotions but alsobear witness to the horrible distortion of the representations of the spiritual onepts presented bythe Adjusters. Your own passions, urges, and other innate tendenies translate themselves into thepiture and substitute their unexpressed desires for the divine messages whih the indwellers areendeavoring to put into the psyhi reords during unonsious sleep.It is extremely dangerous to postulate as to the Adjuster ontent of the dream life. The Adjustersdo work during sleep, but your ordinary dream experienes are purely physiologi and psyhologiphenomena. Likewise, it is hazardous to attempt the di�erentiation of the Adjusters' onept registryfrom the more or less ontinuous and onsious reeption of the ditations of mortal onsiene. Theseare problems whih will have to be solved through individual disrimination and personal deision.But a human being would do better to err in rejeting an Adjuster's expression through believingit to be a purely human experiene than to blunder into exalting a reation of the mortal mind to1105



the sphere of divine dignity. Remember, the inuene of a Thought Adjuster is for the most part,though not wholly, a superonsious experiene.In varying degrees and inreasingly as you asend the psyhi irles, sometimes diretly, but moreoften indiretly, you do ommuniate with your Adjusters. But it is dangerous to entertain the ideathat every new onept originating in the human mind is the ditation of the Adjuster. More often,in beings of your order, that whih you aept as the Adjuster's voie is in reality the emanation ofyour own intellet. This is dangerous ground, and every human being must settle these problems forhimself in aordane with his natural human wisdom and superhuman insight.The Adjuster of the human being through whom this ommuniation is being made enjoys suha wide sope of ativity hiey beause of this human's almost omplete indi�erene to any outwardmanifestations of the Adjuster's inner presene; it is indeed fortunate that he remains onsiouslyquite unonerned about the entire proedure. He holds one of the highly experiened Adjusters ofhis day and generation, and yet his passive reation to, and inative onern toward, the phenomenaassoiated with the presene in his mind of this versatile Adjuster is pronouned by the guardianof destiny to be a rare and fortuitous reation. And all this onstitutes a favorable o-ordination ofinuenes, favorable both to the Adjuster in the higher sphere of ation and to the human partnerfrom the standpoints of health, eÆieny, and tranquillity.110.6 The Seven Psyhi CirlesThe sum total of personality realization on a material world is ontained within the suessiveonquest of the seven psyhi irles of mortal potentiality. Entrane upon the seventh irle marksthe beginning of true human personality funtion. Completion of the �rst irle denotes the relativematurity of the mortal being. Though the traversal of the seven irles of osmi growth does notequal fusion with the Adjuster, the mastery of these irles marks the attainment of those stepswhih are preliminary to Adjuster fusion.The Adjuster is your equal partner in the attainment of the seven irles - the ahievement ofomparative mortal maturity. The Adjuster asends the irles with you from the seventh to the�rst but progresses to the status of supremay and self-ativity quite independent of the ativeo-operation of the mortal mind.The psyhi irles are not exlusively intelletual, neither are they wholly morontial; they have todo with personality status, mind attainment, soul growth, and Adjuster attunement. The suessfultraversal of these levels demands the harmonious funtioning of the entire personality, not merely ofsome one phase thereof. The growth of the parts does not equal the true maturation of the whole;the parts really grow in proportion to the expansion of the entire self - the whole self - material,intelletual, and spiritual.When the development of the intelletual nature proeeds faster than that of the spiritual, suh asituation renders ommuniation with the Thought Adjuster both diÆult and dangerous. Likewise,overspiritual development tends to produe a fanatial and perverted interpretation of the spiritleadings of the divine indweller. Lak of spiritual apaity makes it very diÆult to transmit to suha material intellet the spiritual truths resident in the higher superonsiousness. It is to the mindof perfet poise, housed in a body of lean habits, stabilized neural energies, and balaned hemialfuntion - when the physial, mental, and spiritual powers are in triune harmony of development -that a maximum of light and truth an be imparted with a minimum of temporal danger or risk tothe real welfare of suh a being. By suh a balaned growth does man asend the irles of planetaryprogression one by one, from the seventh to the �rst.The Adjusters are always near you and of you, but rarely an they speak diretly, as another1106



being, to you. Cirle by irle your intelletual deisions, moral hoosings, and spiritual developmentadd to the ability of the Adjuster to funtion in your mind; irle by irle you thereby asend fromthe lower stages of Adjuster assoiation and mind attunement, so that the Adjuster is inreasinglyenabled to register his piturizations of destiny with augmenting vividness and onvition upon theevolving onsiousness of this God-seeking mind-soul.Every deision you make either impedes or failitates the funtion of the Adjuster; likewise dothese very deisions determine your advanement in the irles of human ahievement. It is truethat the supremay of a deision, its risis relationship, has a great deal to do with its irle-makinginuene; nevertheless, numbers of deisions, frequent repetitions, persistent repetitions, are alsoessential to the habit-forming ertainty of suh reations.It is diÆult preisely to de�ne the seven levels of human progression, for the reason that theselevels are personal; they are variable for eah individual and are apparently determined by the growthapaity of eah human being. The onquest of these levels of osmi evolution is reeted in threeways:1. Adjuster attunement. The spiritizing mind nears the Adjuster presene proportional to irleattainment.2. Soul evolution. The emergene of the morontia soul indiates the extent and depth of irlemastery.3. Personality reality. The degree of selfhood reality is diretly determined by irle onquest.Persons beome more real as they asend from the seventh to the �rst level of mortal existene.As the irles are traversed, the hild of material evolution is growing into the mature human ofimmortal potentiality. The shadowy reality of the embryoni nature of a seventh irler is giving wayto the learer manifestation of the emerging morontia nature of a loal universe itizen.While it is impossible preisely to de�ne the seven levels, or psyhi irles, of human growth, itis permissible to suggest the minimum and maximum limits of these stages of maturity realization:The seventh irle. This level is entered when human beings develop the powers of personal hoie,individual deision, moral responsibility, and the apaity for the attainment of spiritual individuality.This signi�es the united funtion of the seven adjutant mind-spirits under the diretion of the spirit ofwisdom, the eniruitment of the mortal reature in the inuene of the Holy Spirit, and, on Urantia,the �rst funtioning of the Spirit of Truth, together with the reeption of a Thought Adjuster in themortal mind. Entrane upon the seventh irle onstitutes a mortal reature a truly potential itizenof the loal universe.The third irle. The Adjuster's work is muh more e�etive after the human asender attains thethird irle and reeives a personal seraphi guardian of destiny. While there is no apparent onertof e�ort between the Adjuster and the seraphi guardian, nonetheless there is to be observed anunmistakable improvement in all phases of osmi ahievement and spiritual development subsequentto the assignment of the personal seraphi attendant. When the third irle is attained, the Adjusterendeavors to morontiaize the mind of man during the remainder of the mortal life span, to make theremaining irles, and ahieve the �nal stage of the divine-human assoiation before natural deathdissolves the unique partnership.The �rst irle. The Adjuster annot, ordinarily, speak diretly and immediately with you untilyou attain the �rst and �nal irle of progressive mortal ahievement. This level represents the highestpossible realization of mind-Adjuster relationship in the human experiene prior to the liberation ofthe evolving morontia soul from the habiliments of the material body. Conerning mind, emotions,and osmi insight, this ahievement of the �rst psyhi irle is the nearest possible approah ofmaterial mind and spirit Adjuster in human experiene.Perhaps these psyhi irles of mortal progression would be better denominated osmi levels -1107



atual meaning grasps and value realizations of progressive approah to the morontia onsiousnessof initial relationship of the evolutionary soul with the emerging Supreme Being. And it is this veryrelationship that makes it forever impossible fully to explain the signi�ane of the osmi irlesto the material mind. These irle attainments are only relatively related to God-onsiousness.A seventh or sixth irler an be almost as truly God-knowing - sonship onsious - as a seondor �rst irler, but suh lower irle beings are far less onsious of experiential relation to theSupreme Being, universe itizenship. The attainment of these osmi irles will beome a part ofthe asenders' experiene on the mansion worlds if they fail of suh ahievement before natural death.The motivation of faith makes experiential the full realization of man's sonship with God, butation, ompletion of deisions, is essential to the evolutionary attainment of onsiousness of pro-gressive kinship with the osmi atuality of the Supreme Being. Faith transmutes potentials toatuals in the spiritual world, but potentials beome atuals in the �nite realms of the Supremeonly by and through the realization of hoie-experiene. But hoosing to do the will of God joinsspiritual faith to material deisions in personality ation and thus supplies a divine and spiritualfulrum for the more e�etive funtioning of the human and material leverage of God-hunger. Suha wise o-ordination of material and spiritual fores greatly augments both osmi realization of theSupreme and morontia omprehension of the Paradise Deities.The mastery of the osmi irles is related to the quantitative growth of the morontia soul, theomprehension of supreme meanings. But the qualitative status of this immortal soul is whollydependent on the grasp of living faith upon the Paradise-potential fat-value that mortal man is ason of the eternal God. Therefore does a seventh irler go on to the mansion worlds to attain furtherquantitative realization of osmi growth just as does a seond or even a �rst irler.There is only an indiret relation between osmi-irle attainment and atual spiritual religiousexperiene; suh attainments are reiproal and therefore mutually bene�ial. Purely spiritual de-velopment may have little to do with planetary material prosperity, but irle attainment alwaysaugments the potential of human suess and mortal ahievement.From the seventh to the third irle there ours inreased and uni�ed ation of the seven adjutantmind-spirits in the task of weaning the mortal mind from its dependene on the realities of thematerial life mehanisms preparatory to inreased introdution to morontia levels of experiene.From the third irle onward the adjutant inuene progressively diminishes.The seven irles embrae mortal experiene extending from the highest purely animal level to thelowest atual ontatual morontia level of self-onsiousness as a personality experiene. The masteryof the �rst osmi irle signalizes the attainment of premorontia mortal maturity and marks thetermination of the onjoint ministry of the adjutant mind-spirits as an exlusive inuene of mindation in the human personality. Beyond the �rst irle, mind beomes inreasingly akin to theintelligene of the morontia stage of evolution, the onjoined ministry of the osmi mind and thesuperadjutant endowment of the Creative Spirit of a loal universe.The great days in the individual areers of Adjusters are: �rst, when the human subjet breaksthrough into the third psyhi irle, thus insuring the Monitor's self-ativity and inreased range offuntion (provided the indweller was not already self-ating); then, when the human partner attainsthe �rst psyhi irle, and they are thereby enabled to interommuniate, at least to some degree;and last, when they are �nally and eternally fused.110.7 The Attainment of ImmortalityThe ahievement of the seven osmi irles does not equal Adjuster fusion. There are many mortalsliving on Urantia who have attained their irles; but fusion depends on yet other greater and more1108



sublime spiritual ahievements, upon the attainment of a �nal and omplete attunement of the mortalwill with the will of God as it is resident in the Thought Adjuster.When a human being has ompleted the irles of osmi ahievement, and further, when the�nal hoosing of the mortal will permits the Adjuster to omplete the assoiation of human identitywith the morontial soul during evolutionary and physial life, then do suh onsummated liaisons ofsoul and Adjuster go on independently to the mansion worlds, and there is issued the mandate fromUversa whih provides for the immediate fusion of the Adjuster and the morontial soul. This fusionduring physial life instantly onsumes the material body; the human beings who might witness suha spetale would only observe the translating mortal disappear \in hariots of �re."Most Adjusters who have translated their subjets from Urantia were highly experiened andof reord as previous indwellers of numerous mortals on other spheres. Remember, Adjusters gainvaluable indwelling experiene on planets of the loan order; it does not follow that Adjusters onlygain experiene for advaned work in those mortal subjets who fail to survive.Subsequent to mortal fusion the Adjusters share your destiny and experiene; they are you. Afterthe fusion of the immortal morontia soul and the assoiated Adjuster, all of the experiene and all ofthe values of the one eventually beome the possession of the other, so that the two are atually oneentity. In a ertain sense, this new being is of the eternal past as well as for the eternal future. All thatwas one human in the surviving soul and all that is experientially divine in the Adjuster now beomethe atual possession of the new and ever-asending universe personality. But on eah universe levelthe Adjuster an endow the new reature only with those attributes whih are meaningful and ofvalue on that level. An absolute oneness with the divine Monitor, a omplete exhaustion of theendowment of an Adjuster, an only be ahieved in eternity subsequent to the �nal attainment ofthe Universal Father, the Father of spirits, ever the soure of these divine gifts.When the evolving soul and the divine Adjuster are �nally and eternally fused, eah gains all ofthe experienible qualities of the other. This o-ordinate personality possesses all of the experientialmemory of survival one held by the anestral mortal mind and then resident in the morontia soul,and in addition thereto this potential �naliter embraes all the experiential memory of the Adjusterthroughout the mortal indwellings of all time. But it will require an eternity of the future for anAdjuster ever ompletely to endow the personality partnership with the meanings and values whihthe divine Monitor arries forward from the eternity of the past.But with the vast majority of Urantians the Adjuster must patiently await the arrival of deathdeliverane; must await the liberation of the emerging soul from the well-nigh omplete dominationof the energy patterns and hemial fores inherent in your material order of existene. The hiefdiÆulty you experiene in ontating with your Adjusters onsists in this very inherent materialnature. So few mortals are real thinkers; you do not spiritually develop and disipline your mindsto the point of favorable liaison with the divine Adjusters. The ear of the human mind is almostdeaf to the spiritual pleas whih the Adjuster translates from the manifold messages of the universalbroadasts of love proeeding from the Father of meries. The Adjuster �nds it almost impossible toregister these inspiring spirit leadings in an animal mind so ompletely dominated by the hemialand eletrial fores inherent in your physial natures.Adjusters rejoie to make ontat with the mortal mind; but they must be patient through thelong years of silent sojourn during whih they are unable to break through animal resistane anddiretly ommuniate with you. The higher the Thought Adjusters asend in the sale of servie,the more eÆient they beome. But never an they greet you, in the esh, with the same full,sympatheti, and expressionful a�etion as they will when you disern them mind to mind on themansion worlds.During mortal life the material body and mind separate you from your Adjuster and prevent freeommuniation; subsequent to death, after the eternal fusion, you and the Adjuster are one - you1109



are not distinguishable as separate beings - and thus there exists no need for ommuniation as youwould understand it.While the voie of the Adjuster is ever within you, most of you will hear it seldom during alifetime. Human beings below the third and seond irles of attainment rarely hear the Adjuster'sdiret voie exept in moments of supreme desire, in a supreme situation, and onsequent upon asupreme deision.During the making and breaking of a ontat between the mortal mind of a destiny reservistand the planetary supervisors, sometimes the indwelling Adjuster is so situated that it beomespossible to transmit a message to the mortal partner. Not long sine, on Urantia, suh a messagewas transmitted by a self-ating Adjuster to the human assoiate, a member of the reserve orpsof destiny. This message was introdued by these words: \And now, without injury or jeopardy tothe subjet of my soliitous devotion and without intent to overhastise or disourage, for me, makereord of this my plea to him." Then followed a beautifully touhing and appealing admonition.Among other things, the Adjuster pleaded \that he more faithfully give me his sinere o-operation,more heerfully endure the tasks of my emplaement, more faithfully arry out the program of myarrangement, more patiently go through the trials of my seletion, more persistently and heerfullytread the path of my hoosing, more humbly reeive redit that may arue as a result of myeaseless endeavors - thus transmit my admonition to the man of my indwelling. Upon him I bestowthe supreme devotion and a�etion of a divine spirit. And say further to my beloved subjet that Iwill funtion with wisdom and power until the very end, until the last earth struggle is over; I will betrue to my personality trust. And I exhort him to survival, not to disappoint me, not to deprive meof the reward of my patient and intense struggle. On the human will our ahievement of personalitydepends. Cirle by irle I have patiently asended this human mind, and I have testimony that Iam meeting the approval of the hief of my kind. Cirle by irle I am passing on to judgment. Iawait with pleasure and without apprehension the roll all of destiny; I am prepared to submit allto the tribunals of the Anients of Days."[Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.℄
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Chapter 111The Adjuster and the SoulTHE presene of the divine Adjuster in the human mind makes it forever impossible for either sieneor philosophy to attain a satisfatory omprehension of the evolving soul of the human personality.The morontia soul is the hild of the universe and may be really known only through osmi insightand spiritual disovery.The onept of a soul and of an indwelling spirit is not new to Urantia; it has frequently appearedin the various systems of planetary beliefs. Many of the Oriental as well as some of the Oidentalfaiths have pereived that man is divine in heritage as well as human in inheritane. The feelingof the inner presene in addition to the external omnipresene of Deity has long formed a part ofmany Urantian religions. Men have long believed that there is something growing within the humannature, something vital that is destined to endure beyond the short span of temporal life.Before man realized that his evolving soul was fathered by a divine spirit, it was thought to residein di�erent physial organs - the eye, liver, kidney, heart, and later, the brain. The savage assoiatedthe soul with blood, breath, shadows and with reetions of the self in water.In the oneption of the atman the Hindu teahers really approximated an appreiation of thenature and presene of the Adjuster, but they failed to distinguish the opresene of the evolvingand potentially immortal soul. The Chinese, however, reognized two aspets of a human being, theyang and the yin, the soul and the spirit. The Egyptians and many Afrian tribes also believed intwo fators, the ka and the ba; the soul was not usually believed to be pre-existent, only the spirit.The inhabitants of the Nile valley believed that eah favored individual had bestowed upon him atbirth, or soon thereafter, a proteting spirit whih they alled the ka. They taught that this guardianspirit remained with the mortal subjet throughout life and passed before him into the future estate.On the walls of a temple at Luxor, where is depited the birth of Amenhotep III, the little prineis pitured on the arm of the Nile god, and near him is another hild, in appearane idential withthe prine, whih is a symbol of that entity whih the Egyptians alled the ka. This sulpture wasompleted in the �fteenth entury before Christ.The ka was thought to be a superior spirit genius whih desired to guide the assoiated mortal soulinto the better paths of temporal living but more espeially to inuene the fortunes of the humansubjet in the hereafter. When an Egyptian of this period died, it was expeted that his ka wouldbe waiting for him on the other side of the Great River. At �rst, only kings were supposed to havekas, but presently all righteous men were believed to possess them. One Egyptian ruler, speaking ofthe ka within his heart, said: \I did not disregard its speeh; I feared to transgress its guidane. Iprospered thereby greatly; I was thus suessful by reason of that whih it aused me to do; I wasdistinguished by its guidane." Many believed that the ka was \an orale from God in everybody."Many believed that they were to \spend eternity in gladness of heart in the favor of the God that isin you." 1111



Every rae of evolving Urantia mortals has a word equivalent to the onept of soul. Manyprimitive peoples believed the soul looked out upon the world through human eyes; therefore didthey so ravenly fear the malevolene of the evil eye. They have long believed that \the spirit ofman is the lamp of the Lord." The Rig-Veda says: \My mind speaks to my heart."111.1 The Mind Arena of ChoieThough the work of Adjusters is spiritual in nature, they must, perfore, do all their work uponan intelletual foundation. Mind is the human soil from whih the spirit Monitor must evolve themorontia soul with the o-operation of the indwelt personality.There is a osmi unity in the several mind levels of the universe of universes. Intelletual selveshave their origin in the osmi mind muh as nebulae take origin in the osmi energies of universespae. On the human (hene personal) level of intelletual selves the potential of spirit evolutionbeomes dominant, with the assent of the mortal mind, beause of the spiritual endowments of thehuman personality together with the reative presene of an entity-point of absolute value in suhhuman selves. But suh a spirit dominane of the material mind is onditioned upon two experienes:This mind must have evolved up through the ministry of the seven adjutant mind-spirits, and thematerial (personal) self must hoose to o-operate with the indwelling Adjuster in reating andfostering the morontia self, the evolutionary and potentially immortal soul.Material mind is the arena in whih human personalities live, are self-onsious, make deisions,hoose God or forsake him, eternalize or destroy themselves.Material evolution has provided you a life mahine, your body; the Father himself has endowedyou with the purest spirit reality known in the universe, your Thought Adjuster. But into yourhands, subjet to your own deisions, has been given mind, and it is by mind that you live or die.It is within this mind and with this mind that you make those moral deisions whih enable you toahieve Adjusterlikeness, and that is Godlikeness.Mortal mind is a temporary intellet system loaned to human beings for use during a materiallifetime, and as they use this mind, they are either aepting or rejeting the potential of eternalexistene. Mind is about all you have of universe reality that is subjet to your will, and the soul- the morontia self - will faithfully portray the harvest of the temporal deisions whih the mortalself is making. Human onsiousness rests gently upon the eletrohemial mehanism below anddeliately touhes the spirit-morontia energy system above. Of neither of these two systems is thehuman being ever ompletely onsious in his mortal life; therefore must he work in mind, of whihhe is onsious. And it is not so muh what mind omprehends as what mind desires to omprehendthat insures survival; it is not so muh what mind is like as what mind is striving to be like thatonstitutes spirit identi�ation. It is not so muh that man is onsious of God as that man yearnsfor God that results in universe asension. What you are today is not so important as what you arebeoming day by day and in eternity.Mind is the osmi instrument on whih the human will an play the disords of destrution, orupon whih this same human will an bring forth the exquisite melodies of God identi�ation andonsequent eternal survival. The Adjuster bestowed upon man is, in the last analysis, impervious toevil and inapable of sin, but mortal mind an atually be twisted, distorted, and rendered evil andugly by the sinful mahinations of a perverse and self-seeking human will. Likewise an this mindbe made noble, beautiful, true, and good - atually great - in aordane with the spirit-illuminatedwill of a God-knowing human being.Evolutionary mind is only fully stable and dependable when manifesting itself upon the twoextremes of osmi intelletuality - the wholly mehanized and the entirely spiritualized. Between1112



the intelletual extremes of pure mehanial ontrol and true spirit nature there intervenes thatenormous group of evolving and asending minds whose stability and tranquillity are dependentupon personality hoie and spirit identi�ation.But man does not passively, slavishly, surrender his will to the Adjuster. Rather does he atively,positively, and o-operatively hoose to follow the Adjuster's leading when and as suh leading on-siously di�ers from the desires and impulses of the natural mortal mind. The Adjusters manipulatebut never dominate man's mind against his will; to the Adjusters the human will is supreme. Andthey so regard and respet it while they strive to ahieve the spiritual goals of thought adjustmentand harater transformation in the almost limitless arena of the evolving human intellet.Mind is your ship, the Adjuster is your pilot, the human will is aptain. The master of the mortalvessel should have the wisdom to trust the divine pilot to guide the asending soul into the morontiaharbors of eternal survival. Only by sel�shness, slothfulness, and sinfulness an the will of man rejetthe guidane of suh a loving pilot and eventually wrek the mortal areer upon the evil shoals ofrejeted mery and upon the roks of embraed sin. With your onsent, this faithful pilot will safelyarry you aross the barriers of time and the handiaps of spae to the very soure of the divine mindand on beyond, even to the Paradise Father of Adjusters.111.2 Nature of the SoulThroughout the mind funtions of osmi intelligene, the totality of mind is dominant over the partsof intelletual funtion. Mind, in its essene, is funtional unity; therefore does mind never fail tomanifest this onstitutive unity, even when hampered and hindered by the unwise ations and hoiesof a misguided self. And this unity of mind invariably seeks for spirit o-ordination on all levels ofits assoiation with selves of will dignity and asension prerogatives.The material mind of mortal man is the osmi loom that arries the morontia fabris on whih theindwelling Thought Adjuster threads the spirit patterns of a universe harater of enduring valuesand divine meanings - a surviving soul of ultimate destiny and unending areer, a potential �naliter.The human personality is identi�ed with mind and spirit held together in funtional relationshipby life in a material body. This funtioning relationship of suh mind and spirit does not result insome ombination of the qualities or attributes of mind and spirit but rather in an entirely new,original, and unique universe value of potentially eternal endurane, the soul.There are three and not two fators in the evolutionary reation of suh an immortal soul. Thesethree anteedents of the morontia human soul are:1. The human mind and all osmi inuenes anteedent thereto and impinging thereon.2. The divine spirit indwelling this human mind and all potentials inherent in suh a fragment ofabsolute spirituality together with all assoiated spiritual inuenes and fators in human life.3. The relationship between material mind and divine spirit, whih onnotes a value and arriesa meaning not found in either of the ontributing fators to suh an assoiation. The reality of thisunique relationship is neither material nor spiritual but morontial. It is the soul.The midway reatures have long denominated this evolving soul of man the mid-mind in on-tradistintion to the lower or material mind and the higher or osmi mind. This mid-mind is reallya morontia phenomenon sine it exists in the realm between the material and the spiritual. Thepotential of suh a morontia evolution is inherent in the two universal urges of mind: the impulse ofthe �nite mind of the reature to know God and attain the divinity of the Creator, and the impulseof the in�nite mind of the Creator to know man and attain the experiene of the reature.This supernal transation of evolving the immortal soul is made possible beause the mortal mind1113



is �rst personal and seond is in ontat with superanimal realities; it possesses a supermaterialendowment of osmi ministry whih insures the evolution of a moral nature apable of makingmoral deisions, thereby e�eting a bona �de reative ontat with the assoiated spiritual ministriesand with the indwelling Thought Adjuster.The inevitable result of suh a ontatual spiritualization of the human mind is the gradual birthof a soul, the joint o�spring of an adjutant mind dominated by a human will that raves to knowGod, working in liaison with the spiritual fores of the universe whih are under the overontrol of anatual fragment of the very God of all reation - the Mystery Monitor. And thus does the materialand mortal reality of the self transend the temporal limitations of the physial-life mahine andattain a new expression and a new identi�ation in the evolving vehile for selfhood ontinuity, themorontia and immortal soul.111.3 The Evolving SoulThe mistakes of mortal mind and the errors of human ondut may markedly delay the evolution ofthe soul, although they annot inhibit suh a morontia phenomenon when one it has been initiatedby the indwelling Adjuster with the onsent of the reature will. But at any time prior to mortaldeath this same material and human will is empowered to resind suh a hoie and to rejet survival.Even after survival the asending mortal still retains this prerogative of hoosing to rejet eternallife; at any time before fusion with the Adjuster the evolving and asending reature an hooseto forsake the will of the Paradise Father. Fusion with the Adjuster signalizes the fat that theasending mortal has eternally and unreservedly hosen to do the Father's will.During the life in the esh the evolving soul is enabled to reinfore the supermaterial deisionsof the mortal mind. The soul, being supermaterial, does not of itself funtion on the material levelof human experiene. Neither an this subspiritual soul, without the ollaboration of some spiritof Deity, suh as the Adjuster, funtion above the morontia level. Neither does the soul make �naldeisions until death or translation divores it from material assoiation with the mortal mind exeptwhen and as this material mind delegates suh authority freely and willingly to suh a morontia soulof assoiated funtion. During life the mortal will, the personality power of deision-hoie, is residentin the material mind iruits; as terrestrial mortal growth proeeds, this self, with its prieless powersof hoie, beomes inreasingly identi�ed with the emerging morontia-soul entity; after death andfollowing the mansion world resurretion, the human personality is ompletely identi�ed with themorontia self. The soul is thus the embryo of the future morontia vehile of personality identity.This immortal soul is at �rst wholly morontia in nature, but it possesses suh a apaity fordevelopment that it invariably asends to the true spirit levels of fusion value with the spirits ofDeity, usually with the same spirit of the Universal Father that initiated suh a reative phenomenonin the reature mind.Both the human mind and the divine Adjuster are onsious of the presene and di�erential natureof the evolving soul - the Adjuster fully, the mind partially. The soul beomes inreasingly onsious ofboth the mind and the Adjuster as assoiated identities, proportional to its own evolutionary growth.The soul partakes of the qualities of both the human mind and the divine spirit but persistentlyevolves toward augmentation of spirit ontrol and divine dominane through the fostering of a mindfuntion whose meanings seek to o-ordinate with true spirit value.The mortal areer, the soul's evolution, is not so muh a probation as an eduation. Faith in thesurvival of supreme values is the ore of religion; genuine religious experiene onsists in the unionof supreme values and osmi meanings as a realization of universal reality.Mind knows quantity, reality, meanings. But quality - values - is felt. That whih feels is the1114



mutual reation of mind, whih knows, and the assoiated spirit, whih reality-izes.In so far as man's evolving morontia soul beomes permeated by truth, beauty, and goodness asthe value-realization of God-onsiousness, suh a resultant being beomes indestrutible. If there isno survival of eternal values in the evolving soul of man, then mortal existene is without meaning,and life itself is a tragi illusion. But it is forever true: What you begin in time you will assuredly�nish in eternity - if it is worth �nishing.111.4 The Inner LifeReognition is the intelletual proess of �tting the sensory impressions reeived from the externalworld into the memory patterns of the individual. Understanding onnotes that these reognizedsensory impressions and their assoiated memory patterns have beome integrated or organized intoa dynami network of priniples.Meanings are derived from a ombination of reognition and understanding. Meanings are nonex-istent in a wholly sensory or material world. Meanings and values are only pereived in the inner orsupermaterial spheres of human experiene.The advanes of true ivilization are all born in this inner world of mankind. It is only the innerlife that is truly reative. Civilization an hardly progress when the majority of the youth of anygeneration devote their interests and energies to the materialisti pursuits of the sensory or outerworld.The inner and the outer worlds have a di�erent set of values. Any ivilization is in jeopardy whenthree quarters of its youth enter materialisti professions and devote themselves to the pursuit ofthe sensory ativities of the outer world. Civilization is in danger when youth neglet to interestthemselves in ethis, soiology, eugenis, philosophy, the �ne arts, religion, and osmology.Only in the higher levels of the superonsious mind as it impinges upon the spirit realm of humanexperiene an you �nd those higher onepts in assoiation with e�etive master patterns whihwill ontribute to the building of a better and more enduring ivilization. Personality is inherentlyreative, but it thus funtions only in the inner life of the individual.Snow rystals are always hexagonal in form, but no two are ever alike. Children onform to types,but no two are exatly alike, even in the ase of twins. Personality follows types but is always unique.Happiness and joy take origin in the inner life. You annot experiene real joy all by yourself. Asolitary life is fatal to happiness. Even families and nations will enjoy life more if they share it withothers.You annot ompletely ontrol the external world - environment. It is the reativity of the innerworld that is most subjet to your diretion beause there your personality is so largely liberatedfrom the fetters of the laws of anteedent ausation. There is assoiated with personality a limitedsovereignty of will.Sine this inner life of man is truly reative, there rests upon eah person the responsibility ofhoosing as to whether this reativity shall be spontaneous and wholly haphazard or ontrolled,direted, and onstrutive. How an a reative imagination produe worthy hildren when the stagewhereon it funtions is already preoupied by prejudie, hate, fears, resentments, revenge, andbigotries?Ideas may take origin in the stimuli of the outer world, but ideals are born only in the reativerealms of the inner world. Today the nations of the world are direted by men who have a superabun-dane of ideas, but they are poverty-striken in ideals. That is the explanation of poverty, divore,war, and raial hatreds. 1115



This is the problem: If freewill man is endowed with the powers of reativity in the inner man,then must we reognize that freewill reativity embraes the potential of freewill destrutivity. Andwhen reativity is turned to destrutivity, you are fae to fae with the devastation of evil and sin -oppression, war, and destrution. Evil is a partiality of reativity whih tends toward disintegrationand eventual destrution. All onit is evil in that it inhibits the reative funtion of the inner life- it is a speies of ivil war in the personality.Inner reativity ontributes to ennoblement of harater through personality integration and self-hood uni�ation. It is forever true: The past is unhangeable; only the future an be hanged by theministry of the present reativity of the inner self.111.5 The Conseration of ChoieThe doing of the will of God is nothing more or less than an exhibition of reature willingness to sharethe inner life with God - with the very God who has made suh a reature life of inner meaning-valuepossible. Sharing is Godlike - divine. God shares all with the Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit,while they, in turn, share all things with the divine Sons and spirit Daughters of the universes.The imitation of God is the key to perfetion; the doing of his will is the seret of survival and ofperfetion in survival.Mortals live in God, and so God has willed to live in mortals. As men trust themselves to him,so has he - and �rst - trusted a part of himself to be with men; has onsented to live in men and toindwell men subjet to the human will.Peae in this life, survival in death, perfetion in the next life, servie in eternity - all these areahieved (in spirit) now when the reature personality onsents - hooses - to subjet the reaturewill to the Father's will. And already has the Father hosen to make a fragment of himself subjetto the will of the reature personality.Suh a reature hoie is not a surrender of will. It is a onseration of will, an expansion of will,a glori�ation of will, a perfeting of will; and suh hoosing raises the reature will from the levelof temporal signi�ane to that higher estate wherein the personality of the reature son ommuneswith the personality of the spirit Father.This hoosing of the Father's will is the spiritual �nding of the spirit Father by mortal man, eventhough an age must pass before the reature son may atually stand in the fatual presene of Godon Paradise. This hoosing does not so muh onsist in the negation of reature will - \Not mywill but yours be done" - as it onsists in the reature's positive aÆrmation: \It is my will thatyour will be done." And if this hoie is made, sooner or later will the God-hoosing son �nd innerunion (fusion) with the indwelling God fragment, while this same perfeting son will �nd supremepersonality satisfation in the worship ommunion of the personality of man and the personality ofhis Maker, two personalities whose reative attributes have eternally joined in self-willed mutualityof expression - the birth of another eternal partnership of the will of man and the will of God.111.6 The Human ParadoxMany of the temporal troubles of mortal man grow out of his twofold relation to the osmos. Man isa part of nature - he exists in nature - and yet he is able to transend nature. Man is �nite, but he isindwelt by a spark of in�nity. Suh a dual situation not only provides the potential for evil but alsoengenders many soial and moral situations fraught with muh unertainty and not a little anxiety.The ourage required to e�et the onquest of nature and to transend one's self is a ourage that1116



might suumb to the temptations of self-pride. The mortal who an transend self might yield tothe temptation to deify his own self-onsiousness. The mortal dilemma onsists in the double fatthat man is in bondage to nature while at the same time he possesses a unique liberty - freedomof spiritual hoie and ation. On material levels man �nds himself subservient to nature, while onspiritual levels he is triumphant over nature and over all things temporal and �nite. Suh a paradoxis inseparable from temptation, potential evil, deisional errors, and when self beomes proud andarrogant, sin may evolve.The problem of sin is not self-existent in the �nite world. The fat of �niteness is not evil orsinful. The �nite world was made by an in�nite Creator - it is the handiwork of his divine Sons - andtherefore it must be good. It is the misuse, distortion, and perversion of the �nite that gives originto evil and sin.The spirit an dominate mind; so mind an ontrol energy. But mind an ontrol energy onlythrough its own intelligent manipulation of the metamorphi potentials inherent in the mathematiallevel of the auses and e�ets of the physial domains. Creature mind does not inherently ontrolenergy; that is a Deity prerogative. But reature mind an and does manipulate energy just in sofar as it has beome master of the energy serets of the physial universe.When man wishes to modify physial reality, be it himself or his environment, he sueeds tothe extent that he has disovered the ways and means of ontrolling matter and direting energy.Unaided mind is impotent to inuene anything material save its own physial mehanism, withwhih it is inesapably linked. But through the intelligent use of the body mehanism, mind anreate other mehanisms, even energy relationships and living relationships, by the utilization ofwhih this mind an inreasingly ontrol and even dominate its physial level in the universe.Siene is the soure of fats, and mind annot operate without fats. They are the buildingbloks in the onstrution of wisdom whih are emented together by life experiene. Man an �ndthe love of God without fats, and man an disover the laws of God without love, but man annever begin to appreiate the in�nite symmetry, the supernal harmony, the exquisite repleteness ofthe all-inlusive nature of the First Soure and Center until he has found divine law and divine loveand has experientially uni�ed these in his own evolving osmi philosophy.The expansion of material knowledge permits a greater intelletual appreiation of the meaningsof ideas and the values of ideals. A human being an �nd truth in his inner experiene, but he needsa lear knowledge of fats to apply his personal disovery of truth to the ruthlessly pratial demandsof everyday life.It is only natural that mortal man should be harassed by feelings of inseurity as he views himselfinextriably bound to nature while he possesses spiritual powers wholly transendent to all thingstemporal and �nite. Only religious on�dene - living faith - an sustain man amid suh diÆult andperplexing problems.Of all the dangers whih beset man's mortal nature and jeopardize his spiritual integrity, pride isthe greatest. Courage is valorous, but egotism is vainglorious and suiidal. Reasonable self-on�deneis not to be deplored. Man's ability to transend himself is the one thing whih distinguishes himfrom the animal kingdom.Pride is deeitful, intoxiating, and sin-breeding whether found in an individual, a group, a rae,or a nation. It is literally true, \Pride goes before a fall."111.7 The Adjuster's ProblemUnertainty with seurity is the essene of the Paradise adventure - unertainty in time and inmind, unertainty as to the events of the unfolding Paradise asent; seurity in spirit and in eternity,1117



seurity in the unquali�ed trust of the reature son in the divine ompassion and in�nite love of theUniversal Father; unertainty as an inexperiened itizen of the universe; seurity as an asendingson in the universe mansions of an all-powerful, all-wise, and all-loving Father.May I admonish you to heed the distant eho of the Adjuster's faithful all to your soul? Theindwelling Adjuster annot stop or even materially alter your areer struggle of time; the Adjusterannot lessen the hardships of life as you journey on through this world of toil. The divine indwelleran only patiently forbear while you �ght the battle of life as it is lived on your planet; but youould, if you only would - as you work and worry, as you �ght and toil - permit the valiant Adjusterto �ght with you and for you. You ould be so omforted and inspired, so enthralled and intrigued, ifyou would only allow the Adjuster onstantly to bring forth the pitures of the real motive, the �nalaim, and the eternal purpose of all this diÆult, uphill struggle with the ommonplae problems ofyour present material world.Why do you not aid the Adjuster in the task of showing you the spiritual ounterpart of all thesestrenuous material e�orts? Why do you not allow the Adjuster to strengthen you with the spiritualtruths of osmi power while you wrestle with the temporal diÆulties of reature existene? Whydo you not enourage the heavenly helper to heer you with the lear vision of the eternal outlook ofuniversal life as you gaze in perplexity at the problems of the passing hour? Why do you refuse tobe enlightened and inspired by the universe viewpoint while you toil amidst the handiaps of timeand ounder in the maze of unertainties whih beset your mortal life journey? Why not allow theAdjuster to spiritualize your thinking, even though your feet must tread the material paths of earthlyendeavor?The higher human raes of Urantia are omplexly admixed; they are a blend of many raes andstoks of di�erent origin. This omposite nature renders it exeedingly diÆult for the Monitors towork eÆiently during life and adds de�nitely to the problems of both the Adjuster and the guardianseraphim after death. Not long sine I was present on Salvington and heard a guardian of destinypresent a formal statement in extenuation of the diÆulties of ministering to her mortal subjet.This seraphim said:\Muh of my diÆulty was due to the unending onit between the two natures of my subjet:the urge of ambition opposed by animal indolene; the ideals of a superior people rossed by theinstints of an inferior rae; the high purposes of a great mind antagonized by the urge of a primitiveinheritane; the long-distane view of a far-seeing Monitor ounterated by the nearsightedness of areature of time; the progressive plans of an asending being modi�ed by the desires and longings of amaterial nature; the ashes of universe intelligene anelled by the hemial-energy mandates of theevolving rae; the urge of angels opposed by the emotions of an animal; the training of an intelletannulled by the tendenies of instint; the experiene of the individual opposed by the aumulatedpropensities of the rae; the aims of the best overshadowed by the drift of the worst; the ight ofgenius neutralized by the gravity of mediority; the progress of the good retarded by the inertia of thebad; the art of the beautiful besmirhed by the presene of evil; the buoyany of health neutralizedby the debility of disease; the fountain of faith polluted by the poisons of fear; the spring of joyembittered by the waters of sorrow; the gladness of antiipation disillusioned by the bitterness ofrealization; the joys of living ever threatened by the sorrows of death. Suh a life on suh a planet!And yet, beause of the ever-present help and urge of the Thought Adjuster, this soul did ahieve afair degree of happiness and suess and has even now asended to the judgment halls of mansonia."[Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.℄
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Chapter 112Personality SurvivalTHE evolutionary planets are the spheres of human origin, the initial worlds of the asending mortalareer. Urantia is your starting point; here you and your divine Thought Adjuster are joined intemporary union. You have been endowed with a perfet guide; therefore, if you will sinerely runthe rae of time and gain the �nal goal of faith, the reward of the ages shall be yours; you will beeternally united with your indwelling Adjuster. Then will begin your real life, the asending life, towhih your present mortal state is but the vestibule. Then will begin your exalted and progressivemission as �naliters in the eternity whih strethes out before you. And throughout all of thesesuessive ages and stages of evolutionary growth, there is one part of you that remains absolutelyunaltered, and that is personality - permanene in the presene of hange.While it would be presumptuous to attempt the de�nition of personality, it may prove helpful toreount some of the things whih are known about personality:1. Personality is that quality in reality whih is bestowed by the Universal Father himself or bythe Conjoint Ator, ating for the Father.2. It may be bestowed upon any living energy system whih inludes mind or spirit.3. It is not wholly subjet to the fetters of anteedent ausation. It is relatively reative ororeative.4. When bestowed upon evolutionary material reatures, it auses spirit to strive for the masteryof energy-matter through the mediation of mind.5. Personality, while devoid of identity, an unify the identity of any living energy system.6. It disloses only qualitative response to the personality iruit in ontradistintion to the threeenergies whih show both qualitative and quantitative response to gravity.7. Personality is hangeless in the presene of hange.8. It an make a gift to God - dediation of the free will to the doing of the will of God.9. It is haraterized by morality - awareness of relativity of relationship with other persons. Itdiserns ondut levels and hoosingly disriminates between them.10. Personality is unique, absolutely unique: It is unique in time and spae; it is unique ineternity and on Paradise; it is unique when bestowed - there are no dupliates; it is unique duringevery moment of existene; it is unique in relation to God - he is no respeter of persons, but neitherdoes he add them together, for they are nonaddable - they are assoiable but nontotalable.11. Personality responds diretly to other-personality presene.12. It is one thing whih an be added to spirit, thus illustrating the primay of the Father inrelation to the Son. (Mind does not have to be added to spirit.)1119



13. Personality may survive mortal death with identity in the surviving soul. The Adjuster andthe personality are hangeless; the relationship between them (in the soul) is nothing but hange,ontinuing evolution; and if this hange (growth) eased, the soul would ease.14. Personality is uniquely onsious of time, and this is something other than the time pereptionof mind or spirit.112.1 Personality and RealityPersonality is bestowed by the Universal Father upon his reatures as a potentially eternal endow-ment. Suh a divine gift is designed to funtion on numerous levels and in suessive universesituations ranging from the lowly �nite to the highest absonite, even to the borders of the absolute.Personality thus performs on three osmi planes or in three universe phases:1. Position status. Personality funtions equally eÆiently in the loal universe, in the superuni-verse, and in the entral universe.2. Meaning status. Personality performs e�etively on the levels of the �nite, the absonite, andeven as impinging upon the absolute.3. Value status. Personality an be experientially realized in the progressive realms of the material,the morontial, and the spiritual.Personality has a perfeted range of osmi dimensional performane. The dimensions of �nitepersonality are three, and they are roughly funtional as follows:1. Length represents diretion and nature of progression - movement through spae and aordingto time - evolution.2. Vertial depth embraes the organismal drives and attitudes, the varying levels of self-realizationand the general phenomenon of reation to environment.3. Breadth embraes the domain of o-ordination, assoiation, and selfhood organization.The type of personality bestowed upon Urantia mortals has a potentiality of seven dimensions ofself-expression or person-realization. These dimensional phenomena are realizable as three on the�nite level, three on the absonite level, and one on the absolute level. On subabsolute levels thisseventh or totality dimension is experienible as the fat of personality. This supreme dimension isan assoiable absolute and, while not in�nite, is dimensionally potential for subin�nite penetrationof the absolute.The �nite dimensions of personality have to do with osmi length, depth, and breadth. Lengthdenotes meaning; depth signi�es value; breadth embraes insight - the apaity to experiene un-hallengeable onsiousness of osmi reality.On the morontia level all of these �nite dimensions of the material level are greatly enhaned,and ertain new dimensional values are realizable. All these enlarged dimensional experienes of themorontia level are marvelously artiulated with the supreme or personality dimension through theinuene of mota and also beause of the ontribution of morontia mathematis.Muh trouble experiened by mortals in their study of human personality ould be avoided if the�nite reature would remember that dimensional levels and spiritual levels are not o-ordinated inexperiential personality realization.Life is really a proess whih takes plae between the organism (selfhood) and its environment. Thepersonality imparts value of identity and meanings of ontinuity to this organismal-environmentalassoiation. Thus it will be reognized that the phenomenon of stimulus-response is not a meremehanial proess sine the personality funtions as a fator in the total situation. It is ever true1120



that mehanisms are innately passive; organisms, inherently ative.Physial life is a proess taking plae not so muh within the organism as between the organismand the environment. And every suh proess tends to reate and establish organismal patternsof reation to suh an environment. And all suh diretive patterns are highly inuential in goalhoosing.It is through the mediation of mind that the self and the environment establish meaningful ontat.The ability and willingness of the organism to make suh signi�ant ontats with environment(response to a drive) represents the attitude of the whole personality.Personality annot very well perform in isolation. Man is innately a soial reature; he is dominatedby the raving of belongingness. It is literally true, \No man lives unto himself."But the onept of the personality as the meaning of the whole of the living and funtioningreature means muh more than the integration of relationships; it signi�es the uni�ation of allfators of reality as well as o-ordination of relationships. Relationships exist between two objets,but three or more objets eventuate a system, and suh a system is muh more than just an enlargedor omplex relationship. This distintion is vital, for in a osmi system the individual members arenot onneted with eah other exept in relation to the whole and through the individuality of thewhole.In the human organism the summation of its parts onstitutes selfhood - individuality - but suha proess has nothing whatever to do with personality, whih is the uni�er of all these fators asrelated to osmi realities.In aggregations parts are added; in systems parts are arranged. Systems are signi�ant beause oforganization - positional values. In a good system all fators are in osmi position. In a bad systemsomething is either missing or displaed - deranged. In the human system it is the personality whihuni�es all ativities and in turn imparts the qualities of identity and reativity.112.2 The SelfIt would be helpful in the study of selfhood to remember:1. That physial systems are subordinate.2. That intelletual systems are o-ordinate.3. That personality is superordinate.4. That the indwelling spiritual fore is potentially diretive.In all onepts of selfhood it should be reognized that the fat of life omes �rst, its evaluationor interpretation later. The human hild �rst lives and subsequently thinks about his living. In theosmi eonomy insight preedes foresight.The universe fat of God's beoming man has forever hanged all meanings and altered all valuesof human personality. In the true meaning of the word, love onnotes mutual regard of whole person-alities, whether human or divine or human and divine. Parts of the self may funtion in numerousways - thinking, feeling, wishing - but only the o-ordinated attributes of the whole personality arefoused in intelligent ation; and all of these powers are assoiated with the spiritual endowment ofthe mortal mind when a human being sinerely and unsel�shly loves another being, human or divine.All mortal onepts of reality are based on the assumption of the atuality of human personality;all onepts of superhuman realities are based on the experiene of the human personality with andin the osmi realities of ertain assoiated spiritual entities and divine personalities. Everythingnonspiritual in human experiene, exepting personality, is a means to an end. Every true relationship1121



of mortal man with other persons - human or divine - is an end in itself. And suh fellowship withthe personality of Deity is the eternal goal of universe asension.The possession of personality identi�es man as a spiritual being sine the unity of selfhood andthe self-onsiousness of personality are endowments of the supermaterial world. The very fat thata mortal materialist an deny the existene of supermaterial realities in and of itself demonstratesthe presene, and indiates the working, of spirit synthesis and osmi onsiousness in his humanmind.There exists a great osmi gulf between matter and thought, and this gulf is immeasurably greaterbetween material mind and spiritual love. Consiousness, muh less self-onsiousness, annot beexplained by any theory of mehanisti eletroni assoiation or materialisti energy phenomena.As mind pursues reality to its ultimate analysis, matter vanishes to the material senses but maystill remain real to mind. When spiritual insight pursues that reality whih remains after the dis-appearane of matter and pursues it to an ultimate analysis, it vanishes to mind, but the insightof spirit an still pereive osmi realities and supreme values of a spiritual nature. Aordinglydoes siene give way to philosophy, while philosophy must surrender to the onlusions inherent ingenuine spiritual experiene. Thinking surrenders to wisdom, and wisdom is lost in enlightened andreetive worship.In siene the human self observes the material world; philosophy is the observation of this obser-vation of the material world; religion, true spiritual experiene, is the experiential realization of theosmi reality of the observation of the observation of all this relative synthesis of the energy materialsof time and spae. To build a philosophy of the universe on an exlusive materialism is to ignore thefat that all things material are initially oneived as real in the experiene of human onsiousness.The observer annot be the thing observed; evaluation demands some degree of transendene of thething whih is evaluated.In time, thinking leads to wisdom and wisdom leads to worship; in eternity, worship leads towisdom, and wisdom eventuates in the �nality of thought.The possibility of the uni�ation of the evolving self is inherent in the qualities of its onstitutivefators: the basi energies, the master tissues, the fundamental hemial overontrol, the supremeideas, the supreme motives, the supreme goals, and the divine spirit of Paradise bestowal - the seretof the self-onsiousness of man's spiritual nature.The purpose of osmi evolution is to ahieve unity of personality through inreasing spirit dom-inane, volitional response to the teahing and leading of the Thought Adjuster. Personality, bothhuman and superhuman, is haraterized by an inherent osmi quality whih may be alled \theevolution of dominane," the expansion of the ontrol of both itself and its environment.An asending onetime human personality passes through two great phases of inreasing volitionaldominane over the self and in the universe:1. The pre�naliter or God-seeking experiene of augmenting the self-realization through a teh-nique of identity expansion and atualization together with osmi problem solving and onsequentuniverse mastery.2. The post�naliter or God-revealing experiene of the reative expansion of self-realizationthrough revealing the Supreme Being of experiene to the God-seeking intelligenes who have notyet attained the divine levels of Godlikeness.Desending personalities attain analogous experienes through their various universe adventuresas they seek for enlarged apaity for asertaining and exeuting the divine wills of the Supreme,Ultimate, and Absolute Deities.The material self, the ego-entity of human identity, is dependent during the physial life on1122



the ontinuing funtion of the material life vehile, on the ontinued existene of the unbalanedequilibrium of energies and intellet whih, on Urantia, has been given the name life. But selfhood ofsurvival value, selfhood that an transend the experiene of death, is only evolved by establishing apotential transfer of the seat of the identity of the evolving personality from the transient life vehile- the material body - to the more enduring and immortal nature of the morontia soul and on beyondto those levels whereon the soul beomes infused with, and eventually attains the status of, spiritreality. This atual transfer from material assoiation to morontia identi�ation is e�eted by thesinerity, persistene, and steadfastness of the God-seeking deisions of the human reature.112.3 The Phenomenon of DeathUrantians generally reognize only one kind of death, the physial essation of life energies; butonerning personality survival there are really three kinds:1. Spiritual (soul) death. If and when mortal man has �nally rejeted survival, when he hasbeen pronouned spiritually insolvent, morontially bankrupt, in the onjoint opinion of the Adjusterand the surviving seraphim, when suh o-ordinate advie has been reorded on Uversa, and afterthe Censors and their reetive assoiates have veri�ed these �ndings, thereupon do the rulers ofOrvonton order the immediate release of the indwelling Monitor. But this release of the Adjuster inno way a�ets the duties of the personal or group seraphim onerned with that Adjuster-abandonedindividual. This kind of death is �nal in its signi�ane irrespetive of the temporary ontinuationof the living energies of the physial and mind mehanisms. From the osmi standpoint the mortalis already dead; the ontinuing life merely indiates the persistene of the material momentum ofosmi energies.2. Intelletual (mind) death. When the vital iruits of higher adjutant ministry are disruptedthrough the aberrations of intellet or beause of the partial destrution of the mehanism of thebrain, and if these onditions pass a ertain ritial point of irreparability, the indwelling Adjusteris immediately released to depart for Divinington. On the universe reords a mortal personalityis onsidered to have met with death whenever the essential mind iruits of human will-ationhave been destroyed. And again, this is death, irrespetive of the ontinuing funtion of the livingmehanism of the physial body. The body minus the volitional mind is no longer human, butaording to the prior hoosing of the human will, the soul of suh an individual may survive.3. Physial (body and mind) death. When death overtakes a human being, the Adjuster remainsin the itadel of the mind until it eases to funtion as an intelligent mehanism, about the time thatthe measurable brain energies ease their rhythmi vital pulsations. Following this dissolution theAdjuster takes leave of the vanishing mind, just as uneremoniously as entry was made years before,and proeeds to Divinington by way of Uversa.After death the material body returns to the elemental world from whih it was derived, buttwo nonmaterial fators of surviving personality persist: The pre-existent Thought Adjuster, withthe memory transription of the mortal areer, proeeds to Divinington; and there also remains,in the ustody of the destiny guardian, the immortal morontia soul of the deeased human. Thesephases and forms of soul, these one kineti but now stati formulas of identity, are essential torepersonalization on the morontia worlds; and it is the reunion of the Adjuster and the soul thatreassembles the surviving personality, that reonsiousizes you at the time of the morontia awakening.For those who do not have personal seraphi guardians, the group ustodians faithfully and eÆ-iently perform the same servie of identity safekeeping and personality resurretion. The seraphimare indispensable to the reassembly of personality.Upon death the Thought Adjuster temporarily loses personality, but not identity; the human1123



subjet temporarily loses identity, but not personality; on the mansion worlds both reunite in eternalmanifestation. Never does a departed Thought Adjuster return to earth as the being of formerindwelling; never is personality manifested without the human will; and never does a dis-Adjusteredhuman being after death manifest ative identity or in any manner establish ommuniation withthe living beings of earth. Suh dis-Adjustered souls are wholly and absolutely unonsious duringthe long or short sleep of death. There an be no exhibition of any sort of personality or ability toengage in ommuniations with other personalities until after ompletion of survival. Those who goto the mansion worlds are not permitted to send messages bak to their loved ones. It is the poliythroughout the universes to forbid suh ommuniation during the period of a urrent dispensation.112.4 Adjusters After DeathWhen death of a material, intelletual, or spiritual nature ours, the Adjuster bids farewell tothe mortal host and departs for Divinington. From the headquarters of the loal universe and thesuperuniverse a reetive ontat is made with the supervisors of both governments, and the Monitoris registered out by the same number that reorded entry into the domains of time.In some way not fully understood, the Universal Censors are able to gain possession of an epitomeof the human life as it is embodied in the Adjuster's dupliate transription of the spiritual values andmorontia meanings of the indwelt mind. The Censors are able to appropriate the Adjuster's versionof the deeased human's survival harater and spiritual qualities, and all this data, together withthe seraphi reords, is available for presentation at the time of the adjudiation of the individualonerned. This information is also used to on�rm those superuniverse mandates whih make itpossible for ertain asenders immediately to begin their morontia areers, upon mortal dissolutionto proeed to the mansion worlds ahead of the formal termination of a planetary dispensation.Subsequent to physial death, exept in individuals translated from among the living, the releasedAdjuster goes immediately to the home sphere of Divinington. The details of what transpires on thatworld during the time of awaiting the fatual reappearane of the surviving mortal depend hieyon whether the human being asends to the mansion worlds in his own individual right or awaits adispensational summoning of the sleeping survivors of a planetary age.If the mortal assoiate belongs to a group that will be repersonalized at the end of a dispensation,the Adjuster will not immediately return to the mansion world of the former system of servie butwill, aording to hoie, enter upon one of the following temporary assignments:1. Be mustered into the ranks of vanished Monitors for undislosed servie.2. Be assigned for a period to the observation of the Paradise regime.3. Be enrolled in one of the many training shools of Divinington.4. Be stationed for a time as a student observer on one of the other six sared spheres whihonstitute the Father's iruit of Paradise worlds.5. Be assigned to the messenger servie of the Personalized Adjusters.6. Beome an assoiate instrutor in the Divinington shools devoted to the training of Monitorsbelonging to the virgin group.7. Be assigned to selet a group of possible worlds on whih to serve in the event that there isreasonable ause for believing that the human partner may have rejeted survival.If, when death overtakes you, you have attained the third irle or a higher realm and thereforehave had assigned to you a personal guardian of destiny, and if the �nal transript of the summary ofsurvival harater submitted by the Adjuster is unonditionally erti�ed by the destiny guardian - if1124



both seraphim and Adjuster essentially agree in every item of their life reords and reommendations- if the Universal Censors and their reetive assoiates on Uversa on�rm this data and do sowithout equivoation or reservation, in that event the Anients of Days ash forth the mandate ofadvaned standing over the ommuniation iruits to Salvington, and, thus released, the tribunals ofthe Sovereign of Nebadon will deree the immediate passage of the surviving soul to the resurretionhalls of the mansion worlds.If the human individual survives without delay, the Adjuster, so I am instruted, registers atDivinington, proeeds to the Paradise presene of the Universal Father, returns immediately andis embraed by the Personalized Adjusters of the superuniverse and loal universe of assignment,reeives the reognition of the hief Personalized Monitor of Divinington, and then, at one, passesinto the \realization of identity transition," being summoned therefrom on the third period and onthe mansion world in the atual personality form made ready for the reeption of the surviving soulof the earth mortal as that form has been projeted by the guardian of destiny.112.5 Survival of the Human SelfSelfhood is a osmi reality whether material, morontial, or spiritual. The atuality of the personalis the bestowal of the Universal Father ating in and of himself or through his manifold universeagenies. To say that a being is personal is to reognize the relative individuation of suh a beingwithin the osmi organism. The living osmos is an all but in�nitely integrated aggregation of realunits, all of whih are relatively subjet to the destiny of the whole. But those that are personalhave been endowed with the atual hoie of destiny aeptane or of destiny rejetion.That whih omes from the Father is like the Father eternal, and this is just as true of personality,whih God gives by his own freewill hoie, as it is of the divine Thought Adjuster, an atual fragmentof God. Man's personality is eternal but with regard to identity a onditioned eternal reality. Havingappeared in response to the Father's will, personality will attain Deity destiny, but man must hoosewhether or not he will be present at the attainment of suh destiny. In default of suh hoie,personality attains experiential Deity diretly, beoming a part of the Supreme Being. The yle isforeordained, but man's partiipation therein is optional, personal, and experiential.Mortal identity is a transient time-life ondition in the universe; it is real only in so far as thepersonality elets to beome a ontinuing universe phenomenon. This is the essential di�erenebetween man and an energy system: The energy system must ontinue, it has no hoie; but manhas everything to do with determining his own destiny. The Adjuster is truly the path to Paradise,but man himself must pursue that path by his own deiding, his freewill hoosing.Human beings possess identity only in the material sense. Suh qualities of the self are expressedby the material mind as it funtions in the energy system of the intellet. When it is said thatman has identity, it is reognized that he is in possession of a mind iruit whih has been plaed insubordination to the ats and hoosing of the will of the human personality. But this is a materialand purely temporary manifestation, just as the human embryo is a transient parasiti stage ofhuman life. Human beings, from a osmi perspetive, are born, live, and die in a relative instant oftime; they are not enduring. But mortal personality, through its own hoosing, possesses the power oftransferring its seat of identity from the passing material-intellet system to the higher morontia-soulsystem whih, in assoiation with the Thought Adjuster, is reated as a new vehile for personalitymanifestation.And it is this very power of hoie, the universe insignia of freewill reaturehood, that onstitutesman's greatest opportunity and his supreme osmi responsibility. Upon the integrity of the humanvolition depends the eternal destiny of the future �naliter; upon the sinerity of the mortal freewill the divine Adjuster depends for eternal personality; upon the faithfulness of mortal hoie the1125



Universal Father depends for the realization of a new asending son; upon the steadfastness andwisdom of deision-ations the Supreme Being depends for the atuality of experiential evolution.Though the osmi irles of personality growth must eventually be attained, if, through no faultof your own, the aidents of time and the handiaps of material existene prevent your masteringthese levels on your native planet, if your intentions and desires are of survival value, there are issuedthe derees of probation extension. You will be a�orded additional time in whih to prove yourself.If ever there is doubt as to the advisability of advaning a human identity to the mansion worlds,the universe governments invariably rule in the personal interests of that individual; they unhesitat-ingly advane suh a soul to the status of a transitional being, while they ontinue their observationsof the emerging morontia intent and spiritual purpose. Thus divine justie is ertain of ahievement,and divine mery is aorded further opportunity for extending its ministry.The governments of Orvonton and Nebadon do not laim absolute perfetion for the detail workingof the universal plan of mortal repersonalization, but they do laim to, and atually do, manifestpatiene, tolerane, understanding, and meriful sympathy. We had rather assume the risk of asystem rebellion than to ourt the hazard of depriving one struggling mortal from any evolutionaryworld of the eternal joy of pursuing the asending areer.This does not mean that human beings are to enjoy a seond opportunity in the fae of therejetion of a �rst, not at all. But it does signify that all will reatures are to experiene one trueopportunity to make one undoubted, self-onsious, and �nal hoie. The sovereign Judges of theuniverses will not deprive any being of personality status who has not �nally and fully made theeternal hoie; the soul of man must and will be given full and ample opportunity to reveal its trueintent and real purpose.When the more spiritually and osmially advaned mortals die, they proeed immediately tothe mansion worlds; in general, this provision operates with those who have had assigned to thempersonal seraphi guardians. Other mortals may be detained until suh time as the adjudiation oftheir a�airs has been ompleted, after whih they may proeed to the mansion worlds, or they maybe assigned to the ranks of the sleeping survivors who will be repersonalized en masse at the end ofthe urrent planetary dispensation.There are two diÆulties that hamper my e�orts to explain just what happens to you in death,the surviving you whih is distint from the departing Adjuster. One of these onsists in the im-possibility of onveying to your level of omprehension an adequate desription of a transation onthe borderland of the physial and morontia realms. The other is brought about by the restritionsplaed upon my ommission as a revelator of truth by the elestial governing authorities of Urantia.There are many interesting details whih might be presented, but I withhold them upon the advieof your immediate planetary supervisors. But within the limits of my permission I an say this muh:There is something real, something of human evolution, something additional to the MysteryMonitor, whih survives death. This newly appearing entity is the soul, and it survives the death ofboth your physial body and your material mind. This entity is the onjoint hild of the ombinedlife and e�orts of the human you in liaison with the divine you, the Adjuster. This hild of humanand divine parentage onstitutes the surviving element of terrestrial origin; it is the morontia self,the immortal soul.This hild of persisting meaning and surviving value is wholly unonsious during the period fromdeath to repersonalization and is in the keeping of the seraphi destiny guardian throughout thisseason of waiting. You will not funtion as a onsious being, following death, until you attain thenew onsiousness of morontia on the mansion worlds of Satania.At death the funtional identity assoiated with the human personality is disrupted through theessation of vital motion. Human personality, while transending its onstituent parts, is dependenton them for funtional identity. The stoppage of life destroys the physial brain patterns for mind1126



endowment, and the disruption of mind terminates mortal onsiousness. The onsiousness of thatreature annot subsequently reappear until a osmi situation has been arranged whih will permitthe same human personality again to funtion in relationship with living energy.During the transit of surviving mortals from the world of origin to the mansion worlds, whetherthey experiene personality reassembly on the third period or asend at the time of a group resurre-tion, the reord of personality onstitution is faithfully preserved by the arhangels on their worlds ofspeial ativities. These beings are not the ustodians of personality (as the guardian seraphim areof the soul), but it is nonetheless true that every identi�able fator of personality is e�etually safe-guarded in the ustody of these dependable trustees of mortal survival. As to the exat whereaboutsof mortal personality during the time intervening between death and survival, we do not know.The situation whih makes repersonalization possible is brought about in the resurretion hallsof the morontia reeiving planets of a loal universe. Here in these life-assembly hambers thesupervising authorities provide that relationship of universe energy - morontial, mindal, and spiritual -whih makes possible the reonsiousizing of the sleeping survivor. The reassembly of the onstituentparts of a onetime material personality involves:1. The fabriation of a suitable form, a morontia energy pattern, in whih the new survivor anmake ontat with nonspiritual reality, and within whih the morontia variant of the osmi mindan be eniruited.2. The return of the Adjuster to the waiting morontia reature. The Adjuster is the eternalustodian of your asending identity; your Monitor is the absolute assurane that you yourself andnot another will oupy the morontia form reated for your personality awakening. And the Adjusterwill be present at your personality reassembly to take up one more the role of Paradise guide toyour surviving self.3. When these prerequisites of repersonalization have been assembled, the seraphi ustodianof the potentialities of the slumbering immortal soul, with the assistane of numerous osmi per-sonalities, bestows this morontia entity upon and in the awaiting morontia mind-body form whileommitting this evolutionary hild of the Supreme to eternal assoiation with the waiting Adjuster.And this ompletes the repersonalization, reassembly of memory, insight, and onsiousness - identity.The fat of repersonalization onsists in the seizure of the eniruited morontia phase of thenewly segregated osmi mind by the awakening human self. The phenomenon of personality isdependent on the persistene of the identity of selfhood reation to universe environment; and thisan only be e�eted through the medium of mind. Selfhood persists in spite of a ontinuous hangein all the fator omponents of self; in the physial life the hange is gradual; at death and uponrepersonalization the hange is sudden. The true reality of all selfhood (personality) is able tofuntion responsively to universe onditions by virtue of the uneasing hanging of its onstituentparts; stagnation terminates in inevitable death. Human life is an endless hange of the fators oflife uni�ed by the stability of the unhanging personality.And when you thus awaken on the mansion worlds of Jerusem, you will be so hanged, the spiritualtransformation will be so great that, were it not for your Thought Adjuster and the destiny guardian,who so fully onnet up your new life in the new worlds with your old life in the �rst world, you wouldat �rst have diÆulty in onneting the new morontia onsiousness with the reviving memory ofyour previous identity. Notwithstanding the ontinuity of personal selfhood, muh of the mortal lifewould at �rst seem to be a vague and hazy dream. But time will larify many mortal assoiations.The Thought Adjuster will reall and rehearse for you only those memories and experienes whihare a part of, and essential to, your universe areer. If the Adjuster has been a partner in theevolution of aught in the human mind, then will these worth-while experienes survive in the eternalonsiousness of the Adjuster. But muh of your past life and its memories, having neither spiritualmeaning nor morontia value, will perish with the material brain; muh of material experiene will1127



pass away as onetime sa�olding whih, having bridged you over to the morontia level, no longerserves a purpose in the universe. But personality and the relationships between personalities arenever sa�olding; mortal memory of personality relationships has osmi value and will persist. Onthe mansion worlds you will know and be known, and more, you will remember, and be rememberedby, your onetime assoiates in the short but intriguing life on Urantia.112.6 The Morontia SelfJust as a buttery emerges from the aterpillar stage, so will the true personalities of human beingsemerge on the mansion worlds, for the �rst time revealed apart from their onetime enshroudment inthe material esh. The morontia areer in the loal universe has to do with the ontinued elevationof the personality mehanism from the beginning morontia level of soul existene up to the �nalmorontia level of progressive spirituality.It is diÆult to instrut you regarding your morontia personality forms for the loal universeareer. You will be endowed with morontia patterns of personality manifestability, and these areinvestments whih, in the last analysis, are beyond your omprehension. Suh forms, while entirelyreal, are not energy patterns of the material order whih you now understand. They do, however,serve the same purpose on the loal universe worlds as do your material bodies on the planets ofhuman nativity.To a ertain extent, the appearane of the material body-form is responsive to the harater of thepersonality identity; the physial body does, to a limited degree, reet something of the inherentnature of the personality. Still more so does the morontia form. In the physial life, mortals maybe outwardly beautiful though inwardly unlovely; in the morontia life, and inreasingly on its higherlevels, the personality form will vary diretly in aordane with the nature of the inner person.On the spiritual level, outward form and inner nature begin to approximate omplete identi�ation,whih grows more and more perfet on higher and higher spirit levels.In the morontia estate the asending mortal is endowed with the Nebadon modi�ation of theosmi-mind endowment of the Master Spirit of Orvonton. The mortal intellet, as suh, has perished,has eased to exist as a foalized universe entity apart from the undi�erentiated mind iruits of theCreative Spirit. But the meanings and values of the mortal mind have not perished. Certain phasesof mind are ontinued in the surviving soul; ertain experiential values of the former human mindare held by the Adjuster; and there persist in the loal universe the reords of the human life asit was lived in the esh, together with ertain living registrations in the numerous beings who areonerned with the �nal evaluation of the asending mortal, beings extending in range from seraphimto Universal Censors and probably on beyond to the Supreme.Creature volition annot exist without mind, but it does persist in spite of the loss of the materialintellet. During the times immediately following survival, the asending personality is in greatmeasure guided by the harater patterns inherited from the human life and by the newly appearingation of morontia mota. And these guides to mansonia ondut funtion aeptably in the earlystages of the morontia life and prior to the emergene of morontia will as a full-edged volitionalexpression of the asending personality.There are no inuenes in the loal universe areer omparable to the seven adjutant mind-spiritsof human existene. The morontia mind must evolve by diret ontat with osmi mind, as thisosmi mind has been modi�ed and translated by the reative soure of loal universe intellet - theDivine Minister.Mortal mind, prior to death, is self-onsiously independent of the Adjuster presene; adjutantmind needs only the assoiated material-energy pattern to enable it to operate. But the morontia1128



soul, being superadjutant, does not retain self-onsiousness without the Adjuster when deprivedof the material-mind mehanism. This evolving soul does, however, possess a ontinuing haraterderived from the deisions of its former assoiated adjutant mind, and this harater beomes ativememory when the patterns thereof are energized by the returning Adjuster.The persistene of memory is proof of the retention of the identity of original selfhood; it is essentialto omplete self-onsiousness of personality ontinuity and expansion. Those mortals who asendwithout Adjusters are dependent on the instrution of seraphi assoiates for the reonstrution ofhuman memory; otherwise the morontia souls of the Spirit-fused mortals are not limited. The patternof memory persists in the soul, but this pattern requires the presene of the former Adjuster to beomeimmediately self-realizable as ontinuing memory. Without the Adjuster, it requires onsiderabletime for the mortal survivor to re-explore and relearn, to reapture, the memory onsiousness of themeanings and values of a former existene.The soul of survival value faithfully reets both the qualitative and the quantitative ations andmotivations of the material intellet, the former seat of the identity of selfhood. In the hoosing oftruth, beauty, and goodness, the mortal mind enters upon its premorontia universe areer under thetutelage of the seven adjutant mind-spirits uni�ed under the diretion of the spirit of wisdom. Sub-sequently, upon the ompletion of the seven irles of premorontia attainment, the superimpositionof the endowment of morontia mind upon adjutant mind initiates the prespiritual or morontia areerof loal universe progression.When a reature leaves his native planet, he leaves the adjutant ministry behind and beomessolely dependent on morontia intellet. When an asender leaves the loal universe, he has attainedthe spiritual level of existene, having passed beyond the morontia level. This newly appearing spiritentity then beomes attuned to the diret ministry of the osmi mind of Orvonton.112.7 Adjuster FusionThought Adjuster fusion imparts eternal atualities to personality whih were previously only po-tential. Among these new endowments may be mentioned: �xation of divinity quality, past-eternityexperiene and memory, immortality, and a phase of quali�ed potential absoluteness.When your earthly ourse in temporary form has been run, you are to awaken on the shores of abetter world, and eventually you will be united with your faithful Adjuster in an eternal embrae.And this fusion onstitutes the mystery of making God and man one, the mystery of �nite reatureevolution, but it is eternally true. Fusion is the seret of the sared sphere of Asendington, and noreature, save those who have experiened fusion with the spirit of Deity, an omprehend the truemeaning of the atual values whih are onjoined when the identity of a reature of time beomeseternally one with the spirit of Paradise Deity.Fusion with the Adjuster is usually e�eted while the asender is resident within his loal system.It may our on the planet of nativity as a transendene of natural death; it may take plae onany one of the mansion worlds or on the headquarters of the system; it may even be delayed untilthe time of the onstellation sojourn; or, in speial instanes, it may not be onsummated until theasender is on the loal universe apital.When fusion with the Adjuster has been e�eted, there an be no future danger to the eternalareer of suh a personality. Celestial beings are tested throughout a long experiene, but mortalspass through a relatively short and intensive testing on the evolutionary and morontia worlds.Fusion with the Adjuster never ours until the mandates of the superuniverse have pronounedthat the human nature has made a �nal and irrevoable hoie for the eternal areer. This is theat-onement authorization, whih, when issued, onstitutes the learane authority for the fused per-1129



sonality eventually to leave the on�nes of the loal universe to proeed sometime to the headquartersof the superuniverse, from whih point the pilgrim of time will, in the distant future, enseonaphimfor the long ight to the entral universe of Havona and the Deity adventure.On the evolutionary worlds, selfhood is material; it is a thing in the universe and as suh is subjetto the laws of material existene. It is a fat in time and is responsive to the viissitudes thereof.Survival deisions must here be formulated. In the morontia state the self has beome a new andmore enduring universe reality, and its ontinuing growth is prediated on its inreasing attunementto the mind and spirit iruits of the universes. Survival deisions are now being on�rmed. Whenthe self attains the spiritual level, it has beome a seure value in the universe, and this new value isprediated upon the fat that survival deisions have been made, whih fat has been witnessed byeternal fusion with the Thought Adjuster. And having ahieved the status of a true universe value,the reature beomes liberated in potential for the seeking of the highest universe value - God.Suh fused beings are twofold in their universe reations: They are disrete morontia individualsnot altogether unlike seraphim, and they are also beings in potential on the order of the Paradise�naliters.But the fused individual is really one personality, one being, whose unity de�es all attempts atanalysis by any intelligene of the universes. And so, having passed the tribunals of the loal universefrom the lowest to the highest, none of whih have been able to identify man or Adjuster, the oneapart from the other, you shall �nally be taken before the Sovereign of Nebadon, your loal universeFather. And there, at the hand of the very being whose reative fatherhood in this universe oftime has made possible the fat of your life, you will be granted those redentials whih entitle youeventually to proeed upon your superuniverse areer in quest of the Universal Father.Has the triumphant Adjuster won personality by the magni�ent servie to humanity, or hasthe valiant human aquired immortality through sinere e�orts to ahieve Adjusterlikeness? It isneither; but they together have ahieved the evolution of a member of one of the unique orders ofthe asending personalities of the Supreme, one who will ever be found servieable, faithful, andeÆient, a andidate for further growth and development, ever ranging upward and never easingthe supernal asent until the seven iruits of Havona have been traversed and the onetime soul ofearthly origin stands in worshipful reognition of the atual personality of the Father on Paradise.Throughout all this magni�ent asent the Thought Adjuster is the divine pledge of the futureand full spiritual stabilization of the asending mortal. Meanwhile the presene of the mortal freewill a�ords the Adjuster an eternal hannel for the liberation of the divine and in�nite nature. Nowhave these two identities beome one; no event of time or of eternity an ever separate man andAdjuster; they are inseparable, eternally fused.On the Adjuster-fusion worlds the destiny of the Mystery Monitor is idential with that of theasending mortal - the Paradise Corps of the Finality. And neither Adjuster nor mortal an attainthat unique goal without the full o-operation and faithful help of the other. This extraordinarypartnership is one of the most engrossing and amazing of all the osmi phenomena of this universeage.From the time of Adjuster fusion the status of the asender is that of the evolutionary reature.The human member was the �rst to enjoy personality and, therefore, outranks the Adjuster in allmatters onerned with the reognition of personality. The Paradise headquarters of this fused beingis Asendington, not Divinington, and this unique ombination of God and man ranks as an asendingmortal all the way up to the Corps of the Finality.When one an Adjuster fuses with an asending mortal, the number of that Adjuster is strikenfrom the reords of the superuniverse. What happens on the reords of Divinington, I do not know,but I surmise that the registry of that Adjuster is removed to the seret irles of the inner ourts ofGrandfanda, the ating head of the Corps of the Finality.1130



With Adjuster fusion the Universal Father has ompleted his promise of the gift of himself to hismaterial reatures; he has ful�lled the promise, and onsummated the plan, of the eternal bestowalof divinity upon humanity. Now begins the human attempt to realize and to atualize the limitlesspossibilities that are inherent in the supernal partnership with God whih has thus fatualized.The present known destiny of surviving mortals is the Paradise Corps of the Finality; this is alsothe goal of destiny for all Thought Adjusters who beome joined in eternal union with their mortalompanions. At present the Paradise �naliters are working throughout the grand universe in manyundertakings, but we all onjeture that they will have other and even more supernal tasks to performin the distant future after the seven superuniverses have beome settled in light and life, and whenthe �nite God has �nally emerged from the mystery whih now surrounds this Supreme Deity.You have been instruted to a ertain extent about the organization and personnel of the entraluniverse, the superuniverses, and the loal universes; you have been told something about the har-ater and origin of some of the various personalities who now rule these far-ung reations. You havealso been informed that there are in proess of organization vast galaxies of universes far out beyondthe periphery of the grand universe, in the �rst outer spae level. It has also been intimated in theourse of these narratives that the Supreme Being is to dislose his unrevealed tertiary funtion inthese now unharted regions of outer spae; and you have also been told that the �naliters of theParadise orps are the experiential hildren of the Supreme.We believe that the mortals of Adjuster fusion, together with their �naliter assoiates, are destinedto funtion in some manner in the administration of the universes of the �rst outer spae level.We have not the slightest doubt that in due time these enormous galaxies will beome inhabiteduniverses. And we are equally onvined that among the administrators thereof will be found theParadise �naliters whose natures are the osmi onsequene of the blending of reature and Creator.What an adventure! What a romane! A giganti reation to be administered by the hildrenof the Supreme, these personalized and humanized Adjusters, these Adjusterized and eternalizedmortals, these mysterious ombinations and eternal assoiations of the highest known manifestationof the essene of the First Soure and Center and the lowest form of intelligent life apable ofomprehending and attaining the Universal Father. We oneive that suh amalgamated beings,suh partnerships of Creator and reature, will beome superb rulers, mathless administrators, andunderstanding and sympatheti diretors of any and all forms of intelligent life whih may ome intoexistene throughout these future universes of the �rst outer spae level.True it is, you mortals are of earthly, animal origin; your frame is indeed dust. But if youatually will, if you really desire, surely the heritage of the ages is yours, and you shall someday servethroughout the universes in your true haraters - hildren of the Supreme God of experiene anddivine sons of the Paradise Father of all personalities.[Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.℄
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Chapter 113Seraphi Guardians of DestinyHAVING presented the narratives of the Ministering Spirits of Time and the Messenger Hosts ofSpae, we ome to the onsideration of the guardian angels, seraphim devoted to the ministry toindividual mortals, for whose elevation and perfetion all of the vast survival sheme of spiritualprogression has been provided. In past ages on Urantia, these destiny guardians were about theonly group of angels that had reognition. The planetary seraphim are indeed ministering spiritssent forth to do servie for those who shall survive. These attending seraphim have funtioned asthe spiritual helpers of mortal man in all the great events of the past and the present. In many arevelation \the word was spoken by angels"; many of the mandates of heaven have been \reeivedby the ministry of angels."Seraphim are the traditional angels of heaven; they are the ministering spirits who live so nearyou and do so muh for you. They have ministered on Urantia sine the earliest times of humanintelligene.113.1 The Guardian AngelsThe teahing about guardian angels is not a myth; ertain groups of human beings do atually havepersonal angels. It was in reognition of this that Jesus, in speaking of the hildren of the heavenlykingdom, said: \Take heed that you despise not one of these little ones, for I say to you, their angelsdo always behold the presene of the spirit of my Father."Originally, the seraphim were de�nitely assigned to the separate Urantia raes. But sine the be-stowal of Mihael, they are assigned in aordane with human intelligene, spirituality, and destiny.Intelletually, mankind is divided into three lasses:1. The subnormal minded - those who do not exerise normal will power; those who do not makeaverage deisions. This lass embraes those who annot omprehend God; they lak apaity forthe intelligent worship of Deity. The subnormal beings of Urantia have a orps of seraphim, oneompany, with one battalion of herubim, assigned to minister to them and to witness that justieand mery are extended to them in the life struggles of the sphere.2. The average, normal type of human mind. From the standpoint of seraphi ministry, mostmen and women are grouped in seven lasses in aordane with their status in making the irlesof human progress and spiritual development.3. The supernormal minded - those of great deision and undoubted potential of spiritual ahieve-ment; men and women who enjoy more or less ontat with their indwelling Adjusters; members ofthe various reserve orps of destiny. No matter in what irle a human happens to be, if suh an indi-vidual beomes enrolled in any of the several reserve orps of destiny, right then and there, personal1133



seraphim are assigned, and from that time until the earthly areer is �nished, that mortal will enjoythe ontinuous ministry and uneasing wathare of a guardian angel. Also, when any human beingmakes the supreme deision, when there is a real betrothal with the Adjuster, a personal guardianis immediately assigned to that soul.In the ministry to so-alled normal beings, seraphi assignments are made in aordane with thehuman attainment of the irles of intelletuality and spirituality. You start out in your mind ofmortal investment in the seventh irle and journey inward in the task of self-understanding, self-onquest, and self-mastery; and irle by irle you advane until (if natural death does not terminateyour areer and transfer your struggles to the mansion worlds) you reah the �rst or inner irle ofrelative ontat and ommunion with the indwelling Adjuster.Human beings in the initial or seventh irle have one guardian angel with one ompany ofassisting herubim assigned to the wathare and ustody of one thousand mortals. In the sixthirle, a seraphi pair with one ompany of herubim is assigned to guide these asending mortals ingroups of �ve hundred. When the �fth irle is attained, human beings are grouped in ompaniesof approximately one hundred, and a pair of guardian seraphim with a group of herubim is plaedin harge. Upon attainment of the fourth irle, mortal beings are assembled in groups of ten, andagain harge is given to a pair of seraphim, assisted by one ompany of herubim.When a mortal mind breaks through the inertia of animal legay and attains the third irle ofhuman intelletuality and aquired spirituality, a personal angel (in reality two) will heneforth bewholly and exlusively devoted to this asending mortal. And thus these human souls, in additionto the ever-present and inreasingly eÆient indwelling Thought Adjusters, reeive the undividedassistane of these personal guardians of destiny in all their e�orts to �nish the third irle, traversethe seond, and attain the �rst.113.2 The Destiny GuardiansSeraphim are not known as guardians of destiny until suh time as they are assigned to the assoiationof a human soul who has realized one or more of three ahievements: has made a supreme deisionto beome Godlike, has entered the third irle, or has been mustered into one of the reserve orpsof destiny.In the evolution of raes a guardian of destiny is assigned to the very �rst being who attains therequisite irle of onquest. On Urantia the �rst mortal to seure a personal guardian was Rantowo,a wise man of the red rae of long ago.All angeli assignments are made from a group of volunteering seraphim, and these appointmentsare always in aordane with human needs and with regard to the status of the angeli pair -in the light of seraphi experiene, skill, and wisdom. Only seraphim of long servie, the moreexperiened and tested types, are assigned as destiny guards. Many guardians have gained muhvaluable experiene on those worlds whih are of the non-Adjuster fusion series. Like the Adjusters,the seraphim attend these beings for a single lifetime and then are liberated for new assignment.Many guardians on Urantia have had this previous pratial experiene on other worlds.When human beings fail to survive, their personal or group guardians may repeatedly serve insimilar apaities on the same planet. The seraphim develop a sentimental regard for individualworlds and entertain a speial a�etion for ertain raes and types of mortal reatures with whomthey have been so losely and intimately assoiated.The angels develop an abiding a�etion for their human assoiates; and you would, if you ouldonly visualize the seraphim, develop a warm a�etion for them. Divested of material bodies, givenspirit forms, you would be very near the angels in many attributes of personality. They share most1134



of your emotions and experiene some additional ones. The only emotion atuating you whih issomewhat diÆult for them to omprehend is the legay of animal fear that bulks so large in themental life of the average inhabitant of Urantia. The angels really �nd it hard to understand whyyou will so persistently allow your higher intelletual powers, even your religious faith, to be sodominated by fear, so thoroughly demoralized by the thoughtless pani of dread and anxiety.All seraphim have individual names, but in the reords of assignment to world servie they arefrequently designated by their planetary numbers. At the universe headquarters they are registered byname and number. The destiny guardian of the human subjet used in this ontatual ommuniationis number 3 of group 17, of ompany 126, of battalion 4, of unit 384, of legion 6, of host 37, of the182,314th seraphi army of Nebadon. The urrent planetary assignment number of this seraphim onUrantia and to this human subjet is 3,641,852.In the ministry of personal guardianship, the assignment of angels as destiny guardians, seraphimalways volunteer their servies. In the ity of this visitation a ertain mortal was reently admittedto the reserve orps of destiny, and sine all suh humans are personally attended by guardian angels,more than one hundred quali�ed seraphim sought the assignment. The planetary diretor seletedtwelve of the more experiened individuals and subsequently appointed the seraphim whom theyseleted as best adapted to guide this human being through his life journey. That is, they seleteda ertain pair of equally quali�ed seraphim; one of this seraphi pair will always be on duty.Seraphi tasks may be unremitting, but either of the angeli pair an disharge all ministeringresponsibilities. Like herubim, seraphim usually serve in pairs, but unlike their less advaned as-soiates, the seraphim sometimes work singly. In pratially all their ontats with human beingsthey an funtion as individuals. Both angels are required only for ommuniation and servie onthe higher iruits of the universes.When a seraphi pair aept guardian assignment, they serve for the remainder of the life ofthat human being. The omplement of being (one of the two angels) beomes the reorder of theundertaking. These omplemental seraphim are the reording angels of the mortals of the evolu-tionary worlds. The reords are kept by the pair of herubim (a herubim and a sanobim) who arealways assoiated with the seraphi guardians, but these reords are always sponsored by one of theseraphim.For purposes of rest and reharging with the life energy of the universe iruits, the guardian isperiodially relieved by her omplement, and during her absene the assoiated herubim funtionsas the reorder, as is also the ase when the omplemental seraphim is similarly absent.113.3 Relation to Other Spirit InuenesOne of the most important things a destiny guardian does for her mortal subjet is to e�et apersonal o-ordination of the numerous impersonal spirit inuenes whih indwell, surround, andimpinge upon the mind and soul of the evolving material reature. Human beings are personalities,and it is exeedingly diÆult for nonpersonal spirits and prepersonal entities to make diret ontatwith suh highly material and disretely personal minds. In the ministry of the guarding angel all ofthese inuenes are more or less uni�ed and made more nearly appreiable by the expanding moralnature of the evolving human personality.More espeially an and does this seraphi guardian orrelate the manifold agenies and inuenesof the In�nite Spirit, ranging from the domains of the physial ontrollers and the adjutant mind-spirits up to the Holy Spirit of the Divine Minister and to the Omnipresent Spirit presene ofthe Paradise Third Soure and Center. Having thus uni�ed and made more personal these vastministries of the In�nite Spirit, the seraphim then undertakes to orrelate this integrated inuene1135



of the Conjoint Ator with the spirit presenes of the Father and the Son.The Adjuster is the presene of the Father; the Spirit of Truth, the presene of the Sons. Thesedivine endowments are uni�ed and o-ordinated on the lower levels of human spiritual experiene bythe ministry of the guardian seraphim. The angeli servers are gifted in ombining the love of theFather and the mery of the Son in their ministry to mortal reatures.And herein is revealed the reason why the seraphi guardian eventually beomes the personalustodian of the mind patterns, memory formulas, and soul realities of the mortal survivor duringthat interval between physial death and morontia resurretion. None but the ministering hildren ofthe In�nite Spirit ould thus funtion in behalf of the human reature during this phase of transitionfrom one level of the universe to another and higher level. Even when you engage in your terminaltransition slumber, when you pass from time to eternity, a high supernaphim likewise shares thetransit with you as the ustodian of reature identity and the surety of personal integrity.On the spiritual level, seraphim make personal many otherwise impersonal and prepersonal min-istries of the universe; they are o-ordinators. On the intelletual level they are the orrelators ofmind and morontia; they are interpreters. And on the physial level they manipulate terrestrial en-vironment through their liaison with the Master Physial Controllers and through the o-operativeministry of the midway reatures.This is a reital of the manifold and intriate funtion of an attending seraphim; but how doessuh a subordinate angeli personality, reated but a little above the universe level of humanity, dosuh diÆult and omplex things? We do not really know, but we onjeture that this phenomenalministry is in some undislosed manner failitated by the unreognized and unrevealed working ofthe Supreme Being, the atualizing Deity of the evolving universes of time and spae. Throughoutthe entire realm of progressive survival in and through the Supreme Being, seraphim are an essentialpart of ontinuing mortal progression.113.4 Seraphi Domains of AtionThe guardian seraphim are not mind, though they do spring from the same soure that also givesorigin to mortal mind, the Creative Spirit. Seraphim are mind stimulators; they ontinually seek topromote irle-making deisions in human mind. They do this, not as does the Adjuster, operatingfrom within and through the soul, but rather from the outside inward, working through the soial,ethial, and moral environment of human beings. Seraphim are not the divine Adjuster lure of theUniversal Father, but they do funtion as the personal ageny of the ministry of the In�nite Spirit.Mortal man, subjet to Adjuster leading, is also amenable to seraphi guidane. The Adjuster isthe essene of man's eternal nature; the seraphim is the teaher of man's evolving nature - in thislife the mortal mind, in the next the morontia soul. On the mansion worlds you will be onsiousand aware of seraphi instrutors, but in the �rst life men are usually unaware of them.Seraphim funtion as teahers of men by guiding the footsteps of the human personality into pathsof new and progressive experienes. To aept the guidane of a seraphim rarely means attaininga life of ease. In following this leading you are sure to enounter, and if you have the ourage, totraverse, the rugged hills of moral hoosing and spiritual progress.The impulse of worship largely originates in the spirit promptings of the higher mind adjutants,reinfored by the leadings of the Adjuster. But the urge to pray so often experiened by God-onsious mortals very often arises as the result of seraphi inuene. The guarding seraphim isonstantly manipulating the mortal environment for the purpose of augmenting the osmi insightof the human asender to the end that suh a survival andidate may aquire enhaned realizationof the presene of the indwelling Adjuster and thus be enabled to yield inreased o-operation with1136



the spiritual mission of the divine presene.While there is apparently no ommuniation between the indwelling Adjusters and the enompass-ing seraphim, they always seem to work in perfet harmony and exquisite aord. The guardians aremost ative at those times when the Adjusters are least ative, but their ministry is in some mannerstrangely orrelated. Suh superb o-operation ould hardly be either aidental or inidental.The ministering personality of the guardian seraphim, the God presene of the indwelling Adjuster,the eniruited ation of the Holy Spirit, and the Son-onsiousness of the Spirit of Truth are alldivinely orrelated into a meaningful unity of spiritual ministry in and to a mortal personality.Though hailing from di�erent soures and di�erent levels, these elestial inuenes are all integratedin the enveloping and evolving presene of the Supreme Being.
113.5 Seraphi Ministry to MortalsAngels do not invade the santity of the human mind; they do not manipulate the will of mortals;neither do they diretly ontat with the indwelling Adjusters. The guardian of destiny inuenesyou in every possible manner onsistent with the dignity of your personality; under no irumstanesdo these angels interfere with the free ation of the human will. Neither angels nor any other order ofuniverse personality have power or authority to urtail or abridge the prerogatives of human hoosing.Angels are so near you and are so feelingly for you that they �guratively \weep beause ofyour willful intolerane and stubbornness." Seraphim do not shed physial tears; they do not havephysial bodies; neither do they possess wings. But they do have spiritual emotions, and they doexperiene feelings and sentiments of a spiritual nature whih are in ertain ways omparable tohuman emotions.The seraphim at in your behalf quite independent of your diret appeals; they are exeuting themandates of their superiors, and thus they funtion regardless of your passing whims or hangingmoods. This does not imply that you may not make their tasks either easier or more diÆult, butrather that angels are not diretly onerned with your appeals or with your prayers.In the life of the esh the intelligene of angels is not diretly available to mortal men. They arenot overlords or diretors; they are simply guardians. The seraphim guard you; they do not seekdiretly to inuene you; you must hart your own ourse, but these angels then at to make thebest possible use of the ourse you have hosen. They do not (ordinarily) arbitrarily intervene inthe routine a�airs of human life. But when they reeive instrutions from their superiors to performsome unusual exploit, you may rest assured that these guardians will �nd some means of arryingout these mandates. They do not, therefore, intrude into the piture of human drama exept inemergenies and then usually on the diret orders of their superiors. They are the beings who aregoing to follow you for many an age, and they are thus reeiving an introdution to their future workand personality assoiation.Seraphim are able to funtion as material ministers to human beings under ertain irumstanes,but their ation in this apaity is very rare. They are able, with the assistane of the midwayreatures and the physial ontrollers, to funtion in a wide range of ativities in behalf of humanbeings, even to make atual ontat with mankind, but suh ourrenes are very unusual. In mostinstanes the irumstanes of the material realm proeed unaltered by seraphi ation, althoughoasions have arisen, involving jeopardy to vital links in the hain of human evolution, in whihseraphi guardians have ated, and properly, on their own initiative.1137



113.6 Guardian Angels After DeathHaving told you something of the ministry of seraphim during natural life, I will endeavor to informyou about the ondut of the guardians of destiny at the time of the mortal dissolution of theirhuman assoiates. Upon your death, your reords, identity spei�ations, and the morontia entityof the human soul - onjointly evolved by the ministry of mortal mind and the divine Adjuster -are faithfully onserved by the destiny guardian together with all other values related to your futureexistene, everything that onstitutes you, the real you, exept the identity of ontinuing existenerepresented by the departing Adjuster and the atuality of personality.The instant the pilot light in the human mind disappears, the spirit luminosity whih seraphimassoiate with the presene of the Adjuster, the attending angel reports in person to the ommandingangels, suessively, of the group, ompany, battalion, unit, legion, and host; and after being dulyregistered for the �nal adventure of time and spae, suh an angel reeives erti�ation by theplanetary hief of seraphim for reporting to the Evening Star (or other lieutenant of Gabriel) inommand of the seraphi army of this andidate for universe asension. And upon being grantedpermission from the ommander of this highest organizational unit, suh a guardian of destinyproeeds to the �rst mansion world and there awaits the onsiousizing of her former ward in theesh.In ase the human soul fails of survival after having reeived the assignment of a personal angel,the attending seraphim must proeed to the headquarters of the loal universe, there to witness tothe omplete reords of her omplement as previously reported. Next she goes before the tribunalsof the arhangels, to be absolved from blame in the matter of the survival failure of her subjet; andthen she goes bak to the worlds, again to be assigned to another mortal of asending potentialityor to some other division of seraphi ministry.But angels minister to evolutionary reatures in many ways aside from the servies of personaland group guardianship. Personal guardians whose subjets do not go immediately to the mansionworlds do not tarry there in idleness awaiting the dispensational roll alls of judgment; they arereassigned to numerous ministering missions throughout the universe.The guardian seraphim is the ustodial trustee of the survival values of mortal man's slumberingsoul as the absent Adjuster is the identity of suh an immortal universe being. When these twoollaborate in the resurretion halls of mansonia in onjuntion with the newly fabriated morontiaform, there ours the reassembly of the onstituent fators of the personality of the mortal asender.The Adjuster will identify you; the guardian seraphim will repersonalize you and then re-presentyou to the faithful Monitor of your earth days.And even so, when a planetary age ends, when those in the lower irles of mortal ahievement areforgathered, it is their group guardians who reassemble them in the resurretion halls of the mansionspheres, even as your reord tells: \And he shall send his angels with a great voie and shall gathertogether his elet from one end of the realm to another."The tehnique of justie demands that personal or group guardians shall respond to the dispen-sational roll all in behalf of all nonsurviving personalities. The Adjusters of suh nonsurvivors donot return, and when the rolls are alled, the seraphim respond, but the Adjusters make no answer.This onstitutes the \resurretion of the unjust," in reality the formal reognition of the essationof reature existene. This roll all of justie always immediately follows the roll all of mery, theresurretion of the sleeping survivors. But these are matters whih are of onern to none but thesupreme and all-knowing Judges of survival values. Suh problems of adjudiation do not reallyonern us.Group guardians may serve on a planet age after age and eventually beome ustodians of theslumbering souls of thousands upon thousands of sleeping survivors. They an so serve on many1138



di�erent worlds in a given system sine the resurretion response ours on the mansion worlds.All personal and group guardians in the system of Satania who went astray in the Luifer rebellion,notwithstanding that many sinerely repented of their folly, are to be detained on Jerusem until the�nal adjudiation of the rebellion. Already have the Universal Censors arbitrarily taken from thesedisobedient and unfaithful guardians all aspets of their soul trusts and lodged these morontia realitiesfor safekeeping in the ustody of volunteer seonaphim.113.7 Seraphim and the Asendant CareerIt is indeed an epoh in the areer of an asending mortal, this �rst awakening on the shores ofthe mansion world; there, for the �rst time, atually to see your long-loved and ever-present angeliompanions of earth days; there also to beome truly onsious of the identity and presene of thedivine Monitor who so long indwelt your mind on earth. Suh an experiene onstitutes a gloriousawakening, a real resurretion.On the morontia spheres the attending seraphim (there are two of them) are your open ompanions.These angels not only onsort with you as you progress through the areer of the transition worlds,in every way possible assisting you in the aquirement of morontia and spirit status, but they alsoavail themselves of the opportunity to advane by study in the extension shools for evolutionaryseraphim maintained on the mansion worlds.The human rae was reated just a little lower than the more simple types of the angeli orders.Therefore will your �rst assignment of the morontia life be as assistants to the seraphim in the imme-diate work awaiting at the time you attain personality onsiousness subsequent to your liberationfrom the bonds of the esh.Before leaving the mansion worlds, all mortals will have permanent seraphi assoiates or guardians.And as you asend the morontia spheres, eventually it is the seraphi guardians who witness andertify the derees of your eternal union with the Thought Adjusters. Together they have estab-lished your personality identities as hildren of the esh from the worlds of time. Then, with yourattainment of the mature morontia estate, they aompany you through Jerusem and the assoiatedworlds of system progress and ulture. After that they go with you to Edentia and its seventy spheresof advaned soialization, and subsequently will they pilot you to the Melhizedeks and follow youthrough the superb areer of the universe headquarters worlds. And when you have learned thewisdom and ulture of the Melhizedeks, they will take you on to Salvington, where you will standfae to fae with the Sovereign of all Nebadon. And still will these seraphi guides follow you throughthe minor and major setors of the superuniverse and on to the reeiving worlds of Uversa, remainingwith you until you �nally enseonaphim for the long Havona ight.Some of the destiny guardians of attahment during the mortal areer follow the ourse of theasending pilgrims through Havona. The others bid their long-time mortal assoiates a temporaryfarewell, and then, while these mortals traverse the irles of the entral universe, these guardiansof destiny ahieve the irles of Seraphington. And they will be in waiting on the shores of Paradisewhen their mortal assoiates awaken from the last transit sleep of time into the new experienes ofeternity. Suh asending seraphim subsequently enter upon divergent servies in the �naliter orpsand in the Seraphi Corps of Completion.Man and angel may or may not be reunited in eternal servie, but wherever seraphi assignmentmay take them, the seraphim are always in ommuniation with their former wards of the evolutionaryworlds, the asendant mortals of time. The intimate assoiations and the a�etionate attahmentsof the realms of human origin are never forgotten nor ever ompletely severed. In the eternal agesmen and angels will o-operate in the divine servie as they did in the areer of time.1139



For seraphim, the surest way of ahieving the Paradise Deities is by suessfully guiding a soulof evolutionary origin to the portals of Paradise. Therefore is the assignment of guardian of destinythe most highly prized seraphi duty.Only destiny guardians are mustered into the primary or mortal Corps of the Finality, and suhpairs have engaged in the supreme adventure of identity at-oneness; the two beings have ahievedspiritual bi-uni�ation on Seraphington prior to their reeption into the �naliter orps. In thisexperiene the two angeli natures, so omplemental in all universe funtions, ahieve ultimate spirittwo-in-oneness, reperussing in a new apaity for the reeption of, and fusion with, a non-Adjusterfragment of the Paradise Father. And so do some of your loving seraphi assoiates in time alsobeome your �naliter assoiates in eternity, hildren of the Supreme and perfeted sons of the ParadiseFather.[Presented by the Chief of Seraphim stationed on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 114Seraphi Planetary GovernmentTHE Most Highs rule in the kingdoms of men through many elestial fores and agenies but hieythrough the ministry of seraphim.At noon today the roll all of planetary angels, guardians, and others on Urantia was 501,234,619pairs of seraphim. There were assigned to my ommand two hundred seraphi hosts - 597,196,800pairs of seraphim, or 1,194,393,600 individual angels. The registry, however, shows 1,002,469,238individuals; it follows therefore that 191,924,362 angels were absent from this world on transport,messenger, and death duty. (On Urantia there are about the same number of herubim as seraphim,and they are similarly organized.)Seraphim and their assoiated herubim have muh to do with the details of the superhumangovernment of a planet, espeially of worlds whih have been isolated by rebellion. The angels, ablyassisted by the midwayers, funtion on Urantia as the atual supermaterial ministers who exeutethe mandates of the resident governor general and all his assoiates and subordinates. Seraphim asa lass are oupied with many assignments other than those of personal and group guardianship.Urantia is not without proper and e�etive supervision from the system, onstellation, and universerulers. But the planetary government is unlike that of any other world in the Satania system, even inall Nebadon. This uniqueness in your plan of supervision is due to a number of unusual irumstanes:1. The life modi�ation status of Urantia.2. The exigenies of the Luifer rebellion.3. The disruptions of the Adami default.4. The irregularities growing out of the fat that Urantia was one of the bestowal worlds of theUniverse Sovereign. Mihael of Nebadon is the Planetary Prine of Urantia.5. The speial funtion of the twenty-four planetary diretors.6. The loation on the planet of an arhangels' iruit.7. The more reent designation of the onetime inarnated Mahiventa Melhizedek as viegerentPlanetary Prine.114.1 The Sovereignty of UrantiaThe original sovereignty of Urantia was held in trust by the sovereign of the Satania system. Itwas �rst delegated by him to a joint ommission of Melhizedeks and Life Carriers, and this groupfuntioned on Urantia until the arrival of a regularly onstituted Planetary Prine. Subsequent tothe downfall of Prine Caligastia, at the time of the Luifer rebellion, Urantia had no sure and1141



settled relationship with the loal universe and its administrative divisions until the ompletion ofMihael's bestowal in the esh, when he was prolaimed, by the Union of Days, Planetary Prine ofUrantia. Suh a prolamation in surety and in priniple forever settled the status of your world, butin pratie the Sovereign Creator Son made no gesture of personal administration of the planet asidefrom the establishment of the Jerusem ommission of twenty-four former Urantians with authorityto represent him in the government of Urantia and all other quarantined planets in the system. Oneof this ounil is now always resident on Urantia as resident governor general.Viegerent authority to at for Mihael as Planetary Prine has been reently vested in MahiventaMelhizedek, but this Son of the loal universe has made not the slightest move toward modifyingthe present planetary regime of the suessive administrations of the resident governors general.There is little likelihood that any marked hange will be made in the government of Urantia duringthe present dispensation unless the viegerent Planetary Prine should arrive to assume his titularresponsibilities. It appears to ertain of our assoiates that at some time in the near future the planof sending one of the twenty-four ounselors to Urantia to at as governor general will be supersededby the formal arrival of Mahiventa Melhizedek with the viegerent mandate of the sovereignty ofUrantia. As ating Planetary Prine he would undoubtedly ontinue in harge of the planet untilthe �nal adjudiation of the Luifer rebellion and probably on into the distant future of planetarysettlement in light and life.Some believe that Mahiventa will not ome to take personal diretion of Urantian a�airs until theend of the urrent dispensation. Others hold that the viegerent Prine may not ome, as suh, untilMihael sometime returns to Urantia as he promised when still in the esh. Still others, inludingthis narrator, look for Melhizedek's appearane any day or hour.114.2 The Board of Planetary SupervisorsSine the times of Mihael's bestowal on your world the general management of Urantia has beenintrusted to a speial group on Jerusem of twenty-four onetime Urantians. Quali�ation for mem-bership on this ommission is unknown to us, but we have observed that those who have been thusommissioned have all been ontributors to the enlarging sovereignty of the Supreme in the systemof Satania. By nature they were all real leaders when they funtioned on Urantia, and (exept-ing Mahiventa Melhizedek) these qualities of leadership have been further augmented by mansionworld experiene and supplemented by the training of Jerusem itizenship. Members are nominatedto the twenty-four by the abinet of Lanaforge, seonded by the Most Highs of Edentia, approvedby the Assigned Sentinel of Jerusem, and appointed by Gabriel of Salvington in aordane with themandate of Mihael. The temporary appointees funtion just as fully as do the permanent membersof this ommission of speial supervisors.This board of planetary diretors is espeially onerned with the supervision of those ativitieson this world whih result from the fat that Mihael here experiened his terminal bestowal. Theyare kept in lose and immediate touh with Mihael by the liaison ativities of a ertain BrilliantEvening Star, the idential being who attended upon Jesus throughout the mortal bestowal.At the present time one John, known to you as \the Baptist," is hairman of this ounil when itis in session on Jerusem. But the ex oÆio head of this ounil is the Assigned Sentinel of Satania,the diret and personal representative of the Assoiate Inspetor on Salvington and of the SupremeExeutive of Orvonton.The members of this same ommission of former Urantians also at as advisory supervisors of thethirty-six other rebellion-isolated worlds of the system; they perform a very valuable servie in keepingLanaforge, the System Sovereign, in lose and sympatheti touh with the a�airs of these planets,1142



whih still remain more or less under the overontrol of the Constellation Fathers of Norlatiadek.These twenty-four ounselors make frequent trips as individuals to eah of the quarantined planets,espeially to Urantia.Eah of the other isolated worlds is advised by similar and varying sized ommissions of its onetimeinhabitants, but these other ommissions are subordinate to the Urantian group of twenty-four. Whilethe members of the latter ommission are thus atively interested in every phase of human progresson eah quarantined world in Satania, they are espeially and partiularly onerned with the welfareand advanement of the mortal raes of Urantia, for they immediately and diretly supervise thea�airs of none of the planets exept Urantia, and even here their authority is not omplete exeptingin ertain domains onerned with mortal survival.No one knows how long these twenty-four Urantia ounselors will ontinue in their present status,detahed from the regular program of universe ativities. They will no doubt ontinue to serve in theirpresent apaities until some hange in planetary status ensues, suh as the end of a dispensation,the assumption of full authority by Mahiventa Melhizedek, the �nal adjudiation of the Luiferrebellion, or the reappearane of Mihael on the world of his �nal bestowal. The present residentgovernor general of Urantia seems inlined to the opinion that all but Mahiventa may be releasedfor Paradise asension the moment the system of Satania is restored to the onstellation iruits.But other opinions are also urrent.114.3 The Resident Governor GeneralEvery one hundred years of Urantia time, the Jerusem orps of twenty-four planetary supervisorsdesignate one of their number to sojourn on your world to at as their exeutive representative, asresident governor general. During the times of the preparation of these narratives this exeutiveoÆer was hanged, the nineteenth so to serve being sueeded by the twentieth. The name of theurrent planetary supervisor is withheld from you only beause mortal man is so prone to venerate,even to deify, his extraordinary ompatriots and superhuman superiors.The resident governor general has no atual personal authority in the management of world a�airsexept as the representative of the twenty-four Jerusem ounselors. He ats as the o-ordinator ofsuperhuman administration and is the respeted head and universally reognized leader of the elestialbeings funtioning on Urantia. All orders of angeli hosts regard him as their o-ordinating diretor,while the United Midwayers, sine the departure of 1-2-3 the �rst to beome one of the twenty-fourounselors, really look upon the suessive governors general as their planetary fathers.Although the governor general does not possess atual and personal authority on the planet, hehands down sores of rulings and deisions eah day whih are aepted as �nal by all personalitiesonerned. He is muh more of a fatherly adviser than a tehnial ruler. In ertain ways he funtionsas would a Planetary Prine, but his administration muh more losely resembles that of the MaterialSons.The Urantia government is represented in the ounils of Jerusem in aordane with an arrange-ment whereby the returning governor general sits as a temporary member of the System Sovereign'sabinet of Planetary Prines. It was expeted, when Mahiventa was designated viegerent Prine,that he would immediately assume his plae in the ounil of the Planetary Prines of Satania, butthus far he has made no gesture in this diretion.The supermaterial government of Urantia does not maintain a very lose organi relationship withthe higher units of the loal universe. In a way, the resident governor general represents Salvington aswell as Jerusem sine he ats on behalf of the twenty-four ounselors, who are diretly representativeof Mihael and Gabriel. And being a Jerusem itizen, the planetary governor an funtion as a1143



spokesman for the System Sovereign. The onstellation authorities are represented diretly by aVorondadek Son, the Edentia observer.114.4 The Most High ObserverThe sovereignty of Urantia is further ompliated by the onetime arbitrary seizure of planetaryauthority by the government of Norlatiadek shortly after the planetary rebellion. There is stillresident on Urantia a Vorondadek Son, an observer for the Most Highs of Edentia and, in the abseneof diret ation by Mihael, trustee of planetary sovereignty. The present Most High observer (andsometime regent) is the twenty-third thus to serve on Urantia.There are ertain groups of planetary problems whih are still under the ontrol of the Most Highsof Edentia, jurisdition over them having been seized at the time of the Luifer rebellion. Authorityin these matters is exerised by a Vorondadek Son, the Norlatiadek observer, who maintains verylose advisory relations with the planetary supervisors. The rae ommissioners are very ative onUrantia, and their various group hiefs are informally attahed to the resident Vorondadek observer,who ats as their advisory diretor.In a risis the atual and sovereign head of the government, exepting in ertain purely spiritualmatters, would be this Vorondadek Son of Edentia now on observation duty. (In these exlusivelyspiritual problems and in ertain purely personal matters, the supreme authority seems to be vestedin the ommanding arhangel attahed to the divisional headquarters of that order whih was reentlyestablished on Urantia.)A Most High observer is empowered, at his disretion, to seize the planetary government in timesof grave planetary rises, and it is of reord that this has happened thirty-three times in the historyof Urantia. At suh times the Most High observer funtions as the Most High regent, exerisingunquestioned authority over all ministers and administrators resident on the planet exepting onlythe divisional organization of the arhangels.Vorondadek regenies are not peuliar to rebellion-isolated planets, for the Most Highs may in-tervene at any time in the a�airs of the inhabited worlds, interposing the superior wisdom of theonstellation rulers in the a�airs of the kingdoms of men.114.5 The Planetary GovernmentThe atual administration of Urantia is indeed diÆult to desribe. There exists no formal govern-ment along the lines of universe organization, suh as separate legislative, exeutive, and judiialdepartments. The twenty-four ounselors ome the nearest to being the legislative branh of theplanetary government. The governor general is a provisional and advisory hief exeutive with theveto power resident in the Most High observer. And there are no absolutely authoritative judiialpowers operative on the planet - only the oniliating ommissions.A majority of the problems involving seraphim and midwayers are, by mutual onsent, deidedby the governor general. But exept when voiing the mandates of the twenty-four ounselors, hisrulings are all subjet to appeal to oniliating ommissions, to loal authorities onstituted forplanetary funtion, or even to the System Sovereign of Satania.The absene of the orporeal sta� of a Planetary Prine and the material regime of an AdamiSon and Daughter is partially ompensated by the speial ministry of seraphim and by the unusualservies of the midway reatures. The absene of the Planetary Prine is e�etively ompensated bythe triune presene of the arhangels, the Most High observer, and the governor general.1144



This rather loosely organized and somewhat personally administered planetary government ismore than expetedly e�etive beause of the timesaving assistane of the arhangels and their ever-ready iruit, whih is so frequently utilized in planetary emergenies and administrative diÆulties.Tehnially, the planet is still spiritually isolated in the Norlatiadek iruits, but in an emergeny thishandiap an now be irumvented through utilization of the arhangels' iruit. Planetary isolationis, of ourse, of little onern to individual mortals sine the pouring out of the Spirit of Truth uponall esh nineteen hundred years ago.Eah administrative day on Urantia begins with a onsultative onferene, whih is attended bythe governor general, the planetary hief of arhangels, the Most High observer, the supervisingsupernaphim, the hief of resident Life Carriers, and invited guests from among the high Sons ofthe universe or from among ertain of the student visitors who may hane to be sojourning on theplanet.The diret administrative abinet of the governor general onsists of twelve seraphim, the atinghiefs of the twelve groups of speial angels funtioning as the immediate superhuman diretors ofplanetary progress and stability.114.6 The Master Seraphim of Planetary SupervisionWhen the �rst governor general arrived on Urantia, onurrent with the outpouring of the Spirit ofTruth, he was aompanied by twelve orps of speial seraphim, Seraphington graduates, who wereimmediately assigned to ertain speial planetary servies. These exalted angels are known as themaster seraphim of planetary supervision and are, aside from the overontrol of the planetary MostHigh observer, under the immediate diretion of the resident governor general.These twelve groups of angels, while funtioning under the general supervision of the residentgovernor general, are immediately direted by the seraphi ounil of twelve, the ating hiefs of eahgroup. This ounil also serves as the volunteer abinet of the resident governor general.As planetary hief of seraphim, I preside over this ounil of seraphi hiefs, and I am a volunteersupernaphim of the primary order serving on Urantia as the suessor of the onetime hief of theangeli hosts of the planet who defaulted at the time of the Caligastia seession.The twelve orps of the master seraphim of planetary supervision are funtional on Urantia asfollows:1. The epohal angels. These are the angels of the urrent age, the dispensational group. Theseelestial ministers are intrusted with the oversight and diretion of the a�airs of eah generation asthey are designed to �t into the mosai of the age in whih they our. The present orps of epohalangels serving on Urantia is the third group assigned to the planet during the urrent dispensation.2. The progress angels. These seraphim are intrusted with the task of initiating the evolutionaryprogress of the suessive soial ages. They foster the development of the inherent progressive trendof evolutionary reatures; they labor inessantly to make things what they ought to be. The groupnow on duty is the seond to be assigned to the planet.3. The religious guardians. These are the \angels of the hurhes," the earnest ontenders for thatwhih is and has been. They endeavor to maintain the ideals of that whih has survived for the sake ofthe safe transit of moral values from one epoh to another. They are the hekmates of the angels ofprogress, all the while seeking to translate from one generation to another the imperishable values ofthe old and passing forms into the new and therefore less stabilized patterns of thought and ondut.These angels do ontend for spiritual forms, but they are not the soure of ultrasetarianism andmeaningless ontroversial divisions of professed religionists. The orps now funtioning on Urantiais the �fth thus to serve. 1145



4. The angels of nation life. These are the \angels of the trumpets," diretors of the politialperformanes of Urantia national life. The group now funtioning in the overontrol of internationalrelations is the fourth orps to serve on the planet. It is partiularly through the ministry of thisseraphi division that \the Most Highs rule in the kingdoms of men."5. The angels of the raes. Those who work for the onservation of the evolutionary raes of time,regardless of their politial entanglements and religious groupings. On Urantia there are remnantsof nine human raes whih have ommingled and ombined into the people of modern times. Theseseraphim are losely assoiated with the ministry of the rae ommissioners, and the group now onUrantia is the original orps assigned to the planet soon after the day of Penteost.6. The angels of the future. These are the projetion angels, who foreast a future age and planfor the realization of the better things of a new and advaning dispensation; they are the arhitetsof the suessive eras. The group now on the planet has thus funtioned sine the beginning of theurrent dispensation.7. The angels of enlightenment. Urantia is now reeiving the help of the third orps of seraphimdediated to the fostering of planetary eduation. These angels are oupied with mental and moraltraining as it onerns individuals, families, groups, shools, ommunities, nations, and whole raes.8. The angels of health. These are the seraphi ministers assigned to the assistane of those mortalagenies dediated to the promotion of health and the prevention of disease. The present orps isthe sixth group to serve during this dispensation.9. The home seraphim. Urantia now enjoys the servies of the �fth group of angeli ministersdediated to the preservation and advanement of the home, the basi institution of human iviliza-tion.10. The angels of industry. This seraphi group is onerned with fostering industrial developmentand improving eonomi onditions among the Urantia peoples. This orps has been seven timeshanged sine the bestowal of Mihael.11. The angels of diversion. These are the seraphim who foster the values of play, humor, andrest. They ever seek to uplift man's rereational diversions and thus to promote the more pro�tableutilization of human leisure. The present orps is the third of that order to minister on Urantia.12. The angels of superhuman ministry. These are the angels of the angels, those seraphim whoare assigned to the ministry of all other superhuman life on the planet, temporary or permanent.This orps has served sine the beginning of the urrent dispensation.When these groups of master seraphim disagree in matters of planetary poliy or proedure, theirdi�erenes are usually omposed by the governor general, but all his rulings are subjet to appeal inaordane with the nature and gravity of the issues involved in the disagreement.None of these angeli groups exerise diret or arbitrary ontrol over the domains of their assign-ment. They annot fully ontrol the a�airs of their respetive realms of ation, but they an anddo so manipulate planetary onditions and so assoiate irumstanes as favorably to inuene thespheres of human ativity to whih they are attahed.The master seraphim of planetary supervision utilize many agenies for the proseution of theirmissions. They funtion as ideational learinghouses, mind foalizers, and projet promoters. Whileunable to injet new and higher oneptions into human minds, they often at to intensify somehigher ideal whih has already appeared within a human intellet.But aside from these many means of positive ation, the master seraphim insure planetary progressagainst vital jeopardy through the mobilization, training, and maintenane of the reserve orps ofdestiny. The hief funtion of these reservists is to insure against breakdown of evolutionary progress;they are the provisions whih the elestial fores have made against surprise; they are the guarantees1146



against disaster.114.7 The Reserve Corps of DestinyThe reserve orps of destiny onsists of living men and women who have been admitted to thespeial servie of the superhuman administration of world a�airs. This orps is made up of the menand women of eah generation who are hosen by the spirit diretors of the realm to assist in theondut of the ministry of mery and wisdom to the hildren of time on the evolutionary worlds.It is the general pratie in the ondut of the a�airs of the asension plans to begin this liaisonutilization of mortal will reatures immediately they are ompetent and trustworthy to assume suhresponsibilities. Aordingly, as soon as men and women appear on the stage of temporal ation withsuÆient mental apaity, adequate moral status, and requisite spirituality, they are quikly assignedto the appropriate elestial group of planetary personalities as human liaisons, mortal assistants.When human beings are hosen as protetors of planetary destiny, when they beome pivotalindividuals in the plans whih the world administrators are proseuting, at that time the planetaryhief of seraphim on�rms their temporal attahment to the seraphi orps and appoints personaldestiny guardians to serve with these mortal reservists. All reservists have self-onsious Adjusters,and most of them funtion in the higher osmi irles of intelletual ahievement and spiritualattainment.Mortals of the realm are hosen for servie in the reserve orps of destiny on the inhabited worldsbeause of:1. Speial apaity for being seretly rehearsed for numerous possible emergeny missions in theondut of various ativities of world a�airs.2. Wholehearted dediation to some speial soial, eonomi, politial, spiritual, or other ause,oupled with willingness to serve without human reognition and rewards.3. The possession of a Thought Adjuster of extraordinary versatility and probable pre-Urantiaexperiene in oping with planetary diÆulties and ontending with impending world emergenysituations.Eah division of planetary elestial servie is entitled to a liaison orps of these mortals of des-tiny standing. The average inhabited world employs seventy separate orps of destiny, whih areintimately onneted with the superhuman urrent ondut of world a�airs. On Urantia there aretwelve reserve orps of destiny, one for eah of the planetary groups of seraphi supervision.The twelve groups of Urantia destiny reservists are omposed of mortal inhabitants of the spherewho have been rehearsed for numerous ruial positions on earth and are held in readiness to at inpossible planetary emergenies. This ombined orps now onsists of 962 persons. The smallest orpsnumbers 41 and the largest 172. With the exeption of less than a sore of ontat personalities,the members of this unique group are wholly unonsious of their preparation for possible funtionin ertain planetary rises. These mortal reservists are hosen by the orps to whih they arerespetively attahed and are likewise trained and rehearsed in the deep mind by the ombinedtehnique of Thought Adjuster and seraphi guardian ministry. Many times numerous other elestialpersonalities partiipate in this unonsious training, and in all this speial preparation the midwayersperform valuable and indispensable servies.On many worlds the better adapted seondary midway reatures are able to attain varying degreesof ontat with the Thought Adjusters of ertain favorably onstituted mortals through the skillfulpenetration of the minds of the latters' indwelling. (And it was by just suh a fortuitous ombinationof osmi adjustments that these revelations were materialized in the English language on Urantia.)Suh potential ontat mortals of the evolutionary worlds are mobilized in the numerous reserve1147



orps, and it is, to a ertain extent, through these small groups of forward-looking personalities thatspiritual ivilization is advaned and the Most Highs are able to rule in the kingdoms of men. Themen and women of these reserve orps of destiny thus have various degrees of ontat with theirAdjusters through the intervening ministry of the midway reatures; but these same mortals arelittle known to their fellows exept in those rare soial emergenies and spiritual exigenies whereinthese reserve personalities funtion for the prevention of the breakdown of evolutionary ulture orthe extintion of the light of living truth. On Urantia these reservists of destiny have seldom beenemblazoned on the pages of human history.The reservists unonsiously at as onservators of essential planetary information. Many times,upon the death of a reservist, a transfer of ertain vital data from the mind of the dying reservist toa younger suessor is made by a liaison of the two Thought Adjusters. The Adjusters undoubtedlyfuntion in many other ways unknown to us, in onnetion with these reserve orps.On Urantia the reserve orps of destiny, though having no permanent head, does have its ownpermanent ounils whih onstitute its governing organization. These embrae the judiiary ounil,the historiity ounil, the ounil on politial sovereignty, and many others. From time to time, inaordane with the orps organization, titular (mortal) heads of the whole reserve orps have beenommissioned by these permanent ounils for spei� funtion. The tenure of suh reservist hiefsis usually a matter of a few hours' duration, being limited to the aomplishment of some spei�task at hand.The Urantia reserve orps had its largest membership in the days of the Adamites and Andites,steadily delining with the dilution of the violet blood and reahing its low point around the time ofPenteost, sine whih time reserve orps membership has steadily inreased.(The osmi reserve orps of universe-onsious itizens on Urantia now numbers over one thousandmortals whose insight of osmi itizenship far transends the sphere of their terrestrial abode, but Iam forbidden to reveal the real nature of the funtion of this unique group of living human beings.)Urantia mortals should not allow the omparative spiritual isolation of their world from ertainof the loal universe iruits to produe a feeling of osmi desertion or planetary orphanage. Thereis operative on the planet a very de�nite and e�etive superhuman supervision of world a�airs andhuman destinies.But it is true that you an have, at best, only a meager idea of an ideal planetary government.Sine the early times of the Planetary Prine, Urantia has su�ered from the misarriage of the divineplan of world growth and raial development. The loyal inhabited worlds of Satania are not governedas is Urantia. Nevertheless, ompared with the other isolated worlds, your planetary governmentshave not been so inferior; only one or two worlds may be said to be worse, and a few may be slightlybetter, but the majority are on a plane of equality with you.No one in the loal universe seems to know when the unsettled status of the planetary admin-istration will terminate. The Nebadon Melhizedeks are inlined to the opinion that little hangewill our in the planetary government and administration until Mihael's seond personal arrivalon Urantia. Undoubtedly at this time, if not before, sweeping hanges will be e�eted in planetarymanagement. But as to the nature of suh modi�ations of world administration, no one seems to beable even to onjeture. There is no preedent for suh an episode in all the history of the inhabitedworlds of the universe of Nebadon. Among the many things diÆult to understand onerning thefuture government of Urantia, a prominent one is the loation on the planet of a iruit and divisionalheadquarters of the arhangels.Your isolated world is not forgotten in the ounsels of the universe. Urantia is not a osmi orphanstigmatized by sin and shut away from divine wathare by rebellion. From Uversa to Salvington andon down to Jerusem, even in Havona and on Paradise, they all know we are here; and you mortalsnow dwelling on Urantia are just as lovingly herished and just as faithfully wathed over as if the1148



sphere had never been betrayed by a faithless Planetary Prine, even more so. It is eternally true,\the Father himself loves you."[Presented by the Chief of Seraphim stationed on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 115The Supreme BeingWITH God the Father, sonship is the great relationship. With God the Supreme, ahievement isthe prerequisite to status - one must do something as well as be something.
115.1 Relativity of Conept FramesPartial, inomplete, and evolving intellets would be helpless in the master universe, would be unableto form the �rst rational thought pattern, were it not for the innate ability of all mind, high or low,to form a universe frame in whih to think. If mind annot fathom onlusions, if it annot penetrateto true origins, then will suh mind unfailingly postulate onlusions and invent origins that it mayhave a means of logial thought within the frame of these mind-reated postulates. And while suhuniverse frames for reature thought are indispensable to rational intelletual operations, they are,without exeption, erroneous to a greater or lesser degree.Coneptual frames of the universe are only relatively true; they are servieable sa�olding whihmust eventually give way before the expansions of enlarging osmi omprehension. The understand-ings of truth, beauty, and goodness, morality, ethis, duty, love, divinity, origin, existene, purpose,destiny, time, spae, even Deity, are only relatively true. God is muh, muh more than a Father, butthe Father is man's highest onept of God; nonetheless, the Father-Son portrayal of Creator-reaturerelationship will be augmented by those supermortal oneptions of Deity whih will be attained inOrvonton, in Havona, and on Paradise. Man must think in a mortal universe frame, but that doesnot mean that he annot envision other and higher frames within whih thought an take plae.In order to failitate mortal omprehension of the universe of universes, the diverse levels of osmireality have been designated as �nite, absonite, and absolute. Of these only the absolute is unqual-i�edly eternal, truly existential. Absonites and �nites are derivatives, modi�ations, quali�ations,and attenuations of the original and primordial absolute reality of in�nity.The realms of the �nite exist by virtue of the eternal purpose of God. Finite reatures, high andlow, may propound theories, and have done so, as to the neessity of the �nite in the osmi eonomy,but in the last analysis it exists beause God so willed. The universe annot be explained, neitheran a �nite reature o�er a rational reason for his own individual existene without appealing to theprior ats and pre-existent volition of anestral beings, Creators or proreators.1151



115.2 The Absolute Basis for SupremayFrom the existential standpoint, nothing new an happen throughout the galaxies, for the ompletionof in�nity inherent in the I AM is eternally present in the seven Absolutes, is funtionally assoiatedin the triunities, and is transmitively assoiated in the triodities. But the fat that in�nity is thusexistentially present in these absolute assoiations in no way makes it impossible to realize newosmi experientials. From a �nite reature's viewpoint, in�nity ontains muh that is potential,muh that is on the order of a future possibility rather than a present atuality.Value is a unique element in universe reality. We do not omprehend how the value of anythingin�nite and divine ould possibly be inreased. But we disover that meanings an be modi�ed if notaugmented even in the relations of in�nite Deity. To the experiential universes even divine valuesare inreased as atualities by enlarged omprehension of reality meanings.The entire sheme of universal reation and evolution on all experiening levels is apparently amatter of the onversion of potentialities into atualities; and this transmutation has to do equallywith the realms of spae poteny, mind poteny, and spirit poteny.The apparent method whereby the possibilities of the osmos are brought into atual existenevaries from level to level, being experiential evolution in the �nite and experiential eventuationin the absonite. Existential in�nity is indeed unquali�ed in all-inlusiveness, and this very all-inlusiveness must, perfore, enompass even the possibility for evolutionary �nite experiening. Andthe possibility for suh experiential growth beomes a universe atuality through triodity relationshipsimpinging upon and in the Supreme.115.3 Original, Atual, and PotentialThe absolute osmos is oneptually without limit; to de�ne the extent and nature of this primalreality is to plae quali�ations upon in�nity and to attenuate the pure onept of eternity. The ideaof the in�nite-eternal, the eternal-in�nite, is unquali�ed in extent and absolute in fat. There is nolanguage in the past, present, or future of Urantia adequate to express the reality of in�nity or thein�nity of reality. Man, a �nite reature in an in�nite osmos, must ontent himself with distortedreetions and attenuated oneptions of that limitless, boundless, never-beginning, never-endingexistene the omprehension of whih is really beyond his ability.Mind an never hope to grasp the onept of an Absolute without attempting �rst to breakthe unity of suh a reality. Mind is unifying of all divergenies, but in the very absene of suhdivergenies, mind �nds no basis upon whih to attempt to formulate understanding onepts.The primordial stasis of in�nity requires segmentation prior to human attempts at omprehension.There is a unity in in�nity whih has been expressed in these papers as the I AM - the premierpostulate of the reature mind. But never an a reature understand how it is that this unitybeomes duality, triunity, and diversity while yet remaining an unquali�ed unity. Man enounters asimilar problem when he pauses to ontemplate the undivided Deity of Trinity alongside the pluralpersonalization of God.It is only man's distane from in�nity that auses this onept to be expressed as one word. Whilein�nity is on the one hand UNITY, on the other it is DIVERSITY without end or limit. In�nity,as it is observed by �nite intelligenes, is the maximum paradox of reature philosophy and �nitemetaphysis. Though man's spiritual nature reahes up in the worship experiene to the Fatherwho is in�nite, man's intelletual omprehension apaity is exhausted by the maximum oneptionof the Supreme Being. Beyond the Supreme, onepts are inreasingly names; less and less arethey true designations of reality; more and more do they beome the reature's projetion of �nite1152



understanding toward the super�nite.One basi oneption of the absolute level involves a postulate of three phases:1. The Original. The unquali�ed onept of the First Soure and Center, that soure manifestationof the I AM from whih all reality takes origin.2. The Atual. The union of the three Absolutes of atuality, the Seond, Third, and ParadiseSoures and Centers. This triodity of the Eternal Son, the In�nite Spirit, and the Paradise Isleonstitutes the atual revelation of the originality of the First Soure and Center.3. The Potential. The union of the three Absolutes of potentiality, the Deity, Unquali�ed, andUniversal Absolutes. This triodity of existential potentiality onstitutes the potential revelation ofthe originality of the First Soure and Center.The interassoiation of the Original, the Atual, and the Potential yields the tensions withinin�nity whih result in the possibility for all universe growth; and growth is the nature of theSevenfold, the Supreme, and the Ultimate.In the assoiation of the Deity, Universal, and Unquali�ed Absolutes, potentiality is absolute whileatuality is emergent; in the assoiation of the Seond, Third, and Paradise Soures and Centers,atuality is absolute while potentiality is emergent; in the originality of the First Soure and Center,we annot say that either atuality or potentiality is either existent or emergent - the Father is.From the time viewpoint, the Atual is that whih was and is; the Potential is that whih isbeoming and will be; the Original is that whih is. From the eternity viewpoint, the di�erenesbetween the Original, the Atual, and the Potential are not thus apparent. These triune qualities arenot so distinguished on Paradise-eternity levels. In eternity all is - only has all not yet been revealedin time and spae.From a reature's viewpoint, atuality is substane, potentiality is apaity. Atuality existsentermost and expands therefrom into peripheral in�nity; potentiality omes inward from the in�nityperiphery and onverges at the enter of all things. Originality is that whih �rst auses and thenbalanes the dual motions of the yle of reality metamorphosis from potentials to atuals and thepotentializing of existing atuals.The three Absolutes of potentiality are operative on the purely eternal level of the osmos, henenever funtion as suh on subabsolute levels. On the desending levels of reality the triodity ofpotentiality is manifest with the Ultimate and upon the Supreme. The potential may fail to time-atualize with respet to a part on some subabsolute level, but never in the aggregate. The willof God does ultimately prevail, not always onerning the individual but invariably onerning thetotal.It is in the triodity of atuality that the existents of the osmos have their enter; be it spirit,mind, or energy, all enter in this assoiation of the Son, the Spirit, and Paradise. The personalityof the spirit Son is the master pattern for all personality throughout all universes. The substane ofthe Paradise Isle is the master pattern of whih Havona is a perfet, and the superuniverses are aperfeting, revelation. The Conjoint Ator is at one and the same time the mind ativation of osmienergy, the oneptualization of spirit purpose, and the integration of the mathematial auses ande�ets of the material levels with the volitional purposes and motives of the spiritual level. In and toa �nite universe the Son, Spirit, and Paradise funtion in and upon the Ultimate as he is onditionedand quali�ed in the Supreme.Atuality (of Deity) is what man seeks in the Paradise asent. Potentiality (of human divinity) iswhat man evolves in that searh. The Original is what makes possible the oexistene and integrationof man the atual, man the potential, and man the eternal.The �nal dynamis of the osmos have to do with the ontinual transfer of reality from potentiality1153



to atuality. In theory, there may be an end to this metamorphosis, but in fat, suh is impossiblesine the Potential and the Atual are both eniruited in the Original (the I AM), and this identi�-ation makes it forever impossible to plae a limit on the developmental progression of the universe.Whatsoever is identi�ed with the I AM an never �nd an end to progression sine the atuality of thepotentials of the I AM is absolute, and the potentiality of the atuals of the I AM is also absolute.Always will atuals be opening up new avenues of the realization of hitherto impossible potentials -every human deision not only atualizes a new reality in human experiene but also opens up a newapaity for human growth. The man lives in every hild, and the morontia progressor is resident inthe mature God-knowing man.Statis in growth an never appear in the total osmos sine the basis for growth - the absoluteatuals - is unquali�ed, and sine the possibilities for growth - the absolute potentials - are unlimited.From a pratial viewpoint the philosophers of the universe have ome to the onlusion that thereis no suh thing as an end.From a irumsribed view there are, indeed, many ends, many terminations of ativities, butfrom a larger viewpoint on a higher universe level, there are no endings, merely transitions from onephase of development to another. The major hroniity of the master universe is onerned with theseveral universe ages, the Havona, the superuniverse, and the outer universe ages. But even thesebasi divisions of sequene relationships annot be more than relative landmarks on the unendinghighway of eternity.The �nal penetration of the truth, beauty, and goodness of the Supreme Being ould only open upto the progressing reature those absonite qualities of ultimate divinity whih lie beyond the oneptlevels of truth, beauty, and goodness.115.4 Soures of Supreme RealityAny onsideration of the origins of God the Supreme must begin with the Paradise Trinity, for theTrinity is original Deity while the Supreme is derived Deity. Any onsideration of the growth ofthe Supreme must give onsideration to the existential triodities, for they enompass all absoluteatuality and all in�nite potentiality (in onjuntion with the First Soure and Center). And theevolutionary Supreme is the ulminating and personally volitional fous of the transmutation - thetransformation - of potentials to atuals in and on the �nite level of existene. The two triodities,atual and potential, enompass the totality of the interrelationships of growth in the universes.The soure of the Supreme is in the Paradise Trinity - eternal, atual, and undivided Deity. TheSupreme is �rst of all a spirit person, and this spirit person stems from the Trinity. But the Supremeis seondly a Deity of growth - evolutionary growth - and this growth derives from the two triodities,atual and potential.If it is diÆult to omprehend that the in�nite triodities an funtion on the �nite level, pauseto onsider that their very in�nity must in itself ontain the potentiality of the �nite; in�nity en-ompasses all things ranging from the lowest and most quali�ed �nite existene to the highest andunquali�edly absolute realities.It is not so diÆult to omprehend that the in�nite does ontain the �nite as it is to understandjust how this in�nite atually is manifest to the �nite. But the Thought Adjusters indwelling mortalman are one of the eternal proofs that even the absolute God (as absolute) an and does atuallymake diret ontat with even the lowest and least of all universe will reatures.The triodities whih olletively enompass the atual and the potential are manifest on the �nitelevel in onjuntion with the Supreme Being. The tehnique of suh manifestation is both diret andindiret: diret in so far as triodity relations reperuss diretly in the Supreme and indiret in so far1154



as they are derived through the eventuated level of the absonite.Supreme reality, whih is total �nite reality, is in proess of dynami growth between the unquali-�ed potentials of outer spae and the unquali�ed atuals at the enter of all things. The �nite domainthus fatualizes through the o-operation of the absonite agenies of Paradise and the Supreme Cre-ator Personalities of time. The at of maturing the quali�ed possibilities of the three great potentialAbsolutes is the absonite funtion of the Arhitets of the Master Universe and their transendentalassoiates. And when these eventualities have attained to a ertain point of maturation, the SupremeCreator Personalities emerge from Paradise to engage in the agelong task of bringing the evolvinguniverses into fatual being.The growth of Supremay derives from the triodities; the spirit person of the Supreme, from theTrinity; but the power prerogatives of the Almighty are prediated on the divinity suesses of Godthe Sevenfold, while the onjoining of the power prerogatives of the Almighty Supreme with thespirit person of God the Supreme takes plae by virtue of the ministry of the Conjoint Ator, whobestowed the mind of the Supreme as the onjoining fator in this evolutionary Deity.115.5 Relation of the Supreme to the Paradise TrinityThe Supreme Being is absolutely dependent on the existene and ation of the Paradise Trinity forthe reality of his personal and spirit nature. While the growth of the Supreme is a matter of triodityrelationship, the spirit personality of God the Supreme is dependent upon, and is derived from, theParadise Trinity, whih ever remains as the absolute enter-soure of perfet and in�nite stabilityaround whih the evolutionary growth of the Supreme progressively unfolds.The funtion of the Trinity is related to the funtion of the Supreme, for the Trinity is funtionalon all (total) levels, inluding the level of the funtion of Supremay. But as the age of Havonagives way to the age of the superuniverses, so does the disernible ation of the Trinity as immediatereator give way to the reative ats of the hildren of the Paradise Deities.115.6 Relation of the Supreme to the TrioditiesThe triodity of atuality ontinues to funtion diretly in the post-Havona epohs; Paradise gravitygrasps the basi units of material existene, the spirit gravity of the Eternal Son operates diretlyupon the fundamental values of spirit existene, and the mind gravity of the Conjoint Ator unerringlyluthes all vital meanings of intelletual existene.But as eah stage of reative ativity proeeds out through unharted spae, it funtions andexists farther and farther removed from diret ation by the reative fores and divine personalitiesof entral emplaement - the absolute Isle of Paradise and the in�nite Deities resident thereon. Thesesuessive levels of osmi existene beome, therefore, inreasingly dependent upon developmentswithin the three Absolute potentialities of in�nity.The Supreme Being embraes possibilities for osmi ministry that are not apparently manifestedin the Eternal Son, the In�nite Spirit, or the nonpersonal realities of the Isle of Paradise. Thisstatement is made with due regard for the absoluteness of these three basi atualities, but thegrowth of the Supreme is not only prediated on these atualities of Deity and Paradise but is alsoinvolved in developments within the Deity, Universal, and Unquali�ed Absolutes.The Supreme not only grows as the Creators and reatures of the evolving universes attain toGodlikeness, but this �nite Deity also experienes growth as a result of the reature and Creatormastery of the �nite possibilities of the grand universe. The motion of the Supreme is twofold:1155



intensively toward Paradise and Deity and extensively toward the limitlessness of the Absolutes ofpotential.In the present universe age this dual motion is revealed in the desending and asending person-alities of the grand universe. The Supreme Creator Personalities and all their divine assoiates arereetive of the outward, diverging motion of the Supreme, while the asending pilgrims from theseven superuniverses are indiative of the inward, onverging trend of Supremay.Always is the �nite Deity seeking for dual orrelation, inward toward Paradise and the Deitiesthereof and outward toward in�nity and the Absolutes therein. The mighty eruption of the Paradise-reative divinity personalizing in the Creator Sons and powerizing in the power ontrollers, signi�esthe vast outsurge of Supremay into the domains of potentiality, while the endless proession of theasending reatures of the grand universe witnesses the mighty insurge of Supremay toward unitywith Paradise Deity.Human beings have learned that the motion of the invisible may sometimes be diserned by observ-ing its e�ets on the visible; and we in the universes have long sine learned to detet the movementsand trends of Supremay by observing the reperussions of suh evolutions in the personalities andpatterns of the grand universe.Though we are not sure, we believe that, as a �nite reetion of Paradise Deity, the Supremeis engaged in an eternal progression into outer spae; but as a quali�ation of the three Absolutepotentials of outer spae, this Supreme Being is forever seeking for Paradise oherene. And thesedual motions seem to aount for most of the basi ativities in the presently organized universes.115.7 The Nature of the SupremeIn the Deity of the Supreme the Father-I AM has ahieved relatively omplete liberation from thelimitations inherent in in�nity of status, eternity of being, and absoluteness of nature. But God theSupreme has been freed from all existential limitations only by having beome subjet to experientialquali�ations of universal funtion. In attaining apaity for experiene, the �nite God also beomessubjet to the neessity therefor; in ahieving liberation from eternity, the Almighty enounters thebarriers of time; and the Supreme ould only know growth and development as a onsequene ofpartiality of existene and inompleteness of nature, nonabsoluteness of being.All this must be aording to the Father's plan, whih has prediated �nite progress upon e�ort,reature ahievement upon perseverane, and personality development upon faith. By thus ordainingthe experiene-evolution of the Supreme, the Father has made it possible for �nite reatures to existin the universes and, by experiential progression, sometime to attain the divinity of Supremay.Inluding the Supreme and even the Ultimate, all reality, exepting the unquali�ed values of theseven Absolutes, is relative. The fat of Supremay is prediated on Paradise power, Son personality,and Conjoint ation, but the growth of the Supreme is involved in the Deity Absolute, the Unquali�edAbsolute, and the Universal Absolute. And this synthesizing and unifying Deity - God the Supreme- is the personi�ation of the �nite shadow ast athwart the grand universe by the in�nite unity ofthe unsearhable nature of the Paradise Father, the First Soure and Center.To the extent that the triodities are diretly operative on the �nite level, they impinge uponthe Supreme, who is the Deity foalization and osmi summation of the �nite quali�ations of thenatures of the Absolute Atual and the Absolute Potential.The Paradise Trinity is onsidered to be the absolute inevitability; the Seven Master Spirits areapparently Trinity inevitabilities; the power-mind-spirit-personality atualization of the Suprememust be the evolutionary inevitability. 1156



God the Supreme does not appear to have been inevitable in unquali�ed in�nity, but he seemsto be on all relativity levels. He is the indispensable foalizer, summarizer, and enompasser ofevolutionary experiene, e�etively unifying the results of this mode of reality pereption in hisDeity nature. And all this he appears to do for the purpose of ontributing to the appearane of theinevitable eventuation, the superexperiene and super�nite manifestation of God the Ultimate.The Supreme Being annot be fully appreiated without taking into onsideration soure, funtion,and destiny: relationship to the originating Trinity, the universe of ativity, and the Trinity Ultimateof immediate destiny.By the proess of summating evolutionary experiene the Supreme onnets the �nite with theabsonite, even as the mind of the Conjoint Ator integrates the divine spirituality of the personal Sonwith the immutable energies of the Paradise pattern, and as the presene of the Universal Absoluteuni�es Deity ativation with the Unquali�ed reativity. And this unity must be a revelation of theundeteted working of the original unity of the First Father-Cause and Soure-Pattern of all thingsand all beings.[Sponsored by a Mighty Messenger temporarily sojourning on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 116The Almighty SupremeIF MAN reognized that his Creators - his immediate supervisors - while being divine were also�nite, and that the God of time and spae was an evolving and nonabsolute Deity, then would theinonsistenies of temporal inequalities ease to be profound religious paradoxes. No longer wouldreligious faith be prostituted to the promotion of soial smugness in the fortunate while serving onlyto enourage stoial resignation in the unfortunate vitims of soial deprivation.When viewing the exquisitely perfet spheres of Havona, it is both reasonable and logial tobelieve they were made by a perfet, in�nite, and absolute Creator. But that same reason and logiwould ompel any honest being, when viewing the turmoil, imperfetions, and inequities of Urantia,to onlude that your world had been made by, and was being managed by, Creators who weresubabsolute, prein�nite, and other than perfet.Experiential growth implies reature-Creator partnership - God and man in assoiation. Growthis the earmark of experiential Deity: Havona did not grow; Havona is and always has been; it isexistential like the everlasting Gods who are its soure. But growth haraterizes the grand universe.The Almighty Supreme is a living and evolving Deity of power and personality. His present domain,the grand universe, is also a growing realm of power and personality. His destiny is perfetion, buthis present experiene enompasses the elements of growth and inomplete status.The Supreme Being funtions primarily in the entral universe as a spirit personality; seondarilyin the grand universe as God the Almighty, a personality of power. The tertiary funtion of theSupreme in the master universe is now latent, existing only as an unknown mind potential. No oneknows just what this third development of the Supreme Being will dislose. Some believe that, whenthe superuniverses are settled in light and life, the Supreme will beome funtional from Uversaas the almighty and experiential sovereign of the grand universe while expanding in power as thesuperalmighty of the outer universes. Others speulate that the third stage of Supremay will involvethe third level of Deity manifestation. But none of us really know.116.1 The Supreme MindThe experiene of every evolving reature personality is a phase of the experiene of the AlmightySupreme. The intelligent subjugation of every physial segment of the superuniverses is a part ofthe growing ontrol of the Almighty Supreme. The reative synthesis of power and personality is apart of the reative urge of the Supreme Mind and is the very essene of the evolutionary growth ofunity in the Supreme Being.The union of the power and personality attributes of Supremay is the funtion of Supreme Mind;and the ompleted evolution of the Almighty Supreme will result in one uni�ed and personal Deity -1159



not in any loosely o-ordinated assoiation of divine attributes. From the broader perspetive, therewill be no Almighty apart from the Supreme, no Supreme apart from the Almighty.Throughout the evolutionary ages the physial power potential of the Supreme is vested in theSeven Supreme Power Diretors, and the mind potential reposes in the Seven Master Spirits. TheIn�nite Mind is the funtion of the In�nite Spirit; the osmi mind, the ministry of the Seven MasterSpirits; the Supreme Mind is in proess of atualizing in the o-ordination of the grand universe andin funtional assoiation with the revelation and attainment of God the Sevenfold.The time-spae mind, the osmi mind, is di�erently funtioning in the seven superuniverses,but it is o-ordinated by some unknown assoiative tehnique in the Supreme Being. The Almightyoverontrol of the grand universe is not exlusively physial and spiritual. In the seven superuniversesit is primarily material and spiritual, but there are also present phenomena of the Supreme whihare both intelletual and spiritual.We really know less about the mind of Supremay than about any other aspet of this evolvingDeity. It is unquestionably ative throughout the grand universe and is believed to have a potentialdestiny of master universe funtion whih is of vast extent. But this we do know: Whereas physiquemay attain ompleted growth, and whereas spirit may ahieve perfetion of development, mind nevereases to progress - it is the experiential tehnique of endless progress. The Supreme is an experientialDeity and therefore never ahieves ompletion of mind attainment.116.2 The Almighty and God the SevenfoldThe appearane of the universe power presene of the Almighty is onomitant with the appearaneon the stage of osmi ation of the high reators and ontrollers of the evolutionary superuniverses.God the Supreme derives his spirit and personality attributes from the Paradise Trinity, but he ispower-atualizing in the doings of the Creator Sons, the Anients of Days, and the Master Spirits,whose olletive ats are the soure of his growing power as almighty sovereign to and in the sevensuperuniverses.Unquali�ed Paradise Deity is inomprehensible to the evolving reatures of time and spae. Eter-nity and in�nity onnote a level of deity reality whih time-spae reatures annot omprehend.In�nity of deity and absoluteness of sovereignty are inherent in the Paradise Trinity, and the Trinityis a reality whih lies somewhat beyond the understanding of mortal man. Time-spae reaturesmust have origins, relativities, and destinies in order to grasp universe relationships and to under-stand the meaning values of divinity. Therefore does Paradise Deity attenuate and otherwise qualifythe extra-Paradise personalizations of divinity, thus bringing into existene the Supreme Creatorsand their assoiates, who ever arry the light of life farther and farther from its Paradise soureuntil it �nds its most distant and beautiful expression in the earth lives of the bestowal Sons on theevolutionary worlds.And this is the origin of God the Sevenfold, whose suessive levels are enountered by mortalman in the following order:1. The Creator Sons (and Creative Spirits).2. The Anients of Days.3. The Seven Master Spirits.4. The Supreme Being.5. The Conjoint Ator.6. The Eternal Son. 1160



7. The Universal Father.The �rst three levels are the Supreme Creators; the last three levels are the Paradise Deities.The Supreme ever intervenes as the experiential spirit personalization of the Paradise Trinity andas the experiential fous of the evolutionary almighty power of the reator hildren of the ParadiseDeities. The Supreme Being is the maximum revelation of Deity to the seven superuniverses and forthe present universe age.By the tehnique of mortal logi it might be inferred that the experiential reuni�ation of theolletive ats of the �rst three levels of God the Sevenfold would equivalate to the level of ParadiseDeity, but suh is not the ase. Paradise Deity is existential Deity. The Supreme Creators, in theirdivine unity of power and personality, are onstitutive and expressive of a new power potential ofexperiential Deity. And this power potential of experiential origin �nds inevitable and inesapableunion with the experiential Deity of Trinity origin - the Supreme Being.God the Supreme is not the Paradise Trinity, neither is he any one or all of those superuni-verse Creators whose funtional ativities atually synthesize his evolving almighty power. God theSupreme, while of origin in the Trinity, beomes manifest to evolutionary reatures as a personal-ity of power only through the o-ordinated funtions of the �rst three levels of God the Sevenfold.The Almighty Supreme is now fatualizing in time and spae through the ativities of the SupremeCreator Personalities, even as in eternity the Conjoint Ator ashed into being by the will of theUniversal Father and the Eternal Son. These beings of the �rst three levels of God the Sevenfoldare the very nature and soure of the power of the Almighty Supreme; therefore must they everaompany and sustain his administrative ats.116.3 The Almighty and Paradise DeityThe Paradise Deities not only at diretly in their gravity iruits throughout the grand universe,but they also funtion through their various agenies and other manifestations, suh as:1. The mind foalizations of the Third Soure and Center. The �nite domains of energy and spiritare literally held together by the mind presenes of the Conjoint Ator. This is true from the CreativeSpirit in a loal universe through the Reetive Spirits of a superuniverse to the Master Spirits inthe grand universe. The mind iruits emanating from these varied intelligene fouses represent theosmi arena of reature hoie. Mind is the exible reality whih reatures and Creators an soreadily manipulate; it is the vital link onneting matter and spirit. The mind bestowal of the ThirdSoure and Center uni�es the spirit person of God the Supreme with the experiential power of theevolutionary Almighty.2. The personality revelations of the Seond Soure and Center. The mind presenes of theConjoint Ator unify the spirit of divinity with the pattern of energy. The bestowal inarnations ofthe Eternal Son and his Paradise Sons unify, atually fuse, the divine nature of a Creator with theevolving nature of a reature. The Supreme is both reature and reator; the possibility of his beingsuh is revealed in the bestowal ations of the Eternal Son and his o-ordinate and subordinate Sons.The bestowal orders of sonship, the Mihaels and the Avonals, atually augment their divine natureswith bona �de reature natures whih have beome theirs by the living of the atual reature life onthe evolutionary worlds. When divinity beomes like humanity, inherent in this relationship is thepossibility that humanity an beome divine.3. The indwelling presenes of the First Soure and Center. Mind uni�es spirit ausations withenergy reations; bestowal ministry uni�es divinity desensions with reature asensions; and theindwelling fragments of the Universal Father atually unify the evolving reatures with God on Par-adise. There are many suh presenes of the Father whih indwell numerous orders of personalities,1161



and in mortal man these divine fragments of God are the Thought Adjusters. The Mystery Monitorsare to human beings what the Paradise Trinity is to the Supreme Being. The Adjusters are absolutefoundations, and upon absolute foundations freewill hoie an ause to be evolved the divine realityof an eternaliter nature, �naliter nature in the ase of man, Deity nature in God the Supreme.The reature bestowals of the Paradise orders of sonship enable these divine Sons to enrih theirpersonalities by the aquisition of the atual nature of universe reatures, while suh bestowalsunfailingly reveal to the reatures themselves the Paradise path of divinity attainment. The Adjusterbestowals of the Universal Father enable him to draw the personalities of the volitional will reaturesto himself. And throughout all these relationships in the �nite universes the Conjoint Ator is theever-present soure of the mind ministry by virtue of whih these ativities take plae.In these and many other ways do the Paradise Deities partiipate in the evolutions of time asthey unfold on the irling planets of spae, and as they ulminate in the emergene of the Supremepersonality onsequene of all evolution.116.4 The Almighty and the Supreme CreatorsThe unity of the Supreme Whole is dependent on the progressive uni�ation of the �nite parts;the atualization of the Supreme is resultant from, and produtive of, these very uni�ations of thefators of supremay - the reators, reatures, intelligenes, and energies of the universes.During those ages in whih the sovereignty of Supremay is undergoing its time development, thealmighty power of the Supreme is dependent on the divinity ats of God the Sevenfold, while thereseems to be a partiularly lose relationship between the Supreme Being and the Conjoint Atortogether with his primary personalities, the Seven Master Spirits. The In�nite Spirit as the ConjointAtor funtions in many ways whih ompensate the inompletion of evolutionary Deity and sustainsvery lose relations to the Supreme. This loseness of relationship is shared in measure by all of theMaster Spirits but espeially by Master Spirit Number Seven, who speaks for the Supreme. ThisMaster Spirit knows - is in personal ontat with - the Supreme.Early in the projetion of the superuniverse sheme of reation, the Master Spirits joined withthe anestral Trinity in the oreation of the forty-nine Reetive Spirits, and onomitantly theSupreme Being funtioned reatively as the ulminator of the onjoined ats of the Paradise Trinityand the reative hildren of Paradise Deity. Majeston appeared and ever sine has foalized theosmi presene of the Supreme Mind, while the Master Spirits ontinue as soure-enters for thefar-ung ministry of the osmi mind.But the Master Spirits ontinue in supervision of the Reetive Spirits. The Seventh Master Spiritis (in his overall supervision of Orvonton from the entral universe) in personal ontat with (and hasoverontrol of) the seven Reetive Spirits loated on Uversa. In his inter- and intrasuperuniverseontrols and administrations he is in reetive ontat with the Reetive Spirits of his own typeloated on eah superuniverse apital.These Master Spirits are not only the supporters and augmenters of the sovereignty of Supremay,but they are in turn a�eted by the reative purposes of the Supreme. Ordinarily, the olletivereations of the Master Spirits are of the quasi-material order (power diretors, et.), while theirindividual reations are of the spiritual order (supernaphim, et.). But when the Master Spiritsolletively produed the Seven Ciruit Spirits in response to the will and purpose of the SupremeBeing, it is to be noted that the o�spring of this reative at are spiritual, not material or quasi-material.And as it is with the Master Spirits of the superuniverses, so is it with the triune rulers of thesesuperreations - the Anients of Days. These personi�ations of Trinity justie-judgment in time1162



and spae are the �eld fulrums for the mobilizing almighty power of the Supreme, serving as thesevenfold foal points for the evolution of trinitarian sovereignty in the domains of time and spae.From their vantage point midway between Paradise and the evolving worlds, these Trinity-originsovereigns see both ways, know both ways, and o-ordinate both ways.But the loal universes are the real laboratories in whih are worked out the mind experiments,galati adventures, divinity unfoldings, and personality progressions whih, when osmially totaled,onstitute the atual foundation upon whih the Supreme is ahieving deity evolution in and byexperiene.In the loal universes even the Creators evolve: The presene of the Conjoint Ator evolvesfrom a living power fous to the status of the divine personality of a Universe Mother Spirit; theCreator Son evolves from the nature of existential Paradise divinity to the experiential nature ofsupreme sovereignty. The loal universes are the starting points of true evolution, the spawninggrounds of bona �de imperfet personalities endowed with the freewill hoie of beoming oreatorsof themselves as they are to be.The Magisterial Sons in their bestowals upon the evolutionary worlds eventually aquire naturesexpressive of Paradise divinity in experiential uni�ation with the highest spiritual values of materialhuman nature. And through these and other bestowals the Mihael Creators likewise aquire thenatures and osmi viewpoints of their atual loal universe hildren. Suh Master Creator Sonsapproximate the ompletion of subsupreme experiene; and when their loal universe sovereigntyis enlarged to embrae the assoiated Creative Spirits, it may be said to approximate the limits ofsupremay within the present potentials of the evolutionary grand universe.When the bestowal Sons reveal new ways for man to �nd God, they are not reating these pathsof divinity attainment; rather are they illuminating the everlasting highways of progression whihlead through the presene of the Supreme to the person of the Paradise Father.The loal universe is the starting plae for those personalities who are farthest from God, andwho an therefore experiene the greatest degree of spiritual asent in the universe, an ahievethe maximum of experiential partiipation in the oreation of themselves. These same loal uni-verses likewise provide the greatest possible depth of experiene for the desending personalities,who thereby ahieve something whih is to them just as meaningful as the Paradise asent is to anevolving reature.Mortal man appears to be neessary to the full funtion of God the Sevenfold as this divinitygrouping ulminates in the atualizing Supreme. There are many other orders of universe person-alities who are equally neessary to the evolution of the almighty power of the Supreme, but thisportrayal is presented for the edi�ation of human beings, hene is largely limited to those fatorsoperating in the evolution of God the Sevenfold whih are related to mortal man.
116.5 The Almighty and the Sevenfold ControllersYou have been instruted in the relationship of God the Sevenfold to the Supreme Being, and youshould now reognize that the Sevenfold enompasses the ontrollers as well as the reators of thegrand universe. These sevenfold ontrollers of the grand universe embrae the following:1. The Master Physial Controllers.2. The Supreme Power Centers.3. The Supreme Power Diretors.4. The Almighty Supreme. 1163



5. The God of Ation - the In�nite Spirit.6. The Isle of Paradise.7. The Soure of Paradise - the Universal Father.These seven groups are funtionally inseparable from God the Sevenfold and onstitute thephysial-ontrol level of this Deity assoiation.The bifuration of energy and spirit (stemming from the onjoint presene of the Eternal Sonand the Paradise Isle) was symbolized in the superuniverse sense when the Seven Master Spiritsunitedly engaged in their �rst at of olletive reation. This episode witnessed the appearane ofthe Seven Supreme Power Diretors. Conomitant therewith the spiritual iruits of the MasterSpirits ontrastively di�erentiated from the physial ativities of power diretor supervision, andimmediately did the osmi mind appear as a new fator o-ordinating matter and spirit.The Almighty Supreme is evolving as the overontroller of the physial power of the grand universe.In the present universe age this potential of physial power appears to be entered in the SevenSupreme Power Diretors, who operate through the �xed loations of the power enters and throughthe mobile presenes of the physial ontrollers.The time universes are not perfet; that is their destiny. The struggle for perfetion pertains notonly to the intelletual and the spiritual levels but also to the physial level of energy and mass.The settlement of the seven superuniverses in light and life presupposes their attainment of physialstability. And it is onjetured that the �nal attainment of material equilibrium will signify theompleted evolution of the physial ontrol of the Almighty.In the early days of universe building even the Paradise Creators are primarily onerned withmaterial equilibrium. The pattern of a loal universe takes shape not only as a result of the ativitiesof the power enters but also beause of the spae presene of the Creative Spirit. And throughoutthese early epohs of loal universe building the Creator Son exhibits a little-understood attributeof material ontrol, and he does not leave his apital planet until the gross equilibrium of the loaluniverse has been established.In the �nal analysis, all energy responds to mind, and the physial ontrollers are the hildrenof the mind God, who is the ativator of Paradise pattern. The intelligene of the power diretorsis unremittingly devoted to the task of bringing about material ontrol. Their struggle for physialdominane over the relationships of energy and the motions of mass never eases until they ahieve�nite vitory over the energies and masses whih onstitute their perpetual domains of ativity.The spirit struggles of time and spae have to do with the evolution of spirit dominane overmatter by the mediation of (personal) mind; the physial (nonpersonal) evolution of the universeshas to do with bringing osmi energy into harmony with the equilibrium onepts of mind subjetto the overontrol of spirit. The total evolution of the entire grand universe is a matter of thepersonality uni�ation of the energy-ontrolling mind with the spirit-o-ordinated intellet and willbe revealed in the full appearane of the almighty power of the Supreme.The diÆulty in arriving at a state of dynami equilibrium is inherent in the fat of the growingosmos. The established iruits of physial reation are being ontinually jeopardized by the ap-pearane of new energy and new mass. A growing universe is an unsettled universe; hene no part ofthe osmi whole an �nd real stability until the fullness of time witnesses the material ompletionof the seven superuniverses.In the settled universes of light and life there are no unexpeted physial events of major impor-tane. Relatively omplete ontrol over the material reation has been ahieved; still the problemsof the relationship of the settled universes to the evolving universes ontinue to hallenge the skill ofthe Universe Power Diretors. But these problems will gradually vanish with the diminution of newreative ativity as the grand universe approahes ulmination of evolutionary expression.1164



116.6 Spirit Dominane
In the evolutionary superuniverses energy-matter is dominant exept in personality, where spiritthrough the mediation of mind is struggling for the mastery. The goal of the evolutionary universesis the subjugation of energy-matter by mind, the o-ordination of mind with spirit, and all of thisby virtue of the reative and unifying presene of personality. Thus, in relation to personality, dophysial systems beome subordinate; mind systems, o-ordinate; and spirit systems, diretive.This union of power and personality is expressive on deity levels in and as the Supreme. Butthe atual evolution of spirit dominane is a growth whih is prediated on the freewill ats of theCreators and reatures of the grand universe.On absolute levels, energy and spirit are one. But the moment departure is made from suhabsolute levels, di�erene appears, and as energy and spirit move spaeward from Paradise, the gulfbetween them widens until in the loal universes they have beome quite divergent. They are nolonger idential, neither are they alike, and mind must intervene to interrelate them.That energy an be diretionized by the ation of ontroller personalities disloses the respon-siveness of energy to mind ation. That mass an be stabilized through the ation of these sameontrolling entities indiates the responsiveness of mass to the order-produing presene of mind. Andthat spirit itself in volitional personality an strive through mind for the mastery of energy-matterdisloses the potential unity of all �nite reation.There is an interdependene of all fores and personalities throughout the universe of universes.Creator Sons and Creative Spirits depend on the o-operative funtion of the power enters andphysial ontrollers in the organization of universes; the Supreme Power Diretors are inompletewithout the overontrol of the Master Spirits. In a human being the mehanism of physial lifeis responsive, in part, to the ditates of (personal) mind. This very mind may, in turn, beomedominated by the leadings of purposive spirit, and the result of suh evolutionary development is theprodution of a new hild of the Supreme, a new personal uni�ation of the several kinds of osmireality.And as it is with the parts, so it is with the whole; the spirit person of Supremay requires theevolutionary power of the Almighty to ahieve ompletion of Deity and to attain destiny of Trinityassoiation. The e�ort is made by the personalities of time and spae, but the ulmination andonsummation of this e�ort is the at of the Almighty Supreme. And while the growth of the wholeis thus a totalizing of the olletive growth of the parts, it equally follows that the evolution of theparts is a segmented reetion of the purposive growth of the whole.On Paradise, monota and spirit are as one - indistinguishable exept by name. In Havona, matterand spirit, while distinguishably di�erent, are at the same time innately harmonious. In the sevensuperuniverses, however, there is great divergene; there is a wide gulf between osmi energy anddivine spirit; therefore is there a greater experiential potential for mind ation in harmonizing andeventually unifying physial pattern with spiritual purposes. In the time-evolving universes of spaethere is greater divinity attenuation, more diÆult problems to be solved, and larger opportunityto aquire experiene in their solution. And this entire superuniverse situation brings into being alarger arena of evolutionary existene in whih the possibility of osmi experiene is made availablealike to reature and Creator - even to Supreme Deity.The dominane of spirit, whih is existential on absolute levels, beomes an evolutionary experieneon �nite levels and in the seven superuniverses. And this experiene is shared alike by all, frommortal man to the Supreme Being. All strive, personally strive, in the ahievement; all partiipate,personally partiipate, in the destiny. 1165



116.7 The Living Organism of the Grand UniverseThe grand universe is not only a material reation of physial grandeur, spirit sublimity, and in-telletual magnitude, it is also a magni�ent and responsive living organism. There is atual lifepulsating throughout the mehanism of the vast reation of the vibrant osmos. The physial realityof the universes is symboli of the pereivable reality of the Almighty Supreme; and this materialand living organism is penetrated by intelligene iruits, even as the human body is traversed bya network of neural sensation paths. This physial universe is permeated by energy lanes whihe�etively ativate material reation, even as the human body is nourished and energized by theirulatory distribution of the assimilable energy produts of nourishment. The vast universe is notwithout those o-ordinating enters of magni�ent overontrol whih might be ompared to the del-iate hemial-ontrol system of the human mehanism. But if you only knew something about thephysique of a power enter, we ould, by analogy, tell you so muh more about the physial universe.Muh as mortals look to solar energy for life maintenane, so does the grand universe dependupon the unfailing energies emanating from nether Paradise to sustain the material ativities andosmi motions of spae.Mind has been given to mortals wherewith they may beome self-onsious of identity and person-ality; and mind - even a Supreme Mind - has been bestowed upon the totality of the �nite wherebythe spirit of this emerging personality of the osmos ever strives for the mastery of energy-matter.Mortal man is responsive to spirit guidane, even as the grand universe responds to the far-ungspirit-gravity grasp of the Eternal Son, the universal supermaterial ohesion of the eternal spiritualvalues of all the reations of the �nite osmos of time and spae.Human beings are apable of making an everlasting self-identi�ation with total and indestru-tible universe reality - fusion with the indwelling Thought Adjuster. Likewise does the Supremeeverlastingly depend on the absolute stability of Original Deity, the Paradise Trinity.Man's urge for Paradise perfetion, his striving for God-attainment, reates a genuine divinitytension in the living osmos whih an only be resolved by the evolution of an immortal soul; this iswhat happens in the experiene of a single mortal reature. But when all reatures and all Creatorsin the grand universe likewise strive for God-attainment and divine perfetion, there is built up aprofound osmi tension whih an only �nd resolution in the sublime synthesis of almighty powerwith the spirit person of the evolving God of all reatures, the Supreme Being.[Sponsored by a Mighty Messenger temporarily sojourning on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 117God the SupremeTO THE extent that we do the will of God in whatever universe station we may have our existene, inthat measure the almighty potential of the Supreme beomes one step more atual. The will of God isthe purpose of the First Soure and Center as it is potentialized in the three Absolutes, personalized inthe Eternal Son, onjoined for universe ation in the In�nite Spirit, and eternalized in the everlastingpatterns of Paradise. And God the Supreme is beoming the highest �nite manifestation of the totalwill of God.If all grand universers should ever relatively ahieve the full living of the will of God, then wouldthe time-spae reations be settled in light and life, and then would the Almighty, the deity potentialof Supremay, beome fatual in the emergene of the divine personality of God the Supreme.When an evolving mind beomes attuned to the iruits of osmi mind, when an evolving universebeomes stabilized after the pattern of the entral universe, when an advaning spirit ontats theunited ministry of the Master Spirits, when an asending mortal personality �nally attunes to thedivine leading of the indwelling Adjuster, then has the atuality of the Supreme beome real by onemore degree in the universes; then has the divinity of Supremay advaned one more step towardosmi realization.The parts and individuals of the grand universe evolve as a reetion of the total evolution of theSupreme, while in turn the Supreme is the syntheti umulative total of all grand universe evolution.From the mortal viewpoint both are evolutionary and experiential reiproals.117.1 Nature of the Supreme BeingThe Supreme is the beauty of physial harmony, the truth of intelletual meaning, and the goodnessof spiritual value. He is the sweetness of true suess and the joy of everlasting ahievement. He isthe oversoul of the grand universe, the onsiousness of the �nite osmos, the ompletion of �nitereality, and the personi�ation of Creator-reature experiene. Throughout all future eternity Godthe Supreme will voie the reality of volitional experiene in the trinity relationships of Deity.In the persons of the Supreme Creators the Gods have desended from Paradise to the domainsof time and spae, there to reate and to evolve reatures with Paradise-attainment apaity whoan asend thereto in quest of the Father. This universe proession of desending God-revealingCreators and asending God-seeking reatures is revelatory of the Deity evolution of the Supreme,in whom both desenders and asenders ahieve mutuality of understanding, the disovery of eternaland universal brotherhood. The Supreme Being thus beomes the �nite synthesis of the experieneof the perfet-Creator ause and the perfeting-reature response.The grand universe ontains the possibility of, and ever seeks for, omplete uni�ation, and this1167



grows out of the fat that this osmi existene is a onsequene of the reative ats and the powermandates of the Paradise Trinity, whih is unquali�ed unity. This very trinitarian unity is expressedin the �nite osmos in the Supreme, whose reality beomes inreasingly apparent as the universesattain to the maximum level of Trinity identi�ation.The will of the Creator and the will of the reature are qualitatively di�erent, but they are alsoexperientially akin, for reature and Creator an ollaborate in the ahievement of universe perfetion.Man an work in liaison with God and thereby oreate an eternal �naliter. God an work even ashumanity in the inarnations of his Sons, who thereby ahieve the supremay of reature experiene.In the Supreme Being, Creator and reature are united in one Deity whose will is expressive of onedivine personality. And this will of the Supreme is something more than the will of either reatureor Creator, even as the sovereign will of the Master Son of Nebadon is now something more than aombination of the will of divinity and humanity. The union of Paradise perfetion and time-spaeexperiene yields a new meaning value on deity levels of reality.The evolving divine nature of the Supreme is beoming a faithful portrayal of the mathlessexperiene of all reatures and of all Creators in the grand universe. In the Supreme, reatorship andreaturehood are at one; they are forever united by that experiene whih was born of the viissitudesattendant upon the solution of the manifold problems whih beset all �nite reation as it pursuesthe eternal path in quest of perfetion and liberation from the fetters of inompleteness.Truth, beauty, and goodness are orrelated in the ministry of the Spirit, the grandeur of Paradise,the mery of the Son, and the experiene of the Supreme. God the Supreme is truth, beauty, andgoodness, for these onepts of divinity represent �nite maximums of ideational experiene. Theeternal soures of these triune qualities of divinity are on super�nite levels, but a reature ould onlyoneive of suh soures as supertruth, superbeauty, and supergoodness.Mihael, a reator, revealed the divine love of the Creator Father for his terrestrial hildren.And having disovered and reeived this divine a�etion, men an aspire to reveal this love to theirbrethren in the esh. Suh reature a�etion is a true reetion of the love of the Supreme.The Supreme is symmetrially inlusive. The First Soure and Center is potential in the threegreat Absolutes, is atual in Paradise, in the Son, and in the Spirit; but the Supreme is both atualand potential, a being of personal supremay and of almighty power, responsive alike to reaturee�ort and Creator purpose; self-ating upon the universe and self-reative to the sum total of theuniverse; and at one and the same time the supreme reator and the supreme reature. The Deityof Supremay is thus expressive of the sum total of the entire �nite.117.2 The Soure of Evolutionary GrowthThe Supreme is God-in-time; his is the seret of reature growth in time; his also is the onquestof the inomplete present and the onsummation of the perfeting future. And the �nal fruits ofall �nite growth are: power ontrolled through mind by spirit by virtue of the unifying and reativepresene of personality. The ulminating onsequene of all this growth is the Supreme Being.To mortal man, existene is equivalent to growth. And so indeed it would seem to be, even in thelarger universe sense, for spirit-led existene does seem to result in experiential growth - augmentationof status. We have long held, however, that the present growth whih haraterizes reature existenein the present universe age is a funtion of the Supreme. We equally hold that this kind of growthis peuliar to the age of the growth of the Supreme, and that it will terminate with the ompletionof the growth of the Supreme.Consider the status of the reature-trinitized sons: They are born and live in the present universeage; they have personalities, together with mind and spirit endowments. They have experienes1168



and the memory thereof, but they do not grow as do asenders. It is our belief and understandingthat these reature-trinitized sons, while they are in the present universe age, are really of the nextuniverse age - the age whih will follow the ompletion of the growth of the Supreme. Hene theyare not in the Supreme as of his present status of inompleteness and onsequent growth. Thus theyare nonpartiipating in the experiential growth of the present universe age, being held in reserve forthe next universe age.My own order, the Mighty Messengers, being Trinity embraed, are nonpartiipating in the growthof the present universe age. In a sense we are in status as of the preeding universe age as in fat arethe Stationary Sons of the Trinity. One thing is ertain: Our status is �xed by the Trinity embrae,and experiene no longer eventuates in growth.This is not true of the �naliters nor of any other of the evolutionary and experiential orders whihare partiipants in the growth proess of the Supreme. You mortals now living on Urantia whomay aspire to Paradise attainment and �naliter status should understand that suh a destiny is onlyrealizable beause you are in and of the Supreme, hene are partiipants in the yle of the growthof the Supreme.There will ome an end sometime to the growth of the Supreme; his status will ahieve ompletion(in the energy-spirit sense). This termination of the evolution of the Supreme will also witness theending of reature evolution as a part of Supremay. What kind of growth may haraterize theuniverses of outer spae, we do not know. But we are very sure that it will be something very di�erentfrom anything that has been seen in the present age of the evolution of the seven superuniverses. Itwill undoubtedly be the funtion of the evolutionary itizens of the grand universe to ompensatethe outer-spaers for this deprivation of the growth of Supremay.As existent upon the onsummation of the present universe age, the Supreme Being will funtion asan experiential sovereign in the grand universe. Outer-spaers - itizens of the next universe age - willhave a postsuperuniverse growth potential, a apaity for evolutionary attainment presupposing thesovereignty of the Almighty Supreme, hene exluding reature partiipation in the power-personalitysynthesis of the present universe age.Thus may the inompleteness of the Supreme be regarded as a virtue sine it makes possible theevolutionary growth of the reature-reation of the present universes. Emptiness does have its virtue,for it may beome experientially �lled.One of the most intriguing questions in �nite philosophy is this: Does the Supreme Being atualizein response to the evolution of the grand universe, or does this �nite osmos progressively evolvein response to the gradual atualization of the Supreme? Or is it possible that they are mutuallyinterdependent for their development? that they are evolutionary reiproals, eah initiating thegrowth of the other? Of this we are ertain: Creatures and universes, high and low, are evolvingwithin the Supreme, and as they evolve, there is appearing the uni�ed summation of the entire �niteativity of this universe age. And this is the appearane of the Supreme Being, to all personalitiesthe evolution of the almighty power of God the Supreme.117.3 Signi�ane of the Supreme to Universe CreaturesThe osmi reality variously designated as the Supreme Being, God the Supreme, and the AlmightySupreme, is the omplex and universal synthesis of the emerging phases of all �nite realities. Thefar-ung diversi�ation of eternal energy, divine spirit, and universal mind attains �nite ulminationin the evolution of the Supreme, who is the sum total of all �nite growth, self-realized on deity levelsof �nite maximum ompletion.The Supreme is the divine hannel through whih ows the reative in�nity of the triodities that1169



rystallizes into the galati panorama of spae, against whih takes plae the magni�ent personalitydrama of time: the spirit onquest of energy-matter through the mediation of mind.Said Jesus: \I am the living way," and so he is the living way from the material level of self-onsiousness to the spiritual level of God-onsiousness. And even as he is this living way of asensionfrom the self to God, so is the Supreme the living way from �nite onsiousness to transendene ofonsiousness, even to the insight of absonity.Your Creator Son an atually be suh a living hannel from humanity to divinity sine he haspersonally experiened the fullness of the traversal of this universe path of progression, from the truehumanity of Joshua ben Joseph, the Son of Man, to the Paradise divinity of Mihael of Nebadon,the Son of the in�nite God. Similarly an the Supreme Being funtion as the universe approahto the transendene of �nite limitations, for he is the atual embodiment and personal epitome ofall reature evolution, progression, and spiritualization. Even the grand universe experienes of thedesending personalities from Paradise are that part of his experiene whih is omplemental to hissummation of the asending experienes of the pilgrims of time.Mortal man is more than �guratively made in the image of God. From a physial standpoint thisstatement is hardly true, but with referene to ertain universe potentialities it is an atual fat. Inthe human rae, something of the same drama of evolutionary attainment is being unfolded as takesplae, on a vastly larger sale, in the universe of universes. Man, a volitional personality, beomesreative in liaison with an Adjuster, an impersonal entity, in the presene of the �nite potentialitiesof the Supreme, and the result is the owering of an immortal soul. In the universes the Creatorpersonalities of time and spae funtion in liaison with the impersonal spirit of the Paradise Trinityand beome thereby reative of a new power potential of Deity reality.Mortal man, being a reature, is not exatly like the Supreme Being, who is deity, but man'sevolution does in some ways resemble the growth of the Supreme. Man onsiously grows from thematerial toward the spiritual by the strength, power, and persisteny of his own deisions; he alsogrows as his Thought Adjuster develops new tehniques for reahing down from the spiritual to themorontial soul levels; and one the soul omes into being, it begins to grow in and of itself.This is somewhat like the way in whih the Supreme Being expands. His sovereignty grows in andout of the ats and ahievements of the Supreme Creator Personalities; that is the evolution of themajesty of his power as the ruler of the grand universe. His deity nature is likewise dependent on thepre-existent unity of the Paradise Trinity. But there is still another aspet to the evolution of God theSupreme: He is not only Creator-evolved and Trinity-derived; he is also self-evolved and self-derived.God the Supreme is himself a volitional, reative partiipant in his own deity atualization. Thehuman morontial soul is likewise a volitional, oreative partner in its own immortalization.The Father ollaborates with the Conjoint Ator in manipulating the energies of Paradise andin rendering these responsive to the Supreme. The Father ollaborates with the Eternal Son in theprodution of Creator personalities whose ats will sometime ulminate in the sovereignty of theSupreme. The Father ollaborates with both Son and Spirit in the reation of Trinity personalitiesto funtion as rulers of the grand universe until suh time as the ompleted evolution of the Supremequali�es him to assume that sovereignty. The Father o-operates with his Deity and non-Deity o-ordinates in these and many other ways in the furtherane of the evolution of Supremay, but he alsofuntions alone in these matters. And his solitary funtion is probably best revealed in the ministryof the Thought Adjusters and their assoiated entities.Deity is unity, existential in the Trinity, experiential in the Supreme, and, in mortals, reature-realized in Adjuster fusion. The presene of the Thought Adjusters in mortal man reveals theessential unity of the universe, for man, the lowest possible type of universe personality, ontainswithin himself an atual fragment of the highest and eternal reality, even the original Father of allpersonalities. 1170



The Supreme Being evolves by virtue of his liaison with the Paradise Trinity and in onsequeneof the divinity suesses of the reator and administrator hildren of that Trinity. Man's immortalsoul evolves its own eternal destiny by assoiation with the divine presene of the Paradise Fatherand in aordane with the personality deisions of the human mind. What the Trinity is to Godthe Supreme, the Adjuster is to evolving man.During the present universe age the Supreme Being is apparently unable to funtion diretly as areator exept in those instanes where the �nite possibilities of ation have been exhausted by thereative agenies of time and spae. Thus far in universe history this has transpired but one; whenthe possibilities of �nite ation in the matter of universe reetivity had been exhausted, then didthe Supreme funtion as the reative ulminator of all anteedent reator ations. And we believehe will again funtion as a ulminator in future ages whenever anteedent reatorship has ompletedan appropriate yle of reative ativity.The Supreme Being did not reate man, but man was literally reated out of, his very life wasderived from, the potentiality of the Supreme. Nor does he evolve man; yet is the Supreme himselfthe very essene of evolution. From the �nite standpoint, we atually live, move, and have our beingwithin the immanene of the Supreme.The Supreme apparently annot initiate original ausation but appears to be the atalyzer of alluniverse growth and is seemingly destined to provide totality ulmination as regards the destinyof all experiential-evolutionary beings. The Father originates the onept of a �nite osmos; theCreator Sons fatualize this idea in time and spae with the onsent and o-operation of the CreativeSpirits; the Supreme ulminates the total �nite and establishes its relationship with the destiny ofthe absonite.117.4 The Finite GodAs we view the easeless struggles of the reature reation for perfetion of status and divinityof being, we annot but believe that these unending e�orts bespeak the uneasing struggle of theSupreme for divine self-realization. God the Supreme is the �nite Deity, and he must ope withthe problems of the �nite in the total sense of that word. Our struggles with the viissitudes oftime in the evolutions of spae are reetions of his e�orts to ahieve reality of self and ompletionof sovereignty within the sphere of ation whih his evolving nature is expanding to the outermostlimits of possibility.Throughout the grand universe the Supreme struggles for expression. His divine evolution is inmeasure prediated on the wisdom-ation of every personality in existene. When a human beinghooses eternal survival, he is oreating destiny; and in the life of this asending mortal the �niteGod �nds an inreased measure of personality self-realization and an enlargement of experientialsovereignty. But if a reature rejets the eternal areer, that part of the Supreme whih was dependenton this reature's hoie experienes inesapable delay, a deprivation whih must be ompensated bysubstitutional or ollateral experiene; as for the personality of the nonsurvivor, it is absorbed intothe oversoul of reation, beoming a part of the Deity of the Supreme.God is so trusting, so loving, that he gives a portion of his divine nature into the hands of evenhuman beings for safekeeping and self-realization. The Father nature, the Adjuster presene, isindestrutible regardless of the hoie of the mortal being. The hild of the Supreme, the evolvingself, an be destroyed notwithstanding that the potentially unifying personality of suh a misguidedself will persist as a fator of the Deity of Supremay.The human personality an truly destroy individuality of reaturehood, and though all that wasworth while in the life of suh a osmi suiide will persist, these qualities will not persist as an1171



individual reature. The Supreme will again �nd expression in the reatures of the universes butnever again as that partiular person; the unique personality of a nonasender returns to the Supremeas a drop of water returns to the sea.Any isolated ation of the personal parts of the �nite is omparatively irrelevant to the eventualappearane of the Supreme Whole, but the whole is nonetheless dependent on the total ats of themanifold parts. The personality of the individual mortal is insigni�ant in the fae of the total ofSupremay, but the personality of eah human being represents an irreplaeable meaning-value inthe �nite; personality, having one been expressed, never again �nds idential expression exept inthe ontinuing existene of that living personality.And so, as we strive for self-expression, the Supreme is striving in us, and with us, for deityexpression. As we �nd the Father, so has the Supreme again found the Paradise Creator of allthings. As we master the problems of self-realization, so is the God of experiene ahieving almightysupremay in the universes of time and spae.Mankind does not asend e�ortlessly in the universe, neither does the Supreme evolve withoutpurposeful and intelligent ation. Creatures do not attain perfetion by mere passivity, nor an thespirit of Supremay fatualize the power of the Almighty without uneasing servie ministry to the�nite reation.The temporal relation of man to the Supreme is the foundation for osmi morality, the universalsensitivity to, and aeptane of, duty. This is a morality whih transends the temporal senseof relative right and wrong; it is a morality diretly prediated on the self-onsious reature'sappreiation of experiential obligation to experiential Deity. Mortal man and all other �nite reaturesare reated out of the living potential of energy, mind, and spirit existent in the Supreme. It is uponthe Supreme that the Adjuster-mortal asender draws for the reation of the immortal and divineharater of a �naliter. It is out of the very reality of the Supreme that the Adjuster, with theonsent of the human will, weaves the patterns of the eternal nature of an asending son of God.The evolution of Adjuster progress in the spiritualizing and eternalizing of a human personalityis diretly produtive of an enlargement of the sovereignty of the Supreme. Suh ahievements inhuman evolution are at the same time ahievements in the evolutionary atualization of the Supreme.While it is true that reatures ould not evolve without the Supreme, it is probably also true that theevolution of the Supreme an never be fully attained independent of the ompleted evolution of allreatures. Herein lies the great osmi responsibility of self-onsious personalities: That SupremeDeity is in a ertain sense dependent on the hoosing of the mortal will. And the mutual progressionof reature evolution and of Supreme evolution is faithfully and fully indiated to the Anients ofDays over the insrutable mehanisms of universe reetivity.The great hallenge that has been given to mortal man is this: Will you deide to personalize theexperienible value meanings of the osmos into your own evolving selfhood? or by rejeting survival,will you allow these serets of Supremay to lie dormant, awaiting the ation of another reature atsome other time who will in his way attempt a reature ontribution to the evolution of the �niteGod? But that will be his ontribution to the Supreme, not yours.The great struggle of this universe age is between the potential and the atual - the seekingfor atualization by all that is as yet unexpressed. If mortal man proeeds upon the Paradiseadventure, he is following the motions of time, whih ow as urrents within the stream of eternity;if mortal man rejets the eternal areer, he is moving ounter to the stream of events in the �niteuniverses. The mehanial reation moves on inexorably in aordane with the unfolding purposeof the Paradise Father, but the volitional reation has the hoie of aepting or of rejeting the roleof personality partiipation in the adventure of eternity. Mortal man annot destroy the supremevalues of human existene, but he an very de�nitely prevent the evolution of these values in hisown personal experiene. To the extent that the human self thus refuses to take part in the Paradise1172



asent, to just that extent is the Supreme delayed in ahieving divinity expression in the granduniverse.Into the keeping of mortal man has been given not only the Adjuster presene of the ParadiseFather but also ontrol over the destiny of an in�nitesimal fration of the future of the Supreme. Foras man attains human destiny, so does the Supreme ahieve destiny on deity levels.And so the deision awaits eah of you as it one awaited eah of us: Will you fail the God of time,who is so dependent upon the deisions of the �nite mind? will you fail the Supreme personality ofthe universes by the slothfulness of animalisti retrogression? will you fail the great brother of allreatures, who is so dependent on eah reature? an you allow yourself to pass into the realm ofthe unrealized when before you lies the enhanting vista of the universe areer - the divine disoveryof the Paradise Father and the divine partiipation in the searh for, and the evolution of, the Godof Supremay?God's gifts - his bestowal of reality - are not divorements from himself; he does not alienatereation from himself, but he has set up tensions in the reations irling Paradise. God �rst lovesman and onfers upon him the potential of immortality - eternal reality. And as man loves God, sodoes man beome eternal in atuality. And here is mystery: The more losely man approahes Godthrough love, the greater the reality - atuality - of that man. The more man withdraws from God,the more nearly he approahes nonreality - essation of existene. When man onserates his will tothe doing of the Father's will, when man gives God all that he has, then does God make that manmore than he is.117.5 The Oversoul of CreationThe great Supreme is the osmi oversoul of the grand universe. In him the qualities and quantitiesof the osmos do �nd their deity reetion; his deity nature is the mosai omposite of the totalvastness of all reature-Creator nature throughout the evolving universes. And the Supreme is alsoan atualizing Deity embodying a reative will whih embraes an evolving universe purpose.The intelletual, potentially personal selves of the �nite emerge from the Third Soure and Centerand ahieve �nite time-spae Deity synthesis in the Supreme. When the reature submits to the will ofthe Creator, he does not submerge or surrender his personality; the individual personality partiipantsin the atualization of the �nite God do not lose their volitional selfhood by so funtioning. Ratherare suh personalities progressively augmented by partiipation in this great Deity adventure; bysuh union with divinity man exalts, enrihes, spiritualizes, and uni�es his evolving self to the verythreshold of supremay.The evolving immortal soul of man, the joint reation of the material mind and the Adjuster,asends as suh to Paradise and subsequently, when mustered into the Corps of the Finality, beomesallied in some new way with the spirit-gravity iruit of the Eternal Son by a tehnique of experieneknown as �naliter transendation. Suh �naliters thus beome aeptable andidates for experientialreognition as personalities of God the Supreme. And when these mortal intellets in the unrevealedfuture assignments of the Corps of the Finality attain the seventh stage of spirit existene, suh dualminds will beome triune. These two attuned minds, the human and the divine, will beome glori�edin union with the experiential mind of the then atualized Supreme Being.In the eternal future, God the Supreme will be atualized - reatively expressed and spirituallyportrayed - in the spiritualized mind, the immortal soul, of asendant man, even as the UniversalFather was so revealed in the earth life of Jesus.Man does not unite with the Supreme and submerge his personal identity, but the universe reper-ussions of the experiene of all men do thus form a part of the divine experiening of the Supreme.1173



\The at is ours, the onsequenes God's."The progressing personality leaves a trail of atualized reality as it passes through the asendinglevels of the universes. Be they mind, spirit, or energy, the growing reations of time and spae aremodi�ed by the progression of personality through their domains. When man ats, the Supremereats, and this transation onstitutes the fat of progression.The great iruits of energy, mind, and spirit are never the permanent possessions of asendingpersonality; these ministries remain forever a part of Supremay. In the mortal experiene the humanintellet resides in the rhythmi pulsations of the adjutant mind-spirits and e�ets its deisionswithin the arena produed by eniruitment within this ministry. Upon mortal death the human selfis everlastingly divored from the adjutant iruit. While these adjutants never seem to transmitexperiene from one personality to another, they an and do transmit the impersonal reperussionsof deision-ation through God the Sevenfold to God the Supreme. (At least this is true of theadjutants of worship and wisdom.)And so it is with the spiritual iruits: Man utilizes these in his asent through the universes, buthe never possesses them as a part of his eternal personality. But these iruits of spiritual ministry,whether Spirit of Truth, Holy Spirit, or superuniverse spirit presenes, are reeptive and reative tothe emerging values in asending personality, and these values are faithfully transmitted through theSevenfold to the Supreme.While suh spiritual inuenes as the Holy Spirit and the Spirit of Truth are loal universe minis-trations, their guidane is not wholly on�ned to the geographi limitations of a given loal reation.As the asending mortal passes beyond the boundaries of his loal universe of origin, he is not en-tirely deprived of the ministry of the Spirit of Truth whih has so onstantly taught and guided himthrough the philosophi mazes of the material and morontial worlds, in every risis of asension un-failingly direting the Paradise pilgrim, ever saying: \This is the way." When you leave the domainsof the loal universe, through the ministry of the spirit of the emerging Supreme Being and throughthe provisions of superuniverse reetivity, you will still be guided in your Paradise asent by theomforting diretive spirit of the Paradise bestowal Sons of God.How do these manifold iruits of osmi ministry register the meanings, values, and fats ofevolutionary experiene in the Supreme? We are not exatly ertain, but we believe that this registrytakes plae through the persons of the Supreme Creators of Paradise origin who are the immediatebestowers of these iruits of time and spae. The mind-experiene aumulations of the sevenadjutant mind-spirits, in their ministry to the physial level of intellet, are a part of the loaluniverse experiene of the Divine Minister, and through this Creative Spirit they probably �ndregistry in the mind of Supremay. Likewise are mortal experienes with the Spirit of Truth and theHoly Spirit probably registered by similar tehniques in the person of Supremay.Even the experiene of man and Adjuster must �nd eho in the divinity of God the Supreme,for, as the Adjusters experiene, they are like the Supreme, and the evolving soul of mortal man isreated out of the pre-existent possibility for suh experiene within the Supreme.In this manner do the manifold experienes of all reation beome a part of the evolution ofSupremay. Creatures merely utilize the qualities and quantities of the �nite as they asend to theFather; the impersonal onsequenes of suh utilization remain forever a part of the living osmos,the Supreme person.What man himself takes with him as a personality possession are the harater onsequenes ofthe experiene of having used the mind and spirit iruits of the grand universe in his Paradiseasent. When man deides, and when he onsummates this deision in ation, man experienes,and the meanings and the values of this experiene are forever a part of his eternal harater on alllevels, from the �nite to the �nal. Cosmially moral and divinely spiritual harater represents thereature's apital aumulation of personal deisions whih have been illuminated by sinere worship,1174



glori�ed by intelligent love, and onsummated in brotherly servie.The evolving Supreme will eventually ompensate �nite reatures for their inability ever to ahievemore than limited experiene ontat with the universe of universes. Creatures an attain the Par-adise Father, but their evolutionary minds, being �nite, are inapable of really understanding thein�nite and absolute Father. But sine all reature experiening registers in, and is a part of, theSupreme, when all reatures attain the �nal level of �nite existene, and after total universe devel-opment makes possible their attainment of God the Supreme as an atual divinity presene, then,inherent in the fat of suh ontat, is ontat with total experiene. The �nite of time ontainswithin itself the seeds of eternity; and we are taught that, when the fullness of evolution witnesses theexhaustion of the apaity for osmi growth, the total �nite will embark upon the absonite phasesof the eternal areer in quest of the Father as Ultimate.117.6 The Quest for the SupremeWe seek the Supreme in the universes, but we �nd him not. \He is the within and the without of allthings and beings, moving and quiesent. Unreognizable in his mystery, though distant, yet is henear." The Almighty Supreme is \the form of the yet unformed, the pattern of the yet unreated."The Supreme is your universe home, and when you �nd him, it will be like returning home. He isyour experiential parent, and even as in the experiene of human beings, so has he grown in theexperiene of divine parenthood. He knows you beause he is reaturelike as well as reatorlike.If you truly desire to �nd God, you annot help having born in your minds the onsiousness ofthe Supreme. As God is your divine Father, so is the Supreme your divine Mother, in whom you arenurtured throughout your lives as universe reatures. \How universal is the Supreme - he is on allsides! The limitless things of reation depend on his presene for life, and none are refused."What Mihael is to Nebadon, the Supreme is to the �nite osmos; his Deity is the great avenuethrough whih the love of the Father ows outward to all reation, and he is the great avenue throughwhih �nite reatures pass inward in their quest of the Father, who is love. Even Thought Adjustersare related to him; in original nature and divinity they are like the Father, but when they experienethe transations of time in the universes of spae, they beome like the Supreme.The at of the reature's hoosing to do the will of the Creator is a osmi value and has a universemeaning whih is immediately reated to by some unrevealed but ubiquitous fore of o-ordination,probably the funtioning of the ever-enlarging ation of the Supreme Being.The morontia soul of an evolving mortal is really the son of the Adjuster ation of the UniversalFather and the hild of the osmi reation of the Supreme Being, the Universal Mother. The motherinuene dominates the human personality throughout the loal universe hildhood of the growingsoul. The inuene of the Deity parents beomes more equal after the Adjuster fusion and duringthe superuniverse areer, but when the reatures of time begin the traversal of the entral universe ofeternity, the Father nature beomes inreasingly manifest, attaining its height of �nite manifestationupon the reognition of the Universal Father and the admission into the Corps of the Finality.In and through the experiene of �naliter attainment the experiential mother qualities of theasending self beome tremendously a�eted by ontat and infusion with the spirit presene of theEternal Son and the mind presene of the In�nite Spirit. Then, throughout the realms of �naliterativity in the grand universe, there appears a new awakening of the latent mother potential of theSupreme, a new realization of experiential meanings, and a new synthesis of experiential values of theentire asension areer. It appears that this realization of self will ontinue in the universe areers ofthe sixth-stage �naliters until the mother inheritane of the Supreme attains to �nite synhrony withthe Adjuster inheritane of the Father. This intriguing period of grand universe funtion represents1175



the ontinuing adult areer of the asendant and perfeted mortal.Upon the ompletion of the sixth stage of existene and the entrane upon the seventh and �nalstage of spirit status, there will probably ensue the advaning ages of enrihing experiene, ripeningwisdom, and divinity realization. In the nature of the �naliter this will probably equal the ompletedattainment of the mind struggle for spirit self-realization, the ompletion of the o-ordination of theasendant man-nature with the divine Adjuster-nature within the limits of �nite possibilities. Suha magni�ent universe self thus beomes the eternal �naliter son of the Paradise Father as well asthe eternal universe hild of the Mother Supreme, a universe self quali�ed to represent both theFather and Mother of universes and personalities in any ativity or undertaking pertaining to the�nite administration of reated, reating, or evolving things and beings.All soul-evolving humans are literally the evolutionary sons of God the Father and God the Mother,the Supreme Being. But until suh time as mortal man beomes soul-onsious of his divine heritage,this assurane of Deity kinship must be faith realized. Human life experiene is the osmi ooonin whih the universe endowments of the Supreme Being and the universe presene of the UniversalFather (none of whih are personalities) are evolving the morontia soul of time and the human-divine�naliter harater of universe destiny and eternal servie.Men all too often forget that God is the greatest experiene in human existene. Other experienesare limited in their nature and ontent, but the experiene of God has no limits save those of thereature's omprehension apaity, and this very experiene is in itself apaity enlarging. When mensearh for God, they are searhing for everything. When they �nd God, they have found everything.The searh for God is the unstinted bestowal of love attended by amazing disoveries of new andgreater love to be bestowed.All true love is from God, and man reeives the divine a�etion as he himself bestows this loveupon his fellows. Love is dynami. It an never be aptured; it is alive, free, thrilling, and alwaysmoving. Man an never take the love of the Father and imprison it within his heart. The Father'slove an beome real to mortal man only by passing through that man's personality as he in turnbestows this love upon his fellows. The great iruit of love is from the Father, through sons tobrothers, and hene to the Supreme. The love of the Father appears in the mortal personality bythe ministry of the indwelling Adjuster. Suh a God-knowing son reveals this love to his universebrethren, and this fraternal a�etion is the essene of the love of the Supreme.There is no approah to the Supreme exept through experiene, and in the urrent epohs ofreation there are only three avenues of reature approah to Supremay:1. The Paradise Citizens desend from the eternal Isle through Havona, where they aquire a-paity for Supremay omprehension through observation of the Paradise-Havona reality di�erentialand by exploratory disovery of the manifold ativities of the Supreme Creator Personalities, rangingfrom the Master Spirits to the Creator Sons.2. The time-spae asenders oming up from the evolutionary universes of the Supreme Creatorsmake lose approah to the Supreme in the traversal of Havona as a preliminary to the augmentingappreiation of the unity of the Paradise Trinity.3. The Havona natives aquire a omprehension of the Supreme through ontats with desendingpilgrims from Paradise and asending pilgrims from the seven superuniverses. Havona natives areinherently in position to harmonize the essentially di�erent viewpoints of the itizens of the eternalIsle and the itizens of the evolutionary universes.To evolutionary reatures there are seven great approahes to the Universal Father, and eah ofthese Paradise asensions passes through the divinity of one of the Seven Master Spirits; and eahsuh approah is made possible by an enlargement of experiene reeptivity onsequent upon thereature's having served in the superuniverse reetive of the nature of that Master Spirit. The sumtotal of these seven experienes onstitutes the present-known limits of a reature's onsiousness of1176



the reality and atuality of God the Supreme.It is not only man's own limitations whih prevent him from �nding the �nite God; it is alsothe inompletion of the universe; even the inompletion of all reatures - past, present, and future -makes the Supreme inaessible. God the Father an be found by any individual who has attainedthe divine level of Godlikeness, but God the Supreme will never be personally disovered by anyone reature until that far-distant time when, through the universal attainment of perfetion, allreatures will simultaneously �nd him.Despite the fat that you annot, in this universe age, personally �nd him as you an and will�nd the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, nevertheless, the Paradise asent and subsequent universeareer will gradually reate in your onsiousness the reognition of the universe presene and theosmi ation of the God of all experiene. The fruits of the spirit are the substane of the Supremeas he is realizable in human experiene.Man's sometime attainment of the Supreme is onsequent upon his fusion with the spirit ofParadise Deity. With Urantians this spirit is the Adjuster presene of the Universal Father; andthough the Mystery Monitor is from the Father and like the Father, we doubt that even suh adivine gift an ahieve the impossible task of revealing the nature of the in�nite God to a �nitereature. We suspet that what the Adjusters will reveal to future seventh-stage �naliters will bethe divinity and nature of God the Supreme. And this revelation will be to a �nite reature whatthe revelation of the In�nite would be to an absolute being.The Supreme is not in�nite, but he probably embraes all of in�nity that a �nite reature anever really omprehend. To understand more than the Supreme is to be more than �nite!All experiential reations are interdependent in their realization of destiny. Only existential realityis self-ontained and self-existent. Havona and the seven superuniverses require eah other to ahievethe maximum of �nite attainment; likewise will they be sometime dependent on the future universesof outer spae for �nite transendene.A human asender an �nd the Father; God is existential and therefore real, irrespetive of thestatus of experiene in the total universe. But no single asender will ever �nd the Supreme untilall asenders have reahed that maximum universe maturity whih quali�es them simultaneously topartiipate in this disovery.The Father is no respeter of persons; he treats eah of his asending sons as osmi individuals.The Supreme likewise is no respeter of persons; he treats his experiential hildren as a single osmitotal.Man an disover the Father in his heart, but he will have to searh for the Supreme in the heartsof all other men; and when all reatures perfetly reveal the love of the Supreme, then will he beomea universe atuality to all reatures. And that is just another way of saying that the universes willbe settled in light and life.The attainment of perfeted self-realization by all personalities plus the attainment of perfetedequilibrium throughout the universes equals the attainment of the Supreme and witnesses the lib-eration of all �nite reality from the limitations of inomplete existene. Suh an exhaustion of all�nite potentials yields the ompleted attainment of the Supreme and may be otherwise de�ned asthe ompleted evolutionary atualization of the Supreme Being himself.Men do not �nd the Supreme suddenly and spetaularly as an earthquake tears hasms into theroks, but they �nd him slowly and patiently as a river quietly wears away the soil beneath.When you �nd the Father, you will �nd the great ause of your spiritual asent in the universes;when you �nd the Supreme, you will disover the great result of your areer of Paradise progression.But no God-knowing mortal an ever be lonely in his journey through the osmos, for he knows1177



that the Father walks beside him eah step of the way, while the very way that he is traversing isthe presene of the Supreme.
117.7 The Future of the SupremeThe ompleted realization of all �nite potentials equals the ompletion of the realization of all evolu-tionary experiene. This suggests the �nal emergene of the Supreme as an almighty Deity presenein the universes. We believe that the Supreme, in this stage of development, will be as disretelypersonalized as is the Eternal Son, as onretely powerized as is the Isle of Paradise, as ompletelyuni�ed as is the Conjoint Ator, and all of this within the limitations of the �nite possibilities ofSupremay at the ulmination of the present universe age.While this is an entirely proper onept of the future of the Supreme, we would all attention toertain problems inherent in this onept:1. The Unquali�ed Supervisors of the Supreme ould hardly be deitized at any stage prior to hisompleted evolution, and yet these same supervisors even now quali�edly exerise the sovereignty ofsupremay onerning the universes settled in light and life.2. The Supreme ould hardly funtion in the Trinity Ultimate until he had attained ompleteatuality of universe status, and yet the Trinity Ultimate is even now a quali�ed reality, and youhave been informed of the existene of the Quali�ed Viegerents of the Ultimate.3. The Supreme is not ompletely real to universe reatures, but there are many reasons fordeduing that he is quite real to the Sevenfold Deity, extending from the Universal Father on Paradiseto the Creator Sons and the Creative Spirits of the loal universes.It may be that on the upper limits of the �nite, where time onjoins transended time, there issome sort of blurring and blending of sequene. It may be that the Supreme is able to foreast hisuniverse presene onto these supertime levels and then to a limited degree antiipate future evolutionby reeting this future foreast bak to the reated levels as the Immanene of the ProjetedInomplete. Suh phenomena may be observed wherever �nite makes ontat with super�nite, as inthe experienes of human beings who are indwelt by Thought Adjusters that are veritable preditionsof man's future universe attainments throughout all eternity.When mortal asenders are admitted to the �naliter orps of Paradise, they take an oath to theParadise Trinity, and in taking this oath of allegiane, they are thereby pledging eternal �delity to Godthe Supreme, who is the Trinity as omprehended by all �nite reature personalities. Subsequently,as the �naliter ompanies funtion throughout the evolving universes, they are solely amenable tothe mandates of Paradise origin until the eventful times of the settling of loal universes in lightand life. As the new governmental organizations of these perfeted reations begin to be reetiveof the emerging sovereignty of the Supreme, we observe that the outlying �naliter ompanies thenaknowledge the jurisditional authority of suh new governments. It appears that God the Supremeis evolving as the uni�er of the evolutionary Corps of the Finality, but it is highly probable that theeternal destiny of these seven orps will be direted by the Supreme as a member of the UltimateTrinity.The Supreme Being ontains three super�nite possibilities for universe manifestation:1. Absonite ollaboration in the �rst experiential Trinity.2. Coabsolute relationship in the seond experiential Trinity.3. Coin�nite partiipation in the Trinity of Trinities, but we have no satisfatory onept as towhat this really means. 1178



This is one of the generally aepted hypotheses of the future of the Supreme, but there are alsomany speulations onerning his relations to the present grand universe subsequent to its attainmentof the status of light and life.The present goal of the superuniverses is to beome, as they are and within their potentials,perfet, even as is Havona. This perfetion pertains to physial and spiritual attainment, even toadministrative, governmental, and fraternal development. It is believed that, in the ages to ome,the possibilities for disharmony, maladjustment, and misadaptation will be eventually exhausted inthe superuniverses. The energy iruits will be in perfet balane and in omplete subjugation tomind, while spirit, in the presene of personality, will have ahieved the dominane of mind.It is onjetured that at this far-distant time the spirit person of the Supreme and attained powerof the Almighty will have ahieved o-ordinate development, and that both, as uni�ed in and bythe Supreme Mind, will fatualize as the Supreme Being, a ompleted atuality in the universes -an atuality whih will be observable by all reature intelligenes, reated to by all reated energies,o-ordinated in all spiritual entities, and experiened by all universe personalities.This onept implies the atual sovereignty of the Supreme in the grand universe. It is altogetherlikely that the present Trinity administrators will ontinue as his viegerents, but we believe that thepresent demarations between the seven superuniverses will gradually disappear, and that the entiregrand universe will funtion as a perfeted whole.It is possible that the Supreme may then be personally resident on Uversa, the headquarters ofOrvonton, from whih he will diret the administration of the time reations, but this is really only aonjeture. Certainly, though, the personality of the Supreme Being will be de�nitely ontatable atsome spei� loality, although the ubiquity of his Deity presene will probably ontinue to permeatethe universe of universes. What the relation of the superuniverse itizens of that age will be to theSupreme we do not know, but it may be something like the present relationship between the Havonanatives and the Paradise Trinity.The perfeted grand universe of those future days will be vastly di�erent from what it is atpresent. Gone will be the thrilling adventures of the organization of the galaxies of spae, theplanting of life on the unertain worlds of time, and the evolving of harmony out of haos, beautyout of potentials, truth out of meanings, and goodness out of values. The time universes will haveahieved the ful�llment of �nite destiny! And perhaps for a spae there will be rest, relaxation fromthe agelong struggle for evolutionary perfetion. But not for long! Certainly, surely, and inexorablythe enigma of the emerging Deity of God the Ultimate will hallenge these perfeted itizens of thesettled universes just as their struggling evolutionary forebears were one hallenged by the quest forGod the Supreme. The urtain of osmi destiny will draw bak to reveal the transendent grandeurof the alluring absonite quest for the attainment of the Universal Father on those new and higherlevels revealed in the ultimate of reature experiene.[Sponsored by a Mighty Messenger temporarily sojourning on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 118Supreme and Ultimate - Time andSpaeCONCERNING the several natures of Deity, it may be said:1. The Father is self-existent self.2. The Son is oexistent self.3. The Spirit is onjoint-existent self.4. The Supreme is evolutionary-experiential self.5. The Sevenfold is self-distributive divinity.6. The Ultimate is transendental-experiential self.7. The Absolute is existential-experiential self.While God the Sevenfold is indispensable to the evolutionary attainment of the Supreme, theSupreme is also indispensable to the eventual emergene of the Ultimate. And the dual presene ofthe Supreme and the Ultimate onstitutes the basi assoiation of subabsolute and derived Deity, forthey are interdependently omplemental in the attainment of destiny. Together they onstitute theexperiential bridge linking the beginnings and the ompletions of all reative growth in the masteruniverse.Creative growth is unending but ever satisfying, endless in extent but always puntuated by thosepersonality-satisfying moments of transient goal attainment whih serve so e�etively as the mobi-lization preludes to new adventures in osmi growth, universe exploration, and Deity attainment.While the domain of mathematis is beset with qualitative limitations, it does provide the �nitemind with a oneptual basis of ontemplating in�nity. There is no quantitative limitation to num-bers, even in the omprehension of the �nite mind. No matter how large the number oneived,you an always envisage one more being added. And also, you an omprehend that that is shortof in�nity, for no matter how many times you repeat this addition to number, still always one morean be added.At the same time, the in�nite series an be totaled at any given point, and this total (moreproperly, a subtotal) provides the fullness of the sweetness of goal attainment for a given person ata given time and status. But sooner or later, this same person begins to hunger and yearn for newand greater goals, and suh adventures in growth will be forever forthoming in the fullness of timeand the yles of eternity.Eah suessive universe age is the antehamber of the following era of osmi growth, and eahuniverse epoh provides immediate destiny for all preeding stages. Havona, in and of itself, is a1181



perfet, but perfetion-limited, reation; Havona perfetion, expanding out into the evolutionary su-peruniverses, �nds not only osmi destiny but also liberation from the limitations of pre-evolutionaryexistene.118.1 Time and EternityIt is helpful to man's osmi orientation to attain all possible omprehension of Deity's relation tothe osmos. While absolute Deity is eternal in nature, the Gods are related to time as an experienein eternity. In the evolutionary universes eternity is temporal everlastingness - the everlasting now.The personality of the mortal reature may eternalize by self-identi�ation with the indwellingspirit through the tehnique of hoosing to do the will of the Father. Suh a onseration of willis tantamount to the realization of eternity-reality of purpose. This means that the purpose of thereature has beome �xed with regard to the suession of moments; stated otherwise, that thesuession of moments will witness no hange in reature purpose. A million or a billion momentsmakes no di�erene. Number has eased to have meaning with regard to the reature's purpose.Thus does reature hoie plus God's hoie eventuate in the eternal realities of the never-endingunion of the spirit of God and the nature of man in the everlasting servie of the hildren of Godand of their Paradise Father.There is a diret relationship between maturity and the unit of time onsiousness in any givenintellet. The time unit may be a day, a year, or a longer period, but inevitably it is the riterionby whih the onsious self evaluates the irumstanes of life, and by whih the oneiving intelletmeasures and evaluates the fats of temporal existene.Experiene, wisdom, and judgment are the onomitants of the lengthening of the time unitin mortal experiene. As the human mind rekons bakward into the past, it is evaluating pastexperiene for the purpose of bringing it to bear on a present situation. As mind reahes outinto the future, it is attempting to evaluate the future signi�ane of possible ation. And havingthus rekoned with both experiene and wisdom, the human will exerises judgment-deision in thepresent, and the plan of ation thus born of the past and the future beomes existent.In the maturity of the developing self, the past and future are brought together to illuminate thetrue meaning of the present. As the self matures, it reahes further and further bak into the past forexperiene, while its wisdom foreasts seek to penetrate deeper and deeper into the unknown future.And as the oneiving self extends this reah ever further into both past and future, so does judgmentbeome less and less dependent on the momentary present. In this way does deision-ation begin toesape from the fetters of the moving present, while it begins to take on the aspets of past-futuresigni�ane.Patiene is exerised by those mortals whose time units are short; true maturity transends pa-tiene by a forbearane born of real understanding.To beome mature is to live more intensely in the present, at the same time esaping from thelimitations of the present. The plans of maturity, founded on past experiene, are oming into beingin the present in suh manner as to enhane the values of the future.The time unit of immaturity onentrates meaning-value into the present moment in suh a wayas to divore the present of its true relationship to the not-present - the past-future. The timeunit of maturity is proportioned so to reveal the o-ordinate relationship of past-present-future thatthe self begins to gain insight into the wholeness of events, begins to view the landsape of timefrom the panorami perspetive of broadened horizons, begins perhaps to suspet the nonbeginning,nonending eternal ontinuum, the fragments of whih are alled time.On the levels of the in�nite and the absolute the moment of the present ontains all of the past1182



as well as all of the future. I AM signi�es also I WAS and I WILL BE. And this represents our bestonept of eternity and the eternal.On the absolute and eternal level, potential reality is just as meaningful as atual reality. Only onthe �nite level and to time-bound reatures does there appear to be suh a vast di�erene. To God,as absolute, an asending mortal who has made the eternal deision is already a Paradise �naliter.But the Universal Father, through the indwelling Thought Adjuster, is not thus limited in awarenessbut an also know of, and partiipate in, every temporal struggle with the problems of the reatureasent from animallike to Godlike levels of existene.118.2 Omnipresene and UbiquityThe ubiquity of Deity must not be onfused with the ultimay of the divine omnipresene. It isvolitional with the Universal Father that the Supreme, the Ultimate, and the Absolute should om-pensate, o-ordinate, and unify his time-spae ubiquity and his time-spae-transended omnipresenewith his timeless and spaeless universal and absolute presene. And you should remember that, whileDeity ubiquity may be so often spae assoiated, it is not neessarily time onditioned.As mortal and morontia asenders you progressively disern God through the ministry of God theSevenfold. Through Havona you disover God the Supreme. On Paradise you �nd him as a person,and then as �naliters you will presently attempt to know him as Ultimate. Being �naliters, therewould seem to be but one ourse to pursue after having attained the Ultimate, and that would be tobegin the quest of the Absolute. No �naliter will be disturbed by the unertainties of the attainmentof the Deity Absolute sine at the end of the supreme and ultimate asensions he enountered Godthe Father. Suh �naliters will no doubt believe that, even if they should be suessful in �ndingGod the Absolute, they would only be disovering the same God, the Paradise Father manifestinghimself on more nearly in�nite and universal levels. Undoubtedly the attainment of God in absolutewould reveal the Primal Anestor of universes as well as the Final Father of personalities.God the Supreme may not be a demonstration of the time-spae omnipresene of Deity, but heis literally a manifestation of divine ubiquity. Between the spiritual presene of the Creator andthe material manifestations of reation there exists a vast domain of the ubiquitous beoming - theuniverse emergene of evolutionary Deity.If God the Supreme ever assumes diret ontrol of the universes of time and spae, we are on�dentsuh a Deity administration will funtion under the overontrol of the Ultimate. In suh an eventGod the Ultimate would begin to beome manifest to the universes of time as the transendentalAlmighty (the Omnipotent) exerising the overontrol of supertime and transended spae onerningthe administrative funtions of the Almighty Supreme.The mortal mind may ask, even as we do: If the evolution of God the Supreme to administrativeauthority in the grand universe is attended by augmented manifestations of God the Ultimate, will aorresponding emergene of God the Ultimate in the postulated universes of outer spae be attendedby similar and enhaned revelations of God the Absolute? But we really do not know.118.3 Time-Spae RelationshipsOnly by ubiquity ould Deity unify time-spae manifestations to the �nite oneption, for time is asuession of instants while spae is a system of assoiated points. You do, after all, pereive timeby analysis and spae by synthesis. You o-ordinate and assoiate these two dissimilar oneptionsby the integrating insight of personality. Of all the animal world only man possesses this time-spae1183



pereptibility. To an animal, motion has a meaning, but motion exhibits value only to a reature ofpersonality status.Things are time onditioned, but truth is timeless. The more truth you know, the more truth youare, the more of the past you an understand and of the future you an omprehend.Truth is inonussible - forever exempt from all transient viissitudes, albeit never dead and formal,always vibrant and adaptable - radiantly alive. But when truth beomes linked with fat, then bothtime and spae ondition its meanings and orrelate its values. Suh realities of truth wedded to fatbeome onepts and are aordingly relegated to the domain of relative osmi realities.The linking of the absolute and eternal truth of the Creator with the fatual experiene of the�nite and temporal reature eventuates a new and emerging value of the Supreme. The onept ofthe Supreme is essential to the o-ordination of the divine and unhanging overworld with the �niteand ever-hanging underworld.Spae omes the nearest of all nonabsolute things to being absolute. Spae is apparently absolutelyultimate. The real diÆulty we have in understanding spae on the material level is due to the fatthat, while material bodies exist in spae, spae also exists in these same material bodies. Whilethere is muh about spae that is absolute, that does not mean that spae is absolute.It may help to an understanding of spae relationships if you would onjeture that, relativelyspeaking, spae is after all a property of all material bodies. Hene, when a body moves throughspae, it also takes all its properties with it, even the spae whih is in and of suh a moving body.All patterns of reality oupy spae on the material levels, but spirit patterns only exist in relationto spae; they do not oupy or displae spae, neither do they ontain it. But to us the master riddleof spae pertains to the pattern of an idea. When we enter the mind domain, we enounter many apuzzle. Does the pattern - the reality - of an idea oupy spae? We really do not know, albeit weare sure that an idea pattern does not ontain spae. But it would hardly be safe to postulate thatthe immaterial is always nonspatial.118.4 Primary and Seondary CausationMany of the theologi diÆulties and the metaphysial dilemmas of mortal man are due to man'smisloation of Deity personality and onsequent assignment of in�nite and absolute attributes tosubordinate Divinity and to evolutionary Deity. You must not forget that, while there is indeed atrue First Cause, there are also a host of o-ordinate and subordinate auses, both assoiate andseondary auses.The vital distintion between �rst auses and seond auses is that �rst auses produe originale�ets whih are free from inheritane of any fator derived from any anteedent ausation. Seondaryauses yield e�ets whih invariably exhibit inheritane from other and preeding ausation.The purely stati potentials inherent in the Unquali�ed Absolute are reative to those ausationsof the Deity Absolute whih are produed by the ations of the Paradise Trinity. In the presene ofthe Universal Absolute these ausative-impregnated stati potentials forthwith beome ative and re-sponsive to the inuene of ertain transendental agenies whose ations result in the transmutationof these ativated potentials to the status of true universe possibilities for development, atualizedapaities for growth. It is upon suh matured potentials that the reators and ontrollers of thegrand universe enat the never-ending drama of osmi evolution.Causation, disregarding existentials, is threefold in its basi onstitution. As it operates in thisuniverse age and onerning the �nite level of the seven superuniverses, it may be oneived asfollows: 1184



1. Ativation of stati potentials. The establishment of destiny in the Universal Absolute by theations of the Deity Absolute, operating in and upon the Unquali�ed Absolute and in onsequeneof the volitional mandates of the Paradise Trinity.2. Eventuation of universe apaities. This involves the transformation of undi�erentiated poten-tials into segregated and de�ned plans. This is the at of the Ultimay of Deity and of the manifoldagenies of the transendental level. Suh ats are in perfet antiipation of the future needs of theentire master universe. It is in onnetion with the segregation of potentials that the Arhitetsof the Master Universe exist as the veritable embodiments of the Deity onept of the universes.Their plans appear to be ultimately spae limited in extent by the onept periphery of the masteruniverse, but as plans they are not otherwise onditioned by time or spae.3. Creation and evolution of universe atuals. It is upon a osmos impregnated by the apaity-produing presene of the Ultimay of Deity that the Supreme Creators operate to e�et the timetransmutations of matured potentials into experiential atuals. Within the master universe all a-tualization of potential reality is limited by ultimate apaity for development and is time-spaeonditioned in the �nal stages of emergene. The Creator Sons going out from Paradise are, in atu-ality, transformative reators in the osmi sense. But this in no manner invalidates man's oneptof them as reators; from the �nite viewpoint they ertainly an and do reate.118.5 Omnipotene and CompossibilityThe omnipotene of Deity does not imply the power to do the nondoable. Within the time-spaeframe and from the intelletual referene point of mortal omprehension, even the in�nite God annotreate square irles or produe evil that is inherently good. God annot do the ungodlike thing.Suh a ontradition of philosophi terms is the equivalent of nonentity and implies that nothing isthus reated. A personality trait annot at the same time be Godlike and ungodlike. Compossibilityis innate in divine power. And all of this is derived from the fat that omnipotene not only reatesthings with a nature but also gives origin to the nature of all things and beings.In the beginning the Father does all, but as the panorama of eternity unfolds in response to thewill and mandates of the In�nite, it beomes inreasingly apparent that reatures, even men, are tobeome God's partners in the realization of �nality of destiny. And this is true even in the life inthe esh; when man and God enter into partnership, no limitation an be plaed upon the futurepossibilities of suh a partnership. When man realizes that the Universal Father is his partner ineternal progression, when he fuses with the indwelling Father presene, he has, in spirit, broken thefetters of time and has already entered upon the progressions of eternity in the quest for the UniversalFather.Mortal onsiousness proeeds from the fat, to the meaning, and then to the value. Creatoronsiousness proeeds from the thought-value, through the word-meaning, to the fat of ation.Always must God at to break the deadlok of the unquali�ed unity inherent in existential in�nity.Always must Deity provide the pattern universe, the perfet personalities, the original truth, beauty,and goodness for whih all subdeity reations strive. Always must God �rst �nd man that man maylater �nd God. Always must there be a Universal Father before there an ever be universal sonshipand onsequent universal brotherhood.118.6 Omnipotene and Omni�eneGod is truly omnipotent, but he is not omni�ent - he does not personally do all that is done.Omnipotene embraes the power-potential of the Almighty Supreme and the Supreme Being, but1185



the volitional ats of God the Supreme are not the personal doings of God the In�nite.To advoate the omni�ene of primal Deity would be equal to disenfranhising well-nigh a millionCreator Sons of Paradise, not to mention the innumerable hosts of various other orders of onurringreative assistants. There is but one unaused Cause in the whole universe. All other auses arederivatives of this one First Great Soure and Center. And none of this philosophy does any violeneto the free-willness of the myriads of the hildren of Deity sattered through a vast universe.Within a loal frame, volition may appear to funtion as an unaused ause, but it unfailinglyexhibits inheritane fators whih establish relationship with the unique, original, and absolute FirstCauses.All volition is relative. In the originating sense, only the Father-I AM possesses �nality of volition;in the absolute sense, only the Father, the Son, and the Spirit exhibit the prerogatives of volitionunonditioned by time and unlimited by spae. Mortal man is endowed with free will, the power ofhoie, and though suh hoosing is not absolute, nevertheless, it is relatively �nal on the �nite leveland onerning the destiny of the hoosing personality.Volition on any level short of the absolute enounters limitations whih are onstitutive in thevery personality exerising the power of hoie. Man annot hoose beyond the range of that whihis hoosable. He annot, for instane, hoose to be other than a human being exept that he anelet to beome more than a man; he an hoose to embark upon the voyage of universe asension,but this is beause the human hoie and the divine will happen to be oinident upon this point.And what a son desires and the Father wills will ertainly ome to pass.In the mortal life, paths of di�erential ondut are ontinually opening and losing, and duringthe times when hoie is possible the human personality is onstantly deiding between these manyourses of ation. Temporal volition is linked to time, and it must await the passing of time to�nd opportunity for expression. Spiritual volition has begun to taste liberation from the fetters oftime, having ahieved partial esape from time sequene, and that is beause spiritual volition isself-identifying with the will of God.Volition, the at of hoosing, must funtion within the universe frame whih has atualized inresponse to higher and prior hoosing. The entire range of human will is stritly �nite-limited exeptin one partiular: When man hooses to �nd God and to be like him, suh a hoie is super�nite;only eternity an dislose whether this hoie is also superabsonite.To reognize Deity omnipotene is to enjoy seurity in your experiene of osmi itizenship, topossess assurane of safety in the long journey to Paradise. But to aept the fallay of omni�eneis to embrae the olossal error of pantheism.118.7 Omnisiene and PredestinationThe funtion of Creator will and reature will, in the grand universe, operates within the limits, andin aordane with the possibilities, established by the Master Arhitets. This foreordination ofthese maximum limits does not, however, in the least abridge the sovereignty of reature will withinthese boundaries. Neither does ultimate foreknowledge - full allowane for all �nite hoie - onstitutean abrogation of �nite volition. A mature and farseeing human being might be able to foreast thedeision of some younger assoiate most aurately, but this foreknowledge takes nothing away fromthe freedom and genuineness of the deision itself. The Gods have wisely limited the range of theation of immature will, but it is true will, nonetheless, within these de�ned limits.Even the supreme orrelation of all past, present, and future hoie does not invalidate the au-thentiity of suh hoosings. It rather indiates the foreordained trend of the osmos and suggestsforeknowledge of those volitional beings who may, or may not, elet to beome ontributory parts of1186



the experiential atualization of all reality.Error in �nite hoosing is time bound and time limited. It an exist only in time and withinthe evolving presene of the Supreme Being. Suh mistaken hoosing is time possible and indiates(besides the inompleteness of the Supreme) that ertain range of hoie with whih immaturereatures must be endowed in order to enjoy universe progression by making freewill ontat withreality.Sin in time-onditioned spae learly proves the temporal liberty - even liense - of the �nite will.Sin depits immaturity dazzled by the freedom of the relatively sovereign will of personality whilefailing to pereive the supreme obligations and duties of osmi itizenship.Iniquity in the �nite domains reveals the transient reality of all God-unidenti�ed selfhood. Onlyas a reature beomes God identi�ed, does he beome truly real in the universes. Finite personalityis not self-reated, but in the superuniverse arena of hoie it does self-determine destiny.The bestowal of life renders material-energy systems apable of self-perpetuation, self-propagation,and self-adaptation. The bestowal of personality imparts to living organisms the further prerogativesof self-determination, self-evolution, and self-identi�ation with a fusion spirit of Deity.Subpersonal living things indiate mind ativating energy-matter, �rst as physial ontrollers, andthen as adjutant mind-spirits. Personality endowment omes from the Father and imparts uniqueprerogatives of hoie to the living system. But if personality has the prerogative of exerisingvolitional hoie of reality identi�ation, and if this is a true and free hoie, then must evolving per-sonality also have the possible hoie of beoming self-onfusing, self-disrupting, and self-destroying.The possibility of osmi self-destrution annot be avoided if the evolving personality is to be trulyfree in the exerise of �nite will.Therefore is there inreased safety in narrowing the limits of personality hoie throughout thelower levels of existene. Choie beomes inreasingly liberated as the universes are asended; hoieeventually approximates divine freedom when the asending personality ahieves divinity of status,supremay of onseration to the purposes of the universe, ompletion of osmi-wisdom attainment,and �nality of reature identi�ation with the will and the way of God.118.8 Control and OverontrolIn the time-spae reations, free will is hedged about with restraints, with limitations. Material-life evolution is �rst mehanial, then mind ativated, and (after the bestowal of personality) itmay beome spirit direted. Organi evolution on the inhabited worlds is physially limited by thepotentials of the original physial-life implantations of the Life Carriers.Mortal man is a mahine, a living mehanism; his roots are truly in the physial world of energy.Many human reations are mehanial in nature; muh of life is mahinelike. But man, a mehanism,is muh more than a mahine; he is mind endowed and spirit indwelt; and though he an neverthroughout his material life esape the hemial and eletrial mehanis of his existene, he aninreasingly learn how to subordinate this physial-life mahine to the diretive wisdom of experieneby the proess of onserating the human mind to the exeution of the spiritual urges of the indwellingThought Adjuster.The spirit liberates, and the mehanism limits, the funtion of will. Imperfet hoie, unontrolledby mehanism, unidenti�ed with spirit, is dangerous and unstable. Mehanial dominane insuresstability at the expense of progress; spirit alliane liberates hoie from the physial level and at thesame time assures the divine stability produed by augmented universe insight and inreased osmiomprehension. 1187



The great danger that besets the reature is that, in ahieving liberation from the fetters of thelife mehanism, he will fail to ompensate this loss of stability by e�eting a harmonious workingliaison with spirit. Creature hoie, when relatively liberated from mehanial stability, may attemptfurther self-liberation independent of greater spirit identi�ation.The whole priniple of biologi evolution makes it impossible for primitive man to appear on theinhabited worlds with any large endowment of self-restraint. Therefore does the same reative designwhih purposed evolution likewise provide those external restraints of time and spae, hunger andfear, whih e�etively irumsribe the subspiritual hoie range of suh unultured reatures. Asman's mind suessfully overstrides inreasingly diÆult barriers, this same reative design has alsoprovided for the slow aumulation of the raial heritage of painfully garnered experiential wisdom- in other words, for the maintenane of a balane between the diminishing external restraints andthe augmenting internal restraints.The slowness of evolution, of human ultural progress, testi�es to the e�etiveness of that brake- material inertia - whih so eÆiently operates to retard dangerous veloities of progress. Thusdoes time itself ushion and distribute the otherwise lethal results of premature esape from thenext-enompassing barriers to human ation. For when ulture advanes overfast, when materialahievement outruns the evolution of worship-wisdom, then does ivilization ontain within itself theseeds of retrogression; and unless buttressed by the swift augmentation of experiential wisdom, suhhuman soieties will reede from high but premature levels of attainment, and the \dark ages" ofthe interregnum of wisdom will bear witness to the inexorable restoration of the imbalane betweenself-liberty and self-ontrol.The iniquity of Caligastia was the by-passing of the time governor of progressive human liberation- the gratuitous destrution of restraining barriers, barriers whih the mortal minds of those timeshad not experientially overridden.That mind whih an e�et a partial abridgment of time and spae, by this very at proves itselfpossessed of the seeds of wisdom whih an e�etively serve in lieu of the transended barrier ofrestraint.Luifer similarly sought to disrupt the time governor operating in restraint of the prematureattainment of ertain liberties in the loal system. A loal system settled in light and life hasexperientially ahieved those viewpoints and insights whih make feasible the operation of manytehniques that would be disruptive and destrutive in the presettled eras of that very realm.As man shakes o� the shakles of fear, as he bridges ontinents and oeans with his mahines,generations and enturies with his reords, he must substitute for eah transended restraint a newand voluntarily assumed restraint in aordane with the moral ditates of expanding human wisdom.These self-imposed restraints are at one the most powerful and the most tenuous of all the fators ofhuman ivilization - onepts of justie and ideals of brotherhood. Man even quali�es himself for therestraining garments of mery when he dares to love his fellow men, while he ahieves the beginningsof spiritual brotherhood when he elets to mete out to them that treatment whih he himself wouldbe aorded, even that treatment whih he oneives that God would aord them.An automati universe reation is stable and, in some form, ontinuing in the osmos. A personal-ity who knows God and desires to do his will, who has spirit insight, is divinely stable and eternallyexistent. Man's great universe adventure onsists in the transit of his mortal mind from the stabilityof mehanial statis to the divinity of spiritual dynamis, and he ahieves this transformation bythe fore and onstany of his own personality deisions, in eah of life's situations delaring, \It ismy will that your will be done."
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118.9 Universe MehanismsTime and spae are a onjoined mehanism of the master universe. They are the devies whereby�nite reatures are enabled to oexist in the osmos with the In�nite. Finite reatures are e�etivelyinsulated from the absolute levels by time and spae. But these insulating media, without whih nomortal ould exist, operate diretly to limit the range of �nite ation. Without them no reatureould at, but by them the ats of every reature are de�nitely limited.Mehanisms produed by higher minds funtion to liberate their reative soures but to somedegree unvaryingly limit the ation of all subordinate intelligenes. To the reatures of the universesthis limitation beomes apparent as the mehanism of the universes. Man does not have unfetteredfree will; there are limits to his range of hoie, but within the radius of this hoie his will is relativelysovereign.The life mehanism of the mortal personality, the human body, is the produt of supermortalreative design; therefore it an never be perfetly ontrolled by man himself. Only when asendingman, in liaison with the fused Adjuster, self-reates the mehanism for personality expression, willhe ahieve perfeted ontrol thereof.The grand universe is mehanism as well as organism, mehanial and living - a living mehanismativated by a Supreme Mind, o-ordinating with a Supreme Spirit, and �nding expression on maxi-mum levels of power and personality uni�ation as the Supreme Being. But to deny the mehanismof the �nite reation is to deny fat and to disregard reality.Mehanisms are the produts of mind, reative mind ating on and in osmi potentials. Meha-nisms are the �xed rystallizations of Creator thought, and they ever funtion true to the volitionalonept that gave them origin. But the purposiveness of any mehanism is in its origin, not in itsfuntion.These mehanisms should not be thought of as limiting the ation of Deity; rather is it true thatin these very mehanis Deity has ahieved one phase of eternal expression. The basi universemehanisms have ome into existene in response to the absolute will of the First Soure and Center,and they will therefore eternally funtion in perfet harmony with the plan of the In�nite; they are,indeed, the nonvolitional patterns of that very plan.We understand something of how the mehanism of Paradise is orrelated with the personalityof the Eternal Son; this is the funtion of the Conjoint Ator. And we have theories regarding theoperations of the Universal Absolute with respet to the theoretial mehanisms of the Unquali�edand the potential person of the Deity Absolute. But in the evolving Deities of Supreme and Ultimatewe observe that ertain impersonal phases are being atually united with their volitional ounterparts,and thus there is evolving a new relationship between pattern and person.In the eternity of the past the Father and the Son found union in the unity of the expression of theIn�nite Spirit. If, in the eternity of the future, the Creator Sons and the Creative Spirits of the loaluniverses of time and spae should attain reative union in the realms of outer spae, what wouldtheir unity reate as the ombined expression of their divine natures? It may well be that we areto witness a hitherto unrevealed manifestation of Ultimate Deity, a new type of superadministrator.Suh beings would embrae unique prerogatives of personality, being the union of personal Creator,impersonal Creative Spirit, mortal-reature experiene, and progressive personalization of the DivineMinister. Suh beings ould be ultimate in that they would embrae personal and impersonal reality,while they would ombine the experienes of Creator and reature. Whatever the attributes of suhthird persons of these postulated funtioning trinities of the reations of outer spae, they will sustainsomething of the same relation to their Creator Fathers and their Creative Mothers that the In�niteSpirit does to the Universal Father and the Eternal Son.God the Supreme is the personalization of all universe experiene, the foalization of all �nite1189



evolution, the maximation of all reature reality, the onsummation of osmi wisdom, the embodi-ment of the harmonious beauties of the galaxies of time, the truth of osmi mind meanings, and thegoodness of supreme spirit values. And God the Supreme will, in the eternal future, synthesize thesemanifold �nite diversities into one experientially meaningful whole, even as they are now existentiallyunited on absolute levels in the Paradise Trinity.118.10 Funtions of ProvideneProvidene does not mean that God has deided all things for us and in advane. God loves us toomuh to do that, for that would be nothing short of osmi tyranny. Man does have relative powersof hoie. Neither is the divine love that shortsighted a�etion whih would pamper and spoil thehildren of men.The Father, Son, and Spirit - as the Trinity - are not the Almighty Supreme, but the supremayof the Almighty an never be manifest without them. The growth of the Almighty is entered onthe Absolutes of atuality and prediated on the Absolutes of potentiality. But the funtions of theAlmighty Supreme are related to the funtions of the Paradise Trinity.It would appear that, in the Supreme Being, all phases of universe ativity are being partiallyreunited by the personality of this experiential Deity. When, therefore, we desire to view the Trinityas one God, and if we limit this onept to the present known and organized grand universe, wedisover that the evolving Supreme Being is the partial portraiture of the Paradise Trinity. And wefurther �nd that this Supreme Deity is evolving as the personality synthesis of �nite matter, mind,and spirit in the grand universe.The Gods have attributes but the Trinity has funtions, and like the Trinity, providene is afuntion, the omposite of the other-than-personal overontrol of the universe of universes, extendingfrom the evolutionary levels of the Sevenfold synthesizing in the power of the Almighty on up throughthe transendental realms of the Ultimay of Deity.God loves eah reature as a hild, and that love overshadows eah reature throughout all timeand eternity. Providene funtions with regard to the total and deals with the funtion of anyreature as suh funtion is related to the total. Providential intervention with regard to any beingis indiative of the importane of the funtion of that being as onerns the evolutionary growth ofsome total; suh total may be the total rae, the total nation, the total planet, or even a higher total.It is the importane of the funtion of the reature that oasions providential intervention, not theimportane of the reature as a person.Nevertheless, the Father as a person may at any time interpose a fatherly hand in the stream ofosmi events all in aordane with the will of God and in onsonane with the wisdom of God andas motivated by the love of God.But what man alls providene is all too often the produt of his own imagination, the fortuitousjuxtaposition of the irumstanes of hane. There is, however, a real and emerging providene inthe �nite realm of universe existene, a true and atualizing orrelation of the energies of spae, themotions of time, the thoughts of intellet, the ideals of harater, the desires of spiritual natures,and the purposive volitional ats of evolving personalities. The irumstanes of the material realms�nd �nal �nite integration in the interloking presenes of the Supreme and the Ultimate.As the mehanisms of the grand universe are perfeted to a point of �nal preision through theoverontrol of mind, and as reature mind asends to the perfetion of divinity attainment throughperfeted integration with spirit, and as the Supreme onsequently emerges as an atual uni�er ofall these universe phenomena, so does providene beome inreasingly disernible.Some of the amazingly fortuitous onditions oasionally prevailing on the evolutionary worlds1190



may be due to the gradually emerging presene of the Supreme, the foretasting of his future universeativities. Most of what a mortal would all providential is not; his judgment of suh matters is veryhandiapped by lak of farsighted vision into the true meanings of the irumstanes of life. Muhof what a mortal would all good luk might really be bad luk; the smile of fortune that bestowsunearned leisure and undeserved wealth may be the greatest of human a�itions; the apparentruelty of a perverse fate that heaps tribulation upon some su�ering mortal may in reality be thetempering �re that is transmuting the soft iron of immature personality into the tempered steel ofreal harater.There is a providene in the evolving universes, and it an be disovered by reatures to just theextent that they have attained apaity to pereive the purpose of the evolving universes. Completeapaity to disern universe purposes equals the evolutionary ompletion of the reature and mayotherwise be expressed as the attainment of the Supreme within the limits of the present state of theinomplete universes.The love of the Father operates diretly in the heart of the individual, independent of the ationsor reations of all other individuals; the relationship is personal - man and God. The impersonalpresene of Deity (Almighty Supreme and Paradise Trinity) manifests regard for the whole, notfor the part. The providene of the overontrol of Supremay beomes inreasingly apparent asthe suessive parts of the universe progress in the attainment of �nite destinies. As the systems,onstellations, universes, and superuniverses beome settled in light and life, the Supreme inreasinglyemerges as the meaningful orrelator of all that is transpiring, while the Ultimate gradually emergesas the transendental uni�er of all things.In the beginnings on an evolutionary world the natural ourrenes of the material order andthe personal desires of human beings often appear to be antagonisti. Muh that takes plae on anevolving world is rather hard for mortal man to understand - natural law is so often apparently ruel,heartless, and indi�erent to all that is true, beautiful, and good in human omprehension. But ashumanity progresses in planetary development, we observe that this viewpoint is modi�ed by thefollowing fators:1. Man's augmenting vision - his inreased understanding of the world in whih he lives; hisenlarging apaity for the omprehension of the material fats of time, the meaningful ideas ofthought, and the valuable ideals of spiritual insight. As long as men measure only by the yardstikof the things of a physial nature, they an never hope to �nd unity in time and spae.2. Man's inreasing ontrol - the gradual aumulation of the knowledge of the laws of the materialworld, the purposes of spiritual existene, and the possibilities of the philosophi o-ordination ofthese two realities. Man, the savage, was helpless before the onslaughts of natural fores, wasslavish before the ruel mastery of his own inner fears. Semiivilized man is beginning to unlok thestorehouse of the serets of the natural realms, and his siene is slowly but e�etively destroying hissuperstitions while at the same time providing a new and enlarged fatual basis for the omprehensionof the meanings of philosophy and the values of true spiritual experiene. Man, the ivilized, willsomeday ahieve relative mastery of the physial fores of his planet; the love of God in his heartwill be e�etively outpoured as love for his fellow men, while the values of human existene will benearing the limits of mortal apaity.3. Man's universe integration - the inrease of human insight plus the inrease of human ex-periential ahievement brings him into loser harmony with the unifying presenes of Supremay -Paradise Trinity and Supreme Being. And this is what establishes the sovereignty of the Supremeon the worlds long settled in light and life. Suh advaned planets are indeed poems of harmony,pitures of the beauty of ahieved goodness attained through the pursuit of osmi truth. And if suhthings an happen to a planet, then even greater things an happen to a system and the larger unitsof the grand universe as they too ahieve a settledness indiating the exhaustion of the potentialsfor �nite growth. 1191



On a planet of this advaned order, providene has beome an atuality, the irumstanes of lifeare orrelated, but this is not only beause man has ome to dominate the material problems of hisworld; it is also beause he has begun to live aording to the trend of the universes; he is followingthe pathway of Supremay to the attainment of the Universal Father.The kingdom of God is in the hearts of men, and when this kingdom beomes atual in the heartof every individual on a world, then God's rule has beome atual on that planet; and this is theattained sovereignty of the Supreme Being.To realize providene in time, man must aomplish the task of ahieving perfetion. But manan even now foretaste this providene in its eternity meanings as he ponders the universe fat thatall things, be they good or evil, work together for the advanement of God-knowing mortals in theirquest for the Father of all.Providene beomes inreasingly disernible as men reah upward from the material to the spir-itual. The attainment of ompleted spiritual insight enables the asending personality to detetharmony in what was theretofore haos. Even morontia mota represents a real advane in thisdiretion.Providene is in part the overontrol of the inomplete Supreme manifested in the inompleteuniverses, and it must therefore ever be:1. Partial - due to the inompleteness of the atualization of the Supreme Being, and2. Unpreditable - due to the utuations in reature attitude, whih ever varies from level tolevel, thus ausing apparently variable reiproal response in the Supreme.When men pray for providential intervention in the irumstanes of life, many times the answer totheir prayer is their own hanged attitudes toward life. But providene is not whimsial, neither is itfantasti nor magial. It is the slow and sure emergene of the mighty sovereign of the �nite universes,whose majesti presene the evolving reatures oasionally detet in their universe progressions.Providene is the sure and ertain marh of the galaxies of spae and the personalities of timetoward the goals of eternity, �rst in the Supreme, then in the Ultimate, and perhaps in the Absolute.And in in�nity we believe there is the same providene, and this is the will, the ations, the purposeof the Paradise Trinity thus motivating the osmi panorama of universes upon universes.[Sponsored by a Mighty Messenger temporarily sojourning on Urantia.℄
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Chapter 119The Bestowals of Christ MihaelCHIEF of the Evening Stars of Nebadon, I am assigned to Urantia by Gabriel on the mission ofrevealing the story of the seven bestowals of the Universe Sovereign, Mihael of Nebadon, and myname is Gavalia. In making this presentation, I will adhere stritly to the limitations imposed by myommission.The attribute of bestowal is inherent in the Paradise Sons of the Universal Father. In their desireto ome lose to the life experienes of their subordinate living reatures, the various orders of theParadise Sons are reeting the divine nature of their Paradise parents. The Eternal Son of theParadise Trinity led the way in this pratie, having seven times bestowed himself upon the seveniruits of Havona during the times of the asension of Grandfanda and the �rst of the pilgrims fromtime and spae. And the Eternal Son ontinues to bestow himself upon the loal universes of spaein the persons of his representatives, the Mihael and Avonal Sons.When the Eternal Son bestows a Creator Son upon a projeted loal universe, that Creator Sonassumes full responsibility for the ompletion, ontrol, and omposure of that new universe, inludingthe solemn oath to the eternal Trinity not to assume full sovereignty of the new reation until hisseven reature bestowals shall have been suessfully ompleted and erti�ed by the Anients of Daysof the superuniverse of jurisdition. This obligation is assumed by every Mihael Son who volunteersto go out from Paradise to engage in universe organization and reation.The purpose of these reature inarnations is to enable suh Creators to beome wise, sympa-theti, just, and understanding sovereigns. These divine Sons are innately just, but they beomeunderstandingly meriful as a result of these suessive bestowal experienes; they are naturally mer-iful, but these experienes make them meriful in new and additional ways. These bestowals arethe last steps in their eduation and training for the sublime tasks of ruling the loal universes indivine righteousness and by just judgment.Though numerous inidental bene�ts arue to the various worlds, systems, and onstellations, aswell as to the di�erent orders of universe intelligenes a�eted and bene�ted by these bestowals, stillthey are primarily designed to omplete the personal training and universe eduation of a CreatorSon himself. These bestowals are not essential to the wise, just, and eÆient management of a loaluniverse, but they are absolutely neessary to a fair, meriful, and understanding administration ofsuh a reation, teeming with its varied forms of life and its myriads of intelligent but imperfetreatures.The Mihael Sons begin their work of universe organization with a full and just sympathy for thevarious orders of beings whom they have reated. They have vast stores of mery for all these di�eringreatures, even pity for those who err and ounder in the sel�sh mire of their own prodution. Butsuh endowments of justie and righteousness will not suÆe in the estimate of the Anients of Days.These triune rulers of the superuniverses will never ertify a Creator Son as Universe Sovereign until1193



he has really aquired the viewpoint of his own reatures by atual experiene in the environmentof their existene and as these very reatures themselves. In this way suh Sons beome intelligentand understanding rulers; they ome to know the various groups over whih they rule and exeriseuniverse authority. By living experiene they possess themselves of pratial mery, fair judgment,and the patiene born of experiential reature existene.The loal universe of Nebadon is now ruled by a Creator Son who has ompleted his servieof bestowal; he reigns in just and meriful supremay over all the vast realms of his evolving andperfeting universe. Mihael of Nebadon is the 611,121st bestowal of the Eternal Son upon theuniverses of time and spae, and he began the organization of your loal universe about four hundredbillion years ago. Mihael made ready for his �rst bestowal adventure about the time Urantia wastaking on its present form, one billion years ago. His bestowals have ourred about one hundredand �fty million years apart, the last taking plae on Urantia nineteen hundred years ago. I will nowproeed to unfold the nature and harater of these bestowals as fully as my ommission permits.119.1 The First BestowalIt was a solemn oasion on Salvington almost one billion years ago when the assembled diretorsand hiefs of the universe of Nebadon heard Mihael announe that his elder brother, Immanuel,would presently assume authority in Nebadon while he (Mihael) would be absent on an unexplainedmission. No other announement was made about this transation exept that the farewell broadastto the Constellation Fathers, among other instrutions, said: \And for this period I plae you underthe are and keeping of Immanuel while I go to do the bidding of my Paradise Father."After sending this farewell broadast, Mihael appeared on the dispathing �eld of Salvington,just as on many previous oasions when preparing for departure to Uversa or Paradise exept thathe ame alone. He onluded his statement of departure with these words: \I leave you but for ashort season. Many of you, I know, would go with me, but whither I go you annot ome. Thatwhih I am about to do, you annot do. I go to do the will of the Paradise Deities, and when Ihave �nished my mission and have aquired this experiene, I will return to my plae among you."And having thus spoken, Mihael of Nebadon vanished from the sight of all those assembled anddid not reappear for twenty years of standard time. In all Salvington, only the Divine Minister andImmanuel knew what was taking plae, and the Union of Days shared his seret only with the hiefexeutive of the universe, Gabriel, the Bright and Morning Star.All the inhabitants of Salvington and those dwelling on the onstellation and system headquartersworlds assembled about their respetive reeiving stations for universe intelligene, hoping to get someword of the mission and whereabouts of the Creator Son. Not until the third day after Mihael'sdeparture was any message of possible signi�ane reeived. On this day a ommuniation wasregistered on Salvington from the Melhizedek sphere, the headquarters of that order in Nebadon,whih simply reorded this extraordinary and never-before-heard-of transation: \At noon todaythere appeared on the reeiving �eld of this world a strange Melhizedek Son, not of our numberbut wholly like our order. He was aompanied by a solitary omniaphim who bore redentials fromUversa and presented orders addressed to our hief, derived from the Anients of Days and onurredin by Immanuel of Salvington, direting that this new Melhizedek Son be reeived into our orderand assigned to the emergeny servie of the Melhizedeks of Nebadon. And it has been so ordered;it has been done."And this is about all that appears on the reords of Salvington regarding the �rst Mihael bestowal.Nothing more appears until after one hundred years of Urantia time, when there was reorded the fatof Mihael's return and unannouned resumption of the diretion of universe a�airs. But a strangereord is to be found on the Melhizedek world, a reital of the servie of this unique Melhizedek1194



Son of the emergeny orps of that age. This reord is preserved in a simple temple whih nowoupies the foreground of the home of the Father Melhizedek, and it omprises the narration of theservie of this transitory Melhizedek Son in onnetion with his assignment to twenty-four missionsof universe emergeny. And this reord, whih I have so reently reviewed, ends thus:\And at noon on this day, without previous announement and witnessed by only three of ourbrotherhood, this visiting Son of our order disappeared from our world as he ame, aompanied onlyby a solitary omniaphim; and this reord is now losed with the erti�ation that this visitor lived as aMelhizedek, in the likeness of a Melhizedek he worked as a Melhizedek, and he faithfully performedall of his assignments as an emergeny Son of our order. By universal onsent he has beome hiefof Melhizedeks, having earned our love and adoration by his mathless wisdom, supreme love, andsuperb devotion to duty. He loved us, understood us, and served with us, and forever we are his loyaland devoted fellow Melhizedeks, for this stranger on our world has now eternally beome a universeminister of Melhizedek nature."And that is all I am permitted to tell you of the �rst bestowal of Mihael. We, of ourse, fullyunderstand that this strange Melhizedek who so mysteriously served with the Melhizedeks a billionyears ago was none other than the inarnated Mihael on the mission of his �rst bestowal. The reordsdo not spei�ally state that this unique and eÆient Melhizedek was Mihael, but it is universallybelieved that he was. Probably the atual statement of that fat annot be found outside of thereords of Sonarington, and the reords of that seret world are not open to us. Only on this saredworld of the divine Sons are the mysteries of inarnation and bestowal fully known. We all knowof the fats of the Mihael bestowals, but we do not understand how they are e�eted. We do notknow how the ruler of a universe, the reator of the Melhizedeks, an so suddenly and mysteriouslybeome one of their number and, as one of them, live among them and work as a Melhizedek Sonfor one hundred years. But it so happened.119.2 The Seond BestowalFor almost one hundred and �fty million years after the Melhizedek bestowal of Mihael, all wentwell in the universe of Nebadon, when trouble began to brew in system 11 of onstellation 37.This trouble involved a misunderstanding by a Lanonandek Son, a System Sovereign, whih hadbeen adjudiated by the Constellation Fathers and approved by the Faithful of Days, the Paradiseounselor to that onstellation, but the protesting System Sovereign was not fully reoniled to theverdit. After more than one hundred years of dissatisfation he led his assoiates in one of the mostwidespread and disastrous rebellions against the sovereignty of the Creator Son ever instigated inthe universe of Nebadon, a rebellion long sine adjudiated and ended by the ation of the Anientsof Days on Uversa.This rebel System Sovereign, Lutentia, reigned supreme on his headquarters planet for more thantwenty years of standard Nebadon time; whereupon, the Most Highs, with approval from Uversa,ordered his segregation and requisitioned the Salvington rulers for the designation of a new SystemSovereign to assume diretion of that strife-torn and onfused system of inhabited worlds.Simultaneously with the reeption of this request on Salvington, Mihael initiated the seond ofthose extraordinary prolamations of intention to be absent from the universe headquarters for thepurpose of \doing the bidding of my Paradise Father," promising to \return in due season" andonentrating all authority in the hands of his Paradise brother, Immanuel, the Union of Days.And then, by the same tehnique observed at the time of his departure in onnetion with theMelhizedek bestowal, Mihael again took leave of his headquarters sphere. Three days after thisunexplained leave-taking there appeared among the reserve orps of the primary Lanonandek Sonsof Nebadon, a new and unknown member. This new Son appeared at noon, unannouned and1195



aompanied by a lone tertiaphim who bore redentials from the Uversa Anients of Days, erti�edby Immanuel of Salvington, direting that this new Son be assigned to system 11 of onstellation 37as the suessor of the deposed Lutentia and with full authority as ating System Sovereign pendingthe appointment of a new sovereign.For more than seventeen years of universe time this strange and unknown temporary ruler adminis-tered the a�airs and wisely adjudiated the diÆulties of this onfused and demoralized loal system.No System Sovereign was ever more ardently loved or more widespreadly honored and respeted. Injustie and mery this new ruler set the turbulent system in order while he painstakingly ministeredto all his subjets, even o�ering his rebellious predeessor the privilege of sharing the system throneof authority if he would only apologize to Immanuel for his indisretions. But Lutentia spurnedthese overtures of mery, well knowing that this new and strange System Sovereign was none otherthan Mihael, the very universe ruler whom he had so reently de�ed. But millions of his misguidedand deluded followers aepted the forgiveness of this new ruler, known in that age as the SaviorSovereign of the system of Palonia.And then ame that eventful day on whih there arrived the newly appointed System Sovereign,designated by the universe authorities as the permanent suessor of the deposed Lutentia, and allPalonia mourned the departure of the most noble and the most benign system ruler that Nebadonhad ever known. He was beloved by all the system and adored by his fellows of all groups of theLanonandek Sons. His departure was not uneremonious; a great elebration was arranged when heleft the system headquarters. Even his erring predeessor sent this message: \Just and righteous areyou in all your ways. While I ontinue in rejetion of the Paradise rule, I am ompelled to onfessthat you are a just and meriful administrator."And then did this transient ruler of a rebellious system take leave of the planet of his short ad-ministrative sojourn, while on the third day thereafter Mihael appeared on Salvington and resumedthe diretion of the universe of Nebadon. There soon followed the third Uversa prolamation ofthe advaning jurisdition of the sovereignty and authority of Mihael. The �rst prolamation wasmade at the time of his arrival in Nebadon, the seond was issued soon after the ompletion of theMelhizedek bestowal, and now the third follows upon the termination of the seond or Lanonandekmission.119.3 The Third BestowalThe supreme ounil on Salvington had just �nished the onsideration of the all of the Life Carrierson planet 217 in system 87 in onstellation 61 for the dispath to their assistane of a Material Son.Now this planet was situated in a system of inhabited worlds where another System Sovereign hadgone astray, the seond suh rebellion in all Nebadon up to that time.Upon the request of Mihael, ation on the petition of the Life Carriers of this planet was deferredpending its onsideration by Immanuel and his report thereon. This was an irregular proedure, andI well remember how we all antiipated something unusual, and we were not long held in suspense.Mihael proeeded to plae universe diretion in the hands of Immanuel, while he intrusted ommandof the elestial fores to Gabriel, and having thus disposed of his administrative responsibilities, hetook leave of the Universe Mother Spirit and vanished from the dispathing �eld of Salvingtonpreisely as he had done on two previous oasions.And, as might have been expeted, on the third day thereafter there appeared, unannouned,on the headquarters world of system 87 in onstellation 61, a strange Material Son, aompaniedby a lone seonaphim, aredited by the Uversa Anients of Days, and erti�ed by Immanuel ofSalvington. Immediately the ating System Sovereign appointed this new and mysterious MaterialSon ating Planetary Prine of world 217, and this designation was at one on�rmed by the Most1196



Highs of onstellation 61.Thus did this unique Material Son begin his diÆult areer on a quarantined world of seessionand rebellion, loated in a beleaguered system without any diret ommuniation with the outsideuniverse, working alone for one whole generation of planetary time. This emergeny Material Sone�eted the repentane and relamation of the defaulting Planetary Prine and his entire sta� andwitnessed the restoration of the planet to the loyal servie of the Paradise rule as established in theloal universes. In due time a Material Son and Daughter arrived on this rejuvenated and redeemedworld, and when they had been duly installed as visible planetary rulers, the transitory or emergenyPlanetary Prine took formal leave, disappearing at noon one day. On the third day thereafter,Mihael appeared in his austomed plae on Salvington, and very soon the superuniverse broadastsarried the fourth prolamation of the Anients of Days announing the further advanement of thesovereignty of Mihael in Nebadon.I regret that I do not have permission to narrate the patiene, fortitude, and skill with whihthis Material Son met the trying situations on this onfused planet. The relamation of this isolatedworld is one of the most beautifully touhing hapters in the annals of salvation throughout Nebadon.By the end of this mission it had beome evident to all Nebadon as to why their beloved ruler hoseto engage in these repeated bestowals in the likeness of some subordinate order of intelligent being.The bestowals of Mihael as a Melhizedek Son, then as a Lanonandek Son, and next as a MaterialSon are all equally mysterious and beyond explanation. In eah instane he appeared suddenly andas a fully developed individual of the bestowal group. The mystery of suh inarnations will neverbe known exept to those who have aess to the inner irle of the reords on the sared sphere ofSonarington.Never, sine this marvelous bestowal as the Planetary Prine of a world in isolation and rebellion,have any of the Material Sons or Daughters in Nebadon been tempted to omplain of their assignmentsor to �nd fault with the diÆulties of their planetary missions. For all time the Material Sons knowthat in the Creator Son of the universe they have an understanding sovereign and a sympathetifriend, one who has in \all points been tried and tested," even as they must also be tried and tested.Eah of these missions was followed by an age of inreasing servie and loyalty among all elestialintelligenes of universe origin, while eah sueeding bestowal age was haraterized by advanementand improvement in all methods of universe administration and in all tehniques of government. Sinethis bestowal no Material Son or Daughter has ever knowingly joined in rebellion against Mihael;they love and honor him too devotedly ever onsiously to rejet him. Only through deeption andsophistry have the Adams of reent times been led astray by higher types of rebel personalities.119.4 The Fourth BestowalIt was at the end of one of the periodi millennial roll alls of Uversa that Mihael proeeded to plaethe government of Nebadon in the hands of Immanuel and Gabriel; and, of ourse, realling what hadhappened in times past following suh ation, we all prepared to witness Mihael's disappearane onhis fourth mission of bestowal, and we were not long kept waiting, for he shortly went out upon theSalvington dispathing �eld and was lost to our view.On the third day after this bestowal disappearane we observed, in the universe broadasts toUversa, this signi�ant news item from the seraphi headquarters of Nebadon: \Reporting the unan-nouned arrival of an unknown seraphim, aompanied by a solitary supernaphim and Gabriel ofSalvington. This unregistered seraphim quali�es as of the Nebadon order and bears redentials fromthe Uversa Anients of Days, erti�ed by Immanuel of Salvington. This seraphim tests out as be-longing to the supreme order of the angels of a loal universe and has already been assigned to the1197



orps of the teahing ounselors."Mihael was absent from Salvington during this, the seraphi bestowal, for a period of over fortystandard universe years. During this time he was attahed as a seraphi teahing ounselor, whatyou might denominate a private seretary, to twenty-six di�erent master teahers, funtioning ontwenty-two di�erent worlds. His last or terminal assignment was as ounselor and helper attahedto a bestowal mission of a Trinity Teaher Son on world 462 in system 84 of onstellation 3 in theuniverse of Nebadon.Never, throughout the seven years of this assignment, was this Trinity Teaher Son wholly per-suaded as to the identity of his seraphi assoiate. True, all seraphim during that age were regardedwith peuliar interest and srutiny. Full well we all knew that our beloved Sovereign was abroad inthe universe, disguised as a seraphim, but never ould we be ertain of his identity. Never was hepositively identi�ed until the time of his attahment to the bestowal mission of this Trinity TeaherSon. But always throughout this era were the supreme seraphim regarded with speial soliitude, lestany of us should �nd that we had unawares been host to the Sovereign of the universe on a missionof reature bestowal. And so it has beome forever true, onerning angels, that their Creator andRuler has been \in all points tried and tested in the likeness of seraphi personality."As these suessive bestowals partook inreasingly of the nature of the lower forms of universelife, Gabriel beame more and more an assoiate of these inarnation adventures, funtioning as theuniverse liaison between the bestowed Mihael and the ating universe ruler, Immanuel.Now has Mihael passed through the bestowal experiene of three orders of his reated universeSons: the Melhizedeks, the Lanonandeks, and the Material Sons. Next he ondesends to personalizein the likeness of angeli life as a supreme seraphim before turning his attention to the various phasesof the asending areers of his lowest form of will reatures, the evolutionary mortals of time andspae.119.5 The Fifth BestowalA little over three hundred million years ago, as time is rekoned on Urantia, we witnessed another ofthose transfers of universe authority to Immanuel and observed the preparations of Mihael for de-parture. This oasion was di�erent from the previous ones in that he announed that his destinationwas Uversa, headquarters of the superuniverse of Orvonton. In due time our Sovereign departed,but the broadasts of the superuniverse never made mention of Mihael's arrival at the ourts ofthe Anients of Days. Shortly after his departure from Salvington there did appear in the Uversabroadasts this signi�ant statement: \There arrived today an unannouned and unnumbered as-endant pilgrim of mortal origin from the universe of Nebadon, erti�ed by Immanuel of Salvingtonand aompanied by Gabriel of Nebadon. This unidenti�ed being presents the status of a true spiritand has been reeived into our fellowship."If you should visit Uversa today, you would hear the reounting of the days when Eventod so-journed there, this partiular and unknown pilgrim of time and spae being known on Uversa bythat name. And this asending mortal, at least a superb personality in the exat likeness of thespirit stage of the asending mortals, lived and funtioned on Uversa for a period of eleven years ofOrvonton standard time. This being reeived the assignments and performed the duties of a spiritmortal in ommon with his fellows from the various loal universes of Orvonton. In \all points hewas tested and tried, even as his fellows," and on all oasions he proved worthy of the on�deneand trust of his superiors, while he unfailingly ommanded the respet and loyal admiration of hisfellow spirits.On Salvington we followed the areer of this spirit pilgrim with onsummate interest, knowing full1198



well, by the presene of Gabriel, that this unassuming and unnumbered pilgrim spirit was none otherthan the bestowed ruler of our loal universe. This �rst appearane of Mihael inarnated in the roleof one stage of mortal evolution was an event whih thrilled and enthralled all Nebadon. We had heardof suh things but now we beheld them. He appeared on Uversa as a fully developed and perfetlytrained spirit mortal and, as suh, ontinued his areer up to the oasion of the advanement of agroup of asending mortals to Havona; whereupon he held onverse with the Anients of Days andimmediately, in the ompany of Gabriel, took sudden and uneremonious leave of Uversa, appearingshortly thereafter in his austomed plae on Salvington.Not until the ompletion of this bestowal did it �nally dawn upon us that Mihael was probablygoing to inarnate in the likeness of his various orders of universe personalities, from the highestMelhizedeks right on down to the mortals of esh and blood on the evolutionary worlds of time andspae. About this time the Melhizedek olleges began to teah the probability of Mihael's sometimeinarnating as a mortal of the esh, and there ourred muh speulation as to the possible tehniqueof suh an inexpliable bestowal. That Mihael had in person performed in the role of an asendingmortal lent new and added interest to the whole sheme of reature progression all the way upthrough both the loal universe and the superuniverse.Still, the tehnique of these suessive bestowals remained a mystery. Even Gabriel onfesses thathe does not omprehend the method whereby this Paradise Son and universe Creator ould, at will,assume the personality and live the life of one of his own subordinate reatures.119.6 The Sixth BestowalNow that all Salvington was familiar with the preliminaries of an impending bestowal, Mihael alledthe sojourners on the headquarters planet together and, for the �rst time, unfolded the remainder ofthe inarnation plan, announing that he was soon to leave Salvington for the purpose of assumingthe areer of a morontia mortal at the ourts of the Most High Fathers on the headquarters planetof the �fth onstellation. And then we heard for the �rst time the announement that his seventhand �nal bestowal would be made on some evolutionary world in the likeness of mortal esh.Before leaving Salvington for the sixth bestowal, Mihael addressed the assembled inhabitants ofthe sphere and departed in full view of everyone, aompanied by a lone seraphim and the Bright andMorning Star of Nebadon. While the diretion of the universe had again been intrusted to Immanuel,there was a wider distribution of administrative responsibilities.Mihael appeared on the headquarters of onstellation �ve as a full-edged morontia mortal ofasending status. I regret that I am forbidden to reveal the details of this unnumbered morontiamortal's areer, for it was one of the most extraordinary and amazing epohs in Mihael's bestowalexperiene, not even exepting his dramati and tragi sojourn on Urantia. But among the manyrestritions imposed upon me in aepting this ommission is one whih forbids my undertaking tounfold the details of this wonderful areer of Mihael as the morontia mortal of Endantum.When Mihael returned from this morontia bestowal, it was apparent to all of us that our Creatorhad beome a fellow reature, that the Universe Sovereign was also the friend and sympatheti helperof even the lowest form of reated intelligene in his realms. We had noted this progressive aquire-ment of the reature's viewpoint in universe administration before this, for it had been graduallyappearing, but it beame more apparent after the ompletion of the morontia mortal bestowal, evenstill more so after his return from the areer of the arpenter's son on Urantia.We were informed in advane by Gabriel of the time of Mihael's release from the morontiabestowal, and aordingly we arranged a suitable reeption on Salvington. Millions upon millionsof beings were assembled from the onstellation headquarters worlds of Nebadon, and a majority of1199



the sojourners on the worlds adjaent to Salvington were gathered together to welome him bakto the rulership of his universe. In response to our many addresses of welome and expressions ofappreiation of a Sovereign so vitally interested in his reatures, he only replied: \I have simply beenabout my Father's business. I am only doing the pleasure of the Paradise Sons who love and raveto understand their reatures."But from that day down to the hour when Mihael embarked upon his Urantia adventure asthe Son of Man, all Nebadon ontinued to disuss the many exploits of their Sovereign Ruler as hefuntioned on Endantum as the bestowal inarnation of a morontia mortal of evolutionary asension,being in all points tested like his fellows assembled from the material worlds of the entire onstellationof his sojourn.119.7 The Seventh and Final BestowalFor tens of thousands of years we all looked forward to the seventh and �nal bestowal of Mihael.Gabriel had taught us that this terminal bestowal would be made in the likeness of mortal esh, butwe were wholly ignorant of the time, plae, and manner of this ulminating adventure.The publi announement that Mihael had seleted Urantia as the theater for his �nal bestowalwas made shortly after we learned about the default of Adam and Eve. And thus, for more thanthirty-�ve thousand years, your world oupied a very onspiuous plae in the ounils of the entireuniverse. There was no serey (aside from the inarnation mystery) onneted with any step in theUrantia bestowal. From �rst to last, up to the �nal and triumphant return of Mihael to Salvingtonas supreme Universe Sovereign, there was the fullest universe publiity of all that transpired on yoursmall but highly honored world.While we believed that this would be the method, we never knew, until the time of the eventitself, that Mihael would appear on earth as a helpless infant of the realm. Theretofore had healways appeared as a fully developed individual of the personality group of the bestowal seletion,and it was a thrilling announement whih was broadast from Salvington telling that the babe ofBethlehem had been born on Urantia.We then not only realized that our Creator and friend was taking the most prearious step in allhis areer, apparently risking his position and authority on this bestowal as a helpless infant, but wealso understood that his experiene in this �nal and mortal bestowal would eternally enthrone him asthe undisputed and supreme sovereign of the universe of Nebadon. For a third of a entury of earthtime all eyes in all parts of this loal universe were foused on Urantia. All intelligenes realizedthat the last bestowal was in progress, and as we had long known of the Luifer rebellion in Sataniaand of the Caligastia disa�etion on Urantia, we well understood the intensity of the struggle whihwould ensue when our ruler ondesended to inarnate on Urantia in the humble form and likenessof mortal esh.Joshua ben Joseph, the Jewish baby, was oneived and was born into the world just as all otherbabies before and sine exept that this partiular baby was the inarnation of Mihael of Nebadon,a divine Son of Paradise and the reator of all this loal universe of things and beings. And thismystery of the inarnation of Deity within the human form of Jesus, otherwise of natural origin onthe world, will forever remain unsolved. Even in eternity you will never know the tehnique andmethod of the inarnation of the Creator in the form and likeness of his reatures. That is the seretof Sonarington, and suh mysteries are the exlusive possession of those divine Sons who have passedthrough the bestowal experiene.Certain wise men of earth knew of Mihael's impending arrival. Through the ontats of one worldwith another, these wise men of spiritual insight learned of the forthoming bestowal of Mihael on1200



Urantia. And the seraphim did, through the midway reatures, make announement to a group ofChaldean priests whose leader was Ardnon. These men of God visited the newborn hild in themanger. The only supernatural event assoiated with the birth of Jesus was this announementto Ardnon and his assoiates by the seraphim of former attahment to Adam and Eve in the �rstgarden.Jesus' human parents were average people of their day and generation, and this inarnated Sonof God was thus born of woman and was reared in the ordinary manner of the hildren of that raeand age.The story of Mihael's sojourn on Urantia, the narrative of the mortal bestowal of the CreatorSon on your world, is a matter beyond the sope and purpose of this narrative.119.8 Mihael's Postbestowal StatusAfter Mihael's �nal and suessful bestowal on Urantia he was not only aepted by the Anientsof Days as sovereign ruler of Nebadon, but he was also reognized by the Universal Father as theestablished diretor of the loal universe of his own reation. Upon his return to Salvington thisMihael, the Son of Man and the Son of God, was prolaimed the settled ruler of Nebadon. FromUversa ame the eighth prolamation of Mihael's sovereignty, while from Paradise ame the jointpronounement of the Universal Father and the Eternal Son onstituting this union of God and mansole head of the universe and direting the Union of Days stationed on Salvington to signify hisintention of withdrawing to Paradise. The Faithfuls of Days on the onstellation headquarters werealso instruted to retire from the ounils of the Most Highs. But Mihael would not onsent tothe withdrawal of the Trinity Sons of ounsel and o-operation. He assembled them on Salvingtonand personally requested them forever to remain on duty in Nebadon. They signi�ed their desireto omply with this request to their diretors on Paradise, and shortly thereafter there were issuedthose mandates of Paradise divorement whih forever attahed these Sons of the entral universe tothe ourt of Mihael of Nebadon.It required almost one billion years of Urantia time to omplete the bestowal areer of Mihaeland to e�et the �nal establishment of his supreme authority in the universe of his own reation.Mihael was born a reator, eduated an administrator, trained an exeutive, but he was requiredto earn his sovereignty by experiene. And thus has your little world beome known throughout allNebadon as the arena wherein Mihael ompleted the experiene whih is required of every ParadiseCreator Son before he is given unlimited ontrol and diretion of the universe of his own making. Asyou asend the loal universe, you will learn more about the ideals of the personalities onerned inMihael's previous bestowals.In ompleting his reature bestowals, Mihael was not only establishing his own sovereignty butalso was augmenting the evolving sovereignty of God the Supreme. In the ourse of these bestowalsthe Creator Son not only engaged in a desending exploration of the various natures of reaturepersonality, but he also ahieved the revelation of the variously diversi�ed wills of the ParadiseDeities, whose syntheti unity, as revealed by the Supreme Creators, is revelatory of the will of theSupreme Being.These various will aspets of the Deities are eternally personalized in the di�ering natures ofthe Seven Master Spirits, and eah of Mihael's bestowals was peuliarly revelatory of one of thesedivinity manifestations. On his Melhizedek bestowal he manifested the united will of the Father,Son, and Spirit, on his Lanonandek bestowal the will of the Father and the Son; on the Adamibestowal he revealed the will of the Father and the Spirit, on the seraphi bestowal the will of theSon and the Spirit; on the Uversa mortal bestowal he portrayed the will of the Conjoint Ator, onthe morontia mortal bestowal the will of the Eternal Son; and on the Urantia material bestowal he1201



lived the will of the Universal Father, even as a mortal of esh and blood.The ompletion of these seven bestowals resulted in the liberation of Mihael's supreme sovereigntyand also in the reation of the possibility for the sovereignty of the Supreme in Nebadon. On noneof Mihael's bestowals did he reveal God the Supreme, but the sum total of all seven bestowals is anew Nebadon revelation of the Supreme Being.In the experiene of desending from God to man, Mihael was onomitantly experiening theasent from partiality of manifestability to supremay of �nite ation and �nality of the liberationof his potential for absonite funtion. Mihael, a Creator Son, is a time-spae reator, but Mihael,a sevenfold Master Son, is a member of one of the divine orps onstituting the Trinity Ultimate.In passing through the experiene of revealing the Seven Master Spirit wills of the Trinity, theCreator Son has passed through the experiene of revealing the will of the Supreme. In funtioningas a revelator of the will of Supremay, Mihael, together with all other Master Sons, has identi�edhimself eternally with the Supreme. In this universe age he reveals the Supreme and partiipates inthe atualization of the sovereignty of Supremay. But in the next universe age we believe he willbe ollaborating with the Supreme Being in the �rst experiential Trinity for and in the universes ofouter spae.Urantia is the sentimental shrine of all Nebadon, the hief of ten million inhabited worlds, themortal home of Christ Mihael, sovereign of all Nebadon, a Melhizedek minister to the realms, asystem savior, an Adami redeemer, a seraphi fellow, an assoiate of asending spirits, a morontiaprogressor, a Son of Man in the likeness of mortal esh, and the Planetary Prine of Urantia. Andyour reord tells the truth when it says that this same Jesus has promised sometime to return to theworld of his terminal bestowal, the World of the Cross.[This paper, depiting the seven bestowals of Christ Mihael, is the sixty-third of a series ofpresentations, sponsored by numerous personalities, narrating the history of Urantia down to thetime of Mihael's appearane on earth in the likeness of mortal esh. These papers were authorizedby a Nebadon ommission of twelve ating under the diretion of Mantutia Melhizedek. We inditedthese narratives and put them in the English language, by a tehnique authorized by our superiors,in the year A.D. 1935 of Urantia time.℄
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Part IVThe Life and Teahings of Jesus
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Chapter 120The Bestowal of Mihael on UrantiaASSIGNED by Gabriel to supervise the restatement of the life of Mihael when on Urantia andin the likeness of mortal esh, I, the Melhizedek diretor of the revelatory ommission intrustedwith this task, am authorized to present this narrative of ertain events whih immediately preededthe Creator Son's arrival on Urantia to embark upon the terminal phase of his universe bestowalexperiene. To live suh idential lives as he imposes upon the intelligent beings of his own reation,thus to bestow himself in the likeness of his various orders of reated beings, is a part of the priewhih every Creator Son must pay for the full and supreme sovereignty of his self-made universe ofthings and beings.Before the events I am about to delineate, Mihael of Nebadon had bestowed himself six times afterthe similitude of six di�ering orders of his diverse reation of intelligent beings. Then he prepared todesend upon Urantia in the likeness of mortal esh, the lowest order of his intelligent will reatures,and, as suh a human of the material realm, to exeute the �nal at in the drama of the aquirementof universe sovereignty in aordane with the mandates of the divine Paradise Rulers of the universeof universes.In the ourse of eah of these preeding bestowals Mihael not only aquired the �nite experieneof one group of his reated beings, but he also aquired an essential experiene in Paradise o-operation whih would, in and of itself, further ontribute to onstituting him the sovereign of hisself-made universe. At any moment throughout all past loal universe time, Mihael ould haveasserted personal sovereignty as a Creator Son and as a Creator Son ould have ruled his universeafter the manner of his own hoosing. In suh an event, Immanuel and the assoiated Paradise Sonswould have taken leave of the universe. But Mihael did not wish to rule Nebadon merely in hisown isolated right, as a Creator Son. He desired to asend through atual experiene in o-operativesubordination to the Paradise Trinity to that high plae in universe status where he would beomequali�ed to rule his universe and administer its a�airs with that perfetion of insight and wisdom ofexeution whih will sometime be harateristi of the exalted rule of the Supreme Being. He aspirednot to perfetion of rule as a Creator Son but to supremay of administration as the embodiment ofthe universe wisdom and the divine experiene of the Supreme Being.Mihael, therefore, had a double purpose in the making of these seven bestowals upon the var-ious orders of his universe reatures: First, he was ompleting the required experiene in reatureunderstanding whih is demanded of all Creator Sons before they assume omplete sovereignty. Atany time a Creator Son may rule his universe in his own right, but he an rule as the supreme rep-resentative of the Paradise Trinity only after passing through the seven universe-reature bestowals.Seond, he was aspiring to the privilege of representing the maximum authority of the Paradise Trin-ity whih an be exerised in the diret and personal administration of a loal universe. Aordingly,did Mihael, during the experiene of eah of his universe bestowals, suessfully and aeptablyvoluntarily subordinate himself to the variously onstituted wills of the diverse assoiations of the1205



persons of the Paradise Trinity. That is, on the �rst bestowal he was subjet to the ombined willof the Father, Son, and Spirit; on the seond bestowal to the will of the Father and the Son; on thethird bestowal to the will of the Father and the Spirit; on the fourth bestowal to the will of the Sonand the Spirit; on the �fth bestowal to the will of the In�nite Spirit; on the sixth bestowal to thewill of the Eternal Son; and during the seventh and �nal bestowal, on Urantia, to the will of theUniversal Father.Mihael, therefore, ombines in his personal sovereignty the divine will of the sevenfold phases ofthe universal Creators with the understanding experiene of his loal universe reatures. Thus has hisadministration beome representative of the greatest possible power and authority although divestedof all arbitrary assumptions. His power is unlimited sine it is derived from experiened assoiationwith the Paradise Deities; his authority is unquestioned inasmuh as it was aquired through atualexperiene in the likeness of universe reatures; his sovereignty is supreme sine it embodies at oneand the same time the sevenfold viewpoint of Paradise Deity with the reature viewpoint of timeand spae.Having determined the time of his �nal bestowal and having seleted the planet whereon thisextraordinary event would take plae, Mihael held the usual prebestowal onferene with Gabrieland then presented himself before his elder brother and Paradise ounselor, Immanuel. All powers ofuniverse administration whih had not previously been onferred upon Gabriel, Mihael now assignedto the ustody of Immanuel. And just before Mihael's departure for the Urantia inarnation,Immanuel, in aepting the ustody of the universe during the time of the Urantia bestowal, proeededto impart the bestowal ounsel whih would serve as the inarnation guide for Mihael when he wouldpresently grow up on Urantia as a mortal of the realm.In this onnetion it should be borne in mind that Mihael had eleted to exeute this bestowalin the likeness of mortal esh, subjet to the will of the Paradise Father. The Creator Son requiredinstrutions from no one in order to e�et this inarnation for the sole purpose of ahieving universesovereignty, but he had embarked upon a program of the revelation of the Supreme whih involvedo-operative funtioning with the diverse wills of the Paradise Deities. Thus his sovereignty, when�nally and personally aquired, would atually be all-inlusive of the sevenfold will of Deity as itulminates in the Supreme. He had, therefore, six times previously been instruted by the personalrepresentatives of the various Paradise Deities and assoiations thereof; and now he was instrutedby the Union of Days, ambassador of the Paradise Trinity to the loal universe of Nebadon, atingon behalf of the Universal Father.There were immediate advantages and tremendous ompensations resultant from the willingnessof this mighty Creator Son one more voluntarily to subordinate himself to the will of the ParadiseDeities, this time to that of the Universal Father. By this deision to e�et suh assoiative subor-dination, Mihael would experiene in this inarnation, not only the nature of mortal man, but alsothe will of the Paradise Father of all. And further, he ould enter upon this unique bestowal with theomplete assurane, not only that Immanuel would exerise the full authority of the Paradise Fatherin the administration of his universe during his absene on the Urantia bestowal, but also with theomforting knowledge that the Anients of Days of the superuniverse had dereed the safety of hisrealm throughout the entire bestowal period.And this was the setting of the momentous oasion when Immanuel presented the seventh be-stowal ommission. And from this prebestowal harge of Immanuel to the universe ruler who sub-sequently beame Jesus of Nazareth (Christ Mihael) on Urantia, I am permitted to present thefollowing exerpts:
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120.1 The Seventh Bestowal Commission\My Creator brother, I am about to witness your seventh and �nal universe bestowal. Most faithfullyand perfetly have you exeuted the six previous ommissions, and I entertain no thought but thatyou will be equally triumphant on this, your terminal sovereignty bestowal. Heretofore you haveappeared on your bestowal spheres as a fully developed being of the order of your hoosing. Now youare about to appear upon Urantia, the disordered and disturbed planet of your hoie, not as a fullydeveloped mortal, but as a helpless babe. This, my omrade, will be a new and untried experiene foryou. You are about to pay the full prie of bestowal and to experiene the omplete enlightenmentof the inarnation of a Creator in the likeness of a reature.\Throughout eah of your former bestowals you have voluntarily hosen to subjet yourself tothe will of the three Paradise Deities and their divine interassoiations. Of the seven phases ofthe will of the Supreme you have in your previous bestowals been subjet to all but the personalwill of your Paradise Father. Now that you have eleted to be wholly subjet to your Father'swill throughout your seventh bestowal, I, as the personal representative of our Father, assume theunquali�ed jurisdition of your universe for the time of your inarnation.\In entering upon the Urantia bestowal, you have voluntarily divested yourself of all extraplanetarysupport and speial assistane suh as might be rendered by any reature of your own reation. Asyour reated sons of Nebadon are wholly dependent upon you for safe ondut throughout theiruniverse areers, so now must you beome wholly and unreservedly dependent upon your ParadiseFather for safe ondut throughout the unrevealed viissitudes of your ensuing mortal areer. Andwhen you shall have �nished this bestowal experiene, you will know in very truth the full meaningand the rih signi�ane of that faith-trust whih you so unvaryingly require all your reatures tomaster as a part of their intimate relationship with you as their loal universe Creator and Father.\Throughout your Urantia bestowal you need be onerned with but one thing, the unbrokenommunion between you and your Paradise Father; and it will be by the perfetion of suh a rela-tionship that the world of your bestowal, even all the universe of your reation, will behold a newand more understandable revelation of your Father and my Father, the Universal Father of all. Youronern, therefore, has only to do with your personal life on Urantia. I will be fully and eÆientlyresponsible for the seurity and unbroken administration of your universe from the moment of yourvoluntary relinquishment of authority until you return to us as Universe Sovereign, on�rmed byParadise, and reeive bak from my hands, not the viegerent authority whih you now surrender tome, but, instead, the supreme power over, and jurisdition of, your universe.\And that you may know with assurane that I am empowered to do all that I am now promising(knowing full well that I am the assurane of all Paradise for the faithful performane of my word),I announe to you that there has just been ommuniated to me a mandate of the Anients ofDays on Uversa whih will prevent all spiritual jeopardy in Nebadon throughout the period of yourvoluntary bestowal. From the moment you surrender onsiousness, upon the beginning of themortal inarnation, until you return to us as supreme and unonditional sovereign of this universeof your own reation and organization, nothing of serious import an happen in all Nebadon. In thisinterim of your inarnation, I hold the orders of the Anients of Days whih unquali�edly mandatethe instantaneous and automati extintion of any being guilty of rebellion or presuming to instigateinsurretion in the universe of Nebadon while you are absent on this bestowal. My brother, in view ofthe authority of Paradise inherent in my presene and augmented by the judiial mandate of Uversa,your universe and all its loyal reatures will be seure during your bestowal. You may proeed uponyour mission with but a single thought - the enhaned revelation of our Father to the intelligentbeings of your universe.\As in eah of your previous bestowals, I would remind you that I am reipient of your universejurisdition as brother-trustee. I exerise all authority and wield all power in your name. I funtion1207



as would our Paradise Father and in aordane with your expliit request that I thus at in yourstead. And suh being the fat, all this delegated authority is yours again to exerise at any momentyou may see �t to requisition its return. Your bestowal is, throughout, wholly voluntary. As a mortalinarnate in the realm you are without elestial endowments, but all your relinquished power maybe had at any time you may hoose to reinvest yourself with universe authority. If you should hooseto reinstate yourself in power and authority, remember, it will be wholly for personal reasons sineI am the living and supreme pledge whose presene and promise guarantee the safe administrationof your universe in aordane with your Father's will. Rebellion, suh as has three times ourredin Nebadon, annot our during your absene from Salvington on this bestowal. For the period ofthe Urantia bestowal the Anients of Days have dereed that rebellion in Nebadon shall be investedwith the automati seed of its own annihilation.\As long as you are absent on this �nal and extraordinary bestowal, I pledge (with Gabriel'so-operation) the faithful administration of your universe; and as I ommission you to undertake thisministry of divine revelation and to undergo this experiene of perfeted human understanding, Iat in behalf of my Father and your Father and o�er you the following ounsel, whih should guideyou in the living of your earth life as you beome progressively self-onsious regarding the divinemission of your ontinued sojourn in the esh:120.2 The Bestowal Limitations\1. In aordane with the usages and in onformity with the tehnique of Sonarington - in omplianewith the mandates of the Eternal Son of Paradise - I have provided in every way for your immediateentrane upon this mortal bestowal in harmony with the plans formulated by you and plaed in mykeeping by Gabriel. You will grow up on Urantia as a hild of the realm, omplete your humaneduation - all the while subjet to the will of your Paradise Father - live your life on Urantia asyou have determined, terminate your planetary sojourn, and prepare for asension to your Father toreeive from him the supreme sovereignty of your universe.\2. Apart from your earth mission and your universe revelation, but inidental to both, I ounselthat you assume, after you are suÆiently self-onsious of your divine identity, the additional task oftehnially terminating the Luifer rebellion in the system of Satania, and that you do all this as theSon of Man; thus, as a mortal reature of the realm, in weakness made powerful by faith-submissionto the will of your Father, I suggest that you graiously ahieve all you have repeatedly delinedarbitrarily to aomplish by power and might when you were so endowed at the time of the ineptionof this sinful and unjusti�ed rebellion. I would regard it as a �tting limax of your mortal bestowalif you should return to us as the Son of Man, Planetary Prine of Urantia, as well as the Son ofGod, supreme sovereign of your universe. As a mortal man, the lowest type of intelligent reature inNebadon, meet and adjudiate the blasphemous pretensions of Caligastia and Luifer and, in yourassumed humble estate, forever end the shameful misrepresentations of these fallen hildren of light.Having steadfastly delined to disredit these rebels through the exerise of your reator prerogatives,now it would be �tting that you should, in the likeness of the lowest reatures of your reation, wrestdominion from the hands of these fallen Sons; and so would your whole loal universe in all fairnesslearly and forever reognize the justie of your doing in the role of mortal esh those things whihmery admonished you not to do by the power of arbitrary authority. And having thus by yourbestowal established the possibility of the sovereignty of the Supreme in Nebadon, you will in e�ethave brought to a lose the unadjudiated a�airs of all preeding insurretions, notwithstanding thegreater or lesser time lag involved in the realization of this ahievement. By this at the pendingdissensions of your universe will be in substane liquidated. And with the subsequent endowment ofsupreme sovereignty over your universe, similar hallenges to your authority an never reur in anypart of your great personal reation. 1208



\3. When you have sueeded in terminating the Urantia seession, as you undoubtedly will, Iounsel you to aept from Gabriel the onferene of the title of `Planetary Prine of Urantia' as theeternal reognition by your universe of your �nal bestowal experiene; and that you further do anyand all things, onsistent with the purport of your bestowal, to atone for the sorrow and onfusionbrought upon Urantia by the Caligastia betrayal and the subsequent Adami default.\4. In aordane with your request, Gabriel and all onerned will o-operate with you in theexpressed desire to end your Urantia bestowal with the pronounement of a dispensational judgmentof the realm, aompanied by the termination of an age, the resurretion of the sleeping mortalsurvivors, and the establishment of the dispensation of the bestowed Spirit of Truth.\5. As onerns the planet of your bestowal and the immediate generation of men living thereonat the time of your mortal sojourn, I ounsel you to funtion largely in the role of a teaher. Giveattention, �rst, to the liberation and inspiration of man's spiritual nature. Next, illuminate thedarkened human intellet, heal the souls of men, and emanipate their minds from age-old fears.And then, in aordane with your mortal wisdom, minister to the physial well-being and materialomfort of your brothers in the esh. Live the ideal religious life for the inspiration and edi�ationof all your universe.\6. On the planet of your bestowal, set rebellion-segregated man spiritually free. On Urantia,make a further ontribution to the sovereignty of the Supreme, thus extending the establishmentof this sovereignty throughout the broad domains of your personal reation. In this, your materialbestowal in the likeness of the esh, you are about to experiene the �nal enlightenment of a time-spae Creator, the dual experiene of working within the nature of man with the will of your ParadiseFather. In your temporal life the will of the �nite reature and the will of the in�nite Creator areto beome as one, even as they are also uniting in the evolving Deity of the Supreme Being. Pourout upon the planet of your bestowal the Spirit of Truth and thus make all normal mortals on thatisolated sphere immediately and fully aessible to the ministry of the segregated presene of ourParadise Father, the Thought Adjusters of the realms.\7. In all that you may perform on the world of your bestowal, bear onstantly in mind that youare living a life for the instrution and edi�ation of all your universe. You are bestowing this life ofmortal inarnation upon Urantia, but you are to live suh a life for the spiritual inspiration of everyhuman and superhuman intelligene that has lived, now exists, or may yet live on every inhabitedworld whih has formed, now forms, or may yet form a part of the vast galaxy of your administrativedomain. Your earth life in the likeness of mortal esh shall not be so lived as to onstitute an examplefor the mortals of Urantia in the days of your earthly sojourn nor for any subsequent generation ofhuman beings on Urantia or on any other world. Rather shall your life in the esh on Urantia bethe inspiration for all lives upon all Nebadon worlds throughout all generations in the ages to ome.\8. Your great mission to be realized and experiened in the mortal inarnation is embraed inyour deision to live a life wholeheartedly motivated to do the will of your Paradise Father, thusto reveal God, your Father, in the esh and espeially to the reatures of the esh. At the sametime you will also interpret, with a new enhanement, our Father, to the supermortal beings of allNebadon. Equally with this ministry of new revelation and augmented interpretation of the ParadiseFather to the human and the superhuman type of mind, you will also so funtion as to make a newrevelation of man to God. Exhibit in your one short life in the esh, as it has never before beenseen in all Nebadon, the transendent possibilities attainable by a God-knowing human during theshort areer of mortal existene, and make a new and illuminating interpretation of man and theviissitudes of his planetary life to all the superhuman intelligenes of all Nebadon, and for all time.You are to go down to Urantia in the likeness of mortal esh, and living as a man in your day andgeneration, you will so funtion as to show your entire universe the ideal of perfeted tehnique inthe supreme engagement of the a�airs of your vast reation: The ahievement of God seeking manand �nding him and the phenomenon of man seeking God and �nding him; and doing all of this to1209



mutual satisfation and doing it during one short lifetime in the esh.\9. I aution you ever to bear in mind that, while in fat you are to beome an ordinary humanof the realm, in potential you will remain a Creator Son of the Paradise Father. Throughout thisinarnation, although you will live and at as a Son of Man, the reative attributes of your personaldivinity will follow you from Salvington to Urantia. It will ever be within your power-of-will toterminate the inarnation at any moment subsequent to the arrival of your Thought Adjuster. Priorto the arrival and reeption of the Adjuster I will vouh for your personality integrity. But subsequentto the arrival of your Adjuster and onomitant with your progressive reognition of the nature andimport of your bestowal mission, you should refrain from the formulation of any superhuman will-to-attainment, ahievement, or power in view of the fat that your reator prerogatives will remainassoiated with your mortal personality beause of the inseparability of these attributes from yourpersonal presene. But no superhuman reperussions will attend your earthly areer apart from thewill of the Paradise Father unless you should, by an at of onsious and deliberate will, make anundivided deision whih would terminate in whole-personality hoie.120.3 Further Counsel and Advie\And now, my brother, in taking leave of you as you prepare to depart for Urantia and after ounselingyou regarding the general ondut of your bestowal, allow me to present ertain advies that havebeen arrived at in onsultation with Gabriel, and whih onern minor phases of your mortal life.We further suggest:\1. That, in the pursuit of the ideal of your mortal earth life, you also give some attention to therealization and exempli�ation of some things pratial and immediately helpful to your fellow men.\2. As onerns family relationships, give preedene to the aepted ustoms of family life as you�nd them established in the day and generation of your bestowal. Live your family and ommunitylife in aordane with the praties of the people among whom you have eleted to appear.\3. In your relations to the soial order we advise that you on�ne your e�orts largely to spiritualregeneration and intelletual emanipation. Avoid all entanglements with the eonomi struture andthe politial ommitments of your day. More espeially devote yourself to living the ideal religiouslife on Urantia.\4. Under no irumstanes and not even in the least detail, should you interfere with thenormal and orderly progressive evolution of the Urantia raes. But this prohibition must not beinterpreted as limiting your e�orts to leave behind you on Urantia an enduring and improved systemof positive religious ethis. As a dispensational Son you are granted ertain privileges pertaining tothe advanement of the spiritual and religious status of the world peoples.\5. As you may see �t, you are to identify yourself with existing religious and spiritual movementsas they may be found on Urantia but in every possible manner seek to avoid the formal establishmentof an organized ult, a rystallized religion, or a segregated ethial grouping of mortal beings. Yourlife and teahings are to beome the ommon heritage of all religions and all peoples.\6. To the end that you may not unneessarily ontribute to the reation of subsequent stereotypedsystems of Urantia religious beliefs or other types of nonprogressive religious loyalties, we advise youstill further: Leave no writings behind you on the planet. Refrain from all writing upon permanentmaterials; enjoin your assoiates to make no images or other likenesses of yourself in the esh. Seethat nothing potentially idolatrous is left on the planet at the time of your departure.\7. While you will live the normal and average soial life of the planet, being a normal individualof the male sex, you will probably not enter the marriage relation, whih relation would be whollyhonorable and onsistent with your bestowal; but I must remind you that one of the inarnation1210



mandates of Sonarington forbids the leaving of human o�spring behind on any planet by a bestowalSon of Paradise origin.\8. In all other details of your onoming bestowal we would ommit you to the leading of theindwelling Adjuster, the teahing of the ever-present divine spirit of human guidane, and the reason-judgment of your expanding human mind of hereditary endowment. Suh an assoiation of reatureand Creator attributes will enable you to live for us the perfet life of man on the planetary spheres,not neessarily perfet as regarded by any one man in any one generation on any one world (muhless on Urantia) but wholly and supremely replete as evaluated on the more highly perfeted andperfeting worlds of your far-ung universe.\And now, may your Father and my Father, who has ever sustained us in all past performanes,guide and sustain you and be with you from the moment you leave us and ahieve the surrender of youronsiousness of personality, throughout your gradual return to reognition of your divine identityinarnate in human form, and then on through the whole of your bestowal experiene on Urantiauntil your deliverane from the esh and your asension to our Father's right hand of sovereignty.When I shall again see you on Salvington, we shall welome your return to us as the supreme andunonditional sovereign of this universe of your own making, serving, and ompleted understanding.\In your stead I now reign. I assume jurisdition of all Nebadon as ating sovereign duringthe interim of your seventh and mortal bestowal on Urantia. And to you, Gabriel, I ommit thesafekeeping of the Son of Man about-to-be until he shall presently and in power and glory be returnedto me as the Son of Man and the Son of God. And, Gabriel, I am your sovereign until Mihael thusreturns." * * * * *Then, immediately, in the presene of all Salvington assembled, Mihael removed himself from ourmidst, and we saw him no more in his austomed plae until his return as the supreme and personalruler of the universe, subsequent to the ompletion of his bestowal areer on Urantia.120.4 The Inarnation - Making Two OneAnd so ertain unworthy hildren of Mihael, who had aused their Creator-father of sel�shly seekingrulership and indulged the insinuation that the Creator Son was arbitrarily and autoratially upheldin power by virtue of the unreasoning loyalty of a deluded universe of subservient reatures, were tobe silened forever and left onfounded and disillusioned by the life of self-forgetful servie whih theSon of God now entered upon as the Son of Man - all the while subjet to \the will of the ParadiseFather."But make no mistake; Christ Mihael, while truly a dual-origin being, was not a double personality.He was not God in assoiation with man but, rather, God inarnate in man. And he was always justthat ombined being. The only progressive fator in suh a nonunderstandable relationship was theprogressive self-onsious realization and reognition (by the human mind) of this fat of being Godand man.Christ Mihael did not progressively beome God. God did not, at some vital moment in theearth life of Jesus, beome man. Jesus was God and man - always and even forevermore. And thisGod and this man were, and now are, one, even as the Paradise Trinity of three beings is in realityone Deity.Never lose sight of the fat that the supreme spiritual purpose of the Mihael bestowal was toenhane the revelation of God. 1211



Urantia mortals have varying onepts of the miraulous, but to us who live as itizens of the loaluniverse there are few mirales, and of these by far the most intriguing are the inarnational bestowalsof the Paradise Sons. The appearane in and on your world, by apparently natural proesses, of adivine Son, we regard as a mirale - the operation of universal laws beyond our understanding. Jesusof Nazareth was a miraulous person.In and through all this extraordinary experiene, God the Father hose to manifest himself as healways does - in the usual way - in the normal, natural, and dependable way of divine ating.
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Chapter 121The Times of Mihael's BestowalACTING under the supervision of a ommission of twelve members of the United Brotherhood ofUrantia Midwayers, onjointly sponsored by the presiding head of our order and the Melhizedekof reord, I am the seondary midwayer of onetime attahment to the Apostle Andrew, and I amauthorized to plae on reord the narrative of the life transations of Jesus of Nazareth as theywere observed by my order of earth reatures, and as they were subsequently partially reorded bythe human subjet of my temporal guardianship. Knowing how his Master so srupulously avoidedleaving written reords behind him, Andrew steadfastly refused to multiply opies of his writtennarrative. A similar attitude on the part of the other apostles of Jesus greatly delayed the writingof the Gospels.121.1 The Oident of the First Century After ChristJesus did not ome to this world during an age of spiritual deadene; at the time of his birth Urantiawas experiening suh a revival of spiritual thinking and religious living as it had not known in allits previous post-Adami history nor has experiened in any era sine. When Mihael inarnated onUrantia, the world presented the most favorable ondition for the Creator Son's bestowal that hadever previously prevailed or has sine obtained. In the enturies just prior to these times Greek ultureand the Greek language had spread over Oident and near Orient, and the Jews, being a Levantinerae, in nature part Oidental and part Oriental, were eminently �tted to utilize suh ultural andlinguisti settings for the e�etive spread of a new religion to both East and West. These mostfavorable irumstanes were further enhaned by the tolerant politial rule of the Mediterraneanworld by the Romans.This entire ombination of world inuenes is well illustrated by the ativities of Paul, who, beingin religious ulture a Hebrew of the Hebrews, prolaimed the gospel of a Jewish Messiah in the Greektongue, while he himself was a Roman itizen.Nothing like the ivilization of the times of Jesus has been seen in the Oident before or sinethose days. European ivilization was uni�ed and o-ordinated under an extraordinary threefoldinuene:1. The Roman politial and soial systems.2. The Greian language and ulture - and philosophy to a ertain extent.3. The rapidly spreading inuene of Jewish religious and moral teahings.When Jesus was born, the entire Mediterranean world was a uni�ed empire. Good roads, for the�rst time in the world's history, interonneted many major enters. The seas were leared of pirates,and a great era of trade and travel was rapidly advaning. Europe did not again enjoy another suh1213



period of travel and trade until the nineteenth entury after Christ.Notwithstanding the internal peae and super�ial prosperity of the Greo-Roman world, a ma-jority of the inhabitants of the empire languished in squalor and poverty. The small upper lass wasrih; a miserable and impoverished lower lass embraed the rank and �le of humanity. There wasno happy and prosperous middle lass in those days; it had just begun to make its appearane inRoman soiety.The �rst struggles between the expanding Roman and Parthian states had been onluded in thethen reent past, leaving Syria in the hands of the Romans. In the times of Jesus, Palestine andSyria were enjoying a period of prosperity, relative peae, and extensive ommerial interourse withthe lands to both the East and the West.121.2 The Jewish PeopleThe Jews were a part of the older Semiti rae, whih also inluded the Babylonians, the Phoeniians,and the more reent enemies of Rome, the Carthaginians. During the fore part of the �rst enturyafter Christ, the Jews were the most inuential group of the Semiti peoples, and they happenedto oupy a peuliarly strategi geographi position in the world as it was at that time ruled andorganized for trade.Many of the great highways joining the nations of antiquity passed through Palestine, whihthus beame the meeting plae, or rossroads, of three ontinents. The travel, trade, and armiesof Babylonia, Assyria, Egypt, Syria, Greee, Parthia, and Rome suessively swept over Palestine.From time immemorial, many aravan routes from the Orient passed through some part of this regionto the few good seaports of the eastern end of the Mediterranean, whene ships arried their argoesto all the maritime Oident. And more than half of this aravan traÆ passed through or near thelittle town of Nazareth in Galilee.Although Palestine was the home of Jewish religious ulture and the birthplae of Christianity,the Jews were abroad in the world, dwelling in many nations and trading in every provine of theRoman and Parthian states.Greee provided a language and a ulture, Rome built the roads and uni�ed an empire, but thedispersion of the Jews, with their more than two hundred synagogues and well-organized religiousommunities sattered hither and yon throughout the Roman world, provided the ultural enters inwhih the new gospel of the kingdom of heaven found initial reeption, and from whih it subsequentlyspread to the uttermost parts of the world.Eah Jewish synagogue tolerated a fringe of gentile believers, \devout" or \God-fearing" men, andit was among this fringe of proselytes that Paul made the bulk of his early onverts to Christianity.Even the temple at Jerusalem possessed its ornate ourt of the gentiles. There was very loseonnetion between the ulture, ommere, and worship of Jerusalem and Antioh. In AntiohPaul's disiples were �rst alled \Christians."The entralization of the Jewish temple worship at Jerusalem onstituted alike the seret of thesurvival of their monotheism and the promise of the nurture and sending forth to the world of a newand enlarged onept of that one God of all nations and Father of all mortals. The temple servieat Jerusalem represented the survival of a religious ultural onept in the fae of the downfall of asuession of gentile national overlords and raial perseutors.The Jewish people of this time, although under Roman suzerainty, enjoyed a onsiderable degreeof self-government and, remembering the then only reent heroi exploits of deliverane exeuted byJudas Maabee and his immediate suessors, were vibrant with the expetation of the immediateappearane of a still greater deliverer, the long-expeted Messiah.1214



The seret of the survival of Palestine, the kingdom of the Jews, as a semi-independent statewas wrapped up in the foreign poliy of the Roman government, whih desired to maintain ontrolof the Palestinian highway of travel between Syria and Egypt as well as the western terminals ofthe aravan routes between the Orient and the Oident. Rome did not wish any power to arise inthe Levant whih might urb her future expansion in these regions. The poliy of intrigue whihhad for its objet the pitting of Seleuid Syria and Ptolemai Egypt against eah other neessitatedfostering Palestine as a separate and independent state. Roman poliy, the degeneration of Egypt,and the progressive weakening of the Seleuids before the rising power of Parthia, explain why itwas that for several generations a small and unpowerful group of Jews was able to maintain itsindependene against both Seleuidae to the north and Ptolemies to the south. This fortuitousliberty and independene of the politial rule of surrounding and more powerful peoples the Jewsattributed to the fat that they were the \hosen people," to the diret interposition of Yahweh.Suh an attitude of raial superiority made it all the harder for them to endure Roman suzeraintywhen it �nally fell upon their land. But even in that sad hour the Jews refused to learn that theirworld mission was spiritual, not politial.The Jews were unusually apprehensive and suspiious during the times of Jesus beause they werethen ruled by an outsider, Herod the Idumean, who had seized the overlordship of Judea by leverlyingratiating himself with the Roman rulers. And though Herod professed loyalty to the Hebreweremonial observanes, he proeeded to build temples for many strange gods.The friendly relations of Herod with the Roman rulers made the world safe for Jewish travel andthus opened the way for inreased Jewish penetration even of distant portions of the Roman Empireand of foreign treaty nations with the new gospel of the kingdom of heaven. Herod's reign alsoontributed muh toward the further blending of Hebrew and Hellenisti philosophies.Herod built the harbor of Caesarea, whih further aided in making Palestine the rossroads of theivilized world. He died in 4 B.C., and his son Herod Antipas governed Galilee and Perea duringJesus' youth and ministry to A.D. 39. Antipas, like his father, was a great builder. He rebuilt manyof the ities of Galilee, inluding the important trade enter of Sepphoris.The Galileans were not regarded with full favor by the Jerusalem religious leaders and rabbinialteahers. Galilee was more gentile than Jewish when Jesus was born.121.3 Among the GentilesAlthough the soial and eonomi ondition of the Roman state was not of the highest order, thewidespread domesti peae and prosperity was propitious for the bestowal of Mihael. In the �rstentury after Christ the soiety of the Mediterranean world onsisted of �ve well-de�ned strata:1. The aristoray. The upper lasses with money and oÆial power, the privileged and rulinggroups.2. The business groups. The merhant prines and the bankers, the traders - the big importersand exporters - the international merhants.3. The small middle lass. Although this group was indeed small, it was very inuential andprovided the moral bakbone of the early Christian hurh, whih enouraged these groups to ontinuein their various rafts and trades. Among the Jews many of the Pharisees belonged to this lass oftradesmen.4. The free proletariat. This group had little or no soial standing. Though proud of theirfreedom, they were plaed at great disadvantage beause they were fored to ompete with slavelabor. The upper lasses regarded them disdainfully, allowing that they were useless exept for\breeding purposes." 1215



5. The slaves. Half the population of the Roman state were slaves; many were superior individualsand quikly made their way up among the free proletariat and even among the tradesmen. Themajority were either mediore or very inferior.Slavery, even of superior peoples, was a feature of Roman military onquest. The power of themaster over his slave was unquali�ed. The early Christian hurh was largely omposed of the lowerlasses and these slaves.Superior slaves often reeived wages and by saving their earnings were able to purhase theirfreedom. Many suh emanipated slaves rose to high positions in state, hurh, and the businessworld. And it was just suh possibilities that made the early Christian hurh so tolerant of thismodi�ed form of slavery.There was no widespread soial problem in the Roman Empire in the �rst entury after Christ.The major portion of the populae regarded themselves as belonging in that group into whih theyhaned to be born. There was always the open door through whih talented and able individualsould asend from the lower to the higher strata of Roman soiety, but the people were generallyontent with their soial rank. They were not lass onsious, neither did they look upon these lassdistintions as being unjust or wrong. Christianity was in no sense an eonomi movement havingfor its purpose the amelioration of the miseries of the depressed lasses.Although woman enjoyed more freedom throughout the Roman Empire than in her restritedposition in Palestine, the family devotion and natural a�etion of the Jews far transended that ofthe gentile world.121.4 Gentile PhilosophyThe gentiles were, from a moral standpoint, somewhat inferior to the Jews, but there was presentin the hearts of the nobler gentiles abundant soil of natural goodness and potential human a�etionin whih it was possible for the seed of Christianity to sprout and bring forth an abundant harvestof moral harater and spiritual ahievement. The gentile world was then dominated by four greatphilosophies, all more or less derived from the earlier Platonism of the Greeks. These shools ofphilosophy were:1. The Epiurean. This shool of thought was dediated to the pursuit of happiness. Thebetter Epiureans were not given to sensual exesses. At least this dotrine helped to deliver theRomans from a more deadly form of fatalism; it taught that men ould do something to improvetheir terrestrial status. It did e�etually ombat ignorant superstition.2. The Stoi. Stoiism was the superior philosophy of the better lasses. The Stois believedthat a ontrolling Reason-Fate dominated all nature. They taught that the soul of man was divine;that it was imprisoned in the evil body of physial nature. Man's soul ahieved liberty by living inharmony with nature, with God; thus virtue ame to be its own reward. Stoiism asended to asublime morality, ideals never sine transended by any purely human system of philosophy. Whilethe Stois professed to be the \o�spring of God," they failed to know him and therefore failed to�nd him. Stoiism remained a philosophy; it never beame a religion. Its followers sought to attunetheir minds to the harmony of the Universal Mind, but they failed to envisage themselves as thehildren of a loving Father. Paul leaned heavily toward Stoiism when he wrote, \I have learned inwhatsoever state I am, therewith to be ontent."3. The Cyni. Although the Cynis traed their philosophy to Diogenes of Athens, they derivedmuh of their dotrine from the remnants of the teahings of Mahiventa Melhizedek. Cyniism hadformerly been more of a religion than a philosophy. At least the Cynis made their religio-philosophydemorati. In the �elds and in the market plaes they ontinually preahed their dotrine that \man1216



ould save himself if he would." They preahed simpliity and virtue and urged men to meet deathfearlessly. These wandering Cyni preahers did muh to prepare the spiritually hungry populae forthe later Christian missionaries. Their plan of popular preahing was muh after the pattern, and inaordane with the style, of Paul's Epistles.4. The Skepti. Skeptiism asserted that knowledge was fallaious, and that onvition andassurane were impossible. It was a purely negative attitude and never beame widespread.These philosophies were semireligious; they were often invigorating, ethial, and ennobling butwere usually above the ommon people. With the possible exeption of Cyniism, they were philoso-phies for the strong and the wise, not religions of salvation for even the poor and the weak.121.5 The Gentile ReligionsThroughout preeding ages religion had hiey been an a�air of the tribe or nation; it had not oftenbeen a matter of onern to the individual. Gods were tribal or national, not personal. Suh religioussystems a�orded little satisfation for the individual spiritual longings of the average person.In the times of Jesus the religions of the Oident inluded:1. The pagan ults. These were a ombination of Helleni and Latin mythology, patriotism, andtradition.2. Emperor worship. This dei�ation of man as the symbol of the state was very seriously resentedby the Jews and the early Christians and led diretly to the bitter perseutions of both hurhes bythe Roman government.3. Astrology. This pseudo siene of Babylon developed into a religion throughout the Greo-Roman Empire. Even in the twentieth entury man has not been fully delivered from this supersti-tious belief.4. The mystery religions. Upon suh a spiritually hungry world a ood of mystery ults hadbroken, new and strange religions from the Levant, whih had enamored the ommon people andhad promised them individual salvation. These religions rapidly beame the aepted belief of thelower lasses of the Greo-Roman world. And they did muh to prepare the way for the rapid spreadof the vastly superior Christian teahings, whih presented a majesti onept of Deity, assoiatedwith an intriguing theology for the intelligent and a profound pro�er of salvation for all, inludingthe ignorant but spiritually hungry average man of those days.The mystery religions spelled the end of national beliefs and resulted in the birth of the numerouspersonal ults. The mysteries were many but were all haraterized by:1. Some mythial legend, a mystery - whene their name. As a rule this mystery pertained to thestory of some god's life and death and return to life, as illustrated by the teahings of Mithraism,whih, for a time, were ontemporary with, and a ompetitor of, Paul's rising ult of Christianity.2. The mysteries were nonnational and interraial. They were personal and fraternal, giving riseto religious brotherhoods and numerous setarian soieties.3. They were, in their servies, haraterized by elaborate eremonies of initiation and impressivesaraments of worship. Their seret rites and rituals were sometimes gruesome and revolting.4. But no matter what the nature of their eremonies or the degree of their exesses, thesemysteries invariably promised their devotees salvation, \deliverane from evil, survival after death,and enduring life in blissful realms beyond this world of sorrow and slavery."But do not make the mistake of onfusing the teahings of Jesus with the mysteries. The popularityof the mysteries reveals man's quest for survival, thus portraying a real hunger and thirst for personal1217



religion and individual righteousness. Although the mysteries failed adequately to satisfy this longing,they did prepare the way for the subsequent appearane of Jesus, who truly brought to this worldthe bread of life and the water thereof.Paul, in an e�ort to utilize the widespread adherene to the better types of the mystery religions,made ertain adaptations of the teahings of Jesus so as to render them more aeptable to a largernumber of prospetive onverts. But even Paul's ompromise of Jesus' teahings (Christianity) wassuperior to the best in the mysteries in that:1. Paul taught a moral redemption, an ethial salvation. Christianity pointed to a new life andprolaimed a new ideal. Paul forsook magi rites and eremonial enhantments.2. Christianity presented a religion whih grappled with �nal solutions of the human problem, forit not only o�ered salvation from sorrow and even from death, but it also promised deliverane fromsin followed by the endowment of a righteous harater of eternal survival qualities.3. The mysteries were built upon myths. Christianity, as Paul preahed it, was founded upon ahistori fat: the bestowal of Mihael, the Son of God, upon mankind.Morality among the gentiles was not neessarily related to either philosophy or religion. Outside ofPalestine it not always ourred to people that a priest of religion was supposed to lead a moral life.Jewish religion and subsequently the teahings of Jesus and later the evolving Christianity of Paulwere the �rst European religions to lay one hand upon morals and the other upon ethis, insistingthat religionists pay some attention to both.Into suh a generation of men, dominated by suh inomplete systems of philosophy and perplexedby suh omplex ults of religion, Jesus was born in Palestine. And to this same generation hesubsequently gave his gospel of personal religion - sonship with God.121.6 The Hebrew ReligionBy the lose of the �rst entury before Christ the religious thought of Jerusalem had been tremen-dously inuened and somewhat modi�ed by Greek ultural teahings and even by Greek philoso-phy. In the long ontest between the views of the Eastern and Western shools of Hebrew thought,Jerusalem and the rest of the Oident and the Levant in general adopted the Western Jewish ormodi�ed Hellenisti viewpoint.In the days of Jesus three languages prevailed in Palestine: The ommon people spoke some dialetof Aramai; the priests and rabbis spoke Hebrew; the eduated lasses and the better strata of Jewsin general spoke Greek. The early translation of the Hebrew sriptures into Greek at Alexandriawas responsible in no small measure for the subsequent predominane of the Greek wing of Jewishulture and theology. And the writings of the Christian teahers were soon to appear in the samelanguage. The renaissane of Judaism dates from the Greek translation of the Hebrew sriptures.This was a vital inuene whih later determined the drift of Paul's Christian ult toward the Westinstead of toward the East.Though the Hellenized Jewish beliefs were very little inuened by the teahings of the Epiureans,they were very materially a�eted by the philosophy of Plato and the self-abnegation dotrines ofthe Stois. The great inroad of Stoiism is exempli�ed by the Fourth Book of the Maabees; thepenetration of both Platoni philosophy and Stoi dotrines is exhibited in the Wisdom of Solomon.The Hellenized Jews brought to the Hebrew sriptures suh an allegorial interpretation that theyfound no diÆulty in onforming Hebrew theology with their revered Aristotelian philosophy. Butthis all led to disastrous onfusion until these problems were taken in hand by Philo of Alexandria,who proeeded to harmonize and systemize Greek philosophy and Hebrew theology into a ompatand fairly onsistent system of religious belief and pratie. And it was this later teahing of ombined1218



Greek philosophy and Hebrew theology that prevailed in Palestine when Jesus lived and taught, andwhih Paul utilized as the foundation on whih to build his more advaned and enlightening ult ofChristianity.Philo was a great teaher; not sine Moses had there lived a man who exerted suh a profoundinuene on the ethial and religious thought of the Oidental world. In the matter of the ombi-nation of the better elements in ontemporaneous systems of ethial and religious teahings, therehave been seven outstanding human teahers: Sethard, Moses, Zoroaster, Lao-tse, Buddha, Philo,and Paul.Many, but not all, of Philo's inonsistenies resulting from an e�ort to ombine Greek mystialphilosophy and Roman Stoi dotrines with the legalisti theology of the Hebrews, Paul reognizedand wisely eliminated from his pre-Christian basi theology. Philo led the way for Paul more fully torestore the onept of the Paradise Trinity, whih had long been dormant in Jewish theology. In onlyone matter did Paul fail to keep pae with Philo or to transend the teahings of this wealthy andeduated Jew of Alexandria, and that was the dotrine of the atonement; Philo taught deliveranefrom the dotrine of forgiveness only by the shedding of blood. He also possibly glimpsed the realityand presene of the Thought Adjusters more learly than did Paul. But Paul's theory of original sin,the dotrines of hereditary guilt and innate evil and redemption therefrom, was partially Mithrai inorigin, having little in ommon with Hebrew theology, Philo's philosophy, or Jesus' teahings. Somephases of Paul's teahings regarding original sin and the atonement were original with himself.The Gospel of John, the last of the narratives of Jesus' earth life, was addressed to the Westernpeoples and presents its story muh in the light of the viewpoint of the later Alexandrian Christians,who were also disiples of the teahings of Philo.At about the time of Christ a strange reversion of feeling toward the Jews ourred in Alexandria,and from this former Jewish stronghold there went forth a virulent wave of perseution, extendingeven to Rome, from whih many thousands were banished. But suh a ampaign of misrepresentationwas short-lived; very soon the imperial government fully restored the urtailed liberties of the Jewsthroughout the empire.Throughout the whole wide world, no matter where the Jews found themselves dispersed by om-mere or oppression, all with one aord kept their hearts entered on the holy temple at Jerusalem.Jewish theology did survive as it was interpreted and pratied at Jerusalem, notwithstanding thatit was several times saved from oblivion by the timely intervention of ertain Babylonian teahers.As many as two and one-half million of these dispersed Jews used to ome to Jerusalem for theelebration of their national religious festivals. And no matter what the theologi or philosophidi�erenes of the Eastern (Babylonian) and the Western (Helleni) Jews, they were all agreed onJerusalem as the enter of their worship and in ever looking forward to the oming of the Messiah.121.7 Jews and GentilesBy the times of Jesus the Jews had arrived at a settled onept of their origin, history, and destiny.They had built up a rigid wall of separation between themselves and the gentile world; they lookedupon all gentile ways with utter ontempt. They worshiped the letter of the law and indulged a formof self-righteousness based upon the false pride of desent. They had formed preoneived notionsregarding the promised Messiah, and most of these expetations envisaged a Messiah who wouldome as a part of their national and raial history. To the Hebrews of those days Jewish theologywas irrevoably settled, forever �xed.The teahings and praties of Jesus regarding tolerane and kindness ran ounter to the long-standing attitude of the Jews toward other peoples whom they onsidered heathen. For generations1219



the Jews had nourished an attitude toward the outside world whih made it impossible for them toaept the Master's teahings about the spiritual brotherhood of man. They were unwilling to shareYahweh on equal terms with the gentiles and were likewise unwilling to aept as the Son of Godone who taught suh new and strange dotrines.The sribes, the Pharisees, and the priesthood held the Jews in a terrible bondage of ritualismand legalism, a bondage far more real than that of the Roman politial rule. The Jews of Jesus'time were not only held in subjugation to the law but were equally bound by the slavish demands ofthe traditions, whih involved and invaded every domain of personal and soial life. These minuteregulations of ondut pursued and dominated every loyal Jew, and it is not strange that theypromptly rejeted one of their number who presumed to ignore their sared traditions, and whodared to out their long-honored regulations of soial ondut. They ould hardly regard with favorthe teahings of one who did not hesitate to lash with dogmas whih they regarded as havingbeen ordained by Father Abraham himself. Moses had given them their law and they would notompromise.By the time of the �rst entury after Christ the spoken interpretation of the law by the reognizedteahers, the sribes, had beome a higher authority than the written law itself. And all this madeit easier for ertain religious leaders of the Jews to array the people against the aeptane of a newgospel.These irumstanes rendered it impossible for the Jews to ful�ll their divine destiny as messengersof the new gospel of religious freedom and spiritual liberty. They ould not break the fetters oftradition. Jeremiah had told of the \law to be written in men's hearts," Ezekiel had spoken of a\new spirit to live in man's soul," and the Psalmist had prayed that God would \reate a lean heartwithin and renew a right spirit." But when the Jewish religion of good works and slavery to law fellvitim to the stagnation of traditionalisti inertia, the motion of religious evolution passed westwardto the European peoples.And so a di�erent people were alled upon to arry an advaning theology to the world, a systemof teahing embodying the philosophy of the Greeks, the law of the Romans, the morality of theHebrews, and the gospel of personality santity and spiritual liberty formulated by Paul and basedon the teahings of Jesus.Paul's ult of Christianity exhibited its morality as a Jewish birthmark. The Jews viewed historyas the providene of God - Yahweh at work. The Greeks brought to the new teahing learer oneptsof the eternal life. Paul's dotrines were inuened in theology and philosophy not only by Jesus'teahings but also by Plato and Philo. In ethis he was inspired not only by Christ but also by theStois.The gospel of Jesus, as it was embodied in Paul's ult of Antioh Christianity, beame blendedwith the following teahings:1. The philosophi reasoning of the Greek proselytes to Judaism, inluding some of their oneptsof the eternal life.2. The appealing teahings of the prevailing mystery ults, espeially the Mithrai dotrines ofredemption, atonement, and salvation by the sari�e made by some god.3. The sturdy morality of the established Jewish religion.The Mediterranean Roman Empire, the Parthian kingdom, and the adjaent peoples of Jesus'time all held rude and primitive ideas regarding the geography of the world, astronomy, health, anddisease; and naturally they were amazed by the new and startling pronounements of the arpenterof Nazareth. The ideas of spirit possession, good and bad, applied not merely to human beings, butevery rok and tree was viewed by many as being spirit possessed. This was an enhanted age, andeverybody believed in mirales as ommonplae ourrenes.1220



121.8 Previous Written ReordsAs far as possible, onsistent with our mandate, we have endeavored to utilize and to some extento-ordinate the existing reords having to do with the life of Jesus on Urantia. Although we haveenjoyed aess to the lost reord of the Apostle Andrew and have bene�ted from the ollaborationof a vast host of elestial beings who were on earth during the times of Mihael's bestowal (notablyhis now Personalized Adjuster), it has been our purpose also to make use of the so-alled Gospels ofMatthew, Mark, Luke, and John.These New Testament reords had their origin in the following irumstanes:1. The Gospel by Mark. John Mark wrote the earliest (exepting the notes of Andrew), briefest,and most simple reord of Jesus' life. He presented the Master as a minister, as man among men.Although Mark was a lad lingering about many of the senes whih he depits, his reord is in realitythe Gospel aording to Simon Peter. He was early assoiated with Peter; later with Paul. Markwrote this reord at the instigation of Peter and on the earnest petition of the hurh at Rome.Knowing how onsistently the Master refused to write out his teahings when on earth and in theesh, Mark, like the apostles and other leading disiples, was hesitant to put them in writing. ButPeter felt the hurh at Rome required the assistane of suh a written narrative, and Mark onsentedto undertake its preparation. He made many notes before Peter died in A.D. 67, and in aordanewith the outline approved by Peter and for the hurh at Rome, he began his writing soon afterPeter's death. The Gospel was ompleted near the end of A.D. 68. Mark wrote entirely from his ownmemory and Peter's memory. The reord has sine been onsiderably hanged, numerous passageshaving been taken out and some later matter added at the end to replae the latter one �fth of theoriginal Gospel, whih was lost from the �rst manusript before it was ever opied. This reord byMark, in onjuntion with Andrew's and Matthew's notes, was the written basis of all subsequentGospel narratives whih sought to portray the life and teahings of Jesus.2. The Gospel of Matthew. The so-alled Gospel aording to Matthew is the reord of theMaster's life whih was written for the edi�ation of Jewish Christians. The author of this reordonstantly seeks to show in Jesus' life that muh whih he did was that \it might be ful�lled whihwas spoken by the prophet." Matthew's Gospel portrays Jesus as a son of David, pituring him asshowing great respet for the law and the prophets.The Apostle Matthew did not write this Gospel. It was written by Isador, one of his disiples,who had as a help in his work not only Matthew's personal remembrane of these events but also aertain reord whih the latter had made of the sayings of Jesus diretly after the rui�xion. Thisreord by Matthew was written in Aramai; Isador wrote in Greek. There was no intent to deeivein arediting the prodution to Matthew. It was the ustom in those days for pupils thus to honortheir teahers.Matthew's original reord was edited and added to in A.D. 40 just before he left Jerusalem toengage in evangelisti preahing. It was a private reord, the last opy having been destroyed in theburning of a Syrian monastery in A.D. 416.Isador esaped from Jerusalem in A.D. 70 after the investment of the ity by the armies of Titus,taking with him to Pella a opy of Matthew's notes. In the year 71, while living at Pella, Isador wrotethe Gospel aording to Matthew. He also had with him the �rst four �fths of Mark's narrative.3. The Gospel by Luke. Luke, the physiian of Antioh in Pisidia, was a gentile onvert of Paul,and he wrote quite a di�erent story of the Master's life. He began to follow Paul and learn of thelife and teahings of Jesus in A.D. 47. Luke preserves muh of the \grae of the Lord Jesus Christ"in his reord as he gathered up these fats from Paul and others. Luke presents the Master as \thefriend of publians and sinners." He did not formulate his many notes into the Gospel until afterPaul's death. Luke wrote in the year 82 in Ahaia. He planned three books dealing with the history1221



of Christ and Christianity but died in A.D. 90 just before he �nished the seond of these works, the\Ats of the Apostles."As material for the ompilation of his Gospel, Luke �rst depended upon the story of Jesus' lifeas Paul had related it to him. Luke's Gospel is, therefore, in some ways the Gospel aording toPaul. But Luke had other soures of information. He not only interviewed sores of eyewitnesses tothe numerous episodes of Jesus' life whih he reords, but he also had with him a opy of Mark'sGospel, that is, the �rst four �fths, Isador's narrative, and a brief reord made in the year A.D. 78at Antioh by a believer named Cedes. Luke also had a mutilated and muh-edited opy of somenotes purported to have been made by the Apostle Andrew.4. The Gospel of John. The Gospel aording to John relates muh of Jesus' work in Judea andaround Jerusalem whih is not ontained in the other reords. This is the so-alled Gospel aordingto John the son of Zebedee, and though John did not write it, he did inspire it. Sine its �rst writingit has several times been edited to make it appear to have been written by John himself. When thisreord was made, John had the other Gospels, and he saw that muh had been omitted; aordingly,in the year A.D. 101 he enouraged his assoiate, Nathan, a Greek Jew from Caesarea, to begin thewriting. John supplied his material from memory and by referene to the three reords already inexistene. He had no written reords of his own. The Epistle known as \First John" was written byJohn himself as a overing letter for the work whih Nathan exeuted under his diretion.All these writers presented honest pitures of Jesus as they saw, remembered, or had learned ofhim, and as their onepts of these distant events were a�eted by their subsequent espousal of Paul'stheology of Christianity. And these reords, imperfet as they are, have been suÆient to hange theourse of the history of Urantia for almost two thousand years.[Aknowledgment: In arrying out my ommission to restate the teahings and retell the doingsof Jesus of Nazareth, I have drawn freely upon all soures of reord and planetary information. Myruling motive has been to prepare a reord whih will not only be enlightening to the generationof men now living, but whih may also be helpful to all future generations. From the vast store ofinformation made available to me, I have hosen that whih is best suited to the aomplishment ofthis purpose. As far as possible I have derived my information from purely human soures. Onlywhen suh soures failed, have I resorted to those reords whih are superhuman. When ideas andonepts of Jesus' life and teahings have been aeptably expressed by a human mind, I invariablygave preferene to suh apparently human thought patterns. Although I have sought to adjust theverbal expression the better to onform to our onept of the real meaning and the true import ofthe Master's life and teahings, as far as possible, I have adhered to the atual human onept andthought pattern in all my narratives. I well know that those onepts whih have had origin in thehuman mind will prove more aeptable and helpful to all other human minds. When unable to �ndthe neessary onepts in the human reords or in human expressions, I have next resorted to thememory resoures of my own order of earth reatures, the midwayers. And when that seondarysoure of information proved inadequate, I have unhesitatingly resorted to the superplanetary souresof information.The memoranda whih I have olleted, and from whih I have prepared this narrative of thelife and teahings of Jesus - aside from the memory of the reord of the Apostle Andrew - embraethought gems and superior onepts of Jesus' teahings assembled from more than two thousandhuman beings who have lived on earth from the days of Jesus down to the time of the inditing ofthese revelations, more orretly restatements. The revelatory permission has been utilized only whenthe human reord and human onepts failed to supply an adequate thought pattern. My revelatoryommission forbade me to resort to extrahuman soures of either information or expression until suha time as I ould testify that I had failed in my e�orts to �nd the required oneptual expression inpurely human soures.While I, with the ollaboration of my eleven assoiate fellow midwayers and under the supervision1222



of the Melhizedek of reord, have portrayed this narrative in aordane with my onept of its ef-fetive arrangement and in response to my hoie of immediate expression, nevertheless, the majorityof the ideas and even some of the e�etive expressions whih I have thus utilized had their origin inthe minds of the men of many raes who have lived on earth during the intervening generations, righton down to those who are still alive at the time of this undertaking. In many ways I have servedmore as a olletor and editor than as an original narrator. I have unhesitatingly appropriated thoseideas and onepts, preferably human, whih would enable me to reate the most e�etive portraitureof Jesus' life, and whih would qualify me to restate his mathless teahings in the most strikinglyhelpful and universally uplifting phraseology. In behalf of the Brotherhood of the United Midwayersof Urantia, I most gratefully aknowledge our indebtedness to all soures of reord and onept whihhave been hereinafter utilized in the further elaboration of our restatement of Jesus' life on earth.℄
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Chapter 122Birth and Infany of JesusIT WILL hardly be possible fully to explain the many reasons whih led to the seletion of Palestineas the land for Mihael's bestowal, and espeially as to just why the family of Joseph and Maryshould have been hosen as the immediate setting for the appearane of this Son of God on Urantia.After a study of the speial report on the status of segregated worlds prepared by the Melhizedeks,in ounsel with Gabriel, Mihael �nally hose Urantia as the planet whereon to enat his �nalbestowal. Subsequent to this deision Gabriel made a personal visit to Urantia, and, as a result ofhis study of human groups and his survey of the spiritual, intelletual, raial, and geographi featuresof the world and its peoples, he deided that the Hebrews possessed those relative advantages whihwarranted their seletion as the bestowal rae. Upon Mihael's approval of this deision, Gabrielappointed and dispathed to Urantia the Family Commission of Twelve - seleted from among thehigher orders of universe personalities - whih was intrusted with the task of making an investigationof Jewish family life. When this ommission ended its labors, Gabriel was present on Urantia andreeived the report nominating three prospetive unions as being, in the opinion of the ommission,equally favorable as bestowal families for Mihael's projeted inarnation.From the three ouples nominated, Gabriel made the personal hoie of Joseph and Mary, subse-quently making his personal appearane to Mary, at whih time he imparted to her the glad tidingsthat she had been seleted to beome the earth mother of the bestowal hild.122.1 Joseph and MaryJoseph, the human father of Jesus (Joshua ben Joseph), was a Hebrew of the Hebrews, albeit hearried many non-Jewish raial strains whih had been added to his anestral tree from time to timeby the female lines of his progenitors. The anestry of the father of Jesus went bak to the daysof Abraham and through this venerable patriarh to the earlier lines of inheritane leading to theSumerians and Nodites and, through the southern tribes of the anient blue man, to Andon and Fonta.David and Solomon were not in the diret line of Joseph's anestry, neither did Joseph's lineage godiretly bak to Adam. Joseph's immediate anestors were mehanis - builders, arpenters, masons,and smiths. Joseph himself was a arpenter and later a ontrator. His family belonged to a long andillustrious line of the nobility of the ommon people, aentuated ever and anon by the appearaneof unusual individuals who had distinguished themselves in onnetion with the evolution of religionon Urantia.Mary, the earth mother of Jesus, was a desendant of a long line of unique anestors embraingmany of the most remarkable women in the raial history of Urantia. Although Mary was an averagewoman of her day and generation, possessing a fairly normal temperament, she rekoned among heranestors suh well-known women as Annon, Tamar, Ruth, Bathsheba, Ansie, Cloa, Eve, Enta, and1225



Ratta. No Jewish woman of that day had a more illustrious lineage of ommon progenitors or oneextending bak to more auspiious beginnings. Mary's anestry, like Joseph's, was haraterized bythe predominane of strong but average individuals, relieved now and then by numerous outstandingpersonalities in the marh of ivilization and the progressive evolution of religion. Raially onsidered,it is hardly proper to regard Mary as a Jewess. In ulture and belief she was a Jew, but in hereditaryendowment she was more a omposite of Syrian, Hittite, Phoeniian, Greek, and Egyptian stoks,her raial inheritane being more general than that of Joseph.Of all ouples living in Palestine at about the time of Mihael's projeted bestowal, Joseph andMary possessed the most ideal ombination of widespread raial onnetions and superior average ofpersonality endowments. It was the plan of Mihael to appear on earth as an average man, that theommon people might understand him and reeive him; wherefore Gabriel seleted just suh personsas Joseph and Mary to beome the bestowal parents.122.2 Gabriel Appears to ElizabethJesus' lifework on Urantia was really begun by John the Baptist. Zaharias, John's father, belongedto the Jewish priesthood, while his mother, Elizabeth, was a member of the more prosperous branhof the same large family group to whih Mary the mother of Jesus also belonged. Zaharias andElizabeth, though they had been married many years, were hildless.It was late in the month of June, 8 B.C., about three months after the marriage of Joseph andMary, that Gabriel appeared to Elizabeth at noontide one day, just as he later made his preseneknown to Mary. Said Gabriel:\While your husband, Zaharias, stands before the altar in Jerusalem, and while the assembledpeople pray for the oming of a deliverer, I, Gabriel, have ome to announe that you will shortlybear a son who shall be the forerunner of this divine teaher, and you shall all your son John. Hewill grow up dediated to the Lord your God, and when he has ome to full years, he will gladdenyour heart beause he will turn many souls to God, and he will also prolaim the oming of thesoul-healer of your people and the spirit-liberator of all mankind. Your kinswoman Mary shall bethe mother of this hild of promise, and I will also appear to her."This vision greatly frightened Elizabeth. After Gabriel's departure she turned this experiene overin her mind, long pondering the sayings of the majesti visitor, but did not speak of the revelationto anyone save her husband until her subsequent visit with Mary in early February of the followingyear.For �ve months, however, Elizabeth withheld her seret even from her husband. Upon her dis-losure of the story of Gabriel's visit, Zaharias was very skeptial and for weeks doubted the entireexperiene, only onsenting halfheartedly to believe in Gabriel's visit to his wife when he ould nolonger question that she was expetant with hild. Zaharias was very muh perplexed regarding theprospetive motherhood of Elizabeth, but he did not doubt the integrity of his wife, notwithstandinghis own advaned age. It was not until about six weeks before John's birth that Zaharias, as theresult of an impressive dream, beame fully onvined that Elizabeth was to beome the mother ofa son of destiny, one who was to prepare the way for the oming of the Messiah.Gabriel appeared to Mary about the middle of November, 8 B.C., while she was at work in herNazareth home. Later on, after Mary knew without doubt that she was to beome a mother, shepersuaded Joseph to let her journey to the City of Judah, four miles west of Jerusalem, in thehills, to visit Elizabeth. Gabriel had informed eah of these mothers-to-be of his appearane to theother. Naturally they were anxious to get together, ompare experienes, and talk over the probablefutures of their sons. Mary remained with her distant ousin for three weeks. Elizabeth did muh to1226



strengthen Mary's faith in the vision of Gabriel, so that she returned home more fully dediated tothe all to mother the hild of destiny whom she was so soon to present to the world as a helplessbabe, an average and normal infant of the realm.John was born in the City of Judah, Marh 25, 7 B.C. Zaharias and Elizabeth rejoied greatlyin the realization that a son had ome to them as Gabriel had promised, and when on the eighthday they presented the hild for irumision, they formally hristened him John, as they had beendireted aforetime. Already had a nephew of Zaharias departed for Nazareth, arrying the messageof Elizabeth to Mary prolaiming that a son had been born to her and that his name was to be John.From his earliest infany John was judiiously impressed by his parents with the idea that hewas to grow up to beome a spiritual leader and religious teaher. And the soil of John's heart wasever responsive to the sowing of suh suggestive seeds. Even as a hild he was found frequently atthe temple during the seasons of his father's servie, and he was tremendously impressed with thesigni�ane of all that he saw.
122.3 Gabriel's Announement to MaryOne evening about sundown, before Joseph had returned home, Gabriel appeared to Mary by theside of a low stone table and, after she had reovered her omposure, said: \I ome at the biddingof one who is my Master and whom you shall love and nurture. To you, Mary, I bring glad tidingswhen I announe that the oneption within you is ordained by heaven, and that in due time youwill beome the mother of a son; you shall all him Joshua, and he shall inaugurate the kingdom ofheaven on earth and among men. Speak not of this matter save to Joseph and to Elizabeth, yourkinswoman, to whom I have also appeared, and who shall presently also bear a son, whose name shallbe John, and who will prepare the way for the message of deliverane whih your son shall prolaimto men with great power and deep onvition. And doubt not my word, Mary, for this home hasbeen hosen as the mortal habitat of the hild of destiny. My benedition rests upon you, the powerof the Most Highs will strengthen you, and the Lord of all the earth shall overshadow you."Mary pondered this visitation seretly in her heart for many weeks until of a ertainty she knewshe was with hild, before she dared to dislose these unusual events to her husband. When Josephheard all about this, although he had great on�dene in Mary, he was muh troubled and ouldnot sleep for many nights. At �rst Joseph had doubts about the Gabriel visitation. Then when hebeame well-nigh persuaded that Mary had really heard the voie and beheld the form of the divinemessenger, he was torn in mind as he pondered how suh things ould be. How ould the o�springof human beings be a hild of divine destiny? Never ould Joseph reonile these oniting ideasuntil, after several weeks of thought, both he and Mary reahed the onlusion that they had beenhosen to beome the parents of the Messiah, though it had hardly been the Jewish onept that theexpeted deliverer was to be of divine nature. Upon arriving at this momentous onlusion, Maryhastened to depart for a visit with Elizabeth.Upon her return, Mary went to visit her parents, Joahim and Hannah. Her two brothers and twosisters, as well as her parents, were always very skeptial about the divine mission of Jesus, though,of ourse, at this time they knew nothing of the Gabriel visitation. But Mary did on�de to hersister Salome that she thought her son was destined to beome a great teaher.Gabriel's announement to Mary was made the day following the oneption of Jesus and was theonly event of supernatural ourrene onneted with her entire experiene of arrying and bearingthe hild of promise. 1227



122.4 Joseph's DreamJoseph did not beome reoniled to the idea that Mary was to beome the mother of an extraordinaryhild until after he had experiened a very impressive dream. In this dream a brilliant elestialmessenger appeared to him and, among other things, said: \Joseph, I appear by ommand of Himwho now reigns on high, and I am direted to instrut you onerning the son whom Mary shallbear, and who shall beome a great light in the world. In him will be life, and his life shall beomethe light of mankind. He shall �rst ome to his own people, but they will hardly reeive him; but toas many as shall reeive him to them will he reveal that they are the hildren of God." After thisexperiene Joseph never again wholly doubted Mary's story of Gabriel's visit and of the promise thatthe unborn hild was to beome a divine messenger to the world.In all these visitations nothing was said about the house of David. Nothing was ever intimatedabout Jesus' beoming a \deliverer of the Jews," not even that he was to be the long-expetedMessiah. Jesus was not suh a Messiah as the Jews had antiipated, but he was the world's deliverer.His mission was to all raes and peoples, not to any one group.Joseph was not of the line of King David. Mary had more of the Davidi anestry than Joseph.True, Joseph did go to the City of David, Bethlehem, to be registered for the Roman ensus, butthat was beause, six generations previously, Joseph's paternal anestor of that generation, being anorphan, was adopted by one Zado, who was a diret desendant of David; hene was Joseph alsoaounted as of the \house of David."Most of the so-alled Messiani propheies of the Old Testament were made to apply to Jesuslong after his life had been lived on earth. For enturies the Hebrew prophets had prolaimed theoming of a deliverer, and these promises had been onstrued by suessive generations as referringto a new Jewish ruler who would sit upon the throne of David and, by the reputed miraulousmethods of Moses, proeed to establish the Jews in Palestine as a powerful nation, free from allforeign domination. Again, many �gurative passages found throughout the Hebrew sriptures weresubsequently misapplied to the life mission of Jesus. Many Old Testament sayings were so distortedas to appear to �t some episode of the Master's earth life. Jesus himself onetime publily denied anyonnetion with the royal house of David. Even the passage, \a maiden shall bear a son," was madeto read, \a virgin shall bear a son." This was also true of the many genealogies of both Joseph andMary whih were onstruted subsequent to Mihael's areer on earth. Many of these lineages ontainmuh of the Master's anestry, but on the whole they are not genuine and may not be dependedupon as fatual. The early followers of Jesus all too often suumbed to the temptation to make allthe olden propheti utteranes appear to �nd ful�llment in the life of their Lord and Master.122.5 Jesus' Earth ParentsJoseph was a mild-mannered man, extremely onsientious, and in every way faithful to the religiousonventions and praties of his people. He talked little but thought muh. The sorry plight ofthe Jewish people aused Joseph muh sadness. As a youth, among his eight brothers and sisters,he had been more heerful, but in the earlier years of married life (during Jesus' hildhood) hewas subjet to periods of mild spiritual disouragement. These temperamental manifestations weregreatly improved just before his untimely death and after the eonomi ondition of his family hadbeen enhaned by his advanement from the rank of arpenter to the role of a prosperous ontrator.Mary's temperament was quite opposite to that of her husband. She was usually heerful, wasvery rarely downast, and possessed an ever-sunny disposition. Mary indulged in free and frequentexpression of her emotional feelings and was never observed to be sorrowful until after the suddendeath of Joseph. And she had hardly reovered from this shok when she had thrust upon her1228



the anxieties and questionings aroused by the extraordinary areer of her eldest son, whih was sorapidly unfolding before her astonished gaze. But throughout all this unusual experiene Mary wasomposed, ourageous, and fairly wise in her relationship with her strange and little-understood�rst-born son and his surviving brothers and sisters.Jesus derived muh of his unusual gentleness and marvelous sympatheti understanding of humannature from his father; he inherited his gift as a great teaher and his tremendous apaity forrighteous indignation from his mother. In emotional reations to his adult-life environment, Jesuswas at one time like his father, meditative and worshipful, sometimes haraterized by apparentsadness; but more often he drove forward in the manner of his mother's optimisti and determineddisposition. All in all, Mary's temperament tended to dominate the areer of the divine Son as hegrew up and swung into the momentous strides of his adult life. In some partiulars Jesus was ablending of his parents' traits; in other respets he exhibited the traits of one in ontrast with thoseof the other.From Joseph Jesus seured his strit training in the usages of the Jewish eremonials and hisunusual aquaintane with the Hebrew sriptures; from Mary he derived a broader viewpoint ofreligious life and a more liberal onept of personal spiritual freedom.The families of both Joseph and Mary were well eduated for their time. Joseph and Mary wereeduated far above the average for their day and station in life. He was a thinker; she was a planner,expert in adaptation and pratial in immediate exeution. Joseph was a blak-eyed brunet; Mary,a brown-eyed well-nigh blond type.Had Joseph lived, he undoubtedly would have beome a �rm believer in the divine mission of hiseldest son. Mary alternated between believing and doubting, being greatly inuened by the positiontaken by her other hildren and by her friends and relatives, but always was she steadied in her �nalattitude by the memory of Gabriel's appearane to her immediately after the hild was oneived.Mary was an expert weaver and more than averagely skilled in most of the household arts of thatday; she was a good housekeeper and a superior homemaker. Both Joseph and Mary were goodteahers, and they saw to it that their hildren were well versed in the learning of that day.When Joseph was a young man, he was employed by Mary's father in the work of building anaddition to his house, and it was when Mary brought Joseph a up of water, during a noontime meal,that the ourtship of the pair who were destined to beome the parents of Jesus really began.Joseph and Mary were married, in aordane with Jewish ustom, at Mary's home in the environsof Nazareth when Joseph was twenty-one years old. This marriage onluded a normal ourtship ofalmost two years' duration. Shortly thereafter they moved into their new home in Nazareth, whihhad been built by Joseph with the assistane of two of his brothers. The house was loated nearthe foot of the near-by elevated land whih so harmingly overlooked the surrounding ountryside.In this home, espeially prepared, these young and expetant parents had thought to welome thehild of promise, little realizing that this momentous event of a universe was to transpire while theywould be absent from home in Bethlehem of Judea.The larger part of Joseph's family beame believers in the teahings of Jesus, but very few ofMary's people ever believed in him until after he departed from this world. Joseph leaned moretoward the spiritual onept of the expeted Messiah, but Mary and her family, espeially her father,held to the idea of the Messiah as a temporal deliverer and politial ruler. Mary's anestors hadbeen prominently identi�ed with the Maabean ativities of the then but reent times.Joseph held vigorously to the Eastern, or Babylonian, views of the Jewish religion; Mary leanedstrongly toward the more liberal and broader Western, or Hellenisti, interpretation of the law andthe prophets. 1229



122.6 The Home at NazarethThe home of Jesus was not far from the high hill in the northerly part of Nazareth, some distanefrom the village spring, whih was in the eastern setion of the town. Jesus' family dwelt in theoutskirts of the ity, and this made it all the easier for him subsequently to enjoy frequent strolls inthe ountry and to make trips up to the top of this near-by highland, the highest of all the hills ofsouthern Galilee save the Mount Tabor range to the east and the hill of Nain, whih was about thesame height. Their home was loated a little to the south and east of the southern promontory ofthis hill and about midway between the base of this elevation and the road leading out of Nazarethtoward Cana. Aside from limbing the hill, Jesus' favorite stroll was to follow a narrow trail windingabout the base of the hill in a northeasterly diretion to a point where it joined the road to Sepphoris.The home of Joseph and Mary was a one-room stone struture with a at roof and an adjoiningbuilding for housing the animals. The furniture onsisted of a low stone table, earthenware and stonedishes and pots, a loom, a lampstand, several small stools, and mats for sleeping on the stone oor.In the bak yard, near the animal annex, was the shelter whih overed the oven and the mill forgrinding grain. It required two persons to operate this type of mill, one to grind and another to feedthe grain. As a small boy Jesus often fed grain to this mill while his mother turned the grinder.In later years, as the family grew in size, they would all squat about the enlarged stone table toenjoy their meals, helping themselves from a ommon dish, or pot, of food. During the winter, atthe evening meal the table would be lighted by a small, at lay lamp, whih was �lled with oliveoil. After the birth of Martha, Joseph built an addition to this house, a large room, whih was usedas a arpenter shop during the day and as a sleeping room at night.122.7 The Trip to BethlehemIn the month of Marh, 8 B.C. (the month Joseph and Mary were married), Caesar Augustus dereedthat all inhabitants of the Roman Empire should be numbered, that a ensus should be made whihould be used for e�eting better taxation. The Jews had always been greatly prejudied againstany attempt to \number the people," and this, in onnetion with the serious domesti diÆultiesof Herod, King of Judea, had onspired to ause the postponement of the taking of this ensus inthe Jewish kingdom for one year. Throughout all the Roman Empire this ensus was registered inthe year 8 B.C., exept in the Palestinian kingdom of Herod, where it was taken in 7 B.C., one yearlater.It was not neessary that Mary should go to Bethlehem for enrollment - Joseph was authorized toregister for his family - but Mary, being an adventurous and aggressive person, insisted on aom-panying him. She feared being left alone lest the hild be born while Joseph was away, and again,Bethlehem being not far from the City of Judah, Mary foresaw a possible pleasurable visit with herkinswoman Elizabeth.Joseph virtually forbade Mary to aompany him, but it was of no avail; when the food was pakedfor the trip of three or four days, she prepared double rations and made ready for the journey. Butbefore they atually set forth, Joseph was reoniled to Mary's going along, and they heerfullydeparted from Nazareth at the break of day.Joseph and Mary were poor, and sine they had only one beast of burden, Mary, being large withhild, rode on the animal with the provisions while Joseph walked, leading the beast. The buildingand furnishing of a home had been a great drain on Joseph sine he had also to ontribute to thesupport of his parents, as his father had been reently disabled. And so this Jewish ouple went forthfrom their humble home early on the morning of August 18, 7 B.C., on their journey to Bethlehem.1230



Their �rst day of travel arried them around the foothills of Mount Gilboa, where they ampedfor the night by the river Jordan and engaged in many speulations as to what sort of a son wouldbe born to them, Joseph adhering to the onept of a spiritual teaher and Mary holding to the ideaof a Jewish Messiah, a deliverer of the Hebrew nation.Bright and early the morning of August 19, Joseph and Mary were again on their way. Theypartook of their noontide meal at the foot of Mount Sartaba, overlooking the Jordan valley, andjourneyed on, making Jeriho for the night, where they stopped at an inn on the highway in theoutskirts of the ity. Following the evening meal and after muh disussion onerning the oppres-siveness of Roman rule, Herod, the ensus enrollment, and the omparative inuene of Jerusalemand Alexandria as enters of Jewish learning and ulture, the Nazareth travelers retired for the night'srest. Early in the morning of August 20 they resumed their journey, reahing Jerusalem before noon,visiting the temple, and going on to their destination, arriving at Bethlehem in midafternoon.The inn was overrowded, and Joseph aordingly sought lodgings with distant relatives, butevery room in Bethlehem was �lled to overowing. On returning to the ourtyard of the inn, hewas informed that the aravan stables, hewn out of the side of the rok and situated just below theinn, had been leared of animals and leaned up for the reeption of lodgers. Leaving the donkeyin the ourtyard, Joseph shouldered their bags of lothing and provisions and with Mary desendedthe stone steps to their lodgings below. They found themselves loated in what had been a grainstorage room to the front of the stalls and mangers. Tent urtains had been hung, and they ountedthemselves fortunate to have suh omfortable quarters.Joseph had thought to go out at one and enroll, but Mary was weary; she was onsiderablydistressed and besought him to remain by her side, whih he did.122.8 The Birth of JesusAll that night Mary was restless so that neither of them slept muh. By the break of day the pangs ofhildbirth were well in evidene, and at noon, August 21, 7 B.C., with the help and kind ministrationsof women fellow travelers, Mary was delivered of a male hild. Jesus of Nazareth was born into theworld, was wrapped in the lothes whih Mary had brought along for suh a possible ontingeny,and laid in a near-by manger.In just the same manner as all babies before that day and sine have ome into the world, thepromised hild was born; and on the eighth day, aording to the Jewish pratie, he was irumisedand formally named Joshua (Jesus).The next day after the birth of Jesus, Joseph made his enrollment. Meeting a man they hadtalked with two nights previously at Jeriho, Joseph was taken by him to a well-to-do friend whohad a room at the inn, and who said he would gladly exhange quarters with the Nazareth ouple.That afternoon they moved up to the inn, where they lived for almost three weeks until they foundlodgings in the home of a distant relative of Joseph.The seond day after the birth of Jesus, Mary sent word to Elizabeth that her hild had ome andreeived word in return inviting Joseph up to Jerusalem to talk over all their a�airs with Zaharias.The following week Joseph went to Jerusalem to onfer with Zaharias. Both Zaharias and Elizabethhad beome possessed with the sinere onvition that Jesus was indeed to beome the Jewishdeliverer, the Messiah, and that their son John was to be his hief of aides, his right-hand man ofdestiny. And sine Mary held these same ideas, it was not diÆult to prevail upon Joseph to remainin Bethlehem, the City of David, so that Jesus might grow up to beome the suessor of David onthe throne of all Israel. Aordingly, they remained in Bethlehem more than a year, Joseph meantimeworking some at his arpenter's trade. 1231



At the noontide birth of Jesus the seraphim of Urantia, assembled under their diretors, didsing anthems of glory over the Bethlehem manger, but these utteranes of praise were not heardby human ears. No shepherds nor any other mortal reatures ame to pay homage to the babe ofBethlehem until the day of the arrival of ertain priests from Ur, who were sent down from Jerusalemby Zaharias.These priests from Mesopotamia had been told sometime before by a strange religious teaher oftheir ountry that he had had a dream in whih he was informed that \the light of life" was aboutto appear on earth as a babe and among the Jews. And thither went these three teahers looking forthis \light of life." After many weeks of futile searh in Jerusalem, they were about to return to Urwhen Zaharias met them and dislosed his belief that Jesus was the objet of their quest and sentthem on to Bethlehem, where they found the babe and left their gifts with Mary, his earth mother.The babe was almost three weeks old at the time of their visit.These wise men saw no star to guide them to Bethlehem. The beautiful legend of the star ofBethlehem originated in this way: Jesus was born August 21 at noon, 7 B.C. On May 29, 7 B.C.,there ourred an extraordinary onjuntion of Jupiter and Saturn in the onstellation of Pises.And it is a remarkable astronomi fat that similar onjuntions ourred on September 29 andDeember 5 of the same year. Upon the basis of these extraordinary but wholly natural events thewell-meaning zealots of the sueeding generation onstruted the appealing legend of the star ofBethlehem and the adoring Magi led thereby to the manger, where they beheld and worshiped thenewborn babe. Oriental and near-Oriental minds delight in fairy stories, and they are ontinuallyspinning suh beautiful myths about the lives of their religious leaders and politial heroes. In theabsene of printing, when most human knowledge was passed by word of mouth from one generationto another, it was very easy for myths to beome traditions and for traditions eventually to beomeaepted as fats.122.9 The Presentation in the TempleMoses had taught the Jews that every �rst-born son belonged to the Lord, and that, in lieu of hissari�e as was the ustom among the heathen nations, suh a son might live provided his parentswould redeem him by the payment of �ve shekels to any authorized priest. There was also a Mosaiordinane whih direted that a mother, after the passing of a ertain period of time, should presentherself (or have someone make the proper sari�e for her) at the temple for puri�ation. It wasustomary to perform both of these eremonies at the same time. Aordingly, Joseph and Mary wentup to the temple at Jerusalem in person to present Jesus to the priests and e�et his redemption andalso to make the proper sari�e to insure Mary's eremonial puri�ation from the alleged unleannessof hildbirth.There lingered onstantly about the ourts of the temple two remarkable haraters, Simeona singer and Anna a poetess. Simeon was a Judean, but Anna was a Galilean. This ouple werefrequently in eah other's ompany, and both were intimates of the priest Zaharias, who had on�dedthe seret of John and Jesus to them. Both Simeon and Anna longed for the oming of the Messiah,and their on�dene in Zaharias led them to believe that Jesus was the expeted deliverer of theJewish people.Zaharias knew the day Joseph and Mary were expeted to appear at the temple with Jesus, andhe had prearranged with Simeon and Anna to indiate, by the salute of his upraised hand, whihone in the proession of �rst-born hildren was Jesus.For this oasion Anna had written a poem whih Simeon proeeded to sing, muh to the aston-ishment of Joseph, Mary, and all who were assembled in the temple ourts. And this was their hymnof the redemption of the �rst-born son: 1232



Blessed be the Lord, the God of Israel,For he has visited us and wrought redemption for his people;He has raised up a horn of salvation for all of usIn the house of his servant David.Even as he spoke by the mouth of his holy prophets -Salvation from our enemies and from the hand of all who hate us;To show mery to our fathers, and remember his holy ovenant -The oath whih he swore to Abraham our father,To grant us that we, being delivered out of the hand of our enemies,Should serve him without fear,In holiness and righteousness before him all our days.Yes, and you, hild of promise, shall be alled the prophet of the Most High;For you shall go before the fae of the Lord to establish his kingdom;To give knowledge of salvation to his peopleIn the remission of their sins.Rejoie in the tender mery of our God beause the dayspring from on high has now visited usTo shine upon those who sit in darkness and the shadow of death;To guide our feet into ways of peae.And now let your servant depart in peae, O Lord, aording to your word,For my eyes have seen your salvation,Whih you have prepared before the fae of all peoples;A light for even the unveiling of the gentilesAnd the glory of your people Israel.On the way bak to Bethlehem, Joseph and Mary were silent - onfused and overawed. Mary wasmuh disturbed by the farewell salutation of Anna, the aged poetess, and Joseph was not in harmonywith this premature e�ort to make Jesus out to be the expeted Messiah of the Jewish people.122.10 Herod AtsBut the wathers for Herod were not inative. When they reported to him the visit of the priests ofUr to Bethlehem, Herod summoned these Chaldeans to appear before him. He inquired diligently ofthese wise men about the new \king of the Jews," but they gave him little satisfation, explainingthat the babe had been born of a woman who had ome down to Bethlehem with her husband forthe ensus enrollment. Herod, not being satis�ed with this answer, sent them forth with a purse anddireted that they should �nd the hild so that he too might ome and worship him, sine they haddelared that his kingdom was to be spiritual, not temporal. But when the wise men did not return,Herod grew suspiious. As he turned these things over in his mind, his informers returned and madefull report of the reent ourrenes in the temple, bringing him a opy of parts of the Simeon songwhih had been sung at the redemption eremonies of Jesus. But they had failed to follow Josephand Mary, and Herod was very angry with them when they ould not tell him whither the pair hadtaken the babe. He then dispathed searhers to loate Joseph and Mary. Knowing Herod pursued1233



the Nazareth family, Zaharias and Elizabeth remained away from Bethlehem. The boy baby wassereted with Joseph's relatives.Joseph was afraid to seek work, and their small savings were rapidly disappearing. Even at thetime of the puri�ation eremonies at the temple, Joseph deemed himself suÆiently poor to warranthis o�ering for Mary two young pigeons as Moses had direted for the puri�ation of mothers amongthe poor.When, after more than a year of searhing, Herod's spies had not loated Jesus, and beause ofthe suspiion that the babe was still onealed in Bethlehem, he prepared an order direting that asystemati searh be made of every house in Bethlehem, and that all boy babies under two years ofage should be killed. In this manner Herod hoped to make sure that this hild who was to beome\king of the Jews" would be destroyed. And thus perished in one day sixteen boy babies in Bethlehemof Judea. But intrigue and murder, even in his own immediate family, were ommon ourrenes atthe ourt of Herod.The massare of these infants took plae about the middle of Otober, 6 B.C., when Jesus was alittle over one year of age. But there were believers in the oming Messiah even among Herod's ourtattah�es, and one of these, learning of the order to slaughter the Bethlehem boy babies, ommuniatedwith Zaharias, who in turn dispathed a messenger to Joseph; and the night before the massareJoseph and Mary departed from Bethlehem with the babe for Alexandria in Egypt. In order toavoid attrating attention, they journeyed alone to Egypt with Jesus. They went to Alexandria onfunds provided by Zaharias, and there Joseph worked at his trade while Mary and Jesus lodged withwell-to-do relatives of Joseph's family. They sojourned in Alexandria two full years, not returning toBethlehem until after the death of Herod.
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Chapter 123The Early Childhood of JesusOWING to the unertainties and anxieties of their sojourn in Bethlehem, Mary did not wean thebabe until they had arrived safely in Alexandria, where the family was able to settle down to anormal life. They lived with kinsfolk, and Joseph was well able to support his family as he seuredwork shortly after their arrival. He was employed as a arpenter for several months and then elevatedto the position of foreman of a large group of workmen employed on one of the publi buildings thenin proess of onstrution. This new experiene gave him the idea of beoming a ontrator andbuilder after their return to Nazareth.All through these early years of Jesus' helpless infany, Mary maintained one long and onstantvigil lest anything befall her hild whih might jeopardize his welfare or in any way interfere withhis future mission on earth; no mother was ever more devoted to her hild. In the home where Jesushaned to be there were two other hildren about his age, and among the near neighbors there weresix others whose ages were suÆiently near his own to make them aeptable play-fellows. At �rstMary was disposed to keep Jesus lose by her side. She feared something might happen to him ifhe were allowed to play in the garden with the other hildren, but Joseph, with the assistane of hiskinsfolk, was able to onvine her that suh a ourse would deprive Jesus of the helpful experiene oflearning how to adjust himself to hildren of his own age. And Mary, realizing that suh a programof undue sheltering and unusual protetion might tend to make him self-onsious and somewhatself-entered, �nally gave assent to the plan of permitting the hild of promise to grow up just likeany other hild; and though she was obedient to this deision, she made it her business always to beon wath while the little folks were at play about the house or in the garden. Only an a�etionatemother an know the burden that Mary arried in her heart for the safety of her son during theseyears of his infany and early hildhood.Throughout the two years of their sojourn at Alexandria, Jesus enjoyed good health and ontinuedto grow normally. Aside from a few friends and relatives no one was told about Jesus' being a \hildof promise." One of Joseph's relatives revealed this to a few friends in Memphis, desendants of thedistant Ikhnaton, and they, with a small group of Alexandrian believers, assembled at the palatialhome of Joseph's relative-benefator a short time before the return to Palestine to wish the Nazarethfamily well and to pay their respets to the hild. On this oasion the assembled friends presentedJesus with a omplete opy of the Greek translation of the Hebrew sriptures. But this opy of theJewish sared writings was not plaed in Joseph's hands until both he and Mary had �nally delinedthe invitation of their Memphis and Alexandrian friends to remain in Egypt. These believers insistedthat the hild of destiny would be able to exert a far greater world inuene as a resident of Alexandriathan of any designated plae in Palestine. These persuasions delayed their departure for Palestinefor some time after they reeived the news of Herod's death.Joseph and Mary �nally took leave of Alexandria on a boat belonging to their friend Ezraeon,bound for Joppa, arriving at that port late in August of the year 4 B.C. They went diretly to1235



Bethlehem, where they spent the entire month of September in ounsel with their friends and relativesonerning whether they should remain there or return to Nazareth.Mary had never fully given up the idea that Jesus ought to grow up in Bethlehem, the City ofDavid. Joseph did not really believe that their son was to beome a kingly deliverer of Israel. Besides,he knew that he himself was not really a desendant of David; that his being rekoned among theo�spring of David was due to the adoption of one of his anestors into the Davidi line of desent.Mary, of ourse, thought the City of David the most appropriate plae in whih the new andidatefor David's throne ould be reared, but Joseph preferred to take hanes with Herod Antipas ratherthan with his brother Arhelaus. He entertained great fears for the hild's safety in Bethlehem or inany other ity in Judea, and surmised that Arhelaus would be more likely to pursue the menaingpoliies of his father, Herod, than would Antipas in Galilee. And besides all these reasons, Josephwas outspoken in his preferene for Galilee as a better plae in whih to rear and eduate the hild,but it required three weeks to overome Mary's objetions.By the �rst of Otober Joseph had onvined Mary and all their friends that it was best for themto return to Nazareth. Aordingly, early in Otober, 4 B.C., they departed from Bethlehem forNazareth, going by way of Lydda and Sythopolis. They started out early one Sunday morning, Maryand the hild riding on their newly aquired beast of burden, while Joseph and �ve aompanyingkinsmen proeeded on foot; Joseph's relatives refused to permit them to make the trip to Nazarethalone. They feared to go to Galilee by Jerusalem and the Jordan valley, and the western routes werenot altogether safe for two lone travelers with a hild of tender years.123.1 Bak in NazarethOn the fourth day of the journey the party reahed its destination in safety. They arrived unan-nouned at the Nazareth home, whih had been oupied for more than three years by one of Joseph'smarried brothers, who was indeed surprised to see them; so quietly had they gone about their busi-ness that neither the family of Joseph nor that of Mary knew they had even left Alexandria. Thenext day Joseph's brother moved his family, and Mary, for the �rst time sine Jesus' birth, settleddown with her little family to enjoy life in their own home. In less than a week Joseph seured workas a arpenter, and they were supremely happy.Jesus was about three years and two months old at the time of their return to Nazareth. He hadstood all these travels very well and was in exellent health and full of hildish glee and exitementat having premises of his own to run about in and to enjoy. But he greatly missed the assoiation ofhis Alexandrian playmates.On the way to Nazareth Joseph had persuaded Mary that it would be unwise to spread the wordamong their Galilean friends and relatives that Jesus was a hild of promise. They agreed to refrainfrom all mention of these matters to anyone. And they were both very faithful in keeping thispromise.Jesus' entire fourth year was a period of normal physial development and of unusual mentalativity. Meantime he had formed a very lose attahment for a neighbor boy about his own agenamed Jaob. Jesus and Jaob were always happy in their play, and they grew up to be great friendsand loyal ompanions.The next important event in the life of this Nazareth family was the birth of the seond hild,James, in the early morning hours of April 2, 3 B.C. Jesus was thrilled by the thought of having ababy brother, and he would stand around by the hour just to observe the baby's early ativities.It was midsummer of this same year that Joseph built a small workshop lose to the village springand near the aravan tarrying lot. After this he did very little arpenter work by the day. He had1236



as assoiates two of his brothers and several other mehanis, whom he sent out to work while heremained at the shop making yokes and plows and doing other woodwork. He also did some workin leather and with rope and anvas. And Jesus, as he grew up, when not at shool, spent his timeabout equally between helping his mother with home duties and wathing his father work at theshop, meanwhile listening to the onversation and gossip of the aravan ondutors and passengersfrom the four orners of the earth.In July of this year, one month before Jesus was four years old, an outbreak of malignant intestinaltrouble spread over all Nazareth from ontat with the aravan travelers. Mary beame so alarmed bythe danger of Jesus being exposed to this epidemi of disease that she bundled up both her hildrenand ed to the ountry home of her brother, several miles south of Nazareth on the Megiddo roadnear Sarid. They did not return to Nazareth for more than two months; Jesus greatly enjoyed this,his �rst experiene on a farm.123.2 The Fifth Year (2 B.C.)In something more than a year after the return to Nazareth the boy Jesus arrived at the age of his �rstpersonal and wholehearted moral deision; and there ame to abide with him a Thought Adjuster,a divine gift of the Paradise Father, whih had aforetime served with Mahiventa Melhizedek, thusgaining the experiene of funtioning in onnetion with the inarnation of a supermortal being livingin the likeness of mortal esh. This event ourred on February 11, 2 B.C. Jesus was no more awareof the oming of the divine Monitor than are the millions upon millions of other hildren who, beforeand sine that day, have likewise reeived these Thought Adjusters to indwell their minds and workfor the ultimate spiritualization of these minds and the eternal survival of their evolving immortalsouls.On this day in February the diret and personal supervision of the Universe Rulers, as it wasrelated to the integrity of the hildlike inarnation of Mihael, terminated. From that time onthroughout the human unfolding of the inarnation, the guardianship of Jesus was destined to restin the keeping of this indwelling Adjuster and the assoiated seraphi guardians, supplemented fromtime to time by the ministry of midway reatures assigned for the performane of ertain de�niteduties in aordane with the instrution of their planetary superiors.Jesus was �ve years old in August of this year, and we will, therefore, refer to this as his �fth(alendar) year of life. In this year, 2 B.C., a little more than one month before his �fth birthdayanniversary, Jesus was made very happy by the oming of his sister Miriam, who was born on thenight of July 11. During the evening of the following day Jesus had a long talk with his fatheronerning the manner in whih various groups of living things are born into the world as separateindividuals. The most valuable part of Jesus' early eduation was seured from his parents in answerto his thoughtful and searhing inquiries. Joseph never failed to do his full duty in taking pains andspending time answering the boy's numerous questions. From the time Jesus was �ve years old untilhe was ten, he was one ontinuous question mark. While Joseph and Mary ould not always answerhis questions, they never failed fully to disuss his inquiries and in every other possible way to assisthim in his e�orts to reah a satisfatory solution of the problem whih his alert mind had suggested.Sine returning to Nazareth, theirs had been a busy household, and Joseph had been unusuallyoupied building his new shop and getting his business started again. So fully was he oupied thathe had found no time to build a radle for James, but this was orreted long before Miriam ame,so that she had a very omfortable rib in whih to nestle while the family admired her. And thehild Jesus heartily entered into all these natural and normal home experienes. He greatly enjoyedhis little brother and his baby sister and was of great help to Mary in their are.There were few homes in the gentile world of those days that ould give a hild a better intelletual,1237



moral, and religious training than the Jewish homes of Galilee. These Jews had a systemati programfor rearing and eduating their hildren. They divided a hild's life into seven stages:1. The newborn hild, the �rst to the eighth day.2. The sukling hild.3. The weaned hild.4. The period of dependene on the mother, lasting up to the end of the �fth year.5. The beginning independene of the hild and, with sons, the father assuming responsibility fortheir eduation.6. The adolesent youths and maidens.7. The young men and the young women.It was the ustom of the Galilean Jews for the mother to bear the responsibility for a hild'straining until the �fth birthday, and then, if the hild were a boy, to hold the father responsible forthe lad's eduation from that time on. This year, therefore, Jesus entered upon the �fth stage ofa Galilean Jewish hild's areer, and aordingly on August 21, 2 B.C., Mary formally turned himover to Joseph for further instrution.Though Joseph was now assuming the diret responsibility for Jesus' intelletual and religiouseduation, his mother still interested herself in his home training. She taught him to know and arefor the vines and owers growing about the garden walls whih ompletely surrounded the home plot.She also provided on the roof of the house (the summer bedroom) shallow boxes of sand in whihJesus worked out maps and did muh of his early pratie at writing Aramai, Greek, and later on,Hebrew, for in time he learned to read, write, and speak, uently, all three languages.Jesus appeared to be a well-nigh perfet hild physially and ontinued to make normal progressmentally and emotionally. He experiened a mild digestive upset, his �rst minor illness, in the latterpart of this, his �fth (alendar) year.Though Joseph and Mary often talked about the future of their eldest hild, had you been there,you would only have observed the growing up of a normal, healthy, arefree, but exeedingly inquis-itive hild of that time and plae.123.3 Events of the Sixth Year (1 B.C.)Already, with his mother's help, Jesus had mastered the Galilean dialet of the Aramai tongue; andnow his father began teahing him Greek. Mary spoke little Greek, but Joseph was a uent speakerof both Aramai and Greek. The textbook for the study of the Greek language was the opy of theHebrew sriptures - a omplete version of the law and the prophets, inluding the Psalms - whihhad been presented to them on leaving Egypt. There were only two omplete opies of the Sripturesin Greek in all Nazareth, and the possession of one of them by the arpenter's family made Joseph'shome a muh-sought plae and enabled Jesus, as he grew up, to meet an almost endless proessionof earnest students and sinere truth seekers. Before this year ended, Jesus had assumed ustodyof this prieless manusript, having been told on his sixth birthday that the sared book had beenpresented to him by Alexandrian friends and relatives. And in a very short time he ould read itreadily.The �rst great shok of Jesus' young life ourred when he was not quite six years old. It hadseemed to the lad that his father - at least his father and mother together - knew everything. Imagine,therefore, the surprise of this inquiring hild, when he asked his father the ause of a mild earthquakewhih had just ourred, to hear Joseph say, \My son, I really do not know." Thus began that long1238



and disonerting disillusionment in the ourse of whih Jesus found out that his earthly parentswere not all-wise and all-knowing.Joseph's �rst thought was to tell Jesus that the earthquake had been aused by God, but amoment's reetion admonished him that suh an answer would immediately be provoative offurther and still more embarrassing inquiries. Even at an early age it was very diÆult to answerJesus' questions about physial or soial phenomena by thoughtlessly telling him that either God orthe devil was responsible. In harmony with the prevailing belief of the Jewish people, Jesus was longwilling to aept the dotrine of good spirits and evil spirits as the possible explanation of mental andspiritual phenomena, but he very early beame doubtful that suh unseen inuenes were responsiblefor the physial happenings of the natural world.Before Jesus was six years of age, in the early summer of 1 B.C., Zaharias and Elizabeth andtheir son John ame to visit the Nazareth family. Jesus and John had a happy time during this, their�rst visit within their memories. Although the visitors ould remain only a few days, the parentstalked over many things, inluding the future plans for their sons. While they were thus engaged, thelads played with bloks in the sand on top of the house and in many other ways enjoyed themselvesin true boyish fashion.Having met John, who ame from near Jerusalem, Jesus began to evine an unusual interest in thehistory of Israel and to inquire in great detail as to the meaning of the Sabbath rites, the synagoguesermons, and the reurring feasts of ommemoration. His father explained to him the meaning of allthese seasons. The �rst was the midwinter festive illumination, lasting eight days, starting out withone andle the �rst night and adding one eah suessive night; this ommemorated the dediationof the temple after the restoration of the Mosai servies by Judas Maabee. Next ame the earlyspringtime elebration of Purim, the feast of Esther and Israel's deliverane through her. Thenfollowed the solemn Passover, whih the adults elebrated in Jerusalem whenever possible, while athome the hildren would remember that no leavened bread was to be eaten for the whole week. Laterame the feast of the �rst-fruits, the harvest ingathering; and last, the most solemn of all, the feast ofthe new year, the day of atonement. While some of these elebrations and observanes were diÆultfor Jesus' young mind to understand, he pondered them seriously and then entered fully into the joyof the feast of tabernales, the annual vaation season of the whole Jewish people, the time whenthey amped out in leafy booths and gave themselves up to mirth and pleasure.During this year Joseph and Mary had trouble with Jesus about his prayers. He insisted on talkingto his heavenly Father muh as he would talk to Joseph, his earthly father. This departure from themore solemn and reverent modes of ommuniation with Deity was a bit disonerting to his parents,espeially to his mother, but there was no persuading him to hange; he would say his prayers just ashe had been taught, after whih he insisted on having \just a little talk with my Father in heaven."In June of this year Joseph turned the shop in Nazareth over to his brothers and formally enteredupon his work as a builder. Before the year was over, the family inome had more than trebled. Neveragain, until after Joseph's death, did the Nazareth family feel the pinh of poverty. The family grewlarger and larger, and they spent muh money on extra eduation and travel, but always Joseph'sinreasing inome kept pae with the growing expenses.The next few years Joseph did onsiderable work at Cana, Bethlehem (of Galilee), Magdala, Nain,Sepphoris, Capernaum, and Endor, as well as muh building in and near Nazareth. As James grewup to be old enough to help his mother with the housework and are of the younger hildren, Jesusmade frequent trips away from home with his father to these surrounding towns and villages. Jesuswas a keen observer and gained muh pratial knowledge from these trips away from home; he wasassiduously storing up knowledge regarding man and the way he lived on earth.This year Jesus made great progress in adjusting his strong feelings and vigorous impulses to thedemands of family o-operation and home disipline. Mary was a loving mother but a fairly strit1239



disiplinarian. In many ways, however, Joseph exerted the greater ontrol over Jesus as it was hispratie to sit down with the boy and fully explain the real and underlying reasons for the neessityof disiplinary urtailment of personal desires in deferene to the welfare and tranquillity of the entirefamily. When the situation had been explained to Jesus, he was always intelligently and willinglyo-operative with parental wishes and family regulations.Muh of his spare time - when his mother did not require his help about the house - was spentstudying the owers and plants by day and the stars by night. He evined a troublesome penhantfor lying on his bak and gazing wonderingly up into the starry heavens long after his usual bedtimein this well-ordered Nazareth household.123.4 The Seventh Year (A.D. 1)This was, indeed, an eventful year in Jesus' life. Early in January a great snowstorm ourred inGalilee. Snow fell two feet deep, the heaviest snowfall Jesus saw during his lifetime and one of thedeepest at Nazareth in a hundred years.The play life of Jewish hildren in the times of Jesus was rather irumsribed; all too often thehildren played at the more serious things they observed their elders doing. They played muh atweddings and funerals, eremonies whih they so frequently saw and whih were so spetaular. Theydaned and sang but had few organized games, suh as hildren of later days so muh enjoy.Jesus, in ompany with a neighbor boy and later his brother James, delighted to play in the farorner of the family arpenter shop, where they had great fun with the shavings and the bloks ofwood. It was always diÆult for Jesus to omprehend the harm of ertain sorts of play whih wereforbidden on the Sabbath, but he never failed to onform to his parents' wishes. He had a apaityfor humor and play whih was a�orded little opportunity for expression in the environment of hisday and generation, but up to the age of fourteen he was heerful and lighthearted most of the time.Mary maintained a doveote on top of the animal house adjoining the home, and they used thepro�ts from the sale of doves as a speial harity fund, whih Jesus administered after he dedutedthe tithe and turned it over to the oÆer of the synagogue.The only real aident Jesus had up to this time was a fall down the bak-yard stone stairs whihled up to the anvas-roofed bedroom. It happened during an unexpeted July sandstorm from theeast. The hot winds, arrying blasts of �ne sand, usually blew during the rainy season, espeiallyin Marh and April. It was extraordinary to have suh a storm in July. When the storm ame up,Jesus was on the housetop playing, as was his habit, for during muh of the dry season this was hisaustomed playroom. He was blinded by the sand when desending the stairs and fell. After thisaident Joseph built a balustrade up both sides of the stairway.There was no way in whih this aident ould have been prevented. It was not hargeable toneglet by the midway temporal guardians, one primary and one seondary midwayer having beenassigned to the wathare of the lad; neither was it hargeable to the guardian seraphim. It simplyould not have been avoided. But this slight aident, ourring while Joseph was absent in Endor,aused suh great anxiety to develop in Mary's mind that she unwisely tried to keep Jesus very loseto her side for some months.Material aidents, ommonplae ourrenes of a physial nature, are not arbitrarily interferedwith by elestial personalities. Under ordinary irumstanes only midway reatures an intervenein material onditions to safeguard the persons of men and women of destiny, and even in speialsituations these beings an so at only in obediene to the spei� mandates of their superiors.And this was but one of a number of suh minor aidents whih subsequently befell this inquisitiveand adventurous youth. If you envisage the average hildhood and youth of an aggressive boy, you1240



will have a fairly good idea of the youthful areer of Jesus, and you will be able to imagine just abouthow muh anxiety he aused his parents, partiularly his mother.The fourth member of the Nazareth family, Joseph, was born Wednesday morning, Marh 16,A.D. 1.123.5 Shool Days in NazarethJesus was now seven years old, the age when Jewish hildren were supposed to begin their formaleduation in the synagogue shools. Aordingly, in August of this year he entered upon his eventfulshool life at Nazareth. Already this lad was a uent reader, writer, and speaker of two languages,Aramai and Greek. He was now to aquaint himself with the task of learning to read, write, andspeak the Hebrew language. And he was truly eager for the new shool life whih was ahead of him.For three years - until he was ten - he attended the elementary shool of the Nazareth synagogue.For these three years he studied the rudiments of the Book of the Law as it was reorded in theHebrew tongue. For the following three years he studied in the advaned shool and ommitted tomemory, by the method of repeating aloud, the deeper teahings of the sared law. He graduatedfrom this shool of the synagogue during his thirteenth year and was turned over to his parents bythe synagogue rulers as an eduated \son of the ommandment" - heneforth a responsible itizenof the ommonwealth of Israel, all of whih entailed his attendane at the Passovers in Jerusalem;aordingly, he attended his �rst Passover that year in ompany with his father and mother.At Nazareth the pupils sat on the oor in a semiirle, while their teaher, the hazan, an oÆerof the synagogue, sat faing them. Beginning with the Book of Levitius, they passed on to the studyof the other books of the law, followed by the study of the Prophets and the Psalms. The Nazarethsynagogue possessed a omplete opy of the Sriptures in Hebrew. Nothing but the Sriptures wasstudied prior to the twelfth year. In the summer months the hours for shool were greatly shortened.Jesus early beame a master of Hebrew, and as a young man, when no visitor of prominenehappened to be sojourning in Nazareth, he would often be asked to read the Hebrew sriptures tothe faithful assembled in the synagogue at the regular Sabbath servies.These synagogue shools, of ourse, had no textbooks. In teahing, the hazan would utter astatement while the pupils would in unison repeat it after him. When having aess to the writtenbooks of the law, the student learned his lesson by reading aloud and by onstant repetition.Next, in addition to his more formal shooling, Jesus began to make ontat with human naturefrom the four quarters of the earth as men from many lands passed in and out of his father's repairshop. When he grew older, he mingled freely with the aravans as they tarried near the spring forrest and nourishment. Being a uent speaker of Greek, he had little trouble in onversing with themajority of the aravan travelers and ondutors.Nazareth was a aravan way station and rossroads of travel and largely gentile in population; atthe same time it was widely known as a enter of liberal interpretation of Jewish traditional law.In Galilee the Jews mingled more freely with the gentiles than was their pratie in Judea. Andof all the ities of Galilee, the Jews of Nazareth were most liberal in their interpretation of thesoial restritions based on the fears of ontamination as a result of ontat with the gentiles. Andthese onditions gave rise to the ommon saying in Jerusalem, \Can any good thing ome out ofNazareth?"Jesus reeived his moral training and spiritual ulture hiey in his own home. He seured muhof his intelletual and theologial eduation from the hazan. But his real eduation - that equipmentof mind and heart for the atual test of grappling with the diÆult problems of life - he obtained bymingling with his fellow men. It was this lose assoiation with his fellow men, young and old, Jew1241



and gentile, that a�orded him the opportunity to know the human rae. Jesus was highly eduatedin that he thoroughly understood men and devotedly loved them.Throughout his years at the synagogue he was a brilliant student, possessing a great advantagesine he was onversant with three languages. The Nazareth hazan, on the oasion of Jesus'�nishing the ourse in his shool, remarked to Joseph that he feared he \had learned more fromJesus' searhing questions" than he had \been able to teah the lad."Throughout his ourse of study Jesus learned muh and derived great inspiration from the regularSabbath sermons in the synagogue. It was ustomary to ask distinguished visitors, stopping over theSabbath in Nazareth, to address the synagogue. As Jesus grew up, he heard many great thinkers ofthe entire Jewish world expound their views, and many also who were hardly orthodox Jews sinethe synagogue of Nazareth was an advaned and liberal enter of Hebrew thought and ulture.When entering shool at seven years (at this time the Jews had just inaugurated a ompulsoryeduation law), it was ustomary for the pupils to hoose their \birthday text," a sort of golden ruleto guide them throughout their studies, one upon whih they often expatiated at their graduationwhen thirteen years old. The text whih Jesus hose was from the Prophet Isaiah: \The spirit of theLord God is upon me, for the Lord has anointed me; he has sent me to bring good news to the meek,to bind up the brokenhearted, to prolaim liberty to the aptives, and to set the spiritual prisonersfree."Nazareth was one of the twenty-four priest enters of the Hebrew nation. But the Galileanpriesthood was more liberal in the interpretation of the traditional laws than were the Judean sribesand rabbis. And at Nazareth they were also more liberal regarding the observane of the Sabbath.It was therefore the ustom for Joseph to take Jesus out for walks on Sabbath afternoons, one oftheir favorite jaunts being to limb the high hill near their home, from whih they ould obtain apanorami view of all Galilee. To the northwest, on lear days, they ould see the long ridge of MountCarmel running down to the sea; and many times Jesus heard his father relate the story of Elijah,one of the �rst of that long line of Hebrew prophets, who reproved Ahab and exposed the priestsof Baal. To the north Mount Hermon raised its snowy peak in majesti splendor and monopolizedthe skyline, almost 3,000 feet of the upper slopes glistening white with perpetual snow. Far to theeast they ould disern the Jordan valley and, far beyond, the roky hills of Moab. Also to thesouth and the east, when the sun shone upon their marble walls, they ould see the Greo-Romanities of the Deapolis, with their amphitheaters and pretentious temples. And when they lingeredtoward the going down of the sun, to the west they ould make out the sailing vessels on the distantMediterranean.From four diretions Jesus ould observe the aravan trains as they wended their way in and outof Nazareth, and to the south he ould overlook the broad and fertile plain ountry of Esdraelon,strething o� toward Mount Gilboa and Samaria.When they did not limb the heights to view the distant landsape, they strolled through theountryside and studied nature in her various moods in aordane with the seasons. Jesus' earliesttraining, aside from that of the home hearth, had to do with a reverent and sympatheti ontatwith nature.Before he was eight years of age, he was known to all the mothers and young women of Nazareth,who had met him and talked with him at the spring, whih was not far from his home, and whih wasone of the soial enters of ontat and gossip for the entire town. This year Jesus learned to milk thefamily ow and are for the other animals. During this and the following year he also learned to makeheese and to weave. When he was ten years of age, he was an expert loom operator. It was aboutthis time that Jesus and the neighbor boy Jaob beame great friends of the potter who worked nearthe owing spring; and as they wathed Nathan's deft �ngers mold the lay on the potter's wheel,many times both of them determined to be potters when they grew up. Nathan was very fond of1242



the lads and often gave them lay to play with, seeking to stimulate their reative imaginations bysuggesting ompetitive e�orts in modeling various objets and animals.123.6 His Eighth Year (A.D. 2)This was an interesting year at shool. Although Jesus was not an unusual student, he was a diligentpupil and belonged to the more progressive third of the lass, doing his work so well that he wasexused from attendane one week out of eah month. This week he usually spent either with his�sherman unle on the shores of the Sea of Galilee near Magdala or on the farm of another unle(his mother's brother) �ve miles south of Nazareth.Although his mother had beome unduly anxious about his health and safety, she graduallybeame reoniled to these trips away from home. Jesus' unles and aunts were all very fond ofhim, and there ensued a lively ompetition among them to seure his ompany for these monthlyvisits throughout this and immediately subsequent years. His �rst week's sojourn on his unle's farm(sine infany) was in January of this year; the �rst week's �shing experiene on the Sea of Galileeourred in the month of May.About this time Jesus met a teaher of mathematis from Damasus, and learning some newtehniques of numbers, he spent muh time on mathematis for several years. He developed a keensense of numbers, distanes, and proportions.Jesus began to enjoy his brother James very muh and by the end of this year had begun to teahhim the alphabet.This year Jesus made arrangements to exhange dairy produts for lessons on the harp. He hadan unusual liking for everything musial. Later on he did muh to promote an interest in voal musiamong his youthful assoiates. By the time he was eleven years of age, he was a skillful harpist andgreatly enjoyed entertaining both family and friends with his extraordinary interpretations and ableimprovisations.While Jesus ontinued to make enviable progress at shool, all did not run smoothly for eitherparents or teahers. He persisted in asking many embarrassing questions onerning both siene andreligion, partiularly regarding geography and astronomy. He was espeially insistent on �nding outwhy there was a dry season and a rainy season in Palestine. Repeatedly he sought the explanationfor the great di�erene between the temperatures of Nazareth and the Jordan valley. He simplynever eased to ask suh intelligent but perplexing questions.His third brother, Simon, was born on Friday evening, April 14, of this year, A.D. 2.In February, Nahor, one of the teahers in a Jerusalem aademy of the rabbis, ame to Nazarethto observe Jesus, having been on a similar mission to Zaharias's home near Jerusalem. He ameto Nazareth at the instigation of John's father. While at �rst he was somewhat shoked by Jesus'frankness and unonventional manner of relating himself to things religious, he attributed it to theremoteness of Galilee from the enters of Hebrew learning and ulture and advised Joseph and Maryto allow him to take Jesus bak with him to Jerusalem, where he ould have the advantages ofeduation and training at the enter of Jewish ulture. Mary was half persuaded to onsent; shewas onvined her eldest son was to beome the Messiah, the Jewish deliverer; Joseph hesitated;he was equally persuaded that Jesus was to grow up to beome a man of destiny, but what thatdestiny would prove to be he was profoundly unertain. But he never really doubted that his sonwas to ful�ll some great mission on earth. The more he thought about Nahor's advie, the more hequestioned the wisdom of the proposed sojourn in Jerusalem.Beause of this di�erene of opinion between Joseph and Mary, Nahor requested permission to laythe whole matter before Jesus. Jesus listened attentively, talked with Joseph, Mary, and a neighbor,1243



Jaob the stone mason, whose son was his favorite playmate, and then, two days later, reported thatsine there was suh a di�erene of opinion among his parents and advisers, and sine he did not feelompetent to assume the responsibility for suh a deision, not feeling strongly one way or the other,in view of the whole situation, he had �nally deided to \talk with my Father who is in heaven"; andwhile he was not perfetly sure about the answer, he rather felt he should remain at home \with myfather and mother," adding, \they who love me so muh should be able to do more for me and guideme more safely than strangers who an only view my body and observe my mind but an hardlytruly know me." They all marveled, and Nahor went his way, bak to Jerusalem. And it was manyyears before the subjet of Jesus' going away from home again ame up for onsideration.
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Chapter 124The Later Childhood of JesusALTHOUGH Jesus might have enjoyed a better opportunity for shooling at Alexandria than inGalilee, he ould not have had suh a splendid environment for working out his own life problemswith a minimum of eduational guidane, at the same time enjoying the great advantage of onstantlyontating with suh a large number of all lasses of men and women hailing from every part of theivilized world. Had he remained at Alexandria, his eduation would have been direted by Jews andalong exlusively Jewish lines. At Nazareth he seured an eduation and reeived a training whihmore aeptably prepared him to understand the gentiles, and whih gave him a better and morebalaned idea of the relative merits of the Eastern, or Babylonian, and the Western, or Helleni,views of Hebrew theology.124.1 Jesus' Ninth Year (A.D. 3)Though it ould hardly be said that Jesus was ever seriously ill, he did have some of the minorailments of hildhood this year, along with his brothers and baby sister.Shool went on and he was still a favored pupil, having one week eah month at liberty, andhe ontinued to divide his time about equally between trips to neighboring ities with his father,sojourns on his unle's farm south of Nazareth, and �shing exursions out from Magdala.The most serious trouble as yet to ome up at shool ourred in late winter when Jesus dared tohallenge the hazan regarding the teahing that all images, pitures, and drawings were idolatrousin nature. Jesus delighted in drawing landsapes as well as in modeling a great variety of objetsin potter's lay. Everything of that sort was stritly forbidden by Jewish law, but up to this timehe had managed to disarm his parents' objetion to suh an extent that they had permitted him toontinue in these ativities.But trouble was again stirred up at shool when one of the more bakward pupils disovered Jesusdrawing a haroal piture of the teaher on the oor of the shoolroom. There it was, plain as day,and many of the elders had viewed it before the ommittee went to all on Joseph to demand thatsomething be done to suppress the lawlessness of his eldest son. And though this was not the �rsttime omplaints had ome to Joseph and Mary about the doings of their versatile and aggressivehild, this was the most serious of all the ausations whih had thus far been lodged against him.Jesus listened to the inditment of his artisti e�orts for some time, being seated on a large stonejust outside the bak door. He resented their blaming his father for his alleged misdeeds; so in hemarhed, fearlessly onfronting his ausers. The elders were thrown into onfusion. Some wereinlined to view the episode humorously, while one or two seemed to think the boy was sarilegiousif not blasphemous. Joseph was nonplused, Mary indignant, but Jesus insisted on being heard. Hehad his say, ourageously defended his viewpoint, and with onsummate self-ontrol announed that1245



he would abide by the deision of his father in this as in all other matters ontroversial. And theommittee of elders departed in silene.Mary endeavored to inuene Joseph to permit Jesus to model in lay at home, provided hepromised not to arry on any of these questionable ativities at shool, but Joseph felt impelled torule that the rabbinial interpretation of the seond ommandment should prevail. And so Jesus nomore drew or modeled the likeness of anything from that day as long as he lived in his father's house.But he was unonvined of the wrong of what he had done, and to give up suh a favorite pastimeonstituted one of the great trials of his young life.In the latter part of June, Jesus, in ompany with his father, �rst limbed to the summit of MountTabor. It was a lear day and the view was superb. It seemed to this nine-year-old lad that he hadreally gazed upon the entire world exepting India, Afria, and Rome.Jesus' seond sister, Martha, was born Thursday night, September 13. Three weeks after theoming of Martha, Joseph, who was home for awhile, started the building of an addition to theirhouse, a ombined workshop and bedroom. A small workbenh was built for Jesus, and for the �rsttime he possessed tools of his own. At odd times for many years he worked at this benh and beamehighly expert in the making of yokes.This winter and the next were the oldest in Nazareth for many deades. Jesus had seen snowon the mountains, and several times it had fallen in Nazareth, remaining on the ground only a shorttime; but not until this winter had he seen ie. The fat that water ould be had as a solid, a liquid,and a vapor - he had long pondered over the esaping steam from the boiling pots - aused the lad tothink a great deal about the physial world and its onstitution; and yet the personality embodied inthis growing youth was all this while the atual reator and organizer of all these things throughouta far-ung universe.The limate of Nazareth was not severe. January was the oldest month, the temperature aver-aging around 50o F. During July and August, the hottest months, the temperature would vary from75o to 90o F. From the mountains to the Jordan and the Dead Sea valley the limate of Palestineranged from the frigid to the torrid. And so, in a way, the Jews were prepared to live in about anyand all of the world's varying limates.Even during the warmest summer months a ool sea breeze usually blew from the west from 10:00A.M. until about 10:00 P.M. But every now and then terri� hot winds from the eastern desert wouldblow aross all Palestine. These hot blasts usually ame in February and Marh, near the end of therainy season. In those days the rain fell in refreshing showers from November to April, but it didnot rain steadily. There were only two seasons in Palestine, summer and winter, the dry and rainyseasons. In January the owers began to bloom, and by the end of April the whole land was onevast ower garden.In May of this year, on his unle's farm, Jesus for the �rst time helped with the harvest of thegrain. Before he was thirteen, he had managed to �nd out something about pratially everythingthat men and women worked at around Nazareth exept metal working, and he spent several monthsin a smith's shop when older, after the death of his father.When work and aravan travel were slak, Jesus made many trips with his father on pleasure orbusiness to near-by Cana, Endor, and Nain. Even as a lad he frequently visited Sepphoris, only alittle over three miles from Nazareth to the northwest, and from 4 B.C. to about A.D. 25 the apitalof Galilee and one of the residenes of Herod Antipas.Jesus ontinued to grow physially, intelletually, soially, and spiritually. His trips away fromhome did muh to give him a better and more generous understanding of his own family, and bythis time even his parents were beginning to learn from him as well as to teah him. Jesus wasan original thinker and a skillful teaher, even in his youth. He was in onstant ollision with theso-alled \oral law," but he always sought to adapt himself to the praties of his family. He got1246



along fairly well with the hildren of his age, but he often grew disouraged with their slow-atingminds. Before he was ten years old, he had beome the leader of a group of seven lads who formedthemselves into a soiety for promoting the aquirements of manhood - physial, intelletual, andreligious. Among these boys Jesus sueeded in introduing many new games and various improvedmethods of physial rereation.124.2 The Tenth Year (A.D. 4)It was the �fth of July, the �rst Sabbath of the month, when Jesus, while strolling through theountryside with his father, �rst gave expression to feelings and ideas whih indiated that he wasbeoming self-onsious of the unusual nature of his life mission. Joseph listened attentively to themomentous words of his son but made few omments; he volunteered no information. The next dayJesus had a similar but longer talk with his mother. Mary likewise listened to the pronounementsof the lad, but neither did she volunteer any information. It was almost two years before Jesus againspoke to his parents onerning this inreasing revelation within his own onsiousness regarding thenature of his personality and the harater of his mission on earth.He entered the advaned shool of the synagogue in August. At shool he was onstantly reatingtrouble by the questions he persisted in asking. Inreasingly he kept all Nazareth in more or lessof a hubbub. His parents were loath to forbid his asking these disquieting questions, and his hiefteaher was greatly intrigued by the lad's uriosity, insight, and hunger for knowledge.Jesus' playmates saw nothing supernatural in his ondut; in most ways he was altogether likethemselves. His interest in study was somewhat above the average but not wholly unusual. He didask more questions at shool than others in his lass.Perhaps his most unusual and outstanding trait was his unwillingness to �ght for his rights.Sine he was suh a well-developed lad for his age, it seemed strange to his playfellows that hewas disinlined to defend himself even from injustie or when subjeted to personal abuse. As ithappened, he did not su�er muh on aount of this trait beause of the friendship of Jaob, aneighbor boy, who was one year older. He was the son of the stone mason, a business assoiate ofJoseph. Jaob was a great admirer of Jesus and made it his business to see that no one was permittedto impose upon Jesus beause of his aversion to physial ombat. Several times older and unouthyouths attaked Jesus, relying upon his reputed doility, but they always su�ered swift and ertainretribution at the hands of his self-appointed hampion and ever-ready defender, Jaob the stonemason's son.Jesus was the generally aepted leader of the Nazareth lads who stood for the higher ideals oftheir day and generation. He was really loved by his youthful assoiates, not only beause he was fair,but also beause he possessed a rare and understanding sympathy that betokened love and borderedon disreet ompassion.This year he began to show a marked preferene for the ompany of older persons. He delighted intalking over things ultural, eduational, soial, eonomi, politial, and religious with older minds,and his depth of reasoning and keenness of observation so harmed his adult assoiates that theywere always more than willing to visit with him. Until he beame responsible for the support of thehome, his parents were onstantly seeking to inuene him to assoiate with those of his own age,or more nearly his age, rather than with older and better-informed individuals for whom he evinedsuh a preferene.Late this year he had a �shing experiene of two months with his unle on the Sea of Galilee, andhe was very suessful. Before attaining manhood, he had beome an expert �sherman.His physial development ontinued; he was an advaned and privileged pupil at shool; he got1247



along fairly well at home with his younger brothers and sisters, having the advantage of being threeand one-half years older than the oldest of the other hildren. He was well thought of in Nazarethexept by the parents of some of the duller hildren, who often spoke of Jesus as being too pert,as laking in proper humility and youthful reserve. He manifested a growing tendeny to diret theplay ativities of his youthful assoiates into more serious and thoughtful hannels. He was a bornteaher and simply ould not refrain from so funtioning, even when supposedly engaged in play.Joseph early began to instrut Jesus in the diverse means of gaining a livelihood, explaining theadvantages of agriulture over industry and trade. Galilee was a more beautiful and prosperousdistrit than Judea, and it ost only about one fourth as muh to live there as in Jerusalem andJudea. It was a provine of agriultural villages and thriving industrial ities, ontaining more thantwo hundred towns of over �ve thousand population and thirty of over �fteen thousand.When on his �rst trip with his father to observe the �shing industry on the lake of Galilee, Jesushad just about made up his mind to beome a �sherman; but lose assoiation with his father'svoation later on inuened him to beome a arpenter, while still later a ombination of inuenesled him to the �nal hoie of beoming a religious teaher of a new order.124.3 The Eleventh Year (A.D. 5)Throughout this year the lad ontinued to make trips away from home with his father, but he alsofrequently visited his unle's farm and oasionally went over to Magdala to engage in �shing withthe unle who made his headquarters near that ity.Joseph and Mary were often tempted to show some speial favoritism for Jesus or otherwise tobetray their knowledge that he was a hild of promise, a son of destiny. But both of his parentswere extraordinarily wise and sagaious in all these matters. The few times they did in any mannerexhibit any preferene for him, even in the slightest degree, the lad was quik to refuse all suh speialonsideration.Jesus spent onsiderable time at the aravan supply shop, and by onversing with the travelersfrom all parts of the world, he aquired a store of information about international a�airs that wasamazing, onsidering his age. This was the last year in whih he enjoyed muh free play and youthfuljoyousness. From this time on diÆulties and responsibilities rapidly multiplied in the life of thisyouth.On Wednesday evening, June 24, A.D. 5, Jude was born. Compliations attended the birth ofthis, the seventh hild. Mary was so very ill for several weeks that Joseph remained at home. Jesuswas very muh oupied with errands for his father and with many duties oasioned by his mother'sserious illness. Never again did this youth �nd it possible to return to the hildlike attitude of hisearlier years. From the time of his mother's illness - just before he was eleven years old - he wasompelled to assume the responsibilities of the �rst-born son and to do all this one or two full yearsbefore these burdens should normally have fallen on his shoulders.The hazan spent one evening eah week with Jesus, helping him to master the Hebrew sriptures.He was greatly interested in the progress of his promising pupil; therefore was he willing to assisthim in many ways. This Jewish pedagogue exerted a great inuene upon this growing mind, buthe was never able to omprehend why Jesus was so indi�erent to all his suggestions regarding theprospets of going to Jerusalem to ontinue his eduation under the learned rabbis.About the middle of May the lad aompanied his father on a business trip to Sythopolis, the hiefGreek ity of the Deapolis, the anient Hebrew ity of Beth-shean. On the way Joseph reountedmuh of the olden history of King Saul, the Philistines, and the subsequent events of Israel's turbulenthistory. Jesus was tremendously impressed with the lean appearane and well-ordered arrangement1248



of this so-alled heathen ity. He marveled at the open-air theater and admired the beautiful marbletemple dediated to the worship of the \heathen" gods. Joseph was muh perturbed by the lad'senthusiasm and sought to ounterat these favorable impressions by extolling the beauty and grandeurof the Jewish temple at Jerusalem. Jesus had often gazed uriously upon this magni�ent Greek ityfrom the hill of Nazareth and had many times inquired about its extensive publi works and ornatebuildings, but his father had always sought to avoid answering these questions. Now they were faeto fae with the beauties of this gentile ity, and Joseph ould not graefully ignore Jesus' inquiries.It so happened that just at this time the annual ompetitive games and publi demonstrationsof physial prowess between the Greek ities of the Deapolis were in progress at the Sythopolisamphitheater, and Jesus was insistent that his father take him to see the games, and he was soinsistent that Joseph hesitated to deny him. The boy was thrilled with the games and entered mostheartily into the spirit of the demonstrations of physial development and athleti skill. Joseph wasinexpressibly shoked to observe his son's enthusiasm as he beheld these exhibitions of \heathen"vaingloriousness. After the games were �nished, Joseph reeived the surprise of his life when heheard Jesus express his approval of them and suggest that it would be good for the young men ofNazareth if they ould be thus bene�ted by wholesome outdoor physial ativities. Joseph talkedearnestly and long with Jesus onerning the evil nature of suh praties, but he well knew that thelad was unonvined.The only time Jesus ever saw his father angry with him was that night in their room at the innwhen, in the ourse of their disussions, the boy so far forgot the trends of Jewish thought as tosuggest that they go bak home and work for the building of an amphitheater at Nazareth. WhenJoseph heard his �rst-born son express suh un-Jewish sentiments, he forgot his usual alm demeanorand, seizing Jesus by the shoulder, angrily exlaimed, \My son, never again let me hear you giveutterane to suh an evil thought as long as you live." Jesus was startled by his father's display ofemotion; he had never before been made to feel the personal sting of his father's indignation and wasastonished and shoked beyond expression. He only replied, \Very well, my father, it shall be so."And never again did the boy even in the slightest manner allude to the games and other athletiativities of the Greeks as long as his father lived.Later on, Jesus saw the Greek amphitheater at Jerusalem and learned how hateful suh thingswere from the Jewish point of view. Nevertheless, throughout his life he endeavored to introduethe idea of wholesome rereation into his personal plans and, as far as Jewish pratie would permit,into the later program of regular ativities for his twelve apostles.At the end of this eleventh year Jesus was a vigorous, well-developed, moderately humorous, andfairly lighthearted youth, but from this year on he was more and more given to peuliar seasons ofprofound meditation and serious ontemplation. He was muh given to thinking about how he wasto arry out his obligations to his family and at the same time be obedient to the all of his missionto the world; already he had oneived that his ministry was not to be limited to the betterment ofthe Jewish people.124.4 The Twelfth Year (A.D. 6)This was an eventful year in Jesus' life. He ontinued to make progress at shool and was indefatigablein his study of nature, while inreasingly he proseuted his study of the methods whereby men makea living. He began doing regular work in the home arpenter shop and was permitted to manage hisown earnings, a very unusual arrangement to obtain in a Jewish family. This year he also learnedthe wisdom of keeping suh matters a seret in the family. He was beoming onsious of the wayin whih he had aused trouble in the village, and heneforth he beame inreasingly disreet inonealing everything whih might ause him to be regarded as di�erent from his fellows.1249



Throughout this year he experiened many seasons of unertainty, if not atual doubt, regardingthe nature of his mission. His naturally developing human mind did not yet fully grasp the reality ofhis dual nature. The fat that he had a single personality rendered it diÆult for his onsiousness toreognize the double origin of those fators whih omposed the nature assoiated with that selfsamepersonality.From this time on he beame more suessful in getting along with his brothers and sisters. Hewas inreasingly tatful, always ompassionate and onsiderate of their welfare and happiness, andenjoyed good relations with them up to the beginning of his publi ministry. To be more expliit:He got along with James, Miriam, and the two younger (as yet unborn) hildren, Amos and Ruth,most exellently. He always got along with Martha fairly well. What trouble he had at home largelyarose out of frition with Joseph and Jude, partiularly the latter.It was a trying experiene for Joseph and Mary to undertake the rearing of this unpreedentedombination of divinity and humanity, and they deserve great redit for so faithfully and suess-fully disharging their parental responsibilities. Inreasingly Jesus' parents realized that there wassomething superhuman resident within this eldest son, but they never even faintly dreamed that thisson of promise was indeed and in truth the atual reator of this loal universe of things and beings.Joseph and Mary lived and died without ever learning that their son Jesus really was the UniverseCreator inarnate in mortal esh.This year Jesus paid more attention than ever to musi, and he ontinued to teah the homeshool for his brothers and sisters. It was at about this time that the lad beame keenly onsious ofthe di�erene between the viewpoints of Joseph and Mary regarding the nature of his mission. Hepondered muh over his parents' di�ering opinions, often hearing their disussions when they thoughthe was sound asleep. More and more he inlined to the view of his father, so that his mother wasdestined to be hurt by the realization that her son was gradually rejeting her guidane in mattershaving to do with his life areer. And, as the years passed, this breah of understanding widened.Less and less did Mary omprehend the signi�ane of Jesus' mission, and inreasingly was this goodmother hurt by the failure of her favorite son to ful�ll her fond expetations.Joseph entertained a growing belief in the spiritual nature of Jesus' mission. And but for other andmore important reasons it does seem unfortunate that he ould not have lived to see the ful�llmentof his onept of Jesus' bestowal on earth.During his last year at shool, when he was twelve years old, Jesus remonstrated with his fatherabout the Jewish ustom of touhing the bit of parhment nailed upon the doorpost eah time ongoing into, or oming out of, the house and then kissing the �nger that touhed the parhment. Asa part of this ritual it was ustomary to say, \The Lord shall preserve our going out and our omingin, from this time forth and even forevermore." Joseph and Mary had repeatedly instruted Jesus asto the reasons for not making images or drawing pitures, explaining that suh reations might beused for idolatrous purposes. Though Jesus failed fully to grasp their prosriptions against imagesand pitures, he possessed a high onept of onsisteny and therefore pointed out to his fatherthe essentially idolatrous nature of this habitual obeisane to the doorpost parhment. And Josephremoved the parhment after Jesus had thus remonstrated with him.As time passed, Jesus did muh to modify their pratie of religious forms, suh as the familyprayers and other ustoms. And it was possible to do many suh things at Nazareth, for its synagoguewas under the inuene of a liberal shool of rabbis, exempli�ed by the renowned Nazareth teaher,Jose.Throughout this and the two following years Jesus su�ered great mental distress as the resultof his onstant e�ort to adjust his personal views of religious praties and soial amenities to theestablished beliefs of his parents. He was distraught by the onit between the urge to be loyal to hisown onvitions and the onsientious admonition of dutiful submission to his parents; his supreme1250



onit was between two great ommands whih were uppermost in his youthful mind. The one was:\Be loyal to the ditates of your highest onvitions of truth and righteousness." The other was:\Honor your father and mother, for they have given you life and the nurture thereof." However, henever shirked the responsibility of making the neessary daily adjustments between these realms ofloyalty to one's personal onvitions and duty toward one's family, and he ahieved the satisfationof e�eting an inreasingly harmonious blending of personal onvitions and family obligations intoa masterful onept of group solidarity based upon loyalty, fairness, tolerane, and love.124.5 His Thirteenth Year (A.D. 7)In this year the lad of Nazareth passed from boyhood to the beginning of young manhood; his voiebegan to hange, and other features of mind and body gave evidene of the onoming status ofmanhood.On Sunday night, January 9, A.D. 7, his baby brother, Amos, was born. Jude was not yet twoyears of age, and the baby sister, Ruth, was yet to ome; so it may be seen that Jesus had a sizablefamily of small hildren left to his wathare when his father met his aidental death the followingyear.It was about the middle of February that Jesus beame humanly assured that he was destinedto perform a mission on earth for the enlightenment of man and the revelation of God. Momentousdeisions, oupled with far-reahing plans, were formulating in the mind of this youth, who was, tooutward appearanes, an average Jewish lad of Nazareth. The intelligent life of all Nebadon lookedon with fasination and amazement as all this began to unfold in the thinking and ating of the nowadolesent arpenter's son.On the �rst day of the week, Marh 20, A.D. 7, Jesus graduated from the ourse of training in theloal shool onneted with the Nazareth synagogue. This was a great day in the life of any ambitiousJewish family, the day when the �rst-born son was pronouned a \son of the ommandment" andthe ransomed �rst-born of the Lord God of Israel, a \hild of the Most High" and servant of theLord of all the earth.Friday of the week before, Joseph had ome over from Sepphoris, where he was in harge of thework on a new publi building, to be present on this glad oasion. Jesus' teaher on�dently believedthat his alert and diligent pupil was destined to some outstanding areer, some distinguished mission.The elders, notwithstanding all their trouble with Jesus' nononformist tendenies, were very proudof the lad and had already begun laying plans whih would enable him to go to Jerusalem to ontinuehis eduation in the renowned Hebrew aademies.As Jesus heard these plans disussed from time to time, he beame inreasingly sure that he wouldnever go to Jerusalem to study with the rabbis. But he little dreamed of the tragedy, so soon to our,whih would insure the abandonment of all suh plans by ausing him to assume the responsibilityfor the support and diretion of a large family, presently to onsist of �ve brothers and three sistersas well as his mother and himself. Jesus had a larger and longer experiene rearing this family thanwas aorded to Joseph, his father; and he did measure up to the standard whih he subsequentlyset for himself: to beome a wise, patient, understanding, and e�etive teaher and eldest brother tothis family - his family - so suddenly sorrow-striken and so unexpetedly bereaved.124.6 The Journey to JerusalemJesus, having now reahed the threshold of young manhood and having been formally graduatedfrom the synagogue shools, was quali�ed to proeed to Jerusalem with his parents to partiipate1251



with them in the elebration of his �rst Passover. The Passover feast of this year fell on Saturday,April 9, A.D. 7. A onsiderable ompany (103) made ready to depart from Nazareth early Mondaymorning, April 4, for Jerusalem. They journeyed south toward Samaria, but on reahing Jezreel, theyturned east, going around Mount Gilboa into the Jordan valley in order to avoid passing throughSamaria. Joseph and his family would have enjoyed going down through Samaria by way of Jaob'swell and Bethel, but sine the Jews disliked to deal with the Samaritans, they deided to go withtheir neighbors by way of the Jordan valley.The muh-dreaded Arhelaus had been deposed, and they had little to fear in taking Jesus toJerusalem. Twelve years had passed sine the �rst Herod had sought to destroy the babe of Bethle-hem, and no one would now think of assoiating that a�air with this obsure lad of Nazareth.Before reahing the Jezreel juntion, and as they journeyed on, very soon, on the left, they passedthe anient village of Shunem, and Jesus heard again about the most beautiful maiden of all Israelwho one lived there and also about the wonderful works Elisha performed there. In passing byJezreel, Jesus' parents reounted the doings of Ahab and Jezebel and the exploits of Jehu. In passingaround Mount Gilboa, they talked muh about Saul, who took his life on the slopes of this mountain,King David, and the assoiations of this histori spot.As they rounded the base of Gilboa, the pilgrims ould see the Greek ity of Sythopolis on theright. They gazed upon the marble strutures from a distane but went not near the gentile itylest they so de�le themselves that they ould not partiipate in the forthoming solemn and sarederemonies of the Passover at Jerusalem. Mary ould not understand why neither Joseph nor Jesuswould speak of Sythopolis. She did not know about their ontroversy of the previous year as theyhad never revealed this episode to her.The road now led immediately down into the tropial Jordan valley, and soon Jesus was tohave exposed to his wondering gaze the rooked and ever-winding Jordan with its glistening andrippling waters as it owed down toward the Dead Sea. They laid aside their outer garments asthey journeyed south in this tropial valley, enjoying the luxurious �elds of grain and the beautifuloleanders laden with their pink blossoms, while massive snow-apped Mount Hermon stood far to thenorth, in majesty looking down on the histori valley. A little over three hours' travel from oppositeSythopolis they ame upon a bubbling spring, and here they amped for the night, out under thestarlit heavens.On their seond day's journey they passed by where the Jabbok, from the east, ows into theJordan, and looking east up this river valley, they reounted the days of Gideon, when the Midianitespoured into this region to overrun the land. Toward the end of the seond day's journey they ampednear the base of the highest mountain overlooking the Jordan valley, Mount Sartaba, whose summitwas oupied by the Alexandrian fortress where Herod had imprisoned one of his wives and buriedhis two strangled sons.The third day they passed by two villages whih had been reently built by Herod and noted theirsuperior arhiteture and their beautiful palm gardens. By nightfall they reahed Jeriho, where theyremained until the morrow. That evening Joseph, Mary, and Jesus walked a mile and a half to thesite of the anient Jeriho, where Joshua, for whom Jesus was named, had performed his renownedexploits, aording to Jewish tradition.By the fourth and last day's journey the road was a ontinuous proession of pilgrims. They nowbegan to limb the hills leading up to Jerusalem. As they neared the top, they ould look aross theJordan to the mountains beyond and south over the sluggish waters of the Dead Sea. About halfwayup to Jerusalem, Jesus gained his �rst view of the Mount of Olives (the region to be so muh a partof his subsequent life), and Joseph pointed out to him that the Holy City lay just beyond this ridge,and the lad's heart beat fast with joyous antiipation of soon beholding the ity and house of hisheavenly Father. 1252



On the eastern slopes of Olivet they paused for rest in the borders of a little village alled Bethany.The hospitable villagers poured forth to minister to the pilgrims, and it happened that Joseph andhis family had stopped near the house of one Simon, who had three hildren about the same ageas Jesus - Mary, Martha, and Lazarus. They invited the Nazareth family in for refreshment, and alifelong friendship sprang up between the two families. Many times afterward, in his eventful life,Jesus stopped in this home.They pressed on, soon standing on the brink of Olivet, and Jesus saw for the �rst time (in hismemory) the Holy City, the pretentious palaes, and the inspiring temple of his Father. At no time inhis life did Jesus ever experiene suh a purely human thrill as that whih at this time so ompletelyenthralled him as he stood there on this April afternoon on the Mount of Olives, drinking in his �rstview of Jerusalem. And in after years, on this same spot he stood and wept over the ity whih wasabout to rejet another prophet, the last and the greatest of her heavenly teahers.But they hurried on to Jerusalem. It was now Thursday afternoon. On reahing the ity, theyjourneyed past the temple, and never had Jesus beheld suh throngs of human beings. He meditateddeeply on how these Jews had assembled here from the uttermost parts of the known world.Soon they reahed the plae prearranged for their aommodation during the Passover week, thelarge home of a well-to-do relative of Mary's, one who knew something of the early history of bothJohn and Jesus, through Zaharias. The following day, the day of preparation, they made ready forthe appropriate elebration of the Passover Sabbath.While all Jerusalem was astir in preparation for the Passover, Joseph found time to take his sonaround to visit the aademy where it had been arranged for him to resume his eduation two yearslater, as soon as he reahed the required age of �fteen. Joseph was truly puzzled when he observedhow little interest Jesus evined in all these arefully laid plans.Jesus was profoundly impressed by the temple and all the assoiated servies and other ativities.For the �rst time sine he was four years old, he was too muh preoupied with his own meditationsto ask many questions. He did, however, ask his father several embarrassing questions (as he had onprevious oasions) as to why the heavenly Father required the slaughter of so many innoent andhelpless animals. And his father well knew from the expression on the lad's fae that his answersand attempts at explanation were unsatisfatory to his deep-thinking and keen-reasoning son.On the day before the Passover Sabbath, ood tides of spiritual illumination swept through themortal mind of Jesus and �lled his human heart to overowing with a�etionate pity for the spiri-tually blind and morally ignorant multitudes assembled for the elebration of the anient Passoverommemoration. This was one of the most extraordinary days that the Son of God spent in theesh; and during the night, for the �rst time in his earth areer, there appeared to him an assignedmessenger from Salvington, ommissioned by Immanuel, who said: \The hour has ome. It is timethat you began to be about your Father's business."And so, even ere the heavy responsibilities of the Nazareth family desended upon his youthfulshoulders, there now arrived the elestial messenger to remind this lad, not quite thirteen years ofage, that the hour had ome to begin the resumption of the responsibilities of a universe. Thiswas the �rst at of a long suession of events whih �nally ulminated in the ompletion of theSon's bestowal on Urantia and the replaing of \the government of a universe on his human-divineshoulders."As time passed, the mystery of the inarnation beame, to all of us, more and more unfathomable.We ould hardly omprehend that this lad of Nazareth was the reator of all Nebadon. Neither do wenowadays understand how the spirit of this same Creator Son and the spirit of his Paradise Fatherare assoiated with the souls of mankind. With the passing of time, we ould see that his humanmind was inreasingly diserning that, while he lived his life in the esh, in spirit on his shouldersrested the responsibility of a universe. 1253



Thus ends the areer of the Nazareth lad, and begins the narrative of that adolesent youth - theinreasingly self-onsious divine human - who now begins the ontemplation of his world areer ashe strives to integrate his expanding life purpose with the desires of his parents and his obligationsto his family and the soiety of his day and age.
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Chapter 125Jesus at JerusalemNO INCIDENT in all Jesus' eventful earth areer was more engaging, more humanly thrilling, thanthis, his �rst remembered visit to Jerusalem. He was espeially stimulated by the experiene ofattending the temple disussions by himself, and it long stood out in his memory as the greatevent of his later hildhood and early youth. This was his �rst opportunity to enjoy a few days ofindependent living, the exhilaration of going and oming without restraint and restritions. Thisbrief period of undireted living, during the week following the Passover, was the �rst ompletefreedom from responsibility he had ever enjoyed. And it was many years subsequent to this beforehe again had a like period of freedom from all sense of responsibility, even for a short time.Women seldom went to the Passover feast at Jerusalem; they were not required to be present.Jesus, however, virtually refused to go unless his mother would aompany them. And when hismother deided to go, many other Nazareth women were led to make the journey, so that thePassover ompany ontained the largest number of women, in proportion to men, ever to go up tothe Passover from Nazareth. Ever and anon, on the way to Jerusalem, they hanted the one hundredand thirtieth Psalm.From the time they left Nazareth until they reahed the summit of the Mount of Olives, Jesusexperiened one long stress of expetant antiipation. All through a joyful hildhood he had reverentlyheard of Jerusalem and its temple; now he was soon to behold them in reality. From the Mount ofOlives and from the outside, on loser inspetion, the temple had been all and more than Jesus hadexpeted; but when he one entered its sared portals, the great disillusionment began.In ompany with his parents Jesus passed through the temple preints on his way to join thatgroup of new sons of the law who were about to be onserated as itizens of Israel. He was alittle disappointed by the general demeanor of the temple throngs, but the �rst great shok of theday ame when his mother took leave of them on her way to the women's gallery. It had neverourred to Jesus that his mother was not to aompany him to the onseration eremonies, andhe was thoroughly indignant that she was made to su�er from suh unjust disrimination. While hestrongly resented this, aside from a few remarks of protest to his father, he said nothing. But hethought, and thought deeply, as his questions to the sribes and teahers a week later dislosed.He passed through the onseration rituals but was disappointed by their perfuntory and routinenatures. He missed that personal interest whih haraterized the eremonies of the synagogueat Nazareth. He then returned to greet his mother and prepared to aompany his father on his�rst trip about the temple and its various ourts, galleries, and orridors. The temple preintsould aommodate over two hundred thousand worshipers at one time, and while the vastness ofthese buildings - in omparison with any he had ever seen - greatly impressed his mind, he wasmore intrigued by the ontemplation of the spiritual signi�ane of the temple eremonies and theirassoiated worship. 1255



Though many of the temple rituals very touhingly impressed his sense of the beautiful and thesymboli, he was always disappointed by the explanation of the real meanings of these eremonieswhih his parents would o�er in answer to his many searhing inquiries. Jesus simply would notaept explanations of worship and religious devotion whih involved belief in the wrath of God orthe anger of the Almighty. In further disussion of these questions, after the onlusion of the templevisit, when his father beame mildly insistent that he aknowledge aeptane of the orthodox Jewishbeliefs, Jesus turned suddenly upon his parents and, looking appealingly into the eyes of his father,said: \My father, it annot be true - the Father in heaven annot so regard his erring hildren onearth. The heavenly Father annot love his hildren less than you love me. And I well know, nomatter what unwise thing I might do, you would never pour out wrath upon me nor vent angeragainst me. If you, my earthly father, possess suh human reetions of the Divine, how muh moremust the heavenly Father be �lled with goodness and overowing with mery. I refuse to believethat my Father in heaven loves me less than my father on earth."When Joseph and Mary heard these words of their �rst-born son, they held their peae. Andnever again did they seek to hange his mind about the love of God and the merifulness of theFather in heaven.125.1 Jesus Views the TempleEverywhere Jesus went throughout the temple ourts, he was shoked and sikened by the spirit ofirreverene whih he observed. He deemed the ondut of the temple throngs to be inonsistent withtheir presene in \his Father's house." But he reeived the shok of his young life when his fatheresorted him into the ourt of the gentiles with its noisy jargon, loud talking and ursing, mingledindisriminately with the bleating of sheep and the babble of noises whih betrayed the presene ofthe money-hangers and the vendors of sari�ial animals and sundry other ommerial ommodities.But most of all was his sense of propriety outraged by the sight of the frivolous ourtesans paradingabout within this preint of the temple, just suh painted women as he had so reently seen whenon a visit to Sepphoris. This profanation of the temple fully aroused all his youthful indignation,and he did not hesitate to express himself freely to Joseph.Jesus admired the sentiment and servie of the temple, but he was shoked by the spiritual uglinesswhih he beheld on the faes of so many of the unthinking worshipers.They now passed down to the priests' ourt beneath the rok ledge in front of the temple, wherethe altar stood, to observe the killing of the droves of animals and the washing away of the blood fromthe hands of the oÆiating slaughter priests at the bronze fountain. The bloodstained pavement, thegory hands of the priests, and the sounds of the dying animals were more than this nature-lovinglad ould stand. The terrible sight sikened this boy of Nazareth; he luthed his father's arm andbegged to be taken away. They walked bak through the ourt of the gentiles, and even the oarselaughter and profane jesting whih he there heard were a relief from the sights he had just beheld.Joseph saw how his son had sikened at the sight of the temple rites and wisely led him around toview the \gate beautiful," the artisti gate made of Corinthian bronze. But Jesus had had enoughfor his �rst visit at the temple. They returned to the upper ourt for Mary and walked about in theopen air and away from the rowds for an hour, viewing the Asmonean palae, the stately home ofHerod, and the tower of the Roman guards. During this stroll Joseph explained to Jesus that onlythe inhabitants of Jerusalem were permitted to witness the daily sari�es in the temple, and thatthe dwellers in Galilee ame up only three times a year to partiipate in the temple worship: at thePassover, at the feast of Penteost (seven weeks after Passover), and at the feast of tabernales inOtober. These feasts were established by Moses. They then disussed the two later establishedfeasts of the dediation and of Purim. Afterward they went to their lodgings and made ready for the1256



elebration of the Passover.125.2 Jesus and the PassoverFive Nazareth families were guests of, or assoiates with, the family of Simon of Bethany in theelebration of the Passover, Simon having purhased the pashal lamb for the ompany. It was theslaughter of these lambs in suh enormous numbers that had so a�eted Jesus on his temple visit.It had been the plan to eat the Passover with Mary's relatives, but Jesus persuaded his parents toaept the invitation to go to Bethany.That night they assembled for the Passover rites, eating the roasted esh with unleavened breadand bitter herbs. Jesus, being a new son of the ovenant, was asked to reount the origin of thePassover, and this he well did, but he somewhat disonerted his parents by the inlusion of numerousremarks mildly reeting the impressions made on his youthful but thoughtful mind by the thingswhih he had so reently seen and heard. This was the beginning of the seven-day eremonies of thefeast of the Passover.Even at this early date, though he said nothing about suh matters to his parents, Jesus hadbegun to turn over in his mind the propriety of elebrating the Passover without the slaughteredlamb. He felt assured in his own mind that the Father in heaven was not pleased with this spetale ofsari�ial o�erings, and as the years passed, he beame inreasingly determined someday to establishthe elebration of a bloodless Passover.Jesus slept very little that night. His rest was greatly disturbed by revolting dreams of slaughterand su�ering. His mind was distraught and his heart torn by the inonsistenies and absurdities ofthe theology of the whole Jewish eremonial system. His parents likewise slept little. They weregreatly disonerted by the events of the day just ended. They were ompletely upset in their ownhearts by the lad's, to them, strange and determined attitude. Mary beame nervously agitatedduring the fore part of the night, but Joseph remained alm, though he was equally puzzled. Bothof them feared to talk frankly with the lad about these problems, though Jesus would gladly havetalked with his parents if they had dared to enourage him.The next day's servies at the temple were more aeptable to Jesus and did muh to relieve theunpleasant memories of the previous day. The following morning young Lazarus took Jesus in hand,and they began a systemati exploration of Jerusalem and its environs. Before the day was over,Jesus disovered the various plaes about the temple where teahing and question onferenes werein progress; and aside from a few visits to the holy of holies to gaze in wonder as to what reallywas behind the veil of separation, he spent most of his time about the temple at these teahingonferenes.Throughout the Passover week, Jesus kept his plae among the new sons of the ommandment,and this meant that he must seat himself outside the rail whih segregated all persons who were notfull itizens of Israel. Being thus made onsious of his youth, he refrained from asking the manyquestions whih surged bak and forth in his mind; at least he refrained until the Passover elebrationhad ended and these restritions on the newly onserated youths were lifted.On Wednesday of the Passover week, Jesus was permitted to go home with Lazarus to spend thenight at Bethany. This evening, Lazarus, Martha, and Mary heard Jesus disuss things temporaland eternal, human and divine, and from that night on they all three loved him as if he had beentheir own brother.By the end of the week, Jesus saw less of Lazarus sine he was not eligible for admission to eventhe outer irle of the temple disussions, though he attended some of the publi talks delivered inthe outer ourts. Lazarus was the same age as Jesus, but in Jerusalem youths were seldom admitted1257



to the onseration of sons of the law until they were a full thirteen years of age.Again and again, during the Passover week, his parents would �nd Jesus sitting o� by himself withhis youthful head in his hands, profoundly thinking. They had never seen him behave like this, andnot knowing how muh he was onfused in mind and troubled in spirit by the experiene throughwhih he was passing, they were sorely perplexed; they did not know what to do. They welomedthe passing of the days of the Passover week and longed to have their strangely ating son safelybak in Nazareth.Day by day Jesus was thinking through his problems. By the end of the week he had made manyadjustments; but when the time ame to return to Nazareth, his youthful mind was still swarmingwith perplexities and beset by a host of unanswered questions and unsolved problems.Before Joseph and Mary left Jerusalem, in ompany with Jesus' Nazareth teaher they madede�nite arrangements for Jesus to return when he reahed the age of �fteen to begin his long ourseof study in one of the best-known aademies of the rabbis. Jesus aompanied his parents and teaheron their visits to the shool, but they were all distressed to observe how indi�erent he seemed to allthey said and did. Mary was deeply pained at his reations to the Jerusalem visit, and Joseph wasprofoundly perplexed at the lad's strange remarks and unusual ondut.After all, Passover week had been a great event in Jesus' life. He had enjoyed the opportunityof meeting sores of boys about his own age, fellow andidates for the onseration, and he utilizedsuh ontats as a means of learning how people lived in Mesopotamia, Turkestan, and Parthia, aswell as in the Far-Western provines of Rome. He was already fairly onversant with the way inwhih the youth of Egypt and other regions near Palestine grew up. There were thousands of youngpeople in Jerusalem at this time, and the Nazareth lad personally met, and more or less extensivelyinterviewed, more than one hundred and �fty. He was partiularly interested in those who hailedfrom the Far-Eastern and the remote Western ountries. As a result of these ontats the lad beganto entertain a desire to travel about the world for the purpose of learning how the various groups ofhis fellow men toiled for their livelihood.
125.3 Departure of Joseph and MaryIt had been arranged that the Nazareth party should gather in the region of the temple at midforenoonon the �rst day of the week after the Passover festival had ended. This they did and started out onthe return journey to Nazareth. Jesus had gone into the temple to listen to the disussions while hisparents awaited the assembly of their fellow travelers. Presently the ompany prepared to depart,the men going in one group and the women in another as was their ustom in journeying to andfrom the Jerusalem festivals. Jesus had gone up to Jerusalem in ompany with his mother and thewomen. Being now a young man of the onseration, he was supposed to journey bak to Nazarethin ompany with his father and the men. But as the Nazareth party moved on toward Bethany,Jesus was ompletely absorbed in the disussion of angels, in the temple, being wholly unmindful ofthe passing of the time for the departure of his parents. And he did not realize that he had been leftbehind until the noontime adjournment of the temple onferenes.The Nazareth travelers did not miss Jesus beause Mary surmised he journeyed with the men,while Joseph thought he traveled with the women sine he had gone up to Jerusalem with the women,leading Mary's donkey. They did not disover his absene until they reahed Jeriho and prepared totarry for the night. After making inquiry of the last of the party to reah Jeriho and learning thatnone of them had seen their son, they spent a sleepless night, turning over in their minds what mighthave happened to him, reounting many of his unusual reations to the events of Passover week, andmildly hiding eah other for not seeing to it that he was in the group before they left Jerusalem.1258



125.4 First and Seond Days in the TempleIn the meantime, Jesus had remained in the temple throughout the afternoon, listening to thedisussions and enjoying the more quiet and deorous atmosphere, the great rowds of Passover weekhaving about disappeared. At the onlusion of the afternoon disussions, in none of whih Jesuspartiipated, he betook himself to Bethany, arriving just as Simon's family made ready to partake oftheir evening meal. The three youngsters were overjoyed to greet Jesus, and he remained in Simon'shouse for the night. He visited very little during the evening, spending muh of the time alone inthe garden meditating.Early next day Jesus was up and on his way to the temple. On the brow of Olivet he paused andwept over the sight his eyes beheld - a spiritually impoverished people, tradition bound and livingunder the surveillane of the Roman legions. Early forenoon found him in the temple with his mindmade up to take part in the disussions. Meanwhile, Joseph and Mary also had arisen with the earlydawn with the intention of retraing their steps to Jerusalem. First, they hastened to the house oftheir relatives, where they had lodged as a family during the Passover week, but inquiry eliited thefat that no one had seen Jesus. After searhing all day and �nding no trae of him, they returnedto their relatives for the night.At the seond onferene Jesus had made bold to ask questions, and in a very amazing way hepartiipated in the temple disussions but always in a manner onsistent with his youth. Sometimeshis pointed questions were somewhat embarrassing to the learned teahers of the Jewish law, buthe evined suh a spirit of andid fairness, oupled with an evident hunger for knowledge, that themajority of the temple teahers were disposed to treat him with every onsideration. But when hepresumed to question the justie of putting to death a drunken gentile who had wandered outsidethe ourt of the gentiles and unwittingly entered the forbidden and reputedly sared preints of thetemple, one of the more intolerant teahers grew impatient with the lad's implied ritiisms and,glowering down upon him, asked how old he was. Jesus replied, \thirteen years laking a trie morethan four months." \Then," rejoined the now irate teaher, \why are you here, sine you are not ofage as a son of the law?" And when Jesus explained that he had reeived onseration during thePassover, and that he was a �nished student of the Nazareth shools, the teahers with one aordderisively replied, \We might have known; he is from Nazareth." But the leader insisted that Jesuswas not to be blamed if the rulers of the synagogue at Nazareth had graduated him, tehnially,when he was twelve instead of thirteen; and notwithstanding that several of his detrators got upand left, it was ruled that the lad might ontinue undisturbed as a pupil of the temple disussions.When this, his seond day in the temple, was �nished, again he went to Bethany for the night.And again he went out in the garden to meditate and pray. It was apparent that his mind wasonerned with the ontemplation of weighty problems.125.5 The Third Day in the TempleJesus' third day with the sribes and teahers in the temple witnessed the gathering of many spe-tators who, having heard of this youth from Galilee, ame to enjoy the experiene of seeing a ladonfuse the wise men of the law. Simon also ame down from Bethany to see what the boy was up to.Throughout this day Joseph and Mary ontinued their anxious searh for Jesus, even going severaltimes into the temple but never thinking to srutinize the several disussion groups, although theyone ame almost within hearing distane of his fasinating voie.Before the day had ended, the entire attention of the hief disussion group of the temple hadbeome foused upon the questions being asked by Jesus. Among his many questions were:1. What really exists in the holy of holies, behind the veil?1259



2. Why should mothers in Israel be segregated from the male temple worshipers?3. If God is a father who loves his hildren, why all this slaughter of animals to gain divine favor- has the teahing of Moses been misunderstood?4. Sine the temple is dediated to the worship of the Father in heaven, is it onsistent to permitthe presene of those who engage in seular barter and trade?5. Is the expeted Messiah to beome a temporal prine to sit on the throne of David, or is he tofuntion as the light of life in the establishment of a spiritual kingdom?And all the day through, those who listened marveled at these questions, and none was moreastonished than Simon. For more than four hours this Nazareth youth plied these Jewish teaherswith thought-provoking and heart-searhing questions. He made few omments on the remarks ofhis elders. He onveyed his teahing by the questions he would ask. By the deft and subtle phrasingof a question he would at one and the same time hallenge their teahing and suggest his own. In themanner of his asking a question there was an appealing ombination of sagaity and humor whihendeared him even to those who more or less resented his youthfulness. He was always eminently fairand onsiderate in the asking of these penetrating questions. On this eventful afternoon in the templehe exhibited that same relutane to take unfair advantage of an opponent whih haraterized hisentire subsequent publi ministry. As a youth, and later on as a man, he seemed to be utterly freefrom all egoisti desire to win an argument merely to experiene logial triumph over his fellows,being interested supremely in just one thing: to prolaim everlasting truth and thus e�et a fullerrevelation of the eternal God.When the day was over, Simon and Jesus wended their way bak to Bethany. For most of thedistane both the man and the boy were silent. Again Jesus paused on the brow of Olivet, but as heviewed the ity and its temple, he did not weep; he only bowed his head in silent devotion.After the evening meal at Bethany he again delined to join the merry irle but instead wentto the garden, where he lingered long into the night, vainly endeavoring to think out some de�niteplan of approah to the problem of his lifework and to deide how best he might labor to reveal tohis spiritually blinded ountrymen a more beautiful onept of the heavenly Father and so set themfree from their terrible bondage to law, ritual, eremonial, and musty tradition. But the lear lightdid not ome to the truth-seeking lad.125.6 The Fourth Day in the TempleJesus was strangely unmindful of his earthly parents; even at breakfast, when Lazarus's motherremarked that his parents must be about home by that time, Jesus did not seem to omprehend thatthey would be somewhat worried about his having lingered behind.Again he journeyed to the temple, but he did not pause to meditate at the brow of Olivet. Inthe ourse of the morning's disussions muh time was devoted to the law and the prophets, and theteahers were astonished that Jesus was so familiar with the Sriptures, in Hebrew as well as Greek.But they were amazed not so muh by his knowledge of truth as by his youth.At the afternoon onferene they had hardly begun to answer his question relating to the purposeof prayer when the leader invited the lad to ome forward and, sitting beside him, bade him statehis own views regarding prayer and worship.The evening before, Jesus' parents had heard about this strange youth who so deftly sparred withthe expounders of the law, but it had not ourred to them that this lad was their son. They hadabout deided to journey out to the home of Zaharias as they thought Jesus might have gone thitherto see Elizabeth and John. Thinking Zaharias might perhaps be at the temple, they stopped there1260



on their way to the City of Judah. As they strolled through the ourts of the temple, imagine theirsurprise and amazement when they reognized the voie of the missing lad and beheld him seatedamong the temple teahers.Joseph was speehless, but Mary gave vent to her long-pent-up fear and anxiety when, rushing upto the lad, now standing to greet his astonished parents, she said: \My hild, why have you treatedus like this? It is now more than three days that your father and I have searhed for you sorrowing.Whatever possessed you to desert us?" It was a tense moment. All eyes were turned on Jesus tohear what he would say. His father looked reprovingly at him but said nothing.It should be remembered that Jesus was supposed to be a young man. He had �nished theregular shooling of a hild, had been reognized as a son of the law, and had reeived onserationas a itizen of Israel. And yet his mother more than mildly upbraided him before all the peopleassembled, right in the midst of the most serious and sublime e�ort of his young life, thus bringingto an inglorious termination one of the greatest opportunities ever to be granted him to funtionas a teaher of truth, a preaher of righteousness, a revealer of the loving harater of his Father inheaven.But the lad was equal to the oasion. When you take into fair onsideration all the fatorswhih ombined to make up this situation, you will be better prepared to fathom the wisdom ofthe boy's reply to his mother's unintended rebuke. After a moment's thought, Jesus answered hismother, saying: \Why is it that you have so long sought me? Would you not expet to �nd me inmy Father's house sine the time has ome when I should be about my Father's business?"Everyone was astonished at the lad's manner of speaking. Silently they all withdrew and left himstanding alone with his parents. Presently the young man relieved the embarrassment of all threewhen he quietly said: \Come, my parents, none has done aught but that whih he thought best. OurFather in heaven has ordained these things; let us depart for home."In silene they started out, arriving at Jeriho for the night. Only one did they pause, and thaton the brow of Olivet, when the lad raised his sta� aloft and, quivering from head to foot under thesurging of intense emotion, said: \O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, and the people thereof, what slaves youare - subservient to the Roman yoke and vitims of your own traditions - but I will return to leanseyonder temple and deliver my people from this bondage!"On the three days' journey to Nazareth Jesus said little; neither did his parents say muh in hispresene. They were truly at a loss to understand the ondut of their �rst-born son, but they didtreasure in their hearts his sayings, even though they ould not fully omprehend their meanings.Upon reahing home, Jesus made a brief statement to his parents, assuring them of his a�etionand implying that they need not fear he would again give any oasion for their su�ering anxietybeause of his ondut. He onluded this momentous statement by saying: \While I must do thewill of my Father in heaven, I will also be obedient to my father on earth. I will await my hour."Though Jesus, in his mind, would many times refuse to onsent to the well-intentioned but mis-guided e�orts of his parents to ditate the ourse of his thinking or to establish the plan of his workon earth, still, in every manner onsistent with his dediation to the doing of his Paradise Father'swill, he did most graefully onform to the desires of his earthly father and to the usages of his familyin the esh. Even when he ould not onsent, he would do everything possible to onform. He wasan artist in the matter of adjusting his dediation to duty to his obligations of family loyalty andsoial servie.Joseph was puzzled, but Mary, as she reeted on these experienes, gained omfort, eventuallyviewing his utterane on Olivet as propheti of the Messiani mission of her son as Israel's deliverer.She set to work with renewed energy to mold his thoughts into patrioti and nationalisti hannelsand enlisted the e�orts of her brother, Jesus' favorite unle; and in every other way did the motherof Jesus address herself to the task of preparing her �rst-born son to assume the leadership of those1261



who would restore the throne of David and forever ast o� the gentile yoke of politial bondage.
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Chapter 126The Two Cruial YearsOF ALL Jesus' earth-life experienes, the fourteenth and �fteenth years were the most ruial. Thesetwo years, after he began to be self-onsious of divinity and destiny, and before he ahieved a largemeasure of ommuniation with his indwelling Adjuster, were the most trying of his eventful life onUrantia. It is this period of two years whih should be alled the great test, the real temptation. Nohuman youth, in passing through the early onfusions and adjustment problems of adolesene, everexperiened a more ruial testing than that whih Jesus passed through during his transition fromhildhood to young manhood.This important period in Jesus' youthful development began with the onlusion of the Jerusalemvisit and with his return to Nazareth. At �rst Mary was happy in the thought that she had her boybak one more, that Jesus had returned home to be a dutiful son - not that he was ever anythingelse - and that he would heneforth be more responsive to her plans for his future life. But she wasnot for long to bask in this sunshine of maternal delusion and unreognized family pride; very soonshe was to be more ompletely disillusioned. More and more the boy was in the ompany of hisfather; less and less did he ome to her with his problems, while inreasingly both his parents failedto omprehend his frequent alternation between the a�airs of this world and the ontemplation ofhis relation to his Father's business. Frankly, they did not understand him, but they did truly lovehim.As he grew older, Jesus' pity and love for the Jewish people deepened, but with the passing years,there developed in his mind a growing righteous resentment of the presene in the Father's templeof the politially appointed priests. Jesus had great respet for the sinere Pharisees and the honestsribes, but he held the hyporitial Pharisees and the dishonest theologians in great ontempt; helooked with disdain upon all those religious leaders who were not sinere. When he srutinized theleadership of Israel, he was sometimes tempted to look with favor on the possibility of his beomingthe Messiah of Jewish expetation, but he never yielded to suh a temptation.The story of his exploits among the wise men of the temple in Jerusalem was gratifying to allNazareth, espeially to his former teahers in the synagogue shool. For a time his praise was oneverybody's lips. All the village reounted his hildhood wisdom and praiseworthy ondut andpredited that he was destined to beome a great leader in Israel; at last a really great teaher was toome out of Nazareth in Galilee. And they all looked forward to the time when he would be �fteenyears of age so that he might be permitted regularly to read the Sriptures in the synagogue on theSabbath day.
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126.1 His Fourteenth Year (A.D. 8)This is the alendar year of his fourteenth birthday. He had beome a good yoke maker and workedwell with both anvas and leather. He was also rapidly developing into an expert arpenter andabinetmaker. This summer he made frequent trips to the top of the hill to the northwest of Nazarethfor prayer and meditation. He was gradually beoming more self-onsious of the nature of hisbestowal on earth.This hill, a little more than one hundred years previously, had been the \high plae of Baal,"and now it was the site of the tomb of Simeon, a reputed holy man of Israel. From the summit ofthis hill of Simeon, Jesus looked out over Nazareth and the surrounding ountry. He would gazeupon Megiddo and reall the story of the Egyptian army winning its �rst great vitory in Asia; andhow, later on, another suh army defeated the Judean king Josiah. Not far away he ould lookupon Taanah, where Deborah and Barak defeated Sisera. In the distane he ould view the hills ofDothan, where he had been taught Joseph's brethren sold him into Egyptian slavery. He then wouldshift his gaze over to Ebal and Gerizim and reount to himself the traditions of Abraham, Jaob,and Abimeleh. And thus he realled and turned over in his mind the histori and traditional eventsof his father Joseph's people.He ontinued to arry on his advaned ourses of reading under the synagogue teahers, and healso ontinued with the home eduation of his brothers and sisters as they grew up to suitable ages.Early this year Joseph arranged to set aside the inome from his Nazareth and Capernaum propertyto pay for Jesus' long ourse of study at Jerusalem, it having been planned that he should go toJerusalem in August of the following year when he would be �fteen years of age.By the beginning of this year both Joseph and Mary entertained frequent doubts about thedestiny of their �rst-born son. He was indeed a brilliant and lovable hild, but he was so diÆultto understand, so hard to fathom, and again, nothing extraordinary or miraulous ever happened.Sores of times had his proud mother stood in breathless antiipation, expeting to see her son engagein some superhuman or miraulous performane, but always were her hopes dashed down in rueldisappointment. And all this was disouraging, even disheartening. The devout people of those daystruly believed that prophets and men of promise always demonstrated their alling and establishedtheir divine authority by performing mirales and working wonders. But Jesus did none of thesethings; wherefore was the onfusion of his parents steadily inreased as they ontemplated his future.The improved eonomi ondition of the Nazareth family was reeted in many ways about thehome and espeially in the inreased number of smooth white boards whih were used as writingslates, the writing being done with haroal. Jesus was also permitted to resume his musi lessons;he was very fond of playing the harp.Throughout this year it an truly be said that Jesus \grew in favor with man and with God."The prospets of the family seemed good; the future was bright.126.2 The Death of JosephAll did go well until that fateful day of Tuesday, September 25, when a runner from Sepphorisbrought to this Nazareth home the tragi news that Joseph had been severely injured by the fallingof a derrik while at work on the governor's residene. The messenger from Sepphoris had stoppedat the shop on the way to Joseph's home, informing Jesus of his father's aident, and they wenttogether to the house to break the sad news to Mary. Jesus desired to go immediately to his father,but Mary would hear to nothing but that she must hasten to her husband's side. She direted thatJames, then ten years of age, should aompany her to Sepphoris while Jesus remained home with1264



the younger hildren until she should return, as she did not know how seriously Joseph had beeninjured. But Joseph died of his injuries before Mary arrived. They brought him to Nazareth, andon the following day he was laid to rest with his fathers.Just at the time when prospets were good and the future looked bright, an apparently ruelhand struk down the head of this Nazareth household, the a�airs of this home were disrupted, andevery plan for Jesus and his future eduation was demolished. This arpenter lad, now just pastfourteen years of age, awakened to the realization that he had not only to ful�ll the ommission ofhis heavenly Father to reveal the divine nature on earth and in the esh, but that his young humannature must also shoulder the responsibility of aring for his widowed mother and seven brothers andsisters - and another yet to be born. This lad of Nazareth now beame the sole support and omfortof this so suddenly bereaved family. Thus were permitted those ourrenes of the natural order ofevents on Urantia whih would fore this young man of destiny so early to assume these heavy buthighly eduational and disiplinary responsibilities attendant upon beoming the head of a humanfamily, of beoming father to his own brothers and sisters, of supporting and proteting his mother,of funtioning as guardian of his father's home, the only home he was to know while on this world.Jesus heerfully aepted the responsibilities so suddenly thrust upon him, and he arried themfaithfully to the end. At least one great problem and antiipated diÆulty in his life had beentragially solved - he would not now be expeted to go to Jerusalem to study under the rabbis. Itremained always true that Jesus \sat at no man's feet." He was ever willing to learn from even thehumblest of little hildren, but he never derived authority to teah truth from human soures.Still he knew nothing of the Gabriel visit to his mother before his birth; he only learned of thisfrom John on the day of his baptism, at the beginning of his publi ministry.As the years passed, this young arpenter of Nazareth inreasingly measured every institutionof soiety and every usage of religion by the unvarying test: What does it do for the human soul?does it bring God to man? does it bring man to God? While this youth did not wholly neglet therereational and soial aspets of life, more and more he devoted his time and energies to just twopurposes: the are of his family and the preparation to do his Father's heavenly will on earth.This year it beame the ustom for the neighbors to drop in during the winter evenings to hearJesus play upon the harp, to listen to his stories (for the lad was a master storyteller), and to hearhim read from the Greek sriptures.The eonomi a�airs of the family ontinued to run fairly smoothly as there was quite a sumof money on hand at the time of Joseph's death. Jesus early demonstrated the possession of keenbusiness judgment and �nanial sagaity. He was liberal but frugal; he was saving but generous. Heproved to be a wise and eÆient administrator of his father's estate.But in spite of all that Jesus and the Nazareth neighbors ould do to bring heer into the home,Mary, and even the hildren, were overast with sadness. Joseph was gone. Joseph was an unusualhusband and father, and they all missed him. And it seemed all the more tragi to think that hedied ere they ould speak to him or hear his farewell blessing.126.3 The Fifteenth Year (A.D. 9)By the middle of this �fteenth year - and we are rekoning time in aordane with the twentieth-entury alendar, not by the Jewish year - Jesus had taken a �rm grasp upon the management of hisfamily. Before this year had passed, their savings had about disappeared, and they were fae to faewith the neessity of disposing of one of the Nazareth houses whih Joseph and his neighbor Jaobowned in partnership.On Wednesday evening, April 17, A.D. 9, Ruth, the baby of the family, was born, and to the1265



best of his ability Jesus endeavored to take the plae of his father in omforting and ministering tohis mother during this trying and peuliarly sad ordeal. For almost a sore of years (until he beganhis publi ministry) no father ould have loved and nurtured his daughter any more a�etionatelyand faithfully than Jesus ared for little Ruth. And he was an equally good father to all the othermembers of his family.During this year Jesus �rst formulated the prayer whih he subsequently taught to his apostles,and whih to many has beome known as \The Lord's Prayer." In a way it was an evolution of thefamily altar; they had many forms of praise and several formal prayers. After his father's death Jesustried to teah the older hildren to express themselves individually in prayer - muh as he so enjoyeddoing - but they ould not grasp his thought and would invariably fall bak upon their memorizedprayer forms. It was in this e�ort to stimulate his older brothers and sisters to say individual prayersthat Jesus would endeavor to lead them along by suggestive phrases, and presently, without intentionon his part, it developed that they were all using a form of prayer whih was largely built up fromthese suggestive lines whih Jesus had taught them.At last Jesus gave up the idea of having eah member of the family formulate spontaneous prayers,and one evening in Otober he sat down by the little squat lamp on the low stone table, and, on apiee of smooth edar board about eighteen inhes square, with a piee of haroal he wrote out theprayer whih beame from that time on the standard family petition.This year Jesus was muh troubled with onfused thinking. Family responsibility had quite ef-fetively removed all thought of immediately arrying out any plan for responding to the Jerusalemvisitation direting him to \be about his Father's business." Jesus rightly reasoned that the wath-are of his earthly father's family must take preedene of all duties; that the support of his familymust beome his �rst obligation.In the ourse of this year Jesus found a passage in the so-alled Book of Enoh whih inuenedhim in the later adoption of the term \Son of Man" as a designation for his bestowal mission onUrantia. He had thoroughly onsidered the idea of the Jewish Messiah and was �rmly onvinedthat he was not to be that Messiah. He longed to help his father's people, but he never expeted tolead Jewish armies in overthrowing the foreign domination of Palestine. He knew he would never siton the throne of David at Jerusalem. Neither did he believe that his mission was that of a spiritualdeliverer or moral teaher solely to the Jewish people. In no sense, therefore, ould his life mission bethe ful�llment of the intense longings and supposed Messiani propheies of the Hebrew sriptures;at least, not as the Jews understood these preditions of the prophets. Likewise he was ertain hewas never to appear as the Son of Man depited by the Prophet Daniel.But when the time ame for him to go forth as a world teaher, what would he all himself? Whatlaim should he make onerning his mission? By what name would he be alled by the people whowould beome believers in his teahings?While turning all these problems over in his mind, he found in the synagogue library at Nazareth,among the apoalypti books whih he had been studying, this manusript alled \The Book ofEnoh"; and though he was ertain that it had not been written by Enoh of old, it proved veryintriguing to him, and he read and reread it many times. There was one passage whih partiularlyimpressed him, a passage in whih this term \Son of Man" appeared. The writer of this so-alledBook of Enoh went on to tell about this Son of Man, desribing the work he would do on earth andexplaining that this Son of Man, before oming down on this earth to bring salvation to mankind,had walked through the ourts of heavenly glory with his Father, the Father of all; and that he hadturned his bak upon all this grandeur and glory to ome down on earth to prolaim salvation toneedy mortals. As Jesus would read these passages (well understanding that muh of the Easternmystiism whih had beome admixed with these teahings was erroneous), he responded in his heartand reognized in his mind that of all the Messiani preditions of the Hebrew sriptures and of allthe theories about the Jewish deliverer, none was so near the truth as this story tuked away in this1266



only partially aredited Book of Enoh; and he then and there deided to adopt as his inauguraltitle \the Son of Man." And this he did when he subsequently began his publi work. Jesus hadan unerring ability for the reognition of truth, and truth he never hesitated to embrae, no matterfrom what soure it appeared to emanate.By this time he had quite thoroughly settled many things about his forthoming work for theworld, but he said nothing of these matters to his mother, who still held stoutly to the idea of hisbeing the Jewish Messiah.The great onfusion of Jesus' younger days now arose. Having settled something about the natureof his mission on earth, \to be about his Father's business" - to show forth his Father's loving natureto all mankind - he began to ponder anew the many statements in the Sriptures referring to theoming of a national deliverer, a Jewish teaher or king. To what event did these propheies refer?Was not he a Jew? or was he? Was he or was he not of the house of David? His mother averred hewas; his father had ruled that he was not. He deided he was not. But had the prophets onfusedthe nature and mission of the Messiah?After all, ould it be possible that his mother was right? In most matters, when di�erenes ofopinion had arisen in the past, she had been right. If he were a new teaher and not the Messiah,then how should he reognize the Jewish Messiah if suh a one should appear in Jerusalem duringthe time of his earth mission; and, further, what should be his relation to this Jewish Messiah?And what should be his relation, after embarking on his life mission, to his family? to the Jewishommonwealth and religion? to the Roman Empire? to the gentiles and their religions? Eah ofthese momentous problems this young Galilean turned over in his mind and seriously pondered whilehe ontinued to work at the arpenter's benh, laboriously making a living for himself, his mother,and eight other hungry mouths.Before the end of this year Mary saw the family funds diminishing. She turned the sale of dovesover to James. Presently they bought a seond ow, and with the aid of Miriam they began the saleof milk to their Nazareth neighbors.His profound periods of meditation, his frequent journeys to the hilltop for prayer, and the manystrange ideas whih Jesus advaned from time to time, thoroughly alarmed his mother. Sometimesshe thought the lad was beside himself, and then she would steady her fears, remembering that hewas, after all, a hild of promise and in some manner di�erent from other youths.But Jesus was learning not to speak of all his thoughts, not to present all his ideas to the world,not even to his own mother. From this year on, Jesus' dislosures about what was going on in hismind steadily diminished; that is, he talked less about those things whih an average person ouldnot grasp, and whih would lead to his being regarded as peuliar or di�erent from ordinary folks.To all appearanes he beame ommonplae and onventional, though he did long for someone whoould understand his problems. He raved a trustworthy and on�dential friend, but his problemswere too omplex for his human assoiates to omprehend. The uniqueness of the unusual situationompelled him to bear his burdens alone.126.4 First Sermon in the SynagogueWith the oming of his �fteenth birthday, Jesus ould oÆially oupy the synagogue pulpit onthe Sabbath day. Many times before, in the absene of speakers, Jesus had been asked to readthe Sriptures, but now the day had ome when, aording to law, he ould ondut the servie.Therefore on the �rst Sabbath after his �fteenth birthday the hazan arranged for Jesus to ondutthe morning servie of the synagogue. And when all the faithful in Nazareth had assembled, theyoung man, having made his seletion of Sriptures, stood up and began to read:1267



\The spirit of the Lord God is upon me, for the Lord has anointed me; he has sent me to bringgood news to the meek, to bind up the brokenhearted, to prolaim liberty to the aptives, and to setthe spiritual prisoners free; to prolaim the year of God's favor and the day of our God's rekoning;to omfort all mourners, to give them beauty for ashes, the oil of joy in the plae of mourning, a songof praise instead of the spirit of sorrow, that they may be alled trees of righteousness, the plantingof the Lord, wherewith he may be glori�ed.\Seek good and not evil that you may live, and so the Lord, the God of hosts, shall be withyou. Hate the evil and love the good; establish judgment in the gate. Perhaps the Lord God will begraious to the remnant of Joseph.\Wash yourselves, make yourselves lean; put away the evil of your doings from before my eyes;ease to do evil and learn to do good; seek justie, relieve the oppressed. Defend the fatherless andplead for the widow.\Wherewith shall I ome before the Lord, to bow myself before the Lord of all the earth? ShallI ome before him with burnt o�erings, with alves a year old? Will the Lord be pleased withthousands of rams, ten thousands of sheep, or with rivers of oil? Shall I give my �rst-born for mytransgression, the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul? No! for the Lord has showed us, O men,what is good. And what does the Lord require of you but to deal justly, love mery, and walk humblywith your God?\To whom, then, will you liken God who sits upon the irle of the earth? Lift up your eyes andbehold who has reated all these worlds, who brings forth their host by number and alls them allby their names. He does all these things by the greatness of his might, and beause he is strong inpower, not one fails. He gives power to the weak, and to those who are weary he inreases strength.Fear not, for I am with you; be not dismayed, for I am your God. I will strengthen you and I willhelp you; yes, I will uphold you with the right hand of my righteousness, for I am the Lord yourGod. And I will hold your right hand, saying to you, fear not, for I will help you.\And you are my witness, says the Lord, and my servant whom I have hosen that all may knowand believe me and understand that I am the Eternal. I, even I, am the Lord, and beside me thereis no savior."And when he had thus read, he sat down, and the people went to their homes, pondering over thewords whih he had so graiously read to them. Never had his townspeople seen him so magni�entlysolemn; never had they heard his voie so earnest and so sinere; never had they observed him somanly and deisive, so authoritative.This Sabbath afternoon Jesus limbed the Nazareth hill with James and, when they returnedhome, wrote out the Ten Commandments in Greek on two smooth boards in haroal. SubsequentlyMartha olored and deorated these boards, and for long they hung on the wall over James's smallworkbenh.126.5 The Finanial StruggleGradually Jesus and his family returned to the simple life of their earlier years. Their lothes andeven their food beame simpler. They had plenty of milk, butter, and heese. In season they enjoyedthe produe of their garden, but eah passing month neessitated the pratie of greater frugality.Their breakfasts were very plain; they saved their best food for the evening meal. However, amongthese Jews lak of wealth did not imply soial inferiority.Already had this youth well-nigh enompassed the omprehension of how men lived in his day. Andhow well he understood life in the home, �eld, and workshop is shown by his subsequent teahings,whih so repletely reveal his intimate ontat with all phases of human experiene.1268



The Nazareth hazan ontinued to ling to the belief that Jesus was to beome a great teaher,probably the suessor of the renowned Gamaliel at Jerusalem.Apparently all Jesus' plans for a areer were thwarted. The future did not look bright as mattersnow developed. But he did not falter; he was not disouraged. He lived on, day by day, doing wellthe present duty and faithfully disharging the immediate responsibilities of his station in life. Jesus'life is the everlasting omfort of all disappointed idealists.The pay of a ommon day-laboring arpenter was slowly diminishing. By the end of this year Jesusould earn, by working early and late, only the equivalent of about twenty-�ve ents a day. By thenext year they found it diÆult to pay the ivil taxes, not to mention the synagogue assessments andthe temple tax of one-half shekel. During this year the tax olletor tried to squeeze extra revenueout of Jesus, even threatening to take his harp.Fearing that the opy of the Greek sriptures might be disovered and on�sated by the taxolletors, Jesus, on his �fteenth birthday, presented it to the Nazareth synagogue library as hismaturity o�ering to the Lord.The great shok of his �fteenth year ame when Jesus went over to Sepphoris to reeive the deisionof Herod regarding the appeal taken to him in the dispute about the amount of money due Josephat the time of his aidental death. Jesus and Mary had hoped for the reeipt of a onsiderable sumof money when the treasurer at Sepphoris had o�ered them a paltry amount. Joseph's brothers hadtaken an appeal to Herod himself, and now Jesus stood in the palae and heard Herod deree thathis father had nothing due him at the time of his death. And for suh an unjust deision Jesus neveragain trusted Herod Antipas. It is not surprising that he one alluded to Herod as \that fox."The lose work at the arpenter's benh during this and subsequent years deprived Jesus of theopportunity of mingling with the aravan passengers. The family supply shop had already been takenover by his unle, and Jesus worked altogether in the home shop, where he was near to help Marywith the family. About this time he began sending James up to the amel lot to gather informationabout world events, and thus he sought to keep in touh with the news of the day.As he grew up to manhood, he passed through all those onits and onfusions whih the averageyoung persons of previous and subsequent ages have undergone. And the rigorous experiene ofsupporting his family was a sure safeguard against his having overmuh time for idle meditation orthe indulgene of mysti tendenies.This was the year that Jesus rented a onsiderable piee of land just to the north of their home,whih was divided up as a family garden plot. Eah of the older hildren had an individual garden,and they entered into keen ompetition in their agriultural e�orts. Their eldest brother spent sometime with them in the garden eah day during the season of vegetable ultivation. As Jesus workedwith his younger brothers and sisters in the garden, he many times entertained the wish that theywere all loated on a farm out in the ountry where they ould enjoy the liberty and freedom of anunhampered life. But they did not �nd themselves growing up in the ountry; and Jesus, being athoroughly pratial youth as well as an idealist, intelligently and vigorously attaked his problemjust as he found it, and did everything within his power to adjust himself and his family to therealities of their situation and to adapt their ondition to the highest possible satisfation of theirindividual and olletive longings.At one time Jesus faintly hoped that he might be able to gather up suÆient means, provided theyould ollet the onsiderable sum of money due his father for work on Herod's palae, to warrantundertaking the purhase of a small farm. He had really given serious thought to this plan of movinghis family out into the ountry. But when Herod refused to pay them any of the funds due Joseph,they gave up the ambition of owning a home in the ountry. As it was, they ontrived to enjoy muhof the experiene of farm life as they now had three ows, four sheep, a ok of hikens, a donkey,and a dog, in addition to the doves. Even the little tots had their regular duties to perform in the1269



well-regulated sheme of management whih haraterized the home life of this Nazareth family.With the lose of this �fteenth year Jesus ompleted the traversal of that dangerous and diÆultperiod in human existene, that time of transition between the more omplaent years of hildhoodand the onsiousness of approahing manhood with its inreased responsibilities and opportunitiesfor the aquirement of advaned experiene in the development of a noble harater. The growthperiod for mind and body had ended, and now began the real areer of this young man of Nazareth.
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Chapter 127The Adolesent YearsAS JESUS entered upon his adolesent years, he found himself the head and sole support of a largefamily. Within a few years after his father's death all their property was gone. As time passed, hebeame inreasingly onsious of his pre-existene; at the same time he began more fully to realizethat he was present on earth and in the esh for the express purpose of revealing his Paradise Fatherto the hildren of men.No adolesent youth who has lived or ever will live on this world or any other world has had orever will have more weighty problems to resolve or more intriate diÆulties to untangle. No youthof Urantia will ever be alled upon to pass through more testing onits or more trying situationsthan Jesus himself endured during those strenuous years from �fteen to twenty.Having thus tasted the atual experiene of living these adolesent years on a world beset by eviland distraught by sin, the Son of Man beame possessed of full knowledge about the life experieneof the youth of all the realms of Nebadon, and thus forever he beame the understanding refuge forthe distressed and perplexed adolesents of all ages and on all worlds throughout the loal universe.Slowly, but ertainly and by atual experiene, this divine Son is earning the right to beomesovereign of his universe, the unquestioned and supreme ruler of all reated intelligenes on all loaluniverse worlds, the understanding refuge of the beings of all ages and of all degrees of personalendowment and experiene.127.1 The Sixteenth Year (A.D. 10)The inarnated Son passed through infany and experiened an uneventful hildhood. Then heemerged from that testing and trying transition stage between hildhood and young manhood - hebeame the adolesent Jesus.This year he attained his full physial growth. He was a virile and omely youth. He beameinreasingly sober and serious, but he was kind and sympatheti. His eye was kind but searhing;his smile was always engaging and reassuring. His voie was musial but authoritative; his greetingordial but una�eted. Always, even in the most ommonplae of ontats, there seemed to be inevidene the touh of a twofold nature, the human and the divine. Ever he displayed this ombinationof the sympathizing friend and the authoritative teaher. And these personality traits began earlyto beome manifest, even in these adolesent years.This physially strong and robust youth also aquired the full growth of his human intellet, notthe full experiene of human thinking but the fullness of apaity for suh intelletual development.He possessed a healthy and well-proportioned body, a keen and analytial mind, a kind and sympa-theti disposition, a somewhat utuating but aggressive temperament, all of whih were beoming1271



organized into a strong, striking, and attrative personality.As time went on, it beame more diÆult for his mother and his brothers and sisters to under-stand him; they stumbled over his sayings and misinterpreted his doings. They were all un�tted toomprehend their eldest brother's life beause their mother had given them to understand that hewas destined to beome the deliverer of the Jewish people. After they had reeived from Mary suhintimations as family serets, imagine their onfusion when Jesus would make frank denials of allsuh ideas and intentions.This year Simon started to shool, and they were ompelled to sell another house. James nowtook harge of the teahing of his three sisters, two of whom were old enough to begin serious study.As soon as Ruth grew up, she was taken in hand by Miriam and Martha. Ordinarily the girls ofJewish families reeived little eduation, but Jesus maintained (and his mother agreed) that girlsshould go to shool the same as boys, and sine the synagogue shool would not reeive them, therewas nothing to do but ondut a home shool espeially for them.Throughout this year Jesus was losely on�ned to the workbenh. Fortunately he had plenty ofwork; his was of suh a superior grade that he was never idle no matter how slak work might be inthat region. At times he had so muh to do that James would help him.By the end of this year he had just about made up his mind that he would, after rearing his familyand seeing them married, enter publily upon his work as a teaher of truth and as a revealer of theheavenly Father to the world. He knew he was not to beome the expeted Jewish Messiah, and heonluded that it was next to useless to disuss these matters with his mother; he deided to allowher to entertain whatever ideas she might hoose sine all he had said in the past had made littleor no impression upon her and he realled that his father had never been able to say anything thatwould hange her mind. From this year on he talked less and less with his mother, or anyone else,about these problems. His was suh a peuliar mission that no one living on earth ould give himadvie onerning its proseution.He was a real though youthful father to the family; he spent every possible hour with the young-sters, and they truly loved him. His mother grieved to see him work so hard; she sorrowed that hewas day by day toiling at the arpenter's benh earning a living for the family instead of being, asthey had so fondly planned, at Jerusalem studying with the rabbis. While there was muh abouther son that Mary ould not understand, she did love him, and she most thoroughly appreiated thewilling manner in whih he shouldered the responsibility of the home.127.2 The Seventeenth Year (A.D. 11)At about this time there was onsiderable agitation, espeially at Jerusalem and in Judea, in favor ofrebellion against the payment of taxes to Rome. There was oming into existene a strong nationalistparty, presently to be alled the Zealots. The Zealots, unlike the Pharisees, were not willing to awaitthe oming of the Messiah. They proposed to bring things to a head through politial revolt.A group of organizers from Jerusalem arrived in Galilee and were making good headway untilthey reahed Nazareth. When they ame to see Jesus, he listened arefully to them and asked manyquestions but refused to join the party. He delined fully to dislose his reasons for not enlisting,and his refusal had the e�et of keeping out many of his youthful fellows in Nazareth.Mary did her best to indue him to enlist, but she ould not budge him. She went so far asto intimate that his refusal to espouse the nationalist ause at her behest was insubordination, aviolation of his pledge made upon their return from Jerusalem that he would be subjet to his parents;but in answer to this insinuation he only laid a kindly hand on her shoulder and, looking into herfae, said: \My mother, how ould you?" And Mary withdrew her statement.1272



One of Jesus' unles (Mary's brother Simon) had already joined this group, subsequently beomingan oÆer in the Galilean division. And for several years there was something of an estrangementbetween Jesus and his unle.But trouble began to brew in Nazareth. Jesus' attitude in these matters had resulted in reatinga division among the Jewish youths of the ity. About half had joined the nationalist organization,and the other half began the formation of an opposing group of more moderate patriots, expetingJesus to assume the leadership. They were amazed when he refused the honor o�ered him, pleadingas an exuse his heavy family responsibilities, whih they all allowed. But the situation was stillfurther ompliated when, presently, a wealthy Jew, Isaa, a moneylender to the gentiles, ameforward agreeing to support Jesus' family if he would lay down his tools and assume leadership ofthese Nazareth patriots.Jesus, then sarely seventeen years of age, was onfronted with one of the most deliate anddiÆult situations of his early life. Patrioti issues, espeially when ompliated by tax-gatheringforeign oppressors, are always diÆult for spiritual leaders to relate themselves to, and it was doublyso in this ase sine the Jewish religion was involved in all this agitation against Rome.Jesus' position was made more diÆult beause his mother and unle, and even his younger brotherJames, all urged him to join the nationalist ause. All the better Jews of Nazareth had enlisted, andthose young men who had not joined the movement would all enlist the moment Jesus hanged hismind. He had but one wise ounselor in all Nazareth, his old teaher, the hazan, who ounseledhim about his reply to the itizens' ommittee of Nazareth when they ame to ask for his answerto the publi appeal whih had been made. In all Jesus' young life this was the very �rst timehe had onsiously resorted to publi strategy. Theretofore, always had he depended upon a frankstatement of truth to larify the situation, but now he ould not delare the full truth. He ould notintimate that he was more than a man; he ould not dislose his idea of the mission whih awaitedhis attainment of a riper manhood. Despite these limitations his religious fealty and national loyaltywere diretly hallenged. His family was in a turmoil, his youthful friends in division, and the entireJewish ontingent of the town in a hubbub. And to think that he was to blame for it all! And howinnoent he had been of all intention to make trouble of any kind, muh less a disturbane of thissort.Something had to be done. He must state his position, and this he did bravely and diplomatiallyto the satisfation of many, but not all. He adhered to the terms of his original plea, maintainingthat his �rst duty was to his family, that a widowed mother and eight brothers and sisters neededsomething more than mere money ould buy - the physial neessities of life - that they were entitledto a father's wathare and guidane, and that he ould not in lear onsiene release himself fromthe obligation whih a ruel aident had thrust upon him. He paid ompliment to his mother andeldest brother for being willing to release him but reiterated that loyalty to a dead father forbade hisleaving the family no matter how muh money was forthoming for their material support, makinghis never-to-be-forgotten statement that \money annot love." In the ourse of this address Jesusmade several veiled referenes to his \life mission" but explained that, regardless of whether or notit might be inonsistent with the military idea, it, along with everything else in his life, had beengiven up in order that he might be able to disharge faithfully his obligation to his family. Everyonein Nazareth well knew he was a good father to his family, and this was a matter so near the heart ofevery noble Jew that Jesus' plea found an appreiative response in the hearts of many of his hearers;and some of those who were not thus minded were disarmed by a speeh made by James, whih,while not on the program, was delivered at this time. That very day the hazan had rehearsed Jamesin his speeh, but that was their seret.James stated that he was sure Jesus would help to liberate his people if he (James) were only oldenough to assume responsibility for the family, and that, if they would only onsent to allow Jesus toremain \with us, to be our father and teaher, then you will have not just one leader from Joseph's1273



family, but presently you will have �ve loyal nationalists, for are there not �ve of us boys to grow upand ome forth from our brother-father's guidane to serve our nation?" And thus did the lad bringto a fairly happy ending a very tense and threatening situation.The risis for the time being was over, but never was this inident forgotten in Nazareth. Theagitation persisted; not again was Jesus in universal favor; the division of sentiment was never fullyoverome. And this, augmented by other and subsequent ourrenes, was one of the hief reasonswhy he moved to Capernaum in later years. Heneforth Nazareth maintained a division of sentimentregarding the Son of Man.James graduated at shool this year and began full-time work at home in the arpenter shop. Hehad beome a lever worker with tools and now took over the making of yokes and plows while Jesusbegan to do more house �nishing and expert abinet work.This year Jesus made great progress in the organization of his mind. Gradually he had broughthis divine and human natures together, and he aomplished all this organization of intellet by thefore of his own deisions and with only the aid of his indwelling Monitor, just suh a Monitor as allnormal mortals on all postbestowal-Son worlds have within their minds. So far, nothing supernaturalhad happened in this young man's areer exept the visit of a messenger, dispathed by his elderbrother Immanuel, who one appeared to him during the night at Jerusalem.127.3 The Eighteenth Year (A.D. 12)In the ourse of this year all the family property, exept the home and garden, was disposed of. Thelast piee of Capernaum property (exept an equity in one other), already mortgaged, was sold. Theproeeds were used for taxes, to buy some new tools for James, and to make a payment on the oldfamily supply and repair shop near the aravan lot, whih Jesus now proposed to buy bak sineJames was old enough to work at the house shop and help Mary about the home. With the �nanialpressure thus eased for the time being, Jesus deided to take James to the Passover. They went upto Jerusalem a day early, to be alone, going by way of Samaria. They walked, and Jesus told Jamesabout the histori plaes en route as his father had taught him on a similar journey �ve years before.In passing through Samaria, they saw many strange sights. On this journey they talked over manyof their problems, personal, family, and national. James was a very religious type of lad, and whilehe did not fully agree with his mother regarding the little he knew of the plans onerning Jesus'lifework, he did look forward to the time when he would be able to assume responsibility for thefamily so that Jesus ould begin his mission. He was very appreiative of Jesus' taking him up tothe Passover, and they talked over the future more fully than ever before.Jesus did muh thinking as they journeyed through Samaria, partiularly at Bethel and whendrinking from Jaob's well. He and his brother disussed the traditions of Abraham, Isaa, andJaob. He did muh to prepare James for what he was about to witness at Jerusalem, thus seekingto lessen the shok suh as he himself had experiened on his �rst visit to the temple. But Jameswas not so sensitive to some of these sights. He ommented on the perfuntory and heartless mannerin whih some of the priests performed their duties but on the whole greatly enjoyed his sojourn atJerusalem.Jesus took James to Bethany for the Passover supper. Simon had been laid to rest with hisfathers, and Jesus presided over this household as the head of the Passover family, having broughtthe pashal lamb from the temple.After the Passover supper Mary sat down to talk with James while Martha, Lazarus, and Jesustalked together far into the night. The next day they attended the temple servies, and James wasreeived into the ommonwealth of Israel. That morning, as they paused on the brow of Olivet to1274



view the temple, while James exlaimed in wonder, Jesus gazed on Jerusalem in silene. Jamesould not omprehend his brother's demeanor. That night they again returned to Bethany andwould have departed for home the next day, but James was insistent on their going bak to visitthe temple, explaining that he wanted to hear the teahers. And while this was true, seretly in hisheart he wanted to hear Jesus partiipate in the disussions, as he had heard his mother tell about.Aordingly, they went to the temple and heard the disussions, but Jesus asked no questions. Itall seemed so puerile and insigni�ant to this awakening mind of man and God - he ould only pitythem. James was disappointed that Jesus said nothing. To his inquiries Jesus only made reply, \Myhour has not yet ome."The next day they journeyed home by Jeriho and the Jordan valley, and Jesus reounted manythings by the way, inluding his former trip over this road when he was thirteen years old.Upon returning to Nazareth, Jesus began work in the old family repair shop and was greatlyheered by being able to meet so many people eah day from all parts of the ountry and surroundingdistrits. Jesus truly loved people - just ommon folks. Eah month he made his payments on theshop and, with James's help, ontinued to provide for the family.Several times a year, when visitors were not present thus to funtion, Jesus ontinued to read theSabbath sriptures at the synagogue and many times o�ered omments on the lesson, but usually heso seleted the passages that omment was unneessary. He was skillful, so arranging the order ofthe reading of the various passages that the one would illuminate the other. He never failed, weatherpermitting, to take his brothers and sisters out on Sabbath afternoons for their nature strolls.About this time the hazan inaugurated a young men's lub for philosophi disussion whih metat the homes of di�erent members and often at his own home, and Jesus beame a prominent memberof this group. By this means he was enabled to regain some of the loal prestige whih he had lostat the time of the reent nationalisti ontroversies.His soial life, while restrited, was not wholly negleted. He had many warm friends and stanhadmirers among both the young men and the young women of Nazareth.In September, Elizabeth and John ame to visit the Nazareth family. John, having lost his father,intended to return to the Judean hills to engage in agriulture and sheep raising unless Jesus advisedhim to remain in Nazareth to take up arpentry or some other line of work. They did not knowthat the Nazareth family was pratially penniless. The more Mary and Elizabeth talked about theirsons, the more they beame onvined that it would be good for the two young men to work togetherand see more of eah other.Jesus and John had many talks together; and they talked over some very intimate and personalmatters. When they had �nished this visit, they deided not again to see eah other until they shouldmeet in their publi servie after \the heavenly Father should all" them to their work. John wastremendously impressed by what he saw at Nazareth that he should return home and labor for thesupport of his mother. He beame onvined that he was to be a part of Jesus' life mission, buthe saw that Jesus was to oupy many years with the rearing of his family; so he was muh moreontent to return to his home and settle down to the are of their little farm and to minister to theneeds of his mother. And never again did John and Jesus see eah other until that day by the Jordanwhen the Son of Man presented himself for baptism.On Saturday afternoon, Deember 3, of this year, death for the seond time struk at this Nazarethfamily. Little Amos, their baby brother, died after a week's illness with a high fever. After passingthrough this time of sorrow with her �rst-born son as her only support, Mary at last and in thefullest sense reognized Jesus as the real head of the family; and he was truly a worthy head.For four years their standard of living had steadily delined; year by year they felt the pinh ofinreasing poverty. By the lose of this year they faed one of the most diÆult experienes of alltheir uphill struggles. James had not yet begun to earn muh, and the expenses of a funeral on top1275



of everything else staggered them. But Jesus would only say to his anxious and grieving mother:\Mother-Mary, sorrow will not help us; we are all doing our best, and mother's smile, perhane,might even inspire us to do better. Day by day we are strengthened for these tasks by our hopeof better days ahead." His sturdy and pratial optimism was truly ontagious; all the hildrenlived in an atmosphere of antiipation of better times and better things. And this hopeful ourageontributed mightily to the development of strong and noble haraters, in spite of the depressivenessof their poverty.Jesus possessed the ability e�etively to mobilize all his powers of mind, soul, and body on thetask immediately in hand. He ould onentrate his deep-thinking mind on the one problem whihhe wished to solve, and this, in onnetion with his untiring patiene, enabled him serenely to endurethe trials of a diÆult mortal existene - to live as if he were \seeing Him who is invisible."127.4 The Nineteenth Year (A.D. 13)By this time Jesus and Mary were getting along muh better. She regarded him less as a son; he hadbeome to her more a father to her hildren. Eah day's life swarmed with pratial and immediatediÆulties. Less frequently they spoke of his lifework, for, as time passed, all their thought wasmutually devoted to the support and upbringing of their family of four boys and three girls.By the beginning of this year Jesus had fully won his mother to the aeptane of his methods ofhild training - the positive injuntion to do good in the plae of the older Jewish method of forbiddingto do evil. In his home and throughout his publi-teahing areer Jesus invariably employed thepositive form of exhortation. Always and everywhere did he say, \You shall do this - you ought todo that." Never did he employ the negative mode of teahing derived from the anient taboos. Herefrained from plaing emphasis on evil by forbidding it, while he exalted the good by ommanding itsperformane. Prayer time in this household was the oasion for disussing anything and everythingrelating to the welfare of the family.Jesus began wise disipline upon his brothers and sisters at suh an early age that little or nopunishment was ever required to seure their prompt and wholehearted obediene. The only exep-tion was Jude, upon whom on sundry oasions Jesus found it neessary to impose penalties for hisinfrations of the rules of the home. On three oasions when it was deemed wise to punish Judefor self-onfessed and deliberate violations of the family rules of ondut, his punishment was �xedby the unanimous deree of the older hildren and was assented to by Jude himself before it wasinited.While Jesus was most methodial and systemati in everything he did, there was also in all hisadministrative rulings a refreshing elastiity of interpretation and an individuality of adaptationthat greatly impressed all the hildren with the spirit of justie whih atuated their father-brother.He never arbitrarily disiplined his brothers and sisters, and suh uniform fairness and personalonsideration greatly endeared Jesus to all his family.James and Simon grew up trying to follow Jesus' plan of plaating their belliose and sometimesirate playmates by persuasion and nonresistane, and they were fairly suessful; but Joseph andJude, while assenting to suh teahings at home, made haste to defend themselves when assailedby their omrades; in partiular was Jude guilty of violating the spirit of these teahings. Butnonresistane was not a rule of the family. No penalty was attahed to the violation of personalteahings.In general, all of the hildren, partiularly the girls, would onsult Jesus about their hildhoodtroubles and on�de in him just as they would have in an a�etionate father.James was growing up to be a well-balaned and even-tempered youth, but he was not so spiritually1276



inlined as Jesus. He was a muh better student than Joseph, who, while a faithful worker, was evenless spiritually minded. Joseph was a plodder and not up to the intelletual level of the other hildren.Simon was a well-meaning boy but too muh of a dreamer. He was slow in getting settled down inlife and was the ause of onsiderable anxiety to Jesus and Mary. But he was always a good andwell-intentioned lad. Jude was a �rebrand. He had the highest of ideals, but he was unstable intemperament. He had all and more of his mother's determination and aggressiveness, but he lakedmuh of her sense of proportion and disretion.Miriam was a well-balaned and level-headed daughter with a keen appreiation of things nobleand spiritual. Martha was slow in thought and ation but a very dependable and eÆient hild.Baby Ruth was the sunshine of the home; though thoughtless of speeh, she was most sinere ofheart. She just about worshiped her big brother and father. But they did not spoil her. She was abeautiful hild but not quite so omely as Miriam, who was the belle of the family, if not of the ity.As time passed, Jesus did muh to liberalize and modify the family teahings and praties relatedto Sabbath observane and many other phases of religion, and to all these hanges Mary gave heartyassent. By this time Jesus had beome the unquestioned head of the house.This year Jude started to shool, and it was neessary for Jesus to sell his harp in order to defraythese expenses. Thus disappeared the last of his rereational pleasures. He muh loved to play theharp when tired in mind and weary in body, but he omforted himself with the thought that at leastthe harp was safe from seizure by the tax olletor.127.5 Rebea, the Daughter of EzraAlthough Jesus was poor, his soial standing in Nazareth was in no way impaired. He was one of theforemost young men of the ity and very highly regarded by most of the young women. Sine Jesuswas suh a splendid speimen of robust and intelletual manhood, and onsidering his reputation as aspiritual leader, it was not strange that Rebea, the eldest daughter of Ezra, a wealthy merhant andtrader of Nazareth, should disover that she was slowly falling in love with this son of Joseph. She�rst on�ded her a�etion to Miriam, Jesus' sister, and Miriam in turn talked all this over with hermother. Mary was intensely aroused. Was she about to lose her son, now beome the indispensablehead of the family? Would troubles never ease? What next ould happen? And then she pausedto ontemplate what e�et marriage would have upon Jesus' future areer; not often, but at leastsometimes, did she reall the fat that Jesus was a \hild of promise." After she and Miriam hadtalked this matter over, they deided to make an e�ort to stop it before Jesus learned about it, bygoing diret to Rebea, laying the whole story before her, and honestly telling her about their beliefthat Jesus was a son of destiny; that he was to beome a great religious leader, perhaps the Messiah.Rebea listened intently; she was thrilled with the reital and more than ever determined to asther lot with this man of her hoie and to share his areer of leadership. She argued (to herself)that suh a man would all the more need a faithful and eÆient wife. She interpreted Mary's e�ortsto dissuade her as a natural reation to the dread of losing the head and sole support of her family;but knowing that her father approved of her attration for the arpenter's son, she rightly rekonedthat he would gladly supply the family with suÆient inome fully to ompensate for the loss ofJesus' earnings. When her father agreed to suh a plan, Rebea had further onferenes with Maryand Miriam, and when she failed to win their support, she made bold to go diretly to Jesus. Thisshe did with the o-operation of her father, who invited Jesus to their home for the elebration ofRebea's seventeenth birthday.Jesus listened attentively and sympathetially to the reital of these things, �rst by the father,then by Rebea herself. He made kindly reply to the e�et that no amount of money ould take theplae of his obligation personally to rear his father's family, to \ful�ll the most sared of all human1277



trusts - loyalty to one's own esh and blood." Rebea's father was deeply touhed by Jesus' wordsof family devotion and retired from the onferene. His only remark to Mary, his wife, was: \Wean't have him for a son; he is too noble for us."Then began that eventful talk with Rebea. Thus far in his life, Jesus had made little distintionin his assoiation with boys and girls, with young men and young women. His mind had been alto-gether too muh oupied with the pressing problems of pratial earthly a�airs and the intriguingontemplation of his eventual areer \about his Father's business" ever to have given serious onsid-eration to the onsummation of personal love in human marriage. But now he was fae to fae withanother of those problems whih every average human being must onfront and deide. Indeed washe \tested in all points like as you are."After listening attentively, he sinerely thanked Rebea for her expressed admiration, adding, \itshall heer and omfort me all the days of my life." He explained that he was not free to enter intorelations with any woman other than those of simple brotherly regard and pure friendship. He madeit lear that his �rst and paramount duty was the rearing of his father's family, that he ould notonsider marriage until that was aomplished; and then he added: \If I am a son of destiny, I mustnot assume obligations of lifelong duration until suh a time as my destiny shall be made manifest."Rebea was heartbroken. She refused to be omforted and importuned her father to leaveNazareth until he �nally onsented to move to Sepphoris. In after years, to the many men whosought her hand in marriage, Rebea had but one answer. She lived for only one purpose - to awaitthe hour when this, to her, the greatest man who ever lived would begin his areer as a teaherof living truth. And she followed him devotedly through his eventful years of publi labor, beingpresent (unobserved by Jesus) that day when he rode triumphantly into Jerusalem; and she stood\among the other women" by the side of Mary on that fateful and tragi afternoon when the Son ofMan hung upon the ross, to her, as well as to ountless worlds on high, \the one altogether lovelyand the greatest among ten thousand."127.6 His Twentieth Year (A.D. 14)The story of Rebea's love for Jesus was whispered about Nazareth and later on at Capernaum,so that, while in the years to follow many women loved Jesus even as men loved him, not againdid he have to rejet the personal pro�er of another good woman's devotion. From this time onhuman a�etion for Jesus partook more of the nature of worshipful and adoring regard. Both menand women loved him devotedly and for what he was, not with any tinge of self-satisfation or desirefor a�etionate possession. But for many years, whenever the story of Jesus' human personality wasreited, the devotion of Rebea was reounted.Miriam, knowing fully about the a�air of Rebea and knowing how her brother had forsakeneven the love of a beautiful maiden (not realizing the fator of his future areer of destiny), ame toidealize Jesus and to love him with a touhing and profound a�etion as for a father as well as for abrother.Although they ould hardly a�ord it, Jesus had a strange longing to go up to Jerusalem for thePassover. His mother, knowing of his reent experiene with Rebea, wisely urged him to make thejourney. He was not markedly onsious of it, but what he most wanted was an opportunity to talkwith Lazarus and to visit with Martha and Mary. Next to his own family he loved these three mostof all.In making this trip to Jerusalem, he went by way of Megiddo, Antipatris, and Lydda, in partovering the same route traversed when he was brought bak to Nazareth on the return from Egypt.He spent four days going up to the Passover and thought muh about the past events whih had1278



transpired in and around Megiddo, the international battle�eld of Palestine.Jesus passed on through Jerusalem, only pausing to look upon the temple and the gatheringthrongs of visitors. He had a strange and inreasing aversion to this Herod-built temple with itspolitially appointed priesthood. He wanted most of all to see Lazarus, Martha, and Mary. Lazaruswas the same age as Jesus and now head of the house; by the time of this visit Lazarus's mother hadalso been laid to rest. Martha was a little over one year older than Jesus, while Mary was two yearsyounger. And Jesus was the idolized ideal of all three of them.On this visit ourred one of those periodi outbreaks of rebellion against tradition - the expressionof resentment for those eremonial praties whih Jesus deemed misrepresentative of his Father inheaven. Not knowing Jesus was oming, Lazarus had arranged to elebrate the Passover with friendsin an adjoining village down the Jeriho road. Jesus now proposed that they elebrate the feastwhere they were, at Lazarus's house. \But," said Lazarus, \we have no pashal lamb." And thenJesus entered upon a prolonged and onvining dissertation to the e�et that the Father in heavenwas not truly onerned with suh hildlike and meaningless rituals. After solemn and fervent prayerthey rose, and Jesus said: \Let the hildlike and darkened minds of my people serve their God asMoses direted; it is better that they do, but let us who have seen the light of life no longer approahour Father by the darkness of death. Let us be free in the knowledge of the truth of our Father'seternal love."That evening about twilight these four sat down and partook of the �rst Passover feast ever to beelebrated by devout Jews without the pashal lamb. The unleavened bread and the wine had beenmade ready for this Passover, and these emblems, whih Jesus termed \the bread of life" and \thewater of life," he served to his ompanions, and they ate in solemn onformity with the teahingsjust imparted. It was his ustom to engage in this saramental ritual whenever he paid subsequentvisits to Bethany. When he returned home, he told all this to his mother. She was shoked at �rstbut ame gradually to see his viewpoint; nevertheless, she was greatly relieved when Jesus assuredher that he did not intend to introdue this new idea of the Passover in their family. At home withthe hildren he ontinued, year by year, to eat the Passover \aording to the law of Moses."It was during this year that Mary had a long talk with Jesus about marriage. She frankly askedhim if he would get married if he were free from his family responsibilities. Jesus explained toher that, sine immediate duty forbade his marriage, he had given the subjet little thought. Heexpressed himself as doubting that he would ever enter the marriage state; he said that all suh thingsmust await \my hour," the time when \my Father's work must begin." Having settled already in hismind that he was not to beome the father of hildren in the esh, he gave very little thought to thesubjet of human marriage.This year he began anew the task of further weaving his mortal and divine natures into a simple ande�etive human individuality. And he ontinued to grow in moral status and spiritual understanding.Although all their Nazareth property (exept their home) was gone, this year they reeived a little�nanial help from the sale of an equity in a piee of property in Capernaum. This was the last ofJoseph's entire estate. This real estate deal in Capernaum was with a boatbuilder named Zebedee.Joseph graduated at the synagogue shool this year and prepared to begin work at the small benhin the home arpenter shop. Although the estate of their father was exhausted, there were prospetsthat they would suessfully �ght o� poverty sine three of them were now regularly at work.Jesus is rapidly beoming a man, not just a young man but an adult. He has learned well to bearresponsibility. He knows how to arry on in the fae of disappointment. He bears up bravely whenhis plans are thwarted and his purposes temporarily defeated. He has learned how to be fair andjust even in the fae of injustie. He is learning how to adjust his ideals of spiritual living to thepratial demands of earthly existene. He is learning how to plan for the ahievement of a higherand distant goal of idealism while he toils earnestly for the attainment of a nearer and immediate1279



goal of neessity. He is steadily aquiring the art of adjusting his aspirations to the ommonplaedemands of the human oasion. He has very nearly mastered the tehnique of utilizing the energyof the spiritual drive to turn the mehanism of material ahievement. He is slowly learning how tolive the heavenly life while he ontinues on with the earthly existene. More and more he dependsupon the ultimate guidane of his heavenly Father while he assumes the fatherly role of guiding anddireting the hildren of his earth family. He is beoming experiened in the skillful wresting ofvitory from the very jaws of defeat; he is learning how to transform the diÆulties of time into thetriumphs of eternity.And so, as the years pass, this young man of Nazareth ontinues to experiene life as it is livedin mortal esh on the worlds of time and spae. He lives a full, representative, and replete life onUrantia. He left this world ripe in the experiene whih his reatures pass through during the shortand strenuous years of their �rst life, the life in the esh. And all this human experiene is aneternal possession of the Universe Sovereign. He is our understanding brother, sympatheti friend,experiened sovereign, and meriful father.As a hild he aumulated a vast body of knowledge; as a youth he sorted, lassi�ed, and orre-lated this information; and now as a man of the realm he begins to organize these mental possessionspreparatory to utilization in his subsequent teahing, ministry, and servie in behalf of his fellow mor-tals on this world and on all other spheres of habitation throughout the entire universe of Nebadon.Born into the world a babe of the realm, he has lived his hildhood life and passed through thesuessive stages of youth and young manhood; he now stands on the threshold of full manhood,rih in the experiene of human living, replete in the understanding of human nature, and full ofsympathy for the frailties of human nature. He is beoming expert in the divine art of revealing hisParadise Father to all ages and stages of mortal reatures.And now as a full-grown man - an adult of the realm - he prepares to ontinue his supreme missionof revealing God to men and leading men to God.
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Chapter 128Jesus' Early ManhoodAS JESUS of Nazareth entered upon the early years of his adult life, he had lived, and ontinuedto live, a normal and average human life on earth. Jesus ame into this world just as other hildrenome; he had nothing to do with seleting his parents. He did hoose this partiular world as theplanet whereon to arry out his seventh and �nal bestowal, his inarnation in the likeness of mortalesh, but otherwise he entered the world in a natural manner, growing up as a hild of the realmand wrestling with the viissitudes of his environment just as do other mortals on this and on similarworlds.Always be mindful of the twofold purpose of Mihael's bestowal on Urantia:1. The mastering of the experiene of living the full life of a human reature in mortal esh, theompletion of his sovereignty in Nebadon.2. The revelation of the Universal Father to the mortal dwellers on the worlds of time and spaeand the more e�etive leading of these same mortals to a better understanding of the UniversalFather.All other reature bene�ts and universe advantages were inidental and seondary to these majorpurposes of the mortal bestowal.128.1 The Twenty-First Year (A.D. 15)With the attainment of adult years Jesus began in earnest and with full self-onsiousness the taskof ompleting the experiene of mastering the knowledge of the life of his lowest form of intelligentreatures, thereby �nally and fully earning the right of unquali�ed rulership of his self-reated uni-verse. He entered upon this stupendous task fully realizing his dual nature. But he had alreadye�etively ombined these two natures into one - Jesus of Nazareth.Joshua ben Joseph knew full well that he was a man, a mortal man, born of woman. This is shownin the seletion of his �rst title, the Son of Man. He was truly a partaker of esh and blood, andeven now, as he presides in sovereign authority over the destinies of a universe, he still bears amonghis numerous well-earned titles that of Son of Man. It is literally true that the reative Word - theCreator Son - of the Universal Father was \made esh and dwelt as a man of the realm on Urantia."He labored, grew weary, rested, and slept. He hungered and satis�ed suh ravings with food; hethirsted and quenhed his thirst with water. He experiened the full gamut of human feelings andemotions; he was \in all things tested, even as you are," and he su�ered and died.He obtained knowledge, gained experiene, and ombined these into wisdom, just as do othermortals of the realm. Until after his baptism he availed himself of no supernatural power. Heemployed no ageny not a part of his human endowment as a son of Joseph and Mary.1281



As to the attributes of his prehuman existene, he emptied himself. Prior to the beginning of hispubli work his knowledge of men and events was wholly self-limited. He was a true man amongmen.It is forever and gloriously true: \We have a high ruler who an be touhed with the feeling of ourin�rmities. We have a Sovereign who was in all points tested and tempted like as we are, yet withoutsin." And sine he himself has su�ered, being tested and tried, he is abundantly able to understandand minister to those who are onfused and distressed.The Nazareth arpenter now fully understood the work before him, but he hose to live his humanlife in the hannel of its natural owing. And in some of these matters he is indeed an example tohis mortal reatures, even as it is reorded: \Let this mind be in you whih was also in Christ Jesus,who, being of the nature of God, thought it not strange to be equal with God. But he made himselfto be of little import and, taking upon himself the form of a reature, was born in the likeness ofmankind. And being thus fashioned as a man, he humbled himself and beame obedient to death,even the death of the ross."He lived his mortal life just as all others of the human family may live theirs, \who in the days ofthe esh so frequently o�ered up prayers and suppliations, even with strong feelings and tears, toHim who is able to save from all evil, and his prayers were e�etive beause he believed." Whereforeit behooved him in every respet to be made like his brethren that he might beome a meriful andunderstanding sovereign ruler over them.Of his human nature he was never in doubt; it was self-evident and always present in his on-siousness. But of his divine nature there was always room for doubt and onjeture, at least this wastrue right up to the event of his baptism. The self-realization of divinity was a slow and, from thehuman standpoint, a natural evolutionary revelation. This revelation and self-realization of divinitybegan in Jerusalem when he was not quite thirteen years old with the �rst supernatural ourreneof his human existene; and this experiene of e�eting the self-realization of his divine nature wasompleted at the time of his seond supernatural experiene while in the esh, the episode attendantupon his baptism by John in the Jordan, whih event marked the beginning of his publi areer ofministry and teahing.Between these two elestial visitations, one in his thirteenth year and the other at his baptism,there ourred nothing supernatural or superhuman in the life of this inarnated Creator Son.Notwithstanding this, the babe of Bethlehem, the lad, youth, and man of Nazareth, was in real-ity the inarnated Creator of a universe; but he never one used aught of this power, nor did heutilize the guidane of elestial personalities, aside from that of his guardian seraphim, in the livingof his human life up to the day of his baptism by John. And we who thus testify know whereof wespeak.And yet, throughout all these years of his life in the esh he was truly divine. He was atuallya Creator Son of the Paradise Father. When one he had espoused his publi areer, subsequentto the tehnial ompletion of his purely mortal experiene of sovereignty aquirement, he did nothesitate publily to admit that he was the Son of God. He did not hesitate to delare, \I am Alphaand Omega, the beginning and the end, the �rst and the last." He made no protest in later yearswhen he was alled Lord of Glory, Ruler of a Universe, the Lord God of all reation, the Holy One ofIsrael, the Lord of all, our Lord and our God, God with us, having a name above every name and onall worlds, the Omnipotene of a universe, the Universe Mind of this reation, the One in whom arehid all treasures of wisdom and knowledge, the fullness of Him who �lls all things, the eternal Wordof the eternal God, the One who was before all things and in whom all things onsist, the Creatorof the heavens and the earth, the Upholder of a universe, the Judge of all the earth, the Giver of lifeeternal, the True Shepherd, the Deliverer of the worlds, and the Captain of our salvation.He never objeted to any of these titles as they were applied to him subsequent to the emergene1282



from his purely human life into the later years of his self-onsiousness of the ministry of divinity inhumanity, and for humanity, and to humanity on this world and for all other worlds. Jesus objetedto but one title as applied to him: When he was one alled Immanuel, he merely replied, \Not I,that is my elder brother."Always, even after his emergene into the larger life on earth, Jesus was submissively subjet tothe will of the Father in heaven.After his baptism he thought nothing of permitting his sinere believers and grateful followers toworship him. Even while he wrestled with poverty and toiled with his hands to provide the neessitiesof life for his family, his awareness that he was a Son of God was growing; he knew that he was themaker of the heavens and this very earth whereon he was now living out his human existene. Andthe hosts of elestial beings throughout the great and onlooking universe likewise knew that thisman of Nazareth was their beloved Sovereign and Creator-father. A profound suspense pervaded theuniverse of Nebadon throughout these years; all elestial eyes were ontinuously foused on Urantia- on Palestine.This year Jesus went up to Jerusalem with Joseph to elebrate the Passover. Having taken Jamesto the temple for onseration, he deemed it his duty to take Joseph. Jesus never exhibited any degreeof partiality in dealing with his family. He went with Joseph to Jerusalem by the usual Jordan valleyroute, but he returned to Nazareth by the east Jordan way, whih led through Amathus. Goingdown the Jordan, Jesus narrated Jewish history to Joseph and on the return trip told him about theexperienes of the reputed tribes of Ruben, Gad, and Gilead that traditionally had dwelt in theseregions east of the river.Joseph asked Jesus many leading questions onerning his life mission, but to most of theseinquiries Jesus would only reply, \My hour has not yet ome." However, in these intimate disussionsmany words were dropped whih Joseph remembered during the stirring events of subsequent years.Jesus, with Joseph, spent this Passover with his three friends at Bethany, as was his ustom whenin Jerusalem attending these festival ommemorations.128.2 The Twenty-Seond Year (A.D. 16)This was one of several years during whih Jesus' brothers and sisters were faing the trials andtribulations peuliar to the problems and readjustments of adolesene. Jesus now had brothersand sisters ranging in ages from seven to eighteen, and he was kept busy helping them to adjustthemselves to the new awakenings of their intelletual and emotional lives. He had thus to grapplewith the problems of adolesene as they beame manifest in the lives of his younger brothers andsisters.This year Simon graduated from shool and began work with Jesus' old boyhood playmate andever-ready defender, Jaob the stone mason. As a result of several family onferenes it was deidedthat it was unwise for all the boys to take up arpentry. It was thought that by diversifying theirtrades they would be prepared to take ontrats for putting up entire buildings. Again, they had notall kept busy sine three of them had been working as full-time arpenters.Jesus ontinued this year at house �nishing and abinetwork but spent most of his time at thearavan repair shop. James was beginning to alternate with him in attendane at the shop. Thelatter part of this year, when arpenter work was slak about Nazareth, Jesus left James in hargeof the repair shop and Joseph at the home benh while he went over to Sepphoris to work with asmith. He worked six months with metals and aquired onsiderable skill at the anvil.Before taking up his new employment at Sepphoris, Jesus held one of his periodi family onfer-enes and solemnly installed James, then just past eighteen years old, as ating head of the family. He1283



promised his brother hearty support and full o-operation and exated formal promises of obedieneto James from eah member of the family. From this day James assumed full �nanial responsibilityfor the family, Jesus making his weekly payments to his brother. Never again did Jesus take thereins out of James's hands. While working at Sepphoris he ould have walked home every night ifneessary, but he purposely remained away, assigning weather and other reasons, but his true motivewas to train James and Joseph in the bearing of the family responsibility. He had begun the slowproess of weaning his family. Eah Sabbath Jesus returned to Nazareth, and sometimes during theweek when oasion required, to observe the working of the new plan, to give advie and o�er helpfulsuggestions.Living muh of the time in Sepphoris for six months a�orded Jesus a new opportunity to beomebetter aquainted with the gentile viewpoint of life. He worked with gentiles, lived with gentiles, andin every possible manner did he make a lose and painstaking study of their habits of living and ofthe gentile mind.The moral standards of this home ity of Herod Antipas were so far below those of even thearavan ity of Nazareth that after six months' sojourn at Sepphoris Jesus was not averse to �ndingan exuse for returning to Nazareth. The group he worked for were to beome engaged on publiwork in both Sepphoris and the new ity of Tiberias, and Jesus was disinlined to have anythingto do with any sort of employment under the supervision of Herod Antipas. And there were stillother reasons whih made it wise, in the opinion of Jesus, for him to go bak to Nazareth. Whenhe returned to the repair shop, he did not again assume the personal diretion of family a�airs.He worked in assoiation with James at the shop and as far as possible permitted him to ontinueoversight of the home. James's management of family expenditures and his administration of thehome budget were undisturbed.It was by just suh wise and thoughtful planning that Jesus prepared the way for his eventualwithdrawal from ative partiipation in the a�airs of his family. When James had had two years'experiene as ating head of the family - and two full years before he (James) was to be married -Joseph was plaed in harge of the household funds and intrusted with the general management ofthe home.128.3 The Twenty-Third Year (A.D. 17)This year the �nanial pressure was slightly relaxed as four were at work. Miriam earned onsiderableby the sale of milk and butter; Martha had beome an expert weaver. The purhase prie of therepair shop was over one third paid. The situation was suh that Jesus stopped work for three weeksto take Simon to Jerusalem for the Passover, and this was the longest period away from daily toil hehad enjoyed sine the death of his father.They journeyed to Jerusalem by way of the Deapolis and through Pella, Gerasa, Philadelphia,Heshbon, and Jeriho. They returned to Nazareth by the oast route, touhing Lydda, Joppa,Caesarea, thene around Mount Carmel to Ptolemais and Nazareth. This trip fairly well aquaintedJesus with the whole of Palestine north of the Jerusalem distrit.At Philadelphia Jesus and Simon beame aquainted with a merhant from Damasus who devel-oped suh a great liking for the Nazareth ouple that he insisted they stop with him at his Jerusalemheadquarters. While Simon gave attendane at the temple, Jesus spent muh of his time talking withthis well-eduated and muh-traveled man of world a�airs. This merhant owned over four thousandaravan amels; he had interests all over the Roman world and was now on his way to Rome. Heproposed that Jesus ome to Damasus to enter his Oriental import business, but Jesus explainedthat he did not feel justi�ed in going so far away from his family just then. But on the way bakhome he thought muh about these distant ities and the even more remote ountries of the Far1284



West and the Far East, ountries he had so frequently heard spoken of by the aravan passengersand ondutors.Simon greatly enjoyed his visit to Jerusalem. He was duly reeived into the ommonwealth ofIsrael at the Passover onseration of the new sons of the ommandment. While Simon attendedthe Passover eremonies, Jesus mingled with the throngs of visitors and engaged in many interestingpersonal onferenes with numerous gentile proselytes.Perhaps the most notable of all these ontats was the one with a young Hellenist named Stephen.This young man was on his �rst visit to Jerusalem and haned to meet Jesus on Thursday afternoonof Passover week. While they both strolled about viewing the Asmonean palae, Jesus began theasual onversation that resulted in their beoming interested in eah other, and whih led to afour-hour disussion of the way of life and the true God and his worship. Stephen was tremendouslyimpressed with what Jesus said; he never forgot his words.And this was the same Stephen who subsequently beame a believer in the teahings of Jesus, andwhose boldness in preahing this early gospel resulted in his being stoned to death by irate Jews.Some of Stephen's extraordinary boldness in prolaiming his view of the new gospel was the diretresult of this earlier interview with Jesus. But Stephen never even faintly surmised that the Galileanhe had talked with some �fteen years previously was the very same person whom he later prolaimedthe world's Savior, and for whom he was so soon to die, thus beoming the �rst martyr of the newlyevolving Christian faith. When Stephen yielded up his life as the prie of his attak upon the Jewishtemple and its traditional praties, there stood by one named Saul, a itizen of Tarsus. And whenSaul saw how this Greek ould die for his faith, there were aroused in his heart those emotions whiheventually led him to espouse the ause for whih Stephen died; later on he beame the aggressiveand indomitable Paul, the philosopher, if not the sole founder, of the Christian religion.On the Sunday after Passover week Simon and Jesus started on their way bak to Nazareth. Simonnever forgot what Jesus taught him on this trip. He had always loved Jesus, but now he felt thathe had begun to know his father-brother. They had many heart-to-heart talks as they journeyedthrough the ountry and prepared their meals by the wayside. They arrived home Thursday noon,and Simon kept the family up late that night relating his experienes.Mary was muh upset by Simon's report that Jesus spent most of the time when in Jerusalem\visiting with the strangers, espeially those from the far ountries." Jesus' family never ouldomprehend his great interest in people, his urge to visit with them, to learn about their way ofliving, and to �nd out what they were thinking about.More and more the Nazareth family beame engrossed with their immediate and human problems;not often was mention made of the future mission of Jesus, and very seldom did he himself speakof his future areer. His mother rarely thought about his being a hild of promise. She was slowlygiving up the idea that Jesus was to ful�ll any divine mission on earth, yet at times her faith wasrevived when she paused to reall the Gabriel visitation before the hild was born.128.4 The Damasus EpisodeThe last four months of this year Jesus spent in Damasus as the guest of the merhant whom he �rstmet at Philadelphia when on his way to Jerusalem. A representative of this merhant had sought outJesus when passing through Nazareth and esorted him to Damasus. This part-Jewish merhantproposed to devote an extraordinary sum of money to the establishment of a shool of religiousphilosophy at Damasus. He planned to reate a enter of learning whih would out-rival Alexandria.And he proposed that Jesus should immediately begin a long tour of the world's eduational enterspreparatory to beoming the head of this new projet. This was one of the greatest temptations that1285



Jesus ever faed in the ourse of his purely human areer.Presently this merhant brought before Jesus a group of twelve merhants and bankers who agreedto support this newly projeted shool. Jesus manifested deep interest in the proposed shool, helpedthem plan for its organization, but always expressed the fear that his other and unstated but priorobligations would prevent his aepting the diretion of suh a pretentious enterprise. His would-bebenefator was persistent, and he pro�tably employed Jesus at his home doing some translatingwhile he, his wife, and their sons and daughters sought to prevail upon Jesus to aept the pro�eredhonor. But he would not onsent. He well knew that his mission on earth was not to be supportedby institutions of learning; he knew that he must not obligate himself in the least to be direted bythe \ounils of men," no matter how well-intentioned.He who was rejeted by the Jerusalem religious leaders, even after he had demonstrated his lead-ership, was reognized and hailed as a master teaher by the businessmen and bankers of Damasus,and all this when he was an obsure and unknown arpenter of Nazareth.He never spoke about this o�er to his family, and the end of this year found him bak in Nazarethgoing about his daily duties just as if he had never been tempted by the attering propositions of hisDamasus friends. Neither did these men of Damasus ever assoiate the later itizen of Capernaumwho turned all Jewry upside down with the former arpenter of Nazareth who had dared to refusethe honor whih their ombined wealth might have proured.Jesus most leverly and intentionally ontrived to detah various episodes of his life so that theynever beame, in the eyes of the world, assoiated together as the doings of a single individual. Manytimes in subsequent years he listened to the reital of this very story of the strange Galilean whodelined the opportunity of founding a shool in Damasus to ompete with Alexandria.One purpose whih Jesus had in mind, when he sought to segregate ertain features of his earthlyexperiene, was to prevent the building up of suh a versatile and spetaular areer as wouldause subsequent generations to venerate the teaher in plae of obeying the truth whih he hadlived and taught. Jesus did not want to build up suh a human reord of ahievement as wouldattrat attention from his teahing. Very early he reognized that his followers would be tempted toformulate a religion about him whih might beome a ompetitor of the gospel of the kingdom thathe intended to prolaim to the world. Aordingly, he onsistently sought to suppress everythingduring his eventful areer whih he thought might be made to serve this natural human tendeny toexalt the teaher in plae of prolaiming his teahings.This same motive also explains why he permitted himself to be known by di�erent titles duringvarious epohs of his diversi�ed life on earth. Again, he did not want to bring any undue inueneto bear upon his family or others whih would lead them to believe in him against their honestonvitions. He always refused to take undue or unfair advantage of the human mind. He did notwant men to believe in him unless their hearts were responsive to the spiritual realities revealed inhis teahings.By the end of this year the Nazareth home was running fairly smoothly. The hildren were growingup, and Mary was beoming austomed to Jesus' being away from home. He ontinued to turn overhis earnings to James for the support of the family, retaining only a small portion for his immediatepersonal expenses.As the years passed, it beame more diÆult to realize that this man was a Son of God on earth.He seemed to beome quite like an individual of the realm, just another man among men. And itwas ordained by the Father in heaven that the bestowal should unfold in this very way.
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128.5 The Twenty-Fourth Year (A.D. 18)This was Jesus' �rst year of omparative freedom from family responsibility. James was very su-essful in managing the home with Jesus' help in ounsel and �nanes.The week following the Passover of this year a young man from Alexandria ame down to Nazarethto arrange for a meeting, later in the year, between Jesus and a group of Alexandrian Jews at somepoint on the Palestinian oast. This onferene was set for the middle of June, and Jesus went overto Caesarea to meet with �ve prominent Jews of Alexandria, who besought him to establish himselfin their ity as a religious teaher, o�ering as an induement to begin with, the position of assistantto the hazan in their hief synagogue.The spokesmen for this ommittee explained to Jesus that Alexandria was destined to beomethe headquarters of Jewish ulture for the entire world; that the Hellenisti trend of Jewish a�airshad virtually outdistaned the Babylonian shool of thought. They reminded Jesus of the ominousrumblings of rebellion in Jerusalem and throughout Palestine and assured him that any uprising ofthe Palestinian Jews would be equivalent to national suiide, that the iron hand of Rome would rushthe rebellion in three months, and that Jerusalem would be destroyed and the temple demolished,that not one stone would be left upon another.Jesus listened to all they had to say, thanked them for their on�dene, and, in delining to go toAlexandria, in substane said, \My hour has not yet ome." They were nonplused by his apparentindi�erene to the honor they had sought to onfer upon him. Before taking leave of Jesus, theypresented him with a purse in token of the esteem of his Alexandrian friends and in ompensationfor the time and expense of oming over to Caesarea to onfer with them. But he likewise refusedthe money, saying: \The house of Joseph has never reeived alms, and we annot eat another's breadas long as I have strong arms and my brothers an labor."His friends from Egypt set sail for home, and in subsequent years, when they heard rumors ofthe Capernaum boatbuilder who was reating suh a ommotion in Palestine, few of them surmisedthat he was the babe of Bethlehem grown up and the same strange-ating Galilean who had souneremoniously delined the invitation to beome a great teaher in Alexandria.Jesus returned to Nazareth. The remainder of this year was the most uneventful six months ofhis whole areer. He enjoyed this temporary respite from the usual program of problems to solveand diÆulties to surmount. He ommuned muh with his Father in heaven and made tremendousprogress in the mastery of his human mind.But human a�airs on the worlds of time and spae do not run smoothly for long. In DeemberJames had a private talk with Jesus, explaining that he was muh in love with Esta, a young womanof Nazareth, and that they would sometime like to be married if it ould be arranged. He alledattention to the fat that Joseph would soon be eighteen years old, and that it would be a goodexperiene for him to have a hane to serve as the ating head of the family. Jesus gave onsentfor James's marriage two years later, provided he had, during the intervening time, properly trainedJoseph to assume diretion of the home.And now things began to happen - marriage was in the air. James's suess in gaining Jesus'assent to his marriage emboldened Miriam to approah her brother-father with her plans. Jaob, theyounger stone mason, onetime self-appointed hampion of Jesus, now business assoiate of Jamesand Joseph, had long sought to gain Miriam's hand in marriage. After Miriam had laid her plansbefore Jesus, he direted that Jaob should ome to him making formal request for her and promisedhis blessing for the marriage just as soon as she felt that Martha was ompetent to assume her dutiesas eldest daughter.When at home, he ontinued to teah the evening shool three times a week, read the Sripturesoften in the synagogue on the Sabbath, visited with his mother, taught the hildren, and in general1287



onduted himself as a worthy and respeted itizen of Nazareth in the ommonwealth of Israel.128.6 The Twenty-Fifth Year (A.D. 19)This year began with the Nazareth family all in good health and witnessed the �nishing of the regularshooling of all the hildren with the exeption of ertain work whih Martha must do for Ruth.Jesus was one of the most robust and re�ned speimens of manhood to appear on earth sine thedays of Adam. His physial development was superb. His mind was ative, keen, and penetrating -ompared with the average mentality of his ontemporaries, it had developed giganti proportions -and his spirit was indeed humanly divine.The family �nanes were in the best ondition sine the disappearane of Joseph's estate. The�nal payments had been made on the aravan repair shop; they owed no man and for the �rst time inyears had some funds ahead. This being true, and sine he had taken his other brothers to Jerusalemfor their �rst Passover eremonies, Jesus deided to aompany Jude (who had just graduated fromthe synagogue shool) on his �rst visit to the temple.They went up to Jerusalem and returned by the same route, the Jordan valley, as Jesus fearedtrouble if he took his young brother through Samaria. Already at Nazareth Jude had got into slighttrouble several times beause of his hasty disposition, oupled with his strong patrioti sentiments.They arrived at Jerusalem in due time and were on their way for a �rst visit to the temple, thevery sight of whih had stirred and thrilled Jude to the very depths of his soul, when they hanedto meet Lazarus of Bethany. While Jesus talked with Lazarus and sought to arrange for their jointelebration of the Passover, Jude started up real trouble for them all. Close at hand stood a Romanguard who made some improper remarks regarding a Jewish girl who was passing. Jude ushed with�ery indignation and was not slow in expressing his resentment of suh an impropriety diretly to andwithin hearing of the soldier. Now the Roman legionnaires were very sensitive to anything borderingon Jewish disrespet; so the guard promptly plaed Jude under arrest. This was too muh for theyoung patriot, and before Jesus ould aution him by a warning glane, he had delivered himself ofa voluble denuniation of pent-up anti-Roman feelings, all of whih only made a bad matter worse.Jude, with Jesus by his side, was taken at one to the military prison.Jesus endeavored to obtain either an immediate hearing for Jude or else his release in time forthe Passover elebration that evening, but he failed in these attempts. Sine the next day was a\holy onvoation" in Jerusalem, even the Romans would not presume to hear harges against aJew. Aordingly, Jude remained in on�nement until the morning of the seond day after his arrest,and Jesus stayed at the prison with him. They were not present in the temple at the eremony ofreeiving the sons of the law into the full itizenship of Israel. Jude did not pass through this formaleremony for several years, until he was next in Jerusalem at a Passover and in onnetion with hispropaganda work in behalf of the Zealots, the patrioti organization to whih he belonged and inwhih he was very ative.The morning following their seond day in prison Jesus appeared before the military magistratein behalf of Jude. By making apologies for his brother's youth and by a further explanatory butjudiious statement with referene to the provoative nature of the episode whih had led up to thearrest of his brother, Jesus so handled the ase that the magistrate expressed the opinion that theyoung Jew might have had some possible exuse for his violent outburst. After warning Jude notto allow himself again to be guilty of suh rashness, he said to Jesus in dismissing them: \You hadbetter keep your eye on the lad; he's liable to make a lot of trouble for all of you." And the Romanjudge spoke the truth. Jude did make onsiderable trouble for Jesus, and always was the trouble ofthis same nature - lashes with the ivil authorities beause of his thoughtless and unwise patrioti1288



outbursts.Jesus and Jude walked over to Bethany for the night, explaining why they had failed to keep theirappointment for the Passover supper, and set out for Nazareth the following day. Jesus did not tellthe family about his young brother's arrest at Jerusalem, but he had a long talk with Jude aboutthis episode some three weeks after their return. After this talk with Jesus Jude himself told thefamily. He never forgot the patiene and forbearane his brother-father manifested throughout thewhole of this trying experiene.This was the last Passover Jesus attended with any member of his own family. Inreasingly theSon of Man was to beome separated from lose assoiation with his own esh and blood.This year his seasons of deep meditation were often broken into by Ruth and her playmates. Andalways was Jesus ready to postpone the ontemplation of his future work for the world and theuniverse that he might share in the hildish joy and youthful gladness of these youngsters, who nevertired of listening to Jesus relate the experienes of his various trips to Jerusalem. They also greatlyenjoyed his stories about animals and nature.The hildren were always welome at the repair shop. Jesus provided sand, bloks, and stones bythe side of the shop, and bevies of youngsters oked there to amuse themselves. When they tiredof their play, the more intrepid ones would peek into the shop, and if its keeper were not busy, theywould make bold to go in and say, \Unle Joshua, ome out and tell us a big story." Then theywould lead him out by tugging at his hands until he was seated on the favorite rok by the ornerof the shop, with the hildren on the ground in a semiirle before him. And how the little folksdid enjoy their Unle Joshua. They were learning to laugh, and to laugh heartily. It was ustomaryfor one or two of the smallest of the hildren to limb upon his knees and sit there, looking up inwonderment at his expressive features as he told his stories. The hildren loved Jesus, and Jesusloved the hildren.It was diÆult for his friends to omprehend the range of his intelletual ativities, how he ouldso suddenly and so ompletely swing from the profound disussion of politis, philosophy, or religionto the lighthearted and joyous playfulness of these tots of from �ve to ten years of age. As his ownbrothers and sisters grew up, as he gained more leisure, and before the grandhildren arrived, hepaid a great deal of attention to these little ones. But he did not live on earth long enough to enjoythe grandhildren very muh.128.7 The Twenty-Sixth Year (A.D. 20)As this year began, Jesus of Nazareth beame strongly onsious that he possessed a wide range ofpotential power. But he was likewise fully persuaded that this power was not to be employed by hispersonality as the Son of Man, at least not until his hour should ome.At this time he thought muh but said little about the relation of himself to his Father in heaven.And the onlusion of all this thinking was expressed one in his prayer on the hilltop, when he said:\Regardless of who I am and what power I may or may not wield, I always have been, and alwayswill be, subjet to the will of my Paradise Father." And yet, as this man walked about Nazareth toand from his work, it was literally true - as onerned a vast universe - that \in him were hidden allthe treasures of wisdom and knowledge."All this year the family a�airs ran smoothly exept for Jude. For years James had trouble withhis youngest brother, who was not inlined to settle down to work nor was he to be depended uponfor his share of the home expenses. While he would live at home, he was not onsientious aboutearning his share of the family upkeep.Jesus was a man of peae, and ever and anon was he embarrassed by Jude's belligerent exploits1289



and numerous patrioti outbursts. James and Joseph were in favor of asting him out, but Jesuswould not onsent. When their patiene would be severely tried, Jesus would only ounsel: \Bepatient. Be wise in your ounsel and eloquent in your lives, that your young brother may �rst knowthe better way and then be onstrained to follow you in it." The wise and loving ounsel of Jesusprevented a break in the family; they remained together. But Jude never was brought to his sobersenses until after his marriage.Mary seldom spoke of Jesus' future mission. Whenever this subjet was referred to, Jesus onlyreplied, \My hour has not yet ome." Jesus had about ompleted the diÆult task of weaning hisfamily from dependene on the immediate presene of his personality. He was rapidly preparing forthe day when he ould onsistently leave this Nazareth home to begin the more ative prelude to hisreal ministry for men.Never lose sight of the fat that the prime mission of Jesus in his seventh bestowal was theaquirement of reature experiene, the ahievement of the sovereignty of Nebadon. And in thegathering of this very experiene he made the supreme revelation of the Paradise Father to Urantiaand to his entire loal universe. Inidental to these purposes he also undertook to untangle theompliated a�airs of this planet as they were related to the Luifer rebellion.This year Jesus enjoyed more than usual leisure, and he devoted muh time to training James inthe management of the repair shop and Joseph in the diretion of home a�airs. Mary sensed thathe was making ready to leave them. Leave them to go where? To do what? She had about givenup the thought that Jesus was the Messiah. She ould not understand him; she simply ould notfathom her �rst-born son.Jesus spent a great deal of time this year with the individual members of his family. He wouldtake them for long and frequent strolls up the hill and through the ountryside. Before harvest hetook Jude to the farmer unle south of Nazareth, but Jude did not remain long after the harvest.He ran away, and Simon later found him with the �shermen at the lake. When Simon brought himbak home, Jesus talked things over with the runaway lad and, sine he wanted to be a �sherman,went over to Magdala with him and put him in the are of a relative, a �sherman; and Jude workedfairly well and regularly from that time on until his marriage, and he ontinued as a �sherman afterhis marriage.At last the day had ome when all Jesus' brothers had hosen, and were established in, theirlifework. The stage was being set for Jesus' departure from home.In November a double wedding ourred. James and Esta, and Miriam and Jaob were married.It was truly a joyous oasion. Even Mary was one more happy exept every now and then when sherealized that Jesus was preparing to go away. She su�ered under the burden of a great unertainty:If Jesus would only sit down and talk it all over freely with her as he had done when he was a boy,but he was onsistently unommuniative; he was profoundly silent about the future.James and his bride, Esta, moved into a neat little home on the west side of town, the gift of herfather. While James ontinued his support of his mother's home, his quota was ut in half beauseof his marriage, and Joseph was formally installed by Jesus as head of the family. Jude was nowvery faithfully sending his share of funds home eah month. The weddings of James and Miriamhad a very bene�ial inuene on Jude, and when he left for the �shing grounds, the day after thedouble wedding, he assured Joseph that he ould depend on him \to do my full duty, and more if itis needed." And he kept his promise.Miriam lived next door to Mary in the home of Jaob, Jaob the elder having been laid to restwith his fathers. Martha took Miriam's plae in the home, and the new organization was workingsmoothly before the year ended.The day after this double wedding Jesus held an important onferene with James. He toldJames, on�dentially, that he was preparing to leave home. He presented full title to the repair1290



shop to James, formally and solemnly abdiated as head of Joseph's house, and most touhinglyestablished his brother James as \head and protetor of my father's house." He drew up, and theyboth signed, a seret ompat in whih it was stipulated that, in return for the gift of the repairshop, James would heneforth assume full �nanial responsibility for the family, thus releasing Jesusfrom all further obligations in these matters. After the ontrat was signed, after the budget was soarranged that the atual expenses of the family would be met without any ontribution from Jesus,Jesus said to James: \But, my son, I will ontinue to send you something eah month until my hourshall have ome, but what I send shall be used by you as the oasion demands. Apply my funds tothe family neessities or pleasures as you see �t. Use them in ase of sikness or apply them to meetthe unexpeted emergenies whih may befall any individual member of the family."And thus did Jesus make ready to enter upon the seond and home-detahed phase of his adultlife before the publi entrane upon his Father's business.
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Chapter 129The Later Adult Life of JesusJESUS had fully and �nally separated himself from the management of the domesti a�airs of theNazareth family and from the immediate diretion of its individuals. He ontinued, right up to theevent of his baptism, to ontribute to the family �nanes and to take a keen personal interest in thespiritual welfare of every one of his brothers and sisters. And always was he ready to do everythinghumanly possible for the omfort and happiness of his widowed mother.The Son of Man had now made every preparation for detahing himself permanently from theNazareth home; and this was not easy for him to do. Jesus naturally loved his people; he loved hisfamily, and this natural a�etion had been tremendously augmented by his extraordinary devotionto them. The more fully we bestow ourselves upon our fellows, the more we ome to love them; andsine Jesus had given himself so fully to his family, he loved them with a great and fervent a�etion.All the family had slowly awakened to the realization that Jesus was making ready to leave them.The sadness of the antiipated separation was only tempered by this graduated method of preparingthem for the announement of his intended departure. For more than four years they diserned thathe was planning for this eventual separation.129.1 The Twenty-Seventh Year (A.D. 21)In January of this year, A.D. 21, on a rainy Sunday morning, Jesus took uneremonious leave of hisfamily, only explaining that he was going over to Tiberias and then on a visit to other ities aboutthe Sea of Galilee. And thus he left them, never again to be a regular member of that household.He spent one week at Tiberias, the new ity whih was soon to sueed Sepphoris as the apital ofGalilee; and �nding little to interest him, he passed on suessively through Magdala and Bethsaidato Capernaum, where he stopped to pay a visit to his father's friend Zebedee. Zebedee's sons were�shermen; he himself was a boatbuilder. Jesus of Nazareth was an expert in both designing andbuilding; he was a master at working with wood; and Zebedee had long known of the skill of theNazareth raftsman. For a long time Zebedee had ontemplated making improved boats; he nowlaid his plans before Jesus and invited the visiting arpenter to join him in the enterprise, and Jesusreadily onsented.Jesus worked with Zebedee only a little more than one year, but during that time he reated anew style of boat and established entirely new methods of boatmaking. By superior tehnique andgreatly improved methods of steaming the boards, Jesus and Zebedee began to build boats of avery superior type, raft whih were far more safe for sailing the lake than were the older types. Forseveral years Zebedee had more work, turning out these new-style boats, than his small establishmentould handle; in less than �ve years pratially all the raft on the lake had been built in the shop1293



of Zebedee at Capernaum. Jesus beame well known to the Galilean �sherfolk as the designer of thenew boats.Zebedee was a moderately well-to-do man; his boatbuilding shops were on the lake to the southof Capernaum, and his home was situated down the lake shore near the �shing headquarters ofBethsaida. Jesus lived in the home of Zebedee during the year and more he remained at Capernaum.He had long worked alone in the world, that is, without a father, and greatly enjoyed this period ofworking with a father-partner.Zebedee's wife, Salome, was a relative of Annas, onetime high priest at Jerusalem and still themost inuential of the Sadduean group, having been deposed only eight years previously. Salomebeame a great admirer of Jesus. She loved him as she loved her own sons, James, John, and David,while her four daughters looked upon Jesus as their elder brother. Jesus often went out �shing withJames, John, and David, and they learned that he was an experiened �sherman as well as an expertboatbuilder.All this year Jesus sent money eah month to James. He returned to Nazareth in Otober toattend Martha's wedding, and he was not again in Nazareth for over two years, when he returnedshortly before the double wedding of Simon and Jude.Throughout this year Jesus built boats and ontinued to observe how men lived on earth. Fre-quently he would go down to visit at the aravan station, Capernaum being on the diret travelroute from Damasus to the south. Capernaum was a strong Roman military post, and the garri-son's ommanding oÆer was a gentile believer in Yahweh, \a devout man," as the Jews were wontto designate suh proselytes. This oÆer belonged to a wealthy Roman family, and he took it uponhimself to build a beautiful synagogue in Capernaum, whih had been presented to the Jews a shorttime before Jesus ame to live with Zebedee. Jesus onduted the servies in this new synagoguemore than half the time this year, and some of the aravan people who haned to attend rememberedhim as the arpenter from Nazareth.When it ame to the payment of taxes, Jesus registered himself as a \skilled raftsman of Caper-naum." From this day on to the end of his earth life he was known as a resident of Capernaum. Henever laimed any other legal residene, although he did, for various reasons, permit others to assignhis residene to Damasus, Bethany, Nazareth, and even Alexandria.At the Capernaum synagogue he found many new books in the library hests, and he spent atleast �ve evenings a week at intense study. One evening he devoted to soial life with the older folks,and one evening he spent with the young people. There was something graious and inspiring aboutthe personality of Jesus whih invariably attrated young people. He always made them feel at easein his presene. Perhaps his great seret in getting along with them onsisted in the twofold fatthat he was always interested in what they were doing, while he seldom o�ered them advie unlessthey asked for it.The Zebedee family almost worshiped Jesus, and they never failed to attend the onferenes ofquestions and answers whih he onduted eah evening after supper before he departed for thesynagogue to study. The youthful neighbors also ame in frequently to attend these after-suppermeetings. To these little gatherings Jesus gave varied and advaned instrution, just as advanedas they ould omprehend. He talked quite freely with them, expressing his ideas and ideals aboutpolitis, soiology, siene, and philosophy, but never presumed to speak with authoritative �nalityexept when disussing religion - the relation of man to God.One a week Jesus held a meeting with the entire household, shop, and shore helpers, for Zebedeehad many employees. And it was among these workers that Jesus was �rst alled \the Master."They all loved him. He enjoyed his labors with Zebedee in Capernaum, but he missed the hildrenplaying out by the side of the Nazareth arpenter shop.Of the sons of Zebedee, James was the most interested in Jesus as a teaher, as a philosopher.1294



John ared most for his religious teahing and opinions. David respeted him as a mehani but tooklittle stok in his religious views and philosophi teahings.Frequently Jude ame over on the Sabbath to hear Jesus talk in the synagogue and would tarryto visit with him. And the more Jude saw of his eldest brother, the more he beame onvined thatJesus was a truly great man.This year Jesus made great advanes in the asendant mastery of his human mind and attainednew and high levels of onsious ontat with his indwelling Thought Adjuster.This was the last year of his settled life. Never again did Jesus spend a whole year in one plae orat one undertaking. The days of his earth pilgrimages were rapidly approahing. Periods of intenseativity were not far in the future, but there were now about to intervene between his simple butintensely ative life of the past and his still more intense and strenuous publi ministry, a few yearsof extensive travel and highly diversi�ed personal ativity. His training as a man of the realm hadto be ompleted before he ould enter upon his areer of teahing and preahing as the perfetedGod-man of the divine and posthuman phases of his Urantia bestowal.129.2 The Twenty-Eighth Year (A.D. 22)In Marh, A.D. 22, Jesus took leave of Zebedee and of Capernaum. He asked for a small sum ofmoney to defray his expenses to Jerusalem. While working with Zebedee he had drawn only smallsums of money, whih eah month he would send to the family at Nazareth. One month Joseph wouldome down to Capernaum for the money; the next month Jude would ome over to Capernaum, getthe money from Jesus, and take it up to Nazareth. Jude's �shing headquarters was only a few milessouth of Capernaum.When Jesus took leave of Zebedee's family, he agreed to remain in Jerusalem until Passover time,and they all promised to be present for that event. They even arranged to elebrate the Passoversupper together. They all sorrowed when Jesus left them, espeially the daughters of Zebedee.Before leaving Capernaum, Jesus had a long talk with his new-found friend and lose ompanion,John Zebedee. He told John that he ontemplated traveling extensively until \my hour shall ome"and asked John to at in his stead in the matter of sending some money to the family at Nazaretheah month until the funds due him should be exhausted. And John made him this promise: \MyTeaher, go about your business, do your work in the world; I will at for you in this or any othermatter, and I will wath over your family even as I would foster my own mother and are for myown brothers and sisters. I will disburse your funds whih my father holds as you have direted andas they may be needed, and when your money has been expended, if I do not reeive more from you,and if your mother is in need, then will I share my own earnings with her. Go your way in peae. Iwill at in your stead in all these matters."Therefore, after Jesus had departed for Jerusalem, John onsulted with his father, Zebedee, re-garding the money due Jesus, and he was surprised that it was suh a large sum. As Jesus had leftthe matter so entirely in their hands, they agreed that it would be the better plan to invest thesefunds in property and use the inome for assisting the family at Nazareth; and sine Zebedee knew ofa little house in Capernaum whih arried a mortgage and was for sale, he direted John to buy thishouse with Jesus' money and hold the title in trust for his friend. And John did as his father advisedhim. For two years the rent of this house was applied on the mortgage, and this, augmented by aertain large fund whih Jesus presently sent up to John to be used as needed by the family, almostequaled the amount of this obligation; and Zebedee supplied the di�erene, so that John paid up theremainder of the mortgage when it fell due, thereby seuring lear title to this two-room house. Inthis way Jesus beame the owner of a house in Capernaum, but he had not been told about it.1295



When the family at Nazareth heard that Jesus had departed from Capernaum, they, not knowingof this �nanial arrangement with John, believed the time had ome for them to get along withoutany further help from Jesus. James remembered his ontrat with Jesus and, with the help of hisbrothers, forthwith assumed full responsibility for the are of the family.But let us go bak to observe Jesus in Jerusalem. For almost two months he spent the greaterpart of his time listening to the temple disussions with oasional visits to the various shools ofthe rabbis. Most of the Sabbath days he spent at Bethany.Jesus had arried with him to Jerusalem a letter from Salome, Zebedee's wife, introduing himto the former high priest, Annas, as \one, the same as my own son." Annas spent muh time withhim, personally taking him to visit the many aademies of the Jerusalem religious teahers. WhileJesus thoroughly inspeted these shools and arefully observed their methods of teahing, he neverso muh as asked a single question in publi. Although Annas looked upon Jesus as a great man, hewas puzzled as to how to advise him. He reognized the foolishness of suggesting that he enter anyof the shools of Jerusalem as a student, and yet he well knew Jesus would never be aorded thestatus of a regular teaher inasmuh as he had never been trained in these shools.Presently the time of the Passover drew near, and along with the throngs from every quarterthere arrived at Jerusalem from Capernaum, Zebedee and his entire family. They all stopped at thespaious home of Annas, where they elebrated the Passover as one happy family.Before the end of this Passover week, by apparent hane, Jesus met a wealthy traveler and hisson, a young man about seventeen years of age. These travelers hailed from India, and being ontheir way to visit Rome and various other points on the Mediterranean, they had arranged to arrivein Jerusalem during the Passover, hoping to �nd someone whom they ould engage as interpreterfor both and tutor for the son. The father was insistent that Jesus onsent to travel with them.Jesus told him about his family and that it was hardly fair to go away for almost two years, duringwhih time they might �nd themselves in need. Whereupon, this traveler from the Orient proposedto advane to Jesus the wages of one year so that he ould intrust suh funds to his friends for thesafeguarding of his family against want. And Jesus agreed to make the trip.Jesus turned this large sum over to John the son of Zebedee. And you have been told how Johnapplied this money toward the liquidation of the mortgage on the Capernaum property. Jesus tookZebedee fully into his on�dene regarding this Mediterranean journey, but he enjoined him to tellno man, not even his own esh and blood, and Zebedee never did dislose his knowledge of Jesus'whereabouts during this long period of almost two years. Before Jesus' return from this trip thefamily at Nazareth had just about given him up as dead. Only the assuranes of Zebedee, who wentup to Nazareth with his son John on several oasions, kept hope alive in Mary's heart.During this time the Nazareth family got along very well; Jude had onsiderably inreased hisquota and kept up this extra ontribution until he was married. Notwithstanding that they requiredlittle assistane, it was the pratie of John Zebedee to take presents eah month to Mary and Ruth,as Jesus had instruted him.129.3 The Twenty-Ninth Year (A.D. 23)The whole of Jesus' twenty-ninth year was spent �nishing up the tour of the Mediterranean world.The main events, as far as we have permission to reveal these experienes, onstitute the subjets ofthe narratives whih immediately follow this paper.Throughout this tour of the Roman world, for many reasons, Jesus was known as the Damasussribe. At Corinth and other stops on the return trip he was, however, known as the Jewish tutor.This was an eventful period in Jesus' life. While on this journey he made many ontats with his1296



fellow men, but this experiene is a phase of his life whih he never revealed to any member of hisfamily nor to any of the apostles. Jesus lived out his life in the esh and departed from this worldwithout anyone (save Zebedee of Bethsaida) knowing that he had made this extensive trip. Someof his friends thought he had returned to Damasus; others thought he had gone to India. His ownfamily inlined to the belief that he was in Alexandria, as they knew that he had one been invitedto go there for the purpose of beoming an assistant hazan.When Jesus returned to Palestine, he did nothing to hange the opinion of his family that he hadgone from Jerusalem to Alexandria; he permitted them to ontinue in the belief that all the time hehad been absent from Palestine had been spent in that ity of learning and ulture. Only Zebedeethe boatbuilder of Bethsaida knew the fats about these matters, and Zebedee told no one.In all your e�orts to deipher the meaning of Jesus' life on Urantia, you must be mindful of themotivation of the Mihael bestowal. If you would omprehend the meaning of many of his apparentlystrange doings, you must disern the purpose of his sojourn on your world. He was onsistently arefulnot to build up an overattrative and attention-onsuming personal areer. He wanted to make nounusual or overpowering appeals to his fellow men. He was dediated to the work of revealing theheavenly Father to his fellow mortals and at the same time was onserated to the sublime task ofliving his mortal earth life all the while subjet to the will of the same Paradise Father.It will also always be helpful in understanding Jesus' life on earth if all mortal students of thisdivine bestowal will remember that, while he lived this life of inarnation on Urantia, he lived it forhis entire universe. There was something speial and inspiring assoiated with the life he lived inthe esh of mortal nature for every single inhabited sphere throughout all the universe of Nebadon.The same is also true of all those worlds whih have beome habitable sine the eventful times of hissojourn on Urantia. And it will likewise be equally true of all worlds whih may beome inhabitedby will reatures in all the future history of this loal universe.The Son of Man, during the time and through the experienes of this tour of the Roman world,pratially ompleted his eduational ontat-training with the diversi�ed peoples of the world of hisday and generation. By the time of his return to Nazareth, through the medium of this travel-traininghe had just about learned how man lived and wrought out his existene on Urantia.The real purpose of his trip around the Mediterranean basin was to know men. He ame verylose to hundreds of humankind on this journey. He met and loved all manner of men, rih and poor,high and low, blak and white, eduated and uneduated, ultured and unultured, animalisti andspiritual, religious and irreligious, moral and immoral.On this Mediterranean journey Jesus made great advanes in his human task of mastering thematerial and mortal mind, and his indwelling Adjuster made great progress in the asension andspiritual onquest of this same human intellet. By the end of this tour Jesus virtually knew - withall human ertainty - that he was a Son of God, a Creator Son of the Universal Father. The Adjustermore and more was able to bring up in the mind of the Son of Man shadowy memories of his Paradiseexperiene in assoiation with his divine Father ere he ever ame to organize and administer this loaluniverse of Nebadon. Thus did the Adjuster, little by little, bring to Jesus' human onsiousnessthose neessary memories of his former and divine existene in the various epohs of the well-nigheternal past. The last episode of his prehuman experiene to be brought forth by the Adjuster washis farewell onferene with Immanuel of Salvington just before his surrender of onsious personalityto embark upon the Urantia inarnation. And this �nal memory piture of prehuman existene wasmade lear in Jesus' onsiousness on the very day of his baptism by John in the Jordan.
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129.4 The Human JesusTo the onlooking elestial intelligenes of the loal universe, this Mediterranean trip was the mostenthralling of all Jesus' earth experienes, at least of all his areer right up to the event of hisrui�xion and mortal death. This was the fasinating period of his personal ministry in ontrastwith the soon-following epoh of publi ministry. This unique episode was all the more engrossingbeause he was at this time still the arpenter of Nazareth, the boatbuilder of Capernaum, the sribeof Damasus; he was still the Son of Man. He had not yet ahieved the omplete mastery of hishuman mind; the Adjuster had not fully mastered and ounterparted the mortal identity. He wasstill a man among men.The purely human religious experiene - the personal spiritual growth - of the Son of Man well-nighreahed the apex of attainment during this, the twenty-ninth year. This experiene of spiritual devel-opment was a onsistently gradual growth from the moment of the arrival of his Thought Adjusteruntil the day of the ompletion and on�rmation of that natural and normal human relationshipbetween the material mind of man and the mind-endowment of the spirit - the phenomenon of themaking of these two minds one, the experiene whih the Son of Man attained in ompletion and�nality, as an inarnated mortal of the realm, on the day of his baptism in the Jordan.Throughout these years, while he did not appear to engage in so many seasons of formal ommu-nion with his Father in heaven, he perfeted inreasingly e�etive methods of personal ommuniationwith the indwelling spirit presene of the Paradise Father. He lived a real life, a full life, and a trulynormal, natural, and average life in the esh. He knows from personal experiene the equivalent ofthe atuality of the entire sum and substane of the living of the life of human beings on the materialworlds of time and spae.The Son of Man experiened those wide ranges of human emotion whih reah from superb joy toprofound sorrow. He was a hild of joy and a being of rare good humor; likewise was he a \man ofsorrows and aquainted with grief." In a spiritual sense, he did live through the mortal life from thebottom to the top, from the beginning to the end. From a material point of view, he might appear tohave esaped living through both soial extremes of human existene, but intelletually he beamewholly familiar with the entire and omplete experiene of humankind.Jesus knows about the thoughts and feelings, the urges and impulses, of the evolutionary andasendant mortals of the realms, from birth to death. He has lived the human life from the beginningsof physial, intelletual, and spiritual selfhood up through infany, hildhood, youth, and adulthood- even to the human experiene of death. He not only passed through these usual and familiarhuman periods of intelletual and spiritual advanement, but he also fully experiened those higherand more advaned phases of human and Adjuster reoniliation whih so few Urantia mortals everattain. And thus he experiened the full life of mortal man, not only as it is lived on your world, butalso as it is lived on all other evolutionary worlds of time and spae, even on the highest and mostadvaned of all the worlds settled in light and life.Although this perfet life whih he lived in the likeness of mortal esh may not have reeived theunquali�ed and universal approval of his fellow mortals, those who haned to be his ontemporarieson earth, still, the life whih Jesus of Nazareth lived in the esh and on Urantia did reeive full andunquali�ed aeptane by the Universal Father as onstituting at one and the same time, and in oneand the same personality-life, the fullness of the revelation of the eternal God to mortal man andthe presentation of perfeted human personality to the satisfation of the In�nite Creator.And this was his true and supreme purpose. He did not ome down to live on Urantia as theperfet and detailed example for any hild or adult, any man or woman, in that age or any other. Trueit is, indeed, that in his full, rih, beautiful, and noble life we may all �nd muh that is exquisitelyexemplary, divinely inspiring, but this is beause he lived a true and genuinely human life. Jesusdid not live his life on earth in order to set an example for all other human beings to opy. He lived1298



this life in the esh by the same mery ministry that you all may live your lives on earth; and as helived his mortal life in his day and as he was, so did he thereby set the example for all of us thusto live our lives in our day and as we are. You may not aspire to live his life, but you an resolveto live your lives even as, and by the same means that, he lived his. Jesus may not be the tehnialand detailed example for all the mortals of all ages on all the realms of this loal universe, but heis everlastingly the inspiration and guide of all Paradise pilgrims from the worlds of initial asensionup through a universe of universes and on through Havona to Paradise. Jesus is the new and livingway from man to God, from the partial to the perfet, from the earthly to the heavenly, from timeto eternity.By the end of the twenty-ninth year Jesus of Nazareth had virtually �nished the living of the liferequired of mortals as sojourners in the esh. He ame on earth the fullness of God to be manifest toman; he had now beome well-nigh the perfetion of man awaiting the oasion to beome manifestto God. And he did all of this before he was thirty years of age.
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Chapter 130On the Way to RomeTHE tour of the Roman world onsumed most of the twenty-eighth and the entire twenty-ninthyear of Jesus' life on earth. Jesus and the two natives from India - Gonod and his son Ganid - leftJerusalem on a Sunday morning, April 26, A.D. 22. They made their journey aording to shedule,and Jesus said good-bye to the father and son in the ity of Charax on the Persian Gulf on the tenthday of Deember the following year, A.D. 23.From Jerusalem they went to Caesarea by way of Joppa. At Caesarea they took a boat forAlexandria. From Alexandria they sailed for Lasea in Crete. From Crete they sailed for Carthage,touhing at Cyrene. At Carthage they took a boat for Naples, stopping at Malta, Syrause, andMessina. From Naples they went to Capua, whene they traveled by the Appian Way to Rome.After their stay in Rome they went overland to Tarentum, where they set sail for Athens in Greee,stopping at Niopolis and Corinth. From Athens they went to Ephesus by way of Troas. From Eph-esus they sailed for Cyprus, putting in at Rhodes on the way. They spent onsiderable time visitingand resting on Cyprus and then sailed for Antioh in Syria. From Antioh they journeyed southto Sidon and then went over to Damasus. From there they traveled by aravan to Mesopotamia,passing through Thapsaus and Larissa. They spent some time in Babylon, visited Ur and otherplaes, and then went to Susa. From Susa they journeyed to Charax, from whih plae Gonod andGanid embarked for India.It was while working four months at Damasus that Jesus had piked up the rudiments of thelanguage spoken by Gonod and Ganid. While there he had labored muh of the time on translationsfrom Greek into one of the languages of India, being assisted by a native of Gonod's home distrit.On this Mediterranean tour Jesus spent about half of eah day teahing Ganid and ating asinterpreter during Gonod's business onferenes and soial ontats. The remainder of eah day,whih was at his disposal, he devoted to making those lose personal ontats with his fellow men,those intimate assoiations with the mortals of the realm, whih so haraterized his ativities duringthese years that just preeded his publi ministry.From �rsthand observation and atual ontat Jesus aquainted himself with the higher materialand intelletual ivilization of the Oident and the Levant; from Gonod and his brilliant son helearned a great deal about the ivilization and ulture of India and China, for Gonod, himself aitizen of India, had made three extensive trips to the empire of the yellow rae.Ganid, the young man, learned muh from Jesus during this long and intimate assoiation. Theydeveloped a great a�etion for eah other, and the lad's father many times tried to persuade Jesusto return with them to India, but Jesus always delined, pleading the neessity for returning to hisfamily in Palestine.
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130.1 At Joppa - Disourse on JonahDuring their stay in Joppa, Jesus met Gadiah, a Philistine interpreter who worked for one Simon atanner. Gonod's agents in Mesopotamia had transated muh business with this Simon; so Gonodand his son desired to pay him a visit on their way to Caesarea. While they tarried at Joppa, Jesusand Gadiah beame warm friends. This young Philistine was a truth seeker. Jesus was a truth giver;he was the truth for that generation on Urantia. When a great truth seeker and a great truth givermeet, the result is a great and liberating enlightenment born of the experiene of new truth.One day after the evening meal Jesus and the young Philistine strolled down by the sea, andGadiah, not knowing that this \sribe of Damasus" was so well versed in the Hebrew traditions,pointed out to Jesus the ship landing from whih it was reputed that Jonah had embarked on his ill-fated voyage to Tarshish. And when he had onluded his remarks, he asked Jesus this question: \Butdo you suppose the big �sh really did swallow Jonah?" Jesus pereived that this young man's life hadbeen tremendously inuened by this tradition, and that its ontemplation had impressed upon himthe folly of trying to run away from duty; Jesus therefore said nothing that would suddenly destroythe foundations of Gadiah's present motivation for pratial living. In answering this question, Jesussaid: \My friend, we are all Jonahs with lives to live in aordane with the will of God, and atall times when we seek to esape the present duty of living by running away to far-o� entiements,we thereby put ourselves in the immediate ontrol of those inuenes whih are not direted bythe powers of truth and the fores of righteousness. The ight from duty is the sari�e of truth.The esape from the servie of light and life an only result in those distressing onits with thediÆult whales of sel�shness whih lead eventually to darkness and death unless suh God-forsakingJonahs shall turn their hearts, even when in the very depths of despair, to seek after God and hisgoodness. And when suh disheartened souls sinerely seek for God - hunger for truth and thirst forrighteousness - there is nothing that an hold them in further aptivity. No matter into what greatdepths they may have fallen, when they seek the light with a whole heart, the spirit of the Lord Godof heaven will deliver them from their aptivity; the evil irumstanes of life will spew them outupon the dry land of fresh opportunities for renewed servie and wiser living."Gadiah was mightily moved by Jesus' teahing, and they talked long into the night by the seaside,and before they went to their lodgings, they prayed together and for eah other. This was the sameGadiah who listened to the later preahing of Peter, beame a profound believer in Jesus of Nazareth,and held a memorable argument with Peter one evening at the home of Doras. And Gadiah had verymuh to do with the �nal deision of Simon, the wealthy leather merhant, to embrae Christianity.(In this narrative of the personal work of Jesus with his fellow mortals on this tour of the Mediter-ranean, we shall, in aordane with our permission, freely translate his words into modern phrase-ology urrent on Urantia at the time of this presentation.)Jesus' last visit with Gadiah had to do with a disussion of good and evil. This young Philistinewas muh troubled by a feeling of injustie beause of the presene of evil in the world alongside thegood. He said: \How an God, if he is in�nitely good, permit us to su�er the sorrows of evil; afterall, who reates evil?" It was still believed by many in those days that God reates both good andevil, but Jesus never taught suh error. In answering this question, Jesus said: \My brother, Godis love; therefore he must be good, and his goodness is so great and real that it annot ontain thesmall and unreal things of evil. God is so positively good that there is absolutely no plae in him fornegative evil. Evil is the immature hoosing and the unthinking misstep of those who are resistantto goodness, rejetful of beauty, and disloyal to truth. Evil is only the misadaptation of immaturityor the disruptive and distorting inuene of ignorane. Evil is the inevitable darkness whih followsupon the heels of the unwise rejetion of light. Evil is that whih is dark and untrue, and whih,when onsiously embraed and willfully endorsed, beomes sin.\Your Father in heaven, by endowing you with the power to hoose between truth and error,1302



reated the potential negative of the positive way of light and life; but suh errors of evil are reallynonexistent until suh a time as an intelligent reature wills their existene by mishoosing the wayof life. And then are suh evils later exalted into sin by the knowing and deliberate hoie of suha willful and rebellious reature. This is why our Father in heaven permits the good and the evil togo along together until the end of life, just as nature allows the wheat and the tares to grow sideby side until the harvest." Gadiah was fully satis�ed with Jesus' answer to his question after theirsubsequent disussion had made lear to his mind the real meaning of these momentous statements.130.2 At CaesareaJesus and his friends tarried in Caesarea beyond the time expeted beause one of the huge steeringpaddles of the vessel on whih they intended to embark was disovered to be in danger of leaving.The aptain deided to remain in port while a new one was being made. There was a shortage ofskilled woodworkers for this task, so Jesus volunteered to assist. During the evenings Jesus and hisfriends strolled about on the beautiful wall whih served as a promenade around the port. Ganidgreatly enjoyed Jesus' explanation of the water system of the ity and the tehnique whereby thetides were utilized to ush the ity's streets and sewers. This youth of India was muh impressedwith the temple of Augustus, situated upon an elevation and surmounted by a olossal statue of theRoman emperor. The seond afternoon of their stay the three of them attended a performane in theenormous amphitheater whih ould seat twenty thousand persons, and that night they went to aGreek play at the theater. These were the �rst exhibitions of this sort Ganid had ever witnessed, andhe asked Jesus many questions about them. On the morning of the third day they paid a formal visitto the governor's palae, for Caesarea was the apital of Palestine and the residene of the Romanprourator.At their inn there also lodged a merhant from Mongolia, and sine this Far-Easterner talkedGreek fairly well, Jesus had several long visits with him. This man was muh impressed with Jesus'philosophy of life and never forgot his words of wisdom regarding \the living of the heavenly lifewhile on earth by means of daily submission to the will of the heavenly Father." This merhant wasa Taoist, and he had thereby beome a strong believer in the dotrine of a universal Deity. When hereturned to Mongolia, he began to teah these advaned truths to his neighbors and to his businessassoiates, and as a diret result of suh ativities, his eldest son deided to beome a Taoist priest.This young man exerted a great inuene in behalf of advaned truth throughout his lifetime andwas followed by a son and a grandson who likewise were devotedly loyal to the dotrine of the OneGod - the Supreme Ruler of Heaven.While the eastern branh of the early Christian hurh, having its headquarters at Philadelphia,held more faithfully to the teahings of Jesus than did the Jerusalem brethren, it was regrettablethat there was no one like Peter to go into China, or like Paul to enter India, where the spiritual soilwas then so favorable for planting the seed of the new gospel of the kingdom. These very teahingsof Jesus, as they were held by the Philadelphians, would have made just suh an immediate ande�etive appeal to the minds of the spiritually hungry Asiati peoples as did the preahing of Peterand Paul in the West.One of the young men who worked with Jesus one day on the steering paddle beame muhinterested in the words whih he dropped from hour to hour as they toiled in the shipyard. WhenJesus intimated that the Father in heaven was interested in the welfare of his hildren on earth, thisyoung Greek, Anaxand, said: \If the Gods are interested in me, then why do they not remove theruel and unjust foreman of this workshop?" He was startled when Jesus replied, \Sine you knowthe ways of kindness and value justie, perhaps the Gods have brought this erring man near thatyou may lead him into this better way. Maybe you are the salt whih is to make this brother moreagreeable to all other men; that is, if you have not lost your savor. As it is, this man is your master1303



in that his evil ways unfavorably inuene you. Why not assert your mastery of evil by virtue of thepower of goodness and thus beome the master of all relations between the two of you? I preditthat the good in you ould overome the evil in him if you gave it a fair and living hane. Thereis no adventure in the ourse of mortal existene more enthralling than to enjoy the exhilaration ofbeoming the material life partner with spiritual energy and divine truth in one of their triumphantstruggles with error and evil. It is a marvelous and transforming experiene to beome the livinghannel of spiritual light to the mortal who sits in spiritual darkness. If you are more blessed withtruth than is this man, his need should hallenge you. Surely you are not the oward who ouldstand by on the seashore and wath a fellow man who ould not swim perish! How muh more ofvalue is this man's soul oundering in darkness ompared to his body drowning in water!"Anaxand was mightily moved by Jesus' words. Presently he told his superior what Jesus had said,and that night they both sought Jesus' advie as to the welfare of their souls. And later on, afterthe Christian message had been prolaimed in Caesarea, both of these men, one a Greek and theother a Roman, believed Philip's preahing and beame prominent members of the hurh whih hefounded. Later this young Greek was appointed the steward of a Roman enturion, Cornelius, whobeame a believer through Peter's ministry. Anaxand ontinued to minister light to those who satin darkness until the days of Paul's imprisonment at Caesarea, when he perished, by aident, in thegreat slaughter of twenty thousand Jews while he ministered to the su�ering and dying.Ganid was, by this time, beginning to learn how his tutor spent his leisure in this unusual personalministry to his fellow men, and the young Indian set about to �nd out the motive for these inessantativities. He asked, \Why do you oupy yourself so ontinuously with these visits with strangers?"And Jesus answered: \Ganid, no man is a stranger to one who knows God. In the experiene of�nding the Father in heaven you disover that all men are your brothers, and does it seem strangethat one should enjoy the exhilaration of meeting a newly disovered brother? To beome aquaintedwith one's brothers and sisters, to know their problems and to learn to love them, is the supremeexperiene of living."This was a onferene whih lasted well into the night, in the ourse of whih the young manrequested Jesus to tell him the di�erene between the will of God and that human mind at ofhoosing whih is also alled will. In substane Jesus said: The will of God is the way of God,partnership with the hoie of God in the fae of any potential alternative. To do the will of God,therefore, is the progressive experiene of beoming more and more like God, and God is the soureand destiny of all that is good and beautiful and true. The will of man is the way of man, the sumand substane of that whih the mortal hooses to be and do. Will is the deliberate hoie of aself-onsious being whih leads to deision-ondut based on intelligent reetion.That afternoon Jesus and Ganid had both enjoyed playing with a very intelligent shepherd dog,and Ganid wanted to know whether the dog had a soul, whether it had a will, and in response to hisquestions Jesus said: \The dog has a mind whih an know material man, his master, but annotknow God, who is spirit; therefore the dog does not possess a spiritual nature and annot enjoy aspiritual experiene. The dog may have a will derived from nature and augmented by training, butsuh a power of mind is not a spiritual fore, neither is it omparable to the human will, inasmuhas it is not reetive - it is not the result of disriminating higher and moral meanings or hoosingspiritual and eternal values. It is the possession of suh powers of spiritual disrimination and truthhoosing that makes mortal man a moral being, a reature endowed with the attributes of spiritualresponsibility and the potential of eternal survival." Jesus went on to explain that it is the absene ofsuh mental powers in the animal whih makes it forever impossible for the animal world to developlanguage in time or to experiene anything equivalent to personality survival in eternity. As a resultof this day's instrution Ganid never again entertained belief in the transmigration of the souls ofmen into the bodies of animals.The next day Ganid talked all this over with his father, and it was in answer to Gonod's question1304



that Jesus explained that \human wills whih are fully oupied with passing only upon temporaldeisions having to do with the material problems of animal existene are doomed to perish in time.Those who make wholehearted moral deisions and unquali�ed spiritual hoies are thus progressivelyidenti�ed with the indwelling and divine spirit, and thereby are they inreasingly transformed intothe values of eternal survival - unending progression of divine servie."It was on this same day that we �rst heard that momentous truth whih, stated in modern terms,would signify: \Will is that manifestation of the human mind whih enables the subjetive onsious-ness to express itself objetively and to experiene the phenomenon of aspiring to be Godlike." Andit is in this same sense that every reetive and spiritually minded human being an beome reative.130.3 At AlexandriaIt had been an eventful visit at Caesarea, and when the boat was ready, Jesus and his two friendsdeparted at noon one day for Alexandria in Egypt.The three enjoyed a most pleasant passage to Alexandria. Ganid was delighted with the voyageand kept Jesus busy answering questions. As they approahed the ity's harbor, the young man wasthrilled by the great lighthouse of Pharos, loated on the island whih Alexander had joined by amole to the mainland, thus reating two magni�ent harbors and thereby making Alexandria themaritime ommerial rossroads of Afria, Asia, and Europe. This great lighthouse was one of theseven wonders of the world and was the forerunner of all subsequent lighthouses. They arose earlyin the morning to view this splendid lifesaving devie of man, and amidst the exlamations of GanidJesus said: \And you, my son, will be like this lighthouse when you return to India, even after yourfather is laid to rest; you will beome like the light of life to those who sit about you in darkness,showing all who so desire the way to reah the harbor of salvation in safety." And as Ganid squeezedJesus' hand, he said, \I will."And again we remark that the early teahers of the Christian religion made a great mistakewhen they so exlusively turned their attention to the western ivilization of the Roman world. Theteahings of Jesus, as they were held by the Mesopotamian believers of the �rst entury, would havebeen readily reeived by the various groups of Asiati religionists.By the fourth hour after landing they were settled near the eastern end of the long and broadavenue, one hundred feet wide and �ve miles long, whih strethed on out to the western limits of thisity of one million people. After the �rst survey of the ity's hief attrations - university (museum),library, the royal mausoleum of Alexander, the palae, temple of Neptune, theater, and gymnasium- Gonod addressed himself to business while Jesus and Ganid went to the library, the greatest in theworld. Here were assembled nearly a million manusripts from all the ivilized world: Greee, Rome,Palestine, Parthia, India, China, and even Japan. In this library Ganid saw the largest olletion ofIndian literature in all the world; and they spent some time here eah day throughout their stay inAlexandria. Jesus told Ganid about the translation of the Hebrew sriptures into Greek at this plae.And they disussed again and again all the religions of the world, Jesus endeavoring to point outto this young mind the truth in eah, always adding: \But Yahweh is the God developed from therevelations of Melhizedek and the ovenant of Abraham. The Jews were the o�spring of Abrahamand subsequently oupied the very land wherein Melhizedek had lived and taught, and from whihhe sent teahers to all the world; and their religion eventually portrayed a learer reognition of theLord God of Israel as the Universal Father in heaven than any other world religion."Under Jesus' diretion Ganid made a olletion of the teahings of all those religions of the worldwhih reognized a Universal Deity, even though they might also give more or less reognition tosubordinate deities. After muh disussion Jesus and Ganid deided that the Romans had no realGod in their religion, that their religion was hardly more than emperor worship. The Greeks, they1305



onluded, had a philosophy but hardly a religion with a personal God. The mystery ults theydisarded beause of the onfusion of their multipliity, and beause their varied onepts of Deityseemed to be derived from other and older religions.Although these translations were made at Alexandria, Ganid did not �nally arrange these sele-tions and add his own personal onlusions until near the end of their sojourn in Rome. He wasmuh surprised to disover that the best of the authors of the world's sared literature all more orless learly reognized the existene of an eternal God and were muh in agreement with regard tohis harater and his relationship with mortal man.Jesus and Ganid spent muh time in the museum during their stay in Alexandria. This museumwas not a olletion of rare objets but rather a university of �ne art, siene, and literature. Learnedprofessors here gave daily letures, and in those times this was the intelletual enter of the Oidentalworld. Day by day Jesus interpreted the letures to Ganid; one day during the seond week the youngman exlaimed: \Teaher Joshua, you know more than these professors; you should stand up andtell them the great things you have told me; they are befogged by muh thinking. I shall speak tomy father and have him arrange it." Jesus smiled, saying: \You are an admiring pupil, but theseteahers are not minded that you and I should instrut them. The pride of unspiritualized learningis a treaherous thing in human experiene. The true teaher maintains his intelletual integrity byever remaining a learner."Alexandria was the ity of the blended ulture of the Oident and next to Rome the largest andmost magni�ent in the world. Here was loated the largest Jewish synagogue in the world, the seatof government of the Alexandria Sanhedrin, the seventy ruling elders.Among the many men with whom Gonod transated business was a ertain Jewish banker, Alexan-der, whose brother, Philo, was a famous religious philosopher of that time. Philo was engaged inthe laudable but exeedingly diÆult task of harmonizing Greek philosophy and Hebrew theology.Ganid and Jesus talked muh about Philo's teahings and expeted to attend some of his letures,but throughout their stay at Alexandria this famous Hellenisti Jew lay sik abed.Jesus ommended to Ganid muh in the Greek philosophy and the Stoi dotrines, but he im-pressed upon the lad the truth that these systems of belief, like the inde�nite teahings of some ofhis own people, were religions only in the sense that they led men to �nd God and enjoy a livingexperiene in knowing the Eternal.130.4 Disourse on RealityThe night before they left Alexandria Ganid and Jesus had a long visit with one of the governmentprofessors at the university who letured on the teahings of Plato. Jesus interpreted for the learnedGreek teaher but injeted no teahing of his own in refutation of the Greek philosophy. Gonodwas away on business that evening; so, after the professor had departed, the teaher and his pupilhad a long and heart-to-heart talk about Plato's dotrines. While Jesus gave quali�ed approval ofsome of the Greek teahings whih had to do with the theory that the material things of the worldare shadowy reetions of invisible but more substantial spiritual realities, he sought to lay a moretrustworthy foundation for the lad's thinking; so he began a long dissertation onerning the natureof reality in the universe. In substane and in modern phraseology Jesus said to Ganid:The soure of universe reality is the In�nite. The material things of �nite reation are the time-spae reperussions of the Paradise Pattern and the Universal Mind of the eternal God. Causation inthe physial world, self-onsiousness in the intelletual world, and progressing selfhood in the spiritworld - these realities, projeted on a universal sale, ombined in eternal relatedness, and experienedwith perfetion of quality and divinity of value - onstitute the reality of the Supreme. But in an1306



ever-hanging universe the Original Personality of ausation, intelligene, and spirit experiene ishangeless, absolute. All things, even in an eternal universe of limitless values and divine qualities,may, and oftentimes do, hange exept the Absolutes and that whih has attained the physial status,intelletual embrae, or spiritual identity whih is absolute.The highest level to whih a �nite reature an progress is the reognition of the Universal Fatherand the knowing of the Supreme. And even then suh beings of �nality destiny go on experieninghange in the motions of the physial world and in its material phenomena. Likewise do they remainaware of selfhood progression in their ontinuing asension of the spiritual universe and of growingonsiousness in their deepening appreiation of, and response to, the intelletual osmos. Only inthe perfetion, harmony, and unanimity of will an the reature beome as one with the Creator;and suh a state of divinity is attained and maintained only by the reature's ontinuing to live intime and eternity by onsistently onforming his �nite personal will to the divine will of the Creator.Always must the desire to do the Father's will be supreme in the soul and dominant over the mindof an asending son of God.A one-eyed person an never hope to visualize depth of perspetive. Neither an single-eyedmaterial sientists nor single-eyed spiritual mystis and allegorists orretly visualize and adequatelyomprehend the true depths of universe reality. All true values of reature experiene are onealedin depth of reognition.Mindless ausation annot evolve the re�ned and omplex from the rude and the simple, neitheran spiritless experiene evolve the divine haraters of eternal survival from the material mindsof the mortals of time. The one attribute of the universe whih so exlusively haraterizes thein�nite Deity is this unending reative bestowal of personality whih an survive in progressive Deityattainment.Personality is that osmi endowment, that phase of universal reality, whih an oexist withunlimited hange and at the same time retain its identity in the very presene of all suh hanges,and forever afterward.Life is an adaptation of the original osmi ausation to the demands and possibilities of universesituations, and it omes into being by the ation of the Universal Mind and the ativation of thespirit spark of the God who is spirit. The meaning of life is its adaptability; the value of life is itsprogressability - even to the heights of God-onsiousness.Misadaptation of self-onsious life to the universe results in osmi disharmony. Final divergeneof personality will from the trend of the universes terminates in intelletual isolation, personalitysegregation. Loss of the indwelling spirit pilot supervenes in spiritual essation of existene. Intelli-gent and progressing life beomes then, in and of itself, an inontrovertible proof of the existene of apurposeful universe expressing the will of a divine Creator. And this life, in the aggregate, strugglestoward higher values, having for its �nal goal the Universal Father.Only in degree does man possess mind above the animal level aside from the higher and quasi-spiritual ministrations of intellet. Therefore animals (not having worship and wisdom) annotexperiene superonsiousness, onsiousness of onsiousness. The animal mind is only onsious ofthe objetive universe.Knowledge is the sphere of the material or fat-diserning mind. Truth is the domain of thespiritually endowed intellet that is onsious of knowing God. Knowledge is demonstrable; truth isexperiened. Knowledge is a possession of the mind; truth an experiene of the soul, the progressingself. Knowledge is a funtion of the nonspiritual level; truth is a phase of the mind-spirit levelof the universes. The eye of the material mind pereives a world of fatual knowledge; the eyeof the spiritualized intellet diserns a world of true values. These two views, synhronized andharmonized, reveal the world of reality, wherein wisdom interprets the phenomena of the universe interms of progressive personal experiene. 1307



Error (evil) is the penalty of imperfetion. The qualities of imperfetion or fats of misadaptationare dislosed on the material level by ritial observation and by sienti� analysis; on the morallevel, by human experiene. The presene of evil onstitutes proof of the inauraies of mind andthe immaturity of the evolving self. Evil is, therefore, also a measure of imperfetion in universeinterpretation. The possibility of making mistakes is inherent in the aquisition of wisdom, thesheme of progressing from the partial and temporal to the omplete and eternal, from the relativeand imperfet to the �nal and perfeted. Error is the shadow of relative inompleteness whihmust of neessity fall aross man's asending universe path to Paradise perfetion. Error (evil) isnot an atual universe quality; it is simply the observation of a relativity in the relatedness of theimperfetion of the inomplete �nite to the asending levels of the Supreme and Ultimate.Although Jesus told all this to the lad in language best suited to his omprehension, at the endof the disussion Ganid was heavy of eye and was soon lost in slumber. They rose early the nextmorning to go aboard the boat bound for Lasea on the island of Crete. But before they embarked,the lad had still further questions to ask about evil, to whih Jesus replied:Evil is a relativity onept. It arises out of the observation of the imperfetions whih appear inthe shadow ast by a �nite universe of things and beings as suh a osmos obsures the living lightof the universal expression of the eternal realities of the In�nite One.Potential evil is inherent in the neessary inompleteness of the revelation of God as a time-spae-limited expression of in�nity and eternity. The fat of the partial in the presene of the ompleteonstitutes relativity of reality, reates neessity for intelletual hoosing, and establishes value levelsof spirit reognition and response. The inomplete and �nite onept of the In�nite whih is held bythe temporal and limited reature mind is, in and of itself, potential evil. But the augmenting errorof unjusti�ed de�ieny in reasonable spiritual reti�ation of these originally inherent intelletualdisharmonies and spiritual insuÆienies, is equivalent to the realization of atual evil.All stati, dead, onepts are potentially evil. The �nite shadow of relative and living truth isontinually moving. Stati onepts invariably retard siene, politis, soiety, and religion. Stationepts may represent a ertain knowledge, but they are de�ient in wisdom and devoid of truth.But do not permit the onept of relativity so to mislead you that you fail to reognize the o-ordination of the universe under the guidane of the osmi mind, and its stabilized ontrol by theenergy and spirit of the Supreme.130.5 On the Island of CreteThe travelers had but one purpose in going to Crete, and that was to play, to walk about over theisland, and to limb the mountains. The Cretans of that time did not enjoy an enviable reputationamong the surrounding peoples. Nevertheless, Jesus and Ganid won many souls to higher levels ofthinking and living and thus laid the foundation for the quik reeption of the later gospel teahingswhen the �rst preahers from Jerusalem arrived. Jesus loved these Cretans, notwithstanding theharsh words whih Paul later spoke onerning them when he subsequently sent Titus to the islandto reorganize their hurhes.On the mountainside in Crete Jesus had his �rst long talk with Gonod regarding religion. Andthe father was muh impressed, saying: \No wonder the boy believes everything you tell him, but Inever knew they had suh a religion even in Jerusalem, muh less in Damasus." It was during theisland sojourn that Gonod �rst proposed to Jesus that he go bak to India with them, and Ganidwas delighted with the thought that Jesus might onsent to suh an arrangement.One day when Ganid asked Jesus why he had not devoted himself to the work of a publi teaher,he said: \My son, everything must await the oming of its time. You are born into the world, but1308



no amount of anxiety and no manifestation of impatiene will help you to grow up. You must, in allsuh matters, wait upon time. Time alone will ripen the green fruit upon the tree. Season followsseason and sundown follows sunrise only with the passing of time. I am now on the way to Romewith you and your father, and that is suÆient for today. My tomorrow is wholly in the hands ofmy Father in heaven." And then he told Ganid the story of Moses and the forty years of wathfulwaiting and ontinued preparation.One thing happened on a visit to Fair Havens whih Ganid never forgot; the memory of thisepisode always aused him to wish he might do something to hange the aste system of his nativeIndia. A drunken degenerate was attaking a slave girl on the publi highway. When Jesus saw theplight of the girl, he rushed forward and drew the maiden away from the assault of the madman.While the frightened hild lung to him, he held the infuriated man at a safe distane by his powerfulextended right arm until the poor fellow had exhausted himself beating the air with his angry blows.Ganid felt a strong impulse to help Jesus handle the a�air, but his father forbade him. Though theyould not speak the girl's language, she ould understand their at of mery and gave token of herheartfelt appreiation as they all three esorted her home. This was probably as near a personalenounter with his fellows as Jesus ever had throughout his entire life in the esh. But he had adiÆult task that evening trying to explain to Ganid why he did not smite the drunken man. Ganidthought this man should have been struk at least as many times as he had struk the girl.130.6 The Young Man Who Was AfraidWhile they were up in the mountains, Jesus had a long talk with a young man who was fearfuland downast. Failing to derive omfort and ourage from assoiation with his fellows, this youthhad sought the solitude of the hills; he had grown up with a feeling of helplessness and inferiority.These natural tendenies had been augmented by numerous diÆult irumstanes whih the ladhad enountered as he grew up, notably, the loss of his father when he was twelve years of age. Asthey met, Jesus said: \Greetings, my friend! why so downast on suh a beautiful day? If somethinghas happened to distress you, perhaps I an in some manner assist you. At any rate it a�ords mereal pleasure to pro�er my servies."The young man was disinlined to talk, and so Jesus made a seond approah to his soul, saying:\I understand you ome up in these hills to get away from folks; so, of ourse, you do not wantto talk with me, but I would like to know whether you are familiar with these hills; do you knowthe diretion of the trails? and, perhane, ould you inform me as to the best route to Phenix?"Now this youth was very familiar with these mountains, and he really beame muh interested intelling Jesus the way to Phenix, so muh so that he marked out all the trails on the ground and fullyexplained every detail. But he was startled and made urious when Jesus, after saying good-byeand making as if he were taking leave, suddenly turned to him, saying: \I well know you wish tobe left alone with your disonsolation; but it would be neither kind nor fair for me to reeive suhgenerous help from you as to how best to �nd my way to Phenix and then unthinkingly to go awayfrom you without making the least e�ort to answer your appealing request for help and guidaneregarding the best route to the goal of destiny whih you seek in your heart while you tarry here onthe mountainside. As you so well know the trails to Phenix, having traversed them many times, sodo I well know the way to the ity of your disappointed hopes and thwarted ambitions. And sineyou have asked me for help, I will not disappoint you." The youth was almost overome, but hemanaged to stammer out, \But - I did not ask you for anything - " And Jesus, laying a gentle handon his shoulder, said: \No, son, not with words but with longing looks did you appeal to my heart.My boy, to one who loves his fellows there is an eloquent appeal for help in your ountenane ofdisouragement and despair. Sit down with me while I tell you of the servie trails and happinesshighways whih lead from the sorrows of self to the joys of loving ativities in the brotherhood of1309



men and in the servie of the God of heaven."By this time the young man very muh desired to talk with Jesus, and he knelt at his feet imploringJesus to help him, to show him the way of esape from his world of personal sorrow and defeat. SaidJesus: \My friend, arise! Stand up like a man! You may be surrounded with small enemies and beretarded by many obstales, but the big things and the real things of this world and the universeare on your side. The sun rises every morning to salute you just as it does the most powerful andprosperous man on earth. Look - you have a strong body and powerful musles - your physialequipment is better than the average. Of ourse, it is just about useless while you sit out here on themountainside and grieve over your misfortunes, real and fanied. But you ould do great things withyour body if you would hasten o� to where great things are waiting to be done. You are trying to runaway from your unhappy self, but it annot be done. You and your problems of living are real; youannot esape them as long as you live. But look again, your mind is lear and apable. Your strongbody has an intelligent mind to diret it. Set your mind at work to solve its problems; teah yourintellet to work for you; refuse longer to be dominated by fear like an unthinking animal. Your mindshould be your ourageous ally in the solution of your life problems rather than your being, as youhave been, its abjet fear-slave and the bond servant of depression and defeat. But most valuable ofall, your potential of real ahievement is the spirit whih lives within you, and whih will stimulateand inspire your mind to ontrol itself and ativate the body if you will release it from the fettersof fear and thus enable your spiritual nature to begin your deliverane from the evils of ination bythe power-presene of living faith. And then, forthwith, will this faith vanquish fear of men by theompelling presene of that new and all-dominating love of your fellows whih will so soon �ll yoursoul to overowing beause of the onsiousness whih has been born in your heart that you are ahild of God.\This day, my son, you are to be reborn, re-established as a man of faith, ourage, and devotedservie to man, for God's sake. And when you beome so readjusted to life within yourself, youbeome likewise readjusted to the universe; you have been born again - born of the spirit - andheneforth will your whole life beome one of vitorious aomplishment. Trouble will invigorateyou; disappointment will spur you on; diÆulties will hallenge you; and obstales will stimulateyou. Arise, young man! Say farewell to the life of ringing fear and eeing owardie. Hasten bakto duty and live your life in the esh as a son of God, a mortal dediated to the ennobling servie ofman on earth and destined to the superb and eternal servie of God in eternity."And this youth, Fortune, subsequently beame the leader of the Christians in Crete and the loseassoiate of Titus in his labors for the uplift of the Cretan believers.The travelers were truly rested and refreshed when they made ready about noon one day to sailfor Carthage in northern Afria, stopping for two days at Cyrene. It was here that Jesus and Ganidgave �rst aid to a lad named Rufus, who had been injured by the breakdown of a loaded oxart.They arried him home to his mother, and his father, Simon, little dreamed that the man whoseross he subsequently bore by orders of a Roman soldier was the stranger who one befriended hisson.130.7 At Carthage - Disourse on Time and SpaeMost of the time en route to Carthage Jesus talked with his fellow travelers about things soial,politial, and ommerial; hardly a word was said about religion. For the �rst time Gonod andGanid disovered that Jesus was a good storyteller, and they kept him busy telling tales about hisearly life in Galilee. They also learned that he was reared in Galilee and not in either Jerusalem orDamasus.When Ganid inquired what one ould do to make friends, having notied that the majority of1310



persons whom they haned to meet were attrated to Jesus, his teaher said: \Beome interested inyour fellows; learn how to love them and wath for the opportunity to do something for them whihyou are sure they want done," and then he quoted the olden Jewish proverb - \A man who wouldhave friends must show himself friendly."At Carthage Jesus had a long and memorable talk with a Mithrai priest about immortality, abouttime and eternity. This Persian had been eduated at Alexandria, and he really desired to learn fromJesus. Put into the words of today, in substane Jesus said in answer to his many questions:Time is the stream of owing temporal events pereived by reature onsiousness. Time is a namegiven to the suession-arrangement whereby events are reognized and segregated. The universe ofspae is a time-related phenomenon as it is viewed from any interior position outside of the �xedabode of Paradise. The motion of time is only revealed in relation to something whih does not movein spae as a time phenomenon. In the universe of universes Paradise and its Deities transend bothtime and spae. On the inhabited worlds, human personality (indwelt and oriented by the ParadiseFather's spirit) is the only physially related reality whih an transend the material sequene oftemporal events.Animals do not sense time as does man, and even to man, beause of his setional and irum-sribed view, time appears as a suession of events; but as man asends, as he progresses inward,the enlarging view of this event proession is suh that it is diserned more and more in its wholeness.That whih formerly appeared as a suession of events then will be viewed as a whole and perfetlyrelated yle; in this way will irular simultaneity inreasingly displae the onetime onsiousnessof the linear sequene of events.There are seven di�erent oneptions of spae as it is onditioned by time. Spae is measuredby time, not time by spae. The onfusion of the sientist grows out of failure to reognize thereality of spae. Spae is not merely an intelletual onept of the variation in relatedness of universeobjets. Spae is not empty, and the only thing man knows whih an even partially transend spaeis mind. Mind an funtion independently of the onept of the spae-relatedness of material objets.Spae is relatively and omparatively �nite to all beings of reature status. The nearer onsiousnessapproahes the awareness of seven osmi dimensions, the more does the onept of potential spaeapproah ultimay. But the spae potential is truly ultimate only on the absolute level.It must be apparent that universal reality has an expanding and always relative meaning on theasending and perfeting levels of the osmos. Ultimately, surviving mortals ahieve identity in aseven-dimensional universe.The time-spae onept of a mind of material origin is destined to undergo suessive enlargementsas the onsious and oneiving personality asends the levels of the universes. When man attainsthe mind intervening between the material and the spiritual planes of existene, his ideas of time-spae will be enormously expanded both as to quality of pereption and quantity of experiene. Theenlarging osmi oneptions of an advaning spirit personality are due to augmentations of bothdepth of insight and sope of onsiousness. And as personality passes on, upward and inward, tothe transendental levels of Deity-likeness, the time-spae onept will inreasingly approximate thetimeless and spaeless onepts of the Absolutes. Relatively, and in aordane with transendentalattainment, these onepts of the absolute level are to be envisioned by the hildren of ultimatedestiny.130.8 On the Way to Naples and RomeThe �rst stop on the way to Italy was at the island of Malta. Here Jesus had a long talk with adownhearted and disouraged young man named Claudus. This fellow had ontemplated taking his1311



life, but when he had �nished talking with the sribe of Damasus, he said: \I will fae life likea man; I am through playing the oward. I will go bak to my people and begin all over again."Shortly he beame an enthusiasti preaher of the Cynis, and still later on he joined hands withPeter in prolaiming Christianity in Rome and Naples, and after the death of Peter he went on toSpain preahing the gospel. But he never knew that the man who inspired him in Malta was theJesus whom he subsequently prolaimed the world's Deliverer.At Syrause they spent a full week. The notable event of their stop here was the rehabilitationof Ezra, the bakslidden Jew, who kept the tavern where Jesus and his ompanions stopped. Ezrawas harmed by Jesus' approah and asked him to help him ome bak to the faith of Israel. Heexpressed his hopelessness by saying, \I want to be a true son of Abraham, but I annot �nd God."Said Jesus: \If you truly want to �nd God, that desire is in itself evidene that you have alreadyfound him. Your trouble is not that you annot �nd God, for the Father has already found you;your trouble is simply that you do not know God. Have you not read in the Prophet Jeremiah, `Youshall seek me and �nd me when you shall searh for me with all your heart'? And again, does notthis same prophet say: `And I will give you a heart to know me, that I am the Lord, and you shallbelong to my people, and I will be your God'? And have you not also read in the Sriptures whereit says: `He looks down upon men, and if any will say: I have sinned and perverted that whih wasright, and it pro�ted me not, then will God deliver that man's soul from darkness, and he shall seethe light'?" And Ezra found God and to the satisfation of his soul. Later, this Jew, in assoiationwith a well-to-do Greek proselyte, built the �rst Christian hurh in Syrause.At Messina they stopped for only one day, but that was long enough to hange the life of a smallboy, a fruit vendor, of whom Jesus bought fruit and in turn fed with the bread of life. The lad neverforgot the words of Jesus and the kindly look whih went with them when, plaing his hand on theboy's shoulder, he said: \Farewell, my lad, be of good ourage as you grow up to manhood and afteryou have fed the body learn how also to feed the soul. And my Father in heaven will be with youand go before you." The lad beame a devotee of the Mithrai religion and later on turned to theChristian faith.At last they reahed Naples and felt they were not far from their destination, Rome. Gonod hadmuh business to transat in Naples, and aside from the time Jesus was required as interpreter, heand Ganid spent their leisure visiting and exploring the ity. Ganid was beoming adept at sightingthose who appeared to be in need. They found muh poverty in this ity and distributed many alms.But Ganid never understood the meaning of Jesus' words when, after he had given a oin to a streetbeggar, he refused to pause and speak omfortingly to the man. Said Jesus: \Why waste words uponone who annot pereive the meaning of what you say? The spirit of the Father annot teah andsave one who has no apaity for sonship." What Jesus meant was that the man was not of normalmind; that he laked the ability to respond to spirit leading.There was no outstanding experiene in Naples; Jesus and the young man thoroughly anvassedthe ity and spread good heer with many smiles upon hundreds of men, women, and hildren.From here they went by way of Capua to Rome, making a stop of three days at Capua. By theAppian Way they journeyed on beside their pak animals toward Rome, all three being anxious tosee this mistress of empire and the greatest ity in all the world.
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Chapter 131The World's ReligionsDURING the Alexandrian sojourn of Jesus, Gonod, and Ganid, the young man spent muh of histime and no small sum of his father's money making a olletion of the teahings of the world'sreligions about God and his relations with mortal man. Ganid employed more than threesorelearned translators in the making of this abstrat of the religious dotrines of the world onerningthe Deities. And it should be made plain in this reord that all these teahings portraying monotheismwere largely derived, diretly or indiretly, from the preahments of the missionaries of MahiventaMelhizedek, who went forth from their Salem headquarters to spread the dotrine of one God - theMost High - to the ends of the earth.There is presented herewith an abstrat of Ganid's manusript, whih he prepared at Alexandriaand Rome, and whih was preserved in India for hundreds of years after his death. He olleted thismaterial under ten heads, as follows:131.1 CyniismThe residual teahings of the disiples of Melhizedek, exepting those whih persisted in the Jewishreligion, were best preserved in the dotrines of the Cynis. Ganid's seletion embraed the following:\God is supreme; he is the Most High of heaven and earth. God is the perfeted irle of eternity,and he rules the universe of universes. He is the sole maker of the heavens and the earth. When hederees a thing, that thing is. Our God is one God, and he is ompassionate and meriful. Everythingthat is high, holy, true, and beautiful is like our God. The Most High is the light of heaven andearth; he is the God of the east, the west, the north, and the south.\Even if the earth should pass away, the resplendent fae of the Supreme would abide in majestyand glory. The Most High is the �rst and the last, the beginning and the end of everything. Thereis but this one God, and his name is Truth. God is self-existent, and he is devoid of all anger andenmity; he is immortal and in�nite. Our God is omnipotent and bounteous. While he has manymanifestations, we worship only God himself. God knows all - our serets and our prolamations; healso knows what eah of us deserves. His might is equal to all things.\God is a peae giver and a faithful protetor of all who fear and trust him. He gives salvationto all who serve him. All reation exists in the power of the Most High. His divine love springsforth from the holiness of his power, and a�etion is born of the might of his greatness. The MostHigh has dereed the union of body and soul and has endowed man with his own spirit. What mandoes must ome to an end, but what the Creator does goes on forever. We gain knowledge from theexperiene of man, but we derive wisdom from the ontemplation of the Most High.\God pours rain upon the earth, he auses the sun to shine upon the sprouting grain, and he1313



gives us the abundant harvest of the good things of this life and eternal salvation in the world toome. Our God enjoys great authority; his name is Exellent and his nature is unfathomable. Whenyou are sik, it is the Most High who heals you. God is full of goodness toward all men; we haveno friend like the Most High. His mery �lls all plaes and his goodness enompasses all souls. TheMost High is hangeless; and he is our helper in every time of need. Wherever you turn to pray,there is the fae of the Most High and the open ear of our God. You may hide yourself from men,but not from God. God is not a great distane from us; he is omnipresent. God �lls all plaes andlives in the heart of the man who fears his holy name. Creation is in the Creator and the Creatorin his reation. We searh for the Most High and then �nd him in our hearts. You go in quest of adear friend, and then you disover him within your soul.\The man who knows God looks upon all men as equal; they are his brethren. Those who aresel�sh, those who ignore their brothers in the esh, have only weariness as their reward. Those wholove their fellows and who have pure hearts shall see God. God never forgets sinerity. He will guidethe honest of heart into the truth, for God is truth.\In your lives overthrow error and overome evil by the love of the living truth. In all yourrelations with men do good for evil. The Lord God is meriful and loving; he is forgiving. Let uslove God, for he �rst loved us. By God's love and through his mery we shall be saved. Poor menand rih men are brothers. God is their Father. The evil you would not have done you, do not toothers.\At all times all upon his name, and as you believe in his name, so shall your prayer be heard.What a great honor it is to worship the Most High! All the worlds and the universes worship theMost High. And with all your prayers give thanks - asend to worship. Prayerful worship shuns eviland forbids sin. At all times let us praise the name of the Most High. The man who takes shelterin the Most High oneals his defets from the universe. When you stand before God with a leanheart, you beome fearless of all reation. The Most High is like a loving father and mother; hereally loves us, his hildren on earth. Our God will forgive us and guide our footsteps into the waysof salvation. He will take us by the hand and lead us to himself. God saves those who trust him; hedoes not ompel man to serve his name.\If the faith of the Most High has entered your heart, then shall you abide free from fear throughoutall the days of your life. Fret not yourself beause of the prosperity of the ungodly; fear not thosewho plot evil; let the soul turn away from sin and put your whole trust in the God of salvation. Theweary soul of the wandering mortal �nds eternal rest in the arms of the Most High; the wise manhungers for the divine embrae; the earth hild longs for the seurity of the arms of the UniversalFather. The noble man seeks for that high estate wherein the soul of the mortal blends with thespirit of the Supreme. God is just: What fruit we reeive not from our plantings in this world weshall reeive in the next."131.2 JudaismThe Kenites of Palestine salvaged muh of the teahing of Melhizedek, and from these reords, aspreserved and modi�ed by the Jews, Jesus and Ganid made the following seletion:\In the beginning God reated the heavens and the earth and all things therein. And, behold, allhe reated was very good. The Lord, he is God; there is none beside him in heaven above or uponthe earth beneath. Therefore shall you love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all yoursoul and with all your might. The earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters overthe sea. The heavens delare the glory of God, and the �rmament shows his handiwork. Day afterday utters speeh; night after night shows knowledge. There is no speeh or language where theirvoie is not heard. The Lord's work is great, and in wisdom has he made all things; the greatness of1314



the Lord is unsearhable. He knows the number of the stars; he alls them all by their names.\The power of the Lord is great and his understanding in�nite. Says the Lord: `As the heavensare higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts higher than yourthoughts.' God reveals the deep and seret things beause the light dwells with him. The Lord ismeriful and graious; he is long-su�ering and abundant in goodness and truth. The Lord is goodand upright; the meek will he guide in judgment. Taste and see that the Lord is good! Blessed isthe man who trusts God. God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.\The mery of the Lord is from everlasting to everlasting upon those who fear him and hisrighteousness even to our hildren's hildren. The Lord is graious and full of ompassion. The Lordis good to all, and his tender meries are over all his reation; he heals the brokenhearted and bindsup their wounds. Whither shall I go from God's spirit? whither shall I ee from the divine presene?Thus says the High and Lofty One who inhabits eternity, whose name is Holy: `I dwell in the highand holy plae; also with him who is of a ontrite heart and a humble spirit!' None an hide himselffrom our God, for he �lls heaven and earth. Let the heavens be glad and let the earth rejoie. Letall nations say: The Lord reigns! Give thanks to God, for his mery endures forever.\The heavens delare God's righteousness, and all the people have seen his glory. It is God who hasmade us, and not we ourselves; we are his people, the sheep of his pasture. His mery is everlasting,and his truth endures to all generations. Our God is governor among the nations. Let the earth be�lled with his glory! O that men would praise the Lord for his goodness and for his wonderful giftsto the hildren of men!\God has made man a little less than divine and has rowned him with love and mery. The Lordknows the way of the righteous, but the way of the ungodly shall perish. The fear of the Lord isthe beginning of wisdom; the knowledge of the Supreme is understanding. Says the Almighty God:`Walk before me and be perfet.' Forget not that pride goes before destrution and a haughty spiritbefore a fall. He who rules his own spirit is mightier than he who takes a ity. Says the Lord God, theHoly One: `In returning to your spiritual rest shall you be saved; in quietness and on�dene shallbe your strength.' They who wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall mount upwith wings like eagles. They shall run and not be weary; they shall walk and not be faint. The Lordshall give you rest from your fear. Says the Lord: `Fear not, for I am with you. Be not dismayed,for I am your God. I will strengthen you; I will help you; yes, I will uphold you with the right handof my righteousness.'\God is our Father; the Lord is our redeemer. God has reated the universal hosts, and hepreserves them all. His righteousness is like the mountains and his judgment like the great deep.He auses us to drink of the river of his pleasures, and in his light we shall see light. It is good togive thanks to the Lord and to sing praises to the Most High; to show forth loving-kindness in themorning and the divine faithfulness every night. God's kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and hisdominion endures throughout all generations. The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. He makesme to lie down in green pastures; he leads me beside still waters. He restores my soul. He leads mein the paths of righteousness. Yes, even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, Iwill fear no evil, for God is with me. Surely goodness and mery shall follow me all the days of mylife, and I shall dwell in the house of the Lord forever.\Yahweh is the God of my salvation; therefore in the divine name will I put my trust. I will trustin the Lord with all my heart; I will lean not upon my own understanding. In all my ways I willaknowledge him, and he shall diret my paths. The Lord is faithful; he keeps his word with thosewho serve him; the just shall live by his faith. If you do not well, it is beause sin lies at the door;men reap the evil they plough and the sin they sow. Fret not yourself beause of evildoers. If youregard iniquity in your heart, the Lord will not hear you; if you sin against God, you also wrong yourown soul. God will bring every man's work to judgment with every seret thing, whether it be goodor evil. As a man thinks in his heart, so is he. 1315



\The Lord is near all who all upon him in sinerity and in truth. Weeping may endure for anight, but joy omes in the morning. A merry heart does good like a mediine. No good thing willGod withhold from those who walk uprightly. Fear God and keep his ommandments, for this is thewhole duty of man. Thus says the Lord who reated the heavens and who formed the earth: `Thereis no God beside me, a just God and a savior. Look to me and be saved, all the ends of the earth.If you seek me, you shall �nd me if you searh for me with all your heart.' The meek shall inheritthe earth and shall delight themselves in the abundane of peae. Whoever sows iniquity shall reapalamity; they who sow the wind shall reap the whirlwind.\Come now, let us reason together,' says the Lord, `Though your sins be as sarlet, they shall beas white as snow. Though they be red like rimson, they shall be as wool.' But there is no peae forthe wiked; it is your own sins whih have withheld the good things from you. God is the health ofmy ountenane and the joy of my soul. The eternal God is my strength; he is our dwelling plae,and underneath are the everlasting arms. The Lord is near to those who are brokenhearted; he savesall who have a hildlike spirit. Many are the a�itions of the righteous man, but the Lord delivershim out of them all. Commit your way to the Lord - trust him - and he will bring it to pass. Hewho dwells in the seret plae of the Most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.\Love your neighbor as yourself; bear a grudge against no man. Whatsoever you hate do to noman. Love your brother, for the Lord has said: `I will love my hildren freely.' The path of the justis as a shining light whih shines more and more until the perfet day. They who are wise shall shineas the brightness of the �rmament and they who turn many to righteousness as the stars forever andever. Let the wiked forsake his evil way and the unrighteous man his rebellious thoughts. Says theLord: `Let them return to me, and I will have mery on them; I will abundantly pardon.'\Says God, the reator of heaven and earth: `Great peae have they who love my law. Myommandments are: You shall love me with all your heart; you shall have no gods before me; youshall not take my name in vain; remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy; honor your father andmother; you shall not kill; you shall not ommit adultery; you shall not steal; you shall not bear falsewitness; you shall not ovet.'\And to all who love the Lord supremely and their neighbors like themselves, the God of heavensays: `I will ransom you from the grave; I will redeem you from death. I will be meriful to yourhildren, as well as just. Have I not said of my reatures on earth, you are the sons of the livingGod? And have I not loved you with an everlasting love? Have I not alled you to beome like meand to dwell forever with me in Paradise?' "131.3 BuddhismGanid was shoked to disover how near Buddhism ame to being a great and beautiful religionwithout God, without a personal and universal Deity. However, he did �nd some reord of ertainearlier beliefs whih reeted something of the inuene of the teahings of the Melhizedek mission-aries who ontinued their work in India even to the times of Buddha. Jesus and Ganid olleted thefollowing statements from the Buddhist literature:\Out of a pure heart shall gladness spring forth to the In�nite; all my being shall be at peaewith this supermortal rejoiing. My soul is �lled with ontent, and my heart overows with thebliss of peaeful trust. I have no fear; I am free from anxiety. I dwell in seurity, and my enemiesannot alarm me. I am satis�ed with the fruits of my on�dene. I have found the approah to theImmortal easy of aess. I pray for faith to sustain me on the long journey; I know that faith frombeyond will not fail me. I know my brethren will prosper if they beome imbued with the faith ofthe Immortal, even the faith that reates modesty, uprightness, wisdom, ourage, knowledge, andperseverane. Let us forsake sorrow and disown fear. By faith let us lay hold upon true righteousness1316



and genuine manliness. Let us learn to meditate on justie and mery. Faith is man's true wealth;it is the endowment of virtue and glory.\Unrighteousness is ontemptible; sin is despiable. Evil is degrading, whether held in thoughtor wrought out in deeds. Pain and sorrow follow in the path of evil as the dust follows the wind.Happiness and peae of mind follow pure thinking and virtuous living as the shadow follows thesubstane of material things. Evil is the fruit of wrongly direted thinking. It is evil to see sin wherethere is no sin; to see no sin where there is sin. Evil is the path of false dotrines. Those whoavoid evil by seeing things as they are gain joy by thus embraing the truth. Make an end of yourmisery by loathing sin. When you look up to the Noble One, turn away from sin with a whole heart.Make no apology for evil; make no exuse for sin. By your e�orts to make amends for past sins youaquire strength to resist future tendenies thereto. Restraint is born of repentane. Leave no faultunonfessed to the Noble One.\Cheerfulness and gladness are the rewards of deeds well done and to the glory of the Immortal.No man an rob you of the liberty of your own mind. When the faith of your religion has emanipatedyour heart, when the mind, like a mountain, is settled and immovable, then shall the peae of thesoul ow tranquilly like a river of waters. Those who are sure of salvation are forever free from lust,envy, hatred, and the delusions of wealth. While faith is the energy of the better life, nevertheless,must you work out your own salvation with perseverane. If you would be ertain of your �nalsalvation, then make sure that you sinerely seek to ful�ll all righteousness. Cultivate the assuraneof the heart whih springs from within and thus ome to enjoy the estasy of eternal salvation.\No religionist may hope to attain the enlightenment of immortal wisdom who persists in beingslothful, indolent, feeble, idle, shameless, and sel�sh. But whoso is thoughtful, prudent, reetive,fervent, and earnest - even while he yet lives on earth - may attain the supreme enlightenment ofthe peae and liberty of divine wisdom. Remember, every at shall reeive its reward. Evil resultsin sorrow and sin ends in pain. Joy and happiness are the outome of a good life. Even the evildoerenjoys a season of grae before the time of the full ripening of his evil deeds, but inevitably theremust ome the full harvest of evil-doing. Let no man think lightly of sin, saying in his heart: `Thepenalty of wrongdoing shall not ome near me.' What you do shall be done to you, in the judgmentof wisdom. Injustie done to your fellows shall ome bak upon you. The reature annot esape thedestiny of his deeds.\The fool has said in his heart, `Evil shall not overtake me'; but safety is found only when thesoul raves reproof and the mind seeks wisdom. The wise man is a noble soul who is friendly in themidst of his enemies, tranquil among the turbulent, and generous among the grasping. Love of selfis like weeds in a goodly �eld. Sel�shness leads to grief; perpetual are kills. The tamed mind yieldshappiness. He is the greatest of warriors who overomes and subdues himself. Restraint in all thingsis good. He alone is a superior person who esteems virtue and is observant of his duty. Let not angerand hate master you. Speak harshly of no one. Contentment is the greatest wealth. What is givenwisely is well saved. Do not to others those things you would not wish done to you. Pay good forevil; overome evil with the good.\A righteous soul is more to be desired than the sovereignty of all the earth. Immortality is thegoal of sinerity; death, the end of thoughtless living. Those who are earnest die not; the thoughtlessare dead already. Blessed are they who have insight into the deathless state. Those who torturethe living will hardly �nd happiness after death. The unsel�sh go to heaven, where they rejoie inthe bliss of in�nite liberality and ontinue to inrease in noble generosity. Every mortal who thinksrighteously, speaks nobly, and ats unsel�shly shall not only enjoy virtue here during this brief lifebut shall also, after the dissolution of the body, ontinue to enjoy the delights of heaven."
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131.4 HinduismThe missionaries of Melhizedek arried the teahings of the one God with them wherever theyjourneyed. Muh of this monotheisti dotrine, together with other and previous onepts, beameembodied in the subsequent teahings of Hinduism. Jesus and Ganid made the following exerpts:\He is the great God, in every way supreme. He is the Lord who enompasses all things. He is thereator and ontroller of the universe of universes. God is one God; he is alone and by himself; he isthe only one. And this one God is our Maker and the last destiny of the soul. The Supreme One isbrilliant beyond desription; he is the Light of Lights. Every heart and every world is illuminated bythis divine light. God is our protetor - he stands by the side of his reatures - and those who learnto know him beome immortal. God is the great soure of energy; he is the Great Soul. He exerisesuniversal lordship over all. This one God is loving, glorious, and adorable. Our God is supreme inpower and abides in the supreme abode. This true Person is eternal and divine; he is the primalLord of heaven. All the prophets have hailed him, and he has revealed himself to us. We worshiphim. O Supreme Person, soure of beings, Lord of reation, and ruler of the universe, reveal to us,your reatures, the power whereby you abide immanent! God has made the sun and the stars; he isbright, pure, and self-existent. His eternal knowledge is divinely wise. The Eternal is unpenetratedby evil. Inasmuh as the universe sprang from God, he does rule it appropriately. He is the ause ofreation, and hene are all things established in him.\God is the sure refuge of every good man when in need; the Immortal One ares for all mankind.God's salvation is strong and his kindness is graious. He is a loving protetor, a blessed defender.Says the Lord: `I dwell within their own souls as a lamp of wisdom. I am the splendor of the splendidand the goodness of the good. Where two or three gather together, there am I also.' The reatureannot esape the presene of the Creator. The Lord even ounts the easeless winking of everymortal's eyes; and we worship this divine Being as our inseparable ompanion. He is all-prevailing,bountiful, omnipresent, and in�nitely kind. The Lord is our ruler, shelter, and supreme ontroller,and his primeval spirit dwells within the mortal soul. The Eternal Witness to vie and virtue dwellswithin man's heart. Let us long meditate on the adorable and divine Vivi�er; let his spirit fullydiret our thoughts. From this unreal world lead us to the real! From darkness lead us to the light!From death guide us to immortality!\With our hearts purged of all hate, let us worship the Eternal. Our God is the Lord of prayer; hehears the ry of his hildren. Let all men submit their wills to him, the Resolute. Let us delight inthe liberality of the Lord of prayer. Make prayer your inmost friend and worship your soul's support.`If you will but worship me in love,' says the Eternal, `I will give you the wisdom to attain me, formy worship is the virtue ommon to all reatures.' God is the illuminator of the gloomy and thepower of those who are faint. Sine God is our strong friend, we have no more fear. We praise thename of the never-onquered Conqueror. We worship him beause he is man's faithful and eternalhelper. God is our sure leader and unfailing guide. He is the great parent of heaven and earth,possessed of unlimited energy and in�nite wisdom. His splendor is sublime and his beauty divine.He is the supreme refuge of the universe and the hangeless guardian of everlasting law. Our God isthe Lord of life and the Comforter of all men; he is the lover of mankind and the helper of those whoare distressed. He is our life giver and the Good Shepherd of the human oks. God is our father,brother, and friend. And we long to know this God in our inner being.\We have learned to win faith by the yearning of our hearts. We have attained wisdom by therestraint of our senses, and by wisdom we have experiened peae in the Supreme. He who is full offaith worships truly when his inner self is intent upon God. Our God wears the heavens as a mantle;he also inhabits the other six wide-spreading universes. He is supreme over all and in all. We raveforgiveness from the Lord for all of our trespasses against our fellows; and we would release our friendfrom the wrong he has done us. Our spirit loathes all evil; therefore, O Lord, free us from all taint1318



of sin. We pray to God as a omforter, protetor, and savior - one who loves us.\The spirit of the Universe Keeper enters the soul of the simple reature. That man is wise whoworships the One God. Those who strive for perfetion must indeed know the Lord Supreme. Henever fears who knows the blissful seurity of the Supreme, for the Supreme says to those who servehim, `Fear not, for I am with you.' The God of providene is our Father. God is truth. And it isthe desire of God that his reatures should understand him - ome fully to know the truth. Truth iseternal; it sustains the universe. Our supreme desire shall be union with the Supreme. The GreatController is the generator of all things - all evolves from him. And this is the sum of duty: Letno man do to another what would be repugnant to himself; herish no malie, smite not him whosmites you, onquer anger with mery, and vanquish hate by benevolene. And all this we should dobeause God is a kind friend and a graious father who remits all our earthly o�enses.\God is our Father, the earth our mother, and the universe our birthplae. Without God thesoul is a prisoner; to know God releases the soul. By meditation on God, by union with him, thereomes deliverane from the illusions of evil and ultimate salvation from all material fetters. Whenman shall roll up spae as a piee of leather, then will ome the end of evil beause man has foundGod. O God, save us from the threefold ruin of hell - lust, wrath, and avarie! O soul, gird yourselffor the spirit struggle of immortality! When the end of mortal life omes, hesitate not to forsake thisbody for a more �t and beautiful form and to awake in the realms of the Supreme and Immortal,where there is no fear, sorrow, hunger, thirst, or death. To know God is to ut the ords of death.The God-knowing soul rises in the universe like the ream appears on top of the milk. We worshipGod, the all-worker, the Great Soul, who is ever seated in the heart of his reatures. And they whoknow that God is enthroned in the human heart are destined to beome like him - immortal. Evilmust be left behind in this world, but virtue follows the soul to heaven.\It is only the wiked who say: The universe has neither truth nor a ruler; it was only designed forour lusts. Suh souls are deluded by the smallness of their intellets. They thus abandon themselvesto the enjoyment of their lusts and deprive their souls of the joys of virtue and the pleasures ofrighteousness. What an be greater than to experiene salvation from sin? The man who has seenthe Supreme is immortal. Man's friends of the esh annot survive death; virtue alone walks byman's side as he journeys ever onward toward the gladsome and sunlit �elds of Paradise."131.5 ZoroastrianismZoroaster was himself diretly in ontat with the desendants of the earlier Melhizedek missionaries,and their dotrine of the one God beame a entral teahing in the religion whih he founded inPersia. Aside from Judaism, no religion of that day ontained more of these Salem teahings. Fromthe reords of this religion Ganid made the following exerpts:\All things ome from, and belong to, the One God - all-wise, good, righteous, holy, resplendent,and glorious. This, our God, is the soure of all luminosity. He is the Creator, the God of allgood purposes, and the protetor of the justie of the universe. The wise ourse in life is to atin onsonane with the spirit of truth. God is all-seeing, and he beholds both the evil deeds ofthe wiked and the good works of the righteous; our God observes all things with a ashing eye.His touh is the touh of healing. The Lord is an all-powerful benefator. God strethes out hisbene�ent hand to both the righteous and the wiked. God established the world and ordained therewards for good and for evil. The all-wise God has promised immortality to the pious souls whothink purely and at righteously. As you supremely desire, so shall you be. The light of the sun isas wisdom to those who disern God in the universe.\Praise God by seeking the pleasure of the Wise One. Worship the God of light by joyfullywalking in the paths ordained by his revealed religion. There is but one Supreme God, the Lord of1319



Lights. We worship him who made the waters, plants, animals, the earth, and the heavens. Our Godis Lord, most bene�ent. We worship the most beauteous, the bountiful Immortal, endowed witheternal light. God is farthest from us and at the same time nearest to us in that he dwells withinour souls. Our God is the divine and holiest Spirit of Paradise, and yet he is more friendly to manthan the most friendly of all reatures. God is most helpful to us in this greatest of all businesses,the knowing of himself. God is our most adorable and righteous friend; he is our wisdom, life, andvigor of soul and body. Through our good thinking the wise Creator will enable us to do his will,thereby attaining the realization of all that is divinely perfet.\Lord, teah us how to live this life in the esh while preparing for the next life of the spirit. Speakto us, Lord, and we will do your bidding. Teah us the good paths, and we will go right. Grant usthat we may attain union with you. We know that the religion is right whih leads to union withrighteousness. God is our wise nature, best thought, and righteous at. May God grant us unitywith the divine spirit and immortality in himself!\This religion of the Wise One leanses the believer from every evil thought and sinful deed. Ibow before the God of heaven in repentane if I have o�ended in thought, word, or at - intentionallyor unintentionally - and I o�er prayers for mery and praise for forgiveness. I know when I makeonfession, if I purpose not to do again the evil thing, that sin will be removed from my soul. I knowthat forgiveness takes away the bonds of sin. Those who do evil shall reeive punishment, but thosewho follow truth shall enjoy the bliss of an eternal salvation. Through grae lay hold upon us andminister saving power to our souls. We laim mery beause we aspire to attain perfetion; we wouldbe like God."131.6 Suduanism (Jainism)The third group of religious believers who preserved the dotrine of one God in India - the survivalof the Melhizedek teahing - were known in those days as the Suduanists. Latterly these believershave beome known as followers of Jainism. They taught:\The Lord of Heaven is supreme. Those who ommit sin will not asend on high, but those whowalk in the paths of righteousness shall �nd a plae in heaven. We are assured of the life hereafterif we know truth. The soul of man may asend to the highest heaven, there to develop its truespiritual nature, to attain perfetion. The estate of heaven delivers man from the bondage of sinand introdues him to the �nal beatitudes; the righteous man has already experiened an end ofsin and all its assoiated miseries. Self is man's invinible foe, and self is manifested as man's fourgreatest passions: anger, pride, deeit, and greed. Man's greatest vitory is the onquest of himself.When man looks to God for forgiveness, and when he makes bold to enjoy suh liberty, he is therebydelivered from fear. Man should journey through life treating his fellow reatures as he would liketo be treated."131.7 ShintoOnly reently had the manusripts of this Far-Eastern religion been lodged in the Alexandrian library.It was the one world religion of whih Ganid had never heard. This belief also ontained remnantsof the earlier Melhizedek teahings as is shown by the following abstrats:\Says the Lord: `You are all reipients of my divine power; all men enjoy my ministry of mery.I derive great pleasure in the multipliation of righteous men throughout the land. In both thebeauties of nature and the virtues of men does the Prine of Heaven seek to reveal himself and toshow forth his righteous nature. Sine the olden people did not know my name, I manifested myself1320



by being born into the world as a visible existene and endured suh abasement even that man shouldnot forget my name. I am the maker of heaven and earth; the sun and the moon and all the starsobey my will. I am the ruler of all reatures on land and in the four seas. Although I am great andsupreme, still I have regard for the prayer of the poorest man. If any reature will worship me, I willhear his prayer and grant the desire of his heart.'\`Every time man yields to anxiety, he takes one step away from the leading of the spirit of hisheart.' Pride obsures God. If you would obtain heavenly help, put away your pride; every hair ofpride shuts o� saving light, as it were, by a great loud. If you are not right on the inside, it is uselessto pray for that whih is on the outside. `If I hear your prayers, it is beause you ome before mewith a lean heart, free from falsehood and hyporisy, with a soul whih reets truth like a mirror.If you would gain immortality, forsake the world and ome to me.' "131.8 TaoismThe messengers of Melhizedek penetrated far into China, and the dotrine of one God beame apart of the earlier teahings of several Chinese religions; the one persisting the longest and ontainingmost of the monotheisti truth was Taoism, and Ganid olleted the following from the teahings ofits founder:\How pure and tranquil is the Supreme One and yet how powerful and mighty, how deep andunfathomable! This God of heaven is the honored anestor of all things. If you know the Eternal,you are enlightened and wise. If you know not the Eternal, then does ignorane manifest itself asevil, and thus do the passions of sin arise. This wondrous Being existed before the heavens and theearth were. He is truly spiritual; he stands alone and hanges not. He is indeed the world's mother,and all reation moves around him. This Great One imparts himself to men and thereby enablesthem to exel and to survive. Even if one has but a little knowledge, he an still walk in the ways ofthe Supreme; he an onform to the will of heaven.\All good works of true servie ome from the Supreme. All things depend on the Great Sourefor life. The Great Supreme seeks no redit for his bestowals. He is supreme in power, yet he remainshidden from our gaze. He uneasingly transmutes his attributes while perfeting his reatures. Theheavenly Reason is slow and patient in his designs but sure of his aomplishments. The Supremeoverspreads the universe and sustains it all. How great and mighty are his overowing inuene anddrawing power! True goodness is like water in that it blesses everything and harms nothing. Andlike water, true goodness seeks the lowest plaes, even those levels whih others avoid, and that isbeause it is akin to the Supreme. The Supreme reates all things, in nature nourishing them andin spirit perfeting them. And it is a mystery how the Supreme fosters, protets, and perfets thereature without ompelling him. He guides and direts, but without self-assertion. He ministersprogression, but without domination.\The wise man universalizes his heart. A little knowledge is a dangerous thing. Those who aspireto greatness must learn to humble themselves. In reation the Supreme beame the world's mother.To know one's mother is to reognize one's sonship. He is a wise man who regards all parts from thepoint of view of the whole. Relate yourself to every man as if you were in his plae. Reompenseinjury with kindness. If you love people, they will draw near you - you will have no diÆulty inwinning them.\The Great Supreme is all-pervading; he is on the left hand and on the right; he supports allreation and indwells all true beings. You annot �nd the Supreme, neither an you go to a plaewhere he is not. If a man reognizes the evil of his ways and repents of sin from the heart, then mayhe seek forgiveness; he may esape the penalty; he may hange alamity into blessing. The Supremeis the seure refuge for all reation; he is the guardian and savior of mankind. If you seek for him1321



daily, you shall �nd him. Sine he an forgive sins, he is indeed most preious to all men. Alwaysremember that God does not reward man for what he does but for what he is; therefore should youextend help to your fellows without the thought of rewards. Do good without thought of bene�t tothe self.\They who know the laws of the Eternal are wise. Ignorane of the divine law is misery anddisaster. They who know the laws of God are liberal minded. If you know the Eternal, even thoughyour body perish, your soul shall survive in spirit servie. You are truly wise when you reognizeyour insigni�ane. If you abide in the light of the Eternal, you shall enjoy the enlightenment of theSupreme. Those who dediate their persons to the servie of the Supreme are joyous in this pursuitof the Eternal. When man dies, the spirit begins to wing its long ight on the great home journey."131.9 ConfuianismEven the least God-reognizing of the world's great religions aknowledged the monotheism of theMelhizedek missionaries and their persistent suessors. Ganid's summary of Confuianism was:\What Heaven appoints is without error. Truth is real and divine. Everything originates inHeaven, and the Great Heaven makes no mistakes. Heaven has appointed many subordinates toassist in the instrution and uplifting of the inferior reatures. Great, very great, is the One Godwho rules man from on high. God is majesti in power and awful in judgment. But this Great Godhas onferred a moral sense even on many inferior people. Heaven's bounty never stops. Benevoleneis Heaven's hoiest gift to men. Heaven has bestowed its nobility upon the soul of man; the virtuesof man are the fruit of this endowment of Heaven's nobility. The Great Heaven is all-diserning andgoes with man in all his doings. And we do well when we all the Great Heaven our Father and ourMother. If we are thus servants of our divine anestors, then may we in on�dene pray to Heaven.At all times and in everything let us stand in awe of the majesty of Heaven. We aknowledge, O God,the Most High and sovereign Potentate, that judgment rests with you, and that all mery proeedsfrom the divine heart.\God is with us; therefore we have no fear in our hearts. If there be found any virtue in me, itis the manifestation of Heaven who abides with me. But this Heaven within me often makes harddemands on my faith. If God is with me, I have determined to have no doubt in my heart. Faithmust be very near the truth of things, and I do not see how a man an live without this good faith.Good and evil do not befall men without ause. Heaven deals with man's soul in aordane withits purpose. When you �nd yourself in the wrong, do not hesitate to onfess your error and be quikto make amends.\A wise man is oupied with the searh for truth, not in seeking for a mere living. To attainthe perfetion of Heaven is the goal of man. The superior man is given to self-adjustment, and he isfree from anxiety and fear. God is with you; have no doubt in your heart. Every good deed has itsreompense. The superior man murmurs not against Heaven nor holds a grudge against men. Whatyou do not like when done to yourself, do not to others. Let ompassion be a part of all punishment;in every way endeavor to make punishment a blessing. Suh is the way of Great Heaven. While allreatures must die and return to the earth, the spirit of the noble man goes forth to be displayed onhigh and to asend to the glorious light of �nal brightness."131.10 \Our Religion"After the arduous labor of e�eting this ompilation of the teahings of the world religions onerningthe Paradise Father, Ganid set himself to the task of formulating what he deemed to be a summary1322



of the belief he had arrived at regarding God as a result of Jesus' teahing. This young man was inthe habit of referring to suh beliefs as \our religion." This was his reord:\The Lord our God is one Lord, and you should love him with all your mind and heart while youdo your very best to love all his hildren as you love yourself. This one God is our heavenly Father,in whom all things onsist, and who dwells, by his spirit, in every sinere human soul. And we whoare the hildren of God should learn how to ommit the keeping of our souls to him as to a faithfulCreator. With our heavenly Father all things are possible. Sine he is the Creator, having made allthings and all beings, it ould not be otherwise. Though we annot see God, we an know him. Andby daily living the will of the Father in heaven, we an reveal him to our fellow men.\The divine rihes of God's harater must be in�nitely deep and eternally wise. We annot searhout God by knowledge, but we an know him in our hearts by personal experiene. While his justiemay be past �nding out, his mery may be reeived by the humblest being on earth. While theFather �lls the universe, he also lives in our hearts. The mind of man is human, mortal, but thespirit of man is divine, immortal. God is not only all-powerful but also all-wise. If our earth parents,being of evil tendeny, know how to love their hildren and bestow good gifts on them, how muhmore must the good Father in heaven know how wisely to love his hildren on earth and to bestowsuitable blessings upon them.\The Father in heaven will not su�er a single hild on earth to perish if that hild has a desire to�nd the Father and truly longs to be like him. Our Father even loves the wiked and is always kindto the ungrateful. If more human beings ould only know about the goodness of God, they wouldertainly be led to repent of their evil ways and forsake all known sin. All good things ome downfrom the Father of light, in whom there is no variableness neither shadow of hanging. The spirit ofthe true God is in man's heart. He intends that all men should be brothers. When men begin tofeel after God, that is evidene that God has found them, and that they are in quest of knowledgeabout him. We live in God and God dwells in us.\I will no longer be satis�ed to believe that God is the Father of all my people; I will heneforthbelieve that he is also my Father. Always will I try to worship God with the help of the Spirit ofTruth, whih is my helper when I have beome really God-knowing. But �rst of all I am going topratie worshiping God by learning how to do the will of God on earth; that is, I am going to domy best to treat eah of my fellow mortals just as I think God would like to have him treated. Andwhen we live this sort of a life in the esh, we may ask many things of God, and he will give us thedesire of our hearts that we may be the better prepared to serve our fellows. And all of this lovingservie of the hildren of God enlarges our apaity to reeive and experiene the joys of heaven, thehigh pleasures of the ministry of the spirit of heaven.\I will every day thank God for his unspeakable gifts; I will praise him for his wonderful works tothe hildren of men. To me he is the Almighty, the Creator, the Power, and the Mery, but best ofall, he is my spirit Father, and as his earth hild I am sometime going forth to see him. And my tutorhas said that by searhing for him I shall beome like him. By faith in God I have attained peaewith him. This new religion of ours is very full of joy, and it generates an enduring happiness. I amon�dent that I shall be faithful even to death, and that I will surely reeive the rown of eternallife.\I am learning to prove all things and adhere to that whih is good. Whatsoever I would thatmen should do to me, that I will do to my fellows. By this new faith I know that man may beomethe son of God, but it sometimes terri�es me when I stop to think that all men are my brothers,but it must be true. I do not see how I an rejoie in the fatherhood of God while I refuse to aeptthe brotherhood of man. Whosoever alls upon the name of the Lord shall be saved. If that is true,then all men must be my brothers.\Heneforth will I do my good deeds in seret; I will also pray most when by myself. I will judge1323



not that I may not be unfair to my fellows. I am going to learn to love my enemies; I have not trulymastered this pratie of being Godlike. Though I see God in these other religions, I �nd him in `ourreligion' as being more beautiful, loving, meriful, personal, and positive. But most of all, this greatand glorious Being is my spiritual Father; I am his hild. And by no other means than my honestdesire to be like him, I am eventually to �nd him and eternally to serve him. At last I have a religionwith a God, a marvelous God, and he is a God of eternal salvation."
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Chapter 132The Sojourn at RomeSINCE Gonod arried greetings from the prines of India to Tiberius, the Roman ruler, on the thirdday after their arrival in Rome the two Indians and Jesus appeared before him. The morose emperorwas unusually heerful on this day and hatted long with the trio. And when they had gone fromhis presene, the emperor, referring to Jesus, remarked to the aide standing on his right, \If I hadthat fellow's kingly bearing and graious manner, I would be a real emperor, eh?"While at Rome, Ganid had regular hours for study and for visiting plaes of interest about theity. His father had muh business to transat, and desiring that his son grow up to beome aworthy suessor in the management of his vast ommerial interests, he thought the time had ometo introdue the boy to the business world. There were many itizens of India in Rome, and oftenone of Gonod's own employees would aompany him as interpreter so that Jesus would have wholedays to himself; this gave him time in whih to beome thoroughly aquainted with this ity oftwo million inhabitants. He was frequently to be found in the forum, the enter of politial, legal,and business life. He often went up to the Capitolium and pondered the bondage of ignorane inwhih these Romans were held as he beheld this magni�ent temple dediated to Jupiter, Juno, andMinerva. He also spent muh time on Palatine hill, where were loated the emperor's residene, thetemple of Apollo, and the Greek and Latin libraries.At this time the Roman Empire inluded all of southern Europe, Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt,and northwest Afria; and its inhabitants embraed the itizens of every ountry of the EasternHemisphere. His desire to study and mingle with this osmopolitan aggregation of Urantia mortalswas the hief reason why Jesus onsented to make this journey.Jesus learned muh about men while in Rome, but the most valuable of all the manifold experienesof his six months' sojourn in that ity was his ontat with, and inuene upon, the religious leadersof the empire's apital. Before the end of the �rst week in Rome Jesus had sought out, and hadmade the aquaintane of, the worth-while leaders of the Cynis, the Stois, and the mystery ults,in partiular the Mithrai group. Whether or not it was apparent to Jesus that the Jews were goingto rejet his mission, he most ertainly foresaw that his messengers were presently oming to Rometo prolaim the kingdom of heaven; and he therefore set about, in the most amazing manner, toprepare the way for the better and more ertain reeption of their message. He seleted �ve of theleading Stois, eleven of the Cynis, and sixteen of the mystery-ult leaders and spent muh of hisspare time for almost six months in intimate assoiation with these religious teahers. And thiswas his method of instrution: Never one did he attak their errors or even mention the aws intheir teahings. In eah ase he would selet the truth in what they taught and then proeed so toembellish and illuminate this truth in their minds that in a very short time this enhanement of thetruth e�etively rowded out the assoiated error; and thus were these Jesus-taught men and womenprepared for the subsequent reognition of additional and similar truths in the teahings of the earlyChristian missionaries. It was this early aeptane of the teahings of the gospel preahers whih1325



gave that powerful impetus to the rapid spread of Christianity in Rome and from there throughoutthe empire.The signi�ane of this remarkable doing an the better be understood when we reord the fatthat, out of this group of thirty-two Jesus-taught religious leaders in Rome, only two were unfruitful;the thirty beame pivotal individuals in the establishment of Christianity in Rome, and ertain ofthem also aided in turning the hief Mithrai temple into the �rst Christian hurh of that ity. Wewho view human ativities from behind the senes and in the light of nineteen enturies of timereognize just three fators of paramount value in the early setting of the stage for the rapid spreadof Christianity throughout Europe, and they are:1. The hoosing and holding of Simon Peter as an apostle.2. The talk in Jerusalem with Stephen, whose death led to the winning of Saul of Tarsus.3. The preliminary preparation of these thirty Romans for the subsequent leadership of the newreligion in Rome and throughout the empire.Through all their experienes, neither Stephen nor the thirty hosen ones ever realized that theyhad one talked with the man whose name beame the subjet of their religious teahing. Jesus'work in behalf of the original thirty-two was entirely personal. In his labors for these individuals thesribe of Damasus never met more than three of them at one time, seldom more than two, whilemost often he taught them singly. And he ould do this great work of religious training beause thesemen and women were not tradition bound; they were not vitims of a settled preoneption as to allfuture religious developments.Many were the times in the years so soon to follow that Peter, Paul, and the other Christianteahers in Rome heard about this sribe of Damasus who had preeded them, and who had soobviously (and as they supposed unwittingly) prepared the way for their oming with the new gospel.Though Paul never really surmised the identity of this sribe of Damasus, he did, a short time beforehis death, beause of the similarity of personal desriptions, reah the onlusion that the \tentmakerof Antioh" was also the \sribe of Damasus." On one oasion, while preahing in Rome, SimonPeter, on listening to a desription of the Damasus sribe, surmised that this individual might havebeen Jesus but quikly dismissed the idea, knowing full well (so he thought) that the Master hadnever been in Rome.132.1 True ValuesIt was with Angamon, the leader of the Stois, that Jesus had an all-night talk early during hissojourn in Rome. This man subsequently beame a great friend of Paul and proved to be oneof the strong supporters of the Christian hurh at Rome. In substane, and restated in modernphraseology, Jesus taught Angamon:The standard of true values must be looked for in the spiritual world and on divine levels of eternalreality. To an asending mortal all lower and material standards must be reognized as transient,partial, and inferior. The sientist, as suh, is limited to the disovery of the relatedness of materialfats. Tehnially, he has no right to assert that he is either materialist or idealist, for in so doing hehas assumed to forsake the attitude of a true sientist sine any and all suh assertions of attitudeare the very essene of philosophy.Unless the moral insight and the spiritual attainment of mankind are proportionately augmented,the unlimited advanement of a purely materialisti ulture may eventually beome a menae toivilization. A purely materialisti siene harbors within itself the potential seed of the destrutionof all sienti� striving, for this very attitude presages the ultimate ollapse of a ivilization whihhas abandoned its sense of moral values and has repudiated its spiritual goal of attainment.1326



The materialisti sientist and the extreme idealist are destined always to be at loggerheads. Thisis not true of those sientists and idealists who are in possession of a ommon standard of highmoral values and spiritual test levels. In every age sientists and religionists must reognize thatthey are on trial before the bar of human need. They must eshew all warfare between themselveswhile they strive valiantly to justify their ontinued survival by enhaned devotion to the servie ofhuman progress. If the so-alled siene or religion of any age is false, then must it either purify itsativities or pass away before the emergene of a material siene or spiritual religion of a truer andmore worthy order.132.2 Good and EvilMardus was the aknowledged leader of the Cynis of Rome, and he beame a great friend of thesribe of Damasus. Day after day he onversed with Jesus, and night upon night he listened tohis supernal teahing. Among the more important disussions with Mardus was the one designedto answer this sinere Cyni's question about good and evil. In substane, and in twentieth-enturyphraseology, Jesus said:My brother, good and evil are merely words symbolizing relative levels of human omprehensionof the observable universe. If you are ethially lazy and soially indi�erent, you an take as yourstandard of good the urrent soial usages. If you are spiritually indolent and morally unprogressive,you may take as your standards of good the religious praties and traditions of your ontemporaries.But the soul that survives time and emerges into eternity must make a living and personal hoiebetween good and evil as they are determined by the true values of the spiritual standards establishedby the divine spirit whih the Father in heaven has sent to dwell within the heart of man. Thisindwelling spirit is the standard of personality survival.Goodness, like truth, is always relative and unfailingly evil-ontrasted. It is the pereption ofthese qualities of goodness and truth that enables the evolving souls of men to make those personaldeisions of hoie whih are essential to eternal survival.The spiritually blind individual who logially follows sienti� ditation, soial usage, and religiousdogma stands in grave danger of sari�ing his moral freedom and losing his spiritual liberty. Suha soul is destined to beome an intelletual parrot, a soial automaton, and a slave to religiousauthority.Goodness is always growing toward new levels of the inreasing liberty of moral self-realization andspiritual personality attainment - the disovery of, and identi�ation with, the indwelling Adjuster.An experiene is good when it heightens the appreiation of beauty, augments the moral will, enhanesthe disernment of truth, enlarges the apaity to love and serve one's fellows, exalts the spiritualideals, and uni�es the supreme human motives of time with the eternal plans of the indwellingAdjuster, all of whih lead diretly to an inreased desire to do the Father's will, thereby fosteringthe divine passion to �nd God and to be more like him.As you asend the universe sale of reature development, you will �nd inreasing goodnessand diminishing evil in perfet aordane with your apaity for goodness-experiene and truth-disernment. The ability to entertain error or experiene evil will not be fully lost until the asendinghuman soul ahieves �nal spirit levels.Goodness is living, relative, always progressing, invariably a personal experiene, and everlastinglyorrelated with the disernment of truth and beauty. Goodness is found in the reognition of thepositive truth-values of the spiritual level, whih must, in human experiene, be ontrasted with thenegative ounterpart - the shadows of potential evil.Until you attain Paradise levels, goodness will always be more of a quest than a possession, more1327



of a goal than an experiene of attainment. But even as you hunger and thirst for righteousness, youexperiene inreasing satisfation in the partial attainment of goodness. The presene of goodnessand evil in the world is in itself positive proof of the existene and reality of man's moral will, thepersonality, whih thus identi�es these values and is also able to hoose between them.By the time of the attainment of Paradise the asending mortal's apaity for identifying the selfwith true spirit values has beome so enlarged as to result in the attainment of the perfetion of thepossession of the light of life. Suh a perfeted spirit personality beomes so wholly, divinely, andspiritually uni�ed with the positive and supreme qualities of goodness, beauty, and truth that thereremains no possibility that suh a righteous spirit would ast any negative shadow of potential evilwhen exposed to the searhing luminosity of the divine light of the in�nite Rulers of Paradise. In allsuh spirit personalities, goodness is no longer partial, ontrastive, and omparative; it has beomedivinely omplete and spiritually replete; it approahes the purity and perfetion of the Supreme.The possibility of evil is neessary to moral hoosing, but not the atuality thereof. A shadowis only relatively real. Atual evil is not neessary as a personal experiene. Potential evil atsequally well as a deision stimulus in the realms of moral progress on the lower levels of spiritualdevelopment. Evil beomes a reality of personal experiene only when a moral mind makes evil itshoie.132.3 Truth and FaithNabon was a Greek Jew and foremost among the leaders of the hief mystery ult in Rome, theMithrai. While this high priest of Mithraism held many onferenes with the Damasus sribe, hewas most permanently inuened by their disussion of truth and faith one evening. Nabon hadthought to make a onvert of Jesus and had even suggested that he return to Palestine as a Mithraiteaher. He little realized that Jesus was preparing him to beome one of the early onverts to thegospel of the kingdom. Restated in modern phraseology, the substane of Jesus' teahing was:Truth annot be de�ned with words, only by living. Truth is always more than knowledge.Knowledge pertains to things observed, but truth transends suh purely material levels in that itonsorts with wisdom and embraes suh imponderables as human experiene, even spiritual andliving realities. Knowledge originates in siene; wisdom, in true philosophy; truth, in the religiousexperiene of spiritual living. Knowledge deals with fats; wisdom, with relationships; truth, withreality values.Man tends to rystallize siene, formulate philosophy, and dogmatize truth beause he is mentallylazy in adjusting to the progressive struggles of living, while he is also terribly afraid of the unknown.Natural man is slow to initiate hanges in his habits of thinking and in his tehniques of living.Revealed truth, personally disovered truth, is the supreme delight of the human soul; it is thejoint reation of the material mind and the indwelling spirit. The eternal salvation of this truth-diserning and beauty-loving soul is assured by that hunger and thirst for goodness whih leads thismortal to develop a singleness of purpose to do the Father's will, to �nd God and to beome like him.There is never onit between true knowledge and truth. There may be onit between knowledgeand human beliefs, beliefs olored with prejudie, distorted by fear, and dominated by the dread offaing new fats of material disovery or spiritual progress.But truth an never beome man's possession without the exerise of faith. This is true beauseman's thoughts, wisdom, ethis, and ideals will never rise higher than his faith, his sublime hope. Andall suh true faith is prediated on profound reetion, sinere self-ritiism, and unompromisingmoral onsiousness. Faith is the inspiration of the spiritized reative imagination.Faith ats to release the superhuman ativities of the divine spark, the immortal germ, that1328



lives within the mind of man, and whih is the potential of eternal survival. Plants and animalssurvive in time by the tehnique of passing on from one generation to another idential partiles ofthemselves. The human soul (personality) of man survives mortal death by identity assoiation withthis indwelling spark of divinity, whih is immortal, and whih funtions to perpetuate the humanpersonality upon a ontinuing and higher level of progressive universe existene. The onealed seedof the human soul is an immortal spirit. The seond generation of the soul is the �rst of a suession ofpersonality manifestations of spiritual and progressing existenes, terminating only when this divineentity attains the soure of its existene, the personal soure of all existene, God, the UniversalFather.Human life ontinues - survives - beause it has a universe funtion, the task of �nding God. Thefaith-ativated soul of man annot stop short of the attainment of this goal of destiny; and when itdoes one ahieve this divine goal, it an never end beause it has beome like God - eternal.Spiritual evolution is an experiene of the inreasing and voluntary hoie of goodness attended byan equal and progressive diminution of the possibility of evil. With the attainment of �nality of hoiefor goodness and of ompleted apaity for truth appreiation, there omes into existene a perfetionof beauty and holiness whose righteousness eternally inhibits the possibility of the emergene of eventhe onept of potential evil. Suh a God-knowing soul asts no shadow of doubting evil whenfuntioning on suh a high spirit level of divine goodness.The presene of the Paradise spirit in the mind of man onstitutes the revelation promise and thefaith pledge of an eternal existene of divine progression for every soul seeking to ahieve identitywith this immortal and indwelling spirit fragment of the Universal Father.Universe progress is haraterized by inreasing personality freedom beause it is assoiated withthe progressive attainment of higher and higher levels of self-understanding and onsequent voluntaryself-restraint. The attainment of perfetion of spiritual self-restraint equals ompleteness of universefreedom and personal liberty. Faith fosters and maintains man's soul in the midst of the onfusion ofhis early orientation in suh a vast universe, whereas prayer beomes the great uni�er of the variousinspirations of the reative imagination and the faith urges of a soul trying to identify itself with thespirit ideals of the indwelling and assoiated divine presene.Nabon was greatly impressed by these words, as he was by eah of his talks with Jesus. Thesetruths ontinued to burn within his heart, and he was of great assistane to the later arriving preahersof Jesus' gospel.132.4 Personal MinistryJesus did not devote all his leisure while in Rome to this work of preparing men and women to beomefuture disiples in the onoming kingdom. He spent muh time gaining an intimate knowledge ofall raes and lasses of men who lived in this, the largest and most osmopolitan ity of the world.In eah of these numerous human ontats Jesus had a double purpose: He desired to learn theirreations to the life they were living in the esh, and he was also minded to say or do somethingto make that life riher and more worth while. His religious teahings during these weeks were nodi�erent than those whih haraterized his later life as teaher of the twelve and preaher to themultitudes.Always the burden of his message was: the fat of the heavenly Father's love and the truth ofhis mery, oupled with the good news that man is a faith-son of this same God of love. Jesus'usual tehnique of soial ontat was to draw people out and into talking with him by asking themquestions. The interview would usually begin by his asking them questions and end by their askinghim questions. He was equally adept in teahing by either asking or answering questions. As a rule,1329



to those he taught the most, he said the least. Those who derived most bene�t from his personalministry were overburdened, anxious, and dejeted mortals who gained muh relief beause of theopportunity to unburden their souls to a sympatheti and understanding listener, and he was all thatand more. And when these maladjusted human beings had told Jesus about their troubles, alwayswas he able to o�er pratial and immediately helpful suggestions looking toward the orretion oftheir real diÆulties, albeit he did not neglet to speak words of present omfort and immediateonsolation. And invariably would he tell these distressed mortals about the love of God and impartthe information, by various and sundry methods, that they were the hildren of this loving Father inheaven.In this manner, during the sojourn in Rome, Jesus personally ame into a�etionate and upliftingontat with upward of �ve hundred mortals of the realm. He thus gained a knowledge of the di�erentraes of mankind whih he ould never have aquired in Jerusalem and hardly even in Alexandria.He always regarded this six months as one of the rihest and most informative of any like period ofhis earth life.As might have been expeted, suh a versatile and aggressive man ould not thus funtion forsix months in the world's metropolis without being approahed by numerous persons who desiredto seure his servies in onnetion with some business or, more often, for some projet of teahing,soial reform, or religious movement. More than a dozen suh pro�ers were made, and he utilizedeah one as an opportunity for imparting some thought of spiritual ennoblement by well-hosen wordsor by some obliging servie. Jesus was very fond of doing things - even little things - for all sorts ofpeople.He talked with a Roman senator on politis and statesmanship, and this one ontat with Jesusmade suh an impression on this legislator that he spent the rest of his life vainly trying to indue hisolleagues to hange the ourse of the ruling poliy from the idea of the government supporting andfeeding the people to that of the people supporting the government. Jesus spent one evening with awealthy slaveholder, talked about man as a son of God, and the next day this man, Claudius, gavefreedom to one hundred and seventeen slaves. He visited at dinner with a Greek physiian, tellinghim that his patients had minds and souls as well as bodies, and thus led this able dotor to attempta more far-reahing ministry to his fellow men. He talked with all sorts of people in every walk oflife. The only plae in Rome he did not visit was the publi baths. He refused to aompany hisfriends to the baths beause of the sex promisuity whih there prevailed.To a Roman soldier, as they walked along the Tiber, he said: \Be brave of heart as well as ofhand. Dare to do justie and be big enough to show mery. Compel your lower nature to obey yourhigher nature as you obey your superiors. Revere goodness and exalt truth. Choose the beautifulin plae of the ugly. Love your fellows and reah out for God with a whole heart, for God is yourFather in heaven."To the speaker at the forum he said: \Your eloquene is pleasing, your logi is admirable, yourvoie is pleasant, but your teahing is hardly true. If you ould only enjoy the inspiring satisfationof knowing God as your spiritual Father, then you might employ your powers of speeh to liberateyour fellows from the bondage of darkness and from the slavery of ignorane." This was the Maruswho heard Peter preah in Rome and beame his suessor. When they rui�ed Simon Peter, it wasthis man who de�ed the Roman perseutors and boldly ontinued to preah the new gospel.Meeting a poor man who had been falsely aused, Jesus went with him before the magistrateand, having been granted speial permission to appear in his behalf, made that superb address in theourse of whih he said: \Justie makes a nation great, and the greater a nation the more soliitouswill it be to see that injustie shall not befall even its most humble itizen. Woe upon any nationwhen only those who possess money and inuene an seure ready justie before its ourts! It isthe sared duty of a magistrate to aquit the innoent as well as to punish the guilty. Upon theimpartiality, fairness, and integrity of its ourts the endurane of a nation depends. Civil government1330



is founded on justie, even as true religion is founded on mery." The judge reopened the ase, andwhen the evidene had been sifted, he disharged the prisoner. Of all Jesus' ativities during thesedays of personal ministry, this ame the nearest to being a publi appearane.132.5 Counseling the Rih ManA ertain rih man, a Roman itizen and a Stoi, beame greatly interested in Jesus' teahing, havingbeen introdued by Angamon. After many intimate onferenes this wealthy itizen asked Jesus whathe would do with wealth if he had it, and Jesus answered him: \I would bestow material wealth forthe enhanement of material life, even as I would minister knowledge, wisdom, and spiritual serviefor the enrihment of the intelletual life, the ennoblement of the soial life, and the advanement ofthe spiritual life. I would administer material wealth as a wise and e�etive trustee of the resouresof one generation for the bene�t and ennoblement of the next and sueeding generations."But the rih man was not fully satis�ed with Jesus' answer. He made bold to ask again: \Butwhat do you think a man in my position should do with his wealth? Should I keep it, or should Igive it away?" And when Jesus pereived that he really desired to know more of the truth about hisloyalty to God and his duty to men, he further answered: \My good friend, I disern that you area sinere seeker after wisdom and an honest lover of truth; therefore am I minded to lay before youmy view of the solution of your problems having to do with the responsibilities of wealth. I do thisbeause you have asked for my ounsel, and in giving you this advie, I am not onerned with thewealth of any other rih man; I am o�ering advie only to you and for your personal guidane. Ifyou honestly desire to regard your wealth as a trust, if you really wish to beome a wise and eÆientsteward of your aumulated wealth, then would I ounsel you to make the following analysis of thesoures of your rihes: Ask yourself, and do your best to �nd the honest answer, whene ame thiswealth? And as a help in the study of the soures of your great fortune, I would suggest that youbear in mind the following ten di�erent methods of amassing material wealth:\1. Inherited wealth - rihes derived from parents and other anestors.\2. Disovered wealth - rihes derived from the unultivated resoures of mother earth.\3. Trade wealth - rihes obtained as a fair pro�t in the exhange and barter of material goods.\4. Unfair wealth - rihes derived from the unfair exploitation or the enslavement of one's fellows.\5. Interest wealth - inome derived from the fair and just earning possibilities of invested apital.\6. Genius wealth - rihes aruing from the rewards of the reative and inventive endowments ofthe human mind.\7. Aidental wealth - rihes derived from the generosity of one's fellows or taking origin in theirumstanes of life.\8. Stolen wealth - rihes seured by unfairness, dishonesty, theft, or fraud.\9. Trust funds - wealth lodged in your hands by your fellows for some spei� use, now or in thefuture.\10. Earned wealth - rihes derived diretly from your own personal labor, the fair and just rewardof your own daily e�orts of mind and body.\And so, my friend, if you would be a faithful and just steward of your large fortune, before Godand in servie to men, you must approximately divide your wealth into these ten grand divisions, andthen proeed to administer eah portion in aordane with the wise and honest interpretation ofthe laws of justie, equity, fairness, and true eÆieny; albeit, the God of heaven would not ondemnyou if sometimes you erred, in doubtful situations, on the side of meriful and unsel�sh regard for1331



the distress of the su�ering vitims of the unfortunate irumstanes of mortal life. When in honestdoubt about the equity and justie of material situations, let your deisions favor those who are inneed, favor those who su�er the misfortune of undeserved hardships."After disussing these matters for several hours and in response to the rih man's request forfurther and more detailed instrution, Jesus went on to amplify his advie, in substane saying:\While I o�er further suggestions onerning your attitude toward wealth, I would admonish you toreeive my ounsel as given only to you and for your personal guidane. I speak only for myself andto you as an inquiring friend. I adjure you not to beome a ditator as to how other rih men shallregard their wealth. I would advise you:\1. As steward of inherited wealth you should onsider its soures. You are under moral obli-gation to represent the past generation in the honest transmittal of legitimate wealth to sueedinggenerations after subtrating a fair toll for the bene�t of the present generation. But you are notobligated to perpetuate any dishonesty or injustie involved in the unfair aumulation of wealth byyour anestors. Any portion of your inherited wealth whih turns out to have been derived throughfraud or unfairness, you may disburse in aordane with your onvitions of justie, generosity, andrestitution. The remainder of your legitimate inherited wealth you may use in equity and transmitin seurity as the trustee of one generation for another. Wise disrimination and sound judgmentshould ditate your deisions regarding the bequest of rihes to your suessors.\2. Everyone who enjoys wealth as a result of disovery should remember that one individualan live on earth but a short season and should, therefore, make adequate provision for the sharingof these disoveries in helpful ways by the largest possible number of his fellow men. While thedisoverer should not be denied all reward for e�orts of disovery, neither should he sel�shly presumeto lay laim to all of the advantages and blessings to be derived from the unovering of nature'shoarded resoures.\3. As long as men hoose to ondut the world's business by trade and barter, they are entitledto a fair and legitimate pro�t. Every tradesman deserves wages for his servies; the merhant isentitled to his hire. The fairness of trade and the honest treatment aorded one's fellows in theorganized business of the world reate many di�erent sorts of pro�t wealth, and all these soures ofwealth must be judged by the highest priniples of justie, honesty, and fairness. The honest tradershould not hesitate to take the same pro�t whih he would gladly aord his fellow trader in a similartransation. While this sort of wealth is not idential with individually earned inome when businessdealings are onduted on a large sale, at the same time, suh honestly aumulated wealth endowsits possessor with a onsiderable equity as regards a voie in its subsequent distribution.\4. No mortal who knows God and seeks to do the divine will an stoop to engage in the oppressionsof wealth. No noble man will strive to aumulate rihes and amass wealth-power by the enslavementor unfair exploitation of his brothers in the esh. Rihes are a moral urse and a spiritual stigmawhen they are derived from the sweat of oppressed mortal man. All suh wealth should be restoredto those who have thus been robbed or to their hildren and their hildren's hildren. An enduringivilization annot be built upon the pratie of defrauding the laborer of his hire.\5. Honest wealth is entitled to interest. As long as men borrow and lend, that whih is fairinterest may be olleted provided the apital lent was legitimate wealth. First leanse your apitalbefore you lay laim to the interest. Do not beome so small and grasping that you would stoop tothe pratie of usury. Never permit yourself to be so sel�sh as to employ money-power to gain unfairadvantage over your struggling fellows. Yield not to the temptation to take usury from your brotherin �nanial distress.\6. If you hane to seure wealth by ights of genius, if your rihes are derived from the rewardsof inventive endowment, do not lay laim to an unfair portion of suh rewards. The genius owessomething to both his anestors and his progeny; likewise is he under obligation to the rae, nation,1332



and irumstanes of his inventive disoveries; he should also remember that it was as man amongmen that he labored and wrought out his inventions. It would be equally unjust to deprive thegenius of all his inrement of wealth. And it will ever be impossible for men to establish rules andregulations appliable equally to all these problems of the equitable distribution of wealth. You must�rst reognize man as your brother, and if you honestly desire to do by him as you would have himdo by you, the ommonplae ditates of justie, honesty, and fairness will guide you in the just andimpartial settlement of every reurring problem of eonomi rewards and soial justie.\7. Exept for the just and legitimate fees earned in administration, no man should lay personallaim to that wealth whih time and hane may ause to fall into his hands. Aidental rihes shouldbe regarded somewhat in the light of a trust to be expended for the bene�t of one's soial or eonomigroup. The possessors of suh wealth should be aorded the major voie in the determination of thewise and e�etive distribution of suh unearned resoures. Civilized man will not always look uponall that he ontrols as his personal and private possession.\8. If any portion of your fortune has been knowingly derived from fraud; if aught of your wealthhas been aumulated by dishonest praties or unfair methods; if your rihes are the produt ofunjust dealings with your fellows, make haste to restore all these ill-gotten gains to the rightfulowners. Make full amends and thus leanse your fortune of all dishonest rihes.\9. The trusteeship of the wealth of one person for the bene�t of others is a solemn and saredresponsibility. Do not hazard or jeopardize suh a trust. Take for yourself of any trust only thatwhih all honest men would allow.\10. That part of your fortune whih represents the earnings of your own mental and physiale�orts - if your work has been done in fairness and equity - is truly your own. No man an gainsayyour right to hold and use suh wealth as you may see �t provided your exerise of this right doesnot work harm upon your fellows."When Jesus had �nished ounseling him, this wealthy Roman arose from his ouh and, in sayingfarewell for the night, delivered himself of this promise: \My good friend, I pereive you are a manof great wisdom and goodness, and tomorrow I will begin the administration of all my wealth inaordane with your ounsel."132.6 Soial MinistryHere in Rome also ourred that touhing inident in whih the Creator of a universe spent severalhours restoring a lost hild to his anxious mother. This little boy had wandered away from his home,and Jesus found him rying in distress. He and Ganid were on their way to the libraries, but theydevoted themselves to getting the hild bak home. Ganid never forgot Jesus' omment: \You know,Ganid, most human beings are like the lost hild. They spend muh of their time rying in fear andsu�ering in sorrow when, in very truth, they are but a short distane from safety and seurity, evenas this hild was only a little way from home. And all those who know the way of truth and enjoythe assurane of knowing God should esteem it a privilege, not a duty, to o�er guidane to theirfellows in their e�orts to �nd the satisfations of living. Did we not supremely enjoy this ministryof restoring the hild to his mother? So do those who lead men to God experiene the supremesatisfation of human servie." And from that day forward, for the remainder of his natural life,Ganid was ontinually on the lookout for lost hildren whom he might restore to their homes.There was the widow with �ve hildren whose husband had been aidentally killed. Jesus toldGanid about the loss of his own father by an aident, and they went repeatedly to omfort thismother and her hildren, while Ganid sought money from his father to provide food and lothing.They did not ease their e�orts until they had found a position for the eldest boy so that he ould1333



help in the are of the family.That night, as Gonod listened to the reital of these experienes, he said to Jesus, good-naturedly:\I propose to make a sholar or a businessman of my son, and now you start out to make a philosopheror philanthropist of him." And Jesus smilingly replied: \Perhaps we will make him all four; then anhe enjoy a fourfold satisfation in life as his ear for the reognition of human melody will be able toreognize four tones instead of one." Then said Gonod: \I pereive that you really are a philosopher.You must write a book for future generations." And Jesus replied: \Not a book - my mission is tolive a life in this generation and for all generations. I -" but he stopped, saying to Ganid, \My son,it is time to retire."132.7 Trips About RomeJesus, Gonod, and Ganid made �ve trips away from Rome to points of interest in the surroundingterritory. On their visit to the northern Italian lakes Jesus had the long talk with Ganid onerningthe impossibility of teahing a man about God if the man does not desire to know God. They hadasually met a thoughtless pagan while on their journey up to the lakes, and Ganid was surprisedthat Jesus did not follow out his usual pratie of enlisting the man in onversation whih wouldnaturally lead up to the disussion of spiritual questions. When Ganid asked his teaher why heevined so little interest in this pagan, Jesus answered:\Ganid, the man was not hungry for truth. He was not dissatis�ed with himself. He was notready to ask for help, and the eyes of his mind were not open to reeive light for the soul. That manwas not ripe for the harvest of salvation; he must be allowed more time for the trials and diÆultiesof life to prepare him for the reeption of wisdom and higher learning. Or, if we ould have himlive with us, we might by our lives show him the Father in heaven, and thus would he beome soattrated by our lives as sons of God that he would be onstrained to inquire about our Father.You annot reveal God to those who do not seek for him; you annot lead unwilling souls into thejoys of salvation. Man must beome hungry for truth as a result of the experienes of living, or hemust desire to know God as the result of ontat with the lives of those who are aquainted withthe divine Father before another human being an at as the means of leading suh a fellow mortalto the Father in heaven. If we know God, our real business on earth is so to live as to permit theFather to reveal himself in our lives, and thus will all God-seeking persons see the Father and askfor our help in �nding out more about the God who in this manner �nds expression in our lives."It was on the visit to Switzerland, up in the mountains, that Jesus had an all-day talk with bothfather and son about Buddhism. Many times Ganid had asked Jesus diret questions about Buddha,but he had always reeived more or less evasive replies. Now, in the presene of the son, the fatherasked Jesus a diret question about Buddha, and he reeived a diret reply. Said Gonod: \I wouldreally like to know what you think of Buddha." And Jesus answered:\Your Buddha was muh better than your Buddhism. Buddha was a great man, even a prophetto his people, but he was an orphan prophet; by that I mean that he early lost sight of his spiritualFather, the Father in heaven. His experiene was tragi. He tried to live and teah as a messengerof God, but without God. Buddha guided his ship of salvation right up to the safe harbor, right upto the entrane to the haven of mortal salvation, and there, beause of faulty harts of navigation,the good ship ran aground. There it has rested these many generations, motionless and almosthopelessly stranded. And thereon have many of your people remained all these years. They livewithin hailing distane of the safe waters of rest, but they refuse to enter beause the noble raftof the good Buddha met the misfortune of grounding just outside the harbor. And the Buddhistpeoples never will enter this harbor unless they abandon the philosophi raft of their prophet andseize upon his noble spirit. Had your people remained true to the spirit of Buddha, you would have1334



long sine entered your haven of spirit tranquillity, soul rest, and assurane of salvation.\You see, Gonod, Buddha knew God in spirit but failed learly to disover him in mind; the Jewsdisovered God in mind but largely failed to know him in spirit. Today, the Buddhists ounder aboutin a philosophy without God, while my people are piteously enslaved to the fear of a God withouta saving philosophy of life and liberty. You have a philosophy without a God; the Jews have a Godbut are largely without a philosophy of living as related thereto. Buddha, failing to envision God asa spirit and as a Father, failed to provide in his teahing the moral energy and the spiritual drivingpower whih a religion must possess if it is to hange a rae and exalt a nation."Then exlaimed Ganid: \Teaher, let's you and I make a new religion, one good enough for Indiaand big enough for Rome, and maybe we an trade it to the Jews for Yahweh." And Jesus replied:\Ganid, religions are not made. The religions of men grow up over long periods of time, while therevelations of God ash upon earth in the lives of the men who reveal God to their fellows." Butthey did not omprehend the meaning of these propheti words.That night after they had retired, Ganid ould not sleep. He talked a long time with his fatherand �nally said, \You know, father, I sometimes think Joshua is a prophet." And his father onlysleepily replied, \My son, there are others -"From this day, for the remainder of his natural life, Ganid ontinued to evolve a religion of hisown. He was mightily moved in his own mind by Jesus' broadmindedness, fairness, and tolerane.In all their disussions of philosophy and religion this youth never experiened feelings of resentmentor reations of antagonism.What a sene for the elestial intelligenes to behold, this spetale of the Indian lad proposing tothe Creator of a universe that they make a new religion! And though the young man did not knowit, they were making a new and everlasting religion right then and there - this new way of salvation,the revelation of God to man through, and in, Jesus. That whih the lad wanted most to do hewas unonsiously atually doing. And it was, and is, ever thus. That whih the enlightened andreetive human imagination of spiritual teahing and leading wholeheartedly and unsel�shly wantsto do and be, beomes measurably reative in aordane with the degree of mortal dediation tothe divine doing of the Father's will. When man goes in partnership with God, great things may,and do, happen.
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Chapter 133The Return from RomeWHEN preparing to leave Rome, Jesus said good-bye to none of his friends. The sribe of Damasusappeared in Rome without announement and disappeared in like manner. It was a full year beforethose who knew and loved him gave up hope of seeing him again. Before the end of the seond yearsmall groups of those who had known him found themselves drawn together by their ommon interestin his teahings and through mutual memory of their good times with him. And these small groupsof Stois, Cynis, and mystery ultists ontinued to hold these irregular and informal meetings rightup to the time of the appearane in Rome of the �rst preahers of the Christian religion.Gonod and Ganid had purhased so many things in Alexandria and Rome that they sent all theirbelongings on ahead by pak train to Tarentum, while the three travelers walked leisurely arossItaly over the great Appian Way. On this journey they enountered all sorts of human beings. Manynoble Roman itizens and Greek olonists lived along this road, but already the progeny of greatnumbers of inferior slaves were beginning to make their appearane.One day while resting at lunh, about halfway to Tarentum, Ganid asked Jesus a diret question asto what he thought of India's aste system. Said Jesus: \Though human beings di�er in many ways,the one from another, before God and in the spiritual world all mortals stand on an equal footing.There are only two groups of mortals in the eyes of God: those who desire to do his will and thosewho do not. As the universe looks upon an inhabited world, it likewise diserns two great lasses:those who know God and those who do not. Those who annot know God are rekoned among theanimals of any given realm. Mankind an appropriately be divided into many lasses in aordanewith di�ering quali�ations, as they may be viewed physially, mentally, soially, voationally, ormorally, but as these di�erent lasses of mortals appear before the judgment bar of God, they standon an equal footing; God is truly no respeter of persons. Although you annot esape the reognitionof di�erential human abilities and endowments in matters intelletual, soial, and moral, you shouldmake no suh distintions in the spiritual brotherhood of men when assembled for worship in thepresene of God."133.1 Mery and JustieA very interesting inident ourred one afternoon by the roadside as they neared Tarentum. Theyobserved a rough and bullying youth brutally attaking a smaller lad. Jesus hastened to the assistaneof the assaulted youth, and when he had resued him, he tightly held on to the o�ender until thesmaller lad had made his esape. The moment Jesus released the little bully, Ganid pouned uponthe boy and began soundly to thrash him, and to Ganid's astonishment Jesus promptly interfered.After he had restrained Ganid and permitted the frightened boy to esape, the young man, as soonas he got his breath, exitedly exlaimed: \I annot understand you, Teaher. If mery requires1337



that you resue the smaller lad, does not justie demand the punishment of the larger and o�endingyouth?" In answering, Jesus said:\Ganid, it is true, you do not understand. Mery ministry is always the work of the individual,but justie punishment is the funtion of the soial, governmental, or universe administrative groups.As an individual I am beholden to show mery; I must go to the resue of the assaulted lad, andin all onsisteny I may employ suÆient fore to restrain the aggressor. And that is just what Idid. I ahieved the deliverane of the assaulted lad; that was the end of mery ministry. Then Iforibly detained the aggressor a suÆient length of time to enable the weaker party to the dispute tomake his esape, after whih I withdrew from the a�air. I did not proeed to sit in judgment on theaggressor, thus to pass upon his motive - to adjudiate all that entered into his attak upon his fellow- and then undertake to exeute the punishment whih my mind might ditate as just reompense forhis wrongdoing. Ganid, mery may be lavish, but justie is preise. Cannot you disern that no twopersons are likely to agree as to the punishment whih would satisfy the demands of justie? Onewould impose forty lashes, another twenty, while still another would advise solitary on�nement asa just punishment. Can you not see that on this world suh responsibilities had better rest upon thegroup or be administered by hosen representatives of the group? In the universe, judgment is vestedin those who fully know the anteedents of all wrongdoing as well as its motivation. In ivilizedsoiety and in an organized universe the administration of justie presupposes the passing of justsentene onsequent upon fair judgment, and suh prerogatives are vested in the juridial groups ofthe worlds and in the all-knowing administrators of the higher universes of all reation."For days they talked about this problem of manifesting mery and administering justie. AndGanid, at least to some extent, understood why Jesus would not engage in personal ombat. ButGanid asked one last question, to whih he never reeived a fully satisfatory answer; and thatquestion was: \But, Teaher, if a stronger and ill-tempered reature should attak you and threatento destroy you, what would you do? Would you make no e�ort to defend yourself?" Although Jesusould not fully and satisfatorily answer the lad's question, inasmuh as he was not willing to disloseto him that he (Jesus) was living on earth as the exempli�ation of the Paradise Father's love to anonlooking universe, he did say this muh:\Ganid, I an well understand how some of these problems perplex you, and I will endeavor toanswer your question. First, in all attaks whih might be made upon my person, I would determinewhether or not the aggressor was a son of God - my brother in the esh - and if I thought suh areature did not possess moral judgment and spiritual reason, I would unhesitatingly defend myselfto the full apaity of my powers of resistane, regardless of onsequenes to the attaker. But Iwould not thus assault a fellow man of sonship status, even in self-defense. That is, I would notpunish him in advane and without judgment for his assault upon me. I would by every possiblearti�e seek to prevent and dissuade him from making suh an attak and to mitigate it in ase ofmy failure to abort it. Ganid, I have absolute on�dene in my heavenly Father's overare; I amonserated to doing the will of my Father in heaven. I do not believe that real harm an befall me;I do not believe that my lifework an really be jeopardized by anything my enemies might wish tovisit upon me, and surely we have no violene to fear from our friends. I am absolutely assured thatthe entire universe is friendly to me - this all-powerful truth I insist on believing with a wholeheartedtrust in spite of all appearanes to the ontrary."But Ganid was not fully satis�ed. Many times they talked over these matters, and Jesus toldhim some of his boyhood experienes and also about Jaob the stone mason's son. On learning howJaob appointed himself to defend Jesus, Ganid said: \Oh, I begin to see! In the �rst plae veryseldom would any normal human being want to attak suh a kindly person as you, and even ifanyone should be so unthinking as to do suh a thing, there is pretty sure to be near at hand someother mortal who will y to your assistane, even as you always go to the resue of any person youobserve to be in distress. In my heart, Teaher, I agree with you, but in my head I still think that if Ihad been Jaob, I would have enjoyed punishing those rude fellows who presumed to attak you just1338



beause they thought you would not defend yourself. I presume you are fairly safe in your journeythrough life sine you spend muh of your time helping others and ministering to your fellows indistress - well, most likely there'll always be someone on hand to defend you." And Jesus replied:\That test has not yet ome, Ganid, and when it does, we will have to abide by the Father's will."And that was about all the lad ould get his teaher to say on this diÆult subjet of self-defenseand nonresistane. On another oasion he did draw from Jesus the opinion that organized soietyhad every right to employ fore in the exeution of its just mandates.133.2 Embarking at TarentumWhile tarrying at the ship landing, waiting for the boat to unload argo, the travelers observed aman mistreating his wife. As was his ustom, Jesus intervened in behalf of the person subjetedto attak. He stepped up behind the irate husband and, tapping him gently on the shoulder, said:\My friend, may I speak with you in private for a moment?" The angry man was nonplused bysuh an approah and, after a moment of embarrassing hesitation, stammered out - \er - why - yes,what do you want with me?" When Jesus had led him to one side, he said: \My friend, I pereivethat something terrible must have happened to you; I very muh desire that you tell me what ouldhappen to suh a strong man to lead him to attak his wife, the mother of his hildren, and that rightout here before all eyes. I am sure you must feel that you have some good reason for this assault.What did the woman do to deserve suh treatment from her husband? As I look upon you, I thinkI disern in your fae the love of justie if not the desire to show mery. I venture to say that, ifyou found me out by the wayside, attaked by robbers, you would unhesitatingly rush to my resue.I dare say you have done many suh brave things in the ourse of your life. Now, my friend, tellme what is the matter? Did the woman do something wrong, or did you foolishly lose your headand thoughtlessly assault her?" It was not so muh what he said that touhed this man's heart asthe kindly look and the sympatheti smile whih Jesus bestowed upon him at the onlusion of hisremarks. Said the man: \I pereive you are a priest of the Cynis, and I am thankful you restrainedme. My wife has done no great wrong; she is a good woman, but she irritates me by the manner inwhih she piks on me in publi, and I lose my temper. I am sorry for my lak of self-ontrol, and Ipromise to try to live up to my former pledge to one of your brothers who taught me the better waymany years ago. I promise you."And then, in bidding him farewell, Jesus said: \My brother, always remember that man hasno rightful authority over woman unless the woman has willingly and voluntarily given him suhauthority. Your wife has engaged to go through life with you, to help you �ght its battles, and toassume the far greater share of the burden of bearing and rearing your hildren; and in return forthis speial servie it is only fair that she reeive from you that speial protetion whih man angive to woman as the partner who must arry, bear, and nurture the hildren. The loving are andonsideration whih a man is willing to bestow upon his wife and their hildren are the measure ofthat man's attainment of the higher levels of reative and spiritual self-onsiousness. Do you notknow that men and women are partners with God in that they o-operate to reate beings who growup to possess themselves of the potential of immortal souls? The Father in heaven treats the SpiritMother of the hildren of the universe as one equal to himself. It is Godlike to share your life and allthat relates thereto on equal terms with the mother partner who so fully shares with you that divineexperiene of reproduing yourselves in the lives of your hildren. If you an only love your hildrenas God loves you, you will love and herish your wife as the Father in heaven honors and exalts theIn�nite Spirit, the mother of all the spirit hildren of a vast universe."As they went on board the boat, they looked bak upon the sene of the teary-eyed ouple standingin silent embrae. Having heard the latter half of Jesus' message to the man, Gonod was all dayoupied with meditations thereon, and he resolved to reorganize his home when he returned to1339



India.The journey to Niopolis was pleasant but slow as the wind was not favorable. The three spentmany hours reounting their experienes in Rome and reminising about all that had happened tothem sine they �rst met in Jerusalem. Ganid was beoming imbued with the spirit of personalministry. He began work on the steward of the ship, but on the seond day, when he got into deepreligious water, he alled on Joshua to help him out.They spent several days at Niopolis, the ity whih Augustus had founded some �fty years beforeas the \ity of vitory" in ommemoration of the battle of Atium, this site being the land whereon heamped with his army before the battle. They lodged in the home of one Jeramy, a Greek proselyteof the Jewish faith, whom they had met on shipboard. The Apostle Paul spent all winter with theson of Jeramy in the same house in the ourse of his third missionary journey. From Niopolis theysailed on the same boat for Corinth, the apital of the Roman provine of Ahaia.133.3 At CorinthBy the time they reahed Corinth, Ganid was beoming very muh interested in the Jewish religion,and so it was not strange that, one day as they passed the synagogue and saw the people going in,he requested Jesus to take him to the servie. That day they heard a learned rabbi disourse on the\Destiny of Israel," and after the servie they met one Crispus, the hief ruler of this synagogue.Many times they went bak to the synagogue servies, but hiey to meet Crispus. Ganid grew tobe very fond of Crispus, his wife, and their family of �ve hildren. He muh enjoyed observing howa Jew onduted his family life.While Ganid studied family life, Jesus was teahing Crispus the better ways of religious living.Jesus held more than twenty sessions with this forward-looking Jew; and it is not surprising, yearsafterward, when Paul was preahing in this very synagogue, and when the Jews had rejeted hismessage and had voted to forbid his further preahing in the synagogue, and when he then went tothe gentiles, that Crispus with his entire family embraed the new religion, and that he beame oneof the hief supports of the Christian hurh whih Paul subsequently organized at Corinth.During the eighteen months Paul preahed in Corinth, being later joined by Silas and Timothy,he met many others who had been taught by the \Jewish tutor of the son of an Indian merhant."At Corinth they met people of every rae hailing from three ontinents. Next to Alexandria andRome, it was the most osmopolitan ity of the Mediterranean empire. There was muh to attratone's attention in this ity, and Ganid never grew weary of visiting the itadel whih stood almosttwo thousand feet above the sea. He also spent a great deal of his spare time about the synagogueand in the home of Crispus. He was at �rst shoked, and later on harmed, by the status of womanin the Jewish home; it was a revelation to this young Indian.Jesus and Ganid were often guests in another Jewish home, that of Justus, a devout merhant,who lived alongside the synagogue. And many times, subsequently, when the Apostle Paul sojournedin this home, did he listen to the reounting of these visits with the Indian lad and his Jewish tutor,while both Paul and Justus wondered whatever beame of suh a wise and brilliant Hebrew teaher.When in Rome, Ganid observed that Jesus refused to aompany them to the publi baths. Severaltimes afterward the young man sought to indue Jesus further to express himself in regard to therelations of the sexes. Though he would answer the lad's questions, he never seemed disposed todisuss these subjets at great length. One evening as they strolled about Corinth out near wherethe wall of the itadel ran down to the sea, they were aosted by two publi women. Ganid hadimbibed the idea, and rightly, that Jesus was a man of high ideals, and that he abhorred everythingwhih partook of unleanness or savored of evil; aordingly he spoke sharply to these women and1340



rudely motioned them away. When Jesus saw this, he said to Ganid: \You mean well, but youshould not presume thus to speak to the hildren of God, even though they hane to be his erringhildren. Who are we that we should sit in judgment on these women? Do you happen to know allof the irumstanes whih led them to resort to suh methods of obtaining a livelihood? Stop herewith me while we talk about these matters." The ourtesans were astonished at what he said evenmore than was Ganid.As they stood there in the moonlight, Jesus went on to say: \There lives within every humanmind a divine spirit, the gift of the Father in heaven. This good spirit ever strives to lead us to God,to help us to �nd God and to know God; but also within mortals there are many natural physialtendenies whih the Creator put there to serve the well-being of the individual and the rae. Now,oftentimes, men and women beome onfused in their e�orts to understand themselves and to grapplewith the manifold diÆulties of making a living in a world so largely dominated by sel�shness andsin. I pereive, Ganid, that neither of these women is willfully wiked. I an tell by their faes thatthey have experiened muh sorrow; they have su�ered muh at the hands of an apparently ruelfate; they have not intentionally hosen this sort of life; they have, in disouragement bordering ondespair, surrendered to the pressure of the hour and aepted this distasteful means of obtaining alivelihood as the best way out of a situation that to them appeared hopeless. Ganid, some peopleare really wiked at heart; they deliberately hoose to do mean things, but, tell me, as you look intothese now tear-stained faes, do you see anything bad or wiked?" And as Jesus paused for his reply,Ganid's voie hoked up as he stammered out his answer: \No, Teaher, I do not. And I apologizefor my rudeness to them - I rave their forgiveness." Then said Jesus: \And I bespeak for them thatthey have forgiven you as I speak for my Father in heaven that he has forgiven them. Now all of youome with me to a friend's house where we will seek refreshment and plan for the new and betterlife ahead." Up to this time the amazed women had not uttered a word; they looked at eah otherand silently followed as the men led the way.Imagine the surprise of Justus' wife when, at this late hour, Jesus appeared with Ganid and thesetwo strangers, saying: \You will forgive us for oming at this hour, but Ganid and I desire a bite toeat, and we would share it with these our new-found friends, who are also in need of nourishment;and besides all this, we ome to you with the thought that you will be interested in ounseling withus as to the best way to help these women get a new start in life. They an tell you their story,but I surmise they have had muh trouble, and their very presene here in your house testi�es howearnestly they rave to know good people, and how willingly they will embrae the opportunity toshow all the world - and even the angels of heaven - what brave and noble women they an beome."When Martha, Justus' wife, had spread the food on the table, Jesus, taking unexpeted leave ofthem, said: \As it is getting late, and sine the young man's father will be awaiting us, we pray tobe exused while we leave you here together - three women - the beloved hildren of the Most High.And I will pray for your spiritual guidane while you make plans for a new and better life on earthand eternal life in the great beyond."Thus did Jesus and Ganid take leave of the women. So far the two ourtesans had said nothing;likewise was Ganid speehless. And for a few moments so was Martha, but presently she rose to theoasion and did everything for these strangers that Jesus had hoped for. The elder of these twowomen died a short time thereafter, with bright hopes of eternal survival, and the younger womanworked at Justus' plae of business and later beame a lifelong member of the �rst Christian hurhin Corinth.Several times in the home of Crispus, Jesus and Ganid met one Gaius, who subsequently beamea loyal supporter of Paul. During these two months in Corinth they held intimate onversations withsores of worth-while individuals, and as a result of all these apparently asual ontats more thanhalf of the individuals so a�eted beame members of the subsequent Christian ommunity.When Paul �rst went to Corinth, he had not intended to make a prolonged visit. But he did not1341



know how well the Jewish tutor had prepared the way for his labors. And further, he disovered thatgreat interest had already been aroused by Aquila and Prisilla, Aquila being one of the Cynis withwhom Jesus had ome in ontat when in Rome. This ouple were Jewish refugees from Rome, andthey quikly embraed Paul's teahings. He lived with them and worked with them, for they werealso tentmakers. It was beause of these irumstanes that Paul prolonged his stay in Corinth.133.4 Personal Work in CorinthJesus and Ganid had many more interesting experienes in Corinth. They had lose onverse with agreat number of persons who greatly pro�ted by the instrution reeived from Jesus.The miller he taught about grinding up the grains of truth in the mill of living experiene so as torender the diÆult things of divine life readily reeivable by even the weak and feeble among one'sfellow mortals. Said Jesus: \Give the milk of truth to those who are babes in spiritual pereption.In your living and loving ministry serve spiritual food in attrative form and suited to the apaityof reeptivity of eah of your inquirers."To the Roman enturion he said: \Render unto Caesar the things whih are Caesar's and untoGod the things whih are God's. The sinere servie of God and the loyal servie of Caesar do notonit unless Caesar should presume to arrogate to himself that homage whih alone an be laimedby Deity. Loyalty to God, if you should ome to know him, would render you all the more loyal andfaithful in your devotion to a worthy emperor."To the earnest leader of the Mithrai ult he said: \You do well to seek for a religion of eternalsalvation, but you err to go in quest of suh a glorious truth among man-made mysteries and humanphilosophies. Know you not that the mystery of eternal salvation dwells within your own soul? Doyou not know that the God of heaven has sent his spirit to live within you, and that this spirit willlead all truth-loving and God-serving mortals out of this life and through the portals of death upto the eternal heights of light where God waits to reeive his hildren? And never forget: You whoknow God are the sons of God if you truly yearn to be like him."To the Epiurean teaher he said: \You do well to hoose the best and esteem the good, but areyou wise when you fail to disern the greater things of mortal life whih are embodied in the spiritrealms derived from the realization of the presene of God in the human heart? The great thing inall human experiene is the realization of knowing the God whose spirit lives within you and seeksto lead you forth on that long and almost endless journey of attaining the personal presene of ourommon Father, the God of all reation, the Lord of universes."To the Greek ontrator and builder he said: \My friend, as you build the material strutures ofmen, grow a spiritual harater in the similitude of the divine spirit within your soul. Do not letyour ahievement as a temporal builder outrun your attainment as a spiritual son of the kingdomof heaven. While you build the mansions of time for another, neglet not to seure your title to themansions of eternity for yourself. Ever remember, there is a ity whose foundations are righteousnessand truth, and whose builder and maker is God."To the Roman judge he said: \As you judge men, remember that you yourself will also some dayome to judgment before the bar of the Rulers of a universe. Judge justly, even merifully, even asyou shall some day thus rave meriful onsideration at the hands of the Supreme Arbiter. Judgeas you would be judged under similar irumstanes, thus being guided by the spirit of the law aswell as by its letter. And even as you aord justie dominated by fairness in the light of the need ofthose who are brought before you, so shall you have the right to expet justie tempered by merywhen you sometime stand before the Judge of all the earth."To the mistress of the Greek inn he said: \Minister your hospitality as one who entertains the1342



hildren of the Most High. Elevate the drudgery of your daily toil to the high levels of a �ne artthrough the inreasing realization that you minister to God in the persons whom he indwells by hisspirit whih has desended to live within the hearts of men, thereby seeking to transform their mindsand lead their souls to the knowledge of the Paradise Father of all these bestowed gifts of the divinespirit."Jesus had many visits with a Chinese merhant. In saying good-bye, he admonished him: \Worshiponly God, who is your true spirit anestor. Remember that the Father's spirit ever lives within youand always points your soul-diretion heavenward. If you follow the unonsious leadings of thisimmortal spirit, you are ertain to ontinue on in the uplifted way of �nding God. And when youdo attain the Father in heaven, it will be beause by seeking him you have beome more and morelike him. And so farewell, Chang, but only for a season, for we shall meet again in the worlds oflight where the Father of spirit souls has provided many delightful stopping-plaes for those who areParadise-bound."To the traveler from Britain he said: \My brother, I pereive you are seeking for truth, and Isuggest that the spirit of the Father of all truth may hane to dwell within you. Did you eversinerely endeavor to talk with the spirit of your own soul? Suh a thing is indeed diÆult andseldom yields onsiousness of suess; but every honest attempt of the material mind to ommuniatewith its indwelling spirit meets with ertain suess, notwithstanding that the majority of all suhmagni�ent human experienes must long remain as superonsious registrations in the souls of suhGod-knowing mortals."To the runaway lad Jesus said: \Remember, there are two things you annot run away from -God and yourself. Wherever you may go, you take with you yourself and the spirit of the heavenlyFather whih lives within your heart. My son, stop trying to deeive yourself; settle down to theourageous pratie of faing the fats of life; lay �rm hold on the assuranes of sonship with Godand the ertainty of eternal life, as I have instruted you. From this day on purpose to be a realman, a man determined to fae life bravely and intelligently."To the ondemned riminal he said at the last hour: \My brother, you have fallen on evil times.You lost your way; you beame entangled in the meshes of rime. From talking to you, I well knowyou did not plan to do the thing whih is about to ost you your temporal life. But you did do thisevil, and your fellows have adjudged you guilty; they have determined that you shall die. You or Imay not deny the state this right of self-defense in the manner of its own hoosing. There seems tobe no way of humanly esaping the penalty of your wrongdoing. Your fellows must judge you bywhat you did, but there is a Judge to whom you may appeal for forgiveness, and who will judgeyou by your real motives and better intentions. You need not fear to meet the judgment of God ifyour repentane is genuine and your faith sinere. The fat that your error arries with it the deathpenalty imposed by man does not prejudie the hane of your soul to obtain justie and enjoy merybefore the heavenly ourts."Jesus enjoyed many intimate talks with a large number of hungry souls, too many to �nd a plaein this reord. The three travelers enjoyed their sojourn in Corinth. Exepting Athens, whih wasmore renowned as an eduational enter, Corinth was the most important ity in Greee during theseRoman times, and their two months' stay in this thriving ommerial enter a�orded opportunity forall three of them to gain muh valuable experiene. Their sojourn in this ity was one of the mostinteresting of all their stops on the way bak from Rome.Gonod had many interests in Corinth, but �nally his business was �nished, and they prepared tosail for Athens. They traveled on a small boat whih ould be arried overland on a land trak fromone of Corinth's harbors to the other, a distane of ten miles.
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133.5 At Athens - Disourse on SieneThey shortly arrived at the olden enter of Greek siene and learning, and Ganid was thrilled withthe thought of being in Athens, of being in Greee, the ultural enter of the onetime Alexandrianempire, whih had extended its borders even to his own land of India. There was little business totransat; so Gonod spent most of his time with Jesus and Ganid, visiting the many points of interestand listening to the interesting disussions of the lad and his versatile teaher.A great university still thrived in Athens, and the trio made frequent visits to its halls of learning.Jesus and Ganid had thoroughly disussed the teahings of Plato when they attended the leturesin the museum at Alexandria. They all enjoyed the art of Greee, examples of whih were still to befound here and there about the ity.Both the father and the son greatly enjoyed the disussion on siene whih Jesus had at theirinn one evening with a Greek philosopher. After this pedant had talked for almost three hours, andwhen he had �nished his disourse, Jesus, in terms of modern thought, said:Sientists may some day measure the energy, or fore manifestations, of gravitation, light, andeletriity, but these same sientists an never (sienti�ally) tell you what these universe phenomenaare. Siene deals with physial-energy ativities; religion deals with eternal values. True philosophygrows out of the wisdom whih does its best to orrelate these quantitative and qualitative observa-tions. There always exists the danger that the purely physial sientist may beome a�ited withmathematial pride and statistial egotism, not to mention spiritual blindness.Logi is valid in the material world, and mathematis is reliable when limited in its appliationto physial things; but neither is to be regarded as wholly dependable or infallible when applied tolife problems. Life embraes phenomena whih are not wholly material. Arithmeti says that, ifone man ould shear a sheep in ten minutes, ten men ould shear it in one minute. That is soundmathematis, but it is not true, for the ten men ould not so do it; they would get in one another'sway so badly that the work would be greatly delayed.Mathematis asserts that, if one person stands for a ertain unit of intelletual and moral value,ten persons would stand for ten times this value. But in dealing with human personality it would benearer the truth to say that suh a personality assoiation is a sum equal to the square of the numberof personalities onerned in the equation rather than the simple arithmetial sum. A soial groupof human beings in o-ordinated working harmony stands for a fore far greater than the simple sumof its parts.Quantity may be identi�ed as a fat, thus beoming a sienti� uniformity. Quality, being a matterof mind interpretation, represents an estimate of values, and must, therefore, remain an experiene ofthe individual. When both siene and religion beome less dogmati and more tolerant of ritiism,philosophy will then begin to ahieve unity in the intelligent omprehension of the universe.There is unity in the osmi universe if you ould only disern its workings in atuality. The realuniverse is friendly to every hild of the eternal God. The real problem is: How an the �nite mindof man ahieve a logial, true, and orresponding unity of thought? This universe-knowing stateof mind an be had only by oneiving that the quantitative fat and the qualitative value have aommon ausation in the Paradise Father. Suh a oneption of reality yields a broader insight intothe purposeful unity of universe phenomena; it even reveals a spiritual goal of progressive personalityahievement. And this is a onept of unity whih an sense the unhanging bakground of a livinguniverse of ontinually hanging impersonal relations and evolving personal relationships.Matter and spirit and the state intervening between them are three interrelated and interassoiatedlevels of the true unity of the real universe. Regardless of how divergent the universe phenomena offat and value may appear to be, they are, after all, uni�ed in the Supreme.1344



Reality of material existene attahes to unreognized energy as well as to visible matter. Whenthe energies of the universe are so slowed down that they aquire the requisite degree of motion,then, under favorable onditions, these same energies beome mass. And forget not, the mind whihan alone pereive the presene of apparent realities is itself also real. And the fundamental auseof this universe of energy-mass, mind, and spirit, is eternal - it exists and onsists in the nature andreations of the Universal Father and his absolute o-ordinates.They were all more than astounded at the words of Jesus, and when the Greek took leave of them,he said: \At last my eyes have beheld a Jew who thinks something besides raial superiority andtalks something besides religion." And they retired for the night.The sojourn in Athens was pleasant and pro�table, but it was not partiularly fruitful in its humanontats. Too many of the Athenians of that day were either intelletually proud of their reputationof another day or mentally stupid and ignorant, being the o�spring of the inferior slaves of thoseearlier periods when there was glory in Greee and wisdom in the minds of its people. Even then,there were still many keen minds to be found among the itizens of Athens.133.6 At Ephesus - Disourse on the SoulOn leaving Athens, the travelers went by way of Troas to Ephesus, the apital of the Roman provineof Asia. They made many trips out to the famous temple of Artemis of the Ephesians, about twomiles from the ity. Artemis was the most famous goddess of all Asia Minor and a perpetuation ofthe still earlier mother goddess of anient Anatolian times. The rude idol exhibited in the enormoustemple dediated to her worship was reputed to have fallen from heaven. Not all of Ganid's earlytraining to respet images as symbols of divinity had been eradiated, and he thought it best topurhase a little silver shrine in honor of this fertility goddess of Asia Minor. That night they talkedat great length about the worship of things made with human hands.On the third day of their stay they walked down by the river to observe the dredging of the harbor'smouth. At noon they talked with a young Phoeniian who was homesik and muh disouraged; butmost of all he was envious of a ertain young man who had reeived promotion over his head. Jesusspoke omforting words to him and quoted the olden Hebrew proverb: \A man's gift makes roomfor him and brings him before great men."Of all the large ities they visited on this tour of the Mediterranean, they here aomplished theleast of value to the subsequent work of the Christian missionaries. Christianity seured its start inEphesus largely through the e�orts of Paul, who resided here more than two years, making tents fora living and onduting letures on religion and philosophy eah night in the main audiene hamberof the shool of Tyrannus.There was a progressive thinker onneted with this loal shool of philosophy, and Jesus hadseveral pro�table sessions with him. In the ourse of these talks Jesus had repeatedly used the word\soul." This learned Greek �nally asked him what he meant by \soul," and he replied:\The soul is the self-reetive, truth-diserning, and spirit-pereiving part of man whih foreverelevates the human being above the level of the animal world. Self-onsiousness, in and of itself, isnot the soul. Moral self-onsiousness is true human self-realization and onstitutes the foundationof the human soul, and the soul is that part of man whih represents the potential survival valueof human experiene. Moral hoie and spiritual attainment, the ability to know God and the urgeto be like him, are the harateristis of the soul. The soul of man annot exist apart from moralthinking and spiritual ativity. A stagnant soul is a dying soul. But the soul of man is distint fromthe divine spirit whih dwells within the mind. The divine spirit arrives simultaneously with the �rstmoral ativity of the human mind, and that is the oasion of the birth of the soul.1345



\The saving or losing of a soul has to do with whether or not the moral onsiousness attainssurvival status through eternal alliane with its assoiated immortal spirit endowment. Salvation isthe spiritualization of the self-realization of the moral onsiousness, whih thereby beomes possessedof survival value. All forms of soul onit onsist in the lak of harmony between the moral, orspiritual, self-onsiousness and the purely intelletual self-onsiousness.\The human soul, when matured, ennobled, and spiritualized, approahes the heavenly statusin that it omes near to being an entity intervening between the material and the spiritual, thematerial self and the divine spirit. The evolving soul of a human being is diÆult of desriptionand more diÆult of demonstration beause it is not disoverable by the methods of either materialinvestigation or spiritual proving. Material siene annot demonstrate the existene of a soul, neitheran pure spirit-testing. Notwithstanding the failure of both material siene and spiritual standardsto disover the existene of the human soul, every morally onsious mortal knows of the existeneof his soul as a real and atual personal experiene."133.7 The Sojourn at Cyprus - Disourse on MindShortly the travelers set sail for Cyprus, stopping at Rhodes. They enjoyed the long water voyageand arrived at their island destination muh rested in body and refreshed in spirit.It was their plan to enjoy a period of real rest and play on this visit to Cyprus as their tour ofthe Mediterranean was drawing to a lose. They landed at Paphos and at one began the assemblyof supplies for their sojourn of several weeks in the near-by mountains. On the third day after theirarrival they started for the hills with their well-loaded pak animals.For two weeks the trio greatly enjoyed themselves, and then, without warning, young Ganid wassuddenly taken grievously ill. For two weeks he su�ered from a raging fever, oftentimes beomingdelirious; both Jesus and Gonod were kept busy attending the sik boy. Jesus skillfully and tenderlyared for the lad, and the father was amazed by both the gentleness and adeptness manifested inall his ministry to the a�ited youth. They were far from human habitations, and the boy was tooill to be moved; so they prepared as best they ould to nurse him bak to health right there in themountains.During Ganid's onvalesene of three weeks Jesus told him many interesting things about natureand her various moods. And what fun they had as they wandered over the mountains, the boy askingquestions, Jesus answering them, and the father marveling at the whole performane.The last week of their sojourn in the mountains Jesus and Ganid had a long talk on the funtionsof the human mind. After several hours of disussion the lad asked this question: \But, Teaher,what do you mean when you say that man experienes a higher form of self-onsiousness than dothe higher animals?" And as restated in modern phraseology, Jesus answered:My son, I have already told you muh about the mind of man and the divine spirit that livestherein, but now let me emphasize that self-onsiousness is a reality. When any animal beomesself-onsious, it beomes a primitive man. Suh an attainment results from a o-ordination offuntion between impersonal energy and spirit-oneiving mind, and it is this phenomenon whihwarrants the bestowal of an absolute foal point for the human personality, the spirit of the Fatherin heaven.Ideas are not simply a reord of sensations; ideas are sensations plus the reetive interpretations ofthe personal self; and the self is more than the sum of one's sensations. There begins to be somethingof an approah to unity in an evolving selfhood, and that unity is derived from the indwelling preseneof a part of absolute unity whih spiritually ativates suh a self-onsious animal-origin mind.No mere animal ould possess a time self-onsiousness. Animals possess a physiologial o-1346



ordination of assoiated sensation-reognition and memory thereof, but none experiene a meaningfulreognition of sensation or exhibit a purposeful assoiation of these ombined physial experienessuh as is manifested in the onlusions of intelligent and reetive human interpretations. And thisfat of self-onsious existene, assoiated with the reality of his subsequent spiritual experiene,onstitutes man a potential son of the universe and foreshadows his eventual attainment of theSupreme Unity of the universe.Neither is the human self merely the sum of the suessive states of onsiousness. Without thee�etive funtioning of a onsiousness sorter and assoiator there would not exist suÆient unity towarrant the designation of a selfhood. Suh an ununi�ed mind ould hardly attain onsious levelsof human status. If the assoiations of onsiousness were just an aident, the minds of all menwould then exhibit the unontrolled and random assoiations of ertain phases of mental madness.A human mind, built up solely out of the onsiousness of physial sensations, ould never attainspiritual levels; this kind of material mind would be utterly laking in a sense of moral values andwould be without a guiding sense of spiritual dominane whih is so essential to ahieving harmoniouspersonality unity in time, and whih is inseparable from personality survival in eternity.The human mind early begins to manifest qualities whih are supermaterial; the truly reetivehuman intellet is not altogether bound by the limits of time. That individuals so di�er in their lifeperformanes indiates, not only the varying endowments of heredity and the di�erent inuenes ofthe environment, but also the degree of uni�ation with the indwelling spirit of the Father whih hasbeen ahieved by the self, the measure of the identi�ation of the one with the other.The human mind does not well stand the onit of double allegiane. It is a severe strain on thesoul to undergo the experiene of an e�ort to serve both good and evil. The supremely happy andeÆiently uni�ed mind is the one wholly dediated to the doing of the will of the Father in heaven.Unresolved onits destroy unity and may terminate in mind disruption. But the survival haraterof a soul is not fostered by attempting to seure peae of mind at any prie, by the surrender of nobleaspirations, and by the ompromise of spiritual ideals; rather is suh peae attained by the stalwartassertion of the triumph of that whih is true, and this vitory is ahieved in the overoming of evilwith the potent fore of good.The next day they departed for Salamis, where they embarked for Antioh on the Syrian oast.133.8 At AntiohAntioh was the apital of the Roman provine of Syria, and here the imperial governor had hisresidene. Antioh had half a million inhabitants; it was the third ity of the empire in size andthe �rst in wikedness and agrant immorality. Gonod had onsiderable business to transat; soJesus and Ganid were muh by themselves. They visited everything about this polyglot ity exeptthe grove of Daphne. Gonod and Ganid visited this notorious shrine of shame, but Jesus delinedto aompany them. Suh senes were not so shoking to Indians, but they were repellent to anidealisti Hebrew.Jesus beame sober and reetive as he drew nearer Palestine and the end of their journey. Hevisited with few people in Antioh; he seldom went about in the ity. After muh questioning as towhy his teaher manifested so little interest in Antioh, Ganid �nally indued Jesus to say: \Thisity is not far from Palestine; maybe I shall ome bak here sometime."Ganid had a very interesting experiene in Antioh. This young man had proved himself an aptpupil and already had begun to make pratial use of some of Jesus' teahings. There was a ertainIndian onneted with his father's business in Antioh who had beome so unpleasant and disgruntledthat his dismissal had been onsidered. When Ganid heard this, he betook himself to his father's1347



plae of business and held a long onferene with his fellow ountryman. This man felt he had beenput at the wrong job. Ganid told him about the Father in heaven and in many ways expanded hisviews of religion. But of all that Ganid said, the quotation of a Hebrew proverb did the most good,and that word of wisdom was: \Whatsoever your hand �nds to do, do that with all your might."After preparing their luggage for the amel aravan, they passed on down to Sidon and theneover to Damasus, and after three days they made ready for the long trek aross the desert sands.133.9 In MesopotamiaThe aravan trip aross the desert was not a new experiene for these muh-traveled men. AfterGanid had wathed his teaher help with the loading of their twenty amels and observed himvolunteer to drive their own animal, he exlaimed, \Teaher, is there anything that you annot do?"Jesus only smiled, saying, \The teaher surely is not without honor in the eyes of a diligent pupil."And so they set forth for the anient ity of Ur.Jesus was muh interested in the early history of Ur, the birthplae of Abraham, and he wasequally fasinated with the ruins and traditions of Susa, so muh so that Gonod and Ganid extendedtheir stay in these parts three weeks in order to a�ord Jesus more time to ondut his investigationsand also to provide the better opportunity to persuade him to go bak to India with them.It was at Ur that Ganid had a long talk with Jesus regarding the di�erene between knowledge,wisdom, and truth. And he was greatly harmed with the saying of the Hebrew wise man: \Wisdomis the prinipal thing; therefore get wisdom. With all your quest for knowledge, get understanding.Exalt wisdom and she will promote you. She will bring you to honor if you will but embrae her."At last the day ame for the separation. They were all brave, espeially the lad, but it was a tryingordeal. They were tearful of eye but ourageous of heart. In bidding his teaher farewell, Ganid said:\Farewell, Teaher, but not forever. When I ome again to Damasus, I will look for you. I love you,for I think the Father in heaven must be something like you; at least I know you are muh like whatyou have told me about him. I will remember your teahing, but most of all, I will never forget you."Said the father, \Farewell to a great teaher, one who has made us better and helped us to knowGod." And Jesus replied, \Peae be upon you, and may the blessing of the Father in heaven everabide with you." And Jesus stood on the shore and wathed as the small boat arried them out totheir anhored ship. Thus the Master left his friends from India at Charax, never to see them againin this world; nor were they, in this world, ever to know that the man who later appeared as Jesusof Nazareth was this same friend they had just taken leave of - Joshua their teaher.In India, Ganid grew up to beome an inuential man, a worthy suessor of his eminent father,and he spread abroad many of the noble truths whih he had learned from Jesus, his beloved teaher.Later on in life, when Ganid heard of the strange teaher in Palestine who terminated his areer ona ross, though he reognized the similarity between the gospel of this Son of Man and the teahingsof his Jewish tutor, it never ourred to him that these two were atually the same person.Thus ended that hapter in the life of the Son of Man whih might be termed: The mission ofJoshua the teaher.
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Chapter 134The Transition YearsDURING the Mediterranean journey Jesus had arefully studied the people he met and the ountriesthrough whih he passed, and at about this time he reahed his �nal deision as to the remainderof his life on earth. He had fully onsidered and now �nally approved the plan whih provided thathe be born of Jewish parents in Palestine, and he therefore deliberately returned to Galilee to awaitthe beginning of his lifework as a publi teaher of truth; he began to lay plans for a publi areerin the land of his father Joseph's people, and he did this of his own free will.Jesus had found out through personal and human experiene that Palestine was the best plae inall the Roman world wherein to set forth the losing hapters, and to enat the �nal senes, of hislife on earth. For the �rst time he beame fully satis�ed with the program of openly manifesting histrue nature and of revealing his divine identity among the Jews and gentiles of his native Palestine.He de�nitely deided to �nish his life on earth and to omplete his areer of mortal existene in thesame land in whih he entered the human experiene as a helpless babe. His Urantia areer beganamong the Jews in Palestine, and he hose to terminate his life in Palestine and among the Jews.134.1 The Thirtieth Year (A.D. 24)After taking leave of Gonod and Ganid at Charax (in Deember of A.D. 23), Jesus returned byway of Ur to Babylon, where he joined a desert aravan that was on its way to Damasus. FromDamasus he went to Nazareth, stopping only a few hours at Capernaum, where he paused to allon Zebedee's family. There he met his brother James, who had sometime previously ome over towork in his plae in Zebedee's boatshop. After talking with James and Jude (who also haned tobe in Capernaum) and after turning over to his brother James the little house whih John Zebedeehad managed to buy, Jesus went on to Nazareth.At the end of his Mediterranean journey Jesus had reeived suÆient money to meet his livingexpenses almost up to the time of the beginning of his publi ministry. But aside from Zebedee ofCapernaum and the people whom he met on this extraordinary trip, the world never knew that hemade this journey. His family always believed that he spent this time in study at Alexandria. Jesusnever on�rmed these beliefs, neither did he make open denial of suh misunderstandings.During his stay of a few weeks at Nazareth, Jesus visited with his family and friends, spent sometime at the repair shop with his brother Joseph, but devoted most of his attention to Mary and Ruth.Ruth was then nearly �fteen years old, and this was Jesus' �rst opportunity to have long talks withher sine she had beome a young woman.Both Simon and Jude had for some time wanted to get married, but they had disliked to dothis without Jesus' onsent; aordingly they had postponed these events, hoping for their eldest1349



brother's return. Though they all regarded James as the head of the family in most matters, whenit ame to getting married, they wanted the blessing of Jesus. So Simon and Jude were married at adouble wedding in early Marh of this year, A.D. 24. All the older hildren were now married; onlyRuth, the youngest, remained at home with Mary.Jesus visited with the individual members of his family quite normally and naturally, but whenthey were all together, he had so little to say that they remarked about it among themselves. Maryespeially was disonerted by this unusually peuliar behavior of her �rst-born son.About the time Jesus was preparing to leave Nazareth, the ondutor of a large aravan whih waspassing through the ity was taken violently ill, and Jesus, being a linguist, volunteered to take hisplae. Sine this trip would neessitate his absene for a year, and inasmuh as all his brothers weremarried and his mother was living at home with Ruth, Jesus alled a family onferene at whih heproposed that his mother and Ruth go to Capernaum to live in the home whih he had so reentlygiven to James. Aordingly, a few days after Jesus left with the aravan, Mary and Ruth moved toCapernaum, where they lived for the rest of Mary's life in the home that Jesus had provided. Josephand his family moved into the old Nazareth home.This was one of the more unusual years in the inner experiene of the Son of Man; great progresswas made in e�eting working harmony between his human mind and the indwelling Adjuster. TheAdjuster had been atively engaged in reorganizing the thinking and in rehearsing the mind for thegreat events whih were in the not then distant future. The personality of Jesus was preparing forhis great hange in attitude toward the world. These were the in-between times, the transition stageof that being who began life as God appearing as man, and who was now making ready to ompletehis earth areer as man appearing as God.134.2 The Caravan Trip to the CaspianIt was the �rst of April, A.D. 24, when Jesus left Nazareth on the aravan trip to the CaspianSea region. The aravan whih Jesus joined as its ondutor was going from Jerusalem by way ofDamasus and Lake Urmia through Assyria, Media, and Parthia to the southeastern Caspian Searegion. It was a full year before he returned from this journey.For Jesus this aravan trip was another adventure of exploration and personal ministry. He hadan interesting experiene with his aravan family - passengers, guards, and amel drivers. Sores ofmen, women, and hildren residing along the route followed by the aravan lived riher lives as aresult of their ontat with Jesus, to them, the extraordinary ondutor of a ommonplae aravan.Not all who enjoyed these oasions of his personal ministry pro�ted thereby, but the vast majorityof those who met and talked with him were made better for the remainder of their natural lives.Of all his world travels this Caspian Sea trip arried Jesus nearest to the Orient and enabled himto gain a better understanding of the Far-Eastern peoples. He made intimate and personal ontatwith every one of the surviving raes of Urantia exepting the red. He equally enjoyed his personalministry to eah of these varied raes and blended peoples, and all of them were reeptive to theliving truth whih he brought them. The Europeans from the Far West and the Asiatis from theFar East alike gave attention to his words of hope and eternal life and were equally inuened by thelife of loving servie and spiritual ministry whih he so graiously lived among them.The aravan trip was suessful in every way. This was a most interesting episode in the humanlife of Jesus, for he funtioned during this year in an exeutive apaity, being responsible for thematerial intrusted to his harge and for the safe ondut of the travelers making up the aravanparty. And he most faithfully, eÆiently, and wisely disharged his multiple duties.On the return from the Caspian region, Jesus gave up the diretion of the aravan at Lake Urmia,1350



where he tarried for slightly over two weeks. He returned as a passenger with a later aravan toDamasus, where the owners of the amels besought him to remain in their servie. Delining thiso�er, he journeyed on with the aravan train to Capernaum, arriving the �rst of April, A.D. 25. Nolonger did he regard Nazareth as his home. Capernaum had beome the home of Jesus, James, Mary,and Ruth. But Jesus never again lived with his family; when in Capernaum he made his home withthe Zebedees.134.3 The Urmia LeturesOn the way to the Caspian Sea, Jesus had stopped several days for rest and reuperation at the oldPersian ity of Urmia on the western shores of Lake Urmia. On the largest of a group of islandssituated a short distane o�shore near Urmia was loated a large building - a leture amphitheater -dediated to the \spirit of religion." This struture was really a temple of the philosophy of religions.This temple of religion had been built by a wealthy merhant itizen of Urmia and his three sons.This man was Cymboyton, and he numbered among his anestors many diverse peoples.The letures and disussions in this shool of religion began at ten o'lok every morning in theweek. The afternoon sessions started at three o'lok, and the evening debates opened at eighto'lok. Cymboyton or one of his three sons always presided at these sessions of teahing, disussion,and debate. The founder of this unique shool of religions lived and died without ever revealing hispersonal religious beliefs.On several oasions Jesus partiipated in these disussions, and before he left Urmia, Cymboytonarranged with Jesus to sojourn with them for two weeks on his return trip and give twenty-four le-tures on \The Brotherhood of Men," and to ondut twelve evening sessions of questions, disussions,and debates on his letures in partiular and on the brotherhood of men in general.In aordane with this arrangement, Jesus stopped o� on the return trip and delivered theseletures. This was the most systemati and formal of all the Master's teahing on Urantia. Neverbefore or after did he say so muh on one subjet as was ontained in these letures and disussions onthe brotherhood of men. In reality these letures were on the \Kingdom of God" and the \Kingdomsof Men."More than thirty religions and religious ults were represented on the faulty of this temple ofreligious philosophy. These teahers were hosen, supported, and fully aredited by their respetivereligious groups. At this time there were about seventy-�ve teahers on the faulty, and they lived inottages eah aommodating about a dozen persons. Every new moon these groups were hangedby the asting of lots. Intolerane, a ontentious spirit, or any other disposition to interfere withthe smooth running of the ommunity would bring about the prompt and summary dismissal of theo�ending teaher. He would be uneremoniously dismissed, and his alternate in waiting would beimmediately installed in his plae.These teahers of the various religions made a great e�ort to show how similar their religions werein regard to the fundamental things of this life and the next. There was but one dotrine whih hadto be aepted in order to gain a seat on this faulty - every teaher must represent a religion whihreognized God - some sort of supreme Deity. There were �ve independent teahers on the faultywho did not represent any organized religion, and it was as suh an independent teaher that Jesusappeared before them.[When we, the midwayers, �rst prepared the summary of Jesus' teahings at Urmia, there arose adisagreement between the seraphim of the hurhes and the seraphim of progress as to the wisdom ofinluding these teahings in the Urantia Revelation. Conditions of the twentieth entury, prevailing inboth religion and human governments, are so di�erent from those prevailing in Jesus' day that it was1351



indeed diÆult to adapt the Master's teahings at Urmia to the problems of the kingdom of God andthe kingdoms of men as these world funtions are existent in the twentieth entury. We were neverable to formulate a statement of the Master's teahings whih was aeptable to both groups of theseseraphim of planetary government. Finally, the Melhizedek hairman of the revelatory ommissionappointed a ommission of three of our number to prepare our view of the Master's Urmia teahingsas adapted to twentieth-entury religious and politial onditions on Urantia. Aordingly, we threeseondary midwayers ompleted suh an adaptation of Jesus' teahings, restating his pronounementsas we would apply them to present-day world onditions, and we now present these statements asthey stand after having been edited by the Melhizedek hairman of the revelatory ommission.℄134.4 Sovereignty - Divine and HumanThe brotherhood of men is founded on the fatherhood of God. The family of God is derived fromthe love of God - God is love. God the Father divinely loves his hildren, all of them.The kingdom of heaven, the divine government, is founded on the fat of divine sovereignty - Godis spirit. Sine God is spirit, this kingdom is spiritual. The kingdom of heaven is neither materialnor merely intelletual; it is a spiritual relationship between God and man.If di�erent religions reognize the spirit sovereignty of God the Father, then will all suh religionsremain at peae. Only when one religion assumes that it is in some way superior to all others, andthat it possesses exlusive authority over other religions, will suh a religion presume to be intolerantof other religions or dare to perseute other religious believers.Religious peae - brotherhood - an never exist unless all religions are willing to ompletely divestthemselves of all elesiastial authority and fully surrender all onept of spiritual sovereignty. Godalone is spirit sovereign.You annot have equality among religions (religious liberty) without having religious wars unlessall religions onsent to the transfer of all religious sovereignty to some superhuman level, to Godhimself.The kingdom of heaven in the hearts of men will reate religious unity (not neessarily uniformity)beause any and all religious groups omposed of suh religious believers will be free from all notionsof elesiastial authority - religious sovereignty.God is spirit, and God gives a fragment of his spirit self to dwell in the heart of man. Spiritually,all men are equal. The kingdom of heaven is free from astes, lasses, soial levels, and eonomigroups. You are all brethren.But the moment you lose sight of the spirit sovereignty of God the Father, some one religion willbegin to assert its superiority over other religions; and then, instead of peae on earth and good willamong men, there will start dissensions, reriminations, even religious wars, at least wars amongreligionists.Freewill beings who regard themselves as equals, unless they mutually aknowledge themselvesas subjet to some supersovereignty, some authority over and above themselves, sooner or later aretempted to try out their ability to gain power and authority over other persons and groups. Theonept of equality never brings peae exept in the mutual reognition of some overontrollinginuene of supersovereignty.The Urmia religionists lived together in omparative peae and tranquillity beause they had fullysurrendered all their notions of religious sovereignty. Spiritually, they all believed in a sovereign God;soially, full and unhallengeable authority rested in their presiding head - Cymboyton. They wellknew what would happen to any teaher who assumed to lord it over his fellow teahers. There an1352



be no lasting religious peae on Urantia until all religious groups freely surrender all their notions ofdivine favor, hosen people, and religious sovereignty. Only when God the Father beomes supremewill men beome religious brothers and live together in religious peae on earth.134.5 Politial Sovereignty[While the Master's teahing onerning the sovereignty of God is a truth - only ompliated bythe subsequent appearane of the religion about him among the world's religions - his presentationsonerning politial sovereignty are vastly ompliated by the politial evolution of nation life duringthe last nineteen hundred years and more. In the times of Jesus there were only two great worldpowers - the Roman Empire in the West and the Han Empire in the East - and these were widelyseparated by the Parthian kingdom and other intervening lands of the Caspian and Turkestan regions.We have, therefore, in the following presentation departed more widely from the substane of theMaster's teahings at Urmia onerning politial sovereignty, at the same time attempting to depitthe import of suh teahings as they are appliable to the peuliarly ritial stage of the evolutionof politial sovereignty in the twentieth entury after Christ.℄War on Urantia will never end so long as nations ling to the illusive notions of unlimited nationalsovereignty. There are only two levels of relative sovereignty on an inhabited world: the spiritual freewill of the individual mortal and the olletive sovereignty of mankind as a whole. Between the levelof the individual human being and the level of the total of mankind, all groupings and assoiationsare relative, transitory, and of value only in so far as they enhane the welfare, well-being, andprogress of the individual and the planetary grand total - man and mankind.Religious teahers must always remember that the spiritual sovereignty of God overrides all inter-vening and intermediate spiritual loyalties. Someday ivil rulers will learn that the Most Highs rulein the kingdoms of men.This rule of the Most Highs in the kingdoms of men is not for the espeial bene�t of any espeiallyfavored group of mortals. There is no suh thing as a \hosen people." The rule of the Most Highs,the overontrollers of politial evolution, is a rule designed to foster the greatest good to the greatestnumber of all men and for the greatest length of time.Sovereignty is power and it grows by organization. This growth of the organization of politialpower is good and proper, for it tends to enompass ever-widening segments of the total of mankind.But this same growth of politial organizations reates a problem at every intervening stage betweenthe initial and natural organization of politial power - the family - and the �nal onsummation ofpolitial growth - the government of all mankind, by all mankind, and for all mankind.Starting out with parental power in the family group, politial sovereignty evolves by organizationas families overlap into onsanguineous lans whih beome united, for various reasons, into tribalunits - superonsanguineous politial groupings. And then, by trade, ommere, and onquest, tribesbeome uni�ed as a nation, while nations themselves sometimes beome uni�ed by empire.As sovereignty passes from smaller groups to larger groups, wars are lessened. That is, minor warsbetween smaller nations are lessened, but the potential for greater wars is inreased as the nationswielding sovereignty beome larger and larger. Presently, when all the world has been explored andoupied, when nations are few, strong, and powerful, when these great and supposedly sovereignnations ome to touh borders, when only oeans separate them, then will the stage be set for majorwars, world-wide onits. So-alled sovereign nations annot rub elbows without generating onitsand eventuating wars.The diÆulty in the evolution of politial sovereignty from the family to all mankind, lies in theinertia-resistane exhibited on all intervening levels. Families have, on oasion, de�ed their lan,1353



while lans and tribes have often been subversive of the sovereignty of the territorial state. Eah newand forward evolution of politial sovereignty is (and has always been) embarrassed and hamperedby the \sa�olding stages" of the previous developments in politial organization. And this is truebeause human loyalties, one mobilized, are hard to hange. The same loyalty whih makes possiblethe evolution of the tribe, makes diÆult the evolution of the supertribe - the territorial state.And the same loyalty (patriotism) whih makes possible the evolution of the territorial state, vastlyompliates the evolutionary development of the government of all mankind.Politial sovereignty is reated out of the surrender of self-determinism, �rst by the individualwithin the family and then by the families and lans in relation to the tribe and larger groupings.This progressive transfer of self-determination from the smaller to ever larger politial organizationshas generally proeeded unabated in the East sine the establishment of the Ming and the Moguldynasties. In the West it obtained for more than a thousand years right on down to the end of theWorld War, when an unfortunate retrograde movement temporarily reversed this normal trend byre-establishing the submerged politial sovereignty of numerous small groups in Europe.Urantia will not enjoy lasting peae until the so-alled sovereign nations intelligently and fullysurrender their sovereign powers into the hands of the brotherhood of men - mankind government.Internationalism - Leagues of Nations - an never bring permanent peae to mankind. World-wideonfederations of nations will e�etively prevent minor wars and aeptably ontrol the smallernations, but they will not prevent world wars nor ontrol the three, four, or �ve most powerfulgovernments. In the fae of real onits, one of these world powers will withdraw from the Leagueand delare war. You annot prevent nations going to war as long as they remain infeted withthe delusional virus of national sovereignty. Internationalism is a step in the right diretion. Aninternational polie fore will prevent many minor wars, but it will not be e�etive in preventingmajor wars, onits between the great military governments of earth.As the number of truly sovereign nations (great powers) dereases, so do both opportunity andneed for mankind government inrease. When there are only a few really sovereign (great) powers,either they must embark on the life and death struggle for national (imperial) supremay, or else, byvoluntary surrender of ertain prerogatives of sovereignty, they must reate the essential nuleus ofsupernational power whih will serve as the beginning of the real sovereignty of all mankind.Peae will not ome to Urantia until every so-alled sovereign nation surrenders its power to makewar into the hands of a representative government of all mankind. Politial sovereignty is innatewith the peoples of the world. When all the peoples of Urantia reate a world government, they havethe right and the power to make suh a government SOVEREIGN; and when suh a representativeor demorati world power ontrols the world's land, air, and naval fores, peae on earth and goodwill among men an prevail - but not until then.To use an important nineteenth- and twentieth-entury illustration: The forty-eight states of theAmerian Federal Union have long enjoyed peae. They have no more wars among themselves. Theyhave surrendered their sovereignty to the federal government, and through the arbitrament of war,they have abandoned all laims to the delusions of self-determination. While eah state regulatesits internal a�airs, it is not onerned with foreign relations, tari�s, immigration, military a�airs, orinterstate ommere. Neither do the individual states onern themselves with matters of itizenship.The forty-eight states su�er the ravages of war only when the federal government's sovereignty is insome way jeopardized.These forty-eight states, having abandoned the twin sophistries of sovereignty and self-determination,enjoy interstate peae and tranquillity. So will the nations of Urantia begin to enjoy peae when theyfreely surrender their respetive sovereignties into the hands of a global government - the sovereigntyof the brotherhood of men. In this world state the small nations will be as powerful as the great,even as the small state of Rhode Island has its two senators in the Amerian Congress just the sameas the populous state of New York or the large state of Texas.1354



The limited (state) sovereignty of these forty-eight states was reated by men and for men. Thesuperstate (national) sovereignty of the Amerian Federal Union was reated by the original thir-teen of these states for their own bene�t and for the bene�t of men. Sometime the supernationalsovereignty of the planetary government of mankind will be similarly reated by nations for theirown bene�t and for the bene�t of all men.Citizens are not born for the bene�t of governments; governments are organizations reated anddevised for the bene�t of men. There an be no end to the evolution of politial sovereignty short ofthe appearane of the government of the sovereignty of all men. All other sovereignties are relativein value, intermediate in meaning, and subordinate in status.With sienti� progress, wars are going to beome more and more devastating until they beomealmost raially suiidal. How many world wars must be fought and how many leagues of nationsmust fail before men will be willing to establish the government of mankind and begin to enjoy theblessings of permanent peae and thrive on the tranquillity of good will - world-wide good will -among men?134.6 Law, Liberty, and SovereigntyIf one man raves freedom - liberty - he must remember that all other men long for the same freedom.Groups of suh liberty-loving mortals annot live together in peae without beoming subservient tosuh laws, rules, and regulations as will grant eah person the same degree of freedom while at thesame time safeguarding an equal degree of freedom for all of his fellow mortals. If one man is to beabsolutely free, then another must beome an absolute slave. And the relative nature of freedom istrue soially, eonomially, and politially. Freedom is the gift of ivilization made possible by theenforement of LAW.Religion makes it spiritually possible to realize the brotherhood of men, but it will require mankindgovernment to regulate the soial, eonomi, and politial problems assoiated with suh a goal ofhuman happiness and eÆieny.There shall be wars and rumors of wars - nation will rise against nation - just as long as the world'spolitial sovereignty is divided up and unjustly held by a group of nation-states. England, Sotland,and Wales were always �ghting eah other until they gave up their respetive sovereignties, reposingthem in the United Kingdom.Another world war will teah the so-alled sovereign nations to form some sort of federation, thusreating the mahinery for preventing small wars, wars between the lesser nations. But global warswill go on until the government of mankind is reated. Global sovereignty will prevent global wars -nothing else an.The forty-eight Amerian free states live together in peae. There are among the itizens of theseforty-eight states all of the various nationalities and raes that live in the ever-warring nations ofEurope. These Amerians represent almost all the religions and religious sets and ults of the wholewide world, and yet here in North Ameria they live together in peae. And all this is made possiblebeause these forty-eight states have surrendered their sovereignty and have abandoned all notionsof the supposed rights of self-determination.It is not a question of armaments or disarmament. Neither does the question of onsription orvoluntary military servie enter into these problems of maintaining world-wide peae. If you takeevery form of modern mehanial armaments and all types of explosives away from strong nations,they will �ght with �sts, stones, and lubs as long as they ling to their delusions of the divine rightof national sovereignty.War is not man's great and terrible disease; war is a symptom, a result. The real disease is the1355



virus of national sovereignty.Urantia nations have not possessed real sovereignty; they never have had a sovereignty whihould protet them from the ravages and devastations of world wars. In the reation of the globalgovernment of mankind, the nations are not giving up sovereignty so muh as they are atuallyreating a real, bona �de, and lasting world sovereignty whih will heneforth be fully able to protetthem from all war. Loal a�airs will be handled by loal governments; national a�airs, by nationalgovernments; international a�airs will be administered by global government.World peae annot be maintained by treaties, diplomay, foreign poliies, allianes, balanes ofpower, or any other type of makeshift juggling with the sovereignties of nationalism. World law mustome into being and must be enfored by world government - the sovereignty of all mankind.The individual will enjoy far more liberty under world government. Today, the itizens of thegreat powers are taxed, regulated, and ontrolled almost oppressively, and muh of this presentinterferene with individual liberties will vanish when the national governments are willing to trusteetheir sovereignty as regards international a�airs into the hands of global government.Under global government the national groups will be a�orded a real opportunity to realize andenjoy the personal liberties of genuine demoray. The fallay of self-determination will be ended.With global regulation of money and trade will ome the new era of world-wide peae. Soon may aglobal language evolve, and there will be at least some hope of sometime having a global religion -or religions with a global viewpoint.Colletive seurity will never a�ord peae until the olletivity inludes all mankind.The politial sovereignty of representative mankind government will bring lasting peae on earth,and the spiritual brotherhood of man will forever insure good will among all men. And there is noother way whereby peae on earth and good will among men an be realized.* * * * *After the death of Cymboyton, his sons enountered great diÆulties in maintaining a peaefulfaulty. The reperussions of Jesus' teahings would have been muh greater if the later Christianteahers who joined the Urmia faulty had exhibited more wisdom and exerised more tolerane.Cymboyton's eldest son had appealed to Abner at Philadelphia for help, but Abner's hoie ofteahers was most unfortunate in that they turned out to be unyielding and unompromising. Theseteahers sought to make their religion dominant over the other beliefs. They never suspeted thatthe oft-referred-to letures of the aravan ondutor had been delivered by Jesus himself.As onfusion inreased in the faulty, the three brothers withdrew their �nanial support, andafter �ve years the shool losed. Later it was reopened as a Mithrai temple and eventually burneddown in onnetion with one of their orgiasti elebrations.134.7 The Thirty-First Year (A.D. 25)When Jesus returned from the journey to the Caspian Sea, he knew that his world travels were about�nished. He made only one more trip outside of Palestine, and that was into Syria. After a briefvisit to Capernaum, he went to Nazareth, stopping over a few days to visit. In the middle of Aprilhe left Nazareth for Tyre. From there he journeyed on north, tarrying for a few days at Sidon, buthis destination was Antioh.This is the year of Jesus' solitary wanderings through Palestine and Syria. Throughout this yearof travel he was known by various names in di�erent parts of the ountry: the arpenter of Nazareth,the boatbuilder of Capernaum, the sribe of Damasus, and the teaher of Alexandria.1356



At Antioh the Son of Man lived for over two months, working, observing, studying, visiting, min-istering, and all the while learning how man lives, how he thinks, feels, and reats to the environmentof human existene. For three weeks of this period he worked as a tentmaker. He remained longerin Antioh than at any other plae he visited on this trip. Ten years later, when the Apostle Paulwas preahing in Antioh and heard his followers speak of the dotrines of the Damasus sribe, helittle knew that his pupils had heard the voie, and listened to the teahings, of the Master himself.From Antioh Jesus journeyed south along the oast to Caesarea, where he tarried for a few weeks,ontinuing down the oast to Joppa. From Joppa he traveled inland to Jamnia, Ashdod, and Gaza.From Gaza he took the inland trail to Beersheba, where he remained for a week.Jesus then started on his �nal tour, as a private individual, through the heart of Palestine, goingfrom Beersheba in the south to Dan in the north. On this journey northward he stopped at Hebron,Bethlehem (where he saw his birthplae), Jerusalem (he did not visit Bethany), Beeroth, Lebonah,Syhar, Shehem, Samaria, Geba, En-Gannim, Endor, Madon; passing through Magdala and Caper-naum, he journeyed on north; and passing east of the Waters of Merom, he went by Karahta to Dan,or Caesarea-Philippi.The indwelling Thought Adjuster now led Jesus to forsake the dwelling plaes of men and betakehimself up to Mount Hermon that he might �nish his work of mastering his human mind and ompletethe task of e�eting his full onseration to the remainder of his lifework on earth.This was one of those unusual and extraordinary epohs in the Master's earth life on Urantia.Another and very similar one was the experiene he passed through when alone in the hills near Pellajust subsequent to his baptism. This period of isolation on Mount Hermon marked the terminationof his purely human areer, that is, the tehnial termination of the mortal bestowal, while the laterisolation marked the beginning of the more divine phase of the bestowal. And Jesus lived alone withGod for six weeks on the slopes of Mount Hermon.134.8 The Sojourn on Mount HermonAfter spending some time in the viinity of Caesarea-Philippi, Jesus made ready his supplies, andseuring a beast of burden and a lad named Tiglath, he proeeded along the Damasus road to avillage sometime known as Beit Jenn in the foothills of Mount Hermon. Here, near the middle ofAugust, A.D. 25, he established his headquarters, and leaving his supplies in the ustody of Tiglath,he asended the lonely slopes of the mountain. Tiglath aompanied Jesus this �rst day up themountain to a designated point about 6,000 feet above sea level, where they built a stone ontainerin whih Tiglath was to deposit food twie a week.The �rst day, after he had left Tiglath, Jesus had asended the mountain only a short way whenhe paused to pray. Among other things he asked his Father to send bak the guardian seraphim to\be with Tiglath." He requested that he be permitted to go up to his last struggle with the realitiesof mortal existene alone. And his request was granted. He went into the great test with only hisindwelling Adjuster to guide and sustain him.Jesus ate frugally while on the mountain; he abstained from all food only a day or two at a time.The superhuman beings who onfronted him on this mountain, and with whom he wrestled in spirit,and whom he defeated in power, were real; they were his arhenemies in the system of Satania; theywere not phantasms of the imagination evolved out of the intelletual vagaries of a weakened andstarving mortal who ould not distinguish reality from the visions of a disordered mind.Jesus spent the last three weeks of August and the �rst three weeks of September on Mount Her-mon. During these weeks he �nished the mortal task of ahieving the irles of mind-understandingand personality-ontrol. Throughout this period of ommunion with his heavenly Father the in-1357



dwelling Adjuster also ompleted the assigned servies. The mortal goal of this earth reature wasthere attained. Only the �nal phase of mind and Adjuster attunement remained to be onsummated.After more than �ve weeks of unbroken ommunion with his Paradise Father, Jesus beameabsolutely assured of his nature and of the ertainty of his triumph over the material levels of time-spae personality manifestation. He fully believed in, and did not hesitate to assert, the asendanyof his divine nature over his human nature.Near the end of the mountain sojourn Jesus asked his Father if he might be permitted to holdonferene with his Satania enemies as the Son of Man, as Joshua ben Joseph. This request wasgranted. During the last week on Mount Hermon the great temptation, the universe trial, ourred.Satan (representing Luifer) and the rebellious Planetary Prine, Caligastia, were present with Jesusand were made fully visible to him. And this \temptation," this �nal trial of human loyalty in thefae of the misrepresentations of rebel personalities, had not to do with food, temple pinnales, orpresumptuous ats. It had not to do with the kingdoms of this world but with the sovereignty of amighty and glorious universe. The symbolism of your reords was intended for the bakward ages ofthe world's hildlike thought. And subsequent generations should understand what a great strugglethe Son of Man passed through that eventful day on Mount Hermon.To the many proposals and ounterproposals of the emissaries of Luifer, Jesus only made reply:\May the will of my Paradise Father prevail, and you, my rebellious son, may the Anients of Daysjudge you divinely. I am your Creator-father; I an hardly judge you justly, and my mery you havealready spurned. I ommit you to the adjudiation of the Judges of a greater universe."To all the Luifer-suggested ompromises and makeshifts, to all suh speious proposals aboutthe inarnation bestowal, Jesus only made reply, \The will of my Father in Paradise be done." Andwhen the trying ordeal was �nished, the detahed guardian seraphim returned to Jesus' side andministered to him.On an afternoon in late summer, amid the trees and in the silene of nature, Mihael of Nebadonwon the unquestioned sovereignty of his universe. On that day he ompleted the task set for CreatorSons to live to the full the inarnated life in the likeness of mortal esh on the evolutionary worldsof time and spae. The universe announement of this momentous ahievement was not made untilthe day of his baptism, months afterward, but it all really took plae that day on the mountain.And when Jesus ame down from his sojourn on Mount Hermon, the Luifer rebellion in Sataniaand the Caligastia seession on Urantia were virtually settled. Jesus had paid the last prie requiredof him to attain the sovereignty of his universe, whih in itself regulates the status of all rebels anddetermines that all suh future upheavals (if they ever our) may be dealt with summarily ande�etively. Aordingly, it may be seen that the so-alled \great temptation" of Jesus took plaesometime before his baptism and not just after that event.At the end of this sojourn on the mountain, as Jesus was making his desent, he met Tiglathoming up to the rendezvous with food. Turning him bak, he said only: \The period of rest is over;I must return to my Father's business." He was a silent and muh hanged man as they journeyedbak to Dan, where he took leave of the lad, giving him the donkey. He then proeeded south by thesame way he had ome, to Capernaum.134.9 The Time of WaitingIt was now near the end of the summer, about the time of the day of atonement and the feast oftabernales. Jesus had a family meeting in Capernaum over the Sabbath and the next day startedfor Jerusalem with John the son of Zebedee, going to the east of the lake and by Gerasa and on downthe Jordan valley. While he visited some with his ompanion on the way, John noted a great hange1358



in Jesus.Jesus and John stopped overnight at Bethany with Lazarus and his sisters, going early the nextmorning to Jerusalem. They spent almost three weeks in and around the ity, at least John did.Many days John went into Jerusalem alone while Jesus walked about over the near-by hills andengaged in many seasons of spiritual ommunion with his Father in heaven.Both of them were present at the solemn servies of the day of atonement. John was muhimpressed by the eremonies of this day of all days in the Jewish religious ritual, but Jesus remaineda thoughtful and silent spetator. To the Son of Man this performane was pitiful and patheti. Heviewed it all as misrepresentative of the harater and attributes of his Father in heaven. He lookedupon the doings of this day as a travesty upon the fats of divine justie and the truths of in�nitemery. He burned to give vent to the delaration of the real truth about his Father's loving haraterand meriful ondut in the universe, but his faithful Monitor admonished him that his hour hadnot yet ome. But that night, at Bethany, Jesus did drop numerous remarks whih greatly disturbedJohn; and John never fully understood the real signi�ane of what Jesus said in their hearing thatevening.Jesus planned to remain throughout the week of the feast of tabernales with John. This feastwas the annual holiday of all Palestine; it was the Jewish vaation time. Although Jesus did notpartiipate in the merriment of the oasion, it was evident that he derived pleasure and experienedsatisfation as he beheld the lighthearted and joyous abandon of the young and the old.In the midst of the week of elebration and ere the festivities were �nished, Jesus took leave of John,saying that he desired to retire to the hills where he might the better ommune with his ParadiseFather. John would have gone with him, but Jesus insisted that he stay through the festivities,saying: \It is not required of you to bear the burden of the Son of Man; only the wathman mustkeep vigil while the ity sleeps in peae." Jesus did not return to Jerusalem. After almost a weekalone in the hills near Bethany, he departed for Capernaum. On the way home he spent a day anda night alone on the slopes of Gilboa, near where King Saul had taken his life; and when he arrivedat Capernaum, he seemed more heerful than when he had left John in Jerusalem.The next morning Jesus went to the hest ontaining his personal e�ets, whih had remained inZebedee's workshop, put on his apron, and presented himself for work, saying, \It behooves me tokeep busy while I wait for my hour to ome." And he worked several months, until January of thefollowing year, in the boatshop, by the side of his brother James. After this period of working withJesus, no matter what doubts ame up to beloud James's understanding of the lifework of the Sonof Man, he never again really and wholly gave up his faith in the mission of Jesus.During this �nal period of Jesus' work at the boatshop, he spent most of his time on the interior�nishing of some of the larger raft. He took great pains with all his handiwork and seemed toexperiene the satisfation of human ahievement when he had ompleted a ommendable piee ofwork. Though he wasted little time upon tries, he was a painstaking workman when it ame to theessentials of any given undertaking.As time passed, rumors ame to Capernaum of one John who was preahing while baptizingpenitents in the Jordan, and John preahed: \The kingdom of heaven is at hand; repent and bebaptized." Jesus listened to these reports as John slowly worked his way up the Jordan valley fromthe ford of the river nearest to Jerusalem. But Jesus worked on, making boats, until John hadjourneyed up the river to a point near Pella in the month of January of the next year, A.D. 26, whenhe laid down his tools, delaring, \My hour has ome," and presently presented himself to John forbaptism.But a great hange had been oming over Jesus. Few of the people who had enjoyed his visits andministrations as he had gone up and down in the land ever subsequently reognized in the publiteaher the same person they had known and loved as a private individual in former years. And there1359



was a reason for this failure of his early bene�iaries to reognize him in his later role of publi andauthoritative teaher. For long years this transformation of mind and spirit had been in progress,and it was �nished during the eventful sojourn on Mount Hermon.
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Chapter 135John the BaptistJOHN the Baptist was born Marh 25, 7 B.C., in aordane with the promise that Gabriel madeto Elizabeth in June of the previous year. For �ve months Elizabeth kept seret Gabriel's visitation;and when she told her husband, Zaharias, he was greatly troubled and fully believed her narrativeonly after he had an unusual dream about six weeks before the birth of John. Exepting the visitof Gabriel to Elizabeth and the dream of Zaharias, there was nothing unusual or supernaturalonneted with the birth of John the Baptist.On the eighth day John was irumised aording to the Jewish ustom. He grew up as anordinary hild, day by day and year by year, in the small village known in those days as the City ofJudah, about four miles west of Jerusalem.The most eventful ourrene in John's early hildhood was the visit, in ompany with his parents,to Jesus and the Nazareth family. This visit ourred in the month of June, 1 B.C., when he was alittle over six years of age.After their return from Nazareth John's parents began the systemati eduation of the lad. Therewas no synagogue shool in this little village; however, as he was a priest, Zaharias was fairly welleduated, and Elizabeth was far better eduated than the average Judean woman; she was also ofthe priesthood, being a desendant of the \daughters of Aaron." Sine John was an only hild, theyspent a great deal of time on his mental and spiritual training. Zaharias had only short periods ofservie at the temple in Jerusalem so that he devoted muh of his time to teahing his son.Zaharias and Elizabeth had a small farm on whih they raised sheep. They hardly made a livingon this land, but Zaharias reeived a regular allowane from the temple funds dediated to thepriesthood.135.1 John Beomes a NazariteJohn had no shool from whih to graduate at the age of fourteen, but his parents had seleted this asthe appropriate year for him to take the formal Nazarite vow. Aordingly, Zaharias and Elizabethtook their son to Engedi, down by the Dead Sea. This was the southern headquarters of the Nazaritebrotherhood, and there the lad was duly and solemnly induted into this order for life. After theseeremonies and the making of the vows to abstain from all intoxiating drinks, to let the hair grow,and to refrain from touhing the dead, the family proeeded to Jerusalem, where, before the temple,John ompleted the making of the o�erings whih were required of those taking Nazarite vows.John took the same life vows that had been administered to his illustrious predeessors, Samsonand the prophet Samuel. A life Nazarite was looked upon as a santi�ed and holy personality. TheJews regarded a Nazarite with almost the respet and veneration aorded the high priest, and this1361



was not strange sine Nazarites of lifelong onseration were the only persons, exept high priests,who were ever permitted to enter the holy of holies in the temple.John returned home from Jerusalem to tend his father's sheep and grew up to be a strong manwith a noble harater.When sixteen years old, John, as a result of reading about Elijah, beame greatly impressed withthe prophet of Mount Carmel and deided to adopt his style of dress. From that day on John alwayswore a hairy garment with a leather girdle. At sixteen he was more than six feet tall and almost fullgrown. With his owing hair and peuliar mode of dress he was indeed a pituresque youth. Andhis parents expeted great things of this their only son, a hild of promise and a Nazarite for life.135.2 The Death of ZahariasAfter an illness of several months Zaharias died in July, A.D. 12, when John was just past eighteenyears of age. This was a time of great embarrassment to John sine the Nazarite vow forbadeontat with the dead, even in one's own family. Although John had endeavored to omply with therestritions of his vow regarding ontamination by the dead, he doubted that he had been whollyobedient to the requirements of the Nazarite order; therefore, after his father's burial he went toJerusalem, where, in the Nazarite orner of the women's ourt, he o�ered the sari�es required forhis leansing.In September of this year Elizabeth and John made a journey to Nazareth to visit Mary and Jesus.John had just about made up his mind to launh out in his lifework, but he was admonished, notonly by Jesus' words but also by his example, to return home, take are of his mother, and await the\oming of the Father's hour." After bidding Jesus and Mary good-bye at the end of this enjoyablevisit, John did not again see Jesus until the event of his baptism in the Jordan.John and Elizabeth returned to their home and began to lay plans for the future. Sine Johnrefused to aept the priest's allowane due him from the temple funds, by the end of two yearsthey had all but lost their home; so they deided to go south with the sheep herd. Aordingly,the summer that John was twenty years of age witnessed their removal to Hebron. In the so-alled\wilderness of Judea" John tended his sheep along a brook that was tributary to a larger streamwhih entered the Dead Sea at Engedi. The Engedi olony inluded not only Nazarites of lifelong andtime-period onseration but numerous other aseti herdsmen who ongregated in this region withtheir herds and fraternized with the Nazarite brotherhood. They supported themselves by sheepraising and from gifts whih wealthy Jews made to the order.As time passed, John returned less often to Hebron, while he made more frequent visits to Engedi.He was so entirely di�erent from the majority of the Nazarites that he found it very diÆult fully tofraternize with the brotherhood. But he was very fond of Abner, the aknowledged leader and headof the Engedi olony.135.3 The Life of a ShepherdAlong the valley of this little brook John built no less than a dozen stone shelters and night orrals,onsisting of piled-up stones, wherein he ould wath over and safeguard his herds of sheep and goats.John's life as a shepherd a�orded him a great deal of time for thought. He talked muh with Ezda,an orphan lad of Beth-zur, whom he had in a way adopted, and who ared for the herds when hemade trips to Hebron to see his mother and to sell sheep, as well as when he went down to Engedifor Sabbath servies. John and the lad lived very simply, subsisting on mutton, goat's milk, wild1362



honey, and the edible lousts of that region. This, their regular diet, was supplemented by provisionsbrought from Hebron and Engedi from time to time.Elizabeth kept John posted about Palestinian and world a�airs, and his onvition grew deeperand deeper that the time was fast approahing when the old order was to end; that he was to beomethe herald of the approah of a new age, \the kingdom of heaven." This rugged shepherd wasvery partial to the writings of the Prophet Daniel. He read a thousand times Daniel's desriptionof the great image, whih Zaharias had told him represented the history of the great kingdomsof the world, beginning with Babylon, then Persia, Greee, and �nally Rome. John pereived thatalready was Rome omposed of suh polyglot peoples and raes that it ould never beome a stronglyemented and �rmly onsolidated empire. He believed that Rome was even then divided, as Syria,Egypt, Palestine, and other provines; and then he further read \in the days of these kings shallthe God of heaven set up a kingdom whih shall never be destroyed. And this kingdom shall notbe left to other people but shall break in piees and onsume all these kingdoms, and it shall standforever." \And there was given him dominion and glory and a kingdom that all peoples, nations,and languages should serve him. His dominion is an everlasting dominion, whih shall not pass away,and his kingdom never shall be destroyed." \And the kingdom and dominion and the greatness ofthe kingdom under the whole heaven shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most High,whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and obey him."John was never able ompletely to rise above the onfusion produed by what he had heard fromhis parents onerning Jesus and by these passages whih he read in the Sriptures. In Daniel heread: \I saw in the night visions, and, behold, one like the Son of Man ame with the louds ofheaven, and there was given him dominion and glory and a kingdom." But these words of theprophet did not harmonize with what his parents had taught him. Neither did his talk with Jesus,at the time of his visit when he was eighteen years old, orrespond with these statements of theSriptures. Notwithstanding this onfusion, throughout all of his perplexity his mother assured himthat his distant ousin, Jesus of Nazareth, was the true Messiah, that he had ome to sit on thethrone of David, and that he (John) was to beome his advane herald and hief support.From all John heard of the vie and wikedness of Rome and the dissoluteness and moral barrennessof the empire, from what he knew of the evil doings of Herod Antipas and the governors of Judea,he was minded to believe that the end of the age was impending. It seemed to this rugged and noblehild of nature that the world was ripe for the end of the age of man and the dawn of the new anddivine age - the kingdom of heaven. The feeling grew in John's heart that he was to be the last of theold prophets and the �rst of the new. And he fairly vibrated with the mounting impulse to go forthand prolaim to all men: \Repent! Get right with God! Get ready for the end; prepare yourselvesfor the appearane of the new and eternal order of earth a�airs, the kingdom of heaven."135.4 The Death of ElizabethOn August 17, A.D. 22, when John was twenty-eight years of age, his mother suddenly passed away.Elizabeth's friends, knowing of the Nazarite restritions regarding ontat with the dead, even inone's own family, made all arrangements for the burial of Elizabeth before sending for John. Whenhe reeived word of the death of his mother, he direted Ezda to drive his herds to Engedi and startedfor Hebron.On returning to Engedi from his mother's funeral, he presented his oks to the brotherhood andfor a season detahed himself from the outside world while he fasted and prayed. John knew only ofthe old methods of approah to divinity; he knew only of the reords of suh as Elijah, Samuel, andDaniel. Elijah was his ideal of a prophet. Elijah was the �rst of the teahers of Israel to be regardedas a prophet, and John truly believed that he was to be the last of this long and illustrious line of1363



the messengers of heaven.For two and a half years John lived at Engedi, and he persuaded most of the brotherhood that\the end of the age was at hand"; that \the kingdom of heaven was about to appear." And all hisearly teahing was based upon the urrent Jewish idea and onept of the Messiah as the promiseddeliverer of the Jewish nation from the domination of their gentile rulers.Throughout this period John read muh in the sared writings whih he found at the Engedi homeof the Nazarites. He was espeially impressed by Isaiah and by Malahi, the last of the prophets upto that time. He read and reread the last �ve hapters of Isaiah, and he believed these propheies.Then he would read in Malahi: \Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the oming of thegreat and dreadful day of the Lord; and he shall turn the hearts of the fathers toward the hildrenand the hearts of the hildren toward their fathers, lest I ome and smite the earth with a urse."And it was only this promise of Malahi that Elijah would return that deterred John from going forthto preah about the oming kingdom and to exhort his fellow Jews to ee from the wrath to ome.John was ripe for the prolamation of the message of the oming kingdom, but this expetation ofthe oming of Elijah held him bak for more than two years. He knew he was not Elijah. What didMalahi mean? Was the prophey literal or �gurative? How ould he know the truth? He �nallydared to think that, sine the �rst of the prophets was alled Elijah, so the last should be known,eventually, by the same name. Nevertheless, he had doubts, doubts suÆient to prevent his everalling himself Elijah.It was the inuene of Elijah that aused John to adopt his methods of diret and blunt assaultupon the sins and vies of his ontemporaries. He sought to dress like Elijah, and he endeavored totalk like Elijah; in every outward aspet he was like the olden prophet. He was just suh a stalwartand pituresque hild of nature, just suh a fearless and daring preaher of righteousness. John wasnot illiterate, he did well know the Jewish sared writings, but he was hardly ultured. He was alear thinker, a powerful speaker, and a �ery denuniator. He was hardly an example to his age, buthe was an eloquent rebuke.At last he thought out the method of prolaiming the new age, the kingdom of God; he settledthat he was to beome the herald of the Messiah; he swept aside all doubts and departed from Engedione day in Marh of A.D. 25 to begin his short but brilliant areer as a publi preaher.135.5 The Kingdom of GodIn order to understand John's message, aount should be taken of the status of the Jewish peopleat the time he appeared upon the stage of ation. For almost one hundred years all Israel had beenin a quandary; they were at a loss to explain their ontinuous subjugation to gentile overlords. Hadnot Moses taught that righteousness was always rewarded with prosperity and power? Were they notGod's hosen people? Why was the throne of David desolate and vaant? In the light of the Mosaidotrines and the preepts of the prophets the Jews found it diÆult to explain their long-ontinuednational desolation.About one hundred years before the days of Jesus and John a new shool of religious teahersarose in Palestine, the apoalyptists. These new teahers evolved a system of belief that aountedfor the su�erings and humiliation of the Jews on the ground that they were paying the penalty forthe nation's sins. They fell bak onto the well-known reasons assigned to explain the Babylonian andother aptivities of former times. But, so taught the apoalyptists, Israel should take heart; the daysof their a�ition were almost over; the disipline of God's hosen people was about �nished; God'spatiene with the gentile foreigners was about exhausted. The end of Roman rule was synonymouswith the end of the age and, in a ertain sense, with the end of the world. These new teahers leanedheavily on the preditions of Daniel, and they onsistently taught that reation was about to pass1364



into its �nal stage; the kingdoms of this world were about to beome the kingdom of God. To theJewish mind of that day this was the meaning of that phrase - the kingdom of heaven - whih runsthroughout the teahings of both John and Jesus. To the Jews of Palestine the phrase \kingdom ofheaven" had but one meaning: an absolutely righteous state in whih God (the Messiah) would rulethe nations of earth in perfetion of power just as he ruled in heaven - \Your will be done on earthas in heaven."In the days of John all Jews were expetantly asking, \How soon will the kingdom ome?" Therewas a general feeling that the end of the rule of the gentile nations was drawing near. There waspresent throughout all Jewry a lively hope and a keen expetation that the onsummation of thedesire of the ages would our during the lifetime of that generation.While the Jews di�ered greatly in their estimates of the nature of the oming kingdom, they werealike in their belief that the event was impending, near at hand, even at the door. Many who readthe Old Testament literally looked expetantly for a new king in Palestine, for a regenerated Jewishnation delivered from its enemies and presided over by the suessor of King David, the Messiah whowould quikly be aknowledged as the rightful and righteous ruler of all the world. Another, thoughsmaller, group of devout Jews held a vastly di�erent view of this kingdom of God. They taught thatthe oming kingdom was not of this world, that the world was approahing its ertain end, and that\a new heaven and a new earth" were to usher in the establishment of the kingdom of God; thatthis kingdom was to be an everlasting dominion, that sin was to be ended, and that the itizens ofthe new kingdom were to beome immortal in their enjoyment of this endless bliss.All were agreed that some drasti purging or purifying disipline would of neessity preede theestablishment of the new kingdom on earth. The literalists taught that a world-wide war wouldensue whih would destroy all unbelievers, while the faithful would sweep on to universal and eternalvitory. The spiritists taught that the kingdom would be ushered in by the great judgment ofGod whih would relegate the unrighteous to their well-deserved judgment of punishment and �naldestrution, at the same time elevating the believing saints of the hosen people to high seats ofhonor and authority with the Son of Man, who would rule over the redeemed nations in God's name.And this latter group even believed that many devout gentiles might be admitted to the fellowshipof the new kingdom.Some of the Jews held to the opinion that God might possibly establish this new kingdom by diretand divine intervention, but the vast majority believed that he would interpose some representativeintermediary, the Messiah. And that was the only possible meaning the term Messiah ould havehad in the minds of the Jews of the generation of John and Jesus. Messiah ould not possibly referto one who merely taught God's will or prolaimed the neessity for righteous living. To all suhholy persons the Jews gave the title of prophet. The Messiah was to be more than a prophet; theMessiah was to bring in the establishment of the new kingdom, the kingdom of God. No one whofailed to do this ould be the Messiah in the traditional Jewish sense.Who would this Messiah be? Again the Jewish teahers di�ered. The older ones lung to thedotrine of the son of David. The newer taught that, sine the new kingdom was a heavenly kingdom,the new ruler might also be a divine personality, one who had long sat at God's right hand in heaven.And strange as it may appear, those who thus oneived of the ruler of the new kingdom lookedupon him not as a human Messiah, not as a mere man, but as \the Son of Man" - a Son of God -a heavenly Prine, long held in waiting thus to assume the rulership of the earth made new. Suhwas the religious bakground of the Jewish world when John went forth prolaiming: \Repent, forthe kingdom of heaven is at hand!"It beomes apparent, therefore, that John's announement of the oming kingdom had not lessthan half a dozen di�erent meanings in the minds of those who listened to his impassioned preahing.But no matter what signi�ane they attahed to the phrases whih John employed, eah of thesevarious groups of Jewish-kingdom expetants was intrigued by the prolamations of this sinere,1365



enthusiasti, rough-and-ready preaher of righteousness and repentane, who so solemnly exhortedhis hearers to \ee from the wrath to ome."135.6 John Begins to PreahEarly in the month of Marh, A.D. 25, John journeyed around the western oast of the Dead Seaand up the river Jordan to opposite Jeriho, the anient ford over whih Joshua and the hildren ofIsrael passed when they �rst entered the promised land; and rossing over to the other side of theriver, he established himself near the entrane to the ford and began to preah to the people whopassed by on their way bak and forth aross the river. This was the most frequented of all theJordan rossings.It was apparent to all who heard John that he was more than a preaher. The great majorityof those who listened to this strange man who had ome up from the Judean wilderness went awaybelieving that they had heard the voie of a prophet. No wonder the souls of these weary andexpetant Jews were deeply stirred by suh a phenomenon. Never in all Jewish history had thedevout hildren of Abraham so longed for the \onsolation of Israel" or more ardently antiipated\the restoration of the kingdom." Never in all Jewish history ould John's message, \the kingdom ofheaven is at hand," have made suh a deep and universal appeal as at the very time he so mysteriouslyappeared on the bank of this southern rossing of the Jordan.He ame from the herdsmen, like Amos. He was dressed like Elijah of old, and he thundered hisadmonitions and poured forth his warnings in the \spirit and power of Elijah." It is not surprisingthat this strange preaher reated a mighty stir throughout all Palestine as the travelers arriedabroad the news of his preahing along the Jordan.There was still another and a new feature about the work of this Nazarite preaher: He baptizedevery one of his believers in the Jordan \for the remission of sins." Although baptism was not a neweremony among the Jews, they had never seen it employed as John now made use of it. It had longbeen the pratie thus to baptize the gentile proselytes into the fellowship of the outer ourt of thetemple, but never had the Jews themselves been asked to submit to the baptism of repentane. Only�fteen months intervened between the time John began to preah and baptize and his arrest andimprisonment at the instigation of Herod Antipas, but in this short time he baptized onsiderablyover one hundred thousand penitents.John preahed four months at Bethany ford before starting north up the Jordan. Tens of thousandsof listeners, some urious but many earnest and serious, ame to hear him from all parts of Judea,Perea, and Samaria. Even a few ame from Galilee.In May of this year, while he still lingered at Bethany ford, the priests and Levites sent a delegationout to inquire of John whether he laimed to be the Messiah, and by whose authority he preahed.John answered these questioners by saying: \Go tell your masters that you have heard `the voie ofone rying in the wilderness,' as spoken by the prophet, saying, `make ready the way of the Lord,make straight a highway for our God. Every valley shall be �lled, and every mountain and hill shallbe brought low; the uneven ground shall beome a plain, while the rough plaes shall beome asmooth valley; and all esh shall see the salvation of God.' "John was a heroi but tatless preaher. One day when he was preahing and baptizing on the westbank of the Jordan, a group of Pharisees and a number of Sadduees ame forward and presentedthemselves for baptism. Before leading them down into the water, John, addressing them as a groupsaid: \Who warned you to ee, as vipers before the �re, from the wrath to ome? I will baptize you,but I warn you to bring forth fruit worthy of sinere repentane if you would reeive the remissionof your sins. Tell me not that Abraham is your father. I delare that God is able of these twelve1366



stones here before you to raise up worthy hildren for Abraham. And even now is the ax laid to thevery roots of the trees. Every tree that brings not forth good fruit is destined to be ut down andast into the �re." (The twelve stones to whih he referred were the reputed memorial stones setup by Joshua to ommemorate the rossing of the \twelve tribes" at this very point when they �rstentered the promised land.)John onduted lasses for his disiples, in the ourse of whih he instruted them in the details oftheir new life and endeavored to answer their many questions. He ounseled the teahers to instrutin the spirit as well as the letter of the law. He instruted the rih to feed the poor; to the taxgatherers he said: \Extort no more than that whih is assigned you." To the soldiers he said: \Dono violene and exat nothing wrongfully - be ontent with your wages." While he ounseled all:\Make ready for the end of the age - the kingdom of heaven is at hand."135.7 John Journeys NorthJohn still had onfused ideas about the oming kingdom and its king. The longer he preahedthe more onfused he beame, but never did this intelletual unertainty onerning the nature ofthe oming kingdom in the least lessen his onvition of the ertainty of the kingdom's immediateappearane. In mind John might be onfused, but in spirit never. He was in no doubt about theoming kingdom, but he was far from ertain as to whether or not Jesus was to be the ruler of thatkingdom. As long as John held to the idea of the restoration of the throne of David, the teahingsof his parents that Jesus, born in the City of David, was to be the long-expeted deliverer, seemedonsistent; but at those times when he leaned more toward the dotrine of a spiritual kingdom andthe end of the temporal age on earth, he was sorely in doubt as to the part Jesus would play in suhevents. Sometimes he questioned everything, but not for long. He really wished he might talk it allover with his ousin, but that was ontrary to their expressed agreement.As John journeyed north, he thought muh about Jesus. He paused at more than a dozen plaesas he traveled up the Jordan. It was at Adam that he �rst made referene to \another one whois to ome after me" in answer to the diret question whih his disiples asked him, \Are you theMessiah?" And he went on to say: \There will ome after me one who is greater than I, whose sandalstraps I am not worthy to stoop down and unloose. I baptize you with water, but he will baptizeyou with the Holy Spirit. And his shovel is in his hand thoroughly to leanse his threshing oor; hewill gather the wheat into his garner, but the ha� will he burn up with the judgment �re."In response to the questions of his disiples John ontinued to expand his teahings, from dayto day adding more that was helpful and omforting ompared with his early and rypti message:\Repent and be baptized." By this time throngs were arriving from Galilee and the Deapolis. Soresof earnest believers lingered with their adored teaher day after day.135.8 Meeting of Jesus and JohnBy Deember of A.D. 25, when John reahed the neighborhood of Pella in his journey up theJordan, his fame had extended throughout all Palestine, and his work had beome the hief topiof onversation in all the towns about the lake of Galilee. Jesus had spoken favorably of John'smessage, and this had aused many from Capernaum to join John's ult of repentane and baptism.James and John the �shermen sons of Zebedee had gone down in Deember, soon after John tookup his preahing position near Pella, and had o�ered themselves for baptism. They went to see Johnone a week and brought bak to Jesus fresh, �rsthand reports of the evangelist's work.Jesus' brothers James and Jude had talked about going down to John for baptism; and now that1367



Jude had ome over to Capernaum for the Sabbath servies, both he and James, after listening toJesus' disourse in the synagogue, deided to take ounsel with him onerning their plans. This wason Saturday night, January 12, A.D. 26. Jesus requested that they postpone the disussion until thefollowing day, when he would give them his answer. He slept very little that night, being in loseommunion with the Father in heaven. He had arranged to have noontime lunh with his brothersand to advise them onerning baptism by John. That Sunday morning Jesus was working as usualin the boatshop. James and Jude had arrived with the lunh and were waiting in the lumber roomfor him, as it was not yet time for the midday reess, and they knew that Jesus was very regularabout suh matters.Just before the noon rest, Jesus laid down his tools, removed his work apron, and merely announedto the three workmen in the room with him, \My hour has ome." He went out to his brothers Jamesand Jude, repeating, \My hour has ome - let us go to John." And they started immediately forPella, eating their lunh as they journeyed. This was on Sunday, January 13. They tarried for thenight in the Jordan valley and arrived on the sene of John's baptizing about noon of the next day.John had just begun baptizing the andidates for the day. Sores of repentants were standingin line awaiting their turn when Jesus and his two brothers took up their positions in this line ofearnest men and women who had beome believers in John's preahing of the oming kingdom. Johnhad been inquiring about Jesus of Zebedee's sons. He had heard of Jesus' remarks onerning hispreahing, and he was day by day expeting to see him arrive on the sene, but he had not expetedto greet him in the line of baptismal andidates.Being engrossed with the details of rapidly baptizing suh a large number of onverts, John did notlook up to see Jesus until the Son of Man stood in his immediate presene. When John reognizedJesus, the eremonies were halted for a moment while he greeted his ousin in the esh and asked,\But why do you ome down into the water to greet me?" And Jesus answered, \To be subjet toyour baptism." John replied: \But I have need to be baptized by you. Why do you ome to me?"And Jesus whispered to John: \Bear with me now, for it beomes us to set this example for mybrothers standing here with me, and that the people may know that my hour has ome."There was a tone of �nality and authority in Jesus' voie. John was atremble with emotion as hemade ready to baptize Jesus of Nazareth in the Jordan at noon on Monday, January 14, A.D. 26.Thus did John baptize Jesus and his two brothers James and Jude. And when John had baptizedthese three, he dismissed the others for the day, announing that he would resume baptisms at noonthe next day. As the people were departing, the four men still standing in the water heard a strangesound, and presently there appeared for a moment an apparition immediately over the head of Jesus,and they heard a voie saying, \This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased." A great hangeame over the ountenane of Jesus, and oming up out of the water in silene he took leave of them,going toward the hills to the east. And no man saw Jesus again for forty days.John followed Jesus a suÆient distane to tell him the story of Gabriel's visit to his mother ereeither had been born, as he had heard it so many times from his mother's lips. He allowed Jesus toontinue on his way after he had said, \Now I know of a ertainty that you are the Deliverer." ButJesus made no reply.135.9 Forty Days of PreahingWhen John returned to his disiples (he now had some twenty-�ve or thirty who abode with himonstantly), he found them in earnest onferene, disussing what had just happened in onnetionwith Jesus' baptism. They were all the more astonished when John now made known to them thestory of the Gabriel visitation to Mary before Jesus was born, and also that Jesus spoke no word tohim even after he had told him about this. There was no rain that evening, and this group of thirty1368



or more talked long into the starlit night. They wondered where Jesus had gone, and when theywould see him again.After the experiene of this day the preahing of John took on new and ertain notes of prolama-tion onerning the oming kingdom and the expeted Messiah. It was a tense time, these forty daysof tarrying, waiting for the return of Jesus. But John ontinued to preah with great power, and hisdisiples began at about this time to preah to the overowing throngs whih gathered around Johnat the Jordan.In the ourse of these forty days of waiting, many rumors spread about the ountryside and evento Tiberias and Jerusalem. Thousands ame over to see the new attration in John's amp, thereputed Messiah, but Jesus was not to be seen. When the disiples of John asserted that the strangeman of God had gone to the hills, many doubted the entire story.About three weeks after Jesus had left them, there arrived on the sene at Pella a new deputationfrom the priests and Pharisees at Jerusalem. They asked John diretly if he was Elijah or theprophet that Moses promised; and when John said, \I am not," they made bold to ask, \Are youthe Messiah?" and John answered, \I am not." Then said these men from Jerusalem: \If you arenot Elijah, nor the prophet, nor the Messiah, then why do you baptize the people and reate all thisstir?" And John replied: \It should be for those who have heard me and reeived my baptism to saywho I am, but I delare to you that, while I baptize with water, there has been among us one whowill return to baptize you with the Holy Spirit."These forty days were a diÆult period for John and his disiples. What was to be the relation ofJohn to Jesus? A hundred questions ame up for disussion. Politis and sel�sh preferment beganto make their appearane. Intense disussions grew up around the various ideas and onepts of theMessiah. Would he beome a military leader and a Davidi king? Would he smite the Roman armiesas Joshua had the Canaanites? Or would he ome to establish a spiritual kingdom? John ratherdeided, with the minority, that Jesus had ome to establish the kingdom of heaven, although hewas not altogether lear in his own mind as to just what was to be embraed within this mission ofthe establishment of the kingdom of heaven.These were strenuous days in John's experiene, and he prayed for the return of Jesus. Some ofJohn's disiples organized souting parties to go in searh of Jesus, but John forbade, saying: \Ourtimes are in the hands of the God of heaven; he will diret his hosen Son."It was early on the morning of Sabbath, February 23, that the ompany of John, engaged in eatingtheir morning meal, looked up toward the north and beheld Jesus oming to them. As he approahedthem, John stood upon a large rok and, lifting up his sonorous voie, said: \Behold the Son of God,the deliverer of the world! This is he of whom I have said, `After me there will ome one who ispreferred before me beause he was before me.' For this ause ame I out of the wilderness to preahrepentane and to baptize with water, prolaiming that the kingdom of heaven is at hand. And nowomes one who shall baptize you with the Holy Spirit. And I beheld the divine spirit desendingupon this man, and I heard the voie of God delare, `This is my beloved Son in whom I am wellpleased.' "Jesus bade them return to their food while he sat down to eat with John, his brothers James andJude having returned to Capernaum.Early in the morning of the next day he took leave of John and his disiples, going bak toGalilee. He gave them no word as to when they would again see him. To John's inquiries abouthis own preahing and mission Jesus only said, \My Father will guide you now and in the future ashe has in the past." And these two great men separated that morning on the banks of the Jordan,never again to greet eah other in the esh.
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135.10 John Journeys SouthSine Jesus had gone north into Galilee, John felt led to retrae his steps southward. Aordingly, onSunday morning, Marh 3, John and the remainder of his disiples began their journey south. Aboutone quarter of John's immediate followers had meantime departed for Galilee in quest of Jesus. Therewas a sadness of onfusion about John. He never again preahed as he had before baptizing Jesus.He somehow felt that the responsibility of the oming kingdom was no longer on his shoulders. Hefelt that his work was almost �nished; he was disonsolate and lonely. But he preahed, baptized,and journeyed on southward.Near the village of Adam, John tarried for several weeks, and it was here that he made thememorable attak upon Herod Antipas for unlawfully taking the wife of another man. By Juneof this year (A.D. 26) John was bak at the Bethany ford of the Jordan, where he had begun hispreahing of the oming kingdom more than a year previously. In the weeks following the baptismof Jesus the harater of John's preahing gradually hanged into a prolamation of mery for theommon people, while he denouned with renewed vehemene the orrupt politial and religiousrulers.Herod Antipas, in whose territory John had been preahing, beame alarmed lest he and hisdisiples should start a rebellion. Herod also resented John's publi ritiisms of his domesti a�airs.In view of all this, Herod deided to put John in prison. Aordingly, very early in the morning ofJune 12, before the multitude arrived to hear the preahing and witness the baptizing, the agents ofHerod plaed John under arrest. As weeks passed and he was not released, his disiples satteredover all Palestine, many of them going into Galilee to join the followers of Jesus.135.11 John in PrisonJohn had a lonely and somewhat bitter experiene in prison. Few of his followers were permitted tosee him. He longed to see Jesus but had to be ontent with hearing of his work through those of hisfollowers who had beome believers in the Son of Man. He was often tempted to doubt Jesus and hisdivine mission. If Jesus were the Messiah, why did he do nothing to deliver him from this unbearableimprisonment? For more than a year and a half this rugged man of God's outdoors languished inthat despiable prison. And this experiene was a great test of his faith in, and loyalty to, Jesus.Indeed, this whole experiene was a great test of John's faith even in God. Many times was hetempted to doubt even the genuineness of his own mission and experiene.After he had been in prison several months, a group of his disiples ame to him and, afterreporting onerning the publi ativities of Jesus, said: \So you see, Teaher, that he who was withyou at the upper Jordan prospers and reeives all who ome to him. He even feasts with publiansand sinners. You bore ourageous witness to him, and yet he does nothing to e�et your deliverane."But John answered his friends: \This man an do nothing unless it has been given him by his Fatherin heaven. You well remember that I said, `I am not the Messiah, but I am one sent on before toprepare the way for him.' And that I did. He who has the bride is the bridegroom, but the friend ofthe bridegroom who stands near by and hears him rejoies greatly beause of the bridegroom's voie.This, my joy, therefore is ful�lled. He must inrease but I must derease. I am of this earth andhave delared my message. Jesus of Nazareth omes down to the earth from heaven and is above usall. The Son of Man has desended from God, and the words of God he will delare to you. For theFather in heaven gives not the spirit by measure to his own Son. The Father loves his Son and willpresently put all things in the hands of this Son. He who believes in the Son has eternal life. Andthese words whih I speak are true and abiding."These disiples were amazed at John's pronounement, so muh so that they departed in silene.1370



John was also muh agitated, for he pereived that he had uttered a prophey. Never again did hewholly doubt the mission and divinity of Jesus. But it was a sore disappointment to John that Jesussent him no word, that he ame not to see him, and that he exerised none of his great power todeliver him from prison. But Jesus knew all about this. He had great love for John, but being nowognizant of his divine nature and knowing fully the great things in preparation for John when hedeparted from this world and also knowing that John's work on earth was �nished, he onstrainedhimself not to interfere in the natural outworking of the great preaher-prophet's areer.This long suspense in prison was humanly unbearable. Just a few days before his death Johnagain sent trusted messengers to Jesus, inquiring: \Is my work done? Why do I languish in prison?Are you truly the Messiah, or shall we look for another?" And when these two disiples gave thismessage to Jesus, the Son of Man replied: \Go bak to John and tell him that I have not forgottenbut to su�er me also this, for it beomes us to ful�ll all righteousness. Tell John what you have seenand heard - that the poor have good tidings preahed to them - and, �nally, tell the beloved heraldof my earth mission that he shall be abundantly blessed in the age to ome if he �nds no oasion todoubt and stumble over me." And this was the last word John reeived from Jesus. This messagegreatly omforted him and did muh to stabilize his faith and prepare him for the tragi end of hislife in the esh whih followed so soon upon the heels of this memorable oasion.135.12 Death of John the BaptistAs John was working in southern Perea when arrested, he was taken immediately to the prison ofthe fortress of Mahaerus, where he was inarerated until his exeution. Herod ruled over Perea aswell as Galilee, and he maintained residene at this time at both Julias and Mahaerus in Perea. InGalilee the oÆial residene had been moved from Sepphoris to the new apital at Tiberias.Herod feared to release John lest he instigate rebellion. He feared to put him to death lest themultitude riot in the apital, for thousands of Pereans believed that John was a holy man, a prophet.Therefore Herod kept the Nazarite preaher in prison, not knowing what else to do with him. Severaltimes John had been before Herod, but never would he agree either to leave the domains of Herod orto refrain from all publi ativities if he were released. And this new agitation onerning Jesus ofNazareth, whih was steadily inreasing, admonished Herod that it was no time to turn John loose.Besides, John was also a vitim of the intense and bitter hatred of Herodias, Herod's unlawful wife.On numerous oasions Herod talked with John about the kingdom of heaven, and while sometimesseriously impressed with his message, he was afraid to release him from prison.Sine muh building was still going on at Tiberias, Herod spent onsiderable time at his Pereanresidenes, and he was partial to the fortress of Mahaerus. It was a matter of several years beforeall the publi buildings and the oÆial residene at Tiberias were fully ompleted.In elebration of his birthday Herod made a great feast in the Mahaerian palae for his hiefoÆers and other men high in the ounils of the government of Galilee and Perea. Sine Herodiashad failed to bring about John's death by diret appeal to Herod, she now set herself to the task ofhaving John put to death by unning planning.In the ourse of the evening's festivities and entertainment, Herodias presented her daughter todane before the banqueters. Herod was very muh pleased with the damsel's performane and,alling her before him, said: \You are harming. I am muh pleased with you. Ask me on this mybirthday for whatever you desire, and I will give it to you, even to the half of my kingdom." AndHerod did all this while well under the inuene of his many wines. The young lady drew aside andinquired of her mother what she should ask of Herod. Herodias said, \Go to Herod and ask for thehead of John the Baptist." And the young woman, returning to the banquet table, said to Herod,1371



\I request that you forthwith give me the head of John the Baptist on a platter."Herod was �lled with fear and sorrow, but beause of his oath and beause of all those who sat atmeat with him, he would not deny the request. And Herod Antipas sent a soldier, ommanding himto bring the head of John. So was John that night beheaded in the prison, the soldier bringing thehead of the prophet on a platter and presenting it to the young woman at the rear of the banquethall. And the damsel gave the platter to her mother. When John's disiples heard of this, they ameto the prison for the body of John, and after laying it in a tomb, they went and told Jesus.
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Chapter 136Baptism and the Forty DaysJESUS began his publi work at the height of the popular interest in John's preahing and at a timewhen the Jewish people of Palestine were eagerly looking for the appearane of the Messiah. Therewas a great ontrast between John and Jesus. John was an eager and earnest worker, but Jesus wasa alm and happy laborer; only a few times in his entire life was he ever in a hurry. Jesus was aomforting onsolation to the world and somewhat of an example; John was hardly a omfort or anexample. He preahed the kingdom of heaven but hardly entered into the happiness thereof. ThoughJesus spoke of John as the greatest of the prophets of the old order, he also said that the least ofthose who saw the great light of the new way and entered thereby into the kingdom of heaven wasindeed greater than John.When John preahed the oming kingdom, the burden of his message was: Repent! ee from thewrath to ome. When Jesus began to preah, there remained the exhortation to repentane, butsuh a message was always followed by the gospel, the good tidings of the joy and liberty of the newkingdom.136.1 Conepts of the Expeted MessiahThe Jews entertained many ideas about the expeted deliverer, and eah of these di�erent shoolsof Messiani teahing was able to point to statements in the Hebrew sriptures as proof of theirontentions. In a general way, the Jews regarded their national history as beginning with Abrahamand ulminating in the Messiah and the new age of the kingdom of God. In earlier times they hadenvisaged this deliverer as \the servant of the Lord," then as \the Son of Man," while latterly someeven went so far as to refer to the Messiah as the \Son of God." But no matter whether he was alledthe \seed of Abraham" or \the son of David," all were agreed that he was to be the Messiah, the\anointed one." Thus did the onept evolve from the \servant of the Lord" to the \son of David,"\Son of Man," and \Son of God."In the days of John and Jesus the more learned Jews had developed an idea of the oming Messiahas the perfeted and representative Israelite, ombining in himself as the \servant of the Lord" thethreefold oÆe of prophet, priest, and king.The Jews devoutly believed that, as Moses had delivered their fathers from Egyptian bondageby miraulous wonders, so would the oming Messiah deliver the Jewish people from Roman dom-ination by even greater mirales of power and marvels of raial triumph. The rabbis had gatheredtogether almost �ve hundred passages from the Sriptures whih, notwithstanding their apparentontraditions, they averred were propheti of the oming Messiah. And amidst all these details oftime, tehnique, and funtion, they almost ompletely lost sight of the personality of the promisedMessiah. They were looking for a restoration of Jewish national glory - Israel's temporal exaltation1373



- rather than for the salvation of the world. It therefore beomes evident that Jesus of Nazarethould never satisfy this materialisti Messiani onept of the Jewish mind. Many of their reputedMessiani preditions, had they but viewed these propheti utteranes in a di�erent light, would havevery naturally prepared their minds for a reognition of Jesus as the terminator of one age and theinaugurator of a new and better dispensation of mery and salvation for all nations.The Jews had been brought up to believe in the dotrine of the Shekinah. But this reputedsymbol of the Divine Presene was not to be seen in the temple. They believed that the oming ofthe Messiah would e�et its restoration. They held onfusing ideas about raial sin and the supposedevil nature of man. Some taught that Adam's sin had ursed the human rae, and that the Messiahwould remove this urse and restore man to divine favor. Others taught that God, in reating man,had put into his being both good and evil natures; that when he observed the outworking of thisarrangement, he was greatly disappointed, and that \He repented that he had thus made man."And those who taught this believed that the Messiah was to ome in order to redeem man from thisinherent evil nature.The majority of the Jews believed that they ontinued to languish under Roman rule beause oftheir national sins and beause of the halfheartedness of the gentile proselytes. The Jewish nationhad not wholeheartedly repented; therefore did the Messiah delay his oming. There was muh talkabout repentane; wherefore the mighty and immediate appeal of John's preahing, \Repent and bebaptized, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." And the kingdom of heaven ould mean only onething to any devout Jew: The oming of the Messiah.There was one feature of the bestowal of Mihael whih was utterly foreign to the Jewish oneptionof the Messiah, and that was the union of the two natures, the human and the divine. The Jews hadvariously oneived of the Messiah as perfeted human, superhuman, and even as divine, but theynever entertained the onept of the union of the human and the divine. And this was the greatstumbling blok of Jesus' early disiples. They grasped the human onept of the Messiah as the sonof David, as presented by the earlier prophets; as the Son of Man, the superhuman idea of Danieland some of the later prophets; and even as the Son of God, as depited by the author of the Bookof Enoh and by ertain of his ontemporaries; but never had they for a single moment entertainedthe true onept of the union in one earth personality of the two natures, the human and the divine.The inarnation of the Creator in the form of the reature had not been revealed beforehand. It wasrevealed only in Jesus; the world knew nothing of suh things until the Creator Son was made eshand dwelt among the mortals of the realm.136.2 The Baptism of JesusJesus was baptized at the very height of John's preahing when Palestine was aame with theexpetany of his message - \the kingdom of God is at hand" - when all Jewry was engaged inserious and solemn self-examination. The Jewish sense of raial solidarity was very profound. TheJews not only believed that the sins of the father might a�it his hildren, but they �rmly believedthat the sin of one individual might urse the nation. Aordingly, not all who submitted to John'sbaptism regarded themselves as being guilty of the spei� sins whih John denouned. Many devoutsouls were baptized by John for the good of Israel. They feared lest some sin of ignorane on theirpart might delay the oming of the Messiah. They felt themselves to belong to a guilty and sin-ursednation, and they presented themselves for baptism that they might by so doing manifest fruits ofrae penitene. It is therefore evident that Jesus in no sense reeived John's baptism as a rite ofrepentane or for the remission of sins. In aepting baptism at the hands of John, Jesus was onlyfollowing the example of many pious Israelites.When Jesus of Nazareth went down into the Jordan to be baptized, he was a mortal of the realm1374



who had attained the pinnale of human evolutionary asension in all matters related to the onquestof mind and to self-identi�ation with the spirit. He stood in the Jordan that day a perfeted mortalof the evolutionary worlds of time and spae. Perfet synhrony and full ommuniation had beomeestablished between the mortal mind of Jesus and the indwelling spirit Adjuster, the divine giftof his Father in Paradise. And just suh an Adjuster indwells all normal beings living on Urantiasine the asension of Mihael to the headship of his universe, exept that Jesus' Adjuster had beenpreviously prepared for this speial mission by similarly indwelling another superhuman inarnatedin the likeness of mortal esh, Mahiventa Melhizedek.Ordinarily, when a mortal of the realm attains suh high levels of personality perfetion, thereour those preliminary phenomena of spiritual elevation whih terminate in eventual fusion of thematured soul of the mortal with its assoiated divine Adjuster. And suh a hange was apparentlydue to take plae in the personality experiene of Jesus of Nazareth on that very day when he wentdown into the Jordan with his two brothers to be baptized by John. This eremony was the �nalat of his purely human life on Urantia, and many superhuman observers expeted to witness thefusion of the Adjuster with its indwelt mind, but they were all destined to su�er disappointment.Something new and even greater ourred. As John laid his hands upon Jesus to baptize him, theindwelling Adjuster took �nal leave of the perfeted human soul of Joshua ben Joseph. And in afew moments this divine entity returned from Divinington as a Personalized Adjuster and hief ofhis kind throughout the entire loal universe of Nebadon. Thus did Jesus observe his own formerdivine spirit desending on its return to him in personalized form. And he heard this same spirit ofParadise origin now speak, saying, \This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased." And John,with Jesus' two brothers, also heard these words. John's disiples, standing by the water's edge, didnot hear these words, neither did they see the apparition of the Personalized Adjuster. Only the eyesof Jesus beheld the Personalized Adjuster.When the returned and now exalted Personalized Adjuster had thus spoken, all was silene. Andwhile the four of them tarried in the water, Jesus, looking up to the near-by Adjuster, prayed: \MyFather who reigns in heaven, hallowed be your name. Your kingdom ome! Your will be done onearth, even as it is in heaven." When he had prayed, the \heavens were opened," and the Son ofMan saw the vision, presented by the now Personalized Adjuster, of himself as a Son of God as hewas before he ame to earth in the likeness of mortal esh, and as he would be when the inarnatedlife should be �nished. This heavenly vision was seen only by Jesus.It was the voie of the Personalized Adjuster that John and Jesus heard, speaking in behalf ofthe Universal Father, for the Adjuster is of, and as, the Paradise Father. Throughout the remainderof Jesus' earth life this Personalized Adjuster was assoiated with him in all his labors; Jesus was inonstant ommunion with this exalted Adjuster.When Jesus was baptized, he repented of no misdeeds; he made no onfession of sin. His was thebaptism of onseration to the performane of the will of the heavenly Father. At his baptism heheard the unmistakable all of his Father, the �nal summons to be about his Father's business, andhe went away into private selusion for forty days to think over these manifold problems. In thusretiring for a season from ative personality ontat with his earthly assoiates, Jesus, as he wasand on Urantia, was following the very proedure that obtains on the morontia worlds whenever anasending mortal fuses with the inner presene of the Universal Father.This day of baptism ended the purely human life of Jesus. The divine Son has found his Father,the Universal Father has found his inarnated Son, and they speak the one to the other.(Jesus was almost thirty-one and one-half years old when he was baptized. While Luke says thatJesus was baptized in the �fteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar, whih would be A.D. 29 sineAugustus died in A.D. 14, it should be realled that Tiberius was oemperor with Augustus for twoand one-half years before the death of Augustus, having had oins struk in his honor in Otober,A.D. 11. The �fteenth year of his atual rule was, therefore, this very year of A.D. 26, that of Jesus'1375



baptism. And this was also the year that Pontius Pilate began his rule as governor of Judea.)136.3 The Forty DaysJesus had endured the great temptation of his mortal bestowal before his baptism when he had beenwet with the dews of Mount Hermon for six weeks. There on Mount Hermon, as an unaided mortal ofthe realm, he had met and defeated the Urantia pretender, Caligastia, the prine of this world. Thateventful day, on the universe reords, Jesus of Nazareth had beome the Planetary Prine of Urantia.And this Prine of Urantia, so soon to be prolaimed supreme Sovereign of Nebadon, now went intoforty days of retirement to formulate the plans and determine upon the tehnique of prolaiming thenew kingdom of God in the hearts of men.After his baptism he entered upon the forty days of adjusting himself to the hanged relationshipsof the world and the universe oasioned by the personalization of his Adjuster. During this isolationin the Perean hills he determined upon the poliy to be pursued and the methods to be employed inthe new and hanged phase of earth life whih he was about to inaugurate.Jesus did not go into retirement for the purpose of fasting and for the a�ition of his soul. He wasnot an aseti, and he ame forever to destroy all suh notions regarding the approah to God. Hisreasons for seeking this retirement were entirely di�erent from those whih had atuated Moses andElijah, and even John the Baptist. Jesus was then wholly self-onsious onerning his relation tothe universe of his making and also to the universe of universes, supervised by the Paradise Father,his Father in heaven. He now fully realled the bestowal harge and its instrutions administeredby his elder brother, Immanuel, ere he entered upon his Urantia inarnation. He now learly andfully omprehended all these far-ung relationships, and he desired to be away for a season of quietmeditation so that he ould think out the plans and deide upon the proedures for the proseutionof his publi labors in behalf of this world and for all other worlds in his loal universe.While wandering about in the hills, seeking a suitable shelter, Jesus enountered his universe hiefexeutive, Gabriel, the Bright and Morning Star of Nebadon. Gabriel now re-established personalommuniation with the Creator Son of the universe; they met diretly for the �rst time sine Mihaeltook leave of his assoiates on Salvington when he went to Edentia preparatory to entering uponthe Urantia bestowal. Gabriel, by diretion of Immanuel and on authority of the Uversa Anientsof Days, now laid before Jesus information indiating that his bestowal experiene on Urantia waspratially �nished so far as onerned the earning of the perfeted sovereignty of his universe andthe termination of the Luifer rebellion. The former was ahieved on the day of his baptism whenthe personalization of his Adjuster demonstrated the perfetion and ompletion of his bestowal inthe likeness of mortal esh, and the latter was a fat of history on that day when he ame downfrom Mount Hermon to join the waiting lad, Tiglath. Jesus was now informed, upon the highestauthority of the loal universe and the superuniverse, that his bestowal work was �nished in so faras it a�eted his personal status in relation to sovereignty and rebellion. He had already had thisassurane diret from Paradise in the baptismal vision and in the phenomenon of the personalizationof his indwelling Thought Adjuster.While he tarried on the mountain, talking with Gabriel, the Constellation Father of Edentiaappeared to Jesus and Gabriel in person, saying: \The reords are ompleted. The sovereignty ofMihael number 611,121 over his universe of Nebadon rests in ompletion at the right hand of theUniversal Father. I bring to you the bestowal release of Immanuel, your sponsor-brother for theUrantia inarnation. You are at liberty now or at any subsequent time, in the manner of your ownhoosing, to terminate your inarnation bestowal, asend to the right hand of your Father, reeiveyour sovereignty, and assume your well-earned unonditional rulership of all Nebadon. I also testifyto the ompletion of the reords of the superuniverse, by authorization of the Anients of Days,1376



having to do with the termination of all sin-rebellion in your universe and endowing you with fulland unlimited authority to deal with any and all suh possible upheavals in the future. Tehnially,your work on Urantia and in the esh of the mortal reature is �nished. Your ourse from now on isa matter of your own hoosing."When the Most High Father of Edentia had taken leave, Jesus held long onverse with Gabrielregarding the welfare of the universe and, sending greetings to Immanuel, pro�ered his assuranethat, in the work whih he was about to undertake on Urantia, he would be ever mindful of theounsel he had reeived in onnetion with the prebestowal harge administered on Salvington.Throughout all of these forty days of isolation James and John the sons of Zebedee were engagedin searhing for Jesus. Many times they were not far from his abiding plae, but never did they �ndhim.136.4 Plans for Publi WorkDay by day, up in the hills, Jesus formulated the plans for the remainder of his Urantia bestowal.He �rst deided not to teah ontemporaneously with John. He planned to remain in omparativeretirement until the work of John ahieved its purpose, or until John was suddenly stopped byimprisonment. Jesus well knew that John's fearless and tatless preahing would presently arousethe fears and enmity of the ivil rulers. In view of John's prearious situation, Jesus began de�nitelyto plan his program of publi labors in behalf of his people and the world, in behalf of every inhabitedworld throughout his vast universe. Mihael's mortal bestowal was on Urantia but for all worlds ofNebadon.The �rst thing Jesus did, after thinking through the general plan of o-ordinating his programwith John's movement, was to review in his mind the instrutions of Immanuel. Carefully he thoughtover the advie given him onerning his methods of labor, and that he was to leave no permanentwriting on the planet. Never again did Jesus write on anything exept sand. On his next visitto Nazareth, muh to the sorrow of his brother Joseph, Jesus destroyed all of his writing that waspreserved on the boards about the arpenter shop, and whih hung upon the walls of the old home.And Jesus pondered well over Immanuel's advie pertaining to his eonomi, soial, and politialattitude toward the world as he should �nd it.Jesus did not fast during this forty days' isolation. The longest period he went without food washis �rst two days in the hills when he was so engrossed with his thinking that he forgot all abouteating. But on the third day he went in searh of food. Neither was he tempted during this time byany evil spirits or rebel personalities of station on this world or from any other world.These forty days were the oasion of the �nal onferene between the human and the divineminds, or rather the �rst real funtioning of these two minds as now made one. The results of thismomentous season of meditation demonstrated onlusively that the divine mind has triumphantlyand spiritually dominated the human intellet. The mind of man has beome the mind of Godfrom this time on, and though the selfhood of the mind of man is ever present, always does thisspiritualized human mind say, \Not my will but yours be done."The transations of this eventful time were not the fantasti visions of a starved and weakenedmind, neither were they the onfused and puerile symbolisms whih afterward gained reord asthe \temptations of Jesus in the wilderness." Rather was this a season for thinking over the wholeeventful and varied areer of the Urantia bestowal and for the areful laying of those plans for furtherministry whih would best serve this world while also ontributing something to the betterment ofall other rebellion-isolated spheres. Jesus thought over the whole span of human life on Urantia,from the days of Andon and Fonta, down through Adam's default, and on to the ministry of the1377



Melhizedek of Salem.Gabriel had reminded Jesus that there were two ways in whih he might manifest himself to theworld in ase he should hoose to tarry on Urantia for a time. And it was made lear to Jesusthat his hoie in this matter would have nothing to do with either his universe sovereignty or thetermination of the Luifer rebellion. These two ways of world ministry were:1. His own way - the way that might seem most pleasant and pro�table from the standpoint ofthe immediate needs of this world and the present edi�ation of his own universe.2. The Father's way - the exempli�ation of a farseeing ideal of reature life visualized by the highpersonalities of the Paradise administration of the universe of universes.It was thus made lear to Jesus that there were two ways in whih he ould order the remainderof his earth life. Eah of these ways had something to be said in its favor as it might be regardedin the light of the immediate situation. The Son of Man learly saw that his hoie between thesetwo modes of ondut would have nothing to do with his reeption of universe sovereignty; that wasa matter already settled and sealed on the reords of the universe of universes and only awaited hisdemand in person. But it was indiated to Jesus that it would a�ord his Paradise brother, Immanuel,great satisfation if he, Jesus, should see �t to �nish up his earth areer of inarnation as he had sonobly begun it, always subjet to the Father's will. On the third day of this isolation Jesus promisedhimself he would go bak to the world to �nish his earth areer, and that in a situation involvingany two ways he would always hoose the Father's will. And he lived out the remainder of his earthlife always true to that resolve. Even to the bitter end he invariably subordinated his sovereign willto that of his heavenly Father.The forty days in the mountain wilderness were not a period of great temptation but ratherthe period of the Master's great deisions. During these days of lone ommunion with himself andhis Father's immediate presene - the Personalized Adjuster (he no longer had a personal seraphiguardian) - he arrived, one by one, at the great deisions whih were to ontrol his poliies andondut for the remainder of his earth areer. Subsequently the tradition of a great temptationbeame attahed to this period of isolation through onfusion with the fragmentary narratives ofthe Mount Hermon struggles, and further beause it was the ustom to have all great prophetsand human leaders begin their publi areers by undergoing these supposed seasons of fasting andprayer. It had always been Jesus' pratie, when faing any new or serious deisions, to withdrawfor ommunion with his own spirit that he might seek to know the will of God.In all this planning for the remainder of his earth life, Jesus was always torn in his human heartby two opposing ourses of ondut:1. He entertained a strong desire to win his people - and the whole world - to believe in him andto aept his new spiritual kingdom. And he well knew their ideas onerning the oming Messiah.2. To live and work as he knew his Father would approve, to ondut his work in behalf of otherworlds in need, and to ontinue, in the establishment of the kingdom, to reveal the Father and showforth his divine harater of love.Throughout these eventful days Jesus lived in an anient rok avern, a shelter in the side of thehills near a village sometime alled Beit Adis. He drank from the small spring whih ame from theside of the hill near this rok shelter.136.5 The First Great DeisionOn the third day after beginning this onferene with himself and his Personalized Adjuster, Jesuswas presented with the vision of the assembled elestial hosts of Nebadon sent by their ommanders to1378



wait upon the will of their beloved Sovereign. This mighty host embraed twelve legions of seraphimand proportionate numbers of every order of universe intelligene. And the �rst great deision ofJesus' isolation had to do with whether or not he would make use of these mighty personalities inonnetion with the ensuing program of his publi work on Urantia.Jesus deided that he would not utilize a single personality of this vast assemblage unless itshould beome evident that this was his Father's will. Notwithstanding this general deision, thisvast host remained with him throughout the balane of his earth life, always in readiness to obey theleast expression of their Sovereign's will. Although Jesus did not onstantly behold these attendantpersonalities with his human eyes, his assoiated Personalized Adjuster did onstantly behold, andould ommuniate with, all of them.Before oming down from the forty days' retreat in the hills, Jesus assigned the immediate om-mand of this attendant host of universe personalities to his reently Personalized Adjuster, and formore than four years of Urantia time did these seleted personalities from every division of universeintelligenes obediently and respetfully funtion under the wise guidane of this exalted and experi-ened Personalized Mystery Monitor. In assuming ommand of this mighty assembly, the Adjuster,being a onetime part and essene of the Paradise Father, assured Jesus that in no ase would thesesuperhuman agenies be permitted to serve, or manifest themselves in onnetion with, or in behalfof, his earth areer unless it should develop that the Father willed suh intervention. Thus by onegreat deision Jesus voluntarily deprived himself of all superhuman o-operation in all matters hav-ing to do with the remainder of his mortal areer unless the Father might independently hoose topartiipate in some ertain at or episode of the Son's earth labors.In aepting this ommand of the universe hosts in attendane upon Christ Mihael, the Per-sonalized Adjuster took great pains to point out to Jesus that, while suh an assembly of universereatures ould be limited in their spae ativities by the delegated authority of their Creator, suhlimitations were not operative in onnetion with their funtion in time. And this limitation was de-pendent on the fat that Adjusters are nontime beings when one they are personalized. Aordinglywas Jesus admonished that, while the Adjuster's ontrol of the living intelligenes plaed under hisommand would be omplete and perfet as to all matters involving spae, there ould be no suhperfet limitations imposed regarding time. Said the Adjuster: \I will, as you have direted, enjointhe employment of this attendant host of universe intelligenes in any manner in onnetion withyour earth areer exept in those ases where the Paradise Father direts me to release suh ageniesin order that his divine will of your hoosing may be aomplished, and in those instanes whereyou may engage in any hoie or at of your divine-human will whih shall only involve departuresfrom the natural earth order as to time. In all suh events I am powerless, and your reatures hereassembled in perfetion and unity of power are likewise helpless. If your united natures one entertainsuh desires, these mandates of your hoie will be forthwith exeuted. Your wish in all suh matterswill onstitute the abridgment of time, and the thing projeted is existent. Under my ommand thisonstitutes the fullest possible limitation whih an be imposed upon your potential sovereignty. Inmy self-onsiousness time is nonexistent, and therefore I annot limit your reatures in anythingrelated thereto."Thus did Jesus beome apprised of the working out of his deision to go on living as a man amongmen. He had by a single deision exluded all of his attendant universe hosts of varied intelligenesfrom partiipating in his ensuing publi ministry exept in suh matters as onerned time only. Ittherefore beomes evident that any possible supernatural or supposedly superhuman aompanimentsof Jesus' ministry pertained wholly to the elimination of time unless the Father in heaven spei�allyruled otherwise. No mirale, ministry of mery, or any other possible event ourring in onnetionwith Jesus' remaining earth labors ould possibly be of the nature or harater of an at transendingthe natural laws established and regularly working in the a�airs of man as he lives on Urantia exeptin this expressly stated matter of time. No limits, of ourse, ould be plaed upon the manifestationsof \the Father's will." The elimination of time in onnetion with the expressed desire of this potential1379



Sovereign of a universe ould only be avoided by the diret and expliit at of the will of this God-man to the e�et that time, as related to the at or event in question, should not be shortened oreliminated. In order to prevent the appearane of apparent time mirales, it was neessary for Jesusto remain onstantly time onsious. Any lapse of time onsiousness on his part, in onnetion withthe entertainment of de�nite desire, was equivalent to the enatment of the thing oneived in themind of this Creator Son, and without the intervention of time.Through the supervising ontrol of his assoiated and Personalized Adjuster it was possible forMihael perfetly to limit his personal earth ativities with referene to spae, but it was not possiblefor the Son of Man thus to limit his new earth status as potential Sovereign of Nebadon as regardstime. And this was the atual status of Jesus of Nazareth as he went forth to begin his publiministry on Urantia.136.6 The Seond DeisionHaving settled his poliy onerning all personalities of all lasses of his reated intelligenes, so faras this ould be determined in view of the inherent potential of his new status of divinity, Jesusnow turned his thoughts toward himself. What would he, now the fully self-onsious reator of allthings and beings existent in this universe, do with these reator prerogatives in the reurring lifesituations whih would immediately onfront him when he returned to Galilee to resume his workamong men? In fat, already, and right where he was in these lonely hills, had this problem foriblypresented itself in the matter of obtaining food. By the third day of his solitary meditations thehuman body grew hungry. Should he go in quest of food as any ordinary man would, or should hemerely exerise his normal reative powers and produe suitable bodily nourishment ready at hand?And this great deision of the Master has been portrayed to you as a temptation - as a hallenge bysupposed enemies that he \ommand that these stones beome loaves of bread."Jesus thus settled upon another and onsistent poliy for the remainder of his earth labors. As faras his personal neessities were onerned, and in general even in his relations with other personalities,he now deliberately hose to pursue the path of normal earthly existene; he de�nitely deided againsta poliy whih would transend, violate, or outrage his own established natural laws. But he ouldnot promise himself, as he had already been warned by his Personalized Adjuster, that these naturallaws might not, in ertain oneivable irumstanes, be greatly aelerated. In priniple, Jesusdeided that his lifework should be organized and proseuted in aordane with natural law andin harmony with the existing soial organization. The Master thereby hose a program of livingwhih was the equivalent of deiding against mirales and wonders. Again he deided in favor of\the Father's will"; again he surrendered everything into the hands of his Paradise Father.Jesus' human nature ditated that the �rst duty was self-preservation; that is the normal attitudeof the natural man on the worlds of time and spae, and it is, therefore, a legitimate reation of aUrantia mortal. But Jesus was not onerned merely with this world and its reatures; he was livinga life designed to instrut and inspire the manifold reatures of a far-ung universe.Before his baptismal illumination he had lived in perfet submission to the will and guidane ofhis heavenly Father. He emphatially deided to ontinue on in just suh impliit mortal dependeneon the Father's will. He purposed to follow the unnatural ourse - he deided not to seek self-preservation. He hose to go on pursuing the poliy of refusing to defend himself. He formulated hisonlusions in the words of Sripture familiar to his human mind: \Man shall not live by bread alonebut by every word that proeeds from the mouth of God." In reahing this onlusion in regard tothe appetite of the physial nature as expressed in hunger for food, the Son of Man made his �naldelaration onerning all other urges of the esh and the natural impulses of human nature.His superhuman power he might possibly use for others, but for himself, never. And he pursued1380



this poliy onsistently to the very end, when it was jeeringly said of him: \He saved others; himselfhe annot save" - beause he would not.The Jews were expeting a Messiah who would do even greater wonders than Moses, who wasreputed to have brought forth water from the rok in a desert plae and to have fed their forefatherswith manna in the wilderness. Jesus knew the sort of Messiah his ompatriots expeted, and he hadall the powers and prerogatives to measure up to their most sanguine expetations, but he deidedagainst suh a magni�ent program of power and glory. Jesus looked upon suh a ourse of expetedmirale working as a harking bak to the olden days of ignorant magi and the degraded pratiesof the savage mediine men. Possibly, for the salvation of his reatures, he might aelerate naturallaw, but to transend his own laws, either for the bene�t of himself or the overawing of his fellowmen, that he would not do. And the Master's deision was �nal.Jesus sorrowed for his people; he fully understood how they had been led up to the expetation ofthe oming Messiah, the time when \the earth will yield its fruits ten thousandfold, and on one vinethere will be a thousand branhes, and eah branh will produe a thousand lusters, and eah lusterwill produe a thousand grapes, and eah grape will produe a gallon of wine." The Jews believedthe Messiah would usher in an era of miraulous plenty. The Hebrews had long been nurtured ontraditions of mirales and legends of wonders.He was not a Messiah oming to multiply bread and wine. He ame not to minister to temporalneeds only; he ame to reveal his Father in heaven to his hildren on earth, while he sought to leadhis earth hildren to join him in a sinere e�ort so to live as to do the will of the Father in heaven.In this deision Jesus of Nazareth portrayed to an onlooking universe the folly and sin of prosti-tuting divine talents and God-given abilities for personal aggrandizement or for purely sel�sh gainand glori�ation. That was the sin of Luifer and Caligastia.This great deision of Jesus portrays dramatially the truth that sel�sh satisfation and sensuousgrati�ation, alone and of themselves, are not able to onfer happiness upon evolving human beings.There are higher values in mortal existene - intelletual mastery and spiritual ahievement - whihfar transend the neessary grati�ation of man's purely physial appetites and urges. Man's naturalendowment of talent and ability should be hiey devoted to the development and ennoblement ofhis higher powers of mind and spirit.Jesus thus revealed to the reatures of his universe the tehnique of the new and better way, thehigher moral values of living and the deeper spiritual satisfations of evolutionary human existeneon the worlds of spae.136.7 The Third DeisionHaving made his deisions regarding suh matters as food and physial ministration to the needsof his material body, the are of the health of himself and his assoiates, there remained yet otherproblems to solve. What would be his attitude when onfronted by personal danger? He deided toexerise normal wathare over his human safety and to take reasonable preaution to prevent theuntimely termination of his areer in the esh but to refrain from all superhuman intervention whenthe risis of his life in the esh should ome. As he was formulating this deision, Jesus was seatedunder the shade of a tree on an overhanging ledge of rok with a preipie right there before him.He fully realized that he ould ast himself o� the ledge and out into spae, and that nothing ouldhappen to harm him provided he would resind his �rst great deision not to invoke the interpositionof his elestial intelligenes in the proseution of his lifework on Urantia, and provided he wouldabrogate his seond deision onerning his attitude toward self-preservation.Jesus knew his fellow ountrymen were expeting a Messiah who would be above natural law.1381



Well had he been taught that Sripture: \There shall no evil befall you, neither shall any plagueome near your dwelling. For he shall give his angels harge over you, to keep you in all your ways.They shall bear you up in their hands lest you dash your foot against a stone." Would this sort ofpresumption, this de�ane of his Father's laws of gravity, be justi�ed in order to protet himself frompossible harm or, perhane, to win the on�dene of his mistaught and distrated people? But suha ourse, however gratifying to the sign-seeking Jews, would be, not a revelation of his Father, buta questionable triing with the established laws of the universe of universes.Understanding all of this and knowing that the Master refused to work in de�ane of his establishedlaws of nature in so far as his personal ondut was onerned, you know of a ertainty that he neverwalked on the water nor did anything else whih was an outrage to his material order of administeringthe world; always, of ourse, bearing in mind that there had, as yet, been found no way whereby heould be wholly delivered from the lak of ontrol over the element of time in onnetion with thosematters put under the jurisdition of the Personalized Adjuster.Throughout his entire earth life Jesus was onsistently loyal to this deision. No matter whetherthe Pharisees taunted him for a sign, or the wathers at Calvary dared him to ome down from theross, he steadfastly adhered to the deision of this hour on the hillside.
136.8 The Fourth DeisionThe next great problem with whih this God-man wrestled and whih he presently deided in aor-dane with the will of the Father in heaven, onerned the question as to whether or not any of hissuperhuman powers should be employed for the purpose of attrating the attention and winning theadherene of his fellow men. Should he in any manner lend his universe powers to the grati�ationof the Jewish hankering for the spetaular and the marvelous? He deided that he should not. Hesettled upon a poliy of proedure whih eliminated all suh praties as the method of bringing hismission to the notie of men. And he onsistently lived up to this great deision. Even when hepermitted the manifestation of numerous time-shortening ministrations of mery, he almost invari-ably admonished the reipients of his healing ministry to tell no man about the bene�ts they hadreeived. And always did he refuse the taunting hallenge of his enemies to \show us a sign" in proofand demonstration of his divinity.Jesus very wisely foresaw that the working of mirales and the exeution of wonders would allforth only outward allegiane by overawing the material mind; suh performanes would not revealGod nor save men. He refused to beome a mere wonder-worker. He resolved to beome oupiedwith but a single task - the establishment of the kingdom of heaven.Throughout all this momentous dialogue of Jesus' ommuning with himself, there was present thehuman element of questioning and near-doubting, for Jesus was man as well as God. It was evidenthe would never be reeived by the Jews as the Messiah if he did not work wonders. Besides, if hewould onsent to do just one unnatural thing, the human mind would know of a ertainty that itwas in subserviene to a truly divine mind. Would it be onsistent with \the Father's will" for thedivine mind to make this onession to the doubting nature of the human mind? Jesus deided thatit would not and ited the presene of the Personalized Adjuster as suÆient proof of divinity inpartnership with humanity.Jesus had traveled muh; he realled Rome, Alexandria, and Damasus. He knew the methods ofthe world - how people gained their ends in politis and ommere by ompromise and diplomay.Would he utilize this knowledge in the furtherane of his mission on earth? No! He likewise deidedagainst all ompromise with the wisdom of the world and the inuene of rihes in the establishmentof the kingdom. He again hose to depend exlusively on the Father's will.1382



Jesus was fully aware of the short uts open to one of his powers. He knew many ways in whih theattention of the nation, and the whole world, ould be immediately foused upon himself. Soon thePassover would be elebrated at Jerusalem; the ity would be thronged with visitors. He ould asendthe pinnale of the temple and before the bewildered multitude walk out on the air; that would bethe kind of a Messiah they were looking for. But he would subsequently disappoint them sine hehad not ome to re-establish David's throne. And he knew the futility of the Caligastia method oftrying to get ahead of the natural, slow, and sure way of aomplishing the divine purpose. Againthe Son of Man bowed obediently to the Father's way, the Father's will.Jesus hose to establish the kingdom of heaven in the hearts of mankind by natural, ordinary,diÆult, and trying methods, just suh proedures as his earth hildren must subsequently follow intheir work of enlarging and extending that heavenly kingdom. For well did the Son of Man knowthat it would be \through muh tribulation that many of the hildren of all ages would enter intothe kingdom." Jesus was now passing through the great test of ivilized man, to have power andsteadfastly refuse to use it for purely sel�sh or personal purposes.In your onsideration of the life and experiene of the Son of Man, it should be ever borne inmind that the Son of God was inarnate in the mind of a �rst-entury human being, not in themind of a twentieth-entury or other-entury mortal. By this we mean to onvey the idea that thehuman endowments of Jesus were of natural aquirement. He was the produt of the hereditary andenvironmental fators of his time, plus the inuene of his training and eduation. His humanitywas genuine, natural, wholly derived from the anteedents of, and fostered by, the atual intelletualstatus and soial and eonomi onditions of that day and generation. While in the experiene of thisGod-man there was always the possibility that the divine mind would transend the human intellet,nonetheless, when, and as, his human mind funtioned, it did perform as would a true mortal mindunder the onditions of the human environment of that day.Jesus portrayed to all the worlds of his vast universe the folly of reating arti�ial situations forthe purpose of exhibiting arbitrary authority or of indulging exeptional power for the purpose ofenhaning moral values or aelerating spiritual progress. Jesus deided that he would not lend hismission on earth to a repetition of the disappointment of the reign of the Maabees. He refusedto prostitute his divine attributes for the purpose of aquiring unearned popularity or for gainingpolitial prestige. He would not ountenane the transmutation of divine and reative energy intonational power or international prestige. Jesus of Nazareth refused to ompromise with evil, muhless to onsort with sin. The Master triumphantly put loyalty to his Father's will above every otherearthly and temporal onsideration.136.9 The Fifth DeisionHaving settled suh questions of poliy as pertained to his individual relations to natural law andspiritual power, he turned his attention to the hoie of methods to be employed in the prolamationand establishment of the kingdom of God. John had already begun this work; how might he ontinuethe message? How should he take over John's mission? How should he organize his followers fore�etive e�ort and intelligent o-operation? Jesus was now reahing the �nal deision whih wouldforbid that he further regard himself as the Jewish Messiah, at least as the Messiah was popularlyoneived in that day.The Jews envisaged a deliverer who would ome in miraulous power to ast down Israel's enemiesand establish the Jews as world rulers, free from want and oppression. Jesus knew that this hopewould never be realized. He knew that the kingdom of heaven had to do with the overthrow ofevil in the hearts of men, and that it was purely a matter of spiritual onern. He thought out theadvisability of inaugurating the spiritual kingdom with a brilliant and dazzling display of power -1383



and suh a ourse would have been permissible and wholly within the jurisdition of Mihael - buthe fully deided against suh a plan. He would not ompromise with the revolutionary tehniques ofCaligastia. He had won the world in potential by submission to the Father's will, and he proposedto �nish his work as he had begun it, and as the Son of Man.You an hardly imagine what would have happened on Urantia had this God-man, now in potentialpossession of all power in heaven and on earth, one deided to unfurl the banner of sovereignty, tomarshal his wonder-working battalions in militant array! But he would not ompromise. He wouldnot serve evil that the worship of God might presumably be derived therefrom. He would abide bythe Father's will. He would prolaim to an onlooking universe, \You shall worship the Lord yourGod and him only shall you serve."As the days passed, with ever-inreasing learness Jesus pereived what kind of a truth-revealer hewas to beome. He diserned that God's way was not going to be the easy way. He began to realizethat the up of the remainder of his human experiene might possibly be bitter, but he deided todrink it.Even his human mind is saying good-bye to the throne of David. Step by step this human mindfollows in the path of the divine. The human mind still asks questions but unfailingly aepts thedivine answers as �nal rulings in this ombined life of living as a man in the world while all the timesubmitting unquali�edly to the doing of the Father's eternal and divine will.Rome was mistress of the Western world. The Son of Man, now in isolation and ahieving thesemomentous deisions, with the hosts of heaven at his ommand, represented the last hane of theJews to attain world dominion; but this earthborn Jew, who possessed suh tremendous wisdom andpower, delined to use his universe endowments either for the aggrandizement of himself or for theenthronement of his people. He saw, as it were, \the kingdoms of this world," and he possessed thepower to take them. The Most Highs of Edentia had resigned all these powers into his hands, buthe did not want them. The kingdoms of earth were paltry things to interest the Creator and Rulerof a universe. He had only one objetive, the further revelation of God to man, the establishment ofthe kingdom, the rule of the heavenly Father in the hearts of mankind.The idea of battle, ontention, and slaughter was repugnant to Jesus; he would have none of it.He would appear on earth as the Prine of Peae to reveal a God of love. Before his baptism he hadagain refused the o�er of the Zealots to lead them in rebellion against the Roman oppressors. Andnow he made his �nal deision regarding those Sriptures whih his mother had taught him, suhas: \The Lord has said to me, `You are my Son; this day have I begotten you. Ask of me, and I willgive you the heathen for your inheritane and the uttermost parts of the earth for your possession.You shall break them with a rod of iron; you shall dash them in piees like a potter's vessel.' "Jesus of Nazareth reahed the onlusion that suh utteranes did not refer to him. At last, and�nally, the human mind of the Son of Man made a lean sweep of all these Messiani diÆultiesand ontraditions - Hebrew sriptures, parental training, hazan teahing, Jewish expetations, andhuman ambitious longings; one and for all he deided upon his ourse. He would return to Galileeand quietly begin the prolamation of the kingdom and trust his Father (the Personalized Adjuster)to work out the details of proedure day by day.By these deisions Jesus set a worthy example for every person on every world throughout avast universe when he refused to apply material tests to prove spiritual problems, when he refusedpresumptuously to defy natural laws. And he set an inspiring example of universe loyalty and moralnobility when he refused to grasp temporal power as the prelude to spiritual glory.If the Son of Man had any doubts about his mission and its nature when he went up in the hillsafter his baptism, he had none when he ame bak to his fellows following the forty days of isolationand deisions.Jesus has formulated a program for the establishment of the Father's kingdom. He will not ater1384



to the physial grati�ation of the people. He will not deal out bread to the multitudes as he has soreently seen it being done in Rome. He will not attrat attention to himself by wonder-working, eventhough the Jews are expeting just that sort of a deliverer. Neither will he seek to win aeptaneof a spiritual message by a show of politial authority or temporal power.In rejeting these methods of enhaning the oming kingdom in the eyes of the expetant Jews,Jesus made sure that these same Jews would ertainly and �nally rejet all of his laims to authorityand divinity. Knowing all this, Jesus long sought to prevent his early followers alluding to him asthe Messiah.Throughout his publi ministry he was onfronted with the neessity of dealing with three on-stantly reurring situations: the lamor to be fed, the insistene on mirales, and the �nal requestthat he allow his followers to make him king. But Jesus never departed from the deisions whih hemade during these days of his isolation in the Perean hills.136.10 The Sixth DeisionOn the last day of this memorable isolation, before starting down the mountain to join John andhis disiples, the Son of Man made his �nal deision. And this deision he ommuniated to thePersonalized Adjuster in these words, \And in all other matters, as in these now of deision-reord,I pledge you I will be subjet to the will of my Father." And when he had thus spoken, he journeyeddown the mountain. And his fae shone with the glory of spiritual vitory and moral ahievement.
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Chapter 137Tarrying Time in GalileeEARLY on Saturday morning, February 23, A.D. 26, Jesus ame down from the hills to rejoin John'sompany enamped at Pella. All that day Jesus mingled with the multitude. He ministered to alad who had injured himself in a fall and journeyed to the near-by village of Pella to deliver the boysafely into the hands of his parents.137.1 Choosing the First Four ApostlesDuring this Sabbath two of John's leading disiples spent muh time with Jesus. Of all John'sfollowers one named Andrew was the most profoundly impressed with Jesus; he aompanied him onthe trip to Pella with the injured boy. On the way bak to John's rendezvous he asked Jesus manyquestions, and just before reahing their destination, the two paused for a short talk, during whihAndrew said: \I have observed you ever sine you ame to Capernaum, and I believe you are thenew Teaher, and though I do not understand all your teahing, I have fully made up my mind tofollow you; I would sit at your feet and learn the whole truth about the new kingdom." And Jesus,with hearty assurane, welomed Andrew as the �rst of his apostles, that group of twelve who wereto labor with him in the work of establishing the new kingdom of God in the hearts of men.Andrew was a silent observer of, and sinere believer in, John's work, and he had a very able andenthusiasti brother, named Simon, who was one of John's foremost disiples. It would not be amissto say that Simon was one of John's hief supporters.Soon after Jesus and Andrew returned to the amp, Andrew sought out his brother, Simon, andtaking him aside, informed him that he had settled in his own mind that Jesus was the great Teaher,and that he had pledged himself as a disiple. He went on to say that Jesus had aepted his pro�erof servie and suggested that he (Simon) likewise go to Jesus and o�er himself for fellowship in theservie of the new kingdom. Said Simon: \Ever sine this man ame to work in Zebedee's shop, Ihave believed he was sent by God, but what about John? Are we to forsake him? Is this the rightthing to do?" Whereupon they agreed to go at one to onsult John. John was saddened by thethought of losing two of his able advisers and most promising disiples, but he bravely answered theirinquiries, saying: \This is but the beginning; presently will my work end, and we shall all beomehis disiples." Then Andrew bekoned to Jesus to draw aside while he announed that his brotherdesired to join himself to the servie of the new kingdom. And in weloming Simon as his seondapostle, Jesus said: \Simon, your enthusiasm is ommendable, but it is dangerous to the work of thekingdom. I admonish you to beome more thoughtful in your speeh. I would hange your name toPeter."The parents of the injured lad who lived at Pella had besought Jesus to spend the night withthem, to make their house his home, and he had promised. Before leaving Andrew and his brother,1387



Jesus said, \Early on the morrow we go into Galilee."After Jesus had returned to Pella for the night, and while Andrew and Simon were yet disussingthe nature of their servie in the establishment of the forthoming kingdom, James and John thesons of Zebedee arrived upon the sene, having just returned from their long and futile searhing inthe hills for Jesus. When they heard Simon Peter tell how he and his brother, Andrew, had beomethe �rst aepted ounselors of the new kingdom, and that they were to leave with their new Masteron the morrow for Galilee, both James and John were sad. They had known Jesus for some time,and they loved him. They had searhed for him many days in the hills, and now they returned tolearn that others had been preferred before them. They inquired where Jesus had gone and madehaste to �nd him.Jesus was asleep when they reahed his abode, but they awakened him, saying: \How is it that,while we who have so long lived with you are searhing in the hills for you, you prefer others beforeus and hoose Andrew and Simon as your �rst assoiates in the new kingdom?" Jesus answeredthem, \Be alm in your hearts and ask yourselves, `who direted that you should searh for the Sonof Man when he was about his Father's business?' " After they had reited the details of their longsearh in the hills, Jesus further instruted them: \You should learn to searh for the seret of thenew kingdom in your hearts and not in the hills. That whih you sought was already present inyour souls. You are indeed my brethren - you needed not to be reeived by me - already were youof the kingdom, and you should be of good heer, making ready also to go with us tomorrow intoGalilee." John then made bold to ask, \But, Master, will James and I be assoiates with you in thenew kingdom, even as Andrew and Simon?" And Jesus, laying a hand on the shoulder of eah ofthem, said: \My brethren, you were already with me in the spirit of the kingdom, even before theseothers made request to be reeived. You, my brethren, have no need to make request for entraneinto the kingdom; you have been with me in the kingdom from the beginning. Before men, othersmay take preedene over you, but in my heart did I also number you in the ounils of the kingdom,even before you thought to make this request of me. And even so might you have been �rst beforemen had you not been absent engaged in a well-intentioned but self-appointed task of seeking for onewho was not lost. In the oming kingdom, be not mindful of those things whih foster your anxietybut rather at all times onern yourselves only with doing the will of the Father who is in heaven."James and John reeived the rebuke in good grae; never more were they envious of Andrewand Simon. And they made ready, with their two assoiate apostles, to depart for Galilee the nextmorning. From this day on the term apostle was employed to distinguish the hosen family of Jesus'advisers from the vast multitude of believing disiples who subsequently followed him.Late that evening, James, John, Andrew, and Simon held onverse with John the Baptist, andwith tearful eye but steady voie the stalwart Judean prophet surrendered two of his leading disiplesto beome the apostles of the Galilean Prine of the oming kingdom.137.2 Choosing Philip and NathanielSunday morning, February 24, A.D. 26, Jesus took leave of John the Baptist by the river near Pella,never again to see him in the esh.That day, as Jesus and his four disiple-apostles departed for Galilee, there was a great tumult inthe amp of John's followers. The �rst great division was about to take plae. The day before, Johnhad made his positive pronounement to Andrew and Ezra that Jesus was the Deliverer. Andrewdeided to follow Jesus, but Ezra rejeted the mild-mannered arpenter of Nazareth, prolaimingto his assoiates: \The Prophet Daniel delares that the Son of Man will ome with the louds ofheaven, in power and great glory. This Galilean arpenter, this Capernaum boatbuilder, annotbe the Deliverer. Can suh a gift of God ome out of Nazareth? This Jesus is a relative of John,1388



and through muh kindness of heart has our teaher been deeived. Let us remain aloof from thisfalse Messiah." When John rebuked Ezra for these utteranes, he drew away with many disiplesand hastened south. And this group ontinued to baptize in John's name and eventually founded aset of those who believed in John but refused to aept Jesus. A remnant of this group persists inMesopotamia even to this day.While this trouble was brewing among John's followers, Jesus and his four disiple-apostles werewell on their way toward Galilee. Before they rossed the Jordan, to go by way of Nain to Nazareth,Jesus, looking ahead and up the road, saw one Philip of Bethsaida with a friend oming towardthem. Jesus had known Philip aforetime, and he was also well known to all four of the new apostles.He was on his way with his friend Nathaniel to visit John at Pella to learn more about the reportedoming of the kingdom of God, and he was delighted to greet Jesus. Philip had been an admirer ofJesus ever sine he �rst ame to Capernaum. But Nathaniel, who lived at Cana of Galilee, did notknow Jesus. Philip went forward to greet his friends while Nathaniel rested under the shade of a treeby the roadside.Peter took Philip to one side and proeeded to explain that they, referring to himself, Andrew,James, and John, had all beome assoiates of Jesus in the new kingdom and strongly urged Philipto volunteer for servie. Philip was in a quandary. What should he do? Here, without a moment'swarning - on the roadside near the Jordan - there had ome up for immediate deision the mostmomentous question of a lifetime. By this time he was in earnest onverse with Peter, Andrew, andJohn while Jesus was outlining to James the trip through Galilee and on to Capernaum. Finally,Andrew suggested to Philip, \Why not ask the Teaher?"It suddenly dawned on Philip that Jesus was a really great man, possibly the Messiah, and hedeided to abide by Jesus' deision in this matter; and he went straight to him, asking, \Teaher,shall I go down to John or shall I join my friends who follow you?" And Jesus answered, \Followme." Philip was thrilled with the assurane that he had found the Deliverer.Philip now motioned to the group to remain where they were while he hurried bak to break thenews of his deision to his friend Nathaniel, who still tarried behind under the mulberry tree, turningover in his mind the many things whih he had heard onerning John the Baptist, the omingkingdom, and the expeted Messiah. Philip broke in upon these meditations, exlaiming, \I havefound the Deliverer, him of whom Moses and the prophets wrote and whom John has prolaimed."Nathaniel, looking up, inquired, \Whene omes this teaher?" And Philip replied, \He is Jesusof Nazareth, the son of Joseph, the arpenter, more reently residing at Capernaum." And then,somewhat shoked, Nathaniel asked, \Can any suh good thing ome out of Nazareth?" But Philip,taking him by the arm, said, \Come and see."Philip led Nathaniel to Jesus, who, looking benignly into the fae of the sinere doubter, said:\Behold a genuine Israelite, in whom there is no deeit. Follow me." And Nathaniel, turning toPhilip, said: \You are right. He is indeed a master of men. I will also follow, if I am worthy." AndJesus nodded to Nathaniel, again saying, \Follow me."Jesus had now assembled one half of his future orps of intimate assoiates, �ve who had for sometime known him and one stranger, Nathaniel. Without further delay they rossed the Jordan and,going by the village of Nain, reahed Nazareth late that evening.They all remained overnight with Joseph in Jesus' boyhood home. The assoiates of Jesus littleunderstood why their new-found teaher was so onerned with ompletely destroying every vestige ofhis writing whih remained about the home in the form of the ten ommandments and other mottoesand sayings. But this proeeding, together with the fat that they never saw him subsequently write- exept upon the dust or in the sand - made a deep impression upon their minds.
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137.3 The Visit to Capernaum
The next day Jesus sent his apostles on to Cana, sine all of them were invited to the wedding ofa prominent young woman of that town, while he prepared to pay a hurried visit to his mother atCapernaum, stopping at Magdala to see his brother Jude.Before leaving Nazareth, the new assoiates of Jesus told Joseph and other members of Jesus'family about the wonderful events of the then reent past and gave free expression to their beliefthat Jesus was the long-expeted deliverer. And these members of Jesus' family talked all this over,and Joseph said: \Maybe, after all, Mother was right - maybe our strange brother is the omingking."Jude was present at Jesus' baptism and, with his brother James, had beome a �rm believer inJesus' mission on earth. Although both James and Jude were muh perplexed as to the nature oftheir brother's mission, their mother had resurreted all her early hopes of Jesus as the Messiah, theson of David, and she enouraged her sons to have faith in their brother as the deliverer of Israel.Jesus arrived in Capernaum Monday night, but he did not go to his own home, where lived Jamesand his mother; he went diretly to the home of Zebedee. All his friends at Capernaum saw a greatand pleasant hange in him. One more he seemed to be omparatively heerful and more like himselfas he was during the earlier years at Nazareth. For years previous to his baptism and the isolationperiods just before and just after, he had grown inreasingly serious and self-ontained. Now heseemed quite like his old self to all of them. There was about him something of majesti import andexalted aspet, but he was one again lighthearted and joyful.Mary was thrilled with expetation. She antiipated that the promise of Gabriel was nearingful�llment. She expeted all Palestine soon to be startled and stunned by the miraulous revelationof her son as the supernatural king of the Jews. But to all of the many questions whih his mother,James, Jude, and Zebedee asked, Jesus only smilingly replied: \It is better that I tarry here for awhile; I must do the will of my Father who is in heaven."On the next day, Tuesday, they all journeyed over to Cana for the wedding of Naomi, whih wasto take plae on the following day. And in spite of Jesus' repeated warnings that they tell no manabout him \until the Father's hour shall ome," they insisted on quietly spreading the news abroadthat they had found the Deliverer. They eah on�dently expeted that Jesus would inauguratehis assumption of Messiani authority at the forthoming wedding at Cana, and that he would doso with great power and sublime grandeur. They remembered what had been told them about thephenomena attendant upon his baptism, and they believed that his future ourse on earth wouldbe marked by inreasing manifestations of supernatural wonders and miraulous demonstrations.Aordingly, the entire ountryside was preparing to gather together at Cana for the wedding feastof Naomi and Johab the son of Nathan.Mary had not been so joyous in years. She journeyed to Cana in the spirit of the queen mother onthe way to witness the oronation of her son. Not sine he was thirteen years old had Jesus' familyand friends seen him so arefree and happy, so thoughtful and understanding of the wishes and desiresof his assoiates, so touhingly sympatheti. And so they all whispered among themselves, in smallgroups, wondering what was going to happen. What would this strange person do next? How wouldhe usher in the glory of the oming kingdom? And they were all thrilled with the thought that theywere to be present to see the revelation of the might and power of Israel's God.1390



137.4 The Wedding at CanaBy noon on Wednesday almost a thousand guests had arrived in Cana, more than four times thenumber bidden to the wedding feast. It was a Jewish ustom to elebrate weddings on Wednesday,and the invitations had been sent abroad for the wedding one month previously. In the forenoonand early afternoon it appeared more like a publi reeption for Jesus than a wedding. Everybodywanted to greet this near-famous Galilean, and he was most ordial to all, young and old, Jew andgentile. And everybody rejoied when Jesus onsented to lead the preliminary wedding proession.Jesus was now thoroughly self-onsious regarding his human existene, his divine pre-existene,and the status of his ombined, or fused, human and divine natures. With perfet poise he ould atone moment enat the human role or immediately assume the personality prerogatives of the divinenature.As the day wore on, Jesus beame inreasingly onsious that the people were expeting him toperform some wonder; more espeially he reognized that his family and his six disiple-apostleswere looking for him appropriately to announe his forthoming kingdom by some startling andsupernatural manifestation.Early in the afternoon Mary summoned James, and together they made bold to approah Jesusto inquire if he would admit them to his on�dene to the extent of informing them at what hourand at what point in onnetion with the wedding eremonies he had planned to manifest himselfas the \supernatural one." No sooner had they spoken of these matters to Jesus than they saw theyhad aroused his harateristi indignation. He said only: \If you love me, then be willing to tarrywith me while I wait upon the will of my Father who is in heaven." But the eloquene of his rebukelay in the expression of his fae.This move of his mother was a great disappointment to the human Jesus, and he was muhsobered by his reation to her suggestive proposal that he permit himself to indulge in some outwarddemonstration of his divinity. That was one of the very things he had deided not to do when soreently isolated in the hills. For several hours Mary was muh depressed. She said to James: \Iannot understand him; what an it all mean? Is there no end to his strange ondut?" James andJude tried to omfort their mother, while Jesus withdrew for an hour's solitude. But he returned tothe gathering and was one more lighthearted and joyous.The wedding proeeded with a hush of expetany, but the entire eremony was �nished andnot a move, not a word, from the honored guest. Then it was whispered about that the arpenterand boatbuilder, announed by John as \the Deliverer," would show his hand during the eveningfestivities, perhaps at the wedding supper. But all expetane of suh a demonstration was e�etuallyremoved from the minds of his six disiple-apostles when he alled them together just before thewedding supper and, in great earnestness, said: \Think not that I have ome to this plae to worksome wonder for the grati�ation of the urious or for the onvition of those who doubt. Rather arewe here to wait upon the will of our Father who is in heaven." But when Mary and the others sawhim in onsultation with his assoiates, they were fully persuaded in their own minds that somethingextraordinary was about to happen. And they all sat down to enjoy the wedding supper and theevening of festive good fellowship.The father of the bridegroom had provided plenty of wine for all the guests bidden to the marriagefeast, but how was he to know that the marriage of his son was to beome an event so loselyassoiated with the expeted manifestation of Jesus as the Messiani deliverer? He was delightedto have the honor of numbering the elebrated Galilean among his guests, but before the weddingsupper was over, the servants brought him the disonerting news that the wine was running short.By the time the formal supper had ended and the guests were strolling about in the garden, themother of the bridegroom on�ded to Mary that the supply of wine was exhausted. And Maryon�dently said: \Have no worry - I will speak to my son. He will help us." And thus did she1391



presume to speak, notwithstanding the rebuke of but a few hours before.Throughout a period of many years, Mary had always turned to Jesus for help in every risis oftheir home life at Nazareth so that it was only natural for her to think of him at this time. But thisambitious mother had still other motives for appealing to her eldest son on this oasion. As Jesuswas standing alone in a orner of the garden, his mother approahed him, saying, \My son, theyhave no wine." And Jesus answered, \My good woman, what have I to do with that?" Said Mary,\But I believe your hour has ome; annot you help us?" Jesus replied: \Again I delare that I havenot ome to do things in this wise. Why do you trouble me again with these matters?" And then,breaking down in tears, Mary entreated him, \But, my son, I promised them that you would helpus; won't you please do something for me?" And then spoke Jesus: \Woman, what have you to dowith making suh promises? See that you do it not again. We must in all things wait upon the willof the Father in heaven."Mary the mother of Jesus was rushed; she was stunned! As she stood there before him motionless,with the tears streaming down her fae, the human heart of Jesus was overome with ompassion forthe woman who had borne him in the esh; and bending forward, he laid his hand tenderly upon herhead, saying: \Now, now, Mother Mary, grieve not over my apparently hard sayings, for have I notmany times told you that I have ome only to do the will of my heavenly Father? Most gladly wouldI do what you ask of me if it were a part of the Father's will - " and Jesus stopped short, he hesitated.Mary seemed to sense that something was happening. Leaping up, she threw her arms around Jesus'nek, kissed him, and rushed o� to the servants' quarters, saying, \Whatever my son says, that do."But Jesus said nothing. He now realized that he had already said - or rather desirefully thought -too muh.Mary was daning with glee. She did not know how the wine would be produed, but she on-�dently believed that she had �nally persuaded her �rst-born son to assert his authority, to dareto step forth and laim his position and exhibit his Messiani power. And, beause of the preseneand assoiation of ertain universe powers and personalities, of whih all those present were whollyignorant, she was not to be disappointed. The wine Mary desired and whih Jesus, the God-man,humanly and sympathetially wished for, was forthoming.Near at hand stood six waterpots of stone, �lled with water, holding about twenty gallons apiee.This water was intended for subsequent use in the �nal puri�ation eremonies of the weddingelebration. The ommotion of the servants about these huge stone vessels, under the busy diretionof his mother, attrated Jesus' attention, and going over, he observed that they were drawing wineout of them by the pitherful.It was gradually dawning upon Jesus what had happened. Of all persons present at the marriagefeast of Cana, Jesus was the most surprised. Others had expeted him to work a wonder, but thatwas just what he had purposed not to do. And then the Son of Man realled the admonition of hisPersonalized Thought Adjuster in the hills. He reounted how the Adjuster had warned him aboutthe inability of any power or personality to deprive him of the reator prerogative of independeneof time. On this oasion power transformers, midwayers, and all other required personalities wereassembled near the water and other neessary elements, and in the fae of the expressed wish of theUniverse Creator Sovereign, there was no esaping the instantaneous appearane of wine. And thisourrene was made doubly ertain sine the Personalized Adjuster had signi�ed that the exeutionof the Son's desire was in no way a ontravention of the Father's will.But this was in no sense a mirale. No law of nature was modi�ed, abrogated, or even transended.Nothing happened but the abrogation of time in assoiation with the elestial assembly of the hemialelements requisite for the elaboration of the wine. At Cana on this oasion the agents of the Creatormade wine just as they do by the ordinary natural proesses exept that they did it independentlyof time and with the intervention of superhuman agenies in the matter of the spae assembly of theneessary hemial ingredients. 1392



Furthermore it was evident that the enatment of this so-alled mirale was not ontrary to thewill of the Paradise Father, else it would not have transpired, sine Jesus had already subjetedhimself in all things to the Father's will.When the servants drew this new wine and arried it to the best man, the \ruler of the feast,"and when he had tasted it, he alled to the bridegroom, saying: \It is the ustom to set out �rst thegood wine and, when the guests have well drunk, to bring forth the inferior fruit of the vine; but youhave kept the best of the wine until the last of the feast."Mary and the disiples of Jesus were greatly rejoied at the supposed mirale whih they thoughtJesus had intentionally performed, but Jesus withdrew to a sheltered nook of the garden and engagedin serious thought for a few brief moments. He �nally deided that the episode was beyond hispersonal ontrol under the irumstanes and, not being adverse to his Father's will, was inevitable.When he returned to the people, they regarded him with awe; they all believed in him as theMessiah. But Jesus was sorely perplexed, knowing that they believed in him only beause of theunusual ourrene whih they had just inadvertently beheld. Again Jesus retired for a season tothe housetop that he might think it all over.Jesus now fully omprehended that he must onstantly be on guard lest his indulgene of sympathyand pity beome responsible for repeated episodes of this sort. Nevertheless, many similar eventsourred before the Son of Man took �nal leave of his mortal life in the esh.137.5 Bak in CapernaumThough many of the guests remained for the full week of wedding festivities, Jesus, with his newlyhosen disiple-apostles - James, John, Andrew, Peter, Philip, and Nathaniel - departed very earlythe next morning for Capernaum, going away without taking leave of anyone. Jesus' family and allhis friends in Cana were muh distressed beause he so suddenly left them, and Jude, Jesus' youngestbrother, set out in searh of him. Jesus and his apostles went diretly to the home of Zebedee atBethsaida. On this journey Jesus talked over many things of importane to the oming kingdomwith his newly hosen assoiates and espeially warned them to make no mention of the turning ofthe water into wine. He also advised them to avoid the ities of Sepphoris and Tiberias in theirfuture work.After supper that evening, in this home of Zebedee and Salome, there was held one of the mostimportant onferenes of all Jesus' earthly areer. Only the six apostles were present at this meeting;Jude arrived as they were about to separate. These six hosen men had journeyed from Cana toBethsaida with Jesus, walking, as it were, on air. They were alive with expetany and thrilled withthe thought of having been seleted as lose assoiates of the Son of Man. But when Jesus set out tomake lear to them who he was and what was to be his mission on earth and how it might possiblyend, they were stunned. They ould not grasp what he was telling them. They were speehless;even Peter was rushed beyond expression. Only the deep-thinking Andrew dared to make reply toJesus' words of ounsel. When Jesus pereived that they did not omprehend his message, whenhe saw that their ideas of the Jewish Messiah were so ompletely rystallized, he sent them to theirrest while he walked and talked with his brother Jude. And before Jude took leave of Jesus, he saidwith muh feeling: \My father-brother, I never have understood you. I do not know of a ertaintywhether you are what my mother has taught us, and I do not fully omprehend the oming kingdom,but I do know you are a mighty man of God. I heard the voie at the Jordan, and I am a believerin you, no matter who you are." And when he had spoken, he departed, going to his own home atMagdala.That night Jesus did not sleep. Donning his evening wraps, he sat out on the lake shore thinking,thinking until the dawn of the next day. In the long hours of that night of meditation Jesus ame1393



learly to omprehend that he never would be able to make his followers see him in any other lightthan as the long-expeted Messiah. At last he reognized that there was no way to launh his messageof the kingdom exept as the ful�llment of John's predition and as the one for whom the Jews werelooking. After all, though he was not the Davidi type of Messiah, he was truly the ful�llment of thepropheti utteranes of the more spiritually minded of the olden seers. Never again did he whollydeny that he was the Messiah. He deided to leave the �nal untangling of this ompliated situationto the outworking of the Father's will.The next morning Jesus joined his friends at breakfast, but they were a heerless group. He visitedwith them and at the end of the meal gathered them about him, saying: \It is my Father's will thatwe tarry hereabouts for a season. You have heard John say that he ame to prepare the way for thekingdom; therefore it behooves us to await the ompletion of John's preahing. When the forerunnerof the Son of Man shall have �nished his work, we will begin the prolamation of the good tidingsof the kingdom." He direted his apostles to return to their nets while he made ready to go withZebedee to the boatshop, promising to see them the next day at the synagogue, where he was tospeak, and appointing a onferene with them that Sabbath afternoon.137.6 The Events of a Sabbath DayJesus' �rst publi appearane following his baptism was in the Capernaum synagogue on Sabbath,Marh 2, A.D. 26. The synagogue was rowded to overowing. The story of the baptism in theJordan was now augmented by the fresh news from Cana about the water and the wine. Jesus gaveseats of honor to his six apostles, and seated with them were his brothers in the esh James and Jude.His mother, having returned to Capernaum with James the evening before, was also present, beingseated in the women's setion of the synagogue. The entire audiene was on edge; they expeted tobehold some extraordinary manifestation of supernatural power whih would be a �tting testimonyto the nature and authority of him who was that day to speak to them. But they were destined todisappointment.When Jesus stood up, the ruler of the synagogue handed him the Sripture roll, and he read fromthe Prophet Isaiah: \Thus says the Lord: `The heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool.Where is the house that you built for me? And where is the plae of my dwelling? All these thingshave my hands made,' says the Lord. `But to this man will I look, even to him who is poor and of aontrite spirit, and who trembles at my word.' Hear the word of the Lord, you who tremble and fear:`Your brethren hated you and ast you out for my name's sake.' But let the Lord be glori�ed. Heshall appear to you in joy, and all others shall be ashamed. A voie from the ity, a voie from thetemple, a voie from the Lord says: `Before she travailed, she brought forth; before her pain ame,she was delivered of a man hild.' Who has heard suh a thing? Shall the earth be made to bringforth in one day? Or an a nation be born at one? But thus says the Lord: `Behold I will extendpeae like a river, and the glory of even the gentiles shall be like a owing stream. As one whom hismother omforts, so will I omfort you. And you shall be omforted even in Jerusalem. And whenyou see these things, your heart shall rejoie.' "When he had �nished this reading, Jesus handed the roll bak to its keeper. Before sitting down,he simply said: \Be patient and you shall see the glory of God; even so shall it be with all those whotarry with me and thus learn to do the will of my Father who is in heaven." And the people went totheir homes, wondering what was the meaning of all this.That afternoon Jesus and his apostles, with James and Jude, entered a boat and pulled down theshore a little way, where they anhored while he talked to them about the oming kingdom. Andthey understood more than they had on Thursday night.Jesus instruted them to take up their regular duties until \the hour of the kingdom omes." And1394



to enourage them, he set an example by going bak regularly to work in the boatshop. In explainingthat they should spend three hours every evening in study and preparation for their future work,Jesus further said: \We will all remain hereabout until the Father bids me all you. Eah of youmust now return to his austomed work just as if nothing had happened. Tell no man about me andremember that my kingdom is not to ome with noise and glamor, but rather must it ome throughthe great hange whih my Father will have wrought in your hearts and in the hearts of those whoshall be alled to join you in the ounils of the kingdom. You are now my friends; I trust you andI love you; you are soon to beome my personal assoiates. Be patient, be gentle. Be ever obedientto the Father's will. Make yourselves ready for the all of the kingdom. While you will experienegreat joy in the servie of my Father, you should also be prepared for trouble, for I warn you that itwill be only through muh tribulation that many will enter the kingdom. But those who have foundthe kingdom, their joy will be full, and they shall be alled the blest of all the earth. But do notentertain false hope; the world will stumble at my words. Even you, my friends, do not fully pereivewhat I am unfolding to your onfused minds. Make no mistake; we go forth to labor for a generationof sign seekers. They will demand wonder-working as the proof that I am sent by my Father, andthey will be slow to reognize in the revelation of my Father's love the redentials of my mission."That evening, when they had returned to the land, before they went their way, Jesus, standing bythe water's edge, prayed: \My Father, I thank you for these little ones who, in spite of their doubts,even now believe. And for their sakes have I set myself apart to do your will. And now may theylearn to be one, even as we are one."137.7 Four Months of TrainingFor four long months - Marh, April, May, and June - this tarrying time ontinued; Jesus held overone hundred long and earnest, though heerful and joyous, sessions with these six assoiates and hisown brother James. Owing to sikness in his family, Jude seldom was able to attend these lasses.James, Jesus' brother, did not lose faith in him, but during these months of delay and ination Marynearly despaired of her son. Her faith, raised to suh heights at Cana, now sank to new low levels.She ould only fall bak on her so oft-repeated exlamation: \I annot understand him. I annot�gure out what it all means." But James's wife did muh to bolster Mary's ourage.Throughout these four months these seven believers, one his own brother in the esh, were gettingaquainted with Jesus; they were getting used to the idea of living with this God-man. Thoughthey alled him Rabbi, they were learning not to be afraid of him. Jesus possessed that mathlessgrae of personality whih enabled him so to live among them that they were not dismayed by hisdivinity. They found it really easy to be \friends with God," God inarnate in the likeness of mortalesh. This time of waiting severely tested the entire group of believers. Nothing, absolutely nothing,miraulous happened. Day by day they went about their ordinary work, while night after night theysat at Jesus' feet. And they were held together by his mathless personality and by the graiouswords whih he spoke to them evening upon evening.This period of waiting and teahing was espeially hard on Simon Peter. He repeatedly sought topersuade Jesus to launh forth with the preahing of the kingdom in Galilee while John ontinuedto preah in Judea. But Jesus' reply to Peter ever was: \Be patient, Simon. Make progress. Weshall be none too ready when the Father alls." And Andrew would alm Peter now and then withhis more seasoned and philosophi ounsel. Andrew was tremendously impressed with the humannaturalness of Jesus. He never grew weary of ontemplating how one who ould live so near Godould be so friendly and onsiderate of men.Throughout this entire period Jesus spoke in the synagogue but twie. By the end of these manyweeks of waiting the reports about his baptism and the wine of Cana had begun to quiet down.1395



And Jesus saw to it that no more apparent mirales happened during this time. But even thoughthey lived so quietly at Bethsaida, reports of the strange doings of Jesus had been arried to HerodAntipas, who in turn sent spies to asertain what he was about. But Herod was more onernedabout the preahing of John. He deided not to molest Jesus, whose work ontinued along so quietlyat Capernaum.In this time of waiting Jesus endeavored to teah his assoiates what their attitude should betoward the various religious groups and the politial parties of Palestine. Jesus' words always were,\We are seeking to win all of them, but we are not of any of them."The sribes and rabbis, taken together, were alled Pharisees. They referred to themselves as the\assoiates." In many ways they were the progressive group among the Jews, having adopted manyteahings not learly found in the Hebrew sriptures, suh as belief in the resurretion of the dead,a dotrine only mentioned by a later prophet, Daniel.The Sadduees onsisted of the priesthood and ertain wealthy Jews. They were not suh stiklersfor the details of law enforement. The Pharisees and Sadduees were really religious parties, ratherthan sets.The Essenes were a true religious set, originating during the Maabean revolt, whose require-ments were in some respets more exating than those of the Pharisees. They had adopted manyPersian beliefs and praties, lived as a brotherhood in monasteries, refrained from marriage, andhad all things in ommon. They speialized in teahings about angels.The Zealots were a group of intense Jewish patriots. They advoated that any and all methodswere justi�ed in the struggle to esape the bondage of the Roman yoke.The Herodians were a purely politial party that advoated emanipation from the diret Romanrule by a restoration of the Herodian dynasty.In the very midst of Palestine there lived the Samaritans, with whom \the Jews had no dealings,"notwithstanding that they held many views similar to the Jewish teahings.All of these parties and sets, inluding the smaller Nazarite brotherhood, believed in the sometimeoming of the Messiah. They all looked for a national deliverer. But Jesus was very positive in makingit lear that he and his disiples would not beome allied to any of these shools of thought or pratie.The Son of Man was to be neither a Nazarite nor an Essene.While Jesus later direted that the apostles should go forth, as John had, preahing the gospel andinstruting believers, he laid emphasis on the prolamation of the \good tidings of the kingdom ofheaven." He unfailingly impressed upon his assoiates that they must \show forth love, ompassion,and sympathy." He early taught his followers that the kingdom of heaven was a spiritual experienehaving to do with the enthronement of God in the hearts of men.As they thus tarried before embarking on their ative publi preahing, Jesus and the seven spenttwo evenings eah week at the synagogue in the study of the Hebrew sriptures. In later yearsafter seasons of intense publi work, the apostles looked bak upon these four months as the mostpreious and pro�table of all their assoiation with the Master. Jesus taught these men all they ouldassimilate. He did not make the mistake of overteahing them. He did not preipitate onfusion bythe presentation of truth too far beyond their apaity to omprehend.137.8 Sermon on the KingdomOn Sabbath, June 22, shortly before they went out on their �rst preahing tour and about ten daysafter John's imprisonment, Jesus oupied the synagogue pulpit for the seond time sine bringinghis apostles to Capernaum. 1396



A few days before the preahing of this sermon on \The Kingdom," as Jesus was at work in theboatshop, Peter brought him the news of John's arrest. Jesus laid down his tools one more, removedhis apron, and said to Peter: \The Father's hour has ome. Let us make ready to prolaim the gospelof the kingdom."Jesus did his last work at the arpenter benh on this Tuesday, June 18, A.D. 26. Peter rushedout of the shop and by midafternoon had rounded up all of his assoiates, and leaving them in agrove by the shore, he went in quest of Jesus. But he ould not �nd him, for the Master had goneto a di�erent grove to pray. And they did not see him until late that evening when he returned toZebedee's house and asked for food. The next day he sent his brother James to ask for the privilegeof speaking in the synagogue the oming Sabbath day. And the ruler of the synagogue was muhpleased that Jesus was again willing to ondut the servie.Before Jesus preahed this memorable sermon on the kingdom of God, the �rst pretentious e�ortof his publi areer, he read from the Sriptures these passages: \You shall be to me a kingdom ofpriests, a holy people. Yahweh is our judge, Yahweh is our lawgiver, Yahweh is our king; he will saveus. Yahweh is my king and my God. He is a great king over all the earth. Loving-kindness is uponIsrael in this kingdom. Blessed be the glory of the Lord for he is our King."When he had �nished reading, Jesus said:\I have ome to prolaim the establishment of the Father's kingdom. And this kingdom shallinlude the worshiping souls of Jew and gentile, rih and poor, free and bond, for my Father is norespeter of persons; his love and his mery are over all.\The Father in heaven sends his spirit to indwell the minds of men, and when I shall have �nishedmy work on earth, likewise shall the Spirit of Truth be poured out upon all esh. And the spirit of myFather and the Spirit of Truth shall establish you in the oming kingdom of spiritual understandingand divine righteousness. My kingdom is not of this world. The Son of Man will not lead fortharmies in battle for the establishment of a throne of power or a kingdom of worldly glory. When mykingdom shall have ome, you shall know the Son of Man as the Prine of Peae, the revelation ofthe everlasting Father. The hildren of this world �ght for the establishment and enlargement of thekingdoms of this world, but my disiples shall enter the kingdom of heaven by their moral deisionsand by their spirit vitories; and when they one enter therein, they shall �nd joy, righteousness, andeternal life.\Those who �rst seek to enter the kingdom, thus beginning to strive for a nobility of harater likethat of my Father, shall presently possess all else that is needful. But I say to you in all sinerity:Unless you seek entrane into the kingdom with the faith and trusting dependene of a little hild,you shall in no wise gain admission.\Be not deeived by those who ome saying here is the kingdom or there is the kingdom, for myFather's kingdom onerns not things visible and material. And this kingdom is even now amongyou, for where the spirit of God teahes and leads the soul of man, there in reality is the kingdom ofheaven. And this kingdom of God is righteousness, peae, and joy in the Holy Spirit.\John did indeed baptize you in token of repentane and for the remission of your sins, but whenyou enter the heavenly kingdom, you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit.\In my Father's kingdom there shall be neither Jew nor gentile, only those who seek perfetionthrough servie, for I delare that he who would be great in my Father's kingdom must �rst beomeserver of all. If you are willing to serve your fellows, you shall sit down with me in my kingdom,even as, by serving in the similitude of the reature, I shall presently sit down with my Father in hiskingdom.\This new kingdom is like a seed growing in the good soil of a �eld. It does not attain full fruitquikly. There is an interval of time between the establishment of the kingdom in the soul of man1397



and that hour when the kingdom ripens into the full fruit of everlasting righteousness and eternalsalvation.\And this kingdom whih I delare to you is not a reign of power and plenty. The kingdom ofheaven is not a matter of meat and drink but rather a life of progressive righteousness and inreasingjoy in the perfeting servie of my Father who is in heaven. For has not the Father said of his hildrenof the world, `It is my will that they should eventually be perfet, even as I am perfet.'\I have ome to preah the glad tidings of the kingdom. I have not ome to add to the heavyburdens of those who would enter this kingdom. I prolaim the new and better way, and those whoare able to enter the oming kingdom shall enjoy the divine rest. And whatever it shall ost you inthe things of the world, no matter what prie you may pay to enter the kingdom of heaven, you shallreeive manyfold more of joy and spiritual progress in this world, and in the age to ome eternal life.\Entrane into the Father's kingdom waits not upon marhing armies, upon overturned kingdomsof this world, nor upon the breaking of aptive yokes. The kingdom of heaven is at hand, and allwho enter therein shall �nd abundant liberty and joyous salvation.\This kingdom is an everlasting dominion. Those who enter the kingdom shall asend to myFather; they will ertainly attain the right hand of his glory in Paradise. And all who enter thekingdom of heaven shall beome the sons of God, and in the age to ome so shall they asend tothe Father. And I have not ome to all the would-be righteous but sinners and all who hunger andthirst for the righteousness of divine perfetion.\John ame preahing repentane to prepare you for the kingdom; now have I ome prolaimingfaith, the gift of God, as the prie of entrane into the kingdom of heaven. If you would but believethat my Father loves you with an in�nite love, then you are in the kingdom of God."When he had thus spoken, he sat down. All who heard him were astonished at his words. Hisdisiples marveled. But the people were not prepared to reeive the good news from the lips of thisGod-man. About one third who heard him believed the message even though they ould not fullyomprehend it; about one third prepared in their hearts to rejet suh a purely spiritual oneptof the expeted kingdom, while the remaining one third ould not grasp his teahing, many trulybelieving that he \was beside himself."
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Chapter 138Training the Kingdom's MessengersAFTER preahing the sermon on \The Kingdom," Jesus alled the six apostles together that after-noon and began to dislose his plans for visiting the ities around and about the Sea of Galilee. Hisbrothers James and Jude were very muh hurt beause they were not alled to this onferene. Upto this time they had regarded themselves as belonging to Jesus' inner irle of assoiates. But Jesusplanned to have no lose relatives as members of this orps of apostoli diretors of the kingdom.This failure to inlude James and Jude among the hosen few, together with his apparent aloof-ness from his mother ever sine the experiene at Cana, was the starting point of an ever-wideninggulf between Jesus and his family. This situation ontinued throughout his publi ministry - theyvery nearly rejeted him - and these di�erenes were not fully removed until after his death andresurretion. His mother onstantly wavered between attitudes of utuating faith and hope, andinreasing emotions of disappointment, humiliation, and despair. Only Ruth, the youngest, remainedunswervingly loyal to her father-brother.Until after the resurretion, Jesus' entire family had very little to do with his ministry. If a prophetis not without honor save in his own ountry, he is not without understanding appreiation save inhis own family.138.1 Final InstrutionsThe next day, Sunday, June 23, A.D. 26, Jesus imparted his �nal instrutions to the six. He diretedthem to go forth, two and two, to teah the glad tidings of the kingdom. He forbade them tobaptize and advised against publi preahing. He went on to explain that later he would permitthem to preah in publi, but that for a season, and for many reasons, he desired them to aquirepratial experiene in dealing personally with their fellow men. Jesus purposed to make their �rsttour entirely one of personal work. Although this announement was something of a disappointmentto the apostles, still they saw, at least in part, Jesus' reason for thus beginning the prolamationof the kingdom, and they started out in good heart and with on�dent enthusiasm. He sent themforth by twos, James and John going to Kheresa, Andrew and Peter to Capernaum, while Philip andNathaniel went to Tarihea.Before they began this �rst two weeks of servie, Jesus announed to them that he desired toordain twelve apostles to ontinue the work of the kingdom after his departure and authorized eahof them to hoose one man from among his early onverts for membership in the projeted orps ofapostles. John spoke up, asking: \But, Master, will these six men ome into our midst and share allthings equally with us who have been with you sine the Jordan and have heard all your teahing inpreparation for this, our �rst labor for the kingdom?" And Jesus replied: \Yes, John, the men youhoose shall beome one with us, and you will teah them all that pertains to the kingdom, even as1399



I have taught you." After thus speaking, Jesus left them.The six did not separate to go to their work until they had exhanged many words in disussion ofJesus' instrution that eah of them should hoose a new apostle. Andrew's ounsel �nally prevailed,and they went forth to their labors. In substane Andrew said: \The Master is right; we are toofew to enompass this work. There is need for more teahers, and the Master has manifested greaton�dene in us inasmuh as he has intrusted us with the hoosing of these six new apostles." Thismorning, as they separated to go to their work, there was a bit of onealed depression in eah heart.They knew they were going to miss Jesus, and besides their fear and timidity, this was not the waythey had pitured the kingdom of heaven being inaugurated.It had been arranged that the six were to labor for two weeks, after whih they were to return tothe home of Zebedee for a onferene. Meantime Jesus went over to Nazareth to visit with Josephand Simon and other members of his family living in that viinity. Jesus did everything humanlypossible, onsistent with his dediation to the doing of his Father's will, to retain the on�dene anda�etion of his family. In this matter he did his full duty and more.While the apostles were out on this mission, Jesus thought muh about John, now in prison. Itwas a great temptation to use his potential powers to release him, but one more he resigned himselfto \wait upon the Father's will."138.2 Choosing the SixThis �rst missionary tour of the six was eminently suessful. They all disovered the great valueof diret and personal ontat with men. They returned to Jesus more fully realizing that, afterall, religion is purely and wholly a matter of personal experiene. They began to sense how hungrywere the ommon people to hear words of religious omfort and spiritual good heer. When theyassembled about Jesus, they all wanted to talk at one, but Andrew assumed harge, and as he alledupon them one by one, they made their formal reports to the Master and presented their nominationsfor the six new apostles.Jesus, after eah man had presented his seletion for the new apostleships, asked all the othersto vote upon the nomination; thus all six of the new apostles were formally aepted by all of theolder six. Then Jesus announed that they would all visit these andidates and give them the allto servie.The newly seleted apostles were:1. Matthew Levi, the ustoms olletor of Capernaum, who had his oÆe just to the east of theity, near the borders of Batanea. He was seleted by Andrew.2. Thomas Didymus, a �sherman of Tarihea and onetime arpenter and stone mason of Gadara.He was seleted by Philip.3. James Alpheus, a �sherman and farmer of Kheresa, was seleted by James Zebedee.4. Judas Alpheus, the twin brother of James Alpheus, also a �sherman, was seleted by JohnZebedee.5. Simon Zelotes was a high oÆer in the patrioti organization of the Zealots, a position whihhe gave up to join Jesus' apostles. Before joining the Zealots, Simon had been a merhant. He wasseleted by Peter.6. Judas Isariot was an only son of wealthy Jewish parents living in Jeriho. He had beomeattahed to John the Baptist, and his Sadduee parents had disowned him. He was looking foremployment in these regions when Jesus' apostles found him, and hiey beause of his experiene1400



with �nanes, Nathaniel invited him to join their ranks. Judas Isariot was the only Judean amongthe twelve apostles.Jesus spent a full day with the six, answering their questions and listening to the details of theirreports, for they had many interesting and pro�table experienes to relate. They now saw the wisdomof the Master's plan of sending them out to labor in a quiet and personal manner before the launhingof their more pretentious publi e�orts.138.3 The Call of Matthew and SimonThe next day Jesus and the six went to all upon Matthew, the ustoms olletor. Matthew wasawaiting them, having balaned his books and made ready to turn the a�airs of his oÆe over to hisbrother. As they approahed the toll house, Andrew stepped forward with Jesus, who, looking intoMatthew's fae, said, \Follow me." And he arose and went to his house with Jesus and the apostles.Matthew told Jesus of the banquet he had arranged for that evening, at least that he wished togive suh a dinner to his family and friends if Jesus would approve and onsent to be the guest ofhonor. And Jesus nodded his onsent. Peter then took Matthew aside and explained that he hadinvited one Simon to join the apostles and seured his onsent that Simon be also bidden to thisfeast.After a noontide lunheon at Matthew's house they all went with Peter to all upon Simon theZealot, whom they found at his old plae of business, whih was now being onduted by his nephew.When Peter led Jesus up to Simon, the Master greeted the �ery patriot and only said, \Follow me."They all returned to Matthew's home, where they talked muh about politis and religion untilthe hour of the evening meal. The Levi family had long been engaged in business and tax gathering;therefore many of the guests bidden to this banquet by Matthew would have been denominated\publians and sinners" by the Pharisees.In those days, when a reeption-banquet of this sort was tendered a prominent individual, it wasthe ustom for all interested persons to linger about the banquet room to observe the guests atmeat and to listen to the onversation and speehes of the men of honor. Aordingly, most of theCapernaum Pharisees were present on this oasion to observe Jesus' ondut at this unusual soialgathering.As the dinner progressed, the joy of the diners mounted to heights of good heer, and everybodywas having suh a splendid time that the onlooking Pharisees began, in their hearts, to ritiizeJesus for his partiipation in suh a lighthearted and arefree a�air. Later in the evening, whenthey were making speehes, one of the more malignant of the Pharisees went so far as to ritiizeJesus' ondut to Peter, saying: \How dare you to teah that this man is righteous when he eatswith publians and sinners and thus lends his presene to suh senes of areless pleasure making."Peter whispered this ritiism to Jesus before he spoke the parting blessing upon those assembled.When Jesus began to speak, he said: \In oming here tonight to welome Matthew and Simon to ourfellowship, I am glad to witness your lightheartedness and soial good heer, but you should rejoiestill more beause many of you will �nd entrane into the oming kingdom of the spirit, whereinyou shall more abundantly enjoy the good things of the kingdom of heaven. And to you who standabout ritiizing me in your hearts beause I have ome here to make merry with these friends, letme say that I have ome to prolaim joy to the soially downtrodden and spiritual liberty to themoral aptives. Need I remind you that they who are whole need not a physiian, but rather thosewho are sik? I have ome, not to all the righteous, but sinners."And truly this was a strange sight in all Jewry: to see a man of righteous harater and no-ble sentiments mingling freely and joyously with the ommon people, even with an irreligious and1401



pleasure-seeking throng of publians and reputed sinners. Simon Zelotes desired to make a speeh atthis gathering in Matthew's house, but Andrew, knowing that Jesus did not want the oming king-dom to beome onfused with the Zealots' movement, prevailed upon him to refrain from makingany publi remarks.Jesus and the apostles remained that night in Matthew's house, and as the people went to theirhomes, they spoke of but one thing: the goodness and friendliness of Jesus.138.4 The Call of the TwinsOn the morrow all nine of them went by boat over to Kheresa to exeute the formal alling of the nexttwo apostles, James and Judas the twin sons of Alpheus, the nominees of James and John Zebedee.The �sherman twins were expeting Jesus and his apostles and were therefore awaiting them on theshore. James Zebedee presented the Master to the Kheresa �shermen, and Jesus, gazing on them,nodded and said, \Follow me."That afternoon, whih they spent together, Jesus fully instruted them onerning attendaneupon festive gatherings, onluding his remarks by saying: \All men are my brothers. My Father inheaven does not despise any reature of our making. The kingdom of heaven is open to all men andwomen. No man may lose the door of mery in the fae of any hungry soul who may seek to gain anentrane thereto. We will sit at meat with all who desire to hear of the kingdom. As our Father inheaven looks down upon men, they are all alike. Refuse not therefore to break bread with Phariseeor sinner, Sadduee or publian, Roman or Jew, rih or poor, free or bond. The door of the kingdomis wide open for all who desire to know the truth and to �nd God."That night at a simple supper at the Alpheus home, the twin brothers were reeived into theapostoli family. Later in the evening Jesus gave his apostles their �rst lesson dealing with theorigin, nature, and destiny of unlean spirits, but they ould not omprehend the import of what hetold them. They found it very easy to love and admire Jesus but very diÆult to understand manyof his teahings.After a night of rest the entire party, now numbering eleven, went by boat over to Tarihea.138.5 The Call of Thomas and JudasThomas the �sherman and Judas the wanderer met Jesus and the apostles at the �sher-boat landingat Tarihea, and Thomas led the party to his near-by home. Philip now presented Thomas as hisnominee for apostleship and Nathaniel presented Judas Isariot, the Judean, for similar honors. Jesuslooked upon Thomas and said: \Thomas, you lak faith; nevertheless, I reeive you. Follow me." ToJudas Isariot the Master said: \Judas, we are all of one esh, and as I reeive you into our midst, Ipray that you will always be loyal to your Galilean brethren. Follow me."When they had refreshed themselves, Jesus took the twelve apart for a season to pray with themand to instrut them in the nature and work of the Holy Spirit, but again did they largely fail toomprehend the meaning of those wonderful truths whih he endeavored to teah them. One wouldgrasp one point and one would omprehend another, but none of them ould enompass the wholeof his teahing. Always would they make the mistake of trying to �t Jesus' new gospel into theirold forms of religious belief. They ould not grasp the idea that Jesus had ome to prolaim a newgospel of salvation and to establish a new way of �nding God; they did not pereive that he was anew revelation of the Father in heaven.The next day Jesus left his twelve apostles quite alone; he wanted them to beome aquainted1402



and desired that they be alone to talk over what he had taught them. The Master returned for theevening meal, and during the after-supper hours he talked to them about the ministry of seraphim,and some of the apostles omprehended his teahing. They rested for a night and the next daydeparted by boat for Capernaum.Zebedee and Salome had gone to live with their son David so that their large home ould be turnedover to Jesus and his twelve apostles. Here Jesus spent a quiet Sabbath with his hosen messengers;he arefully outlined the plans for prolaiming the kingdom and fully explained the importane ofavoiding any lash with the ivil authorities, saying: \If the ivil rulers are to be rebuked, leave thattask to me. See that you make no denuniations of Caesar or his servants." It was this same eveningthat Judas Isariot took Jesus aside to inquire why nothing was done to get John out of prison. AndJudas was not wholly satis�ed with Jesus' attitude.138.6 The Week of Intensive TrainingThe next week was devoted to a program of intense training. Eah day the six new apostles wereput in the hands of their respetive nominators for a thoroughgoing review of all they had learnedand experiened in preparation for the work of the kingdom. The older apostles arefully reviewed,for the bene�t of the younger six, Jesus' teahings up to that hour. Evenings they all assembled inZebedee's garden to reeive Jesus' instrution.It was at this time that Jesus established the mid-week holiday for rest and rereation. Andthey pursued this plan of relaxation for one day eah week throughout the remainder of his materiallife. As a general rule, they never proseuted their regular ativities on Wednesday. On this weeklyholiday Jesus would usually take himself away from them, saying: \My hildren, go for a day of play.Rest yourselves from the arduous labors of the kingdom and enjoy the refreshment that omes fromreverting to your former voations or from disovering new sorts of rereational ativity." WhileJesus, at this period of his earth life, did not atually require this day of rest, he onformed to thisplan beause he knew it was best for his human assoiates. Jesus was the teaher - the Master; hisassoiates were his pupils - disiples.Jesus endeavored to make lear to his apostles the di�erene between his teahings and his lifeamong them and the teahings whih might subsequently spring up about him. Said Jesus: \Mykingdom and the gospel related thereto shall be the burden of your message. Be not sidetrakedinto preahing about me and about my teahings. Prolaim the gospel of the kingdom and portraymy revelation of the Father in heaven but do not be misled into the bypaths of reating legends andbuilding up a ult having to do with beliefs and teahings about my beliefs and teahings." Butagain they did not understand why he thus spoke, and no man dared to ask why he so taught them.In these early teahings Jesus sought to avoid ontroversies with his apostles as far as possibleexepting those involving wrong onepts of his Father in heaven. In all suh matters he neverhesitated to orret erroneous beliefs. There was just one motive in Jesus' postbaptismal life onUrantia, and that was a better and truer revelation of his Paradise Father; he was the pioneer of thenew and better way to God, the way of faith and love. Ever his exhortation to the apostles was:\Go seek for the sinners; �nd the downhearted and omfort the anxious."Jesus had a perfet grasp of the situation; he possessed unlimited power, whih might have beenutilized in the furtherane of his mission, but he was wholly ontent with means and personalitieswhih most people would have regarded as inadequate and would have looked upon as insigni�ant.He was engaged in a mission of enormous dramati possibilities, but he insisted on going about hisFather's business in the most quiet and undramati manner; he studiously avoided all display ofpower. And he now planned to work quietly, at least for several months, with his twelve apostlesaround about the Sea of Galilee. 1403



138.7 Another DisappointmentJesus had planned for a quiet missionary ampaign of �ve months' personal work. He did not tellthe apostles how long this was to last; they worked from week to week. And early on this �rst day ofthe week, just as he was about to announe this to his twelve apostles, Simon Peter, James Zebedee,and Judas Isariot ame to have private onverse with him. Taking Jesus aside, Peter made bold tosay: \Master, we ome at the behest of our assoiates to inquire whether the time is not now ripe toenter into the kingdom. And will you prolaim the kingdom at Capernaum, or are we to move onto Jerusalem? And when shall we learn, eah of us, the positions we are to oupy with you in theestablishment of the kingdom - " and Peter would have gone on asking further questions, but Jesusraised an admonitory hand and stopped him. And bekoning the other apostles standing near by tojoin them, Jesus said: \My little hildren, how long shall I bear with you! Have I not made it plainto you that my kingdom is not of this world? I have told you many times that I have not ome tosit on David's throne, and now how is it that you are inquiring whih plae eah of you will oupyin the Father's kingdom? Can you not pereive that I have alled you as ambassadors of a spiritualkingdom? Do you not understand that soon, very soon, you are to represent me in the world andin the prolamation of the kingdom, even as I now represent my Father who is in heaven? Can itbe that I have hosen you and instruted you as messengers of the kingdom, and yet you do notomprehend the nature and signi�ane of this oming kingdom of divine pre-eminene in the heartsof men? My friends, hear me one more. Banish from your minds this idea that my kingdom is arule of power or a reign of glory. Indeed, all power in heaven and on earth will presently be giveninto my hands, but it is not the Father's will that we use this divine endowment to glorify ourselvesduring this age. In another age you shall indeed sit with me in power and glory, but it behooves usnow to submit to the will of the Father and to go forth in humble obediene to exeute his biddingon earth."One more were his assoiates shoked, stunned. Jesus sent them away two and two to pray,asking them to return to him at noontime. On this ruial forenoon they eah sought to �nd God,and eah endeavored to heer and strengthen the other, and they returned to Jesus as he had biddenthem.Jesus now reounted for them the oming of John, the baptism in the Jordan, the marriage feastat Cana, the reent hoosing of the six, and the withdrawal from them of his own brothers in theesh, and warned them that the enemy of the kingdom would seek also to draw them away. Afterthis short but earnest talk the apostles all arose, under Peter's leadership, to delare their undyingdevotion to their Master and to pledge their unswerving loyalty to the kingdom, as Thomas expressedit, \To this oming kingdom, no matter what it is and even if I do not fully understand it." Theyall truly believed in Jesus, even though they did not fully omprehend his teahing.Jesus now asked them how muh money they had among them; he also inquired as to whatprovision had been made for their families. When it developed that they had hardly suÆient fundsto maintain themselves for two weeks, he said: \It is not the will of my Father that we begin ourwork in this way. We will remain here by the sea two weeks and �sh or do whatever our hands �ndto do; and in the meantime, under the guidane of Andrew, the �rst hosen apostle, you shall soorganize yourselves as to provide for everything needful in your future work, both for the presentpersonal ministry and also when I shall subsequently ordain you to preah the gospel and instrutbelievers." They were all greatly heered by these words; this was their �rst lear-ut and positiveintimation that Jesus designed later on to enter upon more aggressive and pretentious publi e�orts.The apostles spent the remainder of the day perfeting their organization and ompleting arrange-ments for boats and nets for embarking on the morrow's �shing as they had all deided to devotethemselves to �shing; most of them had been �shermen, even Jesus was an experiened boatmanand �sherman. Many of the boats whih they used the next few years had been built by Jesus' own1404



hands. And they were good and trustworthy boats.Jesus enjoined them to devote themselves to �shing for two weeks, adding, \And then will you goforth to beome �shers of men." They �shed in three groups, Jesus going out with a di�erent groupeah night. And they all so muh enjoyed Jesus! He was a good �sherman, a heerful ompanion,and an inspiring friend; the more they worked with him, the more they loved him. Said Matthewone day: \The more you understand some people, the less you admire them, but of this man, eventhe less I omprehend him, the more I love him."This plan of �shing two weeks and going out to do personal work in behalf of the kingdom for twoweeks was followed for more than �ve months, even to the end of this year of A.D. 26, until after theessation of those speial perseutions whih had been direted against John's disiples subsequentto his imprisonment.138.8 First Work of the TwelveAfter disposing of the �sh athes of two weeks, Judas Isariot, the one hosen to at as treasurerof the twelve, divided the apostoli funds into six equal portions, funds for the are of dependentfamilies having been already provided. And then near the middle of August, in the year A.D. 26,they went forth two and two to the �elds of work assigned by Andrew. The �rst two weeks Jesuswent out with Andrew and Peter, the seond two weeks with James and John, and so on with theother ouples in the order of their hoosing. In this way he was able to go out at least one witheah ouple before he alled them together for the beginning of their publi ministry.Jesus taught them to preah the forgiveness of sin through faith in God without penane orsari�e, and that the Father in heaven loves all his hildren with the same eternal love. He enjoinedhis apostles to refrain from disussing:1. The work and imprisonment of John the Baptist.2. The voie at the baptism. Said Jesus: \Only those who heard the voie may refer to it. Speakonly that whih you have heard from me; speak not hearsay."3. The turning of the water into wine at Cana. Jesus seriously harged them, saying, \Tell noman about the water and the wine."They had wonderful times throughout these �ve or six months during whih they worked as�shermen every alternate two weeks, thereby earning enough money to support themselves in the�eld for eah sueeding two weeks of missionary work for the kingdom.The ommon people marveled at the teahing and ministry of Jesus and his apostles. The rabbishad long taught the Jews that the ignorant ould not be pious or righteous. But Jesus' apostles wereboth pious and righteous; yet they were heerfully ignorant of muh of the learning of the rabbis andthe wisdom of the world.Jesus made plain to his apostles the di�erene between the repentane of so-alled good works astaught by the Jews and the hange of mind by faith - the new birth - whih he required as the prieof admission to the kingdom. He taught his apostles that faith was the only requisite to enteringthe Father's kingdom. John had taught them \repentane - to ee from the wrath to ome." Jesustaught, \Faith is the open door for entering into the present, perfet, and eternal love of God."Jesus did not speak like a prophet, one who omes to delare the word of God. He seemed to speakof himself as one having authority. Jesus sought to divert their minds from mirale seeking to the�nding of a real and personal experiene in the satisfation and assurane of the indwelling of God'sspirit of love and saving grae.The disiples early learned that the Master had a profound respet and sympatheti regard for1405



every human being he met, and they were tremendously impressed by this uniform and unvaryingonsideration whih he so onsistently gave to all sorts of men, women, and hildren. He wouldpause in the midst of a profound disourse that he might go out in the road to speak good heer toa passing woman laden with her burden of body and soul. He would interrupt a serious onferenewith his apostles to fraternize with an intruding hild. Nothing ever seemed so important to Jesusas the individual human who haned to be in his immediate presene. He was master and teaher,but he was more - he was also a friend and neighbor, an understanding omrade.Though Jesus' publi teahing mainly onsisted in parables and short disourses, he invariablytaught his apostles by questions and answers. He would always pause to answer sinere questionsduring his later publi disourses.The apostles were at �rst shoked by, but early beame austomed to, Jesus' treatment of women;he made it very lear to them that women were to be aorded equal rights with men in the kingdom.138.9 Five Months of TestingThis somewhat monotonous period of alternate �shing and personal work proved to be a gruelingexperiene for the twelve apostles, but they endured the test. With all of their grumblings, doubts,and transient dissatisfations they remained true to their vows of devotion and loyalty to the Master.It was their personal assoiation with Jesus during these months of testing that so endeared himto them that they all (save Judas Isariot) remained loyal and true to him even in the dark hoursof the trial and rui�xion. Real men simply ould not atually desert a revered teaher who hadlived so lose to them and had been so devoted to them as had Jesus. Through the dark hours ofthe Master's death, in the hearts of these apostles all reason, judgment, and logi were set aside indeferene to just one extraordinary human emotion - the supreme sentiment of friendship-loyalty.These �ve months of work with Jesus led these apostles, eah one of them, to regard him as thebest friend he had in all the world. And it was this human sentiment, and not his superb teahingsor marvelous doings, that held them together until after the resurretion and the renewal of theprolamation of the gospel of the kingdom.Not only were these months of quiet work a great test to the apostles, a test whih they survived,but this season of publi inativity was a great trial to Jesus' family. By the time Jesus was preparedto launh forth on his publi work, his entire family (exept Ruth) had pratially deserted him. Ononly a few oasions did they attempt to make subsequent ontat with him, and then it was topersuade him to return home with them, for they ame near to believing that he was beside himself.They simply ould not fathom his philosophy nor grasp his teahing; it was all too muh for thoseof his own esh and blood.The apostles arried on their personal work in Capernaum, Bethsaida-Julias, Chorazin, Gerasa,Hippos, Magdala, Cana, Bethlehem of Galilee, Jotapata, Ramah, Safed, Gishala, Gadara, and Abila.Besides these towns they labored in many villages as well as in the ountryside. By the end of thisperiod the twelve had worked out fairly satisfatory plans for the are of their respetive families.Most of the apostles were married, some had several hildren, but they had made suh arrangementsfor the support of their home folks that, with some little assistane from the apostoli funds, theyould devote their entire energies to the Master's work without having to worry about the �nanialwelfare of their families.138.10 Organization of the TwelveThe apostles early organized themselves in the following manner:1406



1. Andrew, the �rst hosen apostle, was designated hairman and diretor general of the twelve.2. Peter, James, and John were appointed personal ompanions of Jesus. They were to attendhim day and night, to minister to his physial and sundry needs, and to aompany him on thosenight vigils of prayer and mysterious ommunion with the Father in heaven.3. Philip was made steward of the group. It was his duty to provide food and to see that visitors,and even the multitude of listeners at times, had something to eat.4. Nathaniel wathed over the needs of the families of the twelve. He reeived regular reports asto the requirements of eah apostle's family and, making requisition on Judas, the treasurer, wouldsend funds eah week to those in need.5. Matthew was the �sal agent of the apostoli orps. It was his duty to see that the budgetwas balaned, the treasury replenished. If the funds for mutual support were not forthoming, ifdonations suÆient to maintain the party were not reeived, Matthew was empowered to order thetwelve bak to their nets for a season. But this was never neessary after they began their publiwork; he always had suÆient funds in the treasurer's hands to �nane their ativities.6. Thomas was manager of the itinerary. It devolved upon him to arrange lodgings and in ageneral way selet plaes for teahing and preahing, thereby insuring a smooth and expeditioustravel shedule.7. James and Judas the twin sons of Alpheus were assigned to the management of the multitudes.It was their task to deputize a suÆient number of assistant ushers to enable them to maintain orderamong the rowds during the preahing.8. Simon Zelotes was given harge of rereation and play. He managed the Wednesday programsand also sought to provide for a few hours of relaxation and diversion eah day.9. Judas Isariot was appointed treasurer. He arried the bag. He paid all expenses and kept thebooks. He made budget estimates for Matthew from week to week and also made weekly reports toAndrew. Judas paid out funds on Andrew's authorization.In this way the twelve funtioned from their early organization up to the time of the reorganizationmade neessary by the desertion of Judas, the betrayer. The Master and his disiple-apostles went onin this simple manner until Sunday, January 12, A.D. 27, when he alled them together and formallyordained them as ambassadors of the kingdom and preahers of its glad tidings. And soon thereafterthey prepared to start for Jerusalem and Judea on their �rst publi preahing tour.
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Chapter 139The Twelve ApostlesIT IS an eloquent testimony to the harm and righteousness of Jesus' earth life that, although herepeatedly dashed to piees the hopes of his apostles and tore to shreds their every ambition forpersonal exaltation, only one deserted him.The apostles learned from Jesus about the kingdom of heaven, and Jesus learned muh from themabout the kingdom of men, human nature as it lives on Urantia and on the other evolutionary worldsof time and spae. These twelve men represented many di�erent types of human temperament, andthey had not been made alike by shooling. Many of these Galilean �shermen arried heavy strainsof gentile blood as a result of the forible onversion of the gentile population of Galilee one hundredyears previously.Do not make the mistake of regarding the apostles as being altogether ignorant and unlearned. Allof them, exept the Alpheus twins, were graduates of the synagogue shools, having been thoroughlytrained in the Hebrew sriptures and in muh of the urrent knowledge of that day. Seven weregraduates of the Capernaum synagogue shools, and there were no better Jewish shools in allGalilee.When your reords refer to these messengers of the kingdom as being \ignorant and unlearned,"it was intended to onvey the idea that they were laymen, unlearned in the lore of the rabbis anduntrained in the methods of rabbinial interpretation of the Sriptures. They were laking in so-alled higher eduation. In modern times they would ertainly be onsidered uneduated, and insome irles of soiety even unultured. One thing is ertain: They had not all been put through thesame rigid and stereotyped eduational urriulum. From adolesene on they had enjoyed separateexperienes of learning how to live.139.1 Andrew, the First ChosenAndrew, hairman of the apostoli orps of the kingdom, was born in Capernaum. He was the oldesthild in a family of �ve - himself, his brother Simon, and three sisters. His father, now dead, hadbeen a partner of Zebedee in the �sh-drying business at Bethsaida, the �shing harbor of Capernaum.When he beame an apostle, Andrew was unmarried but made his home with his married brother,Simon Peter. Both were �shermen and partners of James and John the sons of Zebedee.In A.D. 26, the year he was hosen as an apostle, Andrew was 33, a full year older than Jesus andthe oldest of the apostles. He sprang from an exellent line of anestors and was the ablest man ofthe twelve. Exepting oratory, he was the peer of his assoiates in almost every imaginable ability.Jesus never gave Andrew a nikname, a fraternal designation. But even as the apostles soon beganto all Jesus Master, so they also designated Andrew by a term the equivalent of Chief.1409



Andrew was a good organizer but a better administrator. He was one of the inner irle of fourapostles, but his appointment by Jesus as the head of the apostoli group made it neessary for himto remain on duty with his brethren while the other three enjoyed very lose ommunion with theMaster. To the very end Andrew remained dean of the apostoli orps.Although Andrew was never an e�etive preaher, he was an eÆient personal worker, being thepioneer missionary of the kingdom in that, as the �rst hosen apostle, he immediately brought toJesus his brother, Simon, who subsequently beame one of the greatest preahers of the kingdom.Andrew was the hief supporter of Jesus' poliy of utilizing the program of personal work as a meansof training the twelve as messengers of the kingdom.Whether Jesus privately taught the apostles or preahed to the multitude, Andrew was usuallyonversant with what was going on; he was an understanding exeutive and an eÆient administrator.He rendered a prompt deision on every matter brought to his notie unless he deemed the problemone beyond the domain of his authority, in whih event he would take it straight to Jesus.Andrew and Peter were very unlike in harater and temperament, but it must be reordedeverlastingly to their redit that they got along together splendidly. Andrew was never jealous ofPeter's oratorial ability. Not often will an older man of Andrew's type be observed exerting suh aprofound inuene over a younger and talented brother. Andrew and Peter never seemed to be in theleast jealous of eah other's abilities or ahievements. Late on the evening of the day of Penteost,when, largely through the energeti and inspiring preahing of Peter, two thousand souls were addedto the kingdom, Andrew said to his brother: \I ould not do that, but I am glad I have a brotherwho ould." To whih Peter replied: \And but for your bringing me to the Master and by yoursteadfastness keeping me with him, I should not have been here to do this." Andrew and Peter werethe exeptions to the rule, proving that even brothers an live together peaeably and work togethere�etively.After Penteost Peter was famous, but it never irritated the older Andrew to spend the rest of hislife being introdued as \Simon Peter's brother."Of all the apostles, Andrew was the best judge of men. He knew that trouble was brewing in theheart of Judas Isariot even when none of the others suspeted that anything was wrong with theirtreasurer; but he told none of them his fears. Andrew's great servie to the kingdom was in advisingPeter, James, and John onerning the hoie of the �rst missionaries who were sent out to prolaimthe gospel, and also in ounseling these early leaders about the organization of the administrativea�airs of the kingdom. Andrew had a great gift for disovering the hidden resoures and latenttalents of young people.Very soon after Jesus' asension on high, Andrew began the writing of a personal reord of manyof the sayings and doings of his departed Master. After Andrew's death other opies of this privatereord were made and irulated freely among the early teahers of the Christian hurh. Theseinformal notes of Andrew's were subsequently edited, amended, altered, and added to until theymade up a fairly onseutive narrative of the Master's life on earth. The last of these few alteredand amended opies was destroyed by �re at Alexandria about one hundred years after the originalwas written by the �rst hosen of the twelve apostles.Andrew was a man of lear insight, logial thought, and �rm deision, whose great strength ofharater onsisted in his superb stability. His temperamental handiap was his lak of enthusiasm;he many times failed to enourage his assoiates by judiious ommendation. And this retiene topraise the worthy aomplishments of his friends grew out of his abhorrene of attery and insinerity.Andrew was one of those all-round, even-tempered, self-made, and suessful men of modest a�airs.Every one of the apostles loved Jesus, but it remains true that eah of the twelve was drawn towardhim beause of some ertain trait of personality whih made a speial appeal to the individual apostle.Andrew admired Jesus beause of his onsistent sinerity, his una�eted dignity. When men one1410



knew Jesus, they were possessed with the urge to share him with their friends; they really wantedall the world to know him.When the later perseutions �nally sattered the apostles from Jerusalem, Andrew journeyedthrough Armenia, Asia Minor, and Maedonia and, after bringing many thousands into the kingdom,was �nally apprehended and rui�ed in Patrae in Ahaia. It was two full days before this robustman expired on the ross, and throughout these tragi hours he ontinued e�etively to prolaim theglad tidings of the salvation of the kingdom of heaven.139.2 Simon PeterWhen Simon joined the apostles, he was thirty years of age. He was married, had three hildren, andlived at Bethsaida, near Capernaum. His brother, Andrew, and his wife's mother lived with him.Both Peter and Andrew were �sher partners of the sons of Zebedee.The Master had known Simon for some time before Andrew presented him as the seond of theapostles. When Jesus gave Simon the name Peter, he did it with a smile; it was to be a sort ofnikname. Simon was well known to all his friends as an errati and impulsive fellow. True, later on,Jesus did attah a new and signi�ant import to this lightly bestowed nikname.Simon Peter was a man of impulse, an optimist. He had grown up permitting himself freely toindulge strong feelings; he was onstantly getting into diÆulties beause he persisted in speakingwithout thinking. This sort of thoughtlessness also made inessant trouble for all of his friends andassoiates and was the ause of his reeiving many mild rebukes from his Master. The only reasonPeter did not get into more trouble beause of his thoughtless speaking was that he very early learnedto talk over many of his plans and shemes with his brother, Andrew, before he ventured to makepubli proposals.Peter was a uent speaker, eloquent and dramati. He was also a natural and inspirational leaderof men, a quik thinker but not a deep reasoner. He asked many questions, more than all the apostlesput together, and while the majority of these questions were good and relevant, many of them werethoughtless and foolish. Peter did not have a deep mind, but he knew his mind fairly well. He wastherefore a man of quik deision and sudden ation. While others talked in their astonishment atseeing Jesus on the beah, Peter jumped in and swam ashore to meet the Master.The one trait whih Peter most admired in Jesus was his supernal tenderness. Peter never grewweary of ontemplating Jesus' forbearane. He never forgot the lesson about forgiving the wrongdoer,not only seven times but seventy times and seven. He thought muh about these impressions of theMaster's forgiving harater during those dark and dismal days immediately following his thoughtlessand unintended denial of Jesus in the high priest's ourtyard.Simon Peter was distressingly vaillating; he would suddenly swing from one extreme to the other.First he refused to let Jesus wash his feet and then, on hearing the Master's reply, begged to be washedall over. But, after all, Jesus knew that Peter's faults were of the head and not of the heart. Hewas one of the most inexpliable ombinations of ourage and owardie that ever lived on earth.His great strength of harater was loyalty, friendship. Peter really and truly loved Jesus. And yetdespite this towering strength of devotion he was so unstable and inonstant that he permitted aservant girl to tease him into denying his Lord and Master. Peter ould withstand perseution andany other form of diret assault, but he withered and shrank before ridiule. He was a brave soldierwhen faing a frontal attak, but he was a fear-ringing oward when surprised with an assault fromthe rear.Peter was the �rst of Jesus' apostles to ome forward to defend the work of Philip among theSamaritans and Paul among the gentiles; yet later on at Antioh he reversed himself when onfronted1411



by ridiuling Judaizers, temporarily withdrawing from the gentiles only to bring down upon his headthe fearless denuniation of Paul.He was the �rst one of the apostles to make wholehearted onfession of Jesus' ombined humanityand divinity and the �rst - save Judas - to deny him. Peter was not so muh of a dreamer, but hedisliked to desend from the louds of estasy and the enthusiasm of dramati indulgene to the plainand matter-of-fat world of reality.In following Jesus, literally and �guratively, he was either leading the proession or else trailingbehind - \following afar o�." But he was the outstanding preaher of the twelve; he did more thanany other one man, aside from Paul, to establish the kingdom and send its messengers to the fourorners of the earth in one generation.After his rash denials of the Master he found himself, and with Andrew's sympatheti and un-derstanding guidane he again led the way bak to the �sh nets while the apostles tarried to �ndout what was to happen after the rui�xion. When he was fully assured that Jesus had forgivenhim and knew he had been reeived bak into the Master's fold, the �res of the kingdom burned sobrightly within his soul that he beame a great and saving light to thousands who sat in darkness.After leaving Jerusalem and before Paul beame the leading spirit among the gentile Christianhurhes, Peter traveled extensively, visiting all the hurhes from Babylon to Corinth. He evenvisited and ministered to many of the hurhes whih had been raised up by Paul. Although Peterand Paul di�ered muh in temperament and eduation, even in theology, they worked togetherharmoniously for the upbuilding of the hurhes during their later years.Something of Peter's style and teahing is shown in the sermons partially reorded by Luke andin the Gospel of Mark. His vigorous style was better shown in his letter known as the First Epistleof Peter; at least this was true before it was subsequently altered by a disiple of Paul.But Peter persisted in making the mistake of trying to onvine the Jews that Jesus was, afterall, really and truly the Jewish Messiah. Right up to the day of his death, Simon Peter ontinuedto su�er onfusion in his mind between the onepts of Jesus as the Jewish Messiah, Christ as theworld's redeemer, and the Son of Man as the revelation of God, the loving Father of all mankind.Peter's wife was a very able woman. For years she labored aeptably as a member of the women'sorps, and when Peter was driven out of Jerusalem, she aompanied him upon all his journeys tothe hurhes as well as on all his missionary exursions. And the day her illustrious husband yieldedup his life, she was thrown to the wild beasts in the arena at Rome.And so this man Peter, an intimate of Jesus, one of the inner irle, went forth from Jerusalemprolaiming the glad tidings of the kingdom with power and glory until the fullness of his ministryhad been aomplished; and he regarded himself as the reipient of high honors when his aptorsinformed him that he must die as his Master had died - on the ross. And thus was Simon Peterrui�ed in Rome.139.3 James ZebedeeJames, the older of the two apostle sons of Zebedee, whom Jesus niknamed \sons of thunder," wasthirty years old when he beame an apostle. He was married, had four hildren, and lived near hisparents in the outskirts of Capernaum, Bethsaida. He was a �sherman, plying his alling in ompanywith his younger brother John and in assoiation with Andrew and Simon. James and his brotherJohn enjoyed the advantage of having known Jesus longer than any of the other apostles.This able apostle was a temperamental ontradition; he seemed really to possess two natures,both of whih were atuated by strong feelings. He was partiularly vehement when his indignation1412



was one fully aroused. He had a �ery temper when one it was adequately provoked, and whenthe storm was over, he was always wont to justify and exuse his anger under the pretense that itwas wholly a manifestation of righteous indignation. Exept for these periodi upheavals of wrath,James's personality was muh like that of Andrew. He did not have Andrew's disretion or insightinto human nature, but he was a muh better publi speaker. Next to Peter, unless it was Matthew,James was the best publi orator among the twelve.Though James was in no sense moody, he ould be quiet and taiturn one day and a very goodtalker and storyteller the next. He usually talked freely with Jesus, but among the twelve, for daysat a time he was the silent man. His one great weakness was these spells of unaountable silene.The outstanding feature of James's personality was his ability to see all sides of a proposition. Ofall the twelve, he ame the nearest to grasping the real import and signi�ane of Jesus' teahing.He, too, was slow at �rst to omprehend the Master's meaning, but ere they had �nished theirtraining, he had aquired a superior onept of Jesus' message. James was able to understand a widerange of human nature; he got along well with the versatile Andrew, the impetuous Peter, and hisself-ontained brother John.Though James and John had their troubles trying to work together, it was inspiring to observehow well they got along. They did not sueed quite so well as Andrew and Peter, but they did muhbetter than would ordinarily be expeted of two brothers, espeially suh headstrong and determinedbrothers. But, strange as it may seem, these two sons of Zebedee were muh more tolerant of eahother than they were of strangers. They had great a�etion for one another; they had always beenhappy playmates. It was these \sons of thunder" who wanted to all �re down from heaven to destroythe Samaritans who presumed to show disrespet for their Master. But the untimely death of Jamesgreatly modi�ed the vehement temperament of his younger brother John.That harateristi of Jesus whih James most admired was the Master's sympatheti a�etion.Jesus' understanding interest in the small and the great, the rih and the poor, made a great appealto him.James Zebedee was a well-balaned thinker and planner. Along with Andrew, he was one of themore level-headed of the apostoli group. He was a vigorous individual but was never in a hurry. Hewas an exellent balane wheel for Peter.He was modest and undramati, a daily server, an unpretentious worker, seeking no speial rewardwhen he one grasped something of the real meaning of the kingdom. And even in the story aboutthe mother of James and John, who asked that her sons be granted plaes on the right hand andthe left hand of Jesus, it should be remembered that it was the mother who made this request. Andwhen they signi�ed that they were ready to assume suh responsibilities, it should be reognized thatthey were ognizant of the dangers aompanying the Master's supposed revolt against the Romanpower, and that they were also willing to pay the prie. When Jesus asked if they were ready todrink the up, they replied that they were. And as onerns James, it was literally true - he diddrink the up with the Master, seeing that he was the �rst of the apostles to experiene martyrdom,being early put to death with the sword by Herod Agrippa. James was thus the �rst of the twelveto sari�e his life upon the new battle line of the kingdom. Herod Agrippa feared James above allthe other apostles. He was indeed often quiet and silent, but he was brave and determined when hisonvitions were aroused and hallenged.James lived his life to the full, and when the end ame, he bore himself with suh grae andfortitude that even his auser and informer, who attended his trial and exeution, was so touhedthat he rushed away from the sene of James's death to join himself to the disiples of Jesus.
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139.4 John ZebedeeWhen he beame an apostle, John was twenty-four years old and was the youngest of the twelve.He was unmarried and lived with his parents at Bethsaida; he was a �sherman and worked with hisbrother James in partnership with Andrew and Peter. Both before and after beoming an apostle,John funtioned as the personal agent of Jesus in dealing with the Master's family, and he ontinuedto bear this responsibility as long as Mary the mother of Jesus lived.Sine John was the youngest of the twelve and so losely assoiated with Jesus in his family a�airs,he was very dear to the Master, but it annot be truthfully said that he was \the disiple whomJesus loved." You would hardly suspet suh a magnanimous personality as Jesus to be guilty ofshowing favoritism, of loving one of his apostles more than the others. The fat that John was one ofthe three personal aides of Jesus lent further olor to this mistaken idea, not to mention that John,along with his brother James, had known Jesus longer than the others.Peter, James, and John were assigned as personal aides to Jesus soon after they beame apostles.Shortly after the seletion of the twelve and at the time Jesus appointed Andrew to at as diretorof the group, he said to him: \And now I desire that you assign two or three of your assoiates to bewith me and to remain by my side, to omfort me and to minister to my daily needs." And Andrewthought best to selet for this speial duty the next three �rst-hosen apostles. He would have likedto volunteer for suh a blessed servie himself, but the Master had already given him his ommission;so he immediately direted that Peter, James, and John attah themselves to Jesus.John Zebedee had many lovely traits of harater, but one whih was not so lovely was hisinordinate but usually well-onealed oneit. His long assoiation with Jesus made many and greathanges in his harater. This oneit was greatly lessened, but after growing old and beoming moreor less hildish, this self-esteem reappeared to a ertain extent, so that, when engaged in diretingNathan in the writing of the Gospel whih now bears his name, the aged apostle did not hesitaterepeatedly to refer to himself as the \disiple whom Jesus loved." In view of the fat that Johname nearer to being the hum of Jesus than any other earth mortal, that he was his hosen personalrepresentative in so many matters, it is not strange that he should have ome to regard himself asthe \disiple whom Jesus loved" sine he most ertainly knew he was the disiple whom Jesus sofrequently trusted.The strongest trait in John's harater was his dependability; he was prompt and ourageous,faithful and devoted. His greatest weakness was this harateristi oneit. He was the youngestmember of his father's family and the youngest of the apostoli group. Perhaps he was just a bitspoiled; maybe he had been humored slightly too muh. But the John of after years was a verydi�erent type of person than the self-admiring and arbitrary young man who joined the ranks ofJesus' apostles when he was twenty-four.Those harateristis of Jesus whih John most appreiated were the Master's love and unsel�sh-ness; these traits made suh an impression on him that his whole subsequent life beame dominatedby the sentiment of love and brotherly devotion. He talked about love and wrote about love. This\son of thunder" beame the \apostle of love"; and at Ephesus, when the aged bishop was no longerable to stand in the pulpit and preah but had to be arried to hurh in a hair, and when at thelose of the servie he was asked to say a few words to the believers, for years his only utterane was,\My little hildren, love one another."John was a man of few words exept when his temper was aroused. He thought muh but saidlittle. As he grew older, his temper beame more subdued, better ontrolled, but he never overamehis disinlination to talk; he never fully mastered this retiene. But he was gifted with a remarkableand reative imagination.There was another side to John that one would not expet to �nd in this quiet and introspetive1414



type. He was somewhat bigoted and inordinately intolerant. In this respet he and James were muhalike - they both wanted to all down �re from heaven on the heads of the disrespetful Samaritans.When John enountered some strangers teahing in Jesus' name, he promptly forbade them. Buthe was not the only one of the twelve who was tainted with this kind of self-esteem and superiorityonsiousness.John's life was tremendously inuened by the sight of Jesus' going about without a home ashe knew how faithfully he had made provision for the are of his mother and family. John alsodeeply sympathized with Jesus beause of his family's failure to understand him, being aware thatthey were gradually withdrawing from him. This entire situation, together with Jesus' ever deferringhis slightest wish to the will of the Father in heaven and his daily life of impliit trust, made suha profound impression on John that it produed marked and permanent hanges in his harater,hanges whih manifested themselves throughout his entire subsequent life.John had a ool and daring ourage whih few of the other apostles possessed. He was the oneapostle who followed right along with Jesus the night of his arrest and dared to aompany his Masterinto the very jaws of death. He was present and near at hand right up to the last earthly hour andwas found faithfully arrying out his trust with regard to Jesus' mother and ready to reeive suhadditional instrutions as might be given during the last moments of the Master's mortal existene.One thing is ertain, John was thoroughly dependable. John usually sat on Jesus' right hand when thetwelve were at meat. He was the �rst of the twelve really and fully to believe in the resurretion, andhe was the �rst to reognize the Master when he ame to them on the seashore after his resurretion.This son of Zebedee was very losely assoiated with Peter in the early ativities of the Christianmovement, beoming one of the hief supporters of the Jerusalem hurh. He was the right-handsupport of Peter on the day of Penteost.Several years after the martyrdom of James, John married his brother's widow. The last twentyyears of his life he was ared for by a loving granddaughter.John was in prison several times and was banished to the Isle of Patmos for a period of four yearsuntil another emperor ame to power in Rome. Had not John been tatful and sagaious, he wouldundoubtedly have been killed as was his more outspoken brother James. As the years passed, John,together with James the Lord's brother, learned to pratie wise oniliation when they appearedbefore the ivil magistrates. They found that a \soft answer turns away wrath." They also learnedto represent the hurh as a \spiritual brotherhood devoted to the soial servie of mankind" ratherthan as \the kingdom of heaven." They taught loving servie rather than ruling power - kingdomand king.When in temporary exile on Patmos, John wrote the Book of Revelation, whih you now have ingreatly abridged and distorted form. This Book of Revelation ontains the surviving fragments of agreat revelation, large portions of whih were lost, other portions of whih were removed, subsequentto John's writing. It is preserved in only fragmentary and adulterated form.John traveled muh, labored inessantly, and after beoming bishop of the Asia hurhes, settleddown at Ephesus. He direted his assoiate, Nathan, in the writing of the so-alled \Gospel aordingto John," at Ephesus, when he was ninety-nine years old. Of all the twelve apostles, John Zebedeeeventually beame the outstanding theologian. He died a natural death at Ephesus in A.D. 103 whenhe was one hundred and one years of age.139.5 Philip the CuriousPhilip was the �fth apostle to be hosen, being alled when Jesus and his �rst four apostles wereon their way from John's rendezvous on the Jordan to Cana of Galilee. Sine he lived at Bethsaida,1415



Philip had for some time known of Jesus, but it had not ourred to him that Jesus was a reallygreat man until that day in the Jordan valley when he said, \Follow me." Philip was also somewhatinuened by the fat that Andrew, Peter, James, and John had aepted Jesus as the Deliverer.Philip was twenty-seven years of age when he joined the apostles; he had reently been married,but he had no hildren at this time. The nikname whih the apostles gave him signi�ed \uriosity."Philip was always wanting to be shown. He never seemed to see very far into any proposition. Hewas not neessarily dull, but he laked imagination. This lak of imagination was the great weaknessof his harater. He was a ommonplae and matter-of-fat individual.When the apostles were organized for servie, Philip was made steward; it was his duty to seethat they were at all times supplied with provisions. And he was a good steward. His strongestharateristi was his methodial thoroughness; he was both mathematial and systemati.Philip ame from a family of seven, three boys and four girls. He was next to the oldest, and afterthe resurretion he baptized his entire family into the kingdom. Philip's people were �sherfolk. Hisfather was a very able man, a deep thinker, but his mother was of a very mediore family. Philip wasnot a man who ould be expeted to do big things, but he was a man who ould do little things in abig way, do them well and aeptably. Only a few times in four years did he fail to have food on handto satisfy the needs of all. Even the many emergeny demands attendant upon the life they livedseldom found him unprepared. The ommissary department of the apostoli family was intelligentlyand eÆiently managed.The strong point about Philip was his methodial reliability; the weak point in his make-up washis utter lak of imagination, the absene of the ability to put two and two together to obtain four.He was mathematial in the abstrat but not onstrutive in his imagination. He was almost entirelylaking in ertain types of imagination. He was the typial everyday and ommonplae average man.There were a great many suh men and women among the multitudes who ame to hear Jesus teahand preah, and they derived great omfort from observing one like themselves elevated to an honoredposition in the ounils of the Master; they derived ourage from the fat that one like themselveshad already found a high plae in the a�airs of the kingdom. And Jesus learned muh about theway some human minds funtion as he so patiently listened to Philip's foolish questions and so manytimes omplied with his steward's request to \be shown."The one quality about Jesus whih Philip so ontinuously admired was the Master's unfailinggenerosity. Never ould Philip �nd anything in Jesus whih was small, niggardly, or stingy, and heworshiped this ever-present and unfailing liberality.There was little about Philip's personality that was impressive. He was often spoken of as \Philipof Bethsaida, the town where Andrew and Peter live." He was almost without diserning vision; hewas unable to grasp the dramati possibilities of a given situation. He was not pessimisti; he wassimply prosai. He was also greatly laking in spiritual insight. He would not hesitate to interruptJesus in the midst of one of the Master's most profound disourses to ask an apparently foolishquestion. But Jesus never reprimanded him for suh thoughtlessness; he was patient with him andonsiderate of his inability to grasp the deeper meanings of the teahing. Jesus well knew that, ifhe one rebuked Philip for asking these annoying questions, he would not only wound this honestsoul, but suh a reprimand would so hurt Philip that he would never again feel free to ask questions.Jesus knew that on his worlds of spae there were untold billions of similar slow-thinking mortals,and he wanted to enourage them all to look to him and always to feel free to ome to him with theirquestions and problems. After all, Jesus was really more interested in Philip's foolish questions thanin the sermon he might be preahing. Jesus was supremely interested in men, all kinds of men.The apostoli steward was not a good publi speaker, but he was a very persuasive and suessfulpersonal worker. He was not easily disouraged; he was a plodder and very tenaious in anything heundertook. He had that great and rare gift of saying, \Come." When his �rst onvert, Nathaniel,1416



wanted to argue about the merits and demerits of Jesus and Nazareth, Philip's e�etive reply was,\Come and see." He was not a dogmati preaher who exhorted his hearers to \Go" - do this anddo that. He met all situations as they arose in his work with \Come" - \ome with me; I will showyou the way." And that is always the e�etive tehnique in all forms and phases of teahing. Evenparents may learn from Philip the better way of saying to their hildren not \Go do this and go dothat," but rather, \Come with us while we show and share with you the better way."The inability of Philip to adapt himself to a new situation was well shown when the Greeks ameto him at Jerusalem, saying: \Sir, we desire to see Jesus." Now Philip would have said to any Jewasking suh a question, \Come." But these men were foreigners, and Philip ould remember noinstrutions from his superiors regarding suh matters; so the only thing he ould think to do was toonsult the hief, Andrew, and then they both esorted the inquiring Greeks to Jesus. Likewise, whenhe went into Samaria preahing and baptizing believers, as he had been instruted by his Master,he refrained from laying hands on his onverts in token of their having reeived the Spirit of Truth.This was done by Peter and John, who presently ame down from Jerusalem to observe his work inbehalf of the mother hurh.Philip went on through the trying times of the Master's death, partiipated in the reorganizationof the twelve, and was the �rst to go forth to win souls for the kingdom outside of the immediateJewish ranks, being most suessful in his work for the Samaritans and in all his subsequent laborsin behalf of the gospel.Philip's wife, who was an eÆient member of the women's orps, beame atively assoiated withher husband in his evangelisti work after their ight from the Jerusalem perseutions. His wife was afearless woman. She stood at the foot of Philip's ross enouraging him to prolaim the glad tidingseven to his murderers, and when his strength failed, she began the reital of the story of salvation byfaith in Jesus and was silened only when the irate Jews rushed upon her and stoned her to death.Their eldest daughter, Leah, ontinued their work, later on beoming the renowned prophetess ofHierapolis.Philip, the onetime steward of the twelve, was a mighty man in the kingdom, winning soulswherever he went; and he was �nally rui�ed for his faith and buried at Hierapolis.139.6 Honest NathanielNathaniel, the sixth and last of the apostles to be hosen by the Master himself, was brought toJesus by his friend Philip. He had been assoiated in several business enterprises with Philip and,with him, was on the way down to see John the Baptist when they enountered Jesus.When Nathaniel joined the apostles, he was twenty-�ve years old and was the next to the youngestof the group. He was the youngest of a family of seven, was unmarried, and the only support ofaged and in�rm parents, with whom he lived at Cana; his brothers and sister were either marriedor deeased, and none lived there. Nathaniel and Judas Isariot were the two best eduated menamong the twelve. Nathaniel had thought to beome a merhant.Jesus did not himself give Nathaniel a nikname, but the twelve soon began to speak of him interms that signi�ed honesty, sinerity. He was \without guile." And this was his great virtue; hewas both honest and sinere. The weakness of his harater was his pride; he was very proud of hisfamily, his ity, his reputation, and his nation, all of whih is ommendable if it is not arried toofar. But Nathaniel was inlined to go to extremes with his personal prejudies. He was disposed toprejudge individuals in aordane with his personal opinions. He was not slow to ask the question,even before he had met Jesus, \Can any good thing ome out of Nazareth?" But Nathaniel was notobstinate, even if he was proud. He was quik to reverse himself when he one looked into Jesus'1417



fae.In many respets Nathaniel was the odd genius of the twelve. He was the apostoli philosopher anddreamer, but he was a very pratial sort of dreamer. He alternated between seasons of profoundphilosophy and periods of rare and droll humor; when in the proper mood, he was probably thebest storyteller among the twelve. Jesus greatly enjoyed hearing Nathaniel disourse on things bothserious and frivolous. Nathaniel progressively took Jesus and the kingdom more seriously, but neverdid he take himself seriously.The apostles all loved and respeted Nathaniel, and he got along with them splendidly, exeptingJudas Isariot. Judas did not think Nathaniel took his apostleship suÆiently seriously and onehad the temerity to go seretly to Jesus and lodge omplaint against him. Said Jesus: \Judas, watharefully your steps; do not overmagnify your oÆe. Who of us is ompetent to judge his brother?It is not the Father's will that his hildren should partake only of the serious things of life. Let merepeat: I have ome that my brethren in the esh may have joy, gladness, and life more abundantly.Go then, Judas, and do well that whih has been intrusted to you but leave Nathaniel, your brother,to give aount of himself to God." And the memory of this, with that of many similar experienes,long lived in the self-deeiving heart of Judas Isariot.Many times, when Jesus was away on the mountain with Peter, James, and John, and things werebeoming tense and tangled among the apostles, when even Andrew was in doubt about what to sayto his disonsolate brethren, Nathaniel would relieve the tension by a bit of philosophy or a ash ofhumor; good humor, too.Nathaniel's duty was to look after the families of the twelve. He was often absent from theapostoli ounils, for when he heard that sikness or anything out of the ordinary had happenedto one of his harges, he lost no time in getting to that home. The twelve rested seurely in theknowledge that their families' welfare was safe in the hands of Nathaniel.Nathaniel most revered Jesus for his tolerane. He never grew weary of ontemplating the broad-mindedness and generous sympathy of the Son of Man.Nathaniel's father (Bartholomew) died shortly after Penteost, after whih this apostle went intoMesopotamia and India prolaiming the glad tidings of the kingdom and baptizing believers. Hisbrethren never knew what beame of their onetime philosopher, poet, and humorist. But he alsowas a great man in the kingdom and did muh to spread his Master's teahings, even though he didnot partiipate in the organization of the subsequent Christian hurh. Nathaniel died in India.139.7 Matthew LeviMatthew, the seventh apostle, was hosen by Andrew. Matthew belonged to a family of tax gatherers,or publians, but was himself a ustoms olletor in Capernaum, where he lived. He was thirty-oneyears old and married and had four hildren. He was a man of moderate wealth, the only one of anymeans belonging to the apostoli orps. He was a good business man, a good soial mixer, and wasgifted with the ability to make friends and to get along smoothly with a great variety of people.Andrew appointed Matthew the �nanial representative of the apostles. In a way he was the �salagent and publiity spokesman for the apostoli organization. He was a keen judge of human natureand a very eÆient propagandist. His is a personality diÆult to visualize, but he was a very earnestdisiple and an inreasing believer in the mission of Jesus and in the ertainty of the kingdom. Jesusnever gave Levi a nikname, but his fellow apostles ommonly referred to him as the \money-getter."Levi's strong point was his wholehearted devotion to the ause. That he, a publian, had beentaken in by Jesus and his apostles was the ause for overwhelming gratitude on the part of theformer revenue olletor. However, it required some little time for the rest of the apostles, espeially1418



Simon Zelotes and Judas Isariot, to beome reoniled to the publian's presene in their midst.Matthew's weakness was his shortsighted and materialisti viewpoint of life. But in all these mattershe made great progress as the months went by. He, of ourse, had to be absent from many of themost preious seasons of instrution as it was his duty to keep the treasury replenished.It was the Master's forgiving disposition whih Matthew most appreiated. He would never easeto reount that faith only was neessary in the business of �nding God. He always liked to speak ofthe kingdom as \this business of �nding God."Though Matthew was a man with a past, he gave an exellent aount of himself, and as timewent on, his assoiates beame proud of the publian's performanes. He was one of the apostleswho made extensive notes on the sayings of Jesus, and these notes were used as the basis of Isador'ssubsequent narrative of the sayings and doings of Jesus, whih has beome known as the Gospelaording to Matthew.The great and useful life of Matthew, the business man and ustoms olletor of Capernaum,has been the means of leading thousands upon thousands of other business men, publi oÆials,and politiians, down through the subsequent ages, also to hear that engaging voie of the Mastersaying, \Follow me." Matthew really was a shrewd politiian, but he was intensely loyal to Jesus andsupremely devoted to the task of seeing that the messengers of the oming kingdom were adequately�naned.The presene of Matthew among the twelve was the means of keeping the doors of the kingdomwide open to hosts of downhearted and outast souls who had regarded themselves as long sinewithout the bounds of religious onsolation. Outast and despairing men and women oked to hearJesus, and he never turned one away.Matthew reeived freely tendered o�erings from believing disiples and the immediate auditorsof the Master's teahings, but he never openly soliited funds from the multitudes. He did all his�nanial work in a quiet and personal way and raised most of the money among the more substantiallass of interested believers. He gave pratially the whole of his modest fortune to the work of theMaster and his apostles, but they never knew of this generosity, save Jesus, who knew all about it.Matthew hesitated openly to ontribute to the apostoli funds for fear that Jesus and his assoiatesmight regard his money as being tainted; so he gave muh in the names of other believers. Duringthe earlier months, when Matthew knew his presene among them was more or less of a trial, he wasstrongly tempted to let them know that his funds often supplied them with their daily bread, buthe did not yield. When evidene of the disdain of the publian would beome manifest, Levi wouldburn to reveal to them his generosity, but always he managed to keep still.When the funds for the week were short of the estimated requirements, Levi would often drawheavily upon his own personal resoures. Also, sometimes when he beame greatly interested inJesus' teahing, he preferred to remain and hear the instrution, even though he knew he mustpersonally make up for his failure to soliit the neessary funds. But Levi did so wish that Jesusmight know that muh of the money ame from his poket! He little realized that the Master knewall about it. The apostles all died without knowing that Matthew was their benefator to suh anextent that, when he went forth to prolaim the gospel of the kingdom after the beginning of theperseutions, he was pratially penniless.When these perseutions aused the believers to forsake Jerusalem, Matthew journeyed north,preahing the gospel of the kingdom and baptizing believers. He was lost to the knowledge of hisformer apostoli assoiates, but on he went, preahing and baptizing, through Syria, Cappadoia,Galatia, Bithynia, and Thrae. And it was in Thrae, at Lysimahia, that ertain unbelieving Jewsonspired with the Roman soldiers to enompass his death. And this regenerated publian diedtriumphant in the faith of a salvation he had so surely learned from the teahings of the Masterduring his reent sojourn on earth. 1419



139.8 Thomas DidymusThomas was the eighth apostle, and he was hosen by Philip. In later times he has beome known as\doubting Thomas," but his fellow apostles hardly looked upon him as a hroni doubter. True, hiswas a logial, skeptial type of mind, but he had a form of ourageous loyalty whih forbade thosewho knew him intimately to regard him as a triing skepti.When Thomas joined the apostles, he was twenty-nine years old, was married, and had fourhildren. Formerly he had been a arpenter and stone mason, but latterly he had beome a �shermanand resided at Tarihea, situated on the west bank of the Jordan where it ows out of the Sea ofGalilee, and he was regarded as the leading itizen of this little village. He had little eduation, buthe possessed a keen, reasoning mind and was the son of exellent parents, who lived at Tiberias.Thomas had the one truly analytial mind of the twelve; he was the real sientist of the apostoligroup.The early home life of Thomas had been unfortunate; his parents were not altogether happy intheir married life, and this was reeted in Thomas's adult experiene. He grew up having a verydisagreeable and quarrelsome disposition. Even his wife was glad to see him join the apostles; shewas relieved by the thought that her pessimisti husband would be away from home most of the time.Thomas also had a streak of suspiion whih made it very diÆult to get along peaeably with him.Peter was very muh upset by Thomas at �rst, omplaining to his brother, Andrew, that Thomaswas \mean, ugly, and always suspiious." But the better his assoiates knew Thomas, the more theyliked him. They found he was superbly honest and uninhingly loyal. He was perfetly sinere andunquestionably truthful, but he was a natural-born fault�nder and had grown up to beome a realpessimist. His analytial mind had beome ursed with suspiion. He was rapidly losing faith inhis fellow men when he beame assoiated with the twelve and thus ame in ontat with the nobleharater of Jesus. This assoiation with the Master began at one to transform Thomas's wholedisposition and to e�et great hanges in his mental reations to his fellow men.Thomas's great strength was his superb analytial mind oupled with his uninhing ourage -when he had one made up his mind. His great weakness was his suspiious doubting, whih he neverfully overame throughout his whole lifetime in the esh.In the organization of the twelve Thomas was assigned to arrange and manage the itinerary, andhe was an able diretor of the work and movements of the apostoli orps. He was a good exeutive,an exellent businessman, but he was handiapped by his many moods; he was one man one day andanother man the next. He was inlined toward melanholi brooding when he joined the apostles,but ontat with Jesus and the apostles largely ured him of this morbid introspetion.Jesus enjoyed Thomas very muh and had many long, personal talks with him. His preseneamong the apostles was a great omfort to all honest doubters and enouraged many troubled mindsto ome into the kingdom, even if they ould not wholly understand everything about the spiritualand philosophi phases of the teahings of Jesus. Thomas's membership in the twelve was a standingdelaration that Jesus loved even honest doubters.The other apostles held Jesus in reverene beause of some speial and outstanding trait of hisreplete personality, but Thomas revered his Master beause of his superbly balaned harater.Inreasingly Thomas admired and honored one who was so lovingly meriful yet so inexibly justand fair; so �rm but never obstinate; so alm but never indi�erent; so helpful and so sympathetibut never meddlesome or ditatorial; so strong but at the same time so gentle; so positive but neverrough or rude; so tender but never vaillating; so pure and innoent but at the same time so virile,aggressive, and foreful; so truly ourageous but never rash or foolhardy; suh a lover of naturebut so free from all tendeny to revere nature; so humorous and so playful, but so free from levityand frivolity. It was this mathless symmetry of personality that so harmed Thomas. He probablyenjoyed the highest intelletual understanding and personality appreiation of Jesus of any of the1420



twelve.In the ounils of the twelve Thomas was always autious, advoating a poliy of safety �rst, butif his onservatism was voted down or overruled, he was always the �rst fearlessly to move out inexeution of the program deided upon. Again and again would he stand out against some projet asbeing foolhardy and presumptuous; he would debate to the bitter end, but when Andrew would putthe proposition to a vote, and after the twelve would elet to do that whih he had so strenuouslyopposed, Thomas was the �rst to say, \Let's go!" He was a good loser. He did not hold grudgesnor nurse wounded feelings. Time and again did he oppose letting Jesus expose himself to danger,but when the Master would deide to take suh risks, always was it Thomas who rallied the apostleswith his ourageous words, \Come on, omrades, let's go and die with him."Thomas was in some respets like Philip; he also wanted \to be shown," but his outward expres-sions of doubt were based on entirely di�erent intelletual operations. Thomas was analytial, notmerely skeptial. As far as personal physial ourage was onerned, he was one of the bravest amongthe twelve.Thomas had some very bad days; he was blue and downast at times. The loss of his twinsister when he was nine years old had oasioned him muh youthful sorrow and had added to histemperamental problems of later life. When Thomas would beome despondent, sometimes it wasNathaniel who helped him to reover, sometimes Peter, and not infrequently one of the Alpheustwins. When he was most depressed, unfortunately he always tried to avoid oming in diret ontatwith Jesus. But the Master knew all about this and had an understanding sympathy for his apostlewhen he was thus a�ited with depression and harassed by doubts.Sometimes Thomas would get permission from Andrew to go o� by himself for a day or two.But he soon learned that suh a ourse was not wise; he early found that it was best, when hewas downhearted, to stik lose to his work and to remain near his assoiates. But no matter whathappened in his emotional life, he kept right on being an apostle. When the time atually ame tomove forward, it was always Thomas who said, \Let's go!"Thomas is the great example of a human being who has doubts, faes them, and wins. He hada great mind; he was no arping riti. He was a logial thinker; he was the aid test of Jesus andhis fellow apostles. If Jesus and his work had not been genuine, it ould not have held a man likeThomas from the start to the �nish. He had a keen and sure sense of fat. At the �rst appearaneof fraud or deeption Thomas would have forsaken them all. Sientists may not fully understandall about Jesus and his work on earth, but there lived and worked with the Master and his humanassoiates a man whose mind was that of a true sientist - Thomas Didymus - and he believed inJesus of Nazareth.Thomas had a trying time during the days of the trial and rui�xion. He was for a season inthe depths of despair, but he rallied his ourage, stuk to the apostles, and was present with themto welome Jesus on the Sea of Galilee. For a while he suumbed to his doubting depression buteventually rallied his faith and ourage. He gave wise ounsel to the apostles after Penteost and,when perseution sattered the believers, went to Cyprus, Crete, the North Afrian oast, and Siily,preahing the glad tidings of the kingdom and baptizing believers. And Thomas ontinued preahingand baptizing until he was apprehended by the agents of the Roman government and was put todeath in Malta. Just a few weeks before his death he had begun the writing of the life and teahingsof Jesus.
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139.9 James and Judas AlpheusJames and Judas the sons of Alpheus, the twin �shermen living near Kheresa, were the ninth andtenth apostles and were hosen by James and John Zebedee. They were twenty-six years old andmarried, James having three hildren, Judas two.There is not muh to be said about these two ommonplae �sherfolk. They loved their Masterand Jesus loved them, but they never interrupted his disourses with questions. They understoodvery little about the philosophial disussions or the theologial debates of their fellow apostles, butthey rejoied to �nd themselves numbered among suh a group of mighty men. These two men werealmost idential in personal appearane, mental harateristis, and extent of spiritual pereption.What may be said of one should be reorded of the other.Andrew assigned them to the work of poliing the multitudes. They were the hief ushers of thepreahing hours and, in fat, the general servants and errand boys of the twelve. They helped Philipwith the supplies, they arried money to the families for Nathaniel, and always were they ready tolend a helping hand to any one of the apostles.The multitudes of the ommon people were greatly enouraged to �nd two like themselves honoredwith plaes among the apostles. By their very aeptane as apostles these mediore twins were themeans of bringing a host of fainthearted believers into the kingdom. And, too, the ommon peopletook more kindly to the idea of being direted and managed by oÆial ushers who were very muhlike themselves.James and Judas, who were also alled Thaddeus and Lebbeus, had neither strong points nor weakpoints. The niknames given them by the disiples were good-natured designations of mediority.They were \the least of all the apostles"; they knew it and felt heerful about it.James Alpheus espeially loved Jesus beause of the Master's simpliity. These twins ould notomprehend the mind of Jesus, but they did grasp the sympatheti bond between themselves andthe heart of their Master. Their minds were not of a high order; they might even reverently be alledstupid, but they had a real experiene in their spiritual natures. They believed in Jesus; they weresons of God and fellows of the kingdom.Judas Alpheus was drawn toward Jesus beause of the Master's unostentatious humility. Suhhumility linked with suh personal dignity made a great appeal to Judas. The fat that Jesus wouldalways enjoin silene regarding his unusual ats made a great impression on this simple hild ofnature.139.10 The twins AlpheusThe twins were good-natured, simple-minded helpers, and everybody loved them. Jesus welomedthese young men of one talent to positions of honor on his personal sta� in the kingdom beausethere are untold millions of other suh simple and fear-ridden souls on the worlds of spae whom helikewise wishes to welome into ative and believing fellowship with himself and his outpoured Spiritof Truth. Jesus does not look down upon littleness, only upon evil and sin. James and Judas werelittle, but they were also faithful. They were simple and ignorant, but they were also big-hearted,kind, and generous.And how gratefully proud were these humble men on that day when the Master refused to aepta ertain rih man as an evangelist unless he would sell his goods and help the poor. When thepeople heard this and beheld the twins among his ounselors, they knew of a ertainty that Jesuswas no respeter of persons. But only a divine institution - the kingdom of heaven - ould ever havebeen built upon suh a mediore human foundation!1422



Only one or twie in all their assoiation with Jesus did the twins venture to ask questions inpubli. Judas was one intrigued into asking Jesus a question when the Master had talked aboutrevealing himself openly to the world. He felt a little disappointed that there were to be no moreserets among the twelve, and he made bold to ask: \But, Master, when you do thus delare yourselfto the world, how will you favor us with speial manifestations of your goodness?"The twins served faithfully until the end, until the dark days of trial, rui�xion, and despair.They never lost their heart faith in Jesus, and (save John) they were the �rst to believe in hisresurretion. But they ould not omprehend the establishment of the kingdom. Soon after theirMaster was rui�ed, they returned to their families and nets; their work was done. They had notthe ability to go on in the more omplex battles of the kingdom. But they lived and died onsiousof having been honored and blessed with four years of lose and personal assoiation with a Son ofGod, the sovereign maker of a universe.139.11 Simon the ZealotSimon Zelotes, the eleventh apostle, was hosen by Simon Peter. He was an able man of good anestryand lived with his family at Capernaum. He was twenty-eight years old when he beame attahed tothe apostles. He was a �ery agitator and was also a man who spoke muh without thinking. He hadbeen a merhant in Capernaum before he turned his entire attention to the patrioti organization ofthe Zealots.Simon Zelotes was given harge of the diversions and relaxation of the apostoli group, and hewas a very eÆient organizer of the play life and rereational ativities of the twelve.Simon's strength was his inspirational loyalty. When the apostles found a man or woman whooundered in indeision about entering the kingdom, they would send for Simon. It usually requiredonly about �fteen minutes for this enthusiasti advoate of salvation through faith in God to settleall doubts and remove all indeision, to see a new soul born into the \liberty of faith and the joy ofsalvation."Simon's great weakness was his material-mindedness. He ould not quikly hange himself from aJewish nationalist to a spiritually minded internationalist. Four years was too short a time in whihto make suh an intelletual and emotional transformation, but Jesus was always patient with him.The one thing about Jesus whih Simon so muh admired was the Master's almness, his assurane,poise, and inexpliable omposure.Although Simon was a rabid revolutionist, a fearless �rebrand of agitation, he gradually subduedhis �ery nature until he beame a powerful and e�etive preaher of \Peae on earth and good willamong men." Simon was a great debater; he did like to argue. And when it ame to dealing withthe legalisti minds of the eduated Jews or the intelletual quibblings of the Greeks, the task wasalways assigned to Simon.He was a rebel by nature and an ionolast by training, but Jesus won him for the higher oneptsof the kingdom of heaven. He had always identi�ed himself with the party of protest, but he nowjoined the party of progress, unlimited and eternal progression of spirit and truth. Simon was a manof intense loyalties and warm personal devotions, and he did profoundly love Jesus.Jesus was not afraid to identify himself with business men, laboring men, optimists, pessimists,philosophers, skeptis, publians, politiians, and patriots.The Master had many talks with Simon, but he never fully sueeded in making an internationalistout of this ardent Jewish nationalist. Jesus often told Simon that it was proper to want to see thesoial, eonomi, and politial orders improved, but he would always add: \That is not the business1423



of the kingdom of heaven. We must be dediated to the doing of the Father's will. Our business is tobe ambassadors of a spiritual government on high, and we must not immediately onern ourselveswith aught but the representation of the will and harater of the divine Father who stands at thehead of the government whose redentials we bear." It was all diÆult for Simon to omprehend,but gradually he began to grasp something of the meaning of the Master's teahing.After the dispersion beause of the Jerusalem perseutions, Simon went into temporary retirement.He was literally rushed. As a nationalist patriot he had surrendered in deferene to Jesus' teahings;now all was lost. He was in despair, but in a few years he rallied his hopes and went forth to prolaimthe gospel of the kingdom.He went to Alexandria and, after working up the Nile, penetrated into the heart of Afria, every-where preahing the gospel of Jesus and baptizing believers. Thus he labored until he was an oldman and feeble. And he died and was buried in the heart of Afria.139.12 Judas IsariotJudas Isariot, the twelfth apostle, was hosen by Nathaniel. He was born in Kerioth, a small townin southern Judea. When he was a lad, his parents moved to Jeriho, where he lived and had beenemployed in his father's various business enterprises until he beame interested in the preahingand work of John the Baptist. Judas's parents were Sadduees, and when their son joined John'sdisiples, they disowned him.When Nathaniel met Judas at Tarihea, he was seeking employment with a �sh-drying enterpriseat the lower end of the Sea of Galilee. He was thirty years of age and unmarried when he joinedthe apostles. He was probably the best-eduated man among the twelve and the only Judean in theMaster's apostoli family. Judas had no outstanding trait of personal strength, though he had manyoutwardly appearing traits of ulture and habits of training. He was a good thinker but not alwaysa truly honest thinker. Judas did not really understand himself; he was not really sinere in dealingwith himself.Andrew appointed Judas treasurer of the twelve, a position whih he was eminently �tted tohold, and up to the time of the betrayal of his Master he disharged the responsibilities of his oÆehonestly, faithfully, and most eÆiently.There was no speial trait about Jesus whih Judas admired above the generally attrative andexquisitely harming personality of the Master. Judas was never able to rise above his Judeanprejudies against his Galilean assoiates; he would even ritiize in his mind many things aboutJesus. Him whom eleven of the apostles looked upon as the perfet man, as the \one altogetherlovely and the hiefest among ten thousand," this self-satis�ed Judean often dared to ritiize in hisown heart. He really entertained the notion that Jesus was timid and somewhat afraid to assert hisown power and authority.Judas was a good business man. It required tat, ability, and patiene, as well as painstakingdevotion, to manage the �nanial a�airs of suh an idealist as Jesus, to say nothing of wrestling withthe helter-skelter business methods of some of his apostles. Judas really was a great exeutive, afarseeing and able �nanier. And he was a stikler for organization. None of the twelve ever ritiizedJudas. As far as they ould see, Judas Isariot was a mathless treasurer, a learned man, a loyal(though sometimes ritial) apostle, and in every sense of the word a great suess. The apostlesloved Judas; he was really one of them. He must have believed in Jesus, but we doubt whether hereally loved the Master with a whole heart. The ase of Judas illustrates the truthfulness of thatsaying: \There is a way that seems right to a man, but the end thereof is death." It is altogetherpossible to fall vitim to the peaeful deeption of pleasant adjustment to the paths of sin and death.1424



Be assured that Judas was always �nanially loyal to his Master and his fellow apostles. Moneyould never have been the motive for his betrayal of the Master.Judas was an only son of unwise parents. When very young, he was pampered and petted; he wasa spoiled hild. As he grew up, he had exaggerated ideas about his self-importane. He was a poorloser. He had loose and distorted ideas about fairness; he was given to the indulgene of hate andsuspiion. He was an expert at misinterpretation of the words and ats of his friends. All throughhis life Judas had ultivated the habit of getting even with those whom he fanied had mistreatedhim. His sense of values and loyalties was defetive.To Jesus, Judas was a faith adventure. From the beginning the Master fully understood theweakness of this apostle and well knew the dangers of admitting him to fellowship. But it is thenature of the Sons of God to give every reated being a full and equal hane for salvation andsurvival. Jesus wanted not only the mortals of this world but the onlookers of innumerable otherworlds to know that, when doubts exist as to the sinerity and wholeheartedness of a reature'sdevotion to the kingdom, it is the invariable pratie of the Judges of men fully to reeive thedoubtful andidate. The door of eternal life is wide open to all; \whosoever will may ome"; thereare no restritions or quali�ations save the faith of the one who omes.This is just the reason why Jesus permitted Judas to go on to the very end, always doing everythingpossible to transform and save this weak and onfused apostle. But when light is not honestly reeivedand lived up to, it tends to beome darkness within the soul. Judas grew intelletually regardingJesus' teahings about the kingdom, but he did not make progress in the aquirement of spiritualharater as did the other apostles. He failed to make satisfatory personal progress in spiritualexperiene.Judas beame inreasingly a brooder over personal disappointment, and �nally he beame a vitimof resentment. His feelings had been many times hurt, and he grew abnormally suspiious of his bestfriends, even of the Master. Presently he beame obsessed with the idea of getting even, anything toavenge himself, yes, even betrayal of his assoiates and his Master.But these wiked and dangerous ideas did not take de�nite shape until the day when a gratefulwoman broke an expensive box of inense at Jesus' feet. This seemed wasteful to Judas, and whenhis publi protest was so sweepingly disallowed by Jesus right there in the hearing of all, it was toomuh. That event determined the mobilization of all the aumulated hate, hurt, malie, prejudie,jealousy, and revenge of a lifetime, and he made up his mind to get even with he knew not whom;but he rystallized all the evil of his nature upon the one innoent person in all the sordid drama ofhis unfortunate life just beause Jesus happened to be the hief ator in the episode whih markedhis passing from the progressive kingdom of light into that self-hosen domain of darkness.The Master many times, both privately and publily, had warned Judas that he was slipping, butdivine warnings are usually useless in dealing with embittered human nature. Jesus did everythingpossible, onsistent with man's moral freedom, to prevent Judas's hoosing to go the wrong way. Thegreat test �nally ame. The son of resentment failed; he yielded to the sour and sordid ditates of aproud and vengeful mind of exaggerated self-importane and swiftly plunged on down into onfusion,despair, and depravity.Judas then entered into the base and shameful intrigue to betray his Lord and Master and quiklyarried the nefarious sheme into e�et. During the outworking of his anger-oneived plans oftraitorous betrayal, he experiened moments of regret and shame, and in these luid intervals hefaintheartedly oneived, as a defense in his own mind, the idea that Jesus might possibly exert hispower and deliver himself at the last moment.When the sordid and sinful business was all over, this renegade mortal, who thought lightly ofselling his friend for thirty piees of silver to satisfy his long-nursed raving for revenge, rushed outand ommitted the �nal at in the drama of eeing from the realities of mortal existene - suiide.1425



The eleven apostles were horri�ed, stunned. Jesus regarded the betrayer only with pity. Theworlds have found it diÆult to forgive Judas, and his name has beome eshewed throughout afar-ung universe.
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Chapter 140The Ordination of the TwelveJUST before noon on Sunday, January 12, A.D. 27, Jesus alled the apostles together for theirordination as publi preahers of the gospel of the kingdom. The twelve were expeting to be alledalmost any day; so this morning they did not go out far from the shore to �sh. Several of them werelingering near the shore repairing their nets and tinkering with their �shing paraphernalia.As Jesus started down the seashore alling the apostles, he �rst hailed Andrew and Peter, whowere �shing near the shore; next he signaled to James and John, who were in a boat near by, visitingwith their father, Zebedee, and mending their nets. Two by two he gathered up the other apostles,and when he had assembled all twelve, he journeyed with them to the highlands north of Capernaum,where he proeeded to instrut them in preparation for their formal ordination.For one all twelve of the apostles were silent; even Peter was in a reetive mood. At last thelong-waited-for hour had ome! They were going apart with the Master to partiipate in some sort ofsolemn eremony of personal onseration and olletive dediation to the sared work of representingtheir Master in the prolamation of the oming of his Father's kingdom.140.1 Preliminary InstrutionBefore the formal ordination servie Jesus spoke to the twelve as they were seated about him: \Mybrethren, this hour of the kingdom has ome. I have brought you apart here with me to present youto the Father as ambassadors of the kingdom. Some of you heard me speak of this kingdom in thesynagogue when you �rst were alled. Eah of you has learned more about the Father's kingdomsine you have been with me working in the ities around about the Sea of Galilee. But just now Ihave something more to tell you onerning this kingdom.\The new kingdom whih my Father is about to set up in the hearts of his earth hildren is to bean everlasting dominion. There shall be no end of this rule of my Father in the hearts of those whodesire to do his divine will. I delare to you that my Father is not the God of Jew or gentile. Manyshall ome from the east and from the west to sit down with us in the Father's kingdom, while manyof the hildren of Abraham will refuse to enter this new brotherhood of the rule of the Father's spiritin the hearts of the hildren of men.\The power of this kingdom shall onsist, not in the strength of armies nor in the might of rihes,but rather in the glory of the divine spirit that shall ome to teah the minds and rule the heartsof the reborn itizens of this heavenly kingdom, the sons of God. This is the brotherhood of lovewherein righteousness reigns, and whose battle ry shall be: Peae on earth and good will to all men.This kingdom, whih you are so soon to go forth prolaiming, is the desire of the good men of allages, the hope of all the earth, and the ful�llment of the wise promises of all the prophets.1427



\But for you, my hildren, and for all others who would follow you into this kingdom, there isset a severe test. Faith alone will pass you through its portals, but you must bring forth the fruitsof my Father's spirit if you would ontinue to asend in the progressive life of the divine fellowship.Verily, verily, I say to you, not every one who says, `Lord, Lord,' shall enter the kingdom of heaven;but rather he who does the will of my Father who is in heaven.\Your message to the world shall be: Seek �rst the kingdom of God and his righteousness, andin �nding these, all other things essential to eternal survival shall be seured therewith. And nowwould I make it plain to you that this kingdom of my Father will not ome with an outward show ofpower or with unseemly demonstration. You are not to go hene in the prolamation of the kingdom,saying, `it is here' or `it is there,' for this kingdom of whih you preah is God within you.\Whosoever would beome great in my Father's kingdom shall beome a minister to all; andwhosoever would be �rst among you, let him beome the server of his brethren. But when you areone truly reeived as itizens in the heavenly kingdom, you are no longer servants but sons, sonsof the living God. And so shall this kingdom progress in the world until it shall break down everybarrier and bring all men to know my Father and believe in the saving truth whih I have ome todelare. Even now is the kingdom at hand, and some of you will not die until you have seen thereign of God ome in great power.\And this whih your eyes now behold, this small beginning of twelve ommonplae men, shallmultiply and grow until eventually the whole earth shall be �lled with the praise of my Father. And itwill not be so muh by the words you speak as by the lives you live that men will know you have beenwith me and have learned of the realities of the kingdom. And while I would lay no grievous burdensupon your minds, I am about to put upon your souls the solemn responsibility of representing mein the world when I shall presently leave you as I now represent my Father in this life whih I amliving in the esh." And when he had �nished speaking, he stood up.
140.2 The OrdinationJesus now instruted the twelve mortals who had just listened to his delaration onerning thekingdom to kneel in a irle about him. Then the Master plaed his hands upon the head of eahapostle, beginning with Judas Isariot and ending with Andrew. When he had blessed them, heextended his hands and prayed:\My Father, I now bring to you these men, my messengers. From among our hildren on earth Ihave hosen these twelve to go forth to represent me as I ame forth to represent you. Love themand be with them as you have loved and been with me. And now, my Father, give these men wisdomas I plae all the a�airs of the oming kingdom in their hands. And I would, if it is your will, tarryon earth a time to help them in their labors for the kingdom. And again, my Father, I thank youfor these men, and I ommit them to your keeping while I go on to �nish the work you have givenme to do."When Jesus had �nished praying, the apostles remained eah man bowed in his plae. And it wasmany minutes before even Peter dared lift up his eyes to look upon the Master. One by one theyembraed Jesus, but no man said aught. A great silene pervaded the plae while a host of elestialbeings looked down upon this solemn and sared sene - the Creator of a universe plaing the a�airsof the divine brotherhood of man under the diretion of human minds.1428



140.3 The Ordination SermonThen Jesus spoke, saying: \Now that you are ambassadors of my Father's kingdom, you have therebybeome a lass of men separate and distint from all other men on earth. You are not now as menamong men but as the enlightened itizens of another and heavenly ountry among the ignorantreatures of this dark world. It is not enough that you live as you were before this hour, butheneforth must you live as those who have tasted the glories of a better life and have been sentbak to earth as ambassadors of the Sovereign of that new and better world. Of the teaher more isexpeted than of the pupil; of the master more is exated than of the servant. Of the itizens of theheavenly kingdom more is required than of the itizens of the earthly rule. Some of the things whihI am about to say to you may seem hard, but you have eleted to represent me in the world evenas I now represent the Father; and as my agents on earth you will be obligated to abide by thoseteahings and praties whih are reetive of my ideals of mortal living on the worlds of spae, andwhih I exemplify in my earth life of revealing the Father who is in heaven.\I send you forth to prolaim liberty to the spiritual aptives, joy to those in the bondage of fear,and to heal the sik in aordane with the will of my Father in heaven. When you �nd my hildrenin distress, speak enouragingly to them, saying:\Happy are the poor in spirit, the humble, for theirs are the treasures of the kingdom of heaven.\Happy are they who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be �lled.\Happy are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.\Happy are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.\And even so speak to my hildren these further words of spiritual omfort and promise:\Happy are they who mourn, for they shall be omforted. Happy are they who weep, for theyshall reeive the spirit of rejoiing.\Happy are the meriful, for they shall obtain mery.\Happy are the peaemakers, for they shall be alled the sons of God.\Happy are they who are perseuted for righteousness' sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.Happy are you when men shall revile you and perseute you and shall say all manner of evil againstyou falsely. Rejoie and be exeedingly glad, for great is your reward in heaven.\My brethren, as I send you forth, you are the salt of the earth, salt with a saving savor. But ifthis salt has lost its savor, wherewith shall it be salted? It is heneforth good for nothing but to beast out and trodden under foot of men.\You are the light of the world. A ity set upon a hill annot be hid. Neither do men light aandle and put it under a bushel, but on a andlestik; and it gives light to all who are in the house.Let your light so shine before men that they may see your good works and be led to glorify yourFather who is in heaven.\I am sending you out into the world to represent me and to at as ambassadors of my Father'skingdom, and as you go forth to prolaim the glad tidings, put your trust in the Father whosemessengers you are. Do not foribly resist injustie; put not your trust in the arm of the esh. Ifyour neighbor smites you on the right heek, turn to him the other also. Be willing to su�er injustierather than to go to law among yourselves. In kindness and with mery minister to all who are indistress and in need.\I say to you: Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who urse you, andpray for those who despitefully use you. And whatsoever you believe that I would do to men, do youalso to them. 1429



\Your Father in heaven makes the sun to shine on the evil as well as upon the good; likewisehe sends rain on the just and the unjust. You are the sons of God; even more, you are now theambassadors of my Father's kingdom. Be meriful, even as God is meriful, and in the eternal futureof the kingdom you shall be perfet, even as your heavenly Father is perfet.\You are ommissioned to save men, not to judge them. At the end of your earth life you willall expet mery; therefore do I require of you during your mortal life that you show mery to all ofyour brethren in the esh. Make not the mistake of trying to pluk a mote out of your brother's eyewhen there is a beam in your own eye. Having �rst ast the beam out of your own eye, you an thebetter see to ast the mote out of your brother's eye.\Disern the truth learly; live the righteous life fearlessly; and so shall you be my apostles andmy Father's ambassadors. You have heard it said: `If the blind lead the blind, they both shall fallinto the pit.' If you would guide others into the kingdom, you must yourselves walk in the learlight of living truth. In all the business of the kingdom I exhort you to show just judgment andkeen wisdom. Present not that whih is holy to dogs, neither ast your pearls before swine, lest theytrample your gems under foot and turn to rend you.\I warn you against false prophets who will ome to you in sheep's lothing, while on the insidethey are as ravening wolves. By their fruits you shall know them. Do men gather grapes from thornsor �gs from thistles? Even so, every good tree brings forth good fruit, but the orrupt tree bearsevil fruit. A good tree annot yield evil fruit, neither an a orrupt tree produe good fruit. Everytree that does not bring forth good fruit is presently hewn down and ast into the �re. In gaining anentrane into the kingdom of heaven, it is the motive that ounts. My Father looks into the heartsof men and judges by their inner longings and their sinere intentions.\In the great day of the kingdom judgment, many will say to me, `Did we not prophesy in yourname and by your name do many wonderful works?' But I will be ompelled to say to them, `Inever knew you; depart from me you who are false teahers.' But every one who hears this hargeand sinerely exeutes his ommission to represent me before men even as I have represented myFather to you, shall �nd an abundant entrane into my servie and into the kingdom of the heavenlyFather."Never before had the apostles heard Jesus speak in this way, for he had talked to them as onehaving supreme authority. They ame down from the mountain about sundown, but no man askedJesus a question.140.4 You Are the Salt of the EarthThe so-alled \Sermon on the Mount" is not the gospel of Jesus. It does ontain muh helpfulinstrution, but it was Jesus' ordination harge to the twelve apostles. It was the Master's personalommission to those who were to go on preahing the gospel and aspiring to represent him in theworld of men even as he was so eloquently and perfetly representative of his Father.\You are the salt of the earth, salt with a saving savor. But if this salt has lost its savor, wherewithshall it be salted? It is heneforth good for nothing but to be ast out and trodden under foot ofmen."In Jesus' time salt was preious. It was even used for money. The modern word \salary" is derivedfrom salt. Salt not only avors food, but it is also a preservative. It makes other things more tasty,and thus it serves by being spent.\You are the light of the world. A ity set on a hill annot be hid. Neither do men light a andleand put it under a bushel, but on a andlestik; and it gives light to all who are in the house. Letyour light so shine before men that they may see your good works and be led to glorify your Father1430



who is in heaven."While light dispels darkness, it an also be so \blinding" as to onfuse and frustrate. We areadmonished to let our light so shine that our fellows will be guided into new and godly paths ofenhaned living. Our light should so shine as not to attrat attention to self. Even one's voationan be utilized as an e�etive \reetor" for the dissemination of this light of life.Strong haraters are not derived from not doing wrong but rather from atually doing right.Unsel�shness is the badge of human greatness. The highest levels of self-realization are attained byworship and servie. The happy and e�etive person is motivated, not by fear of wrongdoing, butby love of right doing.\By their fruits you shall know them." Personality is basially hangeless; that whih hanges -grows - is the moral harater. The major error of modern religions is negativism. The tree whihbears no fruit is \hewn down and ast into the �re." Moral worth annot be derived from mererepression - obeying the injuntion \Thou shalt not." Fear and shame are unworthy motivationsfor religious living. Religion is valid only when it reveals the fatherhood of God and enhanes thebrotherhood of men.An e�etive philosophy of living is formed by a ombination of osmi insight and the totalof one's emotional reations to the soial and eonomi environment. Remember: While inheritedurges annot be fundamentally modi�ed, emotional responses to suh urges an be hanged; thereforethe moral nature an be modi�ed, harater an be improved. In the strong harater emotionalresponses are integrated and o-ordinated, and thus is produed a uni�ed personality. De�ientuni�ation weakens the moral nature and engenders unhappiness.Without a worthy goal, life beomes aimless and unpro�table, and muh unhappiness results.Jesus' disourse at the ordination of the twelve onstitutes a master philosophy of life. Jesus exhortedhis followers to exerise experiential faith. He admonished them not to depend on mere intelletualassent, redulity, and established authority.Eduation should be a tehnique of learning (disovering) the better methods of gratifying ournatural and inherited urges, and happiness is the resulting total of these enhaned tehniques ofemotional satisfations. Happiness is little dependent on environment, though pleasing surroundingsmay greatly ontribute thereto.Every mortal really raves to be a omplete person, to be perfet even as the Father in heaven isperfet, and suh attainment is possible beause in the last analysis the \universe is truly fatherly."140.5 Fatherly and Brotherly LoveFrom the Sermon on the Mount to the disourse of the Last Supper, Jesus taught his followers tomanifest fatherly love rather than brotherly love. Brotherly love would love your neighbor as youlove yourself, and that would be adequate ful�llment of the \golden rule." But fatherly a�etionwould require that you should love your fellow mortals as Jesus loves you.Jesus loves mankind with a dual a�etion. He lived on earth as a twofold personality - humanand divine. As the Son of God he loves man with a fatherly love - he is man's Creator, his universeFather. As the Son of Man, Jesus loves mortals as a brother - he was truly a man among men.Jesus did not expet his followers to ahieve an impossible manifestation of brotherly love, but hedid expet them to so strive to be like God - to be perfet even as the Father in heaven is perfet -that they ould begin to look upon man as God looks upon his reatures and therefore ould beginto love men as God loves them - to show forth the beginnings of a fatherly a�etion. In the ourseof these exhortations to the twelve apostles, Jesus sought to reveal this new onept of fatherly love1431



as it is related to ertain emotional attitudes onerned in making numerous environmental soialadjustments.The Master introdued this momentous disourse by alling attention to four faith attitudes asthe prelude to the subsequent portrayal of his four transendent and supreme reations of fatherlylove in ontrast to the limitations of mere brotherly love.He �rst talked about those who were poor in spirit, hungered after righteousness, endured meek-ness, and who were pure in heart. Suh spirit-diserning mortals ould be expeted to attain suhlevels of divine selessness as to be able to attempt the amazing exerise of fatherly a�etion; thateven as mourners they would be empowered to show mery, promote peae, and endure perseutions,and throughout all of these trying situations to love even unlovely mankind with a fatherly love. Afather's a�etion an attain levels of devotion that immeasurably transend a brother's a�etion.The faith and the love of these beatitudes strengthen moral harater and reate happiness. Fearand anger weaken harater and destroy happiness. This momentous sermon started out upon thenote of happiness.1. \Happy are the poor in spirit - the humble." To a hild, happiness is the satisfation of imme-diate pleasure raving. The adult is willing to sow seeds of self-denial in order to reap subsequentharvests of augmented happiness. In Jesus' times and sine, happiness has all too often been assoi-ated with the idea of the possession of wealth. In the story of the Pharisee and the publian prayingin the temple, the one felt rih in spirit - egotistial; the other felt \poor in spirit" - humble. Onewas self-suÆient; the other was teahable and truth-seeking. The poor in spirit seek for goals ofspiritual wealth - for God. And suh seekers after truth do not have to wait for rewards in a distantfuture; they are rewarded now. They �nd the kingdom of heaven within their own hearts, and theyexperiene suh happiness now.2. \Happy are they who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be �lled." Only thosewho feel poor in spirit will ever hunger for righteousness. Only the humble seek for divine strengthand rave spiritual power. But it is most dangerous to knowingly engage in spiritual fasting in orderto improve one's appetite for spiritual endowments. Physial fasting beomes dangerous after four or�ve days; one is apt to lose all desire for food. Prolonged fasting, either physial or spiritual, tendsto destroy hunger.Experiential righteousness is a pleasure, not a duty. Jesus' righteousness is a dynami love -fatherly-brotherly a�etion. It is not the negative or thou-shalt-not type of righteousness. Howould one ever hunger for something negative - something \not to do"?It is not so easy to teah a hild mind these �rst two of the beatitudes, but the mature mindshould grasp their signi�ane.3. \Happy are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth." Genuine meekness has no relationto fear. It is rather an attitude of man o-operating with God - \Your will be done." It embraespatiene and forbearane and is motivated by an unshakable faith in a lawful and friendly universe.It masters all temptations to rebel against the divine leading. Jesus was the ideal meek man ofUrantia, and he inherited a vast universe.4. \Happy are the pure in heart, for they shall see God." Spiritual purity is not a negative quality,exept that it does lak suspiion and revenge. In disussing purity, Jesus did not intend to dealexlusively with human sex attitudes. He referred more to that faith whih man should have in hisfellow man; that faith whih a parent has in his hild, and whih enables him to love his fellows evenas a father would love them. A father's love need not pamper, and it does not ondone evil, but it isalways antiynial. Fatherly love has singleness of purpose, and it always looks for the best in man;that is the attitude of a true parent.To see God - by faith - means to aquire true spiritual insight. And spiritual insight enhanes1432



Adjuster guidane, and these in the end augment God-onsiousness. And when you know theFather, you are on�rmed in the assurane of divine sonship, and you an inreasingly love eah ofyour brothers in the esh, not only as a brother - with brotherly love - but also as a father - withfatherly a�etion.It is easy to teah this admonition even to a hild. Children are naturally trustful, and parentsshould see to it that they do not lose that simple faith. In dealing with hildren, avoid all deeptionand refrain from suggesting suspiion. Wisely help them to hoose their heroes and selet theirlifework.And then Jesus went on to instrut his followers in the realization of the hief purpose of all humanstruggling - perfetion - even divine attainment. Always he admonished them: \Be you perfet, evenas your Father in heaven is perfet." He did not exhort the twelve to love their neighbors as they lovedthemselves. That would have been a worthy ahievement; it would have indiated the ahievementof brotherly love. He rather admonished his apostles to love men as he had loved them - to lovewith a fatherly as well as a brotherly a�etion. And he illustrated this by pointing out four supremereations of fatherly love:1. \Happy are they who mourn, for they shall be omforted." So-alled ommon sense or the bestof logi would never suggest that happiness ould be derived from mourning. But Jesus did not referto outward or ostentatious mourning. He alluded to an emotional attitude of tenderheartedness. Itis a great error to teah boys and young men that it is unmanly to show tenderness or otherwise togive evidene of emotional feeling or physial su�ering. Sympathy is a worthy attribute of the maleas well as the female. It is not neessary to be alloused in order to be manly. This is the wrongway to reate ourageous men. The world's great men have not been afraid to mourn. Moses, themourner, was a greater man than either Samson or Goliath. Moses was a superb leader, but he wasalso a man of meekness. Being sensitive and responsive to human need reates genuine and lastinghappiness, while suh kindly attitudes safeguard the soul from the destrutive inuenes of anger,hate, and suspiion.2. \Happy are the meriful, for they shall obtain mery." Mery here denotes the height anddepth and breadth of the truest friendship - loving-kindness. Mery sometimes may be passive, buthere it is ative and dynami - supreme fatherliness. A loving parent experienes little diÆulty inforgiving his hild, even many times. And in an unspoiled hild the urge to relieve su�ering is natural.Children are normally kind and sympatheti when old enough to appreiate atual onditions.3. \Happy are the peaemakers, for they shall be alled the sons of God." Jesus' hearers werelonging for military deliverane, not for peaemakers. But Jesus' peae is not of the pai� andnegative kind. In the fae of trials and perseutions he said, \My peae I leave with you." \Let notyour heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid." This is the peae that prevents ruinous onits.Personal peae integrates personality. Soial peae prevents fear, greed, and anger. Politial peaeprevents rae antagonisms, national suspiions, and war. Peaemaking is the ure of distrust andsuspiion.Children an easily be taught to funtion as peaemakers. They enjoy team ativities; they liketo play together. Said the Master at another time: \Whosoever will save his life shall lose it, butwhosoever will lose his life shall �nd it."4. \Happy are they who are perseuted for righteousness' sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.Happy are you when men shall revile you and perseute you and shall say all manner of evil againstyou falsely. Rejoie and be exeedingly glad, for great is your reward in heaven."So often perseution does follow peae. But young people and brave adults never shun diÆultyor danger. \Greater love has no man than to lay down his life for his friends." And a fatherly lovean freely do all these things - things whih brotherly love an hardly enompass. And progress hasalways been the �nal harvest of perseution. 1433



Children always respond to the hallenge of ourage. Youth is ever willing to \take a dare." Andevery hild should early learn to sari�e.And so it is revealed that the beatitudes of the Sermon on the Mount are based on faith and loveand not on law - ethis and duty.Fatherly love delights in returning good for evil - doing good in retaliation for injustie.140.6 The Evening of the OrdinationSunday evening, on reahing the home of Zebedee from the highlands north of Capernaum, Jesusand the twelve partook of a simple meal. Afterward, while Jesus went for a walk along the beah,the twelve talked among themselves. After a brief onferene, while the twins built a small �re togive them warmth and more light, Andrew went out to �nd Jesus, and when he had overtaken him,he said: \Master, my brethren are unable to omprehend what you have said about the kingdom.We do not feel able to begin this work until you have given us further instrution. I have ome toask you to join us in the garden and help us to understand the meaning of your words." And Jesuswent with Andrew to meet with the apostles.When he had entered the garden, he gathered the apostles around him and taught them further,saying: \You �nd it diÆult to reeive my message beause you would build the new teahing diretlyupon the old, but I delare that you must be reborn. You must start out afresh as little hildren andbe willing to trust my teahing and believe in God. The new gospel of the kingdom annot be madeto onform to that whih is. You have wrong ideas of the Son of Man and his mission on earth. Butdo not make the mistake of thinking that I have ome to set aside the law and the prophets; I havenot ome to destroy but to ful�ll, to enlarge and illuminate. I ome not to transgress the law butrather to write these new ommandments on the tablets of your hearts.\I demand of you a righteousness that shall exeed the righteousness of those who seek to obtainthe Father's favor by almsgiving, prayer, and fasting. If you would enter the kingdom, you musthave a righteousness that onsists in love, mery, and truth - the sinere desire to do the will of myFather in heaven."Then said Simon Peter: \Master, if you have a new ommandment, we would hear it. Revealthe new way to us." Jesus answered Peter: \You have heard it said by those who teah the law:`You shall not kill; that whosoever kills shall be subjet to judgment.' But I look beyond the at tounover the motive. I delare to you that every one who is angry with his brother is in danger ofondemnation. He who nurses hatred in his heart and plans vengeane in his mind stands in dangerof judgment. You must judge your fellows by their deeds; the Father in heaven judges by the intent.\You have heard the teahers of the law say, `You shall not ommit adultery.' But I say to youthat every man who looks upon a woman with intent to lust after her has already ommitted adulterywith her in his heart. You an only judge men by their ats, but my Father looks into the hearts ofhis hildren and in mery adjudges them in aordane with their intents and real desires."Jesus was minded to go on disussing the other ommandments when James Zebedee interruptedhim, asking: \Master, what shall we teah the people regarding divorement? Shall we allow a manto divore his wife as Moses has direted?" And when Jesus heard this question, he said: \I havenot ome to legislate but to enlighten. I have ome not to reform the kingdoms of this world butrather to establish the kingdom of heaven. It is not the will of the Father that I should yield to thetemptation to teah you rules of government, trade, or soial behavior, whih, while they might begood for today, would be far from suitable for the soiety of another age. I am on earth solely toomfort the minds, liberate the spirits, and save the souls of men. But I will say, onerning thisquestion of divorement, that, while Moses looked with favor upon suh things, it was not so in the1434



days of Adam and in the Garden."After the apostles had talked among themselves for a short time, Jesus went on to say: \Alwaysmust you reognize the two viewpoints of all mortal ondut - the human and the divine; the ways ofthe esh and the way of the spirit; the estimate of time and the viewpoint of eternity." And thoughthe twelve ould not omprehend all that he taught them, they were truly helped by this instrution.And then said Jesus: \But you will stumble over my teahing beause you are wont to interpretmy message literally; you are slow to disern the spirit of my teahing. Again must you rememberthat you are my messengers; you are beholden to live your lives as I have in spirit lived mine. You aremy personal representatives; but do not err in expeting all men to live as you do in every partiular.Also must you remember that I have sheep not of this ok, and that I am beholden to them also,to the end that I must provide for them the pattern of doing the will of God while living the life ofthe mortal nature."Then asked Nathaniel: \Master, shall we give no plae to justie? The law of Moses says, `Aneye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.' What shall we say?" And Jesus answered: \You shallreturn good for evil. My messengers must not strive with men, but be gentle toward all. Measure formeasure shall not be your rule. The rulers of men may have suh laws, but not so in the kingdom;mery always shall determine your judgments and love your ondut. And if these are hard sayings,you an even now turn bak. If you �nd the requirements of apostleship too hard, you may returnto the less rigorous pathway of disipleship."On hearing these startling words, the apostles drew apart by themselves for a while, but they soonreturned, and Peter said: \Master, we would go on with you; not one of us would turn bak. Weare fully prepared to pay the extra prie; we will drink the up. We would be apostles, not merelydisiples."When Jesus heard this, he said: \Be willing, then, to take up your responsibilities and followme. Do your good deeds in seret; when you give alms, let not the left hand know what the righthand does. And when you pray, go apart by yourselves and use not vain repetitions and meaninglessphrases. Always remember that the Father knows what you need even before you ask him. And benot given to fasting with a sad ountenane to be seen by men. As my hosen apostles, now set apartfor the servie of the kingdom, lay not up for yourselves treasures on earth, but by your unsel�shservie lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, for where your treasures are, there will your heartsbe also.\The lamp of the body is the eye; if, therefore, your eye is generous, your whole body will be fullof light. But if your eye is sel�sh, the whole body will be �lled with darkness. If the very light whihis in you is turned to darkness, how great is that darkness!"And then Thomas asked Jesus if they should \ontinue having everything in ommon." Said theMaster: \Yes, my brethren, I would that we should live together as one understanding family. Youare intrusted with a great work, and I rave your undivided servie. You know that it has beenwell said: `No man an serve two masters.' You annot sinerely worship God and at the same timewholeheartedly serve mammon. Having now enlisted unreservedly in the work of the kingdom, benot anxious for your lives; muh less be onerned with what you shall eat or what you shall drink;nor yet for your bodies, what lothing you shall wear. Already have you learned that willing handsand earnest hearts shall not go hungry. And now, when you prepare to devote all of your energies tothe work of the kingdom, be assured that the Father will not be unmindful of your needs. Seek �rstthe kingdom of God, and when you have found entrane thereto, all things needful shall be added toyou. Be not, therefore, unduly anxious for the morrow. SuÆient for the day is the trouble thereof."When Jesus saw they were disposed to stay up all night to ask questions, he said to them: \Mybrethren, you are earthen vessels; it is best for you to go to your rest so as to be ready for themorrow's work." But sleep had departed from their eyes. Peter ventured to request of his Master1435



that \I have just a little private talk with you. Not that I would have serets from my brethren,but I have a troubled spirit, and if, perhane, I should deserve a rebuke from my Master, I ouldthe better endure it alone with you." And Jesus said, \Come with me, Peter" - leading the wayinto the house. When Peter returned from the presene of his Master muh heered and greatlyenouraged, James deided to go in to talk with Jesus. And so on through the early hours of themorning, the other apostles went in one by one to talk with the Master. When they had all heldpersonal onferenes with him save the twins, who had fallen asleep, Andrew went in to Jesus andsaid: \Master, the twins have fallen asleep in the garden by the �re; shall I arouse them to inquire ifthey would also talk with you?" And Jesus smilingly said to Andrew, \They do well - trouble themnot." And now the night was passing; the light of another day was dawning.
140.7 The Week Following the OrdinationAfter a few hours' sleep, when the twelve were assembled for a late breakfast with Jesus, he said:\Now must you begin your work of preahing the glad tidings and instruting believers. Make readyto go to Jerusalem." After Jesus had spoken, Thomas mustered up ourage to say: \I know, Master,that we should now be ready to enter upon the work, but I fear we are not yet able to aomplishthis great undertaking. Would you onsent for us to stay hereabouts for just a few days more beforewe begin the work of the kingdom?" And when Jesus saw that all of his apostles were possessed bythis same fear, he said: \It shall be as you have requested; we will remain here over the Sabbathday."For weeks and weeks small groups of earnest truth seekers, together with urious spetators, hadbeen oming to Bethsaida to see Jesus. Already word about him had spread over the ountryside; in-quiring groups had ome from ities as far away as Tyre, Sidon, Damasus, Caesarea, and Jerusalem.Heretofore, Jesus had greeted these people and taught them onerning the kingdom, but the Masternow turned this work over to the twelve. Andrew would selet one of the apostles and assign him toa group of visitors, and sometimes all twelve of them were so engaged.For two days they worked, teahing by day and holding private onferenes late into the night.On the third day Jesus visited with Zebedee and Salome while he sent his apostles o� to \go �shing,seek arefree hange, or perhane visit your families." On Thursday they returned for three moredays of teahing.During this week of rehearsing, Jesus many times repeated to his apostles the two great motivesof his postbaptismal mission on earth:1. To reveal the Father to man.2. To lead men to beome son-onsious - to faith-realize that they are the hildren of the MostHigh.One week of this varied experiene did muh for the twelve; some even beame over self-on�dent.At the last onferene, the night after the Sabbath, Peter and James ame to Jesus, saying, \We areready - let us now go forth to take the kingdom." To whih Jesus replied, \May your wisdom equalyour zeal and your ourage atone for your ignorane."Though the apostles failed to omprehend muh of his teahing, they did not fail to grasp thesigni�ane of the harmingly beautiful life he lived with them.1436



140.8 Thursday Afternoon on the LakeJesus well knew that his apostles were not fully assimilating his teahings. He deided to give somespeial instrution to Peter, James, and John, hoping they would be able to larify the ideas of theirassoiates. He saw that, while some features of the idea of a spiritual kingdom were being graspedby the twelve, they steadfastly persisted in attahing these new spiritual teahings diretly onto theirold and entrenhed literal onepts of the kingdom of heaven as a restoration of David's throne andthe re-establishment of Israel as a temporal power on earth. Aordingly, on Thursday afternoonJesus went out from the shore in a boat with Peter, James, and John to talk over the a�airs of thekingdom. This was a four hours' teahing onferene, embraing sores of questions and answers, andmay most pro�tably be put in this reord by reorganizing the summary of this momentous afternoonas it was given by Simon Peter to his brother, Andrew, the following morning:1. Doing the Father's will. Jesus' teahing to trust in the overare of the heavenly Father was nota blind and passive fatalism. He quoted with approval, on this afternoon, an old Hebrew saying: \Hewho will not work shall not eat." He pointed to his own experiene as suÆient ommentary on histeahings. His preepts about trusting the Father must not be adjudged by the soial or eonomionditions of modern times or any other age. His instrution embraes the ideal priniples of livingnear God in all ages and on all worlds.Jesus made lear to the three the di�erene between the requirements of apostleship and disiple-ship. And even then he did not forbid the exerise of prudene and foresight by the twelve. What hepreahed against was not forethought but anxiety, worry. He taught the ative and alert submissionto God's will. In answer to many of their questions regarding frugality and thriftiness, he simplyalled attention to his life as arpenter, boatmaker, and �sherman, and to his areful organizationof the twelve. He sought to make it lear that the world is not to be regarded as an enemy; that theirumstanes of life onstitute a divine dispensation working along with the hildren of God.Jesus had great diÆulty in getting them to understand his personal pratie of nonresistane.He absolutely refused to defend himself, and it appeared to the apostles that he would be pleasedif they would pursue the same poliy. He taught them not to resist evil, not to ombat injustie orinjury, but he did not teah passive tolerane of wrongdoing. And he made it plain on this afternoonthat he approved of the soial punishment of evildoers and riminals, and that the ivil governmentmust sometimes employ fore for the maintenane of soial order and in the exeution of justie.He never eased to warn his disiples against the evil pratie of retaliation; he made no allowanefor revenge, the idea of getting even. He deplored the holding of grudges. He disallowed the ideaof an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. He disountenaned the whole onept of private andpersonal revenge, assigning these matters to ivil government, on the one hand, and to the judgmentof God, on the other. He made it lear to the three that his teahings applied to the individual, notthe state. He summarized his instrutions up to that time regarding these matters, as:Love your enemies - remember the moral laims of human brotherhood.The futility of evil: A wrong is not righted by vengeane. Do not make the mistake of �ghtingevil with its own weapons.Have faith - on�dene in the eventual triumph of divine justie and eternal goodness.2. Politial attitude. He autioned his apostles to be disreet in their remarks onerning thestrained relations then existing between the Jewish people and the Roman government; he forbadethem to beome in any way embroiled in these diÆulties. He was always areful to avoid the politialsnares of his enemies, ever making reply, \Render to Caesar the things whih are Caesar's and toGod the things whih are God's." He refused to have his attention diverted from his mission ofestablishing a new way of salvation; he would not permit himself to be onerned about anythingelse. In his personal life he was always duly observant of all ivil laws and regulations; in all his1437



publi teahings he ignored the ivi, soial, and eonomi realms. He told the three apostles thathe was onerned only with the priniples of man's inner and personal spiritual life.Jesus was not, therefore, a politial reformer. He did not ome to reorganize the world; even if hehad done this, it would have been appliable only to that day and generation. Nevertheless, he didshow man the best way of living, and no generation is exempt from the labor of disovering how bestto adapt Jesus' life to its own problems. But never make the mistake of identifying Jesus' teahingswith any politial or eonomi theory, with any soial or industrial system.3. Soial attitude. The Jewish rabbis had long debated the question: Who is my neighbor?Jesus ame presenting the idea of ative and spontaneous kindness, a love of one's fellow men sogenuine that it expanded the neighborhood to inlude the whole world, thereby making all men one'sneighbors. But with all this, Jesus was interested only in the individual, not the mass. Jesus was nota soiologist, but he did labor to break down all forms of sel�sh isolation. He taught pure sympathy,ompassion. Mihael of Nebadon is a mery-dominated Son; ompassion is his very nature.The Master did not say that men should never entertain their friends at meat, but he did say thathis followers should make feasts for the poor and the unfortunate. Jesus had a �rm sense of justie,but it was always tempered with mery. He did not teah his apostles that they were to be imposedupon by soial parasites or professional alms-seekers. The nearest he ame to making soiologialpronounements was to say, \Judge not, that you be not judged."He made it lear that indisriminate kindness may be blamed for many soial evils. The followingday Jesus de�nitely instruted Judas that no apostoli funds were to be given out as alms exeptupon his request or upon the joint petition of two of the apostles. In all these matters it was thepratie of Jesus always to say, \Be as wise as serpents but as harmless as doves." It seemed to behis purpose in all soial situations to teah patiene, tolerane, and forgiveness.The family oupied the very enter of Jesus' philosophy of life - here and hereafter. He basedhis teahings about God on the family, while he sought to orret the Jewish tendeny to overhonoranestors. He exalted family life as the highest human duty but made it plain that family relationshipsmust not interfere with religious obligations. He alled attention to the fat that the family is atemporal institution; that it does not survive death. Jesus did not hesitate to give up his familywhen the family ran ounter to the Father's will. He taught the new and larger brotherhood of man- the sons of God. In Jesus' time divore praties were lax in Palestine and throughout the RomanEmpire. He repeatedly refused to lay down laws regarding marriage and divore, but many of Jesus'early followers had strong opinions on divore and did not hesitate to attribute them to him. All ofthe New Testament writers held to these more stringent and advaned ideas about divore exeptJohn Mark.4. Eonomi attitude. Jesus worked, lived, and traded in the world as he found it. He wasnot an eonomi reformer, although he did frequently all attention to the injustie of the unequaldistribution of wealth. But he did not o�er any suggestions by way of remedy. He made it plain tothe three that, while his apostles were not to hold property, he was not preahing against wealth andproperty, merely its unequal and unfair distribution. He reognized the need for soial justie andindustrial fairness, but he o�ered no rules for their attainment.He never taught his followers to avoid earthly possessions, only his twelve apostles. Luke, thephysiian, was a strong believer in soial equality, and he did muh to interpret Jesus' sayings inharmony with his personal beliefs. Jesus never personally direted his followers to adopt a ommunalmode of life; he made no pronounement of any sort regarding suh matters.Jesus frequently warned his listeners against ovetousness, delaring that \a man's happinessonsists not in the abundane of his material possessions." He onstantly reiterated, \What shall itpro�t a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own soul?" He made no diret attak on thepossession of property, but he did insist that it is eternally essential that spiritual values ome �rst.1438



In his later teahings he sought to orret many erroneous Urantia views of life by narrating numerousparables whih he presented in the ourse of his publi ministry. Jesus never intended to formulateeonomi theories; he well knew that eah age must evolve its own remedies for existing troubles.And if Jesus were on earth today, living his life in the esh, he would be a great disappointment to themajority of good men and women for the simple reason that he would not take sides in present-daypolitial, soial, or eonomi disputes. He would remain grandly aloof while teahing you how toperfet your inner spiritual life so as to render you manyfold more ompetent to attak the solutionof your purely human problems.Jesus would make all men Godlike and then stand by sympathetially while these sons of Godsolve their own politial, soial, and eonomi problems. It was not wealth that he denouned, butwhat wealth does to the majority of its devotees. On this Thursday afternoon Jesus �rst told hisassoiates that \it is more blessed to give than to reeive."5. Personal religion. You, as did his apostles, should the better understand Jesus' teahings byhis life. He lived a perfeted life on Urantia, and his unique teahings an only be understood whenthat life is visualized in its immediate bakground. It is his life, and not his lessons to the twelve orhis sermons to the multitudes, that will assist most in revealing the Father's divine harater andloving personality.Jesus did not attak the teahings of the Hebrew prophets or the Greek moralists. The Masterreognized the many good things whih these great teahers stood for, but he had ome down to earthto teah something additional, \the voluntary onformity of man's will to God's will." Jesus did notwant simply to produe a religious man, a mortal wholly oupied with religious feelings and atuatedonly by spiritual impulses. Could you have had but one look at him, you would have known thatJesus was a real man of great experiene in the things of this world. The teahings of Jesus in thisrespet have been grossly perverted and muh misrepresented all down through the enturies of theChristian era; you have also held perverted ideas about the Master's meekness and humility. Whathe aimed at in his life appears to have been a superb self-respet. He only advised man to humblehimself that he might beome truly exalted; what he really aimed at was true humility toward God.He plaed great value upon sinerity - a pure heart. Fidelity was a ardinal virtue in his estimateof harater, while ourage was the very heart of his teahings. \Fear not" was his wathword, andpatient endurane his ideal of strength of harater. The teahings of Jesus onstitute a religion ofvalor, ourage, and heroism. And this is just why he hose as his personal representatives twelveommonplae men, the majority of whom were rugged, virile, and manly �shermen.Jesus had little to say about the soial vies of his day; seldom did he make referene to moraldelinqueny. He was a positive teaher of true virtue. He studiously avoided the negative methodof imparting instrution; he refused to advertise evil. He was not even a moral reformer. He wellknew, and so taught his apostles, that the sensual urges of mankind are not suppressed by eitherreligious rebuke or legal prohibitions. His few denuniations were largely direted against pride,ruelty, oppression, and hyporisy.Jesus did not vehemently denoune even the Pharisees, as did John. He knew many of the sribesand Pharisees were honest of heart; he understood their enslaving bondage to religious traditions.Jesus laid great emphasis on \�rst making the tree good." He impressed the three that he valuedthe whole life, not just a ertain few speial virtues.The one thing whih John gained from this day's teahing was that the heart of Jesus' religiononsisted in the aquirement of a ompassionate harater oupled with a personality motivated todo the will of the Father in heaven.Peter grasped the idea that the gospel they were about to prolaim was really a fresh beginning forthe whole human rae. He onveyed this impression subsequently to Paul, who formulated therefromhis dotrine of Christ as \the seond Adam." 1439



James grasped the thrilling truth that Jesus wanted his hildren on earth to live as though theywere already itizens of the ompleted heavenly kingdom.Jesus knew men were di�erent, and he so taught his apostles. He onstantly exhorted them torefrain from trying to mold the disiples and believers aording to some set pattern. He sought toallow eah soul to develop in its own way, a perfeting and separate individual before God. In answerto one of Peter's many questions, the Master said: \I want to set men free so that they an startout afresh as little hildren upon the new and better life." Jesus always insisted that true goodnessmust be unonsious, in bestowing harity not allowing the left hand to know what the right handdoes.The three apostles were shoked this afternoon when they realized that their Master's religionmade no provision for spiritual self-examination. All religions before and after the times of Jesus,even Christianity, arefully provide for onsientious self-examination. But not so with the religionof Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus' philosophy of life is without religious introspetion. The arpenter's sonnever taught harater building; he taught harater growth, delaring that the kingdom of heavenis like a mustard seed. But Jesus said nothing whih would prosribe self-analysis as a prevention ofoneited egotism.The right to enter the kingdom is onditioned by faith, personal belief. The ost of remaining inthe progressive asent of the kingdom is the pearl of great prie, in order to possess whih a mansells all that he has.The teahing of Jesus is a religion for everybody, not alone for weaklings and slaves. His religionnever beame rystallized (during his day) into reeds and theologial laws; he left not a line of writingbehind him. His life and teahings were bequeathed the universe as an inspirational and idealistiinheritane suitable for the spiritual guidane and moral instrution of all ages on all worlds. Andeven today, Jesus' teahing stands apart from all religions, as suh, albeit it is the living hope ofevery one of them.Jesus did not teah his apostles that religion is man's only earthly pursuit; that was the Jewishidea of serving God. But he did insist that religion was the exlusive business of the twelve. Jesustaught nothing to deter his believers from the pursuit of genuine ulture; he only detrated from thetradition-bound religious shools of Jerusalem. He was liberal, big-hearted, learned, and tolerant.Self-onsious piety had no plae in his philosophy of righteous living.The Master o�ered no solutions for the nonreligious problems of his own age nor for any subsequentage. Jesus wished to develop spiritual insight into eternal realities and to stimulate initiative in theoriginality of living; he onerned himself exlusively with the underlying and permanent spiritualneeds of the human rae. He revealed a goodness equal to God. He exalted love - truth, beauty, andgoodness - as the divine ideal and the eternal reality.The Master ame to reate in man a new spirit, a new will - to impart a new apaity for knowingthe truth, experiening ompassion, and hoosing goodness - the will to be in harmony with God'swill, oupled with the eternal urge to beome perfet, even as the Father in heaven is perfet.140.9 The Day of ConserationThe next Sabbath day Jesus devoted to his apostles, journeying bak to the highland where he hadordained them; and there, after a long and beautifully touhing personal message of enouragement,he engaged in the solemn at of the onseration of the twelve. This Sabbath afternoon Jesusassembled the apostles around him on the hillside and gave them into the hands of his heavenlyFather in preparation for the day when he would be ompelled to leave them alone in the world.There was no new teahing on this oasion, just visiting and ommunion.1440



Jesus reviewed many features of the ordination sermon, delivered on this same spot, and then,alling them before him one by one, he ommissioned them to go forth in the world as his represen-tatives. The Master's onseration harge was: \Go into all the world and preah the glad tidings ofthe kingdom. Liberate spiritual aptives, omfort the oppressed, and minister to the a�ited. Freelyyou have reeived, freely give."Jesus advised them to take neither money nor extra lothing, saying, \The laborer is worthy of hishire." And �nally he said: \Behold I send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves; be you thereforeas wise as serpents and as harmless as doves. But take heed, for your enemies will bring you upbefore their ounils, while in their synagogues they will astigate you. Before governors and rulersyou will be brought beause you believe this gospel, and your very testimony shall be a witness forme to them. And when they lead you to judgment, be not anxious about what you shall say, for thespirit of my Father indwells you and will at suh a time speak through you. Some of you will be putto death, and before you establish the kingdom on earth, you will be hated by many peoples beauseof this gospel; but fear not; I will be with you, and my spirit shall go before you into all the world.And my Father's presene will abide with you while you go �rst to the Jews, then to the gentiles."And when they ame down from the mountain, they journeyed bak to their home in Zebedee'shouse.140.10 The Evening After the ConserationThat evening while teahing in the house, for it had begun to rain, Jesus talked at great length,trying to show the twelve what they must be, not what they must do. They knew only a religionthat imposed the doing of ertain things as the means of attaining righteousness - salvation. ButJesus would reiterate, \In the kingdom you must be righteous in order to do the work." Manytimes did he repeat, \Be you therefore perfet, even as your Father in heaven is perfet." All thewhile was the Master explaining to his bewildered apostles that the salvation whih he had ome tobring to the world was to be had only by believing, by simple and sinere faith. Said Jesus: \Johnpreahed a baptism of repentane, sorrow for the old way of living. You are to prolaim the baptismof fellowship with God. Preah repentane to those who stand in need of suh teahing, but to thosealready seeking sinere entrane to the kingdom, open the doors wide and bid them enter into thejoyous fellowship of the sons of God." But it was a diÆult task to persuade these Galilean �shermenthat, in the kingdom, being righteous, by faith, must preede doing righteousness in the daily life ofthe mortals of earth.Another great handiap in this work of teahing the twelve was their tendeny to take highlyidealisti and spiritual priniples of religious truth and remake them into onrete rules of personalondut. Jesus would present to them the beautiful spirit of the soul's attitude, but they insisted ontranslating suh teahings into rules of personal behavior. Many times, when they did make sure toremember what the Master said, they were almost ertain to forget what he did not say. But theyslowly assimilated his teahing beause Jesus was all that he taught. What they ould not gain fromhis verbal instrution, they gradually aquired by living with him.It was not apparent to the apostles that their Master was engaged in living a life of spiritualinspiration for every person of every age on every world of a far-ung universe. Notwithstandingwhat Jesus told them from time to time, the apostles did not grasp the idea that he was doing awork on this world but for all other worlds in his vast reation. Jesus lived his earth life on Urantia,not to set a personal example of mortal living for the men and women of this world, but rather toreate a high spiritual and inspirational ideal for all mortal beings on all worlds.This same evening Thomas asked Jesus: \Master, you say that we must beome as little hildrenbefore we an gain entrane to the Father's kingdom, and yet you have warned us not to be deeived1441



by false prophets nor to beome guilty of asting our pearls before swine. Now, I am honestly puzzled.I annot understand your teahing." Jesus replied to Thomas: \How long shall I bear with you! Everyou insist on making literal all that I teah. When I asked you to beome as little hildren as theprie of entering the kingdom, I referred not to ease of deeption, mere willingness to believe, nor toquikness to trust pleasing strangers. What I did desire that you should gather from the illustrationwas the hild-father relationship. You are the hild, and it is your Father's kingdom you seek to enter.There is present that natural a�etion between every normal hild and its father whih insures anunderstanding and loving relationship, and whih forever preludes all disposition to bargain for theFather's love and mery. And the gospel you are going forth to preah has to do with a salvationgrowing out of the faith-realization of this very and eternal hild-father relationship."The one harateristi of Jesus' teahing was that the morality of his philosophy originated in thepersonal relation of the individual to God - this very hild-father relationship. Jesus plaed emphasison the individual, not on the rae or nation. While eating supper, Jesus had the talk with Matthewin whih he explained that the morality of any at is determined by the individual's motive. Jesus'morality was always positive. The golden rule as restated by Jesus demands ative soial ontat; theolder negative rule ould be obeyed in isolation. Jesus stripped morality of all rules and eremoniesand elevated it to majesti levels of spiritual thinking and truly righteous living.This new religion of Jesus was not without its pratial impliations, but whatever of pratialpolitial, soial, or eonomi value there is to be found in his teahing is the natural outworkingof this inner experiene of the soul as it manifests the fruits of the spirit in the spontaneous dailyministry of genuine personal religious experiene.After Jesus and Matthew had �nished talking, Simon Zelotes asked, \But, Master, are all menthe sons of God?" And Jesus answered: \Yes, Simon, all men are the sons of God, and that is thegood news you are going to prolaim." But the apostles ould not grasp suh a dotrine; it was anew, strange, and startling announement. And it was beause of his desire to impress this truthupon them that Jesus taught his followers to treat all men as their brothers.In response to a question asked by Andrew, the Master made it lear that the morality of histeahing was inseparable from the religion of his living. He taught morality, not from the nature ofman, but from the relation of man to God.John asked Jesus, \Master, what is the kingdom of heaven?" And Jesus answered: \The kingdomof heaven onsists in these three essentials: �rst, reognition of the fat of the sovereignty of God;seond, belief in the truth of sonship with God; and third, faith in the e�etiveness of the supremehuman desire to do the will of God - to be like God. And this is the good news of the gospel: thatby faith every mortal may have all these essentials of salvation."And now the week of waiting was over, and they prepared to depart on the morrow for Jerusalem.
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Chapter 141Beginning the Publi WorkON THE �rst day of the week, January 19, A.D. 27, Jesus and the twelve apostles made readyto depart from their headquarters in Bethsaida. The twelve knew nothing of their Master's plansexept that they were going up to Jerusalem to attend the Passover feast in April, and that it was theintention to journey by way of the Jordan valley. They did not get away from Zebedee's house untilnear noon beause the families of the apostles and others of the disiples had ome to say good-byeand wish them well in the new work they were about to begin.Just before leaving, the apostles missed the Master, and Andrew went out to �nd him. After abrief searh he found Jesus sitting in a boat down the beah, and he was weeping. The twelve hadoften seen their Master when he seemed to grieve, and they had beheld his brief seasons of seriouspreoupation of mind, but none of them had ever seen him weep. Andrew was somewhat startled tosee the Master thus a�eted on the eve of their departure for Jerusalem, and he ventured to approahJesus and ask: \On this great day, Master, when we are to depart for Jerusalem to prolaim theFather's kingdom, why is it that you weep? Whih of us has o�ended you?" And Jesus, going bakwith Andrew to join the twelve, answered him: \No one of you has grieved me. I am saddened onlybeause none of my father Joseph's family have remembered to ome over to bid us Godspeed." Atthis time Ruth was on a visit to her brother Joseph at Nazareth. Other members of his family werekept away by pride, disappointment, misunderstanding, and petty resentment indulged as a resultof hurt feelings.141.1 Leaving GalileeCapernaum was not far from Tiberias, and the fame of Jesus had begun to spread well over all ofGalilee and even to parts beyond. Jesus knew that Herod would soon begin to take notie of hiswork; so he thought best to journey south and into Judea with his apostles. A ompany of overone hundred believers desired to go with them, but Jesus spoke to them and besought them not toaompany the apostoli group on their way down the Jordan. Though they onsented to remainbehind, many of them followed after the Master within a few days.The �rst day Jesus and the apostles only journeyed as far as Tarihea, where they rested for thenight. The next day they traveled to a point on the Jordan near Pella where John had preahedabout one year before, and where Jesus had reeived baptism. Here they tarried for more than twoweeks, teahing and preahing. By the end of the �rst week several hundred people had assembledin a amp near where Jesus and the twelve dwelt, and they had ome from Galilee, Phoeniia, Syria,the Deapolis, Perea, and Judea.Jesus did no publi preahing. Andrew divided the multitude and assigned the preahers for theforenoon and afternoon assemblies; after the evening meal Jesus talked with the twelve. He taught1443



them nothing new but reviewed his former teahing and answered their many questions. On one ofthese evenings he told the twelve something about the forty days whih he spent in the hills nearthis plae.Many of those who ame from Perea and Judea had been baptized by John and were interested in�nding out more about Jesus' teahings. The apostles made muh progress in teahing the disiplesof John inasmuh as they did not in any way detrat from John's preahing, and sine they did notat this time even baptize their new disiples. But it was always a stumbling stone to John's followersthat Jesus, if he were all that John had announed, did nothing to get him out of prison. John'sdisiples never ould understand why Jesus did not prevent the ruel death of their beloved leader.From night to night Andrew arefully instruted his fellow apostles in the deliate and diÆulttask of getting along smoothly with the followers of John the Baptist. During this �rst year ofJesus' publi ministry more than three fourths of his followers had previously followed John and hadreeived his baptism. This entire year of A.D. 27 was spent in quietly taking over John's work inPerea and Judea.
141.2 God's Law and the Father's WillThe night before they left Pella, Jesus gave the apostles some further instrution with regard to thenew kingdom. Said the Master: \You have been taught to look for the oming of the kingdom ofGod, and now I ome announing that this long-looked-for kingdom is near at hand, even that it isalready here and in our midst. In every kingdom there must be a king seated upon his throne anddereeing the laws of the realm. And so have you developed a onept of the kingdom of heaven asa glori�ed rule of the Jewish people over all the peoples of the earth with Messiah sitting on David'sthrone and from this plae of miraulous power promulgating the laws of all the world. But, myhildren, you see not with the eye of faith, and you hear not with the understanding of the spirit. Idelare that the kingdom of heaven is the realization and aknowledgment of God's rule within thehearts of men. True, there is a King in this kingdom, and that King is my Father and your Father.We are indeed his loyal subjets, but far transending that fat is the transforming truth that weare his sons. In my life this truth is to beome manifest to all. Our Father also sits upon a throne,but not one made with hands. The throne of the In�nite is the eternal dwelling plae of the Fatherin the heaven of heavens; he �lls all things and prolaims his laws to universes upon universes. Andthe Father also rules within the hearts of his hildren on earth by the spirit whih he has sent to livewithin the souls of mortal men.\When you are the subjets of this kingdom, you indeed are made to hear the law of the UniverseRuler; but when, beause of the gospel of the kingdom whih I have ome to delare, you faith-disover yourselves as sons, you heneforth look not upon yourselves as law-subjet reatures of anall-powerful king but as privileged sons of a loving and divine Father. Verily, verily, I say to you,when the Father's will is your law, you are hardly in the kingdom. But when the Father's willbeomes truly your will, then are you in very truth in the kingdom beause the kingdom has therebybeome an established experiene in you. When God's will is your law, you are noble slave subjets;but when you believe in this new gospel of divine sonship, my Father's will beomes your will, andyou are elevated to the high position of the free hildren of God, liberated sons of the kingdom."Some of the apostles grasped something of this teahing, but none of them omprehended the fullsigni�ane of this tremendous announement, unless it was James Zebedee. But these words sankinto their hearts and ame forth to gladden their ministry during later years of servie.1444



141.3 The Sojourn at AmathusThe Master and his apostles remained near Amathus for almost three weeks. The apostles ontinuedto preah twie daily to the multitude, and Jesus preahed eah Sabbath afternoon. It beameimpossible to ontinue the Wednesday playtime; so Andrew arranged that two apostles should resteah day of the six days in the week, while all were on duty during the Sabbath servies.Peter, James, and John did most of the publi preahing. Philip, Nathaniel, Thomas, and Simondid muh of the personal work and onduted lasses for speial groups of inquirers; the twinsontinued their general polie supervision, while Andrew, Matthew, and Judas developed into ageneral managerial ommittee of three, although eah of these three also did onsiderable religiouswork.Andrew was muh oupied with the task of adjusting the onstantly reurring misunderstandingsand disagreements between the disiples of John and the newer disiples of Jesus. Serious situationswould arise every few days, but Andrew, with the assistane of his apostoli assoiates, managedto indue the ontending parties to ome to some sort of agreement, at least temporarily. Jesusrefused to partiipate in any of these onferenes; neither would he give any advie about the properadjustment of these diÆulties. He never one o�ered a suggestion as to how the apostles shouldsolve these perplexing problems. When Andrew ame to Jesus with these questions, he would alwayssay: \It is not wise for the host to partiipate in the family troubles of his guests; a wise parent nevertakes sides in the petty quarrels of his own hildren."The Master displayed great wisdom and manifested perfet fairness in all of his dealings with hisapostles and with all of his disiples. Jesus was truly a master of men; he exerised great inueneover his fellow men beause of the ombined harm and fore of his personality. There was a subtleommanding inuene in his rugged, nomadi, and homeless life. There was intelletual attrativenessand spiritual drawing power in his authoritative manner of teahing, in his luid logi, his strength ofreasoning, his sagaious insight, his alertness of mind, his mathless poise, and his sublime tolerane.He was simple, manly, honest, and fearless. With all of this physial and intelletual inuenemanifest in the Master's presene, there were also all those spiritual harms of being whih havebeome assoiated with his personality - patiene, tenderness, meekness, gentleness, and humility.Jesus of Nazareth was indeed a strong and foreful personality; he was an intelletual power and aspiritual stronghold. His personality not only appealed to the spiritually minded women among hisfollowers, but also to the eduated and intelletual Niodemus and to the hardy Roman soldier, theaptain stationed on guard at the ross, who, when he had �nished wathing the Master die, said,\Truly, this was a Son of God." And red-blooded, rugged Galilean �shermen alled him Master.The pitures of Jesus have been most unfortunate. These paintings of the Christ have exerteda deleterious inuene on youth; the temple merhants would hardly have ed before Jesus if hehad been suh a man as your artists usually have depited. His was a digni�ed manhood; he wasgood, but natural. Jesus did not pose as a mild, sweet, gentle, and kindly mysti. His teahing wasthrillingly dynami. He not only meant well, but he went about atually doing good.The Master never said, \Come to me all you who are indolent and all who are dreamers." But hedid many times say, \Come to me all you who labor, and I will give you rest - spiritual strength."The Master's yoke is, indeed, easy, but even so, he never imposes it; every individual must take thisyoke of his own free will.Jesus portrayed onquest by sari�e, the sari�e of pride and sel�shness. By showing mery,he meant to portray spiritual deliverane from all grudges, grievanes, anger, and the lust for sel�shpower and revenge. And when he said, \Resist not evil," he later explained that he did not meanto ondone sin or to ounsel fraternity with iniquity. He intended the more to teah forgiveness, to\resist not evil treatment of one's personality, evil injury to one's feelings of personal dignity."1445



141.4 Teahing About the FatherWhile sojourning at Amathus, Jesus spent muh time with the apostles instruting them in the newonept of God; again and again did he impress upon them that God is a Father, not a great andsupreme bookkeeper who is hiey engaged in making damaging entries against his erring hildrenon earth, reordings of sin and evil to be used against them when he subsequently sits in judgmentupon them as the just Judge of all reation. The Jews had long oneived of God as a king over all,even as a Father of the nation, but never before had large numbers of mortal men held the idea ofGod as a loving Father of the individual.In answer to Thomas's question, \Who is this God of the kingdom?" Jesus replied: \God is yourFather, and religion - my gospel - is nothing more nor less than the believing reognition of the truththat you are his son. And I am here among you in the esh to make lear both of these ideas in mylife and teahings."Jesus also sought to free the minds of his apostles from the idea of o�ering animal sari�es as areligious duty. But these men, trained in the religion of the daily sari�e, were slow to omprehendwhat he meant. Nevertheless, the Master did not grow weary in his teahing. When he failed toreah the minds of all of the apostles by means of one illustration, he would restate his message andemploy another type of parable for purposes of illumination.At this same time Jesus began to teah the twelve more fully onerning their mission \to omfortthe a�ited and minister to the sik." The Master taught them muh about the whole man - theunion of body, mind, and spirit to form the individual man or woman. Jesus told his assoiatesabout the three forms of a�ition they would meet and went on to explain how they should ministerto all who su�er the sorrows of human sikness. He taught them to reognize:1. Diseases of the esh - those a�itions ommonly regarded as physial sikness.2. Troubled minds - those nonphysial a�itions whih were subsequently looked upon as emo-tional and mental diÆulties and disturbanes.3. The possession of evil spirits.Jesus explained to his apostles on several oasions the nature, and something onerning theorigin, of these evil spirits, in that day often also alled unlean spirits. The Master well knew thedi�erene between the possession of evil spirits and insanity, but the apostles did not. Neither wasit possible, in view of their limited knowledge of the early history of Urantia, for Jesus to undertaketo make this matter fully understandable. But he many times said to them, alluding to these evilspirits: \They shall no more molest men when I shall have asended to my Father in heaven, andafter I shall have poured out my spirit upon all esh in those times when the kingdom will ome ingreat power and spiritual glory."From week to week and from month to month, throughout this entire year, the apostles paid moreand more attention to the healing ministry of the sik.141.5 Spiritual UnityOne of the most eventful of all the evening onferenes at Amathus was the session having to dowith the disussion of spiritual unity. James Zebedee had asked, \Master, how shall we learn to seealike and thereby enjoy more harmony among ourselves?" When Jesus heard this question, he wasstirred within his spirit, so muh so that he replied: \James, James, when did I teah you that youshould all see alike? I have ome into the world to prolaim spiritual liberty to the end that mortalsmay be empowered to live individual lives of originality and freedom before God. I do not desire1446



that soial harmony and fraternal peae shall be purhased by the sari�e of free personality andspiritual originality. What I require of you, my apostles, is spirit unity - and that you an experienein the joy of your united dediation to the wholehearted doing of the will of my Father in heaven.You do not have to see alike or feel alike or even think alike in order spiritually to be alike. Spiritualunity is derived from the onsiousness that eah of you is indwelt, and inreasingly dominated, bythe spirit gift of the heavenly Father. Your apostoli harmony must grow out of the fat that thespirit hope of eah of you is idential in origin, nature, and destiny.\In this way you may experiene a perfeted unity of spirit purpose and spirit understandinggrowing out of the mutual onsiousness of the identity of eah of your indwelling Paradise spirits;and you may enjoy all of this profound spiritual unity in the very fae of the utmost diversity ofyour individual attitudes of intelletual thinking, temperamental feeling, and soial ondut. Yourpersonalities may be refreshingly diverse and markedly di�erent, while your spiritual natures andspirit fruits of divine worship and brotherly love may be so uni�ed that all who behold your lives willof a surety take ognizane of this spirit identity and soul unity; they will reognize that you havebeen with me and have thereby learned, and aeptably, how to do the will of the Father in heaven.You an ahieve the unity of the servie of God even while you render suh servie in aordanewith the tehnique of your own original endowments of mind, body, and soul.\Your spirit unity implies two things, whih always will be found to harmonize in the lives ofindividual believers: First, you are possessed with a ommon motive for life servie; you all desireabove everything to do the will of the Father in heaven. Seond, you all have a ommon goal ofexistene; you all purpose to �nd the Father in heaven, thereby proving to the universe that youhave beome like him."Many times during the training of the twelve Jesus reverted to this theme. Repeatedly he toldthem it was not his desire that those who believed in him should beome dogmatized and standardizedin aordane with the religious interpretations of even good men. Again and again he warned hisapostles against the formulation of reeds and the establishment of traditions as a means of guidingand ontrolling believers in the gospel of the kingdom.141.6 Last Week at AmathusNear the end of the last week at Amathus, Simon Zelotes brought to Jesus one Teherma, a Persiandoing business at Damasus. Teherma had heard of Jesus and had ome to Capernaum to see him,and there learning that Jesus had gone with his apostles down the Jordan on the way to Jerusalem,he set out to �nd him. Andrew had presented Teherma to Simon for instrution. Simon looked uponthe Persian as a \�re worshiper," although Teherma took great pains to explain that �re was onlythe visible symbol of the Pure and Holy One. After talking with Jesus, the Persian signi�ed hisintention of remaining for several days to hear the teahing and listen to the preahing.When Simon Zelotes and Jesus were alone, Simon asked the Master: \Why is it that I ould notpersuade him? Why did he so resist me and so readily lend an ear to you?" Jesus answered: \Simon,Simon, how many times have I instruted you to refrain from all e�orts to take something out of thehearts of those who seek salvation? How often have I told you to labor only to put something intothese hungry souls? Lead men into the kingdom, and the great and living truths of the kingdom willpresently drive out all serious error. When you have presented to mortal man the good news thatGod is his Father, you an the easier persuade him that he is in reality a son of God. And havingdone that, you have brought the light of salvation to the one who sits in darkness. Simon, when theSon of Man ame �rst to you, did he ome denouning Moses and the prophets and prolaiming a newand better way of life? No. I ame not to take away that whih you had from your forefathers but toshow you the perfeted vision of that whih your fathers saw only in part. Go then, Simon, teahing1447



and preahing the kingdom, and when you have a man safely and seurely within the kingdom, thenis the time, when suh a one shall ome to you with inquiries, to impart instrution having to dowith the progressive advanement of the soul within the divine kingdom."Simon was astonished at these words, but he did as Jesus had instruted him, and Teherma, thePersian, was numbered among those who entered the kingdom.That night Jesus disoursed to the apostles on the new life in the kingdom. He said in part:\When you enter the kingdom, you are reborn. You annot teah the deep things of the spirit tothose who have been born only of the esh; �rst see that men are born of the spirit before you seekto instrut them in the advaned ways of the spirit. Do not undertake to show men the beauties ofthe temple until you have �rst taken them into the temple. Introdue men to God and as the sonsof God before you disourse on the dotrines of the fatherhood of God and the sonship of men. Donot strive with men - always be patient. It is not your kingdom; you are only ambassadors. Simplygo forth prolaiming: This is the kingdom of heaven - God is your Father and you are his sons, andthis good news, if you wholeheartedly believe it, is your eternal salvation."The apostles made great progress during the sojourn at Amathus. But they were very muhdisappointed that Jesus would give them no suggestions about dealing with John's disiples. Evenin the important matter of baptism, all that Jesus said was: \John did indeed baptize with water,but when you enter the kingdom of heaven, you shall be baptized with the Spirit."141.7 At Bethany Beyond JordanOn February 26, Jesus, his apostles, and a large group of followers journeyed down the Jordan to theford near Bethany in Perea, the plae where John �rst made prolamation of the oming kingdom.Jesus with his apostles remained here, teahing and preahing, for four weeks before they went onup to Jerusalem.The seond week of the sojourn at Bethany beyond Jordan, Jesus took Peter, James, and Johninto the hills aross the river and south of Jeriho for a three days' rest. The Master taught thesethree many new and advaned truths about the kingdom of heaven. For the purpose of this reordwe will reorganize and lassify these teahings as follows:Jesus endeavored to make lear that he desired his disiples, having tasted of the good spiritrealities of the kingdom, so to live in the world that men, by seeing their lives, would beomekingdom onsious and hene be led to inquire of believers onerning the ways of the kingdom. Allsuh sinere seekers for the truth are always glad to hear the glad tidings of the faith gift whihinsures admission to the kingdom with its eternal and divine spirit realities.The Master sought to impress upon all teahers of the gospel of the kingdom that their onlybusiness was to reveal God to the individual man as his Father - to lead this individual man tobeome son-onsious; then to present this same man to God as his faith son. Both of these essentialrevelations are aomplished in Jesus. He beame, indeed, \the way, the truth, and the life." Thereligion of Jesus was wholly based on the living of his bestowal life on earth. When Jesus departedfrom this world, he left behind no books, laws, or other forms of human organization a�eting thereligious life of the individual.Jesus made it plain that he had ome to establish personal and eternal relations with men whihshould forever take preedene over all other human relationships. And he emphasized that thisintimate spiritual fellowship was to be extended to all men of all ages and of all soial onditionsamong all peoples. The only reward whih he held out for his hildren was: in this world - spiritualjoy and divine ommunion; in the next world - eternal life in the progress of the divine spirit realitiesof the Paradise Father. 1448



Jesus laid great emphasis upon what he alled the two truths of �rst import in the teahings ofthe kingdom, and they are: the attainment of salvation by faith, and faith alone, assoiated with therevolutionary teahing of the attainment of human liberty through the sinere reognition of truth,\You shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free." Jesus was the truth made manifestin the esh, and he promised to send his Spirit of Truth into the hearts of all his hildren after hisreturn to the Father in heaven.The Master was teahing these apostles the essentials of truth for an entire age on earth. Theyoften listened to his teahings when in reality what he said was intended for the inspiration andedi�ation of other worlds. He exempli�ed a new and original plan of life. From the human standpointhe was indeed a Jew, but he lived his life for all the world as a mortal of the realm.To insure the reognition of his Father in the unfolding of the plan of the kingdom, Jesus explainedthat he had purposely ignored the \great men of earth." He began his work with the poor, the verylass whih had been so negleted by most of the evolutionary religions of preeding times. Hedespised no man; his plan was world-wide, even universal. He was so bold and emphati in theseannounements that even Peter, James, and John were tempted to think he might possibly be besidehimself.He sought mildly to impart to these apostles the truth that he had ome on this bestowal mission,not to set an example for a few earth reatures, but to establish and demonstrate a standard of humanlife for all peoples upon all worlds throughout his entire universe. And this standard approahed thehighest perfetion, even the �nal goodness of the Universal Father. But the apostles ould not graspthe meaning of his words.He announed that he had ome to funtion as a teaher, a teaher sent from heaven to presentspiritual truth to the material mind. And this is exatly what he did; he was a teaher, not a preaher.From the human viewpoint Peter was a muh more e�etive preaher than Jesus. Jesus' preahingwas so e�etive beause of his unique personality, not so muh beause of ompelling oratory oremotional appeal. Jesus spoke diretly to men's souls. He was a teaher of man's spirit, but throughthe mind. He lived with men.It was on this oasion that Jesus intimated to Peter, James, and John that his work on earthwas in some respets to be limited by the ommission of his \assoiate on high," referring to theprebestowal instrutions of his Paradise brother, Immanuel. He told them that he had ome to dohis Father's will and only his Father's will. Being thus motivated by a wholehearted singleness ofpurpose, he was not anxiously bothered by the evil in the world.The apostles were beginning to reognize the una�eted friendliness of Jesus. Though the Masterwas easy of approah, he always lived independent of, and above, all human beings. Not for onemoment was he ever dominated by any purely mortal inuene or subjet to frail human judgment.He paid no attention to publi opinion, and he was uninuened by praise. He seldom paused toorret misunderstandings or to resent misrepresentation. He never asked any man for advie; henever made requests for prayers.James was astonished at how Jesus seemed to see the end from the beginning. The Master rarelyappeared to be surprised. He was never exited, vexed, or disonerted. He never apologized to anyman. He was at times saddened, but never disouraged.More learly John reognized that, notwithstanding all of his divine endowments, after all, he washuman. Jesus lived as a man among men and understood, loved, and knew how to manage men. Inhis personal life he was so human, and yet so faultless. And he was always unsel�sh.Although Peter, James, and John ould not understand very muh of what Jesus said on thisoasion, his graious words lingered in their hearts, and after the rui�xion and resurretion theyame forth greatly to enrih and gladden their subsequent ministry. No wonder these apostles didnot fully omprehend the Master's words, for he was projeting to them the plan of a new age.1449



141.8 Working in JerihoThroughout the four weeks' sojourn at Bethany beyond Jordan, several times eah week Andrewwould assign apostoli ouples to go up to Jeriho for a day or two. John had many believers inJeriho, and the majority of them welomed the more advaned teahings of Jesus and his apostles.On these Jeriho visits the apostles began more spei�ally to arry out Jesus' instrutions to ministerto the sik; they visited every house in the ity and sought to omfort every a�ited person.The apostles did some publi work in Jeriho, but their e�orts were hiey of a more quietand personal nature. They now made the disovery that the good news of the kingdom was veryomforting to the sik; that their message arried healing for the a�ited. And it was in Jerihothat Jesus' ommission to the twelve to preah the glad tidings of the kingdom and minister to thea�ited was �rst fully arried into e�et.They stopped in Jeriho on the way up to Jerusalem and were overtaken by a delegation fromMesopotamia that had ome to onfer with Jesus. The apostles had planned to spend but a dayhere, but when these truth seekers from the East arrived, Jesus spent three days with them, andthey returned to their various homes along the Euphrates happy in the knowledge of the new truthsof the kingdom of heaven.141.9 Departing for JerusalemOn Monday, the last day of Marh, Jesus and the apostles began their journey up the hills towardJerusalem. Lazarus of Bethany had been down to the Jordan twie to see Jesus, and every arrange-ment had been made for the Master and his apostles to make their headquarters with Lazarus andhis sisters at Bethany as long as they might desire to stay in Jerusalem.The disiples of John remained at Bethany beyond the Jordan, teahing and baptizing the multi-tudes, so that Jesus was aompanied only by the twelve when he arrived at Lazarus's home. HereJesus and the apostles tarried for �ve days, resting and refreshing themselves before going on toJerusalem for the Passover. It was a great event in the lives of Martha and Mary to have the Masterand his apostles in the home of their brother, where they ould minister to their needs.On Sunday morning, April 6, Jesus and the apostles went down to Jerusalem; and this was the�rst time the Master and all of the twelve had been there together.
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Chapter 142The Passover at JerusalemTHE month of April Jesus and the apostles worked in Jerusalem, going out of the ity eah eveningto spend the night at Bethany. Jesus himself spent one or two nights eah week in Jerusalem at thehome of Flavius, a Greek Jew, where many prominent Jews ame in seret to interview him.The �rst day in Jerusalem Jesus alled upon his friend of former years, Annas, the onetime highpriest and relative of Salome, Zebedee's wife. Annas had been hearing about Jesus and his teahings,and when Jesus alled at the high priest's home, he was reeived with muh reserve. When Jesuspereived Annas's oldness, he took immediate leave, saying as he departed: \Fear is man's hiefenslaver and pride his great weakness; will you betray yourself into bondage to both of these destroyersof joy and liberty?" But Annas made no reply. The Master did not again see Annas until the timewhen he sat with his son-in-law in judgment on the Son of Man.
142.1 Teahing in the TempleThroughout this month Jesus or one of the apostles taught daily in the temple. When the Passoverrowds were too great to �nd entrane to the temple teahing, the apostles onduted many teahinggroups outside the sared preints. The burden of their message was:1. The kingdom of heaven is at hand.2. By faith in the fatherhood of God you may enter the kingdom of heaven, thus beoming thesons of God.3. Love is the rule of living within the kingdom - supreme devotion to God while loving yourneighbor as yourself.4. Obediene to the will of the Father, yielding the fruits of the spirit in one's personal life, is thelaw of the kingdom.The multitudes who ame to elebrate the Passover heard this teahing of Jesus, and hundredsof them rejoied in the good news. The hief priests and rulers of the Jews beame muh onernedabout Jesus and his apostles and debated among themselves as to what should be done with them.Besides teahing in and about the temple, the apostles and other believers were engaged in doingmuh personal work among the Passover throngs. These interested men and women arried the newsof Jesus' message from this Passover elebration to the uttermost parts of the Roman Empire andalso to the East. This was the beginning of the spread of the gospel of the kingdom to the outsideworld. No longer was the work of Jesus to be on�ned to Palestine.1451



142.2 God's WrathThere was in Jerusalem in attendane upon the Passover festivities one Jaob, a wealthy Jewishtrader from Crete, and he ame to Andrew making request to see Jesus privately. Andrew arrangedthis seret meeting with Jesus at Flavius's home the evening of the next day. This man ould notomprehend the Master's teahings, and he ame beause he desired to inquire more fully aboutthe kingdom of God. Said Jaob to Jesus: \But, Rabbi, Moses and the olden prophets tell us thatYahweh is a jealous God, a God of great wrath and �ere anger. The prophets say he hates evildoersand takes vengeane on those who obey not his law. You and your disiples teah us that God isa kind and ompassionate Father who so loves all men that he would welome them into this newkingdom of heaven, whih you prolaim is so near at hand."When Jaob �nished speaking, Jesus replied: \Jaob, you have well stated the teahings of theolden prophets who taught the hildren of their generation in aordane with the light of their day.Our Father in Paradise is hangeless. But the onept of his nature has enlarged and grown fromthe days of Moses down through the times of Amos and even to the generation of the prophet Isaiah.And now have I ome in the esh to reveal the Father in new glory and to show forth his love andmery to all men on all worlds. As the gospel of this kingdom shall spread over the world with itsmessage of good heer and good will to all men, there will grow up improved and better relationsamong the families of all nations. As time passes, fathers and their hildren will love eah othermore, and thus will be brought about a better understanding of the love of the Father in heaven forhis hildren on earth. Remember, Jaob, that a good and true father not only loves his family as awhole - as a family - but he also truly loves and a�etionately ares for eah individual member."After onsiderable disussion of the heavenly Father's harater, Jesus paused to say: \You, Jaob,being a father of many, know well the truth of my words." And Jaob said: \But, Master, who toldyou I was the father of six hildren? How did you know this about me?" And the Master replied:\SuÆe it to say that the Father and the Son know all things, for indeed they see all. Loving yourhildren as a father on earth, you must now aept as a reality the love of the heavenly Father foryou - not just for all the hildren of Abraham, but for you, your individual soul."Then Jesus went on to say: \When your hildren are very young and immature, and when youmust hastise them, they may reet that their father is angry and �lled with resentful wrath. Theirimmaturity annot penetrate beyond the punishment to disern the father's farseeing and orretivea�etion. But when these same hildren beome grown-up men and women, would it not be folly forthem to ling to these earlier and misoneived notions regarding their father? As men and womenthey should now disern their father's love in all these early disiplines. And should not mankind, asthe enturies pass, ome the better to understand the true nature and loving harater of the Fatherin heaven? What pro�t have you from suessive generations of spiritual illumination if you persistin viewing God as Moses and the prophets saw him? I say to you, Jaob, under the bright light ofthis hour you should see the Father as none of those who have gone before ever beheld him. Andthus seeing him, you should rejoie to enter the kingdom wherein suh a meriful Father rules, andyou should seek to have his will of love dominate your life heneforth."And Jaob answered: \Rabbi, I believe; I desire that you lead me into the Father's kingdom."142.3 The Conept of GodThe twelve apostles, most of whom had listened to this disussion of the harater of God, that nightasked Jesus many questions about the Father in heaven. The Master's answers to these questionsan best be presented by the following summary in modern phraseology:Jesus mildly upbraided the twelve, in substane saying: Do you not know the traditions of Israel1452



relating to the growth of the idea of Yahweh, and are you ignorant of the teahing of the Sripturesonerning the dotrine of God? And then did the Master proeed to instrut the apostles aboutthe evolution of the onept of Deity throughout the ourse of the development of the Jewish people.He alled attention to the following phases of the growth of the God idea:1. Yahweh - the god of the Sinai lans. This was the primitive onept of Deity whih Mosesexalted to the higher level of the Lord God of Israel. The Father in heaven never fails to aept thesinere worship of his hildren on earth, no matter how rude their onept of Deity or by what namethey symbolize his divine nature.2. The Most High. This onept of the Father in heaven was prolaimed by Melhizedek toAbraham and was arried far from Salem by those who subsequently believed in this enlarged andexpanded idea of Deity. Abraham and his brother left Ur beause of the establishment of sun worship,and they beame believers in Melhizedek's teahing of El Elyon - the Most High God. Theirs was aomposite onept of God, onsisting in a blending of their older Mesopotamian ideas and the MostHigh dotrine.3. El Shaddai. During these early days many of the Hebrews worshiped El Shaddai, the Egyptianonept of the God of heaven, whih they learned about during their aptivity in the land of theNile. Long after the times of Melhizedek all three of these onepts of God beame joined togetherto form the dotrine of the reator Deity, the Lord God of Israel.4. Elohim. From the times of Adam the teahing of the Paradise Trinity has persisted. Do younot reall how the Sriptures begin by asserting that \In the beginning the Gods reated the heavensand the earth"? This indiates that when that reord was made the Trinity onept of three Godsin one had found lodgment in the religion of our forebears.5. The Supreme Yahweh. By the times of Isaiah these beliefs about God had expanded intothe onept of a Universal Creator who was simultaneously all-powerful and all-meriful. And thisevolving and enlarging onept of God virtually supplanted all previous ideas of Deity in our fathers'religion.6. The Father in heaven. And now do we know God as our Father in heaven. Our teahingprovides a religion wherein the believer is a son of God. That is the good news of the gospel of thekingdom of heaven. Coexistent with the Father are the Son and the Spirit, and the revelation ofthe nature and ministry of these Paradise Deities will ontinue to enlarge and brighten throughoutthe endless ages of the eternal spiritual progression of the asending sons of God. At all times andduring all ages the true worship of any human being - as onerns individual spiritual progress - isreognized by the indwelling spirit as homage rendered to the Father in heaven.Never before had the apostles been so shoked as they were upon hearing this reounting of thegrowth of the onept of God in the Jewish minds of previous generations; they were too bewilderedto ask questions. As they sat before Jesus in silene, the Master ontinued: \And you would haveknown these truths had you read the Sriptures. Have you not read in Samuel where it says: `Andthe anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel, so muh so that he moved David against them,saying, go number Israel and Judah'? And this was not strange beause in the days of Samuel thehildren of Abraham really believed that Yahweh reated both good and evil. But when a later writernarrated these events, subsequent to the enlargement of the Jewish onept of the nature of God,he did not dare attribute evil to Yahweh; therefore he said: `And Satan stood up against Israel andprovoked David to number Israel.' Cannot you disern that suh reords in the Sriptures learlyshow how the onept of the nature of God ontinued to grow from one generation to another?\Again should you have diserned the growth of the understanding of divine law in perfet keepingwith these enlarging onepts of divinity. When the hildren of Israel ame out of Egypt in the daysbefore the enlarged revelation of Yahweh, they had ten ommandments whih served as their lawright up to the times when they were enamped before Sinai. And these ten ommandments were:1453



\1. You shall worship no other god, for the Lord is a jealous God.\2. You shall not make molten gods.\3. You shall not neglet to keep the feast of unleavened bread.\4. Of all the males of men or attle, the �rst-born are mine, says the Lord.\5. Six days you may work, but on the seventh day you shall rest.\6. You shall not fail to observe the feast of the �rst fruits and the feast of the ingathering at theend of the year.\7. You shall not o�er the blood of any sari�e with leavened bread.\8. The sari�e of the feast of the Passover shall not be left until morning.\9. The �rst of the �rst fruits of the ground you shall bring to the house of the Lord your God.\10. You shall not seethe a kid in its mother's milk.\And then, amidst the thunders and lightnings of Sinai, Moses gave them the new ten ommand-ments, whih you will all allow are more worthy utteranes to aompany the enlarging Yahwehonepts of Deity. And did you never take notie of these ommandments as twie reorded in theSriptures, that in the �rst ase deliverane from Egypt is assigned as the reason for Sabbath keep-ing, while in a later reord the advaning religious beliefs of our forefathers demanded that this behanged to the reognition of the fat of reation as the reason for Sabbath observane?\And then will you remember that one again - in the greater spiritual enlightenment of Isaiah'sday - these ten negative ommandments were hanged into the great and positive law of love, theinjuntion to love God supremely and your neighbor as yourself. And it is this supreme law of lovefor God and for man that I also delare to you as onstituting the whole duty of man."And when he had �nished speaking, no man asked him a question. They went, eah one to hissleep.142.4 Flavius and Greek CultureFlavius, the Greek Jew, was a proselyte of the gate, having been neither irumised nor baptized;and sine he was a great lover of the beautiful in art and sulpture, the house whih he oupied whensojourning in Jerusalem was a beautiful edi�e. This home was exquisitely adorned with prielesstreasures whih he had gathered up here and there on his world travels. When he �rst thought ofinviting Jesus to his home, he feared that the Master might take o�ense at the sight of these so-alledimages. But Flavius was agreeably surprised when Jesus entered the home that, instead of rebukinghim for having these supposedly idolatrous objets sattered about the house, he manifested greatinterest in the entire olletion and asked many appreiative questions about eah objet as Flaviusesorted him from room to room, showing him all of his favorite statues.The Master saw that his host was bewildered at his friendly attitude toward art; therefore, whenthey had �nished the survey of the entire olletion, Jesus said: \Beause you appreiate the beautyof things reated by my Father and fashioned by the artisti hands of man, why should you expetto be rebuked? Beause Moses onetime sought to ombat idolatry and the worship of false gods,why should all men frown upon the reprodution of grae and beauty? I say to you, Flavius, Moses'hildren have misunderstood him, and now do they make false gods of even his prohibitions of imagesand the likeness of things in heaven and on earth. But even if Moses taught suh restritions to thedarkened minds of those days, what has that to do with this day when the Father in heaven isrevealed as the universal Spirit Ruler over all? And, Flavius, I delare that in the oming kingdomthey shall no longer teah, `Do not worship this and do not worship that'; no longer shall they onern1454



themselves with ommands to refrain from this and take are not to do that, but rather shall all beonerned with one supreme duty. And this duty of man is expressed in two great privileges: sinereworship of the in�nite Creator, the Paradise Father, and loving servie bestowed upon one's fellowmen. If you love your neighbor as you love yourself, you really know that you are a son of God.\In an age when my Father was not well understood, Moses was justi�ed in his attempts towithstand idolatry, but in the oming age the Father will have been revealed in the life of the Son;and this new revelation of God will make it forever unneessary to onfuse the Creator Father withidols of stone or images of gold and silver. Heneforth, intelligent men may enjoy the treasures of artwithout onfusing suh material appreiation of beauty with the worship and servie of the Fatherin Paradise, the God of all things and all beings."Flavius believed all that Jesus taught him. The next day he went to Bethany beyond the Jordanand was baptized by the disiples of John. And this he did beause the apostles of Jesus did not yetbaptize believers. When Flavius returned to Jerusalem, he made a great feast for Jesus and invitedsixty of his friends. And many of these guests also beame believers in the message of the omingkingdom.142.5 The Disourse on AssuraneOne of the great sermons whih Jesus preahed in the temple this Passover week was in answer to aquestion asked by one of his hearers, a man from Damasus. This man asked Jesus: \But, Rabbi,how shall we know of a ertainty that you are sent by God, and that we may truly enter into thiskingdom whih you and your disiples delare is near at hand?" And Jesus answered:\As to my message and the teahing of my disiples, you should judge them by their fruits. Ifwe prolaim to you the truths of the spirit, the spirit will witness in your hearts that our message isgenuine. Conerning the kingdom and your assurane of aeptane by the heavenly Father, let meask what father among you who is a worthy and kindhearted father would keep his son in anxietyor suspense regarding his status in the family or his plae of seurity in the a�etions of his father'sheart? Do you earth fathers take pleasure in torturing your hildren with unertainty about theirplae of abiding love in your human hearts? Neither does your Father in heaven leave his faithhildren of the spirit in doubtful unertainty as to their position in the kingdom. If you reeive Godas your Father, then indeed and in truth are you the sons of God. And if you are sons, then are youseure in the position and standing of all that onerns eternal and divine sonship. If you believe mywords, you thereby believe in Him who sent me, and by thus believing in the Father, you have madeyour status in heavenly itizenship sure. If you do the will of the Father in heaven, you shall neverfail in the attainment of the eternal life of progress in the divine kingdom.\The Supreme Spirit shall bear witness with your spirits that you are truly the hildren of God.And if you are the sons of God, then have you been born of the spirit of God; and whosoever hasbeen born of the spirit has in himself the power to overome all doubt, and this is the vitory thatoveromes all unertainty, even your faith.\Said the Prophet Isaiah, speaking of these times: `When the spirit is poured upon us from onhigh, then shall the work of righteousness beome peae, quietness, and assurane forever.' And forall who truly believe this gospel, I will beome surety for their reeption into the eternal meriesand the everlasting life of my Father's kingdom. You, then, who hear this message and believe thisgospel of the kingdom are the sons of God, and you have life everlasting; and the evidene to all theworld that you have been born of the spirit is that you sinerely love one another."The throng of listeners remained many hours with Jesus, asking him questions and listeningattentively to his omforting answers. Even the apostles were emboldened by Jesus' teahing to1455



preah the gospel of the kingdom with more power and assurane. This experiene at Jerusalem wasa great inspiration to the twelve. It was their �rst ontat with suh enormous rowds, and theylearned many valuable lessons whih proved of great assistane in their later work.142.6 The Visit with NiodemusOne evening at the home of Flavius there ame to see Jesus one Niodemus, a wealthy and elderlymember of the Jewish Sanhedrin. He had heard muh about the teahings of this Galilean, and sohe went one afternoon to hear him as he taught in the temple ourts. He would have gone often tohear Jesus teah, but he feared to be seen by the people in attendane upon his teahing, for alreadywere the rulers of the Jews so at variane with Jesus that no member of the Sanhedrin would wantto be identi�ed in any open manner with him. Aordingly, Niodemus had arranged with Andrewto see Jesus privately and after nightfall on this partiular evening. Peter, James, and John were inFlavius's garden when the interview began, but later they all went into the house where the disourseontinued.In reeiving Niodemus, Jesus showed no partiular deferene; in talking with him, there was noompromise or undue persuasiveness. The Master made no attempt to repulse his seretive aller,nor did he employ sarasm. In all his dealings with the distinguished visitor, Jesus was alm, earnest,and digni�ed. Niodemus was not an oÆial delegate of the Sanhedrin; he ame to see Jesus whollybeause of his personal and sinere interest in the Master's teahings.Upon being presented by Flavius, Niodemus said: \Rabbi, we know that you are a teaher sentby God, for no mere man ould so teah unless God were with him. And I am desirous of knowingmore about your teahings regarding the oming kingdom."Jesus answered Niodemus: \Verily, verily, I say to you, Niodemus, exept a man be born fromabove, he annot see the kingdom of God." Then replied Niodemus: \But how an a man be bornagain when he is old? He annot enter a seond time into his mother's womb to be born."Jesus said: \Nevertheless, I delare to you, exept a man be born of the spirit, he annot enterinto the kingdom of God. That whih is born of the esh is esh, and that whih is born of thespirit is spirit. But you should not marvel that I said you must be born from above. When the windblows, you hear the rustle of the leaves, but you do not see the wind - whene it omes or whitherit goes - and so it is with everyone born of the spirit. With the eyes of the esh you an behold themanifestations of the spirit, but you annot atually disern the spirit."Niodemus replied: \But I do not understand - how an that be?" Said Jesus: \Can it be thatyou are a teaher in Israel and yet ignorant of all this? It beomes, then, the duty of those who knowabout the realities of the spirit to reveal these things to those who disern only the manifestationsof the material world. But will you believe us if we tell you of the heavenly truths? Do you have theourage, Niodemus, to believe in one who has desended from heaven, even the Son of Man?"And Niodemus said: \But how an I begin to lay hold upon this spirit whih is to remake me inpreparation for entering into the kingdom?" Jesus answered: \Already does the spirit of the Fatherin heaven indwell you. If you would be led by this spirit from above, very soon would you begin tosee with the eyes of the spirit, and then by the wholehearted hoie of spirit guidane would you beborn of the spirit sine your only purpose in living would be to do the will of your Father who is inheaven. And so �nding yourself born of the spirit and happily in the kingdom of God, you wouldbegin to bear in your daily life the abundant fruits of the spirit."Niodemus was thoroughly sinere. He was deeply impressed but went away bewildered. Niode-mus was aomplished in self-development, in self-restraint, and even in high moral qualities. He wasre�ned, egoisti, and altruisti; but he did not know how to submit his will to the will of the divine1456



Father as a little hild is willing to submit to the guidane and leading of a wise and loving earthlyfather, thereby beoming in reality a son of God, a progressive heir of the eternal kingdom.But Niodemus did summon faith enough to lay hold of the kingdom. He faintly protested whenhis olleagues of the Sanhedrin sought to ondemn Jesus without a hearing; and with Joseph ofArimathea, he later boldly aknowledged his faith and laimed the body of Jesus, even when mostof the disiples had ed in fear from the senes of their Master's �nal su�ering and death.142.7 The Lesson on the FamilyAfter the busy period of teahing and personal work of Passover week in Jerusalem, Jesus spent thenext Wednesday at Bethany with his apostles, resting. That afternoon, Thomas asked a questionwhih eliited a long and instrutive answer. Said Thomas: \Master, on the day we were set apartas ambassadors of the kingdom, you told us many things, instruted us regarding our personal modeof life, but what shall we teah the multitude? How are these people to live after the kingdom morefully omes? Shall your disiples own slaves? Shall your believers ourt poverty and shun property?Shall mery alone prevail so that we shall have no more law and justie?" Jesus and the twelve spentall afternoon and all that evening, after supper, disussing Thomas's questions. For the purposes ofthis reord we present the following summary of the Master's instrution:Jesus sought �rst to make plain to his apostles that he himself was on earth living a unique lifein the esh, and that they, the twelve, had been alled to partiipate in this bestowal experiene ofthe Son of Man; and as suh oworkers, they, too, must share in many of the speial restritions andobligations of the entire bestowal experiene. There was a veiled intimation that the Son of Manwas the only person who had ever lived on earth who ould simultaneously see into the very heartof God and into the very depths of man's soul.Very plainly Jesus explained that the kingdom of heaven was an evolutionary experiene, beginninghere on earth and progressing up through suessive life stations to Paradise. In the ourse of theevening he de�nitely stated that at some future stage of kingdom development he would revisit thisworld in spiritual power and divine glory.He next explained that the \kingdom idea" was not the best way to illustrate man's relation toGod; that he employed suh �gures of speeh beause the Jewish people were expeting the kingdom,and beause John had preahed in terms of the oming kingdom. Jesus said: \The people of anotherage will better understand the gospel of the kingdom when it is presented in terms expressive of thefamily relationship - when man understands religion as the teahing of the fatherhood of God andthe brotherhood of man, sonship with God." Then the Master disoursed at some length on theearthly family as an illustration of the heavenly family, restating the two fundamental laws of living:the �rst ommandment of love for the father, the head of the family, and the seond ommandmentof mutual love among the hildren, to love your brother as yourself. And then he explained that suha quality of brotherly a�etion would invariably manifest itself in unsel�sh and loving soial servie.Following that, ame the memorable disussion of the fundamental harateristis of family lifeand their appliation to the relationship existing between God and man. Jesus stated that a truefamily is founded on the following seven fats:1. The fat of existene. The relationships of nature and the phenomena of mortal likenesses arebound up in the family: Children inherit ertain parental traits. The hildren take origin in theparents; personality existene depends on the at of the parent. The relationship of father and hildis inherent in all nature and pervades all living existenes.2. Seurity and pleasure. True fathers take great pleasure in providing for the needs of theirhildren. Many fathers are not ontent with supplying the mere wants of their hildren but enjoy1457



making provision for their pleasures also.3. Eduation and training. Wise fathers arefully plan for the eduation and adequate training oftheir sons and daughters. When young they are prepared for the greater responsibilities of later life.4. Disipline and restraint. Farseeing fathers also make provision for the neessary disipline,guidane, orretion, and sometimes restraint of their young and immature o�spring.5. Companionship and loyalty. The a�etionate father holds intimate and loving interourse withhis hildren. Always is his ear open to their petitions; he is ever ready to share their hardships andassist them over their diÆulties. The father is supremely interested in the progressive welfare of hisprogeny.6. Love and mery. A ompassionate father is freely forgiving; fathers do not hold vengefulmemories against their hildren. Fathers are not like judges, enemies, or reditors. Real families arebuilt upon tolerane, patiene, and forgiveness.7. Provision for the future. Temporal fathers like to leave an inheritane for their sons. The familyontinues from one generation to another. Death only ends one generation to mark the beginning ofanother. Death terminates an individual life but not neessarily the family.For hours the Master disussed the appliation of these features of family life to the relationsof man, the earth hild, to God, the Paradise Father. And this was his onlusion: \This entirerelationship of a son to the Father, I know in perfetion, for all that you must attain of sonship in theeternal future I have now already attained. The Son of Man is prepared to asend to the right handof the Father, so that in me is the way now open still wider for all of you to see God and, ere youhave �nished the glorious progression, to beome perfet, even as your Father in heaven is perfet."When the apostles heard these startling words, they realled the pronounements whih Johnmade at the time of Jesus' baptism, and they also vividly realled this experiene in onnetion withtheir preahing and teahing subsequent to the Master's death and resurretion.Jesus is a divine Son, one in the Universal Father's full on�dene. He had been with the Fatherand omprehended him fully. He had now lived his earth life to the full satisfation of the Father,and this inarnation in the esh had enabled him fully to omprehend man. Jesus was the perfetionof man; he had attained just suh perfetion as all true believers are destined to attain in him andthrough him. Jesus revealed a God of perfetion to man and presented in himself the perfeted sonof the realms to God.Although Jesus disoursed for several hours, Thomas was not yet satis�ed, for he said: \But,Master, we do not �nd that the Father in heaven always deals kindly and merifully with us. Manytimes we grievously su�er on earth, and not always are our prayers answered. Where do we fail tograsp the meaning of your teahing?"Jesus replied: \Thomas, Thomas, how long before you will aquire the ability to listen with theear of the spirit? How long will it be before you disern that this kingdom is a spiritual kingdom, andthat my Father is also a spiritual being? Do you not understand that I am teahing you as spiritualhildren in the spirit family of heaven, of whih the fatherhead is an in�nite and eternal spirit? Willyou not allow me to use the earth family as an illustration of divine relationships without so literallyapplying my teahing to material a�airs? In your minds annot you separate the spiritual realities ofthe kingdom from the material, soial, eonomi, and politial problems of the age? When I speakthe language of the spirit, why do you insist on translating my meaning into the language of the eshjust beause I presume to employ ommonplae and literal relationships for purposes of illustration?My hildren, I implore that you ease to apply the teahing of the kingdom of the spirit to the sordida�airs of slavery, poverty, houses, and lands, and to the material problems of human equity andjustie. These temporal matters are the onern of the men of this world, and while in a way theya�et all men, you have been alled to represent me in the world, even as I represent my Father. You1458



are spiritual ambassadors of a spiritual kingdom, speial representatives of the spirit Father. By thistime it should be possible for me to instrut you as full-grown men of the spirit kingdom. Must Iever address you only as hildren? Will you never grow up in spirit pereption? Nevertheless, I loveyou and will bear with you, even to the very end of our assoiation in the esh. And even then shallmy spirit go before you into all the world."142.8 In Southern JudeaBy the end of April the opposition to Jesus among the Pharisees and Sadduees had beome sopronouned that the Master and his apostles deided to leave Jerusalem for a while, going southto work in Bethlehem and Hebron. The entire month of May was spent in doing personal work inthese ities and among the people of the surrounding villages. No publi preahing was done onthis trip, only house-to-house visitation. A part of this time, while the apostles taught the gospeland ministered to the sik, Jesus and Abner spent at Engedi, visiting the Nazarite olony. Johnthe Baptist had gone forth from this plae, and Abner had been head of this group. Many of theNazarite brotherhood beame believers in Jesus, but the majority of these aseti and eentri menrefused to aept him as a teaher sent from heaven beause he did not teah fasting and other formsof self-denial.The people living in this region did not know that Jesus had been born in Bethlehem. Theyalways supposed the Master had been born at Nazareth, as did the vast majority of his disiples,but the twelve knew the fats.This sojourn in the south of Judea was a restful and fruitful season of labor; many souls wereadded to the kingdom. By the �rst days of June the agitation against Jesus had so quieted down inJerusalem that the Master and the apostles returned to instrut and omfort believers.Although Jesus and the apostles spent the entire month of June in or near Jerusalem, they didno publi teahing during this period. They lived for the most part in tents, whih they pithed in ashaded park, or garden, known in that day as Gethsemane. This park was situated on the westernslope of the Mount of Olives not far from the brook Kidron. The Sabbath weekends they usuallyspent with Lazarus and his sisters at Bethany. Jesus entered within the walls of Jerusalem only afew times, but a large number of interested inquirers ame out to Gethsemane to visit with him. OneFriday evening Niodemus and one Joseph of Arimathea ventured out to see Jesus but turned bakthrough fear even after they were standing before the entrane to the Master's tent. And, of ourse,they did not pereive that Jesus knew all about their doings.When the rulers of the Jews learned that Jesus had returned to Jerusalem, they prepared toarrest him; but when they observed that he did no publi preahing, they onluded that he hadbeome frightened by their previous agitation and deided to allow him to arry on his teahingin this private manner without further molestation. And thus a�airs moved along quietly until thelast days of June, when one Simon, a member of the Sanhedrin, publily espoused the teahingsof Jesus, after so delaring himself before the rulers of the Jews. Immediately a new agitation forJesus' apprehension sprang up and grew so strong that the Master deided to retire into the itiesof Samaria and the Deapolis.
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Chapter 143Going Through SamariaAT THE end of June, A.D. 27, beause of the inreasing opposition of the Jewish religious rulers,Jesus and the twelve departed from Jerusalem, after sending their tents and meager personal e�etsto be stored at the home of Lazarus at Bethany. Going north into Samaria, they tarried over theSabbath at Bethel. Here they preahed for several days to the people who ame from Gophna andEphraim. A group of itizens from Arimathea and Thamna ame over to invite Jesus to visit theirvillages. The Master and his apostles spent more than two weeks teahing the Jews and Samaritansof this region, many of whom ame from as far as Antipatris to hear the good news of the kingdom.The people of southern Samaria heard Jesus gladly, and the apostles, with the exeption of JudasIsariot, sueeded in overoming muh of their prejudie against the Samaritans. It was very diÆultfor Judas to love these Samaritans. The last week of July Jesus and his assoiates made ready todepart for the new Greek ities of Phasaelis and Arhelais near the Jordan.143.1 Preahing at ArhelaisThe �rst half of the month of August the apostoli party made its headquarters at the Greek itiesof Arhelais and Phasaelis, where they had their �rst experiene preahing to well-nigh exlusivegatherings of gentiles - Greeks, Romans, and Syrians - for few Jews dwelt in these two Greek towns.In ontating with these Roman itizens, the apostles enountered new diÆulties in the prolamationof the message of the oming kingdom, and they met with new objetions to the teahings of Jesus. Atone of the many evening onferenes with his apostles, Jesus listened attentively to these objetionsto the gospel of the kingdom as the twelve repeated their experienes with the subjets of theirpersonal labors.A question asked by Philip was typial of their diÆulties. Said Philip: \Master, these Greeksand Romans make light of our message, saying that suh teahings are �t for only weaklings andslaves. They assert that the religion of the heathen is superior to our teahing beause it inspires tothe aquirement of a strong, robust, and aggressive harater. They aÆrm that we would onvertall men into enfeebled speimens of passive nonresisters who would soon perish from the fae of theearth. They like you, Master, and freely admit that your teahing is heavenly and ideal, but theywill not take us seriously. They assert that your religion is not for this world; that men annot liveas you teah. And now, Master, what shall we say to these gentiles?"After Jesus had heard similar objetions to the gospel of the kingdom presented by Thomas,Nathaniel, Simon Zelotes, and Matthew, he said to the twelve:\I have ome into this world to do the will of my Father and to reveal his loving harater toall mankind. That, my brethren, is my mission. And this one thing I will do, regardless of the1461



misunderstanding of my teahings by Jews or gentiles of this day or of another generation. But youshould not overlook the fat that even divine love has its severe disiplines. A father's love for hisson oftentimes impels the father to restrain the unwise ats of his thoughtless o�spring. The hilddoes not always omprehend the wise and loving motives of the father's restraining disipline. ButI delare to you that my Father in Paradise does rule a universe of universes by the ompellingpower of his love. Love is the greatest of all spirit realities. Truth is a liberating revelation, butlove is the supreme relationship. And no matter what blunders your fellow men make in their worldmanagement of today, in an age to ome the gospel whih I delare to you will rule this very world.The ultimate goal of human progress is the reverent reognition of the fatherhood of God and theloving materialization of the brotherhood of man.\But who told you that my gospel was intended only for slaves and weaklings? Do you, my hosenapostles, resemble weaklings? Did John look like a weakling? Do you observe that I am enslavedby fear? True, the poor and oppressed of this generation have the gospel preahed to them. Thereligions of this world have negleted the poor, but my Father is no respeter of persons. Besides, thepoor of this day are the �rst to heed the all to repentane and aeptane of sonship. The gospel ofthe kingdom is to be preahed to all men - Jew and gentile, Greek and Roman, rih and poor, freeand bond - and equally to young and old, male and female.\Beause my Father is a God of love and delights in the pratie of mery, do not imbibe the ideathat the servie of the kingdom is to be one of monotonous ease. The Paradise asent is the supremeadventure of all time, the rugged ahievement of eternity. The servie of the kingdom on earth willall for all the ourageous manhood that you and your oworkers an muster. Many of you will beput to death for your loyalty to the gospel of this kingdom. It is easy to die in the line of physialbattle when your ourage is strengthened by the presene of your �ghting omrades, but it requiresa higher and more profound form of human ourage and devotion almly and all alone to lay downyour life for the love of a truth enshrined in your mortal heart.\Today, the unbelievers may taunt you with preahing a gospel of nonresistane and with livinglives of nonviolene, but you are the �rst volunteers of a long line of sinere believers in the gospel ofthis kingdom who will astonish all mankind by their heroi devotion to these teahings. No armies ofthe world have ever displayed more ourage and bravery than will be portrayed by you and your loyalsuessors who shall go forth to all the world prolaiming the good news - the fatherhood of Godand the brotherhood of men. The ourage of the esh is the lowest form of bravery. Mind braveryis a higher type of human ourage, but the highest and supreme is unompromising loyalty to theenlightened onvitions of profound spiritual realities. And suh ourage onstitutes the heroismof the God-knowing man. And you are all God-knowing men; you are in very truth the personalassoiates of the Son of Man."This was not all that Jesus said on that oasion, but it is the introdution of his address, andhe went on at great length in ampli�ation and in illustration of this pronounement. This was oneof the most impassioned addresses whih Jesus ever delivered to the twelve. Seldom did the Masterspeak to his apostles with evident strong feeling, but this was one of those few oasions when hespoke with manifest earnestness, aompanied by marked emotion.The result upon the publi preahing and personal ministry of the apostles was immediate; fromthat very day their message took on a new note of ourageous dominane. The twelve ontinued toaquire the spirit of positive aggression in the new gospel of the kingdom. From this day forwardthey did not oupy themselves so muh with the preahing of the negative virtues and the passiveinjuntions of their Master's many-sided teahing.
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143.2 Lesson on Self-MasteryThe Master was a perfeted speimen of human self-ontrol. When he was reviled, he reviled not;when he su�ered, he uttered no threats against his tormentors; when he was denouned by hisenemies, he simply ommitted himself to the righteous judgment of the Father in heaven.At one of the evening onferenes, Andrew asked Jesus: \Master, are we to pratie self-denial asJohn taught us, or are we to strive for the self-ontrol of your teahing? Wherein does your teahingdi�er from that of John?" Jesus answered: \John indeed taught you the way of righteousness inaordane with the light and laws of his fathers, and that was the religion of self-examination andself-denial. But I ome with a new message of self-forgetfulness and self-ontrol. I show to you theway of life as revealed to me by my Father in heaven.\Verily, verily, I say to you, he who rules his own self is greater than he who aptures a ity.Self-mastery is the measure of man's moral nature and the indiator of his spiritual development. Inthe old order you fasted and prayed; as the new reature of the rebirth of the spirit, you are taughtto believe and rejoie. In the Father's kingdom you are to beome new reatures; old things are topass away; behold I show you how all things are to beome new. And by your love for one anotheryou are to onvine the world that you have passed from bondage to liberty, from death into lifeeverlasting.\By the old way you seek to suppress, obey, and onform to the rules of living; by the new wayyou are �rst transformed by the Spirit of Truth and thereby strengthened in your inner soul by theonstant spiritual renewing of your mind, and so are you endowed with the power of the ertainand joyous performane of the graious, aeptable, and perfet will of God. Forget not - it is yourpersonal faith in the exeedingly great and preious promises of God that ensures your beomingpartakers of the divine nature. Thus by your faith and the spirit's transformation, you beome inreality the temples of God, and his spirit atually dwells within you. If, then, the spirit dwells withinyou, you are no longer bondslaves of the esh but free and liberated sons of the spirit. The newlaw of the spirit endows you with the liberty of self-mastery in plae of the old law of the fear ofself-bondage and the slavery of self-denial.\Many times, when you have done evil, you have thought to harge up your ats to the inueneof the evil one when in reality you have but been led astray by your own natural tendenies. Didnot the Prophet Jeremiah long ago tell you that the human heart is deeitful above all things andsometimes even desperately wiked? How easy for you to beome self-deeived and thereby fall intofoolish fears, divers lusts, enslaving pleasures, malie, envy, and even vengeful hatred!\Salvation is by the regeneration of the spirit and not by the self-righteous deeds of the esh. Youare justi�ed by faith and fellowshipped by grae, not by fear and the self-denial of the esh, albeitthe Father's hildren who have been born of the spirit are ever and always masters of the self and allthat pertains to the desires of the esh. When you know that you are saved by faith, you have realpeae with God. And all who follow in the way of this heavenly peae are destined to be santi�edto the eternal servie of the ever-advaning sons of the eternal God. Heneforth, it is not a duty butrather your exalted privilege to leanse yourselves from all evils of mind and body while you seek forperfetion in the love of God.\Your sonship is grounded in faith, and you are to remain unmoved by fear. Your joy is born oftrust in the divine word, and you shall not therefore be led to doubt the reality of the Father's loveand mery. It is the very goodness of God that leads men into true and genuine repentane. Yourseret of the mastery of self is bound up with your faith in the indwelling spirit, whih ever worksby love. Even this saving faith you have not of yourselves; it also is the gift of God. And if you arethe hildren of this living faith, you are no longer the bondslaves of self but rather the triumphantmasters of yourselves, the liberated sons of God.1463



\If, then, my hildren, you are born of the spirit, you are forever delivered from the self-onsiousbondage of a life of self-denial and wathare over the desires of the esh, and you are translatedinto the joyous kingdom of the spirit, whene you spontaneously show forth the fruits of the spiritin your daily lives; and the fruits of the spirit are the essene of the highest type of enjoyable andennobling self-ontrol, even the heights of terrestrial mortal attainment - true self-mastery."143.3 Diversion and RelaxationAbout this time a state of great nervous and emotional tension developed among the apostles andtheir immediate disiple assoiates. They had hardly beome austomed to living and workingtogether. They were experiening inreasing diÆulties in maintaining harmonious relations withJohn's disiples. The ontat with the gentiles and the Samaritans was a great trial to these Jews.And besides all this, the reent utteranes of Jesus had augmented their disturbed state of mind.Andrew was almost beside himself; he did not know what next to do, and so he went to the Masterwith his problems and perplexities. When Jesus had listened to the apostoli hief relate his troubles,he said: \Andrew, you annot talk men out of their perplexities when they reah suh a stage ofinvolvement, and when so many persons with strong feelings are onerned. I annot do what you askof me - I will not partiipate in these personal soial diÆulties - but I will join you in the enjoymentof a three-day period of rest and relaxation. Go to your brethren and announe that all of you areto go with me up on Mount Sartaba, where I desire to rest for a day or two.\Now you should go to eah of your eleven brethren and talk with him privately, saying: `TheMaster desires that we go apart with him for a season to rest and relax. Sine we all have reentlyexperiened muh vexation of spirit and stress of mind, I suggest that no mention be made of ourtrials and troubles while on this holiday. Can I depend upon you to o-operate with me in thismatter?' In this way privately and personally approah eah of your brethren." And Andrew did asthe Master had instruted him.This was a marvelous oasion in the experiene of eah of them; they never forgot the day goingup the mountain. Throughout the entire trip hardly a word was said about their troubles. Uponreahing the top of the mountain, Jesus seated them about him while he said: \My brethren, youmust all learn the value of rest and the eÆay of relaxation. You must realize that the best methodof solving some entangled problems is to forsake them for a time. Then when you go bak fresh fromyour rest or worship, you are able to attak your troubles with a learer head and a steadier hand,not to mention a more resolute heart. Again, many times your problem is found to have shrunk insize and proportions while you have been resting your mind and body."The next day Jesus assigned to eah of the twelve a topi for disussion. The whole day wasdevoted to reminisenes and to talking over matters not related to their religious work. They weremomentarily shoked when Jesus even negleted to give thanks - verbally - when he broke bread fortheir noontide lunh. This was the �rst time they had ever observed him to neglet suh formalities.When they went up the mountain, Andrew's head was full of problems. John was inordinatelyperplexed in his heart. James was grievously troubled in his soul. Matthew was hard pressed for fundsinasmuh as they had been sojourning among the gentiles. Peter was overwrought and had reentlybeen more temperamental than usual. Judas was su�ering from a periodi attak of sensitiveness andsel�shness. Simon was unusually upset in his e�orts to reonile his patriotism with the love of thebrotherhood of man. Philip was more and more nonplused by the way things were going. Nathanielhad been less humorous sine they had ome in ontat with the gentile populations, and Thomaswas in the midst of a severe season of depression. Only the twins were normal and unperturbed. Allof them were exeedingly perplexed about how to get along peaeably with John's disiples.The third day when they started down the mountain and bak to their amp, a great hange1464



had ome over them. They had made the important disovery that many human perplexities arein reality nonexistent, that many pressing troubles are the reations of exaggerated fear and theo�spring of augmented apprehension. They had learned that all suh perplexities are best handledby being forsaken; by going o� they had left suh problems to solve themselves.Their return from this holiday marked the beginning of a period of greatly improved relations withthe followers of John. Many of the twelve really gave way to mirth when they noted the hangedstate of everybody's mind and observed the freedom from nervous irritability whih had ome tothem as a result of their three days' vaation from the routine duties of life. There is always dangerthat monotony of human ontat will greatly multiply perplexities and magnify diÆulties.Not many of the gentiles in the two Greek ities of Arhelais and Phasaelis believed in the gospel,but the twelve apostles gained a valuable experiene in this their �rst extensive work with exlusivelygentile populations. On a Monday morning, about the middle of the month, Jesus said to Andrew:\We go into Samaria." And they set out at one for the ity of Syhar, near Jaob's well.143.4 The Jews and the SamaritansFor more than six hundred years the Jews of Judea, and later on those of Galilee also, had beenat enmity with the Samaritans. This ill feeling between the Jews and the Samaritans ame aboutin this way: About seven hundred years B.C., Sargon, king of Assyria, in subduing a revolt inentral Palestine, arried away and into aptivity over twenty-�ve thousand Jews of the northernkingdom of Israel and installed in their plae an almost equal number of the desendants of theCuthites, Sepharvites, and the Hamathites. Later on, Ashurbanipal sent still other olonies to dwellin Samaria.The religious enmity between the Jews and the Samaritans dated from the return of the formerfrom the Babylonian aptivity, when the Samaritans worked to prevent the rebuilding of Jerusalem.Later they o�ended the Jews by extending friendly assistane to the armies of Alexander. In returnfor their friendship Alexander gave the Samaritans permission to build a temple on Mount Gerizim,where they worshiped Yahweh and their tribal gods and o�ered sari�es muh after the order of thetemple servies at Jerusalem. At least they ontinued this worship up to the time of the Maabees,when John Hyranus destroyed their temple on Mount Gerizim. The Apostle Philip, in his laborsfor the Samaritans after the death of Jesus, held many meetings on the site of this old Samaritantemple.The antagonisms between the Jews and the Samaritans were time-honored and histori; inreas-ingly sine the days of Alexander they had had no dealings with eah other. The twelve apostleswere not averse to preahing in the Greek and other gentile ities of the Deapolis and Syria, butit was a severe test of their loyalty to the Master when he said, \Let us go into Samaria." But inthe year and more they had been with Jesus, they had developed a form of personal loyalty whihtransended even their faith in his teahings and their prejudies against the Samaritans.143.5 The Woman of SyharWhen the Master and the twelve arrived at Jaob's well, Jesus, being weary from the journey, tarriedby the well while Philip took the apostles with him to assist in bringing food and tents from Syhar,for they were disposed to stay in this viinity for a while. Peter and the Zebedee sons would haveremained with Jesus, but he requested that they go with their brethren, saying: \Have no fear forme; these Samaritans will be friendly; only our brethren, the Jews, seek to harm us." And it wasalmost six o'lok on this summer's evening when Jesus sat down by the well to await the return of1465



the apostles.The water of Jaob's well was less mineral than that from the wells of Syhar and was thereforemuh valued for drinking purposes. Jesus was thirsty, but there was no way of getting water fromthe well. When, therefore, a woman of Syhar ame up with her water pither and prepared to drawfrom the well, Jesus said to her, \Give me a drink." This woman of Samaria knew Jesus was a Jewby his appearane and dress, and she surmised that he was a Galilean Jew from his aent. Her namewas Nalda and she was a omely reature. She was muh surprised to have a Jewish man thus speakto her at the well and ask for water, for it was not deemed proper in those days for a self-respetingman to speak to a woman in publi, muh less for a Jew to onverse with a Samaritan. ThereforeNalda asked Jesus, \How is it that you, being a Jew, ask for a drink of me, a Samaritan woman?"Jesus answered: \I have indeed asked you for a drink, but if you ould only understand, you wouldask me for a draught of the living water." Then said Nalda: \But, Sir, you have nothing to drawwith, and the well is deep; whene, then, have you this living water? Are you greater than our fatherJaob who gave us this well, and who drank thereof himself and his sons and his attle also?"Jesus replied: \Everyone who drinks of this water will thirst again, but whosoever drinks of thewater of the living spirit shall never thirst. And this living water shall beome in him a well ofrefreshment springing up even to eternal life." Nalda then said: \Give me this water that I thirstnot, neither ome all the way hither to draw. Besides, anything whih a Samaritan woman ouldreeive from suh a ommendable Jew would be a pleasure."Nalda did not know how to take Jesus' willingness to talk with her. She beheld in the Master'sfae the ountenane of an upright and holy man, but she mistook friendliness for ommonplaefamiliarity, and she misinterpreted his �gure of speeh as a form of making advanes to her. Andbeing a woman of lax morals, she was minded openly to beome irtatious, when Jesus, lookingstraight into her eyes, with a ommanding voie said, \Woman, go get your husband and bring himhither." This ommand brought Nalda to her senses. She saw that she had misjudged the Master'skindness; she pereived that she had misonstrued his manner of speeh. She was frightened; shebegan to realize that she stood in the presene of an unusual person, and groping about in her mindfor a suitable reply, in great onfusion, she said, \But, Sir, I annot all my husband, for I haveno husband." Then said Jesus: \You have spoken the truth, for, while you may have one had ahusband, he with whom you are now living is not your husband. Better it would be if you wouldease to trie with my words and seek for the living water whih I have this day o�ered you."By this time Nalda was sobered, and her better self was awakened. She was not an immoralwoman wholly by hoie. She had been ruthlessly and unjustly ast aside by her husband and indire straits had onsented to live with a ertain Greek as his wife, but without marriage. Naldanow felt greatly ashamed that she had so unthinkingly spoken to Jesus, and she most penitentlyaddressed the Master, saying: \My Lord, I repent of my manner of speaking to you, for I pereivethat you are a holy man or maybe a prophet." And she was just about to seek diret and personalhelp from the Master when she did what so many have done before and sine - dodged the issue ofpersonal salvation by turning to the disussion of theology and philosophy. She quikly turned theonversation from her own needs to a theologial ontroversy. Pointing over to Mount Gerizim, sheontinued: \Our fathers worshiped on this mountain, and yet you would say that in Jerusalem is theplae where men ought to worship; whih, then, is the right plae to worship God?"Jesus pereived the attempt of the woman's soul to avoid diret and searhing ontat with itsMaker, but he also saw that there was present in her soul a desire to know the better way of life.After all, there was in Nalda's heart a true thirst for the living water; therefore he dealt patientlywith her, saying: \Woman, let me say to you that the day is soon oming when neither on thismountain nor in Jerusalem will you worship the Father. But now you worship that whih you knownot, a mixture of the religion of many pagan gods and gentile philosophies. The Jews at least knowwhom they worship; they have removed all onfusion by onentrating their worship upon one God,1466



Yahweh. But you should believe me when I say that the hour will soon ome - even now is - whenall sinere worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and in truth, for it is just suh worshipersthe Father seeks. God is spirit, and they who worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth.Your salvation omes not from knowing how others should worship or where but by reeiving intoyour own heart this living water whih I am o�ering you even now."But Nalda would make one more e�ort to avoid the disussion of the embarrassing question of herpersonal life on earth and the status of her soul before God. One more she resorted to questions ofgeneral religion, saying: \Yes, I know, Sir, that John has preahed about the oming of the Converter,he who will be alled the Deliverer, and that, when he shall ome, he will delare to us all things" -and Jesus, interrupting Nalda, said with startling assurane, \I who speak to you am he."This was the �rst diret, positive, and undisguised pronounement of his divine nature and sonshipwhih Jesus had made on earth; and it was made to a woman, a Samaritan woman, and a womanof questionable harater in the eyes of men up to this moment, but a woman whom the divine eyebeheld as having been sinned against more than as sinning of her own desire and as now being ahuman soul who desired salvation, desired it sinerely and wholeheartedly, and that was enough.As Nalda was about to voie her real and personal longing for better things and a more noble wayof living, just as she was ready to speak the real desire of her heart, the twelve apostles returned fromSyhar, and oming upon this sene of Jesus' talking so intimately with this woman - this Samaritanwoman, and alone - they were more than astonished. They quikly deposited their supplies and drewaside, no man daring to reprove him, while Jesus said to Nalda: \Woman, go your way; God hasforgiven you. Heneforth you will live a new life. You have reeived the living water, and a newjoy will spring up within your soul, and you shall beome a daughter of the Most High." And thewoman, pereiving the disapproval of the apostles, left her waterpot and ed to the ity.As she entered the ity, she prolaimed to everyone she met: \Go out to Jaob's well and goquikly, for there you will see a man who told me all I ever did. Can this be the Converter?" Andere the sun went down, a great rowd had assembled at Jaob's well to hear Jesus. And the Mastertalked to them more about the water of life, the gift of the indwelling spirit.The apostles never eased to be shoked by Jesus' willingness to talk with women, women ofquestionable harater, even immoral women. It was very diÆult for Jesus to teah his apostlesthat women, even so-alled immoral women, have souls whih an hoose God as their Father, therebybeoming daughters of God and andidates for life everlasting. Even nineteen enturies later manyshow the same unwillingness to grasp the Master's teahings. Even the Christian religion has beenpersistently built up around the fat of the death of Christ instead of around the truth of his life.The world should be more onerned with his happy and God-revealing life than with his tragi andsorrowful death.Nalda told this entire story to the Apostle John the next day, but he never revealed it fully to theother apostles, and Jesus did not speak of it in detail to the twelve.Nalda told John that Jesus had told her \all I ever did." John many times wanted to ask Jesusabout this visit with Nalda, but he never did. Jesus told her only one thing about herself, but hislook into her eyes and the manner of his dealing with her had so brought all of her hekered life inpanorami review before her mind in a moment of time that she assoiated all of this self-revelationof her past life with the look and the word of the Master. Jesus never told her she had had �vehusbands. She had lived with four di�erent men sine her husband ast her aside, and this, with allher past, ame up so vividly in her mind at the moment when she realized Jesus was a man of Godthat she subsequently repeated to John that Jesus had really told her all about herself.
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143.6 The Samaritan RevivalOn the evening that Nalda drew the rowd out from Syhar to see Jesus, the twelve had just returnedwith food, and they besought Jesus to eat with them instead of talking to the people, for they hadbeen without food all day and were hungry. But Jesus knew that darkness would soon be upon them;so he persisted in his determination to talk to the people before he sent them away. When Andrewsought to persuade him to eat a bite before speaking to the rowd, Jesus said, \I have meat to eatthat you do not know about." When the apostles heard this, they said among themselves: \Has anyman brought him aught to eat? Can it be that the woman gave him food as well as drink?" WhenJesus heard them talking among themselves, before he spoke to the people, he turned aside and saidto the twelve: \My meat is to do the will of Him who sent me and to aomplish His work. Youshould no longer say it is suh and suh a time until the harvest. Behold these people oming outfrom a Samaritan ity to hear us; I tell you the �elds are already white for the harvest. He whoreaps reeives wages and gathers this fruit to eternal life; onsequently the sowers and the reapersrejoie together. For herein is the saying true: `One sows and another reaps.' I am now sending youto reap that whereon you have not labored; others have labored, and you are about to enter intotheir labor." This he said in referene to the preahing of John the Baptist.Jesus and the apostles went into Syhar and preahed two days before they established their ampon Mount Gerizim. And many of the dwellers in Syhar believed the gospel and made request forbaptism, but the apostles of Jesus did not yet baptize.The �rst night of the amp on Mount Gerizim the apostles expeted that Jesus would rebuke themfor their attitude toward the woman at Jaob's well, but he made no referene to the matter. Insteadhe gave them that memorable talk on \The realities whih are entral in the kingdom of God." Inany religion it is very easy to allow values to beome disproportionate and to permit fats to oupythe plae of truth in one's theology. The fat of the ross beame the very enter of subsequentChristianity; but it is not the entral truth of the religion whih may be derived from the life andteahings of Jesus of Nazareth.The theme of Jesus' teahing on Mount Gerizim was: That he wants all men to see God as aFather-friend just as he (Jesus) is a brother-friend. And again and again he impressed upon themthat love is the greatest relationship in the world - in the universe - just as truth is the greatestpronounement of the observation of these divine relationships.Jesus delared himself so fully to the Samaritans beause he ould safely do so, and beause heknew that he would not again visit the heart of Samaria to preah the gospel of the kingdom.Jesus and the twelve amped on Mount Gerizim until the end of August. They preahed the goodnews of the kingdom - the fatherhood of God - to the Samaritans in the ities by day and spent thenights at the amp. The work whih Jesus and the twelve did in these Samaritan ities yielded manysouls for the kingdom and did muh to prepare the way for the marvelous work of Philip in theseregions after Jesus' death and resurretion, subsequent to the dispersion of the apostles to the endsof the earth by the bitter perseution of believers at Jerusalem.143.7 Teahings About Prayer and WorshipAt the evening onferenes on Mount Gerizim, Jesus taught many great truths, and in partiular helaid emphasis on the following:True religion is the at of an individual soul in its self-onsious relations with the Creator;organized religion is man's attempt to soialize the worship of individual religionists.Worship - ontemplation of the spiritual - must alternate with servie, ontat with material reality.1468



Work should alternate with play; religion should be balaned by humor. Profound philosophy shouldbe relieved by rhythmi poetry. The strain of living - the time tension of personality - should berelaxed by the restfulness of worship. The feelings of inseurity arising from the fear of personalityisolation in the universe should be antidoted by the faith ontemplation of the Father and by theattempted realization of the Supreme.Prayer is designed to make man less thinking but more realizing; it is not designed to inreaseknowledge but rather to expand insight.Worship is intended to antiipate the better life ahead and then to reet these new spiritualsigni�anes bak onto the life whih now is. Prayer is spiritually sustaining, but worship is divinelyreative.Worship is the tehnique of looking to the One for the inspiration of servie to the many. Worshipis the yardstik whih measures the extent of the soul's detahment from the material universe andits simultaneous and seure attahment to the spiritual realities of all reation.Prayer is self-reminding - sublime thinking; worship is self-forgetting - superthinking. Worship ise�ortless attention, true and ideal soul rest, a form of restful spiritual exertion.Worship is the at of a part identifying itself with the Whole; the �nite with the In�nite; theson with the Father; time in the at of striking step with eternity. Worship is the at of the son'spersonal ommunion with the divine Father, the assumption of refreshing, reative, fraternal, andromanti attitudes by the human soul-spirit.Although the apostles grasped only a few of his teahings at the amp, other worlds did, and othergenerations on earth will.
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Chapter 144At Gilboa and in the DeapolisSEPTEMBER and Otober were spent in retirement at a seluded amp upon the slopes of MountGilboa. The month of September Jesus spent here alone with his apostles, teahing and instrutingthem in the truths of the kingdom.There were a number of reasons why Jesus and his apostles were in retirement at this time onthe borders of Samaria and the Deapolis. The Jerusalem religious rulers were very antagonisti;Herod Antipas still held John in prison, fearing either to release or exeute him, while he ontinuedto entertain suspiions that John and Jesus were in some way assoiated. These onditions made itunwise to plan for aggressive work in either Judea or Galilee. There was a third reason: the slowlyaugmenting tension between the leaders of John's disiples and the apostles of Jesus, whih grewworse with the inreasing number of believers.Jesus knew that the days of the preliminary work of teahing and preahing were about over, thatthe next move involved the beginning of the full and �nal e�ort of his life on earth, and he did notwish the launhing of this undertaking to be in any manner either trying or embarrassing to Johnthe Baptist. Jesus had therefore deided to spend some time in retirement rehearsing his apostlesand then to do some quiet work in the ities of the Deapolis until John should be either exeutedor released to join them in a united e�ort.144.1 The Gilboa EnampmentAs time passed, the twelve beame more devoted to Jesus and inreasingly ommitted to the workof the kingdom. Their devotion was in large part a matter of personal loyalty. They did not grasphis many-sided teahing; they did not fully omprehend the nature of Jesus or the signi�ane of hisbestowal on earth.Jesus made it plain to his apostles that they were in retirement for three reasons:1. To on�rm their understanding of, and faith in, the gospel of the kingdom.2. To allow opposition to their work in both Judea and Galilee to quiet down.3. To await the fate of John the Baptist.While tarrying on Gilboa, Jesus told the twelve muh about his early life and his experieneson Mount Hermon; he also revealed something of what happened in the hills during the forty daysimmediately after his baptism. And he diretly harged them that they should tell no man aboutthese experienes until after he had returned to the Father.During these September weeks they rested, visited, reounted their experienes sine Jesus �rstalled them to servie, and engaged in an earnest e�ort to o-ordinate what the Master had so far1471



taught them. In a measure they all sensed that this would be their last opportunity for prolongedrest. They realized that their next publi e�ort in either Judea or Galilee would mark the beginningof the �nal prolamation of the oming kingdom, but they had little or no settled idea as to what thekingdom would be when it ame. John and Andrew thought the kingdom had already ome; Peterand James believed that it was yet to ome; Nathaniel and Thomas frankly onfessed they werepuzzled; Matthew, Philip, and Simon Zelotes were unertain and onfused; the twins were blissfullyignorant of the ontroversy; and Judas Isariot was silent, nonommittal.Muh of this time Jesus was alone on the mountain near the amp. Oasionally he took withhim Peter, James, or John, but more often he went o� to pray or ommune alone. Subsequent to thebaptism of Jesus and the forty days in the Perean hills, it is hardly proper to speak of these seasonsof ommunion with his Father as prayer, nor is it onsistent to speak of Jesus as worshiping, but itis altogether orret to allude to these seasons as personal ommunion with his Father.The entral theme of the disussions throughout the entire month of September was prayer andworship. After they had disussed worship for some days, Jesus �nally delivered his memorabledisourse on prayer in answer to Thomas's request: \Master, teah us how to pray."John had taught his disiples a prayer, a prayer for salvation in the oming kingdom. AlthoughJesus never forbade his followers to use John's form of prayer, the apostles very early pereived thattheir Master did not fully approve of the pratie of uttering set and formal prayers. Nevertheless,believers onstantly requested to be taught how to pray. The twelve longed to know what form ofpetition Jesus would approve. And it was hiey beause of this need for some simple petition forthe ommon people that Jesus at this time onsented, in answer to Thomas's request, to teah thema suggestive form of prayer. Jesus gave this lesson one afternoon in the third week of their sojournon Mount Gilboa.
144.2 The Disourse on Prayer\John indeed taught you a simple form of prayer: `O Father, leanse us from sin, show us your glory,reveal your love, and let your spirit santify our hearts forevermore, Amen!' He taught this prayerthat you might have something to teah the multitude. He did not intend that you should use suha set and formal petition as the expression of your own souls in prayer.\Prayer is entirely a personal and spontaneous expression of the attitude of the soul toward thespirit; prayer should be the ommunion of sonship and the expression of fellowship. Prayer, whenindited by the spirit, leads to o-operative spiritual progress. The ideal prayer is a form of spiritualommunion whih leads to intelligent worship. True praying is the sinere attitude of reahingheavenward for the attainment of your ideals.\Prayer is the breath of the soul and should lead you to be persistent in your attempt to asertainthe Father's will. If any one of you has a neighbor, and you go to him at midnight and say: `Friend,lend me three loaves, for a friend of mine on a journey has ome to see me, and I have nothing to setbefore him'; and if your neighbor answers, `Trouble me not, for the door is now shut and the hildrenand I are in bed; therefore I annot rise and give you bread,' you will persist, explaining that yourfriend hungers, and that you have no food to o�er him. I say to you, though your neighbor will notrise and give you bread beause he is your friend, yet beause of your importunity he will get up andgive you as many loaves as you need. If, then, persistene will win favors even from mortal man, howmuh more will your persistene in the spirit win the bread of life for you from the willing hands ofthe Father in heaven. Again I say to you: Ask and it shall be given you; seek and you shall �nd;knok and it shall be opened to you. For every one who asks reeives; he who seeks �nds; and tohim who knoks the door of salvation will be opened.1472



\Whih of you who is a father, if his son asks unwisely, would hesitate to give in aordane withparental wisdom rather than in the terms of the son's faulty petition? If the hild needs a loaf, willyou give him a stone just beause he unwisely asks for it? If your son needs a �sh, will you give hima watersnake just beause it may hane to ome up in the net with the �sh and the hild foolishlyasks for the serpent? If you, then, being mortal and �nite, know how to answer prayer and give goodand appropriate gifts to your hildren, how muh more shall your heavenly Father give the spiritand many additional blessings to those who ask him? Men ought always to pray and not beomedisouraged.\Let me tell you the story of a ertain judge who lived in a wiked ity. This judge feared not Godnor had respet for man. Now there was a needy widow in that ity who ame repeatedly to thisunjust judge, saying, `Protet me from my adversary.' For some time he would not give ear to her,but presently he said to himself: `Though I fear not God nor have regard for man, yet beause thiswidow eases not to trouble me, I will vindiate her lest she wear me out by her ontinual oming.'These stories I tell you to enourage you to persist in praying and not to intimate that your petitionswill hange the just and righteous Father above. Your persistene, however, is not to win favor withGod but to hange your earth attitude and to enlarge your soul's apaity for spirit reeptivity.\But when you pray, you exerise so little faith. Genuine faith will remove mountains of materialdiÆulty whih may hane to lie in the path of soul expansion and spiritual progress."144.3 The Believer's PrayerBut the apostles were not yet satis�ed; they desired Jesus to give them a model prayer whih theyould teah the new disiples. After listening to this disourse on prayer, James Zebedee said: \Verygood, Master, but we do not desire a form of prayer for ourselves so muh as for the newer believerswho so frequently beseeh us, `Teah us how aeptably to pray to the Father in heaven.' "When James had �nished speaking, Jesus said: \If, then, you still desire suh a prayer, I wouldpresent the one whih I taught my brothers and sisters in Nazareth":Our Father who is in heaven,Hallowed be your name.Your kingdom ome; your will be doneOn earth as it is in heaven.Give us this day our bread for tomorrow;Refresh our souls with the water of life.And forgive us every one our debtsAs we also have forgiven our debtors.Save us in temptation, deliver us from evil,And inreasingly make us perfet like yourself.It is not strange that the apostles desired Jesus to teah them a model prayer for believers. Johnthe Baptist had taught his followers several prayers; all great teahers had formulated prayers fortheir pupils. The religious teahers of the Jews had some twenty-�ve or thirty set prayers whih theyreited in the synagogues and even on the street orners. Jesus was partiularly averse to prayingin publi. Up to this time the twelve had heard him pray only a few times. They observed himspending entire nights at prayer or worship, and they were very urious to know the manner or formof his petitions. They were really hard pressed to know what to answer the multitudes when they1473



asked to be taught how to pray as John had taught his disiples.Jesus taught the twelve always to pray in seret; to go o� by themselves amidst the quiet sur-roundings of nature or to go in their rooms and shut the doors when they engaged in prayer.After Jesus' death and asension to the Father it beame the pratie of many believers to �nishthis so-alled Lord's prayer by the addition of - \In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ." Still lateron, two lines were lost in opying, and there was added to this prayer an extra lause, reading: \Foryours is the kingdom and the power and the glory, forevermore."Jesus gave the apostles the prayer in olletive form as they had prayed it in the Nazareth home.He never taught a formal personal prayer, only group, family, or soial petitions. And he nevervolunteered to do that.Jesus taught that e�etive prayer must be:1. Unsel�sh - not alone for oneself.2. Believing - aording to faith.3. Sinere - honest of heart.4. Intelligent - aording to light.5. Trustful - in submission to the Father's all-wise will.When Jesus spent whole nights on the mountain in prayer, it was mainly for his disiples, partiu-larly for the twelve. The Master prayed very little for himself, although he engaged in muh worshipof the nature of understanding ommunion with his Paradise Father.144.4 More About PrayerFor days after the disourse on prayer the apostles ontinued to ask the Master questions regardingthis all-important and worshipful pratie. Jesus' instrution to the apostles during these days,regarding prayer and worship, may be summarized and restated in modern phraseology as follows:The earnest and longing repetition of any petition, when suh a prayer is the sinere expressionof a hild of God and is uttered in faith, no matter how ill-advised or impossible of diret answer,never fails to expand the soul's apaity for spiritual reeptivity.In all praying, remember that sonship is a gift. No hild has aught to do with earning the statusof son or daughter. The earth hild omes into being by the will of its parents. Even so, the hild ofGod omes into grae and the new life of the spirit by the will of the Father in heaven. Thereforemust the kingdom of heaven - divine sonship - be reeived as by a little hild. You earn righteousness- progressive harater development - but you reeive sonship by grae and through faith.Prayer led Jesus up to the superommunion of his soul with the Supreme Rulers of the universeof universes. Prayer will lead the mortals of earth up to the ommunion of true worship. Thesoul's spiritual apaity for reeptivity determines the quantity of heavenly blessings whih an bepersonally appropriated and onsiously realized as an answer to prayer.Prayer and its assoiated worship is a tehnique of detahment from the daily routine of life,from the monotonous grind of material existene. It is an avenue of approah to spiritualized self-realization and individuality of intelletual and religious attainment.Prayer is an antidote for harmful introspetion. At least, prayer as the Master taught it is suha bene�ent ministry to the soul. Jesus onsistently employed the bene�ial inuene of praying forone's fellows. The Master usually prayed in the plural, not in the singular. Only in the great risesof his earth life did Jesus ever pray for himself. 1474



Prayer is the breath of the spirit life in the midst of the material ivilization of the raes ofmankind. Worship is salvation for the pleasure-seeking generations of mortals.As prayer may be likened to reharging the spiritual batteries of the soul, so worship may beompared to the at of tuning in the soul to ath the universe broadasts of the in�nite spirit of theUniversal Father.Prayer is the sinere and longing look of the hild to its spirit Father; it is a psyhologi proessof exhanging the human will for the divine will. Prayer is a part of the divine plan for making overthat whih is into that whih ought to be.One of the reasons why Peter, James, and John, who so often aompanied Jesus on his longnight vigils, never heard Jesus pray, was beause their Master so rarely uttered his prayers as spokenwords. Pratially all of Jesus' praying was done in the spirit and in the heart - silently.Of all the apostles, Peter and James ame the nearest to omprehending the Master's teahingabout prayer and worship.144.5 Other Forms of PrayerFrom time to time, during the remainder of Jesus' sojourn on earth, he brought to the notie of theapostles several additional forms of prayer, but he did this only in illustration of other matters, andhe enjoined that these \parable prayers" should not be taught to the multitudes. Many of them werefrom other inhabited planets, but this fat Jesus did not reveal to the twelve. Among these prayerswere the following:Our Father in whom onsist the universe realms,Uplifted be your name and all-glorious your harater.Your presene enompasses us, and your glory is manifestedImperfetly through us as it is in perfetion shown on high.Give us this day the vivifying fores of light,And let us not stray into the evil bypaths of our imagination,For yours is the glorious indwelling, the everlasting power,And to us, the eternal gift of the in�nite love of your Son.Even so, and everlastingly true. * * * * *Our reative Parent, who is in the enter of the universe,Bestow upon us your nature and give to us your harater.Make us sons and daughters of yours by graeAnd glorify your name through our eternal ahievement.Your adjusting and ontrolling spirit give to live and dwell within usThat we may do your will on this sphere as angels do your bidding in light.Sustain us this day in our progress along the path of truth.Deliver us from inertia, evil, and all sinful transgression.Be patient with us as we show loving-kindness to our fellows.1475



Shed abroad the spirit of your mery in our reature hearts.Lead us by your own hand, step by step, through the unertain maze of life,And when our end shall ome, reeive into your own bosom our faithful spirits.Even so, not our desires but your will be done.* * * * *Our perfet and righteous heavenly Father,This day guide and diret our journey.Santify our steps and o-ordinate our thoughts.Ever lead us in the ways of eternal progress.Fill us with wisdom to the fullness of powerAnd vitalize us with your in�nite energy.Inspire us with the divine onsiousness ofThe presene and guidane of the seraphi hosts.Guide us ever upward in the pathway of light;Justify us fully in the day of the great judgment.Make us like yourself in eternal gloryAnd reeive us into your endless servie on high.* * * * *Our Father who is in the mystery,Reveal to us your holy harater.Give your hildren on earth this dayTo see the way, the light, and the truth.Show us the pathway of eternal progressAnd give us the will to walk therein.Establish within us your divine kingshipAnd thereby bestow upon us the full mastery of self.Let us not stray into paths of darkness and death;Lead us everlastingly beside the waters of life.Hear these our prayers for your own sake;Be pleased to make us more and more like yourself.At the end, for the sake of the divine Son,Reeive us into the eternal arms.Even so, not our will but yours be done. * * * * *1476



Glorious Father and Mother, in one parent ombined,Loyal would we be to your divine nature.Your own self to live again in and through usBy the gift and bestowal of your divine spirit,Thus reproduing you imperfetly in this sphereAs you are perfetly and majestially shown on high.Give us day by day your sweet ministry of brotherhoodAnd lead us moment by moment in the pathway of loving servie.Be you ever and unfailingly patient with usEven as we show forth your patiene to our hildren.Give us the divine wisdom that does all things wellAnd the in�nite love that is graious to every reature.Bestow upon us your patiene and loving-kindnessThat our harity may enfold the weak of the realm.And when our areer is �nished, make it an honor to your name,A pleasure to your good spirit, and a satisfation to our soul helpers.Not as we wish, our loving Father, but as you desire the eternal good of your mortal hildren,Even so may it be. * * * * *Our all-faithful Soure and all-powerful Center,Reverent and holy be the name of your all-graious Son.Your bounties and your blessings have desended upon us,Thus empowering us to perform your will and exeute your bidding.Give us moment by moment the sustenane of the tree of life;Refresh us day by day with the living waters of the river thereof.Step by step lead us out of darkness and into the divine light.Renew our minds by the transformations of the indwelling spirit,And when the mortal end shall �nally ome upon us,Reeive us to yourself and send us forth in eternity.Crown us with elestial diadems of fruitful servie,And we shall glorify the Father, the Son, and the Holy Inuene.Even so, throughout a universe without end.* * * * *Our Father who dwells in the seret plaes of the universe,Honored be your name, reverened your mery, and respeted your judgment.1477



Let the sun of righteousness shine upon us at noontime,While we beseeh you to guide our wayward steps in the twilight.Lead us by the hand in the ways of your own hoosingAnd forsake us not when the path is hard and the hours are dark.Forget us not as we so often neglet and forget you.But be you meriful and love us as we desire to love you.Look down upon us in kindness and forgive us in meryAs we in justie forgive those who distress and injure us.May the love, devotion, and bestowal of the majesti SonMake available life everlasting with your endless mery and love.May the God of universes bestow upon us the full measure of his spirit;Give us grae to yield to the leading of this spirit.By the loving ministry of devoted seraphi hostsMay the Son guide and lead us to the end of the age.Make us ever and inreasingly like yourselfAnd at our end reeive us into the eternal Paradise embrae.Even so, in the name of the bestowal SonAnd for the honor and glory of the Supreme Father.Though the apostles were not at liberty to present these prayer lessons in their publi teahings,they pro�ted muh from all of these revelations in their personal religious experienes. Jesus utilizedthese and other prayer models as illustrations in onnetion with the intimate instrution of thetwelve, and spei� permission has been granted for transribing these seven speimen prayers intothis reord.144.6 Conferene with John's ApostlesAround the �rst of Otober, Philip and some of his fellow apostles were in a near-by village buyingfood when they met some of the apostles of John the Baptist. As a result of this hane meetingin the market plae there ame about a three weeks' onferene at the Gilboa amp between theapostles of Jesus and the apostles of John, for John had reently appointed twelve of his leaders tobe apostles, following the preedent of Jesus. John had done this in response to the urging of Abner,the hief of his loyal supporters. Jesus was present at the Gilboa amp throughout the �rst week ofthis joint onferene but absented himself the last two weeks.By the beginning of the seond week of this month, Abner had assembled all of his assoiates atthe Gilboa amp and was prepared to go into ounil with the apostles of Jesus. For three weeksthese twenty-four men were in session three times a day and for six days eah week. The �rst weekJesus mingled with them between their forenoon, afternoon, and evening sessions. They wanted theMaster to meet with them and preside over their joint deliberations, but he steadfastly refused topartiipate in their disussions, though he did onsent to speak to them on three oasions. Thesetalks by Jesus to the twenty-four were on sympathy, o-operation, and tolerane.Andrew and Abner alternated in presiding over these joint meetings of the two apostoli groups.These men had many diÆulties to disuss and numerous problems to solve. Again and again would1478



they take their troubles to Jesus, only to hear him say: \I am onerned only with your personaland purely religious problems. I am the representative of the Father to the individual, not to thegroup. If you are in personal diÆulty in your relations with God, ome to me, and I will hear youand ounsel you in the solution of your problem. But when you enter upon the o-ordination ofdivergent human interpretations of religious questions and upon the soialization of religion, you aredestined to solve all suh problems by your own deisions. Albeit, I am ever sympatheti and alwaysinterested, and when you arrive at your onlusions touhing these matters of nonspiritual import,provided you are all agreed, then I pledge in advane my full approval and hearty o-operation. Andnow, in order to leave you unhampered in your deliberations, I am leaving you for two weeks. Be notanxious about me, for I will return to you. I will be about my Father's business, for we have otherrealms besides this one."After thus speaking, Jesus went down the mountainside, and they saw him no more for two fullweeks. And they never knew where he went or what he did during these days. It was some timebefore the twenty-four ould settle down to the serious onsideration of their problems, they were sodisonerted by the absene of the Master. However, within a week they were again in the heart oftheir disussions, and they ould not go to Jesus for help.The �rst item the group agreed upon was the adoption of the prayer whih Jesus had so reentlytaught them. It was unanimously voted to aept this prayer as the one to be taught believers byboth groups of apostles.They next deided that, as long as John lived, whether in prison or out, both groups of twelveapostles would go on with their work, and that joint meetings for one week would be held every threemonths at plaes to be agreed upon from time to time.But the most serious of all their problems was the question of baptism. Their diÆulties wereall the more aggravated beause Jesus had refused to make any pronounement upon the subjet.They �nally agreed: As long as John lived, or until they might jointly modify this deision, only theapostles of John would baptize believers, and only the apostles of Jesus would �nally instrut thenew disiples. Aordingly, from that time until after the death of John, two of the apostles of Johnaompanied Jesus and his apostles to baptize believers, for the joint ounil had unanimously votedthat baptism was to beome the initial step in the outward alliane with the a�airs of the kingdom.It was next agreed, in ase of the death of John, that the apostles of John would present themselvesto Jesus and beome subjet to his diretion, and that they would baptize no more unless authorizedby Jesus or his apostles.And then was it voted that, in ase of John's death, the apostles of Jesus would begin to baptizewith water as the emblem of the baptism of the divine Spirit. As to whether or not repentane shouldbe attahed to the preahing of baptism was left optional; no deision was made binding upon thegroup. John's apostles preahed, \Repent and be baptized." Jesus' apostles prolaimed, \Believeand be baptized."And this is the story of the �rst attempt of Jesus' followers to o-ordinate divergent e�orts,ompose di�erenes of opinion, organize group undertakings, legislate on outward observanes, andsoialize personal religious praties.Many other minor matters were onsidered and their solutions unanimously agreed upon. Thesetwenty-four men had a truly remarkable experiene these two weeks when they were ompelled tofae problems and ompose diÆulties without Jesus. They learned to di�er, to debate, to ontend,to pray, and to ompromise, and throughout it all to remain sympatheti with the other person'sviewpoint and to maintain at least some degree of tolerane for his honest opinions.On the afternoon of their �nal disussion of �nanial questions, Jesus returned, heard of theirdeliberations, listened to their deisions, and said: \These, then, are your onlusions, and I shallhelp you eah to arry out the spirit of your united deisions."1479



Two months and a half from this time John was exeuted, and throughout this period the apostlesof John remained with Jesus and the twelve. They all worked together and baptized believers duringthis season of labor in the ities of the Deapolis. The Gilboa amp was broken up on November 2,A.D. 27.144.7 In the Deapolis CitiesThroughout the months of November and Deember, Jesus and the twenty-four worked quietly inthe Greek ities of the Deapolis, hiey in Sythopolis, Gerasa, Abila, and Gadara. This was reallythe end of that preliminary period of taking over John's work and organization. Always does thesoialized religion of a new revelation pay the prie of ompromise with the established forms andusages of the preeding religion whih it seeks to salvage. Baptism was the prie whih the followersof Jesus paid in order to arry with them, as a soialized religious group, the followers of John theBaptist. John's followers, in joining Jesus' followers, gave up just about everything exept waterbaptism.Jesus did little publi teahing on this mission to the ities of the Deapolis. He spent onsiderabletime teahing the twenty-four and had many speial sessions with John's twelve apostles. In timethey beame more understanding as to why Jesus did not go to visit John in prison, and why hemade no e�ort to seure his release. But they never ould understand why Jesus did no marvelousworks, why he refused to produe outward signs of his divine authority. Before oming to the Gilboaamp, they had believed in Jesus mostly beause of John's testimony, but soon they were beginningto believe as a result of their own ontat with the Master and his teahings.For these two months the group worked most of the time in pairs, one of Jesus' apostles going outwith one of John's. The apostle of John baptized, the apostle of Jesus instruted, while they bothpreahed the gospel of the kingdom as they understood it. And they won many souls among thesegentiles and apostate Jews.Abner, the hief of John's apostles, beame a devout believer in Jesus and was later on made thehead of a group of seventy teahers whom the Master ommissioned to preah the gospel.144.8 In Camp Near PellaThe latter part of Deember they all went over near the Jordan, lose by Pella, where they againbegan to teah and preah. Both Jews and gentiles ame to this amp to hear the gospel. It waswhile Jesus was teahing the multitude one afternoon that some of John's speial friends broughtthe Master the last message whih he ever had from the Baptist.John had now been in prison a year and a half, and most of this time Jesus had labored veryquietly; so it was not strange that John should be led to wonder about the kingdom. John's friendsinterrupted Jesus' teahing to say to him: \John the Baptist has sent us to ask - are you truly theDeliverer, or shall we look for another?"Jesus paused to say to John's friends: \Go bak and tell John that he is not forgotten. Tell himwhat you have seen and heard, that the poor have good tidings preahed to them." And when Jesushad spoken further to the messengers of John, he turned again to the multitude and said: \Do notthink that John doubts the gospel of the kingdom. He makes inquiry only to assure his disipleswho are also my disiples. John is no weakling. Let me ask you who heard John preah beforeHerod put him in prison: What did you behold in John - a reed shaken with the wind? A man ofhangeable moods and lothed in soft raiment? As a rule they who are gorgeously appareled andwho live deliately are in kings' ourts and in the mansions of the rih. But what did you see when1480



you beheld John? A prophet? Yes, I say to you, and muh more than a prophet. Of John it waswritten: `Behold, I send my messenger before your fae; he shall prepare the way before you.'\Verily, verily, I say to you, among those born of women there has not arisen a greater than Johnthe Baptist; yet he who is but small in the kingdom of heaven is greater beause he has been bornof the spirit and knows that he has beome a son of God."Many who heard Jesus that day submitted themselves to John's baptism, thereby publily pro-fessing entrane into the kingdom. And the apostles of John were �rmly knit to Jesus from that dayforward. This ourrene marked the real union of John's and Jesus' followers.After the messengers had onversed with Abner, they departed for Mahaerus to tell all this toJohn. He was greatly omforted, and his faith was strengthened by the words of Jesus and themessage of Abner.On this afternoon Jesus ontinued to teah, saying: \But to what shall I liken this generation?Many of you will reeive neither John's message nor my teahing. You are like the hildren playingin the market plae who all to their fellows and say: `We piped for you and you did not dane; wewailed and you did not mourn.' And so with some of you. John ame neither eating nor drinking,and they said he had a devil. The Son of Man omes eating and drinking, and these same peoplesay: `Behold, a gluttonous man and a winebibber, a friend of publians and sinners!' Truly, wisdomis justi�ed by her hildren.\It would appear that the Father in heaven has hidden some of these truths from the wise andhaughty, while he has revealed them to babes. But the Father does all things well; the Father revealshimself to the universe by the methods of his own hoosing. Come, therefore, all you who labor andare heavy laden, and you shall �nd rest for your souls. Take upon you the divine yoke, and you willexperiene the peae of God, whih passes all understanding."144.9 Death of John the BaptistJohn the Baptist was exeuted by order of Herod Antipas on the evening of January 10, A.D. 28.The next day a few of John's disiples who had gone to Mahaerus heard of his exeution and, goingto Herod, made request for his body, whih they put in a tomb, later giving it burial at Sebaste, thehome of Abner. The following day, January 12, they started north to the amp of John's and Jesus'apostles near Pella, and they told Jesus about the death of John. When Jesus heard their report,he dismissed the multitude and, alling the twenty-four together, said: \John is dead. Herod hasbeheaded him. Tonight go into joint ounil and arrange your a�airs aordingly. There shall bedelay no longer. The hour has ome to prolaim the kingdom openly and with power. Tomorrow wego into Galilee."Aordingly, early on the morning of January 13, A.D. 28, Jesus and the apostles, aompanied bysome twenty-�ve disiples, made their way to Capernaum and lodged that night in Zebedee's house.
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Chapter 145Four Eventful Days at CapernaumJESUS and the apostles arrived in Capernaum the evening of Tuesday, January 13. As usual, theymade their headquarters at the home of Zebedee in Bethsaida. Now that John the Baptist had beensent to his death, Jesus prepared to launh out in the �rst open and publi preahing tour of Galilee.The news that Jesus had returned rapidly spread throughout the ity, and early the next day, Marythe mother of Jesus hastened away, going over to Nazareth to visit her son Joseph.Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday Jesus spent at the Zebedee house instruting his apostlespreparatory to their �rst extensive publi preahing tour. He also reeived and taught many earnestinquirers, both singly and in groups. Through Andrew, he arranged to speak in the synagogue onthe oming Sabbath day.Late on Friday evening Jesus' baby sister, Ruth, seretly paid him a visit. They spent almostan hour together in a boat anhored a short distane from the shore. No human being, save JohnZebedee, ever knew of this visit, and he was admonished to tell no man. Ruth was the only memberof Jesus' family who onsistently and unwaveringly believed in the divinity of his earth mission fromthe times of her earliest spiritual onsiousness right on down through his eventful ministry, death,resurretion, and asension; and she �nally passed on to the worlds beyond never having doubtedthe supernatural harater of her father-brother's mission in the esh. Baby Ruth was the hiefomfort of Jesus, as regards his earth family, throughout the trying ordeal of his trial, rejetion, andrui�xion.145.1 The Draught of FishesOn Friday morning of this same week, when Jesus was teahing by the seaside, the people rowdedhim so near the water's edge that he signaled to some �shermen oupying a near-by boat to ometo his resue. Entering the boat, he ontinued to teah the assembled multitude for more than twohours. This boat was named \Simon"; it was the former �shing vessel of Simon Peter and had beenbuilt by Jesus' own hands. On this partiular morning the boat was being used by David Zebedeeand two assoiates, who had just ome in near shore from a fruitless night of �shing on the lake.They were leaning and mending their nets when Jesus requested them to ome to his assistane.After Jesus had �nished teahing the people, he said to David: \As you were delayed by omingto my help, now let me work with you. Let us go �shing; put out into yonder deep and let downyour nets for a draught." But Simon, one of David's assistants, answered: \Master, it is useless. Wetoiled all night and took nothing; however, at your bidding we will put out and let down the nets."And Simon onsented to follow Jesus' diretions beause of a gesture made by his master, David.When they had proeeded to the plae designated by Jesus, they let down their nets and enlosedsuh a multitude of �sh that they feared the nets would break, so muh so that they signaled to their1483



assoiates on the shore to ome to their assistane. When they had �lled all three boats with �sh,almost to sinking, this Simon fell down at Jesus' knees, saying, \Depart from me, Master, for I am asinful man." Simon and all who were onerned in this episode were amazed at the draught of �shes.From that day David Zebedee, this Simon, and their assoiates forsook their nets and followed Jesus.But this was in no sense a miraulous draught of �shes. Jesus was a lose student of nature; hewas an experiened �sherman and knew the habits of the �sh in the Sea of Galilee. On this oasionhe merely direted these men to the plae where the �sh were usually to be found at this time ofday. But Jesus' followers always regarded this as a mirale.145.2 Afternoon at the SynagogueThe next Sabbath, at the afternoon servie in the synagogue, Jesus preahed his sermon on \TheWill of the Father in Heaven." In the morning Simon Peter had preahed on \The Kingdom." Atthe Thursday evening meeting of the synagogue Andrew had taught, his subjet being \The NewWay." At this partiular time more people believed in Jesus in Capernaum than in any other oneity on earth.As Jesus taught in the synagogue this Sabbath afternoon, aording to ustom he took the �rsttext from the law, reading from the Book of Exodus: \And you shall serve the Lord, your God, andhe shall bless your bread and your water, and all sikness shall be taken away from you." He hosethe seond text from the Prophets, reading from Isaiah: \Arise and shine, for your light has ome,and the glory of the Lord has risen upon you. Darkness may over the earth and gross darkness thepeople, but the spirit of the Lord shall arise upon you, and the divine glory shall be seen with you.Even the gentiles shall ome to this light, and many great minds shall surrender to the brightness ofthis light."This sermon was an e�ort on Jesus' part to make lear the fat that religion is a personal experi-ene. Among other things, the Master said:\You well know that, while a kindhearted father loves his family as a whole, he so regards themas a group beause of his strong a�etion for eah individual member of that family. No longer mustyou approah the Father in heaven as a hild of Israel but as a hild of God. As a group, you areindeed the hildren of Israel, but as individuals, eah one of you is a hild of God. I have ome,not to reveal the Father to the hildren of Israel, but rather to bring this knowledge of God and therevelation of his love and mery to the individual believer as a genuine personal experiene. Theprophets have all taught you that Yahweh ares for his people, that God loves Israel. But I haveome among you to prolaim a greater truth, one whih many of the later prophets also grasped,that God loves you - every one of you - as individuals. All these generations have you had a nationalor raial religion; now have I ome to give you a personal religion.\But even this is not a new idea. Many of the spiritually minded among you have known thistruth, inasmuh as some of the prophets have so instruted you. Have you not read in the Sriptureswhere the Prophet Jeremiah says: `In those days they shall no more say, the fathers have eaten sourgrapes and the hildren's teeth are set on edge. Every man shall die for his own iniquity; every manwho eats sour grapes, his teeth shall be set on edge. Behold, the days shall ome when I will make anew ovenant with my people, not aording to the ovenant whih I made with their fathers whenI brought them out of the land of Egypt, but aording to the new way. I will even write my law intheir hearts. I will be their God, and they shall be my people. In that day they shall not say, oneman to his neighbor, do you know the Lord? Nay! For they shall all know me personally, from theleast to the greatest.'\Have you not read these promises? Do you not believe the Sriptures? Do you not understand1484



that the prophet's words are ful�lled in what you behold this very day? And did not Jeremiah exhortyou to make religion an a�air of the heart, to relate yourselves to God as individuals? Did not theprophet tell you that the God of heaven would searh your individual hearts? And were you notwarned that the natural human heart is deeitful above all things and oftentimes desperately wiked?\Have you not read also where Ezekiel taught even your fathers that religion must beome a realityin your individual experienes? No more shall you use the proverb whih says, `The fathers haveeaten sour grapes and the hildren's teeth are set on edge.' `As I live,' says the Lord God, `beholdall souls are mine; as the soul of the father, so also the soul of the son. Only the soul that sins shalldie.' And then Ezekiel foresaw even this day when he spoke in behalf of God, saying: `A new heartalso will I give you, and a new spirit will I put within you.'\No more should you fear that God will punish a nation for the sin of an individual; neitherwill the Father in heaven punish one of his believing hildren for the sins of a nation, albeit theindividual member of any family must often su�er the material onsequenes of family mistakes andgroup transgressions. Do you not realize that the hope of a better nation - or a better world - isbound up in the progress and enlightenment of the individual?"Then the Master portrayed that the Father in heaven, after man diserns this spiritual freedom,wills that his hildren on earth should begin that eternal asent of the Paradise areer whih onsistsin the reature's onsious response to the divine urge of the indwelling spirit to �nd the Creator, toknow God and to seek to beome like him.The apostles were greatly helped by this sermon. All of them realized more fully that the gospelof the kingdom is a message direted to the individual, not to the nation.Even though the people of Capernaum were familiar with Jesus' teahing, they were astonished athis sermon on this Sabbath day. He taught, indeed, as one having authority and not as the sribes.Just as Jesus �nished speaking, a young man in the ongregation who had been muh agitatedby his words was seized with a violent epilepti attak and loudly ried out. At the end of theseizure, when reovering onsiousness, he spoke in a dreamy state, saying: \What have we to dowith you, Jesus of Nazareth? You are the holy one of God; have you ome to destroy us?" Jesusbade the people be quiet and, taking the young man by the hand, said, \Come out of it" - and hewas immediately awakened.This young man was not possessed of an unlean spirit or demon; he was a vitim of ordinaryepilepsy. But he had been taught that his a�ition was due to possession by an evil spirit. Hebelieved this teahing and behaved aordingly in all that he thought or said onerning his ailment.The people all believed that suh phenomena were diretly aused by the presene of unlean spirits.Aordingly they believed that Jesus had ast a demon out of this man. But Jesus did not at thattime ure his epilepsy. Not until later on that day, after sundown, was this man really healed. Longafter the day of Penteost the Apostle John, who was the last to write of Jesus' doings, avoided allreferene to these so-alled ats of \asting out devils," and this he did in view of the fat that suhases of demon possession never ourred after Penteost.As a result of this ommonplae inident the report was rapidly spread through Capernaum thatJesus had ast a demon out of a man and miraulously healed him in the synagogue at the onlusionof his afternoon sermon. The Sabbath was just the time for the rapid and e�etive spreading of suha startling rumor. This report was also arried to all the smaller settlements around Capernaum,and many of the people believed it.The ooking and the housework at the large Zebedee home, where Jesus and the twelve madetheir headquarters, was for the most part done by Simon Peter's wife and her mother. Peter's homewas near that of Zebedee; and Jesus and his friends stopped there on the way from the synagoguebeause Peter's wife's mother had for several days been sik with hills and fever. Now it hanedthat, at about the time Jesus stood over this sik woman, holding her hand, smoothing her brow,1485



and speaking words of omfort and enouragement, the fever left her. Jesus had not yet had time toexplain to his apostles that no mirale had been wrought at the synagogue; and with this inident sofresh and vivid in their minds, and realling the water and the wine at Cana, they seized upon thisoinidene as another mirale, and some of them rushed out to spread the news abroad throughoutthe ity.Amatha, Peter's mother-in-law, was su�ering from malarial fever. She was not miraulously healedby Jesus at this time. Not until several hours later, after sundown, was her ure e�eted in onnetionwith the extraordinary event whih ourred in the front yard of the Zebedee home.And these ases are typial of the manner in whih a wonder-seeking generation and a mirale-minded people unfailingly seized upon all suh oinidenes as the pretext for prolaiming thatanother mirale had been wrought by Jesus.145.3 The Healing at SundownBy the time Jesus and his apostles had made ready to partake of their evening meal near the end ofthis eventful Sabbath day, all Capernaum and its environs were agog over these reputed mirales ofhealing; and all who were sik or a�ited began preparations to go to Jesus or to have themselvesarried there by their friends just as soon as the sun went down. Aording to Jewish teahing itwas not permissible even to go in quest of health during the sared hours of the Sabbath.Therefore, as soon as the sun sank beneath the horizon, sores of a�ited men, women, andhildren began to make their way toward the Zebedee home in Bethsaida. One man started out withhis paralyzed daughter just as soon as the sun sank behind his neighbor's house.The whole day's events had set the stage for this extraordinary sundown sene. Even the textJesus had used for his afternoon sermon had intimated that sikness should be banished; and hehad spoken with suh unpreedented power and authority! His message was so ompelling! Whilehe made no appeal to human authority, he did speak diretly to the onsienes and souls of men.Though he did not resort to logi, legal quibbles, or lever sayings, he did make a powerful, diret,lear, and personal appeal to the hearts of his hearers.That Sabbath was a great day in the earth life of Jesus, yes, in the life of a universe. To all loaluniverse intents and purposes the little Jewish ity of Capernaum was the real apital of Nebadon.The handful of Jews in the Capernaum synagogue were not the only beings to hear that momentouslosing statement of Jesus' sermon: \Hate is the shadow of fear; revenge the mask of owardie."Neither ould his hearers forget his blessed words, delaring, \Man is the son of God, not a hild ofthe devil."Soon after the setting of the sun, as Jesus and the apostles still lingered about the supper table,Peter's wife heard voies in the front yard and, on going to the door, saw a large ompany of sikfolks assembling, and that the road from Capernaum was rowded by those who were on their wayto seek healing at Jesus' hands. On seeing this sight, she went at one and informed her husband,who told Jesus.When the Master stepped out of the front entrane of Zebedee's house, his eyes met an array ofstriken and a�ited humanity. He gazed upon almost one thousand sik and ailing human beings;at least that was the number of persons gathered together before him. Not all present were a�ited;some had ome assisting their loved ones in this e�ort to seure healing.The sight of these a�ited mortals, men, women, and hildren, su�ering in large measure as a resultof the mistakes and misdeeds of his own trusted Sons of universe administration, peuliarly touhedthe human heart of Jesus and hallenged the divine mery of this benevolent Creator Son. But Jesuswell knew he ould never build an enduring spiritual movement upon the foundation of purely material1486



wonders. It had been his onsistent poliy to refrain from exhibiting his reator prerogatives. Notsine Cana had the supernatural or miraulous attended his teahing; still, this a�ited multitudetouhed his sympatheti heart and mightily appealed to his understanding a�etion.A voie from the front yard exlaimed: \Master, speak the word, restore our health, heal ourdiseases, and save our souls." No sooner had these words been uttered than a vast retinue ofseraphim, physial ontrollers, Life Carriers, and midwayers, suh as always attended this inarnatedCreator of a universe, made themselves ready to at with reative power should their Sovereign givethe signal. This was one of those moments in the earth areer of Jesus in whih divine wisdom andhuman ompassion were so interloked in the judgment of the Son of Man that he sought refuge inappeal to his Father's will.When Peter implored the Master to heed their ry for help, Jesus, looking down upon the a�itedthrong, answered: \I have ome into the world to reveal the Father and establish his kingdom. Forthis purpose have I lived my life to this hour. If, therefore, it should be the will of Him who sent meand not inonsistent with my dediation to the prolamation of the gospel of the kingdom of heaven,I would desire to see my hildren made whole - and -" but the further words of Jesus were lost inthe tumult.Jesus had passed the responsibility of this healing deision to the ruling of his Father. Evidentlythe Father's will interposed no objetion, for the words of the Master had sarely been uttered whenthe assembly of elestial personalities serving under the ommand of Jesus' Personalized ThoughtAdjuster was mightily astir. The vast retinue desended into the midst of this motley throng ofa�ited mortals, and in a moment of time 683 men, women, and hildren were made whole, wereperfetly healed of all their physial diseases and other material disorders. Suh a sene was neverwitnessed on earth before that day, nor sine. And for those of us who were present to behold thisreative wave of healing, it was indeed a thrilling spetale.But of all the beings who were astonished at this sudden and unexpeted outbreak of supernaturalhealing, Jesus was the most surprised. In a moment when his human interests and sympathies werefoused upon the sene of su�ering and a�ition there spread out before him, he negleted to bearin his human mind the admonitory warnings of his Personalized Adjuster regarding the impossibilityof limiting the time element of the reator prerogatives of a Creator Son under ertain onditionsand in ertain irumstanes. Jesus desired to see these su�ering mortals made whole if his Father'swill would not thereby be violated. The Personalized Adjuster of Jesus instantly ruled that suh anat of reative energy at that time would not transgress the will of the Paradise Father, and by suha deision - in view of Jesus' preeding expression of healing desire - the reative at was. What aCreator Son desires and his Father wills IS. Not in all of Jesus' subsequent earth life did anothersuh en masse physial healing of mortals take plae.As might have been expeted, the fame of this sundown healing at Bethsaida in Capernaum spreadthroughout all Galilee and Judea and to the regions beyond. One more were the fears of Herodaroused, and he sent wathers to report on the work and teahings of Jesus and to asertain if hewas the former arpenter of Nazareth or John the Baptist risen from the dead.Chiey beause of this unintended demonstration of physial healing, heneforth, throughout theremainder of his earth areer, Jesus beame as muh a physiian as a preaher. True, he ontinuedhis teahing, but his personal work onsisted mostly in ministering to the sik and the distressed,while his apostles did the work of publi preahing and baptizing believers.But the majority of those who were reipients of supernatural or reative physial healing atthis sundown demonstration of divine energy were not permanently spiritually bene�ted by thisextraordinary manifestation of mery. A small number were truly edi�ed by this physial ministry,but the spiritual kingdom was not advaned in the hearts of men by this amazing eruption of timelessreative healing. 1487



The healing wonders whih every now and then attended Jesus' mission on earth were not a partof his plan of prolaiming the kingdom. They were inidentally inherent in having on earth a divinebeing of well-nigh unlimited reator prerogatives in assoiation with an unpreedented ombinationof divine mery and human sympathy. But suh so-alled mirales gave Jesus muh trouble in thatthey provided prejudie-raising publiity and a�orded muh unsought notoriety.145.4 The Evening AfterThroughout the evening following this great outburst of healing, the rejoiing and happy throngoverran Zebedee's home, and the apostles of Jesus were keyed up to the highest pith of emotionalenthusiasm. From a human standpoint, this was probably the greatest day of all the great days oftheir assoiation with Jesus. At no time before or after did their hopes surge to suh heights ofon�dent expetation. Jesus had told them only a few days before, and when they were yet withinthe borders of Samaria, that the hour had ome when the kingdom was to be prolaimed in power,and now their eyes had seen what they supposed was the ful�llment of that promise. They werethrilled by the vision of what was to ome if this amazing manifestation of healing power was just thebeginning. Their lingering doubts of Jesus' divinity were banished. They were literally intoxiatedwith the estasy of their bewildered enhantment.But when they sought for Jesus, they ould not �nd him. The Master was muh perturbed bywhat had happened. These men, women, and hildren who had been healed of diverse diseaseslingered late into the evening, hoping for Jesus' return that they might thank him. The apostlesould not understand the Master's ondut as the hours passed and he remained in selusion; theirjoy would have been full and perfet but for his ontinued absene. When Jesus did return to theirmidst, the hour was late, and pratially all of the bene�iaries of the healing episode had gone totheir homes. Jesus refused the ongratulations and adoration of the twelve and the others who hadlingered to greet him, only saying: \Rejoie not that my Father is powerful to heal the body, butrather that he is mighty to save the soul. Let us go to our rest, for tomorrow we must be about theFather's business."And again did twelve disappointed, perplexed, and heart-sorrowing men go to their rest; few ofthem, exept the twins, slept muh that night. No sooner would the Master do something to heerthe souls and gladden the hearts of his apostles, than he seemed immediately to dash their hopes inpiees and utterly to demolish the foundations of their ourage and enthusiasm. As these bewildered�shermen looked into eah other's eyes, there was but one thought: \We annot understand him.What does all this mean?"145.5 Early Sunday MorningNeither did Jesus sleep muh that Saturday night. He realized that the world was �lled with phys-ial distress and overrun with material diÆulties, and he ontemplated the great danger of beingompelled to devote so muh of his time to the are of the sik and a�ited that his mission of estab-lishing the spiritual kingdom in the hearts of men would be interfered with or at least subordinatedto the ministry of things physial. Beause of these and similar thoughts whih oupied the mortalmind of Jesus during the night, he arose that Sunday morning long before daybreak and went allalone to one of his favorite plaes for ommunion with the Father. The theme of Jesus' prayer on thisearly morning was for wisdom and judgment that he might not allow his human sympathy, joinedwith his divine mery, to make suh an appeal to him in the presene of mortal su�ering that all ofhis time would be oupied with physial ministry to the neglet of the spiritual. Though he did notwish altogether to avoid ministering to the sik, he knew that he must also do the more important1488



work of spiritual teahing and religious training.Jesus went out in the hills to pray so many times beause there were no private rooms suitablefor his personal devotions.Peter ould not sleep that night; so, very early, shortly after Jesus had gone out to pray, he arousedJames and John, and the three went to �nd their Master. After more than an hour's searh theyfound Jesus and besought him to tell them the reason for his strange ondut. They desired to knowwhy he appeared to be troubled by the mighty outpouring of the spirit of healing when all the peoplewere overjoyed and his apostles so muh rejoied.For more than four hours Jesus endeavored to explain to these three apostles what had happened.He taught them about what had transpired and explained the dangers of suh manifestations. Jesuson�ded to them the reason for his oming forth to pray. He sought to make plain to his personalassoiates the real reasons why the kingdom of the Father ould not be built upon wonder-workingand physial healing. But they ould not omprehend his teahing.Meanwhile, early Sunday morning, other rowds of a�ited souls and many uriosity seekers beganto gather about the house of Zebedee. They lamored to see Jesus. Andrew and the apostles were soperplexed that, while Simon Zelotes talked to the assembly, Andrew, with several of his assoiates,went to �nd Jesus. When Andrew had loated Jesus in ompany with the three, he said: \Master,why do you leave us alone with the multitude? Behold, all men seek you; never before have so manysought after your teahing. Even now the house is surrounded by those who have ome from nearand far beause of your mighty works. Will you not return with us to minister to them?"When Jesus heard this, he answered: \Andrew, have I not taught you and these others that mymission on earth is the revelation of the Father, and my message the prolamation of the kingdomof heaven? How is it, then, that you would have me turn aside from my work for the grati�ationof the urious and for the satisfation of those who seek for signs and wonders? Have we not beenamong these people all these months, and have they oked in multitudes to hear the good newsof the kingdom? Why have they now ome to besiege us? Is it not beause of the healing of theirphysial bodies rather than as a result of the reeption of spiritual truth for the salvation of theirsouls? When men are attrated to us beause of extraordinary manifestations, many of them omeseeking not for truth and salvation but rather in quest of healing for their physial ailments and toseure deliverane from their material diÆulties.\All this time I have been in Capernaum, and both in the synagogue and by the seaside haveI prolaimed the good news of the kingdom to all who had ears to hear and hearts to reeive thetruth. It is not the will of my Father that I should return with you to ater to these urious onesand to beome oupied with the ministry of things physial to the exlusion of the spiritual. I haveordained you to preah the gospel and minister to the sik, but I must not beome engrossed inhealing to the exlusion of my teahing. No, Andrew, I will not return with you. Go and tell thepeople to believe in that whih we have taught them and to rejoie in the liberty of the sons of God,and make ready for our departure for the other ities of Galilee, where the way has already beenprepared for the preahing of the good tidings of the kingdom. It was for this purpose that I ameforth from the Father. Go, then, and prepare for our immediate departure while I here await yourreturn."When Jesus had spoken, Andrew and his fellow apostles sorrowfully made their way bak toZebedee's house, dismissed the assembled multitude, and quikly made ready for the journey asJesus had direted. And so, on the afternoon of Sunday, January 18, A.D. 28, Jesus and the apostlesstarted out upon their �rst really publi and open preahing tour of the ities of Galilee. On this�rst tour they preahed the gospel of the kingdom in many ities, but they did not visit Nazareth.That Sunday afternoon, shortly after Jesus and his apostles had left for Rimmon, his brothersJames and Jude ame to see him, alling at Zebedee's house. About noon of that day Jude had1489



sought out his brother James and insisted that they go to Jesus. By the time James onsented to gowith Jude, Jesus had already departed.The apostles were loath to leave the great interest whih had been aroused at Capernaum. Peteralulated that no less than one thousand believers ould have been baptized into the kingdom. Jesuslistened to them patiently, but he would not onsent to return. Silene prevailed for a season, andthen Thomas addressed his fellow apostles, saying: \Let's go! The Master has spoken. No matterif we annot fully omprehend the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, of one thing we are ertain:We follow a teaher who seeks no glory for himself." And relutantly they went forth to preah thegood tidings in the ities of Galilee.
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Chapter 146First Preahing Tour of GalileeTHE �rst publi preahing tour of Galilee began on Sunday, January 18, A.D. 28, and ontinued forabout two months, ending with the return to Capernaum on Marh 17. On this tour Jesus and thetwelve apostles, assisted by the former apostles of John, preahed the gospel and baptized believersin Rimmon, Jotapata, Ramah, Zebulun, Iron, Gishala, Chorazin, Madon, Cana, Nain, and Endor.In these ities they tarried and taught, while in many other smaller towns they prolaimed the gospelof the kingdom as they passed through.This was the �rst time Jesus permitted his assoiates to preah without restraint. On this tour heautioned them on only three oasions; he admonished them to remain away from Nazareth and tobe disreet when passing through Capernaum and Tiberias. It was a soure of great satisfation tothe apostles at last to feel they were at liberty to preah and teah without restrition, and they threwthemselves into the work of preahing the gospel, ministering to the sik, and baptizing believers,with great earnestness and joy.
146.1 Preahing at RimmonThe small ity of Rimmon had one been dediated to the worship of a Babylonian god of the air,Ramman. Many of the earlier Babylonian and later Zoroastrian teahings were still embraed in thebeliefs of the Rimmonites; therefore did Jesus and the twenty-four devote muh of their time to thetask of making plain the di�erene between these older beliefs and the new gospel of the kingdom.Peter here preahed one of the great sermons of his early areer on \Aaron and the Golden Calf."Although many of the itizens of Rimmon beame believers in Jesus' teahings, they made greattrouble for their brethren in later years. It is diÆult to onvert nature worshipers to the fullfellowship of the adoration of a spiritual ideal during the short spae of a single lifetime.Many of the better of the Babylonian and Persian ideas of light and darkness, good and evil, timeand eternity, were later inorporated in the dotrines of so-alled Christianity, and their inlusionrendered the Christian teahings more immediately aeptable to the peoples of the Near East. Inlike manner, the inlusion of many of Plato's theories of the ideal spirit or invisible patterns of allthings visible and material, as later adapted by Philo to the Hebrew theology, made Paul's Christianteahings more easy of aeptane by the western Greeks.It was at Rimmon that Todan �rst heard the gospel of the kingdom, and he later arried thismessage into Mesopotamia and far beyond. He was among the �rst to preah the good news to thosewho dwelt beyond the Euphrates. 1491



146.2 At JotapataWhile the ommon people of Jotapata heard Jesus and his apostles gladly and many aepted thegospel of the kingdom, it was the disourse of Jesus to the twenty-four on the seond evening of theirsojourn in this small town that distinguishes the Jotapata mission. Nathaniel was onfused in hismind about the Master's teahings onerning prayer, thanksgiving, and worship, and in responseto his question Jesus spoke at great length in further explanation of his teahing. Summarized inmodern phraseology, this disourse may be presented as emphasizing the following points:1. The onsious and persistent regard for iniquity in the heart of man gradually destroys theprayer onnetion of the human soul with the spirit iruits of ommuniation between man and hisMaker. Naturally God hears the petition of his hild, but when the human heart deliberately andpersistently harbors the onepts of iniquity, there gradually ensues the loss of personal ommunionbetween the earth hild and his heavenly Father.2. That prayer whih is inonsistent with the known and established laws of God is an abominationto the Paradise Deities. If man will not listen to the Gods as they speak to their reation in the lawsof spirit, mind, and matter, the very at of suh deliberate and onsious disdain by the reatureturns the ears of spirit personalities away from hearing the personal petitions of suh lawless anddisobedient mortals. Jesus quoted to his apostles from the Prophet Zehariah: \But they refused tohearken and pulled away the shoulder and stopped their ears that they should not hear. Yes, theymade their hearts adamant like a stone, lest they should hear my law and the words whih I sent bymy spirit through the prophets; therefore did the results of their evil thinking ome as a great wrathupon their guilty heads. And so it ame to pass that they ried for mery, but there was no ear opento hear." And then Jesus quoted the proverb of the wise man who said: \He who turns away his earfrom hearing the divine law, even his prayer shall be an abomination."3. By opening the human end of the hannel of the God-man ommuniation, mortals makeimmediately available the ever-owing stream of divine ministry to the reatures of the worlds.When man hears God's spirit speak within the human heart, inherent in suh an experiene is thefat that God simultaneously hears that man's prayer. Even the forgiveness of sin operates in thissame unerring fashion. The Father in heaven has forgiven you even before you have thought to askhim, but suh forgiveness is not available in your personal religious experiene until suh a time asyou forgive your fellow men. God's forgiveness in fat is not onditioned upon your forgiving yourfellows, but in experiene it is exatly so onditioned. And this fat of the synhrony of divine andhuman forgiveness was thus reognized and linked together in the prayer whih Jesus taught theapostles.4. There is a basi law of justie in the universe whih mery is powerless to irumvent. Theunsel�sh glories of Paradise are not possible of reeption by a thoroughly sel�sh reature of the realmsof time and spae. Even the in�nite love of God annot fore the salvation of eternal survival uponany mortal reature who does not hoose to survive. Mery has great latitude of bestowal, but, afterall, there are mandates of justie whih even love ombined with mery annot e�etively abrogate.Again Jesus quoted from the Hebrew sriptures: \I have alled and you refused to hear; I strethedout my hand, but no man regarded. You have set at naught all my ounsel, and you have rejetedmy reproof, and beause of this rebellious attitude it beomes inevitable that you shall all upon meand fail to reeive an answer. Having rejeted the way of life, you may seek me diligently in yourtimes of su�ering, but you will not �nd me."5. They who would reeive mery must show mery; judge not that you be not judged. Withthe spirit with whih you judge others you also shall be judged. Mery does not wholly abrogateuniverse fairness. In the end it will prove true: \Whoso stops his ears to the ry of the poor, he alsoshall some day ry for help, and no one will hear him." The sinerity of any prayer is the assuraneof its being heard; the spiritual wisdom and universe onsisteny of any petition is the determiner1492



of the time, manner, and degree of the answer. A wise father does not literally answer the foolishprayers of his ignorant and inexperiened hildren, albeit the hildren may derive muh pleasure andreal soul satisfation from the making of suh absurd petitions.6. When you have beome wholly dediated to the doing of the will of the Father in heaven, theanswer to all your petitions will be forthoming beause your prayers will be in full aordane withthe Father's will, and the Father's will is ever manifest throughout his vast universe. What the trueson desires and the in�nite Father wills IS. Suh a prayer annot remain unanswered, and no othersort of petition an possibly be fully answered.7. The ry of the righteous is the faith at of the hild of God whih opens the door of the Father'sstorehouse of goodness, truth, and mery, and these good gifts have long been in waiting for the son'sapproah and personal appropriation. Prayer does not hange the divine attitude toward man, butit does hange man's attitude toward the hangeless Father. The motive of the prayer gives it rightof way to the divine ear, not the soial, eonomi, or outward religious status of the one who prays.8. Prayer may not be employed to avoid the delays of time or to transend the handiaps of spae.Prayer is not designed as a tehnique for aggrandizing self or for gaining unfair advantage over one'sfellows. A thoroughly sel�sh soul annot pray in the true sense of the word. Said Jesus: \Let yoursupreme delight be in the harater of God, and he shall surely give you the sinere desires of yourheart." \Commit your way to the Lord; trust in him, and he will at." \For the Lord hears the ryof the needy, and he will regard the prayer of the destitute."9. \I have ome forth from the Father; if, therefore, you are ever in doubt as to what you wouldask of the Father, ask in my name, and I will present your petition in aordane with your real needsand desires and in aordane with my Father's will." Guard against the great danger of beomingself-entered in your prayers. Avoid praying muh for yourself; pray more for the spiritual progressof your brethren. Avoid materialisti praying; pray in the spirit and for the abundane of the giftsof the spirit.10. When you pray for the sik and a�ited, do not expet that your petitions will take the plaeof loving and intelligent ministry to the neessities of these a�ited ones. Pray for the welfare of yourfamilies, friends, and fellows, but espeially pray for those who urse you, and make loving petitionsfor those who perseute you. \But when to pray, I will not say. Only the spirit that dwells withinyou may move you to the utterane of those petitions whih are expressive of your inner relationshipwith the Father of spirits."11. Many resort to prayer only when in trouble. Suh a pratie is thoughtless and misleading.True, you do well to pray when harassed, but you should also be mindful to speak as a son to yourFather even when all goes well with your soul. Let your real petitions always be in seret. Do not letmen hear your personal prayers. Prayers of thanksgiving are appropriate for groups of worshipers,but the prayer of the soul is a personal matter. There is but one form of prayer whih is appropriatefor all God's hildren, and that is: \Nevertheless, your will be done."12. All believers in this gospel should pray sinerely for the extension of the kingdom of heaven.Of all the prayers of the Hebrew sriptures he ommented most approvingly on the petition of thePsalmist: \Create in me a lean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me. Purge me fromseret sins and keep bak your servant from presumptuous transgression." Jesus ommented at greatlength on the relation of prayer to areless and o�ending speeh, quoting: \Set a wath, O Lord,before my mouth; keep the door of my lips." \The human tongue," said Jesus, \is a member whihfew men an tame, but the spirit within an transform this unruly member into a kindly voie oftolerane and an inspiring minister of mery."13. Jesus taught that the prayer for divine guidane over the pathway of earthly life was nextin importane to the petition for a knowledge of the Father's will. In reality this means a prayerfor divine wisdom. Jesus never taught that human knowledge and speial skill ould be gained by1493



prayer. But he did teah that prayer is a fator in the enlargement of one's apaity to reeive thepresene of the divine spirit. When Jesus taught his assoiates to pray in the spirit and in truth,he explained that he referred to praying sinerely and in aordane with one's enlightenment, topraying wholeheartedly and intelligently, earnestly and steadfastly.14. Jesus warned his followers against thinking that their prayers would be rendered more eÆa-ious by ornate repetitions, eloquent phraseology, fasting, penane, or sari�es. But he did exhorthis believers to employ prayer as a means of leading up through thanksgiving to true worship. Jesusdeplored that so little of the spirit of thanksgiving was to be found in the prayers and worship of hisfollowers. He quoted from the Sriptures on this oasion, saying: \It is a good thing to give thanksto the Lord and to sing praises to the name of the Most High, to aknowledge his loving-kindnessevery morning and his faithfulness every night, for God has made me glad through his work. Ineverything I will give thanks aording to the will of God."15. And then Jesus said: \Be not onstantly overanxious about your ommon needs. Be notapprehensive onerning the problems of your earthly existene, but in all these things by prayer andsuppliation, with the spirit of sinere thanksgiving, let your needs be spread out before your Fatherwho is in heaven." Then he quoted from the Sriptures: \I will praise the name of God with a songand will magnify him with thanksgiving. And this will please the Lord better than the sari�e ofan ox or bullok with horns and hoofs."16. Jesus taught his followers that, when they had made their prayers to the Father, they shouldremain for a time in silent reeptivity to a�ord the indwelling spirit the better opportunity to speakto the listening soul. The spirit of the Father speaks best to man when the human mind is in anattitude of true worship. We worship God by the aid of the Father's indwelling spirit and by theillumination of the human mind through the ministry of truth. Worship, taught Jesus, makes oneinreasingly like the being who is worshiped. Worship is a transforming experiene whereby the �nitegradually approahes and ultimately attains the presene of the In�nite.And many other truths did Jesus tell his apostles about man's ommunion with God, but notmany of them ould fully enompass his teahing.146.3 The Stop at RamahAt Ramah Jesus had the memorable disussion with the aged Greek philosopher who taught thatsiene and philosophy were suÆient to satisfy the needs of human experiene. Jesus listenedwith patiene and sympathy to this Greek teaher, allowing the truth of many things he said butpointing out that, when he was through, he had failed in his disussion of human existene to explain\whene, why, and whither," and added: \Where you leave o�, we begin. Religion is a revelation toman's soul dealing with spiritual realities whih the mind alone ould never disover or fully fathom.Intelletual strivings may reveal the fats of life, but the gospel of the kingdom unfolds the truths ofbeing. You have disussed the material shadows of truth; will you now listen while I tell you aboutthe eternal and spiritual realities whih ast these transient time shadows of the material fats ofmortal existene?" For more than an hour Jesus taught this Greek the saving truths of the gospelof the kingdom. The old philosopher was suseptible to the Master's mode of approah, and beingsinerely honest of heart, he quikly believed this gospel of salvation.The apostles were a bit disonerted by the open manner of Jesus' assent to many of the Greek'spropositions, but Jesus afterward privately said to them: \My hildren, marvel not that I wastolerant of the Greek's philosophy. True and genuine inward ertainty does not in the least fearoutward analysis, nor does truth resent honest ritiism. You should never forget that intolerane isthe mask overing up the entertainment of seret doubts as to the trueness of one's belief. No man isat any time disturbed by his neighbor's attitude when he has perfet on�dene in the truth of that1494



whih he wholeheartedly believes. Courage is the on�dene of thoroughgoing honesty about thosethings whih one professes to believe. Sinere men are unafraid of the ritial examination of theirtrue onvitions and noble ideals."On the seond evening at Ramah, Thomas asked Jesus this question: \Master, how an a newbeliever in your teahing really know, really be ertain, about the truth of this gospel of the kingdom?"And Jesus said to Thomas: \Your assurane that you have entered into the kingdom family of theFather, and that you will eternally survive with the hildren of the kingdom, is wholly a matter ofpersonal experiene - faith in the word of truth. Spiritual assurane is the equivalent of your personalreligious experiene in the eternal realities of divine truth and is otherwise equal to your intelligentunderstanding of truth realities plus your spiritual faith and minus your honest doubts.\The Son is naturally endowed with the life of the Father. Having been endowed with the livingspirit of the Father, you are therefore sons of God. You survive your life in the material world of theesh beause you are identi�ed with the Father's living spirit, the gift of eternal life. Many, indeed,had this life before I ame forth from the Father, and many more have reeived this spirit beausethey believed my word; but I delare that, when I return to the Father, he will send his spirit intothe hearts of all men.\While you annot observe the divine spirit at work in your minds, there is a pratial methodof disovering the degree to whih you have yielded the ontrol of your soul powers to the teahingand guidane of this indwelling spirit of the heavenly Father, and that is the degree of your love foryour fellow men. This spirit of the Father partakes of the love of the Father, and as it dominatesman, it unfailingly leads in the diretions of divine worship and loving regard for one's fellows. At�rst you believe that you are sons of God beause my teahing has made you more onsious of theinner leadings of our Father's indwelling presene; but presently the Spirit of Truth shall be pouredout upon all esh, and it will live among men and teah all men, even as I now live among you andspeak to you the words of truth. And this Spirit of Truth, speaking for the spiritual endowmentsof your souls, will help you to know that you are the sons of God. It will unfailingly bear witnesswith the Father's indwelling presene, your spirit, then dwelling in all men as it now dwells in some,telling you that you are in reality the sons of God.\Every earth hild who follows the leading of this spirit shall eventually know the will of God,and he who surrenders to the will of my Father shall abide forever. The way from the earth life tothe eternal estate has not been made plain to you, but there is a way, there always has been, and Ihave ome to make that way new and living. He who enters the kingdom has eternal life already -he shall never perish. But muh of this you will the better understand when I shall have returned tothe Father and you are able to view your present experienes in retrospet."And all who heard these blessed words were greatly heered. The Jewish teahings had beenonfused and unertain regarding the survival of the righteous, and it was refreshing and inspiringfor Jesus' followers to hear these very de�nite and positive words of assurane about the eternalsurvival of all true believers.The apostles ontinued to preah and baptize believers, while they kept up the pratie of visitingfrom house to house, omforting the downast and ministering to the sik and a�ited. The apostoliorganization was expanded in that eah of Jesus' apostles now had one of John's as an assoiate;Abner was the assoiate of Andrew; and this plan prevailed until they went down to Jerusalem forthe next Passover.The speial instrution given by Jesus during their stay at Zebulun had hiey to do with furtherdisussions of the mutual obligations of the kingdom and embraed teahing designed to make learthe di�erenes between personal religious experiene and the amities of soial religious obligations.This was one of the few times the Master ever disussed the soial aspets of religion. Throughout hisentire earth life Jesus gave his followers very little instrution regarding the soialization of religion.1495



In Zebulun the people were of a mixed rae, hardly Jew or gentile, and few of them really believedin Jesus, notwithstanding they had heard of the healing of the sik at Capernaum.146.4 The Gospel at IronAt Iron, as in many of even the smaller ities of Galilee and Judea, there was a synagogue, and duringthe earlier times of Jesus' ministry it was his ustom to speak in these synagogues on the Sabbathday. Sometimes he would speak at the morning servie, and Peter or one of the other apostles wouldpreah at the afternoon hour. Jesus and the apostles would also often teah and preah at theweekday evening assemblies at the synagogue. Although the religious leaders at Jerusalem beameinreasingly antagonisti toward Jesus, they exerised no diret ontrol over the synagogues outsideof that ity. It was not until later in Jesus' publi ministry that they were able to reate suh awidespread sentiment against him as to bring about the almost universal losing of the synagoguesto his teahing. At this time all the synagogues of Galilee and Judea were open to him.Iron was the site of extensive mineral mines for those days, and sine Jesus had never sharedthe life of the miner, he spent most of his time, while sojourning at Iron, in the mines. While theapostles visited the homes and preahed in the publi plaes, Jesus worked in the mines with theseunderground laborers. The fame of Jesus as a healer had spread even to this remote village, andmany sik and a�ited sought help at his hands, and many were greatly bene�ted by his healingministry. But in none of these ases did the Master perform a so-alled mirale of healing save inthat of the leper.Late on the afternoon of the third day at Iron, as Jesus was returning from the mines, he hanedto pass through a narrow side street on his way to his lodging plae. As he drew near the squalidhovel of a ertain leprous man, the a�ited one, having heard of his fame as a healer, made bold toaost him as he passed his door, saying as he knelt before him: \Lord, if only you would, you ouldmake me lean. I have heard the message of your teahers, and I would enter the kingdom if I ouldbe made lean." And the leper spoke in this way beause among the Jews lepers were forbidden evento attend the synagogue or otherwise engage in publi worship. This man really believed that heould not be reeived into the oming kingdom unless he ould �nd a ure for his leprosy. And whenJesus saw him in his a�ition and heard his words of linging faith, his human heart was touhed,and the divine mind was moved with ompassion. As Jesus looked upon him, the man fell upon hisfae and worshiped. Then the Master strethed forth his hand and, touhing him, said: \I will - belean." And immediately he was healed; the leprosy no longer a�ited him.When Jesus had lifted the man upon his feet, he harged him: \See that you tell no man aboutyour healing but rather go quietly about your business, showing yourself to the priest and o�eringthose sari�es ommanded by Moses in testimony of your leansing." But this man did not do asJesus had instruted him. Instead, he began to publish abroad throughout the town that Jesus hadured his leprosy, and sine he was known to all the village, the people ould plainly see that hehad been leansed of his disease. He did not go to the priests as Jesus had admonished him. As aresult of his spreading abroad the news that Jesus had healed him, the Master was so thronged bythe sik that he was fored to rise early the next day and leave the village. Although Jesus did notagain enter the town, he remained two days in the outskirts near the mines, ontinuing to instrutthe believing miners further regarding the gospel of the kingdom.This leansing of the leper was the �rst so-alled mirale whih Jesus had intentionally and delib-erately performed up to this time. And this was a ase of real leprosy.From Iron they went to Gishala, spending two days prolaiming the gospel, and then departedfor Chorazin, where they spent almost a week preahing the good news; but they were unable to winmany believers for the kingdom in Chorazin. In no plae where Jesus had taught had he met with1496



suh a general rejetion of his message. The sojourn at Chorazin was very depressing to most of theapostles, and Andrew and Abner had muh diÆulty in upholding the ourage of their assoiates.And so, passing quietly through Capernaum, they went on to the village of Madon, where they faredlittle better. There prevailed in the minds of most of the apostles the idea that their failure to meetwith suess in these towns so reently visited was due to Jesus' insistene that they refrain, in theirteahing and preahing, from referring to him as a healer. How they wished he would leanse anotherleper or in some other manner so manifest his power as to attrat the attention of the people! Butthe Master was unmoved by their earnest urging.146.5 Bak in CanaThe apostoli party was greatly heered when Jesus announed, \Tomorrow we go to Cana." Theyknew they would have a sympatheti hearing at Cana, for Jesus was well known there. They weredoing well with their work of bringing people into the kingdom when, on the third day, there arrivedin Cana a ertain prominent itizen of Capernaum, Titus, who was a partial believer, and whose sonwas ritially ill. He heard that Jesus was at Cana; so he hastened over to see him. The believers atCapernaum thought Jesus ould heal any sikness.When this nobleman had loated Jesus in Cana, he besought him to hurry over to Capernaumand heal his a�ited son. While the apostles stood by in breathless expetany, Jesus, looking atthe father of the sik boy, said: \How long shall I bear with you? The power of God is in your midst,but exept you see signs and behold wonders, you refuse to believe." But the nobleman pleadedwith Jesus, saying: \My Lord, I do believe, but ome ere my hild perishes, for when I left himhe was even then at the point of death." And when Jesus had bowed his head a moment in silentmeditation, he suddenly spoke, \Return to your home; your son will live." Titus believed the wordof Jesus and hastened bak to Capernaum. And as he was returning, his servants ame out to meethim, saying, \Rejoie, for your son is improved - he lives." Then Titus inquired of them at whathour the boy began to mend, and when the servants answered \yesterday about the seventh hourthe fever left him," the father realled that it was about that hour when Jesus had said, \Your sonwill live." And Titus heneforth believed with a whole heart, and all his family also believed. Thisson beame a mighty minister of the kingdom and later yielded up his life with those who su�eredin Rome. Though the entire household of Titus, their friends, and even the apostles regarded thisepisode as a mirale, it was not. At least this was not a mirale of uring physial disease. It wasmerely a ase of preknowledge onerning the ourse of natural law, just suh knowledge as Jesusfrequently resorted to subsequent to his baptism.Again was Jesus ompelled to hasten away from Cana beause of the undue attention attrated bythe seond episode of this sort to attend his ministry in this village. The townspeople rememberedthe water and the wine, and now that he was supposed to have healed the nobleman's son at so greata distane, they ame to him, not only bringing the sik and a�ited but also sending messengersrequesting that he heal su�erers at a distane. And when Jesus saw that the whole ountryside wasaroused, he said, \Let us go to Nain."146.6 Nain and the Widow's SonThese people believed in signs; they were a wonder-seeking generation. By this time the people ofentral and southern Galilee had beome mirale minded regarding Jesus and his personal ministry.Sores, hundreds, of honest persons su�ering from purely nervous disorders and a�ited with emo-tional disturbanes ame into Jesus' presene and then returned home to their friends announingthat Jesus had healed them. And suh ases of mental healing these ignorant and simple-minded1497



people regarded as physial healing, miraulous ures.When Jesus sought to leave Cana and go to Nain, a great multitude of believers and many uriouspeople followed after him. They were bent on beholding mirales and wonders, and they were notto be disappointed. As Jesus and his apostles drew near the gate of the ity, they met a funeralproession on its way to the near-by emetery, arrying the only son of a widowed mother of Nain.This woman was muh respeted, and half of the village followed the bearers of the bier of thissupposedly dead boy. When the funeral proession had ome up to Jesus and his followers, thewidow and her friends reognized the Master and besought him to bring the son bak to life. Theirmirale expetany was aroused to suh a high pith they thought Jesus ould ure any humandisease, and why ould not suh a healer even raise the dead? Jesus, while being thus importuned,stepped forward and, raising the overing of the bier, examined the boy. Disovering that the youngman was not really dead, he pereived the tragedy whih his presene ould avert; so, turning to themother, he said: \Weep not. Your son is not dead; he sleeps. He will be restored to you." And then,taking the young man by the hand, he said, \Awake and arise." And the youth who was supposedto be dead presently sat up and began to speak, and Jesus sent them bak to their homes.Jesus endeavored to alm the multitude and vainly tried to explain that the lad was not reallydead, that he had not brought him bak from the grave, but it was useless. The multitude whihfollowed him, and the whole village of Nain, were aroused to the highest pith of emotional frenzy.Fear seized many, pani others, while still others fell to praying and wailing over their sins. And itwas not until long after nightfall that the lamoring multitude ould be dispersed. And, of ourse,notwithstanding Jesus' statement that the boy was not dead, everyone insisted that a mirale hadbeen wrought, even the dead raised. Although Jesus told them the boy was merely in a deep sleep,they explained that that was the manner of his speaking and alled attention to the fat that healways in great modesty tried to hide his mirales.So the word went abroad throughout Galilee and into Judea that Jesus had raised the widow'sson from the dead, and many who heard this report believed it. Never was Jesus able to make evenall his apostles fully understand that the widow's son was not really dead when he bade him awakeand arise. But he did impress them suÆiently to keep it out of all subsequent reords exept thatof Luke, who reorded it as the episode had been related to him. And again was Jesus so besiegedas a physiian that he departed early the next day for Endor.146.7 At EndorAt Endor Jesus esaped for a few days from the lamoring multitudes in quest of physial healing.During their sojourn at this plae the Master reounted for the instrution of the apostles the storyof King Saul and the with of Endor. Jesus plainly told his apostles that the stray and rebelliousmidwayers who had oftentimes impersonated the supposed spirits of the dead would soon be broughtunder ontrol so that they ould no more do these strange things. He told his followers that, after hereturned to the Father, and after they had poured out their spirit upon all esh, no more ould suhsemispirit beings - so-alled unlean spirits - possess the feeble- and evil-minded among mortals.Jesus further explained to his apostles that the spirits of departed human beings do not omebak to the world of their origin to ommuniate with their living fellows. Only after the passing ofa dispensational age would it be possible for the advaning spirit of mortal man to return to earthand then only in exeptional ases and as a part of the spiritual administration of the planet.When they had rested two days, Jesus said to his apostles: \On the morrow let us return toCapernaum to tarry and teah while the ountryside quiets down. At home they will have by thistime partly reovered from this sort of exitement."1498



Chapter 147The Interlude Visit to JerusalemJESUS and the apostles arrived in Capernaum on Wednesday, Marh 17, and spent two weeksat the Bethsaida headquarters before they departed for Jerusalem. These two weeks the apostlestaught the people by the seaside while Jesus spent muh time alone in the hills about his Father'sbusiness. During this period Jesus, aompanied by James and John Zebedee, made two seret tripsto Tiberias, where they met with the believers and instruted them in the gospel of the kingdom.Many of the household of Herod believed in Jesus and attended these meetings. It was the inueneof these believers among Herod's oÆial family that had helped to lessen that ruler's enmity towardJesus. These believers at Tiberias had fully explained to Herod that the \kingdom" whih Jesusprolaimed was spiritual in nature and not a politial venture. Herod rather believed these membersof his own household and therefore did not permit himself to beome unduly alarmed by the spreadingabroad of the reports onerning Jesus' teahing and healing. He had no objetions to Jesus' workas a healer or religious teaher. Notwithstanding the favorable attitude of many of Herod's advisers,and even of Herod himself, there existed a group of his subordinates who were so inuened by thereligious leaders at Jerusalem that they remained bitter and threatening enemies of Jesus and theapostles and, later on, did muh to hamper their publi ativities. The greatest danger to Jesus layin the Jerusalem religious leaders and not in Herod. And it was for this very reason that Jesus andthe apostles spent so muh time and did most of their publi preahing in Galilee rather than atJerusalem and in Judea.147.1 The Centurion's ServantOn the day before they made ready to go to Jerusalem for the feast of the Passover, Mangus,a enturion, or aptain, of the Roman guard stationed at Capernaum, ame to the rulers of thesynagogue, saying: \My faithful orderly is sik and at the point of death. Would you, therefore, goto Jesus in my behalf and beseeh him to heal my servant?" The Roman aptain did this beausehe thought the Jewish leaders would have more inuene with Jesus. So the elders went to see Jesusand their spokesman said: \Teaher, we earnestly request you to go over to Capernaum and save thefavorite servant of the Roman enturion, who is worthy of your notie beause he loves our nationand even built us the very synagogue wherein you have so many times spoken."And when Jesus had heard them, he said, \I will go with you." And as he went with them overto the enturion's house, and before they had entered his yard, the Roman soldier sent his friendsout to greet Jesus, instruting them to say: \Lord, trouble not yourself to enter my house, for I amnot worthy that you should ome under my roof. Neither did I think myself worthy to ome to you;wherefore I sent the elders of your own people. But I know that you an speak the word where youstand and my servant will be healed. For I am myself under the orders of others, and I have soldiers1499



under me, and I say to this one go, and he goes; to another ome, and he omes, and to my servantsdo this or do that, and they do it."And when Jesus heard these words, he turned and said to his apostles and those who were withthem: \I marvel at the belief of the gentile. Verily, verily, I say to you, I have not found so greatfaith, no, not in Israel." Jesus, turning from the house, said, \Let us go hene." And the friends ofthe enturion went into the house and told Mangus what Jesus had said. And from that hour theservant began to mend and was eventually restored to his normal health and usefulness.But we never knew just what happened on this oasion. This is simply the reord, and as towhether or not invisible beings ministered healing to the enturion's servant, was not revealed tothose who aompanied Jesus. We only know of the fat of the servant's omplete reovery.147.2 The Journey to JerusalemEarly on the morning of Tuesday, Marh 30, Jesus and the apostoli party started on their journeyto Jerusalem for the Passover, going by the route of the Jordan valley. They arrived on the afternoonof Friday, April 2, and established their headquarters, as usual, at Bethany. Passing through Jeriho,they paused to rest while Judas made a deposit of some of their ommon funds in the bank of afriend of his family. This was the �rst time Judas had arried a surplus of money, and this depositwas left undisturbed until they passed through Jeriho again when on that last and eventful journeyto Jerusalem just before the trial and death of Jesus.The party had an uneventful trip to Jerusalem, but they had hardly got themselves settled atBethany when from near and far those seeking healing for their bodies, omfort for troubled minds,and salvation for their souls, began to ongregate, so muh so that Jesus had little time for rest.Therefore they pithed tents at Gethsemane, and the Master would go bak and forth from Bethanyto Gethsemane to avoid the rowds whih so onstantly thronged him. The apostoli party spentalmost three weeks at Jerusalem, but Jesus enjoined them to do no publi preahing, only privateteahing and personal work.At Bethany they quietly elebrated the Passover. And this was the �rst time that Jesus and allof the twelve partook of the bloodless Passover feast. The apostles of John did not eat the Passoverwith Jesus and his apostles; they elebrated the feast with Abner and many of the early believers inJohn's preahing. This was the seond Passover Jesus had observed with his apostles in Jerusalem.When Jesus and the twelve departed for Capernaum, the apostles of John did not return withthem. Under the diretion of Abner they remained in Jerusalem and the surrounding ountry, quietlylaboring for the extension of the kingdom, while Jesus and the twelve returned to work in Galilee.Never again were the twenty-four all together until a short time before the ommissioning and sendingforth of the seventy evangelists. But the two groups were o-operative, and notwithstanding theirdi�erenes of opinion, the best of feelings prevailed.147.3 At the Pool of BethesdaThe afternoon of the seond Sabbath in Jerusalem, as the Master and the apostles were about topartiipate in the temple servies, John said to Jesus, \Come with me, I would show you something."John onduted Jesus out through one of the Jerusalem gates to a pool of water alled Bethesda.Surrounding this pool was a struture of �ve porhes under whih a large group of su�erers lingeredin quest of healing. This was a hot spring whose reddish-tinged water would bubble up at irregularintervals beause of gas aumulations in the rok averns underneath the pool. This periodidisturbane of the warm waters was believed by many to be due to supernatural inuenes, and it1500



was a popular belief that the �rst person who entered the water after suh a disturbane would behealed of whatever in�rmity he had.The apostles were somewhat restless under the restritions imposed by Jesus, and John, theyoungest of the twelve, was espeially restive under this restraint. He had brought Jesus to thepool thinking that the sight of the assembled su�erers would make suh an appeal to the Master'sompassion that he would be moved to perform a mirale of healing, and thereby would all Jerusalembe astounded and presently be won to believe in the gospel of the kingdom. Said John to Jesus:\Master, see all of these su�ering ones; is there nothing we an do for them?" And Jesus replied:\John, why would you tempt me to turn aside from the way I have hosen? Why do you go ondesiring to substitute the working of wonders and the healing of the sik for the prolamation of thegospel of eternal truth? My son, I may not do that whih you desire, but gather together these sikand a�ited that I may speak words of good heer and eternal omfort to them."In speaking to those assembled, Jesus said: \Many of you are here, sik and a�ited, beauseof your many years of wrong living. Some su�er from the aidents of time, others as a result ofthe mistakes of their forebears, while some of you struggle under the handiaps of the imperfetonditions of your temporal existene. But my Father works, and I would work, to improve yourearthly state but more espeially to insure your eternal estate. None of us an do muh to hangethe diÆulties of life unless we disover the Father in heaven so wills. After all, we are all beholdento do the will of the Eternal. If you ould all be healed of your physial a�itions, you would indeedmarvel, but it is even greater that you should be leansed of all spiritual disease and �nd yourselveshealed of all moral in�rmities. You are all God's hildren; you are the sons of the heavenly Father.The bonds of time may seem to a�it you, but the God of eternity loves you. And when the timeof judgment shall ome, fear not, you shall all �nd, not only justie, but an abundane of mery.Verily, verily, I say to you: He who hears the gospel of the kingdom and believes in this teahing ofsonship with God, has eternal life; already are suh believers passing from judgment and death tolight and life. And the hour is oming in whih even those who are in the tombs shall hear the voieof the resurretion."And many of those who heard believed the gospel of the kingdom. Some of the a�ited were soinspired and spiritually revivi�ed that they went about prolaiming that they had also been uredof their physial ailments.One man who had been many years downast and grievously a�ited by the in�rmities of histroubled mind, rejoied at Jesus' words and, piking up his bed, went forth to his home, even thoughit was the Sabbath day. This a�ited man had waited all these years for somebody to help him; hewas suh a vitim of the feeling of his own helplessness that he had never one entertained the ideaof helping himself whih proved to be the one thing he had to do in order to e�et reovery - takeup his bed and walk.Then said Jesus to John: \Let us depart ere the hief priests and the sribes ome upon us andtake o�ense that we spoke words of life to these a�ited ones." And they returned to the templeto join their ompanions, and presently all of them departed to spend the night at Bethany. ButJohn never told the other apostles of this visit of himself and Jesus to the pool of Bethesda on thisSabbath afternoon.147.4 The Rule of LivingOn the evening of this same Sabbath day, at Bethany, while Jesus, the twelve, and a group of believerswere assembled about the �re in Lazarus's garden, Nathaniel asked Jesus this question: \Master,although you have taught us the positive version of the old rule of life, instruting us that we shoulddo to others as we wish them to do to us, I do not fully disern how we an always abide by suh an1501



injuntion. Let me illustrate my ontention by iting the example of a lustful man who thus wikedlylooks upon his intended onsort in sin. How an we teah that this evil-intending man should do toothers as he would they should do to him?"When Jesus heard Nathaniel's question, he immediately stood upon his feet and, pointing his�nger at the apostle, said: \Nathaniel, Nathaniel! What manner of thinking is going on in yourheart? Do you not reeive my teahings as one who has been born of the spirit? Do you not hearthe truth as men of wisdom and spiritual understanding? When I admonished you to do to others asyou would have them do to you, I spoke to men of high ideals, not to those who would be temptedto distort my teahing into a liense for the enouragement of evil-doing."When the Master had spoken, Nathaniel stood up and said: \But, Master, you should not thinkthat I approve of suh an interpretation of your teahing. I asked the question beause I onje-tured that many suh men might thus misjudge your admonition, and I hoped you would give usfurther instrution regarding these matters." And then when Nathaniel had sat down, Jesus on-tinued speaking: \I well know, Nathaniel, that no suh idea of evil is approved in your mind, butI am disappointed in that you all so often fail to put a genuinely spiritual interpretation upon myommonplae teahings, instrution whih must be given you in human language and as men mustspeak. Let me now teah you onerning the di�ering levels of meaning attahed to the interpretationof this rule of living, this admonition to `do to others that whih you desire others to do to you':\1. The level of the esh. Suh a purely sel�sh and lustful interpretation would be well exempli�edby the supposition of your question.\2. The level of the feelings. This plane is one level higher than that of the esh and implies thatsympathy and pity would enhane one's interpretation of this rule of living.\3. The level of mind. Now ome into ation the reason of mind and the intelligene of experiene.Good judgment ditates that suh a rule of living should be interpreted in onsonane with the highestidealism embodied in the nobility of profound self-respet.\4. The level of brotherly love. Still higher is disovered the level of unsel�sh devotion to thewelfare of one's fellows. On this higher plane of wholehearted soial servie growing out of theonsiousness of the fatherhood of God and the onsequent reognition of the brotherhood of man,there is disovered a new and far more beautiful interpretation of this basi rule of life.\5. The moral level. And then when you attain true philosophi levels of interpretation, whenyou have real insight into the rightness and wrongness of things, when you pereive the eternal�tness of human relationships, you will begin to view suh a problem of interpretation as you wouldimagine a high-minded, idealisti, wise, and impartial third person would so view and interpret suhan injuntion as applied to your personal problems of adjustment to your life situations.\6. The spiritual level. And then last, but greatest of all, we attain the level of spirit insight andspiritual interpretation whih impels us to reognize in this rule of life the divine ommand to treatall men as we oneive God would treat them. That is the universe ideal of human relationships. Andthis is your attitude toward all suh problems when your supreme desire is ever to do the Father'swill. I would, therefore, that you should do to all men that whih you know I would do to them inlike irumstanes."Nothing Jesus had said to the apostles up to this time had ever more astonished them. Theyontinued to disuss the Master's words long after he had retired. While Nathaniel was slow toreover from his supposition that Jesus had misunderstood the spirit of his question, the otherswere more than thankful that their philosophi fellow apostle had had the ourage to ask suh athought-provoking question.
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147.5 Visiting Simon the PhariseeThough Simon was not a member of the Jewish Sanhedrin, he was an inuential Pharisee ofJerusalem. He was a halfhearted believer, and notwithstanding that he might be severely riti-ized therefor, he dared to invite Jesus and his personal assoiates, Peter, James, and John, to hishome for a soial meal. Simon had long observed the Master and was muh impressed with histeahings and even more so with his personality.The wealthy Pharisees were devoted to almsgiving, and they did not shun publiity regarding theirphilanthropy. Sometimes they would even blow a trumpet as they were about to bestow harity uponsome beggar. It was the ustom of these Pharisees, when they provided a banquet for distinguishedguests, to leave the doors of the house open so that even the street beggars might ome in and,standing around the walls of the room behind the ouhes of the diners, be in position to reeiveportions of food whih might be tossed to them by the banqueters.On this partiular oasion at Simon's house, among those who ame in o� the street was a womanof unsavory reputation who had reently beome a believer in the good news of the gospel of thekingdom. This woman was well known throughout all Jerusalem as the former keeper of one of theso-alled high-lass brothels loated hard by the temple ourt of the gentiles. She had, on aeptingthe teahings of Jesus, losed up her nefarious plae of business and had indued the majority of thewomen assoiated with her to aept the gospel and hange their mode of living; notwithstandingthis, she was still held in great disdain by the Pharisees and was ompelled to wear her hair down - thebadge of harlotry. This unnamed woman had brought with her a large ask of perfumed anointinglotion and, standing behind Jesus as he relined at meat, began to anoint his feet while she alsowet his feet with her tears of gratitude, wiping them with the hair of her head. And when she had�nished this anointing, she ontinued weeping and kissing his feet.When Simon saw all this, he said to himself: \This man, if he were a prophet, would have pereivedwho and what manner of woman this is who thus touhes him; that she is a notorious sinner." AndJesus, knowing what was going on in Simon's mind, spoke up, saying: \Simon, I have somethingwhih I would like to say to you." Simon answered, \Teaher, say on." Then said Jesus: \A ertainwealthy moneylender had two debtors. The one owed him �ve hundred denarii and the other �fty.Now, when neither of them had wherewith to pay, he forgave them both. Whih of them do youthink, Simon, would love him most?" Simon answered, \He, I suppose, whom he forgave the most."And Jesus said, \You have rightly judged," and pointing to the woman, he ontinued: \Simon, takea good look at this woman. I entered your house as an invited guest, yet you gave me no water formy feet. This grateful woman has washed my feet with tears and wiped them with the hair of herhead. You gave me no kiss of friendly greeting, but this woman, ever sine she ame in, has noteased to kiss my feet. My head with oil you negleted to anoint, but she has anointed my feet withpreious lotions. And what is the meaning of all this? Simply that her many sins have been forgiven,and this has led her to love muh. But those who have reeived but little forgiveness sometimes lovebut little." And turning around toward the woman, he took her by the hand and, lifting her up, said:\You have indeed repented of your sins, and they are forgiven. Be not disouraged by the thoughtlessand unkind attitude of your fellows; go on in the joy and liberty of the kingdom of heaven."When Simon and his friends who sat at meat with him heard these words, they were the moreastonished, and they began to whisper among themselves, \Who is this man that he even dares toforgive sins?" And when Jesus heard them thus murmuring, he turned to dismiss the woman, saying,\Woman, go in peae; your faith has saved you."As Jesus arose with his friends to leave, he turned to Simon and said: \I know your heart, Simon,how you are torn betwixt faith and doubts, how you are distraught by fear and troubled by pride;but I pray for you that you may yield to the light and may experiene in your station in life justsuh mighty transformations of mind and spirit as may be omparable to the tremendous hanges1503



whih the gospel of the kingdom has already wrought in the heart of your unbidden and unwelomeguest. And I delare to all of you that the Father has opened the doors of the heavenly kingdom toall who have the faith to enter, and no man or assoiation of men an lose those doors even to themost humble soul or supposedly most agrant sinner on earth if suh sinerely seek an entrane."And Jesus, with Peter, James, and John, took leave of their host and went to join the rest of theapostles at the amp in the garden of Gethsemane.That same evening Jesus made the long-to-be-remembered address to the apostles regarding therelative value of status with God and progress in the eternal asent to Paradise. Said Jesus: \Myhildren, if there exists a true and living onnetion between the hild and the Father, the hild isertain to progress ontinuously toward the Father's ideals. True, the hild may at �rst make slowprogress, but the progress is none the less sure. The important thing is not the rapidity of yourprogress but rather its ertainty. Your atual ahievement is not so important as the fat that thediretion of your progress is Godward. What you are beoming day by day is of in�nitely moreimportane than what you are today.\This transformed woman whom some of you saw at Simon's house today is, at this moment,living on a level whih is vastly below that of Simon and his well-meaning assoiates; but whilethese Pharisees are oupied with the false progress of the illusion of traversing deeptive irlesof meaningless eremonial servies, this woman has, in dead earnest, started out on the long andeventful searh for God, and her path toward heaven is not bloked by spiritual pride and moralself-satisfation. The woman is, humanly speaking, muh farther away from God than Simon, buther soul is in progressive motion; she is on the way toward an eternal goal. There are present in thiswoman tremendous spiritual possibilities for the future. Some of you may not stand high in atuallevels of soul and spirit, but you are making daily progress on the living way opened up, throughfaith, to God. There are tremendous possibilities in eah of you for the future. Better by far to havea small but living and growing faith than to be possessed of a great intellet with its dead stores ofworldly wisdom and spiritual unbelief."But Jesus earnestly warned his apostles against the foolishness of the hild of God who presumesupon the Father's love. He delared that the heavenly Father is not a lax, loose, or foolishly indulgentparent who is ever ready to ondone sin and forgive reklessness. He autioned his hearers notmistakenly to apply his illustrations of father and son so as to make it appear that God is like someoverindulgent and unwise parents who onspire with the foolish of earth to enompass the moralundoing of their thoughtless hildren, and who are thereby ertainly and diretly ontributing tothe delinqueny and early demoralization of their own o�spring. Said Jesus: \My Father does notindulgently ondone those ats and praties of his hildren whih are self-destrutive and suiidalto all moral growth and spiritual progress. Suh sinful praties are an abomination in the sight ofGod."Many other semiprivate meetings and banquets did Jesus attend with the high and the low, therih and the poor, of Jerusalem before he and his apostles �nally departed for Capernaum. Andmany, indeed, beame believers in the gospel of the kingdom and were subsequently baptized byAbner and his assoiates, who remained behind to foster the interests of the kingdom in Jerusalemand thereabouts.147.6 Returning to CapernaumThe last week of April, Jesus and the twelve departed from their Bethany headquarters near Jerusalemand began their journey bak to Capernaum by way of Jeriho and the Jordan.The hief priests and the religious leaders of the Jews held many seret meetings for the purposeof deiding what to do with Jesus. They were all agreed that something should be done to put a stop1504



to his teahing, but they ould not agree on the method. They had hoped that the ivil authoritieswould dispose of him as Herod had put an end to John, but they disovered that Jesus was soonduting his work that the Roman oÆials were not muh alarmed by his preahing. Aordingly,at a meeting whih was held the day before Jesus' departure for Capernaum, it was deided thathe would have to be apprehended on a religious harge and be tried by the Sanhedrin. Thereforea ommission of six seret spies was appointed to follow Jesus, to observe his words and ats, andwhen they had amassed suÆient evidene of lawbreaking and blasphemy, to return to Jerusalemwith their report. These six Jews aught up with the apostoli party, numbering about thirty, atJeriho and, under the pretense of desiring to beome disiples, attahed themselves to Jesus' familyof followers, remaining with the group up to the time of the beginning of the seond preahing tourin Galilee; whereupon three of them returned to Jerusalem to submit their report to the hief priestsand the Sanhedrin.Peter preahed to the assembled multitude at the rossing of the Jordan, and the following morningthey moved up the river toward Amathus. They wanted to proeed straight on to Capernaum, butsuh a rowd gathered here they remained three days, preahing, teahing, and baptizing. They didnot move toward home until early Sabbath morning, the �rst day of May. The Jerusalem spies weresure they would now seure their �rst harge against Jesus - that of Sabbath breaking - sine he hadpresumed to start his journey on the Sabbath day. But they were doomed to disappointment beause,just before their departure, Jesus alled Andrew into his presene and before them all instruted himto proeed for a distane of only one thousand yards, the legal Jewish Sabbath day's journey.But the spies did not have long to wait for their opportunity to ause Jesus and his assoiatesof Sabbath breaking. As the ompany passed along the narrow road, the waving wheat, whih wasjust then ripening, was near at hand on either side, and some of the apostles, being hungry, plukedthe ripe grain and ate it. It was ustomary for travelers to help themselves to grain as they passedalong the road, and therefore no thought of wrongdoing was attahed to suh ondut. But the spiesseized upon this as a pretext for assailing Jesus. When they saw Andrew rub the grain in his hand,they went up to him and said: \Do you not know that it is unlawful to pluk and rub the grainon the Sabbath day?" And Andrew answered: \But we are hungry and rub only suÆient for ourneeds; and sine when did it beome sinful to eat grain on the Sabbath day?" But the Phariseesanswered: \You do no wrong in eating, but you do break the law in pluking and rubbing out thegrain between your hands; surely your Master would not approve of suh ats." Then said Andrew:\But if it is not wrong to eat the grain, surely the rubbing out between our hands is hardly morework than the hewing of the grain, whih you allow; wherefore do you quibble over suh tries?"When Andrew intimated that they were quibblers, they were indignant, and rushing bak to whereJesus walked along, talking to Matthew, they protested, saying: \Behold, Teaher, your apostles dothat whih is unlawful on the Sabbath day; they pluk, rub, and eat the grain. We are sure youwill ommand them to ease." And then said Jesus to the ausers: \You are indeed zealous for thelaw, and you do well to remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy; but did you never read in theSripture that, one day when David was hungry, he and they who were with him entered the houseof God and ate the showbread, whih it was not lawful for anyone to eat save the priests? and Davidalso gave this bread to those who were with him. And have you not read in our law that it is lawfulto do many needful things on the Sabbath day? And shall I not, before the day is �nished, see youeat that whih you have brought along for the needs of this day? My good men, you do well to bezealous for the Sabbath, but you would do better to guard the health and well-being of your fellows.I delare that the Sabbath was made for man and not man for the Sabbath. And if you are herepresent with us to wath my words, then will I openly prolaim that the Son of Man is lord even ofthe Sabbath."The Pharisees were astonished and onfounded by his words of disernment and wisdom. For theremainder of the day they kept by themselves and dared not ask any more questions.Jesus' antagonism to the Jewish traditions and slavish eremonials was always positive. It on-1505



sisted in what he did and in what he aÆrmed. The Master spent little time in negative denuniations.He taught that those who know God an enjoy the liberty of living without deeiving themselvesby the lienses of sinning. Said Jesus to the apostles: \Men, if you are enlightened by the truthand really know what you are doing, you are blessed; but if you know not the divine way, you areunfortunate and already breakers of the law."147.7 Bak in CapernaumIt was around noon on Monday, May 3, when Jesus and the twelve ame to Bethsaida by boat fromTarihea. They traveled by boat in order to esape those who journeyed with them. But by the nextday the others, inluding the oÆial spies from Jerusalem, had again found Jesus.On Tuesday evening Jesus was onduting one of his ustomary lasses of questions and answerswhen the leader of the six spies said to him: \I was today talking with one of John's disiples whois here attending upon your teahing, and we were at a loss to understand why you never ommandyour disiples to fast and pray as we Pharisees fast and as John bade his followers." And Jesus,referring to a statement by John, answered this questioner: \Do the sons of the bridehamber fastwhile the bridegroom is with them? As long as the bridegroom remains with them, they an hardlyfast. But the time is oming when the bridegroom shall be taken away, and during those times thehildren of the bridehamber undoubtedly will fast and pray. To pray is natural for the hildren oflight, but fasting is not a part of the gospel of the kingdom of heaven. Be reminded that a wisetailor does not sew a piee of new and unshrunk loth upon an old garment, lest, when it is wet, itshrink and produe a worse rent. Neither do men put new wine into old wine skins, lest the new wineburst the skins so that both the wine and the skins perish. The wise man puts the new wine intofresh wine skins. Therefore do my disiples show wisdom in that they do not bring too muh of theold order over into the new teahing of the gospel of the kingdom. You who have lost your teahermay be justi�ed in fasting for a time. Fasting may be an appropriate part of the law of Moses, butin the oming kingdom the sons of God shall experiene freedom from fear and joy in the divinespirit." And when they heard these words, the disiples of John were omforted while the Phariseesthemselves were the more onfounded.Then the Master proeeded to warn his hearers against entertaining the notion that all oldenteahing should be replaed entirely by new dotrines. Said Jesus: \That whih is old and also truemust abide. Likewise, that whih is new but false must be rejeted. But that whih is new and alsotrue, have the faith and ourage to aept. Remember it is written: `Forsake not an old friend, forthe new is not omparable to him. As new wine, so is a new friend; if it beomes old, you shall drinkit with gladness.' "147.8 The Feast of Spiritual GoodnessThat night, long after the usual listeners had retired, Jesus ontinued to teah his apostles. He beganthis speial instrution by quoting from the Prophet Isaiah:\`Why have you fasted? For what reason do you a�it your souls while you ontinue to �ndpleasure in oppression and to take delight in injustie? Behold, you fast for the sake of strife andontention and to smite with the �st of wikedness. But you shall not fast in this way to make yourvoies heard on high.\`Is it suh a fast that I have hosen - a day for a man to a�it his soul? Is it to bow downhis head like a bulrush, to grovel in sakloth and ashes? Will you dare to all this a fast and anaeptable day in the sight of the Lord? Is not this the fast I should hoose: to loose the bonds of1506



wikedness, to undo the knots of heavy burdens, to let the oppressed go free, and to break everyyoke? Is it not to share my bread with the hungry and to bring those who are homeless and poor tomy house? And when I see those who are naked, I will lothe them.\`Then shall your light break forth as the morning while your health springs forth speedily. Yourrighteousness shall go before you while the glory of the Lord shall be your rear guard. Then will youall upon the Lord, and he shall answer; you will ry out, and he shall say - Here am I. And all thishe will do if you refrain from oppression, ondemnation, and vanity. The Father rather desires thatyou draw out your heart to the hungry, and that you minister to the a�ited souls; then shall yourlight shine in obsurity, and even your darkness shall be as the noonday. Then shall the Lord guideyou ontinually, satisfying your soul and renewing your strength. You shall beome like a wateredgarden, like a spring whose waters fail not. And they who do these things shall restore the wastedglories; they shall raise up the foundations of many generations; they shall be alled the rebuildersof broken walls, the restorers of safe paths in whih to dwell.' "And then long into the night Jesus propounded to his apostles the truth that it was their faiththat made them seure in the kingdom of the present and the future, and not their a�ition of soulnor fasting of body. He exhorted the apostles at least to live up to the ideas of the prophet of oldand expressed the hope that they would progress far beyond even the ideals of Isaiah and the olderprophets. His last words that night were: \Grow in grae by means of that living faith whih graspsthe fat that you are the sons of God while at the same time it reognizes every man as a brother."It was after two o'lok in the morning when Jesus eased speaking and every man went to hisplae for sleep.
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Chapter 148Training Evangelists at BethsaidaFROM May 3 to Otober 3, A.D. 28, Jesus and the apostoli party were in residene at the Zebedeehome at Bethsaida. Throughout this �ve months' period of the dry season an enormous amp wasmaintained by the seaside near the Zebedee residene, whih had been greatly enlarged to aom-modate the growing family of Jesus. This seaside amp, oupied by an ever-hanging population oftruth seekers, healing andidates, and uriosity devotees, numbered from �ve hundred to �fteen hun-dred. This tented ity was under the general supervision of David Zebedee, assisted by the Alpheustwins. The enampment was a model in order and sanitation as well as in its general administration.The sik of di�erent types were segregated and were under the supervision of a believer physiian, aSyrian named Elman.Throughout this period the apostles would go �shing at least one day a week, selling their athto David for onsumption by the seaside enampment. The funds thus reeived were turned overto the group treasury. The twelve were permitted to spend one week out of eah month with theirfamilies or friends.While Andrew ontinued in general harge of the apostoli ativities, Peter was in full harge ofthe shool of the evangelists. The apostles all did their share in teahing groups of evangelists eahforenoon, and both teahers and pupils taught the people during the afternoons. After the eveningmeal, �ve nights a week, the apostles onduted question lasses for the bene�t of the evangelists.One a week Jesus presided at this question hour, answering the holdover questions from previoussessions.In �ve months several thousand ame and went at this enampment. Interested persons from everypart of the Roman Empire and from the lands east of the Euphrates were in frequent attendane.This was the longest settled and well-organized period of the Master's teahing. Jesus' immediatefamily spent most of this time at either Nazareth or Cana.The enampment was not onduted as a ommunity of ommon interests, as was the apostolifamily. David Zebedee managed this large tent ity so that it beame a self-sustaining enterprise,notwithstanding that no one was ever turned away. This ever-hanging amp was an indispensablefeature of Peter's evangelisti training shool.148.1 A New Shool of the ProphetsPeter, James, and Andrew were the ommittee designated by Jesus to pass upon appliants foradmission to the shool of evangelists. All the raes and nationalities of the Roman world andthe East, as far as India, were represented among the students in this new shool of the prophets.This shool was onduted on the plan of learning and doing. What the students learned during1509



the forenoon they taught to the assembly by the seaside during the afternoon. After supper theyinformally disussed both the learning of the forenoon and the teahing of the afternoon.Eah of the apostoli teahers taught his own view of the gospel of the kingdom. They made noe�ort to teah just alike; there was no standardized or dogmati formulation of theologi dotrines.Though they all taught the same truth, eah apostle presented his own personal interpretation of theMaster's teahing. And Jesus upheld this presentation of the diversity of personal experiene in thethings of the kingdom, unfailingly harmonizing and o-ordinating these many and divergent viewsof the gospel at his weekly question hours. Notwithstanding this great degree of personal liberty inmatters of teahing, Simon Peter tended to dominate the theology of the shool of evangelists. Nextto Peter, James Zebedee exerted the greatest personal inuene.The one hundred and more evangelists trained during this �ve months by the seaside representedthe material from whih (exepting Abner and John's apostles) the later seventy gospel teahers andpreahers were drawn. The shool of evangelists did not have everything in ommon to the samedegree as did the twelve.These evangelists, though they taught and preahed the gospel, did not baptize believers untilafter they were later ordained and ommissioned by Jesus as the seventy messengers of the kingdom.Only seven of the large number healed at the sundown sene at this plae were to be found amongthese evangelisti students. The nobleman's son of Capernaum was one of those trained for gospelservie in Peter's shool.
148.2 The Bethsaida HospitalIn onnetion with the seaside enampment, Elman, the Syrian physiian, with the assistane of aorps of twenty-�ve young women and twelve men, organized and onduted for four months whatshould be regarded as the kingdom's �rst hospital. At this in�rmary, loated a short distane to thesouth of the main tented ity, they treated the sik in aordane with all known material methodsas well as by the spiritual praties of prayer and faith enouragement. Jesus visited the sik of thisenampment not less than three times a week and made personal ontat with eah su�erer. As faras we know, no so-alled mirales of supernatural healing ourred among the one thousand a�itedand ailing persons who went away from this in�rmary improved or ured. However, the vast majorityof these bene�ted individuals eased not to prolaim that Jesus had healed them.Many of the ures e�eted by Jesus in onnetion with his ministry in behalf of Elman's patientsdid, indeed, appear to resemble the working of mirales, but we were instruted that they were onlyjust suh transformations of mind and spirit as may our in the experiene of expetant and faith-dominated persons who are under the immediate and inspirational inuene of a strong, positive,and bene�ent personality whose ministry banishes fear and destroys anxiety.Elman and his assoiates endeavored to teah the truth to these sik ones onerning the \pos-session of evil spirits," but they met with little suess. The belief that physial sikness and mentalderangement ould be aused by the dwelling of a so-alled unlean spirit in the mind or body of thea�ited person was well-nigh universal.In all his ontat with the sik and a�ited, when it ame to the tehnique of treatment orthe revelation of the unknown auses of disease, Jesus did not disregard the instrutions of hisParadise brother, Immanuel, given ere he embarked upon the venture of the Urantia inarnation.Notwithstanding this, those who ministered to the sik learned many helpful lessons by observingthe manner in whih Jesus inspired the faith and on�dene of the sik and su�ering.The amp disbanded a short time before the season for the inrease in hills and fever drew on.1510



148.3 The Father's BusinessThroughout this period Jesus onduted publi servies at the enampment less than a dozen timesand spoke only one in the Capernaum synagogue, the seond Sabbath before their departure withthe newly trained evangelists upon their seond publi preahing tour of Galilee.Not sine his baptism had the Master been so muh alone as during this period of the evangelists'training enampment at Bethsaida. Whenever any one of the apostles ventured to ask Jesus why hewas absent so muh from their midst, he would invariably answer that he was \about the Father'sbusiness."During these periods of absene, Jesus was aompanied by only two of the apostles. He hadreleased Peter, James, and John temporarily from their assignment as his personal ompanions thatthey might also partiipate in the work of training the new evangelisti andidates, numbering morethan one hundred. When the Master desired to go to the hills about the Father's business, he wouldsummon to aompany him any two of the apostles who might be at liberty. In this way eah of thetwelve enjoyed an opportunity for lose assoiation and intimate ontat with Jesus.It has not been revealed for the purposes of this reord, but we have been led to infer that theMaster, during many of these solitary seasons in the hills, was in diret and exeutive assoiationwith many of his hief diretors of universe a�airs. Ever sine about the time of his baptism thisinarnated Sovereign of our universe had beome inreasingly and onsiously ative in the diretionof ertain phases of universe administration. And we have always held the opinion that, in some waynot revealed to his immediate assoiates, during these weeks of dereased partiipation in the a�airsof earth he was engaged in the diretion of those high spirit intelligenes who were harged with therunning of a vast universe, and that the human Jesus hose to designate suh ativities on his partas being \about his Father's business."Many times, when Jesus was alone for hours, but when two of his apostles were near by, theyobserved his features undergo rapid and multitudinous hanges, although they heard him speak nowords. Neither did they observe any visible manifestation of elestial beings who might have beenin ommuniation with their Master, suh as some of them did witness on a subsequent oasion.148.4 Evil, Sin, and IniquityIt was the habit of Jesus two evenings eah week to hold speial onverse with individuals who desiredto talk with him, in a ertain seluded and sheltered orner of the Zebedee garden. At one of theseevening onversations in private Thomas asked the Master this question: \Why is it neessary formen to be born of the spirit in order to enter the kingdom? Is rebirth neessary to esape the ontrolof the evil one? Master, what is evil?" When Jesus heard these questions, he said to Thomas:\Do not make the mistake of onfusing evil with the evil one, more orretly the iniquitous one.He whom you all the evil one is the son of self-love, the high administrator who knowingly went intodeliberate rebellion against the rule of my Father and his loyal Sons. But I have already vanquishedthese sinful rebels. Make lear in your mind these di�erent attitudes toward the Father and hisuniverse. Never forget these laws of relation to the Father's will:\Evil is the unonsious or unintended transgression of the divine law, the Father's will. Evil islikewise the measure of the imperfetness of obediene to the Father's will.\Sin is the onsious, knowing, and deliberate transgression of the divine law, the Father's will.Sin is the measure of unwillingness to be divinely led and spiritually direted.\Iniquity is the willful, determined, and persistent transgression of the divine law, the Father's1511



will. Iniquity is the measure of the ontinued rejetion of the Father's loving plan of personalitysurvival and the Sons' meriful ministry of salvation.\By nature, before the rebirth of the spirit, mortal man is subjet to inherent evil tendenies, butsuh natural imperfetions of behavior are neither sin nor iniquity. Mortal man is just beginninghis long asent to the perfetion of the Father in Paradise. To be imperfet or partial in naturalendowment is not sinful. Man is indeed subjet to evil, but he is in no sense the hild of the evilone unless he has knowingly and deliberately hosen the paths of sin and the life of iniquity. Evil isinherent in the natural order of this world, but sin is an attitude of onsious rebellion whih wasbrought to this world by those who fell from spiritual light into gross darkness.\You are onfused, Thomas, by the dotrines of the Greeks and the errors of the Persians. Youdo not understand the relationships of evil and sin beause you view mankind as beginning on earthwith a perfet Adam and rapidly degenerating, through sin, to man's present deplorable estate. Butwhy do you refuse to omprehend the meaning of the reord whih disloses how Cain, the son ofAdam, went over into the land of Nod and there got himself a wife? And why do you refuse tointerpret the meaning of the reord whih portrays the sons of God �nding wives for themselvesamong the daughters of men?\Men are, indeed, by nature evil, but not neessarily sinful. The new birth - the baptism of thespirit - is essential to deliverane from evil and neessary for entrane into the kingdom of heaven,but none of this detrats from the fat that man is the son of God. Neither does this inherentpresene of potential evil mean that man is in some mysterious way estranged from the Father inheaven so that, as an alien, foreigner, or stephild, he must in some manner seek for legal adoptionby the Father. All suh notions are born, �rst, of your misunderstanding of the Father and, seond,of your ignorane of the origin, nature, and destiny of man.\The Greeks and others have taught you that man is desending from godly perfetion steadilydown toward oblivion or destrution; I have ome to show that man, by entrane into the kingdom,is asending ertainly and surely up to God and divine perfetion. Any being who in any mannerfalls short of the divine and spiritual ideals of the eternal Father's will is potentially evil, but suhbeings are in no sense sinful, muh less iniquitous.\Thomas, have you not read about this in the Sriptures, where it is written: `You are the hildrenof the Lord your God.' `I will be his Father and he shall be my son.' `I have hosen him to be myson - I will be his Father.' `Bring my sons from far and my daughters from the ends of the earth;even every one who is alled by my name, for I have reated them for my glory.' `You are the sonsof the living God.' `They who have the spirit of God are indeed the sons of God.' While there isa material part of the human father in the natural hild, there is a spiritual part of the heavenlyFather in every faith son of the kingdom."All this and muh more Jesus said to Thomas, and muh of it the apostle omprehended, althoughJesus admonished him to \speak not to the others onerning these matters until after I shall havereturned to the Father." And Thomas did not mention this interview until after the Master haddeparted from this world.148.5 The Purpose of A�itionAt another of these private interviews in the garden Nathaniel asked Jesus: \Master, though I ambeginning to understand why you refuse to pratie healing indisriminately, I am still at a loss tounderstand why the loving Father in heaven permits so many of his hildren on earth to su�er somany a�itions." The Master answered Nathaniel, saying:\Nathaniel, you and many others are thus perplexed beause you do not omprehend how the1512



natural order of this world has been so many times upset by the sinful adventures of ertain rebellioustraitors to the Father's will. And I have ome to make a beginning of setting these things in order.But many ages will be required to restore this part of the universe to former paths and thus releasethe hildren of men from the extra burdens of sin and rebellion. The presene of evil alone is suÆienttest for the asension of man - sin is not essential to survival.\But, my son, you should know that the Father does not purposely a�it his hildren. Man bringsdown upon himself unneessary a�ition as a result of his persistent refusal to walk in the betterways of the divine will. A�ition is potential in evil, but muh of it has been produed by sin andiniquity. Many unusual events have transpired on this world, and it is not strange that all thinkingmen should be perplexed by the senes of su�ering and a�ition whih they witness. But of one thingyou may be sure: The Father does not send a�ition as an arbitrary punishment for wrongdoing. Theimperfetions and handiaps of evil are inherent; the penalties of sin are inevitable; the destroyingonsequenes of iniquity are inexorable. Man should not blame God for those a�itions whih are thenatural result of the life whih he hooses to live; neither should man omplain of those experieneswhih are a part of life as it is lived on this world. It is the Father's will that mortal man should workpersistently and onsistently toward the betterment of his estate on earth. Intelligent appliationwould enable man to overome muh of his earthly misery.\Nathaniel, it is our mission to help men solve their spiritual problems and in this way to quikentheir minds so that they may be the better prepared and inspired to go about solving their manifoldmaterial problems. I know of your onfusion as you have read the Sriptures. All too often there hasprevailed a tendeny to asribe to God the responsibility for everything whih ignorant man fails tounderstand. The Father is not personally responsible for all you may fail to omprehend. Do notdoubt the love of the Father just beause some just and wise law of his ordaining hanes to a�ityou beause you have innoently or deliberately transgressed suh a divine ordinane.\But, Nathaniel, there is muh in the Sriptures whih would have instruted you if you had onlyread with disernment. Do you not remember that it is written: `My son, despise not the hasteningof the Lord; neither be weary of his orretion, for whom the Lord loves he orrets, even as thefather orrets the son in whom he takes delight.' `The Lord does not a�it willingly.' `Before I wasa�ited, I went astray, but now do I keep the law. A�ition was good for me that I might therebylearn the divine statutes.' `I know your sorrows. The eternal God is your refuge, while underneathare the everlasting arms.' `The Lord also is a refuge for the oppressed, a haven of rest in times oftrouble.' `The Lord will strengthen him upon the bed of a�ition; the Lord will not forget the sik.'`As a father shows ompassion for his hildren, so is the Lord ompassionate to those who fear him.He knows your body; he remembers that you are dust.' `He heals the brokenhearted and binds uptheir wounds.' `He is the hope of the poor, the strength of the needy in his distress, a refuge from thestorm, and a shadow from the devastating heat.' `He gives power to the faint, and to them who haveno might he inreases strength.' `A bruised reed shall he not break, and the smoking ax he will notquenh.' `When you pass through the waters of a�ition, I will be with you, and when the riversof adversity overow you, I will not forsake you.' `He has sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, toprolaim liberty to the aptives, and to omfort all who mourn.' `There is orretion in su�ering;a�ition does not spring forth from the dust.' "148.6 The Misunderstanding of Su�ering - Disourse on JobIt was this same evening at Bethsaida that John also asked Jesus why so many apparently innoentpeople su�ered from so many diseases and experiened so many a�itions. In answering John'squestions, among many other things, the Master said:\My son, you do not omprehend the meaning of adversity or the mission of su�ering. Have you1513



not read that masterpiee of Semiti literature - the Sripture story of the a�itions of Job? Do younot reall how this wonderful parable begins with the reital of the material prosperity of the Lord'sservant? You well remember that Job was blessed with hildren, wealth, dignity, position, health,and everything else whih men value in this temporal life. Aording to the time-honored teahingsof the hildren of Abraham suh material prosperity was all-suÆient evidene of divine favor. Butsuh material possessions and suh temporal prosperity do not indiate God's favor. My Father inheaven loves the poor just as muh as the rih; he is no respeter of persons.\Although transgression of divine law is sooner or later followed by the harvest of punishment,while men ertainly eventually do reap what they sow, still you should know that human su�ering isnot always a punishment for anteedent sin. Both Job and his friends failed to �nd the true answerfor their perplexities. And with the light you now enjoy you would hardly assign to either Satanor God the parts they play in this unique parable. While Job did not, through su�ering, �nd theresolution of his intelletual troubles or the solution of his philosophial diÆulties, he did ahievegreat vitories; even in the very fae of the breakdown of his theologial defenses he asended tothose spiritual heights where he ould sinerely say, `I abhor myself'; then was there granted himthe salvation of a vision of God. So even through misunderstood su�ering, Job asended to thesuperhuman plane of moral understanding and spiritual insight. When the su�ering servant obtainsa vision of God, there follows a soul peae whih passes all human understanding.\The �rst of Job's friends, Eliphaz, exhorted the su�erer to exhibit in his a�itions the samefortitude he had presribed for others during the days of his prosperity. Said this false omforter:`Trust in your religion, Job; remember that it is the wiked and not the righteous who su�er. Youmust deserve this punishment, else you would not be a�ited. You well know that no man anbe righteous in God's sight. You know that the wiked never really prosper. Anyway, man seemspredestined to trouble, and perhaps the Lord is only hastising you for your own good.' No wonderpoor Job failed to get muh omfort from suh an interpretation of the problem of human su�ering.\But the ounsel of his seond friend, Bildad, was even more depressing, notwithstanding itssoundness from the standpoint of the then aepted theology. Said Bildad: `God annot be unjust.Your hildren must have been sinners sine they perished; you must be in error, else you would notbe so a�ited. And if you are really righteous, God will ertainly deliver you from your a�itions.You should learn from the history of God's dealings with man that the Almighty destroys only thewiked.'\And then you remember how Job replied to his friends, saying: `I well know that God does nothear my ry for help. How an God be just and at the same time so utterly disregard my innoene?I am learning that I an get no satisfation from appealing to the Almighty. Cannot you disern thatGod tolerates the perseution of the good by the wiked? And sine man is so weak, what hanehas he for onsideration at the hands of an omnipotent God? God has made me as I am, and whenhe thus turns upon me, I am defenseless. And why did God ever reate me just to su�er in thismiserable fashion?'\And who an hallenge the attitude of Job in view of the ounsel of his friends and the erroneousideas of God whih oupied his own mind? Do you not see that Job longed for a human God,that he hungered to ommune with a divine Being who knows man's mortal estate and understandsthat the just must often su�er in innoene as a part of this �rst life of the long Paradise asent?Wherefore has the Son of Man ome forth from the Father to live suh a life in the esh that he willbe able to omfort and suor all those who must heneforth be alled upon to endure the a�itionsof Job.\Job's third friend, Zophar, then spoke still less omforting words when he said: `You are foolishto laim to be righteous, seeing that you are thus a�ited. But I admit that it is impossible toomprehend God's ways. Perhaps there is some hidden purpose in all your miseries.' And when Jobhad listened to all three of his friends, he appealed diretly to God for help, pleading the fat that1514



`man, born of woman, is few of days and full of trouble.'\Then began the seond session with his friends. Eliphaz grew more stern, ausing, and sarasti.Bildad beame indignant at Job's ontempt for his friends. Zophar reiterated his melanholy advie.Job by this time had beome disgusted with his friends and appealed again to God, and now heappealed to a just God against the God of injustie embodied in the philosophy of his friends andenshrined even in his own religious attitude. Next Job took refuge in the onsolation of a futurelife in whih the inequities of mortal existene may be more justly reti�ed. Failure to reeive helpfrom man drives Job to God. Then ensues the great struggle in his heart between faith and doubt.Finally, the human su�erer begins to see the light of life; his tortured soul asends to new heightsof hope and ourage; he may su�er on and even die, but his enlightened soul now utters that ry oftriumph, `My Vindiator lives!'\Job was altogether right when he hallenged the dotrine that God a�its hildren in order topunish their parents. Job was ever ready to admit that God is righteous, but he longed for somesoul-satisfying revelation of the personal harater of the Eternal. And that is our mission on earth.No more shall su�ering mortals be denied the omfort of knowing the love of God and understandingthe mery of the Father in heaven. While the speeh of God spoken from the whirlwind was amajesti onept for the day of its utterane, you have already learned that the Father does not thusreveal himself, but rather that he speaks within the human heart as a still, small voie, saying, `Thisis the way; walk therein.' Do you not omprehend that God dwells within you, that he has beomewhat you are that he may make you what he is!"Then Jesus made this �nal statement: \The Father in heaven does not willingly a�it the hildrenof men. Man su�ers, �rst, from the aidents of time and the imperfetions of the evil of an immaturephysial existene. Next, he su�ers the inexorable onsequenes of sin - the transgression of the lawsof life and light. And �nally, man reaps the harvest of his own iniquitous persistene in rebellionagainst the righteous rule of heaven on earth. But man's miseries are not a personal visitation ofdivine judgment. Man an, and will, do muh to lessen his temporal su�erings. But one and forall be delivered from the superstition that God a�its man at the behest of the evil one. Study theBook of Job just to disover how many wrong ideas of God even good men may honestly entertain;and then note how even the painfully a�ited Job found the God of omfort and salvation in spiteof suh erroneous teahings. At last his faith piered the louds of su�ering to disern the light oflife pouring forth from the Father as healing mery and everlasting righteousness."John pondered these sayings in his heart for many days. His entire afterlife was markedly hangedas a result of this onversation with the Master in the garden, and he did muh, in later times, toause the other apostles to hange their viewpoints regarding the soure, nature, and purpose ofommonplae human a�itions. But John never spoke of this onferene until after the Master haddeparted.148.7 The Man with the Withered HandThe seond Sabbath before the departure of the apostles and the new orps of evangelists on theseond preahing tour of Galilee, Jesus spoke in the Capernaum synagogue on the \Joys of RighteousLiving." When Jesus had �nished speaking, a large group of those who were maimed, halt, sik, anda�ited rowded up around him, seeking healing. Also in this group were the apostles, many of thenew evangelists, and the Pharisai spies from Jerusalem. Everywhere that Jesus went (exept whenin the hills about the Father's business) the six Jerusalem spies were sure to follow.The leader of the spying Pharisees, as Jesus stood talking to the people, indued a man with awithered hand to approah him and ask if it would be lawful to be healed on the Sabbath day orshould he seek help on another day. When Jesus saw the man, heard his words, and pereived that1515



he had been sent by the Pharisees, he said: \Come forward while I ask you a question. If you had asheep and it should fall into a pit on the Sabbath day, would you reah down, lay hold on it, and liftit out? Is it lawful to do suh things on the Sabbath day?" And the man answered: \Yes, Master,it would be lawful thus to do well on the Sabbath day." Then said Jesus, speaking to all of them:\I know wherefore you have sent this man into my presene. You would �nd ause for o�ense inme if you ould tempt me to show mery on the Sabbath day. In silene you all agreed that it waslawful to lift the unfortunate sheep out of the pit, even on the Sabbath, and I all you to witnessthat it is lawful to exhibit loving-kindness on the Sabbath day not only to animals but also to men.How muh more valuable is a man than a sheep! I prolaim that it is lawful to do good to men onthe Sabbath day." And as they all stood before him in silene, Jesus, addressing the man with thewithered hand, said: \Stand up here by my side that all may see you. And now that you may knowthat it is my Father's will that you do good on the Sabbath day, if you have the faith to be healed,I bid you streth out your hand."And as this man strethed forth his withered hand, it was made whole. The people were mindedto turn upon the Pharisees, but Jesus bade them be alm, saying: \I have just told you that it islawful to do good on the Sabbath, to save life, but I did not instrut you to do harm and give way tothe desire to kill." The angered Pharisees went away, and notwithstanding it was the Sabbath day,they hastened forthwith to Tiberias and took ounsel with Herod, doing everything in their powerto arouse his prejudie in order to seure the Herodians as allies against Jesus. But Herod refusedto take ation against Jesus, advising that they arry their omplaints to Jerusalem.This is the �rst ase of a mirale to be wrought by Jesus in response to the hallenge of his enemies.And the Master performed this so-alled mirale, not as a demonstration of his healing power, but asan e�etive protest against making the Sabbath rest of religion a veritable bondage of meaninglessrestritions upon all mankind. This man returned to his work as a stone mason, proving to be oneof those whose healing was followed by a life of thanksgiving and righteousness.148.8 Last Week at BethsaidaThe last week of the sojourn at Bethsaida the Jerusalem spies beame muh divided in their attitudetoward Jesus and his teahings. Three of these Pharisees were tremendously impressed by whatthey had seen and heard. Meanwhile, at Jerusalem, Abraham, a young and inuential member ofthe Sanhedrin, publily espoused the teahings of Jesus and was baptized in the pool of Siloam byAbner. All Jerusalem was agog over this event, and messengers were immediately dispathed toBethsaida realling the six spying Pharisees.The Greek philosopher who had been won for the kingdom on the previous tour of Galilee returnedwith ertain wealthy Jews of Alexandria, and one more they invited Jesus to ome to their ity forthe purpose of establishing a joint shool of philosophy and religion as well as an in�rmary for thesik. But Jesus ourteously delined the invitation.About this time there arrived at the Bethsaida enampment a trane prophet from Bagdad, oneKirmeth. This supposed prophet had peuliar visions when in trane and dreamed fantasti dreamswhen his sleep was disturbed. He reated a onsiderable disturbane at the amp, and Simon Zeloteswas in favor of dealing rather roughly with the self-deeived pretender, but Jesus intervened andallowed him entire freedom of ation for a few days. All who heard his preahing soon reognizedthat his teahing was not sound as judged by the gospel of the kingdom. He shortly returned toBagdad, taking with him only a half dozen unstable and errati souls. But before Jesus interededfor the Bagdad prophet, David Zebedee, with the assistane of a self-appointed ommittee, had takenKirmeth out into the lake and, after repeatedly plunging him into the water, had advised him todepart hene - to organize and build a amp of his own.1516



On this same day, Beth-Marion, a Phoeniian woman, beame so fanatial that she went out ofher head and, after almost drowning from trying to walk on the water, was sent away by her friends.The new Jerusalem onvert, Abraham the Pharisee, gave all of his worldly goods to the apostolitreasury, and this ontribution did muh to make possible the immediate sending forth of the onehundred newly trained evangelists. Andrew had already announed the losing of the enampment,and everybody prepared either to go home or else to follow the evangelists into Galilee.148.9 Healing the ParalytiOn Friday afternoon, Otober 1, when Jesus was holding his last meeting with the apostles, evange-lists, and other leaders of the disbanding enampment, and with the six Pharisees from Jerusalemseated in the front row of this assembly in the spaious and enlarged front room of the Zebedee home,there ourred one of the strangest and most unique episodes of all Jesus' earth life. The Masterwas, at this time, speaking as he stood in this large room, whih had been built to aommodatethese gatherings during the rainy season. The house was entirely surrounded by a vast onourse ofpeople who were straining their ears to ath some part of Jesus' disourse.While the house was thus thronged with people and entirely surrounded by eager listeners, a manlong a�ited with paralysis was arried down from Capernaum on a small ouh by his friends. Thisparalyti had heard that Jesus was about to leave Bethsaida, and having talked with Aaron the stonemason, who had been so reently made whole, he resolved to be arried into Jesus' presene, wherehe ould seek healing. His friends tried to gain entrane to Zebedee's house by both the front andbak doors, but too many people were rowded together. But the paralyti refused to aept defeat;he direted his friends to proure ladders by whih they asended to the roof of the room in whihJesus was speaking, and after loosening the tiles, they boldly lowered the sik man on his ouh byropes until the a�ited one rested on the oor immediately in front of the Master. When Jesus sawwhat they had done, he eased speaking, while those who were with him in the room marveled atthe perseverane of the sik man and his friends. Said the paralyti: \Master, I would not disturbyour teahing, but I am determined to be made whole. I am not like those who reeived healingand immediately forgot your teahing. I would be made whole that I might serve in the kingdomof heaven." Now, notwithstanding that this man's a�ition had been brought upon him by his ownmisspent life, Jesus, seeing his faith, said to the paralyti: \Son, fear not; your sins are forgiven.Your faith shall save you."When the Pharisees from Jerusalem, together with other sribes and lawyers who sat with them,heard this pronounement by Jesus, they began to say to themselves: \How dare this man thusspeak? Does he not understand that suh words are blasphemy? Who an forgive sin but God?"Jesus, pereiving in his spirit that they thus reasoned within their own minds and among themselves,spoke to them, saying: \Why do you so reason in your hearts? Who are you that you sit in judgmentover me? What is the di�erene whether I say to this paralyti, your sins are forgiven, or arise, takeup your bed, and walk? But that you who witness all this may �nally know that the Son of Manhas authority and power on earth to forgive sins, I will say to this a�ited man, Arise, take up yourbed, and go to your own house." And when Jesus had thus spoken, the paralyti arose, and as theymade way for him, he walked out before them all. And those who saw these things were amazed.Peter dismissed the assemblage, while many prayed and glori�ed God, onfessing that they had neverbefore seen suh strange happenings.And it was about this time that the messengers of the Sanhedrin arrived to bid the six spies returnto Jerusalem. When they heard this message, they fell to earnest debate among themselves; and afterthey had �nished their disussions, the leader and two of his assoiates returned with the messengersto Jerusalem, while three of the spying Pharisees onfessed faith in Jesus and, going immediately to1517



the lake, were baptized by Peter and fellowshipped by the apostles as hildren of the kingdom.
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Chapter 149The Seond Preahing TourTHE seond publi preahing tour of Galilee began on Sunday, Otober 3, A.D. 28, and ontinuedfor almost three months, ending on Deember 30. Partiipating in this e�ort were Jesus and histwelve apostles, assisted by the newly reruited orps of 117 evangelists and by numerous otherinterested persons. On this tour they visited Gadara, Ptolemais, Japhia, Dabaritta, Megiddo, Jezreel,Sythopolis, Tarihea, Hippos, Gamala, Bethsaida-Julias, and many other ities and villages.Before the departure on this Sunday morning Andrew and Peter asked Jesus to give the �nalharge to the new evangelists, but the Master delined, saying that it was not his provine to dothose things whih others ould aeptably perform. After due deliberation it was deided thatJames Zebedee should administer the harge. At the onlusion of James's remarks Jesus said to theevangelists: \Go now forth to do the work as you have been harged, and later on, when you haveshown yourselves ompetent and faithful, I will ordain you to preah the gospel of the kingdom."On this tour only James and John traveled with Jesus. Peter and the other apostles eah tookwith them about one dozen of the evangelists and maintained lose ontat with them while theyarried on their work of preahing and teahing. As fast as believers were ready to enter the kingdom,the apostles would administer baptism. Jesus and his two ompanions traveled extensively duringthese three months, often visiting two ities in one day to observe the work of the evangelists andto enourage them in their e�orts to establish the kingdom. This entire seond preahing tour wasprinipally an e�ort to a�ord pratial experiene for this orps of 117 newly trained evangelists.Throughout this period and subsequently, up to the time of the �nal departure of Jesus andthe twelve for Jerusalem, David Zebedee maintained a permanent headquarters for the work of thekingdom in his father's house at Bethsaida. This was the learinghouse for Jesus' work on earth andthe relay station for the messenger servie whih David arried on between the workers in variousparts of Palestine and adjaent regions. He did all of this on his own initiative but with the approvalof Andrew. David employed forty to �fty messengers in this intelligene division of the rapidlyenlarging and extending work of the kingdom. While thus employed, he partially supported himselfby spending some of his time at his old work of �shing.149.1 The Widespread Fame of JesusBy the time the amp at Bethsaida had been broken up, the fame of Jesus, partiularly as a healer,had spread to all parts of Palestine and through all of Syria and the surrounding ountries. Forweeks after they left Bethsaida, the sik ontinued to arrive, and when they did not �nd the Master,on learning from David where he was, they would go in searh of him. On this tour Jesus didnot deliberately perform any so-alled mirales of healing. Nevertheless, sores of a�ited foundrestoration of health and happiness as a result of the reonstrutive power of the intense faith whih1519



impelled them to seek for healing.There began to appear about the time of this mission - and ontinued throughout the remainderof Jesus' life on earth - a peuliar and unexplained series of healing phenomena. In the ourse of thisthree months' tour more than one hundred men, women, and hildren from Judea, Idumea, Galilee,Syria, Tyre, and Sidon, and from beyond the Jordan were bene�iaries of this unonsious healingby Jesus and, returning to their homes, added to the enlargement of Jesus' fame. And they did thisnotwithstanding that Jesus would, every time he observed one of these ases of spontaneous healing,diretly harge the bene�iary to \tell no man."It was never revealed to us just what ourred in these ases of spontaneous or unonsioushealing. The Master never explained to his apostles how these healings were e�eted, other thanthat on several oasions he merely said, \I pereive that power has gone forth from me." On oneoasion he remarked when touhed by an ailing hild, \I pereive that life has gone forth from me."In the absene of diret word from the Master regarding the nature of these ases of spontaneoushealing, it would be presuming on our part to undertake to explain how they were aomplished, butit will be permissible to reord our opinion of all suh healing phenomena. We believe that many ofthese apparent mirales of healing, as they ourred in the ourse of Jesus' earth ministry, were theresult of the oexistene of the following three powerful, potent, and assoiated inuenes:1. The presene of strong, dominant, and living faith in the heart of the human being whopersistently sought healing, together with the fat that suh healing was desired for its spiritualbene�ts rather than for purely physial restoration.2. The existene, onomitant with suh human faith, of the great sympathy and ompassionof the inarnated and mery-dominated Creator Son of God, who atually possessed in his personalmost unlimited and timeless reative healing powers and prerogatives.3. Along with the faith of the reature and the life of the Creator it should also be noted that thisGod-man was the personi�ed expression of the Father's will. If, in the ontat of the human needand the divine power to meet it, the Father did not will otherwise, the two beame one, and thehealing ourred unonsiously to the human Jesus but was immediately reognized by his divinenature. The explanation, then, of many of these ases of healing must be found in a great law whihhas long been known to us, namely, What the Creator Son desires and the eternal Father wills IS.It is, then, our opinion that, in the personal presene of Jesus, ertain forms of profound humanfaith were literally and truly ompelling in the manifestation of healing by ertain reative fores andpersonalities of the universe who were at that time so intimately assoiated with the Son of Man.It therefore beomes a fat of reord that Jesus did frequently su�er men to heal themselves in hispresene by their powerful, personal faith.Many others sought healing for wholly sel�sh purposes. A rih widow of Tyre, with her retinue,ame seeking to be healed of her in�rmities, whih were many; and as she followed Jesus aboutthrough Galilee, she ontinued to o�er more and more money, as if the power of God were somethingto be purhased by the highest bidder. But never would she beome interested in the gospel of thekingdom; it was only the ure of her physial ailments that she sought.149.2 Attitude of the PeopleJesus understood the minds of men. He knew what was in the heart of man, and had his teahingsbeen left as he presented them, the only ommentary being the inspired interpretation a�orded byhis earth life, all nations and all religions of the world would speedily have embraed the gospel of thekingdom. The well-meant e�orts of Jesus' early followers to restate his teahings so as to make themthe more aeptable to ertain nations, raes, and religions, only resulted in making suh teahings1520



the less aeptable to all other nations, raes, and religions.The Apostle Paul, in his e�orts to bring the teahings of Jesus to the favorable notie of ertaingroups in his day, wrote many letters of instrution and admonition. Other teahers of Jesus' gospeldid likewise, but none of them realized that some of these writings would subsequently be broughttogether by those who would set them forth as the embodiment of the teahings of Jesus. And so,while so-alled Christianity does ontain more of the Master's gospel than any other religion, it doesalso ontain muh that Jesus did not teah. Aside from the inorporation of many teahings fromthe Persian mysteries and muh of the Greek philosophy into early Christianity, two great mistakeswere made:1. The e�ort to onnet the gospel teahing diretly onto the Jewish theology, as illustratedby the Christian dotrines of the atonement - the teahing that Jesus was the sari�ed Son whowould satisfy the Father's stern justie and appease the divine wrath. These teahings originatedin a praiseworthy e�ort to make the gospel of the kingdom more aeptable to disbelieving Jews.Though these e�orts failed as far as winning the Jews was onerned, they did not fail to onfuseand alienate many honest souls in all subsequent generations.2. The seond great blunder of the Master's early followers, and one whih all subsequent gen-erations have persisted in perpetuating, was to organize the Christian teahing so ompletely aboutthe person of Jesus. This overemphasis of the personality of Jesus in the theology of Christianityhas worked to obsure his teahings, and all of this has made it inreasingly diÆult for Jews, Mo-hammedans, Hindus, and other Eastern religionists to aept the teahings of Jesus. We would notbelittle the plae of the person of Jesus in a religion whih might bear his name, but we would notpermit suh onsideration to elipse his inspired life or to supplant his saving message: the fatherhoodof God and the brotherhood of man.The teahers of the religion of Jesus should approah other religions with the reognition of thetruths whih are held in ommon (many of whih ome diretly or indiretly from Jesus' message)while they refrain from plaing so muh emphasis on the di�erenes.While, at that partiular time, the fame of Jesus rested hiey upon his reputation as a healer, itdoes not follow that it ontinued so to rest. As time passed, more and more he was sought for spiritualhelp. But it was the physial ures that made the most diret and immediate appeal to the ommonpeople. Jesus was inreasingly sought by the vitims of moral enslavement and mental harassments,and he invariably taught them the way of deliverane. Fathers sought his advie regarding themanagement of their sons, and mothers ame for help in the guidane of their daughters. Those whosat in darkness ame to him, and he revealed to them the light of life. His ear was ever open to thesorrows of mankind, and he always helped those who sought his ministry.When the Creator himself was on earth, inarnated in the likeness of mortal esh, it was inevitablethat some extraordinary things should happen. But you should never approah Jesus through theseso-alled miraulous ourrenes. Learn to approah the mirale through Jesus, but do not makethe mistake of approahing Jesus through the mirale. And this admonition is warranted, notwith-standing that Jesus of Nazareth is the only founder of a religion who performed supermaterial atson earth.The most astonishing and the most revolutionary feature of Mihael's mission on earth was hisattitude toward women. In a day and generation when a man was not supposed to salute even hisown wife in a publi plae, Jesus dared to take women along as teahers of the gospel in onnetionwith his third tour of Galilee. And he had the onsummate ourage to do this in the fae of therabbini teahing whih delared that it was \better that the words of the law should be burnedthan delivered to women."In one generation Jesus lifted women out of the disrespetful oblivion and the slavish drudgery ofthe ages. And it is the one shameful thing about the religion that presumed to take Jesus' name that1521



it laked the moral ourage to follow this noble example in its subsequent attitude toward women.As Jesus mingled with the people, they found him entirely free from the superstitions of thatday. He was free from religious prejudies; he was never intolerant. He had nothing in his heartresembling soial antagonism. While he omplied with the good in the religion of his fathers, hedid not hesitate to disregard man-made traditions of superstition and bondage. He dared to teahthat atastrophes of nature, aidents of time, and other alamitous happenings are not visitationsof divine judgments or mysterious dispensations of Providene. He denouned slavish devotion tomeaningless eremonials and exposed the fallay of materialisti worship. He boldly prolaimedman's spiritual freedom and dared to teah that mortals of the esh are indeed and in truth sons ofthe living God.Jesus transended all the teahings of his forebears when he boldly substituted lean hearts forlean hands as the mark of true religion. He put reality in the plae of tradition and swept asideall pretensions of vanity and hyporisy. And yet this fearless man of God did not give vent todestrutive ritiism or manifest an utter disregard of the religious, soial, eonomi, and politialusages of his day. He was not a militant revolutionist; he was a progressive evolutionist. He engagedin the destrution of that whih was only when he simultaneously o�ered his fellows the superiorthing whih ought to be.Jesus reeived the obediene of his followers without exating it. Only three men who reeivedhis personal all refused to aept the invitation to disipleship. He exerised a peuliar drawingpower over men, but he was not ditatorial. He ommanded on�dene, and no man ever resentedhis giving a ommand. He assumed absolute authority over his disiples, but no one ever objeted.He permitted his followers to all him Master.The Master was admired by all who met him exept by those who entertained deep-seated reli-gious prejudies or those who thought they diserned politial dangers in his teahings. Men wereastonished at the originality and authoritativeness of his teahing. They marveled at his patiene indealing with bakward and troublesome inquirers. He inspired hope and on�dene in the hearts ofall who ame under his ministry. Only those who had not met him feared him, and he was hatedonly by those who regarded him as the hampion of that truth whih was destined to overthrow theevil and error whih they had determined to hold in their hearts at all ost.On both friends and foes he exerised a strong and peuliarly fasinating inuene. Multitudeswould follow him for weeks, just to hear his graious words and behold his simple life. Devoted menand women loved Jesus with a well-nigh superhuman a�etion. And the better they knew him themore they loved him. And all this is still true; even today and in all future ages, the more man omesto know this God-man, the more he will love and follow after him.149.3 Hostility of the Religious LeadersNotwithstanding the favorable reeption of Jesus and his teahings by the ommon people, thereligious leaders at Jerusalem beame inreasingly alarmed and antagonisti. The Pharisees hadformulated a systemati and dogmati theology. Jesus was a teaher who taught as the oasionserved; he was not a systemati teaher. Jesus taught not so muh from the law as from life, byparables. (And when he employed a parable for illustrating his message, he designed to utilize justone feature of the story for that purpose. Many wrong ideas onerning the teahings of Jesus maybe seured by attempting to make allegories out of his parables.)The religious leaders at Jerusalem were beoming well-nigh franti as a result of the reent onver-sion of young Abraham and by the desertion of the three spies who had been baptized by Peter, andwho were now out with the evangelists on this seond preahing tour of Galilee. The Jewish leaders1522



were inreasingly blinded by fear and prejudie, while their hearts were hardened by the ontinuedrejetion of the appealing truths of the gospel of the kingdom. When men shut o� the appeal to thespirit that dwells within them, there is little that an be done to modify their attitude.When Jesus �rst met with the evangelists at the Bethsaida amp, in onluding his address, hesaid: \You should remember that in body and mind - emotionally - men reat individually. The onlyuniform thing about men is the indwelling spirit. Though divine spirits may vary somewhat in thenature and extent of their experiene, they reat uniformly to all spiritual appeals. Only through,and by appeal to, this spirit an mankind ever attain unity and brotherhood." But many of theleaders of the Jews had losed the doors of their hearts to the spiritual appeal of the gospel. Fromthis day on they eased not to plan and plot for the Master's destrution. They were onvined thatJesus must be apprehended, onvited, and exeuted as a religious o�ender, a violator of the ardinalteahings of the Jewish sared law.149.4 Progress of the Preahing TourJesus did very little publi work on this preahing tour, but he onduted many evening lasses withthe believers in most of the ities and villages where he haned to sojourn with James and John.At one of these evening sessions one of the younger evangelists asked Jesus a question about anger,and the Master, among other things, said in reply:\Anger is a material manifestation whih represents, in a general way, the measure of the failure ofthe spiritual nature to gain ontrol of the ombined intelletual and physial natures. Anger indiatesyour lak of tolerant brotherly love plus your lak of self-respet and self-ontrol. Anger depletes thehealth, debases the mind, and handiaps the spirit teaher of man's soul. Have you not read in theSriptures that `wrath kills the foolish man,' and that man `tears himself in his anger'? That `hewho is slow of wrath is of great understanding,' while `he who is hasty of temper exalts folly'? Youall know that `a soft answer turns away wrath,' and how `grievous words stir up anger.' `Disretiondefers anger,' while `he who has no ontrol over his own self is like a defenseless ity without walls.'`Wrath is ruel and anger is outrageous.' `Angry men stir up strife, while the furious multiply theirtransgressions.' `Be not hasty in spirit, for anger rests in the bosom of fools.' " Before Jesus easedspeaking, he said further: \Let your hearts be so dominated by love that your spirit guide will havelittle trouble in delivering you from the tendeny to give vent to those outbursts of animal angerwhih are inonsistent with the status of divine sonship."On this same oasion the Master talked to the group about the desirability of possessing well-balaned haraters. He reognized that it was neessary for most men to devote themselves to themastery of some voation, but he deplored all tendeny toward overspeialization, toward beomingnarrow-minded and irumsribed in life's ativities. He alled attention to the fat that any virtue, ifarried to extremes, may beome a vie. Jesus always preahed temperane and taught onsisteny- proportionate adjustment of life problems. He pointed out that overmuh sympathy and pitymay degenerate into serious emotional instability; that enthusiasm may drive on into fanatiism.He disussed one of their former assoiates whose imagination had led him o� into visionary andimpratial undertakings. At the same time he warned them against the dangers of the dullness ofoveronservative mediority.And then Jesus disoursed on the dangers of ourage and faith, how they sometimes lead unthink-ing souls on to reklessness and presumption. He also showed how prudene and disretion, whenarried too far, lead to owardie and failure. He exhorted his hearers to strive for originality whilethey shunned all tendeny toward eentriity. He pleaded for sympathy without sentimentality,piety without santimoniousness. He taught reverene free from fear and superstition.It was not so muh what Jesus taught about the balaned harater that impressed his assoiates1523



as the fat that his own life was suh an eloquent exempli�ation of his teahing. He lived in themidst of stress and storm, but he never wavered. His enemies ontinually laid snares for him, butthey never entrapped him. The wise and learned endeavored to trip him, but he did not stumble.They sought to embroil him in debate, but his answers were always enlightening, digni�ed, and �nal.When he was interrupted in his disourses with multitudinous questions, his answers were alwayssigni�ant and onlusive. Never did he resort to ignoble tatis in meeting the ontinuous pressureof his enemies, who did not hesitate to employ every sort of false, unfair, and unrighteous mode ofattak upon him.While it is true that many men and women must assiduously apply themselves to some de�nitepursuit as a livelihood voation, it is nevertheless wholly desirable that human beings should ultivatea wide range of ultural familiarity with life as it is lived on earth. Truly eduated persons are notsatis�ed with remaining in ignorane of the lives and doings of their fellows.149.5 Lesson Regarding ContentmentWhen Jesus was visiting the group of evangelists working under the supervision of Simon Zelotes,during their evening onferene Simon asked the Master: \Why are some persons so muh morehappy and ontented than others? Is ontentment a matter of religious experiene?" Among otherthings, Jesus said in answer to Simon's question:\Simon, some persons are naturally more happy than others. Muh, very muh, depends uponthe willingness of man to be led and direted by the Father's spirit whih lives within him. Have younot read in the Sriptures the words of the wise man, `The spirit of man is the andle of the Lord,searhing all the inward parts'? And also that suh spirit-led mortals say: `The lines are fallen tome in pleasant plaes; yes, I have a goodly heritage.' `A little that a righteous man has is betterthan the rihes of many wiked,' for `a good man shall be satis�ed from within himself.' `A merryheart makes a heerful ountenane and is a ontinual feast. Better is a little with the reverene ofthe Lord than great treasure and trouble therewith. Better is a dinner of herbs where love is thana fatted ox and hatred therewith. Better is a little with righteousness than great revenues withoutretitude.' `A merry heart does good like a mediine.' `Better is a handful with omposure than asuperabundane with sorrow and vexation of spirit.'\Muh of man's sorrow is born of the disappointment of his ambitions and the wounding of hispride. Although men owe a duty to themselves to make the best of their lives on earth, having thussinerely exerted themselves, they should heerfully aept their lot and exerise ingenuity in makingthe most of that whih has fallen to their hands. All too many of man's troubles take origin in thefear soil of his own natural heart. `The wiked ee when no man pursues.' `The wiked are like thetroubled sea, for it annot rest, but its waters ast up mire and dirt; there is no peae, says God, forthe wiked.'\Seek not, then, for false peae and transient joy but rather for the assurane of faith and thesureties of divine sonship whih yield omposure, ontentment, and supreme joy in the spirit."Jesus hardly regarded this world as a \vale of tears." He rather looked upon it as the birth sphereof the eternal and immortal spirits of Paradise asension, the \vale of soul making."149.6 The \Fear of the Lord"It was at Gamala, during the evening onferene, that Philip said to Jesus: \Master, why is it thatthe Sriptures instrut us to `fear the Lord,' while you would have us look to the Father in heavenwithout fear? How are we to harmonize these teahings?" And Jesus replied to Philip, saying:1524



\My hildren, I am not surprised that you ask suh questions. In the beginning it was only throughfear that man ould learn reverene, but I have ome to reveal the Father's love so that you willbe attrated to the worship of the Eternal by the drawing of a son's a�etionate reognition andreiproation of the Father's profound and perfet love. I would deliver you from the bondage ofdriving yourselves through slavish fear to the irksome servie of a jealous and wrathful King-God. Iwould instrut you in the Father-son relationship of God and man so that you may be joyfully ledinto that sublime and supernal free worship of a loving, just, and meriful Father-God.\The `fear of the Lord' has had di�erent meanings in the suessive ages, oming up from fear,through anguish and dread, to awe and reverene. And now from reverene I would lead you up,through reognition, realization, and appreiation, to love. When man reognizes only the works ofGod, he is led to fear the Supreme; but when man begins to understand and experiene the personalityand harater of the living God, he is led inreasingly to love suh a good and perfet, universal andeternal Father. And it is just this hanging of the relation of man to God that onstitutes the missionof the Son of Man on earth.\Intelligent hildren do not fear their father in order that they may reeive good gifts from hishand; but having already reeived the abundane of good things bestowed by the ditates of thefather's a�etion for his sons and daughters, these muh loved hildren are led to love their father inresponsive reognition and appreiation of suh muni�ent bene�ene. The goodness of God leadsto repentane; the bene�ene of God leads to servie; the mery of God leads to salvation; whilethe love of God leads to intelligent and freehearted worship.\Your forebears feared God beause he was mighty and mysterious. You shall adore him beausehe is magni�ent in love, plenteous in mery, and glorious in truth. The power of God engenders fearin the heart of man, but the nobility and righteousness of his personality beget reverene, love, andwilling worship. A dutiful and a�etionate son does not fear or dread even a mighty and noble father.I have ome into the world to put love in the plae of fear, joy in the plae of sorrow, on�denein the plae of dread, loving servie and appreiative worship in the plae of slavish bondage andmeaningless eremonies. But it is still true of those who sit in darkness that `the fear of the Lord isthe beginning of wisdom.' But when the light has more fully ome, the sons of God are led to praisethe In�nite for what he is rather than to fear him for what he does.\When hildren are young and unthinking, they must neessarily be admonished to honor theirparents; but when they grow older and beome somewhat more appreiative of the bene�ts of theparental ministry and protetion, they are led up, through understanding respet and inreasinga�etion, to that level of experiene where they atually love their parents for what they are morethan for what they have done. The father naturally loves his hild, but the hild must develop hislove for the father from the fear of what the father an do, through awe, dread, dependene, andreverene, to the appreiative and a�etionate regard of love.\You have been taught that you should `fear God and keep his ommandments, for that is thewhole duty of man.' But I have ome to give you a new and higher ommandment. I would teahyou to `love God and learn to do his will, for that is the highest privilege of the liberated sons ofGod.' Your fathers were taught to `fear God - the Almighty King.' I teah you, `Love God - theall-meriful Father.'\In the kingdom of heaven, whih I have ome to delare, there is no high and mighty king; thiskingdom is a divine family. The universally reognized and unreservedly worshiped enter and headof this far-ung brotherhood of intelligent beings is my Father and your Father. I am his Son, andyou are also his sons. Therefore it is eternally true that you and I are brethren in the heavenly estate,and all the more so sine we have beome brethren in the esh of the earthly life. Cease, then, tofear God as a king or serve him as a master; learn to reverene him as the Creator; honor him asthe Father of your spirit youth; love him as a meriful defender; and ultimately worship him as theloving and all-wise Father of your more mature spiritual realization and appreiation.1525



\Out of your wrong onepts of the Father in heaven grow your false ideas of humility and springsmuh of your hyporisy. Man may be a worm of the dust by nature and origin, but when he beomesindwelt by my Father's spirit, that man beomes divine in his destiny. The bestowal spirit of myFather will surely return to the divine soure and universe level of origin, and the human soul ofmortal man whih shall have beome the reborn hild of this indwelling spirit shall ertainly asendwith the divine spirit to the very presene of the eternal Father.\Humility, indeed, beomes mortal man who reeives all these gifts from the Father in heaven,albeit there is a divine dignity attahed to all suh faith andidates for the eternal asent of theheavenly kingdom. The meaningless and menial praties of an ostentatious and false humility areinompatible with the appreiation of the soure of your salvation and the reognition of the destinyof your spirit-born souls. Humility before God is altogether appropriate in the depths of your hearts;meekness before men is ommendable; but the hyporisy of self-onsious and attention-ravinghumility is hildish and unworthy of the enlightened sons of the kingdom.\You do well to be meek before God and self-ontrolled before men, but let your meekness be ofspiritual origin and not the self-deeptive display of a self-onsious sense of self-righteous superiority.The prophet spoke advisedly when he said, `Walk humbly with God,' for, while the Father in heavenis the In�nite and the Eternal, he also dwells `with him who is of a ontrite mind and a humblespirit.' My Father disdains pride, loathes hyporisy, and abhors iniquity. And it was to emphasizethe value of sinerity and perfet trust in the loving support and faithful guidane of the heavenlyFather that I have so often referred to the little hild as illustrative of the attitude of mind and theresponse of spirit whih are so essential to the entrane of mortal man into the spirit realities of thekingdom of heaven.\Well did the Prophet Jeremiah desribe many mortals when he said: `You are near God in themouth but far from him in the heart.' And have you not also read that direful warning of the prophetwho said: `The priests thereof teah for hire, and the prophets thereof divine for money. At the sametime they profess piety and prolaim that the Lord is with them.' Have you not been well warnedagainst those who `speak peae to their neighbors when mishief is in their hearts,' those who `atterwith the lips while the heart is given to double-dealing'? Of all the sorrows of a trusting man, noneare so terrible as to be `wounded in the house of a trusted friend.' "149.7 Returning to BethsaidaAndrew, in onsultation with Simon Peter and with the approval of Jesus, had instruted David atBethsaida to dispath messengers to the various preahing groups with instrutions to terminate thetour and return to Bethsaida sometime on Thursday, Deember 30. By supper time on that rainyday all of the apostoli party and the teahing evangelists had arrived at the Zebedee home.The group remained together over the Sabbath day, being aommodated in the homes of Beth-saida and near-by Capernaum, after whih the entire party was granted a two weeks' reess to gohome to their families, visit their friends, or go �shing. The two or three days they were together inBethsaida were, indeed, exhilarating and inspiring; even the older teahers were edi�ed by the youngpreahers as they narrated their experienes.Of the 117 evangelists who partiipated in this seond preahing tour of Galilee, only aboutseventy-�ve survived the test of atual experiene and were on hand to be assigned to servie at theend of the two weeks' reess. Jesus, with Andrew, Peter, James, and John, remained at the Zebedeehome and spent muh time in onferene regarding the welfare and extension of the kingdom.
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Chapter 150The Third Preahing TourON SUNDAY evening, January 16, A.D. 29, Abner, with the apostles of John, reahed Bethsaidaand went into joint onferene with Andrew and the apostles of Jesus the next day. Abner andhis assoiates made their headquarters at Hebron and were in the habit of oming up to Bethsaidaperiodially for these onferenes.Among the many matters onsidered by this joint onferene was the pratie of anointing thesik with ertain forms of oil in onnetion with prayers for healing. Again did Jesus deline topartiipate in their disussions or to express himself regarding their onlusions. The apostles ofJohn had always used the anointing oil in their ministry to the sik and a�ited, and they soughtto establish this as a uniform pratie for both groups, but the apostles of Jesus refused to bindthemselves by suh a regulation.On Tuesday, January 18, the twenty-four were joined by the tested evangelists, about seventy-�vein number, at the Zebedee house in Bethsaida preparatory to being sent forth on the third preahingtour of Galilee. This third mission ontinued for a period of seven weeks.The evangelists were sent out in groups of �ve, while Jesus and the twelve traveled together mostof the time, the apostles going out two and two to baptize believers as oasion required. For a periodof almost three weeks Abner and his assoiates also worked with the evangelisti groups, advisingthem and baptizing believers. They visited Magdala, Tiberias, Nazareth, and all the prinipal itiesand villages of entral and southern Galilee, all the plaes previously visited and many others. Thiswas their last message to Galilee, exept to the northern portions.150.1 The Women's Evangelisti CorpsOf all the daring things whih Jesus did in onnetion with his earth areer, the most amazing washis sudden announement on the evening of January 16: \On the morrow we will set apart tenwomen for the ministering work of the kingdom." At the beginning of the two weeks' period duringwhih the apostles and the evangelists were to be absent from Bethsaida on their furlough, Jesusrequested David to summon his parents bak to their home and to dispath messengers alling toBethsaida ten devout women who had served in the administration of the former enampment andthe tented in�rmary. These women had all listened to the instrution given the young evangelists,but it had never ourred to either themselves or their teahers that Jesus would dare to ommissionwomen to teah the gospel of the kingdom and minister to the sik. These ten women seleted andommissioned by Jesus were: Susanna, the daughter of the former hazan of the Nazareth synagogue;Joanna, the wife of Chuza, the steward of Herod Antipas; Elizabeth, the daughter of a wealthy Jewof Tiberias and Sepphoris; Martha, the elder sister of Andrew and Peter; Rahel, the sister-in-lawof Jude, the Master's brother in the esh; Nasanta, the daughter of Elman, the Syrian physiian;1527



Milha, a ousin of the Apostle Thomas; Ruth, the eldest daughter of Matthew Levi; Celta, thedaughter of a Roman enturion; and Agaman, a widow of Damasus. Subsequently, Jesus added twoother women to this group - Mary Magdalene and Rebea, the daughter of Joseph of Arimathea.Jesus authorized these women to e�et their own organization and direted Judas to provide fundsfor their equipment and for pak animals. The ten eleted Susanna as their hief and Joanna as theirtreasurer. From this time on they furnished their own funds; never again did they draw upon Judasfor support.It was most astounding in that day, when women were not even allowed on the main oor of thesynagogue (being on�ned to the women's gallery), to behold them being reognized as authorizedteahers of the new gospel of the kingdom. The harge whih Jesus gave these ten women as he setthem apart for gospel teahing and ministry was the emanipation prolamation whih set free allwomen and for all time; no more was man to look upon woman as his spiritual inferior. This was adeided shok to even the twelve apostles. Notwithstanding they had many times heard the Mastersay that \in the kingdom of heaven there is neither rih nor poor, free nor bond, male nor female, allare equally the sons and daughters of God," they were literally stunned when he proposed formallyto ommission these ten women as religious teahers and even to permit their traveling about withthem. The whole ountry was stirred up by this proeeding, the enemies of Jesus making great apitalout of this move, but everywhere the women believers in the good news stood stanhly behind theirhosen sisters and voied no unertain approval of this tardy aknowledgment of woman's plae inreligious work. And this liberation of women, giving them due reognition, was pratied by theapostles immediately after the Master's departure, albeit they fell bak to the olden ustoms insubsequent generations. Throughout the early days of the Christian hurh women teahers andministers were alled deaonesses and were aorded general reognition. But Paul, despite the fatthat he oneded all this in theory, never really inorporated it into his own attitude and personallyfound it diÆult to arry out in pratie.150.2 The Stop at MagdalaAs the apostoli party journeyed from Bethsaida, the women traveled in the rear. During theonferene time they always sat in a group in front and to the right of the speaker. Inreasingly,women had beome believers in the gospel of the kingdom, and it had been a soure of muh diÆultyand no end of embarrassment when they had desired to hold personal onverse with Jesus or one ofthe apostles. Now all this was hanged. When any of the women believers desired to see the Masteror onfer with the apostles, they went to Susanna, and in ompany with one of the twelve womenevangelists, they would go at one into the presene of the Master or one of his apostles.It was at Magdala that the women �rst demonstrated their usefulness and vindiated the wisdomof their hoosing. Andrew had imposed rather strit rules upon his assoiates about doing personalwork with women, espeially with those of questionable harater. When the party entered Magdala,these ten women evangelists were free to enter the evil resorts and preah the glad tidings diretlyto all their inmates. And when visiting the sik, these women were able to draw very lose in theirministry to their a�ited sisters. As the result of the ministry of these ten women (afterward knownas the twelve women) at this plae, Mary Magdalene was won for the kingdom. Through a suessionof misfortunes and in onsequene of the attitude of reputable soiety toward women who ommitsuh errors of judgment, this woman had found herself in one of the nefarious resorts of Magdala. Itwas Martha and Rahel who made plain to Mary that the doors of the kingdom were open to evensuh as she. Mary believed the good news and was baptized by Peter the next day.Mary Magdalene beame the most e�etive teaher of the gospel among this group of twelvewomen evangelists. She was set apart for suh servie, together with Rebea, at Jotapata about1528



four weeks subsequent to her onversion. Mary and Rebea, with the others of this group, went onthrough the remainder of Jesus' life on earth, laboring faithfully and e�etively for the enlightenmentand uplifting of their downtrodden sisters; and when the last and tragi episode in the drama of Jesus'life was being enated, notwithstanding the apostles all ed but one, these women were all present,and not one either denied or betrayed him.150.3 Sabbath at TiberiasThe Sabbath servies of the apostoli party had been put in the hands of the women by Andrew, uponinstrutions from Jesus. This meant, of ourse, that they ould not be held in the new synagogue.The women seleted Joanna to have harge of this oasion, and the meeting was held in the banquetroom of Herod's new palae, Herod being away in residene at Julias in Perea. Joanna read fromthe Sriptures onerning woman's work in the religious life of Israel, making referene to Miriam,Deborah, Esther, and others.Late that evening Jesus gave the united group a memorable talk on \Magi and Superstition." Inthose days the appearane of a bright and supposedly new star was regarded as a token indiatingthat a great man had been born on earth. Suh a star having then reently been observed, Andrewasked Jesus if these beliefs were well founded. In the long answer to Andrew's question the Masterentered upon a thoroughgoing disussion of the whole subjet of human superstition. The statementwhih Jesus made at this time may be summarized in modern phraseology as follows:1. The ourses of the stars in the heavens have nothing whatever to do with the events of humanlife on earth. Astronomy is a proper pursuit of siene, but astrology is a mass of superstitious errorwhih has no plae in the gospel of the kingdom.2. The examination of the internal organs of an animal reently killed an reveal nothing aboutweather, future events, or the outome of human a�airs.3. The spirits of the dead do not ome bak to ommuniate with their families or their onetimefriends among the living.4. Charms and relis are impotent to heal disease, ward o� disaster, or inuene evil spirits; thebelief in all suh material means of inuening the spiritual world is nothing but gross superstition.5. Casting lots, while it may be a onvenient way of settling many minor diÆulties, is not amethod designed to dislose the divine will. Suh outomes are purely matters of material hane.The only means of ommunion with the spiritual world is embraed in the spirit endowment ofmankind, the indwelling spirit of the Father, together with the outpoured spirit of the Son and theomnipresent inuene of the In�nite Spirit.6. Divination, sorery, and withraft are superstitions of ignorant minds, as also are the delusionsof magi. The belief in magi numbers, omens of good luk, and harbingers of bad luk, is pure andunfounded superstition.7. The interpretation of dreams is largely a superstitious and groundless system of ignorant andfantasti speulation. The gospel of the kingdom must have nothing in ommon with the soothsayerpriests of primitive religion.8. The spirits of good or evil annot dwell within material symbols of lay, wood, or metal; idolsare nothing more than the material of whih they are made.9. The praties of the enhanters, the wizards, the magiians, and the sorerers, were derivedfrom the superstitions of the Egyptians, the Assyrians, the Babylonians, and the anient Canaanites.Amulets and all sorts of inantations are futile either to win the protetion of good spirits or to wardo� supposed evil spirits. 1529



10. He exposed and denouned their belief in spells, ordeals, bewithing, ursing, signs, mandrakes,knotted ords, and all other forms of ignorant and enslaving superstition.150.4 Sending the Apostles Out Two and TwoThe next evening, having gathered together the twelve apostles, the apostles of John, and the newlyommissioned women's group, Jesus said: \You see for yourselves that the harvest is plenteous, butthe laborers are few. Let us all, therefore, pray the Lord of the harvest that he send forth still morelaborers into his �elds. While I remain to omfort and instrut the younger teahers, I would sendout the older ones two and two that they may pass quikly over all Galilee preahing the gospel ofthe kingdom while it is yet onvenient and peaeful." Then he designated the pairs of apostles as hedesired them to go forth, and they were: Andrew and Peter, James and John Zebedee, Philip andNathaniel, Thomas and Matthew, James and Judas Alpheus, Simon Zelotes and Judas Isariot.Jesus arranged the date for meeting the twelve at Nazareth, and in parting, he said: \On thismission go not to any ity of the gentiles, neither go into Samaria, but go instead to the lost sheepof the house of Israel. Preah the gospel of the kingdom and prolaim the saving truth that manis a son of God. Remember that the disiple is hardly above his master nor a servant greater thanhis lord. It is enough for the disiple to be equal with his master and the servant to beome like hislord. If some people have dared to all the master of the house an assoiate of Beelzebub, how muhmore shall they so regard those of his household! But you should not fear these unbelieving enemies.I delare to you that there is nothing overed up that is not going to be revealed; there is nothinghidden that shall not be known. What I have taught you privately, that preah with wisdom in theopen. What I have revealed to you in the inner hamber, that you are to prolaim in due season fromthe housetops. And I say to you, my friends and disiples, be not afraid of those who an kill thebody, but who are not able to destroy the soul; rather put your trust in Him who is able to sustainthe body and save the soul.\Are not two sparrows sold for a penny? And yet I delare that not one of them is forgotten inGod's sight. Know you not that the very hairs of your head are all numbered? Fear not, therefore; youare of more value than a great many sparrows. Be not ashamed of my teahing; go forth prolaimingpeae and good will, but be not deeived - peae will not always attend your preahing. I ame tobring peae on earth, but when men rejet my gift, division and turmoil result. When all of a familyreeive the gospel of the kingdom, truly peae abides in that house; but when some of the familyenter the kingdom and others rejet the gospel, suh division an produe only sorrow and sadness.Labor earnestly to save the whole family lest a man's foes beome those of his own household. But,when you have done your utmost for all of every family, I delare to you that he who loves father ormother more than this gospel is not worthy of the kingdom."When the twelve had heard these words, they made ready to depart. And they did not again ometogether until the time of their assembling at Nazareth to meet with Jesus and the other disiples asthe Master had arranged.150.5 What Must I Do to Be Saved?One evening at Shunem, after John's apostles had returned to Hebron, and after Jesus' apostles hadbeen sent out two and two, when the Master was engaged in teahing a group of twelve of the youngerevangelists who were laboring under the diretion of Jaob, together with the twelve women, Rahelasked Jesus this question: \Master, what shall we answer when women ask us, What shall I do tobe saved?" When Jesus heard this question, he answered:1530



\When men and women ask what shall we do to be saved, you shall answer, Believe this gospelof the kingdom; aept divine forgiveness. By faith reognize the indwelling spirit of God, whoseaeptane makes you a son of God. Have you not read in the Sriptures where it says, `In theLord have I righteousness and strength.' Also where the Father says, `My righteousness is near; mysalvation has gone forth, and my arms shall enfold my people.' `My soul shall be joyful in the love ofmy God, for he has lothed me with the garments of salvation and has overed me with the robe ofhis righteousness.' Have you not also read of the Father that his name `shall be alled the Lord ourrighteousness.' `Take away the �lthy rags of self-righteousness and lothe my son with the robe ofdivine righteousness and eternal salvation.' It is forever true, `the just shall live by faith.' Entraneinto the Father's kingdom is wholly free, but progress - growth in grae - is essential to ontinuanetherein.\Salvation is the gift of the Father and is revealed by his Sons. Aeptane by faith on your partmakes you a partaker of the divine nature, a son or a daughter of God. By faith you are justi�ed;by faith are you saved; and by this same faith are you eternally advaned in the way of progressiveand divine perfetion. By faith was Abraham justi�ed and made aware of salvation by the teahingsof Melhizedek. All down through the ages has this same faith saved the sons of men, but now hasa Son ome forth from the Father to make salvation more real and aeptable."When Jesus had left o� speaking, there was great rejoiing among those who had heard thesegraious words, and they all went on in the days that followed prolaiming the gospel of the kingdomwith new power and with renewed energy and enthusiasm. And the women rejoied all the more toknow they were inluded in these plans for the establishment of the kingdom on earth.In summing up his �nal statement, Jesus said: \You annot buy salvation; you annot earnrighteousness. Salvation is the gift of God, and righteousness is the natural fruit of the spirit-bornlife of sonship in the kingdom. You are not to be saved beause you live a righteous life; rather is itthat you live a righteous life beause you have already been saved, have reognized sonship as thegift of God and servie in the kingdom as the supreme delight of life on earth. When men believethis gospel, whih is a revelation of the goodness of God, they will be led to voluntary repentaneof all known sin. Realization of sonship is inompatible with the desire to sin. Kingdom believershunger for righteousness and thirst for divine perfetion."150.6 The Evening LessonsAt the evening disussions Jesus talked upon many subjets. During the remainder of this tour- before they all reunited at Nazareth - he disussed \The Love of God," \Dreams and Visions,"\Malie," \Humility and Meekness," \Courage and Loyalty," \Musi and Worship," \Servie andObediene," \Pride and Presumption," \Forgiveness in Relation to Repentane," \Peae and Per-fetion," \Evil Speaking and Envy," \Evil, Sin, and Temptation," \Doubts and Unbelief," \Wisdomand Worship." With the older apostles away, these younger groups of both men and women morefreely entered into these disussions with the Master.After spending two or three days with one group of twelve evangelists, Jesus would move on tojoin another group, being informed as to the whereabouts and movements of all these workers byDavid's messengers. This being their �rst tour, the women remained muh of the time with Jesus.Through the messenger servie eah of these groups was kept fully informed onerning the progressof the tour, and the reeipt of news from other groups was always a soure of enouragement to thesesattered and separated workers.Before their separation it had been arranged that the twelve apostles, together with the evan-gelists and the women's orps, should assemble at Nazareth to meet the Master on Friday, Marh4. Aordingly, about this time, from all parts of entral and southern Galilee these various groups1531



of apostles and evangelists began moving toward Nazareth. By midafternoon, Andrew and Peter,the last to arrive, had reahed the enampment prepared by the early arrivals and situated on thehighlands to the north of the ity. And this was the �rst time Jesus had visited Nazareth sine thebeginning of his publi ministry.150.7 The Sojourn at NazarethThis Friday afternoon Jesus walked about Nazareth quite unobserved and wholly unreognized. Hepassed by the home of his hildhood and the arpenter shop and spent a half hour on the hill whihhe so muh enjoyed when a lad. Not sine the day of his baptism by John in the Jordan had theSon of Man had suh a ood of human emotion stirred up within his soul. While oming down fromthe mount, he heard the familiar sounds of the trumpet blast announing the going down of the sun,just as he had so many, many times heard it when a boy growing up in Nazareth. Before returningto the enampment, he walked down by the synagogue where he had gone to shool and indulgedhis mind in many reminisenes of his hildhood days. Earlier in the day Jesus had sent Thomas toarrange with the ruler of the synagogue for his preahing at the Sabbath morning servie.The people of Nazareth were never reputed for piety and righteous living. As the years passed,this village beame inreasingly ontaminated by the low moral standards of near-by Sepphoris.Throughout Jesus' youth and young manhood there had been a division of opinion in Nazarethregarding him; there was muh resentment when he moved to Capernaum. While the inhabitantsof Nazareth had heard muh about the doings of their former arpenter, they were o�ended that hehad never inluded his native village in any of his earlier preahing tours. They had indeed heardof Jesus' fame, but the majority of the itizens were angry beause he had done none of his greatworks in the ity of his youth. For months the people of Nazareth had disussed Jesus muh, buttheir opinions were, on the whole, unfavorable to him.Thus did the Master �nd himself in the midst of, not a welome homeoming, but a deidedlyhostile and hyperritial atmosphere. But this was not all. His enemies, knowing that he was tospend this Sabbath day in Nazareth and supposing that he would speak in the synagogue, had hirednumerous rough and unouth men to harass him and in every way possible make trouble.Most of the older of Jesus' friends, inluding the doting hazan teaher of his youth, were deador had left Nazareth, and the younger generation was prone to resent his fame with strong jealousy.They failed to remember his early devotion to his father's family, and they were bitter in theirritiism of his neglet to visit his brother and his married sisters living in Nazareth. The attitudeof Jesus' family toward him had also tended to inrease this unkind feeling of the itizenry. Theorthodox among the Jews even presumed to ritiize Jesus beause he walked too fast on the way tothe synagogue this Sabbath morning.150.8 The Sabbath ServieThis Sabbath was a beautiful day, and all Nazareth, friends and foes, turned out to hear this formeritizen of their town disourse in the synagogue. Many of the apostoli retinue had to remain withoutthe synagogue; there was not room for all who had ome to hear him. As a young man Jesus hadoften spoken in this plae of worship, and this morning, when the ruler of the synagogue handed himthe roll of sared writings from whih to read the Sripture lesson, none present seemed to reallthat this was the very manusript whih he had presented to this synagogue.The servies on this day were onduted just as when Jesus had attended them as a boy. Heasended the speaking platform with the ruler of the synagogue, and the servie was begun by the1532



reital of two prayers: \Blessed is the Lord, King of the world, who forms the light and reates thedarkness, who makes peae and reates everything; who, in mery, gives light to the earth and tothose who dwell upon it and in goodness, day by day and every day, renews the works of reation.Blessed is the Lord our God for the glory of his handiworks and for the light-giving lights whih hehas made for his praise. Selah. Blessed is the Lord our God, who has formed the lights."After a moment's pause they again prayed: \With great love has the Lord our God loved us, andwith muh overowing pity has he pitied us, our Father and our King, for the sake of our fathers whotrusted in him. You taught them the statutes of life; have mery upon us and teah us. Enlightenour eyes in the law; ause our hearts to leave to your ommandments; unite our hearts to love andfear your name, and we shall not be put to shame, world without end. For you are a God whoprepares salvation, and us have you hosen from among all nations and tongues, and in truth haveyou brought us near your great name - selah - that we may lovingly praise your unity. Blessed is theLord, who in love hose his people Israel."The ongregation then reited the Shema, the Jewish reed of faith. This ritual onsisted inrepeating numerous passages from the law and indiated that the worshipers took upon themselvesthe yoke of the kingdom of heaven, also the yoke of the ommandments as applied to the day andthe night.And then followed the third prayer: \True it is that you are Yahweh, our God and the God of ourfathers; our King and the King of our fathers; our Savior and the Savior of our fathers; our Creatorand the rok of our salvation; our help and our deliverer. Your name is from everlasting, and thereis no God beside you. A new song did they that were delivered sing to your name by the seashore;together did all praise and own you King and say, Yahweh shall reign, world without end. Blessed isthe Lord who saves Israel."The ruler of the synagogue then took his plae before the ark, or hest, ontaining the saredwritings and began the reitation of the nineteen prayer eulogies, or beneditions. But on thisoasion it was desirable to shorten the servie in order that the distinguished guest might havemore time for his disourse; aordingly, only the �rst and last of the beneditions were reited. The�rst was: \Blessed is the Lord our God, and the God of our fathers, the God of Abraham, and theGod of Isaa, and the God of Jaob; the great, the mighty, and the terrible God, who shows meryand kindness, who reates all things, who remembers the graious promises to the fathers and bringsa savior to their hildren's hildren for his own name's sake, in love. O King, helper, savior, andshield! Blessed are you, O Yahweh, the shield of Abraham."Then followed the last benedition: \O bestow on your people Israel great peae forever, for youare King and the Lord of all peae. And it is good in your eyes to bless Israel at all times and atevery hour with peae. Blessed are you, Yahweh, who blesses his people Israel with peae." Theongregation looked not at the ruler as he reited the beneditions. Following the beneditions heo�ered an informal prayer suitable for the oasion, and when this was onluded, all the ongregationjoined in saying amen.Then the hazan went over to the ark and brought out a roll, whih he presented to Jesus that hemight read the Sripture lesson. It was ustomary to all upon seven persons to read not less thanthree verses of the law, but this pratie was waived on this oasion that the visitor might read thelesson of his own seletion. Jesus, taking the roll, stood up and began to read from Deuteronomy:\For this ommandment whih I give you this day is not hidden from you, neither is it far o�. It isnot in heaven, that you should say, who shall go up for us to heaven and bring it down to us that wemay hear and do it? Neither is it beyond the sea, that you should say, who will go over the sea forus to bring the ommandment to us that we may hear and do it? No, the word of life is very nearto you, even in your presene and in your heart, that you may know and obey it."And when he had eased reading from the law, he turned to Isaiah and began to read: \The spirit1533



of the Lord is upon me beause he has anointed me to preah good tidings to the poor. He has sentme to prolaim release to the aptives and the reovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty thosewho are bruised and to prolaim the aeptable year of the Lord."Jesus losed the book and, after handing it bak to the ruler of the synagogue, sat down and beganto disourse to the people. He began by saying: \Today are these Sriptures ful�lled." And thenJesus spoke for almost �fteen minutes on \The Sons and Daughters of God." Many of the peoplewere pleased with the disourse, and they marveled at his graiousness and wisdom.It was ustomary in the synagogue, after the onlusion of the formal servie, for the speaker toremain so that those who might be interested ould ask him questions. Aordingly, on this Sabbathmorning Jesus stepped down into the rowd whih pressed forward to ask questions. In this groupwere many turbulent individuals whose minds were bent on mishief, while about the fringe of thisrowd there irulated those debased men who had been hired to make trouble for Jesus. Many ofthe disiples and evangelists who had remained without now pressed into the synagogue and werenot slow to reognize that trouble was brewing. They sought to lead the Master away, but he wouldnot go with them.150.9 The Nazareth RejetionJesus found himself surrounded in the synagogue by a great throng of his enemies and a sprinklingof his own followers, and in reply to their rude questions and sinister banterings he half humorouslyremarked: \Yes, I am Joseph's son; I am the arpenter, and I am not surprised that you remind meof the proverb, `Physiian heal yourself,' and that you hallenge me to do in Nazareth what you haveheard I did at Capernaum; but I all you to witness that even the Sriptures delare that `a prophetis not without honor save in his own ountry and among his own people.' "But they jostled him and, pointing ausing �ngers at him, said: \You think you are better thanthe people of Nazareth; you moved away from us, but your brother is a ommon workman, and yoursisters still live among us. We know your mother, Mary. Where are they today? We hear big thingsabout you, but we notie that you do no wonders when you ome bak." Jesus answered them: \I lovethe people who dwell in the ity where I grew up, and I would rejoie to see you all enter the kingdomof heaven, but the doing of the works of God is not for me to determine. The transformations ofgrae are wrought in response to the living faith of those who are the bene�iaries."Jesus would have good-naturedly managed the rowd and e�etively disarmed even his violentenemies had it not been for the tatial blunder of one of his own apostles, Simon Zelotes, who,with the help of Nahor, one of the younger evangelists, had meanwhile gathered together a groupof Jesus' friends from among the rowd and, assuming a belligerent attitude, had served notie onthe enemies of the Master to go hene. Jesus had long taught the apostles that a soft answer turnsaway wrath, but his followers were not austomed to seeing their beloved teaher, whom they sowillingly alled Master, treated with suh disourtesy and disdain. It was too muh for them, andthey found themselves giving expression to passionate and vehement resentment, all of whih onlytended to arouse the mob spirit in this ungodly and unouth assembly. And so, under the leadershipof hirelings, these ruÆans laid hold upon Jesus and rushed him out of the synagogue to the brow ofa near-by preipitous hill, where they were minded to shove him over the edge to his death below.But just as they were about to push him over the edge of the li�, Jesus turned suddenly uponhis aptors and, faing them, quietly folded his arms. He said nothing, but his friends were morethan astonished when, as he started to walk forward, the mob parted and permitted him to pass onunmolested.Jesus, followed by his disiples, proeeded to their enampment, where all this was reounted.And they made ready that evening to go bak to Capernaum early the next day, as Jesus had1534



direted. This turbulent ending of the third publi preahing tour had a sobering e�et upon allof Jesus' followers. They were beginning to realize the meaning of some of the Master's teahings;they were awaking to the fat that the kingdom would ome only through muh sorrow and bitterdisappointment.They left Nazareth this Sunday morning, and traveling by di�erent routes, they all �nally assem-bled at Bethsaida by noon on Thursday, Marh 10. They ame together as a sober and serious groupof disillusioned preahers of the gospel of truth and not as an enthusiasti and all-onquering bandof triumphant rusaders.
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Chapter 151Tarrying and Teahing by the SeasideBY MARCH 10 all of the preahing and teahing groups had forgathered at Bethsaida. Thursdaynight and Friday many of them went out to �sh, while on the Sabbath day they attended thesynagogue to hear an aged Jew of Damasus disourse on the glory of father Abraham. Jesus spentmost of this Sabbath day alone in the hills. That Saturday night the Master talked for more than anhour to the assembled groups on \The mission of adversity and the spiritual value of disappointment."This was a memorable oasion, and his hearers never forgot the lesson he imparted.Jesus had not fully reovered from the sorrow of his reent rejetion at Nazareth; the apostleswere aware of a peuliar sadness mingled with his usual heerful demeanor. James and John werewith him muh of the time, Peter being more than oupied with the many responsibilities havingto do with the welfare and diretion of the new orps of evangelists. This time of waiting beforestarting for the Passover at Jerusalem, the women spent in visiting from house to house, teahingthe gospel, and ministering to the sik in Capernaum and the surrounding ities and villages.151.1 The Parable of the SowerAbout this time Jesus �rst began to employ the parable method of teahing the multitudes that sofrequently gathered about him. Sine Jesus had talked with the apostles and others long into thenight, on this Sunday morning very few of the group were up for breakfast; so he went out by theseaside and sat alone in the boat, the old �shing boat of Andrew and Peter, whih was always keptat his disposal, and meditated on the next move to be made in the work of extending the kingdom.But the Master was not to be alone for long. Very soon the people from Capernaum and near-byvillages began to arrive, and by ten o'lok that morning almost one thousand were assembled onshore near Jesus' boat and were lamoring for attention. Peter was now up and, making his wayto the boat, said to Jesus, \Master, shall I talk to them?" But Jesus answered, \No, Peter, I willtell them a story." And then Jesus began the reital of the parable of the sower, one of the �rst ofa long series of suh parables whih he taught the throngs that followed after him. This boat hadan elevated seat on whih he sat (for it was the ustom to sit when teahing) while he talked to therowd assembled along the shore. After Peter had spoken a few words, Jesus said:\A sower went forth to sow, and it ame to pass as he sowed that some seed fell by the waysideto be trodden underfoot and devoured by the birds of heaven. Other seed fell upon the roky plaeswhere there was little earth, and immediately it sprang up beause there was no depth to the soil,but as soon as the sun shone, it withered beause it had no root whereby to seure moisture. Otherseed fell among the thorns, and as the thorns grew up, it was hoked so that it yielded no grain. Stillother seed fell upon good ground and, growing, yielded, some thirtyfold, some sixtyfold, and some ahundredfold." And when he had �nished speaking this parable, he said to the multitude, \He who1537



has ears to hear, let him hear."The apostles and those who were with them, when they heard Jesus teah the people in thismanner, were greatly perplexed; and after muh talking among themselves, that evening in theZebedee garden Matthew said to Jesus: \Master, what is the meaning of the dark sayings whih youpresent to the multitude? Why do you speak in parables to those who seek the truth?" And Jesusanswered:\In patiene have I instruted you all this time. To you it is given to know the mysteries of thekingdom of heaven, but to the undiserning multitudes and to those who seek our destrution, fromnow on, the mysteries of the kingdom shall be presented in parables. And this we will do so thatthose who really desire to enter the kingdom may disern the meaning of the teahing and thus �ndsalvation, while those who listen only to ensnare us may be the more onfounded in that they willsee without seeing and will hear without hearing. My hildren, do you not pereive the law of thespirit whih derees that to him who has shall be given so that he shall have an abundane; but fromhim who has not shall be taken away even that whih he has. Therefore will I heneforth speak tothe people muh in parables to the end that our friends and those who desire to know the truth may�nd that whih they seek, while our enemies and those who love not the truth may hear withoutunderstanding. Many of these people follow not in the way of the truth. The prophet did, indeed,desribe all suh undiserning souls when he said: `For this people's heart has waxed gross, andtheir ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have losed lest they should disern the truth andunderstand it in their hearts.' "The apostles did not fully omprehend the signi�ane of the Master's words. As Andrew andThomas talked further with Jesus, Peter and the other apostles withdrew to another portion of thegarden where they engaged in earnest and prolonged disussion.151.2 Interpretation of the ParablePeter and the group about him ame to the onlusion that the parable of the sower was an allegory,that eah feature had some hidden meaning, and so they deided to go to Jesus and ask for anexplanation. Aordingly, Peter approahed the Master, saying: \We are not able to penetrate themeaning of this parable, and we desire that you explain it to us sine you say it is given us to knowthe mysteries of the kingdom." And when Jesus heard this, he said to Peter: \My son, I desire towithhold nothing from you, but �rst suppose you tell me what you have been talking about; what isyour interpretation of the parable?"After a moment of silene, Peter said: \Master, we have talked muh onerning the parable,and this is the interpretation I have deided upon: The sower is the gospel preaher; the seed is theword of God. The seed whih fell by the wayside represents those who do not understand the gospelteahing. The birds whih snathed away the seed that fell upon the hardened ground representSatan, or the evil one, who steals away that whih has been sown in the hearts of these ignorantones. The seed whih fell upon the roky plaes, and whih sprang up so suddenly, represents thosesuper�ial and unthinking persons who, when they hear the glad tidings, reeive the message withjoy; but beause the truth has no real root in their deeper understanding, their devotion is short-livedin the fae of tribulation and perseution. When trouble omes, these believers stumble; they fallaway when tempted. The seed whih fell among thorns represents those who hear the word willingly,but who allow the ares of the world and the deeitfulness of rihes to hoke the word of truth sothat it beomes unfruitful. Now the seed whih fell on good ground and sprang up to bear, somethirty, some sixty, and some a hundredfold, represents those who, when they have heard the truth,reeive it with varying degrees of appreiation - owing to their di�ering intelletual endowments -and hene manifest these varying degrees of religious experiene."1538



Jesus, after listening to Peter's interpretation of the parable, asked the other apostles if they didnot also have suggestions to o�er. To this invitation only Nathaniel responded. Said he: \Master,while I reognize many good things about Simon Peter's interpretation of the parable, I do not fullyagree with him. My idea of this parable would be: The seed represents the gospel of the kingdom,while the sower stands for the messengers of the kingdom. The seed whih fell by the wayside onhardened ground represents those who have heard but little of the gospel, along with those who areindi�erent to the message, and who have hardened their hearts. The birds of the sky that snathedaway the seed whih fell by the wayside represent one's habits of life, the temptation of evil, andthe desires of the esh. The seed whih fell among the roks stands for those emotional souls whoare quik to reeive new teahing and equally quik to give up the truth when onfronted with thediÆulties and realities of living up to this truth; they lak spiritual pereption. The seed whih fellamong the thorns represents those who are attrated to the truths of the gospel; they are mindedto follow its teahings, but they are prevented by the pride of life, jealousy, envy, and the anxietiesof human existene. The seed whih fell on good soil, springing up to bear, some thirty, some sixty,and some a hundredfold, represents the natural and varying degrees of ability to omprehend truthand respond to its spiritual teahings by men and women who possess diverse endowments of spiritillumination."When Nathaniel had �nished speaking, the apostles and their assoiates fell into serious disussionand engaged in earnest debate, some ontending for the orretness of Peter's interpretation, whilealmost an equal number sought to defend Nathaniel's explanation of the parable. Meanwhile Peterand Nathaniel had withdrawn to the house, where they were involved in a vigorous and determinede�ort the one to onvine and hange the mind of the other.The Master permitted this onfusion to pass the point of most intense expression; then he lappedhis hands and alled them about him. When they had all gathered around him one more, he said,\Before I tell you about this parable, do any of you have aught to say?" Following a moment ofsilene, Thomas spoke up: \Yes, Master, I wish to say a few words. I remember that you one told usto beware of this very thing. You instruted us that, when using illustrations for our preahing, weshould employ true stories, not fables, and that we should selet a story best suited to the illustrationof the one entral and vital truth whih we wished to teah the people, and that, having so used thestory, we should not attempt to make a spiritual appliation of all the minor details involved in thetelling of the story. I hold that Peter and Nathaniel are both wrong in their attempts to interpretthis parable. I admire their ability to do these things, but I am equally sure that all suh attemptsto make a natural parable yield spiritual analogies in all its features an only result in onfusionand serious misoneption of the true purpose of suh a parable. That I am right is fully proved bythe fat that, whereas we were all of one mind an hour ago, now are we divided into two separategroups who hold di�erent opinions onerning this parable and hold suh opinions so earnestly as tointerfere, in my opinion, with our ability fully to grasp the great truth whih you had in mind whenyou presented this parable to the multitude and subsequently asked us to make omment upon it."The words whih Thomas spoke had a quieting e�et on all of them. He aused them to reallwhat Jesus had taught them on former oasions, and before Jesus resumed speaking, Andrew arose,saying: \I am persuaded that Thomas is right, and I would like to have him tell us what meaninghe attahes to the parable of the sower." After Jesus had bekoned Thomas to speak, he said: \Mybrethren, I did not wish to prolong this disussion, but if you so desire, I will say that I think thisparable was spoken to teah us one great truth. And that is that our teahing of the gospel of thekingdom, no matter how faithfully and eÆiently we exeute our divine ommissions, is going to beattended by varying degrees of suess; and that all suh di�erenes in results are diretly due toonditions inherent in the irumstanes of our ministry, onditions over whih we have little or noontrol."When Thomas had �nished speaking, the majority of his fellow preahers were about ready toagree with him, even Peter and Nathaniel were on their way over to speak with him, when Jesus1539



arose and said: \Well done, Thomas; you have diserned the true meaning of parables; but bothPeter and Nathaniel have done you all equal good in that they have so fully shown the danger ofundertaking to make an allegory out of my parables. In your own hearts you may often pro�tablyengage in suh ights of the speulative imagination, but you make a mistake when you seek to o�ersuh onlusions as a part of your publi teahing."Now that the tension was over, Peter and Nathaniel ongratulated eah other on their interpre-tations, and with the exeption of the Alpheus twins, eah of the apostles ventured to make aninterpretation of the parable of the sower before they retired for the night. Even Judas Isarioto�ered a very plausible interpretation. The twelve would often, among themselves, attempt to �gureout the Master's parables as they would an allegory, but never again did they regard suh speu-lations seriously. This was a very pro�table session for the apostles and their assoiates, espeiallyso sine from this time on Jesus more and more employed parables in onnetion with his publiteahing.151.3 More About ParablesThe apostles were parable-minded, so muh so that the whole of the next evening was devoted to thefurther disussion of parables. Jesus introdued the evening's onferene by saying: \My beloved,you must always make a di�erene in teahing so as to suit your presentation of truth to the mindsand hearts before you. When you stand before a multitude of varying intellets and temperaments,you annot speak di�erent words for eah lass of hearers, but you an tell a story to onvey yourteahing; and eah group, even eah individual, will be able to make his own interpretation of yourparable in aordane with his own intelletual and spiritual endowments. You are to let your lightshine but do so with wisdom and disretion. No man, when he lights a lamp, overs it up with avessel or puts it under the bed; he puts his lamp on a stand where all an behold the light. Let metell you that nothing is hid in the kingdom of heaven whih shall not be made manifest; neither arethere any serets whih shall not ultimately be made known. Eventually, all these things shall ometo light. Think not only of the multitudes and how they hear the truth; take heed also to yourselveshow you hear. Remember that I have many times told you: To him who has shall be given more,while from him who has not shall be taken away even that whih he thinks he has."The ontinued disussion of parables and further instrution as to their interpretation may besummarized and expressed in modern phraseology as follows:1. Jesus advised against the use of either fables or allegories in teahing the truths of the gospel.He did reommend the free use of parables, espeially nature parables. He emphasized the value ofutilizing the analogy existing between the natural and the spiritual worlds as a means of teahingtruth. He frequently alluded to the natural as \the unreal and eeting shadow of spirit realities."2. Jesus narrated three or four parables from the Hebrew sriptures, alling attention to the fatthat this method of teahing was not wholly new. However, it beame almost a new method ofteahing as he employed it from this time onward.3. In teahing the apostles the value of parables, Jesus alled attention to the following points:The parable provides for a simultaneous appeal to vastly di�erent levels of mind and spirit. Theparable stimulates the imagination, hallenges the disrimination, and provokes ritial thinking; itpromotes sympathy without arousing antagonism.The parable proeeds from the things whih are known to the disernment of the unknown. Theparable utilizes the material and natural as a means of introduing the spiritual and the supermaterial.Parables favor the making of impartial moral deisions. The parable evades muh prejudie andputs new truth graefully into the mind and does all this with the arousal of a minimum of the1540



self-defense of personal resentment.To rejet the truth ontained in parabolial analogy requires onsious intelletual ation whih isdiretly in ontempt of one's honest judgment and fair deision. The parable ondues to the foringof thought through the sense of hearing.The use of the parable form of teahing enables the teaher to present new and even startlingtruths while at the same time he largely avoids all ontroversy and outward lashing with traditionand established authority.The parable also possesses the advantage of stimulating the memory of the truth taught when thesame familiar senes are subsequently enountered.In this way Jesus sought to aquaint his followers with many of the reasons underlying his pratieof inreasingly using parables in his publi teahing.Toward the lose of the evening's lesson Jesus made his �rst omment on the parable of the sower.He said the parable referred to two things: First, it was a review of his own ministry up to thattime and a foreast of what lay ahead of him for the remainder of his life on earth. And seond, itwas also a hint as to what the apostles and other messengers of the kingdom might expet in theirministry from generation to generation as time passed.Jesus also resorted to the use of parables as the best possible refutation of the studied e�ort ofthe religious leaders at Jerusalem to teah that all of his work was done by the assistane of demonsand the prine of devils. The appeal to nature was in ontravention of suh teahing sine the peopleof that day looked upon all natural phenomena as the produt of the diret at of spiritual beingsand supernatural fores. He also determined upon this method of teahing beause it enabled him toprolaim vital truths to those who desired to know the better way while at the same time a�ordinghis enemies less opportunity to �nd ause for o�ense and for ausations against him.Before he dismissed the group for the night, Jesus said: \Now will I tell you the last of the parableof the sower. I would test you to know how you will reeive this: The kingdom of heaven is also likea man who ast good seed upon the earth; and while he slept by night and went about his businessby day, the seed sprang up and grew, and although he knew not how it ame about, the plant ameto fruit. First there was the blade, then the ear, then the full grain in the ear. And then when thegrain was ripe, he put forth the sikle, and the harvest was �nished. He who has an ear to hear, lethim hear."Many times did the apostles turn this saying over in their minds, but the Master never madefurther mention of this addition to the parable of the sower.151.4 More Parables by the SeaThe next day Jesus again taught the people from the boat, saying: \The kingdom of heaven is like aman who sowed good seed in his �eld; but while he slept, his enemy ame and sowed weeds amongthe wheat and hastened away. And so when the young blades sprang up and later were about tobring forth fruit, there appeared also the weeds. Then the servants of this householder ame andsaid to him: `Sir, did you not sow good seed in your �eld? Whene then ome these weeds?' And hereplied to his servants, `An enemy has done this.' The servants then asked their master, `Would youhave us go out and pluk up these weeds?' But he answered them and said: `No, lest while you aregathering them up, you uproot the wheat also. Rather let them both grow together until the timeof the harvest, when I will say to the reapers, Gather up �rst the weeds and bind them in bundlesto burn and then gather up the wheat to be stored in my barn.' "After the people had asked a few questions, Jesus spoke another parable: \The kingdom of heaven1541



is like a grain of mustard seed whih a man sowed in his �eld. Now a mustard seed is the least ofseeds, but when it is full grown, it beomes the greatest of all herbs and is like a tree so that thebirds of heaven are able to ome and rest in the branhes thereof."\The kingdom of heaven is also like leaven whih a woman took and hid in three measures ofmeal, and in this way it ame about that all of the meal was leavened."\The kingdom of heaven is also like a treasure hidden in a �eld, whih a man disovered. In hisjoy he went forth to sell all he had that he might have the money to buy the �eld."\The kingdom of heaven is also like a merhant seeking goodly pearls; and having found onepearl of great prie, he went out and sold everything he possessed that he might be able to buy theextraordinary pearl."\Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a sweep net whih was ast into the sea, and it gathered upevery kind of �sh. Now, when the net was �lled, the �shermen drew it up on the beah, where theysat down and sorted out the �sh, gathering the good into vessels while the bad they threw away."Many other parables spoke Jesus to the multitudes. In fat, from this time forward he seldomtaught the masses exept by this means. After speaking to a publi audiene in parables, he would,during the evening lasses, more fully and expliitly expound his teahings to the apostles and theevangelists.151.5 The Visit to KheresaThe multitude ontinued to inrease throughout the week. On Sabbath Jesus hastened away tothe hills, but when Sunday morning ame, the rowds returned. Jesus spoke to them in the earlyafternoon after the preahing of Peter, and when he had �nished, he said to his apostles: \I amweary of the throngs; let us ross over to the other side that we may rest for a day."On the way aross the lake they enountered one of those violent and sudden windstorms whihare harateristi of the Sea of Galilee, espeially at this season of the year. This body of water isalmost seven hundred feet below the level of the sea and is surrounded by high banks, espeially onthe west. There are steep gorges leading up from the lake into the hills, and as the heated air risesin a poket over the lake during the day, there is a tendeny after sunset for the ooling air of thegorges to rush down upon the lake. These gales ome on quikly and sometimes go away just assuddenly.It was just suh an evening gale that aught the boat arrying Jesus over to the other side on thisSunday evening. Three other boats ontaining some of the younger evangelists were trailing after.This tempest was severe, notwithstanding that it was on�ned to this region of the lake, there beingno evidene of a storm on the western shore. The wind was so strong that the waves began to washover the boat. The high wind had torn the sail away before the apostles ould furl it, and they werenow entirely dependent on their oars as they laboriously pulled for the shore, a little more than amile and a half distant.Meanwhile Jesus lay asleep in the stern of the boat under a small overhead shelter. The Masterwas weary when they left Bethsaida, and it was to seure rest that he had direted them to sail himaross to the other side. These ex-�shermen were strong and experiened oarsmen, but this was oneof the worst gales they had ever enountered. Although the wind and the waves tossed their boatabout as though it were a toy ship, Jesus slumbered on undisturbed. Peter was at the right-handoar near the stern. When the boat began to �ll with water, he dropped his oar and, rushing over toJesus, shook him vigorously in order to awaken him, and when he was aroused, Peter said: \Master,don't you know we are in a violent storm? If you do not save us, we will all perish."1542



As Jesus ame out in the rain, he looked �rst at Peter, and then peering into the darkness atthe struggling oarsmen, he turned his glane bak upon Simon Peter, who, in his agitation, hadnot yet returned to his oar, and said: \Why are all of you so �lled with fear? Where is your faith?Peae, be quiet." Jesus had hardly uttered this rebuke to Peter and the other apostles, he had hardlybidden Peter seek peae wherewith to quiet his troubled soul, when the disturbed atmosphere, havingestablished its equilibrium, settled down into a great alm. The angry waves almost immediatelysubsided, while the dark louds, having spent themselves in a short shower, vanished, and the starsof heaven shone overhead. All this was purely oinidental as far as we an judge; but the apostles,partiularly Simon Peter, never eased to regard the episode as a nature mirale. It was espeiallyeasy for the men of that day to believe in nature mirales inasmuh as they �rmly believed that allnature was a phenomenon diretly under the ontrol of spirit fores and supernatural beings.Jesus plainly explained to the twelve that he had spoken to their troubled spirits and had addressedhimself to their fear-tossed minds, that he had not ommanded the elements to obey his word, butit was of no avail. The Master's followers always persisted in plaing their own interpretation onall suh oinidental ourrenes. From this day on they insisted on regarding the Master as havingabsolute power over the natural elements. Peter never grew weary of reiting how \even the windsand the waves obey him."It was late in the evening when Jesus and his assoiates reahed the shore, and sine it was aalm and beautiful night, they all rested in the boats, not going ashore until shortly after sunrise thenext morning. When they were gathered together, about forty in all, Jesus said: \Let us go up intoyonder hills and tarry for a few days while we ponder over the problems of the Father's kingdom."151.6 The Kheresa LunatiAlthough most of the near-by eastern shore of the lake sloped up gently to the highlands beyond, atthis partiular spot there was a steep hillside, the shore in some plaes dropping sheer down into thelake. Pointing up to the side of the near-by hill, Jesus said: \Let us go up on this hillside for ourbreakfast and under some of the shelters rest and talk."This entire hillside was overed with averns whih had been hewn out of the rok. Many of thesenihes were anient sepulhres. About halfway up the hillside on a small, relatively level spot wasthe emetery of the little village of Kheresa. As Jesus and his assoiates passed near this burialground, a lunati who lived in these hillside averns rushed up to them. This demented man waswell known about these parts, having onetime been bound with fetters and hains and on�ned inone of the grottoes. Long sine he had broken his shakles and now roamed at will among the tombsand abandoned sepulhres.This man, whose name was Amos, was a�ited with a periodi form of insanity. There wereonsiderable spells when he would �nd some lothing and deport himself fairly well among his fellows.During one of these luid intervals he had gone over to Bethsaida, where he heard the preahing ofJesus and the apostles, and at that time had beome a halfhearted believer in the gospel of thekingdom. But soon a stormy phase of his trouble appeared, and he ed to the tombs, where hemoaned, ried out aloud, and so onduted himself as to terrorize all who haned to meet him.When Amos reognized Jesus, he fell down at his feet and exlaimed: \I know you, Jesus, but Iam possessed of many devils, and I beseeh that you will not torment me." This man truly believedthat his periodi mental a�ition was due to the fat that, at suh times, evil or unlean spiritsentered into him and dominated his mind and body. His troubles were mostly emotional - his brainwas not grossly diseased.Jesus, looking down upon the man rouhing like an animal at his feet, reahed down and, taking1543



him by the hand, stood him up and said to him: \Amos, you are not possessed of a devil; you havealready heard the good news that you are a son of God. I ommand you to ome out of this spell."And when Amos heard Jesus speak these words, there ourred suh a transformation in his intelletthat he was immediately restored to his right mind and the normal ontrol of his emotions. By thistime a onsiderable rowd had assembled from the near-by village, and these people, augmented bythe swine herders from the highland above them, were astonished to see the lunati sitting with Jesusand his followers, in possession of his right mind and freely onversing with them.As the swine herders rushed into the village to spread the news of the taming of the lunati, thedogs harged upon a small and untended herd of about thirty swine and drove most of them overa preipie into the sea. And it was this inidental ourrene, in onnetion with the presene ofJesus and the supposed miraulous uring of the lunati, that gave origin to the legend that Jesushad ured Amos by asting a legion of devils out of him, and that these devils had entered into theherd of swine, ausing them forthwith to rush headlong to their destrution in the sea below. Beforethe day was over, this episode was published abroad by the swine tenders, and the whole villagebelieved it. Amos most ertainly believed this story; he saw the swine tumbling over the brow of thehill shortly after his troubled mind had quieted down, and he always believed that they arried withthem the very evil spirits whih had so long tormented and a�ited him. And this had a good dealto do with the permaneny of his ure. It is equally true that all of Jesus' apostles (save Thomas)believed that the episode of the swine was diretly onneted with the ure of Amos.Jesus did not obtain the rest he was looking for. Most of that day he was thronged by those whoame in response to the word that Amos had been ured, and who were attrated by the story thatthe demons had gone out of the lunati into the herd of swine. And so, after only one night of rest,early Tuesday morning Jesus and his friends were awakened by a delegation of these swine-raisinggentiles who had ome to urge that he depart from their midst. Said their spokesman to Peter andAndrew: \Fishermen of Galilee, depart from us and take your prophet with you. We know he is aholy man, but the gods of our ountry do not know him, and we stand in danger of losing manyswine. The fear of you has desended upon us, so that we pray you to go hene." And when Jesusheard them, he said to Andrew, \Let us return to our plae."As they were about to depart, Amos besought Jesus to permit him to go bak with them, but theMaster would not onsent. Said Jesus to Amos: \Forget not that you are a son of God. Return toyour own people and show them what great things God has done for you." And Amos went aboutpublishing that Jesus had ast a legion of devils out of his troubled soul, and that these evil spiritshad entered into a herd of swine, driving them to quik destrution. And he did not stop until hehad gone into all the ities of the Deapolis, delaring what great things Jesus had done for him.
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Chapter 152Events Leading up to the CapernaumCrisisTHE story of the ure of Amos, the Kheresa lunati, had already reahed Bethsaida and Capernaum,so that a great rowd was waiting for Jesus when his boat landed that Tuesday forenoon. Among thisthrong were the new observers from the Jerusalem Sanhedrin who had ome down to Capernaumto �nd ause for the Master's apprehension and onvition. As Jesus spoke with those who hadassembled to greet him, Jairus, one of the rulers of the synagogue, made his way through the rowdand, falling down at his feet, took him by the hand and besought that he would hasten away withhim, saying: \Master, my little daughter, an only hild, lies in my home at the point of death. Ipray that you will ome and heal her." When Jesus heard the request of this father, he said: \I willgo with you."As Jesus went along with Jairus, the large rowd whih had heard the father's request followed onto see what would happen. Shortly before they reahed the ruler's house, as they hastened through anarrow street and as the throng jostled him, Jesus suddenly stopped, exlaiming, \Someone touhedme." And when those who were near him denied that they had touhed him, Peter spoke up:\Master, you an see that this rowd presses you, threatening to rush us, and yet you say `someonehas touhed me.' What do you mean?" Then Jesus said: \I asked who touhed me, for I pereivedthat living energy had gone forth from me." As Jesus looked about him, his eyes fell upon a near-by woman, who, oming forward, knelt at his feet and said: \For years I have been a�ited witha sourging hemorrhage. I have su�ered many things from many physiians; I have spent all mysubstane, but none ould ure me. Then I heard of you, and I thought if I may but touh the hemof his garment, I shall ertainly be made whole. And so I pressed forward with the rowd as it movedalong until, standing near you, Master, I touhed the border of your garment, and I was made whole;I know that I have been healed of my a�ition."When Jesus heard this, he took the woman by the hand and, lifting her up, said: \Daughter, yourfaith has made you whole; go in peae." It was her faith and not her touh that made her whole.And this ase is a good illustration of many apparently miraulous ures whih attended upon Jesus'earth areer, but whih he in no sense onsiously willed. The passing of time demonstrated thatthis woman was really ured of her malady. Her faith was of the sort that laid diret hold uponthe reative power resident in the Master's person. With the faith she had, it was only neessaryto approah the Master's person. It was not at all neessary to touh his garment; that was merelythe superstitious part of her belief. Jesus alled this woman, Veronia of Caesarea-Philippi, into hispresene to orret two errors whih might have lingered in her mind, or whih might have persistedin the minds of those who witnessed this healing: He did not want Veronia to go away thinking thather fear in attempting to steal her ure had been honored, or that her superstition in assoiating thetouh of his garment with her healing had been e�etive. He desired all to know that it was her pure1545



and living faith that had wrought the ure.
152.1 At Jairus's HouseJairus was, of ourse, terribly impatient of this delay in reahing his home; so they now hastened onat quikened pae. Even before they entered the ruler's yard, one of his servants ame out, saying:\Trouble not the Master; your daughter is dead." But Jesus seemed not to heed the servant's words,for, taking with him Peter, James, and John, he turned and said to the grief-striken father: \Fearnot; only believe." When he entered the house, he found the ute-players already there with themourners, who were making an unseemly tumult; already were the relatives engaged in weeping andwailing. And when he had put all the mourners out of the room, he went in with the father andmother and his three apostles. He had told the mourners that the damsel was not dead, but theylaughed him to sorn. Jesus now turned to the mother, saying: \Your daughter is not dead; she isonly asleep." And when the house had quieted down, Jesus, going up to where the hild lay, tookher by the hand and said, \Daughter, I say to you, awake and arise!" And when the girl heard thesewords, she immediately rose up and walked aross the room. And presently, after she had reoveredfrom her daze, Jesus direted that they should give her something to eat, for she had been a longtime without food.Sine there was muh agitation in Capernaum against Jesus, he alled the family together andexplained that the maiden had been in a state of oma following a long fever, and that he hadmerely aroused her, that he had not raised her from the dead. He likewise explained all this to hisapostles, but it was futile; they all believed he had raised the little girl from the dead. What Jesussaid in explanation of many of these apparent mirales had little e�et on his followers. They weremirale-minded and lost no opportunity to asribe another wonder to Jesus. Jesus and the apostlesreturned to Bethsaida after he had spei�ally harged all of them that they should tell no man.When he ame out of Jairus's house, two blind men led by a dumb boy followed him and riedout for healing. About this time Jesus' reputation as a healer was at its very height. Everywhere hewent the sik and the a�ited were waiting for him. The Master now looked muh worn, and all ofhis friends were beoming onerned lest he ontinue his work of teahing and healing to the pointof atual ollapse.Jesus' apostles, let alone the ommon people, ould not understand the nature and attributesof this God-man. Neither has any subsequent generation been able to evaluate what took plae onearth in the person of Jesus of Nazareth. And there an never our an opportunity for either sieneor religion to hek up on these remarkable events for the simple reason that suh an extraordinarysituation an never again our, either on this world or on any other world in Nebadon. Neveragain, on any world in this entire universe, will a being appear in the likeness of mortal esh, atthe same time embodying all the attributes of reative energy ombined with spiritual endowmentswhih transend time and most other material limitations.Never before Jesus was on earth, nor sine, has it been possible so diretly and graphially toseure the results attendant upon the strong and living faith of mortal men and women. To repeatthese phenomena, we would have to go into the immediate presene of Mihael, the Creator, and�nd him as he was in those days - the Son of Man. Likewise, today, while his absene preventssuh material manifestations, you should refrain from plaing any sort of limitation on the possibleexhibition of his spiritual power. Though the Master is absent as a material being, he is present asa spiritual inuene in the hearts of men. By going away from the world, Jesus made it possible forhis spirit to live alongside that of his Father whih indwells the minds of all mankind.1546



152.2 Feeding the Five ThousandJesus ontinued to teah the people by day while he instruted the apostles and evangelists at night.On Friday he delared a furlough of one week that all his followers might go home or to their friendsfor a few days before preparing to go up to Jerusalem for the Passover. But more than one half ofhis disiples refused to leave him, and the multitude was daily inreasing in size, so muh so thatDavid Zebedee desired to establish a new enampment, but Jesus refused onsent. The Master hadso little rest over the Sabbath that on Sunday morning, Marh 27, he sought to get away from thepeople. Some of the evangelists were left to talk to the multitude while Jesus and the twelve plannedto esape, unnotied, to the opposite shore of the lake, where they proposed to obtain muh neededrest in a beautiful park south of Bethsaida-Julias. This region was a favorite resorting plae forCapernaum folks; they were all familiar with these parks on the eastern shore.But the people would not have it so. They saw the diretion taken by Jesus' boat, and hiringevery raft available, they started out in pursuit. Those who ould not obtain boats fared forth onfoot to walk around the upper end of the lake.By late afternoon more than a thousand persons had loated the Master in one of the parks, andhe spoke to them briey, being followed by Peter. Many of these people had brought food with them,and after eating the evening meal, they gathered about in small groups while Jesus' apostles anddisiples taught them.Monday afternoon the multitude had inreased to more than three thousand. And still - wayinto the evening - the people ontinued to ok in, bringing all manner of sik folks with them.Hundreds of interested persons had made their plans to stop over at Capernaum to see and hearJesus on their way to the Passover, and they simply refused to be disappointed. By Wednesdaynoon about �ve thousand men, women, and hildren were assembled here in this park to the south ofBethsaida-Julias. The weather was pleasant, it being near the end of the rainy season in this loality.Philip had provided a three days' supply of food for Jesus and the twelve, whih was in the ustodyof the Mark lad, their boy of all hores. By afternoon of this, the third day for almost half of thismultitude, the food the people had brought with them was nearly exhausted. David Zebedee had notented ity here to feed and aommodate the rowds. Neither had Philip made food provision forsuh a multitude. But the people, even though they were hungry, would not go away. It was beingquietly whispered about that Jesus, desiring to avoid trouble with both Herod and the Jerusalemleaders, had hosen this quiet spot outside the jurisdition of all his enemies as the proper plaeto be rowned king. The enthusiasm of the people was rising every hour. Not a word was said toJesus, though, of ourse, he knew all that was going on. Even the twelve apostles were still taintedwith suh notions, and espeially the younger evangelists. The apostles who favored this attemptto prolaim Jesus king were Peter, John, Simon Zelotes, and Judas Isariot. Those opposing theplan were Andrew, James, Nathaniel, and Thomas. Matthew, Philip, and the Alpheus twins werenonommittal. The ringleader of this plot to make him king was Joab, one of the young evangelists.This was the stage setting about �ve o'lok on Wednesday afternoon, when Jesus asked JamesAlpheus to summon Andrew and Philip. Said Jesus: \What shall we do with the multitude? Theyhave been with us now three days, and many of them are hungry. They have no food." Philip andAndrew exhanged glanes, and then Philip answered: \Master, you should send these people awayso that they may go to the villages around about and buy themselves food." And Andrew, fearingthe materialization of the king plot, quikly joined with Philip, saying: \Yes, Master, I think it bestthat you dismiss the multitude so that they may go their way and buy food while you seure rest fora season." By this time others of the twelve had joined the onferene. Then said Jesus: \But I donot desire to send them away hungry; an you not feed them?" This was too muh for Philip, andhe spoke right up: \Master, in this ountry plae where an we buy bread for this multitude? Twohundred denarii worth would not be enough for lunh."1547



Before the apostles had an opportunity to express themselves, Jesus turned to Andrew and Philip,saying: \I do not want to send these people away. Here they are, like sheep without a shepherd. Iwould like to feed them. What food have we with us?" While Philip was onversing with Matthewand Judas, Andrew sought out the Mark lad to asertain how muh was left of their store of provisions.He returned to Jesus, saying: \The lad has left only �ve barley loaves and two dried �shes" - andPeter promptly added, \We have yet to eat this evening."For a moment Jesus stood in silene. There was a faraway look in his eyes. The apostles saidnothing. Jesus turned suddenly to Andrew and said, \Bring me the loaves and �shes." And whenAndrew had brought the basket to Jesus, the Master said: \Diret the people to sit down on thegrass in ompanies of one hundred and appoint a leader over eah group while you bring all of theevangelists here with us."Jesus took up the loaves in his hands, and after he had given thanks, he broke the bread and gaveto his apostles, who passed it on to their assoiates, who in turn arried it to the multitude. Jesusin like manner broke and distributed the �shes. And this multitude did eat and were �lled. Andwhen they had �nished eating, Jesus said to the disiples: \Gather up the broken piees that remainover so that nothing will be lost." And when they had �nished gathering up the fragments, theyhad twelve basketfuls. They who ate of this extraordinary feast numbered about �ve thousand men,women, and hildren.And this is the �rst and only nature mirale whih Jesus performed as a result of his onsiouspreplanning. It is true that his disiples were disposed to all many things mirales whih were not,but this was a genuine supernatural ministration. In this ase, so we were taught, Mihael multipliedfood elements as he always does exept for the elimination of the time fator and the visible lifehannel.152.3 The King-Making EpisodeThe feeding of the �ve thousand by supernatural energy was another of those ases where human pityplus reative power equaled that whih happened. Now that the multitude had been fed to the full,and sine Jesus' fame was then and there augmented by this stupendous wonder, the projet to seizethe Master and prolaim him king required no further personal diretion. The idea seemed to spreadthrough the rowd like a ontagion. The reation of the multitude to this sudden and spetaularsupplying of their physial needs was profound and overwhelming. For a long time the Jews hadbeen taught that the Messiah, the son of David, when he should ome, would ause the land again toow with milk and honey, and that the bread of life would be bestowed upon them as manna fromheaven was supposed to have fallen upon their forefathers in the wilderness. And was not all of thisexpetation now ful�lled right before their eyes? When this hungry, undernourished multitude had�nished gorging itself with the wonder-food, there was but one unanimous reation: \Here is ourking." The wonder-working deliverer of Israel had ome. In the eyes of these simple-minded peoplethe power to feed arried with it the right to rule. No wonder, then, that the multitude, when it had�nished feasting, rose as one man and shouted, \Make him king!"This mighty shout enthused Peter and those of the apostles who still retained the hope of seeingJesus assert his right to rule. But these false hopes were not to live for long. This mighty shoutof the multitude had hardly eased to reverberate from the near-by roks when Jesus stepped upona huge stone and, lifting up his right hand to ommand their attention, said: \My hildren, youmean well, but you are shortsighted and material-minded." There was a brief pause; this stalwartGalilean was there majestially posed in the enhanting glow of that eastern twilight. Every inh helooked a king as he ontinued to speak to this breathless multitude: \You would make me king, notbeause your souls have been lighted with a great truth, but beause your stomahs have been �lled1548



with bread. How many times have I told you that my kingdom is not of this world? This kingdomof heaven whih we prolaim is a spiritual brotherhood, and no man rules over it seated upon amaterial throne. My Father in heaven is the all-wise and the all-powerful Ruler over this spiritualbrotherhood of the sons of God on earth. Have I so failed in revealing to you the Father of spiritsthat you would make a king of his Son in the esh! Now all of you go hene to your own homes. Ifyou must have a king, let the Father of lights be enthroned in the heart of eah of you as the spiritRuler of all things."These words of Jesus sent the multitude away stunned and disheartened. Many who had believedin him turned bak and followed him no more from that day. The apostles were speehless; theystood in silene gathered about the twelve baskets of the fragments of food; only the hore boy,the Mark lad, spoke, \And he refused to be our king." Jesus, before going o� to be alone in thehills, turned to Andrew and said: \Take your brethren bak to Zebedee's house and pray with them,espeially for your brother, Simon Peter."
152.4 Simon Peter's Night VisionThe apostles, without their Master - sent o� by themselves - entered the boat and in silene beganto row toward Bethsaida on the western shore of the lake. None of the twelve was so rushed anddownast as Simon Peter. Hardly a word was spoken; they were all thinking of the Master alone inthe hills. Had he forsaken them? He had never before sent them all away and refused to go withthem. What ould all this mean?Darkness desended upon them, for there had arisen a strong and ontrary wind whih madeprogress almost impossible. As the hours of darkness and hard rowing passed, Peter grew weary andfell into a deep sleep of exhaustion. Andrew and James put him to rest on the ushioned seat in thestern of the boat. While the other apostles toiled against the wind and the waves, Peter dreamed adream; he saw a vision of Jesus oming to them walking on the sea. When the Master seemed towalk on by the boat, Peter ried out, \Save us, Master, save us." And those who were in the rearof the boat heard him say some of these words. As this apparition of the night season ontinued inPeter's mind, he dreamed that he heard Jesus say: \Be of good heer; it is I; be not afraid." Thiswas like the balm of Gilead to Peter's disturbed soul; it soothed his troubled spirit, so that (in hisdream) he ried out to the Master: \Lord, if it really is you, bid me ome and walk with you on thewater." And when Peter started to walk upon the water, the boisterous waves frightened him, andas he was about to sink, he ried out, \Lord, save me!" And many of the twelve heard him utter thisry. Then Peter dreamed that Jesus ame to the resue and, strething forth his hand, took holdand lifted him up, saying: \O, you of little faith, wherefore did you doubt?"In onnetion with the latter part of his dream Peter arose from the seat whereon he slept andatually stepped overboard and into the water. And he awakened from his dream as Andrew, James,and John reahed down and pulled him out of the sea.To Peter this experiene was always real. He sinerely believed that Jesus ame to them thatnight. He only partially onvined John Mark, whih explains why Mark left a portion of the storyout of his narrative. Luke, the physiian, who made areful searh into these matters, onluded thatthe episode was a vision of Peter's and therefore refused to give plae to this story in the preparationof his narrative. 1549



152.5 Bak in Bethsaida
Thursday morning, before daylight, they anhored their boat o�shore near Zebedee's house andsought sleep until about noontime. Andrew was �rst up and, going for a walk by the sea, foundJesus, in ompany with their hore boy, sitting on a stone by the water's edge. Notwithstanding thatmany of the multitude and the young evangelists searhed all night and muh of the next day aboutthe eastern hills for Jesus, shortly after midnight he and the Mark lad had started to walk aroundthe lake and aross the river, bak to Bethsaida.Of the �ve thousand who were miraulously fed, and who, when their stomahs were full and theirhearts empty, would have made him king, only about �ve hundred persisted in following after him.But before these reeived word that he was bak in Bethsaida, Jesus asked Andrew to assemble thetwelve apostles and their assoiates, inluding the women, saying, \I desire to speak with them."And when all were ready, Jesus said:\How long shall I bear with you? Are you all slow of spiritual omprehension and de�ient in livingfaith? All these months have I taught you the truths of the kingdom, and yet are you dominated bymaterial motives instead of spiritual onsiderations. Have you not even read in the Sriptures whereMoses exhorted the unbelieving hildren of Israel, saying: `Fear not, stand still and see the salvationof the Lord'? Said the singer: `Put your trust in the Lord.' `Be patient, wait upon the Lord andbe of good ourage. He shall strengthen your heart.' `Cast your burden on the Lord, and he shallsustain you. Trust him at all times and pour out your heart to him, for God is your refuge.' `Hewho dwells in the seret plae of the Most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.' `Itis better to trust the Lord than to put on�dene in human prines.'\And now do you all see that the working of mirales and the performane of material wonders willnot win souls for the spiritual kingdom? We fed the multitude, but it did not lead them to hungerfor the bread of life neither to thirst for the waters of spiritual righteousness. When their hunger wassatis�ed, they sought not entrane into the kingdom of heaven but rather sought to prolaim the Sonof Man king after the manner of the kings of this world, only that they might ontinue to eat breadwithout having to toil therefor. And all this, in whih many of you did more or less partiipate, doesnothing to reveal the heavenly Father or to advane his kingdom on earth. Have we not suÆientenemies among the religious leaders of the land without doing that whih is likely to estrange alsothe ivil rulers? I pray that the Father will anoint your eyes that you may see and open your earsthat you may hear, to the end that you may have full faith in the gospel whih I have taught you."Jesus then announed that he wished to withdraw for a few days of rest with his apostles beforethey made ready to go up to Jerusalem for the Passover, and he forbade any of the disiples or themultitude to follow him. Aordingly they went by boat to the region of Gennesaret for two or threedays of rest and sleep. Jesus was preparing for a great risis of his life on earth, and he thereforespent muh time in ommunion with the Father in heaven.The news of the feeding of the �ve thousand and the attempt to make Jesus king arousedwidespread uriosity and stirred up the fears of both the religious leaders and the ivil rulers through-out all Galilee and Judea. While this great mirale did nothing to further the gospel of the kingdomin the souls of material-minded and halfhearted believers, it did serve the purpose of bringing toa head the mirale-seeking and king-raving prolivities of Jesus' immediate family of apostles andlose disiples. This spetaular episode brought an end to the early era of teahing, training, andhealing, thereby preparing the way for the inauguration of this last year of prolaiming the higherand more spiritual phases of the new gospel of the kingdom - divine sonship, spiritual liberty, andeternal salvation. 1550



152.6 At Gennesaret
While resting at the home of a wealthy believer in the Gennesaret region, Jesus held informal on-ferenes with the twelve every afternoon. The ambassadors of the kingdom were a serious, sober,and hastened group of disillusioned men. But even after all that had happened, and as subsequentevents dislosed, these twelve men were not yet fully delivered from their inbred and long-herishednotions about the oming of the Jewish Messiah. Events of the preeding few weeks had movedtoo swiftly for these astonished �shermen to grasp their full signi�ane. It requires time for menand women to e�et radial and extensive hanges in their basi and fundamental onepts of soialondut, philosophi attitudes, and religious onvitions.While Jesus and the twelve were resting at Gennesaret, the multitudes dispersed, some goingto their homes, others going on up to Jerusalem for the Passover. In less than one month's timethe enthusiasti and open followers of Jesus, who numbered more than �fty thousand in Galileealone, shrank to less than �ve hundred. Jesus desired to give his apostles suh an experiene withthe �kleness of popular alaim that they would not be tempted to rely on suh manifestations oftransient religious hysteria after he should leave them alone in the work of the kingdom, but he wasonly partially suessful in this e�ort.The seond night of their sojourn at Gennesaret the Master again told the apostles the parable ofthe sower and added these words: \You see, my hildren, the appeal to human feelings is transitoryand utterly disappointing; the exlusive appeal to the intellet of man is likewise empty and barren;it is only by making your appeal to the spirit whih lives within the human mind that you an hopeto ahieve lasting suess and aomplish those marvelous transformations of human harater thatare presently shown in the abundant yielding of the genuine fruits of the spirit in the daily lives ofall who are thus delivered from the darkness of doubt by the birth of the spirit into the light of faith- the kingdom of heaven."Jesus taught the appeal to the emotions as the tehnique of arresting and fousing the intelletualattention. He designated the mind thus aroused and quikened as the gateway to the soul, wherethere resides that spiritual nature of man whih must reognize truth and respond to the spiritualappeal of the gospel in order to a�ord the permanent results of true harater transformations.Jesus thus endeavored to prepare the apostles for the impending shok - the risis in the publiattitude toward him whih was only a few days distant. He explained to the twelve that the religiousrulers of Jerusalem would onspire with Herod Antipas to e�et their destrution. The twelve beganto realize more fully (though not �nally) that Jesus was not going to sit on David's throne. They sawmore fully that spiritual truth was not to be advaned by material wonders. They began to realizethat the feeding of the �ve thousand and the popular movement to make Jesus king was the apex ofthe mirale-seeking, wonder-working expetane of the people and the height of Jesus' alaim by thepopulae. They vaguely diserned and dimly foresaw the approahing times of spiritual sifting andruel adversity. These twelve men were slowly awaking to the realization of the real nature of theirtask as ambassadors of the kingdom, and they began to gird themselves for the trying and testingordeals of the last year of the Master's ministry on earth.Before they left Gennesaret, Jesus instruted them regarding the miraulous feeding of the �vethousand, telling them just why he engaged in this extraordinary manifestation of reative powerand also assuring them that he did not thus yield to his sympathy for the multitude until he hadasertained that it was \aording to the Father's will."1551



152.7 At JerusalemSunday, April 3, Jesus, aompanied only by the twelve apostles, started from Bethsaida on thejourney to Jerusalem. To avoid the multitudes and to attrat as little attention as possible, theyjourneyed by way of Gerasa and Philadelphia. He forbade them to do any publi teahing on thistrip; neither did he permit them to teah or preah while sojourning in Jerusalem. They arrived atBethany, near Jerusalem, late on Wednesday evening, April 6. For this one night they stopped atthe home of Lazarus, Martha, and Mary, but the next day they separated. Jesus, with John, stayedat the home of a believer named Simon, near the house of Lazarus in Bethany. Judas Isariot andSimon Zelotes stopped with friends in Jerusalem, while the rest of the apostles sojourned, two andtwo, in di�erent homes.Jesus entered Jerusalem only one during this Passover, and that was on the great day of the feast.Many of the Jerusalem believers were brought out by Abner to meet Jesus at Bethany. During thissojourn at Jerusalem the twelve learned how bitter the feeling was beoming toward their Master.They departed from Jerusalem all believing that a risis was impending.On Sunday, April 24, Jesus and the apostles left Jerusalem for Bethsaida, going by way of theoast ities of Joppa, Caesarea, and Ptolemais. Thene, overland they went by Ramah and Chorazinto Bethsaida, arriving on Friday, April 29. Immediately on reahing home, Jesus dispathed Andrewto ask of the ruler of the synagogue permission to speak the next day, that being the Sabbath, at theafternoon servie. And Jesus well knew that that would be the last time he would ever be permittedto speak in the Capernaum synagogue.
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Chapter 153The Crisis at CapernaumON FRIDAY evening, the day of their arrival at Bethsaida, and on Sabbath morning, the apostlesnotied that Jesus was seriously oupied with some momentous problem; they were ognizant thatthe Master was giving unusual thought to some important matter. He ate no breakfast and but littleat noontide. All of Sabbath morning and the evening before, the twelve and their assoiates weregathered together in small groups about the house, in the garden, and along the seashore. Therewas a tension of unertainty and a suspense of apprehension resting upon all of them. Jesus had saidlittle to them sine they left Jerusalem.Not in months had they seen the Master so preoupied and unommuniative. Even Simon Peterwas depressed, if not downast. Andrew was at a loss to know what to do for his dejeted assoiates.Nathaniel said they were in the midst of the \lull before the storm." Thomas expressed the opinionthat \something out of the ordinary is about to happen." Philip advised David Zebedee to \forgetabout plans for feeding and lodging the multitude until we know what the Master is thinking about."Matthew was putting forth renewed e�orts to replenish the treasury. James and John talked overthe forthoming sermon in the synagogue and speulated muh as to its probable nature and sope.Simon Zelotes expressed the belief, in reality a hope, that \the Father in heaven may be aboutto intervene in some unexpeted manner for the vindiation and support of his Son," while JudasIsariot dared to indulge the thought that possibly Jesus was oppressed with regrets that \he didnot have the ourage and daring to permit the �ve thousand to prolaim him king of the Jews."It was from among suh a group of depressed and disonsolate followers that Jesus went forth onthis beautiful Sabbath afternoon to preah his epoh-making sermon in the Capernaum synagogue.The only word of heerful greeting or well-wishing from any of his immediate followers ame fromone of the unsuspeting Alpheus twins, who, as Jesus left the house on his way to the synagogue,saluted him heerily and said: \We pray the Father will help you, and that we may have biggermultitudes than ever."153.1 The Setting of the StageA distinguished ongregation greeted Jesus at three o'lok on this exquisite Sabbath afternoon inthe new Capernaum synagogue. Jairus presided and handed Jesus the Sriptures to read. The daybefore, �fty-three Pharisees and Sadduees had arrived from Jerusalem; more than thirty of theleaders and rulers of the neighboring synagogues were also present. These Jewish religious leaderswere ating diretly under orders from the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem, and they onstituted the orthodoxvanguard whih had ome to inaugurate open warfare on Jesus and his disiples. Sitting by the sideof these Jewish leaders, in the synagogue seats of honor, were the oÆial observers of Herod Antipas,who had been direted to asertain the truth onerning the disturbing reports that an attempt had1553



been made by the populae to prolaim Jesus the king of the Jews, over in the domains of his brotherPhilip.Jesus omprehended that he faed the immediate delaration of avowed and open warfare by hisinreasing enemies, and he eleted boldly to assume the o�ensive. At the feeding of the �ve thousandhe had hallenged their ideas of the material Messiah; now he hose again openly to attak theironept of the Jewish deliverer. This risis, whih began with the feeding of the �ve thousand,and whih terminated with this Sabbath afternoon sermon, was the outward turning of the tide ofpopular fame and alaim. Heneforth, the work of the kingdom was to be inreasingly onernedwith the more important task of winning lasting spiritual onverts for the truly religious brotherhoodof mankind. This sermon marks the risis in the transition from the period of disussion, ontroversy,and deision to that of open warfare and �nal aeptane or �nal rejetion.The Master well knew that many of his followers were slowly but surely preparing their minds�nally to rejet him. He likewise knew that many of his disiples were slowly but ertainly passingthrough that training of mind and that disipline of soul whih would enable them to triumphover doubt and ourageously to assert their full-edged faith in the gospel of the kingdom. Jesusfully understood how men prepare themselves for the deisions of a risis and the performane ofsudden deeds of ourageous hoosing by the slow proess of the reiterated hoosing between thereurring situations of good and evil. He subjeted his hosen messengers to repeated rehearsals indisappointment and provided them with frequent and testing opportunities for hoosing between theright and the wrong way of meeting spiritual trials. He knew he ould depend on his followers, whenthey met the �nal test, to make their vital deisions in aordane with prior and habitual mentalattitudes and spirit reations.This risis in Jesus' earth life began with the feeding of the �ve thousand and ended with thissermon in the synagogue; the risis in the lives of the apostles began with this sermon in the synagogueand ontinued for a whole year, ending only with the Master's trial and rui�xion.As they sat there in the synagogue that afternoon before Jesus began to speak, there was just onegreat mystery, just one supreme question, in the minds of all. Both his friends and his foes ponderedjust one thought, and that was: \Why did he himself so deliberately and e�etively turn bak thetide of popular enthusiasm?" And it was immediately before and immediately after this sermon thatthe doubts and disappointments of his disgruntled adherents grew into unonsious opposition andeventually turned into atual hatred. It was after this sermon in the synagogue that Judas Isariotentertained his �rst onsious thought of deserting. But he did, for the time being, e�etively masterall suh inlinations.Everyone was in a state of perplexity. Jesus had left them dumfounded and onfounded. He hadreently engaged in the greatest demonstration of supernatural power to haraterize his whole areer.The feeding of the �ve thousand was the one event of his earth life whih made the greatest appealto the Jewish onept of the expeted Messiah. But this extraordinary advantage was immediatelyand unexplainedly o�set by his prompt and unequivoal refusal to be made king.On Friday evening, and again on Sabbath morning, the Jerusalem leaders had labored long andearnestly with Jairus to prevent Jesus' speaking in the synagogue, but it was of no avail. Jairus'sonly reply to all this pleading was: \I have granted this request, and I will not violate my word."153.2 The Epohal SermonJesus introdued this sermon by reading from the law as found in Deuteronomy: \But it shall ometo pass, if this people will not hearken to the voie of God, that the urses of transgression shallsurely overtake them. The Lord shall ause you to be smitten by your enemies; you shall be removed1554



into all the kingdoms of the earth. And the Lord shall bring you and the king you have set up overyou into the hands of a strange nation. You shall beome an astonishment, a proverb, and a bywordamong all nations. Your sons and your daughters shall go into aptivity. The strangers among youshall rise high in authority while you are brought very low. And these things shall be upon you andyour seed forever beause you would not hearken to the word of the Lord. Therefore shall you serveyour enemies who shall ome against you. You shall endure hunger and thirst and wear this alienyoke of iron. The Lord shall bring against you a nation from afar, from the end of the earth, a nationwhose tongue you shall not understand, a nation of �ere ountenane, a nation whih will have littleregard for you. And they shall besiege you in all your towns until the high forti�ed walls whereinyou have trusted ome down; and all the land shall fall into their hands. And it shall ome to passthat you will be driven to eat the fruit of your own bodies, the esh of your sons and daughters,during this time of siege, beause of the straitness wherewith your enemies shall press you."And when Jesus had �nished this reading, he turned to the Prophets and read from Jeremiah:\`If you will not hearken to the words of my servants the prophets whom I have sent you, then will Imake this house like Shiloh, and I will make this ity a urse to all the nations of the earth.' And thepriests and the teahers heard Jeremiah speak these words in the house of the Lord. And it ameto pass that, when Jeremiah had made an end of speaking all that the Lord had ommanded him tospeak to all the people, the priests and teahers laid hold of him, saying, `You shall surely die.' Andall the people rowded around Jeremiah in the house of the Lord. And when the prines of Judahheard these things, they sat in judgment on Jeremiah. Then spoke the priests and the teahers tothe prines and to all the people, saying: `This man is worthy to die, for he has prophesied againstour ity, and you have heard him with your own ears.' Then spoke Jeremiah to all the prines and toall the people: `The Lord sent me to prophesy against this house and against this ity all the wordswhih you have heard. Now, therefore, amend your ways and reform your doings and obey the voieof the Lord your God that you may esape the evil whih has been pronouned against you. As forme, behold I am in your hands. Do with me as seems good and right in your eyes. But know youfor ertain that, if you put me to death, you shall bring innoent blood upon yourselves and uponthis people, for of a truth the Lord has sent me to speak all these words in your ears.'\The priests and teahers of that day sought to kill Jeremiah, but the judges would not onsent,albeit, for his words of warning, they did let him down by ords in a �lthy dungeon until he sank inmire up to his armpits. That is what this people did to the Prophet Jeremiah when he obeyed theLord's ommand to warn his brethren of their impending politial downfall. Today, I desire to askyou: What will the hief priests and religious leaders of this people do with the man who dares towarn them of the day of their spiritual doom? Will you also seek to put to death the teaher whodares to prolaim the word of the Lord, and who fears not to point out wherein you refuse to walkin the way of light whih leads to the entrane to the kingdom of heaven?\What is it you seek as evidene of my mission on earth? We have left you undisturbed in yourpositions of inuene and power while we preahed glad tidings to the poor and the outast. Wehave made no hostile attak upon that whih you hold in reverene but have rather prolaimed newliberty for man's fear-ridden soul. I ame into the world to reveal my Father and to establish on earththe spiritual brotherhood of the sons of God, the kingdom of heaven. And notwithstanding that Ihave so many times reminded you that my kingdom is not of this world, still has my Father grantedyou many manifestations of material wonders in addition to more evidential spiritual transformationsand regenerations.\What new sign is it that you seek at my hands? I delare that you already have suÆient evideneto enable you to make your deision. Verily, verily, I say to many who sit before me this day, youare onfronted with the neessity of hoosing whih way you will go; and I say to you, as Joshuasaid to your forefathers, `hoose you this day whom you will serve.' Today, many of you stand at theparting of the ways. 1555



\Some of you, when you ould not �nd me after the feasting of the multitude on the other side,hired the Tiberias �shing eet, whih a week before had taken shelter near by during a storm, to goin pursuit of me, and what for? Not for truth and righteousness or that you might the better knowhow to serve and minister to your fellow men! No, but rather that you might have more bread forwhih you had not labored. It was not to �ll your souls with the word of life, but only that youmight �ll the belly with the bread of ease. And long have you been taught that the Messiah, when heshould ome, would work those wonders whih would make life pleasant and easy for all the hosenpeople. It is not strange, then, that you who have been thus taught should long for the loaves andthe �shes. But I delare to you that suh is not the mission of the Son of Man. I have ome toprolaim spiritual liberty, teah eternal truth, and foster living faith.\My brethren, hanker not after the meat whih perishes but rather seek for the spiritual food thatnourishes even to eternal life; and this is the bread of life whih the Son gives to all who will take itand eat, for the Father has given the Son this life without measure. And when you asked me, `Whatmust we do to perform the works of God?' I plainly told you: `This is the work of God, that youbelieve him whom he has sent.' "And then said Jesus, pointing up to the devie of a pot of manna whih deorated the lintel ofthis new synagogue, and whih was embellished with grape lusters: \You have thought that yourforefathers in the wilderness ate manna - the bread of heaven - but I say to you that this was thebread of earth. While Moses did not give your fathers bread from heaven, my Father now standsready to give you the true bread of life. The bread of heaven is that whih omes down from Godand gives eternal life to the men of the world. And when you say to me, Give us this living bread, Iwill answer: I am this bread of life. He who omes to me shall not hunger, while he who believes meshall never thirst. You have seen me, lived with me, and beheld my works, yet you believe not thatI ame forth from the Father. But to those who do believe - fear not. All those led of the Fathershall ome to me, and he who omes to me shall in nowise be ast out.\And now let me delare to you, one and for all time, that I have ome down upon the earth,not to do my own will, but the will of Him who sent me. And this is the �nal will of Him who sentme, that of all those he has given me I should not lose one. And this is the will of the Father: Thatevery one who beholds the Son and who believes him shall have eternal life. Only yesterday did Ifeed you with bread for your bodies; today I o�er you the bread of life for your hungry souls. Willyou now take the bread of the spirit as you then so willingly ate the bread of this world?"As Jesus paused for a moment to look over the ongregation, one of the teahers from Jerusalem(a member of the Sanhedrin) rose up and asked: \Do I understand you to say that you are thebread whih omes down from heaven, and that the manna whih Moses gave to our fathers in thewilderness did not?" And Jesus answered the Pharisee, \You understood aright." Then said thePharisee: \But are you not Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph, the arpenter? Are not your fatherand mother, as well as your brothers and sisters, well known to many of us? How then is it that youappear here in God's house and delare that you have ome down from heaven?"By this time there was muh murmuring in the synagogue, and suh a tumult was threatenedthat Jesus stood up and said: \Let us be patient; the truth never su�ers from honest examination.I am all that you say but more. The Father and I are one; the Son does only that whih the Fatherteahes him, while all those who are given to the Son by the Father, the Son will reeive to himself.You have read where it is written in the Prophets, `You shall all be taught by God,' and that `Thosewhom the Father teahes will hear also his Son.' Every one who yields to the teahing of the Father'sindwelling spirit will eventually ome to me. Not that any man has seen the Father, but the Father'sspirit does live within man. And the Son who ame down from heaven, he has surely seen the Father.And those who truly believe this Son already have eternal life.\I am this bread of life. Your fathers ate manna in the wilderness and are dead. But this breadwhih omes down from God, if a man eats thereof, he shall never die in spirit. I repeat, I am this1556



living bread, and every soul who attains the realization of this united nature of God and man shalllive forever. And this bread of life whih I give to all who will reeive is my own living and ombinednature. The Father in the Son and the Son one with the Father - that is my life-giving revelation tothe world and my saving gift to all nations."When Jesus had �nished speaking, the ruler of the synagogue dismissed the ongregation, but theywould not depart. They rowded up around Jesus to ask more questions while others murmured anddisputed among themselves. And this state of a�airs ontinued for more than three hours. It waswell past seven o'lok before the audiene �nally dispersed.153.3 The After MeetingMany were the questions asked Jesus during this after meeting. Some were asked by his perplexeddisiples, but more were asked by aviling unbelievers who sought only to embarrass and entrap him.One of the visiting Pharisees, mounting a lampstand, shouted out this question: \You tell us thatyou are the bread of life. How an you give us your esh to eat or your blood to drink? What availis your teahing if it annot be arried out?" And Jesus answered this question, saying: \I did notteah you that my esh is the bread of life nor that my blood is the water thereof. But I did saythat my life in the esh is a bestowal of the bread of heaven. The fat of the Word of God bestowedin the esh and the phenomenon of the Son of Man subjet to the will of God, onstitute a reality ofexperiene whih is equivalent to the divine sustenane. You annot eat my esh nor an you drinkmy blood, but you an beome one in spirit with me even as I am one in spirit with the Father. Youan be nourished by the eternal word of God, whih is indeed the bread of life, and whih has beenbestowed in the likeness of mortal esh; and you an be watered in soul by the divine spirit, whihis truly the water of life. The Father has sent me into the world to show how he desires to indwelland diret all men; and I have so lived this life in the esh as to inspire all men likewise ever to seekto know and do the will of the indwelling heavenly Father."Then one of the Jerusalem spies who had been observing Jesus and his apostles, said: \We notiethat neither you nor your apostles wash your hands properly before you eat bread. You must wellknow that suh a pratie as eating with de�led and unwashed hands is a transgression of the lawof the elders. Neither do you properly wash your drinking ups and eating vessels. Why is it thatyou show suh disrespet for the traditions of the fathers and the laws of our elders?" And whenJesus heard him speak, he answered: \Why is it that you transgress the ommandments of Godby the laws of your tradition? The ommandment says, `Honor your father and your mother,' anddirets that you share with them your substane if neessary; but you enat a law of tradition whihpermits undutiful hildren to say that the money wherewith the parents might have been assisted hasbeen `given to God.' The law of the elders thus relieves suh rafty hildren of their responsibility,notwithstanding that the hildren subsequently use all suh monies for their own omfort. Why is itthat you in this way make void the ommandment by your own tradition? Well did Isaiah prophesyof you hyporites, saying: `This people honors me with their lips, but their heart is far from me. Invain do they worship me, teahing as their dotrines the preepts of men.'\You an see how it is that you desert the ommandment while you hold fast to the tradition ofmen. Altogether willing are you to rejet the word of God while you maintain your own traditions.And in many other ways do you dare to set up your own teahings above the law and the prophets."Jesus then direted his remarks to all present. He said: \But hearken to me, all of you. It is notthat whih enters into the mouth that spiritually de�les the man, but rather that whih proeedsout of the mouth and from the heart." But even the apostles failed fully to grasp the meaning of hiswords, for Simon Peter also asked him: \Lest some of your hearers be unneessarily o�ended, wouldyou explain to us the meaning of these words?" And then said Jesus to Peter: \Are you also hard1557



of understanding? Know you not that every plant whih my heavenly Father has not planted shallbe rooted up? Turn now your attention to those who would know the truth. You annot ompelmen to love the truth. Many of these teahers are blind guides. And you know that, if the blindlead the blind, both shall fall into the pit. But hearken while I tell you the truth onerning thosethings whih morally de�le and spiritually ontaminate men. I delare it is not that whih entersthe body by the mouth or gains aess to the mind through the eyes and ears, that de�les the man.Man is only de�led by that evil whih may originate within the heart, and whih �nds expression inthe words and deeds of suh unholy persons. Do you not know it is from the heart that there omeforth evil thoughts, wiked projets of murder, theft, and adulteries, together with jealousy, pride,anger, revenge, railings, and false witness? And it is just suh things that de�le men, and not thatthey eat bread with eremonially unlean hands."The Pharisai ommissioners of the Jerusalem Sanhedrin were now almost onvined that Jesusmust be apprehended on a harge of blasphemy or on one of outing the sared law of the Jews;wherefore their e�orts to involve him in the disussion of, and possible attak upon, some of thetraditions of the elders, or so-alled oral laws of the nation. No matter how sare water might be,these traditionally enslaved Jews would never fail to go through with the required eremonial washingof the hands before every meal. It was their belief that \it is better to die than to transgress theommandments of the elders." The spies asked this question beause it had been reported that Jesushad said, \Salvation is a matter of lean hearts rather than of lean hands." But suh beliefs, whenthey one beome a part of one's religion, are hard to get away from. Even many years after thisday the Apostle Peter was still held in the bondage of fear to many of these traditions about thingslean and unlean, only being �nally delivered by experiening an extraordinary and vivid dream.All of this an the better be understood when it is realled that these Jews looked upon eating withunwashed hands in the same light as ommere with a harlot, and both were equally punishable byexommuniation.Thus did the Master elet to disuss and expose the folly of the whole rabbini system of rulesand regulations whih was represented by the oral law - the traditions of the elders, all of whih wereregarded as more sared and more binding upon the Jews than even the teahings of the Sriptures.And Jesus spoke out with less reserve beause he knew the hour had ome when he ould do nothingmore to prevent an open rupture of relations with these religious leaders.153.4 Last Words in the SynagogueIn the midst of the disussions of this after meeting, one of the Pharisees from Jerusalem brought toJesus a distraught youth who was possessed of an unruly and rebellious spirit. Leading this dementedlad up to Jesus, he said: \What an you do for suh a�ition as this? Can you ast out devils?"And when the Master looked upon the youth, he was moved with ompassion and, bekoning forthe lad to ome to him, took him by the hand and said: \You know who I am; ome out of him;and I harge one of your loyal fellows to see that you do not return." And immediately the lad wasnormal and in his right mind. And this is the �rst ase where Jesus really ast an \evil spirit" outof a human being. All of the previous ases were only supposed possession of the devil; but this wasa genuine ase of demonia possession, even suh as sometimes ourred in those days and right upto the day of Penteost, when the Master's spirit was poured out upon all esh, making it foreverimpossible for these few elestial rebels to take suh advantage of ertain unstable types of humanbeings.When the people marveled, one of the Pharisees stood up and harged that Jesus ould do thesethings beause he was in league with devils; that he admitted in the language whih he employed inasting out this devil that they were known to eah other; and he went on to state that the religiousteahers and leaders at Jerusalem had deided that Jesus did all his so-alled mirales by the power1558



of Beelzebub, the prine of devils. Said the Pharisee: \Have nothing to do with this man; he is inpartnership with Satan."Then said Jesus: \How an Satan ast out Satan? A kingdom divided against itself annot stand;if a house be divided against itself, it is soon brought to desolation. Can a ity withstand a siege ifit is not united? If Satan asts out Satan, he is divided against himself; how then shall his kingdomstand? But you should know that no one an enter into the house of a strong man and despoil hisgoods exept he �rst overpower and bind that strong man. And so, if I by the power of Beelzebubast out devils, by whom do your sons ast them out? Therefore shall they be your judges. But ifI, by the spirit of God, ast out devils, then has the kingdom of God truly ome upon you. If youwere not blinded by prejudie and misled by fear and pride, you would easily pereive that one whois greater than devils stands in your midst. You ompel me to delare that he who is not with me isagainst me, while he who gathers not with me satters abroad. Let me utter a solemn warning to youwho would presume, with your eyes open and with premeditated malie, knowingly to asribe theworks of God to the doings of devils! Verily, verily, I say to you, all your sins shall be forgiven, evenall of your blasphemies, but whosoever shall blaspheme against God with deliberation and wikedintention shall never obtain forgiveness. Sine suh persistent workers of iniquity will never seek norreeive forgiveness, they are guilty of the sin of eternally rejeting divine forgiveness.\Many of you have this day ome to the parting of the ways; you have ome to a beginning of themaking of the inevitable hoie between the will of the Father and the self-hosen ways of darkness.And as you now hoose, so shall you eventually be. You must either make the tree good and its fruitgood, or else will the tree beome orrupt and its fruit orrupt. I delare that in my Father's eternalkingdom the tree is known by its fruits. But some of you who are as vipers, how an you, havingalready hosen evil, bring forth good fruits? After all, out of the abundane of the evil in your heartsyour mouths speak."Then stood up another Pharisee, who said: \Teaher, we would have you give us a predeterminedsign whih we will agree upon as establishing your authority and right to teah. Will you agreeto suh an arrangement?" And when Jesus heard this, he said: \This faithless and sign-seekinggeneration seeks a token, but no sign shall be given you other than that whih you already have, andthat whih you shall see when the Son of Man departs from among you."And when he had �nished speaking, his apostles surrounded him and led him from the synagogue.In silene they journeyed home with him to Bethsaida. They were all amazed and somewhat terror-striken by the sudden hange in the Master's teahing tatis. They were wholly unaustomed toseeing him perform in suh a militant manner.153.5 The Saturday EveningTime and again had Jesus dashed to piees the hopes of his apostles, repeatedly had he rushedtheir fondest expetations, but no time of disappointment or season of sorrow had ever equaled thatwhih now overtook them. And, too, there was now admixed with their depression a real fear fortheir safety. They were all surprisingly startled by the suddenness and ompleteness of the desertionof the populae. They were also somewhat frightened and disonerted by the unexpeted boldnessand assertive determination exhibited by the Pharisees who had ome down from Jerusalem. Butmost of all they were bewildered by Jesus' sudden hange of tatis. Under ordinary irumstanesthey would have welomed the appearane of this more militant attitude, but oming as it did, alongwith so muh that was unexpeted, it startled them.And now, on top of all of these worries, when they reahed home, Jesus refused to eat. For hourshe isolated himself in one of the upper rooms. It was almost midnight when Joab, the leader of theevangelists, returned and reported that about one third of his assoiates had deserted the ause. All1559



through the evening loyal disiples had ome and gone, reporting that the revulsion of feeling towardthe Master was general in Capernaum. The leaders from Jerusalem were not slow to feed this feelingof disa�etion and in every way possible to seek to promote the movement away from Jesus and histeahings. During these trying hours the twelve women were in session over at Peter's house. Theywere tremendously upset, but none of them deserted.It was a little after midnight when Jesus ame down from the upper hamber and stood amongthe twelve and their assoiates, numbering about thirty in all. He said: \I reognize that this siftingof the kingdom distresses you, but it is unavoidable. Still, after all the training you have had, wasthere any good reason why you should stumble at my words? Why is it that you are �lled with fearand onsternation when you see the kingdom being divested of these lukewarm multitudes and thesehalfhearted disiples? Why do you grieve when the new day is dawning for the shining forth in newglory of the spiritual teahings of the kingdom of heaven? If you �nd it diÆult to endure this test,what, then, will you do when the Son of Man must return to the Father? When and how will youprepare yourselves for the time when I asend to the plae whene I ame to this world?\My beloved, you must remember that it is the spirit that quikens; the esh and all that pertainsthereto is of little pro�t. The words whih I have spoken to you are spirit and life. Be of goodheer! I have not deserted you. Many shall be o�ended by the plain speaking of these days. Alreadyyou have heard that many of my disiples have turned bak; they walk no more with me. From thebeginning I knew that these halfhearted believers would fall out by the way. Did I not hoose youtwelve men and set you apart as ambassadors of the kingdom? And now at suh a time as this wouldyou also desert? Let eah of you look to his own faith, for one of you stands in grave danger." Andwhen Jesus had �nished speaking, Simon Peter said: \Yes, Lord, we are sad and perplexed, but wewill never forsake you. You have taught us the words of eternal life. We have believed in you andfollowed with you all this time. We will not turn bak, for we know that you are sent by God." Andas Peter eased speaking, they all with one aord nodded their approval of his pledge of loyalty.Then said Jesus: \Go to your rest, for busy times are upon us; ative days are just ahead."
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Chapter 154Last Days at CapernaumON THE eventful Saturday night of April 30, as Jesus was speaking words of omfort and ourage tohis downast and bewildered disiples, at Tiberias a ounil was being held between Herod Antipasand a group of speial ommissioners representing the Jerusalem Sanhedrin. These sribes andPharisees urged Herod to arrest Jesus; they did their best to onvine him that Jesus was stirringup the populae to dissension and even to rebellion. But Herod refused to take ation against himas a politial o�ender. Herod's advisers had orretly reported the episode aross the lake when thepeople sought to prolaim Jesus king and how he rejeted the proposal.One of Herod's oÆial family, Chuza, whose wife belonged to the women's ministering orps, hadinformed him that Jesus did not propose to meddle with the a�airs of earthly rule; that he was onlyonerned with the establishment of the spiritual brotherhood of his believers, whih brotherhood healled the kingdom of heaven. Herod had on�dene in Chuza's reports, so muh so that he refusedto interfere with Jesus' ativities. Herod was also inuened at this time, in his attitude towardJesus, by his superstitious fear of John the Baptist. Herod was one of those apostate Jews who,while he believed nothing, feared everything. He had a bad onsiene for having put John to death,and he did not want to beome entangled in these intrigues against Jesus. He knew of many asesof sikness whih had been apparently healed by Jesus, and he regarded him as either a prophet ora relatively harmless religious fanati.When the Jews threatened to report to Caesar that he was shielding a traitorous subjet, Herodordered them out of his ounil hamber. Thus matters rested for one week, during whih time Jesusprepared his followers for the impending dispersion.154.1 A Week of CounselFrom May 1 to May 7 Jesus held intimate ounsel with his followers at the Zebedee house. Only thetried and trusted disiples were admitted to these onferenes. At this time there were only aboutone hundred disiples who had the moral ourage to brave the opposition of the Pharisees and openlydelare their adherene to Jesus. With this group he held sessions morning, afternoon, and evening.Small ompanies of inquirers assembled eah afternoon by the seaside, where some of the evangelistsor apostles disoursed to them. These groups seldom numbered more than �fty.On Friday of this week oÆial ation was taken by the rulers of the Capernaum synagogue losingthe house of God to Jesus and all his followers. This ation was taken at the instigation of theJerusalem Pharisees. Jairus resigned as hief ruler and openly aligned himself with Jesus.The last of the seaside meetings was held on Sabbath afternoon, May 7. Jesus talked to less thanone hundred and �fty who had assembled at that time. This Saturday night marked the time of1561



the lowest ebb in the tide of popular regard for Jesus and his teahings. From then on there was asteady, slow, but more healthful and dependable growth in favorable sentiment; a new following wasbuilt up whih was better grounded in spiritual faith and true religious experiene. The more or lessomposite and ompromising transition stage between the materialisti onepts of the kingdom heldby the Master's followers and those more idealisti and spiritual onepts taught by Jesus, had nowde�nitely ended. From now on there was a more open prolamation of the gospel of the kingdom inits larger sope and in its far-ung spiritual impliations.
154.2 A Week of RestSunday, May 8, A.D. 29, at Jerusalem, the Sanhedrin passed a deree losing all the synagogues ofPalestine to Jesus and his followers. This was a new and unpreedented usurpation of authority bythe Jerusalem Sanhedrin. Theretofore eah synagogue had existed and funtioned as an independentongregation of worshipers and was under the rule and diretion of its own board of governors. Onlythe synagogues of Jerusalem had been subjet to the authority of the Sanhedrin. This summary ationof the Sanhedrin was followed by the resignation of �ve of its members. One hundred messengerswere immediately dispathed to onvey and enfore this deree. Within the short spae of two weeksevery synagogue in Palestine had bowed to this manifesto of the Sanhedrin exept the synagogue atHebron. The rulers of the Hebron synagogue refused to aknowledge the right of the Sanhedrin toexerise suh jurisdition over their assembly. This refusal to aede to the Jerusalem deree wasbased on their ontention of ongregational autonomy rather than on sympathy with Jesus' ause.Shortly thereafter the Hebron synagogue was destroyed by �re.This same Sunday morning, Jesus delared a week's holiday, urging all of his disiples to return totheir homes or friends to rest their troubled souls and speak words of enouragement to their lovedones. He said: \Go to your several plaes to play or �sh while you pray for the extension of thekingdom."This week of rest enabled Jesus to visit many families and groups about the seaside. He also went�shing with David Zebedee on several oasions, and while he went about alone muh of the time,there always lurked near by two or three of David's most trusted messengers, who had no unertainorders from their hief respeting the safeguarding of Jesus. There was no publi teahing of anysort during this week of rest.This was the week that Nathaniel and James Zebedee su�ered from more than a slight illness. Forthree days and nights they were autely a�ited with a painful digestive disturbane. On the thirdnight Jesus sent Salome, James's mother, to her rest, while he ministered to his su�ering apostles.Of ourse Jesus ould have instantly healed these two men, but that is not the method of either theSon or the Father in dealing with these ommonplae diÆulties and a�itions of the hildren ofmen on the evolutionary worlds of time and spae. Never one, throughout all of his eventful lifein the esh, did Jesus engage in any sort of supernatural ministration to any member of his earthfamily or in behalf of any one of his immediate followers.Universe diÆulties must be met and planetary obstales must be enountered as a part of theexperiene training provided for the growth and development, the progressive perfetion, of theevolving souls of mortal reatures. The spiritualization of the human soul requires intimate experienewith the eduational solving of a wide range of real universe problems. The animal nature and thelower forms of will reatures do not progress favorably in environmental ease. Problemati situations,oupled with exertion stimuli, onspire to produe those ativities of mind, soul, and spirit whihontribute mightily to the ahievement of worthy goals of mortal progression and to the attainmentof higher levels of spirit destiny. 1562



154.3 The Seond Tiberias ConfereneOnMay 16 the seond onferene at Tiberias between the authorities at Jerusalem and Herod Antipaswas onvened. Both the religious and the politial leaders from Jerusalem were in attendane. TheJewish leaders were able to report to Herod that pratially all the synagogues in both Galilee andJudea were losed to Jesus' teahings. A new e�ort was made to have Herod plae Jesus under arrest,but he refused to do their bidding. On May 18, however, Herod did agree to the plan of permittingthe Sanhedrin authorities to seize Jesus and arry him to Jerusalem to be tried on religious harges,provided the Roman ruler of Judea onurred in suh an arrangement. Meanwhile, Jesus' enemieswere industriously spreading the rumor throughout Galilee that Herod had beome hostile to Jesus,and that he meant to exterminate all who believed in his teahings.On Saturday night, May 21, word reahed Tiberias that the ivil authorities at Jerusalem hadno objetion to the agreement between Herod and the Pharisees that Jesus be seized and arried toJerusalem for trial before the Sanhedrin on harges of outing the sared laws of the Jewish nation.Aordingly, just before midnight of this day, Herod signed the deree whih authorized the oÆersof the Sanhedrin to seize Jesus within Herod's domains and foribly to arry him to Jerusalem fortrial. Strong pressure from many sides was brought to bear upon Herod before he onsented to grantthis permission, and he well knew that Jesus ould not expet a fair trial before his bitter enemiesat Jerusalem.154.4 Saturday Night in CapernaumOn this same Saturday night, in Capernaum a group of �fty leading itizens met at the synagogueto disuss the momentous question: \What shall we do with Jesus?" They talked and debated untilafter midnight, but they ould not �nd any ommon ground for agreement. Aside from a few personswho inlined to the belief that Jesus might be the Messiah, at least a holy man, or perhaps a prophet,the meeting was divided into four nearly equal groups who held, respetively, the following views ofJesus:1. That he was a deluded and harmless religious fanati.2. That he was a dangerous and designing agitator who might stir up rebellion.3. That he was in league with devils, that he might even be a prine of devils.4. That he was beside himself, that he was mad, mentally unbalaned.There was muh talk about Jesus' preahing dotrines whih were upsetting for the ommonpeople; his enemies maintained that his teahings were impratial, that everything would go topiees if everybody made an honest e�ort to live in aordane with his ideas. And the men of manysubsequent generations have said the same things. Many intelligent and well-meaning men, even inthe more enlightened age of these revelations, maintain that modern ivilization ould not have beenbuilt upon the teahings of Jesus - and they are partially right. But all suh doubters forget that amuh better ivilization ould have been built upon his teahings, and sometime will be. This worldhas never seriously tried to arry out the teahings of Jesus on a large sale, notwithstanding thathalfhearted attempts have often been made to follow the dotrines of so-alled Christianity.154.5 The Eventful Sunday MorningMay 22 was an eventful day in the life of Jesus. On this Sunday morning, before daybreak, one ofDavid's messengers arrived in great haste from Tiberias, bringing the word that Herod had autho-1563



rized, or was about to authorize, the arrest of Jesus by the oÆers of the Sanhedrin. The reeipt ofthe news of this impending danger aused David Zebedee to arouse his messengers and send them outto all the loal groups of disiples, summoning them for an emergeny ounil at seven o'lok thatmorning. When the sister-in-law of Jude (Jesus' brother) heard this alarming report, she hastenedword to all of Jesus' family who dwelt near by, summoning them forthwith to assemble at Zebedee'shouse. And in response to this hasty all, presently there were assembled Mary, James, Joseph, Jude,and Ruth.At this early morning meeting Jesus imparted his farewell instrutions to the assembled disiples;that is, he bade them farewell for the time being, knowing well that they would soon be dispersedfrom Capernaum. He direted them all to seek God for guidane and to arry on the work of thekingdom regardless of onsequenes. The evangelists were to labor as they saw �t until suh time asthey might be alled. He seleted twelve of the evangelists to aompany him; the twelve apostles hedireted to remain with him no matter what happened. The twelve women he instruted to remainat the Zebedee house and at Peter's house until he should send for them.Jesus onsented to David Zebedee's ontinuing his ountrywide messenger servie, and in biddingthe Master farewell presently, David said: \Go forth to your work, Master. Don't let the bigots athyou, and never doubt that the messengers will follow after you. My men will never lose ontat withyou, and through them you shall know of the kingdom in other parts, and by them we will all knowabout you. Nothing that might happen to me will interfere with this servie, for I have appointed�rst and seond leaders, even a third. I am neither a teaher nor a preaher, but it is in my heart todo this, and none an stop me."About 7:30 this morning Jesus began his parting address to almost one hundred believers who hadrowded indoors to hear him. This was a solemn oasion for all present, but Jesus seemed unusuallyheerful; he was one more like his normal self. The seriousness of weeks had gone, and he inspiredall of them with his words of faith, hope, and ourage.154.6 Jesus' Family ArrivesIt was about eight o'lok on this Sunday morning when �ve members of Jesus' earth family arrivedon the sene in response to the urgent summons of Jude's sister-in-law. Of all his family in the esh,only one, Ruth, believed wholeheartedly and ontinuously in the divinity of his mission on earth.Jude and James, and even Joseph, still retained muh of their faith in Jesus, but they had permittedpride to interfere with their better judgment and real spiritual inlinations. Mary was likewise tornbetween love and fear, between mother love and family pride. Though she was harassed by doubts,she ould never quite forget the visit of Gabriel ere Jesus was born. The Pharisees had been laboringto persuade Mary that Jesus was beside himself, demented. They urged her to go with her sons andseek to dissuade him from further e�orts at publi teahing. They assured Mary that soon Jesus'health would break, and that only dishonor and disgrae ould ome upon the entire family as aresult of allowing him to go on. And so, when the word ame from Jude's sister-in-law, all �ve ofthem started at one for Zebedee's house, having been together at Mary's home, where they hadmet with the Pharisees the evening before. They had talked with the Jerusalem leaders long intothe night, and all were more or less onvined that Jesus was ating strangely, that he had atedstrangely for some time. While Ruth ould not explain all of his ondut, she insisted that he hadalways treated his family fairly and refused to agree to the program of trying to dissuade him fromfurther work.On the way to Zebedee's house they talked these things over and agreed among themselves to tryto persuade Jesus to ome home with them, for, said Mary: \I know I ould inuene my son if hewould only ome home and listen to me." James and Jude had heard rumors onerning the plans1564



to arrest Jesus and take him to Jerusalem for trial. They also feared for their own safety. As longas Jesus was a popular �gure in the publi eye, his family allowed matters to drift along, but nowthat the people of Capernaum and the leaders at Jerusalem had suddenly turned against him, theybegan keenly to feel the pressure of the supposed disgrae of their embarrassing position.They had expeted to meet Jesus, take him aside, and urge him to go home with them. They hadthought to assure him that they would forget his neglet of them - they would forgive and forget -if he would only give up the foolishness of trying to preah a new religion whih ould bring onlytrouble to himself and dishonor upon his family. To all of this Ruth would say only: \I will tell mybrother that I think he is a man of God, and that I hope he would be willing to die before he wouldallow these wiked Pharisees to stop his preahing." Joseph promised to keep Ruth quiet while theothers labored with Jesus.When they reahed the Zebedee house, Jesus was in the very midst of delivering his parting addressto the disiples. They sought to gain entrane to the house, but it was rowded to overowing.Finally they established themselves on the bak porh and had word passed in to Jesus, from personto person, so that it �nally was whispered to him by Simon Peter, who interrupted his talking forthe purpose, and who said: \Behold, your mother and your brothers are outside, and they are veryanxious to speak with you." Now it did not our to his mother how important was the givingof this parting message to his followers, neither did she know that his address was likely to beterminated any moment by the arrival of his apprehenders. She really thought, after so long anapparent estrangement, in view of the fat that she and his brothers had shown the grae atuallyto ome to him, that Jesus would ease speaking and ome to them the moment he reeived wordthey were waiting.It was just another of those instanes in whih his earth family ould not omprehend that he mustbe about his Father's business. And so Mary and his brothers were deeply hurt when, notwithstandingthat he paused in his speaking to reeive the message, instead of his rushing out to greet them, theyheard his musial voie speak with inreased volume: \Say to my mother and my brothers that theyshould have no fear for me. The Father who sent me into the world will not forsake me; neither shallany harm ome upon my family. Bid them be of good ourage and put their trust in the Father ofthe kingdom. But, after all, who is my mother and who are my brothers?" And strething forthhis hands toward all of his disiples assembled in the room, he said: \I have no mother; I have nobrothers. Behold my mother and behold my brethren! For whosoever does the will of my Fatherwho is in heaven, the same is my mother, my brother, and my sister."And when Mary heard these words, she ollapsed in Jude's arms. They arried her out in thegarden to revive her while Jesus spoke the onluding words of his parting message. He would thenhave gone out to onfer with his mother and his brothers, but a messenger arrived in haste fromTiberias bringing word that the oÆers of the Sanhedrin were on their way with authority to arrestJesus and arry him to Jerusalem. Andrew reeived this message and, interrupting Jesus, told it tohim.Andrew did not reall that David had posted some twenty-�ve sentinels about the Zebedee house,and that no one ould take them by surprise; so he asked Jesus what should be done. The Masterstood there in silene while his mother, having heard the words, \I have no mother," was reoveringfrom the shok in the garden. It was at just this time that a woman in the room stood up andexlaimed, \Blessed is the womb that bore you and blessed are the breasts that nursed you." Jesusturned aside a moment from his onversation with Andrew to answer this woman by saying, \No,rather is the one blessed who hears the word of God and dares to obey it."Mary and Jesus' brothers thought that Jesus did not understand them, that he had lost interestin them, little realizing that it was they who failed to understand Jesus. Jesus fully understoodhow diÆult it is for men to break with their past. He knew how human beings are swayed by thepreaher's eloquene, and how the onsiene responds to emotional appeal as the mind does to logi1565



and reason, but he also knew how far more diÆult it is to persuade men to disown the past.It is forever true that all who may think they are misunderstood or not appreiated have in Jesusa sympathizing friend and an understanding ounselor. He had warned his apostles that a man's foesmay be they of his own household, but he had hardly realized how near this predition would ometo apply to his own experiene. Jesus did not forsake his earth family to do his Father's work - theyforsook him. Later on, after the Master's death and resurretion, when James beame onnetedwith the early Christian movement, he su�ered immeasurably as a result of his failure to enjoy thisearlier assoiation with Jesus and his disiples.In passing through these events, Jesus hose to be guided by the limited knowledge of his humanmind. He desired to undergo the experiene with his assoiates as a mere man. And it was in thehuman mind of Jesus to see his family before he left. He did not wish to stop in the midst of hisdisourse and thus render their �rst meeting after so long a separation suh a publi a�air. He hadintended to �nish his address and then have a visit with them before leaving, but this plan wasthwarted by the onspiray of events whih immediately followed.The haste of their ight was augmented by the arrival of a party of David's messengers at the rearentrane of the Zebedee home. The ommotion produed by these men frightened the apostles intothinking that these new arrivals might be their apprehenders, and in fear of immediate arrest, theyhastened through the front entrane to the waiting boat. And all of this explains why Jesus did notsee his family waiting on the bak porh.But he did say to David Zebedee as he entered the boat in hasty ight: \Tell my mother and mybrothers that I appreiate their oming, and that I intended to see them. Admonish them to �nd noo�ense in me but rather to seek for a knowledge of the will of God and for grae and ourage to dothat will."154.7 The Hasty FlightAnd so it was on this Sunday morning, the twenty-seond of May, in the year A.D. 29, that Jesus,with his twelve apostles and the twelve evangelists, engaged in this hasty ight from the SanhedrinoÆers who were on their way to Bethsaida with authority from Herod Antipas to arrest him andtake him to Jerusalem for trial on harges of blasphemy and other violations of the sared laws of theJews. It was almost half past eight this beautiful morning when this ompany of twenty-�ve mannedthe oars and pulled for the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee.Following the Master's boat was another and smaller raft, ontaining six of David's messengers,who had instrutions to maintain ontat with Jesus and his assoiates and to see that information oftheir whereabouts and safety was regularly transmitted to the home of Zebedee in Bethsaida, whihhad served as headquarters for the work of the kingdom for some time. But Jesus was never againto make his home at the house of Zebedee. From now on, throughout the remainder of his earth life,the Master truly \had not where to lay his head." No more did he have even the semblane of asettled abode.They rowed over to near the village of Kheresa, put their boat in the ustody of friends, and beganthe wanderings of this eventful last year of the Master's life on earth. For a time they remained inthe domains of Philip, going from Kheresa up to Caesarea-Philippi, thene making their way over tothe oast of Phoeniia.The rowd lingered about the home of Zebedee wathing these two boats make their way over thelake toward the eastern shore, and they were well started when the Jerusalem oÆers hurried up andbegan their searh for Jesus. They refused to believe he had esaped them, and while Jesus and hisparty were journeying northward through Batanea, the Pharisees and their assistants spent almost1566



a full week vainly searhing for him in the neighborhood of Capernaum.Jesus' family returned to their home in Capernaum and spent almost a week in talking, debating,and praying. They were �lled with onfusion and onsternation. They enjoyed no peae of minduntil Thursday afternoon, when Ruth returned from a visit to the Zebedee house, where she learnedfrom David that her father-brother was safe and in good health and making his way toward thePhoeniian oast.
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Chapter 155Fleeing Through Northern GalileeSOON after landing near Kheresa on this eventful Sunday, Jesus and the twenty-four went a littleway to the north, where they spent the night in a beautiful park south of Bethsaida-Julias. Theywere familiar with this amping plae, having stopped there in days gone by. Before retiring forthe night, the Master alled his followers around him and disussed with them the plans for theirprojeted tour through Batanea and northern Galilee to the Phoeniian oast.155.1 Why Do the Heathen Rage?Said Jesus: \You should all reall how the Psalmist spoke of these times, saying, `Why do the heathenrage and the peoples plot in vain? The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers of the peopletake ounsel together, against the Lord and against his anointed, saying, Let us break the bonds ofmery asunder and let us ast away the ords of love.'\Today you see this ful�lled before your eyes. But you shall not see the remainder of the Psalmist'sprophey ful�lled, for he entertained erroneous ideas about the Son of Man and his mission on earth.My kingdom is founded on love, prolaimed in mery, and established by unsel�sh servie. MyFather does not sit in heaven laughing in derision at the heathen. He is not wrathful in his greatdispleasure. True is the promise that the Son shall have these so-alled heathen (in reality his ignorantand untaught brethren) for an inheritane. And I will reeive these gentiles with open arms of meryand a�etion. All this loving-kindness shall be shown the so-alled heathen, notwithstanding theunfortunate delaration of the reord whih intimates that the triumphant Son `shall break themwith a rod of iron and dash them to piees like a potter's vessel.' The Psalmist exhorted you to`serve the Lord with fear' - I bid you enter into the exalted privileges of divine sonship by faith; heommands you to rejoie with trembling; I bid you rejoie with assurane. He says, `Kiss the Son,lest he be angry, and you perish when his wrath is kindled.' But you who have lived with me wellknow that anger and wrath are not a part of the establishment of the kingdom of heaven in thehearts of men. But the Psalmist did glimpse the true light when, in �nishing this exhortation, hesaid: `Blessed are they who put their trust in this Son.' "Jesus ontinued to teah the twenty-four, saying: \The heathen are not without exuse when theyrage at us. Beause their outlook is small and narrow, they are able to onentrate their energiesenthusiastially. Their goal is near and more or less visible; wherefore do they strive with valiant ande�etive exeution. You who have professed entrane into the kingdom of heaven are altogether toovaillating and inde�nite in your teahing ondut. The heathen strike diretly for their objetives;you are guilty of too muh hroni yearning. If you desire to enter the kingdom, why do you nottake it by spiritual assault even as the heathen take a ity they lay siege to? You are hardly worthyof the kingdom when your servie onsists so largely in an attitude of regretting the past, whining1569



over the present, and vainly hoping for the future. Why do the heathen rage? Beause they knownot the truth. Why do you languish in futile yearning? Beause you obey not the truth. Cease youruseless yearning and go forth bravely doing that whih onerns the establishment of the kingdom.\In all that you do, beome not one-sided and overspeialized. The Pharisees who seek ourdestrution verily think they are doing God's servie. They have beome so narrowed by traditionthat they are blinded by prejudie and hardened by fear. Consider the Greeks, who have a sienewithout religion, while the Jews have a religion without siene. And when men beome thus misledinto aepting a narrow and onfused disintegration of truth, their only hope of salvation is to beometruth-o-ordinated - onverted.\Let me emphatially state this eternal truth: If you, by truth o-ordination, learn to exemplifyin your lives this beautiful wholeness of righteousness, your fellow men will then seek after you thatthey may gain what you have so aquired. The measure wherewith truth seekers are drawn to yourepresents the measure of your truth endowment, your righteousness. The extent to whih you haveto go with your message to the people is, in a way, the measure of your failure to live the whole orrighteous life, the truth-o-ordinated life."And many other things the Master taught his apostles and the evangelists before they bade himgood night and sought rest upon their pillows.155.2 The Evangelists in ChorazinOn Monday morning, May 23, Jesus direted Peter to go over to Chorazin with the twelve evange-lists while he, with the eleven, departed for Caesarea-Philippi, going by way of the Jordan to theDamasus-Capernaum road, thene northeast to the juntion with the road to Caesarea-Philippi,and then on into that ity, where they tarried and taught for two weeks. They arrived during theafternoon of Tuesday, May 24.Peter and the evangelists sojourned in Chorazin for two weeks, preahing the gospel of the kingdomto a small but earnest ompany of believers. But they were not able to win many new onverts.No ity of all Galilee yielded so few souls for the kingdom as Chorazin. In aordane with Peter'sinstrutions the twelve evangelists had less to say about healing - things physial - while they preahedand taught with inreased vigor the spiritual truths of the heavenly kingdom. These two weeks atChorazin onstituted a veritable baptism of adversity for the twelve evangelists in that it was themost diÆult and unprodutive period in their areers up to this time. Being thus deprived of thesatisfation of winning souls for the kingdom, eah of them the more earnestly and honestly tookstok of his own soul and its progress in the spiritual paths of the new life.When it appeared that no more people were minded to seek entrane into the kingdom, Peter, onTuesday, June 7, alled his assoiates together and departed for Caesarea-Philippi to join Jesus andthe apostles. They arrived about noontime on Wednesday and spent the entire evening in rehearsingtheir experienes among the unbelievers of Chorazin. During the disussions of this evening Jesusmade further referene to the parable of the sower and taught them muh about the meaning of theapparent failure of life undertakings.155.3 At Caesarea-PhilippiAlthough Jesus did no publi work during this two weeks' sojourn near Caesarea-Philippi, the apostlesheld numerous quiet evening meetings in the ity, and many of the believers ame out to the ampto talk with the Master. Very few were added to the group of believers as a result of this visit. Jesustalked with the apostles eah day, and they more learly diserned that a new phase of the work1570



of preahing the kingdom of heaven was now beginning. They were ommening to omprehendthat the \kingdom of heaven is not meat and drink but the realization of the spiritual joy of theaeptane of divine sonship."The sojourn at Caesarea-Philippi was a real test to the eleven apostles; it was a diÆult two weeksfor them to live through. They were well-nigh depressed, and they missed the periodi stimulation ofPeter's enthusiasti personality. In these times it was truly a great and testing adventure to believein Jesus and go forth to follow after him. Though they made few onverts during these two weeks,they did learn muh that was highly pro�table from their daily onferenes with the Master.The apostles learned that the Jews were spiritually stagnant and dying beause they had rys-tallized truth into a reed; that when truth beomes formulated as a boundary line of self-righteousexlusiveness instead of serving as signposts of spiritual guidane and progress, suh teahings losetheir reative and life-giving power and ultimately beome merely preservative and fossilizing.Inreasingly they learned from Jesus to look upon human personalities in terms of their possibilitiesin time and in eternity. They learned that many souls an best be led to love the unseen God bybeing �rst taught to love their brethren whom they an see. And it was in this onnetion thatnew meaning beame attahed to the Master's pronounement onerning unsel�sh servie for one'sfellows: \Inasmuh as you did it to one of the least of my brethren, you did it to me."One of the great lessons of this sojourn at Caesarea had to do with the origin of religious traditions,with the grave danger of allowing a sense of saredness to beome attahed to nonsared things,ommon ideas, or everyday events. From one onferene they emerged with the teahing that truereligion was man's heartfelt loyalty to his highest and truest onvitions.Jesus warned his believers that, if their religious longings were only material, inreasing knowledgeof nature would, by progressive displaement of the supposed supernatural origin of things, ultimatelydeprive them of their faith in God. But that, if their religion were spiritual, never ould the progressof physial siene disturb their faith in eternal realities and divine values.They learned that, when religion is wholly spiritual in motive, it makes all life more worth while,�lling it with high purposes, dignifying it with transendent values, inspiring it with superb motives,all the while omforting the human soul with a sublime and sustaining hope. True religion is designedto lessen the strain of existene; it releases faith and ourage for daily living and unsel�sh serving.Faith promotes spiritual vitality and righteous fruitfulness.Jesus repeatedly taught his apostles that no ivilization ould long survive the loss of the best inits religion. And he never grew weary of pointing out to the twelve the great danger of aeptingreligious symbols and eremonies in the plae of religious experiene. His whole earth life wasonsistently devoted to the mission of thawing out the frozen forms of religion into the liquid libertiesof enlightened sonship.155.4 On the Way to PhoeniiaOn Thursday morning, June 9, after reeiving word regarding the progress of the kingdom broughtby the messengers of David from Bethsaida, this group of twenty-�ve teahers of truth left Caesarea-Philippi to begin their journey to the Phoeniian oast. They passed around the marsh ountry,by way of Luz, to the point of juntion with the Magdala-Mount Lebanon trail road, thene to therossing with the road leading to Sidon, arriving there Friday afternoon.While pausing for lunh under the shadow of an overhanging ledge of rok, near Luz, Jesusdelivered one of the most remarkable addresses whih his apostles ever listened to throughout alltheir years of assoiation with him. No sooner had they seated themselves to break bread thanSimon Peter asked Jesus: \Master, sine the Father in heaven knows all things, and sine his spirit1571



is our support in the establishment of the kingdom of heaven on earth, why is it that we ee fromthe threats of our enemies? Why do we refuse to onfront the foes of truth?" But before Jesus hadbegun to answer Peter's question, Thomas broke in, asking: \Master, I should really like to knowjust what is wrong with the religion of our enemies at Jerusalem. What is the real di�erene betweentheir religion and ours? Why is it we are at suh diversity of belief when we all profess to serve thesame God?" And when Thomas had �nished, Jesus said: \While I would not ignore Peter's question,knowing full well how easy it would be to misunderstand my reasons for avoiding an open lash withthe rulers of the Jews at just this time, still it will prove more helpful to all of you if I hoose ratherto answer Thomas's question. And that I will proeed to do when you have �nished your lunh."155.5 The Disourse on True ReligionThis memorable disourse on religion, summarized and restated in modern phraseology, gave expres-sion to the following truths:While the religions of the world have a double origin - natural and revelatory - at any one timeand among any one people there are to be found three distint forms of religious devotion. And thesethree manifestations of the religious urge are:1. Primitive religion. The seminatural and instintive urge to fear mysterious energies and worshipsuperior fores, hiey a religion of the physial nature, the religion of fear.2. The religion of ivilization. The advaning religious onepts and praties of the ivilizingraes - the religion of the mind - the intelletual theology of the authority of established religioustradition.3. True religion - the religion of revelation. The revelation of supernatural values, a partial insightinto eternal realities, a glimpse of the goodness and beauty of the in�nite harater of the Father inheaven - the religion of the spirit as demonstrated in human experiene.The religion of the physial senses and the superstitious fears of natural man, the Master refusedto belittle, though he deplored the fat that so muh of this primitive form of worship should persistin the religious forms of the more intelligent raes of mankind. Jesus made it lear that the greatdi�erene between the religion of the mind and the religion of the spirit is that, while the former isupheld by elesiastial authority, the latter is wholly based on human experiene.And then the Master, in his hour of teahing, went on to make lear these truths:Until the raes beome highly intelligent and more fully ivilized, there will persist many ofthose hildlike and superstitious eremonies whih are so harateristi of the evolutionary religiouspraties of primitive and bakward peoples. Until the human rae progresses to the level of ahigher and more general reognition of the realities of spiritual experiene, large numbers of menand women will ontinue to show a personal preferene for those religions of authority whih requireonly intelletual assent, in ontrast to the religion of the spirit, whih entails ative partiipation ofmind and soul in the faith adventure of grappling with the rigorous realities of progressive humanexperiene.The aeptane of the traditional religions of authority presents the easy way out for man's urgeto seek satisfation for the longings of his spiritual nature. The settled, rystallized, and establishedreligions of authority a�ord a ready refuge to whih the distrated and distraught soul of man mayee when harassed by fear and tormented by unertainty. Suh a religion requires of its devotees, asthe prie to be paid for its satisfations and assuranes, only a passive and purely intelletual assent.And for a long time there will live on earth those timid, fearful, and hesitant individuals who willprefer thus to seure their religious onsolations, even though, in so asting their lot with the religions1572



of authority, they ompromise the sovereignty of personality, debase the dignity of self-respet, andutterly surrender the right to partiipate in that most thrilling and inspiring of all possible humanexperienes: the personal quest for truth, the exhilaration of faing the perils of intelletual disovery,the determination to explore the realities of personal religious experiene, the supreme satisfationof experiening the personal triumph of the atual realization of the vitory of spiritual faith overintelletual doubt as it is honestly won in the supreme adventure of all human existene - man seekingGod, for himself and as himself, and �nding him.The religion of the spirit means e�ort, struggle, onit, faith, determination, love, loyalty, andprogress. The religion of the mind - the theology of authority - requires little or none of theseexertions from its formal believers. Tradition is a safe refuge and an easy path for those fearful andhalfhearted souls who instintively shun the spirit struggles and mental unertainties assoiated withthose faith voyages of daring adventure out upon the high seas of unexplored truth in searh for thefarther shores of spiritual realities as they may be disovered by the progressive human mind andexperiened by the evolving human soul.And Jesus went on to say: \At Jerusalem the religious leaders have formulated the various do-trines of their traditional teahers and the prophets of other days into an established system ofintelletual beliefs, a religion of authority. The appeal of all suh religions is largely to the mind.And now are we about to enter upon a deadly onit with suh a religion sine we will so shortlybegin the bold prolamation of a new religion - a religion whih is not a religion in the present-daymeaning of that word, a religion that makes its hief appeal to the divine spirit of my Father whihresides in the mind of man; a religion whih shall derive its authority from the fruits of its aeptanethat will so ertainly appear in the personal experiene of all who really and truly beome believersin the truths of this higher spiritual ommunion."Pointing out eah of the twenty-four and alling them by name, Jesus said: \And now, whih oneof you would prefer to take this easy path of onformity to an established and fossilized religion,as defended by the Pharisees at Jerusalem, rather than to su�er the diÆulties and perseutionsattendant upon the mission of prolaiming a better way of salvation to men while you realize thesatisfation of disovering for yourselves the beauties of the realities of a living and personal experienein the eternal truths and supreme grandeurs of the kingdom of heaven? Are you fearful, soft, andease-seeking? Are you afraid to trust your future in the hands of the God of truth, whose sons youare? Are you distrustful of the Father, whose hildren you are? Will you go bak to the easy pathof the ertainty and intelletual settledness of the religion of traditional authority, or will you girdyourselves to go forward with me into that unertain and troublous future of prolaiming the newtruths of the religion of the spirit, the kingdom of heaven in the hearts of men?"All twenty-four of his hearers rose to their feet, intending to signify their united and loyal responseto this, one of the few emotional appeals whih Jesus ever made to them, but he raised his hand andstopped them, saying: \Go now apart by yourselves, eah man alone with the Father, and there �ndthe unemotional answer to my question, and having found suh a true and sinere attitude of soul,speak that answer freely and boldly to my Father and your Father, whose in�nite life of love is thevery spirit of the religion we prolaim."The evangelists and apostles went apart by themselves for a short time. Their spirits were uplifted,their minds were inspired, and their emotions mightily stirred by what Jesus had said. But whenAndrew alled them together, the Master said only: \Let us resume our journey. We go into Phoeniiato tarry for a season, and all of you should pray the Father to transform your emotions of mind andbody into the higher loyalties of mind and the more satisfying experienes of the spirit."As they journeyed on down the road, the twenty-four were silent, but presently they began to talkone with another, and by three o'lok that afternoon they ould not go farther; they ame to a halt,and Peter, going up to Jesus, said: \Master, you have spoken to us the words of life and truth. Wewould hear more; we beseeh you to speak to us further onerning these matters."1573



155.6 The Seond Disourse on ReligionAnd so, while they paused in the shade of the hillside, Jesus ontinued to teah them regarding thereligion of the spirit, in substane saying:You have ome out from among those of your fellows who hoose to remain satis�ed with a religionof mind, who rave seurity and prefer onformity. You have eleted to exhange your feelings ofauthoritative ertainty for the assuranes of the spirit of adventurous and progressive faith. You havedared to protest against the grueling bondage of institutional religion and to rejet the authority ofthe traditions of reord whih are now regarded as the word of God. Our Father did indeed speakthrough Moses, Elijah, Isaiah, Amos, and Hosea, but he did not ease to minister words of truth tothe world when these prophets of old made an end of their utteranes. My Father is no respeterof raes or generations in that the word of truth is vouhsafed one age and withheld from another.Commit not the folly of alling that divine whih is wholly human, and fail not to disern the wordsof truth whih ome not through the traditional orales of supposed inspiration.I have alled upon you to be born again, to be born of the spirit. I have alled you out of thedarkness of authority and the lethargy of tradition into the transendent light of the realization ofthe possibility of making for yourselves the greatest disovery possible for the human soul to make- the supernal experiene of �nding God for yourself, in yourself, and of yourself, and of doing allthis as a fat in your own personal experiene. And so may you pass from death to life, from theauthority of tradition to the experiene of knowing God; thus will you pass from darkness to light,from a raial faith inherited to a personal faith ahieved by atual experiene; and thereby will youprogress from a theology of mind handed down by your anestors to a true religion of spirit whihshall be built up in your souls as an eternal endowment.Your religion shall hange from the mere intelletual belief in traditional authority to the atualexperiene of that living faith whih is able to grasp the reality of God and all that relates to thedivine spirit of the Father. The religion of the mind ties you hopelessly to the past; the religionof the spirit onsists in progressive revelation and ever bekons you on toward higher and holierahievements in spiritual ideals and eternal realities.While the religion of authority may impart a present feeling of settled seurity, you pay for suh atransient satisfation the prie of the loss of your spiritual freedom and religious liberty. My Fatherdoes not require of you as the prie of entering the kingdom of heaven that you should fore yourselfto subsribe to a belief in things whih are spiritually repugnant, unholy, and untruthful. It is notrequired of you that your own sense of mery, justie, and truth should be outraged by submission toan outworn system of religious forms and eremonies. The religion of the spirit leaves you forever freeto follow the truth wherever the leadings of the spirit may take you. And who an judge - perhapsthis spirit may have something to impart to this generation whih other generations have refused tohear?Shame on those false religious teahers who would drag hungry souls bak into the dim and distantpast and there leave them! And so are these unfortunate persons doomed to beome frightened byevery new disovery, while they are disom�ted by every new revelation of truth. The prophet whosaid, \He will be kept in perfet peae whose mind is stayed on God," was not a mere intelletualbeliever in authoritative theology. This truth-knowing human had disovered God; he was not merelytalking about God.I admonish you to give up the pratie of always quoting the prophets of old and praising theheroes of Israel, and instead aspire to beome living prophets of the Most High and spiritual heroesof the oming kingdom. To honor the God-knowing leaders of the past may indeed be worth while,but why, in so doing, should you sari�e the supreme experiene of human existene: �nding Godfor yourselves and knowing him in your own souls?1574



Every rae of mankind has its own mental outlook upon human existene; therefore must thereligion of the mind ever run true to these various raial viewpoints. Never an the religions ofauthority ome to uni�ation. Human unity and mortal brotherhood an be ahieved only by andthrough the superendowment of the religion of the spirit. Raial minds may di�er, but all mankind isindwelt by the same divine and eternal spirit. The hope of human brotherhood an only be realizedwhen, and as, the divergent mind religions of authority beome impregnated with, and overshadowedby, the unifying and ennobling religion of the spirit - the religion of personal spiritual experiene.The religions of authority an only divide men and set them in onsientious array against eahother; the religion of the spirit will progressively draw men together and ause them to beomeunderstandingly sympatheti with one another. The religions of authority require of men uniformityin belief, but this is impossible of realization in the present state of the world. The religion of thespirit requires only unity of experiene - uniformity of destiny - making full allowane for diversity ofbelief. The religion of the spirit requires only uniformity of insight, not uniformity of viewpoint andoutlook. The religion of the spirit does not demand uniformity of intelletual views, only unity ofspirit feeling. The religions of authority rystallize into lifeless reeds; the religion of the spirit growsinto the inreasing joy and liberty of ennobling deeds of loving servie and meriful ministration.But wath, lest any of you look with disdain upon the hildren of Abraham beause they have fallenon these evil days of traditional barrenness. Our forefathers gave themselves up to the persistent andpassionate searh for God, and they found him as no other whole rae of men have ever known himsine the times of Adam, who knew muh of this as he was himself a Son of God. My Father hasnot failed to mark the long and untiring struggle of Israel, ever sine the days of Moses, to �nd Godand to know God. For weary generations the Jews have not eased to toil, sweat, groan, travail, andendure the su�erings and experiene the sorrows of a misunderstood and despised people, all in orderthat they might ome a little nearer the disovery of the truth about God. And, notwithstanding allthe failures and falterings of Israel, our fathers progressively, from Moses to the times of Amos andHosea, did reveal inreasingly to the whole world an ever learer and more truthful piture of theeternal God. And so was the way prepared for the still greater revelation of the Father whih youhave been alled to share.Never forget there is only one adventure whih is more satisfying and thrilling than the attempt todisover the will of the living God, and that is the supreme experiene of honestly trying to do thatdivine will. And fail not to remember that the will of God an be done in any earthly oupation.Some allings are not holy and others seular. All things are sared in the lives of those who arespirit led; that is, subordinated to truth, ennobled by love, dominated by mery, and restrained byfairness - justie. The spirit whih my Father and I shall send into the world is not only the Spiritof Truth but also the spirit of idealisti beauty.You must ease to seek for the word of God only on the pages of the olden reords of theologiauthority. Those who are born of the spirit of God shall heneforth disern the word of God regardlessof whene it appears to take origin. Divine truth must not be disounted beause the hannel of itsbestowal is apparently human. Many of your brethren have minds whih aept the theory of Godwhile they spiritually fail to realize the presene of God. And that is just the reason why I have sooften taught you that the kingdom of heaven an best be realized by aquiring the spiritual attitudeof a sinere hild. It is not the mental immaturity of the hild that I ommend to you but ratherthe spiritual simpliity of suh an easy-believing and fully-trusting little one. It is not so importantthat you should know about the fat of God as that you should inreasingly grow in the ability tofeel the presene of God.When you one begin to �nd God in your soul, presently you will begin to disover him in othermen's souls and eventually in all the reatures and reations of a mighty universe. But what hanedoes the Father have to appear as a God of supreme loyalties and divine ideals in the souls of menwho give little or no time to the thoughtful ontemplation of suh eternal realities? While the mind1575



is not the seat of the spiritual nature, it is indeed the gateway thereto.But do not make the mistake of trying to prove to other men that you have found God; you annotonsiously produe suh valid proof, albeit there are two positive and powerful demonstrations ofthe fat that you are God-knowing, and they are:1. The fruits of the spirit of God showing forth in your daily routine life.2. The fat that your entire life plan furnishes positive proof that you have unreservedly riskedeverything you are and have on the adventure of survival after death in the pursuit of the hope of�nding the God of eternity, whose presene you have foretasted in time.Now, mistake not, my Father will ever respond to the faintest iker of faith. He takes note of thephysial and superstitious emotions of the primitive man. And with those honest but fearful soulswhose faith is so weak that it amounts to little more than an intelletual onformity to a passiveattitude of assent to religions of authority, the Father is ever alert to honor and foster even all suhfeeble attempts to reah out for him. But you who have been alled out of darkness into the light areexpeted to believe with a whole heart; your faith shall dominate the ombined attitudes of body,mind, and spirit.You are my apostles, and to you religion shall not beome a theologi shelter to whih you mayee in fear of faing the rugged realities of spiritual progress and idealisti adventure; but rather shallyour religion beome the fat of real experiene whih testi�es that God has found you, idealized,ennobled, and spiritualized you, and that you have enlisted in the eternal adventure of �nding theGod who has thus found and sonshipped you.And when Jesus had �nished speaking, he bekoned to Andrew and, pointing to the west towardPhoeniia, said: \Let us be on our way."
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Chapter 156The Sojourn at Tyre and SidonON FRIDAY afternoon, June 10, Jesus and his assoiates arrived in the environs of Sidon, wherethey stopped at the home of a well-to-do woman who had been a patient in the Bethsaida hospitalduring the times when Jesus was at the height of his popular favor. The evangelists and the apostleswere lodged with her friends in the immediate neighborhood, and they rested over the Sabbath dayamid these refreshing surroundings. They spent almost two and one-half weeks in Sidon and viinitybefore they prepared to visit the oast ities to the north.This June Sabbath day was one of great quiet. The evangelists and apostles were altogetherabsorbed in their meditations regarding the disourses of the Master on religion to whih they hadlistened en route to Sidon. They were all able to appreiate something of what he had told them,but none of them fully grasped the import of his teahing.156.1 The Syrian WomanThere lived near the home of Karuska, where the Master lodged, a Syrian woman who had heardmuh of Jesus as a great healer and teaher, and on this Sabbath afternoon she ame over, bringingher little daughter. The hild, about twelve years old, was a�ited with a grievous nervous disorderharaterized by onvulsions and other distressing manifestations.Jesus had harged his assoiates to tell no one of his presene at the home of Karuska, explainingthat he desired to have a rest. While they had obeyed their Master's instrutions, the servant ofKaruska had gone over to the house of this Syrian woman, Norana, to inform her that Jesus lodgedat the home of her mistress and had urged this anxious mother to bring her a�ited daughter forhealing. This mother, of ourse, believed that her hild was possessed by a demon, an unlean spirit.When Norana arrived with her daughter, the Alpheus twins explained through an interpreter thatthe Master was resting and ould not be disturbed; whereupon Norana replied that she and the hildwould remain right there until the Master had �nished his rest. Peter also endeavored to reason withher and to persuade her to go home. He explained that Jesus was weary with muh teahing andhealing, and that he had ome to Phoeniia for a period of quiet and rest. But it was futile; Noranawould not leave. To Peter's entreaties she replied only: \I will not depart until I have seen yourMaster. I know he an ast the demon out of my hild, and I will not go until the healer has lookedupon my daughter."Then Thomas sought to send the woman away but met only with failure. To him she said: \I havefaith that your Master an ast out this demon whih torments my hild. I have heard of his mightyworks in Galilee, and I believe in him. What has happened to you, his disiples, that you wouldsend away those who ome seeking your Master's help?" And when she had thus spoken, Thomas1577



withdrew.Then ame forward Simon Zelotes to remonstrate with Norana. Said Simon: \Woman, you are aGreek-speaking gentile. It is not right that you should expet the Master to take the bread intendedfor the hildren of the favored household and ast it to the dogs." But Norana refused to take o�enseat Simon's thrust. She replied only: \Yes, teaher, I understand your words. I am only a dog inthe eyes of the Jews, but as onerns your Master, I am a believing dog. I am determined that heshall see my daughter, for I am persuaded that, if he shall but look upon her, he will heal her. Andeven you, my good man, would not dare to deprive the dogs of the privilege of obtaining the rumbswhih hane to fall from the hildren's table."At just this time the little girl was seized with a violent onvulsion before them all, and the motherried out: \There, you an see that my hild is possessed by an evil spirit. If our need does notimpress you, it would appeal to your Master, who I have been told loves all men and dares even toheal the gentiles when they believe. You are not worthy to be his disiples. I will not go until myhild has been ured."Jesus, who had heard all of this onversation through an open window, now ame outside, muhto their surprise, and said: \O woman, great is your faith, so great that I annot withhold that whihyou desire; go your way in peae. Your daughter already has been made whole." And the little girlwas well from that hour. As Norana and the hild took leave, Jesus entreated them to tell no oneof this ourrene; and while his assoiates did omply with this request, the mother and the hildeased not to prolaim the fat of the little girl's healing throughout all the ountryside and even inSidon, so muh so that Jesus found it advisable to hange his lodgings within a few days.The next day, as Jesus taught his apostles, ommenting on the ure of the daughter of the Syrianwoman, he said: \And so it has been all the way along; you see for yourselves how the gentiles areable to exerise saving faith in the teahings of the gospel of the kingdom of heaven. Verily, verily, Itell you that the Father's kingdom shall be taken by the gentiles if the hildren of Abraham are notminded to show faith enough to enter therein."156.2 Teahing in SidonIn entering Sidon, Jesus and his assoiates passed over a bridge, the �rst one many of them had everseen. As they walked over this bridge, Jesus, among other things, said: \This world is only a bridge;you may pass over it, but you should not think to build a dwelling plae upon it."As the twenty-four began their labors in Sidon, Jesus went to stay in a home just north of the ity,the house of Justa and her mother, Bernie. Jesus taught the twenty-four eah morning at the homeof Justa, and they went abroad in Sidon to teah and preah during the afternoons and evenings.The apostles and the evangelists were greatly heered by the manner in whih the gentiles of Sidonreeived their message; during their short sojourn many were added to the kingdom. This periodof about six weeks in Phoeniia was a very fruitful time in the work of winning souls, but the laterJewish writers of the Gospels were wont lightly to pass over the reord of this warm reeption ofJesus' teahings by these gentiles at this very time when suh a large number of his own people werein hostile array against him.In many ways these gentile believers appreiated Jesus' teahings more fully than the Jews. Manyof these Greek-speaking Syrophoeniians ame to know not only that Jesus was like God but alsothat God was like Jesus. These so-alled heathen ahieved a good understanding of the Master'steahings about the uniformity of the laws of this world and the entire universe. They grasped theteahing that God is no respeter of persons, raes, or nations; that there is no favoritism with theUniversal Father; that the universe is wholly and ever law-abiding and unfailingly dependable. These1578



gentiles were not afraid of Jesus; they dared to aept his message. All down through the ages menhave not been unable to omprehend Jesus; they have been afraid to.Jesus made it lear to the twenty-four that he had not ed from Galilee beause he laked ourageto onfront his enemies. They omprehended that he was not yet ready for an open lash withestablished religion, and that he did not seek to beome a martyr. It was during one of theseonferenes at the home of Justa that the Master �rst told his disiples that \even though heavenand earth shall pass away, my words of truth shall not."The theme of Jesus' instrutions during the sojourn at Sidon was spiritual progression. He toldthem they ould not stand still; they must go forward in righteousness or retrogress into evil and sin.He admonished them to \forget those things whih are in the past while you push forward to embraethe greater realities of the kingdom." He besought them not to be ontent with their hildhood inthe gospel but to strive for the attainment of the full stature of divine sonship in the ommunion ofthe spirit and in the fellowship of believers.Said Jesus: \My disiples must not only ease to do evil but learn to do well; you must not onlybe leansed from all onsious sin, but you must refuse to harbor even the feelings of guilt. If youonfess your sins, they are forgiven; therefore must you maintain a onsiene void of o�ense."Jesus greatly enjoyed the keen sense of humor whih these gentiles exhibited. It was the senseof humor displayed by Norana, the Syrian woman, as well as her great and persistent faith, that sotouhed the Master's heart and appealed to his mery. Jesus greatly regretted that his people - theJews - were so laking in humor. He one said to Thomas: \My people take themselves too seriously;they are just about devoid of an appreiation of humor. The burdensome religion of the Phariseesould never have had origin among a people with a sense of humor. They also lak onsisteny; theystrain at gnats and swallow amels."156.3 The Journey up the CoastOn Tuesday, June 28, the Master and his assoiates left Sidon, going up the oast to Porphyreon andHeldua. They were well reeived by the gentiles, and many were added to the kingdom during thisweek of teahing and preahing. The apostles preahed in Porphyreon and the evangelists taughtin Heldua. While the twenty-four were thus engaged in their work, Jesus left them for a period ofthree or four days, paying a visit to the oast ity of Beirut, where he visited with a Syrian namedMalah, who was a believer, and who had been at Bethsaida the year before.On Wednesday, July 6, they all returned to Sidon and tarried at the home of Justa until Sundaymorning, when they departed for Tyre, going south along the oast by way of Sarepta, arriving atTyre on Monday, July 11. By this time the apostles and the evangelists were beoming austomedto working among these so-alled gentiles, who were in reality mainly desended from the earlierCanaanite tribes of still earlier Semiti origin. All of these peoples spoke the Greek language. It wasa great surprise to the apostles and evangelists to observe the eagerness of these gentiles to hear thegospel and to note the readiness with whih many of them believed.156.4 At TyreFrom July 11 to July 24 they taught in Tyre. Eah of the apostles took with him one of theevangelists, and thus two and two they taught and preahed in all parts of Tyre and its environs.The polyglot population of this busy seaport heard them gladly, and many were baptized into theoutward fellowship of the kingdom. Jesus maintained his headquarters at the home of a Jew named1579



Joseph, a believer, who lived three or four miles south of Tyre, not far from the tomb of Hiram whohad been king of the ity-state of Tyre during the times of David and Solomon.Daily, for this period of two weeks, the apostles and evangelists entered Tyre by way of Alexander'smole to ondut small meetings, and eah night most of them would return to the enampment atJoseph's house south of the ity. Every day believers ame out from the ity to talk with Jesus athis resting plae. The Master spoke in Tyre only one, on the afternoon of July 20, when he taughtthe believers onerning the Father's love for all mankind and about the mission of the Son to revealthe Father to all raes of men. There was suh an interest in the gospel of the kingdom amongthese gentiles that, on this oasion, the doors of the Melkarth temple were opened to him, and itis interesting to reord that in subsequent years a Christian hurh was built on the very site of thisanient temple.Many of the leaders in the manufature of Tyrian purple, the dye that made Tyre and Sidonfamous the world over, and whih ontributed so muh to their world-wide ommere and onsequentenrihment, believed in the kingdom. When, shortly thereafter, the supply of the sea animals whihwere the soure of this dye began to diminish, these dye makers went forth in searh of new habitatsof these shell�sh. And thus migrating to the ends of the earth, they arried with them the messageof the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man - the gospel of the kingdom.156.5 Jesus' Teahing at TyreOn this Wednesday afternoon, in the ourse of his address, Jesus �rst told his followers the story ofthe white lily whih rears its pure and snowy head high into the sunshine while its roots are groundedin the slime and muk of the darkened soil beneath. \Likewise," said he, \mortal man, while he hashis roots of origin and being in the animal soil of human nature, an by faith raise his spiritual natureup into the sunlight of heavenly truth and atually bear the noble fruits of the spirit."It was during this same sermon that Jesus made use of his �rst and only parable having to dowith his own trade - arpentry. In the ourse of his admonition to \Build well the foundations forthe growth of a noble harater of spiritual endowments," he said: \In order to yield the fruits ofthe spirit, you must be born of the spirit. You must be taught by the spirit and be led by thespirit if you would live the spirit-�lled life among your fellows. But do not make the mistake ofthe foolish arpenter who wastes valuable time squaring, measuring, and smoothing his worm-eatenand inwardly rotting timber and then, when he has thus bestowed all of his labor upon the unsoundbeam, must rejet it as un�t to enter into the foundations of the building whih he would onstrut towithstand the assaults of time and storm. Let every man make sure that the intelletual and moralfoundations of harater are suh as will adequately support the superstruture of the enlarging andennobling spiritual nature, whih is thus to transform the mortal mind and then, in assoiation withthat re-reated mind, is to ahieve the evolvement of the soul of immortal destiny. Your spirit nature- the jointly reated soul - is a living growth, but the mind and morals of the individual are the soilfrom whih these higher manifestations of human development and divine destiny must spring. Thesoil of the evolving soul is human and material, but the destiny of this ombined reature of mindand spirit is spiritual and divine."On the evening of this same day Nathaniel asked Jesus: \Master, why do we pray that God willlead us not into temptation when we well know from your revelation of the Father that he never doessuh things?" Jesus answered Nathaniel:\It is not strange that you ask suh questions seeing that you are beginning to know the Fatheras I know him, and not as the early Hebrew prophets so dimly saw him. You well know how ourforefathers were disposed to see God in almost everything that happened. They looked for the handof God in all natural ourrenes and in every unusual episode of human experiene. They onneted1580



God with both good and evil. They thought he softened the heart of Moses and hardened the heartof Pharaoh. When man had a strong urge to do something, good or evil, he was in the habit ofaounting for these unusual emotions by remarking: `The Lord spoke to me saying, do thus andso, or go here and there.' Aordingly, sine men so often and so violently ran into temptation, itbeame the habit of our forefathers to believe that God led them thither for testing, punishing, orstrengthening. But you, indeed, now know better. You know that men are all too often led intotemptation by the urge of their own sel�shness and by the impulses of their animal natures. Whenyou are in this way tempted, I admonish you that, while you reognize temptation honestly andsinerely for just what it is, you intelligently rediret the energies of spirit, mind, and body, whihare seeking expression, into higher hannels and toward more idealisti goals. In this way may youtransform your temptations into the highest types of uplifting mortal ministry while you almostwholly avoid these wasteful and weakening onits between the animal and spiritual natures.\But let me warn you against the folly of undertaking to surmount temptation by the e�ort ofsupplanting one desire by another and supposedly superior desire through the mere fore of thehuman will. If you would be truly triumphant over the temptations of the lesser and lower nature,you must ome to that plae of spiritual advantage where you have really and truly developed anatual interest in, and love for, those higher and more idealisti forms of ondut whih your mindis desirous of substituting for these lower and less idealisti habits of behavior that you reognizeas temptation. You will in this way be delivered through spiritual transformation rather than beinreasingly overburdened with the deeptive suppression of mortal desires. The old and the inferiorwill be forgotten in the love for the new and the superior. Beauty is always triumphant over uglinessin the hearts of all who are illuminated by the love of truth. There is mighty power in the expulsiveenergy of a new and sinere spiritual a�etion. And again I say to you, be not overome by evil butrather overome evil with good."Long into the night the apostles and evangelists ontinued to ask questions, and from the manyanswers we would present the following thoughts, restated in modern phraseology:Foreful ambition, intelligent judgment, and seasoned wisdom are the essentials of material suess.Leadership is dependent on natural ability, disretion, will power, and determination. Spiritualdestiny is dependent on faith, love, and devotion to truth - hunger and thirst for righteousness - thewholehearted desire to �nd God and to be like him.Do not beome disouraged by the disovery that you are human. Human nature may tend towardevil, but it is not inherently sinful. Be not downast by your failure wholly to forget some of yourregrettable experienes. The mistakes whih you fail to forget in time will be forgotten in eternity.Lighten your burdens of soul by speedily aquiring a long-distane view of your destiny, a universeexpansion of your areer.Make not the mistake of estimating the soul's worth by the imperfetions of the mind or bythe appetites of the body. Judge not the soul nor evaluate its destiny by the standard of a singleunfortunate human episode. Your spiritual destiny is onditioned only by your spiritual longings andpurposes.Religion is the exlusively spiritual experiene of the evolving immortal soul of the God-knowingman, but moral power and spiritual energy are mighty fores whih may be utilized in dealing withdiÆult soial situations and in solving intriate eonomi problems. These moral and spiritualendowments make all levels of human living riher and more meaningful.You are destined to live a narrow and mean life if you learn to love only those who love you.Human love may indeed be reiproal, but divine love is outgoing in all its satisfation-seeking. Theless of love in any reature's nature, the greater the love need, and the more does divine love seek tosatisfy suh need. Love is never self-seeking, and it annot be self-bestowed. Divine love annot beself-ontained; it must be unsel�shly bestowed. 1581



Kingdom believers should possess an impliit faith, a whole-souled belief, in the ertain triumph ofrighteousness. Kingdom builders must be undoubting of the truth of the gospel of eternal salvation.Believers must inreasingly learn how to step aside from the rush of life - esape the harassments ofmaterial existene - while they refresh the soul, inspire the mind, and renew the spirit by worshipfulommunion.God-knowing individuals are not disouraged by misfortune or downast by disappointment. Be-lievers are immune to the depression onsequent upon purely material upheavals; spirit livers are notperturbed by the episodes of the material world. Candidates for eternal life are pratitioners of aninvigorating and onstrutive tehnique for meeting all of the viissitudes and harassments of mortalliving. Every day a true believer lives, he �nds it easier to do the right thing.Spiritual living mightily inreases true self-respet. But self-respet is not self-admiration. Self-respet is always o-ordinate with the love and servie of one's fellows. It is not possible to respetyourself more than you love your neighbor; the one is the measure of the apaity for the other.As the days pass, every true believer beomes more skillful in alluring his fellows into the loveof eternal truth. Are you more resoureful in revealing goodness to humanity today than you wereyesterday? Are you a better righteousness reommender this year than you were last year? Are youbeoming inreasingly artisti in your tehnique of leading hungry souls into the spiritual kingdom?Are your ideals suÆiently high to insure your eternal salvation while your ideas are so pratialas to render you a useful itizen to funtion on earth in assoiation with your mortal fellows? In thespirit, your itizenship is in heaven; in the esh, you are still itizens of the earth kingdoms. Renderto the Caesars the things whih are material and to God those whih are spiritual.The measure of the spiritual apaity of the evolving soul is your faith in truth and your lovefor man, but the measure of your human strength of harater is your ability to resist the holdingof grudges and your apaity to withstand brooding in the fae of deep sorrow. Defeat is the truemirror in whih you may honestly view your real self.As you grow older in years and more experiened in the a�airs of the kingdom, are you beomingmore tatful in dealing with troublesome mortals and more tolerant in living with stubborn asso-iates? Tat is the fulrum of soial leverage, and tolerane is the earmark of a great soul. If youpossess these rare and harming gifts, as the days pass you will beome more alert and expert inyour worthy e�orts to avoid all unneessary soial misunderstandings. Suh wise souls are able toavoid muh of the trouble whih is ertain to be the portion of all who su�er from lak of emotionaladjustment, those who refuse to grow up, and those who refuse to grow old graefully.Avoid dishonesty and unfairness in all your e�orts to preah truth and prolaim the gospel. Seekno unearned reognition and rave no undeserved sympathy. Love, freely reeive from both divineand human soures regardless of your deserts, and love freely in return. But in all other thingsrelated to honor and adulation seek only that whih honestly belongs to you.The God-onsious mortal is ertain of salvation; he is unafraid of life; he is honest and onsistent.He knows how bravely to endure unavoidable su�ering; he is unomplaining when faed by inesapablehardship.The true believer does not grow weary in well-doing just beause he is thwarted. DiÆulty whetsthe ardor of the truth lover, while obstales only hallenge the exertions of the undaunted kingdombuilder.And many other things Jesus taught them before they made ready to depart from Tyre.The day before Jesus left Tyre for the return to the region of the Sea of Galilee, he alled hisassoiates together and direted the twelve evangelists to go bak by a route di�erent from thatwhih he and the twelve apostles were to take. And after the evangelists here left Jesus, they werenever again so intimately assoiated with him. 1582



156.6 The Return from PhoeniiaAbout noon on Sunday, July 24, Jesus and the twelve left the home of Joseph, south of Tyre, goingdown the oast to Ptolemais. Here they tarried for a day, speaking words of omfort to the ompanyof believers resident there. Peter preahed to them on the evening of July 25.On Tuesday they left Ptolemais, going east inland to near Jotapata by way of the Tiberias road.Wednesday they stopped at Jotapata and instruted the believers further in the things of the king-dom. Thursday they left Jotapata, going north on the Nazareth-Mount Lebanon trail to the villageof Zebulun, by way of Ramah. They held meetings at Ramah on Friday and remained over theSabbath. They reahed Zebulun on Sunday, the 31st, holding a meeting that evening and departingthe next morning.Leaving Zebulun, they journeyed over to the juntion with the Magdala-Sidon road near Gishala,and thene they made their way to Gennesaret on the western shores of the lake of Galilee, southof Capernaum, where they had appointed to meet with David Zebedee, and where they intended totake ounsel as to the next move to be made in the work of preahing the gospel of the kingdom.During a brief onferene with David they learned that many leaders were then gathered togetheron the opposite side of the lake near Kheresa, and aordingly, that very evening a boat took themaross. For one day they rested quietly in the hills, going on the next day to the park, near by, wherethe Master one fed the �ve thousand. Here they rested for three days and held daily onferenes,whih were attended by about �fty men and women, the remnants of the one numerous ompanyof believers resident in Capernaum and its environs.While Jesus was absent from Capernaum and Galilee, the period of the Phoeniian sojourn, hisenemies rekoned that the whole movement had been broken up and onluded that Jesus' haste inwithdrawing indiated he was so thoroughly frightened that he would not likely ever return to botherthem. All ative opposition to his teahings had about subsided. The believers were beginning tohold publi meetings one more, and there was ourring a gradual but e�etive onsolidation of thetried and true survivors of the great sifting through whih the gospel believers had just passed.Philip, the brother of Herod, had beome a halfhearted believer in Jesus and sent word that theMaster was free to live and work in his domains.The mandate to lose the synagogues of all Jewry to the teahings of Jesus and all his followershad worked adversely upon the sribes and Pharisees. Immediately upon Jesus' removing himself asan objet of ontroversy, there ourred a reation among the entire Jewish people; there was generalresentment against the Pharisees and the Sanhedrin leaders at Jerusalem. Many of the rulers ofthe synagogues began surreptitiously to open their synagogues to Abner and his assoiates, laimingthat these teahers were followers of John and not disiples of Jesus.Even Herod Antipas experiened a hange of heart and, on learning that Jesus was sojourningaross the lake in the territory of his brother Philip, sent word to him that, while he had signedwarrants for his arrest in Galilee, he had not so authorized his apprehension in Perea, thus indiatingthat Jesus would not be molested if he remained outside of Galilee; and he ommuniated this sameruling to the Jews at Jerusalem.And that was the situation about the �rst of August, A.D. 29, when the Master returned fromthe Phoeniian mission and began the reorganization of his sattered, tested, and depleted fores forthis last and eventful year of his mission on earth.The issues of battle are learly drawn as the Master and his assoiates prepare to begin theprolamation of a new religion, the religion of the spirit of the living God who dwells in the mindsof men. 1583
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Chapter 157At Caesarea-PhilippiBEFORE Jesus took the twelve for a short sojourn in the viinity of Caesarea-Philippi, he arrangedthrough the messengers of David to go over to Capernaum on Sunday, August 7, for the purposeof meeting his family. By prearrangement this visit was to our at the Zebedee boatshop. DavidZebedee had arranged with Jude, Jesus' brother, for the presene of the entire Nazareth family -Mary and all of Jesus' brothers and sisters - and Jesus went with Andrew and Peter to keep thisappointment. It was ertainly the intention of Mary and the hildren to keep this engagement, but itso happened that a group of the Pharisees, knowing that Jesus was on the opposite side of the lake inPhilip's domains, deided to all upon Mary to learn what they ould of his whereabouts. The arrivalof these Jerusalem emissaries greatly perturbed Mary, and noting the tension and nervousness of theentire family, they onluded that Jesus must have been expeted to pay them a visit. Aordinglythey installed themselves in Mary's home and, after summoning reinforements, waited patiently forJesus' arrival. And this, of ourse, e�etively prevented any of the family from attempting to keeptheir appointment with Jesus. Several times during the day both Jude and Ruth endeavored to eludethe vigilane of the Pharisees in their e�orts to send word to Jesus, but it was of no avail.Early in the afternoon David's messengers brought Jesus word that the Pharisees were enampedon the doorstep of his mother's house, and therefore he made no attempt to visit his family. And soagain, through no fault of either, Jesus and his earth family failed to make ontat.157.1 The Temple-Tax ColletorAs Jesus, with Andrew and Peter, tarried by the lake near the boatshop, a temple-tax olletorame upon them and, reognizing Jesus, alled Peter to one side and said: \Does not your Masterpay the temple tax?" Peter was inlined to show indignation at the suggestion that Jesus should beexpeted to ontribute to the maintenane of the religious ativities of his sworn enemies, but, notinga peuliar expression on the fae of the tax olletor, he rightly surmised that it was the purpose toentrap them in the at of refusing to pay the ustomary half shekel for the support of the templeservies at Jerusalem. Aordingly, Peter replied: \Why of ourse the Master pays the temple tax.You wait by the gate, and I will presently return with the tax."Now Peter had spoken hastily. Judas arried their funds, and he was aross the lake. Neither he,his brother, nor Jesus had brought along any money. And knowing that the Pharisees were lookingfor them, they ould not well go to Bethsaida to obtain money. When Peter told Jesus about theolletor and that he had promised him the money, Jesus said: \If you have promised, then shouldyou pay. But wherewith will you redeem your promise? Will you again beome a �sherman that youmay honor your word? Nevertheless, Peter, it is well in the irumstanes that we pay the tax. Letus give these men no oasion for o�ense at our attitude. We will wait here while you go with the1585



boat and ast for the �sh, and when you have sold them at yonder market, pay the olletor for allthree of us."All of this had been overheard by the seret messenger of David who stood near by, and who thensignaled to an assoiate, �shing near the shore, to ome in quikly. When Peter made ready to goout in the boat for a ath, this messenger and his �sherman friend presented him with several largebaskets of �sh and assisted him in arrying them to the �sh merhant near by, who purhased theath, paying suÆient, with what was added by the messenger of David, to meet the temple tax forthe three. The olletor aepted the tax, foregoing the penalty for tardy payment beause they hadbeen for some time absent from Galilee.It is not strange that you have a reord of Peter's athing a �sh with a shekel in its mouth. Inthose days there were urrent many stories about �nding treasures in the mouths of �shes; suh talesof near mirales were ommonplae. So, as Peter left them to go toward the boat, Jesus remarked,half-humorously: \Strange that the sons of the king must pay tribute; usually it is the strangerwho is taxed for the upkeep of the ourt, but it behooves us to a�ord no stumbling blok for theauthorities. Go hene! maybe you will ath the �sh with the shekel in its mouth." Jesus havingthus spoken, and Peter so soon appearing with the temple tax, it is not surprising that the episodebeame later expanded into a mirale as reorded by the writer of Matthew's Gospel.Jesus, with Andrew and Peter, waited by the seashore until nearly sundown. Messengers broughtthem word that Mary's house was still under surveillane; therefore, when it grew dark, the threewaiting men entered their boat and slowly rowed away toward the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee.157.2 At Bethsaida-JuliasOn Monday, August 8, while Jesus and the twelve apostles were enamped in Magadan Park, nearBethsaida-Julias, more than one hundred believers, the evangelists, the women's orps, and othersinterested in the establishment of the kingdom, ame over from Capernaum for a onferene. Andmany of the Pharisees, learning that Jesus was here, ame also. By this time some of the Saddueeswere united with the Pharisees in their e�ort to entrap Jesus. Before going into the losed onferenewith the believers, Jesus held a publi meeting at whih the Pharisees were present, and they hekledthe Master and otherwise sought to disturb the assembly. Said the leader of the disturbers: \Teaher,we would like you to give us a sign of your authority to teah, and then, when the same shall ometo pass, all men will know that you have been sent by God." And Jesus answered them: \When it isevening, you say it will be fair weather, for the heaven is red; in the morning it will be foul weather,for the heaven is red and lowering. When you see a loud rising in the west, you say showers willome; when the wind blows from the south, you say sorhing heat will ome. How is it that you sowell know how to disern the fae of the heavens but are so utterly unable to disern the signs of thetimes? To those who would know the truth, already has a sign been given; but to an evil-mindedand hyporitial generation no sign shall be given."When Jesus had thus spoken, he withdrew and prepared for the evening onferene with hisfollowers. At this onferene it was deided to undertake a united mission throughout all the itiesand villages of the Deapolis as soon as Jesus and the twelve should return from their proposedvisit to Caesarea-Philippi. The Master partiipated in planning for the Deapolis mission and, indismissing the ompany, said: \I say to you, beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and the Sadduees.Be not deeived by their show of muh learning and by their profound loyalty to the forms of religion.Be only onerned with the spirit of living truth and the power of true religion. It is not the fearof a dead religion that will save you but rather your faith in a living experiene in the spiritualrealities of the kingdom. Do not allow yourselves to beome blinded by prejudie and paralyzed byfear. Neither permit reverene for the traditions so to pervert your understanding that your eyes see1586



not and your ears hear not. It is not the purpose of true religion merely to bring peae but ratherto insure progress. And there an be no peae in the heart or progress in the mind unless you fallwholeheartedly in love with truth, the ideals of eternal realities. The issues of life and death arebeing set before you - the sinful pleasures of time against the righteous realities of eternity. Evennow you should begin to �nd deliverane from the bondage of fear and doubt as you enter upon theliving of the new life of faith and hope. And when the feelings of servie for your fellow men arisewithin your soul, do not stie them; when the emotions of love for your neighbor well up withinyour heart, give expression to suh urges of a�etion in intelligent ministry to the real needs of yourfellows."
157.3 Peter's ConfessionEarly Tuesday morning Jesus and the twelve apostles left Magadan Park for Caesarea-Philippi, theapital of the Tetrarh Philip's domain. Caesarea-Philippi was situated in a region of wondrousbeauty. It nestled in a harming valley between seni hills where the Jordan poured forth from anunderground ave. The heights of Mount Hermon were in full view to the north, while from the hillsjust to the south a magni�ent view was had of the upper Jordan and the Sea of Galilee.Jesus had gone to Mount Hermon in his early experiene with the a�airs of the kingdom, andnow that he was entering upon the �nal epoh of his work, he desired to return to this mount oftrial and triumph, where he hoped the apostles might gain a new vision of their responsibilities andaquire new strength for the trying times just ahead. As they journeyed along the way, about thetime of passing south of the Waters of Merom, the apostles fell to talking among themselves abouttheir reent experienes in Phoeniia and elsewhere and to reounting how their message had beenreeived, and how the di�erent peoples regarded their Master.As they paused for lunh, Jesus suddenly onfronted the twelve with the �rst question he had everaddressed to them onerning himself. He asked this surprising question, \Who do men say that Iam?"Jesus had spent long months in training these apostles as to the nature and harater of thekingdom of heaven, and he well knew the time had ome when he must begin to teah them moreabout his own nature and his personal relationship to the kingdom. And now, as they were seatedunder the mulberry trees, the Master made ready to hold one of the most momentous sessions of hislong assoiation with the hosen apostles.More than half the apostles partiipated in answering Jesus' question. They told him that hewas regarded as a prophet or as an extraordinary man by all who knew him; that even his enemiesgreatly feared him, aounting for his powers by the inditment that he was in league with the prineof devils. They told him that some in Judea and Samaria who had not met him personally believedhe was John the Baptist risen from the dead. Peter explained that he had been, at sundry times andby various persons, ompared with Moses, Elijah, Isaiah, and Jeremiah. When Jesus had listenedto this report, he drew himself upon his feet, and looking down upon the twelve sitting about himin a semiirle, with startling emphasis he pointed to them with a sweeping gesture of his handand asked, \But who say you that I am?" There was a moment of tense silene. The twelve nevertook their eyes o� the Master, and then Simon Peter, springing to his feet, exlaimed: \You are theDeliverer, the Son of the living God." And the eleven sitting apostles arose to their feet with oneaord, thereby indiating that Peter had spoken for all of them.When Jesus had bekoned them again to be seated, and while still standing before them, he said:\This has been revealed to you by my Father. The hour has ome when you should know the truthabout me. But for the time being I harge you that you tell this to no man. Let us go hene."1587



And so they resumed their journey to Caesarea-Philippi, arriving late that evening and stoppingat the home of Celsus, who was expeting them. The apostles slept little that night; they seemed tosense that a great event in their lives and in the work of the kingdom had transpired.157.4 The Talk About the KingdomSine the oasions of Jesus' baptism by John and the turning of the water into wine at Cana, theapostles had, at various times, virtually aepted him as the Messiah. For short periods some ofthem had truly believed that he was the expeted Deliverer. But hardly would suh hopes spring upin their hearts than the Master would dash them to piees by some rushing word or disappointingdeed. They had long been in a state of turmoil due to onit between the onepts of the expetedMessiah whih they held in their minds and the experiene of their extraordinary assoiation withthis extraordinary man whih they held in their hearts.It was late forenoon on this Wednesday when the apostles assembled in Celsus' garden for theirnoontime meal. During most of the night and sine they had arisen that morning, Simon Peterand Simon Zelotes had been earnestly laboring with their brethren to bring them all to the pointof the wholehearted aeptane of the Master, not merely as the Messiah, but also as the divineSon of the living God. The two Simons were well-nigh agreed in their estimate of Jesus, and theylabored diligently to bring their brethren around to the full aeptane of their views. While Andrewontinued as the diretor-general of the apostoli orps, his brother, Simon Peter, was beoming,inreasingly and by ommon onsent, the spokesman for the twelve.They were all seated in the garden at just about noon when the Master appeared. They woreexpressions of digni�ed solemnity, and all arose to their feet as he approahed them. Jesus relievedthe tension by that friendly and fraternal smile whih was so harateristi of him when his followerstook themselves, or some happening related to themselves, too seriously. With a ommanding gesturehe indiated that they should be seated. Never again did the twelve greet their Master by arisingwhen he ame into their presene. They saw that he did not approve of suh an outward show ofrespet.After they had partaken of their meal and were engaged in disussing plans for the forthomingtour of the Deapolis, Jesus suddenly looked up into their faes and said: \Now that a full day haspassed sine you assented to Simon Peter's delaration regarding the identity of the Son of Man, Iwould ask if you still hold to your deision?" On hearing this, the twelve stood upon their feet, andSimon Peter, stepping a few paes forward toward Jesus, said: \Yes, Master, we do. We believe thatyou are the Son of the living God." And Peter sat down with his brethren.Jesus, still standing, then said to the twelve: \You are my hosen ambassadors, but I know that,in the irumstanes, you ould not entertain this belief as a result of mere human knowledge. Thisis a revelation of the spirit of my Father to your inmost souls. And when, therefore, you make thisonfession by the insight of the spirit of my Father whih dwells within you, I am led to delarethat upon this foundation will I build the brotherhood of the kingdom of heaven. Upon this rokof spiritual reality will I build the living temple of spiritual fellowship in the eternal realities of myFather's kingdom. All the fores of evil and the hosts of sin shall not prevail against this humanfraternity of the divine spirit. And while my Father's spirit shall ever be the divine guide and mentorof all who enter the bonds of this spirit fellowship, to you and your suessors I now deliver the keysof the outward kingdom - the authority over things temporal - the soial and eonomi features ofthis assoiation of men and women as fellows of the kingdom." And again he harged them, for thetime being, that they should tell no man that he was the Son of God.Jesus was beginning to have faith in the loyalty and integrity of his apostles. The Master oneivedthat a faith whih ould stand what his hosen representatives had reently passed through would1588



undoubtedly endure the �ery trials whih were just ahead and emerge from the apparent wrekage ofall their hopes into the new light of a new dispensation and thereby be able to go forth to enlightena world sitting in darkness. On this day the Master began to believe in the faith of his apostles, saveone.And ever sine that day this same Jesus has been building that living temple upon that sameeternal foundation of his divine sonship, and those who thereby beome self-onsious sons of Godare the human stones whih onstitute this living temple of sonship ereting to the glory and honorof the wisdom and love of the eternal Father of spirits.And when Jesus had thus spoken, he direted the twelve to go apart by themselves in the hills toseek wisdom, strength, and spiritual guidane until the time of the evening meal. And they did asthe Master admonished them.157.5 The New ConeptThe new and vital feature of Peter's onfession was the lear-ut reognition that Jesus was theSon of God, of his unquestioned divinity. Ever sine his baptism and the wedding at Cana theseapostles had variously regarded him as the Messiah, but it was not a part of the Jewish onept ofthe national deliverer that he should be divine. The Jews had not taught that the Messiah wouldspring from divinity; he was to be the \anointed one," but hardly had they ontemplated him asbeing \the Son of God." In the seond onfession more emphasis was plaed upon the ombinednature, the supernal fat that he was the Son of Man and the Son of God, and it was upon this greattruth of the union of the human nature with the divine nature that Jesus delared he would buildthe kingdom of heaven.Jesus had sought to live his life on earth and omplete his bestowal mission as the Son of Man.His followers were disposed to regard him as the expeted Messiah. Knowing that he ould neverful�ll their Messiani expetations, he endeavored to e�et suh a modi�ation of their onept ofthe Messiah as would enable him partially to meet their expetations. But he now reognized thatsuh a plan ould hardly be arried through suessfully. He therefore eleted boldly to dislose thethird plan - openly to announe his divinity, aknowledge the truthfulness of Peter's onfession, anddiretly prolaim to the twelve that he was a Son of God.For three years Jesus had been prolaiming that he was the \Son of Man," while for these samethree years the apostles had been inreasingly insistent that he was the expeted Jewish Messiah.He now dislosed that he was the Son of God, and upon the onept of the ombined nature of theSon of Man and the Son of God, he determined to build the kingdom of heaven. He had deided torefrain from further e�orts to onvine them that he was not the Messiah. He now proposed boldlyto reveal to them what he is, and then to ignore their determination to persist in regarding him asthe Messiah.157.6 The Next AfternoonJesus and the apostles remained another day at the home of Celsus, waiting for messengers to arrivefrom David Zebedee with funds. Following the ollapse of the popularity of Jesus with the massesthere ourred a great falling o� in revenue. When they reahed Caesarea-Philippi, the treasurywas empty. Matthew was loath to leave Jesus and his brethren at suh a time, and he had noready funds of his own to hand over to Judas as he had so many times done in the past. However,David Zebedee had foreseen this probable diminution of revenue and had aordingly instruted hismessengers that, as they made their way through Judea, Samaria, and Galilee, they should at as1589



olletors of money to be forwarded to the exiled apostles and their Master. And so, by evening ofthis day, these messengers arrived from Bethsaida bringing funds suÆient to sustain the apostlesuntil their return to embark upon the Deapolis tour. Matthew expeted to have money from thesale of his last piee of property in Capernaum by that time, having arranged that these funds shouldbe anonymously turned over to Judas.Neither Peter nor the other apostles had a very adequate oneption of Jesus' divinity. They littlerealized that this was the beginning of a new epoh in their Master's areer on earth, the time whenthe teaher-healer was beoming the newly oneived Messiah - the Son of God. From this time ona new note appeared in the Master's message. Heneforth his one ideal of living was the revelationof the Father, while his one idea in teahing was to present to his universe the personi�ation of thatsupreme wisdom whih an only be omprehended by living it. He ame that we all might have lifeand have it more abundantly.Jesus now entered upon the fourth and last stage of his human life in the esh. The �rst stage wasthat of his hildhood, the years when he was only dimly onsious of his origin, nature, and destinyas a human being. The seond stage was the inreasingly self-onsious years of youth and advaningmanhood, during whih he ame more learly to omprehend his divine nature and human mission.This seond stage ended with the experienes and revelations assoiated with his baptism. The thirdstage of the Master's earth experiene extended from the baptism through the years of his ministryas teaher and healer and up to this momentous hour of Peter's onfession at Caesarea-Philippi. Thisthird period of his earth life embraed the times when his apostles and his immediate followers knewhim as the Son of Man and regarded him as the Messiah. The fourth and last period of his earthareer began here at Caesarea-Philippi and extended on to the rui�xion. This stage of his ministrywas haraterized by his aknowledgment of divinity and embraed the labors of his last year in theesh. During the fourth period, while the majority of his followers still regarded him as the Messiah,he beame known to the apostles as the Son of God. Peter's onfession marked the beginning of thenew period of the more omplete realization of the truth of his supreme ministry as a bestowal Sonon Urantia and for an entire universe, and the reognition of that fat, at least hazily, by his hosenambassadors.Thus did Jesus exemplify in his life what he taught in his religion: the growth of the spiritualnature by the tehnique of living progress. He did not plae emphasis, as did his later followers,upon the inessant struggle between the soul and the body. He rather taught that the spirit waseasy vitor over both and e�etive in the pro�table reoniliation of muh of this intelletual andinstintual warfare.A new signi�ane attahes to all of Jesus' teahings from this point on. Before Caesarea-Philippihe presented the gospel of the kingdom as its master teaher. After Caesarea-Philippi he appearednot merely as a teaher but as the divine representative of the eternal Father, who is the enter andirumferene of this spiritual kingdom, and it was required that he do all this as a human being,the Son of Man.Jesus had sinerely endeavored to lead his followers into the spiritual kingdom as a teaher, thenas a teaher-healer, but they would not have it so. He well knew that his earth mission ould notpossibly ful�ll the Messiani expetations of the Jewish people; the olden prophets had portrayed aMessiah whih he ould never be. He sought to establish the Father's kingdom as the Son of Man,but his followers would not go forward in the adventure. Jesus, seeing this, then eleted to meet hisbelievers part way and in so doing prepared openly to assume the role of the bestowal Son of God.Aordingly, the apostles heard muh that was new as Jesus talked to them this day in thegarden. And some of these pronounements sounded strange even to them. Among other startlingannounements they listened to suh as the following:\From this time on, if any man would have fellowship with us, let him assume the obligations of1590



sonship and follow me. And when I am no more with you, think not that the world will treat youbetter than it did your Master. If you love me, prepare to prove this a�etion by your willingness tomake the supreme sari�e."\And mark well my words: I have not ome to all the righteous, but sinners. The Son of Maname not to be ministered to, but to minister and to bestow his life as the gift for all. I delare toyou that I have ome to seek and to save those who are lost."\No man in this world now sees the Father exept the Son who ame forth from the Father. Butif the Son be lifted up, he will draw all men to himself, and whosoever believes this truth of theombined nature of the Son shall be endowed with life that is more than age-abiding."\We may not yet prolaim openly that the Son of Man is the Son of God, but it has been revealedto you; wherefore do I speak boldly to you onerning these mysteries. Though I stand before youin this physial presene, I ame forth from God the Father. Before Abraham was, I am. I didome forth from the Father into this world as you have known me, and I delare to you that I mustpresently leave this world and return to the work of my Father."\And now an your faith omprehend the truth of these delarations in the fae of my warning youthat the Son of Man will not meet the expetations of your fathers as they oneived the Messiah?My kingdom is not of this world. Can you believe the truth about me in the fae of the fat that,though the foxes have holes and the birds of heaven have nests, I have not where to lay my head?"\Nevertheless, I tell you that the Father and I are one. He who has seen me has seen the Father.My Father is working with me in all these things, and he will never leave me alone in my mission,even as I will never forsake you when you presently go forth to prolaim this gospel throughout theworld.\And now have I brought you apart with me and by yourselves for a little while that you mayomprehend the glory, and grasp the grandeur, of the life to whih I have alled you: the faith-adventure of the establishment of my Father's kingdom in the hearts of mankind, the building of myfellowship of living assoiation with the souls of all who believe this gospel."The apostles listened to these bold and startling statements in silene; they were stunned. Andthey dispersed in small groups to disuss and ponder the Master's words. They had onfessed thathe was the Son of God, but they ould not grasp the full meaning of what they had been led to do.157.7 Andrew's ConfereneThat evening Andrew took it upon himself to hold a personal and searhing onferene with eahof his brethren, and he had pro�table and heartening talks with all of his assoiates exept JudasIsariot. Andrew had never enjoyed suh intimate personal assoiation with Judas as with theother apostles and therefore had not thought it of serious aount that Judas never had freely andon�dentially related himself to the head of the apostoli orps. But Andrew was now so worried byJudas's attitude that, later on that night, after all the apostles were fast asleep, he sought out Jesusand presented his ause for anxiety to the Master. Said Jesus: \It is not amiss, Andrew, that youhave ome to me with this matter, but there is nothing more that we an do; only go on plaing theutmost on�dene in this apostle. And say nothing to his brethren onerning this talk with me."And that was all Andrew ould eliit from Jesus. Always had there been some strangeness betweenthis Judean and his Galilean brethren. Judas had been shoked by the death of John the Baptist,severely hurt by the Master's rebukes on several oasions, disappointed when Jesus refused to bemade king, humiliated when he ed from the Pharisees, hagrined when he refused to aept thehallenge of the Pharisees for a sign, bewildered by the refusal of his Master to resort to manifestationsof power, and now, more reently, depressed and sometimes dejeted by an empty treasury. And1591



Judas missed the stimulus of the multitudes.Eah of the other apostles was, in some and varying measure, likewise a�eted by these selfsametrials and tribulations, but they loved Jesus. At least they must have loved the Master more thandid Judas, for they went through with him to the bitter end.Being from Judea, Judas took personal o�ense at Jesus' reent warning to the apostles to \bewarethe leaven of the Pharisees"; he was disposed to regard this statement as a veiled referene tohimself. But the great mistake of Judas was: Time and again, when Jesus would send his apostleso� by themselves to pray, Judas, instead of engaging in sinere ommunion with the spiritual foresof the universe, indulged in thoughts of human fear while he persisted in the entertainment of subtledoubts about the mission of Jesus as well as giving in to his unfortunate tendeny to harbor feelingsof revenge.And now Jesus would take his apostles along with him to Mount Hermon, where he had appointedto inaugurate his fourth phase of earth ministry as the Son of God. Some of them were present athis baptism in the Jordan and had witnessed the beginning of his areer as the Son of Man, and hedesired that some of them should also be present to hear his authority for the assumption of the newand publi role of a Son of God. Aordingly, on the morning of Friday, August 12, Jesus said to thetwelve: \Lay in provisions and prepare yourselves for a journey to yonder mountain, where the spiritbids me go to be endowed for the �nish of my work on earth. And I would take my brethren alongthat they may also be strengthened for the trying times of going with me through this experiene."
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Chapter 158The Mount of Trans�gurationIT WAS near sundown on Friday afternoon, August 12, A.D. 29, when Jesus and his assoiatesreahed the foot of Mount Hermon, near the very plae where the lad Tiglath one waited while theMaster asended the mountain alone to settle the spiritual destinies of Urantia and tehnially toterminate the Luifer rebellion. And here they sojourned for two days in spiritual preparation forthe events so soon to follow.In a general way, Jesus knew beforehand what was to transpire on the mountain, and he muhdesired that all his apostles might share this experiene. It was to �t them for this revelation ofhimself that he tarried with them at the foot of the mountain. But they ould not attain thosespiritual levels whih would justify their exposure to the full experiene of the visitation of theelestial beings so soon to appear on earth. And sine he ould not take all of his assoiates withhim, he deided to take only the three who were in the habit of aompanying him on suh speialvigils. Aordingly, only Peter, James, and John shared even a part of this unique experiene withthe Master.158.1 The Trans�gurationEarly on the morning of Monday, August 15, Jesus and the three apostles began the asent of MountHermon, and this was six days after the memorable noontide onfession of Peter by the roadsideunder the mulberry trees.Jesus had been summoned to go up on the mountain, apart by himself, for the transation ofimportant matters having to do with the progress of his bestowal in the esh as this experiene wasrelated to the universe of his own reation. It is signi�ant that this extraordinary event was timedto our while Jesus and the apostles were in the lands of the gentiles, and that it atually transpiredon a mountain of the gentiles.They reahed their destination, about halfway up the mountain, shortly before noon, and whileeating lunh, Jesus told the three apostles something of his experiene in the hills to the east of Jordanshortly after his baptism and also some more of his experiene on Mount Hermon in onnetion withhis former visit to this lonely retreat.When a boy, Jesus used to asend the hill near his home and dream of the battles whih hadbeen fought by the armies of empires on the plain of Esdraelon; now he asended Mount Hermon toreeive the endowment whih was to prepare him to desend upon the plains of the Jordan to enatthe losing senes of the drama of his bestowal on Urantia. The Master ould have relinquished thestruggle this day on Mount Hermon and returned to his rule of the universe domains, but he notonly hose to meet the requirements of his order of divine sonship embraed in the mandate of the1593



Eternal Son on Paradise, but he also eleted to meet the last and full measure of the present will ofhis Paradise Father. On this day in August three of his apostles saw him deline to be invested withfull universe authority. They looked on in amazement as the elestial messengers departed, leavinghim alone to �nish out his earth life as the Son of Man and the Son of God.The faith of the apostles was at a high point at the time of the feeding of the �ve thousand,and then it rapidly fell almost to zero. Now, as a result of the Master's admission of his divinity,the lagging faith of the twelve arose in the next few weeks to its highest pith, only to undergo aprogressive deline. The third revival of their faith did not our until after the Master's resurretion.It was about three o'lok on this beautiful afternoon that Jesus took leave of the three apostles,saying: \I go apart by myself for a season to ommune with the Father and his messengers; I bidyou tarry here and, while awaiting my return, pray that the Father's will may be done in all yourexperiene in onnetion with the further bestowal mission of the Son of Man." And after sayingthis to them, Jesus withdrew for a long onferene with Gabriel and the Father Melhizedek, notreturning until about six o'lok. When Jesus saw their anxiety over his prolonged absene, he said:\Why were you afraid? You well know I must be about my Father's business; wherefore do youdoubt when I am not with you? I now delare that the Son of Man has hosen to go through his fulllife in your midst and as one of you. Be of good heer; I will not leave you until my work is �nished."As they partook of their meager evening meal, Peter asked the Master, \How long do we remainon this mountain away from our brethren?" And Jesus answered: \Until you shall see the glory ofthe Son of Man and know that whatsoever I have delared to you is true." And they talked over thea�airs of the Luifer rebellion while seated about the glowing embers of their �re until darkness drewon and the apostles' eyes grew heavy, for they had begun their journey very early that morning.When the three had been fast asleep for about half an hour, they were suddenly awakened by anear-by rakling sound, and muh to their amazement and onsternation, on looking about them,they beheld Jesus in intimate onverse with two brilliant beings lothed in the habiliments of the lightof the elestial world. And Jesus' fae and form shone with the luminosity of a heavenly light. Thesethree onversed in a strange language, but from ertain things said, Peter erroneously onjeturedthat the beings with Jesus were Moses and Elijah; in reality, they were Gabriel and the FatherMelhizedek. The physial ontrollers had arranged for the apostles to witness this sene beause ofJesus' request.The three apostles were so badly frightened that they were slow in olleting their wits, but Peter,who was �rst to reover himself, said, as the dazzling vision faded from before them and they observedJesus standing alone: \Jesus, Master, it is good to have been here. We rejoie to see this glory. Weare loath to go bak down to the inglorious world. If you are willing, let us abide here, and we willeret three tents, one for you, one for Moses, and one for Elijah." And Peter said this beause of hisonfusion, and beause nothing else ame into his mind at just that moment.While Peter was yet speaking, a silvery loud drew near and overshadowed the four of them. Theapostles now beame greatly frightened, and as they fell down on their faes to worship, they hearda voie, the same that had spoken on the oasion of Jesus' baptism, say: \This is my beloved Son;give heed to him." And when the loud vanished, again was Jesus alone with the three, and hereahed down and touhed them, saying: \Arise and be not afraid; you shall see greater things thanthis." But the apostles were truly afraid; they were a silent and thoughtful trio as they made readyto desend the mountain shortly before midnight.
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158.2 Coming Down the MountainFor about half the distane down the mountain not a word was spoken. Jesus then began theonversation by remarking: \Make ertain that you tell no man, not even your brethren, what youhave seen and heard on this mountain until the Son of Man has risen from the dead." The threeapostles were shoked and bewildered by the Master's words, \until the Son of Man has risen fromthe dead." They had so reently reaÆrmed their faith in him as the Deliverer, the Son of God, andthey had just beheld him trans�gured in glory before their very eyes, and now he began to talk about\rising from the dead"!Peter shuddered at the thought of the Master's dying - it was too disagreeable an idea to entertain- and fearing that James or John might ask some question relative to this statement, he thoughtbest to start up a diverting onversation and, not knowing what else to talk about, gave expressionto the �rst thought oming into his mind, whih was: \Master, why is it that the sribes say thatElijah must �rst ome before the Messiah shall appear?" And Jesus, knowing that Peter sought toavoid referene to his death and resurretion, answered: \Elijah indeed omes �rst to prepare theway for the Son of Man, who must su�er many things and �nally be rejeted. But I tell you thatElijah has already ome, and they reeived him not but did to him whatsoever they willed." Andthen did the three apostles pereive that he referred to John the Baptist as Elijah. Jesus knew that,if they insisted on regarding him as the Messiah, then must John be the Elijah of the prophey.Jesus enjoined silene about their observation of the foretaste of his postresurretion glory beausehe did not want to foster the notion that, being now reeived as the Messiah, he would in any degreeful�ll their erroneous onepts of a wonder-working deliverer. Although Peter, James, and Johnpondered all this in their minds, they spoke not of it to any man until after the Master's resurretion.As they ontinued to desend the mountain, Jesus said to them: \You would not reeive me as theSon of Man; therefore have I onsented to be reeived in aordane with your settled determination,but, mistake not, the will of my Father must prevail. If you thus hoose to follow the inlination ofyour own wills, you must prepare to su�er many disappointments and experiene many trials, butthe training whih I have given you should suÆe to bring you triumphantly through even thesesorrows of your own hoosing."Jesus did not take Peter, James, and John with him up to the mount of the trans�guration beausethey were in any sense better prepared than the other apostles to witness what happened, or beausethey were spiritually more �t to enjoy suh a rare privilege. Not at all. He well knew that none ofthe twelve were spiritually quali�ed for this experiene; therefore did he take with him only the threeapostles who were assigned to aompany him at those times when he desired to be alone to enjoysolitary ommunion.158.3 Meaning of the Trans�gurationThat whih Peter, James, and John witnessed on the mount of trans�guration was a eeting glimpseof a elestial pageant whih transpired that eventful day on Mount Hermon. The trans�guration wasthe oasion of:1. The aeptane of the fullness of the bestowal of the inarnated life of Mihael on Urantia bythe Eternal Mother-Son of Paradise. As far as onerned the requirements of the Eternal Son, Jesushad now reeived assurane of their ful�llment. And Gabriel brought Jesus that assurane.2. The testimony of the satisfation of the In�nite Spirit as to the fullness of the Urantia bestowalin the likeness of mortal esh. The universe representative of the In�nite Spirit, the immediateassoiate of Mihael on Salvington and his ever-present oworker, on this oasion spoke through the1595



Father Melhizedek.Jesus welomed this testimony regarding the suess of his earth mission presented by the mes-sengers of the Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit, but he noted that his Father did not indiate thatthe Urantia bestowal was �nished; only did the unseen presene of the Father bear witness throughJesus' Personalized Adjuster, saying, \This is my beloved Son; give heed to him." And this wasspoken in words to be heard also by the three apostles.After this elestial visitation Jesus sought to know his Father's will and deided to pursue themortal bestowal to its natural end. This was the signi�ane of the trans�guration to Jesus. To thethree apostles it was an event marking the entrane of the Master upon the �nal phase of his earthareer as the Son of God and the Son of Man.After the formal visitation of Gabriel and the Father Melhizedek, Jesus held informal onversewith these, his Sons of ministry, and ommuned with them onerning the a�airs of the universe.158.4 The Epilepti BoyIt was shortly before breakfast time on this Tuesday morning when Jesus and his ompanions arrivedat the apostoli amp. As they drew near, they diserned a onsiderable rowd gathered around theapostles and soon began to hear the loud words of argument and disputation of this group of about�fty persons, embraing the nine apostles and a gathering equally divided between Jerusalem sribesand believing disiples who had traked Jesus and his assoiates in their journey from Magadan.Although the rowd engaged in numerous arguments, the hief ontroversy was about a ertainitizen of Tiberias who had arrived the preeding day in quest of Jesus. This man, James of Safed,had a son about fourteen years old, an only hild, who was severely a�ited with epilepsy. In additionto this nervous malady this lad had beome possessed by one of those wandering, mishievous, andrebellious midwayers who were then present on earth and unontrolled, so that the youth was bothepilepti and demon-possessed.For almost two weeks this anxious father, a minor oÆial of Herod Antipas, had wandered aboutthrough the western borders of Philip's domains, seeking Jesus that he might entreat him to urethis a�ited son. And he did not ath up with the apostoli party until about noon of this daywhen Jesus was up on the mountain with the three apostles.The nine apostles were muh surprised and onsiderably perturbed when this man, aompaniedby almost forty other persons who were looking for Jesus, suddenly ame upon them. At the timeof the arrival of this group the nine apostles, at least the majority of them, had suumbed to theirold temptation - that of disussing who should be greatest in the oming kingdom; they were busilyarguing about the probable positions whih would be assigned the individual apostles. They simplyould not free themselves entirely from the long-herished idea of the material mission of the Messiah.And now that Jesus himself had aepted their onfession that he was indeed the Deliverer - at leasthe had admitted the fat of his divinity - what was more natural than that, during this period ofseparation from the Master, they should fall to talking about those hopes and ambitions whih wereuppermost in their hearts. And they were engaged in these disussions when James of Safed and hisfellow seekers after Jesus ame upon them.Andrew stepped up to greet this father and his son, saying, \Whom do you seek?" Said James:\My good man, I searh for your Master. I seek healing for my a�ited son. I would have Jesus astout this devil that possesses my hild." And then the father proeeded to relate to the apostles howhis son was so a�ited that he had many times almost lost his life as a result of these malignantseizures.As the apostles listened, Simon Zelotes and Judas Isariot stepped into the presene of the father,1596



saying: \We an heal him; you need not wait for the Master's return. We are ambassadors of thekingdom; no longer do we hold these things in seret. Jesus is the Deliverer, and the keys of thekingdom have been delivered to us." By this time Andrew and Thomas were in onsultation at oneside. Nathaniel and the others looked on in amazement; they were all aghast at the sudden boldness,if not presumption, of Simon and Judas. Then said the father: \If it has been given you to do theseworks, I pray that you will speak those words whih will deliver my hild from this bondage." ThenSimon stepped forward and, plaing his hand on the head of the hild, looked diretly into his eyesand ommanded: \Come out of him, you unlean spirit; in the name of Jesus obey me." But the ladhad only a more violent �t, while the sribes moked the apostles in derision, and the disappointedbelievers su�ered the taunts of these unfriendly ritis.Andrew was deeply hagrined at this ill-advised e�ort and its dismal failure. He alled the apostlesaside for onferene and prayer. After this season of meditation, feeling keenly the sting of their defeatand sensing the humiliation resting upon all of them, Andrew sought, in a seond attempt, to astout the demon, but only failure rowned his e�orts. Andrew frankly onfessed defeat and requestedthe father to remain with them overnight or until Jesus' return, saying: \Perhaps this sort goes notout exept by the Master's personal ommand."And so, while Jesus was desending the mountain with the exuberant and estati Peter, James,and John, their nine brethren likewise were sleepless in their onfusion and downast humiliation.They were a dejeted and hastened group. But James of Safed would not give up. Although theyould give him no idea as to when Jesus might return, he deided to stay on until the Master amebak.158.5 Jesus Heals the BoyAs Jesus drew near, the nine apostles were more than relieved to welome him, and they were greatlyenouraged to behold the good heer and unusual enthusiasm whih marked the ountenanes ofPeter, James, and John. They all rushed forward to greet Jesus and their three brethren. As theyexhanged greetings, the rowd ame up, and Jesus asked, \What were you disputing about aswe drew near?" But before the disonerted and humiliated apostles ould reply to the Master'squestion, the anxious father of the a�ited lad stepped forward and, kneeling at Jesus' feet, said:\Master, I have a son, an only hild, who is possessed by an evil spirit. Not only does he ry outin terror, foam at the mouth, and fall like a dead person at the time of seizure, but oftentimes thisevil spirit whih possesses him rends him in onvulsions and sometimes has ast him into the waterand even into the �re. With muh grinding of teeth and as a result of many bruises, my hild wastesaway. His life is worse than death; his mother and I are of a sad heart and a broken spirit. Aboutnoon yesterday, seeking for you, I aught up with your disiples, and while we were waiting, yourapostles sought to ast out this demon, but they ould not do it. And now, Master, will you do thisfor us, will you heal my son?"When Jesus had listened to this reital, he touhed the kneeling father and bade him rise whilehe gave the near-by apostles a searhing survey. Then said Jesus to all those who stood before him:\O faithless and perverse generation, how long shall I bear with you? How long shall I be with you?How long ere you learn that the works of faith ome not forth at the bidding of doubting unbelief?"And then, pointing to the bewildered father, Jesus said, \Bring hither your son." And when Jameshad brought the lad before Jesus, he asked, \How long has the boy been a�ited in this way?"The father answered, \Sine he was a very young hild." And as they talked, the youth was seizedwith a violent attak and fell in their midst, gnashing his teeth and foaming at the mouth. Aftera suession of violent onvulsions he lay there before them as one dead. Now did the father againkneel at Jesus' feet while he implored the Master, saying: \If you an ure him, I beseeh you tohave ompassion on us and deliver us from this a�ition." And when Jesus heard these words, he1597



looked down into the father's anxious fae, saying: \Question not my Father's power of love, onlythe sinerity and reah of your faith. All things are possible to him who really believes." And thenJames of Safed spoke those long-to-be-remembered words of ommingled faith and doubt, \Lord, Ibelieve. I pray you help my unbelief."When Jesus heard these words, he stepped forward and, taking the lad by the hand, said: \I willdo this in aordane with my Father's will and in honor of living faith. My son, arise! Come out ofhim, disobedient spirit, and go not bak into him." And plaing the hand of the lad in the hand ofthe father, Jesus said: \Go your way. The Father has granted the desire of your soul." And all whowere present, even the enemies of Jesus, were astonished at what they saw.It was indeed a disillusionment for the three apostles who had so reently enjoyed the spiritualestasy of the senes and experienes of the trans�guration, so soon to return to this sene of thedefeat and disom�ture of their fellow apostles. But it was ever so with these twelve ambassadorsof the kingdom. They never failed to alternate between exaltation and humiliation in their lifeexperienes.This was a true healing of a double a�ition, a physial ailment and a spirit malady. And thelad was permanently ured from that hour. When James had departed with his restored son, Jesussaid: \We go now to Caesarea-Philippi; make ready at one." And they were a quiet group as theyjourneyed southward while the rowd followed on behind.158.6 In Celsus' GardenThey remained overnight with Celsus, and that evening in the garden, after they had eaten andrested, the twelve gathered about Jesus, and Thomas said: \Master, while we who tarried behindstill remain ignorant of what transpired up on the mountain, and whih so greatly heered ourbrethren who were with you, we rave to have you talk with us onerning our defeat and instrutus in these matters, seeing that those things whih happened on the mountain annot be dislosedat this time."And Jesus answered Thomas, saying: \Everything whih your brethren heard on the mountainshall be revealed to you in due season. But I will now show you the ause of your defeat in thatwhih you so unwisely attempted. While your Master and his ompanions, your brethren, asendedyonder mountain yesterday to seek for a larger knowledge of the Father's will and to ask for ariher endowment of wisdom e�etively to do that divine will, you who remained on wath herewith instrutions to strive to aquire the mind of spiritual insight and to pray with us for a fullerrevelation of the Father's will, failed to exerise the faith at your ommand but, instead, yielded tothe temptation and fell into your old evil tendenies to seek for yourselves preferred plaes in thekingdom of heaven - the material and temporal kingdom whih you persist in ontemplating. Andyou ling to these erroneous onepts in spite of the reiterated delaration that my kingdom is notof this world.\No sooner does your faith grasp the identity of the Son of Man than your sel�sh desire for worldlypreferment reeps bak upon you, and you fall to disussing among yourselves as to who should begreatest in the kingdom of heaven, a kingdom whih, as you persist in oneiving it, does not exist,nor ever shall. Have not I told you that he who would be greatest in the kingdom of my Father'sspiritual brotherhood must beome little in his own eyes and thus beome the server of his brethren?Spiritual greatness onsists in an understanding love that is Godlike and not in an enjoyment ofthe exerise of material power for the exaltation of self. In what you attempted, in whih you soompletely failed, your purpose was not pure. Your motive was not divine. Your ideal was notspiritual. Your ambition was not altruisti. Your proedure was not based on love, and your goal ofattainment was not the will of the Father in heaven.1598



\How long will it take you to learn that you annot time-shorten the ourse of established naturalphenomena exept when suh things are in aordane with the Father's will? nor an you do spiritualwork in the absene of spiritual power. And you an do neither of these, even when their potentialis present, without the existene of that third and essential human fator, the personal experieneof the possession of living faith. Must you always have material manifestations as an attrationfor the spiritual realities of the kingdom? Can you not grasp the spirit signi�ane of my missionwithout the visible exhibition of unusual works? When an you be depended upon to adhere to thehigher and spiritual realities of the kingdom regardless of the outward appearane of all materialmanifestations?"When Jesus had thus spoken to the twelve, he added: \And now go to your rest, for on the morrowwe return to Magadan and there take ounsel onerning our mission to the ities and villages of theDeapolis. And in the onlusion of this day's experiene, let me delare to eah of you that whihI spoke to your brethren on the mountain, and let these words �nd a deep lodgment in your hearts:The Son of Man now enters upon the last phase of the bestowal. We are about to begin those laborswhih shall presently lead to the great and �nal testing of your faith and devotion when I shall bedelivered into the hands of the men who seek my destrution. And remember what I am saying toyou: The Son of Man will be put to death, but he shall rise again."They retired for the night, sorrowful. They were bewildered; they ould not omprehend thesewords. And while they were afraid to ask aught onerning what he had said, they did reall all ofit subsequent to his resurretion.158.7 Peter's ProtestEarly this Wednesday morning Jesus and the twelve departed from Caesarea-Philippi for MagadanPark near Bethsaida-Julias. The apostles had slept very little that night, so they were up early andready to go. Even the stolid Alpheus twins had been shoked by this talk about the death of Jesus.As they journeyed south, just beyond the Waters of Merom they ame to the Damasus road, anddesiring to avoid the sribes and others whom Jesus knew would presently be oming along afterthem, he direted that they go on to Capernaum by the Damasus road whih passes through Galilee.And he did this beause he knew that those who followed after him would go on down over the eastJordan road sine they rekoned that Jesus and the apostles would fear to pass through the territoryof Herod Antipas. Jesus sought to elude his ritis and the rowd whih followed him that he mightbe alone with his apostles this day.They traveled on through Galilee until well past the time for their lunh, when they stopped inthe shade to refresh themselves. And after they had partaken of food, Andrew, speaking to Jesus,said: \Master, my brethren do not omprehend your deep sayings. We have ome fully to believethat you are the Son of God, and now we hear these strange words about leaving us, about dying.We do not understand your teahing. Are you speaking to us in parables? We pray you to speak tous diretly and in undisguised form."In answer to Andrew, Jesus said: \My brethren, it is beause you have onfessed that I am theSon of God that I am onstrained to begin to unfold to you the truth about the end of the bestowalof the Son of Man on earth. You insist on linging to the belief that I am the Messiah, and you willnot abandon the idea that the Messiah must sit upon a throne in Jerusalem; wherefore do I persistin telling you that the Son of Man must presently go to Jerusalem, su�er many things, be rejetedby the sribes, the elders, and the hief priests, and after all this be killed and raised from the dead.And I speak not a parable to you; I speak the truth to you that you may be prepared for theseevents when they suddenly ome upon us." And while he was yet speaking, Simon Peter, rushingimpetuously toward him, laid his hand upon the Master's shoulder and said: \Master, be it far from1599



us to ontend with you, but I delare that these things shall never happen to you."Peter spoke thus beause he loved Jesus; but the Master's human nature reognized in these wordsof well-meant a�etion the subtle suggestion of temptation that he hange his poliy of pursuing tothe end his earth bestowal in aordane with the will of his Paradise Father. And it was beausehe deteted the danger of permitting the suggestions of even his a�etionate and loyal friends todissuade him, that he turned upon Peter and the other apostles, saying: \Get you behind me. Yousavor of the spirit of the adversary, the tempter. When you talk in this manner, you are not on myside but rather on the side of our enemy. In this way do you make your love for me a stumblingblok to my doing the Father's will. Mind not the ways of men but rather the will of God."After they had reovered from the �rst shok of Jesus' stinging rebuke, and before they resumedtheir journey, the Master spoke further: \If any man would ome after me, let him disregard himself,take up his responsibilities daily, and follow me. For whosoever would save his life sel�shly, shall loseit, but whosoever loses his life for my sake and the gospel's, shall save it. What does it pro�t a manto gain the whole world and lose his own soul? What would a man give in exhange for eternal life?Be not ashamed of me and my words in this sinful and hyporitial generation, even as I will notbe ashamed to aknowledge you when in glory I appear before my Father in the presene of all theelestial hosts. Nevertheless, many of you now standing before me shall not taste death till you seethis kingdom of God ome with power."And thus did Jesus make plain to the twelve the painful and oniting path whih they musttread if they would follow him. What a shok these words were to these Galilean �shermen whopersisted in dreaming of an earthly kingdom with positions of honor for themselves! But their loyalhearts were stirred by this ourageous appeal, and not one of them was minded to forsake him. Jesuswas not sending them alone into the onit; he was leading them. He asked only that they bravelyfollow.Slowly the twelve were grasping the idea that Jesus was telling them something about the pos-sibility of his dying. They only vaguely omprehended what he said about his death, while hisstatement about rising from the dead utterly failed to register in their minds. As the days passed,Peter, James, and John, realling their experiene upon the mount of the trans�guration, arrived ata fuller understanding of ertain of these matters.In all the assoiation of the twelve with their Master, only a few times did they see that ashingeye and hear suh swift words of rebuke as were administered to Peter and the rest of them on thisoasion. Jesus had always been patient with their human shortomings, but not so when faed byan impending threat against the program of impliitly arrying out his Father's will regarding theremainder of his earth areer. The apostles were literally stunned; they were amazed and horri�ed.They ould not �nd words to express their sorrow. Slowly they began to realize what the Mastermust endure, and that they must go through these experienes with him, but they did not awakento the reality of these oming events until long after these early hints of the impending tragedy ofhis latter days.In silene Jesus and the twelve started for their amp at Magadan Park, going by way of Caper-naum. As the afternoon wore on, though they did not onverse with Jesus, they talked muh amongthemselves while Andrew talked with the Master.158.8 At Peter's HouseEntering Capernaum at twilight, they went by unfrequented thoroughfares diretly to the home ofSimon Peter for their evening meal. While David Zebedee made ready to take them aross thelake, they lingered at Simon's house, and Jesus, looking up at Peter and the other apostles, asked:1600



\As you walked along together this afternoon, what was it that you talked about so earnestly amongyourselves?" The apostles held their peae beause many of them had ontinued the disussion begunat Mount Hermon as to what positions they were to have in the oming kingdom; who should be thegreatest, and so on. Jesus, knowing what it was that oupied their thoughts that day, bekoned toone of Peter's little ones and, setting the hild down among them, said: \Verily, verily, I say to you,exept you turn about and beome more like this hild, you will make little progress in the kingdomof heaven. Whosoever shall humble himself and beome as this little one, the same shall beomegreatest in the kingdom of heaven. And whoso reeives suh a little one reeives me. And they whoreeive me reeive also Him who sent me. If you would be �rst in the kingdom, seek to minister thesegood truths to your brethren in the esh. But whosoever auses one of these little ones to stumble,it would be better for him if a millstone were hanged about his nek and he were ast into the sea. Ifthe things you do with your hands, or the things you see with your eyes give o�ense in the progressof the kingdom, sari�e these herished idols, for it is better to enter the kingdom minus many ofthe beloved things of life rather than to ling to these idols and �nd yourself shut out of the kingdom.But most of all, see that you despise not one of these little ones, for their angels do always beholdthe faes of the heavenly hosts."When Jesus had �nished speaking, they entered the boat and sailed aross to Magadan.
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Chapter 159The Deapolis TourWHEN Jesus and the twelve arrived at Magadan Park, they found awaiting them a group of almostone hundred evangelists and disiples, inluding the women's orps, and they were ready immediatelyto begin the teahing and preahing tour of the ities of the Deapolis.On this Thursday morning, August 18, the Master alled his followers together and direted thateah of the apostles should assoiate himself with one of the twelve evangelists, and that with others ofthe evangelists they should go out in twelve groups to labor in the ities and villages of the Deapolis.The women's orps and others of the disiples he direted to remain with him. Jesus allotted fourweeks to this tour, instruting his followers to return to Magadan not later than Friday, September16. He promised to visit them often during this time. In the ourse of this month these twelvegroups labored in Gerasa, Gamala, Hippos, Zaphon, Gadara, Abila, Edrei, Philadelphia, Heshbon,Dium, Sythopolis, and many other ities. Throughout this tour no mirales of healing or otherextraordinary events ourred.159.1 The Sermon on ForgivenessOne evening at Hippos, in answer to a disiple's question, Jesus taught the lesson on forgiveness.Said the Master:\If a kindhearted man has a hundred sheep and one of them goes astray, does he not immediatelyleave the ninety and nine and go out in searh of the one that has gone astray? And if he is agood shepherd, will he not keep up his quest for the lost sheep until he �nds it? And then, whenthe shepherd has found his lost sheep, he lays it over his shoulder and, going home rejoiing, allsto his friends and neighbors, `Rejoie with me, for I have found my sheep that was lost.' I delarethat there is more joy in heaven over one sinner who repents than over ninety and nine righteouspersons who need no repentane. Even so, it is not the will of my Father in heaven that one of theselittle ones should go astray, muh less that they should perish. In your religion God may reeiverepentant sinners; in the gospel of the kingdom the Father goes forth to �nd them even before theyhave seriously thought of repentane.\The Father in heaven loves his hildren, and therefore should you learn to love one another; theFather in heaven forgives you your sins; therefore should you learn to forgive one another. If yourbrother sins against you, go to him and with tat and patiene show him his fault. And do all thisbetween you and him alone. If he will listen to you, then have you won your brother. But if yourbrother will not hear you, if he persists in the error of his way, go again to him, taking with you oneor two mutual friends that you may thus have two or even three witnesses to on�rm your testimonyand establish the fat that you have dealt justly and merifully with your o�ending brother. Now if herefuses to hear your brethren, you may tell the whole story to the ongregation, and then, if he refuses1603



to hear the brotherhood, let them take suh ation as they deem wise; let suh an unruly memberbeome an outast from the kingdom. While you annot pretend to sit in judgment on the soulsof your fellows, and while you may not forgive sins or otherwise presume to usurp the prerogativesof the supervisors of the heavenly hosts, at the same time, it has been ommitted to your handsthat you should maintain temporal order in the kingdom on earth. While you may not meddle withthe divine derees onerning eternal life, you shall determine the issues of ondut as they onernthe temporal welfare of the brotherhood on earth. And so, in all these matters onneted with thedisipline of the brotherhood, whatsoever you shall deree on earth, shall be reognized in heaven.Although you annot determine the eternal fate of the individual, you may legislate regarding theondut of the group, for, where two or three of you agree onerning any of these things and ask ofme, it shall be done for you if your petition is not inonsistent with the will of my Father in heaven.And all this is ever true, for, where two or three believers are gathered together, there am I in themidst of them."Simon Peter was the apostle in harge of the workers at Hippos, and when he heard Jesus thusspeak, he asked: \Lord, how often shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive him? Until seventimes?" And Jesus answered Peter: \Not only seven times but even to seventy times and seven.Therefore may the kingdom of heaven be likened to a ertain king who ordered a �nanial rekoningwith his stewards. And when they had begun to ondut this examination of aounts, one of hishief retainers was brought before him onfessing that he owed his king ten thousand talents. Nowthis oÆer of the king's ourt pleaded that hard times had ome upon him, and that he did not havewherewith to pay this obligation. And so the king ommanded that his property be on�sated, andthat his hildren be sold to pay his debt. When this hief steward heard this stern deree, he felldown on his fae before the king and implored him to have mery and grant him more time, saying,`Lord, have a little more patiene with me, and I will pay you all.' And when the king looked uponthis negligent servant and his family, he was moved with ompassion. He ordered that he should bereleased, and that the loan should be wholly forgiven.\And this hief steward, having thus reeived mery and forgiveness at the hands of the king,went about his business, and �nding one of his subordinate stewards who owed him a mere hundreddenarii, he laid hold upon him and, taking him by the throat, said, `Pay me all you owe.' Andthen did this fellow steward fall down before the hief steward and, beseehing him, said: `Onlyhave patiene with me, and I will presently be able to pay you.' But the hief steward would notshow mery to his fellow steward but rather had him ast in prison until he should pay his debt.When his fellow servants saw what had happened, they were so distressed that they went and toldtheir lord and master, the king. When the king heard of the doings of his hief steward, he alledthis ungrateful and unforgiving man before him and said: `You are a wiked and unworthy steward.When you sought for ompassion, I freely forgave you your entire debt. Why did you not also showmery to your fellow steward, even as I showed mery to you?' And the king was so very angry thathe delivered his ungrateful hief steward to the jailers that they might hold him until he had paidall that was due. And even so shall my heavenly Father show the more abundant mery to thosewho freely show mery to their fellows. How an you ome to God asking onsideration for yourshortomings when you are wont to hastise your brethren for being guilty of these same humanfrailties? I say to all of you: Freely you have reeived the good things of the kingdom; thereforefreely give to your fellows on earth."Thus did Jesus teah the dangers and illustrate the unfairness of sitting in personal judgment uponone's fellows. Disipline must be maintained, justie must be administered, but in all these mattersthe wisdom of the brotherhood should prevail. Jesus invested legislative and judiial authorityin the group, not in the individual. Even this investment of authority in the group must not beexerised as personal authority. There is always danger that the verdit of an individual may bewarped by prejudie or distorted by passion. Group judgment is more likely to remove the dangersand eliminate the unfairness of personal bias. Jesus sought always to minimize the elements of1604



unfairness, retaliation, and vengeane.[The use of the term seventy-seven as an illustration of mery and forbearane was derived fromthe Sriptures referring to Lameh's exultation beause of the metal weapons of his son Tubal-Cain,who, omparing these superior instruments with those of his enemies, exlaimed: \If Cain, with noweapon in his hand, was avenged seven times, I shall now be avenged seventy-seven."℄159.2 The Strange PreaherJesus went over to Gamala to visit John and those who worked with him at that plae. That evening,after the session of questions and answers, John said to Jesus: \Master, yesterday I went over toAshtaroth to see a man who was teahing in your name and even laiming to be able to ast outdevils. Now this fellow had never been with us, neither does he follow after us; therefore I forbadehim to do suh things." Then said Jesus: \Forbid him not. Do you not pereive that this gospel ofthe kingdom shall presently be prolaimed in all the world? How an you expet that all who willbelieve the gospel shall be subjet to your diretion? Rejoie that already our teahing has begun tomanifest itself beyond the bounds of our personal inuene. Do you not see, John, that those whoprofess to do great works in my name must eventually support our ause? They ertainly will not bequik to speak evil of me. My son, in matters of this sort it would be better for you to rekon thathe who is not against us is for us. In the generations to ome many who are not wholly worthy willdo many strange things in my name, but I will not forbid them. I tell you that, even when a up ofold water is given to a thirsty soul, the Father's messengers shall ever make reord of suh a servieof love."This instrution greatly perplexed John. Had he not heard the Master say, \He who is not withme is against me"? And he did not pereive that in this ase Jesus was referring to man's personalrelation to the spiritual teahings of the kingdom, while in the other ase referene was made to theoutward and far-ung soial relations of believers regarding the questions of administrative ontroland the jurisdition of one group of believers over the work of other groups whih would eventuallyompose the forthoming world-wide brotherhood.But John oftentimes reounted this experiene in onnetion with his subsequent labors in behalfof the kingdom. Nevertheless, many times did the apostles take o�ense at those who made bold toteah in the Master's name. To them it always seemed inappropriate that those who had never satat Jesus' feet should dare to teah in his name.This man whom John forbade to teah and work in Jesus' name did not heed the apostle'sinjuntion. He went right on with his e�orts and raised up a onsiderable ompany of believers atKanata before going on into Mesopotamia. This man, Aden, had been led to believe in Jesus throughthe testimony of the demented man whom Jesus healed near Kheresa, and who so on�dently believedthat the supposed evil spirits whih the Master ast out of him entered the herd of swine and rushedthem headlong over the li� to their destrution.159.3 Instrution for Teahers and BelieversAt Edrei, where Thomas and his assoiates labored, Jesus spent a day and a night and, in the ourseof the evening's disussion, gave expression to the priniples whih should guide those who preahtruth, and whih should ativate all who teah the gospel of the kingdom. Summarized and restatedin modern phraseology, Jesus taught:Always respet the personality of man. Never should a righteous ause be promoted by fore;spiritual vitories an be won only by spiritual power. This injuntion against the employment of1605



material inuenes refers to psyhi fore as well as to physial fore. Overpowering arguments andmental superiority are not to be employed to oere men and women into the kingdom. Man's mindis not to be rushed by the mere weight of logi or overawed by shrewd eloquene. While emotion asa fator in human deisions annot be wholly eliminated, it should not be diretly appealed to in theteahings of those who would advane the ause of the kingdom. Make your appeals diretly to thedivine spirit that dwells within the minds of men. Do not appeal to fear, pity, or mere sentiment. Inappealing to men, be fair; exerise self-ontrol and exhibit due restraint; show proper respet for thepersonalities of your pupils. Remember that I have said: \Behold, I stand at the door and knok,and if any man will open, I will ome in."In bringing men into the kingdom, do not lessen or destroy their self-respet. While overmuh self-respet may destroy proper humility and end in pride, oneit, and arrogane, the loss of self-respetoften ends in paralysis of the will. It is the purpose of this gospel to restore self-respet to thosewho have lost it and to restrain it in those who have it. Make not the mistake of only ondemningthe wrongs in the lives of your pupils; remember also to aord generous reognition for the mostpraiseworthy things in their lives. Forget not that I will stop at nothing to restore self-respet tothose who have lost it, and who really desire to regain it.Take are that you do not wound the self-respet of timid and fearful souls. Do not indulge insarasm at the expense of my simple-minded brethren. Be not ynial with my fear-ridden hil-dren. Idleness is destrutive of self-respet; therefore, admonish your brethren ever to keep busy attheir hosen tasks, and put forth every e�ort to seure work for those who �nd themselves withoutemployment.Never be guilty of suh unworthy tatis as endeavoring to frighten men and women into the king-dom. A loving father does not frighten his hildren into yielding obediene to his just requirements.Sometime the hildren of the kingdom will realize that strong feelings of emotion are not equivalentto the leadings of the divine spirit. To be strongly and strangely impressed to do something or to goto a ertain plae, does not neessarily mean that suh impulses are the leadings of the indwellingspirit.Forewarn all believers regarding the fringe of onit whih must be traversed by all who pass fromthe life as it is lived in the esh to the higher life as it is lived in the spirit. To those who live quitewholly within either realm, there is little onit or onfusion, but all are doomed to experiene moreor less unertainty during the times of transition between the two levels of living. In entering thekingdom, you annot esape its responsibilities or avoid its obligations, but remember: The gospelyoke is easy and the burden of truth is light.The world is �lled with hungry souls who famish in the very presene of the bread of life; men diesearhing for the very God who lives within them. Men seek for the treasures of the kingdom withyearning hearts and weary feet when they are all within the immediate grasp of living faith. Faithis to religion what sails are to a ship; it is an addition of power, not an added burden of life. Thereis but one struggle for those who enter the kingdom, and that is to �ght the good �ght of faith. Thebeliever has only one battle, and that is against doubt - unbelief.In preahing the gospel of the kingdom, you are simply teahing friendship with God. And thisfellowship will appeal alike to men and women in that both will �nd that whih most truly satis�estheir harateristi longings and ideals. Tell my hildren that I am not only tender of their feelingsand patient with their frailties, but that I am also ruthless with sin and intolerant of iniquity. I amindeed meek and humble in the presene of my Father, but I am equally and relentlessly inexorablewhere there is deliberate evil-doing and sinful rebellion against the will of my Father in heaven.You shall not portray your teaher as a man of sorrows. Future generations shall know also theradiane of our joy, the buoyane of our good will, and the inspiration of our good humor. Weprolaim a message of good news whih is infetious in its transforming power. Our religion is1606



throbbing with new life and new meanings. Those who aept this teahing are �lled with joy andin their hearts are onstrained to rejoie evermore. Inreasing happiness is always the experiene ofall who are ertain about God.Teah all believers to avoid leaning upon the inseure props of false sympathy. You annot developstrong haraters out of the indulgene of self-pity; honestly endeavor to avoid the deeptive inueneof mere fellowship in misery. Extend sympathy to the brave and ourageous while you withholdovermuh pity from those owardly souls who only halfheartedly stand up before the trials of living.O�er not onsolation to those who lie down before their troubles without a struggle. Sympathizenot with your fellows merely that they may sympathize with you in return.When my hildren one beome self-onsious of the assurane of the divine presene, suh a faithwill expand the mind, ennoble the soul, reinfore the personality, augment the happiness, deepen thespirit pereption, and enhane the power to love and be loved.Teah all believers that those who enter the kingdom are not thereby rendered immune to theaidents of time or to the ordinary atastrophes of nature. Believing the gospel will not preventgetting into trouble, but it will insure that you shall be unafraid when trouble does overtake you. Ifyou dare to believe in me and wholeheartedly proeed to follow after me, you shall most ertainlyby so doing enter upon the sure pathway to trouble. I do not promise to deliver you from the watersof adversity, but I do promise to go with you through all of them.And muh more did Jesus teah this group of believers before they made ready for the night'ssleep. And they who heard these sayings treasured them in their hearts and did often reite themfor the edi�ation of the apostles and disiples who were not present when they were spoken.159.4 The Talk with NathanielAnd then went Jesus over to Abila, where Nathaniel and his assoiates labored. Nathaniel wasmuh bothered by some of Jesus' pronounements whih seemed to detrat from the authority ofthe reognized Hebrew sriptures. Aordingly, on this night, after the usual period of questions andanswers, Nathaniel took Jesus away from the others and asked: \Master, ould you trust me to knowthe truth about the Sriptures? I observe that you teah us only a portion of the sared writings -the best as I view it - and I infer that you rejet the teahings of the rabbis to the e�et that thewords of the law are the very words of God, having been with God in heaven even before the timesof Abraham and Moses. What is the truth about the Sriptures?" When Jesus heard the questionof his bewildered apostle, he answered:\Nathaniel, you have rightly judged; I do not regard the Sriptures as do the rabbis. I will talkwith you about this matter on ondition that you do not relate these things to your brethren, whoare not all prepared to reeive this teahing. The words of the law of Moses and the teahings ofthe Sriptures were not in existene before Abraham. Only in reent times have the Sriptures beengathered together as we now have them. While they ontain the best of the higher thoughts andlongings of the Jewish people, they also ontain muh that is far from being representative of theharater and teahings of the Father in heaven; wherefore must I hoose from among the betterteahings those truths whih are to be gleaned for the gospel of the kingdom.\These writings are the work of men, some of them holy men, others not so holy. The teahingsof these books represent the views and extent of enlightenment of the times in whih they had theirorigin. As a revelation of truth, the last are more dependable than the �rst. The Sriptures are faultyand altogether human in origin, but mistake not, they do onstitute the best olletion of religiouswisdom and spiritual truth to be found in all the world at this time.\Many of these books were not written by the persons whose names they bear, but that in no way1607



detrats from the value of the truths whih they ontain. If the story of Jonah should not be a fat,even if Jonah had never lived, still would the profound truth of this narrative, the love of God forNineveh and the so-alled heathen, be none the less preious in the eyes of all those who love theirfellow men. The Sriptures are sared beause they present the thoughts and ats of men who weresearhing for God, and who in these writings left on reord their highest onepts of righteousness,truth, and holiness. The Sriptures ontain muh that is true, very muh, but in the light of yourpresent teahing, you know that these writings also ontain muh that is misrepresentative of theFather in heaven, the loving God I have ome to reveal to all the worlds.\Nathaniel, never permit yourself for one moment to believe the Sripture reords whih tell youthat the God of love direted your forefathers to go forth in battle to slay all their enemies - men,women, and hildren. Suh reords are the words of men, not very holy men, and they are notthe word of God. The Sriptures always have, and always will, reet the intelletual, moral, andspiritual status of those who reate them. Have you not noted that the onepts of Yahweh growin beauty and glory as the prophets make their reords from Samuel to Isaiah? And you shouldremember that the Sriptures are intended for religious instrution and spiritual guidane. They arenot the works of either historians or philosophers.\The thing most deplorable is not merely this erroneous idea of the absolute perfetion of theSripture reord and the infallibility of its teahings, but rather the onfusing misinterpretation ofthese sared writings by the tradition-enslaved sribes and Pharisees at Jerusalem. And now will theyemploy both the dotrine of the inspiration of the Sriptures and their misinterpretations thereof intheir determined e�ort to withstand these newer teahings of the gospel of the kingdom. Nathaniel,never forget, the Father does not limit the revelation of truth to any one generation or to any onepeople. Many earnest seekers after the truth have been, and will ontinue to be, onfused anddisheartened by these dotrines of the perfetion of the Sriptures.\The authority of truth is the very spirit that indwells its living manifestations, and not thedead words of the less illuminated and supposedly inspired men of another generation. And even ifthese holy men of old lived inspired and spirit-�lled lives, that does not mean that their words weresimilarly spiritually inspired. Today we make no reord of the teahings of this gospel of the kingdomlest, when I have gone, you speedily beome divided up into sundry groups of truth ontenders as aresult of the diversity of your interpretation of my teahings. For this generation it is best that welive these truths while we shun the making of reords.\Mark you well my words, Nathaniel, nothing whih human nature has touhed an be regardedas infallible. Through the mind of man divine truth may indeed shine forth, but always of relativepurity and partial divinity. The reature may rave infallibility, but only the Creators possess it.\But the greatest error of the teahing about the Sriptures is the dotrine of their being sealedbooks of mystery and wisdom whih only the wise minds of the nation dare to interpret. Therevelations of divine truth are not sealed exept by human ignorane, bigotry, and narrow-mindedintolerane. The light of the Sriptures is only dimmed by prejudie and darkened by superstition.A false fear of saredness has prevented religion from being safeguarded by ommon sense. Thefear of the authority of the sared writings of the past e�etively prevents the honest souls of todayfrom aepting the new light of the gospel, the light whih these very God-knowing men of anothergeneration so intensely longed to see.\But the saddest feature of all is the fat that some of the teahers of the santity of this tradition-alism know this very truth. They more or less fully understand these limitations of Sripture, butthey are moral owards, intelletually dishonest. They know the truth regarding the sared writings,but they prefer to withhold suh disturbing fats from the people. And thus do they pervert anddistort the Sriptures, making them the guide to slavish details of the daily life and an authority inthings nonspiritual instead of appealing to the sared writings as the repository of the moral wisdom,religious inspiration, and the spiritual teahing of the God-knowing men of other generations."1608



Nathaniel was enlightened, and shoked, by the Master's pronounement. He long pondered thistalk in the depths of his soul, but he told no man onerning this onferene until after Jesus'asension; and even then he feared to impart the full story of the Master's instrution.159.5 The Positive Nature of Jesus' ReligionAt Philadelphia, where James was working, Jesus taught the disiples about the positive nature ofthe gospel of the kingdom. When, in the ourse of his remarks, he intimated that some parts ofthe Sripture were more truth-ontaining than others and admonished his hearers to feed their soulsupon the best of the spiritual food, James interrupted the Master, asking: \Would you be goodenough, Master, to suggest to us how we may hoose the better passages from the Sriptures for ourpersonal edi�ation?" And Jesus replied: \Yes, James, when you read the Sriptures look for thoseeternally true and divinely beautiful teahings, suh as:\Create in me a lean heart, O Lord.\The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.\You should love your neighbor as yourself.\For I, the Lord your God, will hold your right hand, saying, fear not; I will help you.\Neither shall the nations learn war any more."And this is illustrative of the way Jesus, day by day, appropriated the ream of the Hebrewsriptures for the instrution of his followers and for inlusion in the teahings of the new gospel ofthe kingdom. Other religions had suggested the thought of the nearness of God to man, but Jesusmade the are of God for man like the soliitude of a loving father for the welfare of his dependenthildren and then made this teahing the ornerstone of his religion. And thus did the dotrine ofthe fatherhood of God make imperative the pratie of the brotherhood of man. The worship ofGod and the servie of man beame the sum and substane of his religion. Jesus took the best ofthe Jewish religion and translated it to a worthy setting in the new teahings of the gospel of thekingdom.Jesus put the spirit of positive ation into the passive dotrines of the Jewish religion. In the plaeof negative ompliane with eremonial requirements, Jesus enjoined the positive doing of that whihhis new religion required of those who aepted it. Jesus' religion onsisted not merely in believing,but in atually doing, those things whih the gospel required. He did not teah that the essene ofhis religion onsisted in soial servie, but rather that soial servie was one of the ertain e�ets ofthe possession of the spirit of true religion.Jesus did not hesitate to appropriate the better half of a Sripture while he repudiated the lesserportion. His great exhortation, \Love your neighbor as yourself," he took from the Sripture whihreads: \You shall not take vengeane against the hildren of your people, but you shall love yourneighbor as yourself." Jesus appropriated the positive portion of this Sripture while rejeting thenegative part. He even opposed negative or purely passive nonresistane. Said he: \When an enemysmites you on one heek, do not stand there dumb and passive but in positive attitude turn the other;that is, do the best thing possible atively to lead your brother in error away from the evil paths intothe better ways of righteous living." Jesus required his followers to reat positively and aggressivelyto every life situation. The turning of the other heek, or whatever at that may typify, demandsinitiative, neessitates vigorous, ative, and ourageous expression of the believer's personality.Jesus did not advoate the pratie of negative submission to the indignities of those who mightpurposely seek to impose upon the pratitioners of nonresistane to evil, but rather that his followersshould be wise and alert in the quik and positive reation of good to evil to the end that they might1609



e�etively overome evil with good. Forget not, the truly good is invariably more powerful than themost malignant evil. The Master taught a positive standard of righteousness: \Whosoever wishesto be my disiple, let him disregard himself and take up the full measure of his responsibilities dailyto follow me." And he so lived himself in that \he went about doing good." And this aspet of thegospel was well illustrated by many parables whih he later spoke to his followers. He never exhortedhis followers patiently to bear their obligations but rather with energy and enthusiasm to live up tothe full measure of their human responsibilities and divine privileges in the kingdom of God.When Jesus instruted his apostles that they should, when one unjustly took away the oat, o�erthe other garment, he referred not so muh to a literal seond oat as to the idea of doing somethingpositive to save the wrongdoer in the plae of the olden advie to retaliate - \an eye for an eye" andso on. Jesus abhorred the idea either of retaliation or of beoming just a passive su�erer or vitimof injustie. On this oasion he taught them the three ways of ontending with, and resisting, evil:1. To return evil for evil - the positive but unrighteous method.2. To su�er evil without omplaint and without resistane - the purely negative method.3. To return good for evil, to assert the will so as to beome master of the situation, to overomeevil with good - the positive and righteous method.One of the apostles one asked: \Master, what should I do if a stranger fored me to arry hispak for a mile?" Jesus answered: \Do not sit down and sigh for relief while you berate the strangerunder your breath. Righteousness omes not from suh passive attitudes. If you an think of nothingmore e�etively positive to do, you an at least arry the pak a seond mile. That will of a ertaintyhallenge the unrighteous and ungodly stranger."The Jews had heard of a God who would forgive repentant sinners and try to forget their misdeeds,but not until Jesus ame, did men hear about a God who went in searh of lost sheep, who tookthe initiative in looking for sinners, and who rejoied when he found them willing to return to theFather's house. This positive note in religion Jesus extended even to his prayers. And he onvertedthe negative golden rule into a positive admonition of human fairness.In all his teahing Jesus unfailingly avoided distrating details. He shunned owery language andavoided the mere poeti imagery of a play upon words. He habitually put large meanings into smallexpressions. For purposes of illustration Jesus reversed the urrent meanings of many terms, suh assalt, leaven, �shing, and little hildren. He most e�etively employed the antithesis, omparing theminute to the in�nite and so on. His pitures were striking, suh as, \The blind leading the blind."But the greatest strength to be found in his illustrative teahing was its naturalness. Jesus broughtthe philosophy of religion from heaven down to earth. He portrayed the elemental needs of the soulwith a new insight and a new bestowal of a�etion.159.6 The Return to MagadanThe mission of four weeks in the Deapolis was moderately suessful. Hundreds of souls werereeived into the kingdom, and the apostles and evangelists had a valuable experiene in arrying ontheir work without the inspiration of the immediate personal presene of Jesus.On Friday, September 16, the entire orps of workers assembled by prearrangement at MagadanPark. On the Sabbath day a ounil of more than one hundred believers was held at whih thefuture plans for extending the work of the kingdom were fully onsidered. The messengers of Davidwere present and made reports onerning the welfare of the believers throughout Judea, Samaria,Galilee, and adjoining distrits.Few of Jesus' followers at this time fully appreiated the great value of the servies of the messenger1610



orps. Not only did the messengers keep the believers throughout Palestine in touh with eah otherand with Jesus and the apostles, but during these dark days they also served as olletors of funds,not only for the sustenane of Jesus and his assoiates, but also for the support of the families of thetwelve apostles and the twelve evangelists.About this time Abner moved his base of operations from Hebron to Bethlehem, and this latterplae was also the headquarters in Judea for David's messengers. David maintained an overnightrelay messenger servie between Jerusalem and Bethsaida. These runners left Jerusalem eah evening,relaying at Syhar and Sythopolis, arriving in Bethsaida by breakfast time the next morning.Jesus and his assoiates now prepared to take a week's rest before they made ready to start uponthe last epoh of their labors in behalf of the kingdom. This was their last rest, for the Pereanmission developed into a ampaign of preahing and teahing whih extended right on down to thetime of their arrival at Jerusalem and of the enatment of the losing episodes of Jesus' earth areer.
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Chapter 160Rodan of AlexandriaON SUNDAY morning, September 18, Andrew announed that no work would be planned for theoming week. All of the apostles, exept Nathaniel and Thomas, went home to visit their familiesor to sojourn with friends. This week Jesus enjoyed a period of almost omplete rest, but Nathanieland Thomas were very busy with their disussions with a ertain Greek philosopher from Alexandrianamed Rodan. This Greek had reently beome a disiple of Jesus through the teahing of one ofAbner's assoiates who had onduted a mission at Alexandria. Rodan was now earnestly engaged inthe task of harmonizing his philosophy of life with Jesus' new religious teahings, and he had ome toMagadan hoping that the Master would talk these problems over with him. He also desired to seurea �rsthand and authoritative version of the gospel from either Jesus or one of his apostles. Thoughthe Master delined to enter into suh a onferene with Rodan, he did reeive him graiously andimmediately direted that Nathaniel and Thomas should listen to all he had to say and tell himabout the gospel in return.160.1 Rodan's Greek PhilosophyEarly Monday morning, Rodan began a series of ten addresses to Nathaniel, Thomas, and a groupof some two dozen believers who haned to be at Magadan. These talks, ondensed, ombined, andrestated in modern phraseology, present the following thoughts for onsideration:Human life onsists in three great drives - urges, desires, and lures. Strong harater, ommandingpersonality, is only aquired by onverting the natural urge of life into the soial art of living, bytransforming present desires into those higher longings whih are apable of lasting attainment, whilethe ommonplae lure of existene must be transferred from one's onventional and established ideasto the higher realms of unexplored ideas and undisovered ideals.The more omplex ivilization beomes, the more diÆult will beome the art of living. Themore rapid the hanges in soial usage, the more ompliated will beome the task of haraterdevelopment. Every ten generations mankind must learn anew the art of living if progress is toontinue. And if man beomes so ingenious that he more rapidly adds to the omplexities of soiety,the art of living will need to be remastered in less time, perhaps every single generation. If theevolution of the art of living fails to keep pae with the tehnique of existene, humanity will quiklyrevert to the simple urge of living - the attainment of the satisfation of present desires. Thus willhumanity remain immature; soiety will fail in growing up to full maturity.Soial maturity is equivalent to the degree to whih man is willing to surrender the grati�ationof mere transient and present desires for the entertainment of those superior longings the strivingfor whose attainment a�ords the more abundant satisfations of progressive advanement towardpermanent goals. But the true badge of soial maturity is the willingness of a people to surrender the1613



right to live peaeably and ontentedly under the ease-promoting standards of the lure of establishedbeliefs and onventional ideas for the disquieting and energy-requiring lure of the pursuit of theunexplored possibilities of the attainment of undisovered goals of idealisti spiritual realities.Animals respond nobly to the urge of life, but only man an attain the art of living, albeit themajority of mankind only experiene the animal urge to live. Animals know only this blind andinstintive urge; man is apable of transending this urge to natural funtion. Man may elet tolive upon the high plane of intelligent art, even that of elestial joy and spiritual estasy. Animalsmake no inquiry into the purposes of life; therefore they never worry, neither do they ommit suiide.Suiide among men testi�es that suh beings have emerged from the purely animal stage of existene,and to the further fat that the exploratory e�orts of suh human beings have failed to attain theartisti levels of mortal experiene. Animals know not the meaning of life; man not only possessesapaity for the reognition of values and the omprehension of meanings, but he also is onsiousof the meaning of meanings - he is self-onsious of insight.When men dare to forsake a life of natural raving for one of adventurous art and unertain logi,they must expet to su�er the onsequent hazards of emotional asualties - onits, unhappiness, andunertainties - at least until the time of their attainment of some degree of intelletual and emotionalmaturity. Disouragement, worry, and indolene are positive evidene of moral immaturity. Humansoiety is onfronted with two problems: attainment of the maturity of the individual and attainmentof the maturity of the rae. The mature human being soon begins to look upon all other mortalswith feelings of tenderness and with emotions of tolerane. Mature men view immature folks withthe love and onsideration that parents bear their hildren.Suessful living is nothing more or less than the art of the mastery of dependable tehniques forsolving ommon problems. The �rst step in the solution of any problem is to loate the diÆulty,to isolate the problem, and frankly to reognize its nature and gravity. The great mistake is that,when life problems exite our profound fears, we refuse to reognize them. Likewise, when theaknowledgment of our diÆulties entails the redution of our long-herished oneit, the admissionof envy, or the abandonment of deep-seated prejudies, the average person prefers to ling to the oldillusions of safety and to the long-herished false feelings of seurity. Only a brave person is willinghonestly to admit, and fearlessly to fae, what a sinere and logial mind disovers.The wise and e�etive solution of any problem demands that the mind shall be free from bias,passion, and all other purely personal prejudies whih might interfere with the disinterested surveyof the atual fators that go to make up the problem presenting itself for solution. The solution oflife problems requires ourage and sinerity. Only honest and brave individuals are able to followvaliantly through the perplexing and onfusing maze of living to where the logi of a fearless mindmay lead. And this emanipation of the mind and soul an never be e�eted without the drivingpower of an intelligent enthusiasm whih borders on religious zeal. It requires the lure of a greatideal to drive man on in the pursuit of a goal whih is beset with diÆult material problems andmanifold intelletual hazards.Even though you are e�etively armed to meet the diÆult situations of life, you an hardly expetsuess unless you are equipped with that wisdom of mind and harm of personality whih enableyou to win the hearty support and o-operation of your fellows. You annot hope for a large measureof suess in either seular or religious work unless you an learn how to persuade your fellows, toprevail with men. You simply must have tat and tolerane.But the greatest of all methods of problem solving I have learned from Jesus, your Master. I referto that whih he so onsistently praties, and whih he has so faithfully taught you, the isolationof worshipful meditation. In this habit of Jesus' going o� so frequently by himself to ommune withthe Father in heaven is to be found the tehnique, not only of gathering strength and wisdom forthe ordinary onits of living, but also of appropriating the energy for the solution of the higherproblems of a moral and spiritual nature. But even orret methods of solving problems will not1614



ompensate for inherent defets of personality or atone for the absene of the hunger and thirst fortrue righteousness.I am deeply impressed with the ustom of Jesus in going apart by himself to engage in theseseasons of solitary survey of the problems of living; to seek for new stores of wisdom and energyfor meeting the manifold demands of soial servie; to quiken and deepen the supreme purpose ofliving by atually subjeting the total personality to the onsiousness of ontating with divinity; tograsp for possession of new and better methods of adjusting oneself to the ever-hanging situationsof living existene; to e�et those vital reonstrutions and readjustments of one's personal attitudeswhih are so essential to enhaned insight into everything worth while and real; and to do all of thiswith an eye single to the glory of God - to breathe in sinerity your Master's favorite prayer, \Notmy will, but yours, be done."This worshipful pratie of your Master brings that relaxation whih renews the mind; that illu-mination whih inspires the soul; that ourage whih enables one bravely to fae one's problems; thatself-understanding whih obliterates debilitating fear; and that onsiousness of union with divinitywhih equips man with the assurane that enables him to dare to be Godlike. The relaxation ofworship, or spiritual ommunion as pratied by the Master, relieves tension, removes onits, andmightily augments the total resoures of the personality. And all this philosophy, plus the gospel ofthe kingdom, onstitutes the new religion as I understand it.Prejudie blinds the soul to the reognition of truth, and prejudie an be removed only by thesinere devotion of the soul to the adoration of a ause that is all-embraing and all-inlusive of one'sfellow men. Prejudie is inseparably linked to sel�shness. Prejudie an be eliminated only by theabandonment of self-seeking and by substituting therefor the quest of the satisfation of the servieof a ause that is not only greater than self, but one that is even greater than all humanity - thesearh for God, the attainment of divinity. The evidene of maturity of personality onsists in thetransformation of human desire so that it onstantly seeks for the realization of those values whihare highest and most divinely real.In a ontinually hanging world, in the midst of an evolving soial order, it is impossible tomaintain settled and established goals of destiny. Stability of personality an be experiened only bythose who have disovered and embraed the living God as the eternal goal of in�nite attainment.And thus to transfer one's goal from time to eternity, from earth to Paradise, from the human tothe divine, requires that man shall beome regenerated, onverted, be born again; that he shallbeome the re-reated hild of the divine spirit; that he shall gain entrane into the brotherhood ofthe kingdom of heaven. All philosophies and religions whih fall short of these ideals are immature.The philosophy whih I teah, linked with the gospel whih you preah, represents the new religionof maturity, the ideal of all future generations. And this is true beause our ideal is �nal, infallible,eternal, universal, absolute, and in�nite.My philosophy gave me the urge to searh for the realities of true attainment, the goal of maturity.But my urge was impotent; my searh laked driving power; my quest su�ered from the absene ofertainty of diretionization. And these de�ienies have been abundantly supplied by this new gospelof Jesus, with its enhanement of insights, elevation of ideals, and settledness of goals. Withoutdoubts and misgivings I an now wholeheartedly enter upon the eternal venture.160.2 The Art of LivingThere are just two ways in whih mortals may live together: the material or animal way and thespiritual or human way. By the use of signals and sounds animals are able to ommuniate with eahother in a limited way. But suh forms of ommuniation do not onvey meanings, values, or ideas.The one distintion between man and the animal is that man an ommuniate with his fellows1615



by means of symbols whih most ertainly designate and identify meanings, values, ideas, and evenideals.Sine animals annot ommuniate ideas to eah other, they annot develop personality. Mandevelops personality beause he an thus ommuniate with his fellows onerning both ideas andideals.It is this ability to ommuniate and share meanings that onstitutes human ulture and enablesman, through soial assoiations, to build ivilizations. Knowledge and wisdom beome umulativebeause of man's ability to ommuniate these possessions to sueeding generations. And therebyarise the ultural ativities of the rae: art, siene, religion, and philosophy.Symboli ommuniation between human beings predetermines the bringing into existene ofsoial groups. The most e�etive of all soial groups is the family, more partiularly the two parents.Personal a�etion is the spiritual bond whih holds together these material assoiations. Suh ane�etive relationship is also possible between two persons of the same sex, as is so abundantlyillustrated in the devotions of genuine friendships.These assoiations of friendship and mutual a�etion are soializing and ennobling beause theyenourage and failitate the following essential fators of the higher levels of the art of living:1. Mutual self-expression and self-understanding. Many noble human impulses die beause there isno one to hear their expression. Truly, it is not good for man to be alone. Some degree of reognitionand a ertain amount of appreiation are essential to the development of human harater. Withoutthe genuine love of a home, no hild an ahieve the full development of normal harater. Charateris something more than mere mind and morals. Of all soial relations alulated to develop harater,the most e�etive and ideal is the a�etionate and understanding friendship of man and woman in themutual embrae of intelligent wedlok. Marriage, with its manifold relations, is best designed to drawforth those preious impulses and those higher motives whih are indispensable to the developmentof a strong harater. I do not hesitate thus to glorify family life, for your Master has wisely hosenthe father-hild relationship as the very ornerstone of this new gospel of the kingdom. And suh amathless ommunity of relationship, man and woman in the fond embrae of the highest ideals oftime, is so valuable and satisfying an experiene that it is worth any prie, any sari�e, requisitefor its possession.2. Union of souls - the mobilization of wisdom. Every human being sooner or later aquires aertain onept of this world and a ertain vision of the next. Now it is possible, through personalityassoiation, to unite these views of temporal existene and eternal prospets. Thus does the mind ofone augment its spiritual values by gaining muh of the insight of the other. In this way men enrihthe soul by pooling their respetive spiritual possessions. Likewise, in this same way, man is enabledto avoid that ever-present tendeny to fall vitim to distortion of vision, prejudie of viewpoint,and narrowness of judgment. Fear, envy, and oneit an be prevented only by intimate ontatwith other minds. I all your attention to the fat that the Master never sends you out alone tolabor for the extension of the kingdom; he always sends you out two and two. And sine wisdom issuperknowledge, it follows that, in the union of wisdom, the soial group, small or large, mutuallyshares all knowledge.3. The enthusiasm for living. Isolation tends to exhaust the energy harge of the soul. Assoiationwith one's fellows is essential to the renewal of the zest for life and is indispensable to the maintenaneof the ourage to �ght those battles onsequent upon the asent to the higher levels of humanliving. Friendship enhanes the joys and glori�es the triumphs of life. Loving and intimate humanassoiations tend to rob su�ering of its sorrow and hardship of muh of its bitterness. The preseneof a friend enhanes all beauty and exalts every goodness. By intelligent symbols man is able toquiken and enlarge the appreiative apaities of his friends. One of the rowning glories of humanfriendship is this power and possibility of the mutual stimulation of the imagination. Great spiritual1616



power is inherent in the onsiousness of wholehearted devotion to a ommon ause, mutual loyaltyto a osmi Deity.4. The enhaned defense against all evil. Personality assoiation and mutual a�etion is aneÆient insurane against evil. DiÆulties, sorrow, disappointment, and defeat are more painful anddisheartening when borne alone. Assoiation does not transmute evil into righteousness, but it doesaid in greatly lessening the sting. Said your Master, \Happy are they who mourn" - if a friend is athand to omfort. There is positive strength in the knowledge that you live for the welfare of others,and that these others likewise live for your welfare and advanement. Man languishes in isolation.Human beings unfailingly beome disouraged when they view only the transitory transations oftime. The present, when divored from the past and the future, beomes exasperatingly trivial. Onlya glimpse of the irle of eternity an inspire man to do his best and an hallenge the best in himto do its utmost. And when man is thus at his best, he lives most unsel�shly for the good of others,his fellow sojourners in time and eternity.I repeat, suh inspiring and ennobling assoiation �nds its ideal possibilities in the human marriagerelation. True, muh is attained out of marriage, and many, many marriages utterly fail to produethese moral and spiritual fruits. Too many times marriage is entered by those who seek other valueswhih are lower than these superior aompaniments of human maturity. Ideal marriage must befounded on something more stable than the utuations of sentiment and the �kleness of mere sexattration; it must be based on genuine and mutual personal devotion. And thus, if you an buildup suh trustworthy and e�etive small units of human assoiation, when these are assembled inthe aggregate, the world will behold a great and glori�ed soial struture, the ivilization of mortalmaturity. Suh a rae might begin to realize something of your Master's ideal of \peae on earthand good will among men." While suh a soiety would not be perfet or entirely free from evil, itwould at least approah the stabilization of maturity.160.3 The Lures of MaturityThe e�ort toward maturity neessitates work, and work requires energy. Whene the power toaomplish all this? The physial things an be taken for granted, but the Master has well said,\Man annot live by bread alone." Granted the possession of a normal body and reasonably goodhealth, we must next look for those lures whih will at as a stimulus to all forth man's slumberingspiritual fores. Jesus has taught us that God lives in man; then how an we indue man to releasethese soul-bound powers of divinity and in�nity? How shall we indue men to let go of God thathe may spring forth to the refreshment of our own souls while in transit outward and then to servethe purpose of enlightening, uplifting, and blessing ountless other souls? How best an I awakenthese latent powers for good whih lie dormant in your souls? One thing I am sure of: Emotionalexitement is not the ideal spiritual stimulus. Exitement does not augment energy; it rather exhauststhe powers of both mind and body. Whene then omes the energy to do these great things? Lookto your Master. Even now he is out in the hills taking in power while we are here giving out energy.The seret of all this problem is wrapped up in spiritual ommunion, in worship. From the humanstandpoint it is a question of ombined meditation and relaxation. Meditation makes the ontat ofmind with spirit; relaxation determines the apaity for spiritual reeptivity. And this interhangeof strength for weakness, ourage for fear, the will of God for the mind of self, onstitutes worship.At least, that is the way the philosopher views it.When these experienes are frequently repeated, they rystallize into habits, strength-giving andworshipful habits, and suh habits eventually formulate themselves into a spiritual harater, andsuh a harater is �nally reognized by one's fellows as a mature personality. These praties arediÆult and time-onsuming at �rst, but when they beome habitual, they are at one restful andtimesaving. The more omplex soiety beomes, and the more the lures of ivilization multiply, the1617



more urgent will beome the neessity for God-knowing individuals to form suh protetive habitualpraties designed to onserve and augment their spiritual energies.Another requirement for the attainment of maturity is the o-operative adjustment of soial groupsto an ever-hanging environment. The immature individual arouses the antagonisms of his fellows;the mature man wins the hearty o-operation of his assoiates, thereby many times multiplying thefruits of his life e�orts.My philosophy tells me that there are times when I must �ght, if need be, for the defense of myonept of righteousness, but I doubt not that the Master, with a more mature type of personality,would easily and graefully gain an equal vitory by his superior and winsome tehnique of tat andtolerane. All too often, when we battle for the right, it turns out that both the vitor and thevanquished have sustained defeat. I heard the Master say only yesterday that the \wise man, whenseeking entrane through the loked door, would not destroy the door but rather would seek for thekey wherewith to unlok it." Too often we engage in a �ght merely to onvine ourselves that weare not afraid.This new gospel of the kingdom renders a great servie to the art of living in that it supplies anew and riher inentive for higher living. It presents a new and exalted goal of destiny, a supremelife purpose. And these new onepts of the eternal and divine goal of existene are in themselvestransendent stimuli, alling forth the reation of the very best that is resident in man's higher nature.On every mountaintop of intelletual thought are to be found relaxation for the mind, strength forthe soul, and ommunion for the spirit. From suh vantage points of high living, man is able totransend the material irritations of the lower levels of thinking - worry, jealousy, envy, revenge, andthe pride of immature personality. These high-limbing souls deliver themselves from a multitudeof the rossurrent onits of the tries of living, thus beoming free to attain onsiousness of thehigher urrents of spirit onept and elestial ommuniation. But the life purpose must be jealouslyguarded from the temptation to seek for easy and transient attainment; likewise must it be so fosteredas to beome immune to the disastrous threats of fanatiism.160.4 The Balane of MaturityWhile you have an eye single to the attainment of eternal realities, you must also make provisionfor the neessities of temporal living. While the spirit is our goal, the esh is a fat. Oasionallythe neessities of living may fall into our hands by aident, but in general, we must intelligentlywork for them. The two major problems of life are: making a temporal living and the ahievementof eternal survival. And even the problem of making a living requires religion for its ideal solution.These are both highly personal problems. True religion, in fat, does not funtion apart from theindividual.The essentials of the temporal life, as I see them, are:1. Good physial health.2. Clear and lean thinking.3. Ability and skill.4. Wealth - the goods of life.5. Ability to withstand defeat.6. Culture - eduation and wisdom.Even the physial problems of bodily health and eÆieny are best solved when they are viewedfrom the religious standpoint of our Master's teahing: That the body and mind of man are the1618



dwelling plae of the gift of the Gods, the spirit of God beoming the spirit of man. The mind ofman thus beomes the mediator between material things and spiritual realities.It requires intelligene to seure one's share of the desirable things of life. It is wholly erroneousto suppose that faithfulness in doing one's daily work will insure the rewards of wealth. Barringthe oasional and aidental aquirement of wealth, the material rewards of the temporal life arefound to ow in ertain well-organized hannels, and only those who have aess to these hannelsmay expet to be well rewarded for their temporal e�orts. Poverty must ever be the lot of all menwho seek for wealth in isolated and individual hannels. Wise planning, therefore, beomes the onething essential to worldly prosperity. Suess requires not only devotion to one's work but also thatone should funtion as a part of some one of the hannels of material wealth. If you are unwise, youan bestow a devoted life upon your generation without material reward; if you are an aidentalbene�iary of the ow of wealth, you may roll in luxury even though you have done nothing worthwhile for your fellow men.Ability is that whih you inherit, while skill is what you aquire. Life is not real to one whoannot do some one thing well, expertly. Skill is one of the real soures of the satisfation of living.Ability implies the gift of foresight, farseeing vision. Be not deeived by the tempting rewards ofdishonest ahievement; be willing to toil for the later returns inherent in honest endeavor. The wiseman is able to distinguish between means and ends; otherwise, sometimes overplanning for the futuredefeats its own high purpose. As a pleasure seeker you should aim always to be a produer as wellas a onsumer.Train your memory to hold in sared trust the strength-giving and worth-while episodes of life,whih you an reall at will for your pleasure and edi�ation. Thus build up for yourself and inyourself reserve galleries of beauty, goodness, and artisti grandeur. But the noblest of all memoriesare the treasured reolletions of the great moments of a superb friendship. And all of these memorytreasures radiate their most preious and exalting inuenes under the releasing touh of spiritualworship.But life will beome a burden of existene unless you learn how to fail graefully. There is anart in defeat whih noble souls always aquire; you must know how to lose heerfully; you must befearless of disappointment. Never hesitate to admit failure. Make no attempt to hide failure underdeeptive smiles and beaming optimism. It sounds well always to laim suess, but the end resultsare appalling. Suh a tehnique leads diretly to the reation of a world of unreality and to theinevitable rash of ultimate disillusionment.Suess may generate ourage and promote on�dene, but wisdom omes only from the experi-enes of adjustment to the results of one's failures. Men who prefer optimisti illusions to realityan never beome wise. Only those who fae fats and adjust them to ideals an ahieve wisdom.Wisdom embraes both the fat and the ideal and therefore saves its devotees from both of thosebarren extremes of philosophy - the man whose idealism exludes fats and the materialist who isdevoid of spiritual outlook. Those timid souls who an only keep up the struggle of life by the aidof ontinuous false illusions of suess are doomed to su�er failure and experiene defeat as theyultimately awaken from the dream world of their own imaginations.And it is in this business of faing failure and adjusting to defeat that the far-reahing vision ofreligion exerts its supreme inuene. Failure is simply an eduational episode - a ultural experimentin the aquirement of wisdom - in the experiene of the God-seeking man who has embarked on theeternal adventure of the exploration of a universe. To suh men defeat is but a new tool for theahievement of higher levels of universe reality.The areer of a God-seeking man may prove to be a great suess in the light of eternity, eventhough the whole temporal-life enterprise may appear as an overwhelming failure, provided eah lifefailure yielded the ulture of wisdom and spirit ahievement. Do not make the mistake of onfusing1619



knowledge, ulture, and wisdom. They are related in life, but they represent vastly di�ering spiritvalues; wisdom ever dominates knowledge and always glori�es ulture.160.5 The Religion of the IdealYou have told me that your Master regards genuine human religion as the individual's experienewith spiritual realities. I have regarded religion as man's experiene of reating to something whih heregards as being worthy of the homage and devotion of all mankind. In this sense, religion symbolizesour supreme devotion to that whih represents our highest onept of the ideals of reality and thefarthest reah of our minds toward eternal possibilities of spiritual attainment.When men reat to religion in the tribal, national, or raial sense, it is beause they look uponthose without their group as not being truly human. We always look upon the objet of our religiousloyalty as being worthy of the reverene of all men. Religion an never be a matter of mere intelletualbelief or philosophi reasoning; religion is always and forever a mode of reating to the situationsof life; it is a speies of ondut. Religion embraes thinking, feeling, and ating reverently towardsome reality whih we deem worthy of universal adoration.If something has beome a religion in your experiene, it is self-evident that you already havebeome an ative evangel of that religion sine you deem the supreme onept of your religion asbeing worthy of the worship of all mankind, all universe intelligenes. If you are not a positive andmissionary evangel of your religion, you are self-deeived in that what you all a religion is only atraditional belief or a mere system of intelletual philosophy. If your religion is a spiritual experiene,your objet of worship must be the universal spirit reality and ideal of all your spiritualized onepts.All religions based on fear, emotion, tradition, and philosophy I term the intelletual religions, whilethose based on true spirit experiene I would term the true religions. The objet of religious devotionmay be material or spiritual, true or false, real or unreal, human or divine. Religions an thereforebe either good or evil.Morality and religion are not neessarily the same. A system of morals, by grasping an objet ofworship, may beome a religion. A religion, by losing its universal appeal to loyalty and supremedevotion, may evolve into a system of philosophy or a ode of morals. This thing, being, state,or order of existene, or possibility of attainment whih onstitutes the supreme ideal of religiousloyalty, and whih is the reipient of the religious devotion of those who worship, is God. Regardlessof the name applied to this ideal of spirit reality, it is God.The soial harateristis of a true religion onsist in the fat that it invariably seeks to onvertthe individual and to transform the world. Religion implies the existene of undisovered idealswhih far transend the known standards of ethis and morality embodied in even the highest soialusages of the most mature institutions of ivilization. Religion reahes out for undisovered ideals,unexplored realities, superhuman values, divine wisdom, and true spirit attainment. True religiondoes all of this; all other beliefs are not worthy of the name. You annot have a genuine spiritualreligion without the supreme and supernal ideal of an eternal God. A religion without this God isan invention of man, a human institution of lifeless intelletual beliefs and meaningless emotionaleremonies. A religion might laim as the objet of its devotion a great ideal. But suh ideals ofunreality are not attainable; suh a onept is illusionary. The only ideals suseptible of humanattainment are the divine realities of the in�nite values resident in the spiritual fat of the eternalGod.The word God, the idea of God as ontrasted with the ideal of God, an beome a part of anyreligion, no matter how puerile or false that religion may hane to be. And this idea of God anbeome anything whih those who entertain it may hoose to make it. The lower religions shapetheir ideas of God to meet the natural state of the human heart; the higher religions demand that1620



the human heart shall be hanged to meet the demands of the ideals of true religion.The religion of Jesus transends all our former onepts of the idea of worship in that he notonly portrays his Father as the ideal of in�nite reality but positively delares that this divine soureof values and the eternal enter of the universe is truly and personally attainable by every mortalreature who hooses to enter the kingdom of heaven on earth, thereby aknowledging the aeptaneof sonship with God and brotherhood with man. That, I submit, is the highest onept of religion theworld has ever known, and I pronoune that there an never be a higher sine this gospel embraes thein�nity of realities, the divinity of values, and the eternity of universal attainments. Suh a oneptonstitutes the ahievement of the experiene of the idealism of the supreme and the ultimate.I am not only intrigued by the onsummate ideals of this religion of your Master, but I am mightilymoved to profess my belief in his announement that these ideals of spirit realities are attainable;that you and I an enter upon this long and eternal adventure with his assurane of the ertainty ofour ultimate arrival at the portals of Paradise. My brethren, I am a believer, I have embarked; I amon my way with you in this eternal venture. The Master says he ame from the Father, and that hewill show us the way. I am fully persuaded he speaks the truth. I am �nally onvined that there areno attainable ideals of reality or values of perfetion apart from the eternal and Universal Father.I ome, then, to worship, not merely the God of existenes, but the God of the possibility of allfuture existenes. Therefore must your devotion to a supreme ideal, if that ideal is real, be devotionto this God of past, present, and future universes of things and beings. And there is no other God, forthere annot possibly be any other God. All other gods are �gments of the imagination, illusions ofmortal mind, distortions of false logi, and the self-deeptive idols of those who reate them. Yes, youan have a religion without this God, but it does not mean anything. And if you seek to substitutethe word God for the reality of this ideal of the living God, you have only deluded yourself by puttingan idea in the plae of an ideal, a divine reality. Suh beliefs are merely religions of wishful fany.I see in the teahings of Jesus, religion at its best. This gospel enables us to seek for the true Godand to �nd him. But are we willing to pay the prie of this entrane into the kingdom of heaven?Are we willing to be born again? to be remade? Are we willing to be subjet to this terrible andtesting proess of self-destrution and soul reonstrution? Has not the Master said: \Whoso wouldsave his life must lose it. Think not that I have ome to bring peae but rather a soul struggle"?True, after we pay the prie of dediation to the Father's will, we do experiene great peae providedwe ontinue to walk in these spiritual paths of onserated living.Now are we truly forsaking the lures of the known order of existene while we unreservedlydediate our quest to the lures of the unknown and unexplored order of the existene of a futurelife of adventure in the spirit worlds of the higher idealism of divine reality. And we seek for thosesymbols of meaning wherewith to onvey to our fellow men these onepts of the reality of theidealism of the religion of Jesus, and we will not ease to pray for that day when all mankind shallbe thrilled by the ommunal vision of this supreme truth. Just now, our foalized onept of theFather, as held in our hearts, is that God is spirit; as onveyed to our fellows, that God is love.The religion of Jesus demands living and spiritual experiene. Other religions may onsist intraditional beliefs, emotional feelings, philosophi onsiousness, and all of that, but the teahing ofthe Master requires the attainment of atual levels of real spirit progression.The onsiousness of the impulse to be like God is not true religion. The feelings of the emotionto worship God are not true religion. The knowledge of the onvition to forsake self and serve Godis not true religion. The wisdom of the reasoning that this religion is the best of all is not religion asa personal and spiritual experiene. True religion has referene to destiny and reality of attainmentas well as to the reality and idealism of that whih is wholeheartedly faith-aepted. And all of thismust be made personal to us by the revelation of the Spirit of Truth.And thus ended the dissertations of the Greek philosopher, one of the greatest of his rae, who1621



had beome a believer in the gospel of Jesus.
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Chapter 161Further Disussions with RodanON SUNDAY, September 25, A.D. 29, the apostles and the evangelists assembled at Magadan. Aftera long onferene that evening with his assoiates, Jesus surprised all by announing that early thenext day he and the twelve apostles would start for Jerusalem to attend the feast of tabernales. Hedireted that the evangelists visit the believers in Galilee, and that the women's orps return for awhile to Bethsaida.When the hour ame to leave for Jerusalem, Nathaniel and Thomas were still in the midst oftheir disussions with Rodan of Alexandria, and they seured the Master's permission to remain atMagadan for a few days. And so, while Jesus and the ten were on their way to Jerusalem, Nathanieland Thomas were engaged in earnest debate with Rodan. The week prior, in whih Rodan hadexpounded his philosophy, Thomas and Nathaniel had alternated in presenting the gospel of thekingdom to the Greek philosopher. Rodan disovered that he had been well instruted in Jesus'teahings by one of the former apostles of John the Baptist who had been his teaher at Alexandria.161.1 The Personality of GodThere was one matter on whih Rodan and the two apostles did not see alike, and that was thepersonality of God. Rodan readily aepted all that was presented to him regarding the attributesof God, but he ontended that the Father in heaven is not, annot be, a person as man oneivespersonality. While the apostles found themselves in diÆulty trying to prove that God is a person,Rodan found it still more diÆult to prove he is not a person.Rodan ontended that the fat of personality onsists in the oexistent fat of full and mutualommuniation between beings of equality, beings who are apable of sympatheti understanding.Said Rodan: \In order to be a person, God must have symbols of spirit ommuniation whih wouldenable him to beome fully understood by those who make ontat with him. But sine God is in�niteand eternal, the Creator of all other beings, it follows that, as regards beings of equality, God is alonein the universe. There are none equal to him; there are none with whom he an ommuniate as anequal. God indeed may be the soure of all personality, but as suh he is transendent to personality,even as the Creator is above and beyond the reature."This ontention greatly troubled Thomas and Nathaniel, and they had asked Jesus to ome totheir resue, but the Master refused to enter into their disussions. He did say to Thomas: \Itmatters little what idea of the Father you may entertain as long as you are spiritually aquaintedwith the ideal of his in�nite and eternal nature."Thomas ontended that God does ommuniate with man, and therefore that the Father is aperson, even within the de�nition of Rodan. This the Greek rejeted on the ground that God does1623



not reveal himself personally; that he is still a mystery. Then Nathaniel appealed to his own personalexperiene with God, and that Rodan allowed, aÆrming that he had reently had similar experienes,but these experienes, he ontended, proved only the reality of God, not his personality.By Monday night Thomas gave up. But by Tuesday night Nathaniel had won Rodan to believein the personality of the Father, and he e�eted this hange in the Greek's views by the followingsteps of reasoning:1. The Father in Paradise does enjoy equality of ommuniation with at least two other beingswho are fully equal to himself and wholly like himself - the Eternal Son and the In�nite Spirit. Inview of the dotrine of the Trinity, the Greek was ompelled to onede the personality possibility ofthe Universal Father. (It was the later onsideration of these disussions whih led to the enlargedoneption of the Trinity in the minds of the twelve apostles. Of ourse, it was the general beliefthat Jesus was the Eternal Son.)2. Sine Jesus was equal with the Father, and sine this Son had ahieved the manifestation ofpersonality to his earth hildren, suh a phenomenon onstituted proof of the fat, and demonstrationof the possibility, of the possession of personality by all three of the Godheads and forever settledthe question regarding the ability of God to ommuniate with man and the possibility of man'sommuniating with God.3. That Jesus was on terms of mutual assoiation and perfet ommuniation with man; that Jesuswas the Son of God. That the relation of Son and Father presupposes equality of ommuniationand mutuality of sympatheti understanding; that Jesus and the Father were one. That Jesusmaintained at one and the same time understanding ommuniation with both God and man, andthat, sine both God and man omprehended the meaning of the symbols of Jesus' ommuniation,both God and man possessed the attributes of personality in so far as the requirements of the abilityof interommuniation were onerned. That the personality of Jesus demonstrated the personalityof God, while it proved onlusively the presene of God in man. That two things whih are relatedto the same thing are related to eah other.4. That personality represents man's highest onept of human reality and divine values; thatGod also represents man's highest onept of divine reality and in�nite values; therefore, that Godmust be a divine and in�nite personality, a personality in reality although in�nitely and eternallytransending man's onept and de�nition of personality, but nevertheless always and universally apersonality.5. That God must be a personality sine he is the Creator of all personality and the destiny of allpersonality. Rodan had been tremendously inuened by the teahing of Jesus, \Be you thereforeperfet, even as your Father in heaven is perfet."When Rodan heard these arguments, he said: \I am onvined. I will onfess God as a person ifyou will permit me to qualify my onfession of suh a belief by attahing to the meaning of personalitya group of extended values, suh as superhuman, transendent, supreme, in�nite, eternal, �nal, anduniversal. I am now onvined that, while God must be in�nitely more than a personality, he annotbe anything less. I am satis�ed to end the argument and to aept Jesus as the personal revelationof the Father and the satisfation of all unsatis�ed fators in logi, reason, and philosophy."161.2 The Divine Nature of JesusSine Nathaniel and Thomas had so fully approved Rodan's views of the gospel of the kingdom, thereremained only one more point to onsider, the teahing dealing with the divine nature of Jesus, adotrine only so reently publily announed. Nathaniel and Thomas jointly presented their views ofthe divine nature of the Master, and the following narrative is a ondensed, rearranged, and restated1624



presentation of their teahing:1. Jesus has admitted his divinity, and we believe him. Many remarkable things have happenedin onnetion with his ministry whih we an understand only by believing that he is the Son of Godas well as the Son of Man.2. His life assoiation with us exempli�es the ideal of human friendship; only a divine being ouldpossibly be suh a human friend. He is the most truly unsel�sh person we have ever known. He isthe friend even of sinners; he dares to love his enemies. He is very loyal to us. While he does nothesitate to reprove us, it is plain to all that he truly loves us. The better you know him, the moreyou will love him. You will be harmed by his unswerving devotion. Through all these years of ourfailure to omprehend his mission, he has been a faithful friend. While he makes no use of attery,he does treat us all with equal kindness; he is invariably tender and ompassionate. He has sharedhis life and everything else with us. We are a happy ommunity; we share all things in ommon. Wedo not believe that a mere human ould live suh a blameless life under suh trying irumstanes.3. We think Jesus is divine beause he never does wrong; he makes no mistakes. His wisdom isextraordinary; his piety superb. He lives day by day in perfet aord with the Father's will. Henever repents of misdeeds beause he transgresses none of the Father's laws. He prays for us andwith us, but he never asks us to pray for him. We believe that he is onsistently sinless. We do notthink that one who is only human ever professed to live suh a life. He laims to live a perfet life,and we aknowledge that he does. Our piety springs from repentane, but his piety springs fromrighteousness. He even professes to forgive sins and does heal diseases. No mere man would sanelyprofess to forgive sin; that is a divine prerogative. And he has seemed to be thus perfet in hisrighteousness from the times of our �rst ontat with him. We grow in grae and in the knowledge ofthe truth, but our Master exhibits maturity of righteousness to start with. All men, good and evil,reognize these elements of goodness in Jesus. And yet never is his piety obtrusive or ostentatious.He is both meek and fearless. He seems to approve of our belief in his divinity. He is either whathe professes to be, or else he is the greatest hyporite and fraud the world has ever known. We arepersuaded that he is just what he laims to be.4. The uniqueness of his harater and the perfetion of his emotional ontrol onvine us that heis a ombination of humanity and divinity. He unfailingly responds to the spetale of human need;su�ering never fails to appeal to him. His ompassion is moved alike by physial su�ering, mentalanguish, or spiritual sorrow. He is quik to reognize and generous to aknowledge the presene offaith or any other grae in his fellow men. He is so just and fair and at the same time so merifuland onsiderate. He grieves over the spiritual obstinay of the people and rejoies when they onsentto see the light of truth.5. He seems to know the thoughts of men's minds and to understand the longings of their hearts.And he is always sympatheti with our troubled spirits. He seems to possess all our human emotions,but they are magni�ently glori�ed. He strongly loves goodness and equally hates sin. He possessesa superhuman onsiousness of the presene of Deity. He prays like a man but performs like a God.He seems to foreknow things; he even now dares to speak about his death, some mysti referene tohis future glori�ation. While he is kind, he is also brave and ourageous. He never falters in doinghis duty.6. We are onstantly impressed by the phenomenon of his superhuman knowledge. Hardly does aday pass but something transpires to dislose that the Master knows what is going on away from hisimmediate presene. He also seems to know about the thoughts of his assoiates. He undoubtedlyhas ommunion with elestial personalities; he unquestionably lives on a spiritual plane far abovethe rest of us. Everything seems to be open to his unique understanding. He asks us questions todraw us out, not to gain information.7. Reently the Master does not hesitate to assert his superhumanity. From the day of our1625



ordination as apostles right on down to reent times, he has never denied that he ame from theFather above. He speaks with the authority of a divine teaher. The Master does not hesitate torefute the religious teahings of today and to delare the new gospel with positive authority. He isassertive, positive, and authoritative. Even John the Baptist, when he heard Jesus speak, delaredthat he was the Son of God. He seems to be so suÆient within himself. He raves not the supportof the multitude; he is indi�erent to the opinions of men. He is brave and yet so free from pride.8. He onstantly talks about God as an ever-present assoiate in all that he does. He goes aboutdoing good, for God seems to be in him. He makes the most astounding assertions about himselfand his mission on earth, statements whih would be absurd if he were not divine. He one delared,\Before Abraham was, I am." He has de�nitely laimed divinity; he professes to be in partnershipwith God. He well-nigh exhausts the possibilities of language in the reiteration of his laims ofintimate assoiation with the heavenly Father. He even dares to assert that he and the Father areone. He says that anyone who has seen him has seen the Father. And he says and does all thesetremendous things with suh hildlike naturalness. He alludes to his assoiation with the Father inthe same manner that he refers to his assoiation with us. He seems to be so sure about God andspeaks of these relations in suh a matter-of-fat way.9. In his prayer life he appears to ommuniate diretly with his Father. We have heard fewof his prayers, but these few would indiate that he talks with God, as it were, fae to fae. Heseems to know the future as well as the past. He simply ould not be all of this and do all of theseextraordinary things unless he were something more than human. We know he is human, we are sureof that, but we are almost equally sure that he is also divine. We believe that he is divine. We areonvined that he is the Son of Man and the Son of God.When Nathaniel and Thomas had onluded their onferenes with Rodan, they hurried on towardJerusalem to join their fellow apostles, arriving on Friday of that week. This had been a greatexperiene in the lives of all three of these believers, and the other apostles learned muh from thereounting of these experienes by Nathaniel and Thomas.Rodan made his way bak to Alexandria, where he long taught his philosophy in the shool ofMeganta. He beame a mighty man in the later a�airs of the kingdom of heaven; he was a faithfulbeliever to the end of his earth days, yielding up his life in Greee with others when the perseutionswere at their height.161.3 Jesus' Human and Divine MindsConsiousness of divinity was a gradual growth in the mind of Jesus up to the oasion of hisbaptism. After he beame fully self-onsious of his divine nature, prehuman existene, and universeprerogatives, he seems to have possessed the power of variously limiting his human onsiousnessof his divinity. It appears to us that from his baptism until the rui�xion it was entirely optionalwith Jesus whether to depend only on the human mind or to utilize the knowledge of both thehuman and the divine minds. At times he appeared to avail himself of only that information whihwas resident in the human intellet. On other oasions he appeared to at with suh fullness ofknowledge and wisdom as ould be a�orded only by the utilization of the superhuman ontent of hisdivine onsiousness.We an understand his unique performanes only by aepting the theory that he ould, at will,self-limit his divinity onsiousness. We are fully ognizant that he frequently withheld from hisassoiates his foreknowledge of events, and that he was aware of the nature of their thinking andplanning. We understand that he did not wish his followers to know too fully that he was ableto disern their thoughts and to penetrate their plans. He did not desire too far to transend theonept of the human as it was held in the minds of his apostles and disiples.1626



We are utterly at a loss to di�erentiate between his pratie of self-limiting his divine onsiousnessand his tehnique of onealing his preknowledge and thought disernment from his human assoiates.We are onvined that he used both of these tehniques, but we are not always able, in a giveninstane, to speify whih method he may have employed. We frequently observed him ating withonly the human ontent of onsiousness; then would we behold him in onferene with the diretorsof the elestial hosts of the universe and disern the undoubted funtioning of the divine mind. Andthen on almost numberless oasions did we witness the working of this ombined personality of manand God as it was ativated by the apparent perfet union of the human and the divine minds. Thisis the limit of our knowledge of suh phenomena; we really do not atually know the full truth aboutthis mystery.
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Chapter 162At the Feast of TabernalesWHEN Jesus started up to Jerusalem with the ten apostles, he planned to go through Samaria, thatbeing the shorter route. Aordingly, they passed down the eastern shore of the lake and, by way ofSythopolis, entered the borders of Samaria. Near nightfall Jesus sent Philip and Matthew over to avillage on the eastern slopes of Mount Gilboa to seure lodging for the ompany. It so happened thatthese villagers were greatly prejudied against the Jews, even more so than the average Samaritans,and these feelings were heightened at this partiular time as so many were on their way to the feastof tabernales. These people knew very little about Jesus, and they refused him lodging beausehe and his assoiates were Jews. When Matthew and Philip manifested indignation and informedthese Samaritans that they were delining to entertain the Holy One of Israel, the infuriated villagershased them out of the little town with stiks and stones.After Philip and Matthew had returned to their fellows and reported how they had been drivenout of the village, James and John stepped up to Jesus and said: \Master, we pray you to give uspermission to bid �re ome down from heaven to devour these insolent and impenitent Samaritans."But when Jesus heard these words of vengeane, he turned upon the sons of Zebedee and severelyrebuked them: \You know not what manner of attitude you manifest. Vengeane savors not of theoutlook of the kingdom of heaven. Rather than dispute, let us journey over to the little village bythe Jordan ford." Thus beause of setarian prejudie these Samaritans denied themselves the honorof showing hospitality to the Creator Son of a universe.Jesus and the ten stopped for the night at the village near the Jordan ford. Early the next daythey rossed the river and ontinued on to Jerusalem by way of the east Jordan highway, arriving atBethany late Wednesday evening. Thomas and Nathaniel arrived on Friday, having been delayed bytheir onferenes with Rodan.Jesus and the twelve remained in the viinity of Jerusalem until the end of the following month(Otober), about four and one-half weeks. Jesus himself went into the ity only a few times, andthese brief visits were made during the days of the feast of tabernales. He spent a onsiderableportion of Otober with Abner and his assoiates at Bethlehem.162.1 The Dangers of the Visit to JerusalemLong before they ed from Galilee, the followers of Jesus had implored him to go to Jerusalem toprolaim the gospel of the kingdom in order that his message might have the prestige of havingbeen preahed at the enter of Jewish ulture and learning; but now that he had atually ome toJerusalem to teah, they were afraid for his life. Knowing that the Sanhedrin had sought to bringJesus to Jerusalem for trial and realling the Master's reently reiterated delarations that he mustbe subjet to death, the apostles had been literally stunned by his sudden deision to attend the1629



feast of tabernales. To all their previous entreaties that he go to Jerusalem he had replied, \Thehour has not yet ome." Now, to their protests of fear he answered only, \But the hour has ome."During the feast of tabernales Jesus went boldly into Jerusalem on several oasions and publilytaught in the temple. This he did in spite of the e�orts of his apostles to dissuade him. Though theyhad long urged him to prolaim his message in Jerusalem, they now feared to see him enter the ityat this time, knowing full well that the sribes and Pharisees were bent on bringing about his death.Jesus' bold appearane in Jerusalem more than ever onfused his followers. Many of his disiples,and even Judas Isariot, the apostle, had dared to think that Jesus had ed in haste into Phoeniiabeause he feared the Jewish leaders and Herod Antipas. They failed to omprehend the signi�aneof the Master's movements. His presene in Jerusalem at the feast of tabernales, even in oppositionto the advie of his followers, suÆed forever to put an end to all whisperings about fear andowardie.During the feast of tabernales, thousands of believers from all parts of the Roman Empire sawJesus, heard him teah, and many even journeyed out to Bethany to onfer with him regarding theprogress of the kingdom in their home distrits.There were many reasons why Jesus was able publily to preah in the temple ourts throughoutthe days of the feast, and hief of these was the fear that had ome over the oÆers of the Sanhedrinas a result of the seret division of sentiment in their own ranks. It was a fat that many of themembers of the Sanhedrin either seretly believed in Jesus or else were deidedly averse to arrestinghim during the feast, when suh large numbers of people were present in Jerusalem, many of whomeither believed in him or were at least friendly to the spiritual movement whih he sponsored.The e�orts of Abner and his assoiates throughout Judea had also done muh to onsolidatesentiment favorable to the kingdom, so muh so that the enemies of Jesus dared not be too outspokenin their opposition. This was one of the reasons why Jesus ould publily visit Jerusalem and live togo away. One or two months before this he would ertainly have been put to death.But the audaious boldness of Jesus in publily appearing in Jerusalem overawed his enemies; theywere not prepared for suh a daring hallenge. Several times during this month the Sanhedrin madefeeble attempts to plae the Master under arrest, but nothing ame of these e�orts. His enemieswere so taken abak by Jesus' unexpeted publi appearane in Jerusalem that they onjeturedhe must have been promised protetion by the Roman authorities. Knowing that Philip (HerodAntipas's brother) was almost a follower of Jesus, the members of the Sanhedrin speulated thatPhilip had seured for Jesus promises of protetion against his enemies. Jesus had departed fromtheir jurisdition before they awakened to the realization that they had been mistaken in the beliefthat his sudden and bold appearane in Jerusalem had been due to a seret understanding with theRoman oÆials.Only the twelve apostles had known that Jesus intended to attend the feast of tabernales whenthey had departed from Magadan. The other followers of the Master were greatly astonished when heappeared in the temple ourts and began publily to teah, and the Jewish authorities were surprisedbeyond expression when it was reported that he was teahing in the temple.Although his disiples had not expeted Jesus to attend the feast, the vast majority of the pilgrimsfrom afar who had heard of him entertained the hope that they might see him at Jerusalem. Andthey were not disappointed, for on several oasions he taught in Solomon's Porh and elsewhere inthe temple ourts. These teahings were really the oÆial or formal announement of the divinity ofJesus to the Jewish people and to the whole world.The multitudes who listened to the Master's teahings were divided in their opinions. Somesaid he was a good man; some a prophet; some that he was truly the Messiah; others said hewas a mishievous meddler, that he was leading the people astray with his strange dotrines. Hisenemies hesitated to denoune him openly for fear of his friendly believers, while his friends feared to1630



aknowledge him openly for fear of the Jewish leaders, knowing that the Sanhedrin was determinedto put him to death. But even his enemies marveled at his teahing, knowing that he had not beeninstruted in the shools of the rabbis.Every time Jesus went to Jerusalem, his apostles were �lled with terror. They were the more afraidas, from day to day, they listened to his inreasingly bold pronounements regarding the nature ofhis mission on earth. They were unaustomed to hearing Jesus make suh positive laims and suhamazing assertions even when preahing among his friends.162.2 The First Temple TalkThe �rst afternoon that Jesus taught in the temple, a onsiderable ompany sat listening to hiswords depiting the liberty of the new gospel and the joy of those who believe the good news, whena urious listener interrupted him to ask: \Teaher, how is it you an quote the Sriptures and teahthe people so uently when I am told that you are untaught in the learning of the rabbis?" Jesusreplied: \No man has taught me the truths whih I delare to you. And this teahing is not minebut His who sent me. If any man really desires to do my Father's will, he shall ertainly know aboutmy teahing, whether it be God's or whether I speak for myself. He who speaks for himself seeks hisown glory, but when I delare the words of the Father, I thereby seek the glory of him who sent me.But before you try to enter into the new light, should you not rather follow the light you alreadyhave? Moses gave you the law, yet how many of you honestly seek to ful�ll its demands? Moses inthis law enjoins you, saying, `You shall not kill'; notwithstanding this ommand some of you seek tokill the Son of Man."When the rowd heard these words, they fell to wrangling among themselves. Some said he wasmad; some that he had a devil. Others said this was indeed the prophet of Galilee whom the sribesand Pharisees had long sought to kill. Some said the religious authorities were afraid to molesthim; others thought that they laid not hands upon him beause they had beome believers in him.After onsiderable debate one of the rowd stepped forward and asked Jesus, \Why do the rulersseek to kill you?" And he replied: \The rulers seek to kill me beause they resent my teahingabout the good news of the kingdom, a gospel that sets men free from the burdensome traditionsof a formal religion of eremonies whih these teahers are determined to uphold at any ost. Theyirumise in aordane with the law on the Sabbath day, but they would kill me beause I oneon the Sabbath day set free a man held in the bondage of a�ition. They follow after me on theSabbath to spy on me but would kill me beause on another oasion I hose to make a grievouslystriken man ompletely whole on the Sabbath day. They seek to kill me beause they well knowthat, if you honestly believe and dare to aept my teahing, their system of traditional religion willbe overthrown, forever destroyed. Thus will they be deprived of authority over that to whih theyhave devoted their lives sine they steadfastly refuse to aept this new and more glorious gospel ofthe kingdom of God. And now do I appeal to every one of you: Judge not aording to outwardappearanes but rather judge by the true spirit of these teahings; judge righteously."Then said another inquirer: \Yes, Teaher, we do look for the Messiah, but when he omes, weknow that his appearane will be in mystery. We know whene you are. You have been amongyour brethren from the beginning. The deliverer will ome in power to restore the throne of David'skingdom. Do you really laim to be the Messiah?" And Jesus replied: \You laim to know me andto know whene I am. I wish your laims were true, for indeed then would you �nd abundant lifein that knowledge. But I delare that I have not ome to you for myself; I have been sent by theFather, and he who sent me is true and faithful. By refusing to hear me, you are refusing to reeiveHim who sends me. You, if you will reeive this gospel, shall ome to know Him who sent me. Iknow the Father, for I have ome from the Father to delare and reveal him to you."1631



The agents of the sribes wanted to lay hands upon him, but they feared the multitude, for manybelieved in him. Jesus' work sine his baptism had beome well known to all Jewry, and as many ofthese people reounted these things, they said among themselves: \Even though this teaher is fromGalilee, and even though he does not meet all of our expetations of the Messiah, we wonder if thedeliverer, when he does ome, will really do anything more wonderful than this Jesus of Nazarethhas already done."When the Pharisees and their agents heard the people talking this way, they took ounsel withtheir leaders and deided that something should be done forthwith to put a stop to these publiappearanes of Jesus in the temple ourts. The leaders of the Jews, in general, were disposed toavoid a lash with Jesus, believing that the Roman authorities had promised him immunity. Theyould not otherwise aount for his boldness in oming at this time to Jerusalem; but the oÆers ofthe Sanhedrin did not wholly believe this rumor. They reasoned that the Roman rulers would not dosuh a thing seretly and without the knowledge of the highest governing body of the Jewish nation.Aordingly, Eber, the proper oÆer of the Sanhedrin, with two assistants was dispathed toarrest Jesus. As Eber made his way toward Jesus, the Master said: \Fear not to approah me. Drawnear while you listen to my teahing. I know you have been sent to apprehend me, but you shouldunderstand that nothing will befall the Son of Man until his hour omes. You are not arrayed againstme; you ome only to do the bidding of your masters, and even these rulers of the Jews verily thinkthey are doing God's servie when they seretly seek my destrution.\I bear none of you ill will. The Father loves you, and therefore do I long for your deliveranefrom the bondage of prejudie and the darkness of tradition. I o�er you the liberty of life and thejoy of salvation. I prolaim the new and living way, the deliverane from evil and the breaking of thebondage of sin. I have ome that you might have life, and have it eternally. You seek to be rid of meand my disquieting teahings. If you ould only realize that I am to be with you only a little while!In just a short time I go to Him who sent me into this world. And then will many of you diligentlyseek me, but you shall not disover my presene, for where I am about to go you annot ome. Butall who truly seek to �nd me shall sometime attain the life that leads to my Father's presene."Some of the so�ers said among themselves: \Where will this man go that we annot �nd him?Will he go to live among the Greeks? Will he destroy himself? What an he mean when he delaresthat soon he will depart from us, and that we annot go where he goes?"Eber and his assistants refused to arrest Jesus; they returned to their meeting plae without him.When, therefore, the hief priests and the Pharisees upbraided Eber and his assistants beause theyhad not brought Jesus with them, Eber only replied: \We feared to arrest him in the midst of themultitude beause many believe in him. Besides, we never heard a man speak like this man. Thereis something out of the ordinary about this teaher. You would all do well to go over to hear him."And when the hief rulers heard these words, they were astonished and spoke tauntingly to Eber:\Are you also led astray? Are you about to believe in this deeiver? Have you heard that any of ourlearned men or any of the rulers have believed in him? Have any of the sribes or the Pharisees beendeeived by his lever teahings? How does it ome that you are inuened by the behavior of thisignorant multitude who know not the law or the prophets? Do you not know that suh untaughtpeople are aursed?" And then answered Eber: \Even so, my masters, but this man speaks to themultitude words of mery and hope. He heers the downhearted, and his words were omforting evento our souls. What an there be wrong in these teahings even though he may not be the Messiahof the Sriptures? And even then does not our law require fairness? Do we ondemn a man beforewe hear him?" And the hief of the Sanhedrin was wroth with Eber and, turning upon him, said:\Have you gone mad? Are you by any hane also from Galilee? Searh the Sriptures, and you willdisover that out of Galilee arises no prophet, muh less the Messiah."The Sanhedrin disbanded in onfusion, and Jesus withdrew to Bethany for the night.1632



162.3 The Woman Taken in AdulteryIt was during this visit to Jerusalem that Jesus dealt with a ertain woman of evil repute who wasbrought into his presene by her ausers and his enemies. The distorted reord you have of thisepisode would suggest that this woman had been brought before Jesus by the sribes and Pharisees,and that Jesus so dealt with them as to indiate that these religious leaders of the Jews mightthemselves have been guilty of immorality. Jesus well knew that, while these sribes and Phariseeswere spiritually blind and intelletually prejudied by their loyalty to tradition, they were to benumbered among the most thoroughly moral men of that day and generation.What really happened was this: Early the third morning of the feast, as Jesus approahed thetemple, he was met by a group of the hired agents of the Sanhedrin who were dragging a woman alongwith them. As they ame near, the spokesman said: \Master, this woman was taken in adultery - inthe very at. Now, the law of Moses ommands that we should stone suh a woman. What do yousay should be done with her?"It was the plan of Jesus' enemies, if he upheld the law of Moses requiring that the self-onfessedtransgressor be stoned, to involve him in diÆulty with the Roman rulers, who had denied the Jewsthe right to init the death penalty without the approval of a Roman tribunal. If he forbade stoningthe woman, they would ause him before the Sanhedrin of setting himself up above Moses and theJewish law. If he remained silent, they would ause him of owardie. But the Master so managedthe situation that the whole plot fell to piees of its own sordid weight.This woman, one omely, was the wife of an inferior itizen of Nazareth, a man who had beena troublemaker for Jesus throughout his youthful days. The man, having married this woman, didmost shamefully fore her to earn their living by making ommere of her body. He had ome up tothe feast at Jerusalem that his wife might thus prostitute her physial harms for �nanial gain. Hehad entered into a bargain with the hirelings of the Jewish rulers thus to betray his own wife in herommerialized vie. And so they ame with the woman and her ompanion in transgression for thepurpose of ensnaring Jesus into making some statement whih ould be used against him in ase ofhis arrest.Jesus, looking over the rowd, saw her husband standing behind the others. He knew what sortof man he was and pereived that he was a party to the despiable transation. Jesus �rst walkedaround to near where this degenerate husband stood and wrote upon the sand a few words whihaused him to depart in haste. Then he ame bak before the woman and wrote again upon theground for the bene�t of her would-be ausers; and when they read his words, they, too, went away,one by one. And when the Master had written in the sand the third time, the woman's ompanionin evil took his departure, so that, when the Master raised himself up from this writing, he beheldthe woman standing alone before him. Jesus said: \Woman, where are your ausers? did no manremain to stone you?" And the woman, lifting up her eyes, answered, \No man, Lord." And thensaid Jesus: \I know about you; neither do I ondemn you. Go your way in peae." And this woman,Hildana, forsook her wiked husband and joined herself to the disiples of the kingdom.162.4 The Feast of TabernalesThe presene of people from all of the known world, from Spain to India, made the feast of tabernalesan ideal oasion for Jesus for the �rst time publily to prolaim his full gospel in Jerusalem. Atthis feast the people lived muh in the open air, in leafy booths. It was the feast of the harvestingathering, and oming, as it did, in the ool of the autumn months, it was more generally attendedby the Jews of the world than was the Passover at the end of the winter or Penteost at the beginningof summer. The apostles at last beheld their Master making the bold announement of his mission1633



on earth before all the world, as it were.This was the feast of feasts, sine any sari�e not made at the other festivals ould be made atthis time. This was the oasion of the reeption of the temple o�erings; it was a ombination ofvaation pleasures with the solemn rites of religious worship. Here was a time of raial rejoiing,mingled with sari�es, Levitial hants, and the solemn blasts of the silvery trumpets of the priests.At night the impressive spetale of the temple and its pilgrim throngs was brilliantly illuminatedby the great andelabras whih burned brightly in the ourt of the women as well as by the glareof sores of torhes standing about the temple ourts. The entire ity was gaily deorated exeptthe Roman astle of Antonia, whih looked down in grim ontrast upon this festive and worshipfulsene. And how the Jews did hate this ever-present reminder of the Roman yoke!Seventy bulloks were sari�ed during the feast, the symbol of the seventy nations of heathendom.The eremony of the outpouring of the water symbolized the outpouring of the divine spirit. Thiseremony of the water followed the sunrise proession of the priests and Levites. The worshiperspassed down the steps leading from the ourt of Israel to the ourt of the women while suessiveblasts were blown upon the silvery trumpets. And then the faithful marhed on toward the beautifulgate, whih opened upon the ourt of the gentiles. Here they turned about to fae westward, torepeat their hants, and to ontinue their marh for the symboli water.On the last day of the feast almost four hundred and �fty priests with a orresponding number ofLevites oÆiated. At daybreak the pilgrims assembled from all parts of the ity, eah arrying in theright hand a sheaf of myrtle, willow, and palm branhes, while in the left hand eah one arried abranh of the paradise apple - the itron, or the \forbidden fruit." These pilgrims divided into threegroups for this early morning eremony. One band remained at the temple to attend the morningsari�es; another group marhed down below Jerusalem to near Maza to ut the willow branhes forthe adornment of the sari�ial altar, while the third group formed a proession to marh from thetemple behind the water priest, who, to the sound of the silvery trumpets, bore the golden pitherwhih was to ontain the symboli water, out through Ophel to near Siloam, where was loated thefountain gate. After the golden pither had been �lled at the pool of Siloam, the proession marhedbak to the temple, entering by way of the water gate and going diretly to the ourt of the priests,where the priest bearing the water pither was joined by the priest bearing the wine for the drinko�ering. These two priests then repaired to the silver funnels leading to the base of the altar andpoured the ontents of the pithers therein. The exeution of this rite of pouring the wine and thewater was the signal for the assembled pilgrims to begin the hanting of the Psalms from 113 to 118inlusive, in alternation with the Levites. And as they repeated these lines, they would wave theirsheaves at the altar. Then followed the sari�es for the day, assoiated with the repeating of thePsalm for the day, the Psalm for the last day of the feast being the eighty-seond, beginning withthe �fth verse.162.5 Sermon on the Light of the WorldOn the evening of the next to the last day of the feast, when the sene was brilliantly illuminated bythe lights of the andelabras and the torhes, Jesus stood up in the midst of the assembled throngand said:\I am the light of the world. He who follows me shall not walk in darkness but shall have thelight of life. Presuming to plae me on trial and assuming to sit as my judges, you delare that, ifI bear witness of myself, my witness annot be true. But never an the reature sit in judgment onthe Creator. Even if I do bear witness about myself, my witness is everlastingly true, for I knowwhene I ame, who I am, and whither I go. You who would kill the Son of Man know not whene Iame, who I am, or whither I go. You only judge by the appearanes of the esh; you do not pereive1634



the realities of the spirit. I judge no man, not even my arhenemy. But if I should hoose to judge,my judgment would be true and righteous, for I would judge not alone but in assoiation with myFather, who sent me into the world, and who is the soure of all true judgment. You even allow thatthe witness of two reliable persons may be aepted - well, then, I bear witness of these truths; soalso does my Father in heaven. And when I told you this yesterday, in your darkness you asked me,`Where is your Father?' Truly, you know neither me nor my Father, for if you had known me, youwould also have known the Father.\I have already told you that I am going away, and that you will seek me and not �nd me, forwhere I am going you annot ome. You who would rejet this light are from beneath; I am fromabove. You who prefer to sit in darkness are of this world; I am not of this world, and I live in theeternal light of the Father of lights. You all have had abundant opportunity to learn who I am, butyou shall have still other evidene on�rming the identity of the Son of Man. I am the light of life,and every one who deliberately and with understanding rejets this saving light shall die in his sins.Muh I have to tell you, but you are unable to reeive my words. However, he who sent me is trueand faithful; my Father loves even his erring hildren. And all that my Father has spoken I alsoprolaim to the world.\When the Son of Man is lifted up, then shall you all know that I am he, and that I have donenothing of myself but only as the Father has taught me. I speak these words to you and to yourhildren. And he who sent me is even now with me; he has not left me alone, for I do always thatwhih is pleasing in his sight."As Jesus thus taught the pilgrims in the temple ourts, many believed. And no man dared to layhands upon him.162.6 Disourse on the Water of LifeOn the last day, the great day of the feast, as the proession from the pool of Siloam passed throughthe temple ourts, and just after the water and the wine had been poured down upon the altar bythe priests, Jesus, standing among the pilgrims, said: \If any man thirst, let him ome to me anddrink. From the Father above I bring to this world the water of life. He who believes me shall be�lled with the spirit whih this water represents, for even the Sriptures have said, `Out of him shallow rivers of living waters.' When the Son of Man has �nished his work on earth, there shall bepoured out upon all esh the living Spirit of Truth. Those who reeive this spirit shall never knowspiritual thirst."Jesus did not interrupt the servie to speak these words. He addressed the worshipers immediatelyafter the hanting of the Hallel, the responsive reading of the Psalms aompanied by waving of thebranhes before the altar. Just here was a pause while the sari�es were being prepared, and it wasat this time that the pilgrims heard the fasinating voie of the Master delare that he was the giverof living water to every spirit-thirsting soul.At the onlusion of this early morning servie Jesus ontinued to teah the multitude, saying:\Have you not read in the Sripture: `Behold, as the waters are poured out upon the dry ground andspread over the parhed soil, so will I give the spirit of holiness to be poured out upon your hildrenfor a blessing even to your hildren's hildren'? Why will you thirst for the ministry of the spiritwhile you seek to water your souls with the traditions of men, poured from the broken pithers oferemonial servie? That whih you see going on about this temple is the way in whih your fatherssought to symbolize the bestowal of the divine spirit upon the hildren of faith, and you have donewell to perpetuate these symbols, even down to this day. But now has ome to this generation therevelation of the Father of spirits through the bestowal of his Son, and all of this will ertainly befollowed by the bestowal of the spirit of the Father and the Son upon the hildren of men. To every1635



one who has faith shall this bestowal of the spirit beome the true teaher of the way whih leadsto life everlasting, to the true waters of life in the kingdom of heaven on earth and in the Father'sParadise over there."And Jesus ontinued to answer the questions of both the multitude and the Pharisees. Somethought he was a prophet; some believed him to be the Messiah; others said he ould not be theChrist, seeing that he ame from Galilee, and that the Messiah must restore David's throne. Stillthey dared not arrest him.162.7 The Disourse on Spiritual FreedomOn the afternoon of the last day of the feast and after the apostles had failed in their e�orts topersuade him to ee from Jerusalem, Jesus again went into the temple to teah. Finding a largeompany of believers assembled in Solomon's Porh, he spoke to them, saying:\If my words abide in you and you are minded to do the will of my Father, then are you truly mydisiples. You shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. I know how you will answerme: We are the hildren of Abraham, and we are in bondage to none; how then shall we be madefree? Even so, I do not speak of outward subjetion to another's rule; I refer to the liberties of thesoul. Verily, verily, I say to you, everyone who ommits sin is the bond servant of sin. And you knowthat the bond servant is not likely to abide forever in the master's house. You also know that theson does remain in his father's house. If, therefore, the Son shall make you free, shall make you sons,you shall be free indeed.\I know that you are Abraham's seed, yet your leaders seek to kill me beause my word has notbeen allowed to have its transforming inuene in their hearts. Their souls are sealed by prejudieand blinded by the pride of revenge. I delare to you the truth whih the eternal Father shows me,while these deluded teahers seek to do the things whih they have learned only from their temporalfathers. And when you reply that Abraham is your father, then do I tell you that, if you were thehildren of Abraham, you would do the works of Abraham. Some of you believe my teahing, butothers seek to destroy me beause I have told you the truth whih I reeived from God. But Abrahamdid not so treat the truth of God. I pereive that some among you are determined to do the worksof the evil one. If God were your Father, you would know me and love the truth whih I reveal. Willyou not see that I ome forth from the Father, that I am sent by God, that I am not doing this workof myself? Why do you not understand my words? Is it beause you have hosen to beome thehildren of evil? If you are the hildren of darkness, you will hardly walk in the light of the truthwhih I reveal. The hildren of evil follow only in the ways of their father, who was a deeiver andstood not for the truth beause there ame to be no truth in him. But now omes the Son of Manspeaking and living the truth, and many of you refuse to believe.\Whih of you onvits me of sin? If I, then, prolaim and live the truth shown me by the Father,why do you not believe? He who is of God hears gladly the words of God; for this ause many ofyou hear not my words, beause you are not of God. Your teahers have even presumed to say thatI do my works by the power of the prine of devils. One near by has just said that I have a devil,that I am a hild of the devil. But all of you who deal honestly with your own souls know full wellthat I am not a devil. You know that I honor the Father even while you would dishonor me. I seeknot my own glory, only the glory of my Paradise Father. And I do not judge you, for there is onewho judges for me.\Verily, verily, I say to you who believe the gospel that, if a man will keep this word of truth alivein his heart, he shall never taste death. And now just at my side a sribe says this statement provesthat I have a devil, seeing that Abraham is dead, also the prophets. And he asks: `Are you so muhgreater than Abraham and the prophets that you dare to stand here and say that whoso keeps your1636



word shall not taste death? Who do you laim to be that you dare to utter suh blasphemies?' AndI say to all suh that, if I glorify myself, my glory is as nothing. But it is the Father who shall glorifyme, even the same Father whom you all God. But you have failed to know this your God and myFather, and I have ome to bring you together; to show you how to beome truly the sons of God.Though you know not the Father, I truly know him. Even Abraham rejoied to see my day, and byfaith he saw it and was glad."When the unbelieving Jews and the agents of the Sanhedrin who had gathered about by this timeheard these words, they raised a tumult, shouting: \You are not �fty years of age, and yet you talkabout seeing Abraham; you are a hild of the devil!" Jesus was unable to ontinue the disourse.He only said as he departed, \Verily, verily, I say to you, before Abraham was, I am." Many of theunbelievers rushed forth for stones to ast at him, and the agents of the Sanhedrin sought to plaehim under arrest, but the Master quikly made his way through the temple orridors and esaped toa seret meeting plae near Bethany where Martha, Mary, and Lazarus awaited him.162.8 The Visit with Martha and MaryIt had been arranged that Jesus should lodge with Lazarus and his sisters at a friend's house, whilethe apostles were sattered here and there in small groups, these preautions being taken beausethe Jewish authorities were again beoming bold with their plans to arrest him.For years it had been the ustom for these three to drop everything and listen to Jesus' teahingwhenever he haned to visit them. With the loss of their parents, Martha had assumed the respon-sibilities of the home life, and so on this oasion, while Lazarus and Mary sat at Jesus' feet drinkingin his refreshing teahing, Martha made ready to serve the evening meal. It should be explainedthat Martha was unneessarily distrated by numerous needless tasks, and that she was umberedby many trivial ares; that was her disposition.As Martha busied herself with all these supposed duties, she was perturbed beause Mary didnothing to help. Therefore she went to Jesus and said: \Master, do you not are that my sister hasleft me alone to do all of the serving? Will you not bid her to ome and help me?" Jesus answered:\Martha, Martha, why are you always anxious about so many things and troubled by so many tries?Only one thing is really worth while, and sine Mary has hosen this good and needful part, I shallnot take it away from her. But when will both of you learn to live as I have taught you: both servingin o-operation and both refreshing your souls in unison? Can you not learn that there is a time foreverything - that the lesser matters of life should give way before the greater things of the heavenlykingdom?"162.9 At Bethlehem with AbnerThroughout the week that followed the feast of tabernales, sores of believers forgathered at Bethanyand reeived instrution from the twelve apostles. The Sanhedrin made no e�ort to molest thesegatherings sine Jesus was not present; he was throughout this time working with Abner and hisassoiates in Bethlehem. The day following the lose of the feast, Jesus had departed for Bethany,and he did not again teah in the temple during this visit to Jerusalem.At this time, Abner was making his headquarters at Bethlehem, and from that enter manyworkers had been sent to the ities of Judea and southern Samaria and even to Alexandria. Withina few days of his arrival, Jesus and Abner ompleted the arrangements for the onsolidation of thework of the two groups of apostles.Throughout his visit to the feast of tabernales, Jesus had divided his time about equally between1637



Bethany and Bethlehem. At Bethany he spent onsiderable time with his apostles; at Bethlehemhe gave muh instrution to Abner and the other former apostles of John. And it was this intimateontat that �nally led them to believe in him. These former apostles of John the Baptist were inu-ened by the ourage he displayed in his publi teahing in Jerusalem as well as by the sympathetiunderstanding they experiened in his private teahing at Bethlehem. These inuenes �nally andfully won over eah of Abner's assoiates to a wholehearted aeptane of the kingdom and all thatsuh a step implied.Before leaving Bethlehem for the last time, the Master made arrangements for them all to joinhim in the united e�ort whih was to preede the ending of his earth areer in the esh. It was agreedthat Abner and his assoiates were to join Jesus and the twelve in the near future at Magadan Park.In aordane with this understanding, early in November Abner and his eleven fellows ast theirlot with Jesus and the twelve and labored with them as one organization right on down to therui�xion.In the latter part of Otober Jesus and the twelve withdrew from the immediate viinity ofJerusalem. On Sunday, Otober 30, Jesus and his assoiates left the ity of Ephraim, where he hadbeen resting in selusion for a few days, and, going by the west Jordan highway diretly to MagadanPark, arrived late on the afternoon of Wednesday, November 2.The apostles were greatly relieved to have the Master bak on friendly soil; no more did they urgehim to go up to Jerusalem to prolaim the gospel of the kingdom.
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Chapter 163Ordination of the Seventy at MagadanA FEW days after the return of Jesus and the twelve to Magadan from Jerusalem, Abner and agroup of some �fty disiples arrived from Bethlehem. At this time there were also assembled atMagadan Camp the evangelisti orps, the women's orps, and about one hundred and �fty othertrue and tried disiples from all parts of Palestine. After devoting a few days to visiting and thereorganization of the amp, Jesus and the twelve began a ourse of intensive training for this speialgroup of believers, and from this well-trained and experiened aggregation of disiples the Mastersubsequently hose the seventy teahers and sent them forth to prolaim the gospel of the kingdom.This regular instrution began on Friday, November 4, and ontinued until Sabbath, November 19.Jesus gave a talk to this ompany eah morning. Peter taught methods of publi preahing;Nathaniel instruted them in the art of teahing; Thomas explained how to answer questions; whileMatthew direted the organization of their group �nanes. The other apostles also partiipated inthis training in aordane with their speial experiene and natural talents.163.1 Ordination of the SeventyThe seventy were ordained by Jesus on Sabbath afternoon, November 19, at the Magadan Camp,and Abner was plaed at the head of these gospel preahers and teahers. This orps of seventyonsisted of Abner and ten of the former apostles of John, �fty-one of the earlier evangelists, andeight other disiples who had distinguished themselves in the servie of the kingdom.About two o'lok on this Sabbath afternoon, between showers of rain, a ompany of believers,augmented by the arrival of David and the majority of his messenger orps and numbering over fourhundred, assembled on the shore of the lake of Galilee to witness the ordination of the seventy.Before Jesus laid his hands upon the heads of the seventy to set them apart as gospel messengers,addressing them, he said: \The harvest is indeed plenteous, but the laborers are few; therefore Iexhort all of you to pray that the Lord of the harvest will send still other laborers into his harvest. Iam about to set you apart as messengers of the kingdom; I am about to send you to Jew and gentileas lambs among wolves. As you go your ways, two and two, I instrut you to arry neither pursenor extra lothing, for you go forth on this �rst mission for only a short season. Salute no man bythe way, attend only to your work. Whenever you go to stay at a home, �rst say: Peae be to thishousehold. If those who love peae live therein, you shall abide there; if not, then shall you depart.And having seleted this home, remain there for your stay in that ity, eating and drinking whateveris set before you. And you do this beause the laborer is worthy of his sustenane. Move not fromhouse to house beause a better lodging may be o�ered. Remember, as you go forth prolaimingpeae on earth and good will among men, you must ontend with bitter and self-deeived enemies;therefore be as wise as serpents while you are also as harmless as doves.1639



\And everywhere you go, preah, saying, `The kingdom of heaven is at hand,' and minister toall who may be sik in either mind or body. Freely you have reeived of the good things of thekingdom; freely give. If the people of any ity reeive you, they shall �nd an abundant entraneinto the Father's kingdom; but if the people of any ity refuse to reeive this gospel, still shall youprolaim your message as you depart from that unbelieving ommunity, saying, even as you leave, tothose who rejet your teahing: `Notwithstanding you rejet the truth, it remains that the kingdomof God has ome near you.' He who hears you hears me. And he who hears me hears Him who sentme. He who rejets your gospel message rejets me. And he who rejets me rejets Him who sentme."When Jesus had thus spoken to the seventy, he began with Abner and, as they knelt in a irleabout him, laid his hands upon the head of every man.Early the next morning Abner sent the seventy messengers into all the ities of Galilee, Samaria,and Judea. And these thirty-�ve ouples went forth preahing and teahing for about six weeks, allof them returning to the new amp near Pella, in Perea, on Friday, Deember 30.163.2 The Rih Young Man and OthersOver �fty disiples who sought ordination and appointment to membership in the seventy wererejeted by the ommittee appointed by Jesus to selet these andidates. This ommittee onsistedof Andrew, Abner, and the ating head of the evangelisti orps. In all ases where this ommittee ofthree were not unanimous in agreement, they brought the andidate to Jesus, and while the Masternever rejeted a single person who raved ordination as a gospel messenger, there were more than adozen who, when they had talked with Jesus, no more desired to beome gospel messengers.One earnest disiple ame to Jesus, saying: \Master, I would be one of your new apostles, but myfather is very old and near death; ould I be permitted to return home to bury him?" To this manJesus said: \My son, the foxes have holes, and the birds of heaven have nests, but the Son of Manhas nowhere to lay his head. You are a faithful disiple, and you an remain suh while you returnhome to minister to your loved ones, but not so with my gospel messengers. They have forsaken allto follow me and prolaim the kingdom. If you would be an ordained teaher, you must let othersbury the dead while you go forth to publish the good news." And this man went away in greatdisappointment.Another disiple ame to the Master and said: \I would beome an ordained messenger, but Iwould like to go to my home for a short while to omfort my family." And Jesus replied: \If youwould be ordained, you must be willing to forsake all. The gospel messengers annot have divideda�etions. No man, having put his hand to the plough, if he turns bak, is worthy to beome amessenger of the kingdom."Then Andrew brought to Jesus a ertain rih young man who was a devout believer, and whodesired to reeive ordination. This young man, Matadormus, was a member of the Jerusalem San-hedrin; he had heard Jesus teah and had been subsequently instruted in the gospel of the kingdomby Peter and the other apostles. Jesus talked with Matadormus onerning the requirements ofordination and requested that he defer deision until after he had thought more fully about thematter. Early the next morning, as Jesus was going for a walk, this young man aosted him andsaid: \Master, I would know from you the assuranes of eternal life. Seeing that I have observedall the ommandments from my youth, I would like to know what more I must do to gain eternallife?" In answer to this question Jesus said: \If you keep all the ommandments - do not ommitadultery, do not kill, do not steal, do not bear false witness, do not defraud, honor your parents - youdo well, but salvation is the reward of faith, not merely of works. Do you believe this gospel of thekingdom?" And Matadormus answered: \Yes, Master, I do believe everything you and your apostles1640



have taught me." And Jesus said, \Then are you indeed my disiple and a hild of the kingdom."Then said the young man: \But, Master, I am not ontent to be your disiple; I would be one ofyour new messengers." When Jesus heard this, he looked down upon him with a great love and said:\I will have you to be one of my messengers if you are willing to pay the prie, if you will supplythe one thing whih you lak." Matadormus replied: \Master, I will do anything if I may be allowedto follow you." Jesus, kissing the kneeling young man on the forehead, said: \If you would be mymessenger, go and sell all that you have and, when you have bestowed the proeeds upon the pooror upon your brethren, ome and follow me, and you shall have treasure in the kingdom of heaven."When Matadormus heard this, his ountenane fell. He arose and went away sorrowful, for he hadgreat possessions. This wealthy young Pharisee had been raised to believe that wealth was the tokenof God's favor. Jesus knew that he was not free from the love of himself and his rihes. The Masterwanted to deliver him from the love of wealth, not neessarily from the wealth. While the disiplesof Jesus did not part with all their worldly goods, the apostles and the seventy did. Matadormusdesired to be one of the seventy new messengers, and that was the reason for Jesus' requiring himto part with all of his temporal possessions.Almost every human being has some one thing whih is held on to as a pet evil, and whih theentrane into the kingdom of heaven requires as a part of the prie of admission. If Matadormus hadparted with his wealth, it probably would have been put right bak into his hands for administrationas treasurer of the seventy. For later on, after the establishment of the hurh at Jerusalem, he didobey the Master's injuntion, although it was then too late to enjoy membership in the seventy, andhe beame the treasurer of the Jerusalem hurh, of whih James the Lord's brother in the esh wasthe head.Thus always it was and forever will be: Men must arrive at their own deisions. There is a ertainrange of the freedom of hoie whih mortals may exerise. The fores of the spiritual world will notoere man; they allow him to go the way of his own hoosing.Jesus foresaw that Matadormus, with his rihes, ould not possibly beome an ordained assoiateof men who had forsaken all for the gospel; at the same time, he saw that, without his rihes, hewould beome the ultimate leader of all of them. But, like Jesus' own brethren, he never beamegreat in the kingdom beause he deprived himself of that intimate and personal assoiation with theMaster whih might have been his experiene had he been willing to do at this time the very thingwhih Jesus asked, and whih, several years subsequently, he atually did.Rihes have nothing diretly to do with entrane into the kingdom of heaven, but the love ofwealth does. The spiritual loyalties of the kingdom are inompatible with servility to materialistimammon. Man may not share his supreme loyalty to a spiritual ideal with a material devotion.Jesus never taught that it was wrong to have wealth. He required only the twelve and the seventyto dediate all of their worldly possessions to the ommon ause. Even then, he provided for the prof-itable liquidation of their property, as in the ase of the Apostle Matthew. Jesus many times advisedhis well-to-do disiples as he taught the rih man of Rome. The Master regarded the wise investmentof exess earnings as a legitimate form of insurane against future and unavoidable adversity. Whenthe apostoli treasury was overowing, Judas put funds on deposit to be used subsequently when theymight su�er greatly from a diminution of inome. This Judas did after onsultation with Andrew.Jesus never personally had anything to do with the apostoli �nanes exept in the disbursementof alms. But there was one eonomi abuse whih he many times ondemned, and that was theunfair exploitation of the weak, unlearned, and less fortunate of men by their strong, keen, and moreintelligent fellows. Jesus delared that suh inhuman treatment of men, women, and hildren wasinompatible with the ideals of the brotherhood of the kingdom of heaven.
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163.3 The Disussion About WealthBy the time Jesus had �nished talking with Matadormus, Peter and a number of the apostles hadgathered about him, and as the rih young man was departing, Jesus turned around to fae theapostles and said: \You see how diÆult it is for those who have rihes to enter fully into thekingdom of God! Spiritual worship annot be shared with material devotions; no man an serve twomasters. You have a saying that it is `easier for a amel to go through the eye of a needle than forthe heathen to inherit eternal life.' And I delare that it is as easy for this amel to go through theneedle's eye as for these self-satis�ed rih ones to enter the kingdom of heaven."When Peter and the apostles heard these words, they were astonished exeedingly, so muh sothat Peter said: \Who then, Lord, an be saved? Shall all who have rihes be kept out of thekingdom?" And Jesus replied: \No, Peter, but all who put their trust in rihes shall hardly enterinto the spiritual life that leads to eternal progress. But even then, muh whih is impossible to manis not beyond the reah of the Father in heaven; rather should we reognize that with God all thingsare possible."As they went o� by themselves, Jesus was grieved that Matadormus did not remain with them,for he greatly loved him. And when they had walked down by the lake, they sat there beside thewater, and Peter, speaking for the twelve (who were all present by this time), said: \We are troubledby your words to the rih young man. Shall we require those who would follow you to give up alltheir worldly goods?" And Jesus said: \No, Peter, only those who would beome apostles, and whodesire to live with me as you do and as one family. But the Father requires that the a�etions ofhis hildren be pure and undivided. Whatever thing or person omes between you and the love ofthe truths of the kingdom, must be surrendered. If one's wealth does not invade the preints of thesoul, it is of no onsequene in the spiritual life of those who would enter the kingdom."And then said Peter, \But, Master, we have left everything to follow you, what then shall wehave?" And Jesus spoke to all of the twelve: \Verily, verily, I say to you, there is no man who hasleft wealth, home, wife, brethren, parents, or hildren for my sake and for the sake of the kingdomof heaven who shall not reeive manifold more in this world, perhaps with some perseutions, andin the world to ome eternal life. But many who are �rst shall be last, while the last shall often be�rst. The Father deals with his reatures in aordane with their needs and in obediene to his justlaws of meriful and loving onsideration for the welfare of a universe.\The kingdom of heaven is like a householder who was a large employer of men, and who went outearly in the morning to hire laborers to work in his vineyard. When he had agreed with the laborersto pay them a denarius a day, he sent them into the vineyard. Then he went out about nine o'lok,and seeing others standing in the market plae idle, he said to them: `Go you also to work in myvineyard, and whatsoever is right I will pay you.' And they went at one to work. Again he wentout about twelve and about three and did likewise. And going to the market plae about �ve in theafternoon, he found still others standing idle, and he inquired of them, `Why do you stand here idleall the day?' And the men answered, `Beause nobody has hired us.' Then said the householder:`Go you also to work in my vineyard, and whatever is right I will pay you.'\When evening ame, this owner of the vineyard said to his steward: `Call the laborers and paythem their wages, beginning with the last hired and ending with the �rst.' When those who werehired about �ve o'lok ame, they reeived a denarius eah, and so it was with eah of the otherlaborers. When the men who were hired at the beginning of the day saw how the later omers werepaid, they expeted to reeive more than the amount agreed upon. But like the others every manreeived only a denarius. And when eah had reeived his pay, they omplained to the householder,saying: `These men who were hired last worked only one hour, and yet you have paid them the sameas us who have borne the burden of the day in the sorhing sun.'\Then answered the householder: `My friends, I do you no wrong. Did not eah of you agree to1642



work for a denarius a day? Take now that whih is yours and go your way, for it is my desire to giveto those who ame last as muh as I have given to you. Is it not lawful for me to do what I will withmy own? or do you begrudge my generosity beause I desire to be good and to show mery?' "163.4 Farewell to the SeventyIt was a stirring time about the Magadan Camp the day the seventy went forth on their �rst mission.Early that morning, in his last talk with the seventy, Jesus plaed emphasis on the following:1. The gospel of the kingdom must be prolaimed to all the world, to gentile as well as to Jew.2. While ministering to the sik, refrain from teahing the expetation of mirales.3. Prolaim a spiritual brotherhood of the sons of God, not an outward kingdom of worldly powerand material glory.4. Avoid loss of time through overmuh soial visiting and other trivialities whih might detratfrom wholehearted devotion to preahing the gospel.5. If the �rst house to be seleted for a headquarters proves to be a worthy home, abide therethroughout the sojourn in that ity.6. Make lear to all faithful believers that the time for an open break with the religious leaders ofthe Jews at Jerusalem has now ome.7. Teah that man's whole duty is summed up in this one ommandment: Love the Lord yourGod with all your mind and soul and your neighbor as yourself. (This they were to teah as man'swhole duty in plae of the 613 rules of living expounded by the Pharisees.)When Jesus had talked thus to the seventy in the presene of all the apostles and disiples, SimonPeter took them o� by themselves and preahed to them their ordination sermon, whih was anelaboration of the Master's harge given at the time he laid his hands upon them and set them apartas messengers of the kingdom. Peter exhorted the seventy to herish in their experiene the followingvirtues:1. Conserated devotion. To pray always for more laborers to be sent forth into the gospelharvest. He explained that, when one so prays, he will the more likely say, \Here am I; send me."He admonished them to neglet not their daily worship.2. True ourage. He warned them that they would enounter hostility and be ertain to meetwith perseution. Peter told them their mission was no undertaking for owards and advised thosewho were afraid to step out before they started. But none withdrew.3. Faith and trust. They must go forth on this short mission wholly unprovided for; they musttrust the Father for food and shelter and all other things needful.4. Zeal and initiative. They must be possessed with zeal and intelligent enthusiasm; they mustattend stritly to their Master's business. Oriental salutation was a lengthy and elaborate eremony;therefore had they been instruted to \salute no man by the way," whih was a ommon methodof exhorting one to go about his business without the waste of time. It had nothing to do with thematter of friendly greeting.5. Kindness and ourtesy. The Master had instruted them to avoid unneessary waste of timein soial eremonies, but he enjoined ourtesy toward all with whom they should ome in ontat.They were to show every kindness to those who might entertain them in their homes. They werestritly warned against leaving a modest home to be entertained in a more omfortable or inuentialone. 1643



6. Ministry to the sik. The seventy were harged by Peter to searh out the sik in mind andbody and to do everything in their power to bring about the alleviation or ure of their maladies.And when they had been thus harged and instruted, they started out, two and two, on theirmission in Galilee, Samaria, and Judea.Although the Jews had a peuliar regard for the number seventy, sometimes onsidering thenations of heathendom as being seventy in number, and although these seventy messengers were togo with the gospel to all peoples, still as far as we an disern, it was only oinidental that thisgroup happened to number just seventy. Certain it was that Jesus would have aepted no less thanhalf a dozen others, but they were unwilling to pay the prie of forsaking wealth and families.163.5 Moving the Camp to PellaJesus and the twelve now prepared to establish their last headquarters in Perea, near Pella, wherethe Master was baptized in the Jordan. The last ten days of November were spent in ounil atMagadan, and on Tuesday, Deember 6, the entire ompany of almost three hundred started out atdaybreak with all their e�ets to lodge that night near Pella by the river. This was the same site,by the spring, that John the Baptist had oupied with his amp several years before.After the breaking up of the Magadan Camp, David Zebedee returned to Bethsaida and beganimmediately to urtail the messenger servie. The kingdom was taking on a new phase. Daily,pilgrims arrived from all parts of Palestine and even from remote regions of the Roman Empire.Believers oasionally ame from Mesopotamia and from the lands east of the Tigris. Aordingly,on Sunday, Deember 18, David, with the help of his messenger orps, loaded on to the pak animalsthe amp equipage, then stored in his father's house, with whih he had formerly onduted the ampof Bethsaida by the lake. Bidding farewell to Bethsaida for the time being, he proeeded down thelake shore and along the Jordan to a point about one-half mile north of the apostoli amp; and inless than a week he was prepared to o�er hospitality to almost �fteen hundred pilgrim visitors. Theapostoli amp ould aommodate about �ve hundred. This was the rainy season in Palestine, andthese aommodations were required to take are of the ever-inreasing number of inquirers, mostlyearnest, who ame into Perea to see Jesus and to hear his teahing.David did all this on his own initiative, though he had taken ounsel with Philip and Matthew atMagadan. He employed the larger part of his former messenger orps as his helpers in ondutingthis amp; he now used less than twenty men on regular messenger duty. Near the end of Deemberand before the return of the seventy, almost eight hundred visitors were gathered about the Master,and they found lodging in David's amp.163.6 The Return of the SeventyOn Friday, Deember 30, while Jesus was away in the near-by hills with Peter, James, and John,the seventy messengers were arriving by ouples, aompanied by numerous believers, at the Pellaheadquarters. All seventy were assembled at the teahing site about �ve o'lok when Jesus returnedto the amp. The evening meal was delayed for more than an hour while these enthusiasts for thegospel of the kingdom related their experienes. David's messengers had brought muh of this newsto the apostles during previous weeks, but it was truly inspiring to hear these newly ordained teahersof the gospel personally tell how their message had been reeived by hungry Jews and gentiles. Atlast Jesus was able to see men going out to spread the good news without his personal presene.The Master now knew that he ould leave this world without seriously hindering the progress of thekingdom. 1644



When the seventy related how \even the devils were subjet" to them, they referred to the won-derful ures they had wrought in the ases of vitims of nervous disorders. Nevertheless, there hadbeen a few ases of real spirit possession relieved by these ministers, and referring to these, Jesussaid: \It is not strange that these disobedient minor spirits should be subjet to you, seeing that Ibeheld Satan falling as lightning from heaven. But rejoie not so muh over this, for I delare to youthat, as soon as I return to my Father, we will send forth our spirits into the very minds of men sothat no more an these few lost spirits enter the minds of unfortunate mortals. I rejoie with youthat you have power with men, but be not lifted up beause of this experiene but the rather rejoiethat your names are written on the rolls of heaven, and that you are thus to go forward in an endlessareer of spiritual onquest."And it was at this time, just before partaking of the evening meal, that Jesus experiened one ofthose rare moments of emotional estasy whih his followers had oasionally witnessed. He said:\I thank you, my Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that, while this wonderful gospel was hiddenfrom the wise and self-righteous, the spirit has revealed these spiritual glories to these hildren of thekingdom. Yes, my Father, it must have been pleasing in your sight to do this, and I rejoie to knowthat the good news will spread to all the world even after I shall have returned to you and the workwhih you have given me to perform. I am mightily moved as I realize you are about to deliver allauthority into my hands, that only you really know who I am, and that only I really know you, andthose to whom I have revealed you. And when I have �nished this revelation to my brethren in theesh, I will ontinue the revelation to your reatures on high."When Jesus had thus spoken to the Father, he turned aside to speak to his apostles and ministers:\Blessed are the eyes whih see and the ears whih hear these things. Let me say to you that manyprophets and many of the great men of the past ages have desired to behold what you now see, butit was not granted them. And many generations of the hildren of light yet to ome will, when theyhear of these things, envy you who have heard and seen them."Then, speaking to all the disiples, he said: \You have heard how many ities and villages havereeived the good news of the kingdom, and how my ministers and teahers have been reeivedby both the Jew and the gentile. And blessed indeed are these ommunities whih have eletedto believe the gospel of the kingdom. But woe upon the light-rejeting inhabitants of Chorazin,Bethsaida-Julias, and Capernaum, the ities whih did not well reeive these messengers. I delarethat, if the mighty works done in these plaes had been done in Tyre and Sidon, the people of theseso-alled heathen ities would have long sine repented in sakloth and ashes. It shall indeed bemore tolerable for Tyre and Sidon in the day of judgment."The next day being the Sabbath, Jesus went apart with the seventy and said to them: \I didindeed rejoie with you when you ame bak bearing the good tidings of the reeption of the gospelof the kingdom by so many people sattered throughout Galilee, Samaria, and Judea. But whywere you so surprisingly elated? Did you not expet that your message would manifest power in itsdelivery? Did you go forth with so little faith in this gospel that you ome bak in surprise at itse�etiveness? And now, while I would not quenh your spirit of rejoiing, I would sternly warn youagainst the subtleties of pride, spiritual pride. If you ould understand the downfall of Luifer, theiniquitous one, you would solemnly shun all forms of spiritual pride.\You have entered upon this great work of teahing mortal man that he is a son of God. I haveshown you the way; go forth to do your duty and be not weary in well doing. To you and to allwho shall follow in your steps down through the ages, let me say: I always stand near, and myinvitation-all is, and ever shall be, Come to me all you who labor and are heavy laden, and I willgive you rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn of me, for I am true and loyal, and you shall �ndspiritual rest for your souls."And they found the Master's words to be true when they put his promises to the test. And sinethat day ountless thousands also have tested and proved the surety of these same promises.1645



163.7 Preparation for the Last MissionThe next few days were busy times in the Pella amp; preparations for the Perean mission were beingompleted. Jesus and his assoiates were about to enter upon their last mission, the three months'tour of all Perea, whih terminated only upon the Master's entering Jerusalem for his �nal laborson earth. Throughout this period the headquarters of Jesus and the twelve apostles was maintainedhere at the Pella amp.It was no longer neessary for Jesus to go abroad to teah the people. They now ame to himin inreasing numbers eah week and from all parts, not only from Palestine but from the wholeRoman world and from the Near East. Although the Master partiipated with the seventy in thetour of Perea, he spent muh of his time at the Pella amp, teahing the multitude and instrutingthe twelve. Throughout this three months' period at least ten of the apostles remained with Jesus.The women's orps also prepared to go out, two and two, with the seventy to labor in the largerities of Perea. This original group of twelve women had reently trained a larger orps of �fty womenin the work of home visitation and in the art of ministering to the sik and the a�ited. Perpetua,Simon Peter's wife, beame a member of this new division of the women's orps and was intrustedwith the leadership of the enlarged women's work under Abner. After Penteost she remained withher illustrious husband, aompanying him on all of his missionary tours; and on the day Peter wasrui�ed in Rome, she was fed to the wild beasts in the arena. This new women's orps also had asmembers the wives of Philip and Matthew and the mother of James and John.The work of the kingdom now prepared to enter upon its terminal phase under the personalleadership of Jesus. And this present phase was one of spiritual depth in ontrast with the mirale-minded and wonder-seeking multitudes who followed after the Master during the former days ofpopularity in Galilee. However, there were still any number of his followers who were material-minded, and who failed to grasp the truth that the kingdom of heaven is the spiritual brotherhoodof man founded on the eternal fat of the universal fatherhood of God.
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Chapter 164At the Feast of DediationAS THE amp at Pella was being established, Jesus, taking with him Nathaniel and Thomas, seretlywent up to Jerusalem to attend the feast of the dediation. Not until they passed over the Jordan atthe Bethany ford, did the two apostles beome aware that their Master was going on to Jerusalem.When they pereived that he really intended to be present at the feast of dediation, they remon-strated with him most earnestly, and using every sort of argument, they sought to dissuade him.But their e�orts were of no avail; Jesus was determined to visit Jerusalem. To all their entreatiesand to all their warnings emphasizing the folly and danger of plaing himself in the hands of theSanhedrin, he would reply only, \I would give these teahers in Israel another opportunity to see thelight, before my hour omes."On they went toward Jerusalem, the two apostles ontinuing to express their feelings of fear andto voie their doubts about the wisdom of suh an apparently presumptuous undertaking. Theyreahed Jeriho about half past four and prepared to lodge there for the night.164.1 Story of the Good SamaritanThat evening a onsiderable ompany gathered about Jesus and the two apostles to ask questions,many of whih the apostles answered, while others the Master disussed. In the ourse of the eveninga ertain lawyer, seeking to entangle Jesus in a ompromising disputation, said: \Teaher, I wouldlike to ask you just what I should do to inherit eternal life?" Jesus answered, \What is written inthe law and the prophets; how do you read the Sriptures?" The lawyer, knowing the teahings ofboth Jesus and the Pharisees, answered: \To love the Lord God with all your heart, soul, mind, andstrength, and your neighbor as yourself." Then said Jesus: \You have answered right; this, if youreally do, will lead to life everlasting."But the lawyer was not wholly sinere in asking this question, and desiring to justify himself whilealso hoping to embarrass Jesus, he ventured to ask still another question. Drawing a little loser tothe Master, he said, \But, Teaher, I should like you to tell me just who is my neighbor?" The lawyerasked this question hoping to entrap Jesus into making some statement that would ontravene theJewish law whih de�ned one's neighbor as \the hildren of one's people." The Jews looked upon allothers as \gentile dogs." This lawyer was somewhat familiar with Jesus' teahings and therefore wellknew that the Master thought di�erently; thus he hoped to lead him into saying something whihould be onstrued as an attak upon the sared law.But Jesus diserned the lawyer's motive, and instead of falling into the trap, he proeeded totell his hearers a story, a story whih would be fully appreiated by any Jeriho audiene. SaidJesus: \A ertain man was going down from Jerusalem to Jeriho, and he fell into the hands of ruelbrigands, who robbed him, stripped him and beat him, and departing, left him half dead. Very soon,1647



by hane, a ertain priest was going down that way, and when he ame upon the wounded man,seeing his sorry plight, he passed by on the other side of the road. And in like manner a Levite also,when he ame along and saw the man, passed by on the other side. Now, about this time, a ertainSamaritan, as he journeyed down to Jeriho, ame aross this wounded man; and when he saw howhe had been robbed and beaten, he was moved with ompassion, and going over to him, he boundup his wounds, pouring on oil and wine, and setting the man upon his own beast, brought him hereto the inn and took are of him. And on the morrow he took out some money and, giving it to thehost, said: `Take good are of my friend, and if the expense is more, when I ome bak again, I willrepay you.' Now let me ask you: Whih of these three turned out to be the neighbor of him whofell among the robbers?" And when the lawyer pereived that he had fallen into his own snare, heanswered, \He who showed mery on him." And Jesus said, \Go and do likewise."The lawyer answered, \He who showed mery," that he might refrain from even speaking thatodious word, Samaritan. The lawyer was fored to give the very answer to the question, \Who is myneighbor?" whih Jesus wished given, and whih, if Jesus had so stated, would have diretly involvedhim in the harge of heresy. Jesus not only onfounded the dishonest lawyer, but he told his hearersa story whih was at the same time a beautiful admonition to all his followers and a stunning rebuketo all Jews regarding their attitude toward the Samaritans. And this story has ontinued to promotebrotherly love among all who have subsequently believed the gospel of Jesus.164.2 At JerusalemJesus had attended the feast of tabernales that he might prolaim the gospel to the pilgrims fromall parts of the empire; he now went up to the feast of the dediation for just one purpose: to give theSanhedrin and the Jewish leaders another hane to see the light. The prinipal event of these fewdays in Jerusalem ourred on Friday night at the home of Niodemus. Here were gathered togethersome twenty-�ve Jewish leaders who believed Jesus' teahing. Among this group were fourteen menwho were then, or had reently been, members of the Sanhedrin. This meeting was attended byEber, Matadormus, and Joseph of Arimathea.On this oasion Jesus' hearers were all learned men, and both they and his two apostles wereamazed at the breadth and depth of the remarks whih the Master made to this distinguishedgroup. Not sine the times when he had taught in Alexandria, Rome, and in the islands of theMediterranean, had he exhibited suh learning and shown suh a grasp of the a�airs of men, bothseular and religious.When this little meeting broke up, all went away mysti�ed by the Master's personality, harmedby his graious manner, and in love with the man. They had sought to advise Jesus onerning hisdesire to win the remaining members of the Sanhedrin. The Master listened attentively, but silently,to all their proposals. He well knew none of their plans would work. He surmised that the majorityof the Jewish leaders never would aept the gospel of the kingdom; nevertheless, he gave them allthis one more hane to hoose. But when he went forth that night, with Nathaniel and Thomas, tolodge on the Mount of Olives, he had not yet deided upon the method he would pursue in bringinghis work one more to the notie of the Sanhedrin.That night Nathaniel and Thomas slept little; they were too muh amazed by what they hadheard at Niodemus's house. They thought muh over the �nal remark of Jesus regarding the o�erof the former and present members of the Sanhedrin to go with him before the seventy. The Mastersaid: \No, my brethren, it would be to no purpose. You would multiply the wrath to be visited uponyour own heads, but you would not in the least mitigate the hatred whih they bear me. Go, eahof you, about the Father's business as the spirit leads you while I one more bring the kingdom totheir notie in the manner whih my Father may diret."1648



164.3 Healing the Blind BeggarThe next morning the three went over to Martha's home at Bethany for breakfast and then wentimmediately into Jerusalem. This Sabbath morning, as Jesus and his two apostles drew near thetemple, they enountered a well-known beggar, a man who had been born blind, sitting at his usualplae. Although these mendiants did not soliit or reeive alms on the Sabbath day, they werepermitted thus to sit in their usual plaes. Jesus paused and looked upon the beggar. As he gazedupon this man who had been born blind, the idea ame into his mind as to how he would one morebring his mission on earth to the notie of the Sanhedrin and the other Jewish leaders and religiousteahers.As the Master stood there before the blind man, engrossed in deep thought, Nathaniel, ponderingthe possible ause of this man's blindness, asked: \Master, who did sin, this man or his parents, thathe should be born blind?"The rabbis taught that all suh ases of blindness from birth were aused by sin. Not only werehildren oneived and born in sin, but a hild ould be born blind as a punishment for some spei�sin ommitted by its father. They even taught that a hild itself might sin before it was born intothe world. They also taught that suh defets ould be aused by some sin or other indulgene ofthe mother while arrying the hild.There was, throughout all these regions, a lingering belief in reinarnation. The older Jewishteahers, together with Plato, Philo, and many of the Essenes, tolerated the theory that men mayreap in one inarnation what they have sown in a previous existene; thus in one life they werebelieved to be expiating the sins ommitted in preeding lives. The Master found it diÆult to makemen believe that their souls had not had previous existenes.However, inonsistent as it seems, while suh blindness was supposed to be the result of sin, theJews held that it was meritorious in a high degree to give alms to these blind beggars. It was theustom of these blind men onstantly to hant to the passers-by, \O tenderhearted, gain merit byassisting the blind."Jesus entered into the disussion of this ase with Nathaniel and Thomas, not only beause hehad already deided to use this blind man as the means of that day bringing his mission one moreprominently to the notie of the Jewish leaders, but also beause he always enouraged his apostlesto seek for the true auses of all phenomena, natural or spiritual. He had often warned them to avoidthe ommon tendeny to assign spiritual auses to ommonplae physial events.Jesus deided to use this beggar in his plans for that day's work, but before doing anything for theblind man, Josiah by name, he proeeded to answer Nathaniel's question. Said the Master: \Neitherdid this man sin nor his parents that the works of God might be manifest in him. This blindnesshas ome upon him in the natural ourse of events, but we must now do the works of Him who sentme, while it is still day, for the night will ertainly ome when it will be impossible to do the workwe are about to perform. When I am in the world, I am the light of the world, but in only a littlewhile I will not be with you."When Jesus had spoken, he said to Nathaniel and Thomas: \Let us reate the sight of this blindman on this Sabbath day that the sribes and Pharisees may have the full oasion whih they seekfor ausing the Son of Man." Then, stooping over, he spat on the ground and mixed the lay withthe spittle, and speaking of all this so that the blind man ould hear, he went up to Josiah and putthe lay over his sightless eyes, saying: \Go, my son, wash away this lay in the pool of Siloam, andimmediately you shall reeive your sight." And when Josiah had so washed in the pool of Siloam,he returned to his friends and family, seeing.Having always been a beggar, he knew nothing else; so, when the �rst exitement of the reationof his sight had passed, he returned to his usual plae of alms-seeking. His friends, neighbors, and1649



all who had known him aforetime, when they observed that he ould see, all said, \Is this not Josiahthe blind beggar?" Some said it was he, while others said, \No, it is one like him, but this man ansee." But when they asked the man himself, he answered, \I am he."When they began to inquire of him how he was able to see, he answered them: \A man alledJesus ame by this way, and when talking about me with his friends, he made lay with spittle,anointed my eyes, and direted that I should go and wash in the pool of Siloam. I did what thisman told me, and immediately I reeived my sight. And that is only a few hours ago. I do not yetknow the meaning of muh that I see." And when the people who began to gather about him askedwhere they ould �nd the strange man who had healed him, Josiah ould answer only that he didnot know.This is one of the strangest of all the Master's mirales. This man did not ask for healing. Hedid not know that the Jesus who had direted him to wash at Siloam, and who had promised himvision, was the prophet of Galilee who had preahed in Jerusalem during the feast of tabernales.This man had little faith that he would reeive his sight, but the people of that day had great faithin the eÆay of the spittle of a great or holy man; and from Jesus' onversation with Nathaniel andThomas, Josiah had onluded that his would-be benefator was a great man, a learned teaher ora holy prophet; aordingly he did as Jesus direted him.Jesus made use of the lay and the spittle and direted him to wash in the symboli pool of Siloamfor three reasons:1. This was not a mirale response to the individual's faith. This was a wonder whih Jesus hoseto perform for a purpose of his own, but whih he so arranged that this man might derive lastingbene�t therefrom.2. As the blind man had not asked for healing, and sine the faith he had was slight, these materialats were suggested for the purpose of enouraging him. He did believe in the superstition of theeÆay of spittle, and he knew the pool of Siloam was a semisared plae. But he would hardly havegone there had it not been neessary to wash away the lay of his anointing. There was just enougheremony about the transation to indue him to at.3. But Jesus had a third reason for resorting to these material means in onnetion with this uniquetransation: This was a mirale wrought purely in obediene to his own hoosing, and thereby hedesired to teah his followers of that day and all subsequent ages to refrain from despising or negletingmaterial means in the healing of the sik. He wanted to teah them that they must ease to regardmirales as the only method of uring human diseases.Jesus gave this man his sight by miraulous working, on this Sabbath morning and in Jerusalemnear the temple, for the prime purpose of making this at an open hallenge to the Sanhedrin and allthe Jewish teahers and religious leaders. This was his way of prolaiming an open break with thePharisees. He was always positive in everything he did. And it was for the purpose of bringing thesematters before the Sanhedrin that Jesus brought his two apostles to this man early in the afternoonof this Sabbath day and deliberately provoked those disussions whih ompelled the Pharisees totake notie of the mirale.164.4 Josiah Before the SanhedrinBy midafternoon the healing of Josiah had raised suh a disussion around the temple that theleaders of the Sanhedrin deided to onvene the ounil in its usual temple meeting plae. And theydid this in violation of a standing rule whih forbade the meeting of the Sanhedrin on the Sabbathday. Jesus knew that Sabbath breaking would be one of the hief harges to be brought against himwhen the �nal test ame, and he desired to be brought before the Sanhedrin for adjudiation of the1650



harge of having healed a blind man on the Sabbath day, when the very session of the high Jewishourt sitting in judgment on him for this at of mery would be deliberating on these matters on theSabbath day and in diret violation of their own self-imposed laws.But they did not all Jesus before them; they feared to. Instead, they sent forthwith for Josiah.After some preliminary questioning, the spokesman for the Sanhedrin (about �fty members beingpresent) direted Josiah to tell them what had happened to him. Sine his healing that morningJosiah had learned from Thomas, Nathaniel, and others that the Pharisees were angry about hishealing on the Sabbath, and that they were likely to make trouble for all onerned; but Josiah didnot yet pereive that Jesus was he who was alled the Deliverer. So, when the Pharisees questionedhim, he said: \This man ame along, put lay upon my eyes, told me to go wash in Siloam, and Ido now see."One of the older Pharisees, after making a lengthy speeh, said: \This man annot be from Godbeause you an see that he does not observe the Sabbath. He violates the law, �rst, in making thelay, then, in sending this beggar to wash in Siloam on the Sabbath day. Suh a man annot be ateaher sent from God."Then one of the younger men who seretly believed in Jesus, said: \If this man is not sent byGod, how an he do these things? We know that one who is a ommon sinner annot perform suhmirales. We all know this beggar and that he was born blind; now he sees. Will you still say thatthis prophet does all these wonders by the power of the prine of devils?" And for every Pharisee whodared to ause and denoune Jesus one would arise to ask entangling and embarrassing questions,so that a serious division arose among them. The presiding oÆer saw whither they were drifting,and in order to allay the disussion, he prepared further to question the man himself. Turning toJosiah, he said: \What do you have to say about this man, this Jesus, whom you laim opened youreyes?" And Josiah answered, \I think he is a prophet."The leaders were greatly troubled and, knowing not what else to do, deided to send for Josiah'sparents to learn whether he had atually been born blind. They were loath to believe that the beggarhad been healed.It was well known about Jerusalem, not only that Jesus was denied entrane into all synagogues,but that all who believed in his teahing were likewise ast out of the synagogue, exommuniatedfrom the ongregation of Israel; and this meant denial of all rights and privileges of every sortthroughout all Jewry exept the right to buy the neessaries of life.When, therefore, Josiah's parents, poor and fear-burdened souls, appeared before the augustSanhedrin, they were afraid to speak freely. Said the spokesman of the ourt: \Is this your son? anddo we understand aright that he was born blind? If this is true, how is it that he an now see?" Andthen Josiah's father, seonded by his mother, answered: \We know that this is our son, and that hewas born blind, but how it is that he has ome to see, or who it was that opened his eyes, we knownot. Ask him; he is of age; let him speak for himself."They now alled Josiah up before them a seond time. They were not getting along well withtheir sheme of holding a formal trial, and some were beginning to feel strange about doing this onthe Sabbath; aordingly, when they realled Josiah, they attempted to ensnare him by a di�erentmode of attak. The oÆer of the ourt spoke to the former blind man, saying: \Why do you notgive God the glory for this? why do you not tell us the whole truth about what happened? We allknow that this man is a sinner. Why do you refuse to disern the truth? You know that both youand this man stand onvited of Sabbath breaking. Will you not atone for your sin by aknowledgingGod as your healer, if you still laim that your eyes have this day been opened?"But Josiah was neither dumb nor laking in humor; so he replied to the oÆer of the ourt:\Whether this man is a sinner, I know not; but one thing I do know - that, whereas I was blind, nowI see." And sine they ould not entrap Josiah, they sought further to question him, asking: \Just1651



how did he open your eyes? what did he atually do to you? what did he say to you? did he askyou to believe in him?"Josiah replied, somewhat impatiently: \I have told you exatly how it all happened, and if you didnot believe my testimony, why would you hear it again? Would you by any hane also beome hisdisiples?" When Josiah had thus spoken, the Sanhedrin broke up in onfusion, almost violene, forthe leaders rushed upon Josiah, angrily exlaiming: \You may talk about being this man's disiple,but we are disiples of Moses, and we are the teahers of the laws of God. We know that God spokethrough Moses, but as for this man Jesus, we know not whene he is."Then Josiah, standing upon a stool, shouted abroad to all who ould hear, saying: \Hearken,you who laim to be the teahers of all Israel, while I delare to you that herein is a great marvelsine you onfess that you know not whene this man is, and yet you know of a ertainty, from thetestimony whih you have heard, that he opened my eyes. We all know that God does not performsuh works for the ungodly; that God would do suh a thing only at the request of a true worshiper- for one who is holy and righteous. You know that not sine the beginning of the world have youever heard of the opening of the eyes of one who was born blind. Look, then, all of you, upon meand realize what has been done this day in Jerusalem! I tell you, if this man were not from God, heould not do this." And as the Sanhedrists departed in anger and onfusion, they shouted to him:\You were altogether born in sin, and do you now presume to teah us? Maybe you were not reallyborn blind, and even if your eyes were opened on the Sabbath day, this was done by the power ofthe prine of devils." And they went at one to the synagogue to ast out Josiah.Josiah entered this trial with meager ideas about Jesus and the nature of his healing. Most ofthe daring testimony whih he so leverly and ourageously bore before this supreme tribunal of allIsrael developed in his mind as the trial proeeded along suh unfair and unjust lines.164.5 Teahing in Solomon's PorhAll of the time this Sabbath-breaking session of the Sanhedrin was in progress in one of the templehambers, Jesus was walking about near at hand, teahing the people in Solomon's Porh, hopingthat he would be summoned before the Sanhedrin where he ould tell them the good news of theliberty and joy of divine sonship in the kingdom of God. But they were afraid to send for him. Theywere always disonerted by these sudden and publi appearanes of Jesus in Jerusalem. The veryoasion they had so ardently sought, Jesus now gave them, but they feared to bring him before theSanhedrin even as a witness, and even more they feared to arrest him.This was midwinter in Jerusalem, and the people sought the partial shelter of Solomon's Porh;and as Jesus lingered, the rowds asked him many questions, and he taught them for more than twohours. Some of the Jewish teahers sought to entrap him by publily asking him: \How long will youhold us in suspense? If you are the Messiah, why do you not plainly tell us?" Said Jesus: \I havetold you about myself and my Father many times, but you will not believe me. Can you not see thatthe works I do in my Father's name bear witness for me? But many of you believe not beause youbelong not to my fold. The teaher of truth attrats only those who hunger for the truth and whothirst for righteousness. My sheep hear my voie and I know them and they follow me. And to allwho follow my teahing I give eternal life; they shall never perish, and no one shall snath them outof my hand. My Father, who has given me these hildren, is greater than all, so that no one is ableto pluk them out of my Father's hand. The Father and I are one." Some of the unbelieving Jewsrushed over to where they were still building the temple to pik up stones to ast at Jesus, but thebelievers restrained them.Jesus ontinued his teahing: \Many loving works have I shown you from the Father, so that nowwould I inquire for whih one of these good works do you think to stone me?" And then answered1652



one of the Pharisees: \For no good work would we stone you but for blasphemy, inasmuh as you,being a man, dare to make yourself equal with God." And Jesus answered: \You harge the Son ofMan with blasphemy beause you refused to believe me when I delared to you that I was sent byGod. If I do not the works of God, believe me not, but if I do the works of God, even though youbelieve not in me, I should think you would believe the works. But that you may be ertain of whatI prolaim, let me again assert that the Father is in me and I in the Father, and that, as the Fatherdwells in me, so will I dwell in every one who believes this gospel." And when the people heardthese words, many of them rushed out to lay hands upon the stones to ast at him, but he passedout through the temple preints; and meeting Nathaniel and Thomas, who had been in attendaneupon the session of the Sanhedrin, he waited with them near the temple until Josiah ame from theounil hamber.Jesus and the two apostles did not go in searh of Josiah at his home until they heard he hadbeen ast out of the synagogue. When they ame to his house, Thomas alled him out in the yard,and Jesus, speaking to him, said: \Josiah, do you believe in the Son of God?" And Josiah answered,\Tell me who he is that I may believe in him." And Jesus said: \You have both seen and heardhim, and it is he who now speaks to you." And Josiah said, \Lord, I believe," and falling down, heworshiped.When Josiah learned that he had been ast out of the synagogue, he was at �rst greatly downast,but he was muh enouraged when Jesus direted that he should immediately prepare to go withthem to the amp at Pella. This simple-minded man of Jerusalem had indeed been ast out of aJewish synagogue, but behold the Creator of a universe leading him forth to beome assoiated withthe spiritual nobility of that day and generation.And now Jesus left Jerusalem, not again to return until near the time when he prepared to leavethis world. With the two apostles and Josiah the Master went bak to Pella. And Josiah proved tobe one of the reipients of the Master's miraulous ministry who turned out fruitfully, for he beamea lifelong preaher of the gospel of the kingdom.
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Chapter 165The Perean Mission BeginsONTUESDAY, January 3, A.D. 30, Abner, the former hief of the twelve apostles of John the Baptist,a Nazarite and onetime head of the Nazarite shool at Engedi, now hief of the seventy messengersof the kingdom, alled his assoiates together and gave them �nal instrutions before sending themon a mission to all of the ities and villages of Perea. This Perean mission ontinued for almost threemonths and was the last ministry of the Master. From these labors Jesus went diretly to Jerusalemto pass through his �nal experienes in the esh. The seventy, supplemented by the periodi laborsof Jesus and the twelve apostles, worked in the following ities and towns and some �fty additionalvillages: Zaphon, Gadara, Maad, Arbela, Ramath, Edrei, Bosora, Caspin, Mispeh, Gerasa, Ragaba,Suoth, Amathus, Adam, Penuel, Capitolias, Dion, Hatita, Gadda, Philadelphia, Jogbehah, Gilead,Beth-Nimrah, Tyrus, Elealah, Livias, Heshbon, Callirrhoe, Beth-Peor, Shittim, Sibmah, Medeba,Beth-Meon, Areopolis, and Aroer.Throughout this tour of Perea the women's orps, now numbering sixty-two, took over most of thework of ministration to the sik. This was the �nal period of the development of the higher spiritualaspets of the gospel of the kingdom, and there was, aordingly, an absene of mirale working. Noother part of Palestine was so thoroughly worked by the apostles and disiples of Jesus, and in noother region did the better lasses of itizens so generally aept the Master's teahing.Perea at this time was about equally gentile and Jewish, the Jews having been generally removedfrom these regions during the times of Judas Maabee. Perea was the most beautiful and pituresqueprovine of all Palestine. It was generally referred to by the Jews as \the land beyond the Jordan."Throughout this period Jesus divided his time between the amp at Pella and trips with thetwelve to assist the seventy in the various ities where they taught and preahed. Under Abner'sinstrutions the seventy baptized all believers, although Jesus had not so harged them.165.1 At the Pella CampBy the middle of January more than twelve hundred persons were gathered together at Pella, andJesus taught this multitude at least one eah day when he was in residene at the amp, usuallyspeaking at nine o'lok in the morning if not prevented by rain. Peter and the other apostles taughteah afternoon. The evenings Jesus reserved for the usual sessions of questions and answers with thetwelve and other advaned disiples. The evening groups averaged about �fty.By the middle of Marh, the time when Jesus began his journey toward Jerusalem, over fourthousand persons omposed the large audiene whih heard Jesus or Peter preah eah morning.The Master hose to terminate his work on earth when the interest in his message had reahed ahigh point, the highest point attained under this seond or nonmiraulous phase of the progress of1655



the kingdom. While three quarters of the multitude were truth seekers, there were also present alarge number of Pharisees from Jerusalem and elsewhere, together with many doubters and avilers.Jesus and the twelve apostles devoted muh of their time to the multitude assembled at the Pellaamp. The twelve paid little or no attention to the �eld work, only going out with Jesus to visitAbner's assoiates from time to time. Abner was very familiar with the Perean distrit sine this wasthe �eld in whih his former master, John the Baptist, had done most of his work. After beginningthe Perean mission, Abner and the seventy never returned to the Pella amp.165.2 Sermon on the Good ShepherdA ompany of over three hundred Jerusalemites, Pharisees and others, followed Jesus north to Pellawhen he hastened away from the jurisdition of the Jewish rulers at the ending of the feast of thedediation; and it was in the presene of these Jewish teahers and leaders, as well as in the hearingof the twelve apostles, that Jesus preahed the sermon on the \Good Shepherd." After half an hourof informal disussion, speaking to a group of about one hundred, Jesus said:\On this night I have muh to tell you, and sine many of you are my disiples and some of youmy bitter enemies, I will present my teahing in a parable, so that you may eah take for yourselfthat whih �nds a reeption in your heart.\Tonight, here before me are men who would be willing to die for me and for this gospel of thekingdom, and some of them will so o�er themselves in the years to ome; and here also are some ofyou, slaves of tradition, who have followed me down from Jerusalem, and who, with your darkenedand deluded leaders, seek to kill the Son of Man. The life whih I now live in the esh shall judgeboth of you, the true shepherds and the false shepherds. If the false shepherd were blind, he wouldhave no sin, but you laim that you see; you profess to be teahers in Israel; therefore does your sinremain upon you.\The true shepherd gathers his ok into the fold for the night in times of danger. And whenthe morning has ome, he enters into the fold by the door, and when he alls, the sheep know hisvoie. Every shepherd who gains entrane to the sheepfold by any other means than by the dooris a thief and a robber. The true shepherd enters the fold after the porter has opened the door forhim, and his sheep, knowing his voie, ome out at his word; and when they that are his are thusbrought forth, the true shepherd goes before them; he leads the way and the sheep follow him. Hissheep follow him beause they know his voie; they will not follow a stranger. They will ee from thestranger beause they know not his voie. This multitude whih is gathered about us here are likesheep without a shepherd, but when we speak to them, they know the shepherd's voie, and theyfollow after us; at least, those who hunger for truth and thirst for righteousness do. Some of youare not of my fold; you know not my voie, and you do not follow me. And beause you are falseshepherds, the sheep know not your voie and will not follow you."And when Jesus had spoken this parable, no one asked him a question. After a time he beganagain to speak and went on to disuss the parable:\You who would be the undershepherds of my Father's oks must not only be worthy leaders,but you must also feed the ok with good food; you are not true shepherds unless you lead youroks into green pastures and beside still waters.\And now, lest some of you too easily omprehend this parable, I will delare that I am both thedoor to the Father's sheepfold and at the same time the true shepherd of my Father's oks. Everyshepherd who seeks to enter the fold without me shall fail, and the sheep will not hear his voie. I,with those who minister with me, am the door. Every soul who enters upon the eternal way by themeans I have reated and ordained shall be saved and will be able to go on to the attainment of the1656



eternal pastures of Paradise.\But I also am the true shepherd who is willing even to lay down his life for the sheep. The thiefbreaks into the fold only to steal, and to kill, and to destroy; but I have ome that you all may havelife and have it more abundantly. He who is a hireling, when danger arises, will ee and allow thesheep to be sattered and destroyed; but the true shepherd will not ee when the wolf omes; he willprotet his ok and, if neessary, lay down his life for his sheep. Verily, verily, I say to you, friendsand enemies, I am the true shepherd; I know my own and my own know me. I will not ee in thefae of danger. I will �nish this servie of the ompletion of my Father's will, and I will not forsakethe ok whih the Father has intrusted to my keeping.\But I have many other sheep not of this fold, and these words are true not only of this world.These other sheep also hear and know my voie, and I have promised the Father that they shall allbe brought into one fold, one brotherhood of the sons of God. And then shall you all know the voieof one shepherd, the true shepherd, and shall all aknowledge the fatherhood of God.\And so shall you know why the Father loves me and has put all of his oks in this domain inmy hands for keeping; it is beause the Father knows that I will not falter in the safeguarding of thesheepfold, that I will not desert my sheep, and that, if it shall be required, I will not hesitate to laydown my life in the servie of his manifold oks. But, mind you, if I lay down my life, I will take itup again. No man nor any other reature an take away my life. I have the right and the power tolay down my life, and I have the same power and right to take it up again. You annot understandthis, but I reeived suh authority from my Father even before this world was."When they heard these words, his apostles were onfused, his disiples were amazed, while thePharisees from Jerusalem and around about went out into the night, saying, \He is either mad orhas a devil." But even some of the Jerusalem teahers said: \He speaks like one having authority;besides, who ever saw one having a devil open the eyes of a man born blind and do all of the wonderfulthings whih this man has done?"On the morrow about half of these Jewish teahers professed belief in Jesus, and the other half indismay returned to Jerusalem and their homes.165.3 Sabbath Sermon at PellaBy the end of January the Sabbath-afternoon multitudes numbered almost three thousand. OnSaturday, January 28, Jesus preahed the memorable sermon on \Trust and Spiritual Preparedness."After preliminary remarks by Simon Peter, the Master said:\What I have many times said to my apostles and to my disiples, I now delare to this multitude:Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees whih is hyporisy, born of prejudie and nurtured in traditionalbondage, albeit many of these Pharisees are honest of heart and some of them abide here as mydisiples. Presently all of you shall understand my teahing, for there is nothing now overed thatshall not be revealed. That whih is now hid from you shall all be made known when the Son ofMan has ompleted his mission on earth and in the esh.\Soon, very soon, will the things whih our enemies now plan in serey and in darkness bebrought out into the light and be prolaimed from the housetops. But I say to you, my friends, whenthey seek to destroy the Son of Man, be not afraid of them. Fear not those who, although they maybe able to kill the body, after that have no more power over you. I admonish you to fear none, inheaven or on earth, but to rejoie in the knowledge of Him who has power to deliver you from allunrighteousness and to present you blameless before the judgment seat of a universe.\Are not �ve sparrows sold for two pennies? And yet, when these birds it about in quest of theirsustenane, not one of them exists without the knowledge of the Father, the soure of all life. To the1657



seraphi guardians the very hairs of your head are numbered. And if all of this is true, why shouldyou live in fear of the many tries whih ome up in your daily lives? I say to you: Fear not; youare of muh more value than many sparrows.\All of you who have had the ourage to onfess faith in my gospel before men I will presentlyaknowledge before the angels of heaven; but he who shall knowingly deny the truth of my teahingsbefore men shall be denied by his guardian of destiny even before the angels of heaven.\Say what you will about the Son of Man, and it shall be forgiven you; but he who presumes toblaspheme against God shall hardly �nd forgiveness. When men go so far as knowingly to asribethe doings of God to the fores of evil, suh deliberate rebels will hardly seek forgiveness for theirsins.\And when our enemies bring you before the rulers of the synagogues and before other highauthorities, be not onerned about what you should say and be not anxious as to how you shouldanswer their questions, for the spirit that dwells within you shall ertainly teah you in that veryhour what you should say in honor of the gospel of the kingdom.\How long will you tarry in the valley of deision? Why do you halt between two opinions? Whyshould Jew or gentile hesitate to aept the good news that he is a son of the eternal God? Howlong will it take us to persuade you to enter joyfully into your spiritual inheritane? I ame into thisworld to reveal the Father to you and to lead you to the Father. The �rst I have done, but the lastI may not do without your onsent; the Father never ompels any man to enter the kingdom. Theinvitation ever has been and always will be: Whosoever will, let him ome and freely partake of thewater of life."When Jesus had �nished speaking, many went forth to be baptized by the apostles in the Jordanwhile he listened to the questions of those who remained.165.4 Dividing the InheritaneAs the apostles baptized believers, the Master talked with those who tarried. And a ertain youngman said to him: \Master, my father died leaving muh property to me and my brother, butmy brother refuses to give me that whih is my own. Will you, then, bid my brother divide thisinheritane with me?" Jesus was mildly indignant that this material-minded youth should bring upfor disussion suh a question of business; but he proeeded to use the oasion for the impartationof further instrution. Said Jesus: \Man, who made me a divider over you? Where did you get theidea that I give attention to the material a�airs of this world?" And then, turning to all who wereabout him, he said: \Take heed and keep yourselves free from ovetousness; a man's life onsistsnot in the abundane of the things whih he may possess. Happiness omes not from the power ofwealth, and joy springs not from rihes. Wealth, in itself, is not a urse, but the love of rihes manytimes leads to suh devotion to the things of this world that the soul beomes blinded to the beautifulattrations of the spiritual realities of the kingdom of God on earth and to the joys of eternal life inheaven.\Let me tell you a story of a ertain rih man whose ground brought forth plentifully; and whenhe had beome very rih, he began to reason with himself, saying: `What shall I do with all myrihes? I now have so muh that I have no plae to store my wealth.' And when he had meditatedon his problem, he said: `This I will do; I will pull down my barns and build greater ones, and thuswill I have abundant room in whih to store my fruits and my goods. Then an I say to my soul,soul, you have muh wealth laid up for many years; take now your ease; eat, drink, and be merry,for you are rih and inreased in goods.'\But this rih man was also foolish. In providing for the material requirements of his mind and1658



body, he had failed to lay up treasures in heaven for the satisfation of the spirit and for the salvationof the soul. And even then he was not to enjoy the pleasure of onsuming his hoarded wealth, forthat very night was his soul required of him. That night there ame the brigands who broke into hishouse to kill him, and after they had plundered his barns, they burned that whih remained. Andfor the property whih esaped the robbers his heirs fell to �ghting among themselves. This manlaid up treasures for himself on earth, but he was not rih toward God."Jesus thus dealt with the young man and his inheritane beause he knew that his trouble wasovetousness. Even if this had not been the ase, the Master would not have interfered, for he nevermeddled with the temporal a�airs of even his apostles, muh less his disiples.When Jesus had �nished his story, another man rose up and asked him: \Master, I know thatyour apostles have sold all their earthly possessions to follow you, and that they have all things inommon as do the Essenes, but would you have all of us who are your disiples do likewise? Is ita sin to possess honest wealth?" And Jesus replied to this question: \My friend, it is not a sin tohave honorable wealth; but it is a sin if you onvert the wealth of material possessions into treasureswhih may absorb your interests and divert your a�etions from devotion to the spiritual pursuitsof the kingdom. There is no sin in having honest possessions on earth provided your treasure is inheaven, for where your treasure is there will your heart be also. There is a great di�erene betweenwealth whih leads to ovetousness and sel�shness and that whih is held and dispensed in thespirit of stewardship by those who have an abundane of this world's goods, and who so bountifullyontribute to the support of those who devote all their energies to the work of the kingdom. Manyof you who are here and without money are fed and lodged in yonder tented ity beause liberal menand women of means have given funds to your host, David Zebedee, for suh purposes.\But never forget that, after all, wealth is unenduring. The love of rihes all too often obsuresand even destroys the spiritual vision. Fail not to reognize the danger of wealth's beoming, notyour servant, but your master."Jesus did not teah nor ountenane improvidene, idleness, indi�erene to providing the physialneessities for one's family, or dependene upon alms. But he did teah that the material andtemporal must be subordinated to the welfare of the soul and the progress of the spiritual nature inthe kingdom of heaven.Then, as the people went down by the river to witness the baptizing, the �rst man ame privatelyto Jesus about his inheritane inasmuh as he thought Jesus had dealt harshly with him; and whenthe Master had again heard him, he replied: \My son, why do you miss the opportunity to feed uponthe bread of life on a day like this in order to indulge your ovetous disposition? Do you not knowthat the Jewish laws of inheritane will be justly administered if you will go with your omplaint tothe ourt of the synagogue? Can you not see that my work has to do with making sure that you knowabout your heavenly inheritane? Have you not read the Sripture: `There is he who waxes rih byhis wariness and muh pinhing, and this is the portion of his reward: Whereas he says, I have foundrest and now shall be able to eat ontinually of my goods, yet he knows not what time shall bringupon him, and also that he must leave all these things to others when he dies.' Have you not readthe ommandment: `You shall not ovet.' And again, `They have eaten and �lled themselves andwaxed fat, and then did they turn to other gods.' Have you read in the Psalms that `the Lord abhorsthe ovetous,' and that `the little a righteous man has is better than the rihes of many wiked.' `Ifrihes inrease, set not your heart upon them.' Have you read where Jeremiah said, `Let not therih man glory in his rihes'; and Ezekiel spoke truth when he said, `With their mouths they makea show of love, but their hearts are set upon their own sel�sh gain.' "Jesus sent the young man away, saying to him, \My son, what shall it pro�t you if you gain thewhole world and lose your own soul?"To another standing near by who asked Jesus how the wealthy would stand in the day of judgment,1659



he replied: \I have ome to judge neither the rih nor the poor, but the lives men live will sit injudgment on all. Whatever else may onern the wealthy in the judgment, at least three questionsmust be answered by all who aquire great wealth, and these questions are:\1. How muh wealth did you aumulate?\2. How did you get this wealth?\3. How did you use your wealth?"Then Jesus went into his tent to rest for a while before the evening meal. When the apostles had�nished with the baptizing, they ame also and would have talked with him about wealth on earthand treasure in heaven, but he was asleep.165.5 Talks to the Apostles on WealthThat evening after supper, when Jesus and the twelve gathered together for their daily onferene,Andrew asked: \Master, while we were baptizing the believers, you spoke many words to the lingeringmultitude whih we did not hear. Would you be willing to repeat these words for our bene�t?" Andin response to Andrew's request, Jesus said:\Yes, Andrew, I will speak to you about these matters of wealth and self-support, but my words toyou, the apostles, must be somewhat di�erent from those spoken to the disiples and the multitudesine you have forsaken everything, not only to follow me, but to be ordained as ambassadors ofthe kingdom. Already have you had several years' experiene, and you know that the Father whosekingdom you prolaim will not forsake you. You have dediated your lives to the ministry of thekingdom; therefore be not anxious or worried about the things of the temporal life, what you shalleat, nor yet for your body, what you shall wear. The welfare of the soul is more than food anddrink; the progress in the spirit is far above the need of raiment. When you are tempted to doubtthe sureness of your bread, onsider the ravens; they sow not neither reap, they have no storehousesor barns, and yet the Father provides food for every one of them that seeks it. And of how muhmore value are you than many birds! Besides, all of your anxiety or fretting doubts an do nothingto supply your material needs. Whih of you by anxiety an add a handbreadth to your stature or aday to your life? Sine suh matters are not in your hands, why do you give anxious thought to anyof these problems?\Consider the lilies, how they grow; they toil not, neither do they spin; yet I say to you, evenSolomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. If God so lothes the grass of the �eld,whih is alive today and tomorrow is ut down and ast into the �re, how muh more shall he lotheyou, the ambassadors of the heavenly kingdom. O you of little faith! When you wholeheartedlydevote yourselves to the prolamation of the gospel of the kingdom, you should not be of doubtfulminds onerning the support of yourselves or the families you have forsaken. If you give your livestruly to the gospel, you shall live by the gospel. If you are only believing disiples, you must earnyour own bread and ontribute to the sustenane of all who teah and preah and heal. If you areanxious about your bread and water, wherein are you di�erent from the nations of the world whoso diligently seek suh neessities? Devote yourselves to your work, believing that both the Fatherand I know that you have need of all these things. Let me assure you, one and for all, that, if youdediate your lives to the work of the kingdom, all your real needs shall be supplied. Seek the greaterthing, and the lesser will be found therein; ask for the heavenly, and the earthly shall be inluded.The shadow is ertain to follow the substane.\You are only a small group, but if you have faith, if you will not stumble in fear, I delare thatit is my Father's good pleasure to give you this kingdom. You have laid up your treasures where thepurse waxes not old, where no thief an despoil, and where no moth an destroy. And as I told the1660



people, where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.\But in the work whih is just ahead of us, and in that whih remains for you after I go to theFather, you will be grievously tried. You must all be on your wath against fear and doubts. Everyone of you, gird up the loins of your minds and let your lamps be kept burning. Keep yourselves likemen who are wathing for their master to return from the marriage feast so that, when he omesand knoks, you may quikly open to him. Suh wathful servants are blessed by the master who�nds them faithful at suh a great moment. Then will the master make his servants sit down whilehe himself serves them. Verily, verily, I say to you that a risis is just ahead in your lives, and itbehooves you to wath and be ready.\You well understand that no man would su�er his house to be broken into if he knew what hourthe thief was to ome. Be you also on wath for yourselves, for in an hour that you least suspet andin a manner you think not, shall the Son of Man depart."For some minutes the twelve sat in silene. Some of these warnings they had heard before but notin the setting presented to them at this time.165.6 Answer to Peter's QuestionAs they sat thinking, Simon Peter asked: \Do you speak this parable to us, your apostles, or is itfor all the disiples?" And Jesus answered:\In the time of testing, a man's soul is revealed; trial disloses what really is in the heart. Whenthe servant is tested and proved, then may the lord of the house set suh a servant over his householdand safely trust this faithful steward to see that his hildren are fed and nurtured. Likewise, willI soon know who an be trusted with the welfare of my hildren when I shall have returned to theFather. As the lord of the household shall set the true and tried servant over the a�airs of his family,so will I exalt those who endure the trials of this hour in the a�airs of my kingdom.\But if the servant is slothful and begins to say in his heart, `My master delays his oming,' andbegins to mistreat his fellow servants and to eat and drink with the drunken, then the lord of thatservant will ome at a time when he looks not for him and, �nding him unfaithful, will ast himout in disgrae. Therefore you do well to prepare yourselves for that day when you will be visitedsuddenly and in an unexpeted manner. Remember, muh has been given to you; therefore will muhbe required of you. Fiery trials are drawing near you. I have a baptism to be baptized with, and Iam on wath until this is aomplished. You preah peae on earth, but my mission will not bringpeae in the material a�airs of men - not for a time, at least. Division an only be the result wheretwo members of a family believe in me and three members rejet this gospel. Friends, relatives, andloved ones are destined to be set against eah other by the gospel you preah. True, eah of thesebelievers shall have great and lasting peae in his own heart, but peae on earth will not ome untilall are willing to believe and enter into their glorious inheritane of sonship with God. Nevertheless,go into all the world prolaiming this gospel to all nations, to every man, woman, and hild."And this was the end of a full and busy Sabbath day. On the morrow Jesus and the twelve wentinto the ities of northern Perea to visit with the seventy, who were working in these regions underAbner's supervision.
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Chapter 166Last Visit to Northern PereaFROM February 11 to 20, Jesus and the twelve made a tour of all the ities and villages of northernPerea where the assoiates of Abner and the members of the women's orps were working. Theyfound these messengers of the gospel meeting with suess, and Jesus repeatedly alled the attentionof his apostles to the fat that the gospel of the kingdom ould spread without the aompanimentof mirales and wonders.This entire mission of three months in Perea was suessfully arried on with little help fromthe twelve apostles, and the gospel from this time on reeted, not so muh Jesus' personality, ashis teahings. But his followers did not long follow his instrutions, for soon after Jesus' deathand resurretion they departed from his teahings and began to build the early hurh around themiraulous onepts and the glori�ed memories of his divine-human personality.166.1 The Pharisees at RagabaOn Sabbath, February 18, Jesus was at Ragaba, where there lived a wealthy Pharisee namedNathaniel; and sine quite a number of his fellow Pharisees were following Jesus and the twelvearound the ountry, he made a breakfast on this Sabbath morning for all of them, about twenty innumber, and invited Jesus as the guest of honor.By the time Jesus arrived at this breakfast, most of the Pharisees, with two or three lawyers,were already there and seated at the table. The Master immediately took his seat at the left ofNathaniel without going to the water basins to wash his hands. Many of the Pharisees, espeiallythose favorable to Jesus' teahings, knew that he washed his hands only for purposes of leanliness,that he abhorred these purely eremonial performanes; so they were not surprised at his omingdiretly to the table without having twie washed his hands. But Nathaniel was shoked by thisfailure of the Master to omply with the strit requirements of Pharisai pratie. Neither did Jesuswash his hands, as did the Pharisees, after eah ourse of food nor at the end of the meal.After onsiderable whispering between Nathaniel and an unfriendly Pharisee on his right andafter muh lifting of eyebrows and sneering urling of lips by those who sat opposite the Master,Jesus �nally said: \I had thought that you invited me to this house to break bread with you andperhane to inquire of me onerning the prolamation of the new gospel of the kingdom of God;but I pereive that you have brought me here to witness an exhibition of eremonial devotion to yourown self-righteousness. That servie you have now done me; what next will you honor me with asyour guest on this oasion?"When the Master had thus spoken, they ast their eyes upon the table and remained silent. Andsine no one spoke, Jesus ontinued: \Many of you Pharisees are here with me as friends, some are1663



even my disiples, but the majority of the Pharisees are persistent in their refusal to see the lightand aknowledge the truth, even when the work of the gospel is brought before them in great power.How arefully you leanse the outside of the ups and the platters while the spiritual-food vesselsare �lthy and polluted! You make sure to present a pious and holy appearane to the people, butyour inner souls are �lled with self-righteousness, ovetousness, extortion, and all manner of spiritualwikedness. Your leaders even dare to plot and plan the murder of the Son of Man. Do not youfoolish men understand that the God of heaven looks at the inner motives of the soul as well as onyour outer pretenses and your pious professions? Think not that the giving of alms and the payingof tithes will leanse you from unrighteousness and enable you to stand lean in the presene of theJudge of all men. Woe upon you Pharisees who have persisted in rejeting the light of life! You aremetiulous in tithing and ostentatious in almsgiving, but you knowingly spurn the visitation of Godand rejet the revelation of his love. Though it is all right for you to give attention to these minorduties, you should not have left these weightier requirements undone. Woe upon all who shun justie,spurn mery, and rejet truth! Woe upon all those who despise the revelation of the Father whilethey seek the hief seats in the synagogue and rave attering salutations in the market plaes!"When Jesus would have risen to depart, one of the lawyers who was at the table, addressing him,said: \But, Master, in some of your statements you reproah us also. Is there nothing good in thesribes, the Pharisees, or the lawyers?" And Jesus, standing, replied to the lawyer: \You, like thePharisees, delight in the �rst plaes at the feasts and in wearing long robes while you put heavyburdens, grievous to be borne, on men's shoulders. And when the souls of men stagger under theseheavy burdens, you will not so muh as lift with one of your �ngers. Woe upon you who take yourgreatest delight in building tombs for the prophets your fathers killed! And that you onsent to whatyour fathers did is made manifest when you now plan to kill those who ome in this day doing whatthe prophets did in their day - prolaiming the righteousness of God and revealing the mery of theheavenly Father. But of all the generations that are past, the blood of the prophets and the apostlesshall be required of this perverse and self-righteous generation. Woe upon all of you lawyers whohave taken away the key of knowledge from the ommon people! You yourselves refuse to enter intothe way of truth, and at the same time you would hinder all others who seek to enter therein. Butyou annot thus shut up the doors of the kingdom of heaven; these we have opened to all who havethe faith to enter, and these portals of mery shall not be losed by the prejudie and arroganeof false teahers and untrue shepherds who are like whited sepulhres whih, while outwardly theyappear beautiful, are inwardly full of dead men's bones and all manner of spiritual unleanness."And when Jesus had �nished speaking at Nathaniel's table, he went out of the house withoutpartaking of food. And of the Pharisees who heard these words, some beame believers in histeahing and entered into the kingdom, but the larger number persisted in the way of darkness,beoming all the more determined to lie in wait for him that they might ath some of his wordswhih ould be used to bring him to trial and judgment before the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem.There were just three things to whih the Pharisees paid partiular attention:1. The pratie of strit tithing.2. Srupulous observane of the laws of puri�ation.3. Avoidane of assoiation with all non-Pharisees.At this time Jesus sought to expose the spiritual barrenness of the �rst two praties, while hereserved his remarks designed to rebuke the Pharisees' refusal to engage in soial interourse withnon-Pharisees for another and subsequent oasion when he would again be dining with many ofthese same men.
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166.2 The Ten LepersThe next day Jesus went with the twelve over to Amathus, near the border of Samaria, and as theyapproahed the ity, they enountered a group of ten lepers who sojourned near this plae. Nineof this group were Jews, one a Samaritan. Ordinarily these Jews would have refrained from allassoiation or ontat with this Samaritan, but their ommon a�ition was more than enough tooverome all religious prejudie. They had heard muh of Jesus and his earlier mirales of healing,and sine the seventy made a pratie of announing the time of Jesus' expeted arrival when theMaster was out with the twelve on these tours, the ten lepers had been made aware that he wasexpeted to appear in this viinity at about this time; and they were, aordingly, posted here onthe outskirts of the ity where they hoped to attrat his attention and ask for healing. When thelepers saw Jesus drawing near them, not daring to approah him, they stood afar o� and ried tohim: \Master, have mery on us; leanse us from our a�ition. Heal us as you have healed others."Jesus had just been explaining to the twelve why the gentiles of Perea, together with the lessorthodox Jews, were more willing to believe the gospel preahed by the seventy than were the moreorthodox and tradition-bound Jews of Judea. He had alled their attention to the fat that theirmessage had likewise been more readily reeived by the Galileans, and even by the Samaritans. Butthe twelve apostles were hardly yet willing to entertain kind feelings for the long-despised Samaritans.Aordingly, when Simon Zelotes observed the Samaritan among the lepers, he sought to induethe Master to pass on into the ity without even hesitating to exhange greetings with them. SaidJesus to Simon: \But what if the Samaritan loves God as well as the Jews? Should we sit in judgmenton our fellow men? Who an tell? if we make these ten men whole, perhaps the Samaritan will provemore grateful even than the Jews. Do you feel ertain about your opinions, Simon?" And Simonquikly replied, \If you leanse them, you will soon �nd out." And Jesus replied: \So shall it be,Simon, and you will soon know the truth regarding the gratitude of men and the loving mery ofGod."Jesus, going near the lepers, said: \If you would be made whole, go forthwith and show yourselvesto the priests as required by the law of Moses." And as they went, they were made whole. But whenthe Samaritan saw that he was being healed, he turned bak and, going in quest of Jesus, began toglorify God with a loud voie. And when he had found the Master, he fell on his knees at his feetand gave thanks for his leansing. The nine others, the Jews, had also disovered their healing, andwhile they also were grateful for their leansing, they ontinued on their way to show themselves tothe priests.As the Samaritan remained kneeling at Jesus' feet, the Master, looking about at the twelve,espeially at Simon Zelotes, said: \Were not ten leansed? Where, then, are the other nine, theJews? Only one, this alien, has returned to give glory to God." And then he said to the Samaritan,\Arise and go your way; your faith has made you whole."Jesus looked again at his apostles as the stranger departed. And the apostles all looked at Jesus,save Simon Zelotes, whose eyes were downast. The twelve said not a word. Neither did Jesus speak;it was not neessary that he should.Though all ten of these men really believed they had leprosy, only four were thus a�ited. Theother six were ured of a skin disease whih had been mistaken for leprosy. But the Samaritan reallyhad leprosy.Jesus enjoined the twelve to say nothing about the leansing of the lepers, and as they went oninto Amathus, he remarked: \You see how it is that the hildren of the house, even when they areinsubordinate to their Father's will, take their blessings for granted. They think it a small matterif they neglet to give thanks when the Father bestows healing upon them, but the strangers, whenthey reeive gifts from the head of the house, are �lled with wonder and are onstrained to give1665



thanks in reognition of the good things bestowed upon them." And still the apostles said nothingin reply to the Master's words.166.3 The Sermon at GerasaAs Jesus and the twelve visited with the messengers of the kingdom at Gerasa, one of the Phariseeswho believed in him asked this question: \Lord, will there be few or many really saved?" And Jesus,answering, said:\You have been taught that only the hildren of Abraham will be saved; that only the gentiles ofadoption an hope for salvation. Some of you have reasoned that, sine the Sriptures reord thatonly Caleb and Joshua from among all the hosts that went out of Egypt lived to enter the promisedland, only a omparatively few of those who seek the kingdom of heaven shall �nd entrane thereto.\You also have another saying among you, and one that ontains muh truth: That the way whihleads to eternal life is straight and narrow, that the door whih leads thereto is likewise narrow sothat, of those who seek salvation, few an �nd entrane through this door. You also have a teahingthat the way whih leads to destrution is broad, that the entrane thereto is wide, and that thereare many who hoose to go this way. And this proverb is not without its meaning. But I delare thatsalvation is �rst a matter of your personal hoosing. Even if the door to the way of life is narrow, itis wide enough to admit all who sinerely seek to enter, for I am that door. And the Son will neverrefuse entrane to any hild of the universe who, by faith, seeks to �nd the Father through the Son.\But herein is the danger to all who would postpone their entrane into the kingdom while theyontinue to pursue the pleasures of immaturity and indulge the satisfations of sel�shness: Havingrefused to enter the kingdom as a spiritual experiene, they may subsequently seek entrane theretowhen the glory of the better way beomes revealed in the age to ome. And when, therefore, thosewho spurned the kingdom when I ame in the likeness of humanity seek to �nd an entrane when itis revealed in the likeness of divinity, then will I say to all suh sel�sh ones: I know not whene youare. You had your hane to prepare for this heavenly itizenship, but you refused all suh pro�ersof mery; you rejeted all invitations to ome while the door was open. Now, to you who haverefused salvation, the door is shut. This door is not open to those who would enter the kingdom forsel�sh glory. Salvation is not for those who are unwilling to pay the prie of wholehearted dediationto doing my Father's will. When in spirit and soul you have turned your baks upon the Father'skingdom, it is useless in mind and body to stand before this door and knok, saying, `Lord, open tous; we would also be great in the kingdom.' Then will I delare that you are not of my fold. I willnot reeive you to be among those who have fought the good �ght of faith and won the reward ofunsel�sh servie in the kingdom on earth. And when you say, `Did we not eat and drink with you,and did you not teah in our streets?' then shall I again delare that you are spiritual strangers; thatwe were not fellow servants in the Father's ministry of mery on earth; that I do not know you; andthen shall the Judge of all the earth say to you: `Depart from us, all you who have taken delight inthe works of iniquity.'\But fear not; every one who sinerely desires to �nd eternal life by entrane into the kingdom ofGod shall ertainly �nd suh everlasting salvation. But you who refuse this salvation will some daysee the prophets of the seed of Abraham sit down with the believers of the gentile nations in thisglori�ed kingdom to partake of the bread of life and to refresh themselves with the water thereof.And they who shall thus take the kingdom in spiritual power and by the persistent assaults of livingfaith will ome from the north and the south and from the east and the west. And, behold, manywho are �rst will be last, and those who are last will many times be �rst."This was indeed a new and strange version of the old and familiar proverb of the straight andnarrow way. 1666



Slowly the apostles and many of the disiples were learning the meaning of Jesus' early delaration:\Unless you are born again, born of the spirit, you annot enter the kingdom of God." Nevertheless,to all who are honest of heart and sinere in faith, it remains eternally true: \Behold, I stand at thedoors of men's hearts and knok, and if any man will open to me, I will ome in and sup with himand will feed him with the bread of life; we shall be one in spirit and purpose, and so shall we everbe brethren in the long and fruitful servie of the searh for the Paradise Father." And so, whetherfew or many are to be saved altogether depends on whether few or many will heed the invitation:\I am the door, I am the new and living way, and whosoever wills may enter to embark upon theendless truth-searh for eternal life."Even the apostles were unable fully to omprehend his teahing as to the neessity for usingspiritual fore for the purpose of breaking through all material resistane and for surmounting everyearthly obstale whih might hane to stand in the way of grasping the all-important spiritual valuesof the new life in the spirit as the liberated sons of God.166.4 Teahing About AidentsWhile most Palestinians ate only two meals a day, it was the ustom of Jesus and the apostles, whenon a journey, to pause at midday for rest and refreshment. And it was at suh a noontide stop on theway to Philadelphia that Thomas asked Jesus: \Master, from hearing your remarks as we journeyedthis morning, I would like to inquire whether spiritual beings are onerned in the prodution ofstrange and extraordinary events in the material world and, further, to ask whether the angels andother spirit beings are able to prevent aidents."In answer to Thomas's inquiry, Jesus said: \Have I been so long with you, and yet you ontinueto ask me suh questions? Have you failed to observe how the Son of Man lives as one with you andonsistently refuses to employ the fores of heaven for his personal sustenane? Do we not all liveby the same means whereby all men exist? Do you see the power of the spiritual world manifestedin the material life of this world, save for the revelation of the Father and the sometime healing ofhis a�ited hildren?\All too long have your fathers believed that prosperity was the token of divine approval; thatadversity was the proof of God's displeasure. I delare that suh beliefs are superstitions. Do younot observe that far greater numbers of the poor joyfully reeive the gospel and immediately enterthe kingdom? If rihes evidene divine favor, why do the rih so many times refuse to believe thisgood news from heaven?\The Father auses his rain to fall on the just and the unjust; the sun likewise shines on therighteous and the unrighteous. You know about those Galileans whose blood Pilate mingled withthe sari�es, but I tell you these Galileans were not in any manner sinners above all their fellowsjust beause this happened to them. You also know about the eighteen men upon whom the towerof Siloam fell, killing them. Think not that these men who were thus destroyed were o�enders aboveall their brethren in Jerusalem. These folks were simply innoent vitims of one of the aidents oftime.\There are three groups of events whih may our in your lives:\1. You may share in those normal happenings whih are a part of the life you and your fellowslive on the fae of the earth.\2. You may hane to fall vitim to one of the aidents of nature, one of the mishanes ofmen, knowing full well that suh ourrenes are in no way prearranged or otherwise produed bythe spiritual fores of the realm.\3. You may reap the harvest of your diret e�orts to omply with the natural laws governing the1667



world.\There was a ertain man who planted a �g tree in his yard, and when he had many times soughtfruit thereon and found none, he alled the vinedressers before him and said: `Here have I ome thesethree seasons looking for fruit on this �g tree and have found none. Cut down this barren tree; whyshould it enumber the ground?' But the head gardener answered his master: `Let it alone for onemore year so that I may dig around it and put on fertilizer, and then, next year, if it bears no fruit,it shall be ut down.' And when they had thus omplied with the laws of fruitfulness, sine the treewas living and good, they were rewarded with an abundant yield.\In the matter of sikness and health, you should know that these bodily states are the result ofmaterial auses; health is not the smile of heaven, neither is a�ition the frown of God.\The Father's human hildren have equal apaity for the reeption of material blessings; thereforedoes he bestow things physial upon the hildren of men without disrimination. When it omesto the bestowal of spiritual gifts, the Father is limited by man's apaity for reeiving these divineendowments. Although the Father is no respeter of persons, in the bestowal of spiritual gifts he islimited by man's faith and by his willingness always to abide by the Father's will."As they journeyed on toward Philadelphia, Jesus ontinued to teah them and to answer theirquestions having to do with aidents, sikness, and mirales, but they were not able fully to om-prehend this instrution. One hour of teahing will not wholly hange the beliefs of a lifetime, andso Jesus found it neessary to reiterate his message, to tell again and again that whih he wishedthem to understand; and even then they failed to grasp the meaning of his earth mission until afterhis death and resurretion.166.5 The Congregation at PhiladelphiaJesus and the twelve were on their way to visit Abner and his assoiates, who were preahingand teahing in Philadelphia. Of all the ities of Perea, in Philadelphia the largest group of Jewsand gentiles, rih and poor, learned and unlearned, embraed the teahings of the seventy, therebyentering into the kingdom of heaven. The synagogue of Philadelphia had never been subjet to thesupervision of the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem and therefore had never been losed to the teahings ofJesus and his assoiates. At this very time, Abner was teahing three times a day in the Philadelphiasynagogue.This very synagogue later on beame a Christian hurh and was the missionary headquartersfor the promulgation of the gospel through the regions to the east. It was long a stronghold of theMaster's teahings and stood alone in this region as a enter of Christian learning for enturies.The Jews at Jerusalem had always had trouble with the Jews of Philadelphia. And after thedeath and resurretion of Jesus the Jerusalem hurh, of whih James the Lord's brother was head,began to have serious diÆulties with the Philadelphia ongregation of believers. Abner beame thehead of the Philadelphia hurh, ontinuing as suh until his death. And this estrangement withJerusalem explains why nothing is heard of Abner and his work in the Gospel reords of the NewTestament. This feud between Jerusalem and Philadelphia lasted throughout the lifetimes of Jamesand Abner and ontinued for some time after the destrution of Jerusalem. Philadelphia was reallythe headquarters of the early hurh in the south and east as Antioh was in the north and west.It was the apparent misfortune of Abner to be at variane with all of the leaders of the earlyChristian hurh. He fell out with Peter and James (Jesus' brother) over questions of administra-tion and the jurisdition of the Jerusalem hurh; he parted ompany with Paul over di�erenesof philosophy and theology. Abner was more Babylonian than Helleni in his philosophy, and hestubbornly resisted all attempts of Paul to remake the teahings of Jesus so as to present less that1668



was objetionable, �rst to the Jews, then to the Greo-Roman believers in the mysteries.Thus was Abner ompelled to live a life of isolation. He was head of a hurh whih was withoutstanding at Jerusalem. He had dared to defy James the Lord's brother, who was subsequentlysupported by Peter. Suh ondut e�etively separated him from all his former assoiates. Then hedared to withstand Paul. Although he was wholly sympatheti with Paul in his mission to the gentiles,and though he supported him in his ontentions with the hurh at Jerusalem, he bitterly opposedthe version of Jesus' teahings whih Paul eleted to preah. In his last years Abner denouned Paulas the \lever orrupter of the life teahings of Jesus of Nazareth, the Son of the living God."During the later years of Abner and for some time thereafter, the believers at Philadelphia heldmore stritly to the religion of Jesus, as he lived and taught, than any other group on earth.Abner lived to be 89 years old, dying at Philadelphia on the 21st day of November, A.D. 74. Andto the very end he was a faithful believer in, and teaher of, the gospel of the heavenly kingdom.
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Chapter 167The Visit to PhiladelphiaTHROUGHOUT this period of the Perean ministry, when mention is made of Jesus and the apostlesvisiting the various loalities where the seventy were at work, it should be realled that, as a rule,only ten were with him sine it was the pratie to leave at least two of the apostles at Pella toinstrut the multitude. As Jesus prepared to go on to Philadelphia, Simon Peter and his brother,Andrew, returned to the Pella enampment to teah the rowds there assembled. When the Masterleft the amp at Pella to visit about Perea, it was not unommon for from three to �ve hundredof the ampers to follow him. When he arrived at Philadelphia, he was aompanied by over sixhundred followers.No mirales had attended the reent preahing tour through the Deapolis, and, exepting theleansing of the ten lepers, thus far there had been no mirales on this Perean mission. This was aperiod when the gospel was prolaimed with power, without mirales, and most of the time withoutthe personal presene of Jesus or even of his apostles.Jesus and the ten apostles arrived at Philadelphia on Wednesday, February 22, and spent Thursdayand Friday resting from their reent travels and labors. That Friday night James spoke in thesynagogue, and a general ounil was alled for the following evening. They were muh rejoied overthe progress of the gospel at Philadelphia and among the near-by villages. The messengers of Davidalso brought word of the further advanement of the kingdom throughout Palestine, as well as goodnews from Alexandria and Damasus.167.1 Breakfast with the PhariseesThere lived in Philadelphia a very wealthy and inuential Pharisee who had aepted the teahingsof Abner, and who invited Jesus to his house Sabbath morning for breakfast. It was known thatJesus was expeted in Philadelphia at this time; so a large number of visitors, among them manyPharisees, had ome over from Jerusalem and from elsewhere. Aordingly, about forty of theseleading men and a few lawyers were bidden to this breakfast, whih had been arranged in honor ofthe Master.As Jesus lingered by the door, speaking with Abner, and after the host had seated himself, thereame into the room one of the leading Pharisees of Jerusalem, a member of the Sanhedrin, and aswas his habit, he made straight for the seat of honor at the left of the host. But sine this plaehad been reserved for the Master and that on the right for Abner, the host bekoned the JerusalemPharisee to sit four seats to the left, and this dignitary was muh o�ended beause he did not reeivethe seat of honor.Soon they were all seated and enjoying the visiting among themselves sine the majority of those1671



present were disiples of Jesus or else were friendly to the gospel. Only his enemies took notie of thefat that he did not observe the eremonial washing of his hands before he sat down to eat. Abnerwashed his hands at the beginning of the meal but not during the serving.Near the end of the meal there ame in from the street a man long a�ited with a hronidisease and now in a dropsial ondition. This man was a believer, having reently been baptizedby Abner's assoiates. He made no request of Jesus for healing, but the Master knew full well thatthis a�ited man ame to this breakfast hoping thereby to esape the rowds whih thronged himand thus be more likely to engage his attention. This man knew that few mirales were then beingperformed; however, he had reasoned in his heart that his sorry plight might possibly appeal to theMaster's ompassion. And he was not mistaken, for, when he entered the room, both Jesus and theself-righteous Pharisee from Jerusalem took notie of him. The Pharisee was not slow to voie hisresentment that suh a one should be permitted to enter the room. But Jesus looked upon the sikman and smiled so benignly that he drew near and sat down upon the oor. As the meal was ending,the Master looked over his fellow guests and then, after glaning signi�antly at the man with dropsy,said: \My friends, teahers in Israel and learned lawyers, I would like to ask you a question: Is itlawful to heal the sik and a�ited on the Sabbath day, or not?" But those who were there presentknew Jesus too well; they held their peae; they answered not his question.Then went Jesus over to where the sik man sat and, taking him by the hand, said: \Arise andgo your way. You have not asked to be healed, but I know the desire of your heart and the faith ofyour soul." Before the man left the room, Jesus returned to his seat and, addressing those at thetable, said: \Suh works my Father does, not to tempt you into the kingdom, but to reveal himselfto those who are already in the kingdom. You an pereive that it would be like the Father to do justsuh things beause whih one of you, having a favorite animal that fell in the well on the Sabbathday, would not go right out and draw him up?" And sine no one would answer him, and inasmuhas his host evidently approved of what was going on, Jesus stood up and spoke to all present: \Mybrethren, when you are bidden to a marriage feast, sit not down in the hief seat, lest, perhane,a more honored man than you has been invited, and the host will have to ome to you and requestthat you give your plae to this other and honored guest. In this event, with shame you will berequired to take a lower plae at the table. When you are bidden to a feast, it would be the partof wisdom, on arriving at the festive table, to seek for the lowest plae and take your seat therein,so that, when the host looks over the guests, he may say to you: `My friend, why sit in the seat ofthe least? ome up higher'; and thus will suh a one have glory in the presene of his fellow guests.Forget not, every one who exalts himself shall be humbled, while he who truly humbles himself shallbe exalted. Therefore, when you entertain at dinner or give a supper, invite not always your friends,your brethren, your kinsmen, or your rih neighbors that they in return may bid you to their feasts,and thus will you be reompensed. When you give a banquet, sometimes bid the poor, the maimed,and the blind. In this way you shall be blessed in your heart, for you well know that the lame andthe halt annot repay you for your loving ministry."167.2 Parable of the Great SupperAs Jesus �nished speaking at the breakfast table of the Pharisee, one of the lawyers present, desiringto relieve the silene, thoughtlessly said: \Blessed is he who shall eat bread in the kingdom of God"- that being a ommon saying of those days. And then Jesus spoke a parable, whih even his friendlyhost was ompelled to take to heart. He said:\A ertain ruler gave a great supper, and having bidden many guests, he dispathed his servantsat suppertime to say to those who were invited, `Come, for everything is now ready.' And they allwith one aord began to make exuses. The �rst said, `I have just bought a farm, and I must needsto go prove it; I pray you have me exused.' Another said, `I have bought �ve yoke of oxen, and I1672



must go to reeive them; I pray you have me exused.' And another said, `I have just married a wife,and therefore I annot ome.' So the servants went bak and reported this to their master. Whenthe master of the house heard this, he was very angry, and turning to his servants, he said: `I havemade ready this marriage feast; the fatlings are killed, and all is in readiness for my guests, but theyhave spurned my invitation; they have gone every man after his lands and his merhandise, and theyeven show disrespet to my servants who bid them ome to my feast. Go out quikly, therefore, intothe streets and lanes of the ity, out into the highways and the byways, and bring hither the poorand the outast, the blind and the lame, that the marriage feast may have guests.' And the servantsdid as their lord ommanded, and even then there was room for more guests. Then said the lord tohis servants: `Go now out into the roads and the ountryside and onstrain those who are there toome in that my house may be �lled. I delare that none of those who were �rst bidden shall tasteof my supper.' And the servants did as their master ommanded, and the house was �lled."And when they heard these words, they departed; every man went to his own plae. At least oneof the sneering Pharisees present that morning omprehended the meaning of this parable, for hewas baptized that day and made publi onfession of his faith in the gospel of the kingdom. Abnerpreahed on this parable that night at the general ounil of believers.The next day all of the apostles engaged in the philosophi exerise of endeavoring to interpretthe meaning of this parable of the great supper. Though Jesus listened with interest to all ofthese di�ering interpretations, he steadfastly refused to o�er them further help in understanding theparable. He would only say, \Let every man �nd out the meaning for himself and in his own soul."167.3 The Woman with the Spirit of In�rmityAbner had arranged for the Master to teah in the synagogue on this Sabbath day, the �rst timeJesus had appeared in a synagogue sine they had all been losed to his teahings by order of theSanhedrin. At the onlusion of the servie Jesus looked down before him upon an elderly womanwho wore a downast expression, and who was muh bent in form. This woman had long beenfear-ridden, and all joy had passed out of her life. As Jesus stepped down from the pulpit, he wentover to her and, touhing her bowed-over form on the shoulder, said: \Woman, if you would onlybelieve, you ould be wholly loosed from your spirit of in�rmity." And this woman, who had beenbowed down and bound up by the depressions of fear for more than eighteen years, believed thewords of the Master and by faith straightened up immediately. When this woman saw that she hadbeen made straight, she lifted up her voie and glori�ed God.Notwithstanding that this woman's a�ition was wholly mental, her bowed-over form being theresult of her depressed mind, the people thought that Jesus had healed a real physial disorder.Although the ongregation of the synagogue at Philadelphia was friendly toward the teahings ofJesus, the hief ruler of the synagogue was an unfriendly Pharisee. And as he shared the opinion ofthe ongregation that Jesus had healed a physial disorder, and being indignant beause Jesus hadpresumed to do suh a thing on the Sabbath, he stood up before the ongregation and said: \Arethere not six days in whih men should do all their work? In these working days ome, therefore,and be healed, but not on the Sabbath day."When the unfriendly ruler had thus spoken, Jesus returned to the speaker's platform and said:\Why play the part of hyporites? Does not every one of you, on the Sabbath, loose his ox from thestall and lead him forth for watering? If suh a servie is permissible on the Sabbath day, shouldnot this woman, a daughter of Abraham who has been bound down by evil these eighteen years,be loosed from this bondage and led forth to partake of the waters of liberty and life, even on thisSabbath day?" And as the woman ontinued to glorify God, his riti was put to shame, and theongregation rejoied with her that she had been healed.1673



As a result of his publi ritiism of Jesus on this Sabbath the hief ruler of the synagogue wasdeposed, and a follower of Jesus was put in his plae.Jesus frequently delivered suh vitims of fear from their spirit of in�rmity, from their depressionof mind, and from their bondage of fear. But the people thought that all suh a�itions were eitherphysial disorders or possession of evil spirits.Jesus taught again in the synagogue on Sunday, and many were baptized by Abner at noon onthat day in the river whih owed south of the ity. On the morrow Jesus and the ten apostles wouldhave started bak to the Pella enampment but for the arrival of one of David's messengers, whobrought an urgent message to Jesus from his friends at Bethany, near Jerusalem.167.4 The Message from BethanyVery late on Sunday night, February 26, a runner from Bethany arrived at Philadelphia, bringing amessage from Martha and Mary whih said, \Lord, he whom you love is very sik." This messagereahed Jesus at the lose of the evening onferene and just as he was taking leave of the apostlesfor the night. At �rst Jesus made no reply. There ourred one of those strange interludes, a timewhen he appeared to be in ommuniation with something outside of, and beyond, himself. Andthen, looking up, he addressed the messenger in the hearing of the apostles, saying: \This siknessis really not to the death. Doubt not that it may be used to glorify God and exalt the Son."Jesus was very fond of Martha, Mary, and their brother, Lazarus; he loved them with a ferventa�etion. His �rst and human thought was to go to their assistane at one, but another ideaame into his ombined mind. He had almost given up hope that the Jewish leaders at Jerusalemwould ever aept the kingdom, but he still loved his people, and there now ourred to him a planwhereby the sribes and Pharisees of Jerusalem might have one more hane to aept his teahings;and he deided, his Father willing, to make this last appeal to Jerusalem the most profound andstupendous outward working of his entire earth areer. The Jews lung to the idea of a wonder-working deliverer. And though he refused to stoop to the performane of material wonders or to theenatment of temporal exhibitions of politial power, he did now ask the Father's onsent for themanifestation of his hitherto unexhibited power over life and death.The Jews were in the habit of burying their dead on the day of their demise; this was a neessarypratie in suh a warm limate. It often happened that they put in the tomb one who was merelyomatose, so that on the seond or even the third day, suh a one would ome forth from the tomb.But it was the belief of the Jews that, while the spirit or soul might linger near the body for two orthree days, it never tarried after the third day; that deay was well advaned by the fourth day, andthat no one ever returned from the tomb after the lapse of suh a period. And it was for these reasonsthat Jesus tarried yet two full days in Philadelphia before he made ready to start for Bethany.Aordingly, early on Wednesday morning he said to his apostles: \Let us prepare at one to gointo Judea again." And when the apostles heard their Master say this, they drew o� by themselvesfor a time to take ounsel of one another. James assumed the diretion of the onferene, and theyall agreed that it was only folly to allow Jesus to go again into Judea, and they ame bak as oneman and so informed him. Said James: \Master, you were in Jerusalem a few weeks bak, and theleaders sought your death, while the people were minded to stone you. At that time you gave thesemen their hane to reeive the truth, and we will not permit you to go again into Judea."Then said Jesus: \But do you not understand that there are twelve hours of the day in whihwork may safely be done? If a man walks in the day, he does not stumble inasmuh as he has light.If a man walks in the night, he is liable to stumble sine he is without light. As long as my daylasts, I fear not to enter Judea. I would do one more mighty work for these Jews; I would give them1674



one more hane to believe, even on their own terms - onditions of outward glory and the visiblemanifestation of the power of the Father and the love of the Son. Besides, do you not realize thatour friend Lazarus has fallen asleep, and I would go to awake him out of this sleep!"Then said one of the apostles: \Master, if Lazarus has fallen asleep, then will he the more surelyreover." It was the ustom of the Jews at that time to speak of death as a form of sleep, but asthe apostles did not understand that Jesus meant that Lazarus had departed from this world, henow said plainly: \Lazarus is dead. And I am glad for your sakes, even if the others are not therebysaved, that I was not there, to the end that you shall now have new ause to believe in me; and bythat whih you will witness, you should all be strengthened in preparation for that day when I shalltake leave of you and go to the Father."When they ould not persuade him to refrain from going into Judea, and when some of the apostleswere loath even to aompany him, Thomas addressed his fellows, saying: \We have told the Masterour fears, but he is determined to go to Bethany. I am satis�ed it means the end; they will surelykill him, but if that is the Master's hoie, then let us aquit ourselves like men of ourage; let us goalso that we may die with him." And it was ever so; in matters requiring deliberate and sustainedourage, Thomas was always the mainstay of the twelve apostles.167.5 On the Way to BethanyOn the way to Judea Jesus was followed by a ompany of almost �fty of his friends and enemies.At their noon lunhtime, on Wednesday, he talked to his apostles and this group of followers onthe \Terms of Salvation," and at the end of this lesson told the parable of the Pharisee and thepublian (a tax olletor). Said Jesus: \You see, then, that the Father gives salvation to the hildrenof men, and this salvation is a free gift to all who have the faith to reeive sonship in the divinefamily. There is nothing man an do to earn this salvation. Works of self-righteousness annot buythe favor of God, and muh praying in publi will not atone for lak of living faith in the heart. Menyou may deeive by your outward servie, but God looks into your souls. What I am telling you iswell illustrated by two men who went into the temple to pray, the one a Pharisee and the other apublian. The Pharisee stood and prayed to himself: `O God, I thank you that I am not like the restof men, extortioners, unlearned, unjust, adulterers, or even like this publian. I fast twie a week; Igive tithes of all that I get.' But the publian, standing afar o�, would not so muh as lift his eyes toheaven but smote his breast, saying, `God be meriful to me a sinner.' I tell you that the publianwent home with God's approval rather than the Pharisee, for every one who exalts himself shall behumbled, but he who humbles himself shall be exalted."That night, in Jeriho, the unfriendly Pharisees sought to entrap the Master by induing him todisuss marriage and divore, as did their fellows one time in Galilee, but Jesus artfully avoided theire�orts to bring him into onit with their laws onerning divore. As the publian and the Phariseeillustrated good and bad religion, their divore praties served to ontrast the better marriage lawsof the Jewish ode with the disgraeful laxity of the Pharisai interpretations of these Mosai divorestatutes. The Pharisee judged himself by the lowest standard; the publian squared himself by thehighest ideal. Devotion, to the Pharisee, was a means of induing self-righteous inativity and theassurane of false spiritual seurity; devotion, to the publian, was a means of stirring up his soulto the realization of the need for repentane, onfession, and the aeptane, by faith, of merifulforgiveness. The Pharisee sought justie; the publian sought mery. The law of the universe is: Askand you shall reeive; seek and you shall �nd.Though Jesus refused to be drawn into a ontroversy with the Pharisees onerning divore, hedid prolaim a positive teahing of the highest ideals regarding marriage. He exalted marriage as themost ideal and highest of all human relationships. Likewise, he intimated strong disapproval of the1675



lax and unfair divore praties of the Jerusalem Jews, who at that time permitted a man to divorehis wife for the most triing of reasons, suh as being a poor ook, a faulty housekeeper, or for nobetter reason than that he had beome enamored of a better-looking woman.The Pharisees had even gone so far as to teah that divore of this easy variety was a speialdispensation granted the Jewish people, partiularly the Pharisees. And so, while Jesus refusedto make pronounements dealing with marriage and divore, he did most bitterly denoune theseshameful outings of the marriage relationship and pointed out their injustie to women and hildren.He never santioned any divore pratie whih gave man any advantage over woman; the Masterountenaned only those teahings whih aorded women equality with men.Although Jesus did not o�er new mandates governing marriage and divore, he did urge the Jewsto live up to their own laws and higher teahings. He onstantly appealed to the written Sripturesin his e�ort to improve their praties along these soial lines. While thus upholding the high andideal onepts of marriage, Jesus skillfully avoided lashing with his questioners about the soialpraties represented by either their written laws or their muh-herished divore privileges.It was very diÆult for the apostles to understand the Master's relutane to make positivepronounements relative to sienti�, soial, eonomi, and politial problems. They did not fullyrealize that his earth mission was exlusively onerned with revelations of spiritual and religioustruths.After Jesus had talked about marriage and divore, later on that evening his apostles privatelyasked many additional questions, and his answers to these inquiries relieved their minds of manymisoneptions. At the onlusion of this onferene Jesus said: \Marriage is honorable and is tobe desired by all men. The fat that the Son of Man pursues his earth mission alone is in no way areetion on the desirability of marriage. That I should so work is the Father's will, but this sameFather has direted the reation of male and female, and it is the divine will that men and womenshould �nd their highest servie and onsequent joy in the establishment of homes for the reeptionand training of hildren, in the reation of whom these parents beome opartners with the Makersof heaven and earth. And for this ause shall a man leave his father and mother and shall leave tohis wife, and they two shall beome as one."And in this way Jesus relieved the minds of the apostles of many worries about marriage andleared up many misunderstandings regarding divore; at the same time he did muh to exalt theirideals of soial union and to augment their respet for women and hildren and for the home.167.6 Blessing the Little ChildrenThat evening Jesus' message regarding marriage and the blessedness of hildren spread all overJeriho, so that the next morning, long before Jesus and the apostles prepared to leave, even beforebreakfast time, sores of mothers ame to where Jesus lodged, bringing their hildren in their armsand leading them by their hands, and desired that he bless the little ones. When the apostles wentout to view this assemblage of mothers with their hildren, they endeavored to send them away,but these women refused to depart until the Master laid his hands on their hildren and blessedthem. And when the apostles loudly rebuked these mothers, Jesus, hearing the tumult, ame outand indignantly reproved them, saying: \Su�er little hildren to ome to me; forbid them not, for ofsuh is the kingdom of heaven. Verily, verily, I say to you, whosoever reeives not the kingdom ofGod as a little hild shall hardly enter therein to grow up to the full stature of spiritual manhood."And when the Master had spoken to his apostles, he reeived all of the hildren, laying his handson them, while he spoke words of ourage and hope to their mothers.Jesus often talked to his apostles about the elestial mansions and taught that the advaning1676



hildren of God must there grow up spiritually as hildren grow up physially on this world. And sodoes the sared oftentimes appear to be the ommon, as on this day these hildren and their motherslittle realized that the onlooking intelligenes of Nebadon beheld the hildren of Jeriho playing withthe Creator of a universe.Woman's status in Palestine was muh improved by Jesus' teahing; and so it would have beenthroughout the world if his followers had not departed so far from that whih he painstakingly taughtthem.It was also at Jeriho, in onnetion with the disussion of the early religious training of hildrenin habits of divine worship, that Jesus impressed upon his apostles the great value of beauty asan inuene leading to the urge to worship, espeially with hildren. The Master by preept andexample taught the value of worshiping the Creator in the midst of the natural surroundings ofreation. He preferred to ommune with the heavenly Father amidst the trees and among the lowlyreatures of the natural world. He rejoied to ontemplate the Father through the inspiring spetaleof the starry realms of the Creator Sons.When it is not possible to worship God in the tabernales of nature, men should do their best toprovide houses of beauty, santuaries of appealing simpliity and artisti embellishment, so that thehighest of human emotions may be aroused in assoiation with the intelletual approah to spiritualommunion with God. Truth, beauty, and holiness are powerful and e�etive aids to true worship.But spirit ommunion is not promoted by mere massive ornateness and overmuh embellishmentwith man's elaborate and ostentatious art. Beauty is most religious when it is most simple andnaturelike. How unfortunate that little hildren should have their �rst introdution to onepts ofpubli worship in old and barren rooms so devoid of the beauty appeal and so empty of all suggestionof good heer and inspiring holiness! The hild should be introdued to worship in nature's outdoorsand later aompany his parents to publi houses of religious assembly whih are at least as materiallyattrative and artistially beautiful as the home in whih he is daily domiiled.167.7 The Talk About AngelsAs they journeyed up the hills from Jeriho to Bethany, Nathaniel walked most of the way by theside of Jesus, and their disussion of hildren in relation to the kingdom of heaven led indiretly tothe onsideration of the ministry of angels. Nathaniel �nally asked the Master this question: \Seeingthat the high priest is a Sadduee, and sine the Sadduees do not believe in angels, what shall weteah the people regarding the heavenly ministers?" Then, among other things, Jesus said:\The angeli hosts are a separate order of reated beings; they are entirely di�erent from thematerial order of mortal reatures, and they funtion as a distint group of universe intelligenes.Angels are not of that group of reatures alled `the Sons of God' in the Sriptures; neither arethey the glori�ed spirits of mortal men who have gone on to progress through the mansions on high.Angels are a diret reation, and they do not reprodue themselves. The angeli hosts have only aspiritual kinship with the human rae. As man progresses in the journey to the Father in Paradise,he does traverse a state of being at one time analogous to the state of the angels, but mortal mannever beomes an angel.\The angels never die, as man does. The angels are immortal unless, perhane, they beomeinvolved in sin as did some of them with the deeptions of Luifer. The angels are the spirit servantsin heaven, and they are neither all-wise nor all-powerful. But all of the loyal angels are truly pureand holy.\And do you not remember that I said to you one before that, if you had your spiritual eyesanointed, you would then see the heavens opened and behold the angels of God asending and1677



desending? It is by the ministry of the angels that one world may be kept in touh with otherworlds, for have I not repeatedly told you that I have other sheep not of this fold? And these angelsare not the spies of the spirit world who wath upon you and then go forth to tell the Father thethoughts of your heart and to report on the deeds of the esh. The Father has no need of suh servieinasmuh as his own spirit lives within you. But these angeli spirits do funtion to keep one part ofthe heavenly reation informed onerning the doings of other and remote parts of the universe. Andmany of the angels, while funtioning in the government of the Father and the universes of the Sons,are assigned to the servie of the human raes. When I taught you that many of these seraphimare ministering spirits, I spoke not in �gurative language nor in poeti strains. And all this is true,regardless of your diÆulty in omprehending suh matters.\Many of these angels are engaged in the work of saving men, for have I not told you of theseraphi joy when one soul elets to forsake sin and begin the searh for God? I did even tell you ofthe joy in the presene of the angels of heaven over one sinner who repents, thereby indiating theexistene of other and higher orders of elestial beings who are likewise onerned in the spiritualwelfare and with the divine progress of mortal man.\Also are these angels very muh onerned with the means whereby man's spirit is released fromthe tabernales of the esh and his soul esorted to the mansions in heaven. Angels are the sureand heavenly guides of the soul of man during that unharted and inde�nite period of time whihintervenes between the death of the esh and the new life in the spirit abodes."And he would have spoken further with Nathaniel regarding the ministry of angels, but he wasinterrupted by the approah of Martha, who had been informed that the Master was drawing nearto Bethany by friends who had observed him asending the hills to the east. And she now hastenedto greet him.
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Chapter 168The Resurretion of LazarusIT WAS shortly after noon when Martha started out to meet Jesus as he ame over the brow of thehill near Bethany. Her brother, Lazarus, had been dead four days and had been laid away in theirprivate tomb at the far end of the garden late on Sunday afternoon. The stone at the entrane ofthe tomb had been rolled in plae on the morning of this day, Thursday.When Martha and Mary sent word to Jesus onerning Lazarus's illness, they were on�dent theMaster would do something about it. They knew that their brother was desperately sik, and thoughthey hardly dared hope that Jesus would leave his work of teahing and preahing to ome to theirassistane, they had suh on�dene in his power to heal disease that they thought he would justspeak the urative words, and Lazarus would immediately be made whole. And when Lazarus dieda few hours after the messenger left Bethany for Philadelphia, they reasoned that it was beause theMaster did not learn of their brother's illness until it was too late, until he had already been deadfor several hours.But they, with all of their believing friends, were greatly puzzled by the message whih the runnerbrought bak Tuesday forenoon when he reahed Bethany. The messenger insisted that he heardJesus say, "...this sikness is really not to the death." Neither ould they understand why he sent noword to them nor otherwise pro�ered assistane.Many friends from near-by hamlets and others from Jerusalem ame over to omfort the sorrow-striken sisters. Lazarus and his sisters were the hildren of a well-to-do and honorable Jew, one whohad been the leading resident of the little village of Bethany. And notwithstanding that all threehad long been ardent followers of Jesus, they were highly respeted by all who knew them. Theyhad inherited extensive vineyards and olive orhards in this viinity, and that they were wealthy wasfurther attested by the fat that they ould a�ord a private burial tomb on their own premises. Bothof their parents had already been laid away in this tomb.Mary had given up the thought of Jesus' oming and was abandoned to her grief, but Marthalung to the hope that Jesus would ome, even up to the time on that very morning when they rolledthe stone in front of the tomb and sealed the entrane. Even then she instruted a neighbor lad tokeep wath down the Jeriho road from the brow of the hill to the east of Bethany; and it was thislad who brought tidings to Martha that Jesus and his friends were approahing.When Martha met Jesus, she fell at his feet, exlaiming, \Master, if you had been here, my brotherwould not have died!" Many fears were passing through Martha's mind, but she gave expression tono doubt, nor did she venture to ritiize or question the Master's ondut as related to Lazarus'sdeath. When she had spoken, Jesus reahed down and, lifting her upon her feet, said, \Only havefaith, Martha, and your brother shall rise again." Then answered Martha: \I know that he will riseagain in the resurretion of the last day; and even now I believe that whatever you shall ask of God,our Father will give you." 1679



Then said Jesus, looking straight into the eyes of Martha: \I am the resurretion and the life; hewho believes in me, though he dies, yet shall he live. In truth, whosoever lives and believes in meshall never really die. Martha, do you believe this?" And Martha answered the Master: \Yes, I havelong believed that you are the Deliverer, the Son of the living God, even he who should ome to thisworld."Jesus having inquired for Mary, Martha went at one into the house and, whispering to her sister,said, \The Master is here and has asked for you." And when Mary heard this, she rose up quiklyand hastened out to meet Jesus, who still tarried at the plae, some distane from the house, whereMartha had �rst met him. The friends who were with Mary, seeking to omfort her, when they sawthat she rose up quikly and went out, followed her, supposing that she was going to the tomb toweep.Many of those present were Jesus' bitter enemies. That is why Martha had ome out to meethim alone, and also why she went in seretly to inform Mary that he had asked for her. Martha,while raving to see Jesus, desired to avoid any possible unpleasantness whih might be aused byhis oming suddenly into the midst of a large group of his Jerusalem enemies. It had been Martha'sintention to remain in the house with their friends while Mary went to greet Jesus, but in this shefailed, for they all followed Mary and so found themselves unexpetedly in the presene of the Master.Martha led Mary to Jesus, and when she saw him, she fell at his feet, exlaiming, \If you hadonly been here, my brother would not have died!" And when Jesus saw how they all grieved overthe death of Lazarus, his soul was moved with ompassion.When the mourners saw that Mary had gone to greet Jesus, they withdrew for a short distanewhile both Martha and Mary talked with the Master and reeived further words of omfort andexhortation to maintain strong faith in the Father and omplete resignation to the divine will.The human mind of Jesus was mightily moved by the ontention between his love for Lazarus andthe bereaved sisters and his disdain and ontempt for the outward show of a�etion manifested bysome of these unbelieving and murderously intentioned Jews. Jesus indignantly resented the showof fored and outward mourning for Lazarus by some of these professed friends inasmuh as suhfalse sorrow was assoiated in their hearts with so muh bitter enmity toward himself. Some of theseJews, however, were sinere in their mourning, for they were real friends of the family.168.1 At the Tomb of LazarusAfter Jesus had spent a few moments in omforting Martha and Mary, apart from the mourners, heasked them, \Where have you laid him?" Then Martha said, \Come and see." And as the Masterfollowed on in silene with the two sorrowing sisters, he wept. When the friendly Jews who followedafter them saw his tears, one of them said: \Behold how he loved him. Could not he who openedthe eyes of the blind have kept this man from dying?" By this time they were standing before thefamily tomb, a small natural ave, or delivity, in the ledge of rok whih rose up some thirty feet atthe far end of the garden plot.It is diÆult to explain to human minds just why Jesus wept. While we have aess to theregistration of the ombined human emotions and divine thoughts, as of reord in the mind ofthe Personalized Adjuster, we are not altogether ertain about the real ause of these emotionalmanifestations. We are inlined to believe that Jesus wept beause of a number of thoughts andfeelings whih were going through his mind at this time, suh as:1. He felt a genuine and sorrowful sympathy for Martha and Mary; he had a real and deep humana�etion for these sisters who had lost their brother.2. He was perturbed in his mind by the presene of the rowd of mourners, some sinere and1680



some merely pretenders. He always resented these outward exhibitions of mourning. He knew thesisters loved their brother and had faith in the survival of believers. These oniting emotions maypossibly explain why he groaned as they ame near the tomb.3. He truly hesitated about bringing Lazarus bak to the mortal life. His sisters really neededhim, but Jesus regretted having to summon his friend bak to experiene the bitter perseution whihhe well knew Lazarus would have to endure as a result of being the subjet of the greatest of alldemonstrations of the divine power of the Son of Man.And now we may relate an interesting and instrutive fat: Although this narrative unfolds asan apparently natural and normal event in human a�airs, it has some very interesting side lights.While the messenger went to Jesus on Sunday, telling him of Lazarus's illness, and while Jesus sentword that it was \not to the death," at the same time he went in person up to Bethany and evenasked the sisters, \Where have you laid him?" Even though all of this seems to indiate that theMaster was proeeding after the manner of this life and in aordane with the limited knowledge ofthe human mind, nevertheless, the reords of the universe reveal that Jesus' Personalized Adjusterissued orders for the inde�nite detention of Lazarus's Thought Adjuster on the planet subsequent toLazarus's death, and that this order was made of reord just �fteen minutes before Lazarus breathedhis last.Did the divine mind of Jesus know, even before Lazarus died, that he would raise him from thedead? We do not know. We know only what we are herewith plaing on reord.Many of Jesus' enemies were inlined to sneer at his manifestations of a�etion, and they saidamong themselves: \If he thought so muh of this man, why did he tarry so long before oming toBethany? If he is what they laim, why did he not save his dear friend? What is the good of healingstrangers in Galilee if he annot save those whom he loves?" And in many other ways they mokedand made light of the teahings and works of Jesus.And so, on this Thursday afternoon at about half past two o'lok, was the stage all set in thislittle hamlet of Bethany for the enatment of the greatest of all works onneted with the earthministry of Mihael of Nebadon, the greatest manifestation of divine power during his inarnation inthe esh, sine his own resurretion ourred after he had been liberated from the bonds of mortalhabitation.The small group assembled before Lazarus's tomb little realized the presene near at hand of avast onourse of all orders of elestial beings assembled under the leadership of Gabriel and now inwaiting, by diretion of the Personalized Adjuster of Jesus, vibrating with expetany and ready toexeute the bidding of their beloved Sovereign.When Jesus spoke those words of ommand, \Take away the stone," the assembled elestial hostsmade ready to enat the drama of the resurretion of Lazarus in the likeness of his mortal esh.Suh a form of resurretion involves diÆulties of exeution whih far transend the usual tehniqueof the resurretion of mortal reatures in morontia form and requires far more elestial personalitiesand a far greater organization of universe failities.When Martha and Mary heard this ommand of Jesus direting that the stone in front of thetomb be rolled away, they were �lled with oniting emotions. Mary hoped that Lazarus was to beraised from the dead, but Martha, while to some extent sharing her sister's faith, was more exerisedby the fear that Lazarus would not be presentable, in his appearane, to Jesus, the apostles, andtheir friends. Said Martha: \Must we roll away the stone? My brother has now been dead fourdays, so that by this time deay of the body has begun." Martha also said this beause she was notertain as to why the Master had requested that the stone be removed; she thought maybe Jesuswanted only to take one last look at Lazarus. She was not settled and onstant in her attitude. Asthey hesitated to roll away the stone, Jesus said: \Did I not tell you at the �rst that this siknesswas not to the death? Have I not ome to ful�ll my promise? And after I ame to you, did I not1681



say that, if you would only believe, you should see the glory of God? Wherefore do you doubt? Howlong before you will believe and obey?"When Jesus had �nished speaking, his apostles, with the assistane of willing neighbors, laid holdupon the stone and rolled it away from the entrane to the tomb.It was the ommon belief of the Jews that the drop of gall on the point of the sword of the angelof death began to work by the end of the third day, so that it was taking full e�et on the fourthday. They allowed that the soul of man might linger about the tomb until the end of the third day,seeking to reanimate the dead body; but they �rmly believed that suh a soul had gone on to theabode of departed spirits ere the fourth day had dawned.These beliefs and opinions regarding the dead and the departure of the spirits of the dead servedto make sure, in the minds of all who were now present at Lazarus's tomb and subsequently to allwho might hear of what was about to our, that this was really and truly a ase of the raising ofthe dead by the personal working of one who delared he was \the resurretion and the life."168.2 The Resurretion of LazarusAs this ompany of some forty-�ve mortals stood before the tomb, they ould dimly see the form ofLazarus, wrapped in linen bandages, resting on the right lower nihe of the burial ave. While theseearth reatures stood there in almost breathless silene, a vast host of elestial beings had swunginto their plaes preparatory to answering the signal for ation when it should be given by Gabriel,their ommander.Jesus lifted up his eyes and said: \Father, I am thankful that you heard and granted my request.I know that you always hear me, but beause of those who stand here with me, I thus speak withyou, that they may believe that you have sent me into the world, and that they may know that youare working with me in that whih we are about to do." And when he had prayed, he ried with aloud voie, \Lazarus, ome forth!"Though these human observers remained motionless, the vast elestial host was all astir in uni�edation in obediene to the Creator's word. In just twelve seonds of earth time the hitherto lifelessform of Lazarus began to move and presently sat up on the edge of the stone shelf whereon it hadrested. His body was bound about with grave loths, and his fae was overed with a napkin. Andas he stood up before them - alive - Jesus said, \Loose him and let him go."All, save the apostles, with Martha and Mary, ed to the house. They were pale with fright andoverome with astonishment. While some tarried, many hastened to their homes.Lazarus greeted Jesus and the apostles and asked the meaning of the grave loths and why hehad awakened in the garden. Jesus and the apostles drew to one side while Martha told Lazarus ofhis death, burial, and resurretion. She had to explain to him that he had died on Sunday and wasnow brought bak to life on Thursday, inasmuh as he had had no onsiousness of time sine fallingasleep in death.As Lazarus ame out of the tomb, the Personalized Adjuster of Jesus, now hief of his kind in thisloal universe, gave ommand to the former Adjuster of Lazarus, now in waiting, to resume abodein the mind and soul of the resurreted man.Then went Lazarus over to Jesus and, with his sisters, knelt at the Master's feet to give thanksand o�er praise to God. Jesus, taking Lazarus by the hand, lifted him up, saying: \My son, whathas happened to you will also be experiened by all who believe this gospel exept that they shallbe resurreted in a more glorious form. You shall be a living witness of the truth whih I spoke - Iam the resurretion and the life. But let us all now go into the house and partake of nourishment1682



for these physial bodies."As they walked toward the house, Gabriel dismissed the extra groups of the assembled heavenlyhost while he made reord of the �rst instane on Urantia, and the last, where a mortal reature hadbeen resurreted in the likeness of the physial body of death.Lazarus ould hardly omprehend what had ourred. He knew he had been very sik, but heould reall only that he had fallen asleep and been awakened. He was never able to tell anythingabout these four days in the tomb beause he was wholly unonsious. Time is nonexistent to thosewho sleep the sleep of death.Though many believed in Jesus as a result of this mighty work, others only hardened their heartsthe more to rejet him. By noon the next day this story had spread over all Jerusalem. Sores ofmen and women went to Bethany to look upon Lazarus and talk with him, and the alarmed anddisonerted Pharisees hastily alled a meeting of the Sanhedrin that they might determine whatshould be done about these new developments.168.3 Meeting of the SanhedrinEven though the testimony of this man raised from the dead did muh to onsolidate the faith ofthe mass of believers in the gospel of the kingdom, it had little or no inuene on the attitude of thereligious leaders and rulers at Jerusalem exept to hasten their deision to destroy Jesus and stophis work.At one o'lok the next day, Friday, the Sanhedrin met to deliberate further on the question, \Whatshall we do with Jesus of Nazareth?" After more than two hours of disussion and arimonious debate,a ertain Pharisee presented a resolution alling for Jesus' immediate death, prolaiming that he wasa menae to all Israel and formally ommitting the Sanhedrin to the deision of death, without trialand in de�ane of all preedent.Time and again had this august body of Jewish leaders dereed that Jesus be apprehended andbrought to trial on harges of blasphemy and numerous other ausations of outing the Jewishsared law. They had one before even gone so far as to delare he should die, but this was the �rsttime the Sanhedrin had gone on reord as desiring to deree his death in advane of a trial. But thisresolution did not ome to a vote sine fourteen members of the Sanhedrin resigned in a body whensuh an unheard-of ation was proposed. While these resignations were not formally ated upon foralmost two weeks, this group of fourteen withdrew from the Sanhedrin on that day, never again tosit in the ounil. When these resignations were subsequently ated upon, �ve other members werethrown out beause their assoiates believed they entertained friendly feelings toward Jesus. Withthe ejetion of these nineteen men the Sanhedrin was in a position to try and to ondemn Jesus witha solidarity bordering on unanimity.The following week Lazarus and his sisters were summoned to appear before the Sanhedrin. Whentheir testimony had been heard, no doubt ould be entertained that Lazarus had been raised fromthe dead. Though the transations of the Sanhedrin virtually admitted the resurretion of Lazarus,the reord arried a resolution attributing this and all other wonders worked by Jesus to the powerof the prine of devils, with whom Jesus was delared to be in league.No matter what the soure of his wonder-working power, these Jewish leaders were persuadedthat, if he were not immediately stopped, very soon all the ommon people would believe in him;and further, that serious ompliations with the Roman authorities would arise sine so many of hisbelievers regarded him as the Messiah, Israel's deliverer.It was at this same meeting of the Sanhedrin that Caiaphas the high priest �rst gave expressionto that old Jewish adage, whih he so many times repeated: \It is better that one man die, than1683



that the ommunity perish."Although Jesus had reeived warning of the doings of the Sanhedrin on this dark Friday afternoon,he was not in the least perturbed and ontinued resting over the Sabbath with friends in Bethpage, ahamlet near Bethany. Early Sunday morning Jesus and the apostles assembled, by prearrangement,at the home of Lazarus, and taking leave of the Bethany family, they started on their journey bakto the Pella enampment.168.4 The Answer to PrayerOn the way from Bethany to Pella the apostles asked Jesus many questions, all of whih the Masterfreely answered exept those involving the details of the resurretion of the dead. Suh problemswere beyond the omprehension apaity of his apostles; therefore did the Master deline to disussthese questions with them. Sine they had departed from Bethany in seret, they were alone. Jesustherefore embraed the opportunity to say many things to the ten whih he thought would preparethem for the trying days just ahead.The apostles were muh stirred up in their minds and spent onsiderable time disussing theirreent experienes as they were related to prayer and its answering. They all realled Jesus' statementto the Bethany messenger at Philadelphia, when he said plainly, \This sikness is not really to thedeath." And yet, in spite of this promise, Lazarus atually died. All that day, again and again, theyreverted to the disussion of this question of the answer to prayer.Jesus' answers to their many questions may be summarized as follows:1. Prayer is an expression of the �nite mind in an e�ort to approah the In�nite. The making ofa prayer must, therefore, be limited by the knowledge, wisdom, and attributes of the �nite; likewisemust the answer be onditioned by the vision, aims, ideals, and prerogatives of the In�nite. Therenever an be observed an unbroken ontinuity of material phenomena between the making of a prayerand the reeption of the full spiritual answer thereto.2. When a prayer is apparently unanswered, the delay often betokens a better answer, althoughone whih is for some good reason greatly delayed. When Jesus said that Lazarus's sikness wasreally not to the death, he had already been dead eleven hours. No sinere prayer is denied ananswer exept when the superior viewpoint of the spiritual world has devised a better answer, ananswer whih meets the petition of the spirit of man as ontrasted with the prayer of the mere mindof man.3. The prayers of time, when indited by the spirit and expressed in faith, are often so vast andall-enompassing that they an be answered only in eternity; the �nite petition is sometimes sofraught with the grasp of the In�nite that the answer must long be postponed to await the reationof adequate apaity for reeptivity; the prayer of faith may be so all-embraing that the answer anbe reeived only on Paradise.4. The answers to the prayer of the mortal mind are often of suh a nature that they an bereeived and reognized only after that same praying mind has attained the immortal state. Theprayer of the material being an many times be answered only when suh an individual has progressedto the spirit level.5. The prayer of a God-knowing person may be so distorted by ignorane and so deformed bysuperstition that the answer thereto would be highly undesirable. Then must the intervening spiritbeings so translate suh a prayer that, when the answer arrives, the petitioner wholly fails to reognizeit as the answer to his prayer.6. All true prayers are addressed to spiritual beings, and all suh petitions must be answered in1684



spiritual terms, and all suh answers must onsist in spiritual realities. Spirit beings annot bestowmaterial answers to the spirit petitions of even material beings. Material beings an pray e�etivelyonly when they \pray in the spirit."7. No prayer an hope for an answer unless it is born of the spirit and nurtured by faith. Yoursinere faith implies that you have in advane virtually granted your prayer hearers the full right toanswer your petitions in aordane with that supreme wisdom and that divine love whih your faithdepits as always atuating those beings to whom you pray.8. The hild is always within his rights when he presumes to petition the parent; and the parentis always within his parental obligations to the immature hild when his superior wisdom ditatesthat the answer to the hild's prayer be delayed, modi�ed, segregated, transended, or postponed toanother stage of spiritual asension.9. Do not hesitate to pray the prayers of spirit longing; doubt not that you shall reeive theanswer to your petitions. These answers will be on deposit, awaiting your ahievement of thosefuture spiritual levels of atual osmi attainment, on this world or on others, whereon it will beomepossible for you to reognize and appropriate the long-waiting answers to your earlier but ill-timedpetitions.10. All genuine spirit-born petitions are ertain of an answer. Ask and you shall reeive. But youshould remember that you are progressive reatures of time and spae; therefore must you onstantlyrekon with the time-spae fator in the experiene of your personal reeption of the full answers toyour manifold prayers and petitions.168.5 What Beame of LazarusLazarus remained at the Bethany home, being the enter of great interest to many sinere believersand to numerous urious individuals, until the days of the rui�xion of Jesus, when he reeivedwarning that the Sanhedrin had dereed his death. The rulers of the Jews were determined to put astop to the further spread of the teahings of Jesus, and they well judged that it would be useless toput Jesus to death if they permitted Lazarus, who represented the very peak of his wonder-working,to live and bear testimony to the fat that Jesus had raised him from the dead. Already had Lazarussu�ered bitter perseution from them.And so Lazarus took hasty leave of his sisters at Bethany, eeing down through Jeriho and arossthe Jordan, never permitting himself to rest long until he had reahed Philadelphia. Lazarus knewAbner well, and here he felt safe from the murderous intrigues of the wiked Sanhedrin.Soon after this Martha and Mary disposed of their lands at Bethany and joined their brother inPerea. Meantime, Lazarus had beome the treasurer of the hurh at Philadelphia. He beame astrong supporter of Abner in his ontroversy with Paul and the Jerusalem hurh and ultimatelydied, when 67 years old, of the same sikness that arried him o� when he was a younger man atBethany.
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Chapter 169Last Teahing at PellaLATE on Monday evening, Marh 6, Jesus and the ten apostles arrived at the Pella amp. This wasthe last week of Jesus' sojourn there, and he was very ative in teahing the multitude and instrutingthe apostles. He preahed every afternoon to the rowds and eah night answered questions for theapostles and ertain of the more advaned disiples residing at the amp.Word regarding the resurretion of Lazarus had reahed the enampment two days before theMaster's arrival, and the entire assembly was agog. Not sine the feeding of the �ve thousand hadanything ourred whih so aroused the imagination of the people. And thus it was at the veryheight of the seond phase of the publi ministry of the kingdom that Jesus planned to teah thisone short week at Pella and then to begin the tour of southern Perea whih led right up to the �naland tragi experienes of the last week in Jerusalem.The Pharisees and the hief priests had begun to formulate their harges and to rystallize theirausations. They objeted to the Master's teahings on these grounds:1. He is a friend of publians and sinners; he reeives the ungodly and even eats with them.2. He is a blasphemer; he talks about God as being his Father and thinks he is equal with God.3. He is a lawbreaker. He heals disease on the Sabbath and in many other ways outs the saredlaw of Israel.4. He is in league with devils. He works wonders and does seeming mirales by the power ofBeelzebub, the prine of devils.169.1 Parable of the Lost SonOn Thursday afternoon Jesus talked to the multitude about the \Grae of Salvation." In the ourseof this sermon he retold the story of the lost sheep and the lost oin and then added his favoriteparable of the prodigal son. Said Jesus:\You have been admonished by the prophets from Samuel to John that you should seek for God- searh for truth. Always have they said, `Seek the Lord while he may be found.' And all suhteahing should be taken to heart. But I have ome to show you that, while you are seeking to �ndGod, God is likewise seeking to �nd you. Many times have I told you the story of the good shepherdwho left the ninety and nine sheep in the fold while he went forth searhing for the one that was lost,and how, when he had found the straying sheep, he laid it over his shoulder and tenderly arried itbak to the fold. And when the lost sheep had been restored to the fold, you remember that thegood shepherd alled in his friends and bade them rejoie with him over the �nding of the sheepthat had been lost. Again I say there is more joy in heaven over one sinner who repents than over1687



the ninety and nine just persons who need no repentane. The fat that souls are lost only inreasesthe interest of the heavenly Father. I have ome to this world to do my Father's bidding, and it hastruly been said of the Son of Man that he is a friend of publians and sinners.\You have been taught that divine aeptane omes after your repentane and as a result of allyour works of sari�e and penitene, but I assure you that the Father aepts you even before youhave repented and sends the Son and his assoiates to �nd you and bring you, with rejoiing, bakto the fold, the kingdom of sonship and spiritual progress. You are all like sheep whih have goneastray, and I have ome to seek and to save those who are lost.\And you should also remember the story of the woman who, having had ten piees of silver madeinto a neklae of adornment, lost one piee, and how she lit the lamp and diligently swept the houseand kept up the searh until she found the lost piee of silver. And as soon as she found the ointhat was lost, she alled together her friends and neighbors, saying, `Rejoie with me, for I havefound the piee that was lost.' So again I say, there is always joy in the presene of the angels ofheaven over one sinner who repents and returns to the Father's fold. And I tell you this story toimpress upon you that the Father and his Son go forth to searh for those who are lost, and in thissearh we employ all inuenes apable of rendering assistane in our diligent e�orts to �nd thosewho are lost, those who stand in need of salvation. And so, while the Son of Man goes out in thewilderness to seek for the sheep gone astray, he also searhes for the oin whih is lost in the house.The sheep wanders away, unintentionally; the oin is overed by the dust of time and obsured bythe aumulation of the things of men.\And now I would like to tell you the story of a thoughtless son of a well-to-do farmer who deliber-ately left his father's house and went o� into a foreign land, where he fell into muh tribulation. Youreall that the sheep strayed away without intention, but this youth left his home with premeditation.It was like this:\A ertain man had two sons; one, the younger, was lighthearted and arefree, always seekingfor a good time and shirking responsibility, while his older brother was serious, sober, hard-working,and willing to bear responsibility. Now these two brothers did not get along well together; theywere always quarreling and bikering. The younger lad was heerful and vivaious, but indolentand unreliable; the older son was steady and industrious, at the same time self-entered, surly, andoneited. The younger son enjoyed play but shunned work; the older devoted himself to work butseldom played. This assoiation beame so disagreeable that the younger son ame to his father andsaid: `Father, give me the third portion of your possessions whih would fall to me and allow me togo out into the world to seek my own fortune.' And when the father heard this request, knowinghow unhappy the young man was at home and with his older brother, he divided his property, givingthe youth his share.\Within a few weeks the young man gathered together all his funds and set out upon a journeyto a far ountry, and �nding nothing pro�table to do whih was also pleasurable, he soon wasted allhis inheritane in riotous living. And when he had spent all, there arose a prolonged famine in thatountry, and he found himself in want. And so, when he su�ered hunger and his distress was great,he found employment with one of the itizens of that ountry, who sent him into the �elds to feedswine. And the young man would fain have �lled himself with the husks whih the swine ate, but noone would give him anything.\One day, when he was very hungry, he ame to himself and said: `How many hired servants ofmy father have bread enough and to spare while I perish with hunger, feeding swine o� here in aforeign ountry! I will arise and go to my father, and I will say to him: Father, I have sinned againstheaven and against you. I am no more worthy to be alled your son; only be willing to make me oneof your hired servants.' And when the young man had reahed this deision, he arose and startedout for his father's house. 1688



\Now this father had grieved muh for his son; he had missed the heerful, though thoughtless,lad. This father loved this son and was always on the lookout for his return, so that on the dayhe approahed his home, even while he was yet afar o�, the father saw him and, being moved withloving ompassion, ran out to meet him, and with a�etionate greeting he embraed and kissed him.And after they had thus met, the son looked up into his father's tearful fae and said: `Father, Ihave sinned against heaven and in your sight; I am no more worthy to be alled a son' - but the laddid not �nd opportunity to omplete his onfession beause the overjoyed father said to the servantswho had by this time ome running up: `Bring quikly his best robe, the one I have saved, and putit on him and put the son's ring on his hand and feth sandals for his feet.'\And then, after the happy father had led the footsore and weary lad into the house, he alled tohis servants: `Bring on the fatted alf and kill it, and let us eat and make merry, for this my son wasdead and is alive again; he was lost and is found.' And they all gathered about the father to rejoiewith him over the restoration of his son.\About this time, while they were elebrating, the elder son ame in from his day's work in the�eld, and as he drew near the house, he heard the musi and the daning. And when he ame up tothe bak door, he alled out one of the servants and inquired as to the meaning of all this festivity.And then said the servant: `Your long-lost brother has ome home, and your father has killed thefatted alf to rejoie over his son's safe return. Come in that you also may greet your brother andreeive him bak into your father's house.'\But when the older brother heard this, he was so hurt and angry he would not go into the house.When his father heard of his resentment of the welome of his younger brother, he went out to entreathim. But the older son would not yield to his father's persuasion. He answered his father, saying:`Here these many years have I served you, never transgressing the least of your ommands, and yetyou never gave me even a kid that I might make merry with my friends. I have remained here toare for you all these years, and you never made rejoiing over my faithful servie, but when thisyour son returns, having squandered your substane with harlots, you make haste to kill the fattedalf and make merry over him.'\Sine this father truly loved both of his sons, he tried to reason with this older one: `But, myson, you have all the while been with me, and all this whih I have is yours. You ould have hada kid at any time you had made friends to share your merriment. But it is only proper that youshould now join with me in being glad and merry beause of your brother's return. Think of it, myson, your brother was lost and is found; he has returned alive to us!' "This was one of the most touhing and e�etive of all the parables whih Jesus ever presented toimpress upon his hearers the Father's willingness to reeive all who seek entrane into the kingdomof heaven.Jesus was very partial to telling these three stories at the same time. He presented the story ofthe lost sheep to show that, when men unintentionally stray away from the path of life, the Father ismindful of suh lost ones and goes out, with his Sons, the true shepherds of the ok, to seek the lostsheep. He then would reite the story of the oin lost in the house to illustrate how thorough is thedivine searhing for all who are onfused, onfounded, or otherwise spiritually blinded by the materialares and aumulations of life. And then he would launh forth into the telling of this parable ofthe lost son, the reeption of the returning prodigal, to show how omplete is the restoration of thelost son into his Father's house and heart.Many, many times during his years of teahing, Jesus told and retold this story of the prodigalson. This parable and the story of the good Samaritan were his favorite means of teahing the loveof the Father and the neighborliness of man.
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169.2 Parable of the Shrewd StewardOne evening Simon Zelotes, ommenting on one of Jesus' statements, said: \Master, what did youmean when you said today that many of the hildren of the world are wiser in their generationthan are the hildren of the kingdom sine they are skillful in making friends with the mammon ofunrighteousness?" Jesus answered:\Some of you, before you entered the kingdom, were very shrewd in dealing with your businessassoiates. If you were unjust and often unfair, you were nonetheless prudent and farseeing in thatyou transated your business with an eye single to your present pro�t and future safety. Likewiseshould you now so order your lives in the kingdom as to provide for your present joy while you alsomake ertain of your future enjoyment of treasures laid up in heaven. If you were so diligent inmaking gains for yourselves when in the servie of self, why should you show less diligene in gainingsouls for the kingdom sine you are now servants of the brotherhood of man and stewards of God?\You may all learn a lesson from the story of a ertain rih man who had a shrewd but unjuststeward. This steward had not only oppressed his master's lients for his own sel�sh gain, but hehad also diretly wasted and squandered his master's funds. When all this �nally ame to the earsof his master, he alled the steward before him and asked the meaning of these rumors and requiredthat he should give immediate aounting of his stewardship and prepare to turn his master's a�airsover to another.\Now this unfaithful steward began to say to himself: `What shall I do sine I am about to losethis stewardship? I have not the strength to dig; to beg I am ashamed. I know what I will do to makeertain that, when I am put out of this stewardship, I will be welomed into the houses of all who dobusiness with my master.' And then, alling in eah of his lord's debtors, he said to the �rst, `Howmuh do you owe my master?' He answered, `A hundred measures of oil.' Then said the steward,`Take your wax board bond, sit down quikly, and hange it to �fty.' Then he said to another debtor,`How muh do you owe?' And he replied, `A hundred measures of wheat.' Then said the steward,`Take your bond and write foursore.' And this he did with numerous other debtors. And so did thisdishonest steward seek to make friends for himself after he would be disharged from his stewardship.Even his lord and master, when he subsequently found out about this, was ompelled to admit thathis unfaithful steward had at least shown sagaity in the manner in whih he had sought to providefor future days of want and adversity.\And it is in this way that the sons of this world sometimes show more wisdom in their preparationfor the future than do the hildren of light. I say to you who profess to be aquiring treasure inheaven: Take lessons from those who make friends with the mammon of unrighteousness, and likewiseso ondut your lives that you make eternal friendship with the fores of righteousness in order that,when all things earthly fail, you shall be joyfully reeived into the eternal habitations.\I aÆrm that he who is faithful in little will also be faithful in muh, while he who is unrighteousin little will also be unrighteous in muh. If you have not shown foresight and integrity in the a�airsof this world, how an you hope to be faithful and prudent when you are trusted with the stewardshipof the true rihes of the heavenly kingdom? If you are not good stewards and faithful bankers, ifyou have not been faithful in that whih is another's, who will be foolish enough to give you greattreasure in your own name?\And again I assert that no man an serve two masters; either he will hate the one and love theother, or else he will hold to one while he despises the other. You annot serve God and mammon."When the Pharisees who were present heard this, they began to sneer and so� sine they weremuh given to the aquirement of rihes. These unfriendly hearers sought to engage Jesus in unprof-itable argumentation, but he refused to debate with his enemies. When the Pharisees fell to wranglingamong themselves, their loud speaking attrated large numbers of the multitude enamped there-1690



abouts; and when they began to dispute with eah other, Jesus withdrew, going to his tent for thenight.169.3 The Rih Man and the BeggarWhen the meeting beame too noisy, Simon Peter, standing up, took harge, saying: \Men andbrethren, it is not seemly thus to dispute among yourselves. The Master has spoken, and you do wellto ponder his words. And this is no new dotrine whih he prolaimed to you. Have you not alsoheard the allegory of the Nazarites onerning the rih man and the beggar? Some of us heard Johnthe Baptist thunder this parable of warning to those who love rihes and ovet dishonest wealth.And while this olden parable is not aording to the gospel we preah, you would all do well to heedits lessons until suh a time as you omprehend the new light of the kingdom of heaven. The storyas John told it was like this:\There was a ertain rih man named Dives, who, being lothed in purple and �ne linen, livedin mirth and splendor every day. And there was a ertain beggar named Lazarus, who was laidat this rih man's gate, overed with sores and desiring to be fed with the rumbs whih fell fromthe rih man's table; yes, even the dogs ame and liked his sores. And it ame to pass that thebeggar died and was arried away by the angels to rest in Abraham's bosom. And then, presently,this rih man also died and was buried with great pomp and regal splendor. When the rih mandeparted from this world, he waked up in Hades, and �nding himself in torment, he lifted up hiseyes and beheld Abraham afar o� and Lazarus in his bosom. And then Dives ried aloud: `FatherAbraham, have mery on me and send over Lazarus that he may dip the tip of his �nger in water toool my tongue, for I am in great anguish beause of my punishment.' And then Abraham replied:`My son, you should remember that in your lifetime you enjoyed the good things while Lazarus inlike manner su�ered the evil. But now all this is hanged, seeing that Lazarus is omforted whileyou are tormented. And besides, between us and you there is a great gulf so that we annot goto you, neither an you ome over to us.' Then said Dives to Abraham: `I pray you send Lazarusbak to my father's house, inasmuh as I have �ve brothers, that he may so testify as to prevent mybrothers from oming to this plae of torment.' But Abraham said: `My son, they have Moses andthe prophets; let them hear them.' And then answered Dives: `No, No, Father Abraham! but if onego to them from the dead, they will repent.' And then said Abraham: `If they hear not Moses andthe prophets, neither will they be persuaded even if one were to rise from the dead.' "After Peter had reited this anient parable of the Nazarite brotherhood, and sine the rowd hadquieted down, Andrew arose and dismissed them for the night. Although both the apostles and hisdisiples frequently asked Jesus questions about the parable of Dives and Lazarus, he never onsentedto make omment thereon.169.4 The Father and His KingdomJesus always had trouble trying to explain to the apostles that, while they prolaimed the establish-ment of the kingdom of God, the Father in heaven was not a king. At the time Jesus lived on earthand taught in the esh, the people of Urantia knew mostly of kings and emperors in the governmentsof the nations, and the Jews had long ontemplated the oming of the kingdom of God. For theseand other reasons, the Master thought best to designate the spiritual brotherhood of man as thekingdom of heaven and the spirit head of this brotherhood as the Father in heaven. Never did Jesusrefer to his Father as a king. In his intimate talks with the apostles he always referred to himself asthe Son of Man and as their elder brother. He depited all his followers as servants of mankind andmessengers of the gospel of the kingdom. 1691



Jesus never gave his apostles a systemati lesson onerning the personality and attributes of theFather in heaven. He never asked men to believe in his Father; he took it for granted they did.Jesus never belittled himself by o�ering arguments in proof of the reality of the Father. His teahingregarding the Father all entered in the delaration that he and the Father are one; that he who hasseen the Son has seen the Father; that the Father, like the Son, knows all things; that only the Sonreally knows the Father, and he to whom the Son will reveal him; that he who knows the Son knowsalso the Father; and that the Father sent him into the world to reveal their ombined natures andto show forth their onjoint work. He never made other pronounements about his Father exept tothe woman of Samaria at Jaob's well, when he delared, \God is spirit."You learn about God from Jesus by observing the divinity of his life, not by depending on histeahings. From the life of the Master you may eah assimilate that onept of God whih representsthe measure of your apaity to pereive realities spiritual and divine, truths real and eternal. The�nite an never hope to omprehend the In�nite exept as the In�nite was foalized in the time-spaepersonality of the �nite experiene of the human life of Jesus of Nazareth.Jesus well knew that God an be known only by the realities of experiene; never an he beunderstood by the mere teahing of the mind. Jesus taught his apostles that, while they never ouldfully understand God, they ould most ertainly know him, even as they had known the Son of Man.You an know God, not by understanding what Jesus said, but by knowing what Jesus was. Jesuswas a revelation of God.Exept when quoting the Hebrew sriptures, Jesus referred to Deity by only two names: Godand Father. And when the Master made referene to his Father as God, he usually employed theHebrew word signifying the plural God (the Trinity) and not the word Yahweh, whih stood for theprogressive oneption of the tribal God of the Jews.Jesus never alled the Father a king, and he very muh regretted that the Jewish hope for a restoredkingdom and John's prolamation of a oming kingdom made it neessary for him to denominatehis proposed spiritual brotherhood the kingdom of heaven. With the one exeption - the delarationthat \God is spirit" - Jesus never referred to Deity in any manner other than in terms desriptive ofhis own personal relationship with the First Soure and Center of Paradise.Jesus employed the word God to designate the idea of Deity and the word Father to designatethe experiene of knowing God. When the word Father is employed to denote God, it should beunderstood in its largest possible meaning. The word God annot be de�ned and therefore stands forthe in�nite onept of the Father, while the term Father, being apable of partial de�nition, may beemployed to represent the human onept of the divine Father as he is assoiated with man duringthe ourse of mortal existene.To the Jews, Elohim was the God of gods, while Yahweh was the God of Israel. Jesus aeptedthe onept of Elohim and alled this supreme group of beings God. In the plae of the oneptof Yahweh, the raial deity, he introdued the idea of the fatherhood of God and the world-widebrotherhood of man. He exalted the Yahweh onept of a dei�ed raial Father to the idea of a Fatherof all the hildren of men, a divine Father of the individual believer. And he further taught that thisGod of universes and this Father of all men were one and the same Paradise Deity.Jesus never laimed to be the manifestation of Elohim (God) in the esh. He never delared thathe was a revelation of Elohim (God) to the worlds. He never taught that he who had seen him hadseen Elohim (God). But he did prolaim himself as the revelation of the Father in the esh, and hedid say that whoso had seen him had seen the Father. As the divine Son he laimed to representonly the Father.He was, indeed, the Son of even the Elohim God; but in the likeness of mortal esh and to themortal sons of God, he hose to limit his life revelation to the portrayal of his Father's harater inso far as suh a revelation might be omprehensible to mortal man. As regards the harater of the1692



other persons of the Paradise Trinity, we shall have to be ontent with the teahing that they arealtogether like the Father, who has been revealed in personal portraiture in the life of his inarnatedSon, Jesus of Nazareth.Although Jesus revealed the true nature of the heavenly Father in his earth life, he taught littleabout him. In fat, he taught only two things: that God in himself is spirit, and that, in all matters ofrelationship with his reatures, he is a Father. On this evening Jesus made the �nal pronounementof his relationship with God when he delared: \I have ome out from the Father, and I have omeinto the world; again, I will leave the world and go to the Father."But mark you! never did Jesus say, \Whoso has heard me has heard God." But he did say, \Hewho has seen me has seen the Father." To hear Jesus' teahing is not equivalent to knowing God,but to see Jesus is an experiene whih in itself is a revelation of the Father to the soul. The Godof universes rules the far-ung reation, but it is the Father in heaven who sends forth his spirit todwell within your minds.Jesus is the spiritual lens in human likeness whih makes visible to the material reature Himwho is invisible. He is your elder brother who, in the esh, makes known to you a Being of in�niteattributes whom not even the elestial hosts an presume fully to understand. But all of this mustonsist in the personal experiene of the individual believer. God who is spirit an be known only asa spiritual experiene. God an be revealed to the �nite sons of the material worlds, by the divineSon of the spiritual realms, only as a Father. You an know the Eternal as a Father; you an worshiphim as the God of universes, the in�nite Creator of all existenes.
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Chapter 170The Kingdom of HeavenSATURDAY afternoon, Marh 11, Jesus preahed his last sermon at Pella. This was among thenotable addresses of his publi ministry, embraing a full and omplete disussion of the kingdomof heaven. He was aware of the onfusion whih existed in the minds of his apostles and disiplesregarding the meaning and signi�ane of the terms \kingdom of heaven" and \kingdom of God,"whih he used as interhangeable designations of his bestowal mission. Although the very termkingdom of heaven should have been enough to separate what it stood for from all onnetion withearthly kingdoms and temporal governments, it was not. The idea of a temporal king was too deep-rooted in the Jewish mind thus to be dislodged in a single generation. Therefore Jesus did not at�rst openly oppose this long-nourished onept of the kingdom.This Sabbath afternoon the Master sought to larify the teahing about the kingdom of heaven; hedisussed the subjet from every viewpoint and endeavored to make lear the many di�erent sensesin whih the term had been used. In this narrative we will amplify the address by adding numerousstatements made by Jesus on previous oasions and by inluding some remarks made only to theapostles during the evening disussions of this same day. We will also make ertain omments dealingwith the subsequent outworking of the kingdom idea as it is related to the later Christian hurh.170.1 Conepts of the Kingdom of HeavenIn onnetion with the reital of Jesus' sermon it should be noted that throughout the Hebrewsriptures there was a dual onept of the kingdom of heaven. The prophets presented the kingdomof God as:1. A present reality; and as2. A future hope - when the kingdom would be realized in fullness upon the appearane of theMessiah. This is the kingdom onept whih John the Baptist taught.From the very �rst Jesus and the apostles taught both of these onepts. There were two otherideas of the kingdom whih should be borne in mind:3. The later Jewish onept of a world-wide and transendental kingdom of supernatural originand miraulous inauguration.4. The Persian teahings portraying the establishment of a divine kingdom as the ahievement ofthe triumph of good over evil at the end of the world.Just before the advent of Jesus on earth, the Jews ombined and onfused all of these ideas of thekingdom into their apoalypti onept of the Messiah's oming to establish the age of the Jewishtriumph, the eternal age of God's supreme rule on earth, the new world, the era in whih all mankind1695



would worship Yahweh. In hoosing to utilize this onept of the kingdom of heaven, Jesus eletedto appropriate the most vital and ulminating heritage of both the Jewish and Persian religions.The kingdom of heaven, as it has been understood and misunderstood down through the enturiesof the Christian era, embraed four distint groups of ideas:1. The onept of the Jews.2. The onept of the Persians.3. The personal-experiene onept of Jesus - \the kingdom of heaven within you."4. The omposite and onfused onepts whih the founders and promulgators of Christianityhave sought to impress upon the world.At di�erent times and in varying irumstanes it appears that Jesus may have presented numerousonepts of the \kingdom" in his publi teahings, but to his apostles he always taught the kingdomas embraing man's personal experiene in relation to his fellows on earth and to the Father inheaven. Conerning the kingdom, his last word always was, \The kingdom is within you."Centuries of onfusion regarding the meaning of the term \kingdom of heaven" have been due tothree fators:1. The onfusion oasioned by observing the idea of the \kingdom" as it passed through thevarious progressive phases of its reasting by Jesus and his apostles.2. The onfusion whih was inevitably assoiated with the transplantation of early Christianityfrom a Jewish to a gentile soil.3. The onfusion whih was inherent in the fat that Christianity beame a religion whih wasorganized about the entral idea of Jesus' person; the gospel of the kingdom beame more and morea religion about him.170.2 Jesus' Conept of the KingdomThe Master made it lear that the kingdom of heaven must begin with, and be entered in, the dualonept of the truth of the fatherhood of God and the orrelated fat of the brotherhood of man.The aeptane of suh a teahing, Jesus delared, would liberate man from the age-long bondageof animal fear and at the same time enrih human living with the following endowments of the newlife of spiritual liberty:1. The possession of new ourage and augmented spiritual power. The gospel of the kingdom wasto set man free and inspire him to dare to hope for eternal life.2. The gospel arried a message of new on�dene and true onsolation for all men, even for thepoor.3. It was in itself a new standard of moral values, a new ethial yardstik wherewith to measurehuman ondut. It portrayed the ideal of a resultant new order of human soiety.4. It taught the pre-eminene of the spiritual ompared with the material; it glori�ed spiritualrealities and exalted superhuman ideals.5. This new gospel held up spiritual attainment as the true goal of living. Human life reeived anew endowment of moral value and divine dignity.6. Jesus taught that eternal realities were the result (reward) of righteous earthly striving. Man'smortal sojourn on earth aquired new meanings onsequent upon the reognition of a noble destiny.7. The new gospel aÆrmed that human salvation is the revelation of a far-reahing divine purpose1696



to be ful�lled and realized in the future destiny of the endless servie of the salvaged sons of God.These teahings over the expanded idea of the kingdom whih was taught by Jesus. This greatonept was hardly embraed in the elementary and onfused kingdom teahings of John the Baptist.The apostles were unable to grasp the real meaning of the Master's utteranes regarding thekingdom. The subsequent distortion of Jesus' teahings, as they are reorded in the New Testament,is beause the onept of the gospel writers was olored by the belief that Jesus was then absentfrom the world for only a short time; that he would soon return to establish the kingdom in powerand glory - just suh an idea as they held while he was with them in the esh. But Jesus did notonnet the establishment of the kingdom with the idea of his return to this world. That enturieshave passed with no signs of the appearane of the \New Age" is in no way out of harmony withJesus' teahing.The great e�ort embodied in this sermon was the attempt to translate the onept of the kingdomof heaven into the ideal of the idea of doing the will of God. Long had the Master taught his followersto pray: \Your kingdom ome; your will be done"; and at this time he earnestly sought to induethem to abandon the use of the term kingdom of God in favor of the more pratial equivalent, thewill of God. But he did not sueed.Jesus desired to substitute for the idea of the kingdom, king, and subjets, the onept of theheavenly family, the heavenly Father, and the liberated sons of God engaged in joyful and voluntaryservie for their fellow men and in the sublime and intelligent worship of God the Father.Up to this time the apostles had aquired a double viewpoint of the kingdom; they regarded it as:1. A matter of personal experiene then present in the hearts of true believers, and2. A question of raial or world phenomena; that the kingdom was in the future, something tolook forward to.They looked upon the oming of the kingdom in the hearts of men as a gradual development, likethe leaven in the dough or like the growing of the mustard seed. They believed that the oming ofthe kingdom in the raial or world sense would be both sudden and spetaular. Jesus never tiredof telling them that the kingdom of heaven was their personal experiene of realizing the higherqualities of spiritual living; that these realities of the spirit experiene are progressively translatedto new and higher levels of divine ertainty and eternal grandeur.On this afternoon the Master distintly taught a new onept of the double nature of the kingdomin that he portrayed the following two phases:\First. The kingdom of God in this world, the supreme desire to do the will of God, the unsel�shlove of man whih yields the good fruits of improved ethial and moral ondut.\Seond. The kingdom of God in heaven, the goal of mortal believers, the estate wherein the lovefor God is perfeted, and wherein the will of God is done more divinely."Jesus taught that, by faith, the believer enters the kingdom now. In the various disourses hetaught that two things are essential to faith-entrane into the kingdom:1. Faith, sinerity. To ome as a little hild, to reeive the bestowal of sonship as a gift; tosubmit to the doing of the Father's will without questioning and in the full on�dene and genuinetrustfulness of the Father's wisdom; to ome into the kingdom free from prejudie and preoneption;to be open-minded and teahable like an unspoiled hild.2. Truth hunger. The thirst for righteousness, a hange of mind, the aquirement of the motiveto be like God and to �nd God.Jesus taught that sin is not the hild of a defetive nature but rather the o�spring of a knowingmind dominated by an unsubmissive will. Regarding sin, he taught that God has forgiven; that we1697



make suh forgiveness personally available by the at of forgiving our fellows. When you forgive yourbrother in the esh, you thereby reate the apaity in your own soul for the reeption of the realityof God's forgiveness of your own misdeeds.By the time the Apostle John began to write the story of Jesus' life and teahings, the earlyChristians had experiened so muh trouble with the kingdom-of-God idea as a breeder of perseutionthat they had largely abandoned the use of the term. John talks muh about the \eternal life." Jesusoften spoke of it as the \kingdom of life." He also frequently referred to \the kingdom of God withinyou." He one spoke of suh an experiene as \family fellowship with God the Father." Jesus soughtto substitute many terms for the kingdom but always without suess. Among others, he used: thefamily of God, the Father's will, the friends of God, the fellowship of believers, the brotherhood ofman, the Father's fold, the hildren of God, the fellowship of the faithful, the Father's servie, andthe liberated sons of God.But he ould not esape the use of the kingdom idea. It was more than �fty years later, not untilafter the destrution of Jerusalem by the Roman armies, that this onept of the kingdom beganto hange into the ult of eternal life as its soial and institutional aspets were taken over by therapidly expanding and rystallizing Christian hurh.170.3 In Relation to RighteousnessJesus was always trying to impress upon his apostles and disiples that they must aquire, by faith,a righteousness whih would exeed the righteousness of slavish works whih some of the sribes andPharisees paraded so vaingloriously before the world.Though Jesus taught that faith, simple hildlike belief, is the key to the door of the kingdom,he also taught that, having entered the door, there are the progressive steps of righteousness whihevery believing hild must asend in order to grow up to the full stature of the robust sons of God.It is in the onsideration of the tehnique of reeiving God's forgiveness that the attainment ofthe righteousness of the kingdom is revealed. Faith is the prie you pay for entrane into the familyof God; but forgiveness is the at of God whih aepts your faith as the prie of admission. And thereeption of the forgiveness of God by a kingdom believer involves a de�nite and atual experieneand onsists in the following four steps, the kingdom steps of inner righteousness:1. God's forgiveness is made atually available and is personally experiened by man just in sofar as he forgives his fellows.2. Man will not truly forgive his fellows unless he loves them as himself.3. To thus love your neighbor as yourself is the highest ethis.4. Moral ondut, true righteousness, beomes, then, the natural result of suh love.It therefore is evident that the true and inner religion of the kingdom unfailingly and inreasinglytends to manifest itself in pratial avenues of soial servie. Jesus taught a living religion thatimpelled its believers to engage in the doing of loving servie. But Jesus did not put ethis in theplae of religion. He taught religion as a ause and ethis as a result.The righteousness of any at must be measured by the motive; the highest forms of good aretherefore unonsious. Jesus was never onerned with morals or ethis as suh. He was whollyonerned with that inward and spiritual fellowship with God the Father whih so ertainly anddiretly manifests itself as outward and loving servie for man. He taught that the religion ofthe kingdom is a genuine personal experiene whih no man an ontain within himself; that theonsiousness of being a member of the family of believers leads inevitably to the pratie of thepreepts of the family ondut, the servie of one's brothers and sisters in the e�ort to enhane and1698



enlarge the brotherhood.The religion of the kingdom is personal, individual; the fruits, the results, are familial, soial.Jesus never failed to exalt the saredness of the individual as ontrasted with the ommunity. Buthe also reognized that man develops his harater by unsel�sh servie; that he unfolds his moralnature in loving relations with his fellows.By teahing that the kingdom is within, by exalting the individual, Jesus struk the deathblowof the old soiety in that he ushered in the new dispensation of true soial righteousness. This neworder of soiety the world has little known beause it has refused to pratie the priniples of thegospel of the kingdom of heaven. And when this kingdom of spiritual pre-eminene does ome uponthe earth, it will not be manifested in mere improved soial and material onditions, but rather in theglories of those enhaned and enrihed spiritual values whih are harateristi of the approahingage of improved human relations and advaning spiritual attainments.170.4 Jesus' Teahing About the KingdomJesus never gave a preise de�nition of the kingdom. At one time he would disourse on one phaseof the kingdom, and at another time he would disuss a di�erent aspet of the brotherhood of God'sreign in the hearts of men. In the ourse of this Sabbath afternoon's sermon Jesus noted no less than�ve phases, or epohs, of the kingdom, and they were:1. The personal and inward experiene of the spiritual life of the fellowship of the individualbeliever with God the Father.2. The enlarging brotherhood of gospel believers, the soial aspets of the enhaned morals andquikened ethis resulting from the reign of God's spirit in the hearts of individual believers.3. The supermortal brotherhood of invisible spiritual beings whih prevails on earth and in heaven,the superhuman kingdom of God.4. The prospet of the more perfet ful�llment of the will of God, the advane toward the dawnof a new soial order in onnetion with improved spiritual living - the next age of man.5. The kingdom in its fullness, the future spiritual age of light and life on earth.Wherefore must we always examine the Master's teahing to asertain whih of these �ve phaseshe may have referene to when he makes use of the term kingdom of heaven. By this proess ofgradually hanging man's will and thus a�eting human deisions, Mihael and his assoiates arelikewise gradually but ertainly hanging the entire ourse of human evolution, soial and otherwise.The Master on this oasion plaed emphasis on the following �ve points as representing theardinal features of the gospel of the kingdom:1. The pre-eminene of the individual.2. The will as the determining fator in man's experiene.3. Spiritual fellowship with God the Father.4. The supreme satisfations of the loving servie of man.5. The transendeny of the spiritual over the material in human personality.This world has never seriously or sinerely or honestly tried out these dynami ideas and divineideals of Jesus' dotrine of the kingdom of heaven. But you should not beome disouraged by theapparently slow progress of the kingdom idea on Urantia. Remember that the order of progressiveevolution is subjeted to sudden and unexpeted periodial hanges in both the material and thespiritual worlds. The bestowal of Jesus as an inarnated Son was just suh a strange and unexpeted1699



event in the spiritual life of the world. Neither make the fatal mistake, in looking for the agemanifestation of the kingdom, of failing to e�et its establishment within your own souls.Although Jesus referred one phase of the kingdom to the future and did, on numerous oasions,intimate that suh an event might appear as a part of a world risis; and though he did likewisemost ertainly, on several oasions, de�nitely promise sometime to return to Urantia, it should bereorded that he never positively linked these two ideas together. He promised a new revelation ofthe kingdom on earth and at some future time; he also promised sometime to ome bak to thisworld in person; but he did not say that these two events were synonymous. From all we know thesepromises may, or may not, refer to the same event.His apostles and disiples most ertainly linked these two teahings together. When the kingdomfailed to materialize as they had expeted, realling the Master's teahing onerning a future king-dom and remembering his promise to ome again, they jumped to the onlusion that these promisesreferred to an idential event; and therefore they lived in hope of his immediate seond oming toestablish the kingdom in its fullness and with power and glory. And so have suessive believinggenerations lived on earth entertaining the same inspiring but disappointing hope.170.5 Later Ideas of the KingdomHaving summarized the teahings of Jesus about the kingdom of heaven, we are permitted to narrateertain later ideas whih beame attahed to the onept of the kingdom and to engage in a prophetiforeast of the kingdom as it may evolve in the age to ome.Throughout the �rst enturies of the Christian propaganda, the idea of the kingdom of heavenwas tremendously inuened by the then rapidly spreading notions of Greek idealism, the idea of thenatural as the shadow of the spiritual - the temporal as the time shadow of the eternal.But the great step whih marked the transplantation of the teahings of Jesus from a Jewish toa gentile soil was taken when the Messiah of the kingdom beame the Redeemer of the hurh, areligious and soial organization growing out of the ativities of Paul and his suessors and basedon the teahings of Jesus as they were supplemented by the ideas of Philo and the Persian dotrinesof good and evil.The ideas and ideals of Jesus, embodied in the teahing of the gospel of the kingdom, nearly failedof realization as his followers progressively distorted his pronounements. The Master's onept ofthe kingdom was notably modi�ed by two great tendenies:1. The Jewish believers persisted in regarding him as the Messiah. They believed that Jesuswould very soon return atually to establish the world-wide and more or less material kingdom.2. The gentile Christians began very early to aept the dotrines of Paul, whih led inreasingly tothe general belief that Jesus was the Redeemer of the hildren of the hurh, the new and institutionalsuessor of the earlier onept of the purely spiritual brotherhood of the kingdom.The hurh, as a soial outgrowth of the kingdom, would have been wholly natural and evendesirable. The evil of the hurh was not its existene, but rather that it almost ompletely supplantedthe Jesus onept of the kingdom. Paul's institutionalized hurh beame a virtual substitute for thekingdom of heaven whih Jesus had prolaimed.But doubt not, this same kingdom of heaven whih the Master taught exists within the heart ofthe believer, will yet be prolaimed to this Christian hurh, even as to all other religions, raes, andnations on earth - even to every individual.The kingdom of Jesus' teahing, the spiritual ideal of individual righteousness and the oneptof man's divine fellowship with God, beame gradually submerged into the mysti oneption of1700



the person of Jesus as the Redeemer-Creator and spiritual head of a soialized religious ommunity.In this way a formal and institutional hurh beame the substitute for the individually spirit-ledbrotherhood of the kingdom.The hurh was an inevitable and useful soial result of Jesus' life and teahings; the tragedyonsisted in the fat that this soial reation to the teahings of the kingdom so fully displaed thespiritual onept of the real kingdom as Jesus taught and lived it.The kingdom, to the Jews, was the Israelite ommunity; to the gentiles it beame the Christianhurh. To Jesus the kingdom was the sum of those individuals who had onfessed their faith in thefatherhood of God, thereby delaring their wholehearted dediation to the doing of the will of God,thus beoming members of the spiritual brotherhood of man.The Master fully realized that ertain soial results would appear in the world as a onsequene ofthe spread of the gospel of the kingdom; but he intended that all suh desirable soial manifestationsshould appear as unonsious and inevitable outgrowths, or natural fruits, of this inner personalexperiene of individual believers, this purely spiritual fellowship and ommunion with the divinespirit whih indwells and ativates all suh believers.Jesus foresaw that a soial organization, or hurh, would follow the progress of the true spiritualkingdom, and that is why he never opposed the apostles' pratiing the rite of John's baptism. Hetaught that the truth-loving soul, the one who hungers and thirsts for righteousness, for God, isadmitted by faith to the spiritual kingdom; at the same time the apostles taught that suh a believeris admitted to the soial organization of disiples by the outward rite of baptism.When Jesus' immediate followers reognized their partial failure to realize his ideal of the establish-ment of the kingdom in the hearts of men by the spirit's domination and guidane of the individualbeliever, they set about to save his teahing from being wholly lost by substituting for the Master'sideal of the kingdom the gradual reation of a visible soial organization, the Christian hurh. Andwhen they had aomplished this program of substitution, in order to maintain onsisteny and toprovide for the reognition of the Master's teahing regarding the fat of the kingdom, they proeededto set the kingdom o� into the future. The hurh, just as soon as it was well established, beganto teah that the kingdom was in reality to appear at the ulmination of the Christian age, at theseond oming of Christ.In this manner the kingdom beame the onept of an age, the idea of a future visitation, andthe ideal of the �nal redemption of the saints of the Most High. The early Christians (and all toomany of the later ones) generally lost sight of the Father-and-son idea embodied in Jesus' teahingof the kingdom, while they substituted therefor the well-organized soial fellowship of the hurh.The hurh thus beame in the main a soial brotherhood whih e�etively displaed Jesus' oneptand ideal of a spiritual brotherhood.Jesus' ideal onept largely failed, but upon the foundation of the Master's personal life andteahings, supplemented by the Greek and Persian onepts of eternal life and augmented by Philo'sdotrine of the temporal ontrasted with the spiritual, Paul went forth to build up one of the mostprogressive human soieties whih has ever existed on Urantia.The onept of Jesus is still alive in the advaned religions of the world. Paul's Christian hurhis the soialized and humanized shadow of what Jesus intended the kingdom of heaven to be - andwhat it most ertainly will yet beome. Paul and his suessors partly transferred the issues ofeternal life from the individual to the hurh. Christ thus beame the head of the hurh ratherthan the elder brother of eah individual believer in the Father's family of the kingdom. Paul andhis ontemporaries applied all of Jesus' spiritual impliations regarding himself and the individualbeliever to the hurh as a group of believers; and in doing this, they struk a deathblow to Jesus'onept of the divine kingdom in the heart of the individual believer.And so, for enturies, the Christian hurh has labored under great embarrassment beause it1701



dared to lay laim to those mysterious powers and privileges of the kingdom, powers and privilegeswhih an be exerised and experiened only between Jesus and his spiritual believer brothers. Andthus it beomes apparent that membership in the hurh does not neessarily mean fellowship in thekingdom; one is spiritual, the other mainly soial.Sooner or later another and greater John the Baptist is due to arise prolaiming \the kingdomof God is at hand" - meaning a return to the high spiritual onept of Jesus, who prolaimedthat the kingdom is the will of his heavenly Father dominant and transendent in the heart of thebeliever - and doing all this without in any way referring either to the visible hurh on earth orto the antiipated seond oming of Christ. There must ome a revival of the atual teahings ofJesus, suh a restatement as will undo the work of his early followers who went about to reatea soiophilosophial system of belief regarding the fat of Mihael's sojourn on earth. In a shorttime the teahing of this story about Jesus nearly supplanted the preahing of Jesus' gospel of thekingdom. In this way a historial religion displaed that teahing in whih Jesus had blended man'shighest moral ideas and spiritual ideals with man's most sublime hope for the future - eternal life.And that was the gospel of the kingdom.It is just beause the gospel of Jesus was so many-sided that within a few enturies students of thereords of his teahings beame divided up into so many ults and sets. This pitiful subdivision ofChristian believers results from failure to disern in the Master's manifold teahings the divine onenessof his mathless life. But someday the true believers in Jesus will not be thus spiritually dividedin their attitude before unbelievers. Always we may have diversity of intelletual omprehensionand interpretation, even varying degrees of soialization, but lak of spiritual brotherhood is bothinexusable and reprehensible.Mistake not! there is in the teahings of Jesus an eternal nature whih will not permit themforever to remain unfruitful in the hearts of thinking men. The kingdom as Jesus oneived it hasto a large extent failed on earth; for the time being, an outward hurh has taken its plae; but youshould omprehend that this hurh is only the larval stage of the thwarted spiritual kingdom, whihwill arry it through this material age and over into a more spiritual dispensation where the Master'steahings may enjoy a fuller opportunity for development. Thus does the so-alled Christian hurhbeome the ooon in whih the kingdom of Jesus' onept now slumbers. The kingdom of the divinebrotherhood is still alive and will eventually and ertainly ome forth from this long submergene,just as surely as the buttery eventually emerges as the beautiful unfolding of its less attrativereature of metamorphi development.
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Chapter 171On the Way to JerusalemTHE day after the memorable sermon on \The Kingdom of Heaven," Jesus announed that on thefollowing day he and the apostles would depart for the Passover at Jerusalem, visiting numerousities in southern Perea on the way.The address on the kingdom and the announement that he was going to the Passover set allhis followers to thinking that he was going up to Jerusalem to inaugurate the temporal kingdomof Jewish supremay. No matter what Jesus said about the nonmaterial harater of the kingdom,he ould not wholly remove from the minds of his Jewish hearers the idea that the Messiah was toestablish some kind of nationalisti government with headquarters at Jerusalem.What Jesus said in his Sabbath sermon only tended to onfuse the majority of his followers; veryfew were enlightened by the Master's disourse. The leaders understood something of his teahingsregarding the inner kingdom, \the kingdom of heaven within you," but they also knew that hehad spoken about another and future kingdom, and it was this kingdom they believed he was nowgoing up to Jerusalem to establish. When they were disappointed in this expetation, when he wasrejeted by the Jews, and later on, when Jerusalem was literally destroyed, they still lung to thishope, sinerely believing that the Master would soon return to the world in great power and majestiglory to establish the promised kingdom.It was on this Sunday afternoon that Salome the mother of James and John Zebedee ame toJesus with her two apostle sons and, in the manner of approahing an Oriental potentate, sought tohave Jesus promise in advane to grant whatever request she might make. But the Master wouldnot promise; instead, he asked her, \What do you want me to do for you?" Then answered Salome:\Master, now that you are going up to Jerusalem to establish the kingdom, I would ask you inadvane to promise me that these my sons shall have honor with you, the one to sit on your righthand and the other to sit on your left hand in your kingdom."When Jesus heard Salome's request, he said: \Woman, you know not what you ask." And then,looking straight into the eyes of the two honor-seeking apostles, he said: \Beause I have long knownand loved you; beause I have even lived in your mother's house; beause Andrew has assigned youto be with me at all times; therefore do you permit your mother to ome to me seretly, making thisunseemly request. But let me ask you: Are you able to drink the up I am about to drink?" Andwithout a moment for thought, James and John answered, \Yes, Master, we are able." Said Jesus:\I am saddened that you know not why we go up to Jerusalem; I am grieved that you understandnot the nature of my kingdom; I am disappointed that you bring your mother to make this requestof me; but I know you love me in your hearts; therefore I delare that you shall indeed drink of myup of bitterness and share in my humiliation, but to sit on my right hand and on my left hand isnot mine to give. Suh honors are reserved for those who have been designated by my Father."By this time someone had arried word of this onferene to Peter and the other apostles, and1703



they were highly indignant that James and John would seek to be preferred before them, and thatthey would seretly go with their mother to make suh a request. When they fell to arguing amongthemselves, Jesus alled them all together and said: \You well understand how the rulers of thegentiles lord it over their subjets, and how those who are great exerise authority. But it shall notbe so in the kingdom of heaven. Whosoever would be great among you, let him �rst beome yourservant. He who would be �rst in the kingdom, let him beome your minister. I delare to you thatthe Son of Man ame not to be ministered to but to minister; and I now go up to Jerusalem to laydown my life in the doing of the Father's will and in the servie of my brethren." When the apostlesheard these words, they withdrew by themselves to pray. That evening, in response to the labors ofPeter, James and John made suitable apologies to the ten and were restored to the good graes oftheir brethren.In asking for plaes on the right hand and on the left hand of Jesus at Jerusalem, the sons ofZebedee little realized that in less than one month their beloved teaher would be hanging on aRoman ross with a dying thief on one side and another transgressor on the other side. And theirmother, who was present at the rui�xion, well remembered the foolish request she had made ofJesus at Pella regarding the honors she so unwisely sought for her apostle sons.171.1 The Departure from PellaOn the forenoon of Monday, Marh 13, Jesus and his twelve apostles took �nal leave of the Pellaenampment, starting south on their tour of the ities of southern Perea, where Abner's assoiateswere at work. They spent more than two weeks visiting among the seventy and then went diretlyto Jerusalem for the Passover.When the Master left Pella, the disiples enamped with the apostles, about one thousand innumber, followed after him. About one half of this group left him at the Jordan ford on the roadto Jeriho when they learned he was going over to Heshbon, and after he had preahed the sermonon \Counting the Cost." They went on up to Jerusalem, while the other half followed him for twoweeks, visiting the towns in southern Perea.In a general way, most of Jesus' immediate followers understood that the amp at Pella hadbeen abandoned, but they really thought this indiated that their Master at last intended to go toJerusalem and lay laim to David's throne. A large majority of his followers never were able to graspany other onept of the kingdom of heaven; no matter what he taught them, they would not giveup this Jewish idea of the kingdom.Ating on the instrutions of the Apostle Andrew, David Zebedee losed the visitors' amp atPella on Wednesday, Marh 15. At this time almost four thousand visitors were in residene, andthis does not inlude the one thousand and more persons who sojourned with the apostles at whatwas known as the teahers' amp, and who went south with Jesus and the twelve. Muh as Daviddisliked to do it, he sold the entire equipment to numerous buyers and proeeded with the funds toJerusalem, subsequently turning the money over to Judas Isariot.David was present in Jerusalem during the tragi last week, taking his mother bak with him toBethsaida after the rui�xion. While awaiting Jesus and the apostles, David stopped with Lazarusat Bethany and beame tremendously agitated by the manner in whih the Pharisees had begunto perseute and harass him sine his resurretion. Andrew had direted David to disontinue themessenger servie; and this was onstrued by all as an indiation of the early establishment of thekingdom at Jerusalem. David found himself without a job, and he had about deided to beomethe self-appointed defender of Lazarus when presently the objet of his indignant soliitude ed inhaste to Philadelphia. Aordingly, sometime after the resurretion and also after the death of hismother, David betook himself to Philadelphia, having �rst assisted Martha and Mary in disposing1704



of their real estate; and there, in assoiation with Abner and Lazarus, he spent the remainder of hislife, beoming the �nanial overseer of all those large interests of the kingdom whih had their enterat Philadelphia during the lifetime of Abner.Within a short time after the destrution of Jerusalem, Antioh beame the headquarters ofPauline Christianity, while Philadelphia remained the enter of the Abnerian kingdom of heaven.From Antioh the Pauline version of the teahings of Jesus and about Jesus spread to all the Westernworld; from Philadelphia the missionaries of the Abnerian version of the kingdom of heaven spreadthroughout Mesopotamia and Arabia until the later times when these unompromising emissaries ofthe teahings of Jesus were overwhelmed by the sudden rise of Islam.
171.2 On Counting the CostWhen Jesus and the ompany of almost one thousand followers arrived at the Bethany ford of theJordan sometimes alled Bethabara, his disiples began to realize that he was not going diretly toJerusalem. While they hesitated and debated among themselves, Jesus limbed upon a huge stoneand delivered that disourse whih has beome known as \Counting the Cost." The Master said:\You who would follow after me from this time on, must be willing to pay the prie of wholehearteddediation to the doing of my Father's will. If you would be my disiples, you must be willing toforsake father, mother, wife, hildren, brothers, and sisters. If any one of you would now be mydisiple, you must be willing to give up even your life just as the Son of Man is about to o�er up hislife for the ompletion of the mission of doing the Father's will on earth and in the esh.\If you are not willing to pay the full prie, you an hardly be my disiple. Before you go further,you should eah sit down and ount the ost of being my disiple. Whih one of you would undertaketo build a wathtower on your lands without �rst sitting down to ount up the ost to see whetheryou had money enough to omplete it? If you fail thus to rekon the ost, after you have laid thefoundation, you may disover that you are unable to �nish that whih you have begun, and thereforewill all your neighbors mok you, saying, `Behold, this man began to build but was unable to �nishhis work.' Again, what king, when he prepares to make war upon another king, does not �rst sitdown and take ounsel as to whether he will be able, with ten thousand men, to meet him whoomes against him with twenty thousand? If the king annot a�ord to meet his enemy beause he isunprepared, he sends an embassy to this other king, even when he is yet a great way o�, asking forterms of peae.\Now, then, must eah of you sit down and ount the ost of being my disiple. From now onyou will not be able to follow after us, listening to the teahing and beholding the works; you willbe required to fae bitter perseutions and to bear witness for this gospel in the fae of rushingdisappointment. If you are unwilling to renoune all that you are and to dediate all that you have,then are you unworthy to be my disiple. If you have already onquered yourself within your ownheart, you need have no fear of that outward vitory whih you must presently gain when the Sonof Man is rejeted by the hief priests and the Sadduees and is given into the hands of mokingunbelievers.\Now should you examine yourself to �nd out your motive for being my disiple. If you seek honorand glory, if you are worldly minded, you are like the salt when it has lost its savor. And when thatwhih is valued for its saltiness has lost its savor, wherewith shall it be seasoned? Suh a ondimentis useless; it is �t only to be ast out among the refuse. Now have I warned you to turn bak to yourhomes in peae if you are not willing to drink with me the up whih is being prepared. Again andagain have I told you that my kingdom is not of this world, but you will not believe me. He who hasears to hear let him hear what I say." 1705



Immediately after speaking these words, Jesus, leading the twelve, started o� on the way toHeshbon, followed by about �ve hundred. After a brief delay the other half of the multitude went onup to Jerusalem. His apostles, together with the leading disiples, thought muh about these words,but still they lung to the belief that, after this brief period of adversity and trial, the kingdom wouldertainly be set up somewhat in aordane with their long-herished hopes.171.3 The Perean TourFor more than two weeks Jesus and the twelve, followed by a rowd of several hundred disiples,journeyed about in southern Perea, visiting all of the towns wherein the seventy labored. Manygentiles lived in this region, and sine few were going up to the Passover feast at Jerusalem, themessengers of the kingdom went right on with their work of teahing and preahing.Jesus met Abner at Heshbon, and Andrew direted that the labors of the seventy should not beinterrupted by the Passover feast; Jesus advised that the messengers should go forward with theirwork in omplete disregard of what was about to happen at Jerusalem. He also ounseled Abner topermit the women's orps, at least suh as desired, to go to Jerusalem for the Passover. And thiswas the last time Abner ever saw Jesus in the esh. His farewell to Abner was: \My son, I knowyou will be true to the kingdom, and I pray the Father to grant you wisdom that you may love andunderstand your brethren."As they traveled from ity to ity, large numbers of their followers deserted to go on to Jerusalemso that, by the time Jesus started for the Passover, the number of those who followed along with himday by day had dwindled to less than two hundred.The apostles understood that Jesus was going to Jerusalem for the Passover. They knew that theSanhedrin had broadast a message to all Israel that he had been ondemned to die and diretingthat anyone knowing his whereabouts should inform the Sanhedrin; and yet, despite all this, theywere not so alarmed as they had been when he had announed to them in Philadelphia that he wasgoing to Bethany to see Lazarus. This hange of attitude from that of intense fear to a state ofhushed expetany was mostly beause of Lazarus's resurretion. They had reahed the onlusionthat Jesus might, in an emergeny, assert his divine power and put to shame his enemies. Thishope, oupled with their more profound and mature faith in the spiritual supremay of their Master,aounted for the outward ourage displayed by his immediate followers, who now made ready tofollow him into Jerusalem in the very fae of the open delaration of the Sanhedrin that he must die.The majority of the apostles and many of his inner disiples did not believe it possible for Jesusto die; they, believing that he was \the resurretion and the life," regarded him as immortal andalready triumphant over death.171.4 Teahing at LiviasOn Wednesday evening, Marh 29, Jesus and his followers enamped at Livias on their way toJerusalem, after having ompleted their tour of the ities of southern Perea. It was during this nightat Livias that Simon Zelotes and Simon Peter, having onspired to have delivered into their handsat this plae more than one hundred swords, reeived and distributed these arms to all who wouldaept them and wear them onealed beneath their loaks. Simon Peter was still wearing his swordon the night of the Master's betrayal in the garden.Early on Thursday morning before the others were awake, Jesus alled Andrew and said: \Awakenyour brethren! I have something to say to them." Jesus knew about the swords and whih of hisapostles had reeived and were wearing these weapons, but he never dislosed to them that he knew1706



suh things. When Andrew had aroused his assoiates, and they had assembled o� by themselves,Jesus said: \My hildren, you have been with me a long while, and I have taught you muh that isneedful for this time, but I would now warn you not to put your trust in the unertainties of the eshnor in the frailties of man's defense against the trials and testing whih lie ahead of us. I have alledyou apart here by yourselves that I may one more plainly tell you that we are going up to Jerusalem,where you know the Son of Man has already been ondemned to death. Again am I telling you thatthe Son of Man will be delivered into the hands of the hief priests and the religious rulers; that theywill ondemn him and then deliver him into the hands of the gentiles. And so will they mok theSon of Man, even spit upon him and sourge him, and they will deliver him up to death. And whenthey kill the Son of Man, be not dismayed, for I delare that on the third day he shall rise. Takeheed to yourselves and remember that I have forewarned you."Again were the apostles amazed, stunned; but they ould not bring themselves to regard hiswords as literal; they ould not omprehend that the Master meant just what he said. They were soblinded by their persistent belief in the temporal kingdom on earth, with headquarters at Jerusalem,that they simply ould not - would not - permit themselves to aept Jesus' words as literal. Theypondered all that day as to what the Master ould mean by suh strange pronounements. Butnone of them dared to ask him a question onerning these statements. Not until after his deathdid these bewildered apostles wake up to the realization that the Master had spoken to them plainlyand diretly in antiipation of his rui�xion.It was here at Livias, just after breakfast, that ertain friendly Pharisees ame to Jesus and said:\Flee in haste from these parts, for Herod, just as he sought John, now seeks to kill you. He fears anuprising of the people and has deided to kill you. We bring you this warning that you may esape."And this was partly true. The resurretion of Lazarus frightened and alarmed Herod, and knowingthat the Sanhedrin had dared to ondemn Jesus, even in advane of a trial, Herod made up his mindeither to kill Jesus or to drive him out of his domains. He really desired to do the latter sine he sofeared him that he hoped he would not be ompelled to exeute him.When Jesus heard what the Pharisees had to say, he replied: \I well know about Herod and hisfear of this gospel of the kingdom. But, mistake not, he would muh prefer that the Son of Man goup to Jerusalem to su�er and die at the hands of the hief priests; he is not anxious, having stainedhis hands with the blood of John, to beome responsible for the death of the Son of Man. Go youand tell that fox that the Son of Man preahes in Perea today, tomorrow goes into Judea, and aftera few days, will be perfeted in his mission on earth and prepared to asend to the Father."Then turning to his apostles, Jesus said: \From olden times the prophets have perished inJerusalem, and it is only be�tting that the Son of Man should go up to the ity of the Father'shouse to be o�ered up as the prie of human bigotry and as the result of religious prejudie andspiritual blindness. O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, whih kills the prophets and stones the teahers oftruth! How often would I have gathered your hildren together even as a hen gathers her own broodunder her wings, but you would not let me do it! Behold, your house is about to be left to youdesolate! You will many times desire to see me, but you shall not. You will then seek but not �ndme." And when he had spoken, he turned to those around him and said: \Nevertheless, let us go upto Jerusalem to attend the Passover and do that whih beomes us in ful�lling the will of the Fatherin heaven."It was a onfused and bewildered group of believers who this day followed Jesus into Jeriho.The apostles ould disern only the ertain note of �nal triumph in Jesus' delarations regarding thekingdom; they just ould not bring themselves to that plae where they were willing to grasp thewarnings of the impending setbak. When Jesus spoke of \rising on the third day," they seized uponthis statement as signifying a sure triumph of the kingdom immediately following an unpleasantpreliminary skirmish with the Jewish religious leaders. The \third day" was a ommon Jewishexpression signifying \presently" or \soon thereafter." When Jesus spoke of \rising," they thought1707



he referred to the \rising of the kingdom."Jesus had been aepted by these believers as the Messiah, and the Jews knew little or nothingabout a su�ering Messiah. They did not understand that Jesus was to aomplish many things byhis death whih ould never have been ahieved by his life. While it was the resurretion of Lazarusthat nerved the apostles to enter Jerusalem, it was the memory of the trans�guration that sustainedthe Master at this trying period of his bestowal.171.5 The Blind Man at JerihoLate on the afternoon of Thursday, Marh 30, Jesus and his apostles, at the head of a band of abouttwo hundred followers, approahed the walls of Jeriho. As they ame near the gate of the ity, theyenountered a throng of beggars, among them one Bartimeus, an elderly man who had been blindfrom his youth. This blind beggar had heard muh about Jesus and knew all about his healing ofthe blind Josiah at Jerusalem. He had not known of Jesus' last visit to Jeriho until he had gone onto Bethany. Bartimeus had resolved that he would never again allow Jesus to visit Jeriho withoutappealing to him for the restoration of his sight.News of Jesus' approah had been heralded throughout Jeriho, and hundreds of the inhabitantsoked forth to meet him. When this great rowd ame bak esorting the Master into the ity, Bar-timeus, hearing the heavy tramping of the multitude, knew that something unusual was happening,and so he asked those standing near him what was going on. And one of the beggars replied, \Jesusof Nazareth is passing by." When Bartimeus heard that Jesus was near, he lifted up his voie andbegan to ry aloud, \Jesus, Jesus, have mery upon me!" And as he ontinued to ry louder andlouder, some of those near to Jesus went over and rebuked him, requesting him to hold his peae;but it was of no avail; he ried only the more and the louder.When Jesus heard the blind man rying out, he stood still. And when he saw him, he said to hisfriends, \Bring the man to me." And then they went over to Bartimeus, saying: \Be of good heer;ome with us, for the Master alls for you." When Bartimeus heard these words, he threw asidehis loak, springing forward toward the enter of the road, while those near by guided him to Jesus.Addressing Bartimeus, Jesus said: \What do you want me to do for you?" Then answered the blindman, \I would have my sight restored." And when Jesus heard this request and saw his faith, hesaid: \You shall reeive your sight; go your way; your faith has made you whole." Immediately hereeived his sight, and he remained near Jesus, glorifying God, until the Master started on the nextday for Jerusalem, and then he went before the multitude delaring to all how his sight had beenrestored in Jeriho.171.6 The Visit to ZaheusWhen the Master's proession entered Jeriho, it was nearing sundown, and he was minded to abidethere for the night. As Jesus passed by the ustoms house, Zaheus the hief publian, or taxolletor, happened to be present, and he muh desired to see Jesus. This hief publian was veryrih and had heard muh about this prophet of Galilee. He had resolved that he would see whatsort of a man Jesus was the next time he haned to visit Jeriho; aordingly, Zaheus sought topress through the rowd, but it was too great, and being short of stature, he ould not see over theirheads. And so the hief publian followed on with the rowd until they ame near the enter of theity and not far from where he lived. When he saw that he would be unable to penetrate the rowd,and thinking that Jesus might be going right on through the ity without stopping, he ran on aheadand limbed up into a syamore tree whose spreading branhes overhung the roadway. He knew that1708



in this way he ould obtain a good view of the Master as he passed by. And he was not disappointed,for, as Jesus passed by, he stopped and, looking up at Zaheus, said: \Make haste, Zaheus, andome down, for tonight I must abide at your house." And when Zaheus heard these astonishingwords, he almost fell out of the tree in his haste to get down, and going up to Jesus, he expressedgreat joy that the Master should be willing to stop at his house.They went at one to the home of Zaheus, and those who lived in Jeriho were muh surprisedthat Jesus would onsent to abide with the hief publian. Even while the Master and his apostleslingered with Zaheus before the door of his house, one of the Jeriho Pharisees, standing near by,said: \You see how this man has gone to lodge with a sinner, an apostate son of Abraham who isan extortioner and a robber of his own people." And when Jesus heard this, he looked down atZaheus and smiled. Then Zaheus stood upon a stool and said: \Men of Jeriho, hear me! I maybe a publian and a sinner, but the great Teaher has ome to abide in my house; and before hegoes in, I tell you that I am going to bestow one half of all my goods upon the poor, and beginningtomorrow, if I have wrongfully exated aught from any man, I will restore fourfold. I am going toseek salvation with all my heart and learn to do righteousness in the sight of God."When Zaheus had eased speaking, Jesus said: \Today has salvation ome to this home, andyou have beome indeed a son of Abraham." And turning to the rowd assembled about them, Jesussaid: \And marvel not at what I say nor take o�ense at what we do, for I have all along delaredthat the Son of Man has ome to seek and to save that whih is lost."They lodged with Zaheus for the night. On the morrow they arose and made their way up the\road of robbers" to Bethany on their way to the Passover at Jerusalem.171.7 \As Jesus Passed By"Jesus spread good heer everywhere he went. He was full of grae and truth. His assoiates nevereased to wonder at the graious words that proeeded out of his mouth. You an ultivate grae-fulness, but graiousness is the aroma of friendliness whih emanates from a love-saturated soul.Goodness always ompels respet, but when it is devoid of grae, it often repels a�etion. Goodnessis universally attrative only when it is graious. Goodness is e�etive only when it is attrative.Jesus really understood men; therefore ould he manifest genuine sympathy and show sinereompassion. But he seldom indulged in pity. While his ompassion was boundless, his sympathy waspratial, personal, and onstrutive. Never did his familiarity with su�ering breed indi�erene, andhe was able to minister to distressed souls without inreasing their self-pity.Jesus ould help men so muh beause he loved them so sinerely. He truly loved eah man, eahwoman, and eah hild. He ould be suh a true friend beause of his remarkable insight - he knewso fully what was in the heart and in the mind of man. He was an interested and keen observer. Hewas an expert in the omprehension of human need, lever in deteting human longings.Jesus was never in a hurry. He had time to omfort his fellow men \as he passed by." And healways made his friends feel at ease. He was a harming listener. He never engaged in the meddlesomeprobing of the souls of his assoiates. As he omforted hungry minds and ministered to thirsty souls,the reipients of his mery did not so muh feel that they were onfessing to him as that they wereonferring with him. They had unbounded on�dene in him beause they saw he had so muh faithin them.He never seemed to be urious about people, and he never manifested a desire to diret, manage,or follow them up. He inspired profound self-on�dene and robust ourage in all who enjoyed hisassoiation. When he smiled on a man, that mortal experiened inreased apaity for solving hismanifold problems. 1709



Jesus loved men so muh and so wisely that he never hesitated to be severe with them when theoasion demanded suh disipline. He frequently set out to help a person by asking for help. In thisway he eliited interest, appealed to the better things in human nature.The Master ould disern saving faith in the gross superstition of the woman who sought healingby touhing the hem of his garment. He was always ready and willing to stop a sermon or detaina multitude while he ministered to the needs of a single person, even to a little hild. Great thingshappened not only beause people had faith in Jesus, but also beause Jesus had so muh faith inthem.Most of the really important things whih Jesus said or did seemed to happen asually, \as hepassed by." There was so little of the professional, the well-planned, or the premeditated in theMaster's earthly ministry. He dispensed health and sattered happiness naturally and graefully ashe journeyed through life. It was literally true, \He went about doing good."And it behooves the Master's followers in all ages to learn to minister as \they pass by" - to dounsel�sh good as they go about their daily duties.171.8 Parable of the PoundsThey did not start from Jeriho until near noon sine they sat up late the night before while Jesustaught Zaheus and his family the gospel of the kingdom. About halfway up the asending road toBethany the party paused for lunh while the multitude passed on to Jerusalem, not knowing thatJesus and the apostles were going to abide that night on the Mount of Olives.The parable of the pounds, unlike the parable of the talents, whih was intended for all thedisiples, was spoken more exlusively to the apostles and was largely based on the experiene ofArhelaus and his futile attempt to gain the rule of the kingdom of Judea. This is one of the fewparables of the Master to be founded on an atual histori harater. It was not strange that theyshould have had Arhelaus in mind inasmuh as the house of Zaheus in Jeriho was very near theornate palae of Arhelaus, and his aquedut ran along the road by whih they had departed fromJeriho.Said Jesus: \You think that the Son of Man goes up to Jerusalem to reeive a kingdom, but Idelare that you are doomed to disappointment. Do you not remember about a ertain prine whowent into a far ountry to reeive for himself a kingdom, but even before he ould return, the itizensof his provine, who in their hearts had already rejeted him, sent an embassy after him, saying,`We will not have this man to reign over us'? As this king was rejeted in the temporal rule, sois the Son of Man to be rejeted in the spiritual rule. Again I delare that my kingdom is not ofthis world; but if the Son of Man had been aorded the spiritual rule of his people, he would haveaepted suh a kingdom of men's souls and would have reigned over suh a dominion of humanhearts. Notwithstanding that they rejet my spiritual rule over them, I will return again to reeivefrom others suh a kingdom of spirit as is now denied me. You will see the Son of Man rejeted now,but in another age that whih the hildren of Abraham now rejet will be reeived and exalted.\And now, as the rejeted nobleman of this parable, I would all before me my twelve servants,speial stewards, and giving into eah of your hands the sum of one pound, I would admonish eahto heed well my instrutions that you trade diligently with your trust fund while I am away that youmay have wherewith to justify your stewardship when I return, when a rekoning shall be requiredof you.\And even if this rejeted Son should not return, another Son will be sent to reeive this kingdom,and this Son will then send for all of you to reeive your report of stewardship and to be made gladby your gains. 1710



\And when these stewards were subsequently alled together for an aounting, the �rst ameforward, saying, `Lord, with your pound I have made ten pounds more.' And his master said to him:`Well done; you are a good servant; beause you have proved faithful in this matter, I will give youauthority over ten ities.' And the seond ame, saying, `Your pound left with me, Lord, has made�ve pounds.' And the master said, `I will aordingly make you ruler over �ve ities.' And so ondown through the others until the last of the servants, on being alled to aount, reported: `Lord,behold, here is your pound, whih I have kept safely done up in this napkin. And this I did beauseI feared you; I believed that you were unreasonable, seeing that you take up where you have notlaid down, and that you seek to reap where you have not sown.' Then said his lord: `You negligentand unfaithful servant, I will judge you out of your own mouth. You knew that I reap where I haveapparently not sown; therefore you knew this rekoning would be required of you. Knowing this,you should have at least given my money to the banker that at my oming I might have had it withproper interest.'\And then said this ruler to those who stood by: `Take the money from this slothful servant andgive it to him who has ten pounds.' And when they reminded the master that suh a one alreadyhad ten pounds, he said: `To every one who has shall be given more, but from him who has not,even that whih he has shall be taken away from him.' "And then the apostles sought to know the di�erene between the meaning of this parable and thatof the former parable of the talents, but Jesus would only say, in answer to their many questions:\Ponder well these words in your hearts while eah of you �nds out their true meaning."It was Nathaniel who so well taught the meaning of these two parables in the after years, summingup his teahings in these onlusions:1. Ability is the pratial measure of life's opportunities. You will never be held responsible forthe aomplishment of that whih is beyond your abilities.2. Faithfulness is the unerring measure of human trustworthiness. He who is faithful in littlethings is also likely to exhibit faithfulness in everything onsistent with his endowments.3. The Master grants the lesser reward for lesser faithfulness when there is like opportunity.4. He grants a like reward for like faithfulness when there is lesser opportunity.When they had �nished their lunh, and after the multitude of followers had gone on towardJerusalem, Jesus, standing there before the apostles in the shade of an overhanging rok by theroadside, with heerful dignity and a graious majesty pointed his �nger westward, saying: \Come,my brethren, let us go on into Jerusalem, there to reeive that whih awaits us; thus shall we ful�llthe will of the heavenly Father in all things."And so Jesus and his apostles resumed this, the Master's last journey to Jerusalem in the likenessof the esh of mortal man.
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Chapter 172Going into JerusalemJESUS and the apostles arrived at Bethany shortly after four o'lok on Friday afternoon, Marh31, A.D. 30. Lazarus, his sisters, and their friends were expeting them; and sine so many peopleame every day to talk with Lazarus about his resurretion, Jesus was informed that arrangementshad been made for him to stay with a neighboring believer, one Simon, the leading itizen of thelittle village sine the death of Lazarus's father.That evening, Jesus reeived many visitors, and the ommon folks of Bethany and Bethpage didtheir best to make him feel welome. Although many thought Jesus was now going into Jerusalem, inutter de�ane of the Sanhedrin's deree of death, to prolaim himself king of the Jews, the Bethanyfamily - Lazarus, Martha, and Mary - more fully realized that the Master was not that kind of aking; they dimly felt that this might be his last visit to Jerusalem and Bethany.The hief priests were informed that Jesus lodged at Bethany, but they thought best not toattempt to seize him among his friends; they deided to await his oming on into Jerusalem. Jesusknew about all this, but he was majestially alm; his friends had never seen him more omposed andongenial; even the apostles were astounded that he should be so unonerned when the Sanhedrinhad alled upon all Jewry to deliver him into their hands. While the Master slept that night, theapostles wathed over him by twos, and many of them were girded with swords. Early the nextmorning they were awakened by hundreds of pilgrims who ame out from Jerusalem, even on theSabbath day, to see Jesus and Lazarus, whom he had raised from the dead.172.1 Sabbath at BethanyPilgrims from outside of Judea, as well as the Jewish authorities, had all been asking: \What doyou think? will Jesus ome up to the feast?" Therefore, when the people heard that Jesus was atBethany, they were glad, but the hief priests and Pharisees were somewhat perplexed. They werepleased to have him under their jurisdition, but they were a trie disonerted by his boldness;they remembered that on his previous visit to Bethany, Lazarus had been raised from the dead, andLazarus was beoming a big problem to the enemies of Jesus.Six days before the Passover, on the evening after the Sabbath, all Bethany and Bethpage joinedin elebrating the arrival of Jesus by a publi banquet at the home of Simon. This supper was inhonor of both Jesus and Lazarus; it was tendered in de�ane of the Sanhedrin. Martha direted theserving of the food; her sister Mary was among the women onlookers as it was against the ustomof the Jews for a woman to sit at a publi banquet. The agents of the Sanhedrin were present, butthey feared to apprehend Jesus in the midst of his friends.Jesus talked with Simon about Joshua of old, whose namesake he was, and reited how Joshua1713



and the Israelites had ome up to Jerusalem through Jeriho. In ommenting on the legend of thewalls of Jeriho falling down, Jesus said: \I am not onerned with suh walls of brik and stone; butI would ause the walls of prejudie, self-righteousness, and hate to rumble before this preahing ofthe Father's love for all men."The banquet went along in a very heerful and normal manner exept that all the apostles wereunusually sober. Jesus was exeptionally heerful and had been playing with the hildren up to thetime of oming to the table.Nothing out of the ordinary happened until near the lose of the feasting when Mary the sister ofLazarus stepped forward from among the group of women onlookers and, going up to where Jesusrelined as the guest of honor, proeeded to open a large alabaster ruse of very rare and ostlyointment; and after anointing the Master's head, she began to pour it upon his feet as she took downher hair and wiped them with it. The whole house beame �lled with the odor of the ointment, andeverybody present was amazed at what Mary had done. Lazarus said nothing, but when some ofthe people murmured, showing indignation that so ostly an ointment should be thus used, JudasIsariot stepped over to where Andrew relined and said: \Why was this ointment not sold and themoney bestowed to feed the poor? You should speak to the Master that he rebuke suh waste."Jesus, knowing what they thought and hearing what they said, put his hand upon Mary's headas she knelt by his side and, with a kindly expression upon his fae, said: \Let her alone, every oneof you. Why do you trouble her about this, seeing that she has done a good thing in her heart? Toyou who murmur and say that this ointment should have been sold and the money given to the poor,let me say that you have the poor always with you so that you may minister to them at any timeit seems good to you; but I shall not always be with you; I go soon to my Father. This woman haslong saved this ointment for my body at its burial, and now that it has seemed good to her to makethis anointing in antiipation of my death, she shall not be denied suh satisfation. In the doing ofthis, Mary has reproved all of you in that by this at she evines faith in what I have said about mydeath and asension to my Father in heaven. This woman shall not be reproved for that whih shehas this night done; rather do I say to you that in the ages to ome, wherever this gospel shall bepreahed throughout the whole world, what she has done will be spoken of in memory of her."It was beause of this rebuke, whih he took as a personal reproof, that Judas Isariot �nallymade up his mind to seek revenge for his hurt feelings. Many times had he entertained suh ideassubonsiously, but now he dared to think suh wiked thoughts in his open and onsious mind.And many others enouraged him in this attitude sine the ost of this ointment was a sum equal tothe earnings of one man for one year - enough to provide bread for �ve thousand persons. But Maryloved Jesus; she had provided this preious ointment with whih to embalm his body in death, forshe believed his words when he forewarned them that he must die, and it was not to be denied herif she hanged her mind and hose to bestow this o�ering upon the Master while he yet lived.Both Lazarus and Martha knew that Mary had long saved the money wherewith to buy this ruseof spikenard, and they heartily approved of her doing as her heart desired in suh a matter, for theywere well-to-do and ould easily a�ord to make suh an o�ering.When the hief priests heard of this dinner in Bethany for Jesus and Lazarus, they began to takeounsel among themselves as to what should be done with Lazarus. And presently they deided thatLazarus must also die. They rightly onluded that it would be useless to put Jesus to death if theypermitted Lazarus, whom he had raised from the dead, to live.
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172.2 Sunday Morning with the ApostlesOn this Sunday morning, in Simon's beautiful garden, the Master alled his twelve apostles aroundhim and gave them their �nal instrutions preparatory to entering Jerusalem. He told them thathe would probably deliver many addresses and teah many lessons before returning to the Fatherbut advised the apostles to refrain from doing any publi work during this Passover sojourn inJerusalem. He instruted them to remain near him and to \wath and pray." Jesus knew that manyof his apostles and immediate followers even then arried swords onealed on their persons, but hemade no referene to this fat.This morning's instrutions embraed a brief review of their ministry from the day of their ordina-tion near Capernaum down to this day when they were preparing to enter Jerusalem. The apostleslistened in silene; they asked no questions.Early that morning David Zebedee had turned over to Judas the funds realized from the sale ofthe equipment of the Pella enampment, and Judas, in turn, had plaed the greater part of thismoney in the hands of Simon, their host, for safekeeping in antiipation of the exigenies of theirentry into Jerusalem.After the onferene with the apostles Jesus held onverse with Lazarus and instruted him toavoid the sari�e of his life to the vengefulness of the Sanhedrin. It was in obediene to thisadmonition that Lazarus, a few days later, ed to Philadelphia when the oÆers of the Sanhedrinsent men to arrest him.In a way, all of Jesus' followers sensed the impending risis, but they were prevented from fullyrealizing its seriousness by the unusual heerfulness and exeptional good humor of the Master.172.3 The Start for JerusalemBethany was about two miles from the temple, and it was half past one that Sunday afternoon whenJesus made ready to start for Jerusalem. He had feelings of profound a�etion for Bethany and itssimple people. Nazareth, Capernaum, and Jerusalem had rejeted him, but Bethany had aeptedhim, had believed in him. And it was in this small village, where almost every man, woman, and hildwere believers, that he hose to perform the mightiest work of his earth bestowal, the resurretion ofLazarus. He did not raise Lazarus that the villagers might believe, but rather beause they alreadybelieved.All morning Jesus had thought about his entry into Jerusalem. Heretofore he had always endeav-ored to suppress all publi alaim of him as the Messiah, but it was di�erent now; he was nearingthe end of his areer in the esh, his death had been dereed by the Sanhedrin, and no harm ouldome from allowing his disiples to give free expression to their feelings, just as might our if heeleted to make a formal and publi entry into the ity.Jesus did not deide to make this publi entrane into Jerusalem as a last bid for popular favornor as a �nal grasp for power. Neither did he do it altogether to satisfy the human longings of hisdisiples and apostles. Jesus entertained none of the illusions of a fantasti dreamer; he well knewwhat was to be the outome of this visit.Having deided upon making a publi entrane into Jerusalem, the Master was onfronted withthe neessity of hoosing a proper method of exeuting suh a resolve. Jesus thought over all of themany more or less ontraditory so-alled Messiani prophesies, but there seemed to be only onewhih was at all appropriate for him to follow. Most of these propheti utteranes depited a king,the son and suessor of David, a bold and aggressive temporal deliverer of all Israel from the yokeof foreign domination. But there was one Sripture that had sometimes been assoiated with the1715



Messiah by those who held more to the spiritual onept of his mission, whih Jesus thought mightonsistently be taken as a guide for his projeted entry into Jerusalem. This Sripture was foundin Zehariah, and it said: \Rejoie greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem.Behold, your king omes to you. He is just and he brings salvation. He omes as the lowly one,riding upon an ass, upon a olt, the foal of an ass."A warrior king always entered a ity riding upon a horse; a king on a mission of peae and friendshipalways entered riding upon an ass. Jesus would not enter Jerusalem as a man on horsebak, but hewas willing to enter peaefully and with good will as the Son of Man on a donkey.Jesus had long tried by diret teahing to impress upon his apostles and his disiples that hiskingdom was not of this world, that it was a purely spiritual matter; but he had not sueeded inthis e�ort. Now, what he had failed to do by plain and personal teahing, he would attempt toaomplish by a symboli appeal. Aordingly, right after the noon lunh, Jesus alled Peter andJohn, and after direting them to go over to Bethpage, a neighboring village a little o� the mainroad and a short distane northwest of Bethany, he further said: \Go to Bethpage, and when youome to the juntion of the roads, you will �nd the olt of an ass tied there. Loose the olt and bringit bak with you. If anyone asks you why you do this, merely say, `The Master has need of him.' "And when the two apostles had gone into Bethpage as the Master had direted, they found the olttied near his mother in the open street and lose to a house on the orner. As Peter began to untiethe olt, the owner ame over and asked why they did this, and when Peter answered him as Jesushad direted, the man said: \If your Master is Jesus from Galilee, let him have the olt." And sothey returned bringing the olt with them.By this time several hundred pilgrims had gathered around Jesus and his apostles. Sine mid-forenoon the visitors passing by on their way to the Passover had tarried. Meanwhile, David Zebedeeand some of his former messenger assoiates took it upon themselves to hasten on down to Jerusalem,where they e�etively spread the report among the throngs of visiting pilgrims about the temple thatJesus of Nazareth was making a triumphal entry into the ity. Aordingly, several thousand of thesevisitors oked forth to greet this muh-talked-of prophet and wonder-worker, whom some believedto be the Messiah. This multitude, oming out from Jerusalem, met Jesus and the rowd going intothe ity just after they had passed over the brow of Olivet and had begun the desent into the ity.As the proession started out from Bethany, there was great enthusiasm among the festive rowdof disiples, believers, and visiting pilgrims, many hailing from Galilee and Perea. Just before theystarted, the twelve women of the original women's orps, aompanied by some of their assoiates,arrived on the sene and joined this unique proession as it moved on joyously toward the ity.Before they started, the Alpheus twins put their loaks on the donkey and held him while theMaster got on. As the proession moved toward the summit of Olivet, the festive rowd threw theirgarments on the ground and brought branhes from the near-by trees in order to make a arpet ofhonor for the donkey bearing the royal Son, the promised Messiah. As the merry rowd moved ontoward Jerusalem, they began to sing, or rather to shout in unison, the Psalm, \Hosanna to the sonof David; blessed is he who omes in the name of the Lord. Hosanna in the highest. Blessed be thekingdom that omes down from heaven."Jesus was lighthearted and heerful as they moved along until he ame to the brow of Olivet, wherethe ity and the temple towers ame into full view; there the Master stopped the proession, anda great silene ame upon all as they beheld him weeping. Looking down upon the vast multitudeoming forth from the ity to greet him, the Master, with muh emotion and with tearful voie, said:\O Jerusalem, if you had only known, even you, at least in this your day, the things whih belongto your peae, and whih you ould so freely have had! But now are these glories about to be hidfrom your eyes. You are about to rejet the Son of Peae and turn your baks upon the gospel ofsalvation. The days will soon ome upon you wherein your enemies will ast a trenh around aboutyou and lay siege to you on every side; they shall utterly destroy you, insomuh that not one stone1716



shall be left upon another. And all this shall befall you beause you knew not the time of your divinevisitation. You are about to rejet the gift of God, and all men will rejet you."When he had �nished speaking, they began the desent of Olivet and presently were joined by themultitude of visitors who had ome from Jerusalem waving palm branhes, shouting hosannas, andotherwise expressing gleefulness and good fellowship. The Master had not planned that these rowdsshould ome out from Jerusalem to meet them; that was the work of others. He never premeditatedanything whih was dramati.Along with the multitude whih poured out to welome the Master, there ame also many ofthe Pharisees and his other enemies. They were so muh perturbed by this sudden and unexpetedoutburst of popular alaim that they feared to arrest him lest suh ation preipitate an open revoltof the populae. They greatly feared the attitude of the large numbers of visitors, who had heardmuh of Jesus, and who, many of them, believed in him.As they neared Jerusalem, the rowd beame more demonstrative, so muh so that some of thePharisees made their way up alongside Jesus and said: \Teaher, you should rebuke your disiplesand exhort them to behave more seemly." Jesus answered: \It is only �tting that these hildrenshould welome the Son of Peae, whom the hief priests have rejeted. It would be useless to stopthem lest in their stead these stones by the roadside ry out."The Pharisees hastened on ahead of the proession to rejoin the Sanhedrin, whih was then insession at the temple, and they reported to their assoiates: \Behold, all that we do is of no avail;we are onfounded by this Galilean. The people have gone mad over him; if we do not stop theseignorant ones, all the world will go after him."There really was no deep signi�ane to be attahed to this super�ial and spontaneous outburstof popular enthusiasm. This welome, although it was joyous and sinere, did not betoken any realor deep-seated onvition in the hearts of this festive multitude. These same rowds were equally aswilling quikly to rejet Jesus later on this week when the Sanhedrin one took a �rm and deidedstand against him, and when they beame disillusioned - when they realized that Jesus was not goingto establish the kingdom in aordane with their long-herished expetations.But the whole ity was mightily stirred up, insomuh that everyone asked, \Who is this man?"And the multitude answered, \This is the prophet of Galilee, Jesus of Nazareth."172.4 Visiting About the TempleWhile the Alpheus twins returned the donkey to its owner, Jesus and the ten apostles detahedthemselves from their immediate assoiates and strolled about the temple, viewing the preparationsfor the Passover. No attempt was made to molest Jesus as the Sanhedrin greatly feared the people,and that was, after all, one of the reasons Jesus had for allowing the multitude thus to alaimhim. The apostles little understood that this was the only human proedure whih ould have beene�etive in preventing Jesus' immediate arrest upon entering the ity. The Master desired to givethe inhabitants of Jerusalem, high and low, as well as the tens of thousands of Passover visitors, thisone more and last hane to hear the gospel and reeive, if they would, the Son of Peae.And now, as the evening drew on and the rowds went in quest of nourishment, Jesus and hisimmediate followers were left alone. What a strange day it had been! The apostles were thoughtful,but speehless. Never, in their years of assoiation with Jesus, had they seen suh a day. For amoment they sat down by the treasury, wathing the people drop in their ontributions: the rihputting muh in the reeiving box and all giving something in aordane with the extent of theirpossessions. At last there ame along a poor widow, santily attired, and they observed as she asttwo mites (small oppers) into the trumpet. And then said Jesus, alling the attention of the apostles1717



to the widow: \Heed well what you have just seen. This poor widow ast in more than all the others,for all these others, from their superuity, ast in some trie as a gift, but this poor woman, eventhough she is in want, gave all that she had, even her living."As the evening drew on, they walked about the temple ourts in silene, and after Jesus hadsurveyed these familiar senes one more, realling his emotions in onnetion with previous visits,not exepting the earlier ones, he said, \Let us go up to Bethany for our rest." Jesus, with Peter andJohn, went to the home of Simon, while the other apostles lodged among their friends in Bethanyand Bethpage.172.5 The Apostles' AttitudeThis Sunday evening as they returned to Bethany, Jesus walked in front of the apostles. Not aword was spoken until they separated after arriving at Simon's house. No twelve human beings everexperiened suh diverse and inexpliable emotions as now surged through the minds and souls ofthese ambassadors of the kingdom. These sturdy Galileans were onfused and disonerted; they didnot know what to expet next; they were too surprised to be muh afraid. They knew nothing of theMaster's plans for the next day, and they asked no questions. They went to their lodgings, thoughthey did not sleep muh, save the twins. But they did not keep armed wath over Jesus at Simon'shouse.Andrew was thoroughly bewildered, well-nigh onfused. He was the one apostle who did notseriously undertake to evaluate the popular outburst of alaim. He was too preoupied withthe thought of his responsibility as hief of the apostoli orps to give serious onsideration to themeaning or signi�ane of the loud hosannas of the multitude. Andrew was busy wathing some ofhis assoiates who he feared might be led away by their emotions during the exitement, partiularlyPeter, James, John, and Simon Zelotes. Throughout this day and those whih immediately followed,Andrew was troubled with serious doubts, but he never expressed any of these misgivings to hisapostoli assoiates. He was onerned about the attitude of some of the twelve who he knew werearmed with swords; but he did not know that his own brother, Peter, was arrying suh a weapon.And so the proession into Jerusalem made a omparatively super�ial impression upon Andrew; hewas too busy with the responsibilities of his oÆe to be otherwise a�eted.Simon Peter was at �rst almost swept o� his feet by this popular manifestation of enthusiasm; buthe was onsiderably sobered by the time they returned to Bethany that night. Peter simply ouldnot �gure out what the Master was about. He was terribly disappointed that Jesus did not followup this wave of popular favor with some kind of a pronounement. Peter ould not understand whyJesus did not speak to the multitude when they arrived at the temple, or at least permit one ofthe apostles to address the rowd. Peter was a great preaher, and he disliked to see suh a large,reeptive, and enthusiasti audiene go to waste. He would so muh have liked to preah the gospelof the kingdom to that throng right there in the temple; but the Master had spei�ally hargedthem that they were to do no teahing or preahing while in Jerusalem this Passover week. Thereation from the spetaular proession into the ity was disastrous to Simon Peter; by night hewas sobered and inexpressibly saddened.To James Zebedee, this Sunday was a day of perplexity and profound onfusion; he ould not graspthe purport of what was going on; he ould not omprehend the Master's purpose in permitting thiswild alaim and then in refusing to say a word to the people when they arrived at the temple.As the proession moved down Olivet toward Jerusalem, more espeially when they were met bythe thousands of pilgrims who poured forth to welome the Master, James was ruelly torn by hisoniting emotions of elation and grati�ation at what he saw and by his profound feeling of fear asto what would happen when they reahed the temple. And then was he downast and overome by1718



disappointment when Jesus limbed o� the donkey and proeeded to walk leisurely about the templeourts. James ould not understand the reason for throwing away suh a magni�ent opportunity toprolaim the kingdom. By night, his mind was held �rmly in the grip of a distressing and dreadfulunertainty.John Zebedee ame somewhere near understanding why Jesus did this; at least he grasped in partthe spiritual signi�ane of this so-alled triumphal entry into Jerusalem. As the multitude moved ontoward the temple, and as John beheld his Master sitting there astride the olt, he realled hearingJesus onetime quote the passage of Sripture, the utterane of Zehariah, whih desribed the omingof the Messiah as a man of peae and riding into Jerusalem on an ass. As John turned this Sriptureover in his mind, he began to omprehend the symboli signi�ane of this Sunday-afternoon pageant.At least, he grasped enough of the meaning of this Sripture to enable him somewhat to enjoy theepisode and to prevent his beoming overmuh depressed by the apparent purposeless ending of thetriumphal proession. John had a type of mind whih naturally tended to think and feel in symbols.Philip was entirely unsettled by the suddenness and spontaneity of the outburst. He ould notollet his thoughts suÆiently while on the way down Olivet to arrive at any settled notion as towhat all the demonstration was about. In a way, he enjoyed the performane beause his Masterwas being honored. By the time they reahed the temple, he was perturbed by the thought thatJesus might possibly ask him to feed the multitude, so that the ondut of Jesus in turning leisurelyaway from the rowds, whih so sorely disappointed the majority of the apostles, was a great reliefto Philip. Multitudes had sometimes been a great trial to the steward of the twelve. After he wasrelieved of these personal fears regarding the material needs of the rowds, Philip joined with Peterin the expression of disappointment that nothing was done to teah the multitude. That night Philipgot to thinking over these experienes and was tempted to doubt the whole idea of the kingdom; hehonestly wondered what all these things ould mean, but he expressed his doubts to no one; he lovedJesus too muh. He had great personal faith in the Master.Nathaniel, aside from the symboli and propheti aspets, ame the nearest to understandingthe Master's reason for enlisting the popular support of the Passover pilgrims. He reasoned it out,before they reahed the temple, that without suh a demonstrative entry into Jerusalem Jesus wouldhave been arrested by the Sanhedrin oÆials and ast into prison the moment he presumed to enterthe ity. He was not, therefore, in the least surprised that the Master made no further use of theheering rowds when he had one got inside the walls of the ity and had thus so foribly impressedthe Jewish leaders that they would refrain from plaing him under immediate arrest. Understandingthe real reason for the Master's entering the ity in this manner, Nathaniel naturally followed alongwith more poise and was less perturbed and disappointed by Jesus' subsequent ondut than werethe other apostles. Nathaniel had great on�dene in Jesus' understanding of men as well as in hissagaity and leverness in handling diÆult situations.Matthew was at �rst nonplused by this pageant performane. He did not grasp the meaning ofwhat his eyes were seeing until he also realled the Sripture in Zehariah where the prophet hadalluded to the rejoiing of Jerusalem beause her king had ome bringing salvation and riding uponthe olt of an ass. As the proession moved in the diretion of the ity and then drew on toward thetemple, Matthew beame estati; he was ertain that something extraordinary would happen whenthe Master arrived at the temple at the head of this shouting multitude. When one of the Phariseesmoked Jesus, saying, \Look, everybody, see who omes here, the king of the Jews riding on an ass!"Matthew kept his hands o� of him only by exerising great restraint. None of the twelve was moredepressed on the way bak to Bethany that evening. Next to Simon Peter and Simon Zelotes, heexperiened the highest nervous tension and was in a state of exhaustion by night. But by morningMatthew was muh heered; he was, after all, a heerful loser.Thomas was the most bewildered and puzzled man of all the twelve. Most of the time he justfollowed along, gazing at the spetale and honestly wondering what ould be the Master's motive1719



for partiipating in suh a peuliar demonstration. Down deep in his heart he regarded the wholeperformane as a little hildish, if not downright foolish. He had never seen Jesus do anything likethis and was at a loss to aount for his strange ondut on this Sunday afternoon. By the time theyreahed the temple, Thomas had dedued that the purpose of this popular demonstration was so tofrighten the Sanhedrin that they would not dare immediately to arrest the Master. On the way bakto Bethany Thomas thought muh but said nothing. By bedtime the Master's leverness in stagingthe tumultuous entry into Jerusalem had begun to make a somewhat humorous appeal, and he wasmuh heered up by this reation.This Sunday started o� as a great day for Simon Zelotes. He saw visions of wonderful doings inJerusalem the next few days, and in that he was right, but Simon dreamed of the establishment ofthe new national rule of the Jews, with Jesus on the throne of David. Simon saw the nationalistsspringing into ation as soon as the kingdom was announed, and himself in supreme ommand ofthe assembling military fores of the new kingdom. On the way down Olivet he even envisaged theSanhedrin and all of their sympathizers dead before sunset of that day. He really believed somethinggreat was going to happen. He was the noisiest man in the whole multitude. By �ve o'lok thatafternoon he was a silent, rushed, and disillusioned apostle. He never fully reovered from thedepression whih settled down on him as a result of this day's shok; at least not until long after theMaster's resurretion.To the Alpheus twins this was a perfet day. They really enjoyed it all the way through, andnot being present during the time of quiet visitation about the temple, they esaped muh of theantilimax of the popular upheaval. They ould not possibly understand the downast behaviorof the apostles when they ame bak to Bethany that evening. In the memory of the twins thiswas always their day of being nearest heaven on earth. This day was the satisfying limax of theirwhole areer as apostles. And the memory of the elation of this Sunday afternoon arried them onthrough all of the tragedy of this eventful week, right up to the hour of the rui�xion. It was themost be�tting entry of the king the twins ould oneive; they enjoyed every moment of the wholepageant. They fully approved of all they saw and long herished the memory.Of all the apostles, Judas Isariot was the most adversely a�eted by this proessional entry intoJerusalem. His mind was in a disagreeable ferment beause of the Master's rebuke the preeding dayin onnetion with Mary's anointing at the feast in Simon's house. Judas was disgusted with thewhole spetale. To him it seemed hildish, if not indeed ridiulous. As this vengeful apostle lookedupon the proeedings of this Sunday afternoon, Jesus seemed to him more to resemble a lown thana king. He heartily resented the whole performane. He shared the views of the Greeks and Romans,who looked down upon anyone who would onsent to ride upon an ass or the olt of an ass. By thetime the triumphal proession had entered the ity, Judas had about made up his mind to abandonthe whole idea of suh a kingdom; he was almost resolved to forsake all suh farial attempts toestablish the kingdom of heaven. And then he thought of the resurretion of Lazarus, and manyother things, and deided to stay on with the twelve, at least for another day. Besides, he arriedthe bag, and he would not desert with the apostoli funds in his possession. On the way bak toBethany that night his ondut did not seem strange sine all of the apostles were equally downastand silent.Judas was tremendously inuened by the ridiule of his Sadduean friends. No other single fatorexerted suh a powerful inuene on him, in his �nal determination to forsake Jesus and his fellowapostles, as a ertain episode whih ourred just as Jesus reahed the gate of the ity: A prominentSadduee (a friend of Judas's family) rushed up to him in a spirit of gleeful ridiule and, slappinghim on the bak, said: \Why so troubled of ountenane, my good friend; heer up and join usall while we alaim this Jesus of Nazareth the king of the Jews as he rides through the gates ofJerusalem seated on an ass." Judas had never shrunk from perseution, but he ould not stand thissort of ridiule. With the long-nourished emotion of revenge there was now blended this fatal fearof ridiule, that terrible and fearful feeling of being ashamed of his Master and his fellow apostles.1720



At heart, this ordained ambassador of the kingdom was already a deserter; it only remained for himto �nd some plausible exuse for an open break with the Master.
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Chapter 173Monday in JerusalemEARLY on this Monday morning, by prearrangement, Jesus and the apostles assembled at the homeof Simon in Bethany, and after a brief onferene they set out for Jerusalem. The twelve werestrangely silent as they journeyed on toward the temple; they had not reovered from the experieneof the preeding day. They were expetant, fearful, and profoundly a�eted by a ertain feeling ofdetahment growing out of the Master's sudden hange of tatis, oupled with his instrution thatthey were to engage in no publi teahing throughout this Passover week.As this group journeyed down Mount Olivet, Jesus led the way, the apostles following loselybehind in meditative silene. There was just one thought uppermost in the minds of all save JudasIsariot, and that was: What will the Master do today? The one absorbing thought of Judas was:What shall I do? Shall I go on with Jesus and my assoiates, or shall I withdraw? And if I am goingto quit, how shall I break o�?It was about nine o'lok on this beautiful morning when these men arrived at the temple. Theywent at one to the large ourt where Jesus so often taught, and after greeting the believers whowere awaiting him, Jesus mounted one of the teahing platforms and began to address the gatheringrowd. The apostles withdrew for a short distane and awaited developments.173.1 Cleansing the TempleA huge ommerial traÆ had grown up in assoiation with the servies and eremonies of the templeworship. There was the business of providing suitable animals for the various sari�es. Though itwas permissible for a worshiper to provide his own sari�e, the fat remained that this animal mustbe free from all \blemish" in the meaning of the Levitial law and as interpreted by oÆial inspetorsof the temple. Many a worshiper had experiened the humiliation of having his supposedly perfetanimal rejeted by the temple examiners. It therefore beame the more general pratie to purhasesari�ial animals at the temple, and although there were several stations on near-by Olivet wherethey ould be bought, it had beome the vogue to buy these animals diretly from the temple pens.Gradually there had grown up this ustom of selling all kinds of sari�ial animals in the templeourts. An extensive business, in whih enormous pro�ts were made, had thus been brought intoexistene. Part of these gains was reserved for the temple treasury, but the larger part went indiretlyinto the hands of the ruling high-priestly families.This sale of animals in the temple prospered beause, when the worshiper purhased suh ananimal, although the prie might be somewhat high, no more fees had to be paid, and he ouldbe sure the intended sari�e would not be rejeted on the ground of possessing real or tehnialblemishes. At one time or another systems of exorbitant overharge were pratied upon the ommonpeople, espeially during the great national feasts. At one time the greedy priests went so far as to1723



demand the equivalent of the value of a week's labor for a pair of doves whih should have been soldto the poor for a few pennies. The \sons of Annas" had already begun to establish their bazaarsin the temple preints, those very merhandise marts whih persisted to the time of their �naloverthrow by a mob three years before the destrution of the temple itself.But traÆ in sari�ial animals and sundry merhandise was not the only way in whih the ourtsof the temple were profaned. At this time there was fostered an extensive system of banking andommerial exhange whih was arried on right within the temple preints. And this all ame aboutin the following manner: During the Asmonean dynasty the Jews oined their own silver money, andit had beome the pratie to require the temple dues of one-half shekel and all other temple feesto be paid with this Jewish oin. This regulation neessitated that money-hangers be liensed toexhange the many sorts of urreny in irulation throughout Palestine and other provines of theRoman Empire for this orthodox shekel of Jewish oining. The temple head tax, payable by allexept women, slaves, and minors, was one-half shekel, a oin about the size of a ten-ent pieebut twie as thik. By the times of Jesus the priests had also been exempted from the payment oftemple dues. Aordingly, from the 15th to the 25th of the month preeding the Passover, areditedmoney-hangers ereted their booths in the prinipal ities of Palestine for the purpose of providingthe Jewish people with proper money to meet the temple dues after they had reahed Jerusalem.After this ten-day period these money-hangers moved on to Jerusalem and proeeded to set up theirexhange tables in the ourts of the temple. They were permitted to harge the equivalent of fromthree to four ents ommission for the exhange of a oin valued at about ten ents, and in ase aoin of larger value was o�ered for exhange, they were allowed to ollet double. Likewise did thesetemple bankers pro�t from the exhange of all money intended for the purhase of sari�ial animalsand for the payment of vows and the making of o�erings.These temple money-hangers not only onduted a regular banking business for pro�t in theexhange of more than twenty sorts of money whih the visiting pilgrims would periodially bring toJerusalem, but they also engaged in all other kinds of transations pertaining to the banking busi-ness. Both the temple treasury and the temple rulers pro�ted tremendously from these ommerialativities. It was not unommon for the temple treasury to hold upwards of ten million dollars whilethe ommon people languished in poverty and ontinued to pay these unjust levies.In the midst of this noisy aggregation of money-hangers, merhandisers, and attle sellers, Jesus,on this Monday morning, attempted to teah the gospel of the heavenly kingdom. He was notalone in resenting this profanation of the temple; the ommon people, espeially the Jewish visitorsfrom foreign provines, also heartily resented this pro�teering deseration of their national house ofworship. At this time the Sanhedrin itself held its regular meetings in a hamber surrounded by allthis babble and onfusion of trade and barter.As Jesus was about to begin his address, two things happened to arrest his attention. At themoney table of a near-by exhanger a violent and heated argument had arisen over the allegedoverharging of a Jew from Alexandria, while at the same moment the air was rent by the bellowingof a drove of some one hundred bulloks whih was being driven from one setion of the animal pensto another. As Jesus paused, silently but thoughtfully ontemplating this sene of ommere andonfusion, lose by he beheld a simple-minded Galilean, a man he had one talked with in Iron, beingridiuled and jostled about by superilious and would-be superior Judeans; and all of this ombinedto produe one of those strange and periodi uprisings of indignant emotion in the soul of Jesus.To the amazement of his apostles, standing near at hand, who refrained from partiipation inwhat so soon followed, Jesus stepped down from the teahing platform and, going over to the ladwho was driving the attle through the ourt, took from him his whip of ords and swiftly drove theanimals from the temple. But that was not all; he strode majestially before the wondering gaze ofthe thousands assembled in the temple ourt to the farthest attle pen and proeeded to open thegates of every stall and to drive out the imprisoned animals. By this time the assembled pilgrims1724



were eletri�ed, and with uproarious shouting they moved toward the bazaars and began to overturnthe tables of the money-hangers. In less than �ve minutes all ommere had been swept from thetemple. By the time the near-by Roman guards had appeared on the sene, all was quiet, and therowds had beome orderly; Jesus, returning to the speaker's stand, spoke to the multitude: \Youhave this day witnessed that whih is written in the Sriptures: `My house shall be alled a house ofprayer for all nations, but you have made it a den of robbers.' "But before he ould utter other words, the great assembly broke out in hosannas of praise, andpresently a throng of youths stepped out from the rowd to sing grateful hymns of appreiation thatthe profane and pro�teering merhandisers had been ejeted from the sared temple. By this timeertain of the priests had arrived on the sene, and one of them said to Jesus, \Do you not hear whatthe hildren of the Levites say?" And the Master replied, \Have you never read, `Out of the mouthsof babes and suklings has praise been perfeted'?" And all the rest of that day while Jesus taught,guards set by the people stood wath at every arhway, and they would not permit anyone to arryeven an empty vessel aross the temple ourts.When the hief priests and the sribes heard about these happenings, they were dumfounded. Allthe more they feared the Master, and all the more they determined to destroy him. But they werenonplused. They did not know how to aomplish his death, for they greatly feared the multitudes,who were now so outspoken in their approval of his overthrow of the profane pro�teers. And all thisday, a day of quiet and peae in the temple ourts, the people heard Jesus' teahing and literallyhung on his words.This surprising at of Jesus was beyond the omprehension of his apostles. They were so takenabak by this sudden and unexpeted move of their Master that they remained throughout the wholeepisode huddled together near the speaker's stand; they never lifted a hand to further this leansingof the temple. If this spetaular event had ourred the day before, at the time of Jesus' triumphalarrival at the temple at the termination of his tumultuous proession through the gates of the ity,all the while loudly alaimed by the multitude, they would have been ready for it, but oming as itdid, they were wholly unprepared to partiipate.This leansing of the temple disloses the Master's attitude toward ommerializing the pratiesof religion as well as his detestation of all forms of unfairness and pro�teering at the expense of thepoor and the unlearned. This episode also demonstrates that Jesus did not look with approval uponthe refusal to employ fore to protet the majority of any given human group against the unfair andenslaving praties of unjust minorities who may be able to entrenh themselves behind politial,�nanial, or elesiastial power. Shrewd, wiked, and designing men are not to be permitted toorganize themselves for the exploitation and oppression of those who, beause of their idealism, arenot disposed to resort to fore for self-protetion or for the furtherane of their laudable life projets.173.2 Challenging the Master's AuthorityOn Sunday the triumphal entry into Jerusalem so overawed the Jewish leaders that they refrainedfrom plaing Jesus under arrest. Today, this spetaular leansing of the temple likewise e�etivelypostponed the Master's apprehension. Day by day the rulers of the Jews were beoming more andmore determined to destroy him, but they were distraught by two fears, whih onspired to delaythe hour of striking. The hief priests and the sribes were unwilling to arrest Jesus in publi forfear the multitude might turn upon them in a fury of resentment; they also dreaded the possibilityof the Roman guards being alled upon to quell a popular uprising.At the noon session of the Sanhedrin it was unanimously agreed that Jesus must be speedilydestroyed, inasmuh as no friend of the Master attended this meeting. But they ould not agree asto when and how he should be taken into ustody. Finally they agreed upon appointing �ve groups1725



to go out among the people and seek to entangle him in his teahing or otherwise to disredit himin the sight of those who listened to his instrution. Aordingly, about two o'lok, when Jesus hadjust begun his disourse on \The Liberty of Sonship," a group of these elders of Israel made theirway up near Jesus and, interrupting him in the ustomary manner, asked this question: \By whatauthority do you do these things? Who gave you this authority?"It was altogether proper that the temple rulers and the oÆers of the Jewish Sanhedrin shouldask this question of anyone who presumed to teah and perform in the extraordinary manner whihhad been harateristi of Jesus, espeially as onerned his reent ondut in learing the templeof all ommere. These traders and money-hangers all operated by diret liense from the highestrulers, and a perentage of their gains was supposed to go diretly into the temple treasury. Do notforget that authority was the wathword of all Jewry. The prophets were always stirring up troublebeause they so boldly presumed to teah without authority, without having been duly instruted inthe rabbini aademies and subsequently regularly ordained by the Sanhedrin. Lak of this authorityin pretentious publi teahing was looked upon as indiating either ignorant presumption or openrebellion. At this time only the Sanhedrin ould ordain an elder or teaher, and suh a eremony hadto take plae in the presene of at least three persons who had previously been so ordained. Suh anordination onferred the title of \rabbi" upon the teaher and also quali�ed him to at as a judge,\binding and loosing suh matters as might be brought to him for adjudiation."The rulers of the temple ame before Jesus at this afternoon hour hallenging not only his teahingbut his ats. Jesus well knew that these very men had long publily taught that his authority forteahing was Satani, and that all his mighty works had been wrought by the power of the prineof devils. Therefore did the Master begin his answer to their question by asking them a ounter-question. Said Jesus: \I would also like to ask you one question whih, if you will answer me, Ilikewise will tell you by what authority I do these works. The baptism of John, whene was it? DidJohn get his authority from heaven or from men?"And when his questioners heard this, they withdrew to one side to take ounsel among themselvesas to what answer they might give. They had thought to embarrass Jesus before the multitude,but now they found themselves muh onfused before all who were assembled at that time in thetemple ourt. And their disom�ture was all the more apparent when they returned to Jesus, saying:\Conerning the baptism of John, we annot answer; we do not know." And they so answered theMaster beause they had reasoned among themselves: If we shall say from heaven, then will he say,Why did you not believe him, and perhane will add that he reeived his authority from John; andif we shall say from men, then might the multitude turn upon us, for most of them hold that Johnwas a prophet; and so they were ompelled to ome before Jesus and the people onfessing that they,the religious teahers and leaders of Israel, ould not (or would not) express an opinion about John'smission. And when they had spoken, Jesus, looking down upon them, said, \Neither will I tell youby what authority I do these things."Jesus never intended to appeal to John for his authority; John had never been ordained by theSanhedrin. Jesus' authority was in himself and in his Father's eternal supremay.In employing this method of dealing with his adversaries, Jesus did not mean to dodge the question.At �rst it may seem that he was guilty of a masterly evasion, but it was not so. Jesus was neverdisposed to take unfair advantage of even his enemies. In this apparent evasion he really suppliedall his hearers with the answer to the Pharisees' question as to the authority behind his mission.They had asserted that he performed by authority of the prine of devils. Jesus had repeatedlyasserted that all his teahing and works were by the power and authority of his Father in heaven.This the Jewish leaders refused to aept and were seeking to orner him into admitting that he wasan irregular teaher sine he had never been santioned by the Sanhedrin. In answering them as hedid, while not laiming authority from John, he so satis�ed the people with the inferene that thee�ort of his enemies to ensnare him was e�etively turned upon themselves and was muh to their1726



disredit in the eyes of all present.And it was this genius of the Master for dealing with his adversaries that made them so afraidof him. They attempted no more questions that day; they retired to take further ounsel amongthemselves. But the people were not slow to disern the dishonesty and insinerity in these questionsasked by the Jewish rulers. Even the ommon folk ould not fail to distinguish between the moralmajesty of the Master and the designing hyporisy of his enemies. But the leansing of the templehad brought the Sadduees over to the side of the Pharisees in perfeting the plan to destroy Jesus.And the Sadduees now represented a majority of the Sanhedrin.173.3 Parable of the Two SonsAs the aviling Pharisees stood there in silene before Jesus, he looked down on them and said:\Sine you are in doubt about John's mission and arrayed in enmity against the teahing and theworks of the Son of Man, give ear while I tell you a parable: A ertain great and respeted landholderhad two sons, and desiring the help of his sons in the management of his large estates, he ame toone of them, saying, `Son, go work today in my vineyard.' And this unthinking son answered hisfather, saying, `I will not go'; but afterward he repented and went. When he had found his olderson, likewise he said to him, `Son, go work in my vineyard.' And this hyporitial and unfaithful sonanswered, `Yes, my father, I will go.' But when his father had departed, he went not. Let me askyou, whih of these sons really did his father's will?"And the people spoke with one aord, saying, \The �rst son." And then said Jesus: \Even so;and now do I delare that the publians and harlots, even though they appear to refuse the all torepentane, shall see the error of their way and go on into the kingdom of God before you, who makegreat pretensions of serving the Father in heaven while you refuse to do the works of the Father. Itwas not you, the Pharisees and sribes, who believed John, but rather the publians and sinners;neither do you believe my teahing, but the ommon people hear my words gladly."Jesus did not despise the Pharisees and Sadduees personally. It was their systems of teahingand pratie whih he sought to disredit. He was hostile to no man, but here was ourring theinevitable lash between a new and living religion of the spirit and the older religion of eremony,tradition, and authority.All this time the twelve apostles stood near the Master, but they did not in any manner partiipatein these transations. Eah one of the twelve was reating in his own peuliar way to the events ofthese losing days of Jesus' ministry in the esh, and eah one likewise remained obedient to theMaster's injuntion to refrain from all publi teahing and preahing during this Passover week.173.4 Parable of the Absent LandlordWhen the hief Pharisees and the sribes who had sought to entangle Jesus with their questions had�nished listening to the story of the two sons, they withdrew to take further ounsel, and the Master,turning his attention to the listening multitude, told another parable:\There was a good man who was a householder, and he planted a vineyard. He set a hedge aboutit, dug a pit for the wine press, and built a wathtower for the guards. Then he let this vineyardout to tenants while he went on a long journey into another ountry. And when the season of thefruits drew near, he sent servants to the tenants to reeive his rental. But they took ounsel amongthemselves and refused to give these servants the fruits due their master; instead, they fell upon hisservants, beating one, stoning another, and sending the others away empty-handed. And when thehouseholder heard about all this, he sent other and more trusted servants to deal with these wiked1727



tenants, and these they wounded and also treated shamefully. And then the householder sent hisfavorite servant, his steward, and him they killed. And still, in patiene and with forbearane, hedispathed many other servants, but none would they reeive. Some they beat, others they killed,and when the householder had been so dealt with, he deided to send his son to deal with theseungrateful tenants, saying to himself, `They may mistreat my servants, but they will surely showrespet for my beloved son.' But when these unrepentant and wiked tenants saw the son, theyreasoned among themselves: `This is the heir; ome, let us kill him and then the inheritane will beours.' So they laid hold on him, and after asting him out of the vineyard, they killed him. Whenthe lord of that vineyard shall hear how they have rejeted and killed his son, what will he do tothose ungrateful and wiked tenants?"And when the people heard this parable and the question Jesus asked, they answered, \He willdestroy those miserable men and let out his vineyard to other and honest farmers who will renderto him the fruits in their season." And when some of them who heard pereived that this parablereferred to the Jewish nation and its treatment of the prophets and to the impending rejetion ofJesus and the gospel of the kingdom, they said in sorrow, \God forbid that we should go on doingthese things."Jesus saw a group of the Sadduees and Pharisees making their way through the rowd, and hepaused for a moment until they drew near him, when he said: \You know how your fathers rejetedthe prophets, and you well know that you are set in your hearts to rejet the Son of Man." Andthen, looking with searhing gaze upon those priests and elders who were standing near him, Jesussaid: \Did you never read in the Sripture about the stone whih the builders rejeted, and whih,when the people had disovered it, was made into the ornerstone? And so one more do I warn youthat, if you ontinue to rejet this gospel, presently will the kingdom of God be taken away from youand be given to a people willing to reeive the good news and to bring forth the fruits of the spirit.And there is a mystery about this stone, seeing that whoso falls upon it, while he is thereby brokenin piees, shall be saved; but on whomsoever this stone falls, he will be ground to dust and his ashessattered to the four winds."When the Pharisees heard these words, they understood that Jesus referred to themselves andthe other Jewish leaders. They greatly desired to lay hold on him then and there, but they fearedthe multitude. However, they were so angered by the Master's words that they withdrew and heldfurther ounsel among themselves as to how they might bring about his death. And that night boththe Sadduees and the Pharisees joined hands in the plan to entrap him the next day.173.5 Parable of the Marriage FeastAfter the sribes and rulers had withdrawn, Jesus addressed himself again to the assembled rowdand spoke the parable of the wedding feast. He said:\The kingdom of heaven may be likened to a ertain king who made a marriage feast for his sonand dispathed messengers to all those who had previously been invited to the feast to ome, saying,`Everything is ready for the marriage supper at the king's palae.' Now, many of those who hadone promised to attend, at this time refused to ome. When the king heard of these rejetions ofhis invitation, he sent other servants and messengers, saying: `Tell all those who were bidden, toome, for, behold, my dinner is ready. My oxen and my fatlings are killed, and all is in readinessfor the elebration of the forthoming marriage of my son.' But again did the thoughtless makelight of this all of their king, and they went their ways, one to the farm, another to the pottery,and others to their merhandise. Still others were not ontent thus to slight the king's all, but inopen rebellion they laid hands on the king's messengers and shamefully mistreated them, even killingsome of them. And when the king pereived that his hosen guests, even those who had aepted1728



his preliminary invitation and had promised to attend the wedding feast, had �nally rejeted his alland in rebellion had assaulted and slain his hosen messengers, he was exeedingly wroth. And thenthis insulted king ordered out his armies and the armies of his allies and instruted them to destroythese rebellious murderers and to burn down their ity.\And when he had punished those who spurned his invitation, he appointed yet another day forthe wedding feast and said to his messengers: `They who were �rst bidden to the wedding were notworthy; so go now into the parting of the ways and into the highways and even beyond the borders ofthe ity, and as many as you shall �nd, bid even these strangers to ome in and attend this weddingfeast.' And then these servants went out into the highways and the out-of-the-way plaes, and theygathered together as many as they found, good and bad, rih and poor, so that at last the weddinghamber was �lled with willing guests. When all was ready, the king ame in to view his guests, andmuh to his surprise he saw there a man without a wedding garment. The king, sine he had freelyprovided wedding garments for all his guests, addressing this man, said: `Friend, how is it that youome into my guest hamber on this oasion without a wedding garment?' And this unpreparedman was speehless. Then said the king to his servants: `Cast out this thoughtless guest from myhouse to share the lot of all the others who have spurned my hospitality and rejeted my all. I willhave none here exept those who delight to aept my invitation, and who do me the honor to wearthose guest garments so freely provided for all.' "After speaking this parable, Jesus was about to dismiss the multitude when a sympatheti believer,making his way through the rowds toward him, asked: \But, Master, how shall we know about thesethings? how shall we be ready for the king's invitation? what sign will you give us whereby we shallknow that you are the Son of God?" And when the Master heard this, he said, \Only one sign shallbe given you." And then, pointing to his own body, he ontinued, \Destroy this temple, and in threedays I will raise it up." But they did not understand him, and as they dispersed, they talked amongthemselves, saying, \Almost �fty years has this temple been in building, and yet he says he willdestroy it and raise it up in three days." Even his own apostles did not omprehend the signi�aneof this utterane, but subsequently, after his resurretion, they realled what he had said.About four o'lok this afternoon Jesus bekoned to his apostles and indiated that he desiredto leave the temple and to go to Bethany for their evening meal and a night of rest. On the wayup Olivet Jesus instruted Andrew, Philip, and Thomas that, on the morrow, they should establisha amp nearer the ity whih they ould oupy during the remainder of the Passover week. Inompliane with this instrution the following morning they pithed their tents in the hillside ravineoverlooking the publi amping park of Gethsemane, on a plot of ground belonging to Simon ofBethany.Again it was a silent group of Jews who made their way up the western slope of Olivet on thisMonday night. These twelve men, as never before, were beginning to sense that something tragiwas about to happen. While the dramati leansing of the temple during the early morning hadaroused their hopes of seeing the Master assert himself and manifest his mighty powers, the events ofthe entire afternoon only operated as an antilimax in that they all pointed to the ertain rejetionof Jesus' teahing by the Jewish authorities. The apostles were gripped by suspense and were heldin the �rm grasp of a terrible unertainty. They realized that only a few short days ould intervenebetween the events of the day just passed and the rash of an impending doom. They all felt thatsomething tremendous was about to happen, but they knew not what to expet. They went to theirvarious plaes for rest, but they slept very little. Even the Alpheus twins were at last aroused to therealization that the events of the Master's life were moving swiftly toward their �nal ulmination.
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Chapter 174Tuesday Morning in the TempleABOUT seven o'lok on this Tuesday morning Jesus met the apostles, the women's orps, andsome two dozen other prominent disiples at the home of Simon. At this meeting he said farewell toLazarus, giving him that instrution whih led him so soon to ee to Philadelphia in Perea, wherehe later beame onneted with the missionary movement having its headquarters in that ity. Jesusalso said good-bye to the aged Simon, and gave his parting advie to the women's orps, as he neveragain formally addressed them.This morning he greeted eah of the twelve with a personal salutation. To Andrew he said: \Benot dismayed by the events just ahead. Keep a �rm hold on your brethren and see that they do not�nd you downast." To Peter he said: \Put not your trust in the arm of esh nor in weapons ofsteel. Establish yourself on the spiritual foundations of the eternal roks." To James he said: \Falternot beause of outward appearanes. Remain �rm in your faith, and you shall soon know of thereality of that whih you believe." To John he said: \Be gentle; love even your enemies; be tolerant.And remember that I have trusted you with many things." To Nathaniel he said: \Judge not byappearanes; remain �rm in your faith when all appears to vanish; be true to your ommission asan ambassador of the kingdom." To Philip he said: \Be unmoved by the events now impending.Remain unshaken, even when you annot see the way. Be loyal to your oath of onseration." ToMatthew he said: \Forget not the mery that reeived you into the kingdom. Let no man heat youof your eternal reward. As you have withstood the inlinations of the mortal nature, be willing tobe steadfast." To Thomas he said: \No matter how diÆult it may be, just now you must walk byfaith and not by sight. Doubt not that I am able to �nish the work I have begun, and that I shalleventually see all of my faithful ambassadors in the kingdom beyond." To the Alpheus twins he said:\Do not allow the things whih you annot understand to rush you. Be true to the a�etions ofyour hearts and put not your trust in either great men or the hanging attitude of the people. Standby your brethren." And to Simon Zelotes he said: \Simon, you may be rushed by disappointment,but your spirit shall rise above all that may ome upon you. What you have failed to learn fromme, my spirit will teah you. Seek the true realities of the spirit and ease to be attrated by unrealand material shadows." And to Judas Isariot he said: \Judas, I have loved you and have prayedthat you would love your brethren. Be not weary in well doing; and I would warn you to beware theslippery paths of attery and the poison darts of ridiule."And when he had onluded these greetings, he departed for Jerusalem with Andrew, Peter,James, and John as the other apostles set about the establishment of the Gethsemane amp, wherethey were to go that night, and where they made their headquarters for the remainder of the Master'slife in the esh. About halfway down the slope of Olivet Jesus paused and visited more than an hourwith the four apostles.
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174.1 Divine ForgivenessFor several days Peter and James had been engaged in disussing their di�erenes of opinion aboutthe Master's teahing regarding the forgiveness of sin. They had both agreed to lay the matter beforeJesus, and Peter embraed this oasion as a �tting opportunity for seuring the Master's ounsel.Aordingly, Simon Peter broke in on the onversation dealing with the di�erenes between praiseand worship, by asking: \Master, James and I are not in aord regarding your teahings having todo with the forgiveness of sin. James laims you teah that the Father forgives us even before weask him, and I maintain that repentane and onfession must preede the forgiveness. Whih of usis right? what do you say?"After a short silene Jesus looked signi�antly at all four and answered: \My brethren, you errin your opinions beause you do not omprehend the nature of those intimate and loving relationsbetween the reature and the Creator, between man and God. You fail to grasp that understandingsympathy whih the wise parent entertains for his immature and sometimes erring hild. It is indeeddoubtful whether intelligent and a�etionate parents are ever alled upon to forgive an averageand normal hild. Understanding relationships assoiated with attitudes of love e�etively preventall those estrangements whih later neessitate the readjustment of repentane by the hild withforgiveness by the parent.\A part of every father lives in the hild. The father enjoys priority and superiority of under-standing in all matters onneted with the hild-parent relationship. The parent is able to view theimmaturity of the hild in the light of the more advaned parental maturity, the riper experiene ofthe older partner. With the earthly hild and the heavenly Father, the divine parent possesses in�n-ity and divinity of sympathy and apaity for loving understanding. Divine forgiveness is inevitable;it is inherent and inalienable in God's in�nite understanding, in his perfet knowledge of all thatonerns the mistaken judgment and erroneous hoosing of the hild. Divine justie is so eternallyfair that it unfailingly embodies understanding mery.\When a wise man understands the inner impulses of his fellows, he will love them. And whenyou love your brother, you have already forgiven him. This apaity to understand man's natureand forgive his apparent wrongdoing is Godlike. If you are wise parents, this is the way you will loveand understand your hildren, even forgive them when transient misunderstanding has apparentlyseparated you. The hild, being immature and laking in the fuller understanding of the depth ofthe hild-father relationship, must frequently feel a sense of guilty separation from a father's fullapproval, but the true father is never onsious of any suh separation. Sin is an experiene ofreature onsiousness; it is not a part of God's onsiousness.\Your inability or unwillingness to forgive your fellows is the measure of your immaturity, yourfailure to attain adult sympathy, understanding, and love. You hold grudges and nurse vengefulnessin diret proportion to your ignorane of the inner nature and true longings of your hildren andyour fellow beings. Love is the outworking of the divine and inner urge of life. It is founded onunderstanding, nurtured by unsel�sh servie, and perfeted in wisdom."174.2 Questions by the Jewish RulersOn Monday evening there had been held a ounil between the Sanhedrin and some �fty additionalleaders seleted from among the sribes, Pharisees, and the Sadduees. It was the onsensus of thismeeting that it would be dangerous to arrest Jesus in publi beause of his hold upon the a�etionsof the ommon people. It was also the opinion of the majority that a determined e�ort should bemade to disredit him in the eyes of the multitude before he should be arrested and brought to trial.Aordingly, several groups of learned men were designated to be on hand the next morning in the1732



temple to undertake to entrap him with diÆult questions and otherwise to seek to embarrass himbefore the people. At last, the Pharisees, Sadduees, and even the Herodians were all united in thise�ort to disredit Jesus in the eyes of the Passover multitudes.Tuesday morning, when Jesus arrived in the temple ourt and began to teah, he had uttered butfew words when a group of the younger students from the aademies, who had been rehearsed forthis purpose, ame forward and by their spokesman addressed Jesus: \Master, we know you are arighteous teaher, and we know that you prolaim the ways of truth, and that you serve only God, foryou fear no man, and that you are no respeter of persons. We are only students, and we would knowthe truth about a matter whih troubles us; our diÆulty is this: Is it lawful for us to give tribute toCaesar? Shall we give or shall we not give?" Jesus, pereiving their hyporisy and raftiness, said tothem: \Why do you thus ome to tempt me? Show me the tribute money, and I will answer you."And when they handed him a denarius, he looked at it and said, \Whose image and supersriptiondoes this oin bear?" And when they answered him, \Caesar's," Jesus said, \Render to Caesar thethings that are Caesar's and render to God the things that are God's."When he had thus answered these young sribes and their Herodian aomplies, they withdrewfrom his presene, and the people, even the Sadduees, enjoyed their disom�ture. Even the youthswho had endeavored to entrap him marveled greatly at the unexpeted sagaity of the Master'sanswer.The previous day the rulers had sought to trip him before the multitude on matters of elesiastialauthority, and having failed, they now sought to involve him in a damaging disussion of ivilauthority. Both Pilate and Herod were in Jerusalem at this time, and Jesus' enemies onjeturedthat, if he would dare to advise against the payment of tribute to Caesar, they ould go at onebefore the Roman authorities and harge him with sedition. On the other hand, if he should advisethe payment of tribute in so many words, they rightly alulated that suh a pronounement wouldgreatly wound the national pride of his Jewish hearers, thereby alienating the good will and a�etionof the multitude.In all this the enemies of Jesus were defeated sine it was a well-known ruling of the Sanhedrin,made for the guidane of the Jews dispersed among the gentile nations, that the \right of oinagearried with it the right to levy taxes." In this manner Jesus avoided their trap. To have answered\No" to their question would have been equivalent to initing rebellion; to have answered \Yes"would have shoked the deep-rooted nationalist sentiments of that day. The Master did not evadethe question; he merely employed the wisdom of making a double reply. Jesus was never evasive, buthe was always wise in his dealings with those who sought to harass and destroy him.174.3 The Sadduees and the ResurretionBefore Jesus ould get started with his teahing, another group ame forward to question him, thistime a ompany of the learned and rafty Sadduees. Their spokesman, drawing near to him, said:\Master, Moses said that if a married man should die, leaving no hildren, his brother should takethe wife and raise up seed for the deeased brother. Now there ourred a ase where a ertain manwho had six brothers died hildless; his next brother took his wife but also soon died, leaving nohildren. Likewise did the seond brother take the wife, but he also died leaving no o�spring. And soon until all six of the brothers had had her, and all six of them passed on without leaving hildren.And then, after them all, the woman herself died. Now, what we would like to ask you is this: Inthe resurretion whose wife will she be sine all seven of these brothers had her?"Jesus knew, and so did the people, that these Sadduees were not sinere in asking this questionbeause it was not likely that suh a ase would really our; and besides, this pratie of the brothersof a dead man seeking to beget hildren for him was pratially a dead letter at this time among1733



the Jews. Nevertheless, Jesus ondesended to reply to their mishievous question. He said: \Youall do err in asking suh questions beause you know neither the Sriptures nor the living power ofGod. You know that the sons of this world an marry and are given in marriage, but you do notseem to understand that they who are aounted worthy to attain the worlds to ome, through theresurretion of the righteous, neither marry nor are given in marriage. Those who experiene theresurretion from the dead are more like the angels of heaven, and they never die. These resurretedones are eternally the sons of God; they are the hildren of light resurreted into the progress ofeternal life. And even your Father Moses understood this, for, in onnetion with his experienes atthe burning bush, he heard the Father say, `I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaa, and theGod of Jaob.' And so, along with Moses, do I delare that my Father is not the God of the deadbut of the living. In him you all do live, reprodue, and possess your mortal existene."When Jesus had �nished answering these questions, the Sadduees withdrew, and some of thePharisees so far forgot themselves as to exlaim, \True, true, Master, you have well answered theseunbelieving Sadduees." The Sadduees dared not ask him any more questions, and the ommonpeople marveled at the wisdom of his teahing.Jesus appealed only to Moses in his enounter with the Sadduees beause this religio-politialset aknowledged the validity of only the �ve so-alled Books of Moses; they did not allow thatthe teahings of the prophets were admissible as a basis of dotrinal dogmas. The Master in hisanswer, though positively aÆrming the fat of the survival of mortal reatures by the tehnique ofthe resurretion, did not in any sense speak approvingly of the Pharisai beliefs in the resurretionof the literal human body. The point Jesus wished to emphasize was: That the Father had said, \Iam the God of Abraham, Isaa, and Jaob," not I was their God.The Sadduees had thought to subjet Jesus to the withering inuene of ridiule, knowing fullwell that perseution in publi would most ertainly reate further sympathy for him in the mindsof the multitude.174.4 The Great CommandmentAnother group of Sadduees had been instruted to ask Jesus entangling questions about angels, butwhen they beheld the fate of their omrades who had sought to entrap him with questions onerningthe resurretion, they very wisely deided to hold their peae; they retired without asking a question.It was the prearranged plan of the onfederated Pharisees, sribes, Sadduees, and Herodians to �llup the entire day with these entangling questions, hoping thereby to disredit Jesus before the peopleand at the same time e�etively to prevent his having any time for the prolamation of his disturbingteahings.Then ame forward one of the groups of the Pharisees to ask harassing questions, and thespokesman, signaling to Jesus, said: \Master, I am a lawyer, and I would like to ask you whih,in your opinion, is the greatest ommandment?" Jesus answered: \There is but one ommandment,and that one is the greatest of all, and that ommandment is: `Hear O Israel, the Lord our God,the Lord is one; and you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul,with all your mind and with all your strength.' This is the �rst and great ommandment. And theseond ommandment is like this �rst; indeed, it springs diretly therefrom, and it is: `You shalllove your neighbor as yourself.' There is no other ommandment greater than these; on these twoommandments hang all the law and the prophets."When the lawyer pereived that Jesus had answered not only in aordane with the highestonept of Jewish religion, but that he had also answered wisely in the sight of the assembledmultitude, he thought it the better part of valor openly to ommend the Master's reply. Aordingly,he said: \Of a truth, Master, you have well said that God is one and there is none beside him; and1734



that to love him with all the heart, understanding, and strength, and also to love one's neighbor asone's self, is the �rst and great ommandment; and we are agreed that this great ommandment ismuh more to be regarded than all the burnt o�erings and sari�es." When the lawyer answeredthus disreetly, Jesus looked down upon him and said, \My friend, I pereive that you are not farfrom the kingdom of God."Jesus spoke the truth when he referred to this lawyer as being \not far from the kingdom," forthat very night he went out to the Master's amp near Gethsemane, professed faith in the gospel ofthe kingdom, and was baptized by Josiah, one of the disiples of Abner.Two or three other groups of the sribes and Pharisees were present and had intended to askquestions, but they were either disarmed by Jesus' answer to the lawyer, or they were deterred bythe disom�ture of all who had undertaken to ensnare him. After this no man dared to ask himanother question in publi.When no more questions were forthoming, and as the noon hour was near, Jesus did not resumehis teahing but was ontent merely to ask the Pharisees and their assoiates a question. Said Jesus:\Sine you ask no more questions, I would like to ask you one. What do you think of the Deliverer?That is, whose son is he?" After a brief pause one of the sribes answered, \The Messiah is the sonof David." And sine Jesus knew that there had been muh debate, even among his own disiples, asto whether or not he was the son of David, he asked this further question: \If the Deliverer is indeedthe son of David, how is it that, in the Psalm whih you aredit to David, he himself, speakingin the spirit, says, `The Lord said to my lord, sit on my right hand until I make your enemies thefootstool of your feet.' If David alls him Lord, how then an he be his son?" Although the rulers,the sribes, and the hief priests made no reply to this question, they likewise refrained from askinghim any more questions in an e�ort to entangle him. They never answered this question whih Jesusput to them, but after the Master's death they attempted to esape the diÆulty by hanging theinterpretation of this Psalm so as to make it refer to Abraham instead of the Messiah. Others soughtto esape the dilemma by disallowing that David was the author of this so-alled Messiani Psalm.A short time bak the Pharisees had enjoyed the manner in whih the Sadduees had been silenedby the Master; now the Sadduees were delighted by the failure of the Pharisees; but suh rivalrywas only momentary; they speedily forgot their time-honored di�erenes in the united e�ort to stopJesus' teahings and doings. But throughout all of these experienes the ommon people heard himgladly.174.5 The Inquiring GreeksAbout noontime, as Philip was purhasing supplies for the new amp whih was that day beingestablished near Gethsemane, he was aosted by a delegation of strangers, a group of believingGreeks from Alexandria, Athens, and Rome, whose spokesman said to the apostle: \You have beenpointed out to us by those who know you; so we ome to you, Sir, with the request to see Jesus, yourMaster." Philip was taken by surprise thus to meet these prominent and inquiring Greek gentilesin the market plae, and, sine Jesus had so expliitly harged all of the twelve not to engage inany publi teahing during the Passover week, he was a bit perplexed as to the right way to handlethis matter. He was also disonerted beause these men were foreign gentiles. If they had beenJews or near-by and familiar gentiles, he would not have hesitated so markedly. What he did wasthis: He asked these Greeks to remain right where they were. As he hastened away, they supposedthat he went in searh of Jesus, but in reality he hurried o� to the home of Joseph, where he knewAndrew and the other apostles were at lunh; and alling Andrew out, he explained the purpose ofhis oming, and then, aompanied by Andrew, he returned to the waiting Greeks.Sine Philip had about �nished the purhasing of supplies, he and Andrew returned with the1735



Greeks to the home of Joseph, where Jesus reeived them; and they sat near while he spoke to hisapostles and a number of leading disiples assembled at this lunheon. Said Jesus:\My Father sent me to this world to reveal his loving-kindness to the hildren of men, but thoseto whom I �rst ame have refused to reeive me. True, indeed, many of you have believed my gospelfor yourselves, but the hildren of Abraham and their leaders are about to rejet me, and in so doingthey will rejet Him who sent me. I have freely prolaimed the gospel of salvation to this people;I have told them of sonship with joy, liberty, and life more abundant in the spirit. My Father hasdone many wonderful works among these fear-ridden sons of men. But truly did the Prophet Isaiahrefer to this people when he wrote: `Lord, who has believed our teahings? And to whom has theLord been revealed?' Truly have the leaders of my people deliberately blinded their eyes that theysee not, and hardened their hearts lest they believe and be saved. All these years have I sought toheal them of their unbelief that they might be reipients of the Father's eternal salvation. I knowthat not all have failed me; some of you have indeed believed my message. In this room now are afull sore of men who were one members of the Sanhedrin, or who were high in the ounils of thenation, albeit even some of you still shrink from open onfession of the truth lest they ast you outof the synagogue. Some of you are tempted to love the glory of men more than the glory of God.But I am onstrained to show forbearane sine I fear for the safety and loyalty of even some of thosewho have been so long near me, and who have lived so lose by my side.\In this banquet hamber I pereive there are assembled Jews and gentiles in about equal numbers,and I would address you as the �rst and last of suh a group that I may instrut in the a�airs of thekingdom before I go to my Father."These Greeks had been in faithful attendane upon Jesus' teahing in the temple. On Mondayevening they had held a onferene at the home of Niodemus, whih lasted until the dawn of day,and thirty of them had eleted to enter the kingdom.As Jesus stood before them at this time, he pereived the end of one dispensation and the beginningof another. Turning his attention to the Greeks, the Master said:\He who believes this gospel, believes not merely in me but in Him who sent me. When youlook upon me, you see not only the Son of Man but also Him who sent me. I am the light of theworld, and whosoever will believe my teahing shall no longer abide in darkness. If you gentiles willhear me, you shall reeive the words of life and shall enter forthwith into the joyous liberty of thetruth of sonship with God. If my fellow ountrymen, the Jews, hoose to rejet me and to refusemy teahings, I will not sit in judgment on them, for I ame not to judge the world but to o�er itsalvation. Nevertheless, they who rejet me and refuse to reeive my teahing shall be brought tojudgment in due season by my Father and those whom he has appointed to sit in judgment on suhas rejet the gift of mery and the truths of salvation. Remember, all of you, that I speak not ofmyself, but that I have faithfully delared to you that whih the Father ommanded I should revealto the hildren of men. And these words whih the Father direted me to speak to the world arewords of divine truth, everlasting mery, and eternal life.\But to both Jew and gentile I delare the hour has about ome when the Son of Man will beglori�ed. You well know that, exept a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it abides alone;but if it dies in good soil, it springs up again to life and bears muh fruit. He who sel�shly loveshis life stands in danger of losing it; but he who is willing to lay down his life for my sake and thegospel's shall enjoy a more abundant existene on earth and in heaven, life eternal. If you will trulyfollow me, even after I have gone to my Father, then shall you beome my disiples and the sinereservants of your fellow mortals.\I know my hour is approahing, and I am troubled. I pereive that my people are determinedto spurn the kingdom, but I am rejoied to reeive these truth-seeking gentiles who ome here todayinquiring for the way of light. Nevertheless, my heart ahes for my people, and my soul is distraught1736



by that whih lies just before me. What shall I say as I look ahead and disern what is about tobefall me? Shall I say, Father save me from this awful hour? No! For this very purpose have I omeinto the world and even to this hour. Rather will I say, and pray that you will join me: Father,glorify your name; your will be done."When Jesus had thus spoken, the Personalized Adjuster of his indwelling during prebaptismaltimes appeared before him, and as he paused notieably, this now mighty spirit of the Father'srepresentation spoke to Jesus of Nazareth, saying: \I have glori�ed my name in your bestowals manytimes, and I will glorify it one more."While the Jews and gentiles here assembled heard no voie, they ould not fail to disern thatthe Master had paused in his speaking while a message ame to him from some superhuman soure.They all said, every man to the one who was by him, \An angel has spoken to him."Then Jesus ontinued to speak: \All this has not happened for my sake but for yours. I know ofa ertainty that the Father will reeive me and aept my mission in your behalf, but it is needfulthat you be enouraged and be made ready for the �ery trial whih is just ahead. Let me assure youthat vitory shall eventually rown our united e�orts to enlighten the world and liberate mankind.The old order is bringing itself to judgment; the Prine of this world I have ast down; and all menshall beome free by the light of the spirit whih I will pour out upon all esh after I have asendedto my Father in heaven.\And now I delare to you that I, if I be lifted up on earth and in your lives, will draw all mento myself and into the fellowship of my Father. You have believed that the Deliverer would abideon earth forever, but I delare that the Son of Man will be rejeted by men, and that he will gobak to the Father. Only a little while will I be with you; only a little time will the living light beamong this darkened generation. Walk while you have this light so that the onoming darkness andonfusion may not overtake you. He who walks in the darkness knows not where he goes; but if youwill hoose to walk in the light, you shall all indeed beome liberated sons of God. And now, all ofyou, ome with me while we go bak to the temple and I speak farewell words to the hief priests,the sribes, the Pharisees, the Sadduees, the Herodians, and the benighted rulers of Israel."Having thus spoken, Jesus led the way over the narrow streets of Jerusalem bak to the temple.They had just heard the Master say that this was to be his farewell disourse in the temple, andthey followed him in silene and in deep meditation.
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Chapter 175The Last Temple DisourseSHORTLY after two o'lok on this Tuesday afternoon, Jesus, aompanied by eleven apostles,Joseph of Arimathea, the thirty Greeks, and ertain other disiples, arrived at the temple and beganthe delivery of his last address in the ourts of the sared edi�e. This disourse was intended to behis last appeal to the Jewish people and the �nal inditment of his vehement enemies and would-be destroyers - the sribes, Pharisees, Sadduees, and the hief rulers of Israel. Throughout theforenoon the various groups had had an opportunity to question Jesus; this afternoon no one askedhim a question.As the Master began to speak, the temple ourt was quiet and orderly. The money-hangers andthe merhandisers had not dared again to enter the temple sine Jesus and the aroused multitude haddriven them out the previous day. Before beginning the disourse, Jesus tenderly looked down uponthis audiene whih was so soon to hear his farewell publi address of mery to mankind oupledwith his last denuniation of the false teahers and the bigoted rulers of the Jews.175.1 The Disourse\This long time have I been with you, going up and down in the land prolaiming the Father's lovefor the hildren of men, and many have seen the light and, by faith, have entered into the kingdom ofheaven. In onnetion with this teahing and preahing the Father has done many wonderful works,even to the resurretion of the dead. Many sik and a�ited have been made whole beause theybelieved; but all of this prolamation of truth and healing of disease has not opened the eyes of thosewho refuse to see light, those who are determined to rejet this gospel of the kingdom.\In every manner onsistent with doing my Father's will, I and my apostles have done our utmostto live in peae with our brethren, to onform with the reasonable requirements of the laws of Mosesand the traditions of Israel. We have persistently sought peae, but the leaders of Israel will not haveit. By rejeting the truth of God and the light of heaven, they are aligning themselves on the sideof error and darkness. There annot be peae between light and darkness, between life and death,between truth and error.\Many of you have dared to believe my teahings and have already entered into the joy and libertyof the onsiousness of sonship with God. And you will bear me witness that I have o�ered this samesonship with God to all the Jewish nation, even to these very men who now seek my destrution.And even now would my Father reeive these blinded teahers and these hyporitial leaders if theywould only turn to him and aept his mery. Even now it is not too late for this people to reeivethe word of heaven and to welome the Son of Man.\My Father has long dealt in mery with this people. Generation after generation have we sent our1739



prophets to teah and warn them, and generation after generation have they killed these heaven-sentteahers. And now do your willful high priests and stubborn rulers go right on doing this same thing.As Herod brought about the death of John, you likewise now make ready to destroy the Son of Man.\As long as there is a hane that the Jews will turn to my Father and seek salvation, the God ofAbraham, Isaa, and Jaob will keep his hands of mery outstrethed toward you; but when you haveone �lled up your up of impenitene, and when one you have �nally rejeted my Father's mery,this nation will be left to its own ounsels, and it shall speedily ome to an inglorious end. Thispeople was alled to beome the light of the world, to show forth the spiritual glory of a God-knowingrae, but you have so far departed from the ful�llment of your divine privileges that your leaders areabout to ommit the supreme folly of all the ages in that they are on the verge of �nally rejetingthe gift of God to all men and for all ages - the revelation of the love of the Father in heaven for allhis reatures on earth.\And when you do one rejet this revelation of God to man, the kingdom of heaven shall begiven to other peoples, to those who will reeive it with joy and gladness. In the name of the Fatherwho sent me, I solemnly warn you that you are about to lose your position in the world as thestandard-bearers of eternal truth and the ustodians of the divine law. I am just now o�ering youyour last hane to ome forward and repent, to signify your intention to seek God with all yourhearts and to enter, like little hildren and by sinere faith, into the seurity and salvation of thekingdom of heaven.\My Father has long worked for your salvation, and I ame down to live among you and personallyshow you the way. Many of both the Jews and the Samaritans, and even the gentiles, have believedthe gospel of the kingdom, but those who should be �rst to ome forward and aept the light ofheaven have steadfastly refused to believe the revelation of the truth of God - God revealed in manand man uplifted to God.\This afternoon my apostles stand here before you in silene, but you shall soon hear their voiesringing out with the all to salvation and with the urge to unite with the heavenly kingdom as thesons of the living God. And now I all to witness these, my disiples and believers in the gospel ofthe kingdom, as well as the unseen messengers by their sides, that I have one more o�ered Israel andher rulers deliverane and salvation. But you all behold how the Father's mery is slighted and howthe messengers of truth are rejeted. Nevertheless, I admonish you that these sribes and Phariseesstill sit in Moses' seat, and therefore, until the Most Highs who rule in the kingdoms of men shall�nally overthrow this nation and destroy the plae of these rulers, I bid you o-operate with theseelders in Israel. You are not required to unite with them in their plans to destroy the Son of Man,but in everything related to the peae of Israel you are to be subjet to them. In all these mattersdo whatsoever they bid you and observe the essentials of the law but do not pattern after their evilworks. Remember, this is the sin of these rulers: They say that whih is good, but they do it not.You well know how these leaders bind heavy burdens on your shoulders, burdens grievous to bear,and that they will not lift as muh as one �nger to help you bear these weighty burdens. They haveoppressed you with eremonies and enslaved you by traditions.\Furthermore, these self-entered rulers delight in doing their good works so that they will beseen by men. They make broad their phylateries and enlarge the borders of their oÆial robes.They rave the hief plaes at the feasts and demand the hief seats in the synagogues. They ovetlaudatory salutations in the market plaes and desire to be alled rabbi by all men. And even whilethey seek all this honor from men, they seretly lay hold of widows' houses and take pro�t from theservies of the sared temple. For a pretense these hyporites make long prayers in publi and givealms to attrat the notie of their fellows.\While you should honor your rulers and reverene your teahers, you should all no man Fatherin the spiritual sense, for there is one who is your Father, even God. Neither should you seek to lordit over your brethren in the kingdom. Remember, I have taught you that he who would be greatest1740



among you should beome the server of all. If you presume to exalt yourselves before God, you willertainly be humbled; but whoso truly humbles himself will surely be exalted. Seek in your dailylives, not self-glori�ation, but the glory of God. Intelligently subordinate your own wills to the willof the Father in heaven.\Mistake not my words. I bear no malie toward these hief priests and rulers who even now seekmy destrution; I have no ill will for these sribes and Pharisees who rejet my teahings. I knowthat many of you believe in seret, and I know you will openly profess your allegiane to the kingdomwhen my hour omes. But how will your rabbis justify themselves sine they profess to talk withGod and then presume to rejet and destroy him who omes to reveal the Father to the worlds?\Woe upon you, sribes and Pharisees, hyporites! You would shut the doors of the kingdom ofheaven against sinere men beause they happen to be unlearned in the ways of your teahing. Yourefuse to enter the kingdom and at the same time do everything within your power to prevent allothers from entering. You stand with your baks to the doors of salvation and �ght with all whowould enter therein.\Woe upon you, sribes and Pharisees, hyporites that you are! for you do indeed enompass landand sea to make one proselyte, and when you have sueeded, you are not ontent until you havemade him twofold worse than he was as a hild of the heathen.\Woe upon you, hief priests and rulers who lay hold of the property of the poor and demandheavy dues of those who would serve God as they think Moses ordained! You who refuse to showmery, an you hope for mery in the worlds to ome?\Woe upon you, false teahers, blind guides! What an be expeted of a nation when the blindlead the blind? They both shall stumble into the pit of destrution.\Woe upon you who dissimulate when you take an oath! You are triksters sine you teah that aman may swear by the temple and break his oath, but that whoso swears by the gold in the templemust remain bound. You are all fools and blind. You are not even onsistent in your dishonesty, forwhih is the greater, the gold or the temple whih has supposedly santi�ed the gold? You also teahthat, if a man swears by the altar, it is nothing; but that, if one swears by the gift that is upon thealtar, then shall he be held as a debtor. Again are you blind to the truth, for whih is the greater,the gift or the altar whih santi�es the gift? How an you justify suh hyporisy and dishonesty inthe sight of the God of heaven?\Woe upon you, sribes and Pharisees and all other hyporites who make sure that they tithemint, anise, and umin and at the same time disregard the weightier matters of the law - faith, mery,and judgment! Within reason, the one you ought to have done but not to have left the other undone.You are truly blind guides and dumb teahers; you strain out the gnat and swallow the amel.\Woe upon you, sribes, Pharisees, and hyporites! for you are srupulous to leanse the outsideof the up and the platter, but within there remains the �lth of extortion, exesses, and deeption.You are spiritually blind. Do you not reognize how muh better it would be �rst to leanse theinside of the up, and then that whih spills over would of itself leanse the outside? You wikedreprobates! you make the outward performanes of your religion to onform with the letter of yourinterpretation of Moses' law while your souls are steeped in iniquity and �lled with murder.\Woe upon all of you who rejet truth and spurn mery! Many of you are like whited sepulhres,whih outwardly appear beautiful but within are full of dead men's bones and all sorts of unleanness.Even so do you who knowingly rejet the ounsel of God appear outwardly to men as holy andrighteous, but inwardly your hearts are �lled with hyporisy and iniquity.\Woe upon you, false guides of a nation! Over yonder have you built a monument to the martyredprophets of old, while you plot to destroy Him of whom they spoke. You garnish the tombs of therighteous and atter yourselves that, had you lived in the days of your fathers, you would not have1741



killed the prophets; and then in the fae of suh self-righteous thinking you make ready to slay himof whom the prophets spoke, the Son of Man. Inasmuh as you do these things, are you witness toyourselves that you are the wiked sons of them who slew the prophets. Go on, then, and �ll up theup of your ondemnation to the full!\Woe upon you, hildren of evil! John did truly all you the o�spring of vipers, and I ask howan you esape the judgment that John pronouned upon you?\But even now I o�er you in my Father's name mery and forgiveness; even now I pro�er theloving hand of eternal fellowship. My Father has sent you the wise men and the prophets; someyou have perseuted and others you have killed. Then appeared John prolaiming the oming ofthe Son of Man, and him you destroyed after many had believed his teahing. And now you makeready to shed more innoent blood. Do you not omprehend that a terrible day of rekoning willome when the Judge of all the earth shall require of this people an aounting for the way theyhave rejeted, perseuted, and destroyed these messengers of heaven? Do you not understand thatyou must aount for all of this righteous blood, from the �rst prophet killed down to the times ofZehariah, who was slain between the santuary and the altar? And if you go on in your evil ways,this aounting may be required of this very generation.\O Jerusalem and the hildren of Abraham, you who have stoned the prophets and killed theteahers that were sent to you, even now would I gather your hildren together as a hen gathers herhikens under her wings, but you will not!\And now I take leave of you. You have heard my message and have made your deision. Thosewho have believed my gospel are even now safe within the kingdom of God. To you who have hosento rejet the gift of God, I say that you will no more see me teahing in the temple. My work foryou is done. Behold, I now go forth with my hildren, and your house is left to you desolate!"And then the Master bekoned his followers to depart from the temple.175.2 Status of Individual JewsThe fat that the spiritual leaders and the religious teahers of the Jewish nation onetime rejetedthe teahings of Jesus and onspired to bring about his ruel death, does not in any manner a�et thestatus of any individual Jew in his standing before God. And it should not ause those who professto be followers of the Christ to be prejudied against the Jew as a fellow mortal. The Jews, as anation, as a soiopolitial group, paid in full the terrible prie of rejeting the Prine of Peae. Longsine they eased to be the spiritual torhbearers of divine truth to the raes of mankind, but thisonstitutes no valid reason why the individual desendants of these long-ago Jews should be madeto su�er the perseutions whih have been visited upon them by intolerant, unworthy, and bigotedprofessed followers of Jesus of Nazareth, who was, himself, a Jew by natural birth.Many times has this unreasoning and un-Christlike hatred and perseution of modern Jews ter-minated in the su�ering and death of some innoent and uno�ending Jewish individual whose veryanestors, in the times of Jesus, heartily aepted his gospel and presently died uninhingly for thattruth whih they so wholeheartedly believed. What a shudder of horror passes over the onlookingelestial beings as they behold the professed followers of Jesus indulge themselves in perseuting,harassing, and even murdering the later-day desendants of Peter, Philip, Matthew, and others ofthe Palestinian Jews who so gloriously yielded up their lives as the �rst martyrs of the gospel of theheavenly kingdom!How ruel and unreasoning to ompel innoent hildren to su�er for the sins of their progenitors,misdeeds of whih they are wholly ignorant, and for whih they ould in no way be responsible! Andto do suh wiked deeds in the name of one who taught his disiples to love even their enemies! It1742



has beome neessary, in this reital of the life of Jesus, to portray the manner in whih ertain ofhis fellow Jews rejeted him and onspired to bring about his ignominious death; but we would warnall who read this narrative that the presentation of suh a historial reital in no way justi�es theunjust hatred, nor ondones the unfair attitude of mind, whih so many professed Christians havemaintained toward individual Jews for many enturies. Kingdom believers, those who follow theteahings of Jesus, must ease to mistreat the individual Jew as one who is guilty of the rejetionand rui�xion of Jesus. The Father and his Creator Son have never eased to love the Jews. Godis no respeter of persons, and salvation is for the Jew as well as for the gentile.175.3 The Fateful Sanhedrin MeetingAt eight o'lok on this Tuesday evening the fateful meeting of the Sanhedrin was alled to order.On many previous oasions had this supreme ourt of the Jewish nation informally dereed thedeath of Jesus. Many times had this august ruling body determined to put a stop to his work, butnever before had they resolved to plae him under arrest and to bring about his death at any andall osts. It was just before midnight on this Tuesday, April 4, A.D. 30, that the Sanhedrin, as thenonstituted, oÆially and unanimously voted to impose the death sentene upon both Jesus andLazarus. This was the answer to the Master's last appeal to the rulers of the Jews whih he hadmade in the temple only a few hours before, and it represented their reation of bitter resentmenttoward Jesus' last and vigorous inditment of these same hief priests and impenitent Saddueesand Pharisees. The passing of death sentene (even before his trial) upon the Son of God was theSanhedrin's reply to the last o�er of heavenly mery ever to be extended to the Jewish nation, assuh.From this time on the Jews were left to �nish their brief and short lease of national life wholly inaordane with their purely human status among the nations of Urantia. Israel had repudiated theSon of the God who made a ovenant with Abraham, and the plan to make the hildren of Abrahamthe light-bearers of truth to the world had been shattered. The divine ovenant had been abrogated,and the end of the Hebrew nation drew on apae.The oÆers of the Sanhedrin were given the orders for Jesus' arrest early the next morning,but with instrutions that he must not be apprehended in publi. They were told to plan to takehim in seret, preferably suddenly and at night. Understanding that he might not return that day(Wednesday) to teah in the temple, they instruted these oÆers of the Sanhedrin to \bring himbefore the high Jewish ourt sometime before midnight on Thursday."175.4 The Situation in JerusalemAt the onlusion of Jesus' last disourse in the temple, the apostles one more were left in onfusionand onsternation. Before the Master began his terrible denuniation of the Jewish rulers, Judashad returned to the temple, so that all twelve heard this latter half of Jesus' last disourse in thetemple. It is unfortunate that Judas Isariot ould not have heard the �rst and mery-pro�eringhalf of this farewell address. He did not hear this last o�er of mery to the Jewish rulers beausehe was still in onferene with a ertain group of Sadduean relatives and friends with whom he hadlunhed, and with whom he was onferring as to the most �tting manner of dissoiating himself fromJesus and his fellow apostles. It was while listening to the Master's �nal inditment of the Jewishleaders and rulers that Judas �nally and fully made up his mind to forsake the gospel movementand wash his hands of the whole enterprise. Nevertheless, he left the temple in ompany with thetwelve, went with them to Mount Olivet, where, with his fellow apostles, he listened to that fatefuldisourse on the destrution of Jerusalem and the end of the Jewish nation, and remained with them1743



that Tuesday night at the new amp near Gethsemane.The multitude who heard Jesus swing from his meriful appeal to the Jewish leaders into thatsudden and sathing rebuke whih bordered on ruthless denuniation, were stunned and bewildered.That night, while the Sanhedrin sat in death judgment upon Jesus, and while the Master sat withhis apostles and ertain of his disiples out on the Mount of Olives foretelling the death of the Jewishnation, all Jerusalem was given over to the serious and suppressed disussion of just one question:\What will they do with Jesus?"At the home of Niodemus more than thirty prominent Jews who were seret believers in thekingdom met and debated what ourse they would pursue in ase an open break with the Sanhedrinshould ome. All present agreed that they would make open aknowledgment of their allegiane tothe Master in the very hour they should hear of his arrest. And that is just what they did.The Sadduees, who now ontrolled and dominated the Sanhedrin, were desirous of making awaywith Jesus for the following reasons:1. They feared that the inreased popular favor with whih the multitude regarded him threatenedto endanger the existene of the Jewish nation by possible involvement with the Roman authorities.2. His zeal for temple reform struk diretly at their revenues; the leansing of the temple a�etedtheir poketbooks.3. They felt themselves responsible for the preservation of soial order, and they feared theonsequenes of the further spread of Jesus' strange and new dotrine of the brotherhood of man.The Pharisees had di�erent motives for wanting to see Jesus put to death. They feared himbeause:1. He was arrayed in telling opposition to their traditional hold upon the people. The Phariseeswere ultraonservative, and they bitterly resented these supposedly radial attaks upon their vestedprestige as religious teahers.2. They held that Jesus was a lawbreaker; that he had shown utter disregard for the Sabbath andnumerous other legal and eremonial requirements.3. They harged him with blasphemy beause he alluded to God as his Father.4. And now were they thoroughly angry with him beause of his last disourse of bitter de-nuniation whih he had this day delivered in the temple as the onluding portion of his farewelladdress.The Sanhedrin, having formally dereed the death of Jesus and having issued orders for his arrest,adjourned on this Tuesday near midnight, after appointing to meet at ten o'lok the next morningat the home of Caiaphas the high priest for the purpose of formulating the harges on whih Jesusshould be brought to trial.A small group of the Sadduees had atually proposed to dispose of Jesus by assassination, butthe Pharisees utterly refused to ountenane suh a proedure.And this was the situation in Jerusalem and among men on this eventful day while a vast onourseof elestial beings hovered over this momentous sene on earth, anxious to do something to assist theirbeloved Sovereign but powerless to at beause they were e�etively restrained by their ommandingsuperiors.
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Chapter 176Tuesday Evening on Mount OlivetTHIS Tuesday afternoon, as Jesus and the apostles passed out of the temple on their way to theGethsemane amp, Matthew, alling attention to the temple onstrution, said: \Master, observewhat manner of buildings these are. See the massive stones and the beautiful adornment; an itbe that these buildings are to be destroyed?" As they went on toward Olivet, Jesus said: \You seethese stones and this massive temple; verily, verily, I say to you: In the days soon to ome there shallnot be left one stone upon another. They shall all be thrown down." These remarks depiting thedestrution of the sared temple aroused the uriosity of the apostles as they walked along behindthe Master; they ould oneive of no event short of the end of the world whih would oasion thedestrution of the temple.In order to avoid the rowds passing along the Kidron valley toward Gethsemane, Jesus and hisassoiates were minded to limb up the western slope of Olivet for a short distane and then follow atrail over to their private amp near Gethsemane loated a short distane above the publi ampingground. As they turned to leave the road leading on to Bethany, they observed the temple, glori�edby the rays of the setting sun; and while they tarried on the mount, they saw the lights of the ityappear and beheld the beauty of the illuminated temple; and there, under the mellow light of thefull moon, Jesus and the twelve sat down. The Master talked with them, and presently Nathanielasked this question: \Tell us, Master, how shall we know when these events are about to ome topass?"176.1 The Destrution of JerusalemIn answering Nathaniel's question, Jesus said: \Yes, I will tell you about the times when this peopleshall have �lled up the up of their iniquity; when justie shall swiftly desend upon this ity ofour fathers. I am about to leave you; I go to the Father. After I leave you, take heed that no mandeeive you, for many will ome as deliverers and will lead many astray. When you hear of warsand rumors of wars, be not troubled, for though all these things will happen, the end of Jerusalemis not yet at hand. You should not be perturbed by famines or earthquakes; neither should you beonerned when you are delivered up to the ivil authorities and are perseuted for the sake of thegospel. You will be thrown out of the synagogue and put in prison for my sake, and some of youwill be killed. When you are brought up before governors and rulers, it shall be for a testimony ofyour faith and to show your steadfastness in the gospel of the kingdom. And when you stand beforejudges, be not anxious beforehand as to what you should say, for the spirit will teah you in thatvery hour what you should answer your adversaries. In these days of travail, even your own kinsfolk,under the leadership of those who have rejeted the Son of Man, will deliver you up to prison anddeath. For a time you may be hated by all men for my sake, but even in these perseutions I will1745



not forsake you; my spirit will not desert you. Be patient! doubt not that this gospel of the kingdomwill triumph over all enemies and, eventually, be prolaimed to all nations."Jesus paused while he looked down upon the ity. The Master realized that the rejetion of thespiritual onept of the Messiah, the determination to ling persistently and blindly to the materialmission of the expeted deliverer, would presently bring the Jews in diret onit with the powerfulRoman armies, and that suh a ontest ould only result in the �nal and omplete overthrow of theJewish nation. When his people rejeted his spiritual bestowal and refused to reeive the light ofheaven as it so merifully shone upon them, they thereby sealed their doom as an independent peoplewith a speial spiritual mission on earth. Even the Jewish leaders subsequently reognized that itwas this seular idea of the Messiah whih diretly led to the turbulene whih eventually broughtabout their destrution.Sine Jerusalem was to beome the radle of the early gospel movement, Jesus did not want itsteahers and preahers to perish in the terrible overthrow of the Jewish people in onnetion with thedestrution of Jerusalem; wherefore did he give these instrutions to his followers. Jesus was muhonerned lest some of his disiples beome involved in these soon-oming revolts and so perish inthe downfall of Jerusalem.Then Andrew inquired: \But, Master, if the Holy City and the temple are to be destroyed, and ifyou are not here to diret us, when should we forsake Jerusalem?" Said Jesus: \You may remain inthe ity after I have gone, even through these times of travail and bitter perseution, but when you�nally see Jerusalem being enompassed by the Roman armies after the revolt of the false prophets,then will you know that her desolation is at hand; then must you ee to the mountains. Let none whoare in the ity and around about tarry to save aught, neither let those who are outside dare to entertherein. There will be great tribulation, for these will be the days of gentile vengeane. And afteryou have deserted the ity, this disobedient people will fall by the edge of the sword and will be ledaptive into all nations; and so shall Jerusalem be trodden down by the gentiles. In the meantime,I warn you, be not deeived. If any man omes to you, saying, `Behold, here is the Deliverer,' or`Behold, there is he,' believe it not, for many false teahers will arise and many will be led astray;but you should not be deeived, for I have told you all this beforehand."The apostles sat in silene in the moonlight for a onsiderable time while these astounding pre-ditions of the Master sank into their bewildered minds. And it was in onformity with this verywarning that pratially the entire group of believers and disiples ed from Jerusalem upon the �rstappearane of the Roman troops, �nding a safe shelter in Pella to the north.Even after this expliit warning, many of Jesus' followers interpreted these preditions as referringto the hanges whih would obviously our in Jerusalem when the reappearing of the Messiah wouldresult in the establishment of the New Jerusalem and in the enlargement of the ity to beome theworld's apital. In their minds these Jews were determined to onnet the destrution of the templewith the \end of the world." They believed this New Jerusalem would �ll all Palestine; that theend of the world would be followed by the immediate appearane of the \new heavens and the newearth." And so it was not strange that Peter should say: \Master, we know that all things will passaway when the new heavens and the new earth appear, but how shall we know when you will returnto bring all this about?"When Jesus heard this, he was thoughtful for some time and then said: \You ever err sine youalways try to attah the new teahing to the old; you are determined to misunderstand all my teah-ing; you insist on interpreting the gospel in aordane with your established beliefs. Nevertheless,I will try to enlighten you."
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176.2 The Master's Seond ComingOn several oasions Jesus had made statements whih led his hearers to infer that, while he intendedpresently to leave this world, he would most ertainly return to onsummate the work of the heavenlykingdom. As the onvition grew on his followers that he was going to leave them, and after he haddeparted from this world, it was only natural for all believers to lay fast hold upon these promises toreturn. The dotrine of the seond oming of Christ thus beame early inorporated into the teahingsof the Christians, and almost every subsequent generation of disiples has devoutly believed this truthand has on�dently looked forward to his sometime oming.If they were to part with their Master and Teaher, how muh more did these �rst disiples andthe apostles grasp at this promise to return, and they lost no time in assoiating the prediteddestrution of Jerusalem with this promised seond oming. And they ontinued thus to interprethis words notwithstanding that, throughout this evening of instrution on Mount Olivet, the Mastertook partiular pains to prevent just suh a mistake.In further answer to Peter's question, Jesus said: \Why do you still look for the Son of Man tosit upon the throne of David and expet that the material dreams of the Jews will be ful�lled? HaveI not told you all these years that my kingdom is not of this world? The things whih you now lookdown upon are oming to an end, but this will be a new beginning out of whih the gospel of thekingdom will go to all the world and this salvation will spread to all peoples. And when the kingdomshall have ome to its full fruition, be assured that the Father in heaven will not fail to visit youwith an enlarged revelation of truth and an enhaned demonstration of righteousness, even as hehas already bestowed upon this world him who beame the prine of darkness, and then Adam, whowas followed by Melhizedek, and in these days, the Son of Man. And so will my Father ontinueto manifest his mery and show forth his love, even to this dark and evil world. So also will I, aftermy Father has invested me with all power and authority, ontinue to follow your fortunes and toguide in the a�airs of the kingdom by the presene of my spirit, who shall shortly be poured outupon all esh. Even though I shall thus be present with you in spirit, I also promise that I willsometime return to this world, where I have lived this life in the esh and ahieved the experieneof simultaneously revealing God to man and leading man to God. Very soon must I leave you andtake up the work the Father has intrusted to my hands, but be of good ourage, for I will sometimereturn. In the meantime, my Spirit of the Truth of a universe shall omfort and guide you.\You behold me now in weakness and in the esh, but when I return, it shall be with power andin the spirit. The eye of esh beholds the Son of Man in the esh, but only the eye of the spirit willbehold the Son of Man glori�ed by the Father and appearing on earth in his own name.\But the times of the reappearing of the Son of Man are known only in the ounils of Paradise;not even the angels of heaven know when this will our. However, you should understand that,when this gospel of the kingdom shall have been prolaimed to all the world for the salvation ofall peoples, and when the fullness of the age has ome to pass, the Father will send you anotherdispensational bestowal, or else the Son of Man will return to adjudge the age.\And now onerning the travail of Jerusalem, about whih I have spoken to you, even thisgeneration will not pass away until my words are ful�lled; but onerning the times of the omingagain of the Son of Man, no one in heaven or on earth may presume to speak. But you should bewise regarding the ripening of an age; you should be alert to disern the signs of the times. You knowwhen the �g tree shows its tender branhes and puts forth its leaves that summer is near. Likewise,when the world has passed through the long winter of material-mindedness and you disern theoming of the spiritual springtime of a new dispensation, should you know that the summertime ofa new visitation draws near.\But what is the signi�ane of this teahing having to do with the oming of the Sons of God?Do you not pereive that, when eah of you is alled to lay down his life struggle and pass through1747



the portal of death, you stand in the immediate presene of judgment, and that you are fae to faewith the fats of a new dispensation of servie in the eternal plan of the in�nite Father? What thewhole world must fae as a literal fat at the end of an age, you, as individuals, must eah mostertainly fae as a personal experiene when you reah the end of your natural life and thereby passon to be onfronted with the onditions and demands inherent in the next revelation of the eternalprogression of the Father's kingdom."Of all the disourses whih the Master gave his apostles, none ever beame so onfused in theirminds as this one, given this Tuesday evening on the Mount of Olives, regarding the twofold subjetof the destrution of Jerusalem and his own seond oming. There was, therefore, little agreementbetween the subsequent written aounts based on the memories of what the Master said on thisextraordinary oasion. Consequently, when the reords were left blank onerning muh that wassaid that Tuesday evening, there grew up many traditions; and very early in the seond entury aJewish apoalypti about the Messiah written by one Selta, who was attahed to the ourt of theEmperor Caligula, was bodily opied into the Matthew Gospel and subsequently added (in part)to the Mark and Luke reords. It was in these writings of Selta that the parable of the ten virginsappeared. No part of the gospel reord ever su�ered suh onfusing misonstrution as this evening'steahing. But the Apostle John never beame thus onfused.As these thirteen men resumed their journey toward the amp, they were speehless and undergreat emotional tension. Judas had �nally on�rmed his deision to abandon his assoiates. It wasa late hour when David Zebedee, John Mark, and a number of the leading disiples welomed Jesusand the twelve to the new amp, but the apostles did not want to sleep; they wanted to know moreabout the destrution of Jerusalem, the Master's departure, and the end of the world.176.3 Later Disussion at the CampAs they gathered about the amp�re, some twenty of them, Thomas asked: \Sine you are to returnto �nish the work of the kingdom, what should be our attitude while you are away on the Father'sbusiness?" As Jesus looked them over by the �relight, he answered:\And even you, Thomas, fail to omprehend what I have been saying. Have I not all this timetaught you that your onnetion with the kingdom is spiritual and individual, wholly a matter ofpersonal experiene in the spirit by the faith-realization that you are a son of God? What more shallI say? The downfall of nations, the rash of empires, the destrution of the unbelieving Jews, theend of an age, even the end of the world, what have these things to do with one who believes thisgospel, and who has hid his life in the surety of the eternal kingdom? You who are God-knowingand gospel-believing have already reeived the assuranes of eternal life. Sine your lives have beenlived in the spirit and for the Father, nothing an be of serious onern to you. Kingdom builders,the aredited itizens of the heavenly worlds, are not to be disturbed by temporal upheavals orperturbed by terrestrial atalysms. What does it matter to you who believe this gospel of thekingdom if nations overturn, the age ends, or all things visible rash, sine you know that your lifeis the gift of the Son, and that it is eternally seure in the Father? Having lived the temporal life byfaith and having yielded the fruits of the spirit as the righteousness of loving servie for your fellows,you an on�dently look forward to the next step in the eternal areer with the same survival faiththat has arried you through your �rst and earthly adventure in sonship with God.\Eah generation of believers should arry on their work, in view of the possible return of theSon of Man, exatly as eah individual believer arries forward his lifework in view of inevitable andever-impending natural death. When you have by faith one established yourself as a son of God,nothing else matters as regards the surety of survival. But make no mistake! this survival faith is aliving faith, and it inreasingly manifests the fruits of that divine spirit whih �rst inspired it in the1748



human heart. That you have one aepted sonship in the heavenly kingdom will not save you in thefae of the knowing and persistent rejetion of those truths whih have to do with the progressivespiritual fruit-bearing of the sons of God in the esh. You who have been with me in the Father'sbusiness on earth an even now desert the kingdom if you �nd that you love not the way of theFather's servie for mankind.\As individuals, and as a generation of believers, hear me while I speak a parable: There wasa ertain great man who, before starting out on a long journey to another ountry, alled all histrusted servants before him and delivered into their hands all his goods. To one he gave �ve talents,to another two, and to another one. And so on down through the entire group of honored stewards,to eah he intrusted his goods aording to their several abilities; and then he set out on his journey.When their lord had departed, his servants set themselves at work to gain pro�ts from the wealthintrusted to them. Immediately he who had reeived �ve talents began to trade with them andvery soon had made a pro�t of another �ve talents. In like manner he who had reeived two talentssoon had gained two more. And so did all of these servants make gains for their master exepthim who reeived but one talent. He went away by himself and dug a hole in the earth where hehid his lord's money. Presently the lord of those servants unexpetedly returned and alled uponhis stewards for a rekoning. And when they had all been alled before their master, he who hadreeived the �ve talents ame forward with the money whih had been intrusted to him and brought�ve additional talents, saying, `Lord, you gave me �ve talents to invest, and I am glad to present �veother talents as my gain.' And then his lord said to him: `Well done, good and faithful servant, youhave been faithful over a few things; I will now set you as steward over many; enter forthwith intothe joy of your lord.' And then he who had reeived the two talents ame forward, saying: `Lord,you delivered into my hands two talents; behold, I have gained these other two talents.' And hislord then said to him: `Well done, good and faithful steward; you also have been faithful over a fewthings, and I will now set you over many; enter you into the joy of your lord.' And then there ameto the aounting he who had reeived the one talent. This servant ame forward, saying, `Lord, Iknew you and realized that you were a shrewd man in that you expeted gains where you had notpersonally labored; therefore was I afraid to risk aught of that whih was intrusted to me. I safelyhid your talent in the earth; here it is; you now have what belongs to you.' But his lord answered:`You are an indolent and slothful steward. By your own words you onfess that you knew I wouldrequire of you an aounting with reasonable pro�t, suh as your diligent fellow servants have thisday rendered. Knowing this, you ought, therefore, to have at least put my money into the hands ofthe bankers that on my return I might have reeived my own with interest.' And then to the hiefsteward this lord said: `Take away this one talent from this unpro�table servant and give it to himwho has the ten talents.'\To every one who has, more shall be given, and he shall have abundane; but from him whohas not, even that whih he has shall be taken away. You annot stand still in the a�airs of theeternal kingdom. My Father requires all his hildren to grow in grae and in a knowledge of thetruth. You who know these truths must yield the inrease of the fruits of the spirit and manifest agrowing devotion to the unsel�sh servie of your fellow servants. And remember that, inasmuh asyou minister to one of the least of my brethren, you have done this servie to me.\And so should you go about the work of the Father's business, now and heneforth, even forever-more. Carry on until I ome. In faithfulness do that whih is intrusted to you, and thereby shallyou be ready for the rekoning all of death. And having thus lived for the glory of the Father andthe satisfation of the Son, you shall enter with joy and exeedingly great pleasure into the eternalservie of the everlasting kingdom."Truth is living; the Spirit of Truth is ever leading the hildren of light into new realms of spiritualreality and divine servie. You are not given truth to rystallize into settled, safe, and honored forms.Your revelation of truth must be so enhaned by passing through your personal experiene that newbeauty and atual spiritual gains will be dislosed to all who behold your spiritual fruits and in1749



onsequene thereof are led to glorify the Father who is in heaven. Only those faithful servants whothus grow in the knowledge of the truth, and who thereby develop the apaity for divine appreiationof spiritual realities, an ever hope to \enter fully into the joy of their Lord." What a sorry sight forsuessive generations of the professed followers of Jesus to say, regarding their stewardship of divinetruth: \Here, Master, is the truth you ommitted to us a hundred or a thousand years ago. We havelost nothing; we have faithfully preserved all you gave us; we have allowed no hanges to be madein that whih you taught us; here is the truth you gave us." But suh a plea onerning spiritualindolene will not justify the barren steward of truth in the presene of the Master. In aordanewith the truth ommitted to your hands will the Master of truth require a rekoning.In the next world you will be asked to give an aount of the endowments and stewardships ofthis world. Whether inherent talents are few or many, a just and meriful rekoning must be faed.If endowments are used only in sel�sh pursuits and no thought is bestowed upon the higher dutyof obtaining inreased yield of the fruits of the spirit, as they are manifested in the ever-expandingservie of men and the worship of God, suh sel�sh stewards must aept the onsequenes of theirdeliberate hoosing.And how muh like all sel�sh mortals was this unfaithful servant with the one talent in that heblamed his slothfulness diretly upon his lord. How prone is man, when he is onfronted with thefailures of his own making, to put the blame upon others, oftentimes upon those who least deserveit! Said Jesus that night as they went to their rest: \Freely have you reeived; therefore freely shouldyou give of the truth of heaven, and in the giving will this truth multiply and show forth the inreasinglight of saving grae, even as you minister it."176.4 The Return of MihaelOf all the Master's teahings no one phase has been so misunderstood as his promise sometime toome bak in person to this world. It is not strange that Mihael should be interested in sometimereturning to the planet whereon he experiened his seventh and last bestowal, as a mortal of therealm. It is only natural to believe that Jesus of Nazareth, now sovereign ruler of a vast universe,would be interested in oming bak, not only one but even many times, to the world whereon helived suh a unique life and �nally won for himself the Father's unlimited bestowal of universe powerand authority. Urantia will eternally be one of the seven nativity spheres of Mihael in the winningof universe sovereignty.Jesus did, on numerous oasions and to many individuals, delare his intention of returning tothis world. As his followers awakened to the fat that their Master was not going to funtion asa temporal deliverer, and as they listened to his preditions of the overthrow of Jerusalem and thedownfall of the Jewish nation, they most naturally began to assoiate his promised return withthese atastrophi events. But when the Roman armies leveled the walls of Jerusalem, destroyedthe temple, and dispersed the Judean Jews, and still the Master did not reveal himself in powerand glory, his followers began the formulation of that belief whih eventually assoiated the seondoming of Christ with the end of the age, even with the end of the world.Jesus promised to do two things after he had asended to the Father, and after all power in heavenand on earth had been plaed in his hands. He promised, �rst, to send into the world, and in hisstead, another teaher, the Spirit of Truth; and this he did on the day of Penteost. Seond, he mostertainly promised his followers that he would sometime personally return to this world. But he didnot say how, where, or when he would revisit this planet of his bestowal experiene in the esh. Onone oasion he intimated that, whereas the eye of esh had beheld him when he lived here in theesh, on his return (at least on one of his possible visits) he would be diserned only by the eye of1750



spiritual faith.Many of us are inlined to believe that Jesus will return to Urantia many times during the agesto ome. We do not have his spei� promise to make these plural visits, but it seems most probablethat he who arries among his universe titles that of Planetary Prine of Urantia will many timesvisit the world whose onquest onferred suh a unique title upon him.We most positively believe that Mihael will again ome in person to Urantia, but we have notthe slightest idea as to when or in what manner he may hoose to ome. Will his seond advent onearth be timed to our in onnetion with the terminal judgment of this present age, either withor without the assoiated appearane of a Magisterial Son? Will he ome in onnetion with thetermination of some subsequent Urantian age? Will he ome unannouned and as an isolated event?We do not know. Only one thing we are ertain of, that is, when he does return, all the world willlikely know about it, for he must ome as the supreme ruler of a universe and not as the obsurebabe of Bethlehem. But if every eye is to behold him, and if only spiritual eyes are to disern hispresene, then must his advent be long deferred.You would do well, therefore, to disassoiate the Master's personal return to earth from any andall set events or settled epohs. We are sure of only one thing: He has promised to ome bak. Wehave no idea as to when he will ful�ll this promise or in what onnetion. As far as we know, hemay appear on earth any day, and he may not ome until age after age has passed and been dulyadjudiated by his assoiated Sons of the Paradise orps.The seond advent of Mihael on earth is an event of tremendous sentimental value to bothmidwayers and humans; but otherwise it is of no immediate moment to midwayers and of no morepratial importane to human beings than the ommon event of natural death, whih so suddenlypreipitates mortal man into the immediate grasp of that suession of universe events whih leadsdiretly to the presene of this same Jesus, the sovereign ruler of our universe. The hildren of lightare all destined to see him, and it is of no serious onern whether we go to him or whether he shouldhane �rst to ome to us. Be you therefore ever ready to welome him on earth as he stands readyto welome you in heaven. We on�dently look for his glorious appearing, even for repeated omings,but we are wholly ignorant as to how, when, or in what onnetion he is destined to appear.
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Chapter 177Wednesday, the Rest DayWHEN the work of teahing the people did not press them, it was the ustom of Jesus and hisapostles to rest from their labors eah Wednesday. On this partiular Wednesday they ate breakfastsomewhat later than usual, and the amp was pervaded by an ominous silene; little was said duringthe �rst half of this morning meal. At last Jesus spoke: \I desire that you rest today. Take time tothink over all that has happened sine we ame to Jerusalem and meditate on what is just ahead,of whih I have plainly told you. Make sure that the truth abides in your lives, and that you dailygrow in grae."After breakfast the Master informed Andrew that he intended to be absent for the day andsuggested that the apostles be permitted to spend the time in aordane with their own hoosing,exept that under no irumstanes should they go within the gates of Jerusalem.When Jesus made ready to go into the hills alone, David Zebedee aosted him, saying: \Youwell know, Master, that the Pharisees and rulers seek to destroy you, and yet you make ready to goalone into the hills. To do this is folly; I will therefore send three men with you well prepared to seethat no harm befalls you." Jesus looked over the three well-armed and stalwart Galileans and saidto David: \You mean well, but you err in that you fail to understand that the Son of Man needs noone to defend him. No man will lay hands on me until that hour when I am ready to lay down mylife in onformity to my Father's will. These men may not aompany me. I desire to go alone, thatI may ommune with the Father."Upon hearing these words, David and his armed guards withdrew; but as Jesus started o� alone,John Mark ame forward with a small basket ontaining food and water and suggested that, if heintended to be away all day, he might �nd himself hungry. The Master smiled on John and reaheddown to take the basket.177.1 One Day Alone with GodAs Jesus was about to take the lunh basket from John's hand, the young man ventured to say: \But,Master, you may set the basket down while you turn aside to pray and go on without it. Besides, ifI should go along to arry the lunh, you would be more free to worship, and I will surely be silent.I will ask no questions and will stay by the basket when you go apart by yourself to pray."While making this speeh, the temerity of whih astonished some of the near-by listeners, Johnhad made bold to hold on to the basket. There they stood, both John and Jesus holding the basket.Presently the Master let go and, looking down on the lad, said: \Sine with all your heart you raveto go with me, it shall not be denied you. We will go o� by ourselves and have a good visit. Youmay ask me any question that arises in your heart, and we will omfort and onsole eah other. You1753



may start out arrying the lunh, and when you grow weary, I will help you. Follow on with me."Jesus did not return to the amp that evening until after sunset. The Master spent this last dayof quiet on earth visiting with this truth-hungry youth and talking with his Paradise Father. Thisevent has beome known on high as \the day whih a young man spent with God in the hills."Forever this oasion exempli�es the willingness of the Creator to fellowship the reature. Even ayouth, if the desire of the heart is really supreme, an ommand the attention and enjoy the lovingompanionship of the God of a universe, atually experiene the unforgettable estasy of being alonewith God in the hills, and for a whole day. And suh was the unique experiene of John Mark onthis Wednesday in the hills of Judea.Jesus visited muh with John, talking freely about the a�airs of this world and the next. Johntold Jesus how muh he regretted that he had not been old enough to be one of the apostles andexpressed his great appreiation that he had been permitted to follow on with them sine their �rstpreahing at the Jordan ford near Jeriho, exept for the trip to Phoeniia. Jesus warned the ladnot to beome disouraged by impending events and assured him he would live to beome a mightymessenger of the kingdom.John Mark was thrilled by the memory of this day with Jesus in the hills, but he never forgot theMaster's �nal admonition, spoken just as they were about to return to the Gethsemane amp, whenhe said: \Well, John, we have had a good visit, a real day of rest, but see to it that you tell no manthe things whih I told you." And John Mark never did reveal anything that transpired on this daywhih he spent with Jesus in the hills.Throughout the few remaining hours of Jesus' earth life John Mark never permitted the Masterfor long to get out of his sight. Always was the lad in hiding near by; he slept only when Jesus slept.177.2 Early Home LifeIn the ourse of this day's visiting with John Mark, Jesus spent onsiderable time omparing theirearly hildhood and later boyhood experienes. Although John's parents possessed more of thisworld's goods than had Jesus' parents, there was muh experiene in their boyhood whih was verysimilar. Jesus said many things whih helped John better to understand his parents and othermembers of his family. When the lad asked the Master how he ould know that he would turn outto be a \mighty messenger of the kingdom," Jesus said:\I know you will prove loyal to the gospel of the kingdom beause I an depend upon your presentfaith and love when these qualities are grounded upon suh an early training as has been your portionat home. You are the produt of a home where the parents bear eah other a sinere a�etion, andtherefore you have not been overloved so as injuriously to exalt your onept of self-importane.Neither has your personality su�ered distortion in onsequene of your parents' loveless maneuveringfor your on�dene and loyalty, the one against the other. You have enjoyed that parental love whihinsures laudable self-on�dene and whih fosters normal feelings of seurity. But you have also beenfortunate in that your parents possessed wisdom as well as love; and it was wisdom whih led themto withhold most forms of indulgene and many luxuries whih wealth an buy while they sent youto the synagogue shool along with your neighborhood playfellows, and they also enouraged you tolearn how to live in this world by permitting you to have original experiene. You ame over to theJordan, where we preahed and John's disiples baptized, with your young friend Amos. Both ofyou desired to go with us. When you returned to Jerusalem, your parents onsented; Amos's parentsrefused; they loved their son so muh that they denied him the blessed experiene whih you havehad, even suh as you this day enjoy. By running away from home, Amos ould have joined us, butin so doing he would have wounded love and sari�ed loyalty. Even if suh a ourse had been wise,it would have been a terrible prie to pay for experiene, independene, and liberty. Wise parents,1754



suh as yours, see to it that their hildren do not have to wound love or stie loyalty in order todevelop independene and enjoy invigorating liberty when they have grown up to your age.\Love, John, is the supreme reality of the universe when bestowed by all-wise beings, but it is adangerous and oftentimes semisel�sh trait as it is manifested in the experiene of mortal parents.When you get married and have hildren of your own to rear, make sure that your love is admonishedby wisdom and guided by intelligene.\Your young friend Amos believes this gospel of the kingdom just as muh as you, but I annotfully depend upon him; I am not ertain about what he will do in the years to ome. His early homelife was not suh as would produe a wholly dependable person. Amos is too muh like one of theapostles who failed to enjoy a normal, loving, and wise home training. Your whole afterlife will bemore happy and dependable beause you spent your �rst eight years in a normal and well-regulatedhome. You possess a strong and well-knit harater beause you grew up in a home where loveprevailed and wisdom reigned. Suh a hildhood training produes a type of loyalty whih assuresme that you will go through with the ourse you have begun."For more than an hour Jesus and John ontinued this disussion of home life. The Master wenton to explain to John how a hild is wholly dependent on his parents and the assoiated home lifefor all his early onepts of everything intelletual, soial, moral, and even spiritual sine the familyrepresents to the young hild all that he an �rst know of either human or divine relationships.The hild must derive his �rst impressions of the universe from the mother's are; he is whollydependent on the earthly father for his �rst ideas of the heavenly Father. The hild's subsequent lifeis made happy or unhappy, easy or diÆult, in aordane with his early mental and emotional life,onditioned by these soial and spiritual relationships of the home. A human being's entire afterlifeis enormously inuened by what happens during the �rst few years of existene.It is our sinere belief that the gospel of Jesus' teahing, founded as it is on the father-hildrelationship, an hardly enjoy a world-wide aeptane until suh a time as the home life of themodern ivilized peoples embraes more of love and more of wisdom. Notwithstanding that parentsof the twentieth entury possess great knowledge and inreased truth for improving the home andennobling the home life, it remains a fat that very few modern homes are suh good plaes in whihto nurture boys and girls as Jesus' home in Galilee and John Mark's home in Judea, albeit theaeptane of Jesus' gospel will result in the immediate improvement of home life. The love life ofa wise home and the loyal devotion of true religion exert a profound reiproal inuene upon eahother. Suh a home life enhanes religion, and genuine religion always glori�es the home.It is true that many of the objetionable stunting inuenes and other ramping features of theseolden Jewish homes have been virtually eliminated from many of the better-regulated modern homes.There is, indeed, more spontaneous freedom and far more personal liberty, but this liberty is notrestrained by love, motivated by loyalty, nor direted by the intelligent disipline of wisdom. As longas we teah the hild to pray, \Our Father who is in heaven," a tremendous responsibility rests uponall earthly fathers so to live and order their homes that the word father beomes worthily enshrinedin the minds and hearts of all growing hildren.177.3 The Day at CampThe apostles spent most of this day walking about on Mount Olivet and visiting with the disipleswho were enamped with them, but early in the afternoon they beame very desirous of seeing Jesusreturn. As the day wore on, they grew inreasingly anxious about his safety; they felt inexpressiblylonely without him. There was muh debating throughout the day as to whether the Master shouldhave been allowed to go o� by himself in the hills, aompanied only by an errand boy. Though noman openly so expressed his thoughts, there was not one of them, save Judas Isariot, who did not1755



wish himself in John Mark's plae.It was about midafternoon when Nathaniel made his speeh on \Supreme Desire" to about half adozen of the apostles and as many disiples, the ending of whih was: \What is wrong with most ofus is that we are only halfhearted. We fail to love the Master as he loves us. If we had all wanted togo with him as muh as John Mark did, he would surely have taken us all. We stood by while thelad approahed the Master and o�ered him the basket, but when the Master took hold of it, the ladwould not let go. And so the Master left us here while he went o� to the hills with basket, boy, andall."About four o'lok, runners ame to David Zebedee bringing him word from his mother at Beth-saida and from Jesus' mother. Several days previously David had made up his mind that the hiefpriests and rulers were going to kill Jesus. David knew they were determined to destroy the Master,and he was about onvined that Jesus would neither exert his divine power to save himself norpermit his followers to employ fore in his defense. Having reahed these onlusions, he lost notime in dispathing a messenger to his mother, urging her to ome at one to Jerusalem and to bringMary the mother of Jesus and every member of his family.David's mother did as her son requested, and now the runners ame bak to David bringingthe word that his mother and Jesus' entire family were on the way to Jerusalem and should arrivesometime late on the following day or very early the next morning. Sine David did this on his owninitiative, he thought it wise to keep the matter to himself. He told no one, therefore, that Jesus'family was on the way to Jerusalem.Shortly after noon, more than twenty of the Greeks who had met with Jesus and the twelve atthe home of Joseph of Arimathea arrived at the amp, and Peter and John spent several hours inonferene with them. These Greeks, at least some of them, were well advaned in the knowledge ofthe kingdom, having been instruted by Rodan at Alexandria.That evening, after returning to the amp, Jesus visited with the Greeks, and had it not beenthat suh a ourse would have greatly disturbed his apostles and many of his leading disiples, hewould have ordained these twenty Greeks, even as he had the seventy.While all of this was going on at the amp, in Jerusalem the hief priests and elders were amazedthat Jesus did not return to address the multitudes. True, the day before, when he left the temple,he had said, \I leave your house to you desolate." But they ould not understand why he would bewilling to forgo the great advantage whih he had built up in the friendly attitude of the rowds.While they feared he would stir up a tumult among the people, the Master's last words to themultitude had been an exhortation to onform in every reasonable manner with the authority ofthose \who sit in Moses' seat." But it was a busy day in the ity as they simultaneously preparedfor the Passover and perfeted their plans for destroying Jesus.Not many people ame to the amp, for its establishment had been kept a well-guarded seret byall who knew that Jesus was expeting to stay there in plae of going out to Bethany every night.177.4 Judas and the Chief PriestsShortly after Jesus and John Mark left the amp, Judas Isariot disappeared from among his brethren,not returning until late in the afternoon. This onfused and disontented apostle, notwithstandinghis Master's spei� request to refrain from entering Jerusalem, went in haste to keep his appointmentwith Jesus' enemies at the home of Caiaphas the high priest. This was an informal meeting of theSanhedrin and had been appointed for shortly after ten o'lok that morning. This meeting was alledto disuss the nature of the harges whih should be lodged against Jesus and to deide upon theproedure to be employed in bringing him before the Roman authorities for the purpose of seuring1756



the neessary ivil on�rmation of the death sentene whih they had already passed upon him.On the preeding day Judas had dislosed to some of his relatives and to ertain Sadduean friendsof his father's family that he had reahed the onlusion that, while Jesus was a well-meaning dreamerand idealist, he was not the expeted deliverer of Israel. Judas stated that he would very muh like to�nd some way of withdrawing graefully from the whole movement. His friends atteringly assuredhim that his withdrawal would be hailed by the Jewish rulers as a great event, and that nothingwould be too good for him. They led him to believe that he would forthwith reeive high honorsfrom the Sanhedrin, and that he would at last be in a position to erase the stigma of his well-meantbut \unfortunate assoiation with untaught Galileans."Judas ould not quite believe that the mighty works of the Master had been wrought by thepower of the prine of devils, but he was now fully onvined that Jesus would not exert his power inself-aggrandizement; he was at last onvined that Jesus would allow himself to be destroyed by theJewish rulers, and he ould not endure the humiliating thought of being identi�ed with a movementof defeat. He refused to entertain the idea of apparent failure. He thoroughly understood the sturdyharater of his Master and the keenness of that majesti and meriful mind, yet he derived pleasurefrom even the partial entertainment of the suggestion of one of his relatives that Jesus, while he wasa well-meaning fanati, was probably not really sound of mind; that he had always appeared to bea strange and misunderstood person.And now, as never before, Judas found himself beoming strangely resentful that Jesus had neverassigned him a position of greater honor. All along he had appreiated the honor of being theapostoli treasurer, but now he began to feel that he was not appreiated; that his abilities wereunreognized. He was suddenly overome with indignation that Peter, James, and John should havebeen honored with lose assoiation with Jesus, and at this time, when he was on the way to the highpriest's home, he was bent on getting even with Peter, James, and John more than he was onernedwith any thought of betraying Jesus. But over and above all, just then, a new and dominatingthought began to oupy the forefront of his onsious mind: He had set out to get honor for himself,and if this ould be seured simultaneously with getting even with those who had ontributed tothe greatest disappointment of his life, all the better. He was seized with a terrible onspiray ofonfusion, pride, desperation, and determination. And so it must be plain that it was not for moneythat Judas was then on his way to the home of Caiaphas to arrange for the betrayal of Jesus.As Judas approahed the home of Caiaphas, he arrived at the �nal deision to abandon Jesus andhis fellow apostles; and having thus made up his mind to desert the ause of the kingdom of heaven,he was determined to seure for himself as muh as possible of that honor and glory whih he hadthought would sometime be his when he �rst identi�ed himself with Jesus and the new gospel of thekingdom. All of the apostles one shared this ambition with Judas, but as time passed they learnedto admire truth and to love Jesus, at least more than did Judas.The traitor was presented to Caiaphas and the Jewish rulers by his ousin, who explained thatJudas, having disovered his mistake in allowing himself to be misled by the subtle teahing of Jesus,had arrived at the plae where he wished to make publi and formal renuniation of his assoiationwith the Galilean and at the same time to ask for reinstatement in the on�dene and fellowship ofhis Judean brethren. This spokesman for Judas went on to explain that Judas reognized it would bebest for the peae of Israel if Jesus should be taken into ustody, and that, as evidene of his sorrowin having partiipated in suh a movement of error and as proof of his sinerity in now returning tothe teahings of Moses, he had ome to o�er himself to the Sanhedrin as one who ould so arrangewith the aptain holding the orders for Jesus' arrest that he ould be taken into ustody quietly,thus avoiding any danger of stirring up the multitudes or the neessity of postponing his arrest untilafter the Passover.When his ousin had �nished speaking, he presented Judas, who, stepping forward near the highpriest, said: \All that my ousin has promised, I will do, but what are you willing to give me for1757



this servie?" Judas did not seem to disern the look of disdain and even disgust that ame over thefae of the hardhearted and vainglorious Caiaphas; his heart was too muh set on self-glory and theraving for the satisfation of self-exaltation.And then Caiaphas looked down upon the betrayer while he said: \Judas, you go to the aptainof the guard and arrange with that oÆer to bring your Master to us either tonight or tomorrownight, and when he has been delivered by you into our hands, you shall reeive your reward for thisservie." When Judas heard this, he went forth from the presene of the hief priests and rulersand took ounsel with the aptain of the temple guards as to the manner in whih Jesus was tobe apprehended. Judas knew that Jesus was then absent from the amp and had no idea when hewould return that evening, and so they agreed among themselves to arrest Jesus the next evening(Thursday) after the people of Jerusalem and all of the visiting pilgrims had retired for the night.Judas returned to his assoiates at the amp intoxiated with thoughts of grandeur and glory suhas he had not had for many a day. He had enlisted with Jesus hoping some day to beome a greatman in the new kingdom. He at last realized that there was to be no new kingdom suh as he hadantiipated. But he rejoied in being so sagaious as to trade o� his disappointment in failing toahieve glory in an antiipated new kingdom for the immediate realization of honor and reward inthe old order, whih he now believed would survive, and whih he was ertain would destroy Jesusand all that he stood for. In its last motive of onsious intention, Judas's betrayal of Jesus was theowardly at of a sel�sh deserter whose only thought was his own safety and glori�ation, no matterwhat might be the results of his ondut upon his Master and upon his former assoiates.But it was ever just that way. Judas had long been engaged in this deliberate, persistent, sel�sh,and vengeful onsiousness of progressively building up in his mind, and entertaining in his heart,these hateful and evil desires of revenge and disloyalty. Jesus loved and trusted Judas even ashe loved and trusted the other apostles, but Judas failed to develop loyal trust and to experienewholehearted love in return. And how dangerous ambition an beome when it is one whollywedded to self-seeking and supremely motivated by sullen and long-suppressed vengeane! What arushing thing is disappointment in the lives of those foolish persons who, in fastening their gazeon the shadowy and evanesent allurements of time, beome blinded to the higher and more realahievements of the everlasting attainments of the eternal worlds of divine values and true spiritualrealities. Judas raved worldly honor in his mind and grew to love this desire with his whole heart;the other apostles likewise raved this same worldly honor in their minds, but with their hearts theyloved Jesus and were doing their best to learn to love the truths whih he taught them.Judas did not realize it at this time, but he had been a subonsious riti of Jesus ever sine Johnthe Baptist was beheaded by Herod. Deep down in his heart Judas always resented the fat that Jesusdid not save John. You should not forget that Judas had been a disiple of John before he beame afollower of Jesus. And all these aumulations of human resentment and bitter disappointment whihJudas had laid by in his soul in habiliments of hate were now well organized in his subonsious mindand ready to spring up to engulf him when he one dared to separate himself from the supportinginuene of his brethren while at the same time exposing himself to the lever insinuations andsubtle ridiule of the enemies of Jesus. Every time Judas allowed his hopes to soar high and Jesuswould do or say something to dash them to piees, there was always left in Judas's heart a sarof bitter resentment; and as these sars multiplied, presently that heart, so often wounded, lost allreal a�etion for the one who had inited this distasteful experiene upon a well-intentioned butowardly and self-entered personality. Judas did not realize it, but he was a oward. Aordinglywas he always inlined to assign to Jesus owardie as the motive whih led him so often to refuseto grasp for power or glory when they were apparently within his easy reah. And every mortalman knows full well how love, even when one genuine, an, through disappointment, jealousy, andlong-ontinued resentment, be eventually turned into atual hate.At last the hief priests and elders ould breathe easily for a few hours. They would not have to1758



arrest Jesus in publi, and the seuring of Judas as a traitorous ally insured that Jesus would notesape from their jurisdition as he had so many times in the past.177.5 The Last Soial HourSine it was Wednesday, this evening at the amp was a soial hour. The Master endeavored toheer his downast apostles, but that was well-nigh impossible. They were all beginning to realizethat disonerting and rushing events were impending. They ould not be heerful, even when theMaster reounted their years of eventful and loving assoiation. Jesus made areful inquiry aboutthe families of all of the apostles and, looking over toward David Zebedee, asked if anyone had heardreently from his mother, his youngest sister, or other members of his family. David looked down athis feet; he was afraid to answer.This was the oasion of Jesus' warning his followers to beware of the support of the multitude. Hereounted their experienes in Galilee when time and again great throngs of people enthusiastiallyfollowed them around and then just as ardently turned against them and returned to their formerways of believing and living. And then he said: \And so you must not allow yourselves to be deeivedby the great rowds who heard us in the temple, and who seemed to believe our teahings. Thesemultitudes listen to the truth and believe it super�ially with their minds, but few of them permitthe word of truth to strike down into the heart with living roots. Those who know the gospel only inthe mind, and who have not experiened it in the heart, annot be depended upon for support whenreal trouble omes. When the rulers of the Jews reah an agreement to destroy the Son of Man, andwhen they strike with one aord, you will see the multitude either ee in dismay or else stand byin silent amazement while these maddened and blinded rulers lead the teahers of the gospel truthto their death. And then, when adversity and perseution desend upon you, still others who youthink love the truth will be sattered, and some will renoune the gospel and desert you. Some whohave been very lose to us have already made up their minds to desert. You have rested today inpreparation for those times whih are now upon us. Wath, therefore, and pray that on the morrowyou may be strengthened for the days that are just ahead."The atmosphere of the amp was harged with an inexpliable tension. Silent messengers ameand went, ommuniating with only David Zebedee. Before the evening had passed, ertain onesknew that Lazarus had taken hasty ight from Bethany. John Mark was ominously silent afterreturning to amp, notwithstanding he had spent the whole day in the Master's ompany. Everye�ort to persuade him to talk only indiated learly that Jesus had told him not to talk.Even the Master's good heer and his unusual soiability frightened them. They all felt the ertaindrawing upon them of the terrible isolation whih they realized was about to desend with rashingsuddenness and inesapable terror. They vaguely sensed what was oming, and none felt preparedto fae the test. The Master had been away all day; they had missed him tremendously.This Wednesday evening was the low-tide mark of their spiritual status up to the atual hour ofthe Master's death. Although the next day was one more day nearer the tragi Friday, still, he waswith them, and they passed through its anxious hours more graefully.It was just before midnight when Jesus, knowing this would be the last night he would ever sleepthrough with his hosen family on earth, said, as he dispersed them for the night: \Go to your sleep,my brethren, and peae be upon you till we rise on the morrow, one more day to do the Father's willand experiene the joy of knowing that we are his sons."
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Chapter 178Last Day at the CampJESUS planned to spend this Thursday, his last free day on earth as a divine Son inarnated inthe esh, with his apostles and a few loyal and devoted disiples. Soon after the breakfast hour onthis beautiful morning, the Master led them to a seluded spot a short distane above their ampand there taught them many new truths. Although Jesus delivered other disourses to the apostlesduring the early evening hours of the day, this talk of Thursday forenoon was his farewell addressto the ombined amp group of apostles and hosen disiples, both Jews and gentiles. The twelvewere all present save Judas. Peter and several of the apostles remarked about his absene, and someof them thought Jesus had sent him into the ity to attend to some matter, probably to arrangethe details of their forthoming elebration of the Passover. Judas did not return to the amp untilmidafternoon, a short time before Jesus led the twelve into Jerusalem to partake of the Last Supper.178.1 Disourse on Sonship and CitizenshipJesus talked to about �fty of his trusted followers for almost two hours and answered a sore ofquestions regarding the relation of the kingdom of heaven to the kingdoms of this world, onerningthe relation of sonship with God to itizenship in earthly governments. This disourse, together withhis answers to questions, may be summarized and restated in modern language as follows:The kingdoms of this world, being material, may often �nd it neessary to employ physial fore inthe exeution of their laws and for the maintenane of order. In the kingdom of heaven true believerswill not resort to the employment of physial fore. The kingdom of heaven, being a spiritualbrotherhood of the spirit-born sons of God, may be promulgated only by the power of the spirit.This distintion of proedure refers to the relations of the kingdom of believers to the kingdoms ofseular government and does not nullify the right of soial groups of believers to maintain order intheir ranks and administer disipline upon unruly and unworthy members.There is nothing inompatible between sonship in the spiritual kingdom and itizenship in theseular or ivil government. It is the believer's duty to render to Caesar the things whih areCaesar's and to God the things whih are God's. There annot be any disagreement between thesetwo requirements, the one being material and the other spiritual, unless it should develop that aCaesar presumes to usurp the prerogatives of God and demand that spiritual homage and supremeworship be rendered to him. In suh a ase you shall worship only God while you seek to enlightensuh misguided earthly rulers and in this way lead them also to the reognition of the Father inheaven. You shall not render spiritual worship to earthly rulers; neither should you employ thephysial fores of earthly governments, whose rulers may sometime beome believers, in the work offurthering the mission of the spiritual kingdom.Sonship in the kingdom, from the standpoint of advaning ivilization, should assist you in beom-1761



ing the ideal itizens of the kingdoms of this world sine brotherhood and servie are the ornerstonesof the gospel of the kingdom. The love all of the spiritual kingdom should prove to be the e�etivedestroyer of the hate urge of the unbelieving and war-minded itizens of the earthly kingdoms. Butthese material-minded sons in darkness will never know of your spiritual light of truth unless youdraw very near them with that unsel�sh soial servie whih is the natural outgrowth of the bearingof the fruits of the spirit in the life experiene of eah individual believer.As mortal and material men, you are indeed itizens of the earthly kingdoms, and you shouldbe good itizens, all the better for having beome reborn spirit sons of the heavenly kingdom. Asfaith-enlightened and spirit-liberated sons of the kingdom of heaven, you fae a double responsibilityof duty to man and duty to God while you voluntarily assume a third and sared obligation: servieto the brotherhood of God-knowing believers.You may not worship your temporal rulers, and you should not employ temporal power in thefurtherane of the spiritual kingdom; but you should manifest the righteous ministry of loving servieto believers and unbelievers alike. In the gospel of the kingdom there resides the mighty Spirit ofTruth, and presently I will pour out this same spirit upon all esh. The fruits of the spirit, yoursinere and loving servie, are the mighty soial lever to uplift the raes of darkness, and this Spiritof Truth will beome your power-multiplying fulrum.Display wisdom and exhibit sagaity in your dealings with unbelieving ivil rulers. By disretionshow yourselves to be expert in ironing out minor disagreements and in adjusting triing misunder-standings. In every possible way - in everything short of your spiritual allegiane to the rulers of theuniverse - seek to live peaeably with all men. Be you always as wise as serpents but as harmless asdoves.You should be made all the better itizens of the seular government as a result of beomingenlightened sons of the kingdom; so should the rulers of earthly governments beome all the betterrulers in ivil a�airs as a result of believing this gospel of the heavenly kingdom. The attitude ofunsel�sh servie of man and intelligent worship of God should make all kingdom believers betterworld itizens, while the attitude of honest itizenship and sinere devotion to one's temporal dutyshould help to make suh a itizen the more easily reahed by the spirit all to sonship in the heavenlykingdom.So long as the rulers of earthly governments seek to exerise the authority of religious ditators,you who believe this gospel an expet only trouble, perseution, and even death. But the very lightwhih you bear to the world, and even the very manner in whih you will su�er and die for this gospelof the kingdom, will, in themselves, eventually enlighten the whole world and result in the gradualdivorement of politis and religion. The persistent preahing of this gospel of the kingdom will someday bring to all nations a new and unbelievable liberation, intelletual freedom, and religious liberty.Under the soon-oming perseutions by those who hate this gospel of joy and liberty, you willthrive and the kingdom will prosper. But you will stand in grave danger in subsequent times whenmost men will speak well of kingdom believers and many in high plaes nominally aept the gospelof the heavenly kingdom. Learn to be faithful to the kingdom even in times of peae and prosperity.Tempt not the angels of your supervision to lead you in troublous ways as a loving disipline designedto save your ease-drifting souls.Remember that you are ommissioned to preah this gospel of the kingdom - the supreme desireto do the Father's will oupled with the supreme joy of the faith realization of sonship with God -and you must not allow anything to divert your devotion to this one duty. Let all mankind bene�tfrom the overow of your loving spiritual ministry, enlightening intelletual ommunion, and upliftingsoial servie; but none of these humanitarian labors, nor all of them, should be permitted to takethe plae of prolaiming the gospel. These mighty ministrations are the soial by-produts of the stillmore mighty and sublime ministrations and transformations wrought in the heart of the kingdom1762



believer by the living Spirit of Truth and by the personal realization that the faith of a spirit-bornman onfers the assurane of living fellowship with the eternal God.You must not seek to promulgate truth nor to establish righteousness by the power of ivil gov-ernments or by the enation of seular laws. You may always labor to persuade men's minds, butyou must never dare to ompel them. You must not forget the great law of human fairness whih Ihave taught you in positive form: Whatsoever you would that men should do to you, do even so tothem.When a kingdom believer is alled upon to serve the ivil government, let him render suh servieas a temporal itizen of suh a government, albeit suh a believer should display in his ivil servieall of the ordinary traits of itizenship as these have been enhaned by the spiritual enlightenmentof the ennobling assoiation of the mind of mortal man with the indwelling spirit of the eternal God.If the unbeliever an qualify as a superior ivil servant, you should seriously question whether theroots of truth in your heart have not died from the lak of the living waters of ombined spiritualommunion and soial servie. The onsiousness of sonship with God should quiken the entire lifeservie of every man, woman, and hild who has beome the possessor of suh a mighty stimulus toall the inherent powers of a human personality.You are not to be passive mystis or olorless asetis; you should not beome dreamers anddrifters, supinely trusting in a �titious Providene to provide even the neessities of life. You areindeed to be gentle in your dealings with erring mortals, patient in your interourse with ignorantmen, and forbearing under provoation; but you are also to be valiant in defense of righteousness,mighty in the promulgation of truth, and aggressive in the preahing of this gospel of the kingdom,even to the ends of the earth.This gospel of the kingdom is a living truth. I have told you it is like the leaven in the dough,like the grain of mustard seed; and now I delare that it is like the seed of the living being, whih,from generation to generation, while it remains the same living seed, unfailingly unfolds itself innew manifestations and grows aeptably in hannels of new adaptation to the peuliar needs andonditions of eah suessive generation. The revelation I have made to you is a living revelation, and Idesire that it shall bear appropriate fruits in eah individual and in eah generation in aordane withthe laws of spiritual growth, inrease, and adaptative development. From generation to generationthis gospel must show inreasing vitality and exhibit greater depth of spiritual power. It must notbe permitted to beome merely a sared memory, a mere tradition about me and the times in whihwe now live.And forget not: We have made no diret attak upon the persons or upon the authority of thosewho sit in Moses' seat; we only o�ered them the new light, whih they have so vigorously rejeted.We have assailed them only by the denuniation of their spiritual disloyalty to the very truths whihthey profess to teah and safeguard. We lashed with these established leaders and reognized rulersonly when they threw themselves diretly in the way of the preahing of the gospel of the kingdomto the sons of men. And even now, it is not we who assail them, but they who seek our destrution.Do not forget that you are ommissioned to go forth preahing only the good news. You are not toattak the old ways; you are skillfully to put the leaven of new truth in the midst of the old beliefs.Let the Spirit of Truth do his own work. Let ontroversy ome only when they who despise the truthfore it upon you. But when the willful unbeliever attaks you, do not hesitate to stand in vigorousdefense of the truth whih has saved and santi�ed you.Throughout the viissitudes of life, remember always to love one another. Do not strive with men,even with unbelievers. Show mery even to those who despitefully abuse you. Show yourselves tobe loyal itizens, upright artisans, praiseworthy neighbors, devoted kinsmen, understanding parents,and sinere believers in the brotherhood of the Father's kingdom. And my spirit shall be upon you,now and even to the end of the world. 1763



When Jesus had onluded his teahing, it was almost one o'lok, and they immediately wentbak to the amp, where David and his assoiates had lunh ready for them.178.2 After the Noontime MealNot many of the Master's hearers were able to take in even a part of his forenoon address. Of allwho heard him, the Greeks omprehended most. Even the eleven apostles were bewildered by hisallusions to future politial kingdoms and to suessive generations of kingdom believers. Jesus' mostdevoted followers ould not reonile the impending end of his earthly ministry with these referenesto an extended future of gospel ativities. Some of these Jewish believers were beginning to sensethat earth's greatest tragedy was about to take plae, but they ould not reonile suh an impendingdisaster with either the Master's heerfully indi�erent personal attitude or his forenoon disourse,wherein he repeatedly alluded to the future transations of the heavenly kingdom, extending overvast strethes of time and embraing relations with many and suessive temporal kingdoms on earth.By noon of this day all the apostles and disiples had learned about the hasty ight of Lazarusfrom Bethany. They began to sense the grim determination of the Jewish rulers to exterminate Jesusand his teahings.David Zebedee, through the work of his seret agents in Jerusalem, was fully advised onerningthe progress of the plan to arrest and kill Jesus. He knew all about the part of Judas in this plot,but he never dislosed this knowledge to the other apostles nor to any of the disiples. Shortly afterlunh he did lead Jesus aside and, making bold, asked him whether he knew - but he never gotfurther with his question. The Master, holding up his hand, stopped him, saying: \Yes, David, Iknow all about it, and I know that you know, but see to it that you tell no man. Only doubt not inyour own heart that the will of God will prevail in the end."This onversation with David was interrupted by the arrival of a messenger from Philadelphiabringing word that Abner had heard of the plot to kill Jesus and asking if he should depart forJerusalem. This runner hastened o� for Philadelphia with this word for Abner: \Go on with yourwork. If I depart from you in the esh, it is only that I may return in the spirit. I will not forsakeyou. I will be with you to the end."About this time Philip ame to the Master and asked: \Master, seeing that the time of thePassover draws near, where would you have us prepare to eat it?" And when Jesus heard Philip'squestion, he answered: \Go and bring Peter and John, and I will give you diretions onerning thesupper we will eat together this night. As for the Passover, that you will have to onsider after wehave �rst done this."When Judas heard the Master speaking with Philip about these matters, he drew loser thathe might overhear their onversation. But David Zebedee, who was standing near, stepped up andengaged Judas in onversation while Philip, Peter, and John went to one side to talk with the Master.Said Jesus to the three: \Go immediately into Jerusalem, and as you enter the gate, you will meeta man bearing a water pither. He will speak to you, and then shall you follow him. When he leadsyou to a ertain house, go in after him and ask of the good man of that house, `Where is the guesthamber wherein the Master is to eat supper with his apostles?' And when you have thus inquired,this householder will show you a large upper room all furnished and ready for us."When the apostles reahed the ity, they met the man with the water pither near the gate andfollowed on after him to the home of John Mark, where the lad's father met them and showed themthe upper room in readiness for the evening meal.And all of this ame to pass as the result of an understanding arrived at between the Master andJohn Mark during the afternoon of the preeding day when they were alone in the hills. Jesus wanted1764



to be sure he would have this one last meal undisturbed with his apostles, and believing if Judasknew beforehand of their plae of meeting he might arrange with his enemies to take him, he madethis seret arrangement with John Mark. In this way Judas did not learn of their plae of meetinguntil later on when he arrived there in ompany with Jesus and the other apostles.David Zebedee had muh business to transat with Judas so that he was easily prevented fromfollowing Peter, John, and Philip, as he so muh desired to do. When Judas gave David a ertain sumof money for provisions, David said to him: \Judas, might it not be well, under the irumstanes,to provide me with a little money in advane of my atual needs?" And after Judas had reetedfor a moment, he answered: \Yes, David, I think it would be wise. In fat, in view of the disturbedonditions in Jerusalem, I think it would be best for me to turn over all the money to you. Theyplot against the Master, and in ase anything should happen to me, you would not be hampered."And so David reeived all the apostoli ash funds and reeipts for all money on deposit. Notuntil the evening of the next day did the apostles learn of this transation.It was about half past four o'lok when the three apostles returned and informed Jesus thateverything was in readiness for the supper. The Master immediately prepared to lead his twelveapostles over the trail to the Bethany road and on into Jerusalem. And this was the last journey heever made with all twelve of them.
178.3 On the Way to the SupperSeeking again to avoid the rowds passing through the Kidron valley bak and forth between Geth-semane Park and Jerusalem, Jesus and the twelve walked over the western brow of Mount Olivet tomeet the road leading from Bethany down to the ity. As they drew near the plae where Jesus hadtarried the previous evening to disourse on the destrution of Jerusalem, they unonsiously pausedwhile they stood and looked down in silene upon the ity. As they were a little early, and sineJesus did not wish to pass through the ity until after sunset, he said to his assoiates:\Sit down and rest yourselves while I talk with you about what must shortly ome to pass. Allthese years have I lived with you as brethren, and I have taught you the truth onerning the kingdomof heaven and have revealed to you the mysteries thereof. And my Father has indeed done manywonderful works in onnetion with my mission on earth. You have been witnesses of all this andpartakers in the experiene of being laborers together with God. And you will bear me witness thatI have for some time warned you that I must presently return to the work the Father has given me todo; I have plainly told you that I must leave you in the world to arry on the work of the kingdom.It was for this purpose that I set you apart, in the hills of Capernaum. The experiene you have hadwith me, you must now make ready to share with others. As the Father sent me into this world, soam I about to send you forth to represent me and �nish the work I have begun.\You look down on yonder ity in sorrow, for you have heard my words telling of the end ofJerusalem. I have forewarned you lest you should perish in her destrution and so delay the prola-mation of the gospel of the kingdom. Likewise do I warn you to take heed lest you needlessly exposeyourselves to peril when they ome to take the Son of Man. I must go, but you are to remain towitness to this gospel when I have gone, even as I direted that Lazarus ee from the wrath of manthat he might live to make known the glory of God. If it is the Father's will that I depart, nothingyou may do an frustrate the divine plan. Take heed to yourselves lest they kill you also. Let yoursouls be valiant in defense of the gospel by spirit power but be not misled into any foolish attemptto defend the Son of Man. I need no defense by the hand of man; the armies of heaven are even nownear at hand; but I am determined to do the will of my Father in heaven, and therefore must wesubmit to that whih is so soon to ome upon us.1765



\When you see this ity destroyed, forget not that you have entered already upon the eternal life ofendless servie in the ever-advaning kingdom of heaven, even of the heaven of heavens. You shouldknow that in my Father's universe and in mine are many abodes, and that there awaits the hildrenof light the revelation of ities whose builder is God and worlds whose habit of life is righteousnessand joy in the truth. I have brought the kingdom of heaven to you here on earth, but I delare thatall of you who by faith enter therein and remain therein by the living servie of truth, shall surelyasend to the worlds on high and sit with me in the spirit kingdom of our Father. But �rst must yougird yourselves and omplete the work whih you have begun with me. You must �rst pass throughmuh tribulation and endure many sorrows - and these trials are even now upon us - and when youhave �nished your work on earth, you shall ome to my joy, even as I have �nished my Father's workon earth and am about to return to his embrae."When the Master had spoken, he arose, and they all followed him down Olivet and into the ity.None of the apostles, save three, knew where they were going as they made their way along thenarrow streets in the approahing darkness. The rowds jostled them, but no one reognized themnor knew that the Son of God was passing by on his way to the last mortal rendezvous with hishosen ambassadors of the kingdom. And neither did the apostles know that one of their own numberhad already entered into a onspiray to betray the Master into the hands of his enemies.John Mark had followed them all the way into the ity, and after they had entered the gate, hehurried on by another street so that he was waiting to welome them to his father's home when theyarrived.
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Chapter 179The Last SupperDURING the afternoon of this Thursday, when Philip reminded the Master about the approahingPassover and inquired onerning his plans for its elebration, he had in mind the Passover supperwhih was due to be eaten on the evening of the next day, Friday. It was the ustom to begin thepreparations for the elebration of the Passover not later than noon of the preeding day. And sinethe Jews rekoned the day as beginning at sunset, this meant that Saturday's Passover supper wouldbe eaten on Friday night, sometime before the midnight hour.The apostles were, therefore, entirely at a loss to understand the Master's announement thatthey would elebrate the Passover one day early. They thought, at least some of them did, that heknew he would be plaed under arrest before the time of the Passover supper on Friday night andwas therefore alling them together for a speial supper on this Thursday evening. Others thoughtthat this was merely a speial oasion whih was to preede the regular Passover elebration.The apostles knew that Jesus had elebrated other Passovers without the lamb; they knew thathe did not personally partiipate in any sari�ial servie of the Jewish system. He had many timespartaken of the pashal lamb as a guest, but always, when he was the host, no lamb was served. Itwould not have been a great surprise to the apostles to have seen the lamb omitted even on Passovernight, and sine this supper was given one day earlier, they thought nothing of its absene.After reeiving the greetings of welome extended by the father and mother of John Mark, theapostles went immediately to the upper hamber while Jesus lingered behind to talk with the Markfamily.It had been understood beforehand that the Master was to elebrate this oasion alone with histwelve apostles; therefore no servants were provided to wait upon them.179.1 The Desire for PrefereneWhen the apostles had been shown upstairs by John Mark, they beheld a large and ommodioushamber, whih was ompletely furnished for the supper, and observed that the bread, wine, water,and herbs were all in readiness on one end of the table. Exept for the end on whih rested thebread and wine, this long table was surrounded by thirteen relining ouhes, just suh as would beprovided for the elebration of the Passover in a well-to-do Jewish household.As the twelve entered this upper hamber, they notied, just inside the door, the pithers of water,the basins, and towels for laving their dusty feet; and sine no servant had been provided to renderthis servie, the apostles began to look at one another as soon as John Mark had left them, and eahbegan to think within himself, Who shall wash our feet? And eah likewise thought that it wouldnot be he who would thus seem to at as the servant of the others.1767



As they stood there, debating in their hearts, they surveyed the seating arrangement of the table,taking note of the higher divan of the host with one ouh on the right and eleven arranged aroundthe table on up to opposite this seond seat of honor on the host's right.They expeted the Master to arrive any moment, but they were in a quandary as to whether theyshould seat themselves or await his oming and depend on him to assign them their plaes. Whilethey hesitated, Judas stepped over to the seat of honor, at the left of the host, and signi�ed that heintended there to reline as the preferred guest. This at of Judas immediately stirred up a heateddispute among the other apostles. Judas had no sooner seized the seat of honor than John Zebedeelaid laim to the next preferred seat, the one on the right of the host. Simon Peter was so enragedat this assumption of hoie positions by Judas and John that, as the other angry apostles lookedon, he marhed lear around the table and took his plae on the lowest ouh, the end of the seatingorder and just opposite to that hosen by John Zebedee. Sine others had seized the high seats,Peter thought to hoose the lowest, and he did this, not merely in protest against the unseemly prideof his brethren, but with the hope that Jesus, when he should ome and see him in the plae of leasthonor, would all him up to a higher one, thus displaing one who had presumed to honor himself.With the highest and the lowest positions thus oupied, the rest of the apostles hose plaes, somenear Judas and some near Peter, until all were loated. They were seated about the U-shaped tableon these relining divans in the following order: on the right of the Master, John; on the left, Judas,Simon Zelotes, Matthew, James Zebedee, Andrew, the Alpheus twins, Philip, Nathaniel, Thomas,and Simon Peter.They are gathered together to elebrate, at least in spirit, an institution whih antedated evenMoses and referred to the times when their fathers were slaves in Egypt. This supper is their lastrendezvous with Jesus, and even in suh a solemn setting, under the leadership of Judas the apostlesare led one more to give way to their old prediletion for honor, preferene, and personal exaltation.They were still engaged in voiing angry reriminations when the Master appeared in the doorway,where he hesitated a moment as a look of disappointment slowly rept over his fae. Withoutomment he went to his plae, and he did not disturb their seating arrangement.They were now ready to begin the supper, exept that their feet were still unwashed, and theywere in anything but a pleasant frame of mind. When the Master arrived, they were still engaged inmaking unomplimentary remarks about one another, to say nothing of the thoughts of some whohad suÆient emotional ontrol to refrain from publily expressing their feelings.179.2 Beginning the SupperFor a few moments after the Master had gone to his plae, not a word was spoken. Jesus looked themall over and, relieving the tension with a smile, said: \I have greatly desired to eat this Passover withyou. I wanted to eat with you one more before I su�ered, and realizing that my hour has ome, Iarranged to have this supper with you tonight, for, as onerns the morrow, we are all in the handsof the Father, whose will I have ome to exeute. I shall not again eat with you until you sit downwith me in the kingdom whih my Father will give me when I have �nished that for whih he sentme into this world."After the wine and the water had been mixed, they brought the up to Jesus, who, when he hadreeived it from the hand of Thaddeus, held it while he o�ered thanks. And when he had �nishedo�ering thanks, he said: \Take this up and divide it among yourselves and, when you partake of it,realize that I shall not again drink with you the fruit of the vine sine this is our last supper. Whenwe sit down again in this manner, it will be in the kingdom to ome."Jesus began thus to talk to his apostles beause he knew that his hour had ome. He understood1768



that the time had ome when he was to return to the Father, and that his work on earth was almost�nished. The Master knew he had revealed the Father's love on earth and had shown forth his meryto mankind, and that he had ompleted that for whih he ame into the world, even to the reeivingof all power and authority in heaven and on earth. Likewise, he knew Judas Isariot had fully madeup his mind to deliver him that night into the hands of his enemies. He fully realized that thistraitorous betrayal was the work of Judas, but that it also pleased Luifer, Satan, and Caligastia theprine of darkness. But he feared none of those who sought his spiritual overthrow any more thanhe feared those who sought to aomplish his physial death. The Master had but one anxiety, andthat was for the safety and salvation of his hosen followers. And so, with the full knowledge thatthe Father had put all things under his authority, the Master now prepared to enat the parable ofbrotherly love.179.3 Washing the Apostles' FeetAfter drinking the �rst up of the Passover, it was the Jewish ustom for the host to arise from thetable and wash his hands. Later on in the meal and after the seond up, all of the guests likewiserose up and washed their hands. Sine the apostles knew that their Master never observed theserites of eremonial hand washing, they were very urious to know what he intended to do when, afterthey had partaken of this �rst up, he arose from the table and silently made his way over to nearthe door, where the water pithers, basins, and towels had been plaed. And their uriosity grewinto astonishment as they saw the Master remove his outer garment, gird himself with a towel, andbegin to pour water into one of the foot basins. Imagine the amazement of these twelve men, whohad so reently refused to wash one another's feet, and who had engaged in suh unseemly disputesabout positions of honor at the table, when they saw him make his way around the unoupied endof the table to the lowest seat of the feast, where Simon Peter relined, and, kneeling down in theattitude of a servant, make ready to wash Simon's feet. As the Master knelt, all twelve arose as oneman to their feet; even the traitorous Judas so far forgot his infamy for a moment as to arise withhis fellow apostles in this expression of surprise, respet, and utter amazement.There stood Simon Peter, looking down into the upturned fae of his Master. Jesus said nothing;it was not neessary that he should speak. His attitude plainly revealed that he was minded to washSimon Peter's feet. Notwithstanding his frailties of the esh, Peter loved the Master. This Galilean�sherman was the �rst human being wholeheartedly to believe in the divinity of Jesus and to makefull and publi onfession of that belief. And Peter had never sine really doubted the divine natureof the Master. Sine Peter so revered and honored Jesus in his heart, it was not strange that hissoul resented the thought of Jesus' kneeling there before him in the attitude of a menial servant andproposing to wash his feet as would a slave. When Peter presently olleted his wits suÆiently toaddress the Master, he spoke the heart feelings of all his fellow apostles.After a few moments of this great embarrassment, Peter said, \Master, do you really mean towash my feet?" And then, looking up into Peter's fae, Jesus said: \You may not fully understandwhat I am about to do, but hereafter you will know the meaning of all these things." Then SimonPeter, drawing a long breath, said, \Master, you shall never wash my feet!" And eah of the apostlesnodded their approval of Peter's �rm delaration of refusal to allow Jesus thus to humble himselfbefore them.The dramati appeal of this unusual sene at �rst touhed the heart of even Judas Isariot; butwhen his vainglorious intellet passed judgment upon the spetale, he onluded that this gestureof humility was just one more episode whih onlusively proved that Jesus would never qualify asIsrael's deliverer, and that he had made no mistake in the deision to desert the Master's ause.As they all stood there in breathless amazement, Jesus said: \Peter, I delare that, if I do not1769



wash your feet, you will have no part with me in that whih I am about to perform." When Peterheard this delaration, oupled with the fat that Jesus ontinued kneeling there at his feet, he madeone of those deisions of blind aquiesene in ompliane with the wish of one whom he respetedand loved. As it began to dawn on Simon Peter that there was attahed to this proposed enatmentof servie some signi�ation that determined one's future onnetion with the Master's work, he notonly beame reoniled to the thought of allowing Jesus to wash his feet but, in his harateristi andimpetuous manner, said: \Then, Master, wash not my feet only but also my hands and my head."As the Master made ready to begin washing Peter's feet, he said: \He who is already lean needsonly to have his feet washed. You who sit with me tonight are lean - but not all. But the dust ofyour feet should have been washed away before you sat down at meat with me. And besides, I wouldperform this servie for you as a parable to illustrate the meaning of a new ommandment whih Iwill presently give you."In like manner the Master went around the table, in silene, washing the feet of his twelve apostles,not even passing by Judas. When Jesus had �nished washing the feet of the twelve, he donned hisloak, returned to his plae as host, and after looking over his bewildered apostles, said:\Do you really understand what I have done to you? You all me Master, and you say well, forso I am. If, then, the Master has washed your feet, why was it that you were unwilling to wash oneanother's feet? What lesson should you learn from this parable in whih the Master so willingly doesthat servie whih his brethren were unwilling to do for one another? Verily, verily, I say to you: Aservant is not greater than his master; neither is one who is sent greater than he who sends him. Youhave seen the way of servie in my life among you, and blessed are you who will have the graiousourage so to serve. But why are you so slow to learn that the seret of greatness in the spiritualkingdom is not like the methods of power in the material world?\When I ame into this hamber tonight, you were not ontent proudly to refuse to wash oneanother's feet, but you must also fall to disputing among yourselves as to who should have the plaesof honor at my table. Suh honors the Pharisees and the hildren of this world seek, but it should notbe so among the ambassadors of the heavenly kingdom. Do you not know that there an be no plaeof preferment at my table? Do you not understand that I love eah of you as I do the others? Do younot know that the plae nearest me, as men regard suh honors, an mean nothing onerning yourstanding in the kingdom of heaven? You know that the kings of the gentiles have lordship over theirsubjets, while those who exerise this authority are sometimes alled benefators. But it shall notbe so in the kingdom of heaven. He who would be great among you, let him beome as the younger;while he who would be hief, let him beome as one who serves. Who is the greater, he who sits atmeat, or he who serves? Is it not ommonly regarded that he who sits at meat is the greater? Butyou will observe that I am among you as one who serves. If you are willing to beome fellow servantswith me in doing the Father's will, in the kingdom to ome you shall sit with me in power, still doingthe Father's will in future glory."When Jesus had �nished speaking, the Alpheus twins brought on the bread and wine, with thebitter herbs and the paste of dried fruits, for the next ourse of the Last Supper.179.4 Last Words to the BetrayerFor some minutes the apostles ate in silene, but under the inuene of the Master's heerful demeanorthey were soon drawn into onversation, and ere long the meal was proeeding as if nothing out ofthe ordinary had ourred to interfere with the good heer and soial aord of this extraordinaryoasion. After some time had elapsed, in about the middle of this seond ourse of the meal, Jesus,looking them over, said: \I have told you how muh I desired to have this supper with you, andknowing how the evil fores of darkness have onspired to bring about the death of the Son of Man,1770



I determined to eat this supper with you in this seret hamber and a day in advane of the Passoversine I will not be with you by this time tomorrow night. I have repeatedly told you that I mustreturn to the Father. Now has my hour ome, but it was not required that one of you should betrayme into the hands of my enemies."When the twelve heard this, having already been robbed of muh of their self-assertiveness andself-on�dene by the parable of the feet washing and the Master's subsequent disourse, they beganto look at one another while in disonerted tones they hesitatingly inquired, \Is it I?" And whenthey had all so inquired, Jesus said: \While it is neessary that I go to the Father, it was not requiredthat one of you should beome a traitor to ful�ll the Father's will. This is the oming to fruit of theonealed evil in the heart of one who failed to love the truth with his whole soul. How deeitful isthe intelletual pride that preedes the spiritual downfall! My friend of many years, who even noweats my bread, will be willing to betray me, even as he now dips his hand with me in the dish."And when Jesus had thus spoken, they all began again to ask, \Is it I?" And as Judas, sitting onthe left of his Master, again asked, \Is it I?" Jesus, dipping the bread in the dish of herbs, handedit to Judas, saying, \You have said." But the others did not hear Jesus speak to Judas. John, whorelined on Jesus' right hand, leaned over and asked the Master: \Who is it? We should know who itis that has proved untrue to his trust." Jesus answered: \Already have I told you, even he to whomI gave the sop." But it was so natural for the host to give a sop to the one who sat next to him onthe left that none of them took notie of this, even though the Master had so plainly spoken. ButJudas was painfully onsious of the meaning of the Master's words assoiated with his at, and hebeame fearful lest his brethren were likewise now aware that he was the betrayer.Peter was highly exited by what had been said, and leaning forward over the table, he addressedJohn, \Ask him who it is, or if he has told you, tell me who is the betrayer."Jesus brought their whisperings to an end by saying: \I sorrow that this evil should have ometo pass and hoped even up to this hour that the power of truth might triumph over the deeptionsof evil, but suh vitories are not won without the faith of the sinere love of truth. I would nothave told you these things at this, our last supper, but I desire to warn you of these sorrows andso prepare you for what is now upon us. I have told you of this beause I desire that you shouldreall, after I have gone, that I knew about all these evil plottings, and that I forewarned you of mybetrayal. And I do all this only that you may be strengthened for the temptations and trials whihare just ahead."When Jesus had thus spoken, leaning over toward Judas, he said: \What you have deided to do,do quikly." And when Judas heard these words, he arose from the table and hastily left the room,going out into the night to do what he had set his mind to aomplish. When the other apostlessaw Judas hasten o� after Jesus had spoken to him, they thought he had gone to proure somethingadditional for the supper or to do some other errand for the Master sine they supposed he stillarried the bag.Jesus now knew that nothing ould be done to keep Judas from turning traitor. He started withtwelve - now he had eleven. He hose six of these apostles, and though Judas was among thosenominated by his �rst-hosen apostles, still the Master aepted him and had, up to this very hour,done everything possible to santify and save him, even as he had wrought for the peae and salvationof the others.This supper, with its tender episodes and softening touhes, was Jesus' last appeal to the desertingJudas, but it was of no avail. Warning, even when administered in the most tatful manner andonveyed in the most kindly spirit, as a rule, only intensi�es hatred and �res the evil determinationto arry out to the full one's own sel�sh projets, when love is one really dead.
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179.5 Establishing the Remembrane SupperAs they brought Jesus the third up of wine, the \up of blessing," he arose from the ouh and,taking the up in his hands, blessed it, saying: \Take this up, all of you, and drink of it. This shallbe the up of my remembrane. This is the up of the blessing of a new dispensation of grae andtruth. This shall be to you the emblem of the bestowal and ministry of the divine Spirit of Truth.And I will not again drink this up with you until I drink in new form with you in the Father'seternal kingdom."The apostles all sensed that something out of the ordinary was transpiring as they drank of thisup of blessing in profound reverene and perfet silene. The old Passover ommemorated theemergene of their fathers from a state of raial slavery into individual freedom; now the Master wasinstituting a new remembrane supper as a symbol of the new dispensation wherein the enslavedindividual emerges from the bondage of eremonialism and sel�shness into the spiritual joy of thebrotherhood and fellowship of the liberated faith sons of the living God.When they had �nished drinking this new up of remembrane, the Master took up the breadand, after giving thanks, broke it in piees and, direting them to pass it around, said: \Take thisbread of remembrane and eat it. I have told you that I am the bread of life. And this bread of lifeis the united life of the Father and the Son in one gift. The word of the Father, as revealed in theSon, is indeed the bread of life." When they had partaken of the bread of remembrane, the symbolof the living word of truth inarnated in the likeness of mortal esh, they all sat down.In instituting this remembrane supper, the Master, as was always his habit, resorted to parablesand symbols. He employed symbols beause he wanted to teah ertain great spiritual truths insuh a manner as to make it diÆult for his suessors to attah preise interpretations and de�nitemeanings to his words. In this way he sought to prevent suessive generations from rystallizing histeahing and binding down his spiritual meanings by the dead hains of tradition and dogma. In theestablishment of the only eremony or sarament assoiated with his whole life mission, Jesus tookgreat pains to suggest his meanings rather than to ommit himself to preise de�nitions. He did notwish to destroy the individual's onept of divine ommunion by establishing a preise form; neitherdid he desire to limit the believer's spiritual imagination by formally ramping it. He rather soughtto set man's reborn soul free upon the joyous wings of a new and living spiritual liberty.Notwithstanding the Master's e�ort thus to establish this new sarament of the remembrane,those who followed after him in the intervening enturies saw to it that his express desire was e�e-tively thwarted in that his simple spiritual symbolism of that last night in the esh has been reduedto preise interpretations and subjeted to the almost mathematial preision of a set formula. Ofall Jesus' teahings none have beome more tradition-standardized.This supper of remembrane, when it is partaken of by those who are Son-believing and God-knowing, does not need to have assoiated with its symbolism any of man's puerile misinterpretationsregarding the meaning of the divine presene, for upon all suh oasions the Master is really present.The remembrane supper is the believer's symboli rendezvous with Mihael. When you beome thusspirit-onsious, the Son is atually present, and his spirit fraternizes with the indwelling fragmentof his Father.After they had engaged in meditation for a few moments, Jesus ontinued speaking: \When youdo these things, reall the life I have lived on earth among you and rejoie that I am to ontinue tolive on earth with you and to serve through you. As individuals, ontend not among yourselves asto who shall be greatest. Be you all as brethren. And when the kingdom grows to embrae largegroups of believers, likewise should you refrain from ontending for greatness or seeking prefermentbetween suh groups."And this mighty oasion took plae in the upper hamber of a friend. There was nothing of1772



sared form or of eremonial onseration about either the supper or the building. The remembranesupper was established without elesiastial santion.When Jesus had thus established the supper of the remembrane, he said to the eleven: \And asoften as you do this, do it in remembrane of me. And when you do remember me, �rst look bakupon my life in the esh, reall that I was one with you, and then, by faith, disern that you shallall sometime sup with me in the Father's eternal kingdom. This is the new Passover whih I leavewith you, even the memory of my bestowal life, the word of eternal truth; and of my love for you,the outpouring of my Spirit of Truth upon all esh."And they ended this elebration of the old but bloodless Passover in onnetion with the inaugura-tion of the new supper of the remembrane, by singing, all together, the one hundred and eighteenthPsalm.
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Chapter 180The Farewell DisourseAFTER singing the Psalm at the onlusion of the Last Supper, the apostles thought that Jesusintended to return immediately to the amp, but he indiated that they should sit down. Said theMaster:\You well remember when I sent you forth without purse or wallet and even advised that you takewith you no extra lothes. And you will all reall that you laked nothing. But now have you omeupon troublous times. No longer an you depend upon the good will of the multitudes. Heneforth,he who has a purse, let him take it with him. When you go out into the world to prolaim thisgospel, make suh provision for your support as seems best. I have ome to bring peae, but it willnot appear for a time.\The time has now ome for the Son of Man to be glori�ed, and the Father shall be glori�ed inme. My friends, I am to be with you only a little longer. Soon you will seek for me, but you willnot �nd me, for I am going to a plae to whih you annot, at this time, ome. But when you have�nished your work on earth as I have now �nished mine, you shall then ome to me even as I nowprepare to go to my Father. In just a short time I am going to leave you, you will see me no more onearth, but you shall all see me in the age to ome when you asend to the kingdom whih my Fatherhas given to me."180.1 The New CommandmentAfter a few moments of informal onversation, Jesus stood up and said: \When I enated for youa parable indiating how you should be willing to serve one another, I said that I desired to giveyou a new ommandment; and I would do this now as I am about to leave you. You well know theommandment whih direts that you love one another; that you love your neighbor even as yourself.But I am not wholly satis�ed with even that sinere devotion on the part of my hildren. I wouldhave you perform still greater ats of love in the kingdom of the believing brotherhood. And so Igive you this new ommandment: That you love one another even as I have loved you. And by thiswill all men know that you are my disiples if you thus love one another.\When I give you this new ommandment, I do not plae any new burden upon your souls; ratherdo I bring you new joy and make it possible for you to experiene new pleasure in knowing thedelights of the bestowal of your heart's a�etion upon your fellow men. I am about to experiene thesupreme joy, even though enduring outward sorrow, in the bestowal of my a�etion upon you andyour fellow mortals.\When I invite you to love one another, even as I have loved you, I hold up before you the suprememeasure of true a�etion, for greater love an no man have than this: that he will lay down his life1775



for his friends. And you are my friends; you will ontinue to be my friends if you are but willing todo what I have taught you. You have alled me Master, but I do not all you servants. If you willonly love one another as I am loving you, you shall be my friends, and I will ever speak to you ofthat whih the Father reveals to me.\You have not merely hosen me, but I have also hosen you, and I have ordained you to go forthinto the world to yield the fruit of loving servie to your fellows even as I have lived among you andrevealed the Father to you. The Father and I will both work with you, and you shall experiene thedivine fullness of joy if you will only obey my ommand to love one another, even as I have lovedyou."If you would share the Master's joy, you must share his love. And to share his love means thatyou have shared his servie. Suh an experiene of love does not deliver you from the diÆulties ofthis world; it does not reate a new world, but it most ertainly does make the old world new.Keep in mind: It is loyalty, not sari�e, that Jesus demands. The onsiousness of sari�eimplies the absene of that wholehearted a�etion whih would have made suh a loving serviea supreme joy. The idea of duty signi�es that you are servant-minded and hene are missing themighty thrill of doing your servie as a friend and for a friend. The impulse of friendship transendsall onvitions of duty, and the servie of a friend for a friend an never be alled a sari�e. TheMaster has taught the apostles that they are the sons of God. He has alled them brethren, andnow, before he leaves, he alls them his friends.180.2 The Vine and the BranhesThen Jesus stood up again and ontinued teahing his apostles: \I am the true vine, and my Fatheris the husbandman. I am the vine, and you are the branhes. And the Father requires of me onlythat you shall bear muh fruit. The vine is pruned only to inrease the fruitfulness of its branhes.Every branh oming out of me whih bears no fruit, the Father will take away. Every branh whihbears fruit, the Father will leanse that it may bear more fruit. Already are you lean through theword I have spoken, but you must ontinue to be lean. You must abide in me, and I in you; thebranh will die if it is separated from the vine. As the branh annot bear fruit exept it abides in thevine, so neither an you yield the fruits of loving servie exept you abide in me. Remember: I amthe real vine, and you are the living branhes. He who lives in me, and I in him, will bear muh fruitof the spirit and experiene the supreme joy of yielding this spiritual harvest. If you will maintainthis living spiritual onnetion with me, you will bear abundant fruit. If you abide in me and mywords live in you, you will be able to ommune freely with me, and then an my living spirit so infuseyou that you may ask whatsoever my spirit wills and do all this with the assurane that the Fatherwill grant us our petition. Herein is the Father glori�ed: that the vine has many living branhes,and that every branh bears muh fruit. And when the world sees these fruit-bearing branhes - myfriends who love one another, even as I have loved them - all men will know that you are truly mydisiples.\As the Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Live in my love even as I live in the Father'slove. If you do as I have taught you, you shall abide in my love even as I have kept the Father's wordand evermore abide in his love."The Jews had long taught that the Messiah would be \a stem arising out of the vine" of David'sanestors, and in ommemoration of this olden teahing a large emblem of the grape and its attahedvine deorated the entrane to Herod's temple. The apostles all realled these things while theMaster talked to them this night in the upper hamber.But great sorrow later attended the misinterpretation of the Master's inferenes regarding prayer.1776



There would have been little diÆulty about these teahings if his exat words had been rememberedand subsequently truthfully reorded. But as the reord was made, believers eventually regardedprayer in Jesus' name as a sort of supreme magi, thinking that they would reeive from the Fatheranything they asked for. For enturies honest souls have ontinued to wrek their faith against thisstumbling blok. How long will it take the world of believers to understand that prayer is not aproess of getting your way but rather a program of taking God's way, an experiene of learning howto reognize and exeute the Father's will? It is entirely true that, when your will has been trulyaligned with his, you an ask anything oneived by that will-union, and it will be granted. Andsuh a will-union is e�eted by and through Jesus even as the life of the vine ows into and throughthe living branhes.When there exists this living onnetion between divinity and humanity, if humanity shouldthoughtlessly and ignorantly pray for sel�sh ease and vainglorious aomplishments, there ouldbe only one divine answer: more and inreased bearing of the fruits of the spirit on the stems ofthe living branhes. When the branh of the vine is alive, there an be only one answer to all itspetitions: inreased grape bearing. In fat, the branh exists only for, and an do nothing exept,fruit bearing, yielding grapes. So does the true believer exist only for the purpose of bearing thefruits of the spirit: to love man as he himself has been loved by God - that we should love oneanother, even as Jesus has loved us.And when the Father's hand of disipline is laid upon the vine, it is done in love, in order thatthe branhes may bear muh fruit. And a wise husbandman uts away only the dead and fruitlessbranhes.Jesus had great diÆulty in leading even his apostles to reognize that prayer is a funtion ofspirit-born believers in the spirit-dominated kingdom.180.3 Enmity of the WorldThe eleven had sarely eased their disussions of the disourse on the vine and the branhes whenthe Master, indiating that he was desirous of speaking to them further and knowing that his timewas short, said: \When I have left you, be not disouraged by the enmity of the world. Be notdownast even when fainthearted believers turn against you and join hands with the enemies of thekingdom. If the world shall hate you, you should reall that it hated me even before it hated you. Ifyou were of this world, then would the world love its own, but beause you are not, the world refusesto love you. You are in this world, but your lives are not to be worldlike. I have hosen you out of theworld to represent the spirit of another world even to this world from whih you have been hosen.But always remember the words I have spoken to you: The servant is not greater than his master. Ifthey dare to perseute me, they will also perseute you. If my words o�end the unbelievers, so alsowill your words o�end the ungodly. And all of this will they do to you beause they believe not inme nor in Him who sent me; so will you su�er many things for the sake of my gospel. But when youendure these tribulations, you should reall that I also su�ered before you for the sake of this gospelof the heavenly kingdom.\Many of those who will assail you are ignorant of the light of heaven, but this is not true ofsome who now perseute us. If we had not taught them the truth, they might do many strangethings without falling under ondemnation, but now, sine they have known the light and presumedto rejet it, they have no exuse for their attitude. He who hates me hates my Father. It annotbe otherwise; the light whih would save you if aepted an only ondemn you if it is knowinglyrejeted. And what have I done to these men that they should hate me with suh a terrible hatred?Nothing, save to o�er them fellowship on earth and salvation in heaven. But have you not read inthe Sripture the saying: `And they hated me without a ause'?1777



\But I will not leave you alone in the world. Very soon, after I have gone, I will send you a spirithelper. You shall have with you one who will take my plae among you, one who will ontinue toteah you the way of truth, who will even omfort you.\Let not your hearts be troubled. You believe in God; ontinue to believe also in me. Even thoughI must leave you, I will not be far from you. I have already told you that in my Father's universethere are many tarrying-plaes. If this were not true, I would not have repeatedly told you aboutthem. I am going to return to these worlds of light, stations in the Father's heaven to whih youshall sometime asend. From these plaes I ame into this world, and the hour is now at hand whenI must return to my Father's work in the spheres on high.\If I thus go before you into the Father's heavenly kingdom, so will I surely send for you that youmay be with me in the plaes that were prepared for the mortal sons of God before this world was.Even though I must leave you, I will be present with you in spirit, and eventually you shall be withme in person when you have asended to me in my universe even as I am about to asend to myFather in his greater universe. And what I have told you is true and everlasting, even though youmay not fully omprehend it. I go to the Father, and though you annot now follow me, you shallertainly follow me in the ages to ome."When Jesus sat down, Thomas arose and said: \Master, we do not know where you are going; soof ourse we do not know the way. But we will follow you this very night if you will show us theway."When Jesus heard Thomas, he answered: \Thomas, I am the way, the truth, and the life. Noman goes to the Father exept through me. All who �nd the Father, �rst �nd me. If you know me,you know the way to the Father. And you do know me, for you have lived with me and you now seeme."But this teahing was too deep for many of the apostles, espeially for Philip, who, after speakinga few words with Nathaniel, arose and said: \Master, show us the Father, and everything you havesaid will be made plain."And when Philip had spoken, Jesus said: \Philip, have I been so long with you and yet you donot even now know me? Again do I delare: He who has seen me has seen the Father. How an youthen say, Show us the Father? Do you not believe that I am in the Father and the Father in me?Have I not taught you that the words whih I speak are not my words but the words of the Father?I speak for the Father and not of myself. I am in this world to do the Father's will, and that I havedone. My Father abides in me and works through me. Believe me when I say that the Father is inme, and that I am in the Father, or else believe me for the sake of the very life I have lived - for thework's sake."As the Master went aside to refresh himself with water, the eleven engaged in a spirited disussionof these teahings, and Peter was beginning to deliver himself of an extended speeh when Jesusreturned and bekoned them to be seated.180.4 The Promised HelperJesus ontinued to teah, saying: \When I have gone to the Father, and after he has fully aeptedthe work I have done for you on earth, and after I have reeived the �nal sovereignty of my owndomain, I shall say to my Father: Having left my hildren alone on earth, it is in aordane withmy promise to send them another teaher. And when the Father shall approve, I will pour out theSpirit of Truth upon all esh. Already is my Father's spirit in your hearts, and when this day shallome, you will also have me with you even as you now have the Father. This new gift is the spiritof living truth. The unbelievers will not at �rst listen to the teahings of this spirit, but the sons1778



of light will all reeive him gladly and with a whole heart. And you shall know this spirit when heomes even as you have known me, and you will reeive this gift in your hearts, and he will abidewith you. You thus pereive that I am not going to leave you without help and guidane. I will notleave you desolate. Today I an be with you only in person. In the times to ome I will be with youand all other men who desire my presene, wherever you may be, and with eah of you at the sametime. Do you not disern that it is better for me to go away; that I leave you in the esh so that Imay the better and the more fully be with you in the spirit?\In just a few hours the world will see me no more; but you will ontinue to know me in yourhearts even until I send you this new teaher, the Spirit of Truth. As I have lived with you in person,then shall I live in you; I shall be one with your personal experiene in the spirit kingdom. Andwhen this has ome to pass, you shall surely know that I am in the Father, and that, while your lifeis hid with the Father in me, I am also in you. I have loved the Father and have kept his word; youhave loved me, and you will keep my word. As my Father has given me of his spirit, so will I giveyou of my spirit. And this Spirit of Truth whih I will bestow upon you shall guide and omfort youand shall eventually lead you into all truth.\I am telling you these things while I am still with you that you may be the better prepared toendure those trials whih are even now right upon us. And when this new day omes, you will beindwelt by the Son as well as by the Father. And these gifts of heaven will ever work the one withthe other even as the Father and I have wrought on earth and before your very eyes as one person,the Son of Man. And this spirit friend will bring to your remembrane everything I have taughtyou."As the Master paused for a moment, Judas Alpheus made bold to ask one of the few questionswhih either he or his brother ever addressed to Jesus in publi. Said Judas: \Master, you havealways lived among us as a friend; how shall we know you when you no longer manifest yourself tous save by this spirit? If the world sees you not, how shall we be ertain about you? How will youshow yourself to us?"Jesus looked down upon them all, smiled, and said: \My little hildren, I am going away, goingbak to my Father. In a little while you will not see me as you do here, as esh and blood. In a veryshort time I am going to send you my spirit, just like me exept for this material body. This newteaher is the Spirit of Truth who will live with eah one of you, in your hearts, and so will all thehildren of light be made one and be drawn toward one another. And in this very manner will myFather and I be able to live in the souls of eah one of you and also in the hearts of all other menwho love us and make that love real in their experienes by loving one another, even as I am nowloving you."Judas Alpheus did not fully understand what the Master said, but he grasped the promise of thenew teaher, and from the expression on Andrew's fae, he pereived that his question had beensatisfatorily answered.180.5 The Spirit of TruthThe new helper whih Jesus promised to send into the hearts of believers, to pour out upon all esh,is the Spirit of Truth. This divine endowment is not the letter or law of truth, neither is it to funtionas the form or expression of truth. The new teaher is the onvition of truth, the onsiousnessand assurane of true meanings on real spirit levels. And this new teaher is the spirit of living andgrowing truth, expanding, unfolding, and adaptative truth.Divine truth is a spirit-diserned and living reality. Truth exists only on high spiritual levelsof the realization of divinity and the onsiousness of ommunion with God. You an know the1779



truth, and you an live the truth; you an experiene the growth of truth in the soul and enjoy theliberty of its enlightenment in the mind, but you annot imprison truth in formulas, odes, reeds,or intelletual patterns of human ondut. When you undertake the human formulation of divinetruth, it speedily dies. The post-mortem salvage of imprisoned truth, even at best, an eventuateonly in the realization of a peuliar form of intelletualized glori�ed wisdom. Stati truth is deadtruth, and only dead truth an be held as a theory. Living truth is dynami and an enjoy only anexperiential existene in the human mind.Intelligene grows out of a material existene whih is illuminated by the presene of the osmimind. Wisdom omprises the onsiousness of knowledge elevated to new levels of meaning andativated by the presene of the universe endowment of the adjutant of wisdom. Truth is a spiritualreality value experiened only by spirit-endowed beings who funtion upon supermaterial levels ofuniverse onsiousness, and who, after the realization of truth, permit its spirit of ativation to liveand reign within their souls.The true hild of universe insight looks for the living Spirit of Truth in every wise saying. TheGod-knowing individual is onstantly elevating wisdom to the living-truth levels of divine attainment;the spiritually unprogressive soul is all the while dragging the living truth down to the dead levelsof wisdom and to the domain of mere exalted knowledge.The golden rule, when divested of the superhuman insight of the Spirit of Truth, beomes nothingmore than a rule of high ethial ondut. The golden rule, when literally interpreted, may beomethe instrument of great o�ense to one's fellows. Without a spiritual disernment of the golden ruleof wisdom you might reason that, sine you are desirous that all men speak the full and frank truthof their minds to you, you should therefore fully and frankly speak the full thought of your mindto your fellow beings. Suh an unspiritual interpretation of the golden rule might result in untoldunhappiness and no end of sorrow.Some persons disern and interpret the golden rule as a purely intelletual aÆrmation of humanfraternity. Others experiene this expression of human relationship as an emotional grati�ation ofthe tender feelings of the human personality. Another mortal reognizes this same golden rule as theyardstik for measuring all soial relations, the standard of soial ondut. Still others look upon itas being the positive injuntion of a great moral teaher who embodied in this statement the highestonept of moral obligation as regards all fraternal relationships. In the lives of suh moral beingsthe golden rule beomes the wise enter and irumferene of all their philosophy.In the kingdom of the believing brotherhood of God-knowing truth lovers, this golden rule takeson living qualities of spiritual realization on those higher levels of interpretation whih ause themortal sons of God to view this injuntion of the Master as requiring them so to relate themselvesto their fellows that they will reeive the highest possible good as a result of the believer's ontatwith them. This is the essene of true religion: that you love your neighbor as yourself.But the highest realization and the truest interpretation of the golden rule onsists in the on-siousness of the spirit of the truth of the enduring and living reality of suh a divine delaration. Thetrue osmi meaning of this rule of universal relationship is revealed only in its spiritual realization,in the interpretation of the law of ondut by the spirit of the Son to the spirit of the Father thatindwells the soul of mortal man. And when suh spirit-led mortals realize the true meaning of thisgolden rule, they are �lled to overowing with the assurane of itizenship in a friendly universe, andtheir ideals of spirit reality are satis�ed only when they love their fellows as Jesus loved us all, andthat is the reality of the realization of the love of God.This same philosophy of the living exibility and osmi adaptability of divine truth to the in-dividual requirements and apaity of every son of God, must be pereived before you an hopeadequately to understand the Master's teahing and pratie of nonresistane to evil. The Master'steahing is basially a spiritual pronounement. Even the material impliations of his philosophy1780



annot be helpfully onsidered apart from their spiritual orrelations. The spirit of the Master'sinjuntion onsists in the nonresistane of all sel�sh reation to the universe, oupled with the ag-gressive and progressive attainment of righteous levels of true spirit values: divine beauty, in�nitegoodness, and eternal truth - to know God and to beome inreasingly like him.Love, unsel�shness, must undergo a onstant and living readaptative interpretation of relationshipsin aordane with the leading of the Spirit of Truth. Love must thereby grasp the ever-hangingand enlarging onepts of the highest osmi good of the individual who is loved. And then love goeson to strike this same attitude onerning all other individuals who ould possibly be inuened bythe growing and living relationship of one spirit-led mortal's love for other itizens of the universe.And this entire living adaptation of love must be e�eted in the light of both the environment ofpresent evil and the eternal goal of the perfetion of divine destiny.And so must we learly reognize that neither the golden rule nor the teahing of nonresistanean ever be properly understood as dogmas or preepts. They an only be omprehended by livingthem, by realizing their meanings in the living interpretation of the Spirit of Truth, who direts theloving ontat of one human being with another.And all this learly indiates the di�erene between the old religion and the new. The old re-ligion taught self-sari�e; the new religion teahes only self-forgetfulness, enhaned self-realizationin onjoined soial servie and universe omprehension. The old religion was motivated by fear-onsiousness; the new gospel of the kingdom is dominated by truth-onvition, the spirit of eternaland universal truth. And no amount of piety or reedal loyalty an ompensate for the absene inthe life experiene of kingdom believers of that spontaneous, generous, and sinere friendliness whihharaterizes the spirit-born sons of the living God. Neither tradition nor a eremonial system offormal worship an atone for the lak of genuine ompassion for one's fellows.180.6 The Neessity for LeavingAfter Peter, James, John, and Matthew had asked the Master numerous questions, he ontinued hisfarewell disourse by saying: \And I am telling you about all this before I leave you in order thatyou may be so prepared for what is oming upon you that you will not stumble into serious error.The authorities will not be ontent with merely putting you out of the synagogues; I warn you thehour draws near when they who kill you will think they are doing a servie to God. And all of thesethings they will do to you and to those whom you lead into the kingdom of heaven beause theydo not know the Father. They have refused to know the Father by refusing to reeive me; and theyrefuse to reeive me when they rejet you, provided you have kept my new ommandment that youlove one another even as I have loved you. I am telling you in advane about these things so that,when your hour omes, as mine now has, you may be strengthened in the knowledge that all wasknown to me, and that my spirit shall be with you in all your su�erings for my sake and the gospel's.It was for this purpose that I have been talking so plainly to you from the very beginning. I haveeven warned you that a man's foes may be those of his own household. Although this gospel of thekingdom never fails to bring great peae to the soul of the individual believer, it will not bring peaeon earth until man is willing to believe my teahing wholeheartedly and to establish the pratie ofdoing the Father's will as the hief purpose in living the mortal life.\Now that I am leaving you, seeing that the hour has ome when I am about to go to the Father,I am surprised that none of you have asked me, Why do you leave us? Nevertheless, I know that youask suh questions in your hearts. I will speak to you plainly, as one friend to another. It is reallypro�table for you that I go away. If I go not away, the new teaher annot ome into your hearts.I must be divested of this mortal body and be restored to my plae on high before I an send thisspirit teaher to live in your souls and lead your spirits into the truth. And when my spirit omes to1781



indwell you, he will illuminate the di�erene between sin and righteousness and will enable you tojudge wisely in your hearts onerning them.\I have yet muh to say to you, but you annot stand any more just now. Albeit, when he, theSpirit of Truth, omes, he shall eventually guide you into all truth as you pass through the manyabodes in my Father's universe.\This spirit will not speak of himself, but he will delare to you that whih the Father has revealedto the Son, and he will even show you things to ome; he will glorify me even as I have glori�ed myFather. This spirit omes forth from me, and he will reveal my truth to you. Everything whih theFather has in this domain is now mine; wherefore did I say that this new teaher would take of thatwhih is mine and reveal it to you.\In just a little while I will leave you for a short time. Afterward, when you again see me, I shallalready be on my way to the Father so that even then you will not see me for long."While he paused for a moment, the apostles began to talk with eah other: \What is this that hetells us? `In just a little while I will leave you,' and `When you see me again it will not be for long,for I will be on my way to the Father.' What an he mean by this `little while' and `not for long'?We annot understand what he is telling us."And sine Jesus knew they asked these questions, he said: \Do you inquire among yourselvesabout what I meant when I said that in a little while I would not be with you, and that, when youwould see me again, I would be on my way to the Father? I have plainly told you that the Son ofMan must die, but that he will rise again. Can you not then disern the meaning of my words? Youwill �rst be made sorrowful, but later on will you rejoie with many who will understand these thingsafter they have ome to pass. A woman is indeed sorrowful in the hour of her travail, but when sheis one delivered of her hild, she immediately forgets her anguish in the joy of the knowledge thata man has been born into the world. And so are you about to sorrow over my departure, but I willsoon see you again, and then will your sorrow be turned into rejoiing, and there shall ome to youa new revelation of the salvation of God whih no man an ever take away from you. And all theworlds will be blessed in this same revelation of life in e�eting the overthrow of death. Hithertohave you made all your requests in my Father's name. After you see me again, you may also ask inmy name, and I will hear you.\Down here I have taught you in proverbs and spoken to you in parables. I did so beause youwere only hildren in the spirit; but the time is oming when I will talk to you plainly onerningthe Father and his kingdom. And I shall do this beause the Father himself loves you and desires tobe more fully revealed to you. Mortal man annot see the spirit Father; therefore have I ome intothe world to show the Father to your reature eyes. But when you have beome perfeted in spiritgrowth, you shall then see the Father himself."When the eleven had heard him speak, they said to eah other: \Behold, he does speak plainlyto us. Surely the Master did ome forth from God. But why does he say he must return to theFather?" And Jesus saw that they did not even yet omprehend him. These eleven men ould notget away from their long-nourished ideas of the Jewish onept of the Messiah. The more fully theybelieved in Jesus as the Messiah, the more troublesome beame these deep-rooted notions regardingthe glorious material triumph of the kingdom on earth.
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Chapter 181Final Admonitions and WarningsAFTER the onlusion of the farewell disourse to the eleven, Jesus visited informally with themand reounted many experienes whih onerned them as a group and as individuals. At last itwas beginning to dawn upon these Galileans that their friend and teaher was going to leave them,and their hope grasped at the promise that, after a little while, he would again be with them, butthey were prone to forget that this return visit was also for a little while. Many of the apostles andthe leading disiples really thought that this promise to return for a short season (the short intervalbetween the resurretion and the asension) indiated that Jesus was just going away for a brief visitwith his Father, after whih he would return to establish the kingdom. And suh an interpretationof his teahing onformed both with their preoneived beliefs and with their ardent hopes. Sinetheir lifelong beliefs and hopes of wish ful�llment were thus agreed, it was not diÆult for them to�nd an interpretation of the Master's words whih would justify their intense longings.After the farewell disourse had been disussed and had begun to settle down in their minds, Jesusagain alled the apostles to order and began the impartation of his �nal admonitions and warnings.181.1 Last Words of ComfortWhen the eleven had taken their seats, Jesus stood and addressed them: \As long as I am withyou in the esh, I an be but one individual in your midst or in the entire world. But when I havebeen delivered from this investment of mortal nature, I will be able to return as a spirit indweller ofeah of you and of all other believers in this gospel of the kingdom. In this way the Son of Man willbeome a spiritual inarnation in the souls of all true believers.\When I have returned to live in you and work through you, I an the better lead you on throughthis life and guide you through the many abodes in the future life in the heaven of heavens. Life inthe Father's eternal reation is not an endless rest of idleness and sel�sh ease but rather a easelessprogression in grae, truth, and glory. Eah of the many, many stations in my Father's house is astopping plae, a life designed to prepare you for the next one ahead. And so will the hildren of lightgo on from glory to glory until they attain the divine estate wherein they are spiritually perfetedeven as the Father is perfet in all things.\If you would follow after me when I leave you, put forth your earnest e�orts to live in aordanewith the spirit of my teahings and with the ideal of my life - the doing of my Father's will. This doinstead of trying to imitate my natural life in the esh as I have, perfore, been required to live iton this world.\The Father sent me into this world, but only a few of you have hosen fully to reeive me. Iwill pour out my spirit upon all esh, but all men will not hoose to reeive this new teaher as the1783



guide and ounselor of the soul. But as many as do reeive him shall be enlightened, leansed, andomforted. And this Spirit of Truth will beome in them a well of living water springing up intoeternal life.\And now, as I am about to leave you, I would speak words of omfort. Peae I leave with you;my peae I give to you. I make these gifts not as the world gives - by measure - I give eah of youall you will reeive. Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be fearful. I have overome theworld, and in me you shall all triumph through faith. I have warned you that the Son of Man willbe killed, but I assure you I will ome bak before I go to the Father, even though it be for only alittle while. And after I have asended to the Father, I will surely send the new teaher to be withyou and to abide in your very hearts. And when you see all this ome to pass, be not dismayed, butrather believe, inasmuh as you knew it all beforehand. I have loved you with a great a�etion, andI would not leave you, but it is the Father's will. My hour has ome.\Doubt not any of these truths even after you are sattered abroad by perseution and are downastby many sorrows. When you feel that you are alone in the world, I will know of your isolation evenas, when you are sattered every man to his own plae, leaving the Son of Man in the hands of hisenemies, you will know of mine. But I am never alone; always is the Father with me. Even at suh atime I will pray for you. And all of these things have I told you that you might have peae and haveit more abundantly. In this world you will have tribulation, but be of good heer; I have triumphedin the world and shown you the way to eternal joy and everlasting servie."Jesus gives peae to his fellow doers of the will of God but not on the order of the joys andsatisfations of this material world. Unbelieving materialists and fatalists an hope to enjoy only twokinds of peae and soul omfort: Either they must be stois, with steadfast resolution determinedto fae the inevitable and to endure the worst; or they must be optimists, ever indulging that hopewhih springs eternal in the human breast, vainly longing for a peae whih never really omes.A ertain amount of both stoiism and optimism are servieable in living a life on earth, butneither has aught to do with that superb peae whih the Son of God bestows upon his brethren inthe esh. The peae whih Mihael gives his hildren on earth is that very peae whih �lled his ownsoul when he himself lived the mortal life in the esh and on this very world. The peae of Jesusis the joy and satisfation of a God-knowing individual who has ahieved the triumph of learningfully how to do the will of God while living the mortal life in the esh. The peae of Jesus' mindwas founded on an absolute human faith in the atuality of the divine Father's wise and sympathetioverare. Jesus had trouble on earth, he has even been falsely alled the \man of sorrows," but inand through all of these experienes he enjoyed the omfort of that on�dene whih ever empoweredhim to proeed with his life purpose in the full assurane that he was ahieving the Father's will.Jesus was determined, persistent, and thoroughly devoted to the aomplishment of his mission,but he was not an unfeeling and alloused stoi; he ever sought for the heerful aspets of his lifeexperienes, but he was not a blind and self-deeived optimist. The Master knew all that was tobefall him, and he was unafraid. After he had bestowed this peae upon eah of his followers, heould onsistently say, \Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid."The peae of Jesus is, then, the peae and assurane of a son who fully believes that his areerfor time and eternity is safely and wholly in the are and keeping of an all-wise, all-loving, andall-powerful spirit Father. And this is, indeed, a peae whih passes the understanding of mortalmind, but whih an be enjoyed to the full by the believing human heart.
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181.2 Farewell Personal AdmonitionsThe Master had �nished giving his farewell instrutions and imparting his �nal admonitions to theapostles as a group. He then addressed himself to saying good-bye individually and to giving eah aword of personal advie, together with his parting blessing. The apostles were still seated about thetable as when they �rst sat down to partake of the Last Supper, and as the Master went around thetable talking to them, eah man rose to his feet when Jesus addressed him.To John, Jesus said: \You, John, are the youngest of my brethren. You have been very near me,and while I love you all with the same love whih a father bestows upon his sons, you were designatedby Andrew as one of the three who should always be near me. Besides this, you have ated for meand must ontinue so to at in many matters onerning my earthly family. And I go to the Father,John, having full on�dene that you will ontinue to wath over those who are mine in the esh. Seeto it that their present onfusion regarding my mission does not in any way prevent your extendingto them all sympathy, ounsel, and help even as you know I would if I were to remain in the esh.And when they all ome to see the light and enter fully into the kingdom, while you all will welomethem joyously, I depend upon you, John, to welome them for me.\And now, as I enter upon the losing hours of my earthly areer, remain near at hand that Imay leave any message with you regarding my family. As onerns the work put in my hands bythe Father, it is now �nished exept for my death in the esh, and I am ready to drink this lastup. But as for the responsibilities left to me by my earthly father, Joseph, while I have attendedto these during my life, I must now depend upon you to at in my stead in all these matters. And Ihave hosen you to do this for me, John, beause you are the youngest and will therefore very likelyoutlive these other apostles.\One we alled you and your brother sons of thunder. You started out with us strong-mindedand intolerant, but you have hanged muh sine you wanted me to all �re down upon the headsof ignorant and thoughtless unbelievers. And you must hange yet more. You should beome theapostle of the new ommandment whih I have this night given you. Dediate your life to teahingyour brethren how to love one another, even as I have loved you."As John Zebedee stood there in the upper hamber, the tears rolling down his heeks, he lookedinto the Master's fae and said: \And so I will, my Master, but how an I learn to love my brethrenmore?" And then answered Jesus: \You will learn to love your brethren more when you �rst learn tolove their Father in heaven more, and after you have beome truly more interested in their welfare intime and in eternity. And all suh human interest is fostered by understanding sympathy, unsel�shservie, and unstinted forgiveness. No man should despise your youth, but I exhort you always to givedue onsideration to the fat that age oftentimes represents experiene, and that nothing in humana�airs an take the plae of atual experiene. Strive to live peaeably with all men, espeially yourfriends in the brotherhood of the heavenly kingdom. And, John, always remember, strive not withthe souls you would win for the kingdom."And then the Master, passing around his own seat, paused a moment by the side of the plae ofJudas Isariot. The apostles were rather surprised that Judas had not returned before this, and theywere very urious to know the signi�ane of Jesus' sad ountenane as he stood by the betrayer'svaant seat. But none of them, exept possibly Andrew, entertained even the slightest thought thattheir treasurer had gone out to betray his Master, as Jesus had intimated to them earlier in theevening and during the supper. So muh had been going on that, for the time being, they had quiteforgotten about the Master's announement that one of them would betray him.Jesus now went over to Simon Zelotes, who stood up and listened to this admonition: \You are atrue son of Abraham, but what a time I have had trying to make you a son of this heavenly kingdom.I love you and so do all of your brethren. I know that you love me, Simon, and that you also lovethe kingdom, but you are still set on making this kingdom ome aording to your liking. I know1785



full well that you will eventually grasp the spiritual nature and meaning of my gospel, and that youwill do valiant work in its prolamation, but I am distressed about what may happen to you when Idepart. I would rejoie to know that you would not falter; I would be made happy if I ould knowthat, after I go to the Father, you would not ease to be my apostle, and that you would aeptablydeport yourself as an ambassador of the heavenly kingdom."Jesus had hardly eased speaking to Simon Zelotes when the �ery patriot, drying his eyes, replied:\Master, have no fears for my loyalty. I have turned my bak upon everything that I might dediatemy life to the establishment of your kingdom on earth, and I will not falter. I have survived everydisappointment so far, and I will not forsake you."And then, laying his hand on Simon's shoulder, Jesus said: \It is indeed refreshing to hear youtalk like that, espeially at suh a time as this, but, my good friend, you still do not know what youare talking about. Not for one moment would I doubt your loyalty, your devotion; I know you wouldnot hesitate to go forth in battle and die for me, as all these others would" (and they all noddeda vigorous approval), \but that will not be required of you. I have repeatedly told you that mykingdom is not of this world, and that my disiples will not �ght to e�et its establishment. I havetold you this many times, Simon, but you refuse to fae the truth. I am not onerned with yourloyalty to me and to the kingdom, but what will you do when I go away and you at last wake up tothe realization that you have failed to grasp the meaning of my teahing, and that you must adjustyour misoneptions to the reality of another and spiritual order of a�airs in the kingdom?"Simon wanted to speak further, but Jesus raised his hand and, stopping him, went on to say:\None of my apostles are more sinere and honest at heart than you, but not one of them will beso upset and disheartened as you, after my departure. In all of your disouragement my spirit shallabide with you, and these, your brethren, will not forsake you. Do not forget what I have taught youregarding the relation of itizenship on earth to sonship in the Father's spiritual kingdom. Ponderwell all that I have said to you about rendering to Caesar the things whih are Caesar's and to Godthat whih is God's. Dediate your life, Simon, to showing how aeptably mortal man may ful�llmy injuntion onerning the simultaneous reognition of temporal duty to ivil powers and spiritualservie in the brotherhood of the kingdom. If you will be taught by the Spirit of Truth, never willthere be onit between the requirements of itizenship on earth and sonship in heaven unless thetemporal rulers presume to require of you the homage and worship whih belong only to God.\And now, Simon, when you do �nally see all of this, and after you have shaken o� your depressionand have gone forth prolaiming this gospel in great power, never forget that I was with you eventhrough all of your season of disouragement, and that I will go on with you to the very end. Youshall always be my apostle, and after you beome willing to see by the eye of the spirit and more fullyto yield your will to the will of the Father in heaven, then will you return to labor as my ambassador,and no one shall take away from you the authority whih I have onferred upon you, beause of yourslowness of omprehending the truths I have taught you. And so, Simon, one more I warn you thatthey who �ght with the sword perish with the sword, while they who labor in the spirit ahieve lifeeverlasting in the kingdom to ome with joy and peae in the kingdom whih now is. And when thework given into your hands is �nished on earth, you, Simon, shall sit down with me in my kingdomover there. You shall really see the kingdom you have longed for, but not in this life. Continue tobelieve in me and in that whih I have revealed to you, and you shall reeive the gift of eternal life."When Jesus had �nished speaking to Simon Zelotes, he stepped over to Matthew Levi and said:\No longer will it devolve upon you to provide for the treasury of the apostoli group. Soon, verysoon, you will all be sattered; you will not be permitted to enjoy the omforting and sustainingassoiation of even one of your brethren. As you go onward preahing this gospel of the kingdom,you will have to �nd for yourselves new assoiates. I have sent you forth two and two during thetimes of your training, but now that I am leaving you, after you have reovered from the shok, youwill go out alone, and to the ends of the earth, prolaiming this good news: That faith-quikened1786



mortals are the sons of God."Then spoke Matthew: \But, Master, who will send us, and how shall we know where to go? WillAndrew show us the way?" And Jesus answered: \No, Levi, Andrew will no longer diret you inthe prolamation of the gospel. He will, indeed, ontinue as your friend and ounselor until thatday whereon the new teaher omes, and then shall the Spirit of Truth lead eah of you abroad tolabor for the extension of the kingdom. Many hanges have ome over you sine that day at theustomhouse when you �rst set out to follow me; but many more must ome before you will be ableto see the vision of a brotherhood in whih gentile sits alongside Jew in fraternal assoiation. But goon with your urge to win your Jewish brethren until you are fully satis�ed and then turn with powerto the gentiles. One thing you may be ertain of, Levi: You have won the on�dene and a�etion ofyour brethren; they all love you." (And all ten of them signi�ed their aquiesene in the Master'swords.)\Levi, I know muh about your anxieties, sari�es, and labors to keep the treasury replenishedwhih your brethren do not know, and I am rejoied that, though he who arried the bag is absent,the publian ambassador is here at my farewell gathering with the messengers of the kingdom. Ipray that you may disern the meaning of my teahing with the eyes of the spirit. And when thenew teaher omes into your heart, follow on as he will lead you and let your brethren see - even allthe world - what the Father an do for a hated tax-gatherer who dared to follow the Son of Manand to believe the gospel of the kingdom. Even from the �rst, Levi, I loved you as I did these otherGalileans. Knowing then so well that neither the Father nor the Son has respet of persons, see toit that you make no suh distintions among those who beome believers in the gospel through yourministry. And so, Matthew, dediate your whole future life servie to showing all men that God isno respeter of persons; that, in the sight of God and in the fellowship of the kingdom, all men areequal, all believers are the sons of God."Jesus then stepped over to James Zebedee, who stood in silene as the Master addressed him,saying: \James, when you and your younger brother one ame to me seeking preferment in thehonors of the kingdom, and I told you suh honors were for the Father to bestow, I asked if you wereable to drink my up, and both of you answered that you were. Even if you were not then able, andif you are not now able, you will soon be prepared for suh a servie by the experiene you are aboutto pass through. By suh behavior you angered your brethren at that time. If they have not alreadyfully forgiven you, they will when they see you drink my up. Whether your ministry be long orshort, possess your soul in patiene. When the new teaher omes, let him teah you the poise ofompassion and that sympatheti tolerane whih is born of sublime on�dene in me and of perfetsubmission to the Father's will. Dediate your life to the demonstration of that ombined humana�etion and divine dignity of the God-knowing and Son-believing disiple. And all who thus livewill reveal the gospel even in the manner of their death. You and your brother John will go di�erentways, and one of you may sit down with me in the eternal kingdom long before the other. It wouldhelp you muh if you would learn that true wisdom embraes disretion as well as ourage. Youshould learn sagaity to go along with your aggressiveness. There will ome those supreme momentswherein my disiples will not hesitate to lay down their lives for this gospel, but in all ordinaryirumstanes it would be far better to plaate the wrath of unbelievers that you might live andontinue to preah the glad tidings. As far as lies in your power, live long on the earth that your lifeof many years may be fruitful in souls won for the heavenly kingdom."When the Master had �nished speaking to James Zebedee, he stepped around to the end ofthe table where Andrew sat and, looking his faithful helper in the eyes, said: \Andrew, you havefaithfully represented me as ating head of the ambassadors of the heavenly kingdom. Although youhave sometimes doubted and at other times manifested dangerous timidity, still, you have alwaysbeen sinerely just and eminently fair in dealing with your assoiates. Ever sine the ordinationof you and your brethren as messengers of the kingdom, you have been self-governing in all groupadministrative a�airs exept that I designated you as the ating head of these hosen ones. In no1787



other temporal matter have I ated to diret or to inuene your deisions. And this I did in orderto provide for leadership in the diretion of all your subsequent group deliberations. In my universeand in my Father's universe of universes, our brethren-sons are dealt with as individuals in all theirspiritual relations, but in all group relationships we unfailingly provide for de�nite leadership. Ourkingdom is a realm of order, and where two or more will reatures at in o-operation, there is alwaysprovided the authority of leadership.\And now, Andrew, sine you are the hief of your brethren by authority of my appointment,and sine you have thus served as my personal representative, and as I am about to leave you andgo to my Father, I release you from all responsibility as regards these temporal and administrativea�airs. From now on you may exerise no jurisdition over your brethren exept that whih you haveearned in your apaity as spiritual leader, and whih your brethren therefore freely reognize. Fromthis hour you may exerise no authority over your brethren unless they restore suh jurisdition toyou by their de�nite legislative ation after I shall have gone to the Father. But this release fromresponsibility as the administrative head of this group does not in any manner lessen your moralresponsibility to do everything in your power to hold your brethren together with a �rm and lovinghand during the trying time just ahead, those days whih must intervene between my departurein the esh and the sending of the new teaher who will live in your hearts, and who ultimatelywill lead you into all truth. As I prepare to leave you, I would liberate you from all administrativeresponsibility whih had its ineption and authority in my presene as one among you. HeneforthI shall exerise only spiritual authority over you and among you.\If your brethren desire to retain you as their ounselor, I diret that you should, in all matterstemporal and spiritual, do your utmost to promote peae and harmony among the various groupsof sinere gospel believers. Dediate the remainder of your life to promoting the pratial aspets ofbrotherly love among your brethren. Be kind to my brothers in the esh when they ome fully tobelieve this gospel; manifest loving and impartial devotion to the Greeks in the West and to Abnerin the East. Although these, my apostles, are soon going to be sattered to the four orners of theearth, there to prolaim the good news of the salvation of sonship with God, you are to hold themtogether during the trying time just ahead, that season of intense testing during whih you mustlearn to believe this gospel without my personal presene while you patiently await the arrival of thenew teaher, the Spirit of Truth. And so, Andrew, though it may not fall to you to do the greatworks as seen by men, be ontent to be the teaher and ounselor of those who do suh things. Goon with your work on earth to the end, and then shall you ontinue this ministry in the eternalkingdom, for have I not many times told you that I have other sheep not of this ok?"Jesus then went over to the Alpheus twins and, standing between them, said: \My little hildren,you are one of the three groups of brothers who hose to follow after me. All six of you have donewell to work in peae with your own esh and blood, but none have done better than you. Hardtimes are just ahead of us. You may not understand all that will befall you and your brethren, butnever doubt that you were one alled to the work of the kingdom. For some time there will be nomultitudes to manage, but do not beome disouraged; when your lifework is �nished, I will reeiveyou on high, where in glory you shall tell of your salvation to seraphi hosts and to multitudes ofthe high Sons of God. Dediate your lives to the enhanement of ommonplae toil. Show all menon earth and the angels of heaven how heerfully and ourageously mortal man an, after havingbeen alled to work for a season in the speial servie of God, return to the labors of former days.If, for the time being, your work in the outward a�airs of the kingdom should be ompleted, youshould go bak to your former labors with the new enlightenment of the experiene of sonship withGod and with the exalted realization that, to him who is God-knowing, there is no suh thing asommon labor or seular toil. To you who have worked with me, all things have beome sared, andall earthly labor has beome a servie even to God the Father. And when you hear the news of thedoings of your former apostoli assoiates, rejoie with them and ontinue your daily work as thosewho wait upon God and serve while they wait. You have been my apostles, and you always shall be,1788



and I will remember you in the kingdom to ome."And then Jesus went over to Philip, who, standing up, heard this message from his Master:\Philip, you have asked me many foolish questions, but I have done my utmost to answer everyone, and now would I answer the last of suh questionings whih have arisen in your most honestbut unspiritual mind. All the time I have been oming around toward you, have you been saying toyourself, `What shall I ever do if the Master goes away and leaves us alone in the world?' O, youof little faith! And yet you have almost as muh as many of your brethren. You have been a goodsteward, Philip. You failed us only a few times, and one of those failures we utilized to manifest theFather's glory. Your oÆe of stewardship is about over. You must soon more fully do the work youwere alled to do - the preahing of this gospel of the kingdom. Philip, you have always wanted tobe shown, and very soon shall you see great things. Far better that you should have seen all thisby faith, but sine you were sinere even in your material sightedness, you will live to see my wordsful�lled. And then, when you are blessed with spiritual vision, go forth to your work, dediatingyour life to the ause of leading mankind to searh for God and to seek eternal realities with the eyeof spiritual faith and not with the eyes of the material mind. Remember, Philip, you have a greatmission on earth, for the world is �lled with those who look at life just as you have tended to. Youhave a great work to do, and when it is �nished in faith, you shall ome to me in my kingdom, and Iwill take great pleasure in showing you that whih eye has not seen, ear heard, nor the mortal mindoneived. In the meantime, beome as a little hild in the kingdom of the spirit and permit me, asthe spirit of the new teaher, to lead you forward in the spiritual kingdom. And in this way will I beable to do muh for you whih I was not able to aomplish when I sojourned with you as a mortalof the realm. And always remember, Philip, he who has seen me has seen the Father."Then went the Master over to Nathaniel. As Nathaniel stood up, Jesus bade him be seated and,sitting down by his side, said: \Nathaniel, you have learned to live above prejudie and to pratieinreased tolerane sine you beame my apostle. But there is muh more for you to learn. Youhave been a blessing to your fellows in that they have always been admonished by your onsistentsinerity. When I have gone, it may be that your frankness will interfere with your getting alongwell with your brethren, both old and new. You should learn that the expression of even a goodthought must be modulated in aordane with the intelletual status and spiritual development ofthe hearer. Sinerity is most servieable in the work of the kingdom when it is wedded to disretion.\If you would learn to work with your brethren, you might aomplish more permanent things,but if you �nd yourself going o� in quest of those who think as you do, in that event dediate yourlife to proving that the God-knowing disiple an beome a kingdom builder even when alone in theworld and wholly isolated from his fellow believers. I know you will be faithful to the end, and I willsome day welome you to the enlarged servie of my kingdom on high."Then Nathaniel spoke, asking Jesus this question: \I have listened to your teahing ever sine you�rst alled me to the servie of this kingdom, but I honestly annot understand the full meaning ofall you tell us. I do not know what to expet next, and I think most of my brethren are likewiseperplexed, but they hesitate to onfess their onfusion. Can you help me?" Jesus, putting his handon Nathaniel's shoulder, said: \My friend, it is not strange that you should enounter perplexityin your attempt to grasp the meaning of my spiritual teahings sine you are so handiapped byyour preoneptions of Jewish tradition and so onfused by your persistent tendeny to interpret mygospel in aordane with the teahings of the sribes and Pharisees.\I have taught you muh by word of mouth, and I have lived my life among you. I have doneall that an be done to enlighten your minds and liberate your souls, and what you have not beenable to get from my teahings and my life, you must now prepare to aquire at the hand of thatmaster of all teahers - atual experiene. And in all of this new experiene whih now awaits you,I will go before you and the Spirit of Truth shall be with you. Fear not; that whih you now failto omprehend, the new teaher, when he has ome, will reveal to you throughout the remainder of1789



your life on earth and on through your training in the eternal ages."And then the Master, turning to all of them, said: \Be not dismayed that you fail to grasp the fullmeaning of the gospel. You are but �nite, mortal men, and that whih I have taught you is in�nite,divine, and eternal. Be patient and of good ourage sine you have the eternal ages before you inwhih to ontinue your progressive attainment of the experiene of beoming perfet, even as yourFather in Paradise is perfet."And then Jesus went over to Thomas, who, standing up, heard him say: \Thomas, you have oftenlaked faith; however, when you have had your seasons with doubt, you have never laked ourage. Iknow well that the false prophets and spurious teahers will not deeive you. After I have gone, yourbrethren will the more appreiate your ritial way of viewing new teahings. And when you all aresattered to the ends of the earth in the times to ome, remember that you are still my ambassador.Dediate your life to the great work of showing how the ritial material mind of man an triumphover the inertia of intelletual doubting when faed by the demonstration of the manifestation ofliving truth as it operates in the experiene of spirit-born men and women who yield the fruits ofthe spirit in their lives, and who love one another, even as I have loved you. Thomas, I am glad youjoined us, and I know, after a short period of perplexity, you will go on in the servie of the kingdom.Your doubts have perplexed your brethren, but they have never troubled me. I have on�dene inyou, and I will go before you even to the uttermost parts of the earth."Then the Master went over to Simon Peter, who stood up as Jesus addressed him: \Peter, I knowyou love me, and that you will dediate your life to the publi prolamation of this gospel of thekingdom to Jew and gentile, but I am distressed that your years of suh lose assoiation with mehave not done more to help you think before you speak. What experiene must you pass throughbefore you will learn to set a guard upon your lips? How muh trouble have you made for us by yourthoughtless speaking, by your presumptuous self-on�dene! And you are destined to make muhmore trouble for yourself if you do not master this frailty. You know that your brethren love you inspite of this weakness, and you should also understand that this shortoming in no way impairs mya�etion for you, but it lessens your usefulness and never eases to make trouble for you. But youwill undoubtedly reeive great help from the experiene you will pass through this very night. Andwhat I now say to you, Simon Peter, I likewise say to all your brethren here assembled: This nightyou will all be in great danger of stumbling over me. You know it is written, `The shepherd will besmitten and the sheep will be sattered abroad.' When I am absent, there is great danger that someof you will suumb to doubts and stumble beause of what befalls me. But I promise you now thatI will ome bak to you for a little while, and that I will then go before you into Galilee."Then said Peter, plaing his hand on Jesus' shoulder: \No matter if all my brethren shouldsuumb to doubts beause of you, I promise that I will not stumble over anything you may do. Iwill go with you and, if need be, die for you."As Peter stood there before his Master, all atremble with intense emotion and overowing withgenuine love for him, Jesus looked straight into his moistened eyes as he said: \Peter, verily, verily, Isay to you, this night the ok will not row until you have denied me three or four times. And thuswhat you have failed to learn from peaeful assoiation with me, you will learn through muh troubleand many sorrows. And after you have really learned this needful lesson, you should strengthen yourbrethren and go on living a life dediated to preahing this gospel, though you may fall into prisonand, perhaps, follow me in paying the supreme prie of loving servie in the building of the Father'skingdom.\But remember my promise: When I am raised up, I will tarry with you for a season before I goto the Father. And even this night will I make suppliation to the Father that he strengthen eah ofyou for that whih you must now so soon pass through. I love you all with the love wherewith theFather loves me, and therefore should you heneforth love one another, even as I have loved you."1790



And then, when they had sung a hymn, they departed for the amp on the Mount of Olives.
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Chapter 182In GethsemaneIT WAS about ten o'lok this Thursday night when Jesus led the eleven apostles from the home ofElijah and Mary Mark on their way bak to the Gethsemane amp. Ever sine that day in the hills,John Mark had made it his business to keep a wathful eye on Jesus. John, being in need of sleep,had obtained several hours of rest while the Master had been with his apostles in the upper room,but on hearing them oming downstairs, he arose and, quikly throwing a linen oat about himself,followed them through the ity, over the brook Kidron, and on to their private enampment adjaentto Gethsemane Park. And John Mark remained so near the Master throughout this night and thenext day that he witnessed everything and overheard muh of what the Master said from this timeon to the hour of the rui�xion.As Jesus and the eleven made their way bak to amp, the apostles began to wonder aboutthe meaning of Judas's prolonged absene, and they spoke to one another onerning the Master'spredition that one of them would betray him, and for the �rst time they suspeted that all was notwell with Judas Isariot. But they did not engage in open omment about Judas until they reahedthe amp and observed that he was not there, waiting to reeive them. When they all besiegedAndrew to know what had beome of Judas, their hief remarked only, \I do not know where Judasis, but I fear he has deserted us."182.1 The Last Group PrayerA few moments after arriving at amp, Jesus said to them: \My friends and brethren, my time withyou is now very short, and I desire that we draw apart by ourselves while we pray to our Fatherin heaven for strength to sustain us in this hour and heneforth in all the work we must do in hisname."When Jesus had thus spoken, he led the way a short distane up on Olivet, and in full view ofJerusalem he bade them kneel on a large at rok in a irle about him as they had done on theday of their ordination; and then, as he stood there in the midst of them glori�ed in the mellowmoonlight, he lifted up his eyes toward heaven and prayed:\Father, my hour has ome; now glorify your Son that the Son may glorify you. I know that youhave given me full authority over all living reatures in my realm, and I will give eternal life to allwho will beome faith sons of God. And this is eternal life, that my reatures should know you asthe only true God and Father of all, and that they should believe in him whom you sent into theworld. Father, I have exalted you on earth and have aomplished the work whih you gave me todo. I have almost �nished my bestowal upon the hildren of our own reation; there remains onlyfor me to lay down my life in the esh. And now, O my Father, glorify me with the glory whih Ihad with you before this world was and reeive me one more at your right hand.1793



\I have manifested you to the men whom you hose from the world and gave to me. They areyours - as all life is in your hands - you gave them to me, and I have lived among them, teahingthem the way of life, and they have believed. These men are learning that all I have omes fromyou, and that the life I live in the esh is to make known my Father to the worlds. The truth whihyou have given to me I have revealed to them. These, my friends and ambassadors, have sinerelywilled to reeive your word. I have told them that I ame forth from you, that you sent me into thisworld, and that I am about to return to you. Father, I do pray for these hosen men. And I prayfor them not as I would pray for the world, but as for those whom I have hosen out of the worldto represent me to the world after I have returned to your work, even as I have represented you inthis world during my sojourn in the esh. These men are mine; you gave them to me; but all thingswhih are mine are ever yours, and all that whih was yours you have now aused to be mine. Youhave been exalted in me, and I now pray that I may be honored in these men. I an no longer bein this world; I am about to return to the work you have given me to do. I must leave these menbehind to represent us and our kingdom among men. Father, keep these men faithful as I prepareto yield up my life in the esh. Help these, my friends, to be one in spirit, even as we are one. Aslong as I ould be with them, I ould wath over them and guide them, but now am I about to goaway. Be near them, Father, until we an send the new teaher to omfort and strengthen them.\You gave me twelve men, and I have kept them all save one, the son of revenge, who would nothave further fellowship with us. These men are weak and frail, but I know we an trust them; Ihave proved them; they love me, even as they reverene you. While they must su�er muh for mysake, I desire that they should also be �lled with the joy of the assurane of sonship in the heavenlykingdom. I have given these men your word and have taught them the truth. The world may hatethem, even as it has hated me, but I do not ask that you take them out of the world, only thatyou keep them from the evil in the world. Santify them in the truth; your word is truth. And asyou sent me into this world, even so am I about to send these men into the world. For their sakesI have lived among men and have onserated my life to your servie that I might inspire them tobe puri�ed through the truth I have taught them and the love I have revealed to them. I well know,my Father, that there is no need for me to ask you to wath over these brethren after I have gone; Iknow you love them even as I, but I do this that they may the better realize the Father loves mortalmen even as does the Son.\And now, my Father, I would pray not only for these eleven men but also for all others who nowbelieve, or who may hereafter believe the gospel of the kingdom through the word of their futureministry. I want them all to be one, even as you and I are one. You are in me and I am in you, andI desire that these believers likewise be in us; that both of our spirits indwell them. If my hildrenare one as we are one, and if they love one another as I have loved them, all men will then believethat I ame forth from you and be willing to reeive the revelation of truth and glory whih I havemade. The glory whih you gave me I have revealed to these believers. As you have lived with mein spirit, so have I lived with them in the esh. As you have been one with me, so have I been onewith them, and so will the new teaher ever be one with them and in them. And all this have I donethat my brethren in the esh may know that the Father loves them even as does the Son, and thatyou love them even as you love me. Father, work with me to save these believers that they maypresently ome to be with me in glory and then go on to join you in the Paradise embrae. Thosewho serve with me in humiliation, I would have with me in glory so that they may see all you havegiven into my hands as the eternal harvest of the seed sowing of time in the likeness of mortal esh.I long to show my earthly brethren the glory I had with you before the founding of this world. Thisworld knows very little of you, righteous Father, but I know you, and I have made you known tothese believers, and they will make known your name to other generations. And now I promise themthat you will be with them in the world even as you have been with me - even so."The eleven remained kneeling in this irle about Jesus for several minutes before they arose andin silene made their way bak to the near-by amp.1794



Jesus prayed for unity among his followers, but he did not desire uniformity. Sin reates a deadlevel of evil inertia, but righteousness nourishes the reative spirit of individual experiene in theliving realities of eternal truth and in the progressive ommunion of the divine spirits of the Fatherand the Son. In the spiritual fellowship of the believer-son with the divine Father there an never bedotrinal �nality and setarian superiority of group onsiousness.The Master, during the ourse of this �nal prayer with his apostles, alluded to the fat that hehad manifested the Father's name to the world. And that is truly what he did by the revelation ofGod through his perfeted life in the esh. The Father in heaven had sought to reveal himself toMoses, but he ould proeed no further than to ause it to be said, \I AM." And when pressed forfurther revelation of himself, it was only dislosed, \I AM that I AM." But when Jesus had �nishedhis earth life, this name of the Father had been so revealed that the Master, who was the Fatherinarnate, ould truly say:I am the bread of life.I am the living water.I am the light of the world.I am the desire of all ages.I am the open door to eternal salvation.I am the reality of endless life.I am the good shepherd.I am the pathway of in�nite perfetion.I am the resurretion and the life.I am the seret of eternal survival.I am the way, the truth, and the life.I am the in�nite Father of my �nite hildren.I am the true vine; you are the branhes.I am the hope of all who know the living truth.I am the living bridge from one world to another.I am the living link between time and eternity.Thus did Jesus enlarge the living revelation of the name of God to all generations. As divine lovereveals the nature of God, eternal truth disloses his name in ever-enlarging proportions.182.2 Last Hour Before the BetrayalThe apostles were greatly shoked when they returned to their amp and found Judas absent. Whilethe eleven were engaged in a heated disussion of their traitorous fellow apostle, David Zebedee andJohn Mark took Jesus to one side and revealed that they had kept Judas under observation for severaldays, and that they knew he intended to betray him into the hands of his enemies. Jesus listened tothem but only said: \My friends, nothing an happen to the Son of Man unless the Father in heavenso wills. Let not your hearts be troubled; all things will work together for the glory of God and thesalvation of men."The heerful attitude of Jesus was waning. As the hour passed, he grew more and more serious,even sorrowful. The apostles, being muh agitated, were loath to return to their tents even when1795



requested to do so by the Master himself. Returning from his talk with David and John, he addressedhis last words to all eleven, saying: \My friends, go to your rest. Prepare yourselves for the work oftomorrow. Remember, we should all submit ourselves to the will of the Father in heaven. My peaeI leave with you." And having thus spoken, he motioned them to their tents, but as they went, healled to Peter, James, and John, saying, \I desire that you remain with me for a little while."The apostles fell asleep only beause they were literally exhausted; they had been running shorton sleep ever sine their arrival in Jerusalem. Before they went to their separate sleeping quarters,Simon Zelotes led them all over to his tent, where were stored the swords and other arms, andsupplied eah of them with this �ghting equipment. All of them reeived these arms and girdedthemselves therewith exept Nathaniel. Nathaniel, in refusing to arm himself, said: \My brethren,the Master has repeatedly told us that his kingdom is not of this world, and that his disiples shouldnot �ght with the sword to bring about its establishment. I believe this; I do not think the Masterneeds to have us employ the sword in his defense. We have all seen his mighty power and knowthat he ould defend himself against his enemies if he so desired. If he will not resist his enemies, itmust be that suh a ourse represents his attempt to ful�ll his Father's will. I will pray, but I willnot wield the sword." When Andrew heard Nathaniel's speeh, he handed his sword bak to SimonZelotes. And so nine of them were armed as they separated for the night.Resentment of Judas's being a traitor for the moment elipsed everything else in the apostles'minds. The Master's omment in referene to Judas, spoken in the ourse of the last prayer, openedtheir eyes to the fat that he had forsaken them.After the eight apostles had �nally gone to their tents, and while Peter, James, and John werestanding by to reeive the Master's orders, Jesus alled to David Zebedee, \Send to me your mosteet and trustworthy messenger." When David brought to the Master one Jaob, one a runner onthe overnight messenger servie between Jerusalem and Bethsaida, Jesus, addressing him, said: \Inall haste, go to Abner at Philadelphia and say: `The Master sends greetings of peae to you andsays that the hour has ome when he will be delivered into the hands of his enemies, who will puthim to death, but that he will rise from the dead and appear to you shortly, before he goes to theFather, and that he will then give you guidane to the time when the new teaher shall ome to livein your hearts.' " And when Jaob had rehearsed this message to the Master's satisfation, Jesussent him on his way, saying: \Fear not what any man may do to you, Jaob, for this night an unseenmessenger will run by your side."Then Jesus turned to the hief of the visiting Greeks who were enamped with them, and said:\My brother, be not disturbed by what is about to take plae sine I have already forewarned you.The Son of Man will be put to death at the instigation of his enemies, the hief priests and the rulersof the Jews, but I will rise to be with you a short time before I go to the Father. And when you haveseen all this ome to pass, glorify God and strengthen your brethren."In ordinary irumstanes the apostles would have bidden the Master a personal good night,but this evening they were so preoupied with the sudden realization of Judas's desertion and sooverome by the unusual nature of the Master's farewell prayer that they listened to his good-byesalutation and went away in silene.Jesus did say this to Andrew as he left his side that night: \Andrew, do what you an to keep yourbrethren together until I ome again to you after I have drunk this up. Strengthen your brethren,seeing that I have already told you all. Peae be with you."None of the apostles expeted anything out of the ordinary to happen that night sine it wasalready so late. They sought sleep that they might rise up early in the morning and be prepared forthe worst. They thought that the hief priests would seek to apprehend their Master early in themorning as no seular work was ever done after noon on the preparation day for the Passover. OnlyDavid Zebedee and John Mark understood that the enemies of Jesus were oming with Judas that1796



very night.David had arranged to stand guard that night on the upper trail whih led to the Bethany-Jerusalem road, while John Mark was to wath along the road oming up by the Kidron to Gethse-mane. Before David went to his self-imposed task of outpost duty, he bade farewell to Jesus, saying:\Master, I have had great joy in my servie with you. My brothers are your apostles, but I havedelighted to do the lesser things as they should be done, and I shall miss you with all my heart whenyou are gone." And then said Jesus to David: \David, my son, others have done that whih theywere direted to do, but this servie have you done of your own heart, and I have not been unmindfulof your devotion. You, too, shall some day serve with me in the eternal kingdom."And then, as he prepared to go on wath by the upper trail, David said to Jesus: \You know,Master, I sent for your family, and I have word by a messenger that they are tonight in Jeriho. Theywill be here early tomorrow forenoon sine it would be dangerous for them to ome up the bloodyway by night." And Jesus, looking down upon David, only said: \Let it be so, David."When David had gone up Olivet, John Mark took up his vigil near the road whih ran by thebrook down to Jerusalem. And John would have remained at this post but for his great desire tobe near Jesus and to know what was going on. Shortly after David left him, and when John Markobserved Jesus withdraw, with Peter, James, and John, into a near-by ravine, he was so overomewith ombined devotion and uriosity that he forsook his sentinel post and followed after them,hiding himself in the bushes, from whih plae he saw and overheard all that transpired during thoselast moments in the garden and just before Judas and the armed guards appeared to arrest Jesus.While all this was in progress at the Master's amp, Judas Isariot was in onferene with theaptain of the temple guards, who had assembled his men preparatory to setting out, under theleadership of the betrayer, to arrest Jesus.182.3 Alone in GethsemaneAfter all was still and quiet about the amp, Jesus, taking Peter, James, and John, went a short wayup a near-by ravine where he had often before gone to pray and ommune. The three apostles ouldnot help reognizing that he was grievously oppressed; never before had they observed their Masterto be so heavy-laden and sorrowful. When they arrived at the plae of his devotions, he bade thethree sit down and wath with him while he went o� about a stone's throw to pray. And when hehad fallen down on his fae, he prayed: \My Father, I ame into this world to do your will, and sohave I. I know that the hour has ome to lay down this life in the esh, and I do not shrink therefrom,but I would know that it is your will that I drink this up. Send me the assurane that I will pleaseyou in my death even as I have in my life."The Master remained in a prayerful attitude for a few moments, and then, going over to the threeapostles, he found them sound asleep, for their eyes were heavy and they ould not remain awake.As Jesus awoke them, he said: \What! an you not wath with me even for one hour? Cannot yousee that my soul is exeedingly sorrowful, even to death, and that I rave your ompanionship?"After the three had aroused from their slumber, the Master again went apart by himself and, fallingdown on the ground, again prayed: \Father, I know it is possible to avoid this up - all things arepossible with you - but I have ome to do your will, and while this is a bitter up, I would drink it ifit is your will." And when he had thus prayed, a mighty angel ame down by his side and, speakingto him, touhed him and strengthened him.When Jesus returned to speak with the three apostles, he again found them fast asleep. Heawakened them, saying: \In suh an hour I need that you should wath and pray with me - all themore do you need to pray that you enter not into temptation - wherefore do you fall asleep when I1797



leave you?"And then, for a third time, the Master withdrew and prayed: \Father, you see my sleepingapostles; have mery upon them. The spirit is indeed willing, but the esh is weak. And now, OFather, if this up may not pass, then would I drink it. Not my will, but yours, be done." Andwhen he had �nished praying, he lay for a moment prostrate on the ground. When he arose andwent bak to his apostles, one more he found them asleep. He surveyed them and, with a pityinggesture, tenderly said: \Sleep on now and take your rest; the time of deision is past. The hour isnow upon us wherein the Son of Man will be betrayed into the hands of his enemies." As he reaheddown to shake them that he might awaken them, he said: \Arise, let us be going bak to the amp,for, behold, he who betrays me is at hand, and the hour has ome when my ok shall be sattered.But I have already told you about these things."During the years that Jesus lived among his followers, they did, indeed, have muh proof of hisdivine nature, but just now are they about to witness new evidenes of his humanity. Just beforethe greatest of all the revelations of his divinity, his resurretion, must now ome the greatest proofsof his mortal nature, his humiliation and rui�xion.Eah time he prayed in the garden, his humanity laid a �rmer faith-hold upon his divinity; hishuman will more ompletely beame one with the divine will of his Father. Among other wordsspoken to him by the mighty angel was the message that the Father desired his Son to �nish hisearth bestowal by passing through the reature experiene of death just as all mortal reatures mustexperiene material dissolution in passing from the existene of time into the progression of eternity.Earlier in the evening it had not seemed so diÆult to drink the up, but as the human Jesus badefarewell to his apostles and sent them to their rest, the trial grew more appalling. Jesus experienedthat natural ebb and ow of feeling whih is ommon to all human experiene, and just now he wasweary from work, exhausted from the long hours of strenuous labor and painful anxiety onerningthe safety of his apostles. While no mortal an presume to understand the thoughts and feelings ofthe inarnate Son of God at suh a time as this, we know that he endured great anguish and su�ereduntold sorrow, for the perspiration rolled o� his fae in great drops. He was at last onvined thatthe Father intended to allow natural events to take their ourse; he was fully determined to employnone of his sovereign power as the supreme head of a universe to save himself.The assembled hosts of a vast reation are now hovered over this sene under the transient jointommand of Gabriel and the Personalized Adjuster of Jesus. The division ommanders of thesearmies of heaven have repeatedly been warned not to interfere with these transations on earthunless Jesus himself should order them to intervene.The experiene of parting with the apostles was a great strain on the human heart of Jesus; thissorrow of love bore down on him and made it more diÆult to fae suh a death as he well knewawaited him. He realized how weak and how ignorant his apostles were, and he dreaded to leavethem. He well knew that the time of his departure had ome, but his human heart longed to �ndout whether there might not possibly be some legitimate avenue of esape from this terrible plightof su�ering and sorrow. And when it had thus sought esape, and failed, it was willing to drink theup. The divine mind of Mihael knew he had done his best for the twelve apostles; but the humanheart of Jesus wished that more might have been done for them before they should be left alone inthe world. Jesus' heart was being rushed; he truly loved his brethren. He was isolated from hisfamily in the esh; one of his hosen assoiates was betraying him. His father Joseph's people hadrejeted him and thereby sealed their doom as a people with a speial mission on earth. His soul wastortured by ba�ed love and rejeted mery. It was just one of those awful human moments wheneverything seems to bear down with rushing ruelty and terrible agony.Jesus' humanity was not insensible to this situation of private loneliness, publi shame, and theappearane of the failure of his ause. All these sentiments bore down on him with indesribable1798



heaviness. In this great sorrow his mind went bak to the days of his hildhood in Nazareth and tohis early work in Galilee. At the time of this great trial there ame up in his mind many of thosepleasant senes of his earthly ministry. And it was from these old memories of Nazareth, Capernaum,Mount Hermon, and of the sunrise and sunset on the shimmering Sea of Galilee, that he soothedhimself as he made his human heart strong and ready to enounter the traitor who should so soonbetray him.Before Judas and the soldiers arrived, the Master had fully regained his ustomary poise; the spirithad triumphed over the esh; faith had asserted itself over all human tendenies to fear or entertaindoubt. The supreme test of the full realization of the human nature had been met and aeptablypassed. One more the Son of Man was prepared to fae his enemies with equanimity and in thefull assurane of his invinibility as a mortal man unreservedly dediated to the doing of his Father'swill.
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Chapter 183The Betrayal and Arrest of JesusAFTER Jesus had �nally awakened Peter, James, and John, he suggested that they go to their tentsand seek sleep in preparation for the duties of the morrow. But by this time the three apostles werewide awake; they had been refreshed by their short naps, and besides, they were stimulated andaroused by the arrival on the sene of two exited messengers who inquired for David Zebedee andquikly went in quest of him when Peter informed them where he kept wath.Although eight of the apostles were sound asleep, the Greeks who were enamped alongside themwere more fearful of trouble, so muh so that they had posted a sentinel to give the alarm in asedanger should arise. When these two messengers hurried into amp, the Greek sentinel proeededto arouse all of his fellow ountrymen, who streamed forth from their tents, fully dressed and fullyarmed. All the amp was now aroused exept the eight apostles. Peter desired to all his assoiates,but Jesus de�nitely forbade him. The Master mildly admonished them all to return to their tents,but they were relutant to omply with his suggestion.Failing to disperse his followers, the Master left them and walked down toward the olive press nearthe entrane to Gethsemane Park. Although the three apostles, the Greeks, and the other membersof the amp hesitated immediately to follow him, John Mark hastened around through the olive treesand sereted himself in a small shed near the olive press. Jesus withdrew from the amp and from hisfriends in order that his apprehenders, when they arrived, might arrest him without disturbing hisapostles. The Master feared to have his apostles awake and present at the time of his arrest lest thespetale of Judas's betraying him should so arouse their animosity that they would o�er resistaneto the soldiers and would be taken into ustody with him. He feared that, if they should be arrestedwith him, they might also perish with him.Though Jesus knew that the plan for his death had its origin in the ounils of the rulers of theJews, he was also aware that all suh nefarious shemes had the full approval of Luifer, Satan, andCaligastia. And he well knew that these rebels of the realms would also be pleased to see all of theapostles destroyed with him.Jesus sat down, alone, on the olive press, where he awaited the oming of the betrayer, and hewas seen at this time only by John Mark and an innumerable host of elestial observers.183.1 The Father's WillThere is great danger of misunderstanding the meaning of numerous sayings and many events as-soiated with the termination of the Master's areer in the esh. The ruel treatment of Jesus bythe ignorant servants and the alloused soldiers, the unfair ondut of his trials, and the unfeelingattitude of the professed religious leaders, must not be onfused with the fat that Jesus, in patiently1801



submitting to all this su�ering and humiliation, was truly doing the will of the Father in Paradise.It was, indeed and in truth, the will of the Father that his Son should drink to the full the up ofmortal experiene, from birth to death, but the Father in heaven had nothing whatever to do withinstigating the barbarous behavior of those supposedly ivilized human beings who so brutally tor-tured the Master and so horribly heaped suessive indignities upon his nonresisting person. Theseinhuman and shoking experienes whih Jesus was alled upon to endure in the �nal hours of hismortal life were not in any sense a part of the divine will of the Father, whih his human nature hadso triumphantly pledged to arry out at the time of the �nal surrender of man to God as signi�edin the threefold prayer whih he indited in the garden while his weary apostles slept the sleep ofphysial exhaustion.The Father in heaven desired the bestowal Son to �nish his earth areer naturally, just as allmortals must �nish up their lives on earth and in the esh. Ordinary men and women annot expetto have their last hours on earth and the supervening episode of death made easy by a speialdispensation. Aordingly, Jesus eleted to lay down his life in the esh in the manner whih was inkeeping with the outworking of natural events, and he steadfastly refused to extriate himself fromthe ruel luthes of a wiked onspiray of inhuman events whih swept on with horrible ertaintytoward his unbelievable humiliation and ignominious death. And every bit of all this astoundingmanifestation of hatred and this unpreedented demonstration of ruelty was the work of evil menand wiked mortals. God in heaven did not will it, neither did the arhenemies of Jesus ditate it,though they did muh to insure that unthinking and evil mortals would thus rejet the bestowalSon. Even the father of sin turned his fae away from the exruiating horror of the sene of therui�xion.183.2 Judas in the CityAfter Judas so abruptly left the table while eating the Last Supper, he went diretly to the home ofhis ousin, and then did the two go straight to the aptain of the temple guards. Judas requestedthe aptain to assemble the guards and informed him that he was ready to lead them to Jesus.Judas having appeared on the sene a little before he was expeted, there was some delay in gettingstarted for the Mark home, where Judas expeted to �nd Jesus still visiting with the apostles. TheMaster and the eleven left the home of Elijah Mark fully �fteen minutes before the betrayer and theguards arrived. By the time the apprehenders reahed the Mark home, Jesus and the eleven werewell outside the walls of the ity and on their way to the Olivet amp.Judas was muh perturbed by this failure to �nd Jesus at the Mark residene and in the ompanyof eleven men, only two of whom were armed for resistane. He happened to know that, in theafternoon when they had left amp, only Simon Peter and Simon Zelotes were girded with swords;Judas had hoped to take Jesus when the ity was quiet, and when there was little hane of resistane.The betrayer feared that, if he waited for them to return to their amp, more than threesore ofdevoted disiples would be enountered, and he also knew that Simon Zelotes had an ample storeof arms in his possession. Judas was beoming inreasingly nervous as he meditated how the elevenloyal apostles would detest him, and he feared they would all seek to destroy him. He was not onlydisloyal, but he was a real oward at heart.When they failed to �nd Jesus in the upper hamber, Judas asked the aptain of the guard toreturn to the temple. By this time the rulers had begun to assemble at the high priest's homepreparatory to reeiving Jesus, seeing that their bargain with the traitor alled for Jesus' arrest bymidnight of that day. Judas explained to his assoiates that they had missed Jesus at the Markhome, and that it would be neessary to go to Gethsemane to arrest him. The betrayer then went onto state that more than threesore devoted followers were enamped with him, and that they were allwell armed. The rulers of the Jews reminded Judas that Jesus had always preahed nonresistane,1802



but Judas replied that they ould not depend upon all Jesus' followers obeying suh teahing. Hereally feared for himself and therefore made bold to ask for a ompany of forty armed soldiers. Sinethe Jewish authorities had no suh fore of armed men under their jurisdition, they went at oneto the fortress of Antonia and requested the Roman ommander to give them this guard; but whenhe learned that they intended to arrest Jesus, he promptly refused to aede to their request andreferred them to his superior oÆer. In this way more than an hour was onsumed in going fromone authority to another until they �nally were ompelled to go to Pilate himself in order to obtainpermission to employ the armed Roman guards. It was late when they arrived at Pilate's house,and he had retired to his private hambers with his wife. He hesitated to have anything to do withthe enterprise, all the more so sine his wife had asked him not to grant the request. But inasmuhas the presiding oÆer of the Jewish Sanhedrin was present and making personal request for thisassistane, the governor thought it wise to grant the petition, thinking he ould later on right anywrong they might be disposed to ommit.Aordingly, when Judas Isariot started out from the temple, about half after eleven o'lok, hewas aompanied by more than sixty persons - temple guards, Roman soldiers, and urious servantsof the hief priests and rulers.183.3 The Master's ArrestAs this ompany of armed soldiers and guards, arrying torhes and lanterns, approahed the garden,Judas stepped well out in front of the band that he might be ready quikly to identify Jesus so thatthe apprehenders ould easily lay hands on him before his assoiates ould rally to his defense. Andthere was yet another reason why Judas hose to be ahead of the Master's enemies: He thought itwould appear that he had arrived on the sene ahead of the soldiers so that the apostles and othersgathered about Jesus might not diretly onnet him with the armed guards following so loselyupon his heels. Judas had even thought to pose as having hastened out to warn them of the omingof the apprehenders, but this plan was thwarted by Jesus' blighting greeting of the betrayer. Thoughthe Master spoke to Judas kindly, he greeted him as a traitor.As soon as Peter, James, and John, with some thirty of their fellow ampers, saw the armed bandwith torhes swing around the brow of the hill, they knew that these soldiers were oming to arrestJesus, and they all rushed down to near the olive press where the Master was sitting in moonlitsolitude. As the ompany of soldiers approahed on one side, the three apostles and their assoiatesapproahed on the other. As Judas strode forward to aost the Master, there the two groups stood,motionless, with the Master between them and Judas making ready to impress the traitorous kissupon his brow.It had been the hope of the betrayer that he ould, after leading the guards to Gethsemane,simply point Jesus out to the soldiers, or at most arry out the promise to greet him with a kiss,and then quikly retire from the sene. Judas greatly feared that the apostles would all be present,and that they would onentrate their attak upon him in retribution for his daring to betray theirbeloved teaher. But when the Master greeted him as a betrayer, he was so onfused that he madeno attempt to ee.Jesus made one last e�ort to save Judas from atually betraying him in that, before the traitorould reah him, he stepped to one side and, addressing the foremost soldier on the left, the aptainof the Romans, said, \Whom do you seek?" The aptain answered, \Jesus of Nazareth." ThenJesus stepped up immediately in front of the oÆer and, standing there in the alm majesty of theGod of all this reation, said, \I am he." Many of this armed band had heard Jesus teah in thetemple, others had learned about his mighty works, and when they heard him thus boldly announehis identity, those in the front ranks fell suddenly bakward. They were overome with surprise at1803



his alm and majesti announement of identity. There was, therefore, no need for Judas to go onwith his plan of betrayal. The Master had boldly revealed himself to his enemies, and they ouldhave taken him without Judas's assistane. But the traitor had to do something to aount for hispresene with this armed band, and besides, he wanted to make a show of arrying out his part of thebetrayal bargain with the rulers of the Jews in order to be eligible for the great reward and honorswhih he believed would be heaped upon him in ompensation for his promise to deliver Jesus intotheir hands.As the guards rallied from their �rst faltering at the sight of Jesus and at the sound of his unusualvoie, and as the apostles and disiples drew nearer, Judas stepped up to Jesus and, plaing a kissupon his brow, said, \Hail, Master and Teaher." And as Judas thus embraed his Master, Jesussaid, \Friend, is it not enough to do this! Would you even betray the Son of Man with a kiss?"The apostles and disiples were literally stunned by what they saw. For a moment no one moved.Then Jesus, disengaging himself from the traitorous embrae of Judas, stepped up to the guards andsoldiers and again asked, \Whom do you seek?" And again the aptain said, \Jesus of Nazareth."And again answered Jesus: \I have told you that I am he. If, therefore, you seek me, let these othersgo their way. I am ready to go with you."Jesus was ready to go bak to Jerusalem with the guards, and the aptain of the soldiers wasaltogether willing to allow the three apostles and their assoiates to go their way in peae. Butbefore they were able to get started, as Jesus stood there awaiting the aptain's orders, one Malhus,the Syrian bodyguard of the high priest, stepped up to Jesus and made ready to bind his handsbehind his bak, although the Roman aptain had not direted that Jesus should be thus bound.When Peter and his assoiates saw their Master being subjeted to this indignity, they were nolonger able to restrain themselves. Peter drew his sword and with the others rushed forward to smiteMalhus. But before the soldiers ould ome to the defense of the high priest's servant, Jesus raiseda forbidding hand to Peter and, speaking sternly, said: \Peter, put up your sword. They who takethe sword shall perish by the sword. Do you not understand that it is the Father's will that I drinkthis up? And do you not further know that I ould even now ommand more than twelve legions ofangels and their assoiates, who would deliver me from the hands of these few men?"While Jesus thus e�etively put a stop to this show of physial resistane by his followers, it wasenough to arouse the fear of the aptain of the guards, who now, with the help of his soldiers, laidheavy hands on Jesus and quikly bound him. And as they tied his hands with heavy ords, Jesussaid to them: \Why do you ome out against me with swords and with staves as if to seize a robber?I was daily with you in the temple, publily teahing the people, and you made no e�ort to take me."When Jesus had been bound, the aptain, fearing that the followers of the Master might attemptto resue him, gave orders that they be seized; but the soldiers were not quik enough sine, havingoverheard the aptain's orders to arrest them, Jesus' followers ed in haste bak into the ravine. Allthis time John Mark had remained seluded in the near-by shed. When the guards started bakto Jerusalem with Jesus, John Mark attempted to steal out of the shed in order to ath up withthe eeing apostles and disiples; but just as he emerged, one of the last of the returning soldierswho had pursued the eeing disiples was passing near and, seeing this young man in his linen oat,gave hase, almost overtaking him. In fat, the soldier got near enough to John to lay hold upon hisoat, but the young man freed himself from the garment, esaping naked while the soldier held theempty oat. John Mark made his way in all haste to David Zebedee on the upper trail. When hehad told David what had happened, they both hastened bak to the tents of the sleeping apostlesand informed all eight of the Master's betrayal and arrest.At about the time the eight apostles were being awakened, those who had ed up the ravine werereturning, and they all gathered together near the olive press to debate what should be done. In themeantime, Simon Peter and John Zebedee, who had hidden among the olive trees, had already goneon after the mob of soldiers, guards, and servants, who were now leading Jesus bak to Jerusalem as1804



they would have led a desperate riminal. John followed lose behind the mob, but Peter followedafar o�. After John Mark's esape from the luth of the soldier, he provided himself with a loakwhih he found in the tent of Simon Peter and John Zebedee. He suspeted the guards were goingto take Jesus to the home of Annas, the high priest emeritus; so he skirted around through the oliveorhards and was there ahead of the mob, hiding near the entrane to the gate of the high priest'spalae.183.4 Disussion at the Olive PressJames Zebedee found himself separated from Simon Peter and his brother John, and so he now joinedthe other apostles and their fellow ampers at the olive press to deliberate on what should be donein view of the Master's arrest.Andrew had been released from all responsibility in the group management of his fellow apostles;aordingly, in this greatest of all rises in their lives, he was silent. After a short informal disussion,Simon Zelotes stood up on the stone wall of the olive press and, making an impassioned plea for loyaltyto the Master and the ause of the kingdom, exhorted his fellow apostles and the other disiples tohasten on after the mob and e�et the resue of Jesus. The majority of the ompany would have beendisposed to follow his aggressive leadership had it not been for the advie of Nathaniel, who stood upthe moment Simon had �nished speaking and alled their attention to Jesus' oft-repeated teahingsregarding nonresistane. He further reminded them that Jesus had that very night instruted themthat they should preserve their lives for the time when they should go forth into the world prolaimingthe good news of the gospel of the heavenly kingdom. And Nathaniel was enouraged in this stand byJames Zebedee, who now told how Peter and others drew their swords to defend the Master againstarrest, and that Jesus bade Simon Peter and his fellow swordsmen sheathe their blades. Matthew andPhilip also made speehes, but nothing de�nite ame of this disussion until Thomas, alling theirattention to the fat that Jesus had ounseled Lazarus against exposing himself to death, pointed outthat they ould do nothing to save their Master inasmuh as he refused to allow his friends to defendhim, and sine he persisted in refraining from the use of his divine powers to frustrate his humanenemies. Thomas persuaded them to satter, every man for himself, with the understanding thatDavid Zebedee would remain at the amp to maintain a learinghouse and messenger headquartersfor the group. By half past two o'lok that morning the amp was deserted; only David remainedon hand with three or four messengers, the others having been dispathed to seure information asto where Jesus had been taken, and what was going to be done with him.Five of the apostles, Nathaniel, Matthew, Philip, and the twins, went into hiding at Bethpageand Bethany. Thomas, Andrew, James, and Simon Zelotes were hiding in the ity. Simon Peter andJohn Zebedee followed along to the home of Annas.Shortly after daybreak, Simon Peter wandered bak to the Gethsemane amp, a dejeted pitureof deep despair. David sent him in harge of a messenger to join his brother, Andrew, who was atthe home of Niodemus in Jerusalem.Until the very end of the rui�xion, John Zebedee remained, as Jesus had direted him, alwaysnear at hand, and it was he who supplied David's messengers with information from hour to hourwhih they arried to David at the garden amp, and whih was then relayed to the hiding apostlesand to Jesus' family.Surely, the shepherd is smitten and the sheep are sattered! While they all vaguely realize thatJesus has forewarned them of this very situation, they are too severely shoked by the Master'ssudden disappearane to be able to use their minds normally.It was shortly after daylight and just after Peter had been sent to join his brother, that Jude,1805



Jesus' brother in the esh, arrived in the amp, almost breathless and in advane of the rest ofJesus' family, only to learn that the Master had already been plaed under arrest; and he hastenedbak down the Jeriho road to arry this information to his mother and to his brothers and sisters.David Zebedee sent word to Jesus' family, by Jude, to forgather at the house of Martha and Maryin Bethany and there await news whih his messengers would regularly bring them.This was the situation during the last half of Thursday night and the early morning hours ofFriday as regards the apostles, the hief disiples, and the earthly family of Jesus. And all thesegroups and individuals were kept in touh with eah other by the messenger servie whih DavidZebedee ontinued to operate from his headquarters at the Gethsemane amp.183.5 On the Way to the High Priest's PalaeBefore they started away from the garden with Jesus, a dispute arose between the Jewish aptainof the temple guards and the Roman aptain of the ompany of soldiers as to where they were totake Jesus. The aptain of the temple guards gave orders that he should be taken to Caiaphas, theating high priest. The aptain of the Roman soldiers direted that Jesus be taken to the palae ofAnnas, the former high priest and father-in-law of Caiaphas. And this he did beause the Romanswere in the habit of dealing diretly with Annas in all matters having to do with the enforement ofthe Jewish elesiastial laws. And the orders of the Roman aptain were obeyed; they took Jesusto the home of Annas for his preliminary examination.Judas marhed along near the aptains, overhearing all that was said, but took no part in thedispute, for neither the Jewish aptain nor the Roman oÆer would so muh as speak to the betrayer- they held him in suh ontempt.About this time John Zebedee, remembering his Master's instrutions to remain always near athand, hurried up near Jesus as he marhed along between the two aptains. The ommander of thetemple guards, seeing John ome up alongside, said to his assistant: \Take this man and bind him.He is one of this fellow's followers." But when the Roman aptain heard this and, looking around,saw John, he gave orders that the apostle should ome over by him, and that no man should molesthim. Then the Roman aptain said to the Jewish aptain: \This man is neither a traitor nor aoward. I saw him in the garden, and he did not draw a sword to resist us. He has the ourage toome forward to be with his Master, and no man shall lay hands on him. The Roman law allowsthat any prisoner may have at least one friend to stand with him before the judgment bar, and thisman shall not be prevented from standing by the side of his Master, the prisoner." And when Judasheard this, he was so ashamed and humiliated that he dropped bak behind the marhers, omingup to the palae of Annas alone.And this explains why John Zebedee was permitted to remain near Jesus all the way through histrying experienes this night and the next day. The Jews feared to say aught to John or to molesthim in any way beause he had something of the status of a Roman ounselor designated to at asobserver of the transations of the Jewish elesiastial ourt. John's position of privilege was madeall the more seure when, in turning Jesus over to the aptain of the temple guards at the gate ofAnnas's palae, the Roman, addressing his assistant, said: \Go along with this prisoner and see thatthese Jews do not kill him without Pilate's onsent. Wath that they do not assassinate him, andsee that his friend, the Galilean, is permitted to stand by and observe all that goes on." And thuswas John able to be near Jesus right on up to the time of his death on the ross, though the otherten apostles were ompelled to remain in hiding. John was ating under Roman protetion, and theJews dared not molest him until after the Master's death.And all the way to the palae of Annas, Jesus opened not his mouth. From the time of his arrestto the time of his appearane before Annas, the Son of Man spoke no word.1806



Chapter 184Before the Sanhedrin CourtREPRESENTATIVES of Annas had seretly instruted the aptain of the Roman soldiers to bringJesus immediately to the palae of Annas after he had been arrested. The former high priest desiredto maintain his prestige as the hief elesiastial authority of the Jews. He also had another purposein detaining Jesus at his house for several hours, and that was to allow time for legally alling togetherthe ourt of the Sanhedrin. It was not lawful to onvene the Sanhedrin ourt before the time of theo�ering of the morning sari�e in the temple, and this sari�e was o�ered about three o'lok inthe morning.Annas knew that a ourt of Sanhedrists was in waiting at the palae of his son-in-law, Caiaphas.Some thirty members of the Sanhedrin had gathered at the home of the high priest by midnight sothat they would be ready to sit in judgment on Jesus when he might be brought before them. Onlythose members were assembled who were strongly and openly opposed to Jesus and his teahingsine it required only twenty-three to onstitute a trial ourt.Jesus spent about three hours at the palae of Annas on Mount Olivet, not far from the gardenof Gethsemane, where they arrested him. John Zebedee was free and safe in the palae of Annas notonly beause of the word of the Roman aptain, but also beause he and his brother James were wellknown to the older servants, having many times been guests at the palae as the former high priestwas a distant relative of their mother, Salome.184.1 Examination by AnnasAnnas, enrihed by the temple revenues, his son-in-law the ating high priest, and with his relationsto the Roman authorities, was indeed the most powerful single individual in all Jewry. He was a suaveand politi planner and plotter. He desired to diret the matter of disposing of Jesus; he feared totrust suh an important undertaking wholly to his brusque and aggressive son-in-law. Annas wantedto make sure that the Master's trial was kept in the hands of the Sadduees; he feared the possiblesympathy of some of the Pharisees, seeing that pratially all of those members of the Sanhedrinwho had espoused the ause of Jesus were Pharisees.Annas had not seen Jesus for several years, not sine the time when the Master alled at his houseand immediately left upon observing his oldness and reserve in reeiving him. Annas had thoughtto presume on this early aquaintane and thereby attempt to persuade Jesus to abandon his laimsand leave Palestine. He was relutant to partiipate in the murder of a good man and had reasonedthat Jesus might hoose to leave the ountry rather than to su�er death. But when Annas stoodbefore the stalwart and determined Galilean, he knew at one that it would be useless to make suhproposals. Jesus was even more majesti and well poised than Annas remembered him.1807



When Jesus was young, Annas had taken a great interest in him, but now his revenues werethreatened by what Jesus had so reently done in driving the money-hangers and other ommerialtraders out of the temple. This at had aroused the enmity of the former high priest far more thanhad Jesus' teahings.Annas entered his spaious audiene hamber, seated himself in a large hair, and ommandedthat Jesus be brought before him. After a few moments spent in silently surveying the Master, hesaid: \You realize that something must be done about your teahing sine you are disturbing thepeae and order of our ountry." As Annas looked inquiringly at Jesus, the Master looked full intohis eyes but made no reply. Again Annas spoke, \What are the names of your disiples, besidesSimon Zelotes, the agitator?" Again Jesus looked down upon him, but he did not answer.Annas was onsiderably disturbed by Jesus' refusal to answer his questions, so muh so that hesaid to him: \Do you have no are as to whether I am friendly to you or not? Do you have no regardfor the power I have in determining the issues of your oming trial?" When Jesus heard this, he said:\Annas, you know that you ould have no power over me unless it were permitted by my Father.Some would destroy the Son of Man beause they are ignorant; they know no better, but you, friend,know what you are doing. How an you, therefore, rejet the light of God?"The kindly manner in whih Jesus spoke to Annas almost bewildered him. But he had alreadydetermined in his mind that Jesus must either leave Palestine or die; so he summoned up his ourageand asked: \Just what is it you are trying to teah the people? What do you laim to be?" Jesusanswered: \You know full well that I have spoken openly to the world. I have taught in the synagoguesand many times in the temple, where all the Jews and many of the gentiles have heard me. In seretI have spoken nothing; why, then, do you ask me about my teahing? Why do you not summon thosewho have heard me and inquire of them? Behold, all Jerusalem has heard that whih I have spokeneven if you have not yourself heard these teahings." But before Annas ould make reply, the hiefsteward of the palae, who was standing near, struk Jesus in the fae with his hand, saying, \Howdare you answer the high priest with suh words?" Annas spoke no words of rebuke to his steward,but Jesus addressed him, saying, \My friend, if I have spoken evil, bear witness against the evil; butif I have spoken the truth, why, then, should you smite me?"Although Annas regretted that his steward had struk Jesus, he was too proud to take notieof the matter. In his onfusion he went into another room, leaving Jesus alone with the householdattendants and the temple guards for almost an hour.When he returned, going up to the Master's side, he said, \Do you laim to be the Messiah, thedeliverer of Israel?" Said Jesus: \Annas, you have known me from the times of my youth. You knowthat I laim to be nothing exept that whih my Father has appointed, and that I have been sent toall men, gentile as well as Jew." Then said Annas: \I have been told that you have laimed to bethe Messiah; is that true?" Jesus looked upon Annas but only replied, \So you have said."About this time messengers arrived from the palae of Caiaphas to inquire what time Jesus wouldbe brought before the ourt of the Sanhedrin, and sine it was nearing the break of day, Annasthought best to send Jesus bound and in the ustody of the temple guards to Caiaphas. He himselffollowed after them shortly.184.2 Peter in the CourtyardAs the band of guards and soldiers approahed the entrane to the palae of Annas, John Zebedeewas marhing by the side of the aptain of the Roman soldiers. Judas had dropped some distanebehind, and Simon Peter followed afar o�. After John had entered the palae ourtyard with Jesusand the guards, Judas ame up to the gate but, seeing Jesus and John, went on over to the home of1808



Caiaphas, where he knew the real trial of the Master would later take plae. Soon after Judas hadleft, Simon Peter arrived, and as he stood before the gate, John saw him just as they were about totake Jesus into the palae. The portress who kept the gate knew John, and when he spoke to her,requesting that she let Peter in, she gladly assented.Peter, upon entering the ourtyard, went over to the haroal �re and sought to warm himself, forthe night was hilly. He felt very muh out of plae here among the enemies of Jesus, and indeed hewas out of plae. The Master had not instruted him to keep near at hand as he had admonishedJohn. Peter belonged with the other apostles, who had been spei�ally warned not to endangertheir lives during these times of the trial and rui�xion of their Master.Peter threw away his sword shortly before he ame up to the palae gate so that he entered theourtyard of Annas unarmed. His mind was in a whirl of onfusion; he ould sarely realize thatJesus had been arrested. He ould not grasp the reality of the situation - that he was here in theourtyard of Annas, warming himself beside the servants of the high priest. He wondered what theother apostles were doing and, in turning over in his mind as to how John ame to be admitted tothe palae, onluded that it was beause he was known to the servants, sine he had bidden thegate-keeper admit him.Shortly after the portress let Peter in, and while he was warming himself by the �re, she went overto him and mishievously said, \Are you not also one of this man's disiples?" Now Peter shouldnot have been surprised at this reognition, for it was John who had requested that the girl let himpass through the palae gates; but he was in suh a tense nervous state that this identi�ation as adisiple threw him o� his balane, and with only one thought uppermost in his mind - the thoughtof esaping with his life - he promptly answered the maid's question by saying, \I am not."Very soon another servant ame up to Peter and asked: \Did I not see you in the garden whenthey arrested this fellow? Are you not also one of his followers?" Peter was now thoroughly alarmed;he saw no way of safely esaping from these ausers; so he vehemently denied all onnetion withJesus, saying, \I know not this man, neither am I one of his followers."About this time the portress of the gate drew Peter to one side and said: \I am sure you are adisiple of this Jesus, not only beause one of his followers bade me let you in the ourtyard, but mysister here has seen you in the temple with this man. Why do you deny this?" When Peter heard themaid ause him, he denied all knowledge of Jesus with muh ursing and swearing, again saying, \Iam not this man's follower; I do not even know him; I never heard of him before."Peter left the �reside for a time while he walked about the ourtyard. He would have liked to haveesaped, but he feared to attrat attention to himself. Getting old, he returned to the �reside, andone of the men standing near him said: \Surely you are one of this man's disiples. This Jesus is aGalilean, and your speeh betrays you, for you also speak as a Galilean." And again Peter deniedall onnetion with his Master.Peter was so perturbed that he sought to esape ontat with his ausers by going away fromthe �re and remaining by himself on the porh. After more than an hour of this isolation, thegate-keeper and her sister haned to meet him, and both of them again teasingly harged him withbeing a follower of Jesus. And again he denied the ausation. Just as he had one more deniedall onnetion with Jesus, the ok rowed, and Peter remembered the words of warning spoken tohim by his Master earlier that same night. As he stood there, heavy of heart and rushed with thesense of guilt, the palae doors opened, and the guards led Jesus past on the way to Caiaphas. Asthe Master passed Peter, he saw, by the light of the torhes, the look of despair on the fae of hisformer self-on�dent and super�ially brave apostle, and he turned and looked upon Peter. Peternever forgot that look as long as he lived. It was suh a glane of ommingled pity and love as mortalman had never beheld in the fae of the Master.After Jesus and the guards passed out of the palae gates, Peter followed them, but only for a1809



short distane. He ould not go farther. He sat down by the side of the road and wept bitterly. Andwhen he had shed these tears of agony, he turned his steps bak toward the amp, hoping to �nd hisbrother, Andrew. On arriving at the amp, he found only David Zebedee, who sent a messenger todiret him to where his brother had gone to hide in Jerusalem.Peter's entire experiene ourred in the ourtyard of the palae of Annas on Mount Olivet. Hedid not follow Jesus to the palae of the high priest, Caiaphas. That Peter was brought to therealization that he had repeatedly denied his Master by the rowing of a ok indiates that this allourred outside of Jerusalem sine it was against the law to keep poultry within the ity proper.Until the rowing of the ok brought Peter to his better senses, he had only thought, as he walkedup and down the porh to keep warm, how leverly he had eluded the ausations of the servants,and how he had frustrated their purpose to identify him with Jesus. For the time being, he hadonly onsidered that these servants had no moral or legal right thus to question him, and he reallyongratulated himself over the manner in whih he thought he had avoided being identi�ed andpossibly subjeted to arrest and imprisonment. Not until the ok rowed did it our to Peter thathe had denied his Master. Not until Jesus looked upon him, did he realize that he had failed to liveup to his privileges as an ambassador of the kingdom.Having taken the �rst step along the path of ompromise and least resistane, there was nothingapparent to Peter but to go on with the ourse of ondut deided upon. It requires a great andnoble harater, having started out wrong, to turn about and go right. All too often one's own mindtends to justify ontinuane in the path of error when one it is entered upon.Peter never fully believed that he ould be forgiven until he met his Master after the resurretionand saw that he was reeived just as before the experienes of this tragi night of the denials.184.3 Before the Court of SanhedristsIt was about half past three o'lok this Friday morning when the hief priest, Caiaphas, alled theSanhedrist ourt of inquiry to order and asked that Jesus be brought before them for his formaltrial. On three previous oasions the Sanhedrin, by a large majority vote, had dereed the death ofJesus, had deided that he was worthy of death on informal harges of lawbreaking, blasphemy, andouting the traditions of the fathers of Israel.This was not a regularly alled meeting of the Sanhedrin and was not held in the usual plae, thehamber of hewn stone in the temple. This was a speial trial ourt of some thirty Sanhedrists andwas onvened in the palae of the high priest. John Zebedee was present with Jesus throughout thisso-alled trial.How these hief priests, sribes, Sadduees, and some of the Pharisees attered themselves thatJesus, the disturber of their position and the hallenger of their authority, was now seurely in theirhands! And they were resolved that he should never live to esape their vengeful luthes.Ordinarily, the Jews, when trying a man on a apital harge, proeeded with great aution andprovided every safeguard of fairness in the seletion of witnesses and the entire ondut of the trial.But on this oasion, Caiaphas was more of a proseutor than an unbiased judge.Jesus appeared before this ourt lothed in his usual garments and with his hands bound togetherbehind his bak. The entire ourt was startled and somewhat onfused by his majesti appearane.Never had they gazed upon suh a prisoner nor witnessed suh omposure in a man on trial for hislife.The Jewish law required that at least two witnesses must agree upon any point before a hargeould be laid against the prisoner. Judas ould not be used as a witness against Jesus beause1810



the Jewish law spei�ally forbade the testimony of a traitor. More than a sore of false witnesseswere on hand to testify against Jesus, but their testimony was so ontraditory and so evidentlytrumped up that the Sanhedrists themselves were very muh ashamed of the performane. Jesusstood there, looking down benignly upon these perjurers, and his very ountenane disonerted thelying witnesses. Throughout all this false testimony the Master never said a word; he made no replyto their many false ausations.The �rst time any two of their witnesses approahed even the semblane of an agreement waswhen two men testi�ed that they had heard Jesus say in the ourse of one of his temple disoursesthat he would \destroy this temple made with hands and in three days make another temple withouthands." That was not exatly what Jesus said, regardless of the fat that he pointed to his own bodywhen he made the remark referred to.Although the high priest shouted at Jesus, \Do you not answer any of these harges?" Jesusopened not his mouth. He stood there in silene while all of these false witnesses gave their testimony.Hatred, fanatiism, and unsrupulous exaggeration so haraterized the words of these perjurers thattheir testimony fell in its own entanglements. The very best refutation of their false ausations wasthe Master's alm and majesti silene.Shortly after the beginning of the testimony of the false witnesses, Annas arrived and took hisseat beside Caiaphas. Annas now arose and argued that this threat of Jesus to destroy the templewas suÆient to warrant three harges against him:1. That he was a dangerous traduer of the people. That he taught them impossible things andotherwise deeived them.2. That he was a fanatial revolutionist in that he advoated laying violent hands on the saredtemple, else how ould he destroy it?3. That he taught magi inasmuh as he promised to build a new temple, and that without hands.Already had the full Sanhedrin agreed that Jesus was guilty of death-deserving transgressions ofthe Jewish laws, but they were now more onerned with developing harges regarding his ondutand teahings whih would justify Pilate in pronouning the death sentene upon their prisoner.They knew that they must seure the onsent of the Roman governor before Jesus ould legally beput to death. And Annas was minded to proeed along the line of making it appear that Jesus wasa dangerous teaher to be abroad among the people.But Caiaphas ould not longer endure the sight of the Master standing there in perfet omposureand unbroken silene. He thought he knew at least one way in whih the prisoner might be induedto speak. Aordingly, he rushed over to the side of Jesus and, shaking his ausing �nger in theMaster's fae, said: \I adjure you, in the name of the living God, that you tell us whether you arethe Deliverer, the Son of God." Jesus answered Caiaphas: \I am. Soon I go to the Father, andpresently shall the Son of Man be lothed with power and one more reign over the hosts of heaven."When the high priest heard Jesus utter these words, he was exeedingly angry, and rending hisouter garments, he exlaimed: \What further need have we of witnesses? Behold, now have youall heard this man's blasphemy. What do you now think should be done with this lawbreaker andblasphemer?" And they all answered in unison, \He is worthy of death; let him be rui�ed."Jesus manifested no interest in any question asked him when before Annas or the Sanhedristsexept the one question relative to his bestowal mission. When asked if he were the Son of God, heinstantly and unequivoally answered in the aÆrmative.Annas desired that the trial proeed further, and that harges of a de�nite nature regardingJesus' relation to the Roman law and Roman institutions be formulated for subsequent presentationto Pilate. The ounilors were anxious to arry these matters to a speedy termination, not onlybeause it was the preparation day for the Passover and no seular work should be done after noon,1811



but also beause they feared Pilate might any time return to the Roman apital of Judea, Caesarea,sine he was in Jerusalem only for the Passover elebration.But Annas did not sueed in keeping ontrol of the ourt. After Jesus had so unexpetedlyanswered Caiaphas, the high priest stepped forward and smote him in the fae with his hand. Annaswas truly shoked as the other members of the ourt, in passing out of the room, spit in Jesus' fae,and many of them mokingly slapped him with the palms of their hands. And thus in disorder andwith suh unheard-of onfusion this �rst session of the Sanhedrist trial of Jesus ended at half pastfour o'lok.Thirty prejudied and tradition-blinded false judges, with their false witnesses, are presuming to sitin judgment on the righteous Creator of a universe. And these impassioned ausers are exasperatedby the majesti silene and superb bearing of this God-man. His silene is terrible to endure; hisspeeh is fearlessly de�ant. He is unmoved by their threats and undaunted by their assaults. Mansits in judgment on God, but even then he loves them and would save them if he ould.184.4 The Hour of HumiliationThe Jewish law required that, in the matter of passing the death sentene, there should be twosessions of the ourt. This seond session was to be held on the day following the �rst, and theintervening time was to be spent in fasting and mourning by the members of the ourt. But thesemen ould not await the next day for the on�rmation of their deision that Jesus must die. Theywaited only one hour. In the meantime Jesus was left in the audiene hamber in the ustody of thetemple guards, who, with the servants of the high priest, amused themselves by heaping every sort ofindignity upon the Son of Man. They moked him, spit upon him, and ruelly bu�eted him. Theywould strike him in the fae with a rod and then say, \Prophesy to us, you the Deliverer, who it wasthat struk you." And thus they went on for one full hour, reviling and mistreating this unresistingman of Galilee.During this tragi hour of su�ering and mok trials before the ignorant and unfeeling guards andservants, John Zebedee waited in lonely terror in an adjoining room. When these abuses �rst started,Jesus indiated to John, by a nod of his head, that he should retire. The Master well knew that, ifhe permitted his apostle to remain in the room to witness these indignities, John's resentment wouldbe so aroused as to produe suh an outbreak of protesting indignation as would probably result inhis death.Throughout this awful hour Jesus uttered no word. To this gentle and sensitive soul of humankind,joined in personality relationship with the God of all this universe, there was no more bitter portionof his up of humiliation than this terrible hour at the mery of these ignorant and ruel guards andservants, who had been stimulated to abuse him by the example of the members of this so-alledSanhedrist ourt.The human heart annot possibly oneive of the shudder of indignation that swept out over avast universe as the elestial intelligenes witnessed this sight of their beloved Sovereign submittinghimself to the will of his ignorant and misguided reatures on the sin-darkened sphere of unfortunateUrantia.What is this trait of the animal in man whih leads him to want to insult and physially assaultthat whih he annot spiritually attain or intelletually ahieve? In the half-ivilized man there stilllurks an evil brutality whih seeks to vent itself upon those who are superior in wisdom and spiritualattainment. Witness the evil oarseness and the brutal feroity of these supposedly ivilized men asthey derived a ertain form of animal pleasure from this physial attak upon the unresisting Son ofMan. As these insults, taunts, and blows fell upon Jesus, he was undefending but not defenseless.1812



Jesus was not vanquished, merely unontending in the material sense.These are the moments of the Master's greatest vitories in all his long and eventful areer asmaker, upholder, and savior of a vast and far-ung universe. Having lived to the full a life of revealingGod to man, Jesus is now engaged in making a new and unpreedented revelation of man to God.Jesus is now revealing to the worlds the �nal triumph over all fears of reature personality isolation.The Son of Man has �nally ahieved the realization of identity as the Son of God. Jesus does nothesitate to assert that he and the Father are one; and on the basis of the fat and truth of thatsupreme and supernal experiene, he admonishes every kingdom believer to beome one with himeven as he and his Father are one. The living experiene in the religion of Jesus thus beomes thesure and ertain tehnique whereby the spiritually isolated and osmially lonely mortals of earthare enabled to esape personality isolation, with all its onsequenes of fear and assoiated feelingsof helplessness. In the fraternal realities of the kingdom of heaven the faith sons of God �nd �naldeliverane from the isolation of the self, both personal and planetary. The God-knowing believerinreasingly experienes the estasy and grandeur of spiritual soialization on a universe sale -itizenship on high in assoiation with the eternal realization of the divine destiny of perfetionattainment.184.5 The Seond Meeting of the CourtAt �ve-thirty o'lok the ourt reassembled, and Jesus was led into the adjoining room, where Johnwas waiting. Here the Roman soldier and the temple guards wathed over Jesus while the ourtbegan the formulation of the harges whih were to be presented to Pilate. Annas made it lear tohis assoiates that the harge of blasphemy would arry no weight with Pilate. Judas was presentduring this seond meeting of the ourt, but he gave no testimony.This session of the ourt lasted only a half hour, and when they adjourned to go before Pilate,they had drawn up the inditment of Jesus, as being worthy of death, under three heads:1. That he was a perverter of the Jewish nation; he deeived the people and inited them torebellion.2. That he taught the people to refuse to pay tribute to Caesar.3. That, by laiming to be a king and the founder of a new sort of kingdom, he inited treasonagainst the emperor.This entire proedure was irregular and wholly ontrary to the Jewish laws. No two witnesseshad agreed on any matter exept those who testi�ed regarding Jesus' statement about destroyingthe temple and raising it again in three days. And even onerning that point, no witnesses spokefor the defense, and neither was Jesus asked to explain his intended meaning.The only point the ourt ould have onsistently judged him on was that of blasphemy, and thatwould have rested entirely on his own testimony. Even onerning blasphemy, they failed to ast aformal ballot for the death sentene.And now they presumed to formulate three harges, with whih to go before Pilate, on whih nowitnesses had been heard, and whih were agreed upon while the aused prisoner was absent. Whenthis was done, three of the Pharisees took their leave; they wanted to see Jesus destroyed, but theywould not formulate harges against him without witnesses and in his absene.Jesus did not again appear before the Sanhedrist ourt. They did not want again to look upon hisfae as they sat in judgment upon his innoent life. Jesus did not know (as a man) of their formalharges until he heard them reited by Pilate.While Jesus was in the room with John and the guards, and while the ourt was in its seond1813



session, some of the women about the high priest's palae, together with their friends, ame to lookupon the strange prisoner, and one of them asked him, \Are you the Messiah, the Son of God?" AndJesus answered: \If I tell you, you will not believe me; and if I ask you, you will not answer."At six o'lok that morning Jesus was led forth from the home of Caiaphas to appear before Pilatefor on�rmation of the sentene of death whih this Sanhedrist ourt had so unjustly and irregularlydereed.
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Chapter 185The Trial Before PilateSHORTLY after six o'lok on this Friday morning, April 7, A.D. 30, Jesus was brought before Pilate,the Roman prourator who governed Judea, Samaria, and Idumea under the immediate supervisionof the legatus of Syria. The Master was taken into the presene of the Roman governor by the templeguards, bound, and was aompanied by about �fty of his ausers, inluding the Sanhedrist ourt(prinipally Saddueans), Judas Isariot, and the high priest, Caiaphas, and by the Apostle John.Annas did not appear before Pilate.Pilate was up and ready to reeive this group of early morning allers, having been informed bythose who had seured his onsent, the previous evening, to employ the Roman soldiers in arrestingthe Son of Man, that Jesus would be early brought before him. This trial was arranged to take plaein front of the praetorium, an addition to the fortress of Antonia, where Pilate and his wife madetheir headquarters when stopping in Jerusalem.Though Pilate onduted muh of Jesus' examination within the praetorium halls, the publi trialwas held outside on the steps leading up to the main entrane. This was a onession to the Jews,who refused to enter any gentile building where leaven might be used on this day of preparation forthe Passover. Suh ondut would not only render them eremonially unlean and thereby debarthem from partaking of the afternoon feast of thanksgiving but would also neessitate their subjetionto puri�ation eremonies after sundown, before they would be eligible to partake of the Passoversupper.Although these Jews were not at all bothered in onsiene as they intrigued to e�et the judiialmurder of Jesus, they were nonetheless srupulous regarding all these matters of eremonial leannessand traditional regularity. And these Jews have not been the only ones to fail in the reognition ofhigh and holy obligations of a divine nature while giving metiulous attention to things of triingimportane to human welfare in both time and eternity.185.1 Pontius PilateIf Pontius Pilate had not been a reasonably good governor of the minor provines, Tiberius wouldhardly have su�ered him to remain as prourator of Judea for ten years. Although he was a fairlygood administrator, he was a moral oward. He was not a big enough man to omprehend the natureof his task as governor of the Jews. He failed to grasp the fat that these Hebrews had a real religion,a faith for whih they were willing to die, and that millions upon millions of them, sattered here andthere throughout the empire, looked to Jerusalem as the shrine of their faith and held the Sanhedrinin respet as the highest tribunal on earth.Pilate did not love the Jews, and this deep-seated hatred early began to manifest itself. Of all1815



the Roman provines, none was more diÆult to govern than Judea. Pilate never really understoodthe problems involved in the management of the Jews and, therefore, very early in his experiene asgovernor, made a series of almost fatal and well-nigh suiidal blunders. And it was these blundersthat gave the Jews suh power over him. When they wanted to inuene his deisions, all theyhad to do was to threaten an uprising, and Pilate would speedily apitulate. And this apparentvaillation, or lak of moral ourage, of the prourator was hiey due to the memory of a numberof ontroversies he had had with the Jews and beause in eah instane they had worsted him. TheJews knew that Pilate was afraid of them, that he feared for his position before Tiberius, and theyemployed this knowledge to the great disadvantage of the governor on numerous oasions.Pilate's disfavor with the Jews ame about as a result of a number of unfortunate enounters.First, he failed to take seriously their deep-seated prejudie against all images as symbols of idolworship. Therefore he permitted his soldiers to enter Jerusalem without removing the images ofCaesar from their banners, as had been the pratie of the Roman soldiers under his predeessor.A large deputation of Jews waited upon Pilate for �ve days, imploring him to have these imagesremoved from the military standards. He atly refused to grant their petition and threatened themwith instant death. Pilate, himself being a skepti, did not understand that men of strong religiousfeelings will not hesitate to die for their religious onvitions; and therefore was he dismayed whenthese Jews drew themselves up de�antly before his palae, bowed their faes to the ground, andsent word that they were ready to die. Pilate then realized that he had made a threat whih hewas unwilling to arry out. He surrendered, ordered the images removed from the standards of hissoldiers in Jerusalem, and found himself from that day on to a large extent subjet to the whims ofthe Jewish leaders, who had in this way disovered his weakness in making threats whih he fearedto exeute.Pilate subsequently determined to regain this lost prestige and aordingly had the shields of theemperor, suh as were ommonly used in Caesar worship, put up on the walls of Herod's palae inJerusalem. When the Jews protested, he was adamant. When he refused to listen to their protests,they promptly appealed to Rome, and the emperor as promptly ordered the o�ending shields removed.And then was Pilate held in even lower esteem than before.Another thing whih brought him into great disfavor with the Jews was that he dared to takemoney from the temple treasury to pay for the onstrution of a new aquedut to provide inreasedwater supply for the millions of visitors to Jerusalem at the times of the great religious feasts. TheJews held that only the Sanhedrin ould disburse the temple funds, and they never eased to inveighagainst Pilate for this presumptuous ruling. No less than a sore of riots and muh bloodshedresulted from this deision. The last of these serious outbreaks had to do with the slaughter of alarge ompany of Galileans even as they worshiped at the altar.It is signi�ant that, while this vaillating Roman ruler sari�ed Jesus to his fear of the Jewsand to safeguard his personal position, he �nally was deposed as a result of the needless slaughter ofSamaritans in onnetion with the pretensions of a false Messiah who led troops to Mount Gerizim,where he laimed the temple vessels were buried; and �ere riots broke out when he failed to revealthe hiding plae of the sared vessels, as he had promised. As a result of this episode, the legatusof Syria ordered Pilate to Rome. Tiberius died while Pilate was on the way to Rome, and he wasnot reappointed as prourator of Judea. He never fully reovered from the regretful ondemnationof having onsented to the rui�xion of Jesus. Finding no favor in the eyes of the new emperor, heretired to the provine of Lausanne, where he subsequently ommitted suiide.Claudia Proula, Pilate's wife, had heard muh of Jesus through the word of her maid-in-waiting,who was a Phoeniian believer in the gospel of the kingdom. After the death of Pilate, Claudiabeame prominently identi�ed with the spread of the good news.And all this explains muh that transpired on this tragi Friday forenoon. It is easy to understandwhy the Jews presumed to ditate to Pilate - to get him up at six o'lok to try Jesus - and also1816



why they did not hesitate to threaten to harge him with treason before the emperor if he dared torefuse their demands for Jesus' death.A worthy Roman governor who had not beome disadvantageously involved with the rulers of theJews would never have permitted these bloodthirsty religious fanatis to bring about the death of aman whom he himself had delared to be innoent of their false harges and without fault. Romemade a great blunder, a far-reahing error in earthly a�airs, when she sent the seond-rate Pilate togovern Palestine. Tiberius had better have sent to the Jews the best provinial administrator in theempire.185.2 Jesus Appears Before PilateWhen Jesus and his ausers had gathered in front of Pilate's judgment hall, the Roman governorame out and, addressing the ompany assembled, asked, \What ausation do you bring against thisfellow?" The Sadduees and ounilors who had taken it upon themselves to put Jesus out of the wayhad determined to go before Pilate and ask for on�rmation of the death sentene pronouned uponJesus, without volunteering any de�nite harge. Therefore did the spokesman for the Sanhedristourt answer Pilate: \If this man were not an evildoer, we should not have delivered him up to you."When Pilate observed that they were relutant to state their harges against Jesus, although heknew they had been all night engaged in deliberations regarding his guilt, he answered them: \Sineyou have not agreed on any de�nite harges, why do you not take this man and pass judgment onhim in aordane with your own laws?"Then spoke the lerk of the Sanhedrin ourt to Pilate: \It is not lawful for us to put any man todeath, and this disturber of our nation is worthy to die for the things whih he has said and done.Therefore have we ome before you for on�rmation of this deree."To ome before the Roman governor with this attempt at evasion disloses both the ill-will andthe ill-humor of the Sanhedrists toward Jesus as well as their lak of respet for the fairness, honor,and dignity of Pilate. What e�rontery for these subjet itizens to appear before their provinialgovernor asking for a deree of exeution against a man before a�ording him a fair trial and withouteven preferring de�nite riminal harges against him!Pilate knew something of Jesus' work among the Jews, and he surmised that the harges whihmight be brought against him had to do with infringements of the Jewish elesiastial laws; thereforehe sought to refer the ase bak to their own tribunal. Again, Pilate took delight in making thempublily onfess that they were powerless to pronoune and exeute the death sentene upon evenone of their own rae whom they had ome to despise with a bitter and envious hatred.It was a few hours previously, shortly before midnight and after he had granted permission to useRoman soldiers in e�eting the seret arrest of Jesus, that Pilate had heard further onerning Jesusand his teahing from his wife, Claudia, who was a partial onvert to Judaism, and who later onbeame a full-edged believer in Jesus' gospel.Pilate would have liked to postpone this hearing, but he saw the Jewish leaders were determined toproeed with the ase. He knew that this was not only the forenoon of preparation for the Passover,but that this day, being Friday, was also the preparation day for the Jewish Sabbath of rest andworship.Pilate, being keenly sensitive to the disrespetful manner of the approah of these Jews, was notwilling to omply with their demands that Jesus be sentened to death without a trial. When,therefore, he had waited a few moments for them to present their harges against the prisoner, heturned to them and said: \I will not sentene this man to death without a trial; neither will I onsentto examine him until you have presented your harges against him in writing."1817



When the high priest and the others heard Pilate say this, they signaled to the lerk of the ourt,who then handed to Pilate the written harges against Jesus. And these harges were:\We �nd in the Sanhedrist tribunal that this man is an evildoer and a disturber of our nation inthat he is guilty of:\1. Perverting our nation and stirring up our people to rebellion.\2. Forbidding the people to pay tribute to Caesar.\3. Calling himself the king of the Jews and teahing the founding of a new kingdom."Jesus had not been regularly tried nor legally onvited on any of these harges. He did not evenhear these harges when �rst stated, but Pilate had him brought from the praetorium, where he wasin the keeping of the guards, and he insisted that these harges be repeated in Jesus' hearing.When Jesus heard these ausations, he well knew that he had not been heard on these mattersbefore the Jewish ourt, and so did John Zebedee and his ausers, but he made no reply to theirfalse harges. Even when Pilate bade him answer his ausers, he opened not his mouth. Pilatewas so astonished at the unfairness of the whole proeeding and so impressed by Jesus' silent andmasterly bearing that he deided to take the prisoner inside the hall and examine him privately.Pilate was onfused in mind, fearful of the Jews in his heart, and mightily stirred in his spirit bythe spetale of Jesus' standing there in majesty before his bloodthirsty ausers and gazing downon them, not in silent ontempt, but with an expression of genuine pity and sorrowful a�etion.185.3 The Private Examination by PilatePilate took Jesus and John Zebedee into a private hamber, leaving the guards outside in the hall,and requesting the prisoner to sit down, he sat down by his side and asked several questions. Pilatebegan his talk with Jesus by assuring him that he did not believe the �rst ount against him: thathe was a perverter of the nation and an initer to rebellion. Then he asked, \Did you ever teahthat tribute should be refused Caesar?" Jesus, pointing to John, said, \Ask him or any other manwho has heard my teahing." Then Pilate questioned John about this matter of tribute, and Johntesti�ed onerning his Master's teahing and explained that Jesus and his apostles paid taxes bothto Caesar and to the temple. When Pilate had questioned John, he said, \See that you tell no manthat I talked with you." And John never did reveal this matter.Pilate then turned around to question Jesus further, saying: \And now about the third ausationagainst you, are you the king of the Jews?" Sine there was a tone of possibly sinere inquiry inPilate's voie, Jesus smiled on the prourator and said: \Pilate, do you ask this for yourself, or doyou take this question from these others, my ausers?" Whereupon, in a tone of partial indignation,the governor answered: \Am I a Jew? Your own people and the hief priests delivered you up andasked me to sentene you to death. I question the validity of their harges and am only trying to�nd out for myself what you have done. Tell me, have you said that you are the king of the Jews,and have you sought to found a new kingdom?"Then said Jesus to Pilate: \Do you not pereive that my kingdom is not of this world? If mykingdom were of this world, surely would my disiples �ght that I should not be delivered into thehands of the Jews. My presene here before you in these bonds is suÆient to show all men that mykingdom is a spiritual dominion, even the brotherhood of men who, through faith and by love, havebeome the sons of God. And this salvation is for the gentile as well as for the Jew."\Then you are a king after all?" said Pilate. And Jesus answered: \Yes, I am suh a king, andmy kingdom is the family of the faith sons of my Father who is in heaven. For this purpose was Iborn into this world, even that I should show my Father to all men and bear witness to the truth of1818



God. And even now do I delare to you that every one who loves the truth hears my voie."Then said Pilate, half in ridiule and half in sinerity, \Truth, what is truth - who knows?"Pilate was not able to fathom Jesus' words, nor was he able to understand the nature of hisspiritual kingdom, but he was now ertain that the prisoner had done nothing worthy of death.One look at Jesus, fae to fae, was enough to onvine even Pilate that this gentle and weary, butmajesti and upright, man was no wild and dangerous revolutionary who aspired to establish himselfon the temporal throne of Israel. Pilate thought he understood something of what Jesus meantwhen he alled himself a king, for he was familiar with the teahings of the Stois, who delaredthat \the wise man is king." Pilate was thoroughly onvined that, instead of being a dangerousseditionmonger, Jesus was nothing more or less than a harmless visionary, an innoent fanati.After questioning the Master, Pilate went bak to the hief priests and the ausers of Jesus andsaid: \I have examined this man, and I �nd no fault in him. I do not think he is guilty of the hargesyou have made against him; I think he ought to be set free." And when the Jews heard this, theywere moved with great anger, so muh so that they wildly shouted that Jesus should die; and oneof the Sanhedrists boldly stepped up by the side of Pilate, saying: \This man stirs up the people,beginning in Galilee and ontinuing throughout all Judea. He is a mishief-maker and an evildoer.You will long regret it if you let this wiked man go free."Pilate was hard pressed to know what to do with Jesus; therefore, when he heard them say thathe began his work in Galilee, he thought to avoid the responsibility of deiding the ase, at least togain time for thought, by sending Jesus to appear before Herod, who was then in the ity attendingthe Passover. Pilate also thought that this gesture would help to antidote some of the bitter feelingwhih had existed for some time between himself and Herod, due to numerous misunderstandingsover matters of jurisdition.Pilate, alling the guards, said: \This man is a Galilean. Take him forthwith to Herod, and whenhe has examined him, report his �ndings to me." And they took Jesus to Herod.185.4 Jesus Before HerodWhen Herod Antipas stopped in Jerusalem, he dwelt in the old Maabean palae of Herod theGreat, and it was to this home of the former king that Jesus was now taken by the temple guards,and he was followed by his ausers and an inreasing multitude. Herod had long heard of Jesus, andhe was very urious about him. When the Son of Man stood before him, on this Friday morning,the wiked Idumean never for one moment realled the lad of former years who had appeared beforehim in Sepphoris pleading for a just deision regarding the money due his father, who had beenaidentally killed while at work on one of the publi buildings. As far as Herod knew, he had neverseen Jesus, although he had worried a great deal about him when his work had been entered inGalilee. Now that he was in ustody of Pilate and the Judeans, Herod was desirous of seeing him,feeling seure against any trouble from him in the future. Herod had heard muh about the miraleswrought by Jesus, and he really hoped to see him do some wonder.When they brought Jesus before Herod, the tetrarh was startled by his stately appearane andthe alm omposure of his ountenane. For some �fteen minutes Herod asked Jesus questions, butthe Master would not answer. Herod taunted and dared him to perform a mirale, but Jesus wouldnot reply to his many inquiries or respond to his taunts.Then Herod turned to the hief priests and the Sadduees and, giving ear to their ausations,heard all and more than Pilate had listened to regarding the alleged evil doings of the Son of Man.Finally, being onvined that Jesus would neither talk nor perform a wonder for him, Herod, aftermaking fun of him for a time, arrayed him in an old purple royal robe and sent him bak to Pilate.1819



Herod knew he had no jurisdition over Jesus in Judea. Though he was glad to believe that he was�nally to be rid of Jesus in Galilee, he was thankful that it was Pilate who had the responsibilityof putting him to death. Herod never had fully reovered from the fear that ursed him as a resultof killing John the Baptist. Herod had at ertain times even feared that Jesus was John risen fromthe dead. Now he was relieved of that fear sine he observed that Jesus was a very di�erent sort ofperson from the outspoken and �ery prophet who dared to expose and denoune his private life.185.5 Jesus Returns to PilateWhen the guards had brought Jesus bak to Pilate, he went out on the front steps of the praetorium,where his judgment seat had been plaed, and alling together the hief priests and Sanhedrists,said to them: \You brought this man before me with harges that he perverts the people, forbidsthe payment of taxes, and laims to be king of the Jews. I have examined him and fail to �nd himguilty of these harges. In fat, I �nd no fault in him. Then I sent him to Herod, and the tetrarhmust have reahed the same onlusion sine he has sent him bak to us. Certainly, nothing worthyof death has been done by this man. If you still think he needs to be disiplined, I am willing tohastise him before I release him."Just as the Jews were about to engage in shouting their protests against the release of Jesus,a vast rowd ame marhing up to the praetorium for the purpose of asking Pilate for the releaseof a prisoner in honor of the Passover feast. For some time it had been the ustom of the Romangovernors to allow the populae to hoose some imprisoned or ondemned man for pardon at the timeof the Passover. And now that this rowd had ome before him to ask for the release of a prisoner,and sine Jesus had so reently been in great favor with the multitudes, it ourred to Pilate that hemight possibly extriate himself from his prediament by proposing to this group that, sine Jesuswas now a prisoner before his judgment seat, he release to them this man of Galilee as the token ofPassover good will.As the rowd surged up on the steps of the building, Pilate heard them alling out the name ofone Barabbas. Barabbas was a noted politial agitator and murderous robber, the son of a priest,who had reently been apprehended in the at of robbery and murder on the Jeriho road. This manwas under sentene to die as soon as the Passover festivities were over.Pilate stood up and explained to the rowd that Jesus had been brought to him by the hiefpriests, who sought to have him put to death on ertain harges, and that he did not think theman was worthy of death. Said Pilate: \Whih, therefore, would you prefer that I release to you,this Barabbas, the murderer, or this Jesus of Galilee?" And when Pilate had thus spoken, the hiefpriests and the Sanhedrin ounilors all shouted at the top of their voies, \Barabbas, Barabbas!"And when the people saw that the hief priests were minded to have Jesus put to death, they quiklyjoined in the lamor for his life while they loudly shouted for the release of Barabbas.A few days before this the multitude had stood in awe of Jesus, but the mob did not look up toone who, having laimed to be the Son of God, now found himself in the ustody of the hief priestsand the rulers and on trial before Pilate for his life. Jesus ould be a hero in the eyes of the populaewhen he was driving the money-hangers and the traders out of the temple, but not when he was anonresisting prisoner in the hands of his enemies and on trial for his life.Pilate was angered at the sight of the hief priests lamoring for the pardon of a notorious murdererwhile they shouted for the blood of Jesus. He saw their malie and hatred and pereived theirprejudie and envy. Therefore he said to them: \How ould you hoose the life of a murderer inpreferene to this man's whose worst rime is that he �guratively alls himself the king of the Jews?"But this was not a wise statement for Pilate to make. The Jews were a proud people, now subjetto the Roman politial yoke but hoping for the oming of a Messiah who would deliver them from1820



gentile bondage with a great show of power and glory. They resented, more than Pilate ould know,the intimation that this meek-mannered teaher of strange dotrines, now under arrest and hargedwith rimes worthy of death, should be referred to as \the king of the Jews." They looked upon suha remark as an insult to everything whih they held sared and honorable in their national existene,and therefore did they all let loose their mighty shouts for Barabbas's release and Jesus' death.Pilate knew Jesus was innoent of the harges brought against him, and had he been a just andourageous judge, he would have aquitted him and turned him loose. But he was afraid to defythese angry Jews, and while he hesitated to do his duty, a messenger ame up and presented himwith a sealed message from his wife, Claudia.Pilate indiated to those assembled before him that he wished to read the ommuniation whihhe had just reeived before he proeeded further with the matter before him. When Pilate openedthis letter from his wife, he read: \I pray you have nothing to do with this innoent and just manwhom they all Jesus. I have su�ered many things in a dream this night beause of him." This notefrom Claudia not only greatly upset Pilate and thereby delayed the adjudiation of this matter, butit unfortunately also provided onsiderable time in whih the Jewish rulers freely irulated amongthe rowd and urged the people to all for the release of Barabbas and to lamor for the rui�xionof Jesus.Finally, Pilate addressed himself one more to the solution of the problem whih onfronted him,by asking the mixed assembly of Jewish rulers and the pardon-seeking rowd, \What shall I do withhim who is alled the king of the Jews?" And they all shouted with one aord, \Cruify him!Cruify him!" The unanimity of this demand from the mixed multitude startled and alarmed Pilate,the unjust and fear-ridden judge.Then one more Pilate said: \Why would you ruify this man? What evil has he done? Whowill ome forward to testify against him?" But when they heard Pilate speak in defense of Jesus,they only ried out all the more, \Cruify him! Cruify him!"Then again Pilate appealed to them regarding the release of the Passover prisoner, saying: \Onemore I ask you, whih of these prisoners shall I release to you at this, your Passover time?" Andagain the rowd shouted, \Give us Barabbas!"Then said Pilate: \If I release the murderer, Barabbas, what shall I do with Jesus?" And onemore the multitude shouted in unison, \Cruify him! Cruify him!"Pilate was terrorized by the insistent lamor of the mob, ating under the diret leadership of thehief priests and the ounilors of the Sanhedrin; nevertheless, he deided upon at least one moreattempt to appease the rowd and save Jesus.185.6 Pilate's Last AppealIn all that is transpiring early this Friday morning before Pilate, only the enemies of Jesus arepartiipating. His many friends either do not yet know of his night arrest and early morning trialor are in hiding lest they also be apprehended and adjudged worthy of death beause they believeJesus' teahings. In the multitude whih now lamors for the Master's death are to be found onlyhis sworn enemies and the easily led and unthinking populae.Pilate would make one last appeal to their pity. Being afraid to defy the lamor of this misled mobwho ried for the blood of Jesus, he ordered the Jewish guards and the Roman soldiers to take Jesusand sourge him. This was in itself an unjust and illegal proedure sine the Roman law providedthat only those ondemned to die by rui�xion should be thus subjeted to sourging. The guardstook Jesus into the open ourtyard of the praetorium for this ordeal. Though his enemies did notwitness this sourging, Pilate did, and before they had �nished this wiked abuse, he direted the1821



sourgers to desist and indiated that Jesus should be brought to him. Before the sourgers laidtheir knotted whips upon Jesus as he was bound to the whipping post, they again put upon him thepurple robe, and plaiting a rown of thorns, they plaed it upon his brow. And when they had puta reed in his hand as a mok septer, they knelt before him and moked him, saying, \Hail, king ofthe Jews!" And they spit upon him and struk him in the fae with their hands. And one of them,before they returned him to Pilate, took the reed from his hand and struk him upon the head.Then Pilate led forth this bleeding and laerated prisoner and, presenting him before the mixedmultitude, said: \Behold the man! Again I delare to you that I �nd no rime in him, and havingsourged him, I would release him."There stood Jesus of Nazareth, lothed in an old purple royal robe with a rown of thorns pieringhis kindly brow. His fae was bloodstained and his form bowed down with su�ering and grief. Butnothing an appeal to the unfeeling hearts of those who are vitims of intense emotional hatred andslaves to religious prejudie. This sight sent a mighty shudder through the realms of a vast universe,but it did not touh the hearts of those who had set their minds to e�et the destrution of Jesus.When they had reovered from the �rst shok of seeing the Master's plight, they only shouted thelouder and the longer, \Cruify him! Cruify him! Cruify him!"And now did Pilate omprehend that it was futile to appeal to their supposed feelings of pity. Hestepped forward and said: \I pereive that you are determined this man shall die, but what has hedone to deserve death? Who will delare his rime?"Then the high priest himself stepped forward and, going up to Pilate, angrily delared: \We havea sared law, and by that law this man ought to die beause he made himself out to be the Son ofGod." When Pilate heard this, he was all the more afraid, not only of the Jews, but realling hiswife's note and the Greek mythology of the gods oming down on earth, he now trembled at thethought of Jesus possibly being a divine personage. He waved to the rowd to hold its peae whilehe took Jesus by the arm and again led him inside the building that he might further examine him.Pilate was now onfused by fear, bewildered by superstition, and harassed by the stubborn attitudeof the mob.185.7 Pilate's Last InterviewAs Pilate, trembling with fearful emotion, sat down by the side of Jesus, he inquired: \Where doyou ome from? Really, who are you? What is this they say, that you are the Son of God?"But Jesus ould hardly answer suh questions when asked by a man-fearing, weak, and vaillatingjudge who was so unjust as to subjet him to ogging even when he had delared him innoent of allrime, and before he had been duly sentened to die. Jesus looked Pilate straight in the fae, but hedid not answer him. Then said Pilate: \Do you refuse to speak to me? Do you not realize that I stillhave power to release you or to ruify you?" Then said Jesus: \You ould have no power over meexept it were permitted from above. You ould exerise no authority over the Son of Man unlessthe Father in heaven allowed it. But you are not so guilty sine you are ignorant of the gospel. Hewho betrayed me and he who delivered me to you, they have the greater sin."This last talk with Jesus thoroughly frightened Pilate. This moral oward and judiial weaklingnow labored under the double weight of the superstitious fear of Jesus and mortal dread of the Jewishleaders.Again Pilate appeared before the rowd, saying: \I am ertain this man is only a religious o�ender.You should take him and judge him by your law. Why should you expet that I would onsent tohis death beause he has lashed with your traditions?"1822



Pilate was just about ready to release Jesus when Caiaphas, the high priest, approahed theowardly Roman judge and, shaking an avenging �nger in Pilate's fae, said with angry words whihthe entire multitude ould hear: \If you release this man, you are not Caesar's friend, and I willsee that the emperor knows all." This publi threat was too muh for Pilate. Fear for his personalfortunes now elipsed all other onsiderations, and the owardly governor ordered Jesus brought outbefore the judgment seat. As the Master stood there before them, he pointed to him and tauntinglysaid, \Behold your king." And the Jews answered, \Away with him. Cruify him!" And then Pilatesaid, with muh irony and sarasm, \Shall I ruify your king?" And the Jews answered, \Yes,ruify him! We have no king but Caesar." And then did Pilate realize that there was no hope ofsaving Jesus sine he was unwilling to defy the Jews.185.8 Pilate's Tragi SurrenderHere stood the Son of God inarnate as the Son of Man. He was arrested without inditment; ausedwithout evidene; adjudged without witnesses; punished without a verdit; and now was soon to beondemned to die by an unjust judge who onfessed that he ould �nd no fault in him. If Pilatehad thought to appeal to their patriotism by referring to Jesus as the \king of the Jews," he utterlyfailed. The Jews were not expeting any suh a king. The delaration of the hief priests and theSadduees, \We have no king but Caesar," was a shok even to the unthinking populae, but it wastoo late now to save Jesus even had the mob dared to espouse the Master's ause.Pilate was afraid of a tumult or a riot. He dared not risk having suh a disturbane duringPassover time in Jerusalem. He had reently reeived a reprimand from Caesar, and he would notrisk another. The mob heered when he ordered the release of Barabbas. Then he ordered a basinand some water, and there before the multitude he washed his hands, saying: \I am innoent of theblood of this man. You are determined that he shall die, but I have found no guilt in him. See youto it. The soldiers will lead him forth." And then the mob heered and replied, \His blood be on usand on our hildren."
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Chapter 186Just Before the Crui�xionAS JESUS and his ausers started o� to see Herod, the Master turned to the Apostle John and said:\John, you an do no more for me. Go to my mother and bring her to see me ere I die." When Johnheard his Master's request, although relutant to leave him alone among his enemies, he hastened o�to Bethany, where the entire family of Jesus was assembled in waiting at the home of Martha andMary, the sisters of Lazarus whom Jesus raised from the dead.Several times during the morning, messengers had brought news to Martha and Mary onerningthe progress of Jesus' trial. But the family of Jesus did not reah Bethany until just a few minutesbefore John arrived bearing the request of Jesus to see his mother before he was put to death. AfterJohn Zebedee had told them all that had happened sine the midnight arrest of Jesus, Mary hismother went at one in the ompany of John to see her eldest son. By the time Mary and Johnreahed the ity, Jesus, aompanied by the Roman soldiers who were to ruify him, had alreadyarrived at Golgotha.When Mary the mother of Jesus started out with John to go to her son, his sister Ruth refusedto remain behind with the rest of the family. Sine she was determined to aompany her mother,her brother Jude went with her. The rest of the Master's family remained in Bethany under thediretion of James, and almost every hour the messengers of David Zebedee brought them reportsonerning the progress of that terrible business of putting to death their eldest brother, Jesus ofNazareth.186.1 The End of Judas IsariotIt was about half past eight o'lok this Friday morning when the hearing of Jesus before Pilate wasended and the Master was plaed in the ustody of the Roman soldiers who were to ruify him.As soon as the Romans took possession of Jesus, the aptain of the Jewish guards marhed withhis men bak to their temple headquarters. The hief priest and his Sanhedrist assoiates followedlose behind the guards, going diretly to their usual meeting plae in the hall of hewn stone in thetemple. Here they found many other members of the Sanhedrin waiting to learn what had been donewith Jesus. As Caiaphas was engaged in making his report to the Sanhedrin regarding the trial andondemnation of Jesus, Judas appeared before them to laim his reward for the part he had playedin his Master's arrest and sentene of death.All of these Jews loathed Judas; they looked upon the betrayer with only feelings of utter on-tempt. Throughout the trial of Jesus before Caiaphas and during his appearane before Pilate, Judaswas priked in his onsiene about his traitorous ondut. And he was also beginning to beomesomewhat disillusioned regarding the reward he was to reeive as payment for his servies as Jesus'betrayer. He did not like the oolness and aloofness of the Jewish authorities; nevertheless, he ex-1825



peted to be liberally rewarded for his owardly ondut. He antiipated being alled before the fullmeeting of the Sanhedrin and there hearing himself eulogized while they onferred upon him suitablehonors in token of the great servie whih he attered himself he had rendered his nation. Imagine,therefore, the great surprise of this egotisti traitor when a servant of the high priest, tapping himon the shoulder, alled him just outside the hall and said: \Judas, I have been appointed to pay youfor the betrayal of Jesus. Here is your reward." And thus speaking, the servant of Caiaphas handedJudas a bag ontaining thirty piees of silver - the urrent prie of a good, healthy slave.Judas was stunned, dumfounded. He rushed bak to enter the hall but was debarred by thedoorkeeper. He wanted to appeal to the Sanhedrin, but they would not admit him. Judas ould notbelieve that these rulers of the Jews would allow him to betray his friends and his Master and theno�er him as a reward thirty piees of silver. He was humiliated, disillusioned, and utterly rushed.He walked away from the temple, as it were, in a trane. He automatially dropped the money bagin his deep poket, that same poket wherein he had so long arried the bag ontaining the apostolifunds. And he wandered out through the ity after the rowds who were on their way to witness therui�xions.From a distane Judas saw them raise the ross piee with Jesus nailed thereon, and upon sight ofthis he rushed bak to the temple and, foring his way past the doorkeeper, found himself standingin the presene of the Sanhedrin, whih was still in session. The betrayer was well-nigh breathlessand highly distraught, but he managed to stammer out these words: \I have sinned in that I havebetrayed innoent blood. You have insulted me. You have o�ered me as a reward for my servie,money - the prie of a slave. I repent that I have done this; here is your money. I want to esape theguilt of this deed."When the rulers of the Jews heard Judas, they so�ed at him. One of them sitting near whereJudas stood, motioned that he should leave the hall and said: \Your Master has already been putto death by the Romans, and as for your guilt, what is that to us? See you to that - and begone!"As Judas left the Sanhedrin hamber, he removed the thirty piees of silver from the bag andthrew them broadast over the temple oor. When the betrayer left the temple, he was almostbeside himself. Judas was now passing through the experiene of the realization of the true natureof sin. All the glamor, fasination, and intoxiation of wrongdoing had vanished. Now the evildoerstood alone and fae to fae with the judgment verdit of his disillusioned and disappointed soul.Sin was bewithing and adventurous in the ommitting, but now must the harvest of the naked andunromanti fats be faed.This onetime ambassador of the kingdom of heaven on earth now walked through the streets ofJerusalem, forsaken and alone. His despair was desperate and well-nigh absolute. On he journeyedthrough the ity and outside the walls, on down into the terrible solitude of the valley of Hinnom,where he limbed up the steep roks and, taking the girdle of his loak, fastened one end to a smalltree, tied the other about his nek, and ast himself over the preipie. Ere he was dead, the knotwhih his nervous hands had tied gave way, and the betrayer's body was dashed to piees as it fellon the jagged roks below.186.2 The Master's AttitudeWhen Jesus was arrested, he knew that his work on earth, in the likeness of mortal esh, was �nished.He fully understood the sort of death he would die, and he was little onerned with the details ofhis so-alled trials.Before the Sanhedrist ourt Jesus delined to make replies to the testimony of perjured witnesses.There was but one question whih would always eliit an answer, whether asked by friend or foe,1826



and that was the one onerning the nature and divinity of his mission on earth. When asked ifhe were the Son of God, he unfailingly made reply. He steadfastly refused to speak when in thepresene of the urious and wiked Herod. Before Pilate he spoke only when he thought that Pilateor some other sinere person might be helped to a better knowledge of the truth by what he said.Jesus had taught his apostles the uselessness of asting their pearls before swine, and he now daredto pratie what he had taught. His ondut at this time exempli�ed the patient submission of thehuman nature oupled with the majesti silene and solemn dignity of the divine nature. He wasaltogether willing to disuss with Pilate any question related to the politial harges brought againsthim - any question whih he reognized as belonging to the governor's jurisdition.Jesus was onvined that it was the will of the Father that he submit himself to the natural andordinary ourse of human events just as every other mortal reature must, and therefore he refusedto employ even his purely human powers of persuasive eloquene to inuene the outome of themahinations of his soially nearsighted and spiritually blinded fellow mortals. Although Jesus livedand died on Urantia, his whole human areer, from �rst to last, was a spetale designed to inueneand instrut the entire universe of his reation and uneasing upholding.These shortsighted Jews lamored unseemlily for the Master's death while he stood there in awfulsilene looking upon the death sene of a nation - his earthly father's own people.Jesus had aquired that type of human harater whih ould preserve its omposure and assertits dignity in the fae of ontinued and gratuitous insult. He ould not be intimidated. When �rstassaulted by the servant of Annas, he had only suggested the propriety of alling witnesses who mightduly testify against him.From �rst to last, in his so-alled trial before Pilate, the onlooking elestial hosts ould not refrainfrom broadasting to the universe the depition of the sene of \Pilate on trial before Jesus."When before Caiaphas, and when all the perjured testimony had broken down, Jesus did nothesitate to answer the question of the hief priest, thereby providing in his own testimony that whihthey desired as a basis for onviting him of blasphemy.The Master never displayed the least interest in Pilate's well-meant but halfhearted e�orts toe�et his release. He really pitied Pilate and sinerely endeavored to enlighten his darkened mind.He was wholly passive to all the Roman governor's appeals to the Jews to withdraw their riminalharges against him. Throughout the whole sorrowful ordeal he bore himself with simple dignity andunostentatious majesty. He would not so muh as ast reetions of insinerity upon his would-bemurderers when they asked if he were \king of the Jews." With but little qualifying explanation heaepted the designation, knowing that, while they had hosen to rejet him, he would be the lastto a�ord them real national leadership, even in a spiritual sense.Jesus said little during these trials, but he said enough to show all mortals the kind of humanharater man an perfet in partnership with God and to reveal to all the universe the manner inwhih God an beome manifest in the life of the reature when suh a reature truly hooses to dothe will of the Father, thus beoming an ative son of the living God.His love for ignorant mortals is fully dislosed by his patiene and great self-possession in the faeof the jeers, blows, and bu�etings of the oarse soldiers and the unthinking servants. He was noteven angry when they blindfolded him and, derisively striking him in the fae, exlaimed: \Prophesyto us who it was that struk you."Pilate spoke more truly than he knew when, after Jesus had been sourged, he presented himbefore the multitude, exlaiming, \Behold the man!" Indeed, the fear-ridden Roman governor littledreamed that at just that moment the universe stood at attention, gazing upon this unique seneof its beloved Sovereign thus subjeted in humiliation to the taunts and blows of his darkened anddegraded mortal subjets. And as Pilate spoke, there ehoed throughout all Nebadon, \Behold Godand man!" Throughout a universe, untold millions have ever sine that day ontinued to behold that1827



man, while the God of Havona, the supreme ruler of the universe of universes, aepts the man ofNazareth as the satisfation of the ideal of the mortal reatures of this loal universe of time andspae. In his mathless life he never failed to reveal God to man. Now, in these �nal episodes of hismortal areer and in his subsequent death, he made a new and touhing revelation of man to God.
186.3 The Dependable David ZebedeeShortly after Jesus was turned over to the Roman soldiers at the onlusion of the hearing beforePilate, a detahment of the temple guards hastened out to Gethsemane to disperse or arrest thefollowers of the Master. But long before their arrival these followers had sattered. The apostleshad retired to designated hiding plaes; the Greeks had separated and gone to various homes inJerusalem; the other disiples had likewise disappeared. David Zebedee believed that Jesus' enemieswould return; so he early removed some �ve or six tents up the ravine near where the Master sooften retired to pray and worship. Here he proposed to hide and at the same time maintain a enter,or o-ordinating station, for his messenger servie. David had hardly left the amp when the templeguards arrived. Finding no one there, they ontented themselves with burning the amp and thenhastened bak to the temple. On hearing their report, the Sanhedrin was satis�ed that the followersof Jesus were so thoroughly frightened and subdued that there would be no danger of an uprising orany attempt to resue Jesus from the hands of his exeutioners. They were at last able to breatheeasily, and so they adjourned, every man going his way to prepare for the Passover.As soon as Jesus was turned over to the Roman soldiers by Pilate for rui�xion, a messengerhastened away to Gethsemane to inform David, and within �ve minutes runners were on their wayto Bethsaida, Pella, Philadelphia, Sidon, Shehem, Hebron, Damasus, and Alexandria. And thesemessengers arried the news that Jesus was about to be rui�ed by the Romans at the insistentbehest of the rulers of the Jews.Throughout this tragi day, until the message �nally went forth that the Master had been laid inthe tomb, David sent messengers about every half hour with reports to the apostles, the Greeks, andJesus' earthly family, assembled at the home of Lazarus in Bethany. When the messengers departedwith the word that Jesus had been buried, David dismissed his orps of loal runners for the Passoverelebration and for the oming Sabbath of rest, instruting them to report to him quietly on Sundaymorning at the home of Niodemus, where he proposed to go in hiding for a few days with Andrewand Simon Peter.This peuliar-minded David Zebedee was the only one of the leading disiples of Jesus who wasinlined to take a literal and plain matter-of-fat view of the Master's assertion that he would dieand \rise again on the third day." David had one heard him make this predition and, being of aliteral turn of mind, now proposed to assemble his messengers early Sunday morning at the homeof Niodemus so that they would be on hand to spread the news in ase Jesus rose from the dead.David soon disovered that none of Jesus' followers were looking for him to return so soon fromthe grave; therefore did he say little about his belief and nothing about the mobilization of all hismessenger fore on early Sunday morning exept to the runners who had been dispathed on Fridayforenoon to distant ities and believer enters.And so these followers of Jesus, sattered throughout Jerusalem and its environs, that nightpartook of the Passover and the following day remained in selusion.1828



186.4 Preparation for the Crui�xionAfter Pilate had washed his hands before the multitude, thus seeking to esape the guilt of deliveringup an innoent man to be rui�ed just beause he feared to resist the lamor of the rulers of theJews, he ordered the Master turned over to the Roman soldiers and gave the word to their aptainthat he was to be rui�ed immediately. Upon taking harge of Jesus, the soldiers led him bak intothe ourtyard of the praetorium, and after removing the robe whih Herod had put on him, theydressed him in his own garments. These soldiers moked and derided him, but they did not initfurther physial punishment. Jesus was now alone with these Roman soldiers. His friends were inhiding; his enemies had gone their way; even John Zebedee was no longer by his side.It was a little after eight o'lok when Pilate turned Jesus over to the soldiers and a little beforenine o'lok when they started for the sene of the rui�xion. During this period of more than halfan hour Jesus never spoke a word. The exeutive business of a great universe was pratially at astandstill. Gabriel and the hief rulers of Nebadon were either assembled here on Urantia, or elsethey were losely attending upon the spae reports of the arhangels in an e�ort to keep advised asto what was happening to the Son of Man on Urantia.By the time the soldiers were ready to depart with Jesus for Golgotha, they had begun to beimpressed by his unusual omposure and extraordinary dignity, by his unomplaining silene.Muh of the delay in starting o� with Jesus for the site of the rui�xion was due to the last-minutedeision of the aptain to take along two thieves who had been ondemned to die; sine Jesus wasto be rui�ed that morning, the Roman aptain thought these two might just as well die with himas wait for the end of the Passover festivities.As soon as the thieves ould be made ready, they were led into the ourtyard, where they gazedupon Jesus, one of them for the �rst time, but the other had often heard him speak, both in thetemple and many months before at the Pella amp.186.5 Jesus' Death in Relation to the PassoverThere is no diret relation between the death of Jesus and the Jewish Passover. True, the Master didlay down his life in the esh on this day, the day of the preparation for the Jewish Passover, and atabout the time of the sari�ing of the Passover lambs in the temple. But this oinidental ourrenedoes not in any manner indiate that the death of the Son of Man on earth has any onnetion withthe Jewish sari�ial system. Jesus was a Jew, but as the Son of Man he was a mortal of the realms.The events already narrated and leading up to this hour of the Master's impending rui�xion aresuÆient to indiate that his death at about this time was a purely natural and man-managed a�air.It was man and not God who planned and exeuted the death of Jesus on the ross. True, theFather refused to interfere with the marh of human events on Urantia, but the Father in Paradisedid not deree, demand, or require the death of his Son as it was arried out on earth. It is a fatthat in some manner, sooner or later, Jesus would have had to divest himself of his mortal body, hisinarnation in the esh, but he ould have exeuted suh a task in ountless ways without dying ona ross between two thieves. All of this was man's doing, not God's.At the time of the Master's baptism he had already ompleted the tehnique of the requiredexperiene on earth and in the esh whih was neessary for the ompletion of his seventh and lastuniverse bestowal. At this very time Jesus' duty on earth was done. All the life he lived thereafter,and even the manner of his death, was a purely personal ministry on his part for the welfare anduplifting of his mortal reatures on this world and on other worlds.The gospel of the good news that mortal man may, by faith, beome spirit-onsious that he is a1829



son of God, is not dependent on the death of Jesus. True, indeed, all this gospel of the kingdom hasbeen tremendously illuminated by the Master's death, but even more so by his life.All that the Son of Man said or did on earth greatly embellished the dotrines of sonship withGod and of the brotherhood of men, but these essential relationships of God and men are inherentin the universe fats of God's love for his reatures and the innate mery of the divine Sons. Thesetouhing and divinely beautiful relations between man and his Maker, on this world and on all othersthroughout the universe of universes, have existed from eternity; and they are not in any sensedependent on these periodi bestowal enatments of the Creator Sons of God, who thus assume thenature and likeness of their reated intelligenes as a part of the prie whih they must pay for the�nal aquirement of unlimited sovereignty over their respetive loal universes.The Father in heaven loved mortal man on earth just as muh before the life and death of Jesuson Urantia as he did after this transendent exhibition of the opartnership of man and God. Thismighty transation of the inarnation of the God of Nebadon as a man on Urantia ould not augmentthe attributes of the eternal, in�nite, and universal Father, but it did enrih and enlighten all otheradministrators and reatures of the universe of Nebadon. While the Father in heaven loves us nomore beause of this bestowal of Mihael, all other elestial intelligenes do. And this is beauseJesus not only made a revelation of God to man, but he also likewise made a new revelation of manto the Gods and to the elestial intelligenes of the universe of universes.Jesus is not about to die as a sari�e for sin. He is not going to atone for the inborn moralguilt of the human rae. Mankind has no suh raial guilt before God. Guilt is purely a matter ofpersonal sin and knowing, deliberate rebellion against the will of the Father and the administrationof his Sons.Sin and rebellion have nothing to do with the fundamental bestowal plan of the Paradise Sons ofGod, albeit it does appear to us that the salvage plan is a provisional feature of the bestowal plan.The salvation of God for the mortals of Urantia would have been just as e�etive and unerringlyertain if Jesus had not been put to death by the ruel hands of ignorant mortals. If the Master hadbeen favorably reeived by the mortals of earth and had departed from Urantia by the voluntaryrelinquishment of his life in the esh, the fat of the love of God and the mery of the Son - the fatof sonship with God - would have in no wise been a�eted. You mortals are the sons of God, andonly one thing is required to make suh a truth fatual in your personal experiene, and that is yourspirit-born faith.
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Chapter 187The Crui�xionAFTER the two brigands had been made ready, the soldiers, under the diretion of a enturion,started for the sene of the rui�xion. The enturion in harge of these twelve soldiers was the sameaptain who had led forth the Roman soldiers the previous night to arrest Jesus in Gethsemane. Itwas the Roman ustom to assign four soldiers for eah person to be rui�ed. The two brigands wereproperly sourged before they were taken out to be rui�ed, but Jesus was given no further physialpunishment; the aptain undoubtedly thought he had already been suÆiently sourged, even beforehis ondemnation.The two thieves rui�ed with Jesus were assoiates of Barabbas and would later have been putto death with their leader if he had not been released as the Passover pardon of Pilate. Jesus wasthus rui�ed in the plae of Barabbas.What Jesus is now about to do, submit to death on the ross, he does of his own free will. Inforetelling this experiene, he said: \The Father loves and sustains me beause I am willing to laydown my life. But I will take it up again. No one takes my life away from me - I lay it down ofmyself. I have authority to lay it down, and I have authority to take it up. I have reeived suh aommandment from my Father."It was just before nine o'lok this morning when the soldiers led Jesus from the praetorium onthe way to Golgotha. They were followed by many who seretly sympathized with Jesus, but mostof this group of two hundred or more were either his enemies or urious idlers who merely desiredto enjoy the shok of witnessing the rui�xions. Only a few of the Jewish leaders went out to seeJesus die on the ross. Knowing that he had been turned over to the Roman soldiers by Pilate, andthat he was ondemned to die, they busied themselves with their meeting in the temple, whereatthey disussed what should be done with his followers.187.1 On the Way to GolgothaBefore leaving the ourtyard of the praetorium, the soldiers plaed the rossbeam on Jesus' shoulders.It was the ustom to ompel the ondemned man to arry the rossbeam to the site of the rui�xion.Suh a ondemned man did not arry the whole ross, only this shorter timber. The longer andupright piees of timber for the three rosses had already been transported to Golgotha and, by thetime of the arrival of the soldiers and their prisoners, had been �rmly implanted in the ground.Aording to ustom the aptain led the proession, arrying small white boards on whih hadbeen written with haroal the names of the riminals and the nature of the rimes for whih they hadbeen ondemned. For the two thieves the enturion had noties whih gave their names, underneathwhih was written the one word, \Brigand." It was the ustom, after the vitim had been nailed1831



to the rossbeam and hoisted to his plae on the upright timber, to nail this notie to the top ofthe ross, just above the head of the riminal, that all witnesses might know for what rime theondemned man was being rui�ed. The legend whih the enturion arried to put on the rossof Jesus had been written by Pilate himself in Latin, Greek, and Aramai, and it read: \Jesus ofNazareth - the King of the Jews."Some of the Jewish authorities who were yet present when Pilate wrote this legend made vigor-ous protest against alling Jesus the \king of the Jews." But Pilate reminded them that suh anausation was part of the harge whih led to his ondemnation. When the Jews saw they ouldnot prevail upon Pilate to hange his mind, they pleaded that at least it be modi�ed to read, \Hesaid, `I am the king of the Jews.' " But Pilate was adamant; he would not alter the writing. To allfurther suppliation he only replied, \What I have written, I have written."Ordinarily, it was the ustom to journey to Golgotha by the longest road in order that a largenumber of persons might view the ondemned riminal, but on this day they went by the most diretroute to the Damasus gate, whih led out of the ity to the north, and following this road, theysoon arrived at Golgotha, the oÆial rui�xion site of Jerusalem. Beyond Golgotha were the villasof the wealthy, and on the other side of the road were the tombs of many well-to-do Jews.Crui�xion was not a Jewish mode of punishment. Both the Greeks and the Romans learnedthis method of exeution from the Phoeniians. Even Herod, with all his ruelty, did not resortto rui�xion. The Romans never rui�ed a Roman itizen; only slaves and subjet peoples weresubjeted to this dishonorable mode of death. During the siege of Jerusalem, just forty years afterthe rui�xion of Jesus, all of Golgotha was overed by thousands upon thousands of rosses uponwhih, from day to day, there perished the ower of the Jewish rae. A terrible harvest, indeed, ofthe seed-sowing of this day.As the death proession passed along the narrow streets of Jerusalem, many of the tenderheartedJewish women who had heard Jesus' words of good heer and ompassion, and who knew of his life ofloving ministry, ould not refrain from weeping when they saw him being led forth to suh an ignobledeath. As he passed by, many of these women bewailed and lamented. And when some of them evendared to follow along by his side, the Master turned his head toward them and said: \Daughters ofJerusalem, weep not for me, but rather weep for yourselves and for your hildren. My work is aboutdone - soon I go to my Father - but the times of terrible trouble for Jerusalem are just beginning.Behold, the days are oming in whih you shall say: Blessed are the barren and those whose breastshave never sukled their young. In those days will you pray the roks of the hills to fall on you inorder that you may be delivered from the terrors of your troubles."These women of Jerusalem were indeed ourageous to manifest sympathy for Jesus, for it wasstritly against the law to show friendly feelings for one who was being led forth to rui�xion. Itwas permitted the rabble to jeer, mok, and ridiule the ondemned, but it was not allowed thatany sympathy should be expressed. Though Jesus appreiated the manifestation of sympathy in thisdark hour when his friends were in hiding, he did not want these kindhearted women to inur thedispleasure of the authorities by daring to show ompassion in his behalf. Even at suh a time asthis Jesus thought little about himself, only of the terrible days of tragedy ahead for Jerusalem andthe whole Jewish nation.As the Master trudged along on the way to the rui�xion, he was very weary; he was nearlyexhausted. He had had neither food nor water sine the Last Supper at the home of Elijah Mark;neither had he been permitted to enjoy one moment of sleep. In addition, there had been one hearingright after another up to the hour of his ondemnation, not to mention the abusive sourgings withtheir aompanying physial su�ering and loss of blood. Superimposed upon all this was his extrememental anguish, his aute spiritual tension, and a terrible feeling of human loneliness.Shortly after passing through the gate on the way out of the ity, as Jesus staggered on bearing1832



the rossbeam, his physial strength momentarily gave way, and he fell beneath the weight of hisheavy burden. The soldiers shouted at him and kiked him, but he ould not arise. When theaptain saw this, knowing what Jesus had already endured, he ommanded the soldiers to desist.Then he ordered a passerby, one Simon from Cyrene, to take the rossbeam from Jesus' shouldersand ompelled him to arry it the rest of the way to Golgotha.This man Simon had ome all the way from Cyrene, in northern Afria, to attend the Passover. Hewas stopping with other Cyrenians just outside the ity walls and was on his way to the temple serviesin the ity when the Roman aptain ommanded him to arry Jesus' rossbeam. Simon lingered allthrough the hours of the Master's death on the ross, talking with many of his friends and with hisenemies. After the resurretion and before leaving Jerusalem, he beame a valiant believer in thegospel of the kingdom, and when he returned home, he led his family into the heavenly kingdom.His two sons, Alexander and Rufus, beame very e�etive teahers of the new gospel in Afria. ButSimon never knew that Jesus, whose burden he bore, and the Jewish tutor who one befriended hisinjured son, were the same person.It was shortly after nine o'lok when this proession of death arrived at Golgotha, and theRoman soldiers set themselves about the task of nailing the two brigands and the Son of Man totheir respetive rosses.187.2 The Crui�xionThe soldiers �rst bound the Master's arms with ords to the rossbeam, and then they nailed hishands to the wood. When they had hoisted this rossbeam up on the post, and after they had nailedit seurely to the upright timber of the ross, they bound and nailed his feet to the wood, usingone long nail to penetrate both feet. The upright timber had a large peg, inserted at the properheight, whih served as a sort of saddle for supporting the body weight. The ross was not high,the Master's feet being only about three feet from the ground. He was therefore able to hear allthat was said of him in derision and ould plainly see the expression on the faes of all those who sothoughtlessly moked him. And also ould those present easily hear all that Jesus said during thesehours of lingering torture and slow death.It was the ustom to remove all lothes from those who were to be rui�ed, but sine the Jewsgreatly objeted to the publi exposure of the naked human form, the Romans always provided asuitable loin loth for all persons rui�ed at Jerusalem. Aordingly, after Jesus' lothes had beenremoved, he was thus garbed before he was put upon the ross.Crui�xion was resorted to in order to provide a ruel and lingering punishment, the vitim some-times not dying for several days. There was onsiderable sentiment against rui�xion in Jerusalem,and there existed a soiety of Jewish women who always sent a representative to rui�xions for thepurpose of o�ering drugged wine to the vitim in order to lessen his su�ering. But when Jesus tastedthis narotized wine, as thirsty as he was, he refused to drink it. The Master hose to retain hishuman onsiousness until the very end. He desired to meet death, even in this ruel and inhumanform, and onquer it by voluntary submission to the full human experiene.Before Jesus was put on his ross, the two brigands had already been plaed on their rosses, allthe while ursing and spitting upon their exeutioners. Jesus' only words, as they nailed him to therossbeam, were, \Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do." He ould not have somerifully and lovingly intereded for his exeutioners if suh thoughts of a�etionate devotion hadnot been the mainspring of all his life of unsel�sh servie. The ideas, motives, and longings of alifetime are openly revealed in a risis.After the Master was hoisted on the ross, the aptain nailed the title up above his head, and it1833



read in three languages, \Jesus of Nazareth - the King of the Jews." The Jews were infuriated by thisbelieved insult. But Pilate was hafed by their disrespetful manner; he felt he had been intimidatedand humiliated, and he took this method of obtaining petty revenge. He ould have written \Jesus,a rebel." But he well knew how these Jerusalem Jews detested the very name of Nazareth, and hewas determined thus to humiliate them. He knew that they would also be ut to the very quik byseeing this exeuted Galilean alled \The King of the Jews."Many of the Jewish leaders, when they learned how Pilate had sought to deride them by plaingthis insription on the ross of Jesus, hastened out to Golgotha, but they dared not attempt toremove it sine the Roman soldiers were standing on guard. Not being able to remove the title, theseleaders mingled with the rowd and did their utmost to inite derision and ridiule, lest any giveserious regard to the insription.The Apostle John, with Mary the mother of Jesus, Ruth, and Jude, arrived on the sene justafter Jesus had been hoisted to his position on the ross, and just as the aptain was nailing the titleabove the Master's head. John was the only one of the eleven apostles to witness the rui�xion,and even he was not present all of the time sine he ran into Jerusalem to bring bak his mother andher friends soon after he had brought Jesus' mother to the sene.As Jesus saw his mother, with John and his brother and sister, he smiled but said nothing.Meanwhile the four soldiers assigned to the Master's rui�xion, as was the ustom, had divided hislothes among them, one taking the sandals, one the turban, one the girdle, and the fourth the loak.This left the tuni, or seamless vestment reahing down to near the knees, to be ut up into fourpiees, but when the soldiers saw what an unusual garment it was, they deided to ast lots for it.Jesus looked down on them while they divided his garments, and the thoughtless rowd jeered athim.It was well that the Roman soldiers took possession of the Master's lothing. Otherwise, ifhis followers had gained possession of these garments, they would have been tempted to resort tosuperstitious reli worship. The Master desired that his followers should have nothing material toassoiate with his life on earth. He wanted to leave mankind only the memory of a human lifedediated to the high spiritual ideal of being onserated to doing the Father's will.187.3 Those Who Saw the Crui�xionAt about half past nine o'lok this Friday morning, Jesus was hung upon the ross. Before eleveno'lok, upward of one thousand persons had assembled to witness this spetale of the rui�xionof the Son of Man. Throughout these dreadful hours the unseen hosts of a universe stood in silenewhile they gazed upon this extraordinary phenomenon of the Creator as he was dying the death ofthe reature, even the most ignoble death of a ondemned riminal.Standing near the ross at one time or another during the rui�xion were Mary, Ruth, Jude,John, Salome (John's mother), and a group of earnest women believers inluding Mary the wife ofClopas and sister of Jesus' mother, Mary Magdalene, and Rebea, onetime of Sepphoris. Theseand other friends of Jesus held their peae while they witnessed his great patiene and fortitude andgazed upon his intense su�erings.Many who passed by wagged their heads and, railing at him, said: \You who would destroy thetemple and build it again in three days, save yourself. If you are the Son of God, why do you notome down from your ross?" In like manner some of the rulers of the Jews moked him, saying, \Hesaved others, but himself he annot save." Others said, \If you are the king of the Jews, ome downfrom the ross, and we will believe in you." And later on they moked him the more, saying: \Hetrusted in God to deliver him. He even laimed to be the Son of God - look at him now - rui�ed1834



between two thieves." Even the two thieves also railed at him and ast reproah upon him.Inasmuh as Jesus would make no reply to their taunts, and sine it was nearing noontime of thisspeial preparation day, by half past eleven o'lok most of the jesting and jeering rowd had goneits way; less than �fty persons remained on the sene. The soldiers now prepared to eat lunh anddrink their heap, sour wine as they settled down for the long deathwath. As they partook of theirwine, they derisively o�ered a toast to Jesus, saying, \Hail and good fortune! to the king of theJews." And they were astonished at the Master's tolerant regard of their ridiule and moking.When Jesus saw them eat and drink, he looked down upon them and said, \I thirst." When theaptain of the guard heard Jesus say, \I thirst," he took some of the wine from his bottle and, puttingthe saturated sponge stopper upon the end of a javelin, raised it to Jesus so that he ould moistenhis parhed lips.Jesus had purposed to live without resort to his supernatural power, and he likewise eleted todie as an ordinary mortal upon the ross. He had lived as a man, and he would die as a man - doingthe Father's will.187.4 The Thief on the CrossOne of the brigands railed at Jesus, saying, \If you are the Son of God, why do you not save yourselfand us?" But when he had reproahed Jesus, the other thief, who had many times heard the Masterteah, said: \Do you have no fear even of God? Do you not see that we are su�ering justly for ourdeeds, but that this man su�ers unjustly? Better that we should seek forgiveness for our sins andsalvation for our souls." When Jesus heard the thief say this, he turned his fae toward him andsmiled approvingly. When the malefator saw the fae of Jesus turned toward him, he mustered uphis ourage, fanned the ikering ame of his faith, and said, \Lord, remember me when you omeinto your kingdom." And then Jesus said, \Verily, verily, I say to you today, you shall sometime bewith me in Paradise."The Master had time amidst the pangs of mortal death to listen to the faith onfession of thebelieving brigand. When this thief reahed out for salvation, he found deliverane. Many timesbefore this he had been onstrained to believe in Jesus, but only in these last hours of onsiousnessdid he turn with a whole heart toward the Master's teahing. When he saw the manner in whihJesus faed death upon the ross, this thief ould no longer resist the onvition that this Son ofMan was indeed the Son of God.During this episode of the onversion and reeption of the thief into the kingdom by Jesus, theApostle John was absent, having gone into the ity to bring his mother and her friends to the sene ofthe rui�xion. Luke subsequently heard this story from the onverted Roman aptain of the guard.The Apostle John told about the rui�xion as he remembered the event two thirds of a enturyafter its ourrene. The other reords were based upon the reital of the Roman enturion on dutywho, beause of what he saw and heard, subsequently believed in Jesus and entered into the fullfellowship of the kingdom of heaven on earth.This young man, the penitent brigand, had been led into a life of violene and wrongdoing by thosewho extolled suh a areer of robbery as an e�etive patrioti protest against politial oppressionand soial injustie. And this sort of teahing, plus the urge for adventure, led many otherwisewell-meaning youths to enlist in these daring expeditions of robbery. This young man had lookedupon Barabbas as a hero. Now he saw that he had been mistaken. Here on the ross beside him hesaw a really great man, a true hero. Here was a hero who �red his zeal and inspired his highest ideasof moral self-respet and quikened all his ideals of ourage, manhood, and bravery. In beholdingJesus, there sprang up in his heart an overwhelming sense of love, loyalty, and genuine greatness.1835



And if any other person among the jeering rowd had experiened the birth of faith within hissoul and had appealed to the mery of Jesus, he would have been reeived with the same lovingonsideration that was displayed toward the believing brigand.Just after the repentant thief heard the Master's promise that they should sometime meet inParadise, John returned from the ity, bringing with him his mother and a ompany of almost adozen women believers. John took up his position near Mary the mother of Jesus, supporting her.Her son Jude stood on the other side. As Jesus looked down upon this sene, it was noontide, andhe said to his mother, \Woman, behold your son!" And speaking to John, he said, \My son, beholdyour mother!" And then he addressed them both, saying, \I desire that you depart from this plae."And so John and Jude led Mary away from Golgotha. John took the mother of Jesus to the plaewhere he tarried in Jerusalem and then hastened bak to the sene of the rui�xion. After thePassover Mary returned to Bethsaida, where she lived at John's home for the rest of her natural life.Mary did not live quite one year after the death of Jesus.After Mary left, the other women withdrew for a short distane and remained in attendane uponJesus until he expired on the ross, and they were yet standing by when the body of the Master wastaken down for burial.187.5 Last Hour on the CrossAlthough it was early in the season for suh a phenomenon, shortly after twelve o'lok the skydarkened by reason of the �ne sand in the air. The people of Jerusalem knew that this meant theoming of one of those hot-wind sandstorms from the Arabian desert. Before one o'lok the skywas so dark the sun was hid, and the remainder of the rowd hastened bak to the ity. When theMaster gave up his life shortly after this hour, less than thirty people were present, only the thirteenRoman soldiers and a group of about �fteen believers. These believers were all women exept two,Jude, Jesus' brother, and John Zebedee, who returned to the sene just before the Master expired.Shortly after one o'lok, amidst the inreasing darkness of the �ere sandstorm, Jesus began to failin human onsiousness. His last words of mery, forgiveness, and admonition had been spoken. Hislast wish - onerning the are of his mother - had been expressed. During this hour of approahingdeath the human mind of Jesus resorted to the repetition of many passages in the Hebrew sriptures,partiularly the Psalms. The last onsious thought of the human Jesus was onerned with therepetition in his mind of a portion of the Book of Psalms now known as the twentieth, twenty-�rst,and twenty-seond Psalms. While his lips would often move, he was too weak to utter the words asthese passages, whih he so well knew by heart, would pass through his mind. Only a few times didthose standing by ath some utterane, suh as, \I know the Lord will save his anointed," \Yourhand shall �nd out all my enemies," and \My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?" Jesus didnot for one moment entertain the slightest doubt that he had lived in aordane with the Father'swill; and he never doubted that he was now laying down his life in the esh in aordane withhis Father's will. He did not feel that the Father had forsaken him; he was merely reiting in hisvanishing onsiousness many Sriptures, among them this twenty-seond Psalm, whih begins with\My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?" And this happened to be one of the three passageswhih were spoken with suÆient learness to be heard by those standing by.The last request whih the mortal Jesus made of his fellows was about half past one o'lok when,a seond time, he said, \I thirst," and the same aptain of the guard again moistened his lips withthe same sponge wet in the sour wine, in those days ommonly alled vinegar.The sandstorm grew in intensity and the heavens inreasingly darkened. Still the soldiers and thesmall group of believers stood by. The soldiers rouhed near the ross, huddled together to protetthemselves from the utting sand. The mother of John and others wathed from a distane where1836



they were somewhat sheltered by an overhanging rok. When the Master �nally breathed his last,there were present at the foot of his ross John Zebedee, his brother Jude, his sister Ruth, MaryMagdalene, and Rebea, onetime of Sepphoris.It was just before three o'lok when Jesus, with a loud voie, ried out, \It is �nished! Father,into your hands I ommend my spirit." And when he had thus spoken, he bowed his head and gaveup the life struggle. When the Roman enturion saw how Jesus died, he smote his breast and said:\This was indeed a righteous man; truly he must have been a Son of God." And from that hour hebegan to believe in Jesus.Jesus died royally - as he had lived. He freely admitted his kingship and remained master ofthe situation throughout the tragi day. He went willingly to his ignominious death, after he hadprovided for the safety of his hosen apostles. He wisely restrained Peter's trouble-making violeneand provided that John might be near him right up to the end of his mortal existene. He revealed histrue nature to the murderous Sanhedrin and reminded Pilate of the soure of his sovereign authorityas a Son of God. He started out to Golgotha bearing his own rossbeam and �nished up his lovingbestowal by handing over his spirit of mortal aquirement to the Paradise Father. After suh a life -and at suh a death - the Master ould truly say, \It is �nished."Beause this was the preparation day for both the Passover and the Sabbath, the Jews did notwant these bodies to be exposed on Golgotha. Therefore they went before Pilate asking that the legsof these three men be broken, that they be dispathed, so that they ould be taken down from theirrosses and ast into the riminal burial pits before sundown. When Pilate heard this request, heforthwith sent three soldiers to break the legs and dispath Jesus and the two brigands.When these soldiers arrived at Golgotha, they did aordingly to the two thieves, but they foundJesus already dead, muh to their surprise. However, in order to make sure of his death, one of thesoldiers piered his left side with his spear. Though it was ommon for the vitims of rui�xion tolinger alive upon the ross for even two or three days, the overwhelming emotional agony and theaute spiritual anguish of Jesus brought an end to his mortal life in the esh in a little less than �veand one-half hours.187.6 After the Crui�xionIn the midst of the darkness of the sandstorm, about half past three o'lok, David Zebedee sentout the last of the messengers arrying the news of the Master's death. The last of his runners hedispathed to the home of Martha and Mary in Bethany, where he supposed the mother of Jesusstopped with the rest of her family.After the death of the Master, John sent the women, in harge of Jude, to the home of ElijahMark, where they tarried over the Sabbath day. John himself, being well known by this time to theRoman enturion, remained at Golgotha until Joseph and Niodemus arrived on the sene with anorder from Pilate authorizing them to take possession of the body of Jesus.Thus ended a day of tragedy and sorrow for a vast universe whose myriads of intelligenes hadshuddered at the shoking spetale of the rui�xion of the human inarnation of their belovedSovereign; they were stunned by this exhibition of mortal allousness and human perversity.
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Chapter 188The Time of the TombTHE day and a half that Jesus' mortal body lay in the tomb of Joseph, the period between his deathon the ross and his resurretion, is a hapter in the earth areer of Mihael whih is little known tous. We an narrate the burial of the Son of Man and put in this reord the events assoiated withhis resurretion, but we annot supply muh information of an authenti nature about what reallytranspired during this epoh of about thirty-six hours, from three o'lok Friday afternoon to threeo'lok Sunday morning. This period in the Master's areer began shortly before he was taken downfrom the ross by the Roman soldiers. He hung upon the ross about one hour after his death. Hewould have been taken down sooner but for the delay in dispathing the two brigands.The rulers of the Jews had planned to have Jesus' body thrown in the open burial pits of Gehenna,south of the ity; it was the ustom thus to dispose of the vitims of rui�xion. If this plan hadbeen followed, the body of the Master would have been exposed to the wild beasts.In the meantime, Joseph of Arimathea, aompanied by Niodemus, had gone to Pilate and askedthat the body of Jesus be turned over to them for proper burial. It was not unommon for friendsof rui�ed persons to o�er bribes to the Roman authorities for the privilege of gaining possessionof suh bodies. Joseph went before Pilate with a large sum of money, in ase it beame neessaryto pay for permission to remove Jesus' body to a private burial tomb. But Pilate would not takemoney for this. When he heard the request, he quikly signed the order whih authorized Joseph toproeed to Golgotha and take immediate and full possession of the Master's body. In the meantime,the sandstorm having onsiderably abated, a group of Jews representing the Sanhedrin had gone outto Golgotha for the purpose of making sure that Jesus' body aompanied those of the brigands tothe open publi burial pits.188.1 The Burial of JesusWhen Joseph and Niodemus arrived at Golgotha, they found the soldiers taking Jesus down fromthe ross and the representatives of the Sanhedrin standing by to see that none of Jesus' followersprevented his body from going to the riminal burial pits. When Joseph presented Pilate's order forthe Master's body to the enturion, the Jews raised a tumult and lamored for its possession. In theirraving they sought violently to take possession of the body, and when they did this, the enturionordered four of his soldiers to his side, and with drawn swords they stood astride the Master's bodyas it lay there on the ground. The enturion ordered the other soldiers to leave the two thieves whilethey drove bak this angry mob of infuriated Jews. When order had been restored, the enturionread the permit from Pilate to the Jews and, stepping aside, said to Joseph: \This body is yours todo with as you see �t. I and my soldiers will stand by to see that no man interferes."A rui�ed person ould not be buried in a Jewish emetery; there was a strit law against suh a1839



proedure. Joseph and Niodemus knew this law, and on the way out to Golgotha they had deidedto bury Jesus in Joseph's new family tomb, hewn out of solid rok, loated a short distane northof Golgotha and aross the road leading to Samaria. No one had ever lain in this tomb, and theythought it appropriate that the Master should rest there. Joseph really believed that Jesus wouldrise from the dead, but Niodemus was very doubtful. These former members of the Sanhedrin hadkept their faith in Jesus more or less of a seret, although their fellow Sanhedrists had long suspetedthem, even before they withdrew from the ounil. From now on they were the most outspokendisiples of Jesus in all Jerusalem.At about half past four o'lok the burial proession of Jesus of Nazareth started from Golgothafor Joseph's tomb aross the way. The body was wrapped in a linen sheet as the four men arriedit, followed by the faithful women wathers from Galilee. The mortals who bore the material bodyof Jesus to the tomb were: Joseph, Niodemus, John, and the Roman enturion.They arried the body into the tomb, a hamber about ten feet square, where they hurriedlyprepared it for burial. The Jews did not really bury their dead; they atually embalmed them. Josephand Niodemus had brought with them large quantities of myrrh and aloes, and they now wrappedthe body with bandages saturated with these solutions. When the embalming was ompleted, theytied a napkin about the fae, wrapped the body in a linen sheet, and reverently plaed it on a shelfin the tomb.After plaing the body in the tomb, the enturion signaled for his soldiers to help roll the doorstoneup before the entrane to the tomb. The soldiers then departed for Gehenna with the bodies of thethieves while the others returned to Jerusalem, in sorrow, to observe the Passover feast aording tothe laws of Moses.There was onsiderable hurry and haste about the burial of Jesus beause this was preparationday and the Sabbath was drawing on apae. The men hurried bak to the ity, but the womenlingered near the tomb until it was very dark.While all this was going on, the women were hiding near at hand so that they saw it all andobserved where the Master had been laid. They thus sereted themselves beause it was not permis-sible for women to assoiate with men at suh a time. These women did not think Jesus had beenproperly prepared for burial, and they agreed among themselves to go bak to the home of Joseph,rest over the Sabbath, make ready spies and ointments, and return on Sunday morning properlyto prepare the Master's body for the death rest. The women who thus tarried by the tomb on thisFriday evening were: Mary Magdalene, Mary the wife of Clopas, Martha another sister of Jesus'mother, and Rebea of Sepphoris.Aside from David Zebedee and Joseph of Arimathea, very few of Jesus' disiples really believedor understood that he was due to arise from the tomb on the third day.188.2 Safeguarding the TombIf Jesus' followers were unmindful of his promise to rise from the grave on the third day, his enemieswere not. The hief priests, Pharisees, and Sadduees realled that they had reeived reports of hissaying he would rise from the dead.This Friday night, after the Passover supper, about midnight a group of the Jewish leaders gatheredat the home of Caiaphas, where they disussed their fears onerning the Master's assertions thathe would rise from the dead on the third day. This meeting ended with the appointment of aommittee of Sanhedrists who were to visit Pilate early the next day, bearing the oÆial requestof the Sanhedrin that a Roman guard be stationed before Jesus' tomb to prevent his friends fromtampering with it. Said the spokesman of this ommittee to Pilate: \Sir, we remember that this1840



deeiver, Jesus of Nazareth, said, while he was yet alive, `After three days I will rise again.' We have,therefore, ome before you to request that you issue suh orders as will make the sepulhre seureagainst his followers, at least until after the third day. We greatly fear lest his disiples ome andsteal him away by night and then prolaim to the people that he has risen from the dead. If weshould permit this to happen, this mistake would be far worse than to have allowed him to live."When Pilate heard this request of the Sanhedrists, he said: \I will give you a guard of tensoldiers. Go your way and make the tomb seure." They went bak to the temple, seured ten oftheir own guards, and then marhed out to Joseph's tomb with these ten Jewish guards and tenRoman soldiers, even on this Sabbath morning, to set them as wathmen before the tomb. Thesemen rolled yet another stone before the tomb and set the seal of Pilate on and around these stones,lest they be disturbed without their knowledge. And these twenty men remained on wath up to thehour of the resurretion, the Jews arrying them their food and drink.188.3 During the Sabbath DayThroughout this Sabbath day the disiples and the apostles remained in hiding, while all Jerusalemdisussed the death of Jesus on the ross. There were almost one and one-half million Jews presentin Jerusalem at this time, hailing from all parts of the Roman Empire and from Mesopotamia. Thiswas the beginning of the Passover week, and all these pilgrims would be in the ity to learn of theresurretion of Jesus and to arry the report bak to their homes.Late Saturday night, John Mark summoned the eleven apostles seretly to ome to the home ofhis father, where, just before midnight, they all assembled in the same upper hamber where theyhad partaken of the Last Supper with their Master two nights previously.Mary the mother of Jesus, with Ruth and Jude, returned to Bethany to join their family thisSaturday evening just before sunset. David Zebedee remained at the home of Niodemus, wherehe had arranged for his messengers to assemble early Sunday morning. The women of Galilee, whoprepared spies for the further embalming of Jesus' body, tarried at the home of Joseph of Arimathea.We are not able fully to explain just what happened to Jesus of Nazareth during this period of aday and a half when he was supposed to be resting in Joseph's new tomb. Apparently he died thesame natural death on the ross as would any other mortal in the same irumstanes. We heardhim say, \Father, into your hands I ommend my spirit." We do not fully understand the meaningof suh a statement inasmuh as his Thought Adjuster had long sine been personalized and somaintained an existene apart from Jesus' mortal being. The Master's Personalized Adjuster ouldin no sense be a�eted by his physial death on the ross. That whih Jesus put in the Father's handsfor the time being must have been the spirit ounterpart of the Adjuster's early work in spiritizingthe mortal mind so as to provide for the transfer of the transript of the human experiene to themansion worlds. There must have been some spiritual reality in the experiene of Jesus whih wasanalogous to the spirit nature, or soul, of the faith-growing mortals of the spheres. But this is merelyour opinion - we do not really know what Jesus ommended to his Father.We know that the physial form of the Master rested there in Joseph's tomb until about threeo'lok Sunday morning, but we are wholly unertain regarding the status of the personality of Jesusduring that period of thirty-six hours. We have sometimes dared to explain these things to ourselvessomewhat as follows:1. The Creator onsiousness of Mihael must have been at large and wholly free from its assoiatedmortal mind of the physial inarnation.2. The former Thought Adjuster of Jesus we know to have been present on earth during thisperiod and in personal ommand of the assembled elestial hosts.1841



3. The aquired spirit identity of the man of Nazareth whih was built up during his lifetime inthe esh, �rst, by the diret e�orts of his Thought Adjuster, and later, by his own perfet adjustmentbetween the physial neessities and the spiritual requirements of the ideal mortal existene, as it wase�eted by his never-easing hoie of the Father's will, must have been onsigned to the ustody ofthe Paradise Father. Whether or not this spirit reality returned to beome a part of the resurretedpersonality, we do not know, but we believe it did. But there are those in the universe who hold thatthis soul-identity of Jesus now reposes in the \bosom of the Father," to be subsequently released forleadership of the Nebadon Corps of the Finality in their undislosed destiny in onnetion with theunreated universes of the unorganized realms of outer spae.4. We think the human or mortal onsiousness of Jesus slept during these thirty-six hours. Wehave reason to believe that the human Jesus knew nothing of what transpired in the universe duringthis period. To the mortal onsiousness there appeared no lapse of time; the resurretion of lifefollowed the sleep of death as of the same instant.And this is about all we an plae on reord regarding the status of Jesus during this period ofthe tomb. There are a number of orrelated fats to whih we an allude, although we are hardlyompetent to undertake their interpretation.In the vast ourt of the resurretion halls of the �rst mansion world of Satania, there may now beobserved a magni�ent material-morontia struture known as the \Mihael Memorial," now bearingthe seal of Gabriel. This memorial was reated shortly after Mihael departed from this world, andit bears this insription: \In ommemoration of the mortal transit of Jesus of Nazareth on Urantia."There are reords extant whih show that during this period the supreme ounil of Salvington,numbering one hundred, held an exeutive meeting on Urantia under the presideny of Gabriel.There are also reords showing that the Anients of Days of Uversa ommuniated with Mihaelregarding the status of the universe of Nebadon during this time.We know that at least one message passed between Mihael and Immanuel on Salvington whilethe Master's body lay in the tomb.There is good reason for believing that some personality sat in the seat of Caligastia in the systemounil of the Planetary Prines on Jerusem whih onvened while the body of Jesus rested in thetomb.The reords of Edentia indiate that the Constellation Father of Norlatiadek was on Urantia, andthat he reeived instrutions from Mihael during this time of the tomb.And there is muh other evidene whih suggests that not all of the personality of Jesus was asleepand unonsious during this time of apparent physial death.188.4 Meaning of the Death on the CrossAlthough Jesus did not die this death on the ross to atone for the raial guilt of mortal man nor toprovide some sort of e�etive approah to an otherwise o�ended and unforgiving God; even thoughthe Son of Man did not o�er himself as a sari�e to appease the wrath of God and to open the wayfor sinful man to obtain salvation; notwithstanding that these ideas of atonement and propitiationare erroneous, nonetheless, there are signi�anes attahed to this death of Jesus on the ross whihshould not be overlooked. It is a fat that Urantia has beome known among other neighboringinhabited planets as the \World of the Cross."Jesus desired to live a full mortal life in the esh on Urantia. Death is, ordinarily, a part of life.Death is the last at in the mortal drama. In your well-meant e�orts to esape the superstitiouserrors of the false interpretation of the meaning of the death on the ross, you should be areful not1842



to make the great mistake of failing to pereive the true signi�ane and the genuine import of theMaster's death.Mortal man was never the property of the arhdeeivers. Jesus did not die to ransom man from theluth of the apostate rulers and fallen prines of the spheres. The Father in heaven never oneivedof suh rass injustie as damning a mortal soul beause of the evil-doing of his anestors. Neitherwas the Master's death on the ross a sari�e whih onsisted in an e�ort to pay God a debt whihthe rae of mankind had ome to owe him.Before Jesus lived on earth, you might possibly have been justi�ed in believing in suh a God,but not sine the Master lived and died among your fellow mortals. Moses taught the dignity andjustie of a Creator God; but Jesus portrayed the love and mery of a heavenly Father.The animal nature - the tendeny toward evil-doing - may be hereditary, but sin is not transmittedfrom parent to hild. Sin is the at of onsious and deliberate rebellion against the Father's willand the Sons' laws by an individual will reature.Jesus lived and died for a whole universe, not just for the raes of this one world. While themortals of the realms had salvation even before Jesus lived and died on Urantia, it is nevertheless afat that his bestowal on this world greatly illuminated the way of salvation; his death did muh tomake forever plain the ertainty of mortal survival after death in the esh.Though it is hardly proper to speak of Jesus as a sari�er, a ransomer, or a redeemer, it is whollyorret to refer to him as a savior. He forever made the way of salvation (survival) more lear andertain; he did better and more surely show the way of salvation for all the mortals of all the worldsof the universe of Nebadon.When one you grasp the idea of God as a true and loving Father, the only onept whih Jesusever taught, you must forthwith, in all onsisteny, utterly abandon all those primitive notions aboutGod as an o�ended monarh, a stern and all-powerful ruler whose hief delight is to detet hissubjets in wrongdoing and to see that they are adequately punished, unless some being almostequal to himself should volunteer to su�er for them, to die as a substitute and in their stead. Thewhole idea of ransom and atonement is inompatible with the onept of God as it was taught andexempli�ed by Jesus of Nazareth. The in�nite love of God is not seondary to anything in the divinenature.All this onept of atonement and sari�ial salvation is rooted and grounded in sel�shness. Jesustaught that servie to one's fellows is the highest onept of the brotherhood of spirit believers.Salvation should be taken for granted by those who believe in the fatherhood of God. The believer'shief onern should not be the sel�sh desire for personal salvation but rather the unsel�sh urge tolove and, therefore, serve one's fellows even as Jesus loved and served mortal men.Neither do genuine believers trouble themselves so muh about the future punishment of sin. Thereal believer is only onerned about present separation from God. True, wise fathers may hastentheir sons, but they do all this in love and for orretive purposes. They do not punish in anger,neither do they hastise in retribution.Even if God were the stern and legal monarh of a universe in whih justie ruled supreme, heertainly would not be satis�ed with the hildish sheme of substituting an innoent su�erer for aguilty o�ender.The great thing about the death of Jesus, as it is related to the enrihment of human experieneand the enlargement of the way of salvation, is not the fat of his death but rather the superb mannerand the mathless spirit in whih he met death.This entire idea of the ransom of the atonement plaes salvation upon a plane of unreality; suha onept is purely philosophi. Human salvation is real; it is based on two realities whih may begrasped by the reature's faith and thereby beome inorporated into individual human experiene:1843



the fat of the fatherhood of God and its orrelated truth, the brotherhood of man. It is true, afterall, that you are to be \forgiven your debts, even as you forgive your debtors."188.5 Lessons from the CrossThe ross of Jesus portrays the full measure of the supreme devotion of the true shepherd for eventhe unworthy members of his ok. It forever plaes all relations between God and man upon thefamily basis. God is the Father; man is his son. Love, the love of a father for his son, beomes theentral truth in the universe relations of Creator and reature - not the justie of a king whih seekssatisfation in the su�erings and punishment of the evil-doing subjet.The ross forever shows that the attitude of Jesus toward sinners was neither ondemnation norondonation, but rather eternal and loving salvation. Jesus is truly a savior in the sense that his lifeand death do win men over to goodness and righteous survival. Jesus loves men so muh that his loveawakens the response of love in the human heart. Love is truly ontagious and eternally reative.Jesus' death on the ross exempli�es a love whih is suÆiently strong and divine to forgive sin andswallow up all evil-doing. Jesus dislosed to this world a higher quality of righteousness than justie -mere tehnial right and wrong. Divine love does not merely forgive wrongs; it absorbs and atuallydestroys them. The forgiveness of love utterly transends the forgiveness of mery. Mery sets theguilt of evil-doing to one side; but love destroys forever the sin and all weakness resulting therefrom.Jesus brought a new method of living to Urantia. He taught us not to resist evil but to �nd throughhim a goodness whih e�etually destroys evil. The forgiveness of Jesus is not ondonation; it issalvation from ondemnation. Salvation does not slight wrongs; it makes them right. True love doesnot ompromise nor ondone hate; it destroys it. The love of Jesus is never satis�ed with mereforgiveness. The Master's love implies rehabilitation, eternal survival. It is altogether proper tospeak of salvation as redemption if you mean this eternal rehabilitation.Jesus, by the power of his personal love for men, ould break the hold of sin and evil. He therebyset men free to hoose better ways of living. Jesus portrayed a deliverane from the past whih initself promised a triumph for the future. Forgiveness thus provided salvation. The beauty of divinelove, one fully admitted to the human heart, forever destroys the harm of sin and the power of evil.The su�erings of Jesus were not on�ned to the rui�xion. In reality, Jesus of Nazareth spentupward of twenty-�ve years on the ross of a real and intense mortal existene. The real value ofthe ross onsists in the fat that it was the supreme and �nal expression of his love, the ompletedrevelation of his mery.On millions of inhabited worlds, tens of trillions of evolving reatures who may have been temptedto give up the moral struggle and abandon the good �ght of faith, have taken one more look at Jesuson the ross and then have forged on ahead, inspired by the sight of God's laying down his inarnatelife in devotion to the unsel�sh servie of man.The triumph of the death on the ross is all summed up in the spirit of Jesus' attitude towardthose who assailed him. He made the ross an eternal symbol of the triumph of love over hate andthe vitory of truth over evil when he prayed, \Father, forgive them, for they know not what theydo." That devotion of love was ontagious throughout a vast universe; the disiples aught it fromtheir Master. The very �rst teaher of his gospel who was alled upon to lay down his life in thisservie, said, as they stoned him to death, \Lay not this sin to their harge."The ross makes a supreme appeal to the best in man beause it disloses one who was willing tolay down his life in the servie of his fellow men. Greater love no man an have than this: that hewould be willing to lay down his life for his friends - and Jesus had suh a love that he was willing tolay down his life for his enemies, a love greater than any whih had hitherto been known on earth.1844



On other worlds, as well as on Urantia, this sublime spetale of the death of the human Jesus onthe ross of Golgotha has stirred the emotions of mortals, while it has aroused the highest devotionof the angels.The ross is that high symbol of sared servie, the devotion of one's life to the welfare andsalvation of one's fellows. The ross is not the symbol of the sari�e of the innoent Son of Godin the plae of guilty sinners and in order to appease the wrath of an o�ended God, but it doesstand forever, on earth and throughout a vast universe, as a sared symbol of the good bestowingthemselves upon the evil and thereby saving them by this very devotion of love. The ross does standas the token of the highest form of unsel�sh servie, the supreme devotion of the full bestowal of arighteous life in the servie of wholehearted ministry, even in death, the death of the ross. And thevery sight of this great symbol of the bestowal life of Jesus truly inspires all of us to want to go anddo likewise.When thinking men and women look upon Jesus as he o�ers up his life on the ross, they willhardly again permit themselves to omplain at even the severest hardships of life, muh less at pettyharassments and their many purely �titious grievanes. His life was so glorious and his death sotriumphant that we are all entied to a willingness to share both. There is true drawing power in thewhole bestowal of Mihael, from the days of his youth to this overwhelming spetale of his deathon the ross.Make sure, then, that when you view the ross as a revelation of God, you do not look with theeyes of the primitive man nor with the viewpoint of the later barbarian, both of whom regarded Godas a relentless Sovereign of stern justie and rigid law-enforement. Rather, make sure that you seein the ross the �nal manifestation of the love and devotion of Jesus to his life mission of bestowalupon the mortal raes of his vast universe. See in the death of the Son of Man the limax of theunfolding of the Father's divine love for his sons of the mortal spheres. The ross thus portrays thedevotion of willing a�etion and the bestowal of voluntary salvation upon those who are willing toreeive suh gifts and devotion. There was nothing in the ross whih the Father required - only thatwhih Jesus so willingly gave, and whih he refused to avoid.If man annot otherwise appreiate Jesus and understand the meaning of his bestowal on earth,he an at least omprehend the fellowship of his mortal su�erings. No man an ever fear that theCreator does not know the nature or extent of his temporal a�itions.We know that the death on the ross was not to e�et man's reoniliation to God but to stimulateman's realization of the Father's eternal love and his Son's unending mery, and to broadast theseuniversal truths to a whole universe.
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Chapter 189The ResurretionSOON after the burial of Jesus on Friday afternoon, the hief of the arhangels of Nebadon, thenpresent on Urantia, summoned his ounil of the resurretion of sleeping will reatures and enteredupon the onsideration of a possible tehnique for the restoration of Jesus. These assembled sonsof the loal universe, the reatures of Mihael, did this on their own responsibility; Gabriel had notassembled them. By midnight they had arrived at the onlusion that the reature ould do nothingto failitate the resurretion of the Creator. They were disposed to aept the advie of Gabriel, whoinstruted them that, sine Mihael had \laid down his life of his own free will, he also had powerto take it up again in aordane with his own determination." Shortly after the adjournment ofthis ounil of the arhangels, the Life Carriers, and their various assoiates in the work of reaturerehabilitation and morontia reation, the Personalized Adjuster of Jesus, being in personal ommandof the assembled elestial hosts then on Urantia, spoke these words to the anxious waiting wathers:\Not one of you an do aught to assist your Creator-father in the return to life. As a mortal ofthe realm he has experiened mortal death; as the Sovereign of a universe he still lives. That whihyou observe is the mortal transit of Jesus of Nazareth from life in the esh to life in the morontia.The spirit transit of this Jesus was ompleted at the time I separated myself from his personalityand beame your temporary diretor. Your Creator-father has eleted to pass through the whole ofthe experiene of his mortal reatures, from birth on the material worlds, on through natural deathand the resurretion of the morontia, into the status of true spirit existene. A ertain phase of thisexperiene you are about to observe, but you may not partiipate in it. Those things whih youordinarily do for the reature, you may not do for the Creator. A Creator Son has within himself thepower to bestow himself in the likeness of any of his reated sons; he has within himself the powerto lay down his observable life and to take it up again; and he has this power beause of the diretommand of the Paradise Father, and I know whereof I speak."When they heard the Personalized Adjuster so speak, they all assumed the attitude of anxiousexpetany, from Gabriel down to the most humble herubim. They saw the mortal body of Jesusin the tomb; they deteted evidenes of the universe ativity of their beloved Sovereign; and notunderstanding suh phenomena, they waited patiently for developments.189.1 The Morontia TransitAt two forty-�ve Sunday morning, the Paradise inarnation ommission, onsisting of seven uniden-ti�ed Paradise personalities, arrived on the sene and immediately deployed themselves about thetomb. At ten minutes before three, intense vibrations of ommingled material and morontia ativitiesbegan to issue from Joseph's new tomb, and at two minutes past three o'lok, this Sunday morning,April 9, A.D. 30, the resurreted morontia form and personality of Jesus of Nazareth ame forth1847



from the tomb.After the resurreted Jesus emerged from his burial tomb, the body of esh in whih he hadlived and wrought on earth for almost thirty-six years was still lying there in the sepulhre nihe,undisturbed and wrapped in the linen sheet, just as it had been laid to rest by Joseph and hisassoiates on Friday afternoon. Neither was the stone before the entrane of the tomb in any waydisturbed; the seal of Pilate was still unbroken; the soldiers were still on guard. The temple guardshad been on ontinuous duty; the Roman guard had been hanged at midnight. None of thesewathers suspeted that the objet of their vigil had risen to a new and higher form of existene, andthat the body whih they were guarding was now a disarded outer overing whih had no furtheronnetion with the delivered and resurreted morontia personality of Jesus.Mankind is slow to pereive that, in all that is personal, matter is the skeleton of morontia, andthat both are the reeted shadow of enduring spirit reality. How long before you will regard timeas the moving image of eternity and spae as the eeting shadow of Paradise realities?As far as we an judge, no reature of this universe nor any personality from another universe hadanything to do with this morontia resurretion of Jesus of Nazareth. On Friday he laid down his lifeas a mortal of the realm; on Sunday morning he took it up again as a morontia being of the system ofSatania in Norlatiadek. There is muh about the resurretion of Jesus whih we do not understand.But we know that it ourred as we have stated and at about the time indiated. We an also reordthat all known phenomena assoiated with this mortal transit, or morontia resurretion, ourredright there in Joseph's new tomb, where the mortal material remains of Jesus lay wrapped in burialloths.We know that no reature of the loal universe partiipated in this morontia awakening. Wepereived the seven personalities of Paradise surround the tomb, but we did not see them do anythingin onnetion with the Master's awakening. Just as soon as Jesus appeared beside Gabriel, just abovethe tomb, the seven personalities from Paradise signalized their intention of immediate departure forUversa.Let us forever larify the onept of the resurretion of Jesus by making the following statements:1. His material or physial body was not a part of the resurreted personality. When Jesus ameforth from the tomb, his body of esh remained undisturbed in the sepulhre. He emerged fromthe burial tomb without moving the stones before the entrane and without disturbing the seals ofPilate.2. He did not emerge from the tomb as a spirit nor as Mihael of Nebadon; he did not appear inthe form of the Creator Sovereign, suh as he had had before his inarnation in the likeness of mortalesh on Urantia.3. He did ome forth from this tomb of Joseph in the very likeness of the morontia personalitiesof those who, as resurreted morontia asendant beings, emerge from the resurretion halls of the�rst mansion world of this loal system of Satania. And the presene of the Mihael memorial inthe enter of the vast ourt of the resurretion halls of mansonia number one leads us to onjeturethat the Master's resurretion on Urantia was in some way fostered on this, the �rst of the systemmansion worlds.The �rst at of Jesus on arising from the tomb was to greet Gabriel and instrut him to on-tinue in exeutive harge of universe a�airs under Immanuel, and then he direted the hief of theMelhizedeks to onvey his brotherly greetings to Immanuel. He thereupon asked the Most Highof Edentia for the erti�ation of the Anients of Days as to his mortal transit; and turning to theassembled morontia groups of the seven mansion worlds, here gathered together to greet and welometheir Creator as a reature of their order, Jesus spoke the �rst words of the postmortal areer. Saidthe morontia Jesus: \Having �nished my life in the esh, I would tarry here for a short time intransition form that I may more fully know the life of my asendant reatures and further reveal the1848



will of my Father in Paradise."After Jesus had spoken, he signaled to the Personalized Adjuster, and all universe intelligeneswho had been assembled on Urantia to witness the resurretion were immediately dispathed to theirrespetive universe assignments.Jesus now began the ontats of the morontia level, being introdued, as a reature, to therequirements of the life he had hosen to live for a short time on Urantia. This initiation into themorontia world required more than an hour of earth time and was twie interrupted by his desire toommuniate with his former assoiates in the esh as they ame out from Jerusalem wonderinglyto peer into the empty tomb to disover what they onsidered evidene of his resurretion.Now is the mortal transit of Jesus - the morontia resurretion of the Son of Man - ompleted. Thetransitory experiene of the Master as a personality midway between the material and the spiritualhas begun. And he has done all this through power inherent within himself; no personality hasrendered him any assistane. He now lives as Jesus of morontia, and as he begins this morontia life,the material body of his esh lies there undisturbed in the tomb. The soldiers are still on guard, andthe seal of the governor about the roks has not yet been broken.189.2 The Material Body of JesusAt ten minutes past three o'lok, as the resurreted Jesus fraternized with the assembled morontiapersonalities from the seven mansion worlds of Satania, the hief of arhangels - the angels of theresurretion - approahed Gabriel and asked for the mortal body of Jesus. Said the hief of thearhangels: \We may not partiipate in the morontia resurretion of the bestowal experiene ofMihael our sovereign, but we would have his mortal remains put in our ustody for immediatedissolution. We do not propose to employ our tehnique of dematerialization; we merely wish toinvoke the proess of aelerated time. It is enough that we have seen the Sovereign live and die onUrantia; the hosts of heaven would be spared the memory of enduring the sight of the slow deay ofthe human form of the Creator and Upholder of a universe. In the name of the elestial intelligenesof all Nebadon, I ask for a mandate giving me the ustody of the mortal body of Jesus of Nazarethand empowering us to proeed with its immediate dissolution."And when Gabriel had onferred with the senior Most High of Edentia, the arhangel spokesmanfor the elestial hosts was given permission to make suh disposition of the physial remains of Jesusas he might determine.After the hief of arhangels had been granted this request, he summoned to his assistane many ofhis fellows, together with a numerous host of the representatives of all orders of elestial personalities,and then, with the aid of the Urantia midwayers, proeeded to take possession of Jesus' physial body.This body of death was a purely material reation; it was physial and literal; it ould not be removedfrom the tomb as the morontia form of the resurretion had been able to esape the sealed sepulhre.By the aid of ertain morontia auxiliary personalities, the morontia form an be made at one timeas of the spirit so that it an beome indi�erent to ordinary matter, while at another time it anbeome disernible and ontatable to material beings, suh as the mortals of the realm.As they made ready to remove the body of Jesus from the tomb preparatory to aording itthe digni�ed and reverent disposal of near-instantaneous dissolution, it was assigned the seondaryUrantia midwayers to roll away the stones from the entrane of the tomb. The larger of these twostones was a huge irular a�air, muh like a millstone, and it moved in a groove hiseled out ofthe rok, so that it ould be rolled bak and forth to open or lose the tomb. When the wathingJewish guards and the Roman soldiers, in the dim light of the morning, saw this huge stone begin toroll away from the entrane of the tomb, apparently of its own aord - without any visible means1849



to aount for suh motion - they were seized with fear and pani, and they ed in haste from thesene. The Jews ed to their homes, afterward going bak to report these doings to their aptainat the temple. The Romans ed to the fortress of Antonia and reported what they had seen to theenturion as soon as he arrived on duty.The Jewish leaders began the sordid business of supposedly getting rid of Jesus by o�ering bribesto the traitorous Judas, and now, when onfronted with this embarrassing situation, instead ofthinking of punishing the guards who deserted their post, they resorted to bribing these guards andthe Roman soldiers. They paid eah of these twenty men a sum of money and instruted them to sayto all: \While we slept during the nighttime, his disiples ame upon us and took away the body."And the Jewish leaders made solemn promises to the soldiers to defend them before Pilate in ase itshould ever ome to the governor's knowledge that they had aepted a bribe.The Christian belief in the resurretion of Jesus has been based on the fat of the \empty tomb."It was indeed a fat that the tomb was empty, but this is not the truth of the resurretion. The tombwas truly empty when the �rst believers arrived, and this fat, assoiated with that of the undoubtedresurretion of the Master, led to the formulation of a belief whih was not true: the teahing thatthe material and mortal body of Jesus was raised from the grave. Truth having to do with spiritualrealities and eternal values annot always be built up by a ombination of apparent fats. Althoughindividual fats may be materially true, it does not follow that the assoiation of a group of fatsmust neessarily lead to truthful spiritual onlusions.The tomb of Joseph was empty, not beause the body of Jesus had been rehabilitated or res-urreted, but beause the elestial hosts had been granted their request to a�ord it a speial andunique dissolution, a return of the \dust to dust," without the intervention of the delays of time andwithout the operation of the ordinary and visible proesses of mortal deay and material orruption.The mortal remains of Jesus underwent the same natural proess of elemental disintegration asharaterizes all human bodies on earth exept that, in point of time, this natural mode of dissolutionwas greatly aelerated, hastened to that point where it beame well-nigh instantaneous.The true evidenes of the resurretion of Mihael are spiritual in nature, albeit this teahing isorroborated by the testimony of many mortals of the realm who met, reognized, and ommunedwith the resurreted morontia Master. He beame a part of the personal experiene of almost onethousand human beings before he �nally took leave of Urantia.189.3 The Dispensational ResurretionA little after half past four o'lok this Sunday morning, Gabriel summoned the arhangels to his sideand made ready to inaugurate the general resurretion of the termination of the Adami dispensationon Urantia. When the vast host of the seraphim and the herubim onerned in this great event hadbeen marshaled in proper formation, the morontia Mihael appeared before Gabriel, saying: \As myFather has life in himself, so has he given it to the Son to have life in himself. Although I havenot yet fully resumed the exerise of universe jurisdition, this self-imposed limitation does not inany manner restrit the bestowal of life upon my sleeping sons; let the roll all of the planetaryresurretion begin."The iruit of the arhangels then operated for the �rst time from Urantia. Gabriel and thearhangel hosts moved to the plae of the spiritual polarity of the planet; and when Gabriel gave thesignal, there ashed to the �rst of the system mansion worlds the voie of Gabriel, saying: \By themandate of Mihael, let the dead of a Urantia dispensation rise!" Then all the survivors of the humanraes of Urantia who had fallen asleep sine the days of Adam, and who had not already gone on tojudgment, appeared in the resurretion halls of mansonia in readiness for morontia investiture. And1850



in an instant of time the seraphim and their assoiates made ready to depart for the mansion worlds.Ordinarily these seraphi guardians, onetime assigned to the group ustody of these surviving mortals,would have been present at the moment of their awaking in the resurretion halls of mansonia, butthey were on this world itself at this time beause of the neessity of Gabriel's presene here inonnetion with the morontia resurretion of Jesus.Notwithstanding that ountless individuals having personal seraphi guardians and those ahievingthe requisite attainment of spiritual personality progress had gone on to mansonia during the agessubsequent to the times of Adam and Eve, and though there had been many speial and millennialresurretions of Urantia sons, this was the third of the planetary roll alls, or omplete dispensationalresurretions. The �rst ourred at the time of the arrival of the Planetary Prine, the seond duringthe time of Adam, and this, the third, signalized the morontia resurretion, the mortal transit, ofJesus of Nazareth.When the signal of the planetary resurretion had been reeived by the hief of arhangels, thePersonalized Adjuster of the Son of Man relinquished his authority over the elestial hosts assembledon Urantia, turning all these sons of the loal universe bak to the jurisdition of their respetiveommanders. And when he had done this, he departed for Salvington to register with Immanuel theompletion of the mortal transit of Mihael. And he was immediately followed by all the elestialhost not required for duty on Urantia. But Gabriel remained on Urantia with the morontia Jesus.And this is the reital of the events of the resurretion of Jesus as viewed by those who saw themas they really ourred, free from the limitations of partial and restrited human vision.189.4 Disovery of the Empty TombAs we approah the time of the resurretion of Jesus on this early Sunday morning, it should berealled that the ten apostles were sojourning at the home of Elijah and Mary Mark, where theywere asleep in the upper hamber, resting on the very ouhes whereon they relined during thelast supper with their Master. This Sunday morning they were all there assembled exept Thomas.Thomas was with them for a few minutes late Saturday night when they �rst got together, but thesight of the apostles, oupled with the thought of what had happened to Jesus, was too muh forhim. He looked his assoiates over and immediately left the room, going to the home of Simon inBethpage, where he thought to grieve over his troubles in solitude. The apostles all su�ered, not somuh from doubt and despair as from fear, grief, and shame.At the home of Niodemus there were gathered together, with David Zebedee and Joseph ofArimathea, some twelve or �fteen of the more prominent of the Jerusalem disiples of Jesus. Atthe home of Joseph of Arimathea there were some �fteen or twenty of the leading women believers.Only these women abode in Joseph's house, and they had kept lose within during the hours of theSabbath day and the evening after the Sabbath, so that they were ignorant of the military guard onwath at the tomb; neither did they know that a seond stone had been rolled in front of the tomb,and that both of these stones had been plaed under the seal of Pilate.A little before three o'lok this Sunday morning, when the �rst signs of day began to appear inthe east, �ve of the women started out for the tomb of Jesus. They had prepared an abundane ofspeial embalming lotions, and they arried many linen bandages with them. It was their purposemore thoroughly to give the body of Jesus its death anointing and more arefully to wrap it up withthe new bandages.The women who went on this mission of anointing Jesus' body were: Mary Magdalene, Mary themother of the Alpheus twins, Salome the mother of the Zebedee brothers, Joanna the wife of Chuza,and Susanna the daughter of Ezra of Alexandria.1851



It was about half past three o'lok when the �ve women, laden with their ointments, arrivedbefore the empty tomb. As they passed out of the Damasus gate, they enountered a number ofsoldiers eeing into the ity more or less pani-striken, and this aused them to pause for a fewminutes; but when nothing more developed, they resumed their journey.They were greatly surprised to see the stone rolled away from the entrane to the tomb, inasmuhas they had said among themselves on the way out, \Who will help us roll away the stone?" They setdown their burdens and began to look upon one another in fear and with great amazement. Whilethey stood there, atremble with fear, Mary Magdalene ventured around the smaller stone and daredto enter the open sepulhre. This tomb of Joseph was in his garden on the hillside on the easternside of the road, and it also faed toward the east. By this hour there was just enough of the dawn ofa new day to enable Mary to look bak to the plae where the Master's body had lain and to disernthat it was gone. In the reess of stone where they had laid Jesus, Mary saw only the folded napkinwhere his head had rested and the bandages wherewith he had been wrapped lying intat and asthey had rested on the stone before the elestial hosts removed the body. The overing sheet lay atthe foot of the burial nihe.After Mary had tarried in the doorway of the tomb for a few moments (she did not see distintlywhen she �rst entered the tomb), she saw that Jesus' body was gone and in its plae only these graveloths, and she uttered a ry of alarm and anguish. All the women were exeedingly nervous; theyhad been on edge ever sine meeting the paniky soldiers at the ity gate, and when Mary utteredthis sream of anguish, they were terror-striken and ed in great haste. And they did not stop untilthey had run all the way to the Damasus gate. By this time Joanna was onsiene-striken thatthey had deserted Mary; she rallied her ompanions, and they started bak for the tomb.As they drew near the sepulhre, the frightened Magdalene, who was even more terrorized whenshe failed to �nd her sisters waiting when she ame out of the tomb, now rushed up to them, exitedlyexlaiming: \He is not there - they have taken him away!" And she led them bak to the tomb, andthey all entered and saw that it was empty.All �ve of the women then sat down on the stone near the entrane and talked over the situation.It had not yet ourred to them that Jesus had been resurreted. They had been by themselves overthe Sabbath, and they onjetured that the body had been moved to another resting plae. Butwhen they pondered suh a solution of their dilemma, they were at a loss to aount for the orderlyarrangement of the grave loths; how ould the body have been removed sine the very bandages inwhih it was wrapped were left in position and apparently intat on the burial shelf?As these women sat there in the early hours of the dawn of this new day, they looked to one sideand observed a silent and motionless stranger. For a moment they were again frightened, but MaryMagdalene, rushing toward him and addressing him as if she thought he might be the aretaker ofthe garden, said, \Where have you taken the Master? Where have they laid him? Tell us that wemay go and get him." When the stranger did not answer Mary, she began to weep. Then spokeJesus to them, saying, \Whom do you seek?" Mary said: \We seek for Jesus who was laid to rest inJoseph's tomb, but he is gone. Do you know where they have taken him?" Then said Jesus: \Didnot this Jesus tell you, even in Galilee, that he would die, but that he would rise again?" Thesewords startled the women, but the Master was so hanged that they did not yet reognize him withhis bak turned to the dim light. And as they pondered his words, he addressed the Magdalenewith a familiar voie, saying, \Mary." And when she heard that word of well-known sympathy anda�etionate greeting, she knew it was the voie of the Master, and she rushed to kneel at his feetwhile she exlaimed, \My Lord, and my Master!" And all of the other women reognized that it wasthe Master who stood before them in glori�ed form, and they quikly knelt before him.These human eyes were enabled to see the morontia form of Jesus beause of the speial ministryof the transformers and the midwayers in assoiation with ertain of the morontia personalities thenaompanying Jesus. 1852



As Mary sought to embrae his feet, Jesus said: \Touh me not, Mary, for I am not as you knewme in the esh. In this form will I tarry with you for a season before I asend to the Father. But go,all of you, now and tell my apostles - and Peter - that I have risen, and that you have talked withme."After these women had reovered from the shok of their amazement, they hastened bak to theity and to the home of Elijah Mark, where they related to the ten apostles all that had happenedto them; but the apostles were not inlined to believe them. They thought at �rst that the womenhad seen a vision, but when Mary Magdalene repeated the words whih Jesus had spoken to them,and when Peter heard his name, he rushed out of the upper hamber, followed losely by John, ingreat haste to reah the tomb and see these things for himself.The women repeated the story of talking with Jesus to the other apostles, but they would notbelieve; and they would not go to �nd out for themselves as had Peter and John.189.5 Peter and John at the TombAs the two apostles raed for Golgotha and the tomb of Joseph, Peter's thoughts alternated betweenfear and hope; he feared to meet the Master, but his hope was aroused by the story that Jesus hadsent speial word to him. He was half persuaded that Jesus was really alive; he realled the promiseto rise on the third day. Strange to relate, this promise had not ourred to him sine the rui�xionuntil this moment as he hurried north through Jerusalem. As John hastened out of the ity, a strangeestasy of joy and hope welled up in his soul. He was half onvined that the women really had seenthe risen Master.John, being younger than Peter, outran him and arrived �rst at the tomb. John tarried at thedoor, viewing the tomb, and it was just as Mary had desribed it. Very soon Simon Peter rushedup and, entering, saw the same empty tomb with the grave loths so peuliarly arranged. And whenPeter had ome out, John also went in and saw it all for himself, and then they sat down on the stoneto ponder the meaning of what they had seen and heard. And while they sat there, they turned overin their minds all that had been told them about Jesus, but they ould not learly pereive whathad happened.Peter at �rst suggested that the grave had been ried, that enemies had stolen the body, perhapsbribed the guards. But John reasoned that the grave would hardly have been left so orderly if thebody had been stolen, and he also raised the question as to how the bandages happened to be leftbehind, and so apparently intat. And again they both went bak into the tomb more losely toexamine the grave loths. As they ame out of the tomb the seond time, they found Mary Magdalenereturned and weeping before the entrane. Mary had gone to the apostles believing that Jesus hadrisen from the grave, but when they all refused to believe her report, she beame downast anddespairing. She longed to go bak near the tomb, where she thought she had heard the familiar voieof Jesus.As Mary lingered after Peter and John had gone, the Master again appeared to her, saying: \Benot doubting; have the ourage to believe what you have seen and heard. Go bak to my apostlesand again tell them that I have risen, that I will appear to them, and that presently I will go beforethem into Galilee as I promised."Mary hurried bak to the Mark home and told the apostles she had again talked with Jesus, butthey would not believe her. But when Peter and John returned, they eased to ridiule and beame�lled with fear and apprehension.
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Chapter 190Morontia Appearanes of JesusTHE resurreted Jesus now prepares to spend a short period on Urantia for the purpose of experi-ening the asending morontia areer of a mortal of the realms. Although this time of the morontialife is to be spent on the world of his mortal inarnation, it will, however, be in all respets theounterpart of the experiene of Satania mortals who pass through the progressive morontia life ofthe seven mansion worlds of Jerusem.All this power whih is inherent in Jesus - the endowment of life - and whih enabled him to risefrom the dead, is the very gift of eternal life whih he bestows upon kingdom believers, and whiheven now makes ertain their resurretion from the bonds of natural death.The mortals of the realms will arise in the morning of the resurretion with the same type oftransition or morontia body that Jesus had when he arose from the tomb on this Sunday morning.These bodies do not have irulating blood, and suh beings do not partake of ordinary materialfood; nevertheless, these morontia forms are real. When the various believers saw Jesus after hisresurretion, they really saw him; they were not the self-deeived vitims of visions or halluinations.Abiding faith in the resurretion of Jesus was the ardinal feature of the faith of all branhes of theearly gospel teahing. In Jerusalem, Alexandria, Antioh, and Philadelphia all the gospel teahersunited in this impliit faith in the Master's resurretion.In viewing the prominent part whih Mary Magdalene took in prolaiming the Master's resurre-tion, it should be reorded that Mary was the hief spokesman for the women's orps, as was Peterfor the apostles. Mary was not hief of the women workers, but she was their hief teaher and publispokesman. Mary had beome a woman of great irumspetion, so that her boldness in speaking toa man whom she onsidered to be the aretaker of Joseph's garden only indiates how horri�ed shewas to �nd the tomb empty. It was the depth and agony of her love, the fullness of her devotion,that aused her to forget, for a moment, the onventional restraints of a Jewish woman's approahto a strange man.190.1 Heralds of the ResurretionThe apostles did not want Jesus to leave them; therefore had they slighted all his statements aboutdying, along with his promises to rise again. They were not expeting the resurretion as it ame, andthey refused to believe until they were onfronted with the ompulsion of unimpeahable evideneand the absolute proof of their own experienes.When the apostles refused to believe the report of the �ve women who represented that they hadseen Jesus and talked with him, Mary Magdalene returned to the tomb, and the others went bak toJoseph's house, where they related their experienes to his daughter and the other women. And the1855



women believed their report. Shortly after six o'lok the daughter of Joseph of Arimathea and thefour women who had seen Jesus went over to the home of Niodemus, where they related all thesehappenings to Joseph, Niodemus, David Zebedee, and the other men there assembled. Niodemusand the others doubted their story, doubted that Jesus had risen from the dead; they onjeturedthat the Jews had removed the body. Joseph and David were disposed to believe the report, somuh so that they hurried out to inspet the tomb, and they found everything just as the womenhad desribed. And they were the last to so view the sepulhre, for the high priest sent the aptainof the temple guards to the tomb at half past seven o'lok to remove the grave loths. The aptainwrapped them all up in the linen sheet and threw them over a near-by li�.From the tomb David and Joseph went immediately to the home of Elijah Mark, where theyheld a onferene with the ten apostles in the upper hamber. Only John Zebedee was disposed tobelieve, even faintly, that Jesus had risen from the dead. Peter had believed at �rst but, when hefailed to �nd the Master, fell into grave doubting. They were all disposed to believe that the Jewshad removed the body. David would not argue with them, but when he left, he said: \You are theapostles, and you ought to understand these things. I will not ontend with you; nevertheless, Inow go bak to the home of Niodemus, where I have appointed with the messengers to assemblethis morning, and when they have gathered together, I will send them forth on their last mission, asheralds of the Master's resurretion. I heard the Master say that, after he should die, he would riseon the third day, and I believe him." And thus speaking to the dejeted and forlorn ambassadors ofthe kingdom, this self-appointed hief of ommuniation and intelligene took leave of the apostles.On his way from the upper hamber he dropped the bag of Judas, ontaining all the apostoli funds,in the lap of Matthew Levi.It was about half past nine o'lok when the last of David's twenty-six messengers arrived at thehome of Niodemus. David promptly assembled them in the spaious ourtyard and addressed them:\Men and brethren, all this time you have served me in aordane with your oath to me and toone another, and I all you to witness that I have never yet sent out false information at your hands.I am about to send you on your last mission as volunteer messengers of the kingdom, and in so doingI release you from your oaths and thereby disband the messenger orps. Men, I delare to you thatwe have �nished our work. No more does the Master have need of mortal messengers; he has risenfrom the dead. He told us before they arrested him that he would die and rise again on the thirdday. I have seen the tomb - it is empty. I have talked with Mary Magdalene and four other women,who have talked with Jesus. I now disband you, bid you farewell, and send you on your respetiveassignments, and the message whih you shall bear to the believers is: `Jesus has risen from the dead;the tomb is empty.' "The majority of those present endeavored to persuade David not to do this. But they ould notinuene him. They then sought to dissuade the messengers, but they would not heed the words ofdoubt. And so, shortly before ten o'lok this Sunday morning, these twenty-six runners went forthas the �rst heralds of the mighty truth-fat of the resurreted Jesus. And they started out on thismission as they had on so many others, in ful�llment of their oath to David Zebedee and to oneanother. These men had great on�dene in David. They departed on this assignment without eventarrying to talk with those who had seen Jesus; they took David at his word. The majority of thembelieved what David had told them, and even those who somewhat doubted, arried the messagejust as ertainly and just as swiftly.The apostles, the spiritual orps of the kingdom, are this day assembled in the upper hamber,where they manifest fear and express doubts, while these laymen, representing the �rst attempt atthe soialization of the Master's gospel of the brotherhood of man, under the orders of their fearlessand eÆient leader, go forth to prolaim the risen Savior of a world and a universe. And they engagein this eventful servie ere his hosen representatives are willing to believe his word or to aept theevidene of eyewitnesses. 1856



These twenty-six were dispathed to the home of Lazarus in Bethany and to all of the believerenters, from Beersheba in the south to Damasus and Sidon in the north; and from Philadelphia inthe east to Alexandria in the west.When David had taken leave of his brethren, he went over to the home of Joseph for his mother,and they then went out to Bethany to join the waiting family of Jesus. David abode there in Bethanywith Martha and Mary until after they had disposed of their earthly possessions, and he aompaniedthem on their journey to join their brother, Lazarus, at Philadelphia.In about one week from this time John Zebedee took Mary the mother of Jesus to his home inBethsaida. James, Jesus' eldest brother, remained with his family in Jerusalem. Ruth remained atBethany with Lazarus's sisters. The rest of Jesus' family returned to Galilee. David Zebedee leftBethany with Martha and Mary, for Philadelphia, early in June, the day after his marriage to Ruth,Jesus' youngest sister.190.2 Jesus' Appearane at BethanyFrom the time of the morontia resurretion until the hour of his spirit asension on high, Jesus madenineteen separate appearanes in visible form to his believers on earth. He did not appear to hisenemies nor to those who ould not make spiritual use of his manifestation in visible form. His �rstappearane was to the �ve women at the tomb; his seond, to Mary Magdalene, also at the tomb.The third appearane ourred about noon of this Sunday at Bethany. Shortly after noontide,Jesus' oldest brother, James, was standing in the garden of Lazarus before the empty tomb of theresurreted brother of Martha and Mary, turning over in his mind the news brought to them aboutone hour previously by the messenger of David. James had always inlined to believe in his eldestbrother's mission on earth, but he had long sine lost ontat with Jesus' work and had drifted intograve doubting regarding the later laims of the apostles that Jesus was the Messiah. The wholefamily was startled and well-nigh onfounded by the news brought by the messenger. Even as Jamesstood before Lazarus's empty tomb, Mary Magdalene arrived on the sene and was exitedly relatingto the family her experienes of the early morning hours at the tomb of Joseph. Before she had�nished, David Zebedee and his mother arrived. Ruth, of ourse, believed the report, and so didJude after he had talked with David and Salome.In the meantime, as they looked for James and before they found him, while he stood there inthe garden near the tomb, he beame aware of a near-by presene, as if someone had touhed himon the shoulder; and when he turned to look, he beheld the gradual appearane of a strange formby his side. He was too muh amazed to speak and too frightened to ee. And then the strangeform spoke, saying: \James, I ome to all you to the servie of the kingdom. Join earnest handswith your brethren and follow after me." When James heard his name spoken, he knew that it washis eldest brother, Jesus, who had addressed him. They all had more or less diÆulty in reognizingthe morontia form of the Master, but few of them had any trouble reognizing his voie or otherwiseidentifying his harming personality when he one began to ommuniate with them.When James pereived that Jesus was addressing him, he started to fall to his knees, exlaiming,\My father and my brother," but Jesus bade him stand while he spoke with him. And they walkedthrough the garden and talked for almost three minutes; talked over experienes of former days andforeast the events of the near future. As they neared the house, Jesus said, \Farewell, James, untilI greet you all together."James rushed into the house, even while they looked for him at Bethpage, exlaiming: \I havejust seen Jesus and talked with him, visited with him. He is not dead; he has risen! He vanishedbefore me, saying, `Farewell until I greet you all together.' " He had sarely �nished speaking when1857



Jude returned, and he retold the experiene of meeting Jesus in the garden for the bene�t of Jude.And they all began to believe in the resurretion of Jesus. James now announed that he would notreturn to Galilee, and David exlaimed: \He is seen not only by exited women; even strongheartedmen have begun to see him. I expet to see him myself."And David did not long wait, for the fourth appearane of Jesus to mortal reognition ourredshortly before two o'lok in this very home of Martha and Mary, when he appeared visibly beforehis earthly family and their friends, twenty in all. The Master appeared in the open bak door,saying: \Peae be upon you. Greetings to those one near me in the esh and fellowship for mybrothers and sisters in the kingdom of heaven. How ould you doubt? Why have you lingered solong before hoosing to follow the light of truth with a whole heart? Come, therefore, all of you intothe fellowship of the Spirit of Truth in the Father's kingdom." As they began to reover from the�rst shok of their amazement and to move toward him as if to embrae him, he vanished from theirsight.They all wanted to rush o� to the ity to tell the doubting apostles about what had happened, butJames restrained them. Mary Magdalene, only, was permitted to return to Joseph's house. Jamesforbade their publishing abroad the fat of this morontia visit beause of ertain things whih Jesushad said to him as they onversed in the garden. But James never revealed more of his visit withthe risen Master on this day at the Lazarus home in Bethany.190.3 At the Home of JosephThe �fth morontia manifestation of Jesus to the reognition of mortal eyes ourred in the preseneof some twenty-�ve women believers assembled at the home of Joseph of Arimathea, at about �fteenminutes past four o'lok on this same Sunday afternoon. Mary Magdalene had returned to Joseph'shouse just a few minutes before this appearane. James, Jesus' brother, had requested that nothingbe said to the apostles onerning the Master's appearane at Bethany. He had not asked Mary torefrain from reporting the ourrene to her sister believers. Aordingly, after Mary had pledgedall the women to serey, she proeeded to relate what had so reently happened while she was withJesus' family at Bethany. And she was in the very midst of this thrilling reital when a suddenand solemn hush fell over them; they beheld in their very midst the fully visible form of the risenJesus. He greeted them, saying: \Peae be upon you. In the fellowship of the kingdom there shall beneither Jew nor gentile, rih nor poor, free nor bond, man nor woman. You also are alled to publishthe good news of the liberty of mankind through the gospel of sonship with God in the kingdom ofheaven. Go to all the world prolaiming this gospel and on�rming believers in the faith thereof. Andwhile you do this, forget not to minister to the sik and strengthen those who are fainthearted andfear-ridden. And I will be with you always, even to the ends of the earth." And when he had thusspoken, he vanished from their sight, while the women fell on their faes and worshiped in silene.Of the �ve morontia appearanes of Jesus ourring up to this time, Mary Magdalene had wit-nessed four.As a result of sending out the messengers during the midforenoon and from the unonsiousleakage of intimations onerning this appearane of Jesus at Joseph's house, word began to ome tothe rulers of the Jews during the early evening that it was being reported about the ity that Jesushad risen, and that many persons were laiming to have seen him. The Sanhedrists were thoroughlyaroused by these rumors. After a hasty onsultation with Annas, Caiaphas alled a meeting of theSanhedrin to onvene at eight o'lok that evening. It was at this meeting that ation was takento throw out of the synagogues any person who made mention of Jesus' resurretion. It was evensuggested that anyone laiming to have seen him should be put to death; this proposal, however, didnot ome to a vote sine the meeting broke up in onfusion bordering on atual pani. They had1858



dared to think they were through with Jesus. They were about to disover that their real troublewith the man of Nazareth had just begun.190.4 Appearane to the GreeksAbout half past four o'lok, at the home of one Flavius, the Master made his sixth morontiaappearane to some forty Greek believers there assembled. While they were engaged in disussingthe reports of the Master's resurretion, he manifested himself in their midst, notwithstanding thatthe doors were seurely fastened, and speaking to them, said: \Peae be upon you. While the Sonof Man appeared on earth among the Jews, he ame to minister to all men. In the kingdom ofmy Father there shall be neither Jew nor gentile; you will all be brethren - the sons of God. Goyou, therefore, to all the world, prolaiming this gospel of salvation as you have reeived it from theambassadors of the kingdom, and I will fellowship you in the brotherhood of the Father's sons of faithand truth." And when he had thus harged them, he took leave, and they saw him no more. Theyremained within the house all evening; they were too muh overome with awe and fear to ventureforth. Neither did any of these Greeks sleep that night; they stayed awake disussing these thingsand hoping that the Master might again visit them. Among this group were many of the Greekswho were at Gethsemane when the soldiers arrested Jesus and Judas betrayed him with a kiss.Rumors of Jesus' resurretion and reports onerning the many appearanes to his followers arespreading rapidly, and the whole ity is being wrought up to a high pith of exitement. Alreadythe Master has appeared to his family, to the women, and to the Greeks, and presently he manifestshimself in the midst of the apostles. The Sanhedrin is soon to begin the onsideration of these newproblems whih have been so suddenly thrust upon the Jewish rulers. Jesus thinks muh about hisapostles but desires that they be left alone for a few more hours of solemn reetion and thoughtfulonsideration before he visits them.190.5 The Walk with Two BrothersAt Emmaus, about seven miles west of Jerusalem, there lived two brothers, shepherds, who had spentthe Passover week in Jerusalem attending upon the sari�es, eremonials, and feasts. Cleopas, theelder, was a partial believer in Jesus; at least he had been ast out of the synagogue. His brother,Jaob, was not a believer, although he was muh intrigued by what he had heard about the Master'steahings and works.On this Sunday afternoon, about three miles out of Jerusalem and a few minutes before �ve o'lok,as these two brothers trudged along the road to Emmaus, they talked in great earnestness aboutJesus, his teahings, work, and more espeially onerning the rumors that his tomb was empty, andthat ertain of the women had talked with him. Cleopas was half a mind to believe these reports, butJaob was insistent that the whole a�air was probably a fraud. While they thus argued and debatedas they made their way toward home, the morontia manifestation of Jesus, his seventh appearane,ame alongside them as they journeyed on. Cleopas had often heard Jesus teah and had eaten withhim at the homes of Jerusalem believers on several oasions. But he did not reognize the Mastereven when he spoke freely with them.After walking a short way with them, Jesus said: \What were the words you exhanged so earnestlyas I ame upon you?" And when Jesus had spoken, they stood still and viewed him with sad surprise.Said Cleopas: \Can it be that you sojourn in Jerusalem and know not the things whih have reentlyhappened?" Then asked the Master, \What things?" Cleopas replied: \If you do not know aboutthese matters, you are the only one in Jerusalem who has not heard these rumors onerning Jesus of1859



Nazareth, who was a prophet mighty in word and in deed before God and all the people. The hiefpriests and our rulers delivered him up to the Romans and demanded that they ruify him. Nowmany of us had hoped that it was he who would deliver Israel from the yoke of the gentiles. But thatis not all. It is now the third day sine he was rui�ed, and ertain women have this day amazedus by delaring that very early this morning they went to his tomb and found it empty. And thesesame women insist that they talked with this man; they maintain that he has risen from the dead.And when the women reported this to the men, two of his apostles ran to the tomb and likewisefound it empty" - and here Jaob interrupted his brother to say, \but they did not see Jesus."As they walked along, Jesus said to them: \How slow you are to omprehend the truth! Whenyou tell me that it is about the teahings and work of this man that you have your disussions, thenmay I enlighten you sine I am more than familiar with these teahings. Do you not remember thatthis Jesus always taught that his kingdom was not of this world, and that all men, being the sonsof God, should �nd liberty and freedom in the spiritual joy of the fellowship of the brotherhood ofloving servie in this new kingdom of the truth of the heavenly Father's love? Do you not reall howthis Son of Man prolaimed the salvation of God for all men, ministering to the sik and a�ited andsetting free those who were bound by fear and enslaved by evil? Do you not know that this man ofNazareth told his disiples that he must go to Jerusalem, be delivered up to his enemies, who wouldput him to death, and that he would arise on the third day? Have you not been told all this? Andhave you never read in the Sriptures onerning this day of salvation for Jew and gentile, where itsays that in him shall all the families of the earth be blessed; that he will hear the ry of the needyand save the souls of the poor who seek him; that all nations shall all him blessed? That suh aDeliverer shall be as the shadow of a great rok in a weary land. That he will feed the ok like atrue shepherd, gathering the lambs in his arms and tenderly arrying them in his bosom. That hewill open the eyes of the spiritually blind and bring the prisoners of despair out into full liberty andlight; that all who sit in darkness shall see the great light of eternal salvation. That he will bind upthe brokenhearted, prolaim liberty to the aptives of sin, and open up the prison to those who areenslaved by fear and bound by evil. That he will omfort those who mourn and bestow upon themthe joy of salvation in the plae of sorrow and heaviness. That he shall be the desire of all nationsand the everlasting joy of those who seek righteousness. That this Son of truth and righteousnessshall rise upon the world with healing light and saving power; even that he will save his people fromtheir sins; that he will really seek and save those who are lost. That he will not destroy the weakbut minister salvation to all who hunger and thirst for righteousness. That those who believe in himshall have eternal life. That he will pour out his spirit upon all esh, and that this Spirit of Truthshall be in eah believer a well of water, springing up into everlasting life. Did you not understandhow great was the gospel of the kingdom whih this man delivered to you? Do you not pereive howgreat a salvation has ome upon you?"By this time they had ome near to the village where these brothers dwelt. Not a word had thesetwo men spoken sine Jesus began to teah them as they walked along the way. Soon they drewup in front of their humble dwelling plae, and Jesus was about to take leave of them, going ondown the road, but they onstrained him to ome in and abide with them. They insisted that it wasnear nightfall, and that he tarry with them. Finally Jesus onsented, and very soon after they wentinto the house, they sat down to eat. They gave him the bread to bless, and as he began to breakand hand to them, their eyes were opened, and Cleopas reognized that their guest was the Masterhimself. And when he said, \It is the Master -," the morontia Jesus vanished from their sight.And then they said, the one to the other, \No wonder our hearts burned within us as he spoke tous while we walked along the road! and while he opened up to our understanding the teahings ofthe Sriptures!"They would not stop to eat. They had seen the morontia Master, and they rushed from the house,hastening bak to Jerusalem to spread the good news of the risen Savior.1860



About nine o'lok that evening and just before the Master appeared to the ten, these two exitedbrothers broke in upon the apostles in the upper hamber, delaring that they had seen Jesus andtalked with him. And they told all that Jesus had said to them and how they had not diserned whohe was until the time of the breaking of the bread.
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Chapter 191Appearanes to the Apostles and OtherLeadersRESURRECTION Sunday was a terrible day in the lives of the apostles; ten of them spent the largerpart of the day in the upper hamber behind barred doors. They might have ed from Jerusalem, butthey were afraid of being arrested by the agents of the Sanhedrin if they were found abroad. Thomaswas brooding over his troubles alone at Bethpage. He would have fared better had he remained withhis fellow apostles, and he would have aided them to diret their disussions along more helpful lines.All day long John upheld the idea that Jesus had risen from the dead. He reounted no less than�ve di�erent times when the Master had aÆrmed he would rise again and at least three times whenhe alluded to the third day. John's attitude had onsiderable inuene on them, espeially on hisbrother James and on Nathaniel. John would have inuened them more if he had not been theyoungest member of the group.Their isolation had muh to do with their troubles. John Mark kept them in touh with devel-opments about the temple and informed them as to the many rumors gaining headway in the ity,but it did not our to him to gather up news from the di�erent groups of believers to whom Jesushad already appeared. That was the kind of servie whih had heretofore been rendered by themessengers of David, but they were all absent on their last assignment as heralds of the resurre-tion to those groups of believers who dwelt remote from Jerusalem. For the �rst time in all theseyears the apostles realized how muh they had been dependent on David's messengers for their dailyinformation regarding the a�airs of the kingdom.All this day Peter harateristially vaillated emotionally between faith and doubt onerning theMaster's resurretion. Peter ould not get away from the sight of the grave loths resting there in thetomb as if the body of Jesus had just evaporated from within. \But," reasoned Peter, \if he has risenand an show himself to the women, why does he not show himself to us, his apostles?" Peter wouldgrow sorrowful when he thought that maybe Jesus did not ome to them on aount of his preseneamong the apostles, beause he had denied him that night in Annas's ourtyard. And then would heheer himself with the word brought by the women, \Go tell my apostles - and Peter." But to deriveenouragement from this message implied that he must believe that the women had really seen andheard the risen Master. Thus Peter alternated between faith and doubt throughout the whole day,until a little after eight o'lok, when he ventured out into the ourtyard. Peter thought to removehimself from among the apostles so that he might not prevent Jesus' oming to them beause of hisdenial of the Master.James Zebedee at �rst advoated that they all go to the tomb; he was strongly in favor of doingsomething to get to the bottom of the mystery. It was Nathaniel who prevented them from going outin publi in response to James's urging, and he did this by reminding them of Jesus' warning againstunduly jeopardizing their lives at this time. By noontime James had settled down with the others1863



to wathful waiting. He said little; he was tremendously disappointed beause Jesus did not appearto them, and he did not know of the Master's many appearanes to other groups and individuals.Andrew did muh listening this day. He was exeedingly perplexed by the situation and had morethan his share of doubts, but he at least enjoyed a ertain sense of freedom from responsibility forthe guidane of his fellow apostles. He was indeed grateful that the Master had released him fromthe burdens of leadership before they fell upon these distrating times.More than one during the long and weary hours of this tragi day, the only sustaining inueneof the group was the frequent ontribution of Nathaniel's harateristi philosophi ounsel. He wasreally the ontrolling inuene among the ten throughout the entire day. Never one did he expresshimself onerning either belief or disbelief in the Master's resurretion. But as the day wore on, hebeame inreasingly inlined toward believing that Jesus had ful�lled his promise to rise again.Simon Zelotes was too muh rushed to partiipate in the disussions. Most of the time he relinedon a ouh in a orner of the room with his fae to the wall; he did not speak half a dozen timesthroughout the whole day. His onept of the kingdom had rashed, and he ould not disern that theMaster's resurretion ould materially hange the situation. His disappointment was very personaland altogether too keen to be reovered from on short notie, even in the fae of suh a stupendousfat as the resurretion.Strange to reord, the usually inexpressive Philip did muh talking throughout the afternoon ofthis day. During the forenoon he had little to say, but all afternoon he asked questions of the otherapostles. Peter was often annoyed by Philip's questions, but the others took his inquiries good-naturedly. Philip was partiularly desirous of knowing, provided Jesus had really risen from thegrave, whether his body would bear the physial marks of the rui�xion.Matthew was highly onfused; he listened to the disussions of his fellows but spent most of thetime turning over in his mind the problem of their future �nanes. Regardless of Jesus' supposedresurretion, Judas was gone, David had uneremoniously turned the funds over to him, and theywere without an authoritative leader. Before Matthew got around to giving serious onsideration totheir arguments about the resurretion, he had already seen the Master fae to fae.The Alpheus twins took little part in these serious disussions; they were fairly busy with theirustomary ministrations. One of them expressed the attitude of both when he said, in reply to aquestion asked by Philip: \We do not understand about the resurretion, but our mother says shetalked with the Master, and we believe her."Thomas was in the midst of one of his typial spells of despairing depression. He slept a portionof the day and walked over the hills the rest of the time. He felt the urge to rejoin his fellow apostles,but the desire to be by himself was the stronger.The Master put o� the �rst morontia appearane to the apostles for a number of reasons. First,he wanted them to have time, after they heard of his resurretion, to think well over what he hadtold them about his death and resurretion when he was still with them in the esh. The Masterwanted Peter to wrestle through with some of his peuliar diÆulties before he manifested himselfto them all. In the seond plae, he desired that Thomas should be with them at the time of his�rst appearane. John Mark loated Thomas at the home of Simon in Bethpage early this Sundaymorning, bringing word to that e�et to the apostles about eleven o'lok. Any time during this dayThomas would have gone bak to them if Nathaniel or any two of the other apostles had gone forhim. He really wanted to return, but having left as he did the evening before, he was too proud togo bak of his own aord so soon. By the next day he was so depressed that it required almost aweek for him to make up his mind to return. The apostles waited for him, and he waited for hisbrethren to seek him out and ask him to ome bak to them. Thomas thus remained away from hisassoiates until the next Saturday evening, when, after darkness had ome on, Peter and John wentover to Bethpage and brought him bak with them. And this is also the reason why they did not go1864



at one to Galilee after Jesus �rst appeared to them; they would not go without Thomas.
191.1 The Appearane to PeterIt was near half past eight o'lok this Sunday evening when Jesus appeared to Simon Peter in thegarden of the Mark home. This was his eighth morontia manifestation. Peter had lived under aheavy burden of doubt and guilt ever sine his denial of the Master. All day Saturday and thisSunday he had fought the fear that, perhaps, he was no longer an apostle. He had shuddered at thefate of Judas and even thought that he, too, had betrayed his Master. All this afternoon he thoughtthat it might be his presene with the apostles that prevented Jesus' appearing to them, provided, ofourse, he had really risen from the dead. And it was to Peter, in suh a frame of mind and in suha state of soul, that Jesus appeared as the dejeted apostle strolled among the owers and shrubs.When Peter thought of the loving look of the Master as he passed by on Annas's porh, and as heturned over in his mind that wonderful message brought him early that morning by the women whoame from the empty tomb, \Go tell my apostles - and Peter" - as he ontemplated these tokens ofmery, his faith began to surmount his doubts, and he stood still, lenhing his �sts, while he spokealoud: \I believe he has risen from the dead; I will go and tell my brethren." And as he said this,there suddenly appeared in front of him the form of a man, who spoke to him in familiar tones,saying: \Peter, the enemy desired to have you, but I would not give you up. I knew it was notfrom the heart that you disowned me; therefore I forgave you even before you asked; but now mustyou ease to think about yourself and the troubles of the hour while you prepare to arry the goodnews of the gospel to those who sit in darkness. No longer should you be onerned with what youmay obtain from the kingdom but rather be exerised about what you an give to those who live indire spiritual poverty. Gird yourself, Simon, for the battle of a new day, the struggle with spiritualdarkness and the evil doubtings of the natural minds of men."Peter and the morontia Jesus walked through the garden and talked of things past, present, andfuture for almost �ve minutes. Then the Master vanished from his gaze, saying, \Farewell, Peter,until I see you with your brethren."For a moment, Peter was overome by the realization that he had talked with the risen Master,and that he ould be sure he was still an ambassador of the kingdom. He had just heard the glori�edMaster exhort him to go on preahing the gospel. And with all this welling up within his heart, herushed to the upper hamber and into the presene of his fellow apostles, exlaiming in breathlessexitement: \I have seen the Master; he was in the garden. I talked with him, and he has forgivenme."Peter's delaration that he had seen Jesus in the garden made a profound impression upon hisfellow apostles, and they were about ready to surrender their doubts when Andrew got up and warnedthem not to be too muh inuened by his brother's report. Andrew intimated that Peter had seenthings whih were not real before. Although Andrew did not diretly allude to the vision of the nighton the Sea of Galilee wherein Peter laimed to have seen the Master oming to them walking on thewater, he said enough to betray to all present that he had this inident in mind. Simon Peter wasvery muh hurt by his brother's insinuations and immediately lapsed into restfallen silene. Thetwins felt very sorry for Peter, and they both went over to express their sympathy and to say thatthey believed him and to reassert that their own mother had also seen the Master.1865



191.2 First Appearane to the ApostlesShortly after nine o'lok that evening, after the departure of Cleopas and Jaob, while the Alpheustwins omforted Peter, and while Nathaniel remonstrated with Andrew, and as the ten apostles werethere assembled in the upper hamber with all the doors bolted for fear of arrest, the Master, inmorontia form, suddenly appeared in the midst of them, saying: \Peae be upon you. Why are youso frightened when I appear, as though you had seen a spirit? Did I not tell you about these thingswhen I was present with you in the esh? Did I not say to you that the hief priests and the rulerswould deliver me up to be killed, that one of your own number would betray me, and that on thethird day I would rise? Wherefore all your doubtings and all this disussion about the reports ofthe women, Cleopas and Jaob, and even Peter? How long will you doubt my words and refuse tobelieve my promises? And now that you atually see me, will you believe? Even now one of you isabsent. When you are gathered together one more, and after all of you know of a ertainty thatthe Son of Man has risen from the grave, go hene into Galilee. Have faith in God; have faith inone another; and so shall you enter into the new servie of the kingdom of heaven. I will tarry inJerusalem with you until you are ready to go into Galilee. My peae I leave with you."When the morontia Jesus had spoken to them, he vanished in an instant from their sight. Andthey all fell on their faes, praising God and venerating their vanished Master. This was the Master'sninth morontia appearane.
191.3 With the Morontia CreaturesThe next day, Monday, was spent wholly with the morontia reatures then present on Urantia. Aspartiipants in the Master's morontia-transition experiene, there had ome to Urantia more thanone million morontia diretors and assoiates, together with transition mortals of various orders fromthe seven mansion worlds of Satania. The morontia Jesus sojourned with these splendid intelligenesfor forty days. He instruted them and learned from their diretors the life of morontia transitionas it is traversed by the mortals of the inhabited worlds of Satania as they pass through the systemmorontia spheres.About midnight of this Monday the Master's morontia form was adjusted for transition to theseond stage of morontia progression. When he next appeared to his mortal hildren on earth, itwas as a seond-stage morontia being. As the Master progressed in the morontia areer, it beame,tehnially, more and more diÆult for the morontia intelligenes and their transforming assoiatesto visualize the Master to mortal and material eyes.Jesus made the transit to the third stage of morontia on Friday, April 14; to the fourth stage onMonday, the 17th; to the �fth stage on Saturday, the 22nd; to the sixth stage on Thursday, the 27th;to the seventh stage on Tuesday, May 2; to Jerusem itizenship on Sunday, the 7th; and he enteredthe embrae of the Most Highs of Edentia on Sunday, the 14th.In this manner did Mihael of Nebadon omplete his servie of universe experiene sine he hadalready, in onnetion with his previous bestowals, experiened to the full the life of the asendantmortals of time and spae from the sojourn on the headquarters of the onstellation even on to, andthrough, the servie of the headquarters of the superuniverse. And it was by these very morontiaexperienes that the Creator Son of Nebadon really �nished and aeptably terminated his seventhand �nal universe bestowal. 1866



191.4 The Tenth Appearane (At Philadelphia)
The tenth morontia manifestation of Jesus to mortal reognition ourred a short time after eighto'lok on Tuesday, April 11, at Philadelphia, where he showed himself to Abner and Lazarus andsome one hundred and �fty of their assoiates, inluding more than �fty of the evangelisti orps ofthe seventy. This appearane ourred just after the opening of a speial meeting in the synagoguewhih had been alled by Abner to disuss the rui�xion of Jesus and the more reent report of theresurretion whih had been brought by David's messenger. Inasmuh as the resurreted Lazaruswas now a member of this group of believers, it was not diÆult for them to believe the report thatJesus had risen from the dead.The meeting in the synagogue was just being opened by Abner and Lazarus, who were standingtogether in the pulpit, when the entire audiene of believers saw the form of the Master appearsuddenly. He stepped forward from where he had appeared between Abner and Lazarus, neither ofwhom had observed him, and saluting the ompany, said:\Peae be upon you. You all know that we have one Father in heaven, and that there is but onegospel of the kingdom - the good news of the gift of eternal life whih men reeive by faith. As yourejoie in your loyalty to the gospel, pray the Father of truth to shed abroad in your hearts a newand greater love for your brethren. You are to love all men as I have loved you; you are to serve allmen as I have served you. With understanding sympathy and brotherly a�etion, fellowship all yourbrethren who are dediated to the prolamation of the good news, whether they be Jew or gentile,Greek or Roman, Persian or Ethiopian. John prolaimed the kingdom in advane; you have preahedthe gospel in power; the Greeks already teah the good news; and I am soon to send forth the Spiritof Truth into the souls of all these, my brethren, who have so unsel�shly dediated their lives to theenlightenment of their fellows who sit in spiritual darkness. You are all the hildren of light; thereforestumble not into the misunderstanding entanglements of mortal suspiion and human intolerane. Ifyou are ennobled, by the grae of faith, to love unbelievers, should you not also equally love thosewho are your fellow believers in the far-spreading household of faith? Remember, as you love oneanother, all men will know that you are my disiples.\Go, then, into all the world prolaiming this gospel of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhoodof men to all nations and raes and ever be wise in your hoie of methods for presenting the goodnews to the di�erent raes and tribes of mankind. Freely you have reeived this gospel of the kingdom,and you will freely give the good news to all nations. Fear not the resistane of evil, for I am withyou always, even to the end of the ages. And my peae I leave with you."When he had said, \My peae I leave with you," he vanished from their sight. With the exeptionof one of his appearanes in Galilee, where upward of �ve hundred believers saw him at one time, thisgroup in Philadelphia embraed the largest number of mortals who saw him on any single oasion.Early the next morning, even while the apostles tarried in Jerusalem awaiting the emotionalreovery of Thomas, these believers at Philadelphia went forth prolaiming that Jesus of Nazarethhad risen from the dead.The next day, Wednesday, Jesus spent without interruption in the soiety of his morontia asso-iates, and during the midafternoon hours he reeived visiting morontia delegates from the mansionworlds of every loal system of inhabited spheres throughout the onstellation of Norlatiadek. Andthey all rejoied to know their Creator as one of their own order of universe intelligene.1867



191.5 Seond Appearane to the ApostlesThomas spent a lonesome week alone with himself in the hills around about Olivet. During thistime he saw only those at Simon's house and John Mark. It was about nine o'lok on Saturday,April 15, when the two apostles found him and took him bak with them to their rendezvous atthe Mark home. The next day Thomas listened to the telling of the stories of the Master's variousappearanes, but he steadfastly refused to believe. He maintained that Peter had enthused theminto thinking they had seen the Master. Nathaniel reasoned with him, but it did no good. Therewas an emotional stubbornness assoiated with his ustomary doubtfulness, and this state of mind,oupled with his hagrin at having run away from them, onspired to reate a situation of isolationwhih even Thomas himself did not fully understand. He had withdrawn from his fellows, he hadgone his own way, and now, even when he was bak among them, he unonsiously tended to assumean attitude of disagreement. He was slow to surrender; he disliked to give in. Without intendingit, he really enjoyed the attention paid him; he derived unonsious satisfation from the e�orts ofall his fellows to onvine and onvert him. He had missed them for a full week, and he obtainedonsiderable pleasure from their persistent attentions.They were having their evening meal a little after six o'lok, with Peter sitting on one side ofThomas and Nathaniel on the other, when the doubting apostle said: \I will not believe unless Isee the Master with my own eyes and put my �nger in the mark of the nails." As they thus sat atsupper, and while the doors were seurely shut and barred, the morontia Master suddenly appearedinside the urvature of the table and, standing diretly in front of Thomas, said:\Peae be upon you. For a full week have I tarried that I might appear again when you wereall present to hear one more the ommission to go into all the world and preah this gospel of thekingdom. Again I tell you: As the Father sent me into the world, so send I you. As I have revealedthe Father, so shall you reveal the divine love, not merely with words, but in your daily living. Isend you forth, not to love the souls of men, but rather to love men. You are not merely to prolaimthe joys of heaven but also to exhibit in your daily experiene these spirit realities of the divine lifesine you already have eternal life, as the gift of God, through faith. When you have faith, whenpower from on high, the Spirit of Truth, has ome upon you, you will not hide your light here behindlosed doors; you will make known the love and the mery of God to all mankind. Through fear younow ee from the fats of a disagreeable experiene, but when you shall have been baptized with theSpirit of Truth, you will bravely and joyously go forth to meet the new experienes of prolaimingthe good news of eternal life in the kingdom of God. You may tarry here and in Galilee for a shortseason while you reover from the shok of the transition from the false seurity of the authority oftraditionalism to the new order of the authority of fats, truth, and faith in the supreme realitiesof living experiene. Your mission to the world is founded on the fat that I lived a God-revealinglife among you; on the truth that you and all other men are the sons of God; and it shall onsist inthe life whih you will live among men - the atual and living experiene of loving men and servingthem, even as I have loved and served you. Let faith reveal your light to the world; let the revelationof truth open the eyes blinded by tradition; let your loving servie e�etually destroy the prejudieengendered by ignorane. By so drawing lose to your fellow men in understanding sympathy andwith unsel�sh devotion, you will lead them into a saving knowledge of the Father's love. The Jewshave extolled goodness; the Greeks have exalted beauty; the Hindus preah devotion; the farawayasetis teah reverene; the Romans demand loyalty; but I require of my disiples life, even a life ofloving servie for your brothers in the esh."When the Master had so spoken, he looked down into the fae of Thomas and said: \And you,Thomas, who said you would not believe unless you ould see me and put your �nger in the nailmarks of my hands, have now beheld me and heard my words; and though you see no nail marks onmy hands, sine I am raised in the form that you also shall have when you depart from this world,what will you say to your brethren? You will aknowledge the truth, for already in your heart you1868



had begun to believe even when you so stoutly asserted your unbelief. Your doubts, Thomas, alwaysmost stubbornly assert themselves just as they are about to rumble. Thomas, I bid you be notfaithless but believing - and I know you will believe, even with a whole heart."When Thomas heard these words, he fell on his knees before the morontia Master and exlaimed,\I believe! My Lord and my Master!" Then said Jesus to Thomas: \You have believed, Thomas,beause you have really seen and heard me. Blessed are those in the ages to ome who will believeeven though they have not seen with the eye of esh nor heard with the mortal ear."And then, as the Master's form moved over near the head of the table, he addressed them all,saying: \And now go all of you to Galilee, where I will presently appear to you." After he said this,he vanished from their sight.The eleven apostles were now fully onvined that Jesus had risen from the dead, and very earlythe next morning, before the break of day, they started out for Galilee.191.6 The Alexandrian AppearaneWhile the eleven apostles were on the way to Galilee, drawing near their journey's end, on Tuesdayevening, April 18, at about half past eight o'lok, Jesus appeared to Rodan and some eighty otherbelievers, in Alexandria. This was the Master's twelfth appearane in morontia form. Jesus appearedbefore these Greeks and Jews at the onlusion of the report of David's messenger regarding therui�xion. This messenger, being the �fth in the Jerusalem-Alexandria relay of runners, had arrivedin Alexandria late that afternoon, and when he had delivered his message to Rodan, it was deidedto all the believers together to reeive this tragi word from the messenger himself. At about eighto'lok, the messenger, Nathan of Busiris, ame before this group and told them in detail all thathad been told him by the preeding runner. Nathan ended his touhing reital with these words:\But David, who sends us this word, reports that the Master, in foretelling his death, delared thathe would rise again." Even as Nathan spoke, the morontia Master appeared there in full view of all.And when Nathan sat down, Jesus said:\Peae be upon you. That whih my Father sent me into the world to establish belongs not to arae, a nation, nor to a speial group of teahers or preahers. This gospel of the kingdom belongsto both Jew and gentile, to rih and poor, to free and bond, to male and female, even to the littlehildren. And you are all to prolaim this gospel of love and truth by the lives whih you live in theesh. You shall love one another with a new and startling a�etion, even as I have loved you. Youwill serve mankind with a new and amazing devotion, even as I have served you. And when men seeyou so love them, and when they behold how fervently you serve them, they will pereive that youhave beome faith-fellows of the kingdom of heaven, and they will follow after the Spirit of Truthwhih they see in your lives, to the �nding of eternal salvation.\As the Father sent me into this world, even so now send I you. You are all alled to arry thegood news to those who sit in darkness. This gospel of the kingdom belongs to all who believe it; itshall not be ommitted to the ustody of mere priests. Soon will the Spirit of Truth ome upon you,and he shall lead you into all truth. Go you, therefore, into all the world preahing this gospel, andlo, I am with you always, even to the end of the ages."When the Master had so spoken, he vanished from their sight. All that night these believersremained there together reounting their experienes as kingdom believers and listening to the manywords of Rodan and his assoiates. And they all believed that Jesus had risen from the dead. Imaginethe surprise of David's herald of the resurretion, who arrived the seond day after this, when theyreplied to his announement, saying: \Yes, we know, for we have seen him. He appeared to us daybefore yesterday." 1869
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Chapter 192Appearanes in GalileeBY THE time the apostles left Jerusalem for Galilee, the Jewish leaders had quieted down onsid-erably. Sine Jesus appeared only to his family of kingdom believers, and sine the apostles werein hiding and did no publi preahing, the rulers of the Jews onluded that the gospel movementwas, after all, e�etually rushed. They were, of ourse, disonerted by the inreasing spread ofrumors that Jesus had risen from the dead, but they depended upon the bribed guards e�etively toounterat all suh reports by their reiteration of the story that a band of his followers had removedthe body.From this time on, until the apostles were dispersed by the rising tide of perseution, Peter was thegenerally reognized head of the apostoli orps. Jesus never gave him any suh authority, and hisfellow apostles never formally eleted him to suh a position of responsibility; he naturally assumedit and held it by ommon onsent and also beause he was their hief preaher. From now on publipreahing beame the main business of the apostles. After their return from Galilee, Matthias, whomthey hose to take the plae of Judas, beame their treasurer.During the week they tarried in Jerusalem, Mary the mother of Jesus spent muh of the time withthe women believers who were stopping at the home of Joseph of Arimathea.Early this Monday morning when the apostles departed for Galilee, John Mark went along. Hefollowed them out of the ity, and when they had passed well beyond Bethany, he boldly ame upamong them, feeling on�dent they would not send him bak.The apostles paused several times on the way to Galilee to tell the story of their risen Masterand therefore did not arrive at Bethsaida until very late on Wednesday night. It was noontime onThursday before they were all awake and ready to partake of breakfast.192.1 Appearane by the LakeAbout six o'lok Friday morning, April 21, the morontia Master made his thirteenth appearane,the �rst in Galilee, to the ten apostles as their boat drew near the shore lose to the usual landingplae at Bethsaida.After the apostles had spent the afternoon and early evening of Thursday in waiting at the Zebedeehome, Simon Peter suggested that they go �shing. When Peter proposed the �shing trip, all of theapostles deided to go along. All night they toiled with the nets but aught no �sh. They didnot muh mind the failure to make a ath, for they had many interesting experienes to talk over,things whih had so reently happened to them at Jerusalem. But when daylight ame, they deidedto return to Bethsaida. As they neared the shore, they saw someone on the beah, near the boatlanding, standing by a �re. At �rst they thought it was John Mark, who had ome down to welome1871



them bak with their ath, but as they drew nearer the shore, they saw they were mistaken - theman was too tall for John. It had ourred to none of them that the person on the shore was theMaster. They did not altogether understand why Jesus wanted to meet with them amidst the senesof their earlier assoiations and out in the open in ontat with nature, far away from the shut-inenvironment of Jerusalem with its tragi assoiations of fear, betrayal, and death. He had told themthat, if they would go into Galilee, he would meet them there, and he was about to ful�ll thatpromise.As they dropped anhor and prepared to enter the small boat for going ashore, the man on thebeah alled to them, \Lads, have you aught anything?" And when they answered, \No," he spokeagain. \Cast the net on the right side of the boat, and you will �nd �sh." While they did notknow it was Jesus who had direted them, with one aord they ast in the net as they had beeninstruted, and immediately it was �lled, so muh so that they were hardly able to draw it up. Now,John Zebedee was quik of pereption, and when he saw the heavy-laden net, he pereived that itwas the Master who had spoken to them. When this thought ame into his mind, he leaned over andwhispered to Peter, \It is the Master." Peter was ever a man of thoughtless ation and impetuousdevotion; so when John whispered this in his ear, he quikly arose and ast himself into the waterthat he might the sooner reah the Master's side. His brethren ame up lose behind him, havingome ashore in the small boat, hauling the net of �shes after them.By this time John Mark was up and, seeing the apostles oming ashore with the heavy-laden net,ran down the beah to greet them; and when he saw eleven men instead of ten, he surmised that theunreognized one was the risen Jesus, and as the astonished ten stood by in silene, the youth rushedup to the Master and, kneeling at his feet, said, \My Lord and my Master." And then Jesus spoke,not as he had in Jerusalem, when he greeted them with \Peae be upon you," but in ommonplaetones he addressed John Mark: \Well, John, I am glad to see you again and in arefree Galilee,where we an have a good visit. Stay with us, John, and have breakfast."As Jesus talked with the young man, the ten were so astonished and surprised that they negletedto haul the net of �sh in upon the beah. Now spoke Jesus: \Bring in your �sh and prepare somefor breakfast. Already we have the �re and muh bread."While John Mark had paid homage to the Master, Peter had for a moment been shoked at thesight of the oals of �re glowing there on the beah; the sene reminded him so vividly of the midnight�re of haroal in the ourtyard of Annas, where he had disowned the Master, but he shook himselfand, kneeling at the Master's feet, exlaimed, \My Lord and my Master!"Peter then joined his omrades as they hauled in the net. When they had landed their ath, theyounted the �sh, and there were 153 large ones. And again was the mistake made of alling thisanother miraulous ath of �sh. There was no mirale onneted with this episode. It was merelyan exerise of the Master's preknowledge. He knew the �sh were there and aordingly direted theapostles where to ast the net.Jesus spoke to them, saying: \Come now, all of you, to breakfast. Even the twins should sit downwhile I visit with you; John Mark will dress the �sh." John Mark brought seven good-sized �sh,whih the Master put on the �re, and when they were ooked, the lad served them to the ten. ThenJesus broke the bread and handed it to John, who in turn served it to the hungry apostles. Whenthey had all been served, Jesus bade John Mark sit down while he himself served the �sh and thebread to the lad. And as they ate, Jesus visited with them and reounted their many experienes inGalilee and by this very lake.This was the third time Jesus had manifested himself to the apostles as a group. When Jesus�rst addressed them, asking if they had any �sh, they did not suspet who he was beause it wasa ommon experiene for these �shermen on the Sea of Galilee, when they ame ashore, to be thusaosted by the �sh merhants of Tarihea, who were usually on hand to buy the fresh athes for1872



the drying establishments.Jesus visited with the ten apostles and John Mark for more than an hour, and then he walkedup and down the beah, talking with them two and two - but not the same ouples he had at �rstsent out together to teah. All eleven of the apostles had ome down from Jerusalem together, butSimon Zelotes grew more and more despondent as they drew near Galilee, so that, when they reahedBethsaida, he forsook his brethren and returned to his home.Before taking leave of them this morning, Jesus direted that two of the apostles should volunteerto go to Simon Zelotes and bring him bak that very day. And Peter and Andrew did so.192.2 Visiting with the Apostles Two and TwoWhen they had �nished breakfast, and while the others sat by the �re, Jesus bekoned to Peter andto John that they should ome with him for a stroll on the beah. As they walked along, Jesussaid to John, \John, do you love me?" And when John answered, \Yes, Master, with all my heart,"the Master said: \Then, John, give up your intolerane and learn to love men as I have loved you.Devote your life to proving that love is the greatest thing in the world. It is the love of God thatimpels men to seek salvation. Love is the anestor of all spiritual goodness, the essene of the trueand the beautiful."Jesus then turned toward Peter and asked, \Peter, do you love me?" Peter answered, \Lord, youknow I love you with all my soul." Then said Jesus: \If you love me, Peter, feed my lambs. Do notneglet to minister to the weak, the poor, and the young. Preah the gospel without fear or favor;remember always that God is no respeter of persons. Serve your fellow men even as I have servedyou; forgive your fellow mortals even as I have forgiven you. Let experiene teah you the value ofmeditation and the power of intelligent reetion."After they had walked along a little farther, the Master turned to Peter and asked, \Peter, doyou really love me?" And then said Simon, \Yes, Lord, you know that I love you." And again saidJesus: \Then take good are of my sheep. Be a good and a true shepherd to the ok. Betray nottheir on�dene in you. Be not taken by surprise at the enemy's hand. Be on guard at all times -wath and pray."When they had gone a few steps farther, Jesus turned to Peter and, for the third time, asked,\Peter, do you truly love me?" And then Peter, being slightly grieved at the Master's seemingdistrust of him, said with onsiderable feeling, \Lord, you know all things, and therefore do youknow that I really and truly love you." Then said Jesus: \Feed my sheep. Do not forsake the ok.Be an example and an inspiration to all your fellow shepherds. Love the ok as I have loved youand devote yourself to their welfare even as I have devoted my life to your welfare. And follow afterme even to the end."Peter took this last statement literally - that he should ontinue to follow after him - and turningto Jesus, he pointed to John, asking, \If I follow on after you, what shall this man do?" And then,pereiving that Peter had misunderstood his words, Jesus said: \Peter, be not onerned about whatyour brethren shall do. If I will that John should tarry after you are gone, even until I ome bak,what is that to you? Only make sure that you follow me."This remark spread among the brethren and was reeived as a statement by Jesus to the e�etthat John would not die before the Master returned, as many thought and hoped, to establish thekingdom in power and glory. It was this interpretation of what Jesus said that had muh to do withgetting Simon Zelotes bak into servie, and keeping him at work.When they returned to the others, Jesus went for a walk and talk with Andrew and James. Whenthey had gone a short distane, Jesus said to Andrew, \Andrew, do you trust me?" And when1873



the former hief of the apostles heard Jesus ask suh a question, he stood still and answered, \Yes,Master, of a ertainty I trust you, and you know that I do." Then said Jesus: \Andrew, if you trustme, trust your brethren more - even Peter. I one trusted you with the leadership of your brethren.Now must you trust others as I leave you to go to the Father. When your brethren begin to satterabroad beause of bitter perseutions, be a onsiderate and wise ounselor to James my brother inthe esh when they put heavy burdens upon him whih he is not quali�ed by experiene to bear.And then go on trusting, for I will not fail you. When you are through on earth, you shall ome tome."Then Jesus turned to James, asking, \James, do you trust me?" And of ourse James replied,\Yes, Master, I trust you with all my heart." Then said Jesus: \James, if you trust me more,you will be less impatient with your brethren. If you will trust me, it will help you to be kind tothe brotherhood of believers. Learn to weigh the onsequenes of your sayings and your doings.Remember that the reaping is in aordane with the sowing. Pray for tranquillity of spirit andultivate patiene. These graes, with living faith, shall sustain you when the hour omes to drinkthe up of sari�e. But never be dismayed; when you are through on earth, you shall also ome tobe with me."Jesus next talked with Thomas and Nathaniel. Said he to Thomas, \Thomas, do you serve me?"Thomas replied, \Yes, Lord, I serve you now and always." Then said Jesus: \If you would serve me,serve my brethren in the esh even as I have served you. And be not weary in this well-doing butpersevere as one who has been ordained by God for this servie of love. When you have �nishedyour servie with me on earth, you shall serve with me in glory. Thomas, you must ease doubting;you must grow in faith and the knowledge of truth. Believe in God like a hild but ease to at sohildishly. Have ourage; be strong in faith and mighty in the kingdom of God."Then said the Master to Nathaniel, \Nathaniel, do you serve me?" And the apostle answered,\Yes, Master, and with an undivided a�etion." Then said Jesus: \If, therefore, you serve me witha whole heart, make sure that you are devoted to the welfare of my brethren on earth with tirelessa�etion. Admix friendship with your ounsel and add love to your philosophy. Serve your fellowmen even as I have served you. Be faithful to men as I have wathed over you. Be less ritial;expet less of some men and thereby lessen the extent of your disappointment. And when the workdown here is over, you shall serve with me on high."After this the Master talked with Matthew and Philip. To Philip he said, \Philip, do you obeyme?" Philip answered, \Yes, Lord, I will obey you even with my life." Then said Jesus: \If youwould obey me, go then into the lands of the gentiles and prolaim this gospel. The prophets havetold you that to obey is better than to sari�e. By faith have you beome a God-knowing kingdomson. There is but one law to obey - that is the ommand to go forth prolaiming the gospel of thekingdom. Cease to fear men; be unafraid to preah the good news of eternal life to your fellows wholanguish in darkness and hunger for the light of truth. No more, Philip, shall you busy yourself withmoney and goods. You now are free to preah the glad tidings just as are your brethren. And I willgo before you and be with you even to the end."And then, speaking to Matthew, the Master asked, \Matthew, do you have it in your heart toobey me?" Matthew answered, \Yes, Lord, I am fully dediated to doing your will." Then said theMaster: \Matthew, if you would obey me, go forth to teah all peoples this gospel of the kingdom. Nolonger will you serve your brethren the material things of life; heneforth you are also to prolaim thegood news of spiritual salvation. From now on have an eye single only to obeying your ommissionto preah this gospel of the Father's kingdom. As I have done the Father's will on earth, so shallyou ful�ll the divine ommission. Remember, both Jew and gentile are your brethren. Fear no manwhen you prolaim the saving truths of the gospel of the kingdom of heaven. And where I go, youshall presently ome."Then he walked and talked with the Alpheus twins, James and Judas, and speaking to both of1874



them, he asked, \James and Judas, do you believe in me?" And when they both answered, \Yes,Master, we do believe," he said: \I will soon leave you. You see that I have already left you in theesh. I tarry only a short time in this form before I go to my Father. You believe in me - you are myapostles, and you always will be. Go on believing and remembering your assoiation with me, whenI am gone, and after you have, perhane, returned to the work you used to do before you ame tolive with me. Never allow a hange in your outward work to inuene your allegiane. Have faithin God to the end of your days on earth. Never forget that, when you are a faith son of God, allupright work of the realm is sared. Nothing whih a son of God does an be ommon. Do yourwork, therefore, from this time on, as for God. And when you are through on this world, I haveother and better worlds where you shall likewise work for me. And in all of this work, on this worldand on other worlds, I will work with you, and my spirit shall dwell within you."It was almost ten o'lok when Jesus returned from his visit with the Alpheus twins, and as heleft the apostles, he said: \Farewell, until I meet you all on the mount of your ordination tomorrowat noontime." When he had thus spoken, he vanished from their sight.192.3 On the Mount of OrdinationAt noon on Saturday, April 22, the eleven apostles assembled by appointment on the hill nearCapernaum, and Jesus appeared among them. This meeting ourred on the very mount where theMaster had set them apart as his apostles and as ambassadors of the Father's kingdom on earth.And this was the Master's fourteenth morontia manifestation.At this time the eleven apostles knelt in a irle about the Master and heard him repeat theharges and saw him re-enat the ordination sene even as when they were �rst set apart for thespeial work of the kingdom. And all of this was to them as a memory of their former onserationto the Father's servie, exept the Master's prayer. When the Master - the morontia Jesus - nowprayed, it was in tones of majesty and with words of power suh as the apostles had never beforeheard. Their Master now spoke with the rulers of the universes as one who, in his own universe,had had all power and authority ommitted to his hand. And these eleven men never forgot thisexperiene of the morontia redediation to the former pledges of ambassadorship. The Master spentjust one hour on this mount with his ambassadors, and when he had taken an a�etionate farewellof them, he vanished from their sight.And no one saw Jesus for a full week. The apostles really had no idea what to do, not knowingwhether the Master had gone to the Father. In this state of unertainty they tarried at Bethsaida.They were afraid to go �shing lest he ome to visit them and they miss seeing him. During this entireweek Jesus was oupied with the morontia reatures on earth and with the a�airs of the morontiatransition whih he was experiening on this world.192.4 The Lakeside GatheringWord of the appearanes of Jesus was spreading throughout Galilee, and every day inreasing numbersof believers arrived at the Zebedee home to inquire about the Master's resurretion and to �nd outthe truth about these reputed appearanes. Peter, early in the week, sent out word that a publimeeting would be held by the seaside the next Sabbath at three o'lok in the afternoon.Aordingly, on Saturday, April 29, at three o'lok, more than �ve hundred believers from theenvirons of Capernaum assembled at Bethsaida to hear Peter preah his �rst publi sermon sine theresurretion. The apostle was at his best, and after he had �nished his appealing disourse, few ofhis hearers doubted that the Master had risen from the dead.1875



Peter ended his sermon, saying: \We aÆrm that Jesus of Nazareth is not dead; we delare thathe has risen from the tomb; we prolaim that we have seen him and talked with him." Just as he�nished making this delaration of faith, there by his side, in full view of all these people, the Masterappeared in morontia form and, speaking to them in familiar aents, said, \Peae be upon you, andmy peae I leave with you." When he had thus appeared and had so spoken to them, he vanishedfrom their sight. This was the �fteenth morontia manifestation of the risen Jesus.Beause of ertain things said to the eleven while they were in onferene with the Master on themount of ordination, the apostles reeived the impression that their Master would presently make apubli appearane before a group of the Galilean believers, and that, after he had done so, they wereto return to Jerusalem. Aordingly, early the next day, Sunday, April 30, the eleven left Bethsaidafor Jerusalem. They did onsiderable teahing and preahing on the way down the Jordan, so thatthey did not arrive at the home of the Marks in Jerusalem until late on Wednesday, May 3.This was a sad home-oming for John Mark. Just a few hours before he reahed home, his father,Elijah Mark, suddenly died from a hemorrhage in the brain. Although the thought of the ertaintyof the resurretion of the dead did muh to omfort the apostles in their grief, at the same time theytruly mourned the loss of their good friend, who had been their stanh supporter even in the times ofgreat trouble and disappointment. John Mark did all he ould to omfort his mother and, speakingfor her, invited the apostles to ontinue to make their home at her house. And the eleven made thisupper hamber their headquarters until after the day of Penteost.The apostles had purposely entered Jerusalem after nightfall that they might not be seen by theJewish authorities. Neither did they publily appear in onnetion with the funeral of Elijah Mark.All the next day they remained in quiet selusion in this eventful upper hamber.On Thursday night the apostles had a wonderful meeting in this upper hamber and all pledgedthemselves to go forth in the publi preahing of the new gospel of the risen Lord exept Thomas,Simon Zelotes, and the Alpheus twins. Already had begun the �rst steps of hanging the gospel of thekingdom - sonship with God and brotherhood with man - into the prolamation of the resurretion ofJesus. Nathaniel opposed this shift in the burden of their publi message, but he ould not withstandPeter's eloquene, neither ould he overome the enthusiasm of the disiples, espeially the womenbelievers.And so, under the vigorous leadership of Peter and ere the Master asended to the Father, his well-meaning representatives began that subtle proess of gradually and ertainly hanging the religionof Jesus into a new and modi�ed form of religion about Jesus.
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Chapter 193Final Appearanes and AsensionTHE sixteenth morontia manifestation of Jesus ourred on Friday, May 5, in the ourtyard ofNiodemus, about nine o'lok at night. On this evening the Jerusalem believers had made their �rstattempt to get together sine the resurretion. Assembled here at this time were the eleven apostles,the women's orps and their assoiates, and about �fty other leading disiples of the Master, inludinga number of the Greeks. This ompany of believers had been visiting informally for more than half anhour when, suddenly, the morontia Master appeared in full view and immediately began to instrutthem. Said Jesus:\Peae be upon you. This is the most representative group of believers - apostles and disiples,both men and women - to whih I have appeared sine the time of my deliverane from the esh.I now all you to witness that I told you beforehand that my sojourn among you must ome to anend; I told you that presently I must return to the Father. And then I plainly told you how the hiefpriests and the rulers of the Jews would deliver me up to be put to death, and that I would rise fromthe grave. Why, then, did you allow yourselves to beome so disonerted by all this when it ameto pass? and why were you so surprised when I rose from the tomb on the third day? You failed tobelieve me beause you heard my words without omprehending the meaning thereof.\And now you should give ear to my words lest you again make the mistake of hearing my teahingwith the mind while in your hearts you fail to omprehend the meaning. From the beginning of mysojourn as one of you, I taught you that my one purpose was to reveal my Father in heaven tohis hildren on earth. I have lived the God-revealing bestowal that you might experiene the God-knowing areer. I have revealed God as your Father in heaven; I have revealed you as the sons ofGod on earth. It is a fat that God loves you, his sons. By faith in my word this fat beomes aneternal and living truth in your hearts. When, by living faith, you beome divinely God-onsious,you are then born of the spirit as hildren of light and life, even the eternal life wherewith you shallasend the universe of universes and attain the experiene of �nding God the Father on Paradise.\I admonish you ever to remember that your mission among men is to prolaim the gospel of thekingdom - the reality of the fatherhood of God and the truth of the sonship of man. Prolaim thewhole truth of the good news, not just a part of the saving gospel. Your message is not hanged bymy resurretion experiene. Sonship with God, by faith, is still the saving truth of the gospel of thekingdom. You are to go forth preahing the love of God and the servie of man. That whih theworld needs most to know is: Men are the sons of God, and through faith they an atually realize,and daily experiene, this ennobling truth. My bestowal should help all men to know that they arethe hildren of God, but suh knowledge will not suÆe if they fail personally to faith-grasp thesaving truth that they are the living spirit sons of the eternal Father. The gospel of the kingdom isonerned with the love of the Father and the servie of his hildren on earth.\Among yourselves, here, you share the knowledge that I have risen from the dead, but that is notstrange. I have the power to lay down my life and to take it up again; the Father gives suh power to1877



his Paradise Sons. You should the rather be stirred in your hearts by the knowledge that the deadof an age entered upon the eternal asent soon after I left Joseph's new tomb. I lived my life in theesh to show how you an, through loving servie, beome God-revealing to your fellow men evenas, by loving you and serving you, I have beome God-revealing to you. I have lived among you asthe Son of Man that you, and all other men, might know that you are all indeed the sons of God.Therefore, go you now into all the world preahing this gospel of the kingdom of heaven to all men.Love all men as I have loved you; serve your fellow mortals as I have served you. Freely you havereeived, freely give. Only tarry here in Jerusalem while I go to the Father, and until I send you theSpirit of Truth. He shall lead you into the enlarged truth, and I will go with you into all the world.I am with you always, and my peae I leave with you."When the Master had spoken to them, he vanished from their sight. It was near daybreakbefore these believers dispersed; all night they remained together, earnestly disussing the Master'sadmonitions and ontemplating all that had befallen them. James Zebedee and others of the apostlesalso told them of their experienes with the morontia Master in Galilee and reited how he had threetimes appeared to them.
193.1 The Appearane at SyharAbout four o'lok on Sabbath afternoon, May 13, the Master appeared to Nalda and about seventy-�ve Samaritan believers near Jaob's well, at Syhar. The believers were in the habit of meetingat this plae, near where Jesus had spoken to Nalda onerning the water of life. On this day, justas they had �nished their disussions of the reported resurretion, Jesus suddenly appeared beforethem, saying:\Peae be upon you. You rejoie to know that I am the resurretion and the life, but this will availyou nothing unless you are �rst born of the eternal spirit, thereby oming to possess, by faith, thegift of eternal life. If you are the faith sons of my Father, you shall never die; you shall not perish.The gospel of the kingdom has taught you that all men are the sons of God. And this good newsonerning the love of the heavenly Father for his hildren on earth must be arried to all the world.The time has ome when you worship God neither on Gerizim nor at Jerusalem, but where you are,as you are, in spirit and in truth. It is your faith that saves your souls. Salvation is the gift of Godto all who believe they are his sons. But be not deeived; while salvation is the free gift of Godand is bestowed upon all who aept it by faith, there follows the experiene of bearing the fruitsof this spirit life as it is lived in the esh. The aeptane of the dotrine of the fatherhood of Godimplies that you also freely aept the assoiated truth of the brotherhood of man. And if man isyour brother, he is even more than your neighbor, whom the Father requires you to love as yourself.Your brother, being of your own family, you will not only love with a family a�etion, but you willalso serve as you would serve yourself. And you will thus love and serve your brother beause you,being my brethren, have been thus loved and served by me. Go, then, into all the world telling thisgood news to all reatures of every rae, tribe, and nation. My spirit shall go before you, and I willbe with you always."These Samaritans were greatly astonished at this appearane of the Master, and they hastened o�to the near-by towns and villages, where they published abroad the news that they had seen Jesus,and that he had talked to them. And this was the seventeenth morontia appearane of the Master.1878



193.2 The Phoeniian AppearaneThe Master's eighteenth morontia appearane was at Tyre, on Tuesday, May 16, at a little beforenine o'lok in the evening. Again he appeared at the lose of a meeting of believers, as they wereabout to disperse, saying:\Peae be upon you. You rejoie to know that the Son of Man has risen from the dead beauseyou thereby know that you and your brethren shall also survive mortal death. But suh survivalis dependent on your having been previously born of the spirit of truth-seeking and God-�nding.The bread of life and the water thereof are given only to those who hunger for truth and thirstfor righteousness - for God. The fat that the dead rise is not the gospel of the kingdom. Thesegreat truths and these universe fats are all related to this gospel in that they are a part of theresult of believing the good news and are embraed in the subsequent experiene of those who, byfaith, beome, in deed and in truth, the everlasting sons of the eternal God. My Father sent meinto the world to prolaim this salvation of sonship to all men. And so send I you abroad to preahthis salvation of sonship. Salvation is the free gift of God, but those who are born of the spirit willimmediately begin to show forth the fruits of the spirit in loving servie to their fellow reatures. Andthe fruits of the divine spirit whih are yielded in the lives of spirit-born and God-knowing mortals are:loving servie, unsel�sh devotion, ourageous loyalty, sinere fairness, enlightened honesty, undyinghope, on�ding trust, meriful ministry, unfailing goodness, forgiving tolerane, and enduring peae.If professed believers bear not these fruits of the divine spirit in their lives, they are dead; the Spiritof Truth is not in them; they are useless branhes on the living vine, and they soon will be takenaway. My Father requires of the hildren of faith that they bear muh spirit fruit. If, therefore, youare not fruitful, he will dig about your roots and ut away your unfruitful branhes. Inreasingly,must you yield the fruits of the spirit as you progress heavenward in the kingdom of God. You mayenter the kingdom as a hild, but the Father requires that you grow up, by grae, to the full statureof spiritual adulthood. And when you go abroad to tell all nations the good news of this gospel, Iwill go before you, and my Spirit of Truth shall abide in your hearts. My peae I leave with you."And then the Master disappeared from their sight. The next day there went out from Tyre thosewho arried this story to Sidon and even to Antioh and Damasus. Jesus had been with thesebelievers when he was in the esh, and they were quik to reognize him when he began to teahthem. While his friends ould not readily reognize his morontia form when made visible, they werenever slow to identify his personality when he spoke to them.193.3 Last Appearane in JerusalemEarly Thursday morning, May 18, Jesus made his last appearane on earth as a morontia personality.As the eleven apostles were about to sit down to breakfast in the upper hamber of Mary Mark'shome, Jesus appeared to them and said:\Peae be upon you. I have asked you to tarry here in Jerusalem until I asend to the Father,even until I send you the Spirit of Truth, who shall soon be poured out upon all esh, and who shallendow you with power from on high." Simon Zelotes interrupted Jesus, asking, \Then, Master, willyou restore the kingdom, and will we see the glory of God manifested on earth?" When Jesus hadlistened to Simon's question, he answered: \Simon, you still ling to your old ideas about the JewishMessiah and the material kingdom. But you will reeive spiritual power after the spirit has desendedupon you, and you will presently go into all the world preahing this gospel of the kingdom. As theFather sent me into the world, so do I send you. And I wish that you would love and trust oneanother. Judas is no more with you beause his love grew old, and beause he refused to trust you,his loyal brethren. Have you not read in the Sripture where it is written: `It is not good for man1879



to be alone. No man lives to himself'? And also where it says: `He who would have friends mustshow himself friendly'? And did I not even send you out to teah, two and two, that you might notbeome lonely and fall into the mishief and miseries of isolation? You also well know that, when Iwas in the esh, I did not permit myself to be alone for long periods. From the very beginning ofour assoiations I always had two or three of you onstantly by my side or else very near at handeven when I ommuned with the Father. Trust, therefore, and on�de in one another. And this isall the more needful sine I am this day going to leave you alone in the world. The hour has ome;I am about to go to the Father."When he had spoken, he bekoned for them to ome with him, and he led them out on the Mountof Olives, where he bade them farewell preparatory to departing from Urantia. This was a solemnjourney to Olivet. Not a word was spoken by any of them from the time they left the upper hamberuntil Jesus paused with them on the Mount of Olives.193.4 Causes of Judas's DownfallIt was in the �rst part of the Master's farewell message to his apostles that he alluded to the loss ofJudas and held up the tragi fate of their traitorous fellow worker as a solemn warning against thedangers of soial and fraternal isolation. It may be helpful to believers, in this and in future ages,briey to review the auses of Judas's downfall in the light of the Master's remarks and in view ofthe aumulated enlightenment of sueeding enturies.As we look bak upon this tragedy, we oneive that Judas went wrong, primarily, beause he wasvery markedly an isolated personality, a personality shut in and away from ordinary soial ontats.He persistently refused to on�de in, or freely fraternize with, his fellow apostles. But his being anisolated type of personality would not, in and of itself, have wrought suh mishief for Judas hadit not been that he also failed to inrease in love and grow in spiritual grae. And then, as if tomake a bad matter worse, he persistently harbored grudges and fostered suh psyhologi enemiesas revenge and the generalized raving to \get even" with somebody for all his disappointments.This unfortunate ombination of individual peuliarities and mental tendenies onspired to de-stroy a well-intentioned man who failed to subdue these evils by love, faith, and trust. That Judasneed not have gone wrong is well proved by the ases of Thomas and Nathaniel, both of whom wereursed with this same sort of suspiion and overdevelopment of the individualisti tendeny. EvenAndrew and Matthew had many leanings in this diretion; but all these men grew to love Jesus andtheir fellow apostles more, and not less, as time passed. They grew in grae and in a knowledge of thetruth. They beame inreasingly more trustful of their brethren and slowly developed the ability toon�de in their fellows. Judas persistently refused to on�de in his brethren. When he was impelled,by the aumulation of his emotional onits, to seek relief in self-expression, he invariably soughtthe advie and reeived the unwise onsolation of his unspiritual relatives or those hane aquain-tanes who were either indi�erent, or atually hostile, to the welfare and progress of the spiritualrealities of the heavenly kingdom, of whih he was one of the twelve onserated ambassadors onearth.Judas met defeat in his battles of the earth struggle beause of the following fators of personaltendenies and harater weakness:1. He was an isolated type of human being. He was highly individualisti and hose to grow intoa on�rmed \shut-in" and unsoiable sort of person.2. As a hild, life had been made too easy for him. He bitterly resented thwarting. He alwaysexpeted to win; he was a very poor loser.3. He never aquired a philosophi tehnique for meeting disappointment. Instead of aepting1880



disappointments as a regular and ommonplae feature of human existene, he unfailingly resortedto the pratie of blaming someone in partiular, or his assoiates as a group, for all his personaldiÆulties and disappointments.4. He was given to holding grudges; he was always entertaining the idea of revenge.5. He did not like to fae fats frankly; he was dishonest in his attitude toward life situations.6. He disliked to disuss his personal problems with his immediate assoiates; he refused to talkover his diÆulties with his real friends and those who truly loved him. In all the years of theirassoiation he never one went to the Master with a purely personal problem.7. He never learned that the real rewards for noble living are, after all, spiritual prizes, whih arenot always distributed during this one short life in the esh.As a result of his persistent isolation of personality, his griefs multiplied, his sorrows inreased,his anxieties augmented, and his despair deepened almost beyond endurane.While this self-entered and ultraindividualisti apostle had many psyhi, emotional, and spiritualtroubles, his main diÆulties were: In personality, he was isolated. In mind, he was suspiious andvengeful. In temperament, he was surly and vinditive. Emotionally, he was loveless and unforgiving.Soially, he was unon�ding and almost wholly self-ontained. In spirit, he beame arrogant andsel�shly ambitious. In life, he ignored those who loved him, and in death, he was friendless.These, then, are the fators of mind and inuenes of evil whih, taken altogether, explain why awell-meaning and otherwise onetime sinere believer in Jesus, even after several years of intimate as-soiation with his transforming personality, forsook his fellows, repudiated a sared ause, renounedhis holy alling, and betrayed his divine Master.193.5 The Master's AsensionIt was almost half past seven o'lok this Thursday morning, May 18, when Jesus arrived on thewestern slope of Mount Olivet with his eleven silent and somewhat bewildered apostles. From thisloation, about two thirds the way up the mountain, they ould look out over Jerusalem and downupon Gethsemane. Jesus now prepared to say his last farewell to the apostles before he took leaveof Urantia. As he stood there before them, without being direted they knelt about him in a irle,and the Master said:\I bade you tarry in Jerusalem until you were endowed with power from on high. I am now aboutto take leave of you; I am about to asend to my Father, and soon, very soon, will we send into thisworld of my sojourn the Spirit of Truth; and when he has ome, you shall begin the new prolamationof the gospel of the kingdom, �rst in Jerusalem and then to the uttermost parts of the world. Lovemen with the love wherewith I have loved you and serve your fellow mortals even as I have servedyou. By the spirit fruits of your lives impel souls to believe the truth that man is a son of God, andthat all men are brethren. Remember all I have taught you and the life I have lived among you. Mylove overshadows you, my spirit will dwell with you, and my peae shall abide upon you. Farewell."When the morontia Master had thus spoken, he vanished from their sight. This so-alled asensionof Jesus was in no way di�erent from his other disappearanes from mortal vision during the fortydays of his morontia areer on Urantia.The Master went to Edentia by way of Jerusem, where the Most Highs, under the observation ofthe Paradise Son, released Jesus of Nazareth from the morontia state and, through the spirit hannelsof asension, returned him to the status of Paradise sonship and supreme sovereignty on Salvington.It was about seven forty-�ve this morning when the morontia Jesus disappeared from the observa-1881



tion of his eleven apostles to begin the asent to the right hand of his Father, there to reeive formalon�rmation of his ompleted sovereignty of the universe of Nebadon.193.6 Peter Calls a MeetingAting upon the instrution of Peter, John Mark and others went forth to all the leading disiplestogether at the home of Mary Mark. By ten thirty, one hundred and twenty of the foremost disiplesof Jesus living in Jerusalem had forgathered to hear the report of the farewell message of the Masterand to learn of his asension. Among this ompany was Mary the mother of Jesus. She had returnedto Jerusalem with John Zebedee when the apostles ame bak from their reent sojourn in Galilee.Soon after Penteost she returned to the home of Salome at Bethsaida. James the brother of Jesuswas also present at this meeting, the �rst onferene of the Master's disiples to be alled after thetermination of his planetary areer.Simon Peter took it upon himself to speak for his fellow apostles and made a thrilling report of thelast meeting of the eleven with their Master and most touhingly portrayed the Master's �nal farewelland his asension disappearane. It was a meeting the like of whih had never before ourred onthis world. This part of the meeting lasted not quite one hour. Peter then explained that they haddeided to hoose a suessor to Judas Isariot, and that a reess would be granted to enable theapostles to deide between the two men who had been suggested for this position, Matthias andJustus.The eleven apostles then went downstairs, where they agreed to ast lots in order to determinewhih of these men should beome an apostle to serve in Judas's plae. The lot fell on Matthias,and he was delared to be the new apostle. He was duly induted into his oÆe and then appointedtreasurer. But Matthias had little part in the subsequent ativities of the apostles.Soon after Penteost the twins returned to their homes in Galilee. Simon Zelotes was in retirementfor some time before he went forth preahing the gospel. Thomas worried for a shorter period andthen resumed his teahing. Nathaniel di�ered inreasingly with Peter regarding preahing aboutJesus in the plae of prolaiming the former gospel of the kingdom. This disagreement beame soaute by the middle of the following month that Nathaniel withdrew, going to Philadelphia to visitAbner and Lazarus; and after tarrying there for more than a year, he went on into the lands beyondMesopotamia preahing the gospel as he understood it.This left but six of the original twelve apostles to beome ators on the stage of the early prola-mation of the gospel in Jerusalem: Peter, Andrew, James, John, Philip, and Matthew.Just about noon the apostles returned to their brethren in the upper hamber and announed thatMatthias had been hosen as the new apostle. And then Peter alled all of the believers to engagein prayer, prayer that they might be prepared to reeive the gift of the spirit whih the Master hadpromised to send.
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Chapter 194Bestowal of the Spirit of TruthABOUT one o'lok, as the one hundred and twenty believers were engaged in prayer, they all beameaware of a strange presene in the room. At the same time these disiples all beame onsious of anew and profound sense of spiritual joy, seurity, and on�dene. This new onsiousness of spiritualstrength was immediately followed by a strong urge to go out and publily prolaim the gospel ofthe kingdom and the good news that Jesus had risen from the dead.Peter stood up and delared that this must be the oming of the Spirit of Truth whih the Masterhad promised them and proposed that they go to the temple and begin the prolamation of the goodnews ommitted to their hands. And they did just what Peter suggested.These men had been trained and instruted that the gospel whih they should preah was thefatherhood of God and the sonship of man, but at just this moment of spiritual estasy and personaltriumph, the best tidings, the greatest news, these men ould think of was the fat of the risen Master.And so they went forth, endowed with power from on high, preahing glad tidings to the people -even salvation through Jesus - but they unintentionally stumbled into the error of substituting someof the fats assoiated with the gospel for the gospel message itself. Peter unwittingly led o� in thismistake, and others followed after him on down to Paul, who reated a new religion out of the newversion of the good news.The gospel of the kingdom is: the fat of the fatherhood of God, oupled with the resultant truthof the sonship-brotherhood of men. Christianity, as it developed from that day, is: the fat of Godas the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ, in assoiation with the experiene of believer-fellowship withthe risen and glori�ed Christ.It is not strange that these spirit-infused men should have seized upon this opportunity to expresstheir feelings of triumph over the fores whih had sought to destroy their Master and end theinuene of his teahings. At suh a time as this it was easier to remember their personal assoiationwith Jesus and to be thrilled with the assurane that the Master still lived, that their friendship hadnot ended, and that the spirit had indeed ome upon them even as he had promised.These believers felt themselves suddenly translated into another world, a new existene of joy,power, and glory. The Master had told them the kingdom would ome with power, and some ofthem thought they were beginning to disern what he meant.And when all of this is taken into onsideration, it is not diÆult to understand how these mename to preah a new gospel about Jesus in the plae of their former message of the fatherhood ofGod and the brotherhood of men.
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194.1 The Penteost SermonThe apostles had been in hiding for forty days. This day happened to be the Jewish festival ofPenteost, and thousands of visitors from all parts of the world were in Jerusalem. Many arrived forthis feast, but a majority had tarried in the ity sine the Passover. Now these frightened apostlesemerged from their weeks of selusion to appear boldly in the temple, where they began to preahthe new message of a risen Messiah. And all the disiples were likewise onsious of having reeivedsome new spiritual endowment of insight and power.It was about two o'lok when Peter stood up in that very plae where his Master had last taughtin this temple, and delivered that impassioned appeal whih resulted in the winning of more thantwo thousand souls. The Master had gone, but they suddenly disovered that this story about himhad great power with the people. No wonder they were led on into the further prolamation ofthat whih vindiated their former devotion to Jesus and at the same time so onstrained men tobelieve in him. Six of the apostles partiipated in this meeting: Peter, Andrew, James, John, Philip,and Matthew. They talked for more than an hour and a half and delivered messages in Greek,Hebrew, and Aramai, as well as a few words in even other tongues with whih they had a speakingaquaintane.The leaders of the Jews were astounded at the boldness of the apostles, but they feared to molestthem beause of the large numbers who believed their story.By half past four o'lok more than two thousand new believers followed the apostles down to thepool of Siloam, where Peter, Andrew, James, and John baptized them in the Master's name. And itwas dark when they had �nished with baptizing this multitude.Penteost was the great festival of baptism, the time for fellowshipping the proselytes of the gate,those gentiles who desired to serve Yahweh. It was, therefore, the more easy for large numbers ofboth the Jews and believing gentiles to submit to baptism on this day. In doing this, they were in noway disonneting themselves from the Jewish faith. Even for some time after this the believers inJesus were a set within Judaism. All of them, inluding the apostles, were still loyal to the essentialrequirements of the Jewish eremonial system.194.2 The Signi�ane of PenteostJesus lived on earth and taught a gospel whih redeemed man from the superstition that he wasa hild of the devil and elevated him to the dignity of a faith son of God. Jesus' message, as hepreahed it and lived it in his day, was an e�etive solvent for man's spiritual diÆulties in that dayof its statement. And now that he has personally left the world, he sends in his plae his Spirit ofTruth, who is designed to live in man and, for eah new generation, to restate the Jesus message sothat every new group of mortals to appear upon the fae of the earth shall have a new and up-to-dateversion of the gospel, just suh personal enlightenment and group guidane as will prove to be ane�etive solvent for man's ever-new and varied spiritual diÆulties.The �rst mission of this spirit is, of ourse, to foster and personalize truth, for it is the ompre-hension of truth that onstitutes the highest form of human liberty. Next, it is the purpose of thisspirit to destroy the believer's feeling of orphanhood. Jesus having been among men, all believerswould experiene a sense of loneliness had not the Spirit of Truth ome to dwell in men's hearts.This bestowal of the Son's spirit e�etively prepared all normal men's minds for the subsequentuniversal bestowal of the Father's spirit (the Adjuster) upon all mankind. In a ertain sense, thisSpirit of Truth is the spirit of both the Universal Father and the Creator Son.Do not make the mistake of expeting to beome strongly intelletually onsious of the outpoured1884



Spirit of Truth. The spirit never reates a onsiousness of himself, only a onsiousness of Mihael,the Son. From the beginning Jesus taught that the spirit would not speak of himself. The proof,therefore, of your fellowship with the Spirit of Truth is not to be found in your onsiousness of thisspirit but rather in your experiene of enhaned fellowship with Mihael.The spirit also ame to help men reall and understand the words of the Master as well as toilluminate and reinterpret his life on earth.Next, the Spirit of Truth ame to help the believer to witness to the realities of Jesus' teahingsand his life as he lived it in the esh, and as he now again lives it anew and afresh in the individualbeliever of eah passing generation of the spirit-�lled sons of God.Thus it appears that the Spirit of Truth omes really to lead all believers into all truth, into theexpanding knowledge of the experiene of the living and growing spiritual onsiousness of the realityof eternal and asending sonship with God.Jesus lived a life whih is a revelation of man submitted to the Father's will, not an example forany man literally to attempt to follow. This life in the esh, together with his death on the ross andsubsequent resurretion, presently beame a new gospel of the ransom whih had thus been paid inorder to purhase man bak from the luth of the evil one - from the ondemnation of an o�endedGod. Nevertheless, even though the gospel did beome greatly distorted, it remains a fat that thisnew message about Jesus arried along with it many of the fundamental truths and teahings of hisearlier gospel of the kingdom. And, sooner or later, these onealed truths of the fatherhood of Godand the brotherhood of men will emerge to e�etually transform the ivilization of all mankind.But these mistakes of the intellet in no way interfered with the believer's great progress in growthin spirit. In less than a month after the bestowal of the Spirit of Truth, the apostles made moreindividual spiritual progress than during their almost four years of personal and loving assoiationwith the Master. Neither did this substitution of the fat of the resurretion of Jesus for the savinggospel truth of sonship with God in any way interfere with the rapid spread of their teahings;on the ontrary, this overshadowing of Jesus' message by the new teahings about his person andresurretion seemed greatly to failitate the preahing of the good news.The term \baptism of the spirit," whih ame into suh general use about this time, merelysigni�ed the onsious reeption of this gift of the Spirit of Truth and the personal aknowledgmentof this new spiritual power as an augmentation of all spiritual inuenes previously experiened byGod-knowing souls.Sine the bestowal of the Spirit of Truth, man is subjet to the teahing and guidane of a threefoldspirit endowment: the spirit of the Father, the Thought Adjuster; the spirit of the Son, the Spirit ofTruth; the spirit of the Spirit, the Holy Spirit.In a way, mankind is subjet to the double inuene of the sevenfold appeal of the universe spiritinuenes. The early evolutionary raes of mortals are subjet to the progressive ontat of the sevenadjutant mind-spirits of the loal universe Mother Spirit. As man progresses upward in the sale ofintelligene and spiritual pereption, there eventually ome to hover over him and dwell within himthe seven higher spirit inuenes. And these seven spirits of the advaning worlds are:1. The bestowed spirit of the Universal Father - the Thought Adjusters.2. The spirit presene of the Eternal Son - the spirit gravity of the universe of universes and theertain hannel of all spirit ommunion.3. The spirit presene of the In�nite Spirit - the universal spirit-mind of all reation, the spiritualsoure of the intelletual kinship of all progressive intelligenes.4. The spirit of the Universal Father and the Creator Son - the Spirit of Truth, generally regardedas the spirit of the Universe Son. 1885



5. The spirit of the In�nite Spirit and the Universe Mother Spirit - the Holy Spirit, generallyregarded as the spirit of the Universe Spirit.6. The mind-spirit of the Universe Mother Spirit - the seven adjutant mind-spirits of the loaluniverse.7. The spirit of the Father, Sons, and Spirits - the new-name spirit of the asending mortals ofthe realms after the fusion of the mortal spirit-born soul with the Paradise Thought Adjuster andafter the subsequent attainment of the divinity and glori�ation of the status of the Paradise Corpsof the Finality.And so did the bestowal of the Spirit of Truth bring to the world and its peoples the last of thespirit endowment designed to aid in the asending searh for God.194.3 What Happened at PenteostMany queer and strange teahings beame assoiated with the early narratives of the day of Penteost.In subsequent times the events of this day, on whih the Spirit of Truth, the new teaher, ame todwell with mankind, have beome onfused with the foolish outbreaks of rampant emotionalism. Thehief mission of this outpoured spirit of the Father and the Son is to teah men about the truths ofthe Father's love and the Son's mery. These are the truths of divinity whih men an omprehendmore fully than all the other divine traits of harater. The Spirit of Truth is onerned primarilywith the revelation of the Father's spirit nature and the Son's moral harater. The Creator Son, inthe esh, revealed God to men; the Spirit of Truth, in the heart, reveals the Creator Son to men.When man yields the \fruits of the spirit" in his life, he is simply showing forth the traits whihthe Master manifested in his own earthly life. When Jesus was on earth, he lived his life as onepersonality - Jesus of Nazareth. As the indwelling spirit of the \new teaher," the Master has, sinePenteost, been able to live his life anew in the experiene of every truth-taught believer.Many things whih happen in the ourse of a human life are hard to understand, diÆult toreonile with the idea that this is a universe in whih truth prevails and in whih righteousnesstriumphs. It so often appears that slander, lies, dishonesty, and unrighteousness - sin - prevail. Doesfaith, after all, triumph over evil, sin, and iniquity? It does. And the life and death of Jesus arethe eternal proof that the truth of goodness and the faith of the spirit-led reature will always bevindiated. They taunted Jesus on the ross, saying, \Let us see if God will ome and deliver him."It looked dark on that day of the rui�xion, but it was gloriously bright on the resurretion morning;it was still brighter and more joyous on the day of Penteost. The religions of pessimisti despairseek to obtain release from the burdens of life; they rave extintion in endless slumber and rest.These are the religions of primitive fear and dread. The religion of Jesus is a new gospel of faith tobe prolaimed to struggling humanity. This new religion is founded on faith, hope, and love.To Jesus, mortal life had dealt its hardest, ruelest, and bitterest blows; and this man met theseministrations of despair with faith, ourage, and the unswerving determination to do his Father'swill. Jesus met life in all its terrible reality and mastered it - even in death. He did not use religionas a release from life. The religion of Jesus does not seek to esape this life in order to enjoy thewaiting bliss of another existene. The religion of Jesus provides the joy and peae of another andspiritual existene to enhane and ennoble the life whih men now live in the esh.If religion is an opiate to the people, it is not the religion of Jesus. On the ross he refused todrink the deadening drug, and his spirit, poured out upon all esh, is a mighty world inuene whihleads man upward and urges him onward. The spiritual forward urge is the most powerful drivingfore present in this world; the truth-learning believer is the one progressive and aggressive soul onearth. 1886



On the day of Penteost the religion of Jesus broke all national restritions and raial fetters. Itis forever true, \Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty." On this day the Spirit of Truthbeame the personal gift from the Master to every mortal. This spirit was bestowed for the purposeof qualifying believers more e�etively to preah the gospel of the kingdom, but they mistook theexperiene of reeiving the outpoured spirit for a part of the new gospel whih they were unonsiouslyformulating.Do not overlook the fat that the Spirit of Truth was bestowed upon all sinere believers; this gift ofthe spirit did not ome only to the apostles. The one hundred and twenty men and women assembledin the upper hamber all reeived the new teaher, as did all the honest of heart throughout the wholeworld. This new teaher was bestowed upon mankind, and every soul reeived him in aordanewith the love for truth and the apaity to grasp and omprehend spiritual realities. At last, truereligion is delivered from the ustody of priests and all sared lasses and �nds its real manifestationin the individual souls of men.The religion of Jesus fosters the highest type of human ivilization in that it reates the highesttype of spiritual personality and prolaims the saredness of that person.The oming of the Spirit of Truth on Penteost made possible a religion whih is neither radialnor onservative; it is neither the old nor the new; it is to be dominated neither by the old nor theyoung. The fat of Jesus' earthly life provides a �xed point for the anhor of time, while the bestowalof the Spirit of Truth provides for the everlasting expansion and endless growth of the religion whihhe lived and the gospel whih he prolaimed. The spirit guides into all truth; he is the teaher of anexpanding and always-growing religion of endless progress and divine unfolding. This new teaherwill be forever unfolding to the truth-seeking believer that whih was so divinely folded up in theperson and nature of the Son of Man.The manifestations assoiated with the bestowal of the \new teaher," and the reeption of theapostles' preahing by the men of various raes and nations gathered together at Jerusalem, indiatethe universality of the religion of Jesus. The gospel of the kingdom was to be identi�ed with nopartiular rae, ulture, or language. This day of Penteost witnessed the great e�ort of the spiritto liberate the religion of Jesus from its inherited Jewish fetters. Even after this demonstration ofpouring out the spirit upon all esh, the apostles at �rst endeavored to impose the requirements ofJudaism upon their onverts. Even Paul had trouble with his Jerusalem brethren beause he refusedto subjet the gentiles to these Jewish praties. No revealed religion an spread to all the worldwhen it makes the serious mistake of beoming permeated with some national ulture or assoiatedwith established raial, soial, or eonomi praties.The bestowal of the Spirit of Truth was independent of all forms, eremonies, sared plaes, andspeial behavior by those who reeived the fullness of its manifestation. When the spirit ame uponthose assembled in the upper hamber, they were simply sitting there, having just been engaged insilent prayer. The spirit was bestowed in the ountry as well as in the ity. It was not neessary forthe apostles to go apart to a lonely plae for years of solitary meditation in order to reeive the spirit.For all time, Penteost disassoiates the idea of spiritual experiene from the notion of espeiallyfavorable environments.Penteost, with its spiritual endowment, was designed forever to loose the religion of the Masterfrom all dependene upon physial fore; the teahers of this new religion are now equipped withspiritual weapons. They are to go out to onquer the world with unfailing forgiveness, mathlessgood will, and abounding love. They are equipped to overome evil with good, to vanquish hateby love, to destroy fear with a ourageous and living faith in truth. Jesus had already taught hisfollowers that his religion was never passive; always were his disiples to be ative and positive intheir ministry of mery and in their manifestations of love. No longer did these believers look uponYahweh as \the Lord of Hosts." They now regarded the eternal Deity as the \God and Father of theLord Jesus Christ." They made that progress, at least, even if they did in some measure fail fully to1887



grasp the truth that God is also the spiritual Father of every individual.Penteost endowed mortal man with the power to forgive personal injuries, to keep sweet in themidst of the gravest injustie, to remain unmoved in the fae of appalling danger, and to hallengethe evils of hate and anger by the fearless ats of love and forbearane. Urantia has passed throughthe ravages of great and destrutive wars in its history. All partiipants in these terrible strugglesmet with defeat. There was but one vitor; there was only one who ame out of these embitteredstruggles with an enhaned reputation - that was Jesus of Nazareth and his gospel of overomingevil with good. The seret of a better ivilization is bound up in the Master's teahings of thebrotherhood of man, the good will of love and mutual trust.Up to Penteost, religion had revealed only man seeking for God; sine Penteost, man is stillsearhing for God, but there shines out over the world the spetale of God also seeking for man andsending his spirit to dwell within him when he has found him.Before the teahings of Jesus whih ulminated in Penteost, women had little or no spiritualstanding in the tenets of the older religions. After Penteost, in the brotherhood of the kingdomwoman stood before God on an equality with man. Among the one hundred and twenty who reeivedthis speial visitation of the spirit were many of the women disiples, and they shared these blessingsequally with the men believers. No longer an man presume to monopolize the ministry of religiousservie. The Pharisee might go on thanking God that he was \not born a woman, a leper, or a gentile,"but among the followers of Jesus woman has been forever set free from all religious disriminationsbased on sex. Penteost obliterated all religious disrimination founded on raial distintion, ulturaldi�erenes, soial aste, or sex prejudie. No wonder these believers in the new religion would ryout, \Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty."Both the mother and brother of Jesus were present among the one hundred and twenty believers,and as members of this ommon group of disiples, they also reeived the outpoured spirit. Theyreeived no more of the good gift than did their fellows. No speial gift was bestowed upon themembers of Jesus' earthly family. Penteost marked the end of speial priesthoods and all belief insared families.Before Penteost the apostles had given up muh for Jesus. They had sari�ed their homes,families, friends, worldly goods, and positions. At Penteost they gave themselves to God, and theFather and the Son responded by giving themselves to man - sending their spirits to live within men.This experiene of losing self and �nding the spirit was not one of emotion; it was an at of intelligentself-surrender and unreserved onseration.Penteost was the all to spiritual unity among gospel believers. When the spirit desended onthe disiples at Jerusalem, the same thing happened in Philadelphia, Alexandria, and at all otherplaes where true believers dwelt. It was literally true that \there was but one heart and soul amongthe multitude of the believers." The religion of Jesus is the most powerful unifying inuene theworld has ever known.Penteost was designed to lessen the self-assertiveness of individuals, groups, nations, and raes.It is this spirit of self-assertiveness whih so inreases in tension that it periodially breaks loose indestrutive wars. Mankind an be uni�ed only by the spiritual approah, and the Spirit of Truth isa world inuene whih is universal.The oming of the Spirit of Truth puri�es the human heart and leads the reipient to formulatea life purpose single to the will of God and the welfare of men. The material spirit of sel�shness hasbeen swallowed up in this new spiritual bestowal of selessness. Penteost, then and now, signi�esthat the Jesus of history has beome the divine Son of living experiene. The joy of this outpouredspirit, when it is onsiously experiened in human life, is a toni for health, a stimulus for mind,and an unfailing energy for the soul.Prayer did not bring the spirit on the day of Penteost, but it did have muh to do with determining1888



the apaity of reeptivity whih haraterized the individual believers. Prayer does not move thedivine heart to liberality of bestowal, but it does so often dig out larger and deeper hannels whereinthe divine bestowals may ow to the hearts and souls of those who thus remember to maintainunbroken ommunion with their Maker through sinere prayer and true worship.194.4 Beginnings of the Christian ChurhWhen Jesus was so suddenly seized by his enemies and so quikly rui�ed between two thieves, hisapostles and disiples were ompletely demoralized. The thought of the Master, arrested, bound,sourged, and rui�ed, was too muh for even the apostles. They forgot his teahings and hiswarnings. He might, indeed, have been \a prophet mighty in deed and word before God and all thepeople," but he ould hardly be the Messiah they had hoped would restore the kingdom of Israel.Then omes the resurretion, with its deliverane from despair and the return of their faith inthe Master's divinity. Again and again they see him and talk with him, and he takes them out onOlivet, where he bids them farewell and tells them he is going bak to the Father. He has told themto tarry in Jerusalem until they are endowed with power - until the Spirit of Truth shall ome. Andon the day of Penteost this new teaher omes, and they go out at one to preah their gospel withnew power. They are the bold and ourageous followers of a living Lord, not a dead and defeatedleader. The Master lives in the hearts of these evangelists; God is not a dotrine in their minds; hehas beome a living presene in their souls.\Day by day they ontinued steadfastly and with one aord in the temple and breaking breadat home. They took their food with gladness and singleness of heart, praising God and havingfavor with all the people. They were all �lled with the spirit, and they spoke the word of God withboldness. And the multitudes of those who believed were of one heart and soul; and not one of themsaid that aught of the things whih he possessed was his own, and they had all things in ommon."What has happened to these men whom Jesus had ordained to go forth preahing the gospel ofthe kingdom, the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man? They have a new gospel; they areon �re with a new experiene; they are �lled with a new spiritual energy. Their message has suddenlyshifted to the prolamation of the risen Christ: \Jesus of Nazareth, a man God approved by mightyworks and wonders; him, being delivered up by the determinate ounsel and foreknowledge of God,you did ruify and slay. The things whih God foreshadowed by the mouth of all the prophets, hethus ful�lled. This Jesus did God raise up. God has made him both Lord and Christ. Being, bythe right hand of God, exalted and having reeived from the Father the promise of the spirit, hehas poured forth this whih you see and hear. Repent, that your sins may be blotted out; that theFather may send the Christ, who has been appointed for you, even Jesus, whom the heaven mustreeive until the times of the restoration of all things."The gospel of the kingdom, the message of Jesus, had been suddenly hanged into the gospelof the Lord Jesus Christ. They now prolaimed the fats of his life, death, and resurretion andpreahed the hope of his speedy return to this world to �nish the work he began. Thus the messageof the early believers had to do with preahing about the fats of his �rst oming and with teahingthe hope of his seond oming, an event whih they deemed to be very near at hand.Christ was about to beome the reed of the rapidly forming hurh. Jesus lives; he died formen; he gave the spirit; he is oming again. Jesus �lled all their thoughts and determined all theirnew onept of God and everything else. They were too muh enthused over the new dotrine that\God is the Father of the Lord Jesus" to be onerned with the old message that \God is the lovingFather of all men," even of every single individual. True, a marvelous manifestation of brotherlylove and unexampled good will did spring up in these early ommunities of believers. But it was afellowship of believers in Jesus, not a fellowship of brothers in the family kingdom of the Father in1889



heaven. Their good will arose from the love born of the onept of Jesus' bestowal and not from thereognition of the brotherhood of mortal man. Nevertheless, they were �lled with joy, and they livedsuh new and unique lives that all men were attrated to their teahings about Jesus. They madethe great mistake of using the living and illustrative ommentary on the gospel of the kingdom forthat gospel, but even that represented the greatest religion mankind had ever known.Unmistakably, a new fellowship was arising in the world. \The multitude who believed ontinuedsteadfastly in the apostles' teahing and fellowship, in the breaking of bread, and in prayers." Theyalled eah other brother and sister; they greeted one another with a holy kiss; they ministered tothe poor. It was a fellowship of living as well as of worship. They were not ommunal by dereebut by the desire to share their goods with their fellow believers. They on�dently expeted thatJesus would return to omplete the establishment of the Father's kingdom during their generation.This spontaneous sharing of earthly possessions was not a diret feature of Jesus' teahing; it ameabout beause these men and women so sinerely and so on�dently believed that he was to returnany day to �nish his work and to onsummate the kingdom. But the �nal results of this well-meantexperiment in thoughtless brotherly love were disastrous and sorrow-breeding. Thousands of earnestbelievers sold their property and disposed of all their apital goods and other produtive assets. Withthe passing of time, the dwindling resoures of Christian \equal-sharing" ame to an end - but theworld did not. Very soon the believers at Antioh were taking up a olletion to keep their fellowbelievers at Jerusalem from starving.In these days they elebrated the Lord's Supper after the manner of its establishment; that is,they assembled for a soial meal of good fellowship and partook of the sarament at the end of themeal.At �rst they baptized in the name of Jesus; it was almost twenty years before they began tobaptize in \the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit." Baptism was all that was requiredfor admission into the fellowship of believers. They had no organization as yet; it was simply theJesus brotherhood.This Jesus set was growing rapidly, and one more the Sadduees took notie of them. ThePharisees were little bothered about the situation, seeing that none of the teahings in any wayinterfered with the observane of the Jewish laws. But the Sadduees began to put the leaders of theJesus set in jail until they were prevailed upon to aept the ounsel of one of the leading rabbis,Gamaliel, who advised them: \Refrain from these men and let them alone, for if this ounsel or thiswork is of men, it will be overthrown; but if it is of God, you will not be able to overthrow them, lesthaply you be found even to be �ghting against God." They deided to follow Gamaliel's ounsel,and there ensued a time of peae and quiet in Jerusalem, during whih the new gospel about Jesusspread rapidly.And so all went well in Jerusalem until the time of the oming of the Greeks in large numbers fromAlexandria. Two of the pupils of Rodan arrived in Jerusalem and made many onverts from amongthe Hellenists. Among their early onverts were Stephen and Barnabas. These able Greeks did notso muh have the Jewish viewpoint, and they did not so well onform to the Jewish mode of worshipand other eremonial praties. And it was the doings of these Greek believers that terminated thepeaeful relations between the Jesus brotherhood and the Pharisees and Sadduees. Stephen and hisGreek assoiate began to preah more as Jesus taught, and this brought them into immediate onitwith the Jewish rulers. In one of Stephen's publi sermons, when he reahed the objetionable partof the disourse, they dispensed with all formalities of trial and proeeded to stone him to death onthe spot.Stephen, the leader of the Greek olony of Jesus' believers in Jerusalem, thus beame the �rstmartyr to the new faith and the spei� ause for the formal organization of the early Christianhurh. This new risis was met by the reognition that believers ould not longer go on as a setwithin the Jewish faith. They all agreed that they must separate themselves from unbelievers; and1890



within one month from the death of Stephen the hurh at Jerusalem had been organized under theleadership of Peter, and James the brother of Jesus had been installed as its titular head.And then broke out the new and relentless perseutions by the Jews, so that the ative teahersof the new religion about Jesus, whih subsequently at Antioh was alled Christianity, went forthto the ends of the empire prolaiming Jesus. In arrying this message, before the time of Paul theleadership was in Greek hands; and these �rst missionaries, as also the later ones, followed the pathof Alexander's marh of former days, going by way of Gaza and Tyre to Antioh and then over AsiaMinor to Maedonia, then on to Rome and to the uttermost parts of the empire.
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Chapter 195After PenteostTHE results of Peter's preahing on the day of Penteost were suh as to deide the future poliies,and to determine the plans, of the majority of the apostles in their e�orts to prolaim the gospel ofthe kingdom. Peter was the real founder of the Christian hurh; Paul arried the Christian messageto the gentiles, and the Greek believers arried it to the whole Roman Empire.Although the tradition-bound and priest-ridden Hebrews, as a people, refused to aept eitherJesus' gospel of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man or Peter's and Paul's prolamationof the resurretion and asension of Christ (subsequent Christianity), the rest of the Roman Empirewas found to be reeptive to the evolving Christian teahings. Western ivilization was at this timeintelletual, war weary, and thoroughly skeptial of all existing religions and universe philosophies.The peoples of the Western world, the bene�iaries of Greek ulture, had a revered tradition of a greatpast. They ould ontemplate the inheritane of great aomplishments in philosophy, art, literature,and politial progress. But with all these ahievements they had no soul-satisfying religion. Theirspiritual longings remained unsatis�ed.Upon suh a stage of human soiety the teahings of Jesus, embraed in the Christian message,were suddenly thrust. A new order of living was thus presented to the hungry hearts of these Westernpeoples. This situation meant immediate onit between the older religious praties and the newChristianized version of Jesus' message to the world. Suh a onit must result in either deidedvitory for the new or for the old or in some degree of ompromise. History shows that the struggleended in ompromise. Christianity presumed to embrae too muh for any one people to assimilatein one or two generations. It was not a simple spiritual appeal, suh as Jesus had presented to thesouls of men; it early struk a deided attitude on religious rituals, eduation, magi, mediine, art,literature, law, government, morals, sex regulation, polygamy, and, in limited degree, even slavery.Christianity ame not merely as a new religion - something all the Roman Empire and all theOrient were waiting for - but as a new order of human soiety. And as suh a pretension it quiklypreipitated the soial-moral lash of the ages. The ideals of Jesus, as they were reinterpreted byGreek philosophy and soialized in Christianity, now boldly hallenged the traditions of the humanrae embodied in the ethis, morality, and religions of Western ivilization.At �rst, Christianity won as onverts only the lower soial and eonomi strata. But by thebeginning of the seond entury the very best of Greo-Roman ulture was inreasingly turning tothis new order of Christian belief, this new onept of the purpose of living and the goal of existene.How did this new message of Jewish origin, whih had almost failed in the land of its birth,so quikly and e�etively apture the very best minds of the Roman Empire? The triumph ofChristianity over the philosophi religions and the mystery ults was due to:1. Organization. Paul was a great organizer and his suessors kept up the pae he set.2. Christianity was thoroughly Hellenized. It embraed the best in Greek philosophy as well as1893



the ream of Hebrew theology.3. But best of all, it ontained a new and great ideal, the eho of the life bestowal of Jesus andthe reetion of his message of salvation for all mankind.4. The Christian leaders were willing to make suh ompromises with Mithraism that the betterhalf of its adherents were won over to the Antioh ult.5. Likewise did the next and later generations of Christian leaders make suh further ompromiseswith paganism that even the Roman emperor Constantine was won to the new religion.But the Christians made a shrewd bargain with the pagans in that they adopted the ritualistipageantry of the pagan while ompelling the pagan to aept the Hellenized version of PaulineChristianity. They made a better bargain with the pagans than they did with the Mithrai ult,but even in that earlier ompromise they ame o� more than onquerors in that they sueeded ineliminating the gross immoralities and also numerous other reprehensible praties of the Persianmystery.Wisely or unwisely, these early leaders of Christianity deliberately ompromised the ideals of Jesusin an e�ort to save and further many of his ideas. And they were eminently suessful. But mistakenot! these ompromised ideals of the Master are still latent in his gospel, and they will eventuallyassert their full power upon the world.By this paganization of Christianity the old order won many minor vitories of a ritualisti nature,but the Christians gained the asendany in that:1. A new and enormously higher note in human morals was struk.2. A new and greatly enlarged onept of God was given to the world.3. The hope of immortality beame a part of the assurane of a reognized religion.4. Jesus of Nazareth was given to man's hungry soul.Many of the great truths taught by Jesus were almost lost in these early ompromises, but theyyet slumber in this religion of paganized Christianity, whih was in turn the Pauline version of thelife and teahings of the Son of Man. And Christianity, even before it was paganized, was �rstthoroughly Hellenized. Christianity owes muh, very muh, to the Greeks. It was a Greek, fromEgypt, who so bravely stood up at Niaea and so fearlessly hallenged this assembly that it darednot so obsure the onept of the nature of Jesus that the real truth of his bestowal might have beenin danger of being lost to the world. This Greek's name was Athanasius, and but for the eloqueneand the logi of this believer, the persuasions of Arius would have triumphed.195.1 Inuene of the GreeksThe Hellenization of Christianity started in earnest on that eventful day when the Apostle Paulstood before the ounil of the Areopagus in Athens and told the Athenians about \the UnknownGod." There, under the shadow of the Aropolis, this Roman itizen prolaimed to these Greekshis version of the new religion whih had taken origin in the Jewish land of Galilee. And therewas something strangely alike in Greek philosophy and many of the teahings of Jesus. They hada ommon goal - both aimed at the emergene of the individual. The Greek, at soial and politialemergene; Jesus, at moral and spiritual emergene. The Greek taught intelletual liberalism leadingto politial freedom; Jesus taught spiritual liberalism leading to religious liberty. These two ideasput together onstituted a new and mighty harter for human freedom; they presaged man's soial,politial, and spiritual liberty.Christianity ame into existene and triumphed over all ontending religions primarily beause of1894



two things:1. The Greek mind was willing to borrow new and good ideas even from the Jews.2. Paul and his suessors were willing but shrewd and sagaious ompromisers; they were keentheologi traders.At the time Paul stood up in Athens preahing \Christ and Him Crui�ed," the Greeks werespiritually hungry; they were inquiring, interested, and atually looking for spiritual truth. Neverforget that at �rst the Romans fought Christianity, while the Greeks embraed it, and that it was theGreeks who literally fored the Romans subsequently to aept this new religion, as then modi�ed,as a part of Greek ulture.The Greek revered beauty, the Jew holiness, but both peoples loved truth. For enturies the Greekhad seriously thought and earnestly debated about all human problems - soial, eonomi, politial,and philosophi - exept religion. Few Greeks had paid muh attention to religion; they did nottake even their own religion very seriously. For enturies the Jews had negleted these other �eldsof thought while they devoted their minds to religion. They took their religion very seriously, tooseriously. As illuminated by the ontent of Jesus' message, the united produt of the enturies of thethought of these two peoples now beame the driving power of a new order of human soiety and, toa ertain extent, of a new order of human religious belief and pratie.The inuene of Greek ulture had already penetrated the lands of the western Mediterraneanwhen Alexander spread Hellenisti ivilization over the near-Eastern world. The Greeks did verywell with their religion and their politis as long as they lived in small ity-states, but when theMaedonian king dared to expand Greee into an empire, strething from the Adriati to the Indus,trouble began. The art and philosophy of Greee were fully equal to the task of imperial expansion,but not so with Greek politial administration or religion. After the ity-states of Greee hadexpanded into empire, their rather parohial gods seemed a little queer. The Greeks were reallysearhing for one God, a greater and better God, when the Christianized version of the older Jewishreligion ame to them.The Hellenisti Empire, as suh, ould not endure. Its ultural sway ontinued on, but it enduredonly after seuring from the West the Roman politial genius for empire administration and afterobtaining from the East a religion whose one God possessed empire dignity.In the �rst entury after Christ, Hellenisti ulture had already attained its highest levels; itsretrogression had begun; learning was advaning but genius was delining. It was at this very timethat the ideas and ideals of Jesus, whih were partially embodied in Christianity, beame a part ofthe salvage of Greek ulture and learning.Alexander had harged on the East with the ultural gift of the ivilization of Greee; Paulassaulted the West with the Christian version of the gospel of Jesus. And wherever the Greekulture prevailed throughout the West, there Hellenized Christianity took root.The Eastern version of the message of Jesus, notwithstanding that it remained more true to histeahings, ontinued to follow the unompromising attitude of Abner. It never progressed as did theHellenized version and was eventually lost in the Islami movement.195.2 The Roman InueneThe Romans bodily took over Greek ulture, putting representative government in the plae ofgovernment by lot. And presently this hange favored Christianity in that Rome brought into thewhole Western world a new tolerane for strange languages, peoples, and even religions.Muh of the early perseution of Christians in Rome was due solely to their unfortunate use of1895



the term \kingdom" in their preahing. The Romans were tolerant of any and all religions but veryresentful of anything that savored of politial rivalry. And so, when these early perseutions, dueso largely to misunderstanding, died out, the �eld for religious propaganda was wide open. TheRoman was interested in politial administration; he ared little for either art or religion, but he wasunusually tolerant of both.Oriental law was stern and arbitrary; Greek law was uid and artisti; Roman law was digni�edand respet-breeding. Roman eduation bred an unheard-of and stolid loyalty. The early Romanswere politially devoted and sublimely onserated individuals. They were honest, zealous, anddediated to their ideals, but without a religion worthy of the name. Small wonder that their Greekteahers were able to persuade them to aept Paul's Christianity.And these Romans were a great people. They ould govern the Oident beause they did governthemselves. Suh unparalleled honesty, devotion, and stalwart self-ontrol was ideal soil for thereeption and growth of Christianity.It was easy for these Greo-Romans to beome just as spiritually devoted to an institutional hurhas they were politially devoted to the state. The Romans fought the hurh only when they fearedit as a ompetitor of the state. Rome, having little national philosophy or native ulture, took overGreek ulture for its own and boldly adopted Christ as its moral philosophy. Christianity beamethe moral ulture of Rome but hardly its religion in the sense of being the individual experienein spiritual growth of those who embraed the new religion in suh a wholesale manner. True,indeed, many individuals did penetrate beneath the surfae of all this state religion and found forthe nourishment of their souls the real values of the hidden meanings held within the latent truthsof Hellenized and paganized Christianity.The Stoi and his sturdy appeal to \nature and onsiene" had only the better prepared all Rometo reeive Christ, at least in an intelletual sense. The Roman was by nature and training a lawyer;he revered even the laws of nature. And now, in Christianity, he diserned in the laws of naturethe laws of God. A people that ould produe Ciero and Vergil were ripe for Paul's HellenizedChristianity.And so did these Romanized Greeks fore both Jews and Christians to philosophize their religion,to o-ordinate its ideas and systematize its ideals, to adapt religious praties to the existing urrentof life. And all this was enormously helped by translation of the Hebrew sriptures into Greek andby the later reording of the New Testament in the Greek tongue.The Greeks, in ontrast with the Jews and many other peoples, had long provisionally believed inimmortality, some sort of survival after death, and sine this was the very heart of Jesus' teahing,it was ertain that Christianity would make a strong appeal to them.A suession of Greek-ultural and Roman-politial vitories had onsolidated the Mediterraneanlands into one empire, with one language and one ulture, and had made the Western world readyfor one God. Judaism provided this God, but Judaism was not aeptable as a religion to theseRomanized Greeks. Philo helped some to mitigate their objetions, but Christianity revealed tothem an even better onept of one God, and they embraed it readily.195.3 Under the Roman EmpireAfter the onsolidation of Roman politial rule and after the dissemination of Christianity, theChristians found themselves with one God, a great religious onept, but without empire. TheGreo-Romans found themselves with a great empire but without a God to serve as the suitablereligious onept for empire worship and spiritual uni�ation. The Christians aepted the empire;the empire adopted Christianity. The Roman provided a unity of politial rule; the Greek, a unity1896



of ulture and learning; Christianity, a unity of religious thought and pratie.Rome overame the tradition of nationalism by imperial universalism and for the �rst time inhistory made it possible for di�erent raes and nations at least nominally to aept one religion.Christianity ame into favor in Rome at a time when there was great ontention between thevigorous teahings of the Stois and the salvation promises of the mystery ults. Christianity amewith refreshing omfort and liberating power to a spiritually hungry people whose language had noword for \unsel�shness."That whih gave greatest power to Christianity was the way its believers lived lives of servie andeven the way they died for their faith during the earlier times of drasti perseution.The teahing regarding Christ's love for hildren soon put an end to the widespread pratie ofexposing hildren to death when they were not wanted, partiularly girl babies.The early plan of Christian worship was largely taken over from the Jewish synagogue, modi�ed bythe Mithrai ritual; later on, muh pagan pageantry was added. The bakbone of the early Christianhurh onsisted of Christianized Greek proselytes to Judaism.The seond entury after Christ was the best time in all the world's history for a good religionto make progress in the Western world. During the �rst entury Christianity had prepared itself, bystruggle and ompromise, to take root and rapidly spread. Christianity adopted the emperor; later,he adopted Christianity. This was a great age for the spread of a new religion. There was religiousliberty; travel was universal and thought was untrammeled.The spiritual impetus of nominally aepting Hellenized Christianity ame to Rome too late toprevent the well-started moral deline or to ompensate for the already well-established and inreasingraial deterioration. This new religion was a ultural neessity for imperial Rome, and it is exeedinglyunfortunate that it did not beome a means of spiritual salvation in a larger sense.Even a good religion ould not save a great empire from the sure results of lak of individualpartiipation in the a�airs of government, from overmuh paternalism, overtaxation and gross ol-letion abuses, unbalaned trade with the Levant whih drained away the gold, amusement madness,Roman standardization, the degradation of woman, slavery and rae deadene, physial plagues,and a state hurh whih beame institutionalized nearly to the point of spiritual barrenness.Conditions, however, were not so bad at Alexandria. The early shools ontinued to hold muhof Jesus' teahings free from ompromise. Pantaenus taught Clement and then went on to followNathaniel in prolaiming Christ in India. While some of the ideals of Jesus were sari�ed in thebuilding of Christianity, it should in all fairness be reorded that, by the end of the seond entury,pratially all the great minds of the Greo-Roman world had beome Christian. The triumph wasapproahing ompletion.And this Roman Empire lasted suÆiently long to insure the survival of Christianity even afterthe empire ollapsed. But we have often onjetured what would have happened in Rome and inthe world if it had been the gospel of the kingdom whih had been aepted in the plae of GreekChristianity.195.4 The European Dark AgesThe hurh, being an adjunt to soiety and the ally of politis, was doomed to share in the intelletualand spiritual deline of the so-alled European \dark ages." During this time, religion beame moreand more monastiized, asetiized, and legalized. In a spiritual sense, Christianity was hibernating.Throughout this period there existed, alongside this slumbering and seularized religion, a ontinuousstream of mystiism, a fantasti spiritual experiene bordering on unreality and philosophially akin1897



to pantheism.During these dark and despairing enturies, religion beame virtually seondhanded again. Theindividual was almost lost before the overshadowing authority, tradition, and ditation of the hurh.A new spiritual menae arose in the reation of a galaxy of \saints" who were assumed to have speialinuene at the divine ourts, and who, therefore, if e�etively appealed to, would be able to interedein man's behalf before the Gods.But Christianity was suÆiently soialized and paganized that, while it was impotent to stay theonoming dark ages, it was the better prepared to survive this long period of moral darkness andspiritual stagnation. And it did persist on through the long night of Western ivilization and wasstill funtioning as a moral inuene in the world when the renaissane dawned. The rehabilitationof Christianity, following the passing of the dark ages, resulted in bringing into existene numeroussets of the Christian teahings, beliefs suited to speial intelletual, emotional, and spiritual typesof human personality. And many of these speial Christian groups, or religious families, still persistat the time of the making of this presentation.Christianity exhibits a history of having originated out of the unintended transformation of thereligion of Jesus into a religion about Jesus. It further presents the history of having experienedHellenization, paganization, seularization, institutionalization, intelletual deterioration, spiritualdeadene, moral hibernation, threatened extintion, later rejuvenation, fragmentation, and morereent relative rehabilitation. Suh a pedigree is indiative of inherent vitality and the possessionof vast reuperative resoures. And this same Christianity is now present in the ivilized world ofOidental peoples and stands fae to fae with a struggle for existene whih is even more ominousthan those eventful rises whih have haraterized its past battles for dominane.Religion is now onfronted by the hallenge of a new age of sienti� minds and materialistitendenies. In this giganti struggle between the seular and the spiritual, the religion of Jesus willeventually triumph.195.5 The Modern ProblemThe twentieth entury has brought new problems for Christianity and all other religions to solve.The higher a ivilization limbs, the more neessitous beomes the duty to \seek �rst the realities ofheaven" in all of man's e�orts to stabilize soiety and failitate the solution of its material problems.Truth often beomes onfusing and even misleading when it is dismembered, segregated, isolated,and too muh analyzed. Living truth teahes the truth seeker aright only when it is embraed inwholeness and as a living spiritual reality, not as a fat of material siene or an inspiration ofintervening art.Religion is the revelation to man of his divine and eternal destiny. Religion is a purely personaland spiritual experiene and must forever be distinguished from man's other high forms of thought,suh as:1. Man's logial attitude toward the things of material reality.2. Man's aestheti appreiation of beauty ontrasted with ugliness.3. Man's ethial reognition of soial obligations and politial duty.4. Even man's sense of human morality is not, in and of itself, religious.Religion is designed to �nd those values in the universe whih all forth faith, trust, and assurane;religion ulminates in worship. Religion disovers for the soul those supreme values whih are inontrast with the relative values disovered by the mind. Suh superhuman insight an be had only1898



through genuine religious experiene.A lasting soial system without a morality prediated on spiritual realities an no more be main-tained than ould the solar system without gravity.Do not try to satisfy the uriosity or gratify all the latent adventure surging within the soul inone short life in the esh. Be patient! be not tempted to indulge in a lawless plunge into heapand sordid adventure. Harness your energies and bridle your passions; be alm while you await themajesti unfolding of an endless areer of progressive adventure and thrilling disovery.In onfusion over man's origin, do not lose sight of his eternal destiny. Forget not that Jesus lovedeven little hildren, and that he forever made lear the great worth of human personality.As you view the world, remember that the blak pathes of evil whih you see are shown againsta white bakground of ultimate good. You do not view merely white pathes of good whih show upmiserably against a blak bakground of evil.When there is so muh good truth to publish and prolaim, why should men dwell so muh uponthe evil in the world just beause it appears to be a fat? The beauties of the spiritual values oftruth are more pleasurable and uplifting than is the phenomenon of evil.In religion, Jesus advoated and followed the method of experiene, even as modern siene pursuesthe tehnique of experiment. We �nd God through the leadings of spiritual insight, but we approahthis insight of the soul through the love of the beautiful, the pursuit of truth, loyalty to duty, andthe worship of divine goodness. But of all these values, love is the true guide to real insight.195.6 MaterialismSientists have unintentionally preipitated mankind into a materialisti pani; they have started anunthinking run on the moral bank of the ages, but this bank of human experiene has vast spiritualresoures; it an stand the demands being made upon it. Only unthinking men beome paniky aboutthe spiritual assets of the human rae. When the materialisti-seular pani is over, the religion ofJesus will not be found bankrupt. The spiritual bank of the kingdom of heaven will be paying outfaith, hope, and moral seurity to all who draw upon it \in His name."No matter what the apparent onit between materialism and the teahings of Jesus may be, youan rest assured that, in the ages to ome, the teahings of the Master will fully triumph. In reality,true religion annot beome involved in any ontroversy with siene; it is in no way onerned withmaterial things. Religion is simply indi�erent to, but sympatheti with, siene, while it supremelyonerns itself with the sientist.The pursuit of mere knowledge, without the attendant interpretation of wisdom and the spiritualinsight of religious experiene, eventually leads to pessimism and human despair. A little knowledgeis truly disonerting.At the time of this writing the worst of the materialisti age is over; the day of a better under-standing is already beginning to dawn. The higher minds of the sienti� world are no longer whollymaterialisti in their philosophy, but the rank and �le of the people still lean in that diretion as aresult of former teahings. But this age of physial realism is only a passing episode in man's life onearth. Modern siene has left true religion - the teahings of Jesus as translated in the lives of his be-lievers - untouhed. All siene has done is to destroy the hildlike illusions of the misinterpretationsof life.Siene is a quantitative experiene, religion a qualitative experiene, as regards man's life onearth. Siene deals with phenomena; religion, with origins, values, and goals. To assign auses asan explanation of physial phenomena is to onfess ignorane of ultimates and in the end only leads1899



the sientist straight bak to the �rst great ause - the Universal Father of Paradise.The violent swing from an age of mirales to an age of mahines has proved altogether upsetting toman. The leverness and dexterity of the false philosophies of mehanism belie their very mehanistiontentions. The fatalisti agility of the mind of a materialist forever disproves his assertions thatthe universe is a blind and purposeless energy phenomenon.The mehanisti naturalism of some supposedly eduated men and the thoughtless seularism ofthe man in the street are both exlusively onerned with things; they are barren of all real values,santions, and satisfations of a spiritual nature, as well as being devoid of faith, hope, and eternalassuranes. One of the great troubles with modern life is that man thinks he is too busy to �nd timefor spiritual meditation and religious devotion.Materialism redues man to a soulless automaton and onstitutes him merely an arithmetialsymbol �nding a helpless plae in the mathematial formula of an unromanti and mehanistiuniverse. But whene omes all this vast universe of mathematis without a Master Mathematiian?Siene may expatiate on the onservation of matter, but religion validates the onservation of men'ssouls - it onerns their experiene with spiritual realities and eternal values.The materialisti soiologist of today surveys a ommunity, makes a report thereon, and leavesthe people as he found them. Nineteen hundred years ago, unlearned Galileans surveyed Jesus givinghis life as a spiritual ontribution to man's inner experiene and then went out and turned the wholeRoman Empire upside down.But religious leaders are making a great mistake when they try to all modern man to spiritualbattle with the trumpet blasts of the Middle Ages. Religion must provide itself with new and up-to-date slogans. Neither demoray nor any other politial panaea will take the plae of spiritualprogress. False religions may represent an evasion of reality, but Jesus in his gospel introdued mortalman to the very entrane upon an eternal reality of spiritual progression.To say that mind \emerged" from matter explains nothing. If the universe were merely a meh-anism and mind were unapart from matter, we would never have two di�ering interpretations ofany observed phenomenon. The onepts of truth, beauty, and goodness are not inherent in eitherphysis or hemistry. A mahine annot know, muh less know truth, hunger for righteousness, andherish goodness.Siene may be physial, but the mind of the truth-diserning sientist is at one supermaterial.Matter knows not truth, neither an it love mery nor delight in spiritual realities. Moral onvitionsbased on spiritual enlightenment and rooted in human experiene are just as real and ertain asmathematial dedutions based on physial observations, but on another and higher level.If men were only mahines, they would reat more or less uniformly to a material universe.Individuality, muh less personality, would be nonexistent.The fat of the absolute mehanism of Paradise at the enter of the universe of universes, in thepresene of the unquali�ed volition of the Seond Soure and Center, makes forever ertain thatdeterminers are not the exlusive law of the osmos. Materialism is there, but it is not exlusive;mehanism is there, but it is not unquali�ed; determinism is there, but it is not alone.The �nite universe of matter would eventually beome uniform and deterministi but for theombined presene of mind and spirit. The inuene of the osmi mind onstantly injets spontaneityinto even the material worlds.Freedom or initiative in any realm of existene is diretly proportional to the degree of spiritualinuene and osmi-mind ontrol; that is, in human experiene, the degree of the atuality of doing\the Father's will." And so, when you one start out to �nd God, that is the onlusive proof thatGod has already found you. 1900



The sinere pursuit of goodness, beauty, and truth leads to God. And every sienti� disoverydemonstrates the existene of both freedom and uniformity in the universe. The disoverer was freeto make the disovery. The thing disovered is real and apparently uniform, or else it ould not havebeome known as a thing.195.7 The Vulnerability of MaterialismHow foolish it is for material-minded man to allow suh vulnerable theories as those of a mehanistiuniverse to deprive him of the vast spiritual resoures of the personal experiene of true religion.Fats never quarrel with real spiritual faith; theories may. Better that siene should be devoted tothe destrution of superstition rather than attempting the overthrow of religious faith - human beliefin spiritual realities and divine values.Siene should do for man materially what religion does for him spiritually: extend the horizonof life and enlarge his personality. True siene an have no lasting quarrel with true religion. The\sienti� method" is merely an intelletual yardstik wherewith to measure material adventuresand physial ahievements. But being material and wholly intelletual, it is utterly useless in theevaluation of spiritual realities and religious experienes.The inonsisteny of the modern mehanist is: If this were merely a material universe and man onlya mahine, suh a man would be wholly unable to reognize himself as suh a mahine, and likewisewould suh a mahine-man be wholly unonsious of the fat of the existene of suh a materialuniverse. The materialisti dismay and despair of a mehanisti siene has failed to reognize thefat of the spirit-indwelt mind of the sientist whose very supermaterial insight formulates thesemistaken and self-ontraditory onepts of a materialisti universe.Paradise values of eternity and in�nity, of truth, beauty, and goodness, are onealed within thefats of the phenomena of the universes of time and spae. But it requires the eye of faith in aspirit-born mortal to detet and disern these spiritual values.The realities and values of spiritual progress are not a \psyhologi projetion" - a mere glori�eddaydream of the material mind. Suh things are the spiritual foreasts of the indwelling Adjuster,the spirit of God living in the mind of man. And let not your dabblings with the faintly glimpsed�ndings of \relativity" disturb your onepts of the eternity and in�nity of God. And in all yoursoliitation onerning the neessity for self-expression do not make the mistake of failing to providefor Adjuster-expression, the manifestation of your real and better self.If this were only a material universe, material man would never be able to arrive at the onept ofthe mehanisti harater of suh an exlusively material existene. This very mehanisti onept ofthe universe is in itself a nonmaterial phenomenon of mind, and all mind is of nonmaterial origin, nomatter how thoroughly it may appear to be materially onditioned and mehanistially ontrolled.The partially evolved mental mehanism of mortal man is not overendowed with onsisteny andwisdom. Man's oneit often outruns his reason and eludes his logi.The very pessimism of the most pessimisti materialist is, in and of itself, suÆient proof that theuniverse of the pessimist is not wholly material. Both optimism and pessimism are onept reationsin a mind onsious of values as well as of fats. If the universe were truly what the materialistregards it to be, man as a human mahine would then be devoid of all onsious reognition ofthat very fat. Without the onsiousness of the onept of values within the spirit-born mind, thefat of universe materialism and the mehanisti phenomena of universe operation would be whollyunreognized by man. One mahine annot be onsious of the nature or value of another mahine.A mehanisti philosophy of life and the universe annot be sienti� beause siene reognizesand deals only with materials and fats. Philosophy is inevitably supersienti�. Man is a material1901



fat of nature, but his life is a phenomenon whih transends the material levels of nature in that itexhibits the ontrol attributes of mind and the reative qualities of spirit.The sinere e�ort of man to beome a mehanist represents the tragi phenomenon of that man'sfutile e�ort to ommit intelletual and moral suiide. But he annot do it.If the universe were only material and man only a mahine, there would be no siene to emboldenthe sientist to postulate this mehanization of the universe. Mahines annot measure, lassify,nor evaluate themselves. Suh a sienti� piee of work ould be exeuted only by some entity ofsupermahine status.If universe reality is only one vast mahine, then man must be outside of the universe and apartfrom it in order to reognize suh a fat and beome onsious of the insight of suh an evaluation.If man is only a mahine, by what tehnique does this man ome to believe or laim to know thathe is only a mahine? The experiene of self-onsious evaluation of one's self is never an attribute ofa mere mahine. A self-onsious and avowed mehanist is the best possible answer to mehanism.If materialism were a fat, there ould be no self-onsious mehanist. It is also true that one must�rst be a moral person before one an perform immoral ats.The very laim of materialism implies a supermaterial onsiousness of the mind whih presumesto assert suh dogmas. A mehanism might deteriorate, but it ould never progress. Mahines donot think, reate, dream, aspire, idealize, hunger for truth, or thirst for righteousness. They donot motivate their lives with the passion to serve other mahines and to hoose as their goal ofeternal progression the sublime task of �nding God and striving to be like him. Mahines are neverintelletual, emotional, aestheti, ethial, moral, or spiritual.Art proves that man is not mehanisti, but it does not prove that he is spiritually immortal. Artis mortal morontia, the intervening �eld between man, the material, and man, the spiritual. Poetryis an e�ort to esape from material realities to spiritual values.In a high ivilization, art humanizes siene, while in turn it is spiritualized by true religion -insight into spiritual and eternal values. Art represents the human and time-spae evaluation ofreality. Religion is the divine embrae of osmi values and onnotes eternal progression in spiritualasension and expansion. The art of time is dangerous only when it beomes blind to the spiritstandards of the divine patterns whih eternity reets as the reality shadows of time. True art isthe e�etive manipulation of the material things of life; religion is the ennobling transformation ofthe material fats of life, and it never eases in its spiritual evaluation of art.How foolish to presume that an automaton ould oneive a philosophy of automatism, and howridiulous that it should presume to form suh a onept of other and fellow automatons!Any sienti� interpretation of the material universe is valueless unless it provides due reognitionfor the sientist. No appreiation of art is genuine unless it aords reognition to the artist. Noevaluation of morals is worth while unless it inludes the moralist. No reognition of philosophy isedifying if it ignores the philosopher, and religion annot exist without the real experiene of thereligionist who, in and through this very experiene, is seeking to �nd God and to know him. Likewiseis the universe of universes without signi�ane apart from the I AM, the in�nite God who made itand uneasingly manages it.Mehanists - humanists - tend to drift with the material urrents. Idealists and spiritists dare touse their oars with intelligene and vigor in order to modify the apparently purely material ourseof the energy streams.Siene lives by the mathematis of the mind; musi expresses the tempo of the emotions. Reli-gion is the spiritual rhythm of the soul in time-spae harmony with the higher and eternal melodymeasurements of In�nity. Religious experiene is something in human life whih is truly supermath-ematial. 1902



In language, an alphabet represents the mehanism of materialism, while the words expressive ofthe meaning of a thousand thoughts, grand ideas, and noble ideals - of love and hate, of owardie andourage - represent the performanes of mind within the sope de�ned by both material and spirituallaw, direted by the assertion of the will of personality, and limited by the inherent situationalendowment.The universe is not like the laws, mehanisms, and the uniformities whih the sientist disovers,and whih he omes to regard as siene, but rather like the urious, thinking, hoosing, reative,ombining, and disriminating sientist who thus observes universe phenomena and lassi�es themathematial fats inherent in the mehanisti phases of the material side of reation. Neither isthe universe like the art of the artist, but rather like the striving, dreaming, aspiring, and advaningartist who seeks to transend the world of material things in an e�ort to ahieve a spiritual goal.The sientist, not siene, pereives the reality of an evolving and advaning universe of energy andmatter. The artist, not art, demonstrates the existene of the transient morontia world interveningbetween material existene and spiritual liberty. The religionist, not religion, proves the existene ofthe spirit realities and divine values whih are to be enountered in the progress of eternity.195.8 Seular TotalitarianismBut even after materialism and mehanism have been more or less vanquished, the devastatinginuene of twentieth-entury seularism will still blight the spiritual experiene of millions of un-suspeting souls.Modern seularism has been fostered by two world-wide inuenes. The father of seularismwas the narrow-minded and godless attitude of nineteenth- and twentieth-entury so-alled siene -atheisti siene. The mother of modern seularism was the totalitarian medieval Christian hurh.Seularism had its ineption as a rising protest against the almost omplete domination of Westernivilization by the institutionalized Christian hurh.At the time of this revelation, the prevailing intelletual and philosophial limate of both Euro-pean and Amerian life is deidedly seular - humanisti. For three hundred years Western thinkinghas been progressively seularized. Religion has beome more and more a nominal inuene, largelya ritualisti exerise. The majority of professed Christians of Western ivilization are unwittinglyatual seularists.It required a great power, a mighty inuene, to free the thinking and living of the Westernpeoples from the withering grasp of a totalitarian elesiastial domination. Seularism did breakthe bonds of hurh ontrol, and now in turn it threatens to establish a new and godless type ofmastery over the hearts and minds of modern man. The tyrannial and ditatorial politial state isthe diret o�spring of sienti� materialism and philosophi seularism. Seularism no sooner freesman from the domination of the institutionalized hurh than it sells him into slavish bondage tothe totalitarian state. Seularism frees man from elesiastial slavery only to betray him into thetyranny of politial and eonomi slavery.Materialism denies God, seularism simply ignores him; at least that was the earlier attitude.More reently, seularism has assumed a more militant attitude, assuming to take the plae of thereligion whose totalitarian bondage it onetime resisted. Twentieth-entury seularism tends to aÆrmthat man does not need God. But beware! this godless philosophy of human soiety will lead onlyto unrest, animosity, unhappiness, war, and world-wide disaster.Seularism an never bring peae to mankind. Nothing an take the plae of God in humansoiety. But mark you well! do not be quik to surrender the bene�ent gains of the seular revoltfrom elesiastial totalitarianism. Western ivilization today enjoys many liberties and satisfations1903



as a result of the seular revolt. The great mistake of seularism was this: In revolting againstthe almost total ontrol of life by religious authority, and after attaining the liberation from suhelesiastial tyranny, the seularists went on to institute a revolt against God himself, sometimestaitly and sometimes openly.To the seularisti revolt you owe the amazing reativity of Amerian industrialism and the un-preedented material progress of Western ivilization. And beause the seularisti revolt went toofar and lost sight of God and true religion, there also followed the unlooked-for harvest of world warsand international unsettledness.It is not neessary to sari�e faith in God in order to enjoy the blessings of the modern seularistirevolt: tolerane, soial servie, demorati government, and ivil liberties. It was not neessary forthe seularists to antagonize true religion in order to promote siene and to advane eduation.But seularism is not the sole parent of all these reent gains in the enlargement of living. Behindthe gains of the twentieth entury are not only siene and seularism but also the unreognized andunaknowledged spiritual workings of the life and teahing of Jesus of Nazareth.Without God, without religion, sienti� seularism an never o-ordinate its fores, harmonize itsdivergent and rivalrous interests, raes, and nationalisms. This seularisti human soiety, notwith-standing its unparalleled materialisti ahievement, is slowly disintegrating. The hief ohesive foreresisting this disintegration of antagonism is nationalism. And nationalism is the hief barrier toworld peae.The inherent weakness of seularism is that it disards ethis and religion for politis and power.You simply annot establish the brotherhood of men while ignoring or denying the fatherhood ofGod.Seular soial and politial optimism is an illusion. Without God, neither freedom and liberty,nor property and wealth will lead to peae.The omplete seularization of siene, eduation, industry, and soiety an lead only to disaster.During the �rst third of the twentieth entury Urantians killed more human beings than were killedduring the whole of the Christian dispensation up to that time. And this is only the beginning ofthe dire harvest of materialism and seularism; still more terrible destrution is yet to ome.195.9 Christianity's ProblemDo not overlook the value of your spiritual heritage, the river of truth running down through theenturies, even to the barren times of a materialisti and seular age. In all your worthy e�orts torid yourselves of the superstitious reeds of past ages, make sure that you hold fast the eternal truth.But be patient! when the present superstition revolt is over, the truths of Jesus' gospel will persistgloriously to illuminate a new and better way.But paganized and soialized Christianity stands in need of new ontat with the unompromisedteahings of Jesus; it languishes for lak of a new vision of the Master's life on earth. A new andfuller revelation of the religion of Jesus is destined to onquer an empire of materialisti seularismand to overthrow a world sway of mehanisti naturalism. Urantia is now quivering on the verybrink of one of its most amazing and enthralling epohs of soial readjustment, moral quikening,and spiritual enlightenment.The teahings of Jesus, even though greatly modi�ed, survived the mystery ults of their birth-time, the ignorane and superstition of the dark ages, and are even now slowly triumphing over thematerialism, mehanism, and seularism of the twentieth entury. And suh times of great testingand threatened defeat are always times of great revelation.1904



Religion does need new leaders, spiritual men and women who will dare to depend solely onJesus and his inomparable teahings. If Christianity persists in negleting its spiritual missionwhile it ontinues to busy itself with soial and material problems, the spiritual renaissane mustawait the oming of these new teahers of Jesus' religion who will be exlusively devoted to thespiritual regeneration of men. And then will these spirit-born souls quikly supply the leadershipand inspiration requisite for the soial, moral, eonomi, and politial reorganization of the world.The modern age will refuse to aept a religion whih is inonsistent with fats and out of harmonywith its highest oneptions of truth, beauty, and goodness. The hour is striking for a redisovery ofthe true and original foundations of present-day distorted and ompromised Christianity - the reallife and teahings of Jesus.Primitive man lived a life of superstitious bondage to religious fear. Modern, ivilized men dreadthe thought of falling under the dominane of strong religious onvitions. Thinking man has alwaysfeared to be held by a religion. When a strong and moving religion threatens to dominate him, heinvariably tries to rationalize, traditionalize, and institutionalize it, thereby hoping to gain ontrol ofit. By suh proedure, even a revealed religion beomes man-made and man-dominated. Modern menand women of intelligene evade the religion of Jesus beause of their fears of what it will do to them- and with them. And all suh fears are well founded. The religion of Jesus does, indeed, dominateand transform its believers, demanding that men dediate their lives to seeking for a knowledge of thewill of the Father in heaven and requiring that the energies of living be onserated to the unsel�shservie of the brotherhood of man.Sel�sh men and women simply will not pay suh a prie for even the greatest spiritual treasureever o�ered mortal man. Only when man has beome suÆiently disillusioned by the sorrowfuldisappointments attendant upon the foolish and deeptive pursuits of sel�shness, and subsequent tothe disovery of the barrenness of formalized religion, will he be disposed to turn wholeheartedly tothe gospel of the kingdom, the religion of Jesus of Nazareth.The world needs more �rsthand religion. Even Christianity - the best of the religions of thetwentieth entury - is not only a religion about Jesus, but it is so largely one whih men experieneseondhand. They take their religion wholly as handed down by their aepted religious teahers.What an awakening the world would experiene if it ould only see Jesus as he really lived on earthand know, �rsthand, his life-giving teahings! Desriptive words of things beautiful annot thrilllike the sight thereof, neither an reedal words inspire men's souls like the experiene of knowingthe presene of God. But expetant faith will ever keep the hope-door of man's soul open for theentrane of the eternal spiritual realities of the divine values of the worlds beyond.Christianity has dared to lower its ideals before the hallenge of human greed, war-madness,and the lust for power; but the religion of Jesus stands as the unsullied and transendent spiritualsummons, alling to the best there is in man to rise above all these legaies of animal evolution and,by grae, attain the moral heights of true human destiny.Christianity is threatened by slow death from formalism, overorganization, intelletualism, andother nonspiritual trends. The modern Christian hurh is not suh a brotherhood of dynamibelievers as Jesus ommissioned ontinuously to e�et the spiritual transformation of suessivegenerations of mankind.So-alled Christianity has beome a soial and ultural movement as well as a religious beliefand pratie. The stream of modern Christianity drains many an anient pagan swamp and manya barbarian morass; many olden ultural watersheds drain into this present-day ultural stream aswell as the high Galilean tablelands whih are supposed to be its exlusive soure.
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195.10 The FutureChristianity has indeed done a great servie for this world, but what is now most needed is Jesus. Theworld needs to see Jesus living again on earth in the experiene of spirit-born mortals who e�etivelyreveal the Master to all men. It is futile to talk about a revival of primitive Christianity; you mustgo forward from where you �nd yourselves. Modern ulture must beome spiritually baptized witha new revelation of Jesus' life and illuminated with a new understanding of his gospel of eternalsalvation. And when Jesus beomes thus lifted up, he will draw all men to himself. Jesus' disiplesshould be more than onquerors, even overowing soures of inspiration and enhaned living to allmen. Religion is only an exalted humanism until it is made divine by the disovery of the reality ofthe presene of God in personal experiene.The beauty and sublimity, the humanity and divinity, the simpliity and uniqueness, of Jesus' lifeon earth present suh a striking and appealing piture of man-saving and God-revealing that thetheologians and philosophers of all time should be e�etively restrained from daring to form reedsor reate theologial systems of spiritual bondage out of suh a transendental bestowal of God inthe form of man. In Jesus the universe produed a mortal man in whom the spirit of love triumphedover the material handiaps of time and overame the fat of physial origin.Ever bear in mind - God and men need eah other. They are mutually neessary to the full and�nal attainment of eternal personality experiene in the divine destiny of universe �nality.\The kingdom of God is within you" was probably the greatest pronounement Jesus ever made,next to the delaration that his Father is a living and loving spirit.In winning souls for the Master, it is not the �rst mile of ompulsion, duty, or onvention that willtransform man and his world, but rather the seond mile of free servie and liberty-loving devotionthat betokens the Jesusonian reahing forth to grasp his brother in love and sweep him on underspiritual guidane toward the higher and divine goal of mortal existene. Christianity even nowwillingly goes the �rst mile, but mankind languishes and stumbles along in moral darkness beausethere are so few genuine seond-milers - so few professed followers of Jesus who really live and loveas he taught his disiples to live and love and serve.The all to the adventure of building a new and transformed human soiety by means of thespiritual rebirth of Jesus' brotherhood of the kingdom should thrill all who believe in him as menhave not been stirred sine the days when they walked about on earth as his ompanions in the esh.No soial system or politial regime whih denies the reality of God an ontribute in any on-strutive and lasting manner to the advanement of human ivilization. But Christianity, as it issubdivided and seularized today, presents the greatest single obstale to its further advanement;espeially is this true onerning the Orient.Elesiastiism is at one and forever inompatible with that living faith, growing spirit, and �rst-hand experiene of the faith-omrades of Jesus in the brotherhood of man in the spiritual assoiationof the kingdom of heaven. The praiseworthy desire to preserve traditions of past ahievement oftenleads to the defense of outgrown systems of worship. The well-meant desire to foster anient thoughtsystems e�etually prevents the sponsoring of new and adequate means and methods designed tosatisfy the spiritual longings of the expanding and advaning minds of modern men. Likewise, theChristian hurhes of the twentieth entury stand as great, but wholly unonsious, obstales to theimmediate advane of the real gospel - the teahings of Jesus of Nazareth.Many earnest persons who would gladly yield loyalty to the Christ of the gospel �nd it very diÆultenthusiastially to support a hurh whih exhibits so little of the spirit of his life and teahings, andwhih they have been erroneously taught he founded. Jesus did not found the so-alled Christianhurh, but he has, in every manner onsistent with his nature, fostered it as the best existentexponent of his lifework on earth. 1906



If the Christian hurh would only dare to espouse the Master's program, thousands of apparentlyindi�erent youths would rush forward to enlist in suh a spiritual undertaking, and they would nothesitate to go all the way through with this great adventure.Christianity is seriously onfronted with the doom embodied in one of its own slogans: \A housedivided against itself annot stand." The non-Christian world will hardly apitulate to a set-dividedChristendom. The living Jesus is the only hope of a possible uni�ation of Christianity. The truehurh - the Jesus brotherhood - is invisible, spiritual, and is haraterized by unity, not neessarilyby uniformity. Uniformity is the earmark of the physial world of mehanisti nature. Spiritual unityis the fruit of faith union with the living Jesus. The visible hurh should refuse longer to handiapthe progress of the invisible and spiritual brotherhood of the kingdom of God. And this brotherhoodis destined to beome a living organism in ontrast to an institutionalized soial organization. Itmay well utilize suh soial organizations, but it must not be supplanted by them.But the Christianity of even the twentieth entury must not be despised. It is the produt of theombined moral genius of the God-knowing men of many raes during many ages, and it has trulybeen one of the greatest powers for good on earth, and therefore no man should lightly regard it,notwithstanding its inherent and aquired defets. Christianity still ontrives to move the minds ofreetive men with mighty moral emotions.But there is no exuse for the involvement of the hurh in ommere and politis; suh unholyallianes are a agrant betrayal of the Master. And the genuine lovers of truth will be slow to forgetthat this powerful institutionalized hurh has often dared to smother newborn faith and perseutetruth bearers who haned to appear in unorthodox raiment.It is all too true that suh a hurh would not have survived unless there had been men inthe world who preferred suh a style of worship. Many spiritually indolent souls rave an anientand authoritative religion of ritual and sared traditions. Human evolution and spiritual progress arehardly suÆient to enable all men to dispense with religious authority. And the invisible brotherhoodof the kingdom may well inlude these family groups of various soial and temperamental lasses ifthey are only willing to beome truly spirit-led sons of God. But in this brotherhood of Jesus thereis no plae for setarian rivalry, group bitterness, nor assertions of moral superiority and spiritualinfallibility.These various groupings of Christians may serve to aommodate numerous di�erent types ofwould-be believers among the various peoples of Western ivilization, but suh division of Christen-dom presents a grave weakness when it attempts to arry the gospel of Jesus to Oriental peoples.These raes do not yet understand that there is a religion of Jesus separate, and somewhat apart,from Christianity, whih has more and more beome a religion about Jesus.The great hope of Urantia lies in the possibility of a new revelation of Jesus with a new and enlargedpresentation of his saving message whih would spiritually unite in loving servie the numerousfamilies of his present-day professed followers.Even seular eduation ould help in this great spiritual renaissane if it would pay more attentionto the work of teahing youth how to engage in life planning and harater progression. The purposeof all eduation should be to foster and further the supreme purpose of life, the development of amajesti and well-balaned personality. There is great need for the teahing of moral disipline inthe plae of so muh self-grati�ation. Upon suh a foundation religion may ontribute its spiritualinentive to the enlargement and enrihment of mortal life, even to the seurity and enhanement oflife eternal.Christianity is an extemporized religion, and therefore must it operate in low gear. High-gearspiritual performanes must await the new revelation and the more general aeptane of the realreligion of Jesus. But Christianity is a mighty religion, seeing that the ommonplae disiples of arui�ed arpenter set in motion those teahings whih onquered the Roman world in three hundred1907



years and then went on to triumph over the barbarians who overthrew Rome. This same Christianityonquered - absorbed and exalted - the whole stream of Hebrew theology and Greek philosophy. Andthen, when this Christian religion beame omatose for more than a thousand years as a result of anoverdose of mysteries and paganism, it resurreted itself and virtually reonquered the whole Westernworld. Christianity ontains enough of Jesus' teahings to immortalize it.If Christianity ould only grasp more of Jesus' teahings, it ould do so muh more in helpingmodern man to solve his new and inreasingly omplex problems.Christianity su�ers under a great handiap beause it has beome identi�ed in the minds of allthe world as a part of the soial system, the industrial life, and the moral standards of Westernivilization; and thus has Christianity unwittingly seemed to sponsor a soiety whih staggers underthe guilt of tolerating siene without idealism, politis without priniples, wealth without work,pleasure without restraint, knowledge without harater, power without onsiene, and industrywithout morality.The hope of modern Christianity is that it should ease to sponsor the soial systems and industrialpoliies of Western ivilization while it humbly bows itself before the ross it so valiantly extols, thereto learn anew from Jesus of Nazareth the greatest truths mortal man an ever hear - the living gospelof the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man.
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Chapter 196The Faith of JesusJESUS enjoyed a sublime and wholehearted faith in God. He experiened the ordinary ups anddowns of mortal existene, but he never religiously doubted the ertainty of God's wathare andguidane. His faith was the outgrowth of the insight born of the ativity of the divine presene, hisindwelling Adjuster. His faith was neither traditional nor merely intelletual; it was wholly personaland purely spiritual.The human Jesus saw God as being holy, just, and great, as well as being true, beautiful, andgood. All these attributes of divinity he foused in his mind as the \will of the Father in heaven."Jesus' God was at one and the same time \The Holy One of Israel" and \The living and lovingFather in heaven." The onept of God as a Father was not original with Jesus, but he exalted andelevated the idea into a sublime experiene by ahieving a new revelation of God and by prolaimingthat every mortal reature is a hild of this Father of love, a son of God.Jesus did not ling to faith in God as would a struggling soul at war with the universe and atdeath grips with a hostile and sinful world; he did not resort to faith merely as a onsolation in themidst of diÆulties or as a omfort in threatened despair; faith was not just an illusory ompensationfor the unpleasant realities and the sorrows of living. In the very fae of all the natural diÆultiesand the temporal ontraditions of mortal existene, he experiened the tranquillity of supreme andunquestioned trust in God and felt the tremendous thrill of living, by faith, in the very presene ofthe heavenly Father. And this triumphant faith was a living experiene of atual spirit attainment.Jesus' great ontribution to the values of human experiene was not that he revealed so many newideas about the Father in heaven, but rather that he so magni�ently and humanly demonstrated anew and higher type of living faith in God. Never on all the worlds of this universe, in the life ofany one mortal, did God ever beome suh a living reality as in the human experiene of Jesus ofNazareth.In the Master's life on Urantia, this and all other worlds of the loal reation disover a new andhigher type of religion, religion based on personal spiritual relations with the Universal Father andwholly validated by the supreme authority of genuine personal experiene. This living faith of Jesuswas more than an intelletual reetion, and it was not a mysti meditation.Theology may �x, formulate, de�ne, and dogmatize faith, but in the human life of Jesus faith waspersonal, living, original, spontaneous, and purely spiritual. This faith was not reverene for traditionnor a mere intelletual belief whih he held as a sared reed, but rather a sublime experiene anda profound onvition whih seurely held him. His faith was so real and all-enompassing that itabsolutely swept away any spiritual doubts and e�etively destroyed every oniting desire. Nothingwas able to tear him away from the spiritual anhorage of this fervent, sublime, and undaunted faith.Even in the fae of apparent defeat or in the throes of disappointment and threatening despair, healmly stood in the divine presene free from fear and fully onsious of spiritual invinibility. Jesusenjoyed the invigorating assurane of the possession of uninhing faith, and in eah of life's trying1909



situations he unfailingly exhibited an unquestioning loyalty to the Father's will. And this superbfaith was undaunted even by the ruel and rushing threat of an ignominious death.In a religious genius, strong spiritual faith so many times leads diretly to disastrous fanatiism,to exaggeration of the religious ego, but it was not so with Jesus. He was not unfavorably a�etedin his pratial life by his extraordinary faith and spirit attainment beause this spiritual exaltationwas a wholly unonsious and spontaneous soul expression of his personal experiene with God.The all-onsuming and indomitable spiritual faith of Jesus never beame fanatial, for it neverattempted to run away with his well-balaned intelletual judgments onerning the proportionalvalues of pratial and ommonplae soial, eonomi, and moral life situations. The Son of Manwas a splendidly uni�ed human personality; he was a perfetly endowed divine being; he was alsomagni�ently o-ordinated as a ombined human and divine being funtioning on earth as a singlepersonality. Always did the Master o-ordinate the faith of the soul with the wisdom-appraisals ofseasoned experiene. Personal faith, spiritual hope, and moral devotion were always orrelated ina mathless religious unity of harmonious assoiation with the keen realization of the reality andsaredness of all human loyalties - personal honor, family love, religious obligation, soial duty, andeonomi neessity.The faith of Jesus visualized all spirit values as being found in the kingdom of God; thereforehe said, \Seek �rst the kingdom of heaven." Jesus saw in the advaned and ideal fellowship of thekingdom the ahievement and ful�llment of the \will of God." The very heart of the prayer whihhe taught his disiples was, \Your kingdom ome; your will be done." Having thus oneived ofthe kingdom as omprising the will of God, he devoted himself to the ause of its realization withamazing self-forgetfulness and unbounded enthusiasm. But in all his intense mission and throughouthis extraordinary life there never appeared the fury of the fanati nor the super�ial frothiness ofthe religious egotist.The Master's entire life was onsistently onditioned by this living faith, this sublime religiousexperiene. This spiritual attitude wholly dominated his thinking and feeling, his believing andpraying, his teahing and preahing. This personal faith of a son in the ertainty and seurity of theguidane and protetion of the heavenly Father imparted to his unique life a profound endowmentof spiritual reality. And yet, despite this very deep onsiousness of lose relationship with divinity,this Galilean, God's Galilean, when addressed as Good Teaher, instantly replied, \Why do you allme good?" When we stand onfronted by suh splendid self-forgetfulness, we begin to understandhow the Universal Father found it possible so fully to manifest himself to him and reveal himselfthrough him to the mortals of the realms.Jesus brought to God, as a man of the realm, the greatest of all o�erings: the onserationand dediation of his own will to the majesti servie of doing the divine will. Jesus always andonsistently interpreted religion wholly in terms of the Father's will. When you study the areerof the Master, as onerns prayer or any other feature of the religious life, look not so muh forwhat he taught as for what he did. Jesus never prayed as a religious duty. To him prayer was asinere expression of spiritual attitude, a delaration of soul loyalty, a reital of personal devotion, anexpression of thanksgiving, an avoidane of emotional tension, a prevention of onit, an exaltationof intelletion, an ennoblement of desire, a vindiation of moral deision, an enrihment of thought, aninvigoration of higher inlinations, a onseration of impulse, a lari�ation of viewpoint, a delarationof faith, a transendental surrender of will, a sublime assertion of on�dene, a revelation of ourage,the prolamation of disovery, a onfession of supreme devotion, the validation of onseration, atehnique for the adjustment of diÆulties, and the mighty mobilization of the ombined soul powersto withstand all human tendenies toward sel�shness, evil, and sin. He lived just suh a life ofprayerful onseration to the doing of his Father's will and ended his life triumphantly with just suha prayer. The seret of his unparalleled religious life was this onsiousness of the presene of God;and he attained it by intelligent prayer and sinere worship - unbroken ommunion with God - and1910



not by leadings, voies, visions, or extraordinary religious praties.In the earthly life of Jesus, religion was a living experiene, a diret and personal movement fromspiritual reverene to pratial righteousness. The faith of Jesus bore the transendent fruits of thedivine spirit. His faith was not immature and redulous like that of a hild, but in many ways itdid resemble the unsuspeting trust of the hild mind. Jesus trusted God muh as the hild trustsa parent. He had a profound on�dene in the universe - just suh a trust as the hild has in itsparental environment. Jesus' wholehearted faith in the fundamental goodness of the universe verymuh resembled the hild's trust in the seurity of its earthly surroundings. He depended on theheavenly Father as a hild leans upon its earthly parent, and his fervent faith never for one momentdoubted the ertainty of the heavenly Father's overare. He was not disturbed seriously by fears,doubts, and skeptiism. Unbelief did not inhibit the free and original expression of his life. Heombined the stalwart and intelligent ourage of a full-grown man with the sinere and trustingoptimism of a believing hild. His faith grew to suh heights of trust that it was devoid of fear.The faith of Jesus attained the purity of a hild's trust. His faith was so absolute and undoubtingthat it responded to the harm of the ontat of fellow beings and to the wonders of the universe. Hissense of dependene on the divine was so omplete and so on�dent that it yielded the joy and theassurane of absolute personal seurity. There was no hesitating pretense in his religious experiene.In this giant intellet of the full-grown man the faith of the hild reigned supreme in all mattersrelating to the religious onsiousness. It is not strange that he one said, \Exept you beome asa little hild, you shall not enter the kingdom." Notwithstanding that Jesus' faith was hildlike, itwas in no sense hildish.Jesus does not require his disiples to believe in him but rather to believe with him, believe in thereality of the love of God and in full on�dene aept the seurity of the assurane of sonship withthe heavenly Father. The Master desires that all his followers should fully share his transendentfaith. Jesus most touhingly hallenged his followers, not only to believe what he believed, but alsoto believe as he believed. This is the full signi�ane of his one supreme requirement, \Follow me."Jesus' earthly life was devoted to one great purpose - doing the Father's will, living the human lifereligiously and by faith. The faith of Jesus was trusting, like that of a hild, but it was wholly free frompresumption. He made robust and manly deisions, ourageously faed manifold disappointments,resolutely surmounted extraordinary diÆulties, and uninhingly onfronted the stern requirementsof duty. It required a strong will and an unfailing on�dene to believe what Jesus believed and ashe believed.196.1 Jesus - The ManJesus' devotion to the Father's will and the servie of man was even more than mortal deision andhuman determination; it was a wholehearted onseration of himself to suh an unreserved bestowalof love. No matter how great the fat of the sovereignty of Mihael, you must not take the humanJesus away from men. The Master has asended on high as a man, as well as God; he belongs tomen; men belong to him. How unfortunate that religion itself should be so misinterpreted as totake the human Jesus away from struggling mortals! Let not the disussions of the humanity or thedivinity of the Christ obsure the saving truth that Jesus of Nazareth was a religious man who, byfaith, ahieved the knowing and the doing of the will of God; he was the most truly religious manwho has ever lived on Urantia.The time is ripe to witness the �gurative resurretion of the human Jesus from his burial tombamidst the theologial traditions and the religious dogmas of nineteen enturies. Jesus of Nazarethmust not be longer sari�ed to even the splendid onept of the glori�ed Christ. What a transendentservie if, through this revelation, the Son of Man should be reovered from the tomb of traditional1911



theology and be presented as the living Jesus to the hurh that bears his name, and to all otherreligions! Surely the Christian fellowship of believers will not hesitate to make suh adjustments offaith and of praties of living as will enable it to \follow after" the Master in the demonstration of hisreal life of religious devotion to the doing of his Father's will and of onseration to the unsel�sh servieof man. Do professed Christians fear the exposure of a self-suÆient and unonserated fellowshipof soial respetability and sel�sh eonomi maladjustment? Does institutional Christianity fear thepossible jeopardy, or even the overthrow, of traditional elesiastial authority if the Jesus of Galileeis reinstated in the minds and souls of mortal men as the ideal of personal religious living? Indeed,the soial readjustments, the eonomi transformations, the moral rejuvenations, and the religiousrevisions of Christian ivilization would be drasti and revolutionary if the living religion of Jesusshould suddenly supplant the theologi religion about Jesus.To \follow Jesus" means to personally share his religious faith and to enter into the spirit of theMaster's life of unsel�sh servie for man. One of the most important things in human living is to�nd out what Jesus believed, to disover his ideals, and to strive for the ahievement of his exaltedlife purpose. Of all human knowledge, that whih is of greatest value is to know the religious life ofJesus and how he lived it.The ommon people heard Jesus gladly, and they will again respond to the presentation of hissinere human life of onserated religious motivation if suh truths shall again be prolaimed tothe world. The people heard him gladly beause he was one of them, an unpretentious layman; theworld's greatest religious teaher was indeed a layman.It should not be the aim of kingdom believers literally to imitate the outward life of Jesus inthe esh but rather to share his faith; to trust God as he trusted God and to believe in men as hebelieved in men. Jesus never argued about either the fatherhood of God or the brotherhood of men;he was a living illustration of the one and a profound demonstration of the other.Just as men must progress from the onsiousness of the human to the realization of the divine, sodid Jesus asend from the nature of man to the onsiousness of the nature of God. And the Mastermade this great asent from the human to the divine by the onjoint ahievement of the faith of hismortal intellet and the ats of his indwelling Adjuster. The fat-realization of the attainment oftotality of divinity (all the while fully onsious of the reality of humanity) was attended by sevenstages of faith onsiousness of progressive divinization. These stages of progressive self-realizationwere marked o� by the following extraordinary events in the Master's bestowal experiene:1. The arrival of the Thought Adjuster.2. The messenger of Immanuel who appeared to him at Jerusalem when he was about twelveyears old.3. The manifestations attendant upon his baptism.4. The experienes on the Mount of Trans�guration.5. The morontia resurretion.6. The spirit asension.7. The �nal embrae of the Paradise Father, onferring unlimited sovereignty of his universe.196.2 The Religion of JesusSome day a reformation in the Christian hurh may strike deep enough to get bak to the unadul-terated religious teahings of Jesus, the author and �nisher of our faith. You may preah a religionabout Jesus, but, perfore, you must live the religion of Jesus. In the enthusiasm of Penteost, Peter1912



unintentionally inaugurated a new religion, the religion of the risen and glori�ed Christ. The ApostlePaul later on transformed this new gospel into Christianity, a religion embodying his own theologiviews and portraying his own personal experiene with the Jesus of the Damasus road. The gospelof the kingdom is founded on the personal religious experiene of the Jesus of Galilee; Christianityis founded almost exlusively on the personal religious experiene of the Apostle Paul. Almost thewhole of the New Testament is devoted, not to the portrayal of the signi�ant and inspiring religiouslife of Jesus, but to a disussion of Paul's religious experiene and to a portrayal of his personalreligious onvitions. The only notable exeptions to this statement, aside from ertain parts ofMatthew, Mark, and Luke, are the Book of Hebrews and the Epistle of James. Even Peter, in hiswriting, only one reverted to the personal religious life of his Master. The New Testament is asuperb Christian doument, but it is only meagerly Jesusonian.Jesus' life in the esh portrays a transendent religious growth from the early ideas of primitiveawe and human reverene up through years of personal spiritual ommunion until he �nally arrivedat that advaned and exalted status of the onsiousness of his oneness with the Father. And thus, inone short life, did Jesus traverse that experiene of religious spiritual progression whih man begins onearth and ordinarily ahieves only at the onlusion of his long sojourn in the spirit training shools ofthe suessive levels of the pre-Paradise areer. Jesus progressed from a purely human onsiousnessof the faith ertainties of personal religious experiene to the sublime spiritual heights of the positiverealization of his divine nature and to the onsiousness of his lose assoiation with the UniversalFather in the management of a universe. He progressed from the humble status of mortal dependenewhih prompted him spontaneously to say to the one who alled him Good Teaher, \Why do youall me good? None is good but God," to that sublime onsiousness of ahieved divinity whih ledhim to exlaim, \Whih one of you onvits me of sin?" And this progressing asent from the humanto the divine was an exlusively mortal ahievement. And when he had thus attained divinity, hewas still the same human Jesus, the Son of Man as well as the Son of God.Mark, Matthew, and Luke retain something of the piture of the human Jesus as he engaged inthe superb struggle to asertain the divine will and to do that will. John presents a piture of thetriumphant Jesus as he walked on earth in the full onsiousness of divinity. The great mistake thathas been made by those who have studied the Master's life is that some have oneived of him asentirely human, while others have thought of him as only divine. Throughout his entire experienehe was truly both human and divine, even as he yet is.But the greatest mistake was made in that, while the human Jesus was reognized as having areligion, the divine Jesus (Christ) almost overnight beame a religion. Paul's Christianity made sureof the adoration of the divine Christ, but it almost wholly lost sight of the struggling and valianthuman Jesus of Galilee, who, by the valor of his personal religious faith and the heroism of hisindwelling Adjuster, asended from the lowly levels of humanity to beome one with divinity, thusbeoming the new and living way whereby all mortals may so asend from humanity to divinity.Mortals in all stages of spirituality and on all worlds may �nd in the personal life of Jesus that whihwill strengthen and inspire them as they progress from the lowest spirit levels up to the highest divinevalues, from the beginning to the end of all personal religious experiene.At the time of the writing of the New Testament, the authors not only most profoundly believedin the divinity of the risen Christ, but they also devotedly and sinerely believed in his immediatereturn to earth to onsummate the heavenly kingdom. This strong faith in the Lord's immediatereturn had muh to do with the tendeny to omit from the reord those referenes whih portrayedthe purely human experienes and attributes of the Master. The whole Christian movement tendedaway from the human piture of Jesus of Nazareth toward the exaltation of the risen Christ, theglori�ed and soon-returning Lord Jesus Christ.Jesus founded the religion of personal experiene in doing the will of God and serving the humanbrotherhood; Paul founded a religion in whih the glori�ed Jesus beame the objet of worship and1913



the brotherhood onsisted of fellow believers in the divine Christ. In the bestowal of Jesus thesetwo onepts were potential in his divine-human life, and it is indeed a pity that his followers failedto reate a uni�ed religion whih might have given proper reognition to both the human and thedivine natures of the Master as they were inseparably bound up in his earth life and so gloriouslyset forth in the original gospel of the kingdom.You would be neither shoked nor disturbed by some of Jesus' strong pronounements if you wouldonly remember that he was the world's most wholehearted and devoted religionist. He was a whollyonserated mortal, unreservedly dediated to doing his Father's will. Many of his apparently hardsayings were more of a personal onfession of faith and a pledge of devotion than ommands to hisfollowers. And it was this very singleness of purpose and unsel�sh devotion that enabled him toe�et suh extraordinary progress in the onquest of the human mind in one short life. Many of hisdelarations should be onsidered as a onfession of what he demanded of himself rather than whathe required of all his followers. In his devotion to the ause of the kingdom, Jesus burned all bridgesbehind him; he sari�ed all hindranes to the doing of his Father's will.Jesus blessed the poor beause they were usually sinere and pious; he ondemned the rih beausethey were usually wanton and irreligious. He would equally ondemn the irreligious pauper andommend the onserated and worshipful man of wealth.Jesus led men to feel at home in the world; he delivered them from the slavery of taboo andtaught them that the world was not fundamentally evil. He did not long to esape from his earthlylife; he mastered a tehnique of aeptably doing the Father's will while in the esh. He attained anidealisti religious life in the very midst of a realisti world. Jesus did not share Paul's pessimistiview of humankind. The Master looked upon men as the sons of God and foresaw a magni�ent andeternal future for those who hose survival. He was not a moral skepti; he viewed man positively,not negatively. He saw most men as weak rather than wiked, more distraught than depraved. Butno matter what their status, they were all God's hildren and his brethren.He taught men to plae a high value upon themselves in time and in eternity. Beause of this highestimate whih Jesus plaed upon men, he was willing to spend himself in the unremitting servie ofhumankind. And it was this in�nite worth of the �nite that made the golden rule a vital fator inhis religion. What mortal an fail to be uplifted by the extraordinary faith Jesus has in him?Jesus o�ered no rules for soial advanement; his was a religious mission, and religion is anexlusively individual experiene. The ultimate goal of soiety's most advaned ahievement annever hope to transend Jesus' brotherhood of men based on the reognition of the fatherhood ofGod. The ideal of all soial attainment an be realized only in the oming of this divine kingdom.196.3 The Supremay of ReligionPersonal, spiritual religious experiene is an eÆient solvent for most mortal diÆulties; it is ane�etive sorter, evaluator, and adjuster of all human problems. Religion does not remove or destroyhuman troubles, but it does dissolve, absorb, illuminate, and transend them. True religion uni�esthe personality for e�etive adjustment to all mortal requirements. Religious faith - the positiveleading of the indwelling divine presene - unfailingly enables the God-knowing man to bridge thatgulf existing between the intelletual logi whih reognizes the Universal First Cause as It and thosepositive aÆrmations of the soul whih aver this First Cause is He, the heavenly Father of Jesus'gospel, the personal God of human salvation.There are just three elements in universal reality: fat, idea, and relation. The religious on-siousness identi�es these realities as siene, philosophy, and truth. Philosophy would be inlined toview these ativities as reason, wisdom, and faith - physial reality, intelletual reality, and spiritual1914



reality. We are in the habit of designating these realities as thing, meaning, and value.The progressive omprehension of reality is the equivalent of approahing God. The �nding ofGod, the onsiousness of identity with reality, is the equivalent of the experiening of self-ompletion- self-entirety, self-totality. The experiening of total reality is the full realization of God, the �nalityof the God-knowing experiene.The full summation of human life is the knowledge that man is eduated by fat, ennobled bywisdom, and saved - justi�ed - by religious faith.Physial ertainty onsists in the logi of siene; moral ertainty, in the wisdom of philosophy;spiritual ertainty, in the truth of genuine religious experiene.The mind of man an attain high levels of spiritual insight and orresponding spheres of divinity ofvalues beause it is not wholly material. There is a spirit nuleus in the mind of man - the Adjusterof the divine presene. There are three separate evidenes of this spirit indwelling of the humanmind:1. Humanitarian fellowship - love. The purely animal mind may be gregarious for self-protetion,but only the spirit-indwelt intellet is unsel�shly altruisti and unonditionally loving.2. Interpretation of the universe - wisdom. Only the spirit-indwelt mind an omprehend thatthe universe is friendly to the individual.3. Spiritual evaluation of life - worship. Only the spirit-indwelt man an realize the divine preseneand seek to attain a fuller experiene in and with this foretaste of divinity.The human mind does not reate real values; human experiene does not yield universe insight.Conerning insight, the reognition of moral values and the disernment of spiritual meanings, allthat the human mind an do is to disover, reognize, interpret, and hoose.The moral values of the universe beome intelletual possessions by the exerise of the three basijudgments, or hoies, of the mortal mind:1. Self-judgment - moral hoie.2. Soial-judgment - ethial hoie.3. God-judgment - religious hoie.Thus it appears that all human progress is e�eted by a tehnique of onjoint revelational evolution.Unless a divine lover lived in man, he ould not unsel�shly and spiritually love. Unless an inter-preter lived in the mind, man ould not truly realize the unity of the universe. Unless an evaluatordwelt with man, he ould not possibly appraise moral values and reognize spiritual meanings. Andthis lover hails from the very soure of in�nite love; this interpreter is a part of Universal Unity; thisevaluator is the hild of the Center and Soure of all absolute values of divine and eternal reality.Moral evaluation with a religious meaning - spiritual insight - onnotes the individual's hoiebetween good and evil, truth and error, material and spiritual, human and divine, time and eternity.Human survival is in great measure dependent on onserating the human will to the hoosing ofthose values seleted by this spirit-value sorter - the indwelling interpreter and uni�er. Personalreligious experiene onsists in two phases: disovery in the human mind and revelation by theindwelling divine spirit. Through oversophistiation or as a result of the irreligious ondut ofprofessed religionists, a man, or even a generation of men, may elet to suspend their e�orts todisover the God who indwells them; they may fail to progress in and attain the divine revelation. Butsuh attitudes of spiritual nonprogression annot long persist beause of the presene and inueneof the indwelling Thought Adjusters.This profound experiene of the reality of the divine indwelling forever transends the rudematerialisti tehnique of the physial sienes. You annot put spiritual joy under a mirosope;1915



you annot weigh love in a balane; you annot measure moral values; neither an you estimate thequality of spiritual worship.The Hebrews had a religion of moral sublimity; the Greeks evolved a religion of beauty; Paul andhis onferees founded a religion of faith, hope, and harity. Jesus revealed and exempli�ed a religionof love: seurity in the Father's love, with joy and satisfation onsequent upon sharing this love inthe servie of the human brotherhood.Every time man makes a reetive moral hoie, he immediately experienes a new divine invasionof his soul. Moral hoosing onstitutes religion as the motive of inner response to outer onditions.But suh a real religion is not a purely subjetive experiene. It signi�es the whole of the subjetivityof the individual engaged in a meaningful and intelligent response to total objetivity - the universeand its Maker.The exquisite and transendent experiene of loving and being loved is not just a psyhi illusionbeause it is so purely subjetive. The one truly divine and objetive reality that is assoiated withmortal beings, the Thought Adjuster, funtions to human observation apparently as an exlusivelysubjetive phenomenon. Man's ontat with the highest objetive reality, God, is only through thepurely subjetive experiene of knowing him, of worshiping him, of realizing sonship with him.True religious worship is not a futile monologue of self-deeption. Worship is a personal ommunionwith that whih is divinely real, with that whih is the very soure of reality. Man aspires by worshipto be better and thereby eventually attains the best.The idealization and attempted servie of truth, beauty, and goodness is not a substitute forgenuine religious experiene - spiritual reality. Psyhology and idealism are not the equivalent ofreligious reality. The projetions of the human intellet may indeed originate false gods - gods inman's image - but the true God-onsiousness does not have suh an origin. The God-onsiousnessis resident in the indwelling spirit. Many of the religious systems of man ome from the formulationsof the human intellet, but the God-onsiousness is not neessarily a part of these grotesque systemsof religious slavery.God is not the mere invention of man's idealism; he is the very soure of all suh superanimalinsights and values. God is not a hypothesis formulated to unify the human onepts of truth,beauty, and goodness; he is the personality of love from whom all of these universe manifestationsare derived. The truth, beauty, and goodness of man's world are uni�ed by the inreasing spiritualityof the experiene of mortals asending toward Paradise realities. The unity of truth, beauty, andgoodness an only be realized in the spiritual experiene of the God-knowing personality.Morality is the essential pre-existent soil of personal God-onsiousness, the personal realizationof the Adjuster's inner presene, but suh morality is not the soure of religious experiene and theresultant spiritual insight. The moral nature is superanimal but subspiritual. Morality is equivalentto the reognition of duty, the realization of the existene of right and wrong. The moral zoneintervenes between the animal and the human types of mind as morontia funtions between thematerial and the spiritual spheres of personality attainment.The evolutionary mind is able to disover law, morals, and ethis; but the bestowed spirit, theindwelling Adjuster, reveals to the evolving human mind the lawgiver, the Father-soure of all thatis true, beautiful, and good; and suh an illuminated man has a religion and is spiritually equippedto begin the long and adventurous searh for God.Morality is not neessarily spiritual; it may be wholly and purely human, albeit real religionenhanes all moral values, makes them more meaningful. Morality without religion fails to revealultimate goodness, and it also fails to provide for the survival of even its own moral values. Religionprovides for the enhanement, glori�ation, and assured survival of everything morality reognizesand approves. 1916



Religion stands above siene, art, philosophy, ethis, and morals, but not independent of them.They are all indissolubly interrelated in human experiene, personal and soial. Religion is man'ssupreme experiene in the mortal nature, but �nite language makes it forever impossible for theologyever adequately to depit real religious experiene.Religious insight possesses the power of turning defeat into higher desires and new determinations.Love is the highest motivation whih man may utilize in his universe asent. But love, divestedof truth, beauty, and goodness, is only a sentiment, a philosophi distortion, a psyhi illusion,a spiritual deeption. Love must always be rede�ned on suessive levels of morontia and spiritprogression.Art results from man's attempt to esape from the lak of beauty in his material environment; itis a gesture toward the morontia level. Siene is man's e�ort to solve the apparent riddles of thematerial universe. Philosophy is man's attempt at the uni�ation of human experiene. Religion isman's supreme gesture, his magni�ent reah for �nal reality, his determination to �nd God and tobe like him.In the realm of religious experiene, spiritual possibility is potential reality. Man's forward spiritualurge is not a psyhi illusion. All of man's universe romaning may not be fat, but muh, very muh,is truth.Some men's lives are too great and noble to desend to the low level of being merely suessful.The animal must adapt itself to the environment, but the religious man transends his environmentand in this way esapes the limitations of the present material world through this insight of divinelove. This onept of love generates in the soul of man that superanimal e�ort to �nd truth, beauty,and goodness; and when he does �nd them, he is glori�ed in their embrae; he is onsumed with thedesire to live them, to do righteousness.Be not disouraged; human evolution is still in progress, and the revelation of God to the world,in and through Jesus, shall not fail.The great hallenge to modern man is to ahieve better ommuniation with the divine Monitorthat dwells within the human mind. Man's greatest adventure in the esh onsists in the well-balaned and sane e�ort to advane the borders of self-onsiousness out through the dim realms ofembryoni soul-onsiousness in a wholehearted e�ort to reah the borderland of spirit-onsiousness- ontat with the divine presene. Suh an experiene onstitutes God-onsiousness, an experienemightily on�rmative of the pre-existent truth of the religious experiene of knowing God. Suh spirit-onsiousness is the equivalent of the knowledge of the atuality of sonship with God. Otherwise,the assurane of sonship is the experiene of faith.And God-onsiousness is equivalent to the integration of the self with the universe, and on itshighest levels of spiritual reality. Only the spirit ontent of any value is imperishable. Even thatwhih is true, beautiful, and good may not perish in human experiene. If man does not hooseto survive, then does the surviving Adjuster onserve those realities born of love and nurtured inservie. And all these things are a part of the Universal Father. The Father is living love, and thislife of the Father is in his Sons. And the spirit of the Father is in his Sons' sons - mortal men. Whenall is said and done, the Father idea is still the highest human onept of God.* * * * *
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